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queen of society in the ages 'when it was gorically contained the highest secrets 
reserved exclusively for the education of the Kabala. Christianity ought not 
of priests and kings. It reigned in therefore to hate Magic, but human ig- 
Persia with the Magi, who 'perished in a norance always fears the unknown. ■ Sci- 
day as perish the masters of the world ence was obliged to conceal itself in
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day as perish the masters of the world 
for abusing their power. It gave India 
the most marvelous traditions and an

THE VISIT HAD BEEN FORE
TOLD.

THE “GRAND SPREAD” AS LAID OUT UPON THE TABLE, FROM WHICH MR. 
' • RICHMOND READ THE PAST AND FUTURE OF THE WRITER.

THE CLAIMS OF MODERN AS
TROLOGY. ,,
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Significance Attached 
Them by the Master 
the Order of the Magi.
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Read from a Fresh Deck in the 
Secret Temple at Chicago.

The world is seekifig light. Dogma 
and creeds are swept away by the inex
orable force of science and logic. Man- 
madd gods and devils with almighty 
power belong to the times of the 
fabulous. Credulity is giving way to 
reason, and that which appeals to 
reason is worth consideration. Man in 
his endeavor, to fathom the mystery of 
life, no longer turns to the black-robed 
priest for knowledge of the destiny of 
his immortal soul. He acknowledges

incredible luxury of poetry, grace and 
terror in its emblems; it civilized Greece 
by the music of the'lyre of Orpheus; it 
concealed the principles of all sciences 
and all the progress of the human spirit 
in the bold calculations ot Pythagoras. 
Fable -is full of miracles, and when his
tory undertook to judge this unknown 
power it was 'confused with fable. . It 
unsettled or established empires by its 
oracles, made tyrants turn pale upon 
their thrones; arid dominated all minds 
by curiosity Or fear. To this’ science, 
said the masses, 'nothing is impossible; 
it commands the elements, knows the 
language of the stars, and directs the 
march of the planets; the moon, at its 
word, falls all bloody from heaven; the 
dead arp raised in their graves and 
speak in. fatal words as the winds of' 
night whistle in their skulls. Mistress 
of love or hate, this science Can give.at 
her will to human hearts either paradise 
or hades; she disposes at leisure of all 
forms, and distributes as it pleases her 
either beauty or ugliness. She changes 
by turn, with the wapd of Circe, men 
into brutes, and - animals into men. She 
disposes alike of life and death. She 
can confer upon her adepts wealth by 
the transmutation of metals, and gives 
them immortality by her quintessence 
and her elixir of life, composed of gold

order to escape from the impassioned 
aggressions of a blind love; it enveloped 
itself in new hieroglyphics, disseminated 
its efforts, disguised its hopes. • Then 
was created the gorgon of alchemy, a 
continual deception, misleading the un
learned, thirsting for gold, but living 
language only to the true disciples of 
Hermes.
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God as the pulse and heart-beat of the 
universe—the principle of eternal- law. 
The story of a six day’s creation is dis
proved by the geologist, who has found 
in the rock-ribbed earth a recòrd which 
carries the beginhing back into the very 
mists of apast eternity. The astronomer 
points to the confines of the solar system 
which is not one little step outward to
ward boundless infinity. The principle 
of eternal and fixed law is everywhere 
appai-ent, and the story of Joshua com
manding the sun to stand still must, in 
the light of science, take its place among 
the legends of antiquity.

In these latter days'there has come a 
new religion, whose votaries,say is the 
oldest on the earth and which is no less 
than the religion taught by the ancient 
Magi. ...

In this article I will quote from the 
“Ritual and Dogma of Magic” by Eliphas 
Levi, the renowned French priest and 
mystic, who spent his life in the study of 
magic, as taught by._the-Kabala,. and 
whose ambition if was to conform - the 
facts revealed by science to religion as 
taught by the church.

I have been permitted to read the 
manuscript of a translation from. the 
original work, by that erudite scholar, 
philosopher, savant and mystic, Robert 
Allen Campbell, who learned the French 
language expressly to translate this 
great work: .

Through the veil of all the heiratic 
and mystic allegories of ancient dogma, 
through gloom and grotesque trials of 
all initiations, under the seal of all 
sacred writings, in the ruins of Ninevah 
and’ Thebes, Upon thè . wreaths worn 
stones of ancient temples; and upon the 
black face of the Assyrian and Egyptian 
Sphinxinthè monètrous paintings which 
translate for the believers in India the 
paves of the sacred Vedas, in'the strange 
emblems in our old book's of Alchemy, 
in the ceremonies of receptìón practiced 
bv all secret societies, is discovered the 
traces of a doctrine everywhere the 
same, and everywhere carefully con
cealed doctrines of occult philosophy 
seem to have been the nurse or god
mother of all religions, the secret lever 
Of all intellectual forces, the key of all 
divine obscurities, and the absolute

and silver! This was magic from Zoroas
ter to Manes, from Orpheus to Apollonius 
of Tyana, when positive Christianity, 
triumphing finally in the beautiful 
dreams and aspirations of the school of 
Alexandria, dared publicly to crush this 
philosophy by its anathemas, and thüs 
rendered it more occult and mysterious 
than ever. .

Elsewhere, it circulated in rega'rfl’to 
the adepts or initiates strange and alarm
ing reports; these men 'wére everywhere 
surrounded by a fatal influencejj’they 
killed or rendered demented those who 
allowed themselves to be carried away 
by their charming eloquence, or by the 
fascination of their knowledge. The 
women whom they loyéœ became 
Stryges, their children disappeared in 
their nocturnal conventicle^ and their 
bloody and abominable fèpsts were 
spoken of in a whisper, with shuddering. 
Bones were found in the vaults of an
cient temples; bowlings w^rc heard in 
the night, harvests witheredyahd flocks 
drooped when magicians pasted. Mal
adies which defied medical skill occa
sionally appeared in the world; and 
these were always said to be on account 
of the malignant gaze of the adepts. 
Finally a universal cry of reprobation 
was raised against magic, of which, the 
accusation alone'became a crime, and 
the hate of the unlearned was formulated 
by the cry: “To thé fire with the ma
gicians,” as was the cry, -some centuries 
later: “To the lions with the 
Christians.” ........

Now' the multitude never conspired 
except against real power; they do not 
know the true, but they instinctively 
recognize the,- strong; It was reserved 
for the eighteenth . century to laugirij; 
once at Christians and magic, .tfi£otigh- 
being infatuated with , thé homüiès'ÿf 
Jean Jacques'and thé fascinations .of, 
Caglîastro. ' Nevertheless, science ’te 
the foundation of magic,as love;is the 
foundation of Christianity; and'iri the 
gospel symbols we see the incarnated 
Word adored in hisjnfancy by the three 
Magi, who, I conducted by a star (the 
ternary and sign of the microcosm) 
and receiving from them gold; incense 
and myrrh, another mysterious ternary, 
under the emblem of which are alle-

It is desired to call attention to what 
this great student has to say about 
certain books of the Bible—Ezekiel and 
the Apocalypse, and also about that 
“little book” which is. spoken of in 
Revelations, sealed with seven seals, 
known in our day as playing-cards,, 
claimed by those who have studied it1 
and learned some of its secrets to be the 
most ancient book in the world, - and 
among the most important ever given to 
man.

“Singular thing, there exists among 
the sacred Christian books two works 
that the infallible church makes no pre-’ 
tension to understand, and never tries'to. 
explain—Ezekiel and the Apocalypse, 
two cabalistic keys, reserved doubtless, 
in heaven for the commentaries of the 
magian kings; books closed by seven 
seals for the believing faithful, and per
fectly clear to the infidel whorls, in
itiated into the occult sciences. There' 
is still another book, in a way popular, 
and that may be found everywhere; and 
yet the most occult and unknown or 'all, 
because it contains the key to all oth
ers; it is public without being known to 
the public; it is not sought where it is, 
and time would be utterly wasted to 
seek for it where it is not, even if . its 
existence should be suspected. This 
book, more ancient, perhaps, than’ that 
of Enoch, has never been translated, 
and it. is still written entirely in prim
itive characters, and upon detached 
pages, like ancient tablets. One dis
tinguished savant has revealed, without 
its being noticed, not precisely-''its 
secret, but its antiquity, and singular 
preservation. Another savant, but of a 
mind more fantastic thfin judicious, 
spent twenty years studyihg this book, 
and. only suspected all ¿its; imi>ortarice.:. 
■Eb-isj induct,Aptohumenti^ arid singular: 
work, simple arid strong as the archi
tecture of ,the pyramids, and conse
quently durable as they, a book which 
sums up all science, and the infinite 
combinations of which can solve all 
problems; a book that speaks to arouse 
thought, insplrative and regulative of 
all possible coriceptions; the masterpiece, 
pernaps, of the /human mind, and cer
tainly one of the most beautiful things 
left us from antiquity; a universal key, 
the name of which only has been under
stood and explained by the illuminated 
savant, William Postd; a unique" text, 
of which, the first characters ..only 
carried away in ecstasy the religious 
spirit of St. Marten, and might nave 
restored the reason of the sublimb and 
unfortunate Swedenborg. We will 
speak of this book later, and its math
ematical apd rigorous explanation will 
be the object ana crown of our consci
entious labor.” ' ' .

The foregoing would appear a fitting 
introduction and endorsement for the 
“little book” which is the subject of 
this article, and will no doubt convince 
the skeptics that within its fifty-two 
leaves is contained knowledge of value 
to all, and which will enable the adept 
to demonstrate its wondrous properties.
'My experience in a visit to the Tem

ple of the Magi is faithfully portrayed 
in the following narrative wnich was 
recently printed in the Chicago Inter
Ocean and the Pittsburgh Dispatch: *

The Legislature of the great State of 
Illinois has recently had under consider
ation a bill which is intended to stop, br 
at least curtail, the business of clairvoy
ants, mediums, astrologers and others 
who get money by claiming to foretell 
the future.

It is a question in my mind whether 
some of those who profess to deal out 
knowledge of this kind are not working 
on the credulity of their customers and 
follow the business for the money there 
is in it, rather than with a sincere de
sire to help those who seek their aid. 
Indeed, many of the communications 
that purport to come from the Spirit
world are frivolous and silly and are not 
.worth the consideration of an intelli- 
’gent person. It is well known that the 
sciences of palmistry and phrenology 
reveal much of the character of indi
viduals, and an astute physiognomist 
can tell by the face many things that to 
a person who is unfamiliar with this 
science would seem to be of an occult 
character. ’’ .

There is a grain of superstition in all 
of mankind; a desii’e to know the future 
seems to be * common heritage.

This is the force that sends the maiden 
to the fortune-teller with a dollar, and 
the hope that she. can learn who is to. be 
her future husband. It is well known 
that many operators here in Chicago- 
employ this method to ascertain' how 
the markets will stand at a certain 
time. “Spook traders,” as they .ard 
tealled, are not unknown to the Board of. 
Trade. : I learned while investigating, 
this subject that one medium, at .least 
made'the forecast of the markets her 
sole business, and her time^g/almost 
wholly taken up by men w^Srride-in 
futures. It was also learn^^hat de
tectives sometimes seek the Aid of the 
clairvoyant iri locating Jlpeyes and 
stolen property, or to clear up’.'rtysteries 
that follow their calling. Tirihe rounds 
among a half a hundred people who pro
fess to foretell the future it was found 
that the most of them are kept busy by 
anxious inquiries after hidden knowl
edge. Indeed, at many places it was 
necessary to make an appointment in

advance before a‘sitting could be grant
ed,: and.-in some cases the time of the 
medium was taken for days ahead, so 
the visitor was required to select some 
day and hour when he could be received.

■ O. H. Richmond, who is grand master 
of the Grand Temple of the Order of 
Magi, located in this, city, does not 
claim,to be a fortune-teller, but says he 
'is a scientist, and is at the head of a so
ciety whose votaries believe and prac- 
tjce.the; “Religion of the Stars,” a re- 
ligipnAo ancient that it begins with the

were placed on the altar faces up in 
seven rows. All this shuffling and out- 
ting of the cards was done by myself. 
Mr. Richmond stood at least twenty 
feet away and had not touched them- 
since they were handed to me. He then 
came to the altar and selected seven of 
the cards and turned them cross-ways to 
the rest of the deck.

“Please look at your memorandum,” 
said he, “and see if it corresponds to the 
seven cards as I have turned them.”

My memorandum read: “Nine of
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.garden-,of Eden, and flourished when 
the sunken; and forgotten continent of 
Atlantis,was young and the seat of the 
knowledge pt the world.
ÿZJijgéK hap, beeri< written.- àbbut-.this 
iriÿétlo’tqniple arid' the wonderful pow
ers of-iis master, andlt is the' purpose 
ofrtEis article to give my experience in 
a visit to the temple of the Magi. Mr. 
Richmond was found busily engaged in 
some astronomical calculations, and the 
table at which he worked was covered 
with.papers on which were drawn many 
strange signs and symbols, and among 
others were the familiar emblems seen 
on ordinary playing cards. On explain
ing the object of the visit, Mr. Rich
mond stated that although he was very 
busy'he was glad to see me, as he had 
been expecting that I would come at
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hearts, six of spades, three of diamonds, 
queen of clubs, eight of spades, four of 
spadesand five of clubs?’ The memo
randum corresponded exactly to the 
seventeards tumed' upon the aitar by

■ Mr. Richmond. •
“I would like to have you, " continued 

this interesting mystic, “open the en
velope and find what that contains.”

l Within the sealed envelope was a 
। sheet of paper on which was written: 
. “Prognostication, on or about (date of 
■ visit given) a gentleman will call here 
■ whom we have in our records. He is a 

writer and unbeliever in most occult 
manifestations although of mystic tend-

• encies. Lead him to the temple and if 
■ he is the one expected he will select the 
. following cards from the test book: 
; Nine of hearts, six of spades, three of 

diamonds, queen of clubs, eight of 
spades, four of spades and five of clubs. 
Book iv., page 140, Temple Archives.” 

While I was greatly astonished when 
I found my secret memorandum corre
sponded to the seven cards as turned up 

. on the altar by Mr. Richmond, my 
breath quite left me when. I read the 
paper contained in the sealed' envelope, 
which was safely fti my pocket at least 
an hour before the experiment took 
place. .

“The fifty-two cards as laid on the 
*altar,” said the Master Magea, “area 
record of your entire life. The first

• A SIXTEEN CARD TAROT.
this time. This appeared very remark
able,. since it had not been known an 
hour.before just when the visit to the 
temple would be made.-
T. “This,” said he, handing me a sealed 
tonvelope, “will prove that your call 
hère was not altogether unexpected. At 
thé proper time you are to open and 
note: its .contents.

’ “It is'nbt Often,” he continued, as we 
ascended the stairs leading to the tem
ple, “that the uninitiated make this 
journeyj but a special dispensation has 
been granted in your case, and you have 
a privilege accorded to but few.”

.T was handed a pack of playing cards, 
wliirih .^fere still in their original wrap- 
■.pélyâûà'Was requested to throw out the 
jokeri as but fift^-two cards could be 
used in thé experiment.

“I want you to shuffle these cards,” 
èaid'hé," ’“until you are satisfied that 
’thereiis no possibility, of their having 
beemarranged for this purpose by me.” 

; Iwàè mot very favorably impressed 
when ! realized that the experiment'de- 
volved upon a pack of playing cards, 
whiph..to my mind were the-tools of 
gamblers and tricksters, and have been 
■so.assqci&ted in the minds of others for 
hühdrèds’ of years. " However, I pro
ceeded'to give them a thorough mixing, 
and, after fifteen ¿limites,- was satisfied 
that no person from any mundane knowl- 
eilge could locate a single card in the 
fiity-two. I was directed to place the 
cards iiv severi piles, within seven .of the 
ïwélvé divisions radiating from thé cen^ 
:ter bhrthe top of the temple altar, which 
I was informed represented the twelve 
signs of the zodiac, with the sun as the 
Center, and to draw any single çardfrom 
each of the seven piles; to make a. writ
ten memorandum of the cards, drawn, 
which was to be kept secret. After the 
cards wère drawn and the memorandum 
riiade. according to directions the seven 
cards were placed in the pack and again 
thoroughly shuffled and cut many times. 
After.the second shuffling the cards

(

NINE-CARD TAROT.
and fives changes, sixes monotony, or 
that affairs will run along without 
change, as shown on the cards in two 
straight parallel lines. Sevens are un
desirable cards to draw, for the reason 
that they presagcssickness and trouble. 
It is a noteworthy fact that there is a 
superstition in regard to sevens, and 
they are not held in high repute by 
those most familiar with cards. A 
gambler will not wager much money on 
sevens. Seven in all ages and all re
ligions has been regarded as a sacred 
number, and it still retains many 
strange and wonderful properties. 
Eights denote power and ability, nines 
disappointments, while tens are cards of 
success. Without knowing why, in the 
same manner that there is a superstition 
among those who play cards for money, 
against the sevens, the tens are accepted 
as an omen of good luck, and it would 
be a costly experiment to undertake to 
force an old card-player to lay down 
three tens in a game of poker. The 
knaves represent' single men, queens 
■married or single women, and the kings 
elderly married or single men.
“The .top line, containing only three 

cards,’.’-'feaid the mystic, “are sun cards,
■ f it- , i

three rows represent the past, the cen
tral row the present, and the last three 
rows the future. The seven cards drawn 
by you represent the cards ruling with 
you at this time under each of the seven 
planets. With all the shuffling, mixing 
and cutting, they have come out pre
cisely as predicted in accordance with 
strict mathematical law, and you will 
observe that the seven cards were 
placed by you under each of the seven 
planets. However, they will not always 
be so arranged, as it frequently occurs 
that two or more cards will fall under 
one planet. Now, these are only sym
bols, which is a method \of universal 
communication. The language of sym
bols is the same the world over. The 
figure 2 means the same in Greenland as 
it does in India. A kiss conveys a senti
ment of affection everywhere, so these 
cards, which to a mystic are a sacred 
test book, are symbols which express a 
meaning, and are not the tools of a gam
bler or for frivolous or idle amusement. 
They are the same today as used by our 
ancient brethren in Egypt to forecast 
the future, and were handed down to us 
.fitom lost Atlantis, the great kingdom of 
four kings, which was divided by four 
rivers flowing out from the garden of 
Eden, toward the north, south, east and 
west. *

“Each card has a numerical value, 
and the suits are symbolical, among 
other things, of the four seasons of the 
yeah, each having a. mathematical 
power expressed in figures. In reading 
the past, present and future for a person 
from the layout, the. cards, if. properly 
understood, will tell the story with un
erring accuracy. Thus; the aces repre
sent desires or wishes, the twos, join
ings. To illustrate: Should the two of 
diamonds fall between two kings, it 
would indicate that the person was to 
have or. -had a connectton with :twb 
elderly .men, of a financial character, 
the diamond suit being. symbolical, of 
wealth, power arid trade, and the suc
cess òr failure of which would be deter
mined by the surroundingapards. Threes 
indicate indecisions; for instance, the 
three of clubs would indicate indecision 
as to knowledge, as .this suit sjande for 
learning, etc.; hearts as -to love; in 
spades the person would be undecided 
as to labor, and diamonds would indi
cate an indecision as to money. Fours 
indicate contentment .and happiness,

which Mr. Richmond explained, were 
tarptsl These tarots were arranged in 
Squares, from one to sixteen, and which 
are claimed to be of great value as aidé 
in working out problems as to the futiire 
of individuals, and he says were highly 
prized in ancient times, and large sums 
were paid to adepts to arrange them. 
The curious feature of a sixteen tarot is, 
it will always foot thirty-four in-every 
direction diagonally, and wherever four 
figures can be made to come together, 
Mr. Richmond claims to have over 8,000 
of these sixteen tarots, and it will inter
est those who delight to work problems 
in figures to construct a tarot. -

Cuts of sixteen and nine-card tarots 
are given, which have many strange 
and curious properties. The sixteen* 
card tarot foots eighteen in every direc
tion, across, up, down and diagonally, 
and by adding the four cards in each 
corner the same result is attained. T*> 
addition to that, if the suit values of ths 
cards are added it will change the mini 

■ by increasing it, but the footing in every 
direction, while larger, will remain the 
saine. Mr. Richmond alleges that every 
number in existence, however large or 
small, has a spirit which is not com
mensurable with the number itself, but 
bears certain definite mathematical re
lations thereto.

By adding the spirit of the numbers 
in the tarot the values are increased, 
but it will not change the tarot, whose 
characteristics still remain the same. 
The double triangle with the nine-card 
tarot in the center, and the well-known 
figures 142857 in the points, is given as a 
mathematical curiosity, and those of a 
mystic turn will derive much pleasure 
in figuring out its real significance.
THE CLAIMS OF THE MASTER MAGEA.

Mr. Richmond says- that he spent 
nearly twenty years in the study of the 
occult, and makes' the following claim:

The Magi who followed the star and 
found the child were members of an 
order the most ancient in the world. 
The secrets of this order have been 
handed down through all the centuries, 
from the time when it reached its high
est development in Egypt. The - first 
modern temple of the Order of the 
Magi was established in Chicago in the 
year 1890, and has courts or branches in 
C very prominent city in America, and it 
is from the Grand Temple here that all 
•Other courts derive their powers and 
charters. It is in reality an institution 
of learning, for its votaries discuss at 
the weekly meetings astronomy, geol
ogy, chemistry, and other sciences.

The oracle of Delphi, speaking with a 
living voice to the. sons of men, is no 
longer a myth, but at the close of the 
nineteenth century evidence is piling up 
and demonstrations are coming to the 
students of occultism that the knowledge 
possessed by the ancients which has lain 
dormant for thousands of years is q 
living reality. We may hope under thé 
broadening horizon of knowledge to 
learn even the secret of life. '

C. S. Nichols.

teIE Cards drawn.
and do not rule under any of the 
plainets, with you in this spread. ' The 
nine of spades shows a bitter disappoint
ment which you have outgrown, al
though it affects your entire life. Great 
love, as shown by the ten of hearts, and 
an indecision in a love matter, are 
things of the past. The following rows 
come successively under Mercury, 
Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus 
and Neptune, and the cards in each of 
those rows take their meanings from’ 
the planetary characteristics. I can see 
several mystic manifestations in this 
layout. The lines of light and dark are 
peculiar. Another thing I see is that 
you have had a cross to bear, like many 
others. It is a Venus cross, or what we 
call a love cross; with a disappointment 
Of the heart in its center, and a warm
hearted woman at the foot.

“There is a rival, shown by the knave 
of clubs between the lady and the 
heart. You are going to be more suc
cessful in the future than in the past, 
although I see changesand two journeys 
under Venus, Mars and Neptune. I 
am sorry to inform you that those sevens 
under Saturn indicate, not only illness, 
but a financial loss through illness.

“I cannot understand how it can be 
so, but it would seem that you have lost 
money that you never had, and do not 
even know that the persons owe you.

“Through a friend under Jupiter I see 
a success in a pecuniary way. Twice you 
have been in copartnership with others, 
and.'* will be once again. All failures. 
You are alone, and yet not alone.

“There is something strange in your 
life. A secret guard is shown. The 
journey in June will be for pleasure, and' 
with friends, as shown by 5h, 6h, 4h, 8h 
and 10 C, under Neptune and Uranus.”

There was much told me from the 
cards which is of a personal nature, and 
would not be of interest, but the reading 
was absolutely correct as to the past and 
present. Events long since forgotten 
were brought vividly to mind. Disap
pointments, troubles and successes were 
recalled, and the. manifold changes oc
curring up to mature, manhood were set 
forth with startling accuracy.

“I want it understood,” said Mr. Rich
mond, very emphatically, “that under 
nd circumstance . will I give an astral' 
reading to any one. My time is fully 
occupied with my duties as Master of 
the Grand.Temple. The publication of 
an interview of this kind has always had 
the effect to cause; a rush of.' people to 
my studio, and I hope you will say that! 
do nbt give these, readings, and it will 
be useless for any one to call on me'for 
that purpose.”

Among the many things of interest in 
the Temple of the Magi were noticed 
charts containing squares of figures,

This wonderful occult book, by Olney? 
H. Richmond, Grand Magea of the An*, 
cient Order of Oriental Mystics for the 
United States, is filled to overflowing 
with knowledge that all light-seekers 
and Mystics should be in possession of.

This book contains 320 pages on heavy 
paper. It contains all the sixteen old 
"Temple Lectures,” with fifty pages ad
ditional, devoted to lectures on thq 
Soul Under Environments: Objections 
to Reincarnation Considered: Evolution 
of the Astral, etc. It tells of magical 
wonders, Magnetism of Stars, Governing 
Forces, Law of Vibrations, -Study oj 
Infinity, evolution in all its phases. /

All this is told in the simple, uh* 
studied manner for which Prof. Rjoh» 
mond is noted. It is not necessary fof 
one to be a university graduate in ordet 
to understand this mystic work. ■

We can. confidently affirm that owner| 
of the Temple Lectures, published a 
year ago, will find the new lectures 
more than worth the price of the neW 
edition. We will mail this work to any 
address in the world on receipt of ths 
price, $1.25. Address this office.

A Witch of the Nineteenth Century^.
This remarkable story, which waiA 

continued in The Progressive THrNK>m 
er for eight weeks, wid excited wide
spread interest, will be sent free to all 
new yearly or trial subscribers. Bear ■ 
this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of subscription. Induce your 
neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial 
subscription. ■ ■.

The .first deposit of silver bullion in 
the Mint of the United Stages was made 
July 18(.1794, by the Bank of Maryland.' 
It consisted ;of French coins valued at
$80.715.73. I 1

The Indians of the Ohio -Valley made 
coins of anthracite coal. These tokens 
were always engraved with figures sup-t 
posed to indicate the value. ;

Terra cotta coins have been found not 
only in the American tumuli, but also in 
the graves of the Etruscans, and, even in 
Egyptian tombs. . . •"■
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business manager. Their income is used forV* iU . UMVU AUX mull puri-NUi IIIU uuuinry. iuib YUIUII1U ID me UrBi 
wmi- nwni I from the authdbdirectly on the subject of "Spiritual* 
tvuue ZuUUl-1 jam." and has stood the test of many years. Cloththe benefit of those who need.

G. F. Perkins.travel in this work.
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A MOSTEXCELLENT

t

WHO PERSECUTE THE HONORED MEDIUM^ 0F 
TO-DAY, HUNG THE ¿O-CALLED SALEM WITCHES.
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CHAPTER XVI.
On the tenth day out they reached a very 

high altitude, For the three days previous 
they had been constantly ascending the foot
hills, and during all this time they had seen 

I no Indians; although they had been specially 
warned of the ugly temper of these tribes by 
their acquaintances before they started, and 
had now for several days been passing through 
territory noted for the unceremonious 
familiarity of the. natives. Notwithstanding 
all this, they had met with neither trouble nor 
hindrance from this source. On the night 
now mentioned they had halted for the pur
pose of going into camp. An exclamation 
from Jose called the attention of all the party. 
Looking to.his eager face, and then in the 
direction of his outstretched finger, they saw 
something in a far-off valley that looked like 
Bouses. The sun’s declination was such as to 
show the structures to the best advantage. 
The use of field-glasses by the party soon con 
vinced them that the wonderful unknown city 
was before them. '

• . A careful examination revealed that it was 
regularly laid out in streets and peopled 
■with a race who evidently knew something 
»bout civilization.

Tho houses were at stone, and were sur
rounded by yards in which could be discerned 
growing flowers and shrubs. On all sides 
Were evidences of tasto in the inhabitants.
. The location of the city seemed to be in a 
vast amphitheatre that could only be reached, 
If at all, by a long, narrow defile from the 
West, leading into the mountains from the 
Pacific coast side. From the size it might be 

. inferred to contain between 5, (100 and 6,000 
inhabitants.

Taking accurately their bearings frdm a 
compass, they went into camp and waited 
eagerly for the dawn. Their apparently ob- 
jeotless journey had suddenly received a 
mighty impulse toward a definite conclu
sion..

At the first dawning the whole company was 
astir, and as the light'grew stronger the fleld- 

' glasses were anxiously turned again upon this 
Wonderful spot, but owing to the position of 

- the sun the view was not as distinct as the 
night previous. Still it did not diminish in 
size, nor vanish as a mirage. So soon as 
breakfast could be finished camp was struck, 
and they started full of hope of being able to 
reach this wonder of the American conti
nent

To their surprise and pleasure the defiles 
seemed to be easier to travel over and the 
roughness of the broken ways not so trouble
some as they had been at the first; all things 

-Aeemed to help them in their* effort to move 
toward the nameless city. For three days 
they advanced steadily on the course indi
cated by their compass without getting an
other sight of .the place they sought. Most of 
the route was made at such low levels as to 
give no farther chance for a distant view.

On the noon of the thirteenth day from the 
City of Mexico, they stopped for their siesta.

■ All the morning they had been traveling 
through a narrow canon, -on each side of 

' which impassable, rocky barriers held them 
to their course, while a small stream ran along 

- one side of the rough and rocky path that con
stantly ascended at an angle of from 15 to 
25 degrees. No green thing grew here, for 

' the sun never reached down into its twilight 
depths. There was no attraction in it for 
man dr animal, and besides this was a feeling 
of ' awesomeness which even the strongest 
minded of the party could not shake off, and 
it was with the utmost difficulty they èould 
compel the attendants to move forward; but 
this they finally did, although with much 
crossing of themselves, and muttered prayers 
to the virgin mother, for safety and help. It 
was as If invisible sentries held the way, and 
jConstantly challenged their right to proceed. 
At last the defile broadened out upon aplateau 
of some quarter of an acre in extent. Here, 
oil the farther side from the entrance, a bleak 
precipice lifted itself squarely up between two 
and three hundred feet. It was absolutely 
inaccessible; no cleft nor crevice appeared in 
the cold, hard quartz; nor was there shrub nor 
plant to give vantage nor hold, on all its sur
face. To the right and left the ground was 
of such formation that there was no way in 
Sight by which this mighty wall of rook could 
be flanked. From the junction of the preci
pice and the surface of the plateau a stream 
of clear, sparkling water gushed forth, skirted 
the edge, and lost itself in the canon.

Here in an absolute solitude they prepared 
vfor rest first, and, after consultation, to do 

whatever might be thought best. The sur- 
¿cé of the plateau was arable; there was quite 
a growth of grass. The animals were hob
bled and turned out to graze, while thé re
mainder of the party, after a light recast and 
indulgence in their cigarettes, concluded to 
divide themselves into scouting parties to ex
plore the immediate neighborhood, and ascer- 
fain if there was any other path or mode of 
egress save where they had entered. So 
after fixing up a shelter-tent for Elsie, they 
scattered, with the understanding .that they 
should all return by sunset. .

So Elsie and the animals were left alone.

The shadows of the cliff hung lower and
lower as the sun dropped farther and farther 
down on ite western course. There seemed to 
be a peculiar fascination to. her .Iff gaping up 
the side of the. cliff, it was so' immense, so 
strong. Watching the .descending line of 
shade, she noticed all at once a little bunch of 
green. Wondering, she had looked so long at 
that part of the bare rock without having per
ceived the patch of vivid Color bn that bare, 
bleak outline, ehe rubbed her eyes and looked 
again. Now a brilliant, crimson blossom 
nestled invitingly in thp foliage. .Astonished, 
with almost a child’s eagerness and impulsive
ness, she started forward to attempt to gather 
the prize. On close approach, two or three 
knob-like projections afforded her foothold. 
Light and sure of foot she soon reached and 
plucked the flower. As «he did so, and rose 
from a stooping posture, a picket-gate in the 
side of the rock opened, disclosing a broad 
passageway within, and a ta.ll, pleasant faced 
man standing at the entranced Where had 
she seen him before? The Impression of the 
face was distinct, but when? Just then a sen
sation from the locket hanging on her neck re
called the whole, and the scene of her seventh 
birthday in her father’s wood-lot spread before 
her mental vision. But this was far more 
substantial, apd without any of the eerieness of 
that well-remembered scene.

“Yes, it is 1, indeed, but I am now in -the 
flesh, and not as then in the ‘ astral body,’ ” 
he said kindly, in answer to her quick, mov
Ing thought 1TWe are most glad to welcome 
thee to the Temple of the Brotherhood.”

“How shall I know that this Is right?” de
manded Elsie.

“By this,” was his reply, and he uttered a 
single syllable. To this the locket added a 
syllable, the brother another, and the locket 
completed the word. ,

Elsie seemed, by some recurring knowledge, 
to know that this was correct, and without 
hesitation entered the gate, which closed with
out noise behind them. Before them a long, 
broad passage stretched, wide enough to allow 
the two to walk abreast.

Taking his place by her side, hesald: “You 
have been summoned and ledjlither, and you 
will be detained here thr ays. ” -

“But what of my husband and Ms party?” 
“They will be notified, and remain. They 

cannot go hence, as they could not have some 
hither s%ve by our permission. Make your
self easy, for you are where you have rights, 
based on obligation.”

Leaving Elsie to go forward, let us return 
to the outer. As Mr. Clenham came back to 
camp with his party at the appointed time, he 
at once missed Elsie. Alarmed at her dis
appearance, he turned to his friends to say 
something, wheh, wheeling out of the heights 
beyond the mountain, sailed down a carrier
dove. Coming straight to him, it alighted on 
his arm. He saw a letter fastened around ite 
neck. This he took from its resting-place. It 
was sealed with yellow wax;( with blue charac
ters upon it Mr. Clenham did not breakdhe 
seal, but, with his knife, cut around it, and, 
opening it, read as follows: .

“Temple of the Guardians of Secrets, 
and Masters of Potency.

“Full moon of the third month, 
. 14,815 year of the Temple.

“To him who in loving klpdness waits news 
from his comrade, greetyig^Rest quietly 
with thine attendants for-three days; at the 
end of that time she shall come to thee. Mean
while, she is safely attended within the. Tern- 
pie of the forgotten city, whose inhabitants 
worship the one God, and growing daily in 
perception await the unfolding of Time, who 
will make them the teachers of what the world 
so hungers to know. Under the law, but one 
may enter. So the others must wait for the 
fulfillment Be patient* . ' . ’

(Signed) < ‘Thy Brother. ’ ’

Mr. Clenham Ijad, as we have already seen, 
the fullest confidence in Elsie and .the invisi
ble, and in the Most Ancient Wise Ones; but, 
for all that it was a hard struggle’ to school 
himself for this task. He did accomplish it, 
however, and on the evening of the third day 
she suddenly stood in the midst of the waiting 
company, looking fresh and strong; but with a 
new expression of conscious knowledge, such 
as comes to all who make any effort at the un
folding of their spiritual natures. - She was 
warmly greeted by her husband and by the 
rest of the company, as if she were one risen 
from the dead. They had all, even the humblest 
peon, become attached to her for her uniform 
kindness of manner during the trip, and were 
ever ready to serve her to the extent of their 
ability. ;

“To night we rest, ” she said; “to-morirow, 
at dawn, guides will come to us who will show 
us a shorter and easier route home than'the 
way we came. ” ? , .

When questioned of what she W seem or 
where she had been, she replied that she1 Bad 
been in the city, which did really exist She 
was sure that when these people came out 
from their retreat; the oppression of man by 
his fellowman, under, the pretense Of govern, 
meat, would cease forever. However, she re
fused to enter into^detalls, putting off the in- 
qulier in such a vtay that they were in no wise

hurt, but really felt as If they had become re
sponsible partners .for the keeping of her 
secrets. ; ■ • ' '

As the grey mists of morning grew clear, 
two stalwart Indians, mounted on wicked
looking little mustangs, rode out of the canon, 
and, making a sign of submission to Elsie, 
waited orders. ■

It was not long before the party was ready 
for their homeward route. The. guides put 
themselves at the head of the train, and, with 
but little speech, directed its movement

The whole journey was uneventful. There 
was nothing to disturb, although moving 
through the country of the riiost hostile In
dian tribes, which, in going-out,%they had 
made a considerable detour to avoid. On thè 
morning of the fifth day they found them
selves on -the great road leading from the 
south overlooking the fair City of Mexico, 
although it had taken them thirteen days to 
go.\ Here the guides turned back and left 
them.

One thing was strange about the whole 
matter: Every member of the whole party 
seemed under some sorb of glamor. Old 
woodman as some of them were, they were never 
able to tell how they came, nor did their 
stories on this point ever agree; nor djd th^ 
appear anxious to return iff that direction, -

, • OH AFTER XVII. ■'!
Returned to their lodgings, Elsie and her 

husband rested quietly for about a month. 
Mr. Olenham had never asked ..her about her 
adventures, sure that whatever’it was lawful 
for him to know\she would fell him w|ien ihe 
proper time camé. t ■ ■ ■

The evening when the moon fulled again 
they were sitting in> their room at the hotel. 
The great waves of light rolled in upon .them, 
as sitting side by side they enjoyed a’ quiet 
chat .

“Arthur,” said Elsie, “Ioan tell you,,to- . 
night whatever I may of my visit to the Tein-i 
pie, and of all the incidents connected there
with, Afterwards I must forever hold my 
peace on this subject, for such is the law. "

“You are'perfectly free, as you know," Ke 
said, “to say or withhold; 1 have no dpsirq 
for unlawful knowledge.” ■ '' '

“Yes, I know,” Elsie hastened to reply, 
“and it is because you understand, I am 
allowed to permit you to help me keep this 
knowledge, so listen,”

Then commencing with her entrance into 
the mountain, and her recognition of her old 
friend, already £nown to the reader, she con
tinued: ,,

“So we went on together for a long dis
tance, the floor seemingly rising by a very, 
gradual slope until I came to a curious flight 
of steps, which went up three steps to a land
ing, then, five steps to another landing, and 
then seven steps. These were repeated in this 
order twenty-one times. On the top platform 
we stood jrat Inside of a little window looking 
out over the city lying before and below. The- 
immense plain was mountain-locked by huge 
and precipitous Walls of rock that ' restrained 
those within, equally with warding off those 
from without. Almost in the center of the 
plateau was a great lake, with neither a visi
ble inlet nor outlet, but at certain distances, 
about the rocky inclosure huge tanks had been 
hewed out of the solid rocks. These were 
filled through earthen pipes with water drawn 
from the central lake by machinery moved by 
electricity, or some other force of which I 
have no knowledge; From these tanks tbje 
water was drawn off to supply the houses and 
irrigate the soil, which, originaUy“sandy, is 
now blossoming with flowers, fruits and vege
tables in the greatest profusion. The streets 
'all radiated from the lake at the center like 
the spokes of a wheel, The land seemed to 
be apportioned by measure, and the houses; 
were in regular order.- Never have I seen, nor 
do I ever expect to see anywhere else, such a 
scene, of beauty, harmony and peace.

. “‘You see the type of the coming. Sixth 
Race,’said my friend. ‘Do you think there 
is anything in the outer world that can make 
us any better or happier?’

“I could make only one reply, and that was 
‘No. ' I thought how woefully unlike this was
te the outer world as we know it. .

“ T should be pleased to show you the city 
at closer , range, i but our laws wiH not permit, 
so you must be content with this; and thus 
know that the, resident members of thé 
Brotherhood are performing their part of: the 
mutual and universal obligation. ’

“Turning, finally, from our point of view 
as the sinking sun announced the coming of 
the twilight, he •• led me to an inner room, 
where he left me for rest and refreshment.

“Two most beautiful girls of about twenty 
years of age came do attend, me. They un
bound and combed tny hair, and bathed - my 
face, hands and feet^ in cool water, and then 
leaving me lying upon a couch; covered with a 
light, woven fabric, they brought me the most 
delicious bread, honey, grapes, oranges and 
fresh pomegranates, with some kind of a deli
cious acid drink. ( •

“When I had fully satisfied my hunger—-and 
I was hungry—they left me, smiling kindly 
back, and by signs wishing me pleasant sleep. 
So I lay down and slept until the bright sun, 
pouring into the window of my chamber, 
awakened me. By that I knew that it faced 
the east Hardly was I fairly wide awake 
when my attendants of the night before came 
to me and assisted me to a bath of running 
Water that was led through a tank cut in the 
solid rock. Thus refreshed and reclothed, they 
brought me refreshments, unlèavened cakes, 
crisp-and-white, and tropical fruit These 
were served.upon plates of hammered gold. 

’ ‘ ‘After I had finished, one of the girls rçent 
away, carrying the remnant, of the repast/ 
and the. other sat with me awhile, talking, by 
signs and ratheras a matter of companionship, 
than of the curiosity that might be expected 
tinder the circumstances. . ; . _

: CHAPTER XVIII. ' ,f

“By and by my guide of the day before 
came, and his coming was announced by the

ringing of admail bell in the air just above my 
head. Th^'tone was silvery and clear, but 
there was ¿p bell in the room. It was hot a 
phantasytof/my brain, either, for ths • maiden 
with me. immediately arose, and, going to the 
silken hfffigtogfi of the doorway, drew them 
aside and admitted him.

“Coming toward me, he bowed gravely, 
and said: ,/ ,

“ ‘My Ijrothor, let thp day bring thee but 
good. IAin-oidered by the Elder Brother to 
Show you: some portions of the Temple, and to 
give youinktr  act ions thereon, and also to 
bring tcryqiir knowledge. some other matters 
of importapBe to' yourself,; - Will you accom
pany me?’. " '

“ ‘Certainly, with the greatest pleasure,’ I 
replied. ' ......

“So tpisbig discourteously offered arm, we 
went fqr&t |nto ; a1’great corridor running 
spirally around the outer edge of the moun
tain—inside,-I should judge, Here we began 
a long deeijeht? The whole had been cut out 
qf the solid rock, and was as light as if the 
daylight penetrated it;. ■ But I knew no ray of 
sunlight evet eptereti there through the thick, 
rocky ribstof ihe mountain. At last we came 
to.a.iinjmipr’Cbl’ridoJ' running at right angles 
io thhigrpater. : - This ended in a large, circu
lar; hall, its" if One stood inside of a heml- 
spherp; ' A? w? went in it was quite dusky, 
bdt at.'a tthidfrbm my guide it aU lighted up; 
then I saw that the whole polished surface was 
a model of the heavens, where the motidn of 
the planets in their orbits could be studied; .

f “ ‘This is our hall of object teaching, where 
we pan study the combination of the stars be
fore we verify them by the telescopes at the 
top of the Temple. • AU the motions of the 
planets are exactly, imitated here, and we can 
better/pad and explain thus to our pupils 
from the city,, than from books.’

“At-various places about this hall were 
•large alcoves. These were fitted up in the 
same jrayJ with apparatus to illustrate the flow 
of the tides, and the movements of the waters 
fo and from the sea; the formation of storms 
and tornadoes; the growth and development 
of animals and plants; the shifting of the cen
ters of population. Here also was illustrated 
the tidal waves of thought, by which mankind, 
while believing themselves masters, are con
trolled. In short, here was taught their pu
pils everything that can possibly concern our 
face. They did not blindly seek from varying 
.effects the causes, but dealt boldy with the un
derlying principles of the universe.

“To me the strongest part was that I under
stood all his explanations as if I had once 
known all about the subjects he. was talking 
about, and you know I never paid any special 
attention to them while at school. At last he 
asked me to go to his own laboratory. To 
this I consented. We returned to the corridor, 
and,going up instead of down, finally came to 
a hexagonal-sided room on the western expos
ure of the mountain. You know we came up 
to the north side. Here on a little table 
carved pt alabaster we founds lunch waiting 
tor us. My.walk had given me a good appetite, 
and I did^tfuli .justice to the-viands. My host 
partook but sparingly. . f

. “He.explained to me that he mid been 
charged by me in a former life with tire-keep
ing of my ipoket, which he had returned to 
me at the earliest opportunity. Its proper
ties were.that of an interpreter, just as the 
‘Urim andThuminim’ of the Jews was an inter
preter to the priests of the ancient days. He 
told me all about the Black Brotherhood, 
whom I have, told you about. He said that 
Blach and White both handle the same power 
—one selfishly and the other unselfishly—but 
the Black can never conquer the White when 
it coupes fo a direct issue, although they may 
for awhile, by the help of ignorance ahd fear, 
enslave a portion of mankind.

“So WQ.cnatted all the long afternoon, uptil 
the setting pun approached the horizon. Then 
he accompanied me to my own chamber, and 
as-wepArted, he said: ‘Take an early fest, 
for you.wiX. be called at the hour of the full 
moon. , Be ijeafly, and fear not.'
v “Tjhus he Jeft me once more in .the hands of 

my ,fpir hostesses. Having supped, they gave 
me a ppiaD confection of pleasant taste and 
fragrttace. On eating it I felt strengthened 
and wonderfully reinvigorated—ready to face 
the, wprid if peed were, . With this came also 
a feeljng pf restful harmony. They signed to 
me to, rest, and, lying down, I almost imme
diately toll asleep. . .

word well-chosen to mean the exact thought 
expressed, he addressed me thus:
. “ ‘My brother, you have been summoned 
hither to consecrate your 'present ' incarnation 
to the cause so dear to us and to you,' for this 
is our custom. That which is—not that 
which appears—is known to us of old as a 
brilliant and tireless student, and a most 
potent will. His loyalty to Our order has 
never, been for a moment questioned. Io 
whatever form or clime he may-exist, we know 
him for a brother. Lay your right hand upon 
the hilt of the physical symbol of power, your 
left hand upon your heart; repeat your name 
find say on after me. ’ He paused. A sword 
of flame came hilt toward me out Of the moon
light, presenting itóelf to my hand. Follow
ing his instruction, I laid my righthand upon 
the hilt, my left upon mÿ heart; tbén, word by 
word, pledging the best effort of my present 
life to the service of the Brotherhood, I slowly 
followed his impressive utterance. This was 
succeeded by,an( obligation, that unspoken, 
unwhispered evira, I must carry to the grave.

“Once more’cóme the Brother's voice to 
me:

“ ‘We have been trustees of possessions 
belonging to thee,' waiting such time as thou 
would be fit and able’to claim them. Into thy 
hands we now coirrmït them, feeling that in 
thy hands they will forward the world's good. 
When the moon fulls again, the necessary de
tails for lawful possession shall be placed in 
your hands. We do not doubt your use of it. 
You will be conducted whence you eame, and 
rest until you rejoin your companion. ’

“Here my guide came forward, and, facing 
the silent ones, we retired into the anteroom, 
and thence to the place where my attendants 
waited. He bade me good-night, saying: T 
will come for thee at the sixth hour to-mor
row.’ Then the maidens and myself retiring 
to my chamber, they tenderly assisted me to 
disrobe, and left me for the night.

‘ 'It was past noon when I awoke the next 
day, but my hostesses seemed to be watching, 
and came to me instantly. Leisurely I made 
my toilet, and then we sat together until my 
guide came for me, when, bidding them an 
affectionate farewell, I came with him to the 
outer entrance. Here he, too, said the part
ing words:

“ ‘More than brother to me, it is not likely 
L shall see thee any more during this incarna
tion, Thy work lies outside of the Temple, 
that expiation may the more readily be accom
plished. Say farewell, and close thine eyes.’ 
This I did, and instantly opening them again, 
I found myself with you. ”

Her husband had listened with the greatest 
interest, and was about to speak, when close 
to them stood a lithe, strong man, clad in an
cient robes of a misty gray. Bowing, he 
said: . ■ ■

“The Elder Brother sends you these. ” At 
the same time he presented a packet of papers 
to Elsie, and disappeared as quietly as he had 
come.

Ringing for lights, on examination they 
found these papers to be a complete and per
fect title, duly authenticated by the proper 
authorities to Elsie, of what has since proved 
to be one of the richest gold mines in Mex
ico.

They returned ' to Chicago in the early 
spring, where they settled permanently, deem
ing it the best center of their work. '

There is.but little more to be told. Mr. 
Clenham has proved himself a most capable

CHAPTER XIX •
“I do not know how long 1 slept, but I was 

awakened by a light touch. Looking up I 
sffw. both my. attendants standing by the side 
of my wuph. / Rising at once, I appareled 
myself, and -^hen I was ready they threw 
oyer me an outer garment of white, and fitted 
upon tie head. ».light headdress .of some white 
materisd.Tlius.equippedwe stepped out' into 
the main corridor and moved up, they going 
one upon each s|de, until we came to another 
passage,way^iVhere my companion of the pre
vious day waited-my coming. Here they left 
me, and J went,forward with my guide for a 
short: distance, when we came to a closed door. 
Here . a challenge and a reply opened the way 
and we; entered; an anteroom. At the farther 
sideof thisi: room from the entrance I per
ceived: another-door, which, at our approach, 
slid back noiselessly, revealing forty-four per
sons seated in,the form of an ellipse,; facing 
theVentrance, with one vacant chair. - The 
arrangement, of tha seattag was a central chair 
and four rows, two on each side; of eleven 
each. The outer rows were elevated above 
the inner. . All this I perceived by the flood 
of brilliant moonlight pouring in from an 
opening overhead,' which, from the effect, 
must, have contained optical mechanism of 
some kind,.. My . guidelconducted me to a 
small disc of glass inlaidrupon the floor, and 
bidding meatam|uponit£iie'made a sign of 
salutation rto who .occupied the central 
seat, and then croBsed wer-io the vacant seat. 
At a signahfnom the Eld®'Brother, they all 
stood up. ‘S . -

“Then, in a steady, sonorous voice, each

noiHiww 
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STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS

OFPSYCHIC -^SCIENCE,
This worÿ, by Hudson. Tuttle, essays to utilize and 

explain the vast array of facts in its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection» by re* 
ferrlüg them ta a cojnmpn cause and irmp them arise 
to thé laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as L.iows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution: Scientific 
Methods of,the Study of Mail and its Results; What Is 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness, proved by 
Psycbometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer* 
enee; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen* 
sitlve; Prayer, In the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 258 
pages. Sent, post paid, 61.25. .

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law, It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It Is a vado mecum, 
anil answers about any question which may arise tn 
the mlndn of tlie Investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For BAie at this office.

“ RELIGION OF MAN“
AND

ETHICS OF SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

Tho past has been the Age of the Gods and the Be. 
liglon of Pain; the present Is the Ago of Man and tho 
Religion of Joy, Not servile trust in the Gods, but 
knowledge In ilio laws of tbo world, belief In the dL 
vlnlty of ihhd and bi» eternal progress toward perfec
tion is the foundation of the religion of'Man and 
system of Ethics os-treated in this work.

The following arc the titles of the chapters: d
PA.RT FIRST—Religion and'Science.

Introduction; Religion; Feilsblsin; Polytheism; 
Monethelsm; Phallic Worship; Mun’s Moral Progress 
depends on lite Intellectual Growth; Tho Great Theo
logical Problems—the Origin of Evil, the Natureof 
God; the Future state; Fall of Man and the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Muti’s Position. Fate, Free 
Will. Fred Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God aud Himself.
PART SECOND-The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genette and Evolution of Spirit; 
Tho Law of Moral Government; The Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart; What is Good? What Is 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; The Will; 
I» Man Free? Culture and Development of the Will: 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty co Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So 
cloty; Bights of the Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Scif-Culturt; Marriage.

820 Pages. Finely Bound In Muslin, Sent postage free 
for *1.50. For sale wholesale and retail at this offlc&

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
PHILOSOPHY .OF SPIRITUAL IN. 
Jr torcourse. Contents: Guardianship of Spirits; 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Hysterica; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; Resurrec
tion of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work has been translated Into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very ■wonderful Spiritual Developments at the bouse 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps.'Stratford, Conn., and similar cases 
in aft parts of the country. This volume is the first

ficent in their donation, they are always solicit
ous that there be no waste, and that the ut
most service possible may be rendered with the 
means used. Schools, hosptalSy^pd the 
needy ones of earth have felt the-wfong im
pulse of their helping hands. They' have no 
desire for notoriety. While a large circle of 
friends know of their kindness and generosity, 
the experiences herein recorded are not known. 
Nor would they be told now except that the 
Brotherhood have suggested5 it. They also 
permitted the actors to withhold their iden
tity, and the writer only is permitted to offer 
this narrative to the public on an inviolable 
promise of secrecy as to their present names 
or address,

(THE END.)

The . Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chicago, Hl. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be, greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

Dubuque, Iowa.
To the Editor:—We had the pleasure of' 

conducting the services yesterday for the 
Unity Spiritual Society, P. S. George presi
dent', and were pleifts?d to greet old friends 
again. The hall was full to overflowing, 
many Standing, and for the first meeting of 
the course it was pronounced a success.

The lyceum Tlttg'started afresh, and the 
ladies are busy ks bees ’preparing for “the 
fair” on the 27th, fend all are lively and happy.

We find the “hard-times” cty is not so loud 
and frequent as in Tacoma, Wash., where we 
had the pleasure of organizing a flourishing 
society. Two thousand miles from one soci
ety to another is quite a step, but we sur
vived the strain. Strange to say, we have 
never had an accident during the years of

The earliest New England shillings bore 
the device of a willow tree, afterwards changed 
to*an oak, out of compliment to King Charles 
II., whose life was saved by diming into a 
tree of toat description. Later Massachusetts 
coins bores pine tree device.

' The Miftf coins were made in England as a 
private c&nagb for William and John Mott, 
of New -fork.-’-One side bore the legend:— 
“Motts; N.: Y.'j Importers, Dealers, Manufac
turers of Gold and Silver Wares.” They cir
culated as pennies about 1794. '

WORK.
RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
J\ Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson.
author of "The Clock Struck One. Two, and Three." 
Thirty-sir years a. Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s 
ong connection with one of the largest and most Influ
ential religious organizations In thia country, together 
with his well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
,and faithfulness lu the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract the at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal investigation of nearly all phases of splrft-manffcs- 
tatlon through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with ».belief thatfiplrltutillstn was the •• prince 
of humbugs," and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
with » conviction that It Is a truth far transcending nil 
others In value to munklnd. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place In the hands of those whose attach
ments to the faiths and forms of the Church Incline 
them to have nothing to do with the subject upon 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. 423. $ 1.00. Postage lu cents. For sola 
at ¿ills office.

HISTORY Or ATHARAEL.
TIFE IN THÉ STONE AGE. THE 

X-z history of Atharael, Chief Priest of a Band of Ab 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was writ
ten through the mediumship of U G. Figley, and ia In
tensely interesting. Price 80 cents. For sale at thii 
office.
'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUD-, 
J. eon Tuttle. His works are always Intensely ’Io- 

tereattng. Price »1,60. .
TfOEMS FROM THE INNER, LIFE1 

JL By Lizzie Doten. These poems are ae staple r 
sugar. Price »1.00.

PEYOND THE GATES. BY ELIZA. 
£j beth Stuart Phclpa. A Ulgbly entertaining wort. 
Price «1.00. .
Jl/GERSOWS ADDRESS BEFORE 
L the New York Unitarian Club. The first time tn 
the history at tho world that a -Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture is a grand one, aud was received by the 
Club with continuous applauio from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains ¡2 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price, cents; ten copies, 50 cents. .
MEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 

iVJ. ncl Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
before- the New York Legislature, May 9,1888. Price, 
I cents.
f'OD EV THE C0HSTITUT10H. BY 
CZ Robert G. Ingersoll. Oue of the best papers Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote.-.In paper cover, with like* 
uesa of author, price, 10 cents; twelve copies for $1.00. 
JJ/HÂT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
rr Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. This Is a mtat valuable contribution to 
Freethbught literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
for «1.00.
TWGERSOLL’S GREAT ADDRESS OH 

L Thomas Paine, at the late Paine celebration In 
New York City. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 60 cents. 
STANDING UR FÔR JESUS; OR 
O what the editor of the Freethinker's Magazine 
thinksoChlm. Price,« cents; twençy-ûve copies for 
50 cents.
'THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
A Adapted to Modem Civilization, with the True 

Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M* D. Price. 15 cents., \
STUDIES IN THEOSOPHY,; HIS- 

»»z torical and practical. A manual for the people. 
ByW. J. Colville. Valuable,-to those investigating 
Theosophy. Price MM
f EAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH.

ored from the Tree of Life. Presented tohanian- 
Ity through the mediumship of B. E. Litchfield. Ex
cellent throughout. Price»1.25. • . ...
Tj/HY SH£ BECAME A SPIRITUAL. 
VV 1st. Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson.

This book should be read by every Spiritualist Price 
»1.00- postage 10 cents; ’ ....................... ■ '
JHO IF TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. 
H J. W. Cadwell, one of tho most succossful- ines 
merlsts In America. Ancient and modem miracles ex
plained by mesmerism.. An Invaluable work. Price, 
paper, 50 cent». --, —
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TWILIGHT MUSINGS.

‘ ‘God in the Constitution. ” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of^tiie best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever .wrote." In paper cover, with 
likeness of authors Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for $1.00. For sale at this office.

( Ab I sit at my table pt this Bolemn hour, 
»nd put my thoughts on paper, to be printed 
and read by others, I do not wish to force my 
opinions and conclusions on others, unless 
they appeal to their own good sense. But I 
try to present them as they appear to me, 
after many years, of sober thought and reflec
tion. There are so many things that are un
accountable to me that I hardly know how to 
express them. Others may be; able to explain 
them consistently, but I cannot do so. .

It does not surprise me that doctors of 
divinity and theological students should be 
bigoted, narrow, contracted, and altogether 
one-sided, in their expressions and ideas; but 
that eminent lawyers, .who in their practice 
certainly must find out the fact that there are 
two sides to every case they .come in contact 
with, should be so narrow and so contracted 
on theological matters, is very strange indeed 
to me.

That there are many eminent “law writers” 
that are so ignorant.apd »illy on the morals of 
the Bible, is a fact’that must be apparent to 
every close observer of human nature. 
To show how blinded by a false education and 
prejudice some of these legal gentlemen are, 
and how silly their language appears to those 
that use their own thinking powers, will be the 
subject of my “Musings” at this time. But 
how I hate work of this nature no one 
knows, nor how sorry I am to be obliged to 
join issue with such eminent men! But some
how L can’t help doing bo.

As an illustration in proof of my statement, 
I will refer to Mr. Thomas W. Gierke, author 
of ‘ ‘Rudiments of American Law and Practice. ’’ 

. Says this law-writer: 1 ‘It is our glory and our 
consolation that the great system upon which' 
the Christian’s hopes are founded is supported, 
by testimony which when examined by the 
strictest rules of legal evidence is found to be 
complete and irresistible. ”

Says Mr. Hoffman, another eminent law
writer:

“The purity and sublimity of the morals of 
the Bible have at no time been questioned. It 
is the foundation of the Common Law of every 
Christian nation. The Christian religion is a 
part of the law of the land, and as such should 
certainly receive no inconsiderable portion of 
the lawyer’s attention. ,

“In vain do we look among the writings of 
the ancient philosophers for a systém of moral 
law comparable with that of the Old and New 
Testaments.”

Says another eminent writer: “From the 
Bible may be collected a system of ethics, in; 
which every moral precept founded on reason 
is carried to a higher degree of purity and 
perfection than in any other of the wisest 
philosophers of preceding ages. Every moral 
precept founded on false principles is totally 
omitted, and many new precepts added.”

Mr. Locke, another law-writer, remarks thr;t: 
“In morality there have been books enough 
written, both by ancient and modern philos
ophers, but the morality of the Gospel so ex
ceeds them all that to give a man a complete 
knowledge of genuine morals he would send 
him no other book but the Testament. ”

This view, of the Testament is held by Sir 
William Jones and many others, and is no new 
idea among eminent lawyers in every town 
and city all over these' enlightened States, 
that have the motto, “In God we trust,” 
stamped on the basest ebin.

But to the ones that'are thinkers, the 
question arises: Are these great men correct 
and truthful, or are they persons possessed of 
one idea only, - and not capable of giving good 
and wholesome advice to lajf> students, as well 
as to the world generally? Have they honestly 
and carefully examined the testimony found in 
the Old and New Testaments, in the same 
manner and under the strictest rules that they 
adopt in regard to legal testimony -,yhen pre
sented in our courts?

The Bible, to me, seems no better than any 
other book. In it I can find some good 
maxims, and some good moral teachings qahd 
moral ideas. But as a code of laws for people 
in this counitry, at the present day, to be 
governed by, taken as a whole, to my mind it 
is unjust, contemptible and vulgar, as well as 
greatly immoral in its tone and tendency, and 
God, ite reputed author and lawmaker, is rep
resented as the most unjust and cruel creature 
that humanity, in a savage state, could con
ceive of. In proof, let me take up one simple 
matter, that is often referred to to frighten 
children and adorn one of the beautiful morals 
bo highly spoken of by the eminent law-writers 
I have quoted. This case is a mild one when 
compared with many others in that great 
moral book, and is often used to frighten the 
children at Sabbath-schools, as a moral antidote 
against the great sin of lying.

With the reader’s permission, I will intro
duce the record of that great moral incident 
entire. To do so, I will refer to one of the 
books of the “New Testament” entitled “The 
Acte of the Apostles,’’ and commencing at the 
beginning of the 5th chapter: . ■

1st verse—“But a certain man named 
Ananias, with Sapphira his wife, sold a 
possession, and kept back part of the price, 
his wife also being privy to it, and brought a 
certain part and laid it at the Apostles’ feet. 
But Peter said: Ananias, Why hath Satan 
filled thy heart to lie to the Holy Ghost, and 
to keep back part of the price of the land? 
While it remained, was it not thine own? And 
after it was sold, was it not in thine own 
power? Why hast thou conceived this thing 
in thy heart? Thou hast not lied unto men, 
but unto God. And Ananftts-hearing these 
words, fell down and gave up the ghost, and 
great fear came on all them that heard these 
things. And the young men arose, wound 
him up, and carried him out, and buried him. 

1 “And it was about the space of three hours 
after, when his wife, not knowing what was 
done, came in. And Peter answered unto her, 

' Tell me whether ye sold the land for so much?
And she said: Fea, for so much. Then Peter 
said unto her: How is it that ye have agreed 
together to tempt the Spirit of the Lord?

Behold, the feet of them which have buried | 
thy hueband are at the door and shall carry 
thee out. Then fell she down straightway at 
his, feet, and yielded up the ghost: and the । 
young men came in and found her dead, and 
carrying her forth, buried her by her husband. 
And great fear came upon all the church and 
upon as many as heard these things,” .

And here I can’t help saying that this beats 
“Jack the Ripper” in New York, and the 
moral it teaches is a damnable one. Poor 
Ananias and Sapphira! I do honestly believe 
that you were murdered for your money, and 
not. a policeman interfered to bring your 
murderers to-justice. But I am happy to say 
that.jwe. have a better system of detectives 
now,*1"and the only way for murderers to escape
justice is by pleading “insanity." What a 
contemptible way this is of teaching a young 
lawyer a moral? - .

Let me analyze this story found, in “God’s 
Holy Word,” and looked upon ‘with such 
profound, reverence, and devotion by these I 
great and eminent lawyers, and see really what 
it dqes teach us,.,and find out, if I ean, the 
great moral to be derived from it, when 
properly understood:

1. I discover a gang of boggy, worthless 
vagabonds, gathered together in the name of 
religion, living .fixup hand to mouth, and ready 
to fleece or rob any new victim that they 
could draw- into their meshes.

2. This gang was under the control of the 
meanest vagabond this earth ever produced, 
whose name was Peter—a man that after 
declaring to his master that he would die be
fore he would deny him or his acquaintance, 
as soon as his master did get into trouble, to 
save his own, worthless carcass, cursed and 
swore that he never saw the man, three times 
in repetition. ■ . • .

Lsee a poor victim, led on by the wiles of 
this--ungrateful, scoundrel, sell his property, 
aheleóme and throw the proceeds down at the 
feet of this ungrateful and unthankful wretch, 
who, not satisfied with the sum donated, 
demanded . more, and in an ungentlemanly 
manner accused the.poor man with lying. . 
W ithouj uttering one word in the matter, the 
man drops cjo.wn on the floor, while the young 
men of the gán g pick him jip, take him out 
and bury him, and in about three hours they 
are back for, another victim—4he poor wife 
that had not heard of the death of her hus
band. No wonder she dropped down also, ' 
and the same heartless ruffians picked her up, 
carried her put and buried her also. Peter 
kept their money, and. no doubt- divided it 
among the pious rascals.

And now; can it be possible that educated 
lawyers, here in America, in "the latter part of , 
the nineteenth century, will-have the impudence 
to tell the young lawyer and student that 
God killed these poor victims in order to favor 
the renegade Peter, and. thus fill his pocket ' 
with their money, acquired in this damnable 
manner.

Beligious people indeed! . How such a class 
of people were fitted to preach to others from 
these words, “Love your enemy!” It appears 
that, there wa§ no examination or coroner’s 
inquest over the bodies, and the authorities ; 
were frightened and entirely powerless, There ¡ 
was no accounting for the property, of the - 
deceased, and their murder was laid to God. 
Why, the wicked wretch that murdered Mayor 1 
Harrison owned up to the crime, and did not 
have. the meanness to charge it up to God. 
He did not present the relatives and friends .of 
the deceased from holding funeral services 
over the remains. It appears that Peter was , 
never of a forgiving nature, as bur Christians 
are at the present day. -Fer when he first 
started but as a vagabond, in a fit of anger he 
cut off a man’s ear. - Had the man turned to - 
him “the other ear, ” he would, no doubt, have 
cut that off also. .

When a small boy at Sabbath-school, I was 
instructed as follows from the Catechism: 
Question—rWho were struck dead for lying? 
Answer—Ananias and Sapphira. I would 
change the question to read thus: Question— 
Who were murdered in cold blood for their 
money? Answer—Ananias and Sapphira. 
Question—Who aided and encouraged the 
murder? Answer—Peter, one of the Apostlés; 
a man that is now supposed to be gate-keeper 
at the Christian Heaven! .

Oh, ignorance and superstition! you have 
cursed the earth from time immemorial! 
When will men and women learn to think for 
themselves? When will lawyers learn to write 
words of even common sense?

Cruelty and wrong are no:better, and no 
more moralizing in their nature, when sane- 
tioned by the Bible, than when the acts áre 
committed in the saloon or under the red flag; 
and as I close these “Musings,” I can’t help 
feeling that the meanest people this earth ever 
produced are the ones spoken of as God's 
favorites.in the “Holy Bible.” Ananias and 
his gang are not the only mean ones. From 
such a book • hoW'Tfnuch morality can the law 
student glean? Timh'will tell, and we shall .see.

. ’ ‘ M. P. Rosecrans.

. The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feet warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
for (1 per copy. For sale at this office.

Coleridge left his ■wife and children without 
apology or, farewell, and never would see them 
again.' ■ ; ■. ■ .’¡i ,
v.-' Ih l652 a mint’was set.up*t Boston,, with 
John Hull, master, The, pieces coined -were 
to be "for forme flat and,, Bq^re. of the de
nomination of 12, 6.and^§-penny pieces.” ' *. 
. The. first coins, as thejname is now under
stood, were .made by clipping the edges (-of a 
bit of gold until it was nearly round, and then 
stamping it ¡with a punch and hammer.

Oakland, Cal.

foboffleeand spoils characteristic ofpapal sub

 

jects Throughout the world. . ' /

No o will pretend to deny the Roman 
Qathplic urch is anti-public schools, anti
free though)), aritt-free speech and anti-every- 

 

thing thatydoes not place popery to the fore, 
first, 1 and all the time, Such being the 
cas e American people »re justified in or- 
hizing anti-Catholic societies for self-protec
tion, and Congress will do well not to inter
fere with such laudable efforts on the part of 
these constituents. The Roman' Catholic 
Church holds too high an opinion of its own 

importance to appreciate the great boon ,of 
national liberty and individual independence 
established by Washington, Jefferson and their 
co workers, and the opinion is becoming gen
eral that all the communicants of that self-con
ceited church, and the,mutual admiration con 
federation known as ite priesthood, will yet 
have to take lessons in waltzing to «the tune of 
“Hail Columbia," and in marching to the 
music of the “Star-spangled Banner."

W. W. Judson.

SOUL-SUICIDE.
Is it Possible under Any-Gircum' 

stances?

EXCELLENT BOOKS! If You. Want Work

THE A. F. A. VS. CATHOLICISM
It appears that an effort is being made' to 

induce Congress to 'suppress the American 
Protective Association. Tlie first movement 
in this direction is a resolution offered by 
Representative Weadock, of Michigan, Octo
ber 29, 1893, for ah investigation into the 
methods of that society, whidh, he asserts, 
has lately been upsetting Boman Catholic 
political calculations in amoat surprising way, 
particularly in Michigan, ‘ where a Roman 
Catholic candidate for office lays his defeat 
directly to the efforts of this organization^ It 
is also asserted that the resolution of investi
gation originated with this same sorehead. If, 
as the name indicates, it is to protect Ameri
can institutions, any investigation that Con
gress should see.fit to make would-inevitably 
popularize the organization;

The methods of popery, from a historical 
standpoint alpne, are horrible enough to*make 
the blood of American patriots run cold; but 
what is worse, ite modern plans are accom
plishing the same results, namely : the perpetu
ation of.a tyrannical sectarian despotism, 
which in this enlightened age naturally stirs 
up a spirit of revolt. Submission to popery 
in past ages was only dividing oppression be
tween priest and prince; now-there can be. no 
unitihg of the liquids of liberty with the pools 
of popery; now the politics of the nation is in
volved; now the people must divide and decide 
whether they will have all popular or all papal 
rule. * '

That papal Officials do nob fully represent 
any other government is proven by the late 
act of Mayor Des Jardenes, of ‘Montreal; who 
refused to take part in' ’-W-reception Mf the 
officers and men of the .Italian war-ship LiEtna. 
The mayor is a knight of the Holy Roman 
Empire, and a devout Boman Catholic. As 
such, he said he could take no part whatever 
in the reception of the war-ship of the' coun
try whose government is under the ban of the 
Vatican. Does this not show conclusively 
that a’papist is unfit to'fill a popular office 
upon American soil? There is every reason' 
to believe that popery is working to impose 
the same burden of taxation for supporting 
the Catholic Church in America, that it now 
forces upon republican France, Which country 
possesses an army of prelates and priests num
bering altogether 36,743, and Which are recog. 
nized by the State and supported by the money 
which is voted every year by the Chamber. 
From this source the Catholic Church geta 
$900,000. It geta gratuitously -29,314 
churches, and 31,965 presbyteries, ‘ the esti
mated rental of which would be $50,000,000. 
The prelates get free quarters in the Episco
pate Palace, and the State, keeps the semin
aries in repair. Adding the salaries of the 
clergy to the estimated rentals of churches, 
palaces and presbyteries, and we find the 
Catholic Church costs France every year $60,
000,000. This immense sum is filched from 
the people in spite of the so called free gov
ernment, and in spite of so-called republican 
principles. Kings may be beheaded, emper
ors banished, popular elections held, and 
state officials inaugurated, and yet the deadly 
malaria of Catholicism continues to arise 
from the whitewashed cesspools of ancestral 
bigotry. '

Representative Weadock states that the 
A. P. A. is dominated in Michigan by Cana
dian Orangemen of the - most ignorant class. 
It has issued alarming circulars as to the 
aims of the Catholic Churdh in this country, 
declaring, among other things; that it is. the 
intention of the Catholics to rise and slaughter 
their Protestant neighbors. These circulars 
have caused a reign of terror. While the above
mentioned circular-statements-may seem rather 
rash at this particular time atid under present 
circumstances, yet When we consider w^at 
has been done in the prist, and the tremend
ous hold Catholic- bishops, -priests, brothers, 
Jesuits, nuns, sisters and mother superiors now 
have upon those who haVd hbVei' known what 
it is to be from under theft immediate control 
since they were born of parents held in the 
same mental vise,' it should" riot create any 
great sensation that cautious nnd careful lib
eral Americans have raised R'my of warning 
against this growing "imd spreading power. 
By-excluding all Asiatics from our domain, 
the papal church Will be enabled to find room 
for its own .importations from 'Europe, already 
amounting. about six hundred thousand

To the Editor:—In your paper No. 197 is 
an article, mostly quotations, over the signature, 
Divine Wright, purporting tp show that there 
are souls so densely environed in the debris of 
earth that their onward course eventuates in 
suicide, ?

According to the teaching of those from 
higher spheres who come to me, the very 
natpre of the soul, its essence and origin, 
precludes the possibility of such a result.

I am taught by them that the soul is an in
dividualized atom of the Infinite, and the 
creation of it (if creation can be truly predi
cated of an immortal entity)^ was the creation 
of the essence or substance than performed 
that separation and gave it an individualized 
existence separate from ite divine source, the 
combine endowed with self-consciousness and 
all the attributes, in germ, of that divine 
source, except infinity. .

I am further taught that in all the universe' 
there is none of that peculiar essence in mass, 
that performs the office of separating and in
dividualizing this atom of the Deity, which-is 
the immortal energizing centre of each human 
being; the attraction between that essence and 
the soul atom being so great that it precludes 
the possibility of any remaining in mass.

If this be true, it follows that no power can 
disintegrate that which required Infinite power 
to so perfectly organize; and inasmuch as 
there is no mass of the essence that individual
izes a human soul, if one is destroyed that 
essence would have to be annihilated and the 
soul-atom thus freed would become united to 
Infinite Deity as perfectly as though it had 
never been separated, and .the individual, that 
was, would be bereft of self-consciousness, 
memory, and all that was required to make it 
a eelf, an “I am I;” hence to all intents and 
purposes, as far as a self is concerned, it would 
be annihilated, but as it required infinite power 
to organize a soul, all finite power combined 
would not be adequate to disintegrate it.
. I am further informed that each human soul 
is attached to the love centre of the Infinite, 
(that “centre which is everywhere and whose 
circumference is nowhere,” because He is 
Infinite) by a line which is, by them, termed 
the soul’s eternal life line; hence there can be 
no. lost souls, for the line is absolutely, un
breakable by aught, or all that is finite.

Again this line is the line of direct com
munication between each soul and ite divine 
author, and a time will come when the germ 
attributes of each soul will become sufficiently 
unfolded so it can vibrate ite end of the line 
and receive a direct response from the eternal 
centre. ■ J

This means, or method of communication 
with the All Father, is the one and the only 
one used by the highest intelligences in the 
universe for that purpose; in this regard and 
upon this plan of entity-origin the lowliest 
soul on earth, or on any other planet in the 
universe; is the equal of the highest and most 
perfectly unfolded souls in the Spirit-world or 
in the Soul realm beyond even, spirit spheres, 
it matters not what their position and attain
ments may be; the difference being entirely 
one of individual unfbldment of attributes all 
held originally in germ, on equal terms.

As regards those souls in darkness and 
outward degradation so vividly described in 
the article, I am told they are like diamonds, 
deeply -and densely encrusted in earth environ
ments, the difference being that the light of 
the diamond is wholly sought for by conditions 
and means—applied exteriorly, while the light 
of the encrusted soul sooner or later unfolds a 
desire for outward expression, asks for aid, 
which vibrates ite line of communication and 
powers are delegated able to render all that is 
required. Such souls have but to ‘ lask and 
they will receive, ” have but to “knock and it 
,shall be opened unto them.”

The point is, they themselves must take the 
initiative and seek for what they desire, and 
further, that they are so constituted that 
sooner or later that desire will become a ruling 
power within them, then they needs mutt seek 
for light and find truth and wisdom with it

They, Are for Sale at This Office.

7'IIREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE- 
Iona; the Jesuits, seen and unseen, aro banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they arc afraid they will lose 
lUeir monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held.so long 
In Thrdo Seven«, this knowledge is offered to the people. Buy 
>t, read it carefully, andaeo why the Jesuits hate it. Price 81.25; 
HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF 
L ± the Bunday question. It Is Invaluable. By G. W. Brown; 
M.D. Price 15 cents; • • '
TJOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 

L JL Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists In Amer* 
ica. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerliUL Ah 
invaluable work, Price, paper, 50 cents. ..
/ AU TSI DE THE GATES; AND OTHER

tales and sketches. By a band of spirit intelligences, through 
ho mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelhamer. An excellent work, 
’rice 81.25. .

OTARtfOS. BY DR. DELLA E, DAVIS. A 
O rosary of pearl«, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended for the light and solace of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. Price 50 cents.

CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
kJ Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na
ture,” '‘Ethics of Science,1’ “Science of Man,” etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing and publishing his 
“Convent,” which has had a phenomenal run in Tux Progress
ive * Thinker. Post paid anywhere, 5U cents. Paper 
eiiitiODf 25 cents.

VOLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
kJ A Scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc,, from date to birth. 'Illustrated with 
seven plate diagramsand tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1900 inclusive. ■ Large 8vo, cloth 85.00. Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO, 
kJ cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
cdiltop, Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crlL- 
tcaLcare, free from ail theological bias, throbbing with the soul ot 
inspiration, embodying the principles and.vlrtues of the sptrltinl 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, it Is doubtless the most 
attractive work o£ the kind ever published. Ita beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 82.00. Postage U cents.

'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
£ Confessional, by Father Cblniquy. A stirring account of the 

Jlabollam of the Romish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price <1.00.
'THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
Z comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of Ita able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that la autllcleut Inducement to purcbaa» 
Ute book. Brice »140-

that 1b pleasant and profitable send ns your address 
linincdJately. We teach men and women how to earn 
from $5 per day to 18000 per year Without, having bat} 
previous experience, and furnish the employment aj 
which they can make that amount. Capital unneces
sary. A trial will cost you nothing. Write ¿o-day and ' 
address, ' . •

E. C. ALLEN & CO..
Box 1OQ1,.Angusta, Me,

YOU SHOULD
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Guide." It coutaiua a lec. 
ture on ASTKO-MAONBita 
Treatment by Pb.of. Oi> 
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indorsed by advnnced Mas- 
tees m Spirit Life and 
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iirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Curb of 

all acute and chronic dis* 
ease. Astral Guidesenton 
receipt of stamp. ■
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THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and Modern [Spirit* 
ualism.

• By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,” ‘‘Which,” “Letters to Elda 

Mlles Grant,” “Both Bides,” “That Terrible 
Question,” “Wolf in Sheep’s ■ 

Clothing,“ Etc., Etc.

-Thin book Is what Its title Indicates—“The Quebtio» 
Settled. uti Careful Coiupafyson of Biblical and 
Modern Bplrl Hem.” We give below only a partial 
Uat yf the contents of each chapter:

Chapter J -The Adaptation of Spiritualism to thfl . 
Wtints of Humanity.—No argument ao good as that ot 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men. > 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate aa - 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought la

f/f/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL 
rV !»lf i>r, Curloun Revelations troni tbo Life of ajTranos

Medium. Nettle Colburn Maynard. Tble curlona book 
baa no precedent In the English language. Jta theipe la novel, tta- 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the moat moment- Future A Dialogue Solrltuallam convliu-ea altfli^ 
one period in history and regarding Ita moat famous participant- „ter or his Immortality. Dying Minister In'Despair, 
rhe most noted American. It is based on truth and fact, »nd whviIjN Viijeiitefora Knowlediffl of nKuturc therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not' y APPttitoior a linowiLOge or ab uturo,
apared.care, research or expense lu its verification and produc-' 
tlon, and be stakes l^ls reputation upon the'valldlty of its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It is'a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
repaid. Price «1.50.

the lllblv. Luyv forbidding Connull&tlon with th« 
Dead, lea Effect. Bible Writer« in Doubt as to

, Ciiaptkr II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
■ A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 

1 and a Devil. livery new System passes an Era of

/¡N AMERICAN- KING AND OTHER STO- 
xl Ties, by Mrt. M. A. Freeman. These sketches area most 
powerful illustration of man’s cruelty and Injustice to hh fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

/JNT/Q ujty unveiled, ancient voices 
/~L from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela« 
Ions, proving Christianity to he of heathen origin. Antiquity

•-Jnveiled has 625 pages, a Une engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
jdltor of Mind onq Matter. Price IMO. Postage 12 cents.

' A EVAN SUN MYTHS, Bi SAEAII E. TIT- 
¿1 comb. An explanation of where .the religions of our race 
originated. An interesting and instructive book. Price «1.25.

‘ CHRISTIANITY A EICTION. THE ASTRO- 
Lz nomlcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
t)r. J. II. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

CTELEN HARLOTS V0W\ OR SELF-J US- 
LJ. tice. By Lois Walsbrooker. Price <1.50. '

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS.
I “Ifa man die, shall he live?” is fully answered. By W- 8. 
iarlow. author of Voices. Price 60 cents.

1UIABAL RAYMONDS RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
.VI Walsbf’ooken. ’Price $1.50/ Mrs. Walsbrooker.s books 
houid be read by every woman in the land.
l/fIN£> READING AND Bis YOND. B Y WM. 
iVl A. Hovey. 200 pages; with Illustrations of the subjects 
rested upon. Price <1.25.

DOEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A
L volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
bought of the.bltter cruelty of earth.llfe. These are sweet, win- 
om and restful. Price <1.00.

JDELIGIOD. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IP 
l\. all could be led to believe In such a religion the worh^would 
no far better than now. Few wrlters excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
m<l disposition to apply th, tacts of history and science.
31.25. Postage 10 cents.

STUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE. 
valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle, Price «1.25.

Price 

zzv-

combined. E. R. R. •

Calum»)’. Persecution purifies. What Good has Splr« 
ftUSi**in done. Opponents unfair^ Immorality In tlia 
Cht’rches. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All aro

yearly. ; With-some government aid in othfer 
directionsj^iiight be' enabled to1add a rbuiid 
million yearly'to ite present-supporters in the 
United State». > -This With its natural increase, 
carefully-hoardedin its ■: parochial schools, of, 
say, two firiHibhs more, how long will- it be be
fore popery'can safely raise ite'etandard of im
perial power, and satisfy that vehement desire

•‘A Wjtch of the Nineteenth Century.”
/IJbis remarkable Btory, which was edntinued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited1 wide-spreacMnterest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind; It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription, Induce 
your neighbofrto flend 25 cents :foratrial sub
scription. , : • —; '

The fiist regular Hebrew coinage Was struck 
by Simon Maccabtues, B. C. .143. Thèse 
coins bore on one side a chalice, the pot of 
.manna,, on the other*» lily and the words in 
Hebrew characters, “Shekel of Israel” •

. CE$RS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR- 
, O Ituallsjn. past and present By J. M. Peebles, M. D. An en- 

:yo opedla of interesting and Instructive facts. Price «2,00.
CEtF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE 
O 144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and speculft 
Ive. each proved affirmatively and negatively by qu«MRlona froir 
Scr pture. without comment. Price is cents.

COSPEL OF NA TURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN 
C7 and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with spiritual truths, 
’rice «1.00.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 

L dwelling places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of rare 
ncrlt interestin'*: to every body. Price si .50.
piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
LJ Putnam, A. M. A m^velou, book. Price 75 cents.

piBLE OF 'BIBLES. BYKERSEY GRA VES, 
LJ It will well pay perusal. Price (U.75.

5EERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISM
Part and Present By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of 878 

pages, it is an encyclopedia of facta; a mine of rare knowledge; 
a work that should be In the bondr »f every Spiritualist Price 
8200. .
¿IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. LRENCH.

They are worth their weight in gold. Price, paper, 50 centa

ZIFE IN THE S TONE A GE; THE HIS FOR i 
of Atharael, chief priest of a band of AI Arvan«. An *-ct If ne 

history of man. Written through the mediumship of U G. Fig 
ley.- You should read this work. Price 30 cents.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Sbelhamer. It abounds lu facts Ir refer 

ence to the Summer-Land. Price ,1.00.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
from the Tree of Life. Presented to humanity through the 

mediumship of B. B. Litchfield. Excellent throughout Fn« 
SU5. *
PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
L Letters to the SeyberuCommission. By Francis J. Llppltt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth Its weight In gold, rrlce 25 
cents. ।

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEALING. A 
series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to its own organ 

Ism, and the inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, dlieaio and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Beujamaln 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read 
Price HAO.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
1 course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work. it*poB 
sr**« greaVmerlt. Price fl.25.
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 

£\. embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
uf Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to which is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G^ W. Brown, M. D. 
One el the most valuable works ever published. Price 81,50.
pEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. . GIVEN 
xv Insplratlonaiiy^by Mrs. Maria M. King. You will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.

POMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. Bi 
£\. Rev. Isaac J. Lanning, M. A, Every patriot should read 1c. 
Price ll.no •
pTHE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
*JL and Expressions In human* Embodiments. Given through 
Mr». Coral. V. Richmond, by her guides. A book that every
body should read who are interested In re-incarnation. Price 
«1.00. - -

Z'HESCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM.
By Epei Burgent. A work of profound research, by one ot 

the able»! men of the age. Price ,1.50; postage 10 centa.
T/7EWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
V ktAtws Jackson Davis. HIgW Interesting. Postage 5 

cents. Price 75 centa. ■ .
T\EATH AND AFTER LIFE. BY ANDREW 

J-J Jackson Davis. Something you should read. Price 75 
cents.

T)EMANDS OF ALL PROGRESSIVE MINDS, 
L-s for a pure, Christian, non-sehtarlan doctrine, and a review 
of the ancient religious Ideas. By Rev. S. 'Wepener. Pamphlet 
something good to read. Price is cents.
'TYIE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
1 Tuttle.' Sis works are always intensely Interesting. Price 

»LS0.: .. L ■■ .. '■ .•
^FHE.WORLD'S SIXT-EENERUCLEIED SAV- 
1 tors. By Kersey Graves. You should'read It, and be the 

wiser. Prlcegl.50. 1 ■
'THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
x comparison of BIbllcal and.mod tru splrlthallrai, By Moses 

Hull. ’An invaluable work. Price »1.00. t '
rTYiE RELIGION OF. SPIRITUALISM. ITS. 
x phenomena and, philosophy. By Rev. Samuel Watson. 

Thtr work was written by amodem Savlor, » grand »nd nobis 
man. Price »1.00. '

God-junker«. Men worship their own Opinions, 
Shorieojnlngs of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tea- 
tliiiony ut Jeremiah. • .

Chapter 111—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.—» 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Terms 
“Mun" and ’‘Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, ¿ot. 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Munoah’s wife; 1« Introduced to Manoah* 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Giibrlei boil) a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled front 
the Sepulchre by a Man. ‘

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.-* 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has a 
Spiiltuui Nttune. Spirit doc Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Sourceot Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Can noil 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Doaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. TwoSourceS 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened, ^'wo Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus. . .

Chapter V—The Birth of t-ho Spirit.—All SubjecU 
Important. “Ye must bo born again.” Nicodemus* 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author’s Objection» 
Jesus’ Tests. Must bo born out of Flesh. Birth of the 

- Spirit q Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Blbla 
against it (I Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion ¿f the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus» 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Aro We Infidels?—Rapfd*Growth of 
Spiritualism. The "Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors In 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be
lieve Parcs, and no one believes All, of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. Bow shall wo decide who the Be
lievers are. The true Test. Works. The Cviiimlssion. 
End of the World not yet. Jcwfoa and Christian age. 
Preaching, Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
;in the Church?

Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?- -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Posidons. Order of Batteries. They 
lire Into each other. “Kettle Story." Result of the 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? Is It Just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not “down.” “Old 
Splitfoot.”

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism..' God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to tha 
Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paulk^nd John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The LawSgntltMn 
lt.s Place, and for Its Time. Men Inclined to wovahlPJ 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jchovafi 
hot an Infinite God. He Incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

, BY A. P. SLNNETT.
This excellent work treats of the following subject«:

I.
IL

hl

IV.

V.
VI.

vn. 
vm.

IX.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes» 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance. .
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this admirable work la »1,25. All book» 
advertised In Tnk Pbogkkssivx Thinker are

For sale at this office. '
From Soul , to Soul.

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
'THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE ■ 
Z best Poems of the author, and same of her most 

popular songs, with the music by eminent composers. 
Among tbo Poems which have attracted wide notice 
arc: "Budding Rose," “Incidents ot Life Under ths 
Blue Laws," "Pareon Smith's Prophecy,” "From tbo 
Highlands of Heaven," “The City ot Sorrow," “Solilo
quy ot Fulvla at Slcyon," " The Holy Maid of Kent," 
etc. .

Tbo Music includes "The Unseen City:” ■■Clari- 
bel," a June Song; “We Shall Meet our Friends In tbo 
Morning"; Meet Ua at the Crystal Gates."

Many of the Poems are admirably adapted for reclta- - 
tlon, and were used by the author in her public read
ings.

PbbsbNottcbs.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle is mast«, 
ful In her prolific poetical genius.—Tbo Two Worlds 
!Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gan- 
Icl.i's brightest scholars.—Chansanlng Argue. V 
tlttad poet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known as 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our better 
selyes.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with raiw 
poetic talent—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun- . 
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She 1» '
me of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
lalntlly relined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true snd beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel Is exquisitely beautiful—D. D. 
Home. ■

Thoivolnme contains 225 pages, Is beautifully printed 
md bound, and furnishes a fine ■ Holiday Gift. Price 
11.50, post-paid. . .
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Largely Orthodox.
Was there a conspiracy on tho part of 

the press of this city to belittle the Rev. 
Joe Cook, of Boston, while attending the 
Parliament of Religions lately in'session 
at the World’s Exposition? In a recent 
editorial we made a quotation from the

The Progressive Thinker is very

pired. I

dozen lines, giving a “general survey”. oli tilo À 
glorious work being done. ■ -J ' ' < rv I

o

proper persons, ■ a sort of heavenly

out of joint—the very laws of■ God re-

He will show that not one of the “Biblical” prophecies was fulfilled

He will show that Christmas wps kept as the. day of the birth of the

trial

from

unto

been

White.Thanks, Brother White.

Di. JOHN C. WYMAN.

ORAL SURQCON mo DENTIST.

PiwOlamWork. modirah PRicea

friends to send on 25 cents for a 
subscription. ■

heart-'that God hath, raised him 
jhe'dead, thou shalt be saved. * 
Willi themouth confession is made 
salvation. "--Rom. 10,9,10.

39 OREEN6 AVENUE.
- .. • .

NIAS OIMRCRVANQ «T BROOKLYN. N. V.

Pr. WJauiVaiWilMï»rtk|l»4<.'(

One Man's Opinion.
“I have yct to find a true believer in

The guides of Mrs. CoraL. V. Rich
! mond have consented to résumé the con.

regard to his future, who' ends the tur- 
moial of disappointment by plunging into

Then, evidently to preserve this oint
ment’ pure and simple, and insure- its

3.
in him.

4.

Mr. J H. White.
• He lives at Port Huron, Mich., and by 
•nature is one of the best men living. He 
takes .stock in > The ' Progressive

____  ____ ly forsaken but unable to 
supply the needs of loved ones by beg- 

It is such as he, with, doubts in

Glossary of Words«
Hudson Tuttle has something to say 

of interest in regard to Oortain words 
and their meaning.

. Dr. A. W. S. BothermeMs.imlnfllah-. 
atolls,-Ind., holding successful seances, 
and can be addressed there thtemônth 
for engagements at other places-wlthiri 
100 miles. - , His stances include physical-ivu miles. . ms sqances-inciuaa pnysioai- . -01. iue gionuus 
manifestations and materializations qf Massachusetts, sends ub a large list of 
hands, etc., in the light; music,, written- subscribers. Thanks, many, • Brother, 
communications, telegraphy, etc. ’ . White. • : ■

.* ■ 1 > • .' Ji.ll r ’ . . •. ■ . • ' ' - - ■
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■Thinker; stock 'tjhat will’ -pay a divi
dend right along, and yvh|,cH will peVer, 
;be.repudiated. .. Mr,‘White realizes that saltations through her. instrumentality, 
■fact in full force, henom.sends to this on spiritual topics and .mediumship, 
office $10 to do a grand missionary work. Wednesdays from 1-30 to 5 p. M., fet 40

Loomis street.

■. •. • 0

THE FRO®RBSS1VJB THINKER
• .. ' • . : '•.,><>••■ •_____ ■■___ :___ __ _ __ ■■_____ _____ :_____

• I Idp'-flervlce, -it seems,• has not 
properly esteemed. Hereafter it should 
. «...as sne non uvea, a true spiritualist,be regarded as< the thjng indispensable |S^e away-'peapefully. apparently 
to salvation, if-Paul’s teaching is divine, without pain. E. W. Sprague. •

Attention, Preacher«.

%

It is a fact that no one will dis
pute that The Progressive 
Thinker leads in presenting 
thoughtful articles for the consid
eration of the people. It stands 
to reason that such should be the..^. 
case. It arises from no particular 
merit on the part of its editor, but 
simply from tie fact that the paper 
has attained a very large circula
tion. Buch a paper must neces
sarily , attract jo it prominent 
thinkers. It cannot be otherwise. 
Leading literary lights, especially 
those who are traveling around the 
country, can readily see that it has 
an extensive circulation, and they 
realize fully that it .is the best me
dium to reach the public. - Taking 
all these various facts into consid
eration, it is not strange, then, that a leading mind in our ranks should be 
attracted towards The Progressive Thinker in order to present some valu
able facts to the people, which he has been a very long time in accumulating. 
The subject is one of paramount interest. It is one that interests th0 people 
generally, and the facts that he will present will be invaluable to the student. 
He will show: . - .

1. That Jesus, if he was born at all, was surely not born on Christmas.
2. He will show that the events said to have happened in connection 

with his birth and death never occurred. ’ ‘ •

desirous to learn when and where Jesus1 ^lc spiritual philobpphy whp cannot bp 
of Nazareth was anointed, if anointed jit |tyU6tea>" waB awntence we overheard 
Uli, If the event is anywhere monttaned . 4ay l^t week as we were waiting in
in Soriptiil'e, it hqk failed to attract om- down town office of a large estab.
attention; and yet he is -everywhere i Ityhment that employe hundreds of per
mentioned in the New Testament as eons without regard. to their religious 
"Jesus the anointed," It the Greek verb । belief. The speaker, a, short, active, 
Christo» Ie proiierly rendered into Eng- rilddy-faeed man of about forty, has, by 
--- ' ... his ability and power to judge men, been

lengthy article is desired in an- advanced to a very responsible and In
to this'question, neither do we opativo position, "I am not a Sph-itual- 
any special. pleading; but we do 
chapter and verse in the New

lish.
No 

swer 
wish 
want
Testament, clear and distinct, telling 
.when and where this great event trans-

Chicago Herald, showing how that | 
gentleman "glared, stamped his foot 
and looked unutterable things” while

The question is an important one. It 
has been too long overlooked. Either 
Jesus was anointed, or he was pot 
anointed.. If not anointed, the .multi
plicity of times he is mentioned as such 
—for it is as numerous as Jesus Christ 
occurs—causes the reader to be not'only 
confused, but milled. ■ -

Though a spiritualistic medium 
shoqld be mentioned a thousand times, 
and it should bo repeated annually for a 
thousand years, representing him as 
“th?; anoipted of the Lord,” unless he 
has bean “smeared or rubbed over 
with oil- or unctuous substance," he 
could not be truthfully mentioned as the 
anointed,- otherwise elvristo» hi Greek, 
our English translators, for their .own 
reasons, having capitalized the word, 
but failed to translate it into its English 
equivalent.

Anointing was a common practice 
among the Egyptians, Phoenicians, 
Chalde.ans, Babylonians, Assyrians,' 
Persians, and. Hebrews, No king Was 
lawfully invested With regal authority 
until the oil oi consecration was poured 
over him. No priest was permitted to 
minister in the temple until he was thus 
devoted to the service of God. 0

This “holy anointing oil,” used by 
Hebrews, Was compounded by special 
direction of the Lord to Mdses. It con
sisted of two ■ parts myrrh, two parts 

[cassia, one part oil of cinnamon, one
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the Buddhists were exposing the vile 
actions Of the missionaries from the 
West, who were trying to engraft their

part sweet flag, with sufficient olive oil 
to give consistence. . ' . ,

“This shall be a holy anointing oil
unto me throughout your generations.’1

peculiar civilization, with the slaughter
of animals for food, the introduction of I ¡renuinene^s, and prevent ifs use by im- 
the rum bottle, the opium habit and ] . ■ . • ■ .
licentiousness, i.n the name of Chris
tianity, upon . their milder methods. 
The Tribune oi this city, evidently in
spired as was the Herald by the peculiar 
action of the Boston divine, said: 
"Joseph Cook made the platform trem
ble with the weight of three hundred 
pounds of orthodoxy,” as “he thundered 
and tramped to and fro upon the stage, 
pouring out a torrent of denunciations 
with a”faoe red with the vehemence of 
his utterances," while thespeaker’s desk 
was made to “totter as the sturdy New
England fist smote it.” . ■ '

We have not room for the address-at 
length of the Buddhist who aroused the 
ire of tho stalwart Bostonian, so our 
readers must be content . with the 
Tribune's condensed notice:

"The greatest enthusiasm, perhaps, 
of tho week wasawakened by a Japanese 
orator.’ who, after explaining the gen
tle precepts of Buddha, went on to tell 
how Christian .missionaries had brought

patent right was. put upon it: •■-••}, 
“Whosoever compoundeth aaylike'lt, 

or whosoever putteth any of ,it. on a 
stranger, shall be cut off from his peo
ple,”—See Ex. 30; 22 to 32.

But what we want is to know' when 
and where this holy, consecrating oil 
was applied to Jesus, by which he be
came “the Christ,” and we want some 
Catholic or Protestant, a. preacher pre
ferred, over his own signature to furnish 
the information.

A Suicide’s Grave. -
Conditions must have changed since 

David wrote: “I have not seen the 
righteous forsaken, nor his seed beg
ging bread,” else the king’s field of ob
servation was extremely limited. The 
text is not an encouraging one to the 
Christian toiler out of employment, his
family turned into the street, unable to 
pay rent and starving for food, and all 

- -------- _ . „ i the while faithful to his religious convic- 
blood and riot into his land- ,w,as.a i tions. No wonder he thinks the times 
broad and liberal spirit which led our Ouu JUUI„ ;
thousand people, most of them professing versed—not only forsaken but unable to 
Christians, to rise- and cheer Kinza v .. . - -

• Ringo Hirai, when he declared he was 
the first-man in Japan to urge that j fe<r^ 
Christian missionaries be banished " 
from the land and the first to organize 
a society to accomplish, it. In a like 

■spirit he explained that it was not 
against the truth "of .Christianity he 
preached,-but against the persecutions 

• to which his people had been subjected 
by the-- emissaries of Christendom.”

1st; haven’t had time to investigate, and 
don’t know what they claim to believe; 
but I do know that there is a mighty 
power Influencing their daily lives that 
makes them better than others on the 
same grades." - ’ ...
. Such is the candid opinion of one of 
Chicago's active business men. Spirit
ualists, how do you like it? Does it not 
seem .as if the days when we were' 
deemed the scum of' the earth, lunatics 
apd idiots, with whom it was dangerous 
to.associate, were passing away? ■ 

- They who are behind us, in the invisi
ble, will see to it in thé fullness «f time 
that we are vindicated.- The abuse, 
wrath and ignominy heaped upon us, is 
not a tithe of the terrible current poured 
upon the despised Nazarene and his fol
lowers ages ago, and yet look at their 
numbers and present influence.

We have reason' to congratulate our- 
:selves that we "can be trusted.” No 
Spiritualist can be simply an eye-server, 
a‘ sham and a fraud. Those who are 
classed as frauds and confidence abusers 
may either be misrepresented, or they 
are the barnacles who cling to the ship 
for what there is in it for them, and are 
not Spiritualists at all, but like, the same 
eltrisps iij the churches, have “stolen 
the livery of heaven to serve the Devil 
in.”

How can a Spiritualist who believes 
that he lives constantly in the presence 
of his loved ones gone before, be other
wise than trusty in every particular? 
He might possibly conceive that by 
some hook or .crook he could, escape, thé 
notice, for a minute or two, of the eye of 
the Ono; but he knows" that his friends, 
form a cloud of witnesses to whom not 
Only his acts but his thoughts are visi
ble.! ' . , . -

Of what use is it for a man to win a 
■point in life by injustice, knavery and 
chicanery, when he knows he will be 
obliged to make restitution sooner or lat
er, in full? The cup he giveth his neigh
bor to drink will surely be pressed to 
his-own lips, filled to the brim,and there 
held until the last drop is swallowed. ’

To us, "I have yet to find a true Spir
itualist I could not trust,” are the most 
glorious words we have heard for many 
a day. They mark a new era. They 
show that the tide bf public opinion 
against,us has changed. They echo the 
desire of every earnest Spiritualist. 
When Spiritualism and its teachings 
are understood, it will be perceived that 
it is the çorner-stone of the new-old 
brotherhood of the race, which is des
tined to make men, embodied or 
bodiless, believers in and doers of the 
right. Otir brothers, everywhere, bind 
this Saying on your hearts and memories 
for meditation. Strive to be - worthy of 
the coming favorable opinion of the 
outside world, of which this is a fore
runner. .

vÇtHESPIRITUÂLÎSTC FIELO

WORKERS, DOINGS, ÇTQ

■ iSF'Remenffier, everyone, that on account 
ofour large edition, we go to preei early Mop
day morning. Short items only will be In
serted "if received on the previous Saturday. 
We take pleasure In publishing the.movemente 
of lecturers and mediums, Meetings, which 
»re doing a grand work, are of local Interest 
only, hence we cannot publish.long, repots 
with reference to them., They- arc too nutner, 
one for that. A few line's explanatory pf the 
good work being dpne are alwhys acceptable. 
A. great deal Can besalcPof a meeting in a

J. R.. Alter, H. W/Simmons, iprry 
Brown, Wm; Buckland; John Paws on, 
and T. H. GuinneSs, Of fife First Society 
of Spiritualists of StuttgUrt, Ark., jofir 
in recommending S. 'B; HynieW, as! lA: 
clairvoyant hud clairaiidient, medium 
and trance lecturer of piuch ability 
worthy of confidence 'for honepty urid 
Integrity. ,

Mr. J. Fletcher is'.'meetjpg ^lih 
splendid success at Conservatory ^k.11, 
in Brooklyn, where lie Jecturdp 07017 
Sunday until January and returns Again 
in March. His New Ylprk leqtprqs pppn 
in December, but the place ip ihot yet 
announced. He will, be follbWedajri' 
Brooklyn by Mrs.? Ada ijoye, "W. Jl'-CbV 
ville and others. He is npt open for ahy 
engagements except for, funerals outelije 
of New York City or Brooklyn. -

Discouraging Report.
A New Zealander, the official stenog-

a suicide’s grave. ■
Support • Each Other. ‘

As the forest trees interlock their 
branches, and sustain each other when 
tho tornado swoops by, so the members 
of social organizations ai'e^protected in 
hours of adversity. The lone tree in 
the plain is borne doyri by the powerful 
blast, so man alone is prostrated by the

rapher of the. Tasmanian government, assaults of the vicious, and sooner or 
visited Kansas during the last summer, later must yield to their cruel attacks, 
to learn the workings of the prohibitory j Pbr these reasons, all-sufficient in 
law, with a view to its introduction into (themselves, • we advise Spiritualists 
his own country, if found a success-. ‘
In his official report, he details his expe
rience In getting liquors in the Sun
flower State. He concludes: ■
' “I have never failed to get supplies 
without resorting ' to even as much 
trickery as is at times necessary in New 
Zealand to get served on Sunday. . I 
think it will be conceded by Pro
hibitionists themselves- that I have 
fairly proven that no such thing as pre
vention exists; that their very prevent
ive laws offer a premium for perjuring 
one’s self, and therefore must have a 
bad effect; that young people are not 
prevented from acquainting- themselves 
with tho character of strong drink, and 
that such a widespread and universal 
violation of a-law is demoralizing.”

everywhere to unite their strength, and 
stand shoulder to shoulder against the 
waives of superstition which are uniting 
thqjr forces, and are threatening to over
whelm all opposition. When Catholics 
and Protestants meet ■ each Other in

., The Grand Denouement.
- Must these wrongs of superstition and 

' . false education go on forever? Mupt 
blind bigots continue to deceive the 
young and innocent, and make them 

' toolsof priestly cunning? On the 5th 
‘ ■ inst., in this goodly city of Chicago, at 

‘ 5487. Madison Avenue, near tho close, of 
■ the nineteenth century, just as all the 

■ world liad concluded its celebration 
<\marking the advance of the ages in en- 

Ifghtenment, thirty-five deluded Swed
ish laboring girls, instructed by. their

friendly contest, then danger is nigh.

Looking Hopefully Forward.
Some-fifty Presbyterian clergymen 

were lately in session at Cleveland, O., 
considering the proposition of organiz
ing a more liberal church. The call for 
the convention originated with a’ com
mittee of the New York synod, ap
pointed after the Briggs case was dis
posed of. Instead of favoring the forma
tion of a bolting -church, they declared 
against such action, in consideration of 
the general dissatisfaction with their 
confession of faith as it now stands, and 
the evident desire of a large majority 
for revision and a new creed.

Our First Page.
Once or twice a year we devote a page 

to publishing matters pertaining to the 
Order of the Magi, which is located in 
this city. While the aim of "this Order 
is to illustrate the existence of certain 
bccult planetary forces, it is also in' 
perfect harmony with those grand 
higher spiritual truths inculcated by 
Spiritualism. The fact that this order- 
contains many high, degree Mason’s also 
prominent physicians, law-reporters, 
lawyers, capitalists, one ex-Congressman, 
and prominent editors and publishers, 
shows conclusively that, it is rapidly 
taking a prominent- place, and doing 
most efficiently the work for which it 
was originally “designed, Those who 
wish to keep step with all ’reformatory 
agents will thank us for enlightening 
them somewhat in regard to the Order 
of the Magi. For further particulars 
in reference to the Order, address Olney 
H. Richmond, 1910 Washington Boule
vard, Chicago, Ill.' ‘ ,

A Witch- of the Nineteenth Century.
Remember, please, that this highly 

interesting story, which ran through' 
The Progressive Thinker for eight 
weeks, will be sent free to all new 
yearly and trial subscribers. Get your

pastor, Rev. O. H. Larson; that the 
Judgment Day—whatever that may be 
—was on them, when the heavens would 

. rolled together as a. scroll, and the 
chosen of the Lord would ascend td glory, 
gave up their work, while with prayers 
and tours they awaited through 'file 

’ entire dav the consummation .of all 
things. Midnight came, , when the poor 
creatures, worn.out with long vigils 

\uid fasting, returned to their late 
homes to await another time which--the 

- wily pastor shall name as tho period for 
the grand denouement. .

A Sensible Act*
Judge Clark, of the-Superior Court, 

Atlanta, Ga., the other day, direct 
witnesses before him to swear by up
lifted hand. He said he was induced to 
this step by sanitary considerations. He 
did not believe in keeping a kissing 
block on which all kinds of ulcerous and 
foul lips may be pressed. Another Im
provement-swear not at all, but affirm« 
The oath is a relic of the trial by ordeal, 
and is just as sehsaless. . -

' Nature's Method.

Has Nature a method .of herown, pe
culiar to herself,- by which she pro
poses to settle the color question in 
harmony with her own eternal laws? 
■We note in the medical journals that 
most of the life insurance' companies re
fuse to take risks on the negro, giving 
as a reason that the death rate is one- 
third greeter with them -than with the 
whites. Vital statistics gathered by com
panies doing business for pecuniary gain 
are the most trustworthy, however much 
the humanitarian may deprecate, the 
facts they reveal. . : ■ ‘

-, Spiritual Consultation. '

P. S. George, president, writes from : 
Dubuque, Iowa: “Mr, and Mrs. Geo.'F. '' 
Perkins are again in our midst after An 
absence of one year in the West.. These' 
famous mediums held fol’th' at our hall 
last Sunday evening, which drew a । 
crowded house, every available debt 
being taken. Mrs, Uerlrins. as a clair
voyant medium, is excelled by pone, 
■while Mr. Perkins, as a singer, is the 
best that has ever, been hearj in' . 
Dubuqu,e, and is also a gppd lecturer ah'd 
test medium. We hope to keep, these 
mediums the entire winter, impossible."

Mrs. J. B. Chrisney sends a communi
cation from A. Ci. Ladd, written through 
her mediumship. He' emphasizes the 
importance of fulfilling the scripture in
junction: “Castf thy -bread upon .the 
waters,” etc., in its true,sense of sowing 
the seeds of good and teaching spiritual 
truth. Every moment of life we are 
casting bread upon the stream of 
eternity. We must reap what we sow— 
therefore, let us sow goodness, truth, 
spirituality and righteousness, and. we 
shall reap accordingly in spiritual light, 
progress and happiness. >

Prof. Cadwell, the wj^l-known mes
merist, is filling a-four’,wb8k'8 engage
ment at Lowell, Mass.,uhdertliAauspices. 
of the Lowell Reform <Jlub, and ©draw
ling'crowded houses of ( the best citlzbqs., 
He has been a public mesmerist for oveb, 
forty years, probably mesmerising more 
people than any other man ever''has. 
The Lowell Oilizen mentions several .re
markable cures perfo^ned by him-on 
well-known residents of that city. Prof. 
Cadwell said that one saloonkeeper in 
Lowell could do more 4n one'month to 
injure the mental and physical'condition 
of people than have all the mesjnerizers. 
and hypnotists who over lived on earth.

F. W. Scott writes: "I am astoriiehed 
to know how you can Afford such a valu
able paperfor the price!” ■

Mrs. Mary-C.-Lymanis engaged to 
lecture for the St. Paul (Minn.) Spiritual 
Alliance during November and, Decem
ber, 1893, and is drawing good audiences 
and people are becoming very much in
terested in her lectures. Her address Is 
Room 14 Hotel Barteaw; Sj. Paul, Minn.

W. S. Clemens, of Columbus, Ohio, 
writes: “The First Churfih of.Spirit.Ur 
alists have secured W. ji. Hull, from 
Buffalo, N. Y., who will speak for-it in 
November. With the interest mani
fested with our people here and th6-In
quiry -prevailing on all sides in regard 
to Spiritualism, Bro. Hull’ seems to fill 
the programme and greatly satisfies his 
hearers with his clear and decided elu
cidation of facts. ' 1 ; •“ .

Mrs. T. Wilkie writes that^Miss1 
Georgie. Reynolds, a splendid test”me- 
dium, is doing a grand work in Albany, 
N. Y. ■ . .
’Mrs. J. Held is located at Oakland, 

Cal., for a good season Of rest /after a 
year of hard and successful .work In 
locating mines, at-Butte City, Mbiit., to 
.which place she is to return ifi" 'May 
next, to fill several engagements;' She 
hqs visited several meetings qnd found 
them well ■ attended. Spiritualism ,fe 
growing in Oakland and San Efanoisco.
'C. S. ,'Butler, of Saci^mentp,. .Qal., 

writes in.terms of warm praise of Mr. 
and Mrs. Bartholmes as mediums ¿nd 
lecturers, and says that Spiritualism is 
gaining ground in the far West. ■ ,

Mrs. B. A. Ball writes • from Payne. 
Ohio: “Our circle is progressing. JWe 
have as good a band as there iffUt any 
place—so our guides tell us. • We 
receive many good communications frotji 
P. P. -Bliss, and I- send you fone we re
ceived from 0. V,. Wilson.” • r . >■■

Mrs. Henry Idelvritesof two seanpes 
at her home with Willie Browmas me
dium. He was hardly .seated' in the 
cabinet, a bedroom, before beautiful 
lights came, and there were taany posi
tive demonstrations of spirit, presenq© 
and-power. At the second seanCe srflrit 
friends materialized, walked, cougndd, 
drummed tunes, etc. Messages- wero 
written. Mrs. Ide’s husband came tout 
four or five times, her niece came and 
■spoke audibly and wrote a message; as. 
also did a little girl of Mrs. Ensly.' .

Mrs. Celia-Hughes is located qt 52' 
Oakwood avenue, first street south Of 
39th and east of Cottage Grove-qvogue, 
where she will give public seances-every. 

. evening- except Saturday and Sunday.

Mrs. J. E. Reed writes: “The annual 
meeting of thp O.»U. S.- Society, of 
Geauga -Coy O.-, was held November 12, 
with the following officers being elected: 
Worthy adviser, Mr. Hiram Potts; 
president, Mr. Henry Morse; vice-presi
dent, Mr. Smith Goold; recording sec
retary, Miss Maud Morse; corresponding 
secretary, Mrs. C. D. Clapp; treasurer, 
Mrs, J. É. Reed; trustees, Mb. Byron 
White, Mr. F. H. Morse and Mr. Îl. R.- 
Johnson; lyceum conductor, Mrs. E. D. 
Clapp; organist, Mrs, F. H. Morse. The 
next meeting will be held November 26, 
at Hiram' Potter’s, in Newbery.”

Veritas writes that Dr; E. ,G. Woodard 
and wife, of Sugar Grove, Pa., gave a 
series of seances at Oil City, at which 
ful) opportunity was given all to satisfy 
themselves of the genuineness of the 
phenomena, and none could question 
their reality. An interest has been 
awakened in Spiritualism which will bo 
slow in subsiding.

Charles Bean desires to call the atten
tion of Mr. Neely to 2d Chron., xxviii., 
5 to 8. inclusive, where it will be seen 
that It was Ahaz that was badly beaten. 
Isaiah’s prophecies in chapter vii., also 
vlli., I to 4, were a complete failure.-

P. 0. Mills will answer calls to lecture 
during the winter in Washington, Ore
gon or California, on reasonable terms. 
Address box 5, Edmonds, Snohomish 
£p., Wash. -

Plçof. S. W. Edmunds can be ad
dressed at 304 West street, corner 
Peach, Rockford, W. S., Ill.

A. A. A., of Wayland, Mich., writes: 
“We have no organization at the pres
ent time, but through the efforts of Mr. 
and Mrs. John Lindsay, of Grand Rap
ids, Mich., we expect to organize In 
the near future. They have done a 
good work here, and we can recommend 
them to societies who want to build up.”

G, O. S. writes that Indianapolis 
Spiritualists are most fortunate at this 
tirpe in having in their midst the mate
rializing medium, Prof. F. W. Tabor, 
who is accompanied by his wife; also 
Rev. G. V. Cordingly, who is with the 
•local society for this month. Dr. A. W. 
■S. Rothermel, another famous me
dium, gave demonstrations in spirit tel
egraphy which caused some commotion. 
Prof. Tabor will be in the city for sev
eral weeks, and hold seances Tuesday, 
Wednesday, and Friday evenings, also 
seances for ladies Saturday afternoons, 
at 84 West Ohio street. There is much 
promise of great interest being taken by 
the. people of this city in investigating 
that light which liberates souls. •

The Rochester (Ind.), Republican says: 
“Moses Hull, well-known as an orator 
and publisher, will lecture each Sunday 
morning, Sunday evening and Thursday 
evening during thé month of November, 
at Temple hall. For several years hé 
was a minister of the gospel, but has 
been a Bible expounder qf Spiritualism 
for more than a quarter, of a century. To 
him the Scriptures contain no secrets 
or mysteries, and are. as plain and com
prehensive as the life .01 Washington. 
AU-persons desirous of gaining a knowl- 
,edge of nature’s true religion have a 
special invitation to hear him.”

Jessie B. Beam, of Philadelphia, 
writes: “I have been a reader of your 
paper for a long time, obtaining it at 
the meetings here, but recently sent a 
/subscription, so that I could have it reg
ularly. It pleases me so much that I 
hope to continue it as long as I live. . I 
was especially delighted with the article 
in the last number in reference to Mr. 
Jonathan M. Roberts and Prof. J. R; 
Buchanan. I was personally acquainted 
with Mr. Roberts, and know that what 
Mrs. Decker Buchanan said about him 
was true in every detail. I want to 
thank, through your valuable ■ paper, 
Mr. Jason Roberts for his brave defense 
pf Mr. Roberts and«»‘Antiquity Un
veiled.’ ” .

Mrs, Mary Haro has our thanks for a 
çlub of subscribers. If .all our friends 
■would put forth equal earnest effort, 
thousands of subscribers would be added 
to our list, and tens of thousands spiritu
ally benefited. .

; ■ Prof. Barrett, president of the Na
tional Association, has something of in
terest to say in reference to a book 
whiolrwill be of Interest to every Spirit
ualist. . ■ . . .
--Frank“ T. Ripley, the well-known 

■trance, test and business medium and 
lecturer, is-engaged up . to April, 1894. 
He can bqmngaged for. April and May. 
Address,2762 Broadway, Cleveland, 
Ohio, .

Wlll^rd..}Jhite, of. the glorious State

JESUS, THE GREAT CHARACTER OF HISTORY.
• • ■ <S ■

, ---------------- O----------------

Invaluable Facte in Reference to this Notable Personage.
' *

Savior thousands of years before Christ '
5. He will give an astrological interpretation of Christmas, Christ and 

the Bible.
This eminent thinker, scholar, and investigator will present all of the 

above facts In a most attractive style, and they will prove of great utility to 
every reflective mind. . .

Now, Spiritualists everywhere,' see tlie rare treat which you will have in 
one issue of December! The - article will prove of great value—in fact, 
it will be worth twice the price of a yearly subscription to the paper. Do all 
you can, reader, to get your neighbor interested; now is the time to give The 
Progressive Thinker another impulse onward and upward. Knowing, as 
you do, that it is founded! on a. substantial basis, and never resorts to ques
tionable practices in order to get patronage, we should have at least an order 
for 20,000 of this paper. It will be furnished at the following rates: Orders ■■ 
of 10 copies and upwards, One Cent per copiL Single copy, Two 
Cents. There is no profit whatever for us in this pN#e, nor do we want any. 
Weare able .to do this philanthropic work because, there is no stock company 
back of us to swindle the people. No stock company on this earth can com
pete with ipHE Progressive Thinker in getting out literature that combines 
cheapnesBnand excellence. .

■Now, Spiritualists, go to work, at once,- and call tho attention of your 
neighbor to-this production. See that your orthodox minister has the paper 
containing this article; see to it that every Spiritualist-in your neighborhood 
sends In'at least ONE TRIAL subscription. HUSTLE, please, and do it. 
None of the high-priced magazines will ever publish an article of greater merit. 
Again we say, hustle, please, and send in an-additional subscriber.

Lip Service is .Salvation.
That felloW Paul, complimented by 

Catholics with the title Saint, was a 
genius, and merits the fame he acquired 
in the church. The mare we search the 
scriptures, , as commanded, the more we 
find out. Read: "If thou shalt confess 
with thy mouth, and shalt believe in thine

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to Spirit-life on Tuesday, 

Nov. 7, 1893, at Pittsburg, Pa., Mrs. M. 
J. Irvin, aged 58 years. The funeral 
was held at her home, tho undersigned 
officiating. Sister Irvin was an earnest
Spiritualist.- a tnemter of the Sixth 
Street Spiritualist Church of Pittsburg, 
a great worker in the cause, and one be
loved by all who knew her. Just before 
she passed away she saw and named the 
dear spirit fripnds who gathered at her 
bedside. She was ready and willing'to 
go, and cheerfully gave instructions re
garding her funeral. Almost her last 
words were a request that no other than 
U ’Spiritualist be allowed to officiate, as 
she wanted people to know that sho died 
as she had lived, a true Spiritualist.
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HOW TO MESMERIZE.

most Interesting books ever written. Paper, pp, UI 
to cent*. For sale at this office. .

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE ROOK IS 
JD largely a record of the facts and deinonatratlonb 
which cbc author haw seen, heard of or presented In 
his own experiment. The history of the various 
phases of the science 1« succinctly presented, and tho 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experl», 
monts described occurred in Chicago. The pictorials 
illURlratloii« add much to the Interest and value of the 
book, which will be found verj- iutcrestlngto the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to the ■ 
student. The work ia a handsome volume of «XI 

bound in cloth. l*ricet For .sale at
the office of Tur Progressive ThinkWl ’

ROMANISM AND THE RE> ' PUBLIC. .
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER 02 

/i bls country should have at hand for consults 
tton. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a HUM! . 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the PniboM^ 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the nonlftn 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains «7 pages, &nd 
may be considered a mine of valuable information fol 
every patriot in the land- Price St. For sale at CUM 
office.

S'

ÔENERAL SURVEY.

Continued from 4th Page
Mr. Goorge _W. Walrond conducted 

a most successful public service, at 
Hamilton, Canada, on Sunday last. The 
Spiritualists’ hall was again full, an 
evident sign qt the interest in Spirit
ualism in tills city. So many earnest 
workers and truth-seekers are bound to 
keep alive the subject in even the most 
orthodox city on earth. The guides 
of Bro. Walrond gave an address on the 
fallacy of the orthodox belief in the 
approaching second advent of the 
“Messiah.” Messiahs had been coming 
and going ever since the first dawn of 
man on earth. Superstition gave birth 
to all the Messiahs of the past, and su
perstition was one of the props of Christ
ianity today. Brothér Walrond replied 
to a number of questions, gave a number 
of clairvoyant tests, and delivered many 
messages from spirits to friends present.

John Mosely Clarke thinks his fittest 
expression over the good times the 
Spiritualists of Nashville, Tenn., are 
having, would be that of the old lady 
in a church meeting, who, in a glow of 
Îflous excitement, broke out with: “O, 
tow good I do feel!” Dr. H, T. Stanley’s 

platform tests dissipate doubt, banish 
agnosticism, and lead sorrowing hearts 
to know their “departed loved ones” are 
with them still. In the seances, “hands 
of more than mortal symmetry caressed 
our own: music unplayed by mortal 
touch filled the air, and messages of 
love were indited to many present.”

Katharine D. Knox, of New York, 
writes: “The friends of Mrs. Stimson 
Smith in Michigan will be pleased to 
hear how she is sowing the seed ‘as the 
days are going by.’ She’gives a lesson 
on Friday of each week on the develop
ment of the spirit as embodied in the 
word Love, to a class of ladies who are 
extremely interested in her explana
tions. Her hearers are largely the 
gainers by her beautiful lessons, and if 
she might be impressed to ’ extend and 
continue the work she would be doing 
the work of the spirit world in a mpst 
satisfactory manner." ’
J. W. Hummel writes: “HarlowDavis, 

the inimitable platform test medium, 
is still with ns in New York City, and 
doing a grand work among the skeptics. 
I attended his meeting at Spencer hall, 
114 West 14th street, last evening. The 
hall was filled to its utmost capacity. 
For upwards of ah hour the audience 
were held spellbound listening to the 
wonderful tests- of spirit-presence, and 
frequently showed their appreciation 
by rounds of applause. . He is as fine 
a medium as I have ever seen, and his 
gentlemanly manner, combined with his 
mediumistic gifts, have made for him a 
host of friends.” .

The funeral of Judge Fisher, of 
Wichita, Kansas, who recently passed 
to Spirit-life at the age of 78 years, was 
largely attended—nearly all the mem
bers of the bar and many old settlers 
being present. The services were con
ducted by Rev. Mr. Post, the pioneer 
Baptist minister, and ' Judge S. N. 
Tucker, who made appropriate and im
pressive remarks. According to his 
own 'request, made two years previous, 
selections from “There Is No Death,” 
and the closing lines of Bryant’s 
“Thanatopsis" were read by Judge 
Tucker.

Titus Merritt, of New York, writes 
of the splendid lectures given by Dr. F. 
H. Willis/ ,■

Will C. Hodge reports a pleasant trip 
to Jacksonville, Ill,, and will tell our 
readers more about it next week. Keep 
him busy, and address for engagements 
471 West Madison street.

The Marshalltown Spiritualist Asso
ciation have organized a Progressive 
Lyceum, through the assistance of 
George H. Brooks, who is now with 
them, and it starts out with prospects of 
good, results. The Lyceum is an institu
tion which is distinctively of spiritual 
origin, and is based upon the principle 
that by training a sound body the mind 
is made more receptive for the exercise 
of its spiritual unfoldment. •

W. J. Colville lectured November 
Uth to an appreciative audience in Per
rin hall, Waukegan, III. November 12, 
13 and 14 he addressed excellent audi
ences in Milwaukee. His engagements 
in Chicago are Auditorium ball, Thirty- 
first street, Thursdays and Fridays, 10:30 
a.M.,ending Decqpibei-1. Health College, 
8 South Ada street, Wednesdays, Thurs
days and Fridays, 3 P. M., ending De
cember!. Thanksgiving day, Novem
ber 30, 77 Thirty-first street, he will lec
ture on “America and Her Destiny; Her 
Conllict^and Her Triumpha.”at 10:30. A. 
M. During December he will fill engage
ments in New York and Brooklyn.

Mrs. Harry St. Clair sends one of the 
handbills of the- notorious “Dr. Alex
ander Hume and Katie Fox,” traveling 
fakirs, whose promises are very large 
and their performances very.small—but, 
as their circular claims for them me
diumship, they succeed in extracting 
a harvest of shekels from the unwary— 
and that is their object. We can only 
advise our readers, once- more, to avoid 
all such fakir shows—that deserve to be 
prosecuted for obtaining money under 
false pretenses.

Jos. Singer is located at Farmington, 
New Mexico, for the-winter.

Mrs. E. T. J. Buliene, an old time 
worker, and a most estimable lady and 
an able lecturer, is now .located, at 142 
Eugenia street, this city, where she can 
be addressed for engagements. Mrs. 
Buliene has not been actively at, work 
for several years, and it gives us great 
pleasure to announce that she will re
new her labors in the field of reform.

Mrs. F. M. Eddy has removed from 
Morgan Place to 98 South Green street. 

/ A goodly number of friends of Mr. and 
Mrs. Levi Wood, of South Haven, Mich., 
met at their pleasant home on the 15th 
inst., the occasioti being their-fifteenth 
anniversary. Maliy valuable presents 
were given, which; called forth a re
sponse from thé soûl, tending to unite 
in closer bonds of friendship one for 
another, and cultivating a brotherly 
view In the goodness of humanity, 
thus removing the chains of isolation. 
There is no such thing as isolation, .but 
one continuous change and interchange, 
vibrating from soul to soul, from heart 
to heart, crossing and recrossing, which 
gives utterance to the soul’s earnest 
desires. ■ " ’

The First Scfciety of - Spiritualists of 
Lansing, Mich., have again taken up. 
the work in earnest, and have now 
quite a lively society of about fifty mem- 
here. Ithas elected new officers) and. 
holds regular meetings every Sunday. , 
The society has not . had any foreign 
talent as yet, to address it, but made

the best of home talent. A. J. Cham
pion, an honored member of the Order 
of the Magi, Mr. J. Bush and others 
have assisted. It exports to soon have 
L. V. Moulton, a lirßt-cjass, speaker, to 
lecture. The officers lare: Pyeé.ident, 
Mr. O. Spaulding; vicd-presidént,'Ralph 
Smithj secretary, • Mrs.' May ; Ayres; 
treasurer, P. P. Olds. . ,

PROSPECTING.
Locating Slocan Leads with 

the Aid of an Invisible 
Power. .

in the Kootenai country. We were two 
days in accomplishing our purpose. We 
were directed to the lead by this same 
unseen intelligence, pointing out its ex
act locality when we came to' lyhere it 
was practicable to do so. This is a gold 
property and very extensive. We staked 
It out according to law and immediately, 
retraced our steps to our camp. . ' /

The next morning quite early we 
started for our boat. We found every
thing undisturbed, and putting our 
things aboard we headed with a fair 
wind for Kaslo. The wind dying off in 
the evening, we went ashore and camped 
for the night. After we had 'our sup
per, we built a big , fire and were just 
sitting down to listen to the invisible in
telligences, when all at once from the 
summit of a snow topped peak on the 
opposite side of the lake there arose a 
most brilliant light, illuminating for 
many miles around the whole horizon. 
This, the unseen intelligence said, was 
given in honor of the successful con
summation of our mining doings,

And now in conclusion I will state 
without fear of successful contradiction 
that the Slocan mineral belt proper, em
bracing an area of some six miles ’ wide 
and from fifteen to seventeen miles 
long, is the best mining country lying 
out of doors, and its future will be sim
ply wonderful. The mineral being lead 
and silver of a, very high grade and in 
some instances carrying gold, makes a 
combination'that will enable the mine 
owners to work to an advantage while 
other sections will have to close down,

N. C. Boatman.
Spokane, Wash. ■

GLOSSARY OF WORDS
Pertaining to Spiritualismi.

Something to Bè preserved.

Materializing Medium: One ! correct use of the term. If in this state
resembling death their spiritual percep
tions or sensitiveness is quickened, and 
they perceive thereby, then it maybe 
truly said they are Entranced. The 
trance thus defined'is similar' to clair
voyance.

Transfiguration: Transformed, as 
when a medium takes on the, appearance 
of the communicating spirit. The ex
pression of the spirit when it transcends 
the body, as in clairvoyance, and some
times at the moment of death. .

Visions: A term ot wide meaning. 
Ip the sense derived from the Scriptures 
a revelation of supernatural appearance. 
The state in which these are received 
may arise from physical ot’ mental de
rangement or exhaustion, They may be 
simple phantasms, or the state may be 
a truly sensitive one in which im
pressions áre received from other in
telligences. ■ '

through whom the phenomena of mate
rialization occur.
,Metaphysics: Is similar to Chris

tian Science, differing mainly in drop
ping the Christian nomenclature; In no 
sense is itmetuphyslcal except, perhaps, 
in. the obscurity of its afljrinations.

Mind-cure : Ie nearly identical 
with metaphysics, but perhaps' gives 
hypnotism a more conspicuous place. 
[See Christian Science.]

Obsession: The taking possession of 
a human being by a spirit. In a stronger 
sense, the dispossession of the rightful 
spirit of its body, and using that body as 
if it were that of .,the 'obsessing spirit. 
The “Watseka Wonder” was a remark
able instance of obsession by a well-in
tentioned spirit intelligence. •;

Occult: Mysterious, concealed; as 
applied to the magic of the past its use 
in descriptions of modern psychic phe
nomena is misleading, and it should not 
be employed. . ’

Od, or Odylic, Force: The force 
Baron Reichenbach thought he discov
ered in magnets, crystals, etc., of influ
encing sensitives.

Patheism: Healing by the use of 
hypnotism or mesmerism. -

Psychic Science; The science of 
spirit. This term covers the new field 
tof research, in which actual observation 
after the methods of physical. experi
mentation,takes the place of speculation 
and metaphysical contention of the old 
school of psychology.

Psychic: One sensitive to psychic 
influence. A medium must be a psychic, 
but a psychic may not be a mediurji. A 
somnambulist, a mesmeric or hypnotic 
subject is a psychic, the word covering 
the whole field of sensitiveness, while a 
medium is one who has that degree of 
sensitiveness which can be controlled by 
spiritual beings.

PsyChic Ether: An ether similar 
to light-ether. Pervading all space, 
which transmits thought by waves, as 
the light-ether transmits light, [See 
thought atmosphere.] . '

Premonitions: Impressions of com
ing events, received by thought-trans
ference from some mortal or spirit. =-

Pre-existence: The belief that the 
spirit is an eternal creation, and enters 
the physical body at conception to be 
clothed in flesh.

Percipient: The psychic or mes
meric subject; the sensitive under ex
periment. ■

Psyohometry: The name given by 
Prof. J. R. Buchanan to his discovery 
that sensitives were influenced without 
direct contact by drugs, minerals, etc., 
and were able to read the characters of 
the writers from letters held in the hand 
or placed on the forehead. This influ
ence has been found to be universal.

PbYCHOMBTRiST: , One sensitive to 
such influences. «

Psychographt! Writing, independ
ent of and without mortal contact, im
pliedly by spiritual beings.

Phenomena, Objective and Sub
jective: Subjective phenomena are 
such as have no tangible existence, 
being impression^ so vivid they seem 
realities. The suggestions made by the 
operator on the' hypnotized subject are 
examples. Objective are such as have 
a real existence, outside the mind.

Reincarnation: The belief that the 
spirit passes through successive births 
until freed from the stains of earth by 
expiation; an old belief which has been 
revived and made a fundamental state
ment in'the teachings of Kardec and his 
followers.

Receptivity: A state of mind favor
able to impressions, either the result of 
passiveness, concentration, or intense at
tention. ' ■

Sensitiveness: Impressibility; the 
mental state in which impressions are 
received from other minds, It may be 
normal, or induced by fatigue, disease, 
drugs, ormay arise in sleep. It may have 
all degrees, of acuteness, from that in 
which impressions are difficult to dis
tinguish from the normal thought, to 
independent clairvoyance. It is a qual
ity belonging to all, varying in degree, 
and capable of cultivation.

Sixth Sense: The capability for 
spiritual perception; sensitiveness; the 
state of the hypnotic or psychic. This 
sense is really composite, being.formed 
of the blended spiritual perceptions, 
more or less awakened.

Somnambulism: Sleep waking, sleep 
walking. The physical senses arc dor
mant, and the psychic or spiritual senses 
dominant. Has been used in place of 
mesmerism or hypnotism. ;

Somnambulist: One subject to sleep
walking .
. Spirit: The old definition is, an im
ponderable, intangible nothing, capable 
of thinking and feeling, and God-cre
ated by miracle. The new definition 
makes it created and sustained by law. 
It is a celestial or spiritual body, orig
inated in and sustained by the physical 
body, from which it is separated by 
death, to go forward the same entity, 
in perfect and complete continuity of 
existence. The celestial or spiritual 
body is composed of attenuated matter, 
not recognizable by any of the physical 
senses. It is organized, and has as real 
an existence amidst spiritual things as it 
had in mortal life.

Spiritualist: One who believes in 
Spiritualism. c

Spiritism: Often used as synonymous 
with Spiritualism, but really having a 
widely-different meaning. As received 
by the Latin or, Kardec school, it means 
the acceptance' of the doctrine of rein
carnation as a cardinal principle. The 
term has also been usct to designate 
those who demand phenomena as a test, 
rather than the philosophy of spirit. .

Spiritist: One who accepts the doc
trines of Spiritism; one who seeksand 
is satisfied with phenomena, rather than 
the scenes of Spirit-life.

Theosophy: The definition of this 
term given by H, P. Blavatsky, is 
“Wisdom Religion, or Divine Wisdom. 
The substance and basis of all the 
world religions and philosophies, taught 
tod practiced by a few elect ever since 
man became a thinking being.” To 
this exceedingly abstract definition 
must be added, the doctrines of rein
carnation, the brotherhood, etc., the 
conjectures of ages long since past.

Thought Atmosphere: Same as 
psychic ether. A thinking being in this 
atmosphere is a pulsating center of 
thought-waves, as a luminous body is of 
waves of> light.

Telepathy, or Thought Trans
ference: The transmission of thought 
from one mind to another without tangi
ble or physical means. This occurs 
without regard to distance and is re
ferred to' waves sent out from one mind 
to another through, the psychic ether.-

-Trance: When persons fait, into a 
state resembling death, in which they 
mayor not be conscious, it is said they 
have fallen into a trance. This is ¿bl g

BV IIÜDBON TUTTLE.

There are many new wordsintroduced 
by Spiritualism, and. old 'words have 
been given new meanings. Not a little 
obscurity has resulted from the loose 
manner in which these are used. The 
following list, which by no means is ex
haustive, contains the most' important 
words, with their legitimate meanings:

Aura: Nerve-aura, Spirlt-aiira. An 
influence supposed to be thrown out front 
the nervous system, and to surround’ 
qvéry individual as. an atmosphere.
; Animae Magnetism: Another name 
for mesmerism.

Christian Science: The applica
tion of this term is peculiar, inasmuch 
as the matter to which it is applied is 
pot Christian in the received sense 
of that word, and the methods employed 
.are the very reverse of scientific. It af
firms that God is all in all, and man be
ing apart of God, and God being incapa
ble of sickness, there.can be no reality 
In disease or evil of. any kind. Conse
quently Christian Science is a series of 
denials as well as affirmations, It surrep
titiously brings hypnotism to its aid and 
accepts a good share of .Spiritualism. In 
.fact, all that is valuable in Christian 
Science, in Mind Cure and Metaphysics, 
Is taken from Spiritualism, and what is 
not thus taken is of no value.

Clairvoyance: Clear-seeing. A 
sensitive state, of all degrees of »acute
ness, from that where the personality 
predominates and modifies the percep
tion, to that wherein the mind is inde
pendent of the physical body and its 
surroundings, and is in direct contact 
with superior intelligences.

Clairvoyant: One endowed with 
the faculty of clairvoyance, .

ClaIRAUDIENT: Clear-hearing; the 
faculty of hearing voices or sounds, in
dependent of the physical ear.

Charming: Fascination; mesmer
ism. .

Demon: A spirit holding an interme
diate place between man and the gods. 
They were good and evil. The word is 

• wrongly translated in the Bible as 
Devil? and its use in the New Testament 
had given the modern meaning, an evil 
spirit. . . z.

Demoniac: A human being obsessed 
by a demon.

Diakka: A word first used by A. J. 
Davis to designate undeveloped, ignor
ant and mischievous and evil spirits.

The Double: Double presence; the 
appearance of an individual at a distance 
from hie physical body.

Ether—Psychic: A universally 
diffused medium similar to that of light, 
in and by means of which psychic influ
ences are propagated. ■ Its existence is 
proven by the harmony it introduces 
among the most diverse phenomena. It 
is euperior to the laws of gravitation and 
physical conditions,and hence all mani
festations therein are. unamenable to 
physical laws or forces. Out of it comes 
life, and hence it has been termed Psy
cho-Ether and Loeether, the life-other.

Evolution: The theory that all 
forms of life on this earth are united by 
common parentage and development by 
the accumulation of; beneficial changes.

Fascination: The same as mesmer
ism, but undesirable; because suggestive 
of the influence serpents are supposed 
to excite over birds, etc.

Hallucination: A false perception 
without any material basis,being formed 
entirely in the mini -

Hypnotism: M. Charcot, who claims 
to have founded the science of hypnot
ism, says it is a diseased state of the 
soul. Prof. Bernheim says it is “a pe
culiar psychibal condition which can bo 
provoked artificially, and which to a 
varying degree augments suggestibil
ity.” Dr. Forel says it is “the idea of 
suggestion.” Dr. Luys says: “It is an 
experimental,extra-physiological state of 
the nervous system.” All these defini
tions but repeat each other. It is a 
strictly normal state, maybe spontane
ous or induced, and is the activity of the 
spiritual being more or less freed from 
the limitations of the physical body. It 
is a composite state and it may be di
vided into three ascending stages—hyp
notic, somnambulic and clairvoyant. By 
mesmerism all these stages may be in
duced, and the mesmeric state is equi
valent to the hypnotic.

Hypnotic: Subject to hypnotism.
Hypnotic State: . State induced by 

hypnotism. It is readily divisible into 
two stages. In the first the subject is 
not unconscious,and is controlled by the 
“dominant idea.” The second is a pro
found state, Resembling clairvoyance or 
trance, in which memory is lost and the 
mind becomes independent of the opera
tor and of surrounding conditions.

Hypnotizer: The operator; one who 
practices hypnotism.

ILLUSION: A deceptive appearance. 
Illusion differs from hallucination in al
ways being produced by a real object, 
which appears differently from what it 
is, while tWlatter is entirely a creation 
bf the imagination, without external 
causé.

■ Impersonation: The control of the 
medium in such a manner by S spirit as 
to represent the appearance, character, 
disease, etc., of that spirit.

Mesmerism: A term which has been 
loosely used, with a wide range of mean
ing.. with Mesmer it meant the influ
ence gained by one person over another 
by means of passes, dominating the 'will 
of the subject. . . .

Medium: One who by sensitiveness 
is able to communi oate with departed 
spirits. .

Physical Medium: One who receives 
manifestations in which physical matter 
is acted ton by force beyond his con
trol. . ,

. Psychic Medium: One receiving com- 
municatibns through the mind or spirit- 
uhlsensitivenese.

MindRe ading: Reading the thoughts 
of another by impressibility.

‘ Matter; The matrix through and 
by whichiorcels expressed, and of which 
allthails known, or can be known, is' 
from thé impressions of such force on 
the senses. . ■

Materialization: The appearance 
of a spirltln tangible, bodily form,differ
ing from an apparition, which is sup
posed to be intangible. « ■ '
. 'Materialize: The act of a spirit 
clothing itself with matter. • This word 
is so expressive 'that it has become of 
general use, with a wide rhnge of mean
ings.. . .. : ' ■ ■■ ■■ ■ ' ■
."Dematérialize: . The dissolving of%, 

materialized form'. '
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THE STREAM OF TIME.

to

there came a invisible

To the Editor:—In writing this 
tide I only propose to state facts which 
occurred and can be substantiated by

Then, the ocean of Infinite space, 
We unfurl onr sails to the breeze;

Though mariners charts no longer we trace, 
Glide onward through mystical seas;

From mainland to Isle, nnd from zone

As Told by the Locator.

&r

£

OKGANIZAT1ON,

affidavits by one or more persons who 
were present, and. witnesses to the facts 
as stated—consequently I am not called 
upoA to explain the whys and where
fores of the mysterious agericy/ihat 
produced this intelligence that coiné to 
me. ‘ . .

This intelligence, distijict from my 
own, gave me messages from time to 
time, covering a year or more, previous 
to my entering upon my summers trip, 
I was told by this invisible agency that 
in the Kootenai and Slocan country I 
would be shown good mining properties 
that I would locate.

On the 25tli, under the direction of 
this invisible agency, I went up what 
we afterward called Granite Creek, and 
about one mile from Kootenai Lake I 
found the mines, going direct to where 
they were situated. These we located 
as Spirit No. 1 and 2. ■ Three names are 
on the location notices, I, myself, hold
ing one-third in each.

On the 6th of May I went to Ains
worth. There I was almost immediate
ly thrown into the society of a gentle
man who, I soon discovered, was greatly 
•troubled, and in order to determine what 
it all meant, I invited him to my room 
in the hotel. There I gave him a read
ing, which showed the true nature of 
his trouble. This reading prevented a 
tragedy which was planned and would 
have been carried into execution the 
very same night. Through this invisi
ble, agency this individual was directed 
to immediately leave Ainsworth and to 
proceed to the Slocan country, where he 
would be fortunate enough to get into 
mining property which would enable 
him to support his old father and mother 
better than he had been able to do 
heretofore. He obtained -what was 
promised him, and a verification of the 
power of this unseen agency.

I desire, before closing my stay in 
Ainsworth, to give a. striking circum
stance. A miner was engaged in doing 
assessment work on a pt-oporty owned 
by some parties doing busiqess in Spo
kane. One evening we were together 
in a cabin convenient to where he was 
working, and this unseen intelligence 
gave a message to him, saying that 150 
yards from where he pitched his tent 
the year previous in the Slocan Was a 
good lead of mineral. The miner re
marked that it was close to his ground, 
but not on it. Some six weeks later I 
was in Three Forks., where I again met 
him. He remarked: “By the way, do 
you recollect in relation to the -message 
and the lead close to., where..! h.od my 
tent a year ago?” I told him I distinct
ly recollected it. “Well,” said he, “a 
blind lead was found in that very local
ity, on a property belonging to Mr. 
Lemmon, of Nelson, found by the miner 
speaking about the message received at 
Ainsworth.”

I left Ainsworth and wont to Kaslo. 
Here I met an old friond who had some 
supposed interests in the mines. We 
came to an understanding, and from 
that timo on we were a great deal of the 
time together, for a time trying to un
ravel the knotted skeins of mining pros
pects, which failed to materialize. But

power asserted authority. I was told to 
go to the Whitewater basin. I was di
rected to the southern rim of the basin, 
and in going ti>ere wo left the trail 
leading directly to the basin, taking the 
Wellington trail running west, thence 
north to the mountain forming the 
South rim of the" basin. '

At this point this invisible power 
gave us information that the lead crossed 
the mountain in a northerly and south
erly direction.

We then went on together and soon 
came to a mineral lead crossing the sum
mit of the mountain. This is a gold 
property, and from what the invisible 
intelligence says about it, it will mate
rialize in good shape..

After making this location we re
turned to Kaslo where we duly made rec
ord. Hore we remained for some 
time.

The time comes when we are again 
summoned by this invisible intelligence 
to proceed to a place designated. We 
prepare our packs, for where we are 
now going we must pack on our backs 
blankets and provisions. We expect to 
be ten days or more in doing what will 
be necessary to do, consequently we 
have about forty pounds each to carry. 
Wo have our outfit transported to a 
point where we leave the road.

The next day we continued on our jour
ney, and in the afternoon were tola by 
this ■ invisible intelligence wjiere we 
should go into camp. For two • or three 
days we had rain and the dense fogs 
settled down over us, making it exceed
ingly disagreeable.

When it was possible to attend to 
business we went to the immediate vi
cinity of where we were to' find the 
■mines. We came upon a high ¡bluff: the 
walls were nearly perpendicular' for 
hundreds of feet below. This position 
afforded a good view of the immediate 
surroundings. I here sat down with my 
back towards the cliff, and this invisible 
intelligence pointed out to my partner 
the exact location of the prospect, situ
ated about a mile and a quarter distant, 
in a depression on the point of a moun
tain. On going' to where the invisible 
intelligence directed we were overjoyed 
to find at) exceedingly fine showing. 
Here we located a blockof three claims. 
After staking off the ground according 
to law we returned again to Kaslo.

In getting ready for the last trip we 
prepared assail for our boat, laying in a 
varied assortment of provisions. With 
trolling lines to catch fish, and a lair: 
wind from the.north we set sail for. the 
point of destination, for the final work 
laid out by this invisible power. :j! « 

■ Arriving, we encamped on the banks 
of the lake. The next morning, putting 
our things out of sight, we comrriendbd 
ascent of one of the highest mountains

We’re afloat on the silent stream of Time, 
Ab it runs through the valley of years;

From the brooklet of childhood and spring
time, . •

With its sunshine, joy and tears, 
And we scarce heed the coming and going 
Of seasons, or the seeds we are sowing.
There are rapids where the torrent rages, 

’Neath beauteous rainbow and spray;
There are shoals where the driftwood of ages, 

Is gathered and left to decay;
But the river still onward Is sweeping; 
And the sandbars its record are keeping.
We glide through the lowland and meadow 

Where daisies and violets bloom, 
’Long the base of the mountain, whose shad

ows
Casts o’er us a Beason of gloom;

Yet, by landmarks, man knows, he is golcg—' 
While the river sUU deeper Is flowing." .
There's a barber below, not far away; '

Where ¡dream and earth-life are ended;
But the wavelets dance on the land-locked 

bay;
For past and future are blended; 

And we fall asleep in the evening’s grey, 
To wake in the morn of eternal aay.

To All Iowa Spiritual ^Societies.
The call fora convention of Spiritual 

societies of Iowa, ïor the purpose of 
organizing a State Association was pub
lished in The Progressive Thinker 
of Nov. 18, a part of which article 
should be as follows:

■ “In order that a State Association 
may be organized and incorporated as 
heroin suggested, the1 delegates who 
are appointed for th($ purpose are' re
quested to meet in convention at the 
Spiritual Temple, in-the city of Mar
shalltown, and State of Iowa, on Tues
day, the twelfth day of; December, 1893, 
at 2 o’clock P. M., then.and there, and 
at any adjournment thereof, to consider 
and act upon the questions of organizing 
the Iowa State Spiritualists Association, 
and of o Incorporating, the same, and 
upon such other questions and matters 
asmay be brought before said conven
tion.”

All Spiritual societies taking favorable 
action are requested to report the same 
at once to the committee, -in order to 
permit them to complete all proper ar
rangements. All JCobrespondence may 
be addressed to the committee at 201

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

iDIAL PLANCHETTE.

Sonth 
Iowa.

Third Avenue, Marshalltown, 
E. N. Pickering, 
G. H. Brooks,, 

. A. Norman, 
. Committee.

This instrument has now been thoroughly tested 
numerous investigators, and has proved more satlsfac- 
tory.lban.the plauehette, both In regard co the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and ai 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
notaware of their mediumistic gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing commnhlca- 
tloiis from their departed friends.

Cant. D.B. Edwards, Orient, N.Y., wrjtes: “1 bad 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit- 
iiallsm Is indeed true, and the communications nave 
given my heart the greatest comfort in the severe loss 
I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.'*

Dr Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased With tho Psy- 
ciiograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test It the 
first opportunity I may have. It la very simple In 
principle and construction, and I am«nre must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now Ln use. 
I believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
its superior merits become known,"

A. i\ Milter, journalist and poet, In an editorial no* 
tlce of the Instrument In hia paper, the Worthington 
(Mibu.) Advance, sayn: “The Psychograph Is an Im* 
provement upon the planchette, having a dial and let* 
tors, with a few words, so that very little ‘power* is 
apparently required to give the communications. Wo 
do not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate." •'

Just what Investigators want Home circles want. 
Price, by mail, free with full directions for use, *1.00. 
For sale at thia office. ________

zone. •
Toward the borderland of the great un

known. < .
Thia wondrous sweep la the home of the soul,, 

On its awlft-wlnged pinions of flight, ■ 
Where thought-waves of light unceasingly 

roll
Far beyond the shadows of night: 

Where the stellar key of wisdom unbars, 
And our heavens of rest are suns and stars.

. TALLMADGE.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Miss Emma Flanders passed to Spirit

life in her 29th year, at-the home of her 
parents, in the full knowledge of - im
mortality and spirit return. Miss Flan
ders had been an invalid from childhood, 
but had been made comparatively hap
py in her crippled condition by the 
sympathy and ever-Watchful care of a 
loving mother, a tender father and an 
affectionate brother. In her latter 
years she had become a clairaudient, 
clairvoyant and trance medium, giving 
many proofs of spirit return through 
her mediumship. She also .wrote some 
admirable poetry under control. Being 
quiet and reserved, she would not go 
forward as a public medium, but pre- 
fered the quiet of her home and a few 
appreciative friends.

Wilmington, Ill. John P. Ransom.

Frederick Muhlhauser passed to 
Spirit-life from his home in Cleveland, 
Onio, Wednesday evening, Nov. 1st, 
1893, aged 52 years. He was a native of 
Berne, Switzerland, came to this country 
in 1848, returned to his native land in 
1854 with his parents, but came back in 
1857. When the war broke out he en
listed in the 3d Maryland Volunteer In- 
faiitry. He was one of the bodyguards 
at the White House at the time of Lin
coln’s second inauguration. He settled 
in Cleveland in 1867, and established 
the Cleveland Woolen Mills. He held 
several prominent municipal offices; 
was foremost in public and private acts 
of charity, a very successful business 
man, not only a popular public man, 
but a man well liked by the humblest of 
his employes. ■ •

, A veteran passed on: Judge B. H. 
Fisher, an 81d and respected citizen of 
Wichita, Kan., passed to the higher life 
Nov. 8, 1893. He was 78 years old; had 
been a resident of this city twenty-one 
years. Ho had been engaged in the 
practice of law, until about five years 
ago, when he moved upon a fruit farm, 
near the city. For five years he was in 
partnership with the writer. His body 
was buried from his son’s residence in 
this city, yesterday, in the presence of 
a large number of his friends. At his 
special request the writer of this assisted 
at his funeral. He had been an avowed 
Spiritualist for more thah forty years. 
He was always a friend to mediums, 
and his house was the home of many 
mediums and speakers while in this 
city. He leaves a widow and a' large 
family of children and grandchildren to 
mourn his departure, but they do npb' 
mourn him as dead, but only pasBetTon 
to a better life. S. M. Tucker. '

A Witch of the Nineteenth 
Century. . ■

This, remarkable stor/, "which was 
continued Ir^feiE Progressive Think
er for eight weeks, and excited wide
spread interest, will be sent free to all 
new yearly or trial subscribers. Bear 
this thought,in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of subscription. Induce your 
neighbor to send 25 cents fo^- a .trial 
subscription. ,

I , .
'■•¡The piece of money, taken^y-Peter 
from the mouth of the fish itr order,.to 
pay the government poll-tax .vms an im
perial stater of silver, and.'.wOrtn'hboul; 
twenty-five cents. 'tT.'.-i

New Thought.
New Thought has taken Time by the 

forelock—the issue for January,. 1894, 
having already inade its appearance. 
The form is changed—the size of the 
pagq being reduced and the number of 
pagds increased to sixty-four, making it 
very convenient, indeed. The table of 
contents shows that its high standard of 
excellence has not been abated. A fine 
tinted engraving of the well-known and 
talented musician, singer, orator, me
dium and lecturer, Mr. J. Frank Baxter, 
of whom there is a sketch further along. 
Moses Hull gives the first chapter of a 
series devoted to that deeply interest
ing personage, Joan, the mediumistic 
heroine of Orleans, etc. There are 
articles by E. Bach, T. D. Efner, Mattie 
E. Hull, D. W. Hull and U. G. Flgley. 
New Thought is a gem, in form and in 
quality, and it is only $1 per year. Ad
dress Moses Hull & Co., 29"Chicago 
Terrace, Chicago, Ill.

Spiritual Meetings.
Spiritual meetings are held at the fol

lowing places; ■
No. 77 Thirty-first street, ajt 2:30 p. M.
Corner Ogden avenue and Washington 

boulevard, at 10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. M.; 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond speaker.

No. 93 South Peoria street, at 2:30 and
7:30 P.M. ■ '

Corner Sigel and Sedgwick streets, at 
7:45 P.M. ' .

No. 6861 West Lake street, at 8 p. M.
No. 11 North Ada street, at 7:30 p. M.
No. 619 Jackson Boul., 3rd floor; 7:30

P. M. .
The Spiritual Union, Nathan Lodge,

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, -Theories and Related

Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue, 
Western avenue, at 7;30 p. M.

Hear the Other Side.

near

| THILL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN
»11 »ham, * structlons How to Mesmerize. Ancient andModrIn all subjects where differences Of Brn Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Bplrltualln*

• ■ .... .................. True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, Anctent and modern
- ■ - . miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the booh ,

be on guard against the judgment will be found highly Interest"-« to every Spiritualist
, it Is the only work ever published giving full tnstrnc* likely to be given in consequence of tton how to mesmerize, and the connection thtssclenc, 

_ __ has with Spiritualism. II Is pronounced by Allen Put« prejudices arising fiom the influence num and others, who have read It, to be one of tM

thought and feeling exist, it le well to

of the customs and prevailing ideas of 
society by which we are surrounded. 
It is well to stand in the attitude of an 
impartial umpire—a just judge—and 
after viewing the matter on all sides 
and from all standpoints, decide fairly, 
without yielding to the influence of pre
conceived bias, and according to the 
actual merits of the case.

This matter is well illustrated by one 
of our correspondents, Mrs. E. C. Peas- 
lee, of New York City. She writes:

Reading in your paper a very good 
piece upon the Fair, iv,reminded me of 
a little experience f had last July. 
There is an old adage that “one side of a 
story is good until the other is heard.” 
I attended a very interesting drama in 
the Turkish quarter irf the Midway 
Plaisance. It was the "olfl, old'story of 
the course of true love.” Whilst there 
I met a Turkish gentleman of education 
and entered into conversation with him, 
as I was anxious to obtain his views of 
our country. Re considers our’ public 
ballet-dancers “very immodest.” He 
spoke particularly of the “skirt'- dance” 
so popular at present, where the dan
seuse throws her limbs higher than her 
head, taking long strides across the 
stage. In his country all this is pro
hibited; therefore all expression of 
emotion is from the waist. upward. He 
spoke of the evil practice of wearing 
corsets among the so-called Christian 
nations, thereby preventing a woman 
from taking a healthy abdominal in
spiration, and bringing on consumption. 
He considered it even worse than the 
habit of the Chinese, who bind up and 
cripple the feet. ■ '

A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.
Remember, please, that this highly 

interesting story, which ran . through 
The Progressive Thinker for eight 
-weeks, will be sent free to all new yearly 
and trial subscribers: Get your ’friends 
to send on 25 cents for a trial subscrip
tion. ' •

The sum of all that makes a .just man 
happy consists in .the well choosing of 
his wife.—[Massinger. * • t -.
. The first Eiu'opean coinage Whs issued 
by Fheidon,-king of Argos, who coined 
copper and silver, The best authorities 
place his reign at ■ .- >

STUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE. 
O An invaluable work, by Hudson Tuttle. frlM 
"/ILL ABOUT DEVILS. BY itOSES.

Hull. A work you should read« Price 15 tenfe 
I/IE WS OF O UR HE A VENL Y HOME, 
v By Andrew Jackson DbvIb. Highly Interegünw.

Postage 5 cents. Price 75 cents. v

Z'HE SR/RHTS’ WORK. WHAT I
Heard, Saw and Felt at Cassadaga Like. ByH< 

L. Buydam. It is a pamphlet that will well pay perusal. 
Price 16 cents.

Z:'HE DIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH. .
ly Victims. By A. J. Davis. A work ai Interest» 

Ing as It Is curious, price SO cent*. .. •
hlBLE MARVEL WORKERS.

JD Allen Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Ivica 
75 cents. V ’

AGE OF REASON. BY THOMAS - 
£1 Paine. A book that all should real Price 0 : 
cents,bEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LANff. 

Glvenlnsplratlonally by Mrs. Marla M. Kina.
You will not become weary while reading Chis exo* 
lent book. Price 75 cents. '
¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT

world. LyMtss Mary T. Shelhamer. It abounds , < 
¡n facts In reference to the Summer-Land. Price ei;00.
T IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE 

JL* History of Atharael, Chief Priest óf a Band of Al 
Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Wrlttch through ■ 
the mediumship of V. G. Flgley. You sbuuld read : 
£hi» »vnvk. <in 
7'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIR/T- '

uallsm. By Epes Sargent A work of prpfounfl . 
research, by one of the ablest of the ago» PHQ9
>1,50; postage 10 cents. •
S-OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. Z.‘ 
V_7 Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repinta with 

spiritual truths. Price n,00.

Z'HE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEL- z 
uge. Something you should have to refer lo. BJ ' 

J.-nssM, MrCflnn Prlci- W> ce«l«. ■ . ■ ’
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN- 
Í terconrse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A. mm ■■ 
work. It possesses great merit. Price «1.25. . , -
'T'HE CHILDRENS' PROGRESSIVE ■ 
1 Lyceum. A manual, with directions for tho OI- 

eanisatlon and management or Sunday schools. 'By 
Andrew Jackson Dalls. Something Indespeiulhlo. 
Price 50 cents. - .
J//H/TF MA GTC TA UGHT. IN
vV " Three Sevens." a book of 271 psgosj IUfre- »• - 

Mlva very interesting and suggestive work. Price 
ir.25. X .■’■•' < ••

‘fHE QUESTION SETTLED. A 
A Cnrchil Comparison of Biblical ami jKidvrhSpIr.

huallstn. By Moses Hull. An Invaluable work. Pries . 
»1.00. ■ ■■'■■ ■■ ; .■•■■;
TT/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, BSSAYS,
VV Sketches. Poems ami SonuJ; Gnthcml frórt • c 

the Highways. By-waysnutl llerlgcs <¡( uro. Hy Mac • - 
tloILHulL It I, most excellent. 1’rlectl 00. ■ -

- '
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GRAND MISSION WORK,

humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them.

■

find
with

from

aúother.” Tt/ •

The -

MAUD LORD-DRAKE.

Wonderful Manifestations.

With its eight pages per week, thirty-two pern AVM AUW |/v* 1IVVUJ VM4«VJ W.TV ---------- ------- — — f.
month, and four hundred and sixteen per year, < sitting in chairs fronting each other, telling

Spirit Communication

QUESTION.

Spirit

Respectfully,closed slates?

fe?

’U 1 
<> 

•f, i i ,

01

- 0

him his place of birth, his father’s name in 
full, his mother’s name, the number .of their

Cervantes drew a pictureW his own wife, in 
the '• •Mistress Housekeeper-for the Devil,v

The priests in gilded temples now quake 
fear and dread

Before the mighty spirits who have “risen 
the dead,”

liberty;
kingdom now is coming here to set all peo
ple free,

As it goes marching on.—CHO.
—Di'. Dean Clarke.

A SEANCE—SUICIDE, 
__ • - /

“Well, it is done! I wonder who will

Ani’ •’1 1------ - .
-SirThomas Mote’s > wife scolded-him 'onthè

From toil and misery of the poor ’ '
Proud-wealth stalked in McPherson’s door, 
And al! the gold he had in store ■ 
With crime and tears was rusted o’er. .

myth or man. I incline to thé former. Can 
you enlighten me? Also, càn you explain the 
method ; of spirit-writing ' dbne-between two

“Some drink, some drink, quick as you canj”' 
Exclaimed the wretch; “ ’twill save my Iffej 
I’ve horrors, and might kill my wife! .<<'•

Théodore Parker, My Dear _____
Friend:—I do not know whether Jesus was

“I iny father’s work am doing, “
In my heart his love is growing.
Good night—good night, my earthly friendl
In paths of love your footsteps mend.” . .

—Leander Thompson.

Soundly McPherson slept at night; 
To feast and drink was nis delight, 
A creed his only source of light, . 
‘'Believing which” he’d be “all righty

beg- Laura's forgiveness for the' suffering I 
‘ have caused her, and T will -show her that I- 

"am capable of being a good, true and', loving 
.husband. I will make amends, for’.-all the eve.^f his exe,cutfoh.'

We send free to all new subscribers’the 
* ■ bhek chapters of this ren^kable story. JibW 
tFo is the time to send in your orders. Sent three' 

months for 25 cents. ” '

Ten years later, at home one night, .
In my room in the dim twilight, , ' - j 
My hand was seized and moved to write 
By one invisible to sight.

; ..A Work Inaugurated by Noble Souls.

“AU that Ihad went in your till 
Last night 'to pay my whiskey bill; 
Trust me, and I’ll pay to-morrow— 

’ My God, I must’drown my sorrow!”

^fp^^N^F^^TF-v ^*¿* ou, / i

; “The Atonement.”
. McPherson kept a liquor: store; 

In order to evade the lawr 
And Increase his worldly store, • 
Sundays, hé had a' private'door. 
Untold ;tnisery and' scenes of woe, 
Of crime and vice; evils that grow, 

’ Did from McPherson's traffic flow— 
All surely reap whate’er they sow!

For the dogma of atonement 
Was his evil life’s coiidonement; . 
Christ on the cross was slain for him— - 
Died cleansing him from every sin. : 
Sunday straightway tomass he. went;" 
Kept, “in his way,” the fast of Lent; 
Religion was to him a form, 
A faith in dogma bld and worn.
To this man’s wine and liquor store, 
Entering by the private door, ■ 
There staggered in one Sunday morn, 

' Trembling, tottering and forlorn,
Semblance of what was once a man.

It Is Among Dark Spirits.

They Reside on the Very Lowest Planes.

4
PART THIRD.' ' ô—- .. '

mein the morning? What will they say? 
What will Laura say? I would like to stand 
by and see how she will take it! 1 wonder if 
she will be sorry or glad that l am gone?

“What an ending of a life that once held 
promise of so much happiness! I was the 
only child of wealthy parents. No pains were 
spared in educating me, and everything possi
ble was done to add to my enjoyment. I. did 
not take advantage of the opportunities 
afforded me, and grew into a careless, selfish 
man. — ’

(‘I became acquainted with Laura. She, 
too, was an only child, and, like myselft had 
become willful and selfish. After a time we. 
were married, and when two people with dis
positions like ours attempt to live together as 
man and wife, the result is easy to foretell. 
Unhappiness could but ensue from such a

wrong that I have ddnS her; and her life shall 
be.joyqus, happy.” ' -

I was' so moved by his talk that I could not 
immediately open his eyes to the true situa
tion, but sdiight to ¿ain’time by asking if he 
did not fear that his sudden appearance, as of 
qpé of the dead returned, might.prove another 
severe shook to his Wife,- and increase the 
gravity of her condition1.1 He said that that 
thoqght had not occurred to him, but that he 
could seethe wisdom of. being careful, and 
must adopt some means of gently breaking to 
her the intelligence that he still lived.

Being . unable to further delay acquaint
ing him with his true condition, I cautiously 
told him that his attempt on his-life had been 
successful; that his spirit had indeed left his 
body. He could not realize the truth of my 
assertion, argued that he was just as mucn 
alive as he ever was—in fact, he felt that, as 
regards a true realization of life and its duties, 
he was more alive than before his attempt at 
suicide. l aasured him that I could believe 
that such was the.case,, but that he bad made 
(he-change called “death” 'nevertheless, and 
that I wpuld prove to him the truth of what I. 
had said. ...,(

I asked him how he knew that his wife had 
been thrown into convulsions when informed 
of his rash act?, “Because, ” he replied, “I 
wan there; and saw hemgo from one spasm into

“Get out of here, you drunken bum; ; 
What you want’s free lunch, fjee rqi»l” 
McPherson shoved him towards thp door; 
They clinched and fell upon the floor. .
Falling, McPherson struck his head; .. , 
But one brief hour and he was dead. .
At his funeral prayers were read, / 
Church-masses'for his soul were said. '
Fifty carriages, six blocks long; ’
A plumed hearse with four horses strong; 
Sidewalks filled with a gaping thrpng, ' 
Watching McPherson moving along.

ff', 
t LA.

union. We could not meet without reproaches 
' and bitterness. At last our life has become 

so unhappy that I cannot bear to go home, 
Home! it is mockery to speak of it as such.

“I have resolved to put an end to it all! .1 
have opened this vein in my hand, and my life 
is slowly ebbing away with the blood that 
trickles from the wound. I am growing 
weaker. Have I done right by Laura? Have 
I been as patient with her as I might—as I 
should have been? Alas! no, ’ I must go to 
Her and beg her forgiveness; tell her that I 

: have been a brute to treat her so unkindly.
Oh, God! ipy strength is going fast I can
not riael Oh. Laura! I would go to you if I 
could. I realize that I have been unmanly, 
and I would that I might make amends for 
all the pain that I have caused you. Is this 
death? I am growing so,weak! The end is 
nbar.l Laura, f-o-r-g-i-v-e!”

The foregoing was listened to;.by the writer, 
and was the soliloquy of a spirit who had been 
brought to us for assistance. It was a brief 
outline of his earth-life, and a re enactment of 

_ hislast moments after having taken the step 
' that was to launch his spirit into the life be

yond. That which follows is the outline of a 
conversation between the spirit and myself 
'when he had again taken up the conditions:

He complained of a feeling of weakness, 
and I told him to give me his . hand,, and I 
would strengthen him. He declined to do 
that, saying that there was blood on hi^ hand, 
which came from a slight wound.

To draw his attention from himself for a 
time, I asked his idea of the life after the 
change called “death,” He said he had never 
given much thought to the subject, and had no 
very definite idea as to what that life would 
be. ■ I told him that I was a Spiritualist in be
lief, and that I had often conversed with those 
who had entered Spirit-life. That’I had 
learned that the change called “death” is fajit a 
stepping-stone out by the spirit from the mpr- 
tajform; that the spirit takes with it the same 
ic(eaB, passions and appetites that it held be 
fore the change; that the Spirit-life is so real, 
and the spirit so tangible to itself, that many 
who have entered Spirit life do not realize that 
they have made the change.

- The spirit became restive, and begged leave 
to withdraw, saying that his wife was ill, and. 
that he must hasten home. But he stated 
that he had become interested in the recital of 
my experiences, and would be glad td listen 
to me at another time. .

I inquired the nature of his wife’s illness, 
and he said that she had been informed that 
he had committed suicide, and, being in a 
delicate condition, the shock had thrown her 
into-convulsions. I asked if there was any 
ground for the report that he had committed 
suicide. He reluctantly admitted that he had. 
attempted to take his life, but said: “You 
are witness to the fact that the attempt was 
futile, as.you can see that I am still alive and 
active. ■ . -

“Oh, how wrong it was of me to. attempt 
' Such h thing! I will hasten home at opce and

* ‘ Did you not speak to her, and tell her that 
yOu still lived; that you were by her side?”

“Ÿes, I told her that and much more; but 
s8e was in no condition to understand what I 
said to her. ”

‘ ‘Were there not others with her? If you 
had spoken audibly, would they not have ob
served your presence, especially as you were 
believed to be one of the so-called dead?”.

He saw the .point that I was aiming at, and 
said: “Indeed, I fear that what you tell 
me is true, and that I am the victim of 
my own rash cowardice; and now what is to 
become of me? How am I ever to be at peace 
with myself again? Oh, would that I had 
better understood life and its duties, its re
sponsibilities! How can I make restitution 
to her whom I have so cruelly wronged?”

I tried to comfort him with the assurance 
that we ate afforded opportunity in Spirit-life 
to outwork alj of the mistakes of earth-life, 
and.commeiidinghim to the care and teachings 
of those of thé spirit-band who are associated 
with u? in our work,' I hade him “good 
night ’V , ,, .. . r„ . _

Poor man! hat} he been possessed of a true 
understanding of life foe would have realized 
that to.seek to escape the petty-annoyances of 
earth by .taking the course which he did was 
an act of cowardice, and could only result in 
grout suffering for himself and others.

Why can we not understand that each ex
perience which comes to us is thé effect of a 
cause, and that by carefully analyzing out ex
periences and arriving at their causes, we can 
place ourselves in a position to avoid much 
that is unpleasant?” E. T. Washburn.

’ , ... ,J. G. Abbott.
MB. PARKER’S ANSWER.

- Good evening! I am Theodore Parker. 
Now I am ready to answer your questions. 
Oh, you cannoti decide; so I will còme to your 
rescue. Jesus as myth-r-yqs; but! will inform, 
you that thp man Jesus .-was. one pf the most 
powerful of mediumsevei; in existence; not at 
all as you are taught through your orthodox, 
réligiòh. He was, as 1 have told yon, the 
happy possessor of the most wonderful spiritual 
comforting powers; hence the miracles per
formed by him. Fes, ypur idea is partly 
correct. • My friend, the process of independent 
slate writihg Cannot be explained satisfactorily 
to you mortals. Only this I will say for your 
benefit: There: is a great dehl of fraud com
mitted called independent writing; this much 
I will say to you.

I wouldijie glad to give you a good account 
and description of our spirit home and sur
roundings; also of the many friends we come 
in contact with; that is, in the near future, not

And I wrote: “I am John McPherson; 
I am here to-night in person— 
Here to tell of my conversion, 
Free from malice or aspersion. 
“I have learned atonement’s truth— 
Would I had known it in my youth! 
Mournful sorrow and deepest gloom - 
Did follow me beyond the tomb.
“Salvation is not bought nor sold; '
And all the wealth and all the gold, 
And all the time-worn creeds of old, 

’And doctrines of atonement told, 
“Will never bring you in the fold— 
Into the kingdom ChmfeJqretold 
On earth in gospel days of old— 
A kingdom that shall rule the world. 
“I am striving for atonement, 
That admits of no postponement; 
I must work for my redemption— 
Humbly work without assumption.
“Sowing-the truth in deeds of love, 
Spreading light from the skies above; 
Touching hearts of the rich and proud; 
Lifting bright hope above each cloud, 
Often buried-in grave and shroud. .

Toledo, Ohio, Spiritualists.
Our beautiful new hall, new music and the 

inspirational addresses of our speaker, jHr. 
Coulson Turnbull, keep the interest in Spirit
ual truth alive in this city. Last week Mtr. 
Curran presented for . use a beautiful little 
organ. Bunday last the subject for lecture 
was “Giordano Bruno; His Life and Teach
ings."

The speaker remarked that this noble spirit 
often inspired him in his utterances. The 
lecture elicited from the audience much ad
miration. While the pathetic story of Bruno’s 
life and troubles were being told, the con. 
trolling spirit, in brief, said that before his 
death, while he was imprisoned, and while 
visit after visit was paid him by prelates and 
priests of the Romish Church, that they were 
not the only visitors. Once he particularly 
remembered, while in his prison cell, he had a 
visit of the unseen ones, who silently encour
aged him, promising him help at the dark 
moment at the stake. These angel visitors- 
often revealed to him inspirations that 
showed the hollow hypocrisy of the church, 
and when the end came they kept their 
promise, as his death was almost painless. 
But through the whole of his incarceration he 
never recanted his heretical (?) teachings. /

The speaker ‘then alluded to the papady 
question as it affected this country at me 
present moment, saying that the people “of 
America should hurl-back to Rome the allocu
tions addressed to this country, partieularly 
when they touched our freedom. The monu
ment in front of the Vatican in Rome'besides 
being a monument to the memory of the mar
tyr, Bruno, was also a milestone on the road 
of freedom, and showed the progress we have 
made in free-thought from that time to npw. 
He made in his peroration a grand appeal to 
guard well the truth, and this only can foe 
effectively accomplished by co-operation and 
harmony.

We welcome all. Our hall is in Memorial 
Building, and is comfortable, well-ventilated 
and lighted. . • - •• • ’ ’”

■ ■ ■“—

Boswell’s “Úxoriana” is a collection of his 
wife’s sayings to him, which does' no .little 
credit to her abilities as si scold.

Alexander the Great was accustomed to 
beat his wives with the flat of his sword when
ever they “talked back’’at him. ,

WORDS QF COMMENDATION^

For The Progressive ThinkAt and its Con
... trlbutors. i > '

To the Editor:—About one year ago I 
gave your readers my opinion of this spiritual
istic paper, that has created such a grand and 
beneficent interest in the cause of modern 
Spiritualism. I expressed the idea that it was 
• ‘The Torch, ’ of Liber.ty Enlightening the 
World!” and when I wrote these words a 
strange thrill as .of a mighty spirit-power per
meated piy whole being. I wrote as I was in
spired to write,

A year has passed into the great ocean of 
eternities, and if our ideal was strong then in 
support of the above truth, w^ have seen it 
Strengthened, and supported by and through 
the magpificent array of spiritual food, moral 
and intellectual les.sons, beautiful words of 
wisdom,, and above all, the honesty and in
tegrity of purpose that have come to us through 
the. richly-laden columns of this prince of 
American spiritualistic newspapers.

Not only have I enjoyed as an individual' 
the wise teachings, the beautiful instruc
tive lessons and the science of. life given to us 
from the super-mundane shores, but the peru
sal and repeated study of facts and' principles 
given through'the grand mediums and bright 
galaxy of writers who weekly speak to us 
through The Progressive Thinker—I say 
these combined have added more than human 
language can express to the power and logic 
of my inspirational efforts.

There is no denying the fact that however 
well any speaker or medium upon the spirit
ualistic rostrum' of the world to-day jnay suc
ceed in holding their audiences through the 
superior power pf the spirit forces controlling 
and inspiripg them, those mediums and speak
ers will draw the largest houses and fill the 
greater measure of public need who take and 
read, as' much as time will permit, the best 
spiritual newspapers and periodicals.

' “Thoughts are things,” and when we come 
in contact with the best we cannot fail to reap 
the rich and abundant harvest of our reading 
and sowing. Hence, in the wiser choice of 
our spiritual reading, that quality and charac
ter appeals to us that serves our higher pur
poses at the least outlay and expense.

This is an economical world, and we am 
‘taught by nature, the queen of economical 
science, that it becomes us to practice this vir
tue, and become truly grand and wise. There
fore, the man, woman or child who reads the 
bright, beautiful, instructive and eminently 
spiritual columns of the matchless Progress
ive Thinker cannot fail to receive the most 
valuable lessons of science, philosophy and 
religion. * ’

Let us look for a moment at the beautiful 
things we are weekly receiving: One or more 
grand and soul-stirring lectures by some of our 
best lecturers upon the rostrum, each one of 
which is a gem; a continued story, holding the 
reader from its commencement to its finale in 
spellbound ecstacy, and teaching grand truths 
illustrative of human life. Each week we re
ceive the movements of Pur principal medi
ums and speakers; desires of societies, etc.; a 
spirited editorial, always good, and filled with 
elevating thoughts; Brother Jonathan on 
Catholicism, and how we can throttle the great 
octopus threatening to usurp and engulf, if 
not finally destroy, our grand institutions of 
human liberty. ’

No one but Judge Rosecrans could furnish 
us with “Twilight Musings, ” affd he seems to 
steal in upon us ere we are aware, and capture 
our hearts—yea, bear them away to the Sum
merland. Long live the good and humane 
Judge, and may he ever continue “musing."

The Kingdom of Heaven at Hand 
—A Song of Jubilee.

, Air—John Brown,
The kingdom of heaven is once again at hand; 
The tokens of its coming are now seen in'ev’ry 

land; • .. .
With “mighty signs and wopflers”. it makes Itsr. 

। advent grand, /
As it-comes marching on. .

"'CHORUS.

. Glory, glory hallelujah P 
Glory, glory-hallelujah! 
Glory, glory, hallelujah, 

’ The kingdom of heaven is at hand!
The 'resurrection trumpet has been heard 

throughout the earth, '
The “dead” are now rejoicing in a happy spirit 

birth, ■
And sounds of lamentation are-changed to songs 

of mirth,
As their souls come marching on.—Cho.

No more the “King of Terrors” can fill our souls 
with dread,

The goblin who affrighted us forevermore has 
fled; ' (1

The grave has.lost its victory, and death itself is 
“dead,”'- -

For 'ail Souls -are marching on.—Cho.
The angels of the kingdom are drawing very 

near, x“*
Their voices oft are heard by the spirit-quick

ened ,
And in their shining garments they often» now 

appear;'“ ' ,
As they come marching on.—Cho.

They come to save humanity from gloomy fear 
and doubt,

To wipe away the mourner’s tear, and put their 
grief .to route;

To banish want.and misery and cast all evils out, 
As they go marching on.—Cho.

The “spirit-gifts” of ancient days all seekers 
may behold, •

Both seers and prophets now abound as in the 
day? of old,

And “signs” attend believer^ as Jesus Christ 
foretold,

Where angels are marching on.—Cho.
The “day of doom” is near at hand for tyrant, 

pope and king,
The kingdom that is coming a democracy will 

bring; ■
Then “peace on earth, good will to men,” the 

angels well may sing,
As they come marching on.—Cho.

Lest they must leave their pulpits and earn their 
daily bread, 

While spirits go marching on.- Cho.
The idols of antiquity each one and all “mustlgo,” 
For science is advancing fast, and soon will lay 

them low: . *
And the spirit hosts are coming now to strike 

the final blow,
As they go marching on.—Cho.

Then shout this song of gladness to the nations 
o’er the sea,

Who wait the time in sadness for the dawn of

John Horsham relates some remarkable 
occurrences at a seance of Maud Lord-Drake, 
held at his house in Madison, Neb. He writes:

“There were twenty-four people present, the 
best and most intelligent people of our city. 
Among the number was a merchant whose son 
had committed suicide by shooting, himself 
through the brain with a pistol. All of this 
I can positively swear the medium knew 
nothing of. In her seance, after she had 
spoken to several and given good tests, she 
turned to this gentleman, placing her feet 
under his-^as is her usual custom—both

to day.- “ I-wiah you gGod in every way; Cheer
all’mv to^0Bl ^“abZdsobittSly.
all my friends. Your old spirit friend, ' •

; - . ... ■ - ' Thbodobb Pabkbb.

of the most solid, beautiful, instructive and 
entertaining reading matter, interspersed with 
suggestive and illustrative cuts and figures, 
The Progressive Thinker stands pre
eminently at the head-of spiritualistic news
papersandperiodicals of the world.

I almost forgot to mention the “Carrie 
Miller Circle” feature of this matchless paper, 
and in which we receive through one of the 
world’s grandest mediums, Brother George H. 
Colp, independent communications from great 
souls who have passed beyond—not only of our 
own country, but of the different nations of 
the world, and the sages, philosophers and 
wise„of ancient days speak to us of the mag
nificent life in store for mortals in the future. 
This feature alone I consider to be worth 
more each week than the subscription price of 
the paper, and I believe that I voice the hon
est convictions of the thousands of readers 
when I say that, considering the matter, tenor, 
quality and nature as well as price—the nom
inal sum of $1 per year—The Progressive 
Thinker is not only the peer, but the decided 
superior of every other .spiritualistic newspaper 
or periodical now published, circulated and 
rqad over the area of our planet

In this declaration I do not desire to over
reach or extol beyond the measure or standard 
of excellence earned and merited, but as a 
brave and fearless defender of human liberty, 
■and as an advocate of the highest, broadest, 
grandest and ifaost beautiful in man, woman or 
child. I speak out as I am prompted, and 
for onel'sKall do allin my power to extend 
¿he circulation of the world's best and broad
est and mosty magnificent spiritualistic news
paper—Tax' Progressive Thinker.

PRbr. Silas W. Edmunds.

'‘A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.’ 
,Thiq remarkable story, which was continued 

in Titi Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this. thought in mind; It alone is worth
the. price of a ‘ yearlawfosoription. ' -Induce 
yOur neighbor to send&filfcents for a-trial sub
scription.* .. •••<'■

Gold coins of‘Ale^mmr the Great are yeiy 
numerous. Theyihayejeen, seen in. circula
tion ia* Greece.id •tbe.-^fe&ent century. The 
Alexandrian stater is worth about $6.

■ ■ ■ • v * ■

family, and names of his brothers and sisters. 
Also his wife’s brother appeared before him, 
plainly to be recognized, giving his name so 
all could hear. He passed from this life over 
thirty years ago. She gave the number of his 
own family, and names, saying: ‘Here is a 
young man that went by accident; he left a 
widow and a child was born to him after he 
went ou$J his name was Charles.’ We all 
listened with breathless silence, all knowing 
his great sorrow. The medium repeating: 
‘There is one who went out by some terrible 
accident—not a railroad accident. He is near 
and dear to ydn.’ The medium seemed to be 
confused—when, under or near the medium’s 
chair, on the carpet, was a loud explosion as 
of a pistol, followed by a blaze of light en
circling Mrs. Drake in what seemed to be a 
flame of light. The smell of powder was very 
distinct. The report was loud and distinct 
and the flash plain and bright to all. The me
dium shrieked as though shot, and would have 
fallen but for assistance. She was immediately 
controlled by a mah whose voice the gentle
man recognized'^s that of his son, who gave 
words of encouragement to the heartbroken 
father, who had’ already recognized him as he 
gave his name.' 'He said his brain had been 
overtaxed and Ke’did |he deed in a moment 
of mental aberiktibh.'' He exonerated his 
father from all blame,'telling him it was not 
his fault, and spoke of 'other family business 
matters. He talked in a very plain, audible 
voice, using good language, for about five 
minutes. • The last words were: ‘It is all right 
now, father, but I want to see my wife. ’

“Any one wishing the names of the gentle
man in question br those present can be accom
modated by writing to me. The young gentle
man was a teacher in a college in South 
Dakota—being overworked mentally; he was 
home with his parents for rest and recreation, 
and was well-known to the writer.

“John Horsham.”

FIFTY YEARS
. . ■ IN THE

CHURCHf-ROME^
A Remarkable Book. _

This Is. a remarkable work by Fathbk CHiNiqcrr. 
It exposes even to the minutest details the corruption 
that exists in the Church of Home. It is a work of 88) 
pages, and should be read as a matter of history by 
every Spiritualist. The follbwins is a partial list of the 
table of contents: '

' ’ CHAPTER I, '
.The Bible and the Prlqst of Rome.

CHAPTER II.
My first Bchoobdaya nt St. Thomas—The Monk tad . 

Celibacy,
CHAPTER III.

The'ponfBBslon of Children.
' CHAPTER IV.

The Shepherd whipped by his Sheep.
CHAPTER V.

The Priest, Purgatory and the poor Widow’s Cow.
CHAPTER VI.

Festivities in a Parsonage. ■
' CHAPTER VII, • . •

Preparation for tbe First Communion—Initiation to 
Idolatry.

CHAPTER VIII.
The First Communion.

CHAPTER IX.'
Intellectual Education In the Roman Catholic College.

CHAPTER X.
Moral and Religious Instruction In the Roman Catbo* 

lie Colleges. '
CHAPTER XI.

Protestant Children in the Convents and Nunneries of 
Rome. .

CHAPTER XII.
Rome and Education—Wby does tbe Church of i Rome 

hate tbe Common Schools of the Uniled States, and 
want to destroy them?—Wby does she object to 
the reading of the Bible in the Schools?

* CHAPTER XIII.
Theology of the Church ot Ilomet its Antl’Soolal and 

AntbCbrlstian Character.
CHAPTER XIV. "

The Vow of Celibacy.
CHAPTER XV.

The Impurities of the Theology of Rome.
CHAPTER XVI.

The Priest of Rome and tbe Holy Fathers; or, howl 
swore to give up the Word of Cod to follow the 
word of Men. ,

CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod* 

em Idolatry.
CHAPTER XVIII.

Hine Consequences <A tbe Dogma of Transubstantit* 
tlon—The old Fagu’dsm under a Christian name.

CHAPTER XIX.
Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, Rlvierro Boyer, 

CHAPTER XX.
Papineau and the Patriots in 1888—The burning of “La 

Canadlen” by the Curate of St. Cbariea.
CHAPTER XXL

Grand Dinner of the Priests—The Manteo Sister of 
. Rev. Mr. Perras.

CHAPTER XXJI.
Jam appointed Vicar of tbe Curate of Charlesbourgh 

—The Piety, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perras.

CHAPTER XXIII.
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of tbe Priests ot Rome during the cpl* 
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of St. Roch, Quebec City—Tbe 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tertulllan—General Cargo—•The 
Seal Skins. . n

CHAPTER XXV. ,
Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic in tbe so* 

culled Body uud Blood of Cbrlst^Euormous sums 
of Money made by tbe sale of Masses-'Tbe Society 

- of Three Masses abolished and the Society of one 
Mass established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade in Masses.

CHAPTER XXVII.
Quebec Marine Hospital—Tbe first time I carried the 

“Bon Dieu” (the wafer gad) In my vest pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau’s-The 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dieu" at Hie Oyster 
Solrbe.

gy We have not space in this notice of Father 
Chtnlquy’s work to give the beads of all tbe Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial value. Tbe following, 
however, are of thrilling interest:

CHAPTER LHI.
The Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary.
, CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Priests 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LVI.

Public Acts of Sliuouy—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O’Regan-General Crv of Indignation—I 
determine to resist Ulm to his face—He employs 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and he falls 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana in the Spring 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

(JlIAI'TEK LVII.
Bishop O’Regan sells the Parsonage of the French* 

Canadians ot Chicago, pockets tbe money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—He 
determines to turn me out of my Cojopy and send, 
me to Kahokla-He forgets it next day and pub
lishes that be has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Bishop—His Answers—Tho 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LVIII.
lAlkessfrom myPsople, asking mew remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur
bana—Abraham Lincoln’s anxiety about the issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue- 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—Lc- 
Belle’s Confession and Distress—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra* 
ham Lincoln—Tbe Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

. CHAPTER LIX. .
A moment of Interruption In the Thread of my “Fifty 

Years in the Church of Rome," to see how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX.
The Fundamental Principles of the Constitution of the 

United States drawn from tbe Gospel of Christ—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn blm of the 
Plots 1 knew against bis Life—The Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born in tbe Church 
of Rome—Letter of tbe Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to tbe President—His admirable refer
ence to Moses—His willingness to die for Lia 
Nation’s Sake.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God, and a true Dia* 

clple of the Gospel—Tbe Assasalnation by Booth 
—Tbe tool of tbe Priests—John Surratt’s houses— 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of the Priests 
—John Surratt Secreted Iw the Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln—The AMasslnation of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours be
fore its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Priests sent by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of the Bishop—Tbe Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop is wrong and that we are 
right—For pe<$e sake, I consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by the 
Deputies—One of tbe Deputies turns false to his 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at the head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. • 
Brassard.

. CHAPTER LXIII.
Mr. Desaulnier ls named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of -the Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg my 
pardon.

CHAPTER LXLV.
I write to the Pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send^them the Legal and Pubiio 
Documents proving the bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— 1 go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
—The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed 
Grand Vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and his assistant, Rev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about the 
new atorm prepared by tbe Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Gift—I am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI.
The Solemn Responsibilities of iny New Position—We 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our* 
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor ot 
St. Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to S®, 
Anna- to persuado Hie People to submit to bis 
Authority—He is ignominiously turned out, and 
runs away in the midst of the Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXVII.
Bird’s-eye View of tbe Principal Events from my Con» 

version to this day—My Narrow Escapes—Th< 
end of the Voyage through tho Desert to ttM. 
Promised Land.

Price, $2.25, Post-p%id.

,“A "Witch of the Nineteenth 
or \d Century.” .

We^end■ free to.all new subscribers the 
back .copters ofthis remarkable story. -Now 
is the time to-send in.your orders.; Sent three 
mbnths for 25 cents. 4 * •

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the french.
BY S. R...CROCKEE.

•“A Very Fascinating Work.
Tata fine volume might well have been entitled! 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It ta written 
In that peculiarly Interesting stylo In wblcb French 
writers excel wjien they would popnlarliejiclentlttc 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists ss “devotees of s new super
stition,“ etc., etc., In which be manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class," yet he says again! 
“There Is a true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism," 
and regards as proved “tho fact of communication 
between superhuman» and the Inhabitants of Earth;” 
and he goes on to relate instances of fact in evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest rllsefcpuncy In 
the author s Ideas, but the well-read mind will Teadllr 
select and arrange the pros and cons, nnd out of the- 
whole will And not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable tnfonhstlon. Tim nuilior bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price al,50. /

For sale at this office. '
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A BEAUTIFUL SEANCE,

andTo the Editor:—To the interesting__ ,
varied phases of phenomena which Spiritual-

I

“A Witch of the Nineteentj

Condition«—Their Necessity.
To the Editor:-—Once more I wteh to use 

your valued columns to call the attention of 
the people who are investigating our; Spirit
ualism, especially through the phenomenal 
phases, to this one important fact—that to ob
tain the best results they must pay particular 
attention to the existing “conditions," I When 
most of the investigators attempt to look into 
toe matter of spirit communion, they seem to 
think that the ÿnëdium knows all about the 
matter, and that the mediums can control and 
decide just what shall be obtained through 
them, and when I positively adsert that many 
of our mediums are more ignorant of the whys 
and wherefores of the modus operand! by which 
these manifestations are obtained than the 
majority of sitters are, then they open their 
eyes in Wonder, and ask if you, as a medium, 
cannot call up any spirit that you wish to, or 
that they wish you to call up, when the fact te 
that a good and true medium te just like a 
sponge or a mirror—the sponge is a medium to 
pass water through, or like a mirror that re
flects to your sight and hearing just what is 
give» them from the spirit side of life; and if 
the medium is what is called a trance or con
trolled medium, then. they know nothing of 
what they give While in the trance state. 
“Conditions" are what every man, Woman and 
child attempt« to make in every moment of 
our earth-life. When the child is first born 
the conditions of the little one must be looked 
carefully after, or it will die; it must be 
clothed, fed, cored for, kept warm and edu
cated, until it is old enough to arrange and 
make ‘ ‘conditions" for itself, and aa soon as it 
is of a proper age, it will, as long as it exists 
on earth, occupy most of its time in making 
conditions for its own bodily comfort. Editor 
J. R. Francis, in publishing The Progressive 
Thinker, is only making “conditions"—con
ditions that wiU ultimate in placing before the 
world the thousands of living truths that are 
continually flowing in a steady stream through 
that paper like a mighty river all over the 
world of ignorance, that they may know of the 
life beyond, and that the realm of soul-life 
may be brought in closer contact with this 
everyday work-life of ours on earth. He is an 
agent in thé hands of the Spirit-world, who is 
delighted to do nothing else but make ‘ ‘con
ditions”—conditions that shall be a lasting 
benefit to the world of mankind forever.

When a company of moneyed speculators 
convene together to plan a railroad, that very 
convention is only one of tjae “conditions’’ 
that most come, so that the railroad .pay be 
built, and even the whole railway, from be
ginning to the end, te only making “condi
tions” so that a railway train can be driven 
over the road-bed in safety, and upon the good 
condition of that road-bed and its “conditions"
depends the life of the traveling public.

A steamship and a locomotive are 
“conditions” made for the purpose that 
are intended for. No child can be born

only 
they 
into

this earth-life unless the proper conditions are 
in accord with the natural law of propagation, 
and in accord with the natural laws that gov
ern and surround our existence. No man can 

, for a moment exist under water, because that is 
not the condition that is inaccord with the laws of 
his earth existence. Yet a fish is at home in the 
water because that “condition” is the one that 
fits the law of the fish’s existence. .

A man working upon a patent or a new de
vice, ie only trying to make a “condition” 
whereby he can accomplish a certain object.

In fact, “conditions" are all in all; they are 
the ultimatum, the end and the beginning, 
the middle, the top and the rock bottom of all 
things. ’ .

The earth upon which we live swings in 
eternal space, on its eternal round, simply be
cause the “conditions” are such that it can do 
so, and the whole solar system is based and 
the grand plan of the universe is founded upon 
“conditions.” Yet, Mr. Editor, I find many 
people foolishly quibbling with Spiritualists 
over the fact that at our seances we demand 
“conditions;” that to get good manifestations 
we must haye good ‘conditions. ” .

Not long since I heard a prominent so-called 
Spiritualist declare that this talk about con
ditions was “all rot—the veriest rot, for," 
said he, ‘ ‘if a medium is good for anything, 
she or he can. get manifestations under any. 
and all conditions." Suppose, then; he gets his 
medium to sit for him while he and a half
score of trifling females carry on a flirtation 
and laugh and talk most of the time during the 
seance. Bo you, Mr. Editor, or any other 
man of sense, believe that the Spirit-world 
would give this set of triflers any manifesta
tions worth while? No! I say no! For the 
Spirit world is in earnest in this work, and 
means business and nothing else. ,

From the tiny rap up to the grandest of the 
manifestations through our materializing 
mediums, they come to earth for 
downright earnest work, and do not and will 

• not pay any attention to those that think that 
they can trifle with the Spirit-world, and with 
those that are sent to us to aid us in commun
ing with the dear departed ones that dwell so 
near us on the bright and beautiful shores of 
the golden strand.

“Conditions!”—I wish that I could shout 
“conditions" into the ears of all our investiga
tors, and that forever might these words ring 
in our ears: “Conditions!"—give us good 
“Conditions,” and ym will give you good man
ifestations? Honest skeptics we all admire, 

.but to those honest people let- me say, give 
’the Angel-world one-half a chance to manifest, 
and you will be astonished at the grand result

J. W. Dennis.

'Century,
This remarkable story, which v as continued 

in--The Progressive Thinker for eight
interest, will

INTERESTING SEANCE
With Mrs. M. E, Williams.

ism is ever affording, there is constantly be
ing added newer marvels, to the increasing 
wonderment and satisfaction of the votary and 
investigator. A few evenings ago I paid my 
accustomed visit to Mrs. Williams’ seance, 
at 232 West Forty-sixth street, New York. So 
many things of a startling and surprising na
ture in the realms of Spiritual science have 
occurred through her mediumship, that one 
can only pause and ponder on those immuta
ble psychic laws which govern the after life 
of the ego, yet happy in the reflection that the 
problem of ages is rapidly approaching a satis
factory solution. 4

On this occasion. there occurred two in
stances of such a positive and indubitable 
character, that I feel it devolves upon me to 
give a record of them through your progress
ive columns. There was present an unknown 
gentleman, admittedly a comparative novice 
in- the philosophy of ' Spiritualism, and a 
stranger to the medium qnd the visitors ’pres
ent. His desire for communication with 
some one beyond the borderland was manifest 
in his anxiety, and little Bright Eyes' sympa
thy was immediately enlisted in his behalf. 
Presently the curtains parted, and the spirit 
of his wife’s mother appeared, and, calling 
him to her, assured him that “they had the 
little one safe with them. ” It was then that 
he informed the circle that his child was lying 
in his casket at home, having passed out the 
day before. He had come in quest of news 
from his little one, and this comforting mess
age from the beyond must have been indeed 
cheerful tidings to carry home to the grief- 
stricken mother. A touching instance of 
spirit sympathy was the materialization of 
Bright Eyes, that she might present to him 
from her own little hands a rose to be placed 
upon the casket. .

The other incident of such strange meaning 
was when Mr. Cushman, the cabinet guide, ex
claimed: “Well, here is a spirit whom had I 
seen in the circle, and not in the cabinet, I 
should not have been surprised. He is known 
to Gertrude (themedium’s daughter), and Mr. 
Haywood, and will materialize for identifica
tion. ” This the spirit did, and was immedi
ately recognized by the two mentioned as Mr. 
Muhlhauser, of Cleveland, who had fre
quently visited Mrs. Williams’ parlors. Their 
amazement may be imagined when it is stated 
that neither they nor any/ present were aWare 
of the demise of this estimable gentleman and 
earnest worker in the cause of Spiritualism. 
He identified himself conclusively to Mr. Hay
wood by recalling a business matter which had 
been discussed between them at their last 
meeting. Surely these are most lucent tes
timonies to the positiveness of spirit-return, 
and arguments which the skeptical will find 
much difficulty in surmounting. '

I cannot close without quoting the comfort
ing words of Mr. Cashman, given in answer 
to one who desired to know if pain attended 
transition, as mortals were not unfrequently 
led to infer from the agony depicted on the 
countenances of the dying. .

“My friend," he said, “I find it wholly out 
of my power to express in words the pleasur
able sensations which accompany the freeing 
of the spirit from the gross clay which has 
held it. The apparent pain in the counten
ance is not an indication of suffering, but 
merely an effort toward deliverance, which, as 
it is taking place, is but approaching nearer 
and nearer to that transcendent conditioh 
which knows not physical distress. The dread 
of dissolution is a fear which man has '¿rented 
in his own mind. There is no occasion for it. 
You are never for one moment alone, for at 
the instant of transition you are met by your 
angel-guide, and welcomed by the loved ones 
who had gone before.”

Can anyone conceive of a more beautiful
truth, or a more comforting assurance? 
verity do we send forth the glad cry, 

■ “O death, where is thy sting?
O grave, thy victory?”

John Hazelrigg.

In

Mrs. J. J. Whitney Again to the 
Front.

This worthy and mneh-admired medium is 
again on the public rostrum; at San Francisco, 
Cal. The first of her series of “mid-winter” 
public seances opened at the Odd Fellows’ 
Hall in this city on\.punday evening, Novem
ber 5th. The rush of people, long before the 
hour of commencement amounted to an ova
tion; every seat in the large and commodious 
hall was filled. The evening’s entertainment 
commenced with music by tfie Robinson Band, 
and singing by Prof. .^Fairweather. The sing
ing was fine, and gipejied with applause.

The tests given by toe medium, as. usual, 
-were clear, pointed .and convincing. She 
promptly gives the names of the communicat
ing spirits, naming Hie person to whom the 
message is addressed,, giving details, with 
names, times, places and circumstance^ with 
wonderful accuracy.

These meetings will be kept up . during the 
Mid-winter Fair. Her opening address is 
always interesting and entertaining. On the 
platform she is graceful and pleasing in her 
manner.

Spiritualism te coming to the front again. 
Several Spiritual meetings are held on Sunday 
and weekday evenings. On toe whole we are 
anticipating a good time during the Fair, and

weeks, and excited widespread nterest, will 
be sent free to all new yearly 6r trial sub
sofibers. Bear this thought in ni nd. It alone 
is worth the price of a subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send. 25.cents for a trial sub
scription. ’

M

hope to increase our 
crowd.

from the coming

. Harmony and Conoord.
To the EiÍItor:—-I take notice of friend 

Aspinwall’s letter in regard to the reorganiza
tion of the Spiritual societies of the Northwest. 
This region is ripe for Spiritualism. I am 
among the people here, and know whereof I 
speak, but it must be presented to them prop
erly; the right conditions miist be brought 
about. The annual encampment is a great 
proselyter; no one will deny this; but these en
campments require money, and there should 
also be harmony. Harmony is a necessary 
condition jn Spiritualism. In the creeds they 
have a head with power, prestige, and 
they can hold the terror of future 
punishment over their followers in order to 
carry a point. Nothing of the. kind is, nor 
will ever exist,, in our philosophy. Whatever 
is done must be underlaid'with harmony and 
unselfishness. Now, here are the conditions: 
There is a large and growing territory tribu
tary to the Twin Cities—growing, I mean, in 
population. These pities are the hub of the 
Northwest, All roads in the Northwest lead 
to the Twin Cities. Wé out here dp our busi
ness largely in the Twin Cities. They are the 
gateway to us.' We ’are acquainted there; 
have business friends.' They are the center 
around which we move. We look to them first 
in many things; and this holds good regarding 
Spiritualism, The Spiritualists of these 
cities owe it to themselves and to Spiritualism 
to see that we are furnished with some central 
rallying point. The enoamppient te the means 
which will bring iis together, and make us per
sonally acquainted With'one another. We meet 
there, become acquainted ‘ with speakers and 
mediums, and learn who te fitted to come to 
¿his region and who te not. No one will deny 
these assertions.

The Northwestern Spiritualistic Association 
was formed some three years ago. It organ
ized regularly* and held its first encampment 
near Lake Minnetonka. ' This was done at 
some financial loss to some of thé projectors, 
and with a good deal of hard work and incon
venience to some of the leading workers. The 
second year another encampment was held at 
Merrimac Island under the same conditions 
as the first—hard work and financial loss to 
the workers. .

During last winter it was rumored that an
other society was organizing, which would 
hold an encampment in the vicinity of Minne
apolis. The writer went to St. Paul and in
duced the Spiritualist Alliance of that city to 
send a delegation to Minneapolis to see if we 
„could not harmonize and have only one camp. 
I did this after I had written to several of the 
Minneapolis societies regarding the subject, 
bnt I had not received any encouragement. 
The Alliance sent a committee; we met many 
of the leading Spiritualists at Minneapolis, 
and had the promise that something would be 
done to unite us, but nothing was done, and 
the result was that two encampments were 
held where only one ought to have been.

There should be nodtecord among the Spir
itualists of the two cities and the Northwest. 
A well-conducfed camp in the vicinity of the 
two cities would pay its expenses, and do a 
great deal of good. Two are too many, finan
cially, and it creates antipathies among the 
Spiritualists, if not enmities, which are detri
mental to the cause, and to Spiritualists as in
dividuate as well. A move has been made to 
consolidate. It should be done; but there is 
a little feeling now. I censure no one. In the' 
interest of peace I wrote to the present presi
dent of the Northwest Society, and told fyim 
that the only way to make the new society suc
cessful, in my opinion,'was to select etatir|)y 
new officers; not permit one who had anytftmg 
to do with either of the old societies to be
come in any way interested in the management 
of the new one as an officer. I begged him to 
select the most respected, independent, intelli
gent, disinterested men which it te possible to 
get for the officers. If there ate any individ
uate who have been conspicuous in either of 
the two old societies who are not willing to 
step out, but who show any desire to i either 
rule or ruin, the sooner these ate prevented 
from doing mischief the better for Spiritual
ism, and every honest Spiritualist will say 
“amen” to this. . . .

1 do not believe there are many Spiritualists 
in Minneapolis who will try to sow discord, tet 
Mr. Hoyt present the case in its proper light, 
and let those who vote understand the condi
tions fully, and, I think, all will be willing to 
stand back and bring about harmony.' Let all 
the old officers and managers stana back, and 
.assist the others who shall be «elected. The 
camp at Merrimac Island thig season was a sue- 
cess, and while, .financially, somewhat behind, 
the society has double the amount invested in 
property that it owes. The other society has 
also prospered, and when they consolidate 
there will be one very prosperous society.

The writer was prominent in the North
western Society, but he can say truthfully that 
he has no antipathies or enmities, and that he 
te ready to extend the hand of friendship to 
all members of botii societies, and asks that 
all should feel likewise. Throw personal feel
ings and prejudices aside, and let us all Work 
for the success of our. cause in this region. 
Consolidate, elect the best people you caff get 
for officers, and the whole Northwest will do 
their best to make the encampments a success. 
Show any selfishness or personal- prejudices 
and Spiritualism will be set back—be injured 
in the house of those who should be iti friends.

The Cause at Villa Ridge, III.
In my last I spoke of the work of the society 

in Villa Ridge, Ill. While in the field as 
State organizer, my work led me to Villa 
Ridge, not to organize a society, bnt to have 
the society work with the State society-and 
enjoy its benefits. When I Was there, which 
was in the spring of 1892, I found a (large 
class of young people that needed the work of 
a Lyceum. I organized one with a very large 
membership, which incensed the Christians, as 
it nearly if not quite broke up their Sunday-, 
schooK After the Lyceum was organized it 
gave a Fourth of July entertainment, which 
was a most pronounced success, through the 
the church element undertook to destroy its 
influence by getting up çounter attractions. 
This enraged the church people totthat extent 
that they went to work, and, by unfair meth
ods, turned them put of the hall which they 
were using. They then went to work, bought 
an old church that had long been unused, 
fixed it up, and held some kind of meeting 
therefor a while, for fear the Spiritualiste 
would obtain it and hold their meetings there. 
There was then no place for our people to 
meet except, during the summer, in the grove 
at Mr. Leidigh’s, and when the weather was 
unpleasant, in the large, roomy house of Mr. 
Leidigh’s. The society kept on in this way 
until they deemed it hest to build; so they 
went to work and built an open pavilion on 
ground donated by Mr. Leidigh, I returned 
to them in October, and spent four Sundays 
with them. I found the society in good con
dition, full of energy and zeal, bound to hold 
together and build up a society that shall be 
far-reaching in ite influence. The lyceum is 
in good condition, and would shame many a 
society situated in large places, and with no 
opposition to meet with. ■

The friends have other things to contend 
with. Many of them—yes, all of them, are 
in the fruit business, with their places unpaid 
for, as yet, and this season is a poor one for 
fruit, as a late frost killed much of it. They 
have done all they can for the present for the 
finishing of their building. It would take 
much to enclose it, and 1 wish some good, lib
eral ones, as they read these notes, would send 
them a little help, so they can go on with their 
meetings during the season. Send to Mr. 
Wm. II, Leidigh, Villa Ridge, Ill. I write 
this unasked by any one, and ‘ëhtirely un* 
known to them. The society will hold to
gether whether they finish their building or 
not; but they are obliged to meet at Mr. 
Leidigh’s home, which makes, as every one 
knows, so much trouble.

I never saw a society that tried to live Spir
itualism as a whole as this society does. Not 
a member of the society uses tobacco in any 
form, and yet I think all of the men over 
twenty-five used it before they joined the soci
ety. What is true in that direction is true in 
every direction. The young people are among 
the very best I have ever met iq my life; all 
are earnest seekers after the truth, all are try
ing to live their Spiritualism, and yet the soci
ety has had so much to contend with.

I cannot close this article without referring 
to Mr. Leidigh’s people. Much of the success 
that belongs to the society has come through 
the earnest effort of this family. Every
thing is held subservient to that one thing. 
No sacrifice is too great for them to make. 
Mrs. Leidigh, as a medium—not so much for 
the public, but for the home—as well as her 
spiritual presence, which is a tonic to all, has 
done much by her influence to uplift and ele
vate its members. Others I should like to 
speak of—of their faithfulness in the great 
work, of Horace Hogendobler,the Prindles and 
the Conants, and others—but. space will not 
permit. Let me say that Spiritualism, through 
the effort of this society, will get a hold ih that 
country as nothing else can. I dedicated the 
hall, unfinished though it was, thé last Sunday 
I was there. I trust that some of the many 
readers of The Progressive Thinker will, 
out of their abundance, send a little aid to' 
these friends. I know there are brighter flays 
In store for this society, for truth must pre
vail, and the lives the members are living 
must impress all with the power of Spiritual-

And One That Was Entirely Sat- 
•' . / ’ > isfactory. f i

Some rare manifestatious of spirit material
izations were given Tuesday evening, Novem
ber 14th, at the home of Miss Lizzie Bangs;-10 
South Elizabeth street, Chicago/ It. was a 
select circle, and only three persons were pres
ent—Mr. O. H, Ilorine^the'.votorah and pio-' 
neer Spiritualist of Chicago, a nian tried and true 
in the cause; Mr. George Dedrick, a sensitive 
of great promise along astronomical l*“es> an(l 
“White Rose," whose writings aye somewhat 
familiar to the readers of The Progressive: 
Thinker, The sweet and harmonious atmos
phere of the sitters combined to miike the com
munion one of rare glory. “White Bose" 
opened the seance with an inspirational prayer. 
As soon as the grayer Was ended the materi
alized spirits began to appear. The guides of 
the mediums came in glorious attire and illum
ination, their garments as white and shining as 
the pure enow sun-kissed on a Christmas 
morn. A celestial spirit appeared, also three 
other guides, of. the medium, to “White 
Jtoee." The other - -sitters received tjieir 
guides; one, planetary spirit, Faith, came, 
and relatives of t^e other sitters. The forms 
were complete, and George/ the guide, and 
other cabinet spirits deserve great praise for 
their manipulation of the forces;

The guide of “White Rose”Tgi him into the 
cabinet, and, while touching the head of the 
medium with his, hand, and gazing at the lovely 
presence that stood by him and the medium, 
he caught these words:

“There is a difference, my dear one, be
tween personations and materializations; this 
tea materialization.” '

George, the medium’s chief guicle, then Jed 
each one inlo the cabinet, And the same test 
was given to each sitter, George standing 
forth by the medium, who was sitting on a 
chair, Jost in a deep trance. All the spirits, 
excepting one lady and a gentleman, the Rev. 
Harter, of Auburn, N. Y., were clothed in 
pure white, the medium being robed in black. 
A guide of Miss Reynolds' materialized. The 
forms were of various sizes, while all who 
know the medium realize that in personation 
her form Could not be mistaken. ,

Mr. C. H. Horine said after the seance tliat 
it was, without exception, the grandest seance 
for materialization that he ever witnessed, and 
that testimony should bear weight. . If these 
circles could thus be composed of three con
genial souls, even-though the expense might 
be a few dollars more than the ordinary fee, 
the skeptic and investigator would easily find 
the way to conviction and the truth. All inter
ested in this phase of spiritualistic phenomena 
should arrange such a circle, and visit Miss

A Natural
Conditions o f 
the system arise

Food

03

when ordinary 
foods cease to 
build flesh— 
there is urgent $ 
heed of arrest- 
jpg waste—assistance must 
come quickly, from natural 
food source.

Scott’s Emulsion
a condensation of the life 

of all foods—it is cod-liver 
oil reinforced, made easy of 
digestion, and almost as, 
palatable as milk.

Prepared by S£ott A Bowna, N. Y, All drugglwa^

... JOVS —

Beyond the Threshold.
. * A sequel to
TO-JVIQRRQW OF DEATH. 
.- ' By LOBIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French#
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrlten to 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
of-the human soul after death, and It« reincarnation 
In a chain of new beluga, whose eucceBBtve links are 
unrolled In the bosom of ctherial apace. “Bbyond 
Tin; Tiwebuold" continues on the same linen en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con- 
aldcratlous drawn from science and philosophy; claim« 
ing that the certainty of a newyblrtb beyond our 
eprtblyond is the best means qi arming, ourselves 
against nil tveakneaa in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end la far auperlor to that of any of the existing re« 
Uglons. From beginning to end It Is interesting, en« 
tertalnlng, Instructive «nd fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not. much will have been learned 
cP much pleasure enjoyed In its perutnl. Price 11,25.

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

Tha Medium of the Rockies, with on Introduction by 

PBOF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be In the hands of every one IntW* 

(rated In Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2. The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark« 
able Teats. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chap« 
ter 6. Leaven the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit
Land. Chapter 8, Methode Used by SpIrltetoCommu« 
Dlonte: How to Condiwt a Circle. Chapter 9, Mfscet 
luoeous Article«. Chlipter 10. A Strange Experience. 
Chapter 0, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12. New Experiences—Illustrative ol 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18.'-The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptel 
JL Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper covort pitM C? 
CWU.

Aberdeen, S. Dak. E. Bach.

Lizzie Bangs. • An Observer.

ism.
Elgin, DI.

G. H. Brooks,

The Progressive. Thinker..
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach toe largest number of'readers. Send 2& 
cents to J. - R. Francis, '40 -Lootate street, 
Chicago, Ill, and try the paper for three 
months. ■

The coins of Constantine struck A. B. 312 
were the first to bear Christian emblems. 
These showed the cross, ths monograp of 
Christ, and sometimes the words alpha and 
omega. . ■

“Antiquity • Unveiled,” communications 
from ancient spirits? Appollonius. of Tyani, 
the Jesus of Nwareth, St Paul ¿nd John, the 
revelators of the Christian Scriptures, return 
to earth as a s$rit, and explain the mysteries 
that have conceded the: theological deception 
of the Christian5 hierarchy. 608 pages. A 
evry valuable-bbok. Price, $1.50; pottage, 
12 oents.

“Echoes from the World of Song.”
BY C. P. LONGLEY. .

This volume contains, fifty-eight beautiful 
spiritual songs, with tunes, in sheet-music 
form, qeatly bound in cloth, and convenient 
for usexm piano or organ. Competent music 
critics pronounce it a perfect gem in rhythm 
qnd harmony, and declare there are single 
songs in the collection worth the price of the 
book. They are soul-inspiring and perfectly 
adapted to all spiritualistic gatherings, and 
to the home circle as well. Mr. Longley’s 
music is spiritually uplifting, and the senti
ments and melody of his songs seem like 
thrilling and spiritualizing echoes from the 
Angel-world. • ...............

There .■ should be a large demand for this 
collection, because of its intrinsic musical and 
spiritual excellence. :

For sale at this office. Price, $1.50. .
Dr. J. 0. Phillips writes as follows in refer

ence to this work:
“I have just finished the perusal and exam

ination of Mr. Longley's latest "work, entitled 
“Echoes from the World of Song,” and pro. 
nounce it in rhythm and harmony a per
fect gem. Among the songs contained in this 
new book I will name s few, each of which I 
consider worth the price of the book: Tour 
Barling Is Not Sleeping,’ ‘Gathering Flowers 
in Heaven,’ 'Beautiful Home of the Soul,’ 
‘Home.of My Beautiful Breams.’ It seems 
strange that Spiritualists will continue to use 
in the home circle and seance ‘Nearer My God 
to Thee’ and ‘John Brown’s Body,’ etc., when 
they can get Mr. L;'s soul-inspiring songs so 
perfectly adapted to all spiritualistic gather-, 
ings.” ' ' ■ " ' •

The Quaestor was. a Roman official found 
in two or more departments. In one he ful
filled the duties of .a public-prosecutor,' in 
the other he had charge of the public revenue.

Portland, Oregon.
To the Editor:—Since my last we have 

been enjoying a Spiritual boom, so to speak, 
for which Mr. Barney, of San Francisco,, 
should have the free credit. This gentlemen 
and his talented wife will close their engage
ment with us this week, and their work has 
been phenomenally successful. His reading 
of sealed letters and his public tests have 
greatly surprised many hundreds ot our citi
zens, and set many a skeptic to thinking, 
which is the first step towards Spiritualism.

Mrs., Barney is not a medium herself, but is 
of great asstetaface to her talented husband in 
her magnetic" influence, ana singing solos 
while perforining on an instrument, or sing’ 
ing in duets with her husband, both being 
good singers. Twice a'week they field circles 
and every day Mr, Barney gave private sit
tings,, and his parlors were constantly crowded, 
and gave universal satisfaction. Mr. Barney 
will work his way South through Oregon -to 
California, Stopping at the principal’ towns to, 
work and make converts." While in this city 
he has made a host of friends, by his straight
forward and honest action, and going away 
causes great regret, both by our society and all 
who have met him.

Mrs. A. E. Barker has concluded her en
gagement with "our society, and at present te 
runnings series of independent meetings, and 
te doing very well. This lady is a fine plat
form lecturer. . . ”

Mr. Hatfield Pettibone, a materializing me
dium from Kansas, has been in our city some 
two weeks, and has done well, He is working 
in. con junction with Mrs. Barker. Mr. and 
Mrs. Pettibone will start for Sail Francisco 
about the last of this month.

I am now expecting to start a .small paper 
in the interest of Splritualisitf .about "the " first 
of next month. j. Henry" Brown. .

The coins struck by toe Roman Prosecutors 
of Judea were designed to show respect feir 
Jewish prejudice against images. They bore 
only such subjects as ears of com, palm-trees, 
vases, flowers and shields.

The scheme for Continental coinage pro
posed by Robert Mortis provided this "follow
ing dealer "Ten quarters make one penny, ten 
pence make One bit, ten bite make one dollar, 
ten dollars make one crown.

All coins minted at Charlotte, N. 0„ bear, 
in addition to all other marks, the letter C; 
those at Dahlonega, the letter D; those at New 
Orleans, the letter O; those at Carson City, 
0 0; those at San Francisco, 8.

Some of the early copper ebins df Connecti
cut bear curious legends. One is, “Value 
me as you plestee;” another, “I am good cop
per;” another, under the image of an ax has 
these words: “I cut my way through, ”

Some of toe later Massachusetts coins bore 
a rude device illustrating the parable: of toe 
good Samaritan, and were called goffd Samar
itan shillings.. There are only two pr three 
known to be in existence. ' • :
‘The’‘.‘nova .constellatio” coppers of 1783, 

so highly valued by collectors, were made in; 
Birmingham, England,: tor Gouverribur Mor
ris. Forty tons of Copper Were- used ' in' the 
manufacture. J ■ . '

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.

SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL-
terii. By Epee Sargent, author of “ Blanchette, or 

the Despair of Sefvucc,” “ The Proof Palpable of Im
mortality/’etc. This 1b r Urge 12mo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
n great smount of matter, of which the table of con- 
teniH, condensed as U Is, gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science'Istpon- 
edmed with a knowledge of real phenomena, Appeal« 
Ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically imparted, but are directly presented in the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to it, under the Ignorant pre
tense that It Is outside of nature, 1b unscientific and 
unnhllosophlcnl. All this Is clearly shown: arid the 
objections from “ scientific,” clerical and literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1347, are answered 
with thAt penetrating force which only argument«, 
winged with Incisive facts, can Impart. Cloth, 12mo, 
pp. 396. Price $1,50. Postage 10 cenu. For sale at 
tnls office. • ’ .

oIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TX/ORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
VV Saviors; or. Christianity Before Christ. Con

to'.. dng new nnd startling revelations In religious his
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doc
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the CbrlB-' 
tian New Testament, and-furnlshlng a key for unlock
ing many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gous, by 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustlvo-vol
ume win. we are certain, take high rank as a book pf 
reference In the field which he has chosen for It. Tha 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied information contained (n It must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It is In 

■pitch convenient shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow it to go out of nrlnt. But the 
book Is by no ipeane a mere collation of views or ata- 
tistics; throughout Its entire course the author-- » 
will be seen by his tlllf-pnge and chapter heads—.ol« 
iotys a deflnltcj|ne of research and argument to the 

■ clo'so, and hie conclUslonB go. like sure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large 2mo, 380 
pRges. New edition, revised and corrected, iwlth Dor» 
trait of author. Prlw >i.5ü. Postage 10 cents. For 
sale a£ this office.

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
r)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

JLZ The “Stellar Key’’ la thj nhllosophlcal ‘Intro
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some idea of-this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After« 
Mte; 2—Scenes in the Stimmcr«Land; 3—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land : 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 0-Language ana 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material-Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor WHson. This enlarged edition con« 
talna moro than dnnble the amount of matter In fon 
mpr eiUt’ODB, and la enriched by a beautiful frontlp’ 
piece/Illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For sale 
at this office. ■

Life of thomas paine,
AUTHOR OF » COMMON SENSE," 

¿L “Rights of Man,” “ Age of Reason,” etc., vitb 
critical and explanatory observations of his writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truth 
regard to this most abused patriot and religion« re* 
fonder should read this volume. Price *1. Postage 
10 cents. For sale at thia office

The Coming American Civil War. 
'T'HIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES 
i Huntington«, is written in the interest of Lu- 

mapltr,.of liberty, and oi patrlothjn—a book written 
for the' purpose of calling attention to the deafily 
dangefj that beset ub on,every side, and more espe
cially to the hostile attitude and the insidious w ilea nt . 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous fop- > 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of warnfp& 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General '
Grant are all Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Bya’tt.of Philadelphia, Jn a reoent serinon said: •‘The 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to do 
so, but she hates them with a deadly Hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate’them. Our eneroies 
know how she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
bow She trcats.them today where ebe bas the power. - 
We no more think of denying these historic facte than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of. 
the church for what they have thought fit to do.” 
Every one should read this work, Paper, 800 pages. . 
It will be sont, postpaid, for fifty cents* For u|o at .. 
this office. -

JJULPIT, PE IC AND CRADLE. BY 
XHblis U. (iARDKXKn.. Ono of her brightest« 
wittiest and strongest lectures against the Bible. 
Every woman should read it. and know hfir friends 
and cncmlca. Price lOccnts.

/J[¡SESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS
Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. F. 28, price

JO cents. ’
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 
i Carrie E. 8. Twlng, medium. Price SO cents. 
7'HE HISTORICAL JESUS AND

Mythical Christ, by Gerald Money. 280 pages.
12 mo. Price 50 cents.

ACHSA SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 
xl In. the Spheres. Price20 cents. . .

RELA7 J0K OF THE SHRIT~ 
vai. to (ho Material Universe; and the law ot 

control. New Edition, enlarged and revised by M.' 
Faraday. Price, 15 cenU.
7WE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 
7'HE SOUiflTS NATURE, RELA- 

tionannd Expressions in Human Embodlmanta, 
.Given, through.Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by het 
Guides. Ahoolrthatercryboay should egad who ars 
Interested In re.-lncarnutlon. I’rlco It.00. ■ ■ ' ■

. /UzjOZtzZACZa'xij ... .. ............... . AL
* ombraclng the origin ut the Jews, the ill* ’ 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the IMrlnt- 
tlonof Christianity; towhluh la added; Whence■ 
Aryad, Ancestors? By G. W. Drown, M. I>. One Ot ■ 
the most valuable works ever published. Price t'jA.
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MESSAGES WHITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD-ÇLAIItAÜÜIENTLY
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I 
V 
ft PHENOMENA.

Through the^ Mediumship of 
Qeo. Cole. ¡

and which are silently and surely gain-, table, when the same thing broke loose, 
ing converts to the spiritual cause from once more. It ,is not daylight these] 
every theological denomination, and mornings at 0, but upon the beginning 
from professions of every grade of of the strange occuiiencesythcicliildi on, 
science and philosophy ' ' a boarder;and Mrs, Colin scattered them-

It is through these phases of manl-. selves about the house and outside to in
festations that the tones of pulpit orators ~ *”
have been softened, their । views

Ul Ule Oblungo ÜL-L-ull GLlGüby l)Hl;Ol|xiUxüU, 
a boarder, and Mrs, Colin scattered the^l-

vestigate. All brought m the same

A

THE 8I0K ARE <CUBEI>, AND 
SKEPTICS LEFT TO
* WONDER. >

A LEADING SYMPTOM IS “NOT 
IjL Required.'' "Do not any a word about your 
ailments.’'but send a lock of your Iralr. aga and five 
two-cent stamps, aud receive u complete diagnosis of 
yourdlBcaBo. The moat difficult cases are solicited, 
especially..those having battled the most eminent med* 
leal minus (jfuurdAy. (Cancers and internal tumora

A. CAMPBELL,
Spirit Artist and Slate-writer.

TN ANSWER TO- THE MANY IN- 
1 quiriefl from bls friends and others, In this city and 
elsewhere, he finds It necessary to state that no is 
located, for the months of November and December 
only, at 26 BlBbop Court, Flat O. Chicago: after that 
the Pacific coast. . xlO

. / - • (80 yearr practice.)
CURPS ALL CURABLE HUMAN DIS’

EASES, AND MANY DISEASES CON” 
SIDERED INPUfcABLE. ESPEC

, IALLY DISEASES OF THE

stories—nothing in Bight.
Then a plan of defense was formed. 

As soon as the noiso was again heard the 
boarder was to go into the basement 
with one of the boys, the other boy was 
to run around the house, and Mrs. Cohn 
and the girls were to hold down the 
chairs and dishes on the inside. The 
mystery put in its appearance on .sched
ule time that night, and, as it generally 
lasts from four to five minutes, each 
watcher found Ins appointed place and 
kept a sharp lookout for gljosts, bur
glars and earthquakes. None were 
found and the mystery was still as deep 
as befdre.

The family had become accustomed to 
its guest by tln$ time and was able to 
pay more attention to details. It was 
noticed that the first heard was a pecul
iar sawing sound as if some one was cut
ting an iron pipe with a hand-saw. 
T-his was in the southwest corner of the 
house. Then in the- opposite -corner, 
would, be heard a strange pounding aS

broadened and enlarged, their disposi
tions liberalized, and an angry, unre
lenting God, as taught in the mysteries 
of theology, come to be recognized as a 
Goa of love. .

But to return to the dark cabinet. 
T hough the phase of the materialization 
of departed spirits has been the most 
criticised and their media the most 
vilified and persecuted, yet such phe
nomena have so increased m the last 
fifteen years that dark or materializing 
cabinets have become sacred sanctuaries 
in many private homes in every civilized 
nation of the earth, and at their shrines 
congregate the departed spirits of those 
who in mortal life were valued and 
loved relatives and friends, whose earth 
remainshad long since returned to the 
dust from whence they came.

The importance of the phase of mate
rialization is now recognized bv the 
best minds, .and acknowledged by the 
greatest enemies of the spiritual cause, 
as affording tangible prodf, through 
ocular demonstration, of the existence 
of a state of being beyond the mortal, 
and the possibilities of tfie renewal of 
those relations and associations inter
rupted by untimely decease.

, The dark cabinet, so slurnngly al-

ATERVOUS DISEASES—ABSENT OR 
£ V present treatment. . Charles W Boughton, 
Room 28. 125 Clark Street. ncarMadieon. Chicago,
Ill. Office hours: 7to9j>. M

„ . - cured without the use of a knife.) Eighteen years'
Boughton, I practice and Success unparalleled. । Address with full 

*...............mine. A. J. Bhiup, M. I).. Cor. Square and South218 Streets. Springfield. Mo. 4« . 
—------------ :--------- ■—■—

sosti
BURNISHED ROOMS TO RENT BY 
£ by the day. week or month, to Spiritualists, 
within one block Thirty-ninth Street Station on I. C. 
R. R.. east of Cottage Grove, between 89th and 40th 
Streets, at 52 Oakwood Avenue. Mrs.B. Marlon. [209tf

A Beautiful Souvenir of tj>e 
World’s Fair.

TtN RECEIPT OR 50 CENTS. IN 
stamps, I will send, postpaid, the latest Bird's* 

eye View of the White City: size. 40x82Inches: show* 
lug all buildings on the ground),. Address. C. 6. 
Ehbhabdt, Gen. Agt.. 129 Albany Ave.. Chicago. [210

TTRIEL BUCHANAN WILL SEND 
you a perfect delineation of character, giving 

mental, physical and business qualifications, diagnosis 
ofyaur disease and instructions In healing for 9i. 
Send date of birth In own handwriting. Marionville.

BRAIN, BLOOD AND NER-
, VOUS SYSTEM.

Treats patients at a distance, 
however great the distance, with 
unparalleled success.

Worst Cases IbiM-®«
OR. GREER was recently compli

mented at a public meeting in Chi
cago by the spirit of the celebrated 
Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. 
’ Richmond, AS AN IDEAL 
REPRESENTATIVE HEAL
ER:

“Ab a psychopathic physician, he 
is surpassed by few, and as a well- 
mown medical genius, he is far in 
advance of the most exalted heale* 
of the age.”—Banner of Light 
Feb. 6,1892. <

Patients come to him from far 
and near, and those who cannot 
come order treatment sent by mail. 
A trial treatment sent by mail costs 
only $1.

In writing give name in full, age, 
height and weight, color of eyes, 
and one leading symptom, with 
$i, and you will receive by return 
mail appropriate treatment, which 
will immediately cure or relieve you. 
Address,

DO YOU WANT 
TO BEA 

MEDIUM ?

PSYCHE
of a corps d ames during the wars. I 
considered' it a good axiom,, when in- 
vadifig, an eneinÿ'8 country, tp move 
from a.base of supplies, fortifying such 
base and guarding the lines of commu
nication against ' interruption by the 
enemy; ■ •

Though I have come here today,not in 
an enemy's country, but. I trust, among 
friends, £till I have my lines of commu
nication well guarded by the mighty 
Claudius and your daughter. Carne.who 
returns the compliment of presiding at 
my manifestations, as I presided ojie 
week agp. , ■ ‘

It is very remajÿable, from a spirit
ual standpoint, that so many mortals 
should seek to oppose and combat' their 
highest interests, Comparatively speak
ing. the duration of mortal: due is as 
nothing to the unending yeürs of eter
nity, thrpugh which every spirit must 
pass, .and yet so many mortals- are there 
who seek to ignore that greatfuture and 
live only for the troubles and vexatious 
years which characterize mortal exist
ence. .

develop t<cATjviXkE8 
YOU. JI----------------

Price Cl.00. Postage 20 cents. Send stamp for de
scriptive circular and testimonials.

W. H. BAOH. Mfr.. St. Paul. MlwifeZ

$100,000!
HEALTH IS WEALTH !

rySEASE CONQUERED. HEALTH 
LN regained aud life renewed, through the me
dium of spirit-power. Kind reader, are you sick'? If «0- 
Bond lock of hair and oue leading symptom, age. sex 
also full name aud addres,; enclose'.1.00. By”return 
¡null Sou-will receive dluguosji and trial treatment. 
I* or further particulars address Db. G. W- Piokim 
314 Water Street. Bau Clair. Wisconsin. 211

Carrie Miller and Sethei Manephtah 
Wrote their communications in a glass 
jar (independent spirit writing). The 
former October 17th, and the latter on 
November 7th. - -
’ Marshall Macdonald’s communication 
was-spoken at the Carrie -Miller cycle 
October 24th- I have the pleasure and 
thei-honor of a personal acquaintance 

‘with Mr. A. G. Macdonald, who is the 
grand-hephew of the French general. 
Oji several recent occasions, when Mr. 
A- G ’Macdonald and myself have at
tended Mrs. Cadwell's materializing 
seances in Brooklyn, we had met Mar
sha! Macdonald. In the seance-room 
this spirit is a splendid personality, not 

-only In form and feature, but in a full, 
highand broad forehead—my admirar 
tion and interpretation of which, can 
best be expressed in the language of

MlbBQUrl. 2’0

>f their guidi

.The door-bell would un to those thatdishes. full mnobody could be found who

PLUMBERS Ai; SEA,POLICEMAN AND

234New Jersey.

The Medical Law.

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

>1

nuca, Jamestown,N. Y. 209

Street. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m. 209
r.

209a polls, Minn.

Researches in Oriental History.

One
(8th floor) Room 50, New York City. 206 tf

FREE »■
a

210Lake Geneva, Wls.

A NEW CAMP-MEETINQ,

11 o’clock the next night strange things

ture, without com*

,0akP«rk,nu

itand the 
L It has

and the 
doors and 
pans and 
ring and 
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following is the statement of one of the leading law
yers of New York City:

“I have examined the patents obtained by John C.

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
Vol. IZmo, .407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.
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“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Ch 1 
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces Inflama 
Into, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25ea bottle

Bend five 2-tont stamps, Tock of your hair,'State age, 
sex, whether married of single, add. Ono lending1 Bymp-

Owing to the present financial depression and fear 
generally entertained In all securities, .wo take espe
cial pleasure In introducing to the public tbU Steno-
type as a safe and sure Investment.

Anyone desiring to take the agency, or become a 
silent or active partner, please communicate with 
John W. Free, 123 Broadway, Equitable Building,

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
f\. 2-ccnt stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, oho 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. S. S. Williams,

JBjIUQVV) JjaKÜ ftHK. tyVdJ'UC] V/1AL"
cago, Ill.; Mrs..Helena F. Spalding, 2924. 
Lake Park aveniie, Chicago, Ill. . ■

J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago.
Price, $1.00 delivered, in City.

Jeftdlngsymptom;you will receive a cor
-reel diagnosis of your disease by psycho-

ike lliti 
y

Many other matters are treated too numeróos to men* 
tlon. Price •1.50;. postage 12 cenU. For sale at this 
office. .

— -------- --------- ------------- -------- oglcal, Moral, Hli.
torlcal and Speculative reach proved affirmatively and

uine aud age. 
me dollar aud

Db. R. GREER, 
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago.

TO TUB SICK AND AFFLICTED. Send five 
two-cent stamps, age, sex, handwriting aud

two Bianipa 
lug. I will 
velopmçnt. 
Uzea filâtes

। DR. CARL SEXTUS.
Diseases treated by vital magnetism and hypnotism ¡de
velops latent psychical powers; consultation and cor
respondence by mall. 91.00. No. 224 East Ontario

then stopped as suddenly as it 
started. Upon investigation no changes 
were-discernible in the walls of the

metric clairvoyant power free, and how to effect .. 
cure. Dr. K. A. Read, Box 133, San Jose, Cal. [211

iveluped this remarkable 
iuy of the best mediums 
eloped thruugb the di-

yOU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGH1. 
1 Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa. _________

MRS. JENNIE MOORE. THE WELL- 
£ VI known medium, remains in the city untllDeccm- 
her 20th, then going to California. Seances Sunday an,d 
Wednesday evenings. 757 Warren Ave., Chicago. [211

MRS. NELSON INDEPEND- 
£V1 ent slate-writer: also three questions answered 
for 50 cents. Enclose stamp and lock of hair. Sealed 
slates received. 911 Fifteenth Avenue, South, Mlnne-

¡IFRS. M. E. WILLIAMS. MATERI- 
IVI allzatlons and independent voices, 232 West 
Forty-MxtU-StreeL New York City. Seances every 
Tuesday and Thursday evenings 8 o’clock, and Satur* 
days at 2 r. m. 209

*3^

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
(TEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 
O lock of hair, age, name, sex, one leading symptom 
and yourdlscasewlll bedlagnosed freeby splrlt-powor. 
Dr. AfrB. Dobson, San Jose. Cal.

TJ/ANTED-.BY A YOUNG MAN.
VV board, with use of a large room for developing 

circles. In a family interested in Investigation; near 
Roby and Lake Streets, or along Lake Street; must be 
reasonable. C. O. Shoberg, care of this office«^ 209

If OR RENT.—NICELY FURNISHED 
i rooms at reasonable prices. No. 8 South Center
Avenue, 2od-flat. .. 209

. E. W. SPRAGUE, 
'TRANCE AND INSPIRATIONAL 
1 speaker and platform test medium, will answer 

calls. Address him corner Newland and Forest Ave*

sire. . This offer is only uuod for uue mouth. Clair 
YoyaDt readings and slate sittiugs given at my rest 
< ence. Dr. E. H. Orem. 524 W Madison St..Chicago 111

(TEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACE 
CD Ing Splrltu.llsm, rust and préienk ByJ. M. Pee
bles. M. I). An cncyclopëaft ~t¡t Interesting »nd 
»tractive tecta. Price »2.00. _ _____ '

'J'HIR T Y DA Y^ TRE A TMENT FOR 
1 12. by magnetized paper. Give age, sex and one 

leading symptom, with own handwriting or lock of 
hair, two dollars and two 2-cent stamps. T. J. Preston, 
Magnetic Healer, Stanberry, Mo. 218

vinvf avvirviAmopq TIia tipvI rnnFiiincr uf- tom, for free dtA^DOBls, to Dr. J. II. RaadalL pol l expei lences. ±ne next morning ay p^Aven^ccnim! Pork station. Chicago, in. or 
(j o’clock the family wasat the breakfast Bcnd»l and get Straight; tetulble Instruction. -»Ilf 

. - ■ I . ■ ' . ■ .‘a -

The policeman was notified the next 
day and he Began investigation. So far he 
has been uname to explain the mystery. 
A plumbpiuyas called in. He said the 
pipes wereall right and had not been

nHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
i Reading or six questions answered, 50 cents and 
three stamps. Makgueeit* Bueton, U72 WMhfug- 
on street, Boston, Mass. 212

PROF. LOCKWOOD’S
Great Humanitarian Remedies

THE ELECTRO TONIC,
For the coinpie restoration of the circulation, and to 
promote regularity of digestion, and give tone and 
vigor to the system, is unsurpassed.
THE BURMESE TOII.ETENE, 
A most valuable auxiliary co a lady's private toilet. 
Its use promotes healthful tissue in the reproductive 
organs, wards off disease and is woman’s "safeguard.0

HERCULES,
An infallible cure for nervous wcaknesseB incident to 
man or womau. For further Information1» ’tress, with 
stamp, 541 West M&dleon Street, Chicago, 1U. [20gtt

TyPIITHERIA, CHOLERA, QUINSY, 
J-FCroup, Eryalpelua, Pile» an<r®t«rrh of th« throat. 
The Antidote sent for one dollar. Lady Agents wanted. 
Dr. G. H. Miller, 1441 South 12th street, Denver, Colo.

SPIRITUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
con find cosy rooms, equal to thost at hotala. with 

aBpirituallatf ’mily, at88 du John’s Placenearunion 
Park.

cause.. - - - - - • •
Then .thingsrivere considered serious, 

and an investigation was ordered at a 
conference of the members of the fam
ily as theiy met in the sitting-room io re-

F. CORDEN WHITE.
CORDEN WHITE, TRANCE, TEST, 

I • business and platform medium; sittings daily. 
26 Bishop Court, Flat B, Chicago. I95tf

jfIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 
JL - Borne. By Bev. Cbaa. Chlnlquy, ex-priest A 

' remarkable book. Pages 832. Price »2.25.

like to know what it was that got 
out of bed so suddenly. The house 
story and a half frame building, 
upon wooden pins or posts. The 
turbance lasted several minutes,

JAM AWARE OF THE FACT THAT 
J. there are many people possessed of tbe power to 
develop Independent Blute-wrltlng. Many have failed 
to develop for the reason they did not uudi..... ' —
requirements aud condlth ....................

of a great suction-valve in motion or a 
trip-nammer driving piles. This would 
be followed by the rocking of the house 

accompanying slamming of 
shutters and the rattling of

and send you a pair of my double macne 
: you can also ask five questions if you de

and 1 will give 
tell you also th<

MRS. F. S. DE WOLF, INDEPEND- 
1VL cut «late-writing, 103 South Center Avenue, 
Chicago,ill. _____________ :_____________ 2W
JJROGRESSIVE THINKER AND SPIR. 

itual Book, tor «ale by Titus Merrill, 319 W; 54th 
■treet. New York._______________ ’__________________

ARE YOU/A MEDIUM?

$1

THE FAMILY- OF MRS. FRANCES COHN 
DISTURBED BY THE RATTLING OF 
DISHES, RINGING OF THE DOOR-BELL, 
ROCKING OF CHAIRS AND SHAKING 
OF THE HOUSE—EFFORTS TO FIND 
THE CAUSE OF THE TROUBLE FAIL, 
AND NOW THE NEIGHBORS SPEAK IN 
WHISPERS OF GHOSTS.

HARK I
TTAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER. 

ITI ous growth? Do you wish a psychometric rend- 
lug, CA.U1111UUL1UU UI UUV1BC TCgltl UlUg UUOlUCOO f Vl l 1 VV 
to Dr. J. C- Phillips, giving age and sex, and enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-eent stamps. 
Three questions briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad
dress, 471 W Madison St. Chicago, Ill._________ 205tf

HOLIDAY OFFER.
,T)O NOT FAIL TO OBTAIN "THE 
J-Z Educator” cause and cure of all disease, at the 
large discount offered until the close of the holidays. 
Will mall morocco binding at (2.50, cloth at (2.00. 
After twenty-four hours' examination, If not suited 
return the book, and the money will be refunded, 
send for descriptive circular. Address The Educa
tor Publishing Co., 128 Park Avenue, Chicago. [211

q^IIERE IS NO DEATH—SEND 
1 three 2-cent stamps, color of hair, eyes, age, sex 

and one leading symptom, and receive a diagnosis of 
your disease free by a magnetic physician of twenty- 
three years’ experience In the treatment of chronic 
diseases. Good adviceto young men free. Address 
Dr. P. G. Richey, Lock Box t’1«, Dayton, Ohio. 209

• SatntBl.'inc-vruttlu nuu luhvchuu ui me djuljvuw 
Body;-lBiftrthe Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing’ln 
the Splrit^Vorld; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The reT«' 

.BOhftlExp&Jences of Aaron Knight; The Red-Man’i 
TostimbnyrEvIl Spirits; Testimony of ¿Physicians In 
SpIritLiftfiuChe HoDies of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends «fid Shakers Im Spirit Life*, SplrU; Hom^of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Land.

HE MIGHT CURE YOU !
'■f SUFFERED G MOUTHS SEVERELY 
1 with heart disease; It threatened to terminate my 
life. Drugs appeared to. ,bc'belplng;on the disastrous 
end.-. Before I saw Dr. - Randall he mode such a 
correct diagnosis of my case, I decided; to trjr his 
treatment. I cheerfully aay' I believe ho saved iny 
life* I heartily recommend him-to the sick seeking 
health. George A. Bhufelt. .

be^n thirteen years since 
phase.-BOf! since that time 
In the United biates have 
rectlon of iny band. I mu 
are mediumlBllc: bend n 
in your own baud-wrlilng.

W. T. NICHOLS, M. D.',
125 South Clark Street, Chicago. Cures all dlecaseB. 

Bend lock of hair name, age, box. married or single, 
one leading symptom and five 2-cent stamps for free 
diagnosis; or send «1 for trial treatment. MRS. 
NICHOLS gives psychometric readings, tests, busi
ness, etc., by mall or at residence, 522 West Monroe 
Street. 50 cents to 11. ; 212

TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 
11 view of the Sunday question. It Is Inyalmble. 
Pv G. W. Brown, M. D. Price 15 cento. , 
‘THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCI- 
i fled Savior». By Kersey Graves. You should 

read 1L and bo tbe wiser. Price 61.50..

Zachos upon- Ills reporting instrument, the Sténotype, 
aud I hereby certify that they are bottom patents.and 
validlf cover all the essentials of said instrument.

"The Zachos Sténotype Company was organized un
der my personal direction. and the charter delivered 
to me at Charleston. West Virginia, on the 21st day of 
March, 1893. The Company Is regularly organized, 
and has a valid franchise under which 1 conduct Its 
ousinesB. . (Signed) R. L. Manard,

4 “Attorney at Law.”

MISS LOTTIE FOWLER, WELL- 
£VLi known Bplrjtual. test'and busine«B medium. ____ ____

How«, 2 till 8 p. m. Seances Tuesday evening*, S p m. I WILL DEVELOP TOITt
Answers business questions by mall. 485 West Madl , I ■ < T/t M ZX Have you tried it? Thfc
son street, Chicago, UI. 2iu K 1/ 1 Ilf" Finest Cabinet for the

: a kJ T purpose ever made—bar
; v none. Send for Circulars

This marvelous cabinet * i •Costs Nothing

ill<1

we

Bryant: , 1
“The human mind I that tpfty thing,

-The palace and the throne I .
Where reason sits a aceptered king. ,

And breaths its judgment tones. ’ ’ .
In the familiar but brief interviews . 

which conditions permit between mor
: tale and materialized spirits, I invited 

the French marshal to visit our circle, 
promising him the best conditions we 
could give to enable him to write or 
speak.

The eloquent^ address, signed “Miic^ 
doriald, Due d’Ferrante,” is hip .response 
to my invitation. , > . . , , ,

“There.is not,"says-the Macdonald 
address, “an individual Spiritualist who 
has not spirits from my side of life hbv-i 
ering around to comfort in periods of; 
misfortune, to encourage in-great enter-, 

- prises, and to direct into those .channels1
leading to safety and happiness.” < 

I Interpret the foregoing statement to
-witoSn that the law of. spirit control is 

regnant in power and universal in its 
operations;that it operates upon all indi- 
vlduals according to law and conditions; 
that those mortals who are open, intelli
gent and receptive, receive and are in
fluenced precisely in proportion to their 
ability to make responsive answers to 
angel influence and guidance. .

In other words, the educational and 
humanitarian work of the Spirit-world 
in mortal life is In the primary school, 
the academy and the college, and all are 
progressing to higher and better condi
tions. .

The Macdonald communication says 
. of Napoleon that “he was a Spiritual

ist,” that is to say, the mighty and 
matchless law of spirit control reaches 
and governs all persons and all condi
tions of mortal life. In this sense the 
law of spirit control was conspicuously 
illustrated in the life of the great Na
poleon. . ■

Spirit Charlotte Corday, communicat
ing at our circle in February, 1892, wrote 
this of Napoleon:

"Sympathising spirits frotn every age 
arid clime had also come there (Palais 
Royal, France, in the midst of the 
French Revolution) and prominent 
among them was the great Roman 
spirit, Claudius Appius, who stated thp.t 
the spirit of the celebrated Julius Cassar 
had been incarnated in an obscure Cor- 
slcan named Bonaparte, and that he 
would conquer the: bloody revolution, 
bring order out of chaos, and extend the 
arms of unhappy and bleeding France to 
the uttermost parts of Europe—would 
establish an empire of splendor and 
glory, whose renown would endure for 
all time.”

The Egyptian Manephtah whose 
earth-Ufe career reaches back more 
than fifteen centuries B. C., speaks of 
the birth of first century Spiritualism 
-as “the advent of the great Spirit of 
God.’’

If I rightly interpret this sentence, it 
is a most appropriate and most signifi
cant description of the birth in mortal 

-life of the greatest of the long line of 
Judean seers and prophets. This Jesus, 
the son of Joseph, was richly endowed 
with spiritual gifts; and his life anc- 
career mark one of the greatest of his- 
torlcal events.

- - ■ As a medial instrument of spirit power 
the greatest obstacle that Jesus had to 
encounter was the ignorance of the age 
arid race to whom he ministered. ,He 
Baid bf himself, that “he cbuld not do 
mahy'inighty works, because of their 
unbelief, and that “‘those who would 

. come after him would do greater works 
’ than he had. done.” _

Thus did Jesus, in his own person, 
give’to the law of spirit control a com
plete and splendid illustration, and thus 
did he foretell of the advent of modern 
Spiritualism when he said, “Those 
-who would come after him should do 

' mightier works than he had done.”
• Chas. R. Miller.

MjSl Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Spiritual life w indeed the only state 
that can be of import in the great econ
omy of time, and it does appear extreme
ly reckless that mortals should throw 
away the brief space given them for pre
paration and development, for the gross 
sensualities arising from the perverted 
tastes of,a social system. ,

Now, since the way has been opened 
and the many causeways leading from 
the spiritual to the mortal world are 
filled with returning spirits, anxious to 
communicate with their mortal friends, 
the assurances of the errors under which 
they themselves did abide, and, since so 
many brave and determined mortals 
have cast aside the opinions of the pre
; udiced public, press and pulpit, and 
lave determined to give cordial recep
tion to those returning spirits, then is 
there a ray of light increasing upon the 
horizon, flashing out the hope that the 
liberties and.the distinctive individual
ities accorded to each humaii being will 
be returned tò them in fuller and greater 
measure, that the mortal world may 
take that step of progre'ss .among the 
spheres of space, arid revòlvè triumph
antly in its orbit aS a redeemed and 
beautiful planet. ’ : .

Spiritualists among mortals, as spirits 
dind theta, are the'chosen media—the 
selected instruments to work out the 
great problem of life. And here per
mit me to observe, that every Spiritual
ist airiopg mortals is a media for one 
phase or another of spiritual manifesta
tion; and there is not a moment, how
ever brief, that passes, that an individ
ual Spiritualist has not spirits from my 
side of life hovering around to comfort 
in periods of misfortune, to encourage 
in great enterprise and to direct into 
those channels leading to safety and 
happihess.

Thus the relations between spirits and 
mortals are very intimate, and, though 
the presence of spirits is ofttimes denied 
and their manifestations discredited, 
yet in those final moments of earth-life, 
decay aqd dissolution, t,he gaze of those 
very mortals are gladdened by the pres
ence of spirit friends who approach to 
lead them over the river from the mor
tal to the immortal.

Those whó are familiar with the his
tory of Napoleon and his generals will 
-scout the idea that Macdonald, whose 
division decided thé battle of Wagram, 
has manifested in this manner, coamu- 
nicating upon à subject th'at is now be
coming so’ popular in the mortal world.

But, let me say, good friends, that 
NapoleOri and his generals jwer'e Spirit
ualists, as they (the’latter) had an abid
ing faith inthe methods by which Na
poleon was influenced, and whose heroes 
were those found iri-TPlutarch’s Lives.” 
It was this reliance upon the immortal 
of Napoleon mu thp-uaith of his gener
als in that direptitin that gave the un
heard-of victories, recording the bright
est pages of modern history. And it is 
not extravagant to say that the same 
spirit that governed Napoleon and ^is 
generals stul controls the mortal affairs 

: of men. -
As I have already exhausted the time 

permitted for this communication, 1 will 
close with the remark that the phenom
enal increase in, numbers and import
ance of .the adherents of the cause of 

, Spiritualism, gttfes promise of a general 
. and I may say, universal acceptance of 

the beautiful and sublime truth devel
oped, and yet to be disclosed, in modern 
Spiritualism. ' Macdonald^

. Duc d’Farrantie.

A BRILLIANT AND POWERFUL ADDRESS 
FROM A FRENCH MARSHAL.

’ One week ago this day'it was my priv
ilege to preside at a searice for your 
daughter, Carrie Miller, in the presence 
of my grand-nephew. t

It had been my intention to-manifest 
upon that occasion, as my nephew came 
here rather with the' expectation of 
hearing from- me. But your daughter. 
Carrie had promised to write in defence 

■of materialization of. departed spirits,; 
;and hence I am delegated th’e honor of 
controlling, while .the communication 

.-was being written. ■
Thave come here today for the pur

pose of expressing my views-upon this, 
all important question of commumca- 
tion between -spirits and mprtals._

When in earth-life and -in command

TTOW TO BECOME A. MEDIUM 
A 2 IN TOUK OWN HOME. Win ,eud a pamphlet con- 
Ululng InBtruvtLna. a letter designating your phase, 

modluuislilp, a spiritual song book and copy of The 
Sower (magazine),all for 25 ot,. Address, hlrs J A 
Biles, 1WJ4 Wabash avenue. Chicago. 111. 220

A LIBERAL OFFERI BY A RELIA- 
41 hie clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Bend four 
2-cent stamps, look of hair. name, age and »ex We 
will diagnose your ease free, by Independent spirit 
writing. Address, Dr. J. 8. Loucks Shirley- Maas'[211

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY 
or commission, to handle the Now Patent Chemical 
Ink hraslpg Pencil. Agents making «30 per week- 
Monroe Eraser Mfg Oo.. X 1112 La Crosse. WIs- 21l|

INVALIDS ' '
TT HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
VV BtampB, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlet, and advice free to cure themselves without 
drugs. The TUOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card’ 
inglon, Ohio y

luded to on your platform, has ap
parently not retrograded in the past 
fifteen years: .on the contrary, it has 
successfully combated every opposition, 
and overcome the many obstacles 
thrown in its way. standing out to-day 
an argument on the side of spiritual 
immortality before which the Theosoph- 
ist must bow. and from which the mate
rialist must retire, either theory 
shrinking before the light of reason, the 
palpable demonstration of which no ar
gument of creeds, theories, or isms can 
controvert. •

There are many among those as
sembled at Carnegie Hall every Sunday 
who have repeatedly met their friends 
from the borderland at the portals of 
the materializing cabinet, and have thus 
become acquainted, by practical experi
ence, with the truth that there is no 
death, but that the grave and tomb are 
“gates ajar” to a continued existence on 
a higher plane, to a step of progression 
that continues through the countless 
ages of time.

Finally, dear friends of Carnegie Ha.ll, 
permit me to congratulate you upon 
the progress you have made in dissem
inating the truths of a cause in which 
we are all interested, and which is revo
lutionizing old and effete dogmas arid 
driving back the old and musty jugglers 
into the caves of antiquity from which 
they emanated, to insult the intelligence 
of the nineteenth century civilization.

Spiritualism has so progressed in the 
past fifteen years that the cause has 
now a national organization, and is esti
mated as one of the important forces in 
the'politico-social system; and the many 
converts that áre daily made to the 
ranks of Spiritualists testify to the im
portance of a cause it is our highest 
privilege to advocate.

'• Carrie-Miller.

MYSTERY Of A HOUSE,
> r- L'

Queer Doings in a Prairie 
Ave. Home Unexplained.

MATERIALIZATION DEFENDED AND 
THEOSOPHY CRITICISED. .

To my friends of Carnegie Hall: It 
has been stated upon the platform of the 
Carnegie Hall Conference that the 
spiritual cause has not progressed -in the 
last fifteen ybars, but has retrograded 
from the point attained up to that 
period.

There could perhaps be no better evi
dence of the courtesy, kindly considera- 
tionof the Carnegie Hall Spiritualists 
and their disposition to make their 
platform free for.the expression of every 
shade of opinion, than the fact that such 
a theosophical sentiment could be uttered 
in their presence ubrebuked by the 
presentation of facts, now accepted by 
the unprejudiced minds of every pro
fession. .1 . '

Theosophy, on the occasion referred 
to, traveled far from the course pre
scribed by (he rpijst common etiquette, to 
make the gratuitous assertion that “the 
same old routine, the same old dark 
cabinets were1 still resorted to to prove 
to an-intelligent world that there is such 
a thing'as spiritual phenomena.’.’ 
. Spiritual phenomena are not depend
ent upon''old routine for their produce 
tion, andif dark cabinets are made avail
able for the materialization of departed 
spirits, they are only So made in. pro
portion to'-theamount qf illumination of 
'many qUtiie minds of those mortals who 
sit before" themf-and endeavor psycho
logically, to prevent the manifestations 
^hey have paid to witness. • •
•'jU-here are othei' phases of spiritual 
phenomena-theosophy ,has declined' to 
notice, which address themselves ihore 
to.the intellectual capacities of mortals

tampered with. The boarder dug a hole 
in the cellar, but could iind nothing out 
of the ordinary, except the earth re
sembled that over a body of water.

Then the neighbors got hold of the 
story and it was whispered about that 
the house was haunted, Superstitious 
people began to walk on the opposite 
side of the street and imagine they could'
see misty shapes putting their hands 
against the buildihg to make it rock.

Last night Mrs. Cohn invited a dozen 
of the neighbors into her homo so they 
could see for themselves. At 8:45 the 
house had its regular “shake.” No one 
attempted to explain the thing.

DiVine Wright;

8. E. Jones, Magnetic Healer.
“To another is given the gifts of healing." 1 Cor.12:9. 
No medicine used. Twenty-one years’ experience. 

Can cure prolepslB-uterl and other female troubles; all 
kinds of tumors, goitre inflammatory rheumattun, 
etc. Patients treated at home. Leave orders at 
Room 77 Reaper Block, 97 8. Clark St., Chicago. [209

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

fFormerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.)
/¡N INSTITUTE OF REFINED

iheraputics Including the Suu Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applleutlous. Students lu four 
continents have taken the course. The college 1b 
chartered and confers the degree of I). M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes, institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange

A REMARKABLE OFFER. sSnd 
XT two 2-cent poitage ,tamp,, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and aex, and I will aend you a clairvoyant 
dlagnoal, of your dlaeaie. Addrew J. c. Batdobt 
M. D-, Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapid,. 
Mich. Pleaae state what periodical you aaw our ad
vert!,ement In. 2i5
~pHE, SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
1 three 2-cent «lamp« for private letter of advtoo 

from the Bplrlbworld. W. P. Phelon. M. D-. «ifjack- 
■ou Boulevard Chicago Ill. 120tt

pSYCHOMETRY. CONSULT WITH 
i Prof. A. B. Severance In all mattera parcelling to 
practical life, and your aplrlt-frlenda. Bend look of 
hair, or handwriting, aud one dollar. W1U auwat 
three queitton, free of charge. Bend for circular». 
Address, log 4th atreet, Milwaukee, Wla. 210

To the Editor,—The Chicago Trib
une, whan it gives a ghost story, will 
generally be found to be correct. It sets 
forth that for the last two weeks the home 
of Mrs. Frances Cohn, No. 3901 Prairie 
avenue, Chicago, has been disturbed in 
such a mysterious way that the. family 
has become concerned as to final results 
unless the mystery is soon solved. The 
explanations of the happenings of the 
mornings and evenings of the last four
teen days are as numerous as the people 
who attempt to give the explanations, 
and cover all the possibilities known and 
unknown, from ghosts to earthquakes. 
None of them seem to fit the case.

The trouble began two weeks ago last 
night, at 11:30 o’clock. The family was 
suddenly awakened by a strange scrap
ing noise and the rattling of windows, 
the slamming, of doors, the ringing of 
the door-bell, and the jingling of dishes 
and pans in the kitehen. The house 
rocked from side to side, and then began 
dancing up and down in a most peculiar 
manner, and acting not at all as a well- 
behaved house should act at that time qf. 
night. ”

To say the inmates were scared is put
ting it mildly. Mrs. Cohn says she is 
not at all superstitious, but she would

her 
is a 
set 

dis
and 
had

rooms, the doors were all right, and the 
building was just where it had been for 
fifteen years. ,

Nothing more seems to have been 
thought of the occurrence, and little was 
said even among the members of the 
family. Mrs. Conn was sure the neigh
bors would not believe the story, and 
would probably think her demented, so 
she cautioned the children to say noth
ing, and forget what they had seen.

STRANGE HAPPENINGS REPEATED.
That was all right for one day, but at

The old doctors hjive obtained a law 
giving them a monopoly for caring for 
the sick; if they had not, their business 
would have beeii gone. Read the fol
lowing;

Dr. A. B. Dobson, Maquoketa, Iowa. 
My Dear Friend; 1 esteem it not only a 
pleasure, but a duty I owe, not only to 
yourself alone, but to the public, to set 
forth some facts respecting my mental 
and physical condition during the past 
yeah In the early part of the year 1883 
my nervous system became very much 
affected, so that I. was unable to sleep. 
This restless and dfe'epless condition con
tinued to that extent that many nights 
in succession I was unable .to close my 
•eyes, all of which was reducing my 
physical powers, and also affecting the 
mental; in fact, the whole structure was 
gradually becoming weaker and weaker 
each succeeding day, and during all tKi8 
time I was seeking the various patent 
medicines aud consulting the best med
ical ability that I could find in Michigan 
and Northern Minnesota, but of no 
avail; and finally I was advised to cross 
the continent, and in October I took a* 
trip to Puget S'biind, returning home 
about November 1, having received 
little or no benefit from my journey. 
Upon returning home I again consulted 
an eminent physician, who informed me 
that nothing but temporary relief could 
be afforded me; and thus I went on until 
November the 25th; when a. friend, 
hearing of my situation, brought me one 
of Dr. Dobson’s circulars, advising and 
urging me to try the magnetic healer of 
Maquoketa, Iowa.

I finally consented; ’under protest, to 
send for a diagnosis of my case. - This 
was> November 25; on the 27th I slept 
some, but from the latter date up to and 
including December 4, I did not sleep, 
all told, twenty minutes, at which time 
my mind and membry had become so 
weakened, and with a distracted brain, 
I was on she verge of insanity.. At the 
time of the arrival of the first month’s 
medicine, December 5.1 had about fully 
made up my mind that ihy ease was 
Hopeless, and my restoration;,doubtful in 
the extreme, as it had baffled the skill 
of the most eminent physicians ¿¿differ
ent sections-of the country. I com
menced your treatment on December 5, 
and ere I had taken the first month’s 
medicine I could readily perceive a 
marked change in my mental and 
physical condition,, and before the sec
ond month was ended, to my surprise, 
and that of my friends, I regarded my
self fully restored, both mentally and 
physically, to as good.a degree of health, 
as I have enjoyed in twenty years, and 
for the same I express my- heartfelt’ 
thanks to Dr. Dobson, the magnetlb 
healer, of Maquoketa, Iowa, to whom I 
am Indebted as the restorer of my 
¿ealth. ■ ‘

Very respectfully, 
’ , Samuel Maffett. '

' • Jlfuskegon, Mich,
(See ad. in another column.)
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

TESTIMONIAL.
Patohgoue, Long Island, N. Y.,1893.

• Dr. J. S. Louokb, Shirley, Mass.—Dead Sib:—I re
ceived your diagnosis and remedies you sent me, and 
have taken them as directed, and I at once began to 
improve. I was sick in bed for a long time, snd 
gl’’en up to die; then I was Informed of your great 
skill jn curing the sick, and I resolved to send to you. 
and did, with this result. I bow can sit up all day. and 
do.all of my work, and am gaining flesh and strength, 
and feel well. I owe all this to you and your band. 
You can never know how grateful I feel towards you. 
1 have given your address to some of my friends, aud 
you will hear from them, as I have told then) what a 
miraculous cure you have done for me, and saved my 
life, and found me on what was then supposed my 
dying bed. Sincerely yours, Mrs. George Powels.

(See advertisement in another column of this paper.)
Z'HE BLIND MEDIUM. PROF. H. W

Blnolalr, will .end you by letter a life reading of 
the paet and future with date.. Mall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Addra.. Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 
West Ave., Jackson, Mich. 237

AN ENDORSEMENT.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Ipwa.—Dear Sir;—I have 

worn your melted pebble spectacles. Find them supe
rior to' any that I have ever used, receiving much 
benefit from them. I thought best to send for your 
treatment for the catarrh and Elixir of Life for the 
system Am pleased to inform you that your reme
dies and Biw system of treatment have cured me. 
I fully believe that by following your spirit directions 
we can live one hundred years. Yours fraternally, 

Mrs. Kate Hoskins, St. Paul, Minn.

AlTR. H, MOHNER, WRITING ME- 
1V1 dium, desires to say that he Is capable of con
versing with spirits, and will answer all questions 
asked ny mail. Send name of spirit you wish to com
municate with on any possible subject; charges <1. 
Address, H. Mohner, Box 1025, Des Moines, Iowa. [212

T)R. W. T. PARKER HOLDS DE- 
JL/ vcloping and test circle every Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings, at 7:30; also answers letters de
scribing your medium powers, and how best to develop 
them In your own home, for 11; disease diagnosed. 
428>West Madison Street. 209

K/IRS. OLIE DENSLOW^l THIRTY- 
£V1 first Street. Chicago, business, test and trumpet 
medium. Sittings daily. Circles Monfiay and Thurs
day evenings. Will hold circles whore desired on 
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday evenings. ’ 210

ZACHOS STENOTYPE
Is An Inspired Invention!

For service equal to the telephone,the stock whereof 
advanced from 15.00 to 81,500.00 to first Inventors.

Great inducements are given to ladles, as well as 
gentlemen, at $5.00 per share, who secure stock before 
further advance.

The Btenolype stock 1b full-paid and non-assessable. 
Bend money through post-oftlce order, certified check, 
express or through any bank, to J. W. Free, General 
Manager, at 120 Broadway, New York City, and secure 
your certificate In legal form in order to draw your 
dividends every six months. /
. THE ZACHOS STENOTYPE /

Is alight, portable Instrument, weighing about 
pounds, capable of reporting as rapidly ns any «Rfrt- 
hand system. Instead of arbitrary signs and cqj)n- 
blnationB, English words and letters are used. A 
printed copy of a lecture, testimony, judge’s 
charge or sermon, legible to anyone. arcH-he product 
of the Sténotype. Us keyboard repreaeutK every 
sound or combination In tbe language. It is practical* 
ly Dulsuhj8gp and can be used any where that short baud 
notes’afe taken. It will relieve reporters altogether 
of tile disagreeable after-work of transcribing their 
notes. The art of stenography Is one of the most use
ful of modern times. Business could not be. con
ducted at the present rapid rate without it. it fur
nishes a livelihood to more than 200,000 people. 
Skilled operators on the Sténotype will be Id great de
mand by tbe press, legal profession and busluesR men. 
Tbe instrument will rouf readily to stenographers, 
typewriters, business men, etc,, nt One Dollar per 
week. Over fifty experienced experts of all branches 
of business have examined the instrument, key
board and language, many securing Stock and baye 
signed this endorsement:

We, the undersigned, have examined the Sténotype 
invented by Prof. John C. Zachos, and we see that 
it Is a very Ingenious and yet simple instrument. We 
believe*that It will do the work that Is claimed for It. 
Prof. Zachos, a Greek scholar, the inventor, has been 
an educator In the Institute donated by Peter Cooper, of 
New York City, for over twenty years,teaching stenog
raphy, elocution, typewriting, language and lecturing 
twice each week. Sténotype operators will also be 
taught at chls Institute.

The Sténotype is patented, and they are,bottom 
patents, running seventeen years from date* of patents, 
and are pronounced perfectly sound by the attorney 
of the Company, who has examined them. The Com
pany is legally organized, and cordially invites Investi
gation. Their charter runs fiftyyonrs from date. The

The undersigned are organizing a 
‘Spiritual Camp, to be located in Florida 
this coming winter. Other chmps and. 
societies are cordially invited to join 
with us. For further iparticulars ad- 

x, _______________ ____ ___ ew___ dress G. W. Carpenter, M; Di., 125'S.
ha ppened again. Then there was a gen -1 Clark street, Chicago, UI- {. Mrs,, D. H; 
ei-al hunt for causes, and the stovepipes Elliott, 2924 Lake Park aven,ue, Chi- 
were more securely wired to the walls Tn ' w
and the dishes laidoiit so as not to' fall J

1. RESEARCHES IF JEWISE HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOBOASTBLARTSM. 
8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
'4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprise, on earnest hut fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea fa traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C-. and Its history la 
outlined, following the wares of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
-at-Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
of the Christian era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity and it; cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the WholeAyatem Ie based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
buti survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; its facts aro 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without instruction and profit, whether 
bd reaches* the’ same conclusions with the author or 
otherwise. For «ale et this jffice. ._________ ■

AN INVALUABLE WORK.

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS. /

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
¿1 the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, In tact, the 
system. Send S two-cent stampi, and 1 wIlKientl a 
printed Information. Also Photograph of mji’-splrlt- • 
guide who revealed this knowledge to B. P 
Pools, Clinton. Iowa. ,«•' ' .

from the shelves. The gas was lit at the 
time, but did not appear to Ipse any of 
its brilliancy, while the conimqtion was. 
going: oh. - Again the house rocked -arid 
danced, and'the tin pans rattled, anti the 
rocking-chairs rocked without, apparent

IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 
.1. and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles, This 
Admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 

; and evil, say of their dwelling places. Give us details 
-—details and accurate delineations of life In the Spirit
world!— Ib the constant appeal of thoughtful mtndB. 
Death is approaching. Whither—oh, whither! Shall 
I "know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? What ie their present condition, and what their 
occupations?. In this volume the .spirits, differing-ai- ■ 
they thafZare'’.allowed to speak for themselves. : 
tnan‘fi:better‘'Qualified than Dr. Peebles, to. place^a' 
wdrkxrfthla Kind before the people. He treats 0f\w6 

: Doubts Md Hope«; The Bridging qi
.the Ww£*Foregleams of the Future; Testimony of

JTNVEIL YOUR FUTURE BY THE 
If science of the stars. For Introduction, Prof . P.

Davidson, Jr., will give trial reading on receipt of 20 
cents; fullreading. «1. Address, giving time of blrili. 
LoudsvlUe, White County, Georgia. . , 210

Free to the Weak and Sick.
JTON'T SUFFER ANY LONGER 
ly but lend to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
especial instruction of n spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2-cent 
stamps to A. M- Caldwell. Box 244. San Jose, Cal.[215

fTHE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM,
•.-JU Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Bev..SamuoI, r n iQ'T-Ttl A7C z-ijv
Wilson.- This work was written by a modem Bavlor, (TBLB-GOL IKADJC, 1 lujyS Qp tr* 

_________ ______________________ _____—, a-Jrand and noble man. Price «1.00. kJ Bible. 144 Propositions, Theological, Mora), Hl 
l%^Fbregleams otthe Future; Testlmpu?of -FXUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH- urioaloydSpeonloilrei ceeh— -----------------
diftfeGrowlh and Perfection ot the Spiritual (i/ èr tales and sketches By a band of spirit intel- negatlyeiy by quoutions from Boripti

K„.,1 nMv.h.r ; ĉora%““¿’thïrmedluhuSl?'of Maiy TheX - —
SheRiBJnerx An excellent ork. Price 81.25.
. JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 

Christ and Mediumship. ByMosesHull, Apan> .,,„v,„v ,,vl„ •
T .rr. IMMORTALITY; or future homes 'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND / and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. B. A 

Jt tbe Confessional. By Bev. Chas. ■ Chlnlquy. bonk ot rare merit, Interesting to every body, Prie» 
Every one should read IL Price 11.00. । >
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Avenue, 2nd-flat.
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THE FAMILY- OF MRS. FRANCES COHN 
DISTURBED BY THE RATTLING OF 
DISHES, RINGING OF THE DOOR-BELL, 
ROCKING OF CHAIRS AND SHAKING 
OF THE HOUSE—EFFORTS TO I^&D 

THE CAUSE OF THE TROUBLE FAIL, 
AND NOW THE NEIGHBORS SPEAK IN. 
WHISPERS OF GHOSTS.

.. fc-.—• . - . . . —— v •• “u.. m. —— —' - -
Oak Park, Uh - 7 , . • •
Send Are 2-tcht stamps, lock of your hair,‘state age, 

sex, whether married or single, and Ono leading' symp- 
1 tnm fnr frpfi . tn Dr. Ji IT.‘ Randall -1AQQ

story and a half frame building, 
upon wooden pins or posts. The 
lurbance lasted several minutes,

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chi 
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama 
into,allays pain, curés wind colic, 25ca bottle

cause.. . . .. / - -
Then,things'ikereconsidered serious, 

and an investigation was ordered at a 
conference of the members of the fam
ily as they met in the sitting-room to re-

i cago, Ill.; Mrs. Helena F. Spalding, 2924. 
Lak\ Park avenue, Chicago, Ill. ,

PHENOMENA.

nnvt axdbfiAnces Thft npxt mfirniTicr nt. ' torn, for free diagnosis,-to Dr. J< IL‘ Randall, 1433 
*** AvennC’ Ccatrfll Park SUtlon* Chicago.. I1K Or6 O C1OCK the fanuly wasat the breakfast .Sendai and get stralRUL'sensIble Instruction. 204tf

HE MIGHT CURE YOU !
'■ f SUFFERED 6'MÒNTHS SÌÈVtÈRELY 
1 with heart disease; it threatened to terminate my 
life. Drugs appeared to ho helping on the disastrous 
end.i Before I saw Dr. J. H. Randall he made'such a 
correct diagnosis of my case, 1 decided, to try his 
treatment. I cheerfully say I. believe -hb sayed my 
life. I heartily recommend him- to the sick seeking 
health. ’ George A. Shufelt. .

and which.are silently and surely gain-. table, when the same thing broke loose 
ing converts to the spiritual cause from once more. It , is not daylight these 
every theological denomination, and mornings at 0, but upon the beginning 
from/professions of every grade of of the strange occurrences, the children, 
science and philosophy. , ' ' a boarder, and Mi‘s. Cohn scattered theni-

. it is through these phases of mani-. selves about the house and outside to im 
' ' .................. ■ ■ ’ *' ‘ - vestigate. AJl brought in the same

stories—nothing in sight.
Then a plan of defense was formed. 

As soon as the noise was again heard the 
boarder was to go into the basement 
with one of the ¡boys, the other boy was 
to run around the house, and Mrs. Cohn 
and the girls were to hold down the 
chairs and dishes on the inside’. The

. xv aq vucvu^/x vxxuoo pxiaaco u* umum- . 
testations that the tones of pulpit orators 
have been softened, their views 
broadened and enlarged, their disposi
tions liberalized, and an angry, unre
lenting God, as taught in the mysteries 
of theology, come to be recognized as u 
God of love.' .. ■

WW HW

Through the Mediumship of 
Geo. Cole.

Currie Miller and Bethel Manephtah 
wrote their communications in a glass 
jar (independent spirit writing). The 
former October 17th, and the latter on 
Noveitiber 7th. ■ •

Marshall Macdonald’s communication 
was.spoken at the Carrie -Miller circle 
October 24th. I have the pleasure and 
the -honor of a personal acquaintance 

‘with Mr. A.’G. Macdonald, wKo is the 
grand-nephew of the French general. 
Oja several recent occasions, when Mr-' 
A, G. Macdonald, and myself have at
tended Mrs. Cadwell’s materializing 
seances in Brooklyn, we- had met Mar
shal Macdonald. In the seance-room 

. this spirit is a splendid personality, not 
- only In form and feature, but in a full, 
'high.and broad forehead—my admira
tion and interpretation of which, can 
best be expressed in the language of 
Bryaiit: ’

“The human mind I that lofty thing, 
The palace 'and the throne 1

Where reason aits a sceptred king, 
' And breathe ita judgment tones." ' 
.-. Tn the familiar but brief interviews 
which conditions permit between mor-' 
tale.and materialized spirits, I invited 

, the ¡French marshal to visit our circle, 
promising him the best conditions we 
coiild give to enable him to write or

■speak.
■The eloquent’address, signed “Mao 

. donaid, Due d’Ferrante," is his response 
to iny invitation. , , . ,

< . “There < is not," says, the Macdonald 
.address, “an individual Spiritualist who 
"has not spirits from my side of life hov-i 
. ering around to comfort in periods of 
¡misfortune, to encourage in great enter-' 
prises, and to direct into those channels 
leading to safety and happiness.” 

' I .interpret the foregoing statement to 
mean that the law of spirit control is 
regnant in power and universal in its 
operations;that it operates upon all indi
viduals according to law and conditions; 
that those mortals who are open, intelli
gent and receptive, receive and are in
fluenced precisely in proportion to their 
ability to make responsive answers to' 
angel influence and guidance.

In other words, the educational and 
humanitarian work of the Spirit-world 
in mortal life is in the priihary school, 
the academy and the college, and all ahe 
progressing to higher and better condi
tions.

The Macdonald communication says 
of Napoleon that “he was a Spiritual
ist,” that is to say, the mighty and 
matchless law of spirit control reaches 
and governs all persons and all condi
tions of mortal life. In this sense the 
law of spirit control was conspicuously 
illustrated in the life of the great Na
poleon. ' - .

Spirit Charlotte Corday, cpmmuiucat- 
ing at .our circle in February, 1892, wrote 
this of Napoleon:

“Sympathising spirits from every age 
and clime had also cOme there (Palais 
Royal, France, in the midst of the 
French ¡Revolution) and prominent 
among them-, was the great Roman 
spirit, .Claudius Appius, who stated thjit 
the spirit of the celebrated Julius Caesar 
had been incarnated in an obscure Cor- 
sioan named Bonaparte, and that he 
would conquer the bloody revolution, 
bring order out of chaos, and extend tne 
arms of unhappy and bleeding France to 
the uttermost parts of Europe—would 
establish an empire of splendor and 
glory, whose renown would endure for 
all tune.”

/ The Egyptian Manephtah whose 
earth-life career reaches back more 
than fifteen centuries B. C., speaks of 
the birth of first century Spiritualism 

•as “the advent of the great Spirit of 
God.”

If I rightly interpret this sentence, it 
is a most appropriate and most signifi
cant-description of the birth in mertal 

-life-of the greatest Qf the long line of 
Judean seers and prophets. This Jesus, 
the son of Joseph, was richly endowed
with spiritual gifts; and his life an<>- 
carebt mark one of the greatest of his
torical events. '

, ' As1 a medial instrument of spirit power 
' the greatest obstacle that Jesus had to 
encounter was the ignorance of the age, 
arid race to whom he ministered.. ,He 
said, of himself, that “he cduld ¡not do 
many-mighty works, because of then- 
unbelief, and that‘“those who would 
coirie after him would do greater works

* thiin he had done.”
Thus did Jesus, m his own person, 

give to the law of spirit control a com
plete. and splendid illustration, and thus 
did he foretell of the advent of modern 
Spiritualism when he said, “Those 
who would come after him should do 
mightier works than he had done.” 

1 /r . Chas. R. Miller.
S4S1 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

of a corps d’armes.during the wars, I 
considered- it a good axiom, when in- 
vadiftg. an' enémÿ’s country, to move 
from a base of supplies, fortifying such 
base arid guarding thé lines' of commu
nication against' interruption by the 
enemy. . '

Though ! have come here today,not in 
an enemy’s country, but, j trust, among 
friends, ptill I have my lines of commu
nication well guarded by the -mighty 
Claudius and your daughter, Carrie,who 
returns the compliment of presiding at 
my manifestations,, as I presided o,ne 
week ago. :, : ■
It(is Tféry remajkribje, from a spirit

ual standpoint, that so many mortals 
should seek to oppose and combat- their 
highest interests).Comparatively speak
ing, the, duration:,pf mortal - Jife is as 
nothing tothe unending ye»»- of eter
nity, through which every Spirit must 
pass, ^nd yet so many mortals, ar.e there 
who seek to igno'rq tnat gpeat future and 
live only for the'trpubles and vexatious 
years which characterize ' mortal exist
ence. • :

Spiritual life is ipdeed the only state 
that can -be of import in the great econ
omy of time, and it does appear extreme
ly reckless that mortals should throw 
away the brief space given them for pre
paration and development, for the gross 
sensualities arising from the perverted 
tastes of a social system. .

Now, since the way has been opened 
and the many causeways leading .from 
the spiritual to the mortal world are 
filled with returning spirits, anxious to 
communicate with their mortal friends, 
the assurances of the errors under which 
they themselves did abide, and,.since so 
many brave and determined mortals 
have cast aside the opinions of the pre
judiced public, press and pulpit, and 
nave determined to give cordial recep
tion to those returning spirits, then js 
there a ray of light increasing upon the 
horizon, flashing out the hope that the 
liberties and the distinctive individual
ities accorded to each human being will 
be: returned^to them in fuller and greater 
measure, ’ twat the mortal world may 
take that step of progress .among the 
spheres of space, arid i-evplve triumph
antly in its orbit aS a redeemed and 
beautiful planet. •. .

Spiritualists among mortals, as spirits 
■find them, are the' chosen media—the 
selected-instruments to work out the 
great problem of life. And here per
mit me to observe, that every Spiritual
ist among mortals is a media for one' 
phase or another of spiritual manifesta
tion; and there is not a moment, how
ever brief, that passes, that an individ
ual Spiritualist has not spirits from my 
side of life hovering around to comfort 
in periods of misfortune, to encourage 
in great enterprise and to direct into 
those chanriels leading to safety and 
happihess.

Thus the relations between spiritsand 
mortals are very intimate, and, though 
the presence of spirits is ofttimes denied 
and their manifestations discredited, 
yet in those final moments of earth-life, 
decay apd dissolution, the gaze of those 
very mortals are gladdened by the pres
ence of spirit friends who approach to 
lead them over the river from the mor
tal to the immortal.

Those who are familiar with the his
tory of Napoleon and his generals will 
•scout the idea that Macdonald, whose 
division decided thé battle of Wagram, 
has manifested in this manner, commu
nicating upon à subject that is now be
coming'so' popular in the mortal world..

But, let me say, good friends, that 
Napoleon'and his generals were Spirit
ualists, as they (the'lfttttër) hàd an abid
ing faithiri the methods by which Na
poleon -Was influenced, and whose heroes 
were those fouftdin “Plutarch’s Lives.” 
It was this reliance upon the immortal 
of Napoleon and the faith of his gener
als in that direction that gave the un
heard-of victories, recording the bright
est pages of modern history. And it is 
not extravagant to say that the same 
spirit that governed Napoleon and his 
generals still controls the mortal affairs 
of men. - ■

As I have already exhausted the time 
permitted for this communication, I will 
close with the remark that the phenom
enal increase in, numbers and import
ance of-the adherents of the cause of 
Spiritualism, gWfes promise of a general 
and I may say, universal acceptance of 
the beautiful and sublime truth devel
oped, and yet to be disclosed, in modern 
Spiritualism. ' Macdonald,

. Duc d’Farrantie.

But to return to the dark cabinet. 
Though the phase of the materialization 
of departed spirits has been, the most 
criticised and their media the most 
vilified and persecuted, yet such phe
nomena have so increased in the last 
fifteen years that dark or materializing 
cabinets have become sacred sanctuaries 
in many private homes in every oivilized 
nation of the earth, and at their shrines 
congregate the departed spirits of those 
who in mortal life were valued and 
loved relatives and friends, whose earth 
remains had long since returned to the 
dust from whence they came.

' The importance of the phase of mate
rialization is now recognized bv the 
best minds, nnd acknowledged by the 
greatest enemies of, the spiritual cause, 
as affording tangible prodf,. through 
ocular demonstration, of the existence 
of a state of being beyond the mortal, 
and the possibilities of . the renewal of 
those relations and associations inter
rupted by untimely decease.

, The dark. cabinet, so slurringly al
luded to on your platform, has ap
parently not retrograded in the past 
fifteen years;, on the contrary, it has 
successfully combated every opposition, 
and overcome the many obstacles 
thrown in its way, standing out to-day 
an -argument on the side of spiritual 
immortality before which the Theosoph- 
ist must bow, and from which the mate
rialist must retire, either theory 
shrinking before the light of reason, the 
palpable demonstration of which no ar
gument of creeds, theories, or isms can 
controvert.
. There are many among those as

sembled at Carnegie Hall every Sunday 
who have repeatedly met theijpfrtends 
from the borderland at the portals of 
the materializing cabinet, and have thus 
become acquainted, by practical experi
ence, with the truth that there is no 
death, but that the grave and tomb are 
“gates ajar” to a continued existence on 
a higher plane, to a step of progression 
that continues through the countless 
ages of time.

Finally, dear friends of Carnegie Hall, 
permit me to congratulate you upon 
the progress you have made in dissem
inating the truths of a cause in which 
we are all interested, and which is revo
lutionizing old and effete dogmas and 
driving back the old and musty jugglers 
into the caves of antiquity from which 
they emanated, to insult the intelligence 
of the nineteenth century civilization.

Spiritualism has so progressed in the 
past fifteen years that the cause has 
now a national organization, and is esti
mated as one of the important forces in 
the politico-social system; and the many 
converts that are daily made to the 
ranks of Spiritualists testify to the im
portance of a cause it is our highest 
privilege to advocate.

'■ Carrie-Miller.

mystery put in its appearance on .sched
ule time that night, and, as it generally 
lasts from four to five minutes, each 
watcher found his appointed place and 
kept a sharp lookqjit for gtydsts, bur
glars and earthgtfakes. None were 
found and the ufystery was still as deep 
as before. .

The family/nad become accustomed to 
its guest by/this tiirie and was able to 
pay more attention to details. It was 
noticed that the first heard was a pecul
iar sawing sound as if some one was cut
ting an iron pipe with a hand-saw. 
'j’his was in the southwest corner of the 
house. Then in the opposite corner, 
would, be heard a strange pounding aJ 
of a great suction-valve in motion or a 
trip-hammer driving piles. This would 
be followed by the rocking of the house 
and the accompanying slamming of 
doors and shutters and the rattling of 
pans and dishes/ .The door-bell would 
ring and nobody could be found who 
rang it. '■
POLICEMAN AND PLUMBERS ATJ SEA.

The policeman was notified the next 
day and he began investigation. So far he 
has been unable to explain the mystery. 
A plumber'was called in. He said the 
pipes were' all right and had not been 
tampered with. The boarder dug a hole 
in the cellar, but could find nothing out 
of the ordinary, except the earth re
sembled that over a body of water..

Then the neighbors got hold of the 
story and it was whispered about that 
the house was haunted, Superstitious 
people began to walk on the opposite 
side of the street and imagine they could 
see misty shapes putting their hands 
against the buildihg to make it rock.

Last night Mrs. Cohn invited a dozen 
of the neighbors into her home so they 
could see for themselves. At 8:45 the 
house had its regular “shake." No one 
attempted to explain the thing.

Divine Wright.

'; ( (80 years’practice,)
CURES ALL CURABLE HUMAN DIS, 

. EASES, AND MANY DISEASES CON
SIDERED INCURABLE. ESPEC

IALLY DISEASES OF THE 
BRAIN, BLOOD AND NER- 

; , VOUS SYSTEM.
Treats patients at, a distance, 

however great the distance, with 
unparalleled success.

wihe Worst Cases
OR. GREER was recently compli- I 

merited at a public meeting in Chi
cagb by the spirit of the celebrated 
Dr, Benjamin Rush, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V.. 
Richmond, AS AN IDEAL 
REPRESENTATIVE HEAL- 
Rltf ' •

“As a psychopathic physician, he 
is surpassed by few, and as a well- 
known medical genius, he is far in 
advance of the most exalted heale- 
of the age.”—Banner of Light 
Feb. 6,1892. ■

Patients come to him from far 
and near, and those who cannot 
come order treatment sent by mail. 
A trial treatment sent by mail costs 
only $1.

In writing give name in full, age, 
height and weight, color of eyes, 
and one leading symptom, with 
$1, and you will receive by return 
tnail appropriate treatment, which 
will immediately cure or relieve you. 
Address,

Db. R. GREER, 
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago.

S. E. Jones, Magnetic Healer.
“To another Ib given the gifts of healing.’* 1 Cor.12:9. 

■ No medicine used. Twenty-one years' experience. 
Can cure prolepsla-uterl and other fen.ale troubles; all 
kinds of tumors, goitre Inflammatory rheumatism, 
etc. Patients treated at homo. Leave orders at 
Room 77 Reaper Block, 97 8. Clark St., Chicago. [209

A. CAMPBELL,
Spirit Artist and Slate-writer.

TN ANSWER TO THE MANY IN- 
1 qulrles from hls'friendB and other«, In title city and 
elsewhere, he finds It necessary to state that ne Is 
located, for the months of November and December 
only, ut 26 Bishop Court, Flat 0, Chicago; after that 
the Pacific coast. 210

ATERVOUS DISEASES^ABSENT OR 
I V present treatment. Charka W Boughton, 
Room 28, 125 Clark Street, nearMadison, Chicago, 
HI. Office hours: 7to9p. m. 218»,

PURNISHED ROOMS TO RENT BY 
1 by the duy, wook or month, to Spiritualist«, 
within one blouk Thirty-ninth Street Station on I. C. 
R. R.. east of Cottage Gryvo, between 89th and 40th 
Streets, at 52 Oakwood Avenue. Mn. E. Marlon. [209tf

A Beautlüil Souvenir of the 
World’s Fair.

riN RECEIPT OR 50 CENTS, IN 
stamps, I will send, postpaid, the latest Bird’s- 

eye View of the White City; size, 40x32 Inches; show
ing all buildings on the ground*1. Address, 0. 8. 
Ehrkardt, Geo. Agt., 129 Albany Ave., Chicago. [210

T TRI EL BUCHANAN WILL SEND 
kU you a perfect delineation ot ebaracter, giving 

mental, physical and business quail tlcatlons, diagnosis 
of your dlseasu and Instructions lu healing for »1. 
Bond date of blrlh In own handwriting. Marionville, 
Mlesquri. ' 2'0

ARE you a medium?
jfM AWARE OF THE FACT THAT 

JL th^re arc many people possessed of the power to 
develop’ independent slate-writlug. Many have failed 
to develop for the reason they did not understand the 
requirements and conditions of their guides. It has 
bei?n thirteen years since 1 developed this remarkable 
fihasejand since that t Ime many of the. best mediums 
n the United Slates have developed through the di

rection of my band. I make this offer to those that 
are medlumlstlc: Send me your full name and age. 
In your own hand-wrlilng, aud Inclose one dollar and 
two stamps, and I win give you a complete life read 
ing. 1 will tell you also the exact time to sit for de 
veloninent. and send you a pair of my double rnagne 
tlzed slates; you can also ask five questions if you de 
slro. t This offer is only good for one month. Clair 
voyant readings and slate sittings given at my real 
। ence. Dr. E. H. Orem, 524 W Madison St.,Chicago Ill

HARK!
TTAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER. 

x x ous growth? Do you wish & psychometric read
ing, examination or advise regardlug business? Write 
to Dr. J. C. Phillips, giving age and sex, and enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-cent stamps, 
'lliree questions briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad-
dresi, 471 W Madison St. Chicago, Ill. 205lf

If OR RENT—NICELY FURNISHER}
J. rooms at reasonable prices. No. 8 South Center

209

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.)
// N INS Ti TUTE OF REFINED 

2x theraputlcs including the Sun Cure. Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cura, aucl a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students In four 
continents have taken the course. The college is 
chartered «nd confers the degree of 1). M., Doctor ot 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive (he diplomas at their 
own homes, institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt. M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange 
New Jersey. 234

( ADVERTISE

old doctors have obtained a law 
giving them a monopoly for caring for 
the sick; if they had not, their business 
would have beeri gone. Read the fol
lowing; •

Dr. A. B. DobsOn, Maquoketa, Iowa. 
My Dear Friend; I esteem it not only a 
pleasure, but a duty I owe, not only to 
yourself alone, but to the public, to set

TESTIMONIAL.
, Patohgoub, Long Island, N. Y.,1893.

tDr. J. 8. Loucks. Shirley, Mass.—Dear SiR:-Ire- 
ceived your diagnosis and remedies you seat me, and 
have taken them as directed, and I at once began to 
improve. I'was sick in bed for a long time, aud 
given up to die; then 1 was Informed of your great 
skill in curing the sick, and 1 resolved to send to you. 
and (lid, with this result. I now can sit up all day, and 
do.all of my work, and am gaining flesh end strength, 
and feel well. I owe nil this to you and your band. 
You can never know how grateful I feel towards you. 
I have given your address to some of my friends, aud 
you will hear from them, as I have told them what a 
miraculous cure you have done for me, and saved my 
life, and found me oh what was then supposed my 
dying bed. Sincerely yours, Mbs. Geobge Powjjlb.

(See advertisement In another column of this paper.)

ZYIBBB IS NO DEATH—SEND 
three 2-cent stamps, color of hair, eyes, age, sex 

and one leading symptom, and receive a diagnosis of 
your disease free by a magnetic physician of twenty- 
three years’experience in the treatment of chronic 
diseases. Good advleeto young men free. Address 
Dr.P. G. Richey. Lock Box 4f!8, Dayton, Ohio. 209

MOU CAN HAVE GOOD EYE SIGH?. 
Jl Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for illustrated circular and bow to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. F. POOLE. Clinton, Iowa.

MYSTERY OF A HOUSE.
Queer Doings in a Prairie 

Ave. Home Unexplained.

To the Editor,—The Chicago Trib
une, when it gives a ghost story, will 
generally be found to be correct. It sets 
forth that for the last two weeks the home 
of Mrs. Frances Cohn, No. 3901 Prairie 
avenue, Chicago, has been disturbed in 
such a mysterious way that the family 
has become concerned as to Anal results 
unless the mystery is soon solved. The 
explanations of the happenings of the 
mornings and evenings of the last four
teen days are as numerous as the people 
who attempt to give the explanations, 
and cover all the possibilities known and 
unknown, from ghosts to earthquakes. 
None of them seem to fit the case.

THE SICK ARE «CUBED, AND 
SKEPTICS LEET TO 
‘ WONDER.

A LEADING SYMPTOM IS NNOT 
XA Required.” “Do not any s word »bput your 
nlJmeuta,’ but send a lock of your liatr, ag* aud five 
two-cent Btftinpa, and receive u complete dlagnosla of 
your dlaeaae. The moat difficult cuse^ro aoliclted, 
especially those having battled the inoatemlnent med* 
leal ininda of oyr^ay- (Cancers and internal tumors 
cured without the use of a knife.) Eighteen years» ' - 
practice and success unparalleled, Address with full 
uaiuo. A, J. Shixp, M. D., Cor/ Square and South
Streets, Springfield, Mo. .■ -nrn- sosti

"m”1" 
S-’fpSYÇHël

DEVELOP 
YOU. If ■■

Prloe 11.00, Poataite 20 cent«. Bend «tamp for de- 
•crlptlve circular and testimonial«.

W.H. BAOH. Mfr., 8t. Paul, Mln»

. $100,000!
HEALTH IS WEALTH I

DISEASE CONQUERED, HEALTH 
L-S regained and life renewed, through the. mo* 
dlum of spirit-power. Kind reader, are you sick? If so. 
send lock of hair and one leading symptom, age, sex. 
also full name and address; enclose |1.DO, B/return 
mull vou will receive dlagnosp and trial treatment; 
For further particulars address Da. G, W. Piokur. 
314 Water Street. Eau Clair. Wisconsin. 211

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
J-A w YOVB own HOME. Wil) «end a pamphlet con
taining Instructions, a loiter designating your phases 
ot mediumship, a aplrftual song book and copy of .The 
Sower (magazine),all for » cts. Address, Mn. J A 
Bliss, 11104 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill. 220 
---------------------------------------- u______ '
A LIBERAL OFFERl BY A RELIA- 

Tr. bl, clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Bond tour 
2-cent. «tamp«, look ot hair,. n,me, ago end aox. Wo 
wllldlagnoae your cue tree, by Indepondont «plrlt 
writing. Addrou, Dr. J. 8. Louoki Bhlrler, Maujrtl

AGENTS WANTED ON SALAEY 
or commlBslon, to handle the Now Patent Chemical 
Ink Erasing Pencil. Agents making 150 per week. 
Monroe Eraser Mfg Oo.. X 1112 La Crosse, Wl«. 21j

INVALIDS
Iff HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
V V stamps, their disease, or symptoms, win receive 

pamphuH and advice free to cure themselves without 
drugs, 'ihe THOMAS.BATTERY COMPANY. Card! 
Ington, Ohio -

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SiND 
AT two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair 
name, age and sex, and I will «end you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. c. BxTDoar 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Ranldt. 
Mich. Please state what periodical you «aw our ad. 
verllsement In. 21s

Z'HE S/CK ARE HEALED. SEND 

three 2-cent stamps for private letter of advlea 
from the Sptrlt-world. W. P. Phelon, M. D-, 41» Jack, son Boulevard Chicago Ill. ’ ’aJtf

PSYCHOMETRY. CONSULT WITH 
I PttA. A B. Severance In all matter« pertaining to 
practical life, and yonr «plrlt-frlend«. Bend lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one doUar. Win aniwn 
three questions tree of charge. Bend for circular«. 
Address, »5 4th street, Milwaukee, Wl«. 110

jyPIITHERIA, CHOLERA, QUINSY, 
A-f Croup, Erysipelas, Piles and Catarrh of th« throat 
1 he Antidote sent for one dollar. Lady Agents wanted. 
Dr. G. II. Miller, 1441 South 12th street, Denyer, Colo.

Spiritualists visiting Chicago 
can And coiy room«, equal to the«« at hotel«, with «IrtrituMtatr tmriy, at b St John'« Place
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A BRILLIANT AND'POWERFUL ADDRESS 
' . ; FROM A FRENCH MARSHAL.

’ sOne week ago this day it was my priv
ilege to preside at a seaiice for your 
daughter, Carrie Miller, in the presence 
of mfr grand-nephew.

, ■ Ithad been my intention to -manifest 
"upon that occasion, as my nephew camel 
here rather with the’ expectation of 
hearing.from me. But your daughter, 

. Carrie bad promised to write in defence 
•btimaterialization of. departed- spirite, 
■ and hence I am delegated th'e honor of

. •controlling, while Xhe communication 
\vas being written. d

I have come here today for the pur
’ , pose of expressing my views upon this 
1,all important question, of communica
tion between spirits and mortals..,¿;.. _ .

When-in earth-life and sin command.

MATERIALIZATION DEFENDED AND 
THSQSOPHY CRITICISED.. ■ ;

To my friends of Carnegie Hall: It 
has been stated upon the platform of the 
Carnegie Hall Conference that the 
spiritual cause has not progressed in the 
last fifteen ybars, but has retrograded 
from the point attained up to that 
period. ' /-)

There could perhaps be no better evi
dence of the courtesy, kindly considera- 
tionof the Carnegie Hall Spiritualists 
and their disposition to inake their 
platform free for.the expression of every 
shade of opinion, than the fact that such 
a theosophical sentiment could be uttered 
in their. ’ presence uhrebuked by the 
presentation of ‘facts, now accepted by 
the unprejudiced minds of every pro
fession. ; .

Theosophy, on the occasion referred 
to, traveled far from the course pre
scribed by the wet common etiquette, to., 
make the gratuitous assertion that “the ’ 
same old routine, the . same old dark 
cabinets were' still resorted to to prove 
to an-intelligent world that there is such' 
a thing'as spiritual phenomena.,”

Spiritual phenomena are not depend
ent upon“ old routing for their prddu'c; 
tion, and-if dark cgbinets are made avail
able for'the materialization of departed 
spirits, they are only . So made itepro- 
portion to' the-amount qf illumination of 

’many of ^he minds of those mortals who 
sit before" them,':and endeavor psycho
logically, to prevent the manifestations 
j£ey have, paid to witness. ■ .■ ■, 
‘ i¡There, are bthep phases of spiritual 
■phendmieiia; theosophy ,has decided.'' to 
notice, (which address themseTves ihore 
jto..the intellectual'capacities pf-mortals

The trouble began two weeks ago last 
night, at 11:30 o'clock. The family was 
suddenly awakened by a strange scrap
ing noise and the rattling of windows, 
the slamming of doors, the ringing of 
the door-bell, and the jingling of dishes 
and pans in the kitehen. The house 
rocked from side to side, and then began 
dancing up and down in a most peculiar 
manner, and acting not at all as a well- 
behaved house should act at that time of 
night. ”

To say the inmates were scared is put
ting it mildly. Mrs. Cohn says she is 
ndtatall superstitious, but she would 
like to know what it was that got 
out of bed so suddenly. The house

then stopped as suddenly as it had 
Started. Upon investigation no changes 
were 'discernible in the v/alls of the 
rooms, the doors were all right, and the 
building was just where it had been for 
fifteen years.

Nothing more seems to have been 
thought of the occurrence, and little was 
said even among the members of the 
family. Mrs. Cohn wa^sure the neigh
bors would not believe the story, and 
would probably think her demented, so 
she cautioned the children to say noth
ing, and forget what they had seen.

STRANGE HAPPENINGS REPEATED.

forth some facts respecting my mental 
and physical condition during the past 
yeah In the early part of the year 1883 
my nervous system became very much 
affected, so that I. was unable to sleep. 
This restless and Sbepless condition con
tinued to that extent that many nights 
in succession I was unable to close my 
eyes, all of which was reducing my 
physical powers, and also affecting the 
mental; in fact, the whole structure was 
gradually becoming weaker apd weaker 
each succeeding day, and during all tliis 
time I was seeking the various patent 
medicines aud consulting the best med
ical ability that I could find in, Michigan 
and Northern Minnesota, but of no 
avail; and finally I was advised to cross 
the continent, and in October I took a* 
trip to Puget Sound, returning home 
about November 1, having received 
little or no benefit from my journey. 
Upon returning home I again consulted 
an eminent physician, who informed me 
that nothing but temporary relief could 
be afforded me; and thus I went on until 
November the 25th; when a friend, 
hearing of my situation, brought me one 
of Dr. Dobson’s circulars, advising and 
urging me to try the magnetic healer of 
Maquoketa, Iowa.

I finally consented;’under protest, to 
send for a diagnosis of my case. This 
was November 25; on the 27th I slept 
some, but from the latter date up to and 
including December 4,1 did not sleep, 
all told, twenty minutes, at which time 
my mind and memdry had become so 
weakened, and with a distracted brain, 
I was on the verge of insanity. At the 
time of the arrival of the first month’s 
medicine, December 5,1 had about fully 
made up my mind that my case was 
hopeless, and my restoratioiVdou.btful in 
the extreme, as it had baffled the skill 
of the most eminent physicians differ
ent sections of the country.’! com
menced your treatment on December 5, 
and ere I had taken the first month’s 
medicine I could readily perceive a 
marked change in my mental and 
physical condition,, and before the sec
ond' month was ended, to my surprise, 
and that of my friends, I regarded my
self fully restored, both mentally and 
physically, to as good.a degree of health 
asTfiave enjoyed in twenty years, and 
for the same I express my- heartfelt 
thanks to Dr. Dobson, the magnetic 
healer, of Maquoketa, Iowa, to whom I 
am Indebted as the restorer of my 
health. ;

Very respectfully, '
Samuel Maffett.

Muskegon, Midi.
! (See ad. in another column.) ' 

Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

A NEW CAMPrMEETINQ.

HOLIDAY OFFER.
7)0 NOT FAIL TO OBTAIN "THE 

jCZ Educator" cause and cure of all disease, at the 
large discount offered until the close of the holidays. 
Will mail morocco binding at 12*50, cloth at 12.00. 
After twenty-four hours’ examination, If not suited 
return the book, and the money will be refunded, 
send for descriptive circular. Address The Educa
tor Publibhino Co., 128 Park Avenue, Chicago. [211

The undersigned are*'organizing a 
‘Spiritual Camp, to.be located in Florida 
this coming winter. Other camps and. 
societies are cordially invited’ to join 
with us. For further .particulars ad
dress G.. W. Carpenter, M. D., T25’S. 

'Clark street, Chicago, Ill.;.Mrs.. D. EL

'i==Tfiiat was all right for one day, but at 
11 o’clock the next night strange things 
happened again. Then there was a gen- Clark street, Chicago, Hl.l Mrs^-D. H, 
e’ral hunt for causes, and the stovepipes | Elliott, 2924 Lake Park avenue, Chi- 
were more securely wired to the walls ™ .’»- TT™ n~,‘
and the dishes laid out so as not to fall
from the shelves. The gas was lit at the 
time, but did not appear to lose any of 
its brilliancy. While the commotion was 
going;oh.\ Again the house rbeked-and 
danced, and the tin pans rattled and the 
rocking-chairs rocked without apparent

AN ENDORSEMENT.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Ipwa.—Dear 8lr;—I have 

worn your melted pebble spectacles. Find them supe
rior to any that! have ever need, receiving much 
benefit from them. I thought belt to send for your 
treatment for the catarrh and Elixir of Life for the 
system Am pleased to inform you that your reme
dies and n3w system of treatment have cured me. 
I fully believe that by following your spirit directions 
we can live one hundred years. Yours fraternally, 

Mrs. Kate Hoskins, St. Paul, Minn.

W. T. NIOHOLS, M.D.,
125 South Clark Street, Chicago. Cures all diseases. 

Send lock of hair name, age, sex, married or single, 
one leading symptom and five 2-cent stamps for free 
diagnosis; or send 4! for trial treatment. MRS. 
NICHOLS gives psychometric readings, tests, busi
ness, etc., by mall or at residence, 522 West Monroe 
Street. 50 cents to $1. 212

M/ANTED-BY A YOUNG MAN. 
VV board, with use of.a large room for developing 

circles, in a family Interested In Investigation; near 
Roby and Lake Streets, or along Lake Street; must be 
reasonable. C. O. Shoberg, care of this office. 209

MR. H. MOHNER. WRITING ME- 
1VJ dlum, desires to say that he Is capable of con
versing with spirits, and will answer all questions 
asked by mall. Send naineof spirit you wish to com- 
.rounlcate with on any possible subject; charges ti. 
Address, H. Mohner, Box 1025, Des Moines, Iowa. [212

r\R, W. T. PARKER HOLDS DE- 
U vcloplng and test’ circle every Tuesday and 
Thursday evenings, at 7:30; also answers letters de
scribing your medium powers, and how best to develop 
them in your own home, for fl; disease diagnosed.
428<West Madison Street. 209

MRS. OLIE DENSLOW. 297 THIRTY- 
1VJ. first Street. Chicago, business, test and trumpet 
medium. Sittings dally. Circles Monday and Thurs
day evenings. Will hold circles whore desired on 
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday evenings. 210

1 KRS. JENNIE MOORE. THE WELL- 
1VJ known medium, remaibsinthe city until Decem
ber 20th, then going to California. Seances Sunday and 
Wednesday evenings. 757 Warren Ave., Chicago.

Researches in Oriental History.
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

Vol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IF JEWISH HISTORY. 
H. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprise« on earnest but fruitless «earch 

for a Historical Jesus.
' In this volume the Jews arc clearly «hown not to 
■have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
-at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
ofthe Christian era. r . ,,

Tho book demonstrates that Christianity and it« cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system is based 
on.fraud, falsehood, forgery, tear and force; and that 
Ita rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re* 
search among tho records of the past; its facts are 
toOBtly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read ft without instruction and profit, whether 
hd reaches- the’ same conclusions with the author 
otherwise. For tale at thlsjofflca*______ ■_________ ■

ZACHOS STENOTYPE
Is An Inspired Invention!

For service equal to the telephone,the stock whereof 
advanced from 45.00 to 41,500.00 to first Inventors.

Great inducements Are given to ladles, as well as 
gentlemen, at 45.00 per share, who secure stock before 
further advance.

The Sténotype stock Is full-paid and non-assessablc. 
Send money through post-office order, certified check, 
express or through any bank, to J. W. Fbbe, General 
Manager, at 120 Broadway. New York City, and secure 
your certificat« in legal form In order to draw your 
dividends every six months.

THE ZACHOS STENOTYPE
Is a light, portable Instrument, weighing about five 
Sounds, capable of reporting us rapidly as any short- 

and system. Instead of arbitrary signs and com*' 
blnatlons, English words and letters are used. A 
printed copv of a lecture, testimony, judge’s 
charge or sermon, legible to anyone, arc the product 
ot the Sténotype. Its keyboard represents every 
sound pr coinbiuatlon in the language. It Is practical
ly noiseless,, andean be used anywhere that shorthand 
notes'afé taken. It will relieve reporters altogether 
of the disagreeable after-work of transcribing their 
notes. The art of stenography Is one of the most use
ful of modern time«. Business could not be con
ducted at the present rapid rate without it. It fur
nishes a livelihood to more than 200.000 people. 
Skilled operators on the Sténotype will be in great de
mand by the press, legal profession and business men. 
The Instrument will reut. readily to stenographers, 
typewriters, .business men. etc,, at One Dollar per 
week. Over fifty experienced experts of all branches 
of business have examined the Instrument, key
board and language, many securing Stock and have 
signed this endorsement:

we, the undersigned, have examined the Sténotype 
invented by Prof. John C. Zaehos. and we see that 
it Is a very Ingenious aud yet simple instrument. We 
believe that it will do the work that is claimed for it. 
Prof. Zachos, a Greek scholar, (he Inventor, has heen 
an educator In the institutedonaled by Peter Cooper, of 
New York City, for over twenty years,teaching stenog
raphy, elocution, typewriting, language and lecturing 
twice each week. Sténotype operators will also be 
taught at this Institute.

The Sténotype is patented, and they are bottom 
patents, running seventeen years from date of patents, 
and nre pronounced perfectly sound by the attorney 
of the Company, who has examined them. The Com
pany is legally organized, and cordially Invites investi
gation. Their charter runs fifty years from date. The 
following is the statement of one of the leading law- 
yers'of New York City:

“I have examined the patents obtained by John C. 
Zachos upon his reporting Instrument, the Sténotype, 
aud 1 hereby certify that they are bottom patents.and 
vaUdiy coverall the essentials uf said Instrument.

“The Zachos Sténotype Company was organized un
der my personal direction. and the charter delivered 
to mo at Charleston. West Virginia, on the 21st day of 
March, 1893. The Company is regularly organized, 
and has a valid franchise under which 1 conduct its 
□usinées*.. (Signed) R. L. Manard,

p “ Attorney at Law.”
Owing to the present financial depression and fear 

generally entertained In all securities, we take espe
cial pleasure in introducing to the public this Sténo
type as a safe and sure investment.

Anyone desiring to take the agency, or become a 
silent or active partner, please communicate with 
John W. Free, 123 Broadway, Equitable Building,

Z'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W'
Sinclair, will tend you by letter a life reading of 

the paat and future with date«. Mall a look of hair 
and one dollar. Addre«« Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 
WestAve., Jackson, Mleh. 237

fTcorden white.
P COR DEN WHITE, TRANCE, TEST, 

L . business and platform medium; sittings dally.
•26 Bishop Court, Flat B, Chicago. 195tf

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
(TEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

kJ lock of hair, age, name, aex, one leading symptom 
and your dtsea«e will be dlagnoied free by aptrlt-powor. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose. Cal.

. E. W. SPRAGUE,
pR A N C E AND IN SPIRA FIONA L 
J speaker and platform test medium, will answer 

calls. Address him corner Newland and Forest Avql 
nues, J amestowu, N. Y. 209 v

TJHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
i Reading or six questions answered, 50 cents and 
three stamps. Marguxbitx Burton, 1472 Washing« 
on street, Boston« Mass. 212

... . — ..

PROF. LOCKWOOD’S 
Great Humanitarian «Remedies

THE ELECTRO TONIC,
For the coinpie restoration of the circulation, and to 
promote regularity of digestion, and give tone and 
vigor to the system, Is unsurpassed.
THE BURMESE TOILETENE, 
A most valuable auxiliary to a lady’s private toilet.. 
Its use promotes healthful tissue in the reproductive 
organs, wards off disease and Is woman’s “safeguard.”

HERCULES,
An Infallible cure for nervous weaknesses incident to 
man or woman. For further Information* •tress, with 
stamp, 541 West Madison Street, Chicago, lh. [209ti

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
Diseases treated by vital magnetism and hypnotism ¡de
velops latent psychical powers; consultation and cor» 
respondent by mall. $1.00. No. 224 East Ontario
Street. Hours from 2 to 5 p. x. 209

A/TRS. F. A. NELSON, INDEFEND- 
IVL ent alate-writer: also three questions answered 
for 50 cents. Enclose stamp and lock of hair. Sealed 
slates received. 911 Fifteenth Avenue. South, Mlnne» 
npolls, Minn. ' 209

"THIRTY DAYS TREATMENT FOR 
x 12, by magnatlzed paper. Give age, sex and one 

leading symptom, with own handwriting or lock of 
hair, two dollars and two 2-cent stamps. T. J. Preston« 
Magnetic Healer, Stanberry, Mo. 218

MRS. M. E. WILLIAMS. MATERI. 
LVL filiations and Independent voices, 232 West 
Forty-sixth Street, New York City. Seances every 
Tuesday and Thursday evenings 8 o’clock, and Satur-

(8th floor) Room 50, New York City. 20(itf
days at2P. x. 209

MRS. F. 5. DE WOLF. INDEPEND- 
¿VI ent “slate-writing, 103 South Center Avenue,
Chicago,III. 209
PROGRESSIVE THINKER AND SPIR
IT itual Books for sale by Titus Merrltc, 819 W. 54th 
street. New York.

TO TUB 8,CK A?,’D afflicted. Send five. LULL two-ccnt stamps, age. sex. handwriting and rrirr leading mnDtom: you wID receive a cor- 
• ■B"- Tact diagnosis of your disease by psycho
metric clairvoyant power free, and how to effect a 
cure. Dr. p. A. Read, Box 133, San Jose, Cal.[211

MISS LOTTIE FOWLER. WELL* 
JkL known spiritual, test and buslneis medium. 
Hours, 2 till 8 f. m. Seances Tuesday evenings, S p m. 
Answers business questions by mail. 485 West Madi
son street, Chicago, Ill. 210

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS. /

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING; 
Jl the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, In fact, the «¡$re 
system. Send 2 two-cent stamps, and 1 wllpaend A 
printed Information. Also Photograph of rnjyaplrft. " 
guide who revealed this knowledge to B. F 
Pool». Clinton, Iowa.
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AN INVALUABLE work,
IMMORTALITY, ORFUTURE7C0ME3

Xl and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Thia 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of tbelr dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of Hfe in the Spirit- 
world’—lathe constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. Wblther—oh, whither! Shall 

' Itaow my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? What is their present condition, and what-their 
occupations?.. In this volume the spirits, dlffcrlngàB' 
theytqayAre’.allowed to speak for themselves«/!!^ ; 
mnnl8’better*‘qualifled than-Dr. Peebles, to, placed - 

.wórkWfXhiskind before the people. He treats ùf .ìiié 
' Mysteri|Wf Life; Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging o$ 
the RlWrpForeglcams of the Future; Testimony of 
Saluti’, WerGrowth and Perfection of the SplrKuMP 
Body^ifrftrthe Soul or Body that. Sins? ; Clotblng’-ln 
thè SplrikSVorld; Onr Little Ones in Heaven; ThePei» 
son Al Expectances of Aaron Knight; The RedMsn’i 
.Test!mbny;iBvIl Spirits; Testimony of j’hysiclana In 
SplrtHJftfriShe Homes’Of Apostles and Divines; The 
Frlendi«hd ShakersImSpirlt Life; Spirit. Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices,from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters »retreated too numerous to men
tion. Price 41.50; postage 12 cents. For sale at thia 
office,

TTNVEIL YOUR FUTURE BY THE I 
\_J science of the stars. For introduction, Prof. P.

Davidson, Jr., will give trial rending on receipt of 20 
cents; full reading. 81. Address, giving time of birth.
Loudsville, White County, Georgia. - 2io

Free to the Weak and Sick.
T\0N'T SUFFER ANY LONGER 

JLX but lend to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
especial instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2-cent 
stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244, San Jose, Cal.[215 
'^HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM.

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
A\. 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, one 
leading symptom, aud- I will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. i)r. S. S. Wllllama, 
Lake Geneva, Wls. • 210PI WILL DEVELOP YOU!< T fa A Have you tried it? Thei |l| Finest Cabinet for the

T purpose ever made—bar
bJ none» Send for Circulars

This marvelous cabinet •Costs Nothing 
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago. 

Price, $1.00 delivered, in City.

bLTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 
■1. JL v’ew of the Sunday question. It la iuyaluabla. 
Bv G. “W. Brown. M. D. Price 15 cents.

ZWE WORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCD 
fled Saviors. By Kersey Graves. You should

I.

read IL and be the wiser- Price $1.50.
CYFFY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 

1 . Rome. By Rev. Cha«. Chlnlquy, ex prleit. A 
remarkable book. Pages 832. Price ,2.25. ■RvT?pV KfimnM iciunihuuiu uuun, ¿live. ,;modefa Sarfo“ UELF-CONTRADRCTIONS OF THE.

kJ Bible. 144 Proposition«, Theological, Moral,'HI«* 
•/FlUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH- Mrlcal and Speculatlrereschproved affirmatively and 
ASA er tale« and ekctchea. By a band of spirit intel- ptiji irom ^crlPture- without com,

»?. There« 'J««'«?

-'JF Ro Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 
Wtttaotf; This work was written by a r-' *'- *
»•grand and noble man. Price 41.00.

oaj.'uv. a < aww av wia.--’ - - , •
ÇEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC

O ing Spiritualism, past and preeent. -By J. M. Pee* 
Mes, M. D. An encyclopedia of Interesting and in- -

„___ _____ ■ - strpcrlve faers. Price «2.00. _ *threading. £lceiocen£_ JMMORTALÏrf; OR FUTURE HOMES t 
"THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND Z and Dwelling Place«. By J. M. Feeble«, M. D. A ’ 
J. tho Confessional. By Rev. Chas.. Chlnlquy. book of rare merit, Interestinff to every body. Prie» 

Every one should read it. Frico41.00. jgLSG ' -

Jlgentes, through the mediumship of Mary _______
BhBUuimert An excellent "work, price 11.25.
. JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
il Christ and Mediumship. By Mose« Huy, A pam
phlet well Torth reading. Price 10 cent«.'

Rrery one should read It. Price 41.00.
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a short time the modes became numer-4 Ay AX 1414 4V• 4 i* r> < 1 . « ' *-*
have thc'Jfflst ior ,the, actlIi- energy, 
biects au- ffi'’es us the c*ue- In a simple

ous and varied, and we now simple electrical

the

his 
his

raps, movements of physical objects, au
tomatic writing, painting on closed 
slates, drawing, painting, playing upor 
musical instruments without physical

doer and the law are not apparent. 
Leaving the question of personality in 
abeyance for the time being, we seek 

Science

also wounded and sank senseless to 
ground.

“Count Nostitz never spoke in all 
lifetime of this occurrence, save to
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MODERN SPIRITUALISM.
Its History, Doctrines and 

Position in the Religious 
and Philosophic Conscious
ness.

Also Its Relation to the Evolu
tion and Character ot the Dog
mas of the World’s Religions.

[The following paper was written at 
the request of Mr. Jenifer, the presi
dent of the Illinois Association of Spir
itualists, with the idea of having it read 
in tho Parliament of Religions; but I 
had but two days in which to prepare 
the paper, and there were then but three 
more days left of the parliament. To 
have the paper go before the committee, 
be examined, passed upon, and time as
signed for its reading in the closing 
days, was impossible. President Bon
ney assured mo that if I left the paper, 
and it was accepted by thocommittee, it 
would be published with the other pa
pers of the parliament; but as time 
would not allow mt! to revise as I thought 
was necessary, I have not attempted it; 
but, as friends who have heard it read 
think there is merit in the positions 
taken, I have consented to its issue as a 
hastiljjfcwrittcn article. It may stimu
late and call out thought along linos too 
little explored by Spiritualists.—J. S. 
Loveland.]

general statement of the subject
The great humanitarian movement 

known as modern Spiritualism had its 
origin in certain occult phenomena first 
witnessed in the family of a Mr. Fox, in 
the village of Hydesville, near Roches
ter, N. Y., some forty-five years ago. 
Although the first phenomena were not 
in themselves absolutely new, consisting 
in certain percussive sounds since termed 
rappings, yet the discovery by one of 
the Fox girls, of a method of conversa
tion with the rapping force constitutes 
one of the most important disco vertes of 
the present century, and has produced a 
greater revolution in human opinion in 
tbe same length of time than any other 
one event in recorded history.

Spiritualism claims to be a natural re
ligion and a religious naturalism, and 
hence discards all forms of supernatural
ism. It claims to be, in its varied phe
nomena, the analysis and interpretation 
of all the existent forms of the World's
religions—that the variant ex 
resulting from racial differ 
and environments of the 
phenomena, constitute the di 
terns of religion. _

It affirms continuity of con ious ex-

anations 
ntiations 

primal 
rbnt sys-

istence for the soul in a spiritual body, 
after physical death, and that/ the soul, 
through a vast variety of phenomena, 
can and does demonstrate that continued 
existence to those still in the mortal 
body. These manifestations are the 
common heritage of humanity, and 
though sometimes simulated and oftener 
mixed with and confounded with vari
ous esoteric powers of human nature, 
they nevertheless furnish a residuum of 
phenomena which defy all solution upon 
any other hypothesis than that of an 
origin in the intention and potency of a 
decarnated soul or spirit. To . this con
clusion every persistent investigator has 
come, except the small number who 
have assumed a diabolical origin. All 
classes and conditions of people, from 
the crowned monarch to the peasant, 
have investigated the claims and ac
cepted the conclusion. Kings, queens, 
emperors, presidents, eminent scientists, 
pious divines, as well as the common 
people, are among the adherents of 
modern Spiritualism.

Although the first manifestations, as 
said before, were percussive sounds, in

tures of one or other of the prliphl sys
tems have been predominant in all ec
lecticisms. Spiritualism embraces both, 
as the dual polarities of human thought, 
and indispensable to perfect oneness. It 
concedes to sensationalism the absolute 
necessity of sensation in order to ideal
ization. It concedes to the idealist that 
common sensation utterly fails as a basis 
for the highest and noblest ideas of hu
man consciousness, but affirms and shows 
another mode of sensing as real as that 
of the five outer senses; and while it ful
ly admits the intuition or original sug
gestion of the idealist, it conclusively 
shows that this vaunted intuition is only 
a higher and more interior form of sen
sation, and that much which is claimed 
for intuition is the lightning like work 
of the reason under the stimulus of in
tuitive sensing. Tho intuitional sens
ing is, and must bo interpreted by the 
reason, transformed into thought images 
or concepts as absolutely as the products 
of any of the five outer senses. In other 
words, intuition is not thought; intui
tions are not ideas. “All thought be
gins in feeling,” as Lowell well says, but 
feeling is not thought till the tsansmu- 
tating energy of intellect makes it so. 
Thoughts, concepts, ideas, are the inter
pretations which the intellect gives of 
sense perception«. But these interpre
tations are by no means always correct. 
Misinterpretation of outer sensing bound 
the geocentric fable upon the world’s 
faith for thousands of years. Misinter
pretation of intuitive or inner sensing 
has riveted tho fetters of enfeebling su
perstitions concerning gods, demons and 
their relations to man, for an equally 
long and dreary period.

As the mass of men are not perfect 
analysts; and as the elements of both 
these phases of philosophic thought ex
ist potentially in all men, we find a con
fused mixture of both- in the common 
consciousness of humanity.

It is the province of Spiritualism to 
disentangle this snarl of thought, by a 
clear analysis of these forms of mental 
activity. The special character of the 
so-called spirit manifestations places at 
our command a mass of facts, which are 
in themselves, most potent factors, the 
“missing links” needed for the manifes
tation of philosophy. And right here it 
must be said, that no correct philoso
phising is possible without prior scien
tific demonstration. Philosophy, start
ing without these demonstrations, is 
simple theory: and while assumption 
may be admitted as a tentative position, 
and though I would be far from denying 
the splendid results wrought out by the 
old thinkers, we must nevertheless ad
mit the evolution of most colossal forms 
of error as products of that process.

Spiritualism is based upon science, so 
far as method is concerned, prima facie, 
it is an agglomeration of multitudinous 
and multifarious facts or phenomena. 
It does not explain them, and they do 
not explain themselves any more than, 
or in any different manner front, any 
other class of natural facts; hence they 
are a challenge, first, to the scientist, 
and then to the philosopher and relig
ionist.

A phenomenon includes three distinct 
ideas: (1.) Something done. (2.) 
Something which does. (3.) The meth
od or law of the doing. And, if the 
actor is intelligent, we must add a fourth 
element, the purpose of the doing. 
Now, in the multiplicity of spiritualistic 
or psychic phenomena, we meet in the 
outset movements of physical substance 
independent of all mechanical appli
ances. Then we have sight or seeing 
without the use of the natural eye, and 
knowledge without the use of the ordi
nary means of knowing; also telepathy 
or telegraphing without wires or elec
trical apparatus. Recurring to the phys
ical movements, our common senses en
able us to perceive the first element of 
phenomena, something done; but the

touch, the transportation of persons and 
things through the air, trances similar 
to those of the Hebrew prophets and the 
Greek pythonesses, and veritable ap
pearances or apparitions of spirit per
sons, like those of Moses and Elias to 
Christ, and those of himself to his dis
ciples, and many other equally wonder
ful phenomena.

But, without entering into minute de
tail of the very many forms of observed 
phenomena, and their bearing upon the 
problem of continued life, which are 
constantly witnessed by investigators, it 
accords more with the objects of this 
Parliament of Religions to state as 
tersely as possible the position which 
Spiritualism sustains in the field of re
ligious and philosophic thought. What 
relation it sustains to the old organiza
tions and methods of religious doctrine 
and purpose. Is it an ally or an enemy? 
Does it come to build up, or destroy:? Is 
it merely a variant interpretation of an
cient svstems, or is it something dis
tinctively new? Is it special, or univer
sal’'’ On the answers which it must 
give to these questions depends its right 
to challenge the attention of the think
ing world. If it is merely a new sect, 
another differentiation of uncertain, 
dogipatio opinion, the less attention it 
receives from thinkers, the better for 
all concerned.

ITS RELATION TO PHILOSOPHY.

Philosophy presents itself to our con
sciousness In two main divisions or 
schools, the sensational and the ideal. 
The attempted harmonizations under 
the name of eclecticism, have met with 
very limited results, as the^ basis fea-

contrivance iron is suspended in the air. 
Gravitation is overcome by a more po
tent stress. Why not, then, a table, or 
a man, by the creation of analogous con
ditions? But experiment proved no 
electric energy in the psychic phenom
ena. The inevitable inference -was, that 
here was a new correlation of energy, or 
that it indicated an entirely new'form of 
naturil energy.

But the French physiologists had dis
covered an energy in the nerves not 
electrical, and Baron Von Reichenbach, 
of Vienna, by extensive experimenting 
had found a force radiating from mag
nets, crystals, the sun, the stars, chemi
cal action, and especially from the hu
man organism, which was substantially 
the same as the magnetic fluid of Mes
mer, the nerve force of the physiologists 
and the nerve aura of the Spiritualists. 
Experiment demonstrated thpt this 
energy, when radiated from the human 
system, was amenable to volition, hence 
motion of certain physical substances 
was possible independent of all former 
methods; and as volition inhered in 
mind, those living in the realm of spirit 
could produce sound and motion, and 
using them as telegraphic letters and 
signals could communicate with men. 
This energy, in man, is eliminated from 
the blood and stored up in the various 
nerve-systems, especially the brain, solar 
plexus and the numerous ganglia of the 
ganglionic system. In the waking state, 
the nervous energy works largely 
through the cerebrum and the sensor 
and motor nerves. But in sleep, tem
porary paralysis holds the outer life, 
while the work of assimilation and re
pair of waste goes on under the auto
matic action of the nerves of organic 
life. The trance, whether mesmeric, 
hypnotic or mediumistic, is physiolog-

ically a state of more or less perfect 1 
sleep. The nervous energies are cen- I 
tered predominantly in the nerve sys- j 
tern of organic life. And it is in this con-, i 
dition of sleep, and the abnegation of 1 
the common consciousness, that we find : 
the evolution of clairvoyance and the : 
cognate phenomena termed spiritual ' 
or psychic. The patient scientist has dis- : 
covered here the astounding fact of a 
dual consciousness. He calls the trance 
consciousness, sub-consciousness. But 
consciousness must have a brain or nerve 
basis or center, and the sub as well as 
the super. What is that center? I an
swer, the brain of organic life, and the 
correlated nervous system—the homo
geneous, automatic department of'our 
complex being. The energies of sun 
and stars pour themselves in vibratory 
Hoods upon earth and man, and thus tell 
the tale of their chemical constitution. 
Every center of energy, vital or mental, 
is a vortex of motion, radiating by vibra
tion its own peculiar force and imping
ing upon every other center susceptible 
thereto, and itself impressed in turn by 
other centers. Our outer senses are 
impinged upon in the wakeful state, 
and hence, our primary ideas are ex
clusively of the physical world and those 
suggested by the reflective process. But 
these do not exhaust the vast mass of 
our conscious concepts.

In this connection a most suggestive 
and illustrative fact in human experi
ence demands a passing notice. Many 
of the brightest gems of human thought, 
whether of, poetry, art or invention, 
have been termed inspirations. They 
havo come in seasons when the intellect 
was working, if working at all, auto
matically—when the person was sub
stantially in the condition of trance. 
The radiant thought-images have leaped 
upon the mirror of consciousness like 
full-robed angels from the heaven of 
beauty. Whence came they? What 
artist painted or sculptured them on the 
passive mind? There is but one answer. 
The universe of energy and life, by 
ceaseless vibrations, is impressing 
itielf on all susceptible forms, 
and pre-eminently on\, man. But 
it is on his subconscious life that they 
are most largely impressed; and the im- 
pingiHg-’-pioccss is by and through 
senses as utterly unnoticed by the 
every-day intellect as the subconscious
ness itself, As the artist’s chemicals 
develop .the photographic negative, so' 
the trance condition develops this hid
den wealth of knowledge.

Here meet and harmonize the two 
great schools of thought. Intuition is 
the sense which feels the vibrations 
ascending from the subconscious deeps 
of being whereon the tidal forces of the 
cosmos are photographing themselves in 
pictures of wisdom and beauty. Though 
unseen, the ceaseless energies are ever 
at wonk, and intuition senses the pro
cesses and results as perfectly as the eye 
or the ear catches light or sound vibra
tions. Idealism is not despoiled, while 
sensationalism is enriched by our exposi
tion. . -

As Spiritualism thus unifies the two 
philosophic cults, so also is it the uni
fication of the two distinct forms of 
thought which we may term spiritual
istic and rationalistic. The religionist 
may proudly claim that, whatever of 
error he may have accepted in his.theol
ogy, he has unswervingly affirmed the 
immortality of man. Rationalism has 
questioned and denied this cherished 
tenet of the world’s faith and hope. I 
have only time now to sketch in brief 
the modern battle, its results and the 
position of Spiritualism in the contest.

This contest began when Luther as
sailed, first the practices and th%n the 
authority of the Catholic church. Ex
communicated by its authority, he was 
compelled to find a substitute, and he 
fell back upon a book—the Bible, and to 
make that authority useful he affirmed 
the un-Christian position of the suf
ficiency and supremacy of the human 
reason as the interpreter of divine in
spiration. He introduced rationalism 
into religion.. Protestantism is the as
serted right and sufficiency of reason in 
each man and woman to interpret an in
spired book, and conform their lives and 
acts to such interpretation. Catholicism 
truly said the church is not tom the 
book, but the Bible is from the church. 
The church is older than the book, 
which is the product of the inspired 
men of the church, and can only be cor
rectly and authoritatively interpreted 
by the same inspiring spirit which gave 
it at first. Hence, the living, inspired 
church is greater than the dead letter 
of a book. Catholicism said this doctrine 
would unchain the demons of error, di
vision and anarchy, and' pave the way 
for destructive infidelism among men. 
After the first fierce shocks of conten
tion were over, the Protestant doctors 
busied themselves in the formulation 
and discussion of creeds and confessions 
of faith. In the meantime, hardly a 
century had elapsed when a new 
Protestantism appeared on the field— 
the predicted infidels or rationalists. 
Luther, said they, challenged the au
thority of the Pope—we challenge the 
authority .of the Book. In the long 
strife ensuing the rationalists were 
victors in argument; the church in prac
tical results. ' .

The rationalist had the logic, the 
church had the people. Why? -Be
cause the rationalist denied to man a 
future life. His position was a-most 
glaring nori'sequitur. -His argument was, 
in substance, this: The sacred.books are 
fables; the doctrines of the church are 
monstrous; therefore, the doctrine of a 
future life is false also. But the triith? 
or falsity ’of sacred books, or the mon
strosities of human creeds, neither prove 
nor disprove the doctrine of • im
mortality.

During the first part of this century, 
and even before, there began a reaction

from the great Wesleyan“ revival of' the < 
last century. Rationalism had re- i 
furbished its weapons, and was again on i 
the warpath, and was mightily aided 
by that tremendous, industrial and com
mercial conquest which is now celebrat- । 
ing its triumphs in our great Exposition.
But in the middle of, the century a new < 
rationalism, like Minerva, full-armed 
from the brain of Jupiter, leaped into 
the arena, and .challenged the old ®m- 
batants to a halt, a conference and a 
reconciliation. Th is; was modern Spirit
ualism. To the religious world it skid 
and says; Yoq have nobly and truthfully 
affirmed the spirituality and immortality 
of man—you hav0 sadly mistaken 
when you have accepted tbe traditions 
of ignorant and barbarous tribes as su- 
perioiito the cultured reason of enlight
ened man. To tho rationalist it says: 
You have grandly upheld the supremacy 
of reason as the highest authority—the 
supreme court of last resort in all 
questions of human controversy; but 
you have greatly erred in asserting the 
unreasonableness and consequent falsity 
of the doctrine of immortality. Through 
arid by the various phenomena already 
mentioned, by methods absolutely sci
entific, the fact of future life is demon
strated. Thus the diemands of the most 
exacting rationalism are met, and the 
phenomena of sacred books and church 
history are shown to bo more than 
probable, but, stripped entirely of their 
miraculous character, are relegated to 
the categories of natural facts, and 
hence amenable to scientific explana
tion. So the new rationalism is spirit
ualistic, and also religious in the best 
sense of that term; aqd at the same time 
it is the only genuine rationalism, for it 
takes in the totality of phenomena as 
the only basis possible for a perfect 
philosophy of human nature and destiny. 
It has.continuity of life as a demonstra
tion, and not a traditional faith: an 
unfettered rationalism without materi
alistic despair. In and by Spiritualism 
religion and rationalism are married, 
and no power on earth exists to pro
nounce a decree of divorce.
RELATION PF SPIRITUALISM TO THE 

EVOLUTION AND CHARACTER OF RE
LIGIOUS DOGMAS.

The child mind forever attaches the 
idea of personality to. both things and 
forces, and from this infantile concep
tion have come the gods and goddesses 
oi the world’s religions, fashioned by 
the ethnic traits and environments of 
the different races.

But as soon as the psychic forces, of 
which I have spoken, came into play, 
and evolution raised man to that intel
lectual status where he introspected 
himself, he saw forms, he felt unwonted 
inspirations and impulsions. He fell 
in trances, like Daniel and Raul, ana 
saw visions and heard utterances, of 
strange things, like Jqhh on Patmos. 
He thought the gods appeared and 
spoke to him. He had no means of cor
recting the false inferences drawn by 
his intellect from the phenomena pre
sented in the trance condition. He 
knew nothing of science. He had never 
heard of the sub-conscious, or hypnot
ism. Ho yielded to the notion of the 
supernatural, and constructed religions 
on that unscientific and impossible 
basis. Forced on and upward by the 
stress of evolutionary* force he grasped 
more fully the unity of the cosmos, and 
faith in many gods gradually yielded to 
the idea of one, although dualism and 
trinitarianism still largely dominate 
theology. If sensationalism was the 
predominant philosophy, Deity was to 
him a master mechanic, and he wrote 
treatises upon natural theology, based 
upon the undemonstrable assumption of 
design, not being able to discriminate 
between the natural fitness and harmony 
of substance and energy in the forma
tive operations of nature, and an inten
tionally-purposed plan of a personal 
being. He assumed creation of the uni
verse, either from the essential sub
stance of his personal Deity, or, with 
greater absurdity, asserted creation 
from absolute nothingness. And then, 
with incomprehensible inconsistency ar
rays before us, the creator engaged in 
desperate efforts to repair the defects of 
his creation by destroying or counter
working the very forced which he had 
made; for they were either God-origin
ated or self-originated, or self-existent, 
like himself. The originated is like its 
origins tori—actually and potentially, it 
is from and like its source.

Spiritualism, not looking through the 
smoked glass of barbaric conception, re
jects all these ghastly notions of divinity, 
and especially the absurd one of crea
tion from nothing, or of any creation of 
real substance. A person, and es

! pecially a perfect one, must act from 
motives as an impelling reason for the 

' act. An infinitely perfect and immuta
, ble person could never feel the impul- 
• sion of motive more at one period of 
. eternity than another; consequently, if 

an infinity of ageshad passed and God 
. was still "alone in that solitude of self
, contemplation, he must forever remain, 
• change being an impossibility. Hence 
। thq essential substance of tbe cosmos is 
. eternal; its forms and motions subject 

to endless change; and those infinite 
। permutations will evolve new beauties 
. forever. ’•
. We have shown that the grandest in
; tellectual feats of man, and the marvel

ous-processes of organic life as well, are 
। automatic,'- arid some of them entirely 

unnoticed by the intellectual conscious
, ness. 1 ‘ s' ' . . . ’
: ' The’tendency of. idealism is to the.de- 

nial of material substance, and of sensa- 
> tionalism to the denial of soul substance; 
• hence, while sensationalism leads to a 

materialistic atheism, idealism lands us 
in a refined spiritualistic pantheism.

i -The la'st analysis of both these.systems

compels the conclusion of the imperson
ality and automacy of the infinite life- ’ 
energy of being. I

Spiritualism accepts this postulate, : 
but asserts the absolute dualism of the ' 
cosmos—matter and spirit, as a pre- ■ 
requisite to any possible unity. The 
oneness of nature is the blended duality 
of positive and negative. We would not 
demur to Paul’s affirmation where he 
says that Deity is Ta panta en ta panta; 
the all in the all. From this conclusion, 
to which all science and philosophy in
evitably tend, certain most important 
inferences necessarily follow.
THE ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF EVIL.

The problem of evil has defied all 
reasonable and intelligible solution by 
any of the great systems of religion. In 
substance they all agree: Man has, in 
some way, lapsed from a state of purity 
and innocence ■ and of favor with the 
Deity, and become a rebel against him; 
and all the vast systems of worship and 
ceremonialism are God’s appointed 
agencies, to reclaim, if possible, man to 
himself. Commands, threats, entreaties, 
punishments and rewards, are all 
brought into requisition to redeem man. 
From what? Why, from sin—from 
mora) evil. The religious hypothesis is 
that a sinless being, with every power 
and tendency perfectly attuned to tho 
key of loving obedience to God, with no 
existing or possible motive to disobey, 
nor the/existence of sinful example in 
view, at once, self-moved, became a 
rebel, polluted, stained,with every grav
itation of his nature downward and sinful. 
It is enough to say that such a revolu
tion is an intrinsic impossibility. If 
light, by its own shining, cun become 
darkness—if anything by its own normal 
action can become its exact opposite, 
then God might become a devil, and . 
holy angels and holy nfi’n'beeomc sinful. 
Evil is inherent, in the nature of things, 
or it flows out of the power which orig
inated them. It exists in nature, or, if 
a personal Deity as creator is assumed, 
•it is an attribute of his nature, and 
flowed into’the creature from him. This 
seems to be the idea of Paul, whoaffirros 
that “the creature was made subject to 
vanity, not willingly, but by him who 
hq,th subjected it in hope.”

But Spiritualism rejects the pitiable 
spectacle of a Deity putting forth frantic 
efforts to counteract and render nuga
tory the results of his own creative do
ings: and after directly or permissively 
placing man in the condition of moral 
corruption and alienation from gpod, 
and liable to the fearful penalty of mid- 
less woe, incarnating himself in man, 
that “by any means he might save 
-some.” At the bar of eternal justice 
any god will stand condemned who puts 
in peril of hopeless pain one single soul. 
But when the gods nave created men in 
sin and abandoned them to the tempting 
sport of devils, and then come forward 
with pretenses of “amazing love.” and 
pity, the climax of hypocritical.absurd- 
ity" is attained. If the gods ha«gany- 
thing to do with man’s nature, he*has 
the right to demand that the conditions 
of his being shall outwork the highest 
possible excellence and happiness—not 
make it a bare possibility that he niay 
be saved. .

Spiritualism submits, in place of these 
dogmas, that evil, in the sense of suffer
ing, is the necessity of sentient being:- 
that moral evil is the result of an animal 
and spiritual nature conjoined in one 
being. Evil will exist so long as men 
are born, ft will, in one sense, exist 
forever, as so long as there are obstacles 
to overcome they will be felt as evils: 
but evil as an absolute antagonism to 
the ideal and perfect good, which the 
law of evolution demonstrates has no 
placeJn reality, or iu the categories of 
Spiritualism. As a part of the vast pro
cess of evolutionary perfectness it has 
its place, and performs the needed work 
in the wondrous chemistry of soul devel
opment. The high ends of human des
tiny could not be achieved without it, 
any more than the sweet and luscious 
fruit of autumn could be grown without 
tbe sour and bitter of its growing stage. 
The glory and joy of man inheres largely 
in the consciousness of conquest. Evil 
furnishes the great battle-ground for the 
soul. The pangs of conscience only 
whet the appetite of aspiration, and 
make the moral sinews more iron-like 
for the battle, Of the result, however 
long the weary fight may last, there is 
no doubt. Soul is immortal—its en
ergies unfailing. Cast to the earth, like 
the fabled giant it renews its strength 
and continues its conqpering fight. • It 
sees its certain triumph, and the ideal 
future is the present inspiration.

RELIGION THE LAST WORD.

My last words shall be of religion as 
the highest expression of Spiritualism. 
Perfect religion, as a state of conscious
ness, is the. harmonic, balanced action 
of 'all the attributes of the human soul.

As a process of evolution, it is the 
transformation of all the energies of the 
physical nature into soul forces. It is 
not subjugation, nor destruction of what 
are termed animal powers, but a trans
mutation into higher forms, an ascension 
from one plane of being to another. 
That mineral substances, like soda, 
potash, etc., should become part of the 
vegetable, and that vegetables should 
be continually transformed into animal 
tissue, occasions no surprise, scarcely a 
thought even. Why, tneri, should not 
the animal be transmuted-,into. the spir
itual? And, if the instinct of the animal 
may ascend to the intuition in man, why 
not the animal powers of man himself 
be transformed into higher 'or soul 
forces? It is an illustration of the econ
omy, of nature in securing a vast range 

- of uses by’the smallest number of sub
: stances. It is an outworking of the great' 

law of the correlation and persistence 
i of energy in the higher realms of being.

Religion, in its universal sense, is the 
the experience of humanity. Every 
; lain, every pleasure, have been potent 
actors, working together to effect the 

complete transformation of all human 
attributes into thpt imago of moral 
beauty and perfect brotherhood which 
is the ideal of man’s deathless hope.

All existing religions are only the 
prologue to the coming drama of spirit
ual evolution. They are the. preface to 
the vast volume yet to be written.

THE WHITE LADY.
An Interesting Document Re. 

lating to the Famous Ho
henzollern Ghost.

To the Editor:—The following, 
which appeared in a late number of the 
New York Tribune, will be read with 
interest. Tho Hohenzollern ghost is a 
historical character. In one of tho last 
issues of tho Russian Archives. n well- 
known magazine of the Czar’s country, 
appeared the translation of a document 
which was added to the family archives 
of the Hohenzollerns by Emperor Fred
erick in 1870. It was sent to the Em
peror, at that time Crown Prince. at 
his request, by Count Nostitz. son of 
Count George Nostitz, a Prussian by 
birth, who entered the service of the 
Czar and died a Major-General in 1838. 
The document relates to the. "White 
Lady,” thé famous ghost of the llohen- 
zollcrns, who is supposed to make her 
appearance just before tho death of a 
member of the family.

Count Nostitz, Jr., was sent to Berlin 
in 1869, at the time of the centennial 
celebration of the Order of St. George, 
to present King William, later Emperor 
William, the grrind cross, of the order. 
While the Count was in the German 
capital, Crown Prince Frederick learned 
of the possession of documents in the 
Nostitz family relating to the “White 
Lady.” As everything in reference to 
the woman who has played an important 
part in the history of the'Hohenzollerns 
deeply interested the subsequent Em
peror, he begged the Count to send him 
a transcript of tho document. It read, 
according to the Russian Archives, as fol
lows:

“In the-year 1800 Count Nostitz, sen
ior, was adjutant of Prince Louis of 
Prussia. On the day before the battle 
of Saalfeld, the Prince, with his officers, 
was at the castle of the Primje of 
Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt. In tip/even
ing the guests were gathered in a large 
room of the palace. The Prince was 
charmed at the idea of a coming contest 
with the troops of Napoleon. As the 
clock struck 12. the Prince turned to 
Count Nostitz, and said: ‘How happy I 
feel today I Our ship is at last on the 
high seas: the wind is favorable.’ Ho 
had hardly spoken when the count, to 
his great astonishment, saw the Prince 
grow pale, springing up suddenly, draw 
his hand across bis eyes, catch hold of 
the chandelier,-and a moment later rush 
into the hallway leading to the, guard 
room. Count Nostitz went after him 
and saw that the Prince was following 
a white apparition, which suddenly dis
appeared through the wall. The Prince 
examined the wall: there was no open
ing': As the Prince heard steps behind 
him in the hallway, he turned and said 
to the Count:

“ ‘Did you see it, Nostitz?’
“ ‘Yes. Your Highness, I saw it,’ was 

the answer.
“ ‘Then,’ continued the Prince, ’it 

was neither a dream nor a ghost of tbe 
brain.’

"There was a third witness present— 
the guard—who declared .that a figure 
wrapped in white had passed him. He 
had allowed it to do so because he had 
believed it to be a Saxon cavalry officer. 
The hallway had only two outlets—into 
the guard room, and the salon, where 
the Prince and his officers were gath
ered ,

“The apparition made a deep impres
sion on the Prince. He said that he 
looked Upon it as a bad omen, for the 
‘White Lady’ only appeared to announce 
the violent death of a Hohenzollern..

“On the following day thé battle of 
Saalfeld was fought. When the Prus
sian troops had been put to flight,Prince 
Ferdinand and Count Nostitz again saw 
the ‘White Lady,’ who stood on a hill 
and wrung her hands, as in despair. 
Count Nostitz put spurs to his horse and 
rushed up th^ hill, but the apparition 
suddenly dissappeared. A few minutes 
later Prince Ferdinand received a mor
tal wound in an attack of the French 
cavalry. Count Nostitz tried. to carry 
the Prince to a place of safety, but was

Diamonds from Goal Gas.
The Scientific American says: M. Gus

tave Rousseau recently communicated to ‘ 
the Coniptes Bendits a'remarkable state
ment referring to his experiments upon 
the cyclical condensation of carbon. It - 
appears that in the course of some in
vestigations into the nature of certain. 
manganites, cobaltites, and ferrites, M. 
Rousseau obtained some metamorphoses 
which led him to the discovery of a 
new phenomenon in chemical physics— 
that is to say, the so-called cyclical 
transformations to which can bo sub-' 
jectcd a particular radical under differ
ent temperatures. Thus certain com
pounds of manganese and soda can be 
formed at a given temperature, changed 
into something different by raising the 
temperature, and finally reconverted 
into the original compound at a still 
higher heat. From these analogies, 
says the Journal of Gas Ifiglding, M. 
Rousseau thought that if hydrocarbons 
were heated through the range of 
temperature between bright red and 
3,000° C., ther.e might be produced In 
turn the various isomeric states of car
bon, each of which presents its own 
degree of stability according to its 
place in the thermometric scale. It 
is known that the hydrocarbons form 
amorphous carbon by decomposition at 
red heat; while all varieties of carbon 
are transformed into graphite in the 
voltaic arc. M. Rousseau claims to have 
established the novel fact that carbon 
presents the cycle graphite-diamond- 
graphite in an interval of temperature 
comprised' between 2,000° and 3,000° 
C. Me worked with acetylene to solve 
this problem, because this carbon com
pound has a certain stability at high 
temperatures, and is endowed with a 
marvelous plasticity, besides polymer
izing easily into a 'series of , carburets 
more and more condensed. Acetylene 
was heated in an electric arc. furnace, 
producing both black diamonds and 
graphite. The experiment was of a ' 
difficult character: and rtnich acetylene 
escaped treatment. M. Rousseau says 
that the hydrocarbons of coal gas can 
be made to furnish acpijflene, under 
the action of heat; jind-Mn one experi
ment of -id minutes’ duration, ho was 
aide to obtain 20 milligrammes of black 
diamond in this manner : He caused 
a current of illuminating gas, saturated 
with tho vapor of benzene, to pass into 
a hollow block of quicklime, where the 
voltaic 'arc was maintained. Unfortu
nately, owing to the leakiness of the 
furnace, the gas burnt: and after two 
hours’ beating, he could only find a 
small quantity of graphite mixed with 
some grains of carbonado. M. Rousseau 
proposes to continue these experiments, 
with a furnace hermetically sealed, and 
constructed of refractory material not 
containing carbonates. He also intends 
to substitute for coal gas the highly 
condensed carburets derived from coal 
tar or petroleum residuum. Whatever 
may be the further outcome of these 
experiments, it is of interest to record 
that diamonds have actually been made 
directly from coal gas by simple heatnlg 
under ordinary atmospheric pressure.

son, and to him he commanded secrecy. 
Count Nostitz was not superstitious.”

Emperor Frederick sent a hearty let
ter of thanks to Count Nostitz, Jr., for 
the copy of the document, declaring 
that the family would always preserve 
it as a relic.

Strange narrative this, yet exceed
ingly interesting and suggestive.

. Jus Tice.

i-

The slander of some people is as great 
a recommendation as the praise of others. 
[Fielding.

One merit of poetry few persons will 
deny; it says more, and in fewer words, 
than prose.—['Voltaire.

The old English pound sterling was 
derived from the weight of 7,680 grains 
of sound wheat from the middle of the 
ear and well dried,

Bureau of Information.
To the Editor:—In looking over the 

many good things in The PROGRESSIVE 
Thinker of Oct. 28th, I «’as especially 
impressed with the timely and wise sup. 
gestión.« of S. (J. Sanborn of Grand 
Kapids. Mich., that in connection with 
the .National Organization of Spiritual
ists a Bureau of Information be es
tablished for “a benefit” to societies, 
speakers and mediums. Surely such a 
suggestion. should strike a responsive 
chord in every heart that beats true for 
Spiritualism and desires to raise its 
standard higher. Spiritualists; as a 
rule, admit, that mediumship is the 
basis upon which this grandest of phil
osophies is reared, but there is such a 
variety of mediumistic talent, and each 
medium can only render service accord
ing to his or her temperament, capacity 
and nerve aura, upon which the quality 
of mediumship and inspiration is de
pendent. For tljese reasons each me
dium is led into this mine of wisdom, 
the inner life, by a different entrance, 
and each one. if of the true metal, 
brings forth priceless trophies differing 
from those of every other one, as they 
receive them from the angels for the 
benefit of humanity. Why not, then, 
establish in connection with the Bureau 
of Information a regular “Exchange 
Service” for . mediums and speakers, ar
ranged satisfactorily to societies, speak
ers and mediums, of all phases, so that 
the different societies and the commu
nities in which they exist may hear all 
sides of the issue. Such a system of 
exchange and reciprocity would cer
tainly be productive of great good to 
all. We. as a society, have not yet 
joined the national organization, but 
think some of doing so. We havk been 
organized for fifteen years. andW^ere 
fortunate in that our society, though ve^y 
small, comprised everything necessary 
to having and enjoying regular serv-s 
ices, to-wit:—speaker, choir and organ
ist, and we have been so well contented 
that we have felt little desire for any 
change; but our spirit-friends, my own 
guides especially, remonstrate and say 
that the truths they give should also 
be spoken elsewhere, while othersmight 
in some way be a benefit here. We hold 
two public services each Sabbath, and 
will now again begin our weekly circles 
which are so much enjoyed by all.' I 
hope that the wish of my guides may be 
carried out, that T may do greater serv
ice to mankind by teaching as they 
give it, as opportunity., may be offered.

Pan Wert, O. Mrs. M. Kline.

Love is work,not sweet words.—[Portu 
guese Proverb.
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STRANGE ENGLISH SUPERSTITIONS-

Districts in Which Witches Are Still Ke- 
garded with the Utmost Respect.

Manchester Jlferawy: Superstition is by no 
means a defunct anlomaly in the customs and 
characteristics of some of our smaller towns 
or villages. First and foremost of West 
Country superstition comes an entire and- 
thorough belief in witchpraft, Every West 
Country village has an old woman who is a 
good deal more feared than the village police, 
man.

No dfflFdafes to contradict her will in any
thing, If she takes a fancy to the finest cab
bage in a man’s garden, she may cut It as if it 
grew in her own. Though it should be the 
very pride of his heart, he must not try to 
stop her proceedings; if he does, a far worse 
thing is sure to befall him. ‘His pig will be 
seized with sudden and deadly sickness, or his 
daughter’s hair will fall off, or a shower of 
rain will spoil his hay just when it is about to 
be carried. The West Country term for a 
witch’s power is “overlooking."

If a witch has evil feelings toward yon, she 
is said to “overlook you." One indubitable 
sign by which ÿou may know a witch is to 
bring her into the church, and try to make her 
stand with her face toward the, east. No real 
witch can do it for a moment; however much 
she may strive she will stand as firmly fixed as 
a frozen weathercock. No West Country far. 
mer living near a witch will doubt the cause 
when his horses or cattle fall ill.

Next to their belief in witches is their faith 
in the power of a seventh son or seventh 
daughter to cure diseases. It Is in vain that 
the clergyman preaches, that the schoolmaster 
teaches, that the parish doctor remon- 

' strates, the West Country matron bears off 
her sickly baby in triumph to the man or 
woman in the neighboring village who hap
pens to have been born a seventh son or sev
enth daughter.

These privileged individuals have but to 
touch the diseased part and the cure is certain 
and immediate. There are always some wise 
women who can cure various complaints with 
a charm, which they speak over the patient. 
In the neighborhood of Exmoor these things 
are far more trusted in than all thé medical 
facility put together.

; POEM
To be recited by the youngest member of 

each Society on the day of the NATION
AL SPIRITUAL JUBILEE, December 
17, 1898.

. The day of jubilee is’here,
■ We sing our Bong of praise and love,
. We celebrate Life’s perfect year .

United with the realms above.
We know there is no death today, 
, We see the leaves and blossoms fall, 
The hidden germs cannot decay— 

■ They waken to the Spring’s sweet call.
Wo know our loved ones fade from sight, , 

As shadows fade before the sun, 
To be revealed in golden light

In the fair kingdoms they have won.
We cannot see the atmosphere, 

That is our breath of life below, 
■ So’, viewless, these heavenly-friends are near, 

Lighting our pathway as we go.
- Yet manifest sometimes to sense,

- More frequently to soul they come - 
Dispelling earthborn shadows dense, .

' With glory of the heavenly home.
Taught by these blest ones from above

■ That every deed and word of ours, 
If prompted by goodness and love 

Will blossom into heavenly flowers.
That if we nurture hate and scorn, 

And seek revenge while in this state, 
Each thought becomes thistle or thorn, 

To pierce our lives with our own hate.
That if we injure others here,

, Or take the life we cannot give,
■ Our shadows clothe ub in that sphere, 

And make our realm till we forgive.
That the fair Islands of the Blest, , 

The gardens of our Paradise, '
Are fashioned where we do the best— 

Having but Truth before our eyes.
Our mansions are not made with hands, 

. Our treasures are not gold and gems, 
But fashioned of Love’s high commands, 

Of thoughts wrought into diadems.
They teach us that no soul is lost, 

No one can enjoy heaven alone, 
But if one heart by woe is tossed, 

We feel that sorrow every one.
No flower blossoms all alone, 

No star shines but its sister star 
Pierces the depths of its azure throne, 

To greet its sister from afar.
Each atom helps to form the whole 

Of this grand Universe of ours. 
So every thought from every soul, 

Completes the Truth’s resplendent powers.
Immortal songs are in the air, 

Anthems of praise by spirits sung, .
The soul repeats the theme most rare, 

The earth with garlands is o’erhung.
Let joy-bells ring in every heart, .
. Our watchword—“Truth and Unity!—

- Let sorrow from each life depart— 
: This is the “Day of Jubilee.”

The Saginaw Valley Spiritualist Conven
tion at Chesaning, Mich., a Binging 
Success.
The Saginaw valley societies have taken a 

new step in advance. At the suggestion pf 
0. F. Walkey of Chesaning, a committee on 

i arrangements was appointed at the Owosso 
Spiritualist celebration the Sunday previous to 

i Labor Day, composed of Willis Miller, Ches, 
fining, chairman; Mrs. Dr. Sarah Allen, Flint, 
secretary, and Mrs. C. W. Hopkips, Saginaw.

The culmination of this move was one of 
the grandest, most enjoyable and. enthusiastic 
Spiritual meetings ever held in the valley, 
which took place at Chesaning November 17, 
18 and 19. '

Over fifty delegates and visitors were pres
ent from the counties of Saginaw, Bay, 
Shiawassee and Genesee, aside from those of 
Brant and Chesaning townships, which 
swelled the numbers of Spiritualists in attend
ance to over one hundred and fifty.

The Opera House was packed, at eyery pub
lic meeting, and numbers turned away unable 
to get a seat, while spprea stood through the 
long exercises. ' , , =

Borne of Chesaning's best singers furnished 
beautiful music, assisted by the sweet songs 
of Mr. Joseph Banders; of ' Saginaw. Hie 
music is inspirational, he setting to music 
some of our best Spiritual poems.

The speakers were: Hon. L. V. Moulton, 
president of the Michigan Spiritual Associa
tion; Mrs. Anna L. Boblneon,’ the talented 
test medium and pastor of Port Huron society; 
Miss Julia Walton, pastor of Jackson society; 
Mrs. Martha E. Root, one of the coming 
women of Michigan, whose inspired utterances 
sparkled with wit and wisdom; Dr. Charles 
Andrus, of Saginaw; D, P. Dewey, of Grand 
Blanc, and Dr. Sarah Allen, of Flint.

Mr. Moulton, as usual, gave some of his 
“knockdown” arguments, showing the falla
cies of the Bible in their most ridiculous light, 
and by examples and facts proving that Spirit
ualism is not humbuggery, trickery, jugglery 
or electricity. There were some who did not 
like it, but they could not dispute it.

Mrs. Robinson gave a most pleasing and in
structive lecture from her subject, “The Light 
of the World, ” and many correct descriptions 
and names of departed friends, among them 
being a description of a murder that occurred 
here, with full name of the victim. Her work 
created a profound sensation.

The other speakers all brought words of 
wisdom and light and the best of harmony, 
and a good feeling prevailed. If $J1 speakers 
were not given a fair chance, there was no 
jealousy that the writer learned of, and all 
seemed to be in the happiest mood.

Chesaning entertained her guests in the best 
possible manner, and was thanked heartily by 
Mrs. Root. Mrs. R. also responded beauti
fully to the address of welcome given by Mrs. 
Carrie W. Miller.

Among the guests were: James H. White, 
president of Haslett Park Association; Mrs. 
White and Miss Hubbard, of Port Huron; 
C. E. Dent, of Vicksburg, president of Vicks
burg society; Mr. Rix, one of the board of 
directors of State association; Melvin A. Root, 
Bay City, secretary; Dr. H. C. Andrews, of 
Bridgeport, Mich., and Mrs. M. A. Buneil, 
of Owosso, formerly from Chicago. Most of 
the latter gave short speeches.

A temporary association was organized, 
comprising the counties of Saginaw, Bay, 
Shiawassee and Genesee, to hold quarterly meet
ings, create a circuit for speakers and other 
good things that may culminate later. The 
following officers were elected to hold until 
the meeting at Saginaw, January 13 and 14: 
President, Dr. Charles Andrus, Saginaw;’Vice- 
president, Mrs. Martha E. Boot,. Bay City; 
corresponding secretary, Mrs. Lila Bliss, Sag
inaw; recording secretary, Mrs. Carrie W. 
Miller, Chesaning; treasurer, 0. F. Walker, 
Chesaning. Directors: D. D. Btriotland, 
Owosso; H. Ri Algers, Flint; Melvin A. Root, 
Bay City;' Willis Miller, Chesaning.

Mr. Moulton also called a meeting of the 
State board while here, and they decided to 
hold the annual meeting of the State Spiritual 
Association in Lansing, February next

This-convention has left a great and in
creased interest in Spiritualism throughout 
Chesaning and vicinity that, we think, will add 
a great impetus to the work here; and it has

Organization—Shall It Be a Suc
cess?

All must admit the importance of organiza
tion, It is a proeess.that enters largely into 
all human affairs. The great realm of nature 
would not be a success without it, neither can 
Spiritualists succeed in doing the great work 
before them without that united effort which is 
found only in a practical organization having 
no creeds or bonds to obstruct the growth and 
unfoldment of each individual soul. Ab one 
of the delegates to the National Convention of 
Spiritualists in Chicago, I feel inclined to make 
a few remarks upon this topic.

Efforts in the direction of organization have 
been made in our ranks heretofore, but without 
success for various reasons. In all probabil
ity the time for its successful inauguration was 
not ripe until now. I, consider, however, the 
main reason for failure to have been the fact 
that the attempts in the past have been to or
ganize Spiritualism instead of Spiritualists, 
and to embody in the process measures which 
were antagonistic to the spirit and teachings 
of Spiritualism. The proper thing to be done 
Is what has now been accomplished, viz.: to. 
organize Spiritualists into a body for self
defence, as well as to'sprptect mediums from 
the injustice of their bigoted enemies; ; &d'4- be 
able to more fully co-operate with the‘Spirit 
world in the interest of Spiritualism. It ap
pears to me that the Spiritual movement was 
organized in the Spirit-world, and a mistake 
has been made in the past in attempting < to 
reorganize it on the earth-plane. "

Now we have an organization of Spiritual
ists, through the earnest efforts of delegates 
representing the various societies throughout 
the country, which is without the former ob
jections. This was consummated at the expense 
of considerable time and money. A good be
ginning has been made; the plan is simple and 
practical. Now the important question arises: 
Will the body of Spiritualists In the United 
States come forward and make a success of the 
movement so well begun? ‘Will they aid, 
through their influence and means, the' objects 
of the National Organization? Will. they 
assist in organizing local societies, and induce 
those already organized to co-operate with' .tjhe 
National Organization, and obtain a charter 
from that body? Look at the millions raised 
and donated every year to propagate the 
crumbling, decaying religions of our time, 
based upon thé vagaries of pagan mythology. 
Should we not be as interested and aa willing 
to aid in a movement which heralds the spirit
ual light from the spirit spheres that is des
tined to strike off the shackles of error from 
every human soul?

If Spiritualists will do but a tithe of what 
the Christians do to uphold their cause, our' 
movement of organization will rest upon à 
basis of firmness and strength which will com
mand respect for the spiritualistic body that 
it represents. In closing, I venture to mpke 
the following suggestion: At least pne^or 
more lecturers, if possible, ought to be Em
ployed by the National Organization to jjpsit 
various societies throughout the country, for 
the purpose of inducing them to unite witfi the 
national body as before mentioned. I know 
of no one better adapted for this most impor
tant wnrk than our able and popular President 
Prof. Barrettj if his services can be obtained. I 
mention his name because I have had recent 
opportunities to observe his marked ability 
for that position in connection with his recent 
visit to Philadelphia, where he interested the 
people to such an extent that probably three 
charters will be the outcome of his labors in 
that city. Spiritualists, all along the line, will 
you give this matter your earnest attention, 
and push forward the work? The delegates at 
the Chicago convention did their work-well; 
the future of this organization is in your 
hands. ' ' B. B. Hill.

Philadelphia, Pa. .

THE FREETHINKERS’ 
PICTORIALJEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

“Oh! Why Are We Not Like Our Fore- 
fether8?”

The Rev. Dr. Dix, of Trinity Parish, New 
York, preached last Sunday, November 12th, 
on the influence of the Parliament pf Religions, 
taking views decidedly against the majority, 
who regard it as a great eyept in true religious 
progress, “He denounced that gathering as 
a decided step in the direction of agnostic
ism.” . j . •.

He thought “Paul would never have dreamt 
of granting to another religion a share in this 
power of salvation." ‘ ‘To him such a thing 
as a Pantheon of Religion njUBt have been in
conceivable." “There can be no rival of 
Jesus. Christ is all in all, and the Christian 
Church is the body of Christ. ” * * “There 
is only one religion that teaches God's truth.” 
“What e|epientB.Qf truth otjher religions contain 
»re remnants of earlier revelati^js, but there 
is only one God, and only one mediator be
tween God and man." “The most character
istic feature of the Christian religion is it» ex- 
clusivenQgs. ; To Burrender.ihat would be to 
surrender;eyery thing. ,Tq submit .to adipdlca- 
tion befpto any ipdy.; of ¡meh on this earth 
would: be to abdicate the chair. That there is 
but one religion, and that the Christian, is de
nied,”/ i.. - ' ''

Dr. Dix evidently thinks there is danger 
ahead. ■ He trembles fpr his creed.. He “has 
heard sompthing. drop.” He has heard of 
the “Parliament of Religions,” and thinks it 
“wap a masterpiece” in the interest of agnos
ticism. He refers to one speaker, who said: 
“If anyone doeamg of the successful survival 
of his own religion, and the destruction of all 
others, I pity him from the bqttom of my 
heart,” and says: “Words like that should 
open dur eyes, Apd yet I venture to say 
that that Parliament will be approved by the 
Liberals of the day. Wherever are found 
men who do not believe .in the Church of God, 
who do not look for salvation solely to Christ, 
who.would have religion without dogma or 
authority, there you will find men who con
sider that Parliament to have been a magnifi
cent spectacle, and a perfect success.” “Oh! 
why are we not like our forefathers?” “Why 
pre we weak where they were strong?” * * * 
“If we be true men, there must be ho com
promise. The moment you abandon your 
position, Christ and the gospel become as 
things that were but are no more.” This is a 
doleful cry-from the wilderness of sectarian 
superstition; but Dr. Dix represents no small 
class of Christian fossils who deplore all pro
gress in religion. “Hark! from the tomb a 
doleful sound” still echoes along the Christian 
horizon. “Oh! why are we not like our fore
fathers?" What a pitiful wailf What a cry 
for the good old days of Cotton Mather, John 
Calvin and the Spanish Inquisition! What a 
hallowed time we might enjoy if all Christian 
ministers were faithful to the old-time senti
ments, and filled the air with the eloquence of 
dear old orthodoxy, when every sermon was 
loaded with fire and brimstone, and threaten
ings of “the wrath to coipe.” “Oh! why are 
we not like our forefathers?" Why don’t we 
goto mill with an ox-team, reap our grain 
with a sickle, and ontour fingers for Christ’s 
sake; winnow the chaff from the wheat with 
a hand-fan; rake the hay with a hand-rake; put 
a stone in one end of the bag to balance the 
grain in the other, and then, to rest the poor 
horse, take the bag, grain, stone and all on 
our shoulder while we ride on the poor beast’s 
back? Why don’t we whip our children for 
lookingoout On the beautiful fields on Sunday 
with their little sinful eyes, which were made 
principally to weep and get sore because Eve 
was net a natural dressmaker, and Adam em
ployed the Lord to make his first suit of Bun
day clothes? Why don't we crucify all here
tics; deny that the earth is, a globe; insist that 
St Augustine was divinely inspired when he 
denied the possibility of people living on the 
opposite side of the earth, for then the saints 
could not see Christ descending through the 
air at his second coming? Why do we use

Lyman 0. Howe Gift Fund.
To the Editor of The Progressive 

Thinker and its 40,000 Readers:—-Persona, 
friends of Lyman C. Howe that have known 
him for years, and known all his sacrifices for 
Spiritualism and humanity, some four months 
sihee arranged a plan and determined if pos
sible to lift a debt that had been hanging oyer 
his head for years. Now, the difficult point 
is this: how to do this and not 'in the least 
have the public misunderstand' the matter.

We first published a letter in these columns 
explaining the whole matter; also,sent this 
letter to many persons. As a result of this 
move we have received pledges to the amount 
of nearly $500. Now, could we increase that 
amount to $1,000 it would cancel the debt 
and leave him free from a heavy load anc 
great anxiety.

How and what was the cause of this debt? 
Many causes: First, for many years in his 
early work and ministry but little compensa
tion came to him. After a time he purchased 
a very humble home fbr his loved ones and 
his declining years, Years passed on, and 
the home must' be repaired or vacated. The 
repairing of this place placed' the debt upon 
him which for many years he has by the 
most frugal economy been seeking to pay.

This matter was not brought to the pub
lic by his' request, will or desire, for never 
in all his years of public work has he begged, 
asked or expected anything, only as it was his 
due, yet those who know him and his unselfish 
life, know how that could he be relieved of 
this care and .tension, it would give him a new 
lease of life and our glorious cause would 
have the benefit of his teaching voice and pen 
for many years. Thus, as an act of justice, 
rewarding true merit and doing that which 
should be done, this gift was started. Many 
have responded nobly, yet I must say that the 
mass of Spiritualists have done nothing. 
Now, for the purpose of giving all a chance to 
contribute that wish to do so, we have ex
tended the time until Jan. 1st, 1894.

Now, my dear friends and fellow-Spiritual
ists, you can not take any of your money 
with you to the other side, yet you can use 
it here so it will give joy and not pain over 
there.

Bend your name, and amount you feel you 
would like to contribute, to James H. White, 
Port Huron, Mich., who is treasurer of this 
fund.- I hope and trust that no envy or 
jealousy will be felt on the part of other 
speakers towards our friend and brother in 
this matter, for the whole matter and its 
responsibility rests upon Mr. White and 
myself. We felt that the amount we asked 
for could be raised—ought to be raised—and 
should have been freely contributed. We also 
feel that other worthy speakers and mediums 
should be assisted. It is hoped that all readers 
of this journal will correctly understand this 
matter, that this is a gift—a New Year's 
present—to a worthy, faithful worker that the 
angels called to toil and lay down his life for 
humanity. We who feel and know these 
things are trying to sustain his hands, pro. 
long his years, and thus aid the Spirit-world 
and the inhabitant» of this. We' have said 
enough; send in your money or decline, as 
your conscience tells you.

A. B. Spinney, M. D.
Detroit, Mich.

Obsession.
With reference to cases of apparent obses

sion, A. B. sends-a communication received 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Kate Al
berts, of Huntington, । W. Va., which says:

“There is a way to free one’s self from 
these tormentors, by an earnest desire to be 
surrounded by good spirits. Light and dark
ness do not assimilate, neither do good and 
evil, although permitted to grow side by side. 
If one asks for good influences, constantly, 
the evil will be sure to vanish. As the rebel-
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Fall-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND the 
OPINIONS' OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OFj 
THE ARTIST, ’

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

The Illustrations are clussliled as follower 16 rep. 
resents Uncle Sum and the Priests; 2, The Church 
Hobbing the People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath' 

■ Law.i; 14» Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
lhcC))urch;6, The Church and ThoinoBpaine; 4, Stud
ies in Natural History; 2, The Bible and Sclenee; 15, 
TheCIergyand Their Flocks; 1, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
His Works; 2, Prayer; 10. The Creeds; 2, Christians and 
Mohammeduuu; 2. Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; l.Tho Lord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results: 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and PUHtlcs; 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; t, The Uses 
of the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
Persecutions of die Church; 12, Some Allegories* 
8,Heaven ;’6;Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price 12.

For Sale at this office. • 
STUDIES IN OUTLYING ®’IELDs“

OFPSYCHIC -> SCIENCE.
This work, by Hudson Tuttle, essays to utilize and 

explain the vast array of facts in its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man’s spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and its Results; Wh^tls 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psycliometry; Sensitiveness during Bleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, in the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Facta and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Persona) Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

it la printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 258 
pages. Bent, post paid. 91.25.

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It bus received unqualified endorsement 
from the hest thinkers and critics. It Is a vade mecum, 
aud answers about any question which may arise In 
the mind« of the investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For sale at this office.

“ RELIGION OF MAN
. AND

ETHICS OF_SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

The past has been the Age of the Gods and the Ro» 
llgiunof Pain; the present la the Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust In the Gods, but 
knowledge In the laws of the world, belief in the di
vinity of man and his eternal progress toward perfec
tion Is the foundation of the Rkliqion of Man and 
system of Ethics as treated in this work.

The following are the titles of the chapters:
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monethelsm; Phallic worship; Man’s Moral Progress 
depends on his Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo
logical Problems—the Origin of Evil, the Nature of 
God; the Future State; Full of Man and the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man’s Position, Fate. Free 
Will, Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Dutlw 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PARTSECOND—The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Mora! Government; ThtrAppetltes; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart; What'Ms Good? What b 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; The Will; 
la Man Free? Culture and Development of the Wlllt 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Sin; Punlshmentr-Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of the Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Cultur-!; Marriage.

820 Pages, Finely Bound In Muslin, Sent postage free 
for tl.50. For sale wholesale and retail at this office.

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN- 

& tercourae. Contents; Guardianship of Spirits; 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil.Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; Resurrec
tion of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work has been translated into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford, Conn., and similar cases 
In all parts of the country. This volumn Is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of “ Spiritual
ism.” and has stood the test of many years. CloSk 
IL3& Postage 10 canta- For sale at this office,

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

TDELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
Phenomena and Phlloiopby. By Samuel Watson, 

author of “The Clock Struck One. Two. and Three.” ’ 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s 
ong connection with one of the largest and most Influ

ential religious organizations In this country, together 
with bls well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract the at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains tho principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of aplrlt-manlfcs- 
tatkm through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “ prince 
of humbugs.” and a purpose to expose It, ahd ending 
with a conviction that it Is a truth far transcending all 
others tn value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place in the hands of those whose attach
ments to the faiths and forms of the Church Incline 
them to have nothing to do with the subject upon 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth. 12mo. pp. 423, $1.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at tb'i •»We«'. t

HISTORY Or ATHARAEL. 
t/fe in the stone age. the

Is history of Atbarael, Chief Priest of a Band of Al- 
Aryans. Thia pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was writ
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and la In
tensely ICTvesting. Price 80 cents. For sale at thli 
office.
'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUD- 
1 ton Tuuie. HI» works are al way« Intensely 1» 

tereitlng. Price fl,SO.
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 
1 By Lizzie Doten. These poem« are as staple 
sugar. Price «1.00.

DEYOND THE GATES. BYELIZk, 
LJ betb Stuart Phelps. A Highly entertaining worth 
Pries »1.00.
INGERS OLDS ADDRESS BEFORE 

L the New York Unitarian Club. The Oral time in 
the litrtory of the world li st a ClirlBilsn Association 
ever Invited a noted Inddel to lecture*before them. 
The lecture is a grand one, and wasiecetved by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
Tbe pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price, t cents; ten copies, SO cents.
MEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 

IVL nel Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
Before the New York Legislature, Mays, ISS8. Price, 
i cents.
pOD ZAX THE C0HST/T(7T/0Ht B Y 
\J Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo- 

oel Ingersoll ever wrote. la paper cover, with like- 
new of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies for Il.W. 
JJ/HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
Vv Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Holyoako. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freetbought literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness of-author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
torsi.W. -
THGERSOLVS GREAT ADDRESS OH 

L Thomas Paine, at the late Paine celebration in 
New York Clty. Price, g cents; tan copies for50 cents. 
STANDING UP FOR TESUS; OR 
O what the editor of the Freethinker’s Magazine 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for 
50 cents. ‘
'TWE TEACH/HGS OF JESUS HOT 
•L Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 

Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price. 15 cents.
iTTUDLES W THEOSOPHY; HTS~ 
O torlcal and practical. A manual for tbe people. 
By W. J. Colville. Valuable to those investigating 
iheuBOphy. Price Sl.no . . .

¿EAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH
ered from tbe Tree of Life. Presented to Imm.n.

Ity through the mediumship of B. K. LltchUeld. Ex
cellent throughout. Price »1.25.
TP/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL-, 
W fit. Twelve lectures. Dy Abby A. Judson.

This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Price 
»1.00; Postage 10 cent». , ■ •
JDTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. 

JT! J. W. Cadwell, one of the most successful met; 
merlits. America. Anblentandmodern miracles ex
plained by 'atMrltp»- An Invaluable work. Price, 
paper, W oen . . , • > ■ ■

lions were said to be turned out of heaven, so 
will all sin be turned out by the &odlike powerSlander Rebuked.

“Slander—the foulest whelp of sin.”—Pollok.
To the Editor:—I wish to pen a few 

thoughts that have been running in my mind 
for a long time, upon what I consider the 
most dangerous class pf persons, that will do 
the most harm in society, and those that cause 
the most unhappiness. I refer to the slan
derer and the gossiper that infest every town 
and city. They have a chance to do their most 
dirty work in small towns, where their influ
ence is most felt. Such persons are ready to 
attack anyone that they are envious of, for 
envy, jealousy, hate andall the worst passions 
of the human breast are what prompts such 
persons to attack anyone; and they often. st- 
tack those that are far superior to them in gen
eral refinement and moral purity. And when 
they can ruin a person in the eyes of the com
munity) no matter how many heartaches and 
sleepless nights and broken hearts they have 
caused, they seem to gloat over it with ghoul-

the telegraph and telephone, which Christ,of good.
never taught his disciples? Why does Br. Dix

Earth-children must live in con-
stant watchful warfare, ever guarded by 
the Father's chosen ministering spirits that 
are willing to help all who trustingly ask pro
tection and aid.

“I would suggest to the young lady men
tioned in your paper that she must show this 
determined spirit that a strong desire to do 
right'will repel the evil one, while a weak, 
wavering (and excuse me for saying it) be
tween right.and wrong gives him all the power 
he needs to stand between her and true hap
piness. She has plighted her troth to a man 
whom she respects and loves, except when 
possessed by the evil spirit. If she would 
assert her better self and fulfill her vows, do 
you think her evil tormentor would linger 
about, to be made miserable by their happi
ness? Evil is ever cowardly and ready to 
flee from good. ... '

“Hoping this may benefit some one who 
reads Thb Progressive Thinker, I ?end jt 
to the.editor with many good wisfies for the 
searchers after truth. ” -y ,

permit an organ in bis church? “Oh! why 
are we not like pur forefathers?” Why don’t 
we use tallow candles in church and at home? 
Why do we care for criminals and orphans, 
whom God ordained for hell in the good old 
days of our forefathers?- Why allow Dr. Dix 
to enjoy a warm ohqrch, and an elegant pulpit 
and pews, when our forefathers sat on hard 
benches in a' totally cold honee to hear the 
warming prùdesse» of sheol proclaimed; from 
firstly to-twenty-firstly, while the saints and 
sinners shivered with fear, made more real by 
thè temperature of twenty degrees below zero? 
It was sin then to warm the house of God. If 
they froze, they would thaw out in helL It 
was sin to make themselves comfortable when 
they should be bearing the cross. Dear doctor, 
wake up! Tins is the nineteenth century) '

We have discovered Christians are much 
like other people; that they eat, sleepand-en- 
joy about as sinners do; that they -have pas
sions which often betray them; that they,are 
not always as good even as. the heathen; that 
they persecute, imprison and slander men and 
women who are as devqted to truth and right
eousness as they are; that heathens have many 
virtues; that are not found in Christian lands, 
as natural trait». We have discovered that the 
sun Joes not stop at the command of man; 
that woman is entitled to man’s respect in 
spite of the authorities of the church, iwhlch 
so long képt her slave to man’s caprice.. We 
have learned that babies and children are not 
expressions of total depravity, and.we have no 
use for the arbitrary, despotic and savage bar
barity * totqnrforefathers." Look up, doctor, 
something ìjas dropped! "

. ( Lyman 0, Howe.

the societies of the
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the Legislature as current coin. They repre-force. They are most excellent. Price »1.00.

'THE *GODS. BY COL. R, G. INGERSOLL^ sent the saint as expelling the snakes from, 
^Apwaphlet or «pages. Worth Ila wel*M Ingold. Price» j Traian«, < . ■ - . ’

J

/ in Ireland during a rebellion. A great quam
• ■ _ - .^V'ty of them were brought to New Jersey in

'THE VOICES. BY WARREN SUMNER BAR- i fiRi bv Mark Newbv and were leratired hv 
J low. The Voices contain poem» of remarkable beauty and ¿°*. luars ivewoy, ana were legalized Dy

been the means of

' “A Witch of the’ Nineteenth 
Century.”

We send free to all new subscribers the 
back chapters of this remarkable story. Now 
is the time to send in your orders. Sent three 
months for 25 cents.
.\. ■ . ------------- -—■■ ■ ■ ■ •

In 1634 the Massachusetts General Assem
bly made bullets a legal tender by the follow
ing enactment: “It is likewise ordered that 
muskett bulletts of a full boare shall pass cur
rently for a. farthing apiece, provided that noe 
man be compelled to take above XHd att a 
tyme in them.” ,
' The Georgius Triumpho token was struck 

in 1783. Some experts believe it was coined 
in honor Of George Washington. The die 
was made by altering an old head of George 
Tn, oh one side, to produce » resemblance to 
Washington, and a Britannia on the other for 
a Goddess of Liberty.-

valley into closer relationship, cementing and 
renewing friendships, and should the same 
harmony continue will be the means of accom
plishing much good. The associations will be 
able to do collectively what they could not 
singly, and will furnish a circuit for lecturers 
and mediums that will be a saving financially 
to societies as well as speakers, with also a 
relief from the wear and tear pf speakers, 
whose appointments are now too often far apart, 
thus giving us better talent ottener and at less 
expense. May all labor for the beàt interests 
of the cause, forgetting self and personalities, 
is the wish of the writer. I know this move 
has been guided by the Angel-world. There 
was not a single objection mède by anyone, 
all prophesying that it would be a success,-and. 
the committee of arrangement» were helped 
out of every little difficulty by ways that 
seemed miraculous, but which we know was 
through angels’ aid.

May other districts in Michigan follow the 
example of the Saginaw Valley, when our 
State association will have » backing that will 
keep it sailing vigotously through its waves of 
uncertainty. 1

Mbs. Carrie W. Miller, Secretary. 
»-- ----------------— - ” -

There are three series of Boman coins, the 
Bepublican, the Family and the Imperial coins. 
The first were issued by the State mints; the 
second by families which.had purchased the 
right of making coins; the third were issued 
by the Emperors. ' » . . .

St Patrick’s half pence wfere coins .struck

They are like the turkey-buzzard and hyena, 
that act as scavengers, hunting for the foulest 
stench, impurity or immorality, to scatter it 
linrong-the people like an infectious disease, to 
spread and cause all the misery possible.

They do it by saying: “Have you heard 
so and so? It is the talk of the town. ” “Near 
as 1 can find out, it is just as I expected.” 
And with no positive evidence whatever of any
thing, they-seek to smirch and blacken any
one's character that they may have a spite 
against. This should be frowned down by all 
persons that are lovers of truth 'and justice. 
They should be shunned as immoral lepers in 
society, and made to live in their own sphere, 
and with their own associates. When they 
come with their scandalous stories, tell them 
we don't want to hear any such thing. If they 
Could be rebuked in that way, it mighthave a 
tendency to reform them so that they would 
become worthy and useful citizens.,

Let us hope the coming man and woman 
will never seek to destroy human happiness 
by telling lies, or in any way misrepresenting 
others for the purpose of injury. ■

. Prof. A. B. Severance.. '
Milwaukee, Wit. • :

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Hl. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Bent three months for 25c.

When the Bbstoh mint was established in 
1662, the master was ordered to acceptf for 
refiningand  ¿coinage “any bullion or Spanish 
coine, ” and the .depositor was ¡allowed to be 
present/ to see the same. melted, refined and 
allsjed and to receive a receipt for the 
weight of good silver as afores aii”

The Imperial Itoman coins always contain 
on the obverse the portrait and name of the 
Emperor; on the reverse a representation of 
some event connected with his reign. The 
coins of Titus showed the Coliseum, those of 
Trajan a triumphal arch, those of Vespasian 
a picture of Jerusalem.

From-the fall of. the« Western Empire, 
A. D. 467, to the discovery of1 America, the 
most important European coin was the silver 
denier,< or penny,, about ; the size of a dime. 
By general consent it was coined of about the 
same size by European sovereigns, land passed 
current everywhere. .
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“God in the Constitution.’’ By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for 61.00. For sale at this offlee.

Chapter I—Tho Adaptation of Spiritualism to tha 
; Want* of Humanity.—No argument so good as that Of 
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SPIRIT COMMUNICATION FI^OM JAMES A. 
GARFIELD.

My name is James A. Gàrfield, and I was 
at one time President of the United States, 
and lost my life while in that office. Of my 
assassin I wish to say that he was not properly 
executed, aiid I want to talk to the people of 
the United States on the subject of capital 
punishment., / \

I want first to say that njne times out of 
ten you do not understand the nature of thé 
man who commits the crime, or, pérhaps I 
may say, the nature of the man who is 
charged with the offense for which he is 
brought to trial, for many are accused but 
few are guilty. The chaotic condition of the 
brain of a criminal has. much to do with his 
action outside of his own premeditation. For 
cold-blooded malice I can find no . excuse. 
Such an one must suffer in eternal life ac
cording to the quality of his sin, irrespective 
of the verdict of jury or the sentence imposed 
upon him by the court. But of the criminal 
in whose unbalanced ¡brain surges the fiery 
blood of unrestrained passions,^-you can have 
no moral jurisdiction. For such an one there 
is justly no tribunal of man. His irresponsi
ble nature places him beyond the power of 
reason of the touch of moral suasion. There
fore, your punishment imposed is no punish
ment, but is simply the murder of an animal, 
but of an animal with an immortal soul which 
must receive its sentence at the bar of eternal 
justice.

For what, 0 men of earth, has eighteen 
hundred years of Christianity availed, that 
you do not better understand your fellowmen 
and- govern your judgment accordingly. If 
that I walked once more upon the earth in the 
eyes of men, all of my days would I devote 
to teaching that charity which says: “Judge 
not that ye be not judged. ’’ But can I 
speak to you in trumpet tones from my life 
beyond the grave, I shall feel that I have not 
lived in vain, and that eternity itself is not a 
barren waste. • i<.._

“Love ye one another,” preached Jesus 
Christ as he walked to and fro upon the earth 
with not where to lay his head. How basely 
hath that gospel brought fôrth from the w’Ôcb 
of those tumultuous times, been perverted. 
To build a church and grind the face of the 
poor seems all the aim of the rich man’s life, 
but in the shadow of his church festers and 
breeds the hotbed of crime, that grown to 
man’s proportion, stalks forth armed with the 
assassin’s weapon to strike intp the hearts of 
men and deal foul blows to lay them low up6n 
beds of sickness and death. .

Far better it would be if, instead of your 
useless churches, you built schools wherein to 
teach the youth of our land to so conduct 
their moral lives that when , the body has been 
cast aside, a worthless shell, the soul shall 
be prepared to stand in its highest integrity 
before that Court from whose judgment -there 
is no appeal. ,

” My fellowmen, for such ye are still to me, 
though you see me not, I would Say to you 
this day of our Lord Jesus Christ, “Ex
cept ye become as little ‘children ye cannot 
enter the Kingdom of Heaven. ” 

. Of what avail, therefore, is it that you 
hang men by the neck until they are dead? 
Of what avail that you sit in judgment upon 
your fellowmen in order that you may slay 
them-? Rises that soul from your judgment 
purified and cleansed of all its baseness and fit 
to stand before the throne of God, who spake 
from the mouth of his disciples,. “Thou shalt 
not kill.” . ”

Wherefore shall I, who have my own sins 
to combat, sit in judgment upon a fellow-citi
zen and thus usurp the power of God? Is it 
for me, who am but an humble worm in the 
dust of God’s footstool, to take upon myself 
the prerogative to say to an immortal soul: 
“You are the sinner and I am the judge?” 
God forbid, for I, loo, must one day stand in 
His presence and lay bare the innermost re
cesses of my soul to His searching gaze, and 
if He say to me, “Art thou thy brother’s 
keeper?" what answer shall I make if on my 
hands there be the blood of that brother. I 
tremble to think what judgment that God may 
lay upon me who presumed in my little brief 
authority to take upon myself the rights that 
are vested in Him alone.

Wherefore avail your ■ prayers, 0 sinful 
man, if upoii your garments you carry the 
stain of your murdered brother’s blood? Of 
what avail that you build churches that are 
but whited sepulchers to cover from the world 
the sins that you carry in your hearts? When 
before that tribunal to which you. must all 
come, the great and the small, the rich gmd 
the poor, what manner of man must you be 
that you can say, ‘ ‘Lord, be merciful to me a 
sinner. I have done this and I have done 
that to my own aggrandizement, but not once 
did I stretch forth a helping hand to my poor, 
fallen brother; but Lord, I have done this and 
I have done that, that I might win to myself 
fame and honor among men; but not once did 
I turn to some poor, misguided youth, and 
say unto him: ‘Walk ye in .the paths of 
righteousness.’ Lord, receive me into thy 
Kingdom that I may sit upon thy right hand.” 

“As ye have dealt with mé and. mine, so 
deal 1 with you. Go hence from my pres
ence, nor return again unto me, forthat ye 
have in no true sense Construed the Word of 
God, which saith: ‘Thou shalt.not kill 1 ’”

' Elizabeth Tyler, Medium.

Behind the Veil—A Sketch
It had been a gala day in heaven. Far and 

near the herald’s voice had sounded to call the 
people home. Music and games had filled the 
gladsome hours, and now as the twilight hour 
approached; a murmur of suppressed excite
ment pervaded the great halls, and seemed to 
echo from the lofty arches, for it was known 
that the name of the successful competitor for. 
heaven’s highest honors was soon to be’ an
nounced. u

It had been a contest of centuries as meas
ured by events in the kaleidoscopic calendars, 
of heaven; yet scarcely had the rolling earth 
turned forty tedious days since it began. .

Strdnge and simple had the conditions been. 
He that ehall :show himself to bd most truly 
great in thought, word, deed and aspiration 
while the horologe of eternity marks a dav, 
shall have the privilege of leading the next 
army that descends to earth .to battle for 
possession. .

Most keen had been the rivalry, although 
not oiiebut wished his fellow might be win
ner, if to win was in his power. In entering, 
however, each had bound himself to put forth 
every effort, thereby enhancing the honors of 
the victor, whoever he.might be.

And now the day drew pear its close—a 
day so filled witji multitudinous occurrence 
and great event that to recount it all would take 
the space required to chronicle earth’s history 
for centuries.

“To the plain, ” now came the word, and 
like the flight of birds the uncounted millions 
spread abroad and covered the vast area. 
From out a canopy of clouds a voice like the 
mellow note of horn reached every ear in all 
that vast assemblage: “Immanuel has 
won.”

• A moment’s pause, and then, as by a com
mon impulse, arose a song whose every note 
breathed glad congratulations, while the sub
ject of them, mounted on a car whose habitat 
was the air, moved across their field of vis
ion, his face aglow with calm, pure resolution 
nobly to act his part.

The company dispersed, while he, the 
chosen one, went apart a while, thenfabent his 
steps toward the council-chambei; stepping 
quickly, as though aware his presence was 
awaited. Entering, he stood a moment in the 
vestibule, and then, at signal of the usher, ad
vanced until he stood in the very center of the 
apartment,,, Lofty columns, each one a glow
ing jewel,” sustained a translucent dome, from 
which a mellow radiance diffused itself to every 
part.

On a raised platform, semi-circular, sat the 
counsellors. Their snowy hair and beards sug
gested age, but their calm, clear eyes and 
movements, tense with vigor, told that age in 
heaven is free from its usual accompaniments 
on earth.

The youth made grave obeisance, and 
waited till the chairman spoke. ‘ ‘Immanuel," 
he said, “thou art called to lead the army in 
its next advance upon the hosts of darkness. 
Art thou acquainted: with the duties that will 
fall to thee?”

“Thou knowestl am ignorant, 0 Father,” 
Immanuel replied. “It was not for the prize 
I strove. I did but wish to give expression to 
my soul—to give the seed implanted there by 
the All-father a chance to grow, to blossom 
and bear fruit. ”

What quick intelligence and keen delight 
flashed around the circle at this answer! 
Scarcely could the chairman suppress the 
vibratory thrill of pleasure in his own voice as 
he proceeded:

“’Tis true I know thou hast never led an 
army of our hosts in the way that thou art 
thinking of, but heaven has many modes of 
action. Not with might and power will the 
next attack be made, but by the embodied 
manifestations of that which contains within 
itself air .might and power—self-sacrificing 
love.” ‘

• And now it was Immanuel’s turn to be sur
prised. . Quick dropping on one knee, with 
hands clasped and eyes upraised’; ‘ ‘Thine be 
the praise,” lie murmured; “thine hb the praise 
forevermore. ”

Then rising to his feet, his face alight with 
a wonderful serenity, he said:, “I am ready 
for the work. In spiritual labor I cannot 
fail while I maintain communion with the 
Highest. ”

‘‘Thou canst not fail, and now attend: Thou 
wilt appear again among thy kindred as a 
man—to their dull eyes scarce changed in out
ward seeming by the trials and the conquests 
of this age long day in heaven. The day thou 
disappeared is known to them, and thou shalt 
soon be wrapped again in thine earth 
habiliments, now guarded in the wilderness by 
our forces, and make appearance like to other 
men.

“The powers thoh hast won by high en
deavor here shall still be at command,^nd any 
special needs thou hast will be conveyed to us 
by messenger.

“Go, my son, and in thy darkest hour re
call this word of mine: Not one of thtee 
who now sit here but has trod this path on 
other worlds before thee. ” .

The All-one never fails us, and delights to 
have us trust him to the uttermost, walking, 
aux on space, if need be, to find his word a 
floor.

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers - feel -warranted 
in getting out an edition- in German. The 
book id well printed and illustrated, and sells 
lor $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

A. Chesbord.

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.”
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight 
peeks, and excited wide-spread interest, will4 
be sent free to all new yearly, or trial sub
scribers. Bear this thought in mind. It alone 
is worth the price of a subscription. Induce

The “Canada Revue” Returns to 
the Attack.

The British Canadian Bays:
In an article with the above title, the Gana

dor Revue has denounced in most vigorous 
language the attempts of the Roman clergy 
to crush that journal into silence. It says 
of the recent address presented by .the clergy 
to Archbishop Fabre:

‘ ‘The revolt of the clergy against civil in
stitutions is becoming accentuated. There 
was, the other day, at the Archbishop’s palace, 
a real council of war under pretence of the 
feast of Archbishop Fabre. Our poor clergy, 
who cannot pay taxes, presented His Grace 
with a fine purse containing five hundred fine 
gold pounds in order to allow them to fight 
the just demands of the Canada-Revue, de
prived ¿-of its property through an iniquitous 
and arbitrary measure. The occasion was a 
go6d one to give full vent to all the raúcor 
and hatred of those holy souls against the 
audacious people who claim the liberty of 
speaking freely.” As to the charge that it 
was the enemy of the Catholic faith, the 
Revue says: “Thus it is well understood. 
The parts are changed. We are the enemy, 
the tormentor. . The rapine commenced. 
Ravening wolves penetrated into our houses 
and soiled our homes; monstrous beings per
verted not only the mind, but also the bodies 
of our children; rapacious beings snatch 
away the bread from our mouths to satisfy 
their hunger for gold and silver; ferocious 
dominatore put their foot on our throat to 
gratify their appetite for domination and'au- 
thority. We protest and raise our head. 
Then we are called enemies. Yes, we are thè 
enemies of adultery, of crime, of robberyt 
of autocracy; but remember that we are no, 
alone. Opr followers are legion, and we will 
disarm only when the honor Of our families 
is secure, the virtue of our children safe, our 
daily bread protected, our liberty guaranteed. 
Untilthen, no truce!” .

When Roman Catholics dqpl in such scath
ing denunciations against the Roman system, 
it can scarcely be expected that Protestants 
are to look on and call it ‘ ‘holy. ” No stronger 
language has ever been used by any Protest
ant or ex-priest in exposing the evils of the 
Confessional. No more forcible or emphatic 
terms could be applied to the greed for wealth 
and power which inspires the Catholic Church. 
But their power is breaking. The French- 
Canadians are waking up and brushing from 
their eyes the mists of superstition, are be
ginning to catch glimpses of the sunrise of 
freedom. Freedom from spiritual bondage! 
Freedom from the curse of ecclesiastical laws, 
set up by human hands in defiance of the 
laws of God!

Mississippi Valley'Spiritualists’
I Association.

To the Editor:—Knowing that a word in 
relation to our campgrounds at Clinton, 
Iowa, is always acceptable to many of your 
readers, I wish to say that I have just re
turned from, a flying trip to Mt. Pleasant Park, 
where I remained over night, the guest of 
Superintendent Smith and family. The beau
tiful and luxuriant foliage that so. completely 
enveloped the grand old oaks, and was,ad
mired and enjoyed by all campers and visitors 
last August, and which aided in bringing in
spiration to our noble speakers, and elements 
of harmony to the many mediums,; has tostata 
royal beauty through the changes wrought 
upon it by old Father Time and Jack, Frost 
Much of it has fallen, covering the earth as 
with a mantle or carpet of ' dry husks, which 
rustle loudly in the stillneès' as one walks 
through the grove. ,

To those who are familiar with the loveli
ness of Mt. Pleasant Park it is unnecessary to 
say that the park is beautiful even at this sea
son of the year. . ' -

As has already been stated in The Pro
gressive Thinker, thè suit brought against 
the stock company and association, for the ap
pointment of a Receiver and sale of the 
grounds, was decided in favor of the defend
ants. The costs of defending this suit must 
be paid by the stock company, -and the secre
tary has notified al! stockholders that each 
mpstpayhis or her* share* according to the 
amount of stock held by them. The associa
tion will, however, pay the costs on all stock 
dotted to it within thirty days, the donor to 
retain còntrol of the stock in voting the ¡same 
until final settlement with the stock : com
pany is made, when the stock- shall become 
the property of the association.

L. P. W heelock, : Secretary M. V. 8. A.

Childhood’s Dream.
It seenw but Yesterday, I ween, 

When life was full of joy and youth,
I roamed thro’fragrant fields of green, 
And fancy wove in every scene

. An air of spotless truth, .., ■
The morning dawned fresh and sweet; .

| , The sparrows sing adow.n the lane!
I press the grasses at nay feet;
O’erhead the elin-branches meet

■ • Near rippling fields of grain.
Through all the livelong, sleepy day 

There comes sweet, fancied tones,
Half brooding in the far-away— 
From fairylands where fountains play, 

Near golden palace homes. ’
And still these scenes of childhood’s day 

, Rise like pictures to my view;
As bars of sunlight softly play 
Among the tender buds of May, 
•• I see them-fresh and’new,
They come—the dear ones that I knew— 

Old friends, familiar as the day,
When hearts were warm, fond and true, 
And only mirrored heaven’s blue

That lingered there always.
These pictures of the heart,must be 

Awalceped by some mystic hand,
That holds the secret mystery 
Beyond this world we see, 

• Across life’s wintry strand.
And so I wait with patient trust, 

With faith’s undimmed eye,
And feel that God is always just— , 
This life at best is feeble dust—

The soul can never die.
—Bishop A. Beals.

When We Have Dorm with Oare.
gratefully inscribed to his spirit 

FRIEND AND GUIDE, FELICIA HEMANS.
Is there for us a blissful land 

Of constant jubilee,
When love and worth walk hand in hand, 

Far o’er life’s billowy sea? '
Where no unequal task fatigues®’^ 

No wrongs encroach by stealth '
And wicked men with base intrigues 

Rule not the commonwealth?
While each receives what he deserves, 

Although of modest worth,
And none his fellowbeings serve 

Because of humble birth?
Is there some sunny, soothing clime 

Where every day is fair,
And wo note not the passing time, 

Si^ce all are done with care? '
Oh, muse! where lies that happy zone 

With all its love and truth,
Where neither sin nor pain are known 

To mar perennial youth?
Oh, man! she says, be good, be brave, 

Be true to every trust, ‘ '
And you will find beyond the grave

• This Eden of the J ust.
— E. D. Shaw.

Mrs. Lillian Wood in Topeka, Kan. 
—Magnetic Healer.

I have seen nothing in your paper of late 
from this city. The First Society of Spiritual 
ists celebrated its twenty-fifth anniversary two 
or three weeks ago. A few of the original 
charter members were present and gave their 
experiences during the time the socifety has 
been in existence. It was stated Jjy one of 
the charter members that at thattime,whilethe 
meetings were largely attended, there were but 
few believers of the Spiritual philosophy in 
the churches, while at present it has perme
ated all of the churches, and no minister could 
hold his church together if he did not preach 
most of our views every Sunday. Ir w.ts 
stated that it is rare indeed that the old ideas 
of theology are promulgated from the pulpits.

Lillian L. Wood resumed her meetings Ins 
Sunday evening, when it was noticed that there 
was.a change in her mode—instead of being 
entranced she now speaks from inspiration. 
She called out a large audience the first even 
ing. The reason of her long vacation is tha 
she was called home from Chicago the day 
after the adjournment of the National Spiritual 
ist Association by the. serious illness of her 
father. She was by his bedside for five weeks, 
when the transition took place ' He was over 
80 years of age. ‘

One peculiarity about Mrs. Wood’s work is 
—at least while she is in Topeka—that she 
will not speak to an audience that does not 
come in without a ^ee at the door. Another 
peculiarity of her work is that she will take no 
pay for private sittings. She gives psycho
metric readings every Sunday evening, and 
they are always acknowledged to be true by 
the parties whom she reads.

Your paper has a much larger circulation in 
this city than all the other Spiritualist papers 
combined, and is highly appreciated by our 
people. By the way, what is the reason that 
the Eastern Spiritualist papers practically 
ignore our national organization? We have 
to look to your paper for everything in rela
tion to this matter. 1 prize the Banner of 
Light very highly. I have taken it for years, 
but I confess I do not understand good old 
Brother Colby’s course relative to our natiimal 
organization.

A query:—Can you tell me why Spiritualists 
do not employ magnetic healers more than 
they do? We have in this city a number of 
this class of healers, among, them Dr. Amy 
Parker and her husband, ‘ who have a good 
practice, but in the main it is from those out
side of the ranks of Spiritualism. She has a 
number of cases which have been given up to 
die under the old practice, and she has put 
them on their feet and cured them. Spiritual
ists know this, and theoretically acknowledge 
that the true method of healing bodily ail
ments is that of magnetism, connected with 
the use of such medicine as the spirit-power 
may indicate, yet too many-of the Spiritualists 
when needing medical treatment call on the

•‘A Witch of the .Nineteenth Century.” 
■ This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited>wide-spread interest, will be-.sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of. a year’s subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. ,

■CTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. V. 
L J. Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists In Amer
en. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. Aa 
'uvaluable'work. Price, paper. SO cents.

\UTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTHER 
■I tales and sketches. By a band of spirit intelligences, through 
>•. mediumship of Mary Theresa Slielhamer. Au excellent work, 
ice 11.23.

OTAR NOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
3 rosary of pearls, culle'd from the works of Andrew Jackson 
mvis. Intended for the light and solace of every sorrowing 
■dud and stricken heart. Price 50 cents.

CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
3 Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of "Arcana of Na- 
uro," ' 'Ethics of Science," “Science of Mau," etc. Hudson Tub 
Ie was threatened with death for writing and publishing bla 
Convent," which hashed a phenomenal run In Tax Piiociiixsc- 
ib Thixkbb. Post paid anywhere, 50 cents. Paper 
dltlon, 25 cents.

Have a copy ofthe'yij/ra/ 
Guide.*' It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. Jt is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will ini form yon where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for the Absolute Cure of 
all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral sent oil 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, •
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boni.
Chicago Ill.

ciU care, fre? from all theological biua, throbbing with the soul of o*ut:^^i ~1 ixn j 
naplration, embodying the principle« and virtues of the spiritual DiDlICcll aHCl IVIOClOrn ¡WpIHl* 
JHLownby, set to the moat cheerful, and popular music, (nearly .• *
JI original), and adapted to all occasions, ft la doubtless the most . ISHI«
ittractlvo work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, I 
lueta and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon aceompanl-j ,
nent, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle.,1 By MOSES HULL,

Author of “The Contrast,” “Which,” “Letters to EMet 
Mlles Grant,” “Both Sides," “That Terrible 

Question,” “Wolf in Sheep’s
Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

This book Is what Its title Indicates—“The QuebtioW 
Settled, uu Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Spirt Jism.” We give below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chapter: .

'THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
J. comparison between EvangeHcolitnn and Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of its able and versatile author. To 
tiiose who know film that U sufficient Inducement Co purchase 
the book. Price ll.OOtb
J A/AS A/fRAl/AM LINCOLN
vV lit? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a T»-»nc6 

iledlum. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent In the English language, Its theme Is novel its 
'ruth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon,the most 
jus period in history and regarding its most famous uarticipanT--- 
rfie most noted American. It is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this limo forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense In its verification and produc
tion, and he stakes his reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 
knowing that it will bear thorough examination, regardless of
doctrine or creed or sect. It is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
repaid. Price 11.50. -

.j N -AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
Ai rlee, by Mra. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 

.»erful Illustration of man's cruelty and Injustice to bls fellow 
.uu. Price.10 cents.

/INTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
'^1. from the spirit realms. Disposing tlieinostfitartllng revela- 
uDA proving Christianity to be of-heathen origin. Antiquity 
nvclled has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
•lltorof Mind and Mattep. Price 61.50. Postage 12 cenu,
ARYAN SUN MYTHS. B^ SARAH.E. TIT

comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
rlglnated.' An Interesting and Instructive book. Price ei.25.

CHRISTIANITY A .FICTION, THE ASTRO^
■ s nomlcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 

r. J. II. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents,

TTELEN HARLOW* S VOW, OR SELF-J US- 
f. J. tlce. By Lois Walsbrooker. Price 11.50.

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
•• “If a man die, shall he Jive?” is fully answereu. By W- 8.

arlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents.

\fABAL RAYMOND*S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
Yi Walsbrooker. Price «1.50. Mrs. Walsbrooker,a books 
tuuld bo read by every woman in the land.

A/TIND READING AND BE YOND. B Y WM. 
VI A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of the subjects

. cated upon. Price 11.25.
POE^IS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 

l volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who Inis no 
bought irf'the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These, are sweet, win- 
um and restful. Price $1.00. '

RELIGION. BYE.D. BABBITT^ M. D. IF 
l\ all could be led to believe lu such a religion the world would 
ho far better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
<nd disposition to apply tb> facts of history und science. Price* 

f i 25. Postage 10 cents.

5CUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE, /a 
valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle. Price 61.25.

C CERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR
O Dualism, past and present., By J. M. Peebles, M. D. An en 
Jjrtf opedia of interesting and instructive facts. Price $2.00.
CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 

kJ 144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and speculr • 
Ive: each’proved affirmatively and negatively by quotations iron 
ScfDture. without comment,. Price ir> eent a.

COSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN 
\J and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with spiritual truths, 
•rice 61.00.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 
I dwelling places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of rare 
nerlt, fnterestln® to every body. Price il .50.'
piBLE MARVEL WORKERS! BY ALLEN 
L) Putnam, A. M. A marveled, book. Price Hi cents.

piBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KF.RSE Y GRA VES 
ID lb will well pay perusal. Prlce^l.75.
CEE&S OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE

«2.00. „ ,
T IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. 1;'. 1-RF.NCH, 

Lr They aro worth their weight In gold. P.-I. c, paper, 50 cents 
¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE IIISPQRi 

of Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. An vtitltn, 
history of man. Written through the mediumship of U G.Flg 
ley. You should read this work. Price 30 cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Sbelhamcr. It abounds in facts ir refer 

eaco to the Summer-Laud. Price 81.00.

TEAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
Efrom the Tree of Life. Presented to humanity through th< 
'mediumship Of H £. IJtchflold. Excellent tbroughou. irict 
1165. '
PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
I Letters to the Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltt. 
kn illustrated pamphlet. Worth Its weight in gold, zrlco 25 
tents. ,

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRI1 HEALING. A 
L aeries of lessons on the relations of the spirit to its own organ 
<sm, and the inter-relation of, human beings with reference k 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Bcnjnmali} 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read 
Price |1.50.
PHILOSOPHY ✓ OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
L course. By Andrew Jackson Davii. A rare work, it pos 
snw great merit. Price 61.25. •
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
ZV embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to whlchis 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G.W. Brown, M. D. 
One 9f the most valuable works ever published, Price 61,5Q.

REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
J\ inspirationally by Mrs. Marin M. King. You will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. PrlccTS cents.
ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY 
XV Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M-A. Every patriot should read it 
Price il.no t '
'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
A and Expressions In human Embodilnents. Given through 

Mrs. Cora L. V, Richmond, by her guider. A book that every
body should read who are interested ¡h re-incarnation. Price 
61M

'THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. 
1 By Epes Sargent. A work of profound re,earch, by one of 

the ablest men of tho age. Price »1.50; postage in cents.
T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
V Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly Interesting. Postage I 

cents. Price 78 cento.
TXEATH AND AFTER LIFE. B Y ANDREW 

J-y Jackson Davin. Something you should read. Price 75 
cents. ,

rtEMANDS OF ALL PROGRESSIVE MINDS 
L-s for a pltre, Christian, non-sectarlan doctrine, and a review 
of the ancient religious ideas. By Rev. S. "Wef-ener. Pamphlet 
something good u> read. Price 15 cents .
'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 

■ J. Tattle. His works aro always Intensely Interesting. Price
’ ...........

'THE WORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV. 
J. loro. By Kersey Graves. You should read It, and be tbs

•wiser. Price 11,50. u : .
'THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
J. comparison of Biblical and modern Spiritualism, By Moset

Hall. Aa invaluable work. Prlco (1.00. ■ . -

•THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
1A phenomena and'philosophy. By Rev. Ssmucl Watson. 
This work was written by a modern Savior, a grand and nobis 
max Price (LOO. . . .

the Bible. Luw forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. Rs Effect. Bible Writers In Doubt as to & 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister uf his Immortality. Dying Minister tn Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chaptkk II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.-* 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Dwll. Every new System passefl^an Ern of 
Calumny. Persecution purities. What Good has Spin* 
!:*:?2nui‘don<'. Opponents unfair. Immorality In the 
'Marches. Rpllgloua System« not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents, Nono Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Men worship their own’Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tes
timony oi Jeremiah.

Chapter III—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.— 
A Coiniium Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Term! 
“Nini" ami “Angel.” Ange] Men visit Abraham, Lot, * 
tlosliua. The Host of the Lord. Ay Angel appears to 
Gideon-, to Mtmuah’s wife; Is Introduced to Manoah. 
Writing on the Wail. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man. , -

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Flat form. Three propositions. Man has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit, not immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. EUbd, 
Zephaniah. Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Mau, 
lihibtratlon. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Source! 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of .Icsus.

Chapter V-The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subject! 
Important. “Ye must be born again.” Nicodemus* 
Qmmdary. A Minister’»; Opinion. Author’s Objection, 
Jesus’ Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit n Resurrection. Nut of Flesh and Blood. Bible 
ngatmt it il Cor. xvj. Natural and Spiritual Body, 
Opinion .if the Woman of Tekosh. Of Joh. Of Jesus. 
Objections an.* wi red. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must

Chaptkk yi—Are Wc Infidels?—Rnpld\Gr<>wth of 
Spliituullbin. The “Mad ¡Jug” Cry. Charge igpored. 
Proceeds troni Infidel Heurtfi. Truths niffi Errors tn 
the Bible. DluJogur; Minister wants p DlhJe. All bo* 
Heve Parts, npd no one believes A’l. “I the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall wo deride who rhe Be* 
lleviTs are. The true Test. Work«. Commission. 
End uf the World not vet. and Christian age.
Preaching. Baptism, and »Signsgo rogelhvr. lb Christ 
In the Church?

Chapter Vil—Are We Deluded?- A Common Cry. 
Coniriuhctory Positions. Order of Bnticrirs. 1 bey 
fire into each other. “Kettle story.” Result of the 
Warfare. Hidogue. God and Medinins derrhIng the 
World. Ari God and the Devil parttiers? Is It just 
to damn the World for i’nbelief. A.ttnur loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent-mit. Did God 
doit? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel s Ex
planation. SpIrlttmHstn » Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Snec'>s ot the Op- 
pos1ilen(?L Spiritualism will not “down.” "Old 
Splftfoot.”

(Znapteh VIH—Objections Answered.—Objection! 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. Ged legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
prove.; Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined (oapply totha 
bead for Knowladge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law Dot 
binding. Jesus violated (his Law. Paul :»ul John 
vjidatcd. and lienee deserve death. The Law good in 
its Place, and for Ils Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. 'Phi- Jewish .Jehovah 
notan Infinite God. He incited the Jews io Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid. .

AN EXCELLENT WORK.

V.
VI.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

nierism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena. *
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The. price of this admirable work Is 61,25. All bookl 
advertised in Tee Pbogressive Thinker are

For snip, p.t this office. ■
From Soul to Soul. -

BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

ZHIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE
best Poems of the authof, and some of her most 

popular songs, with the music by eminent composers. 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Kose," “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Laws,” “Farson Smith's Prophecy," “From tho 
Highlands of Heaven." “ The City of Sorrow,” " Solilo
quy of Fulvla at Slcyon," “ The Holy Maid of Kent,’' 
etc.

Tho Music Includes "The Unseen City;" "Clarl- 
bel.” a June Song: “Wo Shall Meet our Friends In the 
Morning!': Meet Us at the Crystal Gates."

ManjWElbe Poems ere admirably adapted for recita
tion, ancTwere used by the author in her public read
ings.

1’rbss Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle Is master
ful In her piollllc poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gap 
Ichi's brightest scholars.—Cliansanlng Argus L. 
il.'ind poet, whose writings are familiar to many__
Detroit Advertiser. Mtb. Tuttle is well known al 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat 
Eve. Spectator Her poems are worthy to bang like a 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our better 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rang 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with alum- 
diint'talcnt and versatility—Banner of Light She it 
jne of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
lalntlly reined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel Is exquisitely beautiful.-D D. 
Home.

The volume contains 225 pnges, Is beautifully printed 
'nd bound, aud furnishes a Une Holiday Gift Price 
•1.50, post-paid.

For sale at this office. ’

“Echoes from an Angel’s Lyre’,”
A Collection of New nnd Beautiful songs, with 

Music and Chorus, In Book Form, by the wen fantfu- 
composer, C. P. Longley. This book Is nlcelv gotten 
up, printed on fine paper, aheec-inuslc pite. uefttly • 
bound in boards, and fs ciBbclllahod by a fine'»’ exe
cuted title pagc/tbe symbolical picture of which was 
depleted to Mr. Mingley by hls friend, the late jw, 
B. Brittan, .many reiirs ago. 1 he work cwbiMna • 
twelve choice and original aongs. three onty «f which 
have before appeared in print. h$ cnnu-uU
are the following; "OnlyaTJtfn Ve.'? Betwveu Vt*.” 
•‘There are ilbmes Over Thore, • "Moumrri-L-wcPur* 
cst and Best.’ etc. price 6L<». . > : •

For sale at this office. ’

1
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FuWIsIscd ¿very Saturday at No. 40 Lojmls Street

. J. R. Francis, Bditor and X*ublisl;çr.
. Enterca at Chicago PostofficeasSdolaMmatter

Terms of Subscription.
THBFBOOBBBBivBTiiiNKEB wIllbo furnished until 

Xnce?’“00’ thB foUowlnB tenuB. invariably |n 

Ono year
Clubs at Un (a copy to the one getting up 

tho club) — — — . — — ,7 m
Thirteen weeks
Slnglopopy seta

BBinTTANOES.
Remit by Poatofflce Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or draft on Chicago or Rew York. It costa from 10 
to 10 cents to get draft, cashed on local bank,, so don't 
Bend them unless you wlsh.thnt amount deducted from 
the amount Bent, Direct all letters to J. It. iqsnols1 
No. 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Ill.

OJjUBSf IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at first venture 

only, twenty-five cents for Thu PnooRBsaiVB Thjnkeb 
thirteen weeks, wo would suggest to those whcurecelVe 
a sample copy, to fioliclt several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able tp remit from 91 to 910, orevetf 
more than the latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
cho field of our Ubor and usefulnetv The same sug
gestion will apply In all cases of renewal of Bubacrip- 
tiona—Bollclt others to aid in the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever fn inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Tub Progressive Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week. .

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we < an 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for ano
inent what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnfHh you. The subscription price of Tnp Pbo- 
QKE6BIVE Thinkbr thirteen weeks Is only twenty-flve 
cents I ‘ For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantia], soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-steed bookl

Take Notice.
ty At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.

If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ua, and errors In address win be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
It is then sent, or the change cannot be made.
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Pretty Hot. , ! False Creeds Lead to Corruption. Harmony ths Essence of Growth.
While Rev. H. ,H. Barbour, of, the; Can any one explain, other1 than on 

Belden Avenue {Baptist Churph, this the theory of false creeds, why it is that 
city, was preaching.a sermon on Sodom next to the ignorant and debased negro,
and Gomorrah, and had reached the clergymen are the most guilty of revolt
grand culmination, as reported in the I ing sexual crimes? Nearly every daily 
daily liecord of the 13th inst.: paper has a loathsome account of the

. “Sodom and Gomorrah are being' misdeeds of some intermediate between 
razed .to, the^ ground: The crash of; God and man, who, plying the trade of 
falling walls, the smell of brimstone and • ■ 1 • 111 '—-1-
the roar of the flames are heard in
every direction. There is no hope for 
any living thing inside the cities’walls. 
The angel is speaking to Lot; “‘Flee 
for your life!”' -

Casting his eyes upward, he saw a 
spark of fire falling . from the dome of 
his own church. Another and another, 
then, controlling his voice as much as 
possible, he announced, “The church is 
on fire!” The house of God was quickly 
cleared of worshipers, and firemen were 
pouring water on the blaze, which was 
soon extinguished with damages esti
mated at $5,000 to the building.

With such a disastrous result follow
ing this fiery discourse Should not the 
clergy be required to somewhat abate 
theif fervor when preaching on Hell, 
Sodom, Gomorrah, etc., for next time 
they may set the city, perhaps the world 
on fire?

The priqsts have a wonderful influence 
over the malignant spirits who seem at 
times to run this earth. 1 .,.

saving souls, has overstepped the bounds 
of moral duty. The latest case, coming 
under our attention is that of Rev. W.

Ab we examine the vegetable kingdom 
we may perceive that all parts of plants

Necessity and Povyer of Splritji- 
ality.

“Truth, eternal truth, which all free
and trees are in harmony. The roots souls accept and love, is to-day the object 

. • _ - • * . " . nf.tn’AlAAR PARAArnh. nnr. nnlu rnn itanwriof tireless research, not only for its own, , .. ■ , , . _ . „ . oi ureiess reseurcn, not. oniv lor ns owndraw to themselves nutriment out of the ga^0| but for yje practical purpose of 
solidity of the earth. The sap passes up bettering the condition of man’s estate.’’
into the stalk, the leaves form shelters

mutely interwoven with human destiny, 
whether in the ever-living present or 
the reinqte. future. , . . ■

Things to Think Of.
- How much is that expression of Paul, 

as given in Romans13:28, “A man is jus
tified by faith without the deeds of the 
law,” responsible for the wrong-doing, 
not only of ecclesiastics, but of laymen? 
With the records of courts and tho re
ports of penitentiaries, sustained by the 
United States census, it is positive that 

, churohmen and their sympathizers are 
really accountable for nearly all the 
crimes of the nation, while they consti
tute, in their 1 entirety, less than one- 
third the whole population. The parent 
of all other Christian denominations,the 
Catholics, contribute a majority of the 
offenders; at the same time this sect is 
the most rigid in its articles of faith. 

’There must be a reason for this. Is it 
not because Christians expect immunity 
from punishment because of belief?

This justification by faith of Paul has 
its counterpart in tho words credited to 
Jesus; “He that believeth . . shall bo 
saved.” Tho thief on the cross, without 
a single manly act, but simply for be
lieving, was told: “This day shalt thou 
bo with me in paradise.”

The prison reports show that Jews, 
^Agnostics and Spiritualists, and even 
atheists, all of whom are unbelievers, 
are models of morality when compared 
with churchmen. Though in the aggre
gate a very numerous body, they escape 
the prisons and the gallows. Church 
offenders caught in crime declare: “I 
am a good Catholic, a good Presbyte
rian,” or something of the sort, while 
no one dreams of escaping punishment 
because he is an unbeliever.

The so-reputed heretical sects, ’ the 
Unitarians and the Universalists, have 
a much smaller percentage propor
tioned to their numbers, in the peniten
tiaries, than have the evangelical 
churches. We insist, and repeat, there 
must be a reason for this disparity 
against the orthodox, and we believe it 
rests on the false dogmas of the fall of 
man and the atonement, the latter con
tingent on belief in its efficacy.

No Creed but the Truth.
. Rev. M. W. Chunn, a very scholarly 
gentleman, ministering to the Unitarian 
church at Luverne, Minn., discoursing 
on the forward movement, in religion, 
after quoting the criticisms of various 
orthodox clergymen of- prominence, 
showing numberless fatal errors in the 
Bible, both inconsistent with itself and 
natural law, concludes in these words:

“I have simply laid the Bible aside 
—both the Old and the New Testaments 
—as a back number. I do not propose

Bank Heresy.
President Washburn, of Roberts Col

lege, Constantinople, a Christian insti
tution, devoted to educating the young 
for missionary work, has made himself 
liable to the charge of heresy, by saying 
that "many missionaries do not deserve 
their title, and their work is worthless.” 
He continues:

“It is often better missionary work 
to import a plow than tracts; to help a 
fisherman mend his net than • read a 
chapter on the sin of worshiping idols; 
far better to help a heathen dig a well 
than to sit idly by and read the ten com
mandments; far better to read and study 
the Koran than to always read the Bi
ble, if the missionary is in the land of 
Mahomet.” He-added: “A missionary 
can gain more converts by practising a 
good life, than by preaching."

The last proposition is evidently a dif
ficult one, for it is easier to tell others 
how to live rightly,, than always to do 
right in the midst of temptation.

As Others See Us. •
The Russian Prince Wolskonsky, of 

St. Petersburg, who blade a brief ad
dress at Memorial Art Palace during 
the last days of the exposition, took off 
American ways thusly:

“People advertise and carry their de
nomination about with them like a tick
et they present at every turnstile. If 
they continue in this way I shall not be 
astonished to see them print their de
nomination on thoir cards—the club in 
one corner, the church ‘ in the other. 
They seem to think that the fact of a 
man belonging .to a church establishes 
his moral value. The church becomes 
an end in itself, instead of being a gate 
which leads us to that humanity -to 
which we all belong. It becomes a 
principle of division, instead of being 
the strongest promoter of sociability. It 
becomes a screen which keeps man apart
from man, instead of being a bond 
bring them together.

to

W. Totheroh, of the Hyde Park Presby
terian Church, this city, who was lately 
deposed from the ministry and suspended 
from church privileges, “until he shall 
give satisfactory evidence of sincere re
pentance,” a period always near at hand 
with such offenders, the sorrow being 
that his lecherous conduct was dis
covered. . .

If these crimes against chastity were 
limited to Protestants, there might still 
remain hope in the Christian system; 
jut Catholics, notwithstanding their 
arbitrary power over communicants, are 
as frequently exposed for moral derelic
tion as are the clergy of rival sects. .

■ The Progressive Thinker takes 
no pleasure in referring, even indirectly, 
to these disgusting departures from 
manly virtue. It would that all per
sons were just and true to themselves 
and the moral law; but it is firm in the 
conviction that the vicious system of be
lief without works is almost wholly re
sponsible for these great wrongs; so as a 
faithful exponent of the truth It directs 
attention to the subject, and invites its 
readers to make observations, in-the 
same direction.

A Frank Confession.
The Michigan State Sunday-school 

Convention, lately in session at Bay 
City, wrestled with the following ques
tion: ’

“Why is it tjjat we’ possess so little 
spiritual .power?”- .

The ansmn£after ’^n^st'. discussion, 
was formulated in thesg iBtprds: ■

"Because of. .puyLyra|)<ily affiances. 
We use'money lihibfefe^oV our own. 
Our practices will •.n&itear -inspection. 
Our lives are not piirejffiqly and .blame
less before men.” 1 '

These are just the points we have 
been making for years against the 
church and its members. It is a pleas
ure to find that one large body of the 
faithful has reached the same conclu
sion with us. We hope they will now 
reform their lives, and we wish all who 
have been trusting in “faith” for salva
tion may see their, error and hereafter 

> practice what they preach.

to go on thumping and pounding and 
¿enouncing the Bible as if, after all, I 
had a half-hearted belief that it is 
divinely-inspired, and feared that t,his 

’half-hearted belief might become a 
whole-hearted belief if I ever ceased 
thumping and pounding and denouncing 
the old book. t When the small boy is a 
little shaky regarding the non-existence 
of the bugaboos, he whistles to keep up 
hie courage. I sometimes wonder if the 
Freethinker, who is always thumping 
and pounding and denouncing the Bible, 
ie not in the same condition of mind as 
tho whistling boy. I propose to go right 
on with my preaching, as if thp belief in 
an inspired Bible, or Koran, or Veda, 
had never gained a foothold in the 
world. A year ago I might have 
thumped and pounded and denounced 
the Bible;1 to-day, I simply ignore the 
Bible. A year ago I was a Freethinker, 
just crawling out of the shell of super
stition; to-day I am a Freethinker or a 
progressive Unitarian, who is entirely 
out of the shell of superstition. I think 
the latter condition is better than the 
first. What does the audience think?’

Rev. Mr. Chunn is a young man, a 
university graduate, learned in not only 
the classics, but Oriental languages, in
cluding Hebrew, Arabic, Assyrian and 
Sanscrit. He was ordained to the Con
gregational ministry, but obeying the 
laws of evolution, he is now a free man, 
bound to no creed but the truth. We 
shall hear from him again. .

An Infidel Church.
A peculiar case in ecclesiastical prac

tice has just occurred at Monmouth, 
Ill. The Rev. J. G. Stewart, of the 
United Presbyterian Church, has been 
tried and suspended by the presbytery 
fob disorderly conduct. For the past 
three years Mr. Stewart has been en
gaged in evangelistic work and' is 
credited with being eminently success
ful in gaining converts and instrumental 
in healjng the sick. He maintains that 
the age of miracles is not past, and that 
there are living witnesses who testify 
that they have been both physically and 
spiritually benefited through his min
istrations.

The fact seems to be that he is what 
Spiritualists know as a “healing me
dium”—hence he is able in some degree 
to fulfill the word of Jesus when he 
spoke of the signs that should in coming 
time follow those that truly believed in 
him. •
' But, sad to say, the authorities of the 
church of so-called. Christians have so 
far apostatized from the living faith and 
fallen from grace that they arc ready 
to suspend, excommunicate, and ec
clesiastically crucify the disciple who, by 
the “signs that follow” him, proves his 
just claim to be a true follower of 
Jesus, the great healer of Nazareth.

This incident unmistakably proves 
that the church of to-day is a fallen 
Church. While ever ready to brand as 
“infidels" those .that discard the dogmas 
of orthodoxy, the church to-day, in all 
its branches, is infidel to the plain, ex
press teachings of the great teacher 
whom it professes to follow.

Jesus declared that, as one of tho signs 
of true discipleship, those that believed 
In him ■ should “heal,” and do othei- 
wonderful things; but the church to-day 
brands those who fulfill his words as 
“disorderly,” etc., and suspends them 
from the ministry! .

Yes, plainly, tho church is to-day a 
fallen church—an infidel church.

A False Position.
"It is impossible to believe and honor 

God while we receive honor from men.”
We find the above startling lines in a 

religious paper, in which the writer 
was laboring to bring the world to sal
vation. The position taken is that God’s 
requirements are inconsistent with one’s 
duty to his fellows, therefore, instead of 
gaining mortal honors he should incur 
human displeasure so as to gain heav-
only reward. Spiritualists hold, on the 
contrarv, that he selves God best who 
serves humanity most. They have no 
sympathy with trying to gain eternal 
favors by crucifying the flesh, or in ' 
grading man to elevate a god.

de-

Cheap Salvation.
“Every spirit that confesseth that Je

sus Christ is come in the flesh is of 
God.”—John 4:2.

Good works, orderly lives, personal 
sacrifices for the good of others, don’t 
count for anything in the Christian plan 
of salvation; but belief is everything. 
Spiritualists, agnostics, everybody, re
verse this Christian rule if you would 
enjoy this life, and escape suffering in 
the next. ,

A Popish Scheme.
A London telegram says: “The report 

is confirmed that the Vatican” (that is 
to say, the Pope and his ecclesiastical 
cabinet of Jesuits, cardinals, etc.) “has 
instructed Archbishop Satolli to in
fluence the Catholic Members of Con
gress in Washington, in favor of Amer
ica sending a diplomatic representative 
to the Vatican.”

While our President and Congress 
are considering the project of “sending 
a diplomatic representative to the 
Vatican,” we suggest that they also con
sider the advisability of sending repre
sentatives to the headquarters of Mo- 
hammedanis.m, Buddhism, etc. We 
suggest that the Church of England also 
influence Members of Congress in Wash
ington in favor of America sending a 
diplomatic representative to Canter
bury. And let all the other churches 
—big and little—in foreign countries 
follow suit! Why not?

We hope this imptfilent Jesuitic 
scheme of popery will be incontinently 
squelched. It is a scheme to gain gov
ernment reebgnition and eclat for the 
Romish Church.

It is a scheme of the oily Jesuits for 
the aggrandizement of the church. 
There is no need nor occasion for send
ing a diplomatic .representative to the 
Vatican. The Vatican is simply the 
headquarters of the Romish hierarchy; 
it is not the seat of government of a 
nation, but only of an ecclesiastical 
hierarchy which,whatever its pretenses, 
is and ever has been the enemy of all 
governments except those subservient to 
Romish diçtation.

for the unfolding flowers and fruits. Cell 
is added to cell on’ all planes. Each 
method of action does not interfere with 
any other operation, but carries, forward 
to completion in the unity of perfection. 
Growth and unfolding are the result of 
this harmony.

In the mineral world, all the. ceaseless 
motions by which the globe is'ripened 
and perfected are the result of harmoni
ous action between the forces of nature. 
The endless flow of the rivers, from the 
mountain to the sea; the rising and 
ebbing of the tides: the falling rains; 
the rotation of the seasons; the winds, 
the waters, the fire and the sunshine, all 
act in harmony. The result is the orys- 
tallization and maturing of the metals, 
rocks and earths, for special use by veg
etables, animals and man; All these 
are parts of. the great harmony, of the 
planet, in which is no note of. discord, 
On the animal plane, harmony, always 
brings the best development. Domestic 
animals that are treated with the kind
ness that is the natural outcome of 
harmony, always develop more evenly, 
and unfold more perfectly than when 
they are constantly, in the discord that 
breeds cruelty and fear. Whatever is 
true of the physical plane is true also of 
man also on that plane as an animal. 
All the processes of growth and unfold
ing are better developed by a home of 
kindness and mutual forbearance,

But when we come to the spiritual side 
of man’s nature, how much depends 
upon the kind, encouraging word, to 
dawning perception of the invisible. 
We can have no better illustration than 
the building of the White City. There 
never was a mutual planning of fellow
architects which was so harmonious as 
this in all respects. Out of this unity 
and harmony came realized vision’s of 
beauty and magnificence never before 
conceived nor equaled in all the broad 
earth. .

Harmony in music means that each 
\nstrument shall start from a certain 
imynote. If the individual key is too 
high, the player lowers it; if it is too. 
low, he raises it. This is a type of all 
true harmony. In all differences of 
opinion each concedes a little, a6d all 
are willing to put aside the objectiona
ble feature.

There has been a disagreement about 
the reality of life. All disputes are 
about the trilling points of illusion and 
unreality. In the valley of the river 
Jordan it is recorded’ that thousands 
were slain because they said “sibboleth” 
instead of “shibboleth.” Why should I 
insist that my neighbor should come to 
my standard of perception, thought or, 
expression, while I ’will not come to his, 
and am not even willing to meet him 
half way? Why is it people are so fond 
of compelling, or trying to compel, their 
friends or neighbors to believe as they 
do, having no nobler motive than the 
gaining of an insignificant concession of 
belief? If wo, each and every one, 
could only train ourselves to concede to 
others the same liberty of thought and 
expression thereof that we demand for 
ourselves, how many quarrels we should 
avoid in our efforts to prove something 
which we have no .earthly means of 
proving, and which it would be no 
earthly use to demonstrate, if, we had 
the power. ;

All organization ii the manifestation 
of harmony. In Holland, where thou
sands of acres of land have been wrested 
from the grasp of the sea, suppose a 
single man had, unaided, attempted the 
work: life itself could not have been 
long enough to have hardly begun it, 
to say nothing of the finishing, but a’ 
nation harmoniously united, and the 
work has been accomplished withjn a 
generation.

No one man could have built the White 
City. But the harmonious action of the 
city, State and nation made the outpour
ing of money and means a perfect flood. 
The overwhelming harmony resulting 

. has loft an unsurpassable record in the 
peaceful events never before reached bv

—FreeUdnker’s Magazine.
“The truth shall make you. free.”— 

New Testament.
“The first duty of men who have to 

die is to learn how to live, so as to leave 
the world, or something in it, a little , 
better than they have found it. Our 
future life must be the natural outcome 
of this; the root of the whole matter is 
in this life."—Gerald Massey.

“It is only through the clear atmos
phere of spirituality that you can mount 
up to the regions of peace and harmony." 
Prof. C. N. Chachravarti, of India, at 
the Parliament of Religions. •

One with, and inseparable from, the 1 
overestimate of the worship and service 
due to God, or the gods, has been the 
neglect of- the service due to humanity. 
So limited and imperfect has been man’s 
conception of Deity and his correspond
ingly Imperfect worship, that some very 
intellectual men and great thinkers say 
that all religions originated in a dis
torted imagination. The more spiritual 
thinkers say that religion is an element 
inherent in man’s nature, the connecting 
link between Father God and child man, 
exemplified in the filial tie between 
parents and children.

In the religious code of Israel they 
were commanded to love the Lord, their 
God, with all their heart, soul and 
might; but when a more spiritual teacher 
came he gave an additional command
ment, which bound them to love also 
their neighbor as themselves. These 
two he called the first and second com
mandments: see Deut. Q, 5, and Matt. 
22, 35-40.

TO speak of a religion as false does 
not always state the case fairly. Man, 
as a religious being, may feel after God 
very truly and sincerely—Indeed, some 
clergymen believe what they preach— 
but in their attempt to serve God they 
do some very foolish, not to say very 
wicked, things. This is true of Chris
tians in thoir shameful neglect or dis
obedience of the second commandment, 
and is the result of imperfection; al
though wo are apt to call it positive 
wickedness: and it is that when it comos 
from his undeveloped and unspiritual 
nature and results in .the destruction of 
the life and liberties of his fellowmen.

The history of the individual is in 
many respects the history of the race. 
The child remains for some time in a 
semi-conscious condition, -instinctively 
drawing its sustenance from its mother; 
then there must be a certain amount of 
physical strength attained before the 
intellect can develop; and lastly, in the 
order of nature, the moral and spiritual 
attributes unfolded. Ho is then, if 
nature has not been restricted, a fully- 
developed individual, and is, perhaps, a 
law untohimself, because heloves truth, 
justice, reciprocity and his fellowman. 
He is a freeman because he obeys, and 
does not violate law; and therefore fears 
no consequences. Looking along this line 

■ retrospectively and prospectively, we 
see the young race in every stage of de
velopment frornt semi-conscious infancy 
to maturity. History opens with man 
fully developed physically; then might 
was right. Subsequently intellect was 
developed, and the world became full of 
invention, literature, science, art, books, 
pictures, commercial enterprise and 
everything that shows man to be in
tellectually great.

But as tho individual required the 
unfoldment of the inner soul-life to com
plete hie character and make him not 
only a law-abiding citizen, but himself 
the embodiment of truth, love and 
justice, so it is with community; until 
the same spiritual leaven permeates^ 
every part of society, from the most in-' 
significantindividual to the most highly 
advanced, there can bo no real harmony, 
peace or safety to life or property; 
because, in tho first place, it is the law 
of human progress that tho divine side 
of man’s nature should be so unfolded, 

' and that is what he is hero for. In the 
next place, it is absolutely impossible 
for man to be happy, in this or any other 
world, without complying with the law 

; of Iris being; and that means: drawing 
' around him all the comforts that gen- 
1 erous nature has provided in a world 
1 full of all that the physical organism

THE SEARCH LIGHT.
The Spiritual Search-Light 

that None Can Escape.

I.
Nearly everybody has read about the 

wonderful Search Light at the World’s 
Fair. It was a magnificent wonder. Ac
cording to the Inter Ocean, a big mirror 
is mounted at one end of the big drum, 
the outer end of which is furnished with 
a door consisting of a/hetal rim, in 
which are fixed a numj/or of plate-glass 
strips five-sixteenths an inch thick by 
six Inches wide. Insidrfthis drum and slid

 

ing upon ways arranged on the bottom 

 

is placed the elecjfic lamp, the source of 

 

the light which/is reflected by the mir

 

rors. It is entirely automatic in its ac

 

tion, is six fpfithigh, and weighs about 
400 pound The maximum current at 
which thjfi lamp operates is 200 amperes, 
and at tjiis current the lamp has a lumin- 

ijty of about 90,000 to 100,000 
, jh&xeflected beam a total lum- 

intensity which the eye cannot 
appreciate. In looking at the side of the 
beam the spectator only distinguishes a 
stream of light of comparatively low in
tensity, but in looking at the beam 
directly its brilliancy is fully seen, and 
the effect is absolutely blinding.

wrote words upon the clouds.
Before the projector was sent to the 

World's Fair a public test was made at 
Middletown, Conn. From tho rpof of 
the works the great white beam of light 
shot forth into the obscurity of the 
night, and slowly swept the countryside 
for miles around, bringing every object 
upon which it was directed into brilliant 
and distinct relief. It illuminated the 
roofs of distant villages and scared the 
inhabitants, and- lighted up the sign
boards miles away, so that they could 
easily be read by means of a glass. The 
projector was turned upward toward the 
sky, and the beam, like a supernatural 
divine finger, wrote words upon the 
clouds—messages of light to the starry 
populations. It was a majestic manifes
tation of man’s invasion of the realms of 
Phoebus.
READING NEWSPAPER, LAMP TEN MILES 

AWAY.
How far the powerful beam of light 

of this instrument can bo seen is difficult 
to state. The Search Light set up by 
the General Electric Company on Mount 
Washington, in the White Mountains, 
has a diameter of only thirty inches, and 
a reflected light from the mirror of 
about 100,000'candle power, yet the news
paper can be read in its beam ten miles 
away, and the light can bo seen from 
points one hundred miles away. How 
much further, then, could this 375,000,000 
candle-power light be seen in a clear at
mosphere, free from moisture, if the 
projector could be mounted on an emin
ence sufficiently high to clear all sur
rounding obstacles? •

II.
Yes, indeed, this is 

Search Light, revealing

any natiott. Harmony is growth, 
power, is manifested Omnipotence.

Spiritualists« Remember.

is

Remember, Spiritualists, your 
llglous neighbors, apd especially your 
ministers, on Christmas, If you cannot

re-

The mite mentioned in the gospel in 
connection with the widow’s contribu
tion to the treasury was a Greek copper 
coin weighing 18 grains. .

Objects to Christians.
Somebody in a Philadelphia periodi

cal edited by a clergyman of the ortho1- 
dox faith, advertises for several domes
tics, male and female, the latter to care 
for children, and concludes: ‘‘No Chris
tian need apply." It.would be interest
ing to know the.experience of- ^hat ad
vertiser who has become disgusted with 
Christian service, and has turned to 
“the beggarly elements of th8> world” 
for faithful labor.- . . 1

The Pope and his satellites are to-day 
the deepest and darkest designing 
enemieiol our country’s free,non-Romish 
institutions. In every sly, underhanded, 
treacherous way they are plotting and 
scheming the downfall of our free secu
lar schools and reaching Out to grasp 
everything on which the church can 
lay her hands.

The aim of Rome is to Romanize
¿Lruin.

or

FLORIDA CAMP.
Those wishing to form, a camp in 

Florida, either for permanent residence 
or winter visit, will confer a favor by 
writing Geo.' W. Carpender, M. D., at 
125 So. Clark street, Chicago, Ill.

make them a- present of The Pro
gressive Thinker for one year or for 
three months, you can surely sot ten of 
them to thinking by sending them each 
a copy of the Christmas number. They 
have been trying to teach the world 
‘‘Christ and him crucified;” now turn 
missionary, and givb them a lesson. 
Sgw the seed and watch the result. 
This number of The Progressive 
Thinker will be' particularly Valuable. 
The articles in regard to Jesus will be 
worth the price of a year's subscription. 
Two cents per copy. One cent per copy 
where ten or more copies are ordered, 
They will be mailed to any address you 
may order, thus saving; you postage. 
One thousand copies will be sent to one 
address for $7.50. If you send names 
and postpfflee addresses with your or
ders, be sure and write them ¿.full on 
only one side of the paper, so that they 
can, be cut out and pasted on the.wrap
pers.! ..

requires, and governing himself by the 
law of the spirit, which is love, truth, 
purity, justice and reciprocity.

When this state of things prevails, the 
spirit will dictate to the intellect the 
unselfish method of transacting all 
worldly business for the good of all, with
out in the least restricting: the energetic 
development of the rich resources of 
nature for man’s use.

You ask: Can this ideal be realized? 
A thousand voices answer: Yes! We 
have learned this lesson ourselves and 
we will, each in his and her place, work 
in obedience to the spiritual Jaw within 
us. Our motto is love, truth and justice; 
“to do good is our religion.” We will 
enlist in our army everyone who is will
ing to work for the good of humanity, 
and will never disband untill we have 
conquered every evil that afflicts this 
fair world and made it the happy home 
of a pure race.
“This world Ip full of beauty, as other worlds 

above, ■ ,
And, if we did our duty, it might be fall of 

love,”

Spiritual Consultation.
The guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich

mond have consented to resume the con
sultations through her instrumentality,1 
on spiritual^ topics and mediumship, 
Wednesdays from 1:30 to 5 p. m., at 40 
Loomis street.

.ah'./ iv'. ! ■
There never was a future event fore

seen; never in all of God’s vast universe 
a method wher'pby one can lift the veil 
of time to come, as you can lift the cur
tain of a theatre and reveal the trap
pings of the stage. .A wise denizen on 
the/spirit side of life may, with .absolute ■ 
correctness, reveal to you the future,but 
his knowledge, obtained from the primal 
source, is simply the result of a- perfect 
understanding of those occult forces that 
control the destiny of individuals as well 
as nations, and which are brought 
within the domain of mathematics. We 
speak from actual knowledge when we 
Say that the future can be revealed by 
mathematics, as applied to the occult 
forces1 that prevail in the stellar uni
verse. We have .seen it demonstrated 
many timesz.in .the Temple of the Magi 
of ttfis city.

’ V.
Then, most truly, there is a Search 

Light—a Search Light which, in the 
hands of the wise denizens of Spirit-life, 
can reveal your whole life—every dark 
spot and blemish thereon, as well as 
every good deed and unselfish act. 
.When the mathematician, Adams, 
figured out the existence of a planet that 
had never been revealed to mortal eyes, 
he gave a simple hint only of the possi
bilities of the human mind in dealing 
with occult forces, with whose manifesto- 
tion mortals are becoming somewhat 
familiar. Thus it is that there is com
paratively no end to the possibilities of 
this Search Light which is manifesting 
itself in this the nineteenth century.

VI.
Spiritualists, turn on this Search 

Light—this grand and beneficent agent 
that reveals somewhat of the occult na
ture of the molecule, as well as the 
occult vibratory influence that moves 
the brain and stirs the human soul with 
emotions. Turn it on to Spiritualism, on 
to the human character, on to the mo
tives that actuates individuals. We in
vite its closest scrutiny from man as 
well as angels. The invidual who says, 
“Don’t turn your Search Light this way, 
or that way, or the other way, you may ■ 
injure our cause/” has not an adequate 
conception of human destiny, or a cor
rect estimate of human life. Turn this 
Search Light on ministers of the 
gospel, on church members, on govern
ment officials, on bank clerks, on the 
officers of corporations, on Spiritualists, 
on mediums—on everything! Tho one 
who shrinks from it is guilty! The one 
who turns from its scrutinizing gaze can
not stand its illuminating effect. By all 
means turn it on the spiritualistic press, 
and seo tho thousands of dollars that 
have been squandered by irresponsible 
scoundrels who are inwardly demons, 
but outwardly Angels of Light.

a magnificent 
the sublime in-

genuity of inventive man, and capable 
of illuminating many dark places. Di 
rccted on a dismal, pestilential alley, it 
would so illuminate it that thieves and 
wrongdoers would shrink back into their 
holes, and vermin be surprised in their
depredations, while midnight maraud-i-
ers ten miles away would think it was a 
torchlight in the hands of some angel 
watching them ’in their wrongdoing. 
Even a Christian at his devotions might 
think it the harbinger of the judgment 
day, “when all shall appear before the 
throne of God.” Though this Search 
Light was brought into existence 
through the inventive ingenuity of mor
tal man, it teaches a grand, beautiful
and impressive lesson—a lesson scintillât-
ing with divine wisdom, and which 
directs the mind to that Spiritual Search 
Light which can penetrate one’s path
way of life, reveal its crimes, its hidden 
mysteries^ and its ways that are dark 
and pestilential. It can, too, bring to 
light every good deed, every philan
thropic impulse, and every aspiration 
to elevate the world to a higher plane. 
The Spiritual Search Light, differing 
from the material one in many respects, 
can penetrate the soul, measure its 
capacity, the character of its aspirations, 
and even prognosticate with mathemati
cal certainty its future destiny, through 
a complete understanding of mathemat
ics and the Mystic Text Book.

■ VII.
Spiritualists, let this Search Light 

be constantly in your mind, and recog- . 
nize the sublime fact that it is a reality 
—a divine reality. Beautify your spir
itual nature by heroic deeds in defense 
of the right; by lofty aspirations; by 
philanthropic purposes; by following 
the exact lines of truth and honesty,’ 
never swelling therefrom. Always live 
with an invitation on your lips for the 
divine Search Light to be turned upon 
you, and, whether you invite it or not, it 
will survey your soul and reveal every 
act of your life sometime. The one who 
fears this Search Light, who fears to 
have it turned on himself and others, is 
only trying to put off an event which is 1 
sure to occur in the future.

Col. Ingersoll.
A subscriber writes that Col. Inger

soll’s lecture delivered at Kansas City 
was, in a measure, against Spiritualism. 
That fact dosen’t hurt Spiritualism nor
Spiritualists. vind work in
exposing the errors of the churches, 
while his exalted moral sentiments will 
tend to elevate those who carefully 
read them.

Constitution and By-laws of the 
National Association.

As the preparation of this work has 
involved considerable extra labor, ithas 
been delayed in publication, but nt is 
now safe to assure our friends who have 
solicited copies of the same, that it will 
be complete for delivery about the 1st of 
December, and they will then be sent 
out as ordered, and to the officers of all 
societies who apply for the same 
charters will-.be issued about that time, 
,jn the order of the applications, as 
registered. Blanks will be furnished to 
those who have not received them.

Robert A. Dimmick.
Washington, D. C. ■

III.
What a grand conception is this, that 

there is a magnificent Search Light 
that can gently raise the veil that con. 
ceals the future, enabling you to read 
therefrom the lesson of one’s life. The 
astronomer, comprehensive in his knowl
edge of the universe, has his Search 
Light—"mathematics”—and he can tell 
with absolute certainty the pathway of 
a comet millions of miles in space, and 
predict the very hour when it will come 
within range of mortal vision! Prof. 
Olney H. Richmond, one of the most 
wonderful men now living, with the aid 
of his Search Light—the Mystic Text 
Book, supplemented by mathematics
can tell the very thing you will do at 10 
o’clock A. M. one year hence, or ten 
years hence. This Search Light of his 
is not mediumship, is not seership or 
clairvoyance—it is a comprehension of 
those planetary vibrations that are ulti-

Work of the A. P. A.
At the recent election in this city and 

county the A. P. A. printed and dis
tributed a list of the Roman Catholic 
candidates on the democratic and repub
lican tickets. Daniel J. Deasy, an Irish 
Romanist, was on the Republican ticket 
for County Commissioner, and he alone 
of the ten candidates on the ticket was 
defeated. Deasy, a morning paper States, 
charges his defeat to the “Deputies," or 
A. P. A., and says that the Republican 
leaders instigated the-fiDeptities” to do 
the work. We« can assure Mr. D. 
that the A. P.'A. do the work of their 
own adcord, without1-instigation by the 
leaders of any party, and with impartial
ity towards all parties. • ;

DR. A. B. DOBSON.
His permanent address is San Jose, 

Cal., and not Los Angeles, as given in 
one of his testimonials—a mistake of the 
printer. Bear this in mind, .when writ
ing him. ’ The misdirected letters will 
finally reach him, though the delay will 
bo annoying.

Lyman O. Howe.
Dr. Spinney proposes a testimonial to 

Lyman 0- Howe. We hope every 
Spiritualist will respond. The Doctor 
has^omething to say about itIn another

Roman ■ colonial coins bore a number 
of banners corresponding to the number 
of the legion whose veterans had occu
pied the country. >■ .

No representation of the face of a man 
was ever stamped on a coin, until after 
the death of Alexander the Great, who 
was regarded as a divinity. ; .

The first deposit of gold in the United 
States .Mint was made Uy Moses Brown, 
a Boston merchant. It was composed of 
gold bai^alued at $2j276.22; • ■ .........
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how to live rightly,. than always 
right in the midst of temptation.
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bury. And let all the other 
—big and little--in foreign 
follow suit! Why not?

We hope this impudent

mately interwoven with human destiny, 
whether in the over-living present , or 
the reinotp future, .

Wednesdays from 1:30 to 5 P. in., at
Loomis street. .. . ’

sr' 7 sMs“ - '

Spiritual Consultation.
The guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich

mond have consented to resume the con
sultations through her instrumentality, 
on ' spiritual topics and mediumship,

He that beheveth . . shall be 
The thief on the cross, without

Those wishing to form a camp _ 
Florida, either for permanent residence 
or winter visit, will confer a favor by 
writing Geo.'W. Carpenderr M. D., at 
125 So. Clark street, Chicago, Ill.

Roman colonial coins bore a number 
of banners corresponding to the number 
of the legion whose veterans had occu
pied the country. .

sponsible for these great wrongs; so as a 
faithful exponent of the truth it directs 
attention to the subject, and invites its 
readers to make, ooservations in ’
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Things to Think Of.
How much is that expression of Paul, 

as given in RomanS'3:28. "A man is jus
tified by faith without the deeds of the 
law,” responsible for the wrong-doing, 
not only of ecclesiastics, but of laymen? 
With the records of courts and the re
ports of penitentiaries, sustained by the 
United States census, it is positive that 
churchmen and their sympathizers are 
really ■ accountable for nearly all the 
crimes of the nation, while they consti
tute- in their entirety, less than one- 
third the whole population. The parent 
of all other Christian denominations.the 
Catholics, contribute a majority of the 
offenders: at the same time this, sect is 
the most rigid in its articles of faith. 
There must be a reason for this. Is it 
not because Christians expect immunity 
from punishment because of belief?

This justification by faith of Paul has 
its counterpart in the words credited to
Jesus: 
saved.
a single manly act. but simply for be
lieving. was told: "This day shalt thou 
be with me in paradise. -

The prison reports show that Jews. 
vA'gnOstics and Spiritualists, and even 
atheists, all of whom are unbelievers, 
are models of morality when compared 
with churchmen. Though in the aggre
gate a very numerous body, they escape 
the prisons and the gallows. Church 
offenders caught in crime declare: "1 
am a good Catholic, a good Presbyte
rian.” or something of the sort, while 
no one dreams of escaping punishment 
because he is an unbeliever.

The so-reputed heretical sects, the 
Unitarians and the Umversalists, have 
3 much smaller percentage propor
tioned to their numbers, in the peniten
tiaries, than have the evangelical 
churches. We insist, and repeat, there 
must be a reason for this disparity 
against the orthodox, and we believe it 
rests on the false dogmas of the fall of 
man and the atonement, the latter con
tingent on belief m its efficacy.

No Creed but the Truth.
. Rev. M. W. Chunn. a very scholarly 
gentleman, ministering to the Unitarian 
church at Luverne. Minn., discoursing 
on the forward movement- in religion, 
after quoting the criticisms of various 
orthodox clergymen of prominence, 
showing numberless fatal errors in the 
Bible- both inconsistent with itself and 
natural law. concludes in these words:

“I have simply laid the Bible aside 
—both the Old and the New Testaments 
—as a back number. I do not propose 
to go on thumping and pounding and 
denouncing the Bible as if. after all. I 
had a half-hearted belief that it is 
divinely-inspired, and feared that Ijhis 

‘half-hearted belief might become a 
whole-hearted belief if I ever ceased 
thumping and pounding and denouncing 
the old book. When the small boy is a 
little shaky regarding the non-existence 
of the bugaboos, he whistles to keep up 
his courage. I sometimes wonder if the 
Freethinker, who is always thumping 
arid pounding and denouncing the Bible. 
18 not in the same condition of mind as 
the whistling boy. I propose to go right 
dn with my preaching, as if the belief in 
an inspired Bible, or Koran, or Veda, 
had never gained a foothold in the 
world. A year ago I might have 
thumped and pounded and denounced 
the Bible: to-day. I simply ignore the 
Bible- A year ago I was a Freethinker, 
just crawling out of the shell of super
stition: to-day I am a Freethinker ora 
progressive Unitarian, who is entirely 
out of the shell of superstition. I think 
the latter condition is better than the 
first What does the audience think?’

Rev- Mr. Chunn is a young man, a 
university graduate, learned m not only 
the classics, but Oriental languages, in
cluding Hebrew. Arabic, Assyrian and 
Sanscrit. He was ordained to the Con
gregational ministry, but obeying- the 
laws of evolution, he is now a free man, 
bound to no creed but the truth. We 
shall hear from him again. .

The mite mentioned m „the gospel in 
connection with the widow s conti ibu- 
tion to the treasury was a Greek copper 
coin weighing 18 grains. ■ -......

Pretty Hot. .'False Creeds Lead |to Corruption.
Whilq Rev. H. H. Barbour, of the. Can any one explain, other than on 

Belden Avenue Bdptist Church, this the theory of false creeds, why it is that 
city, was preuching.a sermon on Sodom next to the ignorant arid debused negro, 
and Gomorrah, and had reached the clergymen are the most guilty of revolt
grand culmination, as reported in the j ing sexual crimes? Nearly every daily 
daily lieand of the 13th met.; paper has a loathsome account of the

' misdeeds of some intermediate between“Sodom and Gomorrah are being 
razed to. the ground: The crash of 
falling walls, the smell of brimstone and 
the roar of the Hamos are heard in 
every direction. There is no hope for 
any living thing inside the cities’ walls. 
The angel is speaking to Lot:/ “'Flee 
for your life!”’ . ( .
. Casting his eyes upward, he saw a 
spark of fire falling from the \lome of 
his own church. Another and another, 
then, controlling his voice as muck as 
possible.-ho announced, “The church is 
on fire!’’ The house of God was quickly 
cleared of worshipers, and firemen were 
pouring water on the blaze, which was 
soon extinguished with damages esti
mated at $5.000 to the building.

With such a disastrous result follow
ing this fiery discourse” should not the 
clergy be required to somewhat abate 
thely fervor when preaching on Hell, 
Sodom, Gomorrah, etc., for next time 
they may set the city, perhaps the world 
on fire? : • -

The priests haveawonderful influence 
over the malignant spirits who seem at 
times to run this earth. ■

Rank Heresy.
President Washburn, of Roberts Col

lege. Constantinople, a Christian insti
tution. devoted to educating the young 
for missionary wqrk, has made himself 
liable to the charge of heresy, by saying 
that -many missionaries do not deserve 
their title, and their work is worthless. ” 
He continues:

“It is often better missionary work 
to import a plow than tracts: to help a 
fisherman mend his net than read a 
chapter on the sin of worshiping idols: 
far better to help a heathen dig a well 
than to sit idly by and read the ten com
mandments: far better to read and study 
the Koran than to always read the Bi
ble, if the missionary is in the land of 
Mahomet." Hemdded: "A missionary 
can gain more converts by practising a 
good life, than by preaching."

The last proposition is evidently a dif
ficult one. for.it is easier to toll others

As Others’ See Us.
The Russian Prince Wolskonsky, of 

St. Petersburg, who made a brief ad
dress at Memorial Art Palace during 
the last days of the exposition, took off 
American ways thusly:

"People advertise and carry their de
nomination about with them like a tick
et they present at every turnstile. If 
they continue in this way I shall not be 
astonished to see them print their de
nomination on their cards—the club in 
one corner, tho church in tho other. 
They seem to think that the fact of a 
man belonging to a church establishes 
his moral value. Tho church becomes 
an end in itself, instead of being a gate 
which loads us to that humanity -to 
which we aft belong. It becomes a 
principle of division, instead of being 
the strongest promoter of sociability. It 
becomes a screen which keeps man apart 
from man. instead of being a bona to 
bring them together.

A Frank Confession.
The Michigan State Sunday-school 

Convention, lately m session at Bay 
City, wrestled with the following ques
tion: - i

“Why is ib f^aj; We possess so little 
spiritual power?’" : w .

Thq answer after ^¿rn^stjdisriuqsion, 
was formulated in thesp words: .

"Because of .purfi^pBdly alliances. 
We use money whichMfr snot; . .our own. 
Our practices .will .aftfyhear inspection. 
Our lives are riot pifrer holy, and blame
less before mon...........

These are just the points we have 
been making for years against the 
church and its members. It is a pleas
ure to find that one large body of the 
faithful has reached tho same conclu
sion with us. We hope they will now 
reform their lives, and we wish all who 
have been trusting m "faith”’ for Salva
tion may seo thoir error and hereafter 
practice what they preach.

God and man, who, plying the trade of 
saving souls, has overstepped the bounds 
of moral duty. The latest case coming 
under our attention is that of Rev, W. 
W. Totheroh, of the Hyde Park Presby
terian Church, this city, who was lately 
deposed from the ministry and suspended 
from church privileges, “until he shall 
give satisfactory evidence of sincere re
pentance,” a period always near at hand 
with such offenders, the sorrow being 
that his lecherous conduct was dis
covered.

If these crimes against chastity wore 
limited to Protestants, there might still 
remain hope in the Christian system; 
but Catholics, notwithstanding their 
arbitrary power over communicants, are 
as frequently exposed for moral derelic
tion as are the clergy pf rival sects.
' The Progressive Thinker takes 

no pleasure in referring, even indirectly, 
to these disgusting departures. from 
manly virtue. It would that all per
sons were just and true to themselves 
and the moral law; but it is firm in the 
conviction that the vicious system of be
lief without works is almost wholly re

An Infidel Church.
. A peculiar case in ecclesiastical prac
tice has just occurred at Monmouth> 
Ill. The Rev. J. G. Stewart, of the 
United Presbyterian Church, has been 
tried and suspended by the presbytery 
fob disorderly conduct. For the past 
three years Mr. Stewart has been en
gaged in evangelistic work and is 
credited with being eminently success
ful in gaining converts and instrumental 
in healing the sick. He maintains that 
the age of miracles'is not past, and that 
there are living witnesses who testify 
that they have been both physically and 
spiritually benefited through his min
istrations.

The fact seams to be that he is what 
Spiritualists know as a “healing me
dium"—hence he is able in some degree 
to fulfill the word of Jesus when he 
spoke of the signs that should in coming 
time follow those that truly believed in 
him, -

But, sad to say, the authorities of the 
church of so-cblled Christians have so 
farapostatized from tho living faith and 
fallen from grace that they are ready 
to suspend, excommunicate, and ec
clesiastically crucify the disciple who, by 
tha-“signs that follow” him, proves his 
just claim to be a true follower of 
Jesus, the great healer of Nazareth.

This incident unmistakably proves 
that the church of to-day is a fallen 
kshurch. While ever ready to brand as 
“infidels” those that discard the dogmas 
of orthodoxy, the church to-day, in all 
its branches, is infidel to the plain, ex
press teachings of the great teacher 
whom it professes to follow.

Jesus declared that, as one of the signs 
of true discipleship, those that believed 
in him should “heal,” and do other 
wonderful things; but the church to-day 
brands those who fulfill • his words as 
“disorderly,” etc., and suspends them 
from the ministry!

Yes, plainly, the church is to-day a 
fallen church—an infidel church. ‘

A False Position.
"It is impossible to believe and honor 

God while we receive honor from men."
We find the above startling lines in a 

religious paper. "In which the writer 
was laboring to bring the world to sal
vation. The position taken is that God's 
requirements are inconsistent with one's 
duty to his fellows, therefore, instead of 
gaining mortal honors he should incur 
human displeasure so as to gain heav
enly reward. Spiritualists hold, on the 
contrary, that he serves God best who 
serves humanity most. They have no 
sympathy with trying to gam eternal 
favors by crucifying the flesh, or in de
grading man to elevate a god.

Cheap Salvation.
"Every spirit that confesseth that Je

sus Christ is come in the flesh is of 
God."—John 4:2.

Good works, orderly lives, personal 
sacrifices for the good of others, don’t 
count for anything in the Christian plan 
of salvation; but belief is everything. 
Spiritualists, agnostics, everybody, re
verse this Christian rule if. you would 
enjoy this life, and escape suffering in 
the next.

A Popish Scheme.
A London telegram says: “The report 

is confirmed that the Vatican” (that is 
to say, the Pope and his ecclesiastical 
cabinet of Jesuits, cardinals, etc.) “has 
instructed Archbishop Satolli tb in
fluence the Catholic Members of Con
gress in Washington, in favor of Amer
ica sending a. diplomatic representative 
to the Vatican.”

While our President and Congress 
are considering the proj'ect of “sending 
a diplomatic representative to the 
Vatican,” we suggest that they also con
sider the advisability of sending repre
sentatives to the headquarters of Mo; 
hammedanism, Buddhism, etc. We 
suggest that the Church of England also 
Influence Members of Congress in Wash
ington in favor of America sending a 
diplomatic representative to Canter-

scheme of popery will be incontinently 
squelched. It is a scheme to gain gov- 
erilment reebgnition and eclat for the 
Romish Church.

It is a scheme of the oily Jesuits for 
the aggrandizement of the church. 
There is no need nor occasion for send
ing a diplomatic .representative to the 
Vatican. The Vatican is simply the 
headquarters of the Romish hierarchy; 
it is not the seat of government of a 
riation, but only of an ecclesiastical 
hierarchy which (Whatever its pretenses, 
is and ever has been the enemy of all 
governments except those subservient to 
Romish diptation. : 1

The Pope and his. satellites are to-day 
the deepest and darkest designing 
enemieábf our country’s free,non-Romish 
Institutions. In every sly. underhanded, 
treacherous way they are plotting and 
scheming the downfall of our free secu
lar schools and reaching out to grasp 
everything on which the church can 
lay her hands.
‘ The aim of Rome is to Romanize jjs, 
ruin. • , ; . •

Harmony the Essence of Growth.
As we examine the vegetable kingdom 

we may perceive that all parts of plants 
and trees are in harmony. The roots 
draw to themselves nutriment out of the 
solidity of the earth. The sap passes up 
into the stalk, the leaves form shelters 
for the unfolding flowers and fruits. Cell
is added to cell on' all planes. Each 
method of action does not interfere with 
any other operation, but carrier forward 
to completion in the unity of perfection. 
Growth and unfolding are the result of 
this harmony.

In the mineral world, all the ceaseless 
motions by which the globe is 'ripened 
and perfected are the result of harmoni
ous action between the forces of nature. 
The endless flow of the river£, from the 
mountain to the sea; the rising and 
ebbing of the tides: the falling rains; 
tho rotation of the seasons; the winds, 
the waters, the fire amLthe sunshine, all 
act in harmony, The, result is the crys
tallization and maturing of the metals, 
rocks and earths, for special use by veg
etables, animals and man. All these 
are parts of the great harmony of the 
planet, ip which is no note of discord, 
On the animal plane, harmony, always 
brings the best development. Domestic 
animals that are treated with the; kind
ness that is the natural outcome of 
harmony, always develop more evenly, 
and unfold more perfectly than when 
they are constantly . in the discord that 
breeds cruelty and fear. Whatever is 
true of the physical plane 4s true also of 
man alsrf1 on that plane as an animal. 
All the processes of growth and unfold
ing are better developed by a home of 
kindness and mutual forbearance.1

But when we come to the spiritual side 
of man’s nature, how much. depends 
upon the kind, encouraging word, to 
dawning perception of the invisible. 
We can have no better illustration than 
the building o£ the White City, There 
never was a mutual planning of fellow- 
architoots which was so harmonious as 
this in all respects. Out of this unity 
and harmony came realized vftipris of 
beauty and magnificence never before 
conceived nor equaled in all the broad 
earth. .

Harmony in music means that each 
instrument shall start from a certain 
keynote. If the individual key is too 
high, the player lowers it; If it is too 
low, he raises it. This is a type of all 
true harmony. In all differences of 
opinion each concedes a little, a-6d all 
are willing to put aside the objectiona
ble feature.

There has been a disagreement about 
the reality of life. All disputes are 
about the trifling points of illusion and 
unreality. In the valley of the river 
Jordan it is recorded that thousands 
were slain because they said “sibbolqth” 
instead of “shibboleth.” Why should I 
insist that my neighbor should come to 
my standard of perception, thought or, 
expression, while t^ill not come to his, 
and am not even willing to meet him- 
half waj® Why is it people are so fond 
of compelling, or trying to compel, their 
friends or neighbors to believe as they 
do, having no nobler motive than the 
gaining of an insignificant concession of 
belief? If wc, each and every one, 
could only train ourselves to concede to 
others the same liberty of thought and 
expression thereof that we demand for 
ourselves, how many quarrels we should 
avoid in our efforts to prove something 
which we have no .earthly means of 
proving, and which it would be no 
earthly use to demonstrate, if, we had 
the power. - ’

All organization ii the manifestation 
of harmony. In Holland, where thou
sands of acres of land have been wrested 
from the grasp of the sea, supppse a 
single man had, unaided, attempted the 
work: life itself could not have been 
long enough to have hardly begun it, 
to say nothing of the finishing, but a 
nation harmoniously united, and the 
work has been accomplished with|n a 
generation. • >

No one man could have built the White 
City. But the harmonious action of the 
city, State and nation made the outpour
ing of money arid means a perfect flood. 
The overwhelming harmony resulting 
has left an unsurpassable record in the 
peaceful events never before reached bv 
any nation. Harmony is growth, is 
power, is manifested Omnipotence.' ■

Objects to Christians
Somebody in a Philadelphia periodi 

cal edited by a clergyman of the ortho
dox faith, advertises for several domes 
tics, male and female, the latter to care 
for children, and concludes:’ "No Chris
tian need apply. ■’ It would be interest
ing to know the experience of that ad
vertiser who has become disgusted with 
Christian service, and has turned to 
-the beggarly elements of the world" 
for faithful labor. .

Spiritualists,Remember.
Remember, Spiritualists, your re

ligious neighbors, apd especially you'r 
ministers, on Christmas. If yòuoannòt 
make them a present of The Pro? 
gresSive Thinker for one year or for 
three months, you can sqrrily set ten of 
them to thinking by sending them each 
a copy of the Christmas number. ■ They 
have been trying to teach the world 
“Christ and him crucified;” -now tura 
missionary, and givb them a/lessop. 
Sqw the seed and watch the result. 
This number of The PROGRESSIVE 
Thinker will be’ particularly .valuable. 
The articles in regard to Jesus will be 
worth the price of a year’s subscription. 
Two cents per copy. One cent ;per copy 
where ten or more copies areqrdered. 
They will be mailed to any addlress you 
may Order, thus saving you- postage, 
(kie thousand copies will be sent to one 
^Bdress for $7.50. If you send names 
and postofflee addresses with your \ or
ders, be sure and write them in full on 
only one side of the paper, so that they 
can, be cut out and pasted on the Wrap- 
pers.J ... . •

Necessity and 1‘ovyer of Spirltu- 
ality.

“Truth, eternal truth, which all frbe 
souls accept and love, Is to-day the object 
of tireless research, not only for its own 
sake, but for the practical purpose of 
bettering the condition of man’s estate.” 
—JVeel/uiifceT’s Magazine.

“The truth shall make you free,”— 
New Testament.

“The first duty of men who have to 
die is to learn how to live, so as to leave 
the world, or something in it, a little 
better than they have found it. Our 
future life must be the natural outcome 
of this; the root of the whole matter is 
in this life.”—Gerald Massey. .

“It is only through the clear atmos
phere of spirituality that you can mount 
up to the regions of peace and harmony.” 
Prof. C. N. Chachravarti, of Indian at” 
the-Parliament of Religions.

One with, and inseparable from, the 
overestimate of the worship and service 
due to God, or the gods, has been the 
neglect of the service due to humanity. 
Ho limited and imperfect has been man’s 
conception of Deity and his correspond
ingly imperfect worship, that some very 
intellectual men and great thinkers say 
that all religions originated in a dis
torted imagination. The more spiritual 
thinkers say that religion is an element 
inherent in man’s nature, the connecting 
link between Father God and child man, 
exemplified in the filial tie between 
parents and children. .

In the religious code of Israel they 
were commandefl to love the Lord, their 
God, with all their heart, soul and 
might; but when a more spiritual teacher 
cariie he gave an additional command
ment, which bound them to love also 
their neighbor as themselves. These 
two he called the first and second com
mandments: see Deut. flj 6, and Matt. 
22, 35-40.

TO speak of a religion as false does 
not always state the case fairly. Man, 
as a religious being, may feel after God 
very truly and sincerely—indeed, some 
clergymen believe what they preach— 
"but in their attempt to serve God they 
do some very foolish, not to say very 
wicked, things. ‘ This is true of Chris
tians in their shameful neglect or dis
obedience of the second commandment, 
and is the result of imperfection, al
though we are.apt to call it positive 
wickedness: and it is that when it comes 
from his undeveloped and unspiritnal 
nature and results in the destruction of 
the life and liberties of his fellowmen.

The history of the individual is in 
many respects the history of the race. 
The phild remains for some time in a 
semi-conscious condition, -instinctively 
drawing, its sustenance from its mother; 
then there must be a certain amount of 
physical strength attained before the 
intellect can develop; and lastly, in the 
order of nature, the moral and spiritual 
attributes unfolded. He is then, if 
nature has not been restricted, a fully- 
deveToped individual, and is, perhaps, a 
law unto himself, because he loves truth, 
justice, reciprocity and hifi fellowman. 
He is a freeman because he obqys, and 
does not violate law; and therefore fears 
no consequences. Looking along this line 
retrospectively and prospectively, we 
see the young race in every stage of de
velopment from semi-conscious infancy 
to maturity. History opens with man 
fully developed physically; then might 
was right. Subsequently intellect was 
developed, and the world became full of 
invention, literature, science, art, books, 
pictures, commercial enterprise and 
everything that shows man to be in
tellectually great.

But as the individual required the 
unfoldment of the inner soul-life to com
plete his character and make him not 
only a law-abiding citizen, but himself 
the embodiment of truth, love and 
justice, so it is with community; until 
the same spiritual leaven permeates 
every part of society, from the most in-' 
significant individual to the most highly 
advanced, there can bo no real harmony, 
peace or safety to life or property; 
because, in tho first place, it is the law 
of human progress that the divine side 
of man’s nature should be so unfold,cd, 
and that is what he is here for. In the 
next place, ft is absolutely impossible 
for man to be happy, in this or any other 
world, without complying with the law 
of his being; and that means: drawing 
around him all the comforts that gen
erous nature has provided in a world 
full of all that the physical organism 
requires, and governing himself by the 
law of the spirit, which is love, truth, 
purity, justice and reciprocity.

When this state of things prevails, the 
spirit will dictate to the intellect the 
unselfish method of transacting all 
worldly business for the good of all, with
out in the least restricting the energetic 
development of the rich resources of 
nature for man’s use.

You ask: Can this ideal be realized? 
A thousand voices answer: Yes! We 
have learned this lesson ourselves and 
we will, each in his and her place, work 
in obedience to the spiritual Jaw within 
us. Our motto is love, truth1 and justice; 
“to do good is our religion.” We will 
enlist in our army everyone who is will
ing to work for the good of humanity, 
and will never disband-untill we have 
conquered, every evil that afflicts this 
fair world and made it the happy home 
of a pure race. , ,
“This world Is full of beauty, u other worlds 

above, , .
And, If we did our duty, it might be full of 

love.”

The Spiritual Search-Light 
that None Can Escape.

■ L
Nearly everybody has read about the 

wonderfuj Search Light at the World’s 
Fair. It was a magnificent wonder. Ac
cording to the Inter Ocean, a big mirror 
is mounted at one end of the big drum, 
the outer end of which is furnished with 
a door consisting of a metal rim, in 
which are fixed a number of plate-glass 
strips five-sixteenths of an inch thick by 
six inches wide. Inside this drum and slid
ing upon ways arranged On the bottom 
is placed the electric lamp, the source of 
the light which is reflected by the mir
rors.' It is entirely automatic in its ac
tion, is six feethigh, and weighs about 
400 pounds. The maximum current at 
which this lamp operates is 200 amperes, 
and at this current the lamp has a lumin
ous intensity of about 90,000 to 100,000 
candles, the reflected beam a total lum
inous intensity which the eye cannot 
appreciate. In looking at the side of the 
beam the spectator only distinguishes a 
stream of light of comparatively low in
tensity, but in looking at the beam 
directly its brilliancy is fully seen, and 
the effect is absolutely blinding.

wrote words upon the clouds.
Before the projector was sent to the 

World's Fair a public test was made at 
Middletown, Conn. From the rpof of 
the works the great white beam of light 
shot forth into the obscurity of the 
night, and slowly swept the countryside 
for miles around, bringing every object 
upon which it was directed into brilliant 
and distinct relief. It illuminated the 
roofs of distant villages and scared- the 
inhabitants, and- lighted up the sign
boards miles away, so that they could 
easily be read by means of a glass. The 
projector was turned upward toward the 
sky, and the beam, like a supernatural 
divine finger, wrote words upon the 
clouds—messages of light to the starry 
populations. It was a majestic manifes
tation of man's invasion of the realms of 
Phoebus.
reading newspaper, lampten miles 

, AWAY.
How far the powerful beam of light 

of this instrument can be seen is difficult 
to stato. The Search Light set up by 
the General Electric Company on Mount 
Washington, in the White Mountains, 
has a diameter of only thirty inches, and 
a reflected light from the mirror of 
about 100,000 candle power, yet the news
paper can be road in its beam ten miles 
away, anfl the light can be seen from 
points one hundred miles away. How 
much further, then, could this 375,000,000 
candle-power light be seen in a clear at
mosphere, free from moisture, if the 
projector could be mounted on an emin
ence sufficiently high to clear all sur
rounding obstacles?.

' IV-.. ■ 7
There never was a futuie event .fore

seen; never in all of God’s vast universe 
a method whereby one can lift the veil 
of time to come, as you can lift the cur
tain of a theatre and reveal the trap
pings of the stage. A wise denizen on 
the, spirit side of life may, with absolute 
correctness, reveal to you the future,but 
his knowledge, obtained from the primal 
source, is simply the result of a perfect 
understanding of those occult forces that 
control the destiny of individuals^ well 
as nations, and ' which arebrought 
within the domain of mathematics. We 
speak from actual knowledge when, we 
Bay that the future can be revealed by 
mathematics, as applied to the occult 
forces'that prevail ip the stellar uni
verse, We have .seen it demonstrated 
many times/n'the Temple of the Magi 
of this city.

' I-' ■ V. . .
/Then, most truly, there is a Search 

Light—a Search Light which, in the 
hands of the. wise denizens of Spirit-life, 
can reveal your whole life—every dark 
spot and blemish, thereon, as well as 
every good deed and unselfish act. 
When the mathematician, Adams, 
figured out the existence of a planet that 
had never been revealed to mortal eyes, 
he gave a simple hint only of the possi
bilities of the human mind in dealing 
with occult forces, with whose manifesta
tion mortals are becoming somewhat 
familiar. Thus it is that there is conf- 
paratlvely no end to the possibilities of 
this Search Light which is manifesting 
itself in this the nineteenth century.

II. •
Yes, indeed, this is a magnificent 

Search Light, revealing the sublime in
genuity of inventive man, and capable 
of illuminating mariy dark places. Di 
rccted on a dismal, 'pestilential alley, it 
would so illuminate it that thieves arid 
wrongdoers would shrink back into their 
holes, and vermin be surprised in their 
depredations, while midnight maraud
ers ten miles away would think it was a 
torchlight in the hands of some angel 
watching them ’in their wrongdoing. 
EvenVa Christian at his devotions might 
think it the harbinger of the judgment 
day, “when all shall appear before the 
throne, of God.” Though this Search 
Light was brought into existence 
through the inventive ingenuity of mor
tal man, it teaches a grand, beautiful 
and impressive lesson—a lesson scintillat
ing with divine wisdom, and which 
directs the mind to that Spiritual Search 
Light which can penetrate one’s path
way of life, reveal its crimes, its hidden 
mysteries, and its ways that are dark 
and pestilential. It can, too, bring to 
light every good deed, every philan
thropic impulse, and every aspiration 
to elevate the world to a higher plane. 
The Spiritual Search Light, differing 
from the material one in many respects, 
can penetrate the soul, measure its 
capacity, the character of its aspirations, 
and even prognosticate with mathemati
cal certainty its future destiny, through 
a complete understanding of mathemat
ics and thre Mystic Text Book.

No representation of the face of a man 
was ever stamped on a coin until after 
the death of Alexander the Great, who 
was regarded as a divinity. .

The first deposit of gold in the United 
States Mint was madefy Moses Brown, 
a Boston riierchant. It was composed of 
gold bars valued at $2;276.22.- .

His permanent address is San Jose, 
Cal., and- not Los Angeles, hs given in 
one of his testimonials—a mistake of the 
printer. Bear this in mind .when writ
ing him. The misdirected letters will 
finally reach him, though the delay will 
be annoying. -

Lyman C. Howe.
Dr. Spinney proposes a testimonial to 

Lyman C- Howe. We hope every 
Spiritualist will respond. The Doctor 
has spmething to say about it in another 
column. '

VI.
Spiritualists, turn on this Search 

Light—this grand and beneficent agent 
that reveals somewhat of the occult na
ture of the molecule, as well as the 
occult vibratory Influence that moves 
the brain and stirs the human soul with 
emotions. Turn it on to Spiritualism, on 
to the human character, on to the mo
tives that actuates individuals. We in
vite its closest scrutiny from man as 
well as angels. The invidual who says, 
“Don't turn your Search Light this way, 
or that way, or the other way, you tzuzy 
injure our causel" has not an adequate 
conception of human destiny, or a cor
rect estimate of human life. Turn this 
Search Light on ministers of the 
gospel, on church members, on govern
ment officials, on bank clerks, on the 
officers of corporations, on Spiritualists, 
on mediums—On everything! The one 
who shrinks from it is guilty! The one 
who turns from its scrutinizing gaze can
not stand its illuminating effect. By all 
means turn it on the spiritualistic press, 
and see the thousands of dollars that 
have been squandered by irresponsible 
scoundrels who are inwardly demons, 
but outwardly Angels of Light.

vn.
Spiritualists, let this Search Light 

be constantly in your mind, and recog
nize the sublime fact that it is a reality 
—a divine reality. Beautify your spir
itual nature by heroic deeds in defense . 
of the right; by lofty aspirations; by 
philanthropic purposes; by following 
the exact lines of truth and honesty, 
never swerving therefrom. Always live 
-with an invitation on your lips . for the 
divine Search Light to be turned upon 
you, and, whether you Invite it or not, it 
will survey your soul and reveal every 
act of your life sometime. The one who 
fears this Search Light, who fears to 
have it turned on himself and others, is 
only trying to put off an event which is 
sure to occur in the future.

IIL
What a grand conception is this, that 

there -is a magnificent Search Light 
that can gently raise the veil that con. 
deals the future, enabling you to read 
therefrom the lesson of one’s life. The 
astronomer, comprehensive in his knowl
edge of the universe, has his Search 
Light—“mathematics”—and he can tell' 
with absolute certainty the pathway of 
a comet millions of miles in space, and 
predict the very hour when it will come 
within range of mortal vision! Prof. 
Olney H. Richmond, one of the most 
wonderful men now living, with the hid 
of his’ Search Light—the Mystic Text 
Book, supplemented by mathematics—^ 
can tell the very thing, you will do at 10 
o’clock A. M. one year hence, or ten 
years hence. This Search’ Light of his 
is not mediumship, is not seership or 
clairvoyance—it is a comprehension of 
those planetary vibrations that are ulti-

Col. Ingersoll.
A subscriber writes that Col. Inger

soll’s lecture delivered at Kansas City 
was, in a measure, against Spiritualism. 
That fact dosen’t hurt Spiritualism nor 
Spiritualists. He does a grand work in 
exposing the errors of the churches, 
while his exalted moral sentiments will 
tend to elevate those who carefully 
read them. •

Constitution and By-laws of the 
National Association.

As the preparation of this work has 
involved considerable extra labor, it has 
been delayed in publication, but it is 
now safe to assure our friends who have 
solicited copies of the same, that it will 
bqoomplete for delivery about the 1st of 
December, and- they will then be sent 
out as. ordered, and to the officers of all 
societies who apply for the same 
charters wlll-be issued about that time, 
,jn the order of ’ the applications, as 
registered. Blanks will be furnished to 
those who have riot received them.

' Robert A. Dimmick.
Washington, D, C.

Work of the A. P. A.
At the recent election in this city and , 

county the A. P. A. printed and dis
tributed a list of the Roman Catholic 
candidates on the democratic and repub
lican tickets. Daniel J. Deasy, an Irish 
Romanist, was on the Republican ticket 
for County Commissioner, and he alone 
of the ten candidates on tjie ticket was 
defeated. Deasy, a morning paper state's,’ 
charges his defeat to the ‘’Deputies,” or 
A. P. A., and says that the Republican 
leaders instigated the “Deputies” to do 
the work. We can assure Mr. D. 
that the- A. P. A. do the work of their 
own accord, without instigation by the 
leaders of any party, and with impartial
ity towards all parties.

letteratoj.lt
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MISSION WORK.

ITHE SPIRITI! AUSTC FIELD

you

so

own relatives were led to obey the

“A Practical
;s

“Yes, by I would, and I want it

old 
are

Oregon, was the means of leading 
several on the right road in search of 
true spiritual food, never yat so satis
factorily taught by any creed handed 
down from the superstitious past. It

divine injunction: ‘Seek and ye shall 
find; knock, and it shall be opened unto 
you,’ and they are now seeking the

Bishop A. Bealsa,fter filling a success
ful engagement at'Stockton, Cal., re-

“Ÿes, I am.” .
“Well, you are talking to us, are 

not?”
“Yes.” • .

THB FROGRB^SIVBTTHINKBR.

organizing and starting. I have great 
success if properly handled. The parties 
agreeing to build a hotel at De Lepn 
having failed, it became necessary to 
select another location. At the earnest

“Well, you are not using your 
body, that lies in the grave; you 
using the organs’of the medium, Mrs. 
Bickford. What do you think of that?”

BjyRemeniber, everyone, that on recount 
of our large edition, we go to press early Mon
day morning.. Short items only will be In
serted if received oh the previous Saturday. 
We take pleasure In publishing the’movements 
of lecturers and mediums. Meetings, which 
are doing a grand work, are of local interest 
only, hence we cannot publish long reports 
with reference to them. They are too numer
ous for that. A few Unes explanatory of the 
good work being done are always acceptable, 
A great deal can bo said of a meeting in a 
dozen Unes, giving a “general survey" pt the 
glorious work being donp.

8. M. Bumstead writes that the christ
ening or dedicating to the spiritual cause 
of Myron Joel Bumstead, the infant son 
of M. C. and Anna Bumstead, took place 
in the society of the Spiritual Union, 
October 1, the Bev. E. W. Sprague, of 
Jamestown, N. Y., officiating.

Mrs. Clara Watson, inspirational 
speaker, will answer calls for funerals; 
is also authorized to officiate on mar
riage occasions.. Permanent address 
643 E. Second street, Jamestown, N. Y.

Julia Stillman writes from Andover. 
Ohio: “We have had the pleasure of 
having Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand 
Ledge, Mich., with us, who gave us six 
lectures during the first' three weeks of 
November. She is one of the best of 
speakers; we recommend her to any so
ciety wishing an inspirational speaker. 
Mrs. Sheets nas won the admiration and 
praise of the people in this vicinity. 
She returned to her home at Grand 
Ledge, November 20, whore she has en
gagements to fill,’’

Frank N. Foster,- the spirit photo- 
<. grapher, will be at 340 Shawmut Ave., 

Boston, Mass., until further notice. Ad
dress mail orders to 2705 Fourth Ave. 
S., Minneapolis, Minn.

Report comes that two attempts have 
recently been made to burn the church 
building of the Good Shepherd Catholic 
congregation, in Toledo, Ohio,; and the 
supnorters of the church allege that it 
is the work of the A. P. A. Ten chances 
to one it is the work of Romanists them
selves, done with the object of creating 
sympathy for themselves and casting 
suspicion upon the A. P. A.

Orrin Woodbury writes that in Dis
trict No. 5, Russell’s Mills. West Farm
ington, they have had a “revival of re
ligion” in which many claim to have 
been “converted;” they have a Sunday
school, a Christian Endeavor Society, 
and prayer meeting twice a week. 
Methodists, Free Will Baptists, Con
gregationalists and Adventists all hold 
meetings and advocate, their .doctrine. 
Ho has been a member of the Bible 
class, and all were iiivited to explain or 
enquire. He told them that Jesus and 
his disciples lived in common, and the 
early churches were formed on that 
principle, very like the Bellamy idea in 
“Looking Backward;” also that Jesus 
taught that his disciples should heal as 
he himself had healed,-and that was to 
be an evidence of their Christian disci
pleship, a proof that they were his true 
followers, etc. Recently he announced 
a lecture to be held in the same school
house, subject: “Immortality; Positive 
Proof of Life Beyond *’the Grave.” 
Though they were given to quoting the 
golden rule, he found himself locked 
out. But nearly forty people went in 
through a window, including an old lady 
■of eighty years, whose indignation made 
her spry as a girl. Others would not 
enter through, the window, but went 
away indignant. Such occurrences do 
good—by reflex action.

J. W. Fletcher leothres and gives 
tests every Sunday at 3 and 8 P. M., at 
Fifth Avenue Hall, 27 W. 42nd street, 
between Fifth and Sixth avenue, New 
York.

L. Peterson writes: “Mrs. C. Cor
nelius, trance and test medium, during 
her short visit to this city, Portland,

S. Stanford, of Indianopolis, Ind,, 
writes of a materializing, seance by 
Oran Stevens, at which forms.appeared 
strong1 and beautiful, walking arourifi f 
the i-oorn and conducting sitters into the 
cabinet. .'Mrs. Stevens also ■ gave ex;-, 
cellent tests, Friends of Mr. and Mrs, 
Stevens made a surprise visit and gaye 
them somq handsome presents, .

G? H. Brooks is engaged for December 
in Bay City, Mich.

J. Bennet Lewis writes of a visit to 
the Bangs Sisters. To four questions 
previously written out and folded, un-* 
read and unknown to the medium, cor
rect answers were written upon slates— 
some of these being held by himself 
alone, in his lap or underhis feet. Each 
answer was "in a ^different handwriting. 
He also received answers to,questions 
he intended to write but forgot to do so.

Mr. and Mrs. Ben F. Hayden write 
that the cause is prospering finely at 
Indianapolis, Ind. G. V. Cordingly at
tracts large audiences with his tests and 
answers to questions. Then there is A. 
W. S, Rotnermel, with his peculiar 
telegraphic phase; F.' W. Tabor and 
Oran Stevens—materializing mediums 
of wonderful power. • Mr. Stevens has 
recently taken to himself a helpmate who 
is an excellent public test medium. Her 
tests given before a crowded house of 
entire strangers, on the evening Of 
November 19, were truly remarkable, 
names in full being gfven, and every test 
she gave Was fully recognized and pub
licly acknowledged by those for whom- 
they were intended, -

Mediums who possess strong physical 
phases, that are sufficiently developed, 
and of convincing worth, will do well to 
correspond with J. N. Richardson, 
Delphos, Kan. Said phases are needed 
for camp service in 1894.

„A series of meetings for the dissemina
tion of the philosophy of 'Spiritualism, 
with tests and proof of spirit return, by 
the popular and well-known platform test 
medium, Florence Rich White, formerly 
of Boston, will be held at Spencer 
Hall, 114 W. 14th street, this, city, begin
ning Friday evening, November 24. 
Theodore F. Price, the earnest and elo
quent inspirational speakfir, will de
liver a discourse on the “Spiritual Phil
osophy,” preceding the tests by Mrs. 
White, on each occasion. As the stand
ing and reputation of those conducting 
the meetings are well established, and 
as the hall is centrally located, a large 
attendance can be predicted.'

H. G. Hogendobler, secretary of 
Meridian Truth Seekers’ Association of 
Villa Ridgo, Ill., writes of the work at 
that place, of which an account' was 
given by G. H. Brppkslnour last week’s 
issue. Since Mr. Brooks left, the so
ciety has torn down the temple, and is 
making preparations to build one 
that- will be more cotamodious and 
comfortable through the winter months. 
Great credit is given Mx- Brooks for his 
earnest and effectual twork at different 
times. ‘ ‘

The Dubuque Daily Teleffr^ph of No
vember 6, says: “Mr. and Mrs. Perkins, 
the famous spiritualistic mediums who 
recently arrived in Dubuque from the 
Pacific Coast, lectured and gave tests 
to a large audience at Unity Hall under 
the auspices of the United Spiritualists’ 
Society. Every available seat in the 
house was occupied. Both Mr. and Mrs. 
Perkins lectured and gave tests, greatly 
to the delight and amazement of the 
audience.”. . ,

Dr. and Mrs. S. N. Aspinwall, materi
alizing mediums, go to Hudson and 
River Falls, Wis., for a short engage
ment.

The Dayton, Ohio, Evening Herald, 
of November 6, says: “Mr. Oscar A. 
Edgerly lectured at Knights of Honor 
hall last evening, taking for his subject 
‘Heresy and Heretics.’ The subject 
was handled in a most masterly manner, 
and was a'Surprise to those present, who 
have heard the subject described by 
other eminent men. Mr. Edgerly's con
trols are of the highest order of intelli
gence, and as it was demonstrated last 
evening, are able to lecture intelligently 
on any subject. It is not egotistical to 
say that the best minds in the city may 
be highly entertained .and instructed if 
they will attend liis course of lectures 
during the month.” '

Dr. H. T. Stanley is now’at Nashville, 
Tenn. - ■ '

Mr. F. A. Wiggin, lecturer and plat
form test medium, is at present speak
ing to large audiences in Salem, Mass. 
His time is all engaged in New England 
during December and January, and in 
February, 1894, he is -to speak for the 
Spiritual Association of St. Louis. Dur
ing the month of February he would 
like to make week-evening engagements 
to lecture and give tests anywhere 
within a hundred miles of St. Louis.

It |s Among Dark Spirits.
EXPRESSLY PREPARED BY DR. JOSEPH 

deals.; ;
I would ask the the orthodox readers 

of The Progressive Thinker, pro
vided there are any such, who profess to 
believe that there js no progression 
after the change (felled death: What 
they make of the passage in 1st Peter, 
3d chapter, when it speaks of Jesus 
after his crucifixion and before hie res
urrection, going and preaching to the 
spirits in prison, that sinned in the days 
of Noah. Do they believe that he did do 
this? If so, what could have been his ob
ject? Was it to make their torments all 
the more unendurable? Oh,no! this would 
not accord with his life-work during the 
three years that he went about with his 
disciples doing good. But it was to 
help them to rise from their low de
graded condition into a higher and hap
pier one. It seems to me that no one 
with much, intelligence, who accepts 
the Bible in its entirety, could read tnis 
and reason upon it closely and candidly, 
and ever again think there was no pro
gression beyond'the grave. T was re
minded of thffi by reading1 in The Pro
gressive Thinker the article, “Grand 
Mission Work Among Dark. Spirits.” 
Some twenty-five or thirty years ago a 
Mr. Stevens'came to Greenfield, Mass,, 
and opened the hotel called the Mansion 
House. My office has been in the Man
sion House block since 1850, and conse
quently I became «well acquainted with 
these parties. The family of My. Ste
vens, who clime with him, consisted of a 
wife, one daughter, and two sons, 
George' and De Lue. All three of- the 
men drank more or less liquor, and all 
eventually died with delirium tremens. 
Living near the hotel was a well-to-do 
farmer, who.had one son and one daugh
ter; Fanny Ames (the daughter’s name), 
was a lovely young lady, who, after a few 
years’ courtsnip, and against the wishes 
of her parents, married De Lue Stevens. 
He was one of the best-hearted-young 
men I kpew of, and almost his entire 
fault was his love for intoxicants.

He often came into my office, and I 
would talk with him about this habit. 
He realized fully the pernicious effects, 
and often left with tears in his eyes, apd 
a promise to do better, but the habit 
was too strong for him. Mrs. Stevens 
after a few years passed to Spirit-life, 
leaving one child, a beautiful girl, Who 
is now some twenty-two years old. Mr. 
Stevens passed, on some two years later. 
Twenty years ago or more we com
menced holding seances in my office for 
development, A Mrs. Bickford, a par
tially developed trance medium, was 
one of the members. Her development 
went on rapidly; and many spirits came 
through her, giving their names, and 
making themselves unmistakably known 
to 'us. One evening a Miss Fisk, a 
maiden lady, who belonged to the same
church that I was formerly a member 
of, came and gave her name, and then 
began to upbraid us for holding these 
seances, saying:

“This is all the work of the devil. 
Spirits cannot come back; they never 
did, and never will, and if you don’t 
stop this you will all go to heli*, every 
one of you.” '

. I said: “Miss Fisk, you are a spirit 
now, are you not?” . , .

to j, < t'

aown iroiii LUO Bupurou.Lxvuo p»:«. u, Address 66 Essex St., Salem, Mass.
has proven a particularly gratifying! W. J. Colville will give his closing 
visit for this medium, as some of her! lectures at 77 Thirty-first street, Thurs- 

• ..........................day and Friday, at 10:30 a. M. Subjects:
November 30, “The Planetary Cham; or 
the Birth and Death of Worlds; and 
How the Heavens Repeat Thfimselvesyou,’ ana tney are now seemng ine

light through private circles. She has m Alan. December 1, n auuiuai 
now returned to Seattle, Washington, Application of Theosophical Teachings 
where she is actively at work, trying to ! to the Immediate Requirements of this 
lift humanity unto a higher plane of ' Present Life. ’ 
thought and action, and where she will! ‘
stay until she leaves for a visit to tho 
midwinter fair at San Francisco.”

Hon. A. Gaston writes: “It was by 
mere accident that I went to Florida 
last winter. I had never been South be
fore. I was so charmed with the climate 
•and its beneficial results that I was 
faith in its being a good ■ work and in its 
drawn into assisting the association in

solicitation of colleagues I went down to 
assist Dr. W. S. Rowley in the selection. 
We decided that Winter Park was the- 
most practical point for the present, and 
have so arranged.”

Melvin A. Root writes: “The official 
board of the new Michigan State Spirit
ual Association held a meetin gin Chesan
ing on Saturday the 18th. Especial 
preparation was made to hold a grand 
midwinter rally of Spiritualists in Lan
sing next February. To further this 
meeting and other good Of our cause, it 
is desired that every society in the State 
send to the undersigned the name and 
postoffice address of its president and 
secretary quite soon, Also that/ frota 

'every neighborhood in Michigan where 
• there aré a few Spiritualists without a 
society the name of some good worker 
be sent.” , . ....

E. J. Bowtell is at present lecturing in 
Philadelphia, Pa. Invites societies 
within reach of that city who may de
sire his services to address him th<Jre at 
111 Green street. , - ;

turhs to San Jose, where he will lecture 
during the Sundays-of December. He 
can be addressed there for engagements 
during-January, February and March. 
Mr. Beals has found California a most 
excellent field for work.

She looked at the hands and the dress 
of the medium, and exclaimed: -

“I don’t know nothing at all abont it,” 
and immediately left. Something like 
a ypar after, she came several times, 
ana was profuse in her thanks for the 
great good it did her in coming to our 
circle that evening. .

Mrs. Fanny Stevens came one.evening 
and gave her name in full, aud in other 
ways -made.herself unmistakably known 
to us. Most of the circle had known 
her for years. One of the circle who 
had not been a member long, said:

“Well, Fanny, are you in heaven?"
The reply was: “I don’t know 

whether I am in heaven or not. I am 
living in a very beautiful place, and 
surrounded with flowers, and almost 
everything to- make one happy, and I 
should be perfectly happy if only De 
Lue was with me.” 1

“What,” says the questioner, “are 
not you and De Lue living together?”

“Oh, no,” was the reply, “you know 
how De Lue was, and how he passed 
out. He is in great darkness. I can 
get so near to him that I can see him, 
but he cannot see me. Oh, won’t you 
pray for him, and try to help him?” .

We promised her we would, and asked 
our guides to assist him if possible.. In 
a few weeks Mr.' Stevens came again 
and reported progress, saying the dark
ness was not quite as dense around him 
and he began to see a little glimmer of 
light in the distance./Thanking us for 
what we had done and urging us not to 
relax our efforts, she left, and' the next 
one to control was De Lue Stevens; his 
first remark was: “I want a glass bl 
rum.” . -

“Why,” I said, “You would not 
drink a glass of rum through the lips 
of this medium, would you?” . : •.-

into the dense darkness! No! thank 
God, I can come into1 the house now and 
not want a glass, of rum.”

A few months later they both came 
again,” one after the other, saying that 
they were living together in the beauti
ful home, and they were profuse in their 
thanks for what our little circle had 
done for them.

Quite a good many other dark spirits 
were brought to our circle by their 
friends, and we talked with them, en
couraging them to look higher and giv
ing theta the best advice we could, and 
when they had progressed a little out of 
their darkness they immediately be
came missionary spirits and. brought 
others to our circle for the same kind of 
help. .

;Oh! that there were more such circles 
and more mediums who were willing 
darkened spirits shall manifest through 
them. Joseph Beals. .

Greenfield, Mass., Nov., 1893.

THE COMFORTERS.
I Bat, one day, in a darkened room, 
With heart and mind In the deepest gloom, 
For my fair young boy, my joy, my pride, ■ 
In the springtime of youtn had sickened and. 

died. ' i. .:
In the years that are . passed, I had laid to 

test , ’ , .
My first born son—a babe at the breast— " 
And I thought, as I sank ’neath that bitter 

blow, ...... , "
■ That a deeper sorrow I never could know. 

Blit the years passed on’and this other dear 
' ■ hoy ' ; ¡;. ■. .

Came to lighten our sorrow, and fill us with 
^.... M.' .. ' :. ■ ...With what pride we ¿watched his young life 
' unfold
From the tender babe, to the lad, bright and 

bold, . '
And as he gtew older, more dear seemed to be 
This boy, to fits parents and his sisters three, 
Bqt that blighting frpat which we call death, 
Came and withered our bud with Its chilling 
., breath.
And the grief that then filled ns with deep

; despair
Could not be lightened, not even by prayer. 
Not though kind Christians bent low to say, 
“The Loyd gave—the Lord takes away.” 
I cried to the Christian and priest in my pain; 
“Oh, where Is my boy ?” But I cried in vain; 
For they pointed above, with reverent eye, , 
And whispered of “faith," and the “Sweet 

bye and bye,” ' ,
Of the “Blood of the Lamb,” and the “cross” 

we must bear ,
If we’d meet opr loved ones In mansions so 

fair.
“Have faith!” they cried, “and when death 

sets you free,
Then you’ft find your loved one safely waiting 

for thee.” '
Bo Ute's pathway stretched out in Impenetra- 

file gloom, . .
With its one ray of light at the [door of the 

tomb. .
Small comfort was this, and I cried In my 

heart, ..
As I sat all alone, on that desolate day, 
.Trying to teach my sad heart to pray.
I could only cry out, In the' depth of my grief, 
For a glimpse of my boy, no matter how brief, 
Bo? a kiss—a hand clasp^the sound of his 

voice,
Oh! then, Indeed, would my sad heart rejoice. 
All at once a sweet voice murmured low In my 

ear: ..
“Take comfort', dear mamma, your boy is 

right here.
TfiFEfiaven they told you was so far above 
Lies all about you, for God is all love.
When you called for me, mamma, you called 

‘ not in vain,
For the mission.of spirits Is to soothe away 

pain. ’ .
God will not take your, boy to some far away 

• place, ■
Where he never could hear you,' or see your 

dear face. ' '
Oh! no, mamma dear,.each day I can come 
And mingle again wM the loved ones at 

hpme. ' , ’ '
Perhaps you won’t see tae, but then, mamma 

dear,
You’ll feel your boy’s presence, you know, he 

Is near.” •
Upon my wet cheek soft Ups pressed a kiss, 
And my sorrow was changed into rapturous
The darkness was lightened to sunshine so 

bright; ‘
The cross seemed easy—the burden grew light. 
’TIs knowledge, not faith, that mourners need, 
As the wheat, not the chaff, must the'hungry 

lead. >
Now otten I go to that once darkened room. 
But tlie sunlight of Truth has dispelled all the 

- gloom.
And I eeat myself in my old ann-chalr 
And close my heart to,all eafthly care. 
Then a holy peace steals into my soul 
And visions of beauty Before me unroll. 
Booh bright spirit forms draw very near, 
My sister, my boys and others so dear, 
And with words of comfort and counsel 

true, ' -
My burdens they lighten, my strength they re-

new.
Oh, sorrowing ones, all over the land,
Throw open your hearts to the bright spirit 

band.
From the ones you call dead let them loving 

words bring. ,
To rob death of Its victory—the grave of its 

sting.
. Clara E. Pbtbbson.

Mrs. M. E. Dobson, of San Jose, Cal., 
feels impelled to appeal to all Spiritu
alists find Liberals who may feel able, 
to donate a sum toward building a home 

On j for the poor unfortunate Cripples among 
our ranks who are unable to support 
themselves; also the homeless, worthy 
elderly people of our cause. She is not 
able to do this Worthy and laudable 
work alone; but is willing, she says, to 
donate one dollar apiece for one hun-
dred of those not abld to add their mite 
toward this home.

Mrs. M. E. Dobson writes: “My hus
band, Dr. A. B. Dobson, has taken The 
Progressive Thinker ever since its 
first issue. We prize it' very highly— 
could not 'keep house very well without 
it. I never let a paper go to waste, but 
hand them out among iny' friends.”'

Mrs. B. G. Hoig, secretary, writes 
that the executive board of the Devil’s 
Lake, Pleasant Grove Camp, Mich., met 
November 14 to discuss ways and means 
and lay plans to make the next year, if 
possible, more successful in work ’and 
pleasure than ever. AU mediums and 
Speakers interested' are requested to 
correspond with. Dr. P; J. Curtis, 211 
Park Ave. N.,,Jackson, Mich. ■ 
. Thyfriendhas afriend and thy friend’s 
friend a friend. Let thy words be few. 
[Talmud...

DOW,” . '
I replied: “You cannot have it,,” \ .
“Well,’’ -he said, “things have come 

to a d—d pretty pass. This is the first' 
time I ever ciitae into this house that I 
could not have all the rum I wanted;” 
and he went off swearing. Fanny came; 
occasionally and reported progress. One. 
evening she came with a smile, and said:’, 
“I got so near De Lue to-day that he 
saw me. And' now, if everything goes 
on well, it won’t be a great while before 
we shall be living together again,”

Some weeks later she came, and her’ 
face was wreathed in smiles, and she ex
claimed: “Oh, De Lue visited , me, in- 
my beautiful home to-day. He could 
not stay only a minute or two; but he 
was there, and now. it won’t be long be
fore he can stay with me all the time.” 
With many thanks she left. The next, 
one to come was Le Sue. He was pro
fuse in his thanks for what the circle, 
had done for him. One of the circle,- 
much to my disgust, said: “Don’t you 
want a glass of ruin, De Lue?” The 
reply was: “Aglassof rum? No! Why, 
I have been to see Fanny in her beauti
ful home to-day. I could only stay a 
moment, but it won’t be a great while 
now before we shall be living together 
again: and do you think I would take a 
glass of rum, which would put me back

’ Passed to Spirit-Life.
Mrs. G. W. Sherwood, of Duluth, 

Minn., passed to Spirit-life November 
6, after a short illness. She was a good, 
true Spiritualist, and the last few years 
of her life were devoted to our cause. 
She knew she was going to pass out, and 
spemed glad to go to meet those who 
had gone before. She telegraphed me 
tó come and be with her. She said to me: 
“I am hot afraid to go. I am glad to go 
to be with those I love.” And her death 
was the most beautiful and sweet I ever 
saw, looking at those that came to take 
her with-a smile. .Mrs. A. H. Luther is 
there, filling a three months’ engage
ment to crowded houses. She officiated, 
and the address wàs most beautiful and 
consoling to the friends. There were 
many there who had never heard a 
spiritual, service, and they listened most 
attentively. The city quartette sang at 
thélhÒùfie, “Angél Footsteps oh the 
Floor;” there was a short address at the 
grave, -after which the Duluth Glee 
Club, of which Mr. Sherwood is a mem
ber, sang “Touch the Harp Gently.” 
The floral offerings were many and most 
beautiful. What is more beautiful than 
to-pass 'over with the knowledge of 
Spiritualism. Jennie Moore.

Significant. -
•.A. New York letter to'the Public 

Ledger states that the Episcopal Con
gress, while in session there discussed 
“The Ethics of Doctrinal Subscription,’’ 
and,.whatis involved in “the doctrine 
of the sufficiency of the Bible.” These 
topics Were discussed by the Rev. Dr. 
Hodges, of Pittsburg; .Dr. Peters, Dr. 
Walpole: and others. Dr. Hodges, in a 
papbr oil the first topic, said that doc
trines are continually changing. “If 
Abraham had written out a^jfeed,” he 
added,. “Moses would have been a 
heretic. Growth is the divine intention, 
and when either Church or State at
tempt to hinder it they undertake a 
foolish task. A, theological subscrip
tion which says a man shall think along 

- certain lines places a premium on in
tellectual indolence and invites a bigoted 
ordishonest clergy.” .... .

■
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ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OK 

/t his country should have at hand for conifilta» 
tton. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of tho Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Romeo 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains <47 pftfeg, end 
may be considered a mine of valuable information fot. 
every patriot in the land. Price *1. For sale at thM 
office. :• v -

Phenomena, with~ Explana
tory AnecddiWrbescrlp-

tlons and Reminis
cences.

TOY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS
JD largely a record of the facts and demonstrations 
which the author bus seen, heard of or presented In 
blsyuwn experiments. The history of the various 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and tho 
vtripjj8 theories clearly stated. Many of the oxporl* 
ments described occurred lu Chicago, The pictorial 
illustrations add rfnicli to the Iht^rcfjt and value of tho 
book, which will bo found very interesting to tba gon* 
eral reader, as well as helpful uud inotructlvo to tho 
student.' The work ts a baudsomc volume of 800 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, ,$^.00, Fur sale at 
the office of The Phogrkssivk TntKKRR. .

HOW TO MeSMERIZE.
T2ULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN

IN strnctlons How to Meameiize. Ancient and Mod. 
era Miracles by Mesmerism. Also I. Spiritualism 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, Ancient end modern 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the bool 
wilt be found highly tuterest'-.g to every Spiritualist ■ 
It ts the only work ever, published giving full tnstrao- 
tlon bow to mesmerize, and the connection this science 
has with Spiritualism. Il Is pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who have read It, to be one of th, 
most Interesting books ever written. Paper. PP. 128 
W oenta. For sale at this office. ” t

HYPNOTISM; .
Facts, Theories and Related

JESUS, THE GREAT CHARACTER OF HISTORY.
• • _ — 1 ..............  » o.......— I..। >1.1« , . .

Invaluable Facts in Reference to his Notable Personage.

It is a fact that no one will dis
pute that The Progressive 
Thinker leads in presenting 
thoughtful articles for the consid
eration of the people. It stands 
to reason that such should be the 
case. It arises from no particular 
merit on the part of its editor, but 
simply from the fact that the paper 
has attained a very large circula
tion. Such a paper must neces
sarily attract to it prominent 
thinkers. It cannot he otherwise. 
Leading literary lights, especially • 
those who are traveling around the 
country, can readily see that it has 
an extensive circulation, and they 
realize fully that it is thé best me
dium to reach the public. Taking 
all these various facts, into cohsid-
eration, it is not strange, then, that a leading mind in our ranks should 
attracted towards The. Progressive Think®» in order to present sonje valu
able facts to the people, which he has been a very long time in accumulating. 
The subject is one of paramount interest." It is one that interests fho people
generally, and the facts that he will present will be invaluable to the Student
He will show: '' ‘ »

. 1. That Jesus, if he was bom at all, was surely not bom on Christmas.
2. He will show that the events said to have happened in connection

with his birth' and death never occurred.
3. He will show that not one of the 1 ‘Biblical” prophecies wap fulfilled 

in him. '
4. He will show that Christmas was kept as the day of the birth of the 

Savior thousands of years before Christ.
5. He will give an astrological interpretation of Christmas, Christ and 

the Bible. ' . '
- This eminent thinker, scholar, and investigator will present all of the 

above facts in a most attractive style, and they will prove of ’great utility to 
every reflective mind. •

Now, Spiritualists everywhere, see the rare treat which you will havé in 
one issue of December! The article will prove of great value—-in fact, 
it will be worth twice the price of a yearly subscription to the paper. Do all 
you can, reader, to get your neighbor interested; now is the time to give The 
Progressive Thinker another impulse onward and upward. Knowing, as 
you do, that it is founded on a substantial basis, and never resorts to ques
tionable practices in order to get patronage, we should have at'least an order 
for 20,000 of this paper. Jt will be furnished atthe following rates: Orders 
of 10 copies and upwards, One Cent per copy- Single copy, Two 
Cents. There is no profit whatever for us in this price, nor do we want any. 
We are able to do this philanthropic work because there is no stock company 
back of us to swindle the people. No stock company on this earth can com
pete with The Pbogbessive Thinkrr in getting out literature that combines 
cheapness ajjd excellence. .

Now, Spiritualists, go to wd®t at once, and call the attention of your 
neighbor to this production. See that your orthodox minister has the paper 
containing this article; see to it that every Spiritualise in youKjiejghborhood 
sends in at least ONE .TRIAL subscription.. HUSTLE, please, and do it. 
None of the high-prihed magazines will ever publish an article of greater merit. 
Again we say, hustle, please, and send in an additional subscriber.

TRE TRAIL OF THE ROMISH SERPENT IN HISTORY
v-------------- o

° We take pleasure in announcing an 
article of great importance touching 
the “Trail of .the Romish Serpent in 
History.” Facts will he given of a 
startling nature to the American people, 
and well-calculated to arouse them: 
from their lethargy. This article' will, 
be prepared by one who'has made this 
subject a careful study for many years. 
A critical thinker, a. profound reasoner, 
and a painstaking student; he is, of all 
persons, the best qualified to handle
this subject. As is well-known, the strength of the Roman Catholic Church 
to-day lies in the ignorance of the masses as to her true character and 
history, and if these were universally known, the masses of Catholics them
selves would desert the institution as one too horrible and unworthy even for 
toleration in a semi-civilized age. Just think of it, sixty millions of human 
beings murdered by the Romish Moloch!—enough to depopulate the United 
States—and yet there are to-day over two hundred millions of devotees of this 
destroyer of men. This article will show: .

1. Catholic persecutions in Austria, Bohemia and Germany. -
2. The decree of Charles V., of Spain, for the extermination of the 

heretics of the Netherlands, and the bloody work of the Duke of'Alva' in that 
country. ' .

3. St Bartholomew’s massacre, and who was respohsible^herefori
4. The cruel persecutions of the Vaudòis.
5. Something about the infernal Spanish Inquisition. . -
The article, which will appear in December, will pe of special interest 

and of great value to every reflective mind. The author, for business rea
sons, and out of consideration for the fears of his family, prefers that tor a 
time at least his name Will beheld from:the public. . : L

This number of the paper will he worth one dollar to every reflective 
mind. In aid of the great work we . ate doing, and as an encouragement and 
appreciation, each subscriber should fiend in one additional subscription. As 
we are doing a philanthropic work, this number of the paper will be furnished 
as follows: 2 Cents per copy; ten or more copies, One Gent per copy; 
$7.50 per thousand to one address. Send in your orders atpnce.

ISP“ Copies wiH be mailed to any address you may send with your order. 
This will save you postage, . . . ;

gF This article Will appear in the Same number of The Pbogbessive 
Thinker that the one does in reference to Jesus; - '

Mrs. Bumstead has opened Lodge 
hall, on Milwaukee avenue, near the 
intersection of Western avenue, and 
very excellent meetings are being held 
at this place. On last Sunday evening 
the. hall was filled with an intelligent 
and appreciative audience, and in addi
tion. to the regular speakers, : Will C. 
Hodge gave a stirring and practical' 
address-which elicited .the closest at
tention and secured the generous ap
plause of his hearers. He was followed 
by. Dr. J; C. Phillips, .the noted psy- 
chometrist, who gave quite a num
ber of his wonderful readings to perfect

A Witch of the Nineteenth Century
This remarkable story, which was 

continued in The Progressive Think
er, for eight weeks, and excited wide
spread interest, will be sent free to all 
new yearly or trial subscribers. Bear 
this thought in mind. It alone, is worth 
the price of subscription, Induce your 
neighbor jo'send. 25 cents for a trial 
subscription.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL BLANCHETTE.
This Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and has proved more satlsfac* 
tory than tba pituchette, both tn regard to the cer
tainty and correctness or the communications, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlstic gift have’, after n few 
slttloga, been able to receive aatonlshlhg ¿QUUnuDlco’ 
tlons from their departed friends. ■

Cnpt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by the psychograpb) from many 
other friends, even from the old eettlen whose grave* 
stones are moes growD in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit« 
uallsm Is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene CrowelL whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Pay* 
chograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test it tbe 
first opportunity I may have. It is very simple in 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now Id use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
its superior merits become known.”

A. P. Miller. Journalist and poet, th as editorial no* 
tlee of the instrument in bls paper, the Worthington 
(Mlun.) Advance, says: “The Psyobograpb Is an Im* 
provement upon the pianchette, having a dial and let
ters, with a few words, so that very little ‘power’ || 
apparently required to give the commuplcatlons. We 
do not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
the questldu whether sp|rlta can return and oommunl* 
cute.” •

Just «hat investigators want Home circles wont 
Price, by mall’, free wlth/uU directions for ubq, U.0Q. 
For sale at thia office.

SOMETHING USEFUL, 
f\UT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE VZ Light. By Samuel Bowles, Mrs. Carrie E. B. 
Twins, medium. This little book will bo read with 
Intense Interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles'' 
Interviews with tho Inhabitants of the Hells of Spirit- 
life—a dreadful, but apparently true report or the 
Buffering and wrath of the minions who have sone 
from earth-life with the damning cffcctB of debauch
ery, xnlBdlrected ambition, uasatlsUed revenge and 
lymgltves. Thobook is made upof fifteen chapters. 
Some of tho titles of tho chapters are as follows: 
The Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—Tho ' 
Homeof Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
Slot to Increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 

Issejrton and revenge—The War Department In 
the HellBof Splrlt-llfc—Unhappy Marriages are pro* 
mqted by the low spirits in the match-making-hell of 
Bplrit-llfe—The Negro Hell—Tho Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—The Hell for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and mediums—Into tho Light.. Tho Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting In the 
light. An Adventist looking for tho end. The Spirit
ual Congress. Price,25 cents. ■

ZWE CHILDRENS' PROGRESSIVE
Lyceum. A manual, with directions for th© or» 

ranlzattoD and management of Sunday schools. By 
Andrew Jackson Davis. Something IndespenElble. 
pvfrp. R) ernta. •
TX/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN 
W “ Three Sevens," a book of 211 pages, It Is re
ally a very Interesting and suggestive work. Price

strangers,. all of which were acknowl
edged entirely correct.. Brothers 
Hodgé and Phillips are both earnest 
workers, and should be kept buby. The „ 
number of young people.;present Was."T/f/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, 
noticeable, and indicates.that they also ' Sketches, Poems and Songs: Gathered Iron 
ftfA TiAROTnino'’íti flirt «rKcnnl'nF the HIrIiwsjs, Hedges Ji Lite. By MatUTÜ oecuinmg inwrobLea in ine ffospel, or tlc k. Hull. It 1b most excellent. Brice ei 00. 
the; new dispensation. Mrs. Bumstead । psYCfílC Proof s MOTHER 
deserves great credit for her. courage Life. Louers co sovbert commujon. By 
and fidelity to tho cause, and the friends ,(*? pj.upbieu Worm
in that vicinitjr may congratulate them-1 
selves on having such a meeting, in1 
their midst. The hall can be'- reached
with only one car-fare, as transfers are 
given on Western avenue. ■

>1.25.

e> 
lì

'THE QUESTION SETTLED. A 
JL Careful Comparison of Biblical and Modern Sptr- 

Itnallcnv llrMwea Hull. Au invaluable work. Pride 
nA ■ . ?

■ TIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. IT IS IN. 
Lr tensely Interesting. Price »1,90. • :
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-. Fill in the blankam going to see

Hubert Child.

photographed. C. H. Mathews.

be ‘ ‘heart disease. ” 
Wic&fta, Kansas.

This fino roíame might well haro been entitled: 
Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It 1b written

1662, and were put in cirulation by an act 
of council ordering every householder to bring

theoryot reincarnation. Price (I,SO.
For sale at this office. >

in sixty pounds Of tobacco and receive Iff■ PWUllariy interesting Btylo In which French, “vvv ouu level vo 1 v, writers excel when they would popularize sclenting
shillings Of the new money in exchange for it »“blecte in adaptation to the needs of the general — • . ,, ■ J J1“ reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he oven

’ The emblem Of an onen hand has henn a mentions Spiritualists aa "devotees of a new super-Alio vuiuioui VI. au ypeu uaua uas peen a saU0D(» et0-1 etc., In which ho manifests tho usual
lavonte aeviceon coms. It has been found ¡Sj”U8.oi tho "scientific class," yet he says again: 
__ XL- « TH. • • •»> . I “There Is a true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,"On me coins Ol/lnaia, OI Phoenicia,. Mexico, • mid regards as proved "the fact of communication
Pnmo ond woo „j ’• betweensnporhnrrfanB and the inhabitants of Earth-,"KOme, ana Was Frequently employed as a andbegocsonto relate Instances of fact in evidence,
dfivinp nn thn slrin nnrrnnnw nt nnr olwm'^lnoo There is, to a Spiritualist, n manifest discrepancy Inaevice on me sum currency or our aborigines, tho author’s Ideas, but the wfll-rcad mind will readily

__________  -g- T o-- - ■ ' select and arrange tho pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. - Tho author holds tte

' ' ' < 1 ‘ . > f/i .. ' f ' 1 ’ r* *’ * ^¡’ • i ,

ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITß TO ADVANCE.

GRAND MISSION WORK.
' It Is Among Dark Spirits.

They Reside on the Very Lowest Planes.

Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them.

A Work Inaugurated by Noble Souls.

PART FOURTH.

, AN AWFUL EXPERIENCE.
A few months since a spirit was brought 

to us who requested that he be released from 
the box in which he was enclosed. He was 
in a state of nervoiÿ exciteinent, and it was 
some time before we could get him sufficiently 
calmed down to enable us to convince him 
that he was not then confined in a box. ,

After having thrown off the excited con
dition which he took on at first, we learned 
something of his past histoïyr'JHe'"had been 
a lawyer, residing in New York. Having been 
ill for some time, his physician recommended 
a trip to Europe as a means of restoring his 
health. Accordingly he sailed across the 
ocean, and landed upon the other side. The 
needed change and rest seemed for a time to 
renèw his lost strength, and he felt that he 
was fast improving in health.

But finally he was stricken with that which 
those about him supposed to be dqath. The 
body was placed in a metallic casket prepara
tory to its transportation across the water. to 
his family. The man had passed into a con
dition which gave the body all of the outward 
appearances of death, and while in that state 
the body had been prepared for shipment 
While the man was seemingly dead his spirit 
had not been released from the body, and he 
•was conscious of everything which took place 
about him, but was incapable of making the 

¡.least sign to attract the attention of those 
present .,

Picture to yourself, if you can, the horror 
of hip position. The mind—the man—fully 
ajive to all that was being done about him, but 
unable to.make known his condition through 

; the avenue of any of the senses! He ' knew 
when they first pronounced him dead. He 
understood their conversation,., when the 
question of the disposition of thé body wks 
being discussed; and he realized what was 
¡taking place when his body was being laid in 
the casket, and when the lid of the casket was 

.being fastened. Imagine the terrible mental 
suffering of that man as he lived through 

-those awful hours.
The spirit was at last freed from the body, 

but not until after the casket had been placed 
aboard ship and a part of the journey across 
thé water had been accomplished. There was 
a brief space of time during which the physi
cal functions were restored, and the struggle 

ihat period must have beéh terrible; but one 
horrible feature could have been!,added to in
crease the intensity of his suffering, and that 

■would have been to have passed through the 
ordeal of funeral service and burial

The first excited condition which he dis
played Was due to the fact of his Raving 
taken on the condition immediately preceding 

^the.dissolution of the spirit and, the body; 
jand for a few moments he fully believed that 
he was in the casket Hé realized my pres
ence, and would call upon me to assist him in 
getting out of the box ih which he believed 

: himsplf to be confined. ,
. After a time we succeeded in getting him 
into astate of mind where it wap posàible to 
interest him in questions that didj not pertain 
to his own persona! experiences. I then 
began to talk with him regarding the truths of 
Spiritualism, and explained to him that the 
life beyond this was so entirely different from 
that which the majority of mortals had -been 
taught to believe that many made the change 
called “death” without being aware of it or 
Understanding what change it was that had 
come to them. I told him, too, that it is 
possible under certain conditions for those 
who are in Spirit-life to communicate With 
those in earth-life; that communication be
tween the two'worlds can be carried on in 
many ways; that through one avenue of com
munication I had many times conversed with 
spirits just as intelligibly as we were then 
talking together. Not Realizing his condition 
at thé time and never before having had the 
experience himself, he was unprepared . to 
admit the possibility.of such intercourse. He 
considered my past experiences interesting, 
and expressed a determination to investigate 

. irit phehomena on his own account. , 1 '

. The Astral Body.
To the Editor:—Some time since I saw it 

stated in one of the Spiritual papers that the 
“Psychical Society" seek no further evidence 
in proof of the fact that we have a spiritual 
or astral body, that can, under certain 
yet unknown conditions, be projected or, 
in other words, sent out, thus making it pos
sible for an individual to be in different places 

‘kt the same moment, distance cutting no 
figure. What they, the “Psychical Society," 
now ask for, is a knowledge of the law by 
which this “projection” is possible.

For some years prior to reading this state
ment I had been very much interested in this 
line of thought, and the projection of the 
spiritual body has been an interesting study 
to me, and during the time that I have been 
practically investigating in this line I have 
succeeded in getting (so to speak) outside of 
myself on three different occasions, in proof 
of which I have unquestionable evidence.

My object in writing on this subject is to' 
give others who“are interested the benefit of 
my experience, and that they may test my 
mode of doing; and at the same time possibly 
assist in the discovery of this as yet unknown 
law governing the projection* of the spiritual 
body.

My experiments have mostly bpen made at 
night, and in as concise a way as possibly I 
will explain my modus operands and conditions 
needed. One very requisite thing is a quiet 
mind, free from all business troubles, or, in 
fact, any disturbing condition. "

Eat but little for supper. Have a bed to 
yourself, and a room, if possible. Do not 
have too much cover. Get in an easy po 
sition so that the limbs will not be cramped. 
Close your eyes. Wait a few moments, and 
then sjiy mentally: I am going on a trip—I

I explained to him t(iat, according to the 
teachings of i those who had experienced life 
in the Spirit-world, “there is no death; what 
seems so is but change,” a mere separation 
of the immortal spirit of man from the mortal 
body; that life is taken up by the spirit in thg 
Spiritworld, just where it is laid down here;* 
that is, we begin the spirit life at the same 
point of mental or spiritual development that 
we had arrived at in mortal life; that opportu
nity is afforded in Spiritlife to rectify and out 
work all the errors of earth-life; in fact, that 
alj must work out their mistakes or they 
cannot progress, and that we are taught that 
sooner or later all do progress.

The reasonableness of the philosophy of 
Spiritualism appealed to him, and he felt that 
if we were convinced of the truth of that 
which had been given to us, we could not be 
afraid to enter Splritlife. • 1 asked him if he 
were prepaid and willing to make the change, 
and he replied that he felt he was neither pre
pared nor willing. There were many things 
he had done that needed re-arranging, and 
there was much knowledge of the future life 
which, he .hoped to acquire preparatory to 
making the change. He was unwilling to 
depart from thia life, because there were those 
dependent upon him .whose lives would be 
seriously' affected by his being taken away. 
There was his mother, who, while she owned 
the home in which they lived, was dependent 
upon him, in a measure, for support. There 
were two sisters who whre attending school 
and a brother whom he was educating. He 
felt that he could not he content to leave them, 
even though he had made some provision 
against such a contingency in the way of life 
insurance.

When, at last, I informed him that he had 
indeed left the form; that his terrible experi
encein the casket had ended in the separa
tion of the spirit from the body, he could not 
for a time realize that I was telling him the 
truth. I called his attention to that which I 
had previously told him in relation to spirits 
not being unable to understand that they had 
made the change, owing to the fact that they 
had been incorrectly taught regarding the 
condition of the spirit¡after the birth into 
spirit life; and by persuading him to note his 
own appearance and that of those surround
ing us, I was enabled to convince him of the 
truth of my assertion. • t

At first lie’could not be% reconciled to the 
chaffy but after I had reasoned with him a 
little, and'fiaS'commended him to the care 
and teachings of those bright and beneficent 
intelligences who work in Connection with 
us, he saw the wisdom of a graceful submis
sion to the inevitable, and, thanking us for 
the assistance given him, he withdrew.

There is but one lesson which I shall en
deavor to deduct from the above-mentioned 
experience, and that is: Be careful that you 
do not, through ignorance of the truth, place 
any person in a like position to that occupied 
by this man, in his awful experience. Have 
a care that there be no question of the fact 
that dissolution has really taken place before 
permitting a body to be laid away in the earth, 
or otherwise disposed of. E. T. Washburn.

(to be continued.)

Florida Camp. "
The National Spiritual and Liberal Associa

tion,/that held its annual meeting at De Leon 
Springs, Florida, in January and Febru
ary, 1893, having failed to secure proper ac
commodations at that point for the season of 
1894, has, through its representatives, located 
at Winter Park, where, we trust,: the facili
ties will be ample for taking care of the peo: 
pie who will want to attend the camp, as well 
as take advantage of the excursion rates that 
may be secured. Winter Park is some forty 
miles south of De Leon Springs, on the same 
trunk line of railroad from Jacksonville to 
Tampa. It is beautifully situated in. pine 
lands on a chain of lakes, twelve miles from, 
and ninety feet above, the St John’s river. 
Further particulars, as well as programme of 
meeting, excursion rates, etc., wilj be given 
later. - • ■ A. Gaston.

The earliest coinage intended , for America, 
was of copper, and made in the Bermudas in 
1615; and called .the “Rogge1 Penny,” from 
the figure of a porker on the obverse. - Only 
two pieces are known to be in existence; .

Most of thè Wood coihage of 1717 and 
1718 was designed for use in the American 
eolonies. The Wood coins were not, how
ever, well received either in Ireland ór Ameri-' 
ca. They are generally known as the Rosa 
coins. '

with the name of some relative or friend who 
resides at a distance, but yet at a place you 
have visited. This latter knowledge helps to 
concentrate your thought. Your eyes are 
closed, remember. Now mentally gay:. I 
must get up and dress. I will put on such 
and such things (naming them); yes, I am 
dresed. Now I will go and bid------good
bye. Now, with my “grip" in m'y hand, I 
am going to the depot There is the ticket 
office. Yes, I want a ticket to------ . Here
comes the train. I am on the car. I have 
a good seat, and now we have started and in — 
(mention the time) I shall be in------ . '

The above is enough to give any one an 
idea how to proceed. Make your trip a real 
trip. Speak to the conductor, if you know 
him, the ticket agent, dr your seat-mate. Put 
in all the Emails until the time comes (as* it 
surely will) that they will put themselves in, 
and do not lose sight of fact that you in 
all probability will be talking to real people, 
and they, too, will look upon you as just as 
real as they are, although your physical body 
may be quietly resting in bed miles away. .

In conclusion, I am satisfied that the 
projection of the astral or spiritual body is 
done by concentration of thought, and tt|at 
when*this subject is better understood, 
shall be able to account for' many of "the 
(so-called) fraudulent spiritual manifestations.

Here, perhaps, I had better state why I ad
vise sleeping alone. Should you be out of the 
body and at a distance, and some one should 
try to wake you, ic might prove disastrous; 
and the verdict of the M. D.’s no doubt would

At the Spiritual Institute and
. Home.

In my business travels it has been my good 
fortune to visit the little town of Liberal, Mo. 
As I am an old Spiritualist and interested in 
progressive thought generally, I concluded to 
avail myself of the opportunity to visit the 
Spiritual Institute and Home recently estab
lished there. During my visit I was invited 
into the recitation-room during the session of 
the psychic class, and found in charge of a 
class of seven students Prof. M. Theresa 
Allen. The room is a good sized reception
room, neatly fitted up for school purposes, 
with a large and well-stocked library of a 
choice collection of Spiritual and Liberal 
books and with several sets of encyclopiedias,to 
which the students have free recourse. The 
walls are ornamented with portraits of various 
pioneer workers of the past and present in the 
Liberal and Spiritual cause.

The room was filled with an air of unex
pressed thought, which was quite impressive 
to one not accustomed to a mental atmosphere 
of that kind. , The students 'were all busy 
writing, and I'was told by the professor that it 
was the first examination of the psychic class 
—just one month from date of opening, Octo
ber 17, 1893.
• 1 was then.handed a list of ten important 
questions that the students «were required to 
give a written report upon to their professor. 
Among the books usedin the psychology class 
.1 found: “Studies in Psychic Science," by 
Hudson* Tuttle;y “Psychopathy," by Mrs. 
0. I^V. Richmond; “Psychometry," by Prof. 
J. R. Buchanan; a comprehensive work on 
“Psychology of Illusions, ” and a fine display 
of “Psychical Research Proceedings," to
gether with .many works of other leading 
authors on spiritual science. ,

These students, I am told, are all medi
ums, and desire to fit themselves as instru
ments for the Spirit world, equipped with the 
most modem thought and research in spiritual 
matters. Mrs. Allen said: “In* connection 
with these three lectures per week, the class 
in psychology constitute also a developing 
class for the unfoldment of their mediumship. 
We are already receiving some fine tests of 
spirit-presence and aid through these medi
ums. Besides this, they attend the classes in 
physiology, Latin, algebra, geology, astron
omy, chemistry, phrenology,. hygiene and 
other branches. ” The geology class has re
course to a large and fine collection of geologi
cal specimens, which, I understand, were, col
lected from many parts of America and 
Europe.

Mr. Walser, the business manager, is having 
completed a new dining-room, kitchen, con
servatory and seance-room for the use of the 
Institute, which will add quite a feature to 
the Home. *

The more sepular branches of education ,at 
this college are in charge of Rev. J. De Buchan- 
anne, M. D., Ph. D., president, and Prof. 
James Madison Allen, both, very genial and 
well-informed gentlemen, and thoroughly qual
ified for their . respective positions in the 
school,, as one can readily, realize when in con
versation. with them, as I have had the pleas
ure of while visiting there.

Upon the whole, I was much pleased with 
the beginning made at Liberal of a Spiritual 
institute and home. L. M. Williams.

Los Angeles, Cal.
To the Editor:—I have not seen in your 

excellent paper any mention of the organize- 
tion and incorporation of the First Spiritual 
Society of Los Angeles, Cal. The first meet
ing for the purpose of forming suoh a society 
was held October 15 h, and a permanent organ
ization,' with over fifty members, was held a 
week later. Officers and a board of directors 
were elected, letters of incorporation taken 
out, a seal procured, speakers engaged, and 
largely-attended meetings have been held on 
Sunday afternoons and evenings since, with 
most encouraging manifestations of interest 
and promises of success.

Miss $usie M. Johnson, of Long Beach, 
lectured on the last two Sunday evenings, and 
she has been engaged for the present month. 
Last Sunday evening Mrs. Ella M. White, of 
this .city, a medium of well-developed power, 
pleasing manner and unquestionable integrity, 
gave many psychometric readings and con
vincing tests.

There are now one hundred names enrolled 
as members, and the society is arranging to 
put on the platform this winter some of the 
ablest exponents of the Spiritual philosophy 
to be obtained. The hall now used will com
fortably seat only r about 250 persons, 
but a committee is endeavoring to find a 
larger and pleasanter one.' Successful lectur
ers in the East, or in any part of the country, 
who contemplate visiting the. Pacific coast, 
should put themselves in communication with

H. W. -McCune, Secretary, -- 
, 414 West Third street,1

Spirit Photography.
To the> Editor:—With all due respect for 

the opinion of Mr. L. Peterson, of Seattle, 
Wash., who thinks that spirit photography “is 
a comparatively new undertaking from the 
spirit side of life, and has not got beyond the 
experimental stage, ” I have to say that in 
18691 sat. for and obtained a spirit photograph 
in Buffalo, N. ¥., on which were at least two 
persons—relatives—recognized. Previous to 
thé above date (a few years, probably), W. 
H. Mùmler, at 630 Broadway, New York, pro
duced numerous spirit photographs, and was 
prosecuted and persecuted as a criminal, and 
charged with obtaining money under falsfe pre
tenses.* He was pronounced innocent after 
an exhaustive trial,, and Mayor Hall of the 
great city of New York lost'his case, and had 
his labor for his pains. I shall be pleased to 
give your readers, if desired, a full history of 
this celebrated case, compiled from the Banner 
of Light more than a quarter of a century 
ago. ' .

A visit to the gallery of Mr. H. E. Chase, 
No. 2550 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio, will 
demonstrate that spirit photography has “got 
beyond thé experimental stage,” and that those 
of us who can attract our spirit friends into 
our environments will find that they can be

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.’
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in1 The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread, interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bearthis thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. .

A series of coins were made for Kentucky 
during the. Revolution. -One side bore the 
legend, “Our cause is just;” the other the 
words, “Unanimity is the strength of society,”

Among the titles of the Roman Emperors 
were Augustus, Caesar, Divus, Pius, Felix, 
Cleipens, Tranquillus, Sanctissimus, Altissi- 
mus, Dominua and others of similar ponder
osity. • ' ■' ' ' ' . ■ , ' ' ' • '
POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTRN- 

■* They are really Taluablc. Prlc«|l.oa '

A'ew Philadelphia, Ohio.

Musical Reception.
On Monday evening, at No. 32 Ogden ave

nue, Chicago, III’,-Mrs. Eva Hill, of Green
wich, N. Yj, was given a reception by Mrs. 
Pet Anderton Bpuvie. This lady is inspired 
by the musicians of the past, both male and 
female; does not hhderatand music herself, 
never having taken a lesson on piano or 
organ. \ The influences use the organ, and en
trance her at the instrument They sing in 
trio, in duet or single voice; use five different 
languages while singing—the old .Greek is 
one of them, English is another. Voices are 
bass, tenor and soprano. Mrs. Hill is a lady 
in private life, but is being brought before the 
public againht her wishes or inclinations to 
demonstrate thw power of spirit through mat
ter, showing that all genius lives and attracts 
to itself like elements, even after thé body has 
fallen from t'he soul; genius is immortal. We 
had a'feast for the soul that evening; there 
were /many'cultured ladies and gentlemen 
present; and one lady ' gave an inspirational 
poem. Addresses were made, and all present 
felt heaven was here upon the earth, when we 
make conditions for it

’ Mrs. Anderson has been a faithful worker 
in the causé of Spiritualism, which will solve 
“the prolii^nkpf life” and uplift minds to a 
knowledge bit themselves and the laws con- 

j trolling their 'being, H. E. Holbbook.

Jacksonville, Ilk—A New Medium.
It was our fortune to be called for a week’s 

work to this town, comprising a population of 
15,000,’and containing an institution occupied 
by Catholic Bisters, a denominational college 
for young ladies, another for young men, 
twenty-three churches, and twenty-two saloons. 
The town is also blessed with a large insane 
asylum and one private institution for the 
same unfortunate class, as well as institutions 
for the deaf and dumb and the blind. As 
might well be supposed, the atmosphere was 
not conducive to spiritual work, especially as 
there is a strong element of opposition and 
much ignorance on the part of the masses 
concerning the claims of the Spiritual phil
osophy-added to this is the apathy among 
those who might put shoulder to the wheel, 
but who will not, for fear of that delectable 
old lady, Madam Grundy. We gave two lec
tures in a fine hall provided forthat purpose, 
and while the audiences were not large, they 
were appreciative, and we trust there was seed 
sown which will produce fruitage bye and bye. 
We also held a parlor -meeting at the home of 
Mr. and Mrs. George Lyne, where we were 
bountifully entertained, and where we met 
friends and old-time workers in the persons 
of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hammon, of Topeka, 
Kansas. This meeting was well attended and 
there were many earnest inquirers and inves
tigators who expressed themselves »-delighted 
with the opportunity afforded. - Many de
scriptions of spirit friends were given and we 
were ably assisted by Mr. and Mrs. Rosen- 
stien, both good mediums and formerly of 
Chicago.

A new medium is being developed here in 
the person of Edward Major,,and when we 
consider that only a little more than a year 
has elapsed since he first became aware that 
he possessed occult powers, his development 
is marvelous. He has various phases, in
cluding clairvoyance and clairaudience, slate
writing and independent writing which is 
produced on tablets and sheets of paper 
pinned upon the curtains of the cabinet while 
the medium sits outside. Sheets of celluloid 
are also put between closely-folded slates and 
then placed in the cabinet, on which appear 
writing and drawings in various colors, in
cluding landscapes and portraits—all these 
are produced without the presence of the me
dium in the cabinet. For about four months 
he'has been sitting for materialization and in 
this phase has already developed astonishing 
results. As yet the forms do not possess the 
power of speech to any extent, but in their 
make-up are tiuly wonderful. There is an 
entire absence of white flowing robes, veils, 
and other things usually accompanying form 
.manifestations, each spirit appearing in its 
own proper costume. Both sexes and all 
sizes are represented, while many of the forms 
and faces are as beautiful and perfect as finely 
moulded statuary. The light is furnished by 
a large bull’s-eye lantern placed directly op
posite thq? door of the cabinet, and which 
throws the light directly upon the spirits 
manifesting, affording all a satisfactory view 
of the manifestations. If nothing inter
venes to prevent the further development of 
this instrument, he will*be heard from in the 
near future. He is working against great 
prejudice in the community, because of his 
lowly origin and the indiscretions of earlier 
years, but according to the testimony of all 
familiar with the facts, is now living a blame
less life. It is a repetition of the old ques
tion: “Can any good thing come out of Naz
areth?” He has friends who are standing 
by him nobly, and he should have the kindly 
sympathy and extended welcoming hand of 
all Spiritualist^, so long as.he is doing every
thing in his power to help himself. We are, 
however, obliged to note the fact that there 
are those claiming to be old Spiritualists, and 
well versed in our philosophy, who absolutely 
refuse toextend a helping hand, even refusing 
their sympathy or a kindly word in his behalf, 
because of the ignorance and prejudice of the 
masses. What are such Spiritualists good 
for? and of what benefit are they to Spiritual
ism? Who can tell? Will 0. Hodge.

471 West Madison street

Florida Camp-Meeting.
Owing Io the financial stringency, through 

which the De Leon Springs Company was un
able to erect the necessary hotels and other 
buildings, the management have decided to 
hold the coming session at Winter Park, 
Florida, commencing January 14, 1894. This 
is reached from Jacksonville over the lines of 
the J., T. andK. W. R. R., and the South 
Florida Railroad, and is eighteen miles south 
of Sanford. The town and vicinity are ex
tremely picturesque, and the climate one of 
perpetual summer. It has good hotels and 
boarding-houses, and can take care of ou^peo- 
ple at very reasonable rates. Full ipfoima- 
tion will be given later on through the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker. A very 
low round-trip rate on the railroads has been 
promised. Further particulars upon applica
tion. W. 8. Rowley, President,

9 Glen Park Place, Cleveland, 0. '

“Antiquity Unveiled,’’ communications 
from ancient spirits. Appollonius of Tyana, 
the Jesus of Nazareth, St Paul and John, the 
revelators of the Christian Scriptures, return 
to earth as a spirit, and explain the mysteries 
that have concealed the theological deception 
of the Christian hierarchy. 608 pages. A 
evry valuable, book. Price, 11.50; postage, 
12 cents. _ _ _

The first Maryland coins were minted in

¿
ZEE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH \ AD- 
viaoedthonBhti*ii<ll«fBictn»tlBi. FrlooSOcenta. -

FIFTY YEARS
IN the

CHURCH™ROME.
A Remarkable Book.

Tble la a remarkable work by Father Chiniquy. 
It exposes even to the inluqtest details the corruption 
that exists in the Church of Rome. It is a work of 889 
pages, and should be read as a matter of history by 
oyory Spiritualist. 1 he following Is a partial list of the 
table of tontents:

CHAPTER I. •
The Bible and the Priest of Rome.

„ CHAPTER II.
My first School-days at St. Thomas—The Monk and 

Celibacy.
. CHAPTER. HI. 

The Confession of Children, .
. CHAPTER IV.

The Shepherd whipped by his Sheep.
CHAPTER V.

The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow's Cow.
QUARTER VI.

Festivities In a Pareouage. •
CHAPTER VII.

Preparation for the Mrut Communion—Initiation to 
idolatry. * •

. CHAPTER VIII.
The First Communion.

CHAPTER IX.
Intellectual Education In the Boman Catholic College, 

J CHAPTER X.
Moral and Religious Instruction in the Roman Catho

lic Colleges.
(r.; CHAPTER XI. .

Protestant Children in the Convents and Nunneries of 
Rome.. ; . .

CHAPTER XII. .
Borne and Education—Why doe« the Church of Borne 

hate the Common Schools of the United States, and 
Went to destroy them?—Why does she oi^eetto 
the reading of the Bible in the,Schools? ,

CHAPTER XIII.
Theology of the Church of Rome: its AntbSoclal and 

Anti-Christian Character. '
CHAPTER XIV. 

The Vow of Celibacy.
CHAPTER XV.

The Impurities of tbo Theology of Rome.'
CHAPTER XVI. •

The Priest of Rome and tho Holy Fathers) or, how X 
swore to give up the Word of God to follow the 
word of Men.

CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod* 

ern Idolatry.
CHAPTER XVIII.

Nine Consequences of the Dogma of Tranaubstantla* 
tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian name.

CHAPTER XIX.
Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, IMvlerre Boyer.

CHAPTER XX.
Papineau and the Patriots in 1833—The burning of HLe 

Canadlen" by the Curate of St. Charles. '
CHAPTER XXI, •

Grand Dinner of the PrlestBy-TUe Maniac Sister of 
Rev. Mr. Perras. •

CHAPTER XXII.
jam appointed Vlear of the Curate of Charlesbourgh 

—The Piety, Livos and Deaths of Fathers Bedard
and Perras. '

CHAPTER XXIII.
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Rome during the epi* 
demlc.

CHAPTER XXIV.
I am named a Vlear of St. Roch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tcrtulllan—General Cargo—The 
Seal Skins. '

. CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic in the so* 

called Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous sums 
of Money made by the sale of Masses—The Society . 
of Three Masses abolished and the Society of one 
Mass established. '

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade In Masses.

CHAPTER XXVII.
Quebec Marine Hospital—The first time I carried the 

“Bon Dlou” (the wafer god) In my vest pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Bateau’s—The 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dleu” at the Oyster 
Soiree.

jy We have not space In this notice of Father 
Chiniquy’s work to give the heads of all tbe Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial value. The following, 
however, are of thrilling Interest:

CHAPTER LIU. .
The Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary. '

CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession, 

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreatr-Conduct of tbe Prlesta 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute tbe Bible.
CHAPTER LVI.

Public Acte of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O’Regan—General Cry of Indignation—I 
determine to resist him to his face—He employs 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and he fails 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana in the Spring 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII. ' *
Plabop O’Regan sells tbe Parsonage of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the monef, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—Ho 
determines to turn me out of my Colony and send 
me to Kabokla—He forgets It next day and pub
lishes that he has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to tbo Bishop—His Answers—The 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LVIII.
d.-Wess from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheris to Ur* 
bana—Abraham Lincoln’s anxiety about the Isstae 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue— 
Mls^Phllomena Moffat sent by God to save me—La» 
Belle’s Confession and Distress—My InnocencA 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra* 
bam Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX.
A moment of Interruption In the Thread of my “Fifty 

Years in the Church of Rome,” to sec bow my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of tbe United States.

CHAPTER LX.
The Fundamental Principles of tbe Constitution of the 

United States drawn from tbe Gospel of Christ—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Plots I knew against bls Life—Tbe Priests circu
late tbe news that Lincoln was born In tbe Church 
of Rome—Letter of the Pope to JeS Davi»—My 
last visit to tbo President—His admirable refer
ence to Moses—HIb willingness to die for his 
Nation’s Sake. -

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God, and a trued)!»- 

clplc of the Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—Tbe tool of the Priests—John Surratt’s house— 
Tbe Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of tbe Priest« 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln 
known and published In the town three hours be
fore Its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Priests sent by the People and tbe 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
win of the Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop Is wrong and that we are 
right—For peace sake, I consent to withdraw from 
tbe contest on certain conditions accepted by tbe 
Deputies—One of the Deputies turns false to bls 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at tbe head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mrl 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LX11I.
Mr. Desaulnter is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of the Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. ‘Brassard—He writes to beg my 
pardon. ■ ■

CHAPTER LXIV.
I write to the Pope Pius IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, aud send them the Legal and Public 
■ Documents proving the bad conduct of Bishop 

O'Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble—J go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to tbe Bishop 
—Tbe peace sealed and publicly proclaimed 
Grand Vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1858.

. CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and bls assistant, Rev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about the 
new storm prepared by the Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself ds a Glft^I am forgiven, rich, happy 
and.saved—Bbck.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI. , _
the Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—We 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor of 
St. Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to 8», 
Anna to persuade the People to submit to his 
Authority—He is ignominiously turned out, and 

- runs away In the midst of tbe Cries of the People,
CHAPTER LXVII.

Bird’s-eye View of the Principal Events from my Coo
version to this day—My Narrow Escapes—The 
end of the Voyage through tho Desert to UM 
Promised Land.
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MARK.
I promised to say very little about the 

Book of Mark. The reasons are: 1, Mark 
has said but little but that has been well-said, 
and has been commented on in Mathew.. 2. 
Mark knew personally little of what he wrote. 
He never, personally, knew Jesus. All he 
knew of him he learned from hearing Paul 
preach. As Paul never saw Jesus during his 
earth-life, it may be inferred that his knowl
edge of him was very meagre. ,

Jesus thoroughly believed in mduntainous 
regions for spiritual development; he also be
lieved in developing mediums by ordination, pr 
by the laying of hie hands upon them. Chapter 

; iii,, 18 to 15, says: “And he goeth up;. into 
a mountain and calleth unto .him whom foe 
would, and they came unto him; and hq. or
dained the twelve that they should be. with 
him and that he might Bend them forth fo 
preach." . .

That Jesuft believed in private circle» is 
proved by foe statement found in chapter v(, 
35 to 43. There Jesus healed the ruler’s 
daughter, who was supposed to be dea- . But 
Jesus said, in verse 39: ‘ ‘Why make ye this 
ado and weep? The damsel is not dead, but 
sleepeth." They were: scoffers, and laughed 
him to scorn, but Jesus putthem all out. The 

■ fact is, Jesus was determined to have a thor
oughly harmonious circle, so he took with him 
only Peter, James and John, and the father 
and mother-of the girl. Then he took her by 
the hand and spoke to her, and “thus proved 
that he was clairvoyant when he said: “She 
is not dead, but sleepeth.” In this case clair
voyance was worth more than the world's 
pseudo-science, which would soon have buried 
the girl. ■

That opposition affected Jesus much the 
same as it does mediums to-day is proved by 
chapter vi., 4 to 6. Here Jesus “could do no 
mighty works, save that he laid his hands on 
a few sick folk,, and healed them,” .and he 
went around among the villages -teaching. In 
this chapter he palled the twelve disciples and 
sent them out to preach, to cast out demons, 
and to heal foe sick, ' .

It was in this chapter where Jesus walked 
on the water, which, be it remembered, was in 
the fourth watch of the night. See verse 48. 
In fact, the most of the Biblical manifestations 
occurred in the night. In this same chapter 
also they brought the sick in touch of Jesus 
so that he could heal them. See verse 56.

In vii., 32, Jesus healed a man whom the 
world now supposes to have been stone deaf 
—probably born deaf—but he was not. The 
case reads as follows: “And they bring unto 
.him one that was deaf, and had an impedi
ment in his speech, and they beseech him to 
put his hand upon him. And he took him 
aside from the multitude, and put his fingers 
into his ears, and he spit and touched his 
tongue.” This reads very much like modern1 
spiritual healing. “He took him aside from 
the multitude. ” The object was to get the 
patient where no magnetism except thht from 
himself could affect him. For some reason 
Jesus adopted the popular custom of his tim< 
,of using saliva as a remedy; this, combined 
with magnetism, did the work. It will be 
found that he used it in Mark viii., 23; and in 
John ix/; 6. ; •

The next case of healing was that of the 
blind man, in viii., 23 to 26. Here the reme
dies were saliva and magnetism. Also we 
find it took a second treatment to perfect a' 
cure. This takes the whole case out of the 
realm of miracles, and makes it a perfectly 
legitimate case of spiritual healing. It seems, 
also, that Jesus did not want the man to re
port the case. A report would lead to dis
cussion, this would bring conflicting elements 
to bear on the man, and, perhaps, destroy the 
good work done.

In this chapter, also, is another instance of 
phenomena-hunters looking’ after a “sign from 
heaven.” How many times (curiosity-seekers 
have been disappointed in their sign-hunting! 
See verses 11 to 17.
' In ix., 14 to 30, is a case of obsession, and 
of Jesus casting out the obsessing spirit.

In xi., 13, 14, Jesus curses the fig tree be
cause it did not yield figs out of season. While 
this phenomenon shows that Jesus was subject 
to about such caprices as many modern medi
ums, it shows that thoughts are things, anitthat 
they have much power for evil as well a»/for 
good, especially when put into words. They 
can kill as well as cure. _ .

That Jesus believed in trance or inspira
tional speaking, especially in certain cases, is 
proved by chapter xiii., 11, where he says: 
“But when they shall lead you and deliver 
you up, take no thought beforehand what ye 
shall speak, neither do ye premeditate; but 
whatsoever shall be given you in that hour, 
that speak ye; for it is not ye that speak, but 
the holy ghost.” Be it remembered that that 
holy ghost, which was to talk without premedi
tation on the part of the speaker, was the 
pneumatika haggion which I have elsewhere 
shown to signify spirit power.

Sometimes our spirit friends appear to us as 
little children; sometimes as feeble old people; 
again the same persons wjll appear in all the 
vigor of man and womanhood; so Jesus ap
peared in different forms; xvi., says: 
“And after that he appeared in an
other form as they walked and went 
into the country. “And they went and 
told it/unto the residue, neither believed they 
them.’,’ This whole connection shows how 
skeptical they were; They not only would 
not believe the testimony of others, but some 
of them even doubted after they had seen and 
talked with Jesus.

That Spirit-Jesus believed that such spirit 
ffapifeatattoM as healing the Bick, eta, were

to continue right along is proved by verses 17 
and 18, which read as follows: “And these 
signs ehall follow them that believe, in my 1 
name shall they cast out devils; they shall 
speak with new tongues; , they shall take up 
serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing 
it shall not hurt them. "

I now pass to a consideration of the 
book of
/■■.>. LUKE. ’ .
Luke was another writer who. wrote from 

nearsay. ¡He told but little that has not been 
found in. Matthew and Mark. He was pot 
personally acquainted ;wifo Jepus.: . .JHe. jjSgins 
fos narrative ap?...foliowa;; .“‘Fprasmgfo ais 
many have tfoen .ip’handfo set forth inprder 
p.declaration of tliosefoings whieh ■ arp mpst 
pssuredly.perteved.aniong.Uft, even -.as foeyder’ 
livered.them unto.us, .which from-the begin- 
ping were,, eye-witnesses and ministers .,pf the . 
wqrd; it peempd good te.me-AlBQj.- ;havipg^lidd . 
perfect understanding of all things from, the 
very first, to write unto thee, in -order, xpost ! 
excellent Theophilus, foat foou mightest know ! 
foe certainty of those things wherein fooy hast 
been instructed." Lukei., 1, 2. , ,

It will be seen that Luke was giving a “dec
laration," or diegesis of the things ‘‘‘believed 
among us,” not'of things known to him. Fur
thermore he gives the things Believed ‘‘as'foey 
were delivered” by those who “were eye-wit- 
nessesfrom the beginning," and--“ministers . 
of the wqrd. ” Thus Luke, for his narrative, 
depends on the ministers—a class who could 
hardly be trusted for accuracy and truthful
ness to-day.. Luke says he has had a ' ‘perfect 
understanding”—not from what he has seen, 
but from what ‘ ‘they delivered unto us. ”.

This book opens out with Zacharias, the 
priest in the temple, and the whole multitude 
without praying; thiis affording the very best 
oppQrtuwfo . for spirit; manifestation? foe 
manifestation came, the story says, “and there 
appeared, unto him an angel of the Lord, 
standing.pp. the right side of the altar of in
cense.” . .Verse 11 this angel enters, into con
versation with Zacharias, in which he tells him 
that his wife Elizabeth shall have a child that, 
shall be filled wifo the holy ghost—that is, 
with spirit-powerr-from the timepf fos birth. 
In verse 17, hesays: “And hy shall go be- : 
fore him in the spirit and poww of. Elias (the* 
spirit and power of Elias waalhe hgly ghost) 
to turn the hearts of the fathers to the chil
dren, and the disobedient to the wisdom of the 
just; to make ready a people prepared for the 
Lord.” In verses 18 and 19 the angel an
nounces himself as Gabriel, called in Daniel, 
21, “the man Gabriel.”
, The Elias here announced'as John’s,, control 

is none other than the’Elijah of the Old Testa
ment. As this is undisputed, I will not take 
the time and space here to present the proof.

Verse 22 announces that Zacharias was 
speechless because of the vision which he had 
seen. In verses 26 to 36, this same angel 
Gabriel appears to Mary with the announce
ment that Jesus was to be born.

In ii., 9, 10, the angels announce to the 
shepherds the birth of Jesus. In verses 25 to 
30, Simeon, the medium, had a revelation 
from the holy ghost, that he should not depart 
this life imfo he had seen the Lord’s Christ. 
—the Lord’s medium This was literally f ul
filled. Inverses 29.to 34, Simeon indulges 
in certain predictions concerning Jesus. Ip 
verses, 36 to 40, the old medium, Anna, rec- 
ognizedfthemediumship of Jesus. In verses 
40 to 47, Jesus, at the age of twelve, years, 
was filled with the spirit, and astonished the 
learned men of Israel with his questions and 
answers. .

In chapter iv., 17 to 26, Jesus, after read
ing to the Jews from the Book of Isaiah, “The 
spirit of the Lord God is upon me, because he 
hath anointed me” (that is, christened me, 
christed me or made a medium of me), in
formed his hearers that in old times the mani
festations were not nearly so common asi they 
had supposed, nor should they be with him. 
His words on the subject are: “Ye will 
surely say to me this proverb—physician,? 
heal thyself. Whatsoever we have heard done 
in Capernaum do also here in thy country.” 
And he said: “Verily I say unto you, no 
prophet is accepted in his own country. But I 
tell you Of a truth, many widows wete-in Igragl, 
in the days of Elias, when the heaven was 
shut up three years and six months, when 
great famine was throughout; all the land, but 
unto none of them was1 Elias sent save unfo 
Sarepta, a city of Sidon; unto a woman that, 
was a widow. And many lepers were in
Israel in the time of Elisius, the prophet, and 
none of them' was cleansed- saving: Naapfoh,

■- the Syrian.” Verftes 23 to 27. ..... '
This text ought to forever stop the inoufos 

of those who want manifestations—here, now, 
anywhere, with or without conditions. Such

'>HB-'ï^©"ÔR!PÔSTSO& îFH'I'NÎC-BR.' • ' ' '
.. In x,, 17, the disciples rejoiced that they 
had power over demons, and Jesus said: “Re- 
jbice not that spirits are subject to you, tint 
rather rejoice' because your names are written 
in heayen, ” After which he says: “Blessed 
are the eyes that seethe things that ye see, for 
I tell you that many prophets and kings have 
desired to see those things which ye see, and 
have not seen them; and to hear those things 
which ye hear, and have not heard them."

In chapter xiii, 11 to 13, Jesus cures & 
woman of an eighteen years’ infirmity by 
simply laying his hands upon her.

Inxxi., 23, Jesus prayed, and the writer 
said: “And there appeared an angel unto 
him from heaven, strengthenings him. ” This 
not only shows the ministry of angels back 
there, but it also shows’ that Jesus—be he 
God, medium, or only an, ordinary man— 
could be strengthened by an angel or spirit.

In verse 64, Jesus' enemies thought they 
would test his clairvoyance. The record says: 
‘‘And whenthey had blindfolded him they 
struck him 'dn the face, and asked him, say
ing: > ‘Prophesy who is it that smote thee.”’ 
Jesus, :who had told so many wonderful things, 
couldnof tell that. • This satisfied his ene
mies that he was an impostor—just as thou
sands have- beeh satisfied in this era that medi- 
diums are imposters.

r When Jesus was crucified, it was said in 
xxiii., .46j. that he said: “Father, info.'thy 
hands I commehd my spirit; and having ! said 
fous he gave up foe ghost. ” A better read
ing would be, ’ yielded up foe spirit. This 
shoy?s the writer to have believed the spirit to 
have been a separate entity, which the body 
gave up at death.

In xxiv., 4,-'When thewomen went to the 
sepulchre, “two men stood by them in shining 
garments,” and spoke to them; When thé 
women returned andtelafed the phenomenon, 
“their words were as idle tales, and .they be
lieved them not. ” Verse 11.

In verses 14 to 16, “Jesus himself drew 
near” to two of his former associates, “but 
their eyes were holden that they should not 
know him;” In verse 23? thewomen fold the 
story of the two men standing by them in the 
morning, but by this time the two men had 
become “a vision of angels. ” • - ;
- . Verses 28 to 30 read as follows: “And 
they drew nigh unto the -village whither they 
went, and he made as if they would have! gone 
further; but they constrained him, saying, 
abide with us, for it is toward evening, and 
the day is far spent, and he went in to tarry 
with them. And it came to pass as he sat at 
meat with them, he took bread and blessed it, 
and broke and gave it to them, and theiif eyes 
were opened, and they knew him, and he van
ished out of their sight.” Here was a materi
alization, a breaking of bread and a demateri
alization, or a vanishing out of sight

Verse 34 safo: “They said the Lord, has 
risen indeed, and hath appeared to Simon. 
And they told what things were done, in the 
way, and how he was known of them in break
ing of bread.” ..

In verses 36 to 43, Jesus materalized and 
appeared in the midst of foe twelve. He de
nted being a spirit—that is, being a phantom. 
Thé word rendered spirit in this instance 
is, in the best Greek version, phan
tasma, not pnetama, the word applied 
in over a hundred instances in the Greek 
Testament to the spiritual part of man. On 
this occasion he ate fish and honeycomb with
them, and finally led them out as far as Beth
any before he was parted*'from them. “See
verse-51.

We now. pass to an examination- of 
Book of

6 JOHN.
This book, if written by a Jew at all, 

probably written by a Gnostic Jew. It 
more probably written by a Greek, who

the

was 
was 
was 
thedetermined to fasten his theology upon 

Jewish mind. It is supposed, by Christian
scholars to have been written as a kind of 
an addendum to the. other gospels some thirty 
to fifty years after the others were written. It 
records many things not found in either-of the 
other .gospels, among them the story of Jesus 
and the woman of Samaria; the circumstance 
of the healing at the pool of Bethesda; the 
story of the woman taken in the very act of 
adultery; foe resurrection of Lazarus, and 
many of Jesus’talks with the Jews. With 
these I need not meddle; my duty is to bring 
out some of the main spiritual points of this 
book. ' • ’

In chapter i., 32, 33, John tells of the test 
he got of Jesus’ foediumship. In verses 48 to 
51, Jesiis demonstrates to Nathaniel his clair
voyant power, mid. promises more.

In ii., 6 to 16, is the not very pretty mani
festation of turningwaterto wine for people 
who had already .“well drunk.” In verses 24 
and. 25 foe psychometr]p;pQwer of Jesus was
described as. follows: ‘‘But Jesus did not 
commit himself ùnto them, because he , knew 
all men, and needed not that any should tes- 
tifvof man, foy he'knew.whatwasinmafi,”’

hi iii, , 1to 8, .liicpd!pmÙ8, a member of the 
Jevnshsenaite,-.yréntfoJesusin behalf of the 
Jews, and acknQwlqdged his. mediumship. He 
said: “We tnow iiliat fopu art a teacher come 
from God!, for no man can .do those miracles 
that thou doest except God be with him. ” Inmanifestations as the average sign-hunter is. fo«.» uuuu Wv<>u “>—• -

after never were and never can be universal. »peaking of Jesus’ 'mediumship, John said: 
Inv., 26 to 24, Jesus heals one who was “C-J --«• --»-«'• v- ---------- —«•-

sick of palsy. This case of healing was so 
wonderful that it led the writer of this book 
to say: ‘ ‘And they were all amazed, ■ and they 
glorified God, and were filled with fear, saying, 
we have seen strange things to-day.”

In vii., 37 to 39, Jesus associated with cer
tain persons not supposed to be as “chaste as 
ice,” and this caused certain ones to'call his. 
mediumship in question. They said: -. “If 
this man were a prophet (medium), he would 
have known who and what manner of woman 
this was.” - .. , . ,

In viii., 52 to 56( Jesus, after putting the 
enemies of his work out of the house, raises 
the supposed-to-be deadruler’s daughter. ■ :

In chapter ix. is Luke's record of the trans
figuration. In verses S? to 39 he casts an 
angry-detnonout ofayofingmediunv

God giveth not the spirit by measure unto
him.” Verse 23.......  ,

In chapter iv. is foe .conversation between 
Jesus and the naughty woman of Samaria. Jn 
this JesuS, after telling ip akind4of blind way 
of his mediumship,’ agks h^r .to call her hus
band. When she says ! she has none, he 
answers, in ^rses 17., fo:.k .‘‘Thou hast well 
.said I have ho husband, for thou hast had five 
husbands, and he whom thou , now hast is 
not thy ¡husband. ” This caused the woman to 
say: “Sir, I perceive that thou art a prophet" 
Verse 19. Our modern idea of a prophet is a 
fortune-teller, or one. who foretells ..future 
events. . But though that may have1 been em
braced in the idea, it was. never .the leading 
thought when the word was applied to Jesus. 
The word medium .would always fit the case 
better than the word prophet. See Luke viii., 
16; xxiv., 19; John yl., 14} vii., 40;. ix., 17.

Jesus’talk to the woman convinced her so 
thoroughly that she went to her friends and 
said: “Come, see a man which told me all 
things that ever I did. Is not1 this the 
Christ?” There really is no better definition 
of foe word Christ than medium; foe woman 
really said: Is not this a mediumf ’

All the conversation between Jesus and this 
woman is not recorded, for in verse 39 she 
again says: “He told me all that ever I 
did." ,

In verse 42 the Samaritans said to. the 
woman: ‘ ‘Now we believe, not because of thy 
saying, for we have heard him ourselves,”

Inverse 50, Jesus beala foe son of a noble
man at a distance. *

In v., 1 to 9, Jesus, at the pool of Bethesda, 
finds a “great multitude" of sick folks, and 
healsrjust one. If Jesus was a medium sub
ject to all foe conditions of modern me
diums, lean see why only one was healed; 
but if he was an all-powerful and an all-good 
God, I cannot see why he did not, while he was 
in the mijacle business, heal ..all thjs ‘ ‘great 
multitude." Thè position tekfo .bj' ! Spiritual
ists is that his mediumistic power told him that 
there was one he bertfol heal, fod, having per. 
formed that one curej he? went away and left 
the whole multitude there sick. :

Invi,, 17 to 20, is the, history of Jesus 
walking on foe water. John was very particu
lar to say fols was done in foe dark. ”

Ih vii., 15, foe Jews marveled pit Jesus’ edu- 
catjon, he never having learned? his letters, 
People in this new dispensation have often' 
marveled in like manner, at the wisdom of some 
of foe discourses given through some of our 
uncultivated mediums.

In vii., 40 and 41, some pf foe Jews ac
knowledged Jesus’ mediumship, others de. 
bated the question whether he, was the Christ 
Some are never satisfied with what they see 
and hear. The Jews of Jesus day were emi
nently satisfied with what Moses had done fif
teen hundred years before, but not with what 
occurred before their own eyes. All this 
proves that people are apt to see more through 
-Other people’s eyes than with their own. See 
John vi., 28 to 32. So in this chapter, verse 
31, they say: ’ “When Christ cometh, will he 
do more miracles than this man hath done?"

In verse 46, some acknowledged his power 
by saying: ‘ ‘Never man spake like this tean. ’’: 
Yet others were afraid to believe because the 
thing was not popular. They say: “Have any 
of the rulers or of the Pharisees believed on 
him?" '

In ix., 6, 7, Jesus opened the blind man’s 
eyes i>y spitting on the play, and picking a 
salve of clay and spittle, , and anointing the 
man’s eyes with it This caused the man to 
say, inverse 17: “Heis a prophet" That 
is, a medium.

In xi., 47 to 50, after he had raised Lazarus 
out of supposed death, the record says: “Then 
gathered the chief priests and Pharisees a 
council, and said: What do we, for this man 
doeth many miracles? If we let hjm thus 
alone, all men will believe on him, and the 
Bomans shall come and take away both our 
place and nation. And one of foem, named 
Caiaphas, being the high priest that same 
year, said unto them: Ye know nothing at 
all, nor consider that it is expedient for us that 
one man should die for the people, and that 
the whole nation perish not. And this spake 
he not of himself, but being high priest- that 
year, he prophesied that Jesus should die for 
that nation.”

The words, “and this spake he not of him
self,” shows that the writer acknowledged 
the influence accompanying Caiaphas.

' Chapter xii., 28 to 30, says: “Father, 
glorify my name. Then came there a voice 
from heaven, saying: I have both glorified 
it and will glorify it again. The people; there
fore, that stood by and heard it, said that it 
thundered; others said an angel spake to him. 
Jesus answered, and said: This voice came 
not because of me, but for your sakes.”- Here 
a spirit voice speaks to Jesus, and even the 
Jews recognize it as the voice of an angel.

Prejudice was as strong in those days as it 
has ever been since. Verses 42 and 43 ' state 
the matter as follows: “Nevertheless, among 
the chief rulers, also, many believed on him; 
but because of the Pharisees they did not con
fess him, lest they should be put out of the 
synagogue, for they loved the praise of men 
more than the praise of God.”

In xiii., 21, Jesus is inspired to foretell 
that one of his supposed friends shall betray 
him. After *a white he was able by a pihysi- 
cafonanifestatión through his own; hand, to tell 
who it was. See verse 26.

■ In verses 33 to 38, Jesus foretells his own 
suffering and death. In verse 38, he uses 

■ language which afterward proved to be a test 
for Peter. See xviil. ; 27. ;

In xiv., 1 to 28, he delivers what might 
properly be called his own funeral discourse.

; He tells his friends that he goes to? prepare a 
place for them, and tliàt hé will còme - again'• 
and receive them. - Verse 3. He promises' 
them that they shall hive foe pofo# and even

' greater power foaù he had. Vèrse 13. This; 
by the way, doesnot look as though-he es-

1 teemed himself as the one and only Christ; it 
[ looks more as though he regarded himself 

only as a medium. .
¿1 verse 16, 17, he promises them that he 

will send the comforter, eveu the spirit of 
truth, .to them. In verse 18, he says: “I 
will not lesive you comfortless; I will come to 
you." Many Spiritualists have made like 
promises to their weeping friends.

In verse 19, he says: “Yet a little while, 
। and the world seeth me no more; but ye see me; 
. because I live, ye shall live also. ” This is a 
। plain promise to them of clairvoyance; besides 
! that, he instructs them that foe phenomenal 
* evidence that he is alive is to be taken as evi

dence that they-shall live also. . That is the 
. very kind of evidence that,. Spiritualists use, 
। In verse 21,. he says: “I will manifest my- 
• self to him." Verse 26 says: “But thecom- 
; forter, which is the holy ghost,: whom, the 

father will send in my name,he shall .reachyou 
i all things, and bring all things to youtremem. 

bronce whatsoever I have said to you.” This 
comforter, the holy ghost, I have elsewhere

shown to be spirit power. ‘ ‘He shall 
you all things.’’ How many mediums 
are in the world who never had any 
teacher. ' -.

teach 
there 
other

haveIn verses 28 tad 29, he says: “Ye 
heard how I said unto you, I go away and
come again unto you. If ye loved me ye 
would rejoice, because I go to my father, for 
my father is greater than I. And now I have 
told you before it came to pass, that when it 
is come to pass ye might believe." Stronger 
discourses on Spiritualism cannot be found in 
any of the mediumistic discourses of to-day 
than is found in this, Jesus’ dying sermon.

In xv.,-26, the matter is again referred to 
as follows: “‘But when foe comforter is 
come, whom I will send to you from the 
father, even the Spirit of Truth,, which pro- 
ceedeth from the father, he shall testify of 
rae." : l - j. ’ . •

In xvi., 7, this “comforter” is -again prom
ised as follows: “Nevertheless I tell you the 
truth; it is expedient for you that I go away; 
fpr if I.gQ not! away,, the comforter ,will not 
come unto yoq; but if I depart Iiwjri send hlffl 
toyoui<”

fo verse‘13, he says; “Howtjpit; foen he, 
foe spiritpf truth, is,come, he ^41 gqide you 
into all truth, for he shall not speak of him
self;. but. whatsoever he shallhear,' ’ th^t shall 
he speak/ and he ■ willi show you folngs to 
corned - ;

The various appearances of Jesus after his 
resurrection out of the dead contain the most 
positive proofs of materialization; In xx.; 12, 
13, Mary saw two angels, who spoke to her, 
In verses 13, 14, Jesus spoke to her, but sb® 
did not recognize him. In verse 16, she found 
put that it was Jesus. In 17, he says. 
“Touch me not, for I am not yet ascended to 
my father.”

Verses 19 and 20 read as follows: “Then 
the same day, at evening, being the first day 
of the week, when the doors were .shut where 
the disciples were assembled for fear of the 
Jew4, came Jesus and stood in their midst, 
and saith unto them: Peace be unto you. 
And when he had so said, he showed them 
his hands and his side. Then were the dis
ciples glad when they saw the Lord.” Here it 
will be observed that Jesus stood in the midst 
of them as materialized bodies do. He did 
not break through the bircle to get into their 
midst, bdtrthe first thing they knew he stood 
there. ■■ ' '

Thomas was not much of a believer in mate
rialization. The record in verses 24 to 27, 
says: “But Thomae, one of tlio twelve,called 
Didymus,: was not with them when Jesus 
came.; The other disciples, therefore, said 
unto him: We have seen the Lord. But he 
said unto them: Except I shall put my finger 
into the print of the nails, and thrust my hand 
into his side, I will not believe. And after 
eight days again his disciples were within, 
and Thomas with them; then came Jesus, the 
doors being shut, and stood in their midst, and 
said: Peace be unto you. Then saith he to 
Thomas: Reach hither thy finger, and behold 
my hands; and reach hither thy hand, and 
thrust-it. into my Bide, and be not faithless 
but believing. ”

Here the doors were shut, and, no doubt, 
fastened, as in modern seances; no chance to 
smuggle a dummy into the room, and yet 
Jesus appeared as materialized forms do to day. 
Thomas was like many Pthers. Verse 29 says: 
“Jesus' saith unto him: Thomas, because 
thou hast seen me thou hast believed; blessed 
are they that have not seen and yet have be
lieved. ” Thus it is proved that physical phe
nomena convinced Thomas. Why should not 
phenomena make converts to-day?

In xfo, 4 to 14, Jestia appeared on foe sea- 
shote; cooked fifth for kfft disciples, and again 
showed himself. ; '' * .
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Fresh Air and Exercise.
Getallthat’s 
possible of 
both, if in 
need of flesh ;Z>; 
strength 
and nerve - 
force. There’s need,too, of plenty 
of fat-food.

Scott's Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil builds up flesh 
and strength quicker than any 
other preparation known to sci
ence.

Scott's Emulsion is constantly ef
’ fecting Cure of Consumption, 

Bronchitis and kindred diseases 
‘Vjherc.other methods fail. 1

- , prepared by Sqott 4 Boyne, N. Y. All druggist,.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
■ Researches and Discoveries.
t)Y WAL AJJD ELI^^ETH M, E 

jLJ.. Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise as 
A text-book, U is as fascinating as a work of fiction, 
Tl;e reader will be ninaxed, to epo tho* curious facts 
neie combined Id support of this nowly-dlscovcrcd 
power of the human mind, which will resolye a thou
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain as 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now ob
scured by time.
Sbml or Things—Vol. I.

Cloth................. .....................................
. Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol II.
Illustrated. 451) fp. Cloth..........................

postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. III. , 

Illustrated, 862 pp. Cloth................ .
r Postage ID conta.
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THE MISSING LINK
In Modern ' Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL 
One of the Fox Sisters.

/IN A CCO UNT OF MOD ERN SPIRIT- 
/l uallsm—80-cftlled—from Its Inception at Hydes
ville, N. Y.. Including the experiences of tbo Fox Fam» 
By. spirit»uMstlc and othorwh«,.could not fail to bo 
very intercHtlug, and the Interest Is Intensified when 
that account Is written by one of the Fox Bisters. 
Such is the fact In this Instance, the volume having 
been Written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, bxperlcnces, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most cntcrtalulngmauner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere bn found. It Is a 
must Important part of the history of the great Spirit

ual movenu'ut which now numbers Its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK*’
to nld to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Us earlier modern origin and Ilfe- 
The volume Is enriched with u number of fine en
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family. '

Price, $1.50, For bale at this office.

The illustrated articles are an important 
feature in the December Popular Science 
Monthly. The number opens with, an account 
by President Jordan, of Stanford University, 
of the behavior of a South Sea Monkey in 
the various surroundings of human civiliza
tion. It is called “The Story of Bob,” and 
is a delightful mixture of scientific observa
tion and comical incident. Several of Bob’s 
most interesting feats are shown in pictures. 
The.Modem War Vessels of the United States 
Navy are described by W. A Dobson, their 
means, of defense and offense being fully ex
plained The article is illustrated with views 
of the cruiser New York, the monitor Mianto- 
nornati, and other typical vessels. Another 
copiously ill'ustfated article is The Fruit Indus
try in California, by Charles Howard. Shinn, 
foe pictures comprising views of orchards, 
specimen trees, and branches of fruit Prof. 
G, H. Perkins contributes a paper on TJie Cal- 
umqt.in foe Chamjfiajn Valley, ■. in -Which thir
teen forms qf Indian pipes are figured.. Prof. 
Huxley’s JEEonianoBii lecture on Evolution and 
Ethips is concluded in this number, ,;and is 
followed. 'by a^ critical. letter , ffom ..Robert 
Mathews.' This lecture also furnishes- Leslie 
Stephens with a text for a discussion of 
Etlfics and the Struggle for Existence. Prof. 
Wanton Upham tells what answers are given 
to the question “How Old is the Earth?" 
Miss Abby L. Alger contributes a myth of 
The ureaflon,¡ told her by a Penobscot Indian. 
The results of some of Lombroso's recent re
searches upon Criminal Women are set forth 
by Miss Helen Zimmern. Sir Daniel Wilson 
is the subject of the usual “portrait and 
Sketch,” the latter being furnished "by Hora
tio Hale. Other articles are State Interference 
in Social Affairs, being the vice-presidential 
address of Prot J. S. Nicholson before the 
British Association, and the Essay of .Jean 
Rey, by MM. L. A. Hallopeau and Aib. 
^Poisson. Subjects suggested by-the , closing 
dqys of . the World’s Fair receive editorial com
ment, and foe other departments  ̂contain their 
usual quota of ;minor scientific.items. As a 
scientific magazine the:Popular Scienpe Manth- 
Zy .has.no equal.. It is published.-by D„ Ap-. 
pieton & Company, N. Y; Fifty cents a num
ber. $5 per year .
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Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate. >5

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

"THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN- 
1' formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

volume of 554 page« is amazing. The title, us above 
given, fails to convey an Idea of the falocss and com* 
nleicucbs with which the subjects are treated. The 
Mflirlarchatr. or Mother-rule, is tlmtheme of ¿befirst 
chapter, in which inucli lore, quaint, queer and curb 
ous. 16 brought to view In eliu lduthm of the subjcct- 
This 1» followed bychaptera on Celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, ‘Witchcraft. Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day. Pasf, Present, Future; 
and there is not a chapter in t he book that is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, Is not worth the full price 
df'thc volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylngit; it is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.
'rTHE SPIRITUALBIRTH; OR DEATH 
1 and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic idea of 

Death. Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This little 
pumpbkt Is devoted to an exposition of the splrltaal- 
Mri • Idea of death, heaven and bell, as contrasted 
with the common chnrchly idea on the same subject. 
The name of the authorls a sufficient guarantee that 
the subjet t Is well handled. For sole at this office. 
Price, 10 cents.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
AUTHOR OF “COMMON SENSE,"- 

“Rights of Man,” “ Age of Reason,” etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of his writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truth lu 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re
former should read this volume. Price <1. Foate^p 
10 cents. For sale at ibis office .

The Coming American Civil War. 
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES 
1 Huntington, to written in the Interest of hu

manity, of liberty, and m patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that besot us on .every side, and more espe
cially to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wllesot 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics. Washington's words of warning 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant arc ail included in tho volume. Archbishop 
Kyilu, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon ealdi “Tho 
church tolerates heretics where sho is obliged todo 
sorbut she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know bow she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
bow alio treats them today where sho has the pow^r. 
We no more think of denying these historic facte than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
the church for what they have thought fit, to do?* 
Every one should read this work. Paper, 300 darcs. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For attic nt 
this office. “ ...

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
rtf:A TH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

The “Stellar Key” la tho Philosophical Intro« 
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Scenes in the. Summer-Land; 3—Society !h the 
Summer Land; 4—Social Centresin the Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Lan*’and Summer Land; 6-Languhge and 
Life In Summer-Land: 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con* 
tains more than double the amount of matter in fen 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautiful frontlF 
piece, Illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage 6 cento. For tale 
at this office.. ...

pULPlT, PEIT AND CRADLE. SY 
xHelen II. Gardener. Ono of her brightest,, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against tho Bible. 
Every woman should read it, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price lOceuts. - ,
riBSESSIOM HOW EVIL SPIRITS 
L/Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
lOccnts. .■
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 

Z Carrie E. S. Twing, medium. Price 50 cento. - 
'THE HISTORICAL JESUS AND- 
L ..MythicalChrist-..by Gerald Massey. 230 pages, 

12mo. Price »cents. •*
ACHSA SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 

Aj. in tho Spheres. Price 20 cents. ;
'T'HE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT- 
■i rALtothe Material Universe; end tho Jaw of 

control. Now lMItion, onlai^ed and revised, by M. 
Faraday. Price, is cents, ■

ZHE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURif, 
By Cbarlos Dawbnrn. Price 10 cenU. -
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A FAMILY BIBLE,

Ç
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I do not wonder that so many people of 
our order, and many out of our order, do 
not have any holy or reverential feelings 
for that old book, the Bible, by sorqe 
called the word of God, Every rational 
roan.knows it starts with a lie, for they 
know it is no more the word of God than 
many another book that makes no claim
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Tha l/olnn _ i± BaiiBiiea us that the phase was true., andI lie Vallie r*laced upon It. since that Scholar has been a departed
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Spirit Healing,

(ADVERTISEMENT,)

5

GENERAL SURVEY.

TAIPHTHERIA, CHOLERA, QUINSY, 
Z-ZCroup, Erysipelas, Piles and Catarrh or the throat 
7 be Antidote sent fur one^ollar. Lady Agents wanted- 
Dr. G. H. Miller, 1441 South 12th street, Denver, Colo.

S? can find cozyruoma, equal to those at hotels, with 
aSplrltuaHatt "rally, at 88 BL John's Place near tjnion

205tfdress, 471 W Madison St.Cbfcugx Ilk

J■ w (80 years’prr Ice,) "

New jersey. 234

bishop cox« to satolli. Street. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m. 213

Tuesday, Friday and Saturday evenings. 210

PROGRESSIVE THINKER AND SPIR
i Itnal Books tor tale by TItM Merritt, 81» W. Nth 
«treat; New York. ' ' _____________________

MY
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& Thos. Lees writes: ’‘There is a strong 
double attraction in Cleveland, Ohio. 
Mrs. F. O. Hyzer, the gifted inspira-

sitling and got a communication from 
the departed prophet. I have been to 
just such a seance, and had such an ex

Teaching December 5, at the ^office of 
the Truth Gleaner,-Masonic Temple, loth 
floor. All interested -will please - be 
there. -. ■ ■. .■ ’ ’ 1

pELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
Zl 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, one 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with tbe aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. S. Williams» 
Lake Geneva, WIs. 210

Moses Hull speaks in St. Louis, Mo., 
during December. Give him week-day 
work in that vicinity. For the present 
address him at. the general delivery, 
St. Louis Mo. . . ' ’ y ' . ■

A. CAMPBELL, 
Spirit Artist and Slate-writer.

.1\AR. H. MOHN ER, WRITING ME. 
LVL dium. desires to say that ho Is capable of con
versing with spirits, aui will answer ail questions 
BSked.ny mall. Send name of spirit you wish to com
municate with on any possible subject; charges 81. 
Address, H. Mohncr, Box 1025, Des Moines, Iowa. [212

DR. CARL SEXTUS. *
Diseases treated by vital magnetism and hypnotism ¡de
velops latent psychical powers; consultation and cor
respondence by mall. 81.00. No. 224 East Ontario

UJirr CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
nirt IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

? ClH Cfi huTlbe Oxford ImprotM StKOKH8e»> g 3lU'UU !a<M*el>!ua, with • ootaplett «tt oftfe 
tuhfoeou ud gumntwA for lOjtror«. Bhlppti boy. 
whir« oa 30 dayt' trial. Jtonmty raquirtd ina4> 

ranee. 75.000 no* in on* World’* Fur MMilamrM. 
Buy from factory, «in dealer*' and imti' profit 
Write to4ay for our LARGE FREE CATALOGUE.

*~l OM Mfg. Co, 342 Wabash Are. Cbiog«, UL

HARK !
TTAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER- 

jLI oils growth? Do you wish a psychometric read
ing. examination or advise regarding business? Write 
to Dr.Ah C. Phillips, giving age and aex. and enclosing' 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-cent stamps, 
three questions briefly answered for 23 cents. Ad-

«lililír ' ÿ J4, (. r 1 L« < ' * f < “ 5 * Í 1 ' Fí I / , J-1 1 ( r-r ' I 1 ( ¿ J 5 » r Z r , J3 « , r ' J u ' x

AAUSS LOTTIE FOWLER. WELL- 
LVL known spiritual, test and business medium. 
Hours, 2 till 8-p. m. Seances Tuesday evenings, S p x. 
Answers business questions by mail. 485 West Madi
son street, Chicago,: llh • - 210

TT&IEL BUCHANAN WILL SE\D 
you a perfect delineation of character, ghvng 

mental, physical and business quail float lone, dlagnfipls 

 

of your disease and Instructions In healing for ti. 
Bend date of birth in own handwriting. Marionville, 
Missouri.

i CATCH TflE SHAbOW.
TTOR SECURING A TRUE COPY OF 

L1 leaves, flowers, laces, embroideries or of any arti
cle that you wish a perfect fac-slmlle, use tbo Electric' 
Actinic copying-paper. It does Its own work without1 
trading of lines, bat mysteriously dupllca cs anything 
perfectly. Formulas, chemicals and fuirinslriietloM, 
25 cents, In silver. No circulars. ,E. G. Ford & Co., 
Ottawa. Ill. . . ill

Ron in fact; but my experience with my 
friend and neighbor, Epes Sargent, ¡in 
independent slate-writing ..perfectly 
satisfied us that the phase was true., and

1 /IRS. JENNIE MOORE, THE WELL- 
1VI known medium, remains In the city until Decem
ber 20th, then going to California. Seances Sunday and 
Wednesday evenings. 757 Warren Ave., Chicago. [211

pSYCHOMETRY. CONSULT WITH 
■* £rof’ A B’ Severance In all matter« pertalnlmr to 
pr»ctlc#I Ute, and your «ptrlt-rrlendu. Bend lock at 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will nnxwet 
three question« tree of charge. Bend for circular. Addreas, 185 4th «treet, Milwaukee, yrt,. j‘o

“Mrs. Winslow’« Soothing Syrup for Chi 1 
dren Teething” softens gums, reduds inflama 
Into, allay spaln, cures wind colic, 25ca bottle

T.'TNVEIL YOUR FUTURE BY THE 
(JJ «otence of the stars, t’or Introduction, Prof. P, 

Davidson, Jr., will glvc trlalrsiding on receipt of 20 
cents; full reading. Si. AddrcS«, giving time of birth, 
Loudivllle, White County, Georgia. • 210

HOLIDAY OFFER.
T1O NOT FAIL TO OBTAIN "THE 

J-J Educator” cause and cure of nil disease, at the 
large discount offered until the close of the holidays. 
Will mall morocco binding ht 82.50, cloth at 42.00. 
After twenty-four hours’ examination. If not suited 
return the book, and the money will be refunded, 
send for descriptive circular. Address The Educa
tor Publishing Co., 123 Park Avenue, Chicago. [211

lUJRS.-QLIE DENSLOW, 297 THIRTY. 
LVL first Street. Chicago, business, test and trumpet 
medium. Sittings dally. Circles Monday and Thurs* 
day evenings. Will hold circles where desired on

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
(FEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

lock of hair, age, name, sex, one leading symptom 
and your disease will be'dlagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Öq^A. B^Oobsou, San Jose; Cal, ‘

TJHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
JL Reading or six questions answered, 50 cent« and 
three atamps. Makoukbitx B.otitos, H72 WeBblng. 
on «treot, Boaton, Me««. qu

S^Kiia
THIS TRADE-MARK

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKBR

spirit 1 have continued the experience, 
and at- every, time, fully a hundred in
stances, he has put in his autographic 
appearance, referring to our early in
vestigations, thus proving both his iden
tification and the fact: and so knowing 
the phenomena of slate-writing io be

to divine inspiration, and some would 
like it better if it hod less high preten
sions; in fact, it makes no such high pre
tensions and is made a fetich by devotees. 
It is fust taking its place in the world’s 
literature where it belongs, on its in
trinsic merit. Then, whatever else may 
besuid'of .it, it is not a true book in much 
of its literature, and as to its aifflhirity, 
anything can be proved from it,Wil the 
great number of Christian sects all dat
ing from it as a revelation from God, and 
an authority, speaks of its contradictions 
and its tendency to diversify people’s 
religious thought. It has been a pools. 
of contentions fropi the earliest times, 
and has been the cause of more wars and 
persecutions than any other one thing in 
our possession. • ■,; •

■ So many make a fetich of it, that I'd»' 
not blame people who say and thinli: it 
has done more harm than gdod; but I 
feel like saying a good word for it. My , 
family Bible now lies on the tabid'be-, 
fore me—it is much older than I am; the 
copy before me was published in 1751- 
one hundred and forty-two years ago; 
was an old mutilated book when I, as a 
youngster, first saw it, nearly seventy 
years ago, and it seems to have had. a 
fancy for me—it has stuck by me all 
those long, years without any efforton my 
part, and I am inclined to think there is 
a spirit influence in that fact which 
I think the readers of this article will 
Bee in what I propose to say about it, -and 
as a relic of old times I venerate it.

My grandmother’s sister, “old Aunt 
Files,” used to read it and find comfort 
in its precepts, and she died in 1844,aged 
93 years. She used to say that she and 
it were twins, both of them born into 
worldly existence in 1751, and since she 
has been a departed spirit she has re
ferred to the fact in her several com
munications. I think, though, on the 
other side, she feels towards the book 
more as I Ao now than she did when in 
mortal life. As a child my grandmother 
.used it for my picture-book and gave 
many an object lesson to me from its? 
ancient pictures, which I have not for
gotten; and whenever I now look at it I 
think of her and feel that it draws!: her 
near me, and she is present, though in
visible. ; One picture she showed and ex
plained to me is strongly impressed on 
my .memory, and that was where the wo
man of Endor raised the spirit form of 
the pronhet Samuel, for King Saul— 
and if it did not frighten that king it 
certainly did me; and since she has 
been a departed spirit she has made a 
connection with it, which has identified 
her, and she, like her sister, my aunt 
Fales, venerates the book still; but now, 
as a departed spirit, thinks of it about as 
I do—thinks it useful and consoling, full 
of beautiful passages and fine poetry, 
and wise aS well as unwise precepts. 
She does not now consider it a revelation 
from God, she considers, as I do, that 
truth is God’s revelation, and “what is 

has not yet been answered.
C. «airily there is no religion higher 
tl Bi truth.

I Tiave so associated this venerable 
copy before me with my early child
hood’ and the old familiar ancestral 
faces of now departed spirits, that I am 
obliged to venerate it as I would per
haps anything else as old and intelli
gent as that book. It lays on a small 
table, of the same age, that I am equally 
attached to; but the book on it was my 
admiration in my youth, and to an as
tonishing extent is to-day, from the wise 
and kind admonitions from those ancient 
lovers of it that were given to me, and 
they crowd back into my memory visibly 
as I now look at the large and venerable 
book.

■ Since my investigation of and belief in 
modern Spiritualism for the last thirty- 
five years, and reading it with the eyes 
of Spiritualism, I see beauties and truths 
in it where once I saw deformities and 
lies, and I have learned to respect it and 
its teachings. more than I did in the 
long ago—not only my special copy for 
its kindred associations, but the Bible 
in general for its thousands of years of 
history. I am not sorry for its sapred 
or superstitious associations, tor that is 
what has preserved my copy these one 

■ hundred and forty-two years for my 
eyes to see when other contemporary 
books and things have vanished and are 
forgotten. Like‘a horseshoe on a barn 
door, its sanctity and the superstition 
have- protected it—if not from the 
witches of evil, from the hands of the 
despoiler; and not only my Bible but the 
Bible generally for these two thousand 
years, giving us a tolerable record of 4,000 
years, when without the superstition it 
would have been a lost institution and 
we would have known nothing of it. 
True, some of its evil effects, to which I 
have referred, would not have been hu
man experiences; but man being prone 
to evil, there might have been other 
evils that would have been due to other 
causes, so I am very glad that it was 
called the “Holy Bible.!' when it was no 
niore holy than anv other book. I am 
glad it was labeled "God s word.” or rev
elation to man, for if it had not been, it 
might have been among the world s 
“lost arts.” I rejoice that it was con-

true, I. am inclined to believe the dec
alogue story, considering it an early 
instance of spirit writing—that the 
decalogue was the work of a departed 
spirit. I huve soon enough of the slate
writing phenomena under absolutely 
lest conditions to make it appear rea
sonable that a departed spirit wrote the 
decalogue; it is possible that in that ig
norant age Moses might have thought, 
it- a'liighér authority, and it is. possible 
also he might have said its source was 
divine, to impress its importance op his 
barbarous followers, the children of 
Israel;., so"I. can now-believe rationally 
that the writing of the Ten Command
ments on two tables of stope may haye 
Been ari historical fact which;-if I di(l 
not knot? that . I >

•-1 • . “The spiritual world . , !
Lies all about us, and its avenues. . !
Are'open to the unséeh feet pt phantoms , , । .- 
ThaVcóme aijd go, aud wé 'péreejve them no^,. 
:8av«bytheIHpflueuce,” ,
’which the poet Longfellow wrote, 
whioh' modern Spiritualism teaefiie’S, I 
should'probably not bdlieve riow, ( '" , 

1 When wd come down: to BaláamVass, 
which’spoke audibly ih human speech1^ 
that also,-was (me of the things I did 
not believe, except in a metaphorical 
sense —for I have heard human ashes 
speak in the pulpit and out of it —but 
that did not help the Bible story any; but 
I have heard vocal utterances in human 
speech, and knowing the above poetic 
quotation to be true, I think Balaam 
heard ajspirit voice that seemed to come 
from the beast, and if had the desired 
effect, and it is so recorded, and Balaam 
stated what he thought was true; so to 
me there is a rational way of reading 
that fact, and in the light of modern 
Spiritualism I think it might have been 
a fact. - . .

Another thing I did not believe wps 
the mysterious handwriting on the wall 
of Belshazzar’s hall: “mens, mens, tekr.l 
upharsmT but I have seen many spirit 
hands, that had no visible human body, 
hoid a penoil and write on a block of 
paper. I will relate one Of many in
stances. I savt á hutniin hand Come Out 
of a hooded aperture ih'the center of'a 
table.ina weU-lí¿hted róom, and riot,king 
■was under the table' and nobody sitting, 
near enough for it to be any one's Bang; 
who was present—which hand I.felt, go: 
did Mr. Levi Brigham, and it n^as A 
materialized hand, and felt and looked 
like ahúman hand, that took á pencil 
from toy hand and wrote an intelligent, 
message on a block of paper laid before 
it; and knowing I am stating an absoliite 
fact, I have no trouble in believing that 
the writing on the wall may have been 
an historical fact.

There is nothing that interests me 
more than the story in the book of 
Samuel, where Saul went to the me
dium who lived in Endor and had a

sldered a sacred institution, and I can 
remember the time when 1 thought so 
myself, and • harmonized with my an
cestors in that view of it. As I grew to 
manhood and rationality I lost my in
terest in it. Still it stuck by -me, and 
where I went it went.

A medium, who once lived with me as 
a wet-nurse, was giving a table-tipping 
communication, and I wanting to know 
who the spirit was, the table told me to 
turn over the leaves of the Bible and 
they would rap at the right name. It 
did not rap at Joshua or Samuel or Ruth 
or anv of the prophets, but it did at. 
Job, and I learned then it was an an
cestor of mine, my great-grandfather, 
Job Sinit.li. of Taunton. These associa
tion« -with this old book fascinated me 
and taught me it was a revelation, and 
in a great measure from the spirits, and 
reading it then with the eyes of a 
Spiritualist. I saw truths where 1 once 
saw -errors, .facts -m herd 1 once .saw 
fancies- history where I once saw fables. 
I could not believe that God wrote the 
Ten Commandments on, two tables of: 
stone, or that Moses would have broken 
them in a mad fit if he had really, thought 
so himself- I certainly tjid - not believe 
it and felt that I was like-minded with 
that old prophet, that it had no founds--

perience, and it pleases me to find such 
manifestations are not new—thatwncient 
and modern Spiritualism are of one piece, 
and it Is not a new advent in modern 
times. The fact shows that the Spirit
world was just as near three thousand 
years ago as it is to-day, and that fact 
will endorse the idea that the Bible 
was the work of spirits—that‘much of fta 
literature was inspiration, not the word 
of or revelation of God, but the inspira
tion of departed spirits, which is so com
mon to-day and is found in so-called pro
fane literature h's well a? .in sacred. I 
am aware the Endor medium was a pro
scribed individual, and the class also, 
and they were condemned ' in this 
vicinity 200 or 300 years ago, and the 
so-called prophets and preachers to-day 
would proscribe them, if they could, as 
they did in Judea; so thè whole idea of 
that ancient Endoric'seance,. which once 
I could not believe, I nbw certainly be
lieve was pi’obable, andd’true statement. 
My modern experience includes a num
ber of such, and that is why I believe in 
this ancient record.

One day, thinking of these and coghate 
things about ten years ago, looking at 
my old family Bible in its mutilated 
condition, a feeling came river me that I 
think and know was a spirit influence, 
that this old book should be rebound 
and 'gilded and made a handsome table 
ornament, and I did at the cost -of 
forty dollars, and it is now a handsome 
book, which I consider of great value 
both in its contents and its individual 
character. This book itself has a his
tory which I propose, now to briefly 
write, but I wrote in the book on its 
renewed state a dedication which con
tains its history, which I will copy, be
cause it gives my ideas of the book and 
also its history to which I have referred. 
It has interested a good many people, 
and they have found 'enough in it to 
class me among the heretics. Well, I 
suppose I am one, but when such a one 
.as my old pastor. Theddore Parker, was 
a heretic. I need not be ashamed to be 
called one.
The voice of bigotry now Is hhshed

■ That called him hei etic. though sent of God ; 
Full many a eham by him Ues Crushed. '

And others safely walk where he in peril 
■trod. *

The dedication reads as follows:
My Dear Reader: This old Bible, 

which was originally in one volume, has 
just been divided for convenience into 
two volumes and rebound. At this 
writing its age is 142 years, and on this 
firist blank page it seems to be the plane 
and now seems to be the time to write a 
brief historv of this book: this, then, is 
the object of this letter.

This Bible came into the possession of 
my grandfather. William Clap, in A. D- 
1790: when it appeared in this family 
its age was thirty-nine years, and was 
then an old book without covers and con
siderably mutilated. From the family 
traditions it is said it came to Clap in 
payment of a bad debt—that is. a man 
had failed, owing Mr. Clap a large sum- 
and this book was among his assets, and 
in that way came into line in our family. 
This old book, considered valuable in- 
trinSichll v, is made more so by its history; 
-having in its better davs; that is,-when 
it was younger and newer, been the 
pulpit Bible of the old King s Chapel in 
ihis city (Boston)—I am unable to give 
the éxactdate.of this sacred sojourn, but 
■it.was before the war for independence, 
1775.. . 7 ■ .... ■ ,

When possessed by William Clap, who 
was divipg in, his ¡mansion, m then

Middlecot street, now changed to Bow- 
doin street—the house now faces on 
Bulfinch Place, which was then its front 
garden—he had the book bound in rough 
Russia leather ■ and very strongly, and 
it was their in better condition to last 
than in its first or neiF state. ;

It was some thirty years after this 
that my eyes first saw it: its binding had 
faded and was worn by years of handling 
and had the appearance of a veteran, 
outside as well us in. It was, and had 
been, the familar picture-book of all 
the children and grandchildren as they 
filed into line and life, and many besides 
this writer have utilized it as a seat to 
make the chair at the table conveniently 
high for nutrition at meal times. 
When I first remember it in this period 
of its second dress, some sixty or seventy 
years ago, it was an old book, penknives 
had been sharpened on it, and their 
edges tested, leaving many a deep cut; 
it did not seem to grow any older, but 
as it looked when I first saw it, it looks 
now, or did a- month ago, like any old 
person; age had ceased to make any 
further marks of progress, or rather de
cay; a three-corneredpiece of leather had 
been cut from one-of its flanks with other 
■mu tilations -iof. near -a century ajjo, and- 
then, uncared: for these long years, pro
tected only by'lts- strength and char
acter, used as a seat or a.footstool, and 
as a press for ¡faded flowers, it'seemed to 
take no note of time. FIts unchanged 
oldness suggested these- lines, which 
were penciled’on the cover, which I 
quote here: ■ '' "■ ■■ ' - .
' “Time writes wrinkles on thy rns^t brow, 
: As I first saw’thee ibehold tnee now.”

1 ■ • . ■ I- '■

. It is, as you see, a large book—when a 
child it seemed to me enormous; as I in
creased in weight and size this relatively 
diminished; looking at it a short time ago 
and with the attachment .of long associa
tion and many sacred memories,! thought 
it not only good for another century, but 
deserved at- my hands its present new 
and expensive dress.

In doing this let it be understood that 
it is not for a burnt-offering, or to offset 
any shortcomings, or as a soothing to 
my conscience, or to make mv peace 
with Him whom some think is the 
author. In thia act of attention to this 
old book there is, I am sure, more of 
family pride and selfishness than of re
ligion. The Bible to me is not a fetich, 
nor in any sacred sense holy, but is al 
book of considerable value, if ra
tionally used. I am not sorry there has 
been and is th<? superstition connected 
with it,' for that may have saved it from 
rude and ignorant hands for modern eyes 
and this special copy, also, when other 
books, Shakspeare, histories, and other 
contemporaneous things, have passed 
out of sight and even of -memory. May 
the’same good fortune attend this book, 
now rebound and ornamented, and my 
children's children read it rationally 
and with the respect I think I do, and if 
saved in its passage down, or cared for 
from any superstitious reverence for its 
claimed holiness, I shall be glad, even 
then, for the end in that case will 
justify the means.

May the generations and generations 
that follow me with my blood in their 
veins have as much to be thankful for to 
the Great Unknown as I havd for my 
checkered past and present condition 
and prospects, is the wish of him who is 
now on the shady side of life, whose steps 
are toward sunset in the mortal sense, 
but who believes in no essential sunset, 
but a continuation of day, a permanent 
day of transcendent brightness, of which 
this mortal life is but the auroral.or 
early dawn. With respect to all 
thoughtful readers.

I ain theirs truly, 
•I.OHN, Wetherbee.

Roman Catholics. I trust many of them 
will aid me to awaken my countrymen 
to the fact that it Is a- band of secret com- 
spirators against all liberty and all laws., 
I shall prove that it is the duty of all 
free people to limit apd control, if.not to 
banish, the Jesuits- from their coasts, 
For a few weeks occasion may permit 
me to speak to you in another letter, 
but in a short time you shall hear again 
by God’s leave, from your Christian 
brother and sincere friend. •

A. Cleveland Coxe, . 
Bishop of Western Now York.

Dr. A. B. Dobson, of San Jose, Cal., 
formerly of Maquoketa, Iowa; is clair
voyant physician of marveloils powers 
who has been in 'active practice over 
thirty years. As a spiritual healer h'e 
has no equal. His vegetable medicine 
receives a magnetic power higher thap 
human or earthly agency, and in treat
ing diseases at a distance with this medi
cine his success is remarkable.' His 
practice is very large, both at homb' 
and abroad, aud he. is dailv in receipt 
of Numerous letters7 expressing the pro- 
foundest gratitude, acknowledging won
derful .relief and complete cures, 'per
formed by his band of invisibles, Buoh as 
rheumatism, neuralgia, paralysis, dys
pepsia, bronchitis, diseases of the liver, 
heart and kidneys, every phase .9! fe
male complaints, cancers, tumors, and 
dropsy; in fact, every disease that’flesh 
is heir to they have successfully treated.

Sufferers, you who have failed to get 
relief from any other source, try this 
strange and marvelous man. Magnetized 
medicine and paper sent under the direc
tion of his spirit band of doctors for each 
case, enough to last first month for $2. In 
many cases this is sufficient, but if a per
fect cure is not effected, $1.15 per moifth 
after. Send three two-cent stamps,’ 
lock of hair, name, sex, age, one leading, 
symptom, and he will tell you what ails 
you, free. Medicine sent by' mail; 
postage free. The best of reference 
given if required. '

Please show this to some sick person. 
It may Be the means of saving their life.

Address all letters and make all 
money orders payable at San Jose, Cpl.

(See ad. in another column.) •

Continued from 5th Page
Geo. F. Perkins writes; “We had the 

pleasure of conducting the services yes
terday for the Unity Spiritual Society, 
of Dubuque, Iowa, P. S. George, presi
dent, and. were, pleased to greet old 
friends again. The hall ^yas full toover- 
ilowing. The Lyceum' has started 
afresh, and the ladies are busy as bees 
preparing for “the fair” on the 28th, and 
all are lively and happy. We find that 
“the hard times” cry is not so loud and 
frequent as in Tacoma, Wash., where v/e 
had the pleasure of organizing a flour
ishing Society. Two thousand- miles 
from one society to another is ’huite a 
step, but we survived the strain. Strange 
to say, we have never had an accident 
during the years of travel in this work.”

A meeting of the Northwestern Spirit
ualist Association w;ll pe held Thursday, 
day, November 30tly. at 7:30 P. M.‘ in 
Masonic Temp.e, Minneapolis, Minn., 
for the purpose of effecting a union of 
the Northwestern and North Star Spirit
ualist Associations. Members who can
not be present should send proxies at 
once to some member who will be pres
ent. A. O. Hoyt, President: R. U. D. 
Evans, Secretary, N. W. S. A.

.Sharp Letter 'from the New York 
Pr< late to the Papal Ablegate.

’ . New York, Nov. 18.
The following letter has been ad- 

.dressed by the Rt. Rev. Dr. A. Cleve
land Coxe, Protestant Episcopal Bishpp 
of Western New York,, to Monsignore 
Satdlli, the papal ablegdte now in this 
country; J

To Monsignore Satoln, etc.—Monsig
nore: During the last twelve months 
you hav^epntinued to place yourself be
fore the American people in a manner 
alike aggressive and offensive. Offen
sive not only to the Protestant convic
tions df our people, but to the honest 
citizenship of many who profess the 
Roman religion. I have hoped that 
some eminent civilian would feel it his 
duty to inform you that you are not 
qualified to expound our constitution to 
an intelligent people, nor entitled.as an 
alien to lecture us on-our duties, You 
are not only an alien but the emissary of 
a foreign court, and evidently as igno
rant of our institutions as ybu are of our 
language. Since you have come to the, 
city where I dwell and-where no in
considerable number of its* prominent 
citizens look to me as their chief pastor, 
I cannot peniiit your intrusive arid grar 
tuitouS teaching to be placed before my 
people without a courteous but firm re
joinder. My .people profess the Catholic 
religionj but’ they-are proud and happy 
to be; reckoned among their Protestant 
fellow-citizens in ■ail civil relations. It 
was to define this fact of brotherhood 
with the American.people and of loyalty 
to their constitution, which embodied 
principles that Protestant nations only 
■Have ever professed or maintained, that 
our «fathers accepted a' local arid civil 
name for our American church. But 
that name defines our civil estate; the 
Nicene creed defines our religion. I 
shall, therefore, express myself as a 
Christian bishop .should, but I shall 
■speak as one jealous of the freedom 
which it has cost our forefathers so 
much to purchase and to perpetuate. 
And I shall say to you nothing but what 
the noblest Oracles of your own religion 
have said before. Nay, I shall quote 
the illustrious pontiff, Clement XIV., as 
fully sustaining my positions. I shall 
speak for America» as Bossuet spoke for 
France. I shall cite the maxims of Mr.

*1
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THE SICK ARE CURED, AND 
SKEPTICS LEFT TO

. WONDER.
' A LEADING. SYMPTOM IS "NOT 
diX . Required.” “Do not •suy a. word about your 
ailments,“ but Bend n lock of your hair, age and five 

atamjw. aud receive » complete dlaguoflis of 
your disease, TbemoH difficult cases arc solicited, 
uspeclslly those having baffled the most eminentmed* 
leal minds of our day. (Cancers and internal tumors 
cured without the ubo’of a knife.) Eighteen years’ 
practice and success unparalleled. - Address with full 
name, A, J. biiiMi’, M. D., Cor. bquarc aud South 
Streets, Springfield, Mo. ’ 1

DO YOU WANT
TO BE A

MEDIUM?

PSYCHE
WILL ,

DEVELOP
YOU.

Price tl.00, Portage 20 cent«, Send «tamp for de- 
•crlptlre circular and teatlmonlolp.

■ -__________ W. H. BAOH. Mfr., St. Paul, Mln»

’. t L The Real Pope; ' .
»• WHo ds the real Pope? ■’This is the 
Stion .tkat,. .may well ..^e,-asked by 

oii<?s. as well as Pro^stants and 
others.7’ The -press states ‘that the Pope 
has been considering the question of 
conferring the cardinal .purple- upon 
Archbishop Ireland, but has .abandoned 
that idea, being afraid of offending the 
Jesuits, who oppose Archbishop Ireland. 
In this Kilkenny-cat fight We have no 
interest as between the parties engaged 
ill it; but it is a matter of some interest 
tp know which is the real pope, the 
“black- pope” of the Jesuits, or Pope 
Leo XIII.' One of his predecessors in 
the'papal chair condemned and sup
pressed the Jesuits—but Leo is afraid of 
offending them!

It shows that Jesuitism is the dom
inating “power behind the throne” df 

•■the Catholic church.

7/V jWStfFR TO THE MANY IN- 
1 .-qulrles from his friends and others, in this city and 
Qleewhpr^, bo fiqds it necessary to state that he is 
lopated, for the .months ot .November and December 
only, at26 Bishop Court, Flht C, Chicago; after that 
thePqciflc coast; . ; 210
KIER,VO US FlSEAS^S^-AE^EN T QR 

1V present treatment: 1 Charles W Boughton, 
Room 28, 125 Clark Street, near Madison, Chicago, 
III. Office hours; 7to9y. m. 218

A Beautiful Souvenir of the 
World’s Fair.

NIN RECEIPT OF 50 CENTS, IN 
\J stamps, I will send, postpaid, tbe latest Bird's- 
eye View of the White City; size, es; show
ing all buildings on the grounds. Addr C. S. 
EnRHApDT.^Gen. Agt., 129 Albany Ave., Chicag [210

$100,000!’
HEALTH IS WEALTH I , 

N1ISEASE CONQUERED, HEALTH 
regained and life renewed, tlirougb the me* 

alum of spirit-power. Kind reader, aro you alck? If bo. 
send lock Qf hair and one leading symptom, age. sex. 
also full ngiDe and nddresi; enclose 81.00- By return 
mail you will receive diagnose and trial treatment, 
For further particulars address Dr. a. W. Pipkin 
814 Water Street, hau Clair, Wisconsin. 211 *

YTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
.A IN VOUK OWN homk. will send a pamphlet con
tainingInstructions, a letter designating your nhasea 
of unullumBlilp. a spiritual soug book and copy of Tbo 
SowWfliugasInel.all for » <-u. .Address. Mrs T A 
Bliss, 1001 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill. ¿p

A LIBERAL OFFER! BY A RELIA
bio clairvoyant aud magnetic healer. Bend four ' 

2-cent.stamps, lock of hair, name; age and sex. -We 
trill diagnose your caae free, by Independent spirit 
writing. Address, Dr. J. B. Loucks Bhfrley, Mass; [211 

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY 
or commission, to handle the New Patent Chemical 
Ink Freeing Pencil. Agents making 850 per week 
Monroe Eraser Mfg Co., X 1112 La Crosse, ¡Wis. 218

Orders Coming In.
Moses Hull writes: “If you send the 

paper containing that Christmas article 
out to names, I’ll send you $2 and two 
hundred names.- If yob do riot, why, 
just - salt away one hundred copies for 
me; 'I’ll use the other $1 in postage. I 
think 100,000 popies of that Christmas 
article distributed as Christmas presents 
among the ministers and’ church mem
bers will do. more goodfthan any other 
presents that can be made.’’ "

Yes, subscribers can send in the । 
names and post office addresses, plainly 
written, and they will be put on wrappers 
free of postage. Be careful and write 
them, one after another, giving postoftice 
and State in full, so that they can be cut 
out and pasted oh wrappers. Write only 
on one side of the paper. ’

ARE YOU A MEDIU
1 AM A WA RE (JF'J'TrK'JUICT TH A T 

1 there are many people poflsessed of tbe power to 
develop independent /ate-wrlling. Many have fulled 
.to develop for the rcmon they did not understand the 
requirements and couUitious of their guides. It has 
been thirteen years sltoce 1 developed this remarkable 
phaso, and wini'e that time many of the best mediums 
in the United States have developed through the di
rection of my baud. I make this offer to those that 
are medium!title: Sond'nirf your full name and age. 
in your awn hand-writing,‘and inclose one dollar and 
two stamps, and I will give you a complete life read 
Ing. I will tell you also the exact thnetosit fordo 
velopinent, and scud you a ppir of my double magno 
tlzed slates; you.can also ask five questions If you de 
sire. This oner Is only good for one month. Clair 
voyant.readlugs and'siate sittings given at my rest 
< epee. Dr. E. II. Orem, 52f W Madison St..Chicago III

INVALIDS
IX. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
VV Btutnps, their dlBease, or symptoms, wlllrecelv« 

pamphlet aud advice fuitEto cure themselves without 
drugs. The TilOMAS BATTERY COMPANY Card. 
Ingtou, Ohio '

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
KJ. two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair 
name, age «nd sex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. C. Batdobp JJ; «•’ i,rlno*P“1 Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapid!.’ 
Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad. 
vertlsement tn. 215

WE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-cent «lamps for private letter of advice 

iromi the Splrlt-world. W. P. Phelon. M. D-. «1» JaeS 
bod Boulevard Chicago Ill. 120tf

tionàl speaker and Miss Maggie Gaule, 
the wonderful ‘platform test ■ medium, 
"proved a strong attraction at the Sunday 
evening meetings of the Cleveland 
Spiritual Alliance on the 19th and 26th 
of November. Nearly every seat in the 
spsc’ous hall.was filled, and Miss Gaule, 
notwithstanding being a perfect stranger 
in the city, gave many startling tests as 
she passed around the hall among the 
audience. Mrs. H. S; Lake, the regular 
pastor of the C. S. A., is to resume her' 
ministrations the first. Sunday in De
cember.” *5 •

Mr. Allen F. Brown, of Minneapolis, 
Minn., has been giving some lectures 
and satisfactory psychometric readings 
at Whitewater, Wis. Mr. Sands, Jr., 
writes: “Mr. Brown is doing a gi-and 
work in a quiet way, and with his power 
and style of reasoning, leaves a satis
factory conviction with his auditors. 
Many of the churches open their doors 
to him. As a harmonizer between the 
orthodox and Spiritualist he has but 
few equals.” -,
, Mrs. *Mary C. Lyman’s engagement 
with the St. Paul Spiritualist’s Alliance 
as speaker continues through Decern?- 
her. A marked interest is manifeiteil 
at each session of the meetings heMÏ'^t 
3 and T:30 each Sunday. The Yohifg. 
People’s Progressive Society, auxiliary 
to the Alliance, is proving a gréât, aid 
spiritually and pecuniarily in promoting 
the work and sustaining' the .finances. A 
spirit of interest is felt in connection, 
with the National Organization. , , ;

Frank T. Ripley’s appointments are 
as follows: Ionia, Mich., for December; 
Allegheny,- Pa., January; February, re
engaged at Fort Wayne, Ind.; March,' 
at Grand. Rapids, Mich. Mr. . Ripley 
can be engaged for April and May, 1894,' 
by addressing him at 2762 Broadway, 
Cleveland, Ohio. • '

The children of the Portland Secular 
Sunday-school want books, minerals, 
shells,” fossils, insects, etc., for their 
library and museum, and Freethinkers 
are asked to donate for this purpose. 
All donations will be acknowledged by 
the Secretary, Will Jesse, 10 N. Union 
avenue, Portland, Oregon. " ' ; ‘ ’

Isaac S. Lçe, M. D.; 304 Broadway, 
Hannibal, Mo., will- lecture and give 
clairvoyant tests to societies or Spiritu
alists desiring to have societies forfnêâ 
anywhere within a radius of 125 ïnilèp 
from Hannibal. Address as above'. •' ’ ■

CVRES ALL CURA’ 3. HUMAN DIS
EASES, AND MAI . DISEASES CON

SIDERED INCURABLE. ESPEC
IALLY DISEASES OF THE

* BRAIN, BLOOD AND NER
VOUS SYSTEM.

Treats patients at a distance, 
however great the distance, with 
.unparalleled success.

Worst Cases
Dr: GREER was recently compli

mented at a public meeting in Chi
cago by the spirit of the celebrated 
Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, AS AN IDEAL 
REPRESENTATIVE HEAL
ER: ’

“As a psychopathic physician, he 
is surpassed by few, and as a well- 
known medical genius, he is far in 
advance of the most exalted heale- 
of the age.”—Banner of ifghl 
Feb. 6,1892. \ ....

Patients come to him frorr^far 
and near, and those who cannot 
come order treatment sent by mail. 
A trial treatment sent by mail costs 
only’$i. .
'. ui writing give name in full, age, 
height and weight, color of eyes, 
and .one leading. symptom, with 
$r, and you will receive by return 
mail appropriate treatment, which 
will immediately cure or relieve you. 
Address, .

Dr. R. GREER, -
, 127 La Salle Street, Chicago.

FVWWMjTO TBS 810K and afflicted. Send live |<L L two-cent stamps, age. sex^hand writing and ■ ILL leading ayinptQnivyou will deceive a cor
, rectdiagnoBls of your disease by psycho-

rhetric clairvoyant power free/ and* hOw to effcct>a 
eyre. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 138, San Josaypal. £311

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]
/JN INSTITUTE OF REFINED.

theraputiesincluding thcSun Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Miad Cure, and a hlgtfer science of 
life. Chemical affinity and-baslc principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students in four 
continent* have taken the course. The college Is 
chartered and confers tbe degree of D.M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at fbelr 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange

7'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
fitnclUr, will «end you by letter a life reading of 

tbe put and future with dot««. Matl a lock of lair 
and one dollar. Addre«« Prof. H. W. Sinclair. No. 221 
West Ave., Jackson, Micb. 237

F. GORDEN WHITE.
TJ CORDEN WHITE, TRANCE, TEST. 

J. . business and platform medium; sittings dallv. 
26 Biflbop Court, Flat B, Chicago. 195K

W. T. NICHOLS. M. D.
INURES- ALL DISEASES. SEND 

lockofbalr name, age, aex.-married or single; 
one leading symptom and ,l for -dlagnosls land trial 
■treatment” MttS. M. B. NICHOLS continues to giro 
psychometric readings, tests,, business, etc., by matl, 
sO.conts to SI. 522 Welt Monroe street, Chicago. [112

‘J| ARS. B. IRELAND, TRANCE AND 
LVL business medium; gives private sittings dally 
(Sunday’s excented) at 2926 Cottage Grove avenue, 
nrst flat. ■ X’ 213

\FOU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGH7. 
JL Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for Illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my ndw clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 

mall. B. F. POOLE. Clinton. Iowa. _ _______ __'T'HIR TY DA YS> TRE A TMENT FOR 
L 82. by magnatlzed paper. Give age, sex and one 

leading symptom, with own handwriting or lock of 
hair, two dollars and two 2-cent stamps. T. J. Preston, 
Magnetic Healer, Stanberry, Mo. 218

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
J~L the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, In fact, tho entire 
system. Send’2 two-cent stamps, and I win send 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed this knowledge to me. B. F 
Poole, Clinton, Iowa.

ZACHOS STENOTYPE
. Is An Inspired Invention!
For service equal to tbo telephone,the stock whereof 

advanced from 15.00 to 81,600.00 to first Inventors.
Great Inducements are given to ladles, as well as 

gentlemen, at’85.00 per share, who secure stock before 
further advance. .

The Stonotype stock Is full-paid and non-assessable. 
Send money through post-office order, certified check, 
express or through any bank, to J. W. Free. General 
Manager, at 120 Broadway, New York City, and secure 
your certificate in legal form In order to draw your 
dividends every six months.

THE ZACHOS STENOTYPE
Is alight, portable instrument, weighing about five 
pounds, capable of reporting as rapidly as any short
hand system. Instead uf arbitrary signs and com
binations, English words and letters are used. A 
printed copy of a lecture, testimony, judge’s 
charge or sermon, legible to anyone, arc the product 
uf the Btenotype. Its keyboard represents every 
sound or combination In the. language. It Is practical
ly noiseless, and can be used anywhere that shorthand 
notes are taken. It will relieve reporters altogether 
of the disagreeable after-work of transcribing their 
notes, The art of stenography is one of the most use- I 
fulof modern times. Business could not be con
ducted at tbe present rapid rate without it. It fur- | 
nishes- u livelihood to more than 200,000 people < 
Skilled operators on the Stoaotype will be In great de- . 
mand by tbe press, legal profession and business men. 
The Instrument will rent readily to stenographers, 
typewriters, business men. etc,, at Ono Dollar per 
week. Over fifty experienced experts of nil branches 
of business have examined the Instrument, key
board and language, man/ securing Stock and have 
signed this endorsement»:

We. the undersigned, have examined tbe Btenotype 
invented by Prof. Tolm C. Zachos, and we see that 
ft Ir a very Ingenious and yet simple instrumcut. We 
bellev* that 1t will do the work that Is claimed for It. 
Prof. Zachos. a Greek scholar, the Inventor, has been 
an educator In the institut e donated by Peter Cooper, of 
New York City, for over twenty yearfl.tcaching stenog- 
raphy..clocutlqn, typewriting, language and lecturing 
twice each week. Stenotypc operators will also be 
taught atjhis institute.

Tho Stcnotypo h patented, and they arc bottom 
patents, running seventeen years from date of patents, 
and are pronounced perfectly sound by the attorney 
of tbe Company, who has examined them. The Com
pany is legally-organized, and cordially Invites investi
gation. Tliclr charter runs fifty years from date. The 
following is the statement of one of tho leading law
yers of. New York City:

“I haVe cxtuniiie'd the patents obtained by John C. 
Zachos upon his reporting instrument, the Stenotypc, 
and I hereby certify that they are bottom patents,and 
validly cover ah the essentials of said instrument.

“The Zachos Stenotypc Company was organized un
der my personal direction, and the charter delivered 
to me at Charleston. West Virginia, on the 21st day of 
March. 1893. The Company is regularly organized, 
and has a valid franchise under which I conduct its 
Business. (Signed) R- L. Manard.

“Attorney at Law.”
Owing to thp present financial depression and fear 

generally entertained in all securities, we take espe
cial pleasure in Introducing to the public this Steno
type as a safe and sure investment.

Anyone desiring to take the agency, or become a 
silent or active partner, please communicate with 
Jtfux W. Free, 120 Broadway, Equitable Building, 
(8th floor) Room 50, New York City.______ 206tf

P
 1 WILL DEVELOP YOU I
01 T fl A Have you tried it ? The V 1/ ■ 111 Finest Cabinet for the 

Y » V purpose ever made—bar
' »1 none. SendforCirculara

This marvelous cabinet j i •
if it fails to do what we I nCjC NillhlTlir 
claim. Prepaid, $1.20. Luo 13 Xtululu^ 
J. U. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago, 

Price, $1.00 delivered, in £ity.

AN ENDORSEMENT.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa.—Dear. Sir;—I have 

worn your melted pebble spectacles. Find them supe
rior to any that I have ever used, receiving much 
benefit from them. I thought best to send for your 
treatment for the catarrh and Elixir of Life for the 
system- Am pleased to inform you that your Mane
dies and new system of treatment have cure^ae. 
I fully believe that by following your spirit directions 
we can live one hundred years. Yours fraternally.

Mrs. Kate Hoskins, St. Paul, Minn.

¿f.ownson, the most eminent and re
spectable convert among American lay
men who has ever been led to, cast in his 
lot.with your people. In everything I 
mean to say my fellow-citizens of your 
persuasion shall find inenbttheirenemy,- 
but their champion. ■' I make no war 
upon their, right to enjoy -their religion;' 
but, like the-best and noblest man that] 
for centuries'has been reckoned among _ _ a _
Roman. pontiffs, like him who earned mond will continue their class on_S0ul 
the applause of "all nations when he ‘
condemned and suppressed the Jesuits, 
I am the antagonist of. that corrupt so
ciety. So are? thousands'of professed'

. C. E. Dent, Vicksburg, Mich., willAn
swer calls tri. lecture. . Address hiim care 

upon lueirngm, io enjoy tneir religion, «. -r>- nno' ' ■ - ;
but, like the best and noblest: man that ! of post ofiiee, Box-338. ;■ (, V
for centuries has been reckoned among] The guides of Mrs. Cora L. Vi’i&ich-

K/IRS. 'F. S. 'DE WOLF. INDEPEND^ 
LVL ent slate-writing ahd buslriesB medium. Circle 

.for ladles Thursday afternoon. 531W; Van Buren Street, 
near Laflin, Chicago, Ilk ■ •.«.-• .. 'i . . 213;

' JESUS AND THE - MECUMS, OR 

xj. CbrlBt and Mediumship. By Moles Hull. A pun- 
phlet well-worth reading. Price 10 cent». ■ ■■ . ■,
0UTSIDE THE GA TES; AND OTH- 

cr tale« and «ketches. By a hand of aplrlt Intel
ligences, through the medtumahtp Of Mary Theresa 
Shelbamer. An excellent n ork. Price 11.25. 
LDOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. 
■XV. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A Every patriot 
•houldread It. - Price «1.00. - :

Free to the Weak and Sick.
pt O N'T SUFFER ANY LONGER 

jLs but send to A. M» Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will dlagnoslayour disease FREE, under 
especial Instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no limo, but send at onco lock of 
hair, ago, one leading symptom and three 2 cent 
-stamps to A. M. Caldwell, Box 214, San Joao, Cal. [215

TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 
£L view of the Sunday^uestion. It 1b inysluablo. 
BrG. W. Brown. M. D. Price 15 cents. 
Z'HE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCI- 

fldrt Saviors. By Kersey Grave«. You sbonl* 
real It, and be tbe wiser. Price SI.50.
fjlFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 

L Romo. By Rev. Cha«. Chlnlquv, ex-priest, a 
remarkable book. Pages 832. Price »2.25.
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A REVIEW.

BY E. D. BABBITT, LL. D., M. D.

ing of time are to be a fondness for those primal hues which 
tne day of final judg-1 accentuate the beauty of her dissolving 
will be as easy for tjjis jmageg, The revival of interest at the 
ftrv t.n no nnnnmnl 1Rnah ------------x  : n J  

■í 1

"I Hope for All Good, for All Joy, 
for All the Children of Men.”

present time in all previsionary arts in
dicates a regeneration of what was once 
the most respectable and religious of

RETORTS UNDER THE CEMETERY CHAPEL 
TESTED SUCCESSFULLY WITH THE 
REMAINS OF HUMAN BEINGS—FIRST 
PLACE OF THE KIND IN CHICAGO- 
SOME LOT-OWNERS MAY OBJECT
CREMATION ONLY FOR THOSE WHO 
MAKE WRITTEN DIRECTIONS—FEB! TO 
BE $25—SUPT. SIMONDS EXPLAIN ment. Surely it will „. . _

miracle and mystery to be accomplished 
for-th<sdead whose cherished dust is sa- 
credly'gfiarded in vessels consecrated to 
it, as for the neglected and abandoned,

Thè Greed of thè Persian and th« 
Chaldean Embodied in the Sci
ence Qf the Stars—Some Remark
able Predictions. .

have taken place, the subjects 
paupers secured through the

1 of Health. The cremdtor.y is 
id directly under the pretty little 
>1 in” the cemetery. The Space

who have perished by all modes of death 
since the beginning “--------- u~
reconstituted on tile

or any other convenient crematory. 
Dated......................

■ Signed.................
Address................

It is

IJ o

IT HAS A CREMATORY

Graceland Quietly Secures 
Apparatus /for Incinera
tion. .

The'Demands of Spiritualism Re
. . alizedl,

* 'A 
..f <

ready for business, and in 0)>/ew days 
the cemetery association wAz announce 
that it is able to take the'cSialns' of hu-

tions

Witness:

To

To the Editor:—We learn the
Tribune of late date that thereby a cre

 

matory in Graceland Cemet^y.

declared to be perfectly satisfactory to 
all concerned.

The fee for a. cremation is fixed by the 
Graceland people at twenty-five dollars. 
Every precaution will be taken when 
application for the cremation of a body 
is made to the office at Graceland. 
Often cremation is opposed, the asser
tion being made that in cases of death 
through criminal causes, all evidence 
of guilt is destroyed completely by in
cineration, but adequate safeguards are 
placed around Chicago’s first crematory, 
and all danger from sources of this kind 
will be obviated. In ordinary inter
ments a certificate from a physician is 
required by the Health Department and 
at the cemeteries .before a burial 
permit can be obtained or used, but to 
secure cremation at . Graceland the 
signatures of two reputable medical men 
will be necessary, besides a formal re
quest signed by the person desiring hie 
or her remains to be cremated. One 
reliable witness is also required to this 
official form of application, which In the 
Graceland management has been drawn 
up like this:

TESTAMENTARY CLAUSE.

To remove all doubt as to the final dis
position of my body, I hereby express to 
my survivors my earnest desire that on 
my decease my body shall be cremated 
at the crematory in Graceland Cemetery

authority in regard to Graceland as they 
have now in respect to crematories in 
the east. The Graceland crematory 
ought to be made open to all oh’as 
broad a basis as is consistent with pru
dence. ,,,, >

Only the superstitious and ignorant 
can oppose cremation on theological 
grounds. It would be grotesque if it 
were not shocking to find presumably 
pious Christians objecting to cremation 
as likely to interfere with the.resurrec
tion of the body; as if those who are 
burned by accidental fires are not to have 
resurrection, or as if reduction of the 
perishable envelope by one process is go
ing' to interfere with Almighty power 
any more than by any other process. Ac
cording to the belief of these objectors, 
millions and millions of human beings

MOTHER OF SCIENCES.
Ancient Sabaêism and Mod

i -, ern Astrology.

In the cyclic order of world develop
ment, history has ever evinced a predi
lection for repeating itself. It is not 
that she lacks convenient resource with 
which to gratify man’s desire for novel
ty; but nature’s kaleidoscope ever shows

man beings for incinerate 
matory, which has bee; 
any publicity, has beej 
said, found to be perfj 
of one man have bee; 
officially and sever4’

The cre- 
uilt without 

sted and, it is 
The remains 

luced to ashes 
ifficial crema-

left tobe devoured by sharks in the seas, 
by reptiles in rocks, by machinery that 
scatters mortal remnants over the wa
ters or lands, or consumes some portions 
of the human frame, or leaves discerni
ble no trace of even a skeleton.

Cremation is the reverential mode of 
extracting the pure and final from the 
impure and perishable of the casket 
that no longer breathes with life. In a 
little time it will be universal for the 
dead of cities. It will be. hereafter 

e o opder and' humiliation that 
civilized communities so long deferred 
its adoption. For those who’ prefer that 
the ashes coming out of the purifying 
crucible shall be confided to a grave, 
that choice will continue, but the sacred 
deposit will be beyond the approach of 
corruption or defilement. “Ashes to 
ashes, dust to .dust,” will be realized in 
truth: corruptible will have already put 
on incorruptible; the grave will have 
lost its sting for the living.

In the construction of this crematory 
the demands of Spiritualism have been 
fulfilled. Jus Tice.

COL. INGERSOLL, ON IM
ÂfWALltŸl; -,

The Archbishop of Pisa, in consult»-1' 
tion with several different professors of 
astrology, at different times and with
out opportunity for collusion, was told 
he would be hanged. In his popularity, 
nothing seemed more incredible, yet in 
the sedition of Pope Sextus IV. he was 
suddenly seized and the dread prophecy

Some Friendly Criticisms of 
Mrs. Besant.

beneath the chapel is‘ divided into two 
sections, and in each section there is a 
retort, thus giving the cemetery associa
tion really two crematories. Both may 
be used at the same time in case the idea 
of cremation becomes as much in de
mand in Chicago as its advocates say it 
should.

Last summer when the Graceland as
sociation decided to build a crematory 
the contract was let to a Des Moines, 
la., firm, and the work was done quickly 
and quietly. No attention was at- 
tracted-gW the announcement that the 
cremats^is ready for work will cause 
a surprise to most people, even to those 
who favorxhcineratioh.

the mode of procedure.
The walls and Boors qf the ante-cham

bers, or preparing-rooms, are laid in 
white enamel and the woodwork is 
natural cfiak. Crude oil is the medium 
employed in the production of heat and 
two burners are used in connection with 
each furnace. In the chapel a portion 
of the red-tiled floor was removed, and 
iu its place is a movable platform con
trolled by a short lever which projects 
through the floor close to the west wall. 
On this platform the casket containing 
the remains of the subject for incinera
tion will be placed and a touch on the 
lever will send it gently and slowly down 
to the preparing-rooms. Here the 
caskets and the clothing ar„e removed, 
the remains are placed on a slide and 
quickly pushed into a retort. The re
mains are at once subjected to 1,800° or 
2,000 ° of heat, and in a short time noth
ing is left but a small heap of white 

' ashes. These are cooled and placed in 
an urn for the disposal of the friends or 
relatives.

The crematory was completed more 
than a month ago, but many delays were 
caused by the inability of the cemetery 
company to procure bodies with which 
to test the apparatus. B6r a time as
phyxiated dogs were experimented with 
until negotiations with the Board of 
Health resulted in an, agreement 

■ whereby human remains were secured. 
The trial incinerations were- made at 
-night and repeated from week to week 
until, it is said, absolutely satisfactory 
results were obtained. ‘
GUSTAVE SCliROEDEli’S REMAINS CRE-

- MATED. :

Finally came the official .cremation. 
The remains reduced to ashes were those 
of Gustave Schroeder, who died a year 
Ugo. His earnest desire when he lived 
wasthat his remains might be cremated. 
His family at this time were unable to 
comply with his request, -but placed his 
remains in a vault temporarily. Three 
weeksago Mr. Schroeder’s remains were 

■ placed in the retort and the process was

O. C. Simonds, superintendent of 
Graceland Cemetery, said: “We are all 
ready for business. A year ago we 
decided that Chicago was large enough 
to own a crematory. We decided our 
people were broad-minded enough to 
make the introduction of1 a crematory a 
paying investment, I went to St. Louis, 
New York and Milwaukee and inspected 
the crematories at these places, and our 
aim has been to surpass these in the 
detail and construction of our furnaces. 
Two years ago a number of Chicago 
business men tried to organize a society 
for building a crematory, but they failed 
to incorporate and the agitation weak
ened. I believe the idea of a crema
tion stock company is defunct.

TO ASK PERMISSION NOW. .
“We have proceeded quietly so as not 

to alarm. Undoubtedly there would 
have been opposition, more or less vio
lent, from a majority of the lot-owners, 
had our proposition been presented to 
them and their permission asked to run 
a crematory in connection with Grace
land Cemetery, so we determined to 
make the crematory an accomplished 
fact first, and ask afterwards. And we 
are just about ready to ask.

“Weare preparing an elaborate paper 
on the utility and good results cremation 
is sure to bring about, and we expect to 
excite less criticism than if the subject 
had been openly and generally discussed 
heretofore.” .

The endeavor of two or three years, 
ago in the direction of cremation in 
Chicago gave promise at one time of 
resulting in permanent organization. 
E. S. Dreyer, the banker, and W. F. 
Wiemers, the lawyer, were at the head 
of the movement, and had advanced so 
far toward the attainment of their object 
that people generally became interested 
and considerable stock was sold. No 
money was collected, however, and tho 
plan was abandoned for the present en
terprise.

In a few days every undertaker in 
Chicago and surrounding towns will be 
notified by an official circular that 
Graceland Cemetery has a crematory 
fully equipped and is ready to receive 

. applications for incineration. ’
The Chicago Herald sets forth that 

the trustees are a little timid in restricts 
ing the benefits of the .crematory to 
those who may have the forethought or 
the knowledge necessary for leaving 
the order it is proposed to require. 
Many persons wishing to be reduced by 
this scientific and cleanly process to 
final dust, instead of having that pro
cess left to far less agreeable forces in 
the ground, will die in ignorance of a 
pre mortem. warrant. The family of a 
deceased person ought to have sufficient

Boston Journal: An editorial in an af
ternoon paper Monday said, spaaking 
of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll:

“Why not make public the rumor 
that the brilliant orator who has been 
called the great American infidel, has 
been heard to say that perhaps he will 
say in public before he dies that he be
lieves in immortality?”

A Journal man called upon Col. Inger
soll at his apartments at the Adams 
house Monday and obtained the follow
ing autograph statement from him con
tradicting the above: '

I have never said that perhaps be
fore I die I will say in public that I be
lieve in immortality. I have nothing 
to conceal on that question. I have al
ways been perfectly frank, and have 
given the transcript of my heart and 
brain.

I do not say that death ends all, 
neither do I say that man is immortal— 
I say that I do not know. To know is 
one thing, to believe is another, and to 
hope is still another. I hope for all 
good—for all joy, for all of the children 
of men.

All I can say about immortality is 
this: There was a time when I was not, 
after that I was, now I am, and it may 
be that it is no more wonderful that I 
should continue forever now that I have 
a start than it was that I should begin.

We love, and those We love die, and 
we cling to the hope, to the wish that 
we may meet again. • Love was the first, 
to dream of immortality, and as long as 
we love we shall hope.

Spirit Photography.
—... - - 3

the Editor:—While at Onset
this year I, met Mr. Frank N. Foster, 
the spirit photographer. I had a sitting 
with him, and as I got .such convincing 
proof. I desire to give your readers a 
brief account of the same. There ap
peared on the picture back of me three 
faces, one of which I recognized as my 
mother; the others I did not know. I 
visited my two sisters after my return 
from Onset; they live in different towns, 
and are opposed to Spiritùalism and con
sider me insane. I handed them the 
picture without stating how or where I 
received it, and asked them if they knew 
any of the faces on it. They both im
mediately recognized their mother ¿nd 
asked me how I got it, knowing full 
well that none of the family had a 
picture of her. Now, I would like to 
ask how Mr. Foster got a picture of my 
mother when none existed? Neither 
did he ever see her or ever know that 
she had passed on; and until Mr. S. W. 
Fallis or some other expert can explain; 
this to my satisfaction; I shall remain 
convinced beyond the shadow of a doubt 
that while I sat in that chair at Onset, 
July, 1893, my dear old mother 'was 
standing by my side. Hoping that 
friend Foster may continue 'to carry on 
one of the most convinbing phases of 
mediumship, and that he may he in
strumental m carrying to many minds 
the truth as he has to mine; and wishing 
The Progressive Thinker long life 
and prosperity, I am, ■

I Yours for truth, . 
Lynn, Jlfass. Jonas Balcom.

sciences, a revelation of the mystery of 
astral influence as embodied and taught 
in the tenets of astrology. The univer
sal cosmos was the pein tillant map on 
which fact and fancy converged, and 
her intricacies are today as much a puz
zle for solution as when the episcopacy 
of ancient Chaldea studied her secrets 
from the vantage of elevated watch
towers. This astronomical priesthood, 
delving in the storehouse of celestial 
knowledge, invented the allegories from 
which rose the superstructure of every 
theological system. -God was the uni
versal ether from which was generated 
the imponderable forces traversing the 
starry heavens, and their Indefatigable 
labors were directed towards the eluci
dation of these celestial problems, that 
he who ran might read the origin and 
destiny of all created form. In the fig
urative legends of this ancient religion, 
the twelve disciples of biblical theme 
are correlative to the • twelve zodiacal 
constellations through which the Sun
god países, evolving the story of the 
subsequent Christ in remarkable simili
tude. .' ' .
■ Astrology (from astron, a star, and 
logo^ a word or description) is referred 
to by Josephus,’ the5- Jewish historian, 
who, in quoting ¿nteqadent authors, . 
avers that Adam instructedhis son Seth 
in the science, and that the latter, fore
seeing from the stellar aspects the '.ap
proach of the deluge, and in order to 
preserve its elements for the benefit of 
future ages, engraved astrological char
acters on pillars of stone. Josephus 
f urther asserts that he himself saw these 
antediluvian relics “in Syria. Accord
ing to the same author, the-art was pre
served by Enos-and Noah to the days of 
Abraham, who transmitted it to the 
Chaldeans and Egyptians. In the latter 
country'it was patronized and taught by 
Joseph, who,on the'authority of Origen, 
Diodorus Siculus, and other ancient his
torians, is said to have promulgated a 
trgtfMB-.on the subject, called “The 
Apnwrems of Hermes the Egyptian.” 
Sir Isaac Newton states that an African 
•prince, assisted by an Egyptian priest, 
were thé original founders of astrologi
cal science, 2.000 B. c., and that when 
the Egyptians fled before the invasion 
of the Ethiopians, the knowledge was 
disseminated among thé Babylonians, 
who carried it into the farther East. 
The signs of the zodiac are said to have 
been formed by Schedad and. Mennca- 
wousch, two celebrated magicians of the 
second dynasty, and to the latter of 
whom was assigned the honor of having 
discovered the Philosopher’s Stone and 
other secrets in theurgic sciences.

Whatever its source, none of the ab
struse sciences—in which the Oriental 
nations excelled—received more pro
found study or thoughtful solicitude 
than this bible of the starry heavens. 
•The Eastern potentates attached to their 
courts men famous in cabalistic lore, 
who furnished strange and authenticat
ed proofs of the verity of the science. 
There is no dearth'of biblical reference 
tp.it, nor-after an investigation into its 
history can there be any question of its 
antiquity and divine origin. In Baby
lon the priests of the temple were con
versant' with an.-astro-theology, which 
enabled them to give extraordinary il
lustrations of predictive powers.. The 
court astrologer was of more importance 
than the; prime minister, and numerous 
historical instances are recorded;in con
firmation, of this nidi vid ual’s wonderful 
facility for peering into the future.

■ -One of J these, Asclatarius by name, 
foretold the hour and manner of the Em
peror Dpmitian’s death, which he af
firmed would be by the stiletto. The 
Emperorasked him if he could with 
equal facility predict his own fate. The 
seer replied that he Knew he was short
ly tobe torn to pieces by dogs. The 
monarch in order to prove him a false 
prophet ordered that the wise man be 
put to. death by fire. The sentence Was 
accordingly put into execution, and the 
.plle upbn which the body was securely 
-bound; was kindled. But a storm of 
wind and rain arising. Suddenly drove 

; the spectators from the scene and extin
guished the flames, and as he had fore
told, Asclatarius was subsequently torn 
into pieces, by dogs. Domitidn grew 
morose and troubled* over the strange 

- fulfillment of this portion of the proph
ecy., and on the day in which his. death 
jyas to occur lockéd himself in, denying 

■ admittance to even his trusty counsel
lors. But Stephaness, a captain of the 
guard, under pretense of deliverjpg an 

। important dispatch, and persuading 
him it was laterithan the time specified, 
gained admittance, and stabbed him to

consummated.
The curious similarity marking the 

events in the lives of George III. and a 
tradesman named George Hemming, 
who was born in the same locality and 
on the same day and hour as his majes
ty, is an example of planetary influence 
worthy of consideration. Their fortunes 
ran parallel, the ups and downs in each 
coinciding, making allowance for their 
difference in station and environment; 
they ■ married at the same time, each 
suffered with a mental affection, and 
finally succumbed to the inevitable on 
the same day and hour. >

Much has been written concerning 
William Cilly’s hieroglyphics, in which 
he foreshadowed the burning of London 
and the great plague fifteen years before 
their Occurrence. On October 22nd, 
1666, he was summoned before parlia
ment to explain, if possible, the cause of 
these visitations. He replied that “he 
had taken great pains in the search 
thereof, and nad concluded it was the 
finger of God only; but what instru
ments he used thereunto, he was ignor
ant.” It is not generally - known that 
Nostradamus, a celebrated astrologer 
and alchemist, had also predicted the 
calamity-111 years previously.

Certain unusual positions and config
urations of the planets are said to indi
cate those strange and unseemly antics 
which distinguish the fate of one indi
vidual from the lot of the masses. In 
regard to death, Ptolemy, in Book IV. 
of his “Tetrabiblos,” says: “Mars, if 
in signs of human form, and posited in 
quartile or in opposition to the Sun, or 
Moon, and contrary in condition, will 
operate death by slaughter.” Thus in 
the nativities of President Lincoln and 
the Prince Imperial, who was killed in 
Zululand, these positions are curiously 
coincident, and during an evil direction 
which culminated in an affliction of the 
Sun in Aries, (ruling the head,) each re
ceived his death wound in that part of 
the anatomy, governed by. that sign. 
Again, Saturn afflicted in the- midheav
en, the house of honor, presages rise to 
eminence, with ultimate ^owpfall, as 
illustrated in each of the Napoleons’ 
nativity. Likewise does Jupiter simi-- 
larly posited ensure success and honor, 
vide Queen Victoria aqd the Duke of 
Wellington. Some years previous to 
the battle of Waterloo, an English as
troleger, after comparing the horo
scopes of these two generals, Na
poleon and Wellington, declared 
that should their destines ever come in 
conflict, Wellington would be the vic
tor.

The multitude err in the belief that 
astrology is founded oh the rock of 
fatalism and foreordination. Not neces
sarily. Ptolemy, in one of his aphor
isms, says: “A skillful person, ac
quainted with the nature of the stars, is 
enabled to avert many of their effects, 
and to prepare himself for those effects 
when they arise.” In other words, fore
knowledge and human free-will may 
subvert to a great extent the planetary 
evils foreshadowed. But is it wise to 
peep into the future? you may ask. The

Mrs. Besant deserves great credit for 
her incessant labors in spreading a 
knowledge of the occult and refined 
forces of this mysterious world of ours. 
I had the pleasure of meeting her at the 
delightful home of Mr. John W. Lovell, 
the publisher, in New York City, and 
freely give the right hand of friendship 
to the eloquent lady. But there are a 
few points in her very interesting lec
ture on “Mesmerism,” reported in The 
Progressive Thinker of November 
11 th, which I think should be modified.

First, it was Mr. Braid, not Bray, that 
invented the word Hypnotism in place 
of Mesmerism. This may have been 
the reporter's fault.

Second, she correctly says that “hyp- 
£" : is a far narrower thing than 

tism or mesmerism," but she 
-rx Hiistake when she says that 

magnetism and mesmerism are the 
same. Magnetism is a force by means 
of which mesmerism may be induced 
and is of various kinds, all of which 
sweep in electrical curves or whirlwinds 
which are attractive in their nature. 
Thus ferro magnetism is that of the or
dinary magnet. Solar magnetism is 
that of luminous ethers. Animal mag
netism consists of the ordinary animal 
ethers. Psycho-magnetism belongs to 
our interior nature and' is so refined, 
swift and powerful when brought into 
predominance, as to hold the animal 
ethers in a rigid control, which we of
ten term magnetic sleep. We know 
that these forces are ethers or fine fluids 
because the forces of the whole known 
world are exerted through fluids, such 
as air, water, steam, etc., and the true 
philosopher will not dare to go against 
nature. •
'lam glad the lady considers astral

not a very good term. It is certainly a 
very indefinite and far-fetched term. 
Wh'y speak of a “starry ether,” or star
ry body? If our reformers would d^ell 
more -closely with the. Spirit-world 
they would learlt that psychic ethets- 
and the psychic body are more accurate 
terms. Those who have become Sin- 
nett-ized, or who, with Ella Wheeler 
Wilcox, consider the communications 
from the Spirit-world as coming from 
the superficial deceptive shells of human 
beings, have great need of enlighten
ment. Whenever you hear a person 
harping on the dangerof spirit commun
ion, you may put him down as having- 
reached only the half-way house of true 
spiritual knowledge, while the most of 
our orthodox friends, who think the 
universe is filled with devils, have 
scarcely attained to the quarter-way 
house.

The following words denote confusion 
of ideas with regard to the human ma; 
chinery: “I will ask you to grant me 
to-night three kinds of matter: first, 
that which wo find in the material uni
verse; second, astral; third, mental.” 
But we find everything in the material 
universe. Let us see if this matter can-

chic state, and then, while in this con
dition of power, can will to be. strong, 
self-possessed and nerve-controlling and 
they become so—will to have certain 
diseases banished and they go, some
times immediately, or at least in a short 
time. .

So much talk about “mind stuff,” thq 
“astralbody,” “thoughtbody” etc., tends 
to confusion of idea, as it seems to me. 
Thought is impossible without a brain, 
either in this or any other world, and 
the front part of the brain is the espe
cial region of thought. The great clair
voyant spirits show us that every hu
man being has a more interior psychio 
brain and body, which is so refined as to 
be invisible to the outward eye, and 
which also answers to the action of the 
psychic forces. Mind consists of tho 
unparticled something which we call 
spirit, and a brain. Although our ordi
nary mental action uses what is called 
our physical brain, yet the sensorium 
upon which all thoughts and impress
ions are made, reaches into the psychio 
brain and passes off*with the psychio 
body to another life. While it is of 
great importance to be able at times to 
get into the psychomic state so as to en
joy its great upbuilding power, yet it is 
a still more desirable thing to attain to 
what may be called a psychozoio state, 
in which both the physical and psychio 
forces work together. In the mesmeric 
sleep great illumination may take place, 
but the memory of its fine teachings is 
usually lost on awaking and getting 
back into the coarse condition. But 
psychozoism enables a person to have 
lightning perceptions and intuitions and 
spirit communings, and vet be conscious 
of all things around in tffe external. To 
develop these fine conditions it would 
be well to be in the atmosphere of de
veloped psychics, and sometimes to re
ceive massage from them;to have strong 
sunlight on the bare skin, and at times 
to look at some bright object or fasten 
the thoughts intensely on some distant 
'place to draw the psychic forces out
ward. When this is done, even if only 
partially successful, use the will power 
to bring about any desired condition.

the heart in the-very hour the ■ astrolo
ger had predicted;: on the 18th of Sep-

ALL ABOUT DEVILS. BY MOSES tember, the month he had ordered to be 
Hull. A work you should read, price ueea*v called Germanicus. 7

words of David are pertinent: “Teach 
me to number my days, that I may ap
ply my heart unto wisdom.” Solomon 
also says: “There is a time for every
thing; a time to be born, a time to mar
ry, and a time to die;” while Shake
speare has written, “There is a time in 
the affairs of men, which, if taken at the 
flood, leads to fortune.”

That there is, or is not verity in the 
science, must rest upon the numerous 
authentic examples of vaticination fur
nished us by the Egyptian priests, the 
Persian Magi, the Arabian seers, and 
the modern professors of the art. Were 
it a fanciful one, could it have enlisted 
the.-support of such giant intellects as 
JEschylus, Virgil, Homer, Dante, Mil- 
ton,'Dryden, Sir Isaac Newton, Kepler, 
Bishops Jeremy and Hhle, and a host of 
noted Rosicrucians?

After the mathematical probing and 
the intellectual observation which justi
fied these learned savants in conceding 
to astrology the dignity of an inductive 
science,, is not the adverse judgment of 
ordinary thinker somewhat ludicrous 
and superficial, if not inconsistent in its 
character? John Hazelrigg.

He who never relates into sportive
ness is a wearisome companion, but be
ware of him who jests at everything. 
Such men disparage by ludicrous asso
ciations, all objects which are presented 
to their thoughts, and thereby render 
themselves incapable, of any emotion 
which can either elevate or soften; they 
bring upon their moral being an influ
ence more withering than the blasts of 
the desert.—Southey.

Old trees in their living state are the 
only things that money cannot com
mand;' Rivers leave their beds, run 
into cities and traverse mountains for it; 
obelisks and arches, palaces and tem- 
pleSj amphitheaters and pyramids, rise 
up like exhalations at its bidding; eve 
the free spirit of man, the only g 
great on earth, crouches and coders in 
its presence. It passes awapand van
ishes before venerable trees—Landor.

In company, it is a-very great fault to 
be more forward in setting off one’s self, 
and talking to shpw one’s parts, than to 
learn the worth and be truly acquainted 
with the abilities of men. He that 
maketh it his business not to know, but 
to be known, is like a foolish tradesman 
who makes all the haste he can to sell 
off his old stock, but takes no thought of 
laying in any new.—Charron.

not be made a little clearer. First, 
there is the coarser grade of matter 
which constitutes our animal or physi
cal bodies. Ordinary mental action is 
brought about by the flow of two kinds 
of fluids through the brain, the blood 
and the animal ethers. These ethers 
kindle the cellular or external portion 
of the brain and bring about one grade 
of mentality. Now it so happens" that 
when the interior psychic forces can be 
brought uppermost, their greater power 
is able to hold the coarser physical forces 
in abeyance and their almost lightning 
speed is able to develop a swifter and 
grander mentality. The psychic vision 
becomes kindled and clairvoyance re
sults, or the psychic ear and mlairaudi- 
ence becomes possible. An operator 
well armed with psych aura of his own 
can send it into a sensitive’s brain, and, 
sometimes, without saying a word, can 
make him think and act as he pleases. 
This is hypnotism, or more properly, 
psychoma. When Mrs. Besant speaks 
of a mental system, which grade of men
tality does she mean, the ordinary phys
ical action or the swift and powerful psy
chic?

She proceeds to state that all over 
nervous, hysterical, cataleptic and me- 
diumistic persons have an excess of as
tral matter. I have scarcely space here 
to show how great a mistake the lady 
has made in these assertions. In most 
nervous diseases there is a deficiency of 
nervous force, or'an inversion of the dX 
reotion of its currents. A full tide/of 
nervous force opens up the blockaded 
channels and prevents irregular or spas
modic symptoms. But this Ordinary 
nervous force has less of the astral (psy
chic) character than of the animal ner
vous ethers. Mediums or psychics, of 
course, are strong in the psychic ethers, 
which bring them into- rapport with a 
grander universe. But should this make

em more nervous or sickly? Not at 
all. Power lies in refined forces, not so 
much in coarse elements. Knowledge 
is to make psychic forceone of the great 
elements of human salvation. Ignor
ance or misuse of this divine power may 
become perilous. A superficial and 
polished scientist in New York declared 
that mediumship was the result of ute
rine disease, but the fact was that near 
him sat a number of masculine medi
ums, every one of whom was- powerful 
enough to have thrown him out of the 
window, and some of whom had had 
their lives saved by • their mediumship. 
Psychics can put themselves into a psy-

Eloquent thought is not always the 
most accurate. Take this fine passage ■ 
from our lady: “Imagination is the 
great creative force in the' universe; all 
ihds (these) phenomena, the world and 
lye planets of thq solar system,, as well 
aS the stellar systems, were built up 
(by) and are the result and expression of 
the Divine thought. and Divine think
ing. That is imagination in ■, its most 
sublime sense.” But eternal matter, or 
the atomic universe and eternal spirit or 
the unatomic universe must be forever 
correlated and interblended, and forever 
helpless without each other. Thought 
itself comes from the union of a mate
rial brain with spirit, but the mightiest • 
thought of tho mightiest being cannot 
create or destroy a single atom of mat
ter. much less a world. The power of 
the human spirit, especially under the 
reign of psychic forces is of course mar
velous, and it is well for man to realize 
his own innate grandd^gj but it is not 
best to run wild and suppose it can do 
everything. Intoxicated by these 
thoughts some persons become flighty. 
Our esoteric Butler seems to think that 
mental and spiritual forces will be able 
to level the very mountains,and a whole 
class of people have demolished the ma
terial universe by a simple assertion, 
although the whole range of known 
facts seems to prove that during all 
these millions of years, God and nature 
have not been able to eliminate or 
destroy a fingle particle of matter. 
Mrs. Besant is-still young in the study 
of the spiritual arcana, but I prophesy 
that her fine mind will, ere loagf"Be' 
able to balance these great dual divis
ions of the universe and stand on the 
everlasting harmony of things.

I will mention one other thing in 
which I differ slightly from Mrs. Besant, 
She says hypnotism “is too important a 
science to be trifled with or made an ex
hibition of.” Certainly it should not be 
trifled with, but these marvelous powers 
of the mind, these potentialities of the 
spiritual nature, should be exhibited 
over the whole civilized world. I would 
say, however, that the subjects should 
be treated with care and, especially if 
made to undergo any severe' process, 
should be made right and be brought 
into a happy condition before losing the 
influence. Dr. Luys, at the Charite 
Hospital in Paris, lately made a hypnot
ized lady believe that a doll was a live 
baby, then repeatedly plunged a knife 
into its cotton vitals. The lady screamed 
fearfully, and at last when almost expir
ing with excitem _ rought out of 
the condjtioffiythe Doctor, inch sav-
age eriments are reprehensible 

ecessary.
College of Fine Forces, 5 Pulaski St., 

East Orange, N. J.

I believe the first test of a truly great 
man is his .humility. I do not mean by 
humility doubt of his own power, or 
hesitation in speaking his opinions, but 
a right understanding of the relations 
between what he can do and say and the 
rest of the world’s doings and sayings. 
All great men not only know their own 
business, bftt usually know that they 
know it, and are not only right in their 
main opinions, but usually know they 
are, only they do not think much of 
themselves on that account. They do 
not expect their fellowmen to fall down 
and worship them: they have a curious 
under-sense of powerlessness, feeling 
that greatness is not in them, but 
through them. They do their work 
feeling that they cannot well help it.— 
Ruskin. . ■ ;
I notice that gentleman to be the best 

dressed whose dress no one observe».-»« 
—A. Trollope. •• .
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his own innate grandeur, but it is not 
best to run wild and suppose it can do

it a fanciful one, could it have enlisted 
the.support of such giant intellects as

the heart in the very hour the astrolo
ger had predicted.'on the 18th of Sep-

everything. Intoxicated by.. _ „ these
thoughts some persons become flighty. 
Our esoteric Butler seems to think that

history can there.be any question of its 
antiquity and divine origin. In Baby
lon the priests of the temple were con-

or any other convenient crematory. 
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IT HAS A CREMATORY.
Graceland Quietly Secures 

Apparatus for Incinera
tion.

The Demands of Spiritualism Re
alized.

RETORTS UNDER THE CEMETERY CHAPEL
TESTED SUCCESSFULLY WITH THE 
REMAINS OF HUMAN BEINGS—FIRST 
PLACE OF THE KIND IN CHICAGO- 
SOME LOT-OWNERS MAY OBJECT— 
CREMATION ONLY FOR THOSE WHO 
MAKE WRITTEN DIRECTIONS—FEE TO 
BE $25—SUPT. SIMONDS EXPLAINS.

To the Editor:—We learn from the 
Tribune of late date that there is a cre
matory in Graceland Cemetery. It is 
ready for business, and in a few days 
the cemetery association will announce 
that ft is able to take the remains' of hu
man beings for incineration. The cre
matory, which has been built without 
any publicity, has been tested and, it is 
said, found to be perfect. The remains 
of one man have been 
officially4 and several 

reduced to ashes 
unofficial crema-

OifiiîÎHIII Him111 •

tions have taken place, - the subjects 
being paupers secured through the 
Board of Health. The crematory is 
located directly under the pretty little 
chapel in the cemetery. The space 
beneath the chapel is’ divided into two 
sections, and in each section there is a 
retort, thus giving the cemetery associa
tion really two crematories. Both may 
be used at the same time in case the idea 
of cremation becomes as much in de
mand in Chicago as its advocates say it 
should. .

Last summer when the Graceland as
sociation decided to build a crematory 
the contract was let to a Des Moines, 
la., firm, and the work was done quickly 
and quietly. No attention was at
tracted, and the announcement that the 
crematory is ready for work will cause 
a surprise to most people, even to those 
who favor incineratioh.

THE MODE OF PROCEDURE.
The walls and floors of the ante-cham

bers, or preparing-rooms, are laid in 
white enamel and the woodwork is 
natural oak. Crude oil is the medium 
employed in the production of heat and 
two burners are used in connection with 
each furnace. In the chapel a portion 
of the red-tiled floor was removed, and 
in its place is a movable platform con
trolled by a short lever which projects 
through the floor close to the west wall. 
On this platform the casket containing 
the remains of the subject for incinera
tion will be placed and a touch on the 
lever will send it gently and slowly down 
to the preparing-rooms. Here the 
caskets and the clothing are removed, 
the remains are placed on a slide and 
quickly pushed into a retort. The re
mains are a{ once subjected to 1,800° or 
2.000 ° of heat, and in a short time noth
ing is left but a small heap of white 

1 ashes. These are cooled and placed in 
an urn for the disposal of the friends or 
relatives.

The crematory was completed more 
than a month ago, but many delays were 
caused by the inability of the ^cemetery 
company to procure bodies with which 
to test the apparatus. For a time as
phyxiated dogs were experimented with 
until negotiations with the Board of 
Health resulted in an agreement 
whereby human remains were secured. 
The trial incinerations were- made at 
■night and repeated from week to week 
until, it is said, absolutely satisfactory 
results were obtained. ■
GUSTAVE SCHROEDER’S REMAINS CRE

mated.
Finally came the official . cremation. 

The remains reduced to ashes were those 
of Gustave Schroeder, who died a year 
ago. His earnest desire when. he lived 
was that’his remains might be cremated. 
His family at this time were unable to 
comply with his request, but placed his 
remains in a vault temporarily. Three 
weeksago Mr. Schroeder’s remains were 

■ placed in the retort'and the process was 

declared to be perfectly satisfactory to 
all concerned.

The fee for a cremation is fixed by the 
Graceland people at twenty-five dollars. 
Every precaution will be taken when 
application for the cremation of a body 
is made to the office at Graceland. 
Often cremation is' opposed, the asser
tion being made that in cases of death 
through criminal causes, all evidence 
of guilWs destroyed completely by in
cineration, but adequate safeguards are 
placed around Chicago’s first crematory, 
and all danger from sources of this kind 
will be obviated. In ordinary inter
ments a certificate from a physician is 
required by the Health Department and 
at the cemeteries before a burial 
permit can be obtained or used, but to 
secure cremation at Graceland the 
signatures of two reputable medical men 
will be necessary, besides a formal re
quest signed by the person desiring his 
or her remains to be cremated. One 
reliable witness is also required to this 
official form of application, which in the 
Graceland management has been drawn 
up like this:

TESTAMENTARY CLAUSE.

To remove all doubt as to the final dis
position of my body, I hereby express to 
my survivors my earnest desire that on 
my decease my body shall be cremated 
at the crematory in Graeeland Cemetery

O. C. Simonds, superintendent of 
Graceland Cemetery, said: “We are all 
ready for business. A year ago we 
decided that Chicago was large enough 
to own a crematory. We decided our 
people were broad-minded enough to 
make the introduction of a crematory a 
paying investment, I went to St. Louis, 
New York and Milwaukee and inspected 
the crematories at these places, and our 
aim has been to surpass these in the 
detail and construction of our furnaces. 
Two years ago a number of Chicago 
business men tried to organize a society 
for building a crematory, but they failed 
to incorporate and the agitation weak
ened. I believe the idea of a crema
tion stock company is defunct.

■ TO ASK PERMISSION NOW.
“We have proceeded quietly so as not 

to alarm. Undoubtedly there would 
have been opposition, more or less vio
lent, from a majority of the lot-owners, 
had our proposition been presented to 
them and their permission asked to run 
a crematory in connection with Grace
land Cemetery, so we determined to 
make the crematory an accomplished 
fact first, and ask&afterwards. And we 
are just about ready to ask.
'“Weare preparing an elaborate paper 

on the utility and good results cremation 
is sure to bring about, and we expect to 
excite less criticism than if the subject 
had been openly and generally discussed 
heretofore.”

The endeavor of two or three years 
ago in the direction of cremation in 
Chicago gave promise at one time of 
resulting in permanent organization.- 
E. S. Dreyer, the banker, end W; F. 
Wiemers, the lawyer, were at the head 
of the movement, and had advanced so 
far toward the attainmentof their object 
that people generally became interested 
and considerable stock was sold. No 
money was collected, however, and tho 
plan was abandoned for the present en
terprise. ,

In a few days every undertaker ill 
Chicago and surrounding towns will be 
notified by an official circular that 
Graceland Cemetery has a ‘crematory 
fully equipped and is ready to receive 
applications for incineration.

The Chicago Herald sets forth that 
the trustees are a little timid in restrict
ing the benefits of the .crematory to 
those who may have the forethought or 
the knowledge necessary for leaving 
the order it is proposed to require. 
Many persons wishing to be reduced by 
this scientific and cleanly process to 
final dust, instead of having that pro
cess left to far. less agreeable forces in 
the ground, will die in ignorance of a 
pre mortem warrant. The family of a 
deceased person ought to have sufficient

authority in regard to Graceland as they 
have now in respect to crematories in 
the , east. The Graceland crematory 
ought to be made open to all on as 
broad a basis as is consistent with pru
dence. ,

Only the superstitious and ignorant 
can oppose cremation on theological 
grounds. It would be grotesque if it 
were not shocking to find presumably 
pious Christians objecting to cremation 
as likely to interfere with the resurrec
tion of the body; as if those who are 
burned by accidental fires are not to have 
resurrection, or as if reduction of the 
perishable envelope by. one process is go
ing to interfere with Almighty power 
any more than by any other process. Ac
cording to the belief of these objectors, 
millions and millions of human beings 

In the cyclic order of world develop
ment, history has ever evinced a predi
lection for repeating itself. It is not 
that she Igcks convenient resource -with 

, which to gratify man’s desire for novel- 
who have perished by all modes of death ty. w ^^>8 kaieidoscope ever shows 
since the beginning of time are to be a fondhess for those primal hues which 
reconstituted on the day of final ........................ r ...... .
ment. Surely it will be as easy for 
miracle and mystery to be accomplished 
for the dead whose cherished dust is sa-
credly guarded in vessels consecrated to 
it, as for the neglected and abandoned, 
left to be devoured by sharks in the seas, 
by reptiles in rocks, by machinery that 
scatters mortal remnants over the wa
ters or lands, or consumes some portions 
of the human frame, or leaves discerni
ble no trace of even a skeleton.

Cremation is the reverential mode of 
extracting the pure and final from the 
impure and perishable of the casket 
that no longer breathes with life. In a 
little time it will be universal for the 
dead of cities. It will be hereafter 
cause of wonder and humiliation that 
civilized communities so long deferred 
its adoption. For those who prefer that 
the asnes coming out of the purifying 
crucible shall be confided to a grave, 
that choice will continue, but the sacred 
deposit will be beyond the approach of 
corruption or. defUament. “Ashes to 
ashes, dust to dustwjwill be realized in 
truth: corruptib]e®|| have already put 
on incorruptible;Stne grave will have 
lost its sting for the living.

In the construction of this crematory 
the demands of Spiritualism have been 
fulfilled. Jus Tice.

Boston Journal: An editorial in an af
ternoon paper Monday said, speaking 
of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll:

“Why not make public the rumor 
that the brilliant orator who has been 
called the great- American infidel, has 
been heard to say that perhaps he will 
say in public before he dies that he be
lieves in immortality?”

A Journal man called upon Col. Inger
soll at his apartments at the Adams 
house Monday and obtained the follow
ing autograph statement from him con
tradicting the above: '

I have never said that perhaps be
fore I die I will say in public that I be
lieve in immortality. I have nothing 
to conceal on that question. I have al
ways been perfectly frank, and have 
given the transcript of my heart and 
brain.

I do not say that death ends all, 
neither do I say that man is immortal— 
I say that I do not know. To know is 
one thing, to believe is another, and to 
hope is still another. I hope for all 
good—for all joy, for all of the children 
of men.

All I can say about immortality is 
this: There was a time when I was not, 
after that I was, now I am, and it may 
be that it is no more wonderful that I 
should continue forever now that I have 
a start than it was that I should begin.

We love, and those we love die, and 
we cling to rhe hope, to the wish that 
we may meet again. Love was the first 
to dream of immortality, and as long as 
we love we shall hope.

Spirit Photography.
To the Editor:—While at Onset 

this year I met Mr. Frank N. Foster, 
the spirit photographer. I had a sitting 
with him, and as I got such convincing 
proof. I desire to give your readers a 
brief account of the same. There ap
peared on the picture back of me three 
faces, one of which I recognized as my 
mother; the others I did not know. I 
visited my two sisters after my return 
from Onset; they live in different towns, 
and are opposed to Spiritualism and con
sider me insane. I handed them the 
picture without stating how or where I 
received it, and asked them if they knew 
any of the faces on it. They both im
mediately recognized their mother and 
asked me how I got it, knowing full 
well that none of the family had a 
picture of her. Now, I would like to 
ask how Mr. Foster got a picture of my 
mother when none existed? Neither 
did he ever see her or eyer know that 
she had passed on; and until Mr. S. W. 
Fallis or some other expert can explain 
this to my satisfaction; I shall remain 
convinced beyond the shadow of a doubt 
that while I sat in that chair at- Onset, 
July, 1893,, my dear old mother 'was 
standing by my side. Hoping that 
friend Foster may continue, to carry oh 
one of the most convincing phases of 
mediumship, and that he may be in
strumental m carrying to 4 many minds 
the truth as he has to mine; and wishing 
The Progressive Thinker long life 
and prosperity, I am, -

. Yours foU-truth, ;
Lynn, Mass. Jonas Balcom.

I

Ancient Sabaeism and Mod
, ern Astrology. f

The Creed of the Persian and the 
Chaldean Embodied in the Sci
ence of the Stars—Some Remark
able Predictions.
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.h/' ■ accentuate the beauty of her dissolving 
T I™ linages. The revival of interest at the ishfid __ ...-I. __ J.______________ .x_present time in all previsionary arts in

dicates a regeneration of what was once 
the most respectable and religious of 
sciences, a revelation of the mystery of 
astral influence as embodied and taught 
in the tenets of astrology. The univer
sal cosmos yas the ¡scintillant map on 
which fact and fancy converged, and 
her intricacies are today as much a puz
zle for solution as when the episcopacy 
of ancient Chaldea studied her secrets
from the. vantage of elevated watch
towers. This astronomical priesthood, 
delving in the storehouse of celestial 
knowledge, invented the allegories from 
which rose the superstructure of every 
theological system. , God vflas the uni
versal ether from which was generated 
the imponderable forcpsXraversing the 
starry heavens, and- their indefatigable 
labors were directed towards the eluci
dation of these celestial problems, that 
he who ran might read the origin and 
destiny of all created form. In the fig
urative legends of this ancient religion, 
the twelve disciples of biblical theme 
are correlative to the twelve zodiacal 
constellations through which the Sun
god passes, evolving the story of the 
subsequent Christ in remarkable simili
tude. .

Astrology (from astron, a star, and 
Iagos, a word or description) is referred 
to by Josephus,'thef Jewish historian, 
who, in quoting antecedent authors, 
avers thalt Adam instructed his son Seth 
in the science, and that the latter, fore
seeing from the stellar aspects the ap
proach of the deluge, and in order to 
preserve its elements for the benefit of 
future ages, engraved astrological char
acters on pjllars of stone. Josephus 
further asserts that he himself saw these 
antediluvian relics in Syria. Accord
ing to the same author, the art was pre
served by Enos and Noah to the days of 
Abraham, who transmitted it to the 
Chaldeans and Egyptians. In the latter 
country it was patronized and taught by 
Joseph, who,on the authority of Origen, 
Diodorus Siculus, and other ancient his
torians, is said to have promulgated a 
treatise on the subject, called “The 
Aphorisms of Hermes the Egyptian.” 
Sir Isaac Newton states that an African 
prince, assisted by an Egyptian priest, 
were the original founders of astrologi
cal science, 2.000 B. c., and that when 
the Egyptians Bed before the invasion 
of the Ethiopians, the knowledge was 
disseminated among the Babylonians, 
who carried it into the farther East. 
The signs of the zodiac are said to have 
been formed by Schedad and Mennca- 
wouseh, two celebrated magicians of the 
second dyilasty, and to the latter of 
whom was assigned the honor of having 
discovered the Philosopher's Stone and 
other secrets in theurgic sciences.

Whatever its source, none of the ab
struse sciences—in which the Oriental 
nations excelled—received more pro
found study- or thoughtful solicitude 
than this bible of the starry heavens. 
The Eastern potentates attached to their 
courts men famous in cabalistic lore, 
who furnished strange and authenticat
ed proofs of the verity of the science.

versant with an astro-theology which 
enabled them to give extraordinary il
lustrations of predictive powers. The 
couft astrologer was of more importance 
than'the prime minister, and numerous 
historical instances are recorded, in con
firmation of this individual’s wonderful 
faculty for peering into the future.

One of these, Asclatarius by name, 
foretold the hour and manner of the Em
peror Domitian’s death, which he af
firmed would be by the stiletto. The 
Emperor asked him if he could with 
equal facility predict his own fate.. The 
seer replied that he knew he was short
ly to be torn to pieces by ' dogs. The 
monarch in order to prove him a false 
prophet ordered that i!he wise man be 
put to death by fire. The sentence was 
accordingly put into execution, and the 
pile upon which the body was securely 
bound was kindled. But a storm of 
wind and rain arising Suddenly drove 
the spectators from thè scene and extin
guished the flames, and as he had fore
told, Asclatarius was subsequently torn 
into pieces, by dogs. Domitiàn grew 
morose and troubled4 over the strange 
fulfillmentof this portion of the proph
ecy, and on the day in which his. death 
was to occur locked himself in, denying 
admittance to even his trusty counsel- 
tors. But Stephahess, a captain, of the 
guard, under pretense of delivering an 
important dispatch, and persuading 
him it was later than the time specified, 
pained admittance and stabbed , him to

The Archbishop of Pisa, -in consults- ‘ 
tion with several different professors of 
astrology, at different times add with
out opportunity for collusion, was told 
he would be hanged. In his popularity, 
nothing seemed more incredible, yet in 
the sedition of Pope Sextus IV. he was 
suddenly seized and the dread prophecy

Some Friendly Criticisms of 
Mrs. Besant.

consummated. •
The curious similarity marking the 

events in thp.llves of George III. and a 
tradesmanCnamed George Hemming, 
who was bora in the same locality and 
on the same day and hour as his majes
ty, is an example of planetary influence 
worthy of consideration. Their fortunes 
ran parallel, the ups and downs in each 
coinciding, making allowance _ for their 
difference in station and environment; 
they married at the same time, each 
suffered with a mental affection, and 
finally succumbed to the inevitable on 
the same day and hour* •

• Much has been written concerning 
William Billy’s hieroglyphics, in which 
he foreshadowed the burning of London 
and the great plague fifteen years before 
their occurrence. On October 22nd, 
1660, he was summoned before parlia
ment to explain, if possible, the cause of 
these visitations. He replied that “he 
had taken great pains in the search 
thereof, and nqd concluded it was the 
finger of God only; but what instru
ments he used thereunto, he was ignor
ant.” It is not generally known that 
Nostradamus, a celebrated astrologer 
and alchemist, had also predicted the 
calamity 111 years previously.

Certain unusual positions and config
urations of the planets are said to indi
cate those strange and unseemly antics 
which distinguish the fate of one indi
vidual from the lot of the masses. In 
regard to death, Ptolemy, in Book IV. 
of his “Tetrabiblos," says: “Mars, if 
in signs of human form, and posited in 
quartile or in opposition to the Sun or 
Moon, and contrary in condition, will 
operate death, by slaughter.” Thus in 
the nativities of President Lincoln and 
the Prince Imperial, who was killed in 
Zululand, these positions are curiously 
coincident, and during an evil direction 
which culminated in an affliction of the 
Sun in Aries, (ruling the head,) each re
ceived his death wound in that part of 
the anatomy governed by that sign. 
Again, Saturn afflicted in the’ midheav
en, the house of honor, presages rise to 
eminence, with ultimate downfall, as 
illustrated in each of the Napoleons’ 
nativity. Likewise does Jupiter simi
larly posited ensure success and honor, 
vide Queen Victoria and the Duke of 
Wellington. Some years previous to 
the battle of Waterloo, an English as
trologer, after comparing • the horo
scopes of these two generals, Na
poleon and Wellington, declared 
that should their destines over come in 
conflict, Wellington would be the vic
tor.

The multitude err in the belief that 
astrology is founded on the rock of 
fatalism and foreordinatio'n. Not neces
sarily. Ptolemy, in one. of his aphor
isms, says: “A skillful person, ac- 
quainted/with the nature of the stars, is 
enabled/to avert many of their effects, 
and to prepare himself for those effects 
when tnpy arise.” In other words, fore
knowledge and human free-will may 
subvert to a great extent the planetary 
evils foreshadowed. But is it wise to 
peep into the future? you may ask. The 
words of David are pertinent: “Teach 
me to number my days, that I may ap
ply my heart unto wisdom.” Solomon 
also says: “There is a time for every
thing; a time to be born, a time to mar
ry, and a time to die:” while Shake
speare has written, “There is a time in 
the affairs of men, which, if taken at the 
flood, leads to fortune.”

That there is, or is not verity in the 
science, must rest upon the numerous 
authentic examples of vaticination fur
nished us by the Egyptian priests, the 
Persian Magi, the Arabian seers, and 
the modern professors of the art. Were 

noted Rosicrucians?
After the mathematical probing and 

the intellectual observation which justi
fied these learned savants in conceding 
to astrology the dignity of an inductive 
science,, is not the adverse judgment of 
ordinary thinker somewhat ludicrous 
and superficial, if not inconsistent in its 
character? John Hazelrigg.

Mrs. Besant deserves great credit for 
her incessant labors in spreading a 
knowledge of the occult and relined 
forces of this mysterious world of ours. 
I had the pleasure of meeting her at the 
delightful home of Mr. John W. Lovell, 
the publisher, in New York City, and 
freely give the right hand of friendship 
to the eloquent lady. But there are a 
few points in her very interesting lec
ture on “Mesmerism,” reported in The 
Progressive thinker of November 
11th, which I think should be modified. 
_ First, it was Mr. Braid, not Bray, that 
invented the word Hypnotism in place 
of Mesmerism. This may have been 
the reporter's fault.

Second, she correctly says that “hyp
notism is a far narrower thing than 
magnetism or mesmerism,” but she 
makes a mistake when she says that 
magnetism and mesmerism are the 
same. Magnetism is a force by means 
of which mesmerism may be induced 
and is of various kinds, all of which 
sweep in electrical curves or whirlwinds 
which are attractive in their nature. 
Thus ferro magnetism is that of the or
dinary magnet. Solar magnetism is 
that of luminous ethers. Animal mag
netism consists of the ordinary animal 
ethers. Psycho-magnetism belongs to 
our interior nature and' is so refined, 
Sjwift and powerful when brought into 
predominance, as to hold the animal 
ethers in a rigid control, which we of
ten term magnetic sleep. We know 
that these forces are ethersor fine fluids 
because the forces of the whole known 
world are exerted through fluids, such 
as air, water, steam, etc., and the ^rue 
philosopher will not dare to go against 
nature. .

I am glad the lady considers astral 
not a very good term. It is certainly a 
very indefinite and far-fetched term. 
■Why speak of a “starry ether,” or star
ry body? If our reformers would d^fell ' 
more closely with the ^Spirit-world 
they would learlf that psychic ethets 
and the psychic body are more accurate 
terms. Those who have become Sin- 
nett-ized, or who, with Ella Wheeler1 
Wilcox, consider the communications 
from the Spirit-world as coming from 
the superficial deceptive shells of human 
beings, have great need of enlighten
ment. Whenever you hear a person 
harping on the danger of spirit commun
ion, you may put him down as having 
reached only the half-way house of true 
spiritual knowledge, while the most of 
our orthodox friends, who think the 
universe is filled with devils, have 
scarcely attained to the quarter-way 
house. .

The following words denote confusion 
of ideas with regard to the human ma
chinery: “I will ask you to grant me 
to-night three kinds of matter: first, 
that which we find in the material uni
verse; second, astral; third, mental.” 
But we find everything in the material 
universe. Let us see if this matter can
not be made a little clearer. First, 
there is the coarser grade of matter 
which constitutes our animal or physi
cal bodies. Ordinary mental action is 
brought about by the flow of two kinds 
of fluids through the brain, the blood 
and the animal ethers. These ethers 
kindle the cellular or external portion 
of the brain and bring about one grade 
of mentality. Now it so happens that 
when the interior psychic forces can be 
brought uppermost, their greater power 
is able to hold the coarser physical forces 
in abeyance and their almost lightning 
speed is able to develop a swifter and 
grander mentality. The psychic vision 
becomes kindled and clairvoyance re
sults, or the psychic ear and elairaudi
ence becomes possible. An operator 
well armed with psych aura of his own 
can send it into a sensitive's brain, and, 
sometimes, without saying a word, can 
make him think and act as he pleases. 
This is hypnotism, or more properly, 
psychoma. When Mrs. Besant speaks 
of a mental system, which grade of men
tality does she mean, the ordinary phys
ical action or the swiftand powerful psy
chic?

She proceeds to state that all over 
nervous, hysterical, cataleptic and me- 
diumistic persons have an excess of as
tral matter. I have scarcely space here 
to show how great a mistake the lady 
has made in these assertions. In most 
nervous diseases there is a deficiency of 
nervous force, or'an inversion of the di
rection of its currents. A full tide of 
nervous force open's up the blockaded 
channels and prevents irregular or spas
modic symptoms. But this ordinary 
nervous force has less of the astral (psy
chic) character than of the animal ner
vous ethers. ^Mediums or psychics, of 
course, are strong in the psychic ethers, 
which bring them into rapport with a 
grander universe. But should this make 
them more nervous or sickly? Not at 
all. Power lies in refined forces, not so 
much in coarse elements. Knowledge 
is to make psychic force one of the great 
elements of human salvation. Ignor
ance or misuse of this divine power may 
become perilous. A superficial and 
polished scientist in New York declared 
that mediumship was the result of ute
rine disease, but the fact was that near 
him sat a number of masculine medi
ums, every one of whom was powerful 
enough to have thrown- -him oiit of the 
window, and some of whom had had 
their lives saved by ■ their mediumship. 
Psychics can put themselves into a psy

He who never relates into sportive
ness is a wearisome companion, but be
ware of him who jests at everything. 
Such men disparage by ludicrous asso
ciations, all objects which are presented 
to their' thoughts, and thereby render 
themselves incapable of any emotion 
which can either elevate or soften; they 
bring upon their moral being an influ
ence more withering than the blasts of 
the desert.—Southey.

Old trees in their living state are the 
only things that money cannot com
mand.4' Rivers leave, their beds, run 
into cities and traverse mountains for it; 
obelisks and arches, palaces and tem
ples, amphitheaters and pyramids, rise 
up like exhalations at its bidding; even 
the free spirit Of man, the only thing 
great on earth, crouches and cowers’ in 
its presence. It. passes awap and van
ishes before venerable trees—Landor.

In.cOmpany, it is a’very great fault to 
be more" forward in setting off one’s self, 
and talking to show one’s parts, than , to 
learn the worth and be truly acquainted 
with the abilities, of men. He that 
maketh it his business not to know, but , 
tobe known, is like a foolish tradesman 
who makes all the haste he can to sell 
off his old stock, but takes no thought of 
laying in any new.—Charron.

chic state, and then, while in this con
dition of power, can will to be strong, 
self-possessed and nerve-controlling and 
they become so—will to have certain 
diseases banished and they go, some
times immediately, or at least in a short 
time. . e

So much talk about "mind stuff,” the 
"astralbody," “thought body" etc., tends 
to confusion of idea, as it seems to me. 
Thought is impossible without- a brain, 
either in this or any other world, and 
the front part of the brain is the espe
cial region of thought. The great clair
voyant spirits show us that every hu
man being has a more interior psychio 
brain and body, which is so refined as to 
be invisible to the outward eye, and 
which also answers to the action of the 
psychic forces. Mind consists of tho 
unparticled something which we call 
spirit, and a brain; Although our ordi
nary mental action uses what is called 
our physical brain, yet the sensonum 
upon which all thoughts and impress
ions are made, reaches into the psychio 
brain and passes on with the psychio 
body to another life. While it is o£ 
great importance to be able at times to 
get into the psychomic state so as to en
joy its great upbuilding power, yet it is 
a still more desirable thing to attain to 
what may be called a psychozoic state, 
in which both the physical and psychio 
forces work together. In the mesmeric 
sleep great illumination may take place, 
but the memory of its fine teachings is 
usually lost on awaking and getting 
back into thq coarse condition. But 
psyehozoism enables a person to have 
lightning perceptions and intuitions and 
spirit communings, and yet be conscious 
of all things around in the external. To 
develop these fine conditions it would 
be well to be in the atmosphere of de
veloped psychics, and sometimes to re
ceive massage from them;to have strong 
sunlight on the bare skin, and at times 
to look at some bright object or fasten 
the thoughts intensely on some distant 
place to draw the psychic forces out
ward. When this is done, even if only 
partially successful, use the will power 
to bring about any desired condition.

Eloquent thought is not always the 
most accurate. Take this fine passage 
from our lady: “Imagination is the 
great creative force in the' universe; all 

.¿hj:< (these) phenomena,‘-the world am) 
tye planets of the solar system, as well 
as the stellar systems, were built up 
(by) and are the result and expression of 
the Divine thought, and Divine think
ing. That is imagination in , its most 
sublime sense.” But eternal matter, or 
the atomic universe and eternal spirit or 
the unatomic universe must- be forever 
correlated and interblended, and forever 
helpless without each other. Thought 
itself comes from the union of a mate
rial brain with spirit, but the mightiest 
thought of the mightiest being cannot 
create or destroy a single atom of mat
ter, much less a world. The power of 
the human spirit, especially under the 
reign of psychic forces is of course mar- 

mental and spiritual forces will -be able 
to level the very mountains,and a whole 
class of people have demolished the ma» 
terial universe by a simple assertion, 
although the whole range of known 
facts seems to prove that during all 
these millions qf years, God and nature 
have not been able to eliminate or 
destroy a single particle of matter. 
Airs. Besant is still young in the study 
of the spiritual arcana, but I prophesy 
that her fine mind will, ere long, be 
able to balance these great dual divis
ions of the universe and stand on the 
everlasting harmony of things. ■

1 will mention one other thing in 
which I differ slightly from Airs. Besant, 
She says hypnotism “is too important a 
science to be trifled with or made an ex» 
hibition of.” Certainly it should not be 
trifled with, but these marvelous powers 
of the mind, these potentialities of the 
spiritual nature, should be exhibited 
over the whole civilized world. I would 
say, however, that the subjects should 
be treated with care and, especially if 
made to undergo any severe' process, 
should be made right and be brought 
into a happy condition before losing the 
influence. Dr. Luys, at the Charite 
Hospital in Paris, lately made a hypnot
ized lady b’elieve that a doll was a live 
baby, then repeatedly plunged a knife 
into its cotton vitals. The lady screamed 
fearfully, and at last when almost expir- , 
ing with excitement, was brought out of ' 
the condition by the Doctor. Such sav
age experiments are reprehensible and 
unnecessary.

College of Fine Forces, 5 Pulaski St., 
East Orange, N. J.

I believe the first test of a truly great 
man is his humility. I do not mean by 
humility doubt of his own power, or 
hesitation in speaking his opinions, but 
a right understanding of the relations 
between what he can do and say and the 
rest of the world’s doings and sayings. 
All great men not only know their own 
business, but usually know that they 
know it, and are not only right in their 
main opinions, but usually know they 
are, only they do not think much of 
themselves on that account. They do 
not expect their fellowmen to fall down 
and worship them: they have a curious 
under-sense of powerlessness, feeling 
that greatness is not in them, but 
through them. They do their work 
feeling that they cannot well help it— 
Ruskin.

I notice that gentleman to be the best 
dressed whose dress no one observe».-— 
—-A. Troilope.

there.be
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WHY THE HATRED}?

After months of patient and honest investi
gation, in private or unprofessional circle», of 
the claims and proofs of Spiritualism, and 
after receiving sufficient demonstration to con
vince me of its truth, and change the whole 
trend of my life, bringing me in personal con
tact with “the life that was, and now is,” I 
find myself confronted with an opposition that 
is appalling, and I cannot help asking my

. self the reasons for such, if reasons there be.
Here are a few of the causes, as I am helped 
to see them by the spirits that daily surround 
me, and inspire me; and these disembodied ones 
have so acted on my mental eyes or powers 
that what was once hard to understand—as if a 
wall lay between me and the fact—now opens 
up from the center, and I sense the meaning at 
a glance. And I am guided at this moment, 
while the Southern sunlight falls all around me 
like a shower of gold and silver—for the sunlight 
here seems to be a mixture of the two precious 
metals—to say that orthodox hatred and 
opposition arise from the first demand made 
on the individual man or woman seeking infor
mation or comfort at the hands of Spiritual
ism. ' It meets such by informing them that 
if they “would know the truth of Spiritual
ism,” they must make a personal examination. 
Now that seems simple and easy; but is it? 
Now look below the surface, the only place 
where we detect the foundations of the grand 
and glorious, ever supporting the ordinary 

• and commonplace, and you will find that to the 
ordinary man or woman that is almost im
possible, and for the following reasons:

Man, in the general, is a proxy creature. 
By transmission, and through a long series of 
CUt and dried religious trainings, he has been 
molded into a mere believer—not a thinker. 
His spiritual faculty,or power of sensing those 
tilings which lie back of the grosser forms of 
mutter, has, by these two forces, hereditary 
and continued education,'«been so deflected as 
to make him naturally hate and avoid anything 
calling for a complete change in his mode of 
seeking after God and spiritual knowledge.

In his case the child was the father of the 
believer. As a child he was taught certain 
ideas about creation and the Creator. He ac
cepted them, and having the substratum of the 
game. belief placed in his blood and brain 
through the thinking and beliefs of a long line 
Ctf ancestry, he conforms himself easily to the 
general creed; and the creed conforms itself to 

im until you can hardly tell which is the 
creed and which is the man, for, believe me, 
creeds, being thoughts, have life, and they 
grow into and around the spiritual man until 
they become as two branches springing from 
the same trunk.. Therefore, it does matter 
what a man believes. Therefore, Men you 
Speak about the orthodox man going to a cir
cle Ct medium for proof himself, you must not 
forget that in ninety cases out of every hun
dred, his entire nature and disposition is 
against him; and in nine cases out of every 
ten he will look upon you as an .agent of the 
devil, and feel it his religious duty to oppose 
you in every way imaginable; and, from his 
standpoint, it is. He has been cast ¿flat yay. 
It’s his natural way. Of course I am speak
ing of the general believer, not of the excep
tion to the rule. Often during the past six or 
eight months have I had some dear church 
friend say to me: “Yes, I do believe there’s 
something in it—something I can't fully" un
derstand, when judged from the usual way of 
looking at things; but what is it?”. And when 
I would endeavor to get them to go with me to 
a circle, they would put me off under the plea 
of being too busy, or they must have a little 
more time to think over It, etc.

Therefore, my spirit guides must be right 
when they tell me to say that Spiritualism’s 
grand harvest lies in the future; and that its 
present mission is one of education—educat
ing the masses from their malforming systems; 
and that this work calls for brave, patient 
men and women—mediums endowed with that 
power of seeing which counts not the move
ments of the Reformation wheel by days and. 
months, nor even by years. Yes, it will re
quire long years of faithful work on the part 
of the teachers of the Spirit-world and their 
earth-agents—mediums—ere we behold the 
general man clothed in the habit of independ
ent investigation in spiritual matters.

But that time must be. The law of human 
nature works that way, and the signs of the 
times show that we are in the widening cir
cles bf that promised epoch; and when these 
circles make a few more sweeps, then shall we 
Bee, in its full glory, the fulfilling of the early 
Christian’s prayer: “Thy kingdom come, and 

.thy will be done on earth as it Is in heaven,” 
for then the whole earth shall be a Spiritual 
temple, and all mankind hold converse with our 
disembodied ones; and we shall have pictures 
Of the various spheres beyond hanging on our 
walls, each acting as a spur on our higher 
qualities, and helping us to release ourselves 
from the grosser. - .

- So then let us not lose heart, but rather in- 
-ctease our labors of love, well knowing we 
shall not have wrought In vain, for the well- 
spent years never fail in bringing their bless
ings, and the future generations shall rise up 
and call us blessed.

■ And now for the second cause. It rests in 
the fact of Spiritualism having changed the 
entire conception of the life beyond. It 
squarely clashes in its statement of death caus
ing any radical change in man’s nature or dis
position. . The church has it that the dropping 
of the body completely changes theHomo and 
his present relationships. Death in her 
hands, and in spite of the cross-price, is the 
Savior or Destroyer. Spiritualism denies 
that. It says death only brings about 
changes in conditions and opportunity, the 
man being still the same in all essentials. 
Here, then, lies the main battle-ground be
tween Spiritualism and orthodoxy, for 
should that idea become general, the whole of 
theblood-bought and death-finished plan of 
salvation falls to the ground, and as that is 
the foundation of modern Christianity, the 
whole church idea and ministry, as now prac
ticed, falls with it. That is the plain logic in
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\he case, and we Spiritualist« must face it 
bravely, and prepare ourselves for its natural 
outcome—abuse, ridicule and an undying 
hatred—for or thodoxy fighting Spiritualism is 
only a natural law following' its proper order; 
it is simply doing its best to defend its exist. 
Cnee, and even snake-life will dp that. And 
this being the case, I detect neither sense nor 
good policy in Spiritualists trying to blend 
their great doctrines and truths with those 
of the church and Bible. Oil and water make 
but poor mixtures, for these latter sources 
teach the opposite of the first, and they can
not all be right; error is lodged somewhere. 
Where? Spiritualism claims its doctrines, or, 
if you prefer it, its messages come direct from 
the Spirit-worlds, and proves it, too; and, if 
that be so, the other two can have no part or 
parcel with it, because they give it the flat lie. 
Therefore, I cannot for the life of me see by 
what system of logic they are to be fused and 
made to agree.

No, Spiritualism‘Knows no fugion or com
promise with an idea which robs man of his 
spiritual strength, and fills him with horrible 
conceptions of the Over-soul or Source of all 
life; therefore, as I see it, a war must go on 
between Spiritualism, and orthodoxy, until one 
stands as victor over the other/ .

Just think of it! Spiritualism, a religious 
babe in one sense, dares to tell the church that 
its eighteen hundred and odd years’ notion of 
Hell, Limbo, Purgatory and golden-paved 
Heaven are not worth the paper they’re printed 
on; that the only masses and prayers and 
baptisms that can. help a man in the Spirit? 
worlds are those which come to him through 
the act of his putting himself in right relation
ship with the laws affecting his moral and 
spiritual nature; or, in other words, that if he 
desires to be saved, grow out of evil and its 
punishments, he must kill that evil in him by 
working towards the good. In plain language,5 
he must become his own Savior—God giving 
him the needed means and opportunity; and, 
of course, that is a deathblow to all priest
hoods. Let man accept that truth here, and 
no more money will pass into the hands of 
the priests for masses, etc., and the race vrill 
soon begin to improve its status on earth byua 
purer and higher manifestation of thought and 
action; and the dead capital, whiclunow goes 
towards building select places for the self
elected ones, to meet and talk at their self
made God, and to support a priesthood loo 
ignorant to see and feel the presence of the 
Great Over-soul all around them, will be used 
for the nobler purposes of educating man and 
woman to a fit plane, and from whence they 
may pass unhandicapped into the spheres of 
eternal progress and happiness. Bo, then, let 
every Spiritualist lift the banner bearing thesé 
great truths boldly to the breeze. Let him 
proclaim without fear the grand truth brought 
from the ot,her worlds, that the author of all 
life is Love, and that there is no hell save that 
which we create in us by our own deeds, and 
that to every such hell—for every evil thought 
and action carries with it a hell of its own— 
man, in the other spheres as well as in this, 
finds an open door as soon as he determines to 
renounce and forsake his sin. '

; I know these thoughts are simple, yet my 
guides tell me “ ’tis by the simple the wise 
ones of the earth are made to see what other 
eyes never see." Poets catch the single noto 
of a bird the splash of a humble stream, the 
passing face in a crowd, and from these sim
ples they weave us a song of many hues, glori
ous scenes and a symphony thatcarries us from 
the earthly to the heavenly; and may this hum
ble sheaf-thought start better ones into life.

Dear Sister:—Your favor is before me. I 
must saythat I am so very busy all the time 
that I seldom undertake to answer any of the 
many letters I receive, but I feel strongly im
pressed to write you a few lines and to tell you 
that it is essential to your development that 
you be prayerful and give, your mind to pure, 
lofty thoughts when you sit for spirit control, 
no matter what tficjihase or form of expres
sion may be. y^uchSa .course will close the 
avenues against undeveloped spirits who may 
seek to surround you, and open them to pure 
and progressed ones. Then, too, bear in mind, 
dear sister, that we must all creep before we 
can walk, and that after ajl the recipient is at 
fault if the deposit is meagre, for the spiritual 
operators are necessarily restricted by a Su
preme Power, because the unfolding mind 
must be carefully used and can receive only 
such spirit messages as It is prepared for. Be 
content to he at least as a tallow dip at present, 
as such light may be as much a saving power 
to some storm-bound voyager praying for 4 L 
as the stronger rays from a light-house. Hum
bly and cheerfully receive what is givepvpu 
and in turn give it freely, to whom it ma^ be 
addressed, or in a general way. Thus the 
circuit for mental interchange is widened and 
the mind operated upon by. spirits is strength
ened by the impersonal energy imbibed natur
ally, but augmented by spirit and because they 
open the dosed avenues, and thus the innate 
powers are called into use. Then again, we old
er mediums who have gone through the devel
oping ordeals, some of which were very severe, 
have our time« when we receive but little spe
cial inspiration, but we understand why it, is. 
Again, we are ofttimes let down from sublime 
heights to mingle with what we term zero 
systems. Yes, to mingle with undeveloped 
ones and to realize the conditions of chaos 
struggling for assimilation into spheric harmo
nies. We usually call this new development, 
but it is that only in part The truth is, we 
are used by our guides as factors, by which 
such .crude states and conditions are changed 
and the rescue of captives who may have been 
long held there and need such special, aid, 
may be effected. We ourselves are benefited 
even while we suffer, for it develops inns 
unbounded sympathy for suffering mortals and 
spirits, no matter what may have been the 
cause of their captivity. Thus are we our
selves fitted to. receive measure after-mepspre 
of love and pity from the universal stores 
which we are to freely dispense to all who 
need.

This 1b, apart from the special or specific 
labor each medium is fitted to perform, the 
divine purpose, of all co-joined angelic and 
mortal labor. Trusting this may be of tervice 
to you, I am yours very truly.

An Invocation.
GIVEN INSPIRATIONALLY TO “WHITE ROSE,” 

BY HIS GUIDE, “HEARTSEASE.”

The following poem is from one in the 
Spirit-world—the guide of White Rose—who, 
in her earth-life was, and yet is, the foremost 
poetess of England and the world, and while 
this poem is regarded by White Rose as 
scarcely a’ray of her brilliant genius, yet it 
evinces, though somewhat in a crude way, 
what is possible through the earth-instrument 
by inspiration. It has a sublime spirit

INVOCATION.

We bring thee roses pure and sweet and fair, 
Our token of the love we all may share;
We bring thee lilies, innocent and meek, 
The tokens of the truth we all may seek. 
O stars of heaven, your radiance lights the way 
To heights above, where shines eternal day; 
O God of love, we are not far from thee, 
Though in the earth or in eternity.
Make us to feel thy care in all we do, 
So shall we shine and be forever true: ,
Make us to seek the angel-help and love, 
And rise to thee, our Father-soul above;
So shall we live, and live the life of peace, 
All storms to conquer and all pain to ease; 
So shall the work we now have just begun 
Ripen to fruitage ere the setting sun;
So shall the days that bring each duty, care, 
Make angel-wreaths for crowns of thorns

wear; -
So shall the love we give to God and man . 
Dry mortal tears and brighten faces wan;.
So shall men’s lives,that burn like beacon lights, 
Fresh kindled as the sunlit mountain heights, 
Blaze o’er the world till earth and heaven are 

one, 
And in the light man finds the victory won.
Go forth, my boy. nor waver on the way; “ 
The dawning light points to the brighter day.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
pY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
1J a novel written with a purpose, and that 

' purpoee li not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away toe time in a «Uto ot Idle bleued- 
net«, devoid of earnut thought or care for either 
■elt-init>TOvefnent ot the good of humanity. It li a 
book deilgned upodally. primarily, for mothers and 
tboie who.aro to be mothers! aid secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and h 
the fade. It bring» itrongly and cleprly-t 
remit upon the child of proper «urtoundlnt and Influ
ences bearing upon the mothcrprevloua to maternity. 
Incidentally the tufiot touchy» upon various things . 
In modern social »nd huilness llfe,.which are unjust, 
and flx unequal burdens upon the individual» compos
ing society asa whole. The book Is trenchant, Instrnc- 

■ • tlve ud vety Intereitlbg, even when regarded merely 
a» S novel, and U especially commended to ■'Women , 
everywhere." to whom ir is UeaiiMed.. it mm tbor- 
oughiy shows up Uie Jesuit cal ipfHt of the CsthoIJo 
Church! advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual Phil-. 
osophy arc introduced: It contains a flne llkeneis of 
the author. It contains 345 psges. nestlv- bound ia.
ploth. Price by mall, prepaid! ^1,>5, ■

The appearance of the “astral” or spirit in 
casement of a man who had been dead more 
than a year, in a photograph made with a ko
dak, was the cause for the almost total suspen
sion of animation on the part of A. Allan 
Wheat, of Wheeling, W. Va., a few days ago, 
He had made a lot of photographs of people 
and things about the home of his wife near 
Danville, Va., and had sent them to the kqdak 
factory to be developed, and received them 
back. Among the lot was a group composed 
of his wife, his father-in-law, Captain Ha^s, 
formerly of the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad; 
Miss Maud Halcom and his, brother in-law, 
Master Charles Haas. The picture was taken 
at the home of Captain Haas, about ten miles 
from Danville, and was made by the usual 
pressure of the button, about three weeks ago. 
When it was taken the party were ranged 
about the veranda of Captain Haas’ residence, 
the sun was shilling brightly, and Mr. Wheat, 
who operated the camera, was stationed about 
forty feet away. Miss. Halcom, who lives near 
Captain Haas’ residence and who is a friend of 
Mrs. Wheat, called on the day in question, 
and as it was the first time she and Mrs. 
Wheat had met since the death of Mrs. Hal- 
com’s brother Charles, they naturally talked 
about him considerably. After dinner the 
party went to the veranda to make the picture. 
Nothing unusual was noticed by any one, and 
no further thought of the picture was given 
by Mr. Wheat till to-day, when he opened tbe 
package from the kodak factory. To bls 
amazement he found a perfect likeness’ of 
Charles Halcom standing imrnediately bacU of 
his sister on the veranda. Thé figure of Mr. 
Halcom and his head are four times as large 
as those of the other persons in the picture, 
although he is further away from the caméra, 
being in the extreme background. He wears 
the clothing which he wore in life, A stiff 
hat tilted back to show his forehead, as was 
his custom, a turnover collar, with a small 
black bow, black coat and white shirt He 
appears to be coming out of -the double doors 
at the back of the veranda, although the picture 
show« the doors-to be closed. Mr. Halcom 
died under ordinary circumstances, of typhoid 
fever, a little more than a year ago. He was 
pot a spiritualistic believer, nor was he inter
ested in such things. His family were not 
spiritualistic, nor is Mr. Wheat nor others who 
were present at the tide the picture was taken. 
Mr. Wheat, who^ made the picture, is aman 
of stability and merit. He is not a photograph
er and'merely took the caméra dong oh his 
recent visit to get some views of his wife's 
homestead. • .

, Wheeling, s IY Va., Nov S4'. .■ .

Let the Dead Bury their Dead.
“But JeSus Bald unto him: Follow me and let 

the dead their dead. Mat. vili : 22.”
A largq^ìipàber, if not the majority of the 

millions ^.'Spiritualists in the United States 
claim to that Jesus is a myth, and yet 
so far as ,palates to the Fox sisters, they are 
rigidly ciwjrying out the above command of 
this same Jesus. They who claim to be the 
champions of the universal brotherhood of 
man, and of . the golden rule, are permitting 
the bodies of the two pioneers and discoverers 
of spirit communion with mortals, to He neg
lected and unburied: .

Ye ten millions of Spiritualists, come for
ward with a penny apiece’and provide a suita
ble resting place and a monument to those who 
brought to the world the,light and truth you 
are now enjoying, or go hide your heads for 
shame. . IJ is no doubt from1 negligence rather 
than from poverty or penuriousness that this 
matter ha? not been attended to before. We 
would suggest that a box be put up at the 
hall of every Spiritualists Society, plainly 
marked:. ,HFpX ¡Burial F^nd," into which all 
may drop tbeir mite; the ¡ amount to be for- 
watded weékly to the Treasurer of First Spirit
ualist Society, Carnégie Hall, New York, and 
in all towns like my own, where there is no so
ciety, Jet some one make ’a collection and for
ward it. J will volunteer to do it here, and 
although there are but few Spiritualists among 
us, I will guarantee they will do their full share. 
The article in the Progressive Thinker of 
Nov. 18, from Emily B. Ruggles, relating to 
the death and burial of Henry Fox-Jericken, 
is another case in point, showing the necessi
ty of such a funeral fund as I suggested in 
your paper a few weeks ago. It is a shame 
that,the Spiritualists must depend on the Ro
man Catholics to not only, nurse their sick but 
to bury their dead in a Catholic cemetery, and 
under the services of a Catholic Priest. Such 
a scene certainly does not redound much to the 
credit of Spiritualists. Arouse yourselves for 
humanity’s sake. Come up out of the lethar
gy into which you have fallen, and let the 
world see that you practice what you preach.

W. J. Innis.

Southwestern Michigan.
The quarterly meeting of Spiritualists of 

Southwestern Michigan convened in the town 
hall at Lawton, Sunday, Nov. 26th. The 
meeting was called to order at half past 10 
o'clock, a. m. , by the president, W. R. Sirrine. 
First was the rendering of a piece of music by 
the Odell sisters, of Paw Paw; then a recita 
tion by Mrs. Stevens, of Paw Paw; and follow
ing this was a poem and lecture by our well- 
known speaker, Mrs. »A- Sheets, of Grand 
Ledge, Michigan. The title of the poem was 
“The Song of Truth;” the subject of her lec
ture was given her by some one in the audi
ence, which she handled in a masterly manner 
that pleased all present. Another piece of mu
sic by thè sisters, then the ’ meeting adjourned 
for a pic nic dinner at the hall.

At the afternoon session there was a little 
•business to transact; after that Mrs. Odell, of 
Paw Paw, who was sentia; Chicago as a dele
gate of the Southwestern Association, read her 
report of the National Convention, which was 
interesting; then there was a piece of music 
by the sisters and a recitation by Mrs. Stevens 
entitled “The New Church Organ;” then an
other piece of music; then a poem by Mrs. 
Sheets, entitled, “The City of Light,” fol 
lowed by à grand lecture from Mrs. A. E. 
Sheets, on “The Old and the New,” which 
seemed to please even those that did not be
lieve in Spiritualism. The day being fine for 
the time of the year, there was a good attend
ance in the forenoon, but a still better one in 
the afternoon. The meeting closed with a 
pièce of music. The next meeting will be at 
Paw Paw some time in March.

H. A. Sortone Sec.
Lawion, Mich,

Anna L. Robinson.
To the Editor:-—As I predicted in my 

last report ofour Port Huron Society, Mrs. 
Robinson’s delightful way of presenting the 
truth is attracting such large audiences that 
we are at a loss to know what to do with them. 
The hall we now ocotlpy has a seating capacity 
of three hundred, yet .very many are turned 
away for want of even standing room. This 
is the third hall furnished us free of expense 
by Mr. James H. White, but the prospect now 
is that we will have to engage the City Opera 
House till we can build a larger hall for our
selves, if Mrs. Anna L. Robinson remains 
with us; for as Lyman 0. Howe says, “She is 
a wonderful woman, and her gifts are supple
mented with such a high purpose and grand 
womanly character and sincerity, that carry 
the angel influences and teachings home to the 
hearts and consciences of the people”—a truth 
which very many are fast learning, and after 
having listened to her a few times they will 
never be satisfied to return to the dry husks 
on which they have been feeding in years past. 
I will give a report of our flourishing Lyceum, 
in my next. C. H. Hubbard, Sec. "

The following psychometric reading was 
made by “White Rose” of a letter of Helen 
Stuart Richings, the brilliant lecturer of 
Spiritualism, now in Minneapolis. The letter 
was sealed in an envelope, quite heavy, and it 
followed the reading of another letter, and 
was the second psychometric reading that 
“White Rose" has ever given. The facts are 
furnished by a lady friend of both mediums 
and the reading will prove interesting to the 
readers of the Progressive Thinkeb :

BEADING.
“This person is a sensitive—a woman. She 

is of delicate health, having had a great deal 
of sickness,but it has sweetened and perfected 
her life. She has blue eyes and is fair; she is 
not a society woman; rather, she shrinks from 
the outside world and lives to and in herself. 
She is domestic, but of fine, brilliant mind and 
lives in the spirit, and is therefore fond of 
books and nature. I see a very large, bright 
star. She is spiritual; she has a strong will, 
and when once she agrees that she is right 
she maintains her position with determination. 
She is a lecturer; I see Helen Stuart Richings

He is an American.
- To the Editob:—I must say I am first, last' 
and always an American—a patriotic-Ameri- 
can; and if necessary an American defender 
of the cherished, honored and respected '‘free 
public schools. " I belong to a patriotic organi
zation that has “Our Country” for a motto, 
“Deeds, not Men,” our creed. I realize that 
we have enemies brooding and hatching 
amongst ns and I also feel that we must begin 
to show our manhood, open our eyes and look 
around us and see what they are trying to do, 
and What would become of our government if 
they were allowed to go on in their way. un
checked. ' .

This government is fast becoming a mon
archical government and we must be up and 
doing, in order to retain our liberties that our 
pilgrim fathers shed their blood on the battle
field that we might enjoy—the liberty of wor
shiping God according to the dictates of our 
own consciences,'and that Church and State 
should, be forev6r separate.

John P. Feab.

“Phenomenal I”
To the Editor.—The word “Phenomenal” 

should be at the head of this article. Why? 
The following lines will explain: Early in Oc
tober about fifteen Spiritualists of Allegheny 
City and Pittsburg, Pa., organized a Spiritual
ist church, or society In Allegheny City, hired 
a hall at. two dollars and fifty cents per day, 
engaged the services of that grand and noble 
trance and test ’ medium, E. W. Sprague, of 
Jamestown, N. ¥., who never tires in doing 
good for the glorious cause of Spiritualism. 
His salary we looked upon as being a little 
heavy for beginners, but we made up our 
minds to have no failure and our efforts have 
been crowned with wonderful success. Mr. 
Sprague has just closed a seven week’s engage
ment and we now have one hundred and ten 
members apd good, prospects for several more 
in the near future and the beauty of all this 
story is yet to come. Listen 1 We have paid 
every dollar wh owe and have a few dollars in 
the treasury. Wb have also , sent in our peti
tion to the propped National Organization, 
Mich we look upon as one of the greatest 
steps-tor the upbuilding of every progressive 
spiritual society; Mrs. Abbie Burnham, of 
Boston, Mass., will be with us next Sunday, 
and will remain through the month of Decem
ber. I had about forgotten to mention the 
fact of our hall being too small for the seekers 
of that glorious truth—Spiritualism. We 
have now engaged a nicer and larger hall and 
anticipate a woiiderful accession to our society 
this winter. We predict for the future even 
more marked advancement until this knowl
edge, already possessed by millions of human 
beings, shall become so widely and so gener
ally diffusedthat by it the entire human famb 
ly shall become, enlightened. Truly, we are 
living in a world of progression. r

Buffalo, N. Y.
Brighter than ever are our prospects for 

future work. Our hall is crowded every after
noon and evening on Sundays, and often peo
ple leave the hall for lack of room.

Mrs. Celia M. Nickerson, of Boston, is an 
attraction that fills our house more than full 
Her lectures are grand, and her tests are true 
and to the point. '

She is one of the kind of speakers that in
spires her audiences in a good-natured man
ner, so that they are willing to pay for the 
lectures, and we have no trouble in collecting 
funds for our work. Last Sunday our dona
tions were over $75. Our workers are a host 
of good, earnest people, who have found 
Spiritualism worth working for.

Mrs. Nickerson is engaged for a year ahead, 
and Buffalo people like her work so well that 
the longer she stays the more the hall is 
crowded.

Mother Van Buskirk is one of our strongest 
workers, and her son, Henry Van Buskirk, 
is our president Take it altogether, we have 
no fear for the future, for peace reigns 
supreme among us, and it is a solid fact that 
our social parties are large, and intelligent peo
ple only are to be found attending them. May 
the good work go on forever, is the wish of

GTHE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE 
1 Something yon should have to refer to. By James H. Mo 

Caan. Fries is cents.

•THE CHILDREN'S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. 
I A manual, with directions tor the organliatton and manage

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
indespeasible. Price SO cents.

•THE SPIRITS’ WORN. WHAT I HEARD, 
1 'saw, and felt st Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Buydam. It is a 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price is cents.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

The reederi of Thk PiOGRBssme Thtkkxr ‘win re* 
member the story under tbo above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in Rs columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
In book form. This tfUh baft now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 343 pages, In style and form like the 
«Convent of the Sacred Heart,** with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit inheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
xnodesoilUe of spiritual beings, are presented In the 
pleasing form of narrative. „ ;

The following are tho chapter-titles: IntYoauctlon;
■ The House of the 8a#e; Home of the Miser: The Low 

Societies; Hade:: Chritunastldo in the spheres ot 
Light; Chrlstmastlde and the Golden Gate; The Un- 
hanny Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coining to the 
Knowledge of the Light; Tho Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; DlicutKlon; A 

. Visit to a Distant Globo; Bennion )n tho Spirit-world;
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Ra book tho Spiritualist wlU bo delighted Mtb; A 
. hook in Which tbo investigator will find aniwerp to 

' ' ever-recurring questions; a book which will interest 
. the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced«.

The price id paper is W owns; mslltiiu postpaid«

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

By EDWIN D. BABBIT?, 
Author pt “Principles ot Light and Color.”

This Is ft most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt if ■ 
bom critic, a thorough scholar and a comprehensive 
thinker.

CONTENTS:
Chaptbb First—Existence and General Character 

of God.M-preltmlnary thoughts. Is there such a being 
as God? Is God a Creator? The Argument from Do* 
sign. Is God Unknowable? Is God absolutely In* 
finltef . ,

Ohaptjib Sxcond—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot undeastaud the God Idea. Argument of tho 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author's 
Experience. •

Chaptkb Third—The Delflc Location and Mode of 
Working,—The Location of Deity. Can Infinitude 
have a Centre? Does God control the Universe through 
Law? How does God control the Universe? A. J. 
Davis’s Theory of the God Centre. Tho Dual Centra 
of the Universe* Can the Infinitely Fine act upon the 
Coarse?

Chapter Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is God a 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes? '

Chapter Fifth—The Deltic-Greatness and Glory.— 
The Greatness of God. Au Angel’s Conception of the 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil and Dolfla Perfec* 
tlon.—The Perfection of God. Has God created Evil? 
Is Man depraved? Ie anything Innately Bad? Is an 
endles Heil passible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
DlYinoLaw? Evolution.

Chapter Seventh—Delfic Law and Human Inter* 
cessiOQ.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Heallug. How God Interposes to answer Prayer, 
Prayer, A Form of Prayer., Does Prayer Influence 
Gou? Hudson Tuttle’s View of Prayer. Tho Central 
Principle of Delfic Action. Prof' Wallace's View of 
Prayer. Prayerfulness Is not necessarily Goodness.

- Chapter Eighth—How Man helps Govern the Uni
verse.—Mun a Co-worker with God. How Spirits con
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-forming by .Judge Edmunds. Spirits rejoice in 
this work. Countless worlds yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain in Spirit Life. A 
Miltonic Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practices of Christi
anity.—Terrors of CreedO Theology. Churchlaulo 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright
er Dawn approaching. buleueo and llellglon. Salva
tion by Faith.

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Stand* 
ards.—Churchlanlc Infallibility. Infallibility of a 
Buok. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—Tho Christian Bible Tested.— 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecies. 
The Bible tested by its Teachings. Balu to be the only 
Book which gives any correct conception of God. Baid 
to present tho only true Foundation of Ethics In the 
Decalogue. Claims for Ilie Golden Rule, Love to 
Enemies, etc. 1« it safe to build on Falsehood? Has 
only one Nation been Inspired? Shall we waste time 
Mid money on Fulschoud? Do numbers prove the 
Truth of a System? Shall Policy rule?

Chaffer Twelfth—Religions Tested by their 
Fruits.—Church Htundards too low. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of Religious 
Systems. Some great Points In Buddhism. Moham
medan and Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results ot 
the Parsec Religion. The Parsee Bible. The High 
Priest of Slam. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
Progr ess of Mohammedanism. The Religious of to-day 
Insufficient.

CiiAFCKn Thirteenth—Tho Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.—A. Diviner Bible presented. Tho sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flowers. Of a Tree. Of a 
Forest. Lessons from tho Shells. Tho Teachings of 
Crystallization. Teachings of the Human Form. Ot . 
tl)G Great Masses of the Universe.

Chapter Fourteenth -Life under the Cfid Re
ligions.—Importance of Historic Truth. Roman Ca« 

, ihollclsm. Influence of Catholicism iu Spain. Cal- 
vanism. The Five Polntsof Calvanlsm. Presbyterian
ism In Scotland. Puritanism In New EugWpd. 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions; The Spirit of 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chapter Fifteenth-Life .under a Spiritual Re
ligion.—General Divisions of the Human Faculties. The 
Higher Realm of the Brain. Spirituality Is Ennobling. 
Spirituality benntlfies the Countenance. Must be 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com- 

itinlon the Busis of all Religions. Spiritualism 
founded upon Facts. The only Religion which demon
strates Immortality. Robs Death of its Terror. The 
most joy-lusplrlugof Religions. Promotes Clvj] and 
Religious Freedom. Leads off In Human Reforms. 
Perfects the Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Lends to Nobler Living. Re
veals a Grander Universe. All Great Geniuses have 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus in Spirit 
Life. Will the New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth—Death under tho Old Re
ligions.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death made 
torrlhlo through Church Songs. Made Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dark, 
ened Death. Death Bed of a Christian. Of an Immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scenes under the Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under the Old to those who lose 
frieuds.

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Religion.—A Spiritual Mind Is not over-attached to 
this Life. Departed Ones attract tho Spiritual Mind. 
The Spiritualist understands Death,so does not fear ft. 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
JungStillingand his Grandfather. Beautiful Incidents 
in the Deaths of Children. .Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Unlversaust 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experiences 
of Various Persons. Power to Sustain the Loss d 
Friends.

Chapter Eighteenth—The Future Life.—Location 
and Character of the Spirit Realms. The Clothing ot 
Spirits. Children In Spirit Life. A Spirit Child from 
Humbld Life. The Wealthy in Spirit Life. Politicians 
in Spirit Life. Clergymen in Spirit Life. Editors in 
Spirit Life. The Power of Spirits to Commune with 
Mortals. •

Final ReMARKS.-Tbe Basic Principles of a Uni
versal Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

This work contains Forty Illustrations. They 
are In harmony with tho facts conveyed. It Is a rare 
book throughout.
Price, 81.25; Postage, 10 Cts.

THE ELIMINATOR 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo**! 
Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tei» 
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price 11.50.

For sale at this office.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 

L By Lizzie Doten. New edition. This handsome 
volume opens with the wonderful experiences ol the 
author, who is peculiarly gifted as a trance medium, 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
long time been i nceastng, and the deep religious and 
spiritual tone at her discourses have extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the instrumentality of the prenx But It Is chiefly for 
her medtumlstic power to give utterance to poemi 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she is most specially 
known. Thia volume contains the gems of the Inspir
ational utterances, given chiefly before public atidl- 
tnces, under direct spirit influence. Several of them 
are attributed to tbe spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and imagery 
of his productions in earth-Ufe, out far surpass theso 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tb t inspiration of Shakespeare, Burns, 
A. W. Sprague; tfut In many cases the author’s name 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to tbe world. The peculiar influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and stgntficence of this 
higher phase of spiritual communion is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from 11.50 to UX* 
Postage M) cents. For sale at this office

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TT/ORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
W Saviors: or, Christianity Before Christ. Con* 

teialng new ana startling revelations In religions his
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo 
trines,'principles, precepts and miracles of the- Chris* 
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocks 
Ing many of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. By 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol
ume will, we are certain, take high rank u a book of 
reference in the field which he has chosen for it. Tht 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied Information contained In it must havl 
been severe and arduous indeed, and now that It is If 
such convenient shape tbe student of free thoughi 
wllinotwllllngiraliowlttogo out of print But thl 
book Is by no robans a mere collation of views or ata* 
tlstlCB; throughout Its entire course tho author—ai 
will bs seen by bls title-page and chapter heads-Job 
lows a definite Une ot research and argument to the 
close, and his conclusions go, like sure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large 2mo, 880 
pages. New edition, revised and corrected, Iwlth ppn 
trait of author. Price 81.50.' -postage 10 cents. For 
sale at this office. *BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
XI fhkh holpofl or mode tbom perform mighty 
workt'aDd utter Inspired'votds, together with toms 
PertonM Tralu »nd Ohnrncteristlc» of Prophet», Apo»- 
tie,, »ndJeitie, or Now Rending» ot “Tho Minnie«,” 
hr Au>sx Fctsxx. Price js cent», For«*le at Uuf 
office, '
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the building contains a courtyard most tantas-. uuv uuuuiug vumtuDB a uouriyaru ihubu lanvas-
Jacques’ “Convent,” Where Religl&ns..tically built. The rear wall is arranged like
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DY lois waisbrooh^r.—many 
' -D have rend thio book, many have re-read It.

ent suina of society—-the Inequalities In the measure

One
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IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 
I dwelling places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of rare

in your paper.

pline.

The National Association now has its head- scription.

of condemnation voiced by society against acta of tho 
same inoral quality performed by men and women re*

Wm. A. Peterbon. 
f ■ ■ '

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
FoL libito, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50,

GENERAL DIVISION.

the side of a rock, and contains a niche in 
which the statue of the Madonna is visible.

history of man. Written through the mediumship of U-G. Fig- 
ley. Tou should read this work. Price 80 cents.

of the Christian era. •
The. book demonstrates that Christianity and It« can 

tral hero arc mythical; that the whole system la based 
0:1 fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
1« rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are

Fanatics Can Enter and tìcourge 
■ Themeelves. ■ ;

the crOwn'of canonization as saints, has im
bued-the devotees of Bbmanism—ignorant and 
besotted with superstition—with the Romish 
idea of gaining grade/ saihtship and heaven by 
way df torture of the-body. ' ■

What It Will Do Tor the People.
’ . ’ ‘ ■. , ■■ ' - . . ‘Z

PECULIAR INSTITUTIONS OF TOR
TURE IN MONTREAL. -

sportively. It shows the falsities nimpniU In society 
In matters of moral and social Import, ana the wrongs 
that How therefrom to innocent victims .of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness ot the author« 
Fine cloth, Ihiu pages. Price, 81.25.

A/TIND READING AND BE YOND. BY WM. HCW W F TMFIW
LVl A.Hovey. SOOpagee, with Illustration» of, the aubjects 1 IWI FICIVI
ruatt’d upon. Price 11.25. Ora few thoughtH-on how to reach that altitude
POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A BhCrC“Plr"J.SYPMOqFq ^T“ru
L volume ot sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who bun no JttVSlx) nUhL
bought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are swell, win- Price, cloth, 50 cents-, paper. 25 cents. For UMftat 
«111 and restful. Price »1.00. . this office._______________________________________fg

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
Al rles, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches arc a most 
powerful Illustration of man's cruelty and injustice to his fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED, ANCIENT VOICES 
Al from tpe spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela
tions. proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price »1.50. Postage 12 cents,

A RYAN SUN MYTHS, Bi SARAH E. TIT 
AL comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
originated. An interesting and instructive book. Price »1.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION, THE ASTRO^ 
Lx nomlcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

TTELEN HARLOW’S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
1J- tice. By Lol« Wal«brooker. Price »1.50.

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
L “If a man die, «ball he live?” 1« fully answered. By W 8. 
Jarlow, author of Voice«. Price 60 cent«.

He returned to Montreal in 1.886, when the _ . _
great smallpox epidemic was raging, and the, ^ar.V. endurance of painful penances as means 
people were dying by. thousands. He went grace, for which the church has bestowed

pELIGIOIt, BYE. D, BABBITT, M. Dr IFfu> 
cL all could be led to believe fn such a religion the 'work’ would 
'io far.better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power i 
nd disposition to apply tt j facts of history and science. Price .

<125. Postage 10 cents.

'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
J. and Expressions In human Embodiments. Given through 

Mn. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her guider. A book that every
. body should read who are Interested In re-incarnation. Price

f this office. ~ —

rTHE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM, 11 F AFI FT^ OF THAHOTÏT" 
J. By Epes Sargent A work of profound research, by one of : • ** v/l ■ > I •

the ablest men of the age. Price 91.50; postage 10 cents. | FEATHERED FROM THE 7'REE OP
\_T Life. Containing some of the. experiences of a

f^OSPEL ORNATURE. BYM. L. SHERMAN 
CT and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with spiritual truths. ¡ 
'Mee »1.00. .

MABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE, BY LOIS\ 
. ri Walsbrooker. Price »1.50. Mrs. Walsbrooker.s books 
hould be read by every woman In the land. ;
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that fi pleasant and profitable send us your addrew 
immediately. We teach men and women how to earn 
froiji |5 per day to 18000 per year without. having had 
previous experience, and furnish the employment as 
which they can make that amount. Capital unneces
sary. A trial will cost you nothing. Write torday ani| 
address, ( .

'Vj 
I

but. survivals of so-called paganism. It. shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per- 

_ ______ _ son can read It without l istructlon and profit, whether
T IFF IN>THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORi io* reaches the same conclusionswitH the author-on

Z-z of Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. An 'MUlne । otherwise. For sale at this.office,_____________
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The National Organization.
To the Editor:—The officers of the 

National Spiritualists’ Association have been 
kept extremely busy attending to. important 
business-correspondence ever since the act of 
incorporation was signed on the first of the 
present month. Secretary Dimmick has his 
hands full in supplying societies with neces
sary blanks, and In furnishing information to 

■ hundreds of people in various sections of the 
United States. Brother Dimmick takes great 
pride in having everything that comes into his 
hands in a business way done systematically 
and with expedition. ’ He is thoroughly in 
earnest, and aims to promote the highest good 
pf the association in his every effort. -

Inquiries concerning, the National Organiza
tion are reaching us from all ' quarters. On

' the 12 th1 instant I was called to Philadelphia 
to address the First Society of Spiritualists in 
regard to our movement; and received a kind 
greeting from the friends of the cause in all 
parts of the.famous “Quaker City.” The 
First Society is one of the oldest (if not the old
est) incorporated local societies now in existence 
having been chartered in 1857. Brother Benj. 
P. Benner gave an able lecture before this bo- 
ciety in the morning, and in the evening a 
large audience greeted the writer to listen to a

: description of the late National Convention in 
Chicago, and exposition of the . purposes of 
the National Association. ‘ The people seemed

' deeply interested in the subject, and the soci- 
‘ ety at once voted to take out a charter under 
• the National Association. In addition to this 
a large number of subscriptions for the forth
coming book, “The Proceedings of the Na
tional Convention," was received, with the 
promise of more in the immediate future. 
Many earnest words of encouragement were 
extended to the national officers by our good 
friends in the “city of brotherlylove."

. November 19th found me in Williamsport, 
Pa., whither I had been summoned by tele
graph to organize a new society under the 
auspices of our National Association. Broth
ers F. JE. Allen and Thomas G. Ruffhead, two 
earnest workers, greeted me as I stepped from 
the train, and I learned from them that our 
gifted co-worker and esteemed friend, Mrs. 
S. A. Walters, of Auburn, N, Y., was already 
on the ground waiting to go to work for this 
new society. Joint services were held by 
Mrs. Walters and the writer on Sunday after
noon and evening, and on Monday and Tues
day evenings, with good audiences present on 
all occasions. A society numbering over 
seventy-five persons was duly oiganized on 
Tuesday evening, with the following officers: 
T. J. Trapp, president; J. J. King, vice
president; Mrs. Lydia R. Chase, secretary; 
Mrs. Ada C. Allen, treasurer. An applica

. - "tion for a charter as an auxiliary to the Na- 
-«-'"tional Association was forwarded to Washing

ton, accompanied by the charter fee. This 
society contains many live workers, and its 
future seems assured. Every member is an 
earnest friend of the National Association, 
and is ready to further its interests in every 
possible way.

. Mrs. Walters will regain .with the friends, 
in Williamsport for an indefinite period of 
time, to dispense the Spiritual gospel in her 

. able and eloquent manner. She always has 
something of interest to say, and is possessed 
of fine inspirational power. We opine that 
she will do much for the cause in Williams-’ 
port, where she will have such able assistants 
as Brothers King, Byers, Allen and. Ruff
head, and Mrs. Allen, Mrs. Chase, Mrs. 
Prettyman, and many other local workers.

November 26th will find me in Baltimore, 
Md., in response to a call for an address be
fore the First Society of Spiritualists in the

1 “Monumental City,.” on the popular theme of 
“Organization and the National Association.” 
The entire month of December will’ probably 
be spent-in visiting such societies as wish ad
dresses of that -nature in various sections of 
the country. The Spiritualists of the United 
States are alive to the importance of co-opera
tive effort, as is evinced by the tone of scores 
of letters that Secretary Dimmick is con
stantly receiving, assuring him of the hearty 
sympathy of the writers in our national 
movement, and often expressing the same in a 
most practical manner. Applications for 
charters are coming in rapidly, several being 
sometimes received in one day.

Subscriptions for the book relative to the 
late convention are quite numerous, over 850 
orders being now on record, and when 400 
more have been received the board will author
ize its publication at once. The interest 
manifested by the people in this book, and 
their generous sympathy for the National 
Association and its officers are most grate
fully appreciated by all of the trustees, as the 
trend of public opinion is clearly shown by 
these expressions. Our board stands as a 
unit in its efforts to further the best interests 
of our cause, and despite the hard times the . 
members can see the rainbow of success 
already rising in the sky above them. They 
hope there wUl be a prompt response from the 
people in their appeal for pledges for the 400 
copies necessary to insure the publication of 
the interesting book referred to above. When 
these names are on record, the manuscript will 
at once begiven to the printer.

So far as heard from, the idea of a “Spirit
ual Jubilee” on December 17th prox., seems 
to have taken well with all Spiritualists, and 
the board confidently expects to receive some 
valuable contributions to the literature of 
Spiritualism, as well as substantial proofs of 

‘ the interest of the people on that memorable 
occasion. We commend the programme of 
that day, as published in The Progressive 
Thinker -of the 11th inst,tothe careful atten
tion of its thousands of readers. That the 
day is to be generally observed there is no 
doubt, and we hope to have an early report 
from every society, with programme given in 
full, accompanied by the manuscript of each 

- address in response to the first toast on .the 
subject of “Organization.” These addresses 
will be compiled and published in book-form 

^or the benefit of the friends of the cause every- 
-where.

quarters 510 E street, N. W., where Sec
retary Dimmick can be found at his post 
every day in the week. Spiritualists visiting 
Washington are requested to call ahd register 
their names, so that a “Bureau of Informa
tion” may be established as early as possible. 
Lecturers and mediums, as well as societies, 
are all urged’to. send in their names and ad
dresses, so that a complete roster of all cati be 
made for the benefit of the public.

It is also the wish of the board to establish a 
free public library, containing every work ever 
published in the interest of Spiritualism. To 
that end each author is respectfully invited to 
donate one of each of his works to the library 
shelves,, and all others are requested to con
tribute such volumes as they feel disposed to 
offer to this good cause. The books may be 
sent by mail or by express to Secretary Dim
mick, addressed to the Association’s headquar
ters. Judge H. B. Westbrook, of Philadel
phia, has donated one of each of his six 
books to this library; and “Cassadaga; Its 
History and Teachings, ” donated by A. W;- 
McCoy, ’ of Meadville, Pa,, will soon keep 
them company. May hundreds of others emu
late their praiseworthy example. :

Fraternally thine, H. D. Barrett? ; t 
510 E St., ly. W., Washington, D. C. . •

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY.

Something of Interest Concerning' .It.

To the Editor:—-! have seen much so- 
called phenomena connected with Spiritualism 
that I believe to be genuine and honest mani
festations of an unseen power, made use'of by 
our departed friends to demonstrate to us the 
fact that they are ever with us, and can com
municate with us, and I have also seen much 
that I had very serious doubts about. •

Yet 1 am not prepared to say that it was 
fraud or humbug; I do not know; I only say 
that it looked a little doubtful to me.

1 am not fully convinced as to spirit pho
tography, yet I saw Prof. Cravens do some 
wonderful things last summer at the Merrimac 
Island camp. I will try to give one or two 
instances.

The .first Sunday that we were on the 
grounds he made an exposure on the platform 
in the big pavilion, in the presence of proba
bly one thousand people, with good results. 
On Saturday afternoon, President Bach, of the 
Spiritualist Association, came . up to the city 
and purchased a box of plates of one of our 
leading photographers, carried it to his tent 
on the island, and retained it in his possession 
until the test was made the next morning at 
the public meeting.

He stated to the audience just before the 
test that the plates had not been out of his 
possession until they were opened in the 
“dark-room” of Mr Cravens’ gallery just a 
moment before, in the presence of himself and 
a newspaper man from Minneapolis, who, by 
the way, had been something of a photogra
pher himself, and had been invited to witness 
the experiment, and I have no reason to doubt 
the word of Mr, Bach.. ..They both stated that 
the plates had simply been put througn the 
same process that any photographer uses to 
prepare them for the exposure, and had not 
been in Mr. Cravens’ hands until that mo
ment. Mr. C. then arranged an oblong circle, 

‘as his guides directed, with Mr. W.. H. Bach 
in the sitter’s chair, with a musical instrument 
on his knee playing softly all the while. When 
all was arranged to the satisfaction of Mr. C., 
he signaled to Mr. Bach to look at the camera 
and keep still for an instant, when the exposure 
was made, and then retired to the “dark
room,” accompanied by President Bach and 
the Minneapolis newspaper man, where the 
plate was developed^ro’as any other photog
rapher would do it, and when the picture came 
out there was, in addition to the face of the 
sitter, about half a dozen others, four of which 
were very distinct, and the balance rather 
dim, but well enough defined to be readily dis
tinguished. One Of the faces was exactly 
upon the breast of the sitter.

Now, ! can see no way in which there could 
have beqn any humbug or chicanery about this 
experiment, as Mr. Cravens had not had the 
plates in his hands, nor had the box been 
opened until within a very few minutes of the 
exposure, and theh in the presence of two re
liable men who could have no possible motive 
in deceiving the congregation, and the expos
ure was made in the open air, on the public 
platform, in the presence of one thousand peo
ple. ' "

My eleven-year-old daughter sat for a pic
ture in the gallery^ and when the plate was de
veloped there were four strange faCes on it, 
but the face of my little girl did not show at 
all.

Two of the faces were said by the medium to 
be those of my two brothers, who died in in
fancy before I was bom, and there certainly is 
a resemblance to my own face in them. An
other was said to be the face of my infant son, 
who passed over fourteen years ago., The 
fourth was said to be the spirit guide of my 
little daughter, who is a wonderful little me
dium, by the way. .

Some obtained photographs of friends passed 
over, whom they professed to recognize. The 
faces appeared in all parts of the plate, all 
around the sitter, and sometimes in front of 
their faces or chests.

I have seen the statement that this spirit 
photography is all trickery, and that these re
sults can be obtained by almost any photog
rapher, but I have never heard anyone explain 
how it was done. I should like very much 
to see the opinions and experiences of others

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.”
This remarkable story, .Which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker ' for - eight 
weeks, and excited wide-spread , interest, ;l.will 
be sent free to all new yearly or trial sub
scribers. Bear this thoughtin mind. It alone 
is worth the price of a ’subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub-

■■. JIIÍ '
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thirty-threifye^rs which our Lord passed on 
earth, .

. The dormitory is immediately under the 
roof, and1 iB; divided into small cells. This is 
probably, the most horrible portion of tlih 
house. In each cell there is an empty boffin, 
which serves as a bed for the sister, and the 
only cbverifig consists of a mortuary cloth. A 
little bench;* with a pitcher and washbadin, go 
to make up the rest of the furniture, in addi- 
tio’n to another small bench, which serves as a 
chair. , ■ '

Except in cases of illness, each one of these 
girls—the youngest as well as the oldest— 
sleeps on the bare wood, without support for 
her-head. Whpn 'they are seriously ill their 
coverlet is put between them and the hard 
wood. - At the end of the passage which di
vides the cells, is a large cell for penitent 
girls—women of the world who wish to pass a 
few days in tetreat, and to expiate sins com
mitted. One of its ornaments is a skull, and 
while there the penitents are compelled to wear 
haircloth next to their skin, so as to continu
ally remind them of their shortcomings.

The cell of Dr. Jacq'uespthe spiritual lie;«! 
and founder of the institution, resembles that 
of the others, but contains besides a littje pil
low stuffed with grass'collected by him: at 
Notre Dime de Lourdes; in France, and orna
mented dm top with a picture of the holy face 
paintod'At‘that place. •'The institution is sup-, 
posed to-contain several "relics of wonderful 
power, the principal one of these being a me
dallion; ¡of the holy >fa<je’imported from the' 
Convent of the Precious • Blood at 8L‘Hya
cinthe. This picture at different times is sup
posed to sweat blood'.

Besides the apartments already mentioned,

The power of false religious teachings to 
warp and distort the human judgment, and 
carry it away from thé plrnn paths of good 
common sense, is cleatlvXhown in à recent 
account, which states^ihat' one of thé most 
mysterious and peculiar institutions that could 
exist in a modern age has just been unearthed 
in the heart of Montreal. Women immured 
in a private dwelling called , .a convent,’ '’tH'eir 
lives devoted to torture and self-sacrificé,’cut 
off from the world; sleeping in. coffins, shack
ling themselves in chains, a sinall community 
entirely cut off: from huma'hdnes, such is the 
private convent of Dr. Jacques., :i \

The latter is a Trench physician, at one 
time having a good practice in Montreal/ But 
years ago he became afflicted with what cinnot 
be called otherwise than a . religious mania. 
Always of a-piffianteropio turn of mind' ' Dr. 
Jacques has beeonnmsant on one point, that 
is, to found a religious institution where wo
men tired of the world could expiate their sins 
and find heaven in scourgjpgs and penalties.

Dr. Jacqbesfor years past has labored under 
the illusion that a mysterious voice counselled 
him to start a religious institution. At first 
he. did not dare to ask the permission of th|R 
authorities of the Catholic Ohurch, who 
laughed at his plans and pronounced them,, im
practicable. Dr. Jacques traveled through the 
greater part of Europe, all thé time watching 
for ideas th^t would favor his scheme here.

Each evening a concealed lamp placed on the 
top of the niche throws a pale glamour 
over the face of statue. A little farther on is 
a grotto, the interior of which has been made 
into a chapel, containing the statue of St. Jean 
into Baptiste.

Pictures representing the “Way of the 
Cross” are placed on the, walls at intervals, 
and each afternoon the six sisters, with heavy 
chains at their Grists, go the rounds, praying 
at each station, and prostrating themselves for 
several minutes'before’the last of the pic
tures. ' ■ • ‘ ’

In the course of a statement made by Dr. 
Jacques, he said: ‘ ‘There is not the slightest 
doubt that the religious authorities of the 
Catholic Church have sanctioned the .institu
tion for a long time past. It is a fact that 
Monsignor the Archbishop of Montreal has 
never officially given me authority to continue 
the institution, but he has never refused it, 
and I feel perfectly safe in my mind on that 
point. ” 4

The latest developments seem to show that 
it is the intention of the Catholic authorities 
to break up this peculiar institution; but 
although it may be placed under the ban of 
t|ie church authorities, ^pcauge of the public 
expressions of cohctemnatioh, it cannot be 
properly denied, that the institution is a legiti
mate offspring of the teachings of.the Catholic 
Church for many ceüturies. In books, ser
mons and by the example of so-called saints, 
approved by the church, self-Bcourging, voluh-

people were dying by. thousands. He went 
heart and soul into the work of saving thé'peo
ple, and, it is said, attended himself r.bOO 
cases free of charge.

Among thé families, Dr, Jacques mef’was 
one named Aubin, from St.-Jerome, wh^had 
come to Montreal with letter^ of recommenda
tion to Dr. Jacques. They all took tii^’jdis- 
easeMand the six girls in the’ family m!8e a 
vow that if their lives were spared they ^'ôuld 
tùrn nuns. This was an '-opportunity0 for 
which the doctor had long been looking/jand 
he immediately founded his convent ^yhis 
was some eight years ago, and since that time
the entire family have been inmates of this 
peculiar institution. ' ’ " ;

The sisterhood is composed of the six Aubin 
girls, and their father and mother act as care
takers and drudges for all kinds of work, 
while Dr. Jacques poses as the - spiritual head 
of the institution. The eldest of the sisters is 
the Mother Superior, and is 30 years old. AU 
wear, in the name of religion, a red habit with 
a white veil. .

Perpetual silence is enjoined, except during 
one hour of the day. The nuns arise at 4 
o’clock in the morning, and retire at 6 p. ji. 
4:30 in the morning they pray for an,hour be
fore the c^oss. ’During the entire daV. the/ 
pray and sing hymns, even whUe attending to 
the necessary housekeeping^ duties, whlcfi are 
few in nuipber, and as ,‘mmple as pd^sible. 
The food-m di. the plaine^Spdssible descrip
tion, and thetableutensils.are'of wood.0.?

In the second story of ige convent,-, wnibh is 
a- very mpdest wooden‘building, a^* the 
kitchen, the'dining-roo'm'hna the “hall ^ ex
ercise, ” which is decorate^yrith flower^ ’^quo
tations from the sCriptur^/cfosses, hdw&pic
tures and . all the a&ceB$brfes of a private 
chapel. At one side bt&iids & wooden, column 
four feet high, decoratecPwith chains, scourges, 
a crown of thorns and Mother instruments of 
discipline. The Holy Writ lies open on a deco
rated stand, and a lamp’ is kept burning day 
and night in imitation of the Chapel of Notre 
Dame de Lourdes. ' -•:

On holy days and feast days, when, accord
ing to their ideas; the Lord’ has more reason 
to be offended'at the, behavior of man than 
usual, the greatest self-sacrifiee and discipline 
is indulged in, and one of-tHe. sisters is chained 
for a whole day and night to the pillar, fas
tened by the neck; the-hands and the feet, 
while she wears the crown of- thorns on her 
head. The sisters take, turns in this disci*

" Springfield, Mass.,
The .season opened with October. Mr. 

W. F.. Feck has been , settled as the resident 
speaker for the coming; year. Each Sunday 
afternopn a spicy conference is held in the 
Spiritualists’ Hall,’in Foot’s building. In the 
evening Mr. Peck delivers a thoughtful and 
elaborate-address, replete with sound philoso
phy. His ministrations as speaker, leader of 
the conference and teacher of elocution and 
singing,, are very acceptable. He has opened 
a Tuesday evening singing-school, which is 
bringing forward the young people, and some 
of the older ones, in knowledge and practice 
of song.

A dramatic club has also been formed, with 
Mr. Peck as teacher.

Mr. Peck will sp6ak at Northampton, Mass. , 
the afternoons of the first three Sundays of 
December, and in Willimantic, Conn., the last 
two Sundays of that month.

Our society/will listen to Sunday evening 
addresses for December as follows: December 
3d, hjrs. H. G. Holcomb; 10th, JIrs. Sarah 
A. Basiles; 17th and 24fh, J. Fyank Baxter; 
31st,. . JSfrsi Juliette lieaw. In January they 
will have Dr. George jA- Fuller, of .Worcester, 
two Sundays, Mr. Peck exchanging with 
hima ;

'ftwajijgt Spiritualist’ Ladies’ Aid Society 
hold^^ursday evening sociables a01ieir p&r- 
lors imi^ot's building^. . '

Both societies act in haimony, and mutually 
assisf in carrying on all the religious, social 
and literary meetings.

Both societies have lately been called to part 
with the earthly form of the president .of the 
First Spiritualist Society—Mrs.' Mary E. 
Smith, of this city—who, after a long and 
painful sickness, Induced by cancer of the 
throat, passed to Spirit-life. _ 
. Mr, W. F. Pe k and Mrs. Clara,Banks ad
mirably officiated at the funeral; all the exer
cises. of which were in sympathy with the Spirit
ual faith of the ascended.
- The First Spiritualists’ Society passed resolu
tions of respect and condolence. ' -

' H. A. Budington. •

Twice or thrice eadh ’week, they । scourge 
themselves- with a whip composed of five 
lashes, with little nails ,atv the end, inmem
ory of the five wounds of pur Lord aon the 
cross,-and they are compelled to admimlster to 
themselves thirty-three lashes in honoree! the

“A Witch of The Nineteenth 
‘ 'Century.” '

We^end free to nil new subscribers the 
back chapters- of this .«markable story. Now 
is theitime to send in your orders/ 'Sent three 
monthB’for 25 cents.’ 1 -

They Are for Bale at This Office,

Z'UREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE- 
loua; the Jeeulta, «een and unseen, arc banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they will lose 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held so long. 
In Three Sevens, this knowledge Is offered to the people, Buy 
>t, read It carefully, and see why the Jesuits boto It. Price »1.25.
TJISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW’ OP 
LI the Sunday question. It Is Invaluable. By G. TV. Brown. 
M.D. Price 15 cent«. x
TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF, J. W. 

L L Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists In Amer
ica. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. Aa 
invaluable work. Price, paper. 50 cents. , 
OUTSIDE THE GATES; .AND OTHER 
t—r tales and sketches. By a band of spirit Intelligences, through 
the mediumship ot Mary Theresa Shelbamer. Ab excellent work. 
Price 11.25.

OTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
rosary of pearls, culled from the work« of Andrew Jackson 

Davis. ’ Intended for the light nud solace ot every sorrowing 1 
mind and stricken heart. Price 50 cents.
OECRETS FROM THE CONVENT 0F TFE 

kJ Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of ‘‘Arcana of Na
ture,” ‘‘Ethics of Science," “Science ot Man," etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing and publishing His 
"Convent," which has had a phenomenal run In Tux Paoanxes- 
i vk TuiNKka. Post paid anywhere, 50 cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cents.

COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of delineating character; dlafeosfng 
disease । determining mental, physical and business qualidcatlons; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth, illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables ot the moon and pianeta, from 1820 
to 1500 Inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth »5.00. Postage 20 cents.

’ CPIRITqÀL JIARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal music tor thè choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M. Peebles and J. O, Barrett; E. H, Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with tlie most crit
ical care, free'ironfalltheological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to nie most cheerful and popular music, (nearly ' 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft is doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind over published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, organ or mejodeon accompani
ment, adapted boti) to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 92.00» Postage 14 cents.

ZIIE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
Confessional, by Father Cbiniqiiy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism ot the Romish priests, worked through'the confessional 
box. Price »1.00.

Z'HE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
comparison between Evangellcollsin and Bplrltuallam, In the

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the '[Astral 

Guide." It contains a lec< 
ture on Astko-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney h. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will iinfonn you where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for the Absolute Cure of 
all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide seuton 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, Ill.

THE MEDIUMISTIG
Experiences of John Brown,

Tho Medium of the Rockies, with on Introductionb, 

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be In the hands of every one inter 

ested In ^Spiritualism. .
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chaptdl 

2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal tfi 
California; Return of Ills Guide. Chapter 4, Remarla 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His "Work as a Healer. Cham 
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the 8plri> 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commib 
nicate: How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mlsceb 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience 
Chapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow* 
er. Chapter 12, New Experlences—IllustratlY© dg 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 13, The First Break li 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptel 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlda.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover* pdW 0| 
cents.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

keenest and most easy style of its able pnd versatile author. To 
Chpfie whp know him that Is sufficient Inducement to purchase 
tbebov^ Price 91.00.
rX/ls ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 

• VV ust? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance 
«Medium. By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent In the English language. Its theme la novel. Its 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment
ous period in history and regarding its most famous participant— 
the most noted American. It is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not,-“7 *‘“’v‘'“‘° ««-»oua n.
spared care, research or expense in Its verification and oroduc- ?üti mn,lX others ought to read It. It should be read 
tion, and he stakes bln reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 1’P every man and woman in the land. As a story it Id 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of finely written,and teems with Interest,and at the samu 
doctrine or creed or sect. It is a remarkable picture—a nageof tfine it educates, elevates and inspires. Itsnowa thi 
veiled history. Give It a deliberate reading. YouwlU be amply Injustices to which women are subjected in the pres, 
repaid. E^lcell.60. * nf u,“,ipfw—<•« h.»

Studies im psychic science, ai, in. 
valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle. Price »1.25.

C^ERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR
O Ituallsm. past and present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. An en 
eye' opedla of intcreitlng and Instructive facta. Price »2.00.
CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 

kJ 144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and specnl- • 
Ive: each proved affirmatively and negatively by q”n*atlons fr< in 
Scr toture. without comment. Pri^f« cents.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINA TING ROMANCE OF 

Ai two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cents; cloth, «1.00. Books like "The Dream 
Child" spur Humanity on to make more and more de
mands of i his nature, ami will oprn up new heights 
and deptlisof spiritual know ledge-Ella W heeler Wil
cox. Will, I believe, take Its place beside Iroiwer'8 
"Zanonl" and the •>eraphna" of Balzac.—‘’Dally 
Capital.” Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflaimmible descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader cluses ih<- Im-t page.—« 
Mlnneafadls “Sundny Times ’’

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
, AND

Was He .Junius?
By Win. Henry Burr. Price 15 rents.

Researches in Oriental History.

A'

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
!1. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANIS3L
S. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. 1 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS» I

_ ______ „ ,_____ ____________ _____  _ _________ The whole, comprise« an earnest but fruitless search
merit. Interesting to every body. Price 51.50. I for a Historical Jesus.

T-»rnrn- In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to
IJIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN', have been the holy and favored people they claim to
U Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cents. have been. The Messianic Idea Is traced to tho Bac-

trlan Philosopher, 2:l5u years B. C., and its history Is
I outlined, following Hie waves of emigration, until It Is 

fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
‘ nt Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement

JJIBLE OF BIBLES. B Y XERSE ¥ GRA YES. 
ID It will well pay perusal. Price ^1.7.r>. *

5EERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE.
Part and Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of 878 

pages, it is an encyclopedia offsets; a mine of rare knowledge} 
a work that should be in the handr >f every Spiritualist. Price 
♦2.00. ,
¿IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. I BENCH.

They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 cent«.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mw. Mary T. Shelbamer. It abounds In facts k refer 

ence to the Summer-Land. Price 11.00.

T EAFLETS OP THOUGHT GATHERED 
JLw, trom the Tree of Life. Presented to humanity through the 
medfamshlp of B. E. Litchfield. Excellent throughou.. Price" 
Physical proofs of another life. 
L Letters to the Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppttt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth Its weight In gold. >rlce 25 
¿ents.
7DSYCH0PATHY, OR SPIRI7 HEALIHG. A 

1 series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to Its own organ
ism, and the Inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamain 
Bush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price «1.50.

Philosophy of spiritual ihter 
L course. By Andrew Jackson Davla. A rare work, it por 

great merit. Price 91.25.
Researches in oriental history, 
Zv embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. IJrown, M. D, 
One ef the most valuable works ever published. Price 91,50.

"DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
AV Jhsplretlonnlly by Mrs. M»rla M. King. You will not become 
weary wHlle reading thia excellent book. Frlco 75 cents.

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC, BV 
Zk Bev. Isaac J. Linslng, M. A, Every patriot should read it. 
Price sl.'X)

T/TEWS- OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
V Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly Interesting, Postage S

cents. Price cents.
T)EA TH AND AFTER LIFE. B Y ANDRE W 

J-N Jackson Davis. Something you should read. Price 7S 
cents. .
T\EMANDS OF ‘ALL PROGRESSIVE MINDS 

JS for a pure, Christian, non-sectarfan doctrine, and a review 
of the anclent.rellglous Ideas. By Rev. 8. .Wegener, Pamphlet 
something good.to read. Price in cents
•THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
J..,Tattle. His works are always Intensely Interesting.'Price

tl.SO. > I ; ....... _

TYIE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV.
A iors. - By Kersey Graves. YoujhtuW read It, and be the 

wiser.. Price«!,50. . , ..!><
' 'THE: QUESTION SETTLED.- A CAREFUL- 

1 L comparison of Biblical and modern Spiritualism, By Moses 
Hull, An Invaluable work. Price «1.00.. ■.
•THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 

J. phenomena- and ■ philosophy.’ By Rev. Samuel Watson. 
This work was written by a modern Savior, a grand and noble 
man. Prlcetl.00. • •'

' 1?

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: The Beginnings; Fundamental Prittcb 
pies; Formation of ContjtellationB, Systems, Suns 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of Meteors and 
Cotnets:The Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man-Ills Attributes and Powers; Tho Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tho Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Re
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by tho 
bible; The Blhic and Christ; The Smnmar.v: “What 
Must We Do to Be Saved." For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 50c.
VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O ism. By Epes Sargent, author of " Planchette, ot 
the Despair of Science," “ The PToof Palpable of Im* 
.•Mortality,” etc. Tills Is a large !2mo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole, containing 
a gredt amount of matter, of which the table of con
tents, condensed as it Is. gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science Is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
Ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically imparted, but are directly presented tn the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faltbftH 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural scl* 
ence, and all opposition to it. under the Ignorant pre
tense thatit Is outside of nature, Is unscientific and 
unphllosophlcal. All this is clearly shown; and the 
objections from "scientific,” clerical and literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1S47, are answered 
with that penetrating force which only arguments, 
winged with Incisive facts, can Impart. Cloth, 12mo, 
pp. 396. Price 81.50. Postage 10 cent». For sale at

ppirlt who has been In spirit life fifty-sewn years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 237 pages contains n 
vast fund of information. It gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson Is learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless somo 
of them. His soliloquy, as he enters tly dark valley, is 
very Interesting. Ho accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work is vividly portrnved. Thia 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable informa
tion. Rrlue $1.25. For saie at this office

THE DIAKKA.
•THE DIANNA AND THEIR EARTH- 
J. ly Victims, by the Seer, A J. Davla. Is a very in« 

terestlng and suggestive work. 11 Is an explanation of 
much that Is false and repulsive in Spiritualism, em
bodying n most Important recent interview with Jamci 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the bummer-Land. Vri 
50 cents. For sal? nt this offic«. .

TaGE~0F REAS0N.~ BY THOMAS 
Zl- Paine. A bock that all should read, price50 

'studies IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE,- 
kJ An Invaluable work, by Hudson Tuttle; Pries 
«1.25. -
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sinner. The Israelities were told 
destroy their enemies.”

A Remarkable Instance of Physical 
Buttering and Thought Tratte. 

fereneo. .

The "Religion of the Stars.”

Children are excelled physiognomist^ 
and sObh discover th'6lr real friends.- • 
Sidney Smith. •' ; ■ ; • .; -~

and deed. In conclusion, let ns, be' de
voutly and reverently* thankful that ih 
the A^regate, Spiritualists ar© '‘the 
most moral people In the world. Amenl

The colony of Pennsylvania suffered 
greatly from a debased copper coinage 
made in Birmingham, England, and im
ported to this country. ’
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only twenty-five cepts for The PiiooiiEsBtvE Thinheii 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those who receive 
a sample cony, to solicit, several others to unite with 
them, ana thub be able to remit from el to |io, or even 
more than the latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a Urge sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and uaefuinaA The same sug* 
gestlou will apply in all cases of renewal of subscrlp 
tldns—solicit others to aid in the good work. Yoiuwin 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing BpH ltu* 
allsts to subscribe for The Peogbebbive Thinker, 
for not one of them con afford to be without tbe valua
ble information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week. -

| A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you wiint & more bountiful harvest than we i an 

give you for 25 cents? -Just pause and think for a no* 
Went \vhat an intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pro* 
gukbsive Thinkeh thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
oentsl For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
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how a claswof the clergy keep in line, 
and never wander outside of their creed. 
The eloquent divine whose sermon was 
so greatly enjoyed last Sunday, is a 
Kman not ordained to the ministry, 

g » secluded office on one of the 
upper floors of one of Chicago's great 
buildings,' while the preying repeater 
acts the part of salary-grabber and 
plays the agreeable to his parishioners 
during the Week. We like this way of 
doing business; it encourages labor and 
brains. ' . • .

Depravity of Our Christian An-
■'. ' ’ , ceutry. ■ '
Helium, In liis history of the Middle 

Ages, tells his readers, p. 473, Harper’s 
edition: ■

“It is a humiliating proof of the deg
radation of Christendom, that the Vene
tians were reduced to purchase the lux
uries of Asia-by supplying the slave 
market of the Saracens. This trade was 
not peculiar, to Venice, In England it 
was very common after the conquest 
[by William, of Normandy. A. Dq 1066,] 
to export slaves to Ireland, In a note 
the author says: “William of Malms- 
burg accuses the Anglo-Saxon nbblllty 
of selling" their female servants, even 
when pregnant by themselves, to" for-: 
eigners." Hallamthen says he would 
not have given credit to the historian, 
Malmsburg, had he not “found top much 
authority for the general practice.”

And such was the civilizing influence 
of Christianity! May we not inquire if 
barbarians sunk In paganism could, have 
descended to lower depths of briitality?

Preserved by Its Corruptions.
Hallam, in his “Middle Ages,” tells 

us that ignorance was almost universal 
throughout the period of which he 
wrote—from the fifth to the fifteenth 
century. He says, p. 462: “In the 
shadows of this universal ignorance, a 
thousand superstitions, like foul ani
mals of night, were propagated and 
'nourished.” Even among the parochial 
clergy, he «tells us: “There was no 
learning and very little regularity of 
manners.” Turning back one page, and 
we read: ■ :

"lam not aware that there appeared 
more than two really considerable men 
in । the republic of letters, from the 
sixth ttf- the middle of the eleventh 
century.” One of these was John 
Scotjlus, of Ireland; the other Gerbert, 
who became Pope Sylvester II.

* It was during this long period, of al
most universal ignorance that ecclesi
astical and muqh spcular history was 
written in the secret cloisters of the 
church to advance its interests, and these 
were made to appear to have been 
written many hundred years earlier. 
The greafhistorian well says:

“Such .is the complex reciprocation 
goqd and'evil in the dispensation at 

rovulbnee, that we may assert, with 
nly an .apparent paradox, that, had re
gion been more pure, it would have 
een less permanent, and that Chris

tianity. has been preserved by means of 
its corruption.” *

Women Voters in New Zealand.
Says an exchange!—WorniS's suffrage 

is to have a fair and impartial trial in 
atjeast one country in thj^world. New 
Zealand' has enfranchised its wojnen. 
Every one of them, without. exception, 

F» married or single, who has arrived at 
■ full age, may go to the polls and deposit 

her ballots on every question submitted 
to a vote of the people. Women will 
hereafter vote at elections for members

, o

*

A Critical Observer.
Dr. Adolf Brodbeck, a learned cleric 

of Hanover, Germany, startled the re
ligious world by his utterances at the 
Parliament of Religions, the full force 
of which the Christian press is just be
ginning to comprehend. We quote one 
paragraph: /

“It is an open secret that millions of 
people in our civilized countries have 
practically given up Christianity and 
with it religion. Millions of others 
cling to the old belief only because 
there is nothing better there. Again, 
millions are believers In Christianity or 
other religions, because they have been 
educated in those lines and do not know 
better. The time has come fqr a new 
form of religion, in which the painful 
discord between modern civilization and 
old beliefs disappears, and bright har
mony is placed instead.”

of the legislatufkand these may belong 
to their own s®^ They may vote for 
mayors, aidermen and all other elective 
officers of a political nature. The sex 
feature has, in fact, been entirely oblit
erated in New Zealand politics, and uni
versal suffrage In its widest and broad
est sense is nenceforth to be in ‘ ”

A DamuBbie RombU Scheme.
The fine Italian hand of the popish 

emissaries is plainly Apparent in the 
following scheme as reported frena Bal
timore' and published in the . Chicago 
jfWbune: . <

Baltimore. Md., Nov, 26.—[Special;] 
—A printed circular which Is under
stood to have been prepared under the 
direction of 'Cardinal Gibbons will be 
distributed umohg Catholics and Protes
tants during the present week. Its ob
ject is to feel the public pulse with ref
erence to the distribution of the public 
school money biennially given to the 
schools in the State. In this circular 
the plea is made that while Catholics are 
not opposed to public schools so far as 
they impart« a good secular education 
they believe that instruction in religion 
is also necessary. The demand Is made 
that the law be so changed that parents 
who prefer to send their children to 
parochial schools will not. be deprived 
of.the benefits to be derived' from ' the 
taxes paid by them to sustain the 
schools, but that the fund be fairly dis
tributed among. . all denominational 
schools. As there are scarcely any de
nominational schools excepting the 
Catholic in this State, the parochial 
school alone would benefit. A .bill will 
be offered in'the next Legislature in 
accordance with the above.' It’is un
derstood that the circular was inspired 
by Mgr. Satolli, and that similar ap
peals will be made to the authorities 
and citizens'in other large cities.

This damnable scheme is quite in ac
cord with the Romish and Jesuitical de
signs to weaken, undermine and gradu
ally destroy the American Free Public 
Schools, and sub>iitu.to therefor the, 
Romish system of parochial schools, in' 
which the inculcation of Romish and 
popish notions is paramount to a genu
ine secular education. Rome will never 
be satisfied till thè influences and teach
ings of distinctively Romish ideas are 
put into practical effect in all the 
schools. The true'Romanist and Jesuit 
cares not so much that a genuine good 
education be given the people, as that 
Romanism and all the category of supers
titions,inanities and lies that are includ
ed in the term popery, be instilled into 
the being of the children, so that-they 
be fashioned into the pliant tools of 
priestly and jesultic overseers.

This sly and treacherous scheme of 
the slimy enemies of our free American

Returning Sense. .
It is stated that by joint action of Con

gress, and the ruling of the Supreme 
Court of the United States, the proceeds 
of the sale of Mormon church property, 
under a former act of Congress, has 
been turned over to the church authori
ties for distribution. The fund had 
reached several hundred thousand dol
lars. The attempt at confiscation of 
Mormon property, by federal authority, 
was an indefensible and unjustifiable 
act to begin with, and it is only proof of 
returning good sense to restore this 
wealth to those to whom it ■ belonged. 
Why select a weak and unpopular church 
over which to tyrannize? Congress had 
as much right to confiscate the property 
of all other; religious denominations as 
that of the Mormon church.

Not Silenced. -
Rev. Dr. Briggs, the finally convicted 

heretic, at the Parliament of Religions:
“The Bible is now being subjected to 

the searching criticisms of science; .and 
it will not do to oppose criticism.with 
faith. . . We admit it contains errors' 
in astronomy, geology and.anthropology. 
. . . . Different tests, show great dis
crepancies. All scientific criticism 
finds errors in thq Bible. . . We 
cannot defend the morals of the Old 
Testament. Polygamy and slavery are 
not anywhere condemned. The Patri
archs were not truthful. David was a.

operation there. _ ______ _
A Poisoned Fountain.

Were the Catholic priests of the earl
ier centuries, through whose hands the 
Bible, and all church literature came 
oq their way to our times any more 
trusty than those of the present age? 
Back of the 16th century everything 
was Catholic, and scarcely any but Cath
olic priests and monks could read and 
write. They lived in cloisters; subsist
ed by beggary, and practiced pious 
frauds. They were the fathers of the 
church; they wrote its history; for a 
thousand years every book now found in 
our libraries and labeled “Ancient His
tory" which did not come to. us through 
the Moors, was in their hands; was prob
ably written by them; was copied, re
copied and altered at will, and was 
passed on from generation to genera
tion, each copyist adapting it to accom
modate his own views. Nothing was 
too sacred to escape alteration at their

Religious Riot in Bombay.
A friend writing from Bombay, India, 

says they have recently experienced a 
terrible religious riot in that city. ‘ ‘For 
a whole week a fearful panic prevailed, 
and the roads looked as if a plague had 
swept away every human being. The 
Europeans and Parsees were not dis
turbed. The Hindoos and Mohammed
ans were enlisted against each other, 
and many were murdered on either side. 
The military were called out, and the 
heavy artillery was placed in the heart 
of the native communities^xThis 
prompt action restored order, ana all 
is quiet as I write.”

Will the time ever come when re
ligionists will learn to respect conflict
ing views on the hereafter?

hands. .
Protestants put no trust in anything 

which now comes from Catholic hands. 
Were these vile men more worthy of 
confidence when they had no opposition, 
save such as they silenced at the stake, 

5 when they dominated civilization? 
From a poisoned fountain flows impure 
water. ______ , ■ - ■ ■ ■

. Economy in Brains.
The Daily Beeord of this city has un

earthed a feermon-factory, which seems 
doing »wholesale business. The head 
of the'concern represents that he has 
two hundred and fifty Methodist, Pres
byterian, Baptist and Congregational 
ministers on his list, to whom he fur
nishes material for Sunday discourses., 
He has been engaged three years . in 
this sermon-factory business, and when 
interviewed under, a pledge of secrecy, 
said the sermon on which he was then 
at' work would be used by seventy-five 
preachers on the following Sunday;

This is refreshing news, and shows 
' ■ ■ ■ '■ .

. Let U» Bp Thauklul. , ,
Thanksgiving has come and g^ne, and 

let us bo thankful t]ikt we live in'this 
free and enlightened country, and Ìhqt 
thç'worldis no wóqsei'than it is. , 

iLet. us be thankful that . Spiritual
ism has increased in inumbers during the 
past year, and that "The Progressive 
TlilNKER has beäh iti the front 
earnest worker. ;

Let us be thankful that the statute 
books of this State are free from odious 
laws regarding the rights..of Spirjtqal- 
ists and mediums, and that that happy 
condition of affairs is mqinly owing to 
the valiant fight of The Progressive 
Thinker. . .

Let us be thankful that in none of the 
States during the past eventful year has 
there been any legislation inimical to 
the Interests of our glorious cause.

Let os be thankful that The Pro
gressive Thinker has survived the 
financial shook of the past year without 
trying.to sell fictitious bonds, withoiit 
swindling Btockho,ld,prS| and without 
begging or asklngany..one to die ¡in; its 
behalf.: Ret us.be thankful that it first 
inaugurated the publication of a paper 
combining OHEÀiWfcjS and EXCEL
LENCE. ' . ' .

Det us be thankfolyand jubilant »over 
the. fact that Governor McKinley, of 
Ohio, had the exaltett manhooft to liiten 
to’'the' appeal of’ Vhe PROGRESSIVE 
THICKER, and senil ¡back to the . DegU* 
latore, the Bruck bilk,arid insist thftt.thp 
pòrtion imposing »fine on clairvoyants; 
and seers should be expunged; Let us 
be thankful that he has been rewarded 
by being re-elected governor by a large 
majority. ' . , ,

Let us be thankful that The Pro
gressive Thinker Issued one edition 
numbering 145,000; Lei us be thankful,

Signs of ProgtfeM. 1
Thore are signs of progress even 

among the ranks and leaders of the 
most hidebound orthodoxy. In a recent 
interview, so prominent and distin
guished a., personage as Bishop Fowler, 
of the Methodist Episcopal church, said:

“We are growing more liberal every 
year. You know that beautiful hymn in 
our hymnbook which begins: ‘There’s a 
wideness in God’s mercy?’ Well, fifty 
years ago that hymn could not have 
found a place in our hymnbook. I do 
not know how it is with you [this to the 
interviewer], but as I grow older I find 
that I know a good deal less than I used 
to. Twenty-five years ago I knew exactly 
who were to be damned, To-day I can’t 
tell who are to be."

The hell-and-damnation dogma is the 
great bulwark of .orthodoxy—it is this 
which keeps minds from searching for 
truth wherever it may be found, outside 
of the Bible and church' creeds, outside 
of orthodox ruts and channels. The fear 
of hell as the result of free thought and 
investigation ever has been and still is 
the bugaboo that frightens timid “be
lievers” into an unquestioning adherence 
to orthodox dogmas—into shutting their 
eyes and stopping their ears against the 
light and voice of all truth that coincides 
not with orthodox faith.

Bishop Fowler would , better beware: 
as liberal free thought comes in, ortho
doxy steps out. But perhaps the time 
will come when liberal vlpvfs—even anti- 
hell-ahd-damnation views—will be “or
thodox,’.’ . and liberalism and orthodoxy 
will be synonymous. Toward this goal 
tjie world is tending.

nail, to thffdeath, whenever and wher
ever attempted. Evidently there is a 
good missionary field for the A. P. A. 
in Maryland, and we hope it will be 
worked carefully and thoroughly.

Down with the enemies of the public 
school, among whom may be' classed 
Satolli, Gibbons and all their Romish 
cohorts.

The division of the public school 
fund, as thus attempted in Maryland, is 
the entering wedge to the final over
throw of the American Public -School 
System—and none know It better than 
these oily representatives of the Romish 
hierarchy. Their honeyed phrases of 
love for our public schools are all sheer 
hypocrisy—meant to deceive and hood
wink the American people, arid the 
treacherous ablegate, cardinals, arch
bishops, etc., all well know it. ’

Defeated Again.
Another little popish scheme has fallen 

flat. Romanists are quite sore over the 
defeat of many of their chosen Romish 
candidates at recent elections; so a 
scheme was devised to squelqhthe A. P. 
A.»which was largely’- Instrumental in 
compassing their defeat. The soreness 
came to a .point in Buffalo, N. Y., where 
the A. P. A. had been very active. 
Steps were taken to effectually squelch 
tbe A. P. A. by legal process against 
the organization as an illegal and 
traitorous “conspiracy.” Andnowcomes 
a prominent Catholic lawyer and tells 
them the case has no standing and that 
any man has a “perfect legal right to 
join the A. P. A. without let or hind
rance; and the case has been abandoned. 
Once again are the Romish “Conspira
tors" defeated.

Spiritual Consultation.
The guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich

mond have consented to resume the con
sultations through her Instrumentality, 
on spiritual topics and mediumship, 
Wednesdays from 1:30 to 5 P. M., at 40 
Loomis street. .

A Survival, of Cannibalism.
The German naturalist and physiolo

gist, Carl Vogt, is responsible for the 
apothegm, “All religion is the daughter 
of fear and ignorance, and consists-of 
the adoration of the unknown.’’ This 
unknown, the same author claims, is the' 
superlative of man. He reasons that 
cannibalism paved the way to human, 
sacricfies, which he finds was common 
to Jews, Egyptians, Greeks, Romans and 
Gauls. M. Vogt says: “The words of 
Jesus, ‘He who eats my flesh, and drinks 

■ my blood lives in me, and I in him,’ 
are based on the cannibalistic idea that 
by absorbing the flesh and blood of any 
one the life of the person passes into 
the feeder, ‘for the life isthe blood’ was 
a Jewish maxim.” Thus th,e sacrament 
of the Lord’s supper, he claims, is a 
survival of cannibalism. ,

Tbe President’s Thanksgiving
When the President sits him down on 

, this Thanksgiving day
And asks the Fathers .blessing in the, 

customary way, ' .
Will his heart be filled with gladness as 

he views the bounteous spread?
Will the feast that lies before him still 

the workmah’scry for bread?
Will he render up his thanks for the 

factories closed down? 1
And the homeless workingmen-on the 

charity of the town? "
Will he offer ,up his blessing, for the

• coming of the day, • '
When the laborer is idle, and his debts 

he cannot pay?
Will he say the country’s prosperous 

« when the banker hoards his gold
And the merchant can’t collect for the 

goods that he has sold?
Wilf he ask the soldier’s blessing when 

he stabs him in the back?
Will he wish the people happy when he 

keeps them on the rack?

The New York Observer says: “Gather 
up all the money that the working 
classes have spent for rum during the 
last thirty years, and I will build for 
every man a house and lay out for him 
a garden and secure him a policy of life 
insurance, so that the present home may 
be maintained after he is dead. The 
most persistent, the most overpowering 
enemy of the. working classes is in
toxicating liquori.” ' .

too, that that edition was a favorite with 
A. P. A.'s, and that it has been insfru- 
mental in defeating the Romish Church 
in several of its strongholds.

Let us be thankful that while The 
Progressive Thinker leads in circu
lation, it is not subsidized by ariy 
wealthy man who can make a puppet of 
its editor to dance while he fiddles,

Let us be thankful that Spiritualism 
exists; but let us ail drape ourselves In 
mourning that so few are engaged in a 
grand humanitarian work; arid that to 
day it cannot boast of a single charitable 
institution. -1 “

Let us be tharikful that there are • 
10,000,000 Spiritualists, but let us all tie 
black crape to pur . door knobs and wear 
a black ribbon around our necks on the 
17th of this month, for at least one hour, 
expressing our deep' regrets that our 
poor crippled mediumshave not wnere 
to lay their heads.

Let us be thankful that there are 
twenty-eight Spiritualist camp-meetings 
to pour out spiritual truth to the people 
but let ’them keep before, them a small 
coffin to denote that the , Fox sisters 
have no place where their mortal re
mains cam be' deposited., ■ ' '

Let us be thankful that through the 
earnest appeals of Frederick F. Cook 
and TltusoMerritt, aided solely by The 
Progressive Thinker, the two 
Fox sisters, through whom the grand 
truths of Spiritualism first originated, 
were kept from actual starvation..

Let us be thankful that The Pro
gressive Thinker was the first to 
show up in the rank's of Spiritualism the 
danger of the Romish Octopus.

Let us be thankful that Spiritualists 
in the aggregate ¿re the most mor»! 
people in the worltjl, 'but let us feel sor
rowful, that as they Jose the fear.of hell 
fire tfieir purse strings tighten.

Let us be thankful that Spiritualism, 
has never been sectarianized; that it has 
no creed; no horned devil; no hell fire 
and no heaven pave^wlth gold; but it, is 
to be regretted that it does not employ 
a hearse to stand before each society con
taining statistics to show how little has 
been done in a humanitarian way by its 
devotee^.

Let us be thankful that criminal 
statistics contains but one account of a 
murder being committed- by Spiritual
ists. The perpetrators of the horrible 
deed are now serving out a life sentence 
in Michigan. . ''

Let us be thankful that the great 
American turkey is an appendage qf 
Thanksgiving Day. .

Let us be thankful—doubly) trebly,- 
grandly thankful that thpreare 10,Q0C, 
000 Spiritualists in the United States; 
but let. us .be sextuplv sprrowful that > 
call , ,bi[ ’ them for. ‘wOQ,00O—One pent 
apiece—to do a humariitarlan work, 
would not be responded to by one-tenth; 
but let us be thankful that^iq the course pi 
graduatevolution, as'ffie monkey reebfies 

1 in theirtaake-up and the angelic stevia 
, to takelts place, tha^|ach one will-be

come »ihumanitariani'in word, thought

. A Romish Tak.
The lying Jesuitical haters of our 

"ree secular public schools put forth 
the hypocritical claim that Catholics 
are made to pay two taxes—one for the 
public schools and one for their paro
chial schools. This claim is advanced 
to justify their demands for a propor
tionate Share of the public school fund. 
The lying sophistry ot their argument is 
quite characteristic of the oily Jesuits. 
But the plain fact is, the money paid by 
Catholics for parochial schools is not a 
tax at all. It is simply a religious con
tribution, levied by Jesuitical priests and 
bishops, and extorted from their ig
norant dupes by the methods which 
the Romish ecclesiasts so well know how 
to employ.

The Popolo Ilomalo relates the follow
ing authentic fact, without giving more 
than the initial of the person to whom 
It occurred, a distinguished young law
yer of literary reputation, Who stated 
that he could not give the most’ remote 
explanation of it: “Some years since, 
on a hot summer afternoon, the Avvb- 
cato A-----, together with his wife and
two children, left their house in Via 
Gaeta at G o'clock precisely for an even
ing walk. He was in good health and 
spirits, but just as they crossed the 
street he wks suddenly seized with a 
shock through his whole body, which 
caused all the blood to leave his face 
and obliged him to support himself 
against the wall. His wife in alarm as
sisted him to steady himself, anxiously 
asking what was the matter.

“He recovered himself speedily and 
was able to continue the walk, only de
scribing an unaccountable perturbation 
and humming in his ears. The evening 
breeze and exercise gradually calmed 
and revived him, and Ke completely 
regained his usual frame. They went 
to visit some friends and then rested at 
a cafe, when toward half past 11 o'clock 
a storm which had been gathering be
gan the first blasts of wind, and they 
hurried home. Scarcely arrived in
doors, the Avvocato A——: hurried to 
remove some flowerpots from a balcony 
over the street, taklnga lightwith him. 
The wind extinguished the lamp, so he 
had to continue his operations in the 
dark, only illuminated now and then by 
the lightning flashes. He was just lift- 
ting the last flower vase, an ornamental 
one, given him by his mother, when he 
was siartled’by seeing a kind of black 
veil waving upward close in front of 
him, which, as it rose, assumed a hu
man form. .

“Very much disturbed, he immediate
ly related the strange appearance to his 
wife, and the perturbation before expe
rienced again overcame him, leaving 
him unable to sleepall night. Early in 
the morning came a telegram from his 
brother at Ferrara stating that their 
mother had been suddenly seized with 
cerebral syncope the previous evening 
at 6 o’clock and had expired at mid
night, just as the Avvocato A----- had
seen the black veil vanish into space.

Only Fined.
\ The amazons of Osceola, Neb., here
tofore mentioned in these columns, who 
disgraced their sex by turning lyhite 
Caps and flogging .some young women, 
were only fined instead of imprisoned as 
their acts merited.

A Spiritualistic Wedding.
A very pretty hdine Wedding between 

two Spiritualists took place last week at 
Blaisdell, a.suburb of Buffalo, N. Y., at 
the home of the bride, Miss Helen Pot
ter, where Mr. Ernest Hamilton, of 
Bradford, Pa., took the above-men
tioned lady for better or worse during 
her natural life on earth. ' . ■

The Rev. J. W. Dennis, of Buffalo, N. 
Y., performed the marriage ceremony.

Mr. Dennis being a regularly or
dained minister of the denomination of 
Spiritualists, is doing a .good deal of this 
ministerial work at weddings, funerals 
and at lecturing in and near Buffalo. 
Spiritualists are beginning to see the 
folly of calling upon other denominational 
ministers when we have just as good 
talent among our own .people.

E. M. Hall.

James H. White.
In another column Will 6. Hodge sug

gests that as many Spiritualists do not 
know James H. White, of Port Huron, 
Mich., that The Progressive Thinker 
Will "consent also to become the custo
dian of gifts for Lyman C. Howe. We 
desire to say that Mr. White is thor
oughly reliable, financially and oth*- 
wise, and every cent forwarded to him 
will be as safe as in the hands of any 
National Bank. ‘He is a first-class man 
and a humanitarian, and always trying 
to do some good. r

'1THESPIRITUALISTC FIELD

Grand Rapids Spiritual Assocla- 
tion. ,

'To the Editor:—In behalf of the 
Grand Rapids Spiritual Association, I 
desire to report to your readers the ex
cellent work of Prof. Wait, of Ft. Ed- 
monire, N. Y., who has been our respect
ed teacher for the month of November. 
It is not too much to say of this cultured, 
scholar and gentleman, that he has giv
en us, in his lectures and classes, much 
food for thought, many beautiful ex
planations of the esoteric or basic 
spiritual principle underlying the so- 
called sacred writings of the ancients 
He has given the Greek and Hebrew in
terpretations, showing thjjt names and 
phraseshad their origin in the charac
ter and quality of the thing named, 
which servos to throw a flood of light on 
many contradictory and otherwise ab
surd statements of biblical writers. He* 
has also shown us the progressive crea
tion of man, that he is still nelng created 
and eventually to come to the’ “full sta
ture of man,” in which the beas't shall 
be transmuted into the human and that 
in turn into the true order of harmony, 
the unfolded spiritual man or race, sym
bolized in the Chi'ist or Son of God, etc.
I can give but a faint outline of this 
gifted teacher’s course of lectures. He 
speaks in a calm, dispassionate manner,

GT. Hi Brooks's address during De- . 
cember will be 1212 Fifth av enue care 
of Mi-. and Mrs. M. E. Root, Bay City, 
Mich. He will attend to funerals Or 
weddings within a reasonable distance 
of Bay City.

G. E. J., of New Bedford, Mass., 
writes: "Mrs. Hattie C. Mason, of Wor
cester, occupied our platform Sunday, 
November 20th. She gave the best Of 
satisfaction as a test medium; her con- 
trolk Sunshine, is. very correct; nearly 
all . wh.re recognized. As a psychom- 
etrist'whe Is] ohe of the best, also as fin 
inspirational singer she is wonderful, 
Sunday, December 3d, Mrs. Clara H. 
Banks, of Haydenville, Mass.; the pow
erful and eloquent inspirational* plat
form speaker, will occupy our plat
form.” ' '

We are requested to state that if Mrs.' ' 
Dr. Amelia Lemon will publish her 
present address in The Progressive 
Thinker, she will confer a favor on her 
many friends in Salt Lake City.

C. H. Jones, of Vicksburg, Mich., 
writes of a spance with J. Knight Perk
ins, of Kalamazoo, in full daylight. He 
says: “I placed two clean slates to
gether with a piece of pencil between, 
on the floor, placed a rug over the 
slates, and then placed my foot on the 
rug over the slates, the medium lying On 
a couch by mv side, and not touching 
the slates. After a moment the medium 
told me to take the slates. I did so, and 
found a message.of seventeen words on 
the .upper side of the under slato. I 
consider proofs of this kind absolute 
proof of spirit-return.”

On the evening of November 28th, 
1 Mrs. .Jennie Moore christened the in

fant daughter of S. and Maria Flint, at 
the home of Mrs. S. M. Bumstead. Ata 
materializing seance afterward over 
twenty forms appeared, all being recog
nized. The proceeds were for the bene
fit of the Spiritual Union. Over thirty 

. were present.
Dr. Juliet H. Severance has gone to 

Flqrida for the winter. Her address Is 
Jacksonville. We hope she will returq 
to Chicago with forty-five pounds addi
tional weight. That will make her the 
best-natured woman on earth. We ad
vise the Spiritualists of Florida to em
ploy her as speaker. She can talk well 
and eloquently. .

Dr. W. Shelburn, of Atlanta, Neb., 
writes: “Mr. and Mrs. Parker, the

• Elgin, Ill., mediums, are with us. There 
is much promise of interest being taken 
by the people on these far-distant prai
ries in investigating that light which 
liberates souls. Their seances are phe-

. nomenal music and trumpet and written ) 
communications, etc., giving convlnc-

• ing proof of the return of our loved ones.
They will accept engagements on their 

i way back towards Omaha. Address 
ì them in my care.

H. D. Barrett, President of the Na-a^a,n.a ¿u u, H u Uarl.ett President of the Na-
making every point clear, sometimgk tional spiritual association, is in Wash
rising to the subhme,but never descend- ;ngton, D. C'., busy with association 

work, and expects to remain there sev- 
investigated along "the lines of mental 0[.a; weeks yet. He stands rcadv to
and theosophical philosophy and those 
still affiliated with the Church; have 
formed a large portion of his audiences, 
and listened with rapt attention. Cul
tured and thinking people will do well 
to secure his services in their societies. 
Our speaker lor December will be our 
esteemed townswoman,but widely known 
and well-loved Jdnnie Hagan-Jackson. 
The society is growing, and undergoing 
the changes consequent to growth, and 
and will, it is hoped, go onto the success 
and Spiritual unfoldment its promotors 
aim at and work for.

Mrs. C. H. Hinkley.

eral weeks yet. He stands ready to 
speak anywhere within 500 miles of 
Washington, on Sundays. His address 
is 1121 Tenth St., .N. W<, Washington, 
D. C.

MEMORIAL^SERVICES.
Held In Honor of the Late Frederick 

Muhlhauser.

Will; he ask for strength to keep him 
from infliction of the blight?

Which threats our country’s future with 
the darkness of the night?

Will he hear the people’s voices—will 
he hearken to them well?

Will he give them recognition, dSfleny 
• them—who can tell?

• Will Tiffany.

A Witch of the Nineteenth Century;
Remember, please, that this highly 

interesting .story, which ran through1 
The Progressive Thinker for.eight 
weeks, will be sent free to ■ all new 
yearly and trial subscribers. ■ Get your 
friends to send on 25 cents for a trial 
subscription. ?

Eighty-five Years of Age« ?
Dr. R. 8. Ensign lives in Duluth, 

Minn. He is eighty-five years. of age. 
His penmanship is perfect, and his mind 
as clear as crystal. He is a Spiritualist,' 
and takes an unlimited amount ’of. stock 
in The Progressive Thinker, 
Thanks, Doctor, for your Interest incur 
behalf, and that large list of subscribers;

Teachings on the Soul.; .
The guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich

mond will commence a class for teach
ings on the soul, Tuesday evening De-, 
cember the 5th,, inRflpm 1535, (office,qf 
Trulli Gleaner) MasonlqiTemple, at. 7?45 
sharp.'.i •>: • •• •<!»>•

This wonderful occult book, by Olney 
H. -Richmond, Grand Mageaof the An
cient Order of Oriental Mystics for the 
United States, is filled to overflowing 
with knowledge that all light-seekers 
and Mystics should be in possession of.

This book contains 320 pages on heavy 
paper. It .contains all the sixteen old 
“Temple Lectures,” with fifty pages ad
ditional, devoted to lectures on the 
Soril Under Environments; Objections 
to Reincarnation Considered: Evolution 
of the Astral, etc. It tells of magical 
wonders, Magnetism of Stars, Governing 
Forces, Law of Vibrations, Study of 
Infinity, evolution in all its phases.
: All tnis is told in the simple, un
studied manner for whieh Prof. Rich
mond is noted. It is not necessary for 
one to be a university graduate in order 
to understand this mystic work.

■ We can confidently affirm that owners 
of the Temple Lectures, published a 
year ago, will find the new lectures 
more than worth the price of the new 
edition. We will mail this work to any 
address in the world on receipt of the 
price, $1.25. Address this office.

The beautiful is seen with the eye of 
the soul.—Joubert. .

Nothing 'is more terrible than ig
norance in action.—Goeth®,

He who purposely cheats.' his friends 
would cheat his God.—Lavater. . ■ ■ 
. -Man subsists upon the air. more than 
upon his meat and drink.—Thackeray.

Memorial services were held in Army 
and Navy hall yesterday afternoon, 1’n 
memory 'of the late Frederick Muhl
hauser. The hall was practically filled 
and the audience, composed of Jews and 
all denominations of gentiles, was 
greatly interested.

The exercises opened with singing by 
■the choir, which is composed of Mr. and 
Mrs. Emmerson, Mr. John Pae and Mrs. 
Addie McClymond. ■ .

The opening remarks were made by 
Mr. Thomas Lees, who alluded to Mr. 
Muhlhauser as one of the most eminent- 
of the defenders of Spiritualism that 
ever lived in Cleveland. He paid a 
splendid tribute to the deceased, al
luding to his well-known qualities as a 
citizen, a gentleman and a Spiritualist.

The other speakers were Mr. C. L. 
Hotze, a well-known attorney, and inti
mate friend of the family, who made 
the principal address: Mr. Geo. Ing
ham of the West Side society; Mrs. 
Nellie M. Smith, pastor of the PioneSr 
Spiritual Truth Society; Mr. Thos. A. 
Black, president of the Cleveland 
Spiritual Alliance; Mrs. Effie Moss and 
Miss Maggie Gaule., Two beautiful 
recitations were also ' given: “The 
Home of the Soul” by the leader of 
Fountain group and Kindergarten, Miss 
Nellie Thayer, and “The Child’s Vision” 
by .Ruby Snape, An appropriate and 
beautiful solo was artistically rendered 
by Miss Sarah Cohen, one of Cleveland’s 
most popular sopranos. The bereaved 
family were all present, and occupied 
seats near the rostrum, which was taste
fully decorated with flowers and shrubs, 
with a life-size, excellent portrait of Mr. 
Muhlhauser, on which was a motto: “In 
Memoriam, Unser Fritz."

Cleveland, O. .

The Dutch of New York attempted as 
early as 1661 to establish a mint, but 
without success. The first coins were 
issued about 1700. ■

Science surpasses the old miracles of 
mythology.—[Emerson.

Geo, P. Colby, who has been danger
ously ill with pneumonia, is slowly con
valescing. '

The DiSytori, O., Evening News,of Nov. 
25, contains an account of the funeral 
services of Mrs. Mary E. Barbour, whieh 
were conducted by Oscar A. Edgerly, 
and were, in every way simple, modest 
and devoid of cant, ostentation and sen
sationalism. .

Mrs. AnnaOrvis will serve the society 
of Anderson, Ind., for the months of De
cember and January. Will . gladly 
answer calls for week-day evenings in 
neighboring towns, also attend funerals 
or weddings. She has a little disen
gaged time in the spring of 1894.

On the afternoon of October 9, a very 
interesting ceremony was performed in 
the First Progressive Spiritual Church, 
of San Francisco, Cal., viz., the taking 
into full communion of Mrs. Ann N. 
Rutland, of 417J Hqyes street. The ex
ercises commenced with a hymn, fol
lowed by an invocation. Mrs. Rutland 
then ascended the platform, and having 
satisfactorily answered the usual ques
tions as to qualifications, the ordination 
service was performed by the Vice-Presl 
dent. The ceremony was followed by 
the hymn. “Rock of Ages.” after which 
the Rev. Mrs. Rutland made an address 
in which she stated her reason for leav
ing the faith of her fathers and adopting 
Spiritualism. The President explained 
that all the ordained are Ministers of 
Light sent out by the church to a suffer
ing world, and that in a real way they 
are missionaries of the Faith-the Twith. 
The ordained are ministers, and can per
form all the functions of ministers of 
other Churches—marry, bury the dead, 
etc. Tests and addresses by leading me
diums followed, and the exercises were 
closed by the congregation singing the 
Doxology apd the President pronounc
ing the benediction.

. Mrs. G. Partridge, psychometrist, is 
again at home, 291 Ogden Ave., from 
Goodland, Ind., where she has been for 
the past two weeks treating the sick. "

Mrs. Olive Aj Blodgett, secretary of 
the Mississippi Valley Spiritualist Asso
ciation, promises to write of some of her 
experiences in the way of art, slate-writ
ing, and typo-writing phenomena while 
on a recent visit to Chicago. She had a 
very interesting time with Mr. Camp
bell, the spirit artist, and the Bangs 
sisterk

T. N. Travis, speaking from oxperi- - 
ence, thinks it is .not ah idle fancy to', 
state or believe that Spiritualism is the - 
boon of true gladness springing up in ■ 
the mind as soon as the hungry soul geta 
the evidence of its truth.
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HOPE OF THE WORLD IS IN 
UALI8M.

Talk what you will of taste, you will 
find two of a face as soon as two of a 
mind.—Pope. .

Lansing. Mioh.. Sept. 7.18«3. 
H. E. Martin.

Friend and Brother:—While

so pardon for iconoclasm. Idols 
so let them go as gracefully as

To the Editor:—The Tribui 
traies the condition of Europe, 
forth that if Thanksgiving were

I wanted to know why. and it said: "It 
getting late.1' I wanted to know how 
late, and it said: "10:30 exactly, standard

allopathic dose of application.
For the lovo of humanity I am an idol- 

smashei

Brother T, Pomoroy. of Winslow. Ill., 
ie entitled to our sincere thanks for Jits 
interest in The Progressive Thinker 
fcnd the cause of Spiritualism. Hie 
work .that lie is doing cannot fail to 
bring forth good fruit.

"W; J. Colvilles closing services in 
Chicago took place on Thanksgiving 
Day. He has now returned- to New 
York.’ .His Sunday engagements dur
ing December are: Conservatory hall. 
Bedford avenue and Fulton St.. Brook
lyn, at 11 A. M. and 31J. M. Fifth 
Avenue Hall. 42d'street. New York, 7:4a 
P. M. On Tuesdays. Thursdays and 
Saturdays at 3 p. M.. he speaks in King
ston Hail. Kingston and Atlantic ave
nue». Brooklyn: andon Mondays, Wed
nesdays and Fridays, at 3 P. M., in Union 
Square Hall. 8) Union Square, Now 
York. He can be addressed care of 
Ward Bingley, 8 Union Square. New 
York Olty.

p. Galvin writes thus encouragingly 
from Cusseta. Texas: "At the solicita
tion of brother H. C. F ulcher we turned 
our steps from Marshall here. We 
came, as we thought, for a couple of 
week«, and beholii here we are going 
on our second month, and the hint of 
our making this our home reaches us 
from orthodox as well as Spiritualists. 
The guides have enabled Us to do some 
good work, and when we leave we will 
carry many happy thoughts away with 
us," .

Mrs- L. E. Wood, of Kelloggsville, O., 
writes: "Your fearless and courageous 
Ke finds its way to my home weekly, 

with bo many good things that I. 
with my mother, (who subscribed for it) 
would bo loth to do without it. To me 
it» rostrum 1b its most interesting 
feature: one sure to be appreciated by 
Spiritualists who live at a distance from 
any organized society. By the way, 
never was time bo ripe for organization 
a« the present, and never a time when 
there was such need of organization as 
now."

Mr Geo. W. Walrond, of Hamilton, 
Canada, gave an interesting trance dis
course on "The Astral Influences on 
Mankind.” The guide. William Lilly, 
a seventeenth century astrologer, was 
the controlling intelligence, andaefined 
with remarkable clearness the science 
of tho soul. Man was related to the uni-

The following-experience by »•mem
ber of the Young Folk’s Club for Spirit
ual Research has been sent to the secre
tary. Personal and direct testimony is 
the strongest kind of evidence. Ihe 
spirit friends of this R. G. Smith have 
helped him overcome his old smoking 
and drinking habits. As a person lives 
here so ho passes into SpiriWife: and Ins 
bad habits cling to him for an indelinito 
limo until he outgrows them. As like 
attracts like, young people should be 
careful not to begin any bad or useless 
habit, for if they do they will uncon
sciously attract undeveloped and con
genial spirits who passed to Spirit-life 
with a similar habit clinging to them, 
and their unseen presence and thought 
will intensify the feelings and-desires of 
sensitive mortals until the iatter'8 actions 
have grown into a habit. So we young 
folks and sensitive people should be 
careful what we think, say and do, that 
we may repel the undesirable, and at
tract the good angels with their noble 
inspirations.

Now. young reader, you will never 
yield to any immodest act or unclean 
thought or begin any bad habit, will 
youi' You will keep such clean thoughts 
that higher spirits will not become tired 
of your company, but you will hold them 
to you by aspiring and yearning after 
goodness and purity, won't you. please?

H. E. Martin. See. 
Dimondale, laieli.

verso- and every planet and star ex
ercised a direct influence on human 
nature- “Cans’t thou bind tne sweet 
influences of Pleiades?” was . a question 
asked in the days of Job. Ii indicated 
the immutability of the laws governing 
planetary influence. These laws, said 
the controlling spirit, wore stm m force 
for good or -evil as the case may bo. 
Mr Walrond gave some spirit mess
ages at the close of the trance address.

A- -7- Champion writes: "To the pub
lic: Having given a part of my time 
since 1852 to the study of the philosophy 
of Spiritualism, both through personal 
experience, and the experiences ana the 
published thoughts of the best minds in 
our ranks: and since March 1891 been a 
close student of the Temple of the 
Magi and its problems, conducted a 
Court for nearly three years, and last 
winter nearly a dally attendant at the 
Grand Temple working degrees from 
first to twelfth degree, I am at liberty 
to offer my services at reasonable terms 
to spiritual societies and courts ihat may 
desire them: also conduct funeral 
services and marriage ceremonies. Ad
dress meat Lansing. Mich.. Boxo78. •.

Miss Alpha Vance, of South Haven, 
Mich-- writes that Mr. Geo. B. Holmes, 
of Grand Rapids, a gentleman who is 
just starting out in the lecture held, de
livered two deep and interesting lec
tures at South Haven the 19th of No
vember. His phase of mediumship is 
something useful, beautiful and up
lifting.

Will C. Hodge, inspirational speaker, 
will make reasonable terms with any so
ciety desiring his services. Address 
him at 471 W. Madison Si., Chicago, Ill. 
Mr- Hodge 1b a favorite in this city. ,

A fine audience assembled at Lodge 
Hall- Milwaukee avenue November 26. 
Will C- Hodge was the speaker for the 
evening and was followed by Dr. J. C. 
Phillips with psychometric readings. 
These meetings ape increasing in in
terest from week to week, and the pros
pect is good for building up a line work
ing society. One car-fare only, as 
t'-ansfers are given at Western avenne.

This item, which lately appeared in 
The progressive Thinker, was badly 
disjointed by the printer misplacing a 
line in correcting proof. It should have 
read as follows: "Hon. A. Gaston writes: 
‘It was by mere accident that I went to 
Florida last winter. I had never been 
South before. I was so charmed wiih 
the climate and its beneficial results 
that 1 was drawn into assisting the asno- 
ciation in organizing and starting. I have 
great faith in its being a good work, and 
in it« success if properly handled. The 
parties agreeing to build a hotel at 
De I con having failed, -it became nec
essary to «elect another location. At the 
earnest solicitation of colleagues 1 went 
down to assist Dr. W. S. Rowley in the 
selection. We decided that Winter 
Park was the most practical point for 
the present, and have so arranged.' ■

Spiritualist services every Sunday at 
Schlotthauer’s Hall, corner-Sigel and 
Sedgwick streels, at 3 P. M. and < ;45 
p m Good mediums and speakers will 
take part—MrS. Jeff rey s in the afternoon, 
and F- Cordon White in the evening, 
during December.

Dr F- Schermerhorn, lately from 
Colorado, lectured last Sunday evening 
at No- 77 Thirty-first street. Mr. Scher
merhorn is well and.favorably known at 
Rochester. N. T.. tiherd he formerly 
lived- For the last two years, in conse
quence of ill-health, he has not been en
gaged on the rostrum. We are glad to 
announce that he is a^am to give his 
services to the cause which he ib capa
ble of serving so well. He can be ad
dressed for engagements at 247 Oakwood 
boulevard, this city/ 5?

C L- Clark, of thip city, writes: "Mrs. 
Tillie Hinkel. formferly of Rochester, 
Ind is now located at 879 North Hal
sted street. In connection with her 
daily sittings at home, she is helping the 
North Side Society Sunday afternoons. 
Mrf Hinkel is a true medium for the 
cause of Spiritualism, always willing to 
assist in doing good.

G C- Love, of Portland, Ore,, writes: 
“Last Saturday evening I delivered a 
lecture 6 miles west of here, and another 
on Sunday evening- at the same place, 
which were well received by a small but 
attentive audience. I have promised to 
be with them on-the afternoon, and eve
ning of the second Sunday of each 
month- I am confident a good work may 
be done there. ’

(CONTINUED ON EIGHTH PAGE.)

The Causes that Led to His 
Death.

Haslett Park F promised to write you 
my experience as a Spiritualist. "My 
parents and sisters have been Spiritu
alists ever since I can remember, bur I 
never believed in it until last February.

My aunt used to call at my house and 
together with our folks talk Spiritu
alism from A toZ. or what the boys can 
a standstill. I used to laugh al them 
and poke all manner of fun at them on 
account of what 1 thought to be cra^y 
ideas. My aunt then told me that if she 
passed out of this life before I did she 
wouia snake me up good some time. 
Aboui two years after her deaih she 
snook my bea so bard that 1 was too 
frightened io ask questions, as 1 had 
been instructed to do.

Nothing more happened to mo until 
lust spring (18iMj. when 1 was on the 
road Belling oils fora Cleveland concern. 
Just hero lei me say ihai I honestly 
believe ihai it was my hard drinking 
and carousing, associating with bad 
company of all kinds and coneiant ex
cessive use of tobacco, that interfered 
with spiritual conditions bo that nothing 
more could happen. Well, while on the 
road for that oil company I began to 
have queer feelings. I would no sooner 
get inwbed than my hands would feel a 
light shock like that from a galvanic 
batterv. 1 jubi noticed it ai iFrst. but 
it nnaliy became so strong, that I began 
to cross-examine myself for cause of 
same. I was changing rooms every 
night, eating three good, big meals each 
day. sleeping well and keeping clean, 
the sum total of which prevented mo 
from deciding that I was very nervous 
or undergoing the prelude to a fever.

To be brief, the above experience 
shortly made Itself known on tfie night 
of «Feb. i. i8y,i. at the Albion House. 
Albion. Mich., in the following manner: 
I went to bed at ten minutes to nine, 
standard time (something I hadn't done 
before in eight or nine years) and taking 
some paper wiih me wrote a short let
ter home and got into bed. I had no 
sooner got into oed than the shock came 
stronger than ever, so strong, in fact, 
that ii moved my hands.

It straightened both arms out and I 
couldn't for some time pull them back. 
Finally my right hand felt of my eyes, 
nose and mouth and then rubbed my 
head. Left hand went through same 
routine, except not quite so thoroughly, 
and then stopping for an instant on top 
of my head it began to move in circles 
like a person practicing writing.

A young lady of Ionia. Mich., had told 
me about being influenced to write, and 
as that inutantiy popped mio my head. I 
got up. turned on the light and securing 
pencil and paper, commenced u> write 
with my left hand. The pencil was 
shortly crowded against my right hand, 
and then it moved like a flash, giving 
eleven different names and as mauv 
different styles of handwriting, none of 
which were mine.

After having wmten twenty-nine 
sheets (most of them on boih sides) it 
wrote: "Now go to sleep." and of course

DEATH AND LIFE—WRONG THOUGHT'—
THOUGHT IN THEOLOGY—'iHE MUR
DERER JERKED TO HEAVEN—THE 
ARTS OF PEACE—THE SLAYER 
OF HARftIBON A CATHOLIC-OUR 
PRISONS. .
I Baw In Sundays Tribune what pur

ported to be un outlining of Spiritualists 
and Spiritualism, etc. I am glad for 
any notice, whether treated fairly or 
otherwise. Such notice brings the 
subject before the proper tribunal, the 
people. Truth Hus nothing to fear in a 
fair light in the long run. Thirty-dive 
years in this line of thought, and a quar
ter of a century of thorough holier and 
practice of the precepts of doctrine and 
eiincB.lias left with me very pronounced 
convictions. I see in all the papers 
letters of condolence from eminent per
sons from all over the world. The 
liberal pulpit has spokep well and the 
roBirum has given forth no uncertain 
sound. I am pleased with Dr. 
Hirsh s reference to what Mayor Har
rison said just before life departed: 
"Ihls is death:" but when he found 
hnnBelfalive "Over there." said: "This, 
is lifer' . .

Many causes have been assigned for 
cranks and crimes, none of which strike 
at the real cause. A physician was called 
to see a Bick man. who said: "Doctor, 
I want you to Strike at the seat of my 
disease and cure me at once." The 
doctor took a little time to diagnose the 
disease and espied a bottle of whiBkoy 
on the sideboard, and with one swoop of 
his cane demolished tho case which held 
the producing cause of his sickness. 
The patient recovered with hom
oeopathic doses of advice and with an

time, by your watch: look and see.”
My watch hung in my vest over a 

chair eight feet distant and I hadn't 
seen it since ten minutes to nine. 10:d2 
was the exact time. Since that tune I 
have seen lots of faces: flowers too 
numerous to mention: heard music and 
voices: talked and danced Indian: have 
got an arrow and Indian s head on 
Blates: and am making speeches to my
self every day and every night of my 
life. I have no more dreams.

Last, but not least it has made me 
quit drinking and smoking and chewiug. 
I have through spirit guidance made 
one young man quit drinking and have 
several more on my list. When asked 
what Spiritualism has done for me. I 
mention the foregoing, and for the sake 
of liberality I say. attribute it to works 
of the Devil if you choose. "By their 
acts ye shall know them. • This is only 
repetition, no doubt, of what has hap
pened to thousands of others, and as at 
best it is very rudimentary, do what you 
see tit with it. I am sitting regularly 
Tuesdays. Wednesdays. Thursdays. 
Fridays and Sunday evenings with the 
young man whom I succeeded in curing 
of the liquor habit, and we have prom
ises of grand things. He e a big. fine 
Kentuckian, best adapted to physical 
demonstrations, my guides say. Now. 
Brother Martin. I will quit for this 
time. •

If you think my little experience will 
give one person light or strength, tell it 
to him even seventv times seven times.

As things come I will report them to 
you. I am young, vigorous and viva
cious. and full to the brim of - strength 
for the cause of Spiritualism.

'Your friend an£ brother.
B. G. Smith.

show that for tlio_ execution of every 
crank for murder tMi'ee similar casus 
immediately follow,,-ana he gives Ti as 
me opinion tiiai others claim notoriety 
id the same i|ne. ijy me. the cause is 
the psychic impingement on sensitives. 
Hanging only gets rld'of the body, while 
tlwreai Individual” i»' free under law to 
still curry on his nefarious work. To be 
forewarned is to "bq, ,. forearmed. The 
more cranks and criminals we send flpt 
of the body, the more vampire» over 
there. Now. suppose the assassin ib 
convicted, and tne church by wafers, 
etc., prepares him for heaven (us they 
say), how can ho go to heaven while he 
has so much hell and revenge in him.'- 
No. he cannot get away from Ins old 
haunts.

. No. tne worst use that can be made of 
a man is to execute him. It increases 
rather than lesaens crime. History in 
our own and foreign countries proves it. 
What »hall be .dope to Prendergast? 
Revenge »ays: Hang him: Hang him; 
I say: Let ub convert,, all our prisons 
from places ol punishment to asylums 
for treatment and reform,

Crime 1» the result of inharmonious 
conditions, caused by wrong beliefs, as I 
have shown: therefore, crime Is the re
sult of disease, to be cured, rather than 
punished. Restraint taust be had. Let 
the diseased ono whoicommits crime-bo 
put to labor, andp have . the amount 
earned by ihe criminal applied tflThe 
wants and needs of the relatives of. the 
murdered one. Then the man will wake 
up to the enormity df his crime—'will 
feel that he is in some degree woikmg 
oui his own salvation., which is -the only 
way any one of uu can be saved. ,We 
■must reap what, we sow. We must grow 
into onr being that life which we would 
enjoy out Of the body.' People in and of 
the flesh exist, but) not' live truly. It 1» 
to be wished that all who know of this 
higher truth will live it. thai Hie at
mosphere may b<? good, and the world 
may be the better for their life.

Oak Park. 111. A. C. COTTON.

Sweden and the breach between the two 
kingdoms is widening fast/ In.Austria 
a few weeks ago the Cabinet went to 
pieces because it would not grant a cer
tain measure of electoral reform. The
now (jabines proposes a 
strloted measure, which

still more re
i all piol 

overthrow- evebmty. will lead io ns 
ion"'. . \

The only powers on 
which seem to be happy ... . 
glum. Holland anti Turkey. Russia 
never is happy. Uianksgiving day 
would Have a hard ume of it in Luro-

the continent 
are little Bev-

pean courts. A proclamation from any 
kuropettn government calling for na
tional gratituae would be a sinister 
piece of watire. .

The above sketch 1b far from encour
aging. and even in tins country, the 
outlook is not much better. The hope 
of tho world and its advancement to a 
•higher plane, depends upon Spiritual
ism. , . JusTioe.

JESUS OF NAZARETH.
The Great Character of His*

Invaluable Facts in Reference 
this Mutable Personage. ■ -

to

Want of equilibrium, bo in tne body 
politic and religious world. Wrong 
thought caused the death of 
Mayor Harrison. The accumulation of 
Christian thought incarnate in Prender
gast conceived the bullet and guided it 
to the heart of Mr. Harrupn. Accord
ing to Christian theology. Goel made 
man. put him in a garaen. not to labor, 
bui to have a life of ease: but he must not 
eat of the forbidden fruit. Bui natural 
curiosity caused mm to tasie. and then 
he was doomed to an eternal hell, and a 
scheme could only save him or his race: 
that a son be born of a virgin, innocem 
and holy, and be murdered; then man . 
could be saved, possibly. So murder is 
the main thought in Catholic. Protestant 
uua Greek theology. Every child 1k 
negation in sin. and is in thought a 
devil incarnate, ana can only be savea 
bv tho blood of an innocem murdered 
man. rno child unborn is taught by 
psychic influence of mother, and every 
one coming in contact, and after birih 
Uns God-dishonoring doctrine is hung 
in his mental gallery, and he grows this 
very thought inio his- very being, and 
what ho ihlnks for himself he thinks for 
others, only ho thinks others are worse 
than himself, and have not given him 
his rights—and so all ihe Prendergasts. 
i3ooths. Guiteaus and others sail in to 
get iheil‘ rights for themselves and 
oihers. • ,

We have tried this thought and wor
shiped at this shrine for eighteen hun
dred years, trying to make people belter 
by causing them to believe they are vile 

,ana bad. blow, lei us turn over a new 
leaf and cause people io believe m ihe 
faiberhooa of God and brotherhood of 
man: then man will not murder his 
brother man. and every man win con
sider himself ms brother s keeper.

in 181 o Patrick Quigley, another good 
Catholic, stood with hempen rope around 
his neck and Bald in ecstasy: T would 
not take, to-day. $10.Out) and my libbrty. 
1 want to go to heaven and my wife — 
whose throat he cut in the streeis o£ 
Philadelphia, and. as per priestly teach
ing. was jerked, through sacraments, 
directly io Jesus and heaven. The Jews 
do not believe in blood atonement, and 
only thirteen have been hanged for 
murder in this country in a century. A 
(,’aihoilc prelate m me Parliament of 
Religions read a paper saying that the 
largest proportion of scientific, men were 
Protestants, while nearly all the crim
inal class and, rum and beer-sellers were 
Catholics; He was truthfully severe, 
which caused a flutter. "Hit birds al
ways flutter." Prof Mivart. a catholic 
scientist, lias written an article taking 
the ground that there must be some 
happiness in hell, and not eternal and 
active punishment. Ihe Inquisition lias 
decided the paper heretical, and will 
not allow onfr to even breathe in hell. 
Glad to see man s humanity outgrowing 
his Christianity. ■

I have taken great interest in Mayor 
Harrison s sayings and acts ever since- 
the commencement of the .Fair proved 
his heari to be right. Mayor Harrison 
had traveled around the worid; and had 
broad views, and loved humanity. At a 
meeting at the f air where he spoke of 
the Krupp gun and other armaments, he 
emphasized the arts of peace rather 
than war. In June, when the people 
were not able to continue to buy food 
and pay their rent. Mayor Harrison was 
the first to set the example and lower 
rents. I met the Mayor on the lake 
front, where J frequently spoke to the 
starving poor, warning them against 
overt acts, and in the language of a 
daily: "Philosopher Cotton, from New 
Jersey, talked Psychic bcience." which 
to me is tne science of life, and when 
understood and lived there will be no 
more murders committed, and crime 
will cease. Mayor Harrison siepped-on 
the box I had occupied, and talked 
kindly, and promised to do all he could 
to give bread and work to the unem-' 
ployed. The man murdered by Pren
dergast. who said, after arrest. -I am a 
good Catholic." was no Christian—he 
was no saint—he was more and better 
than either: he was a humanitarian— 
not puritanic—did not believe in making 
men religious bv law.

As I have shown, wrong thought for 
ages incarnates men as demons: let us 
try right thought for generations, and 
We will have God incarnate in man, 

. Many have been the antidotes for crime, 
and to cure or nd the world of cranks

Cause for Rejoicing in 
Europe.

IN THIS COUNTRY DITTO. WITH THOU
SANDS OUT OF EMPLOYMENT—Till!

SPIRIT

Iß 111US- 
sciiinq 
ope ot

It is a fdet that no one will dispute 
that The Rropressive Thinker leads 
in presenting thoughtful articles for the

ihe anniversaries in Europe the various 
governments in that pari ol the world 
would be puzzled to discover where there 
was any occasion foy national gramude. 
There is scarcely a capital on ihe con
tinent which is not this week a witness of 
conflict between the people and the rul
ing powers.more or less acute in nature. 
In France the Dupuy cabinet has been 
overthrown by a combined assault of all 
the Radical groups upon the conserv
atives and moderate Republicans. Re
vision of the constitution, separation of 
Church and State, the closing of ail 
state oftiues to the clergy, and the abo
lition of the Senate are among the de
mands of the Radicals, and wun these 
demands for issues the government was 
not able to secure a vote of conndence 
ana had to retire, ihe Radicals are 
flushed with their victory, bin as the 
new cabinet will not be more disposed 
io concede the demands ihan the ofdone 
the struggle between Radicalism and 
Conservatism evidently only has begun. 
Whether this victory is an omen of suc
cess now remains to be seen.

In Italy the Parliamentary committee 
of inquiry mio the Roman Bank scan
dals. jestingly called the ■•Ptinam 
or little Panama, bv the Italians.
made a report charging nowniy 
outgoing members the 
numerous ex-Ministers. friendt of

and criminals. One cry is almost uni
versal: A speedy trial, conviction and 
death, is the sure euro. One paper savs: 
••To be well hanged is to be out of the

" To me. this is a great mistake., 
Kiernan, expert in the 

says that statistics in

mo." 
has 
the 
but 
the
tiKing, among them Gen. Cnspi. 

complicity in the potorious sea 
The startling disclosures as a matter of

ida is.

course were lolloweq by the resignation 
of the ministry, and the riotous proceed
ings which followed snow that the sym
pathies of the Hanan people are with 
the Radicals, who ioredd the inquiry. 
The parlies involved,are the Monarch
ists and clericals. and they are so nu
merous that it is difficult to see how me 
King can secure a new ministry without 
calling upon the Radical minority. The 
outcome of the present crisis may be 
far-reaching, since the Radicals, who 
have been successful, are demanding 
the repeal of the law of Papal guaran
tees. the substitution of a republican
form of government for that of the house
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sons, the best qualified to handle this 
subject. As is well-known, the strength 
of the Roman Catholic Church to-day 
lies in the ignorance pf the masses as to
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HOW TO MESMERIZE.
CULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN
r atruenan* How ic jiesmerize. Ancicntnnu Mod«

ng diac 
•cached

and who. unable to nave the serv 
Spirituaiistennnisier. are nnwilb 
the ideas of orthodoxy shall be pi

<U 
m.

at the funeral of their loved ones, ch 
readers will feel like eongratulatinsr i 
on the fact ihai we have secured Hi

ion mis selene. 
I >T Allen Tift, 
i» ono of tM 
rc.w. ft> tsi

The shell- coins used by, thp Ina 
were ipanufrcitived m'such enor- 
quantlfies .by tlie;Dntch..at • New 
tìiat the. value.' of: tho

cesoi

these were universally known

family, prefers that for a tune ut letjsi 
his name shall be held frpm the pujMie.

This number of ine paper will be 
worth one dollar to every reilcc 
mind, in aid of the great work we

Cape of Good Hope—a 'journey of so1 
oral thousand miles, and were -tn

number of ihe paper 
as follows: z cents 
more copies. J cem 
per thousand to one 
vour order at once.

loaded down with myrrh as a Christi 
present for tho babv God. .

■ ... -i ,.T. A. C. I

im superior merits Decorno kuowo. 
A. P. Miner, journalist auu pool.

Home circles wane.
étions for use, 8lax).

tho question wuetbcr 
onto.-

.just what invesugi 
Price. DV man. free v 
For saie at tum office

frost intercQiiog «ouXb ever wi n 
•0 ccniA. D'or saie at thin office.

given mv neart the greatest comiort in the severo loss 
i nave hart of bod. daughter, and tueirmothcr.

Dr. Eugene Croweii. wuobq writings have made his 
name familiar to tnose interested m psychical matters, 
writes as follower am much picased wiui the Psy* 
chograph von Rent mo. and win tnoronguiy test it tho 
flrat opportunity 1 may nave. It u very BittipiC in 
principie and construction, and I nm sure most be far 
more aeneittve to spirit power than the Ouc now iD uie. 
i ueneve it wiu generally supersede

prepared.ior Spiritualist Funerals.
While Spiritualists are invincibly op

posed to creeds or anything .that will in

Thu instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 
numerous investigators, anu nas proveu more satisfac
tory man (ne pimicbccce. uucu io regard to cue- cer
taintv and correctness ot tne communications, and al 
a means ot developing meuiumebip. Many who were 
□otawsro of tueir meaiumistio gift have, after a few 
Btttiags. been aoie to receive astonishing communica
tions from tneir departed friends.

ccpi. I). B. Edwards. Orient, N. Y., writes: "I had 
communications (by tne psvehograph; from many 
other friends, even from tne oln settlers whoso grave* 
stones are tnoss-growii in me oiu yard. They have 
been nigniv satisfactory, auu proven io me that Spirit- 
uaiiBin is indeed true, and the communications have

any decree restrict freedom of inougbi, 
or hamper full investigation and re
search. they will yet recognize tne spir
itual ntilitv ana value of a manual pre-

ern Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spiritualism 
True? tiylTof. J. Av. Cadweu. Ancient and modern 
minieics nrc cxpiameu by mesmerism, and the book 
win ue found nighiy interest" ’ ’ " ..........................
It is tho <»nir work ¿ver pubi 
non how to mesnierue. nna

•s to nvenr Bpirltouitt, 
isaea giving fun insiruc-

doing. and as an encouragement ana 
preciauon. each subscriber should > 
in one adaiiionaJ subscription.

tice Df tue instrument m hib paper. .. ..
iNiDD ) AOvhdcc. aavai "The Fsychograpi) is an im
provement upon the pianchcue. naviug nüiai aou lev 
tt'i'fi. withli wofür, bo ihQL verv neue power. Il 
apparently required to give uie commnlcauonB. Wo 
du not hcRitiue to rocommcnu it to nu wuocurc to teat

masses of Catholi^P themselves would 
desert the institution as one too horrible 
and unworthy even.for toleration in a 
semi-civilized age. Just think of it, 
SMdy »nillwns of human beings murdered 
by the Romish Moloch:- enough to de
populate the United States—and yet 
there are over two hundred millions of 
devotees of tins destroyer of mon. This 
article will show: .

1. Catholic persecutions in Austria. 
Bohemia and Germany.

x. The decree ot Charles V.. of Spain, 
for the extermination of the heretics of
the Netherlands, and me bloody
the Duke of Alva in that country

3. St. Bartholomews Massac 
who was responsible therefor.

4. The cruel persecutions
Vaudois. ' -

iHh Inquisition.
The article, whicli will appear in 

cember. will be of special interest, 
of great value to every reflective m 
The author, for business reasons, 
out of consideration for the fears of

considgration ol ine people. Il stanas 
to reason tuai such siiouid be ihe case. 
It arises from no particular merit on 
the part ol its editor, but simply from 
the fact that tne paper has attained a 
very large circulation. Such a paper 
must necessarily attract to it prominent 
thinkers. It cannot be otherwise. 
Leading literary lights, especially those 
wno are traveling around the country, 
can readily see that it has an extensive 
circulation, and tiiey realize fully that n 
I« the best medium to reach the public. 
Taking all these various facts into con
sideration. it is not strange, then, that a 
leading mind in our ranks should be at
tracted towards The Progressive 
Thinker in order to present some valu
able facts to the people, which he has 
been a verv long tune in accumulating. 
The subject is one of paramount interest. 
It is one that interests the people gener- 
aiiv. ana the facts that he will present 
win be invaluable io the student. He 
will show:

J. That Jesus, if hg was born at all. 
was surely not born on Christmas.

z. He will show that the events said 
to nave Happened in connection with his 
birth and death never occurred.

He will show that not one of the 
••Biblical ' prophecies was fulfilled in 
him.

4. He will show that Christmas was 
kept as the day of the birth of the Savior 
thousands of years before Christ.

b. He win give an astrological inter
pretation of Christmas. Christ and the 
Bible;

This eminent thinker, scholar and in
vestigator. Moses Hull, will present an 
of the above facts in a most attractive 
style, and they will prove of great utlhtv 
to every reflective mind.

Now.Spiritualists everywhere, see the
•are treat which you will have, 
ssue of December; The artici.

prove of great value—in fact, it w 
worth twice the price of a yearl.lorui t»i govtfiuiueiiu luriuabui uno ui/usu i ,,'z‘ r.

of Savoy, and withdrawal from the I sc.-ipiion io the pape, 
fripie alliance, which, in their eyes, is reader, to get f0u, n.* ..1 » .1 n • . ri .» "i w... •«• . । ■ v 1* v» vn »*. r r\ zvi vresponsible for the distressful nnanciai 
condition into which1 the kingdom has

m

■M.. Inamonu, Ark.

TJRIEL BUCHANAN WILL SEND 
vuu ii pCrfuci. ui'imemioii of ciinracter* giving 

niuniAi, puyBiuBi uiiu dubidcm (lUaiiflCAUODH. and letter 
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hanuWmhiij. jifbrionviiiek Missouri.
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and useful

wish io confor 
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pared in accord with’ Spi 
use on funeral occasions, 
may be useful io our wor 
be especially welcome 
Spiritualist friends who 
as far as mav be proper 
customs of society in d 
mortal remains of theirIVE THINKER another impulse onward

and upward. Knowing, as you do. that 
n is founded on a substantial basis, and 
never resorts to questionable practices 

__________ ________________________ ____ in order io get patronage, we should 
The King, therefore, is in a perplexing I ha.e at leant an order foi ¿0,000 of tte„ 
position. All the.leaders of his party I paper- It win be furnished-at. the fol- 
are involved in the bank scandals, ana

been plunged. The sympathies of the 
people are all with France, whom right
ly they believe to be their nearest friena 
and their natural commercial neighbor.

it is intimated that some of his own.fum- 
ny are smirched-, notwithstanding his 
effort to shield thejh. The Republican 
skirts are clear, and this has given them 
immense aflvantagb'.’ Even if they fan 
to secure their radical demands’ they 
are in a position, ® force the govern
ment into exceedingly democratic, con
cessions. . ,ii ■ K . ...

The German GovernmenC^ut-httving 
trouble with the ’proposed commercial 
treaties with Austria; Italy. Spain-.’ Ser
vian and Roumama. The Agrarian 
League is making % powerful ami wen- 
organized resistanpe. .to- them unpn, the 
ground that if the treaties were accept
ed it would mean the pauperization of 
German farmers. The repiy of Chan
cellor Caprivi to Von Ploetz, President 
of the league, gave the farmers little 
comfort, as he declared he would not 
favor them at the expense of other 
classes, nor would he go further with 
the conservatives if they opposed the in
terests Of the government. The result 
of the Chancellor s ill-timed threat may 
be his own removal from office, itt which 
case he is likely to be succeeded by 
Count Waldersee. The wat with, the 
Moors ana the aggravating manner in 
which the campaign-drags along have 
brought about an internal dissension in 
the Spanish Ministry, which may v1bad 
to a general resignation. Portugal is 
now engaged m trying to organize a 
new Cabinet. The Servian Cabipet has 
offered its resignation on a tariff Issue. 
In; Greece Cabinet)- after Cabinet -has 
tumbledoverand now the government 
has declared its insolvency and frankly 
announced it cannot meet its financial 
obligations. In Norway the .Stopping 
has renewed its old struggle., with

lowing rates: Orders for lu copies and 
upwards. One Cent oer copy. Single 
copy. Two Cents. There is ho protu; services of Hudson 1 time, of berim 
whatever for u= ,n thio pi,ve, i,u, do »e | Heights. Ohio, to prepare tnose funeral
want any. We are able to do tins 
pliilantnropichwork because there is no 
stock compand back of us to swindle the 
people, /jiostock company on this earth 
can compete with The Progressive 
Thinker in getting out literature that 
combines cheapness ana excellence.

Now. Spiritualists, go -to work nt onco. 
and call the attention of your neighbor 
to this production. See that your ortho
dox minister has the paper--containing 
this article: see to.it that every Spiritu
alist in your neighborhood sends in at 
least ’ONE TRIAL subscription. 
HClSTLE please, and do it. None of 
the high-priced magazines will ever 
publish an article of greater merit. 
Again we say, hustle, please, and send 
in an additional subscriber.

services, fliat he win do this work 
very acceptably to the gijeat mass ol 
Spiritualists we know. Hib Jong experi
ence as an author. $eer and writer for 
tlie press makes him specially adapted 
for this work. This ritual -will appear 
in the same issue with the one in refer
ence to "Jesus, and "The Tran ol tne 
Romish Serpent in History." This num
ber alone will be worth a years sub
scription to the paper. and each of our 
subscribers should reward us bv obtain
ing at least a trial subscription.

This number of ihe paper, when ten 
copies or more are ordered, will be fur
nished at 01mE CENT per copy. Sent 
to any address desired, free of postage.

Important Suggestion.
To the Editor:—Will you.please ask 

the Rev. Moses Hull who is to provide 
that Christmas article for you io be 
sure and tell how those "Wise men of 
the East." that is. the Magi of farther 
India, traveled? They saw the star at 
midnight on Christmas eve: on Christ
mas morning they had rounded the

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

THE RUMISH SERFENT.
Its Poisonous Trail in History.

We tako pleasure in announcing an 
article of great importance touching the 
"Trail of the-Romish Serpent uj His
tory." ■ Facts wiU bo given of a startling 
nature, to the. American people, and 
well-calculated to arouse • them from 
their lethargy. T)jis article«will be pre
pared by one who has made this subject 
a caretui.study for many years.; A criti
cal . thinker.' a profound, reasoner,. and 
a painstaking student, he is. of. all per-
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À Worker Gives Home Interesting Items,

tioned?"!»
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ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIßlTS TQ ADVANCE.

THE PROGRESSIVE /THINKER
are treading the pathway of righteousness?

“Your Clod is a God of love and also a God 
of hate. He is a merciful God, and a merci
less God., A just God »nd still condemns a 
mgn to punishment because he does not love 
a being of whom he hasi never heard. In fact, 
he blows hot or he blows»Cold, justasitsmay 
please your religious fancy.

“You believe that yours is the true religious 
doctrine, and that those who do not accept 
your faith are in error. You believe that God 
is all wise; and you also believe that all things 
are possible with God. Then is he not a mon
ster of the most diabolical type? For has He 
not created a part of His children to enjoy 
everlasting bliss, while the others are consigned 
to everlasting punishment even . in their crea
tion? Such barbarity in an earthly parent 
could only be possible in the lowest type of 
humanity; and when we ask a believer in the 
Christian faith how it is that he can endure 
such an unreasonable doctrine, his answer is: 
God’s ways are not man’s ways. There are 
many other points that I might touch upon, 
but what say you to those which I have men-

‘‘OccuKisin, Spiritualism, Theosophy.” 
. 'hr: —— . -

BY FBANZ HARTMANN, M. D. '

g

ANTIQUITYJINVEILED.
The Most Important Revelations 

Concerning the True Origin 
.of Christianity.

Reader, fa bringing to your notice Antiquity UiP . 
veiled ft is with the sincere hope that you are earn
estly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
conilderatldn. , If such is the case, thia advertisement 
will deeply interest you, and after reading tills brief 
description you win doubtless wish to give tbe work & 
careful perusal.

An important step toward the light Is taken when we 
become Independent enough to reason for ourselves, 
Instead of accepting through blind faith tbe teaching 
of others, thus being Jed Into the darkness of error, 
and away from truth. At no period in the history of 
Christianity has there been so much research and In
vestigation regarding its origin as In the last decade, 
the result of which has caused many of tbe leading and 
more progressive advoeatesof the Christian religion to ‘ 
recede from the positive claims heretofore assumed on 
creedal and doctrinal points. After a full and Impartial 
Investigation of the claims of Christianity, they have 
been forced to yield their ground by evidence resting 
upon a scientific basis, as well as upon revelation ana 
discovery. These new developments have caused tha 
Intelligent and reflective mind to stop and consider tha 
more liberal and progressive religious views presented, 
which are better adapted to the needs of humanity,in 
this Nineteenth century. This liberal spirit is in ac
cord with the law of religious evolution, as well as with 
the views of the most cultured and advanced religion* 
teachers of our time, who now realize thatmuchof the 
framework of the Christian religion was borrowed 
from the more ancient religions existing many cen
turies previous to the Christian era. In Antiquity 
Unveiled you will find so mu^h corroborative evi
dence bearing upon this point that you cannot fall to 
be Impressed by It. The subject of the origin and 
progresa of the Christian religion has often been dis
cussed, but never before has the direct knowledge and 
remarkable revelations contained In this work been 
accessible.

The origin and progress of Ohrisllanll.y Is fully dla- 
cloAed, bringing to light the-Interpolations and for
geries committed In the early days of the Christian era 
by the Priesthood, the details of which will convince 
the reader that truth Is stranger than fiction. Tbi» 
work is a complete library In Itself, showing how man
kind hasbeen misled by Ils trusted teachers. No home 
pr library should be without a copy, as It sheds light 
upon matters pertaining to the most important inter
ests, of the human race in both worlds.

This volume has an absorbing Interest for every in
dividual; a glance at the table of contents will reveal 
the nature of Its Important revel&tlona. The work 
deals In an impartial milliner with the subject of 
Christianity and carries tbe reader back into the mists 
of past ages, unveiling their secrets and hidden mys
teries. Nothing has escaped the keen search of th® 
authors of these communications. They expose to 
view the methods employed by the formulators of 
Christianity from the time of its first Inception. The 
scriptures are traced to their source and are shown to 
have been derived from the written gospels anrf\(ioc- 
trines of gun worship. The life and teachings of th* 
great sage and philosopher, Apollonius of Tyana, ar* 
shown to have been appropriated by the founders of 
Christianity. In fact, it is clearly shown that tbe so- 
called teachings of tbe Christian Jesus are largely * 
compilation of tbe teachings of other personages. 
The characters of the New Testament are portrayed in 
their true colors, and the appropriation of the rites and 
ceremonies attending tbe worship of the 6uu, as well 
as the efforts made by those who organized Christi
anity to destroy all knowledge of their previous exist
ence, are fully disclosed. It will open the eyes of 
many to read the cause of the destruction of tbe great 
libraries of the world and their valuable contents by 
order of popes and prelates in past centuries. Tha 
forgers of evidence in favor of Christianity are com
pelled to cenfcss their vandalism, and the mutilating 
(if and interpolations in history by Christian writers 
ire exposed to view. Not only are these subjects 
elucidated, but history Is corrected in a manner that 
makes clear doubtful points never before satisfactorily 
explained.

The scholarly manner in which the communications 
are treated by the late J. M. Roberts, Esq., editor of 
“M Ind and Matter,” as he takes each point In succes* 
Hon and throws upon It such JJgbt as can be gleaned 
from ttie pages of history, Is well worth the candid 
consideration of the reader.

TESTIMONIAL.
• "Rockford, Ill., April 4, 1892.—Obiental Publub» 

ing Company:—Gentlemen: I feel ft my d\ity, as 
well as a pleasure, to write you with thanks for tbe 
satisfaction the partial reading of Antiquity Un
veiled has given me. Having traveled over the en
tire historical ground with diligent care, pencil alwayt 
In band, I aay to you In all frankness, I find the po
sitions taken in your book mainly true. Your work 
should be everywhere welcomed, and I bespeak for it 
an immense sale. G. AV. Brown, M. D., author of 
Researches in Oriental History.” •

Seasons Why Everybody Should Sead
ANTIQUITYJJNVEILED.

BECAUSE—It contains a wonderful treasury of'taiowl- 
edge, which is 9t tbe greatest Importance to very 
individual, and CAN BE FOUND IN NO OTHER 
VOLUME. . X.

BECAUSE—It Interprets the>mysterleB of rellgloui8 
teachings in ancient and modern times, and proves 
that ALL RELIGIONS originated la sun worship.

BECAUSE—It tells why the CLERGY DO NOT E& 
PLAIN THESE MYSTERIES, but ol&lm thstthey, 
a;d mysteries of God, and therefore are not-to be 

. questioned.
BECAU8E-IT GIVES LIGHT upon a question that 

has agitated tbe human mind to a greater extent 
than any other, viz.: ARE THE TEACHINGS 
OF CHRISTIANITY TRUE, and from whence 
did they come? ■ .

BECAUSE—It sheds much light on the books of the 
Old Testament, and shows where tbe GOSPELS 
AND EPISTLES OF THE NEW TESTAMENT 
came from. •

BECAUSE—IT EXPLAINS many things In ancient 
biblical history which have hitherto been MYO« 

'TE.RIES to all scholars and commentators. ■
BECAUSE—It is THE BOOK of the Nineteenth Ce» 

tury.
ANTIQUITY UNVEILED Is printed from clean 

new type, on fine paper, and comprises a volume of 
625 pages; embellished with fine engravings pertaining 
to the work. It Is well bound In cloth and gilt.

Price, $1.50. Postage, 12 Cts.

WRIEST,WOMAN
. —AND— ’ '

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex« 
Priest, whose character is above reproach, and who 
knows what he Is talking about. EverybodyfSbould 
read It. Price, <1.00. It contains the following chap« 
ters: '

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self

respect in the Confessional. '
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the 
Priest.

CHAPTER III.
Tbe Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Io made eai, 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated aud refined Woman In tbe Con
fessional—What becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her irreparable,Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tie« oi 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil
ized Nations?

CHAPTER Vin.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Confession. '

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chaptcrfor the Consideration of Legislators, Hut
bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

Three terms referring essentially to one and 
the same thing.' Occultism is the knowledge 
of that which is “occult,” because it is super- 
sensual and beyond the grasp of the narrow 
material intellect that deals only with limited 
things; it means the knowledge that comes 
fronl the heart, whose power extends beyond 
the. limitations of space and time into eternity; 
in otheir words it is spiritual knowledge, Or the 
knowledge that belongs not to the terrestrial 
mind, but to the immortal spirit of man. 
“Spiritualism,” in its true sense, is by no 
means the practice of dealing with ghosts, 
such as the word “Spiritism” implies, but it 
js the opposite of “Materialism,” and means 
the knowledge of that which is supersensual, 
sublime and spiritual. Without spirituality 
there can be no true religion; without spiritual
ity “occultism” becomes nonsense, and “the
osophy” bosh. “Theosophy,” in its true 
sense,\mpans “divine wisdom,” which is but 
another -term for the highest kind of spiritual 
knowledge, such as cannot be attained by any
body unless he is himself spiritual; it deals 
with things which are mystical, supersensual, 
and cannot be practically known and experi
enced without the possession and cultivation of 
the power of spiritual or soul-perception, 
such as results from becoming spiritual in 
character. •

The reason why so many people harbor en
tirely wrong conceptions in regard to the 
meaning of these terms is because there are 
comparatively few ¡Whom the state of spirit
uality has been sufficiently unfolded to enable 
them to realize the true nature of anything 
occult, spiritual or theosophical. The ma
jority of investigators, whether they call them
selves “occultists,” “Spiritualists” or “the- 
osophists,” are, in fact, nothing but phenomen-' 
alists, while spirituality reaches beyond all 
phenomena, finding no rest before reaching 
the one eternal Reality,*Me Absolute.

The ‘ ‘issue” Which is attached to such terms 
is also misleading, and it is to be regretted 
that the English language has no more appro
priate terms,, such as Sanscrit possesses, for 
expressing the real meaning of such things, 
for the term “mysticism,” for instance, brings 
before the mind’s eye a person dabbling with 
mystical things which are beyond his compre
hension, and one instinctively confounds it 
with superstition, while Vidya (Sanscrit) means 
real mystic or occult knowledge—a knowledge 
which is spiritual and theosophical, being the 
true knowledge of the heart, which is as real 
and still more so as the objective science of the 
speculative brain.

No knowledge of any kind is perfect as long 
as it is merely theoretical. No one really 
knows anything absolutely unless he has ex
perienced it himself. The study of phenom
ena produced, by the action of .spirit in matter 
does not give ns any real knowledge of the 
spirit itself; it is comparable to the observa
tion of the shadows which are produced by 
the light as it shines ’through the fleeting 
clouds, and which does not enable us to realize 
the true nature of the light itself. For the 
purpose of knowing the light, its rays must 
enter our eyes and the field of our conscious
ness for the purpose of knowing the truth; 
the truth itself must enter our heart, and be
come a part of our being. All the informa
tion we may receive from books, spirits, sages 
or saints, is merely information, and nothing 
more. The knowledge of another person can
not be pur own as long as we have not passed 
through the same experience as that other; it 
can only enable us to remove the errors and 
misconceptions which hinder the light of the 
truth becoming manifested in us; but it can
not endow us with the true understanding it
self; that comes only from the revelation of 
truth, and this revelation, to be satisfactory, 
must be an internal one, and cannot take place 
unless the man in whom it is to take place is 
himself true to his highest ideal. Thus the 
true “occultist” is he who, by overcoming his 
animal nature, has entered consciously into the 
realm of that which is spiritual, and belongs 
to the kingdom of ‘ ‘heaven, ” and the real 
Spiritualist is he who has become sufficiently 
spiritual to know his own spiritual nature, and 
realize that he himself is an immortal spirit; 
while the real Theosbphist is not satisfied with 
a blind belief in any “authority,” however well 
recommended it may be, but seeks to cultivate 
himself that love of eternal and infinite truth 
which enables him to sacrifice the delusion of 
“self" in the spirit of divine wisdom, and be 
taught by the light of the truth.

,, To the Editor :--I again salute the many 
readers of The Progressive Thinker, and 
from this provincial town and, new field of 
pioneer labor, situated .on the Waukeen river, 
that extends into.the ocean, a distance of fifty 
miles, and one hundred miles from San Fran
cisco. There is a fine line of steamers run
ning to and from San Francisco, and, with the 
railway system, brings the city in close contact 
with the country. As a manufacturing and 
business town it is one of the most prosperous 
commercial centers on the coast. The town 
numbers some thirty thousand inhabitants, 
and is full of enterprise and thrift.

The cause of Spiritualism is greatly ham
pered and weakened here by the pseudo-Splr- 
itualists, who, for prudential reasons, are 
masquerading in the liberal Christian churches, 
and speculating in the subjects of Theosophy. 
That so-called Spiritualists who claim to have 
received communications from the departed, 
and have been solaced by the comforting 
assurance that the so called dead do return to 
their mortal friends, can negative their highest 
convictions with long-winded sophistries and an 
adherence to dull and stupid forms of old, 
superannuated beliefs, is the anomaly of our 
present time. But such is the strange incon
sistency of. the human mind, and the slow ad
vancement of spiritual knowledge, that its 
luminous rays come and go like the ebb and 
flow of the ocean-tide; but that its ceaseless 
flow makes an advance on the shores of time

“I must say,” was his reply, “that! have 
never looked at the matter in the light ifi 
which you put it. I have no argument'with 
which to.meet you, as you ¡have already used 
those which we have always kept in stock. I 
i ear that I have been in the wrong all tbTOugh 
my life, so far as my religious convictions 
were concerned. And now, if that bê true, 
what course ought I to pursue to set myself 
right with my fellowmen .and with myself?”

“I would advise you,” said I, “to first give 
the whole subject your serious consideration. 
Discuss our conversation with your people and 
see what conclusion you can arrive at. If con
vinced that you have been in the wrong, ac
knowledge it and earnestly, sincerely desire 
that the truth may be made plain to you. 
When you have discarded the erroneous ideas 
which you have so long entertained, as I feel 
that you will do, you will be ready for pro
gression, and will find those who are far ad
vanced in spirit life, who will surround you 
with their loving kindness and teach you how 
to pass onward and upward.”

In conclusion, I will say that this friend af
terward came to us and stated that he had be
come convinced that the teachings of Spiritual
ism were true, and that he had begun to out
work the unconscious wrong which he had 
done to the children of earth, in teaching them 
the man-made doctrines of theology.

E. T. Washburn.
(TO BE CONTINUED.) ;

GRAND MISSION WORK.
It Is Among Dark Spirits.

theasThey Reside on the Very Lowest Planes.

Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them.

A. Work Inaugurated by Noble Souls.

PART FIFTH.
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that she was aware of the fact that she 
»spirit, butthat she could get no clear 
derstanding of the life on which she 
entered.

She said that, having been reared ‘.in

▲ BXANOX—ORTHODOX CHRISTIANS.

During one of our seances, held aboutI
was 
un- 
had

is the hope and prophecy of the seer, 
poet Whittier beautifully expresses it:

“Through the harsh noises of our day 
A low, sweet prelude finds its way;

/ year ago, after I had talked for some time 
to a spirit who was unaware that he had en
tered Spirit-life, a lady addressed me, stating

Gladness of Spiritualism.
My soul is often filled with glee, 
From death and darkness now set free;

•rt.

>ire

OOIn

Traviar

I

Here dear ones near the pearly gate, 
In mercy’s mission watch and wait 
To guide me o’er the crysfel tide, 
With them forever to abidS.

a

& P ft.' 
6’ 
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orthodox faith, she had expected to gee Jesus 
on entering the Spirit-world, and that she and 
others, together with their pastor who had 
joined them, had traveled far and wide in 
their search for the Savior. But, although 
they had passed through many scenes of 

"beauty, and had found much to admire and 
enjoy, they had failed to find him of whom 
they were in quest; nor could they find any 
person who had seen Him.

They had been attracted to us on this even- 
and, having listened to the conversation 

between the gentleman and myself, she had 
addressed me, hoping that I might be able to 
enlighten her on some points that were hot 
understood by her or her companions. She 
said that the ideas which I had expressed were 
new to her, and she was anxious that their 
pastor should discuss them with me.

The man who had been designated as “out. 
pastor” then spoke to me, and repeating much 
of that which the lady had uttered regarding 
their experiences in Spirit-life, he added: “I, 
having been the spiritual teacher of these 
people when we were in mortal, and having 
taught them of the beauties and splendors of 
Heaven, and of the savior whom we were to 
meet; they are asking me why it is that the 
life which we experience is not as I taught 

‘them that it would be. We have traveled far 
and long, searching for Heaven, for the Sa
vior, and for God; but we have found no 
city with pavements of gold; neither have we 
found the Son of God who was to take away 
all our sins; nor have we been ushered into 
the presence of God the Father. And when 
these, my people, ask me regarding the ful
fillment of the promise contained in my teach
ings, to them I can only reply that I do not 
know. I am as ignorant as they. And now, 
my friend, having listened to your conversa
tion of a few moments since, I feel that 
through yon we can gain some information re
garding the life which we have entered, that 
will aid us.”

I then said to him: “You are a minister of 
the gospel It was your mission to teach the 
people how to live on earth, and what the life 
would be after the change called death, You 
seem an honest, straightforward man, and 

. there is one question which I. would like to 
ask you. Your life having been devoted to 
tfie ministry, you were afforded opportunity to 
study and inform yourself in regard to that 
vital question: If a man die shall he live 
.again? Were there ever any doubts or mis
givings in. your own mind as to the truth of 
that which you taught? Everything being ac
cepted on faith, and no proof whatever offered 
in support of the orthodox teachings, I have 
Wondered how it is that an honest, intelligent 
man can teach the Christian religion in its en
tirety, as founded upon the Bible.”

He replied: “I did, at times, have doubts; 
that is, I would begin to wonder if that which 
I had been taught and was then teaching were 
all true; and for a moment I would be sore 
troubled. But then the thought would come 
to me that I was being tempted of the Devil, 
and I would fall upon my knees and pray God 
to forgive ¿he thought, and to sustain mein 

■the hour of temptation, by restoring to majny 
faith.” _ ................ a . ,

I then said: “We are believers in Spintual- 
ism and you have proof of the fact that the 
spirits of the so-called dead can communicate 
with mortals, as you are demonstrating that 
fact now. We know that man lives beyond 
the grave. We believe, for we/have been 
taught by our own friends who have proved 
their identity, that man begins life in the 
Spirit world at the same point of spiritual de
velopment that he had attained in mortal life,

that there is no ‘change in the twinkling of 
an eye,' so far as thé spiritual nature is con- ; 
cerned. He, the mind, the man, has but 
stepped out from the environments of the mor
tal, into the limitless realm of thé spirit; and 
he enters the spirit life knowing no more, nor 
no less, than when he left the mortal body, 
except that, in some instances, the mind may 
be enriched by the one experience of making 
the change. Instead of being met by a Savior 
who bears away all hissins, he has to wofkout 
his own Salvation. Opportunity is offered 
him for'the outworking of all the errors and. 
mistakes of earth-life; and instead of being 
a bankrupt whose liabilities are assumed and 
forgiven by Christ, he is obliged by Nature’s 
law to pay every debt which he has incurred. 
We believe in a progressive life for all man
kind, and that all will, intime, attain a state 
of spiritual unfoldment that brings with it, a 
condition of pure happiness. By a progres
sive life we mean a life of constant spiritual 
unfoldment; a dropping off of the grosser ap
petites and passions, and a taking on of the 
divine, attributes of love, charity and wisdom, 
We believe that the life of the spirit is one of 
active employment, not in endeavoring to ad
vance personal interests, but in working for the 
advancement and happiness of others, the high
est enjoyment being attained by promoting the 
happiness of our fellowmen. We believe that 
progression does not begin with all individuals 
immediately upon their entry into spirit life, 
because some are not sufficiently developed, 
spiritually, to take up a life of advancement; 
their tastes and inclinations are for material 
things, and until a desire arises within them 
for something higher they must remain upon 
the earth plane. _ . ■ >

“We believe these teachings of our spirit 
friends, because they accord with the working 
out of Nature’s law, as illustrated by the life 
of man here on earth. From the day of a 
child’s birth into mortal life, to the time of 

, his transitition to the life beyond, each day 
brings its lessons and experiences; the trans
gression of a law of Nature brings its punish
ment, and the transgressor suffers, sooner or 
later. There are times when the innocent are 
forced to suffer with the guilty, but there is 
no instance where a man can come forward 
and suffer for the misdemeanors of another, 
while thé wrong-doer goes free. Such is fre
quently the case in matters governed by the 
laws of man, but in those governed by Na
ture’s laws, never! '

“Now,” said I, “let us consider some points 
in your religious belief. You believe that God 
made the earth in six days and rested upon 
the seventh; while geology teaches that the 
earth must have been thousands of years in 
forming. You try to reconcile the six-day 
statement with the geological fact by saying 
that the word ‘day’ as used in reference to the 
creation means a longer period of time than 
the twenty-four hours to which it is now ap
plied. When we discuss the longevity of the 
man of the present time as compared with the 
«mortal life of man as recorded in the Bible, 
we find that whereas few of the present day 
reach the age of one hundred years, it was a 
common occurrence, in the early days of the 
world, for man to attain the age of seven, eight 
or even nine hundred years. This comparison 
is reconciled by the explanation that the years 
were shorter periods of tiine, in the days of 
Methuselah, than is Our period of three hun
dred and sixty-five days. The Bible is full of 
accounts of various occurrences where com
munication was had between spirit and mortal; 
spirits, or angels, as they were called, were 
frequently seen, and that which is today 
termed spirit phenomena was^then a common 
occurrence and accepted as a matter oijact 
Such acts, at that time, are conceded to have 
been according to natural law, amhto have been 
the work bf God. Similar manifestations at 
the present time, according to your religious 
belief, are supernatural and the work of the 
Devil. To cany a point in argument you 
overlook the fact that like conditions pro
duce like results, always; and that what was 
once a law of Nature, is always. Nature’s law.

“You claim that man’s salvation depends 
upon his belief in the vicarious atonement of 
Jesus Christ, and you tremble when youthink 
of the terrible position of the heathen, who is 
condemned to eternal damnation, because he 
never heard of Christ. Then, too, you say the 

■ elect only, or those who accept Christ and his 
। atonement, are the children of God. If a man 
: have several children, and some of them love 
. and obey him while, the others are wayward 
. and disobedient, are they not all his children 

just the same? And are not those who are 
i wayward and disobedient« in greater need of 

his charity and his love, to reclaim them from 
their evil ways, than are the good children who

Anointing of Christ.
To the Editor. —Replying to your request 

concerning the anointing of Christ, I will say, 
you do not comprehend the condition which 
the anointing ceremonies of Jews and others 
symbolized. You, like many others look at 
the matter in a literal sense, which is wholly 
wrong. -

It was not a part of the divine plan to con
secrate Christ a literal king, neither was tie to 
be ordained a literal priest. The Jews looked 
for such, but they were mistaken. Theyfwere 
too literal to understand the spiritual signifi
cance. Christ came as a spiritual king to 
change the order o? things, to teach the. peo
ple to take a step up the ladder of progress 
from a literal to a spiritual plana*

Such being the case,, Chrisr could not have 
practiced, participated in, or taught the cere
monial laws as given by Moses. The observ
ance of those laws was a preparatory course 
for the higher or the spiritual, Moses denoting 
the literal condition in man, and Christi the 
spiritual, thus showing the grand theory of 
evolution in the religion oi the ages. A-The 
laws of ceremonies, as given through Moses, 
were types of the higher order.

The Jews ordained their priests and conse
crated their, kings by the powers vested in 
their laws, but Christ was anointed high priest 
and king by the ..powers of heaven, “forever 
after the order of Melchizedek,” king of Ba- 
tern, which means king of peace, king of 
righteousness, sometimes called. A king to 
that spirit we call God does not mean the same 
as it does to man; neither does the term priest. 
There is as much difference as there is between 
daylight and darkness. A king and priest to 
God means simply one who does that which is 
right, no matter how low or how humble be 
his condition,

The holy anointing oil of the Jews types a 
spiritual power of the highest, or the Holy 
Spirit. Christ was anointed at his birch with 
this power, at the baptism, and at other times 
as spiritual development required.

As a literal priest and king Christ was never 
anointed with the oil you mention, nor co rise
crated by ceremonies after the manner of ithe 
Jews. The law of ceremonies was done away 
with in him. He taught the spiritual order of 
things. His life gives us aii.example ofifiow 
to live; his.death the birth of the spiritual 
body, and his resurrection the phenomena iof 
spirit return. We should teach that his ¡life, 
and works is ^condition that we can egter into, 
an ideal that we can attain; the works that he 
did we can, as he says, “do also, and greater 
than these.” It depends upon, the life we live 
and the perfection we attain.

J. H. Sands, Jb.
Whitewater Falls, Minn.

Through clouds of doubt and creeds of fear 
A light is breaking calm and clear.”

My work here has been signaled by a few 
earnest souls, and amongst that worthy number, 
Brother and Sister Rihn, at whose hospitable 
home yourhumble scribe finds shelter, are do
ing all they can to make my work a success. 
Mrs. Rihn is a fine magnetic healer and clair
voyant, and, in a quiet way, is doing a good 
work in healing the sick bodies and giving 
light and strength to the sin darkened minds. 
The Progressive Thinker makes weekly vis
its at their home here, and is doing double work 
as a missionary to those who seek knowledge 
of spiritual things.

Dr. C. Gratten, of this. place, an old-time 
Spiritualist, is a patron of The Progressive 
Thinker, and commends the course it is pur
suing in the Search Light it has shot on dis
honesty and fraud in the ranks of so called 
Spiritualists. Brother Gratten was identified 
with Spiritualism in the East in the early days, 
and is acquainted with the development and 
work of A. J. Davis. His presence at my 
meetings lends a healthful tonic, and inspires 
new faith in the cause here that lacks assist
ance.

Since I commenced my work here a new 
impetus has been awakened, and the ground
work of a working society has been started 
which may -take practical steps in the near 
future. ’

Next Sunday closes my work here, when I 
return to San Jose for the Sundays of Decern: 
ber and can be addressed there for engage
ments for January, February and March.

Bishop. A. Beals.

While peace from God celestial flows, 
And hope in lUp sure-anchored grows. 
Each day my -mind finds sweet employ, 
And, being moved with blissful joy, 
I walk along the heavenly plane

■ Where light of life doth ever reign.
A song of joy shall cheer my way, 
To lighten labor every day, 
To freely give and aid the cause 
That teaches me diviner laws. 
Oh, glorious truth! Oh, light divine! 
E'er making glad this heart of mine; 
While all my soul finds swebt surprise, 
And hastens on to Paradise, '

FLORIDA CAMP.
The next session of the National Spiritual 

and Liberal Association will be held at Winter 
Park, Florida, commencing January 14th, 
1894, anti continuing about eight weeks. 
Winter Park is a beautiful town situated on 
the South Florida R. R., eighteen miles south
west of Shuford, and is reached from Jack
sonville Via- the Jacksonville, Tampa and Key 
West R. R. It is 144 miles south of Jack
sonville. It has good schools, a fine college, 
churches, three good hotels, boarding-houses, 
furnished rooms, &c., &a, and the manage
ment also expect to have a number of tents to 
rent at reasonable rates. We expect to have 
very low rates on all railroads, amounting to 
about one fare for the round trip, tickets good 
returning until May 31,1894. A good orches
tra will be taken from the north, and the very 
best platform attractions obtainable will be 
with us. Full particulars later in this paper.

' : Very respectfully,
W. 8.'Rowley, Pres.

The. Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, > Thb Progressive Thinker 

leads; for jl^gding minds . .send- in their .best 
thoughts,, and they know -by so‘doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents-to J.,:R. Francis, 40 Loomis street,, 
Chicago, Ill., and try the paper for three 
months, • • ’

Materialization.
To the Editor:—I have attended three of 

Mr.'Max Huffman’s seances where numerous 
forms came out, but'the last one is the one I 
I wish to speak of in particular. On Wed
nesday evening-, October 1st, thirty-four forms 
came out, several materializing outside of the 
cabinet, and all who came to friends were 
recognized; but two of the forms were of 
special interest to the circle. One of the spirits 
said he worked in the Order of the Magi, and 
came to a Mr. Gray, who was a stranger to 
the medium and most of the circle. He was 
most beautifully illuminated with symbols and 
emblems of the order, for there -were those 
present who were members of the order, and 
recognized the symbols.

There was another that was of great interest 
to all, but more to myself, for he said he was 
a guide of miñe, and from a high sphere; he 
was beautifully illuminated; he Wore an Egyp
tian crown, three- stars diagonally across his 
abdomen, and some kind of hierogly phics on 
his breast, x The same spirit was described to 
me two days previous to the seances, and the 
medium told me he wore tights when he ma
terialized. He took particular pains to show 
us that he was dressed in tights. He ma
terialized to me through the same medium the 
following Friday evening in the same costume, 
and talked to me for quite a while, and gave 
me his name as Brenzzillia. Another inci
dent occurred which was most interesting, and 
that was the materializing of a ring, that the 
guides had taken from Mr. Huffman last 
May. And they had promised to return the 
ring to him when proper conditions -were 
afforded. So this night was selected and the 
guides came out of the cabinet and selected a 
committee òf five to come to the cabinet. 
Being one of the five, I had a good chance of 
observation to see what was done. We joined 
hands; Mrs. Gillette and myself were next to 
the cabinet, and as requested by the spirit I 
laid my right hand in Mrs. Gillette’s lef| hand 
—and then the spirit, who was one of Mr. 
Huffman's guides, and gave the name Katie 
(she was beautifully illuminated), passed her 
open hand several times over ours and present
ly the ring dropped in the palm of my hand, 
and all the time her hand was wide open. The 
committee examined the ring and found it 
tobe a solid gold ring, and recognized by 
some present as the ring that had been taken 
from'Mr. Huffman. ‘ This can be testified to 
by'at least'twenty persons who were at the 
circle that evening: I do not give the names 
for the reason that I have trespassed too much 
on the kindness of : our worthy editor. ' . .

IT IS A MOST EXCEL
LENT J/yORK*

Tills work la by DR. M. ?L- SHERMAN, assisted b> 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
12, but the price now has been reduced to tl. It Is a 
book that will Interest and. Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher* 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
rejection from tbe celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; Tbe Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entities; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality: 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms: Bora Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. *

The author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil. 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour- 
ishmentof which I Individually partake and digest. 

■My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which I individually gather and comprehend or digest,** 
For sale at thia office.

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL' HIS* 
JX tory, embracing the origin of the Jews, the 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the Deriv*. 
tton of Christianity; to which la added; WhenceOv ’ 
Aryan Ancestors? .By G. W. Brown, M.D. One at 
the most valuable works eter IrablliheA Price SUE
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they arrive at the truth.
■

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and
Confessional” in the German language has

with the 
But for

evils of 
sorrow, 

condi-

If we 
Truth,

Smith. .
We three sat down to the table 

medium for slate-written messsages.

I did by 
as Mrs,

Wayside Thoughts.
We are voyagers on life’s ocean, 

keep our eye on the beautiful star

some medium. She also privately requested 
me to‘preserve her incognito. This 
introducing her to the medium
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. SENTIMENT , ,

’THE DIANKA, AND THEIR EARTH* 
x ty Victim«. By A. J. D«vIb. A work u latere*. 

Ing u It 1« curious. Price 50 cents.

court of -Brandenburg; - Anspach, and finally Confessional” in the German language has 
imperial privy-counBeHor.- The former said to been such that the publishers feel warranted 
him, while offering him thenote to read: < 'One j in getting rout an edition in German. The 
would-think that pain- had made a visionary book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
of old Grumbkow; I muat, however, oommuni- tor $1 per copy. For sale at thia, office.
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lieath. Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This little 
ji.impbk-t Is devoted to an exposition of the Rplrltitai* 
Isi! • idea of death, heaven and heli, re contr&st^ox 
with the common churchly idea on the jwme subject. 
The name«>f the authorise sufficient-guarantee that 
thesubjr t U well handled. For Bale nt tlik ofllcc- 
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An Octogenarian’s Views—Some 
Personal Experiences,

For several years I have been a regular 
reader of The Pbohbebbive Thinker, as, in 
my opinion, it is a live paper, run on proper 
principles, in the interest of advancing the 
truths of the Spiritual philosophy and religion, 
and well-deserves the support of Spiritualists, 
. This is my first attempt to occupy space in 
its columns, and in all human' probability it 
will be my last, for the reason tliht I am 
marching close upon the line of - four-score 
years, am a confirmed invalid, broken down 
physically and confined to my room. Yet I 
feel that I must say something for your valued 
journal before taking my final departure to that 
other country to which we are all tending. As 
a matter of course it will be somewhat per
sonal, as well as disjointed, for it was a full 
quarter of a century ago that I first undertook 
an investigation of the reality of Spiritualism.

I was.born and raised near Louisville, Ky. 
When about eighteen years old, I went to 
Indiana and settled down to a farmer’s life. 
In my twentieth year I married a Methodist 
girl. Though I had been cradled in the faith 
of Presbyterianism, and knew that many 
Presbyterians were excellent citizens in every 
respect, I abominated their creed of election 
and reprobation. It it were true that God 
sleeted a certain set or number of men, women 
and children to everlasting' life—the number 
being so definite it could be neither increased nor 
diminished—if that doctrine were true I could 
not see the necessity of a church organization 
at all, for let one of the fortunate elect act as 
wickedly as he desired, he was foreordained to 
be saved, while the reprobated one might be 
as good in all his words and deeds as the best 
of the elect, yet he was irrevocably doomed to 
condemnation. '

I believed then and now that John Wesley 
came as near being-an exemplar, of the life 
and character of Jesus of Nazareth as any one 
man of whose history I had read.

I was naturally of a religious turn of mind.. 
In my sixteenth year, while attending a school 
about two miles from home, I boarded with a 
Methodist family, and was persuaded by them 
to join the Methodist Church. On returning 
home I was severely upbraided by my father 
fqf haying done so, as in his opinion Method
ists were not regarded as a respectable class 
of people. This had the effect to cause me to 
wholly absent myself from the church and 
their meetings, but after marrying a Methodist 
girl, I was naturally thrown into the society of 
Methodists more than ever, and being harmoni
ously inclined, I thought it would be doing the 
right thing to join my wife by uniting with 
her, and so again I became a Methodist. After 
eighteen years' association I finally became dis
satisfied and withdrew.

My first attempt to investigate Spiritualism 
was with an independent slate-writing me
dium, and the first message I -ever received 
was from my father, in the following words:

“My son, I am glad you came here this 
morning to learn of these new and beautiful 
truths. Try the spirits, if they be of God.”

In another message I received a most con
vincing test, and a witness who was present 
corroborated the facts. I was aroused and 
startled, as well as dumbfounded. I had most 
excellent opportunities to continue my investi
gations with two mediums, and I duly im
proved the chances, and though since then I 
have experimented with a great many medi- 
urns, I know of none who hav$ surpassed 
•those, first two of my acquaintance.; '.

All' the churches have become ’ saturated 
with Spiritualism, and here is where the great
est obstruction is to be found. In this con: 
nection Brother Moses Hull, who is abund
antly qualified for the work, has. accom
plished a good thqt will tell long after he has • 
ceased bis personal labors here, and ascended 
to his home above. His presentation of the 
Spiritualism of the Bible with that of to-day 
is worthy of all praise.

In my twenty or more years of experience 
in the investigation of Spiritualism, I have 
witnessed a vast amount of all the different 
phases of spirit phenomena. I have been in 
the society of every known kind of medium
ship, among the genuine and the false. Know
ing something of the difficulty of holding 
spirit intercourse, I wonder that there has not 
been more of the latter than there actually has 
been, while the whole claim of the Christian 
fabric rests upon the spiritual phenomena of 
the Bible records, especially upon the dream 
of one man—Joseph.

I have become disgusted with the practice 
of many in writing for the paper, to detail 
what they chanced to witness oLc§rtain mani
festations as being supported by'sqch and 
such evidence. I could support much of the 
phenomena by indubitable proof, but 1 have 
quit that business. I am content to state cer
tain facts as they occur} and leave the matter 
right there. . Whoever reads the statements 
must accept or reject them as they see fit, for 
I recognize the fact that what is evidence to 
me may not be to another. Each for him
self must judge as , to the genuine
ness or falsity of, the described manifesto 
tions. '

Among my first experiences with the slate
writing phase, my father was communicating 
with two of his grandchildren, when the spirit 
wrote on the slate “that those were very nice 
peaches that were brought over from the old 
homestead; the next lime you come over, please 
bring me some.” They lived three miles 
apart. ' On the next occasion, peaches being 
all gone, the grandchildren brought over some 
of the grandfather’s favorite apples and grapes, 
which were laid on the slate,: and the slate put 
under the table. - .

One of the young • girls remarked that 
“grandpa could-not eat apples very well,” so 
she placed a knife with the apples, when the 
knife was at once taken out from under the 

’ table and thrown violently across the room 
by invisible power, while In from five to ten

minutes the grapes had evidently been eaten; 
for the seeds and skins were piled together 
on the plate, and one-half of one of the apples 
had disappeared, while on the other halt of. 
the apple was the print of teeth plainly visi
ble. Nothing was ever found of the half that 
disappeared so mysteriously/ This transac- 
was in broad daylight, while the sunshine waiii 
streaming into the room. ‘ :

The following message was written on the 
slate: “Now, children, you see that grandpa 
can eat apples without a knife,”

A few days after I visited another grand 
medium, in company with my niece and a lady 
who circulated among the elite of the city, and 
was well-known in society. She had -recently 
lost her husband, and hearing me talk of 
Spiritual matters, requested me to take her to

half an hour nothing came, when the medium 
eaid: “Something is wrong here; nothing 
seems to come." After» while, however, the 
lady's husband wrote an affectionate letter to 
his wife, but ended it with these words: "Now, 
the next time you come here, don't sail under 
false colors," politely signing himself 
“Smith." Following this wewhad a materi- 
alizitig'seance through the same party, Ml of 
which, be it remembered, was in the daytiin^ 
All three of us had our spirit friends talk 
to us as familiarly as in this life. Mrs. 
Smith conversed with and fully recognized her 
own husband, confessing aloud, and with her 
eyes filled with tears, that all was as real as 
could be, yet after a few days had passed she 
declared it must have been a species pf for
tunetelling! Since then I vowed I would 
never take another party to a medium under a 
false name. Such was the influence of this 
affair upon me that it has ever been a matter 
of indifference to me whether any one be
lieved the spiritual manifestations occurring in 
my presence or not—even as it is whether they 
accept the dream of Joseph or not.

One of the most important things in con
nection with Spiritualism, and the least under
stood by most investigators, is the psycho
logical aspect of the case. The evangelist 
John, alluding to the subject of spirits, incul
cated the necessity of “trying the spirits.” '

It is no wonder that Moses, guided by that 
wise and powerful spirit “Jehovah,” issued an 
edict that the Jews must not deal in medium
ship and spirit intercourse; their gross ignor
ance and superstition forbade such a practice. 
In this century, however, the great bulk of 
mankind has reached such a degree of enlight
enment as to justify such proceedings; hence 
we may éxpect a continued movement in this 
direction.

Now, as this thing of direct spirit com
munion is based on natural law, and all grades 
of spirits can and do return, it is indeed highly 
proper and necessary to “try the spirits." It 
has become a vast field for missionary opera
tion to assist darkened or undeveloped spirita 
to rise to more exalted conditions. < Rarely 
will one be found who loves low conditions 
purely and simply. It is the experience of most 
investigators, I believe, that to hold inter
course with loved ones who have passed to the 
higher life, naturally tends to soften, chasten 
and hallow the spiritual nature of their mortal 
friends, and to cause them, to lead purer and 
more spiritual lives.

Every intelligent and candid individual who 
sets out to give an honest and impartial consid
eration of all the facts and circumstances con
nected with his investigations’ soon finds him
self in deep water. It is simply impossible to 
give any correct diagnosis of what any spirit 
may attempt to submit relative to the subtle, 
ethereal conditions in what is known as the 
spheres of heaven. It will prove time and 
labor thrown away. ‘ ‘God is a spirit, ” as the 
Oracle declares. If a spirit, then the Jehovah 
of the Jews is not God, the creator of this 
world of ours. Then by logical sequence it 
follows he was not one of the trinity, as 
claimed by the orthodox theologian; and if not, 
down comes the scaffolding of the theory of 
a vicarious atonement and the trinity. Thè 
same author who. instructs us to “try the 
spirits" also declares that “no one hath seen 
God at any time. ” I venture to affirm that no 
mortal has ever heard a spirit claim that it 
had seen God.

God being a spirit, the creator of the uni
verse, whirling through illimitable space and 
all contained therein—it is that God whom 
Spiritualists worship by and through the uri. 
changeable laws he has enacted. Hence there 
never was a miracle performed, for the reason 
that God's laws cannot be changed.

I tisi ally established by all intelligent in
vestigators that the denizens ofthe higher life, 
like the denizens of the earth-life, are .ever 
busy and persistently engaged in discovering 
the workiugs of God’s laws, by which means

“No pent up Utica contracts our powers,'
The whole boundless universe is ours.” i

The better aspiration of mortals in their in
vestigations naturally leads them to reach out 
towards the higher planes of spiritual thought 
and life, which desirable ends found to be 
based on moral law.

As we find the Spiritcreator in. the grandeur 
of his works, so we discover in these works 
his attribute of love, which is the impelling 
power that moves all worlds—the universes 
within and without

Yours for the practicalization of -the father
hood of God and the brotherhood of man,

Washington, D. C. John Edwards.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weeklyat No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Ilk Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every-advanced thinker Should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole World 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. ; Terms one ;i>OL- 
lar per year. Sent three months lor 26c.

A short time before the Princes» Nagotsky, 
of Warsaw, traveled to Paris, she had the fol
lowing dream: She dreamed that she found 
herself in an unknown apartment, when a man 
who was likewise unknown to her, came to her 
with a cup and presented it to her to drink out 
of. She replied that she was not thirsty, and 
thanked him for his offer. The unknown in
dividual repeated his request, and added that 
she ought not to refuse it any longer» for it 
would be the last she would evfir drink in her 
life. At this she was greatly terrified and 
awoke.

In October, 1720, the Princess arrived at 
Paris in-good health and spirits, and occupied 
a furnished-hotel, where, soon after her arrival, 
she was seized; with a violent fever. Shejiu- 
mediately sent for the Kinglk celebrated phy
sician, the father of Helvetius. The physi
cian came ànd the Princess showed striking 
-marks of astonishment, She' was asked the 
reason of it, knd gavè for answer that the phy
sician perfectly resembled the man whom »he 

' had seen tat Warsaw in a dream; ‘but’ added 
she, “I shall not die this time, for this m,upt 
the same apartment which I saw on that ogca-. 
sion in my dream.”

The Princes was soon after completely re
stored, and appeared to have completely for
gotten her dream, when a new incident remind
ed her of it in a most forcible manner. She 
was dissatisfied with her lodgings at the hotel, 
and therefore requested that b dwelling might 
be prepared for her in a convent at Paris, 
which was accordingly done. The Princess 
removed to the Convent; but scarcely had she 
entered the apartment destined for her than 
she began to exclaim aloud: “It is all over 
with me; I shall not come out of this room 
again alive, for it is the same room that I saw 
at Warsaw in my dream!" She died in reality 
not long afterward in that same room, in the 
beginning of the year.1721, of an ulcer of -the 
throat, occasioned by the drawing of a tooth.

’ THE KING OF POLAND. -

.. Can it be p^sibte thattall of these old anec
dotes are without foundation? Is there not 
some truth in them? The following narrative 
V7às penned down witINthé greatest possible 
care, after being previously narrated by the 
imperial privy-cóunsellòr/Von Seckendorf:

King Frederick William I, of Prussia, the 
father of Frederick II, stood in such friendly 
connection with Augustus II, of Poland, that, 
if possible they saw one another at least once 
a year. This was also the case a short time 
before the death of the latter, who appeared 
at the time to be in tolerable health, except 
that he had rather a serious inflammation in 
one of his toes. The physicians had therefore 
strietjy warned him against any excess in the 
use of "wine; &c. ; and the King of Prussia, 
who was aware of this, gave orders to his field-' 
marshal, Von Grumbkow, who was to accom
pany the King to the borders, and to entertain 
him there atone of the royal residences accord
ing to his rank, that, at thè parting dinner, he 
was carefully to avoid everything by which 
that moderation in the use of wine, which the 
physicians,, fpr the above reasons, had-’so 
Strongly recommended to the Polish monarch, 
might be exceeded.

But on the king's desiring to have a few 
more bottles of champagne, to make a finish, 
rs it were, Grumbkow, who was himself fond 
of this wjne, consented, and drank so much 
of it for Jiis own share that, in passing over a 
courtyard of the villa to his quarters, he broke 
.a rib against the pole of a carriage, and was 
therefore obliged, the next morning, to be 
carried in a sedan to King Augustus, as the 
latter intended to pursuèhis journey very early 
and had still some commissions to give him 
for the Prussian monarch. On this occasion 
the King of Poland was dressed in a short 
fur cloak, with the exception of a shirt open in 
the front. „ ' .

In this very dress, *but with his eyes closed, 
he appeared on the 1st ef February, 1733, 
about three’ o'clock in the morning, to Field
Marshal Von Grumbkow, and said ‘to him, 
“Mon cher Grumbkow, je yieus de mourir ce 
moment a Varaovie!" (My dear Grumbkow, I 
have just expired at Warsaw). Grumbkow,the 
pain of whose broken rib at that time allowed 
him little repose, had observed immediately 
before, by the light of his night-lamp, and 
through his 'tliin bed-curtain, the door of’his 
ante-room» in- which his valet-de-chambre 
slept, opened; that a long-ffauman figure en
tered, which, baying made4be tour of his bed 
with a slow and solemn pace, on a sudden 
opened his bec^purtains. There stood the’fig
ure of King Augustus, exactly as the: latter 
had presented himself alive before him only a 
few days previous, before the astonished 
Grumbkow; „and after having spokeh 'the 
words above mentioned, it went out of «the 
door again. ■

Grumbkow rang the bell and asked the 
valet de chambre, who hastened in at the same 
door, whether he had not seen the person who 
had just come in and gone out; but he had 
seen nothing. .

Grumbkow immediately wrote a statement 
of the whole affair to his friend, the imperial 
embassador and field-marshal. Count Von 
Seckendorf, who was at that time at King 
Frederick Willjam's court, and besought him 
to communicate the matter, in a proper man
ner to the King op; the parade. On the arrival 
of Grumbkow’s npte at the embassador Von 
Seckendorf’s, which was at five o'clock in the 
morning, there Was iio one with him but Von 
Seckendorf,phis sister'Ep'Sbn, and secretary to 

I the umbassador, afterivàW minister at the

cate the contents of this letter to the King this 
very day.”

Forty-six hours after (if I mistake not) the 
pews arrived at Berlin, by the Polish uhlans 
and Prussian hussars, who were stationed 
every ten miles from Warsaw to Berlin, that 
the King of Poland died in the same hour, at 
Warsaw, that Grumbkow saw the apparition.

It may also be added in confirmation of the 
above, from the “History of the Life and Acts 
of Frederick William I., King of Prussia, 
Hamburgh and Breslau, 1735," page4o4, that 
the King of Poland is also stated there to have 
died on the 1st of February, 1733, and that 
this event was already known in Berlin on the 
4th. It is ¿Iso further observed that the King 
of Poland, in his journey backward and for
ward between Dresden and Warsaw took the 
road from Dresden by way of Crossan to Kar- 
ga, and thence finally to Warsaw; on which 
occasion the King of Prussia almost always sent 
General, Grumbkow, one of his ministers of, 
state, to welcome him there.’

The truth of this tale rests upon the credi
bility of persons whose integrity and sagacity 
it would be ¿riminal to doubt; it is therefore a 
certain fact. King Augustus, at the approach 
of death, , assuredly deeply regretted that he 
had so illy followed the advice of his physician 
at Grumbkow’s entertainment. He might also 
at the same time deem his host reprehensible 
for not having removed out of tho way every
thing that might bo injurious to him, and for 
having complied with his desire for cham
pagne, although he knew the sentiments of the 
physicians, and had, besides this, received in
structions from the King of Prussia carefully 
to avoid whatever might be pernicious to his 
royal guest. Under the influence of this deep 
regret, and with this fixed idea, he died. The 
earnest desire he had to make Grumbkow 
sensible of his error was the reason why he 
wrought upon his imagination and developed 
his feeling of presentiment, and hence origi
nated the apparition.

A STRANGE PRESENTIMENT.
The following narrative is related by Dr. 

Jung-Stilling: .
■ The merchant in whose employ I was for
merly, from the year 1763 to 1770, and whom 
I have called “Spanier,” frequently related to 
me a remarkable presentiment which he once 
had in Rotterdam. On commencing business, 
he took a journey into Holland for thq purpose 
of forming connections for his extensive iron
works. But his chief attention was directed 
to Middleburg, in Zealand, to which place he 
had several recommendations from his friends, 
as well as to other towns in Holland. ■ Having 
finished his business at Rotterdam, he went in 
the morning tOxttrC^Middlebuig market-boat, 
which was lyijig there at anchor ready to sail 
at noon to Middleburg. He took and paid for 
his place and then requested that a sailor 
might be sent to him at an inn, which he 
named, when the vessel was about to sail. He 
then went to-the said inn, prepared for his voy
age and ordered some refreshments sent up to 
his room at eleven o’clock. When he had al
most-finished his repast, the sailor came to call 
him; but as soon as the man opened the door 
and the merchant cast his eyes upon him, he 
was seized with an unaccountable trepidation, 
together with an inward conviction that he 
ought not to go to Middleburg, so that, all hie 
reasoning against it was of no avail: Cab d he 
was obliged to tell the sailor that he could not 
accompany him, to which the latter replied 
that if so he would lose his fare; but this mat
tered not—he felt himself compelled to stay.

After the sailor was gone, the merchant 
coolly reflected on what might be the probable 
reason of this singular mental impulse. In 
reality he was sorry and vexed at thus neglect
ing this important part of his journey, as he 
could not wait for the next market-boat. To 
banish his tedium and disappointment, he went 
out for a walk, and toward evening called at 
a friend’s house. After sitting there a couple 
of hours, a great noise was heard in the street. 
Inquiry was made, and now they learned that 
the Middleburg market boat, having been 
struck by lightning, had sunk, and that not an 
individual was saved!

H. V. Sweringen.

An Earneat Appeal from a Prqmi- 
" nent Worker.

To the Editor:—I note the appeal by 
A. B. Spiuney in The Progressive Thinker 
of December 2d, in. behalf ot th? noble worker 
whose name heads this article.’ Many Spirit
ualists do not know James H. White, of Port 
Huron, Mich., to whom contributions are re
quested to be forwarded, and while he is 
doubtless a responsible party, yet it has 
occurred to the writer that if The Progress
ive Thinker will also consent to become.,the 
custodian of remittances for this worthy 
brother, that many will be induced to respond 
to the appeal who will not otherwise do bo. 
Five hundred dollars are already pledged, and 
five hundred more needed to relieve Brother 
Howe from these harassing conditions. No 
workers can do their best work when financial 
burdens are pressing upon them. We claim 
millions of adherents to the cause of Spiritual 
ism, and it would be a burning shame and dis
grace to our cause not to heed I his appeal. 
Certainly there ought to be five hundred Spir
itualist® who would esteem it a privilege to 
donate one dollar each (if no more), and in 
this way present to Brother Howea New Year’s 
gift that will not only relieve him from anxi
ety, but in -the reflex action will bless the 
donors as well. If this cannot • be done, and 
the first of January see one of the grandest 
workers that ever stepped upon the Spiritualist 
platform relieved from this debt upon- his 
home, we had better disband our organiza
tions, including the National, and betake our
selves to the churches, where we will be regu
larly assessed for contributions to the heathen. 
Send—contributions to The Progressive 
Thinker, 4» Loomis street; Chicago, Ill. 
Here is my dollar! Who next?

Will C. Hodge.

some day after earth's night hath past our ship 
will touch the ‘.‘Land o' Leal," where we may 
truly say, “Home at last.”

lie who truly watches for the sweet music 
of the spheres will.,not be disappointed even in 
this life, but we must_first rise above the gross; 
ness of earth, '

“The churches” are fast learning that God’s 
love cannot be confined to a certain sect or 
sects, but wherever good seed is placed in good
soil, there God’s love protects it, and 
over its growth $nd development

Rum, tobacco, opium—three king 
the nineteenth century. They cause 
misery, poverty—three , degrading 
tions. . .

Valimil indorsement
of Scott’s 
Emulsion 

contain
ed in let
ters from 
the medi
cal profes
sion speaking of its gratify» 
ing results in their practice.

M’s Emulsion
of cod-liver oil with Hypo
phosphites can be adminis
tered when plain oil is out of 
the question. It is almost 
as palatable as milk—easier 
to digest than milk.

Prepared by Scott t Bowne. N. Y, AH dragjrUU.

§0111 of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries,

DY I FAI. AND ELIZABETH >M. E, 
■D Denton. A inarveloua work. Though concise an 
a Ii la tig fuBOlnattng un a work'of Option-
The reader will be amazed to aee tho euHoua fact» 
here combined In support of Lhls newly-dlaoovored 
puivcrof the huiiiun inlud. which will reiolvea thon- 
snnd douhis and (llflicijltles, nmke Geology as plain R8 
day. and throw light ou all ¿jicKraud »ubjecw DOW ob- 
st'iijcil by lllue. ’

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL
One of the Fox Sisters.

AN ACCOUNT OE MODERN SPIRIT- 
JTl milisin ■-so-called from Iia inception at Hyden- 
vlljc, \ . 5 .. Including the cxperlrtivrB of theFot Fam- 
lly.splrHii«llstirm)do!herwlxc. cotiid not fa|j 
ver. Inter«->tlng. and the imen-n is iuieuuUed when 
that «<•<•«.imt Is written by one of the fox Sitters 
‘»nek I» the fact In this Inst an re. the volume having 
been writ<--¡i by A. I.chIi I\a. after her marriage frith 
Dai.i-'I ( nui-rhni. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
n lumim-ot ilit'Er pioneers<>l the great movement are 
inrrmed In a inost <-nlrrtnluln~manii<T, sndwltbmore 
(¡»iiiplrienr-w loan cun elsewhere lie found It IB <1 
inusi Important j.nrt of Ilie hlatorv of the jreat Spirit
ual iiiorein-Ki whleh now numbers Its vot»rles-by 
millions. Every. Spirit tiHlist slmuhl have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to u full understanding of Spiritualism, «nd a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life 
Ihevolmm-ls enriched with a number of fine en
graved portraits of mem licrs of Hie rpx Family

Price, $1.60. For sale atUilsoffiee.

Methodist Minister’s Experience.
Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 20, 1893.

S.M.Baldwin,1202 Penn Av., Washington, 
D. 0.—Dear Sir:—He is indeed a courageous 
Sreacher who would, even in this ¿year 1893, 

are to assert before a large, fashionable and 
rich congregation, upon whom he depends for 
his bread and butter, a belief in the super
natural, or in the existence of spirits, and their 
power to return and be seen by us. And yet 
one of the best educated, most popular and 
powerful preachers of the Methodist Church 
in this city, last night, said that he ‘ ‘would not 
dare assert that there were no spirits’ that had 
manifested themselves to us; on the contrary, 
I believe there have been such manifestation, 
from the days of the Christ-age back to the 
days of Buddha, down to this day. ” He con
tinued: “Oliver Wendell Holmes, one of the 
brightest men of the century, wrote with his 
own peb that he stood by the bedside of a dy
ing friend and saw his spirit leaVe the body.” 
Continuing, the speaker said: “I, myself, can 
testify to a similar experience.” He said: “I 
was awakened one night while on my bed in 
Colorado, and raising myself on my elbow, I 
distinctly saw my mother. I got up, looked 
at my watch—it was 3 o'clock. The next day 
I received a telegram from Nebraska saying 
that my mother had passed away at 3 o’clock 
that morning. I told my wife then that I saw 
my mother at that same hour!”

One could feel the deep interest with which 
his vast audience listened to this experience.

, Yours truly,
J. W. Andrews.

How strange it ia, when we think of it, the 
possibilities of soul-power, applied either as 
lifting upward or pushing downward; as seek
ing the light or remaining in darkness.

He whose soul is in harmony with the ' pro
cesses of nature will soon find where the rich
est veins of gold and silver lie. Not earth- 
gold or earth-silver, but soul-gems whose rich 
veins stop notin their upward reach short of 
eternity.

What vast oceans of goodness lie buried 
deep in the souls of men, and how it struggles 
upward towards the light into the practical 
walks of life. Here a flood of it bursts out, 
there a grand demonstration is made known, 
and bo on until the world smiles through glis
tening tears of joy begaiyie of this uplifting 
power. Look out on , the earth plane! See 
the contentions! See the poverty! See the 
misery! See the sickness! See the. suffering! 
But the ,old ocean of goodness begins-to be 
agitated, its waves run ,high, and they dash 
over these plague spots*of evil, and hungry 
bodies and souls are fed. This is religion in 
its highest sense; this is the Christianity that 
the Christ gave.

. There is about as much value-difference be
tween the uplifting results of good (philan
thropic) works and sectarianism as there is be
tween a cotton thread and a gold wire.

I cannot find in the New Testament any 
command to make a “very God” of Jesus. To 
be sure he says, “follow me,” and so we 
should, in good example. “I and my Father 
are one,” and so they are, in the harmonious 
carrying out of truth, and the uplifting of 
humanity; and bo is every other human being 
at onement with God who works harmoniously 
to the fullest extent of the capacity given 
him

If Christ’s teachings were divested of the 
flimsy dress that orthodoxy hath given them; 
if the religious speculations of the world could 
be suppressed; if the barrels of useless the 
ology extant in the. world could be sunk deep 
in oblivion’s sea, then Christ’s Christianity 
would have more beautiful avenues in which 
to develop itself. Yes, Christ’s Christianity 
is nearer earth to-day than ever. ,

G. S. Green, M. D.

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.’
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription, Induce 
your neighbor to wan’d 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. t--'

"Antiquity Unveiled," communications 
from Ancient spirits. Appoilonius of Tyana, 
the Jesus of Nazareth, St. Paul and John, the 
revelators of the Christian Scriptures, return 
to earth as a spirit, and explain the mysteries 
that have concealed the theological deception 
of the Christian hierarchy. 608 pkges. A 
evry valuable book. Price, $1,50; postage, 
12oents.:- '

“God in the Constitutibn.” ’ By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover;. with 
likeness of author. ■ Price, 10 cento; twelve 
copies for 11.00. For sale at this office.

'THE AMO&NT OH VALUABLE IN- 
1 formation succinctly and clearly stated tn this 

volume of 551 pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
given, fails to convey an Idea of the fulness and com
pleteness with which the subjects are treated- The 
Matriarelmir. or Mother-rule. Is the theme of the fl rat 
chapter, 1n which much lure, quaint, queer and curi
ous. Is brought to view 1n rliD ldathni of *the subject 
Thia k followed bychapters on ( ollbacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette. Witchcraft- Wives, PoJygHiny. Woman and 
Work. Tho Church of To-day, Past, Present. Fnturo: 
and there Is not a chapter 1n the book that Is not 
handled la a masterly manner, and (hat for quantity 
And quality of information. Is not worth rhe full price 
of the volume. J: is packed with knowledge well« 
arranged, and Intensely InierestlijR from beginning to 
end. N<> one can possibly regret buying It; Uis q val
uable addition to the library of any free ami trutb-lov- 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

6LEANINW
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work .Is one that every ono should read. It 

beams throughout wlthrero gemsotthought, practical 
as won ns profound. There 1» sunshine and beauty In 
every sentence uttered. The work la dcdlcatod to the 
author's favorite sister, baraU French Farr,now pawed 
to spirlt-llfc. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
gives an Interesting sketch of the anthOT*B Ufa.

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age, 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address. -

Price $1, postpaid.
pSYCIIOj 4 THY,- OR SPIRIT HEAD 

JT Ing. Being »eerie» oilCBSom on thorol»tlon» ot 
the spirit to Its own organism, and tho interrelation« 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by the spirit ot Dr. Benjamin Bush, through 
the mediumship of Nra. Cora L. V. Blr.hmoud No 
physician should be without this hook. No inujmetle 
healer should be without It, and no family should 
be wllbout Its valuable aid. It is a valuable eld 
to the physician In determining the relation of bls pa- 
tlcnl's spirit, to Its body, thus e.nubll-jg him to know 
what remedies uro necessary tn perfectly adjust tho 
same to each Other; to the magnetic hosier It Is Inval
uable, because It Illustrates the actual magnetic poire 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To the gotr 
era) reader It will prove n boon because It explains Hu» 
phntcal and srlritnal basis ot life, and the influetlcb 
of food,raiment, and tho surrounding conditions «nd 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Brice icloilit 
tlAO. For sale at *h:sonico
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MESSAGES WHITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD CLAIRAUuxENTLY

PHENOMENA.

have published, iyremèniber correctly, ■ prescribed by thé feooial, theolog^'al and | herself-a' committee of pijfe ‘ on member-1 
in void- pMichamelrie Circular some vears political sentiment, anathemas are allin, jt'’cojild easily- tie accomplished, ’ 

and my appeal would not be in vain.
My permanent address will be found 

at’ -the foot ol this article,'where re
mittances can be sent, tty' .any informa
tion concerning the Northwestern 
Spiritual Association obtained.
... • , R.U.D. Evans.

674 Edmund, Street, St. Paul, Minn.

in your Pxychometrw Circular some years ' Pbiltieal sentiiheht, anathemas ai- 
ago, in reference to the great spirits,1 hurled at him from -the pulpit; he> de- 
wfiilein the spiritual condition, devot-\ nounced from thé 'rostra, and busy mean
ing their time and resources to the de- -’dal in the social! Banks fabricate^, tra-

9 ' • ,, , ,— duces and ostracises a character whichig their tim. T__________
velopmerit of new worlds; and this is so 
much the case that I deem it of im-
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Through the Mediumship of 
Qeo.Qole. ,

The Charles L. Reason communlca- 
tion was written some five years since, 
and was one of the first of the elaborate 
papers written at thé Carrie Miller 
Circle, through, the process of independ
ent spirit writing. .

During the whole period—four years 
—of the publication of the Psychometric 

' Circular we had independent spirit writ
ing, through the medial instrumentality 

. of Mr. Cole, hut the manifestations 
■ ■ were mainly confined to personal com
' municationB and short though forcible 

■ addresses, many of which were printed 
- in" my monthly journal. I am speaking 

of a period ten to fourteen years anterior 
to the present. ■

But since the visiting spirits of our 
circle inaugurated the elaborate dis- 
DUBsion of public topics in their writings 
they have continued that line of mani- 
testation to this date, with the most im

' portapt results—important in what has 
transpired, and yet more important in 
that which is to follow.

■ ■ I have had frequent occasion to say 
(but on account of its great public im
portance, it cannot be too often re
peated) that the manifestations of the 
Carrie Miller Circle owe their special 
importance to the fact that this circle is 
io organized on the spirit side of life 
that whenever it invites, it readily com
mands the services of spirits of all ages 
and eras—historic' and prehistoric as 
well as Contemporary.

Planetyry spirits find favorable con
ditions for manifesting at the Carrie 
Miller Circle, and are not infrequent 
visitors; and it is this conjunction of 
mighty spiritual forces that is giving to 
spirit manifestations a variety, attract
iveness and power such as even five 
years ago we did not dream of.
-Let the reader bear in mind that the. 

Charles L. Reason communication was 
. written nearly five -years ago, at the 

periodof the inauguration of independ
ent spirit writing—elaborate papers—on 

' varied public topics. “Who was Charles 
L. Reason?” I asked when I read the 

- signature. No one could tell me. Finally 
my question was answered by Prof. 
Henry Kiddle. A short period before 
his passage to the higher life I called 
upon my valued and noble friend at his 
home in New York City. Among other 

v. spirit communications I read to him the 
'one from Charles L. Reason. No sooner 

4 did he have the name than he ex- 
• claimed: ‘'Why, that is a colored man. 

■ He was one of my teachers when H had 
charge of the public schools of this city. 
I did not know that he had passed on. I 
rerqember that he always attended my 

. lectures.” r -,
Prof. Kiddle spokehighly of the col-' 

ored school-teacherpEtfa we both agreed 
that the Reason address was as logical 

' and eloquent a presentation of the sub
ject -‘The Slavery of Conscience” as 
could be written.

The seven pages of manuscript on 
which Prof. Kiddle’s colored school
teacher wrote his address sparkles all 
over with the brightness of his intellect, 

■ disclosing a profound and analyzing 
grasp of his subject and a lofty, sym
pathetic and humanitarian conception of 
life and duty. .

: Thé Confucius communication was
spoken at our circle Tuesday afternoon, 
14th inst.

This mighty and exalted spirit intelli
gence is not a stranger at our circle. A 
dozen years ago I printed commun ica- 
tions spoken by him, through the me

; dial instrumentality pf Mr. Cole, in the 
Psychometric Circular, and I printed ;n 

, my Gallery of Spirit Arts an engraved 
likeness of Confucius from Anderson’s 
spirit paintings. I also printed Dr. J. 

■ M. Cooper’s biographical sketch, written 
■ under spirit control. Anderson, as a 

. spirit artist, and Dr. Cooper as a medial 
instrument of spirit powers, have no su
periors in their several phases of me
diumship. Through these accredited 

: channels I first made the acquaintance 
' of the ancients, Atlantians, and other 

■ prehistoric spirits. That acquaintance 
has continued and ripened, not to the 

■ fruition period, but to the highest posi
tion that I ever desire to attain in 
mortal life—a position of co-operative 
relations with spirit friends (no matter 

> In what age or era they may have lived 
■ ■ bn earth) in the humanitarian and edu

cational work in which they are en- 
■ gaged.

■ ■ in the Confucius address he says: 
V - “This leads to a subject which you have 
'■published, if I remember correctly, in 

your PsyihNmelric Circular some years 
ago in reference to the great spirits 
wkile in the spiritual condition devoting 
their time and resources to the develop
ment of new worlds, and this is so much 
:he case that I deem it of importance to 
speak to mortals of this age of some of 
the duties they will have to perform 
when spirits.”

Through Dr. Mason, Dr. Cooper; 
through Judge Lawrence, of Ann Ar
bor, Michigan (in his last report of the 
Pence hall seances), through Mrs. Cora 
L. Ar. Richmond and other medial in
struments I received many communica- 
tiôns and addresses of similar import to 
the accompanying Confucius address.

The address of Confucius opens a new. 
field of inquiry,and I anticipate a contin
uation of communications on the new 
line of discovery and discourse. _

The communication of Sethei 
Menephtah, written at our circle on 
■November 7,1 gave a brief introduc
tion to in The Progressive Thinker 
of November 25.

. Chas. R. Miller.
SUSI Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

i
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SPIRITUAlllSM IN ITS ADVANCING 
:. . STAGES. . ..

from the year 1579, before the advent

of the great spirit of God, I have in 
these closing years of this nineteenth 
century to write upon a subject that is 
engaging, the attention of mankind,.

Before proceeding With these remarks 
it may bp well to acquaint my readers 
with the identity of my mortal career.

I was- known’ among men as Sethei 
Menephtah, first, successor of Rameses. 
First, of Egypt, and I was the twelfth 
king of the eighteenth dynasty. 
Memorials of my reign may yet be 
found at Medina, at Haboo, Luxor and 
Karnak. K Also at Thebes, the palaces 
of Gournali. - ■

•I carried my conquests to Edom, 
Scythia and Babylon. The confines of 
my empire were extended to the great 
waters Naharaiua and on the frontiers 
to Lybia and Nubia, thus having con
quered forty-two nations and tribes.

In alj this great lapse of mortal years 
the rape. of man has been swayed and 
controlled by the individual destinies of 
thpse who, through the force of passion 
and ambition, arose to eminence add 
power, making slaves and proselytes to 
further their aims and dynasties—over
turning empires—until at last the cul
minating scene was enacted at Mount 
Calvary, eventuating in the fall of the 
Roman empire,the subsequent darknesss, 
and the birth of a new era, which shed 
a light of knowledge, literature and art, 
developing under the fostering care of 
a new civilization, so that now mankind 
is elevated upon a plane of life far 
above any other civilization of the ages 
of antiquity.

Without descending into detail, I may 
point out that the modern conveniences 
of mortal life through inventive genius 
and the wise application of capital have 
attained a state of development which 
from ancient standpoints are not only 
phenomenal but wonderful in every 
sense of the term.

It is assuredly not to be attributed to 
mortal man alone that so much has 
been acquired, else the same acquired 
development would have been attained 
thousands of years ago. To what, then, 
is to be attributed this great progress 
in the affairs of mortal lire? The ques
tion is easily answered. .It is attributed 
to the interposition, the influence, the 
control, of outside invisible forces which 
in the last fifty years have made them
selves manifest, and it is notably in that 
brief space of time that most of the pro
gress has been made; and yet greater 
progress is promised as these manifesta
tions are recognized and appreciated by 
the mortal world. ■

These manifestations are made by 
spirits whose earth-life careers were 
noble, self-sacrificing and devoted to the 
interests of their fellowmen; and hav
ing, when mortals, been limited in their 
sphere of action to the necessitous cir
cumstances of their surroundings, are 
now becoming freed from the fetters imi 
posed by crude conditions“ and malign- 
mortal influence, they (the enfran
chised and exalted spirit intelligences) 
are now controlling and directing mortals 
to a higher state of life and a more re
fined and cultivated civilization.

Permit, therefore, spirits of the de
parted to make "their manifestations, 
not in the seclusion of the seance-room 
but in public, and permit them to per
form their mission in a manner known 
to menf and not as they have been 
obliged to. perform them, without the 
knowledge of the mortals through whom 
they were working.

Then a still greater era will have been 
inaugurated and the wisdom of the past 
will be taught, not through biased and 
colored annals, but. by the individual 
presence of the spirits themselves, who 
were actors in the scenes, some of which 
have been so vividly painted by his
torians of every age. It is upon spirits, 
their wisdom and experience, that 
mortals depend for all they may attain. 
Let, then, this source of knowledge re
ceive its due recognition.

. Sethei Menephtah.

portance to speak to mortals of this age 
of Borne of the duties they will have to 
perform when spirits, ■ .

The very planet upon which you now 
exist was, previous to its mortal occupa
tion, unsuitable for the occupation of 
mortal man, -Darkness there wag, geo
logical formations, glacial periods and. 
all the other incongruities opposed to 
the cultivation of the soli and produc
tion of those fruits necessary for the 
sustenance of the mortal pace.

Your scientists and philosophers have 
taught you of the different periods of 
the earth’s formation, but they have not 
told you of how one formation and one 
period, succeeded another; but I will tell 
you,

Great spirits who were mortals upon 
other and older worhis performed the 
prodigy of removing in succession the 
many difficulties and obstacles in the 
way of progress. They, from the 
mountain tops and valleys, at the sources 
of the great seas, performed Titanic 
labor in removing a portion of the sur-w 
face from <me place and transplanting to 
another, causing herbage to grow and 
forests to spring into being, and 
finally green fields.and sylvan streams 
to beautify the surface of the globe from 
one side to the other.

It was then, good friends, that mortal 
habitations on the earth commenced; 
and what is true of your world is true 
of every other world.

It will thus be seen that the doctrines 
I taught when a mortal were not far 
out of the way. On the contrary, I only 
had a faint conception of the magnitude 
of the subjects which so Interested me.

The works of men, therefore, do follow 
them, and though earth-life is but a 
transitory state, yet the different trades 
and professions learned while in that 
sfate serve to qualify the spirits for the 
duties they will be called upon to per
form when they shall have reached the 
universal spheres of spiritual space.

Every mortal should sacrifice no^lay 
or hour of his time apart from the call
ing in which he may find himself placed. 
It should be remembered that knowl
edge and accuracy of performance arise 
from practice and not from theory.

Let the trade or profession be ever so 
humble, it has its importance in the 
ages to come; and that mortal who shall 
be found to be the most proficient in his 
art will be found in advance of those 
spirits who have sacrificed their op
portunities for the indolence of luxury 
and pleasure while mortals. .

Spirits are not those negative, inact
ive beings as taught in recent • years. 
They are positive, active and powerful, 
and wise with thb experience of anterior 
states of existence.

And let me say that to spirits, mortals 
are indebted for what they possess and 
ever will possess. It is the mortals who 
are negative and wanting in thatactivity 
which contributes so much to progress
ive development, and it will be conceded 
by every fair mind that mortals are but 
weak in themselves, may be with you 
one day and lost to your companionship 
the next. This with spirits is not so. 
They are immortal and never die, and 
their reincarnation is for thç purposes I 
have named in another part of this com
munication.

Finally, what can I advise that may be 
of value to you as mortals? Leave not for 
race nor- creeds. I cannot forget that 
they are all spirits in mortal conditions 
and are as much entitled to considera
tion as though they were engaged. in 
their avocation developing new worlds.

There is a sect among you known as 
Spiritualists. This circle contains mor
tals of every clime and persuasion; they 
are above the petty altercations of dog
mas and creed. They look above and 
beyond to a future which they feel they 
must sometime experience. They in
vite and entertain spirits who were once 
their iportal friends and receive instruct
ing light and knowledge through mani
festations.

This sect, good friends, I can rec
ommend, as they will place you on the 
way to a life of higher aim and more 
noble attainments.

Spiritualists of this age are our friends, 
and it is through their courtesy and 
kindness that I have been enabled to 
make these few remarks. .

Confucius.

had dared assort its manhood. ,( 
¡■This is a ebndition pre-emltyently 

characteristic of !1the systems' 'which 
govern man intliis’day and age, arid the 
only problem is that man can be de
frauded and deceived by a sentiment 
which requires his undivided labor and 
toil in the business of life, his faithful 
and unremitting services to theologi
cal teachers, his quiet and passive bud- 
misslon to bribery and corruption in. 
public office, and, lastly, his acquies
cence to a social status wnose grotesque 
deformity arid false and pretentious 
claims are revolting to every unbiased, 
intelligence. ' ■

This, indeed, is a problem whose solu
tion has passed from the province of 
man. From an individual entity, self
discerning, predoriiinating and master 
quantity, he has degenerated into a 
mere machine or tool in the hands of a 
public sentiment. .

The solution, therefore, Ues not with 
thp'mortal but ri»ith the spiritual, and 
otir mission is to solve that problem, and 
remove the shacktes of bondage, restor
ing to man that freedom of which he has 
been deprived, creating a more pure, 
honest and noble ’nibral atmosphere.

We have already emancipated some 
mortals from this bondage, and they now 
enjoy untrammefed freedom of tlipught,' 
expression and i action. Enjoying the 
heaven-prescribed freedom theinselves, 
they render valuable aid in freeing oth
ers, and though but forty years have 
passed since the movement began, the 
Spiritualists, the freedmen, are now of 
respectable numbers, and constant ac
cessions are being made to their ranks.

Our mission shall succeed, and shall 
never cease until the mortal shall be 
made worthy of the immortal, and 
earth-life so pure that it shall seem as 
the reflex of the bright and glowing ex
istence beyond the silent tomb.

In conclusion I would congratulate you 
all upon the phenomenal success of the 
cause under adverse and repressive con
ditions. Though it may appear* but a 
shadow as yet to the great mass of mor
tal beings, it promises much for the 
future. 1 will close with the words of 
the seer to Loohiel:
“ ’TIs the sunset ot Ute gives me mystical 

tore, ..,
And coining eveniA cast their shadows be

fore.” ‘

Charles L. Reason.

Another Wonderful Cure. .
.- (ADVERTISEMENT.)

Made in Maquoketa, Icrwh, by Dr. 
A. B. Dobson and his band of spirit 
doctors.

My wife, who hfts been sick for several 
years with a disease called by physicians 
scrofulous consumption, was taken 
worse, and doctors were employed for 
months, she all the time growing worse) 
and at last given up to die, her physi
cians stating that she could not live 
three weeks. Then we called Dr. Dob
son; he came to see her (at this time 
she could only speak in a whisper); her 
face and arms were covered with large, 
running scrofulous sores! She was a 
complete skeleton, coughing and raising 
all the time. . ,

He told her he believed the spirits 
could cure her (of course she or I could 
not believe that she ever would recover). 
However, we commenced giving her his 
so-called spiritual magnetized medicines, 
and instead of,her dying in three weeks 
she was out of bed, and in a few weeks 
outriding in a buggy. It has now been 
over a year, and she has never had bet 
ter health, with the exception of some 
stiffness in the knees, she is well. She 
gained in flesh, and never weighed more 
than she does now,!and has an excellent 
appetite. ‘

1 call this a miraple, and Dr. . Dobson 
was the one that performed it by what 
he calls his spirit band. We are not 
Spiritualists, but we know Dr. Dobson 
personally; he is one of our townsmen, 
having lived here fdr many years. He 
is an honorable man in all his dealings, 
and a very popular man in Maquoketa, 
and we can truly recommend him to all 
that are sick and suffering. We can’t 
help but believe he has a power outside 
of himself that can cure when other 
doctors fail. '

,, Alonzo Brewster,
Sarah J. Brewster.

Maquoketa, la.

(See ad. in anothet^bolumn.)
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

GENERAL SURVEY.
Continued from 5th Page

Mrs. Francis Teachout writes that 
passages concerning the anointing, of 
Jesus may be found as follow^: Matt, 
xxxvi., 7; John xii; and xi: 2. 'Are not 
our Correspondents on thU subject 
slightly off in their ideas about it? 
Did not the anointing, or christening 
relate—not to any literal application of 
material oil or ointment of-any sort, but 
to the fullness of spiritual influx and 
power with which Jesus was endowed by 
the'. Spirit-world? Was not this the 
anointing that made him* above all 
others "the Christ.” Mrs. Teachout 
thinks Jesus was the body which the 
spirit Adam took to do its work through 
--the work of expiation.

We have had the pleasure of a visit 
from Mr. R. M. Williajns, of. Nashville, 
Tenn. ■ He is a member of the board of 
dii’dotdrs' of the First Spiritual Church 
of Nashville, and one of the leading 
photograph artists of that city.

Ab an item of interest to our many 
readers who may be interested in the 
defense of American free institutions 
against the overt and covert aggressions 
of Jesuitic adherents of popery, we will 
State that Eld. L. C. Goodrich, of Homer, 
.Champaign Co., Ill,, is an authorized 
lecturer and Illinois State organizer of 
A. P. A. councils. He will also lecture 
for councils. We hope our friends will 
give him plenty of work to do, and help 
him to push the good and important 
cause to the fullest extent.

Moses Hull is engaged for December 
in St. Louis, Mo. He will he In Grand 
Rapids, Mich., during January.

J. L. Reed, of Hastings, Mich.', writes: 
“We have organized a society of Spirit
ualists with ten members; have held 
three meetings and also there is mani
fest quite an interest in our exercises by 
outsiders. ”

G. C. S., writes that the friends in 
Indianapolis are unusually favored with 
opportunities to witness spiritual phe
nomena. Prof. F. W. Taber is having 
great success in niaterializations, and 
good ■ audiences are the result. At a 
recent seance the first' spirit which 
came was a very tall Indian who gave 
his name as Red Leaf, a control of Mrs. 
Seery-Hibbits, of Muncie. Dr. Rother-
mel, who is a taller man than the 
medium, Taber, was standing by, the 
cabinet, when Red Leaf, stretching' opt 
his arm, was so tall as to place it over 
Dr. Rothermel's head. /' "

. . (80 years’ prr lea,) ,
CURES ALL CURA" J HUMAN DIS

z EASES, AND MAJ DISEASES CON
SIDERED INC, RABLE. ESPEC

IALLY DISEASES OF THB
BRAIN, BLOOD AND NBR

. VOUS SYSTEM.
Treats ’ patients at a distance, 

however great the distance, with 
unparalleled success.

- wTto Wst Cases Invitee.-®«
Dr. GREER was recently compli

mented at a public meeting in Chi
cage by the spirit of the celebrated 
Dr, Benjamin Rush, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, AS AN IDEAL 
REPRESENTATIVE HEAL
ER:

' “As a psychopathic physician, he 
is surpassed by few, and as a well- 

• known medical genius, he is far in 
advance of the most exalted heale 

, of the age.”—Banner of Light
Feb. 6, ity2.

Patients come to him from far 
and near, and those who cannot 
come order treatment sent by mail. 
A trial treatment sent by mail costs 
only $ i. ,

In writing give name in full, age, 
height and weight, color of eyes, 
and one leading symptom, with 
$i, and ybu will receive by return 
mail appropriate treatment, which 
will immediately cure or relieve you. 
Address,

Da. R. GREER,

127 La Balla Street, Chicago.

THE SICK ARE CURED, AND 
SKEPTICS LEFT TO

WONDER,
A LEADING SYMPTOM IS “NOT

Required." "Do not Bay 'a word about your . 
ailments, but send a lockof your balr, age and Ove , 
two-cent Btaiups.and receive a complete diagnosis of 
your disease. The most-dllllcult cases aro solicited, 
especially those having baffled the most eminent med
ical intuds of our day. (Cancers and Internal tumors 
cured without the use of a knife.) Eighteen Years’ 
practice andpuccess unparalleled. Address with, full - 
name, A. J. Shimh, M. D„ Cor. Square and South 
Street», Springfield, Mo. 2O5tf

00 YOU WANT 
TO BE A

PSYCHS. ;>
DEVELOP

YOU. ----------------
Price 81.00, Postage 20 cents. Bend stamp for de

scriptive circular and testimonials.
W. H. BACH. Mfr., 8t. Paul, Minn.

$100,000!
HEALTH IS WEALTH 1

TMSEASE CONQUERED, HEALTH 
regained and life renewed, through the me. 

dlum of spirit-power. Kind reader, are you nick? If an 
send lock of hair and one leading symptom, age, sox* 
alao full name and address; enclose $1.00. By return 
mail you will receive diagnose and trial treatment. 
For further particulars address Dr. G W Pickiw 
814 Water Street. Eau Clair. Wisconsin gH ’

KTERVOUS DISEASES—ABSENT OR 
1V present treatment. Charles W Boughton, 
Room 28, 125 CKrk Street, near Madison, Chicago,
Ill. Office hour»: 7 to 9 p.m. 218

HARK I
IT AVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER! 

JT1 oua growth? Do vou wish a psychometric read
ing, exam (nation or advise regarding business? Write' 
toDr. J. C. Phillips, giving age and sex, and enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-cenl stamps. 
'J lire© Questions briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad-

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
»•it 7.0URt9WN home. Will send a pamphlet con. talning Instructionsfl letter dealgnating yoGr nha?« 
of med uinsblp, a Bplrluul ooug book and copy o T! 
Sower (magazine),all for 25 cts. Addreaa Mra T 4 ■ 
BUbb, 1904 WabasU avenue, Chicago, in '

A LIBERAL OFFERI BY A RELlI 
Pl ble clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Bond four 
2-cent atamp», look of hair, name, age and »ex. We 

?e,6' by Independent »plrit 
writing. Addre»». Dr. J. S. Louck» Bhirley, Maw. [211

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY 
or eommlsston, to handle tbe Now Patent Chemical 
Ink hraatug Pencil. Agent» making ,50 per week 
Monroe Eraser Mfg Co., X 1112 La Crosse, Wla. 218 

’ ¡NVALfDS
TX. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
¡.Zb!»« s a&s'sj 

tagun, Ohio T1‘°AiAS “Ml'ANL W

A REMARHjfBLF offer, send 
Pj. two 2-cent poitage »tempi, a lock of y'onrhn» 
name, age and »ex^ and I will Bend you a clairvoyant diagnoil; of .our 'disease. Address J. c. BrZ, 
& 7 ' £ftoc'Pal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapldl’ 
raruiemem’ln““* What peilodlcal you Baw our id! 
YcniHuinvDi in. 215

7” 'HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-cent »temp» for prlVBte letter of advice 

irom the Bplrltworld. W. P. Phelon, M. D„ «18 Jack’ 
Bon Boulevard Chicago Ill. ’ 1 "Jj“,

dress, 471 W Madison St. Ch I c u gj. III. 2O5tf

COLLEGE 
OF FINE FORCES. 

[Formerly N. Y., College/)! Magnetics.]
/¡N INSTITUTE . OF REFINED 

dl tbernputlcslncludlng the Sun Cure, Vita! Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 

♦ ; life. Cbeinlcal affinity and hasic principles developed
At • another | with their marvellous" applications. Students In four 

Rpanep h/*fopA. on itiirliatiha nf t.wnntv- ■ contlneutB have taken the course. The college Is seance, neioie .an audience oi twenty cliarlercd,aud eonf(.ra tbe de(?reeof P;;M,t DOcwr<*
eight people, five forms materialized 
full and distinct, at the -same time, and 
dematerialized outside the cabinet. 
There were many church people in the 
audience, and the sound of “Ahs” and 
“Ohs!” filled the room. At a seance by 

-Dr. Rothernjel the results were marvel
ous. Spirits played upon various mu-
steal instruments at once; messages 
were received upon paper; also written 
upon handkerchiefs, with indelible lead, 
in German and in English—all under 
test conditions. His materializations 
were very fine and beyond criticism.

Mrs. Delia Karcher suggests that 
Deadwood, S. Dakota, and the surround
ing towns and' cities, afford a good field 
for spiritual missionary effort. The 
people as a rule are liberal in their 
views and generout from their pocket-

234

Magnetics. By ft system of printed questions students 
cun take the courue and receive the diplomila at their 
own humes, institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange
New Jersey.

PSYCHOMETRY. CONSULT WITH
Snf'.k B' B«v6rance ln a11 matters pertaining to 

practical life, and your ipIrit-frlendB. Band book of 
tair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will anaw« 
three queatlony free of charge. Bend for olrculA. 
Adless. 185 4th street, Milwaukee, Wls. no*'

J~\IPHTHERIA, CHOLERA, QUINSY 
Tn ,Cr.011p’.Ery"l.I!.e1“'’p,,e' and Catarrh of the throat 
The Antidote sent for one dollar. Lady Agents wanted Dr. O. H. Miller, 1441 South 12th street,jfepver Colo

uJ can find coxy room«, eqaal to those at hotels with 
»BpMtualUtf -mtly, at 88 k Jota-, Placo ntaftjSfoJ
A ÄAÄ.

J

7'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W
Blneutr, will »end yon by letter a life reading of 

uie past and future with date». Mail a lock of “air 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 '
West Ave., Jackson, Mich. 237

¿ Ji

for the good of the cause, we give her1UL AJAAC KWVM. yjL UkAtl "U KAVOUCA ..... . ... . _ MUHWU HUW lll#UUU. J
utHt-oss- Roy 542 Dpmiwnori Smith Is “««ht. portable Instrument, weighing about five guide who revealed tl 
auureSS. nox . ¡H4, veaawooa, oOULil i pounds, capable of reporting ns rapidly as any short- Foot b Clinton luwaTV — 1- — A.-. . H ,e ..-1.1........j ...... .   —, - - . -- 

Psyche
Costs Nothing

ducted at the present rapid rate without It. It fur-

a (8th floor) Room 50, New York City. 206tf

the

son street, Chicago, II!. 212

objects. It contìùes his sphere of action.

Avenue, Chicase, HI. 217

This marvelous cabinet 
if it fails to do what we 
claim. Prepaid, $1.20.

, Passed to Spirit-Life.
It is our sad duty to announce

J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St. Chicago* 
Price, $1.00 delivered, in City,

ZACHOS STENOTYPE
Is An Inspired Invention!

For service equal to the telephone,the stock whereof 
advanced from $5.00 t«»1.5ou.(K) to Urst-lnventer».

GrtytInducements me given to ladles, as well as

WILL DEVELOP TOD! 
Have you triedit? The 
Finest Cabinet for the 
purpose ever made—bar 
none. Send for Circulars

children have their share in doing 
work for humanity.”

n ITR. H. MOHNER, WRITING ME. 
'1VI dlutn. desire« to say that, lie Is capable of con
versing with spirits, and will answer all Questions 
asked by mail. Send name of spirit you wish to com
municate with on any possible subject; charges tl. 
Address, II. Mohner, Box 1025, Des Moines, Iowa. [212

hJRS. JENNIE MOORE, THE WELL. 
1VI known medium, rem/tlns In tbe city until Decem
ber 20th, then going to California. Seances Sunday and 
Wednesday evenings. 757 Warren Ave., Chicago. [211

. ’“Mrs. «teslow’s Soothing Syrup for Cht 
drtnTeetmng” softens gutns, reduersinflama 
in to, allay spaln, cures wind colic, 25ra bottle

hflSS LOTTIE FOWLER, WLED- 
1VL known iplrltual. test and builnesi medium. 
Hours, 2 till 8 p. m. Seances Tuesday evenings, 8 pm. 
Answers business Questions by mall. 485 West Madl*

W. T. NICHOLS, M. D.
f'URES ALL DISEASES. EH ND 

■ Cz lock of hair, name, age, eei, married or single, 
one leading Bjtnpwmand 81 for diagnosis and trial 
treatment. MRS. M. B. NICHOLS contthuca to give 
psychometric readings, tests, business, etc., by mall. 
50 cents to »L K2 West Monroe Btreet, Chicago. [213

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
¿1 tbe Eyes, the Catarrh, and,-In fact, the entire 
ayatem. Send 2 two-cent autnpa. and I will eend 
printed Inionniitlon. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed this knowledge to me. B. F

rTHE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT. 
■ Ji uallnn. By Epe» Sargent. A work of profound 
reaearch.byone-of tbe able» t man ot .thb nee. Frica 
•1.50:poatage 10«ota. . ... .

71/fRS. B. IRELAND, TRANCE AND 
ZVL bailness medium; gives private sittings dally 
(Sunday's excepted) at 2926 Cottage Grove aVcnue, 
first fiat. 2i8

HOLIDAY OFFER.
T)O NOT FAIL TO OBTAIN "THE 

Jl_/ Educator” cause and cure of all disease, at the 
large discount offered until the dose of the holidays. 
Will mall morocco binding at 12.50, cloth at I2.U0. 
After twenty-four hours’ examination, If not suited 
return the book, and the money will be refunded, 
send for descriptive circular. Address The Educa
tor PUBMSIHXG Co., ISfrPark Avenue, Chicago. [211

* . v gent emen, at $5 00 perslmre, whp secure stock before
organize a society if they had help. She ;furl !’i r »iivmice
aWabbc,+n Jim iku Hi,« k™ k/KWA TItc Sici)utypc stock 1 s fu 11-paid and non-asseasable.Offers to give the use Of her home, her scn(| money through post-office, order, certified check, 
work ana influence. She IS medium- expreuor through any bank. tuJ. W. Frkk, General

PROGRESSIVE TH.INKER AMD SPIR- 
1 Itual Books for Mio by Titus Merritt, SII W. 54th 
street. Hew York.

. . w V« *«* ** W V A* ». . . . I . ... . - - - . . . —   > - — -
{eft p fl nid li fi <j Via An A.hl a tn caí n ntnm n tí n Manager, nt 120 Broad waj. N ew York City, and secure 18UC, ana nas oeen,aoie IO gei automatic , voureert: tiente In lega! form in order to draw your 
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F. GORDEN WHITE.
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26 Bishop Court, Fiat B, Chicago. 195tf
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HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED
YEARS.

THE ZACHOS STENOTYPE

Ite

books when truth and honesty are given 
them. Good platform, test and materi
alizing mediums are needed. While in 
Chicago last September she visited sev
eral mediums in Chicago, and since her 
return, telling her friends what she saw: 
and heard has excited an interest in 
Spiritualism, and she thinks they could'

FOU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGH1.
Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for UriiBtrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant motbod. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. F. POOLE, Clinton. Iowa.___________ ■______

YES YOU CAN
PET WELL. SEND 9] BOR ABOT-

Ue of Bum or Ltn. A spirit remedy. Purely 
vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renova life 
Thoniands rejoice over health restored. -&>r blood 
liver, and kidney aliments there Is no bertaraemedy 
made. Bend for circular. Dr. B. K. MycrTCfiHltop, 
Iowa. '

TEACHINGS FROM A GREAT AND ILLU
MINATED MIND.

Friends of the past, friends of the 
human race and friends of their future 
condition of happiness:

I esteem it a great privilege to be 
permitted to manifest in this manner. 
The phenomena which I exemplify as a 
manifesting spirit, is by no means pe
culiar to your age. Centuries anterior 
to the Christian era, every phase of 
spiritual phenomena was produced in 
the Empire of the Sun, in which I had 
the privilege to dwell when a mortal.

It is not my purpose, however, to speak 
of the past, and though I may inci
dentally allude to the present, the 
burthen of this discourse will be pf the 
future. '

Worlds, which are termed planets, are 
constantly coming into being, awaiting 
the completion of their development 
for« the populations they are designed to 
contain. The myriads of mortals which 
have been ever upon our insignificant 
globe, comparatively speaking, were 
they all massed together would consti
tute but a very small percentage of the 
people required to populate these new 
worlds. .

From whence, then, good friends, are 
the people to be drawn for such purpose? 
This is not singular to the present, it 
ever has been and. ever will be; there
fore, there must be some source to sup
ply so vast assemblages as populations 
of many worlds.

Allow me to state that spirits who 
were mortals of other planets, after they 
Jiave performed their mission in the 
spiritual spheres, are reincarnated for 
other worlds and other duties. This is 
the true significance of what moderns 
term reincarnation.

I do not dispute, however, that there

THE SLAVERY OF CONSCIENCE.

It is not our mission to assail princi
ples based upon the general welfare of 
our race, nor seek to undermine the 
foundation upon which is reared that 
social structure whose doors are ever 
open to the great mass of mortals who 
may be honest, sincere and deserving; 
but it is our mission to correct the errors 
in mortal life, to eliminate the evil from 
the good, and justly weigh and measure 
every grain and every drop of every 
system, and mete out to mortal men the 
full weight'and measure of their just and 
equal rights. ■ t

In the performance of this mission we 
are met by obstacles arising from three 
distinct systems, whose colossal propor
tions have been the growth of ages, 
nurtured by cunning craft and lust for 
self-aggrandizement, together with a 
mad ambition which has led to corrup
tion and vice, hypocrisy and dissimula
tion, and to all those evils which are en
slaving mortal men to a dogmatic servi
tude more humiliating and degrading 
than the system of African slavery which 
so long stood the Nemesis of American 
independence. -

The latter exacted physical servitude; 
the former presumed, to dictate to the 
Consciences and God-given spirits of 
men, compelling compliance and a sur
render of manhood, with principles 
which were to be held in sacred trust 
from the Supreme Creator to ennoble, 
distinguish and characterize man from 
the ordinary brute-beasts, which were 
to be servants and not his companions.

Thus we find the theological, social 
and political altars loaded down with the 
enforced sacrifices of a deluded people; 
terrorized, if the term may be used, by 
a sentiment as brazen and hollow as 
were ever the idols of antiquity.

Who will be the iconoclast of to-day, 
and hurl this idol from its pedestal into 
the dust, to seek companionship with 
the brazen wolf and other idols which 
ages have overturned' and buried forever 
fitojnthe gaze of men? <

Slavery of consciehce deprives man
kind of that nobility of character, that 
independent manhood, which' presents 
him as the most beautiful of all created

are spirits who are ■reincarnated on the 
planet from which they passed as 
mortals, and such reincarnation was 
given that the spirit might? complete a 
destiny, fulfil a mission interrupted by 
an untimely mortal death. Those, how
ever, are exceptions in the vast ag
glomerations of cases which are con
stantly utilizing, the spiritual forces for, uujeuun. n vuuuuvb u.o 
the purpose of perfecting the scheme. sets limits to his intellectual and scien- 
of general human existence. ' ’-b I tific researches, and should he from any

This leads me to a subject which you invisible influence overstep the bounds

St. Paul and. Minneapolis, Minn.
To the Editor:—Yesterday was in 

deed a Thanksgiving Day for the Spir
itualists of St. Paul and Minneapolis, for 
on that day a marriage ceremony was 
performed by Dr. Wheelock between 
the Northwestern Spiritual Association 
and the North Star Spiritual Society. 
It was consummated in the Masonic 
Temple, Minneapolis, a building con
secrated to brotherly love. There were 
present as witnesses; a large number of 
prominent workers fronrboth the twins 
and 'the surrounding country. At the 
close of the ceremony the following 
gentlemen and ladies were elected to 
fill vacancies caused ■ by resignations of 
officers of the Northwestern Spiritual 
Association, which' ’was the groom on 
the above-mentioned occasion, viz.: 
Dr. Wheelock, Minneapolis, president; 
E. S. McHee, Minneapolis, 1st vice
president; F. E. Irihe, St. Paul, .2d, 
vice-president; Mrs. lE. C. Haskins, líin- 
neapolis, 3d, vice-president; M. T; C; 
Flower, St. Paul, treasurer; R. U., D. 
Evans, St. Paul, secretary.

Now friends, that the long wished 
for marriage has been performed, don’t 
delay any longer, but come right in and 
join us. We ought to have one thou
sand members by next camp-meeting. 
It costs but one dollar to become a mem
ber, and would hardly be felt by any one; 
but what á help to our officers, to spur 
them on to renewed effort during the 
interview between now and next eamp
meeting, We number now nearly two 
hundred paid-up memberships', and I 
hope and believe that at the semi-an
nual meeting I shall be able to report a 
membership of at least five thousand. 
.There is no excuse for any true lover of 
our cause in the northwest for not join
ing us; our financial standing 'is good; 
harmony and brothéhly love prevail,: 
If each member of i the Northwester^, 
who has not remitted’his dollar anntfal 
dues for 1993 will dp'so at once and in?, 
close the names pf setae new members 
for membership it will soon be where it 
ought to be. Let me be able to report at 
the close of this year' that our member
ship has been doubled within thirty days. 
If each one would consider himself dr

Dakota. I hand system. Instead of arbitrary slgus and com-1
■ , , « , . t ,, ! blnatlous, English words and letters are used. A1Mr. J. W. Fletcher began his fourth, i printed copy of a lecture, testimony, judge's

New York City lecture season at Fifth ’ c''",rêc “1,8Kr!,,on' ,7lbl,1' 'Ul>',on,‘'aro "æ product 
a TT h nr i.u a a tv iof toc Sténotype. Its keyboard represents everyAvenue Hall, 27 W. 42a Street, Decem- hound or combination in the language. It Is practical- 
ber 3. at 3 P. M. Subject; “The Other ! buol«'!™». audcuubü ueed any where that «liortlmnd 
... u , mu.-« iï kA. irr r /-.„i. -ri । notes tut takc‘77. Il will relieve reporters altosriber World and This.’ Mr. W. J. Colville Of the dlBugreenbly qfter-work of transcribing their 
speaks Sunday evenings in December. ! notes. Tlicartstfstenou-rapliyls oneof thinnost use- 
Mr. Fletcher will lecture Ut Con- f-ulüf -,nuj!'r“ ,lmcs- lluslnes8 CO,,1<1 “o? »Ç <?»>-
servatory Hall, Brooklyn, Sunday even
ings in Dbcember, closing thereby his 
three months’ engagement at that hall. 
All communications for Mr. Fletcher 
should be sent to 268 West 43d street, 
New York City. No engagements ac
cepted

G. C. Love, President of the Clacka
mas County Society of Spiritualists, of 
Oregon, desires to thank the good sisters 
Who have sent blocks tor the benefit of 
the Camp-meeting next'July. She has 
received 17' blocks for the purpose, and 
more .will be thankfully accepted. Size, 
12 inches-square when finished. Address 
324 Front St., Portland, Ore.

Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, 
Mich., Writes: “Thecause is growing 
and most encouraging here; our large 
hall will hot hold the audiences that as
semble'each Sunday, and we begin to 
feel the need of a building of our own. 
The children’s lyceum is doing a fine 
work; we have forty children, and a 
promise of an older class in addition to 
the one we have. The little ones pre
sent a most attractive sight as they 
march down the hall with their flags 
and badges, and fill ub with the desire 
that all societies would see to it that the

nltibes a livelihood to more than 2UO.OOO pcoph». 
SkllledoperAtorson the Sténotype will be In great du- , 
manti by the pres«. Hgul profession and business men. I 
Tbe Instrument will rent rentXly t-u stenographers, 
typewriters, business men. etc., at One Dollar per 
week. Over fifty experienced experts of all..branches 
uf business have examined the lustrunienUr*liey- 
boardand longuace, many securing Stock and haVe’" 
signed this endorsement:

Wo. tbe undersigned, have examined the Sténotype 
Invented by Prof. John C. Zachos. and wc see that 
It is a very Ingenious and yet simple Instrument. We. 
believe, that it will do the work that is claimed fur It. 
Prof. Zachos, a Greek scholar, the Inventor, has been 
an educator In the Institute donated by Peter Cooper, of 
Now York City, forever twenty years,teaching stenog
raphy. elocution, typewriting, language and lecturing 
twice each week. Sténotype operators will also be 
taught at this Institute.

The Sténotype Is patented, and they are bottom 
patente,running seventeen years from date of patents, 
and are pronounced perfectly sound by the attorney 
of the Company, who has examined them. The Com
pany is legally organized, and cordially Invites investi
gation. Their charter runs fifty years from date. The 
following Is the statement of one of the leading law
yers of New York City:

“I have examined the patents obtained by John C. 
Zachos upon his reporting InstrumcnL the Sténotype, 
and Thereby certify that they are bottom patents.and 
validly cover all the essentials of said instrument.

‘'•The Zachos Sténotype Company was organized un
der mypersonal direction, and tbe charter delivered 
to me at Charleston, West Virginia, on the 21st day of 
March, 1893. The Company is regularly organized, 
and has a valid franchise under which 1 conduct Its 
ouslnesB. (Signed) R. L. Manard,

“Attorney at Law.”
Owing to the present financial depression and fear 

generally entertained In all securities, we take espe
cial pleasure In introducing to the public this Sténo
type as a safe and sure Investment

Anyone desiring to take tbe agency, or become a 
silent or active partner, please communicate with 
John W. Free,’120 Broadway, Equitable Building,

AN ENDORSEMENT
F. Pools, Clinton, low«.—Dear Sir;—1 have 

■ivoru your melted pebble spectacle«. Find them supe
rior to any that I have ever used, receiving much 
benefit from them. I thought beat to send for your 
treatment for the catarrh and Elixir of Life for tbo 
aystem. ¿gLjdeased to Inform you that your reme
dies and n^TTrstem <>f treatment have cured me. 
I fully believe that by following your spirit directions 
we can live one hundred years. Yours fraternally, 

Mrs. Kate Hoskins, St. Paul, Minn.

transition of our friend and sister, Mrs. 
Sarah Clark, wife of S. D. Clark, of this 
city, dying as she lived, a true Spiritual
ist, and leaving a monument of love in 
the hearts of all who knew her. Serv
ices conducted by the writer at the fam
ily residence, November 22d.

- .,••( .... Anna L. Robinson.
Pgrt Huron, Mich, r

Free to the Weak and Sick.
PON'T SUFFER ANY LONGER 

I-S but '»end to A. M. C&ldwcll, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnoslB your disease FREE, under 
especial Instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lobo no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2-cent 
stamp! to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244, San Josc, Cal.[215

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!
TJIOULD YO U KNOW YOUR FU- 
yV ture, your business prospects, etc.? 'Would 

you unfold your ptychlc powers? Send lock of hair 
and handwriting. Trial reading, 10 cent*; regular,;;50 
cents- Address, Frances King Muller, 1904 Wabash

MY uJiirr cannot see how you do 
Wirt IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

cm Cfl Bu,7b.Oif«rf InprmdBINOBBBCT. )IU»uU ingMachin«, with a complete eet of U- 
UchtMfitatod cuamteed for 10 pm fa Shipped any. 
«hr. on 80 ivK rrhl X.rW*W t. mt- 76.WO.o.IB». VorW.7J.M^Bli«Brt«L

Buy from futon, eave daalart' and acento' profit 
Write to-day for our URGE FHEX CATALOGUE. 
Orford M fg. Co,, 342 Vibuh lit, Chiagn, HL

Fnr r TO TO* 8,CK AND ¿fflictid. Bend five U|> Lb two-cent stamps, age, sex, handwriting and III [_ leading symptom ¡yon will receive a cor-. 
11 roct diagnosis of your dlsetao by psycho
metric clairvoyant power free, and how to effect • ' 
cure. Dr. E. A. Bead, Box 183, Ban Joao, CaL BH
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♦A lecture delivered.In Philadelphia, before । e-------  ----------
he Liberal League, occasioned by a lecture than was given to any other assertion 
eliveredby Charles Watte, of England., during the evening. Now/-life beyond
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DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
He Gives Interesting Views 

on Various Subjects.

There Is Life Beyond the Grave.*
—— I

An Address from “The Progressive 
Thinker’s” Rostrum to Its 
40,000 Readers. .

I
51

Well, then, he had nothing to say. He 
was silent! He acted like an Agnostic 
and knownothing. Is this so? What 
did he say? What was he trying to do? 
Did he not use irony, satire, witticism 
and every form of ridicule to make the

Dr. Johnson said that “language was , 
invented to conceal one’s ideas,” and a 
certain Scotchman defined metaphysics 
to be: “When a man talks so nobody 
understands him, and he does not know 
what he is talking about himself!” Ad
monished by these hints, I must de
fine, the moaning of a few words in the 
sen^o in wh ich I shall use them. I am a 
Monist, a name which conveys the idea 
of oneness. . . . .

I believe in'one God, who is not outside 
of the universe, as a carpenter is out
side of a-house; but as Haeckel has ex- , 
pressedit: “There is no atom so small 
that God is not in it.” I believe in marl 
—that is, that man is not a trinity, not a 
duality, not a unit. I do not accept the 
ordinary distinctions which are made 
in speaking of a man as consisting of a 
body and a soul. The body is not the 
man, the soul is not the man, the mind 
is not the man; but it requires what is 
intended by these three terms and much 
more to make a man. Man is man—the 
whole of a man—a single individual (if , 
you will .excuse the tautology) one. >

In like manner I reject the idea that ; 
man is made up of different parts—such 
as matter and mind, or the physical 
and the spiritual, and that while one of 
these is material the other is imma- 
te'rial. I make no distinction between 
the immaterial and the material—the 
natural and the supernatural—as I do 
not know where to draw the line. I 
simplify the subject by calling every
thing mitter. If you ask-me what mat
ter is, I must answer: “I do not know,” 
and the greatest scientist that ever 
lived must give the same answer.

But there are different degrees of 
refinement in matter. A block of 
granite is quite different from a steel 
rail,' and a brick-bat does not compare 
with the human eye, or even with the 
eye of the most stupid insect that bur
rows in the ground.

The pulpy grayish matter that we call 
brain (consisting mostly of water) does 
not compare with the thoughts that ap
pear to burst therefrom, and are spoken, 
or written, or printed in a book, I can 
think of nothing separate from matter.

Now please dismiss from your minds 
the quaint old ideas of mind and mat? 
ter, and try to realize that all the words 
I use in this connection are used to 
represent the different degrees of power 
ahd refinement, in the one great entity 
of matter; and bear in mind what Prof. 
Tyndall said in his great Belfast speech, 
that every atom of matter in the uni
verse contains the promise and potency 
of every formzof terrestrial life—with
out pretending to account for the origin 
of that promise and potency.

I must now pay my respects to my 
friend, Mr. Charles Watts, of Great 
Britain.. This gentleman delivered a 
lecture in this hall last Sunday after
noon, '' and he also delivered it last 
month in Canada, amid “rapturous ap
plause,” entitled; “Is There Life Be
yond the Grave?” He also delivered in 
this hall three years ago the same lec
ture, and .the subject seems to be a 
favorite one with him. He must have 
become very fluent on the subject and 
worked the lecture up to the very high
est degree of perfection. Fortunately I 
have a copy of the Canada lecture 
printed in Secular Thought, and as the 
one delivered here last Sunday was 
identical wjfh. the one I have in print, 
there is no danger of misrepresenting 
him. •

The most remarkable thing in the 
lecture is the fact that the lecturer 

» calls himself an Agnostic, on the sub
ject of a future life, and thereby 
tacitly admits that the doctrine is be
yond the limits of controversy. If he 
had any logical argument that could be 
used against the theory of a future life, 
would he not have produced it? He 
said that “he had never denied aduture 
life;” that “we should not dogmatize 
on this subject;” and that “experience 
shows that the lessfe know the more 
dogmatic we .become. ’ Now let us see. 
Mr. Watts says he “never denied the 
doctrine of a future life," and that “a 
denial would be illogical.” (I quote, 
from the speech.) Now let us. put this 
into the form of a syllogism;

1. To deny-the continuance of life be
yond the grave would, be 'illogical.

2. But Mr. Watts ‘denies it. .
3. Therefore Mr. Watts is illogical! 
Did Mr. Watts.deny the future life?

You say,he neither denied nor admitted.

doctrine of a. future IJfe appear ridicu
lous and absurd? And yet he plainly 

. says a denial of a future life would be 
illogical!

l0THe refers to Spiritualism as profess
ing to solve the vexed problem, but says 
he had studied Spiritualism for five 
years but found nothing in it. Well, 
what does this prove? Why, that Mr. 
Watts did not find anything in Spiritu
alism. But does his failure show that
nobody else ever succeeded? Doqs he 
know everything? If not, what he does 
not know may be the truth of Spiritual
ism! We have no right to doubt the truth 
of what Mr. Watts says concerning his 
failure in investigating Spiritualism, 
bnt we have a right to offset his failure 
of success with the more successful ex
periences of other brainy Englishmen, 
at least his peers: . ■

C. F. Varley, F. R. S., the first 
electrician ol the' Atlantic cable, set 
about inventing an electrical apparatus 
by which to demonstrate the falsity of 
the spiritual phenomena—and he be
came a Spiritualist, and lived and died 
proclaiming - his faith in a future life.

Dr. Wm. Crookes, F. R. S., now liv
ing and one of the most learned chemists 
the world has ever produced, and the in
ventor or discoverer of many important 
principles and facts in chemical science, 
undertook the study of Spiritualism, and 
in his own house and under circum
stances of which he.had the eqtire con-, 
crol, and he' became an «out-and-out 
Spiritualist and a firm believer in the 
future life; and published the same to 
the world. Alfred R. Wallace, F..R. 
S., the coadjutor, and in some respects 
the superior of Darwin, is the leading 
Spiritualist of the world, and has written 
most exhaustively in support of the 
doctrine of a future life! I could men
tion scores and hundreds of similar 
cases, but these three" distinguished 
Englishmen , Are enough to offset the 
conclusion of Mr. Watts: “I found noth
ing in it!” 0

Cromwell i1. Varley, William Crookes 
and Alfred R. Wallace, all of England, 
to say nothing of hundreds of scientists 
and college professors on the Continent, 
did find something in Spiritualism—and 
their testimony is entitled to respect.

There is strong presumptive evidence 
of the future life in the fact that man 
so ardently desires it, and from the 
profoundest depths of his nature shrinks 
back and abhors the thought of annihi
lation. That great student of human 
nature and one of the greatest of Eng
lish authors, Mr. Addison, puts into 
tine mouth of Cato these words:
“It must be so. Plato, thou reasonest well. 
Else whence this pleasing hope—thia fond de

sire—

the grave is simply this: a continuation 
of the present life—nothing—more, 
nothing less—and yet we are told that 
we can form no conception of a, future 
life, and therefore cannot long ‘ for it. 
To state the proposition of the lecturer 
is to refute it, and to show, its absurdity; 
leaving one to wonder how a confessedly 
able man could utter such a flimsy ar
gument with such imperturbable grav
ity. Huxley was right in saying that 
prejudice and habit were sometimes so 
great as to render it impossible for tnefi 
to-see self-evident truths.

There is strong presumptive evidence 
of the reality of “life after death” in the 
fact that the great., mass of mankind 
have not only longed for it but believed 
in it. '

The fact that faith in human existence 
beyond the grave has been the creed 
of earth’s vast population in all ages and 
in all quarters of the globe, is too well 
known to need proof. Tne Druids, 
Scandinavians, Etruscans, Egyptians, 
Persians, Greeks and Romans, Brahmans 
and Buddhists, to say nothing of Chris
tians, Catholics and Protestants—all, 
all have been united in this one faith 
of life beyond the grave.

Nations most refined and highly civil
ized, and living in countries most remote, 
have joined with tribes most barbarous 
and ignorant, in declaring their belief 
in a future life. Certain tribes have" 
been found who had not the faintest 
idea of the existence of a God—but no 
people was ever discovered who had any 
doubts of the immortality of the soul. 
How shall we account for this?. 
Either this faith was developed in the 
mind of primeval man by an orderly 
system of evolution and became an 
instinct—parrot his very nature—or he 
gathered proof of immortality from 
phenomena with which those children 
of nature were more or less familiar. 
Even our North American Indians hold 
views on the future life which should 
cause our modern agnostic to blush with 
shame. '

True, there have always been a few 
men who have had neither faith in, nor 
.desire for, a future life, but the number 
’has been very small, and the fact can' 
be accounted for in various ways. 
Even that Prince of American Agnostics, 
Robert G. Ingersoll, while standing at 
the-grsvtFM his brother gave expression 
to a feeling and a conviction that was 
alike creditable to his head and to his 
heart:

«- “Life is a narrow vale between the 
. cold and barren peaks of two eternities.

“We strive in vain to look beyond the 
heights; we cry aloud’, and tne only 
answer is the echo of our wailing cry. 
From the voiceless lips of the unreply
ing dead there comes no word—but in 
the night of death, hope sees a star and 
listening love can hear the rustling of a

Thls longing after immortality?
Or whence this secret dread and. inward horror 

of falling Into naught I
Why shrinks the soul hack on herself, and 

startles at1 destruction I '
’Tls the divinity that stirs within us;
’Tte heaven Itself that points out an hereafter, 
And intimates eternity to man.’’

There may be a few exceptions to this 
“longing for immortality,” this “dread 
of destruction,” but they are compara
tively few when placed side by side with 
the untold millions whose fondest desire 
has been life beyond the grave. But 
we are told by Mr. Watts that “man de
sires many things which he never gets, 
and that a desire for a thing does not 
prove its existence.” He says that man 
“desires wealth and justice, and yet may 
never get them.” .

But hold a moment. Dods man or the 
great mass of men desire that which is 
impossible and unattainable? He desires 
wealth, you say—but is there not such a 
thing as riches? He desires justice and 
right, and very many things that are 
true and beautiful and good, but have 
not all the things which he desires and 
longs for an actual existence? Can you 
mention one thing which man actually 
desires—which has not a palpable exist
ence? Now I throw this matter into the 
form of a syllogism:

1. Man never desires and longs for 
the impossible and unattainable. .

2. ’ But he does desire and long for life 
beyond the grave.'

3. Therefore, life beyond the grave is 
possible and attainable.

I think I have shown that in this al
most universal desire for a personal fu
ture life there.ts strong .presumptive 
evidence that such a life is not only 
possible butMghly probable. ’' "

But Mr. Watts thinks it is absurd and
1 impossible to long for a-future life. 

Hear him: “Did men know anything of 
such a life? No. Then how could they 
long for a thing of which they knew 
nothing? It was impossible;” When Mr. 
Watts uttered this very astute declara
tion (having first printed it in Secular 
Thought), I looked _with curiosity to see 
how it ¿would be received ■ by the audi
ence; and to my utter amazement it was 

| greeted with more rapturous-applause

wing.
“He who- sleeps here, when dying, 

mistaking' the approach of. death for 
returning health, whispered with his 
last breath, ‘I am better now!’

“Let us believe, in spite of doubts and 
dogmas and tears and fears, that these 
dear words are true of, all the countless 
dead!” ..

To some persons the doctrine of a 
future life has been unattractive because 
of the severe asceticism with which it 
hgs often been associated. To others a 
willingness to forego a future life has 
existed, because of the miseries to which 
they have been subject in this life. 
Others have steadfastly refused to be
lieve in the future life, because of the 
fiendish pictures that have been drawn 
of the doom of the majority of our race. 
Others have rejected the future life to 
get clear of the dogma of eternal tor
ture taught by all the'leading orthodox 
theologies; ahd many sagacious persons 
have rejected it because it is the princi
pal stock in trade of selfish priests, who 
offer to their ignorant dupes their: 
priestly services (for a consideration) to 
enable them to escape purgatorial fires! 
And yet the fact stares us in the face 
that the great majority of men in all 
ages and in all climes have had an un
bounded faith in a future life, and have 
shown their sincerity in ways innumer
able. We presumptively conclude that 
there must have been a solid basis for 
the faith that was in' them. Mr. Watts 
said that “men and women of both sexes 
—old women of both sexes—arrived at 
the conclusion: that if there be no future 
life, then this life is not worth living.”

Mr. Watts is too old a man to ridicule 
the aged, and has too noble a mind and 
too womanly a heart- to cast a slur on' 
woman, even to gain temporary ap
plause. Yet he did.it! .’

Now, at the risk of being called an 
“old woman” of either sex—I take just 
this ground, and affirm that in my judg
ment this life is not worth living (com
paratively) if there be no future life! 
What is the average length of human 
life? About thirty-three years. Thou
sands upon thousands of human beings 
die in infancy. Thousands upon thou
sands die in childhood and youth
while a’majority .die when they have 
scarce entered upon the work of life. 
Now, do I risk anything in asserting that 
life to. the majority is not worth living?

Butr take the other half of our race. 
They die at 40, 50, 60, a very small 
number reaching three-sebre-years-and- 
ten. t Now subtract the years of infancy, 
childhood and youth and what have you' 
left? Take the struggles of early man
hood and the failures of middle life and 
the decrepitudes of old age and what re
main? Then subtract the years of school
ing and-apprenticeship, and sickness, 
and sleep, and what does life amount 
to? Now I give credit to the very few for 
all their attainments, acquirements and 
successes; in their noble pursuits—and 
after all, what is the sum total? Life is a 
struggle, mainly more or less successful, 
for bread. But suppose life is success
ful from the cradle to the grave—crowned

with everything desirable,,it-only lasts ’ 
seventy or eighty; years—and-then it 1 
closes amid the, weakness of puling । 
childhood.' ' . i :
I know Tennysoq has said: :

” “Is there no! other life!
. . -Pitch tote pnb high.”

but’What is mortality compared to im
mortality-time tq, eternity—a few brief 
years to perpetual existence? We truly 
lave every reason to do right now and 
here without regard to the question of 
a- futurelife. Virtue has an essential 
excellence and a present reward. 
Selfishness and vice are degrading 
now, and bring suffering and sorrow as 
a consequence; and yet it cannot be 
denied that a firm faith in a future state 
has a most salutary influence. It'en
nobles man, increases his self-respect, 
and sheds an additional radiance over 
the dim lights of life., It gives new and 
stronger motives for right living, it 
pours sweet comfort into desponding 
hearts, and hallows the precious mem
ories of departed, loved ones; and fur
nishes an abiding, inspiration for every 
high/ and manly purpose. ' From the 
depths of my heart I commiserate the 
gloomy and hopeless- condition of those 
who say there is no God, and there is no 
future life beyond the grave! “Knowest 
thou the worth of man immortal? Be
hold this midnight glory? Worlds on 
worlds? Amazing pomp, redouble this 
amaze! Ten thousand add—and twice 
ten thousand more! Man outweighs them 
all and calls the astonishing mag
nificence of unintelligentcf-eation poor!”

The common-place ibke in the address 
of Mr. Watts, about “a husband having 
three wives (at different times,of course), 
or the wife three husbands,” is scarcely 
worthy of serious notice. The question 
he raises is, “whether such married 
persons would have an ‘opportunity of 
exhibiting the compensating process, 
whatever that is, should they meet in a 
future world?” He added to this re
markably witty connundrum, that he 
“would like to see it!” That some men 
(not a few) have reason to dread a meet
ing with their wives in another world is 
not to be wondered • at, in view of the 
manner in which they have wronged 
them during this life; but as the ob
jects of. marriage terminate with this 
world, it .is jwt jteifeonqble to .suppose 
that the conjugal 'relation continues in 
the life to come,, at least in its present 
form. Moreover., the wife isgenerally so 
far superior to her husband in every 
virtue and every grace, that she will 
probably occupy such a high seat in the 
heavenly spheres, that her late lord and 
master will never getachance to see her.

When the Jews asked Jesus whose 
wife the woman who had married seven 
brothers would be, in the life beyond 
the' grave; he is said to have replied 
that in that world they “neither marry 
nor are given in marriage, but are as 

■the angels.!’ This is my answer to those 
who are troubled'on this subject.

Then Mr. Watts seems concerned lest 
the inferior animals might have a fu
ture life. He says: .“They tell us we 
have a soul because we have a thinking 
principle; but this.; proves too much, as 
this would show that the lower animals 
have souls also!” -

Well, what a calamity this would be! 
Suppose, for the sake of the argument, 
weradmit that the inferior animals have 
souls (or are souls) and consequently 
have a prospect of immortality. We 
get along with them very well here, and 
if the time is coming when “the lion 
shall lie down with the lamb and a little 
child shall lead them.” we shall have 
nb'trouble with them “over there.”

Agassiz, the great and learned sci
entist, in his “Contribution to the Nat
ural History of the United States,” ad
vocates the idea that brute animals 
have, a future life. Coleridge has beau

: tifully defended the same theory. The 
doctrine oi “Eternal Monads,” main
tained by the great scholar, Leibnitz, 
favors the immortality of all creatures. 
Richard Dean published a genial essay 
on . “The Future Life of Brutes,” and 
Goethe, the renowned German poet and 
philosophe'r. wrote in a most attractive 
manner in favor of ¡ the same view; so 
that if we believe in the future life of 
inferior animals, we find ourselves in 
very respectable company. It -would 
never.do for our modern philosophers to 
admit that one fate awaits them both, 
Unless it be annihilation. The fact is, 
it is easy to cavil and suggest difficulties, 
and Mr. Watts’ whole lecture seems to 

' be of this sort. . But let us turn to 
science. '

A circular wasfcacently sent out by a 
bright Boston editor to many of the 
most distinguished scientists of the 
world, as to the teachings of science on 
the question Of huknan immortality,' and 
from twenty-six. of those addressed an
swers were received. ■

Their disquisitions, assumptions and 
speculations were various and contra
dictory, but in one thing they all or 
nearly all agreed, viz., that there is 
nothing in science to Show that immor
tality .isunscientific. On the other 

- hand, several of these experts seem to 
think that ■ there . is much in modern 
science to render human immortality 
highly probable, while others think 
that, science has nothing to do with the 
question. Three or four of the'se learned 

■ gentlemen,-however, express the opin
ion that personal human' consciousness 
depends upon the dirain, and that- the 

■ destruction of this physical organ must 
- result’- in the destruction, of personal 

consciousness. This assumption is openly 
: antagonized by the ¡noblest Roman- of 
1 them-all, Prof. Huxley, who writes: “If 
. one says that consciousness cannot exist 
. except in- relation of cause and effect 
, with certain organic molecules (of the 

brain), I must ask how he knows that;
■ and- if he Bays it Whl must put 'the 
; question«.^' Thigphoway»t iq (he-es#-

mation of Prof. Huxley all the specula
tion about the brain and human con- 
sciousne'ss are baseless as the fabric of 
a vision. They are speculations—and 
nothing else. Personal consciousness 
might exist after the brain disintegrates 
without making an external manifesta
tion of itself, cognizable by our -dull 
senses. What appears to be destruction 
may be mere suspension.

Take a well-known example. A 
British officer in a naval engagement 
was struck on the head by a shell, when 
in the middle of a sentence giving a 
verbal order, so that the order was left 
unfinished. Years afterward a surgical 
operation was performed, and the in
stant that the brain was relieved from 
the pressure of the fractured skull, the 
officer uttered in plain language the 
order which he left unfinished when 
long ago he was struck by the shell. 
Now what does this prove? Not that 
personal consciousness had been de
stroyed, but that the means of express
ing the thought had been interrupted, 
The thought was not destroyed, the 
power of thought was not destroyed, but 
the organ or instrument by which 
thought is conveyed to others was ren
dered useless. ’The same power or ca
pacity for thought must have existed 
during the interval of the brain’s de
rangement, and the caso rlither proves 
the independent, substantial, entitativo 
character of the mind which afield the 
order in abeyance and then communi
cated it as soon as the only physical in
strument of communication was in 
proper order. When the telegraphic 
operator fails to communicate with his 
fellow-operator at a distant point, he 
simply concludes that the wire has been 
brokan or deranged. The brain is the 
physical medium' of cómmuhicating 
thoughts to others, but it cannot be 
shown that the brain ever originated a 
single thought.” All the blind talk 
about thought being produced by the 
“molecular motion” of the brain is the 
baseless assumption of modern material
ism. There must be something back of 
“protoplasm” and “molecules.” Force 
must exist before it can be correlated, 
and “natural selection,” destitute of 
intelligent' ahd discriminating purpose, 
would be- nothing but blind chance. 
Who can look upon the wondrous form 
of man,.and-hear him-talk» and laugh 
and reason, and contemplate his 
wondrous philosophical achievements, 
and then rationally conclude that all is 
the result of the automatic motion of 
the molecules of bis brain? Where 
there is motion there must be a mover, 
and where there is thought there must 
be back of it that which has the power 
to think. Where there is intelligent 
motion there must be an intelligent 
mover. ' ■

The arrangement of the component 
parts of the brain may be precisely the 
same in two different persons, but the 
atte entality may be very differ
ent, as ever ne m can change the 
dírection.of his'ffioúghts at pleasure, so 
that the molecular motion of the atoms 
of the brain must be regulated and di
rected by a personality, a cause which is 
not automatic. Even the most pro
nounced physicists admit that there is 
something in and back of gross matter 
which is invisible, impalpable and in
comprehensible. Prof. Haeckel, the 
renowned materialist of Jena University, 
in Germany, speaks of “a monistic 
conception of the universe which 
recognizes God’s spirit and power in all 
phenomena, without exception,” and 
approvingly quotes Bruno as saying: 
“A spirit exists in all things, and 
nothing is so small but contains sQ^art 
of the divine substance within itself, by 
which it is animated.” He affirms that 
“the life force that moves our bodies is 
nothing but the complicated motion of 
the molecules of the brain, and other 
portions of our living organism.” A 
child can be made to see his fallacy of 
confounding two things which are alto
gether different, and of using words in
terchangeably that have an entirely 
different meaning; viz., the words force 
and motion. He says that motion moves, 
thus making an effect a cause. There 
can be no motion without a producing 
force. . The cause is substantial and en- 
titative, a real something, but the effect 
is phenomenal. Motion is a process— 
the behavior of an inert body under 
the contact of an adequate agency.- 
Motion really affects nothing, only as it 
i$ itself affected. Back of motion there 
must be a force, an original, actual 
cause. And, as before suggested, the 
real and most potential agencies of the 
universe are the ■ invisible, impalpable 
and incomprehensible. ■ Is gravitation 
less real than the universe which it 
sustains and propels in Orderly motion? 
Is light less real than the glass through 
which it passes? Is electricity less real 
than the magnet and the metal which it 
puts in motion, even though a plate of 
glass intervene between the magnet and 
the metal? Is there no such thing as 
spirit, that is, ethereal matter, because 
you cannot see it, taste it,, handle it and 
weigh it. Can you put gravitation in 
your crucibles' and ascertain its com- 
pohent parts?

' Every man has an abiding xonscious- 
ness that there is in and behind- his 

i physical organs a something which is 
the moving force. He-.says: I am, I

. lift my hand, I move my body at my will.' 
। I think, invent, reason; My,physical 
; organs are inert. They have no more 
¡ power of self-moving than-the stones 
. upon which I walk, or the staff I hold in 
• inyhand. < I am sovereign. My physi- 
' cal organs are my willing subjects 'and 
■ slaves. ■ ■ ■- . . '
: But skeptics say: “Show us that per
. sonality in man.” - Do not all scientists 
> know and admit that we are surrounded 
; by forces that are entirely beyond the 
i cognizapce of our corporeal senses? Is 

it pot a> ipcMifrovertihle -fact) never

doubted by science, that the real and 
most potential entities of the universe 
are the invisible and incomprehensible? 
That which moves an inert body must 
have a real and independent existence. 
It is the one fatal fault of science (false
ly so-called) that it deals only with ef
fects, not with causes. It seems to ab
hor the question of causation, and builds 
up theories upon questions of momentous 
interest, upon the appearances and prop
erties of mere corporeal things, entirely 
ignoring that which is psychic. It as
sumes that personal consciousness is the 
result ahd product Of the automatic ac
tion of the molecules of the brain, but 
it has not one solitary fact to prove it. 
It assumes without evidence that the hu
man personality cannot exist independ
ent of a gross material mass, called 
brain, which can be measured, weighed, 
dissected, put under the microscope, and 
by chemical processes be reduced to its 
original elements.

There lives among us in this city ope 
of the most distinguished surgeons, in 
the anatómj’ and physiology of the brain, 
that the world contains: 1 refer .to Dr. 
James E. Garrettson, the Dean of the 
Medical-Chirurgical College, and the 
head of its magnificent hospital. Ho 
has published a great work on Oral Sur
gery, with 2,000 illustrations, and it is 
used as a text-book throughout the civ
ilized world.

He says: “Analysis of brain shows a 
construction of wonderful likeness to a 
telegraph system. Dissections of hun
dreds oi brains and of their allied rela
tions of nerve-cords and ganglia, made 
by the writer, in long experience as an 
anatomist, resolve tne complexity into 
simplicity as follows: What a battery 
and cords are to an electrician, that ex
actly the nervous system is to the user 
of it; again the nervous apparatus is to 
the user of it precisely what a piano is 
to a composer or player. The under
standing to bo conveyed is that the nerv
ous system is simply, wholly, absolute
ly an instrument. .

“A telegraph apparatus is means of 
expression, nothing else. A cerebral 
apparatus ia means of expression, noth
ing else. Braih is mind-instrument. A 
brain separated from its user ia little 
more than ite bulk in water.” Man says: 
“I see, I feel, I taste,, J smell, I hear. 
Tjíé'lmhn expresses himself correctly. 
Certainly it is not the simple lense 
called the eye that sees. A man nevOr 
thinks that it is his spectacles that look. 
What sees is the self—the I (personal 
pronoun). I (personal pronoun) is iden
tical with self-consciousness, that is 
with that which knows itself. ‘ ‘I am an 
I,” was the impulsive and enthused ex
clamation of Jean Paul Richter. “I is 
identical with self.” User is to be ap
preciated as separable from instrument. 
“The I, ego, self, differentiates and dis
tinguishes itself. I is itself.” “Can 
men see the ego? No mother has with 
the common eye seen her child, nor has 
wife in like manner ever seen her hus
band, nor has sister seen a brother.” 
Ordinary acquaintance with an ego, is 
alone what it exhibits itself to be in the 
acts of its environment. “There is, 
however, a something else; men see 
visions when the eyes are shut, a Bee
thoven hears sweet music though deaf.” 
“Here is the meaning of senses back of 
senses.” ,

But the materialistic scientist will 
ask: What do we know about the ego, 
or human personality? We might re
tort: What do you know about matter? 
He replies: “By itsproperties and mani
festations to our external senses.” We 
respond: “So do we know of self-con
sciousness, and independent personality, 
as manifested not only to our external 
senses, but to our internal senses beside. 
Moreover if the molecular motion of 
the atoms of the brain were purely au
tomatic, and thought was the result of 
this motion, there would be no intelli
gent and varied mentality. It would be 
uniform, at least in each particular 
brain. But what are the facts? He, the 
ego, the real man, is conscious of a voli
tion—a will-power that is master of and 
superior to the physical atoms of his 
brain. Now he wills to indulge in 
flights of the imagination—and mole
cules of the brain dance attendance, and 
he soars to the boundary lines of the 
universe, and in thought sees and hears 
many things in “heaven and earth not 
dreamed of in our philosophy.”

From anticipating the future, he 
chooses to dwell upon the past, and 
traces the history of our globe from the 
fire-mist of its beginnings to the present 
time. At pleasure, he is a poet or a 
philosopher, a musician or a mathema
tician, gay or grave. Is he not the in
dependent, intelligent personality which 
simply uses the brain, as the type-writer 
uses his instrument? You may put out 
my eyes, destroy my senses of hearing, 
tasting, smelling, feeling, and I »till ex
ist!

That there is in man some incompre
hensible principle or potency, that is 
superior to his physical organism, therb 
is abundant evidence to show. When 
the gross material organs disintegrate 
in death there may be the counterparts 
ok. equivalents of what these organs 
were. But even if this cannot be proven, 
it does not follow that the ego perishes 
with the physical organism, as it may 
survive in some higher and grander 
mode. This would be no more marvel
ous than our development from ail ovum 
so small that the shell of a birds egg 
would hold germs enough to populate 
the globe. After the decay of the ma-, 
ferial body the ego may enter into a 
stream’of evolution, in this ofc some 
other world just as naturally as it began 
to float in the present stream so - myste
riously. There is ample time ahead 
with innumerable worlds and infinite 
possibilities, and the resources of the 
Over-all Spirit of the universe are pot 
limited to the experiments of the chom-

ist s labratory and the dissecting room 
of the anatomist and pathologist. The 
miracle of awaking into consciouaexist- 
ence (without any agency of our own) 
has once occurred, and it may be repeat
ed on a grander scale in our second 
birth.

Nature cannot be so wasteful and im
provident of her achievements in mak
ing man what ha is, and then blot him 
out of existence; nor sot cruel as to in
spire immortal hopes, only to blast them 
in a moment. The “indestructibility of 
matter” held by scientists, at least sug
gests the indestructibility of that which 
is the essence, life and master of matter 
If the “conservation of force” is a true 
principle of science, the spiritual, that 
is the refined matter, mgot be “con
served” as well as the grossly material, 
and so cannot cease to exist at death. 
The “persistence of energy” in the hu
man personality must at least be equal 
to the primary elements which environ 
that pwsonality.- If “natural selection” 
in the “struggle for existence” is u>- 
scientific fact, why may not this princi
ple apply to continued future existence? 
Why may not those men at least have a 
future conscious existence who resolute 
ly “struggle” for it? '

Dr. John W. Draper, in his great 
work on ‘Human Physiology,” well 
says: “Those who have accused physi
ology of tending toward materialism, 
have never duly weighed the charge 
they make, and certainly have never un
derstood the arguments it can present.”

In his profound study of ‘‘Cerebral 
Mechanism,” that is, the construction of 
the human brain, he says that the agent 
Which moves the physical object “may 
be determined from the effects, or re
sults of that motion.” If the optical ap
paratus be ipert and without value save 
under tlmrtnfluence of light; if the audi
tory apparatus yields no result save un
der the impressions of sound, and there 
is between these structures and the ele
mentary structures of the cerebrum a 
perfect analogy, the conclusion is inevi
table that In the well-known phenoineifk 
of thought and mentality, there must be 
an agent as perfectly external to the 
brain, and as independent of it, as are 
light and sound, and that agent is the 
soul-refined matter. There mar be or
gans in man so relined, so attenuated, so 
subtile, as not to be subject to material 
tests by the gross physical senses Wo 
cannot conceive of spirit pure and sim
ple, the very opposite of matter, but- we 
can conceive of something called spirit 
which nevertheless is material, but -o 
ratified and ethereal, so unlike the 
grosser forms of matter cognized by our 
present dulhsenses, as to be essentially 
unlike it, having none of its apparent 
properties. That there is some such 
principle or potency in man is demon
strated by indubitable evidence. But 
even if this cannot be maintained, it 
does not follow that the human ego pei^ 
ishes with the physical organism. If 
may pass into other bodies, or it may 
enter into a new body specially prepared 
for it. What we hope for man is no 
more incredible than what has already 
been experienced. We point to the’ ad
missions of science, that there are in na
ture, all around us many things that arb 
invisible and impalpable, entirely be
yond the range of our corporeal season. 
It is therefore superficial and unscien
tific to assume that man has only a phys
ical existence, and that there is nothing 
of him but what our bodily senses cog
nize. The whole analogy of nature shows 
the absurdity of such conclusions. Why 
the air in which we live has a pressure 
of fifteen or sixteen tons upon a man of 
ordinary size; but who is conscious of 
such pressure? As we ascend in the at
mosphere it becomes more subtle, until 
at a certain height it becomes a luminif
erous vapor to which the air we breathe 
is as mud or tar. And what shall we 
say of electricity, of light, of heat, of 
steam, of magnetism and of gravitation? 
Surely there are many things on earth 
entirely beyond our comprehension. 
They are not supernatural, but super- 
sensuous; and we.learn that external ap
pearances are not always sure guides to 
truth. A grain of corn does not appear 
to contain the future harvest, nor are 
there appearances of the majestic oak 
in the tiny acorn. The beautiful butter
fly is not visible in the worm, nor the 
worm in the egg. It is certainly a sig
nificant fact that the faith of man in, 
and a desire for a future life are strong
est in his moments of greatest mental 
and spiritual exaltation. If this is an 
illusion, it is strange that it should be 
particularly vivid when he is in his most 
God-like moods, and when he is most in 
love with the beautiful, the true and the 
good. Is it possible for nature to thus 
trifle with and deceive and disappoint 
man when he is most serious and truth
ful, and when all the elements of his 
better nature are in the ascendant, and 
predominate over everything that is 
gross and perishing?

There are times when every man is 
glad to be alive, and so there are times 
when men specially desire immortal 
life. That there is a close connection 
between mere gross matter and the in
tellectual and emotional nature of man ‘ 
is seen in the clouded hour of perplexed 
intellect, in the witching light of a lov
er’s eye, and in the crimson blush that 
mantles the maiden’s cheek. The in
ternal man often photographs his finest 
features upon the rough surface of the 
physical encasement. The doctrine of 
“natural selection” certainly favors the 
doctrine of a future life, and never ap
pears so real and so beautiful, as when 
we realize that as man progresses in 
everything that is grand and good, he 
voluntarily falls in with this natural, 
law, and of choice not only selects that 
which is most to bo desired, but by solf- 
donial and almost superhuman exertions

Continued on Qth
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j The Illinois Medical Practice Act

; To thb Editoh:-—I now read,' Sunday, Nov., 
5, 1893, in your yesterday’s issue ^what is 
palled a “criticism of the Illihois Medical. 
Practice Act," by Dr. Robert Greer.. While 
a portion of the criticism is just, there 
is much of it that seems to me to be jpjust— 
at least uncalled for, what I would name an 
extravagance, and will work injury-unless cor. 
rected. . Harsh expressions of our opponents, 
even if true, generally do harm; if they are 
not true, there will be a recoil upon the as
sailant and it will work great damage, and 
also if there is a want .of fact, or bad use of 
facts, a want of logic in their attempted appli
cation, or an exhibition of an unjust judgment. 
All these, besides being unkind and unjust, 
will depreciate us with all the considerate, and 
make against us if we come to ask fof justice.

The reformers of a community wftq are still 
in a minority and are overborfie, should still 
claim only what they want and ought to have, 
and every overclaim and every overcharge 
will bring detriment to the aspiring cause; and 
on the other hand, in mutual, friendship, there 
should be granted to the opponents all that 
they ought to have and that will not injure 

• ourselves. , ,
Now, Mr. Editor* according to my best 

judgment of the matter, what we* ought to 
maintain as to this Medical Practice Act, is 
.that the medical men may have their way,. 

. provided they let us, who believe in something 
beyond, have our way too.. ■ I believe in the 
general principles and provisions of this Prac- 
tiep^Act /As to the practice of medicine, the 
error is in its attempt to reach out beyond, its 

/ proper field ' of action and interfere wfth those 
/ who hold to something, else, or who do not 
/ want them, either with or without reason, ‘ 
/ If we labor lor this, and this only, we will get 

' /it If we strive for more thfflrthi8,'y?e will at 
least the longer fail to get what^we ou^ht to 
have. i ' , c. , '

• I feel, away up high in my upper spirit, 
that the learned doctqr will agre® to all this; 
it is so clearly the common sense of the mat
ter. If so, then my criticism would only be 
'as to his use of language.. For his language 
is such as to throw contempt tipon the wholti 
Act, and not merely u^on its objectionable 
feature^, of- which we have a right to complain, 
or are absolutely disposed to complain, and, 
to make also most serious, charged against 
those who would maintainact in general 
for any reasons. ~ - <

I will make one quotation: “The clamor for 
laws to govern the medical profession is a Coj- 
dial acknowledgment of professional weakness, 
or a low state of professional development 
somewhere.” ,

On the other hand, Mr. Editor, I take pre
, oisely the opposite view. Differentiation 
-comes of. development, and the propriety of 
organization and rules, come from learning. 
We do not ask for “laws governing the medi-
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ter is found, while that which is not a neces
sary part of the system should be eliminated.

'■ EXTRAVAGANZA. .7. '
' Extravaganza'. A going away from, a de
parture from the true object,, from true reason
ing, and henpe a failure to arrive at1 the best, 
the highest truth, the best practice. ’

Extravaganza is always wrong and some- 
tiines calls for correction; sometimes it cures 
itself,.as when it is - so very extreme that the 
Ijght of fruth shined through, and there is 
no shadow cast. ; Most, of the' rest of this 
learned doctor’d letter address, I should have 
said “op the rostrum of The Progressive 
Thinker, to its 40,0Q0 readers, ■ ’ perhaps is of 
this character,but I thought Mr. Editor, never
theless, that here was possibly a place for me. 
to express my views on the “Extravaganzas" 
that are before the country; the one the effort 
of the regulators, that they will regulate all 
methods of obtaining Health by theft medical 
practice; and the other, those' that are not con
tent with their own way, if they can have it, 
but will prevent • others froiii pursuing theft 
wayj if they wjll let others alone. 1

If I were able, Awould call attention to my 
distinction all along the line from Maine tq 
California. Let .each claim only wtyat he 
wants personally for himself and others like 
himself, and what tie is entitled to receive, 
and I believe there yvill be no Savage contest, 
no overbearing oligarchy, no offensive special 
privileges. The difficulty m the way is “Ex
travaganza,” the claiming itpo-much, and the 
abusing too 'touch. ,While ' I do not surreu- 
dpr the point that every one has a right to be 
protected by law along the line of 'his choice

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
„' ' ■■■; ■'. .  1  t,—— ■ ■■    "     " -, ■  ■ ■ . ? '

in any system of practice, in my pwn mind I 
have eoncocted,'tliis way out of the difficulty, 
that the law should provide that ,any one'may 
knowingly elect his , assistant in his struggle 
¿or health; in which case he^hall be fred, and 
assumes all the risk1'and all the blame, what- 

• ever the, practice may be. The law would 
then stand for the protectionjof tile ¡ignorant, 
for those who trust on the strength of^ appear
ances and-pretensions,’ and who are not what 
they pretend to be, or appear to be. ') 
* I see that the learned Doctor-speaks, Al 
facts to spdak, oja behalf of “Spiritual««!
Spiritual Healers,” and says, amonftPother 
things,’ that our “professional spiritual 

 

hearers have not been fairly dealt wfth." I 

 

grain all that; but the question is, Jbw best 
can we right things?’ This is why I write. • I 
am very unwilling that such an unmitigated 
tirade against the medical/ profession and the 
law pertaining/to the medical profe^ion (the 
dispensers of medicine, mind.you, aching that

' A Study of Obsession.
. To thk EMToiti-Since reading our Eclectic 
Magazine of.October 21st, on the subject of 
obsession, 1 am impressed to write a few lines 
of experience which, if it never reaches the 
English correspondent to do him good, may 
at least be a light by the wayside to teach oth
ers how to dispel the shadows that sometimes 
obstruct the pathway in our pilgrimage here 
below. For fifty years and more have I been 
a gleaner from the spirit side of life, and 
many are the experiences which have never been 
booked or spoken, one of which I will here 
briefly outline, following with comment.

Some years ago I was traveling in North
eastern Ohio, treating chronic diseases by 
electro-therapeutic processes, when my1 atten
tion was called to a maiden lady who was 
stopping at the same hotel, aged about 27 or 
28 years. The landlady (who was a • relative 
qf the young lady) informed me that the girl 
was just on the verge of insanity, ^questing 
mete investigate her case, and see, if possi
ble, -wlitt was the trouble. I sought frequent 
Qpportuniqes for privatei^jonversatipn-nvith 
her, drawing out the thought most prominent 
in h^jjpind, which finally led jne to a satis
factory conclusion as to the exact cause of 
confused condition of her mind. > &! 5'

Of course, at this tittte'T found the J 
somewhat morbid, congested, the result oic'tfqw 
tinuous thought, with little slefep. Her 
troutile was like unto the ' difficulty met with 
in trying to solve a mathematical problem 
which would-seem to give a .different aqs^er 
every time you would go through your figures. 
And how I will give-you the case as I found 
it: This young lady had a cousin' who was a 
very amiable and v honorable young man; he 
married an equally amiable and lovable young 
woman. During their ftarried life, which 
I think did net. reach a year, this young lady
/visited them quite frequently, and took much 
pleasure’in theft society on account of the 
deep and ^ientldve that existed in the twain. 
She ^aid to me she had never seen two lives so 
completely absorbed in each 6ther.' -
' The, young wife, before their rich joys of 

'la twelve-month,
' y IJlO/jUUDg YVUC, uuiuru bl 

■ ai- .conjugal life , had reached 
and; tokened and passed- on prlickened and passed- on prematurely to the

the spiritual healers proper haveJhothing to 
do with) should go out from /yne spiritual 

 

rostrum without a protest. Mort"of the medi
cal healers are ignorant pretense and 
claims of spiritual healers, so-called among 
us, and being ignorant, think them all a sham, 
and will be disposed to legislate against shams; 
but it should not be thought Tnat they are ma
lignant and act from base motives. The spir
itualist healers are not hurt much yet, and if 
they will exhibit a little more patience and 
show their claims good, by their successes,, all

governing their conduct with the unlearned 
people with whom they Seal, for the benefit of 
the people who are disposed to trust them. 
I am an advocate of such laws, and I think 
the highest good of the community demands 
them, and I reason thus: Experiment, leap
ing, observation, care, have placed in the 
pharmacies- an untold number of things that 
are of benefit to the diseased. Their qualities 
are so numerous, their effects in use so varied, 
that it requires a great deal of learning to 

. use them aright. What learning can be judged 
of except by those who have learning? If the 
unlearned will blindly deal out these medi
cines, assuming to have knowledge and skill 
when they have not, and injury follows; if 
the truly learned will put their heads together 
to repress them and their injurious work, 
they certainly ought to have the admiration 
and the thanks of the community. If they do 
so, it is no acknowledgement of their “pro
fessional weakness,” but rather a demonstra
tion of their “professional strength,” and a 
desire to serve the community the best they 
can. To say that they are mercenary in this 
and are led by unworthy motives, such as a 
design to cover their ignorance, and to get 
some unseemly advantage, can be met by a 
counter-charge against the other doctors 
and who oppose them. The question is, 
.is, which course is best for all? Regulation 
or non-regulation. .

Some talk of the regulation of the practice 
of medicine as anomalous, even a monstrosity. 
It is not anomalous. Such a method obtains 
in our educational system. The learned ex
amine novices, sit in judgment and give or 

,refuse certificates. In law, a candidate for 
the profession is examined, pays a fee, is ad
mitted, and his name put upon the roll, of 
attorneys: the object being to save the peo
ple from Jobs and - wrong by pretenders. 
■If one goes into an office, '-say at tHe sign of 
'“A.1 B., Lawyer,” he has a right to have and 
it is best he should have such a guarantee as 
can be given, that he has learning and skill. 
It is given by this system of examination and 
enrollment This is one example; there are 
many more. In fact there should be such in 
every department where practicable. .

It is not often that it is practicable, but it 
is practicable-in medical matters, and more 
necessary than in any other department Say 
I go into a strange town; I feel sick; I go 
to a place where there is this sign up: ‘ ‘A. B., 
Doctor of Medicine.” I have a right to have 
an assurance by the use of that sign that he 
is learned in medical matters. So also in 
surgery, but even in a stronger sense. So 
also with apothecaries. They should all know 
their business, and for the good of the com
munity they should (not be allowed to wear 
the name, or badge, or the sign, unless they 
have the approbation of those who know best 
whereof they approve. There will be, under 
any system, many errors, many things un
worthy. If this is better than none (and who 
can doubt it?) it should be maintained by 
honorable mention, at least, till something bet-

will soon be well; - e
I guess, Mr. Editor, I have filled out my 

subject as well as I can in the time and space' 
.that are allotted me.- I could take up the 
learned Doctor’s statement as to how he does 
not take bad cases, such-as he knows by his 
“keen, searching, intuitional instinct,” and 
hence does not have deaths on his . hands, and 
suggest that such course'is not commendable; 
but as that is personal I let it pass; neither 
can I condemn it much, it smells so much of 
the Christian doctrine: “Let the dead bury 
the dead. ” For the learned Doctor, as an ex
emplar for all other doctors, “now being three
score and ten,” would say, “Let all do as I 
do.” Therefore, all the incurable sick, and 
all those thought, to be incurable, would be 
left to take care of each other as best they could 
and die without attendance, and none to give a 
certificate of death.

E. 8. Holbrook.

higher life, yhis cousin f was jent for to 
nurse and care for her In iter sickness, and 
finally staid'a few days to put things in order 
prior to the closing1 up of the broken Home. 
Now comes the more remarkable part of (he 
story, not then understood by any one she had 
met. And this is wnat confused the dear, 
good girl, as I shall here relate. „ •

Study and study as she would, the answer 
would not come; and she was poBsessed.of 
more than an ordinarily philosophical inii^d. 
After the wife passed on, whenever this lady 
would be in the company of her said cousin, 
she would seem to be seized with such an 
ardent love for him that sha’would feel; there 
was nothing to do hqtlovc him, and be ever 
the happiest womah.in the world; then, when 
they were separated,_eke1 lost all that ecstacy 
of love for him, and these conditions continued 
for months as they would meet and pari; she 
had never known such love for any other, 
hence the confusion of mind in trying fo'SplVe 
the problem of the fickleness of nature’s 
laws.

Now the matter is right here as 1 found it: 
This lady knew little of Spiritualism; she was 
unconsciously quite mediumistic, and this 
spirit was enabled by and through the blend
ing of their aura in the sick room to have 
more than ordinary power to return through 
her, and with such ardent love as described 
above, why would she not in this, hey only 
demonstrable way to manifest herself to her 
own, while the medium, unacquainted with ¡this 
law of intercommunion with loved ones gone 
on before, considered it her own soul-love, go
ing out to its mate. In this manner the 
spirit seemed to take full possession of .the 
girl to reach her, own loved husband; then 
when they were separated the spirit-wife’deft 
the girl to hover more closely about him.

Now, to be brief, I will say I simply taught 
her the law of life in the harmonies of perfect

Hands Off, Pope Satolli.
To the Editor:—Pope Satolli, it seems, is 

beginning to carry out the policy of Rome in 
the subversion of the public schools of this 
country, but, judging from the furore his latest 
action has caused, he will be likely to call a 
halt for the present, and bide his time a little 
longer. It now transpires that the circular 
calling upon Catholics in New York and Mary
land to demand legislative action for the divis
ion of the public ¡school fund among the vari
ous denominational and public schools, was 
prepared under the direction of the Italian 
papal ablegate and against the wishes of Car
dinal Gibbons, but the ablpgate being the 
pope of America and “standing in the place of 
God," the more politic Gibbons had to yield 
and the circulars went out; go much opposi
tion to the presumptuous proposal of the med
dling foreigner so quickly developed that (gib
bons ordered his priests and teachers to stop 
distribution of the circulars and to cease’fur
ther agitation of the school, question for the 
present. .................. , ’ .

It is quite as well for the intere^of the 
Romish schemer that Gibbons mSJwtethe 
decrees of “His" Infallibility” in th^oliti- 
cal matters of a country with which he is 
much better acquainted than is “the bloody 
Italian" who has no business in this couhtry 
at all for the purposes for which he is here. 
It would, however, be better for the country 
to call Gibbons off and give the infallible 
humbug all the rope he wants, for then we 
might be assured that he would Soon enough 
be hanged and Rome’s chances ot» setting up 
the Inquisition in America would more quickly 
vanish into the thinnest kind of air. '

A M. Gsmis.

Seance with John A. Johnston
' OF LOUIS, MO., AT CLINTON, IA.

I wish to-.fake up a little of your valuable 
space in o’fder to inform your readers of my 
experience ¡with John A. Johnston, the me
dium froWSt, Louis, Mo., and I hope it may 
be thp memiB; pf convincing some skeptic or 
materialist!^that the so-called dead' are not 
dead, but? living beings, and that they can and 
do return-to us under suitable conditions. We 
(the members of the circle) were'seated around 
a small table on which were placefl trumpets, a 
tambourine, music-box, tablets, pencils, etc. 
These tablets we were requested to examine to 
satisfy ' ourselves that they were perfectly 
blank. The medium sat in the circle with us, 
we all holding hands, so that it would have 
been an impossibility for the medium to use 
his haudp' in any inanfier. \

No sootier Was the light extinguished than 
the manifestations began. The musicbox 
waswoundby unseen hands, .carried around 
the circle, over our beads, and at one, timq it 
restedupon my head, and was held "there for 
spffie time/»btii'I: kindly Wbested the spirit 
•tofreplacejt npoh the table.’. In the mean- 
tindc independent vbices were heard, the 
trumpets Were seized and carried around the 
pirqle, vpiees speaking, through them, bells 
were ru'ngj tambourines were shaken, and the 
Spirits seined to be having a lively time of it. 
Then a materialized haijd-qduld be seen writing 
on the tablets. A sheet would be torn from 
the tablet, and given directly into the tiapd 
of the one for whom if was intended. But it 
would take too long for me to enumerate all 
of thp phenomenal things which occurred, so I 
will clOsp by relating a little of my own experi
ence, which has convinced me beyond the 
shadow of a doubt th^t if a man dto he shdll . 
live again. <

The voice of my^husband (who had been in 
Spirit life about five, months) came through the' 
trumpet and told me that he would fry and 
materialize for me )n a few moments. So I 
waited, hardly knowing how ,he would form or 
in what manner he woujd come to me. At 
first I saw a bright, phosphorescent light ap
pear before me, and almost immediately he 
stood almost directly behind me, holding in 
his right hand" what-seemed to be a little 
torch. This he held close to his face, so that 
it illuminated his features so plainly that I 
looked into his face and saw the well-known- 
features of my husband as plainly as I 
ever saw them in life. Looking down I saw that 
he seemed to be fully clothed in what appeared 
to be a black suit; he remained long enough for 
me to fully recognize him, and then stepped 
back into the darkness and was gone. Hoping 
I have not wearied your readerk with this 
rather lengthy article, I will bring ft to a close. 
At some future time I may write again, and 
relate my experience with this same me
dium in a slate-writing seance.

Geneseo, 111, , Mbs. L.

Spiritualism in Los Angeles.
To the Editob:—Having promised your 

readers an account of a seance held at our 
house a few weeks ago by Mr. Emmet G. Ord, 
I will, in as few words as possible, tell- the 
story. Mr. Ord is a youug man of about 
thirty, and a nephew of Gen. Ord, of our late 
war, who was a great personal friend of Gen. 
U. 8. Grant. The subject of this writing has 
only been conversant with our philosophy for 
a short time, but his gifts are wonderful. At 
the seance held at our house, We first sat in the 
dark, but almost as soon as the lights were ex
tinguished there were small, darting lights 
coming and^oing from the cabinet to the sit
ters, these lights resembling balls of fire. 
Soon soft, silky hands were felt in different 
parte of the circle, all at the same instant, thus 
precluding the thought of fraud on the part of 
the medium. A

. Several slates were passed to the sitters m 
the dark, each containing a nicely written 
message, Then the main control called for 
light, and said he would try and produce full
form materialization, which he did in very 
good style, considering the medium is so very 
new at the business, for, let me .say, Mr. 
Ord takes -no pay whatever, only sits (so far) 
to gratify his friends. He works hard every 
day as a plumber and gas-fitter. His healing 
powers areJihe most marvelous^of all. The 
very touch <?f his hand, will dissipate, pain or 
restore swelled-joints to their normal size in a 
wondrous short time. ,

We have here in Los Angeles Oapt. Win
gate, also, who has on Several different occa
sions shown his wondrous powera'as hypno
tizer; in fact, Los Angeles just now is blessed 
with several great mediums, and I hope that 
three hundred and twenty-five years from now 
there will not arise another Constantine to call 
a. council and steal all that our mediums have 
done, and credit it to a mythical Chrl^y ■ ' 

. Pur cause here in the. city of the Angels 
is in goqd condition. The First Spiritual 
Society of Los Angeles is now fully organ
ized, and working under the laws of the State 
of California, and the attendance is large. I 
had the honor of addressing a large, elite 
audience at Forrester's Hall a few evenings 
ago, my wife following with tests.

With best wishes for the cause at large, and 
its firmest champion, The Progressive
.Thinker, J. L., Baiblby.

A Criticism.
“DOBS MÜNDANB LIFE ANTEDATE BPIHIT-LIFE?”

To., ^hb- Editob:— In your last issjie. 
Brother A. 8. Hudson, of Stockton, Cai., has 
an article with the above heading, and I wish 
to use your valued space to criticise that arti
cle just a little in a kindly manner. Brother 
H. claims that “this earth-life is the fore
runner and the predicate, of spirit. ” And, 
also, “that the matrix of matter is the nativ
ity of spirit;” also that “spirit is the outcome 
and offspring of the parent earth." But, I 
hold a far different knowledge, that has been 
obtained from the higher life, that all matter 
is the product of spirit work and power; and 
I would' ask Brother Hudson if he does not 
know- it to be a fact well established that 
man’s sold or spirit, of both, is a spark of life 
and intelligence from thé. great eternal foun
tain of all life, and that as there is but one 
fountain of life, we must have existed some
wherebeftire we came into earth-life. So in
stead ’o? matter being the source of spirit-life, 
he ought to have said that spirit was the 
source, so far as we can know, of all matter
and of allspirit-life on earth. Man is a sparklove, which, if it is not realized in this mundane and of all spirit-life on earth. 1__  . __

pilgrimage, will be ours somewhere in the’Tromthe Infinite source, passes through earth-
eternities. .

I also taught the spirit the error she was 
making, showing her the wrong she was do
ing in making another so very miserable, sim
ply to obtain for herself joys so incomplete, 
also jeopardizing the life and happiness of an-
other she also loved dear!
law that, 
tised by

I taught her the 
known and prao-

leople, namely: You
cannot obtain permanent and perfect happi
ness through selfish means.

And now a word to Our brother across the 
water: If he would relieve thè one so dearr to 
his heart/he must first forget himself find 
commence ■ a - labor of loVe" to release . the 
“schoolmate" from the bonds of ignorancpmd 
selfishness;/teach him through..tender, unself
ish love how great is his mistake when he or 
any one seeks to obtain love;-under enforced 
.conditions; teach him understandinglythis’one 
law, and the obsession will, truly cease; and 
be assured, that all human spirits on thitior 
tire other side of life are ever teachable When 
brought under the realm of love and sympa
thy, unselfish and pure. Do not presume to 
ask favors for your own sake; be mofe than 
one-r-be all; ask for humanity's sake. Show 
your love of God by your love of humanity.

I hope the editor and readers will pardon 
the imperfections in this hastily-written arti
cle, while I hope it may prove a lesson ’to 
many who read the pages of the grandest 
paper how published on the earth—The 'Pro- 
gbessivb Thinker—as I verily believe. 
When the demand is made, I will other lessons 
give from a half-century’s gleanings, ' ■

Ottumwa, la. A. A. Davis, M. D.,

life in contact with matter, and in the ages be
fore him will at last retuni to the eternal 
fount from whence he came, ahdtoe absorbed 
tn that fount and as an ‘ ‘individual, " be lost for
ever. As the mist that rises from old ocean 
and drifts to the mountain-tops, and then 
drops down in refreshing rain, and, in time, 
rills back to old ocean again, bo does man’s 
soul drift oat from the great ocean of eternal 
life, and in the end finds its way back to that 
eternal fount, then to rest forever.

This idèa of at last resting in the “bosom 
of the maker” is often expressed in the pul
pit by ¿Ur ministers. So the Buddhist ex
claims: . *’• '
So thè soul that is freed from the bondage of 

, ' natntó .
Escapes’frotn illusions of joy and of pain, 
And purè.tó the llame that ft lost in the sun- 

beanij ? .... :
Asoend^toito God and returns not again; ‘ 
' It comes.not, it goes hot, .

It comes not again. ■
. J. W. Dennis.

Buffalo, JV. F. ■

“A Witch of the Nineteenth- ;
Century.”

The Progressive Thinker.
.Spiritnallste, Thb Pboobbssivb. Tmitaà 
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The Egyptian artists knew nothing of per
spective,. chiaroscuro or composition.•.

Rosa Bonheur has the ^reputation of the 
greatest animal painter who ever lived.

Sir Edwin Landseer was pre-eminept as an 
animal painter. His specialty was dogs.

Perspective was first scientifically studied 
and taught bjj -Uccello, who died in 1432.

The American school of landscape painting 
was founded by Thomas Cole about 1825.

The first caricaturist is said to have been 
Antiphittis, an Egyptian, about 332 B. C.

The architects of the Jewish tabernacle in 
the wilderness were Bezaleel and Ahollab.

Early Christian art whs wholly symbolic; 
the lamb .typified Christ, the fish baptism....

The first painter in Rome was brought from 
Etrurih by ’Quintus Fabius about B. 0/ 291.

All ths Egyptian paintings were executed 
according to a code of rules laid down by the 
priesthood,’ ■ . • . ■

The Peripatetic Hypnotizer.
The New York Tn’tune says that ‘ ‘the latest 

terror of society is the peripatetic hypnotizer, 
who, according to the European newspapers, 
seems to be creating widespread consternation 
in England and on the continent. In London 
recently a victim of hypnotism applied to a 
police magistrate for a summons against a 
man whom he charged with having caused him 
to reveal his confidential family affairs at a 
public-house bar. Of course his application 
was refused, since it is obvious\that neither 
theft, fraud, imposition, libel nor assault 
could be accepted as the propers, designation 
of such an incident On the continent the 
danger appears to be of a still more serious 
nature. A man with fascinating eyes is re
ported as haunting the Parisian omnibuses, 
and whenever he feasts his eyes on a good
looking young woman, she immediately falls 
to sleep. So numerous are the charges of this 
character against him that the police are now 
straining every nerve to capture him. But it 
is difficult to say what can be done with him 
when he is secured. He can scarcely be 
guillotined, and to place such an offender in 
confinement would only be to invite him to try 
his powers on his jailors. He might even suc
ceed in sending to sleep the judge and the 
jury before whom he was brought for trial. 
If there is really anything in the new form of 
the Evil Eye, it may become a source of moral 
danger and crime, and the laws of all civilized 
countries will have to be amended in such a 
manner as to grapple with it. In the mean
time it may serve as a fertile field for authors 
of comic operas and screaming farces."

Benjamin West was a native of Pennsyl
vania, but gained all his reputation abroad.

Sir Joshua Reynolds was best in portraiture 
and history, and admirable as a colorist.

In Greece art was essentially religious; the 
Romans adapted it to household decoration.

The first great artists of the Venetian school 
were the brothers Gentile and Giovanni Bel
lini.

Down to the days of Apelles the Greeks 
knew but four colors—white, red, yellow and 
black.

The famous Venus de Medici is, by some, 
attributed to Cleomenes; ,by others to Alca- 
menes. -

In 1861 photography was first successfully 
applied to the transfer of art works to wooden 
blocks.

The portrait statues of the early Roman 
emperors are among the finest relics of ancient 
art. .

The first English sculptor of note was Flax
man, an artrist of singularly fine ideal con
ceptions.

Thomas Gainsborough was the first of a long 
and noble line of English landscape 
painters.

Ap'pollodurus, about 404 B, 0., enunciated 
the principles and value of light and shade in 
painting.

Aristides, of Thebes, was, according to 
Pliny, the greatest anoient master of ex
pression. . ,

The best examples of Christian art during 
the first three centuries are in the catacombs 
of Rome.

Phidon, of Argos, 748 B. 0., is believed to 
have been the first sculptor to employ metals 
in statuary.

7'HE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE 
Something yon «tónld hints referti. By Jome« M. Mo

Cann. Trice IS oento. ■ -
_ ' ■ . ■ '• . • 
'THE CHILDREN'S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM, 
A A manual, vithdtreottoni tor the organisation and manage

ment of Sunday school». By Andrew Jackson Daria. Something 
IndespenslblO. Trice 60 cent». ■
•THE SPIRITS' WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 

■ 1 BKW, and felt <1 Cuiadaga Lake. By H. 1. Suydasu It to a 
pamjhlot that will well >ay pensai. Trice lionato.
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■ ' AB REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

By EDWIN D. BABBITT, 
Author of “Principles of Light and Cplor."

This fl a most excellent woric. Dr. Babbitt fe 4 
born critic, a thorough scholar.and a comprehensive 
thinker.

CONTENTS: •< “
Ohaweb PiBBT—^xlstence and General Character 

of God.—Preliminary thoughts. Is there such a being 
as God? Is God a Creator? The Argument from Do* 
sign. Is God Unknowable? Is God absolutely In* 
finite?

Chapter 6eooni>—God as a Spirit.—Materialist« 
cannot undeastand the God Idea. Argument of ths 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author’s 
Experience. (

Chapter Third—The Delfic Location and Mode of 
Working.—The Location of Deity. Can infinitude 
have a Centre? Does God control the Universe through 

•Law? . How; does God control the Universe? A. J.
Davls*fe Theory of the God Centre. The Dual Centre 
of the Universe. ’ Can the Infinitely Flue act upon the 
Coarse?

CrfipTBR Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is God a 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God a peipg of Absolute Attributes?

Chapter Firm—The Delfic Greatness and Glory.—> 
The Greatness of God. An Angel's Conception of the 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism/

Chappeb Bixyii—Morut Evil and Delfic Phrtec* 
tlon.—The Perfection of God. Has God created hSdi? 
Is Mau depraved? Is anything innately Bad? Ison „ 
endles Hell possible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? . Evolution'.

Chapter Seventh—Delfic Law and Human Inter- 
cesslon.-rBneclal Providences. A supposed Miracle qf 
Healing. How God interposes to answer Prayer. 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer? Does Prayer Influence 
God? Hudson Tuttle’s View of Prayer. Thu Central 

¿Principle of Delfic Action. Prof: Wallace’s View of 
Prayer. Prayerfulness is not necessarily Goodness.*' "

Chapter Eiuuth—How Man Leips Goverp tho Uni
verse.—Man a Co-worker with God. How Spirits con
trol Nations. .Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits Resist Planetary Development. Vision of 

**world-forming by Judge Edmonds. Spirits rejoice in 
this work.', Countless worlds yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God's Purposes? Military Chieftain in Spirit Life. A 
Miltonic Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practices of Christi
anity.—Terrors of Creedal Theology. Churchlaulo 
Conception of Hell. A ihore blessed Gospel. A Bright
er Dawn approaching. Science and Ilellgion. Salva* 
tiou by Faith. \

'»Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of InfaHlble Stand- 
ards.—Churchlanic Infallibility. Infallibility of a 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.— 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecies. 
The Bible,tested by Its Teachipgs. ‘Bald to be the only 
Book which gives any correct-conception of God. Said 
to present the only true Foundation of Ethics Jn the 
Decalogue., Claims'for the Golden Jtnle, Love t<Ci 
Enemies, etc. Is It safe to build on Falsehood? 
ouly one Nation been Inspired? Shall v’e waste time 
and money on Falsehood? Do numbers prove the ' 
Truth of a System? Shall Policy rule? •

Chaffer -Twelfth—Religions Tested by their 
Fruita.—Church Standards 4.00 low. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits.of Religious 
Systems. Sdmo great Points In Buddhism. Moham
medan and Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
the Parsco llellglou. The Parsee Bible. The High 
Priest of .Siam. Catholicism aud Buddhism. Present 
Progress of Mohammedanism. The Religions of to-day 
Insufficient.

Chapter Thirteenth—The Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible presented. The sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. ()f Flowers. Of a Tree. Of a 
Forest. Lessons from the Shells. The Teachings of 
Crystallization. Teachings of the Human Forim Of 
the Great Masses of the Universe.

Chapter Fourteenth—Ltto under the Ol<i Re
ligions.—Importance of HJsRw Truth. Roman Ca
tholicism. Influence of CathoilclHin In Spain. Cal- 
vanism. The Five Points of Galvanism. Presbyterian
ism 1n Scotland. Puritanism In New England. 
Persecuting Spirit of the pid Religions. The Spirit of 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chafper FiFTEENTH-Llfe under a Spiritual Re- ‘ 
ligion.—General DlvUlonsof the Human Faculties. The 
Higher Realm of the Brain. Spirituality Is Ennobling. 
Spirituality beautifies the Countenance. Must bo 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com- 

lunion the Basis of al! Religions. Spiritualism " 
founded upon Facts. The only Religion which demon
strates Immortality. Robs Death of its Terror. The 
most Joy-Inspiring of Religions. Promotes Civil and < 
Religious Freedom. Leads oft In Human Reforms. 
Perfects the Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Nobler Living. Re
veals a Grander Universe. All Great Geniuses have 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus In Spirit 
Life. Will the New Religion Abolish Churches? »

Chaffer Sixteenth—Death under the Old Re
ligions.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death mado 
terrible through Church Songs. Mada Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dark, 
cncd Death. Death Bed of a Christian.* Of an Immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scenes untier the Old 
Dispensation. Terrora under the Old to those who lose 
friends. .

Chaffer Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Religion.—A Spiritual Mind is not over-attached to 
this Life. Departed Ones attract the Spiritual Mind. 
The Spiritualist understands Death,so does not fear It. 
Death of- an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death Uf Mrs. Ward. Prof.- 
Jung Stilling nud his Grandfather. Beafitlful Incidents 
in the Deaths of Children. Triumphanet Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Unlversalist 
Minister. Jovful Transition of a Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experiences 
of Various Persons. Power to Sustain the Lobb ol 
Friends.

Charter Eighteenth—The Future Life.—Location 
and Character of the Spirit Realms. The Clothing of 
Spirits. Children In Spirit Life. A Spirit Child from 
Humble Life. The Wealthy In Spirit Life. Politicians 
tn Spirit Life. Clergymen In Spirit Life. Editors In 
Spirit Life. The Power of Spirits to Commune with 
Mortals.

Final Remarks.—The Basic Principles of a Uni* 
versal Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

This work contains Fortt Illustrations. Thej 
are In harmony with the facts conveyed. U16 0 rare 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, 10 Cts.

THE ELEMINATOR 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

. . st

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expot* 
Ing tbe fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and cog- 
matlc Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price il.W.

For sale at this office.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
D0EMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.

L By LUzle Doten. New edition. This handsome 
volume opens with the wonderful experiences of the 
author, who Is peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
long time been i nceaslng, and the deep religious and 
spiritual tone af her discourses have extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, ‘through 
the instrumentality of the presiX But it Is chiefly for 
her mediumistic power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating/ that she Is most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the inspir
ational utterances, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and imagery 
of his productions la earth-life, out far surpass these 
in exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tb . inspiration of Shakespeare, Burns, 
A. W. Sprague; ant In many cases the author’s name 
is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar influence which < 
each spirit exercised over the medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and slgnificence of this 
higher phase of spiritual communion Is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from tl.50 to I1AQ, 
Postage M) cents. For sale at this office

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
Iff/GRID’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
rr Saviors; or. Christianity Before Christ. Con

taining new and startling revelations in religious his
tory. which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo* 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock
ing many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. By 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference in the field which he has chosen for it. The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied Information contained In it must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It lain 
such convenient shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print But the 
book is by no means a mere collation of views or SU* 
tittles; throughout its entire course the author-as 
will be seen by his title-pafce arA chapter heads—fol
lows a definite line of research and argument to the 
close, and his conclusions go,Uke^ure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on fine white pappr, large 2mo, 880 
pages. New edition, revised and corrected, [with pot 
trait of author. Price »1.50. Postage 10 ceate. For 
sale at this office. rBIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
X~L which helped or made them' perform mights 
work» <od utter Inspired word», together with aome 
Fenoaal Trait» and Characteristic» of Prophets, Apo^ 
tie», and Jeras, or New Beadlrsa of " The Mtrtclea," 
hy Annas Pvtkam. Price 75 cents. For sale st Uui
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To be prepared for war is one of the most
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The 
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is Squirming in Kansas City.

Kansas City, Mo., Nov. 10,1893.

Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German, 
book is well printed and illustsMed, and

effected means qf . preserving' the peace.--
Washington. •

children of Isreal into the new light, but many 
others who are eager to know of the

Si.
Brother Bean is right in saying that “Ahaz

SNO WBALLSERMONS.
Reported by M. P. Rosecrane.

NUMBER ONE. !

To-day the Tank House was crowded, and 
Elder - Snowball discoursed on the death of 
Adam: •' ,

, “Dear sorrowing mourners:—-As there has 
not been a death among the members of this 
church since its organization, and as most of 
the, old smokers have thrown away their 
pipes and bid fair to live to a good old age, 
your parson can’t expect to attend many of 
your funerals, or take in any extra compensa
tion for such services.

“Under this stato and condition of our 
church, and realizing the fact that funerals 
are extremely popular, and draw large crowds 
to listen to the preacher as he tells t^em 
whether their friend has gone up higher to 
play on a harp through the endless ages of 
eternity, or gone down below to float around 
on waves of hot brimstone, your parson has 

. determined that this church shall hot be be
hind any other in a fashionable ceremony of 
this kind; and as you won't any of you dieso that 
your friends can make à popular show of yourf 
dead carcasses, and haul you off to your graves 
in a grander carriage than you ever rode, in 
while living, your parson, in order to be popu
lar and keep up with the times and fashions, will 
preach the funeral sermon of some of your 
relSfew. and friends, who, dying in primitive 
times Wore grand funerals came in fashion, 
never had the consolations of the gospel ten
dered to their friends. over th«f dead 
carcasses. .

“Your parson feels that lie must do this in 
order to keep up with the times, and make this 
church and society as sensational as are r the 
others. . /

“In order to do this dramatically, we will 
suppose there is a coffin down there before 
us, and in that coffin a corpse, and the name 
of the corpse is ‘Adam.’ The deceased, my 
brothers and sisters, was the first father any of 
you ever had, and .were it not fox him we 
would none of us be here to-day.

“Whether his name was ‘John Adam’ or 
‘Peter Adam' makes no difference to tie; as he 
was all the Adam living at the time, he did 
not need a handle to his name. <

“His wife, we have no doubt, was known as 
‘Mrs. Eve Adam’ when she, was spoken of by 
their neighbor, the snake. But, my dear 
mourners, it has been said, truly: ‘There is 
nothing in a name.’ So we will let that 
Paas- '............................ ‘

“As I said, before, the deceased wasr our 
father (away back), and as such relative, we 
mourn for him.

“He was not an.old man when he died; be
ing only 930 years old. He would have lived 
longer had it not been for a boyish indiscre
tion that shortened his days somewhat. He 
had two alternatives offered, him: He could 

” remain an idiot or senseless fool, perfectly 
naked, without a child to bear his name, or a, 
shelter to keep off the win<l and the rain for
ever, or he could eat a certain fruit, have his 
eyes opened, wear a new coat made out of 
skins, help his wife ,raise childton, and then 
live on 930 years,.and then die anij take his 
chances of playing on " a harp ór .wallowing 
around on ’waves'-of hot brimstone. After 
consulting with his, wife and his neighbor, the 
snake, he chose to die, and your parson is 
here to-day to preach his funeral sermon. «

“Your parson is real glad he «hose to die,' 
and poisoned himself the way he did, for had 
he not chosen to eat the $ruit and take his 
chances, there would not have been a church
steeple in America, and the Republican, party, 
would not have adopted ‘prohibition,’ and 
placed a ‘school house’ on. every Hilltop, in’ 
Iowa. ■ , ' *

“Our deceased friend was the greatest natur
alist that ever lived on this planet, for he 
knew the name of evary bird, animal or reptile 
on sight, and called tneir names all over in one 
day, even before he had ever eaten a meal of« 
victuals, or knetf the difference between good 
and evil. .,

“How the old man^assed his time away dur
ing the long, long years when he wasmot rock
ing the children to sleep is wonderful to think 
of. There waá'not a church society, mission
ary society, or even a mite society in the 
neighborhood < „

‘ ‘Porit old father Adam ! If he could only 
have chewed tobacco> or sat and snfoked. his 
pipe, as do many of his descendants at Clear 
Lake to-day, and thus disgust and sicken 
every one ¿found him, it would not have been 
so b>d, or so monotonous, or lonesome; or if 

'there had been a saloon near where he could 
have walked in from timé to time and $ot 
drunk, and then gone borné and beat his wfe 
for amusement (as many of his descendants do 
to-day), it would not have been so tedkyiè for 
him. • If he "could have gotten up ^horse
race, a prize-fighi, gambled on election, or 
even attended a Revival meeting, or listened 
to some one at prayer—but no! the poor man 
knew nothing of the fashionable amusements 
of to-day; he had no church creed; never was a 
candidate for office, and never had the fun of 
killing or burning a single heretic for his un
belief. As he and God liad a falling out, and 
were pot on the best of terms with each other, 
it is not likely he knew of the benefits his? race 
in the future would derive .from the Jews 
killing Christ, on the great good that murder 
would accomplish for his descendants.

“But the poor old man had to die at last; 
nine hundred and thirty years soon rolled 
around. Whether he died from the effects of 
the fruit he ate, or from the exposure to the 
weather—resulting in ^sciatic rheumatism'— 
we 'are not informed. There being no doctors 
in the^neighborhood at the- time, We never 
knew just what Jiis disease would be called in 
‘Latin. ’ But, dear friends, that doesn’t mat
ternow, as he has been detid so long we can
not have a coroper’s inquesf field over his re
mains, or fiis exact disease described by a 

« «doctor,bf diviaity. ’ '
'¿«'“Fot formality’s sake we will suppose him

dead noc7 that he lies down there before us in 
a hardwood coffin, with polished silver handles 
and rich .triwtotogs, Then, let some of the 
.sjsters wipe their eyes and pretend to weep, or 
seem to shed tears; then when you all get in 
proper condition, your parson will talk to the 
mourners, and tender to them the copsolations 
of the gospel for these case? made1 and pro
vided. .

“My dearly beloved mourping friends! , It 
was once sNid by a' great man when preaching 
a funeral: ‘The evil that men do lives after 
them; the good is often burled with their 
bones," This seems true of our deceased 
father. T Had he not eaten the fruit against 
orders there, would never have been a war on 
earth, and the Jews would never have killed 
Christ, and John Rogers would never have 
been burned at the stake, ^here would never 
have been a saloon or a Prohibition party, To
day Adam and his woman would still be trim- 
miug'trees, picking berries and talking to the 
snake, But this rule does not apply to pdliti- 
cians.^/When living they are slandered, .re
viled and lied about. When they are dead 
their virtues are praised, Congress spends 
many dollars of the people's money for drinks 
and cigars while attending their funerals, and 
monuments are erected to their memory by the 
tones that are glad they are dead. Let the 
death of Adam, then, dear mourners, impress 
you with this grand and solemn lesspn.

“Had our father not died as he did for his 
transgression, we never could have died for 
ours; there would never have been a Christ to 
die for us, or God’s chosen people k'ii him. 
God would have been lonely. with his four 
beasts in heaven, and the devil wòuld have 
had little use for fire and brimstoiie.

‘ ‘And now, we come to the saddest part of our 
sermon. As a minister of'thegospel we,must 
ask the sad question: Where is Adam now,?

“On this subject the books are all silent, 
and the great and extremely wise Doctor Tal
mage has not expressed an opinion, . his ‘ mind 
being so taken up looking after holy relics 
for his Tabernacle. In this case, then,, we 
must depend upon the Bible and our blessed 
theology to answer the question. '

‘ ‘There is no account that Adam ever re
pented, or even attended a revival meeting, or 
ever heard an evangelist preach in his life, or 
that he ever held family worship or said grace 
at hip meals, or even dropped a small mite into 
the contribution-box. , •

“It was never said of him that Km. kept the 
Sabbath day holy, or refused to eat iheat on 
Friday, How sorry your parson is that fie 
can hold out no hope tp you' or word of com
fort as to the present state and condition of 
your dead ancestor, The best he can say is 
thié: ‘That as in Adanj all die, even so in 
Christ shall all be made alive. ’. ,

“As Adhm and Christ were representative 
characters for the whole human race—one in 
hell and thè other in heaven—they mist have 
great regard for eaclf other'. The one causing 
by his act ‘damnation,’ the lather ‘salvation,’ 
and from this reason your parson hopes they 
are on the best of terms WitMèch other, and 
from time to time call eacfiJBev’s attention 
to the grand and beautiful pla^f Salvation as 
taught us at this grand era of civilization by 
the educated doctors of a poor, emaciated ted 
wornout, old, ' sickly divinity they call 
‘God.’ t

‘ ‘The choir will now sing this 'Verse in the 
most solemn manner:.‘ ' • -n . .

1 ‘ ‘Hark, from the tombs a doleful sound! • 
Aline ears attend the cry, ' s 

For Adam is dead and underground, ' 
“ And we’ll bid him now a sad good-by.’ ” ' 

. The audience went home sad and sorrowful, 
while the Tank House was draped in black as 
an expression of their grpat Borrow.

. M. Pi Robeckans, Reporter.

Cherryvale, Kansas.
To the Editor:—In spite of the most bit

ter and unprincipled opposition by 'church 
members and outsiders, and thè indifference 
and fear of public opinion which exists in our 
own ranks, we are glad to say, our little soci
ety still lives. On Monday evening, Novem
ber 13th, we held our annual meeting for the 
election of officers. Brother H. P. Dryden 
was elected president for the coming year; 
Mrs. Dr. Applegate, vice-president; W. E. 
Bonne^ secretary (re-elected); Mrs. Stimpson, 
treasurer (re-elected) ; Mrs. W. E. Bonnev, 
organist .

On Monday evening, November 27th, a 
called meeting was held for the purpose of 
taking into consideration the call of the Na
tional Association fpr a Jubilee Day, to be 
held on Sunday, December 17, lg93. It was 
decided that our society celebrate this day; 
that cards of invitation be sent out to friends in 
the neighboring cities who have no society to 
come and help us. We, therefore, cordially 
invite all who will, not celebrate at home to 
come and have a pleasant visit with us. We 
expect to have our lunch in the hall in picnic 
style, to have music. and singing, reading, 
recitations and lectures, and a good all
round social Spiritualist Jubilee. We extend 
an invitation to isolated Spiritualists to come, 
in and help us. J . '• ,

We are just coming out of fires of orthodox 
opposition, unscathed and unsullied by the 
smoke and soot and flame of rage which they 
heaped upon us, “bright as a new dollar. ”

Spiritualism has come to Cherryvale to stay, 
and the' puny efforts of theological professors 
and orthodox newspaper scribblers will have 
no more effect in keeping back the truth than 
a woman with a broom would have on the 
waves of the Atlantic Ocean.

' W. E. Bonney.

Believing that all Protestants, and espe
cially ministers, should be informed pf the in
tolerant ■ bigotry of the Roman Church as 
brought home to us and existing at present in 
opr • midst, emboldens us« thus to address 
you.. ■
. We have the honor to be very respectfully 
yours, • The Committee, j

I 424 Hall Building, Kansas City, Mo.
ASA PUNHAM, OF’“YORK STATE.”

Old Asa Dunham came in one day
Where his good wife Anna was washing 

dishes, . .
And said, in a somewhat embarrassed way: 

“I want you to tell mp, wife, your wishes—
If yo.u should die in a month or two, 

'Would you be buried in Canton Centre?—
You know there are many there kin to you— 

Or shall we lay you in old North Mentor?”
His wife surveyed him with quiet eyes, 

The dishes gave not a clink nor clatter;
She roused at fast to a sharp surprise, .

And cried: "Oh, husband! what is the mat
ter?.

Have you’been dreaming of losing teeth?
Or, worse than that, about snow-white horses? 

Maybe ap angel, with harp and wreath, 
Has talked toyou about ghosts'and corpses!” 

“No, Anna,11 have not dreamed at all; .
But Death may enter our humble dwelling, 

And you may answer his voiceless call—
I hope you will not object to telling.”

.To the Protestants op Kansas City.— 
Rear Sir:—We, the undersigned, were ap
pointed by Council No. 40, of the American 
Protective Association, to bring to your knowl
edge existence of the following facts, namely:

Very recently a paper known as The American 
was established in our city, with headquarters 
at 807 Main street. The paper is acknowl
edged an A. P. A. paper. The editor thereof, 
in soliciting advertisements from business 
firms in town, was given an advertisement by 
B. Howard Smith, manager of the Smith 
Steam Baking Company, a concern doing a 
general baking business at 109 and 111 East 
Twelfth street, •

Mr. Smith is a very liberal advertiser, and 
has advertisements in almost all the papers^

Within a day after the next issue of the 
paper having Mr. Smith’s advertisement In it, 
Mr. Heilman, manager of The Western Cross, 
a Catholic paper, with offices at 1166 Balti
more avenue—and a paper, too, in which Mr. 
Smith has been running an advertisement con
tinuously for more than two years, and lias 
an advertisement there now—came to Mr. 
Smith at his place of business, and said:

‘ ‘Mr. Smith, you have done something that 
is going to injure you, and ruin your busi
ness. " •

Upon being asked why, and to explain, 
said: ‘

“You have put an advertisement in that 
A. P. A. paper.”

Mr. Smith told him he was solicited by%he, 
editor of The American, that the solicitor 
made him a very low rate, and that as a matter 
of business he gave him the advertisement, and 
inquired how this was to injure him.

Mr. Heilman thereupon informed Mr. Smith 
that he had received a number of communica
tions from Catholics—some of them very 
lengthy—wanting to know if this man Smith 
was ah A. P. A., and whether he did not know 
that a great many of his customers and pa
trons were Catholics, and suggesting that if 
further patronage be given The American, 
grocers who had Catholic customers would be 
forced to stop buying,Smith’s bread, and fur
ther, that the Catholics’would L^cbtit him to a 
man. . .

Mr. Smith expostulated, replying that he 
advertised in nearly every, paper, etc., and 
that he then had an advertisement in the 
Catholic Western Cross, Mr. Heilman’s paper, 
which had been running for two years and 
more.

Mr. Heilman argued that if the advertise
ment remained in The American, Mr. Smith’s 
business would be ruined; tried to persuade 
him to take the advertisement out, saying: 
“You must take it out,” and that his adver
tisement was the oqly one in the paper, and 
that business men dare not advertise in that 
paper. .

Mr. Smith, who is a Protestant—and we 
are not able to state whether an A. P. A. or 
not—reasoned with Mr. Heilman that such a 
course was not treating him fair; that he had 
a right Jo advertise where and with whom he 
pleased; that it was not proper, right ,or 
American to bulldoze and browbeat him in 
such a way. 1 .

Mr. Heilman’s arguments and persuasions 
here merged into threats, and he told’,Mr. 
Smith if he did not take his advertisement put 
of The American that not a Catholic would buy 
a loaf of his bread, nor a groceryman 'who 
cared to retain his Catholic trade would handle 
a loaf; and further, that the Catholics would 
boycott and ruin him; that he would publish 
the letters he had received that The American 
was anti Catholic; that he had to, and would 
protect his church.

Mr. Heilman has since ^sent word to Mr. 
Smith that his advertisement had been dis
continued in the Western Cross; that they 
would have nothing to do, in a business way, 
withan A. P. A., or any one who patronized 
an A. P. A. paper. ... .

Mr. Smith brought these facts home to the 
editor of The Amr.rioanf&uA.hs reported them 
to Council No. 40, -and -this committee, as 
above stated, was appointed to^ communicate 
the facts toyou, and to every Protestant min
ister in Kansas City, and? to every A. P. A. 
Council, in order that ’ all Protestants may 
kfipw, and their faith ahd devotion to Ameri
can principles be tested: by the same standard 
established by the Catholics. ., i« .

If any verification of these facts be sought 
or desired, the same may be hadfrom Mr. 
Smith personally, on .from gefdd and true per
sons he will name who were present and heard 
the conversation—threats, «rather; -

“I think,” said Anna, “I shall not go 
As long as I’m doing the work for seven!

But how, now, is it you come to know 
’ The good God is wanting me in heaven?*
“I guess it will—settle the hash as well 

To tell it out without dodge or quibble, 
And take my chances for catching—well, 

I’ve been and consulted a female sybil!
She talked to me about ‘atmospheres,’ 

And the ‘wearingout of old conditions,’
But yet that it all lodged in my ears, 

I never had harbored the least suspicion,
“Until her messages seemed to work

All through and through me, and set 
thinking, '

me

Till every place where a thought could lurk 
A ghost uncannily peered out winking.

#The most of them seemed of the social kind— 
Believers in something She called soul-meet»

And all ponjoined in a common mind 
That my conditions was needing treating.’ 

‘‘But, Asa, what did the lady say?
You must forget that you nave not mentioned.

How did my partner go astray?
Honest always and well-intentioned.

How did; the woman break the news? -
How did she tell I was near to dying?

Why have you not been down with the blues? 
Were wb to part without tears or sighing?” 

“Well, Anna, she came and sat down.by me
I was hot looking for such q story!

She rubbed her eydlids, and said: ‘I—see— 
Your—present—wife--at the gates bf glory!

Her fingersreston the jeweled latch:
But turning sadly, she says: “Tell Asa 

Our marriage was only a sorry match;
He—yet—will—marry—a—perfect—daisy'.’

“Wonderful strange! was it not, my dear?
If Death, as the sybil said, should seize you, 

I’d rather kno*^ if you'll make it clear, .
Which of the graveyards best will please you. 

Fateis fate,, and if. you, must dip,
, And if I must rig for another wedding, . 

It’s nonsense, Anna, to snuff and cry, 
When we are near to our parting treading.

“Fate is fate, and I rather guess
I will tell it all: I have seen the lady—

The one to come after you—unless ■
You go not down to the valley shady— 

Which, Anna, I rather think you will, .
Although you are doing the work for seven— 

The sybil, she saw you, up life's hill,
Your hand op the jeweled latch of heaven.”

“Yes, fate is fate! and if you’re to be
The foolishest fool in the world, you’ll be it!

You did come home with a great idee, 
And lucky it is I’m here to V. it.

Now, straighten up, and collect yourself!.
Assist that rosebud to leave your button!

You’d better step in to the pantry-shelf 
And lunch on apiece of bread and mutton.

• -........... - —Emma Rood Tuttle,

By Rabbi Samuel Weil, now in press by the 
Arena Publishing Co., promises to be a work 
of rare merit and interest to all Spiritualists. 
Rabbi Weil became convinced of the truth of 
Spiritualism by listening to the guides ol 
Mrs. Richmond, a&f witnessing the phenom
enal phases through several mediums at Oassa 
daga some three years ago.

He is a.most liberal and broad-minded man, 
and promises to help to lead not only the

religion.

Reply to Charles Bean.

new

was badly beaten, ” but wrong in saying that 
“Isaiah’s prophecies were a complete failure.” 
The object of the conspiracy, which Isaiah 
said would not stand, was to supersede Ahaz 
as King of Judah, by the son of Tabeal, 
Ahaz, though “badly beaten” in battle, was not

•‘A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.”
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The PboQressivb Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all- new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at_ No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, DI.' Every t Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be. greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year? Sent three months.for 25c;

Borrowed garments never keep a man warm’. 
Nor can one get smuggled goods safely into 
kingdom come.—J. R. Lowell. .

“SamanthaattheWorld’s Fair”
Jbylah Allen’s Wife’s New Boole

JI | QT I | «RF Over 100 illustrations by C. Do Grimm. 
I I ■ Everybody sure to want to read it,

BBSS Ideal Book for a 
Christmas Gift.

ARFNTQ WANTFn Bead what is Baid by one or two: “Eight riufeaiv i q vvmv I L.U. orders on iny way home—about 8 squares.'’ 
"It goes like hot cakes, Took six orders this morning.” “Nineteen names 
takento^lay.” “Istarted outallttlewhileonSaturdayandthismorninghave 
twenty orders." The book sells itself. Every one wants it. Prices, 
by mail, oj through agents, Cloth, ¿2.50; Half Russia, <4.00. Handsome , 
prospectus and outfit for agents. Half a million copies sure to be sold. 
Write at once for terms to agents. $250 can be easily earned by Christmas.
FUNK & WAGN*LLS COMPANY, Publishers, 18-20 Astor Place, New York. SaniaHMn Nretatlif Jhilc

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
They Are for Sale at This Office.

'THREE SEVENS, 1—1—7, BY THE PHE
A lorn; the Je.alta, seen and unseen, are banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they are .afraid they will lose 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they Have held so long. 
In Three Sevens, thia knowledge Is offered to tho people. Buy 
It, retd It carefully, and see why the Jesuits hate IL Price *1.25.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OR 

A A the Sunday question. It la Invaluable, By G. W. Brown. 
M. D, Price U cents.
TJOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 

A A Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists in Amer 
lea. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. An 
invaluable work. Price, paper, 50 cents.
T\UTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTHER 
(-1 (ales and sketches. By a band of spirit Intelligences, through 
tbe mediumship of Mary Theresa Bhelhamer. An exceUent wont. 
Price *1.35.
TTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
O rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended for the light and solace of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. Price 50 cents.

OECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
r-J Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na
ture," “Ethics of Science,” "Science of Man," etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing and publishing his 
“Convent,’.' which has bad a phenomenal run lu Ths Pboohess- 
ivb Tiiinkeb. Post paid anywhere, 50 cents. Paper 
edition, 25 ceuU.

rOLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM B, BUTLER. 
O A. scientific method of dellne&tlug character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven piate diagrams and tables of tbe moon and planets, from 162U 
to 1900 Inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth «5.00. Postage 20 cents.

CWRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO^ 
kJ cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M, Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from nil theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft is doubtless the most 
attractive work of tbe kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duels and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompaui- 
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 42.00. Postage 14 cedis.

7'HE PRIEST, THE^WOMAN, -AND THE 

Confessional, by Father Chtnlquy. A stirring account of the 
diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through the confessional 

box. Price *1.00. . '
'THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
J comparison between Evangelicffiam and Spiritualism, in the 

keenest and most easy style of Its awe and versatile author. To 
those who know him that is sufficient Inducement to purchase 
the book. Price UDO.
JA/AS ABRaHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
VV 1st? or, Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent In the English language.' Its theme is novel lu 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment
ous period In history and regarding its most famous parttclp'ant— 
the post noted American. It is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense In Its verification and produc
tion, and he stakes his reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect, Jt is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give It a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
repaid. Prlcp tl.60.

AN AMERICAN NING AND OTHER STO- 
rles, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 

powerful illustration of man's cruelty and injustice to his fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
jYI from tbe splrlWpalms. Disclosing the most startling revela
tions. proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled haa625 pages, a fine engraving of J, M. Roberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price «1.50. Postage 12 cents, 
‘ ARYAN SUN MYTHS. BY SARAH E^ TIT- 
Yi comb. An explanation of where the religions of our “race 
originated. Au interesting and instructive book. Price 41.25.

(CHRISTIANITY A 1 FICTION. THE ASTRO- 
C* nomica) and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J, H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

JTELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-J US- 
Ei tlce. By Lois Waisbrookcr. Price 11.50.

’ IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
L “If a man die, shall he live?" Is fully answered. By W. 8. 
Jarlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cenu.

'h/TABAL RAYMONHS RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
IVL Walsbrooker. Price 4L5O. Mrs. Walsbrooker,s books 
should be read by every woman In the land. ,

ly/jVZ) READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
IVL A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of the subjects 
rested upon. Price 11.25.

DOEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
L volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
bought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, win- 
rom and restful. Price <1.00.

RELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IF 
cl all could be led to believe in such a religion the world would 
bo far better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt tn power 

nd disposition to apply tin facts of history and science. Price
i 1.25. Postage 10 ceuta. '

5VUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE. Ai. IN 
valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle. Prlce-41.25.

Seers of the-ages, embracing spir- 
Ituallsm. past and present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. An cn 
:yc' opedla of Interesting and Instructive facta. Price 42,00. 

CELF-CONI'RADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE 
144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and speculf 

Ive-, each proved affirmatively and negatively by q'lMations iron 
icr.Dture. without comment. Price 15 cents.

T'OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN 
\J and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with spiritual truths. 
srlce 11.00.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 

I dwelling places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of rare 
ncrlt. Interesting xo every body. Price «1.50.
piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
Li Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book.' Price 75 cents.

T1IBLE OF BIBLES. B Y PERSE Y GRA VES. 
D It will well pay perusal. Price »1.75.
T IB ER AL LECTURES. BY A. B. EREHCH. 

Lt They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, W cents.

TIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORV 
of Atharael, chief priest of a band of AI Arrans. An »ratlin, 

history of man. Written through the mediumship of U.G. Fig 
ley. You should read this work. Price 30 cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Bhelhamer. It abounds lu facts lx refer 

once to tbe Summer-Land. Price *1.00.

T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
J-r from the Tree of Life. Presented to humanity through tbe 
medliunahlp ot B. & Litchfield. Excellent throughout. Fnee

CEERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISM 
O Past and Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of 87« 
pages, it is an encyclopedia of facts; a mine of rare knowledge) 
a work that should be tn the bands every Spiritualist. Price 
•XOO. 7 F
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
xk embracing tbe origin of tbe Jews, tbe rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and tho derivation of Christianity; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? ' By G.W. Brown, M. D. 
One af the most valuable works ever published. Price «1,50.
REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
Zk inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. You will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. Bl 
Zv Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot should read It.
Price 11.00-
'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
1 and Expressions in human Embodiments. Given through 

Mrs. Core L. V. Richmond, by her guides. A book that every
body should read who are interested tn re-incarnation. Price 
11.00. '

rpHE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. 
J. By Epc> Sargent. A work of profound reieirch, by one of 

the »blest men of the age. Price *1.50; pottage 10 centt.

T7ZEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOMELY 
v DsAmt Jackson Daria Highly interesting. Portme 5 

oenta. PricA75cr.au. . ’
■THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
1 TutUe. "Hie works are alwayt intensely interesting. Price 

'»1.50.
•piE' WORLD'S SIXTEEN CR UCIFIED SA V
i lore. By Kersey Graven Ton ehonld read l£, and be the 

wiser. Price *1,50.

’THE QUESTION. SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
L comparison of Biblical and modern Spiritualism, By Mosel 

HolL An invaluable work. Price *1.00. > .

•THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
J. phenomena and philosophy. By Bev. Samuel Wlteon. 
This work wu written by a modern Barior.-S grand ant noN* 
■an. Price 11.00. -
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E. C. ALLEN & CO..
Augusta, Me.

If You Want Work
that Is pleasant 6Qd profitable send us your address 
immediately. We teach men and women how to earn 
from |5 per day to 18000 per year without having had 
previous experience, and furnish the employment at 
which they can make that amount. Capital tmneces* 
sary. A trial will cost you nothing. 'Write to-day and 
address.

Box 1001.

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the ‘ ‘¿4 j/raf 

Guide." It contains a lec* 
ture ou Astro-Magnbtic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas- ■ 
ters in Spirit Life and 
wilj imfonn you where to 
firocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. A stra I Gu ide sent on 
receipt of stamp. •

Io J. SHAFBR, 
Chemist, .

1910 Washington Soul. ' 
Chicago, Hl.

MITIOOin UNVEILED.
The Great Revelatien of the Nine* 

teenth Century. Mott Important z ‘ 
Disclosures Concerning; the 
True Origin of Christianity.

This remarkable work unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning the origin and 
promulgation of Christianity. It appear,« through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu
late the Christian religion. Even the name 
Jesus Christ j eenis to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the names of the 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids,' 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishna. Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect hid worshipped the 
god Hesus, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should bo 
called Hesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name was 
suppressed. We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed tire religious system that the Western 
world now knows as Christianity; and it is 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an
tagonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almos t 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore , 
having the power, they changed, suppressed, Ur— 
destroyed as best suited their purpose. An- 5 
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof of the < 
mutilation and destruction of the valuabla i 
historical records of the past, by interpolation,. pi 
elimination, repunctuation and cremation, rdl 
to ensure the success of a religious system i 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical /; 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It ? 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli- '« 
gions which existed before its advent, but no 'i 
one could have conceived of . the deeply ' 
laid plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the ’ 
fragments of the more ancient religious J 
systems and combining them into anew system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How and why -
this scheme was carried out is fully explained ■
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived ' 
at and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
era. The light they bring includes not only ;' 
what they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life. No 
scholar living pn earth atthe present time,how. 
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world’s religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians. They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare tho 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to mnti- 
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world.
This was done because they contained historical ’
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic rell- 
gious system that wax to be established. - In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as weU! 
as many other eminent scholars who have tho - 
courage to publicly express, not only their Con- 
viotions, but the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing away from tho 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who are looking for truth upon ‘ 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the . ‘ 
offspring of more ancient religions ? « ..

Price, 81.50. Postage 13 Cent«.

^ELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF TR£. 
O Bible. 144 Proposition!, Thqbloglc&l, Moral, ffi«* 
torlcal and Specnlatlve; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without com

Price 15 cents.
VE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISE 
It» Phenomena and Philosophy. By Her.;Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Sarlon, 
a grand and noble man. Price »1.00.
(FEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC. 
O Ing Spiritualism, past and present By J. M. peo> 
bles, M. V. An encyclopedia of interesting and ta. 
struct«re facts. Price ,2.00.
rf'HE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
jt Death anti Its Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic Idea 

of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Mose. Hun. Price a 
cents. . ’
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN
i tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rai* 
work. It possesses great merit Price si.S5.
'THE .SOUL, ITS NATURE, RBLA. 
J. Hone and Expressions In Human Embodiments.- 

Glren through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. A book that everybody should read who ara 
Interested in re incarnation, price *1.00.
'FHE SRIPir^- li vnn. WHAT 1 
A Heard, Saw and Felt at Cassadaga Lake. ByH. 

L. snydam. It is a pamphlet that will well pay perusal. 
Price 15 cento.
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Take Notice.
At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper Ie discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.
W It you do not receive your paper promptly, 

3vrlte to ue, und errors In address will bé promptly 
corrected, and mlaalng numbers supplied gratis.

Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
Changed, always give the address of the place to which 
it la then sent, or the change cannot be made.
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Published every Saturday ut No. 40 Loomla Street

J, R. Francis, Editor and Publisher.
* . JE»>te»,edaeÇMcagoPostojJlceasS<îcla««ni(iH^r

Terms of Subscription.
THHpBOOBXSBivxTinNKXBwIUbe iurolshei until 

further notice, at the following termn. Invariably in 
advance: . '
Onoyear - - - - _ . iim
Clubs of ten (a copy to the one getting up ‘ 

tho club) (7,50
Thirteen weeks - - - - - ¿jets
Single copy - gcti

' . B^MITTXSOBS.

Remit by Fostofflce Money Order, Registered Letter, 
ordratton Chicago or New York. It costa from 10 
to 15 cents to get drafts cashed on local banks, so don't 
send them unices you wish that amount deductedfrotn 
tho amount cent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis' 
No. 40 Loomis st., Chicago, Ill.

CJDUBSI IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab therQ are thouaanda who will at flrat venture 

only twenty-five cento for ThkPeogbes6iveTh<nkkb 
. thirteen weeXfl, we would suggest to those whnvecelve 
. a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 

them, and thus be able to remit from 11 to $10, or even 
; more than the latter sum. A largo number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of ourjubor and usefulness The same sug
gestion will apply in all casea of renew*»! of subBcrlp- 
tlons-^aolicit others to aid In the good work. You will 

, experience no difficulty whatever In Inducing Spirltu- 
aliBts to subscribe for Tub Progressive Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

; A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we i an 

give you for 25 cents? Juet pause and think for a no
Incut what an Intellectual feaet that email Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Thb Pko- 
aaxssivB Thibkbb thirteen weeks Is only twenty-live 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantia), soul-elevating and 
mlnd-refi-eshlng reading matter, enulvalent to a medi
um-sized book I

Expiring Subscriptions. ■
The period of expiring subscriptions 

is on us, As The Progressive Think
er is published on the cash plan, of 
course all names are. dropped as soon as 
the time is reached to which advanced 
payments are made. We know money is 
close and hard to get. Newspaper, pub
lishers feel the pressure more keenly 
-than others,'because many persons un
wisely commence economy in expenses 
by cutting off mental aliment. This 
should not be. The trifling cost of The 
Progressive Thinker, but little more 
than the blank paper on which it is 
printed; and the large pmount of educa? 
tional matter with which it is laden,' 
commends it to the thoughtful every
where. , ■

If the reader is in straitened circum
stances, and cannot afford to invest 81 
for a year, he caq certainly spare 25 
cents and extend his subscription three 
months, until business resumes its wont
ed activity', Then there will be no 
break in healthful reading, no discour
agement to the publisher, and no re
gret .that invaluable matter, which 
will never be replapqd, has escaped, at
tention. The hope of the world rests 
with the well-read Spiritualist and Ag
nostic. , .

Reader, let us share each other's bur
dens as much as we can while .these 
financial embarrassments stare all in 
the face. Only a few months more, 
when public confidence will be restored 
and prosperity will return in an unex
ampled manner.

t
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Do the Figures Lie? :
The late census of the United States , 

ghows that Christian denominations of j 
all sects in thiscoqptry have an enrolled ( 
membership of about 20,000,000, less 
than one-third of the entire population. 
These twenty millions are made up of 
very discordant material. Every child 
pf nearly all the sects is baptized when 
named, and is entered on the church 
roll, and aids in swelling the member
ship. Is it not a fact that those removed 
by death encumber the list for months 

■ or years after they have ceased to be 
actors in the greatdrama of life? There 
is another long array of names who 
have identified themselves with the 
church, not because they have any 
sympathy with the creed, but for family 
and social purposes. And there is still 
another very numerous class who use 
the church as an aid to business or to 
cover defects in character. Even 
Students in colleges are heard discussing 
the merits of the several learned pro
fessions as money-making adventures, 
many choosing the clerical for the pe
culiar advantages it has over others in 

- exempting from exhaustive toil and in 
the estimated certainty of a handsome 
pecuniary reward. The advancement of 
religion of good morals is seldom taken 
into account in the selection of a.pro-- 
fession. Anoth er class of members must 
not be omitted, they who are loudest in 
prayer, and longest on their knees, 
whose zeal for the dear Jesus outstrips, 
all tho rest, and. who have sought the 
church and wear its mantle to cover a 
multitude of sins. They are the forgers, 
the absconding clerks, the eihbezzling 
cashiers of banks, they whose business 
capital consists of being good for specu
lative purposes. These swell the hosts of 
the Young Men’s Christian Association 
and'the Christian Endeavor societies a 
not inconsiderable number,.- .....

If a skilled mathematician will come 
to our aid, „and eliminate all these 
selfish elements, whose names so largely 
augment these twenty millions of Chris
tians, and will oblige us with the re
sult, then these can be subtracted from 
the greater number. What is the pro
duct? It is believed the children alone 
will reduce the number one-fifth. Is it 
too much to estimate the other desig
nated classes at one-fourth? Then we 
have a balance of eleven millions, almost 
wholly women, of good practical Chris
tians in all the churches of the United 
States. These are led by an army of 
one hundred thousand preachers, who 
attempt to rule the country and direct 
its legislation in their interests, who in 
the name of God assume to voice the 
sentiments of the entire population- 
Such baseless assumptions deserve in. 
dignant repudiation by all lovers of unL 
-yersal freedom.

Missionary Enterprise.
A new field of missionary labor, and 

one which it is hoped will be cultivated 
in the interest of truth, is our own Amer
ica. The Orientals visiting the 
World’s Exposition, coming in contact 
with Western wickedness and unbelief, 
seem to have determined to attempt 
a reformation, by teaching us what they 
conceive their better religion. Two 
Brahmans, Jinda Ram and SiddhuRam; 
who, besides their native tongue, with a" 
knowledge of Sanscrit and Persian, have 
a fine English education, remain in this 
city and are instructing us that the 
Brahmans, the .Christian missionaries 
to the contrary notwithstanding, are in 
no sense idol worshipers.

Of the great antiquity of the Brah
mans there can be no question.' The 
sect is easily traced back to 1500 years 
before our' era. It is believed by many 
scholars that they are an offshoot of 
Zoroastrianism, who were carried by 
waves of immigration from the great 
hive of the Aryans, in Central Asia, 
south-ward by that branch invading 
Hindoostan. There, in.contaSkwith the 
native Siva worship, it. beemme cor-

the note.

be placed. V

Vicarious Atonement.

fog-

metaphysics and moral science. .

l' ’ ‘W

The Fog Horns.
The medical journals say the

. Remember.
Remember, please, that the Christ

mas dumber will be Sent to any address 
you may furnish, at one cent per copy, 
where teq op more copies are needed.

We see.but one* way whereby' the 
problem may osteMibly be solved,- and 
that is, on the old'Orthodox theory of 
inherited depravity or sinfulness—the 
sinful nature passing down from progen*-

' Th'e Christmas Number. ishment of the innocent as a substitute 
The readers of our Christinas number ^be guilty is a puzzle for an adept in

A Victim.

Ingersollism Viewed from a Spir
itualistic Standpoint.

Col. Ingersoll says some very hard 
things, about what “spiritual gentle
men” have done, but he refers to monks, 
priestsj popes and parsons, who are will
ing to pray for others, If others are will
ing to work for them. He is very spir
itual himself, but does not know it, per
haps, because he has given more atten-, 
tion to intellectual than spiritual cul
ture. He is very skeptical to be sure, 
but honegt in it; and it matters little if 
he does not accept spiritual phenomena 
so long as he is spiritual in prirlqil|a, for 
that is the main thing, after all. Theol
ogy without religion is a fapee; and spir
itism without spirituality is no ^better. I proportio’n would be larger still, wei-e 

. What we like in Ingersoll is his moral therenoCatholics> Ofthoae wl)0 Btay' 
courage, integrity and independence awayabout one.thil,d ar& indifferent-^ 
It may be said that every man cannot of the whole ^¿f workihgmen 
afford to be independent Why a^ut one.haif arb hostile to the church. 
As well say he cannot afford to be aman, The ho arise8 fj.om causefJ 
and if not a man,: what is he? A in th6 chwch itself. A knowledge of 
troon, despise^ alike by both, honest Uatory and esentattitudesnow8 
men and Mrs. Grundy, before whom he aU ¿>s
obsequiously bows the knee, But, ‘A I ej, influeBnQe; ils efforts have
man s a man for a that. tended to uphold caste, based on wealth

Mr. Ingersoll is not a Spiritualist ifi ld d the
he popular sense; that is . he does not of the j t Bnd or6dulw 

fraternize with Spiritualists pt follow .n 8ub-ectl6n to thelr ,<
their methods o^promulgating truth „ hag he of the
and developing character. Indeedwe I to rob tbosd be.
do not know where to place him or what indusfcyiai
to call him unl ess it be . , simply Robert has ever taught that the poor
G. lngersoH for there isonly one Inger- - g
soli and he is not a Goliath either for I
no slinger has ever been able to «« J ehould cultivate a Bpirlt reBignation 
him hough many have tried £ard, but I c(jntentedne8S thelr

The Colone8! has never been answered be intent with the condition which
and never will be, although like Paine, a wise and good Provi;dence has ^signed 
he may suffer as far aS superstition is them> J«okui& fof b®“’ ’•®ward Jn St
able to detract from his high moral H «baB ^lefl to keep, he laves 
worth; but he lives in a different age toil in quiet and willing ^b ect)on to 
from that of hi, unfortunate prede- theif masters, notwiths^ ng the 
cessorsjandheisdoinghis best to lift wrongs apd grievances to which they 
the odium Uieologicum off the fair name were subjected.
of the great patriot and advocate of hu- fesus preached the gospel to the poor 
man rights; but there are thousands of “his heart and sympathies w^re forand 
living witnesses who will not suffer the with the-lowly-the “under dog in the 
name of Ingersoll to be dishonored as 4ght” of life. With them he mingled 
was that of Thomas Paine. ; and had his associates, companions and

We know it to be a fact that many of I home. He felt dravvn to them-his love 
the orthodox would like to capture .and“ his spiritual blessings were bestowed 
Ingersoll’s talent to bMster up their de- lavishly upon them.i. They wore the 
dining cause. As well, like Joshua, ones most dear of all to him.' The rich, 
command the sun and moon to stand] the proud, the arrogant, the “money 
still while they fight their ignominious] kings” and aristocrat^ ofxhis day-tipon 
battle against human progress and spir- them hejioured hot vials of wrath, in 
itual liberty. > ' denunciation of thelr'pride, their selfish

We are satisfied that thqColond, con- greed of wealth. It is needless to quote 
sidering bls make-up, is his. proper his words of righteous condemnation of 
place, and ia.doing enough for one life, the "money changers” of Wall street 
As to his spiritual status, infeher words, I and La Salle street of Jerusalem.
his chances of immortal life—they are I- Do our modern so-called—they claim

Why Don’t They Attend Church?
It has become a recognized fact, and 

one that is causing much concern among 
orthodox church people and. pasters, 
that what fire known as working people, 
to a: very great extent do not attend 
church services, In fqci, it is becom
ing more and more the habit of. work
ing people to hold aloof from all.connec
tion with churches and church services. 
Of course there must be a reason for 
this—and the ministry in particular are 
anxiously inquiring into the reason why.

Inquiry among workingmen develops 
the fact that about three-fourths of the 
mechanics and laboring men of all sorts 
habitually stay away from church; The

itors to posterity—which would render 
the father in a manner really the cause 
and source of the crimes and wickedness 
of the son who inherited his evil pro
pensities—and thus the aged, feeble, 
helpless old “reprobate” might justly be 
made io suffer and be a vicarious atone-, 
mént tor the crimes actually doné by 
the son,

But—and it is a very big and impor
tant “but”—the justice of the “substitu
tionary atonement” will depend, wholly 
upon the actual fore-guilt and real moral 
pre-responsibility of the atoner. If 
he be, as progenitor, the cause of the 
oi'ime, he may justly, perhaps, atone for 
the same; but if he be innocent, where 
is the justice? ' ,

. The answer does not fall to the Spirit
ualist, but to the “orthodox.”

THE NOISY* MINORITY.

- He Has Been Victimized.
- • Z" -S' XV x m. „ 

To the Editor;—Knowing that The 
Progressive Thinker is established 
along the lines of strictest honesty ’and 
Integrity, admiring also the bold and 
fearless manner of its denunciation 
toward all forms of rascality, and its 
honest endeavor to protect, as far as 
lies in its power, its many readers, what 
more natural than that said readers 
should seek through its columns redress 
from the wrongs inflicted upon them by 
the deadly leeches who fasten them
selves upon a too-confiding public, 
posing meanwhile as Instruments for 
thé Spirit-world, the better to perfect 
their schemes of swindling honest peo- 
.ple out of money and other valuables, 
thereby dragging the beautiful banner 
of Spiritualism into disgrace. It is high 
time a note of warning was sounded 
along the line to take up arms and rout 
the enemies who defile the purity of its 
folds. Our only hope is through the 
spiritual press—without its aid we can 
do but little to down these vipers who 
retard the cause on the onward march 
of progression. The writer of this arti
cle is only one of many who appeal to 
The Progressive Thinker to sound

The Battle for Crumbs.
According to the Chicago Tribune, one 

thousand men sought shelter from the 
weather in the City Hall one night last 
week. Some slept on the stone floor, 
others actually slept standing up, lean 
ing in bunches against radiators and in 
the dooyways to the various offices not 
in use. Early in the night the long cor
ridor was so completely filled it almost 
was impossible to walk from one en
trance to another without treading on 
an outstretched leg or arm. By ■ 10 
o’clock “it was found necessary to open 
the basement to the homeless wander 
era, and 300 were soon crowded just as 
near to the furnaces as it was possible 
for them, to get. . They were not all 
tramps/the proportion of “laboring 
men out of a job” to the professional 
idler being almost three to one.
. They were hungry, too, and the sight 

of sandwiches purchased by some of the 
more fortunate ones almost caused a 
riot. For a moment it looked as if the 
600 men who were camped in the main 
hallway and stairs in the north end of 
the building would engage in an en
counter, but the appearance of the po
lice ' officers prevented trouble. The 
men were hungry., and when a few of 
them entered the place with sandwiches 
there was a rush for food, and those who 
had bought it were sorry they did not 
eat their supper outside. They lost all 
they had, and this was what caused the 
trouble. The sandwiches were passed 
from one hand to another.
BLOWS STRUCK IN ALL DIRECTIONS.

■ In an instant there were 200 men on 
their feet, and blows were struck in all 
directions. No sides were taken in the 

; matter except the twenty who had pur
i chased the food, and this accounts for 
> the fact that the trouble was easily 
i suppressed. No one knew against whom 
) he had a grievance, and when officers 

commanded the men to remain quiet 
■ they obeyed, and again took their places 
> on the cold stone floor to sleep.
I There was a small amount of money 

among a few of those in the north end 
of the hall. While some could not have

There Is Happiness in Hell.
According to.the New York Advertiser 

“fhere-is happiness in hell.” The Rev. E. 
C. Bolles, pastor of the Church of Eternal 
Hope, on West Eighty-first street, de
livered a .seninoh to his congregation, 
saying those very words. He said that, 
in l)is opinion, there was neither a 
heaven nor a hell, in,the general accept
ation of the term. The question has pro
voked considerable discussion recently, 
and two important contributions, to 
literature on the subject were made 
during the present year. The most re
markable, and the 'one to create the 
most widespread sensation, was written 
by a distinguished Catholic theologian 
and entitled “Happiness in Hell.” 
This essay contained ideas that were 
highly creditable to the author. Ac
cording to the tenets of the older and 
sterner church there was a hell not only 
for the wicked who defied God’s com
mandments in this life but also for 
others who, through no fault of theirs, 
were unable to fulfill certain conditions. 
This writer in his essay set forth the 
doctrine that the latter class did enjoy a 
certain happiness, and that their 
greatest misery lay in the fact that they 
could not enjoy the beatific vision. Such 
souls, it was maintained,could be happy, 
though the highest happiness was not 
within !helr reach. This sensible and 
humanitarian view of a complex ques-

rupted, and took on forms which'modern 
intelligence has repudiated.' Originally 
in its love of life, all of which it esteems 
divine, it seems a les? offensive religion: 
than Judaism. It is this better faith 
which has been revived in its ancient 
home, which these apostles of thè older 
thought aye now desirous of engraft
ing on our new civilization. „ _

We own tQ sympathy for this move
ment, for its tendency is to deinollsh the 
walls of intolerance, bigotry and egotism 
and bring all the world into univèrsa! 
harmony and nearer relation to tho age 
in which we live. .

A Heathen Idea. •
The Lacedemonians had a law among 

theta which required every one to serve 
the gods with as little expense’ as possi
ble. Lycurgus,being asked the reason 
for such a requirement, replied: "Lest 
the service of the gods be .’intermitted. 
If religion shall be as expensive in Lace
demon as in other parts of Greece the 
time may come that divine-worship, out 
of the co'vetouness of some, and the pov
erty of others will be wholly neglected. 
Magnificent temples qnd costly sacrifices 
are not as pleasing to the gods as true 
piety and unfeigned devotion on the part 
of worshipers.” '

Are we any wiser today than was Ly
curgus, who was known as “The friend 
of the gods” 884 years before our era, 
when the above utterance was heard. 
Would not the world be benefited by re
turning to some of those primitive cus
toms, which we in our ignorance- label 
heathen?

What Shall the End Be?
We notice the tendency with clergy

men who commence thinking, and who 
have Independence of character suffi
cient to stand alone, is not to stop with 
the utterance of a single truth; but they 
advance step Jjystep, until, finally, they 
repudiate the entire false system of bar
barian dogmas in which they were edu
cated. The latest case attracting our 
attention is that of Rev. Howard Mac- 
Queary, an ex^Episcopallan, who for the 
last two years has preached to the Uni- 
versalists at Saginaw, Mich. He has 
lately left that city to enter a liberal 
church at Erle. Pa. If it were not for 
the bread-and-butter question the de
sertion of a sinking ship by rats would 
be paralleled by desertions from the 
pulpit. ■

equal to those of Paine and Voltaire; to be God-called and heaven-sent, but 
and if there is any truth in Spiritualism "so-called” is.tie truer term—do these 
they occupy high positions in the spirit so-called ministers of the gospel of 
realm. Voltaire, by his sati?e,in which Christ, do as he whom they call “Lord,” 
he was an adept in this life/has pointed “Lord,” did? Are not the modern 
out the w^y of happineS^ to many disap- Ihurches mostly merely social clubs for 
pointed Christians who 'could not find it I the rich and “respe^able?” .
by their superstitious belief, and, Baine I Besides, the church by its creeds, if 
has sat in judgment on his reverend not by its pulpit, of'late, teaches the old 
traducers, and they were glad to slink I orthodox dogmas concerning religion 
away from his bright august presence to and human destiny—including depravity 
their own place,where they could begin I and endless misery; and the steady 
to work out the WalvAtibn. march of humanity is away from all such

Our hero will mid that nOtwithstand- horrible dogmas.
ing his agnosticism and'apparent mate- So the laborer is drifting away from 
rialism, death, so-called, is but a mere the church—nayfunder the influence of 
incident in the continuity' of life,' and I increased genial knowledge he is hot 
that “the future lifais the natural out- merely drifting—with sails set and full 
come of this,” therefore his firm adhjer-1 head of steam he is swiftly coursing on- 
ence to the principles of nature and rea- ward to the beacon lights of religious, 
son will place him in better condition in industrial and social freedom and justice 
the after life than those who depend for —nor Church nor State can stay his pro
salvation on the merits of another and I gross.
do nothing themselves but beliCVe. “The 
false faiths are fading in the light of a 
truer knowledge.”

We leave our friend to answer, by his - What is called an .odd Hindu custom 
own pen, the charge of talking for the has been brought to the attention of 
money there is in it. We talk every reading people by a student of life and 
week, through The Progressive manners in the Punjaub. He was sur- 
Thinker, to an audience many times prised at the very large portion of very 
larger than his (3,000) for almost noth- old men in the Indian jails. In the 
ing, for the sake of disseminating what prison at Mooltan there were last year 
we believe to be the highest truth. seventeen life prisoners whose total

California to the Front
The Mid-Winter Fair, to open at San 

Francisco, January 1st, writes a San 
Jose subscriber, promises to be a great 
success. Already eighty-three splendid 
structures are nearing completion, and 
the exhibits therein will be peculiarly 
fine, not excepting Chicago’s grand Ex
position. Thè site is an elevation in a 
spacious and beautiful park, just out
side of the city and overlooking the 
Golden Gate and the Pacific Ocean. Suc
cess to it, and to every enterprise which 
brings the nations and peoples of the
earth into closer relation with 
other.

eacli

The Reason.
Butler’s Hudibras explains the source 

of the zeal of the average pulpiteer 
thusly:
“What makes all doctrines plain and clear? 
About two hundred pounds a year;
And that which was proved true before
Proved false again? Two hundred more.”

The two hundred pounds withdrawh 
and the whole world may go to destruc
tion for aught the preacher cares. The 
lawyer seldom takes a case without the 
certainty of a generous fee. The priest 
is fired by a similar impulse.

. Gone South.
Prof. Silas W. Edmunds, A. A. A. S., 

of (Cleveland, O., has recently given a 
series of lectures with universal satis
faction to the Spiritualists Of Rockford, 
Hl. He left that city On the. 1st inst., 
for New Orleans, where he has an en
gagement with the Associationof Spirit
ualists to lecture during the- month of 
December, when he expects to return 
North. Success to his labors.

Five Hundred Copies.
‘ M. Bitters &Sons, leading co-workers 

in humanitarian work at Rochester, 
Ind., have subscribed for- 500 copies of 
the Christmas number of The Pro
gressive Thinker. Orders are flow
ing in from all sections of the United' 
States.

Dr. R. B. Westbrook. -
He has something'on our first _ 

that will deeply interest our readers.

, .. ._______  ages were found to amount to more than
„ , ,, a 1.100 years—two of them being patriSnowball Sermons. I upward8 o{ 80 Th-B

We take especial pleasure in calling ablQ {act is attributed partly to the 
attention to Elder Snowball’s sermons gr0at improvement in the economy of 
the first of which is presented to our j_nd(an janB Bjnce the exposure of. their 
readers this week. While taking the mismanagement some years ago, but 
serio-comic style to outward appearance, more ¿nrectly to the prevalent practice 
bur readers will find that there is be-1 wben a crime has been committed of 
neath the outward semblance of humor banding over the least useful member 
a serious lesson worthy of remembrance. of tbe famny a8 a sort of vicarious offer
Judge Rosecrans’ burlesque on the silly I in,r to justice. Thus the old and feeble 
gabble of the great Doctors of Divinity to -ail to atone foi; tbe crimeB of the 
will afford instruction as well as amuse- younger and more able-bodied.

■ The inspector-general of Indian pris-Once upon a time, it is said, a young ‘veg that confinement is less
lawyer who had no case was opposed by the tban to
an eminent attorney. When it was the I the %le know that Be.
young man’s turn to talk to the jury, he ^fo^le place in the shape of
went through all the motions and ges- /iood Ie 4hing) a Bpeoial dlet- 
tures of his eminent opponent, but said J y lightest of work and a 
not one word-and won his case. Elder uncongenial, aWaits the old
Snowball will imitate the silliness of q Ug \ cited
eminent parrots in the church pulpit— , ’ , , , - . , , rnv, ,, tt. . j _ - v -which a man had been strangled. Thebut he will embodv more sense in his w . J& -
humorous “motions and gestures” than P™ ? whom crl“6’ by his own 
they will in their high-sounding words confession was brought home, was a 
and phrases. Pail not to attend the feeble old fellow who had been. para
Elder’s meetings in the Tank-House and lyzed m b°tb ar“V°r * * 
listen to his discourses. c°^d not have committed the

______ _ crime. But as his family all said he 
- ,_.x_ , ' ’ ,x_x. I did it, and as there were plenty of “eye
Spiritual Consultation. witnesses," the old man went cheerfully 

The guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich-1 to jail and lies there still., .
mond have consented to resume the con-1 This is certainly a very interesting 
saltations through her instrumentality, I feature of Hindu life and custom,'and 
on spiritual topics and( mediumship, I presents to the student in social “ ethics 
Wednesdays from 1:30 to 5 P. M.,^ at 401 and economics h subject for‘.thought. 
Loomis street, < 1 How the moral idea atid sentiment of

■ ■ - ------ -—- justice can be reconciled with'the piin-

While. Spiritualists in the aggregate 
are the best, the most intelligent, and 
the most moral pfeople, it doesn’t suy- 
prise us in the .least that there are 
.whiskey-soaked mediums; that there 
are tricky mediums; that there are me
diums and their controls who will, if 
possible, swindle you out of your last 
dollar. That condition of fijfairs is the 
legitimate outgrowth of present imper
fections, and exists in the ranks of 
Spiritualism as well as elsewhere, and 
no mistake. For 35 years we , have 
known that, and yet we entertain a 
roseate view of Spiritualism, because, in 
the aggregate, Spiritualists are the 
most moral people on this earth.

“A Victim” is indignant. He is right 
in being so. But there will cease to be 
dishonest mediums in practice when 
they cease to find victims. Man’s an
cestral caudal appendage ceased to exist 
because it found no employment. So 
will dishonesty disappear—in practice at 
least—when there ceases to be any vic
tims. Of course this is poor consolation 
to “A Victim,” and does not afford him 
any relief. He may haye lost all by 
being victimized, and to-day may be a 
pauper in consequence; but it will prove 
uphill work for him to get, justice
justice is so tardy in this country. If 
swindled - by a medium or a publish
ing company, “A Victim” will find it 
difficult to get any relief. Just see the 
victims of the old Religio-Philosophical 
Publishing House of Chicago, and the 
Better Way Company, of Cincinnati.

How can you reach the two gangs 
that squandered the hard-earned mifcey 
of the stockholders? Alas! how? 1

“A Victim” will learn that it is not 
an easy matter to rout the horde of irre- 
sponsibles that have for 45 years fol
lowed in the pathway of modern Spirit
ualism—outwardly angels of light, but 
inwardly devils. The one who victim
ized him will find ‘apologists, even if 
rotten to the core, and if he tries to. get 
; ustice he will find it uphill work. A 
small but noisy minority will always 
defend the rascal, and that encourages 
him to go on with his nefarious work. 
The only way, as we have said before, 
to purify Spiritualism is to so educate 
the masses that there will be no victims 
—being too sharp; but better still for 
humanity it would be to eliminate from 
each rascal his tendency .to wrong-doing; 
and that indeed would improve the 
world. There is a loud and noisy minor
ity who make it a practice to defend 
rottenness and dishonesty; but that fact 
does not discourage us in the least. It 
is only a question of time when that 
trait will cease to exist; but it can only 
be when the masses shall have advanced 
to a higher plane. _ _______

bought a single sandwich, the entire 
amount was enough to purchase three 
or four dozen. A collection was taken 
up, and soon twenty had combined their 
money for the purpose of buying food. 
While two went out to make the pur
chase the others cleared away a place 
large enough to -accommodate them, 
ana spread clean papers on the floor. 
Here they intended to eat their meal. 
All around them, however, were hungry 
men, and when they heard their com
panions talk of sandwiches they were 
even more hungry.

RUSH FOR THE FOOD. - ■
When the two returned with the food 

each carried a well-filled box. They 
had no sooner placed it on the floor in 
front of their companions when others 
rushed in arid seized the food. There 
was scarcely a crumb left for those who 
had furnished the money to buy it. The 
skirmish aroused others, and soon every 
one along the line in that end of the 
corridor was attempting to get a portion 
of the food. In their eagerness the men 
trampled the sandwiches under foot and 
but few succeeded in getting anything 
at all. Those who had purchased the 
food resented the steal by striking sev
eral blows, and more than one in the 
hall received a bruised face.

Thomas Cusik, the night watchman, 
was sitting half way down the corridor 
when the trouble arose. He hastened 
down the hall and commanded the men 
to be quiet. A few officers who were in 
the Central station came out, but no vio
lence was necessary in suppressing the 
disturbance.

Earlier in the evening five or six.men 
in the south end of the hall nearly be
came engaged in a light over a sand
wich. One man had come in with two 
sandwiches wrapped in a paper. When 
he opened it they were snatched from 
his hand.

The above is a most pitiable picture in 
this, the nineteenth century of "Chris
tian civilization.” Never before has 
such a scene been witnessed in Chicago. 
It will be repeated probably many times 
during the winter. With ignorant for
eign hordes flocking to this country con
tinually, crowding out of employment 
the native born, what better state of 
affairs can be expected? If each affluent 
home in the city would agree to take in 
during the winter one unfortunate, all 
this suffering might be avoided.

One Hundred and Thirty Names.
Jos. Wolff writes: “Herewith please 

find postal note for $1.50 and a list of 
something over one hundred and thirty 
names, with proper addresses, to whom 
you will please mail each a copy of the 
Christmas number of The Progress
ive Thinker. I cannot think of a more 
effective way of doing missionary work 
among the benighted, and I confidently 
believe that your mark of 100,000 copies 
of that issue of the paper will be much 
exceeded. At least, that is my present 
firm' conviction.” '

While we realize that times are hard, 
no one should allow The Progressive 
Thinker to stop, thus depriving 
themselves of spiritual and intellectual 
food. All should aid in elevating the 
world to a higher plane, and that can 
not be betler accomplished than by cir
culating The Progressive Thinker 
far and wide as Brother Wolff is doing.

page

will get dollars in value for cents of out- 
lay—a paying investment, truly. Scat
tered broadcast, it cannot fail to bring a 
rich harvest of good to the cause; and it 
costs so little. See the terms, and send 
your-order for a quantity at once.

, Death, to a good man, is but passing 
through a dark entry but of one little 
dusky room of his father’s house into an
other that is fair and large,' lightsome 
and glorious, and divinely entertaining.* 
—Clarke. ... .

tion was severely assailed by other 
Catholic writers, an(i the heretical 
mouse was quickly disposed of by the 
orthodox cats, so that the world is now 
made aware that such is not the doctrine 
of the Catholic Church. But there was 
also contributed to literature recently, 
by an American woman, a drama which 
gave an idea of hell that was fully in 
accordance with the speaker’s, of that 
most dreaded place. It represented a 
man in a dream talking with several of 
his departed ancestors. One of these told 
the young man that he was in hell, 
though there was no such place as 
heaven and hell ifi the way in which it 
was commonly understood. This man’s 
hell was a condition or feeling in which 
he had no interest in anything. He felt 
no enjoyment, no ambition, no pleasure, 
no passions, no desires. He could go to 
heaven, he said, if he liked, but he had 
no desire. He was not interested in any
thing he might-find there or anywhere 
else. This picture, Dr. Bolles said, was 
awful in its impressiveness and ought to 
contain a warning against evil indul
gences and the violation of God’s laws. 
What could be more appalling than a 
man alive and yet dead, a human being 
without ambition, enthusiasm, desires, ' 
or passions, a wicked man who could no 
longer Anjoy anything? ’ This condition: 
was tc/an extent exemplifietfcip club life, 
in society, and in the getfei-ail lives of 
the rich and idle. They have exhausted 
every source of enjoyment and tapped 
all fountains of enthusiasm. The Prince 
of Wales, it is said, has indulged so much 
in vice and pleasure that he has become 
affected to such an extent with ennui 
that hardly anything can afford him 
pleasure. New schemes have to be con
stantly provided to stimulatfeiiis appetite 
for pleasure oyen a little. Hell, con
cluded Dr. Bolles, was this condition 
carried to its extremity. It was a con
dition without hope, feeling, ambition 
or desires, one of the most horrible 
states in which any man or woman could

horns, ever sounding along the shore on 
foggy nights, to warn seamen of danger, 
are a fruitful cause of nervous diseases 
and insanity to those living'within their 
hearing. We venture the opinion that 
for every cause of lunacy produced by 
these sleep-disturbing sounds there are 
a hundred cases produced by pulpit' fog
horns, warning tne sinner to flee from 
an imaginary “wrath to come.” The 
latter nerve-distracting noises are of no 
practical utility; while the former 
guard the lives of those who go down 
to the sea in ships. Let the pulpit fog
horn nuisance be first abated, then it 
may be discovered the injuries to the 
nervous caused by the roaring along 
the sea-beach, were, practically, of small 
moment.______  _ ________

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond’s 
Books. .

The books of the guides of Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond on sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker are 1 ‘The 
Soul in Human Embodiments.” Price 
$1.00.

“Psychopathy or Spirit Healing,” by 
Spirit Dr. Benj. Rush. Price $1.50.

“Heaven’s Greeting to Columbia,” 
a poem by Whittier, Longfellow, Ten
nyson and Whitman. Price 15 cents; 
extra binding 25 cents.

Also a few copies of “Ouina’s Canoe, 
or Christmas Offering.” Price $1.00.

Any of these books would make a rare 
Xmas .gift to a friend.

It takes a great deal of grace.-to be 
able to bear praise. Censure seldom 
does us much hurt. A man struggles up 
against slander, and the discouragement 
which comes of it may not be an Un- 
thixed evil; but praise soon suggests 
pride, and is, therefore, not an unmixed 
good.—Spurgeon.

. Tho Doctor Assumes that one makes 
his own heaven or hell, which is the 
spiritualistic idea.

It Never Pays.
It never pays to fret and growl 

When fortune seems our foe:
.¿The better bred will look ahead 

«And strike the braver blow. ■
Your luck is work, 
And those who shirk 

Should not lament their doom,'
But yield the play, 
And clear the way, 

, That bettor men have room.
It never pays to wreck the health 

In drudging after gain,
And he is sold who thinks that gold 

Is cheapest bought with pain.
And humble lot, 
A cosy cot

Have tempted even kings, 
For statiort high, 
That wealth will buy, 

Not oft contentment brings.

. A Black Spot in Ohio.
Word comes from Columbus, Ohio, 

that State School Commissioner Corson 
has received a report from D. E. Daniels, 
appointed to investigate, to the effect 
that in sub-district 1, Marion ^township, 
Mercer county, the Catholic national 
series of books are in use in the public 
schools, but -were not adopted by thq^ 
Township Board of Education, and that 
on certain days the parish priest listens 
to recitations from the catechism. The 
investigation was started because of 

. charges that the lawwas being violated. 
Mr. Daniels says the investigation shows 
that the charges have been sustained. 
This black spot in Ohio should be wiped 
out.

Bear in Mind.
Bear in mind that in sustaining The 

Progressive Thinker you not only 
get the Spiritual food that it contains, 
which is worth far more than the sub
scription, but you enable us to give a 
dozen persons employment during these 
hard times. By withdrawing your two 
cents per week paid for the paper, you 
not only lose the spiritual food it con. 
tains, but, in a measure, withdraw assist
ance from those who need employment. 
One Object we had in view when we first 
started The Progressive Thinker 
was to give employment to those who 
needed it, as well as to dispense grand 
Spiritual truths. Not only renew your 
own subscription promptly, but try and 
induce your neighbor to subscribe, and 
thus aid in the good work. If not able 
to send a dollar for a year’s subscription, 
send 25 cents for fhreq months.
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CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-five cents for Tas ProubbsbivbThihked 
thirteen weeks, we w ould auggest to those whftTecelve 
b sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from ll to «10, or even 
more than the letter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulness The same sug
gestion will apply in all cases of renewal of subscrip
tions—solicit others to aid in the good work. You will 
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alists to subscribe for ThbPhoubebsive Thinkeb, 
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ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
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Why Don’t They Attend Church? ltorB to posterity—which would render There is Happiness in Hell.
According to.the New York Advertiser 

“there is happiness in hell.” The Rev. E. 
C. Bolles, pastor of the Church of Eternal 
Hope, on West Eighty-first street, de
livered a .sermon to his congregation, 
saying those very words. He said that, 
in his • opinion, there was neither a 
heaven nor a hell, in,the general accept-' 
ation of the term. The question has pro
voked considerable, discussion recently, 
and two important .contributions to 
literature on the subject were made 
during the present year. The most re
markable, and the one to create the 
most widespread sensation, was written 
by a distinguished Catholic theologian ' 
and entitled “Happiness in Hell.” 
This essay contained ideas that were 
highly creditable to the author. Ac
cording to the tenets of the older and 
sterner church there was d hell not only 
for the wicked who defied God’s com
mandments in this life but also for 
others who, through no fault of theirs, 
were unable to fulfill certain conditions. 
This writer in his essay set forth the 
doctrine that the latter class did enjoy a 
certain happiness, and that their 
greatest misery lay in the fact that they 
could not enjoy the beatific vision. Such 
souls, it was maintained,could be happy, 
though the highest happiness was not 
within Ihelr reach. This sensible and 
humanitarian view of a complex ques
tion was severely assailed by other 
Catholic writers, and the heretical 
mouse was quickly disposed of by- the 
orthodox cats, so that the world is now 
made aware that such is not the doctrine 
of the Catholic Church. But there was 
also contributed to literature recently, . 
by an American woman, a drama which 
gave an idea of hell that was fully in 
accordance with the speaker’s, of that 
most dreaded place. It represented a 
man in a dream talking with several of 
his departed ancestors. One of these told 
the young man that he was in hell, 
though there was no such place as 
heaven and hell in the way in which it 
was commonly understood. This man’s 
hell was a condition or feeling in which 
he had no interest in anything. He felt 
no enjoyment, no ambition, no pleasure, 
no passions, no desires. He could go to 
heaven, he said, if he liked, but he had

IngersoUism Viewed from a Spir
itualistic Standpoint.

Col. Ingersoll says some very hard 
things, about what “spiritual gentle
men” have done, but he refers to monks, 
priests, popes and parsons, who are will
ing to pray for others, if others are will
ing to work for them. He is very spir
itual himself, but does not know it, per
haps, because lie has given more atten
tion to intellectual than spiritual cul
ture. He is very skeptical to be sure, 
but honest.in it; and it matters little if 
he does not accept spiritual phenomena 
so .long as he is spiritual in principle, for 
that is the main thing, after all. Theol-

Expiring Subscriptions.
The period of expiring subscriptions 

is on usi - As The Progressive Think
er is published on the cash plan, of 
course all names are. dropped as soon as 
the time is reached to which advanced 
payments are made. We know money is 
close and hard to get. Newspaper pub
lishers feel the pressure more keenly 
-than others, because many persons un
wisely commence economy in expenses 
by cutting off mental, aliment. Tliis 
should not be. The trifling cost of The 
Progressive Thinker, but little more 
than the blank paper on which it is 
printed, and the large pmount of educa
tional matter with which it is laden,' 
commends it to the thoughtful every
where, ’

If the reader is in straitened circum
stances, and cannot afford to invest $1 
for a year, he can certainly spare 25 
cents and extend his subscription three 
months, until business resumes its wont
ed activity: Then there will be no 
break in healthful reading, no discour
agement to the publisher, and no re
gret that invaluable matter, which 
will never- be replaced, has escaped at
tention. The hope of the world rests 
with the well-read Spiritualist and Ag
nostic. .

Reader, let us share each other’s bur
dens as much as we can while .these 
financial embarrassments stare all in 
the face. Only a few months more, 
when public confidence will be restored 
and prosperity will return in an unex
ampled manner.

The Battle tor Crumbs.
According to the Chicago Tribune, one 

thousand men sought shelter from the 
weather in the City Hall one night last 
week. Some slept on the stone floor, 
others actually slept standing up, lean 
ing in bunches against radiators and in 
the doorways to- the various offices, not 
in use. Early in the night the long cor
ridor was so completely filled it almost 
was impossible to walk from one en
trance to another without treading on 
an outstretched leg or arm. By 10 
o’clock it was found necessary to open 
the basement to the homeless -wander 
ers, and 300 were soon crowded just as 
near to the furnaces as it was possible 
for them to get. They were not all 
tramps, the proportion of “laboring 
men out of a job” to the professional 
idler being almost three to one. . 
, They were hungry, too, and the sight 
of sandwiches purchased by some of the 
more fortunate ones almost caused a 
riot. For a moment it looked as if the 
600 men who were camped in the main 
hallway and stairs in the north end of 
the building would engage in an en
counter, but the appearance of the po
lice officers prevented trouble, The 
men were hungry, and when a few of 
them entered the place with sandwiches 
there was a rush for food, and those who 
had bought it were sorry they did not 
eat their supper outside. They lost all 
they had, and this was what caused the 
trouble. The sandwiches were passed 
from one hand to another.
BLOWS STRUCK IN ALL DIRECTIONS.

In an instant there were 200 men on 
their feet, and blows were struck in all 
directions. No sides were taken in the 
matter exebpt the twenty who had pur
chased thejsfood, and this accounts for 
the fact that the trouble was easily 
suppressed. No one knew against whom 
he had a grievance, and when officers 
commanded the men to remain quiet 
they obeyed, and again took their places 
on the cold stone floor to sleep.

There was a small amount of money 
among a few of those in the north end 
of the hall. While some could not have 
bought a single sandwich, the entire 
amount was. enough to purchase three 
or four dozen. A collection was taken

T, , „.____• ■ ? - the father in a manner really the causeIt has become a recognized fact, and , .,, , - J ,,, , . . ? „ ’_ ■ and source of the crimes and wickednessone that is causing much concern among ... . . , ., , , , ■..., . , - of the son who inherited his evil proorthOdox church people and- pastors, pensitieg_and thu8 tbe a 
hat what are known.as working people gg oW (irepi,obate„ mi;bt justly be 

to a, very great extent fio not Attend made to gufl0r a various atone, 
church services. In fact, it is pecom-l ,, . /• ,, ■ v, , ’ * . * . meat for th© crimes actually done bying more and more the habit of work-gon 
ng people to hold aloof from all.conneo- „ . ' , , n ,. „ , ; “ 
.i. .A ■« _v _ .-iv.' _-u „ . i Eut—ana it is a very big and ’impor*tion with churches and church services. jusU/e 04he <.subfetltu.
Of course here must be a reason for tonemeit,. depen4. whony 
this—and the ministry m particular are I X .IMA1D auu UUU U4XU1DUJ $ upon the actual fore-guilt and real moral
anxiously inquiring into the reason why. le. ngibili * J{

Inquiry among workingmen develops f, 1 tni. of the
the fact that about three-fourths of the I . 1 . & . . ' , , .
„ , . ,, , . , crime, he may justly, perhaps, atone formechanics and laboring men of all sorts ,, ’.f.’
habitually stay away from church. The JXTsto? '
proportion would be larger still, were The Janswer doe8 not fall the Spirit- 
there no Catholics. Of those who stay uali but w IIorthodox.„ 1 ■ 
away about one-third are indifferent— I 

ogy without religion is a farce, and spir- • 
itism without spirituality is nd better. !

What we like in Ingersoll is his moral 
courage, integrity and independence, 
It may be said that every’man cannot 
afford to be independent. Why not? 
As well say he cannot afford to be a man, 
and if not a man,: what is he? A pol
troon, despised* alike by both honest 
men and Mrs. Grundy, before whom he 
obsequiously bows the knee. But, “A 
man’s a man for a’ that.” -:

‘ Mr. Ingersoll is not a Spiritualist in 
the popular sense; that is, he does, not 
fraternize with Spiritualists or follow 
their methods of promulgating truth 
and developing character.' Indeed, we 
do not know where to place him or what 
to call him unless it be simply Robert 
G. Ingersoll, for there is only one Inger
soll, and he is not a Goliath either, for 
no slinger has ever been able to fell 
him though many have tried hard, but 
he still stands.

The Colonel has never been answered 
and never will be, although like Paine, 
he may suffer as far as superstition is 
able to detract from his high moral 
worth; but he lives in a different age 
from that of his unfortunate prede
cessors; and he is doing his best to lift 
the odium titeologicum, off the fair name 
of the great patriot and advocate of hu
man rights; but there are thousands of 
living witnesses who will not suffer the 
name of Ingersoll to be dishonored as 
was that of Thomas Paine.

We know it to be a fact that many of 
the orthodox would like to capture 
Ingersoll’s talent to bolster up their de
clining cause. As well, like Joshua, 
command the suh and moon to stand 
still while they fight their ignominious 
battle against human progress and spir
itual liberty.

We are satisfied that the Colonel, con
sidering his make-up, is in his proper 
place, and is doing enough for one life. 
As to his spiritual status,in other words, 
his chances of immortal life—they are 
equal to those of Paine and Voltaire; 
and if there is any truth in Spiritualism 
they occupy high positions in the spirit 
realm. Voltaire, by his satire,in which 
he was an adept in this life, has pointed 
out the way of happiness to many disap
pointed Christians who could not find it 
by their superstitious belief, and Paine 
has sat in judgment on his reverend 
traducers, and they were glad to slink 
away from his bright august presence to 
their own place,where they could begin 
to work out their salvation.

Our hero will find that notwithstand
ing his agn6sticism and apparent mate
rialism, death, so-called, is but a mere 
incident in the continuity of life, and 
that “the future life is the natural out
come of this,” therefore his firm adher
ence to the principles of nature and rea
son will place him in better condition in 
the after life than those who depend for 
salvation on the merits of another and 
do nothing themselves but believe. “The 
false faiths are fading in the light of a 
truer knowledge.” . .

We leave our friend to answer, by his 
own pen, the charge of talking for the 
money there is in it. We talk every 
week, through The Progressive 
Thinker, to an audience many times 
larger than his (3,000) for almost noth
ing, for the sake of disseminating what 
we believe to be the highest truth.

and of the whole mass of workingmen qr-UC MfUQV MIMAOITV about one-half are hostile to the church. 1 IVUI&Y IVIINUrCiTY.
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„ ; x ® do but little to down these vipers who
wrongs and grievances to which they retard the cause on the onward march
were subjected.

gress.

our readers will find that there is be-Ì-

oach

Loomis street. »

earth into closer relation with 
other.

Dr. R. B. Westbrook.
He has something on our first page 

that will deeply interest our readers.?,

Vicarions Atonement.
What is called an ..odd Hindu custom
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of progression. The writer of this arti-

—nor Church nor State can stay his pro-1 Publishing House of Chicago, and the
Better Way Company, of Cincinnati.

How can you reach the two gangs 
that squandered the hard-carried money 
of the stockholders? Alas! how?

“A Victim” will learn that it is not

I A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful liarveet than we i an 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause und think for atio- 
inent what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pko- 
HRE88IVB Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cantal l?or that amount yon obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refTesbhig reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-filled book I

Take Notice.
nr At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper la discontinued. No bills will bo sent tor ex
tra numbers.
W It you do not receive your paper promptly, 

.write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

■Ur- Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
it Is then sent, or the change cannot be made.

Do the Figures Lie?
■ The late census of the United States 

' shows that Christian denominations of 
'all-sects in thiscountry have an enrolled 
membership of about 20,000,000, less 
than one-third of the entire population. 
These twenty millions are made up of 
very discordant material. Every child 
of nearly all the sects is baptized when 
named, and is entered on the church 
roll, and aids in swelling the member
ship. Is it not a fact that those removed 
by death encumber thé list for months 
or years after they have ceased to be 
actors in the great drama of life? There 
is another long array of names who 

' have identified themselves with the 
Church, not because they have any 
sympathy with the creed, but for family 
and social purposes. And there is still 
another very numerous class who use 
the church as an aid to business or to 
■cover defects in character. Even 

. students in colleges are heard discussing 
the merits of the several learned pro
fessions! as money-making adventures, 
many choosing the clerical for the pe- 

• culiar advantages it has over others in 
. exempting from exhaustive toil and in 

the estimated certainty of a handsome 
pecuniary reward. The advancement of 
religion or good morals is seldom taken 
into account in the selection of a pro
fession. Anoth er class of members must 
not be omitted, they who are loudest in 
prayer, and longest on their knees, 
whose zeal for the dear Jesus outstrips 
all the rest, and who have sought the 
church, and year its mantle to cover a 
multitude of sins. ‘ They are the forgers, 
the absconding clerks, the embezzling 
cashiers of banks, they whose business 
capital consists of being good for specu
lative purposes. These swell the hosts of 
the Young Men’s Christian Association 
and the Christian Endeavor societies a 
not inconsiderable number. ,

If a skilled mathematician will come 
to our aid, and eliminate all these 
selfish elements, whose names so largely 
augment these twenty millions of Chris
tians, and will oblige us with the re
sult, then these can be subtracted from 
the greater number. What is the pro
duct? It is believed the children alone 
will reduce the number one-fifth. Is it 
too much to estimate the other desig
nated classes at one-fourth? Then we 
have a balance of eleven millions, almost 
wholly women, of good practical Chris
tians in all the churches of the United 
States. These are led by an army of 
one hundred thousand preachers, who 
attempt to rule the country and direct 
its legislation in their interests, who in 
the pâme of God assume to voice the 
sentiments of the entire population- 
Such, baseless assumptions deserve in
dignant Repudiation by all lovers of uni-

•rsal freedom.

Missionary Enterprise.
A new field of missionary labor, and 

one which it is hoped will’be cultivated 
in the interest of truth, is our own Amer
ica. The Orientals visiting the 
World’s Exposition, coming in contact 
with Western wickedness and unbelief, 
seem to have determined to attempt 
a reformation, by teaching us what they 
conceive their better religion. Two 
Brahmans, Jinda Ram and SiddhuRam; 
who, besides their native tongue, with a 
knowledge of Sanscrit and Persian, have 
a fine English education, remain in this 
city and are instructing us that the 
Brahmans, the Christian missionaries 
to the contrary notwithstanding, are in 
no sense idol worshipers.

Of the great antiquity of the Brah
mans there can be no question. The 
sect is easily traced back to 1500 years 
before our era. It is believed by many 
scholars that they are an offshoot of 
Zoroastrianism, who were carried by 
waves of immigration from' the great 
hive of the Aryans, in Central Asia, 
southward by that branch invading 
Hindoostan. There, in contact with, the 
native Siva' worship, it became- cor
rupted, and took on forms which modern 
intelligence Ims repudiated. Originally 
in its love of life, all of which it esteems 
divine, it seems a les? offensive religion 
than Judaism. It is this better faith 
which has been revived in its anftient 
home, which these apostles of the older 
thought are now desirous of engraft
ing on our new civilization.

We own to sympathy for -this move
ment, for its,tendency is to demolish the 
walls of intolerance, bigotry and egotism 
and bring all the world into universal 
harmony and .nearer relation to the age 
in which we live.

’ A Heathen Idea.
The Lacedemonians had a law amdhg 

them which required every one to serve 
the gods with as little expense as possi
ble. Lycurgus being asked the reason 
for such a requirement, replied: “Lest 
the service of the gods be intermitted. 
If religion shall be as expensive in Lace
demon as in other parts of Greece the 
time may come that divine worship, out 
of the covetouness of some, and the pov
erty of others will be wholly neglected. 
Magnificent temples and costly sacrifices 
are not as pleasing to the gods as true 
piety and unfeigned devotion on the part 
of worshipers.”

Are we any wiser today than was Ly
curgus, who was known as “The friend 
of the gods” 884 years before our era, 
when the above utterance was heard. 
Would not the world be benefited by re
turning to some of those primitive cus
toms, which we in our. ignorance' label 
heathen?

California to" the Front. .
The Mid-Winter Fair, to open at San 

Francisco, January 1st, writes a San 
Jose subscriber, promises to be a great 
success. Already eighty-three splendid 
structures are nearing completion, and 
the exhibits therein will he peculiarly 
fine, not excepting Chicago’s grand Ex
position. The site is an elevation in a 
spacious and beautiful -park, just out
side of the city and overlooking the 
Golden Gate and the Pacific Ocean. Suc
cess to it, and to every enterprise which 
brings the nations and peoples of theWhat Shall the End Be?

We notice the tendency with clergy
men who commence thinking, and who 
have independence of .character suffi
cient to stand alone, is qot to stop with 
the utterance of a single truth; but they 
advance step by step, until, finally, they 
repudiate the entire false sj’stem of bar
barian dogmas in which they were edu
cated. The latest case attracting our 
attention is that of Rev. Howard Mac- 
Queary, an ex^Episcopalian, whò for the 
last two years has preached to the Uni- 
versalists at Saginaw, Mich. He has 
lately left that city to enter a liberal 
church at Erie, Pa. If it were not for 
the bread-and-butter question the de
sertion of a sinking ship by rats would 
be paralleled by desertions from the 
pulpit. ' _

Gone South. .
Prof. Silas W. Edmunds, A. A. A. S., 

of, Cleveland, O., has Recently given a 
series of lectures with universal satis
faction to the Spiritualists Of Rockfobd, 
Hl. He left that city On, the, 1st inst., 
for New Orleans, where "he has-an en
gagement with the Associationdf Spirit
ualists to lecture during the-month of 
December, when he expects to return 
North. Success to his labors.

The Reason.
Butler’s Hudibras explains the source 

of the zeal of the average pulpiteer 
thusly: '
“What makes all doctrines plain and clear! 
About two hundred pounds a year;
And that which was proved true before 
Proved false again! Two hundred more.”

The two hundred pounds withdrawn 
and the whole world may go to destruc
tion for aught the preacher cares. The 
lawyer seldom takes a case without the 
certainty of a generous fee. The priest 
is fired by a similar impulse.

Jesus preached the gospel to the poor cle is only one of many who appeal to 
—his heart and sympathies were for and The Progressive Thinker to sound 
with the lowly-the “under dog in the the note' A VlCTIM-
fight” of life. With them he mingled I . —----- .
and had his associates, companions and While Spiritualists in the aggregate 
home. He felt drawn to them-hls love are the best, the most intelligent, and 
and his spiritual blessings were bestowed th® most moral people, it doesn’t sur- 
lavishly upon them.i. They were the P± UB ~at
ones most dear of all to him. The rich, whiskey-soaked mediums; that there 
the proud, the arrant, the “money “'e tncky mediums; that there ai^me- 
kings" and auistocratq pf his day-upon diu™, and theJ'' controls who will i 
them he poured hot vials of wrath, in T °f your a?1
denunciation of their pride, their selfish dol!a1’ lhat icondl t°D °f •W the
greed of wealth It is needless to quote fe^ and Bexists in *the of 
his words of righteous condemna ion o L ’ligm we]1 ag elsewher and 
tbe “money changers” of Wall street M migtake pop 35 ,g
and La Salle street of Jerusalem. knQwn and we entertain a

Do our modern sp-Called-they claim I ato viow ofSpil.ituaiism, becau8ei in 
to be (tod-called and heaven-sent but H t Spiritualists are the
“so-called” is he truer term-do these m7ral le thi8 earth.
so-cal ed ministers of the gospel o ..A viotim„ ig indi ant. He is right 
Christ, doas he whom they call “Lord,’ in be g() But thepe wi„ ceas0 b0 
“L°rd,’"Wid? Are> no he modern dlgboDegt mediums -n ■ ic0 wh0n 
thurches mostly merely soc al clubs for cea8e find victimg Man,g an. 
the rich and “respectable? . cegtral caudal a da ceased u cxist 

Besides, the ohurqh by its creeds, if becaug0 jt jQund n0 employmenk So 
not by its p^ilpi-t, of late, teaches the old disbonesty disappear—in practice at
orthodox dogmas concerning religion least_when there cease8 bp any vic. 
and human destiny including depravity t|mg> qj courge this is poor consolation 
and endless misery; and the steady L „A victinl)„ and do0B not atford him 
jparch of humanity is away from all such any relief He may have lost all b^ 
horrible dogmas. I being victimized, and to-day may be a

So the laborer is drifting away frqml paUj5cr jn consequence; but it will prove 
the church nay, under the Influence of I uphiH work for him to get justice—■ 
increased general knowledge he. is not I jUgtice is so tardy in this country. If 
merely drifting—with sails set and full I swindled by a mediutn or a pubiish- 
hoad of steam he is swiftly coursing on- ing. company, “A Victim” will find it 
ward to the beacon lights of religious, difficult to get any relief. Just see the 
industrial and social freedom and. j.ustice victims of the old Religio-Philosophical

Snowball Sermons.
We take especial pleasure in calling 

attention to Elder Snowball’s sermons— 
the first of which is presented to our 
readers this week. While taking the 
serio-comic style to outward appearance,

neath the outward semblance of humor 
a serious lesson worthy of remembrance. 
Judge Rosecrans’ burlesque on the silly 
gabble of the great Doctors of Divinity 
will afford instruction as well as amuse
ment.

Once upon a time, it is said, a young 
lawyer who had no case was opposed by 
an eminent attorney. When it was the 
young man’s turn to talk to the jury, he 
went through all the motions and ges- 
tureWf his eminent opponent, but said 
not one word—and won his case. Elder 
Snowball will imitate the silliness of 
eminent parrots in the church pulpit— 
but he will embody more sense in his 
humorous “motions and gestures” than 
they will in their high-sounding words 
and phrases. Fail not to attend the 
Elder's meetings in the Tank-House and 
listen to his discourses. , .

Five Hundred Copies.
M. Bitters &Sons, leading co-workers, 

in humanitarian work at Rochester, 
Ind., have subscribed for 5W copies of 
the Christmas number of The Pro
gressive Thinker. Orders are flow
ing in from all sections of the United 
States, '

Spiritual Consultation.
The guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich

mond have consented to resume the con
sultations through her instrumentality, 
on spiritual topics and mediumship, 
Wednesdays from 1:30 to 5 P. M., at 40

The Christmas Number.
The readers of our Christmas number 

will get dollars in value for cents of out
lay—* paying investment, truly. Scat
tered broadcast, it cannot fail to bring a 
rich harvest of good to the cause; and it 
costs so little. See the terms, and send 
your order for a quantity at once.

has been brought to the attention of I an easy matter to rout the horde of irre- 
reading people by a student of life and sponsibles that have for 45s years fol
manners in the Punjaub., He was sur- i0W6d in the pathway of modern Spirit- 
prised at the very large portion of very uaiisni—outwardly angels of light, but 
old men in the Indian jails. In the inwardly devils. The one who victim
prison at Mooltan there were last year ized him will find apologists, even if 
seventeen life prisoners whose total I rotten to the core, and if he tries to get 
ages were found to amount to more than justice he will find it uphill work. A 
1,100 years-rtwo of them being patrl- small but noisy minority will always 
archs of upwards of 80. This remark- defend the rascal, and that encourages 
able fact is attributed partly to the hitn to go on with his nefarious work, 
great improvement in the economy of The only 'way, as we have said before, 
Indian jails since the exposure of. their purify Spiritualism is to so educate 
mismanagement some years ago, but the masses that there will be'no victims 
more directly to the prevalent practice I _being too sharp; but better still for 
(when a crime has been committed of | humanity it would be to eliminate from 
handing over the least useful member eacb rascal his tendency to wrong-doing; 
of the family as a sort of vicarious offer- and that indeed would improve the 
ing to justice. Thus the old and feeble I world. Th ere is a loud and noisy minor- 
go to jail to atone for the crimes of the I jty who m'ake it a practice to defend 
younger and more able-bodied. . rottenness and dishonesty; but that fact

The inspector-general of Indian pris-1 does not discourage us in the least. It 
one observes that confinement is less I is only a question of time when that 
irksome to the aged than to the young; trait will cease to exist; but it can only 
moreover, the people know that p spe-1 be when the masses shall have advanced 
cially comfortable place in the shape of | to a higher plane.
good food,ample clothing, a special diet- .. ~ ,,' ' * ‘ „
ary, the lightest of work,' and a society One Hundred and Thirty Names, 
not entirely uncongenial, awaits the old Jos- Wolff writes: “Herewith please 
manjin the jails. A case is cited in flnd PK°-Stal note for and a

.’ J ' I something over one hundred and thirty
which a man had been strangled. The name8i wRh proper addresses, to whom 
person to whom the crime, by his own you will please mail each a copy of the 
confession, was brought home, was a I Christmas number of The Progress- 
feeble old feUow who had been parar Thinker. I cannot think of a more 
l,»a ta M f.r twenty
who could not have committed the 1 bgiteve that your mark of 100,000 copies 
crime. But as his family all said he of that issue of the paper will be much 
did it, and us there were plenty of “eye- exceeded. _ At least, that is my present 
witnesses,” the old man went cheerfully I A™ conviction.”
to jail and lies there still. . I Wh^ we realize that times are hard,

This is certainly a very interesting no one should allow The Progressive
feature of Hindu life and custom, and P1™ . dePrl?n5
presents to the student in social ethics themselves of spiritual and intellectual 

1 and economics a subject for 'thought I All should aid in elevating the
How the moral idea atid sentiment of 1 world to a higher plane, and that can 
justice can be reconciled with’ the pun-1 Mt be better accomplished than by cir- 
ishment of the innocent as a substitute jculating The Progressive Thinker
for the guilty is a puzzle for an adept ln j far anfi wide as Brother Wolff is doing, 
metaphysics and moral science. . . ’ :

up, and soon twenty had combined their 
money for the purpose of buying food. 
While two went out to make the pur
chase the others cleared away a place 
large enough to accommodate them, 
and spread clean papers on the floor. 
Here they intended to eat their meal. 
All around them, however, were hungry 
men, and when they heard their com
panions talk of sandwiches they were 
even more hungry.

RUSH FOR THE FOOD. ' •
When the two returned with the food 

each carried a well-filled box. They 
had no sooner placed it on the floor in 
front of their companions when others 
rushed in and seized the food. There 
was scarcely a crumb left for those who 
had furnished the money to buy it. The 
skirmish aroused others, and soon every 
one along the line in that end' of the 
corridor was attempting to get a portion 
of the food. In their eagerness the men 
trampled the sandwiches under foot and 
but' few succeeded in getting anything 
at-all. Those who had purchased the 
food resented’ the steal by striking sev
eral blows, and more than one in the 
hall received a bruised face.

Thomas Cusik, the night watchman, 
was sitting half way down the corridor 
vfhen the trouble ai'ose. He hastened 
down the hall and commanded the men 
to be quiet. A few officers who were in 
the Central station came out, but no vio
lence was necessary in suppressing the 
disturbance.

Earlier in the evening five or six men 
in the south end of the hall nearly be
came engaged in a fight over a sand
wich. One man had come in with two 
sandwiches wrapped in a paper. When 
he opened it they were snatched from 
his hand.

The above is a most pitiable picture in 
this, the nineteenth century of “Chris
tian civilization.” Never before has 
such a scene been witnessed in Chicago. 
It will be repeated probably many times 
during the winter. With ignorant for
eign hordes flocking to this country con
tinually, crowding out of employment 
the native born, what better state of 
affairs can be expected? If each affluent 
home in the city would agree to take in 
during the winter one unfortunate, all 
this suffering might be avoided.

no desire. He was not interested in any
thing he might find there or anywhere 
else. >This picture, Dr. Bolles said, was 
awful in its impressiveness and ought to 
contain a warning against evil indul
gences and the violation of G'od’s laws. 
What could be more appalling than a 
man alive and yet dead, a human being 
without ambition, enthusiasm, desires, ' 
or passions, a wicked man who could no 
longer enjoy anything? This condition 
was to an extent exemplified in club life, 
in society, and in the general lives of 
the rich and idle, They have exhausted 
every source of enjoyment and tapped 
all fountains of enthusiasm. ThePrinco 
of Wales, it is said, has indulged so much 
in vice and pleasure that he has become 
affected, to such an extent with ennui 
that hardly anything ca>n afford him 
pleasure. New schemes have to be con
stantly provided to stimulate his appetite 
for pleasure even a little. Hell, con- 
eluded Dr. Bolles, was this condition 
carried to its extremity. It was a con
dition without hope, feeling, ambition 
or desires, one of the most horrible 
states in which any man or woman could 
be placed..

The Doctor assumes' that one makes 
his own heaven or hell, which is the ’ 
spiritualistic idea. .

The Fog Horns.
The medical journals say the fog

horns, ever sounding along the shore on 
foggy nights, to warn seamen of danger, 
are a fruitful cause of nervous diseases 
and insanity to those living.’within their 
hearing. We venture,the opinion that 
for every cause of lunacy produced by 
These sleep-disturbing sounds there are 
a hundred cases produced by pulpit fog
horns, warning tne sinner to flee from

We see but oner way- whereby the I ?, Death, to a good man, is but passing
***• «M, M
that is, on the old. .Orthodox theory of | of,ber that is fair and large, lightsome 
inherited depravity'or sinfulness—the and glorious, and divinely entertaining.' 
sinful nature passing down from progem I-^-Clarke. ........ . , -

It Never Pays.
• It never pays to fret and growl ¿x. 

When fortune seems our foe; .
. The better bred will look ahead 

•And strike the braver blow.
Your luck is work, 
And those who shirk 

Should not lament their doom, 
But yield the play, 
And clear the way, 

That better men have room.
It never pays to wreck the health

In drudging after gain, ■
And he is sold who thinks that gold

Is cheapest bought with pain. , 
And humble lot, '
A cosy cot

Have tempted even kings, 
For station high, .
That wealth will buy,' 

Not oft contentment brings.

. A Black Spot in Ohio.
Word comes from Columbus, Ohio, 

that State School Commissioner Corson 
has received a report from D. E. Daniels, 
appointed tp investigate, to the effect 
that in sub-district 1, Marion .township, 
Mercer county, the Catholic national 
series of books are in use in the public 
.schools, but - were not adopted by the 
Township Board of Education, and that 
on certain day’s the parish priest listens 
to recitations from the catechism. The

an imaginary “wrath to come.” The 
latter nerve-distracting noises are of no 
practical utility; while the former 
guard the lives of those who go down 
to the sea in ships. Let the pulpit fog
horn nuisance be first abated, then it 
may be discovered the injuries to the 
nervous caused by the roaring along 
the sea-beach, were, practically, of small 
moment.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond’s 
Books.

The books of the guides of Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond on sale at the office of 
The Progressive Thinker are “The 
Soul in Human Embodiments.” Price 
$1.00. •

“Psychopathy or Spirit Healing,” by 
Spirit Dr. Benj. Rush. Price 81.50.

“Heaven’s Greeting to Columbia,” 
a poem by Whittier, Longfellow, Ten
nyson and Whitman. Price 15 cents; 
extra binding 25 cents.

Also a few copies of “Ouina's Canoe, 
or Christmas Offering.” Price $1.00.

Any of these books would make a rare 
Xmas gift to a friend.

investigation was started because of 
charges that the lawwas being violated.
Mr. Daniels says the investigation shows 
that the charges have been sustained. 
This black spot in Ohio should be wiped 
out.

It takes a great deal of grace to be 
able to bear praise. Censure seldom 
does us much hurt. A man struggles up 
against slander, and the discouragement 
which comes of it may not be an un
mixed evil; but praise soon suggests 
pride, and is, therefore, not an unmixed 
good.—Spurgeon.

Bear in Mind.
Bear in mind that in sustaining The 

Progressive Thinker you not only 
get the Spiritual food that it contains, 
which is worth far more than the sub
scription, but you enable us to give a 
dozen persons employment during these 
hard times. By withdrawing your two 
cents per week paid for the paper, you 
not only lose the spiritual food it con. 
tains, but, in a measure, withdraw assist
ance from those who need employment. 
One object we had in view when we first 
started The Progressive Thinker 
was to give employment to those who 
needed it, as well as to dispense grand 
Spiritual truths. Not only renew your 
own subscription promptly, but try and 
induce your neighbor to subscribe, and 
thus aid in the good work. If not able 
to send a dollar for a year’s subscription, 
send 25 cents for fhreq months.

Remember.
Remember, please, that the Christ

mas number will be Sent to any address 
you may furnish, at one cent per copy, 
where ten or more copies are needed.
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Prepared.for Spiritualist Funerals.
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e-writer and trumpet 
'ng her in full daylight, 
es ot his wife, mother

HOW THEY MAY BE MADE ARTIFJ- 
CIALLY. •

One of the most remarkable of divine 
manifestations in human beings, has al
ways been considered that of thestig-

THB PROGRESSIVE" THINKER

The best preparation for the future is 
the pyesent well seen ¡to and the last duty 
dane.—G. Macdonald. * .

hB g .
and spi in wilting, also at the same time 
heard the voices of his wife, of an old 
friend who had been in Spirit-life twenty

feels he must give it out to humanity. 
Passing through Indianapolis he made 
inquiries for a good medium, and a 
prominent JState official spoke in high 
ter Mary C. Jacobs, an in-
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ITHESPIRITUALISTE FIELD 
3 WORKERS, DOINGS, ETC.}

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
. our large edition, we go to press early Monday 

morning. Short items only will be inserted if 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure in publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are dic
ing a grand work, are of local interest omy 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few lines explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 
lines, giving a "general survey” of the glori
ous work being dime. ,

A correspondent writes that‘Mrs. A. 
E. Sheets served the Southwestern 
Michigan Society of Spiritualists at 
Lawton recently, the occasion being 
their regular quarterly. A successful 
meeting is reported, with good attend, 
ance.

Mrs. Nina F. Thompson, of Deadwood
South Dakota, writes: "We have no 
organization yet. but have been holding 
seances regularly, and think we have 
mediums of as much ability as older 
places. I wish to name some of the 
more prominent, and their particular 
phases of mediumship: First on the list 
is Mr. John Härt, of Terraville. His 
gifts are. truly wonderful. He is clair
voyant, clairaudient and healing. He 
has foretold coming events with an 
accuracy truly startling. He is a spot
less and stainless gentleman. Even the 
critics (orthodoxy} can say no worse of 
him than that he teaches progress after 
death. Mrs. L. E. Altaffer is An earnest 
investigator and healer. Mrs. Anna 
Putnam is an excellent trance medium. 
Mr. Dix, of Terraville, and Mrs. N. F, 
Thompson, öf Deadwood, are each psy
chometric and inspirational. We expect 
to organize this week and give an enter
tainment publicly in one of the halls of 
Deadwood at Christmas, at which Mr. 
John Hart will give tests, and Mr. Dix 
and'Mrs. N. F. Thompson are engaged 
as inspirational speakers; the proceeds 
to buy spiritualistic literature to send 
broadcast to the heathen in our midst.”

Paul A. Smith, of Whatcom, Wash., 
is working for the cause in that place. 
A Whatcom paper says: “As a speaker 
no fnan in the State stands .better with 
all classes’than earnest, eloquent‘Paul 
A. Smith.”

G. C. S. writes that during the past 
month Indianapolis has had the presence 
of some very excellent mediums, includ
ing Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel, who is now 
at Crawfordsville, Ind., and Prof. F. 
W. Taber. Their materializing seances 
have been very successful. Mr. Winans, 
of Cincinnati, gave one seance and left 

k for Terre Haute.
Dr. Wilder, the spiritual revivalist, 

after closing his meetings at Seattle 
went to Olympia. Brother Barnes, a 
pioneer Spiritualist, gave the use,of his 
hall, and a series of meetings were held. 
Words from the Spirit-lana were given, 
and twenty-five to thirty tests at each 
meeting, so true and convincing that 
the most skeptical were convinced. ■ At 
Turnwater, on a stormy night, the hall 
was crowded. Dr. Wilder is now at 
Tacoma, Wash.

G. W. Kates, Manitou, Col., would 
like- to hear from the^piritualists of 
Colorado, with reference to holding an 
anniversary meeting March 31st to or
ganize a State association.

' Mrs. G. W. Kates will speak and give 
tests for the Spiritualists of Pittsburgh, 
Pa., during December. Address her 
there at 8 Kirkpatrick St. 

.. .... .N. C- Westerfield, president of the So
ciety of Modern Spiritual Thought, 
Minneapolis, Minn., writes:'“Our society 
is doing nicely under the direction of 
Mrs. Helen Stuart-Richings, whocom- 
menced her engagement' with us on 
October 1. She will remain until 
January 1. Every lecture seems to open 
up new thought for every hearer; her 
splendid command of language as well 
as her. manner of delivery is something 
marvelous. A lover of truth and justice, 
she lives what she preaches. We have 
Oscar A. ■ Edgerly for February and 
possibly for March, and with Willard 
J.' Hull for April And May, will, we 

. think, prepare the people for one of the 
'■ grandest camp-meetings ever held in 

the Northwest, now that we are con
solidated.” .

Geo. R. Raugh is- so' füll of joy he

depen 
mediu

years, "andv of. the medium’s control
E. A. Mafsh, of Oak Hill, Fla., wants 

“more neighbors,” and sets forth the 
especial advantages of his locality. He 
says: “We have all that Bro. De Pew 
has—and I will go him one better. I 
will answer all questions and give all 
needed information to anyone that will 
send twenty-five cents for a new sub
scription for The Progressive 
Trinker for three months..

Will C. Hodge is engaged with the 
Marshalltown Society, Iowa, for Decem
ber. Letters will reach him directed as 
usual to 471 West Madison street, Chi
cago

Field writes from Colorado Springs, 
Col: "‘Mrs. G. W. Kates has given 
efficient labor here, as a lecturer and 
test medium, since June. . She has left 
us for a month or two to fill eastern 
engagements. We shall keep.up the 
interest by socials and circles. Mrs. 
Kates appeared before the Colorado 
Springs Psychic Research Society a few 
nights ago and gave them an interesting 
series of tests in clairvoyance and.psy- 
chometry. We hope for .increased 
activity here and shall axiously await 
the return of Mrs. Kates.” .

Mrs. Mary A. Jeffreys will lecture 
and give tests on the North Ride at 
Schlotthauer.’s hall, corner Siegel and 
Sedgwick streets, every Sunday after; 
noon, Services commence at 3 o’clock 
sharp. Mrs. Jeffreys, is a’ talented 
speaker and medium, and worthy of a 
large audience. Mrs. McBaine will act 
as organist.

Cf P. Longley writes from-San Fran
cisco, Cal: “Mrs. Longley and myself 
are interested jn our work onthis coast 
—it promises to yield good results for 
the cause. Mrs. Longley was publicly 
ordained as a minister of the gospel of 
Spiritualism by Dr. Ravlin, under the 
auspices of the Society of Progressive 
Spiritualists here last evening, Novem
ber 20. The ceremony was very beauti
ful.'”

The Ai'ena Publishing Co., of Boston, 
is about to publish what promises to be 
an important addition to spiritualistic 
literature, under the title of “The Re
ligion of the Future, or Outlines of 
Spiritual Philosophy.” The work is 
written especially for all who are per
plexed by modern doubt, and coming 

■ from one who is a friend and not a foe 
' to churches, is likely to prove especially 

valuable as a missionary among mem
bers of the churches. The author, Rev. 
S. Weil, identifies the religion of the 
future with modern Spiritualism. The 
work is already in print,

E. Armburg, magnetic healer and 
trance medium, has removed to No. 4 
Emerson avenue, this city, .

- J. L. Baisiey, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “Your paper has the ring of the 
pure golden coin. We are to have N. 
F. Ravlin here soon.”

Rev. J, C. Marple, of Elm Grove, W. 
Va., isopen for engagements to lecture 

' after the 1st of January. He is an in
spirational speaker and healing medium.

Having' seen a book entitled “The 
Mysteries of the Head and Heart,” in 
which the author tries to prove that 
man is not immortal, and there is 
nothing in spiritual phenomena, Rev. J. 
C. Marple writes that he would like to 
meet the author in public discussion in 
Chicago on tho following proposition: 
“Resolved, that man is immortal and 
that the disembodied spirit is capable of 
manifesting itself in various ways.” He 
thinks he could clear up some of the au
thor’s “mysteries.”

Frank T. Ripley writes under date of 
December 4, from Ionia, Michigan, that 
he is sick with la grippe, but hopeite 
be better soon, A large audience 
greeted him at his first appearance. He 
remains there during December.

J. W. Dennis writes from Buffalo, N. 
Y., that he is a regularly ordained min
ister of the denomination of Spiritual
ism, and is ready to officiate at wed
dings, funerals, or to lecture, anywhere 
within reach of his abiding-platf*.

Some good friend desiring ®e en
lightenment of a poor benighted »other 
has caused The. Progressive Thinker 
to be sent to W. P. Woodward, of Car
penter, Pa. Brother Woodward, we re
gret to state, does not appreciate the 
gift. He is filled with holy anger and 
pious wrath, as it were—like the Dutch
man in “Knickerbocker’s History of New 
York,” who was “brimful of wrath and 
cabbage.” He gives vent to his pious 
feelings by writing us a letter. He 
says: “I take the Bible as my sole 
teacher and guide, and as your paper is 
in the interests of the arch-enemy of God 
and places the human, reason above the 
word of Almighty God, and is a snare 
and comes from the father of lies, you 
will please stop sending it to my ad
dress, as I burn it as often as it comes.” 
We hope the good friend who kindly 
ordered the paper for him will not be 
discouraged because in this instance the 
scripture is fulfilled that speaks of 
“casting pearls” before those who are 
unable to appreciate their value. Some
time in the dim future our benighted 
brother will rise to that state of spiritual 
and mental enlightenment that, with 
him, reason and religion will walk hand 
in hand. It is quite proper that Bro.. 
W. should cremate The Progressive' 
Thinker—since his Almighty God sets 
the pattern ¡.by cremating his children 
in hell-fire.

G, G. W. Van Horn will be at Staples, 
Minn., during December, where he will 
lecture and give tests.

On Sunday evening, in Toledo, O.,' a 
fine audience listened to Mr, Coulson 
Turnbull’s lecture on “Monad to Man.” 
It was thought to be ,the best he had yet' 
delivered. The class which attended Mr. 
Turnbull’s private lectures gave an un
solicited testimonial, expressing high 
praise and thanks for his course of lec
tures on Psychic. Science. This was 
signed oii behalf of the class by K. C. 
Randolph, M. D., and H. Weyant, 
M. D. .

Mr. George Gray, of West Troy, N. Y., 
writes that the Lake George Camp Asso
ciation is ' organized, with Henry J. 
Newton, president, New York City;. 
James D. White, Vice-president, Albany^ 
S. H. Smith, secretary, Lake George, 
and E. L. Seeley, treasurer, Lake’ 
George. They have purchased thirty 
acres of land at Lake George, ar.e selling 
lots tight along, and building cottages, a 
hotel and stores, and by next summer 
things will be in good shape.. ■

Mrs. Maggie Waite, the California 
platform test mediuin, is prepared"to ar-, 
range camp-meeting dates for 1894. Adr- 
dress, 31 Fell street, San Francisco.

Mrs. M. writes: “The First Spirit
ualist Society of the South Side will give 
a • musical and literary entertainment, 
assisted by the celebrated Beasly chil
dren of California, on Wednesday even
ing, December 13th. We hope for the 
patronage of our sister societies at this 
and other entertainments which are to 
be given during the winter at 77 Thirty- 
first street.” . .

We are informed that the Spiritua 
Research Association, conducted by 
Mrs. S. C. Scovell, trance speaker and 
test medium, assisted by Prof. M. Hoff
man, is doing a good work in the cause 
of Spiritualism at Lodge Hall, 11 N.- 
Ada street, this city. In addition to the, 
regular Sunday afternoon and evening 
meetings, Mrs. Scovell is conducting on 
Tuesday nights, at the same hall, what 
she terms a test developing circle, or 
school of psychometry. Last Tuesday 
evening a number of students were en
tranced, some to sing, some to give 
tests, others to speak, etc. '

P. C^, Norton, of this city, writes: 
“Several of us came together Sunday 
afternoon and evening, December 3, at 
the Lakeside Hall, Indiana avenue,'just 
south of 31st .street, and made a sub
stantial start toward the formation of a 
society in which we all hope to realize 
some of the higher teachings.” A per
manent organization was to have been 
effected Sunday, December 10.

THE STIGMATA.
Christ’s Wounds on the 

' Cross.
Alleged Instances of Stigmata in 

Mortals Shown to Have 
Been Due to De

ception. "

■ - -J -eg . • . • . ’
The ¡police took her,.to. the hospital, 
where }ier sides and hands were bound 

.IBtolofhs to prevent scratching or rub
bing, apd the wounds were treated daily 
with healing ointment. When the first 
Friday came around there was no bleed
ing, but on the Monday following the. 
woman's side bled very ¡ perceptibly, but. 
it wasdiscovered that .she had rubbed 
the wound against the edge of the bed. 
The authorities threatened to lock her 
up if she persisted in her deception; the 
healing applications were continued, 
and in a short time the wound disap
peared. , The woman is now in an insane 
asylum.

In the stigmata we have an illustra
tion of one of the great frauds perpetra
ted by the Catholic Church. It is purely 
the result of natural laws, and has been 
repeatedly produced by,celebrated hyp
notists. 1 '
■ When will the world advance from its 
ignorance and superstition on to the 
broad plane of truth? That consumma
tion will be attained whep Spiritualism, 
pure and undefiled, shall have pene
trated every, human soul, , 

Jus Tioe.

THE ROMISH SERPENT.
Its Poisonous Trail in History.

We take pleasure in announcing an 
article of great importance touching the 
“Trail of the Romish Serpent in His
tory.” Facts will be given of a startling 
nature to the American people, and 
well-calculated to arouse them from 
their lethargy. This-article will be pre
pared by one who has made this subject 
a careful study for many years. A criti
cal thinker, a profound reasoner, and 
a painstaking.student, he is, of all per
sons, the best qualified to handle this 
subject. As is well-known, the strength 
of the Roman Catholic Church to-day 
lies in the ignorance of the masses as to

JESUS OF NAZARETH
The Great Character of HIs- 

• tory> ;
Invaluable Facts in Reference to 

। this Notable Personage.«

It is a fact that no ’one will dispute 
that The Progressive Thinker leads 
in presenting thoughtful articles for the

EVOLUTION
AND REVOLUTION.

•■■V'ì

HOLY STIGMATA.
mata, says a writer in the New York 
World. Alleged instances in recent 
years have in almost' every case been 
found to be in some way unworthy of 
their alleged divine origin,and used 
merely to deceive an over-trus.ting pub
lic.

St. Francis d’Assisi was the first ex
ample of the stigmata. Emerging from 
a long religious seclusion, he displayed, 
as an evidence of the visitation made to 
him by the Lord, the five marks in the 
centre of his hands and feet, and on his 
side, corresponding with those inflicted 
upon'Christ on thg cress. This experi
ence of the holy man inspired many oth
ers to resort to a base imitation, until 
finally tho influence which this peculiar 
mark had upon ignorant worshipers 
led designing people to utilize the super
stition for their own ends.

An essay recently read in Paris by Dr. 
Barthelemy upon this and kindred sub
jects gave some remarkable incidents of 
the impositions practiced in the'Middle 
Ages by means of false stigmata. Of 
these probably the most curious was the 
Stigmates du Diable. Dr. Barthelemy 
showed photographs of men and women 
who had been pictured in the Middle 
Ages as either gifted or afflicted, suffer
ing or rejoicing in the evidences of Di
vine indorsement or Satanic approval. 
In the one case, they were revered and 
powerful in their neighborhood; in the 
other, they were persecuted and fre
quently hounded to death. The doctor 
explained that in some nervous tempera 
ments the skin would retain for a long

STIGMATA OF SATAN. ' 
time the impression of a figure or other 
pressure put upon it. . ’

• Several subjects were so susceptible 
that a mark drawn across the flesh;witlr 
the large round head of a bonnet |>in 
left a brilliant red mark borderedbn 
either side by white marks, all of which 
swelled up. in a few moments and re
mained thus’for twelve hours.

The Doctor pressed his hand upon the 
back of one of the subjects and wrote 
“Satan” across another, both of which 
quickly became' blood red and remained 
so. He then made a mark upon the side 
in the nature of a wound, and when it 
had swelled, he punctured the swelling 
with needles, which caused the bleeding. 
The bleeding, it is true, was not very 
great, but was sufficient tq give an ex
cuse for the claim that the bleeding 
proceeded from the wound itself. From 
th is experiment the readiness of the peo
ple to accept the phenomenon that the 
insignificant effusion of blood might be 
made into an excessive flow could be 
easily understood.

The illustrations are photographic re
productions of the examples shown by 
the Doctor, with the exception of the 
band beneath which there is a rough 
cross. This mArk was descended frpm 
mediaeval days, when it was claimed to 
have appeared without'any earthly or., 
human interference upon the back of A 
stigtaatist.

Continued from 1st Page 
strives to attain the highest ideal of his 
heavenly’ aspirations. •’When crowned 
by the glories of his home; when con
templating the wonders and beauties of 
nature; from mountain-top or seaside, 
looking up into the bjue sky at noon
day „ or into the deep vault of celestial 
splendor, in the calm’ 'Silence of mid- 
highti—when contemplating a great work 
of art, or when o’er whelmed with t)ie 
harmonious strains of classic music, man 
feels more distinctly than he can ever 
express, that he is not a mere insensate 
clod about to drop into everlasting noth
ingness. '

All the scientific twaddle about an
cient fetlehism and inherited faiths 
from early ancestors, and other baseless 
assumptions, can never shake the innate 
convictions and immortal hopes of man- 
kipd. Then every cultivated man real
izes as age increases that his attain
ments and successes in this ephemeral 
life fall far short of, and are absolutely 
inadequate and disproportionate to his 
inherent powers, and it is irrational to 
conclude that his very existence is to be 
blotted out and life itself become utterly 
extinct just as he has learned what life 
is. A future life and an immortal one 
must exist to enable man to reach that 
perfection to which he aspires, and feels 
himself bound to attain, as the only end 
worthy of his being, and which during 
the brief space of mortal life, is never 
reached, even by the most virtuous.

Moreover, if human1 experience and 
testimony are not utterly worthless, then 
there have been phenomena observed in 
thousands of instance? and under the 
most crucial tests which demonstrate 
the continuity of life beyond the grave. 
One fact is worth a million of assump
tions; and facts proving the future life 
of man are as numerous and as well-at
tested as in any other department of hu
man knowledge. Those who have passed 
the grave do sometimes return and give 
the most indubitable evidence of the 
continuity of life. There is no doubt 
that much that seems marvelous is 
fraudulent, but it doe? not follow that 
there is nothing genuine. ,

Herbert Spencer says, somewhere, in 
substance, that the persistency of a faith 
is generally in pitopóíttón to its truth
fulness. Everywhere; among all classes 
in every country upon the globe, and 
before historic times the conviction has 
prevailed that those whom we call dead, 
ao sometimes return, and hence tI must 
sincerely disavow the expression,’“Mod
ern Spiritualism.” The facts presented 
in all ages-are of'such a character as not 
to admit of any other explanation than 
the one claimed. Some things appar
ently supersensuous can be traced to 
trickery and sleight-of-hand,, and there 
are optical illusions and psychological 
influences of which little is known- 
such as "mind-reading.” Then we have 
mesmerism, and telepathy, and hypnot
ism, but these will not account for the 
¡phenomena upon whiqh life beyond the 
"grave is predicated. There are cases 
where the apparitions are seen by a 
number of persons at the same moment; 
where facts are communicated that are 
unknown to all present and can only be 
verified after months of waiting anil pa
tient investigation, and where messages 
received are in learned and strange lan
guages, which,expert linguists only can 
translate. ■ .
, It generally requires more credulity 
to accept such explanations of these phe
nomena, as are sometimes offered, than 
to believe that they are just what they 
profess to be: communications from '.be
yond the grave. \

Now, until science shall find out some 
rational solution that shall cover all the 
conditions of the phenomena, it is rar 
tional'to conclude that at least some of 
them are genuine. It does not help the 
opposition if wo Assume that these 
strange things are sometimes produced 
by the psychological power of the psy-1 
chic. If man hampered by flesh and 
bones can produce such wonderful, phe
nomena, independent, of his grossly ma
terial environments, how, much more 
reasonable is it to cónclude that he can 
moré easily and freely exercise those 
powers when released from his phy?ical 
body? There are ten thousand incon
trovertible facts .which conclusively 
Íifove that, man’s conscious, personal ¿x- 
sterieeby no means1'depends upon . his 

present gross physical organization. 
.Man has a capacity for,a continuous life,, 
and if he be not immortal, he has a 
right to be, Andi desérves it. I could 
continue these Suggestions indefinitely, 
but I must bring the lecture to a cl(w> 
Lam a lawyer, and am very familiar 
with all the rulestof evidence, and I am 
•perfectly satisfied that the testimony to 
man’s survival of the grave could be 
proved in any court of justice. I pro
pose in a future lectiire te take up and 
summarize this evidence. ' '

_ AbOqf two years ago a ca?a of stigma
tism appeared in western Pennsylvania, 
and the woman who claimed to have re
ceived. this distinctive mark caused much 
sensation in the small town where.she 
lived, and it bade fair to precipitate a 
genuine revival. Finally the Bishop of 
the diocese visited the woman and caused 
her to put a stop to this manifestation, 
at the same time rebuking the priestof 
the district for encouraging what the 
Bishop pronounced to be a deception. "

Amore recent case occurred'in Vien-, 
na upward of six months ago, where an 
hysterical female showed marks in 
her hands, feet and side, and the 
wound in the side bled every Friday.

r/jwH

A very able, thoughtful, philosophi
cal, eloquent and practical [address was 
recently delivered by Hon. A. B. 
French. A.s an additional attrac
tion we have the pleasure to an
nounce that this masterly address, 
by one of our ablest thinkers, will be ‘ 
presented to the readers of our Christ
mas number. It will be a rich and rare 
treat—worth more alone than a year’s 
subscription. Mr. French stands forth 
prominent as a public speaker. He is 
always eloquent, highly magnetic and 
has no superior as an orator.

VISION OF PAST AGES.
Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream.

A hectare Delivered
BY PROF. Q. H. RICHMOND

Op the Universal Religion, the 
Year of Fate, and the Mystic 

Properties of Ancient 
Tinies. -
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White Rose will deliver a lecture at 
■77 thirty-first 'street, Wednesday even
ing, Bec. 13th. Subject: “The Indus
trial Problem,” Seats freq. This lec
ture will be delivered under the inspira
tion of the poetess, Mrs. Elizabeth B. 
Browning.

Mr.’and Mrs, G. W. Howell, promi
nent,Spiritualists, of this city, closed 
their restaurant'bn Dearborn St., last 
week, and departed for the -Pacific slope 
to spend the winter;.........................

her true character and history, and if 
these were universally known, the 
masses of Catholics themselves would 
desert the institution as one too horrible 
and unworthy even for toleration in a 
semi-civilized age. Just think^of it, 
sixty millions ot human beings murdered 
by the Romish Moloch!—enough to de
populate the United States—and yet 
there are over two hundred millions of 
devotees of this destroyer of men. This 
article will show:

1. Catholic persecutions in Austria, 
Bohemia and Germany.

2. The decree of Charles V., of Spain, 
for the extermination of the heretics of 
the Netherlands, and the bloody work of 
the Duke of Alva in that country.

3. St. Bartholomew’s Massacre, and 
who was responsible therefoA

4. The cruel persecutions of the 
Vaudois. ’

5. Something about the infernal Span
ish Inquisition.

The article, which will appear in De
cember, will be of special interest and 
of great value to every reflectivb mind. 
The author, for business reasons, and 
out of consideration for the fears of his 
family, prefers that for a time at least 
his name shall be held from the public.

This number qf the paper will be 
worth one dollar to every reflective 
mind. In aid of the great work we are 
doing-, and as an encouragement and ap
preciation, each subscriber should send 
m one additional subscription. As we 
are doing a philanthropic work, this 
number of the paper will be furnished 
as follows: 2 Cents per copy.; ten or 
more copies, 1 Cent per copy; $7.50 
per thousand to one address. Send in 
your order at once.

(LgTCopies will be mailed to any ad
dress you may send with your order. 
This will save’ you postage.

tST’This will appear in the same num
ber of The Progressive Thinker 
that the one does in reference to Jesus.

consideration,, of the people. • It stands 
to reason that such should be the case. 
It arises from no particular merit on 
the part of its editor, but simply from 
the fact that the paper has attained a 
very large circulation. Such a paper 
must necessarily attract to it prominent 
•thinkers. It cannot be otherwise. 
Leading literary lights, especially those 
who are traveling abound the country, 
can readily see that it has an extensive 
circulation, and they realize fully that it 
is the best medium to reach the public. 
Taking all these various facts into con
sideration, it is not strange, then, that a 
lending mind in our ranks should be at
tracted towards The. Progressive 
Thinker in order to present somq.valu
able facts to the people, which he has 
been a very long time in accumulating. 
The subject is one of paramount interest. 
It is one that interests the people gener
ally, and the facts that he will present 
will be invaluable to the student. He 
will show:

1. That Jesus, if he was born at All, ' 
was surely not born on Shristmas.

2. He will show that the events said 
to have happened in connection with his 
birth and death never occurred.

3. He will show that not one of the 
“Biblical” prophecies was fulfilled in 
him. . ’

4. He will show thijt Christmas was 
kept as the day of thé birth of the Savior 
thousands of years .before Christ.

5. He will give an astrological inter
pretation of Christmas, Christ and the 
Bible.

This eminent thinker, scholar and in
vestigator, Moses Hull, will present all 
of the above facts in a most attractive 
style, and they will prove of great utility 
to every reflective mind.

Now,Spiritualists everywhere, see the 
rare treat which you will have in one 
issue of December! The article will 
prove of great value—in fact, it will be 
worth twice the price of a yearly sub
scription to .the paper. Do all you can, 
reader, to get your neighbor interested; 
now is the time to give The Progress
ive Thinker another impulse onward 
and upward. Knowing, as you do, that 
it is founded on A substantial basis, and 
never resorts to questionable practices 
in order to get patronage, we should 
have at least an order for 20,000 of this 
paper. It will be furnished at the fol
lowing rates: Orders for 10 copies and 
upwards, One Cent per copy. Single 
copy, Two Cents. There is no profit 
whatever for us in this .price, nor do we 
want any. We are able to do this 
philanthropic work because there is no 
stock company back of us to swindle the 
people. Nostock company on this earth 
can compete with The ’ Progressive 
Thinker in getting out literature that 
combines cheapness and excellence.

Now, Spiritualists, go to work at once, 
and call tlic attention of your neighbor 
to this production. See that your ortho
dox minister has the paper containing 
this article: see to it that every Spiritu
alist in your neighborhood sends in at 
least ONE TRIAL subscription. 
HUSTLE please, and do it. None of 
the high-priced magazines will ever 
publish an article of greater merit.

BEFORE THE GRAND TEMPLE OF THB 
ORDER OF THE MAGI AT

CHICAGO, ILL.

This lecture will appear in full in our 
Christmas number. It gives a view of 
the Prophetic books of the Bible which 
cannot fail to interest all Mystics and 
Spiritualists. It will prove especially 
valuable to the student, emanating as it 
does from the high official of the Tgm- 
pie of the Magi.

A Witch of the Nineteenth Century
This remarkable story, which was 

continued in The Progressive Think- ’ 
er for eight weeks, and excited wide
spread interest, will be sent free to all 
new yearly or trial subscribers. Bear 
this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of subscription. Induce your 
neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial 
subscription.

W ■

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Thle inetrument lias now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and has proved wore aatlsfao- 
tory tnan the plaucbettc, bulb In regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means ot developing mediumship, Muay who were 
not aware of their medhimlstlc gift have, after a few 
Bluings, been able to receive ustouifebing cotumunlca« 
lions from their departed friends.

Cept. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I had 
communication» (by the psychograpb) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whoso grave« 
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They bare 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism is indcedurue, and the communications have 
given my tieart the greatest comfort in the severe loss 
1 have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

I)r, Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested In psychical matters, 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with the Psy- 
ctoograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test it the . 
first opportunity I may hare. It is very •simple In 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive (o spirit power than the one now in use. 
J oelleve it will generally supersede the latter when 
its superior.merlu become known,”

A P. Miller, journalist and poet, tn an editorial no
tice of the instrument in bl« paper, the Worthington 
(Mian l Advam-c. sayi: “The J*f=ychograph Is an Im
provement upon tbe planchet to, having adlal and let
ters, with a few words, so that very little ‘power’ Is 
apparently required to give the communication!. We 
d'j not hesitate to recommend it to all wbo care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi- 
i.-atc.” ’ • - •

.lust what iDvekOfators want. Homo circle! want. 
Price, by mail, fret1 with full directions for use, ti.uo.

BY HUDSON AND EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

While Spiritualists'are invincibly op
posed to creeds or anything that will in 
any degree restrict freedom of thought, 
or hamper full investigation and re
search, they will yet recognize the spir
itual utility and value of a manual pre
pared in accord with Spiritual ideas for 
use on funeral occasions. Such a ritual 
may be useful to our workers, and it will 
be e§|tecially welcome and useful to 
Spiritualist friends who wish to conform 
as far as may be proper to the general 
customs of society ’in disposing of the 
mortal remains ot their departed ones, 
and who, unable to have the services of a 
Spiritualist minister, are unwilling that 
the ideas of orthodoxy shall be preached 
at . the funeral of their loved ones. Our 
readers will feel like cofigratulating' us 
on the fact that we have secured the 
services of Mr. and Mrs. Tuttle,of Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, to prepare these funeral 
services. That they will do this work 
very Acceptably to the great mass of 
Spiritualists we know. Their long experi
ence as authors, seers and writers for 
the press makes them specially 'adapted 
for this work. This ritual will appear 
in the same issue with the one in refer
ence to “Jesus,” and “The Trail of the 
Romish Serpent in Hlbtory.” This num
ber alone will be worth , a year’s sub
scription to the paper, and each of our 
subscribers should reward us by' obtain
ing at least a trial subscription.

This number of the paper, when ten 
copies or more are ordered, will be fur- 
nishedat ONE CENT per copy. Sent 
to any address desired. Q "■

. .. For tit Lhii< office. /
Again we say, hustle, please, and send i • __ — I
in an additional subscriber. । HOW TO MESMERIZE, i

. T7ULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN-I
•<1 KIlDuV nUuIC’TRflS Z7 structlon« How tc Mesmerize. Ancient and Mod-I A Ifll’KKl liHnl.X I MAS’ trn Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spiritualism \H III lalll 1 I will IlW I lllnu I True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modern '

Under the above head, Col. R. T. Van 
Horn-, editor of the Kansas City Jouma'. 
the leading- Republican daily of the 
West, will present some unique but 
highly interesting views in regard to

miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the book 
will be found highly loteresf’.g to every Spiritualist. 
It la the onlv work ever published giving full Instruc
tion bow to mesmerize, and the connection this science
has with Spiritualism. Il Is pronounced by Alien Put
nam and others, who have read. It, to be one of the 
most Interesting books ever writtea. P&per, ppi 12B 
U) cent*. For sale at this office. .
LJISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE-

'.i.

«

Christmas. Th« \ «U • i ¿ ¿ v’evv of the Sunday-question. H is Inyalnablo/’*'The Colonel IS a critical ; n W Bmu-n. JED. Price ihcenu. J, . .. .. .na • a . a a ^a

thinker and discerns the truth along! ‘THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCI
a 1- - V-_______  . lx tied Savior«. By Kersey Graves. Youshouldnoiv lines, and he - presents it in a very rCad jt, and be ti»c wiser, priceai.so.

fascinating manner. His productions | UI FT Y YEARS IN THE CHURCH ON
create widespread interest among remarkableCrr"coH’.j5^pr,e8t- A
thoughtful people. He consents to the1 THE PFIEST, THE WOMAN AND 

nt 4-tu- ___tbe Confessional. By .Bev. Chas. Cidnlqur.publication of this articlsin The Pro- Every one should read It. Price 51.00. .
gressive Thinker because he has had IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

~ 4-r. jj-o ... «1« x and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. Aan opportunity to examine its mailing * • - • - •
list, and knows that his'thoughts will be 
candidly considered by at least 40,000 
readers. , ’

Mrs. KateC. Mikesell, secretary, writes 
that the First Spiritual Society of 
Adrian, Mich, has been enjoying a feast 
during the past month. Mn' Charles 
Barnes has been giving tests from the 
platform to the satisfaction df believers 
and the astonishment of skeptics. In to
ken of appreciation an impromptu sur
prise for his benefit was givfcn recently, 
by the home talent.', Mrs. Anna E. 
Thomas opened with a Very fine dis
course on Spiritualism. She-is a home 
medium, and is a good psychometric 
reader and test medium. Dr. D. C.

book of rare merit, Interesting to every body. ftief
11.50. ' „ 

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science. 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

• Translated from tbe French.
BY S. R. CROCKER. .

A ,Very Fascinating Work.
, Thia fine volume might well have been entitled: • 

■ Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It 18 written •

— — - — — - ~ ~ - - — — - --- - --- - - ,

Martin followed with appropriate re
marks on Harmony;,^And Mr. Barnes 
closed the exercises vftth some splendid 
tests. A recent literary entertainment 
was financially and everyway a success. 
The society was never in a more flour
ishing condition, and . the prospects are 
bright. ■ « ! ■

In that peculiarly Interesting style tn which French ' 
writers excel when they tvould popularize scientific 
subjects In adaptation to tbe needs of the general 
reader. Tho author Is not a Spiritualist—ho oven 
mentions Spiritualists ns ‘‘devotees of a new super* 
stltlon.” etcM etc.. In which he manifests tho.Usnal 
animus of tbe ‘‘eclcntlflc class'’ .yet he says again: 
•‘There Is n true and respectable idea In Splrituallcm,” 
and regards ns proved “the fact of communication 
between superhuman» and the inhabitants of Earth;” 
and he goes vn to relate Instances of fact In evidence. 
There Is, t-oabplrhonikt, a nmalfcst d’sercnancy in ‘ 
the author'sidens, but the .ire)brca»Lmind will reillly • 
select and tiHftncc the pros aad co:<s. and outvi the - 
whole will find not only gobd -mental vulture, but . 
much VHiunbie Informutian.. holds, the -•••:
thcoryof relnaunntu.n. I'rj.etMfl.fA ’ t

For sale at tiris uilice. . <
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you may suffer from hunger and cold, for you

of

Lansing, Mich.

fate. '
Assaults on her liberty never will cease
Bythose who come here speaking soft words 

peace.

GRAND MISSION WORK.
It Is Among Dark Spirits.

his confidence in us acquired through the fulz

of the barrel, seemed to lighten the load of

Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them.

A Work Inaugurated by. Noble Souls.

PART SIXTH.

that would enable him to rise higher and 
higher and higher on the ladder of progres
sion. ■

Our sympathetic interest in his behalf, and

, They had no understanding of that which 
made thia narrative more complete,, but they had befallen them, nor did they realize where 
.were unnecessary to the work which we had ' they were. Our energies were bent toward

fí'í fe 
b

trouble that bad pressed so heavily upon him. y°tl W suffer from hunger and cold, for you 
And when we suggested that he call upon W| have entered a life where you will be sur-

fillmeptof our promise relating to the removal. ^or loved ones left behind; You and Mary 
- •• • • . ... - - , an(j Aggie need worry no more for fear that

ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TO ADVANCE.

ha^ made the change from mortal to Spirit
life, but for some time could hardly1 convince 
them that such was the case, as their experi
ences were different from what they had been 
led to expect through’the religious teachings 
given them. Wheqat last I had shown them 
that they were indeed outside the mortal form, 
the man began to lament that they had suffered 
such great misfortune. At first I had to 
smile at his ideas of death, and could under
stand how little there is in the teachings of 
theology that is calculated to make a man-face 
the future life with any degree of confi
dence.

“Why," I said to him, “it seems to me 
that you are peculiarly fortunate. I gather 
from the conversation which we have had, that 
you were a poor man, forced to labor very hard 
to procure a scanty subsistence for yourself and 
family. Your life, then, was one of trial and 
privation, and there was little prospect of 
brighter times in store for you. Now, let us 
suppose that either your wife Mary, or your 
daughter Aggie, or both, had' "been taken, or 
that you had been taken and the others' left, 
would that have been better than what has 
taken place? Or if you had even lost your 
little home and its contents, escaping with 
your lives, would you have been any- more 
fortunate? Here you are, a whole family who 
have passed over the dark river together. You 
would have had to make the change sooner or 
later, and that, perhaps, one at a time, after 
long and painful illness. As it is, none are 
left behind to mourn. You are still united, 
and can enjoy the experiences of -the beautiful 
life which you have entered without a sorrow

They Beside on the Very Lowest Planes.

TWO SEANCES—MURDER.

At a seance held some time ago, there was 
brought to us a spirit, who, being in a dazed 
condition, seemed not to notice our presence. 
After having thrown off through materializa
tion certain conditions consequent upon the 
manner ot his passage from mortal to Spirit 
life, he became conscious of his surround
ings.

Simultaneous with his perception of the 
members of the circle, an object claimed his 
attention which caused him great uneasiness. 
We were made aware of this fact by his im
ploring us to remove “that barrel.” The 
barrel seemed to be ever present to his vision, 
and his anxiety to rid himself of it was an in
dication to us that a crime had been com
mitted, and that the remedy in his case was 
confession.

As he continued to ask for the removal of 
the barrel, we requested him to inform us what 
the barrel contained. For a long time we 
could get no word out of the man, other than 
his prayers that the barrel be taken from his 
sight; but after promising that if he would tell 
us what were the contents of the barrel it 
should be taken away, and impressing upon" 
him the fact that its removal could only be 
effected in that manner, ha told us that con
cealed therein was the body of a man.

After he had once begun his story he told it 
willingly and rapidly, seeming anxious to 
share with-us the secret that had caused him 
so much distress. It seems that a quarrel had 
arisen between an acquaintance and himself, 
and, being goaded beyond self-control tiy 'the 
taunts of his companion, he seized hold of 
him and before he fully realized what he was 
doing he had strangled the man who had 
angered him.

Then fear of detection took possession of 
him, and to conceal the crime which he had 
committed, he dismembered the body, placed 
it in a barrel, and set it afloat.

Our questioning which brought forth the re
cital 'of his story was prompted, not by curi
osity, but by a knowledge that he could not be 
released from the condition of darkness and 
distress which surrounded him except through 
his voluntary confession. Hence we did not 
attempt to locate the affair, to ascertain his 
name, or to find out through what agency his 
spirit had been released from its mortal tene
ment. These details would, no doubt, have

man whom he had slain to come and forgive 
him the great wrong which he had done, he 
only hesitated while we informed him that the 
conditions existing with us were such that his 
old friend could and would come to him if 
called upon to do so.

“Earl!” he called, “Earl, will you forgive 
the wrong I did you? I was crazed with 
anger, and knew not what I did until the act 
which has caused Bo much misery was -com
mitted! If you can hear me, if you can under, 
stand what I have suffered, I pray that you 
will not withhold that forgiveness which I so 
sincerely crave!”

For a time no answer came, and the spirit 
was beginning to fear that the pardon which 
he so earnestly desired could not be granted, 
when a voice said: “Henry, I forgive you 
from the bottom of my heart! It was I who 
drove you to it, with my gibes and taunts! I 
angered you beyond endurance, and the fault 
was mine! It was well for me that I went 
when I did, as I was only growing worse and 
worse each day, and had my life continued in 
the grooves which it then followed, I should 
have became unfit for anything useful. In
stead of injuring me, you did me a kindness. 
I can now see in what direction my life was 
tending, and I am thankful to be spared the 
great suffering which must have resulted from 
such a life as mine would have been. The 
great wrong was done to yourself, and I have 
tried to reach and make you feel all that, I am 
now telling you, but you have been so lost in 
your Bufferings through remorse that I could 
not gain your attention. ” .

After a little more conversation between the 
two, they thanked us for our assistance, and 
we believe that they are earnestly endeavoring 
to follow the bright and beautiful path of 
progress, which leads upward toward the seat 
of loye, truth and wisdom. .

VICTIMS OF FIRE.

At near the end of one of our seances held 
just after the great Milwaukee fire, there was 
brought to us a family, consisting of husband 
and wife and their daughter. They were per
mitted to manifest that they jnight throw off 
with the 'material certain conditions which had 
clung to them in consequence of the manner 
of their passing from mortal to Spirit-life.

At their first meeting with us their manifes
tation was confined chiefly to materializing 
and dematerializing, but we conversed with 
them long enough to learn that they had been 
residents of Milwaukee, and that their home 
had been situated in the district laid waste by 
the fire.

rounded by loving friends and companions; 
where you will be taught'how to live that the 
most enjoyment may be extracted from your 
daily experiences. If you will closely follow 
the instructions which will be imparted to you 
by the kind spirits who were instrumental in 
bringing you here, you will soon realize the 
beauty and happiness of the life which you 
have entered, and may peace and love go with 
you as you journey onward and upward.”

He had closely followed all that I said, and 
when I had finished my remarks, he said: ‘ ‘I 
had not looked at the matter in that light,-but 
I can now see that it is as you have said—bet
ter that we are all together. Oh! it; would 
have been terrible had a part of our family 
been taken, and a part spared. I thank God 
that we are still united; and I thank you', kind 
friends, for all that you have done for lis." .

E. T. Washburn.
- . (to be continued.) ;

American Home Rule vs. Papal 
Domination.

The leopard and tiger as sheep will have been, 
The won with the Iamb to lie down will be. seen, 
Ere popery anything good can us give, 
Or the church and the state in amity live.
Their books must be burned and their canons be 

changed, ”
Their system anew must be freshly arranged, 
Before cardinal, pope, with bishop and pijpst, 
From underhand scheming will ever have 

ceased. • .
If we are not watchful before it's too late, 
Dark and sad then must be proud America's

in hand.
Sufficient it was to us to know that a stranger 

was present who was in great trouble, and in 
sore need of sympathy, love and instruction. 
After having listened to his self-accusation, 
we assured him of our sympathy, and desir
ing to fully gain his confidence, asked if the 

... barrel had disappeared as we had promised 
i that it would da if he followed our advice. 
*He answered that it had gone, and seemed im
measurably relieved that it was so.

We encouraged him with the information 
that in the “life beyond the mortal” oppor
tunity would be afforded him to overcome and 
outwork all the errors of his earth-life, and 'las 
our teachings were at variance with those that 
had been imparted to him in his eaily days, 

’ he asked what authority we had for our belief 
as we had expressed it to him. We explained 
to him that we were in frequent communica
tion with those who had been our friends and 
companions in this life, and who had passed 
on into the Spirit-world, as well as with many 
others, who, in mortal life, had -been well- 
known and highly-respected individuals; that 
tile prothises of future usefulness and happi
ness which we had given him were based uptm 
the teachings imparted to us by those who had 
experienced the truth of that which they had 
taught us. ..

We told him that as there was no unforgiv
ing God to fear, he must peek the forgiveness 
of all persons whom he /had wronged. And 
last, but hardest of all, he must earn the for
giveness of his own accusing conscience.' .We 
explained to him that as each individual ex
tended that forgiveness which he must 'seek, a 

' ht would be removed from his conscience

making them feel that the welcome which we 
extended them was genuine, and toward gain
ing their confidence. The husband came beam
ing his wife in his arms, and they were at
tracted to us by being impressed with the idea 
that they were entering the office of a physi
cian who would render medical assistance to 
the woman. When we ascertained what it 
was that they desired, I requested the wife to 
place her hand upon me, explaining at the 
same time that I cured the sick in that 'man
ner. But I had firtit to prevail upon the hus
band to test the truth of my assertion by get
ting him to place his hand upon me, and note 
the result of such contact. t When he found 
that he was strengthened by touching me, he 
urged his wife and daughter to do likewise, 
and both of them came, and placed their hands 
upon my shoulder and arm.

At our next sitting they came again, and 
were better able to converse with us from their 
experience at the previous meeting.
’ I asked the man if he knew theta had been 
a great ' fire. He replied that his wife had 
told him that she noticed a bright light, and 
that she thought a big fire must be raging in 
the city;. . This conversation had, he stated, 
taken place after he'had returned home very 
tired from a hard day’s jvork, and he had eaten 
his supper and gone directly to bed. He hac 
not paid much attention to the remarks of his 
wife about the fire, being too tired to keep awake. 
We subsequently learned from a member of 
the spirit band that the fire had swept down 
upon their home while all .were asleep, and 
that they were suffocated in their beds, with
out being aware of their peril.—

After »little I explained to them that they

For our subjugation they silently work, „ 
Concealing the fetters that ever must lurk 
Under methods that paralyze soul and mind,' 
In chains stronger than steel the intellect bind.
With wonder we’re asking, what will-they say 

next? '
When of high education they make a pretext, 
As with impudence cool they’ve boldly ignored, 
They’ve sent us from Europe an ignorant horde.
Italians, Bohemians, Irish and Poles,
Their behests must obey or else lose their ..souls: 
Their priests thought it safer their duties to tell, 
Than to teach them to read, to write or to spellj 
To free institutions the priest is a foe.
The church reigns supremo, the state is below: 
And though they are getting the right here to 

vote,
For American laws they care not a jot.
In this country so free, with our public schools, 
They think by soft sodder to make us their tools; 
They tell us they're anxious that children be 

taught,
But all our best methods ■ with danger are 

fraught.
What is education compared with their souls? 
They’ll lose their religion in-jmr “Godless 

schools;” . ■
So they are preparing each £ffprt to strain, 
A division of funds that they may obtain;
This would cripple our schoolsail over the land. 
United we now must undauntedly stand, 
For our birthright, our schools, lest they be laid 

low •
At the feet of our crafty, soft-spoken foes,'1: ■ r .
For the leopard a leopard always will be, ' 
And the tiger turned sheep we never shall’ see;' 
So of bishop and priest, with insidious snare,<,,i 
And cardinals gorgeous, now let us bewarel, , 

—American Home BuZer.

Letter from a Veteran Worker.
To the Editor;—It is truly gratifying to 

all Spiritualists who have, the cause at heart, 
and who have passed through the many trying 
ordeals of the past, to at last find ourselveB inj 
the midst of such earnest and able effort to se
cure to our cause the rights and recognition 
which belongs to it It has taken Spiritualists a 
long time to be made fully aware of the neces
sity of organic effort Without legally organ
ized societies we have no rights which secta
rian ignorance and bigotry are obliged to re
spect With it we eeefire equal rights with 
the adherents of all religions, and will com
mand their respect

Binding creeds and long drawn articles of 
faith do not belong to our religion. It embraces 
in its broad arms “the Fatherhood of (5od and 
the Brotherhood of Man," coupled with the 
mottoes, “Love, Charity and Toleration." 
We are all quite agreed as to continued exist
ence after physical dissolution; and of inter
communion between spirits and mortals; also, 
that both inspiration and revelation aré the 
inheritance of all peoples and in all ages and 
climes. 'We recognize the universal law of 
evolution and progression; and that the true 
object of life is to develop to highest man
hood'and womanhood attainable in physical 
life. Man is a social, intellectual and relig
ious being, and to attain to the highest ex
pression of those characteristics, he must 
have opportunities which will appeal to all 
of those. 1

The,demands of the present hour are, that 
Spiritualists secure to themselves such oppor
tunities, and rights, as will appeal to their 
higher needs. To this end, all Spiritualists 
should perseveringly work.

After long years of waiting and workings I 
at last-found in the Court and Temple of the 
Magi an avenue through which all those needs 
and higher aspirations can be met and grati
fied. Its religion is the religion of the stars. 
Its ciead is, that law rules, controls and 
manipulates everything in the universe, from 
minutest atoms to revolving planets, satellites 
and remotest suns. It accepts as a fact, 
“that aliare parts of one stupendous whole, 
whose body Nature is, and God (The Infi
nite) the Soul. Its teachings are that for men 
and women to attain to highest manhood and 
womanhood they must aspire to their highest 
ideal find work as well as pray for its attain
ment. ■ Knowledge is the watchword, and 
through that alone can mankind be saved from 
all our lower appetites and passions; saved 
from ignorance, vice and crime; saved from 
bigotry, superstition and intolerance.
. Through knowledge, coupled with scientifi
cal data and demonstration, men and women 
can be brought to realize find understand the 
secret forces of Nature and their own being, 
and can so order and regulate their lives that 
duty, charity and harmony will be the natural 
outgrowth of their attainments.

The present generation will not be satisfied 
with a religion which is not based on reason, 
philosophy and science. Men and women 
everywhere demand demonstrated facts. The 
time has come for the proper application of 
those’ time-worn injunctions: First, “To Uvea 
reason for the faith that íb within you;” sec
ond, ‘ 'Prove, all things and hold fast to that 
which is good.” To this end are the Courts 
and Temple laboring, and as living testimoni
als, they arc the peers of the best institutions, 
socially, religiously and scientifically, to be 
found on earth to day. It is truly gratifying, 
after so many long years of bickerings and 
strife, to see so many able and active workers 
uniting their efforts to try and bring unity out 
of chaos. Every Spiritualist should give them 
their best efforts in co operation that they may 
successfully carry into practical effect that 
which will secfire .to them and their posterity 
freedom of speech, freedom of conscience, 
freedom-to use for the benefit of humanity 
their psychic gifts, and freedom to worship 
their highest ideal of the Inflnite!

To this end I shall, as I have done in the 
past, continue to labor and to wait.

A. J. Champion.

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Cehtqry.
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for-'eight 
weeks,' and excited wide-spread interest, will 
be sent free to' all new yearly or trial sub
scribers. Bear this thoughtin mind. It alone 
is worth the price of a subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. <'

“Antiquity Unveiled,” eommunicaiionB 
from ancient spirits. Appollonius of Tyana, 
the Jesus of Nazareth, St Paul and John, the 
revelators of the Christian Scriptures, return 
to earth as a spirit, and explain the mysteries 
that have concealed the theological deception 
of the Christian hierarchy. 608 pages. A 
evry valuable book. Price, 11.50; postage, 
12 cents. .

“God in the Constitution.” By-Bobtkt 
Ingersoll One of the best papers Colonel-In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for |1.00. For sale at this office.

COULSON TURNBULL

Good Words from a Fellow
Worker.

To the Editor :—1 desire to call the atten
tion of the readers of your splendid paper to 
one of our young and rising workers in the 
cause of truth, than whom there are none—no, 
not one, more devoted than he. I have known 
him for nearly three years, almost two of 
which we have been as brothers; and among 
the many gentlemen I have met and blended 
into the bonds of friendship, none have come 
bo closely into my atmosphere as my devoted 
friend and brother, Coulson Turnbull.

He is a young man of unquestioned integ
rity, of profound learning—having received a 
high collegiate education—a practical and 
successful teacher, and combined with these 
qualifications he is deeply intuitional and a

1You can’t
Escape themTheHolidays X5“ p?5 
you. Possibly you uro not Impatient for 
their coming, but this doesn’t count. They 
will come 1 ust the same. ,

f $1.00 will do it.
x will buy ayear’s subscription to Munsey’s 
9 Magazine, and we will venture to say 
. I that you may ransack New York and all 
x her big sister cities—you may tbjnk till you 
• are upon the verge ot insanity—you may 
k search from one end of the continent to 
\ tho other, and you cannot buy for one 
9 dollar anything that would give your wife 
¿or relatives or 1 riends, rich or poor, so 
\ much satisfaction, so many hours of pleas- . 
9 ure, as can be had from a year’s subscrip- < * 
a tion to Munsey’s Magazine, a

{Munsey’s ♦
xls the’ best and hand-«f V
9 somest magaziue In the | lleents. < ’ 
9 world and It sells for 9
Iftrilv Cl nn by.the years aboutV 
• Uilly q>l,UU eight cents per copy;» 
4 FRANK A. MUNSEY & COMPANY, / 
• Madis.on Square, New York. I 1

grand medium. His studies and research
into occult science, astrology, etc. ', eminently 
fit him for the great work before him. He 
cast my horoscope nearly a year since, which 
is as true of the past as truth itself.

In any of the fields above mentioned, as 
well as a faithful expounder of the Spiritual 
Philosophy, he is rapidly taking a front rank.

As hé is now laboring for the Toledo Spirit
ualists, I congratulate them upon having se
cured so able a teacher and lecturer; for I 
know that his intensely profound and highly 
inspired teachings cannot help reaching the 
heart and soul. .„Knowing the path of the 
young medium and teacher is difficult and 
often discouraging, I speak these words as en
couragement, realizing that wherever Bro. 
Turnbull is called to labor in the great and 
promising vineyard of truth, both his students 
and hearers may recognize the honesty of pur
pose, integrity of character,and spiritual purity 
of one who has, like myself,.consecrated his 
life to the grand and noble purpose of endeav
oring to speak* the truth and uplift humanity.

Prop. Silas W. Edmonds.

Lifting the Vejl.
The Spiritualist Society of Andrews, Indi

ana, met at my residence on the evenings of 
November 27th and 28th for an interview with 
the Spirit-world. - Wb were highly ehtertained 
by J. B. Johnson, trumpet and physical me
dium, of 731 Thayer street, Toledo, Ohio.

The results of the seances were beyond de
scription, but I shall attempt to enumerate 
some of the most interesting phenomena. His 
light seances were very convincing to the most 
skeptical. He sits in front of the cabinet in 
plain view of every one in the audience, while 
the invisible inhabitants were making a 
grand display of their power behind the cur
tain. Instruments were beautifully played; 
questions .were asked by persons in the circle, 
and answered in the cabinet; hands were mate
rialized and extended, and touched ’those sit
ting in front with the medium. .

There were some very good tests, such as 
raising an umbrella to the top of phe cabinet, 
and hoisting it over those that were near the 
curtain, and at the same time whirling it rap
idly and dropping it in the circle; handing a 
large chair over the curtain to the sitters, ^nd 
making paper ornaments by use of the scissors, 
which were put into the'eabinet, etc.

At the conclusion of the light seance the 
dark one was instituted, in which nearly every 
one received trumpet messages from relatives 
and friends. Tim, the medium’s control, con
versed freely on different subjects in a jovial
manner.

Mr. Johnson is a complete 
trumpet and physical medium, 
gratulate ourselves in securing 
and would recommend him to 
wishing seances of that nature.

Mrs. Tillie Reynolds at Glens Falls, 
New York.

One year ago the Liberal element of this 
place organized a “Psychical Society.” The 
members are mostly Spiritualists; we have, 
however, several freethinkers and a number of 
“church people" in our organization.

Mrs. Reynolds has been with us fora month 
past, and her work has been eo satisfactory 
that we have engaged her for December. Sun
day last was a regular field-day with us. A 
pre-historic spirit^ Wynona, Princess of Atlan
tis, controlled Mrs. Reynolds, and delivered a 
magnificent historical and philosophical ad
dress; The gentle and dignified demeanor of 
the medium while under control, indicated 
clearly that the spirit addressing us was 
“every inch a princess. ” It was her first at
tempt in. addressing an audience through a 
psychic, and resulted in an unqualified success. 
This ancient denizen of a sunken continent was 
the original prompter of my article on “Lost 
Atlantis," published in The- Pbogrebsive 
Thinker last'spring. .

Followings Wybona, my recently deceased 
father, Ri M. Little, known throughout the 
country as the late president of the Glens 
Falls Insurance Company,' took control of the- 
mediuifi, and ’ addressed the large audience. 
His remarks were so natural and so effective 
that at the dose, when he gave his full name 
as the. spirit addressing them, a, large portion 
of the audience, who had known him for many 
years, were ini tears.

A great interest has been aroused among 
our people wmuler the ministrations of Mrs. 
Reynolds, ^flre the names of all our promi
nent citizens who have had private sittings 
with this faithful servant of the Angel-world 
published,' it would create a sensation in this 
locality. . Meredith B. Little.

Glens Falls, N. Y. - ' •

Collodion was first used-in photography in 
1851 by Archer. ----- : < ■ .

success as a 
and we con- 
his services, 
any society

8. J. Derbyshire, M. D.
Andrews, Ind. ;

The Woman’s Progressive Union, 
of Buffalo, N. Y.

To the Editor:—Your correspondent lately ■ 
made a social call upon the president of they 
above-mentioned union. I found the presiy 
dent, Mrs. N.W. Hunt, a woman of business; a 
bright, vivacious, talkative, earnest worker 
for the work on hand: That is, raising funds 
for the purpose of building a Temple for the 
use of the Spiritualists of Buffalo. Mri. 
Hunt is not a masculine, coarse woman, by 
any means, but an intelligent, educated lady 
of good manners, and rather retiring in her 
disposition. F^om her conversation I take it 
that she is in love with the natural law around 
her, and an admirer of the Spiritualist socie
ties of our fair city. Associated with Mrs. 
Hunt is Mrs. Dr. J. H. Mathison and the 
Hon. J. J. Johnson, whom, the president con
siders a true and noble gentleman of the old 
school, who is at all times ready to assist in 
the good work to the extent of his ability.

The Progressive Union is an incorporated 
society,, composed of ladies only, yet at some 
future fime gentlemen may be admitted to 
membership. - If that time comes, then I take 
it to be a foregone conclusion that the Hon. 
Mr. Johnson Will, at some future day, occupy 
the president’s chair, for he is a great favorite 
among the ladies of the Union. The Union 
has purchased a lot on which they intend to 
build a Ifemplef as Mrs. Hunt expressed it, 
“It it takes fifteen years to raise the funds;” 
but with the workers associated with her;, and 
with the gentle persuasive way that the presi
dent has of talking to people, I think that it 
will be only a few years before a fine temple 
will rear its spire heavenward and the structure 
will be one that will be a credit to the promo
ter« thereof. All hail to this trio of workers! 
Good luck to them now and forever, is my
heartfelt wish.

Sculpture is commonly believed to have be
gun in Egypt’ - -

In 1877 composite portraits were first taken 
by Francis Galton.

The most flourishing period of Egyptian art 
was from B. C. 1400 to B.< 0. 525, the time of 
the Persian conquest • • - ■ •

ANTIQUITYJINVEILED.
Tlie Most Important Revelations 

UoncernHfg the True Origin
of Christianity.

Reader, In bringing to your nptlce Antiquity Um- 
veiled it I» with the sincere hope that you are earn* 
eatly looking for the truth, regardless of any other 
conelderatlon. If such la the case, this advertisement 
wlU deeply interest you, and after reading ibis brief 
description you will doubtless wish to give the work a 
careful perusal. .

An important step toward the light is taken when we 
become independent enough tq reason for ourselves, 
instead of accepting through blind faith the teaching 
of others, thus being led into the darkness of error, 
and away from truth. At no period in the history of 
Christianity bus there been so much research and in* 
vesdgatiou regarding its origin as in the last decade, 
the resultot which has caused many of the leadlngand 
more progressive advocatesof the Christian religion to 
recede from the positive claims heretofore assumed on 
creedal and doctrinal points. After a full and impartial 
Investigation of the claims of Christianity, they have 
been forced to yield their ground by evidence resting 
upon a scientific basis, as well as upon revelation and 
discovery. These new developments have caused the 
intelligent and reflective mind to Btop and consider the 
more liberal and progressive religious views presented, 
which are better adapted to the needs of humanity in 
this Nineteenth ceutury. This liberal spirit Is In ac- 
cord^wlth the law of religious evolution, as well as with 
the views of the most cultured and advanced rellgloua 
teachers of our time, who now realite that much of the 
framework of the Christian religion was borrowed 
frohV the more ancient religions existing many cen
turies previous to the Christian era. In Antiquity 
Unveiled you will find so much corroborative evi» 
denco bearing upon this point that you cannot fall to 
be'/impressed by it. The subject of the orlgin-and 
progress of the Christian religion has often been dis* 
cussed, but never before has the direct knowledge and 
rehiarkable revelations contained In this wort been 
accessible... &

The erittln and progress of Chrlstlaulty Is füjiy dl»« 
closed, bringing to light the Interpolations and fop 
gerififrffjniinitted In the early days of the Christian era 
¡riStmLEriesthood, the details of which will convince 
the f®der4hat truttiris stranger than fiction. Tbl» 
worin» a complete library, in itself, showlug bow man
kind hasbeen misled by Its trusted teachers. No home 
or library should be without a copy, as it sheds light 
upon matters pertaining to the most important inter- 
esU»3f the human race in both worlds.

This volume has an absorbing Interest for every in* 
dividual; a glance at the table of contents will reveal 
the nature of its Important revelations. The work 
deals In on Impartial mariner with the subject of 
Christianity and carries the reader back Into tbo mists 
of past ages, unveiling their secrets and hidden mys
teries. Nothing has escaped t he keen search of the 
authors of these communications. They expose to 
view- the methods employed by the formulators of 
Christianity from the time of Its first luceptiopi The 
scriptures are traced to their source and are shown to 
hove beeu derived from the written gospels and doc
trines of sun worship. The life and teachings of the 
great sage and philosopher, Apollonius of Tyana, are' 
shown to have been appropriated by the founders of 
Christianity. In fact, It Is clearly shown that the so- 
called teachings of the Christian Jesus arc largely a . 
compilation of the teachings of other personages. 
The characters of the New Testament are portrayed in 
their true colors, and the appropriation of the rites and 
ceremonies attending the worship of the sun, as well 
as the efforts made by those who organized Christi
anity to destroy all knowledge of their previous exist
ence, are fully disclosed. It will open the eyes of 
many to read the cause of the destruction of the great 
libraries of the world and their valuable contents by 
order of popes and prelates In past centuries. Tbo 
forgers of evidence in favor of Christianity are com- 
pulled to confess their vandalism, and the mutilating 
pf and interpolations Id history by Clrnstlan writers 
ire exposed to view. Not only are these subject» 
elucidated, but history Is corrected In a manner that 
make» clear doubtful points never before satisfactorily . 
explained.

Tho-scholarly manner In which the communication» 
arc treated by the late J. M. Roberts, Esq., editor of 
“Mind aud Matter," as he takes each point In succes
sion and throws upon It such light as can be gleaned 
from tiie pages of history, Is well worth tho candid 
consideration of the reader.

TESTIMONIAL.
‘•Rockford, Ill., April 4, 1892.—Oriental Publish» 

ing Company:—Gentlemen: I feel It my duty, a» 
well as a pleasure, to write you with thanks for the 
satisfaction the partial rendlng^of Antiquity Un
veiled has given me. Having traveled over the en
tire historical ground with diligent care, pencil always 
Jn band, I say to you In all frankness, i find the po
sition» taken In your book mainly true. Your work 
should be everywhere welcomed, and I bespeak for it 
an Immense sale. G. AV. Brown, M. D., author of 
Researches In Oriental History."

.Reasons Whv Everybody Should Read
ANTIQUITYUNVEILED.

BECAUSE—It contains a wonderful treasury of know!« 
edge, which Is of the greatest Importance to every 

‘ individual, and CAN BE FOUND IN NO OTHER
VOLUME. ‘

BECAUSE—It Interprets the mysteries of religious 
teachings 1n ancient and modern times, and prove» 
that ALL RELIGIONS originated in sun worship.

BECAUSE—It tells why the CLERGY DO NOT EX
' PLAIN- THESE MYSTERIES, but claim thatthey 
Ia;c mysteries of God, and therefore are not to be 

questioned.
BECAUSE—IT GIVES LIGHT upon a question that 

has agitated the human mind tea greater extent 
than any other, viz.: ARE THE TEACHINGS 
OF CHRISTIANITY TRUE, and from whenc« 
did they come?

BECAUSE—It riieda much light on the books of th« 
Old Testament, and shows where the GOSPELS 
AND EPISTLES OF THE NEW TESTAMENT 
came from.

BECAUSE—IT EXPLAINS many things In ancient 
biblical history which have hitherto been MYS
TERIES to all scholars and commentators.

BECAUSE—It Is THE BOOK, of the Nineteenth Cen
tury.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED is printed from clear, 
new type, on fine paper, and comprises a volume of 
625 pages, embellished with fine engravings pertaining 
to the work. It 1» well bound in cloth and gilt.

Price, $1.50. Postage, 12 Cts.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND— '

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This Is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex< 
: Priest, Whose character Is above reprofich, and who 

knows what he 1s talking about. Everybody should 
read IL Price, »1.00. It contains the following chap

, tors:
CHAPTER I.

The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self
respect In the Confessional.

CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confession a Deep PH of Perdition for th» 

Priest.
CHAPTER HI. 

‘ The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.
► CHAPTER IV.

How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made eaa> 
by Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER V.
The highly-educated and refined Woman in the Con« 

[ fcsslonal—What becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

1 CHAPTER VI.
■ Auricular Confes-rion destroys all the Sacred Tie» Gt 
1 Marriage and Human Society.
‘ CHAPTER VII.

¡
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Chib 

Ucd Nations?
CHAPTER VIH. /

’ Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?
I CHAPTER IX.

The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegloni 
’ Imposture. . .

CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church’of Rome to confeii th» 

Abomination» of Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER XI. '

, Auricular .Confession In Australia, America, and 
• France.

CHAPTER XII. -
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislator», Hu»

, • band» and Fatbers-Some of the matter» on Which
. the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post>paidlrPHce, $1.OO. :

'S.

ïà><

XJTUDIES IN .THEOSOPHY; HIS- 
kJHotImI and practical. A manual ton the petpie. 
By w» j, Colville. -Valuable, to. those mvesunuaa 
xheoeophya Price 11.50, ■ ■

J. W. Dennis.
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and societies, that the price ot the “Guide”
has been placed at fifty cents, mailed free. > It—Salvator Rósa was one of the earliest and 
contains about 200 pages square, 8mo, neatly most vigorous landscape painters.. 7 - 5 ?

The revival of arts in Wèstern Europe dates
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wholesale andretall. A ■; '
from the capture of Constantinople by the 
Venetians in 1204. - ■<7:??.' ?'-■■■

In Which the Shàkeepereàn Enig
ma is Considered.

BY MORRIS M. BOSTWICK.

A Chicago ¡ZWSiine of recent date contains 
aparagraph referring to the Bacon-Shakespeare 
controversy now going on in the Arena. • The 
Tribune seems surprised that such a contro
versy is still going on, and speaks of it as a 
dead issue whose ghost it is but folly to seek 
to revive. This .arrogant assumption that the 
whole matter is settled on the part of those 
upholding Shakespeare's title with a blind rev
erence, is very amusing to one conversant with 
the results of the latest researches concerning 
Bacon’s claim to the honor. ’

The controversy in the Arena as well seems 
to be carried on by persons ignorant of the re
sults of the latest researches and discoveries 
concerning the matter. One fact which the 
plaintiff has' overlooked and one which has 
much significance is to be found in the evi
dence that Shakespeare, was troubled by in
somnia. '

See the little volume by Head, on “Shake
speare's Insomnia.” This proves quite clearly 
that the writer of the plays must have been 
troubled greatly by our modern affliction of 
sleeplessness, and from thence arose all those 
beautiful tributes to sleep.

But when we look into the stolid, heavy face 
of Shakespeare and try to imagine him as suf • 
fering from insomnia, we must confess the 
effort a,,failure. It is difficult to believe that 
a man of his type ever lost a night's sleep, but 
.as soon as we turn to Bacon, how completely 
do the facts fit the man. Here we have a fine- 
flbered, delicately constituted being, who suf
fered from ill health well nigh all his life; a 
sensitive, nervous nature; a large, active brain 
which sapped the feebler body of an undue 
amount of its vitality. Here we find favorable 
conditions to produce troublesome insomnia, 
and, indeed, we find proof that he was so 
troubled, in his mother's letters to him, which 
are still extant, in which she worries, over his 
wakeful nights, and advises him to take ale 
posset to m%ke him sleep. .

It has been discovered recently, by the mi
croscope, that the apparent lines which form 
the face of Shakespeare in many pictures, 
are made up of minute cipher writing. It 
has also been discovered that the books of Ba
con’s time are full of secret signs which con
nect many of them with each other and which 
are evidently put there to identify them and 
also as a guide-post to the initiated.

There are sixteen volumes of Antony Ba
con’s correspondence in Lambreth Place, much 
of which is written in cipher and in foreign 
languages; but there is enough written in Eng
lish to show that he and Francis were leaders 
in some great secret reform movement. Take 
the 1614 edition of Raleigh’s History of the 
World. You will find the face of the author 
engraven on the title page. .Compare this 
portrait with dll the extant pictures of Ra
leigh and Bacon and then you will find that 
you will have to admit that it is a picture of 
Bacon; Bacon’s face it is in every lineament 
Meditate on this awhile and then you will have 
an eye open to find a score of Bacon’s dis
guised portraits when you are looking over old 
books» Those who have had opportunities to 
examine into the matter claim that there exist 
a great many such with other men’s names 
under them.

Then meditate on the fact that it has been 
discovered'that the first three editions of the 
folio of 23 are exact fae similes, as much so 
in every particular as though they ‘had been 
photographed one from the other; either they 
were alrprinted at one time anddated differ
ently or some secret society Savs' that the exact 
arrangement of the text was precisely followed. 
The fourth edition published in 1885 is entire
ly different The guiding hand was no longer 
there. It is very difficult to make a summary, 
in this case in a few short lines, owing to the 
fact that there is not so little, but so much 
evidence, to consider—much, by the way, 
which the plaintiff has not made use of.

This controversy is no small matter in fact, 
but relates to a very grave epoch in history 
which concerns not only the Shakespearean 
plays, but a vast amount of other literature: 
“The Origin of Modern Freemasonry;" “Rosi- 
crucianism;" “The Royal Society of Great 
Britain,” and a dozen other literary, historical 
and scientific societies; the founding of great 
libraries over the length and breadth of 
Europe; the origin of our dictionaries, ency
clopedias and other great works of reference; 
the simultaneous rise of the theatre in France, 
and Spain, and England, and Italy, all playing 
a class of plays which held in contempt the 
roles on .which the drama had hitherto been 
composed—the unities of time and place were 
completely disregarded.

We must widen our horizon until it takes 
in the length and breadth of, Christendom, and 
also peer back some distance into the past, 
and grasp its meaning before we can really be
gin to comprehend the meaning and mystery 
of these plays.

The result of all, a compendium of all, a 
^sign-board by which those who run may read, 
is voiced and crystallized for all time in the 
one word, “Shakespeare.'” , •

An intellectual spear of defiance, waved tri
umphantly and defiantly in the face of the foe; 
waved triumphantly at last, by an art bo com
plete that the enemy coulcimot read the mys
tery, but accepted it like the uninitiated for 
what it purported to be; for all these Shake
spearean plays are written with a double mean
ing, of which the exterior meaning is the fic
titious and unreal one. They are created with 
an art akin to the art with which the. creator 
hides himself in nature, and Which divine art 
this author was eager to imitate, and become 
a God of art in the mimic, world of the stage, 
expressed and yet concealed in his works in 
the same way that God is in nature.

Here we have one of the very logical rea
sons why Bacon was anxious to conceal his au
thorship; but this was not the only reason;

there were other and far more weighty ones. 
The age in which he lived was dark and dan
gerous; poison and the assassin’s dagger and 
the prison-cell lay in wait for those who Jmew 
too much, or attempted too much, op who gy.ep 
were suspected of as having any political de
signs. The morals of the age were too low 
for any one to believe,' outside of a very .cir
cumscribed circle of learned men, that a man 
could have any disinterested desire to improve 
his age, or be insane enough to waste his years 
laboring in behalf of posterity; and Francis 
Racon and his father before him both wqrked 
for Prince Posterity, and there were few of 
their contemporaries who could comprehend 
such an aim. Of the few learned men who 
could, m^ny of them got into sad. straits 
through their lack of caution. Campinella, 
Ochino, Galileo, Servetus, Bruno and many 
another bear painful ’witness.¡to the truth of 
bur assertion.

Sir Nicholas Bacon, and his sons, Francis 
and Antony, however, were the sonl of caution. 
Medioca Firing was the father’s motto, and 
neither of his sons ever’ forgot it As we hayg 
said, the age was a dark and dangerous one; 
the dark shadows of Spanish despotism seemed; 
about to creep over all Christendom. .

The Netherlands were red with the flames, 
kindled by the Inquisition. Sir Nicholas and, 
his good wife had themselves experienced t^ 
horrors of the times of Bloody Mary; and the 
frail thread of Elizabeth’s life was all that lay 
between them and the repetition of those hor
rors; and frail and insufficient it must have 
seemed indeed, when attempts to assassinate 
her failed so often by so slight a length. '

Such times as these are the times when se
cret (societies flourish, when men band them
selves together to seek mutual protection, and 
their brains are most aleit to solve and mend 
theoccasion of their difficulties. .

We look about Sir Nicholas for evidences 
of such a society, and we find proofs in plenty 
that such was the case. Lack of space, how
ever, compels us to make but the merest refer
ence to them here.

The facts, however, seem to show that Ma
sonry in a crude form was' well established, in 
England, and that lodges at York and London 
were in operation, and furthermore that Sir 
Nicholas was at the head of some society of arts 
and printing, doubtless for the furtherance of 
the doctrines of the reformation. Whether 
this society was a branch of Masonry or not 
is not at present known. .

Sir Nicholas had a great deal to do with tfre 
paper mills and printing houses. In 1540 he 
was in the Netherlands and from that date the 
great printing houses in the Netherlands 
took their rise and seem to have been deeply 
interested in all renaissance movements which 
followed. '

We find Sir Thomas Gresham, Sir Nicholas’ 
brother-in-law by his first wife, and also 
through the marriage of his son Nathaniel to 
Gresham’s daughter, building paper mills jn a 
stream which ran through Osterly Park. ,We 
find the letters from Gresham’s confidential 
agent, Richard Clough, who resided in the 
Netherlands, full of hints and half concealed 
allusions to some secret reform- or political 
movement which was being carried on. The 
letters of this Clough, by the way, show him 
to have been a most remarkable man, and far 
in advance of his age.

The main object of this society, in my opin
ion, was to thwart, the plot of the Spanish pa
pists who aimed (as Gondomar, the Spanish 
ambassador subsequently confessed in King 
James’ time) to buy up and destroy all class
ical literature, out of the hands of the Protes
tants, and by this means at length to destroy 
all learning. Whenever a learned man would 
die they would seek to buy up his library, 
and as they would bid higher than anyone 
else, they could, of course, easily secure it

Sir Nicholas and his friends had erib 
dently discovered this conspiracy, and had 
organized this society of arts and printing, 
to $o multiply classical works, and all others 
of value, that the attempt of the Spaniards 
would be futile. .

The existence of this society also at once 
clears up the mystery, which has often been 
pondered over, of how men like Bruno and 
Ochino, ajid the like, were able always to at 
once find a publisher, no matter where they 
might wander.

Any man who has attempted to publish a 
book, even in these days, without securing the 
publisher against loss, will realize wfaat a mir
acle it was -to go about,'like Bruno did, appa
rently publishing his work wherever and When
ever he felt disposed. Clearly, he must have 
had the help of this society. i

' (OONOLUDED NEXT WEEK.) . .

i. Go to your God and tell himÿour tale ’- 
.. Of what, you have laid-up instore; . . .

And tell of the rags, the shivering wail
Of hunger ¿nd cold of the poor. ; , . 7

’ : SfipwHiln thé1 large and elegant house . ‘ 
Him thisyear dflbrowu stone; . '

: ■ Then show Him thé hut, the ragged old blousé;-1 
And laborer'gnawing a bone.

■Ask Him to bless ¿11 the meriy, well-fed 
Lovers of Jesus who pay;

Then call His attention to table and bed
1 Of His unemployed pnes to-day. '
Ask Him to help you to more, and still more,, 

And thank Him for all you have got— 
Wrung from the hands and mouths of the poor— 

. Thank Him for what they have .not.
Lead your God out to sewer, and street, ■ .

Oh, Godly and God-loving man, .-. J
' And ask Him to scatter His blessings in mest, 

And help the distressed if He can.
While gorging yo\ir. stomachs with turkey and, 

Pie. .-•■ ... •' '
. And sauces—tlje best in the land, -

Tell God and.Jesus that eveiy-day lie
Of “plenty oh every hand.” '

.You in your palace,' so '.warm and so cheer, 
,, Can thank Him and praise Him; but not -

' In a spirit of truth, with consetence as clear ” ;
•. 1 As many who ^lean up your, rot. • ''' .

Let us be thahkful.to God-for these times '
. The schemers have caused ¡with, His aid; «1C

Wealth.for thpmWv.qs^-.foroJl|ere but dimes-^'
. These gwtuljbbnditippB they’maije. A a

Oh, give us.a .God .to thank ths;t i? true, ■.
' ' A God to thghk that is just?' , .0

Or give'us'W&tfh just something to do,. ” 
And even a’crumb or acrust. '

For the Home, the Lyceum and 
Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellectual and 
Spiritual Culture.

■ Light Wanted. ,
To the Editor:—Will you please call the 

attention of the National Association, Wash
ington, D. C., to set forth in clear terms,what 
benefit State organizations can have by joinipg¡ 
the National? ,

How can the National Association give a 
charter for Ohio or any other State which, can 
be recognized in case of litigation?

How many members constitute the 
National? ”

Can an organization chartered under the 
laws of the District of Columbia or any State of 
our Union, grant a charter for another State 
which will be valid in case of litigation or 
prosecution of any of our mediums?

Has a precedent been set forth by any 
society? -

Now, these are all questions of deep mo- 
menttoallour people, and if we join any 
society, we want first to know what we are to 
expect and receive. We want to be reason
able people, even if we are despised Spirit
ualists. - W. Í, Ball.

Mantua Station, 0. . ,. .

The court painter to Augustus was Ladius, 
who died A. D. 14.- - ,

Vandyke brought portraiture to the highest 
degree of perfection.

The magnesium light was. first applied, to 
art photography in 1864. ’ ; '

A collection of Music and Songs, GSjden 
Chain Recitations, Memory Gems, Choral Re
sponses, Funeral Services, ^Programs for 8ea< 
sions, Pariiainptftary Rules, Instructions fqr 
Organizing and 'Conducting Lyceums, Instrusj 
tions for Physical Culture, Calisthenics aqd 
Marching; Bahphrs, Standards' the Band of 
Mercy, etc. a book by the aid of which a Pro-, 
gressive Lyceùin, a Spiritual'or Liberal Socie
ty may be organized and conducted without 
other assistance." ' It supplies' the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, 
with music freh from thé dismal tone of the old 
bymnology. ,ït furnishes a unique^electipn 
of choice readings and responses such as no 
other selection contains. It gives a practical 
system of graceful calisthenics, every step of 
which is made plain by engravings. It gives 
instructions how to make the badges and .ban
ners and instructs in marching. It shows ppw 
to establish a Band of Mercy as auxiliary to 
thé Lyceum, and has all the most beautiful 
songs which have beeh gathered up by that 
movement, ' '

Thé author and. compiler of thjs-Guide is 
eminently prepared for-'the task .fey years of 
'devoted labor ini the Lyceum. , The book is 
.the result of practical work and tested by the 
interest awakened in the actual session of the 
LycgnmT“ In her preface she thus states her 
purpose: ' . , . 7 .

“the cént^¿í'i^ea-óf the Lyceum system is 
the harmonious devélbpment qf-qhe physical, 
intellectual, and 'religious faculties of the 
scholars, and the preôëfVatioh of their individ
uality; to edpqft .ail the good that is in them, 
and encouragera prbpèr independence. As no 
dogma is taught, in ’¿he'School, except iu entire 
subordination,^0 thé firât principle of evolving 
original thpugnt -and encouraging individual 
freedom, Freethinkers and ’Liberaliste of ¿11 
denominations may safely allow their children 
to avail themselves of its adrantiiges.

“To further this object I óffer‘The Lyceum 
Guide,’ and hope it may supply a need in the 
Lyceum work which has been widely felt. 
Thé most earnest effort-has, too often, been 
only half successful for want of such means 
of instruction. .

“In the. working of a Lyceum, a book is de
manded containing, plain directions for its es
tablishment, ite calisthenics and marching, 
music, lessons,-recitations, and yet of moder
ate size, and cheap-enough to be within reach 
of every child-as well as adult member. It 
has. been my aim to produce such n book; so 
pitón in- all its directions that .wherever a Ly- 
-ceumds desired it wiR furnish: all required in
formation,'and-thosewho are.to act as officers 
can, by its assistance, go forwaid without the 
expense attending the procuring of an individ
ual already „versed in .the methods of organi
zation. The-size of the ‘Guide’ gives small 
indication of the labor expended on its pages.

1 ‘I have endeavored to make tie work coBínó- 
politan and the selections such as convey the 
highest and; hebt expression of truth, rqoial 
purity, and entire Mobility of-life.- ' jj'.

“It will be noted that directions are given for 
establishing that powerful auxiliary to humane 
education, ‘The Band of Mercy,’ which is 
doing so much good in.bur public schools, 
Church Sunday-schools, and counts its socie
ties by thousands. I expectantly hope Liberal 
Societies will not be remiss in taking up this 
needed reform. ....

‘ ‘The book is not.only. designed for Lyceums, 
but for societies which desire an aid in com 
ducting meetings on the Lyceum plan.” '

The ability and patientlabbrrequired to pre
pare a book of this kind, and the great expense 
of its publication, has hitherto prevented the; 
>urgent demand of Lyceums and Societies, from 
being answered. Yet the publishers have 
Buchconfidenca in. the support of Lyceums

Wonderful Production by the 
7 Spirits.

“For, in that sleep,of death,.what dreams 
may come must give us pause;” so Hamlet 
argued after'hié .was convinced there were 
‘ ‘more things' in earth ; and air; than were, 
dreamed of in the philosophies of the times,” 
Whb of those in this better, higher thoughts, 
herèin Chicago, has not heard of Mr. A.. 
Campbell, the favored medium of “Azur, the 
Helper. ’’ In hundreds of homes are the oil 
paintings given through his mediumship. 
They are sources of much discussion and 
awakeners of serious, fruitful thought,

Azur had promised a portrait of himself foy 
his medium, and on Friday evening, Nov. II, 
theÆrst sitting for it took place at Mr. Camp
bell’s rooms on Biqjtiop Court. Four ladies 
and five gentlemen comprised the circle. 
Across one corner of the room was placed a 
folding screen, behind which were a chair, an 
¡easel, a little pot of colors and a vase of flow
ers. The stretcher, already primed and dried, 
25 by. 30 jpchgB, in sizgjjjga. passed around 
and examined by’"each" one carefully. It 'was 
void of colór of any kind. ' Each sitter placed 
his hands on* the front of the canvass for a 
moment. The gas jets wérelòwered to a dim 
light and thé sitting began, Azur taking con
trol of the mèdium, and in beautiful simplicity 
of language Explaining the’reason for his 
granting the wish for his portrait, In 45 
minutes thè sitting was over1 and it was an
nounced that the portrait would be finished on 
the night of Dec. 1st. Each one of the party 
examined the canvass and found the portrait 
roughly filled in, giving promise of a final, 
beautiful picture.
. Friday night 'last the circle was again 
formed, the canvass examined and found in 
the condition in which it was left two weeks 
before. The conditions of this sitting were 
similar to those of the former one, and lasted 
■not longer than thirty minutes. The result 
is a most beautiful piece of work, a perfect 
reproduction of the head and bust, futi life
sized, of a Chaldean Ancient. The viw is 
full front; the head is enclosed in the turban
like drapery of white that falls in graceful 
folds about the shoulders, dividing to disclose 
the tunic gathered in plaits about the firm 
neck, just showing underneath the white 
beard and moustache. All this detail is 
worked out most carefully, the lights and 
shadows and the artistic treatment admit
ting of no fault finding.

Of course the charm of this work of art lies 
in the face, and here description fails. The 
eyes, dark brown, deep and full of thoughtful 
frankness,‘follow one and meet the gaze of 
each observer. The face, an ideal expression 
of matured, manly beauty, truth and benefi
cent love, enchains the attention and wins the 
heart As an artistic production the portrait 
is wonderful and would be a surprising result 
if accomplished in weeks of labor under the 
hand of a portrait artist. It was painted and 
finished in not more than one and one-fourth 
hours, as any one of the circle will attest

Chicago, III, . R.

Two Notable Mediums.
To the Editor;—Owing to advice from 

our spirit friends, we think it .our duty to in
form the public, through the medium of your 
paper, that we have in our town a truly remark
able medium: Mrs. Ellen Hirschhiemer. She 
first developed her power by. table-tippings and 
rapping, and one evening surprised her friends 
by being entranced. This was ten years ago, 
and since then she has held seances twice a 
week and has become a truly wonderful medi
um. Although she knows not a note of mu
sic, when entranced she sings the most beauti
ful melodies. She is controlled by Emma 
Abbott, Litta, Jenny Lind, Berseelas and 
Brignola, the great tenor, and an Italian bari
tone, whose name is Signor Vensinni. They 
sing music from the Spirit-world. A younger 
sister of Mrs. Hirschhiemer is controlled by 
Prof. Henri Bizique, and plays the accompani
ment for the Bingers in a purely professional 
style. They have been criticized by profes
sional critics, who admitted that the music 
could be rendered only by the great artists 
themselves; and some who heard Emma Ab
bott while on earth, recognized the same beau
tiful voice and her characteristic attitude. 
The most convincing fact is, the singers sing 
in the Italian language, which the medium is 
entirely ignorant of. Mrs. Hirschhiemer has 
in her band a number of prehistoric people 
who call themselves the Lobites. They are 
of immense stature and great strength, and 
when holding a person’s hands can give them 
an electric shock. Her chief control is a little 
Danish girl, who speaks in her own native-dia
lect and also the Danish language, of which 
the medium has no knowledge. She has per
formed Some wonderful cures through her 
mediumistic powers. Hundreds have been 
convinced "by these two mediums, although 
they have neyer appeared before the public 
and their -seances have been strictly private. 
They are -both ■ controlled by lecturers, .who 
have delivered some very beautiful lectures. 
Madame Aderriey, an elocutionist, comes 
through Mrs. Hirschhiemer, and has given us 
several stirring recitations. ,

- ’ Wm. Piedmobe.
Ironwood, Mich.

I^1 v ‘ -

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.’
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will bo ,sent 
free to all new yearly or trial. subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s Subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial’sub
scription. .

The,best specimens’ of 'alabaster carvings 
have been exhumed at Nineveh. ‘

The-British school of water-color painting is 
deemed the, best in the world. -

Tennyson a Spiritualist.
It will interest and surprise most people to 

know tha the late Lord Tennyson was an ar
dent Spiritualist. None of hisl readers could 
be ignorant of the poet’s profound spiritual
ity, of course, for that is apparent on almost 
every page of his 'works, bupthere is nothing 
in his poems to indicate that he was a gen
uine believer in what is known to-day as 
“Spiritualism.” He never openly iteplared 
his belief in the Spirit-world, out of deference 
to the strong feeling of his wife and family on 
the subject, but he entertained, on various 
occasions during his life 'professional spirit 
mediums from London, and during his later 
years he expressed an eager, desira,to establish 
spiritualistic communications with bis dead 
son Lionel, -

These interesting facts have bpen known 
only by his faipily and immediate circle of 
friends, for the poet rarely allucïèd to his be
lief. Like Victor Hugq, be even refrained 
from, using poetry which he thought had been 
dictated by the spirite. Ip this way the world 
has, no doubtj‘ loâtXI2a^’4àh'tlWélline. for 
Lord Tennyson became a covert to Spiritual
ism when quite a young man. , -

It will be interesting to see what light the 
present Lord Tennyson will throw on ibis sub* । 
ject in the biography he is preparing. It is 
quite possible, however, that the public will 
be disappointed, for important as this trait in 
the poet’s character is, it is said to be the pres
ent intention of the family to omit all refer
ence to it.—Cor. Cincinnati Tribune.

Good Words for a Worker.
Permit me to give a brief detail of a visit 

my husband and myself enjoyed at the pleas
ant home of Mr. and Mrs. Seth King, of But
ler, Michigan.

Mrs. Emily King is a good medium, pos
sessing a fine organization for the inspirations 
of the arisen ones. She is a fluent speaker, 
somewhat inclined to the poetical. She is 
earnest and reliable in her mediumship, often 
giving tests to honest seekers after the light 
and truth of spirit communion, and those who 
listen to the practical lessons she gives cannot 
but be, benefited mentally, morally and spirit
ually. Her improvised poems upon any sub
ject one may give are fine indeedj and all who 
hear them as they flow in sweet and impres
sive rhythm cannot but be interested and in
spired by them; they touch the chords of our 
better nature. .

Schooled by privations and strengthened by 
hardships, she has developed a truthful and 
self-reliant character, and has done much to 
advance our cause in her vicinity.

Mr. and Mrs. King are earnest, devoted 
workers, and, what seems rather uncommon,' 
their family, consisting of five intelligent men 
and women—two sons and three daughters— 
are outspoken Spiritualists, and through their 
efforts a grove-meeting for, some years past 
has been held in their vicinity.

I bespeak for Mrs. King a promising 
future, and think she should be in the field 
laboring for the good of our comforting and 
glorious cause. Mrs. A. -D. Howard.

Sturgis, Mich.

Echoes from the World of Song, 
Volume I.

The author and composer, C. Payson Long
ley, has laid the spiritualistic community un
der obligation to him for this-excellent collec
tion of spiritual songs set to soul-inspiring 
music, adapted to families, private circles and 
societies. They are properly named ‘ ‘Echoes 
from the World of Song," because they are as 
truly an inspiration as any of' the bibles of 
the world; and no Spiritualist will have • to 
reject any of them for being ortho-heterodox.

Some may objecfr-to the form of the volume 
as being unhandy, for general -use, the pages 
being 11 by 9 inches; but that will be made 
up by the large, clear type and elegant bind-
ing.

The province of song and music is, not only 
to harmonize, but to excite the emotions, and 
should, therefore, be adapted to every grade 
of work in which we are engaged. We can- 
iot always indulge in beatific visions of our 

eavenly home, because we have to fight for 
the redemption of the world from superstition 
and all its train of woes as well’as the oppres
sion arising from the selfishness of undeveloped 
mankind; and we want more of such songs as 
the “War Song of Progress,” on page 86, and 
“Freedom’s Reveille” in the December Arena, 

by James G. Clark, in which he says:—
“ ‘How long, O Eord ! How long • 

Shall creeds conceal God’s human side, 
And Christ, the God, be crowned in song

While-Christ the Man is crucified?
How long shall mammon's tongue of fraud 

At Freedom’s Prophets wa? in sport, 
While chartered murder stalks abroad,

Approved by Senate, Church and Court.»
. “The strife shall not forever last,

. ’Twixt cunning wrong and passive truth— 
The blighting demon of the past,

• Chained to the beauteous form of youth; 
The truth shall rise, its bonds shall break, 

Its day with cloudless glory burn,
The right with might from sltttober wake, 

And the dead past to dustrerarn.”
Let Spiritualists everywhere remember that 

“eternal vigilance is the price of liberty;” and 
let them sing the songs that will stir their 
souls to fight for freedom; ajid let them teach 
them to their children, that it may be said of 
them also, as the angel Baid of our composer:

“They sang the song that stirred the heart, 
The Song that came from heaven,” ’

R. Neelev.

The palmy days of Apelles, the Greek his
torio painter, was about 332 B. C. 7

The employment of photographs in the for- 
□ration of sculptures was first made by 
Villeme in 1863.
' The present process of using mineral paints 
with oils for frescoes was invented by Wilkins 
in 1853?» .- ,, 7.-- ; '

Theodorus, the Greek, is reputed to have

A Powerful 
Flesh Maker.

A process that kills the 
taste of cod-liver oil has 
done good service—but 
the process that both kills 
the taste and effects par
tial digestion has done 
much more.

Scott’s Emulsion 
stands alone in the field 
of fat-foods. It is easy of 
assimilation because part
ly digested before taken, 
Scott's Emulsion checks Con
sumption and all other 
wasting diseases.

Prepared byScott 4 Bowne, Chemist«, 
Naw York. Sold,by druggist# everywhere, AKaBa

«

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches au’d Discoveries.

DV WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F.
Denton. A marvelous work. Though cohclse aa 

a U'xt-book, It Id a» fascinating us a work of Action. 
The reader will be amazed to see, the curious facta 
here combined in support of this newly-discovered 
pofver of the human mind, which will resolve a thou
sand doubts and dlflleulUes, make Geology as plain as 
day,-and throw light on all the grand aubjecta now ob
scured by time. .... a. .   , . .
Soul or Things—Vol. I.

Cloth...........................................................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol II.
Illustrated. «Opp. Clotli...................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things-Vol. III.

Illustrated. 862 pi>. Cloth..................
rootage 10 ceata.

.»1.60

.<1.00

...11.50

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
Òhe of the Fox Sisters.

ANA CCO UN 7' OF MOD ERN SPIRIT- 
d uallaui—ao-eullrd—from Its Inception at Hydes- 
vlllc, N. .. including the expt-rlcrices uf the Fox Fam
fly. spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to be 
very luteresting, ami the lutereu is Intensified when 
that account is written by one of the Fox Slaters 
Such is the fact in this instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Lenh Fox, after her nmrringe with 
Daniel Underbill. The scene«, experiences, trials and 
triumphs oi these pioneers of tlie great movement are 
narrated iu a most entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
most Important pari of the history of the grejit Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every bplrituiillst should have ’

“THE MJSSINQ LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of its earlier modern origin and life 
The volume is enriched with a number of floe en
graved portraits oi members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50. Pur tittle at thlsvflice.
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Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Cliris- 
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

^U&AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
J. formation FucrlnrtJyjiDd clearly stated in thia 

volume of 554 pages I?-- amazing. The title, as above 
given, falls to convey :m Men of the fulness and com
pleteness with winch (he subjects are treated. The 
Mairiarchote. or Mother rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter. In which mucli lore, iiualnt. queer aqd curl- 
Out*, is brought to view in elm klatlon of the sublcct- 
Tliia U followed by chapters on (.elihacy. Canon Law 
Mnrqttetto, Witchcraft. Wives, Womannnd
Work,The Church of To-day. Fust, Present, Future: 
and there Is not a chapter in the book that Is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information. Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying It; it is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and trmh-lov- 
Ing mind. .

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
oilice. .

'T'lIE SPIRITUAL BIN TJLOR DEA TH 
J. and h« To-morrow. The S|flntnall6tic Idea of

Death, IL'hven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This little- 
pariplilet fs dcvoiwl to an exp</>ltlon of the spiritual- 
istlc Idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with the common cnui< hly Idea <»n the same subject. 
The name of the author!« a sufficient guarantee that 
the subJet t is well handled. Fur sale at this ofllcc- 
Prlce, 10 cents.

FROM THE ROSTRUM.
BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work is one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare gcinsof thought, practical 
as well as profound. There is sunshine and beauty in 
¿very sentence uttered. The work Is dedicated to tbfl 
author’s favorite sister, barali French Farr.now passed 
to spirit-life. Hudson TutUe, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
gives an interesting sketch of the author's Ufe.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the Lite of A. B. French.
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of 

Mormon. *
Conflicts of Lil'e. .
The Power a:. I Permanency of

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life. .
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. • 1
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.
pSYCHDt 4THY; OR SPIRIT HEAD 
Jg Ing. Being a Berles of lessons on tbo relation, -of 
tf.o spirit to Its own organism, and the interrelations 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Core L V. Richmond No 
physician should be without this book. No magnetic 
hosier should be without It, and no family should 
bo without Its valuable aid. It is a valuable aid 
to tbo physician In determining the relation of his pa- 
tlent’s spirit to Its body, tlins enabling him to know 
what remedies tire necessary to perfectly adjust the 
aamc to each other; to the magnetic healer It is.inval
uable, because it illustrates the actual magnetic, boles 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To ibh cctr 
eral reader it will prove a boon because it explains Iha 
physical ami sftrltual basis of life, and tbo Influtmcn 

„v , Of food; raiment, and the rarroundlng conditions and 
j atmospheres upon the huinnu organism. Pried i clollii

11.50. For sale nt'bls office ' ■
been the first .: sculptor to cast metals in the
form of statuary.• ' . ■ • | .

Greek sculptors often used eyes of glass or •TfiE DiAKK'A. and THEDtEARrn.
csystal to this fsow of their «tetue?. ' Aworkie ltUcr«»
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SOMETHING NEW CLAIRVOYANCE.
A Hypnotic Seance in Africa.

A Wonderful Picture
A Seance with A. Campbell,

TheJJuty pf Spiritualists.

to the King of Schoa, and told him what

spreading trees, a place fit for the gods 
\\ to dwell and apparently be contented, 

i _•* rr« +k/-. t.lio iclond in nnninni’t.inn

iere was a hole, probably dug

went down and acted as if he intended

O grand old poems of. the ancient 
time, untied to measure and untuned to 
rhyme; sweet aspirations such as high 
souls raise, the heart of beauty and the 
voice of praise.—Anon.

ing the peace with Todsham.
King Melinoli gave me a very friendly 

reception this time, trying by all means

crime, since on that day in question no ' 
stranger had visited my camp, and dur-y 
ing the night no one was allowed to en
ter the camp grounds. Fortunately I

only ordinary work of art, but when the 
glass is focused on it it appears to 
change to that “Mystical Isle in the 
River of Time,” so true to nature it ap
pears. with grassy lawns and wide-

mines were being operated actively the 
miners earned, good wages and spent 
them lavishly on strong drink. Now 
they and'their'families are menaced 
with starvation, unless the charitable

The above thoughts from the Chicago 
Tribune illustrate the evil of intemper-

"Mrs. Winslow’«: Soothing Syrup for Cht 
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama 
into,-allays pain, cures wind colic, 25ca bottle

sdrvqnts a number of garments had been 
stolen, and disappeared without any
trace. , '

A close investigation had failed to dis
cover th? thief, and this vexed me the 
more, as in.my opinion one of my own 
servants must have committed the

Last - year, the saloon-keepers of Iron 
Mountain, ¿Michigan, paid $30,000 to the

jority of the ablebodied males in that 
region. Those who have hitherto been 
dependent upon them must not be allowed

in the right of the island in conjunction 
with the wooded shore of the lake, a

ancc. There ought to be a law making 
it a misdemeanor for a working married 
man to spend his money for liquor. 
Spiritualists, your duty is plain in this

iiepcnuent upon uieiu must not oe anowed drink, and could only be brought to do 
to die of starvation in a land of plenty. I it bv promises. He hastily grasped the 

...... 1------*'-*'•" ’---- •h-z-.v:...... . goblet, drank the contents at one

To the Editor:—I wish to acquaint 
the renders of your valuable paper con
cerning a: marvelous spirit picture. 
There appears to be a new phase in this 
line of work which has been overlooked, 
from the fact that there are hidden 
beauties that are not revealed to the 
natural eye. Wonderful, indeed, is the 
work that the angel world is producing, 
that should prove to all intelligent 
seekers after truth, beyond a possibility 
of doubt, that death does not end all, 
and that progression is ever onward and 
upward,as is evinced by this example of 
high attainment of art. During October 
last 1 was favored with a sitting with 
Mr. A. Campbell, of Chicago, ana it was 
through his mediumship that I obtained 
this, picture along with other work at 
that time. I am of the opinion that 
anything that is new and of interest to 
investigators should not be hidden, es
pecially that which will help to break 
down tne barriers of false theology and 
bigotry, and add laurels to the cause of 
truth and human liberty, •

To preclude all possibility of decep
tion, Mr. Campbell requested me to ex
amine the table and_ its contents lying 
thereon, and also to assist him in clean
ing the slates, which I did and carefully 
examined, as the light in the room was 
ample for that purpose. During the 
sitting the medium and myself remained 
seated at the table. After cleaning the 
four slates that lay before us on the ta
ble, two of the slates were pushed aside 
and two remained directly in front of us. 
The slates being in readiness, I was re
quested to place my hands jointly with 
nis upon the slates to magnetize them; 
this occupied about 60 seconds, when the 
medium took a porcelain plate from a 
pile on the table, and we magnetized 
that in the same manner. This being 
done, Mr. Campbell requested me to 
place the porcelain plate between the 
magnetized slates and hold them up for 
him to place bands upon them. We then 
jointly neld them under the table for 
perhaps two minutes, when Mr. Camp
bell placed his finger in the cup of mis
cellaneous colored paints that were on

tion to all laws regarding work in oil; ( 
And it appears to be conclusive evidence 
within itself to show us there is a higher, 
intelligence .in .the Spirit-world that 
makes use of sensitives of earth to give 
us proof positive that spirite do return, 
and that instead of death ending all, 
life is eternal and of endless progress
ion. . , B. E. Riggs;

INTEMPERANCE.

FROM DR. ANTON STEOKER’S EXPLOR- 
' . ATIONS IN AFRICA. j '

Having returned ,at the end of 1882. 
after the war between Schoa and ;Tod.s- 
Ijam from the southern Galla countries 
to the camp of the Emperor loassnes of 
Abyssinia, I had the good luck to meet 
the King of Schoa, Melinck, who had 
còme ttiare at the command of the Em
peror loassnes for the purpose of arrang-

Mountain, Aiicnigqn, paia w» wie < reception mis ume, trying oy an means 
State for li£ensff.s,(fend more than $50,0001 within his power to make up for the evil 
Us rpnt for their places of;business. This I he had done to me during that cam
in a city the population of which was ! paign in the Galla countries. I paid him 
but 8,600 at the date of the last census, I several visits, and at one of them I had 
and cannot sinpe have much exceeded i the opportunity of hearing wonderful 
10,000, the total vote, cast there a year things related about an officer of the 
ago being 1,774. Supposing the’number king, to whom the faculty was attrib- 
of adult males ■ to jae double the number | uted of easily ferreting out thieves, which 
of voters, each of them contributed, on । has prodùced for him the title of 
the average, $2$ last year to pay saloon i “Liewascha,’* or “thief-cateher.” The 
rents and iirensqs' alone, besides what it1 reports I hqard seemed so incredible to 
cost thé keepers' for liquors, lighting me that I looked forward with intensecu- 
and attendance, jind .the sums they put riositytoaAoçcaslon'forwitnessingoneof 
by as net profits, after nieeting all the these performance’s of the Liewascha, in 
expenses of the. bq^inesB. order to expose the frauds .which I - was

That statement'explains a large part sure were at the bottom of. them. My 
of the story of dire destitution that wish was soon to be satisfied. From a 
comes from Iron Mountain, and doubt-1 tent which was .assigned to a part of my 
less similar conditions have existed at * 1 ’ ’ .....

■several other points in the now poVërty- 
stricken-iron-ore districts. While, the
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DO YOU WANT 
TO BE A

T TRIEL BUCHANAN WILL SEND 
\^/ you a perfect delineation of character, giving 

mental, physical and business qualifications, and letter 
of advice, for 50 cents. Send date of birth in own 

handwriting. Marionville, Nymourl.________________

! PERSONAL MAGNETISM AND HYP- 
jT\Dotl8mInsures success In business and society. 
Clairvoyants scientifically developed by mesmerism. 
100 page book 10c. Spirit photos, also photos of men 
and women under control, 3 for 25c. Address, National 
•Inst. P. T.. 182 State Street. Chicago, III. 184eow

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
Diseases treated by vital magnetism and hypnotlsmsde» 
velops latent psychical powers; consultation and coi* 
rcspondence by mall, 81.0(1. No. 224 East Ontario 
Street. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m. 213

'THE2 CHEAPEST AND BEST 
J books on earth. Every American should read 

them. Enclose 20 cents In sllvbr. J. E. McMabel,

kJ can ind coxy room«, equal to tho.e at hotel«, with 
^^Irltualletf tmliy, at 83 Bt. John'« Place near balón

TIARS. F. S. DE WOLF, INDEPEND- 
IVL ent nlate-'wrlttng and buBlnes« medium. Circle 
for ladle« Thursday afternoon. 5SJL W.Van Buren Street, 
near Laflin, Chicago, Ill. 213

f'EORGE Zr. CARPENTERt M.
\J cures cancers, catarrh, rheumatism and al 

chronic disease; expels tape-worm, cures grlpp and 
dlptheria; examines cases-by (halr and urine; treats 
magnetically and medicinally. Bend hair, name, age 
and $1.00. Office 125 South Clark Street, Chicago. 
Hòurs, 11 to 8 p. m. Residence, No. 1146 Grenshaw 
•Street. 212tf

HARK ! $
TJAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER. 

J/J. Ous growth? Do you wish a psychometric read
ing, examination or advise regarding business? Write 
toDr. J. C. Phillips, giving age and sex, and enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-eent stamps. 
Three questions brlehy answered for 25 cents. Ad
dress. 471 W Madison St.Chicago, 111._________ 205tf

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY.A POW- 
/jl erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-ccnt stamps. Jock of hair, age, sox and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413.

A/f/SS LOTTIE FOWLER, WELD 
IVJ. known spiritasi, test and business medium. 
Hours, 2 till 8 p. m. Seances Tuesday evenings, 8 pm. 
Answers business questldhs by mail. 485 West Madl-

CATCH THE SHADOW.
pOR SECURING A TRUE COPY OF 

a leaves, flowers, laces, embroideries or of any arti
cle that you wish a perfect fac-slmlle, use the Electric 
Actinic copying-paper. It does Its own work without 
tracing of lines, but mysteriously duplicates anything 
perfectly- Formulas, chemicals and full Instructions. 
25 cents. In silver. No circulars. E. G. Ford & Co., 
Ottawa. Ill. 211

HOLIDAY OFFER.
T~)O NOT FAIL TO OBTAIN '‘THE 

L/ Educator” cause and'eure of andlsease,atthe 
large discount offered until the close of the holidays. 
Will mull morocco binding at €2.50, cloth at 82-00. 
After twenty-four hours’ examination, If not suited 
return the book, and the money will be refunded, 
send for descriptive circular. Address Ths Eduoa- 
tob Publish ing Co., 128 Park Avenue, Chicago. [218

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!
.'TI/OULD YOU KNOW YOUR FU- 

Vr turc, your business prospects, etc.? Would 
you unfold your psychic powers? Send lock of hair 
and handwriting. Trial reading. 10 cents; regular. 50 
cents. Address. Frances King Muller. J904 Wabash

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
A Reading or six questions answered. 50 cents and 
three stamps. Maegvkbitb Burton, 1472 Washlnr- 
on street, Boston. Mass. ¡12

CRANK G. REUTTER, TRANCE ME- 
£ dlum and magnetic healer. Gives private sit
tings at address below. Diseases diagnosed by lock 
of nalr. Terms |1. 233 Washington Avenue, Alic-

1[/[R. H. MOHNER, WRITING ME- 
IVJ. dlum, desires to say that be Is capable of con
versing with spirits, and will answer all questions 
asked by mall. Send name of spirit you wish to coin* 
munlcate with on any possible subject; charges 81. 
Address, H. Mohncr, Box 1025, Des Moines, Iowa. [212

AARS. B. IRELAND, TRANCE AND 
IVL business medium; gives private sittings dally 
(Sunday’s executed) at 2926 Cottage Grove avenue,

A REINCARNA TED MEDIUM. AS- 
eii tral boroscope and spiritnativity given. Number 
•of incarnations, and In what ra'ce. Send name, lock of 
hair, sex, with one dollar, for reading. Ed. Butze,

A TERVOUS DISEASES—ABSENT OR 
IV present treatment. Charles TV Boughton, 
Room 28, 125 Clurk Street, near Madison, Chicago,

p D. KEELER, M. D., INDEPEND
. . ent slate-writer, boroscope« and dellneatlona.
4'i Campbell Park, Chicago. By appointment only. [215

Ç Z. BARNEY, CLAIRVOYANT.
Send lock of hair and 12 cent« for trial reading.

Box 559, Otsego, Mich. 212

nSYCHOMETRY. CONSULT WITH
Kr0!' A' B' B®veranco In all malien pertalnlnit to 

practical life, and your «ptrlt-frlende. Bend lock of 
Mir, or handwriting, and one dollar, will answer 
three queitlon« tree of charge. Send for clroïlarî 
Addre««, 185 4th street, Milwaukee. Wls. ¿ri’* 

jyiPIITHERIA, CHOLERA, QUINSY 
jLXCroup, Erysipelas, Pliesand Catarrh of the tliroaL 
The Amidol <■ sen 11 or one dolla r.' Lad r Agenls want eA 
Dr. G. H. Miller, mi South 12t|, sire.il,DMycrTcotoT

TT0W TO HEAL YOURSELF AND 
L L others. The secret revealed for 25 cents. 
Uriel Buchanan. Ph. D., Marionville, Mo, _______

-CERSONS AND PLACES OF ALL 
£ descriptions released from obsessing spirits and 
influences through the mediumship of Marguerite 
Bergin, General Delivery, Seattle, Wash. 214
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WILL 
DEVELOP 

YOU.
Price $1.00, Postage 20 cents. Send stamp tor de- 

■oriptlre circular and tesUiuonluls.
W. H. BAOH, Mfr., St. Paul, Minn.

females who eat Opposite to him,i gave 
her three blows in the neck, and in the 
•same moment fell do^vn as in a swoon.

'■ The • Liewaschfli, glowing with- joy, 
then announced to - me that this maid 
was the thief. '$ne was one of iqy serv
ants, and, indeed';’, at ;bnce confessed hav
ing committed hie theft in the previous 
night, and to having concealed the things 
in the jiole, aud1 then hidden them' in the 
daytime in the hut the boy had indi
cated. The boy had, therefore, imitated 
everything which the girl had per
formed, from the moment of stealing up 
to her being caught, or, as she had at 
least confessed, he had visited all those 
places where she had remained some time 
—in. one word, he had followed her 
every step. . (

When the boy awoke about two hours 
after, he seemed to ignore everything 
that had occurred dilring the whole 
time. He only, owned to remembering 
the moment when the milk had been 
handed to hini by the Liewasqha. • •

“We are Spirits clad in veil; • .
Man by man was never seen;

All our deep comtnunings fail ' 
To remove the shadowy screen."

Wishing TheProgressivb Thinker 
25.000 new subscribers, I am

Very truly yours, INVESTIGATOR.

come to their aid. Of course there qre 
exceptions to the rule.' A few among 
the workers were wise and prudent x o „
enough to provide against the inevitable remembered what I had been told about 
“rainy day,” and these are now doubly | the Liewascha; I, therefore, paid a visit 
thankful that they did not spend their -----... j x-u u,---------------- 1. ..
money in the saloons. Doubtless some 
of them are' helping' others who are 
called “less fortunate’’' than they, when

the table, which I transferred to my fin- i 
ger and placed the paint on both upper ' 
and lower sides of the slates. ,

At this juncture Mr. Campbell bound 
the remaining pair of slates to those al
ready bound, and after perhaps ten min
utes the work was pronounced finished, 
and we repaired to the reception room 
and unbound them. Wonders on won- 
dersl On the porcelain was a beautiful 
landscape in oil, and on the inner slates 
that held the porcelain was a message 
on the one and a portrait on the other. 
The message purported to be written by 
my mowt’-.wnq died when I was a small 
child. The language used in the mess
age plainly indicates that the portrait 
is none other than my mother.

Right here I waht to say that the 
Blates were not out of my hands an in
stant during the sitting, and until we 
unbound them in the reception room. I 
was perfectly amazed and delighted,and 
to pronounce the work fine in both pic
tures is putting it mildly. The portrait 
looks as if it grew out of the slate, as it 
is nearly colorless and dimly outlined, 
yet still a perfect piece of art. Could I 
believe my eyes? Scarcely. Upon the 
porcelain was a landscape in oil, fresh 
as a rose plucked with the morning dews 
stillzglistening upon it'.
( Undoubtedly such work as I received 
ip of common occurrence with Mr. 
Campbell, but it is to the mysterious 
part of it I wish to call the reader’s at
tention. In a few days after the sitting 
I returned home and was proud to show 
my pictures to believers and skeptics 
alike, and many were the coifunents 
passed upon the beauty and strangeness 
of the work. But a revelation was to 
come of which none had dreamed. I 
was impressed with the idea of taking a 
magnifying glass to see more plainly 
the portrait, and the most natural thing 
to do while I had the glass would be to 
look at the landscape also. I was more 
amazed than when 1 first received the 
pictures. Here was the revelation! I 
found that I had only Seen.the outlines 
as yet in the oil painting. Here were 

* marvels of hidden beauties that the na
tural eye could not see. The landscape 
appears to be a perfect picture without 
the aid of a glass, but a transformation 
takes place, and where were but mere 
specks of paint were now perfectly 
natural flowers, with all the tints and 
shades and colorings of nature's own. 
So perfectly true to nature are they, 
that they look as though one could reach 
out and pluck them. The scene is a 
Southern one and consists of a lovely 
lake environed omone side with cypress 

' trees and evergreens and clinging vines
and dense undergrowth. In the fore
ground is a bank of flowers, easily 
recognized as to variety. In the lake is 
an island which to the natural eye seems

the only difference was that between 
saving and dissipation, except that the 
wives and little ones of the spendthrifts 
are not responsible for their own misery.

Sixty-two saloons in Iron Mountain 
was at. the rate of one for every 160 
residents, counting in women and chil
dren. It was one for every 28J voters, 
and all these saloons were prosperous. 
The report says the same thing is true 
of All mining towns in the Upper Pen
insula of Michigan. The amount that 
was paid to the groggeries last year 
was double what Went to the grocer and 
butcher. The money received for wages 
wa« spent as if the weekly j>r monthly 
supply was inexhaustible. Tiie‘average 
miner made no provision for possible 
sickness or otherwise enforced idleness. 
He may not have participated in the 
wild orgies which made Hurley a stench 
in the nostrils of all good people a few 
years ago, but doubtless other forms of 
vice besides driinkenuoss were rampant, 
and the pimp and the gambler throve 
upon their ill-gotten gains.

The fact that the great majority of the 
miners in the iron regions of Michigan 
have squandered their money in the 
saloons and other bad places does not 
put them outside the pale of sympathy. 
Still less does it warrant the holding 
aloof while the innocetft wives and chil
dren of these spendthrift debauchees 
are starving for Jack of bread and fuel. 
The latter should be helped generously, 
while at least a little discrimination 
ought to be exercised in the aid of those 
who threw away their money when they 
had plenty ana now are dependent on 
charity for continued existence. It is a 
thousand pities that those who fattened 
upon the vices of the workers and pan
dered to their depraved appetites cannot 
be made to disgorge at least a portion of 
the plunder. It is a burning shame that 
the relief must come from out of the 
savings of many men and women who 
now would have nothing to give had 
they been equally reckless in the past 
as were the iron miners on the Upper 
Peninsula. But to extend succor now 
is by far the least of two evils, and per
haps it may be said that there is more 
merit in.contributing to relief where it 
is so little deserved by the great ma

had occurred, and asked him to oyder 
the Liewascha to assist mein finding the 
culprit. King Melinck readily acceded 
to my request, the more sq as a few days 
ago 1 had not hesitated to express my 
incredulity concerning the boasted dex
terity of his officer.

I returned to my camp, and a short 
time after the Liewascha made his ap
pearance, accompanied by a little Galla 
boy of about eight years.

After the exchange of the lengthy 
phrases and ceremonies of the courtesy 
usual among the Orientals, I told the 
thief-catcher what I knew about the rob
bery, not omitting to flatter him by stat
ing how happy it would tnake' me to be
come an eye-witness of his wonderful 
gifts. The Liewascha, visibly pleased 
with my compliments, had now called 
the robbed servant, questioned him 
about the theft, and had him swear by 
the Emperor loassnes that the clothes 
had really been stolen from him. Then 
the thief hunting immediately com
menced. First of all the Liewascha 
asked for some fresh milk and a water
pipe (nargileh). As soon as the articles 
had been furnished, we left the tent. 
The whole corps of my servants was 
then summoned together, and placed on 
a carpet spread before the tent, on 
which I and the Liewascha were sitting, 
while the Galla boy took a position be
tween us opposite to the robbed servant. 
The Liewascha took the milk, poured it 
into a larger vessel, drew from a leather 
bag two packages, and emptied their 
contents into the milk. It was a pulver
ized mass, one part black, the other of 
the color of red cinnabar, both soon dis
solving in the milk. Of this mixture 
one part was poured into a goblet; with 
the other, however, instead of water,

(. Passed fb Spirit-Life,
On November 24th, Mrs. Caty Worth 

lassed to a higher life from her home 
n North Loup, Neb. Mrs, Wofth was 

’hprn in 1800 anfl ft the honored .mother 
bf Dr. Juliet Spydtance and two,, other 
daughters—Mrt.. E. S. Davis, wi^.whbin 
she resided, and Mrs. 8. A. Saunders, 
'who resides in jjdtv York. Mrs. Worth 
retained her faculties to a remarkable 
degree—with the exception of memory 
.of recent events,'one might say they 
were unimpaired—and she did not grow 
childish with her declining years, She. 
never belonged ‘to any church; was a 
woman -of wonderful strength ot charac
ter and self-possession. She will be a 
welcome addition to the companyof the 
friends of her youth, who have mpst of 
them long since passed through the 
flower-encircled doors, unlocked by the 
noiseless hand of death, the kina and 
gentle angel who conduits us to those 
we love, All hail! blessed,' darling 
mother, we will soon join you over 
there. JULIET H. SEVERANCE.

route tor one or more lectures in any de
partment : of psychical knowledge, will 
find in Mrs. Bullene a trance speaker of 
remarkable powers ■ of analysis and at
tractive presentation of general truths 
pertaining to spiritual life. As a psy- 
ehothptrist, Mrs. Bullene has secured a ■ 
marvelous and fascinating history of the 
Cliff Dwellers, obtained from contact 
with relics of that fierce prehistoric 
people of Mancoa Canon, Colorado, and 
ft prepared to give, lectures upon that 
subject, or will instruct classes in psy- 
chdmetry. Mrs. Bullene considers this 
subtle sensibility of 'touch as a new 
branch of Mental Science that must 
soon command marked attention from 
scientists. By its active operation the 
blind have long been able to distinguish 
colors, and its. culture will improve hu
man perception in business relations 
and social life: while the physician who 
will master its possibilities' may make 
correct diagnoses of disease now subject 
to conjecture only. For appointments 
address Mrs, Bullene, 3701- Ellis avenue, 
Chicago, Ill.

“Well-wisher” writes: “Mrs. Ida 
P. A, Whitlock has just closed a most 
successful engagement with the Spirit
ualist Association of Providence, R. I. 
Wiftpqvqr she speaks here .many of her 
old.friepds and co-workers attend the 
Spirftyaiist meetings, and express them
selves’as very mlich pleased—in fact,1 
mapy of her friends in the church are 
not strangprsto the Spiritual seances. It 
was thq first venture of the society in 
engaging a speaker by the month, but 
the experiment proved highly success
ful., »he iperits all that can be said of 
her as.a woman, speaker and good test 
medium.” ’ .

Dr. J. M. Teifiple has closed his en
gagement as platform test medium with 
the Progressive Spiritual Society of 
San Francisco, where he labored in co
operation with Dr. N. F. Ravlin and 
Mrs. Shelhamer-Longleÿ, of Boston, as 
lecturers. He has been called to Los 
Apgeles for a few months. His perma
nent address is 503 Turk street, San 
Francisco. ‘

Passed to the higher life on Thanks
giving morning. John R. Dufur, aged 7-9 
years. His wife passed on seven years 
ago. Both were Spiritualists of many 
years' standing. The remains were 
taken to Chelsea, .Mass., for interment, 
of which he was fbiunerly a resident and 
held the office of , both councilman and 
aiderman. His'integrity' and business 
ability won for him the high regard of 
his fellow-townsmen. W. J. Innis,

Jonathan Koons, of Athefis Co., Ohio, 
passed to Spirit-life January 26,1893, in 
the 83d year of his age. It wo«'at his 
seances the first musical manifestations 
were produced by spirits. There are 
but three remaining of those who were 
members of that circle, Nahum Koons, 
hie son; Ezra Tippie and myself.

- William Ellison.

mailer. Divine Wright.

the nargileh was filled. Then the boy 
had to be stripped of his clothes, which 
was done with difficulty, for, as I ob
served, the little Galla trembled all 
over, and dreadful anxiety was - ex
pressed on his face.

Then one end of the body-girdle of the 
robbed servant was fastened around the 
left hand of the boy, while the man kept 
the loose end, and was commanded not 
to let ■ it slip. The Liewascha then 
reached the goblet to the boy and com
manded him to' empty it at one draught, 
while the robbed one had to hold thé! 
head of the boy between ■ his hands. 
The boy, however, whose features be
trayed the greatest fright, refused to

David Anthony passed to Spirit-life 
at his home in -Ross Co., Kalamazoo, 
Mich., at the agp ofsJ5 years and 5 
months. He wag one itf the pioneer 
settlers. In all file sixty years of his 
active life henevjer, knowingly, wronged 
'a human being, r He was a man of most 
kindly heart, loving and affectionate to 
his family and friends, of strict integrity 
and moral uprightness. Funeral services 
by Mrs. C. S. Cowles, M. D., of Battle 
Creek, Mich. .

draught, put the mouth-piece of the 
nargileh handed to him by the 
Liewascha into his mouth, drew a few 
putts from the pipe, but breathing heav
ily he soon threw it away.

After some convulsive motions of his 
whole frame, the boy seemed to have 
fallen asleep. He lay motionless on the 
floor, his staring eyes closed gradually, 
and the only signs of his being alive were 
the deep inspirations which from time 
to time heaved his chest.

Suddenly he arose, led by the servant 
by the body-girdle. With .closed eyes 
he slowly approached the tent from 
which the clothes had been stolen in the 
preceding night, and stepped right up 
to the spot where the robbed servant

stream flows on its winding way and is 
lost in the hazy distance.

It is oh, indeed! a summerland scene, 
' typical of that which the name implies; 
you see it but dimly with the natural 
eye; but the mists are cleared away 
when you see it through the glass, and 
the beauties that are hidden reveal 
themselves in all their magnificence and 
charming splendor.

I was of the opinion that Mr; Camp-, 
bell was not aware of the real beauty of 
the work, hence I wrote him in regard 
to it, and in reply he confessed that he 
knew nothing of this phase till I in
formed him of the fact, and that to con
vince himself of the truth of my state
ment he procured a glass and verified 
my assertion.

Here is a nut for non-believers to 
crack. Mortal artists have not pro
gressed up tq, the attainment of such 
work. Who did it? It would be a great 
credit to the Devil to be accused of do
ing such work. Think of it,will you; the 
idea of such beautiful conceptions of the 
Summerland! No, that would be add
in rr new laurels to his crown. Reason I 
teaches us that an artist, if he can do 
this, can command more than the small 
pittance of three dollars for this mag
nificent work, and it places the bigots 
who will not believe, “between the Devil 
and the deep sea” as to who produces 
such work, for it is in plain contradic-

had slept. Cautiously he pulled out
Th© '‘Religion of the Stars.” I threetent-poles, reached with his hands 

63 _____ I into the tent as if taking something
. I from it, and softly retracing his steps as

This wonderful occult book, by Olney ; if he were carrying some stolen burden.
H. Richmond, Grand Mageaof the An-1 Thus he went about a hundred paces 
cient Order of Oriental Mystics for the । and^topped in front of a rock below by 
United States, is filled to overflowing which there ’ ¿¿_„
with knowledge that all light-seekers out by some beasts of prey. Then he 
and Mystics should be in possession of. 1 '......................................  "

This book contains 32!) pages on heavy
paper. It contains all the sixteen ol.il

George Wilson ' departed for the 
-higher life from his home in Chardon, O., 
Nov. 24-, He was’one of the most trusty 
and efficient mail clerks on thfi'Pennsyf- 
vania railroad, where he had been 
for over twenty years, with slight inter
mission. He was a thorough Spiritu
alist, from his youth, and when scarcely 
twenty years of age was elected secre
tary of the State ¿ Spiritual Association, 
At home he filled,, various offices of trusty 
and constantly. ..contributed valuable 
articles to the spiritual and reform.press. 
No man had more and stronger friends,' 

;and, despite the deep snows and stormy 
weather, the church was crowded to its 
utmost capacity at his funeral, which 
took place on Sunday, November 26. The 
Oddfellows officiated, but the Masons 
were represented by a large attendance, 
and the Daughters of Rebecca, to which 
Mrs. Wilson belonged. Aside from bis 
activity with these brotherhood^, Mr. 
Wilson devoted a greqt deal of atten
tion to the Humane Society. Mr. Hud
son Tuttle gave the-.Address, and with 
emotion he scarcely could control, spoke 
of the fervent friendship which had .for 
more than a score of years been un
broken between him • and the arisen 
brother. . '. '

His discourse was the embodiment of 
the grand spiritual philosophy, but he 
carried the church with him by showing 
that thé teachings of Paul were the 
essence of spiritual life, and that his 
-words were as u‘ue to-day as when he 
preàéhed to the Corinthians. We qeard 
many church mètabers ask in surprise: 
“Iff that Spiritualism? Then I.have no 
¿bieeiion, but sincerely hope it ft true., 
It is just what F- Want to comfort me.”

. 7-' Si’D?

Bay City, Mich.
: To the Editor:—I began my work 

is thls most beautiful city the first Sun
day . in this month, and was greeted 
with fine audiences both morning and 
evening in spite of the severe storm. I 
met many new friends, as well as many 
of the campers of Haslett Park, as 
many of the friends attend the camp 
from season to season. There has been 
no organized work here in Spiritualism 
for many years, but the truth has kept 
growing, so much so the friends de
termined to see what could be done in 
forqiing an, organization; so Tuesday 
evening of this week a goodly number 
met in G. A- R- Hall, and formed an or
ganization with the best constitution it 
las ever been my lot to see. Mr. M. A. 
Root' was chosen president; Mrs. Howey, 
vice-president; Mr. Howey as secretary; 
Mr. John Broughton as. treasurer; Mr. 
L. Souvereign, Mr. Rossman and Mr. 
Ferris as trustees. The society starts 
.out with a fine set of officer^, ana a mem
bership at their first meeting of thirty- 
six, which is doing well. Thusday after
noon, at the residence of Mrs. Root, the 
ladies met and formed themselves into 
a ladies’ aid society, known as the Spir
itualist Willing Workers of Bay City, 
Mrs. Augusta Ferris as president; Mrs. 
De Reamer as vice-president; Mrs. Anna 
Broughton as secretary; Mrs. Gould as 
treasurer. The ladies are determined 
to do what they can in helping the soci
ety along, and in aiding those who need 
assistance. Next Sunday I dm going to 
try and arrange a lyceum.

Much credit is due hire to L. Souver- 
eign for getting the meetings started. 
He is ever on the alert to see what he 
can“do to advance the work.
•'‘ Ijtrust that the friends in other parts 
of the State will awaken, put their 
shoulders to the wheel, receive their 
charter from -the Michigan State Asso
ciation, as this society is to do, and help 
in furthering the cause here in Michi
gan. I find many who take The Pro
gressive Thinker, and esteem it very 
highly. ' G. H. Brooks.
■Bay Qttiy,'Mich. '

'A Remarkable Cure.

“Temple Lectures,” with fifty pages ad
ditional, devoted to lectures on the 
Soul Under Environments; Objections 
to Reincarnation Considered: Evolution 
of the Astral, etc. It tells of magical 
wonders, Magnetism of Stars, Governing 
Forces, Law of Vibrations, Study of 
Infinity, evolution in all its phases.

All this is told in the simple, un
studied manner for whieh Prof. Rich
mond is noted. It is not necessary for 
one to be a. university graduate in order 
to understand this mystic work.

We can confidently affirm that owners 
of the Temple Lectures, published a 
year ago, will find the new lectures 
more than worth the price of the new 
edition. We will mail this work to any 
address in the' world on receipt of the 
price, $1.25. Address this office.

to hide the things stolen in the tent. 
With a rock lying near by he then cau
tiously covered up the hole. Upon this 
he returned into the tent, lay down and- 
feigned to sleep. After awhile,* how
ever, he woke up again, left the tent, 
and at a distance of about-fifty paces 
from it, cowering down, he apparently 
performed the ablutions which immedi
ately before daybreak are done every
where in the Orient, and here even, by 
the women. As soon as the Liewascha 
observed this, he announced that the 
thief was certainly to be found among! 
my female servants. The boy then 
crouched into several of the servapts’ 
tents erected in front of my tent, and 
acted as if he was grinding corn, one of 
the duties which, in Abyssinia, belong 
exclusively to'the women.

After having, been occupied in this 
way for a few minutes, he went again to 
the hole above mentioned, acted as if he 
was taking something from it, and car
ried it to one of the huts in front of my 
tent, in order to hide it there. He then 
made another circuit, taking the direc
tion toward the neighboring camp of a 
distingushed Abyssinian. There some 
female servants were just busy with 
bread-baking. The' boy here cowered 
ddwn again, then sprang suddenly. up 
and apprehended the hand of one of the

(80 years’prr'ice,)
CURES ALL CURA’ A HUMAN DIS

EASES, AND MAT / DISEASES CON
SIDERED INCLXABLE. ESPEC

IALLY DISEASES OF THE 
BRAIN, BLOOD AND NER-

, VOUS SYSTEM.

Treats patients at a distance., 
however great the distance^ with 
unparalleled success.

jw-THe Worst Cases Wleilrw
Dr. GREER was -recently compli

mented at a public meeting in Chi
cago by the spirit of the celebrated 
Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, AS AN IDEAL 
REPRESENTATIVE HEAL-

“As a psychopathic physician, he 
is surpassed by few, and as a well- 
known medical genius, he is far in 
advance of the most exalted heale- 
of the age.”—Banner of Light 
Fei, 6,1892.

Patients come to him from far 
and near, and those who cannot 
come order treatment sent by mail. 
A trial treatment sent by mail costs 
only $1.

In writing give name in full, age, 
height and weight, color of eyes, 
and one leading symptom, with 
$i,and you will receive by return 
mail appropriate treatment, which 
will immediately cure or relieve you. 
Address, ■

Dr. R. GREER,
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago.

DR. HENRY ROGERS,
. • ■ - ■

The Celebrated Medium for Inde
liendent Slate - Writing, Plc- 

tures and Other Phases.
ALSO MAKES A SPECIALTY OF 

/~£ .diagnosing and curing disease where others 
have failed. Dr. Rouebb makes hie remarkable cures 
entirely through spirit poweb. He is endorsed by tho 
spiritual press as being one of tho best Clairvoyants 
and Phenomenal Mediums in the world. The doctor 
has established a layge Sanitarium at
/234 to 238 Park Ave. (near Hoyne

Ave.), Chicago, HI., 
to accommodate hie growing practice, aud where pa* 
tlents can have the benefit of first-class board while 
under treatment. Out of town people who are unable 
to-conw to the Sanitarium can be treated at borne. 
Send for descriptive pamphlet and testimonials. Bit« 
tings Daily for slate-writing and diagnosis, 215tf

THE SICK ARE CURED, AND 
SKEPTICS LEFT TO

WONDER.
A LEADING SYMPTOM ISto'NOT 

pl Required." “Do not any a word about your 
ailments, but «end a look of your hair, ago and flva 
two-cent «tamps, and receive a complete'diagnosis of 
your disease. The most difficult cases are solicited, 
especially thoao having bullied the most eminent med. 
leal nunds of our day. (Cancers and internal tumor« 
cured without the use of a knife.) Eighteen years’ 
practice aud success unparalleled. Address with full 
name, A. J. Siiimp, M. D., Cor. Square and South 
Streets, Springfield, Mo. 205tf

8100,000!
HEALTH is WEALTH I

TySEASE CONQUERED, HEALTH 
regalued and life renewed, through the me

dium of eplrlt-power. Kind reader, areyoualck'? Ifso. 
send lock of hair and one leading aymptoin, age. een' 
also full name and address; enclose »1.00. By return 
mall you will receive diagnose aud trial treatment, 
bur further particulars address Dll. G. W Plomv 
814 Water Street, Eau Clair; Wisconsin. jh

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
« j» $'ceut lock of hair, name, age, sex ona 
leading symptom, und I will diu gnoB© your dlseaso 
Lake Geieva Wl? ',lrlt *,ower- s- Williams,

______________ 215

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetic».]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED

££ tberaputlcs Including the Suu Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life/ Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students In four 
continents have taken the coarse. The college Is 
chartered and confers the degree of I). M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the cournc and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes, institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange

Yours of August 12 just received. In
closed please find two dollars, and also 
the stamps that my wife, Mrs. Emily 
Hopkins, forgot to send in her letter. 
Please send the medicine as soon as pos
sible, and we will follow up your treat
ment as long as we can get the money to 
pay for the medicine.

I persuaded a friend of mine, one 
James Kinneman, to send for your med
icine nearly one year ago. He had been 
under the treatment of nearly all the 
physicians in this par.t of the State for 
more than ten years, and they finally 
concluded that there was no help for 
him. He is taking your remedies yet, 
and I saw him last week, and he told me 
that he was a well man, and felt as well 
as he ever did at any time in his life.

His is a wonderful cure. I have been 
acquainted with him for about twenty 
years,, and I must say that he is the 
healthiest man that he' has ever been 
sineb I have known him. - I am an old 
crippled soldier. James M. Hopkins.

Coluwbus, Pa. . -

. Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.
(See tui. jn another column.)'

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
PLA TFORM, TE S T^ PS YCHOME- 

Jr. triit -ud - business medium« Reodings, person
ally of by letter, 81.00. Answers three questions for 

-five 2-ccnt namps. Address, 291 Ogden Avenue,

! GENERAL SURVEY.
! , CONTINUED BROM 5TH PAGE. /

D. Phillips wrijies: “Please.say to 
the many anxious inquiries from Wes
tern friends as to Prof. Lockwobd’s 
health, that he is still unable, to reply to 
their kind letters. I. hope soon to>be 
able to report rapid improvement.’’ ,

The West Side 'Cleveland Lyceum and 
Society will celebrate the 17 th of ¿De-, 
cember by a supper in their hall Friday 
evening, the 15tn, with music, and lec
ture by „Hudson Tuttle. At the lyceum 
session on Sunday Mrs. Emma Rood 
Tuttle will address the children and Mr- 
Tuttle the society, and in the evening 
he will give a lectul-e on the “Higher 
Aspect of Spiritualism.”

W. E. Bonney writes that' the Spirit-, 
ualistsof Cherryvale, Kan., will cele
brate Jubilee Day December 17th. 
Services in Alliance Hall from 10 A. M. 
till 9:30 P. m. Dinner at 1 P. M. Friends 
are cordially invited. : ‘ ' ? ‘ ■

\ We would inform all persons' inter
ested in Spiritualism, psychical re
search and psychometry, that this 
estimable lady. Mrs. Emma Jay Bullene, 
is about to leave Chicago for the West, 
and may visit the-Pacific Coast.. Soci
eties wishing to eflgage her services en

FOU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT.
Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. I*. POOLE. Clinton, Iowa.

YES YOU OAN
(^ET WELL. SEND FOR A BOT- 
C7 tie of KLrzra or Lin. A spirit remedy. Purely 
regetable, and Magnetized. Positively renew« life 
Thou>an<u rejoice over health reatored. For blood 
liver, and kidney aUmenti there la no better remedy 
made. Bend for circular. Dr. B. X. Myera Clinton,

Free to the Weak and Sick.
FONT SUFFER ANY LONGER, 
JJ but send to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
especial Instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2-cent 
stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244. San Jose, Cal. [215

J MOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
. « . ’‘Y Yorn 9WN home. Will send a pamphlet con. 
talnlng Instrucllohs. a lei rar designating yoir nhasM of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy o?Tha 
jfcwer (mngazlne),all for 25 era. Address Mrs. T * 
Miss, 1904 Wabash aveuue, Chicago, Ill

A LIBERAL OFFERl BY A RELIA
ble clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send four 

2-cent «tamps, lock of hair, name, age and «ex. Wb

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY 
or commission, to handle the New Patent Chemical 
Ink Erasing Pencil. Agents making |5U per week 
Monroe Eraser MFg Co,, X 1112 l.a Crosse, Wls. 218 

' TnvalTds~ *
IT. IIO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

p^blXoin'uiri.'e i'S atr’^iXW1« 

».¿iiS T1IUMA'S compS®

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
KL two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of voiir hair 
name, age and sex, and I will send you a chlmnmt 
diagnosis of vour disease. Address J. c. Batdobf 
ui.v'' 5rlnci’,iI .M“knetlo Institute, Grand Rapids! 
^¿e»^ Whttl perlodlM1

The sick are healed, send 
IT 2*™«® ? 7ent »t»inp« for private letter of advlr« from the Spirit-world. W. P. Phelon, M. D. «1« Jack 
ton Boulevard Chicago 111. ’

'THE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
1 Blnhlaln win send you by letter a life reading of 

the past and future with dates. Mat! a lock of hall
H' W'BlnClalr'

F. GORDEN WHITE.
P CORDEN WHITE, TRANCE, TEST, 
i „ •1bUBlHfS6and platform medium; sittings daily.
26 Bishop Court, Flat B, Chicago. ]gjjtf

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS 

►J lock of hair. age. name, sex-, one lending symptom 
and your disease will be diagnosed free by splrlt-nower 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose. Cui. *

'THIRTY DA YS TREA TMENT FOR 
J 82, by magnatlzed paper. Give age, sex and one 

leading symptom, with own bandwriting or lock of 
hair, two dollars and two 2-cent stamps. T. J. Preston 
Magnetic Healer, Stanberry, Mo. 218

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED
* YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
Zi the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, tn fact, Ilie entire 
system. Send 2 two-cent stamps, and J will send 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed this knowledge to me. B F 
Poole, Clinton, Jown.

CE. DENT, CLAIRVOYANT AND
4 test medium. Trial reading. 12 cents; life 

reading. 50 cents, by letter, accompanied by lock of 
hair, name, age and sex. Private sittings, 50 cent«. 
Will attend meetings or give circles. Terms reason
able. Vicksburg, Mich. 212

1 WILL DEVELOP YOU!OI h A Have you tried it ? The*/ i II [ Finest Cabinet for the kJ T Vy 11 kJ purpose ever made—bar 
none. Send for Circulars 

This marvelous cabinet .. ww • sr-.ssrs.sCosts Nothing 
J. ti. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago.

r. Price, $1.00 delivered, in City. (

AN ENDORSEMENT.
B. F. Poole, (jHntua; Iowa.—Dear Sir;—1 have 

worn your melt 'd pebble epectaclcs. Find ihctn supe
rior to any that 1 have ever ,u«ed. receiving much 
benefit from them. 1 thought best to send for your 
treatment for the catarrh and Elixir of Life for the 
system. Am pleased to Inform yon that your reme
dies and new system of treatment have cured mo. 
I fully believe that by following your spirit directions 
we can live one hundred years. Yours fraternally, 

Mrs. Katr Hoskins. St. Paul. Minn.

W. T. NIOHOLS, Ml D.

CURES ALL DISEASES. SEND 
lock ot bafr. name, age, sex, man-led or single, 
one leading symptom and |l for diagnosis and trial 

treatment. MB8. M.B. NICHOLS continues to give 
psychometric roadings, tests, business, etc., by mall. 
50 cents to 11. 522 West Monroe Street, Chicago. [212

F
R|*r TO THE SICK AND AFFLICTED. Send five U L L two-cent stamps, age, sex, handwriting and ■ILL fading symptom; you will receive a cor- 

rectdiagnosis of your disease by-psycho
metric clairvoyant power free, and how to effect a 
cure. Dr. E. A. Bead, Box-,133, San Jose, Cat. [215

WICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
nlrt IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

CID CO »“vtheOxfwd ImprcttdBINGESBev «IU*0U lacMichii», with « complete Mt oft»- 
UebtMOti tod rurutwd fat ID jwtr«. Ehfeped'fca*« 

* where a AO riflyi' trial. Bo numn «yvfrtd in «4» 
ranee. 75.000 now in ma. WmlS'i Fth Nedd inrfei 
Buy frta factory, etre detlm* ud aeeate’ preft. 
Write for t”3r LARGE FREE CATALuGUX. 
Oxford Big. Co, M2 Wabul lie, Chicago, UL
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BY REV. MOSES HULL.
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words, or access to some of those

3

the Assyrians. Jesus never

*™ , • - It was here the Essenes
dwelt principally, long before the com
ing of Christ.”
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IMPORTANTQUESTION
In Relation to, a Leading 

Character.

Christmas, Christ and the Cross.

Something for Christians to Con< 
aider.

PKUPABED.EXPRESSLY FOR THE PRO
GRESSIVE THINKER.

A more truthful inspiration never 
came than the one which led Ulla 
Wheeler Wilcox to say: 1
"Laugh, and the world laughs with you;

Weep, and you weep alone,
For the sad old earth must borrow Its mirth, 

But has trouble enough of its own.
Sing, and the hills will answer;

. Sigh, it is lost on the air, 
. The echoes bound to a joyful sound, 

But shrink from voicing care.”
Days of pleasure, no matter to whom 

or to'what they may be dedicated, are 
always popular. When our fathers came 
■to this country, they established a day of 
fasting and prayer in April, and a day 
of thanksgiving in November. The day 
of fasting has gone so thoroughly out of 
date that it is seldom mentioned; the 
day of feasting is so popular that it is 
doubted whether it could ever be abol
ished. -

When Christianity supplanted pagan
ism it found many almost world, wide 
heathen institutions. Their great festi
vals could not be disestablished. Chris
tianity, had it not accepted the heathen 
Christmas, the heathen Saturnalia, and 
the heathen Easter, could never have 
gained a foothold among the Iqv/jrs of 
pleasure. '*<>

Individually, and as a Spiritual'“?-, I 
have no objection to Christmas, itspYts 
and its festivities; but I do object to'gje 
ignorance, or the toadyisjn which p^ e 
these celebrations on a false basis; a1Bl 
to making them levers to elevate fa‘i 1- 
bood and-superstition into feticheafio 
be worshiped. ' ' r

As 1 have but little of this world’s 
wealth with which to cheer my fellow
pilgrims on account of .the appearance 
of the sign of the returning sun-god, and 
as there is here and there “a lonely 
traveler,” who enjoys intellectual pabu
lum more than they do turkeys and 
“wine, which maketh glad the heart of 
God and man,” it seems to me that 1 
could make no more appropriate Christ
mas offering to such than to present for 
their consideration a few such facts as 
will not be issued from any of the one 
hundred thousand American pulpits as 
a Christmas sermon.
. The Christian world has so long ac
cepted Christmas as a Christian institu- 
tution, that the one who denies it, as I 
do, should seo that tho ground under 
him is firm. I usually spend but little 
time in denying anything. Generally 
all tho people want is affirmations and 
evidence. In this case, however, a 
superstition holds tho minds of almost 
the entire public; that superstition must 
be routed in order to prepare the public 
mind for the reception of truth. For 
that reason 1 must first make a few neg
ative arguments.

1 do not deny that tho man whom the 
world calls Jesus ever existed; on the 
other hand, I incline to the opinion that 
he did exist, and that he was crucified. 
1 do deny that ho was born on Christ
mas. • I deny the wonderful events said 
to have been connected with his birth, 
his life and his death. I deny that any 
of tho Old Testament prophesies have 
any reference to him. I deny that he 
was miraculously conceived and born. I 
deny also that Christmas was originally 
a Christian festival.

I will first take the story as told by 
Matthew. The writer of this book was 
a daring, dashing ignoramus of probably 
the second century. Yet as Matthew is 
received with more authority than 
either Mark or Luke, who, it is admitt
ed, are only relating second-hand sto
ries, I prefer to take the story as related 
by one who it is generally supposed was 
an eyo-witness of much that he relates.

Of the book of Matthew, Rev. John 
Chadwick in his “Bible of Today.” pp. 
273, 274, says: '

“To suppose that the Apostle Mat
thew wrote our present gospel, based, as 
it. is, on various prior documents, is 
manifestly absurd. Not until the year 
173 A. D. is it ascribed to him, and 
what is more, there is no evidence until 
about this time of the existence of the 
gospel in its present form.”

This relieves the Apostle Matthew of 
the responsibility of the errors of this 
book.

In Matt, ii: 2, the “wise men” are rep
resented as coming from the East; that 
is- the Magi, from Farther India; and 
saying: “Where is he that is born king 
of the Jews? for we have seen his star in 
the East, and are come to worship 
him.”

Did any Christian ever stop to con
eider the absurdity of that story? This 
star—the star Vindimatrix, mother,of 
wine—the Star of Bethlehem^ arose for 
Only a few moments at midnight on the 
night of the 24th of December; and yet, । 
as the story goes, Christmas- morning 
finds these Indian Magi in Jerusalem, ; 
enquiring of the ignorant Jews where 
their king was; they had been led there ; 
by his star, and wanted to worship him. 
These wise men were great sailors! ' 
They had somehow rounded the Cape of 
Good Hope, traveling thousands of miles- < 
by water, and traveled many miles by 
land, and had got there on Christmas :

. «filetti*.

morning, loaded down with ChrTstma& 
presents for his little Royal Highness. 
What presents they were, too! Just 
think of it! Franleiflcense and myrrh! 
What could he do'with them? If they 
had brought him a few sticks of candy 
he might in a few months have nibbled 
away at them some. Even chewing 
gum would have been a more appropri
ate present than frankincense; and as 
for the myrrh, 1 cannot see any earthly 
use his little highness could have for 
that! I would as soon think of making 
a new-born babe a present of a lump of 
aloes. Remember, these wise men never 
thought of the Godhood of Jesus; that 
was an after invention. They supposed 
it was a Jewish king—not a God, to 
whom they were offering their adora
tions.

Rev. T. Dewitt Talmage, in his oft- 
repeated attack on Spiritualism, has 
much to say about spiritualistic dreams 
and dreamers. He advises all who (ind 
themselves inclined to dream, to “take 
a dose of bilious medicine.”

1 wonder if it ever occurred to him, 
that’except Joseph’s five dreams, as re
corded in Matthew, and tho girl’s story 
as recorded by Luke—the two worst 
possible witnesses in the world—there 
is not in all the world a scrap of evi-' 
dence of the miraculous conception of 
Jesus., If eternal Salvation depends on 
the evidence of the miraculous concep
tion, I am not astonished that Watts 
said:

“Great God, on what a slender thread 
Hangs all eternal things.”

First dream:—When Joseph found 
that his intended wife was soon to be
come a mother, his first thought was, 
“Well, I love the girl; I will not expose 
her; I will simply break off the match.” 
He went to sleep with that thought up
permost in his mind; but the thing was 
changed by a dream. Matthew says: 
“But while he thought on those things, 
behold, the angel of the Lord appeared 
unto him in a dream, saying, ‘Joseph, 
thou son of David, fear not to take unto 
thee Mary, thy wife; for that which is 
conceived in her is of the Holy Ghost.’” 
This settled the matter; he dreamed 
that an angel told him his girl was all 
right; and the millions of Christians 
who could not be induced to believe a 
like story concerning their own daugh
ters believe this story without a parti
cle of evidence of its truth except Mat
thew's representation of the dreams of 
this love-sick old widower.

Second:—Tho second dream is record
ed in Matt, ii., 12, as follows: “And be
ing warned of God in a dream, that they 
should not return to Herod, they de
parted into their own country another 
way.’’ •

Third:—The third dream is recorded 
in the next verse: “And when they 
were departed, behold the angel of the 
Lord appeareth to Joseph in a dream, 
saying, ‘Arise and take the young child 
and his mother, and flee into Egypt, and 
be there until I bring thee wbrd; for 
Herod will seek the young child to de
stroy him.’ ”

Fourth:—Verge 19 contains the fourth 
dream. It says: “But'when Herod 
was dead, behold, the angel of the Lord 
appeareth in a dream to Joseph in 
Egypt, saying, ‘Arise, ahd take the 
young child'and his mother and. go into 
the land of Israel; for they are dead 
which sought the young child’s life.’ ”

Fifth;—In verse 22nd • is his . fifth 
dream. “But when he heard that 
Archelaus did reign in Judea in the 
room of his father, Herod, he was afraid

to go thither;'' notwithstanding, being 
warned of God in a dream, he turned 
aside into the parts of Galilee: and he 
came and dwelt in a city called Nazar
eth, that it might be fulfilled which was 
spoken by the prophet, he shall be 
called a Nazarene.”

This last dream shows Joseph, on 
whose dreams all Christianity hangs, to 
be as wild a dreamer as Dr.. Talmage 
imagines Spirit,ualisis to be;'br, it may 
be that Matthew was wild in either his 
description of the dream orin his refer
ence to scripture. I have a chromo for 
the Christian who will find where any 
prophet, or where any other writer be
fore Matthew ever said, “He shall be 
called a Nazarene.” The fact is, there 
is no such text: and the monk who at
tempted in this gospel, to make Jesus 
a subject of prophecy, was either very 
ignorant himself, or he intended to im
pose on the ignorance of his readers.

In Judges xiii., 5, there is a predic
tion concerning Sampson—not Jesus— 
which says: “No razor shall come on 
his head, for the child shall be a Nazar- 
ite unto God from the womb, and he 
shall begin to deliver Israel out of the 
hand of the Philistines.” Is it possible 
the writer of Matthew had heard of 
this text, and that he did not know a 
Nazarite from a Nazarene? A Nazarite 
was one who had taken a certain vow 
upon himself; a Nazarene was one who 
was born in Nazareth. Jesus was not a 
Nazarite, and only in a secondary sense 
could he be called a Nazarene.

I shall, in this paper, wave the argu
ment that Jesus, himself, is an unhis- 
torical character—that all history that 
refers to him is spurious—but there are 
other facts I cannot pass by in silence. 
“We have seen his star in the East.” Is 
there an astronomer on earth who be
lieves that a new star was created for 
this occasion—that a different star was 
seen in the East than those which had 
been observed for ages in the past? The 
fact is, this was written when it was 
supposed that the stars were only small 
lights fastened to the firmament of the 
heavens and the putting in of an extra 
star for a night or two would gnake mo 
more difference in the order of the heav
enly bodies than the lighting of an ex
tra lamp would make in a farm house. 
They were therefore prepared to be
lieve that this star could not only point 
the way to an insignificant village, but 
could point out and actually go into a 
stable as a farmer could take a lantern 
into his barn. - '

The Apostolic Father, Ignatius, 
Bishop of Antioch, in his Fourth Epistle 
to the Ephesians, says:

“How, then, was bur Savior mani
fested to the world? A star shone in 
heaven, beyond all the other stars, and 
its light was inexpressible, and its 
novelty struck terror unto men’s minds. 
All the rest of the stars, together with 
the sun and moon, were in chorus to 
this star, but this sent out its light ex
ceedingly above-them all.”

In Gal. ii,, 7, Paul , refers to “The 
Gospel of the Circumcision.” There is 
a book no w bearing that title; Paul’s 
reference to such a gospel was sufficient 
reason to induce some monk to palm 
such a-bbok.on the world. In-that book 
the writer informs his readers that the 
star not only guided the wise men to 
the stable, but that it actually went into 
the stable. His words are: ■ .

“Behold it [the stable] was all ’filled 
with lights, greater than the lights of 
lamps and candles, and greater than the 
light of the sun itself.” Quoted by Rev.

Robert Tayler, in “Devil’s Pulpit,” 
P-37. • : .
Jesus Was Not Born on 

Christmas.
Does anybody who has studied the 

question beheve thatiJesus was born on 
Christmas?—that,Shepherds were at 
that time of the year-out watching their 
flocks by night?—-that people at that 
time went up to th^ annual taxing? The 
Jews by their own, laws and customs, 
had settled all their bills and squared 
■themselves with tlm world in Septem- 
her. There are thejeales—the balances; 
there every account must be adjusted.

Christians, thoselwho are posted, do 
not believe Jesus was born on that day. 
D; M. Bennett, in las debate with Maire 
collates the following:

“As to the real tqno of the birth of 
Jesus, there is nd agreement among 
those who claim to be authorities on the 
subject, and the iost bitter contests 
have'existed among Christian writers. 
The Bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, 
inclined to the Opinion that his birth 
occurred in the mdnth of February. 
Weiesler, a German chronologer. and 
Tisehendorf were ofl the same opinion; 
while Gresswell, another German wri
ter, decided that it ¿ccurred on the Sth 
or 6th of April. D$. Robinson was of 
the opinion that it jbok place in the au
tumn. Lardner says Jesus was born be
tween the middle Of August and the 
middle of Novemberi The only correct 
conclusion that can'be arrived at is that 
Jesus was not born ojti the 25th day of De
cember, and it is not the only curious 
circumstance in connection with him 
that a day is celebrated as his birthday 
on which he was not born; but the day 
was adapted .by the early Christian 
church because "for many centurips it 
had been a heathen festival.”

The late Thomas. Ctales Forster, in a 
discourse on. “Christ: nas and Its Sug
gestions,” has .the fol owing:

“The return of Christmas furnishes 
another important suggestion. Ancient 
nations for centuries before the dawn of 
the Christian era ware accustomed to 
celebrate the return pf the natural sun 
of our world from thd winter solstice by 
a great festival on thd 25th of December, 
during which they performed' religious 

' 'ceremonies in Honor ¿f that' bright lum- 
inaryV’Teasted 'each other,. and inter
changed gifts as is done in the present 
day throughout Christendom. To have 
abolished these heathen practices in the 
olden time would have been as unpopu
lar as previously intimated, as would be 
the abolition of Thanksgiving Day in 
our New England States; and besides, 
would have involved the rejection of 
any system thus seeking to violate such 
universal and long-cherished customs. 
Consequently, in the fourth century 
this was adopted by the church, under 
the decree of Julius, then Bishop of 
Rome, as the birthday of ‘The Son of 
Righteousness;’ and it has been so ob
served, as you know, down to the pres
ent time.

“Prior to this, however, the birth of 
Christ was believed to have occurred on 
■other days of the year. Some authori
ties have named May 25th; others, April 
19th or 20th. In the Orient and in 
Egypt they celebrated the nativity o.n 
January 9th. The Gauls are said to 
have celebrated December 25th as Jegus’ 
birthday, and May 25th as the day of his 
resurrection. Other dates have been 
likewise named by different authorities: 
so that really it is a remarkable fact, 
strange as it may seem, that Christen
dom is still ignorant of the day on which 
its reputed Savior was born.”
The Killing of the Babies.

■ Matt, ii., 16 to 18, says: ,
‘‘Then Herod, when he saw that he 

was mocked of the wise men, was ex
ceeding wroth, and sent forth and 
slew all the children that were in 
Bethlehem, and in all the coasts thereof, 
from two years old and under, according 
to the time which he had diligently in
quired of the wise men. Then was ful
filled that which was spoken of by 
Jeremy the prophet, saying, in Rama 
was there a voice heard, lamentation 
and weeping and great mourning, 
Rachel weeping for her .children, and 
would not be comforted, because they 
were not.”

Does anybody believe that? What 
mothers of the vicinity of Chicago, and- 
all along the coast bf Lake Michigan, 
could to-day be induced to. bring their 
babies in for the Mayor to slaughter? 
Probably there was not one Bethlehem 
mother in a thousand that would not 
have fought her weight in wildcats be
fore she would have submitted to have 
seen her babies slaughtered? Yet no 
mother, nor any one else, seemed to 
offer any resistance to this bloodthirsty 
tyrant. More strange, if possible, than 
all this, no historian ever thought the 
matter of importance enough to make a 
note of the fact.

In order to-relieve the suspense of the 
reader, and to give him a kind of fore
gleam of the astrological interpretation 
of this class of Scripture, I submit the 
following from Rev. Robert Tayler’s 
“Devil’s Pulpit,” pp. 23, 24:

“ ‘In Rama was there a voice heard, 
lamentation and weeping and great 
mourning; Rachel weeping for her chil
dren? Why in. Rama? What is Rama? 
Wpy, Rama is the Hindostanee, Coptic, 
Syriac, Phoenician ..word, and literal 
name for the Zodiac.; the high, the ele
vated, the exalted. And this whole tale 
of the birth of Christ is found in the 
Bagvat Pouana of • India; in the 
Mjdhricsof Persia,-ahdin the fabulous 
writings of Zoroaster, the supposed con
temporary, of Moses. As, turn to the 
old astronomy. ascribed to Moses, yop 
will find that Rachel-had but two sons, 
which were Joseph and Benjamin, aijd 
there they are to this.day in Rama, the ■

two boys of the/zodiac; as Joseph and 
Benjamin are together accounted as 
making up but one of the twelvq signs; 
and this King Herod is no other than 
such a sort of personage as our English 
John Bull—he never grows old—he 
never goes dead—but he is the bloody 
King Herod, the naughty man that 
comes and takes away the naughty chil
dren. As we find the grave historian, 
Eusebius, assuring us that the martyr
dom of Polyoarp, in the reign of Marcus 

■ Aurelius, at Smyrna, two hundred years 
after the pretended date of this'affair, 
took place by order of this selfsame 
King Herod, notwithstanding the worms 
eating him up; as they do every year 
when he enters the sign of the scorpion, 
of October.” .
The Story of Jesus’ Death,

The events which the writer of “the 
Gospel according to St. Matthew” says 
occurred atihe death .of Jesus, were in
deed wonderful, but are they true? If 
so, is it not strange that neither of. his 
supposed contemporary gospel • writers, 
Mark, Luke or John, ever heard of the 
most Important of them; anfl no other 
writer ever mentioned any of them? 
Matthew says, in chapter xxvii: 51, 53: 
“Behold, the veil of the temple was rent 
in twain from the top to the bottom; 
and the earth did quake and the rocks 
rent; .and the graves were opened, and 
many bodies of the saints which slept 
arose and came out of the graves after 
his resurrection, and went into the holy 
city and appeared unto many.”

How strange that nobody but Matthew 
and his readers ever heard of these 
events? On this point the sarcastic 
Gibbon says, Vol. 2, Chapter 15:

“How shall we excuse the supine inat
tention of the pagan and philosophic 
world to those evidences which were 
presented by the hand of omnipotence, 
not to their reason, but to their senses? 
This miraculous event, which ought to 
have excited the wonder, the curiosity, 
and the devotion of mankind, passed 
without notice in an age of science and 
history. It happened during the life
time of Seneca, and the elder Pliny, 
who must have experienced the imme
diate effects, or received the earliest 
intelligence. of the prodigy. Each of 
these philosophers, in a laborious work, 
-has recorded Oil the great, phenomena 
of nature-~earthquakos, meteors, 
comets and eclipses, which his inde
fatigable curiosity could collect; both 
the one and the other have omitted to 
mention the greatest phenomena to 
which the mortal eye has been witness 
since the creation of the globe.”

This is the way Gibbon, the historian, 
has of’ saying the story of Jesus’ death 
and resurrection, or at least the wonder
ful events connected with his death and 
resurrection, are not true. “The veil of 
the temple wats rent in twain from top 
to bottom.” The Jews were worshiping 
in that temple every day, and kept it 
up for twenty-five years; how strange 
that not one of them ever heard of this 
tearing up the veil to pieces. Has 
the reader ever thought how indefinite 
those wonderful things are? “Many 
bodies of the saints which slept, arose.” 
How many? Who wore they? Why 
not call at least one or two of them by 
name? , Were Moses, Joshua, or “the 
harlot Rahab,” whom Paul canonized, 
among them? If Matthew had only 
mentioned one of them by name: or if 
anybody else in the world had thought 
the thing worth mentioning, it would 
not require quite such a stretch of faith 
as it does under existing circumstances 
to believe the story.

Again, where did these “saints” go? 
“They went into the holy city and ap
peared to many.” What holy city? 
Where is it located? Chicago was not 
yet builded, so it is certain that none of 
the “many” were Chicago reporters. 
What became of these “saints” after 
they got through with their exhibition? 
Did they go back to their open graves 
and get the undertaker to cover them 
up once more? Really, I wish we had 
more of this story!

Prophecies of Jesus.
When Christians are pinned down in 

this matter, they tell about the prophe
cies being fulfilled in Jesus. 'May I ask 
what prophecies? Matthew thought 
prophesy centered in Jesus, but failed to 
make out a ease. Let us follow him in 
his attempts in that direction. ’The first 
attempt of this writer to find a prophecy 
fulfilled in Jesus is in i., ,22, 23: 
“Now all this was dorie that it might be 
fulfilled which was spoken of the Lord 
by the prophet, saying, behold, a virgin 
shall be with child, and shall bring 
forth a son, and they shall call his name 
Immanuel, which, being interpreted is. 
God with us,”

Matthew may have been right; all 
this may have been done that the 
prophecy might be fulfilled in the event. 
Yet either those who did it, or the one 
who' related it, was: ignorant of proph
ecy. In Isaiah vii., is a prophecy made 
to Ahaz, the son of Jotham, that a con- । 
federacy formed against him should not ■ 
succeed; he should beat the combine; 
and that within threescore and five
years “Ephraim should be broken, that 
ne be not a people.” He then asked 
Ahaz to ask a sign that this should be 
accomplished, but Ahaz refused to 
tempt his God by asking a sigh. ■ Then 
Isaiah said": “Therefore the Lordr.him- 
self shall give you a sign: bghoifl a 
yirgin shall conceive and beap^fcjfeon, 
and shall call his name bpmauikSS^ut-: 
ter and honey shall he eat,.tharn>ftjay 
know to; refuse the evil and choose the 
good. For before the child shall know 
to refuse the evil and choose the good, 
the land that thou abhorrest shall be 
forsaken of both her kings.”—Verses 14, 
16.

■ This child was to be born as a sign

that “Ephraim should be broken, that its rise, 
he be not a people,” and that all this ’ '
should be accomplished within three
score and five yeai-s. Scholars tell us 
that the word rendered “virgin” is the 
same that is elsewhere rendered young 
woman. The next chapter gives the 
history of a child born to Mr. and Mrs. 
Isaiah, which, in fulfillment of this 
prophecy, they called Maher-shalal- 
hash-baz. Certainly the birth of Jesus, 
seven hundred years after, does not 
fulfill the prediction. The child was td 
be born as an evidence that certain
things were to transpire within sixty- 
five years of the time of the prediction. 
Isaiah says the child should be named 
Immanuel, but neither the child of the 
prophetess nor the child of the “virgin” 
had that name. In fact, no part of 
Isaiah’s prophecy was ever fulfilled.

The next plunge Matthew makes into 
prophecy is as follows:

“And they said unto him, in Bethle
hem of Judea: for thus it is written by 
the prophet: And thou Bethlehem, in 
the land of Judah, art not the least 
among the princes of Judah: for out of 
thee shall come a governor that shall 
rule my people Israel.” Matt, ii: 5, 6. 
Whoever will take the trouble to turn 
and read Micha v., 2 to 7, will find the 
prediction Matthew made an attempt to 
quote; not'one word of which was ful
filled in Jesus. This governor or ruler 
which was to come out of Bethlehem 
was to “waste the land of Assyria with 
the sword,” and “the land of Nimrod,” 
also he was to deliver the Jews from

them from anybody.
The next effort to iind a prophecy 

fitting the ease is in Matt, ii., 14,15; 
“And was |herc until the death of 
Herod; that it might be fulfilled which 
was spokj/n of the Lord by the prophet, 
sayingyout of Egypt have-I called my 
son.” If this was done to fulfill the 
prophecy, it was a failure, as every one 
can seo who will turn to Hosea xi.', 1, 2: 
“When Israel was a child, then 1 loved 
him, and called my son out of Egypt. 
As they called them, so they went from 
them; they sacrificed unto Baalim, and 
burned incense unto graven images.” 
As Jesus did not sacrifice to Baal, or 
burn incense to graven images, this so- 
called prophecy will hardly apply to 
him. In the days of Moses, when Israel 
was a child, Israel was called out of 
Egypt.

I have already quoted Matt, ii: 17, 
about the “lamentation and bitter weep
ing.” Any one who will take the trouble 
to read Jer. xxxi: 15 to 17, will seo that 
this does not refer to Herod killing the 
babies, but to the return of the children 
of Israel—the sons and daughters of 
Rachel, from the land of the enemy to 
their own borders. ' '

The only remaining prophecy sup
posed by the writer.of Matthew to con
nect itself with the birth of Jesus, is the 
one which says: “Behold, he shall be 
called a, Nazarene.” As there never 
was any such prophecy, it is useless to 
comment further on Matthew's mistake.

The prophecies supposed to be con
nected with the death of Jesus were, as 
thorough failures as those supposed to 
refer to his birth. The main one is in 
Matt. xxvii:7. !>: “And they took council 
and bought with them the potter's field 
to bury strangers in. Wherefore that 
field was called the field of blood unto 
this day. Then was fulfilled that which 
was spoken by Jeremy the prophet, say
ing, and they took the thirty pieces of 
silver, the price of him that was valued, 
whom they of the children of Israel did 
value: and gave them for the potter's 
field.” If the term Jeremy refers to 
Jeremiah, as it evidently does in Matt, 
ii: 17. then the thing is all wrong. Jer
emiah never said a word about purchas
ing the field, or anything else mentioned 
in the pretended quotation. Indeed, no 
prophet ever uttered anything like the 
quotation. The nearest approach to it 
that can be found is in Zach. xi: 12. 13. 
It reads as follows: “And 1 said unto 
them, if ye think good, give me my 
price; and if not, forbear. So they 
weighed for my price thirty pieces of 
silver. And the Lord said unto me, cast 
it unto the potter; a goodly price that I 
was praised of them. And I took the 
thirty pieces of silver, and cast them to 
the potter, in the house of the Lord.”

Here it was Zachariah who sold out 
and cast the money to the potter. In 
Matthew it wa§ the chief priests who 
bought the field. Judas cast the silver 
down, and went and hanged himself. 
See verse 5. In Acts i: 48, Judas 
bought the field, and then fell down and 
his bowels gushed out. .

In conclusion on this branch of the 
subject, I will say these wonderful 
stories of the miracles and the fulfill
ment of prophecy in the birth and death 
of Jesus were not invented until the 
church decided to make a God of him. 
The idea -of deifying Jesus caused the 
invention of these and many other 
stories concerning him. The gospels, 
particularly those of Matthew and John, 
were, for ths most part, taken from 
older documents.
The Gospels Not-Original 

Documents.
At the time Jesus was supposed to 

have existed, it is well known that there
was a class of people called Ascetics, 
or Essenes, Many of these people lived 
in Egypt, but this .sect had-made some 
progress JuiPalestine,; especially in the 
nortlteiujpbitidn, where Jesus was sup
posedtoTlave spent his youthful davs. 
'.These peoplCj bn account of being heal
ers of the sick, were sometimes called 
Therapeuta. They were also sometimes 
called Eclectics. These.people had sev
eral gospels, embodying the highest 
moral principles known, ■ Mosheim says 
(Vol. L, p. 196): "It was in Egypt that 
the morose discipline of Asceticism took

1 Again, on page 199 he says: “It man
ifestly appears, from the testimony of 
Philo the Jew, who was himself one of 
this sect, that this philosophy was in a 
flourishing condition at Alexandria, 
when our Savior was upon the earth.”

Though this sect was in a flourishing 
condition before Jesus came into the 
world, yet Eusebius is quoted by 
Lardner, in his Cred. Gosp. Hist., Vol.

P- 36], as saying: “Those ancient 
Iherapeutia were Christians, and their 
writings were our gospels and epistles.”

Again he says: “The sacred writings 
used by this sect were none other than 
our gospels and the writings of our 
apostles.” Eus. b. 1. p. 186.

• Bishop Marsh, in his introduction to 
Michaelis’ Translation of the New 

■Testament, says: “Our gospels were 
drawn from the epistles of the Es
senes.”

Again: “The opinion that the evan
gelists drew a great part of their mate
rials from a written document is per
fectly consistent.” -

Bausobre says: “In my opinion, the 
gospel according to the Hebrews is the 
most ancient of all. This, the Nazarenes 
pretend, was the original from which 
that of St.John was taken. . . That 
which has been called the gospel ac
cording to the Egyptians is of the same 
antiquity.”

I fear that this is becoming tedious,'- 
and will therefore withhold-testimonies 
1 have from Justin Martyr, Clemens 
Alexandrinus, Lactantius Arnobius, 
Origqp, St. Augustine and others.

The New Testament Stories 
Not Original.

In Luke i: 1, 2, the writer says: “For
asmuch as many have taken in hand to 
set forth in order a declaration of those 
things which are most surely believed, 
among us, even as they delivered«them 
unto us, which from the beginning were 
eye-witnesses and ministers of the 
word.”

In 1 Cor. xv: 1, 4, Paul is reminding 
them of a gospel which they had heard 
from the beginning—a gospel wherein 
they stood. Ho also told them that Je
sus died, was buried, and rose again,, 
"according to the Scriptures.” As those 
events occurred long before a word of 
our New Testament was written, it 
could not refer to that: and as there is 
not a word in the Old Testament relating 
to the matter, it could not refer to that. 
It nnlSt and does refer to an entirely dif
ferent set of Scriptures. ■

In Acts xviii: 24, is the account of one 
Apollos, born at Alexandria, an eloquent 
man, and mighty in the Scriptures, who 
came to Ephesus. Alexandria in Egypt 
is a queer place for a man to get a 
Christian education! But here is an ed
ucated minister from Alexandria. How 
is this? I answer, they had Christian 
colleges in Alexandria before the sup
posed founder of Christianity was born. 
The Church and All Its Insti

tutions Before Jesus.
Matt, xviii: 17, says: “And if he shall 

neglect to hear them, toil it unto tho 
church: but if he neglect to hear the 
church, let him be to thee as a heathen 
and a publican.” How could they tell it 
to the church if the church did not 
exist?

In 1 Cor., xi: 23, 26, Paul says: “I 
have received from the Lord that which 
I also delivered unto you, that the Lord 
Jesus in the same night in which he was 
betrayed took bread, and when he had 
given thanks he brake it and said, take, 
cat, this is my body, which is broken for 
you; this do in remembrance of me. 
After the same manner, also, he took 
the cup. when he had supped, saying, 
this cup is the new testament, in my 
blood: this do ye, as oft as ye drink it in 
remembrance of me. For as oft as ye 
eat this bread and drink this cup, ye do 
show the Lord’s death till he come?’

Now when it is remembered -that this 
epistle was written before either of the 
four gospels, and when it is remembered 
again that Paul's quotation is not in 
either of the four gospels,it wilHjg easy 
to see that Paul and the gospel writers 
could draw from a common original. 
See Luke xxii: 19, 20. ,

In Acts xx: 35, Paul says: “I have 
showed you all things, how that so 
laboring ye ought to support the weak; 
and remember the words of the Lord 
Jesus, how he said: it is more blessed to 
give than to receive.” Where did Jesus 
say this? It is not recorded in either of 
the four gospels. Either Paul is palm
ing something off on his readers as the 
words of Jesus which were not his

original gospels out of which ours were 
largely drawn.

Paul said that the gospel which he 
preached was an old one; it had “been 
preached to every creature which was 
under the whole heaven” before he 
wrote-the epistle to the Colossians. See 
Col. i: 23.
The Crucifixion of Christ Was 

an Old Play.
Paul admonished the foolish Galatians 

that “Christ had been set forth crucified 
among them.” See Gal. iii: I. Surely 
Jesus was not crucified in Gjdatia. The 
Bible knows of but two crucifixions of 
Jesus—one, as everybody knows, in Je
rusalem,, and one in a city which 
“spiritually is called Sodom, in Egypt. ’ 
Rev. xi: 18. ■

“Prometheus Bound” is the’title of a 
play written in Greek by jEschylus, and 
played in the theaters at Athens at least 
five hundred years before Christ. Pot-

Continued on 4th page, .
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and includes every portion and 
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SPIRITUALISM REPRESENTED.
THE WORLD’S PARLIAMENT 

OF RELIGION.

An Address that Will Go Out with 
Those Who Represent the Dif

ferent Religions. ■

An Address by the Guides of 
MRS. CORA L. V. RICHMOND.

ft

A

Headquarters National Spiritualist Con
vention, Auditorium Hall,

77 Thirty-first St,, Chicago, III.
’ September 29, 11193.
Whereas, the National Convention of Spirit

ualists of the-United States of America did on 
this day select Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, of 
Chicago, Illinois, to prepareand present to the 
authorities in charge of the World’s Parlia: 
ment of Religions a paper. setting forth the 
OSsic principles of Spiritualism and its present 
Status;
. Now, therefore, I, Harrison D. Barrett, 

President of the National Spiritualist Associa, 
tion of the United States of America, do here
by designate and appoint Mrs, Cora L. V. 
Richmond to act as the representative of the 
aforesaid association in the preparation of 
said paper, and that the statement therein con
tained shall stand as the voice of the Spiritual
ists of the United States.

Harrison D. Barrett, 
President of National Spiritualist Association.

r

fl 
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PRESENTATION OF SPIRITUALISM.

“God is spirit, and they who worship Him 
tnust worship in spirit and in truth.”—Jesus, 

■ “Now, brethren, concerning Spiritual gifts 
I would not have you ignorant. "—St. Paul.

“Millions of Spiritual beings walk the 
earth both when we wake and when we sleep. ’’ 
>—Milton, Hesiod.

“A little cloud is rising in the West not 
larger than a man’s hand, which will one day 
overspread the earth; that cloud is "Spiritual
ism.”—Lord Brougham.

“I have not had time, in the midst of a 
busy life, while solving the problems of 
human freedom, to investigate the phenom
ena of Spiritualism; nevertheless, I believe 
its philosophy and phenomena are true, and 
that Spiritualism will be the religion of the 
future.”—Theodore Parker.

• “Sooner than we imagine the-day, will dawn 
when a Godless science will be an unscientific 
absurdity.”—Giles B. Stebbins.

I General Statement.
Spiritualism, as a name, is synonymous 

with all that relates to the spirit.
1. The universal spirit pervading and gov

erning the universe as universal intelligence.
2, The individual spirit, whether expressed 

. ~ in -the earthly environment .or in the larger 
' freedom of the higher realm.

- Specifically the name applies to the religious, 
philosophical .and phenomenal aspects of a 
movement that had its modern beginnings!, in 
a series of manifestations Spiritual, mental 
and physical, forty-five years ago.

This movement and these manifestations 
came unsought by those in mortal life; they 
appeared almost simultaneously in the differ
ent portions of this country, and very soon 
after in different parte of the world.

The manifestations and the name, Spirit
ualism—in fact, the movement as a whole and 
in its several parte, were the result of impell
ing intelligences outside of, and manifestly 
beyond, human beings in the earthly state.

For convenience only, and without, any in
tention of dividing any portion of the subject 
from the whole, and without forgetting that 
the name in ite entirety signifies all that has 
ever been expressed from the realm of spirits 
to those in mortal life, and all that has been 
unfolded by aspiration and inspiration from 
within the human spirit, the writer will divide 
the subject into three general headings, viz.:

1. The phenomenal aspect.
2. The philosophical aspect.
3. The religious aspect.

pre-Being convinced that this method of . 
sentation will the better represent* all classes
of minds who are interested in this stupend
ous movement, either as a whole or through 
any one of these especial departments.

PAET I.
In the presentation the writer will reverse 

the order by considering first

The Religious Aspect.
If, as St. Paul declares, “Faith is the sub

stance of things hoped for, the evidence of 
things not seen,” the most exalted faith must 
be synonymous with the most positive knowl
edge, and the word Faith must have been mis
interpreted in its essential meaning by most 
denominational religionists.

Those who accept Spiritualism as a new 
manifestation of, or a qew religion (always 
using the word religion in the largest interpre
tation), do so upon the following bases:

1. The Supreme Intelligence, the Mother
father, God, the Over-soul, the Divine Parent, 
or any other name or term that the individual 
may choose as synonymous with the Infinite 
Good, the Love and Wisdom.

- 2. The soul (or spirit) as an immortal
entity, forever en rapport with the eternal 
Infinite Good, continuously seeking and re
ceiving evidences of the loving. All-presence. 
As the sun is the light of the visible universe, 
so this Infinite Love and Wisdom is the light 
of all souls. ’ '

3. The recognition of the divine message 
from God to man, either by -direct perception 
awakened in man, or by inspiration from 
higher realms of spirits and angelic beings.

4. The recognition of the great Messianic

Teacher of Teachers as the voice of truth to 
the world.

Those who receive Spiritualism in its relig
ious aspect are: '

1. Christian Spiritualists, who accept the 
Christ-life as „ impersonated in Jesus of 
Nazareth as the highest expression of religious 
revelation of truth, and who consider that, 
without denominational or sectarian defini
tions, the life and works of Jesus are the 
highest guidance, but who also recognize that 
every age has been blessed with Spiritual 
teachers chosen to bear to earth the message 
of immortality, and the love of God to man. 
Most of these Christian Spiritualists are mem
bers of- different Christian churches. There 
are to be found in every denominational 
church in Christendom those who accept spirit
communion as taught by Spiritualists as a 
part <?f Viei| religion.

2. Spifttu'alists who accept the word Relig
ion in the broadest possible interpretation of; 
its meaning, who recognize the religions of 
every age as having their primal .basis in 
inspiration, and who are willing and ready to 
accept the truths received in any and every 
form of faith; who consider that Zoroaster or 
Zardhust, Moses, Buddha and Jesus were the 
interpreters of truth to the ages in which they 
lived; that the prophets, seers and others en
dowed with 1 'spiritual gifts” in every age have 
been the means of presenting spiritual truths 
to man; that spiritual gifts as witnessed to
day among the media for Spiritual manitestar 
tions are similar (making due allowance for 
the differences in the general state of human
ity) to those that have occurred in past times 
—especially those accompanying every New 
Dispensation or manifestation of religious 
truth, and are particularly similar to those 
mentioned in Paul’s epistle on “Spiritual 
Gifts.” ' .
. 3. There are still others who believe Spirit
ualism is to be a new dispensation of religion; 
not only as a new statement of old revealments 
perpetuating the good in all past religions, but 
a new and living inspiration from the Infinite 
as the light of this day, and they believe that 
Spiritualism, in its entirety of phenomena 
philosophy and revelation, forms the basis of 
the new religion.

Spiritualists have no sectarian creed, arti
cles of faith or statement of belief excepting 
the truth as perceived-by the individual, ’ each 
according to others the privilege of worship
ing God according to the dictates of con
science. '

There is a feeling of fellowship withall, and 
they meet on the common ground of universal 
Spiritual truth. ,

God as manifest in Infinite love. Univer
sal fraternity of souls.

PART II.
The Philosophical Aspect.

“There are more things in heaven and 
earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in your 
philosophy.”—Shakespeare in Hamlet,

“We all are parts of one stupendous'whole, !;
Whose body nature is, and God the Soul.”- 

■ —Pope.
As religion is love (love to God, human 

brotherhood), as science is demonstrated 
Truth or Knowledge, so Philosophy is Wis
dom. “

The philosophy of Spiritualism is the im- 
blending into the one perfect whole of all its 
parts; the union of its phenomena and spirit; 
the meeting and merging of its body and 
soul. . • . .

To many—perhaps a greater number of 
thoughtful minds than most people are aware 
—the philosophical aspect of Spiritualism is 
its most enchanting, as-it seems to- them its 
most comprehensive side. To the writer it is 
one side of the equilateral triangle, of which 
the phenomenal portion is the base and relig
ion the other side, which triangle ‘reveals the 
circle of immortality.

The logical perfection of the philosophy of 
Spiritualism is the primal statement.

Its harmony with the highest ethics in the 
undoubted elevation of purpose of the indi
vidual and the whole human race, by the sub
stitution of individual growth and unfpljjjment 
into Spiritual perfectness for any other method 
of attaining the highest good here and here
after. Its propositions are:

1. That the present dhd continued exist
ence of the conscious Spirit, the ego, inheres 
in the soul, and is not an especial bestowment 
of the Infinite or the result of contact with the 
human organism. ,

2. That whatever may be the ideas of indi
viduals or classes concerning a conscious 
a priori existence, or previous state of the 
individual intelligence embodied in eachhuman 
life, there is but one philosophical conclusion 
based on the phenomenal and intuitional evi
dences of Spiritualism, i. e., that the change 
called death (or separation «from the body) is 
not only a natural change-inherent in all or
ganisms, but that it is the next step in the ex
istence of the spirit, releasing or. setting free 
its activities in the next state or realm, and so 
perfectly in accordance with the divine plan as 
is the birth into the human form. 
In fact, that the next step or state is the 
legitimate sequence of existence here, and that 
each human spirit takes up its line of active 
individual life in spirit existence just where as 
an individual spirit the thread seems broken 
or disturbed at death.

3. That the spirit realm includes whatever 
spirits are or need in that state of existence, 
as the earth states include whatever is needed 
for earthly expression.

4. That fixed states of happiness or misery 
are not possible in any state of the spirit ex
pression, but that each, spirit, according to ite 
present growth,, -continues the. indiyidual 
activities and unfqlgm^nts, and ^a^jfmee 
from lower to higher$• Renditions bj0^dual 
states of progression-,-.tiirough.l.-.Qtiending 
cycles. . . . .

5. That no spirit or angel is too exalted or 
holy to reach ■ and assist those who are be-

... £a$t in. '
The Phenomenal Aspect.,

This phase of (he subject is sometimes 
designated scientific, although the writer does 
not think individually that the words “Ejpience" 
and “scientific” as usually understood can be 
applied to the investigation of even the phe
nomenal phases of Spiritualism.

Forty-five years ago scientific men like Pro
fessor Robert Hare, of Philadelphia;- James 
J. Mapes, of New York, and later, Alfred R. 
Wallace, Professor Crookes and Mr. Varley,of 
England; Oamille Flammarion, of France; 
Professor Zöllner, of Germany, and scores of 
other scientists of note, investigated the phy
sical phenomena of Spiritualism, and have 
uniformly declared that there is no law of ma
terial science with which they are familiar that 
can explain these phenomena; and that they 
have recourse only to the solution always 
claimed by the manifesting intelligence, 
namely: that the source of the phenomena is 
disembodied spirits, working through means 
and methods entirely unknown to any human 
science.

As the result of the experiments fn investi
gating the phenomena of Spiritualism, made 
by so many eminent scientific men in all parts 
of the enlightened globe, extending over the 
entire period of forty-five years in which. Spir 
itualism its a name and manifestation hasten 
in the world (from the small rappingB -near 
Rochester, New York, to the various and mul
titudinous phenomena of to day) there has 
been but one conclusion among scientific men, 
viz., that the cause of the phenomena is 
immanent in the phenomena; that both are 
demonstrated beyond the possibility of a 
cavil or a doubt; and that to investigate the 
physical, mental or intuitional-phenomena of 
Spiritualism separately from the whole subject 
with a view of ascertaining another cause than 
that of the action of spirits, is as much a work 
of supererogation as to investigate the phenom
ena of the light of day with a view’ to, finding 
another source of light than the sun.

The phenomena, philosophy and inspiration 
focalize around "persons who are called 
“mediums,” that being the name bestowed 
upon them by the manifesting intelligences, 
the spirits who act upon, .¿nd through them. 
At the present writing there is no knowledge 
among Spiritualists as a body, or investigators 
within or outside of the ranks of Spiritualism, 
as to what constitues mediumship.

Mediums are chosen by the spirit intelli
gences desiring to manifest, from among all 
nationalities, classes and conditions of people. 
Although the particular gift or phase of medi
umship may seem to depend upon, or be modi
fied by, the mental and physicri or other states 
of the individual, the mediumship perse seems 
to be determined by the choice or action of 
the spirit intelligences governing the manifgV 
tations.

The difficulties to be met in approaching 
this investigation from a purely scientific 
standpoint are very clear,, even if the word 
“scientific” shall be made to mean every kind 
of investigatiqn.

These difficulties we briefly slate: Physi
cal phenomena are usually the basis of scien
tific investigation, and, naturally, along that 
line the investigation must be from effect;; to 
cause; therefore, from the first the, investiga
tion must be confined to results merely. Some
times scientific methods lead to a perfect 
knowledge of results, usually only approxi
mately at causes. With the phenomenal, as 
well as all other phases of Spiritualism, the 
cause is immanent from the first, and science 
has nothing to do but make a statement.

This may be illustrated thus: If one hears 
a rap, at the door of his room or dwelling, and
on opening the door he finds a friend or any 
person or thing whatsoever as the cause of the 
sounds, he kt once loses interest in the phe
nomena of the sounds, and is occupied by the 
larger interest of receiving his friend. There 
is nothing to be solved. If, however, he re
peatedly hears the sounds, and on going to 
the door discovers, no person or thing, that 
could have produced them, he commences his 
investigation Jo discover the cause.

From the very first manifestation of the 
phenomena of Spiritualism, to the last, ,the 
cause or source of the phenomena, has been as. 
manifest as the phenomena. ' / . . 1

By as inteUigent methods as language, ,sig
nals or any established system of communica
tion between mind and mind in human- states,

neath, and none too low to be aided by Sthose 
above. ' ' ■ t

Cycle on cycle must the ages move, ;
Onward and upward must all spirits tend, ' 
Seen in the perfect light of perfect love,’ 
All in one supreme purpose ever blend.; .
That the various states in which spirits find 

themselves after their release from the envir
onments of the sensuous organism, the relative 
and absolute principles governing those states; 
the interblending of spirits in more perfect 
with those in less perfect conditions of unfold, 
ment; the communion with and ministrations 
to those in earthly existence; in fact, that the 
principles governing.the spiritual realm, apd 
the wisdom by which that realm pervades, en
circles and governs the whole of life are made 
known. ’

The philosophy of Spiritualism is the phil
osophy of life. /

Material science has claimed to prove the 
indestructibility of the primal atom, or what
ever is the ultimate term of matter.

Spiritualism does prove the continued exist
ence and deducible immortality of individual 
soul by bases,, deductions and proofs as iinde 
niable as the principles of mathematics.

In its final definition it is the philosophy of 
philosophies as it is the religion of religions, 
and (if need be) the science of sciences. ’

It includes the primal and final statements 
of matter, the final and primal terms of mind, 
the primal and final principles of spirit in the

these Spiritual intelligences have been recog' 
nized, Invariably they have declared them
selves to be individual spirite who once lived 
in earth-forms, accompanying the declaration 
by evidences of personal identity entirely sepa
rated from and independent of any individual 
in the earth form at the time of the manifest 
tion. • ■

The cause of the phenomena is, therefore, 
so clearly identical with the results as to make 
a scientific investigation on the basis of dis
covering a new cause entirely impertinent. 
To ignore the knowledge already gained is 
totally unscientific as well as illogical; there
fore, all investigations of Spiritualism de novo 
claiming a priori that the source of the mani
festations is still unknown is equivalent to 
ignoring the -whole subject,

Doubtless the méthode of communion be
tween the two states of conscious existence, 
the one preceding and the other" following the 
change called death, will be formed into an in
teresting branch in the future study of Spirit
ualism, or will be revealed from the same 
realm by the same intelligences from whence 
the movement as a whole has been impelled 
into mortal life; possibly that qtudy may lead 
to scientific data upon which to predicate 
knowledge of the methods by which disem
bodied spirits communicate with those in the 
human environment. '

Thus far there has been no formulation of 
facts because none was needed, each particu
lar manifestation being given for the specific 
purpose of conveying the intelligence desired 
from disembodied spirits to those in human 
life; and since the philosophy or rationale of 
the whole subject includes both cause and re
sult, and since these resolve themselves into 
the one word, “Spiritualism," the subject in 
its entirety is before the world, and the sub
divisions may be open to study.

The conclusions are invariably the same, 
whether arrived at from the supposed scientific 
method, or the result of philosophical deduc
tions, or revealed by distinct inspiration, 
namely, individual human intelligences exist
ing beyond human states (and presumably im
mortal) do manifest under .conditions not 
known by those existing in human, life. The 
demonstration of this, and what it naturally 
leads to in all that pertains to the relation of 
spirits, embodied and disembodied, • to each 
other, and to the whole universe, constitutes the 
realm of Spiritualism,

That there is no solution for the phenomena, 
physical, mental or spiritual, in the known 
realm of science; and that while the methods 
of communion between the two states are still 
unknown, the evidence of the existence of dis 
embodied spirits and the intercommunion with 
this world are demonstrated.

Spiritualists are by no means tenacious as 
to terms, and the writer is perfectly willing to 
state that to those who pursue the investigation 
along the lines of exact science there is the 
fullest appreciation of their work; but the ma
jority of Spiritualists in viewing the matter 
consider-that the whole subject is beyond the 
realm of exact science,and within the realm of 
revealed or intuitional knowledge.
■> Whatever view may be taken of scientific 
investigation of the whole subject, or of its 
physical phenomena only, it is the proper place 
here to state that all scientific minds who have 
investigated phenomenal phases of this move
ment readily admit, and many of them openly 
declare, that Spiritualism will compel a re
statement of science, either by the readjust
ment or the recreation of scientific bases and 
terms, in the recognition of a vast unexplored 
-realm between the realm of spirit and matter, 
the latter being the heretofore recognized do
main of science, whether that realm shall in
clude a “fourth dimension of space,” as sug
gested by Professor Zöllner, or whether it will 
be found to be a realm of occult forces im
pinging on the material and spiritual states, 
and interblending with each, or whether the 
results will prove the methods of communion 
between spirits and mortals to be simply the 
setting free of individual volition. The final 
adoption of either of these methods, or of any 
other not named, must be determined by 
future revealments, and in any case the new 
statement will be incorporated into Spiritual
ism as a portion of its entire statement.

Scientific minds in Spiritualism epitomize 
the whole subject as follows: The existence 
of the individual human spirit; the continued 
conscious existence of the individual spiritafter 
the change called death; the intercommunipn 
between the two states by the voluntary action 
of individual disembodied spirits to and 
through existing in human form:

1. Dy automatic action upon the brain or 
any part of the human orgahism without the 
conscious" ” concurrence of the individual 
acted on.

2. By action upon sentient or non-sentient 
objects without the intervention of any human 
being, excepting that these manifestations usu
ally occur in the presence of a medium, who 
does not voluntarily aid m their production.

3. By action upon all Dodies and substances 
upon the earth or in its atmosphere without the 
intervention of any human agency, and by 
methods pot known in any existing sciences.

The scientific statement is the knowledge of 
a future life; demonstrated truth of immor
tality.

PART IV.
A Resume of Its Work and Influence.

Ina movement wholly impelled from the 
realm of spirit, and borne forward on the 
waves of inspiration, although intelligently 
met and aided from the first by many among 
the ablest minds of earth, it is utterly impossi
ble, to name or number those whom it has 
reached. ; '

Societies have been organized in every State 
in the Union, and in all parts of the world, as 
centers tor those who have had individual ex
periences, and to receive the manifestations 
and ministrations from the-Spirit-world; but 
Spiritualism has spread rather by individual 
experiences than by organized efforts.

As early as 1860 the late Archbishop 
Hughes, of New York, estimated that there

were ten millions of Spiritualists in the United 
States alone; pro rata there should now be 
thirty millions. Spiritualists claipa no definite 
number, and numbers are unimportant in a 
statement of truth, for if its principles and its 
manifestations be perceived by but one, all 
the world must follow. .

The organization of Spiritualists into local 
societies, and now into a National Association, 
is rather for the purpose of fellowship and mu
tual protection than for any sectarian purpose, 
and also for the purpose of' making more 
available to investigators the manifestations 
and ministrations as well as the Spiritual 
teachings given through their media.

As a whole movement the scope- of its influ. 
Once is measureless. Its manifestations ex
tend into every department of human thought; 
its presence in the world has change^ the en
tire attitude of thoughtful minds concerning 
the problems of death and the after-life, and 
their relation' to human states, at the same 
time opening up for investigation a vast 
inter-realm, including the latent possibilities 
of the human spirit while in the earthly envir
onment. 1 .

It has reached the man of science in his 
laboratory or study, and within its rare 
alembic has rewrought the demonstration of 
immortality.

It has walked into the churches of all de
nominations, religions and tongues; has stood 
beside the clergyman or priest or ministrant, 
and has whispered the message of immortal 
life,‘saying: “Are they not all ministering 
spirits?” . -

It has proved itself a solvent of all relig
ions and philosophies, by correcting erroneous 
ideas born of imperfect human interpretations 
concerning a future life, and substituting 
knowledge.

It has restored spiritual gifts, and made 
them a portion of the recognized possessions* 
of the human race. , z*

It has made thousands and hundreds of 
thousands to acknowledge by name within and 
without the churches, within and without estab
lished schools of philosophy, within and with
out the walks of science, by knowledge alone, 
and thousands of others to accept its evidence 
in the form of belief based upon testimony of 
others.

Its sources of inspiration are the invisible 
hosts. Its teachers and messengers the great, the 
wise and the loved ones who have passed on.

It has opened a royal or inner way to 
knowledge for many who are its chosen instru
ments by touching child-minds with facts and 
data, with scientific and philosophical knowl
edge, with wisdom far beyond their years, and 
with eloquence unknown to mortal art.

It not only has created a literature of its 
own in hundreds of volumes of experience and 
philosophy, and scores of periodicals publish
ing its demonstrations and advocating its 
propositions, but it has pervaded the best lit
erature of the age, touching and illuming the 
minds of such writers as Dickens, Thackeray, 
Longfellow, Phelps, and scores of others, with 
its living presence.

Ite uplifting influence is felt in every life 
that accepts ite truths, and in the whole world, 
by making the aim of existence here consistent 
with a continued existence—primary steps in 
the eternal pathway, and by making the basis 
of life Spiritual, not material.

To a materialistic and unbelieving age ithas 
demonstrated the existence of the human 
spirit beyond the change called death.

To those who had “hope” and “faith” 
through any form of religious belief in a future 
life, it has added knowledge, and to both has 
opened the gateways that had not even been 
left “ajar” between the spiritual and material 
realms. „

It has’, removed the fear of death and of 
what might come to the spirit after the disso
lution of the body, by a knowledge of the 
states and conditions of those who have passed 
beyond that change, as declared by the testi
mony of disembodied spirits who must be, in 
the very nature of the case, the only authen
tic sources of information upon all subjects 
pertaining to that future existence.

It has bridged the chasms, spanned the gulf 
bejtween the two states of existence by the Iris 
archway of love. ■

Immortal messengers have brought the 
knowledge of their state of existence, and have 
announced in unmistakable ways the nearness 
of that so-called “undiscovered country.” 
■ Invisible han(te have rekindled the fires upon 
the altars of inspiration that had long been 
desolate. -

Angelsand ministering spiritshave anew at
tuned the voices of. mortals to immortal 
songs.

They have “rolled away the stone from 
the door of the sepulcher” of thousands of 
human hearts who thought their dead lived 
not

Ite authority is truth wherever found.
Its sacred books the inspirations of every 

age.
Its oracles and priests those whom truth 

anoints and inspiration calls; its creed the un. 
written law of Knowledge, Wisdom, Truth 
and Love. .

Its ceremonials the service of a nobler life.
Its communion is with kindred spirits, and

her everlasting kingdom is distilled in 
streams of living inspiration. • 
■ Poets quaff as this golden goblet is 
pressed to their lips, and. sing the 
songs of the spheres.

Sages gather from its open treasure
house the wisdom of the skies.

Seers and prophets, inspired anew, 
reveal again the forever oíd, forever 
new immortal theme.

The mourner forgets her grief and 
dries her tears while listening to the ’ 
messages of love.

The weary find rest in its all-repose
ful and eternal ways.

The weak find strength in its un
hindered helpfulness.

Crime, sin and all human imperfec
tions and shadows fade gradually, yet 
surely, before its all-potent light.,

The whole world, touched, awakened, 
thrilled, is aroused from the lethargy 
of material propositions and dogmatic 
assertions, from charnel-houses of the 
senses, the tombs of death and de
spair, from sepulchers wherein their 
hope and faith and highest love were 
well-nigh buried, and turns toward this 
new day dawn, saying: “Is not, this 
the light'that lighteth every man that 
cometh into the world?"
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Before tire Grand Temple of the Order of 
\the Magi, Chicago.

Before this altar we behold a large number 
of strange faces this evening; intelligent faces, 
with thoughtful brows and sparkling eyes. 
These eyes have beheld; the light of the house 
of Libra for the first time this day. Some of 
you come from distant States to the east or 
the south, Others have faced, the winds sweep
ing across tfie wild prairies of the west, and 
the mountain tops of the highlands; but from 
whatever point you come, be it near or far, you 
have been drawn hither by that occult /force 
that has led Mystics in all ages since intelligent 
beings ¿rst developed upon the planet Terra. 
Yoh have been admitted to the Temple of 
Light—thus called because those whom you 
see about you here devote their lives to the 
shedding of light upon the hidden mysteries 
of nature, with her boundless and inexhausti
ble resources.

In this Temple we do not confine our relig
ion to this speck of dust called the Earth, for 
ours is the “religion of the stars," which deals 
with cosmical truths and laws that are alike 
upon all planets, in all systems of suns and 
sun-clusters of infinite space.

We deal not with man-invented gods, devils, 
imps, angels, heavens and hells peculiar to 
this planet, but with the universal force that 
extends to all worlds. When we find a truth 
in the divine book of nature, we have a truth 
that will stand the test of ages and will be a 
fact, as well on a distant world as on our own. 
We are all united by one mystic bond of 
brotherhood, and any ’ syfetem off religion 
that does not recognize this great fact can
not stand. I am hot afraid to go upon 
record as saying, that strive and struggle as 
they may, lavish money as they may, preach 
and teach as they may, to this every church 
in the civilized world must come at last; that 
the religion Of science or the universal Relig
ion of the Stars is the only true and lasting 
religion; the only religion that appeals to 

* man’s reason, and the only one that he hun
gers and thirsts for from a natural instinct 
My Mystic friends, it is just as natural for 
children to reject the stories of Jonah and the 
whale, the snake story of Genesis, the sun 
and moon stopping story of Joshua, the golden 
chariot and the ascending fiery chariot stories, 
and the hundreds of other absurdities of an 
ignorant age, as soon as they arrive at years of 
understanding, an it is for their little eyes to 
sparkle with intelligence and delight when you 
tell them of the real wonders of the universe, 
above other worlds than ours, and other suns 
than ours. Religion ought not to be antago
nistic to our natures; science is not. Science 
only asks a hearing. She does not need to 
hold revivals or protracted meetings. She 
does not intrigue for the passage of laws de
signed to force people to obey her mandates. 
The Religion of the Stars does not ask man
kind to bend thé knee to some supposed au
tocrat who has the power and will to crush 
them, or everlastingly damn them, if they do 
not placate him and cajole him as one would 
an earthly tyrant. " But we as Mystics, while
obtaining our knowledge from high sources, 
are not debarred from receiving light from 
certain ancient sources of knowledge, such as 
certain mystic books that have come down to 
us from past ages; therefore, we have for a 
motto: “Seizeupon truth wherever found.”

Mankind, subject to compelling, irresistible 
forces, and amenable to inexorable law, para- 

v doxical as it may seem, is prone to assert and 
'' exercise free will, right of choice and judgment, 

and is emphatically opposed to yielding these 
rights upon compulsion. , u

Thus, when we felt compelled to believe the" 
Bible ‘ ‘inspired, ” from Genesis to Revelation 
inclusive, afid were taught by our forefathers 
that we must accept it or be eternally damned, 
we rejected it, and risked the consequences; a 
course millions hate taken in the past hundred 
years.

Now that we are free from this bondage of 
compulsory, unreasoning belief, the Bible and 
other ancient books of like construction are 
interesting and instructive to us as a partial 
history of a peculiar people, their religion and 
traditions, manners and customs, chronicles 
and prophecies, poetry and morals.

In the New Testament we find the introduc
tion, initiation and grafting in of a new relig
ion, the influence of which has been world
wide.

Since we are not obliged to fully endorse the 
“mistakes of Moses” in his conception of the 
universe, the construction of the earth and the 
planetary system, thé origin of species and the 

: descent of man, we can admire him and study 
him as a most cultivated and powerful magi
cian, a brave leader and a great law-giver.

; Thèse remarks are preliminary to an expla
nation of j

Â Nebuchadnezzar’s Dream.
; vi We read in the first chapter of the book of 

>Dauiel, that Nebuchadnezzar, King of Baby
lon, beseiged and captured Jerusalem in B. C. 
682; that the vessels of gold' and silver were 
taken away, together with certain young men, 
who were well favored and. skillful in wisdom 
.and “understanding science,’" the whole being 
carried unto Babylon. Darii’él was one of these 
young men, and his mystic name, given him by 
the brotherhood, was Beltesliazzar.

Now Daniel was particularly skillful in the

interpretation of dreams, as well as ten de
grees higher than any of the astrologers or 
magicians in that realm in general occult 
knowledge, as the King found on consulting 
him.

In the year 608 B. C., in the second year of 
his reign, the King dreamed strange dreams, 
whereby his “spirit was greatly troubled," so 
tjiat he called for the magicians; sorcerers and 
astrologers to show him his dream, It seems 
that the King knew that he had dreamed an 
awful symbolical dream, but as day approached 
and the physical senses became fully awakened 
he could not recall the vision of the night. 
This is a common occurrence to-thisday. 
(See Dan. ii, 3 to 12). These magicians, or 
astrologers, who formed an important part of 
every court in-those days, have been repre
sented by interested religious parties since 
that day as imposters and humbugs; but such 
an idea is wholly erroneous, for these men 
were more or less developed in the occult line
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and many of them were learned in the “Mys
teries of Egypt” and , the lore of past ages. 
Some of them were scientific; others medium- 
istic; as we read that they had “familiar" 
spirits” that enabled them to djvine. What 
constitute^/a “familiar person?” Why,, one 
who is near to you, with you a great deal, to 
be sure. Yet the believers in this holy book 
are not “Spiritualists. ” Oh, no!
- Of course it is highly probable that many of 
the incantations and divinations performed 
by these so called “wise men” Were imposi
tions, same as we find« to-day, but we must 
concede that they must have really possessed 
considerable occult power, or they would not 
have been able to hold their positions at the 
court. ■

We, see, however, by the text, that the nut 
given to them by Nebuchadnezzar on the oc
casion tinder consideration, was too much for 
them to crack. They evidently did not like 
to try a , guess at the dream, because Kings 
had an unpleasant habit of throwing people 
into red-hot furnaces, or feeding them to the 
menagerie of wild beasts, in case the prognos
tications did not exactly tally with the facte. 
So they all passed. But the King sent for 
one Daniel, and when the magician stood be
fore him he realized that a Master of thejnner 
Temple was there. Daniel was upright and 
noble, 'polished and pointed in his remarks 
and had an eye single to the glory of the 
highest He was at that time in particularly 
good form, because he had been fasting from 
all gross foods for many months and was in a 
frame of mind to act as an admirable instru
ment for the unseen ones to transmit wisdom 
through. He had also been warned by his 
guides from on high, and therefore knew that 
he held the key to the situation.

We can imagine the feelings of the King, 
as he recognized in captive Prince before him 
one who had ascended high up the ladder 
of divine knowledge, and we can also imagine 
the fervor of Daniel as he asked the Infinite 
to make known the secret. By what particu
lar name Daniel recognized the Infinite 
Intelligence is unimportant, if through him 
communications from a high astral plane were 
received and the procession of events occur
ring in accordance with immutable law were 
predicted, and prescience firmly established.

Now the King, it seems from Daniel ii, had 
been shown in his dream a great image, with 
ahead of gold, breast and arms of silver, 
thighs of brass, legs df iron and feet of clay 
and iron mixed. । This is in exact accordance 
with the entire principles of symbolism, -which 
conceals mystic knowledge in figures of men; 
animals and things, in. the same manner that 
X, Y and Z conceal the unknown quantities 
used in algebra. But the King also saw a 
stone “cutout without hands," which smote 
the image on the feet made of iron and clay, 
with such force that the feet (the basis) and 
with them the entire image was broken to 
pieces and. scattered sorthat “no place was 
found for them. ” This little stone then be
came a ‘ 'great nwuntain and filled the whole 
earth.” I am filled with aWeas I contemplate 
this image. NoJ the one depicted here so 
graphically upon this canvass chart, nor yet 
the one seen by Nebuchadnezzar, albeit “the 
form thereof was terrible,” but rather the'vast

period of years and the rise and fall of great 
dynasties it symbolizes.

Prophecy has been aptly defined as “history 
in advance,” and chronology as the “eyes of 
history.” Daniel, standing at the head of 
this image, looked, down the long vista of fu
ture ages with prophetic eyes and interpreted 
the dream, and told the King that the head of 
gold was himself, the ■ breast and arms of sil
ver another kingdom inferior to his own, and 
the thighs of brass indicated a third kingdom 
which should rule over all the earth.

The legs of iron represented a fourth king
dom, “strong as iron," while the feet and.toes, 
of iron and clay mixed, represented a divided 
kingdom that should not cling together, but 
be partly strong and partly broken. Lastly 
the stone that smote the image and dealt it its 
death blow, and then grew until it filled all the 
earth, typified a new kingdom “from on high" 
that should, from small beginnings; increase 
until it should break the other kingdoms into 
pieces and fill the whole earth.

This is substantially the account of the 
dream and its interpretation by the chief 
Astrologer andMaster Mystic Daniel, as may 
be read more circumstantially in Chap, ii, 1 to 
47. That the symbolism displayed herein was 
considered to be of great moment and of much 
importance to man,by the ancient brotherhood, 
is fully proven by the fact that other mystic 
prophets allude to the same figures contained 
in, Daniel, in all sorts of ways. Thus tjie 
“time, times and half a time" appears as 
“forty and two months" jn Rev. xiii., 5, and 
as a “thousand two hundred and three score 
days" in Rev. xii,, 6; this time being 1266 
years of the prophetic time, leading downward 
through the ages and culminating in the year 
A. D. 1844, as .exhibited upoq-this chart. We, 
standing at the feet of this image, look back 
over 'some 2495 years of the world’s history 
and witness the fulfillment of the prophecy.

In ancient history there are commonly re
corded five powerful monarchs, all of which 
successively established themselves on the 
ruins of the others. There are the Egyptian, 
Assyrian, Persian, Grecian and Roman. 
Egypt had already begun to decline, so the 
prophecy begins with the Assyrian monarchy. 
This hqad of gold represents the Assyrian 
Empire, founded by Nimrod 2218.B, C. It 
embraced the greater part of Central and West
ern Asia. Its capital and metropolis was 
Babylon, the “City of the Plains" of Shinar, 
on both sides of the River Euphrates. We 
need not dwell upon the wealth and splendor 
of this ancient city—its brazen gates, its mag
nificent temples,, the glory of which has never 
been equaled. ' The empire attained its great
est glory under the reign of Nebuchadnezzar, 
about 560 B. C.

In the year 538 B. C., Belshazzar, the, son 
of Nebuchadnezzar., became King of Babylon. 
In those days the only place in the world 
where an education befitting a king could be 
obtained was in the Temples of the Magi in 
Egypt, although a lesser education could be 
obtained in some other couiiiries. So it was 
customary for the Princes of several counties 
to take degrees in our order that thpy mjigbt. 
be better prepared for the. high stations $ey 
were to fill. . *

Belshazzar had followed this rule, and had 
been duly and regularly admitted to the house 
of Libra, where he had remained on probation 
for many years on account of his dissipated 
ways. But, like many another who passed 
the mystic portals, this king went back to the 
flesh-pots and became a fallen-brother. He 
made a great feast, where wine flowed like 
water, where he and his lords- and shameless 
women drank and became intoxicated, even 
desecrating the sacred vessels of gold and sil
ver.

“The King was on the throne, 
The satraps thronged the hall, , 

- A thousand bright lamps shone '
O’er that high festival.”

When in the height of their unholy revelry, 
a dark-faced and majestic stranger parted the 
rich hangings that draped the arched doorway 
at the king’s back; that man was aGrand 
Master of Oriental Mysticism, from our Tem
ple in Egypt. He saw the drunken king be
fore him; 'he stretched forth his hand; a 
hush fell upon the assembled revelers; the 
lights grew dim; a spell seemed to be cast like 
a pall upon all present. As all gazed with 
bated breath and staring eyeballs, a mysteri
ous materialized hand came forth and wrote 
upon the wall in letters of magnetic fire, the 
words: ’

Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin !
7%ou art weighed in thq balance and art 

found wanting. .
Belshazzar could not read and understand 

the meaning of this mystic message, so he cried 
out for thé wise men and astrologers to come 
to him and interpret it for him. But hone 
of them were sufficiently advanced in mystic 
science to do sa; until the grand master and 
chief magician of the court, Daniel, was brought 
before him. Daniel told the king that his king
dom was numbered and divided and given unto 
the Medes and Persians." It was indeed 
numbered, and in that very night was Belshaz
zar slain, and Darius the Median took the 
kingdom.

The head of gold is passed. The arms and 
breast of silver come next, and we will take up 
the story at another time and follow out this 
line of .wonderful prophétie history, as it winds 
its way down’the ages of this, the culminating 
century of prophécy, for we, the chosen and 
mystic ones of earth are much concerned 
therewith. ■ . '■ ' ; - ’

Think of these things, ftietids, -and then 
endeavor -to realize in your "own minds the; 
magnitude of the events that have transpired 
and are to transpire in this enlightened nine
teenth century and thè work we have before 
us in preparing the sons and daughters of men 
to see the coming light! .
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TRAIL OF TRE SERPENT.
Landmarks of Roman Catholicism 

in History.

Persecution in Spain, Austria, Gerpiany, 
Bohemia, the Netherlands, *

France and Italy. '

A Presentation.by a Profound Thiuker.

One Who Has Made a Life Study 
of the Trail of the Rom

ish Serpent

And Who Believes It a Menace to Liberty 
’ and Onr Free Institutions! '

Carlyle happily characterized1 ‘the gospel of 
Ignatius" as a “doctrine of devils;” and if 
Boman Catholicism is to be adjudged by its 
fruits, as revealed by history, the same gospel 
of the Jesuits must assuredly have been the 
guiding spirit of .its dark and gloomy past 
But the lofty-spiritual ideals, the self-sacriflc-

ing life, and the tender suggestions of com-L-
passion and love, sp divinely expressed in the 
being of Jesus of Nazareth, are not thus to be 
execrated because forsooth a paganized eccle
siastical despotism, with supreme audacity, 
names with a sacred name its blood-polluted 
system of eruel persecutions, sophistical doc
trines and bedizened formularies. •

The history of Homan Catholicism is a his- 
tory'of spoliation of humanity. Professing 
the principles of him who said, “Love your 
enemies, bless them that curse you, do good 
to them that hate you, and pray for them that 
despitefully use you, and persecute you, ” the 
Romish Church has hated, cursed and anathe
matized its enemies, and persecuted and de
stroyed, by the most diabolical arts.which inge
nuity could devise, untold numbers of men, 
women and children, for no other reason than 
that they chose to be free and to think for 
themselves.

Before the establishment of what is known
as the ‘‘Holy Office of the Inquisition,

clesiastics to an almost incredible extent. Its 
principles were indeed as well calculated to 
rob as to torture. One of i its rules of proced
ure was as follows: “After the . death of a 
schismatic, his property may be declared sub
ject to confiscation and his heirs deprived of 
it, though this declaration had not been made 
during the heretic’s lifetime. ”

With a complete manual of rules of tor
ture, confiscation and blackmail, successfully 
put into practice by fierce and greedy monks, 
it is not at all incredible that at the end of the 
seventeenth century the Spanish clergy were 
found to be in possession, in the province of 
Castile alone, of twelve million acres of land, 
being one-fifth of the province, and bringing 
in an income of nearly $16,000,000, besides 
an immense property in houses and other reve
nue derived by terror. The archbishopric of 
Toledo brought in the princely sum of 
$600,000 annually; that of Seville, $300,000; 
that of Compostella, $160,000, and that of 
Valentia, $140,000. But the real wealth and 
revenue of the “Holy Office’’ were never accu
rately known, for all its operations Were 
shrouded in impenetrable mystery, and its in
human tortures aud brutal strangulations of 
■even repentant heretics stifled curiosity and 
inspired only profoundest dread.
. Not alone Spain, but every country which 
has been subjected to the sovereignty of Rome, 
presents the same appalling record of relent
less persecution and intolerance. Ferdinand 
II., of Austria, to this day lauded by Catho
lic writerbsjLS a man of great piety and virtue, 
because of his complete subjection to the 
church, was the instigator and Catholic hero 
of the Thirty Year’s War,or the Catholic Cru
sade of the seventeenth century. Educated 
by the Jesuits aud their pliant tool in all 
things, “the pious prince” undertook the task 
of bringing back to the fold of Rome all who 
had been led therefrom by the Reformers of 
Germany, Bohemia and Switzerland. Fully 
nine-tenths of the German population bad, up 
to 155'6, become Protestants, and the majority 
of the Austrian hereditary States also belonged 
to the new communion. Catholic and Protes
tant had become so tolerant of each other that 
no one inquired as to the faith of another, and 
intermarriages of persons of the different faiths 
were frequent. Left to themselves the people 
would have lived in happiness and prosperity, 
regardless of differing religious opinions and 
beliefs; but the mission of the Roman Church 
was not the fostering of happiness and pros
perity among the people. Its aim was univer
sal dominion and power over mankind in all 
their being, activity and relations of life and 
death, to the end that the church itself, and 
the ecclesiastical interest, might be enhanced 
and exceedingly prosper. Ferdinand IL, 
“the pious prince,” accordingly, toward the 
close of 1597, made a pilgrimage to “our 
Lady of Loretto,” obtained the blessing of 
Pope Clement VIII., and prone at the feet of
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WHATHOME HAS DONE, AND WOULD DO AGAIN, IF SHE HAD TEMPORAL POWER.

quisitorial powers and punishments had been 
assumed by the Church of Rome, but their 
exercise had been confined to the bishops and 
was, in large measure, dependent upon the 
individual caprice of those dignitaries, who, 
however, were ever and anon urged by their 
synods to a more thorough and rigorous prose
cution of the work of eradication of heresy. 
This form of persecution, called the “episco
pal inquisition," extended from the beginning 
of church federation to the thirteenth century; 
when, dating from the Council of Toulouse, in 
1229, the Dominicans were instrumental in 
having organized a special inquisition for the 
eradication of the Albigenses and the heretics 
of southern France. Still later, in 1480, the 
dreaded Spanish Inquisition was established 
by Pope Sixtus IV., in Spain, at the request 
of Ferdinand and Isabella, the object of which 
was “to deal with rich and crafty Jews and 
highly-trained Moors.” Two thousand vic
tims burned’to death, was the harvest of this 
engine of Rome at the end of the first year in 
the archbishopric of Seville and the bishopric 
of Cadiz alone. “The Quemadero, or crema
tion place, built at this time by the prefect of 
Seville, not far from that city, a square plat
form of stone, was a grim altar on which the 
lives of almost daily victims ascended in clouds 
of smoke to heaven. ” ' .

During the seventy years’ sway of this jug
gernaut of Rome, the population of Spain fell 
from ten to six millions; towns, districts and 
provinces became decimated, and tirade, manu
factures, agriculture, literature, science and 
art suffered incalculable losses, from-which the 
nation has never recovered. ' Besides the fu* ' 
gitive and exiled population, 31,912 were buifit 
alive, 17,659 burnt in effigy, wl 291,450 iffic 
prisoned. ■ ' - -

But the cruel sacrifice of human life was 
not the only achievement of the Inquisition in 1 
Spain; it was the means of enriching the ec-

that pontiff, took a solemn oath “to re estab
lish, at the risk of his life, the Catholic faith 
in his hereditary States, and, to the best of hie 
ability, throughout Germany.” Adopting as 
his maxim the monstrous declaration: ' ‘Sooner 
a desert than a country peopled by heretics, ” 
Ferdinand, in September, 1598, set about the 
accomplishment of his fearful maxim rather 
than the fulfillment of his oath. In the prose
cution of his task he ever kept by his side, as 
trusted counsellors and guides, those agile and 
subtle adepts in the arts of craft, intrigue and 
cruelty, the Jesuits. It is needless to harrow 
the heart of humanity in this day by details 
of the horrors of this most unholy war, carried 
on in the interest of the Romish church by 
her beloved son Ferdinand IL,of Austria. Let 
us, however, recur for instruction to some 
of the results produced by this pitiless Romish 
crusade. Says a competent author: '

“Catholic historians themselves, devoted to 
the House of Austria, state that the starving 
population did not despise the refuse of the 
lay-stall, nor corpses suspended from gibbets; 
during the night a chain of soldiers had to be 
placed round the cemeteries to prevent freshly 
buried, corpses being dug up; bands of starv
ing people chased men, killed them like wild 
beasts, cut them up, and boiled them for food. 
Frequently the imperial troops would notice 
a body of men collected round a smoking fire 
of branches. If thèy ran up and dispersed 
them, they found they had been collected 
round a cauldron in which human flesh was 
simmering.

“At last the-most pitiless murderer that 
’ever yet persecuted the human race, Ferdinand 
Ü;, died.itf hid thin.- He expired on the 15th 
of.Éebruary,!'Î637'; with signs of the deepest 
devotion, Jjolding ' în ins hand a lighted taper 
which his confessor*handed him!. No remorse 
'trbubled his last moments. Twelve million
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ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.- 
The »Great Revelatleu of the Nine* 

teeiith Century. Moat Important
Dlscloanrea Concerning 'the 
True Origin of Christianity. '

This re. narkable work unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning the origin and 
promulgation of Christianity, It appears through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu
late the Christian religion. Even the name 
Jesus Christ seems to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the names of the 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishna, Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
both these religious sect? were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesus, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should be 
called Hesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name was 
suppressed. We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed the religious system that the Western 
world now knows as Christianity ■ and it is 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an
tagonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for”many centuries; therefore 

.having the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
ilestroyed as best suited their purpose. An
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation, 
elimination, repunctuation and cremation, all 
to ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical mind» that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
one could have conceived of the deeply 
laid plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems arid-combining them into anew system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How and why 
this scheme v^s carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
at and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
era. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life. No 
scholar living on earth atthepresenttime,how. 
ever learneu, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
cmid thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
die world’s religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelation »found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians. “--They step to the. front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends- 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vindalistn which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This was done because they contained histoneal 
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
as many olher eminent scholars who have the 
outrage to publicly express, not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches m 
Biblical history, are drawing away from the 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact «11 
should read it who «re looking for truth upon 
this most important question,-viz : Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions?
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'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM* 
JL its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev.’Samnel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Sarlon 
a grand and noble man. Price <1.00.
rf-E/eS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC* 
O ing Spiritualism, past and present. By J. M. Pee* 
bles, M. D. An encyclopedia of Interesting, and In
structive facts. Price <2.00.
'TEE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
1 Death and Its Tomorrow, thr Spiritualistic Idea 

of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. Price, U 
cents. ■ • ■ ' ■

'T'HE SPIRITS’ WORK. WHAT I 
J. .Heard, Saw and Felt at Cassadaga Lake. ByH. 

L. Suydam; It U a pamphlet that will well pay phrasal. 
Price IS cent*. .
'THE RELIGION OF MAN. B YIIUD- 
JL son Tuttle. His works are always thtenshly Ur 

tcrcstlng. Price »1,50.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN- 
L tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rut 
work. It possesses ureat merit. Price »1.25.
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CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.
ter’s English translation is said to be 
the best. Has the reader ever analyzed 
the two words Pro-metheus and Pro-vi- 
dence? The two words mean the same 
thing. • ■ ’ ■ ‘ .

Esculapius and Jesus.
The likeness between these two gods 

is so great that if Esculapius had not 
been put into Song and story five hun
dred years before our story of the cross, 
we would accuse the heathen of having 
stolen our God. Let us see a few things 
Esculapius did which wpre afterward 
done by our Jesus: '

1. Esculapius came down from 
heaven—that is to say, he fell over the 
horizon, It was Adam’s fall that brought 
him down.

2. He became incarnate. ' ,
3. Was crucified on Mouiit Caucasus.
4. He descended into hell; was raised 

again tlie third day, and ascended into 
heaven. ■ ;

This was played every year for over 
five centuries in the popular theaters. 
The audience became participators in 
the play, as they were informed that, 
their sins caused his sufferings. The 
Marys were always there; and at the 
termination of the tragedy a female 
voice would sing:

Lq, streaming from the fatal tree, 
Hie all-atoning blood— 

la this the infinite? ’Tie he— ' 
Esculapius and a God. ■

Well might the sun in darknese hide, 
And shut his glories in, 

When God, the great Esculapius, died 
For man the creature's Bln.

Something Grand.
This Christmas number of The PRO

GRESSIVE Thinker is simply grand; 
that is the only word to express its 
broad and deep significance. No high- 
priced magazine can boast of having ar
ticles in any w^y superior to those pre
sented in this issue. Moses Hull gives 
facts of great interest in reference to 
Jesus, and which will prove invaluable 
to the student. He has done his work 
well. .

Hudson and Emma Rood Tuttle have 
prepared an excellent ritual, which will 
be of great value in those localities 
where a liberal speaker cannot be ob
tained. With a ’little change in the 
phraseology, it will apply to old and 
young alike. It supplies a long-felt 
want. "

Hon. A. B. French in his address 
charms with his eloquence and the 
beauty of his diction. It scintillates 
with rare gems of thought. It will bear 
re-reading several times.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond’s address, 
which will appear in book form, in con
nection with all the other lectures de
livered in the- Parliament of Religions 
will attract world-wide attention. It is 

1 the only presentation of Spiritualism 
"which the book will contain. Mrs. 
Richmond’s views are' lucidly and co
gently expressed.

Prof. Olney H. Richmond presents 
some valuable thoughts that will deeply 
interest scholars and mystics every
where. •

Col. R.-T- Van Horn, editor of the 
Kansas City Journal, gives a version of 
Christmas that will lead the mind into 
new fields of thought. The colonel is 
the editor of the leading Republican 
paper of the West, is a versatile writer, 
a profound thinker, and one of the best

Esculapius
was also a Savior. Ovid sang of him 
as Christians do of their Savior.'*If it 
was not known that the following was 
written concerning Esculapius before 
Jesus was born, Christians might sup
pose that a brand-new inspiration had 
struck Dr. Watts, enabling him to sing 
of his Jesus, but it happens to come 
from the heathen poet Ovid, and applies 
to Esculapius:
“Once, as the Bacred Infant she surveyed, 
The God was kindled in the roving maid;
And thus Bhe uttered her prophetic tale: 
Hall I Great physician of the world, all hail I 
Hail, mighty Infant, who In years to come 
Shall heal the nations and defraud the tomh. 
Swift be thy growth, thy triumphs unconfined; 
Make kingdoms higher," and increase mankind. 
Thy daring-art shall animate the dead,' 
And drgw the thunder on thy guilty head;
Then thou (halt die, but from the dark abode 
Shall rise victorious, and be twice a God.”

The Sun a Coil. ►
‘ It is well known that many ancient 
nations worshiped the sun. The sun 
'was the source of light, heat and life, 
and was for this and other reasons wor
shiped as a God. ’

The Bible-makers said: “Then spake 
Joshua to the Dol'd, in the day when the 
pord delivered up the'Amorites before 
the children of Israel, and he said in 
the sight of Israel,.Sun, stand thou still 
upon Gibeon, and thou moon in the 
valley of Ajelon. And the sun stood 
still and the people stayed until the peo
ple avenged themselves upon their ene
mies.” Josh, x: 12. 14, v

In this connection, did space permit, I 
would show that the cross and the sign- 
of the cross were both institutions many 
hundred years before Jdsus was put on a 
cross. In Egypt crossefe were erected 
all along the Nile, to show the people 
how high to build.their houses and to 
stack their grain. When a superstitious 
people saw that the Nile never rose 
abovo'that cross, they concluded there 
was some power in the cross to keep the 
Nile down, and hence they used the 
crosS as a kind of fetich, as many good 
Christians do to-day.

The True Explanation of AU 
These Things.

X. October: Scorpion, or Great Red 
Dragon. ■ •;

XL November: • Saggitarius, Archer, 
Centaur. .

XII. December: Capricornus, ■ the 
Goat. ■

With this explanation the careful 
reader will be prepared to follow and 
appreciate my argument. All these 
religious tragedies, whether heathen or 
Christian, had a common foundation; 
and that foundation was the fictitious 
death and burial of the sun.

Before introducing the following 
testimony from Rev. Robert Tayler, 
allow me to say, Mithra and Zoroaster 
are one and the same. Now, take the 
word Zoroaster to pieces and see what it 
is. Zor—God, Aster—Star. From which 
we have Easter, astronomy, etc.

Mr. Tayler says:
' “The birth of the god Mithra, from 

the days of an infinitely remote an
tiquity, was represented to have taken 
place in a stable, and was celebrated 
throughout the whole pagan world on 
none other than the 25th of December— 
our Christmas day, the most celebrated 
of.all the magian festivals;.where, if 
you rectify your celestial gloies to the 
moment of twelve o’clock, at midnight, 
^between the 24th and 25th of" December, 
you will find the constellation of thé 
stable of Bethlehem, in which Christ is 
said to have been bom. The moment he 
achieves his first degree of asoÿision at 
the lower meridian, white you shall see 
■the constellation of the Virgin, who is 
said to bring him forth (in no disparage
ment to her eternal virginity), at that 
moment come to the line of the horizon; 
and thus said to preside over his nativ
ity, , , Justin Martyr . . actually 
draws the parallel between CJhrfst and 
Mithra, that Christ was boi’h- on the 
same day when the Sun takes liisannual 
birth in the stable of Augeus. That is 
fn the station of the celestial goat, where 
Is actually placed the stable of Augeus, 
in the sixth labor of Hercules.”—Devil’s 
Pulpit, pp. 41. 42.

, The Solution.

men now living.
The autlior of the Trail of the Romish 

Serpent in History has done his work 
most "admirably; no one else could have 

‘’done it better. His thoughts and re
searches will be eventually embodied in 
book form, and we predict for it an ex
tensive sale. .

Miss Clara Marsh gives us a charming 
Christmas story.

In fact, this number of The Pro
gressive Thinker is worth at least one 
dollar. We ask Spiritualists every
where to go to work, and extend our 
circulation; and thus aid us in the good 
work that The Progressive Thinker 

- is doing. You can at least, each one of 
you, send us in an additional trial sub
scriber. .

A Merry Christmas.
, We wish all our subscribers a merry 

• Christmas, regardless of all theories or 
logic which shows tlie day to have been 
of Pagan or Christian origin.

Bear this in Mind.
This number of - The Progressive 

Thinker wiU be sent out everywhere 
to any address or addresses desired, at 
the rate of ONE CENT per copy, where 
ten or more copies are ordered. There

in

To assist the reader in understanding 
these 'matters I will introduce a dia
ram of the Zodiac as understood by the 
ancients: •

Koy.

ErGte5ta.vxu\

\T’CiAx\ce.t

Q-Ueo.

Joe«,',

FeV). j

What You Have Missed.
If not a regular subscriber to The 

Progressive Thinker you have 
missed a great deal, and the only way 
you can make partial amends is to sub
scribe for the paper at once. Just think, 
it is only one dollar per year. Sent three 
months for 25 cents.

A "Witch of the Nineteenth Century, 
Bear in mind that we send this charm

ing story free to all new subscribers to
run

• Do You See the Point? <
We aim to do a "philanthropic. work; 

in consequence send out our Christmas 
number at about the< cost - of -white 
paper on which it is printed. You who 
appreciate our work are requested to 
send in additiofiaTBubscrlbers. •,

EXPLANATION OF DIAGRAM.
1. The path of the sun on the ecliptic 

was by the ancients supposed to be be
tween two parallel lines sixteen degrees 
apart. ■

2. This sjiace was called the Zodiac, 
and was divided into three hundred , and 
sixty degrees. These were divided into 
four right angles of ninety degrees 
each, and these into twelve signs of 
thirty degrees each.

3. These signs were called consffilla- 
tions. •

the signs.
I. January: Janus, John the Baptizer, 

or Bi-Frons Aquarius.
H. February:. Pisces, Fishes,- Famine 

or Death. . - r ,
HL March: Aries,; the Lamb, young, 

tender.- . -- ir .r ';--
IV. April: Taurus, the-Bull'.' - '■"’ v
V. May: Gemini; the Twiisti—v4 

, VI. June: Cancer or Crab-^rctrbgrade 
motion. ■ . . >;»t •>!i< "

VII. July: Leo—Lion, heat. -
VHL August: Virgo—Virgin. •
IX. September: Scales,-Balances.

A RITUAL.
Spiritual Funeral Service,

to

How I Would Die,

80 I”

For Sale at Office of the Progrès, 
sive Thinker.

Crowded Out.,.
All personal items, movements of lecr 

turers and mediums.'etc., are crowded 
out this week. They will appear next 
week. • •■■‘ ■ ’ ,

Another Commentary.
Then came Jesus,; from Galilee

BY HUDSON AND EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE. .

I*

repentance or aniipadvertence. Why 
repent? Because, i^they kepton in their 
downward course tliey would have 
landed in the “bottomless pit,” and we 
would have been left without hope and 
without God (the sun) in the world. 
But now they repent—lurp—animadvert, 
and go back to the position from which 
they fell.

4th. *The kingdom of heaven is at 
hand.” They are now in hell—fallen— 
but Jacob’s ladder is before them, and 
they will climb up into heaven.

5th. This John baptizes with water; 
wliy? because he. is , Aquarius. There 
can be no possibility of repentance, in 
the sense of rejuvenation—fructification 
—without this water baptism. It is im
possible to ascend out of the Augean 
stable and go Into ’ heaven without pass-’ 
ing through the reign of Aqaurius.

6th. But John says “there cometh one 
after me who shall baptize you with the 
holy ghost (holy influence) and with 
fire.” Water firstfin John-uary; fire in 
June.

BOOKS FOR CHRISTMAS 
PRESENTS.

Jordan unto .John, to be baptized of 
him. But Jolin forbade him, suyjng, “I 
have need to be baptized of theé, and 
comest thou to iñe?”. And Jesus answer
ing said untó hjtíq. suffer it "to be so 
now, for thus it bbopineth us to fnlfill all 
righteousness. Thep he suffered hjm, 
Matt, iii; 13-15/ ; , "

1st. Jesus must be baptized of 1 JohlJI 
ibefore he can ¡íeign in the suihmer 
months he must.pgss through (he sign 
Aquarius. He, himself, said, “except 
a man be born 1 of ' water and of the 
spirit he camiot'óritcr into the kingdom 
of God.” Jno. iii;‘5, .

■ 2nd. “But Jolin forbade him, .spying; 
J have need to be baptized of " thee,” 
That is, the rays of the sun, the fire, 
the heat must baptize the earth or there 
can be no salvation. .

The astrological is the only, satis
factory solution of these otherwise 
mythical tragedies. Be it remembered 
that all these saviors were born on the . 
25th day of December: and let It be re- ' 
membered further, that all these stories 
of saviors or avatars except our Christ 
were explained as astrological char
acters.

Let us now carry the whole scene to 
the heavens, and begin our investiga-\ 
tions precisely at midnight following 
the 24th day of December. If with the 
wise men of the east we would see his 
star in the east and go to worship him, 
let us, as they did, look to the east. 
Sure enough, there is the star—the star 
Vindimatrix; that is. Mother of Life, or 
Mother of Wine. The star stands over 
where the child is born, precisely at the 
time the star is" seen rising: it also 
stands over the stable—the Augean 
stable, which Hercules cleaned out—the 
stable where all the Christs were born. 
Not less than sixteen of tliem have been 
enumerated as having been born in this 
stable. Do you ask why they are born 
here? I answer, we are in the con
stellation Capricornus, and have just got 
out of Saggitarius, the places where 
horses and goats are kept.

Here at each recurring Christmas eve 
will be found your Marys, your Maias, 
your Maus, your Myrrhas, etc., every 
one of them mothers of Saviors of the 
world. Down in the sea they can be 
seen now, for they have not yet arisen 
out of bed. That star in the elbow is 
the star Vindimatrix; it will be chris
tened on the eighth day, that is Janu
ary 1.

Lydia Maria Child says in Prog. Rcl. 
Ideas, Vol. 1., p. 172: *

“The twenty-fifth day of December 
was a festival in honor of the birthday 
of Horus. The commemoration of that 
day, both in ancient Hindostan and an
cient Egypt, was probably owing to the 
fact that the sun at that period begins 
to return from the winter solstice.”

From the word Mary -we have the 
word “mare,” because we have asso
ciated that word with the constellation 
Saggitarius; and, beholding the Virgin 
arising at that time, we give her the 
name Mary. Originally this was a 
nautical word, having reference to the 
sea. From this we derive our word ma
rine. It is the same as Miriam, who, it 
will be remembered, became white as 
the foam of the sea. She passed over 
the sea dry shod; but when Saggitarius 
undertook to follow her he was over
thrown, Then it was that Miriam sang: 
“The horse and his rider he hath 
thrown into the sea.” See Ex. xv: 21.

Jesus a Menagerie.
Our Christian friends have much to 

say about the Lamb of God: they ask us 
to sing:

“Dear, dying Lamb, thy precious blood 
Shall never lose Its power

Till all the ransomed church of God 
Are saved to sin no more.”

Jesus is ajamb; the church pats us on 
the back for saying that, but our faith 
goes farther; we say more; he is not 
only a lamb but he is a whole menagerie. 
In December he is a goat; in February 
he is a fish; in March he is Aries, a 
male lamb; in April he is Taurus, a 
male calf; in June he is a crab; in July 
he is a lion—“the lion of the tribe of 
Judah;” in October he is a scorpion; in 
November he is a horse. Beside all 
that, he is a two-faced man in January, 
and a pdir of twins in May. If my 
faith on this matter embraces more of 
the animal kingdom than does the faith 
of the average Christian, it is because 
I have read and thought more on the 
subject than he has. •

A Commentary.
Skipping many arguments I had in

tended to make, I now pass to comment 
on a few texts of scripture in the light' 
of this trijith. • x

1st. “In those days came John the 
Baptist, preaching in the wilderness of 
Judea, and saying, repent ye, for the 

• kingdom of heaven is at hand.” Matt. 
■ iii; 1, 2. .

The words John, Joana, Jonas, Janus, 
■ and Jan-uary, all have the same mean

ing, and refer to Bi-irons Aquarius, 
who stands at tjie portal of the new 
year.

2nd. John comes preaching in the wil
derness of Judea. Surely a literal wily 

। dernessis a queer place to preach; why 
did he not go to the cities and villages 

. to preach? The word Judea, Jew, Jane, 
or Jevey'are all the same. The wilder- 
nfesS’.of.Jaue, scholars tell us, refers to 
thej Wf firmament. The educated 

i ejb dO bears, goats, coffins, etc., in the 
ilflnafifiblit, while the one not educated 
in astronomy sees only a wilderness of 
stall#’ ■' ' ■

.3d. John preaches ‘ the doctrine of

Ès£

'repaye! Especially for “The 
Agressive Thinker.”

BOOK OF SONGS.
“Echoes from the World of Song,” 

a new book of C. Payson Longley, con
taining 58 beautiful inspirational songs 
suitable for all Spiritual gatherings, 
price $1.50. • ■

“The Spiritual Harp,” by J. M. 
Peebles and J. O. Barrett, price $2.00.

BOOKS OF PbETRY,

“The Voices,” by Barlow, a book that 
when read, you wish all your friends to 
read also, price $1, “Immortality,” by 
Barlow, price 60 cents. “From Soul to 
Soul,” py Emma Rood Tuttle, price 
$1.50. “Poems qf Progress,” “Poems 
from the Inner Life,” by Lizzie Dote«, 
$1,00 each. “Christianity a Fiction,” by 
J. H. Mendenhall, price 50 cents.

WORKS BY LOIS WAISBROOKER.
“Perfect Motherhood,” price $1. 

“Helen Harlow1» Vow,” price $1. 
“Threefold Power of Sex,” price. 50 
cents. “Occult Forces of sex,” price 50 
cents. Books that should be in every 
family;

WORKS BY THOMAS PAINE.
r “Age of Reason,’’price 50 cents (cloth); 
paper, price 25 cents. “Rights of Man.” 
cloth 50 cents; paper 25 cents; also “Life 
of Thomas Paine,” $1. ’

WORKS BY KERSEY GRAVES.
“Bible of Bibles,’’price $1.75. “World’s 

Sixteen Crucified Saviors,” price $1.50.
WORKS BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

“Religion of Man.’’.price $1.50. “Psy
chic Studies,” price $,1.25. “Life in 
Two Spheres,” cloth $1, paper 50 cents. 
“Secretsof the Convent,’’cloth 50 cents; 
paper 25 cents.

WORKS BY FATHER CHINIQUY. •
“Fifty Years in the Church of Rome,” 

price $2.25. “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional,” price $1. “The Priest, 
Woman and Confessional,” in German, 
price $1.

WORKS BY MOSES HULL.
“The Question14 Settled,” cloth one 

dollar; paper 50 cents. “The Contrast,”- 
one dollar (cloth); paper fifty cents. 
“The Spiritual Alps and How We As
cend Them,”pry;e 50 cents (cloth), paper 
25 cents. '

WORKS BY CORA L. V. RICHMOND.
“Psychopathy,” or “Spirit Healing,” 

through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond, by Dr. Benj. Rush, 
price $1.50. “The Soul and Human 
Embodiments,” price $1.
WORKS BY MRS. SHELHAMER LONGLEY.

“Outside the Gates,” price $1.25. 
“Life and Labor in the Spirit World,” 
price $1.

WORKS BY A. B. FRENCH. •
“Gleanings from the Rostrum,” price 

$1 cents. “Liberal Lecture,” paper 50 
cents. '

WORKS BY A. J. DAVIS. .
“Philosophy of Spiritual Intercourse,” 

price $I.,25. “Views of Our Heavmily 
Home.” price 75 cents. “Dialng»;” 
price 5fi cents. '

VTORKS BY0PROF. WM- DENTON.
“Soul of Things,” or “Psychometric 

Researches and Discourses,” three vol
umes, price $1.50 per volume.

3rd. Jesus said, “suffer it to be SO, 
NQW, for thus it becometh us to. fulfill 
righteousness.” That is, this is the 
right wav ! you must first baptize me, 
then I will baptize you.

The Crucifixion.
Jesus was crucified twice. First at the 

spring passover. The passover, or 
crossover, was celebrated at the time of 
the first full moon after the vernal equi
nox. Not because Jesus was raised 
from the dead, but because everything 
was springing into life. Thus the 
Christian Easter was celebrated by 
Jews and heathens hundreds of years 
before Je’sus was supposed to have been 
raised from the dead.

Let it be remembered that Jesus was 
crucified at the time of the passover. 
John says (Jno. xix: 1-4): “And it was 
the preparation of the passover. * ” * 
And he saith, behold your king.” Also 
Paul tolls us that “Clii'ist our passover 
was sacrificed for us.”. (1 Cor. v; 7.) 
Could anything be inore plain?

After Jesus’ baptism John calls him 
“the Lamb of God that taketh away the 
sin of the world.” Jno. i; 29. But why 
call him a lamb? I answer, because it 
was in the sign Avies—the male lamb— 
the vam, that he was to be cvuclfied. 
The Greek word atnaslian, here trans
lated sin, should be rendered aberration, 
unevenness—iniquity. It is the Aries 
of March that takes away the aberration 
of the solar system, for, whenever he is 
killed, then the dqys and nights are of 
equal length. “Re is bruised for our 
iniquities”—inequalities-—unevenness of 
days and nights. ,, “And the chastise
ment of our peace"yas upon him,” and 
“with his stripes we are healed.” Is. 
liii: 5. Those stripes were not stripes 
inflicted on him for the world’s sins. 
It refers to the stripes on the door-posts 
at the time of the passover. tSee Ex. 
xii; 14-20. It is in this way )ie dies for 
the sins of the world—the unevenness of 
the kosmos. After the passover both 
Jews and pagans had a feast lasting! a 
week. It is celebrated in Washington 
City to this day by, rolling Easter eggs 
downs&gjitol Hill. , -

JesusWIust Ele Crucified in 
September.

On the flftennth'day of the seventh 
month, that was about the time of the 
autumnal equinox, “Jews and heathens 
alike had another great feast. See Lev. 
xxiii; 34. The tenth day of thii mOnth 
was the Day of Atonement—at-one-ment 
—at-on-ment.

"When it is understood that all that 
had been exhausted during the previous 
year is now brought back, and they 
were as well off as they were last year, 
the meaning of this atonement becomes 
plain. The day of atonement makes all 
things right.' There are the scales—the 
balances of September—in the heavens, 
weighing out equal days and nights— 
equi-nox. Weighing back to the earth 
all that has been exhausted fluting the 
past year. "

The Jews used this day as a day of 
settlement with the Almighty, "when 
they paid the old score of last year’s 
sins. Thus they, in common with other 
nations, recognized the balances of Sep
tember as the time" for settling up all 
debts. .

Now, if Jesus is our atoner," he must 
be killed or crucili éd in the autumnal 
equinox—on no Other time than the 
tenth day of the seventh month. But 
if he is our passover, and Paul says he 
is (See 1 Cor. v; 7), lie must be, slain on 
the fourteenth daynqf the first month.

These two theories, both sustained by 
the Bible, cannot be reconciled other
wise than by allowing thpt there was 
two crucifixions—pjie. in Judea, as he 
ascends to the tropic of cancer, the Grab; 
the other down in Egypt as he , goes 
down to hell—into..)he tropic of Capri
corn—the Goat. ïnj Heb. ix( Paul shows 
that the figurative méanìng of the 
Atonement has. reference to something 
done in the heavens. The whole aido

> ranean was to be found in heaven every 
year. . .

I leave these old-new views of Christ
mas with the reader, hoping that the 
light here sown may render the present 
Christmas and- New .Year, the most 
enjoyable he or she may ever have ex
perienced. . ►

Over S,OOO. ’
Over 5,000 copies of the • Christmas 

number of The Progressive Thinker 
have been ordered, and still. the orders 
are coming in. It" is furnished at ONE 
CENT per copy when ten or more copies 
are ordered. ~• : ; ...

“The Eliminator or Skeleton Keys to. 
Sacerdotal Secrets,” by Dr. R. West' 
brook, price $1.50.

“Three Sevens,” by the Phelons,price 
$1.25.

“The Missing Link,” by Leah Fox 
Underhill, price $1.50.

“Aryan Sun Myths,” by Sarah Titc
omb. price $1.25, "

“The Gospel of Nature,” by M. L. 
Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon, price $1.

“Why I Became a Spiritualist,” by 
Miss Abbie Judson, price $1., postage 10 
cents. ' "

“Life, a Novel,” by W. W. Wheeler; 
a mpst unique story. Price 50 cents.

“Old Testament Stories,” 'comically 
illustrated, by Watson Heston, two 
styles, clqth $1.50; board covers $1. 
“Freethinkers Pictorial Text Book,” 
board cover, price $2. '

“Antiquity Unveiled,” or “Ancient 
Voices from the Spirit Realms,” a most 
valuable book, price $1.50, postage 12 
cents.

-“Researches in Oriental History,” 
price $1.50", postage 12 cents; a book of 
deep research, valuable to all students 
of ancient history. .

A most beautiful story, “The Dream 
Child,” by Florence Huntley, Cloth $1, 
paper 50 cents; a charming book for 
Christmas.

“Seers of the Ages,” by Dr, J. M. 
Peebles, price "$2; a very interesting and 
valuable book;

“Religion of the Stars,” discourse 
given at the Temple of the Magi, by 
Olney H. Richmond, price $1.25.

“Woman, Church and State,” by Ma
tilda Josselyn Gage, price $2; a book of 
deep research, and very valuable.

“Was Abraham Lincoln a Spiritual
list,” by Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard, 
price $1.50.

“Other Worlds than This,” a compen
dium of Spiritual Laws; new "White 
Cross Literature; a new book for Christ
mas; price $1.50. ,

“Beyond the Gates,” Elizabeth Stuart 
Phelps, price $1.

“Origin,- Development and Destiny of 
Man,” by T. P. Fletcher, price, cloth, 
$1.25; paper 50Jcents.

“Ileal Life in the Spirit Land,” by 
Maria M. King, price 75 cents.

“Hypnotism,” by Carl Sextus; price 
$2. •

All the above "books, as well as many 
others advertised in The Progressive 
Thinker, and which we have not space 
to mention, are most excellent. Send 
in your orders at once.

newly arisen sun of the new philosophy 
of life known as Spiritualism? That 
country, “Over There,” is no longer a - 
bourne from which no traveler returns, 
but a bridge has been thrown across the 
abyss, and over its trembling iirchway 
our angels come to their homes on earth, 
to •whisper the glorious intelligence • 
that there is no death, and the sun. of 
this life goes down to vise in an immor
tal day on fairer shores.

Human life is a mystery. Death is a 
mystery, except as the light of Spirit
ualism resolves its darkness. On oc
casions like this we are conf rented with 
the'old, yet pver-new problem of the 
why and wherefore of existence, the end 
and purpose of húman life. If we aro 
creatures of a day, and death is the end, 
the meaning of life is widely different’ 
from what it is if,we áre heirs of immor
tality just setting out in the race of be
ing. Belief in immortality is the foun- . 
datlon of all religions, and potent factor 
in formation of character.

Yet are we bound by the limitations 
of the body, and life is a constant strug
gle with the,accidents of time and place. 
Attempt as we may tp fathom the course 
of events, to/flan our lives to gain the 
greatest happiness, though we presume 
on . our far-sightedness ' and ability .to 
force the fates to our bidding, we soon ■ 
find that our sight'penetvates the future 
scarcely beyond the hour, and out of 
skies we thought forever serene, the 
blackest storms burst unannounced, and 
in a moment sweep away the proud an
ticipations of a lifetime.

We found our homes, and children 
with the years, gather With- us , around 
our hearth. -There is the prattle and 
laughter of hearts fresh from paradise, 
and sweet questionings of awakening . 
intelligence. What high hopes arise, 
and in the pride of fond desire, the fu
ture is bright with rainbows of proni- 
ise, and we taste not our present joy, so 
much more satisfying is ojir anticipated 
future. Happily that future in its real
ity is concealed from us. Only so much 
is revealed as to guide our nextstep for
ward. ' '

We fio not see the reverse side, which 
although all our anticipations be ful
filled, would shadow our present happi
ness. We do not see the seperations, 
the flight of our fledgling from the home 
nest, and we sitting in the desolation of 
óur house alone as when we began life’s 
journey. This we do not see, nor antici
pate sickness, sorrow and death of those

MUSIC ON.PA(?E 22OF “LYCEUM GUIDE.” 
O, letiiot sobs of woe

• BeWall me when I die, 
But alrig to me and let me rise 

Eyultingto the sky.

Mark not tho damp of death 
Which gathers on my face, 

But Bing m tender melodies
Of God's sustaining grace.

Heed not the fading eye, 
Nor yet the lines of pain;

But sing of those immortal shores . 
Where I shall live again;

Sing of the shining ones
Who passed death's gate like me, 

And triumphed o’er the lonely grave, 
Immortalized and free. '

, O, not with burning tears ' 
Ot those who love me best, 

But with the ecstaey of song, 
Fold my dead hands in Test.

Like music low and faint 
My soul shall float afar, 

. And wake in heaven, delightful heaven, 
Where God's sweet singers are.

READING:

“How vast is the power of spirit! An 
ocean of invisible intelligences surround 
us everywhere. If you look for them 
you cannot see them. If you listen-yon 
cannot-hear them. Identified with the 
substance of all things tliey cannot be 
separated from it. They aro every
where. Above us, on our right and on 
our left. Their coining cannot be calcu
lated. How important we do not neg
lect them.”—Confucius.

“There are also celestial bodies, and 
bodies terrestrial; but the glory of the 
celestial is one, and the glory of the ter
restrial is another. ... So also is 
the resurrection of the dead; it is sown 
in corruption,it is raised in incorruption; 
it is sown in dishonor, it is raised in 
glory; it is sown in weakness, it is raised 
in power; it is sown a natural body, it is 
raised a spiritual body. There is a 
natural body, and there is a, spiritual 
,body."... Now, this I say, breth
ren, that flesh and blood cannot inherit 
the kingdom of God; neither doth cor
ruption inherit incorruption. . . For 
this corruptible must put on incorrup
tion; and this mortal must put on im
mortality. • So when this corruptible 
shall have put on iricorruption, and this 
mortal shall have put on immortality, 
there shall be brought to pass the say
ing that is written, Death is swallowed 
up in victory. ‘O, Death, where is thy 
sting? O, grave! where is thy victory.’” 
—Apostle Paul.

What Cicero says of war may be ap
plied to •disputing—it should always be 
so managed as to remember that the only 
true end of it is peace. But generally 
disputants are like sportsmen—their, 
whole delight is in the pursuit; and a 
disputant no more cares for the truth 
than the sportsman for the hare.— 
Pope. '

A country which has no national liter
ature, or a literature too insignificant to 
force its way abroad, must always be, to 
its neighbors at least, in every import
ant spiritual respect, an unknown and 
unestimated country.—Carlyle.

Meet Us at the Crystal Gate.
MUSIC ON PAGE 14 OF “LYCEUM GUIDE. ”

Meet us, angels, at the gate
With a welcome sweet and warm;

Be it early, be it late,
We ehall come through dark and storm, 

Weary from our dying pillows, .
Faint with surging on death’s billows. 
Strewn with cypress leaves and willows, 
' Plucked to mourn the cherished form.

Meet us where low, holy hymns -
■Float like balm upon the air;

Where no sullen blaming dims
Those who come sin-tarnished there. " 

Hail us at that precious meeting 
With some old, familiar greeting, 

, Which will setonr faint hearts beating
To love’e olden, olden prayer. .

Meet us with extended handr, 
As you used.to here below;

Tell us, when you reach those lands, 
“Friends, come home! we love you

Then we all can love each other, 
Parent, husband, sister, brother; 
Knowing fully one another, 

Warm as sunlight, pure as snow.
discourse:

The dead! " Every spot on the ocean’s 
floor,from the Indian seas to the base of 
the icebergs which guard the silent 
poles, is a grave. Every span of the 
earth’s surface, from shore to shore, 
from • loftiest summit to lowest 
plane, is a grave. Every- atom of 
dust has been wet with the tears of 
grief for the loved and lost. The earth 
is one vast charnel-house, where the 
forces of life and death engage in re
lentless warfare and death triumphs 
over physical forms. The senses do not 
penetrate the darkness. The ear hears 
no whimper, the eye sees no shadowy 
form beyond the grave. As the animal 
dids so does man, and when we ask with 
pleading voice: Is there a life beyond 
this body’s fleeting day? the old relig
ions furnish us in blind faith a staff 
which proves a broken reed and has no 
balm for our broken hearts.

Our prayer is for knowledge, to which 
the scientist responds with pitying ac
cent: “Beyond the physical body there 
is nothing "but dust. Out of the dust all 
things are evolved and unto dust all 
things return. You may as well believe 
that the music of the instrument will 
exist after the instrument has been re
duced to ashes, as intelligence after, the 
death of the body which gives it ex
pression.”

Such is tl^ shadow of the oldep views 
cast over us as we stand by the couch of 
the departed, May we not find in its 
dark folds a silver lining cast by the

wo love. ■ It is well the future is veiled 
from us, and the Book of To-inorrow in
scrutably sealed. Fate stands at the 
portal of the home and with uplifted 
linger admonishes, that there is only 
one certainty, and that is change.

Oh, mortal! build your dreams on the 
most solid foundation; know this alone 

■is inevitable, that nothing will remain 
as jt is. You cannot hold the "present 
nor stay the coming change. The rest
less tide moves ih the world around us. 
The seasons^jome and go as worlds swing 
in their endless "cycles. Spring 
comes radiant with the beauty of fresh 
life; the bursting bud, the opening 
flower, the soft perfumed breath of the 
South, the prophesy of unutterable 
things. Summer comes with her har
vests; autumn laden with fruits of the 
orchard and vine, in robes fantastic of 
the dying year; the season of life, 
strength and fruitfulness, followed by 
winter, the season of death. It comes 
to wrap the eilrth in the cerements of 
the grave; to hush the voice of song in 
the grove and the murmur of waters; to 
send'the bitter north wind shrieking 
over the frozen earth in mockery of 
life, and they who look over the cheer
less landscape must have faith in, the 
permanency of the laws of the world, to 
sec beyond the grey mists and shroud of 
snow tlie resurrection of spring, when 
the skeleton branches will be clothed 
again in royal robes, the flowers bloom 
and the birds sing sweetly as at crea
tion's morn. .

Our lives are like the seasons, and 
swiftly runs the tide from infancy to old 
age. We start on the journey surround
ed by relatives and friends, who leave 
us one by one. As we press onward the 
memory of these grows dim and the 
parting pang less hard to bear. When 
we reach the summit and look down 
life’s western slope to the low sun. glori
fied in mists of gold, how few are left of 
those who were with us in the morning! 
Aged father and mother, on whose brow 
the diamond crown of the years rests in 
honor, recall the friends of your youth ‘ 
on the great argosy which spread its 
sails of promise invoking the winds to 
waft it over propitious seas, how few 
remain! You recall them but to re- ■ 
member the wreckage of their hopes, or 
the diverging paths on which they 
sailed, when you bade them good-by ■ 
through the gathering mists and saw 
them no more.

Such is life, inevitable, ceaseless 
change, and its complement is death. 
But as winter hfllds the prophesy of the 
resurrection of spring, death holds that 
'ofrejuvenated life. It is a beautiful
picture of those who wefit to the sepul
chre, mourning and in distress, thinking 
even when they saw the angel by the 
door, that it was the Angel of Death! 
They drew nearer and saw instead the 
Angel of the Resurrection clad in light 
supernal, smiling at the empty tomb. 
From this side oyer tho burning portal 
is written in letters draped with the 
weeds of woe, death, but from the 
other side, if we pass through led by 
angel hands, we shall sec in letters of 
li^it, Immortal Life!

Our sense of justice is not always sat
isfied with the changes which may come. 
We are often appalled by what to us ap
pears the height of injustice; the very 
purposes of infinite love and wisdom 
seem thwarted, and we recoil from the 
horrible spectacle. '

"When the child comes to the arms of 
the mother, as an embodied answer to 
her wish of love, she folds it to her 
heart with a constant prayer that the 
angels in heaven may shield and protect 
it from harm.' How she watches for the 
first articulate word which conveys its 
dawning intelligence; how she thrills 
when it twines its soft arms around her 
neck; how she trembles at the least cry 
of distress, and builds the castles of 
fancy, and indulges in expectations 
when it shall become the support of her 
age. Fond dreamer, dream while you 
may. for, oh mother, as the frost blasts 
the flower watched with assiduous care, 
your child sinks under some untoward 
chance, and as you fold it in your arms, 
as you pray to give your life that it may 
be spared, its breath grows faint, and it 
passes out of your hands, out of your 
grqsp, aS a bird from the broken cagd, 
and you hold only the shard, the broken 
bars, from which the soul has escaped 
forever. Then heaven, faded in darkness. 
Then there seemed no God—it seemed 
a sin for the sun to shine in the sky, and 

/the birds to sing, when, the dear one "
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EVOLUTION AND REVOLUTION.

BY HON. A. B. FRENCH, OF CLYDE, OHIO.

-able loss, ■

soft

Evolution is, another name for pro
gress. It means thé legitimate order of

I think of that city, for oh I bow oft 
My heart has been wrung at parting 

With friends all pale, who with footfalls

ih.

could not enjoy, and the soul is torn 
wjth such wretchedness!. " • .

If we. are to find consolation in this 
darkness for the stricken heart,we must 
look beyond the vicissitudes of time and 
grasp the realities of eternity. To escape 
we must arise above the earthly horizon 
until it merges into that of heaven. We 
must arise so far above that the most 
important events of this life will seem 
as nothing to the continuity of that 
other. Then it will be found that all 
events whether.bringing joy or sorrow, 
have woven the pattern of our lives and 
wrought the highest purposes. If there 
have been mistakes or injustices, they 
are enfolded , and compensated in the 
completeness of eternal being, and this' 
brings us to the mystery of death. Shall 
we weep with the friends who mourn,or 
rejoice with the angels? Shall we mois
ten the grave with tears, or bring 
flowers in celebration of the birth of an 
angel? . ' ' ' .

If we only knew. If we knew that 
this mortal life was the beginning of an 
existence which can never cease, we 
might dry our tear-stained eyes.

On that immortal life all religious 
system?, all satisfying ethical codes are 
founded, aifd by it all the aspirations of 
the heart are answered.' We are this 
day immortal spirits as much as we 
shall ever be in the future. ages; clay
clad spirits with earthly limitations, but 
the celestial, though enveloped in their 
physical or terrestrial body, is the game 
as it is after the separation called death. 
We are in the courts of-heavbn today 
and stand as in the very presence of the 
Infinite Father, as we shall in any age 

■of the future. And thus is pressed upon 
us that wb order the conduct of our 
lives, conscious of our positions,as beings 
not for time but eternity. If fully con
scious of this stupendous fact we shall in 
full consecration of ourselves to that 
which is right and true, place all self
ishness beneath the iron heel of the 
spirit,and our mercy, charity and conse
crating love will find true ideal in the 
Angel of Light.

Of the physical body, it may go back 
to dust. We place it in the grave with 
reyerent care, for it is all that remains 
to our senses. For it we allow all the 
scientists claim, and I accept it as the 
tr.ue explanation of map’s immortality. 
Evolution reaches beyond the physical 
body. In the successive links in the 
chain of beings, slowly arising by con
stant progress, we find that while each 
ascending link is apparently complete,' 
yet it is only the germ out of which the 
next is evolved into superior form: 
Each link is prophesy of future superi
ority fulfilled in the. next, until man ap
pears as the last term in the -physical 
series. As man was foreshadowed in 
remotest ages as the crowning type in the 
series of organic life,’ so springing out of 
his physical perfectibility, arises a new 
world of spiritual wants and aspirations, 
unanswered and unanswerable in mortal

it held within itself the possibilities of 
that exquisite'bloom, '

We live that we may die, and thus en
ter a new and higher state with wider op
tortunitiesand exhaustless endowments, 
t is as natural to die as to live, and the 

fulfillment of life’s purpose. If there is 
one word more terrible than any other, 
suggesting images 'more dreadful and 
crushing, it is Death, and yet under
stood, it should bring rather delight. 
If you should receive this day a message 
from over the sea that y°u were heir to 
a kingdom, the most opulent the sun 
ever shone upon, and that, your sub
jects awaited your coming with wide-ex
tended arms of love, you would be over
joyed, and you would allow nothing to 
nterfere with your preparations to de-; 

part, You would say, as heir to a king
dom, I must make ready, arid the petty 
trifles which are crowded upon me, shall 
not take my time or attention.

Thore has such a message come to 
every human soul. It has come over 
the cable which extends from this wortd 
to the realm of spirit. The messagB 
sqys to every one: “You are heir to a 
kingdom," Ao which the most' opulent 
throne o® earth has no comparison. 
That kingdom is the' glorious realm of 
immortal life. It is more beautiful than' 
a dream of loveliness, and it is yours, not 
because of your belief, but is you? heri
tage.” .. .
' When the celestial or spiritual being 
passes out of the-physical body, the pro
cess is one of indescribable beauty. Af
ter the pain of sickness, the .fiery tor
ture of fever, or the' icy coldness, and 
burning thirst, there comes a period of 
oblivious sleep. From this the splrity 
awakes to find that as its physical. bear
ing has closed to the sound of the voices 
of mourning friends, its spiritual sense 
has quickened and hears the soft mur
mur of angel voices. As the curtains of 
vision fell onwthly scenes, they were 
uplifted on the spirit side-disclosing tjie 
iresence of friends gone before, and 
eeling became an exquisite conscious

ness of being. Then' ascending out of 
the physical form, the spiritual beetime 
distinct and the mind recognized the

press our sympathy and bestow the last 
tokens of respect to one who was by us 
most dearly loved. Wé cannot say, as 
we lower this form iqto the bosoin of 
Mother Earth, “Ashes to ashes and dust 
to dust.” , '

Response.—Only to the physical 
body. • ■ .

Leader.—For the spirit has arisen in 
beauty and power, as an eagle freed 
from the, brqken bars of the confining 
cage. : i.

Response.—Not here must we seek 
our dead, for he [she] has arisen to a 
higher life, the continuity of this, but 
more exalted and refined;

Leader.—Whither we are all going;
Response.—But not into the dark- 

11088* . . : • . • ' '
Leader.—Rather into eternal light, 

and the infinite unfolding of our spirit
ual nature. -

Response.—It is human to weep, and 
in pur selfishness we mourn our insepar-’

As Explained and Viewed By One of Our Master Minds.

An Eloqpent Discourse to the 40,000 Readers of “The” Progressive 
Thinker.”

life. Man is neither a spirit nor a body, 
but the intimate union of both. In and 
through his physical being the spiritual 
is evolved from the forces of the ele
ments and is expressed. Beyond the or

' ganic body which perishes is that which 
remains; to which it is the scatt'oldiflg 
which assists while it conceals the real 
edifice. As hunger presupposes food 
and the necessity of its possession, as 
thirst the existence of water by which it 
is appeased, so our,, aspirations for im
mortality presupposes its realization.

When we look down the ages and see 
the interminable line of wreckage of 
living forms, constantly arising until 
man becomes the perfected fruitage of 
this great tree of life, if, as the culmina
tion and last term,his fate is to li,ve for an 

' hoqr and perish, then we say creation is 
a failure, and man a blot on the face of 

-the fair world. But if we arise through 
him to a yet higher term; if perfection 
having been attained in physical forms, 
it avisos to the realm of spirit, then 
creation has a purpose which has beep 
carried out, and the prophesy of the 
ages been-fulfilled. ’

The Apostle Paul on being asked, 
What of the dead? gave answer in spir
itual language which for clearness and 
completeness has not been surpassed.

■< 'He compared death to the growth of 
the seed buried in the earth, The seed 
decayed but the germ grew into a plant. 
Thus was illustrated the impossibility of 
the preservation of the physical body. 
Flpsh and blood cannot inherit immortal 
life. He says,that there is a terrestrial 
body and a celestial. Death is -the sev
erance of the bond of union between 
these. The celestial being leaves the 
terrestrial body as a worn garment, a 
broken cage, and remains the same in 
every respect. Then it,is that- the cor
ruptible has put op incorruption and 
that the mortal has put on immortality, 
and is able to say:
“Oh! death, where is thy stingi OH! grave, 

where is thy victory?”
Can we explain the process of death? 

It has mysteries which knowledge has 
not fathomed. The departure of the 
spirit is invisible to mortal eyes. The 
withdrawal of the celestial body from 
the terrestrial which has been during 
the earth-life its outer garment and 
temple, cannot be watched by the curi
ous eye of. science. We do not under
stand and cannot explain the most simple 
manifestations of the growth of a blade 
of grass. We cannot explain how it 

y bursts through the dark mould, and 
thrusts itself into the sunshine. We do 
not understand how under the .same con
ditions of waiting care, from one nest 
escapes a fledgling seeking the protec- 

■ tion of the hedge, and from another the 
bird of mighty pinions soaring in the 
clouds and defying the lightning's flam
ing spear. We do not understand how 
it is that Che worm feeding the summer 
day on,the coarse herbage, buries itself 
in the earth, weaves a silken shroud 

' around itself, and through the long 
months of winter remains as dead. Then 
■when the returning sun melts the icy 
covering of the dead world, and the 
birds return, filling the soft air with 
sweet melody, the warmth penetrating 
the grave awakens it to life. It bursts 
through the silken cerements, unfurls 
its gossamer wings, and is borne away 
like a wind-blown leaf, sipping nectar 
from the flowers the long ■ spring day. 
We do not understand more than the 
caterpillar comprehends the life of the 
butterfly. ' '.We must accept the fact and await a 
fuller spiritual development. We know 
that the earthly life enfolds the ppssi- 
bilities of an eternal future, as the lily 
bulb enfolds that of the lily. You take 
the bulb and say, this is not a lily. It 
has no resemblance to the flower. No! 
but plant it in the' earth; the dews of 

- heaven shall moisten it; the sun shall 
warm it; the south wind shall brood 
over it, and a snowy flower will expand, 
filling all the air with its fragrant 
breath. The bulb is not the flower, but

fact of its continued personality. No 
more pain, no fever thirst, the breath of 
health and- strength and exhilaration of 
the new wine of existence. The bright 
forms of departed friends with the so
licitous hands of affection, to welcome 
and lead the spirit to the evergreen 
shores of life immortal!

Such is death; the gateway to a 
higher life, through which all must pass 
to gain its vantage ground. That life is 
the continuity oLthis and while in the 
order of growth it is best that the expe
riences of earthly life be gained, such 
is the wisdom of the process that wheth
er the departure occurs with -the first 
breath, or after the allotted years in de
crepit age, the spirit passes-on to its 
heritage. The mother who mourned 
her child and remembers the grassy 
mound, the little marble- slab and the 
name, questioning, Is that all? If your 
vision could penetrate the veil which 
shuts down between the world <?f mor
tals and of spirit, you would see that 
child, tall and beautiful, as taught and 
cared for by the angels. As the babe 
was received into this life by the arms 
of a mother's love, so its spirit was re
ceived by as loving care, and it has 
grown under conditions such as earth
life cannot give.

The aged mother or father, who in the 
full fruition of the years, after the' bur
dens and cares of the earthly pilgrimage 
have been courageously and dutifully 
borne, are gathered like the riprined 
harvest, and find in death rejuvenated 
youth. Shall we call them back? Shall 
we ask them to again take up their 
abode in the worn bodies they aban
doned? Bitter tears fall on the flaming 
embers of our love. It is human to 
weep, but our sorrow is selfish, for it is 
for our loss, while we should rejoice 
that one more angel has gained the 
heights of the resurrection. *• .

Let not our grief be reflected on the 
arisen ones. They are with you. They 
know your thoughts and share your sor
row. Do not think of them as far away 
for rest assured there can be no spot in 
the garden of paradise more attractive, 
more replete with joy than the dear old 
home. cannot , say they have de
parted, for they are here; we cannot say 
dead, for they have awakened to a life 
eternal; we cannot say at rest, for 
they have entered a sphere where ac
tivity is delight.

They who have met thej great transi
tion we cannot recall; we must arise to 
them. A swing of the pendulum, more 
or less,, and we shall cross the river, 
where so rapidity our nearestand dearest 
are gathering. There the broken 
strands of friendship will be united, the 
broken family circle made whole, and 
bound by the chords of. sympathy; we 
shall in the delights of the infinite possi
bilities overshadowing us, forget the ac
cidents, the pain, the sorrow, the bur
dens and cares of the brief day we 
passed on earth. e

So they pass 
From stage to stage along the shining course 
Of that fair river, broadened like a sea;
As its smooth eddies curl along their way, 
They bring old friends together; hands are 

clasped .
In joy unspeakable; the mother’s arms 
Again are folded round the child she loved 
And lost Old sorrows are forgotten now, 
Or but remembered to make sweet the hour 
That overpays them. Wounded hearts that 

bled
Or broke are healed forever.” '

Lrader.—Yet we are assured that 
the dark angel standing by the por
tal of life with inverted torch, will gen
tly lead the departing spirit through the 
frowning gateway and become' trans
formed in to. the angel of the resurrec
tion; , ' ' ■

' Response.—And over, that gateway 
whereon is written Death, in letters 
hung with the weeds of woe, when we 
pass through and look frpm the other, 
side, will flame in letters of light, Im
mortal Life.. ■
. Leader.—Life and death complement 

each other. We live-that we may die,
Response.—We . die that We. may 

live, and enter into the inheritance 
which is-our birthright, where we shall 
hqve only begun the evolution of the 
possibilities which are ours, when this 
world hits perished- with age, the sun 
ceased to shine, and the stars broken in 
dust on the farthest coast-line of time.

Leader.—[Throwing a flower into 
the grave, or laying it on the casket.] 
Sh.all we say farewell to------ - [Supply
name, father,' mother, child or friend, 
as the occasion requires.] . •

-Response —Only let us say farewell 
to the broken shard, the form of clay on 
which the peaceful silence and repose 
of death has fallen. The form which 
we knew-we give to the arms of night, 
deep and fathomless;

Leader.—And the spirit,
Response.—Indestructible and death

less,lives in the light of heaven, grow
ing more blessed and resplendent for- 
ever-and forever.

Leader.—O death! forever old, for
ever Irresistible. ’ • '

Response.—One by one generations 
follow thee away into the land where 
sweet lips never Jurn to dust, nor dear 
dyes to ashes.

Leader.—Oh! beautiful, Dbeautiful 
land! • "

Response.—Where death has lost'its 
sting, and the grave its victory.

Leader.—O, angel dwellers in light!
Response.—To your care we com

mend the spirit we could no longer keep.
Leader.—Bless it with the treasure 

of your stainless love, ' /
Response.—And while we turn , tear

fully from this parting, it is with confi
dence in the life beyond these fleeting 
shadows, ’.

Leader.—And the abiding of the love 
of our spirit friends and their continual 
guardianship.

Response.—After this fleeting life is 
over, we shall meet again in the morn
ing on the evergreen shore, where there 
will be no parting forever and forever.

Leader.—With this prayer: May we 
be true to ourselves, and the angels 
guide and guard.us. We say to all that 
was mortal of------- [giving name, etc.,
as before], Farewell. ■

Response.—But upon the liberated 
spirit we bestow our undying love, and 
entreat that our- memories be cherished 
in the immortal life to which we are all 
hastening, where our arisen one has re
ceived a loving welcome.

All.—To the Mortal, farewell: the 
Spirit has received a joyful “Welcome 
Home.”

growth in nature and in man. To evolve 
s to outroll or unfold, as jn the germin

ation of a seed into root, stock, flower 
and-fruit. The development of an em
bryo into perfect form, or the formation 
of a world from nebula into water, land, 
rock and soil. Evplutiqn is unfoldmént 
from imperfect tp -more perfect condi
tions. It implies order and persistency 
in the forces of nature. To the philoso
pher involution precedes, succeeds,evolu
tion; hence many of oiir great thinkers 
aver one eternal balance between evolu
tion and involution in the universe. ‘

"What Revolution Means.
Revolution means reverSiori, ; or a re

verse order of thirigs,. It is a change jn 
existing^ conditions. ' Jn the physical 
world it may be said tp.be cataclysm and 
convulsion. It is earthquake, cyclone, 
wandering comet, falling meteor and 
convulsed world. In society and human 
life, it is unexpected catastrophe or a 
sudden termination of .the given order, 
as in the overthrow pf a government, 
the destruction of institutions, or an un
expected appeal to arms. In • short, 
revolution is a reverse action in nature 
and society. It is in every sense the 
direct opposite of evolution, both in its 
methods and result?. ' •'

The methods of evolution are slow; 
the law of progress never hurries. It 
takes uncounted ages to perfect and 
complete a world. It requires time to 
germinate a seed and develop flower and 
fruit. Permanent growth is compara
tively slow. The human consciousness 
unfolds by tardy days and years. It 
must linger “long in embryonic baby
hood; endure the full season of childish 
hopes and fears; walk with measured 
step all the way up to man and woman- 
,hood’s noon, and then ripen into three
score and ten years, as the purple grape 
ripens in the golden autumn.

Revolution is swift as the fiery- 
tongued lightning or the cyclone’s 
airy feet; it comes as the unlooked-for 
avalanche, and completes its awful 
work in a twinkling. The methods of 
evolution are life and growth, while 
those of revolution are death - and de
struction. '

Evolution is sunshirie, rain, falling 
dew,’ blooming flowers and singing birds. 
Revolution is bursting volcano, yawn
ing earthquake, raging tempest and na
ture’s mad holocaust.

Evolution is a builder, .-revolution a 
destroyer. The one is life and peace, 
the other discord apd death. The only 
permanent evolutiori is that which is 
slow. Rapidity soon exhausts. Im
peded and pent-up force will sooner or 
láter break’ forth.

A Great Obstacle.
The most formidable obstacle our cen

tury-crowned world lias met in its tire-- 
les? journey around the sun has been 
revolution or the reverse action of long- 
peqt force. Whenever and wherever 
intensified conditions' obtain and con
tinue, reaction or revulsion comes. How 
this-planet has struggled against the 
reverse action of her own inherent 
forces! When intensified conditions have 
prevailed in the atmosphère, cyclones, 
tornadoes, thunder's groans and light
ning's fiery breath have followed. . No 
doubt the most destructive force this 
earth has felt has been cataclysm or con
vulsion.

Look at the face of the earth, and you' 
cannot fail to be impressed with its 
stormy history. Look over the great 
continent of Asia! The eyes of the

revulsion.. The insects in the air, birds 
in-the forest, cattle on the hills, all con
front the dcathdealing revolutions 
Within and around them. • ! ,

He who talks of progress in the abso
lute or permanent and unbroken evo
lution along any given line, is a vain 
dreamer. Mari’s civilization is a flower 
which blossoms but to fade. Moreover, 
his culture goes out with him. Every 
life must repeat the same story; it must 
journey the same road from helpless 
childhood to wrinkled age; it must 
bean opening bud,-and at last a blighted 
flower. There is no law of descent for the 
culture of mankind. Man can entail his 
estate, as in England, but he cannot en
tail his knowledge. Civilization is in no 
place permanent, but it is a tide which 
ebbs and flows. b

Go into Egypt and explore the valley 
of the Nite. During untold ages its an
nual overflow has occurred at nearly the 
same time, and reached about the same 
height. If the great plains over which 
the stony eyes of mute sphynxes gaze 
could speak, what a lesson they might 
give! Here, even before the dynasties 
of the Pharaohs, before the nomads 
of Israel began their wanderings; be
fore Abraham dined a God or Hagar 
was comforted by an angel; before Jacob 
the athlete wrestled with Jehovah, or 
a Moses pillowed his innocent head upon 
the sluggish bosom òf the Nile, a great 
civilization existed. Here flourished 
art, and here arts have also been lost, 
perhaps forever. Here stood temples in 
which priests taught mysteries which 
elude the grasp of the ignorant; here 
man studied the brilliant spectra of the 
Stars, and admiring eyes watched the 
full-orbed sun at settirig. What more 
favorable place for a permanent civiliza
tion? But the elder and mightier Egypt 
has gone, and thè sigh of the winds 
among tombs and lonely ruins is the 
dirge.of her civilization!

Ancient Greece was once ’ the pride 
and glory of the world. There, too, 
flourished art from which subsequent 
ages have borrowed. There sculpture 
made the cold faeb of stone breathe the 
disdain of the gods. There was aj'chi- 
tecture, whose Corinthian columns live 
in modern times. There stood Athens irt’ 
all her queenly splendor. There tem
ples of Minerva and Jupiter Olympus, 
grand beyond the power of speech. There 
the Academy of Plato, amid a grove of 
palm trees, adorned with statues. There 
great gymnasiums and theatres, and 
fields where the- Greek enjoyed his 
games, happy in Winning a laurel
wreath. No age can boast of more wise 
philosophers. Among all the great 
thinkers of all the ages, Plato arises 
like a God. There, too, lived Socrates, 
the wise and good, rebuking the vices 
of am Athenian senate, and looking 
withralm and steadfast gaze into the 
pallid face of death. There Solon, the

we measure social conditions by the 1 
narrow yardstick of party, rather than I 
try to observe them from the summit of I 
philosophy. Let me impress you that i 
beneath the surging waves¡and break- I 
ers of the ocean course mighty gulf i 
streams untouched by the plummets we > 
use in passing storms. Society is today ] 
in a great transition. Our age is ex- : 
perieneing the transition from muscle < 
to brain. It is the era of invention, i 
In the past, muscle has contended with i 
nature; now mind commands her hidden i 
forces. A new class of laborers has i 
entered the arena of life. Steam is a i 
Samson stronger than the Phjlistines 
of muscle; electricity a giant who has 
only, as yet, half revealed his strength. 
Look about you and become impressed I 
with this thought. The village shoe- : 
maker of the old time would hammer ; 
for hours on his bench to accomplish i 
what the revolution of great wheels 1 
will now perform in a .few seconds. It 
took a whole neighborhood, a few years 
ago, to harvest a small field of wheat; J 
now our western farmer can mount his 
cushioned seat, light his cigar and com
plete the work in a morning drive. We 
now do our work by steam, and ride on 
the wings of lightning. In this trans
ition muscle is dropping, and mind 
swelling the market.

An Industrial Revulsion.
To-day the distant mutterings of in

dustrial revolution are heard, One 
class proposes to better the condition of 
the laborer by protection on all our in
dustries; another by a war against cap
ital: and still another by that gilded 
anarchy which undermines and destroys 
all governments. The idea of protec
tion originates in self-defense, and is a 
most important instinct in man and 
beast. We believe, in it, and yet it 
occurs to us it cannot long settle the 
great problem. We may pile protection 
on all our Industries, high as Chim
borazo, and force wages high as we can, 
yet with the ocean whitened with sails, 
and the doors of immigration open, in a 
little time an equilibrium will be es
tablished between the price of labor 
here and in other nations of the world. 
Nor can war against capital obtain the 
end we seek. Capital is the mother

The Unseen City.
MUSIC ON PAGE 18 “LYCEUM GUIDE.”

I think of a city I have not seen 
' Except in my hours of dreaming;

Where the feet of mortals have never been 
To darken its soft, soft gleaming, 

A glimmer of pearl and a glint of gold, , 
And a breath from the souls of roses;

And glory and beauty all untold, 
Steal over my cairn reposes.

Toits airy heights were starling.
I see them again In their raiment white, 

In the blue, blue distance dwelling;
And I hear their praises in ealm delight 

Come down on the breezes swelling.
That beautiful city is home to me, 

My loved ones are going thither, 
And they who already have crossed the set 

Are calling, “Come hither, hither;"
The tender eyes I worshiped here, 

From the golden heights behold me ; .
And their songs entrance my raptured ear 

When the wings of slumber fold me.
Service at the Grave.

[This service is so arranged’ that it 
may b.e read continuously,,by,, thè per
son officiating or as represented with 
responses by assistants.] ■' L ,

Leader.—We gather around-the cas
ket, containing the form once radiant 
with life, but now cold in । death, to ex-

Expiring Subscriptions.
The period of expiring subscriptions 

is on us. As The Progressive Think-, 
er is published on the cash plan, of 
course all names are dropped as soon as 
the time is reached to which advanced 
payments are made; We know money is 
close and hard to get. Newspaper' pub
lishers fee! the pressure more keenly 
than others, because many, persons un
wisely commence economy in expenses 
by cutting off mental aliment. This 
should not be. The trifling cost of The 
Progressive Thinker, but little more 
than the blank paper on which’ it is 
printed, and the large amount of educa
tional matter with which it is laden,' 
commends it to the thoughtful every
where. . '

If the reader is in straitened circum
stances, and cannot afford to invest $1 
for a year, he can certainly spare 25 
cents arid extend his subscription three 
months, until business resumes its wont
ed activity. Then there will be no 
break in healthful reading, no discour
agement to thp publisher, and no re
gret that invaluable matter, which 
will never be replaced, has escaped at
tention. The hope of the world rests 
with the well-read Spiritualist and Ag
nostic.

Reader, let us share each other’s bur
dens as much as we can while these 
.financial embarrassments stare all :in 
the face. Only a few months more, 
when public confidence will be restored 
and prosperity will return 4n - an unex
ampled manner. "

Hewho, when called upon to speak- a 
disagreeable truth, tells it boldly arid 
has done, is both bolder and milder than' 
he who nibbles in a low voice, and never 
ceases nibbling.—Lavater. .

A heroic Wallace, quartered on the 
scaffold, can not hinder that' his Scot
land become one day apart of England; 
but he does hinder tfiat it become On 
tyrannous, unfair terms avpart of it.— 
Carlyle. ' \ .

It is not possible for a Christian man 
to walk across so much as a rood of the 
natural earth, with mind unagitated 
and rightly poised,: without J receiving 
strength and hope from some stone,- 
flower, or leaf, or sound; nor without a 
sense of bliss falling upon him. out of the 
sky.—Ruskin. .'

We always like those who admire us, 
। but we do not always like those whom 
I we admire.—Rochefoucauld. '

poet would feast upon green fields, 
luscious fruits and blooming flpwers; 
but to the devout, more commanding 
than all else is the great Himalayas, and 
Mt; Everest, king of all the mountain
peaks, looking down scornfully upon val
leys, oceans, and passing storms. Look 
northward and the Alps,-clad in perpet> 
ual snow, challenge . our admiration. 
But how came Mt. Everest and Mt. 
Blanc to ' stand . in all . their sullen 
grandeur? Were their pillars planted 
by Him who threw this earth out into 
space, and doomed it to travel a wan
derer on an ocean'where suns and stars 
forever sail? The child of a few years, 
and many aged children, would say: 
“Yes, Himalayas and Andes were eter
nal. God put them there when he cut 
this earth from its moorings in the sun’s 
warm harbor, and bid it sail.” ' But to 
the keener eye of- the scientist.the great 
mountain ranges are the children of a 
day. They were lifted by mighty revo
lutions in the heart of the world. Inten
sified conditions brought revolution in 
nature’s order; long pent-up forcé lifted 
Sthe arm of a God the granite floor 

earth, and planted tne pillars of 
tains. They stand to-day . nature’s . 

unpolished monuments to commemor- 
atethe date of her great revolutions.

À Mighty Revolution. '
. Walk over the Sierra Nevada range; 

gaze into the eyeless so.bkets of dead vol
canoes; bend your ears low to their black 
and speechless lips, then descend into 
the inighty canyons arid, listen to the 
story of the rocks piled in wild confu-r 
slon, and they will tell you the history, 
of a world, in the throbs of a mighty 
revolution. ' '

Go to the cold NorthJand, where the 
moon’s pale beams fall on mountains of 
ice; where no bird sings its morning song, 
or calls a mate; where no flowers blush 
in the sun’s warm kisses; where the pat
ter of childhood’s feet is never heard, 
and ask them to tell their Story. If the 
icebergs had lips and could speak, 
what a revelation they would make! 
They , might tell us of. a tropical 
climate in the long, distant past, 
when birds sang, flowers bloomed and 
tropical fruits ripened. They might 
tell us there man, too, had lived happy 
in his génial world. They. could also 
tell us of a great revolution, when the 
earth grew cold and lifè departed!

Look down into the glassy solitudes of 
the sea, and there are cities and conti
nents, sunken into their Watery graves, 
that have gone down in the - earth’s 
great cataclysms.’ Beneath, the silent 
waters sleeps to-day, the fair Atlantis, 
and sea-monsters roam where once birds 
of brilliant plumage Bung, and lovè’s 
fond voice was greeted,with the echo of 
its;own. On mountain, ih valley and be
neath the waters of the sea, the earth 
tells the story of catastrophes great and 
fearful, revolutions dark-and terrible. 
Life, in its evolution, everywhere meets

&
normal population; industries greater 
than necessities; and then bonding 
them beyond their ability. In private 
and personal life the frugal habits oL 
the fathers have ¡departed from the sons’, 
until reckless expenditure sitij in judg-l 
ment upon itself. The way to avert 
panics is to cease to create them. . Th* 
most wholesome legislation is a higher 
education for the masses. A properly- 
conducted schoolhouse is worth more to 
a neighborhood than the claims to a rep
resentative in Congress, and a .well-reg
ulated kitchen is of more value- to the 
family than the frescoes in a parlor.

Religious Revolution.
Nor have we as a nation yet grown 

beyond religious revolution. Religion 
is the most strongly-rooted plant in the 
human heart. It strikes, deeper than 
patriotism. Men die heroic deaths for 
country, family and home; but life is1 
never so freely given as when ottered 
for a God. This sun-kissed earth ii 
crimson with the blood of holy wars. 
The spirit of Gregory and Saladin still 
lingers in the hearts of posterity. The 
massacre of Saint Bartholomew may yet 
be repeated. The reign of eternal peace 
is not yet secure. Around pagoda, 
mosque, cathedral and church still 
stand guards who only need the touch of

great statesman and law-giver—but re
vulsions and revolutions came to the 
Greek, and her glory departed. .

Man today is essentially the same 
being he has been in all ages: and the 
same reactionary law obtains in his 
life .and world. This world’s volcanoes 
are not all dead, nor have storriis. and 
cyclones forever ceased. Revolution 
still follows evolution, as the ebb follows 
the flow of the tide.

Rapid Growth of Our Nation.
' No nation has had sttoh rapid growth , 

and progress as has ours in the past 
century. To obtain a view of our Na
tional territory a hundred years ago 
and then look over this same territory 
today would be a transfortnation out
rivaling all magic. A dense wilderness 
has been changed into gardens, of 
beauty; wild beasts have been extermi
nated, and lambs gambol and play where 
bears arid panthers roamed. Cities have 
grown up in lagoons and marshes, more 
beautiful than Venice, and the wonder 
of all nations.. Wide- rivers have been 
spanned, mountains tunneled, and glassy 
lakes wreathed with white sails. Space 
has been almost conquered, and the 
engine with its heart of fire leaps like 
an Unchained ^demon -from his lair, bid
ding defiance to the airy feet of the 
tempest. In population we have grown 
from a few scattered settlements to a 
great people of more thansixty million. 
Marvelous indeed has been our progress!

But the major question among the 
most thoughtful now is this: Can this 
progress be maintained without revul
sion or revolution? It occurs to us that 
our rapid progress is a dangerous omen. 
The reaction of the forces which have 
builded our great Republic may yet 
cripple ■ or destroy it. The material 
prosperity of the. nation has thus far 
depended largely upon the constant 
stream of emigration pouring into it. 
The toiling sons of Europe have helped 
totybuild our colossal walls and towers. 
They have come to us from the Thames, 
the Danube, the Po, the' lakes of Kil- 
larney: from the hills of Scotland, and 
from Italy, France and Spain. Sturdy 
sons .are these who have faced the 
ocean torn by winds and storms. The 
statistics show' that from 1820. to 1882 
this tide increased until in the later 
year it reached nearly .nine hundred 
thousand, or almost a fiftieth part of the 
entire population. It still continues— 
and a recent journal gave the number 
for May of the current yenr-as sixty 
thousand, and June about the same.

This has hitherto been fortunate for 
us. The great West has needed strong 
hands and willing feet. The prayer 
of the young Republic was for labor, 
and every vessel landing its precious 
human freight at C.astle Garden was an 
answer to this prayer. Moreover, this 
foreign element nas mingled withours 
and helped to unfold1a broader race-type. 
To this Republic history will accord the 
birth of the Anglo-American in whose 
veins course the currents of universal 
history; in whose heart throbs the vital 
force of mankind; anti; in whom centers 
the hope of all the ages.

Have to Face New Conditions.
Today, however, we face new. con

ditions. The question now is notj where' 
we can obtain labor; but what can be 
done to better the condition of the la
borer? How can. he be employed. At 
such rem’unerative wages as ,^iall: 
satisfy his new and broadehetQJ&fe? 
-IBhis is a question for the reformed 
it also haunts the dreams of the'states-' 
man and hopes of the politician. . ■

In the discussion of this question, thq 
most important fact is rarely observed—

upon whose breast labor feeds, and 
when we destroy her, toil is a houseless 
and homeless orphan. ‘

Still further, we have tapped China 
and the great Asiatic continent. China,,, 
with her three hundred and fifty mill
ions, has found our fertile soil and 
touched the green shores of this west
ern world. The almond-eyed Mongolian 
is here, and here to stay. No “Geary 
law,” whether enforced or not, can 
settle the race problem which now con
fronts us. China is like a pent-up 
stream which must have an outlet. Her 
overcrowded population must some
where find new fields to maintain them. 
China is no prattling child. The seal of 
age is upon her brow; she had the arj of 
printing in the tenth century: she has 
histories and geographies older than 
Europe, and she has seen the govern
ments of Europe emerge from their 
cradles. Why has China so long sur- 
•vived the ravages of revolution? May 
not the answer be found in her torpidity, 
or less rapid evolution? But consider 
the conflict of races before us. The 
Mongolian and Anglo-Saxon here meet 
under new conditions in the everlasting 
struggle of the survival of the fittest. 
The two types differ in morals, and all 
the essential elements of society and 
government. What will the end be? 
May it not in fact soon be revulsion, or 
a decline in progress? *
New Conditions and Relations-

He, to-day, is the wisest statesman, the 
greatest philanthropist—the noblest re
former, who can teach society to pa
tiently adapt itself 'to nqw conditions 
and "relations. The anarchist, with 
dynamite . and fuse, and the hbwling 
fanatics with burning invectives, are not 
the highest servants of the hour. We 
now need 'the serene Galilean to whis
per, “Peace, be still,” over a torn and 
ragged seo.
’ Still further, in our rapid growth 
there has also been,a rapid concentra
tion of wealth in the hands of the few—

sacrilegious hands upon their idols to 
reveal feet with elaws, and tongue of 
flame.

A miserable crank called Peter the 
Hermit was instrumental in inaugu
rating the awful wars of the Crusade, 
and religious cranks are now as numer
ous as the frogs of Egypt. Forces are 
now gathering which can but. bring sad 
results if not impeded. 1 ■ .

Rome Is Not the Only Danger.
But I must here and now insist that 

Rome is not the only danger-signal be
fore us. Let me be fully understood: 
no one can bo further from Romanism 
than myself. I do not believe in re-’ 
ligious authority. If I did I would be 
a Catholic and done with it. The Ro
man Catholic rejects reason, but the 
Protestant admits it, and then presumes 
to damn us for thinking. Evangelical 
Protestantism has no consistency. It 
condemns the mass of the Catholic but 
would enforce the blue laws of the Pu
ritan. It works by day and by night to 
control American institutions, and die
tate the policy of the nation. It as
sumes tlie face of an angel, but spits 
the venom of the asp on all who oppose 
it. It has, for the past few years, been 
busy trying to put God into tfie Constitu
tion—the , orthodox God, of course, as 
it knows and worships no other. ' ■

The world, as I am now speaking at 
Lily Dale, is holding a great Exposition 
in the White City of the West. There 
all nations have brought tribute tocom- ' 
meniorate a great event in the race 
movements of mankind. There Brah
min, Buddhist and Mohamm&dan meet 
—there .lew, Pagan and Christian are 
gathered. To aid in the inauguration 
of this great enterprise, the general 
government was called upon for aid. 
No sooner was this fact made kndwn 
than so-called orthodox Christians/be- 
gan their work. They brought tiieir 
powerful influence upon Congress“’to • 
enact a law which should recognize their 
“holy Sabbath day.” And that body 
made an appropriation tacking a Sun
day “rider” to the bill. A moi« out
rageous and brazen-faced act could not 
have been committed by a National 
body sitting in council. It was an in- - 
suit to Arabia, China, and all anti
Christian nations; an insult to free
thinkers and all without creeds in our 
own country: an insult to the sovereign . 
State, of .Illinois; an insult to the weary 
hands and feet of toil; and an insult to 
the great city of, Chicago, which had 
undertaken a never assumed by a 
city of equal nufflBers on.earth. Yet it 
was arieoinpliSnW.' Had the Catholic 
church forced such an act, revolution ■ 
would be at our doors. That appropria
tion act will £0 into history with the 
old blue laws-aM the spirit that whipped 
at the cart’s tail and hanged on Salem-

while in the arid fields of poverty the 
many are gathering. The cold,’ hard 
lines between wealth and poverty are 
becoming more .pronounced. Wealth 
easily becomes a tyrant as heartloss as 
Nero. •

We are facing to-day two- great mo
nopolies, one of labor aud the other of 
capital. Trusts and monopolies are be
coming powerful, and the masses are 
their slaves. Monopolies dictate the 
price of birth; the crib in which our 
children sleep; the clothes we wear: the 
food we eat; our medicines in sickness, 
and the hands that shall prescribethem: 
and, at last, the price of our coffins and 
tombstones. Over every industry, lux
ury and necessity the demon of “Trust” 
hovers, an ill-omened night-bird. We 
have grain trusts, coal trusts, railroad 
trusts, whiskey trusts, gold trusts, sal
vation trusts, and damnation trusts. 
The great danger is, they may soon deal 
out red-hot damnation to the Republic.

The monopoly of capital, however, is 
no more dangerous than that of labor. 
Labor is no longer a wandering beggar, 
pleading for alms, but a powerfully-or
ganized body, demanding qjthrone. Ils 
edicts strike severe blows at organized 
society and its methods are positive and 
tyranpical over its subjects. It bids 
willing hands to cease to work by the 
command of a self-created tyrant, and 
then draws on poverty’s " unvarnished 
door the lean skeleton of hunger. It 
dtps not issue in some instances a re
quest. but utters commands, which, if 
not obeyed, are sought to be enforced by 
means almost as vehement as those 
which kindled the French Revolution. 
One of the alarming features of our 
times is the spirit manifested by labor 
and capital toward each other. Intensify 
those conditions just a little,and. revolu
tion ensues. Nothing "but-wise states
manship and the higher education of 
the masses can avert it. He who can 
help capital and labor to co-operate with 
each other, whereby the fruits of each 
may be shared by both, and the masses 
be educated into higher and less waste
ful modes of living, will do a service 
no pomp and pageantry of arms can 
perform.

The Financial Revulsion.
We are now in the midst of financial 

revulsion. In our unkindness we charge 
it to party and to men; and- measures: 
but beneath all this lies a law no mortal 
can repeal—it reigns supreme in earth, 
air and sky—it is the law of- action and 
Jtoaotioh.^cThe-flnancial reaction of the 
-present is the receding wave of the in
tense action of a quarter of a century. 
,We have been building railroads in ad
vance of civilization; cities beyond their

Hill- , ,•
Protestants greatly fear Catholics will 

interfere with oqr public schools, and 
yet they would dictate who shall have 
charge of them and just how much scrip
ture shall be read. They tell us the 
Catholic'Church is increasing and its 
growth should be checked. But if Cath
olic mothers see fit to rear their children, 
have those who do not the right to com
plain? Moreover, the Catholic has the 
same right to repeat mass as the Protest
ant has to utter prayers.

But in all 1 have said, do not think I 
fail to appreciate the power and insidi
ous,crafty purpose of the Roman Church. 
It is the most powerful church orgamza- 
tion in Europe and America. She has . 
the seal of centuries upon her. Plant
ing her iron feet upon the graves of the 
Ca?sars, she has lived to see emperors 
crowned and then dethroned, and also 
to dictate the policy of kings and queens. 
She has seen Rome both a mistress and 
a slave. She has seen in Spain Saracen ' 
armies wrest from her grasp rich pos
sessions, build Cordova and proud Sala
manca, and then lived to drive out her 
foe in the mountains of Grenada. She ' 
has touched Mexico and seen the noble 
Aztec race degenerate into a mourn
ing band and the Pueblo look wistfully 
from his housetop to the rosy East for 
Montezuma's return. She has stood amid 
the hail and lightning of the Protestant 
Reformation,crossing intellectual swords 
with Luther and the religious knights 
of awakened Europe. She has seen our ' 
own fair land the abode of savage men 
and beasts and kept step with our nu
merical growth and progress. She saw 
Protestantism born, and she will live to 
see it die, and plant a cross at its toinb. 
Let us not deceive ourselves with vain ’ 
dreams of the sudden death of the crafty 
Church of Rome. She will be the domi
nant churcty of this nation as surely as 
the circling years come and go. Catho
lics are born, but Protestants are arti
ficially manufactured after birth. There 
is and there can be but two. p'olq? to 
man's religious thought. The one is 
authority and the other absolute mental 
and religious freedom. They are the 
upper and nether millstones "which in 
the end will pulverize the creeds'of 
Protestantism. While I am opposed"to’ 
Catholicism with all the strength- of my 
nature, yet I do not stand here ttf lightly- 
mention Roman power. Nor am 1 pre
pared to curse her. The spiritual ignor
ance Of her subjects 1 deplore, bitt her 
great charities touch my heart. With 
untold wealth she has made her home 
among the poor, and poured over the 
hard hand of honest toil a blessing. She 
does not close her doors to. poverty’s. 
aching feet and the glimmer.»of her ta
pers and the smoke of her incenso is not 
alone for the rich. But her secular 
power can never be tolerated in this Re
public. America must be free from: all

• Continued on 8th L’ago
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TRAIL OF THE SERPENT.
; CONTINUED FROM THIRD PAGE.
human beings, at the least, had perished by 
his orders, but the glory and the interest of 
the suffering and militant church demanded 
the sacrifice. . In a single expedition oh the 
banks of the Danube, the Cossacks (soldiers of 
the imperial army of Austria) plundered five 
hundred'villages and exterminated the whole 
male population; the women and children, 
struck with terror, took refuge in the islands, 
where they died of hunger and despair,”

The death of Ferdinand II. did not end the 
war,. his fanatical and obtuse son, Ferdinand 
III.,' continued it for eleven years more, and

-.when, ..on October 24, 1648, peace was de
clared with Sweden and France, it was at the 
humiliation of Austria, and with the formal 
recognition of the equality of all forms of wor
ship. But the fair provinces of Germany had 
been reduced to deserts; wolves and foxes 
prowled about the deserted villages, and the 
fields, which thirty years before were green 
and yellow with crops, had now become mias
matic marshes or tangled forests,, Ferdinand’s 
maxim had well-nigh been realized. Like 
Bohemia, Germany lost two-thirds of its in
habitants. More than twenty millions per
ished by famine or a .violent death, and civil
ization was set back a hundred years, that 
Rome might satiate her thirst for temporal 
power. The barbarian hordes that overthrew 
the Roman Empire and the French revolution
ists that produced the Reign of Terror, 
coupled together, did not cause so great carn
age, desolation and human misery as did this 
•‘holy crusade,’ inaugurated and carried on 
by Ferdinand of Austria, in the interest and at 
the behest of ‘the only true church. ’

But follow the trail of the serpent from the 
scenes of desolation in Austria, Bohemia and 
Germany, to the Netherlands, where was nur
tured that tree of religious liberty whose fruit
age the western world in so large a measure 
enjoys to-day., God bless the Dutch! On this 
question of religious freedom they have a his
tory "of which they may well be proud. 
‘Those Dutch are a strong people,’ once wrote 
the. sage of Ecclefechan. ‘They raised thejr 
land out of a marsh and went on for a long 
period of time breeding cows and making 
dheese, and might have gone on with their 
cows and cheese till doomsday. But Spain 
comes on and says: ‘We want you to believe 
in St^ Ignatius.’ ‘Very sorry,’ replied the 
Dutch; ‘but wecSft*t? ‘God! but you must,’ 

’Buys Spain; and they went about with guns 
and swords to make the Dutch believe in St. 
Ignatius—-never, made them believe in him, 
but did succeed in breaking their own verte
bral column forever, and raising the Dutch 
into a great nation. ” ■ ‘ •

. Spain not only “went about with guns and 
swords," but with all the infernal appliances 

‘of the Spanish Inquisition, to not alone make 
the Dutch believe in the gospel of Loyola, but 
to exterminate those who did not thus believe. 
Some of the articles drawn up and pronounced 
by the Spanish inquisitors and confirmed by 
Charles V. • of Spain f<5r the subjugation of 
the Netherlands, are preserved in the Harleihn 
Miscellany, and are as follows:

“ ‘4. That the king write unto and com
mand the clergy of the Netherlands, that with 
the Inquisition they should accept of fifteen 
neW, bishops, the which should be free from 
all secular jurisdiction—yea, in cases of 
treasofi. . " .
;“,f5. The subjects of the Netherlands, 
through their malice’ "and waywardness, will 
revolt and move seditions* and tumults pleas
ing to all but our company.

.“.‘6. The princes and noblemen, headsand 
authors of those factions, with the subjects, 
must be taken away, and the others reduced 
unto reason. ■
y “ ‘7. They shall hire, at our charge, thieves 
and spoilers of churches and images, whose 
offences shall be, by all the world, imputed to 
rebels, by some subtle means, and so we shall 
vanquish them. .

•'“8. That all commerce, negotiations, lib
erties and privileges shall be rooted out, and 
that all be reduced to extreme poverty, where
by the realm shall be permanent for us.

“ ‘9, No man of all those countries (except 
he’be of our faction) shall be held worthy to 
live, and, finally, all to be rooted out. And 
all.goods, possessions, arts and trades, and all 
orders to be taken away, until there may be a 
new realm and a new people.

“.‘10. In this action-the wise and valiant 
Duke of Alva shall be employed in person; 
whereas any other, were he of the blood royal, 
or a prince, shall be of no esteem, so as being 
suspected—yea, in the smallest matters,' they 
must be dispatched.

“‘11. No contracts, rights, promises, dona
tions, oaths, privileges and solemn assertions 
bi the Netherlands shall be of any force for 
the inhabitants as being guilty of high trea
son. .
. “ ‘12. But, above all, we must have an 
especial care that in these matters of so great 
-weight and moment we proceed not violently, 
but by means, by degrees, and that discreetly, 
to the end that princes, „nobility and inferior 
subjects may mutiny among themselves, so 
that one may persecute—yea, execute the other, 
until at last the hangman be executed himself; 
for in all Christendom is there not a nation 
more foolish and indiscreet, and whose levity 
¿nd inconstancy may sooner be deserved, than 
these Netherlands, and God punisheth them 

Accordingly.’ ’’
And the annalist informs us that “still there 

were other articles found in President Verga’s 
rrhamhp.r at Antwerp more cruel than these.”

This Duke of Alva prosecuted the bloody 
and devastating work of torure and extermin
ation with such vigor and success that in six 
years’ time he was able to boast, and 
actually did boast, that hp " and his 
soldiers had slaughtered 186,000 human 
bfeings! For this ghastly work in . -“.mainto,in-' 
jn<r the Roman religion and subverting of 
heretics” he received the hearty approval of 
the Pope of Rome, who called him . his . “be
loved son," and sent to him a special legate to.

«.v -M

STflRTLMiG RESULT OF ^|*!ER!C(Ui' TOLERATION
When the Romish tiger-cub first made its advent among us, it was tenderly fed on the pap of “American freedom” or “toleration." Soon it grew large and arrogant, and stood be

tween the child and the Public School. ThenAt displayed its ugly teethi and claws. * ( * * * * * '* Then it drove him from the Public School. The last scene—will be the 
destruction of Liberty and the American Public School system. Do we need an A. P. A«Puck. . 4

convey costly presents, and “to commend these : 
so rare exploits!" ■

Turn now to France, wonderful France,whose : 
historic page reveals perhaps the saddest tale of '. 
all. The Waldenses (modernly called Vaudois) 1 
in the southeast of France, pnd those of Savoy, 
in Italy, had even from thetime of Constantine 
been an heretical people in the jealous eyes of > 
Rome, and numerous attempts at their exter
mination had fysen made. Francis!., King of 
France, in 1544 entered into a treaty at Crespy 
with Charles V. of Spain for the extermina
tion of heresy within their respective domains. 
In pursuance of this treaty, and under the in
fluence of Cardinal de Tournan, Francis is
sued an order for the ' extirpation of the 
Waldenses of Provence, who seem to haye in
curred the especial enmity of the clergy. But 
the crowning tragedy of the world was pro
jected when in pursuance of this same unholy 
compact between these Catholic sovereigns, 
Charles IX. of France, attended by his mother, 
the infamous Catherine de Medici, met in 
1565, at Bayonne, the cruel Duke of Alva, the 
accredited representative of Philip. IL of 
Spain, and there and then planned the massa
cre of the Huguenot chief s of France. It was 
decided that the deed should be done at 
Moulins/ in Bourbonness, immediately upon 
the return of the king, but because of certain 
suspicions manifested by the Huguenots, and 
because it was considered easier and more cer
tain to get them together at Paris, that city 
was selected, and St. Bartholomew's Eve 
(August 25, 15*72) appointed as the time.

Pope Pius V. was duly informed through 
Cardinal Santa Croce by Catherine and her 
son, the king, of their intentions “to get the 
admiral (Coligny) and all his confidants to
gether some day, and make a massacre of 
them; but the matter,” said Catherine, “was 
so difficult that' there was no possibility of 
promising to do it at one time more than an
other.”

But they did it, and over the bodies of 100,
000 of the best citizens of France, weltering in 
their*warm life’s blood, peans of thanksgiving 
were raised in horrid mockery of a sacred re
ligion, by a church that then, as -now, claims, 
by divine right, not only a spiritual but a tem
poral dominion over all mankind. * •

Assuredly there is a divinity, silent, yet 
potent, in the destinies of men, of nations and 
-institutions, that, with certainty unerring, 
searching all hearts, powers, forces and causes, 
determines and adjusts the fearful account in 
deeds like this. Let us not say that Charles 
IX., stripling and weakling that he was, must 
alone, or, indeed, in any great measure, bear 
the ignominy and fearful responsibility of the 
massacre of St. Bartholmew. Almost imme
diately the deed was done, this poor youth, 
king though he was, called his trusted 
Huguenot physician to his side, and said: 
“Ambrose, I don’t know what has come over 
me for the last two or three days, but I feel 
my mind and my body greatly excited—in 
fact, just as if I had a fever; meseems every 
moment, just as much waking as sleeping, that 
those horricl corpses keep appearing to me with 
their faces all hideous and covered with blood. 
I wish the helpless and the innocent had not 
been included.” . And m the spring of 1574, 
nearly two years after the massacre, the 
wretched Charles, at the age of 23 , years and 
11 months, was attacked with a. hemorrhage 
and died, but not before a revisit of the same 
bloody visions abofut which, a few’'days after 
the fragic.eveht;‘^ifi'jEiad tenAmbrose 
Pare. At the llsV&iffisjvhis ^faltEI^ 'nurse, 
also a Hugueridt, fiad lain down upon a chest, 
and was just.beginning to dozq;L Jhearing the 
king,moaning, weeping and sighihg,'she went

nurse,’said the king, ‘what bloodshed Land 
what murders! Ah, what evil counsel have I 
followed! Oh! my God, forgive methem. and 
have mercy upon me, if it may please 
Thee! I know not what hath come-to me, so 
bewildered and agitated do thev make me. 
What will be the end of it all? What shall I 
do? I am lost; I see it well!” Then saie! the 
nurse to him: ‘Sir, the murders be on the 
heads of those who made you do them! Of 
yourself, sir, you never could; and since you 
are not consenting thereto, and are sorry,jlmre- 
for, believe that God will not put themjjlown 
to your account.’” ' _ _9-, . ,

And'thus Charles IX. began, on the cpuch 
of death, the awful expiation which qhopld 
purge his soul of the burning bloodstain^ put 
upon it by the inexorable law of justice fqr the 
part he had played in the tragedy which shook 
the very center of the heart of humanity,,.and 
hroused all the Protestants of that day to a 
true realization of their danger at the hands of 
the monster Moloch masquerading in the'game 
of Christianity, arid professing the sweet graces 
of a religion of benefaction and love. ' ,

The Holy Catholic League bad been con
ceived by the Cardinal of Lorraine at the 
Council of Trent some dozen years befofe the 
death of Charles IX. This was an oathbound 
association, formed for the defence of the 
Catholic religion against heretics, and in order 
to more firmly bind Henry HI., already an 
earnest Catholic, to the league, in 1588 they 
drew up for his adoption the following aijriong 
other propositions: “That he should rènio ve 
from offices of consequence all persons whom 
they should point Out; that he should establish 
the Holy Inquisition, if not universally, in the 
more prominent towns; that heretics should be 
taxed a third or a fourth of their property 
while the war lasted against them (the 
Huguenots), and that the life of no enemy 
taken prisoner should be spared unless he 
should turn Catholic, and find surety therefor, 
and ateo turn over all of his unconflscated 
property, if any yet remained to him.” 
Henry, after long deliberation, at last, in the 
hopes of buying his peace, acceded to these 
infamous proposals, and passed the “Edict of 
Union. ” But this unfortunate prince was not 
a swift enough instrument of persecution' -for 
insatiate Rome, and hence thp hand‘of the 
assassin was employed to remove him! i This 
murderous deed brought upon the sovereign 
stage of France the greatest of the house of 
Bourbon, Henry of Navarre, a Huguenot^ who 
then became Henry IV., Suffice it that the 
Catholic party bitterly contested his accèssion 
to the throne, and his entrance to the .French 
capital. During his reign France becalne a 
powerful and prosperous nation. However, 
no less than eight attempts to assassinrite this 
great man were made by the Jesuit party be
fore the hand Of Ravaillac finally plunged the 
dagger of Rome to his heart. .

The crowning act of Henry IV. was the 
issuance of the “Edict of Nantes,” for the pro
tection and security of the Ruguenots; -but 
gradually, during the reign of Lottis XIIL , 
was .this charter of religious toleration and 
protection partially annulled, and at last it 
was altogether revoked by Louis XIV., the 
so-called “moist Christian king.” Thè “Edict 
of Revocation" was brought about by in
stigation .of the Jesuits and of Madam de 
Maintenon. By the signing of this edict, 
which took, place on the 18th of October, 
1685, one million And a half of the'moat loyal 
subjects of the king were hurled back upon the 
tender mercieftof Rome; • It decreed , the de
molition of all the Huguenot chapels that re
mained standing, interdicted assembling .for 

; worship; exiled “heretic” ministers,- com- 
■ pelling them to leave the kingdom within fif-

teen days; closed all Huguenot schools; or- < 
dered that all neW-born babes be baptized by 
the parish priest; compelled parents to bring up 
their children Catholics, and forbade Huguenot 
laymen leaving the kingdom, under penalty of 
the galleys for life for the men, and imprison
ment and confiscation of property for the 
women. “The will of the king,” said Super
intendent Marillac at Rouen, “is that there be 
no more than one religion in this kingdom; it 
is for the glory of God and the well being of 
the state.”

Strange insanity, fatal perversion of the 
.humap mind, that finds the “glory of God” in 
the hellish deeds of men.

In this persecution, which raged for sixty 
years, from one to two millions of the French 
pppulatjon were either immolated, exiled or 
emigrated. " ‘

Notwithstanding the energetic measures 
adopted by the government to prevent emigra
tion, no less than 500,000, and, perhaps, 
1,000,000 good citizens of France left their 
pitiless country and found homes in England, 
HollandfDenmark, Switzerland and America. 
They brought to their new homes many new 
industries, and became faithful and loyal sub
jects of "the government, as they had been in 
Franee. Was it, then, for the “well-being 
of the state” that Louis XIV. and his priests, 
and dragonnades should extirpate and banish 
these faithful and industrious sons and daugh
ters of France to give place for the hollow 
pageantry of Rome? Even Louis and his ad
visers soon saw their mistake.- “To speak 
only of our province (Normandy),” writes 
M. Floquet, “about 184,600 religionists went 
away; more than 26,000 habitations were de
serted; in Rouen there were counted no more 
than 50,000 men instead of the 80,000 that 
were to be seen there a few years before. 
Almost all trade was stopped there as well as 
in Normandy. The little amount of manu
facture that was possible rotted away on the 
spot for want of transport to foreign countries, 
whence vessels were no longer found to come; 
Rouen, Daruetal, Elbeuf, Louviers, Caude- 
bec, Le Havre, Port Audenur, Caen, St Lo, 
Alencon and Boyeiux were falling into decay, 
the different branches of trade, and industry 
which had but lately been seen flourishing 
there having perisKed through the emigration 
of the masters, whom their skilled workmen 
followed in shoals. ” .
a Under the guidance of his “spiritual ad
visers,” the Jesuits, Louis passed the most 
oppressive^ measures against the Protestants. 
They were excluded frpm public officesand in
dustrial guilds and occupations, -forbidden to 
hold synods, establish academies; .or to bring 
up theft ^children in their own religion, which 
gave lively occupation to the bigoted priests 
in “snatching heretic children from the devil" 
and their mothers’breasts. “The Bible was 
burned by the executioner; gentlemen of rank 
and name were sent to the galleys; the heads of 
ladies were shaved for singing the Psalms of 
David in French; pastors Were broken on the 
wheel for not having abandoned their flocks; 
old men were dragged to the Romish altars by 
blaspheming soldiers, who ordered them to 
worship their God; those relapsing were thrown 
into dungeons; parents were condemned on the 
charge of their children, and children were 
torn from patents, and died starving or in. 
sane in duhgeons or Jesuit coUeges and con
vents. Roman’priests were, forced upon the 
dying, and those abetting Protestants in their 
escape were condemned to death. In ten 
years’ time more than ten thousand persons be
came the prey of the stake and the gibbet" 
Protestant men who were sick and refused the 
viaticum^were sent to the galleys for life, if 
they recovered, and Protestant women in such
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STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS 
’ OFPSYCHIC science:

This work, by Hudson Tuttlk, essays to utilize and 
explain the vast array Of facts In Its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
totbelsws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:. .

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; ’•‘What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Sclentlfid' 
Methods of the Study of Mun and Its Results; What If 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to thoActor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, In the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind pure; Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper* 
ience and Intelligence from the, Sphere of Light.

It is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 263 
pages. Sent, post paid, 81.25. *

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and pubject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It Is a vade inecum, 
and answers about any question which may arise in 
4he minds of the investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For sale at this office. .

: ANTIOUITYJINVEILED.
Tfte Most Important Revelation* 

Concerning the True Origin . . 
■ of Christianity.; ’

Reader. ’In bringing to. your notice Um»
veiled It 18 with the sincere hope that you are earn« - 
estly looking tor the truth, regardless of apy other 
consideration. If such Is the case, this advertisement 
will deeply-interest you, and after replug this brief’ 
description you will doubtless wish to give the work a 
careful perusal.

An important step toward the light Is taken when wo 
become „independent enough to reason for ourselves, 
Instead of accepting through blind faith the teaching 
6f others, thus being led Imo the-darkuess of ¿rror, 
and away from truth." At no period in the history of 
Christianity has there been so much research and In
vestigation regarding its origin as in the last decade, 
the result of which has caused many of the leading apq 
more progressive advocate® of the Christian religion to 
recede from the positive claims heretofore assumed on 
creedal and doctrinal points. After a full and Impartial 
investigation of the claims uf Christianity, they have 
been forced to yield their ground by evidence resting 
upon a scientific basis, as well as upon revelation and

case were condemned tov prison, and their 
property seized. Outrages w6re committed 
upon the dead; in some cases their bodies were 
unearthed and thrown into a ditch. Should 
one who was supposed to have been a convert 
infuse the last sacrament, a trial was had over 
the remains, and the body was ordered dragged 
in quicklime as a terror to others.

In this terrible persecution soldiers were 
given license to practice brutality of every de
scription upon Jthe defenceless people; and to 
all the tortures-—murder, imprisonment and 
robbery—the clergy gave their hearty consent. 
Te Deums were sounded at Rome and in the 
churches and cathedrals of France in praise 
of the “most Christian king.” In the lan
guage of Bossuet, a Catholic schoolman of 
that day, we may say to Louis XIV., though 
not in commendation: “You exterminated 
the heretics; this is the meritorious work of 
your reign—its peculiar characteristic.” And 
let us add that if France is indifferent to relig
ion or downright infidel to-day, the reign of 
Louis XIV., and the awful event of St. Bar
tholomew’s day, may lawfully be ascribed as 
the true cause thereof.

The Vaudois, inhabitants of the valleys of 
Dauphiny of France, and those of Piedmont 
in Italy, nearly four centuries before Luther 
was born, fell under the evil eye of papal 
tyranny, and, in consequence, have suffered 
centuries of persecutions which, for brutality 
and ferocity, are only to be equaled by sirm 
ilar atrocities belonging to the history of 
the same ecclesiastical Moloch. As early as 
1096 Pope Urban II. found the valleys of the 
Alps “infested with heresy;” in 1179 a fierce 
persecution of these inoffensive people raged, 
and in 1243 their persecution was again 
ordered by the Pope, “especially because they 
read the sacred books in the vulgar tongue.” 
In 1486 Pope Innocent VIII. fulminated a 
bull of extermination against the Vaudois, and 
ordered a holy crusade to effect the purpose. 
Eighteen thousand regular troops were sup
plied by France and Savoy, and summoning to 
his aid by promise of pardon criminals of all 
kinds, the “Vicegerent of Christ” turned 
loose upon the peaceful inhabitants of the val
leys a horde of wild beasts in human form to 
murder and pillage without let or hindrance. 
To add zest to the work’in hand, each precious 
zealot who should slay a heretic was promised 
full remission of his sins.

Also in 1488 a “dreadful massacre of 
Vaudois,” says Mr. Samuel Smiles, “was per
petrated by a French army, under the direc
tion, of Albert Catanee, the papal legate. The' 
army had been sent into Piedmont wi$h the ob- 
ject-of subjugating or destroying the Vaudois 
on the Italian side of the Alps, but had re
turned discomfited to Briancon, unable to 
effect their object. The legate then deter
mined to take his revenge by an assault upon 
the helpless and unarmed French Vaudois, and 
suddenly directed his soldiers upon the valleys 

, of Tressinieres and Louise. The inhabitants 
’ of the latter valley, - surprised and unable to 

resist an arnfy of some twenty thousand men, 
abandoned their dwellings, and made for the 

, mountains with all haste, accompanied by their 
families and driving their flocks before them. 

’ On the slope of Mount Pelvoux, about a third 
, of the way up, there was formerly a cavern 

on the comb of Capescur^ called La Balme- 
Chapelly.—though now nearly worn away by 

, the. disintegration of the mountainside—in 
, which the poor hunted people contrived to find 

shelter. They built up the approaches to the 
cavern, filled the entrance with rocks, and con
sidered themselves safe; but their confidence 
proved fatal to them. The Count La Palud, 

- who was in command of the troops,; seeing that
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discovery. These new developments have caused the 
Intelligent and reflective mind to stop and consider the 
more liberal and progressive religious .views presented, 
which are better adapted to the needs of humanity In 
this Nineteenth century. This liberal spirit Is In ac
cord with the law of religious evolution, as well as with 
the views of the most cultured and advanced religious 
teachers of our time, who now realize that much of the 
framework of the Christian religion wap borrowed 
from the more ancient religions existing m^Djrcen* 
turles previous to the Christian era. In Antiquity 
Unveiled you will find so much corroborative evi
dence bearing upon this point that you cannot fall to 
be Impressed by It. The subject of the origin and. 
progress of the Christian religion has often been dis
cussed, but never before has the direct knowledge and. 
remarkable revelations contained in this work been 
accessible.

The erlgin and progress bf Christianity Is fully dis
closed, bringing to light (he interpolations and for
geries committed In the early days of the Christian era 
by the Priesthood, the details of which will convince 
the reader that truth Is stranger than fiction. Thlt 
work is a complete library In Itself, showing how man
kind hasbeen misled by its trusted teachers. No home 
or library should be without a-copy, as It sheds light 
upon matters pertaining to the most important inter- — 
ests of the human race In both worlds.

This volume has an absorbing interest for every In
dividual; a glance at the table of contents will reveal 
the nature of its important revelations. The work 
deals in au Impartial manner with the subject of 
Christianity and carries the reader back into the mists 
of past ugfs, unveiling their secrets and hidden mys
teries. Nothing has escaped the keen search of the 
authors of these communications. They expose to 
view the methods employed by the formulators of 
Christianity from the time of Its first Inception. The 
scriptures tri e traced to,their source and are shown to 
have been derived from the written gospelsand doc-, 
trines of sun worship. The life and teachings of the 
great sage and philosopher, Apollonius of Tyaua, are 
shown to have been appropriated by the founders of 
Christianity. In fact, It Is clearly shown that the so- 
called teachings of the Christian Jesus are largely & 
compilation of the teachings of other personages. 
The characters of the New Testament are portrayed Itx 
their true colors, and the appropriation of the rites and 
ceremonies attending the worship of the sun, as well 
as the efforts made, by those who organized Christi
anity to destroy all knowledge of their previous exist
ence, are fully disclosed. It will open the eyes of 
many to read the cause of the destruction of the great 
libraries of the world and their valuable contents by 
order of popes and prelates in past centuries. Tha 
forgers of evidence in favor of Christianity are com
pelled to cenfess their vandalism, and the mutilating 
of and Interpolations in history by Christian writers 
ire exposed to view. Not only are these subjects 
elucidated, but history Is corrected In a manner that 
makes clear doubtful points never before satisfactorily 
explained.

The scholarly manner in which the communications 
are treated by the late J. M. Koboris, Esq., editor of 
“Mind and Matter,” as he takes each point In succes
sor! and throws upon It such light as can be gleaned 
from ttie pages of history, is well worth the candid 
consideration of the reader.

TESTIMONIAL. t
“Rockford, Ill., April 4, 1892.—Oriental Pvblisb» 

ing Company:—Gentlemen: I feel it my duty, a| 
well as a pleasure, to write you with thanks for tha 
satisfaction the partial reading of Antiquity Un
veiled has given me. Having traveled over the en
tire historical ground with diligent care, pencil always 
in band, I say to you in all frankness, I find the po
sitions taken in your book mainly true. Your work 
should be everywhere welcomed, and I bespeak for it 
an immense sale. (9. "W. Brown, M. D., author bt 
Researches In Oriental History.”

Reasons Why Everybody Should Read
ANTIQUITYUNVEILED.

BECAUSE—It contains a wonderful treasury of knowl
edge, which is of the greatest importance to every 
individual, and CAN BE FOUND IN NO OTHER 
VOLUME.

BECAUSE—It Interprets the mysteries of religious 
teachings In ancient and modern times, and proves 
that ALL RELIGIONS originated Id sun worship.

BECAUSE—It tells why the CLERGY DO NOT EX
PLAIN THESE MYSTERIES, but claim thatthey 
a;c mysteries of God, and therefore are not to be 
questioned. .

BECAUSE—IT GIVES LIGHT upon a question that 
has agitated the human mind to a greater extent 
than any other, viz.: ARE THE TEACHINGS 
OF CHRISTIANITY TRUE, and from whenc«

. did they come?
BECAUSE—It iheds much lighten the books of the 

Old Testament, and shows whore the GOSPELS 
AND EPISTLES OF THE NEW TESTAMENT 
came from.

BECAUSE—IT EXPLAINS many things in ancient 
biblical history which have hitherto been MYS
TERIES to all scholars and commentators.

BECAUSE—It 18 THE BOOK of the Nineteenth Cen* 
tury.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED is printed from clear, 
new type, on fine paper, and comprises a volume of 
625 pages, embellished with fine engravings pertaining 
to the work. It is well bound in cloth ana gilt.

Price, $1.50. Postage, 12 Cts. 1
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THE PRIEST JHE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY. •

This 1b a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex« 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, and who 
knows what he is talking about. Everybody should 
read it. Price, 11.00. It contains the following chap« 
ters:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self« 

respect In the Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for UM 
Priest.

CHAPTER ITI.
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made eacy 

by Auricular Confession. •
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Con
fessional—What becomes of her after uncondltian« 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys nil the Sacred Ties o!

Marriage and Human Society. *
CHAPTER VII. ‘ ‘

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil
ized Nations?

, CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?

CHAPTER IX. •
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a SacrilegUnu 

Imposture. -
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess th! 
- Abominations of Auricular Confession. '

• CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France.
, CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus

bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
, the Priest of Rome must Question hh Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.OO.
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SPIRITUAL BIR TH; OR DEA TH 
and lu To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moees Hull. This little 
pamphlet is devoted to an exposition of the spiritual« 
4k tic Idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with the common churchiy idea on the same subject. 
Tbenameof the authorise sufficient guarantee that 
the subject is well handled. For sale at this office» 
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jt was impossilbe to force the, entrance, sent 
his men up the mountain provided with ropes, 
and fixing them so they should hang over the 
mouth of the cavern, a number of the soldiers 
slid down in full equipment, landing on the 
ledge right in front of the concealed Vaudois. 
Seized with sudden panic, and being unarmed, 
many of them precipitated themselves oyer the 
rocks and were killed; The soldiers slaugh
tered all-they could reach, after which they 
proceeded to heap up wood at the cavern’s 
mouth, which they set on fire, and thus suffo
cated the remainder. Perrin Says four hun- 

1 dred children were afterwards found in the 
cavern, stifled in the arms .of their dead 
mothers, and that not fewer then three thou
sand persons were thùs ruthlessly destroyed. 
The little property of the slaughtered peasants 

. was ordered by the Pope’s legate to be divided 
. ampngst the vagabonds who ha$ parried out 

his savage orders; ” . • . -
Persecution followed persécution,■ massacre 

followed massacre—one again in l()55 of espe
cial magnitude, that of La To.ur, at the insti- 

’• gatibn of the, Propaganda de Fide, a branch of 
which popish office had been started > in. Pied
mont for the avowed pùrpose -of extirpating 

■ the heretics. This butchery continued for 
more than‘a week, and in many of the hamlets 
of the valleys not a cottage was left standing, 
and all inhabitants who had not been able- to 
fly to the mountains were indiscriminately put 
to deatk This dreadful deed horrified all 
Europe, and Oliver Cromwell, then in power 
in England, called upon the principal powers 
to assist him in putting a stop to such terrible 
and uncalled-for barbarities toward an inoffen
sive people, and he so far succeeded that the 
exiled Vaudois were permitted to return to 
their devastated homes, where they remained-- 
in peace only so long as Cromwell lived.

In Ireland three hundred thousand Protest
ant lives went out, before the time of Crom
well,- that Rome might thrive and fatten upon 
her deluded devotees.. In 1641 a wholesale 
slaughter of all the Protestants in Ireland was 
certainly attempted, if not deliberately 
planned. “Men and women were put to 
evéry form of-cruelty-which the devilish ingen
uity of man could devise. In the Castle of 
LiSgool a hundred and fifty men, women and 
children were burned together. At the Castle 
of Moneàh not less than one hundred were put 
to death by the sword. Some of them were 
laid with tiie center of their backs on the axle
tree of a carriage, with their legs resting on 
the ground on one side, and their arms and 
head on the other. In this position one of 
the savages scourged the wretched object on 
the thighs, legs, etc., while another set on 
furious dogs, who tore to pieces the arms and 
upper parts of the body; and in this dreadful 
manner were they deprived of their existence.

“Great numbers were fastened to horses’ 
tails, and the beasts being set in full gallop by 
their riders, the wretched victims were dragged 
along till they expired. Others were hung on 
lofty gibbets, and a fire being kindled under 
them, they finished, their lives partly by hang
ing and partly by suffocation. Nor did the 
more tender sex escape the least particle of 
cruelty that could be projected by their merci
less and furious persecutors. Many women 
of ali ages were put to deaths of the most 
cfuel nature. Some, in particular, were 
fastened with their backs to strong posts, and, 

■ being stripped to their waists, the inhuman 
monsters cut off their right breasts with shears, 
which, of course, put them to the most excru
ciating torments, and in this position they 
were left till from loss of blood they 
expired."

Such things happen not with the brute, and 
not among men, except they be inspired by 
the demon of fanaticism, and shall it be said 
such things could not be—
Religion! but for thee, prolific fiend, 
Who peoplest earth with demons, hell with men, 
And heaven with slaves!

But let us now draw the curtain upon the 
dark and tragic past, and briefly consider 
Roman Catholicism in some of its relations to 
the present. .

The most patent inquiry which suggests 
itself upon the record of Catholicism in the 
past is whether the spirit of persecution and in
tolerance still lurks in its essential and organic 
life. We know the fangs of the serpent have 
been drawn, the talons of the vulture clipped, 
the teeth and claws of the tiger pulled, by the 
loss of the pbwer to command the function of 
secular government. But the legitimate in
quiry now arises: Has the Roman Catholic 
church really experienced a change of heart, 

- and does it' believe its teachings and methods 
of the past were and are wrong? Ah, could we 
but believe this we should rest in peace and 
fear not. It may not be generally known and 
recognized that the one chief grievance and 
lamentation of the Church of Rome to-day is 
that it has lost its old-time temporal power, 
that power by which alone it was enabled to 
manifest its frtterly intolerant and ùneompro-. 
mising spirit. It, perhaps, ’ and no doubt is 
known that the church, either in its ecumenical 
council or sovereign pontiff, has always claimed 
infallibility in doctrines of faith and of morals. 
Necessarily, then,. has the church precluded 
itself from improvement and progression in 
the conception of abstract truth touching faith 
and morals; ana if perchance it has miscon
ceived abstract truth and its application to the 
varying conditions of 'progressive human life, 
as demonstrably in numerous instances it has, 
it must shut its eyes to the truth or give up 
its claim of infallibility. The latter it cannot 
do, openly at least, without self-stultification; 
so it chooses to face the logic of the situation 
and defiantly and brazenly declare that it is 

"right and always has been right, à position 
which can only deceive those who are igno
rant of the real tenets of the church and of its 
concrete history. Hence, Rome thrives best 
in thé soil of ignorance; ■■ ■
' Bo well does the hierarchy of Rome know 
that the security and' perpetuity of the Rom-

ish institution depend upon the ignorance of 
the masses that they continually and every
where seek by cunning, craft and ihtrigue to 
thwart all efforts at popular education. Spain, 
as but one instance, vriti fifteep. million in
habitants, expends annually no more for pub
lic instruction than does: the • city of Chicago 
wjth its one and a quarter millions. ■< ,

But need we of the United States of. Amer
ica fear the increase incumber and power of 
the Roman Catholic Church in America? This 
is the practical question for us to answer, and 
it'can only be answered by ’reference to the- 
present teachings of the church, its axioms 
and history. •. - ■ ■

Then let us understand that a cardinal 
maxim of Rome ia semper idem (always the 
same), and-that each recurrent “visible head,” 
or pope, reaffirms and sanctions ¿11. the ex-ca
thedra acts, decrees, bulls, briefs, anathemas, 
and fulminations of his “illustrious predeces
sors,” Certainly ever since pope Adrian, IV. 
in 1155 declared “that Ireland and all islands 
upon which'Christ the sun of righteousness 
has shone, and which have received the teach
ings of the. Christian'fpith, rightfully belong 
to the bljëssed Peter and the most-holy Roman 
Ohurèh,’’ it .has'been the claim of Catholicism 
th|it nq^ej'izre'.govemment.can exist except by 
investiture'of the "pope, and that de facto gov
ernment are to be tolerated only so long as it 
is impossible or too hazardous to attempt to 
overthrow them. . J . “ . ■

: The government of the United States is con
sidered by the infallible oracle of Rome a gov
ernment de facto only/ and not a government 
de jure-, that is, a government which though' 
existing in fact does not rightfully or lawfully 
exist, and a government which, when it ahall 
become prudent to make the attempt, Rome 
will have the God-given right, as it now claims 
to have, to destroy.

But when the voice of history is more clearly 
heard and heeded, as it sureiy will be in the 
near^ coming days of this glorious land of 
liberty, the old serpent of Rome will be known 
as he is and the danger will have been passed.

New Theories in Reference 
4*e Day-

Christmas in thé Light of Modern. 
Knowledge.

As you have asked for your Christmas 
Pbogbesbivb Thinker a reproduction of some 
former-expressed ideas on the subject, that 
you were pleased to be delighted with, I send 
them to you to use as may suit you. They 
are given in the editorial idiom—“we"—from 
force of habit:

To everybody who lives north of the Tropic 
of Cancer, Christmas is the holiday of the 
year. It is the day fixed upon as the birth of 
the founder of our religion, and it is the god 
birthday of all religions that preceded it. The 
birth of the sun-god was fixed on this day 
from the earliest traditions of man. Without 
going into the historic facts, the simple state
ment will account for its universality. The 
sun-god died on the shortest day of the year, 
and for three days there is no changd appar
ent in the length—or it is dead. On the third 
there is a calculable change, or life, and the 
sun-god has risen—the new year is born. Our 
God could not have been .born out of season 
with the nature that he created? This is the 
story as our faith gives it, and it-harmonizes 
with the ancient god ideal of that part of the 
race that lived between the Tropic of Cancer 
and the Arctic circle.

Somehow, people forget that when all our 
religions were both the Southern hemisphere 
did not exist in. human knowledge, and the 
tropics -were only known in the Hindustan 
peninsula, where Brahmin story located the 
garden of the first man and woman. Christmas 
is the year's birthday for all the north tem
perate zone, but jt is not the calendar new 
year for us or for the Jews, from whom we 
draw onr religion. Our own calender or era 
dates only from about the middle of the sixth 
century, when Dionysius Exigius, a monk, 
first formulated our present chronology. Up 
to that time the Christian era had been calcu
lated from the death of Christ, and the change 
made our era to begin with the birth of the 
year as well, and this brought the great Chris
tian holiday in harmony with the birthday of 
the new year, and with that of the ancient 
world. This is simply history.

But we must remember that knowledge has 
extended since these things were, and while 
we are celebrating the birth of our new year 
the people of the Cape of Good Hope, of Aus
tralia, and the South American peninsula, are 
in their summer—their sun-god is re-born, af
ter his three day’s death, on the 25th of June. 
And these facts, known to the school children 
of the later nineteenth century, were sealed 
up to the people from whom we inherit our re
ligion, dur literature, our poetry, our chronol
ogy and our almanacs. In other words, óur 
god idea has grown from that of a zone to 
that of the planet It is not pertinent to the 
day to go into the discussion as to the author
ity of any teaching, for on so universal a day 
of rejoicing such things • are out of harmony 
with the occasion. Only a full and intelligent 
understanding of the facts and philosophy be
hind it all adds to the zest and conception of 
the observances. ' When all that * marks our 
civilization, its science, literature and religion, 
for all time, is understood, the observance of 
the day and its enjoyment are greatly en
hanced.

There is one fact that will strike the student; 
that is, our Religious ideals are from Jewish 
sources and our chronological traditions from 
paganism. But when • the conditions out of 
which our western civilization was evolved are 
considered, it will be found that the latter is’ 
the natural result; and the former exceptional. 
Greece and Rome, as the heirs of Egypt, As
syria and India, then dominated the world, 
and the Jewish cult was both local and not 
understood. The New Testament is a natural

evolution from the cbnflicting teachings of the 
beginning of our era, but how the older Scrip
tures came to have eqqal sanction is one of 
the riddles of modern reason. - But Christmas 
blends all conflicts and gives us one universal 
holiday, be our religious ideas what they may. 
To those who take it as the 'Savior's natal day 
it comes with all the reverential sanction of the 
highest aspiration, and to those who do not 
agree in this ascription it is the birthday of 
the year and an anniversary of- .universal sig
nificance. . . .

, The Jews occupied a country lying between 
31 and 35 degrees north latitude, about the 
latitude of Georgia, while Babylon, or Assy
ria, ran up to 40 degrees, or that of Missouri. - 
Greece was between ,37 and 40, and Rome, or 
the Italian peninsula,;is between 38 and 46 de
grees, Even Egypt is in the same latitude 
with Texas, We refer tp these facts of geog
raphy simply io show that'all our religions and 
our literature were born under the climatic in
fluences connected with the north temperate 
zone, and that our very god ideals are in har
mony with the eternal facts and phenomena of 
the seasons; This, instead of detracting from 
the importance and reverence with which the 
observances founded on them are regarded; 
enhances them, and satisfies the minds of men 
as to their appropriateness and simctioHs aB 
no mere myth could possibly do, for It is’ phary 
acteristio of the human mind that it is nevei 
satisfied or at rest except when reposing op a 
fact It is a little hard to realize that Our 
brother, or cousin, or neighbor now in the 
Argentine republic is celebrating our Christ
mas cutting wheat, but it is the fact neverthe
less. , * ■ ' j ' ■’•'¿'■J ■

We are aware that this is a somewhat un
usual way of treating the Christmas question, 
but we are only asking the privilege of occu
pying the platform of 1893, with its knowl
edge, rather than that of the ancient times, 
before Columbus was born, Copernicus 
dreamed, or Cook circumnavigated the globe. 
We are celebrating Christmas in the light of 
modern knowledge and only enriching its ideals 
and adding zest to its observance by grouping 
.together the rich treasures of tradition that 
have made it memorable to our race for thou
sands of years. It only widens the mental 
horizon to find the fact that the natal dpy of 
our God is the same natal day the god of the 
ancients was given, and that people whose 
only god ideals were those symbolized by nat
ural phenomena observed the same day as the 
birth of the new year. The fact shows the 
kinship of the race, the persistence of thought 
forms and the substantial agreement of its 
knowledge and aspirations through all time. 
Or, in other words, of the co,mmon creative 
fatherhood and the common brotherhood of all 
created. • .

The time, however, has come for the race to 
take'a step forward.- Why? Because it has 
now outgrown its zonal character and 
become planetary not only in knowledge 
but in civilized habitat. As a whole, 
the human race can no longer celebrate 
Christmas as the birthday of the new year. Jt 
is only so now to the Northern hemisphere. 
As a religious festival it will no doubt continue 
with those who regard it so, but they are a 
entail division of the race, and what will be 
when our religious, ideals are separated from 
the environing phenomena of nature we have 
not sufficient perspective yet to realize. Still 
the fact-remains that the god idea of the future 
must be planetary, not only in its Conception, 
but in its science and its literature. We are 
only on the margin of the new age, can see it 
coming, see it budding, but the flowering is to 
be reserved for another century.

The fact teaches us another lesson—or it 
asks us another question: Can the object of a 
creative power equal- to the formation of 
the planet be realized by its unfoldment 
in one so called zone? Between the tropip 
of Cancer and the Arctic circle has been con
fined the, development of man so far, and 
why create a globe with flve zones with pnly 
one to be-utilized? The question answers 
itself—it is not creative economy. As the 
birthday of the new year ip six months apart 
in the two temperate zones, there is none at all 
in the torrid zone. So here, if anywhere, the 
outward symbol of the creative power is un
changeable and eternal What is the creative 
concept there? These are not new questions, 
though they may be new in the asking, to 
many. Yet as they belong to life, as they are 
part of creation, as we can and do see and 
know them, why not talk about them and try 
and adjust our forms of thought to them? 
That is all.' .

And what must we do to get.at the key to 
things? Only one way—to study man himself j 
not the crude utterances of men in an age when 
these things were unknown and did not enter 
into the forms of human thought at all Rome 
is in latitude about 42 degrees, Geneva 46 de
grees, and Amsterdam 52 degree8 north lati
tude. When our creeds were born these 1.0 
degrees—or between Chicago, and Hudson’s 
Bay—constituted thereligbus battleground of 
Christendom, and every one bf the contenders 
believed the’earth to be flat and known in all- 
its parts. That fact settles forever the. differ, 
ence between then and .now, and tells us at 
once how it is that all our religious concepts, 
ideals, traditions and teachings have been 
zonal instead of planetary. /

And now the question becomes not only 
pertinent, but it is irrepressible, natural and 
unquenchable: Why not allow pur increased 
knowledge to influence our lives as the re
stricted knowledge of bur fathers moulded 
theirs? If anybody on earth can show any good 
reason why this should-not be so, then will be 
time to halt. , The .fact at once suggests an? 
other inquiry: Does the legend of the tree of 
knowledge come from the all wise power, or is 
it'an aUogpry that speaks for this restricted 
knoSfasge and its fear of consequences if once 
its boundaries are disregarded? Have we all 
these centuries been reading.it aright, and is 
it not a glimpse of this fact that makes.so 
many heresy trials in this age?, Apple trees 
don’t grow in the tropics and the fauna of the 
Southern hemisphere is as distinct from purs.

as is its strange flora. But we will not e^ter 
that field, though it is so suggestive.

Man is the. objective in creation from this 
time forward. We have been told from the 
beginning that man was in the image of the 
creative power, but tliiit fact has always been 
ignored. He has been denied what his cre
dentials authorize, to act as the image of his 
Creator and be independent. He has been 
“bossed" time out of mind, and the entire 
economy of rule has been to make the race 
subject to a class/ Sometimes that authority 
was the king, otber‘times the priest, then the 
prophet, and often two combined, but always 
to deny to man-the birthright which, being the 
image of his. creator, was his. And this has 
been from the cruel assumption that the (mage 
had become totally and essentially bad. Hpw 
is it possible, if man fell. and became totally 
depraved, that any holy class could arise out of 
this universal condition to enslave the rest?

Why not-make this common birthday, of 
nature and the founder of our religion com
memorative also of the new birth of humanity 
—into the new life that the creative condition 
has given us—into the reality- of its image en
dowments? The race has attained a knowledge 
of what creation really is that it never before 
possessed, and has a comprehension of the 
■place of its planet home in the universe that 
it never had before, and. wiry„not this enlarged 
knowledge and these elevated conceptions be 
allowed to enter into its ideals of the All Power, 
of which it U the image? ;

We have been told that we,are only a little 
.lower'than the angels, but the practical fact 
has been that we have been regarded as only 
a little higher than the animals. This must 
change and it is changing, and man will soon; 
he the creator of his own conditions, not the 
creature of assumed power. As never before 
in human history is the race progressing in 
knowledge. It has become too wise for perse
cution, for forth, or even for the employment 
Of controversy. AU these are born of and 
engender bigotry. It is simply learning, 'in
vestigating, thinking and going forward. It 
would be as impossible to-day to get up a war 
over creeds as to make a new one; and some 
fine morning the theological world will wake 
up and find the term, in the old sense, obsolete. 
For all these centuries the simple teachings 
that are associated with Ohristmae have u..< 
under the feet of theological controversy, un
known and unread. But out of the Galilee of 
modern progress has come the real reading of 
the simple lessons we commemorate to-day— 
that man is the image and heir of the creative 
power, not the victim of a mistake. His 
throne is the planet, and his religion as uni
versal as the stars. Coi. R. T. V ax Horn.

They Are, for Sale at This Office.

ZHREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE- 
lone; the Jesuits, Been and unseen,\are banded agalnbitbe 

circulation of tilla book, ^because they arexafraid they will lose 
their monopoly of théíccrct knowledge they bave held bo long. 
In Three Sevens, thia knowledge Is offered to the people. Buy 
it, read It carefully, and aco why the Jesuíta hato IL Price ei.25.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OB 
tl the Sunday queatloiL It is Invaluable. By Brown- 
M. D. Price 15 cents. \ • 4
TJO W TO1 MESMERIZE. B Y PROF. J. W.

J. J. Cadwell, one of the moat successful mesmerists In Amer-' 
lea. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. An- 
Invaluable work. Price, paper, 60 cents. ' .
(\QTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTHER 

talesand sketches. By a band of spirit Intelligences, through' 
che mediumship of Mary Tueresa Bbelhnmer. An excellent work. 
Price ,1.25.: ; . ■
(TTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA. E. DAVIS. ' A 

rosary of pearls, culled from tho werks of Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended for the light an<l solace1 of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. Price 60 cents. ' ,
CECRETS pROM THE ' INVENT OF THE 

O1 Sacred Heart, by Hudson TilUI of “Arcana of Na
ture," "Ethics of Science,*'“S 'etc. Hudson Tul
lio was threatened with deat and publishing bls
“Couvent," which has bad a pl In Tn« Puoobebs-
ivh Tuikkbb. Post paid 60 cents. Paper
edition, 25 cents. >

COLAR BIOLOGY, BY E.-BUTLER.
kJ A scientific method of dell: haracter; diagnosing
disease; determining mental, physic slnessqualifications;
conjugal adaptability, etc., from dat -•Illustrated witli'
seven plate nfsgramsahd fables of tl planets, from.1020
to 1900 Inclusive, Largò Ovo, cloth t ge 20 cents. ■

ÇPIRITÜAL’HARP. a c TION OF VO- 
kJ cal music for the choir, congregatlownd social circles, by 3. 
M. Peebles and J, O. Barrett; E. H. Balléy, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with tho most crib 
leal core, free from all theological Illas, throbbing with the soul of 
Inspiration, embodying thè principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly, 
all original), and adapted to till occasions, ft is doubtless tho must 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, With pleno, organ -or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public, meetings and tho social circle. 
Cloth, ,2.00. Postage 14 cents. .
qyiE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
1 Confessional, by Father Chiniquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price ,1.00. .

CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
J ■ comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, In tbe 

keenest and moat easy style of Its able and versatile author. To 
those who know bjm that Is sufficient Inducement to purchase 
the bqqk. Price .
U/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 

■VV 1st? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Tr“nee 
Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. Tbls- curlous book 
has no precedent in the English language. Its theme Is novel. Its 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment
bus period In bistory and regarding its most famous participant— 
tbe most noted American. It is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense in its verification aad produc
tion, and he stakes bls reputation upon tbe validity of its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberata reading, you trill ba amply 
repaid. Price ,1.50. .

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
¿1 ries, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
uwerful Illustration of man's cruelty and Injustice to bls fellow 
..iu. Price 10 cents. .

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
Il from the spirit realms.. Disclosing the most startling revela
ions, proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
'ovelied has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Rbberu, Esq?, 

editor of Mind and Matter. Price ,1.50. Postage 12 centa,
A RYAN SUN MYTHS. BY SARAH È. TIR 

/i comh. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
'originated. An Interesting and Instructive book. Price <1.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO. 
O nomteal and astrological origin of all religioni. A poem by 
,ir. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents. ‘

TTELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
rl tice. By Lois Walsbrooker. Price ,1.50.

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTQS. 
L "If a man die, shall he live?" Is fully answered. By W. 8. 
Jarlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents.

1\ /TABAL RA /MOND'S RESOL VE. BY L OIS 
Ivi Walsbrooker. Price 11.50. Mrs. Walsbrooker,s books 
mould bo read by every woman In the land.

y/FIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
IVÍ A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of th, subjects 
rented upon. Price ,1.25. '
no EMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
I volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
bought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are awe«, win- 
om and restful. Price ,1.00.
DELIGION BYE.D. BABBITT, M. D. IF 
l\. all could be led to believe In sueb a religion the world would 
he far better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
•nd disposition to apply ths facts of history and science. Price 

1 > 26. Postage 10 cents.
Ç IUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE, ai, IN. 

kJ valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle. Price ,1.25.

SEERS OF THE AGES. È MB RACING SPIR- 
dualism, past and present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. An an- 

cyr opedla of (nrerestlnir and Instructive facts. Price 92.00. 
CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE 

kJ 144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and speculi '. 
Ivo. each proved affirmatively and neaatlvely by q'l-'atlons iron 
Ber oture. without comment. Price 15 cents, .

pò SPED OF NA TURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN 
\J and wto. F. Lyon. A book replete with spiritual truths. 
Price SHOO. ■ ■
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 

L dwelling places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A bpok of rare 
■nerlt. interestin'- to every body. Price ,1.50,
pi BLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
P Putnam, A.M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cents.

piBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KERSE Y GRA VES. 
LJ It will well pay perusal. Price ¿1.75. .*

¿IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. LRENCH.
They are worth their weight in gold. Price, paper, 50 cents.

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE- HISTORY 
of AtharaeL chief priest of a band of Al-Aryans. An HQtiluf 

history of man., Written through the mediumship of U-fc. Flg
ley. Tou should read this work. Price 80 cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Shelhamer. It abounds in facts ir refer 

enee to the Summer-Land. Price <1.00.

T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
1 from tbe Tree of Life. Presented to humanity th'migh the 
mediumship at B. £. Litchfield. Excellent throurhou». Ynai 
aj pa

Seers of the ages, or spiritualise
Past and Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of HI, 

naues. it to an encyclopedia of facts; a mine of rare kiiowledre; 
a work that should be in the hands ri every Spiritualist, Prlqa 
,2.00. ~ -
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
L\. embracing the origin of tbe Jews, the rise and development 
at Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. 
One ,f the most valuable works ever published. Price ,1,50.
REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 

2V Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. You will not become 
weqry while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.
ROMANISM AND THE , REPUBLIC- BY 

jT\- Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A Every patriot should read It. 
Price ,l.no .
'THE SOUL, ITS. NATURE, RELATIONS 
J. and Expressions tn human Embodiments. Given through 

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her guides. A book that every-' 
body should read who are interested In re-lncfirntUom Price 
,1.00. . " • ' '

'THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. 
• J. By Epes Sargent A work of profound research, by one of 
the ablest men of the age. Price ,1.50; postage 10 cent,.
T/IE WS OF OUR HE A VENL Y HOME. BY 
V ki&nv Jackson Darla. Highly Interesting. Postage g 

¿enta. Price 75 cents. ’
'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
J. Tuttle. Hto works are always intensely Interesting. Price 

•1.50. •
•THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
1 ton. By Kersey Gravet Yon should read it, and be the 

artier. Price 11,60.
•THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
1 comparison of Biblical and modern Spiritualism, By Moses 

Hull. An invaluable work. Price <1.00. ’
•THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
1 phenomena 'and philosophy. By Bev. Samuel Watson.

This work wss written by a modem Savior, ■ grand ud nobis 
man. Price <1.00. .
PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
L -Lettera to the Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Ltppltt 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth Its weight In gold. Price 25 
cents. . -
PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRI! HEALING. A 

L series of lessons on tbe relations of the spirit to Its own organ 
Ism, and the inter-relation of human beings with reference t< 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamalt 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Oora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every heater, physician and Spiritualist should read 
Price <1.50. . ... . - ... :
.pHIDDSÓPHY,. Q/r. .SPIRITUAL. INTER 

,i course. By Andrew Jackson Darts. A rare work, i t pos 
■bcsiiM great merit. Priée <185«*1‘ ■
■'tâtëATH AND^AFIifiR.LIFE. BY ANDREW 
-tZ’ Jaokqò'n Davis. ^Something you âhoutd' resid. Price 71 

. cents." ■ ■■
TiEkfANDS OF ALL PROGRESSIVE:MiNDS 

■ -L-Vt fôrapure, Christian,'non-sectariau doctriné, and ».review 
of the ancient religious ideas. By Bor. St Wef enat. Pamphlet 

Something good toread. Price 15 cent* ... ■ - ■ ' .: ‘

Easily Taken Up
Cod Liver Oil as it 
appears in Scott’s । 
Emulsion is easily 
taken up by the 
system. In no 
other form can so 
much fat-food be 
assimilated with
out injury to the
organs of digestion.

Scott’s Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil with Hypophos- 

’ ,phites has come to be an article 
of every-day use, a prompt and 
infallible cure for Colds, Coughs, 
Throat troubles, and a positive 
builder of flesh.

Prepared by Booth A Bowne, N. Y. AU drogyisti.

DY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
Jj Denton. A marvelous work. .Though coriclie aff 
a text-book, It Is-uB fascinating us a work of fiction.1 
The reader will be amazed to see tbe curious facts 
here combined in support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou* 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain as 
day, and throw* light on all the grand subjects now ob
scured by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. I.

Grand Temple, 1910 Washington 
Boulevard, Chicago.

MONTHLY REPORT. •
December 1st, 1893, found us at the close of 

the ■ most prosperous jiear ever known to the 
Order. Many matters that should have been 
attended to have been neglected by us on ac
count of the pressure of 'work. On account of 
the hard times we are not now so driven with 
work, so. that we have been able to get out a 
Ritual of the Diamond Quarter for the use of the 
State Temples, also charters for their authoriza-' 
tion. The Ritual will not be sold*or furnished 
to any but qualified and elected presiding officers 
of State Temples of third degree.

Minnesota Temple No. 1, was chartered two 
weeks ago, with Mrs. Ruth A. Wadsworth 
Grand Magea. The Temple is located at 2605 
Third Avenue, South, in Minneapolis. They 
reported their first work last Wednesday even
ing very satisfactory.

California Temple No. 1 was chartered on 
the 10th inst., with Dr. W. S. Cheney presiding, 
at Los Angeles, 662 East Spring street. Other 
temples wiil be chartered in Boston and other 
citiesi We hope to greatly extend the Order's 
usefulness during the coming year, and to that 
end we shall endeavor to so arrange our Chicago 
work as to permit of our visiting our outside 
temples. We have received a large number of 
letters of appreciation from those who have pur. 
chased the “Religion of the Stars,” and the 
“Mystic Test Book.” It is gratifying to know 
that the principles of Mysticism are being more 
andmore understood as "men progress.

Olney H. Richmond, 
G. M. of Temple.

•‘A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.”
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The.Peogressivb Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new: -yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Ill. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it ; in , fact -the whole world 
’would be greatly improved if it cpuld be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional" in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed anil illustrated, and sells 
for $1 per copy. For sale at this office;

“God in the Constitution." By-Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness .of author.. Price,'10 'cents; twelve 
copies for $1. 00. . For Sale at this office.

“Antiquity . Unveiled,” communications 
from ancient spirite. Appollonius of Tyana, 
the Jesus of Nazareth, St. Paul and John, the 
revelators of the Christian Scriptures, return 
to earth as a spirit, and .explain .the mysteries 
that have concealed the theological deception 
of the Christian hierarchy. 608 pages. A 
ovry valuable book. Price, $1.50; postage,

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters,

AN ACCOUNT OF MOD ERNSPIR/T. 
TL uallBin—so-called—from Ita Inception at Hydes- 
vllle.N. Y„ Including IboexperienceaortlicFoxFani-' 
Ily, spiritualistic and oiherwlse, could not fall to ba 
very Interesting, and the Interest Is intensified when 
that account Is w rltu-n by oue of the tor Staten 
Such Is the fact In this Instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Lenb Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The aceues, experiences, trials and 
triumphs pl (hese pioneers of the great movenlent aro 
narrated In a most entertaining manner, and with more 

•completeness thau.cai elsewhere be found. It Is a 
most Important pm of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers Its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have .

"THE MISSING LINK’’
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and Ufa. ’ 
The volume Is enriched with a number of flna em 
graved portraits 01 members of the l-'px Family. ■

Prine, ljU.50, For sale al thia office. ' ' '

7'I/E AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
formation Huccinctly and clearly stated in this 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing-. The title, as above 
given, falls to convey nn Idea of the fulness and com« 
pleteness with which the subjects arc treated. The 
Matriarchate, or Mother-rule, is the theme of the firat 
chapter, in which ifihph lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, Is brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This is followed by chapters ou Celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, polygamy. Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day,. Past, Present Future; 
snd there is not a chapter in the book that Is not 
hnudled Id a masterly manner, and that for Quantity 
and quality of information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well« 
arranged, and Intensely-interesting froiij beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylngit; it is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov« 
Ing mind. '

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work Jfl one that every one should read. It 

beams throughout with rare gems of thought, practical 
as well as profound. There ia sunshine and oeanty fa 
every sentence uttered. The work Is dedicated to the 
author's favorite sister, barab French Farr.now passed 
to 8plrit-llfe, Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
gives an Intorettlng sketch of the autb.OT*s Ufe.

CONTENTS: .
Dedication. • " <
Sket-choftheLtooiA.B, French, 
William Denton. 1
Legends of the Buddha. \
Mohammed, or the Faith antf? 

Wars of Islam. -6 s ■
Joseph Smith and the Book of

Mormon. . 1
Conflicts of Life. - ;;
The Power and Permanency- of

Ideas. . I ' y:,J,
The Unknown. 
Probability of a Future Life. ; i: <
Anniversary Address. > ,
The Egotism of Our Age. ’ a
What is Truth? ¿ 6
Decoration Address. ■' <

Price $1, postpaid. ;

pSYCHUt 4THY; OR SPIRIT HEAD- 
Jff Ing. Being a series of lessons on the relations of 
tl.e spirit to Its own organism, and the intarralatlona 
.f.human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No 
physician should be without this book. No magnotto 
healer should bo without It, and no family should 
bo without Its valuable aid. It la a valuable nld 
to the physician In determining the relation of his pa
tient's spirit to Its body, tints enabling him to know 
what remedies uro necessary to perfectly adjust tjio 
.»mo to each other; to tlie magnetic healer It Is Invab 
table, because it Illustrates the actual magnopc ' poI6| 
md. their corresponding nerve centers. To iti-p 
irnl reader it will prove n l>don beenure it exTolils 
•hyslcal nbd ar’rltnal basis of life, .mid th<- tfiilimm.; 
f food, raiment, and the surrbamllnK cr.m'.in.h. 1 
tmospherea upon tlir- Immatiurg-.n.-m i'r;.'o■ 
■ SO. For Kale nt . -.

reading.it
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EVOLUTION 
AND REVOLUTION

These oppos
■ces may at any time 
revolution.
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Au linjiortant Question.
: An important question now is: Shall 

America be Romanized or shall Rome 
be Americanized? My deep conviction 
is that Rome already feels the touch of 
our free air, and like all other creeds 
will conform to new conditions. Let 
us indulge this bright hope. I do not 
want to live under a Roman government 
or a Protestant gover nment; ’ nor under 
a i ree Thinker s government: or-a re
ligious government of any kind.- But I 
do want to live where all religions can 
flourish or die when they shall fail to 
serve the highest interest of mankind. 
het Church and • ¡state be forever separated.

Tbe American Flag.
I prefer to live and die under an 

American government over which shall 
always wave our beautiful and symbolic 
flag, qiitouched by cross or crqscent.

• Let that flag be our “cloud by day and 
pillar of fire by night.” • Its stars were 
borrowed from tlielights God sets m the 
great deeps above us; its blue from the 
firmament which, springing from its 
eternal arches, enzones a world. Beau-- 
tiful firmament—twin sister of the calm 
deep sea! Its light comes from the light 
which chases away the darkness and 
bids a desolate world rejoice; and-its red 
from the sun set’s blessing when he 
paints vermilhon and gold on landscape 
and hill.

■ Let us hope that no revolution shall 
dim or tarnish the emblem of our free
dom.

Tbe Responsibilities.
The responsibility resting upon our 

nation is greater than all others. Here 
mighty social and industrial problems 
are to be solved for the-highest good of 
mankind. Here races commingle and 
a new race-type will be given to history. 
Here sun-go v urnmenu in uO uriumph un
der the encircling arms of mental and 
spiritual freedom. Here science is to 
wield her bloodless scepter; and music, 
poetry and art receive their coronation. 

' Music born of summer winds, laughing 
streams, joyous birds, and childhood’s 

' throbbing heart; poetry gathered from 
Betting sun,purple-morning,star-gemmed 
might, bursting flowers, touched by in
spiration's wand. Art penciled on love's 

; changeless damask, and chipped' from 
A the eternal granite of .liberty. .

- But let us not'forget that in our rapid 
progress there is danger of revulsion 

. and revolution.
. Over the hilltops of unhappy Judea

ON CHRISTMAS DAY.
A Child s Beautiful Vision

BY MISS CLARA MARSH.

It was Christmas love. Cold and clear 
was the night, and the heavens were 
thickly studded with jewels of light, 
while the moon, bright and silvery, 
looked down upon the earth with a 
calm, serene expression on her face, her 
rays making. the snow glisten and 
sparkle as if covered with tiny 
diamonds.. Santa Claus was busy, bring
ing toys and knicknacks from out his 
great storehouse, to fill the stockings of 
the manv little boys and girls through
out the land. There were guns, drums 
and sleds for the boys, and ilaxen-haired 
dolls, etc., for the girls. There were 
many happy children on Christmas hve 
in town, city and country, and many, 
alas, whose little hearts were sad and 
sorrowful, because they could have no 
share in the beautiful gifts they saw 
everywhere displayed. This was the 
case in the home of little Nellie Brown, 
a sweet child with large blue eye$ and 
haxen hair, like the beautiful doll her 
little heart so longed to possess, that she 
might hold and caress it with loving 
fondness. But her mamma -was poor, 
and had no money to expend for dolls or 
other toys, to give pleasure to her little 
girl and boy, though she loved them as 
devotedly as the more prosperous 
parents did their children, and longed 
to give them beautiful things, to make 
their lives bright and happy. ...

Mrs. Brown was obliged to toil with 
her needle to obtain money wherewith 
to clothe and feed herself and two chil
dren; and often the food and clothing

| addressed her, and thought she was the 
loveliest woman she had ever seen, 
unless, perhaps the lady of her dream, 
which in her childish imagination she 
thought this one resembled. “My name 
is Nellie Brown," she replied, in answer, 
to the lady's inquiry.

“'Where do you live, little one?’
Nellie told her; naming one of the 

back streets.
“What brought you so far from homer1 ’ 

still enquired the lady. ■ .
“I was looking for Santa Cldus,” said 

Nellie, her blue eyes regarding the 
lovely lady. Then a- thought seemed 
to enter her childish mind, and she

i

costly arrayed child her little ragged I 
Nellie, that had left home a short time !

A Remarkable Cure,

ago. She was just thinking of going in 
search of her when she appeared-in this _____
mannei, „ . . , ' I Dear Dr. Dodson:—It becomes a
( “See,mamma "she joyously exclaimed,! duty us well u6 piettSul.e to make due ttC-
I found Santa Claus, and he gave me - knowiedgment to you of the benefit my 

a nice dollie, and something nice foryou j b dB, ,-d f . I
and Robbie; ana Oh, mamma, 1 went to n t lp ; w__i_s .i i ■ -. I , ' M . luuiiL. i'0r six wecK» previoubiv -nt5 uuuhi^ house and had a ride in his sleigh.- b • , k d f1 hen she stopped for want of breath. I a°d cgk '^h J(>h . m ®d^’g aud

-Ido not understand what y°u mean,; J usually administered
child, by this talk,” the mother replied, | bSt withon? Sv he^rrow so 
looking to Mrs. Reynolds for an ¿xpliJ I 'X°tut ^ie6tcali^nu1^ hXathie 
nn.ton ui,o ,«iiui» niVoi.nA.hm. H 1 . . ,."e. coiiea an aiiopawiicnation, while she politely ottered-her a
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Treats -patients at a distance^ 
however great the distance^ with 
unparalleled success.

worst Cases Invites.“®»
OR. GREER was recently compli

mented at a public meeting in Chi
cago by the spirit of the celebrated 
Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, AS AN IDEAL 
REPRESENTATIVE HEAL
ER-

“As a psychopathic physician, he 
is surpassed by few, and as a well- 
known medical genius, he is far in 
advance of the most exalted heale* 
of the age.”—-Banner^of Light 
Fei. 6,1892.

Patients come to him from far 
and near, and those who cannot 
come order treatment sent by mpil. 
A trial treatment sent by mail costs 
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and one leading symptom, with 
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mail appropriate treatment, which 
will immediately cure or relieve you. 
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Dr. . R. GREER, 
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago.

physician, the best in town, who used 
his medical skill to no purpose, qs he 
steadily declined. He maintained that 
one eye must be removed, to-save the 
other; etc., but his remedies only made 
him worse. Husband himself, ‘ friends 
and the doctor, all despaired of his life,, 
as a steady decline at his age, sixty-nine 
years, terminates usually , at -the 
grave. But I and one other faithful 
friend, would not give up yet. So upon 
his suggestion I wrote you. A perfect 
diagnosis was given, remedies sent 
i>romptlyF and. treatment begun. He 
lad not been using your medicine 

and-magnetized paper, four days till a 
change for the better waq manifested, 
and his improvement -is such that now, 
after two months, he considers himself 
well—bettor, in fact, than for twenty- 
five years. He has some hopes that 
■sight may be in some degree restored to 
his.eyb.- Whether it is or not, yon and 
your band 6f healers have accomplished 
great things for him, and we are truly 
grateful. He might have been saved 
much suffering had we employed you 
sooner. Blessings attend you.

!<’. E. P. Malcolm, 
N. Malcolm.

P. S.—My husband s recovery is a 
great surprise to his family and neigh
bors, and they cannot account for it: but 
to me, a Spiritualist, it is no mystery. 
You are doing a noble work. Continue 
working in harmony with nature’s laws. 
People should be taught what those 
laws are and how they operate.

Truly, F. E. P. M.
ChwMen, itnoa. . -

seat. • .
••I will explain,” said Mrs. Reynolds, 

'untying Nellie s wrap, and giving her 
the dolhe to play with, "You sit down, 
now. dear, and hold the dolhe while I 
explain about Santa Claus to mamma.” 
Nellie did as she was bidden, while Mrs. 
Reynqlds told the mother what had hap
pened, and ■ how attracted she was to 
Nellie and her belief that her own little 
daughter in the angel world had guided 
Nellie to her side: and how she wished 
to adopt Nellie and care for her as her 
own. ■

. “Thank you,much for your kind inten
tions,” said Mrs, Brown, gratefully, “but 
though I am poor I could not part with 
Nellie.” , '

■‘In that case I will not ask you to do 
so: I know it would be hard for. you to 
part with such a dear, sweet child as 
Nellie; but you would not object to Nel
lie’s having twojpamnjas in place of one, 
would you?” Mrs. Reynolds said.

“I do not understand what you mean,” 
answered Mrs. Brown. y .

“I mean this,” said Mrs. Reynolds,- “If 
you will, I would like you to come and 
live with me. as companion and friend, 
and bring the two children; Nellie shall 
have all the advantages I ean give her, 
while Mr. Reynolds will take Robbie in 
charge and send him to a good school, 
and provide well for him.' We are both 
wealthy in our own right, and I would 
like to do -some good with my money. 
And besides, I . love little Nellie, and 
want her in iny home.” ■ After a long 
talk it was so decided, as Mrs. Reynolds 
wished. ■

The servant brought in Jhe numerous 
gifts, Mrs.. Reynolds had brought for the 
family, and she left amply repaid at the 
joy she witnessed^ \ , ’..

‘‘I will come - for you all to-morrow," 
said the kind lady, as she kissed Nellie 
good bye, and you shall never want for 
anything more while I live.” '

She did as she’promised, and Nellie 
went to live with Mrs, Reynolds, and 
grew into a lovely young lady, the joy 
and delight of all ,thp household; while 
Robbie became the pride ’ of Tom Rey
nolds’ heart, and both he and his wife 
blessed the day tfeat gave them two Such 
devoted .children as those .of their adop
tion; and Mrs. RroWn, as companion and 
friend of Mrs. Reynolds,neverknew want 
again, but grew young again in the 
brightness surrounding hqr.

Who will try tq gladden some childish 
heart on Christinas night and remember 
those around you who are less fortunate 
than yourself ? Though yo.u may not be 
able to do as much Mrs. Reynolds did 
for Nellie; still it is in the powerof near
ly all to do some kind act on Cljg-istmas 
night, and malje somp heart happy by 
by your loving' remembrance. Do your 
part in bringing happiness to earth on 
Christmas time.

said:. -‘Are you Santa Claus?”
The lady smiled as she replied: “I - 

think I will be your Santa Claus—you 
sweet child. Tell me what you most 
desire.”

"Oh,” said Nelhe, “I want something 
for mamma, a nice sled for brother 
Robbie—and for - myself—I want a dol
lie with blue eyes, and real, real hair. 
Is that too much for Santa Claus to 
give?” And she looked enquiringly at 
the lady,, with earnest eyes, fearing she 
had asked too much. But the lady 
only smiled.

“I guess Santa Claus has all those ■ 
things left and a great many more, also. 
But before you have all these things 
would you not like to ride in Santa s 
nice sleigh?” pointing to the place where 
“Tom,’'as she called him, was waiting 
patiently for her.

“yes, indeed,” said Nellie, for her; 
little feet were beginning to get cold 
from .standing so long on the icy pave
ment. Her eyes sparkled as the lady 
lifted her. and putting her into the 
sleigh, tucked the warm, soft robes 
around the little form, till nothing could 
be'seen but the blue hood and sweet 
face. She then told the gentleman to 
drive around a short time, then return 
for her, as she wished to make some 
fmrehases.- while she smiled to see the 
ook of perfect happiness on Nellie s 

face. Swiftly the sleek horses sped over 
the ènow, as if conscious of the pleasure 
they were giving. Thev met many 
more happy ones, enjoying the same 
delightful pleasure as th.emselv.es; but 
-Nellie thought sne was the happiest of 
them all; for was she not riding in Santa 
Claus’ own sleigh? And she was going 
terhave her dollie, and something nice 
for mamma and Robbie, too. How hap
py Robbie and mamma would be, then 
thought the child. She wished they 
might also enjoy a ride in Santa's own 
sleigh. Her little heart throbbed and 
glowed with love and delight, and she 
knew more perfect happiness on that 
day than did ever any king Upon his 
throne. Yes, this was. a happy time for 
Nellie, for the .beautiful lady, in her’ 
dream had, indeed, found Santa Claus 
for her—this her childish heart firmly 
believed.

When thqy returned from their ride 
to where they left the lovely lady, the 
gentleman waited on her, and helped 
her in the sleigh. Then they drove a 
short distance, and stopped in front of 
an elegant house In,one of the fashion
able parts of 'the city, aijd then they 
all got ont and went in, while a servant 
came and cared, fon the beaiitifÙ1 sleigh 
and horses. ■ .

“Here Sam”—to the servant in wait
ing—“exercise the horses for a half or 
or three-quarters of an hour, then re
turn, as your mistress wishes to go out 
again." Thè Rian complied, and enter
ing the cutter di-ove off at a brisk.pace, 
returning at the appointed time. Mean
while Mis. Carrie Reynolds, as the lady 
was called, cared for’Nellie, first by giv
ing her a nice lunph, then clothing ner 
in nice 'warm garments she had pur
chased purposely for her, making her 
look sogweet and lovable, that the lady 
went into an ecstacy of delight over her 
lovely charge, while her husband smiled 
at her enthusiasm. “1 have found a 
treasure, Tom',” she said.

. Nellie’s eyes opened wide as she gazed 
at the beautiful things she saw all 
around her.< “Is this JSanta Claus’, 
house?” she asked. .

“I think so,” replied the lady, hu
moring her childish idea. ”l‘Now!-*e will 
see what we can find, that Santa Claus 
has left for nice little girls.” .

So the lady -pretended to' search 
around in different places, for hidden 
treasures, Nellie, watching her, her 
eyes growing bigger with wonder, as 
package after package was brought to 
view from some mysterious quarter. 
She brought out a slea.thai; was for Rob
bie, a nice dress and shawl for mamma, 
with numerous other packages—and fi
nally sho brought forth a big doll with 
blue eyes and long, silky, flaxen hair; 
with other things too numerous to men
tion. • ■ ■

When the lady gave Nellie the doll 
her little heart had longed for these 
many days, she gave a scream of child
ish delight, while she clasped it to her 
heart and kissed and caressed it to her 
heart’s content.

The lady and her husband looked on, 
happy in thus being able to contribute 
to the happiness of another; at the same 
time finding themselves unable to decide 
which was the most beautiful, Nellie or 
her Dollie: but finally decided in favor 
of Nellie, for she had life and expression, 
while the dollie,though beautiful, could 
never speak such sweet words of comfort 
as Nelhe, to bring joy and comfort to 
the hearts of others.

Nellie told-the kind lady of the dream 
she had of the lovely lady that came and 
told her she would find Santa Claus for 
her.-

“Who did she look like?” said Mrs. 
Reynolds.

“She looked like you,” said Nelly, 
“when you smile.”

Mrs. Reynolds’ eyes filled with tears. 
“Who knows,Tom,"she said to her hus
band, “perhaps it was the angel form 
of our little Susie that spoke to the child' 
and guided her to me.”

“Perhaps,” said the husband, deeply 
affected.

“She is such a lovely child,” contin: 
ued Mrs. Reynolds. ‘ ■

“Yes,” he again asserted. .
“I think she would make our.home 

very happy,” was the next comment.
“And you, wife,” smilingly said her 

husband, voicing the silent wish of her
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were very poor and scanty indeed.
Nellie stood looking out of the win

dow, listening to the merry chimes of 
the many bells that called the people to 
scenes of joy and pleasure, and to par
take of the delights of Christmas-time. 
I uiHing to he. .nothe. oLe.o«.d. “Mam
ma, hoar, the bells—how happy they 
sound; why da they ring so long to
night?” ’ . .

Her mother looked up frpm het
sewing to reply; “Those are the Christa 
mas chimes,'iny child.” - '

“Is this the time, mamma, when good 
Santa Claus comes to bring nice things 
to little boys and girls?” ■

“Yes dear child,’! the mother replied.
“Do you think, mamma, he will find 

us to-night?" .
“I fear he will have all his presents 

distributed before he ,ean find iis.” 
. “I wish, mamma, he would bring you- 
something nice, and' Robbie h pretty 
sled, and I—I would' lilce a dollie with 
blue eyes and real Haxen hair.”

And the child’s eyes sparkled at the 
thought. . . .

Her mother sighed: it grieved her 
heart to hear her little girl long for so 
simple a pleasure, and she not able to 
gratify her childish longings. She said: 
"Mamma and Robbie have been able 
to earn a little more than usual this 
week, and we will try and hive a nice 
Christmas dinner, even if Santa Claus 
does forget the doll and sled.”

Nellip.Brown had a sweet disposition, 
and seeing .the sad expression on her

Note,—Having carefully copied the 
above from the original, and read it by 
copy, we can testify to the truthfulness, 
honesty and intelligence of Mr. and 
Mrs. Malcolm., ‘ Moses Hull.
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symptom, nud 1 will send you a full and correct ding- i 
nosh of your case. Address. Dr. w. F. Lay, Box 4)3. - 
Denver, Colorado. r 214

WATCHES, DIAMONDS 
AND JEWELRY.

TF YOU WANT ANYTHING IN THAT 
1 line, ro to Max Pepperman, 204 South Clark St, 
near Adams, Chicago, 111. OurcuBtoincrs aro consid
ered our friends, and treated as such. We neither 
overcharge nor misrepresent anything. Fine watch 
repairing ft specialty. All goods ’dngraved free bf 
charge. We pay immediate attention to orders from

CATCH TBE SHADOW.
POR SECURING A TRUF.aCOPY OF 

leaves, flowers, laces, embroideries or of any arti
cle that you wish a perfect fac-simtle, use the Electric 
Actinic copying-paper. It docs Its own work without- 
tracing of Unes, but mysterlouKly duplleft'es anything 
perfectly. Formulas, chemicals and full Instructions. • 
25 cents. In silver. No circulars. E. O. Ford & Co.,

the Angels .called “peace on earth and 
good will to man;” and the same beings 
are-to-day repeating the. message to this 
nation. Let us remember the poor man 
in his cottage and the rich in his palace; 
the toilers in earth’s dark minesand the
millionaire -in hie luxury are brothers. 
' Pampered wealth and squalid .poverty 

contain the same priceless and immortal 
gems. No nation can long survive.which 
does not guard the humblest as well as 
the greatest. Let us also remember 
there are golden threads of fraternity 
woven through all our creeds and beliefs, 
TheHindoo’s Brahm, the Mussulman's 
Allah and the Christian’s God are only 
names we coin to express the overarch
ing infinite which enzones us round 
about, and at last from all lands, all 
races, and all nations, draws to itself 
each human soul. '

-' Our subject has also its practical and 
■ personal side. Along each human life- 
-•path the angels of evolution and revolu

tion walk side by side. Rapid work 
means quick decline of vital force. The 
swiftest feet the soonest tire. The pre
cocious child is the enervated and enfee
bled man and woman. The more .we 
,want, the greater ourstruggles to attain

1 it; and the more intense the restlessness 
of man the ’ greater and more frequent 
the revolutions in his life.
• ilt is only a step from joy to tears; 
hope to despondency; fortune tcuadversi- 
ty; honor to contempt; faith to doubt; 
and-lucidity to| chaotic madness. To 
guard against life's reverses requires the 
highest wisdom. Crowns change in a 
night to thorns, and hoarded wealth to- 
consuming flame. The fairest life-skies 
may be nursing the storm; and under 
the flower-wreathed altar a volcano 
sleeps. How rapidly the scenes shift on
life’s.magical stage. Gethsemane fol
lows Olivet, and Helena, sad b.y chant of 
lonely winds, lies just beyond the Alps, j 
All happiness builded from without is 
like the fireflies’ dance, or a fairy vision 
■which quickly fades. The worm of dis
appointment is eating the heart of the 
golden apples we covet. In the wreath 
of fame is coiled the -serpent with pois
onous tongue. Mad lightnings rend the 
gilded palace, and behind babies’ blue 
eyes, golden locks and sunlit face a death 
angel frowns.
~ Patience and contentment are twin 
angels sent to earth frem heaven, and 
they who entertain them dine daily with 
the gods. We are ever seeking and yet 
how little is required to make man hap
py. A crumb sweetened, -wth contents 
inent’s light; a cot whereon the silvery 
stars of patience smile; an evening 
zephyr whispering in hope’s uplifted ear, 
‘‘peace be still,” are immortal posses
sions. ‘ .

Ringing down through the love-lit cor
ridors of that upper kingdom soon to be 
ours, I hear the clarion voices of earth 
ar.ii <1 path -enfranchised millions, calling 
to restless childhood, passionate youth, 
feverish and anxious man and woman
hood,and wrinkled age whereon life’s 
twilight shadows fall: “Oh, Man, be pa
tient and conl£nt.'’ ________

I have long thought that the different 
abilities of men, whieh we call wisdom 
br prudence for the conduct of public 
affairs or private life, grow directly out 
of that ' little grain of good sense 
which they bring with them into the 
worlij, add that the defect of it in men 
comes from some want in their concep
tion or birth.—Sir W. Temple.

■ Waste cannot be accurately told, 
though we are sensible how destructive 
it is. Economy on the one hand, by 
which a certain income is made to main
tain a man gentcely, and waste on the 
other, by which, on the same income, 
another man lives shabbily, cannot be 
defined. It is a very nice thing; as 
one man wears his coat but much sooner 
than another, we cannot tell how.—

mother’s face, her little arms 
around her mothers neck, affd-kissed 
her. “I love you, mamma,” she said. 
I will not cry if Santa Claus does forget 
me this Christinas Eve.”

The mother returned the child’s 
caress, and continued her sewing,; while’ 
little Nellie went again to the window, 
watched the stars and big moon, and lis
tened to see if she ■could, hear Santa 
Claus coming; she watched, till she 
grew weary, but no Satit^ Claus came,- 
though the big-moon continued to smile 
upon her. Her -blue eyes filled with 
tears, which she quickly wiped away— 
for she had promised her mother not to 
cry—but said softly to herself: “I guess 
what mamma said is true: Santa Claus 
forgot us, because we live sofaraway- 
from the busy street.” . '

It was hcivbodtime now, and she crept 
softly to bod,-but before she went to 
sleep she prayed God would'show Santa 
Claus whoge she lived, that he might 
bring her that beautiful doll sho wished 
so much to possess; then she sank into a 
sweet slumber, and dreamed that a 
lovely lady came and stood by her bed
side, and looked at her with bright, 
sweet smiles, while her robes were 
soft and shining.

। “Oh, kind, beautiful lady.” said little 
Nellie, “have you brought me a dollie?”

“No, little girl.” said the sweet vision, 
“I have no dollies with me, but 1 hqard 
your little prayer this night, and h'^ve 
come to earth to answer it.” •

“Then you are not Santa Claus, are 
you?” said Nellie, as she gazed at the 
vision of the lovely lady.

“No; I am not Santa Claus, but I will 
find him for you.” Then she smiled a 
sweet smile and vanished. ■

When Nellie awoke she remembered 
her dream, and looked to see if Santa 
Claus had indeed found her: but no. No 
dollie greeted her longing vision. She 
told her mamma the dream she had, 
and her mother said; “You must not 
think of that, child; we often dream 
strange dreams, but they are caused by 
the thoughts of the day.”

After the breakfast things were 
cleared away, little Nellie stole softly 
downstairs, intending to go out on the 
street and look in the windows, and see 
the pretty things there displayed, and 
perchdnce she might see Santa Claus 
somewhere about. She wore a little 
blue hood, from out of which peeped her 
face, sweet and lovely. Her bright 
eyes looked here and there, hoping to 
catch a glimpse of Santa Claus: perhaps 
if he had any dollies left he would give
her one. The people jostled her some
times rudely, and her shoes ivere worn 
and thin, £o that they afforded her 
feet but little protection from the cold 
and icy pavement. She minded none of 
these things, but trudged hopefully for
ward.

She had .gone quite a distance from 
home, and was thinking of returning, 
her little heart full of- disappointment, 
when a sleigh came slowly along, and 
in it were seated a lady and gentleman.

TESTIMONIAL.
South Liberty. Maine,July 17,1892.

Dh. J. S. Loucks, Shirley, Mass.—1 send vou two 
dollars for second month's medicines. I feel like a 
now man.- When 1 commenced your treatment 1 
couldnot sit up but a l(ttle while at a time. Iwas so 
weak and my stomach was so sore it hurt mo to walk 
or ride. Now my stomach Is not sore, and I feel 
strong. I have not felt so well fbi* five years.as I do 
now. 1 have a slight pain In my side and ».boulders at 
times, but think It 1b rheumatic troubles. Now I can 
work and do a fair day’s work, and 1 thank you and 
your bend for what you have.done for me.

. O. B. Robinson, Postmaster.
Seo add in another column of this paper. Can't you 

see that we are curing the sick? We’ll cure others

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]
/¡N INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

/I tbcraputlcs Including tbe Suu Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity. Mind Cure, uud a higher science of 
life. Chemical utlluity nud basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students In four 

• continents have taken the course. The college Is 
chartered and confers Ilie degree of D. M., «Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions aiudenu 
can take the course and receive the diplomas al their 
oWn homes, institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Baiikitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski Si., East Orange

rf^LP FOR ALL.
TF YOU ARE IN NEED OF MO NE K 

1 or desire to save your time, here is your chance 
for tbo coming winter. Send me 50 cents In Btamps 
(which only covers cost), and 1 will send you a Fruit 
Receipt that will keep all kinds of fruits and vegeta
bles without either heating or sealing, and keep them 
bb fresh as when put up; also keep cider perfectly 
Bweqt. And with each receipt 1 will give the pur
chaser a bight to copy and sell as many as you can. 
So you are only out 50 cents and have a chance to 
make hundreds of dollars. This offer Is good for 
thirty days. Address at once, Box 52, Louiutft Law*

YES YOU GAN
f^ET WELL, SEND $] FOR A BOT- 
\J tie of Elixir of Lifx. A spirit remedy. Purely 

vegetable« and Ma,gnetked. Poaltlvely renews life 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailments there Ib no better remedy 
made. Bend for circular. Dr. E. K. Myers Clinton, 
Iowa.___________________________ , -,__________ 214

Free to the Weak and Sick.
ptON'T SUFFER ANY LONGER, 
JJ but send to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 

; healer, who will diagnosis your dlKense FREE, under 
especial instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send nt once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptoig and three 2-ecnt 
stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Box 241, San Jose, Cal.[215

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

numerous investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory tnan the plancbette, both In regard to the cer
tainty and corrcctncBS of tbe commnutcatlonB, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
notawarc of their mediumlstlc gift have, after a few 
Bluings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I hod 
communications (by‘ the bsycliograph) from many 
other friends, even from tbe old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Splrlt- 
uallBm Is indeed true, and the communications have 
fjvco my heart tbe greatest comfort In the severe loss

have bad of son, daughter, and their mother."
Dr. EugenqCrowelL whose writings have made bls 

name familiar to those Interested in psychical matters, 
tvrlLes*as follows:.- “I am much pleased with tho Psy- 
cbograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test ft thp 
first opportunity I may have. It is very, simple In 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now In use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede tbe latter when 
its superior merits become known.”

‘ A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, in an editorial no
tice of the Instrument in bls paper, the Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, says: “The Psycbograph is jm lm-‘ 
provement upon the planchctte, having a dial and let
ters, with a few words, bo that very little ‘power’ is 
apparently required togive the communications. Wo 
do not hesitate to recommend It tp all who care to test 
tho question whether spirits can return, and commtml- 
icate?’ • ’ ‘ 1 ... • • ■. • •

Just what Investigators Want Home circles want 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for use, 11.00. 
For sale at this office.

loving heart, “wish to adopt her."
■ “If I only could," she said. “But per

_______ _____ __ _ _ haps she l^as parents who would not 
were directed toward the sweet face of' willingly give her up. Well, I will go 
Nellie Brown. “Oh, Tom, do see that! now,to her home andseeilpw they are 
lovely child,” she exclaimed. “Drive ! situated; there can be no Harm in that;” 
up closer and let me speak to her.”¡and she carefully bundled up Nellie in 

“Another of your notions, Carrie,” I the whim wraps she had purchased for 
said the gentleman, bpt did her bidding, fh.etf' then Tom carried Nellie but to the 
nevertheless. The lady desqepdedfrom’’cb,ttefi,.and saw her and his wife snugly 
the sleigh and approitehi'ri^. ^jSllie, she l einsqonced therein. The servant was 
.stopped sin. front of her,<?aSd: stoopingitelal^here to drive and they were only a 
so as to'bring the sweet childish face, snort time in reaching Nellie’s humble

__  on a Ibvel with Her. own, said with her home. ' 
io^Wy^S of^i^Uectually ^veetest smile: “ What is your name, "
Sfnfith 1 18 ^ea * • ' Nellie looked at the" lady' who thus surprise? She hardly recognized in the

Johnson. _ .
' Surely oak and the threefold brass 
surrounded his'heart who first trusted 
a frail vessel to the merciless ocean.— 
Horace. : . \. . . , .

There are many ways, of being frivo-

Z'ITUS MERRITT WILL CONTINUE i 
the sale of all kinds of Spiritual literature, at 148

.WAS 

flSRAHAtl LIPiCOLli 
A SPIRITUALIST?

- OR-

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medftim.

“-BY -—
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 
'Poems. Illustrated with Engrav

ings and Frontispiece of Lin
coln, from Carpenter's 

Portrait from Life.

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
Diseases treated hy vital magnetism and hypnotism ide* 
velops latent psychical powers; consultation and cor* 
respondence by mall. ei.(io. No. 224 East Ontario 
Street. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m. jl3

"THIR TY DA YS< TRE A TMENT FOR 
l,y n'l'Knflllz<’'> paper. Give age, sex and one 

leading k\mplom. with own handwriting or lock of 
luilr, two dollars and two 2-cent stamps. T. J. Preston 
Magnetic Healer, Stanberry, Mo. 2JS

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
Il the Eyes, the Catarrh, and. In fact, the entire 
8} st cm. Send 2 two-cent stamps, and 1 will send 
prltited Information. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed this knowledge to mo. B F 
Poole, Clinton. Iowa. -

WILL DEVELOP YOU! 
Have you triedit? The 
Finest Cabinet for the 
purpose ever made—bar 
none. Send for Circulars 

This marvelous cabinet tCosts Nothing
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago, 

- Price, $1.00 delivered, io City.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tns Pbo.gbkssive Thinkxb will re
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in Ils columns. At the 
ttme, constant inquiries were made as to its appearing 
!n book form. This wish has, now been gratlfled. * It 
makes a volume of 243 pages, In style and form like the 

'•“Conventof tbe Sacred Heart,” wftii a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of the 
Btory alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tho occupation and 
modes of Ilie of teplrltual beings, arc presented in the

This book will be fonnd peculiar, curious, startllngl 
—morcBo than any work Issued since Uncle Tom's 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which tbe rust 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very Jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the mo«t moment
ous period In American History, and Is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater,.-more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln.*’ . '
, Cloth, ISmo, illustrated, pp. 26d, $1.50; 
Paper, 75 cents,

For Sale at this office.____________

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE -

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

- Translated from- tbe French.

pleasing form of narrative. ;
The following are tbe chapter-titles: Introduction;

The Honae of the Sase; Home of the Mlser; The Low , ------.T-r'yr“.’"".“, ---j.
Socletlei; Hade: CbrlstmaBtldev In the Spheres of In that peculiarly interesting eme In which French 
Light; ChrfBtHiastfde and tbe Golden Gate; Thé Un» ‘ writers excel when they wonld popularise scientific 
bapnv Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A'Vieltto subjects to adaptation to the needs of the general 
tbcÉarth; The Chance Called Death; Comlngtotbc reader. The author Is hot a *.L‘. - C-
Knowledco of the Light; The Society Again Visits mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super* 

j Earth; The ForBokcn and Despised; Discussion; A Btition,” etc., etc., to which he manifests the usual 
- Visit, ton Distant Globe; Rennlon inthe SplHt-wofld; snimuBof the “scientific class,’'yet hesays.agato:
Contcntedness Not Goodness; Address of tbe Sage. “There is ft true and respectable Idea in Spiritualism,’ 

It 1b a book tho Spiritualist will be delighted with; ft- and regards as proved “the fact of; communication .
; book in which'the Jr-vcstlgntor will find answers to between superhuman» and the inhabitants of Earth; 71 ARS, F. S, DE WOLF INDRPEND- 
ever-recurring questions; a-book which -will Interest and he goes unto relato instances el fact in evidence. /jZr Riate-writing and business medium cín'Ia 
tbe church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. There' fa, to n Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy to * .cn^Riate wnung ana ouBincss meaium. Circle 
The price to paper la 50 cents; muslin (1; postpaid. • the áuthor’B ideas, bat the well-read mind will readily

• • • - ■ , - select and arrange tho pros and cons,land outof the
INFTY YEARSTN THE CHURCH OF ■ much iXMfJmatfon?° the I T' D. KEELER, M, D., INDEPEND-
l Rome. By Tier. Chas. Chlnlquy, ex-prlcat. A theory of reincarnation. Price .1,50. , | O', ent alnte-wrltcr, horoscopes and delineation«,
remarkable book. Page« 832. Price ,2.25. । For SalO ftt tills OÍIÍC6. 14< Campbell Park, Chicago. By appointment only. [215
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HEARD SPIRIT MUSIC

love? ■

fortin« is the thought that you cherish,of past centuries have tried to unravel
this great mystery without success, imd tais thought that, as we have said be 
. » ■. . 4 ‘ . m v . i . • Fnrn Hah th nf n its 1 no- n .nd t.hrhumanity is'still seeking to solve this

•5

?. < <

!
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What is death? This query, has come, 
down through the ages, and is still un
answered in the minds of many. People

sound asleep between me and the wall, 
and no other persons were in the room.

0. SIMMONS.

Funeral Discourse by Mrs. Clara 
Watson.

fore, robs death of all its sting and the 
grave of all its terror: .problem. '

It seems so natural to cling to the cold 
eJay fbrm, and so hard to realize that 
our loved ones are not still in the ani- 

■ mate flesh. ■ ' . ‘ '

CHICAGO DECEMBER 30. 1893. >
Eiéhl Pa^es of IÑTERES TItÍG ReaàiiqJ flatter, each of vJhiclv is Worthy of Carefal Perusal. fl Spiritualist Paper that is Sastaiaeô 6y H01ÍEST IÑDÜSTRY.
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nn lirimV DI inr sleep when daylight appeared, Slade’sIIH HrNnl NI ALIta heavy,breathing,assured me that he wasUI II lllalilll ULnvbi unconscious of passing events, so after

• ------- I quietly arranging my toilet I went
Uta Cnnmai- Partnar Rivar down to the office, where I waited forHis Former rariner uives himbeforegoingintobreakfast

Some Reminiscences. Sometime elapsed before he joined 
■ _____ I me, when we immediately repaired to

«’■ x xi _ the dining-room. On our way I asked HemarKable Manifestations That I bbn bow be ba(j rest6^i to which he re
Occurred. I plied: “Very well.”

___ , . During the conversation that followed 
___ L" I no reference was made to what had 

To THE Editor;—In all that has been I transpired during the night—I having 
published in relation to mediumistic I resolved to remain silent, in order that 
phenomena said to have occurred in the I might continue these investigations in 
presence of Henry Slade, I can recall my own way.
but one instance in which it was claimed I In the closing days of the year 18651 
that at the time the tnanifestation took called on Slade in the city of Jackson,

when they left. The cold, damp, chilly 
winds of the season made fires necess'ary. 
Ours having burned low,' was replen
ished with a fresh supply of coal in the 
early part of the evening. .'

Our guests having departed,' ,we lost 
no time in retiring. Slade, at the back 
side, turned his face to the wall, and in 
a short time had the appearance of 
being asleep. The burning coals in the 
grate filled the room with a subdued 
light by which every object in it was 
made clearly visible. #

This being my first venture with 
Slade among strangers, my mind, which 
was too active to admit of sleep, was

phenomena, would be to contradict the 
evidence of my senses.

Experience taught me that Owasso 
was liable to call at any moment, so 
when I did go to sleep my mind was in 
such a state of expectancy that the 
slightest noise or movement was sure to 
awaken me. Long before this I was 
fully persuaded that,as a practical joker 
he was entitled to high rank.'

In severe .winter weather, after the 
wood fire ceased to warm bur sleeping-

place Slade was asleep. Mich. During that interview he pro- ;
I refer to an account that was pub- posed and I accepted terms by which I ■ 

llehed some years ago by Moses Hull, in became an equal partner with him in : 
a book entitled "The Question Settled.” his business, little thinking that those 1 

Not having the book at hand compels relations would continue uninterrupted 
me to clothe the ideas contained in the for over twenty years.
account in my own language. Being duly installed in apartments

Mr. Hull and Slade were occupying a consisting of three rooms on the second 
room together in which there was but floor, the office being in the rear, we 
one bed. They had retired for. the lodged in the front room, that had two 
night; it being clear, Mr. Hull, who oc-1 large windows facing the street. The 
cupied the front side of the bed, was desired opportunity had at length ar
able to see the. various pieces of furni- rived, and from that time on, during 
ture and other objects that were in the several months, I have no recollection 
room. '. . . of passing a night with Slade without

Under these conditions his mind was witnessing more or less phenomena of 
attracted by the sound of footsteps that the character previously described, 
seemed to indicate that some one was after he was. asleep.

'""‘walking between where hq was lying A rap, a movement of a chair, gave 
and the window. , . me to understand that an unseen visitor

Ori looking in that direction he saw I was. present.
Slade’s boots walking, as if worn by a Purposely leaving the window-shades 
lame person, one having a longer and up, light from a street lamp favorably 
firmer stride than the other. situated, enabled me to see the general

Taking note of that, he said: "Owosso, I contents of the room quite distinctly, so 
.you' seem to be lame. Why don’t you that two senses, seeing . and hearing, 
walk off like a man?” when immediately I were both employed at the same time, 
the strides became even and regular. to which would frequently be added the 

In the month, of January, 1864, I saw sense of touch.
Slade for the first time at his office in For instance, after I had .witnessed 
Kalamazoo, Mich., having called for the various physical phenomena, Slade was 
express purpose of seeing the person of entranced by Owosso, who asked me if I 
whom I had heard so many strange had ever felt him touch me; adding that 
things reported. he thought he could succeed in doing so.

At that time he was practicing as a I replied that Iwas not conscious of 
clairvoyant physician, having another, ever having been touched in that way, 
office in the city of Jackson, where he though it would be a pleasure for me to 
resided, and visiting Kalamazoo at realize that such a manifestation was 
stated periods. I possible,

It being the closing day of his stay at He then said he would be obliged to 
thqt office, I invited him to accompany withdraw his influence from the me
me, as my guest, to where I was staying dium before making the attempt, but 
at a hotel in the village of Decatur, would first turn him over on his side, 
where I had formerly resided. . . That was done and I took good care to

The room I was occupying was large, notice that Slade was lying with his face 
being sometimes used as a reception or to the wall, to all appearance fast asleep, 
sitting-room, containing one bed, with a his hands and arms under the cover that 
liberal supply of other furniture. It came well up to his neck.
being somewhat late when we retired, Then while lying perfectly still, with 
Slade turned his face’to the wall, and in I my senses fully aroused, being deter- 
a short time appeared to be sleeping n^ned to detect the slightest movement 
soundly. Probably I would'soon have cm the part of Slade, or touch from other 
joined' him in the land of dreams, had sources, I was startled by a large hand 
not a chair taken the liberty of leaping I falling upon my head with such force 
onto the bed and laying itself across my that I would prefer to be excused from 
lower limbs. having it repeated.

Before removing it, I waited a short It was as if a person standing in front 
time, expecting to hear some remark of me brought the right hand down 
from Slade, but he remained silent; his with tho thumb and fingers extended 
breathing indicated that he was enjoy-1 with far greater force than I would have 
ing undisturbed slumber, so I placed suggested. I am able to say that Slade 
the chair back on the floor, wondering did not move perceptibly, but slept on, 
what next! unconscious of everything that was

By that tipie I had become thoroughly I transpiring.
aroused, keenly alert, though not nerv- It is well known by persons who have 
ously excited, but earnestly wishing for had more than a passing acquaintance 
more, with a determination to closely with Slade that while entranced he has 
scrutinize whatever might occur. been tho mouthpiece of several distinct

I had not long to wait before my wish personalities, each differing from the 
was realized far beyond my expecta- other in voice, speech and general do
tions; for, in less time than it takes to I portment, by which there was no more 
tell it, every movable object in the difficulty in distinguishing one from the 
room appeared to be imbued with life other than between persons with whom 
and powers of locomotion, each acting we are in daily association, 
independently of the others. This con- Of those, Owosso claimed precedence, 
tinned long enough for me to fully com- he being (so far as is known) the first to 
prehend the situation, after which all take possession of Slade’s organism and 
became quiet. speak through his lips.

Again, turning my attention toward He was followed by one who said his 
Slade for the purpose of ascertaining name was J. A. Davis, and that he was 
how he felt about it, I was quite sur- a practicing physician while in the 
prised to find him quietly sleeping, and earth-life. , _ '
in the next moment he was entranced by I Owosso also .claimed to have been a 
Owosso, who seemed to comprehend the medicine man in the tribe to which he 
situation, and. good-naturedly asked me belonged—it was through their admin- 
how I liked it. istering to the sick that Slade came to

After briefly expressing my gratitude be called Doctor.. Having had so many 
for the intense satisfaction afforded me opportunities of witnessing physical 
by perSnally witnessing such extraor- phenomena when Slade was asleep, the- 
dinary phenomena, I questioned him as genuineness of which could not be 
to how he was able to apply physical I doubted by ohe relying upon the ev- 
forces necessary to produce results I idence of his senses, more time was de- 
had just witnessed. voted to conversation.

His reply was: “Language is incapa-1 In order to facilitate matters I was 
ble of conveving to your understanding given signals that would inform them, 
anything like a clear solution of the that their presence was desired when 
problem.” Continuing he said: “Slade’s Slade was asleep. To secure the at- 
inability to control his nerves prevents tendance of Dr. Davis I was directed to 
us from doing many things when he is place the end of my finger at a given 
awake that we find no difficulty in doing point on Sladb's forehead, while apply- 
when he is asleep.” tag it to another place would summon

As if anticipating what was in my Owosso. From this it will be seen that- 
mind, he proposed that I mentally sug- I had only to “press the button,’’ when 
gest whatever I would like to have done, the one wanted would immediately re
after he had withdrawn his influence spend.
from his medium, who would'continue to During the years that followed this 
sleep Any person having seen Slade was frequently resorted to and I have 
when passing into or coming out of a no recollection of a single failure. No 
trance must have observed a convulsive matter at what hour of the night, the 
tremor involving his entire body, that I signal would immediately be followed 
one near him could not mistake in total by that peculiar tremor common to 

'darkness I slade whcn Passing into a trance, and
Before proc^edmg further I assured in the next moment the one summoned 

mvself that Slade was not awake, when would announce his presence.
immediately chairs, and other objects During these interviews, among other 
obeyed my unexpressed wish, each mov-1 things, Slade’s peculiarities, natural 
inp-with exactness and precision in the I characteristics, mental strength and 
direction suggested. weakness, were as freely discussed as.

While witnessing these phenomena it though he was miles away. This will 
was clearly demonstrated to my mind be news to him, for to this dayj have 
fhnt physical forces were being applied never mentioned it in his hearing, nor 
»nd directed by an' unseen intelligent do I remember speaking of it to others, 
individuality to whom my mind was an In the month of March, 1866, Slade 
1 n book and I were staying for a fey days at the
° To mv earnest desire for more light Louisville Hotel, in Louisville, - Ky. 
Owosso quickly responded by entrancing One evening while we were: there 
«1nd ri through whose lips he readily several gentleman called, which made 
answered mmy questions that I sub- it necessary to have a few extra chairs 
mTtted. ' brought into the room.

Although I had not had a moment's I It must have been ten o’clock or later

suddenly attracted by the movement of 
a chair at which I was looking. ;

Without the slightest hesitancy it left 
its position, glided toward the hearth, 
turned half around, then moved to the 
right until it came against the mantel. 
Then another chair started from where 
it was standing, and placed itself by the 
side of the other, both facing the grate.

One by one the others followed suit, 
without the slightest intermission, until 
every chair In the room helped to form 
a closely.-arranged semi-circle, looking 
toward the fire.

Soon after the last one had taken its 
place with the others, I noticed indica
tions of Slade’s being entranced, and in 
the next moment Owasso informed me 
that he was holding a circle, and that 
all were skeptics.

At .length, after bidding me good 
night, he withdrew his influence, leav
ing Slade asleep as he had found him; 
when my mind reverted to the chairs, 
wjth which it was absorbed until sleep 
put an end to fny reflections.

Daylight filled the room when I awoke; 
my first thought was of the chairs, 
which still remained precisely as they 
were when last seen by me. Nor was 
that all; while I was looking at them, 
the one in the center of the group drew 
itself back until it was free from contact 
with the others, then leaped from the 
floor, revolving rapidly, came toward 
the' bed, landing on it at my feet.

It may be said that daylight afforded 
no better view for al! practical purposes 
than did the coal fire at the time the 
chairs were assembling.

Their movements • in taking their 
places-indicated that they wefle impelled' 
and giiided by a force, acting with firm
ness and precision, clearly snowing that 
they were handled with ease.

On several occasions I awoke in the 
night to find myself alone',- Slade having 
left the bed in his sleep. At one time I 
found him lying flat under it; it being 
easily moved far enough to release him, 
when there was little trouble in getting 
him back into bed, though I was unable 
to rouse him to Consciousness.

Several times after these occurrences 
Owasso informed me that if I would re
sort to harsh treatment, and wake him- 
out of that peculiar condition, it would 
hay® a tendency to break him of that 
habit. Later on, when acting on this 
advice, I was as severe as my conscience 
would permit, but all to no purpose. 
Finally my adviser became impatient 
and said that unless I used more vio
lence he would. Shortly after that was 
said, Slade made another attempt to get 
out of bed, when I awoke in time to 
grasp his wrist with both hands, fully 
determined to hold on. At the same 
timb he was pulling resolutely, backing 
down until he came near sitting upon 
the carpet, when, to my surprise, a 
slipper that was lying near, was so vig
orously applied to the exposed parts of 
his person,, that .he sprang into bed, 
pulled the blankets over him, and lay 
trembling by my side.

After remaining silent for some time, 
I asked: “What is the matter?”

' His reply was uttered in a grieved 
tone of voice and childlike innocence:

! “Owasso has been spanking me.” 
। In the following morning, in broad

room, it would become very cold; when 
my watch, that was lying on the marble 
top of the dressing-case, would come 
rushing under the bedclothes against 
my lower limbs. So quickly would it 
awaken me that at times I fully realized 
what it was before it ceased moving; 
while continued rapping told too plainly 
that one and perhaps more were enjoy
ing the situation.

In justice to him, I must also say, he 
was always as ready to lend his aid in car
ing for his medium, or when it would 
advance our interest, as he was to in
dulge in phenomena, with no apparent 
object in view other than for my amuse
ment or instruction.

Slade was subject to sinking-spells, 
Decoming suddenly limp and appar
ently lifeless. These conditions, which 
were at times of such continued dura
tion as to cause alarm, were as liable to 
come upon.him when he was asleep as 
at any time during the day. Whenever 
they occurred in tne night, when he was 
asleep, I would bo awakened by loud 
raps, which I soon learned were to no
tify me that Slade required my immedi
ate attention. ■

We^Jso relied on Owasso to summon 
us at any hour of the night (if request
ed) when there was occasion for us to be 
up and stirring before morning. In warm 
weather the watch was abandoned, and 
a feather duster introduced. This was 
made to do duty in various Ways, though 
I will only mention one.

One night when the heated atmos
phere rendered the slightest covering 
objectionable, my sleep was - disturbed 
by what I took to be a fly running on 
the calf of my leg. On my attempting 
to brush it away, I received a rap across 
the back of my hand, that I felt sure 
capie fronj tj^e handle pf that feather 
duste'f'i ’ 'My tocmenter • signified his 
pleasure in the usual way, emphasizing 
it by the rapidity with which the raps 
fell, and prolonged duration.

At length all was quiet, when the 
feather resumed its work, though it was 
not again mistaken for a fly; neverthe
less, 1 made many 'frantic efforts to catch 
it, although we were'in total darkness, 
my grasps wbuld be eluded and ' my 
hands would be hit in various places, 
with'as much precision.as if the duster 
was being wieldedjby an. expert swords
man in the full ligltt of day.
. Being determined to catch it if possi
ble, I did not shrink from the warm re
ception my hands were getting by re
peated blows that fell on them regard
less of their rapid and. irregular move
ments. The 'situation became so ludi
crous that it was impossible for me to 
refrain from laughing, when a piercing 
scream came from Slade who was flounc-

daylight, while my mind was contem
plating those strange occurrences, that 
lively slipper rose from the floor until it 
neared the ceiling, then floated horizon
tally directly over the bed to the oppo
site side of the room, where it came 
down.

From that time on, during several 
weeks, sleep-walking was not indulged 
in, which led me to hope the slipper 
treatment had been successful.

One night, however, I don’t remem
ber whether his movements woke me, or 
whether I was awake, he rose to a sit
ting position, turned down the covering 
as if about to get out, when a sound, 
such as would be produced by violently 
striking the floor with the heel of a 
slipper, instantly brought him to his 
senses. Since then he has never, to my 
knowledge, attempted it again.

It came to be an almost every-night 
occurrence for Owasso to warn me ofhis 
presence as soon as Slade was fairly 
asleep. At such times he frequently 
manifested traits of character that to 
some persons ¿night seem surprising, if 
not beneath the dignity of a spirit.

He would take good care to not dis
turb Slade while playing all manner 
of pranks with me, being .Very 
adroit in handling a cane, ■ or oth
er light object that could be ,used 
as a prpd or with which he could , rap 
me across the knuckles, while my hands 
were ’groping in darkness trying to 
catch it. Generally speaking, after 
making several lively hits and thrusts, 
in which my wild endeavors to seize it 
had been successfully eluded, he would 
retire amid a shower of rapè, which he 
said signified that he was laughing.

While Slade remained asleep all was 
well, but if he chanced to wake up when 
sòme of these. occurrences*was taking 
place, he would become delirious,wholly 
incapable of reasoning until after his 
nerves gradually quieted down. To say 
that Slade was net frightened at these

Mr, E. Samson, of Ypsilanti, Mich., 
in compliance with my request writes:

“During the years between 1860 and 
1870 Dr. Henry Slade, of. Jackson, 
Mich., made frequent professional visits 
to this city.

"Oh those occasions he usually made 
our house his home. He then mani
fested fear of' being alone in a dark 
room; therefore, by his request, I would 
lodge with him.

“After he was fully lost in sleep raps 
would be heard in different parts of the 
room, furniture moved, at times in ac
cordance with my request. For instance, 
a pitcher filled with water was^taken 
from where it was standing, carried 
several feet, then set down without any 
water being spilled.
. “It was also a common occurrence, 
when Slade was asleep, -for him to be
come entranced, when his familiar 
Owasso, through Slade’s organs of 
speech, would address me.’ The conver
sation ended, Slade would bp left as he 
had been found, sound asleep. Such is 
the character of phenomena to which I 
was a witness, night after night, during 
several-years, and I am fully persuaded 
that at no time during their occurrence 
was Slade conscious of what was trans
piring.”

At the Funeral of Mrs. M. 
C. Hubbell.

Iowa State Organization.
At a meeting, held in Spiritual Tem

ple, Marshalltown, Iowa, it was duly de
clared that a committee be-appointed 
for the furtherance of the Spiritual 
cause. Owing to the inclemency of the 
weather, and other causes, the attend
ance was not very large; but of those that 
were in attendance a spirit of zeal was 
shown, that in the end will develop into 
(as the writer believes) something 
good.

The meeting was called to order by 
Brother Pickering, who was elected 
permanent chairman of the meeting. 
On motion, Win. Chiquet, of Fort 
Dodge, was elected secretary. It was 
moved and seconded that a committee 
of three be appointed to perfect the 
organization of a central committee, and 
that they be instructed to correspond 
with and rally the Body of Spiritualists 
throughout the State, and they to act 
in conjunction with them. The commit
tee was made up as follows: E. H. 
Pickering, chairman, of Marshalltown; 
A. A. Davis, of Ottumwa, and Wm. 
Chiquet, of Fort Dodge. A few minor 
orders were introduced,, and the conven
tion adjourned, to call of committee. 
Such, in short, is the proceedings of the 
first meeting called to form the State 
organization, out of which we hope will 
develop a strong and permanent organ
ization. . ' ■ Wm. Chiquet.

ing like a iish just out of water, putting 
an end to the performance. The duster 
had fallen upon him, waking him out of 
a Sound sleep and so frightened him that 
he went into rigid convulsions which 
continued some minutes before his mus
cles began to relax.

During this time I had remo'vqd the 
duster, and was waiting for further de
velopments when he revived, though so 
delirious that all attempts to appeal to 
his mind were unavailing. •

At times his sinking spells terminated 
in convulsions, though not as severe as 
those resulting from great excitement 
or fright.

On the day following he had so far re
covered that Owasso succeeded in. en
trancing him, when he said he regretted 
having dropped the duster; that seeing 
me make such wild and ineffectual ef
forts to catch it was so amusing to him 
that he lost control, when it fell upon 
his medium, causing a shock too great 
for his sensitive nature to withstand, 
hence the convulsions.

The foregoing are only items of ex
traordinary phenomena that occurred in 
Slade’s presence when he was asleep, 
during over twenty years that we were 
together, though they are sufficient to 
illustrate their varied character.

J. Simmons.
828 Lafayette Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., 

Aug. 29,1893.

Remembering that my brother had 
mentioned that some years ago he wit
nessed phenomena in Slade’s presence 
when he was asleep, I requested him to 
furnish me with a brief sketch of what 
occiirred. This is what he says:

Ypsilanti, Mich., Sept. 16, 1893.— 
Sometime in the seventies I chanced to 
meet Slade at a hotel in Battle Creek. 
Business detained me over night. Slade 
and I shared the same room and bed, to 
which we retired between eleven and 
twelve o'clock, when he soon fell asleep 
as was indicated by his breathing.

I also began to feel the gentle em
brace of Morpheus, when I was startled 
by something falling heavily' upon the 
bed on the narrow space in front of me. 
Hastily withdrawing my hand from be
neath the clothing, I reached for the 
object, which proved to be a large wash
bowl. . . .

It came from a stand that was at leajt 
eight feet from where it fell. I had 
scarcely placed it on the floor when my 
boots, pantaloons and two chairs left 
their places in different parts of the 
room in quick succession, and fell pro
miscuously upon the bed, or rather 
upon myself as I was lying in it.

They cOiild not have been placed there 
by Slade, for-he was to all appearance

To the Editor.—The following in
spirational sermon and poem'were given 
by Mrs. Clara Watson, of Jamestown, 
N. Y., at the home of Mrs. M. C. Hub
bell, of Salamanca, N. Y., daughter of 
Mr. and Mrs. John Shields. She was the 
elder of two, and 22 years of age; married 
June 29,1892, and passed over October 
29, 1893; married just sixteen months. 
The baby, which was eight days old, 
followed the mother. They were both 
buried in the same casket. Our beloved 
daughter had the knowledge of a future 
life, and told us all that sho knew 
where she was going—her husband be
ing a fine medium. The music of which 
Mrs. Watson speaks in her discourse, 
was brought by her husband’s spirit 
band, and played in several rooms over 
and around the two bodies just after 
being laid out. There were sixteen 
people in the house at the time and all 
heard the music, and were indeed as
tonished and surprised. Following is 
the discourse and poem:
THE SERMON BY MRS. CLARA WATSON.

Friends, wo have met on this occasion 
to-day to carry forward the last sad rites 
over the earthly forms of those endeared 
to this household by kindred ties. To 
one, indeed to two, just blossoming into 
life, one into early womanhood, and the 
other just opening its eyes to the light 
of immortal day. These have token 
their departure from the mortal sphere 
of being, and have passed from our 
sight away; and as we stand to-day con
fronted by these conditions, the query 
arises uppermost in the mind, -as it 
has thousands and thousands of times 
before—what is death? What is it that 
robs us of our own? Where are the 
friends that have passed away? Surely 
these cold forms of clay that lie before 
us .are not .those these friends have 
loved. The departed one had life, had 
animation, had Intelligence. There was 
the love-light beaming from the eye. 
But this cold form gives back no an
swering word of love. The love-light 
has gone from the eye. This cold form 
that lies before you silentand speechless 
once responded to you in your conversa
tion. This, then, cannot be her whbm 
you have loved, and .love still. Then 
where is this friend? ■ .

What is death? What is this silent 
stranger that comes'noiselessly into our 
midst and snatches from us those we

of those made more perfect through the 
influence of the spiritual kingdom.

And friends, these are Some of the- 
views, though briefly expressed, held by 
that class of petiple known to the fV'orld 
as Spiritualists, some of their ideas con
cerning this being that the world nas 
been pleased to call Death.

There is a sadness connected with the 
event that has called us together, but 
peculiarly sad are the conditions that 
surround us at this time. TJjis young 
wife and mother, this lovUfgjfiaughter 
and beloved sister—and esteemed friend 
and companion, and this little opening 
bud of humanity have passed from earth 
away, leaving these mourning ones and 
this large circle of friends and ac
quaintances to mourn her early de
parture; and we sometimes do not won
der that the human soul rebels at what 
has been termed the ways of Provi
dence; but we know that God’s laws are 
immutable; and if from any cause dis
ease fastens itself upon us, and the laws 
of the physical being are transcended, 
and there are no enduring forces of 
power in nature that can repair the 
bodily weakness, then death of tho 
physical is the4 only remedy. And 
this life was too sensitive,, too frail, too 
pure to long withstand, and for her 
there was no other alternative but to 
obey the summons of the silent mess
enger called dearth—to lay aside this 
physical covering,- and for it there is 
sweet, silent rest. But oh, may we. not 
claim that for the friends you loved, for 
the spirits of these two, that rest shall 
be found in renewed action, uninoum
bered by tho environments of physical 
conditions, the lives of tiiese shall be 
capable of .great good.

If 'naught but words of good and of 
kindness can be said of the life'.of this 
departed friend—and not more beautiful 
are these fair flowers, tokens of esteem 
and love from dear friends, than was the 
life of this departed one; and these 
mourning friends shall find the sweetest 
comfort in the thought that their dear 
one was beloved by all; that her life 
had been true, pure, sweet and good. ■

How strange and uncertain is life. 
How subtle are nature’s laws. How 
closely allied to the mother was this 
little opening bud of human life. So 
close' and tender were .the. ti-s that 
bound them that not even death could 
sever them. These friends^may have 
desired that this little bud of life could 
have been spared; still we feol confident 
that the mother-love was glad to take it 
with her, and that mother-love will still 
care for it. Mother will still gujd.c and 
direct it there as here; and this com
panion, this lather and husband, can 
feel that while his own heart is.saddened 
and ho- feels the bereavement, he may 
feel that he'has given up the treasure to 
brighten the home oVer there. And 
this mother amd father, while they feel 
tfie sad affliction, may they feel the 
strengthening arm. about them'to sup
port th cm in this hour, the .trying hour 
of human life.' Oh, friends, how com-

A Spiritual Wedding. .
To'the Editor:—PleaSe give me' 

space in your columns' to thank between 
fprty and-fifty of your subscribers and 
my friends wfio entrusted me with their 
proxies'to vote at the election of officers 
at the called meeting of the Northwest
ern ahd North Star Camp Meeting Asso
ciation, on Nov. 30th. Some, of the prox
ies did not reach me until the day after, 
but through no faulbòf the'senders; it 
being a Thanksgiving holiday, no mail 
was delivered. I am glad to inform the 
friends in the Northwest that the two 
societies were happily united and officers 
were elected, who, I hope, will give to 
the Northwest a Spiritual Camp Meet
ing second to no other in the country. 
We have everything to make it a suc
cess, viz: Climate, scenery and people; 
with a suitable location between, two 
cities numbering nearly half a million 
people, with a five-cent fare from each, 
and fifty towns and .cities numbering 
from'one to fifty thousand within a ra
dius of two hundred miles, why can't it 
be accomplished? If the officers will 
give us first-class talent for platform 
work, and good, honest, well-known me
diums for the phenomena, I am satis
fied it can be. Of course, a great mar 
jority of the people of the country have 
heard only a limited 'number of the 
speakers and mediums who are working 
in the cause of Spiritualism, and of those 
of whom they read, but have never seen 
or heard, are secured, they have a de
sire to see and hear them. » Then there 
are those working in the cause—both 
mediums and speakers—who are gener
al favorites wherever they go, and al
ways draw good audiences. With good 
judgment in selecting talent, and in the 
business routine of the camp, I predict a 
successful meeting, both spiritually and 
financially, and with a membership of 
1,000 for the season of 1894. ' '

S. N. Aspinwall.
■ Minneapolis, Minn.

Wihged ants always »fly in companies, 
sometime very numerous. When Col. 
Augustus Frazer, bn October 6, 1812, 
was watching the battle of the Pyrenees 
from the mountain called Pena de Aya, 
he and his officers, were suddenly sur
rounded by such a cloud of ants that 
their view of the battle was cut off and 
they were compelled to seek another 
station. ■'

In times of scarcity the South Afri
can natives sometimes rob the nests of 
the termites, and aS much as five bush
els of grain have been taken from a 
single nest. .

M. De L’Isle discovered an animal
culm that could run fl inches in a second, 
and calculated that in must move its legs 
no less than 1200 times in that brief 
period. ’ .....................

In the light of that philosophy known 
as modern Spiritqalism, that philosophy 
to Which this departed friend adhered, 
and in which these remaining friends find 
comfort, death is but the laying aside of 
this the mortal and being clothed in'the 
more enduring robes of immortality.

Our friends go from us for a time, il
ls true, when this death occurs. But 
oh, how comforting, how consoling the ! 
thought that our friends go not into 
darkness but into light; and the ques
tion may naturally arise, what are they 
doing there? And shall we startle you, 
friends, when we say to you that when 
they enter the hew life they do as new
comers do here? They are looking 
about, feeling their way, seeking oppor
tunities to send back to loving ones a 
message of love; for this little laud of 
ours is not the only location where new 
investigations arise to light the flrtna- 
linent of man’s existence. There is 
growth in heaven as on earth. There is 
progress in the spiritual life as here.

We shall reply, then, that death is but 
the cessation of bodily activity. With 
this view of death before us. we can 
only say again that this friend has 
simply laid aside this, the mortal frame, 
aud has entered upon the larger life.

But whatever view humanity, may 
hold of death (for we know that all peo
ple do not thus view death), there are 
those who still look upon it as the enemy 
of mankind, fierce and terrible.

Whatever view man may -have of 
death, there is the absolute certainty of 
it in tne minds of all. All people realize 
that sometime, sooner or later, they 
must meet that which is called death, 
but which is only a change. So surely 
as we exist the time will come when the 
soul will go out with the last gasp of the 
quivering form.
, Now we know full well that all people 
do not view death.in the same light as 
is taught by that philosophy known as 
modern Spiritualism. There are those, 
as we have said, riho still look upon 
death as the enemy of mankind, and 
those, also, who believe that death ends 
all, that the grave is the charnel-house 
of all that is noble and good and true in 
human nature. But certainly, friends, 
this is a very gloomy view of death, and 
from our standpoint, we assert it cannot 
be true. We shalTsay to you, friends, 
that this is not death, this is life. The 
dear one, departed from this fleshy cov
ering, may. we n'ot say is hero to-day? 
Here at this moment? Here in the 
spiritual? Here not in tears“,,but in joy? 
Here not to die, but to live forevermore? 
Shenas joined the ministry of angels,

You will find comfort, oh, friends, in 
fond, memories of the past: in loving re1- 
membrance of all kind deeds. You will 
find comfort in the .bright hopes for the 
future, and above all, iu that blessed 
assurance of a happy reunion in that), 
"Sweet By-and By." And let us say to' 
you, friends, be comforted in this hour,' 
and feel that this one departed is not, 
lost, not dead, but simply gone before;' 
and that iii the.home life there shall be 
felt the sweet spiritual influence that 
shall encompass you round about: for we 
feel that these loving ones shall be sent 
to these earthly friends as ministering 
angels, and in their darkest hour shall 
comfort and sustain;

We. as Spiritualists, maintain that we 
are able to and do communicate with 
our friends in the Spirit-world, and that 
they are with us, and manifest their 
presence in different ways. There are 
those hel'e to-day who will testify to 
having heal'd sweet strains of music in 
the room where these two forms lie at 
.rest, produced there without instrument 
or the touch of human hands; and here, 
friends, was a demonstration of the 
spiritual manifestations that are occur
ring the wide world over.

To that omnipotent power in the uni
verse, to that power, nameless and 
formless, yet having all names, all forms 
for its own, to that power we call God, 
our closing thoughts go forth in form of 
prayer. Here are those bowed down 
with grief and bereavement. Here are 
those who have been called upon to 
give up, as it were, those near and dear 
to the soul-life, and we ask at this mo
ment that strength, comfort, peace and 
consolation shall come to these friends 
in this hour. May the husband and 
companion feel the spirit of consolation. 
May these parents, this mother, feel to 
be 'reconciled to the change that has 
come to this one, ^r it is but a change. 
This dear one is not dead, not even 
lost to her; but simply passed on before. 
And may the sister, who will miss the 
companionship of this dear one, feel the 
uplifting power within the soul, and 
know that this departed one is still her 
loved sister, and will still be with her to 
brighten her pathway of life.

And may all these friends who hove 
come hither on this occasion to weep 
and mourn with those who mourn, feel 
the sweet spiritual influence of this de
parted one, and realize that she has 
passed to a higher life, to welcome them, 
by and by to the beautiful realms above; 
THE POEM “I STILL LIVE,” GIVEN BY

INSPIRATION BY MRS. A. W,: 
SPRAGUE. :.

Oh! Thou, whose love is changeless, 
Both now and evermore, 1 -

Continued, on 8tli PagQ
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Sir Nicholas held the seal for twenty years, 

and received a great income during all these 
years, yet died but moderately well off. 
Whence disappeared all this money, unless it 
was used in the furtherance of these secret 
ends he aimed fit, 

. The evidence of the real existence of this 
society is to be found upon the books of the 
period; the water rnarks upon the paper, and 
the tooling of the bindings, give silent evi
dence that they were all the result of a deft- 
nite plan, carried successfully to completion. 
.. I am inclined to think that Sir Nicholas was 
the author of quite a number of works which 
were published under other names. Sir An. 
tony Cook was a great scholar, and doubtless 
much interested in these matters also, he being 
the father, of Sir Nicholas’ second wife, Lady 
Anne, mother of the great Francis,

Now here were all prenatal conditions fa
vorable for the coming into the world of such 
a child as Francis. She was a most learned 
scholar herself, and translated Ochino's ser
mons from the Italian, and also rendered Jew
el’s Apology into English from the Latin— 
though I am very suspicious that she and Sir 
Nicholas were its real authors.

We have a very significant proof that Sir 
Nicholas was engaged in secret literary work 
through the trouble he got into through it 
being discovered by Elizabeth that he was the 
real author of the pamphlet published by 
Halles favoring the claim of Catherine Grey 
to the succession and decrying the claim of 
Mary, Queen of Scots.

Furthermore, I am of opinion that Sir 
Nicholas and Lady Anne began the movement 
to retranslate the Bible into what is known as 
our King James version. Into this atmos
phere of learning- and reform at length were 
born Francis and Antony Bacon. They were 
educated by their father and mother, and their 
learned grandfather, to carry on the work 
that they so bravely had begun. I thiifk, also, 
from hints dropped in Montaigne, that he 
must have been a day scholar at Westminster 
school, which was not far from York House, 
and studied under the famous Gabriel Good
man; and there, doubtless, he first got his 
taste for the stage, through taking part in the 
Terence Plays, which were very famous at the 
school, and were rendered for a number of 
nights on a stage improvised in the great 
dormitory during the Christmas njerry-mak- 
Ings, . '• ■

The Terence Plays, at Westminster, was 
an event which was looked forward to, and 
prepared for during all the year by the schol
ars. ' ’
- Only a garden separated York House from 

Whitehall, where Tarlton, the Queen’s famous 
jester and all around actor and comedian, was 
to be found; doubtless Francis and Antony 
were often in his company, and one can easily 
imagine the boy Francis writing little skits 
and farces, and compositions like the Seven 
Deadly Sins, which is ascribed to Tarlton for 
him to perform. Here we see two boys care
fully educated even from their cradle for a 
literary life. Taught to emulate and carry 
forward the reforms and aspirations of their 
father from their cradle, we may expect that 
these boys will in the future accomplish some
thing prodigious.

' In the most sacred chamber of the Royal 
Society there hangs the picture of Francis 
Bacon; it is there alone. jiVhy “ it there 
alone? They smile and say he was a very 
learned man, but the ante-chamber is full of 
learned men; why is he in the inner sanctum 
alone?

. There are a number of busts and pictures in 
England, claimed to be Shakespeare’s, which 
are exact likenesses of Bacon. See Baconia 
for May, 1893;

We have not space to enter into the details 
of Francis' youth. On his return to England, 
after his father's death, he and his brother had 
to set about carrying forward their father’s 
plans, under verydifferent circumstances from 

' those to which they had eagerly looked for
ward.

They were now handicapped and distressed 
for means in every way, and made much more 
so by the’sudden death of Gresham in the fall 
of the same year their father died; but finally 
matters were arranged. Antony went abroad 
to carry on the work, and Francis settled down 
in his chambers in Grey’s Inn. ’

At length the Marloe Plays began to appear. 
Mar oe got killed, then the plays for awhile ap
peared without a name attached to them, and 
then finally began to appear under the title 
of Shakespeare and Ben Johnson.

Now let any fair-minded man sit down and 
read “Love’s Labor Lost,” and “Every Man 
in His Humor,” and then aver whether he 
thinks it more probable that'an illiterate lout 
from Stratford should have written them, or a 
youth with his mind overburdened with Greek 
lore.

Now the immortal plays are beginning to 
appear, but not in the elaborate perfection of 
the folio of. twenty-three years after their as
sumed author was dead, but in a cruder and 
more unpolished form.

The eagle was bufeyet trying its wings; and 
at the same time, on the continent, similar plays 
in general structure and incident began to ap
pear in France and Spain.,

What is the meaning of this curious coinci
dence? Is it merely chance, or is there a se
cret hand here at work. Let us look back 
again into the past The method of double 
writing was very old. Rosseti in his “anti
papal spirit” shows us that Dante made use 
of it, and Petrarch and Boccacio and a host 
of others used it as a safe means to exhort 
their followers to be of good faith, and to 
preach, without fear of imprisonment or the 
stake; those reforms which they sought to 
firing about in church and state, •

The secret of this mode of writing, which 
was styled the love philosophy, was handed 
down from generation to generation, and doubt
less was well known.. to Sir Nicholas Bacon 
and to Sir Antony Cooke, .

The members, the initUto^’vihb understood 
its meaning, were stylqd the Illuminati, or 
those who know. Italy ..at time was full 
of such societies, and doubtiessjiiey abounded 
in the Netherlands; at any rate, it was here 
that the stage was first used as a vehicle for 
teaching reform.

If one doubts that there is a double mean
ing hidden in the plays, let them read the works 
of Delia Bacon, Mrs. Potts and Mr. Wigston, 
and be convinced. Buttoreturn to the Nether- 
landers. They were great lovers of pageants 
and spectacles, and fond of marching in gor
geous processions, decked out in their most 
costly apparel. Their Miracle Plays grew 
into most costly spectacles, given frequently 
in the great squares of the cities; and an un
seen influence gradually caused these theatri
cal exhibitions to become an arena for the 
discussion of political and religious questions.

They had such an influence upon the people 
that Clough tells us, in a letter in ’61, that 
they had then been suppressed in the Nether
lands for twenty years, and were forbidden 
much more strictly even than- the books of 
Martin Luther, ,

Now so good a medium of influencing the 
public mind as these plays were, could not have 
failed to be noted, and to make an impression 
on the mind of Sir Nicholas Bacon; and I think 
that he gradually set about to mature plans 
which later planted the theatre as an educa
tional force over the length and breadth of 
Christendom.

We find in the First English. Tragedy, Gor- 
buck, which play I have strong suspicions was 
written by Sir Nicholas, numerous hints and 
intimations of the necessities of political and- 
religious reforms. This was clearly the plan 
settled upon by which the work of enlightening 
the ignorant masses was to be carried on; we 
have, in fact, a direct confession later from 
Francis Bacon that some such method was 
being pursued. See “Evenings with a Re
viewer,” page 316, vol, 1. .

Many hands doubtless assisted in the work; 
but that they were all under the guidance of 
one directing mind seems evident from the 
simultaneous rise of the drama in so many 
countries, and the similarity of all the plays; 
in their general characteristics they all were 
indifferent to the unities of time and place.

What more subtle and masterly policy could 
have been devised, than by this means to be 
able to attack the Inquisition even in its lair, 
and yet remain unharmed and undetected, 
and to thwart it with weapons even more subtle 
and effective than its own., ■

How can we explain otherwise the fact of 
all these plays springing so suddenly into 
being, and, by which means the people were 
taught many forbidden truths, in a most 
subtle, insinuating -and inoffensive manner, 
which were seemingly so innocent and devoid 
of other purpose than to tell a love tale) and 
yet which were in reality written with a most 
terribly earnest and definite purpose.

Can we believe that they sprung up by 
chance, as weeds do by the wayside? And why 
do we hear no more of them a few years' after 
Francis Bacon’s death? The dramatists who 
have accomplished ail these marvels suddenly 
disappear, and none have been born ''who re
semble them since.

It is a very Significant fact that we find 
Antonia Pereze, who had been Spanish Secre
tary of State, ommgffigjntimate terms with the 
Bacons. He wfiOlsgan of much learning and 
of great influence in Spain, and doubtless it 
was through him that the introduction of (he 
drama into Spain was brought about.

Francis and Antony Bacon, from the ver/ 
first, as soon as they came to be of sufficient 
age, must have taken an active and important 
part in the fabrication of these plays. By this 
means they could shake the spear of defiance 
in the' very face of the Inquisition, unharmed 
and undetected; Here, also, we have a very 
logical reason why the Bacons could not ac
knowledge these plays. Had they done so, 
suspicion would have been aroused, their aim 
in doing so would have been inquired into, 
their purpose, detected, and .their great plan 
for the enlightenment of the world made of 
no avail. They dreamed of establishing lov
ing brotherhood amongst all men and a Church 
Universal; and the means taken to accomplish 
it was through Freemasonry and the drama. 
To build Solomon’s house was Francis Bacon’s 
great dream, and then Solomon first appeared 
in the ritual of the craft We believe that 
there are craft or Swedenborgian degrees of 
Freemasonry existing to-day, in which the 
truth of this whole matter is well known.

The solution of the whole mystery, however, 
we are convinced, will ultimately be found in 
the sonnets, which hold the key to unravel the 
mystery of the plays. In these sonnets we 
may perceive the perfection of the science of 
writing in the double language; it soon be
comes evident to a close student that they^re 
not what they purport to be. They are not in 
reality amorous verses, written by a love-lorn 
poet to the idol of his affections, but when 
analyzed, are found to conceal the severely 
chaste and noble tenets of a most subtle and 
elevating philosophy, safely hidden under its 
amorous garb. .

These sonnets are all written in praise of 
the divine lady, the sovereign Lady Truth, 
the mistress of the philosopher. • The love of 
which they sing is not human passion, but the 
platonic love of the philpsophers. Then all 
praise to Francis Bacon, who has handed 
down to our age the Lamp of Knowledge.

If you are in doubt that Francis Bacon was 
the author of many unclaimed works, and 
which pass under the name of other men, read 
the recent profound and scholarly work by Roe 
on the “Masks bl theDe’Foe Period, ” and be 
convinced. . ■ ;

P. D. Merrill.
• 'ISanta Barbara, Cal.

where. ■ *

A Neglected Phase of Romanism.

numerous documents that have been put forth

mao was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a

THE GOSPELOF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENTWORK- .
Thia work Is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted by

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It lias been sold for

aider well these things, and to withhold their 
aid and patronage from the enemy. .

Yours for a fair show in my own country.

„ ... - . . - ... -_____ _____ ______ J ' 12, but the price now bas been reduced to Si. It Is a
loaf o » to riotin/r th« 1 book that will interest and- Instruct. It contains 480irom nrst to last, antedating . tne convention pages, and is tuii of suggestive thoughts. Dr. suer-

From Mattie E. Hull.
To the Editor:—-This morning’s mail 

brought a letter with this inquiry: “Have you 
become wornout and are you taking a jrest, or 
have you become disgusted jn aj^qgipt to 
reform thp world and gone int®,,ft)^cl|jse?” 
Other letters containing similar inqyjfj^ have 
reached me of late,, and as every isfijjp,-<j)f your 
paper falls under the eyes of those to Tvhom I 
refer, I beg the privilege of saying a few 
words through its columns.

No, I am not wornout—I dewnot expect to 
be for many years—indeed, I do hot feel as 
old as I did a score of years ago; neither am I. 
disgusted with the glorious work on behalf of 
Spiritualism. Indeed, I see new beauties in it 
every day, and in all of my experience there 
has never been a time when I felt so much of 
the “Holy Ghost” influence within my sou! 
as at present. I have not been active in the 
field for some weeks, owing “to circumstances 
over which I had no control.” (Some time, 
Bro. Francis, we are going to control circum
stances, to an extent.)
, I had made partial arrangements to return 
south, as I w&B urged to do last season, 
with something of a financial encouragement. 
In fact I had made out a program for about 
four months’ work, but the financial condition 
among those who were the most anxious for' a 
renewal of my work this season, would not 
warrant carrying out their part of the contract. 
Ip the. latter part of the summer and during 
the autumn, I refused calls from points east 
and west' fully intending to leave for the south 
about Deo. 1st. The time has come and gone, 
and the tide has not turned. I hove survived 
several blizzards, and think by this time I am 
so accustomed to sudden, tumbles of the ther
mometer that I can live north of Mason and 
Dixon’s line the remainder of the winter,

I am now ready for work on Sundays or 
during thp week on reasonable terms. Offi
ciate at. weddings or - funerals, or assist in or
ganizing societies or children’s lyoeums, 
north, south, east or west, .

I do not feel to close this communication 
without making mention of a pleasant visit I 
experienced not long since with the Spiritual
ism in Rochester, Ind. Mr. Hull was engaged 
for the month of November to lecture on Bun
days, and ...one night during the week, iu the 
beautiful Temple, fitted up by the Spiritual
ism and used exclusively by ttyjm. I was in
vited to join Mr. Hull the last Sunday of 
the month and put in a laboring oar. I ad
dressed a fine audience Saturday night and 
Sunday, p. m., Mr. Hull conducting the Sun
day a. m. and the night services as usual, 
each occasion bringing out fine audiences,, 
many of the representative people' of the 
town. .

Mr. M. Bitters,of the Rochester Republican, 
and his good wife, are among the most active 
workers. Mrs. Bitters is a fine inspirational 
medium, both for writing and speaking, and 
has addressed the friends from the platform 
in the Temple. There is not a large society 
of Spiritualists in Rochester, but it is composed 
of sterling men and women,, who love' the 
cause and work for it as earnestly as any peo
ple we have ever met. ’

Hoping those fFiends who are so solicitous, 
for fear 1’11 have too long a rest from the field, 
or “rust out" when there is so much work to 
be done, will see to it that I am soon in the 
harness, I am most sincerely, ■'

Mattie E. Hulu
29 Chicago Terrace, Chicago.

Latreille once cut off the antennas of an ant, 
and its companions, evdiently compassionating 
its sufferings, anointed the wounded parts with 
drops of fluid from their months,
■ . ■. 4 ■. ■
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CATHOLIO BOYCOTT OF PROTESTANT LABOR.

As space in your valuable paper is frequent
ly used in showing up the’evils of Roman Ca
tholicism, I would like to ask ' why those who 
write of these things confine themselves almost 
entirely to the political bearings, and apparently 
ignore that which 1 will call the “Catholic Boy
cott of Protestant Labor." No fair-minded 
person will deny that, as times are, the oppor
tunity to labor is indeed a privilege; and this, 
in view of the great truth that “Labor is the 
life of the peoplç,” seems equally vital and 
important How well ever-vigilant Rome 
has looked to this! She has managed to secure 
control of the avenues of labor, and by the 
exercise of her accursed, boycott succeeds too 
shamefully well in this line of warfare against 
Protestantism. I am not an alarmist. Hav
ing carefully watched and studied the methods 
of Rome for a long time and in many places, 
I know whereof I speak; it is thé shameful 
truth and it is too little considered for the 
welfare of the American Protestant laborer.

It is the same everywhere; full -well the po
litical aspirant, together .with his brother in 
the humbler walks of life, knows andof ten 
fears the power of “Catholic freezeout," But 
to the politician it may not be of such vital 
importance as to the one whose daily toil 
means daily bread to family and self.

Once upon a time a certain railroad was 
building in San Francisco, employing hundreds 
of men. Application for work was made to 
one of the bosses, having in charge a gang of 
laborers. His first questions were not: “Can 
you.handle a pick or shovel?” but, “Are you 
an Irishman?" and “Are you a good Catho
lic?” The applicant answering in the affirma
tive was immediately put to work, while an
other applicant who could not answer these 
questions affirmatively was refused. The 
principals of a certain commercial firm, employ
ing over. a hundred men, themselves (the 
principals), without special predilection for 
any particular religious faith, told me they 
dare not employ any one who is not a Catho
lic for fear of the injury that Catholics would 
work them; and two or three good men 
(Protestants) who have lost positions in this 
house tell me that they can trace their mis
fortune directly to the machinations of Catho
lics. They went away bearing good recom
mendations from their employers. This state 
of things is traitorously wrong; but it exists 
everywhere, as any one who dares look care
fully may know.

It is the duty of every Protestant to con.

The National Association in Its 
Own Defence.

D. M, King,—Dear Sir and ■Brother.— 
The article published recently in your paper 
on “National Organizations,” by reason of the ' 
errors and misleading statements which abound 
from the commencement to the ending de
mands a refutation, although it is with diffl- 
culty I am able to keep pace with the duties 
devolving on me, as we .are now overrun with 
work incident to the requirements of the nu
merous Spiritualist societies throughout the 
country that are applying -for charter^ and 
documentary matter and' for information. I 
have just received one letter from a well- 
known lecturer, with application for a charter, 
which is the second he has sent in within the 
past two weeks, am) he says: “I am very 
sorry to read the articles by D. M, King and 
J, W. Dennis, but 1; only makes me more de
termined to go on and work for the National 
Association. ” I have had other communica
tions of a ‘similar character. You know, 
Brother King, that the unholy persecution of 
a righteous principle most often tends to 
bring its advantages and benefits to the front, 
and stimulates its growth rather than destroys 
it, consequently it is possible that your .on
slaught may be beneficial rather than have a 
tendency to crush this spiritual association 
into oblivion.

But to the point and the facts.
1st. It .was not Mr. Hull, as you state, who 

called the flrst meeting in this city relative to 
the propriety of holding a convention at Chi
cago, but the writer, who invited Mr. Hull 
and others to assemble for the purpose of lis
tening to a proposition to this effect, and to 
which there was unanimous assent.

2d. They did not proceed to elect Brother 
Edson as president of the. committee, but as 
chairman, and myself as secretary of the com
mittee of five selected to appeal to the Spirit
ualists of the country, and ascertain if the 
disposition of this large disintegrated body of 
Spiritualists was not. favorable to holding a 
national convention, under delegated author
ity, and in accordance with the business prin
ciples which govern such large bodies of a re
ligious, moral or scientific character, and of 
which large numbers meet in convention in 
this city every year. The expression from 
all sections of the country being almost en
tirely unanimous, the committee then issued 
the call for delegates to assemble at Chicago,, 
and you know that this convention represented 
the first, largest and most complete representa
tive body of Spiritualists that ever convened 
for the purpose of organization.

■ 3d,. You state if the purpose of the conven
tion had been strictly adhered to we would 
have by this time a National Association with 
over one thousand members. Now, Brother 
King, the applications already received for 
charters from this duly constituted and legal
ized Spiritual association represent a very 
much larger number of members, and they are 
daily coming in, and with constantly increas
ing impetus. Your statement that we cannot 
have au association without membership is 
jBchnical, and we refer you to the numerous 
bodies already in existence, where the mem
bership is composed of societies represented 
entirely through selected delegates. The in
dividuals convened were not Considered as 
members except so far as they represented 
societies. Naturally, in an incipient organiza
tion or convention, there may have been a 
few delegates admitted to the floor - who 
did not really represent societies, but, if any, 
they were few in number, and. the next’ con
vention assembled under the present constitu
tion could not permit any irregularities,-as the 
association is now a duly constituted legal 
body, which it was not at that time. . .

4th. Your inference that the convention has 
not, through its ■ selected trustees, appointed 
an executive committee,- with necessary sub
committees, and is not providing for the .nec
essary business, is misleading and not in the 
least warranted by the facts. We are now 
working earnestly for the grand upbuilding of 
our cause, by organizing new societies under 
the auspices of the National Spiritualist Asso
ciation, and imparting information daily to all 
parts of the country respecting the necessities 
that govern their conditions, and it would 
astonish yon to know how much we are doing 
in this respect, but you will soon hear some
thing roll along through the country, Brother 
King, and find we are by no means asleep. 
You will, in a few days, hear of a “National 
Spiritual Jubilee,” which will leave its im
press upon the pages of Spiritual history, and 
in January we will gratify you with the publi
cation of the many societies that have already 
become a part of the National Spiritualist 
Association. Oh, no! No golden oppor
tunity will be lost, as you will find.

6th. You refer to other bodies styling 
themselves national, one of which is your 
Religious Stock Association. We disclaim 
any intentions to make this a body .of this 
character, but it is properly a national execu
tive body, and now let us see if we are not 
national, representing as we do the legitimate 
coalition of societies from thirty different 
States (see constitution and act of incorpora
tion), and which designates clearly that we 
have organized as a religious body as well as 
a-business association, and which is the char
acter, of all national organizations of a relig
ious nature.' No body could be more national 
in character than the one organized with your 
help at Chicago, and you never called this in 
question, nor any of the other matters alluded 
to. . - , .. ■ ■

6th. You appear to think that the Chicago 
convention ignored the right of all delegates, 
which'no one at that time thought of, nor 
yourself until the present time.. If such had 
been the case, why did you not then raise 
your voice to make the fac^ known? On the 
contrary, Brother King, you manifested

acquiescence in the entire proceedings of the 
convention, and for any one to participate in 
the deliberations of a representative body with
out protest, and afterward attempt to de
nounce its prooeedings, favors of a change of 
heart which'we favor only when it is in the 
right direction.

7 th. As to your inference that we would 
ignore any Spiritual association, whether 
formed as State organizations or otherwise,- 
it is not to be considered, as no action has 
justified suoh a statement, nor has it been 
thought of, either in the convention or in the 
board of trustees. We welcome all where the 
objects are tks promotion of the cause of 
Spiritualism. W

8th. You state that (you) we sent home 
nearly three hundred of our best Spiritual 
speakers without membership. . Now, the 
fact is, we sent nobody.honje. When the con
vention had accomplished its purpose 
(although the outcome was not altogether in 
accord with our desires in some minor particu
lars, still as Idyal members we were bound to 
submit), it adjourned tine die, and almost 
entire unanimity marked the proceedings We 
refer you to the report which is now in the 
printer’s hands, and will soon be issued, 
orders for 1,500 copies having been received, 
still ooniing Jn.

9th. Yes, we can truly reply to the ques
tion: “Is your society a religious institution?” 
Yes, Brother King, it is the aggregation of 
many religious Spiritualist societies, and. this is 
not a debatable question, and while we shall 
not attempt to decry your religious soçjety 
organized under the head of national, but con
fined to your State, we refer you to the decla
ration in the act of incorporation, which dis
tinctly states that the object is for the pur
pose of religion—to promote religion and 
morality, etc. Your statement is improperly 
misleading in this direction. ‘

10th. You state that your plan has stood 
the test (as a Religious Stock Association, but 
it is only three years incorporated),and we are 
glad of it, for we wish prosperity to each 
.and every Spiritual association whether a part 
of the National Organization or not, and we 
shall not descend, as you are now doing, to at
tempt to break up or impede the progress of 
any. We should consider such motives as 
low and base, but, on the contrary, we shall 
wish all God-speed. You sneer at the idea of 
joining our association, forty-three years be
hind the times, the .first having been Organ
ized in March, 1851, and which resulted, you 
state, in much good. We believe, Brother 
King, that any society or association for the 
promotion of Spiritualism may do good, and 
yet you question whether the combined action 
of the Spiritualist societies - may do good 
through this National Association. Why, 
Brother King, we could show you that we are 
doing good every day. As to being forty.three 
years behind the times, you. must recollect 
that you are near 1900 years behind the times 
of Jesus of Nazareth, the greatest historical me
dium, and yet you can do good, and there are 
many who will come after us who will con
tinue the work of doing good. No, Brother 
King, not behind the present time, but fully 
abreast of the times, and, I am afraid, ahead 
of your time. The results have already 
proven that great and inestimable good is to 
flow out of the proceedings of that most im
portant and .truly harmonious convention.

Let me quote in big letters from the pro
ceedings, page 159:

“Mr. D. M. King:—I desire to state that 
1 voted for a reconsideration. I voted fof^a 
reconsideration because I wished to see fair 
play, and in order that this matter may be 
ftllly discussed. In sayjng this, I wish to 
STATE THAT ALMOST ALL OF ,-THAT CONSTITU
TION I OOULD FULLY AND COMPLETELY 
adopt!” ’ '

One thing more, Brother King, and I have 
done: If ever there was a movement of any 
kind that emanated from the Spirit-world, this 
organization can lay pre-eminent claim- to this 
foundation, for I stapd ready to testify, tn the 
last hour of my earthly existence, that the

Expiring Subscriptions.
The period of expiring subscriptions 

is on us. As The Progressive Think
er is published On the cash plan, of 
course all names are dropped as soon as 
the time is reached to which’ advanced 
payments are made. We’know money is 
close and hard to get. Newspaper pub
lishers fee) the pressure more keenly 
than others, because many persons un
wisely commence' economy in expenses 
by cutting ,off mental aliment. This 
should not be. The trifling cost of The 
Progressive Thinker, but little more 
than the blank paper on which it is 
printed, and the large amount of educa
tional matter with which it is laden, 
commends it to the thoughtful every-

If the reader is in straitened circum
stances, and cannot afford to invest $1 
for a year, he can certainly spare 25 
cents and extend his subscription three 
months, until business resumes its wont
ed actiyity. Then there will be no 
break in healthful reading, no discour
agement to the publisher, and no re-. 
gret that invaluable matter, which 
will never be replaced, has escaped at
tention. The hope of the world rests 
with the well-read Spiritualist andi Ag
nostic.

Reader, let us share eajjh other’s bur
dens as much as we can while these 
financial embarrassments stare ,all in 
the face. Only. a few gionths more, 
when public confidence will be restored 
and prosperity will return in an unex
ampled manner.

and since, have come to us from an inspira
tional source, and vftthout any exercise of any 
study or will-power of niy own, and these hav
ing originated with me, except such as have 
come from Brother Barrett, we are in a posi
tion to know whereof we affirm. I refer, of 
course, to all bu^ness documents, for there are 
many relating^®’ the convention, and those 
required to be presented to the societies and 
Spiritualists throughout the country, and 
which are already bearing fruit.' It was ever 
thus. Many men with many minds often 
differ, but we do have a right to feel vexed 
while working so hard, as we are now doing, 
to build up Spiritualism, to be so glaringly 
misrepresented. Why did not you express 
dissent from the proceedings of the conven
tion at the time? It seems that you must have 
but recently experienced a change of heart; 
but it will not work, Brother King; Go and 
stop thp flowing of Niagara, make the earth 
ceas6 its revolutions around the sun, obliter
ate the light from the universe, but do not 
attempt to crush the Spiritual impetus, which 
is as certain to advance Spiritualism to the 
acme of human hopes as you are to become a 
denizen of the Spiritual' realm, I regret that 
you should thus place yourself as an obstruc
tionist to thp cause, while we conceive it a 
duty to assist any. and all honest efforts to ad
vance it in every possible way. It' is sad that 
you should resort to such unfounded state
ments as we have shown to impede pur pro
gress, but come and sit with us a'day, and 
you will then be convinced that yoq might as 
well attempt to dam up the Nile with bul
rushes as to try to defeat the Spirit-world in 
carrying this work to the final glorious con
summation. 'Robrrt A. Dimmick, ’ .

Secretary.

In some parts of Central and South 
America a single firefly gives so much light 
that it.illuminates, a whole room. The Eng
lish residents catch them in order to find the 
match box or lamp. ' - .

-THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
OB 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the planchette. both iu regard to the cer* 
talnty and correctness or the communications, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumisUc girt have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Cept. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: *‘I had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old sealers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They-have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me chat Spirit« 
uallsin is indeed true, and the communications nave 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
1 have bad of .son, daughter, and their mother.1'

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “1 am much pleased with the Psy- 
cbograph you sent me; and will thoroughly test it the 
first opportunity I may have. It is very simple tn 
principle and construction, and rain sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power tliau the one now In use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
IU superior merits become known.” *

A. P, Miller, Journalist and poet, tn an editorial no
tice of the Instrument in bis paper, the, Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, says: “Tho Rsychogranh Is an ’Im
provement upon tho planchet te, having u dial and - tet
ters. with a few wordsvso that very little ‘power’ Is 
apparently required to give tho communications. Wo 
do not hesitate to recommend It to ail who care to'test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate. ” •

Just what Investigators want. Homo circles want 
Price, by mall, free with.full directions for use, •LUO. 
For sole at thU offied. ’ .

reflection from the celestial spheres. It treat* of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In* 
tellects; Purity; Salyatlon; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Panicles arc 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death’; spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Bplrltu* 
al Organisms; Born AgalniTbe Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds df food 
forthemselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puplL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which I Individually partake and digest 
My sonl must expand by virtue of tho soul -essence 
which 1 individually gather and comprehend or digest»" 
For sale at this office._______

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

1 and Dwelling placet By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains w-ha; a hundred spirits, good 
tad evil, sny of their dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life In the Spirit
world!—is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching.,Whither—oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? What Is their present condition, and what their 
occupations? 'Jh this volume the spirits, differing as 
thdy may, arc allowed to speak for themselves. No 
than is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Foregleamfi of the Future: Testimony of. 
Balnte; The Growth and Perfection-or the Spiritual 
Body;.Is it the Soul or Body that Blns?; Clothing In 
the Spirit World; Onr Little Ones in Heaven; The Per
zonal Experiences of Aaron Knight* The Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit Life: Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men- ' 
tlon. Price UAO; postage 12 cent*. For sale at thll 
Office. j

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TT/ORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
Vr . Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ. - Con- 

tailing new and startling revelations In religious his
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doc
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock-' 
ingmany of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. By 
Kersey Grave». This wonderful and exhaustive vol
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book ot 
reference Id the field which he has chosen for 1L 'The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and .com
pile the varied Information contained in lt'must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It Uta 
such convenient -shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print. But the. 
book is by no means a mere collation of views or -sta
tistics; throughout Its entire course the apthor-es 
will be seen by his title-page and chapter neade—;ol- ' 
lows a definite Une df research and argument to the 
close, tad his conclusions go. like sura arrows, to the - 
mark. Printed on fine ‘white paper, largo 2md; 890 
pages. New edition, revised and corrccteu, 'with ’ pqn 
trait of autbbr. Price H.50. Pontage 10 cent* For 
sale ar - : • . .
DIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY

JJ Allen Pntaam, A. M. A marrelotu book. Prlc* ■ 
IS cenu.
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TO ADVANCE.

It Is Among Dark Spirits.

They Reside on the Very Lowest Planes.

Humanitaria&lßfforts to Redeem Them.

^4 Work Inaugurated by Noble Souls.

PART SEVENTH.
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GRAND MISSION WORK.

. A SEANCE—EXPERIENCE WITH A PRIEST.

During the winter of 1892 and 1893, we 
had an experience with a spirit who came to 
us that was very interesting to the mem
bers of the circle. ,

We had been sitting for some’ time and 
there had been manifestations of a general 
character, when the medium exclaimed that 
her chair was being moved backward from the 
circle! The movement of the chair by an un
seen force made her feel nervous, and she 
threatened to vacate the seat unless the annoy
ance ceased. Fearing that the medium would 
become so annoyed as to disturb the conditions 
and interfere with further manifestations, the 
members of the circle began to reason with the 
spirit who was causing the trouble, stating that 
unless the disturbing actions ceased, the 
seance would have to be terminated. That 
line of argument seemed to tend toward an in
crease of the annoyance, and we realized that 
the influence at work was either mischievous 
or malicious. Then we resorted to firmness, 
and called upon the spirit to speak, and* in a 
manly way, give us an understanding of that 
which he desired to accomplish.

After considerable persuasive effort on our 
part, we 'elicited the assertion that he would 
put a stop to such doings. Being asked why 
he desired us to discontinue our sittings, he 
replied: “Because they, are undermining the 
chdrchl” And to the question: “What church?” 
he answered: “The Holy Catholic Church.”

Then we knew (having had previous experi
ence with spirits of his persuasion) that we had 
a difficult case on hand, and that the spirit 
must either be won over into a knowledge and 
acceptance of the truth, or he would annoy us 
and retard pur work for some time.

At first his animosity toward us and his 
prejudice against spirit manifestations pre
vented him from'' treating us in the manner 
which would naturally be expected from one 
who was educated for and who had occupied 
a position in the priesthood. , He was angry, 
intolerant and abusive, by turns; and his posi
tion in the Spirit-world was sp near to earth, 
that he was unaware that he had .made the 
change from mortal to spirit

During the time that he was present with us 
at our first meeting, our efforts were directed 
toward convincing him that he was indeed 
in Spirit-life. For a time he was sullen, and 
would hardly reply to our questions; but our 
continued good temper and the entire absence 
of any feeling displayed toward him, other 
than that of friendliness and an evident desire 
to gain his confidence and esteem, at last 
forced him to admit that of late, there had 
seemed to be a change in his surroundings, 
and in the manner displayed toward him by 
his former friends and associates. It had 
seemed strange to -him that when he ad
dressed his friends they made no reply and 
gave no evidencq of having heard him. So, 
too, he did not understand • why a brother 
priest had taken his place in the church serv
ice, and in the affairs of the parish, even 
though he had not been officially deposed or 
removed by those in authority over him.

We assured him that he had passed into the 
life beyond the mortal, and suggested that he 
investigate the matter with a view of ascer
taining the truth or falsity of our assertion. 
’ On the following evening he again came to 
us, and said that he found that we were cor
rect in our claim that he had entered the life 
of the spirit His feelings toward us savored 
less of animosity than on the preceding even
ing, but still he had little patience with that 
which he felt to be an obnoxious practice on 
our part, in holding spirit seances. The prac
tice seemed obnoxious to him because the 
Actuality of the phenomena appeals to and 
convinces the children of the Catholic church 
as no other belief or 'religious doctrine does 
or can. . .

There are few people born or reared in the 
Catholic faith who abandon Catholicism for 
any of the Protestant forms of belie! Occa
sionally there is such a case, but they are rare 
indeed as compared with those who, become 
ing convinced of the truths of Spiritualism 
through the proofs afforded by the phenomena,

drop out of the church and adopt a line of 
liberal thought based upon an absolute knowl
edge of the future life of the individual.

To our inquiries: “If he believed in the in
fallibility of the Pope? If he believed that 
God would only grant forgiveness promptly 
to those in purgatory whosq relatives or 
friends pay to the priests a stated sum of 
money to enlist their intercession through 
masses said for the repose of -their souls? If 
he believed that power had ever been or could 
be dqjegated to him through any agency, mor
tal of Divine, to forgive the sins of others, or 
to grant absolution for wrongs committed 
against’ others than himself?" His reply to 
each question was in the negative.

Being asked what it was that appealed to 
him and held him loyal to an institution in 
whose principal tenets he had no faith? he re
plied: “It is the power over the minds and 
actions of others, the life of ease, and the op
portunity to gratify tastes and passions, that 
led me ,to remain in the church. Besides, 
having no faith in the doctrine of the Catholic 
religion in which I was educated, I coul$ 
have no faith in the doctrines of other denomi
nations, which I had always been taught were 
heretical, inasmuch as that originally they 
were offshoots from the mother church.”

Having been carried one step forward, by 
being convinced, through his own experience, 
of the fact of communion betwéep spirits and 
mortals, he was the more ready-to liáten ¡to a 
brief outline of that " which has been taught 
ns regarding the experiences of the individual 
in the future state. We told him of the life 
of progression; of the ability inhérent in ' and 
of the opportunity afforded each and every 
individual to overcome and outwork all the" 
errors of earth-Jife. We told him of the 
power of love, which makes man work, not 
for self alone, but for theyvelfare and happi
ness of his fellow-creatures; for it is only in 
forgetting self, and in remembering others, 
that true happiness and progress is. found.

After having given expression to other 
ideas which have been impressed upon us by 
spirit teachers, relating to life, its laws and its 
aims, we suggested that he take time to consider 
his position in life,, in connection with the 
thoughts which we had imparted to him, and 
at a later meeting advise us what conclusions 
he arrived at. • . , ’

During the interim between this and the next 
meeting, I was often conscious-of the presence 
of the priest, and at such times would render 
him what assistance I could by giving him 
thoughts upon the plane along which it was 
desirable that his consideration should extend. 
He, in that timé, manifested at a seance at 
which I was not present, and showed by his 
remarks that the thoughts which had been 
given him had taken root in his mind.

At our next meeting he came deeply regret
ful of his past error, and filled with despair 
for the future. Realizing the enormity of his 
action in having taught as truth a doctrine in 
which he had no belief, and remembering the 
advantage which he had taken <5f his capacity 
as priest, to wrong others in the gratification 
of his personal desires, his spiritual vision 
could discern naught but darkness.

We did all in our power to encourage him, 
by assurance of opportunities that would 
be presented through which he would be 
enabled to work himself into the higher spirit
ual atmosphere. The spirit friends also as
sured him of their assistance, and admonished 
him to remain strong and steadfast in his de
termination to advance, humbly willing to 
undo all wrongs committed, and ever on the 
alert to aid any with whom he came in con
tact, who could be bénefited through his in
strumentality. ’’....

And thus there was started upon the high
way of truth one who had long been travers
ing the dark path§ and byways of superstition 
and error. E. T. Washbubn.

The testudo navalis, or ship worn, has 
caused the loss of more vessels than were ever 
destroyed in war. In tropical countries this 
worm penetrates the timber of vessels and eats 
away the wood until there is only a shell left, 
which will crumble at a slight blow. Large 
beams; apparently sound, after removal from 
veessels, after the outside crust has been 
broken, have been pulled to pieces by the 
fingers. During the last century an Eastlndii- 
man, docked in London, crumbled to pieceb 
when ’the supports were placed underneath 
and the water removed. . /

The aphides are the milch kine of the ants, 
and are regularly approached and milked by 
the latter. Ants have been known to keep 
the aphides in captivity, as cows are kept in 
cities. - •

The First-Spiritualist Association,

The Birst Spiritual Association of Chicago, 
held its first annual celebration or. jubilee, 
at Washington Hall, Sunday, Dec. 17. The 
exercises in the morning, composed of recita-' 
tions, solos, and instrumental music, by the 
Sunday school children, were exceptionally, 
fine. Mr. Charles Bushnell conducted this 
part of the programme with great skill, and 
the vision of fifty little ones from four to fif
teen years of age in their gay attire and joy
ful faces was something to bp remembered. 
This was followed by an address by the Presi
dent, Dr. Bushnell,on “Early Reminiscences," 
indicating the progress of the“ work dur
ing the eighteen years of his administration. 
Then an earnest appeal for money was made 
for the National work, by Mrs, Catlin. Sub
scriptions to the amount of nearly $30 in cash 
and over 200 of the reports of the. convention, 
including the paper by Mrs. Richmond, which 
is published in the report of the Congress of 
Religions. ?

A very lovely and appropriate speech by 
Mrs. Musser concluded the exercises of the 
morning. After an elaborate dinner supplied 
by the ladies^ the audience reassembled ion the 
afternoon work. Toastmaster Mr. Abram J. 
Hoffman led the exercises by some prelimi
nary remarks, and gave the following Toast 
No. 1, “The National Spiritual Association," 
which we give in part, as it embodies the 
general plan: •

TOAST BY MR. HOFFMAN: 
i

It is by association of atoms that solar sys
tems are evolved, by association of intellectual 
and spiritual forces that families, societies 
and governments are formed, and it is through 
association of ideas and principles -that unifi
cation becomes intrenched behind method and 
new religions spring into being and power, 
like new-born suns. The Nazarene appeared 
to sow the seed of a higher light and truth, 
but the soil was.the soil of prejudice and ig
norance, and it has taken nineteen centuries 
for the mind of man to discover what .he 
meant by love. The congress of all the’re
ligions of earth partially realized the purpose 
and mission of Jesus’ work. The Orient and 
Occident biasped hands and a common brother
hood was revealed. Each aystenj brought in 
the chalice of / its faith, the flowers of tolera
tion, and laid it upon the altar of the Brother
hood of Man. The last great impulse of the 
spirit which has been striving for recognition 
through all the spiritual throes of the ages 
stands revealed to-day as the warp and woof 
of all religious systems. Dressed in her 
many garbs she has been compelled to mas
querade in every shade of religious color, 
from the high chiirchman to the easy-going 
latitudinarian. In the parliament of creeds 
she was ready with her pure white robes, 
but there (was no one to adorn. Her pioneer 
workers had not formed a functional organ: 
ism for her true and proper representation. 
Accordingly she laid aside her robe and waited.. 
Then out of the spiritual depths the voice came. 
Every State in the Republic represented that 
voice, and in the next Congress of Religions 
the National Spiritualist Association will wear 
her own proper vestments of the spirit. ,

Let us hot make a mistake in the reckoning. 
This is the second year of jubilee in this land 
of the brave and home of the free. The first 
was when the shackles of human slavery were 
rived, and 4,000,000 souls sprang into the
free air of equal rights and liberty. A

Now we jubilate because 8,000,000 souls 
claim spiritual inheritance and due recognition 
as an organized power in the' land. Focalized 
and intrenched behind a national organization 
the Spiritualists shall and will be heard. .

Time is near when the true medium will re
ceive full protection. Time is now when 
neither priest, minister nor municipal at^hority 
can assail us with their persecuting fangs and 
torture or imprison our bodies. Time is near 
when the odium of the name is fast wearing 
away, bleached by the suffering and proscrip
tion of those who have stood loyal to spirit 
ministration. While this promise is thus ra
diant and encouraging from without, let us 
ask ourselves: Does that which is within por
tend a like success and prosperity? Will our 
president, the personal embodiment of a mag
nificent manhood and possessing a mind and 
heart of the highest powers and culture, be 
able to curb the aspirations of the young organ
ization and keep it within the limits of the 
powers delegated by the 'founders? Will he 
guard well the sacred rights of the States 
(although he mayescliew the political doctrine) 
and see to it that none but States give charters? 
Will he see to it that each State organization is 
aided by the prestige of the National move
ment to legalize and protect itself under 
the laws of each State? Will he see to it that 
Harmony, born of love and wisdom, prevail 
throughout the. factors of the organization, 
and that personal differences are reconciled 
on the basjs of justice to all? Will he- see to 
it that .the h&erogenous minds which Spirit
ualism include# act in concert in the support 
of the organization and bring more order out 
of the confusion than at present prevails? We 
have planted the seed. Let us protect its ger
mination and growth. Let it not be said of our 
faith that spirit is only the leaven, whereas 
we know it to be the sub-soil and life of all re
ligions worthy the name of religion. Let 
Spiritualism be the name of our truth. Let us 
marshal all the forces of that (ruth under that 
one name and one banner, but always let our 
prayer and aspiration be “Light, more Light."

Let not depression follow elation. liLet this 
jubilee subside into a majestic, dignified, earn
est ratification. The corner-stone is in place. 
What shall the superstructure be? We can 
rejoice in what this age has achieved for us. 
Lessons we learn in pain, we overcome when 
they are no longer a necessity to us. As the 
scale is the language of our song, so we sing 
as we paster the scale. After half a century 
of conflict,are.we then ready for this organiza
tion, or will we lapse into the nomadic life of 
the minstrel »spirit seeking heartstrings for a

home? Shall we. shutout the love that ever 
seeks for recognitibn, or raise for it a temple 
for which a shrine has ever been ready?

We have drifted frequently from the guides 
of our beloved pastor into the labyrinths of 
'otter pathways. We have embraced Esoteric 
Duddhism and found there naught but 
tiibidry rqt of possible annihilation, and “Bia- 
vhteky” unveiled we have roamed the wisdom
loving fields of Theosophy and been fed upon 
the dry crust of absorption; and we have 
there been taught that the ego, the individual
ity we have striven to hold and develop in 
multiplied expressions, is lost in the rest of nir
vana or slips back into commencement again. 
We have risen into the absolute statements of 
Christian Science—that we are the all good— 
and found ourselves too feeble to demonstrate 
the God in us, and we find at last, as we 
ought to have known at first, that the spiritual 
philosophy taught us by these guides is the 
great solace and satisfaction of our being; 
because it meets our, human wants, and 
guides by gradual processes to a perception of 
our oneness with the Father. The fact that 
these spiritual guides have been active in this 
organization is evidence that we are ready. 
All hail to- the names of Barrett, Richmond, 
and Francis, and the Temple of the Magi, for 
they are the bright stars that lead us to the 
manger of the new-born at Bethlehem.

All hail to the National Spiritual Associa
tion, that shall ever protect them and all true 
workers in the vineyard of spiritual truth in 
the stormy life of Terra, our earth.

Toast No. 2: “The Progress of Spiritual
ism,” by Mr. Frank Ormsby, was a concise 
and able statement of the progressive religious 
thought, making general the Occultism hid
den in the long ages of early Christianity and 
mediæval superstition.

Toast No. 3 : ‘ ‘Old Workers of Spiritualism, ’’ 
was by Dr. Conger. As is usual with the 
Doctor, he made some hard hits, and brought 
down the house with his voluminous illustra
tions.

Toast No. 4: “The Rochester Knockings, ” 
by Dr. Borland, was an elegant, earnest ap
peal to those who have stood true and fearless 
at the wheel from the beginning.

Toast No. 5: “The Children of Spiritualists, ” 
by Dr. Pottingfer, was an able effort.

. Toast No 6: “The Future of Spiritualism," 
assigned to Mrs. Richmond, was deferred by 
her till the' evening on account of the fast 
receding sun. . Mr. Bliss, one of the main 
props of the society, was called for by the 
audience. The fire of his earnest eloquence 
absolutely raised the people to their feet and 
convulsed them by his inimitable satire. Mr. 
Bliss was followed by Dr. Cari von Bergen, 
President -of “the Swedish Society for 
Psychical Research Stockholm, and dele
gate to the Congress. It was a scholarly 
effort. He was followed by Dr. J. H. Ran
dall, a delegate, his subject being “The New 
Departure in- Religion;” this gentleman was 
followed by Dr. Dutton, of Dutton College; 
both v^ere emphatically the orations of the 
afternoon. '

The evening exercises opened by a tender, 
loving tribute to our beloved faith, by our 
little spiritual friend, Charlie Wellington. He 
was followed by the elocutionist, Mrs. McIn
tyre, with’an “inspiration” full of pathos and 
love. Mrs. McIntyre was followed by our 
“minute” energizer, Mr. Charles Bushnell, 
ever ready, filling, minutes by hours, and 
when not talking, singing our tired bodies into 
repose. “Bless him,” is the verdict of those 
who filled the hall through the long session 
of thé jubilee. Mrs. Pete followed in the sweet 
melody of her loving, encouraging words.

Mrs. Richmond brought to the close a mem
orable event in the history of Spiritualism in 
her Toast (deferred) No. 6. When we would 
speak of her we have only to think.

Emerald.

of each and every society to aid in the import
ant work of the National Association. •

Address all communications to
Robert A. Dimmiok, Secretary.< --------------------- L. ’

TheJ?9pular Science Monthly for 
January, 1894.

The January number of The Popular Science 
JdontKlyy -viii best scientific journal in the 
world, Ojiens with an article on “The Ethics 
of Tribal Society,” by Prof, E. P. Evans, 
which is to be the first of a series on ethics by 
the same writer. The present article brings 
out the disposition prevailing among the 
ancient Hebrews, Greeks, Germans and .other 
undeveloped peoples, to regard an injury done 
to a foreigner as praiseworthy. Dr. R. W. 
Shufeldt contributes an illustrated description 
of the “Night Hawks and Whip-poor-wills,” 
which corrects various wrong opinions in re
gard to them. A fully illustrated article tell
ing, “How the Sea is Sounded,” is furnished, 
by G. W. Littlehales. Another illustrated 
paper, and a particularly timely one in this 
stormy season, is an account of the United 
States-Life saving Service, by F. G. Qarpen- 
ter, under the title “Uncle Sam’s Life
Savers. ” The pictures show a station-house 
and the surf-boats and other apparatus used 
by the life savers. Equally timely is a vigor
ous essay on < ‘Recent Railroad Disasters, ” by 
Lafayette C. Loomis, recommending some of 
the safeguards used on ocean steamers. There 
is a critical paper by St. George Mivart, who 
declares the rec,ent Romanes Lecture to be an 
evidence of “Evolution in. Professor Huxley.” 
A novel subject is treated by Prof. J. L. 
Greenleaf, namely,ft“Window Lights and Their 
Value.” The writer shows that the light that 
enters a city window comes not only directly 
from the sky, but in part by reflection from 
the walls and pavements near by. A red 
brick wall may so tinge this light that it is un
fit to judge certain kinds of merchandise by. 
Miss Lillie E. Warren writes on methods of 
teaching deaf children to speak. The use of 
“Logical Method in Biology” is set forth by 
Frank Cramer. A very creditable chapter of 
“Invention and Industry at the South” is pre
sented by Barton H. Wise. There is an ac
count of “Eilisee Reel us and His Opinions,” 
by Miss Helen Zimmern, with a portrait of the 
eminent geographer. Other articles are 
“Emotions and Infection,” “Legal Preventa- 
tjves of Alcoholism,” and “The Past and Fu
ture of Aluminum. ” New York: D. Apple-
ton & Company. Fifty cents a number, $5 
year.

a

Lyman C. Howe Again.
A SPIRIT GIVES HIS OPINION.

To the Editor:—As the name of Lyman 
0. Howe has again come before the public, I 
have concluded to say a few words. Of all 
religions, the religion of humanity is the best, 
an$ a Spiritualist who does not believe in 
humanity is a very poOr specimen of a Spirit
ualist. .

Some time since, through the planchette, 
I asked my old neighbor Gibbons, who, while 
living, was a deacon in the Baptist Church, 
this question: Of all religions,.which one is 
the best? “Do good!” was the .answer given. 
He did not say:. “Be a Spiritualist," he only 
said: “Dogood!”' If you have any. respect 
for the advice of departed spirits,' you will 
contribute to the fund that is being raised for 
the relief of Lyman 0. Howe, for,„ then you 
will “do good.” Do good is the religion of 
humanity, and those two little words' are bet
ter and worth more than all the church creeds
that were eVer made. 

St. Johns, Mich. .
M. Babcock.

If You Want Work
that la pleasant andiproStabls send ns your address 
Immediately. We teach men and women how to earn 
from *5 per day 50 SSQW per year without haring had 
proflous experience, and furnish the employment at 
which they can makp that amount. Capital unneces
sary. A trial will coat you nothing. Write to-day and 
address. .

eI o? Allen & co.,
Box 1001. Augusta, Me.

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the “J stral 

Gwde.u It coutaius a lec
ture on AstrchMagnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond, It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in' Spirit Life and " 
will imform you where to 
iirocure Specific remedies 
br the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, - 

1910 Washington Boul.
v Chicago, Hl.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

■li

Advantages of Membership
BY ALL SOCIETIES IN THE NATIONAL SPIRIT-

UALI8T ASSOCIATION OP THE
UNITED STATES.

. - •’
Each and every society of Spiritualists will 

become an integral part of the Association, 
and entitled to all privileges- connected there
with.

They will.be interested, as owners in all 
funds or property that may be acquired in the 
hands of the Association.

They will have a voice by representation at 
annual conventions, in the election of its offi
cers and disposal of its funds in a proper man
ner. . -

They will have access at all times to its 
library, and entitled to all information desired 
within its knowledge. 0

We expect soon to issue a quarterly bulletin 
of “New Revelations from the Spirit-world," 
stating in concise form all new developments 
that may arise in this or any other country 
throughout the world. ,

Mediums in good standing in any local soci
ety connected with this Association will be 
protected by it to the fullest extent.

Lecturers will receive the benefits now ac
corded to, all preachers of religion under the 
law, and thereby be enabled to secure half
farerates on the railroads, thus saving a large 
amount yearly. ;

They will at all times be enabled to secure a 
complete register of the societies connected 
with the Association, also lecturers and medi
ums and their addresses. '

Their rights under the law will become the 
rights of this Association, which will be ready 
at all times to render its aid for their protec
tion. Imposition by law upon . any member 
of a society connected with it will be met by 
prompt action and legal redress.

They will become joint owners in a central 
headquarters at the national capitol, which will 
be ¿t all times open for the transaction of all 
business that may occur within the limits of its 
constitution. '

Every society should apply at once for 
charter, and bea participant of the benefits re
ferred to. ’

We hope for immediate, return on the put

A New Spiritualist Society.
To the Editor:—On Sunday, December 

17, 1893, a new society, Called the Progressive 
Spiritual Society, was fully organized on 3 
somewhat broader basis than most of the older 
societies, inasmuch as it is expected to en
deavor to obtain light and knowledge through 
any of the members who may be impressed to 
speak on any of the subjects offered.

The meeting was held in Lakeside Hall, 
southeast comer of Indiapa avenue and Thirty- 
first street, ‘ and the following officers were 
elected: P. C. Norton, president; Francis G. 
Kemp, vice-president; George D. Tyler, secre
tary; W. B. Millett,’ treasurer; 0. E.. Irwin, 
correspondent secretary, and a board .of trus
tees consisting of William Yates, it. M.’ 
French, .Mary B. Carey, Mrs. E. Marion, 
Blanche P. Norton, P. C. Norton, H. E. 
Moffat, Mrs. A. 0. Huntooh and Mrs. Celia 
Hughes. .

A certificate of incorporation will, be filed at 
once with the recorder.

In the evening, a very fine lecture was given 
•through Mrs, Edith E. ,R.. Nickless, on the 
subject of phenomena, and much light was 
thrown on the much-misunderstood theme. 
The society will meet next Sunday afternoon 
and eveningpand it is expected to have Mrs. 
Emma Nickerson Warne speak for ns.

. . 0. E. I., Corresponding Secretary.

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 2 5 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three 
months.

“A Witch of the Ninetenth Century.’
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year's subscription. Induce 
your, neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. . / . .........  - .

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional" in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
for $1 per copy. For sale at this office. ’

Biblical and [ModernlSpiriti 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,” “Which.” “Letters to Ekta 

Miles Grant,” “Both Sides,” “That Te^rlbla 
Question,” “Wolf In Sheep's

Clothing," Etc., Etc. ,

This book is what Its title Indicates—“Thb Quwnoir 
Beti'led. an Careful CumpurUon of Biblical and 
Modern Splri llsm." 'We give below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chapter;

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to tha 
Wants uf Humanity.—No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions aud Sciences have failed to denioiiatrate au 
After-Life. Two contradictory Cbaiua of Thought In 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers In Doubt as to u 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Mln» 
later of his Ininiortallty. Dying Minister In Despair» 
Why thia Appetite tor a Knowledge of a Future.

Chatter 11— Tho Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.-» 
A Natun.) Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
nud a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of 
Calumny. I’eiseciHion purifies. What Good has Sptr- 
itUCii^m done. Opponents unfair. Immorality in tho 
ChnycUes. Kellglous Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All aro 
God-makert. Men worship their own Opinions, 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tes
timony of Jeremiah.

Chapter III—Bible Doctrlne.of Angel Ministry.-* 
A Common Doctrine. Angela are Spirits. Terms 
“Mun’ and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. Tlir Host of tbe Lord. Au Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Munoah's wife; la introduced to Maaoau. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel bulb u Mau and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
tbe Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—Tbe Three. Pillars of Spiritualism.-* 
Spiritual Platform. Three propueltioiia. Man has 9 
Spiritual Kature. Spirit not immaterial. Spiritual 
Mud. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony,. Elihu» 
Zepbanlub. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Can not 
answer nil. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Dent Mau« 
illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. TwoSource« 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
lllbiorles of Jesus.

Chapter V—Tbe Birth of the Spirit.—All Subject« 
Important. “Ye must be born again." Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister's Oplnluu. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus’ Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of tho 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh aud Blood. Blblo 
against It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion At the Woman of Tekoab. Of Job. Of Jeaus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ’s Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are We Infidels?—Rapld"Growth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors in 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All bo» 
Heve Parts, and no one believes All, of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Be
lievers are. The true Test. Works. The Commission. 
End of the World not yet, Jewish and Christian age- 
Preacblng, Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Chrlat 
in the Church?

Chapter VH—Are Wc Deluded?- -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Poshlona. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into . each other. “Kettle Story.” Result of tho 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving tho 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? Is It just 
to damn the World fur Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not “down." “Old 
Splitfoot.’’ •

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.-rObjectlons 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and. 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply tertha 
Dead for -Knowledge. Law Indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts uf this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated thin Law. Paul aud John 
violated, and hence deserve death. Tbe Law good in 
Its Place, and for its Time. Men inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite God. He incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid. 
Researches in Oriental History.

One

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. l?mof 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50, 

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES TN JEWISH HISTORY, 
•J. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DEftlVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. | 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? | 
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitiest search 

for a Historical Jesus.
lu this volume the Jews are clearly shown not t* 

have beeh the holy and favored people they claim td 
have been. The Messianic idea 18 traced to the Bao 
trlan Philosopher, 21150 years B. C., and JU history 11 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commeucemenl 
of the Christian era. t

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
tfiU hero arc mythical; that the whole aystem is basei 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force: and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions art 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re» 
search among the records of the past; its facts art 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per* 
son can read it without iistructlon andjirofit, whethef 
he reaches the stnne conclusions with the author oil 
otherwise. For sale at tbla.offlcfi/

The Coming American Civil War, 
'THIS BOOK', BY BURTON AMRS

Huntington, Is written in the Interest of bu» 
manlty, of liberty, andoi patriotism—a book writtea 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that besot us on .every side, and more espo 
dally to the hostile attitude aud the insidious wiles of 
an everpresent, though secret, unscrupulous foe-» 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of warnfna 
Lincoln's apprehension aud the prophecy of General 
Grant are till Included in the volume. Arcliblabop 
Kyan, of Philadelphia. In a recent pennon said: “Th« 
church tolerates heretics where ahe is obligedtode 
so. but «he hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all Uer power to annihilate them. Our enemiei 
knowhow she treated heretics in the Middle Age«, and 
how she treats them today whore sho has the power. 
Wc no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
the church for what they have thought fit to do.” 
Every one should read this work. Paper, W pages. 
It will be rent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office.

THE MEDIUMISTIG
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction by

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be in the handa of every one Inter» 

ested in Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 3, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4. Remark« 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chap
ter 6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Spirit* 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commu- 
nJcatefHowto Conducts Circle. Chapter 9, Miscel
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience, 
chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 19, „New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
U, Unseen Opposition. Chapter H, Ola-podrlda.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, price Of 
cents.

THE DIAKKA.
■ yWE DIANKA AND THEIR EARTH. 
1. ly Victim,, bBtho Seer, A. J. Dayli, Is a very In

teresting and suggiSttvo work. It 1, an explanation ol 
much that la false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most important recent Interrlew with Jame, 
Victor 'WilBoni a resident of tho Summer-Land. Price 
9> cents. ’ For sale at thia office . , >.
'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND 
J. the Confessional. By Rev. Chu, CMnlaur.

Ey«xy cncihouldreadlt. Price 11.00.
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Terme Of S»|)Sorjsjtíó¿.
■ ÏHHFKOOBEBblvxTmNKïU wIlILo iuinlahed until tl,S '“‘i «««♦. loww “

without mercy; and‘he who does not' 
worship the- Jewish God “thou- shalt 
surely kill.” By all means enthrone 
Judge Lynch king for one yqar, then 
look out for the fool-killer.

/ A Premium for Murder.
Frank Stiers and Harvey Patp, ^’o. 

boy s,20 and 21 years of age, were fyungfid
Onoycar - - - ‘
clubs of ten (a copy to the one getting tin ’ 

tho club) - 1 •
Thirteen weeks -
Bluylc copy - „ 1 „

♦1.00
♦7.50
25cta 

Sets
BESUTTANOBa. .

«emit by Ppatoffico Money Order, Registered Letter, 
ordraft on Chicago or New Yorfe. If coata ironiio 
to 15 cents to gat drafts cnslied on local bonks, so don't 
send | liejn unless y ou wlsb that amount deducted from 
nn t lei'cni M J' R- Fra“<=‘»'

NO. iQLQwrdobt,, ChltTiio, Ut

OLUHSI IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there ore thousands who will nt flret venture 

only twcDly-ilvouoOtafurTHj: PKoGEESBivf Thikkeu 
tmirteeu.wcBks, we would suggesttothoac wh^-receive 
BBftjnplfi copy, to solicit fioyera] others to unIto with 
K, and thus be ublo to remit from «1 to no, or even 

. H®um’ A Jorge number of little 
auiountB vdll muko a large sum total, and thus extend 
die field of our labor and UBefulntcx The same sug- 

.(WlW11 ■■enew.l of sulrscrln 
t‘QPB~b01lLlt others to aid in the good work. You wifi 
experience no diaiculty whatever In Inducing Splrltw 
alista to subscribe for The Pkoguessivu Tuinkeb, 
for not ono of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
Cue price of only about two cents per week. .

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Gents
Do you wnnt a more bountiful harvest than we j an 

give you for 25 cents? Juet pause and think for a no- 
mept what an intellectual least that small investment 
will furnish you, The subscription price of The Pao- 
GBEasiVE Tuikke« thirteen weeks la only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial; soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing read ng matter, equivalent to a modi- 
um-sixedbook!

Take Notice.
kHr' At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued. No Dills will be sent for ex
tra numbers;

H you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ua, and errors In address will be promptly 
^yfected, and missing number? supplied gratis.

ty* Whenever yau desire the address of your paper 
always give the address of the place to which 

at is tnen sent, or the change cannot bo made.
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at Danville, III., on the 8th inst,^ con--' 
victed of premeditated murder,' fdkqltffi'- 
pose of robbery, of Farmer Helmiclt', in 
August last. Elder Andorock, a Bap
tist preacher, looked after the souls of 
the boys while in jail awaiting execu
tion. He was so successful that a few 
days before their taking off one of them 
is reported to have said: -

“I wish they would drop me today. I 
shall be glad when the happy day comes' 
that I can leave earth -for heaven. I 
have repented of my sins; that is the 
reason I am glad the happy day has 
come."

The joyous pair were baptized in a 
large bath tub;-and the day before exe
cution, replying to the inquiry how: he 
felt, Pate responded:

“I would rather have my chance for 
the future, thgn that of half the« people 
of Danville.” ’

And Stiers: “Life is syveet, but the 
certainty of going to heaven is sweater, ”

The wretched murderers dropped 
from the scaffold singing “Nearei- My 
God to Thee.’’ '

Under what other conditions would it 
be possible for young men in the prime 
of life to covet death on-the gallows? 
They were psychologized by the cun
ning preacher, and made to see the gib
bet a swing to glory. Dea^i was not a 
penalty to them; for had they died, in 
the ordinary course of nature they 
would have passed on non-repentant, 
and, according to orthodox teaching, 
would have taken their places w|ih the 
damned. ” t

The example on others is lost; for 
death seems a reward to thenl, not a 
punishment. Instead of executing crim
inals, the poor boys appear as martyrs 
to bad laws; for if they had truly repent-, 
ed of their crimes, and had received 
forgiveness, they were eminently fitted 
for a Christian psalm-singing and God
praising heaven, and better merited 
life “than half the people of Danville,” 
who killed them.

Pagan priests, in the early ages of the 
world, invented a hell to deter men 
from crime, and a heaven of unending 
delights to reward the good; but mod
ern priests have wrested the restrain- 
ing'influonce of belief in endless damna
tion from its original purpose, and now 
manage to send nearly every culprit 
guilty of a capital offense directly to 
glory; while the poor unfortunate vic
tim, all unprepared, goes to the prison 
of the eternally damned! Does not such 
infernal teaching incite to^ crime, in
stead of deterring the offender from its 
commission, as the pagan fathers of the 
church designed?

The Answer Not Satisfactory.
Brother Sands informs pur readers 

that the anointing of Jesus was not a 
literal affair; that it was not the divine 
plan to make him a literal king, nor a 
real pr|est;,that he came as a spiritual 
king, to teach the people to. ascend the 
ladder of progress. Then he tells us he 
was never anointed with oil.

If Jesus was never anointed with oil, 
or an unguent, he was never anointed— 
that is greased, in any manner.

We 'find the. wor(l christos from the 
verb ehrio, occurring upwards of one 
hundred times in our Greek Testament, 
and in every instance it signifies anointed 
and should have beqj so translated 
without capitalizing. Correctly ren
dered with the proper noun it would 
read Jesus the anointed, instead of Jesus 
Christ.
■ Nothing is said in the book about 
Jesus having received a spiritual anoint
ing. This is an after-thought of clergy
men, to account for the false position in 
which they are placed. The idea is 
everywhere conveyed in the New Testa
ment that he was anointed after the 
manner of the times for the anointing of 
kings and priests, who, by this process, 
were especially set aside .or consecrated 
fortheir work; and what we seek is the 
time when, and the place where, this 
anointing was done for Jesus. His 
birth was not an “anointing, greasing 
bedaubing,” as lexicons render the 
word christos, neither was his baptism, 
In water an anointing. If the latter had 
been the idea, then we should read Jesus 
the baptized, instead of Jesus the 
anointed. Uo fathom the immensity of the universe

Through all the centuries of the . and the laws which called all into be- 
Ohristian era Jesus has been proclaimed ing, it would seem this constant repeti- 
the anointed of God. Our object was to -Gon of praise would become monotonous

A Discouraging Aspect.
■ According to Christian mythology the 
employment of the ransomed in the fu
ture life is praising God, and singing 
hosannas to His son. This seems an un
intellectual employment, and it would 
be supposed would become wearisome 
after, say a thousand years or so; but 
the hymn tells, us, 
“When we’ve been there ten thousand years, 

Bright shining as the' sun.
We’ve no less days to sing God’s praise 

Than when we first begun.”
To a person accustomed to active 

duties in earth-life, whose ambition is

the anointed of God. Our object was to
find out, for the benefit of our readers. Ji? both the giver and -the recipient. 

. * . . . ' an nrtnnnnv aiunnnmnt tnn haflv.
when and where this event occurred. 
Our friend’s answer does not meet the 
inquiry.' It is not direct, pointed and 
positive, but rather evasive, metaphysi
cal and figurative. Next:

Mrs. Teachoutis correct—Matthew 26 
and John 12 both toll of the same anoint
ing of Jesus,which occurred at Bethany, 
but there seems a wide discrepancy in 
statement. Matthew says a woman 
poured precious ointment on Jesus’ head 
as he sat at meat. Jesus in the 12th verse

'From an or
e giver and -the recipi 
rthodox standpoint thé mieav-

enly aspect must appear very discourag
ing. An occasional interlude ought to 
be introduced to make the condition- 
bearable.

A Whopper.
Why won’t Dr. . Briggs, the heretic, 

keep still? He now says the Book of 
Jonah is a work of imagination,in short, 
it is a fish story. But that is no new po
sition. A darky field-hand from the 
South,during the war,whom a little girl
of seven years was trying to educate in

says she°poured the ointment on his j sacre(i things, when told of the adven- 
Dodt); while John 12th represents that; tures of Jonah, of his crying from the 
Mary used a whole pound of very costly ; beUy of hell) whel.o ho tarried three 
ointment of spikenard, anointing the ¿ayg and three nights, replied:

'feet of Jesus, then wiped them with her j “Qis niggah has heard a great many 
hair. There is not a hint in either; fish stories, but, ha! ha! dis is a whop-
place that the act was done for,the pur
pose of consecration, by which he be
came the Christos, otherwise the anointed.

It is regrettable the inspired writers, 
each telling of the same event, did not 
agree in their narration, leaving' -good 
cause for skeptics to cavil—indeed, to 
suggest that such wide variance raises 
the suspicion that the whole story is a 
fiction. .

per.”
“But it is true: it's in the Bible, and 

it would not be there if it was not true,” 
said little Mamie.

“Is all de stories in de good book 
whoppers, like dis ar? If so, don’t you 
tell ’em to niggahs, for dey won’t be
lieve ’em. Do you Yankees swallow 
such nonsense as dat or just cause 
find it in de Bible?”

you

... A Christian Reform.
The Washington Star publishes a 

communication from a gentleman who 
- Bays he is a Christian, and has been 

saved by Jesus Christ. He proposes to 
legalize lynching for one year as an ex
periment, because the Mosaic code de- 

■ Clares that “whosoever sheddeth man’s 
blood, by man shall his blood be shed.” 
He thinks it would' lessen murders.

The proposition comes from just the 
• source from which violence may be ex- 

■ pected. Instead of placing the edict 
for slaughter on high posts, as Caligula 

■ was charged with doing with his code 
of blood, our Christian reformer wants 
conspicuous posters, setting forth the 
lynching law, hung in every postofflee 
in the Ufiited States, that all may read 
it. Every Christian a hangman! Oh, 
there'd be joy in heaven, and in every 
home. Judge Lynch would be king, 
and for every murder somebody would 
hang. " ’ ’ '

The law of Moses fully revived, then; 
stoning to death will be the penalty 
for picking up sticks on the Sabbath, 
or the doing of any. secular thing. 
“Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live” 
will be specially remembered aqd en

' forced. Unbelievers will be cut off

Wliat Does It Mean?
The American Sabbath Union has

recently assembled in New York, to take 
measures for “preserving the Christian' 
Sabbath- as a day of rest and worship.” 
Did the folly of that organization, under 
the leadership of “the late lamented” 
Col. Shepard, in its futile attempts to 
close the World’s Exposition bn Sundays,, 
so cripple its resources and energies 
as to require .increased effort to 
preserve the Christian Sabbath from 
destruction? It looks that wav.

' The Prevalence of Crime.
Thip is the year of crime and violence. 

Never before have' there been in this 
country so many train-robbers. In the 
Ï'dst of the highest type of civilization 

ere seems to be the greatest crimes 
¡committed. , Ón all sides the criminal 
^stands ready to do his nefarious work.' 
:The papers are full of audacious attempts 
¡to.commit outrages against the rights of 
law-abiding people. House-breaking, 
sand-bagging, highway robbery and 
swindling by the sale of worthless bonds, 
and stock are common oçoùrrepces. 
These, however, are minor offenses 
compared; with assassination, rape and 
murder. The world is wicked. Every 
large city government is reeking with 
corruption, In this city human vultures 
had placed the names of dead men on 
the pay-rolls and drawn the money for 
their private use, ' ' '

Between the honest and dishonest, 
the law-abiding qnd the conscienceless 
law-breaker,there is a constant struggle. 
Crime everywhere! In the -churches 
pad out; in the ranks of Spiritualism it 
too, has a foothold, and will try to sell 
bonds that have no adequate security. 
What shall be done under present con
ditions? Let the weeds, the tares, the 
pestiferous human animals ply théir 
calling without remonstrance? Nol a 
thousand times no! What about the 
murderer? What about the midnight 
assassination of Mayor Harrison? ' What 
about the negro who ravished a little 
girl?. What about the robbers who 
went through, a . street-car, taking the 
money of its inmates? What about ihe 
Magdalens who robbed aman from the 
country? What about the thugs? 
What about the Spiritualist publishing 
houses that have robbed the stock
holders of their just dues by criminal 
incompetency? '

Well, what.do you propose to do with 
the above? Qn one side are the dis
reputable; on the other thé respectable, 
opposing the nefarious gangs that have 
reigned supreme! But it is a fact—a 
lamentable fact—that each criminal and 
high-handed offender has “respectable’’ 
friends ready to aid hi« cause, and get 
him out of the clutches of the law; 
therefore, eternal vigilance is required, 
or one may he wronged and outraged 
even in the “house of his friends.” Now 
the only way out of this slime, this 
filthy mass of corruption, is for the 
honest; the upright, the pure,to demand 
of others what they possess and practice 
themselves, and that any deviation 
therefrom will not be tolerated. De
mand truth, honesty, chastity and 
sobriety in all your associations with 
others. Send forth nothing but honest 
thoughts, honest impulses and aspira
tions, and ever remembet' that when you 
apologize for wrong-doing you are in a 
measure adding to the aggregate crime 
of the world.

He Predicts Every Fire.
, We learn from the Oshkosh (Wl?.) 
Times that that city possesses a veritable 
prophet—one who possesses great 
“honor in his own country.” His name 
is Phil Ross, of, the State Street Truck 
Company. He is a veritable fire alarm, 
and predicts nearly every fire. So 
positive is he that whçn he has one “in 
sight," he sits and waits for the gong to 
strike, so that no time will be lost.

Not long since, in the dead of night, 
he got out of bed, dressed • himself and 
came down stairs to wait for an alarm. 
He was not down on the floor kmg when 
thè gong struck: “It’s a terror.”

Not only can he tell when, but he can 
also correctly predict the nature of the 
blaze: whether it will be one that will 
require much work to extinguish or 
merely a chimney fire. Ho has on one 
occasion made the remark, that the 
next fire would" be announced by the 
blowing óf a whistle, and Sure enough a 
whistle was the medium of alarm. He 
has also predicted that the poliep wire 
would be used the next time, and the 
prophecy came true. Whether there 
will be much sîuoke or not is also 
within his power to foretell. '.

The above are unexaggerated facts, 
well known by Mr. Ross’ numerous ac
quaintances. An afternoon not long 
since, Chief Brauer was seen walking 
rapidly down Main street, and when 
asked by a friend what the hurry was, 
responded: “Phil says we’re going to 
have a run, and I am going to the truck 
house to wait for it.” This shows how 
much faith there is in the barometer. 
A few days ago, Chief Brauer was sit
ting in the truck house at about 5:30 
when he was advised by Mr, Ross to go 
and get supper before an alarm came in. 
He did not have to be told twice, but 
hurried home and put himself in con
dition for work at the fire, which came 
while, he was picking his tèe th. These 
are only a few of the numerous interest
ing occurrences of this nature.

In an unassuming, matter-of-fact man
ner, this q»hn tells what to expect in the 
way of fires. He doesn’t boast; butnierely 
declares with earnestness what is com
ing, so that there will be' no surprises.

OHIOANS, TAKE NOTICE.
Doctors Must Be Watched, • ■ s'-
Or Healers \Vill Be

.o;' Suppressed,

DOCTORS STEPS TO SECURE
CLAW LEGISLATION. •. ' ’L

The mooted question of regulating the 
practice of medicine in Ohio will coiné 
before the Legislature again this win
ter. A circular signed by Drs. N. R. 
Coleman, Frank Warner, J, F. Baldwin, 
A. B. Richardson, W, T. Rowles-apd 
J. C. Graham, as a committee of the. 
Columbus Academy of Medicine, is be
ing sefit to members of the profession in 
Ohio, urging them to attend the meet
ing. heretofore announced to' take place 
at the Neil House, December 21, the pur- 
Ílose of which is to frame such' a bill, 
’hysioians aré urged in the circular to 

call on members of the general assem
bly in their respective counties before 
they come to Columbus and put the case 
before them, appealing to their sense of 
fairness and justice— Ohio State Journal,

To the Editor:-—I send you the above, 
clipping from the Ohio State Journal of 
December 10th, so you may see what the 
medical brethren contemplate doing in 
our new'Legislature. They have com*, 
menced early in th$ season, in order to 
have time to drag.some sold of a mean, 
slimy, protective pill through the Legis
lature. . '

The M. D.’s want protection! Well, 
what do the people want? Or does it 
make any difference about the dear peo
ple, so the M. D.'s get a legislative bill 
passed to prohibit , all healers and all 
men from practicing.unless they are iden
tified by some combination . ■' There are, 
asevery one knows; men in the medical 
profession who would have made better 
success in. the cornfield or In: a shop of 
some kindt and, as I heard an old physi
cian say last summer, the reason tho doc
tors do not write their prescriptions in* 
plain English is to. hide the names of the 
drugs used from' the. common people. 
Many times the drugs -used wore such 
common products that they were hidden 
behind some big Latin name in order to 
deceive the unsuspecting; and charge a 
fabulous price, and this class of men 
want class legislation! I say give them 
justice!1

Give us a law thetjwill compel every 
doctor to write his prescription in plain 
English, then protection will be a" uni
form principle, as much for the people 
as for the doctor,

Let us have it that way, gentlemen of 
the Legislature! Your constituencies 
will watch your movements with, a 
vigilant eye. . . W. 8. CLEMENS. '

Columbus, Ohio. .

Spiritualists of Ohio, watch the Doc
tors. You are abundantly, able to take 
care of yourselves without being 
“nursed” by the Natjonal Organization 
like a “sick kitten.” In fact, let each 
State take care of its own “odious legis
lation against Spiritualism,” as far as 
possible, and giv$ the organization at 
Washington as little trouble asyou can. 
It is the duty of eaph State to do this; 
aided, of course, by: The- Progressive 
Thinker. ' 7 ’

‘ -1: . SO .

Bear This in Mind.
. Spiritualists, just think of the great 
work The Progressive Thinker Is 
doing. What a chasm would be caused 
if it suddenly dropped out of existence 
(nodanger of that),and what a loss it 
would'be to the cause of Spiritualism. 
Our issue last week \vas 25,000, which 
was read by at least 100,000 persons; 
yes, that edition will be read probably 
by 500,000 before January shall have 
passed away. The Progressive 
Thinker goes out as an evangel of 
Spiritualism, making a deep impression 
on tho world on account of its large cir- 
cùlation. Times are hard—grievously 
so, and in a measure the Spiritualist 
press will feel this pad condition. From 
all sides comes word that only a quarter 
ca.n be raised to continue the paper to 
some aspiring soul' which cannot do 
without its welcome'visits each week.

The financial condition is peculiarly 
depressing to a paper that relies upon 
strict honesty in all ,its business transac
tions, and does not sell stock or bonds to 
the people, in the end to swindle 
them, nor try by devious methods—now 
so common amon J impecunious Spiritu
alist papers—to get money from the too 
benevolent and confiding. Such being 
the case, The Progressive Thinker 
commends itself to all Spiritualists, 
and each one should try to hot only re
new promptly, but send in an additional 
subscriber. Imagine for a moment the 
condition of affairs if The Progress
ive Thinker were suddenly snuffed out 
of existence, and then you will go to 
work to extend its circulation by sending 
in ah additional subscriber.

4......................'
S. '.ÄÄS'

A Scientist Gone,
The, death of Prof. Tyndall, 

learned scientist, was 1 recently
the 
an-

nounced. His wife gave him an over
dose of hydrate of chloral, mistaking it 
for sulphate of magnesia. An agnostic 
of the school of Darwin, Proctor, Huxley 
and Spender, whose nanies are house
hold words throughout the republic of 
letters,-his loss is greatly deplored.

The hornet’s nestis sometimes 2 feet 
in diameter, The outside layers have a 
small interval between each, so that if 
rain should penetrate it is soon arrested.

The Christmas Edition. .
We issued 25,000 copies of the Christ

mas edition. We shall probably issue 
10,000 more to supply the demand now 
being made. Where ten or more copies 
are ordered, they will be furnished at 
one cent per copy. A copy of the Christ
mas number and that remarkable story, 
“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century,” 
will be sent free to new yearly or trial 
subscribers'. The two papers are worth 
at least one dollar to- every thoughtful 
mind. Please call your neighbor’s at
tention tothisoffer. Induce him to send 
at least 25 cents for a trial subscription.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand Ledge, 
Mich;, is not only a most estimable lady, 
but an excellent lecturer. She will re
spond’to calls from societies and will of
ficiate at funerals in any part of Mich
igan whenever desired.

Flies are infested with parasites which 
prey upon and destroy them, and these, 
in turn, as has been shown by the micro
scope,are killed by still smaller parasites.

Baffle^ Again.
The Catholic assault on the public 

schools in Maryland, started by the 
Pope’s emissary, Satolli, created such 
.an uproar of oppositiori that Cardinal 
Gibbons has advised Catholics-to cease 
to discuss or press the matter. This 
does not in the least indicate a change 
of wish or purpose on the part of the 
Romish prelates and priests; they will 
Btill’Sontinue to plot and connive to un
dermine and destroy the public schools, 
and establish Romish, parochial schools 
instead. It has been the intention of the 
Romanists to introduce a similar , bill in 
the Legislature of New York; very 
likely that project will be abandoned 
also. The people are not yet ready for 
Romish miseducation at the expense of 
the public, and to the injury of the pub
lic schools. '

Tommie Wilson Ascends to the. 
. Great Beyond.

It appears from tho democrat of Savan
nah, Mo., that the neighbors of Alex 
Gilpin are considerably worked up over 
what they consider a miraculous affair 
that happened at his house a short time 
ago. • Mr. Gilpin, lives about two ipiles 
south west of Savannah, and His son Tom
mie, aged about 13, has been suffering 
since June last with. terrible’ pains in 
his' right leg. The little boy has been 
confined to his bed all- this time and 
could not bear anything to touch his leg. 
It is said that even if it was touched 
with a feather he would cry out with 
pain. ■ ' ■

His father placed bows on the bed to 
hold the. covers to keep them from 
touching the leg. The neighbors gay 
the apparent sufferings of thp little boy 
were really pitiable. Physicians were 
called in but could give no relief., They 
claim that they could discover nothing 
wrong with the leg and couldn’t ac
count for the pain and suffering, there
fore could not, promise-any relief.
, The suffering of the little boy became 
greater and he had spasms, one after 
another. Whilst having these spasms 
his jaws would' lock, as if suffering with 
Idok-jaw, and it was almost impossible 
to pry th em .open. ' .

He insisted upon having his leg cut off, 
and Drs.. Martin, Kerr and Jeffries were 
sent for to perform the operation, but 
when they arrived at the house and exr 
amined the leg again they refused to 
perform the operation as they were un
able to diagnose the cause of the pain 
and had no reason to believe that ampu
tation would give any relief. ‘ <

Between three and four o’clock Sunday 
afternoon the little boy said to his fa*, 
ther: “Pa, I have fought death for four 
months, but I have got to go.” In a few 
minutes he was taken with a.spasm, his 
jaws became locked and he. was appa
rently dead. An effort was made to 
separate his jaws, but failed. He ap
parently went into a trance and remained 
so for about an hour and a half. During 
this time those present heard-,a tapping 
on the head of the bed. •

At the expiration of an hour and a 
half the little boy opened his eyes, but 
could work his jaws but little. He re
lated to his Barents' and those present 
what he had seen whilst in the trance.

He said that he first noticed his sister 
and two little brothers, who hud been 
dead for some years, standing near the 
bed arid tapping on the head board. 
They then took him up so high that 
the trees below looked like sprigs of 
grass.

He kept ascending and got so high 
that he could see nothing but space be
low him, but could hear angels singing 
above him, and could recognize the 
voice of his dead grandmother. He said 
he then commenced crying, and asked 
to be returned home, and his angel 
brothers and sister consented, and told 
Mm that if he w<5uld stop taking medi
cine and do what they told him he would 
get well. They told him to have par
ties go to a certain bluff in a field near 
by the house (this bluff they described 
minutely), clear away the snow and the 
ground would be found covered with 
nioss. They should then dig about six 
inches and they- would come to a root 
which they should take up. Under this 
root they would find a hole made by u 
squirrel, which they should follow in 
digging, and they would come to a 
bunch of roots which they should also 
take up. They should thgn take these 
roots, fry them in polecat grease and 
make a salve, which should be put on 
his leg and jaws, and he would then get 
well.

His father and some of the neighbors 
wont to the field, found everything just 
as he stated, got »the roots, made the 
salve and rubbed it on his leg. The lit
tle boy was given a feather, and with it 
he rubbed the salve on his jaws. The 
jaws commenced limbering upatonce, 
and he could talk as plain as over. The 
pain left his leg, and he commenced 
working his toes, something that he had 
not been able to do for months. He told 
those present to feel his leg, which they 
did without causing him pain. .

He then sent for John Cloonan, a 
neighbor who had been very attentive 
to him in his sufferings, and related to 
John what had taken place. He told 
John to rub hls hand over his leg,which 
he did, and found that the boy did not 
show any sign of pain. This was a great 
surprise to Cloonan. He then told 
Cloonan that he was ordered to sleep 
half an hour, and at the end of that 
time Cloonan should wake him, which 
ho did at the appointed time.

He then told Cloonan to call again 
Tuesday, and he would prove to him 
that he could use his leg. When 
Cloonan called he found, the boy walk
ing around the house with the aid of 
crutches;-he sat down, when the boy, to 
demonstrate that he could use his leg, 
passed it over Cloonan’s head.

The boy is reported as getting 
stronger every day, and claims that he 
will soon be able to walk without the 
aid of crutches. The neighbors and 
others who have seen, him, regard it 
as a very singular case. He described 
his brothers and sister even to the man
ner in which they were dressed, and 
his father and mother say that the de
scription is correct, and that the. 
clothes agree with those worn by the 
children when buried. He als'6 spoke 
of other remarkable things he saw when 
near the entrance of Heaven.

Faith vs. Life.
An editorial 'in a religious pape 

tho subject of the “Growth of Unbeli 
classes Spiritualism ■ as one of 
mightiest forme of unbelief, and i 
that by- its ’ fascinating ‘teachings 1: 
drede of thousands of “Bible-lovers" 
“Chrjst-followers” have been won,.-
was a sweet thought that the livin 
might commune.with their dead, and 
that the dead might come, buck'in spirit 
form to.abide in companionship with the 
tarrying ones of earth.’) ‘ ,

Tlie. religious editor deprecates the 
■the onward flow of Spiritualism; because 
it proves detrimental to the church idea 
of religioti, and human life and faith. It 
crowds oiit and uproots . the essential 
dogmas of the church, as taught by 
priestly expounders. While willingly 
accepting qll, in the Bible or elsewhere, 
that is in conformity with reason, com, 
mon-sensq and established facts of expe
rience in spiritual phenomena, Spiritu
alism does not take its essential jminoi- 
ples, as do tho churches, by mere “act 
of faith.’’, Spiritualism demands and 
supplies' evidence to substantiate its 
foundation principles,' and its super
structure of philqsophy and religious' 
life and sentiment.' And herein it differs 
from the cult of the churches, for, like 
Patrick, Henry’s tory, who went about 
the camp, crying, “Beef!—Beef!— 
Beef!" the voice of the church is' ever 
heard, resounding, “Faith!—Fai th!— 
Faitli!" '

Nothing emphasizes the.difference be
tween Spiritualism .and the church 
more clearly than this. A nd in consq- 
nance with this idea, the religious editor 
goes on to say, referring to the results 
of Spiritualism upon those “Bible
lovers” who receive it: '

“Men may continue to lead blameless 
and upright lives, but in nearly.all ways 
they will depart from the former faith 
oi the gospel.”

■ Yes, here it Is in a nutshell: .
Spiritualism makes of the blameless 

and upright life, while the church 
makes first and greatest in her system,. 
faith. Hence it is natural that the re
ligious journal referred to should regard 
Spiritualism as “the grandest moral de
lusion of the age,”

Well, while “Bible-lovers” of the 
churchly sort hug their darling faith to 
their hearts,- Spiritualism may be par
doned, we hope, if it continues to hold 
fast with undying love to its sweet 
thoughts and its blameless and upright 
lives, Without the churchly “faith of the 
Gospel.”

James, rather than Paul, is the ex
emplar of Spiritualism: “What doth it 
profit, my brethren, though a man say 
ho hath faith, and have not works?”—a 
blameless and upright life—“cun faith 
save him?” James ii., 14. “Pure re
ligion and undefiled bofpre God and the 
Father is this: To visit the fatherless 
and widows in their affliction, and to 
keep himself unspotted , from the 
world.” James' i., 27. James prefers 
the sweet thoughts and a blameless and 
upright life.

Finally, it is proper to ask the atten
tion of our readers, orthodox or other
wise, to the great contrast between the 
“sweet thoughts of Spiritualism,” as ex
emplified in its teachings concerning 
man and his destiny, and the horrible 
thoughts and terrible dogmas of the 
orthodox creeds which make man a 
wretched, depraved, helpless creature 
and victim, and God an unutterable 
monster.

More Sunday Desecration.
On Sunday, December 10, the Art 

Building on the Lake Front, this city, 
was thrown open to the public and 
several thousands of people visited the 
place and enjoyed the work? of fine art, 
,the pictures and the statuafy to be seen 
therein. We have not read that anyone 
was in any manner injured or demor
alized by this gratification of their 
artistic taste and appreciative sense of 
the beautiful; nevertheless, bearing in 
memory the “orthodox exhibits” during 
the World’s Fair, we must suppose it 
will now be in order for the watchdogs 
of the orthodox pulpit to sit back on 
their haunches and howl like veritable 
“weeping Jeremiahs” over this “sacri
legious desecration of God’s holy Sabbath 
day.”

If they fail to do so, they show their 
hypocrisy; while if they fail not to do 
so, they manifest their extreme ig
norance concerning the day and its 
origin, or if informed of the truth , their 
dishonesty in making false claims of 
sacredness for Sunday.

Meantime, while the preachers choose 
their own horn of the dilemma, let the 
people rejoice and turn out in multi
tudes on Sundays to feast their eyes on 
the works of artistic taste and beauty in 
the Art Institute. It will do their souls
more good than all the orthodox 
monstney could hear in a lifetime.

ser-

A Rare Offer,
All new. yearly or trial subscribers 

will get a copy of our Christmas edition 
free, iand also that remarkable story,' 
“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.” 
Both are very valuable papers, and will 
be highly prized, by every thoughtful 
mind. Induce your neighbor to send 25 
cents, at least, for a trial subscription. ■

1,600 Copies.
To THE , Editor:—It is with pleasure 

that the management of the National 
Association of Spiritualists announce to 
the public that 1,600 copies of the pro
posed publication of the late convention 
at Chicago have been subscribed for, 
and that the manuscript is now in the 
hands of the printers. All who have 
ordered the report are therefore re
quested to forward the amount of their 
subscription to Secretary Robert A. 
Dimmick, 510 East Bt., N. W., Washing; 
ton, D. C., on or before January 1,1894*. 
about which' time the work will be 
ready for issue. The management of 
the Association also requests that those 
who have not subscribed will do so at 
once, in order that the size of the 
edition to be iseuéd may be determined.

H, D. Barrett, President. 
Rob’t A. Dimmick, Secretary.

Thoughts for Christinas.
Apropos of Christmas, Lyman C. 

Howe writes: “The inclosed thoughts 
should occupy our minds when we en
joy the glories of Christmas in our free
dom: '
“O, the pitiful tales of sorrowful souls, 

By nature deserted and fate accursed;
While the scornful world in luxury rolls, 

And hearts love-stained are dying of 
thirst. ’

“When we bask in the glow of the 
golden sun,

Or thrill at the touch of a twilight 
kiss.

Let us think of the fate of the sad ones 
gone,

And share with them all the blessings 
z they miss.” 1

Louis C. DeWolf.
Louis C. DeWolf, the son of Mr. and 

Mrs.,6. F. De Wolf, the latter a noted 
medium, passed serenely to Spirit-life at 
the home of his parents, 531 West Van 
Buren street, on Friday of last week. He 
was devoted to his parents, and a great 
favorite with all. He, will be greatlv 
missed. The Editor of The Progress
ive Thinker officiated at the funeral, 
and portrayed to the attentive listeners 
and bereaved mourners the beauty and 
naturalness of death, from’ a spiritual
istic standpoifit.

-■ Passed to Spirit-Life..
Harrison Kelly passed to Spirit-life 

from his home in Sturgis, Mich., De
cember 3, 1893. He was born at Har- 
pej*’§ Ferry, Va.,■ November' 28, 1797. 
.He settled near Sturgis in 1833 and had 
lived ovegsixty years on the farm where 
lie died. He was a mun of more tlian 
ordinary intellectual , ability and a 
leader in every reform. ' When William 
Lloyd Garrison and others began to 
advocate the abolition of slavery, he 
championed, the cause with all ■ the 
earnestness of his ardent nature, and 
often declared the happiest day of his 
life was when Abraham Lincoln issued 
the .emancipation proclamation. He 
was also « zealous advocate of. the cause 
of temperance, find ■ all kindred re
forms. He served ope term in tire 
Legislature of Michigan. When 
modern Spiritualism made its advent, 
Harrison Kelly was bne of the first to 
accept it, and to him it was a comfort 
and a .blessing all the subsequent years ' 
of his pilgrimage,. He was one of the 
six; men who founded the Free Church 
in. Sturgis, all but two of whom have 
mow crossed the rjver of death. Not- 
withstandiug his extreme age, he never 
failed to attend the yearly meeting, and. 
In - conference his voice was gladly 
heard proclaiming his love for Spiritu
alism. Death oame as peaceful as sleep 
to the tired feet of a child. His funeral 
services, December 6, were touchingly 
impressive. Old friends and relatives, 
consisting of children and grandchildren, 
gathered'at the homestead, and after all' 
.were there a friend most pathetically 
rendered “Home, Sweet Home,” on the 
piano. A. B. French, with voice full of 
emotion, then made ,a few remarks, say
ing that Harrison Kelly loved music as 
a child the face of its mother, and what 
more-fitting than that it should at last, 
as we bear him hence, voice “Home, 
Sweet Home.” He has left, this home, 
where shrub, tree, leaf and dower will 
speak of him.. The friends then went 
to the Free Church, where Mr. French 
delivered an eloquent discourse, dwell
ing upon the world’s, progress in the 
lifetime of Mr. Kelly*.

Passed ,on from her home near Ga
hanna, Franklin Co., Ohio, Dec. 4, 1893, 
Laura Patterson Moore, aged 83 years 
and 10 months.- Sister Moore was 
stricken with paralysis and was freed 
from the body after a short illness. 
She, as well as her husband, whose 
widow she, had been for forty years, 
was an earnest and devoted Spiritualist. 
All who knew Iyer respected her for her 
devotion to the principles of the spiritual 
philosophy. c.

Mr. Dyer Wood passed to Spirit-life 
on December 5, at Bronson,Mich., at the 
age of 72 years. He was for many years 
a firm believer in Spiritualism. The 
funeral service was conducted by Mrs. 
King, of Butler, Mich., at the Congrega
tional Church.

Mrs. Cora Chatfield.

Passed to Spirit-life, Miss Rebecca 
Jones, aged nearly eighty years. She 
had been a true and conscientious 
Spiritualist for the past forty years and 
had done much for the cause. Many will 
recognize her as a former resident 
of Orangeville, Ohio. Her last illness 
was brief, although she had been an 
invalid for the past fifteen years. She 
died happy in her belief, and glad to be 
free from suffering. Mrs. M. Ruble.

San Antonio, Itoas.

Abraham Weaver passed to Spirit
life from -his earthly home at Toy lor 
Ridge, Ill.,'with la grippe, November 
27, at the ripe age of 88 years. He was 
ready and anxious for the change, fully 
realizing it would give him back the 
companion of years, and the children 
who preceded him. He was formerly a 
Universalist, but lately became con
vinced of Spiritualism, and passed away 
in that knowledge. He was an upright, 
honest man, thoroughly known in the 
county he lived in, and admired for his 
many sterling qualities. The funeral 
was conducted by the writer,' who gave 
from the higher life the consolation that 
Spiritualism alone can give.

G. H. Brooks.

Elmira R. Smith, wife of Hugh Smith, 
passed to Spirit-life, at the age of 65 
years. She was thè first Spiritual test 
medium resident in Chicago..^ In her 
last hours she saw her spirit daughter 
who had gone before many years ago, 
and with a smile of joy sho passed on to 
her new home. H. S.

Battle Creek, la.

Cyrus Lee passed to the Evergreen 
Shore, from Modesto, California, Decem
ber 11th, aged 76 years. The deceased 
was an ardent Spiritualist, and much re
spected in the community in which he 
lived. His home was ever welcome to me
diums, and his parlors were offered freely 
for circles and meetings. He was seek
ing ever to spread the sunlight of eter
nal truth. For nearly twenty-five years 
he practiced medicine, and was a mem
ber of the Christian church. Funeral 
services by Bishop A. Beals, whose con
trols were at their best, and were 
listened to by a large gathering of rela
tives and friends.

Modesto, Cal. Anna M. Lapham.

Passed to higher life, December Sth, 
from his home in Bronson, Mich., Mr. 
Dyer Wood. The services were held in 
the Congregational Church. He has been 
a Spiritualist for a good many years, 
and was loved and very highly esteemed 
by all who knew him. The services 
were conducted by the writer.

Mrs. Emily D. King.
Butler, Mich.

Passed from his mortal to his immortal 
home, Henry De Bolt, of Omaha, Ne
braska, Dec. 10,1893. He was born in 
Trenton, Ohio, Feb. 28, 1817. He re
moved to Winchester, Ohio, in early 
youth, where he was married to Miss 
Anna Mikesell, April 14, 1844. He af
terwards removed to Randolph county, 
Indiana, where he taught in the public 
schools. He then opened the first dry
goods store near Union City, and held 
public office for twenty years. , In 1884 
ne removed to Omaha. He leaves be
hind in sorrow the wife of his youth, 
with whom he would have celebrated 
his golden wedding in April next.

Henry Hickman.

Attempts hate been made to produce 
spider silk, buthave failed, the ferocious 
nature of these insects not permitting 
them to live together in comjnittees.
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Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be inserted if 
i eceiyed on the previous Saturday, We take 
pleasure in publishing the movements of lec. 
tliters and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, aro of local Interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them, They are too numerous 
forthat. A few Hues explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting in a dozen 
lines, ftivlng a ‘‘general survey" of the glori
ous work being done. -

M. H. Priuee writes that the First 
(Spiritual Association of Philadelphia 
was favored recently with a fine lecture 
by Dp, R, B. Westbrook, on the ques
tion: "Is There a Life Beyond the 
Grave?" Mrs. E. Cutler afterwards 

. gave some psychometric readings. The 
Spiritual Conference Association meets 
at northeast corner of 8th and Spring 
Garden streets. Dr. C. Beckwith Ewell 
lectures, gives« psychometric readings 
and delineations which attract crowded 
audiences,

Wm. J. Haynes, of Maine, finds our 
paper laden with saored truths that 
give more consolation than all other re
ligious periodicals. We don’t have to 
go back I860 years—or far away in the 
future—tbe proof is present with us, 
and “faith’’.takes no prominent part in 
our ism.

Dr. J. H. Randall, Secretary of the 
College of Higher Sciences, is engaged 
constantly in advancing the cause of 
Spiritualism, and will answer calls to 
lecture and attend funerals. His ad
dress is 1438 Park Ave., Central Park 
Station, Chicago, Ill.

C. A. Perry, of California, read the 
last number of this paper, containing an 
article on work among dark spirits, and 
thinks it would be "A 1” for missionary 
work among the ministers.

G1 W. Carpenter, M. D., has been 
»peaking at Centennial Hall, corner of 
()2nd street and Commercial avenue, 
South Chicago. There was good attend
ance and apparent interest. The meet
ings are to be continued, and it is hoped 
our South Chicago friends will turn out 
and make them a thorough success. 
Mrs. Turbit and Mr. Dalton assisted 
with tests. Mrs. Snider and Mrs. Ed
wards were instrumental in starting the 
meetings. Meetings are held at 2 p. M., 
Sundays. ,

The Florida Times-Union of Dec. 11, 
gives a very appreciative notice of an 
addresaby Dr, Juliet H. Severance, de
livered before the Jacksonville branch 
of the American Psychical Society. Her 
remarks were concerning Spiritualism, 
its objects, and its influence upon the 
human race. She went into the details 
of Spiritualism, and defined it as the es
cape from the thralldom of hide-bound 
creeds and tenets, and symbolizing the 
progress of humanity from its infancy to 
the point of reasoning maturity. She 
held the earnest and concentrated at
tention of hpr hearers, and upon more 
than ono occasion her remarks were 
heartily applauded. She stated her 
conviction that by persistent work upon 
the part of those present an association 
could be organized in Jacksonville 

v which would prove a pride and power.
Sylvester Stanford, having been de

veloped as a magnetic healer, desires 
information of a locality in which to 
work. Address 264 E. Miami St., Indi

>
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anapoiis, Ind.
Moses Hull lectures in Grand Rapids, 

Mich., during January.
Mrs. Emma Jay Bui lane lectures at 

All Souls’ Church (Unitarian) Oakwood 
boulevard and Langley avenue, Sunday 
evening, the 31st of December.

Harlow Davis, the platform tesfc me
dium, can be a4dressed at 2002 Market' 
street, San Francisco, Cal., during the 
winter months. He will be in San Fran
cisco, December 29th.

Reporter writes: “Mrs. H. S. Lake 
has returned and resumed her work 
upon the platform of the Spiritualist 
Alliance, at Army and Navy Hall,Cleve
land, Ohio. Her lecture on ‘Moral Ob
ligation,’ on the evening of December 
3d, was pronounced a most vigorous and 
forcible address, while that of Decem
ber 10th, upon the ‘Social Evil,’ which 
was listened to by a large audience, was 
so thoroughly appreciated, and aroused 
such an interest, that it was declared 
that it should be published entire, in 
some of our leading spiritual journals. 
It was sharp, eloquent, incisive, true. 
Mrs. Lake is certainly reaching a class 
nqt ordinarily seen at spiritual lectures. 
The Alliance will hold socials semi
monthly. It is generally supported by 
the public.” .

Lyman C. Howe writes: "Without 
much knowledge of the new national 
organisation, or having any settled con
clusions of its practicaFadaptation to the 
needs of the times, I am favorably dis
posed towards it as I understand its ob
jects; and the name of Prof. H, D,' Bar
rett, as president, inspires confidence. 
He is a life-long, uncompromising Spir
itualist. a scholar and a gentleman, and 
we may well be proud of him as a repre
sentative Spiritualist,”

Lyman C. Howe is filling an engage
ment at Bradford, Pa.

G. O. Btoll, of Indianapolis, writes: 
“Mrs. Carrie Twlng is the lecturer for 
the Indianapolis Association for Decem
ber. Mrs. Twing is a favorite here. 
Mr. Winans, materializing medium, 
made a return trip and gave a seance at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Kirschmeyer. 
Mrs. Fred W. Taber left Monday to

upon the Spiritualists to be on the alert 
and keep an eye on their movements. 
They do not name magnetic healers in 
this issue, but they will certainly in
clude them in the end. We should all 
unite to nip this monster in the bud 
and stand by what is right and just for 
all, and not let those who do not employ 
magnetic healers, say to those who do: 
‘We now have the power in our hands.'' 
You employ magnetic healers and we 
will prosecute you to the full extent of 
the law. We are the persons who can 
dictate what kind of doctors the Spirit
ualists of the State of Ohio can employ 
in their own families, and what they 
cannot,”’ .

F. Stacy Whitney, of Tacoma, Wash,, 
remits an or'der for 150 copies of ■ our 
Christmas issue, which the society of 
that city are going to use for free dis
tribution, A good example for other 
societies to follow

In answer to the question: Do spirits 
aid us materially? Nick Becker relates 
some personal experience. He was out 
of money and work, and feared his fami
ly would have to suffer. Being im
pressed to do so, he asked the spirits to 
help him if in their power. A few days 
after, while returning from a seanee 
late in the evening, he was impressed 
to go and do something which he had 
not intended to do until the following 
Monday. On his way he picked up a 
$20 bill. Ten days later he found a $10 
gold piece in the middle pt a bridge 
where he was impressed to walk. Later 
another incident of similar nature oc
curred, He firmly believes these things 
were the work of spirits, in answer to 
hiq prayer, but does not believe in ask
ing help from above unless we strictly 
need it qnd cannot get it by our own 
efforts.

Dr. P. T. Johnson would like palls to 
lecture any where in Michigan, on rea
sonable terms.. Address 86 W. M. Bt„ 
Battle Creek. Mich.

Chas, A. Zipp, of Baltimore, Md,, 
writes that tne Religio-Philosophical 
Society Is being well served by Oscar 
A. Eagerly. A recent discourse on 
"Public vs. Parochial Schools,” was a 
masterly presentation of a subject which 
is of special interest in Maryland at this 
time, and he was continuously applauded 
for his bold, patriotic remarks.

Will C. Hodge writes from Marshall
town, Iowa: “I can report an encourag
ing outlopk here, in spite of hard times 
and cold weather. Audiences increas
ing, and increasing interest manifested. 
Subjects for last Sunday: Morning, 
‘Why Did I Leavethe Churches?” in the 
evening, ‘What Shall We Do to Be 
Saved?”’

At the close of Mrs. Adeline M. Glad- 
ing's engagement in Washington, D. O.. 
with the First Society of Spiritualists, 
on December 31st, she returns home to 
spend the first week of the Now Year at 
her beautiful and peaceful country home 
in Doylestown, Bucks Co., Pa. On Jan
uary 3d, 1894, she will be "at home" 
to her friends to celebrate the 
25th ahniversary of her wedding. No 
cards, but Hoolan’s medium sends kind
est greetings to her many friends 
throughout the United States, and hopes 
to be spared many years to do the work 
of her spirit guides in elevating man
kind to a higher and a nobler plane by 
promulgating the truths of our knowl
edge. •

Monhegan writes: “We have with us 
this month, at Ionia, Mich., the well 
known lecturer and test medium, Frank 
T. Ripley, of Boston, Mass., who is giv
ing excellent satisfaction. His lectures 
and tests are doing great good here. 
Large audiences of our best citizens fill 
the nail to the doors. Mr. Ripley’s 
tests are striking and clear, end quickly- 
recognized. Your valuable paper is 
taken here: it is our Bible." ’

Mr. Coulson Turnbull gave a lecture 
.to the members of the Progressive 
Thought Society of Toledo, O., in 
G. A. R. Hall, the subject. “A Review 
of Ancient and Modern Spiritualism,” 
proving very interesting. The speaker 
showed that the phenomena and the 
knowledge of Spiritualism had existed 
in all countries, in all ages. The evil 
had fallen., on those countries when 
divination and spiritual intercourse had 
been for the aggrandizement of self. He 
warned his hearers not to stop, after 
proving the phenomena, but go further 
and live the religion that Spiritualism 
revealed ,

E. C. Getsinger, of Detroit, Mich., 
writes: “Marguerite St Omer gave 
several lectures before the A. P. A. So
ciety of this city, who gave her a warm 
welcome. Miss St. Omer is a medium 
of high order, having psychometric, 
clairvoyant and inspirational gifts, also 
being a lady of culture and refinement, 
adds much to her lustre as a medium. 
She leaves for Saginaw Valley. A fair 
sample of her powers can best be under
stood by the following: Two ladies at
tended one of her circles; while describ
ing their surroundings she said: ‘You 
must be careful of fire—I see it go close 
to you: it seems right by your home.’ 
These ladies loft the oirole'at 10:45, and 
as they turned the corner of the second 
block the engines were coming to a fire, 
which was located next door to these 
ladies. How's that?”

A notice camo to hand too late for 
last week’s issue, that the ladies of the 
First South Side Spiritual Society wore 
to give a musical and literary entertain
ment, assisted by the Beasy children, of 
California, on the evening' of the 16th, 
at the hall 77 31st street. ■

Wm. M. Lee writes from Terre 
Haute, Ind,, that he has recently had 
satisfactory ocular demonstration of 
the truth of spirit phenomena, and in 
consequence he renews his subscription.

Frank T. Ripley, the well-known lec
turer and platform test medium, can be 
engaged for the month of February. 
Write at once to 2762 Broadwa^fCleve
land, O,

E. T. Slight, W. T. May and six oth
ers affix their signatures to certify to 
the mediumship of Dr. Williams, at 
whose seances, tender test conditions, 
occurred independent slate-writing, the 
turning of water into wine and into 
medicines, an empty tumbler placed 
under a handkerchief was filled with 
water; etc.

ed with many converts to the cause. 
His character readings and clairvoyant 
descriptions are interesting and con
vincing, The annual election of officers 
was he.ld December 6th, at which time 
it was voted to join the National Associ
ation, and the necessary funds raised 
with which to procure the charter. The 
officers are: President, H. W. Watson; 
vice-president, Mrs, E, W. Sprague; 
recording secretary, A. L. Adams; 
treasurer, Wm. Cole; corresponding 
secretary, Clara Watson,

Mr, Coulson Turnbull lectured before 
the Progressive Thought Society of 
Toledo, Ohio, last Sunday, on "Symbol
ism in Religion.” This closes a three 
months course of lectures in this city by 
Mr. Turnbull, who would now be pleased 
to correspond with societies, south or 
southwest during the winter season. 
His work has been very successful and 
mpch appreciated. '

Rev. J. F. Allen will answer calls 
within one hundred miles from St, 
Louis, Mo. Address 3321 Franklin ave
nue. ' . .

Mrs, S, M, A. Bartholmes writes from 
Sacramento, Cal: "We are doing a 
good work here—we have more of the 
church' people attend our circles, and 
they seem much interested. There is 
strong talk of organizing a society here, 
which we hope to do.” ;

M. Gray writes that Marguerite St, 
Omer has recently been doing excellent 
service in the cause of Spiritualism and 
patriotism at Detroit, Mich'. Her. me- 
diumistio gifts were shown in various 
wonderful tests, demonstrating spirit
life and return; and her lectures to the 
patriotic societies have been bursts of 
eloquence and warning to the American 
people to beware of the foes which 
assail us on every hand, as guided by the 
embassadors of the Pope.

Geo, V, Cordingly is now located at 
483 Washington Boulevard.

Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel has been in 
this city and Milwaukee holding seances. 
He can be addressed for engagements 
General Delivery, Chicago, Hl,

A subscriber writes from San Jose, 
Cal; "The cause is progressing well 
here. Bishop A. Beals is ably expound
ing the doctrines of Spiritualism, and 
good attendance at his lectures is the 
rule. Everybody is looking forward to 
the opening of the Midwinter Fair, 
January 1,1894, and it is hoped that the 
Spiritualists of the Pacific Coast will 
endeavor to hold a convention during 
the fair. We are sorry to note the re
moval of Mrs. H. N. Read and her son, 
Dr. E. A, Read, to their home in Lan
sing, Mich. Their many friends are 
sorry to have them leave San Jose, and 
it is hoped they will return here at 
some future day. The Progressive 
Thinker is well thought of here and 
has many readers. Wo hope by 
January, 1895, to see that subscription list 
a full 50,000.”

J. R. McC. writes from Marshall
town, Iowa: “Will C. Hodge is with us 
this month and is doing a good work.”

Friends of Mrs. Jennie Moore sur
prised her at her homa on a recent 
evening and had a very enjoyable time. 
Remarks were made by Mrs. Bumstead, 
Mrs. Dryden and others, to which Mrs. 
Moore responded in well-chosen words. 
Mrs. Moore is about tq leave for Cali
fornia. All wish her the greatest success 
in her new field of labor.

Dr. C. T. H. Benton, 6236 S. Morgan 
street, Chicago, desires information. A 
gentleman from Washington, D. C., 
came to .his office during the latter part 
of the World’s Fair, claiming to have 
bean robbed, and obtained the loan of 
a “V," promising to return the amount 
immediately on reaching homg—and the 
money as yet has failed to materialize; 
hence tlnfDoctor is anxious to know: 
whether the gentleman got lost? has he 
yet returned home? Direct information, 
ne says, will be acceptable. .

P. S. Mackay writes that the work is 
progressing finely in Minneapolis, “for 
the churches are now taking sufficient 
notice of us to preach against us fre
quently, and call us all kinds of hard 
names; this is encouraging. Mrs. Helen 
Stuart-Richings is stirring matters up 
by her lectures under the auspices of 
the Society of Modern Spiritual Thought 
with historical and statistical facts, and 
with logical deduction and conclusions 
she is exposing the false positions and 
statements made so persiftently by 
those who would crush truth to save 
dogma,”

C. H. Mathews writes: "In an editor
ial, November 18, you say, when Vice
president King announced the Senate 
Committee at the first session of Con
gress in 1851, etc. This is an error in 
the date. Vice-president King was not 
elected until the fall of 1852, on the 
ticket with Gen. Franklin Pierce, of N. 
H., and did not take his seat in the 
senate until March 4 or December, 1853."

R. L. Hutchins desires to call atten
tion to the mediumship of Mrs. Sadie E. 
Raub, who a few years ago resided at 
Kirksville, Mo. She is an independent 
slate-writer, also a trance medium, and 
the stigmata phenomenon ooours with 
her. Independent spirit voices speak in a 
wonderful manner. Mr. H. thinks she 
should by some means be brought to the 
front for the benefit of Spiritualism. 
Dr. W. A. Grove, of Kirksville can 
give information as to her present 
location.

W. E. Smith writes that the First 
Spiritualist Society of Cliijton, la., is' 
gaining in mediumship, and though 
without a regular speaker at present, 
they, have a full house every Sunday 
evening. Mrs. Wagner is giving good 
satisfaction as a test medium. The

join her husband in Chicago,. after a 
pleasant stay of ten days with personal 
friends. Mrs. M. C. Jacobs, the local 
trumpet medium, is meeting with favor

. able'audierices and excellent results.”

Clara Watson, corresponding secre
tary, writes that the cause of Spiritual
ism in Jamestown, if. Y.J is not dead, 
nor are all the Spiritualists sleeping. 
We have a society with a membership 
of eighty, and are holding regular meet
ings every Sunday eveningat the Ethical, 
Society rooms, which are well attended. .

Ladies’ Aid Society is doing a good work.
Mrs. S. S,. Rockhill writes that Mrs. 

Abbib F. Watkins, of Greentown, O., 
lately delivered three lectures before 
the society at Alliance, O., and she 
gives promise of being a valuable ac
quisition to the Spiritualist and Liberal 
platform .

G. W. Carpenter, M. D., is holding 
meetings on Sundays at 2 p. M., Cen
tennial Hall, corner 92d St. and Com
mercial Ave., South Side, Chicago, with 
good audiences and promises of better.

The Daily Star of liiles, Mich., de
votes more than a column to an account 
of a seance by Joseph King, at which 
most wonderful materializations oc
curred in the presence of about twenty, 
persons. The account closes with the 
statement that all were of the opinion 
that Mr. King could not sit in his chair,

Frank T. Ripley. The subject ’was: 
‘Spiritualism, the ‘Future Religion.1 
The applause was frequent all through 
the lecture. The lecture was a logical 
one and most oppprtune. The test 
seanoq was excellent, giving-; as Mr
Ripley’? guides always do, full names 
and clear ' descriptions. Hè-’elpses here 
next Sunday; he has donpgpod work for 
the oause."

The Dubuque Daily of De
cember 15th gives a synbjWLof a lecture 
by Prof. Perking, under ’ ‘cflitrol. The 
lecture was followed with psychometric 
readings.

Several Spiritualists of La Grange, 
Ind., met recently at Mr. Edwin 
Wyland's according to the rules of the 
National Association and had a pleasant 
and profitable meeting. .

Mrs. M. E. Gox, M. D., F. T. S,, asks; 
“Is there not some way to induce your 
contributors to refrain from using tbe 
terms death and dying, for thé change 
from a lower to a more ethereal state, 
not necessarily leaving the body in 
doing so? Every very vital person who 
i? very sick, and hovers along the valley 
and then recovers, leaves a part of the 
past’ behind; then as Paul says truly. 
’We die daily:’" She protests against 
Spiritualists adopting the terms of The
osophical writers, and declares that 
“Theosophy is a dead religion,” while 
“our motto is progress.” ,

Arthur H. Johnson, of Wallula, Kans., 
enumerates among tne blessings of the 
year for which the Spiritualists of that 
place are thankful, the visits of several 
good mediums,, such as Hatfield. Petti
bone and wife, through whom most con
vincing tests- were given, including 
pictures instantaneously drawn, of de
parted ones, etc. Then a series of lec
tures On hypnotism by Rrof, Jno. G, 
Cougher, who demonstrates that man 
has a soul, and can impress that soul 
beneficently or for ill, Geo, W. Search, 
also, remained a long time, and gave 
good opportunity for all to observe and 
study the grand phenomena produced 
through his mediumship, which they 
did carefully and with great satiafac
tion, His phases include various physical 
manifestations, instrumental music, ma
terialization, slate-writing, eta. A 
Psychical Research Society has been 
formed,, which meets every Saturday 
eveningftt the residence of T. C, Deuel, 
an old and well-known worker in the 
cause, ■

A subscriber writes that there is a 
good opening at Cedar Falls, Iowa, for 
good speakers and mediums, Address 
Douglas Smith for particulars.,

H. P, Huyette, of Waco, Texas, 
writes: “Many of your readers, when 
they hear the name Texas, have an Idea 
that this State is filled with lawless, 
long-haired men and wild Indians, and 
that the typical native of Texas is wild 
and woolly; but there never was a worse 
error, for in this State there is as much 
refinement, culture and brains as in any 
State in the Union; and there are as 
liberal-minded people. In Waco, a city 
of 20,000 population, just at present 
there Is quite an interest manifested in 
Spiritualism, and many are, being con
vinced that the grave does not end all. 
Mr. Geo. D. Search has been holding 
some of his wonderful and convincing 
seances, which have awakened hun
dreds. His powers as an independent 
slate-writer are wonderful. I have seen 
writing produced upon three ‘different 
pairs of slates at the same time, He 
gets writing where skeptics bring their 
own slates screwed or fastened together. 
1 met Mr. Search about one year ago, 
but since then his control has changed, 
and his powers arc greatly increased. 
He has made a host of friends here, who 
would be happy to have him remain in 
our midst.” 1

Oscar A. Edgerly is foi- the month of 
December filling an engagement with 
tho Religio-Pnilosophieal Society of 
Baltimore, Md. For January, 1894, he is 
engaged with the First Spiritual So
ciety of Buffalo, N. Y. During Feb
ruary and March he will serve the So
ciety of Modern Spiritual Thought, 
Minneapolis, Minn. Address for De
cember, 1714 E. Madison St., Baltimore, 
Md.

Dr, A. W, S. Rothermel, who hasbeen 
holding seances at Rochester, Ind., and 
other places, expects to visit Chicago on 
his way to Milwaukee, and while here 
will hold a seance,-.at.the residence of 
Mrs. Pet Anderson-Bovee. His ad
dress until further no^r^will be, Gen
oral Delivery, Chicago, riii.

Mrs. E. W. Huffaker writes: “Dr. R. 
B. Westbpook’s address is one of the 
oest things I ever read. The Pro
gressive Thinker is my Bible, my 
greatest comforter, and our son at 
Ballinger, Texas,- says that M. P. Rose
crans’ ‘Twilight Musings’ have had 
more influence over him for good than 
anything he ever read.” '

A subscriber writes from Marshall
town, Iowa: “The work here moves on 
slowly; both Sundays cold and dismal. 
Mr. Will C. Hodge had a fine audience 
last evening. Mr. Pickering is, in my 
judgment, the right man in the right 
place, and Is determined to have things 
right. Mr, Hodge’s subject yesterday 
was, in the afternoon: ‘The Natural Basis 
of and Reasonableness of Spiritualism;” 
in the evening, ‘The Phenomena of Spir
itualism,’ A lady approached him at the 
close of the meeting in the afternoon 
and said, ‘Mr, Hodge, your ■ leoture Was 
grand, and I am very glad I came out,’ 
His permanent address is 471 W. Madi
son Sts, Chicago, III., where he can bo 
addressed for engagements."

JohnT. Shanks, of Springfield, Mo., 
writes: “Our little society held jubilee 
services which were verfy well attended 
and all seemed to be well plèased. As 
wo have no lecturer, we did not think 
of haying jubilee until last Sunday, 
then locking over the progamme gave 
each one their part, whion they per
formed well." .

Jpo. Oakloy ,writes that in his travels 
he finds that there is neither a medium 
nor a Spiritualist society in Washing
ton, Delaware,, with a population of 
6p,000; nor in Nowfolk, Va., with a 
population of 50,000. He things good 
mediums would do well in both cities.

C. K. writes: “I see that in not over 
a period of ten years our numbers will 
be swelled toumllions and tens -of mill
ions more, and new feats of wonderful 
spiritual phenomena are coming before 
the public in the nearest future, The 
spirit bands are exerting their powers 
more markedly than ever before."

The Warren Spiritual Society, of 
Warren, Pa,, met at the home of Mr,.• « 
Fred Kellar; on the 17th, and celebrated 
the Spiritual Jubilee. The rooms were? 
beautifully decorated. The exercises 
were of varied character and were great- i 
ly enjoyed by all. The ladies furnished . 
refreshments. Liberal contributions i 
were made,'and the whole affair was ft 
grand success. ’, '

M. E. Miller writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: Sunday, Deo, 17, having been 
set apart by the National Association of 
Spiritualists for rejoicing throughout 
the United States, was. duly observed 
here by the largest gathering of Spir
itualists Detroit has seen in many years. 
Fraternity Hall was filled. Addresses 
were made by Mrs. Carpenter, Dr. A. 
B, Spinney, Mrs. Dr. Cartwright, Mr. 
Pay and others, with music and recita
tions; a violin solo by Miss Inez McCauley 
deserves special mention. Inspirational 
music and tests by Mrs. Carpenter were 
highly appreciated and general g6od 
feeling and harmony prevailed. We 
hope for renewed interest in the future 
in the good work already going forward 
through the efforts of Mrs. Carpenter 
and other faithful ones here.

A correspondent writes: At the Rock
ford Quarterly, Dec, 9th and 10th, there 
was Iwjd one of the best midwinter 
meetjflfs the Society has ever held. 
Eleven new members joined the Society, 
The socials have been resumed once in 
two weeks, and the outlook is good. 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand Lodge, was 
the speaker both days, assisted by local 
talent, As usual she gave the beat ef 
satisfaction.

6,000 inhabitants, with twelve organ
ized churches, all of the orthodox per
suasion, including the Catholic Church, 
of course, together with the State Nor
mal school, with its twenty professors, 
nearly or quite all of whom are ohurch- 
mombers, and in addition to all that, 
there are at least twelve superannuated, 
dr retired preachers here. Now with 
such an array of religion and religious 
institutions, it might be supposed that 
there was no room for Spiritualists or 
for Spiritualism in Cedar Falls. Not so, 
however, for there is at leatt a score of 
pronounced Spiritualists here, and every 
church is honeycombed with Spiritu
alism. But we have no organization, 
nor regular meetings, and yet the good 
angels and some holy influence has 
induced Mrs. J, M. Harvey, a most ex
cellent lady and medium from Maquo
keta, Iowa, to turn aside in her lecturing 
tour through several counties and 
visit us here in Cedar Falls, She has 
given us three able and instructive 
lectures, followed by tests with messages 
to many in her audiences. The meet
ings were held in ,the parlors of Mr. and 
Mrs. Shelley, on First street; the parlors 
were filled, good influences prevailed 
and much good has been accomplished. 
The lecture? have stimulated and en
couraged the faithful, toped up the 
waning, and excited a spirit of inquiry 
and investigation in the hitherto in
different and careless, and on the whole 
they have prepared the way for further 
efforts and a genuine revival of Spiritu
alism in this orthodox city. On Sun
day evening the 17th the exercises were 
appropriate to the celebration recom
mended by tho officers of the National 
organization of Spiritualists; they were 
well attended ¿nd enjoyed by all,”

W. M. King writes that J. R, Nagle 
and wife have been with the First Spir
itual Society of Centi-alia, Wash., for the 
past two months, and with inspirational 
lectures, tests and healing, have set the 
place in commotion. A great number 
have come to the conclusion that Spirit
ualism is something more than the works 
of the Devil, as the orthodox are so 
given to declaring.

Alice Blany writes from Florence, 
Ala., of the mediumistio gifts of G. W. 
Swartz, Spirit friends of the circle ma
terialize and float over the room. One 
gentleman had his two children materi
alize, and sit in his lap. At a circle 
Prof- «Swartz took a snap-shot ut the 
cabinet, and twenty faces appeared on 
the plate, most of whom were recog
nized. -

Lyman C. Howe spoke at Lily Dale on 
the 17th; thence he went to Bradford, 
Pa., to give a course of five lectures. Ho 
expects to start for Florida about Janu
ary 9th, to attend camp from January 
14th to February 14th, inclusive. He is 
engaged for March in St. Louis, Mo. 
He is yet free for April, May and June, 
1894. His camp engagements for 1894 
are, thus far, at Lake Brady, O., July 
20 to 25, inclusive, and at Cassadaga, 
N. Y., August 14 to 21, inclusive. For 
October and November, 1894, he is un
der engagement to speak in the First 
Spiritual Temple of Boston, Muss .

Daniel Foy, ot Bridgeport, Ct., writes 
that his wife took their flve-months’-old 
baby to a photographer, who does not 
know about Spiritualism, to have her 
picture taken, and on the picture ap
peared about twelve faces of friends all 
over the card. Nothing of the kind was 
expected,

Mrs. Hattie Tiffany^ of Montpelier, 
Ind., is recommended as a medium for 
trumpet work. A friend writes that 
teste and messages are given which 
prove conclusively the truth of spirit
return, and make convert® of tho most 
skeptical. Mrs, T. is mentioned as a 
“woman, a Spiritualist and a medium, 
in tho highest, truest and best sense the 
words can convey.” ’

According to a friend, Dr. A. W. S. 
Rothermel nas beep giving a number of 
very fine searices at residences of promi
nent citizens of Crawfordsville, Ind. 
He was placed under strict test condi
tions; music was played, full forms ap- 
fieared; messages were written on paper 
n different languages; materializations 

and dematerializations occurred outside 
the cabinet, etc. ‘

G. G.W. VanHorn was in the city last 
week. He ■ had been lecturing at 
Staples, Minn., where he stirred up to 
the biting point the datholic element. 
The 24th and fllst of this month he holds 
forth at Gothenburg, Neb. During 
January he fills an engagement at Lex
ington, Ky.

Will C. Hodge, who is highly appreci
ated at Marshalltown, Iowa, will remain 
there during January.

A subscriber writes that Mrs. Emma 
J. Hanson, who is an excellent medium, 
can be found at Room 6, No. 681 West 
Lake street. ■ •

Bishop A. Beals, who is doing a good 
work in Californio, writes from San 
Jose: “I am holding the attention of 
the audiences that assemble here at my 
meetings, and have quite a respectful 
hearing, and from a new class of people, 
who, I am told, go to the Unitarian 
Church, Mrs, Watson came in from her 
country seat to attend my meeting Sun
day evening, and at tbe close made some 
remarks which were very interesting 
and complimentary to your humble 
correspondent, Weare old friends, and 
this was the first time she had had the 
opportunity to hoar me. She is at her 
homo, living in quiet seclusion at pres
ent, but will, no doubt, be heard from 
on our platform in the near future—East 
as well as West.”

R. G. Neal, of Minneapolis, writes: 
“Mrs. Barton and Mrs. Leavitt have 
joined forces, and have been giving us 
excellent meetings at 55 Fourth street, 
South, in this city. Both ladies are an 
acquisition to our rostrum in lectures 
and tests, and are doing much to help 
spread our grand cause.”

W. H. Eddy writes from Jacksonville, 
Fla., that interest in Spiritualism is 
rapidly increasing there. There are 
riow eight developing circles, and an
other to be organized at onoe. The 
membership of tho society is steadily 
increasing.

John Wetherbee says the essay by 
Prof. Loveland, in Thb Progressive 
Thinker of December 2, was an able 
one, and should" have a wide circulation. 
He writes; “I am told that Brother 
Jacob Edson is going to print it in a 
pamphlet at his own expense, which I 
hope he will do,”
. MrB. S. A, Sweet, now nearly 84 
years old, and a. veteran Spiritualist arid 
medium for forty ybars, is still working 
for the cause as far as physical strength 
will permit. She has taken a room for 
the winter at 33 phurch street, Hart
ford, Ct., and we are requested to state 
that a little assistance from the- kindly- 
disposed will be a good deed in time of 
need, and thankfully received.

Mr. Geo. W. Walrond, of Hamilton; 
Canada, inspirational sneaker and ocul
ist, delivered a public lecture on Sun
day last, nt the Spiritualists’ Hall? on 
"Spiritualism.” The address was full of 
good things, with much advice on the 
cultivation of soul-communion. Some' 
very strong and impressive language 
was used on the Devil. His satanic 
majesty was a myth, the creation of 

;man, q,birth conceived in the days when 
h-U^anjty was ignorant and terror- 
stpickeii. . The Devil was the clergy
man’s banker, add hell the exchequer. 

kTrue Spiritualism implied the acquire
ment or the knowledge and gift of soul
communion. When the soul was ' ex
alted and brought into natural activity, 
the Spiritualist would realize in all its 
truth and divine grandeur every branch 
of phenomena the world -of objectivity 
had ever witnessed.

According to report in the dailies, an 
A. H. A. organizer was hissed down and 
his meeting stopped by a disorderly 
audience, at Valparaso, Irid., recently. 
Several persons with Me. arid O’ totiielr 
names made heated addresses—against 
him, of course. ‘

Bishop A- Beals’ first meeting after 
his return from San Jose, Cal., brought 
out a fine audience, with encouraging 
outlook for themontn ahead, The work 
of the society is in the hands of a few 
noble souls, who are doing valiant work 
for the cause. They should be aided 
and encouraged by all Spiritualists,

“Seeker After Truth” writes that Dr. 
A. W. Rothermel stopped in Rochester, 
Ind., a week and lectured and gave 
testSj to the satisfaction of full and ap
preciative audiences. At a private 
seance materializations occurred, one 
lady came outside the cabinet and played 
a zither, and while so doing she gradu
ally dematerialized, still playing until 
nothing remained but tho hand on the 
zither, playing a familiar air; she’disap- 
peared—the zither remaining suspended 
—then reappeared and permitted one 
after another to hold the zither while 
she played.

G. G. W. Van Horn lectured in Sta
ples, Minn., Dec. 10, to a packed hall. 
It was the first Spiritual lecture ever 
delivered in the town, and the people 
are greatly interested.

Prof. Silas W. Edmonds, inspirational 
speaker, psychometrist, business and 
test medium, is now laboring in New 
Orleans, and may be addressed at 59 
Camp street, care of New Orleans Asso
ciation of Spiritualists.

Mrs. K. D. Knox, of New York City, 
writes: “The Ladies’ Aid Society met to 
eleet their officers on the 6th instant, 
and with scarcely a dissentient voice the 
following ladies were chosen: President, 
Mrs. Stimson Smith, of 50 West 96th st: 
First Vice-President, Mrs, M. A. Grid
ley; Second Vice-President, Mrs. Stod
der; Treasurer, Mrs. C. Butler: Re
cording Secretary, Miss M. A. Stodder: 
Corresponding Secretary, Mrs. Katha
rine S. Knox; Chairman Reception Com
mittee, Mrs. Geo. R, Storm; Chairman 
Entertainment Committee, Miss Dolly 
Leach; Chairman Belief Committee, 
Mrs. Butler; Trustees, Mrs. John R. 
Louther, Mrs. Geo. R. Storm and Mrs. 
Dr. Church. Mrs. Stimson Smith is so 
deservedly popular and magnetic that it 
is small matter of surprise that her elec
tion was almost by acclamation. The 
Society has a bright future and gave 
earnest lust year of what can be done 
by a willing band of wojd&ers. Mrs. 
Newton received a vote of thanks on 
vacating the presidential chair.

B. M. Cason, of Denver, Col., thinks 
W. H. Bach’s proposed book on Medi
umship will be valuable, very instruc
tive, and ought to be a success. Mr. 
Bach is expected in Denver after Janu
ary 7th, for a season of labor there.

Mrs. Philipps writes that the cause is 
inline condition in San Francisco, judg
ing from the number of meetings that 
are held. Mrs. Maggie Waite has re
turned, after rfiore than a year’s absence, 
and Mrs Whitney, also, and are holding 
meetings.

Jas. Hammond writes of the good 
work done in San Francisco, through 
Mr. and Mrs. Fitch, whose platform 
tests, slate-writing and materializations 
are causing mueh stir among skeptics, 
who bring their own sealed slates and 
get written messages and sometimes 
portraits. The Sunday evening saanees 
nave been continued nearly two months,

Thos, G. Rufford writes: “After lis
tening to the interesting trance lectures 
of the guides of Mrs. Sarah A. Walters, 
who has ministered to our spiritual 
wants for tho past month, and awakened 
a new interest in the cause of Spiritual
ism in our town, we were visited by that 
gifted medium for physical demonstra
tions, slate-writing, etc., Mr. Fred Col
lins. of Gerry, N. Y., who gave a series 
of light and dark seances Ifere that were 
highly appreciated by those who at
tended them, among whom were numer
ous skeptics, and members of the ortho
dox eljurches; who, in .nearly every 
instance, were thoroughly convinced of 
the truth of spirit return. Brother 
Collins has done a grand work here, and 
we hope at no very distant- day to in
duce him to pay us another visit, for we 
need the phenomena as well as the 
philosophy, and although our gifted 
lecturerj Mr. Walters, ably discoursed 
on the beautiful philosophy of Spiritual
ism, yet many investigators were un
willing to believe until they were con
vinced of the actual presence of their 
long-lost ones in Brother Collin’s 
seances. We predict a great future for 
Brother Collin.0, who is quite a young 
medium, and developing new phases 
continually; and can recommend him to 
any community wanting a good, reliable 
medium." .

Geo. F. Kittredge, of Lockport, N. Y., 
writes: “The Spiritualists here are 
being capitally entertained during the 
last half of this month by E. W. 
Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y, Last 
Saturday, Jubilee Day, was his first ap
pearance at Mizpah Hall, under the 
auspices of the United Progressive So
ciety of Spiritualists. To say that Bro. 
Sprague captivated the audience under 
the thrilling impulse of his eloquent 
guides, with oratory, improvisations and 
convincing^tests, is to express fact very 
tamely. His whole soul is in the good 
work. His platform tests at the Close of 
his truly logical lecture numbered 
nearly a score, and- a singular feature 
was that all were recognized, and not 
one who.received • them were Spiritual
ists, many of them being members of 
orthodox churches. To-,say that they 
were astonished needs only to be men
tioned. The cause is progressing finely 
here, as- it must everywhere-' or any
where under - the inspiring labors of 
Brother Sprague.” '

Erratum.
To the Editor:—You and I are both 

busy men. Entirely too busy. My 
crowd of work made me get the work of 
Prometheus and jEsoulapius mixed in 
my Christmas sermon. When I dis
covered it I wrote to you about it and 
asked you to correct it. Which, you 
very kindly undertook to dp. But I 
presume 1 was not definite enough in my 
instructions. So you loaded Alsculapius 
down with Prometheus' death, and with 
those supposed Christian hymns, etc.

Those five enumerated points apply to 
ASsculapius, then the remainder, until 
you get to the quotation from Ovid, be« 
longs to Prometheus. I think this cor
rection will help the reader to under
stand it.

Aside from my discourse, what a 
grand number that Christmas number 
is. It ought to have a circulation of
1,000,000 copies. Moses Huía.

Passed to Spirit-Life. ’
Mrs. Martha H- Potts, one of the old

est Spiritualists, passed into the higher 
life from her home in Adrian, Mich.; 
Thanksgiving morning, aged 65 years. 
She was born in Sterling, N. Y., July 
16, 1828, and camo to Michgan in the 
year 1837. Her maiden name was Mar
tha Pierce. In 1852 she was married to 
Wm. C. Hunt. She was the mother of 
three children, two of whom preceded 
her to the Spirit-world. Mr. Hunt died 
many years ago, and in 1883 sho was 
married to L. H. Potts, a well-known 
and highly-respected citizen of Adrian. 
Mrs. Potts was a most ardent Spiritual
ist all the later years of her mortal life. 
She was always a zealous advocate of 
the Temperance cause, and loved by all 
who knew her, for her many virtues. 
Her funeral services were conducted at 
the home in Adrian, Dec. 4th, by A. B 
French, and attended by a largo com
pany of relatives and friends. *#*

Passed to the Spirit-life at Utica, 
Mich., Dec. 7, 1893,- infant son of Rachel 
and Carl Wales. Funeral services were 
conducted at their home by Mis Minnie 
Carpenter, of Detroit. This, the second 
lamb of the Hoek gathered to the fold 
of the heavenly shepherd during the 
past year. This would, Indeed, leave 
their hearts desolate were it not for the 
comfort afforded by our beautiful faith, 
and knowing that the grave is only the 
resting-place of sacred dust, while the 
spirit may return. The aged grand
parents having lived in one township 
nearly seventy years, are among the 
faithful in the cause of Spiritualism, • 
and now only wait the glad reunion with , 
the dear ones in the household over
yonder. M. E. Miller.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
This ezcoHcnt work treats of the following subject!}

I. Old and New Theories.

in.

IV.

V.
VL

vn.
VHL

The Mesmeric Force. - 
The Real Literature ofMes« 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Big« 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this admirable work is 91,25. AU bOOft 
advertised la Tbs Progressive Thinker art

For sale at this office.

THE ELEM1NAT0R
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK

■r

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; eno» 
tng the fabulous claims of ancient Judaisth and flop 
malic Christianity, containing many startling coficJw 
slona never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and .New Tea« 
lament stories, and proving that Jesus was an Impen 
donation and not a person. A genuine seneatloa 
Price el.50. w .

____For sale st this office.

7'HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RBI& 
tlons cud Expresilons in Human Embodiment», 

Gives through Mr., Cora L. V. Richmond, hr hei 
Guide». A book that everybody should read who «• 
interested in re-incarnation. Price |1.00. •
IMMORTALITY, (JR FUTURE HOMES 

J. and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A 
book of rare merit, interesting to every body. Price 
91M •
‘THE QUESTION SETTLED. A 
J. Careful Comparison of Biblical and Modern Spir

itualism. By Moses HuU. An invaluable work. Price 
,1.0ft
‘THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT- 
JL uallsrn.' By Epes Sargent. A work of profound 

research, by cue of the ablest moa of tho rvji. Prlc, 
11.50; postage 10 cents.

/]GE OF REASON. BY THOMAS 
/I Paine. A book that all should read, Briceno 
rents, . . -
t IFE OF THOMAS PAINE. ITISIN- 

Z-r tensely Interesting. Price ,1.00.

G, H. Brooks has been re-engaged by 
the society at Bay City, Mich., for 
January, 1894. He will be glad to visit 
neighboring places during the week, 
and assist in building up the cause. 
Will attend funerals and weddings. His 

,______ __ _____ ...______,______ address is 1209 5th Ave., Bay City.
packed A. O. U. W, Hall, Ionia, Mich., | J. C, N. Abbott, of Cedar Falls, Iowa1 
Sunday evening, December 17, to hear । writes: “Cedar Fallsis a City of some

motionless, and practice fraud or sleight- 
of-hand and bring forth sixty different' —3 kjuuicuj luuuiO) nmm tnu won 0bl«uueu.\ , * , »ft, ,

A. W. Beldin, a prominent Spiritual-, E. W. Sprague (a resident here) will be| {orI?,s °.£ ™?“> women and children who . - tit--, m________ ________________ ___ ii_ _ j._ _.________________  nmild intellnrentlv mmmnnirjitn with1st, of West Farmington, Ohio, writes 1 our speaker during the winter, when 
as follows in reference to the proposed not engaged elsewhere. Mr. Sprague 
legislation by the "regulars:” "You has served us faithfully and well two 

. ■will see the M. D.’s of this State are : years, as speaker and president of the so- 
a.again on tb* wavpath, and it devolves! ciety, and his labors nave been reward-

could intelligently communicate with
their friends,

Secretary writes: ‘’A large audience

<¿1
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An Act to Regulate Medical Frac- Progress of Louisville, Ky, : > “The quacks
tice.

t To the Editor:—Above all altercation 
i JPUst be the desire and effort to elevate our 
■/Common humanity. We have recently read 
t’With interest in yôur columns two articles in 
a?regard to au act to regulate ; medical practice 
in Illinois. I hope they-,will.;be kept up till-

j; the act is repealed... Allqw me to give to your 
readers some reasons why--it should be re
pealed at once-. •

have to go sometime, and the better we work 
together, the sooner their agony will be over.” 
Here is a conspiracy to get rid of quacks—
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1st. How can we regulate without a regula
tor? There is absolutely no standard of medi
cal practice, except it be an arbitrary standard 
erected by some local State or municipal board 
of health, Not only do all schools of medi
cine differ essentially in regard to practice, but 
every school of medicine differs within itself. 
Even the Homeopathic school agrees only 
upon one point in practice so far as medica
tion is concerned, and that is their infallible 
dogma of “similar.” As to the exact remedy 
to be used, and the size of the dose, hardly any 
two agree. They are searching for light. It 
is well understood that the art of drugging is 
an incomprehensible art.

The modus operandi of medicines, although 
commonly accepted as applicable to so-called 
remedies for disease, has never been under
stood by any school of medicine; and the most 
plausible opinion it is that is entirely inapplica
ble; that drugs never act at all in any manner 
whatever, but the vital force really acta upon' 
the drug, and that all supposed action of the 
drug is really the action of the vital force. 
Again, we are prepared to demonstrate that 
the nature of disease is entirely misunder
stood by the profession; that its primary cause 
is not,generally known, or, if known at all, is 
not generally taught; and that the usual means 
of cure on which the people are taught to 
rely iri not only wholly inadequate and decep
tive, but a source of positive injury to man
kind. Not even surgery, which is lauded as 
a sciencé by many who have no faith in drug 
medication, is safe as now practiced; and as a 
rule the patient who refuses an operation ad
vised by the medical faculty, comes out bet
ter than the one who submits., This is all 
wrong. What is the remedy? Certainly not 
legislation.

.How can we regulate without a regulator? 
Do our legislators understand these matters? 
They do not pretend to; they simply do the 
bidding of those who are supposed to under
stand them, but do not. I repeat there is no 
science of therapeutics to-day as taught in 
medical schools of “good standing, ” as men
tioned in the above act of Illinois. And 
these two words, “good standing" are the 
key of the act by which the seven members 
of the Board of Health lock out any school of 
medicine not of their stripe. With these 
words in the statute, and the whole police and 
judicial power of the State at their command, 
the oligarchy at Springfield known as the 
Board of Health is more autocratic in this 
State than the Pope of Rome with his many 
adherents. Indeed, the Legislature has granted 
them by this act unwarranted and Unconstitu
tional power—the power to make such rules 
and regulations “as they may deem neces
sary. " If this act means what it says, we 
have a Board of Health endowed with legisla
tive power,—in fact, the Legislature has 
created a dictatorship. There is great differ
ence between the words, “as they may deem 
necessary," and the. more usual and proper 
language, “as may be necessary." The latter 
makes the board amenable to law and justice; 
the former makes the judicial and executive 
branches of the government amenable to the 
board.
‘ But why this act at all? The people do not 
want it. They want freedom to employ any 
one they please in their struggle for life and 

. better health. It is a personal right which is 
usually considered sacred, and so above not 
only the arbitrary judgment of State boards, 
but above legislative interference as well. 
What shadow of excuse can be offered for 

. such arbitrary proceedings, such unusual leg
islation? Allow me to quote from the latest 
(December) medical magazines, and first from 
the. American Medico-Surgical Bulletin of 
New York, p. 1145: “Shall we consent in 
the establishment of a competition that would 
only lower the high standing of reputable, 
honest and cultured physicians to the level of 
the ignorant, the impostor and the quack? 
Apostles of truth and justice, have we lost all 
energy, all manhood, all self-respect? Again, 
as a general rule, people do not know how to 
protect themselves from the ignorance of the 
ten months’ medical graduate" (h$w long did 

- Jesus study?) “on the one hand, nor from 
the imposition of the ^unprincipled charlatan 
on the other. It becomes, then, the duty of those 
who are better qualified to understand to de-' 
nounce abuse, to protect in every possible

not by a general education and the establish
ment of medicine on u'-.-B^icntific basis, the 
only possiblè way if they<hre.'really sincere, 
but by securing the"iw'M 2Uw and police 
power through the education/not of the whole 
people, but of their “pereofiaifriends. "

Now, who are the so-much dreaded quacks? 
Who are quacks in any sensé? Well, there 
are quacks and quacks; those against whom 
medical acts are framed are the mental 
healers, hydropaths, Thomsonians, Christian 
scientists, magnetic, electric and spiritual 
healers, all members of independent schools 
of medicine—in a few words, and using their 
own language, all who do not practice “modern 
medicine in regular doses." We have laws 
against malpractice, and laws, against obtain
ing money under false pretences, and if these 
quacks are sinners above all those dwelling 
under the ægis of the law-that punishes alike 
the good and the bad, viz,: the “Medical 
Act," then let them have an opportunity to 
prove their innocence, for the wrong-doer 
alone should recfeive punishment. By this 
act it is a crime to do good; it is not wrong to 
heal the sick,

Again, a quack is a boastful pretender. 
Now, who makes greater pretensions to medi
cal skill than those who practice “modern 
medicine in regular doses?" Do they cure 
more disease than the quacks? We leave the 
answer to the intelligence of the public.

George Dutton, M. D.

Angel Voices.
Voices of youth come back to me, 
Like murmuring waves of the lonely sea.
They touch the strand of my bleeding heart, 
And visions of beauty into being start; ,';' 
And I hear, at the close <?f.the dyingAii | <
A prelude soft from the far away, • d 
And the echo of voices soft.as light^p,.,-; i 
Thrills my senses with a s.weet delight,¡j i;. ; . 
The dewy air seems all aflame '
With a sacred presence akin to pain; • .
And all the air .¡seems astir ... . ; ■ . 
With words of the angel-messenger. “ 
And, later, amid life’s worldly din 
Of toil and strife and blinding sin, 
That voice, like an incense pweet, 
Follows me through the noisy street. . . 
That angel-voice my way hath'led, O . '
And. watched beside my lonely bed; '
And sad and dark will the hour be " ' ' 
When this angel-voice comes hot to me.

‘ -riBishop A. Beals.

To
From Portland, Oregon.

the Editor:—My wife and I have
just returned from a visit to the interior of the 
State, where we have held meetings for the 
past four weeks. At Eugene, Lane county, 
we held meetings for two weeks, and succeeded 
in bonverting a great many to our belief.

The opera house was placed at our dis
posal by the proprietor, J. B. Rhinehart, free 
of cost. A very romantic little story might 
be related here regarding this gentleman and 
his excellent wife. Thirty years ago, in an 
Eastern State, Mr. ■ Rhinehart wooed and won 
the heart of a young lady, $nd the day was 
set. Something happened which separated 
the two, and for thirty long years they neither 
saw nor heard of each other, during which 
time they both married and settled in differ
ent portions of the United States. About two 
years ago Mr. Rhinehart lost his wife, at 
Eugene, this State; while the sweetheart of 
thirty years before also became a widow in 
distant Luolumue county, California, about 
the same time. Having business in San 
Francisco, the lady visited that city, and 
while there thought she would also see if she 
could geta message from her late husband re
garding the settlement of his estate, which 
was extremely valuable. 'She came to your 
humble servant. My guide reminded her of 
the love of her childhood, saying, also, that he 
awaited her in Eugene, Oregon. The lady 
was astonished, but concluded to visit 
Eugene, which she did, with the result that 
she is now the wife of the sweetheart of her 
girlhood days, and that is why, the beautiful 
little opera house was placed at my disposal, 
free of charge, as many nights as I chose.

While in Eugene I treated R. B. • Cochran, 
ex-State Senator, for paralysis, and for the 
first time in ten months he walked, with the 
assistance of his son, across the floor.

Eugene is the worst orthodox town I ever 
saw. Fourteen churches poured out their 
fountains of wrath upon my defenseless head 
the first Sunday evening I was *in town. A 
preacher by the name of Mclnturff, a few 
days before my arrival, preached a funeral ser
mon over a brother preacher, during the de
livery of which he said: “My brethren, it 
gives me pleasure to say that the spirit of 
Brother Travis stands by my side, dictating 
his own funeral sermon!” Yet this man de
nounced me from the pulpit as being con
trolled by his satanic majesty. Comment is 
unnecessary.

From Eugene we went to Cottage Grove, 
twenty miles south, where we conducted meet
ings for two,weeks. We went by the invita-

Crumbs for Christians. ■
To the Editor:—It is customary for 

some of the goody-good Christian preachers 
to throw slurs at Spiritualism, and deny and 
deride our knowledge in regard to the future 
life. This is especially the case at funerals 
where a promiscuous assembly is gath
ered, , and where the clergy can fire off 
their brimstone cartridges without let or hin
drance. They deny the truths of Spiritual
ism, knowing nothing about it, having never 
investigated it, and not’desiring to.

A few days ago I attended the funeral of a 
young man,-the son of an old and valued 
friend. The family were not what are called 
church people. In accordance with tyrant“ 
custom, £ Christian preacher was on hand to 
consign the deceased to one place or the other. 
He (the preacher) was a Lutheran, of the great 
Smithfamily. During his remarks, which had, 
one good quality—they were brief, he said, 
among other things, that “this is an age of 
reason; people demand facts.,” Then«he pro
ceeded to state that < ‘we had ever before us 
one fact, that was,that we all must die; but as 
to what the future life was, that we did not 
know.” Then' he continued: “There are 
some people who claim they communicate with 
spirits; but what have they learned concerning 
the future life? Nothing!” '

How does the reverend gentleman know 
that these millions of Spiritualists have learned 
nothing? Ha# he ever investigated Spiritual
ism? Has he obeyed the injunction of the 
scriptures to “try.the spirits?” If not, then 
he has no right to make any such sweeping 
assertions, for they are jalse.

It has been a hackneyed phrase among the 
orthodox clergy for lol these many years,
that

“No one e’er came back to tell
The joys of heaven or pains of hell.”

Gazing intently on the corpse, he said: 
should like to know the experience of

Dreams Fulfilled.
Now, each dream would make quite a little 

utory, but I will shorten them as much as I 
know how.

No. 1. I dreamed how to do an example in 
fractions that the teacher and all the scholars 
puzzled on for two days, and the teacher went 
so far as to write to the publishers/ and tell 
them that there was a mistake in their new 
book. The figures were stamped on my brain 
so plain that I did the example, without look
ing in the book, in two minutes. •

No. 2. I dreamed that I went to a funeral 
of a lady that was as dear to me as my 
mother/ In two weeks I got a dispatch- that 
she was dead. I went to her funeral.

No, 3. I dreamed of being called into a 
building by a certain man; I thought he wanted 
to show me the house, but he seemed to bfe 
quite sad; asked me to go into the cellar, or, 
as he expressed it, in the lower room. As I 
started to go down I noticed a pile of stones even 
with the ground; a door was opened and I saw 
,the most beautiful room or place that I ever 
saw, and I tried to say as much, but the man 
said: “Hush! mother lies here.” Hooked 
and saw my wife's grandmother. I went and 
talked with her about the beautiful place. She 
said she was satisfied; she had tried to de
serve what she had got, but everything was so 
new to her, and she had lost her palsied limbs 
and was again young and strong; she was so 
happy, but she wanted to rest a little while. 
Then I went back to the man, her son, and 
talked with him. He said that his mother was 
a little crazy at the last, and said there was 
trouble on the brain.

Then I seemed to leave him and look over 
thq house. I found a sick girl upstairs, but I 
said: “She is all right, and will get well."

In my dream I saw three daughters and one 
son of the ojd lady in the house, besides one 
granddaughter that was sick with a fever. 
This lady had for children seven boys and five 
girls- . . '

Now, the very night I had my dream the old 
lady died. I told my dream to my wife and her 
father, one of the seven,, when I got up about 
light in the morning. Half an hour after the 
man I saw in my dream drove into the door
yard, and said: “Mother is dead!” and I had 
the same conversation with him that I had in 
my dream, almost word for word,' except 
about the beautiful place. This son was with 
his mother when she died; also all of the rest 
that I saw. He happened to drive there that 
night from another town. He said that a 
blood-vessel probably broke on the brain of 
his mother, and was the cause of her being 
crazy, and of taking her away so quick.

I have had other dreams that I think are more 
accurate, and would be more interesting, than 
any here written. _ Fred F. Hackett.

tion f and Mrs. William Hemenway,

“I 
that

young man at the present time, ” or words to 
that effect. There is no doubt of it, Mr. 
Preacher! Spiritualists can and do readily "and 
easily ascertain these things; but as you’-de
liberately ignore the teachings of the Bible 
and the New Testament in that regard, it may 
be a long time before you will be able to learn 
and comprehend these great truths that ' are 
now known to millions of Spiritualists 
throughout the world,- and accepted as such 
by the greatest scientists of the present day. 
The writer of this article published a challenge 
September 20, 1869, to the clergy of this 
town and Canal Dover to discuss these ques
tions in public upon their merits, where both 
sides could be heard. One clergyman, in a 
polite note to the writer, said: ■ “I have given 
Spiritualism considerable attention in my pri-
vate studies. * I do not think, with

\a most excellent
\ WORK.
RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
i \ phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “The Clock Struck One, Two, und Three.’? 
Tlilwy-slx years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’r 
ongVionuection with one of the largest and most Influ
ential! religious organizations in this country, togetUer 
with his well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and fiilthfulucss In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract tho at
tention aud command tho studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal investigation of nearly all phases of Bplrlt-munlfes- 
tatlou through a ’berlodof twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spirituellstn was the “ prince 
of humbugs," and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
with a conviction that it Is a truth fur transcending all 
others tn value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place in the hands of those whoso attach
ments to tho faiths nud forms o1 the Church Incline 
them to have nothing to do with the subject upon 
which it treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. 423, $1.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at ¿¡its oilice. ____ _

The National Spiritual and Liberal 
Association.

To the Editor:—The second session of 
the National Spiritual and Liberal Association 
will be held at Winter Park, Florida, opening 
Jan. 14th, and closing Mar. 11th, 1894. Rates 
closely approximating those of last year have 
already been granted by the railroads belong
ing to the Central Traffic Association, and 
by the Merchants’ and Miners’ Transportation 
Co., on the east coast. This will give the 
Spiritualists of all sections of the United 
States an opportunity to atend the winter As
sembly in Florida, where they will hear some 
of the most talented speakers in our ranks, 
and meet many of our best test mediums.

The scenery in and around Winter Park 
must be seen to be appreciated. The town 
has an elevation of over one hundred feet 
above the St Johns river, hence is entirely 
fr§e from malaria and kindred diseases. A 
large number of picturesque lakes can be 
found in the immediate vicinity of the place, 
whose waters analyze ninety-two per cent pure. 
This one fact should be, of itself, a grèàt at
traction to all Northern people who are in 
search of health; for pure water, coupled with 
pure air, is the open sesame to the citadel of 
sound health. Winter Park is 144 miles south 
of Jacksonville, on the main line of the South 
Florida R. R., and the most Charming spot 
found on the entire road. Orlando and San
ford, cities of several thousands each in popu
lation, are only a few miles distant, while 
Tampa Bay, with its marvels, is but sixty or 
seventy miles distant on the west. '

Excellent hotel accommodations can be 
found in Winter Park, also in Orlando and 
Sanford. Furnished rooms, with or without 
board, can be obtained at reasonable rates. 
Tents and cottages may also be rented for the 
entire season by those who wish to have homes 
of their own during their sojourn in the sunny 
South. The fruit found in this vicinity 
is of the very best quality, and in quantity 
quite sufficient to supply many a market in the 
North, besides feeding a colony of thousands 
in Winter Park itself. This beautiful little 
city has a permanent population of over eight 
hundred, which number is always largely 
augmented each winter season. It is also 
the seat of one of thé leading colleges in 
Florida, hence has peculiar attractions for 
literary people, who will not be deprived of 
books, or any other form of intellectual enter
tainment to which they are accustomed at 
home. , '

The lecturers already engaged are Lyman 
C. Howe, Mrs. R 8. Lillie, Mrs. Arina Orvis 
and George P. Colby, whose names are house
hold words among Spiritualists, and when 
spoken cariy with them the assurance of a 
rare intellectual feast to all who are to listen 
to their inspired utterances.

These excursions certainly offer great at
tractions to our friends in the North. There 
will be no biting frosts nor deep snows to an
noy one in Florida. The rare June weather, 
of which the poet sings, rules here alone. No 
insects will be there to annoy the visitor, and 
solid comfort may be taken by all who avail 
themselves of the privileges of this trip.

We must, not forget the mediums who are 
to be in attendance at the camp. Pierre L. O. 
A. Keler, the gifted slate-writer, will spend 
the èntire season at the camp, and will start 
for Winter Park with the first excursion on 
Jan. 9th and 10th, 1894. Miss Maggie Gaule 
has as good as promised to be present during 
the last three weeks of the camp, while nego
tiations are pending with other gifted mediums 
in reference to their spending the winter with 
us in the South. Parties intending to go South 
via Cincinnati, desiring information in regard 
to rates, etc., should address Dr. W. S. Bow- 
ley, 9 Glen Park Place, Cleveland, Ohio. 
Excursionists from New England and the 
East should address Prof. H. D. Barrett, 1121 
Tenth 8t,N. W., Washington, D. C.,in regard 
to routes. Dr. E. C. Hyde, Winter Park, 
Fla., will answer all letters in regard to cot
tages, tents, board, rooms, etc. Let the at
tendance be large and the occasion joyous.

H. D. Barrett.

The To-Morrow of Death.
-OK THE

Future Life According to Science, 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated, from the French.
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work. ’

This fine volume might well have been entitled: 
Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is written 
In that peculiarly interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize Bclcntlflo 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition,'’ etc., etc., in which he manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class," yet ho says again; 
“There Is a true and respectable idea in Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved “tbe fact of communication 
between superbqmuns and the inhabitants of Earth;" 
and bo goes on to relate* instances of fact In evidence. 
There la, to u Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the author’s ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select aud arrange the pros an0 cons, aud out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price SI,50.

For sale at this office._________

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIALJTEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSES OF A UNION 
• OF CHURCH AND STATE.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

Tb6 Illustrations are classlth-d as follows: 16 rep- 
resunlB Uuele bum and tbu Priests; 2. The Church 
liobbluff the People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath 
Luwa; 14 Children and the Church; l(i, 'Woman and 
thcChurch;6, TheCburclntnd Thomas Paine; 4, Stud
ies in Natural History; 2, The Bible and Science; 15, 
The Clergy and Their Flock*; 1, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
HU Works;2. Prayer; 10. TheCreeds;2. Cbristlans and 
Mohammedanb; 2, Sample« of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; LThe Lord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines aud Their Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Prlesis and polfilcis; 4. Ireland und the 
Church; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; 1,'1’be Usca 
of tbeCrossU, Unkind Retieeilons on the Church; 6, 
Persecutions of the Church; 12. borne Allegories* 
8, Heaven ; 6;Hcll; 7, Miscellaneous. Priec82.

ForSale at this office.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOO
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

TJY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D a novel written with ft purpose, and that 
purpose ie not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away the time in a state of idle blessed
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
seif-improvement or the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: and 
those who arc to bo mother*; aid secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tho child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
in modern social and business life, which arc unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book is trenchant, instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when reganU*! merely 
as a novel, and is especially commended to “women 
everywhere,'’to whom it Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a Une likeness of 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound In 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, si.25,________________

“Over the Hill to the Poor-House.
“Over the hill to the poor-house * 

I must wend my weary way,”
. Bbt in all this wealthy city

: There’s no place for me to stay.
None can spare a vacant chamber

, To the poor and sick and old, 
' But cold cellar or hot attic - 

Will quickly rent for gold.
Once I had house and money, too, 

In the bright long) long ago, 
And shielded many a weary frame 

From want and care and woe;
And then misfortune followed 

In long and gruesome train, 
Until I fain would ask for help, 

But fear I’d ask in vain.
■ Bread cast upon the waters ' 

Returns not always here;
Do angels keep it in their charge, 

And pay it “over there?”
If so, I’ll wait with patience— 

I have not long io wait, 
For I am nearing my four-score, 

Arid near the golden gate.
Where husband and dear children 

Will welcome me with love,
And bear me to their heavenly home 

In flowery fields above.
So “I’ll over the hill to the poor-house,” 

, And leave the heartless throng;
For I am sick and broken-hearted, 

And my stay there won’t be long.
— Plola.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

'THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
J. best Foams of thu author, find Rome of her most 

popular eonga, with tbo music by einiucut composers. 
Among tho Foams which Lave utthicted wide notice 
aro: “Bnddlng Kose," “JncldentB of Life Under tbe 
Blue Laws,"‘Tarson Smith's Prophecy,” “From the 
Highlands of Heaven," “ The City of Sorrow,” “ Solilo
quy of Fulvia at Slcyon," The Holy Maid of Kent.' 
etc.

The Music include« “The Unseen City;” “ClarL 
bel," a .lune Song; "We Shall Meet our Friends In tbe 
Morning”; Meet Us at the Crj’stiti Gates."

Many of the Poema are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the author in bur public read
ings.

Pkbm Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle Is master
ful in her prolific poetical geniua.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Ga^ 
fic'.d’s brightest scholars.—Clmnsantng Argus. 
tificdiioet, whose writings arc familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mra. Tuttle Is well known as 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—saL 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems arc worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walls to recall us dully to our bettq 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun* 
dant talent and rersntllHy.-BanDer of Light. Rhe is 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. CJarlbeHs exquisitely beautiful.—D, D. 
Home.

The volume contains 225 pnges. Is bcantlfully printed 
tnd bound, and furnishes u Une Holiday GiiL. Trice 
11.50, post-paid.

vnr sale at thia office.

—RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICSzOF^SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

The past has been tho Age of tbe Gods end tbe Re» 
llglon of Pain; tbe present is tbe Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust lu t he Gods, bat 
knowledge In tbe laws of the world, belief in tbe di
vinity of man and tils eternal progress toward perfec
tion is tbo foundation of tbe Religion of Man and 
system of Ethics as treated in this work.

Tbe following are tbe titles of the chapters: r
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.;

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monethclsm; Phallic Worship; Man’s Moral Progress 
depends on bis Intellectual Growth; Tbe Great Theo
logical Problems—the Origin of Evil, the Nature of 
God; the Future State; Fall of Man and tho Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man’s Position, Fate, Free 
Will, Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND-The Ethics ofScience

Tbe Individual; Genesis and Evokitfdn^bf Spirit; 
The Law of Mora) Government; Tbe Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart; Whut Is Good? What Is 
Wrong? Happiness-, Tbe Path of Advance; The Will; 
Is.Man Free? Culture and Development of the Willi 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties ana 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of tbe Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Cnltnrs; Marriage. . |

820 Pages, Finely Bound in Muslin. Sent postage free 
for 11.50. For sale wholesale and retail at this office

many others, Jhat Spiritual communication 
is a phenomenon too insignificant to deserve the 
attention of the public, and especially of pub
lic teachers;" The reverend gentleman, how
ever, declined a discussion. He wasn’t quite 
so smart as our Lutheran preacher, who i airs 
his ignorance of Spiritualism at a funeral, 
knowing that the other side couldn’t be heard. 
About a dozen Spiritualists heard his gratuit
ous remarks, which were evidently intended 
for them. But they know all that he knows, 
and then they know all that they know 
besides.

In this connection I am pleased to note that 
many respectable and intelligent people are 
giving this religion of Spiritualism their earn
est attention, and' many secular newspapers 
are lending their columns to the elucidation of 
the great question: “If a man die, shall-he 
live again?”

If we may believe the “good book,” Jesus 
Christ “manifested” through a materialized 
body, and even his. own disciples were the 
most incredulous to believe that he was able 
to overcome death and the grave. A huge 
stone had been rolled against the sepulchre, 
armed sentinels placed on guard, and yet not
withstanding these precautions he did burst 
the cerements of tomb, and did manifest him
self to his disciples, at sundry times1 and 
places. Once they were assembled in an up
per room, “thè door being shut, when he sud
denly appeared among them. "

Perhaps our clergymen had better not be 
too swift to denounce Spiritualism as a 
“fraud” and a “humbug,” as we are told has 
been done recently by some of our learned 
Doctors of Divinity, as it is getting popu
lar now to revise the “creeds" in some of the 
Christian sects. These “gentlemen of the 
cloth” will have to follow suit, or be left far 
in the rear. Our unsophisticated clergy evi
dently are not aware that •

“The air is peopled-with beings of light, 
AU unseen by the human eye;

They hover around in the«hadow of night, . 
They flit in the rays of the morning light, ; 
They strew our pathway with visions bright, ,

That can never, never die;
They come like snowflakes pure and white, 

From their happy homes on high.”

Materializing.
A few of the invisible world were per-A Farewell.

“Good night, dear heart,” grandmother said, 
And fondly kissed his cheek;

And stroking oft his silvered head, 
Grandmother whispered to her dead 

The love she could not speak.
I saw the gentle teardrops start, 

And turned my head away: 
“My dear old love, we two must part— 
I cannot go with you, sweetheart,"

• I heard her softly say:
“But you will have the Children, Paul— ■ 

The ;vee ones of our past ’
How we have sat at twilight’s fall, 
And listened for their welcome call

That came to you at last.
“And I will follow you so soon

The eventide is here. । - .
We shared a blessed morn and noon, ’ 
And saw at last the harvest moon

Of life draw calm and near, .
“A happy eventide of rest.”

She sighed, and laid her head -
In fearless love upon his breast, 
As if to share that peaceful rest 
, Were joy unto her dead.

“And then somehow I lost you, dear, .
And since we two must part,

I have a message for you, dear—
A message I will whisper here ■ '

Above your faithful heart.” ’
That message none but angels know. " ’ 

I could but dully guess
The loved and lost of long ago -
Were on her lips that faltered so

In that last long caress.
. ■ —Mrs. E. F..Evans.

mitted to clothe themselves in spirit dress and 
come out of the cabinet, under the influence 
and mediumistic power of William L. Cloud, 
of 731 Raymer street, Toledo, 0., at Andrews, 
Ind., Dec. 4, '93. During the seance there 
were several full forms materialized and came 
out of the cabinet, and all were recognized by 
the friends. - Some of the materialized forms 
conversed with those in the circle in audible 
tones strong enough to be understood by all 
that were in the room; while another stepped 
out with the tambourine in his hand and rattled 
it in plain view of the audience. Also, there 
was a message written by a visible hand on 
the top of the cabinet, filling an entire page of 
commercial note paper, then rolled up in a 
ball and thrown among the sitters. The con
tents of the message were very peculiar on ac
count of the language used and the subject
matter handled. Mr. Cloud, though a very 
young medium, is a very powerful one, and 
bids fair to Im a leader as a materializing 
medium. S. J. Derbyshire, M. D.

ME and Mrs. Stouffer and Mr. and Mrs. 
ames Hemenway. These families com

posed, with a gentleman named Sherwood and 
Mr. and Mrs. Doolittle, about all the Spirit
ualists in the little city. We labored hard for 
the cause, and succeeded in organizing a soci
ety of twenty-seven members, with the follow
ing officers: Charles Stouffer, president; 
James Hemenway, secretary. Good medi
ums will be welcomed and handsomely treated 
by this society. You will please pardon me 
if I take the liberty of giving one test I gave 
there. A gentleman named F. D. Wooley, a 
Wells-Fargo agent, also agent for the railroad 
company, prepared a letter, which he thought 
would stump my guides. The envelope was 
most effectually sealed with sealing-wax, after 
the letter had been carefully folded in card
board.

All eyes were upon this particular letter, so 
we concentrated ourselves upon it, and read 
it without opening. A committee, composed 
of Scott Chrisman, Charles Burkholder and 
the owner of the. letter, carefully opened it, 
and, after examining it. gave it as their un-' 
qualified opinion that “the letter had not been 
tampered with, and that I could not have read 
it except through spirit-power," and that is the 
way we captured the little city of Cottagd 
Grove. ' ■,

It is my intention to remain in Portland for 
a short time, after which I shall visit the 
Eastern States. I am open to- engagements 
for camp-meetings and societies during the 
summer of 1894. Letters addressed to Port-

¡U manner those unable to protect themselves. It 
ib reasonably held” (The American Lancet, 
February, 1893,) “that, ‘in the first instance, 
physicians must educate their personal friends, 
individually; if collectively they also do this, 
so much the better. Boards of health, gen
eral or local, have done much in this sort of 

Ü'5 teaching. This process must be extended un
til a sufficient amount of public instruction 
has been accomplished, when it will be possi
ble to induce the State Legislatures to pass the 
needful law and provide for the protection of 
the people from the ignorance and vicious
ness bf those who would prey upon the sick.’ ” 
(The italics are our own.)' Now here is the 
real animus of the whole matter: It is to get 
rid of honorable competition in healing the 
sick; and the plea is the protection of the peo
ple who do not know how to protect them
selves. This is the “divine right of kings ” 
argument, which has been exploded. They 
Wish to force upon the people what they de
nominate “modem medicine in regular 
doses " which means to confine the sick to 
stich poisons in such doses as the schools .“in 
good standing” require. >No chance for im
provement, for old-established institutions 
never reform themselves; the growth comes

T- from dissenters. . ,
We quote now from the' current number of

land, Oregon, will reach ma V.

Bbn. M. Barney.
r

The flea is covered with armored plates/ 
very hard, and overlapping each other. Each 
is set with spikes, and bends in cbnformity 
with the movements of the body. ’

New Philadelphia, Ohio.
C. H. Matthbws.

TIFE, A NOVEL.. IT BEAMS WITH 
JLf traced thought, and 11 tasclnaUng. Price CO centi.

AD-

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.
This remarkable story, which was.contintted 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight 
weeks, and excited wide-spread interest, »will 
be sent free to all new yearly or trial sub
scribers. Bear this thought in mind. It alone 
is worth the price of a subscription, Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. ' • .

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.”
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and.eXcited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to Bend 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. .

“Antiquity Unveiled,” communications 
from ancient spirits. Appollonius of Tyana, 
the Jesus of Nazareth, St Paul and John, the 
revelators of the Christian Scriptures, return 
to earth as a spirit, and explain the mysteries 
that have concealed the theological deception 
of the Christian hierarchy. 608 pages. A 
evry valuable book. Price, $1.50; postage, 
12 cents.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: The Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, -Systems«-Birtis 
Pianola and Satellites. The Origin of Meteors and 
Comcts;Thc Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tbe Soul Be-, 
celvcB its Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 4 - - 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the-6IxU_ 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and D6* <tlotu>, 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the • - 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; The Summary: “What { 
Must We Do to Be Saved.” For sale at thlBOfllceif^Ty?.

Price; Cloth. $1^5. Paper, SOc^teMi».
1
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To day a good member of aq orthodox 
church entered my office; I saw fie was look
ing happy, contented and cheerful^ His face 
was wreathed with emiles, and he f-eminded me 
of a dyspeptic that had just discovered a patent 
medicine warranted to cure his ever-ailing 
stomach.

He he^d a paper in his hand, which he 
grasped sith about the same tenacity as did 
Samson roe jawbone of the ass .when he slew 
with i^a thousand men.

The paper was the Chicago "World of Novem
ber 18, 1893. As he held this paper towards 
me. with one hand, he ppinted with the other 
tothetopof a column on the third page, 
where I saw in large type these words:

“MEDIUMS EXPOSED.”

Then he said to me: “Judge, let me read 
to you that article, to show you how you Spir
itualists are deceived and imposed upon by 
fraudulent mediums, and how the tricks of 
these mediums are perpetrated. How an intelli
gent man like yourself can be deceived by 
such silly devices as are so fully and com
pletely explained by “Professor Zanzic," is 
Strange to me, having heard you say that you 
were sure that materialization and slate-writing 
through mediums was a certainty beyond any 
question whatever. Under this state of the 
case, as your friend, and one who wishes you 
well, I thought you would thank me for bring
ing to you this paper, that you could see how 
easily the professor can explain these frauds. 
Then, when yon see how easily you have been 
duped by these fraudulent mediums, you will, 
as an honest man, do all in your power to open 
the eyes pt others that are imposed upon in 
like, manner. Judge, I know you well enough 
to feel sure that you will do this, for I believe 
you want to do all the good for poor human
ity yon can. Am 1 right in my conclu
sion?"

‘ ‘My dear, kind friend, most assuredly you 
are right Why should I want to be deceived 
in this matter, or why shotfid I wish to deceive 

- others? I am ready to listen to the article, 
and give it all the credit it really deserves. 
Who is this professor that has just come to 
light, and made such important discoveries as 
to the tricks of Spiritual mediums? He must 
be a wonderful man, and should have been on 
exhibition at the World’s Fair."

“I do not know him, only as this paper speaks 
of him as being now at St. Louis, and that 
he is there exposing the tricks of one Jules 
Wallace, who, for his frauds, was driven out 
of that city a short time ago. The professor 
will challenge the Spiritualists of St. Louis to 
do anything, and he will duplicate it. If he 
cannot do so, he wifi forfeit $1,000. Heis 
expecting crowded houses. ”

My friend then read the article in full, from 
which, with my readers’ permission, I will 
copy a portion, that they may see how they 
are imposed upon, and what a philanthropist 
the professor is in exposing these Spiritual 
frauds. .. .

Standing out in bright headlines we see the 
word

“MATERIALIZATION.” .

“One of the best spiritualistic tricks is ma
terialization. This is done in two or three 
different ways. The best is done by white 
silk used to sift gunpowder. One yard of silk 
can be placed in an ordinary thimble, and five 
yards of it can be carried in a watch-case. The 
medium goes into his cabinet in one corner of 
the room, and the silk comes out in all shapes. 
A face is made of rubber, painted with lumin
ous paint. The face is made by a firm in 
Boston. It is blown up just like a toy bal
loon, but retains the shape of a face. If the 
medium does not care to carry it with him, he 
has a confederate in another room; the whole 
affair is concealed in half-inch gas-pipe run
ning into the room under the fleering. The 
man works the bellows from the other room, 
being able to hear the medium call for the 
deaf departed, and hear him say: ‘There is 
one here now. ’ The spirit (the rubber face) 
rises, forced up out of the gas-pipe, and by the 
air pumped into the silk sack. The medium 
may, at thia time, be out of the cabinet, and 
the manifestation is considered great. ‘There 
is a little child here; it wants mamma,’ and 
the bellows is worked hard enough to shoot 
the spook up about three feet high. The gas
pipe is not necessary; a watch full of silk and. 
a number of fine wires in a leadpencil make a 
spook out of sight -without a confederate. 
Then the medium comes from the cabinet, 
and is not searched, and the illusion is com
plete for believers. ”

Anna Eva Fay is also exposed, ‘ ‘she taking 
a boy seven years old under her dress, and be
ing tied to a piece of scantling with a plane
bit attached to it to cut the rope off.” But 
this is too silly to copy in an article of this 
kind. It would do better for a comic almanac. 
I think I have copied enough for Spiritualists 
to see how they are imposed upon.

When my friend had read the article in full, 
he handed me the paper, and said: “Judge, 
did you ever have an idea that these medi
ums were so dishonest, and how easy it was for 
them to deceive the credulous and rob them of 
their money? Do you wonder now that the 
different States are doing all they can to put 
an end to these frauds?”

“Well, dear friend, I will be plain with 
you, and tell you just what I do think. The 
article you have read will allow of two con
structions. It was written either to show how 
silly Spiritualists are, or how silly tfieir op
ponents are. Can you tell which class it is 
intended to hit the hardest? I cannot do so, 
but I think it was intended as a burlesque on 
medium exposers, and Professor Zanzic is a 
myth or a phantom—something like his windy 
spooks. This exposure is almost as ludicrous 
As is the charge of Don Quixote on the wind
mills. .

“I do not believe that one single medium in 
the whole civilized world ever thought of such 
a fool-deception as the professor alludes to, 
and the reporter that wrote the same up must 
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be an idiot, just out of an insane asylum. I do 
not believe that there ever lived in Boston a 
manufacturer of cloth so fine that five yards of - 
it, made, in bag-form, with a rubber face, well- 
painted ‘with luminous paint,’ could be 
packed in a watch-case. I do not believe a 
pencil full of wires could be made to person
ate what he calls a spook in the cabinet, when 
the medium is outside with the same in his 
pocket. .

“I do not believe that Anna Eva Fay, or 
any other woman, ever went into a cabinet 
with a boy seven years old under her dress, 
unless the boy’s hands were tied behind him. 
I know boys too well—I was a boy once my
self. She must, have had one of the pro
fessor’s bags inflated with wind to resemble a 
boy, and when he discovered the fraud hp was 
not near enough to distinguish the windy bag 
she had blown up, small size, to represent an 
infant wantihg to see mamma,

“Now, friend, please tell me which side of 
this fool question you stand upon? Tell me 
which are the greatest $ools, the mediums, the 
victims, or the exposer, alias Professor 
Zanzic? Hard to tell, isn’t it? Tell me, 
please, who is benefited by such an uncertain, 
foolish lie as you have Just read me, But, 
friend,-I respect you for the interest you have 
in me, and in my welfare, and the honest de
sire you had to open my eyes as to fraudulent 
materializations, and let me assure you I have 
the same interest in you; and as you have 
neyer seen any of these manifestations, you 
are hot an expert in the matter,- which I claim 
to be; so I would like for you to hear the other 
side of the matter before you render judg
ment in the case, for this is an important 
question to decide. Wifi you listen to me if I 
relate to you one single incident in my own 
experience, showing the professor’s to be 
nothing but wind?”

“Yes, Judge, I wifi, for I have great con
fidence in your honor and truthfulness as a 
man, and 1 do not see any reason why you 
should deceive me. ”

“Well, my friend, 1 have attended many 
seances for materialization, and have seen 
many of my loved ones, and felt their loving 
kisses on my lips, and know they were not the 
medium, neither were they the wind-bags. I 
will relate to you, one single fact; that' proves 
itself equal to ¿'problem in mathematics: I 
have a granddaughter in the Spirit-world whose 
name was Stella, but. she was always called 
‘Star,’ and always called herself by that 
name. She has materialized for me many 
times, at seances held by different mediums, 
and has conversed with me as natural and in 
the same voice as when in the old body or 
fpm. She always showed herself with a star, 
bright and glittering, on her person—some- 
times in a crown around her head, then it 
would appear on her breast, and again she 
would show it separate from her body, hold
ing it out from her person. Last August, at 
Mt. Pleasant Park, she came out of the cabi
net, showing her stars distinctly, then came 
ana sat down on my lap, put her arms around 
my neck, covered my face with affectionate 
kisses, and talked to me as familiarly as she 
ever did in her earth-life, and she felt as warm 
and tangible as any human being, and she 
seeped just as heavy as she rested her weight 
on my lap. Among other things she told me 
was this: ‘Grandpa, if you wifi go to-morrow 
and sit with Mr. Cravens', the spirit artist, for 
your picture, I will go there,, with you, and 
give you my picture on the same plate, so that 
you can recognize <gt. least some of my 
features. It is hard for me to give you an 
exact likeness, as I do not remember just how 
I used to look when in my old body. Grandpa, 
I wifi tell you what I wifi do—I wifi make a 
star to show on the picture, so you wifi know 
it is me, Sure. ’

“I told her I would comply with her request, 
and sit for my picture, which I did. She 
showed herself on the ' picture, Lull-length, so 
plain that we can recognize her features. But 
to crown the whole thing as a demonstrated 
fact, she made a large star all around my 
neck, just as she told me she would do. I have 
the picture here in my office, which I wifi now 
show you.”

This I did, and he examined it carefully.
“Now, friend, if it was a sack of wind I 

saw, blown up with a rubber-tube for. that 
special occasion, it was the most intelligent 
sack of that character that I ever saw or felt; 
and how that sack got into the hands of the 
artist, and turned itself into the complete pic

. ture of a young girl, and made a star around 
my neck, it would, I think, be hard for the 
professor to explain, as the picture you hold 
was taken entirely in the bright sunlight

“What do you think now, friend, of the 
great Professor Zanzic, with his wind-bags and 
rubber tubes, of his pencils and wires, or of 
Anna Eva Fay with the boy under her dress? 
The incident I have related is only one out of 
many I have witnessed equally as convinc
ing.”

“Judge, I do not know just what to think. 
I have never seen any of the Spiritual phe
nomena; I have only read in my religious 
papers that the whole thing was fraudulent 
or the work of the. devil. When F came in 
here I was sure that the article in this paper 
was a genuine exposure of the manner these 
seances were conducted. What you have told 
me has excited an interest in me to learn more 
of what you speak of so positively. Can it be 
possible that our loved ones ‘over there’ can, 
under certain conditions, /render themselves 
visible and tangible to our ordinaiy - senses?”

' 'Yes, dear friend, it is an established fact 
known to thousands all over the civilized 
world. As to the dishonesty of mediums, - I 
will venture the assertion that no more honest 
or moral class of people can be found on our 
earth to-day than Spiritualists and Spiritual 

. mediums. There are, no doubt, some fraudu
lent mediums, or pretenders, as well as fraud

i ulent. ‘professors;’ but nature is down on 
fraud everywhere, and sooner or later they 
reap the crop they sow, and they will die in 

. disgrace, and their end will not be a happy 
i one. And now, as proof of Spiritual honesty, 

I will call your attention to Mt Pleasant 
-> Park, a Spiritual camp-grove, located in the

corporate limits of a city of fifteen thousand 
people. This camp has been running for ten 
consecutive years, and during that whole time 
not a crime has been committed at any of 
these gatherings, and not a police officer near 
the grounds. Can you say the same of any 
other body of people for ten consecutive 
years?” _ .

“No, I cannot. I am glad to learn what I 
have, and that the idea that- our friends can 
come to us, as you say they can, ^nd did come 
to you, removes in a great manner the dread 
and sting of death. I leave the paper with 
you to do with as you please, while the words; 
‘thou shalt not bear false witness against thy 
neighbor, ’ seem to ring in my ears. ”

Then he left me to think the matter over, 
to see whether there could any good come out 
of Spiritualism. What do you think, my 
dear reader? And with this question un
answered, I close these twilight musings,

M, P. Rosecrans.

Christmas Bells.
Ring out, ye glorious Christmas bells! . 

Peal loud and sweet and clear, .
And let your music, :as it swells, 

Proclaim the peace-time here;
Ring out, oh! bells, and bring your gifts, 

Both for the weak and strong, .. .
For Justice watches, as she sifts . '

The seeds of right from wrong.
Ring out! the banner of the free 

Its -colors have unfurled, 
And the eagle of oiir liberty 

Guards close fhe^wakenlng world; -
Truth, battling 'swift with Error’s band, 

Will surely win the day;
And stars and stripes float o’er the land 

Where freedom leads the way.
Ring ou^boih sweet and sad, for those 

Who, doing earth’s work well,
List where the living»- waters flow ■

To the angels’spirit-bell.
They, too, bring back theii’ gifts to earth 

At merry Xmas time,
And whisper of .that higher birth 

In that fair, purer clime. .
Ring out! and bid the man who's blest— 

Full rich with earthly store,
To ope his heart and hand where rest« 

The brother at his door.
He may have naught to guard from cold, 

No hope his heart to cheer;
You will not miss that mqed of gold 

That brings his Christmas near.
Ring out! and while you peal, proud bells, 

Qh! let us joyous bring . .
Those gifts whose presence ever tells 

Of the footsteps of our King;
And let the eyes with pleasure beam, 

Hearts beat with joy again, ... .
Till all phall feel the radiant glow 

Of “peace, good will to man.”
Ring out! earth’s lessons we must learn, 

As on we walk each day, ’
And Xmas hours, with each return, 

Mark milestones on the way. ■
Oh! may they be the well-tried bands 

That link our hearts above, 
Where, in the land of golden sands, 

All Xmas time is love.
, — Abbifl A. Gould.

“Let the Dead Bury Their Dead.”
Yes, and let the living die of cold and 

starvation, and nine-tenths of those ten 
millions of Spiritualists would not lift a 
finger! I wish I knew the address of W. J. 
ImiisA I could write to him a story which 
would tell him that his appeal to those “dry 
bones” is useless. “Universal brotherhood!” 
WHy, bless you, Brother Innis, they care as 
little about it as they do for the Jesus who 
taught it I have been a “worker in the vine
yard” for nearly forty years, and know 
whereof I write. I kndw that ninety-nine out 
of one hundred will look supinely on and let 
the churches take care of those who have 
grown old in the service of Spiritualism, or 
let them go to the poor-house and die there— 
as dome have that I know well. I also know an 
aged lady who will be compelled to the same 
fate, unlesathe churches rontinue to care for 
her as they have done for several years. But 
they have an unusual number of their own to 
support this winter, and cannot do so much as 
usual iot outsiders.

Even the despised Catholics have sent her 
many a dinner when she had none, and be
stowed other kindnesses, but no Spiritualist, 
except one dear old lady nearly as poor as her
self, has ever given her a penny, though in her 
“better days” she gave hundreds freely to the 
cause which is dearer to her heart than all 
things else. Her poem (Viola’s), which I 
send with this, tells the story. She is wholly 
alone, every dear one having “passed over” 
long ago, is very feeble, and will not probably 
live until another Christmas. We snail see 
how many Spiritjualiste who read this wifi send 
her ho much as one dime. Any one who feels 
disposed can send to my address, and it will 
be faithfully delivered to her. Even the 
smallest amounts will be gratefully received. 
This appeal ought to have been made long 
ago, but I could not gain her consent.
Oh, Spiritualists, be careful how you tread on 

Christians’ toes.
Till you bear each others’ burdens and relieve 

each others’ woes;
Or when the Master saith to them: “Ye did it 

unto me”—
You, in your earth-bound selfishness, poor, 

wretched souls will be.
Harriet Newell Graves.

1274 Eddy St., Providence, ft. I.

Thp Florida Camp.
1 have been requested by the National Spir

itual and Liberal Association of Winter Park, 
Florida, to write for your paper a statement of 
tacts likely to interest people contemplating a 
visit to our encampment, to open at this place 
January 14th, and continue two months. 
Negotiations are about completed with the 
various - railroads relative to an excursion 
South, January 9th and 10th, tickets for 
which will be on sale at all Jeading points at 
but little more than one fare for round trip, 
and good till May 31, 1894, Circulars de
scriptive of the excursion will soon be ready— 
not later than January 1, 1894—and can be 
obtained of Dr. W. S. Rowley, 9 Glen Park 
place, Cleveland, Ohio, or Dr. E. C. Hyde, 
Winter Park, Florida. Matters pertaining to 
railroad business should be addressed to Dr. 
Rowley, president of the association; regard
ing rooms, board, etc., all general local mat
ters, to Dr. Hyde. A programme of the meet
ing wifi soon appear, in the various Spiritual 
papers. Excursionists who intend living,, at 
Winter Park, as they do at Cassadaga and 
other Northern camps, will do well to bring 
with them light-weight quilts or blankets, pil- 
Ipws, especially bed, toilet and table linen, 
dishes, tinware, etc., for light housekeeping, 
and small oil stoves, when convenient. Your 
correspondent brought the above articles in 
her traveling trunk. Those desiring rooms for 
light housekeeping should apply early, as only 
a limited number are obtainable, Winter 
Park being a prominent resort for Northern 
tourists; the majority of private rooms are fur-, 
nished only as lodgings. Rooms range from 
$1.50 to $3.50 per week. If taken for a period 
more than the camp season, a considerable re
duction wifi be made. Table-board, $5 to 
$10 per week. Rates to hotel guests as fol
lows: Seminole—per day, $4; per week, 
$22.50 up; bath and fires extra. Rogers 
House—$3 per day; special rates . per week. 
The Winter Park Hotet manager has been ac
tive since Dr. Rowley’s visit in November, 
building and repairing for the special purpose 
of accommodating visitors to our camp. He 
wifi have thirty or more nice large rooms in 
readiness at following rates: $2 per day, $7 
to $10 per week. There wifi be a bakery near 
the center of the village, which will daily fur
nish fresh bread, pies, cakes, etc,, at 
very reasonable rates, Orlando, a thriving 
business place of six thousand people, four or 
five miles south of Winter Park, will accom
modate guests at reasonable rates, and run 
special trains several times daily to suit 
campers’ convenience, at a few cents per trip. 
Time fails me at present in which to give a 
description of this beautiful country and cli
mate. I will endeavor to write something on 
that point for your next issue. Flowers, sun
shine and oranges are staple commodities.

■ Mrs. J. E. Hyde, 
' Corresponding Secretary.

Winter Park, Fla. ; ...

“God in the Constitution,” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll, One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever-wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for |1.00. For sale at this office, r.

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
They Are for Bale at This Office.

'THREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHEr 
J ldnsr|bq>Jqiulti, seen and unseen, are banded against the 

circulation of thia book, because they are afraid they will lo%e 
their monopoly? of iha’iecret knowledge they have held so long. 
In Three fSevejis, this knowledge is offered to the people. Buy 
»ttrea(Jitoarwully,u!ndfieewhy the Jesuits bate IL Price 11.25.
TJISTORieADAND CRITICAL REVIEW OP 

LJ. the Bunday .question. It 1b invaluable. By G. W. Brown* 
JI. D. Price 15 center

TJOW-TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 
11 Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists In Amer* 
lea. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. Afi 
invaluable work. Price, paper, CO cents. - 
f\UTSIDE THE GATES; A HD OTHER
CZ tales and sketches. By a band of spirit intelligences, through 
.-.bo mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelhamer. An oxcellent work, 
'rlco 11.25.
CTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
O rosary 'of pearls, culled from tho works of Andrew Jackson 
javls. Intended for the light aud bo,lace of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken'heart. Price 6Q cents. .
CECRETS FROM THE COHVEHT OF THE 
O Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na* 
• uro,” “Ethics of Science,*’“Science of Mau," etc. Hudson Tut- 
lo was threatened with death for writing and publishing bls 

•’Convent," which has bad a phenomenal run. la Tub Progress* 
ivb Tuinebh. post paid anywhere, ft) cents. Paper 

,Jditloi), 25 cents.
COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER, 

A scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from dnto to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1800 inclusive. Large 8vo, qloths5.00. Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal muBic for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M. Pepblea and J. O. Barrett; E. IJ. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from & wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
ohllosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
ill orlslnal), and adapted to all occasions, it is doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and tho social circle. 
Cloth, 02-00. Postage 14 cents.

The Florida Camp Meeeting.
It is probable that some of the friends ot the 

National Spiritual - and Liberal Association 
that are working for the establishment of a 
Winter Camp Meeting in Florida, may feel 
that the failure of the De Leon Springs pro
ject wifi‘bo likely to prove detrimental to the 
final success of the enterprise. To all such 
I wish to say that in my opinion the Associa
tion has never been so near to the realization 
of its aims ai at the present time. If we can 
believe the assurance of our spirit friends, this 
movement is going to be one of the most im 
portant, in its far-reaching educational results, 
that has ever been proposed, and there is being 
fostered and directed by a host of 'advanced 
spirits that wifi ultimately guide its friends 
to the road that will lead to thp accomplish
ment of the ends sought. Last winter, b jfore 
any camp had been established at De Leon, 
our spirit friends said to us repeatedly that 
the location at De Leon Springs would finally 
be abandoned, and that some other place in 
the open, high pine woods would eventually 
be selected. So far as many of us in this part 
of Florida, who live within easy reach ot De 
Leon, are concerned there will be a personal 
loss in being obliged to go farther to camp, 
but fol the interests of the camp itself we 
cannot help the feeling that a very important 
gain has been made by the change. The lo 
eating committee had a difficult task to per
form. They were all northern people with 
Httle personal acquaintance with our Florida 
climate. During the short time that they hod 
to look-over the various locations offered they 
had but little opportunity to learn by actual 
experience. The friends who reside in Flori
da could be of little assistance, as it would 
be quite evident that each one would be liable 
to be prejudiced in favor of his own locality. 
For this reason many refused to express any 
opinion nt all. While we sympathize with the 
De Leon friends in their disappointment, we 
must all feel that in such a movement the 
interests of individuals must give way to the 
general good of the enterprise. I have not 
talked with a single Florida Spiritualist who 
does not think that the interests of the asso 
ciation have been greatly improved by the 
change. Winter Park is one of the prettiest 
high pine locations in Florida, and whether it 
is flnail to become the site of the grand cen

 

tral Florida\Camp or not, our northern friends 
can rest ass ed that the coming Winter Camp 
of 1894 hai very prospect ot having attrac
tions worthy of their patronage.

To those who have had mo experience 
with our Florida winters I -will say that while 
most of the time we have little need of fires 
for warmth, and most of our winter days are 
like the mild weather of August or early Sep
tember in northern States, still we are liable 
at any time, from Novembey/to March, to get 
the cool end of a northern blizzard that may 
bring a light frost, and call for extra clothing 
and the warmth of fires. After the middle of 
January such cold spells are very rare, but it 
is well to be prepared for them in case of ne
cessity. , G. W. Webster.

Lake Helen, Fla.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, HL Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe tor it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. - Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

The millers are greatly annoyed by worms 
which appear in the flour from time to time 
and.then mysteriously disappear, without im
pairing the value of the flour.

Two Stepping Stones
to consumption are ailments we 
often deem trivial—a cold and 
a cough. Consumption thus ac
quired is rightly termed “ Con
sumption from neglect.” ■ 

Scott’s Emulsion
not only stops a cold but it is re
markably successful where the 
cough has become deep seated.

Scott's Emulsion is the 
richest of fat-foods yet 
the easiest fat-food to 
take. It arrests •waste 
and builds up healthy 
flesh. ■

Prepared by Boott A Berma, N. Y. AU druggists.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

DY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
J-J Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise al 
a text-book, It Is as fascinating us a work of action. 
The reader will be amazed to see the curious fact! 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain as 
day. and throw light on all the grand subjects now ob
scured by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. I.

7HE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
Confessional, by Father Chlniquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Hornish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price C1.00.
"THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
J. comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, in the 

keenest and most easy style of its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that is sufficient Inducement to purchase 
the book. Price fl 4)0.
Lf/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
W 1st? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent in the English language. Its theme is novel. Its 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upoh the most moment- 
oub period In history and regarding Its most famous narticlpant— 
the most noted American. It Is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The* publisher has not 
roared care, research or expense In its verification and produc
tion, and he stakes bls reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
repaid. Price 11.50.

A N AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
P~L rleR, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful Illustration of man's cruelty and Injustice to hie fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
.¿i from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela
ions, proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
. nvellcd has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
iditor of Mind and Matter. Price 11.50. Postage 12 cents,

A RYAN SUN MYTHS. Bi SARAH E. TIT 
ci comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
4-lglnated. An Interesting and Instructive hook. Price 11.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO
O nomtcal and astrological origin of all religion,. A poem by 
ir. J. H. Mendenhall. Price SO cents.
TTEtEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
11 tlce. By Lota Watsbrookcr. Price ,1.50. -

TMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
I "If a man die, shall be live?" is fully anawerea. By W. S. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 00 cents.

lUIABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
IVL Wslsbrooker. Price «1.50. Mrs. -Walsbrooker.s books 
Uould be read by every woman tn the land.

A/[IND reading and beyond, by wm. 
lV1 a. Hovey. SOO pages, with Illustrations ot the subjects 
rented upon. Prlee ,1.25.

T)0EMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
I volume of sweet outpourings ot a gentle nature, who ban no 
bought of tiie bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, win

sum and restful. Price ,1.00. ■ ‘

DELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IB 
l\. all could be led to believe In such a religion the world would 
be far better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
nud disposition to apply tlxt facts of history and science. Price 
" 2-t. Postage 10 cents-

5CUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE. Ai. IN
valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle. Price 11.25.

CEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR
O ItuallBm. past Rod present. By J M. Peebles, M. D. An en* 
eye’opedla of interesting and Instructive Meta. Price <2-00.
QELF-CON TRA DICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 
O 144 Propositions, theologlcol, moral, historical and ipeculft- 
ive: each proved affirmatively and ncgotivcly by qn«»ations from 
Bcr .oture. without comment. Price 15 eenu. .

-f'OSPEL OF NA TURE. B Y M. L. SHERMAN 
\J and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with spiritual truths. 
Price ,1.00.
JMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 
L dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book ot rare 
merit, interestln" to every body. Price 11.60.
piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
P-) Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cento.

piBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY GRAVES. 
ID It will well pay perusal. Price 81.75. \ /'
¿IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH.

They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 cento. 
TIFE IN THE STfPNli AGE; THE HIS TOR Y 

of AtharaeL chief priest of a band of Al Arrans. An
history of man. Written through tho mediumship of U«G. Fig* 
ley. You should read this work. Price 30 cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Shelhamer. It abounds In facto lx refer 

ence to tho Summer-Land. Price 81.00.

ZEAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
from the Tree of Life. Presented to humanity through the 

medtamahip of B. B. Utehfleld. Excellent throughout. Ine« 

CEERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE 
0 Pan and Present By J. M. Peebles, M. p. A book of 87» 
Daces, rt Is an encyclopedia of facto; a mine of rare knowledge; 
a work thM «baiiid be in the h&ndf if every Splritu&llBL Price 
8100. *
pESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
Zk embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and the derlvatlonof Christianity; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. 
One ef the most valuable works ever published. Price 11,50.
jyEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
£\. Inspirationally by Mrs. M.rla M. Ring. Yon will not become 
weary while reading tills excellent book. Price 25 cents.
DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY

Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot should read 1;. 
Price ,1.10

Cloth...........................................................
Postage 10 coat«.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth...................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. IJI.

Illustrated. 862 pp. Cloth.................
Postage 10 cents.
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THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL. 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AN ACCOUNT OF MOD ERN SPIRIT, 
•TL uallsm—so-called—from Ita Inception at Hyde«- 
vine, N.J ..including the experieneea oftheFoxFam- 
ily, Bplrltuulistic and otherwise, could not fall to bo 
very interesting, and the interest 1» Intensified when 
that account is written by one of the Fox Bitters ' 
Such is the fact iu this instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leub Fox, after her marriaEa witn 
Daniel Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the grout movement arc 
narrated in a most ciitertaininginanner, and with inoro 
completeness than can elsewhere be found It is a 
most important part of the history of the great'Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votaries bv 
minions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid ton full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin endlife. 
The volume Is enriched with a number of fine bn* 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.SO. For sale at this office. *

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris- ’ 
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri- . 
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

'THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
J. formation succinctly nod clearly atated In this 

volume of ssfuwee is amazing. The title, as above 
given, fails tacouvey an Idea of the fulness and com- 
nleteuess win! which tbc subjects arc treated The 
Mairlarchatc, or Mother-rule, Is t he theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore. Quaint, Queer and curi
ous, la brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
This I# followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law, 
! Inrquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
'Work, The Church of To-day, past. Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter In the book that Is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, h not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely interesting from beginning to 
cud. No one can possibly regret buying It; It la a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.
'THE SPIRITUALBIRTH; OR DEATH 
J and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This little 
pamphlet 1« devoted to an exposition of the spiritual
istic Idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with the common churchly Idea on the s|me subject. 
The name of the author is a' sufficient guarantee that 
the subject is well handled. For sale at this office. 
Price, 10 cents. >

GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work'la one that every one should read. II 

beams throughout with rare gems of thought, practical 
as well as profound. There Is sunshine and beauty tn 
every sentence uttered. Tho work Is dedicated to the 
author's favorite sister, barah French Farr.now passed 
to sptrlt-llfe. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heigbta» Ohio, 
gives an interesting sketch of the author’s ufe.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the LUe ef A. B. French»

THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, 7702^51 William Denton. •
J. and Expressionshuman Embodiments. Given through ; T no-Anda nF thfi Buddha« Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, hv her guidec. A book that every-1 ■Lj“&enu8 •

body should read who are interested tn re-lncarnaUoa. Price 
tlM
'THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. 
J. By Epes Sargent A work of profound rcBearch, by one ot 

Tho ablest men of the age. Prlco 11.50; postage in oenta.
T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
V Andrew Jackoon Davlo, Highly Interesting. Foitaga I 

ctmta. Price 75 cents.
'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
JL Tuttle. His works are alwaya Intensely intereating. Price 

'1.50.
'THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
1 ion. By Kersey Grevet. Ton should read it, and Be the 

truer. Price »1,50. .
'THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
1 comparison of Biblical end modern BptrltualUm, By Moto» 

HnIL An Invaluable work. Price »1.00.
'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM.' ITS 
J. phenomena and philosophy. By Rev. Samuel Wateon. 

This work wee .written by a modern Savior, ■ grand and nobis 
man. Price 11.00.
PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
1 Letters to the Beybert Commission. By Francis J. Ltppltt 
An tllustrtted pamphlet Worth 1U weight in gold. L7rlco 25 
cents.
PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRI7 HEALING. A 

1 series of lessons on-tberelallonsof the spirit tn Itiown organ
ism, and tho Inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjnmaln 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mra. Oora L; V. Richmond. A 
.book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price «1x50. \

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
1 course. By Andrew Jackson Davis.. A rare work, it por 
sttHt great merit. Price »1.25. , ,

: 'THEVOICES. BY WARRENdUMNER BAR- 
xlow. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and 

force. They are most excellent. Price »1.00. ■ -■1 -

POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTEN, 
JT They art really vsinsblc. Ft Ip* 11.» . j

Mohammed, or the Faith and 
Wars of Islam.

•Joseph. Smith and the Book of 
Mormon. .

Conflicts of Life.
>The Power and Permanency of 

Ideas. . ■
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life. . 
Anniversary Address. 
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What is Truth? 
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.
pSYCHU/ 4 THY; OR SPIRIT HEAD 
i ing. Doing a series of lessons on the relations of 
Ub spirit to its own organism, and the Interrelations 
uf human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by tbc spirit of Dr. Benjamin Kush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, No 
physician should be without this book. No magnetic 
healer should be without it, and no family should 
be without ita valuable aid. it Is n valuable aid 
to the physician In determining the relation of btt ph- 
tlcnl’s spirit to its body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies ore necessary to perfectly adjust the 
Some to each other; to the magnetic healer it is Inval
uable. because it illustrates the actual maguBtlo poles 
and thfelr corresponding nerve center*; To the gen 
era] reader It will proven boon because it explains the 
physical and sr'rltnal basis of life, and the influence 
of food, raiment, and tho surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon ite human organism. Price tclolh» 
11.50. For wle.at ♦bls office. .. . . .

•T'HE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL. ■ ----------------
JL ÀÿcnpUstbtuPMM. Wortbtis*tlskiliB|tM..rtlMn J. I» Victims. Br A, J. Davi», ÀvorkulueM» »Bi* - , |tacaiikiiouiou PriciWcau. $ “«w7

wa zjz.îâwj, x.vz) rzfii'zfl earth. 
ly victims. By A, J. Davis, AworkulnteM»
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HYPNOTISM. I made any passes over it or not; whether 
I vou have magnetized it or not, ana 
whether you wish it to influence him or

V
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Is it Self-Induced?
I

To the .Editor:

Í4

fi 
V

notism, anyway? I........... .
force, of mind force, of animal magnet
ism, of mesmerism, of this or that, or 
the other thing? Or is it the result of 
suggestion? or is it self-induced? lell 
me, wise ones, if you. can. But you can 

* -Spies are numerous
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if ypu. can. But you can 
not, I am sure. Theories are numerous 
—too numerous to mention—in regard . 
to this factordn the universe—hypnot- • 
ism! The New York World goes on to : 
say in reference tb it: What is hyp
notism? Has it any scientific value, or 
is it humbug pure and . simple? 
Granting that the hypnotic condition 
is an admitted clinical fact, is it 
valuable in therapeutics? Can any 
use be made of the power of ^sug- 
gestion as a curative agent ? Has it any 
value in the lijw as a means of obtaining 
justice? In short, is it of any use or 
interest beyond the revelation of cer
tain brain phpnomena and the exhibi
tion of rather vulgar tricks? These, are 
the questions Dr. 'Ernest Hart has un
dertaken to answer. From time to time 
Dr. Hart has written papers on hypnot
ism for medical magazines and scientific 
reviews. These he has grouped in an 
interesting book called “HypnoUsm, 
Mesmerism and the New Witchcraft, • 
published on this side of the Atlantic 
by D. Appleton & Co. The subject 
matter is confined to his own observa
tion of experiments, subsequently 
tested by himself, and to conclusions 
drawn from patient investigation ana 
from actual experience. ' His final con- 
elusion is that the views advanced will 
meet with general acceptance from the 
medical and scientific world, a.nd that 
they will serve a useful purpose in dissi
pating some popular errors and a good 
deal 'of pseudo-scientific superstition, 
superimposed on a slender basis of phys
iological and pathological phenom
ena. They may be of some service, 
also, in unmasking a prevalent system 
ot imposture which had imposed upon a 
good many journalists and men of lit
erary culture.” There is evidenced in 

. advance the tendency of Dr. Hart s 
research, unfavorable to the school of 

: psychical research.
' EARLY EXPERIMENTS AND CONCLU-

I Is Not Now Even Understood, ago, attracted by the fame oLthe;
_____ iments by Dr. Luys, at La. Chai-ite Jibs-

SKXS-“»S

THB PROSRESälVB THINKER-

A little more than eighteen months

not. ■ ' . .. .. ■ ■ •
TESTS AT LA OHARITE HOSPITAL.

Rr. A. B?Dobson vs. Old School! 
Practice.

I (ADVERTISEMENT.) y I
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and three women, Marguerite, Clarice 
and Jeanne. The experiments were in
teresting. Having thrown the man into 
the hypnotic condition, Dr. Luys showed 
him a bar magnet. “What do you see. 
he said,-“from that pole?’ Presently 
Mervel’s features, which up to that mo
ment had been expressive only of stupor, 
became animated and smiling; he ca
ressed the end of the magnet with both 
hands. “Ah,” he said with delight, and 
like a child playing-with some bçautiftil 
new toy, “see the blue flames; it s blue, 
the flames are playing about it; it is. tne 
color of thé sky—the colqr o£ heaven. 
Then the bar ' was reversed, and the op
posite end was shown. “Ah, he said, 
“that’s réd.” His features contracted, 
his' brow.- were knit, hie face was ex
pressive of horror and fright; Jake it 
away,” he said, “it’s rod, red; I dont 
like it; it hurts me." '

Before restoring the.man to-hiBnoi» 
mal condition he was told _to be calm, 
that he was to awake forgetting all that - 
haa happened, and to pass a happy day, 
and be very well. He did awake with a 
dazèd look for a short time, and pres
ently said, smilingly, in answer to ques
tions, that he wits feeling very well, 
that he did not remember that anything 
had happened, and that he was going to 
have a quiet, pleasant day. ...»

The girl Marguerite was hypnotized, 
. and a tube of alcohol was placed in con

tact with her neck. The tube contained. 
about ten drachms of cognac. The effect 
on Marguerite was very rapid ana 
marked: she began to movcher lips and 
to swallow; the expression of. hei face 
changed, and she.asked, “What have 
vou been giving me to drink? I am 
ouite eriddy.” • At first she had a stupid 
and troubled look, then she began to 
tret gay. “I am ashamed of myself, 
she said; “I feel quite tipsy;” and after

Ufe

SIONS.
Verv early in life, Dr. Hart admits,he 

became interested in hypnotism He 
found that subjects -were reduced to the 
condition of human automata, acting 
under the influence of suggestion, and 
it Was then that he instituted a series of 
conttol experiments to define the sphere

TERESITAURREA.
A Mexican Joan of Arc.

For the past two or three years Die . 
government officials of the State of bo- • 
Sora, in the Republic of Mexico, have 
been greatly exercised over a Spiritual
ist medium, who lived undep.their juris
diction. The unfortunate ' woman has 
bepn accused of being a witch and of lit 
citing insurrection, for which falsely 
'alleged and heinpus (?) crimes she hps 
been banished froin her native land,and 
is now living at Palo Parado, an obscure 
hamtet in Southern Arizona. . '

Her name is Teresita Urrea. She is 
about nineteen years old, and is said to 
be possessed of a shapely figure, but 
having the- swarthy complexion of hei 
race. She may be called a Mexican 
mestizo; that is, one- i.n. wh°®frTnfitan 
flows a mixture of Spanish and Indian

HEARD SPIRIT MUSIC.
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.

Source of all conscious being, 
Thy goodness I adore.

Lord, I will ever praise Thee 
For all thy. love can give, 

But most dftall, O Father, 
I thank Thee that I live,

Hive! O ye who loved me, , ,
Your faith was not in vain:

Back through the shadowy valley 
I come to you again.

Safe in the love that guides me, 
With fearless feet I tread, 

My home is with the angels— 
O, say I am not dead!
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Mitchell. Dixon and other*.

DR. HENRY ROGERS, . 
The Celebrated Medium for Inde- 
\pendent Slate - Writing, Plc- 
\ tures and Other Phases. 
Also makes a specialty of 
rl dlaguoBlns and curing dl»e»bo where 0^®”

4 failed Dll. ROGBKS nW iemiirh.aui«lomw
ipiv through spirit power. Hols endorsed bytho 

unirittiiil uress us being one of the best ClnlrvoyftntB uud yhenuinena^Mcdluuis in the world. The doctor 
has estubllalied a largo Sanitarium nt
234 to 338 Park Ave. (near Hoyne 

Ave.), Chicago, 11!.,
to accommodate his growing practice, and where pa
Hunts can have the heiiedt of first-class board whlIe 
under treatment. Out of town people who are unable 
in come to the Sanitarium can be treated at home. 
Send for descriptive pamphlet and testimonials. Sir- 
tings Daily for slate-writing and diagnosis, 21atf

If
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the sick are cured, and
SKEPTICS LEFT TO

WONDER.
A LEADING SYMPTOM IS. "NOT 

Fi Bequlred." “Do not Buy a word about your 
ailments,” but Bend a lock of your Jialr, age and five 
two-ccut uud receive u complete diagnosis of 
your disease. The most dhUcult cubcb arc solicited, 
especially those Living baffled the most eminent med. 
leal minds of our day. (Cancers and Internal tumor» 
cured without the use of a knife.) Eighteen years' 
practice and success unparalleled. Address with full 
name. A. J. Suiun, 11. D., Gor. Square and South 
Streets, Bprlngheld, Mo. 205tf

PSYCHE 7,

Not dead? Oh, no, but lifted 
Above all earthly strife. .

Now first I know the meaning
And feel the power of life;

The power to rise uncumbered ' 
By woe, or want, or care;

To breathe fresh inspirations
From pure, celestial air; '

, ■ \ . • 
To feel that all the tempests

Of human life have passed, 
Apd that my ark, in safety

Rests on the mount at last:
To send my soul’s great ,longings, 
' Like Noah’s dove, abroad, ;

And find them swift returning
With signs of peace from God<-

To soar in fedrless freedom
Through broad, blup, boundless skies,. 

And catch the radiant gleaming
Of love-lit, angel eyes; /.

/or a imple u-mninp। andrer Io OAfc o/.

Her beloved followers, who are num
bered by thousands, delight to call her 
“Santa Teresa,” that is, Saipt Theresa, 
as we would speak it in English. She 
was born in or near a place called >>La- 
bora, which is not far froin the citwof 
Guaymas on the gulf of California. Hei 
parents were “rancheros, ’ that is, own
ers of a large ranch or farm, and were 
probably devoted to cattle raising, it 
is said that she has a fair education, for 
that section of the world, inasmuch as 
she can read and write. She is yet un
married. Like all her people, she was 
born and bred in the Roman Catholic 
Church; and is perfectly familiar with 
the forms of that religion.

About the year 181)0 she began to 
manifest remarkable healing powers. 
She performed many wonderful cures, 
just such as the orthodox Christian 

■ reads of in his New Testament as hav- 
‘ ing been done by Jesus, and which he 
i is pleased to term miracles. Her. fame 
' spread rapidly throughout the southern 

part of the State of Sonora, and thou
sands of sick people came to worship at 
the shrine of “Santa Teresa. She 
turned none away, healed every one, 
and steadfastly refused to accept any 
money whatever for her services. Her 

I family became greatly burdened by the
. * • ___ 1___ Tiiniimia llllt, T.hftV

To feel the Father’s presence 
Around me, near and far, , 

And see his radiant glory
Stretch onward star by star:—

To feel those grand upliftings 
That know not space nor time;

To hear all discord ending 
In harmony sublime; .

To know that sin and error
Are dimly understood, , 

And that whieh man calls evil
Is the grosser side of good.;—

through some of the phases of jncreas£ng. number of visitors, but they
1 - - X - -, .-.I-, zx neQ n TD.l I from I _ « . m __ V

Observe This Point.,
AwNIs every applicant will 
pauireliy try to wod tbo win- ■ 
ping t° Iour 1116 
6W(Um, yet such answer» are 
pot all required to be correct. 
in order to win a portion ot the 
AS S20 reward. Vouranswer» 
may bo fully correct for throe WeSiudiwand iailfortho 
mheroneJa which case you 
would wlD SI5. or three;fourths 
of a full 120 reward. J}™ 
nine snewere will win twice as 
much as one. and lu the eama 
ratio tor the complete list. 1» 
strict justice the Answer Com- 
mitleewillawardanroporUon- 5k 
ate amount of tlie full ro-^ j£ 
ward for a naglc ununingon», 
.wer u> AXT oxa ol Ure lour 
Studies, do matter U tne an» 
awere to ths other three be all tT™”wd wouIotaUl»'“'' 
of the Studies.

" You are not required lo 
«end a penny of money w Kb. « nztc avar area-

Im. 
\t£

N

your.anwers, not even ro
turn postage on the Awara» 
ing Cointnitue'a r®- 
port to you—wa pay that* 

, . BLmply write out wnat.afiw 
1 'cajtiul study, you.twlleve 

ore the antwen required to 
win; atid don’r/oipeitbat. 
If your answers are only 

' partially right you wiU st JI 
. win a Just proportion ofthe 
full S2U reward. Then writ* 

! your name and address un« 
1 derneath your answer» and ;

aend t»i*n»i«v*.. .
her. it cost» nothing to try.,

livrer, Or if th» Awaraing 
.CaBunitU*’® report l»> 

in any manow un» 
' ;iaü«C«tory¿ .

Then Stop.
' ßtuö your answers to-oax to 

AtnericatiPub'g Co. 
Entry.Desk

.Jersey City, N. Js

develop makes 
you. ---------------

Price 11.00, Postage 20 cents. Send stamp for de
scriptive circular and testimonials.

W. H. BAOH. Mfr., St. Paul, Minn*

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE
2-cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, on< 

leading symptom, aud 1 will diagnose your dlseasi 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. 8. WllllauiSt 
Lake Geneva, WIs._______________________ . 215 ,
flow TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
y J. in youb own home. Will send a pamphlet cqb« 
mining Instructions, a letter designating your phuaet 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of Th® 
Sower (magazine),all for 25 cis. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 1‘JOi AVabasb avenue, Chicago, 111. 220

A LIBERAL OFFER! BY A RELIA^ 
ble clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send four 

2-cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age and box. Wa 
will diagnose your case free, by Independent spirit 
writing. Address. Dr. J. 8. Loucks Shirley, Mms.|233

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY 
or commission, to handle the New Patent Chemical 
Ink Erasing Pencil. Agents making 150 per week. 
Monroe Eraser Mfg Co.. X 1112 La Crosse, WIs. 21U

INVALIDS
rj. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
W stamps, their disease, or symptom», will receive 

pamphlet and advice fkke to cure (bemudves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTEltY COMPANY, Cari

(SOyeaiB’prr ice,)
CURES ALL CURA' Î HUMAN DIS

EASES, AND MAI /DISEASES CON
SIDERED IJ^C_.<ABLE. ESPEC

IALLY DISEASES OF THE
BRAIN, BLOOD AND NER

VOUS SYSTEM.
Treats -patients at a distance. 

hoTvever great the distance, -with 
unparalleled success.

Worst Cases
DR. GREER was recently cOçipli- 

mented at a public meeting in Chi
cago by thé spirit of the celebrated 
Dr. Benjamin Rush, through the 
mediumship of Mrs. Cora L- V. 
Richmond, AS AN I D E A L 

I REPRESENTATIVE HEAL-

I Omeral, Holt Co. , Neb.
I DR. A. B. Dobson.—Dear Sir:—You 
have no doubt recognized my handwrit
ine in the numerous letters sent you by 

I Mrs. Judith Binkerd, of this place. She 
and her husband are neighbors of mine, I

. and her husband, Mr.“ John Binkerd, 
- senior, is a minister. Mrs. Binkeid

asked me before I wrote to you for her 
if I knew of a magnetic healer or spit itr I

I ual doctor that I could recommend 1 di-1 
rented her to you and your spirit band, 

1 and she ¿¿quested me to write> foi her.
The diagnosis was so truthful that botn 
she and her husband believed that your 

' band could cure her, but when the fli st 
prescription came she was suffering so 
that it was thought she was dying, and 
no use to take the medicine; butherhus- 

I band urged her to take it, and she did, 
with the happiest result. Mrs. Binkerd | 
has had a houseful nearly all the time 
since she has been taking your remedies, 

■ and she says she feels as well as she did 
when she was a girl; she isnow over 
seventy years of age. She as recom

' mended your treatment to a^J, an^w®

t
To stand in spellbound rapture 

On some celestial height, 
And see God’s glorious sunshine

Dispel the shades of night;
To feel that, all creation

With love and joy is rife—
This, O my earthly loved ones, .

This is eternal life;
There eyes that closed in darkness 

Shall open to the morn;
And those whom death hath stricken 

Shall find, themselves new-born;
The lame shall leap with gladness, 

The blind rejoice to see;
The slave shall know no master, 

And the prisoner shall be free.

passing through some of tne pauses ua 
lively inebriety she be^an to fall from , 
the chair, and was with difficulty pre
vented from sprawling on the floor. one 
was uncomfortable, and seemed on the 
point of vomiting,, but this was stopped 
and she was calmed. •

Clarice, another hypnotic, a ,f?r™e1' 
patient, and what is termed a highly- 
trained subject, who had looked in on a | 
visit, was hypnotized, and placed in a 
chair alongside of Marguerite. Her 
hand and Chat/ of Marguerite were 
clasped together- “Now, said Dr. 
Luvs, “we will see if the vibrations 
characteristic of this nervous condition 
will be transferred by contact from one 
to the other.” Very shortly Clarice 
went through the, same stages; she, too,

I presently became giddy, facially dis- 
• turbed, disordered in gesture. She 

passed through the stages of drunken 
' gaiety, and thep of profound inebriety, 

with muscular resolution. _
The last experiment lay in putting 

valerian into a.sealed tube and applying 
it to Mervel’s neck. “Now,” exclaimed 
Dr. Luys, “he is being transformed 
into a cat, and cats cannot speak: and 
therefore he cannot speak?’ Presently 
the unhappy being threw himself on to 
the floor, sprawling on all fours, and 
began clawing, scratching the boards, 
mating little leaps and springs of an 

fdirie character, then

of the phenomena. • .
- These control experiments lay in elim
inating the very elements which were 
supposed to be the cause of the Phen°®- 
ena Then “the most efficient of the 
causes of this mesmeric, hypnotic, mag
netic, or electro-biological condition of 
the subject was generally assumed to be 
either the will-power of the operator or 
some fluid, magnetic, electrical, psy
chical or other, emanating from the 
onerator, or from some object-Which he 
has touched or otherwise impregnated, 
or invested with an influence, a fluid or 
a power proceeding from himself. Dr. 
Hart eliminated his will; he even set it 
in direct opposition to the result to be 
Obtained. He dispensed with all passes 

nn (yAQtllPPS Ulld S£lt> bofOF© hiS patients --- x- - - — it,Anin a state of indifference and curiosity, awkwardly felirie character, then 
results V-ern Obtained.” spitting like a tom-cat, and me^g' 5® 
¡renting a young woman followed the physicians across the room“Yet the same i

In one case, in treating a young woman 
' for a bad cough, he made her sit down 

in front of a lighted candle which he 
assured her had been mesmerized 
“Presently,” he continued, “her cough 
ceased, aud she fell into a profound 
sleep which lasted until 1 o clock the 
next dav. , , .. T“When I returned from shooting 1 
•was informed that she was still asleep,, 
and could not be awoke, and I had great 
difficulty in awaking her. That night, erateu. proved t0" the
there was a large dinner paity, and un 11 t. I a- the ri.
luckily, I sat opposite her. Piesently . satis acuon o performance was

■ attempting to exercise, that it was founajJ . J b notwithstanding there was 

left, and as wo passed the i ail« ay sta
tion, mv host, who was riding with me. 
suggested that, as his friends were jns

- leaving bv that train, he would like to 
alight and' take leave of them. I dis

' mounted with him and went on the plat
form, and avoided any leave-taking, but 
unfortunately, in walking up and down, 
it seems that I twice passed the window

. of the young lady’s carnage. She was 
ao-ain self-mesmerized, and fell into a 

■ sfeeo which lasted throughout the jour
ney, and recurred at intervals for some 
d®s%rrorodS’to Dr. Hart that the 
mesmeric condition is always subjective, 

• is independent of passes, has no relation 
the will of the operator, or to any 

‘ fluid. “Id shqrt,” he adds, vve can 
transmit the order to sleep by telephone 
or bv telegraph. We can practically 
set the same results while eliminating 
fven the operator, if we can contrive to 
influence the imagination or to affect 
the physical condition of the subject by 
¿my one of a great number of con-

room
with the simulated actions of a highly 
excited human cat, scratching at our 
clothes, mewing and becoming very ex
cited, with a livid and congested face.

DR. HART REPEATS THE TESTS'

All this was very interesting, so Dr. 
Hart proceeded to make some experi
ments on his own account, using the 
same subjects on whom Dr. Luys op
erated. “And it was with these subjects

bore it all in patience. L . ।
The reports of her healings coming to 

thé authorities, they laid it to the door 
of witchcraft, and fearful of the loss of 
their slight'power over the people, H 
the latter were once aroused to a sense 
of their rights, in their jealousy consid
ered her a second Joan of Arc.

Her followers rejected the slander ot 
witchcraft in such numbers and force 
that the authorities indeed became 
alarmed at her increasing power, and 
fearing that she might turn it to politi
cal ends, banished her from the State. 
She went north to the town of Nogales, 
situated on the international boundaKy- 
Itaè of Mexico .and the United States. 
Before starting, people whom she haa 
healed visited her at her country home 
and presented her with over $5,000 
worth of gold dust and nuggets. At 
Nogales she had a great ovation. J-hou- 
sands of her countrymen assembled, ana 
greeted her with cheers as she stepped 
off the railroad train from Guaymas,and 
gave her a royal welcome to a land, 
which, while it is not perfect, is freer 
than here. She now lives in retirement 
at Palo Parado, near Nogales, exercis
ing her wonderful powers for the bene
fit of all the sick who come unto her, 
“without money and without price.

Just how far she has developed in 
other phases is not known, for she has 
never been made the subject of a scien
tific investigation. A report has never 
been made on her powers. They may 
be even more wonderful than what are 
here related. So far as known, and 
herein set forth, they are attested by 
thousands of the best citizens of Sonora. 
Except some passing allusions and flip
pant observations by ignorant scribblers 
in the local press of Arizona and Sonora, 
Teresita Urrea has never until this had 
any extended-notice in the press, and 
The Progressive Thinker is the first 
to give a correct account of her to the 
world. Further reports from her will

There the worn and heavy-laden 
Their burdens shall lay down;

There crosses, borne in meekness, 
At length shall win the crown;

And lonely hearts that famished 
For sympathy afld love, 

Shall find a free affection
In the angel-home above.

O, children of our Father! . 
Weep not for those who pass, 

Like rose-leaves gently scattered, 
Like dew-drops from ..the grass; • 

Aye, look not down in sadness, 
But fix your gaze bn high;

They only dropped their mantles— - 
Their so,uls can never die. ‘

They live! and still unbroken 
Is that magnetic chain, 

Which, in your tearful blUgness,;
You thought was rent irrtwain. 

That chain of love was fashioned

menueu vuux v**u*a*^..~ , a *
hear the best kind of reports ftom those 
that are taking your medicine According 
to the direction of your spirit band.

Truly and kindly yours,
' A. C; BA1RNES.

Ington, Ohio

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
aCj. two 2 cent postage stamps, a lock of your haln 
name, age aud sex, and I win send you a clairvoyant 
diagnoilB of your disease. Address J. C. Batdobp, 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids. 
Mich. Flense state wbat periodical you saw our ad*
vertlseinent lu.

the magnetized bar,

were, fascinated by it: she caressed the 
blue flames, and showed every sign ofnine, uiue ‘ ___ “ nt■e just delight. Then came the phenomena of

/trivances.
THE CONDITION PURELY SUBJECTIVE!

It is a common delusion, according to ’ 
Dr Hart, that the mesmerist or hyp- • 
notizer counts for anything in the ex- : 
périment. The operator, whether priest, 
nhvsioian, charlatan^self-deluded enthu
siast, or conscious impostor,» is not the 
source of any occult influence, doe» not 
viossess any mysterious power, and plays 
only a very secondary and insignificant 
naii in the chain of phenomena ob
served. There is, he observes, no such 
thing as a potent mesmeric influence, 
no sfeh power resident in any one per
son more than another. A glass of 
wfite? a tree, a stick, a penny-post 

. tetter,’ or a limelight, can mesmerize^as 
offset,uallv as can any one. A clever 
hypnotizer means only a P.ers°n 
acquainted with the physical or mental 
tricks by which the hypnotic condition 

tvrnduced. The condition of the pa- 
• tient°depends on what, he thinks you 

• iiteh and not on what you really wish, 
f vou set before him. a glass of watei or a penny-post letter; or put 

Sm to front of a tree or a candle, and 
v • ■ vnn have mesmerized it,■ îSSAàwis”.; ft ««a «b»

&u°iS % it. h» 
■ enced Dy it. whether you

the attraction. She followed the magnet 
with delight across the room, as though 
fascinated by it; the bar was turned so 
as to present the other end: or what 
would be called in the language, of La 
Charite, the south pole; then .she fell 
into the attitude of repulsion and 
horror, with clinched fists, and as it 
approached her she fell backward into 
the arms of M. Cremiere, and was 
carried, still showing all the signs of 
terror and repulsion, back to her chair. 
Similar but false phenomena were ob
tained, in succession, with all the differ
ent forms of magnet and non^magnet. 
Marguerite was never once right, but 
throughout her acting was perfect.

Then Dr. Hart took a tube which was 
supposed to contain alcohol, but which 
really contained cherry laurel water. 
Immediately the girl began ta smile 
agreeably, and then to laugh. ‘ She be
came gay«* makes me laugh, she 
said; and then: ‘I'm not tipsy: I want to 
sing,’ and so on through the whole per
formance of a not ungraceful griserie, 
which we stopped at that stage, for I 
was loth to have the degrading perform
ance of drunkenness carried to the ex
treme I had seen her go through at the

• Charite. I now applied a tube of alco
hol, asking the assistant, however,,to 
give me valerian, which no doubt this 
profoundly-hypnotized subject perfectly 
well heard, for she immediately went 
through the whole cat performance I 
have already described as having been 
performed for my delectation by Mervel 
under the hands of Dr. Luys on the pre
vious day. She spat, she scratched, she 
mewed, she leaped about on all fours, 
and she was as thoroughly catlike as 
was Mervel on the.previous and Jeanne 
on the subsequent day.” , ■

These ideas are very suggestive, and 
yet humanity are as much in the dark 
as ever as to the real cause of hypnotism.

New York. < Si ENCE.

be of interest. . . . x.__
There are two important lessons to pe 

drawn from her story. First, that Spir
itualism knows no political boundaries 
or race prejudices. Second, that, the 
present materialist government of Mex
ico is unfavorable to Spiritualism.

The first principle was enunciated 
1800 years ago, if we may believe an old 
story, when the wonder-working disci
ples turned from the Jews to the Gen
tiles Thev found that "in every nation 
he that fears God [the great Power and 
His ministering spirits] and worketh 
righteousness [that is, makes harmoni
ous conditions] is accepted ol Him [and
^On the second point a little history is 
necessary. The Spanish conquerors of 
Mexico were Roman Catholics, a relig
ion that had long since lost its power. 
They conquered the Aztecs; a people 
who also had a powerless religion. One 
form of religion was simply substituted

By more than human art, 
And every link is welded . .

So firm it cannot part.

They live, but 0, not idly, ' 
To fold their hands to rest, 

For they who love God truly 
Are they who serve him best.

Love lightens all their labor, 
And makes all duty sweet:

Their hands are never weary, 
Nor way-worn are their feet.

Thus, by that world of beauty, - 
And by that light of love,

And by the holy angels 
Who listen now above, 

I pledge my soul’s endeavor
To do whate’er I can

To bless my sister woman, 
And aid my fellow-man.

0 Thou, whose love is changeless, 
Both now and evermore, .

Source of all conscious being!
Thy goodness I adore.

Lord, I would ever praise thee
• For all thy love can give;
1 But most of all, O Father, 

I thank thee that I live.

F. B. Geohegan.
Mr. F. B. Geohegan, prominent

have

for another.
In the revolt against Spanish rule the 

Roman Catholics sided with the Royal
ists. The revolutionists were success
ful. They naturally hated the Church 
of Rome and became enthusiastic adher
ents of Freemasonry. All the leading 
politicians, rulers and government offi
cials of Mexico today are Knights 
Templar, which at its best may be truly 
called another powerless form of relig
ion. So unfortunate Mexico has ever 
been dominated by one or another of 
the “forms of godliness which denies

Hickory Station, Montgome Co., I

Dear Brother:—I feel it a duty I 
owe you to let you know how l am since 
taking your remedies. I hardly know 
how to express my gratitude to the good 
spirits and you for the kind treatment I 
have received. I feel in better health 
than for many years. I must say I have 
been in the eclectic practice of physic in 
this-c6untry for more than twenty years, 
and'must say again that I know but little 
about the practice compared to yours. 1 
will ask a question: “Can I be made a 
recipient of spirit influence, so as to en
able me to see into these things.

Spiritually yours for more tTuth, 
Ben. Johnson, Jr., M. D.

Address all letters to San Jose, Cal. 
(See ad. in another column.) .

ER:
“As a psychopathic physician, he 

is surpassed by few, and as & well- 
known medical genius, he .is far in 
advance of the most exalted heale 
of the age.”—Banner of Light 
Feb. 6,1891. .

Patients come to him from tar 
and near, and those who cannot 
come order treatment sent by mail. 
A trial treatment sent by mail costs 
only $1. . , „

In writing give name in full, age, 
height and weight, color of eyes, 
and one leading symptom, with 
$1, and you will receive by return 
mail appropriate treatment, which 

I will immediately cure or relieve you.
Address,

Dr. R. GREER, 
127 La Salle Street, Chicago.

STHE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
JL three 2-cent stamps for private letter of advice 

from the Spirit-world. W. P. Phelon, M. D., <11 Jack* 
ion Boulevard Chicago Ill. IfiOtf

OS' YCHOME TR Y. C ONS UL T WI TH 
i Prof. A. B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Bend lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answet 
three questions free of charge. Bend for circular®. 
Address, 195 4tb street, Milwaukee. Wli. 214

T\IPHTHERIA, CHOLERA, QUINSY, 
X-'Croup, Erysipelas, Piles and Catarrh of the throat. 
The Antidote sent for one dollar. Lady Agents wanted. 
Dr. ti. H. Miller, 1441 South 12th street, Denver, Colo.

5PIRI1UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
ctn find cozy rooms, equal to those at hotel®, wltja a Spiritualist/ unily, at 88 fit. John’® Place near union 

Park._________________________________________

7'HE BLIND MEDIUM. PROF. H. W
Sinclair, will tend yon by letter a life reading of 

the past and future with dates. Mall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221
West Ave., Jackson, Mich.

F. GORDEN WHITE.
? CORDEN WHITE, TRANCE, TEST, 

• business and platform medium; sittings dally.
2g Bishop Court, Flat B, Chicago.

asa

WATCHES, DIAMONDS 
AND JEWELRY.

TF YOU WANT ANYTHING THAT\

1 line cotoMAXPKPPKBMAN, 204 South Clark St., 
rhlcaeo III Ourcustomera are consld-

'TO THE SPIRITUALISTS OF 
/ Maine- 1 am slxty-one yeara of age, and would 

tn the world as my last legacy what I have 
of electricity, and the progress of the human ’TJ'ind RnlrltuallBm Those who will give me a 

hcaring?address Orin Woodbury, Spirit healer, West 
Farmington, Maine.

'TITUS MERRITT WILL CONTINUE 
I the sale of all kinds of Spiritual literature,- at148 

Awonsia NpwYork. ____ / *14

A TERVOUS DISEASES—ABSENT OR 
¿V present treatment. Charles 'J;
Room M. 125 Clark Street, near Madison, Chicago, 
Hl, Office hours: 7to9r.M._____________

HARK! .
ttave you a TUMOR OR CANCER

. £~1 OUS growth? Do you wish a pfychoroetrlc read
Ing. examination or advise regarding bus ( Write 
tn nr T C PhllllDS. KtvlnK age and sex. and enclosing “° o/bslrPaod & dollar. !i»d three, 2^nt .slamf.. 
Three questions briefly answered for L cents. Ad 
dress, 471 W Madison St.Chicago. 111.________209lt...

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y„ College of Magnetics.)
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED

KI theraputlcsIncluding the Sun Cure. Vital 
tam Electricity. Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life.’ Chemical affinity and basic Prln‘l,t'1SBnei'ln’four 
with their marvellous applications, students n four 

, continents hare taken the course. The college Is 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions

■ can take the course aud receive the J1)1 .
• own home». Institution retnoved to Bast Orangt.

New Jereer. a delightful suburb of hew »ork- r,- 
I D Bannm,!»I. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange

New Jersey. "

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
(TEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

kJ lock ot hair, «Re, name, sex. one leading «ymptom 
and your disease will be diagnosed free by splrlt-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose. Cal.

PHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
JL Reading or six question® answered, 50 cent® and 
three stamps. Marouskitk Burton, 1472 Washing» 
onstreet,Boston. Mas®. , 220

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
Diseases treated by vital magnetism and hypnottsmjde* 
velum latent psychical powers; consultation and cor* 
respondence by mall, SI.00. No. 224 Last Ontario 
Street. Hours from 2 to 5 p.' m. 218

'THIRTY DA YS' TRE A TMENT FOR 
J 12, by magnatlzcd paper. Give age, lex tod ono 

leading symptom, with own handwriting or lock of 
hair, two dollars and two 2-ccnt stamps. T. J. Preston, 
Magnetic Healer, Stanberry, Mo. 218

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
Tl the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, In fact, the entlro 
system. Send 2 two-cent sump*, and I will send 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed this knowledge to me. B. F 
Pools, Clinton, Iowa.

Spiritualist and Mystic,and a resident of 
this city, passed to spirit life Deo. 10th, 
at Winter Haven, Fla. He had been in 
feeble health for a long time. He leaves 
behind him a host of warm friends. '

the power thereof.” .
A “form, of godliness [godliness: like 

the gods] without the power” of, the 
gods or spirits, is just as much material
ism pure and simple as any other form 
Of materialism, except that one pretends 
to have something which the other does 
not.« Therefore, it is not strange that 
Spiritualism, or any of its phases, is 
looked upon with suspicion and distrust 
in Mexico by its materialistic rulers. 
Spiritualism will have a hard ^struggle, 
to be recognized in Mexico, with the 
Masonic or Liberal party on one hand, 
and-the Church or Clerical party on the 
other, to fight.

Still there are thousands of honest 
hearts in the land of the Aztecs aching 
for a knowledge of the truth, and which 
nothing else will, heal. All hail, then, 
“Santa Teresa,” and---- --- --------

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. TV., Wash

ington, D. C.
' ( IXOOBrORATBD Nov. 1, 1893.)

THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
J. National Spiritualists’ Association Is now open 

at all times, and all Spiritualists are Invited to visit 
their official home. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who aro requested to send In their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice Bbould be sent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 
are also rcquci .ed to confer with us. and Infonnatlon 
Is desired respecting alt new phases of development 
In all parts ofthe world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Robkbt A. Dutxiox, 
Secretary. ' A*11

The Other World and This.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws .
, No. 1, New White Cross
’ Literature.

WAS

ABRAHMi LIllCOLlI
A SPIRITUALIST?

. -OB-
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium. >
—BYv-

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD 
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
Ings and Frontispiece qt Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

SBSÄuSirÄtÄ 

assi«“« £ “ten more“ppreetoted,, and more underatood-
••Abhabam Ltncols.

Cloth, limo, illustrated, pp. »64, $L50,
Paper, 75 cento,.... _ . '

For Sale at- this office.

md may the number of TN TIIIS . VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
increased throughout 7 »ngnst» W. Fletcher, M. D., to the thirty-bine. • _ — .. wtx« ,'nelntr nr. • nniAf'rc

F0U CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT.
MeltM pebble Bpectxclei vertore toit vtolon. 

Write for Illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. F. POOLE. Clinton. Iowa._____________ ____

YES YOU (JAN
f^ET WELL. SEND $\FORABOT- 
Cr tie of Enn» of Lot. A spirit remedy. Purely 
votetable, »nd Magnetited. Positively renews. life 
yiiousands rejoice over health rie,tora?'-?'or__?!?21 
liver, »nd kidney ailment» there 1» no bettor remedy 
mkde. Bend fol circular. Dr. E. K. Myen Clinton, 
Iowa._______________________ _—-— Z1.—

Free to the Weak and Sick.
TlON'T SUFFER ANY LONGER, 
/ y bnt send to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
widkrtortraetton of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2-cent 
stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244. San Jose. Cal-Uio

-x « WILL DEVELOP YOU tI ■ z-> w v z» K Have you tried it ? The 
S-* 5k 1 / | l|( Finest Cabinet for the 
■ i 1 V Vy I 8 V/ purpose ever made—bar A J *'*•*•*' Send for Circulars 

siFS'S? Costs Nothing 
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green SL Chicago.

„ Price, Ji.oo delivered, In City. *

AN ENDORSEMENT.
B F Poole, Clinton, Iowa—Dear Sir;—I have 

worn your melted pebble spectacle« Find them supe
rior fo any thatl have ever used, recchlng much 
benefit from them. I thought be»t t0 5
treatment for the catarrh »nd Elixir of Life for tne 
Eitem Am pleased to inform you that your rcmo- 
rtirsnnd new Byatefij of treatment bine cured me. I fully believe that by following your spirit direction® 
we can live one hundred year«. Your? fraternally, 

Mrs. Kate Hoskins, St. Paul, Mlnn._

¡KNOWLEDGE IS POWER1
____ _____ -- Ä »r rntnur -vnnp TTTLTJIOULD you KNOW YOUR Fu

ll V ture, your business prospects, etc.? Would 
rou unfold your psEchic powers? Send lock of hair KSSSd^ngrjrlal^ 
cents. Address, Frances King Muller, 19M "a°“SQ 
Avenue, Chicago« DI. ___________________——.

The clothier bee covers her nest of 
eggs with a cloth'made from the woody 
fiber of plants, and thus' preserves her 
young from sudden changes of tempera* 
ture. '■■■, •

such “saints” be i----------- . ....
Mexico, and may the Infinite Spirit, 
that Great Power, bless his mediums 
everywhere.

“Mre. Winetow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces infiam 

| tino,all»y spain, cures wind colic, 2oea hot Ue

chapters dlschsses a wide variety of Bubject» per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand- 
TOlnt/ She evinces the powers of a trained, thinker, 
both In matter-of thought and line literary style, and 
capablty of thought expression. The. subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness, 
nwlll prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist’s 
library, and a most excellent book for any One »eek- 
Ing Information concerning Splrtuallsm and Its teach-

111 jFor sale at this office. Price, $1.50.

W. YATES, M. D.,
Masseur and Medical Electrician— 
.. . . Guided by Spirits.

MARVELOUS CURES
JNRHEUMATISMi SCIA TICA, NERV- 

1 - on, Prostration, Llrcr Complaint«, Indigestion, Sprain' Stiff Joints, »nd disease»
Ulto women. 2937 Indiana Ave., Chicago, Hl- «««

r\R. 'CARPENTER HAS MADE A 
U,specialty of treating the alcohol and opium tab- 
¡Hrnanv veara, and will warrant a cure for <20.00. 
Afflicted one,-go and be beaied. Office, 12a South 
Clark Street, Room 23, Chicago, Ill. Hopr®, W a. Jm.
toRP.M.

/J WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
jri erful cUlryoyant and
three 2-cent stamp®, lock of hair, ag^ sex and one sJSptom. «»a I whi «H1 TO" » “4 AT Box 41t
noBlB of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413, 
Denver, Colorado. :

MY iwirr "cannot see how you do Wirt IT AND PAY FREIGHT.
frin rn Rut the Oxford hupmod SINGER 6*** 
¿IlhuU lazHachiDO, with » ocmpkto Hl of •*- 
UcbsMBtiud ruMMteod for 10 Bhippwd any-

.A»
Orford Mfg. Co; 342 If abash Ata, Chicago, lit

'THE 2 CHEAPEST AND BEST 
1 books on earth. Every American sbonld read 

them. Enclose 20 cents In Bllvcr. J. E. McMnbcL 
P. M., Diamond, Ark.

to ■nrx sick ATO atfuctzd. Send five LULL two-cent Etampr, age, box, hand writing and 
■Pill* I" leading symptom; yon will receive a corI !!■■■■ rect diagnosis of your disease by psycho

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
T)LATF0RM, TEST, PSYCHOME- 

and business medium- Reading®, person
ally or by letter, 41.00. Answer» threfi oueBtione for 
five 2-cent stamps. Address, 291 Ogden Avenue, 
Chlc»so,Ill. ■ iio

T TRIEL BUCHANAN WILL SEND 
Im you a perfect delineation of character, giving 

mental, physical and business qualifications, and letter 
of advice, for 50 cents. Send date of birth in own 
bandwriting. Marionville, Missouri. 214

TTOW TO HEAL YOURSELF AND 
if others. The secret revealed for 23 cent». 
Uriel Buchanan, Pin D-. Marionville, Mo. 214

T)ERS0NS AND PLACES OF ALL 
descriptions released from ol>so»ing spirit», »nd 

Influences through the mediumship of Marguerite 
Bergin, General Delivery, Seattle, Wash. 214

A REINCARNATED MEDIUM. AS
tral boroscope and spirit nativity given. Number 

of IncarnatloUB. and in wbat race. Send name, lock of SalntS, vritb “e dollar, for reading. Ed. Butae, 
1S2 South First,Virginia City, Nevada. . 218

Z>. KEELER, M. D., INDEPEND- 
CT. ent sitte-wrtter, horoscopes »nd delineation^ 
tt Campbell Park, Chicago. By appointment onl£ [211

.4



Eiékt Pages of INTERESTING Reading [latter, eack of vikick is ÍVortky of CarePal Perasal. Spiritaalist Paper that is Sastained 6y HONEST UÍDÜSTRY
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HINDOO MAGIC.
Spiritualism in Other Lands.

Our Polyglot Exchanges.

i-

in fluttering finery,singing:-

Tests that Electrify.

1¿ A.

TRE EABTHEN DISH—IT DISAPPEARS— 
THE MANGO FEATv—THE YOGHI.

FROM THE FRENCH.
-A writer in La Berna Spirile, under

FOREIGN TONGUES.

“Look at me here, look at md there, 
Criticise me everywhere:
I am most sweet-----

VOL. 8.

HER CHRISTMAS SONG.
How Lillian Russell Once 

Celebrated the Day.
SHE SANG TO A DYING MAN—TOUCH

ING STORY OF A KINDLY DEED, AS 
TOLD BY THE QUEEN OF COMIC OP
ERA—WITH THE SONG OF SERP- 
OLETTE SHE CHEERED THE LAST 
MOMENTS OF AN OLD MUSICIAN.

I

«

Now and again, fitfully across the 
dancing footlights, I see the ghost of an 
old Christmas, writes Lillian Russell in 
the Washington Post. Now and again, 
amid the laughing riot of new music, I , 
hear the lilt of an old song.

I know It was a Christmas morning. 
Had not the manager announced, “La
dies and gentlemen, you will please re
member there is a matinee’this after
noon at 2 o’clock.” The fairies and 
peasant girls slipped on their cloaks and 
went away listlessly, grumbling at the 
extra matinee. The scene-shifters and 
stage-hands cracked a joke orriwo as 
they went out. In the street the snow 
was flying about like so much paper. It 
is odd, by the way, what a trick of imi
tating stage effects real things have. 
The air was crisp, with an undue meas
ure of cold in it, and even furs seemed 
to have lost their warmth. I paused at 
the stage entrance a moment before 
going out, and my dresser came up hes
itatingly and touched me on the arm. 
She was a yellowish,.dried little woman. 
Years-Ugo—it must have been a great 
many years ago—she was an opera 
singer. Lights, illusions, flowers, ela
tion, triumphs, the subtle charm of pub
lie praise—real and delicious as a lover’s 

'-■breath on your cheek—she had known 
nil these once upon a time. The flowers 
laded and the illusions vanished long 
ago.

“What is it?” I asked. '
"If you would do me a favor,” she 

said, her hand still on my arm, and her 
voice trembling slightly, “ah, if you 
would do me a favor. If you would come • 
home With me now and sing one gong 
for him—one song to make him A 
Christmas.” ■

“For him?” I asked;- “who is he, and 
• what in the world does he want w-ith a 
song?”

“1 have told you, but you have for
gotten,” she said. “He is only my hus
band now. Once, but that was long ago, 
he was Blenner. You do not know? See 
how we are forgotten. He wrote so 
many songs. Every one sang them 
then. Now you do not even know their 
names. Is it not sad? His fame is 
dead, his life is dead, and he lives on. 
You should have seen him when ho was 
young and rich and famous; when lovers 
won their sweethearts by singing his 
songs; when he was king of the land of 
music.

“And I,” the old woman went on, 
pride shining in her eyes, “was I not 
famous, too? He loved me the first 
night he saw' me. It was in ‘Les 
Chloches de Corneville.’ I was Serpo
lette; you remember:

"Look at me here, look at me there, 
Criticise me everywhere,
I am most sweet from head to feet 
And most perfect and complete." 
There, in the half-lighted entrance, 

the walls daubed with notices, the 
naked stage behind her, the old woman 
sang the legend of Serpolette. There 
was ghastly comedy in it—comedy in 
the cracked voice and the little steps 
'she took, holding her skirts and 
courtesying:

"Look at me here, look at me there, 
Criticise me-----”
She broke off suddenly, and said; 

"The critics said I was the ideal Serpo
lette. Ah! you cannot imagine. < My 
eyes were young, and my smiles were 
young, and my hair was bonny and 
black—in the stage-lights it was blue. 
And so he loved me. Long, after we 
were married he called me Serpolette. 
This morning I said to him: ‘It’s Christ
mas, old hero, what shall your present 
be?’ ■ .,

“ ‘One hour Of .youth,’ he said.
“ ‘That’s not in the Christmas bag, 

I’m afraid,’ I replied.
“But as I saw you standing here I 

thought,” the old woman added hesi
tatingly, “you might come—”

"And sing the legend of Serpolette?” 
I asked, laughing.

“It will give him an hour of youth,” 
she said, with such earnestness that the 
comedy went out of her old, fanciful 
figure. ..................................

She lit a gas-jet, and the light 
flickered strangely in the little room, 
battling against the daylight coming 
through the window. Then she took an 
old guitar and began to pluck the 
strings. The music took up the quaint, 
tripping cadences of the legend of 
Serpolette. Somehow or other, the 
spirit of the gay old song came upon me, 
and throwing aside my furs, I sang the 
gossiping, teasing verses:
I know not much of my-relations, '

I never saw my mother’s, face, 
And of my earlier generations

There doesn’t exist a single trace.
I may have fallen from the sky 

Or blossomed in a rosebud sweet, ■
But all I knowis this—that I, 

Was found by Gaspard in. his wheat.
Why should I not? There was no 

yule-log flaming for me in the room of 
my hotel; the Christmas associations, 
that cluster round a steam radiator are 
Hot especially cheerful, and here was a 
chance to do—but I dare say I went 
jcrom curiosity. It was a few streets

away from the theater. They lived in 
the back room of an old brick house. 
The window, bremember, looked out into 
a brick yard, cluttered with refuse and 
decaying. snow-drifts. The room was 
filled with a heavy odor, as of food and 
sickness, and I know not what. At first 
I'could hardly see in the dim light. 
Then I made out a table, a few chairs, a 
little stove, nursing a disordered fire, 
and, in the corner, a bed. It was a bed 
full of tumbled clothes and pillows, and 
somewhere in the welter of blankets, 
linen and feathers, lay the old man. 
His face looked out with the unreal 
whiteness of Pierrot’s face. His eyes 
seemed merely blurs of charcoal. He 
looked at me without speaking or smil
ing.

“Merry Christmas, old hero,” said his 
wife, with a note of gaiety in her poor, 
old voice, and then to me she whispered, 
“He does not understand much now. 
He has been ill so long, and he is getting 
old.”

And I danced to the thrumming 
strings. The light of youth came into 
the old man’s eyes, and the smile of 
youth and love was on his old lips. And 
the smile cjid not fade. “Serpolette,” he 
whispered to his old woman, as she 
leaned over him, kissing his hair, “we 
were young then, little Serpolette, and 
now I think it has all come back.”

“Does it seem like a few moments out 
of the famous days, old hero?” his wife 
asked laughing, proud of their vanished 
youth. •

But the old man did not answer. With 
the smile on his lips he had gone in 
search of life everlasting. •

And that is the ghost of a Christmas 
Pay I' see now and again. I see the 
dingy room, with the gaslight and day
light struggling in it: the dried li®e 
woman bent over the guitar, strumming; 
the white face oil the pillow, ghastly 
and unreal as Pierrpt’s; and Serpolette

GOOD WORK IN MINNE 
APOLIS.

To the Editor:—Regardless of man’s 
ideas, desires or approval, the earth 
moves its appointed rounds, never ' for 
an instant delayed Or hindered,its cease-' 
less energy displaying omnipotent power 
—its movements controlled, seemingly, 
with as much ease as the most delicate 
piece of machinery in the hands of the 
skilled workman. Indeed, this ponder
ous body of such vast area and Wond
rous density- is no more in the grasp of 
those law's originally set for its guidance 
than the toy ball in the paw of the pet 
kitten. - .

As in the material, so in the spiritual 
kingdom; for each alike springing from 
the same infinite hand, is subject to the 
same laws, which can in no wise be set 
aside, whether by the carpings of the 
narrow-minded, ofttimes illiterate, but 
earnest expounder of those laws, or the 
shallow-brained fool who, for the sake 
of a mere living for himself and family, 
pounds the pulpit cushions in frantic 
endeavor—thereby to pound a little of 
his own egregious folly into the heads 
of an admiring audience. , Yet what a 
contrast between the above ministerial 
charactersand those who, standing be
tween the physical and spiritual realms, 
bear messages of peace and comfort to 
the waiting ones on this side of life, a

Such an one is W. L. Kuyler, at one 
time a resident qf the City of Mexico,. 
and who, in the capacity of a spiritual 
medium, now for the first time visits 
our city, and by his wonderful medium- 
istic,powers- fairly electrifies his audi
tors—as witness his first appearance at 
Odd-Fellow’s Hall, under the auspices 
of the Washington Spiritualist Society, 
on a Sunday evening of the present 
month. ■ ’ .

A perfect stranger, he sits an eager 
listener to the lecture delivered by Mrs. 
•C. D. Pruden, then at the close rises to 
his feet with the, question: “Can I be 
permittod-to give a few tests?” which 
request, of course, is granted. ’

He without a moment’s hesitation or 
premeditation proceeds to give tests 
throughout the large audience promis
cuously, in each and every case verified, 
to the intense satisfaction of the recip
ient, apd it is safe to say that a similar 
exhibition of spirit power was never be
fore vouchsafed to a Minneapolis audi
ence.

Again on the following Sunday even
ing, he gave spiritual manifestations of 
a like character, and although the house 
was crowded, many were fairly lifted off 
their feet in the exuberance of feeling 
caused by the wondrous accuracy of the 
tests. .

, Inasmuch as space in your valuable 
paper cannot well be claimed for men
tioning isolated instances of the me
dium's more than mortal I power, I will 
only add that those who may have the 
pleasure of listening to the gifted gen
tleman will be fully repaid, for the time 
spent. I. F. Raymond,

• President Washington Union.

We are in receipt of Die IJbersinnliche 
Welt, a new Spiritual organ of Berlin, 
Prussia, full of interesting matter, not 
the least impprfant of which is a de
scription of two materialization seances 
at the Sphinx, Vereinlgung (alliance), 
with- Mrs, d’ E—— of Gottenburg, 
Sweden,» mention of whose wonderful 
gifts as a medium has been made in The 
Progressive Thinker. The Sphinx 
Society sent for her to test her powers, 
and at some future time we may give 
the result of these investigations. We 
also acknowledge the receipt, regularly, 
of La lievue Spirits, which has grown 
into a superb magazine, being the finest 
exponent of Spiritualism there is in 
France or on the continent of Europe. 
It is in the 36th year of its existence, 
and therefore quite venerable. La 
Lumiere, a monthly journal published by 
Lucie La Grange, is also on our table. 
It is in its twelfth volume, and is a grow
ing magazine. La Buena Nucva comes 
to us froin Sancti-Spiritus, Cuba, and 
Verdade e Luz from Southern Brazil. 
The latter always abounds in short ac?
counts of spontaneous phenomena, and 
in the following translations we nave 
drawn largely from it. From Italy we 
receive Annali dello Spiritismo, an' able 
monthly, in its thirtieth year, and con
ducted by Niceforo Filalete: ■

Minneapolis. has 22C.000 population 
and 225 police. • Arrests last year, 5966.

The Bertillon. system of identifying 
criminals was adopted in'France in 1882.

The London police rely on their fists 
in the daytime. At night they carry 
clubs. ....■

New Orleans has 242.000 and 274 po
lice. Last year’s prrests numbered 
21,812.

FROM THE PORTUGUESE. .
The Verdadee Luz, of St. Paul, Brazil, 

qot many months since received a letter 
from a friend, Mr. Valeriano Gomez de 
MeirelleSj of Desterro (Santa Catharina) 
from which the following extract is 
made:" .

An Apparition:—“I'.wish to tell you 
of a circumstance that took place in-my 
family. On the 29th of January last, 
between the hours of seven and eight in 
the morning, my oldest daughter, Cece
lia Rosa, on passing from ■ the’dinings 
hall into the slttiqg-room, where, near 
one of .the window? that .loqk out on the 
&eneral Ozorio Park, I sat reading a 
newspaper. She saw a lady dressed in 
black passing through the corridor, 
whom snwat once recognized, and has
tened to overtake her as she passed out 
through the grated partition that one 
reaches before going down three steps 
to the door that opens to the street, but 
losing sight of the lady she ran to the 
window, to see her, but on looking up 
and down the street she saw no one.: 
Turning to me she said: ‘Papa, just 

■this moment I saw Marla Fe’rreira go 
out from here through the corridor and 
open the gate, (grated door). Being 
busy reading. I made some indifferent 
answer, and She wefit out into the kitchen 
to tell her mother of tho occurrence^md 
in a few minutes afterwards both re
turned to Jhe sitting-room and com
mented upon the matter. ■

“But the most, interesting part of all 
this is, that on Friday morning, Febru
ary 3rd, a woman by the name of Maria 
Machodo came to our house, who lives 
a neighbor to Maria Ferreira, and on 
inquiring after other acquaintances we 
mentioned her name. She replied that 
‘Maria Ferreira died last Sunday and 
was buried on Monday.’ We asked her 
at what hour the lady, died, and she said 
it was between seven and eight o’clock 
in the morning. Maria Ferreira was a 
friend of my daughter, and, resided in 
the country some three miles or less dis
tant from the city. . •

“Form your own judgment with re
spect to my narration, but with the as
surance that it is a fact.” ,

Unexpected Guests:—A person 
worthy of all.credence related to us the 
following: .

“Mr. N------- , a farmer, and resident
of the town of —r- in this State, is in 
the habit of celebrating St. John’s day 
every year. ,

“On the last occasion, at about mid
night, while all were assembled in the 
parlor listening attentively to a piece of 
music being performed on ail organ, it 
happened that at its termination loud 
applauses were heard at the street door, 
and the words, ‘Bravo! muito beml' 
(bravo! very good!) were distinctly'enun
ciated, followed by boisterous laughter, 
which retired little by little toward the 
neighboring hills, resembling somewhat 
the braying of a mule.

“Supposing that the noise and ap
plause proceeded from friendly neigh
bors who had come to take part in the 
festivities, all were ready to receive 
gladly the new guests; but having wait
ed in vain for them to present them
selves, those inside went qut,and though 
they searched the yard arid all the vicin
ity of the house, they (found no one.

“The same music was repeated on the 
organ, followed by the same applause, 
etc., as before, which gave place to a 
more rigorous search than ever.

“Perplexed, and believing themselves 
to be the victuns of a very poor joke, 
and more than anxious to give the au
thor or authors of the same a lesson 
which they would remember, Mr. 
N-—— armed himself with a cudgel, 
and taking two men equally armed he 
arranged with the performer that at a 
signal given he should suddenly cease 
playing; then, stationing himself .by the 
door with his hand on the door-kriob, he 
waited. The signal given, Mr. N--------
opened the door suddenly, and what 
was their _ surprise and terror to 
hear the voices sounding in the air over 
their heads and close to them.

“This fact can be corroborated by 
dozens of persons still living; the result 
was that Mr. N------- sold the organ and

never-thereafter did he celebrate St.’ 
John’s day.” .

SPIRITUALISM IN. PORTUGAL.
‘ Photographs:—The editor of the 
RsvueSpirite received the following let
ter from Lisbon, ’ under date of April 
22nd last: : <
. “I have the hpnor of sending you two 
photographic proofs, obtained on the 
12th and 13th of the present month, at 
10 o’clock in the .evening, at the resl- 
denee of my friend, Mr. Albert Bqssolo, 
a medium, As we had endeavored, in 
accordance with instructions of the me- - 
dium’s guide, to obtain materializations 
and had not succeeded, the same spirit 
advised us to make the trial at night, 
and at our third sitting our efforts were 
crowned with success.

■ • “The spirit, .whom the photographs 
represent, says that her name is Katty, 
and it was she whq gave us the instruc
tions of all the minutia to be observed 
in our sittings.

“There were present at the first ses
sion the medium’s mother, sitting on 
the left, and his wife on the right, and 
the medium counted the three seconds 
indicated by the spirit as the time nec
essary for taking the picture. I stood a 
little back of the camera with a mag
nesium light in my hand. A kerosene 
lamp and a lighted candle also illumin
ated the room. .
' "The plate was placed in the develop
ing bath immediately after the ‘pose,’ 
still following the directions of Katty.

f‘On the 19th of April we succeeded in 
photographing Katty’s face. The ar
rangement of the -room was quite the 
same as it was on the 19th. There were 
nine persons present, one of. whom was 
not a believer in our doctrine. We in
vited this person in order that he might 
examine the camera obscura and fix the 
foqus, using the bookcase as a' back-. 
ground. It was also this same person 
who, after the exposure, drey the plate 
from the camera, and he, together with 
the medium and myself, devetoped the 
picture, the former being very much 
impressed by the performance.

"We are the first who ever obtained 
spirit photographs in Portugal.

“Jose Mabia da Silva, 
"Captain-of war vessel in the Royal 

Portuguese Navy.”
FROM TIu4 ITALIAN."'

. Clairvoyance at the1 Point of 
Death:—A new book, bearing the title 
of Choses Vraies,has appeared in Europe, 
of which the Duchess de la Torre, wife 
of Marshal fjerrano, deceased, is -the 
author. Early in the sixties Serrano 
was Captain General of the Island of 
Cuba, and the Duchess was then a very 
beautiful young lady, and of Cuban 
birth. Describing the last moments of 
Gen. Serrano’s ddath, she says:

For twelve long months a most ag
gravating disease, which was to tear my 
husband away from us. was . undermin
ing his life. Seeihg £nat his end' was 
approaching at rapid strides, his grand
son, the illustrious Lopez Dominiquez, 
who comported himself like a true ,sdn, 
went to the president of the Council of' 
Ministers, Mr. Canovas, to ‘ secure from 
him the concession that at the death of 
General Serrano ^.his body should be 
sepulchred in a church as other 
Marshals had been. ‘

The king, who was then at Pardo, re
fused the request of- Gen. -Lopez 
Dominiquez, but said, however^ that he 
would prolong his stay at the royal 
castle, so that his presence in Madrid 
should not interfere with rendering to 
the marshal the military honors due to 
his grade and higli responsibilities in 
the army.

The' sufferings of Serrano increased 
from day to day; he was no longer able 
to .lie down, and was obliged to sit up in 
an easy chair. One morning ,at day
break, when in a condition of absolute 
prostration from the use of morphine,, 
which had been administered to him to 
assuage his pain, and so weak as not to 
be able to make the least. movement 
without assistance, all at once he arose 
erect and firm, and with a voice much 
stronger even than when in full health 
he cried out: ■

“Make haste! Let an officer mount a 
horse qnd hurry off to Pardo; the king 
is dead!” •

He fell back fainting into his chair. 
We all thought him delirious, and hast
ened to give him a sfedative. •

He fell into a drowsB, but in a few. 
minutes he arose again, land with a' 
weak voice, almost sepulchral, he ex
claimed: ‘ ■

“My division! My sword! The' king is 
dead!” ’

It was the last flicker of life. After 
having received the final sacrament and 
the papal benediction he expired. ’

That sudden vision of the King's death 
was true. The next day all Madrid 
heard that the king was. no more;, he 
had died almost alone at Pardo.

The royal remains were removed to 
Madrid, and, therefore, those of»Gen. 
Serrano could not receive the honors 
that had been promised.

■ It is well to observe that when the 
king is in the palace at the capital all 
honors are for him, eyen though dead.

It is a strange coincidence that the or
der of service which the king had 
signed prescribing the homages to be 
given’ by the army to Serrno, were 
given to himself. Alfonso XH. had 
signed it, leaving the date in blank.

Shall .it be supposed that the king 
himself appeared to Serrano? Pardo is 
a long distance: away, and all’Madrid 
was asleep’,’ no one. except my husband 
knew anything of it. How Aid he. re
ceive the news? Here is a subject for 
meditation for those who ’ believe in 
Spiritism. ■ Duchess de la Torre,

the title of “Among the American Spir
itualists,” commences a long article of 
his experiences with the following inci
dent:

“En route for America I frequently 
talked with the physician in charge of 
the steamship on matters of spirit phe
nomena,- as he had made a study of 
them for quite a length of time at each 
arrival of the steamer in the port of 
New York.

• “ ‘Let me give you an example, " said 
he, ‘of the stupid things these mediums 
-will tell you! Here I am, an old bach
elor, with nobody to care for, fond of my 
profession, the sea, travel, and desiring 
nothing better than to remain the rest 
of my life on this ship, where I have 
been for many years. Well, while in 
New York lately, a woman who did not 
know me at-all said to me: “You travel 
much upon the sea—most all the time: 
but you are going to quit it and fix you r 
residence in a city of this country,” ’ 
and the doctor laughed with a right 
good will.

“ ‘You are so sure of remaining where 
you are,’ I responded, ‘that themqdiums 
are therefore done for, and Spiritualism 
is knocked out!’ ” .

“That’s about the size of it,” here- 
plied.

“ ‘Well, perhaps It would be about as 
well for us to wait awhile before form
ing our opinion of things,’ I an
swered.

“Three months later/having -finished 
my excursions in the'United States, I 
returned to New York just in time to 
find ready for sailing the same steamer 
I came over on. I was delighted in 
prospect of .a return voyage with my 
docto;*.

“I hastened to get news of him on 
board, but was told by a wafter-boy that 
he was no longer with the ship. ‘How 
is that?’ ‘He has left the company, 
having been recently appointed physi
cian to a, post, in the city of X------- .’■
You can see how badly mistaken this 
medium was!”

The same writer tells his French read
ers of the American Spiritualist camp- 
meetingB, where, he says: “You hear 
lectures from’-male and female orators, 
who often show remarkable talent; ana 
you see mediums of every description 
there. Spirits come with some, and 
speak through paper trumpets, which 
enable you to hear the voice peculiar to 
each: with others," messages are ob
tained on slates in full light by the 
simple imposition of handst and some
times without even touching t them at 
all. I myself have obtained sqfne in this 
manner.”

“He writes at some length of his ex
periences in materialization, all . of 
which are interesting, but with which 
the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker are already-familiar. “Once,” 
he . says, “a name was given, and the 
figure that I.saw was certainly that of 
the person named, who died twenty 
years before. At another time T saw a 
person whom the medium could never 
have seen, nor heard spoken of; and at 
the home of Mr. Aspinwall, in Minneap
olis, I.Saw and recognized a friend who 
had died several months before, in 
Spain. He was a Spiritist, and had 
great affection for my brother and for 
me-” ’! ’

. Preaches In His Bleep.
' One of the most remarkable puzzling 

stories of “somnambulism” has recently 
come to light. The subject, says the 
London News, was a young ecclesiastic 
at a seminary. The bishop of the dio
cese was so deeply interested that he 
wept nightly to the young man’s cham
ber. He saw him get out of bed, secure 
paper, compose and write sermons. On 
finishing a page he read it aloud.’ When 
a word displeased him he wrote a cor. 
section with great exactness. The 
bishop had seen a beginning of some of 
these somnambulistic sermons, and 
thought them well composed -and cor
rectly written. Curious to ascertain 
whether the young man made use of 
his eyes, the bishop put a card under his 
chin in such a manner as to prevent him 
seeing the paper on the table before 
him, but he still continued to write. 
Not yet satisfied whether or not he 
could distinguish different objects 
placed before him, the bishop took away 
the piece of paper on which he wrote 
and substituted! several other kinds at 
diderent times. He always perceived 
the change, because the pieces of paper' 
were of different sizes. When a piece 
exactly like his own was substituted he 
used it, and wrote his corrections on the 
places corresponding to those on his 
own paper. It was by this means that 
portions of his nocturnal compositions 
were obtained. His most astonishing 
production was a piece of music written 
with great exactitude. He ‘used a cane 
for a ruler. The clefs, the flats and the 
sharps, were all in their right places. 
The notes were all made as circles,' and 
those requiring it were afterward 
blackened with ink. The words were all 
written below, but once they were in 
such large characters that they did not 
come directly below their proper notes, 
and perceiving this, he erased them all 
and wrote them over again. .

This, of course, is a. remarkable case 
of spirit influence—the trance condition.

The only system of. signals, in use 
among the Rio police is a weekly watch
word. • ■ ■ <•

Legal’executions in Mexico .are by 
shooting, and take place in the prison 
yard.

Of the 1,233 prisoners in California, 
769 are American born and 464 are for- 
'Bigners. . •

Its Wonders Vividly Por 
trayed.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

The Arena for December has an arti- 
ele on the above subject by Heinrich 
Hensoldt, who claims ’that he writes 
from the knowledge gained by his own 
personal observation. The statements 
made are so bizarre and wonderful, one 
is in doubt if the author is sincere, or 
attempting to gauge the credulity of his 
readers. The advisability of an author’s 
putting forth such statements as facta 
rests with himself. There has been a 
growing belief in the value of the mys
teries of Indian jugglery, [fostered by 
Theosophy. The retirement to a cave, 
or the shade of a banyan tree, and years 
of contemplation of the abdomen, is 
thought more conducive to knowledge 
than the experimental research of the 
West. It is a resurrection of an obsolete 
method, one which has in the past ages 
of its prime proved to be utterly worth
less and misleading.

The Arena gained a great deal of no
tice and fretf advertising by, the publica
tion of the prophecies of Dr. J. R. Bu
chanan, which were of the usual blood" 
and-thunder sort. The reiteration of 
the wails of Jeremiah; wars, famine, 
pestilence, earthquakes, and a turning 
back of the Atlantic coast into the Al
leghany mountains in a way that made 
one’s flesh creep and each hair of his 
head stand-on end. "

The only remarkable thing about this 
prophecy is that not a word of it has yet 
come true, nor is it possible for the 
geological part to be fulfilled.

The enlightened smiled in pity, the 
ignorant trembled in fear, and the 
whole matter was cast into the rubbish 
of weather predictions.

Let us present some examples of the 
facts Mr. Hensoldt seriously presents. 
He says: “Their tricks give one at once 
the impression that some totally differ
ent principle is at work behind them 
than the mere legerdemain or substi
tutive . trickery of the western 
specialists.” .•' . .

“For instance, e Fakir will take a 
large earthen dish, pour into it about a 
gallon of water, and hold it steadily in 
his left hand, the other hand being 
raised.to his forehead.. Then tho vessel 
will diminish in size while you look on,- 
growing smaller and smaller, so that at 
last it would take a magnifying glass to 
recognize it! Then it disappears com
pletely. This will occupy about a'min- 
nte and a half. Suddenly you see again 
a tiny brown object, hot bigger than a 
sand-grain; this enlarges in the most 
inex-plicable manner, till, at the end, of 
another minute, the,original dish, afoot 
ih diameter, filled' with water to the 
brim,, and weighing at least fifteen 
pounds, is before you. (1 have seen this 
trick performed several times, and, on 
one occasion, was so near as to be almost 
in contact with-the Fakeer.)

More marvelous still is what he saw 
performed by the Yoghi,a higher order 
of Fakirs. He says he shall never for
get the day and the state of his feelings, 
and one would think he never would.

“It was at Agra, then, that I, first wit
nessed the mango feat, and 1 cannot do 
better than describe how I' saw it per
formed. In the centre of one of the 
largest squares in Agra .a Yoghi planted 
a mango. There were present about 
two hundred and fifty or three hundred 
people, forming a large circle of about 
eighty yards in diameter. In the cen
ter stood the Yoghi. Some of the on-, 
lookers were, of course, much nearer to’ 
him than others, and he "seemed to 
have no qbjection if people came within 
ten or fifteen yards of him, but the 
average distance kept by the spectators 
was, I dare say, forty yards. Most of 
my readers, will know what a mango is; 
for the benefit of the few who may not, 
I will say that it is an edible tropical 
fruit, about the size of a large pear, 
growing on a tree which reaches a 
height of from forty to one hundred and 
twentv feet.

“The Yoghi dug a hole in the ground, 
about six inches deep, placed the mango 
in it. and covered it with earth. I now 
expected to see a modification of a 
well-known trick practiced by some of. 
our Western conjurers. The performer 
plants a bean or pea in a flower pot, con
taining quicklime at the bottom, cov
ered with earth. The bean has been 
previously soaked in warm water fqr 
several days, and is On the point of ger
minating. Then, by pouring in enough 
water to reach the quicklime, the earth 
is warmed to such an extent that the 
germ is driven out in a few minutes, 
forcing its way upwards through the 
soil, and reaching a height of several 
inches in less than half an hour. This 
will astonish all those who are not ac- 
quaihted with the wonders of plant life. 

• “ Well, I expected to see something of 
this sort exhibited by the Yoghi.-' I ex
pected to behold the tiny shoot of a 
mango, creeping, slowly out of the soil,' 
unfolding its leaves and reaching a 
height of, perhaps, six or eight inches. 
Instead of this I was startled to see in 
the air, above the spot where the mango 
had been buried, the form'of a large 
tree,—at first rather indistinctly, pre
senting, as it were, mere hazy outlines;

but becoming visibly more distinct, 
until at length there stood as natural a 
tree as ever I had seen in my life—a 
mango tree, about fifty feet high, and 
in full foliage, with mangoes on it.”
“All this happened within five minutes 

of the »burying of the fruit. It may 
have been three minutes till I saw the 
tree, but as I had been at first looking 
intently at the spot where the mango 
was planted, the apparition may have 
been there even sooner. I was so in
tensely surprised at what I beheld 
that I could hardly realize the fact that 
I was not dreaming. There stood a tree, 
to all intents and purposes as natural as 
any tree could have appeared to human 
eyes, a huge, tree, with a stem at least 
two feet thick. And yet there was 
something strange about this tree
something unearthly, something grew- 
some. There was a weird rigidness 
about it, not one leaf moving in the 
breeze; it stood there as if. carved out 
of some hard Solid, like the obelisk in 
Central Park. Another curious feature 
I noticed—the leaves seemed to obscure 
the sun’s rays, and yet I could not de
tect a particle of shade; it was a tree 
without a shadow.

“But the most amazing tiling of all 
was this: after having gazed at it for 
about two or three minutes, I slowly ap
proached it, wishing to make a closer 
examination of the stem, and, if possi
ble, to secure some of the leaves. Now, 
in proportion as I drew near, the tree 
seemed to lose its distinctness; its out
lines became blurred and faded, so that 
I had to strain my eyes to retain the 
impression of its form, until, when 
about ten yards from the supposed stem, 
the apparition had completely vanished. 
Only the Yoghi stood there, and he 
smiled as he ’ caught my eye, but his 
look was such as p'shall not easily for
get. And my surprise did not end here, 
for no sooner had I commenced retrac
ing my steps, than the outlines, of the 
tree appeared once more, growing more 
distinct With every step till, at last, 
when reaching the spot where I had 
originally stood, it had resumed the same 
marvelous petility.” .

To strengthen this story the author 
adds another which probably on the 
principle that it is so much more in
credible than the other, the first will bo 
received,- In the Himalayas he saw this 
cunning feat, _ by one of the greatest 
Yoghi, and it is not surprising that ho 
writes: “I am almost afraid to record 
this experience, as it may bo deemed 
utterly incredible. The mango tree 
which this Rishi produced did not vanish 
in proportion as I approached it, but 
retained its full realism, and L not only 
touched it, but actually climbed seve
ral feet up its stem.’’
* “But this is surpassed by the rope feat, 
which "fho- author saw on four different 
occasions, and every time his ■ belief 
strengthened until his doubts seem to. 
have entirely given away. "Western 
philosophy hag not-yet ftirriished any-, 
thing like an explanation,” he says tri. 
umphantly. No, there are things that 
philosophy is not called on to explain. ■

“A" Yoghi, afterdiaving addressed a 
large assemblage of people and preached 
one of the most impressive sermons I 
ever listened to, took a rope about fif
teen feet long, and perhaps an inch 
thick. One end of this rope he held in 
his left hand, while with nis right he 
threw the other end up in the air. The 
rope, instead of coming down again, re-! 
mained suspended, even after the Yoghi 
had removed his other baud, and it1 
seemed to have become as rigid as a 
.pillar. Then the Yoghi seized it with, 
both hands, and to my utter amazement, 
CLIMBED UP this rope, suspended all the 
time, in defiance of gravity, with the 
lower end at least five feet from tho 
ground. And in proportion as he 
climbed up it seemed as if the ropewas 
lengthening out indefinitely above him 
and disappearing beneath him, for ho 
kept on climbing till he was fairly out 
of sight, and the last I could distinguish 
was his white turban and a piece of this’ 
never-ending rope. Then my eyes could 
endure the glare of tho sky no longer,’ 
and when I looked again he was gone.” ‘

The sincerity of M. Hensoldt is not' 
in question, for he believes in his senses, 
and the honesty of the fakirs, a caste 
that has for thousands of years sup
ported itself by imposition and the 
credulity qf the people.

What did he see ?—is the question— 
not what he thought be saw. There is- 
an instrument that cannot bo hypno-, 
tized, and always records what is be-; 
fore it. If some one would take views 
of the performance, three or four a 
minute from the planting of the mango 
seed to the time M. Hensoldtclimbed it, 
or of the rone feat., then we should be 
able to see just what was done, and how 
it was done. ,

Will not some of the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker in India, who-' 
have the opportunity, bring, the Kodac’ 
or camera to the investigation, and re-' 
port the results. They would thus 
furnish a most interesting chapter in’ 
the study of these feats which have 
called forth argument and ridicule, and 
positively and forever «how their real' 
value.

Now for Abuse.
Another priest—one , of “Father’ 

McGlynn’s” former assistants—has left ■ 
the Romish Church and become a Prot
estant. It will now be in order for the 
Romish cohorts to abuse,1 malign and 
persecute him—that is the way the old 
church'ever serves those'who desert her 
fold. They may be fit for saintship’ 
while in her communion; but let them 
turn their backs upon the church, and ’ 
forthwith they are vilified and treated 
as moral aud religious monsters, (
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idle dream.

The Jubilee at St. Louis, Mo.
The Progressive Thinker, learning that 

there was to be a jubilee celebration in the 
Society of Progressive Spiritualists in St. 
Louis, had its reporter on the ground. It re
grets the necessity of abridging the report 
somewhat; but that cannot be helped.

The celebration of the Spiritualists’ Jubilee 
in St. Louis was in every way a success, That 
indefatigable worker, Moses Hull, has. been 
talking to the society for over a month, this 
being his sixth engagement within three years. 
They want him three months next year, and 
he promises them that much time providing 
they will pull unitedly together, and work to 
bring the people in, and make them feel at 
home when they are there.

The morning and evening services were, the 
same as usual. In the morning Mr, Hull dis
coursed on the “Comparative Work for the 
Elevation of Humanity Done by Christianity 
and by Spiritualism.” Without saying a 
word against Christianity, Mr. Hull showed 
that the balance sheet showed that Spiritual
ism is far ahead. In the evening the dis
course was on “Joan of Are, or Spiritualism 
in France Near Five Hundred Years Ago.” 
Of all the over fifty discourses Mr. H. has de
livered here, this one ranks as number one.

The jubilee session opened at 2:30. The 
hall showed the handiwork of Hon. Joseph 
Brown, who has been’ twice mayor of the city, 
and who is now filling his second term as city 
auditor. .

After a song from the congregation, Mrs. 
Richmond’s jubilee poem was rather dramati
cally but finely rendered by a young man— 
Mr. Hitchcock.

Mr. Hull then, after another song, opened 
with a short introductory discourse, in which 
he held up the utility and the dangers of or
ganization, and in which he urged every one 
to take hold and make our national organiza
tion what it should be.

Auditor Joseph Brown was next called for- 
j ward, as the oldest Spiritualist in the audi- 
1 enee, he being converted to Spiritualism 
1 through the Fox girls in 1851. He told, in 
an interesting manner, of his battle with his 
common sense when, as a Presbyterian, he 
tried to reconcile himself to the terrible dog
mas he learned in Sunday-school and in the 
Church. He told also of the joy that the first 
messages from the Spirit-world brought to 
him, and of the rejoicing and the consolation 
he had obtained as a result of his forty-two 
years’ communion with the Spirit-world. He 
thoroughly endorsed Mr. Hull's remarks pn 
the organization; he had not taken hold of. it; 
he both hoped and feared for the results.

Your reporter got, but tost, the name of the 
little girl who responded to Auditor Brown’s 
speech. She was only twelve years old. She 
rejoiced that she was born so late in the nine
teenth century; that the battles were not be
fore her that Captain Brown had fought She 
urged Spiritualists to do something for the 
children—to found Lyceums, and give them 
some plain and understandable books to read, 
and to help them to prepare to take the work 
from older hands when the time comes for them- 
to lay the work down. '

After a song by Mrs. Inman, Mrs. Kate Os
borne, a blind medium, but one whose spirit
ual eyes are wide open, was called to the plat
form, and made excellent remarks, and gave 
the following exquisite poem:

- OUT OF THE DARKNESS.

We are walking in the morning of the soul’s 
• undying light,
We are living in the glory of a joy that knows 

no night;
We are gliding on the noontide of progression’s 

mighty stream,
We are learning that the future is no myth or

c
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H. W. McCune.brotherhood.
Los Angeles, Cal.

Florida Camp Meeting.
We have asked the various railroads

National Convention for organization Is 
case in point, to which will be added our pi

The authentic period of Greek artkbegins 
with the arrival of Polygnotos, of Thads, in 
Athens, about 463 B; 0.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE?- 

Si “ Rights of Man,” “Ago of Reason,” etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of hls writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tbe exact truth It 
regard to this most abused patriot and rellgloas re
former should read this volume. Price 8J. FosUfr 
10 cents. For sale at this office

t

Now we gather precious diamonds of the purest 
truth and love—

; Sparkling gems that flash and glitter in the 
coronets above.

i Yes, We gather all the jewels In each pathway as 
; they Ite—
bGems of knowledge brought by angels from the 
I azure-tinted sky;
; For the,loved ones come and tell us that beyond 
‘ the veil of stars
, They have found a restful haven up above the 
I golden bars.
There they gather broken heartstrings, severed 

by the hand of grief,
■ "Where earths flowers all are blighted, every 
( bud ana every leaf. -
But through darkest clouds of sorrow sparkling 

I waves of suhlight shine,
i Till we see beyond the river angel loved ones— 

yours and mine. ’
We are list’ning to their voices, music tones of 

long ago; .
How it makes the heartstrings quiver, price

less pearls, we loved them so!
1 Infant buds and rosy blossoms filled our homes 
। with joy and pride,
Till they dropped ’neath waves of anguish, then 

■ they crossed the silver tide.
But we did not part forever, they are living, lov- 

• ing still;
, Oft we feel their warm caresses making every 

heartstrihg thrill.
■One by one we cross the river, soon we all shall 

gather there,
In a "home unknown to sorrow, free from ev’ry 

shade of care;
Then the cherished buds and blossoms wafted to 

: the angel shore _
Closely to our hearts shall nestle, «testing there 

forevermore.
The first toast, “Our National Organiza

tion,” was responded to by the octogenarian, 
; Captain E. W. Gould. His remarks were 
i timely. He urged the necessity of every one 
। taking hold and helping to make our national 
; organization what it should be. »
, Mrs. Mary A. Fairchild responded to the 
'toast, “The Progress of Spiritualism.” She 
did not seem to take a rose-colored view of the 
matter. The following is a full text of her 
remarks:

“A summary of the progress made by Spir
itualism in this city in the past twenty-five 
years would read southing like the follow
ing: Spiritualism, as represented by organ
ized societies, has made little or no progress 
in this city during the past twenty-five years; 
attendance at public lectures not so numerous 
as twenty-five years ago. Even at that time 
it was a difficult matter to sustain a series of 
lectures. I remember that the lecturer in the

enthusiasm of belief would ¿well on the asser
tion that there were Millions of Spiritualists 
in the United States, and ten ,to twenty thou
sand of them in this eity. Mr. Fairchild, then 
treasurer of the society, said he should be 
glad to discover forty or even twenty-fiyp of 
them. It was then, as it is now,, impossible 
to find forty that would subscribe,’and pay 
regularly to the maintenance of a society. 
From that time to this there has been no re
covery from this indifference, this apathy. Our 
speakers still make the same assertions from 
the rostrum: ‘There are millions upon mill
ions of Spiritualists everywhere.’ If you 
think bo, suppose you take a search-light and 
our little treasurer's book and a pencil and go 
among these reported millions of Spiritualists. 
See how many will register as Spiritualists in 
your treasurer's book!' Presto, all but a 
dozen of so have dematerialized, ‘like the 
baseless fabric of a vision. ’ They have Van
ished into thin air. Take, for instance, our 
own society. Hele is Brother Hull, a man 
who has been working, lo! these many years, 
solely for the good of the cause—a man of ex
tended reputation, an eloquent man, a brain 
filled with grand, progressive ideas, which he 
imparts felicitously, forcibly, always inter
esting and instructive. Where are the thou
sands of St. Louis Spiritualists Who should 
come to hear him? Do we turn any away 
from the door of our small hall for the want of 
a seat? Is it not a melancholy fact that he, 
and such as he, finds it difficult to keep the 
wolf from the door? . The most elo
quent discourses treating of our grand phil
osophy are often delivered to a mere handful 
of people. Especially is this true of a Sun
day morning. But if there is a side show of 
tests, or so called manifestations, a gaping 
crowd comes out of curiosity. Brethren, I 
think in the long run this is injurious to our 
cause; not but that I believe the phenomena 
have their proper place. I also think the 
still prevailing fashion of changing our lec
turers every month or so is not calculated to 
build up strong societies. Itinerancy may be 
best for sparsely-populated districts, but is 
not suited for city life.

“I mention this side of the -progress of 
Spiritualism that we may not deceive ourselves 
with delusive visions. There is a wide gulf 
between this unsuccessful condition of Spirit
ualism as an organization, and the really mag
nificent success of Spiritualism as an unor
ganized force. Silently, but persistently, it 
has become an all-pervading, permeating influ
ence. Through all strata of society, from the 
lowest to the highest, through all social life, 
in every home, into the churches of every de
nomination, freeing, liberalizing, enlightening. 
The ignorant and the educated alike feel its 
power, humanizing, harmonizing, crushing out 
superstition aS nothing else ever did or can; 
building anew on nature's grounds; inspiring 
courage and hope where before darkness and 
despair held sway. ,

“The gentle radiance of a purer, sweeter 
soul-life is in the world since the birth of mod
ern Spiritualism; its progress in this (Jeeper 
phase of life is all that we could wish. ' It is 
wonderful, glorious! We who know this 
should rejoice, and continue to do our duty as 
Spiritualists, even though we are forced to oc
cupy a lowly position as an organized power. 
Success to the national organization, and may 
it be the means of combining the two phases of 
our religion.”

Captain Brown, in a few well-chosen words, 
responded to the sentiment, “The Children of 
Spiritualists.” The Captain seems to have 
lost much of his interest in the older ones. 
His great desire now is to see something done 
for the children; they are coming on to take 
our places, and it is all-important that they 
be better prepared for the work than we are 
to-day.

The toast, “The Old Workers,” in obedi
ence to calls from the audience, was re
sponded to by Moses Hull. Of the one hun
dred workers with which he was acquainted 
near a third of a century ago, he could count 
all that remained on the fingers of one hand. 
Faithful souls! they bore the burden and the 
heat of the day; they—some of them—went 
in rags to proclaim the truths which had set 
their souls on fire. They are now in heaven, 
and heaven is better for their presence. The 
speaker could never look back .to them (here 
he mentioned twenty or thirty of their names) 
with any other than worshipful feelings.

“The Progress of Spiritualism” was the last 
toast, and Mr. Hull had been chosen in ad
vance to respond to that. . Your reporter got 
the full text of that response, but lent it to a 
Globe-Democrat reporter, who promised to re
turn it in a few hours. He has not seen it 
since. The substance was, that it was dan
gerous to prophesy. There are so many fac
tors to come in. The future of Spiritualism 
depends on its present; it must grow out of 
its present. It is for us to say whether in the 
future Spiritualism shall be a great and ex
panding philosophy, a religion, a life, which 
shall command the attention and respect of 
the thinkers of the world, or whether it shall 
dwindle down to a “Punch and Judy Show” 
for the amusement of children and fools. If 
Spiritualism takes the former course, the na
tions of the earth will bring their glory and 
honor into it; if the latter, you may as well 
write “mene, mene, tekel” on its brow. Like 
Ichabod, its glory has departed.

The crude phenomena of Spiritualism were 
necessary to reach a sleeping, sensualistic, 
materialistic world. Now the time has come 
when the better portion of the world begin to 
demand that Spiritualism, in its philosophy 
and phenomena, keep pace with it There are 
phenomena as much-higher than the crude con
cussions which first demanded the attention of 
the world as the Spiritual philosophy is 
higher than the theologies it is supplanting. 
While the old-fashioned raps, tips and other 
external phenomena must be kept up at 
proper times and places, they are only the 
first letters of the Spiritual alphabet.

The question to-day is not so much: spirits, 
can you come to us? as it is, why do you 
come? Can you come with more wisdom than 
we poor-mortals have? Can you help us to

solve the (to us) unsolvable problems? • Haye 
you a higher phase of spirituality? Can you 
open just a little the doors to the world of 
wisdom, and let an inspiration flow from your 
.world to ours that will help us to put oui the 
fires of a few of the '.hells, and plant à few 
seeds of heaven here and now? If Spirithàb 
ism takes hold of progressive and reformatory 
works, and invokes and receives the aid needed 
from the great reformers who walk the flowery 
shores of the better world, its sun is only just 
rising, but if it retrogrades, as In some places 
it seems to be doing, then the kingdom of 
heaven will be taken from it, and given to a 
nation bringing forth the fruits thereof. ’ ,

After this speech a collection of a little over 
$17 was taken for the benefit of the National 
Association. The meeting closed with thé 
very best of feelings on the part of all, and 
all went away, seemingly, with the feeling 
that whether the National Association is a sue. 
cess or not, our jubilee had lifted them a little 
nearer toward heaven,

Spiritualism in California. ■
To the Editor:—On the 15th of October 

last a meeting was held in this city for the 
purpose of forming a society for the promul
gation of Spiritual truth. The call for the 
meeting brought together a hundred or more 
earnest men and women; a temporary Organ-' 
ization was effected and all preliminaries ar
ranged for a meeting on the following Bunday. 
The latter meeting was largely attended; per
manent officers were chosen: Geo. A. PleaB- 
ance being president; Mrs. Amanda M. Wig
gin and B. M. Raiford, vice-presidents, and 
II. W. McCune, secretary. From that day 
the meetings have been growing in interest 
and numbers, and a larger hall had to be 
found. During the month of November Miss 
Susie Johnson, an inspirational lecturer; of 
Long Beach, Cal., rendered good service on 
Sunday evenings, while. local mediums con
tributed to the entertainment of the growing 
audiences, afternoons and evenings, by psy
chometric readings and spiritual tests.

For the month of December, Dr. N. F. 
Ravlin, the most noted orator on the Pacific 
Coast, and Dr. John M. Temple, a psychome- 
trist and platform test medium of remarkable 
power, are engaged. They will no doubt be 
employed during January also, and the large 
hall used since their arrival is already too small 
for the number who assemble to hear told and 
see manifested the evidences of unending life.

Last night the hall was filled to its utmost 
capacity, and Dr. Ravlin, by request, dis
coursed upon the question: “Do our friends 
in Spirit-life follow given lines of thought, 
and do they impress us accordingly?” Dr. 
Ravlin prefaced his lecture by the statement 
that he did not know anything of the subject, 
but no one would have suspected his a'vowed 
ignorance after what followed: We regret 
that we do not have a stenographic report of it 
to give to the world. It was an eloquent, 
logical and plausible affirmative answer to the 
question. He spoke of the wonderful ad
vancement in science, invention and mechani
cal appliances since the day of the Hydesville 
rappings, speaking particularly of the work pf 
Thomas A. Edison, and how in the visions of 
his sleep he has been impressed by the spirit 
of Franklin and Morse.

There is nothing in the manner or appear
ance of Dr. Ravlin, while talking, to. suggest 
his dependence on spirit control, but when 
given a subject of which he knows nothing, 
as was the case last night, he speaks with all 
the fervor, volubility and eloquence of an im
passioned orator.

The First Spiritual Society of Los Angeles 
has been incorporated under the laws of the 
State, and hopes to unify all the hitherto in
harmonious spiritual forces of this city, and 
accomplish a grand work here. Steps are 
being taken to get the use of the new theater 
for Sunday meetings. This will seat 1600 
people. If we fail in this, some other equally 
capacious place of meeting will be secured, 
and then the strongest exponent of heaven’s 
truth to be had will be employed. There are 
many Spiritualists in Los Angelos, and they 
only need to be lifted above all the triviali
ties of personal interest by the force of a grand 
thought to unite them in a common effort and 
make them a great power in the work of 
spreading the new gospel of peace and human

Letter from the Great Violinist, 
J. Jay Watson.

To the Editor:—There is nothing new to 
write about here in the spiritual line, with the 
exception of a very interesting gathering op 
the evening of the 11th inst in the parlors of 
Mrs. M. E, Williams, 232 West 46th street, in 
this city. A very brilliant assemblage greeted 
Mr. Striker, a young test medium, who I be
lieve has recently shown remarkable powers 
in occult phenomena. Many tests were given 
by this young man of an extraordinary charac
ter, rendering happy the recipients of the same. 
Mrs. Williams is a great favorite here, and 
numbers her friends in figures so large that I 
would scarcely dare to enumerate them. She 
is a large, handsome woman, with a heart in 
exact proportion. She has always been a 
ready helper of the poor and friendless, and 
has a kind word and friendly greeting for any 
and all of God’s children who come into her 
presence, and her beautiful little daughter 
Gertie is a valuable and faithful mde mecum. 

On the evening above mentioned Mr. J. R. 
Francis’ name and that of The Progressive 
Thinker were frequently alluded to in terms 
of the warmest approbation, and no one was 
more cheered at this outcome than myself and 
family, Of course the Ole Bull Cremona 
spoke in its most inspirational manner, and 
the great and genial old violinist requested, 
through medium Stryker, a performance of one 
of hls musical favorites, which was, of course, 
at once acquiesced in. J. Jay Watson.

New York. .

WORDS OF WISDOM.
0 ________ _

The Objects of National Organiza
, ti°n- -

The guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
spoke in substance as follows, at the Jubilee 
bn the 17 th ult.:

All organisms are growths from a germ 
that seeks expresssion. Beneath the sod the 
slumbering seed waits for the quickening of 
its life; then responsive to the law of its ex
istence it puts forth its aspirations and powers, 
winning to itself the elements of earth, air 
and light to fashion into the fibers of its ex
pression. .

Thehutaan Organism iS for the expression 
of the spirit—not oiie of all its manifold pow
ers would be complete alone; and even the 
intricate and subtle mechanism of the human 
organism is inadequate to fully express what 
the spirit desires to reveal. Various inven-, 
tions,. devices and mechanical appliances have 
been added to’ the avenues of the spirit’s ex
pression in the human form, until the wonder
ful powers of mechanical art have meas
ured the facilities of human expression 
a thousand—aye, a million fold. Not 
content with what the eyes can see, the 
human spirit through its mental powers has 
devised tbe telescope and the microscope, not 
content with the range of hearing, in the recep
tion of Vibrations that become sound, the 
telephone and phonograph. Musical instru
ments that reveal under the master’s skillful 
hands marvels of sound have been produced. 
Art catches the forms invisible to the naked 
eye and makes them captive on the sensitized 
plate. The sunbeams paint what no human 
touch could produce, and the thousand 
mighty arms of steam and electricity lift.the 
burdens, perform the work and bear the mess
ages of the world. All this is the work, not 
of one but of- many minds, and while the 
individual is strictly aecouutabie for his or 
her performance of the part assigned to each, 
still the whole result is in the suitable associ
ation of the parte.

The machinist constructs the engine, not to 
dominate man but to be his servant. Every 
created thing is to subserve the purpose of its 
creator.

Societies, ;organizations, governments, when 
they become oppressive, are not so by any 
power that inheres in the organizations, but 
by the tyranny of man, who would express 
and exercise the same oppressions individually 
as he does through organizations, had he the 
power.

The moment any association becomes op
pressive, that moment revolution begins. 
Time was when an organization^ even of the 
smallest local kind, among Spiritualists, was 
impossible.

Many had too recently escaped from the 
bondage of creeds that bound them to fear, 
not only of death but of whit might come 
after death—the horrors of . Hades, and mis
taking their own condition, of being bound for 
that which bound them they naturally rejected 
all thought of organization os oppressive. Be
sides the process of disintegration and indi
vidualization had not been .completed in the 
minds of those noble men and women who 
were ready for the new light. For building 
there must be preparation; for growth there 
must be the preparation of soil and sowing of 
the seed.

Half a century has wrought a marvelous 
change; and half a century more will witness 
a greater one. It was plainly revealed when 
the delegates'to the National Spiritualists’ Con
vention came together in this .’city, the last 
days of last September, that they came to 
unite their labors. Many of them had been 
in the ranks of Spiritualism as workers from 
the first; many of them had come up through 
great tribulations, trials, and persecutions 
which they had bravely met; some had differed 
from others in opinions concerning individual 
and ethical problems connected with human 
life, but all came resolved to sink their differ
ences and unite on the general basis of pro
moting human welfare and enlightenment in 
endeavoring to carry forward a more perfect 
presentation of the truths of Spiritualism.

Three basic objects were and are in view in 
the minds of those who were in the convention 
and who formed the organization to carry for
ward those purposes.

First: To bind thejocal and State societies 
together in a fraternal and working fellowship, 
and form a compact working body for the 
dissemination of the truths of Spiritualism, 
and for the protection of its mediums and 
teachers.

Since no part can equal the whole, or the 
strength of any local organization cannot equal 
the united strength of several local organiza
tions; and the. combined strength of all local 
organizations will form a great working power; 
since, also, there are laws in the statutes of 
many of the .States militating against the exer
cise of spiritual gifts, especially the gift of 
healing and the various phenomenal phases of 
manifestation, a National Organization com
bining the strength of the whole movement 
and concentered at any givey point where 
needed,, will be much more potent to combat 
these unconstitutional laws, to prevent further 
legislation in the same direction and to repeal 
the oppressive laws already in existence that 
make the exercise of spiritual gifts a crime, 
instead of recognizing them as a blessing to 
■the human race.

Mediums are encouraged to become members 
of the local organizations where they may 
abide, that they may avail themselves of the 
protection thus offered.

Second: In addition to the ably-conducted 
spiritualistic journals and the many volumes 
of literature already in existence, it is the in
tention to collect, compile, disseminate such 
new facts and..teachings as may be needed;, 
and to keep a. complete bureau of statistics,' 
aS far as is possible, which will enable any 
one interested to obtain any information de
sired concerning the movement.

The publication of the proceedings of the

case in point, to which will be added our paper 
on Spiritualism presented to the Parliament of 
Religions, which presentation, had there peen 
a National Organization existittg two years ago 
could have been given orally by ub, a? it should 
hpve been, in the Parliament while iii session.

There are many divisions of this branch 
of labor which time forbids our continuing 
here.

Third, and by no means the strongest ob
ject: A National Organization givps weight and 
respectability to the movement.

If we could have a thought that there is 
atty danger of Spiritualism, becoming “popu
lar” in the butterfly sense of that term, 
through this or any other organization, then 
we would wish it instantly dissolved. Nor 
do we consider that applause or favor consti
tutes respectability. Truth is respectable al
though burned at the stake, or doomed to in
carceration in a felon’s cell. Error is not re
spectable although robed in ermine and wor
shiped of men. So valuable is truth, bo 
precious her fair name, that no time-honored 
lie, no sanctioned error, no falsehood masked 
in whatsoever pleasing guise can for one in
stant, take her place. Be true to this eternal 
light; this knowledge of immortal life, this 
name of Spiritualism given youbby the angel 
world. Sustain the organization you have 
made; give it the strength of your lives so long 
as it fulfills the purpose for which you have 
fashioned it, and be not stinted in the measure 
of your sustenance and support. It derives 
its existence and functions and work from you.

Above all, bo true to the name of Spiritual
ism that to-day is the living light of the world.

State of Washington.
To the Editor:—Although we have no 

regular organized society at this time we have 
much good material, and I hope in the near 
future we may have an organization working 
under the wing of the National Spiritual As
sociation.

We perhaps have as many young mediums 
who are developing finely, and bid fair to be
come grand workers in the cause of truth and 
light, as any other section according to popu
lation. It is a pleasure to witness the prog
ress some of them are making, and the good 
they are doing, when one sees the tears of 
joy, and hears the expressions of gratitude, 
from white-headed old parents for the good 
work done by their own children—mediums 
of but a few months—such as the three grand
daughters of our old friend and brother, J. 
W. Gilmore.

The youngest, Miss Maude, aged 16 years, 
is developing as a psychometric reader; her 
sister, Mrs. Mjlis, is a good clairvoyant, clair- 
audient and healing medium; the other sister, 
Mrs. Lathrop, has done a grand and noble 
work under trance, that will never be obliter
ated from the memory of the family.

The credit of this good work is perhaps due 
to Mrs. and Mr. Nagel, who, during their 
short stay, with us, made many lasting friends. 
Her good work as an inspirational speaker, 
under her guide, Marcus, an Ancient Greek, is 
a grand treat for anyone; also her test control, 
Fleetfoot, proved to be quite interesting and 
amusing.

We have lots of other young mediums who 
are developing, and I think very highly of 
their controls. One lady already shows re
markable powers as a clairaudient—the other 
evening in the company of a few friends she 
repeated the following, which was pronounced 
as very appropriate by those present:

And what is friendship but a name, 
A charm that lulls to sleep, '

A word that follows wealth and fame'
And leaves the wretch to weep? ■

She is also a trance medium of a high order 
and I Lope at some future time td be able to 
report some good work by the young workers.

We also have an old worker who has done 
some excellent work under control of her 
French Doctor. Many people can testify to 
the powers of Mrs. May Awford. There 
are many others I could mention.

Clearwater,

make round trip rates to Winter Park, Florida, 
as follows: Ticket good going only on Janu
ary 9th and 10th, 1894, and on any regular 
train on these two dates, good returning to 
May 31st, 1894, with full stop-over privileges 
returning; Anderson, Ind., $28.90; Fort 
Wayne, , Ind., $28.90; Indianapolis, Ind., 
$28.45; Ashtabula, O., $33.80; Cleveland, O., 
$32.20; Columbus, O., $29.70; Dayton, O., 
$28.90; Toledo, O., $29.75; Sandusky, O., 
$30.20; Springfield, O., $29.60; Buffalo, N, 
Y., $37.20; Rochester, N. Y., $38.58; Chi
cago, Ill., $31.45; Peoria, Ill., $31.45; 
Detroit, Mich., $31.00; Grand Rapids, Mich., 
$33,15; Jackson, Mich., $31.80; Erie, Pa., 
$34.95; Pittsburgh, Pa., $35.20.

Forrates from all points west and north
west address O. J. Johnson, 710 Sykes Block, 
Minneapolis, Minn. For points east of 
Rochester, N. Y., address Prof. H. D. Barrett, 
1121 -10th st, N. W,, Washington, D. C., or 
Dr. E, A, Smith, Brandon, Vermont

Nearly all the leading railroads have agreed, 
if rate asked for is made, to print a special 
ticket with a $2.00 coupon attached which 
goes to our Association to pay the expenses 
of the camp. All are requested as fat as pos
sible to patronize th? railroads that furnish 
this coupon, as it is no additional expense to 
the purchaser. Sleeping car berths should be 
reserved in advance through your local ticket 
agent. For hotel rates, rooms, eta., address 
Dr, E, 0, Hyde, Winter Park, Florida.

W. S. Rowley, Pres, 
9 Glen Park Place, Cleveland, O, •

•‘A Witch of the' Nineteenth Century.”
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. .

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OB

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the plandhette, both In regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, pnd as 
a means oi developing medlutnShfp. Many who were 
not aware ot their medlumlsUc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing eoinmunica- 
lions from their departed friends.

Ccpt. D, B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I bad 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are mosd-grown In the old yard. They Have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved (o me that Sol rit
ualism is Indeed true, and the communications nave 
given iny heart tbe greatest comfort in tbe severe loss 
1 have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 
name familiar to those Interested In psychical mutters, 
writes as follows: “1 am much pleased with the Psy
chograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test it the 
first opportunity I may have. It is very simple in 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now tn use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
its superior merits become known,”

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, tn an editorial no
tice of the instrument In bla paper, the Worthington 
(Minn I Advance, says: “The Psychograph is an im
provement upon tbe plancbeite, having a dial .and let
ters, with a few words, so that very little ‘power* Is 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate.”

Just what investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mail, free with full directions for use, 81.00. 
For sale at this office._____________

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE^
IT IS A MOST EXCEL-

LENTJWORK-
ThU work is by DB. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bf 

PROF. W. F. LYON., Heretofore It has been sold for 
»2, but the price now has been reduced to 81. It is a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and hls work Is a 
reflection from ihe celestial spheres. It ireau of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence tn Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Panicles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Deat^i; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning: The Confounding of Language; Tbe Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit ; »Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

The author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is ail they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil. 
My physical expands by virtue uf that food and nonr* 
ishmentof which 1 individually partake and digest, 
flfy soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which I Individually gather and comprehend or digest." 
For sale at this office._______________________________

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

J. and Dwelling places By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of thrlr dwelling places. Give us detjills 
—details and accurate deltneailous of life tn the Spirit- 
world.1—la the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death is approaching. Whlther-oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond the tomb*/ Will they know 
me? What Uthelr present condition, and what their 
occupations? In this volume the t{>lrhs. differing as 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man Is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Foregleams of the Future; Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth and Perfcetlon of the Spiritual 
Body; 1b It the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing in 
the Spirit World; Our Little One* in Heaven; The Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians in 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tim 
Friends and Shakers hi Spirit Life; 6plr‘t Homes ot 
Bruno andOtbers; Many Voices from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price 81.50; postage 12 cents. For sale at this 
office.

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TT/ORI.D'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
ry Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ. Con» 

t&uiihg new and startling revelations In religious his
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doc. 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock
ing many of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods, by 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference tn the field which he has chosen for it. The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied Information contained In it must have 
been severe and arduous indeed, and now that it lain 
such convenient shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print. But the 
bookie by no means a mere collation of views or sta
tistics; throughout Its entire course the author-os 
will be seen by hls title-page and chapter beads—.ol- 
lows a definite Udb of research and argument to the 
close, and hls conclusions go, like sure arrows, to tbe 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large 2mo, 880 
pages. New edition, revised ana corrected, fwltb ppr. 
trait of author. Price ,1.50. Postage 10 cents- For 
Bale at this office.

SOMETHING GOOD.
T LIEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME.
V A Sequel to “ A Stellar Key.*' Illustrated. This 

work Is not merely descriptive of what the author calls 
the'* Bummer-Land.” but It Is Illustrated with dia
grams of celestial objects am. views of different por
tions of tbe Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only tbe 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
stronger power» Contents: statements in regard U 
“Individual occupation.'' “progress after death»** 
“eating and breathing In the spirit-life.“ “disappear. 
Mice of the bodily orgs~’ at death,*' “domestic enjoy
ments and true conjuga. ^lona." “ origin of tbe doc
trine of tbe devil," etc Cloth 75 cents. Postage 
& cents. For sale nt thl° -^dce.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

DY LOIS WAISBROOA’ER.—MANY 
J-? have read this book, many hare re-read IL 
and many others ought to read it. It should be read 
by everyman and woman in the land. Asa story it is 
finely written,and teems with Interest.and at the game 
time It educates, elevates and Inspires. It shows tbe 
Injustices to which women arc subjected in the pres* 
ent status of society—thelnequalltfeB in the measure 
of condemnatida voiced by society against acts of the 
fiamemoralquality performed by men and women re* 
spectively. It shows the falsities rampant in society 
in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains n fine llkeneu ot tbe author. 
Fine cloth, 2&0 pages. Price. 81.25«
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL Hlfi. 

ZV tory, embracing tbeoriginottbe Jews, the Riat 
end Development ot Zoroastrianism and the Derive- 
tlon ot Chrlatlenltyi to which Is added; WhenceOMr 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. One ot 
the most valuable works ever published Price 11ASU 
pOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 

JL ByLlrnle Doten. These poemi ere ea Mable«" 
eager. Price 11.00. . .

REYOND THE GATES. BYELIZh^ 
J-J betb Stuart Phelps. A Highly eTitertdniiig 
Price 81.00. —

TESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
U Christ end Mediumship. By Moses fluii; Attui» 
Jhlet well worth reading. Price 10 centi.
^J-P-^J’^CTIONS OF THE 

»J Bible. 144 Proposition!, Theological, Morii. hh- 
torlcal Ind Speculative ; each proved affirmatively end
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ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TO ADVANCE.

GRAND MISSION WORK.
It Is Among Dark Spirits. be it sad or be it joyous; and ere many years. mv iu duu ui mv au jvjvao, nun cig uxcuiy juaio 

► l8iie will be called to that brighter land, there
They Reside on the Very Lowest Planes.

Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them.

A Work Inaugurated by Noble Souls.

PART NINTH.

the 
all 
be-

medium meant that you must be subjected to 
much that was unpleasant and painful. But 
she has stood firmly through it all, seeking to 
glean a lesson of life from each experience,

ignorance, superstition and bigotry, still 
work has gone steadily on, and we can 
realize that no small amount of benefit is

MEDIUMS, CIRCLES AND MEMBERS.

This paper being designed to form a divid
ing line'in the series of articles on “mission 
work among the spirits," will be devoted to a 
mere outline of the advancement of the work 
in the cfrcles hereinafter specified, at# to a 
brief mention of the mediums and members 
thereof.

The earliest record of such mission work 
that the writer is familiar with, is that of the 
experience of Judge Edmunds, as related in 
the work entitled “Spiritualism,” by Judge 
Edmunds and Dr. Dexter, published iu 1855.

An account is given therein of several 
seances with a trance medium, where the mani
festing intelligences were from the dark 
sphere, and were in search of knowledge as to 
the manner in which a higher and happier 
condition might be attained. .

The first circle to be devoted exclusively to 
mission work of which I have any knowledge, 
is that which was formed by Mr. and Mrs. 
D. E. Bailey, of Buffalo, N. Y., with Mrs. 
M. A. Swain as medium, the other members 
of the circle being Mrs. Sarah Fisher and her 
son, Mr. Leander Fisher. It was six or seven 
years ago that Miss Eva, the spirit daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. Bailey, requested that the 
work of the circle be confined to the advance
ment of those poor darkened souls who, through 
the workings of ignorance, inhabit the earth 
sphere but one remove from mortals.

Miss Eva has been in Spirit-life about 
twenty years, and is ably seconded in her 
philanthropic efforts by Mrs. Dora, daughter 
of Mrs.. Fisher, who passed to Spirit-home 
some sixteen years since. Both have ad
vanced to a high state of spiritual unfoldment, 
as have the other members of the band who 
are associated with them in the grand work of 
redeeming souls from darkened conditions, 
and starting them upward in the higher spirit
ual atmosphere.

The other members of the band best knpwn 
to us (because they have manifested most) are 
Mr. Fox, so-called, whose name when in the 
mortal was Nabis. He was of the time 250 
B. C., and is an historic character. When he 
was in earth-life he was tyrannical and cruel, 
and the glorious work in which he has been 
long engaged is a beautiful, illustration of the 
truth that man can and must work out his own 
salvation. Jim Black is an Indian spirit, 
strong in intellect and in spirit-power. Dur
ing the earlier stages of his medium’s devel
opment he exhibited wonderful power in phy
sical manifestations, and some of the ac
counts given of his feats during that time are 
indeed marvelous. Our young friend 
“Jimmie," bright, kind and of great strength 
in assisting those who come for aid, was un
fortunate in his earth experience. His lot in 
life was cast amid adverse surroundings, and, 
perhaps, fortunately for him, considered in the 
light of events subsequent to his entry into 
Spirit-life, he was early called from mortal 
sphere to Spiritworld, where he has rapidly ad
vanced.

“Tom” and “Mogazona” are controls of 
Mr. Fisher, and are of incalculable aid in the 
work, owing to their ability to unfold the 
record of those who come to us for help. Both 
are progressed spirits, and the lessons which 
they impart are instructive and entertaining to 
the members of the circle, as well as to the in
dividuals whom, we are endeavoring to assist. 
Space permitting, I might mention many others 
on the spirit side of life who are giving their 
time and attention to the mission work in con- 
netion with this band. '

The recognized mediumship of Mrs. Swain 
dates back forty years, and has advanced from 
table-tipping and rappings through the vari
ous phases of automatic and independent writ

. inga, trance mediumship, clairvoyance and 
clairaudience to a very high and satisfactory 
phase , of independent voice—two or three 
spirits manifesting at one time on many occa- 
Bions- Mra. Swain has been a medium all her 
life, though unconscious of the nature of the 
powers which she possessed in earlier years. 
She was known as a medium long before the 

, people were as liberal in their religious views 
if they now are, and at a time when to be a 

to receive the reward that must come to those 
whose earth-lives have been spent in assisting 
others.

Of the members of the little circle, Mr. and 
Mrs. Bailey, Mrs. Fisher and Mr. Fisher, I 
must say that they always stand ready, eager 
to extend their sympathy and aid to all who 
come to them needing assistance, relinquish
ing much of social enjoyment with their fel
low mortals that they may devote the more 
time to this good work; anil at the end of each 
evening spent in this labor of love they real
ize the satisfaction of having contributed their 
mite toward the advancement of their fellow
men. It has been my privilege to be associ
ated with them in this work for two years 
past, and I feel that I have good reason to re
joice in that I am thus favored. , ■

Mrs. E. SjJJrench is another medium with 
whom I havebeen permitted to be associated 
in the mission work. She, like Mrs. Swain, 
has been a medium from childhood, and 
strong manifestations date from a period about 
twenty-five years since. Her development 
has also carried her through the various phases 
of physical, mental and independent manifes
tations, and there are now produced through 
her mediumship remarkable manifestations of 
the phase of independent voice, even under 
adverse conditions. Mrs. French’s medium
ship dates back to a time when but few con
genial souls could be found who were in har
mony with her and with the work which the 
Spirit-world wap trying to perform through her 
instrumentality. She has, like all other known 
mediums, been persecuted and maligned by 
those who had not accepted the truth; but 
those experiences, while they have always hurt 
her sensitive nature, have tended to •broaden 
her spiritually, and have taught her to be 
sympathetic, kind and charitable; and when 
she enters into the Spirit-worid there will be 
many to greet her with words of love and grati
tude, for she has been instrumental in the con
veyance of many a message of love and cheer 
from dwellers in Spirit-life to their loved ones 
on earth.

Of the spirit-band surrounding Mrs. 
French, I wish to speak of the great Indian 
chief “ Sa-go-ya-wat-ha, ” better known as 
“Red Jacket.” He is now, as he was in the 
mortal, renowned as an orator, and it is in
deed a pleasure to listen to the grand thoughts 
to which he gives expression. Then there is 
Dr. Hosack, who was eminent as a physician in 
Brooklyn early in the present century, and who 
now enjoys the love and confidence of those who 
have formed his acquaintance since he passed 
to Spirit-life. Many a mortal has cause to be 
thankful to him for advice and counsel in an 
hour of need. There is, also, our genial and 
whole souled friend Captain Dan. Bromley, 
who always has a pleasant word and a loving 
thought with which to greet those- with whom 
he comes in contact; and last, but not least, in 
the band of which she is a member, I will 
mention our dear friend “Aunt Abbie.” She 
is always preseirt with us when there are chil
dren to be assisted, and her love for the dear 
little ones draws all toward her. "

The mission work carried on through the 
mediumship of Mrs. French was begun some 
two years since, at the request of the members 
of her band and of numerous other spirits. 
They could see the urgent need of such labor, 
and had no difficulty in enlisting the sympa
thy and hearty co-operation of a sufficient 
number of mortals to establish the conditions 
necessary to the advancement of their philan
thropic project; and although there has been 
much opposing force brought to bear by those 
on the spirit side of life who are governed 8y 

ing derived by those who are suffering the 
effects of ignorance, selfishness and false 
teachings.

Among those in mortal-life who gladly de
vote inuch of their time to aid in establishing 
conditions into which the poor, darkened souls 
are brought for assistance, I am pleased to 
mention Mrs. Sally-Chick, Mrs. Anna M. 
Shaver, Mrs. Caroline Washburn, Mrs. E. T. 
Washburn, ex-Judge George W. Cothran, 
Mr. Charted W. Bigden and Mr. Fred. G. 
Scott, AU are deeply interested, and realize 
that much good is being done the spirits who 
are brought to us, and that we, also, are bene
fited by the knowledge gained of the experi
ences of those whom we assist

The various accounts of seances given in 
the papers preceding this were, with one ex. 

ception (part second), condensed reports of 
some of those held with Mrs. French as me
dium, and while they do not give the whole 
of the conversation in any case, they are in
tended to give a comprehensive idea of the 
line of argument which we adopt in dealing 
with “our visitors from across the border. ”

The papers following this, and so noted, 
are from stenographic notes taken ati the cir
cles held at Mr. Bailey’s, with Mrs. Swain as 
medium, and will, I think, be perused with in
terest by the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker. Many thoughts may be gleaned 
from the remarks of “Tom” (a control, of Mr. 
Fisher’s), which are well worth being treas
ured by those of us who are still on the mortal 
plane, and I hope that they may be widely 
and carefully read. It is due to the kindness 
of Mr. and Mrs, Bailey that I am permitted 
to use these full reports in this series of pa
pers, and am very happy to secure them for 
the’purpose, as they give a much more com
prehensive idea of the scope of the work than 
do the articles which I have prepared from 
memory. E. T. Washburn.

' (to be continued.)

A Fine Testimonial. (
To the Editor;—Every person has his 

likes and dislikes—I Lave mine, and cue of 
my likes is to practice the art of painting, 
partly as an amateur and partly as a profes
sional. I have painted for over twenty years, 
and although due regard for truth requires 
me to say that I do not claim to be one of the 
modern masters, yet I do claim that I can tell 
a good work when I see it; and sb I consider 
my opinion ih such matters as the opinion of 
an expert.

Last October I had a friend tell me of paint
ings done by spirit power, through the medi
umship of a Mr. Campbell, and urged me to 
see him, and see the work, which I did.

When I reached Mr. Campbell’s rooms, 26 
Bishop court, there were two ladies in the 
room, who were examining a very beautiful 
piece of oil-painting on a plate of porcelain 
about 7x11 inchep, and expressing great ad. 
miration and satisfaction. I was, through 
their kindness, permitted to see the work, 
when, in view of the charges, I grew very anx
ious to get one or more, as I valued the work 
at $25, but scouted the idea that they were 
the work of an unseen artist. An appoint
ment was made, one dollar paid, as was the 
custom, and upon the arrival of the hour 
I was there, anxious to get the painting, as 
well as to see the unusual way in which the 
work was done, yet with an almost fixed de
cision that as far as the claim of spirit power 
was concerned, that was mere pretense.

In company with Mr. Campbell I entered 
his seance-room, in the center of which stood 
a plain oak-table, and upon it stood a music
box, four unwashed slates and one plate of 
porcelain, on which, upon examination, I 
found nothing. After washing and wiping 
the slates carefully,* the plate of porcelain was 
placed between two slates, and surrounded by 
two rubber bands, and after some time being 
spent in holding our hands on them,, the 
slates being in my hand, I was told that the 
conditions were such that nothing could be 
obtained. You may imagine my feelings 
when my money was returned, with kind ex
pressions of regret at my disappointment, for 
it was a disappointment, for I thought that 
of course they would furnish me a picture 
without any trouble; but how they could, at 
the cost, was a puzzle. Yet I did not trouble 
myself about that, for that was their busi
ness.

After some conversation about the necessity 
of harmony and a reasonable confidence, I 
was granted another sitting; yet I must con
fess that I did think still it was untrue 
that a spirit could get between those two 
slates and do that or any other Work, and with 
that feeling I entered the same room, and 
after a sitting of about ten minutes I was told 
again that nothing could be got, and my 
money was again returned to me, when I left, 
never expecting to see Mr. Campbell again.

I then returned to my home, which is two 
hundred miles from Chicago, and after think
ing the matter all over, I came to the conclu
sion that I had no just grounds for thinking 
these men dishonest, and it was not right to 
think of them as being mountebanks and 
cheats, for their conduct and appearance is 
that of refined, honest and intelligent gentle
men.

Upon the 17th of October I returned to 
Chicago, and, still anxious to get one of these 
pictures, I at once sought Mr. C., and told 
him of my change of mind, and, perhaps, that 
might have an influence on the conditions.

With a quiet smile he made out an appoint
ment card for the 18th, at 3 p. bl At that 
hour I was there, having left the World’s 
Fairgrounds to be there at the appointed 
time.

Upon entering his seance-room I again 
found four slates and one plate of porcelain, 
which we manipulated as on the former occa
sion. After about fifteen minutes we came 
out of this room into the front room, and upon 
opening the slates, to my astonishment I found 
a beautiful landscape painted in oil colors, as 
delicate a work as 1 ever saw, and painted in 
accordance with correct art principles.

I returned home again, and for over a month 
I thought over it Again au(l again, ¿nd the 
more I thought the more wonderful it seemed, 
until a great hungering possessed me to see 
Mr. Campbell again.

On November 27th I had another sitting, 
when I received an exquisitely-painted bunch 
of pansies, with a butterfly, tile emblem of 
immortality, a very beautiful combination of 
color, and painted with great delicacy. With 
this painting, on one of the stales was written, 
in black crayon, the following message, signed 
by my sister: i . ■ . ■
t “We send through these guides a. painted 
semblanceof flowers, which have been; called 
«the smiles of God.' May such be ever about 
your pathway, and may your spirit respond to 
the call of the spirit which ever leadeth to 
progression; ■ ; 1 Grace.”

I had another sitting bii the 28th of Nbvem-

ber. On this occasion every opportunity was 
given me to satisfy myself that rijo fraud was 
being perpetrated. After ewfl^ation of the 
slates and porcelain pl^te,-they never left my 
possession until the slates were opened; and 
on the plate was painted a boquet of roses, 
and all, as on the two others, painted with no 
ordinary skill. On each of the slates is a 
beautiful message, the composition of which 
is indeed beautiful, and indicating a high in
telligence. s

These pictures, also the slates between 
which they were painted, are framed and hang 
in my gallery, and have been seen by many, 
and it is amusing to notice the way they are 
considered; the narrow-minded usually say: 
“Bah I” The liberal-minded ¿ay: “Wonder
full” and ask many questions, which show 
their inquiring turn of mind; but the narrow
minded show that they think they possess all 
truth without having to look for any more.

You will pardon the length of this article, 
but I could not say less than I have said; and, 
indeed, I could say much more. This I will 
say: >1 am on the hunt for the truth, which, 
I think, is made manifest in these, wonderful 
works.

Jacksonville, Ill,
R. C. Smith.

The Children of Spiritualists in 
Spiritualism. t

At the close of the following response which 
was given to the toast, “The Children of 
Spiritualists in Spiritualism,” by Chas. L. 
Snyder, on the occasion of Jubilee Day, Sun
day, Dec. 17, 1893, at the meeting of the First 
Society of Spiritualists of Washington, D. C., 
Mr. H. D. Barrett, President of the National 
Association, moved that the response be sent 
to the various spiritual papers throughout the
United States for publication, which 
was unanimously adopted by vote 
audience.

THE CHILDREN OF SPIRITUALISTS
SPIRITUALISM.

motion 
of the

IN

‘ ‘A child is the repository of infinite possi
bilities. ” These words from the lips of one 
of the seers and prophets of Spiritualism tells 
us how much the sentiment of the toast just 
given means. Spiritualists more than any 
other people should realize how important is 
the proper ethical and spiritual training of 
their children, and realizing this, should ener
getically carry on -such educational work as 
will fit them to become free, noble, intelligent 
men and women. Knowing, as we do, the 
immense weight that early training has upon 
the mind and character of the growing child, 
we as Spiritualists ought not to neglect the 
grandest, noblest part of our mission, the true 
spiritual education of the young.

In the work of propaganda we spend almost 
our entire energy in trying to bring the truths 
and beauties of our philosophy to the attention 
of those in mature years whose opinions are 
formed and whose characters and religious con
victions are knotty bundles of superstition and 
prejudice. And while we sometimes wonder 
why our labors in this direction are apparently 
so futile, all around us are the beautiful, soft, 
pliant, growing minds of children, ready to 
receive the truth we are so anxious to teach, 
and having received them are ready to incor
porate them into their lives as those of ma- 
turer years can never do.

In neglecting our children we are neglecting 
the most potent force in the upbuilding of a 
knowledge of the Spiritual philosophy. Spir
itualism <an never become the universal relig
ion, which we hope and pray it may become, 
until in its temple is found a place for the 
complete and thorough instruction of our little 
ones in ethical and spiritual truths. ......."

The children of Spiritualists arc not in 
Spiritualism, but they are in almost every
thing else—Methodism, Presbyterianism, Uni
versalism, Agnosticism, Nothingarianism, and 
even in Catholicism—and still many of our 
Spiritualistic brethren go on their way whis
tling gospel hymns aud imagining they are 
bringing up their boys and girls in the way 
they should go. Many a father and mother 
who know the truth and beauty of the Spirit
ual philosophy,.are willing that little Willie 
and Mary should have the fear of God and the 
dread of hell strongly impressed upon their 
plastic minds, and their whole childish inno
cence and love of justice poisoned with teach
ings of total depravity and vicarious atone
ment in some orthodox Sunday-school; but 
are quite unwilling to shake off their laziness 
and inertia of mind and give little Willie and 
Mary many needed moral lessons. Many pa
rents realize that the truth is good for them 
to know, but they cannot overcome the cow 
ardly, slavish thought that the fear of God 
and Satan are excellent whips with which to 
enforce the obedience which they believe to be 
so essential in children, and hence, they do 
not wish to spread the light that has come to 
them. Others do not wish to reveal the whole 
truth lest they lose in some degree social rank 
and popularity by striving to teach their 
children their highest thought, and sustaining 
by their presence and influence those who are 
willing and ready to undertake the work of 
rational ethical and spiritual instruction.

The attempt to bring the children of Spirit
ualises into Spiritualism has proved almost a 
thankless task to many of those who have la
bored most earnestly in behalf of this cause. 
There have been two great obstacles in the 
path of this work—the apathy and indifference 
of parents and adults in general, and the 
difficulty of outlining and preparing suitable 
lessons on ethical and spiritual subjects 
adapted to the minds of children, and free 
from superstition and sectarian bias. The last- 
mentioned difficulty is notan insuperable one if 
met by the enthusiasm and earnestness which 
the removal of the first would engender. We 
can, if we are really in earnest in this work, 
prepare, in suitable form outlines of the truths 
we wish to teach, and present them with an 
enthusiasm and vividness that will attract and 
hold our children so closely to us that they 
will not care to go elsewhere. . :

Nothing succeeds like success, and nothing 
begets enthusiasm like enthusiasm, and the 
only way to keep the young folks in Spiritual

ism is, for the middle aged folks and the old 
folk/fto join hands with them in ethical and 
spiritual work, and in social enjoyment.

It is true that parents working isolated 
and alone and doing their whole duty- may 
bring and keep their children in Spiritualism, 
but how much easier and pleasanter it would 
be to combine in a social way to teach these 
things that are better taught co-operatively 
than otherwise. ' The Children’s Progressive 
Lyceum was organized to meet the needs and 
exigencies that I have just mentioned—to give 
rational ethical and spiritual instruction to 
young people and children. " In this lyceum 
movement there have been at all times a few 
noble, willing workers, ready to devote time 
and energy to the cause they’ love so well. 
But experience has shown that the earnest 
efforts of a few without the hearty co-operation 
of the many can never win the success of 
which we have so fondly dreamed.

The organization whose advent we celebrate 
in our Jubilee to-day can do nothing of greater 
benefit to the cause of spiritual progress than 
to thoroughly organize the Children’s Progres
sive Lyceum movement, so that the work may 
by uniform throughout the I Inited States. It 
can also erect an everlasting memorial to itself 
be systematizing and. unifying a course of 
teachings to be given in our various lyceums, 
and by publishing suitable books and manuals 
of instruction for the use of those engaged in 
this mighty work of educating and developing 
the minds of those placed in our care.

If this National Organization means much 
to spiritual societies in the United States, it 
means much more to the lyceum movement, 
if this movement can be given the thought and 
consideration its importance so thoroughly 
merits. Believing that the ultimate advance
ment of our cause can in no way be so well 
promoted as by a broad co operative effort 
for the education and development of our 
children and young folks, I wish to especially 
emphasize in the hearing of the officers of the 
National Spiritual Association and those most 
interested in it, the supreme importance of our 
lyceum work in the upbuilding of the true 
spiritual temple.

As I said before, many of the children of 
Spiritualists are not in Spiritualism, but if we 
are true to ourselves, if we believe we have 
found that which is highest and best, and that 
the practic of this makes us better, nobler, 
truer men and women, shall we not labor with 
all the earnestness and enthusiasm born of a 
high moral purpose to bring our young people, 
our boys and girls, and our little ones out of 
the shadows of superstition and moral stagna
tion into the clear sunshine of the highest 
spiritual truth?

If You Want Work
that Is pleasant and profitable send ua your address 
Immediately. We teach men and women bow to earn 
from »5 per day to 13000 per year without having bad 
previous experience, and furnish the employment at 
which they can make that amount. Capital unneces
sary. A trial will cost you nothing. Write to-day and 
address, .

E. O. ALLEN & CO.,
Box 1001. Augusta, Me.

YOU SHOULD
Have a cony of the "Astral 

Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnbtic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will ¡inform you where to 
iirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Curb of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guideseatou 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, Ill,

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Uncle Josh in the Pew.
Last Sunday our preacher stood talkin’ of God, 

And of Jasus— that's God's only child—
Of God gittiVingry and shakin’ His rod 

’Cause Aaam eat apples that spiled 
The hull of creation, the plan of His work;

Upsot His intention entire;
Allowin’ old Adam, the coward, to shirk, 

And make his good wife out a liar.
He told of a snake that stood on its tail

And flirted with Eve till it won;
Till it gained over God, with cunnin’er tale, 

Then smiled at the devilment done;
How God then, in person, bade Adam to quit 

The garden of Eden, their home,
Made the young people git up and git 

Out in the cold world to roam.
He called this the failin’ of man from his grace, 

And mentioned that horrible flood,
When God, in his anger jist delugeii the place, 

Leavin’ people all dead in the mud—
'CeptNoah and family, and two of each kind y- 

Of all livin’ creatures then made, # 
Which He put in a boat—er all He could ffid— 
... Where, till it quit rainin’, they stayed.’
That didn’t please him:^Ie saved the wrong man, 

At least it’d seem so to me,
Fer the preacher he told us God changed 

whole plan:
Concluded to set us all free

By killin’ his only, his lovin’ young boy—
Er lettin’ them bloodthirsty Jews

Do the job as they'liked, to give us the joy 
Of livin’ ’thout payin’ our dues.

his

He told us ’bout Jesus—that’s the boy’s name— 
A bein’ so good and so kjnd

That God always helped him—till dyin’ time
came—

Then slid—leavin’ Jesus behind.
He hung on the fall of Adam in sin, 

And gushed 'bout Jesus, the true;
He talked of a hell that had babies in

Burnin’ fer what we 'uns do.
That talk might ’er done in the ages gone by, 

In the day thet religion began;
But it soun’s mighty holler, and thin like, and 

dry,
To the present intelligent man.

It might ’er done sinners a power o’ good, 
Thet jist shot their eyes good ’n’ tight

And swalfered it all—and sartih they could— 
When the preacher he said it was right.

But to-day, when thinkin’ and readin’, the 
Is done, each one fer himself, 

This eatin’ and drinkin’ in Jesus’ name 
And shoutin’ is laid on the shelf.

If I am a prophet, er even a son— 
Ter jedg-e by the hop of a toad— 

The preacher ter come will be sich a one 
Ez talks ’bout thing's ’et he knowed.

same

He’ll git from the Bible what reas’nin’ ’ll proye, 
Ter tell ter the man in the pew,

Er in a new parish he’ll have fer ter move, 
Where back-number talkin’ ’ll do.

Old Gabe and his trumpet, the Devil and Hell, 
No longer can git folks to shake; •

Jist truth thet has backin’ the preacher can tell, 
It’s all thet in future ’ll take.

We ’uns are growin’and boun’ter grow straight, 
And know what we’re talkin’ erbout,

And the dummy thet ’sumes at all ter dictate, 
Will know more ’n us er git out.

Dr. T. Wilkins.

Biblical and' ModernlSpirit» 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,” •‘Which,” “Letters to 

MUos Grant,'' “Both pldes,” “That Terrible 
Question,” “Wolf In Sheep’s

Clothing," Etc., Ele.

This book is what Its title indicates—“Tmc Question 
Settled, an Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Splrl llsm." We give below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chapter:

Chapi ek I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to the 
Wants oi Humanity.—No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought ih 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consnltatton with the 
Dead. Its Efli'Ct. Bible "Writers hi Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Mln» 
later of hh Immortality. Dying Minister in Despair, 
Why this Appetite for h Knowledge of a Future.

Chaptek II -The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System passes au lira of 
Calumny. Persrculion purities. "What Good has Sph- 
ittwHfiu dou<‘. Opponents unfair. Immorality in ths 
Churches. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Men worship tlieir own Opinions, 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. To»« 
Umony ot Jeremiah.

Chaptek 111—Bible Doctrlne^of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angela ape Spirits. Terms 
“Man” aud '‘Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham. Lot, 
Joshua. The Hobi of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Manuuh’s wife; ih introduced to Manoah, 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stouo rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual I’latforui. Three propositions. Man has * 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Mau. Source of Evidence. Blblloa) Testimony. Elihu, 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man, 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. TwoSourcea 
uf Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V-The Birth of the Spirit.—Al! Subject» 
Important. “Ye must be born again.” Jilcodemus* 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author’e Objection. 
Jesus'Tests. Must be born out of FlosL Birth o/tho 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Fi^sh and Blood. Bible 
against 1i il Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body, 
Opinion Af the Woman of Tekoab. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are We Infidels?—RapId^Growth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds troin Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors in 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be
lieve Parts, and no ouo believes Al), of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Be
lievers are. The true Test. Works. The Cviiimisslou. 
End of the "World not yet.. Jewish and Christian age. 
Preaching, Baptism, and Signs go together, is Christ 
In the Church?

Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?«'A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
tlrelnto oacb other. "Kettle Story.” Result of the 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God »nd the Devil Panner*? la It Just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author lows God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits went out. Did God 
doit? Case of .Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coining. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position Co. Spiritualism will not “down." -Old 
Bplltlool."

Chapter VIII—Objections' Answered.—Objections 
usiiHljy the IJtesult of Ignorance. A British Lurd and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tion* to Abolitionism. God leglFiuttid against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
prows SphituaHain. Hebrews Inclined to apply to tho 
Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of thia Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. PatH and John 
violated, and hence deserve dentb. The Law good In 
Ils Place, and for its Time. Men inclined to worship 
Spirits whh-li communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite God. Ho incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.
Researches in Oriental History.

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
One Fol. 407 JPa^e8t ClotKt $l,SOt

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH BISTORT, 
li. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION Ot CHRISTIANITY, fi 
4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I

The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus.

In this volume the Jews am clearly shown not to 
Haro been the holy and favored people they claim to 
havebeen. Tfie Messianic Idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C.. and its history la 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, unUi R la 
fully developed into Christianity, wit h a mythical hfero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, aoou after the commencement 
of the Christian era.

The book demonstrated that Christianity and its cen
tral hero are mythical; that tbe whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, ffcar acd force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogma« and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of tbe part; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority: and no per
son can read It without iiBtfucUoi? and profit, whether 
ho reaches the same conclusions wltu the author-on 
otherwise. For sale at thls*offlca k

The Coming American Civil War. 
'THIS BOOK BY BURTON AMES 
J. Huntington, it written tn tbo interest of hu

manity, of liberty, aadot patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
danger« that beset us on.everyride. and more etpe- 
clally to the hostile attitude and the insidious wile* of 
an ever-present, thoqgh secret, unscrupulous foe- 
tho Catholics. Washington's words of warning 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included in the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, in a recent sermon said; “Tbo 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to do 
so. but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know bow she t reated heret ics in tbe Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying those historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost end tbo nrlnces ol 
the church for what they bare thought fit to do.” 
Ever)’one sh<»nld read this work. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cenu, Tur sale at 

‘.his office.

“God in the Constitution.” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for $1.00. For sale at this office.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Hl. Every-Spiritualist should have 
this paper. . Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25e. .

POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE VOTEN.
JT They trt really valuable. Price ,1.04

Kg

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction by 

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be In the bands of every one Inter* 

ested In Spiritualism.
Chapter I. Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2. The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4. Remark
able Tests. Chapters, His Work as a Healer. Chap
ter 6, Leaves the Bod>. Chapter 7. VIMt to the Splnfr 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commu
nicate: How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9. Miscel
laneous Articles. Chapter 10. A Strange Experience, 
i/hapter II, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New Experience«—Illustrative ol 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break tn 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptci 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podridn.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, prico 0, 
oenta. _____  .

THE DIAKKA. ~
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR F.ART 
JL ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davis, la a vti i 

terefitlng and suggestive work. It is an explanationo( 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em 
bodying a most Important recent Interview with Junvt • 
Victor Wilson, a resident of .the Summer-Land P’n. -

For sp’«* "♦ »hP <n--‘ it

7'HE PRIEST. THE WOMAN AND 
tbo ContesBlonnl. By Rev. Chus. Cb'.ulquy.

Krcry one should rMd IL 1’ricc»: .00.

¿i
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STARTLING REVELATION
Secrets of the Convent of the 

Sacred Heart.

V
4

PubllBbed every Saturday at No. 40 Loomla Street

J. It. Francis, Editor and Publisher.
Entered at Chicago Postoffice aaUdclaumattw

। Terms of Subscription. .
Tub Pbookebsivb Thinkib will bo furnlBbed until 

further uutfce, at the following terms, invariably 
udvuncc: , •
One. year - — - — - . - 11.00
Clubs of ten (a copy to the one getting up ' 

the club) ------ 17,50
Thirteen weeks . - - 25cts
bhigle copy - - - - - - - 5cta

BBMITTANOBB.

Rein It by Post-office Money Order, Registered Letter, 
or draft on Chicago or New York. It costs from 10 
to 15 cents to get drafts cashed on local hanks, so don't 
tend them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. l)lr.ect all letters to j. R. Francis* 
Fo. 40 Loomis St., Chicago, JU. ,
........... ■ ■' '-i >■ ' '■ -1■ ■ i - ’■ '~r ■■

WBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-live cents for Ths Progrkssivb TmNSEii 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those wlioTecelve 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from $1 to 910, or eveu 
mors then tbe latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
tbe field of our labor and usefulness Mie same sug
gestion will apply in uli cunes of renews! of subscrlp 
lions—solicit others to aid in the good work. You wifi 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing Spirlpur 
alists to subscribe for Ths Progbesbivk Thinkeb, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua* 
ble information Imparted therein each week, snd at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

! A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we i at) 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a i lo
ment what an intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Thb Pro» 
uukssivu Tihnkbb thirteen weeks w only twenty’flve 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing rea41pg wager, equivalent to a medi
um-sized book!

Take Notice.
At expiration of subscription, If pot renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.

ffy If you do not Wfifilye your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors In address win be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

•'Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
it is theu sent, v.r the change capnot be made«

-.y ><• -R-j -w nit,

Church Decadence.
Dr. 43riggs, of heresy fame, has a 

long and well written paper in Th« I 
Forum of late date, on “The Alienation ‘ 
of Christ and People,” in which he states 
the case as fairly as cpuld be expected 
from one in his position, Jiq having seen 
from his standpoint,' as'Ascholarlv critic, 
a few of the dismal | failings of the 
church; but, like his contemporary, Dr, 
Strong, author of the- “New Era,” hfi 
still believes in the validity of Chris
tianity as the best system of religion. 
He says:) , , ■

The church is a divine institution in ■ 
the midst of the world, with a ministry 
commissioned by Christ and sacraments 
appointed by Christ, and is endowed by 
the holy spirit.”

The Father to His Sons.
The father, to impress on his sons the 

importance of united effort, placed a 
bundle of sticks, strongly corded, in 
their hands, and required each in turn 
to j;ry his strength in hrealdpg theip. 
Failing, he removed the. hands,and gave 
each a single one, which was easily 
broken, “While you remain faithful to 
each other,each for all andall for each,” 
said the father, “you are invulnerable; 
singly and alone you are soon overborne 
by opposition, and become slaves of the

nnrillTCn I Ain ||D|irn P’llIne8toot)structt^0 view> There was ImrlliAIrll ANIJ UnNtU nothing in the cremation which was in HUM VllllhW the leegt obiootionabJe to the sight; 
? . nothing which the friends would have

Carrying Out a Wife's Last considered unseemly.
Wishes at Graceland. I fully-equipped crematory.

Is It Inspiration?
Rev. M. W. Chlinn, of Luvern, Minn., , 

in a recent address which has fallen 
under our observation, says:

“Often when I am writing an address’ 
a thought comes to me—I cannot tell 
from what source—which strikes me so 
forcibly that I have to jump up and 
walk across the floor two or three times 
before committing it to paper.”

Mr. C. probably'thought this habit 
peculiar to himself; on the contrary, it 
is believed to be common to all writers, 
and'few really know the source from 
whence it conies, Thomas Paine, in 
his “Age,of Reason,” says; .

“There are two distinct classes of 
thoughts; those we produce in ourselves, 
by reflection and the act of thinking, 
and those that bolt into the mind of 
their own accord. I have always made 
it a rule to treat these voluntary visitors 
with civility, taking cave to examine, 
as well as I am able, if they were worth 
entertaining. It is from them I have 
acquired almost all the knowledge I 
have.” , „

Mrs, Hungerford, in “The Duchess, ’ 
says:

“To force the mind is bad business. 
What comes spontaneously is of untold 
value. It is always fresh, always the 
best the writer is capable of. Those 
unsolicited outbursts of the mind are as 
the sprays sent heavenward at times 
by a calm and slumbering ocean—a 
promise of- the power that reigns in the

—— , Graoeland’s crematory combines all
REDUCED to ASHES IN EXACTLY tlle latest devices of the improved

ninety minutes in A WHITE- methods now m use. The directors ofNINETY MJMUT^IN A WH1IE I the cemetery association had the expe- 
HEATED FURNAOE. . I rienc6H of the builders of the crematories

’———■ of other cities to guide them. Two
For the second time since its comple- furnaces were put'in the basement of the 

tionthe crematory of Graceland Ceme- beautiful mortuary chapel, which oceu- 
tery was fired lately, and the body of prominent position almost in the 
a woman was reduced to ashes. For an I {uri)aoe8 are incased inJfil?e.brick walls, 
hour and a half the fierce heat of a forced the jrOnt being of white enamel, to cor
flame burned oyer the iron cradle, and respond with the-white tiled floor and 
when the fire was extinguished and the walls; all the woodwork is in polished 
furnace doors opened there remained oak, T^ apparatus consists of two 

, i-i. ' i. «„a combustive chambers, one above theonly the white ashes to mark the end, rj?he to<be cremftted u 
for one human life, of all things earthly. j,QBed into the upper chamber after it 
As the fire was burning the husband of I has been raised to a high degree of heat, 
the woman ' stood before the furnace and a flame is forced on it from the 
doorspaying his last tribute of love in J™*- « Passes °.ver W and 

through an opening into the lower carrying out her often-expressed wish c]laTOber, where there is a second flume, 
that her body should go to the flames I similar to the first, the purpose of which 
instead of to the grave. ’ is to burn the gases arising from the

The process-was a short and simple incineration.
one. No services were hela; no songs The cradle is made of cold-rolled stpel, 

_ mu „' adesigned to prevent its becoming warpedwere .sung. The superintendent of the by flam^ So t is heati 
cemetery was there to see that the or- however, that even this will not last for 
ders were carried outby the three em- any length of time, and it must be re
ploy es who Were charged with the task, ne wed from time to time. Coal and 
No one else was admitted to the room coke have been discaified for fuel oil.

, _____ 77”________ which makes a hotter fire than either of
where the preparations were made or to the other fuels and is much easier to

Perhaps no. story ever publish eji has 
awakened .more interest than the, “Be- 
crets of the Convent,” as it ran through 
tli^r columns of The Progressive. 
Thinker. The demand for it was out
spoken, and ina single week after it was 
announced to appear ,in book form 
enough copies had been subscribed for 
to insure its issue. The subscribers 
were not content to take one copy, but 
nearly all took five, many ten, and some 
even fifty, to distribute in missionary 
work. That there are 1,300 convents in 
the United States, behind the conceal
ing walls of any one of which the hor
rible scenes .depicted in the story may 
be daily enacted for aught the world 
knows, is enough to make a true Ameri
can vow relentless warfare against in
stitutions which menace our liberties. 
The narrative of priestly crime is paral
leled by facts, and forms one of the most 
convincing arguments of the correctness 
of the position taken by The Progress
ive Thinker. It shows the worthless
ness of convent schools, and the folly of 
Protestant parents in sending . their 
daughters to be the dupes of the Sisters, 
who receive their orders from the 
priests. In the great struggle now im
manent between the powers of the 
Catholic church and free thought, this 
revelation—for it is more than a story
plays an important part, as presenting 
the subject in a form that at once takes 
possession of the mind and convinces it 
of its urgency.

Thousands of copies have gone out on 
their mission, and tens of thousands 
ought to follow. There can be no bet
ter investment for missionary work than 
in copies of this book for distribution. 
It is yet offered at the subscription price 
—25 cents, postpaid—or 5 copies for one 
dollar, postpaid, or by express for 16 
cents each. The price of the bound 

' copies, which was 50 cents, has been 
reduced to 30 cents, or 35 cents postpaid. 
Order the book, friends of liberty, and 

. send them where you think they will 
do the most good. If you did not read 

' the story in this paper, send for it and 
appreciate the rich treat you lost in not 

. being one of its early subscribers.
, For sale atthisoffice, retailand whole

sale.

united multitude,” fl
Is not this a faithful illustration of 

Spiritualism? The church is banded 
together with hooks of steel. They 
have fought us from the beginning unit
edly, openly and secretly, and we have 
resisted them as best we could single 
handed, without organization. Our

/

The

now

confidence in the healing virtues of
prayer?

Investigator and Spirit
ualism.

are established Jo stay.”

32,000 ! 32,000 !
Our Christmas edition has just

recovery. • .■ '
Religionists treated the propbsition-as 

an insult. In doing’ sb, did they not
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TJi® Agnostic—Honesty in Belief.
The term Agnostic, which has recent

ly come into very general use, is de
rived from two Greek words, gnostikos, 
kpowing, and the prefix q, equivalent to 
not, which reverses the meaning of the 
first word and makes it not knowing. 
The word was coined by Prof. Huxley, 
and is applied to all that large class of 
persons who claim to have no knowledge 
fif a personal God, They neither assqrt 
nor deny the existence of such a Being. 
They hold that the mind of man is lim
ited to reasoning from effect to cause; 
that the infinite, the absolute, and the 
unconditioned are beyond all experi
ence- therefore beyond the range of hu
man thought. Many Spiritualists oc
cupy tips position.

Agnosticism is accepted by another 
class, who, while not denying the doc
trine of immortality, claim they hove 
not sufficient evidence on which to base 
gn opinion, so they choose to be silent— 
a position which is very commendable.

Belief is not a creature of the will. It 
is predicated on evidence. If the proof 
Is not convincing, no person has a basis 
on which to form an opinion. What is 
conclusive to one mind is very unsatis
factory to another. Twelve men In a

most quiet breast."
This idea is not wholly a'lhodern one. 

Philo, writing us eurly as the fore part 
of the first century, says:

"I will not be ashamed to relate what 
has happened to me a thousand times. 
Often when I have come to write out. 
the doctrines of philosophy, though I 
well knew what I ought to say, I have 
found my mind dry and barren, and re
nounced the task in despair. At other 
times, though I came empty, I was 
suddenly filled with thoughts showered 
upon me from above like snowflakes or 
seed, so that in the heat of divine pos
session 1 knew not the place, or the 
company, or myself, what I said or whqt 
I wrote.” _________________

The Danger Imminent.
The Catholics, under the direction of 

Cardinal Gibbons, were lately agitating 
in Baltimore for a division of school 
funds among Protestants and Catholics 
-alike. They propose to go before the 
State Legislature of Maryland when 
that body convenes in January, and 
press their demands for all they are 
worth. They flooded that region with 
circulars, telling of their great love of 
education, but insisting it sliould rest on 
a religious basis. The Jesuit was at the 
bottom of that movement. He found he

jury-box. each listening to the same evi
dence, arrive at different conclusions, 
and were no compromise made each 
would render a different verdict.

A large number of Christian denom
inations base their belief on the teach
ings of the Bible; but they have come 
to a thousand different conclusions, and 
have divided into nearly as many sects. 
If all weighed evidence alike, and read 
the same texts, they would be a unit in 
thought.

Spiritualists have evidence that is 
satisfactory to them that there is no 
death; that what men call death Is a 
change—a new birth from the mortal to 
the immortal; but they have no prompt
ing to force this belief on others— 
neither have they any qpnsures for those 
who cannot adopt their faith. They 
tolerate every shade of thought, and 
only war on those who teach dishonor
ing dogmas in regard to the extension 
of sin and wretchedness into the future 
life, and its eternal protraction.

Instead of denouncing a person for be
ing an Agnostic or an Atheist, he should 
be complimented for honesty. It is easy 
to pretend belief, to play the hypocrite, 
and move along with the multitude; but 
It requires bravery and great personal 
character to face a frowning world. The 
late Rev, Phillip Brooks never uttered 
moie praiseworthy words than when he 
said: ■ •

“I honor the skeptic who is honest. I 
honor the man who says, ‘I will not be
lieve until my soul has evidence to make 
me believe.’”

was not strong enough to carry the 
measure singly, BO he pretended great 
love for his Protestant brother, end 
urged him to engage with him in crush
ing the “godless schools.” And there 
are Protestants who have forgotten, or 
are ignorant of, the persecutions their 
ancestors suffered from Catholicism, and 
were ready to join hands with their 
mortal enemy, not having foresight to 
discern that every movement in the 
direction indicated would lend to their 
own enslavement.

Jesuitism was called into being to sup
press the Reformation. The principles 
of the order are the same as three hun
dred years ago; but they have changed 
their tactics, hoping thereby to gain 
their ends. They are the leaders, the 
head and front of American Catholicism, 
and were directing in this effort to 
crush our common schools, because in
telligence is incompatible with their 
restoration to place and power. I f they 
should gain a foothold in Maryland they 
would advance, with their organized 
cohorts, on other States; and these 
would fall, one by one, and finally the 
Republic itself would become a prey to 
popish misrule. The enemy of liberty 
is tireless; he never sleeps.

Boycott the Boycotters.
If Catholics wish to try the virtues of 

the boycott in extending their princi
ples, it will be well to show them the 
workings of the measure by practical 
application to themselves. The attempt 
so crush Mr. Smith, the baker, at Kan
sas City, because he advertised in an 
A. P. A. paper, shows the domineering 
character of Jesuitism: and it must be 
met in a way to be effective. Protest
ants and all others should join hands to 
boycott the boycotters. Let the editor 
of The Western Cross and his sympa
thizers feel the effect jf that method of 
warfare, by ceasing all business and 
social relations with them. Deny them

Not Too Strongly.
The city dallies seem impressed with 

the idea that Dr. Bayard Holmes was 
beside himself in a lecture he gave in 
Lake Forest University the other day, 
on the “Sweating System,” when he 
said:

“If the Lord Jesus Christ came to 
earth today with a million dollars, and 
attempted to run a clothing establish
ment in Chicago on his principles, he 
would be driven out of business inside of 
one year.” ■

Instead of putting the case too strong
ly, as the papers say, if the great teach
er should practice the same system of 
economics accredited to him while on 
earth, fie would not be able to maintain 
business a single month on a capital of 
onlv one million. “Take no thought for 
tomorrow,’’would wreck'the largest busi
ness house in the world in a very short 
time. “Lay not up treasures on earth,” 
cannot be adopted as a motto by com
mercial men. “Ask and ye shall re
ceive,” carried into practice, would soon 
exhaust a large stock of clothes, and 
bankrupt the proprietors. ‘.‘If they take 
awav thy coat, let them have thy cloak 
ateo,” is instruction to the unthrifty to 
help themselves. This seems the “prin
ciple” which Dr. Holmes, though ortho
dox, probably had in mind, when he was 
discoursing to students in the class-room 
orthe University. ?

In this he does not differ from other 
sectarians, for every one of them thinks 
that if their way were,, adopted, every
thing would be right; and he (Briggs) 
believes as much in the authority pf the 
church as the pope of Rome does; but 
it is the Presbyterian church with 
Briggs instead of Calvin; and he thinks 
that the failure of the church lies 
in the abuse, and not the use, of her 
authority.

We are. of those who repudiate all au
thority or domination in religion, and 
think that every individual soul should 
be free to aspire to divine goodness in 
.its own way, and entertain spiritual in
spiration through its own intuitions, 
without the interference of any man or 
set of men.

There Is no more dangerous, or insid
ious element than the “divine” author
ity which Dr, Briggs still vehemently 
claims for the Church; and with all due 
respect for the apparent advance he 
has made and the sufferings he has en
dured from the domination of others, 
we feel it to be our duty to testify 
against all such “divine” authority as 
he entertains, as being the cause of all 
the persecutions and bloodshed with 
which the Christian Church has been 
chargeable during all the Christian cen
turies: and Dr. Briggs need not flatter

numbers have been constantly on the in- | 
crease; but would not the advance have 1 
been more rapid had we been organized , 
into tens, hundreds, and thousands, and : 
these into legions, like the Roman : 
army? A phalanx of such cohorts, well 
officered and disciplined, will he invin- 
cibje on any moi'al battle field. Its , 
members instead of being defeated and 
scattered; will rally «around a common 
standard, and ensure certain victory.

The church is concentrating its forces, 
and uniting conflicting creeds under a 
common banner, to crush all opposition. 
It is enlisting secular governments in 
its service, and is endeavoring to make 
them auxiliary to its schemes of dom
ination.

He who discourages unity of action in 
our ranks, or throws serious obstacles 
in the way of those who are laboring to 
organize for self-preservation, is doing 
the cause and the principles they cham
pion a great wrong. Let us change 
front. Wherever ten trusty Spiritual
ists can be found, let them band to
gether, work together, and in the end 
they will triumph together; our word 
for that.

The bond of brotherhood must be so 
broad as to repel no one, not even the 
honest inquirer who is in search of 
truth.

But—but, we say—organization must 
be accompanied by correct business 
methods, as well as correct principles. 
There must be nothing connected there
with that is secreted from the masses. 
The officers of any organization, from 
the greatest to the least, are acting in 
the capacity of servants, amenable at 
all times to those they serve, and as 
organization in the ranks of Spiritual
ism has often been tried and as often 
failed. \it would be out of place to as
sert that any first attempt, by whoever 
controlled, would be all that is desired.

P1

handle. The oil comes from a tank in 
the rear of the chapel, and is conducted 
through pipes to the furnaces. Oil is 
also used for the heating of the 'chapel. 
Under the forced draft, a heat exceed
ing 2,000'deg. is produced. The oil is not 
crude petroleum, but.has stood a test of 
HOdeg. before it is put in the tank. A 
solution of alum is used so that the cloth
ing may not be burned off until the fur
nace doors are closed.

OTHER CREMATORIES.
The growth of the cremation idea has 

been wonderfully rapid. In many cases
mortuary chAPBLiH which the

MATORY IS LOCATED. I indorsements of the governments,
see the doors of the furnace open to re- while in the United States, crematories 
ceive the heavy iron orate which served 
as a carrier from the cooling room out-1 
side to the flames within. Hardly a word 
was said from the moment the coffin 
was opened until the fires were drawn 
and the furnace opened to allow of its 
speedy cooling.

HER LAST WISHES RESPECTED.
. The woman whose body was inciner
ated was thirty years old at the time of 
her death, and was the wife of a citizen 
of Chicago. She died in Colorado last 
February, and the remains were brought 
to Chicago and taken to the receiving 
vaults of Graceland Cemetery. This 
action was prompted by the desire ex
pressed b'y the woman before her death 
that her remains might be cremated. 
The long distance to tbe nearest cre
matory caused the husband to hesitate । ___ nr-wtip
about having her wishes carried out. _ process of incinfra- 
Whenthe crematory at Graeeland was THE B0DY IN or II'CINEKA
completed and the first successful test , “•
made the husband concluded to invest!-1 have been established in many of the 
gate and, if he found the arrangements cities. Those built in the United States 
satisfactory, to carry out his own and I up to 1892 were seventeen in number, 
his dead wife’s designs. He paid a visit beginning with the one built, in Wash- 
to Supt. Simon and Was shown the ap- ington, Pa., in 1876, and first used for 
paratus and told of the experiments, the incineration of the body of the Baron 
He was satisfied and yesterday morning de Palm in December of that year, 
was selected as the time for carrying These, in the order of their opening, 
out the plans. The preparations 'began I were at Washington, Pa.; Buffalo, N. Y.; 
at 9 o’clock, when the coffin was taken Fresh Pond, L. L: 1 ittsburg, 1 a.; Medi- 
from the receiving vault, where it had I cal Department University of Pcnnsyl- 
lain for the last nine months, to the vania ; Los Angeles, Cal.; Cincinnati, 
room fronting the furnace. It rested on Detroit, St. Louis, Germantown, la.; 
a wheeled truck made noiseless by the Quarantine Station, N. Y .; Baltimore, 
addition of rubber-tired wheels, and Md.; Troy, N. Y.¡Philadelphia, Atlanta.

Ga., and Davenport, la. Chicago's cre
matory, that in Graeeland Cemetery, 
was the last to be, completed. While it

From an editoriabin the Medium and 
Daybreak we reproduce the following as 
to what, in the opinion of its editor, con
stitutes an investigator, and what real 
Spiritualism is. "The most important 
thing for the investigator of spiritual 
manifestations to observe, is the ulti. 
mate effect of his procedure upon the 
movement, mediums, and mankind at 
large. Like Dead Sea fruit, many 
things look fair to the sight, which 
when put to the test are hollow or full 
of dust and rottenness. The true inves
tigator must, therefore, be a person of 
open and progressive mind, holding on 
to his schemes tentatively, ready to re
linquish the evil that he meets with, 
and follow the good wherever it may 
lead him. It is the light within the 
mind, rather than the phenomena seen 
without, that constitutes the real Spirit
ualist. ‘The kingdom of heaven com
eth not by observation.’ It cannot be 
seen as an external thing. It is within 
and can only be apprehended by the eye 
of the spirit. On this account the mani
festations appear in a very different 
light to the spiritual mind. It is only 
the man who has eyes to see that can 
sec, either physically or spiritually.

“These considerations constitute the 
burning question in Spiritualism today. 
Many mistake ‘Spiritualism’ for ‘spirit 
manifestations.’ Some one points to 
certain phenomena, and asks: ‘Is that 
not Spiritualism?’ Certainly these 
things are not Spiritualism, any more 
than a star is astronomy, or a piece of 
stone geology. Astronomy explains the 
nature of the star; geology, the nature 
of the stone; and Spiritualism, the na
ture of the manifestations—indeed, the 
nature of man as a spiritual being in all 
respects. These distinctions are almost 
universally overlooked; the distinction 
is now clearly indicated to prevent mis
apprehension.”___________ ■

the common amenities of society, and 
let them remain as “heathen” in the 
community.

Art Museum Open on Sunday.
It gives us real pleasure to announce 

that the Chicago Art Museum, with its 
great wealth of exhibits, besides being 
open each . weekday, is open to the 
public from 1 to 5 P. M. on Sundays, 
free of charge. On week days the doors 
are opened at 9 o’clock, with an ad
mission fee of 25 cents on Mondays, 
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays; Wed
nesdays, Saturdays and Sundays free. 
The museum is located on the lake front, 
and will be one. of the most popular as 
well as one of the most instructive of 
Chicago resorts. The Sunday attend
ance will be so large the trustees will be 
compelled to increase the hours. No 
one will be any more inclined to attend 
church because the doors of the Art 
Museum are closed during the hours of 
church service.

The Prayer Gauge.
The lamented Prof. Tyndall greatly 

distressed the religious world a few 
years ago by proposing his famous pray
er gauge. He suggested that the 
patients in a hospital be divided 
into two classes of like diseases, 
and of equal severity; let each 
class be treated exactly alike medici
nally, and have those who had confid
ence in the efficacy of prayer, exert 
tKeir best efforts in appeals to heaven, 
and withhold their prayers from the oth
er, and see which class made the best.

A Jealous Spirit.
Light, of London, sets forth that a cu

rious story has been going the round of 
the Continental journals. It was orig
inally taken from an American paper 
by “L’ Etoile Beige,” of August last, 
and appears to have caught the fancy of 
some of the Continental editors. The 
subject is a Mr. Baldwin, whose first 
wife died. He married again, and the 
apparition of the previous spouse mani
fested in a threatening manner to the 
one in the flesh. Matters became very 
serious, and the distracted husband very 
anxious. Soon, threats were in a way 
fulfilled, and the lady’s arms were 
pinched till they wftre black and blue, 
by hands which no one saw. The torture 
became so acute that the tormented wife 
applied to the divorce court for relief, 
on the strength of these injuries. The 
relief sought was granted, and now two 
persons who adore each other are 
parted; as it turned out in evidence, the 
gentleman had sworn to his first wife, 
on her death-bed, never to marry again. 
The apparitioh first appeared only to 
the second wife, but latterly, to every 
one in the house. This scene is laid in 
Lanark, Ill., and the’maidenname of the 
second,wife is Teresa Cooper.
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' is near a residence section there is noth

ing about it that can be found objeetion- 
able. There is no smoke from the chim
ney connected with the furnaces and no 
noxious gases can escape.

The above from the Chicago Tribune 
illustrates the fact that Cremation is 
gainings strong foothold in Chicago.

Ignorance and Silliness.
According to the Cincinnati Enquirer 

the Rev. M. C. Lockwood, the Wesley 
Avenue Baptist Church minister, claims 
that he is able to perform all the diffi
cult feats shown by the Spiritualists and 
mediums now interesting the public.

GEM OF AN ISSUE.
Your Paper—My Paper.

The Progressive' Thinker has just 
come to hand, and I must say that this 
number is a gem of an issue! In it we 
find all the religion that we need. It 
breathes the breath of life into our tired 
souls. It smells of the freshness of 
youth; and the poetry that is contained 
in Robert G. Ingersoll’s lecture is worth 
more than the price of the paper a year. 
The sound sense of your contributors 
makes one cop5' a feast for a whole 
week; nay, for months. Judge Rose
crans' “Musings” are delightful. Mat
thews always writes common-sense, and 
your items from all over the land are 
refreshing: and in conclusion, let me 
say that 1 have sat in the circles (some 
of them) of which E. T. Washburn 
writes, and you and your readers will 
find in them food for reflection, and 
thought, and also, if closely looked into, 
the matter that he sends will open up 
a new world to all deep thinkers.

Long may you and The Progressive 
Thinker wave, over the land of the 
free and the home of the brave. Fra
ternally and truly yours,

Buffalo, N. Y. J. W. Dennis.

himself that the people who have be
come alienated from the church will 
ever again submit to her domination, 
even though modeled to suit his ideas.

Ecclesiasticism has become a stench 
in the nostrils of all freethinking men, 
and freedom from sacerdotal authority 
is a boon that will never again be sur
rendered. When the Christ said: “You 
sludl know the truth, and the truth shall 
make you free,” he understood what he 
was saying, and now we begin to under
stand it, too, sorely against the wish of 
many of the clergy, all of whom are 
lovers of authority; and wo can assure 
Dr. Briggs that no freedom to a great 
soul seems so sweet as freedom from 
superstitions ecclesiastical authority.

It is said of Martin Luther, that he 
never felt free until he was excommun
icated. It would have been better for 
Dr. Briggs if the same thing had hap
pened to him long ago, because, instead 
of trying to reform or reconstruct an 
establishment pregnant with the ele
ments of its own destruction, he might 
have been an active worker in the 
cause of human freedom, to which he 
may yet be forced by the obstinacy of 
the sacred plutocracy before which he 
has begun to full.

The voice from heaven said: “Come 
out of her my people that ye be not par
takers of her sins, and that ye receive 
not of her plagues.” This is the only 
sure retreat for those who are censured 
for.searching after truth; and, wo now 
advise all to free themselves at once 
from the serpentile wisdom that pre- . 
sumes to do their thinking, and pretends 
to save their souls while they pocket 
their money and hold them in the bonds 
of superstition, calling it truth and duty. 
Think and aet for yourselves, as you 
have to answer for yourselves, in 
the great hereafter.

PLACING THE BODY IN THE FURNACE. He has an apparatus which he uses in 
beside itwas the cradle, as the pan is his “manifestations.” He proposes in 
called which receives the body. The on6 night to give the “manifestations,” 
fires in the furnace were started under nd tbo following- night to expose them 

X S; «»v.»a»™. H.
In the company of Supt. Simon, went to with a device for producing slate-iaps, 
the crematory. The employes of the “slate-writings,” and'other queer tricks 
crematory were ready for the test. A which he claims he can expose as well 
vessel was filled with alum water to as play. He has been working for a 
saturate the sheet with which the body good while on devices to carry out his 
was to be wrapped. The coffin in this ideas, and claims that he has about per- 
"instance was of copper, and the usual fected them. He claims that he can 
plan of putting it and the inclosing box perform all the tricks seen on the stage, 
into the furnace was changed bn ac- Now, we have no doubt that the Rev. 
count of the great heat required to melt Lockwood can, with his “apparatus ’ and 
the copper. In front' of the furnace ’ is his “device,” produce “manifestations” 
a small room with tiled floor and walls that himself and his churchly oupes are 
of white, the connecting door of which silly enough to believe are the same as 
was closed. -In fifteen minutes all was in those produced through spiritual medi- 
readiness and the.door was opened. .< " ums’ but it only shows the power of ig

. noranceandprejudicetoblindandmis-
THE PROCESS OF CREMATION. lead. Eventhough he may be able by

reached 32,0001 No other Spiritualist 
paper on this earth' ever reached to 
such heights, as to quantity. This num
ber will be sent to any address at the 
rate of ONE QENT per copy, when ten 
or more copies are ordered. It is worth 
at least one dollar.

A subscriber writes as follows of the 
South Side* Progressive Spiritual Soci
ety: ‘‘We mean to be the best society in 

an luauit. w uuiug* eu, uiu iiuvy uuw Chicago. .We shall have a first-class 
give positive evidence that they had .no Lyceum, and a Ladies Auxiliary Society, 

----- .-U- as well as other branches for work. We

Stretched out on the cradle was the the aid of apparatus and devices to imi- 
body. wrapped in the alum-saturated tate, after a manner, some of the spirit
sheet. The doors of the furnace were ual manifestations, it would not prove 
open, revealing a white heat, the cradle I that there are no genuine spirit phe- 
was rolled gently in on the bed of'fire- nomena; and there are very many 
bricks, the inner door of cold rolled things done that no apparatus nor de
steel was pulled down and the outer I vice can imitate nor duplicate. For in
doors weie closed and fastened, Then I stance, we would like to see an appara- 
the fire was started again, under forced tus or device for painting flowers and 
draft, caused by the introduction of I portraits between closely bound slates 
steam, and the end had come. The fire carefully held in our own hands, after 
burned fiercelv, and all withdraw. The being thoroughly cleaned. ■ To a well-in- 
process of incineration requires an hour formed Spiritualist these poor attempts 
and a half. At II o’clock the fires were to combat Spiritualism seem but a ri- 
started afresh, abd at 12:30 they were diculous “manifestation” of impotent ig- 
extinguished. Nothing remained ' but norance and. silliness; and for these 
the ashes, weighing about six pounds, in traits there is no class that averages 
the-bottom of the cradle. It was 3.1 quite so high as the genuinely orthodox 
o'clock before the furnace had cooled I ministry when it sets out to “down 
sufficiently to permit the removal of the] Spiritualism.” _ 
cradle, and then the ashes were care- 1 ' ' w “ ‘
fully transferred to the urn.- • I Prayers—Religion.

From a small opening in the rear of I The world has learned to think with 
the furnace the work of reduction by junjUB that “prayers are not morality, 
fiamescan be watched. Under the in-1 J „ •”
tense heat the remains were quickly I neither is kneeling religion. • -
consumed, until there remained only ' --------- -  ' “ ' ' .----‘.
the skeleton. This required more time, Mrs. Colby-Luther, eminent as an in- 
and the flames swept over it with the spirational speaker, will lecture for the 
force of a tornado until at the end the First Society of Spiritualists, South' 
bones too, crumbled into dust. The Side, No; 77 Thirty-first streeef, at 3 
draft carried off all gases and smoke, and 7:30 P. M., each Sunday during 
leaving nothing but the glare of the January. ■

The Old and New.
The Old year has passed away, and 

the New one made its advent, and that, 
too, under not very prosperous circum
stances. Thousands were out of employ] 
ment (and are still) and thousands more 
are being discharged from stores where 
the sales have fallen off in consequence 
of the lack of patronage. We are giv
ing steady employment to ten persons, 
and they are always paid promptly 
for their services. We are able to do^ 
this from the patronage of our sub
scribers, which amounts to about two 
cents per week from each one.

We do not beg nor receive gifts, nor 
sell worthless bonds, but we do ask each 
of our present subscribers to promptly 
renew their subscriptions. In doing so, 
they get far more than the worth of 
their money, and at the same time their 
generous acts enable us to give employ-

A New Church.
A Philadelphia correspondent-of the 

Truthseeker tells of the organization in 
that city of a new church called Arche
ans. Why so-called, he does not en
lighten his readers. Arche in Greek 
signifies beginning: perhaps the idea is 
“Beginners.” The object of the church, 
he tells us, is to give eternal principles 
precedence over debatable theories and 
dogmas: that deeds are placed above 
creeds: acts above professions. The 
doors of the church are open alike to 
Atheists and Theists, Agnostics and 
Spiritualists, to Pantheists, Theosoph- 
ists, Christians and Jews. They teach 
that religion is doing, not believing; 
that heaven is earned, not hired. Its 
religion is to do good: its gospel is in
telligence, industry and integrity; and 
its message to mankind is: Do your 
duty. It is an industrious and economic 
body, asking for more work and less 
talk. Success to the “Universal Church 
of the Archeans,” is the wish of The 
Progressive Thinker. '

* )

ment to those who need it, a highly 
portant matter at the present time.

im-

A Remarkable Offer.
“The Witch of the Nineteenth Cen

tury” was a highly interesting story, 
running through eight numbers of The 
Progressive Thinker. That story 
and the Christmas number of The Pro
gressive Thinker will be sent free to 
all new trial or yearly subscribers. JTrial 
subscriber, thirteen weeks, 25 cents; one 
year $100. The Christmas number was 
worth, itself, one dollar to every reflect
ive mind. Call your neighbor’s atten
tion to the paper, and get him to sub
scribe.

Two ladies, Mrs. Edwards and Mrs. 
Snyder, of South Chicago, have taken 
an active part-in establishing a Spiritu
alist meeting there at Centennial Hall, 
9212 Commercial avenue.

Whoso loves law dies either mador 
poor.—Middleton. -

Depew and tbe Pope.
The semi-Roffianized news agencies 

have been sending out to the daily press 
of the world an account of a visit by 
railway magnate Depew to the Pope. 
Mr. Depew did not have to kiss the 
Pope’s holy toe, but from the fulsome 
adulation he bestows upon the Pope, we 
should judge that Mr. Depew will be 
quite ready on his next visit to kiss not 
only the Pope's toe, but any other 
“most holy” part of His Holiness’ “most 
holy” person.

His Holiness takes especial pains to 
emphasize his love for America, and to 
assert the very wise and kindly attitude 
of the. Church on the labor question, 
which is very skillfully and jesuitically 
framed to catch Capital and Labor— 
both or either, as circumstances may 
require.

The Romish Church’s love for Amer
ica is comparable only to the love of the 
anaconda for the prey it wants to swal
low; and as for the attitude of the 
Church on the question of Labor and 
Capital—if a thorough socialistic sys
tem were but solidly established to-day 
the old Romish Fraud would stand 
ready to claim and maintain that the 
Church had always been in favor of 
socialism! . ’
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JTHESPIRITUALISTC FIELD 
WORKERS, DOINGS, ETC.

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be Inserted it 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure In publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few lines explanatory of the good 
work being done are always 'acceptable. A 
ftreat deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 
Ines, giving a “general survey” of the glorl- 

mis work being done. '
The spiritual movement in Europe is 

assuming alarming proportions, es
pecially to all those bitterest enemies, 
the Boman Catholics: it is spreading 
like the broad sunlight of eternal day to 
the remotest parts of the earth,

. The little town of Charleroi, in the 
province of Hainault, has a window
smashing spook, who has been amusing 
itielf smashing the skylight in the office 
of a money-changer. The police are 
vainly trying to capture this spookship. 
While they watch the premises the 
stone-throwing goes merrily on, often 
coming in uncomfortably close proxim
ity to the nasal organs of the “cops."

A new spiritual society has recently 
been formed in London, England, but 
Ldiiht forgets to mention the name of 
the new-born. Despite the “bad times," 
the old wheel of progress still revolves.

L. P. Scofield, secretary, writes that 
the Progressive Society of Spiritualists 
and Materialists, of South Haven, 
Mich., assembled at their usual place of 
meeting on December 17 to carry out 
the program of the jubilee meeting, as 
fur us possible. The attendance was 
full, and every one entered into the ex
ercise with great zeal, and consequently 
had a very interesting time, and every 
one was happy. The exercises lasted 
about three Hours; and yet no one 
seemed to be weary.

C. E. Dent, president, writes that the 
society of Vicksburg, 'Mioh., held Ju
bilee exercises, there being a good at
tendance. Mr. Dent and Mr, Blanchard, 

' of Grand Rapids, made addresses. Mrs, 
Roe read a poem and furnished music. 
On Sunday, December 24, Mrs. Emma 
Blake and Mrs. Henry G. Dykhouse, 
both of Grund Rapids, gave many and 
satisfactory tests.

Mr. and Mrs, J. R, Nagell, mediums 
and magnetic healers, closed their two- 
months' engagement with the First 
Society of Centralia, Wash., December 
5. Many were convinced of the truth of 
Spiritualism. A final farewell reception 
was accorded them on the 7th, at which 
they received many 'tokens of endorse
ment. Their next move will be to Cali
fornia, where they expect to open a 
Magnetic Hospital.

A Magnetic Society has been formed 
in France, and is organizing u practical 
School of Magnetism, in which all 
brunches of the art of healing by this 
method will be systematically taught by 
properly-qualified professors and prac
titioners. The instructions will be both 
theoretical and practical. The first will 
comprehend lessons in descriptive anat
omy, physiology, the history of magnet
ism, and magnetic therapeutics, to
gether with lectures on chemistry, 
hygiene, psychology, morals and Spirit
ualism. Fifteen lessons in experimental 
magnetism and u hundred in classics, 
will constitute the practical training. 
Special examinations are to bo held at 
the end of each year, and degrees or 
diplomas issued to those who succeed in 
passing them. This would bo practical 
if the art of healing depended upon the 
science of manipulation and mere 
animal magnetism, but where it Is pos
sessed as a special gift through a band 
of highly-educated spirits, by an illiter
ate being, in a miraculous degree, all 
the diplomas in the world would be of 
little effect, except to Icosen the reins 
of college-bred medicos, who seek the 
legislative halls for assistance to mo
nopolize the art. “Our guides" must 
necessarily have something to sav in 
this respect, or the magnetic art will be 
a failure. Education as to the anatom
ical and physiological structure is all 
right, but let us do away with all tho 
farcical show in the art, and fight the 
unconstitutional attempts on our rights.

Mrs. N. N. Hunt, President of the 
Woman’s Progressive Union, Buffalo 
N. Y., writes: We desire to state a 
few facts relative to the affairs of our 
Union; also to correct errors made by a 
reporter. We would say, first, that we 
are progressive. We do not seek no
toriety: are an incorporated body; have 
been organized over four years; have 
purchased a lot to build a Spiritual Tem
ple; have sufficient guarantees to build 
the foundation; have presided over our 
own deliberations, and, so far asl know, 
will continue to do so. We endeavor to 
mind our own business, and would have 
others attend to theirs. We are trying 
to assist the poor to the extent of our 
ability, Mrs. Matteson having donated 
her place to establish a soup-house, and 
the,members of the Union combined 
with those of the Spiritual Society are 
assisting in the good work. I would say 
further, that the corner-stone of our 
structure will be dedicated to love; 
truth the foundation, and spiritual
ity the superstructure. If any gen
tleman nr lady desires to assist us in our 
efforts, they' will receive the heartfelt 
thanks of the members of our Union.

A local paper of Pittsburg, Kansas, 
states: “Last Sunday was a red letter 
day for the Spiritualists of Pittsburg. 
They, in common with their co-workers 
throughout the country, celebrated the 
founding of the National organization 
at Chicago during the World’s Fair, 
under circumstances that gave; them 
great encouragement. The meetings 
both afternoon and evening were well 
attended, and the exercises were both 
interesting and instructive, The Rev. 
M. Theresa Allen, of the Liberal In
stitute, was the leading spirit and im
parted to them a fervor and beauty that 
will make them memorable.” .

Ole Beardale, “from Norway, now an 
American,” writes to express his 
appreciation of The Progressive 
Thinker.

O. Z, Skinner writes that the people 
of Durand, Wis., were recently favored 
with‘ the' services of Rev, Allen F, 
Brown, who proyed himself possessed of 
excellent powers as an inspirational 
lecturer and psychometrist. He is ex
pected to come again this winter, and 
assist in organizing a society. -

Mrs. Nellie Phillips Raleigh writes 
that twenty persons met at the home of 
Mrs. Hinckley, in PawPaw, Mich., on 
Jubilee Day, had a picnic dinner, and in 
the evening music, addresses by medi
ums, an invocation and poem by Mrs. 
Raleigh, and poem and benediction by 
the guides of Mrs, Emma Bathwick. 
, Mrs. Golby Luther will lecture» at 
No. 77 31st street during the month of 
January. She is popular as a lecturer 
and should draw crowded houses.

Somewhat over three years ago, writes 
Mrs. A. M. Farnsworth, about a dozen 
progressive minds met at the home of 
one of the number, to discuss the feasi
bility of organizing a society. En
couraged by assurances “from the other 
side,” and fortified by their own reso
lution, although few in number and sur
rounded with adverse influences, they 
duly announced their little band as 
“The First Spiritual Society of Owosso, 
Mich.” The city papers alluded to the 
society as a “ghost-factory,” and applied 
other epithets of similar character; but 
the society stood firmly by its colors, and 
how ^emprises fifty members, and has 
gained respectful mention even from 
those who do not accept Spiritualism. 
A charter has been procured from the 
National Association for the purpose of 
general union of effort with Spiritual
ists. A “jubilee” was held, as recom
mended by the National organization. 
Mrs. Martha E. Root, of Bay City, who 
has rendered effective service, was 
present and took a leading part in the 
jubilee exercises, which were of varied 
character, and enjoyed with great satis
faction. The result shows what might 
be done in other places by a little de
termined effort.

J. C. Stouffer writes from Cottage 
Grove, Oregon, that Ben M. Barney 
and Mrs. Barney visited that place and 
remained two weeks, lecturing, giving 
tests, etc., with great success, making 
many friends, securing good audiences 
and awakening a great interest among 
liberal-minded citizens, in the face of a 
most determined opposition by the 
church people. There had been but 
three families of avowed Spiritualists; 
a society has been organized with thirty 
members, and Mr. Barney has promised 
to visit them once a month during the 
winter. Mrs. Barney is an accomplished 
musician and is of great assistance in 
their public meetings.

Wip. H. Lewis writes that the St. 
Lawrence County (Ill.) Progressive 
Association was organized Mar. 20, 1802, 
and has had for speakers,, from time to 
time, Mr, Lucius Colburn, Carrie Twing 
and Mrs. Nickerson. The National 
Spiritual Jubilee was celebrated with 
readings, recitations and music. Mr. 
L. Colburn, a good trance speaker and 
test medium, gave the principal address, 
closing with a beautiful poem. Master 
Llewellyn P. Lewis recited the poem 
by “Ouina.”

In reply to an inquirer concerning 
the man who' was to have been buried 
alive, and after some weeks taken up 
and revived, we will state that it did not 
take place.

G. T. Howell writes from San Fran
cisco of attending a seance by Mrs! 
Fitch. Spirit forms appeared, plain 
and distinct, in full gaslight; among 
others his three children appeared and 
conversed with himself and wife, giving 
their respective names, ages, and other 
tokens of recognition—himself and wife 
being strangers to every one in the 
circle. Others had equally good tests.

Dr. J. C. Hennessey, of South Butte, 
Montana, writes that owing to unfavor
able conditions during his two years of 
sickness, his wife lost much of her me- 
dlumlstic gifts, but recently, under 
more favorable circumstances a new 
gift has come to her, such as Mrs. Cush
man, of Boston, Mass., has. He has 
placed a guitar in her left hand, a 
banjo in her right, with its head down 
on the floor; and while he played

instruments
played an accompaniment. Also he got 
a slate message from his mother—the 
slate lying on the floor.

Miss Clara M. Gampp will treat cases 
of obsession, and will answer calls from 
a distance. Address Box 171, Eden 
Center, Erie county, N, Y.

John L. Moore, J. P.,writes: “The ar
ticle on Christ in the Christmas number 
is a staver, the reading of which muy 
open the eyes of some; but thedied-in- 
the-wool Christians will read about as 
much as the heading, then drop the pa
per like a coal of fire, for of such is the 
kingdom of heaven; at least they think 
so. I know all about it; I have been 
there.”

Joseph Wolff writes: “I like the Pro
gressive Thinker, and am astonished 
at your ability to print so good a paper 
at so small a price.”

Dr. H. A. Cross writes; “The expose 
of Spiritualism, as presented In the ad
dress prepared by the guides of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, for presentation 
at the World's Parliament of Religions, 
is, in my opinion, an exceedingly inter
esting and well prepared address, calcu
lated to interest many outside the ranks 
of Spiritualists, without in any way ex
citing animosity or resentment, and I 
believe will result in much good. If 
that address could be published in book 
or pamphlet iorm, with good selections 
of reports of seances of the various 
phases setting forth the phenomena of 
communication between the spirit and 
mortal plane, It would make most in
valuable campaign literature.”

Mr. James Robertson, president of the 
Glasgow Association of Spiritualists, has 
been stirring up the skeptics and cow
ards by his highly inspirational lectures 
at Marylebone, W. Eng. Mrs. J. M. 
Smith, a praiseworthy psychometrist, 
has been holding forth at the same place 
for some time, giving short addresses 
and readings. This takes in England 
as well as in America.

M. M. Dickinson, of Rockford, Hl., 
with four otherspvrites to welcome back 
in the field of active duty, Mr. Samuel 
Smith, formerly of Rockford, and more 
recently of Michigan. .He possesses ex
ceptional abilities as a lecturer and de
veloping medium. A young man of 18 
years is developing into a spirit artist, 
and doing beautiful- work; a peculiarity 
of his work being that he begins his 
pictures where others leave off. Mr.

Smith is causing a great revival among 
the Spiritualists of Rockford. He is open 
to engagements. His address is in care 
of Josiah S, Tilden, 1305 South West 
street, South Rockford, Ill.

Mrs. O. H. Soule, secretary, writes of 
Frank T. Ripley’s good work with the 
Spiritual society of Ionia, Mich., during 
Decepibpr,1 “Jubilee Day” programme 
was carried out.in full, with songs, short 
addresses, etc, Mrs. King opened, giv
ing her ideas as to the way Spiritualists 
should live; the Jubilee Poem was read 
by Mr. C, Warren; Miss Annie Fanning 
gave the Christmas Carol. The secre
tary made some remarks concerning the 
need of organizations and becoming 
charter members, which were favorably 
received; the full amoynt was raised to 
get a charter, and thirteen new names 
were added to the society. Full houses 
greeted the lecturer, and the tests were 
well recognized. i

A book has just been published in 
Bahia, Brazil, by Senhor Marbema Lig
noga, entitled ’‘The Three Doctrines— 
Which of the three will be most accept
able?” containing the Roman Catholic, 
by the ecclesiastical secretary of the 
Archbishop, of Bavaria; the Protestant 
by the leading Protestant minister of 
that city, and the Spiritual by Dr. Fran
cisco de Menla Diasda Cruz, president 
of the Brazilian Spiritualist Federation. 
A sort of comparative triole, that will do 
its good work.

P. C. Norton writes: “On Deo. 17th, 
Sunday last, we permanently organized 
another society for the advancement of 
truth, and the mutual benefit of all con
cerned. The name adopted is ‘The 
Progressive Spiritual Society,’ We will 
hold meetings at Lakeside Hall, cor
ner 31st street and Indiana avenue, every 
Sunday at 3 p. M. and 7 p, M. Mrs. 
Edith F. R. Niokless, whose qualifica
tions as a medium place her in the front 
ranks of progress, has rendered us effi
cient aid. With harmonious thought 
and action we hope to grow in numbers 
and usefulness."

Minerva Aiken writes: “I. want to 
express my thanks to you this Christ
mas morning for the bounteous feast 
prepared for the readers of TUB Pro
gressive Thinker. The paper of this 
week is a wonder of journalism. Of the 
many articles prepared for the grand 
spread, every one is best in its way. A. 
B. French must be made of star dust— 
he shines and scintillates so fur; and who 
but Mrs, Cora L. V. Richmond could 
string such a coronet of pearls 
and diamonds? Moses Hull, the peer
less, the dare-to-be-true soul, with bat
tle-ax is hewing away at the old stumps, 
cleaving the way for others, while Olney 
Richmond is opening up treasure-houses 
of the countloss ages of tho past."

N. W. Stevens writes: “I have read 
the Christmas number of THE PRO
GRESSIVE Thinker. I think it grand. 
I wish every family on earth had the 
paper.”
' Abbie F. Watkins writes: “1 received 
today a copy of the Christmas number 
of The Progressive Thinker. It is a 
grand number."
QD. Siebert writes: “You will find en
closed postal note to extend my subscrip
tion to the banner paper of spiritual 
freedom, I huvo just read Bro. Hull’s 
article and think it the climax of fact; 
also tho article by Miss Marsh on the 
eighth page. Such lessons as that ought 
to go before every one in the land."

Mrs. Anna Leeman. writes: “I would 
feel very lonesome without your valua
ble paper.”

F. J. Breakwell writes: “I hail thenot 
distant day when The Progressive 
Thinker shall be read by the millions*, 
and its advanced teachings believed and 
better understood by a world groping 
in the darkness of religious bigotry and 
intolerance. The flaming sword of truth 
and justice is in your hand; let your 
spirit be undaunted.”

W. IC. Leonard, an attorney-at-law, 
writes: “I admire your Business methods 
and when your paper don't pay ex
penses, it is certain that you are not tho 
man to run it, or the people don’t want 
it.” That is so, Bro. Leonard.

While the Catholic Bishops, Arch
bishops and Priests are controversing 
over the origin of the church, over in 
England, the jealous fur is flying in 
America over the very important matter 
of the Italio-American Pope, Satoli, and 
his vested authority, and their poor ig
norant dupes in both countries are being 
throttled with a firmer grip. But Spirit
ualism is gnawing at her vitals and the 
old church is in pain.

The Melbourne Spiritual Society re
ports great advancement of the cause, 
and a grand awakening of tho people.

The Society for Psychic Culture in 
Sidney, Australia, is reported in a flour
ishing condition.

A. B. Coman, of this city, writes: 
“They are having very interesting meet
ings at Lakeside Hall, Indiana avenue 
and Thirty-first street. Mrs. Nickerson- 
Warne, Mrs. Nickless and Editor Stead 
occupied the rostrum Christmas Eve. 
They all brought forth thoughts that 
were instructive to investigators of the 
highest truth. Most of the audience were 
surprised when the president of tho so
ciety called on Editor Stead to speak. 
He gave us a complete history of his 
mediumship.”

H. S. Hanson, Snohomish City, Wash., 
writes: “There are a good many Spirit
ualists in this place, but for want of a 
medium all interest in the cause seems 
to lay dormant. Now, can't you stir up 
some good honest, medium to come here? 
I am sure that he or she would be up
held by the believers in the philosophy. 
A lecturer and test medium would be 
preferable.”

Mrs. E. V. Wilson writes of three or
dinations and three christenings on the 
evening of Dec. 14. by Mrs Jennie 
Moore. The children christened 
were; Terrissa V. Wilson Jellies, 
granddaughter of E. V. Wilson; 
Walter Reisament and August Reis
ament. Mrs. Lizzie Sawyer, of 
San Francisco; Mrs. S. Bumstead, and 
Mrs. M. Drynun' were then, invested 
with full power as ministers,

Wm. A. Thompson writes of his experi
ence with a so-called medium for plate
writing, in St. Louis, who defrauded 
him out of $7 and whom he detected in 
taking the frames apart at the corners. 
He prepared another slate in such a 
•manner that the “medium” could not 
take the frame apart without being ex
posed. The slate was never-returned, 
nor would the “medium” give any expla
nation.

From London Light we learn that 
the cause at Forrest Hill is being pushed - 
by lecturers Mr. Bradley and Mr. Ber
tram and by medium Mrs. Bliss, amid
an appreciative public.

The spiritual philosophy is being ad; 
voeated at New-road, Eng'., through aii 
'“Inquirer’s Meeting," where a general 
discussion is help upon topics germane 
to the cause, and South London will 
soon be headquarters of a large society 
of Spiritualists. .

Mr, Stewart Clark gave an inspira
tional address recently, at 14 Orchard- 
rqad, Shepherd’s Bush, London, Ehg,, 
upon “Whatsoever thy hand flndetft to 
do, do it1 with all thy might,” faiat 
evoked the highest encomium from his 
auditors. The phenomena were repre
sented by Mrs. Wooten, with clairvoyant 
readings and public healing.

Muskegon (Mich.) people are consid
erably stirred, up on the subject pf Spirit
ualism. Joseph King has Seen holding 
some seances, which have received com 
slderable notice in the local papers. The 
Baptist minister resident attended three 
seances, and hence knows all about 
the business; so he advertises a lecture 
and announces “a complete reproduc
tion of a seance by a noted medium." 
Hon. L. V. Moulton will respond on a sub
sequent evening, and it is hoped the good 
Baptist man will attend, as he will be 
apt to learn something that he doesn’t yet 
know; A first class platform test medium 
is especially wanted, and such could find 
all they could attend to during the week. 
LB. Sanford, president, writes that Mrs. 
De Wolf has been engaged for January.

Dr. Wilder, mentioned in a former is
sue, is a lady graduate of three medical 
colleges. She is working on Vancouver 
Island.

Mrs. Helen Stuart-Richings’ subject 
Sunday, at Minneapolis, was: “The 
Foes Within Our Household, and How 
to Deal with Them." Any attempt to 
quote would only tend to depreciate 
the splendid influence left upon those 
who heard her. The evening subject 
was “Reincarnation,” and even those 
who could pot accept her views, were 
deeply interested in herpresentation of 
the subject. Mr. N. C. Westerfield pres
ident of the Society of Modern Spirit
ual Thought, writes that a new medium 
of that city, Mr. W. L. Kuyler, followed 
the lecture by giving some of the most 
wonderful tests ever given on their plat
form.

Thos. Wardell writes: “The Spirit
ualists of Mitchell county, Iowa, have 
been fortunate in securing the services 
of A. F, Brown to lecture to their scat
tering brethren of our frontier country. 
Mr. Brown Is from Minneapolis, Minn., 
and is just the man to go out to our 
villages and towns where Spiritualist 
lecturers have not yet found their way. 
He has been successful in organizing a 
society, to be known as the Mitchell 
County Spiritualist Union, with about 
twenty-five members. W. L. Barnum, 
of Otranto, president; H. A. Wardell, 
of St, Ansgar, vice-president; S. V. 
Wardell, of St. Ansgar, secretary; 
Abijah Mack, of Otranto, treasurer; 
Mrs. Fannie Mack, of Otranto, trustee. 
Our society unanimously recommends 
Mr. Brown as a pioneer worker In our 
cause."

William Barton, of Stippsville, Kan., 
writes that the Spiritualists of that 
place had their Thanksgiving at the 
house of Thomas Horsley. There was a 
fair congregation; Thomas Coulson was 
chairman. The guides of Mr. Horsley 
gave a good lecture on “ Love and 
Purity.”

The very laudable project of building 
a Home for-tire Aged and Unfortunate 
is being urged by, Mr$, M. E. Dobson, 
who earnestly requests all Spiritualists 
and Liberals who may feel able to do
nate a sqm for that purpose. She says: 
“lam not-able to build such a home 
alone, but am willing to donate one hun
dred dollars towards it, besides shoulder
ing the responsibility of selecting the 
grounds, and seeing that it is properly 
built and conducted, if it should be the 
wish of the donors. Our reasons for 
thus soliciting from all Spiritualists and 
Liberallsts is that all may have an ac
tive Interest in the above; and still a 
better reason—that' the structure may 
be dedicated as A-work of Spiritualists 
and Liberallsts, of which work there Is 
but very little to their credit to-day. 
Let all Interested’ in this work lend a 
helping hand. For further particulars 
address Mrs. M. E. Dobson, San Jose, 
Cal.”

Mrs. Julia E. Hammond writes that 
Mr. Samuel Smith, of Fruitport, Mich,, 
has been visiting,bld friends in Boone 
county, Illinois, ¿nd gave several par
lor seances and held public meetings at 
Caledonia and Belvidere. He is an ex
cellent trance speaker and clairvoyant. 
Several have been converted to Spirit
ualism as a result of his efforts.

Thomas Pyford, of Weir City, Kan., 
writes that there are many Spiritualists 
in that section, but they are backward 
in coming out and showing their colors. 
Meetings are held every Sunday even
ing, and circles twice a week. Jubilee 
Day was honored with public exer
cises of appropriate character, pre
sided over oy Mr. Thomas Coulson, of 
Stippsville. Mrs. Drayer, Mr. J. Huff
man, Mrs. Lowins and R. Lowlns were 
active participants.

E. Wilcox writes:'• “I recollect a good 
many years ago of hearing the remark 
made by an old exhorterthat there were 
three kinds of poor: The Lord’s poor, 
the Devil's poor and the poor devils. 
Now, from my observation I am in
clined to think there are a good many of 
the third class, for in our vicinity we 
see those that nave the best opportuni
ties to gain for themselves homes, but 
who throw them all away. If we had 
not denied ourselves a few luxuries in 
starting out in the race of life, in order 
to lay a little foundation for Old age and 
sickness, we should be poor indeed.”

Annie Lewis writes from California: 
“Enclosed please find one dollar for 
The Progressive Thinker. I am 
willing to give a dollar 'for the exposure 
of priests and their works. You are do
ing bravely.”

Carrie Brayshaw writes: “Your 
Kis grand, and I wish it could shed 

ht from shore to shore.”
' The Aaiimuzl I?e/ortner, a “free- 
thought" publication of thirty-three 
year? battling for freedom in London, 
England, has recently succumbed to the 
death-dealing blow of “bad times,” as 
they call it over there, and its editor, 
J. M. Robertson, will at once begin the 
publication of a monthly entitled The 
Free Beview. The Reformer was started 
in I860, by Charles Bradlaugh, who died 
at the helm of that paper,

A book entitled “I Awoke,” has just 
been published in Lohdon, by Simpkin, 
Marshall & Co., that was written auto
matically, every word, punctuation and 
quotation marks being made iu this 
manner, the operator being entirely un
conscious of what was being penned. 
The book is descriptive of the other 
side of life, and .the conditions of-the 
spirit. ‘

J. F. Collingwood has been lecturing 
before the London Spiritualists’ Al
liance. Ris first discourse was upon 
“The' Significance of a Rap.”

At a circle in London, England, re
cently, merely being held for the devel
opment of mediums, a lady—not a pro
fessional medium—went into a semi
trance, and gave ’to the circle a clear 
description of a spirit leaning over the 
shoulder of a lady in the circle. The 
spirit was recognized as that of Madame 
Blavatsky, and immediately the me
dium was entranced by that noted per
sonage, who vehemently said; “-—it, 
I will speak! I don’t like to hear wo
men quibbling over a subject they don’t 
understand.” When asked if she had 
changed her mind about the spirits 
speaking to us, she merely replied: “I 
am here, and speaking to you.” And 
when asked if she had “met any Mahat
mas,” she only made an evasive reply.

There is a society in London, England, 
known as the Spiritualists' International 
Corresponding Society, whose intent 
and purpose is to furnish to inquirers 
into Spiritualism the necessary informa
tion and assistance toward their investi
gation. Free literature is sent on re
ceipt of stamped envelope, Its member
ship now extends all over the globe, and 
it would seem a timely suggestion right 
here to have it connected, in a working 
way, with our National Association.

The Spiritualists of West Ham lane, 
Stratford, East, England, have re
cently been holding an annual social tea 
party, which always consists of a grand 
festival of viands, tea and toasts, music,

DEBOUTE CHRISTMAS.

A Sad Picture Indeed.

recitations, speeches, and ever of
a very high order that will tend to popu
larize Spiritualism among the young 
people, that will educate and unpre
judfee the rising generation. There is 
no way of reaching the mental and spir
itual in man, either in England or 
America, I or elsewhere on the globe, 
half so effectual as through his stomach, 
and our cousins are not slow in adopting 
the best means.

Emma Hardinge Britten and Dr. Wm. 
Britten are at present doing valiant serv
ice in The Lindens, Cheetham Hills, 
Manchester, England.

A subscriber writes: “The First 
Spiritual Society In the City of the An
gels is in the midst of a genuine revival 
of spirit manifestations and power. The 
people' are being awakened, and the 
masses are feeling an unusual interest 
in everything pertaining to Spiritualism. 
Grand Army Hall is crowded every Sun
day night to listen to the lucid presenta
tion of the Spiritual philosophy by Dr. 
N. F. Ravlin, and the forcible, convinc
ing proofs of spirit-return by Dr. J. M. 
Temple. The outlook is very encourag
ing. If the interest continues, a larger 
hall will be a necessity.”

Lima, Ohio, December 11.—Miss Clara 
Weiker, the self-confessed child-mur
derer!, was sentenced to pile year in the 
penitentiary by Judge Richie to-day, 
She wept bitterly all the ¡time she was 
in the court-room. The girl threw her 
babe from the train on the Pittsburgh, 
Ft. Wayne and Chicago road one day 
last August, and its brains were dashed 
out against thp stone ballast. She was 
indicted for murder dn the second de
gree, but the indictment was nolled, as 
it was. clear that she could not be con
victed under the indictment. She was 
then arraigned on the charge of man
slaughter, to which she pleaded guilty. 
Her attorney, Hon. Walter B. Richie, 
stated in court that the young woman’s 
mother died when she was three months 
old, and she had never known a mother’s 
care.

Her father, who lives near Wooster, 
is addicted to drink, and drove her from 
home to earn her own living. She has 
a stepmother, who was kindly disposed 
toward her, but the father was stubborn 
and would not allow her to remain at 
home. He had never visited her in 
jail.

The girl said she had no intention of 
killing the child when she threw it from 
the train, and thought some one would 
pick it up who would care for it. The 
author of her ruin has never been 
arrested, but it was shown that it was he 
who prompted her to the deed. She 
will be taken to Columbus to-morrow.— 
Cleveland Leader.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
On the evening of the 21st, at his home 

in uEtna Green, Ind., at the age of 74, 
surrounded by his three daughters, the 
message came that called Bezaleel Hay
hurst across the mystic river, and he 
awoke to the raptures of immortality. 
He was born in Catawissa, Pa.,and came 
when four years of age with his parents 
to Salem, O., and in'1848 to Kossiuski 
county, Ind., where he settled per
manently, and devoted his energies to 
clearing his farm and making it a home. 
He embraced Spiritualism in 1863 and 
has ever lived firm in that faith. There 
was for him no sadness in growing old; 
no fear of the change, and the final step 
was not a sad sinking into nothingness, 
but a happy, peaceful going home. 
Hudson Tuttle officiated at the funeral 
held on the 23rd, and pleased the large 
audience gathered in the church, not 
one of whom, perhaps, had listened to a 
spiritual discourse before, and to them 
it was veritably a revelation of the 
beauty and grandeur of that philosophy, 
which even the most bigoted cannot but 
hope to be true. J. C.

The funeral of Loren Spafford, of 
Cleveland^ Ohio, a well-known citizen, 
who passed to Spirit-life Wednesday, 
20th ult., took place at his late home, 
Saturday, 23d. The services were con
ducted by Mrs. Annie E. Sheets, of 
Grand Ledge, Mich., and Mr. Thomas 
Lees, the latter opening the exercises 
by reading several excerpts from our 
prominent poets on death, followed by 
Mrs. S., a new and beautiful inspira
tional speaker. Her admirable dis
course on the philosophy of death, from 
the spiritualistic standpoint, was a reve
lation to many of the orthodox present, 
indeed to some of the Spiritualists also. 
Mr. Lees followed, speaking more par
ticularly of the personal life of the de
parted one, who was a man highly es
teemed by all who knew him—he had a 
kindly nature and was a scrupulously 
honest man. He had enjoyed the con
jugal companionship of his medium wife 
—frequently saying: “My house is my 
heaven.,and Sarah is my angel.” His 
was a happy, contented life, and he 
passed away in .his 76th year as “one 
who wraps the drapery of his couch 
around him, and lies down to pleasant 
dreams." T. L.

After a short illness, Miss Daisy Peele, 
age 13, passed to Spirit-life, December 
24, from the effects of cerebro-meningi
tis. The interment took place Tuesday, 
with Mrs. Carrie Twing conducting the 
services, taking as a text, “Suffer little 
children to come untome." Mrs. Twing's 
address was full of thought, impressive 
and effecting. As a part of the services, 
Mrs. Twing read several compositions of 
prose and poetry, written by the de
ceased, as indicative of the child’s prom
ise. She was a physical medium of true 
worth, and indeed a silver cord has been 
broken. The deceased was the daugh
ter of Thomas L. and Lena Peele, for
merly of Chicago, who now reside at 61 
Prospect street, Indianapolis, Ind.

In Lincoln, R. I., December 19th., 
Nellie, daughter of Frederick and Ella 
Miller, in the sixth year of. her age. 
Funeral conducted by Mrs. M. S. Pepper, 
of Providence, R. I. according to the 
ritual by Hudson and Emma Tuttle 
printed in The Progressive Thinker, 
after which she spoke words of cheer 
and consolation to the bereaved parents, 
who bid farewell to the form of their 
child with a full'consciousness of life be
yond these fleeting shadows: H. G. F.

Here is a picture of life that should 
stir the sympathies of all who can love, 
feel and remember. It is a representa
tive case. There are thousands like it 
in this land of churches, schools and 
asylums.

A girl who has never known a moth
er’s care or a father’s kindness, is be
trayed through her trusting affection, 
and deserted by the man she loved after 
he has wrought her ruin. Her cruel 
father spurns her from his home! Such 
fathers should be subject to imprison
ment, and the proceeds of their labor 
given to the helpless, wronged victims 
of their cruel scorn; and such betrayers 
of trusting innocence should not be al
lowed to marry, but compelled to work 
six days in every week for twenty years, 
and their earnings devoted to the sup
port of the mother and child. Follow 
this sad and deeply-wronged girl to her 
lonely cell. The dreams of youth, the 
light of hope, shadowed in social de
spair. Thb child that never knew a 
mother’s love, left desolate and deserted, 
with no means of support for herself and 
babe, driven to desperation, Hings it to 
the fates, hoping some kind rescuer will 
care for her worse than fatherless child, 
as she cannot. She is in prison, her be
trayer free to ruin another trusting vic
tim, and society petsand pampers him,

T?eLIGION
AS REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

By EDWIN D. BABBITS .
> , Author ot “Principles pt Light and Color.”

This 1b a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt Is 4 
iborn critic, a thorough scholar and a compreUeaelva 
thinker.

CONTENTS:
Chapter First—Existence and General Character 

of God.—Preliminary thoughts. Is there auch a being 
as God? Is God a Creator'? The Argument from De* 
sign. Is God Unknowable? Is God absolutely In
finite?

Chapter Second—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot undeastand the God Idea. Argument of the 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author's 
Experience.

Chapter Third—The Delflc Location and Mode of 
-Working.—The Location of Deity. Cun Infinitude 
haven Centre? Does God control the Universe through 
Law? How does God control the Universe? A. J. 
Davis's Theory of the God Centre. The Dual Centra 
of the Universe. Can the infinitely Fine act upon the 
Course?

Chapter Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is God Q 
Being of JnLelUgence? D God a Personal Being? IB 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes?

Chapter Fifth—The Delflo Greatness and Glory.— 
The Greatness of God. An Angel’s Conception of the 
Universe. The Great noss of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chapter- Sixth—Moral Evil and Delflc Perfac* 
tion.—The Perfection of God. Has God created Evil? 
Is Mau depraved? Is anything Innately Bad? Is au 
etulies Hell possible? Is absolute Evil possible Ulldgr 
Divine Law? Evolution.
“■Chapter Seventh— Delflc Law and Human Inter
cession .—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Healing. How God interposes to answer Prayer. 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influence 
God? Hudson Tuttle’s View of Prayer. TUo Central 
Principle of Delflc Action. Prof. Wallace’s View of 
Pruj'cr. Prayerfulncss lt> not necessarily Goodness.

Chapter Eighth-How Man helps Govern tho Uni* 
verse.—Man a Co worker with God. How Splrltsoon» 
trol NutiDDs. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary pevelopment. Vision of 
world-forming by Judge Edmonds. Spirits rejoice it) 
this work. Count less worlds yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain in Spirit Life. A 
Miltonic AbbUJ'dhy.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and practices of. Christi* 
BDlty.—Terrors of Creedal Theology. Churchlonio 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright* 
er Dawn approaching. Science and lieligioii. Salva* 
tiou by Fidtli.

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Stand* 
ards.-Churchhmlc lufalHblllty. Infallibility of a 
Buok. A t rue Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian BlWo Tested.— 
Mlraehte. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecies. 
The Bible tested by its Teachings. Sala to be ttyaonly 
Book which gives any e.oncrt conception of God. Said 
to present the only true Foundation of Ethics In tho 
Decalogue.. Claims for the Gulden Rule, Love to 
Enemies, etc. Is It safe to build on Falsehood? Ilas 
only one Nation been inspired ? Shall wo waste time 
■ind money un Falsehood? Do numbers prove the 
Truth uf a System? Shull Policy rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Beliglous Tested by their 
Fruits.—Church standards too low. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of Religious 
Systems. Some great Points In Buddhism. M°ham* 
nirdftn tnifl Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
the pursue Religion. The Parsee Bible. The High 
Priest of Slum. Cathollrlem and Buddhism. Present 
Progress of Muhammadanism. The Religions of to-day 
Insuiiicieut.

Chapter Thirteenth-TIic Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.-A Dhiner Bible preseu Jed. The sacred 
Teachings uf a Leif, of Flowers. Of a Tree. Ota 
Forest. L<‘b*<»nB from (he Shells. The Teachings of 
Crystallization. Teai-hlngs of the Human lurm* Of 
the Great Massesuf the Universe.

Chapter »Fourteenth -Life under the Old Re* 
llglons.-Importance of Historic Truth. Roman.Ca
tholicism. influence of Cnthollehm lu Spain. Cal*

mothers welcome him to their parlors,

vablbin. The Five Points of Culvaulsm. Presbyterian* 
lain in Sruilnnd. PiirliHiihin In New England. 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Kuilgluns. TUo Spirit Of 
PciT.ecutlon nut j ct Jiviid. „

Chapthh Fiftkfnth-Life under Spiritual ."Re* 
llglon. -General DIvhJuiM of the Unman Faculties. Th$ 
Higher Realm of (he Brain. Spirituality is hanobUnff. 
Spirituality bruutlih*# the Couutenuuce. Must bo 
developed through spirit Communion. Spirit Com- 

iuuton the Bubis uf all Religious. SpIrltuitflflUl 
founded upon Facts. The yuly Religion which demon- 
btrntcB Immortality. Robs Death uf its Tenor. ThO 
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and the society of their daughters, and »«« .!•" .’“1"TeS.
TnllOTO/lliltflllli t i T u n 1 ft <1 »11 in ' . V * I. _ X. >11 1%..thus tacitly justify his crime, while they 
have only contempt, for the ruined
girl.

What a desolate Christmas to her! 
What hopeless dawns will touch her 
lonely life in tho prison gloom! What 
an ordeal awaits her cruel father when 
awakened conscience confronts him with 
the blighted life for which he is respon
sible. When happy thousands greet the 
New Year with a joyous welcome, this 
wronged girl will be languishing in un
speakable sorrow, and who will care for 
her now? Who will visit her with a 
Christmas blessing, and carry a comfort
ing smile to her cell, and speak sweet 
words of love to her broken lieart, and 
try to inspire courage and high resolu
tion for the new year which brings 
gladness to her betrayer’s home, com
forts to her unnatural parent and de-

I'rrv.'nls Siip.Tfclltlon. l.'-ud« to Nobler Living. Bo- 
veals a Grainier I nlver.e. All Grout Geutusea hava 
been Imphid. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus tn Spirit 
Lite. 1111 the New Kcliglou Abolish Churches?

spair to her? Lyman C. Howe.

ASEARCHERROR LIGHT.
He Lives In OÇto.,

A Rare Offer.
. All new yearly or trial subscribers 
will get a copy of our Christmas edition 
free, and also that* remarkable story, 
“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.” 
Both are very valuable papers, and will 
be highly prized by every thoughtful 
mind. Induce your neighbor to send 25 ’ 
cents, at least, for a trial subscription. -|

And Asks a Few Plain Questions.

To the Editor:—Some two weeks 
ago I wrote a Jew questions, [ they are 
on the 8th page—Editor] which to me 
were very important, in as much as they 
called upqn some one to explain the ad
vantages of the National Association at 
Washington in granting charters to 
State and also local societies. I notice 
in your last issue Bro. Dimmick, of 
Washington, D. C., has set forth what 
he considers the advantages of the Na
tional, but he signally failed to answer 
one of the questions which we think to 
be of the greatest importance—that is. 
the legality of a charter made in the 
District of Columbia to any State in the 
Union. Will a charter granted from the 
National Organization at Washington, 
stand the test of law in Ohio, or any 
other State? If not, what is the good of 
the charter.

The Judges of Ohio sav it will not be 
recognized in the State: lienee, you can
not blame me or any other individual 
for asking information.

If we want protection by charter, we 
must procure it from the State where wc 
desire protection, as no chartered insti
tution can grant charters outside of the 
State where chartered, and have them 
of any active value. We are in favor of 
each State haring protection by charter 
and by one or two delegates from each 
State (elected from the chartered socie
ties form )a National. Such an Association 
would have a strength in the land, but 
they could not grant any charters to 
State or subordinate Societies, as that 
belongs only to the secretary of each 
State. '

Having made careftil search for the 
truth, 1 find the above covers the 
ground.

If the National Organization has other 
and better authority on this matter, we 
ask for its published merits, as this is a 
question not only of dollars, but of pro
tection. Any five reputable . citizens of 
any State can procure a charter from the 
State in which they reside, but not for 
any other State.

Now we hope Bro. Dimmick or any 
other brother who has this matter at 
heart may take this question and give 
us an explanation in plain terms, so all 
may comprehend, and in so doing they 
will aid the cause. ‘

My only object in writing the above is 
purely for the good of the cause, and 
not for my own aggrandizement, or any 
selfish motive. All I ask is to place bc- 
forp the many readers of your worthy 
paper the truth, pure and undefiled. '

I wish the National success, and that 
it may. be tho means of doing much 
good. 1 W. F. Ball.

Mantua Station, Ohio.

Ciimtek Sixteenth-Death under th« Old Ro* 
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terrible through Church Songs. Made Gloomy by 
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friends. •

Chaptkr Seventeenth —Death under ft Sph’iUAl- 
Rellxlon.-A Spiritual Mind Is u<»l uver-nttacued to 
this Life. Departed one« attract the Spiritual 
Thu Spiritualist understands ih nth,«» does hq; fe^r 
Drath uf an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozjttf. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful lu-ath of Mr.». U at;d. 1W.’ 
.lung Stilling and his Grandi al her. Benutllul liu.ldunU 
lu (lie Deaths uf Children. Triumphant- Death of U 
spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a PnlversalRt 
.Minister. Jovfui Traiultlou of a Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying ExpeHencca 
of Various Persuns. Power lu Sustain the Loss ul 
Friends.

Chapter Eighteenth-The Future Life.-Location 
and Character of the Spirit Realms. Tbo Ch>lblM <»f 
Spirits. Children in Spirit Life. A Spirit Chi d from 
Humble Life. The Wealthy in Spirit Life. Fol Riolans 
tn Spirit Life. Clergymen In Spirit Life. Editors lu 
Spirit Life. Thu Power of Spirits to commuUG with 
Mortals. # ,

Final Remarks. -The Basic Principles of & UnF 
versal Philosophy and Universal Religion.

This work contains Forty Illustrations. Thg 
are In harmony with tbo facts conveyed. IttSQM*« 
book throughout.
Price, «1.25: Postage, 10 Ota.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
This excellent work treats of the following subject*:

I.
II.

III.

V.

VI.

vn.
VIII.

IX.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes* 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena» '
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this Admirable work 1b 11.25. All bOOfcl 
advertised in The Proqbebbivb Thinkeb ara

For sale at this office.

THE ELEMINATOR
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos« 
Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tee* 
lament stories, ami proving that Jesus was sn imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Pr'cv $1.50.

For «rie this office.
rTHE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELA. 
J. tiens end Expressions In Human Embodiment!.

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
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Itualibm. By Moses Hull. An Invaluable work. Price • 
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rri-IE SCIENTIFIC BAEJE OF SPIRIT^ 
J uallsm. By Fpes Sargent A work of profound 
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AGE OF REASON. BY TUOMAS
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cents,

¿IFE OF TUOMAS PAINE. IT IS IN
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And Demands More of Spiritualism at 
Our Meetings,

CUTS RIGHT AND LEFT. S&X’i
A Prominent Worker Wields the 

Critical Pen.

now to suit us, by -throw-
o apples of discord among us? If the 

world were spiritualistic to day (as it will be 
some day) in the fullest sense of the word, it 
would soon reform itself. ;

s

tí,

,r 
if » f ■
I

iff

faults among human society. ' 
wrongs; I do not deny it; but I ask you:

To the Editor:—I do not know whether 
this correspondence will be permitted publica
tion, but I will write it nevertheless. The 
time is at hand when speakers are being en
gaged for camp-meetings. There is certainly 
not a person living, who knows me, who will 
doubt my Spiritualise, hence I will talk 
freely.

The worst enemies of Spiritualism to-day 
are its fool-friends. These mean well, but 
they are full of theories, ideal and impracti
cal. If Spiritualism had been less a truth and 
a fact than it is, it would have been destroyed 
long ago through its mistaken friends, its self
appointed protectors. I claim the time has come 
when we should throw overboard these fool
eries (pardon the expression, but it fits), and 
come out as intelligent defenders and prose- 
lyters of it and for it. It is time that Spirit
ualism became freed from all its appendages 
and came out as Spiritualism, pure and unde
filed, and that those who do not comply with 
this condition be requested to take a back 
seat as leaders. Spiritualism is either a fact 
or a feke; a fact is a truthful condition. If 
Spiritualism is not able to stand on its own bot
tom, if there are not facts enough within it to 
support it on ita own inherent merits, intelligent 
Spiritualists want to know it, and drop it. The 
great mass of investigators, and the intelligent 
investigator of the ism, do not care to go to 
spiritualistic meetings or spiritualistic encamp
ments and instead of listening to the truths 
and facts of Spiritualism, instead of having 
the facts, proofs, conditions, and all which be
longs to the ism, presented as it should be in 
the house of its friends, have to sit and listen 
to the delineations of every cranky, flighty, 
idealistic theory under the sun as Spiritual 
ism. , It is a sad fact that a great many of our 
mediums,'both on the public platform and in 
pnyate, have ideals and theories which they 
present to the world instead of Spiritualism. 
One is opposed to Catholicism, and the luckless 
man or woman who wends his or her way to 
such a lecture, expecting to hear some word 
from'the great beyond, has to sit and listen to 
a diatribe against Catholicism which becomes 
disgusting and tiresome, and such persons 
leave the hall with a sigh of relief, and with a 
full determination never to put themselves 
into a position again where they will be com
pelled to listen to a matter to which they do 
not care to listen.

■ Another class of these mediums set them
selves up as world-reformers in regard to the 
poor. . The appearance of a seemingly well-to- 
do person sets them into a red-heat, and the 
dictionary is ransacked for language to de-

The ethics of Spiritualism ’known, hot ac
cepted by faith or through superstition, would 
soon produce such a revolution in-society that 
there would be no wrongs tolerated. Spirit
ualism, properly carried out, will bring such 
reforms into the world as paradise would not 
be ashamed of. Every kind of reformer 
should use his best powers to make Spiritual
ists, and the conditions brought about would 
be as good as they are reported to be .in 
heaven. It js an easy thing to say that Christ 
came to preach the gospel to the poor; that he 
went out in the highwaj's and byways and 
picked up the tramps, the lazy, the shiftless 
and unsuccessful; but look at the history of 
Christianity, and see where it was when Con
stantine picked it up. Their followers lived 
in caves and catacombs. They were despised, 
looked down upon, persecuted, made fodder 
for wild beasts and wilder men; but see the 
change that came over it when Constantine 
took it under his protection; to be sure, for his 
own selfish purposes; but he made it thrive. 
You live in a natural and real world. You 
are only a small part of it, and you must con
form to the usages of the world as long as you 
cannot dictate. A little of the worldly' goods 
of these 1 ‘despised rich robbers” would help 
Spiritualism along wonderfully (I never see 
those who declaim against riches adverse to 
some of the lucre), and with a good deal of it 
the ism might be fostered and helped, but 
there are too many among our speakers who 
make it impossible for an intelligent person to 
be a Spiritualist. I know this is hard, but 
true.

There are more people investigating the 
ism now than, ever there were. There is an 
interest and a curiosity regarding us such as 
never existed before, and we must meet these 
people more than half way. These mediums 
of whom I complain, are intelligent, good 
speakers,’ and they have it in their power to 
aid the advance of true Spiritualism a’ great 
deal if'.they confine themselves to the ism, and 
let others than mediums assume the role of 
reformers. The Spirit-world has called them 
as expounders of our philosophy, and not as 
reformers, and they have no time to waste on 
fakes.

1 ask the managers of camps to make the 
trial to limit the speakers whom they hire to 
Spiritualism, and nothing else. Let the out
side world reform itself in other matters. Let 
us make it our business to make Spiritualists, 
and use all means to succeed. Let us be hon
est and intelligent, and make it possible for 
intelligence to come and stay with us. Let 
us attract people who have means, and, there
fore, have influence in the world. Let us be 
careful to present nothing of which any Spir
itualist can be ashamed. Let camp-meeting 
managers make it known that nothing can 
come into a camp-meeting or be practiced there 
which would be out of place in the most re
fined parlor in the land. Make it so elevated

flounce the rich. Rich robber, plutocrat, 
Aristocrat, bloodsucker, is used as freely as it
can be. The investigator who came to hear' and interesting as to attract the best element
Spiritualism looks about to see if he has strayed 
into a madhouse, and is sure that he will 
hover come again. Another class are world
reformers regarding finance. They know 
about as much of finance as the horse that 
brought them, but they talk on it instead of 
on Spiritualism. Another class are Henry 
George people, and instead of Spiritualism 
they preach Henry Georgeism. Another class 
imagine that they are specially called to re- 
fprm the laborers' condition in the world, and 
they preach on that. None of these classes 
have much to say about Spiritualism, but 
they sling words on their particular theories 
with a rapidity and a volubility which is 
truly astonishing. Another one is a Chris
tian Spiritualist; that means that they are still 
in the church, full of superstitions, and in
stead of preaching Spiritualism they expend 
their time in trying to prove their particular 
theory, and so through the list.

Spiritualists cannot afford to pass these 
things for the real article any longer, and it 
is time that Spiritualism should be preached 
at spiritualistic gatherings, and politics and 
other fakes at their appropriate places and 
times. To advertise a spiritualistic meeting 
and then preach against Catholics, against the 
rich, against the present financial or social 
conditions, is a confidence game on the people 
who attend. Spiritualism has not arrived at 
a point where it can grasp all the reforms 
put forth by either intelligent or cracked
brained reformers. It is the duty of spirit
ualistic lecturers to put the facts of Spiritual
ism before their hearers and nothing else. 
The public attends spiritualistic meetings for 
the purpose of hearing about Spiritualism. If 
they want to hear political or other doctrines 
preached, there are places where these are pre 
sented, and those who want to hear them need 
not, and would not, attend spiritualistic meet
ings.

We cannot afford to shut our eyes to the 
truth of these statements any longer. In 
order to spread the facts on which the Spirit
ual philosophy rests, we shall have to present 
Spiritualism in "all” our meetings, and at 
"all” times, and drop all extraneous things. 
We must purge ourselves from all fakes, or 
realities which do not belong to our philosophy, 
and present facts which are connected with 
the thing which we are anxious to proclaim. 
By bringing into our meetings (and it will 
have to be admitted as a fact that a great

of our population. Put every visitor on the 
highest plane of morality and intelligence. 
Spiritualism is now at the foot of the social 
ladder. Let us take means by which it may 
ascend and occupy the place to which it is en
titled. Let us all drop our prejudices and 
preconceptions—both the speaker and all oth
ers, and unite as intelligent, virtuous and pro
gressive people, and the results will soon be 
seen. Banish all and every kind of tomfool- 
ism from among our midst, and let us rise up 
to the greatest possible height.' Spiritualism 
is in our keeping, and we are responsible for
its results.

Aberdeen, S. D.
E. Bach.

Tribute to a Veteran.
December 3, 1893, in his 72d year, Mr.

W. H. Pratt, of Minneapolis, Minn., form
erly of Davenport, Iowa, where he was for 
twenty-two years connected with the Academy 
of Natural Science, which he helped to organ
ize, and ot which he held alternately the offices 
of president, corresponding secretary and 
curator. Besides his official duties, he re-
ceived the scholars and 
schools, and lectured to 
ments of science, laying 
for scientific education, 
the best work of his life.

teachers of public 
them on the rudi- 
a solid foundation 
This he considered

many of our even best speakers do what I 
charge them with) everything under the sun— 
things which do not belong there, it creates an 
antipathy among the people who hear their 
particular convictions or prejudices unneces
sarily attacked, which works very disastrously 
against Spiritualism.

There is not a single thing to be said in

FREEDOM OF THOUGHT.
A Cincinnatian Wants to Iw Heard.

Bradford, Pa.

G. F. P.very interesting.

In the statues of their deities the Greeks
draperyTIFERÀ NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH 

.Lt vuced t&ougliMvU It tuclnttiag. Price 80 centi ,covered his pictures. if
often made the flesh of ivory and the 
of gold, brass or iron.

SHE WAS A DELEGATE, TO THE NATIONAL 
CONVENTION.

And Seeks the Columns of “Thè Fi’O' 
gressive Thinker.”■

ns

From Dubuque, Iowa.
To the Editor:—We have just closed our 

“jubilee week,” which, as it has so closply 
followed our • ‘ fair ” (that proved very success-' 
ful, notwithstanding the continued stormy 
weather), has about prostrated some of us, 
who have been, night and day, on the strain 
physically and mentally to make it a success.' 
In obedience to the suggestions of the National 
Spiritualist Association to observe the 17th of 
December as a jubilee day, we did the best 
we could toward impressing the people with 
the weight and power of Spiritualists of this 
country. We were not able to carry out the 
programme as laid out, but prepared an or
iginal one for the lyceum and the evening 
services. •

Questions and answers were prepared upon 
slips of paper, and responded to by members 
of the lyceum at 2:30 p. u.

At 7:30 exercises were opened by singing, 
as usual, and responses to the following ques
tions were read by members of the audience: 
"Why do all Spiritualists observe December 
17,1893, as a day of rejoicing?” "What is 
our belief and knowledge?” Responded to 
by Mrs. Perkins. "Please refer to Bible 
quotations for references to spirit-return.” 
‘ ‘Please read us extracts from sermons by the 
following clergymen in favor of Spiritualism: 
Rev. E. H. Chapin, Rev. Henry Ward Beecher, 
Rev. G. S. Gowdy, Rev. Dr. Eli BallouJ' 
A list of the names, forty-three in number, of 
prominent scientists and statesmen, etc., from 
all parts of the globe, were then readj also 
an extract from a decoration sermon by Rev. 
T. Dewitt Talmage was read, in which he 
"hails spirits of the departed," and "welcomes 
them to our services, ” and commented upon 
by G. F. Perkins, who then, in conjunction 
with Mrs. Perkins, closed by a number of 
tests and communications.

We think we can safely say, without fear of 
contradiction or being accused of boasting, 
that no service has ever been given by Spirit
ualists in this city that has carried with it 
such weight and influences in favor of Spirit
ualism as this one.

We continued our meetings every evenihg 
during the week, closing with exercises suit
able for Christmas, etc., on Saturday evening. 
Yesterday, December 24th, was full of inter
est The lyceum scholars contributed a num
ber of recitations and songs, both afternoon 
and evening, relative to Christmas, and an 
effort was made to establish the impression 
on the mind that the origin of Christmas cele
brations dated back perhaps thousands of 
years before the Christian era.

In the evening, besides the common exer
cises, we relieved the monotony by perform
ing from a Spiritualist’s standpoint the cere
mony of christening the infant son of the presi
dent, Mr. P. S. George, which proved to be

He was both a scientist and a Spiritualist, 
which rendered his mind impervious to all the 
unsubstantial ideas of a superstitious age.

Mr. Pratt was a teacher in one capacity or 
another most of his life. His system of pen
manship, jpiuch he taught for twenty-five 
years in his own commercial college and in the 
public schools of Davenport, was unrivaled. 
His chirographic portraits of Washington in 
the Declaration of Independence, and Lincoln 
in the Proclamation of Emancipation, should 
have made him a fortune if properly brought 
to the attention of the patriotic public; but 
Mr. Pratt's worth lay in another direction than 
mere money-making, and the world is more 
benefited, in a moral and educational point of 
view, by hie life than by that of many others 
who have attained to fortune and to fame.

Mr. Pratt was one of a coterie of five drawn 
together by Spiritual affinity thirty years ago,■ 
only to be separated by immigration or death, 
and these separations always gave him pain. 
For a great part of that time scarcely a day 
passed but two or three, and often all of 
them, met incidentally on their several paths 
coming or going, and talked over the) great 
Spiritual problems which, at that time, stirred 
the world from center to circumference. I am 
the only one now left of the five. I thought 
it was iny turn this time, because I am the old. 
est; but the power that governs our ; destinies

Cherrydale, Kansas.
"Jubilee Day” will be long remembered <by 

the Spiritualists and Liberals of Cherryvale as 
a red-letter day in their history. Never did a 
small society like ours have a better time than 
we did. The programme laid down by the 
National Association was carried out in its en
tirety. The platform in the hall was prna- 
meritec^by appropriate mottoes, such as "Our 
Motto is Mental Liberty,” and "Welcome." 
These mottoes were the work of Mr. and Mrs. 
Hutcheson and Mr. and Mrs. Bonney. The 
Stars and Stripes were also a conspicuous ob
ject. Our president, H. P. Dryden, presided 
throughout the day, in his usual able manner. 
At the commencement of the exercises lie 
made a few appropriate remarks, followed by 
a short inspirational poem, "Welcome,” by 
the secretary. The five-minute address was 
given by Mr. Baillie, in a few well-chosen re
marks, followed by another short address by 
Mr. E. Grimlin, of Neodesha, Kan. The re
sponse from The Progressive Thinker 
was read by Mr. Stimpson. In the children's 
exercises the following girls and boys took 
part: Lillie and Lula Campbell, Minnie, Letta 
and Bertha Modest, Ernest Bonney, Marie 
Baillie, Lola Beal, Maud Ransom, Clint and 
Jean Buckley. Maud Ransom did very finely 
in instrumental music; the rest all did their 
part very nicely in readings, recitations, etc.

The appeal on behalf of .the National Asso
ciation was made by Mrs. M. R. Hutcheson, 
and four subscriptions taken for their forth
coming book. The dinner in the hall was 
thoroughly enjoyed by all. Drs. Kessler and 
Campbell improved the occasion by taking a 
nice dinner to some of their sick patients.

In the afternoon W. E. Bonney responded 
to the toast, "The National Association." 
H. P. Dryden responded to "The Progress of 
Spiritualism” and "Our Old Workers,” and 
H. H. Hutcheson to "The Rochester Knock
ings.” “The Children of Spiritualists in 
Spiritualism,” was responded to by Mrs. 
Frisby, and "the Future of Spiritualism” by 
Mrs. Applegate. ■

During the day we had quartette singing,- 
duets and solos. All pieces were very credit
ably performed and well-received. At the 
evening service a good number of orthodox 
believers were present, and listened to read
ings and addresses by H. H. Hutcheson, 
II. P. Dryden and W. E. Bonney. Mr. 
Hutcheson gave an encouraging talk to the 
children, and Miss Stanton gave a nice recita
tion. Mrs. Bonney presided at the organ, and 
the choir sang, a number of appropriate pieces 
from "Spiritual Songs.”

W. E. Bonney, Secretary.-

inerti in uui a oiugiv vuiug w wv . determined otherwise. Why, I do. not know;
favor of dragging every subject under heaven but one thing I do know—the tie that bound 
on to the spiritualistic platform. There are us together all these years defies death,. for 
faults among human society. There are ] we are yet friends; and I take great pleasure in 
wrongs'I do not deny it; but I ask you: Is rendering this tribute to the memory of one 
the Bpiritonlistin rostrum the placebo set peo- who-was emphatically the friend of God and 
pie by the ears against Spiritualism, which is humanity. - R. Neely.

A Spiritual Manifestation.
Mr. Lyman 0. Howe has been with us, giv

ing us five evening discourses in his well, 
known philosophic and logical vein of first- 
class inspiration; and all thinking and reflect
ive minds appreciate it, as coming from the 
dome of the spiritualistic structure, of which 
the rap, table movement, etc., are the basic. 
Yet it js all physical phenomena, as well as 
spiritual; for, lacking the physique, and 
strength of organs of speech, we who sit in 
the upper "dens” writing, and sending out our 
white missives through the press to the throngs 
afar, those selected as fittest for the purpose, 
are in the watch:towers, addressing the eager 
crowds below. .

Therefore the interrogation went out from a 
listener at an upper window, "Watchman, 
what of the night?” and when some previous 
questions had been disposed of in a learned 
manner,' the well-worn but never old theme 
was taken up, when there clime such a flow of 
poetic fervor down to us, in such wealth and 
imagery of language as to carry us, as well, 
to the heights from which the celestial inspirer 
beheld the present troublous condition of our 
little earth-planet, in its night of wintry dark
ness, of its armaments for combat, of its finan
cial stress, of its cyclonic material and spirit
ual commotion, of its prevailing poverty and 
crime, and we were assured that all such 
"nights” were "laden with power!” That the 
kindly, magnetic stars were still brightly shin
ing in the firmament, while overhead the full 
moon was serenely sailing, if withdrawn tem
porarily behind a vapory veil; and that, after 
every bleak season, and tempestuous storm, 
and blackest night, there would come a bright 
dawn, a blessed calm, with breaths of balmy 
spring and sweetest flowers of summer-time. 
If there had been a stenographer qualified to 
have followed this rapid flight—this whirlwind 
of verses spirally ascending, finally appealing 
to the aid of the highest supernal powers in 
behalf of us poor mortals here below, in tire 
most rapt, devout, entreating terms—The 
poem might surely have become immortal.

Two hundred copies of The Progressive 
Thinker’s Christmas number were procured 
for the occasion and distributed, and will, 
no doubt, "put in their work” for the fu
ture. A collection was taken for the ‘ ‘Home 
fund” of Mr. "llowe. A resident and visiting 
Universalist minister, besides others of that 
persuasion, seemed interested listeners.

. Lewise Oliver.

From the Port Huron Society.
The grand work that Mrs. Anna L. Robin

son is doing for the little ones was fully dem
onstrated by the Children’s Progressive Ly
ceum entertainment Christmas Eve. Although 
recently organized, they number nearly fifty, 
and when they came marching in, each proudly 
carrying a flag, their faces beaming with joy 
at the sight of the beautiful presents awaiting 
them, it did one good to see them. They 
greeted the audience with a song of welcome, 
and an hour was devoted to songs and recita
tions. The hall was elaborately decorated 
with evergreens, and on the stage at the left 
of the children was a beautiful harp covered 
with presents, some of which were sent by a 
member of Mrs. Robinson’s former society, at 
Lockport On the right was a tree reaching 
to the ceiling, filled with fruit and toys, and 
before them tables loaded with books. Some 
of the older children came in for a share of 
Santa Claus’ bounty, among tfiem the organist 
and Mrs. Robinson. Then, with a few words 
from “Alice," through her “Chine,” to the 
children, all were sent home happy. The work 
so well begun we hope to continue, but feel 
very much the dearth of literature suitable for 
very young children. Have we not some one 
among us who could supply this very import
ant accessory to the accomplishment of our 
best work in the Lyceums everywhere. We 
hope so.

As a society we have nothing more to desire, 
only that the instrument through whom so 
much good is being accomplished in every di
rection should be restored to health. At the 
present time she is a great sufferer. Will not 
all who read this send out a strong and earnest 
desire for her welfare.

0. H. Hubbard.

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive .Thineær for eight 
weeks, and excited wide-spread interest, will 
be sent free to all new yearly or trial sub
scribers; Bear this thought in mind. Italone. 
is worth the price of a subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. : • : x

Apelles owed his brilliant coloring to'a 
liquid of unknown composition . with which he

Saginaw Valley Association.
TO MEET- Jiff SAGINAW, MICH., JANUARY 13

* 14, 1894.
The second meeting of the Saginaw Valley 

Spiritual Association will be held at Saginaw, 
East, Michigan, January 13 and 14, 1894, at 
the Universalist Church.

The speakers thus far engaged are George 
H. Brooks, Mrs. Martha E. Root and' Mrs. 
Mary L. Doe, Bay City, and D. P. Dewey, 
Grand Blanc. Others are expected, which, 
with musical talent, conference meetings, led 
by Mrs. Root, a lecture on “Woman’s 
Suffrage,” by Mrs..Doe, and other interesting 
features, will make a spicy and instructive 
meetiug.

This association, organized in November at 
Chesaning, which occasion has not yet ceased 
to be a subject of pleasant comment, bids fair 
to accomplish much for the cause of Spiritual
ism in the Saginaw valley; and it is earnestly 
desired that all Spiritualists in the counties of 
Saginaw, Bay, Shiawassee and Genesee, take 
an interest in it, assist in its plans and be 
present at this meeting, which is to perfect 
the organization, and man it for future work. 
The election of officers for the ensuing year 
will take place,, with other business of import
ance. All mediums are cordially invited to be 
present and lend their aid and gifts, as well 
as all others who have talents in any direction, 
or those who,: by their presence, counsel and 
good will can add to the meeting and make 
of it the desired success. We want another 
outpouring of the spirit, such as will revivify 
and send us to our homes happier, wiser and 
better. Carrie W. Miller, Secretary. •

Chesaning, Mich.

It seems to me we are doing, or about to do, 
some very strange things. When I left Chi
cago at the close of our National Convention, 
I went very well satisfied with the results. We 
had organized. The hope of years had been 
realized.. We had selected a scholar and a 
gentleman as onr president. Our constitu
tion embodied all that was needful to make us 
a power for good. We now had the means to 
meet and discuss the vital interests of so 
great a cause as ours, to command public in
terest and attention that is always accorded to 
numbers; to protect the liberty of coming 
generations, as well as maintain the rights of 
religious liberty and free thought to the men 
and women of to-day; to foster mediumship, 
and study nature as revealed in mental and 
physical phenomena of modern Spiritualism. 
We had grown weary of the machinery that 
presumed to settle all spiritual questions. 
Many of us had refused to be baptized or 
sprinkled; could not believe that one made 
three and three made one; did not feel that 
we ought to go to mass at five o’clock in the 
morning, to confession Saturday nights, or 
repeat the same prayers our neighbors did, 
memorized on a string of beads. Hence we 
were ready to listen to the angel-voices; to 
take nature as our guide, and the word ‘ ‘Pro
gress” as our motto; and I firmly believed that 
day when our great meeting closed that a great 
stride had been taken, and I still believe that 
our national organization is the happiest 
achievement in our history.

But we are hardly settled at home until we 
find the old story repeating itself: somebody 
imbued with the ancient idea of holy days and 
sacred days, or saint days, appoints for us a 
jubilee day, and arranges the entire, ritual of 
the day for us—all mapped out for us; the 
time to begin and the time to close; the proper 
moments to sing; the very minute when a col
lection shall be proper; just where the poem 
comes in, and the poem selected for us, and 
who shall read it; and so on until the inter
mission, and, finally, the end. No need for 
the wear and tear of brains. No need for 
inspiration or mediumship on an occasion such 
as this—all cut and dried.

Are we satisfied to go back and feed on 
husks? How long will it be until we will be 
asked to make a burnt offering, or go soak our 
head in fish-oil? It is but one step farther to 
advise that we buy a string of beads to num
ber the exercises on, and especially to aid our 
poor addled brains to know when the jubilee 
is over, and when to go home.

We'refuse to lay tho blame of fhis farce to 
our great national organization; it cannot be, 
it is not Spiritual, not progressive, and, above 
all, is lacking in freedom. '

I have done but5 little public work since 
leaving Chicago, at the close of the conven
tion. Early in the season, owing to stringency 
in the money market here, together with other 
transitional conditions, we closed our meet
ings, and aside from the unusual busy season 
in the office, have enjoyed the rest from plat
form work. But soon, now, the work begins 
for 1894, and I have made dates with many 
for the coming year, and expect to fill all the 
time ! ean give from my business. Just at 
this time we are deeply interested in the pro
posed medical legislation, as we feel it is an 
attempt to throttle the liberty of the people, 
and stay the progress of a great science. The 
National Constitutional Liberty League has 
taken a hand, and we have a “Remonstrance” 
prepared, and are getting signers as fast as we 
can. "Compulsory vaccination” has struck 
our State as well, and the seeds of future busi
ness for "regulars” is being sown ad libitum. 
Great is the law, and mighty its potentates. 
Let us be careful as Spiritualists that we do 
not fall into any of the obnoxious practices 
that we decry so much in others. Give to us 
the largest liberty consistent with good citizen
ship, and may our system of work be such as 
will best serve to perfect the imperfect, and 
unfold the genius of others. Let none dare 
set themselves up as dictators in this great 
cause. Each and every medium and worker 
has his own part to play—each as important 
.as the other. Our organization for business 
purposes, the wisest move of a spiritually- 
minded people, may it prosper on that line 
always, should be the sincere desire of .every 
Spiritualist ever; but creed and ritual—never! 
- Dr. Adah Sheehan.

The Progressive Thinker.
' Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading’ minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, Ill., and try the paper for three 
months.

“A Witch of the Ninetenth Century.’
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription.

The demand for “The Priest,. Woman and 
Confessional”. in the German language has 
been such that the pubfishers fed warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
1\ Phenomena and philosophy, By Samuel Watson, 
author of “The Clock Struck Que, T.wo, and Three.’1 
Thirty-Bix yeara a .Methodist, minister. Mr. Wataon’a 
opg connection with ûjiêiqf the iargeut and moat Influ« 
entlal religious organizations in thia country, together 
with hIs well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness in the cjischarge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book tlifit will attract the at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought« 
ful minds. It contains the, principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of aplrlt-inanlfes- 
tation through a period of twenty-seven yeara, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “prince 
of humbugs,” and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
with a conviction that it is a truth far transcending all 
others in value to mankind. It is eminently well 
adapted to place In the Handa of those whose attach
ments to the faiths and forma of the Church Incline 
them to have nothing to do with the subject upon 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo. pp. 423, >1.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at this office.

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science. 
By LOUIS FIGUIEB.

Translated from the French.
BY S. B. CROCKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work.

This fine volume might well hive been entitled; 
Spiritualism Demonatratcd by Science. It Is written 
In that peculiarly interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize Bclentlflc 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of tbe general 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of u new super- 
Btition,’’ etc., etc., 1» which he manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class,’’ yet be Buys again: 
“There Is a true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,” 
end regards as proved “the fart of communication 
between superhuman« and the irihabitants of Earth;” 
and he goes onto relate instances of fact in evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
tbe author’s ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price SI,50.

For sale at this office.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIALJTEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING the absurdity and UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF the church’s 
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE

. NEFICENT INSTITUTION,) 
AND REVEALING THE

ABUSESOFA UNION
OF CHUBCH AND STATE.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS,

HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND THE 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

The Illustration« are clussiiu d as follows: 16 rep- 
reHcnta Uncle Sum and the Priests; 2, The Church 
Robbipg the People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath 
Law:»; 14 Children mid the Church; 10, Woman and 
the Church; ti, The Church and Thouimi Paine: 4, Stud
ies lu Natural History; 2, The Bible and Science; 15, 
Tbe Clergy mid Their Flocks;!, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4. The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
His Work*; 2. Prayer; H). ThcCrecds;2. Christian« and 
Molmmmeihm.H; ¡2. 8»mp). s of Chrlsrianhy's Work; 
5, MhslimaiIe;-; I,Tbe Lmd'H instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their 1, Tbe Church and
Slavery; 2. Prioti ami Pollilcs; 4. Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church's Lieu nt Civilisation; 1, The Use« 
ot tbeCrodfcU, LjiHnd Reflections on the Church;», 
Persecutions Tif—The Church; 12, Some Allegories- 
8, Heaven ; 6; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price92.

For Sale at tiite office._________

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

RY LOIS IVAISBROOA’ER. THIS IS 
Z-z a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose 1« not merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
mind to while away tbe time In a slate of idle blessed- 
uesa, devoid of earnest thought or oare for either 
Beli-linproveineut or the good of humanity. It 1« a 
hook designed especially, primarily, tor mother: and 
those who are to be mothers; a ad secondly, through 
the mothers, to ciTect the well being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and biielness life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant. Instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
ns a novel, and is especially commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whom It is dedicated. It also thor
oughly Bbows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author, it contains 845 pages, neatly bound in 
cloth. X*rlceby mail, prepaid, $1.25.________________

From Soul to soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Z'HIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE
best Poem» of tbo author, «nd Rome of her most 

popular Bonga, with tho music by eminent composers. 
Among the Poems which have uttracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Kobo," “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Laws,” “Paraon Smith’s Fropbecv,” “From tho 
Highlands of Heaven,” “TheCItrof Sorrow.” “Solilo
quy of Fulvia at Bicyon," ‘‘The Holy Maid of Kent.’ 
etc.

The Music Includes “Tho Unseen City;" “Clarl- 
Del," a June Song; “We Shall Jiect our Friends In the 
Morning”; Meet Us at the Crystal Oates.”

Many of the Poems are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the author In her public read« 
Ings.

Prkss Noticw.—Mrs. F.mma Rood Tuttle Is master
ful in her prolific poetical g'-nius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Ga;* 
jcld’s brightest scholars.—Ubansaning Argus. k. 
cl'icd poet, whose writings arc famllUr to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle 1k well known as 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walla to recall us daily to our better 
selves.—Hester M. Poole, a glitcd indy, with rare 
poetic talent.—Warrcu Tribune. A poet with abun
dant talent and vemtillty.-l-Ki.r.cr of Light. She Is 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting lueif to muMc.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and )>*.-* find.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel is exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. 
Home.

The volume contain« 225 pa If beautifully printed 
tnd bound, and furnishes a i.ne Holiday Gift. Price 
11.50, post-paid.

For sale at thia office.

—RELIGIOrOFMAN~
■ AND

ETHICS OF SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

The past has been the Age of tbe Gods and the Re«' 
Hgton of Pain; the present la tho Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust In tbo Gods, but 
knowledge In the laws of tbe world, belief in the di
vinity ot man and his eternal progress toward perfec
tion is the foundation of the Rklioton of Mam and 
system of Ethics as treated in this work. j

Tbe following are tbe titles of tbe chapters! • '•« 
PART FIRST—Religion and Science?

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
MoDetbelsm; Phallic Worship; Man’s Moral Progress 
depends on his intellectual Growth; Tho Great Theo
logical Problems—tbo Origin of Evil, tho Nature of 
God; the Future State; Fall of Man and the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man’s Position, Fate, Free 
Will, Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND-The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Moral Government; The Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Account»* 
blllty; Change of Heart; What is Good? What is 
Wrong? Happiness; Tbe Path of Advance; The Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of the Will; 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents;.to Boot* 
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of tbe Individual; ot Government; 
Duty of Self-Cultur?; Marriage. j

320 Pages, Finely Bound in Muslin, Sent postage free 
for 11.50. For sale wholesale and ret&U at this office«

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Costskts: Tbo Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formntlon of Constellstlons, Systems. Sons 
Planets and Satellites. Tbo Origin of Meteors and 
Comets; The Organic Kingdom; TheOngln of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How IC 
Receives and Imparls Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; The. Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De- 
g¡aeration; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by tho

Ible; Tho Bible and Christ; The Summary: "Wlfat 
Must We Do to Be Saved." For Bale at this office.

Price, Cloth. $1,25. Paper, 50c.
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JUBILEE DAY.
THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

Spiritualism in Washington. moral development and spiritual understand- 
Never before since the light dawned upon us inS- An these things are in the hands of those

. have we received so much proof, founded who possess i the energy and understanding
The First Association of Spiritual- upon facts, in the religion of Spiritualism as that come to us from the subjective, and from

IStS, Philadelphia, Pa. has been tendered the people of Washington the unseen world of thought
• -------- - ; this winter. It would be impossible in one . Katy Rowland.

The ofilcersahd members of this association short, letter to cite all of the wonderful facts _ j*-* »■ r
. have much cause for congratulation in the that have been given us, but we will endeavor Prof. Edmunds .in New OnBanS. 

success which crowned their efforts on Jubilee to write something that we know will be of in- To the Editor:—Having, labored nearly

MRS. A. M. GLADING.
The Jubilee in Washington, D, 0

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
They Are for Sale at This Office.

I 
F è by

ZHREE SEVENS, 7—7^-7, BY< THE PHE- 
Ions; the Jesuits, Been and uqseen, are banded against the 
Tn the Enpnnn»' Mra Adelino M Hlodino- circulation of tbUiiodk. because they are afraid they will lose AO AHK liDITOtt.—jjATB. AU61au8 JYL. IjlaJUDg, the|r monopoly of the eecret knowledge they have held bo long, 

to whom onr Ronifitv <<Tha Frrtt NaHnnal As-Z In Three Sevens, thia knowledge U offered to the people. Buy uu wuuiu uur DUUieuy,. ah« jjwu LNauuutu jxy. H, read It carefully, and.fieewhytbeJe8altB hatq .it, Price ai.23.- 
soeiationof Spiritualists," of this city, owes tjistorical AND CRITICAL REVIEW OP 
much Of its success, harmony and organized the Sunday question. It is Invaluable. By G. W. Brown, 

ability to do good work for the cause of Spirit- „ MESMFj.„F BY PR0F r w
ualism here, has been speaking from our plat. £~1 Cadwoll, one of tho most successful mesmerists In Amor
form durinff the month of DBP.Rmhnr to lar«re !oa- Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. Aa xuxiu uuiiug out) uiumuui ucbuutuei, vo large ¡¿valuable work. Price, paper. 50cents.
audiences of intelligent and appreciative people. (AUTSIDE THE GATES; AND other 
Tim wOnrlnrfnl narnnnnl nmoor nnrl mtnmutiom' tales and sketches. By abend ot spirit Intelligences, through me WOUaeriUl personal pOWei ana magnetism the mediumship of Mary Theresa BUelhamer. An excellent work, 
of Mrs. Glading, and of her lovely and gifted
guide, “Hoolah,” has been more than ever A
demonstrated by the beautiful lessons Of her DHYlB. Intended for the light and solace of every sorrowing 
lectures, and the comforting and convincing ',rlckenh,,lirL
tests which have followed them hnth morninff CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE tests wmen naveioiiowea tnem, DOHI morning Sacred Heart, by Hua«mTutlle, author of “Arcana of Na- 
and evening. ' ture," “Ethics of Science," “Science of Man,” etc. Hudson Tuc-

t v-i a j tw v .»I, j (Io was threatened with death for writing and publishing idsJUDliee BUDday, December 17th, was a red ' Convent," which has had a phenomenal run in Tax Fuoghess. 
letter day for the society. Our beautiful hall, edition', 25 cents. 1 *’ X ■ » P f

A Pure Norwegian 
oil is the kind used 
in tlje production 
of Scott's Emul-I 
sion— Hypophos
phites of Lime and 
Soda are added 
for their vital ef- “ 
feet upon nerve 
and brain. No 
mystery surrounds this fórmula— 
the only mystery is how quickly 
it builds up flesh and brings back 
strength to the weak of all ages. 

Scott’s Emulsion 
will check Consumption and is 
indispensable in all wasting dis
eases.

Propared by Scott A Bowne, N. Y. All druggieta.

Day. Local reasons prevented the carrying terest to investigators of truth. I one month in the cause of Spiritualism in this
out of toe authorized programme in its entirety A reception was recently given to Mr. O. L. wonderful “cosmopolitan city,” I send you a 
although it was adhered to as much as possi- Concannon, materializing medium, of Kansas few notes. Our work here began on the 3d of 
ble. From early morning, a corps of willing City, Mo., and his mother, Mrs. 8. E. Ohap- December, since which time we have been 
workers, members of the Lyceum,, were hard man, at the residence of Dr. and Mrs. T. A. steadily gaining ground. .
at Work decorating the Hall with the various Bland. It is the purpose of Mr. Concannon The New Orleans Association of Splritual- 
emblems and insignia with which we are well to give a séries of his wonderful materializing ists, though not large in numbers, contains 
provided. The platform was tastefully ar- seances, Mrs. M. Wheeler Brown gave, un- staunch workers and earnest advocates of our 
ranged with beautiful potted palms, red, white der control of her German professor, a most grand and noble cause. The association has 
and blue bunting, while our national flag delightful and exquisite piano solo, after weathered many a storm of opposition, and 
was given a prominent place. At the close of which Dr. Bland made a brief address on the battled manfully against error and malignant 
their labors the hall presented a brilliant and rise and progress of Spiritualism, and the de- traducete, and has triumphed over them all. 
charming appearance, which lent zest "to the velopment of Spiritualism’in the family of The officers are honest, true and warm
after proceedings, which were ably conducted Mrs. Bland, of which the young man is a rela- hearted Spiritualists. One would almost con- 
throughout by Vice President B. P. Benner, tive. This was responded to by Mr. Con- slder that all Spiritualists were “warm-

The morning exercises were suitably opened canncn, in behalf of himself and his mother, hearted, but, alasi we do not find it thus, 
by Sister Stretch, whose presence at the age of A brief speech was made by Rev. E. B. Fair- Our excellent brother, Dr. Benson, an old. 
B4 years, gave much pleasure to all present. Child. Unexpectedly Dr. Day, the chief con- time lecturer, medium and fine magnetic physi- 
Her reminiscences were listened to with rapt trol of Mr. .Concannon, came in and an- cian, is our genial president; Brother J. H. 
attention, and her main theme, “Organiza- nounced that the cabinet controls wished to be Massie, an old, tried and of t persecuted vet- 
tion, " formed the nucleus for the day's dis- introduced to the friends in materialized form, eran in the conflict between scientific truth and 
mission. She was ably followed by Bisters Pratt, and that the cabinet be erected so that they superstitious error, is our vice president, while 
and Anthony, and Brothers Barry and could be presented to the audience, which was Brother William Brodie brings the odds and 
Thompson, which brought the morning sess- done- The cabinet is put up in the presence ends together through the magic touch of 
ion to a close. audience. Besides the cabinet controls the secretary's quill,

The Lyceum exercises commenced promptly who materialized beautifully, and in very good Brother B. has passed all the way up from 
at 2:30 p. M., under the able guidance of its light, Prof. Denton came to Mr. Fairchild,and “ D " to “ C that is to say, from “devil” 
president, Capt. Keffer. They were partimi- was recognized by him, and also by other to “compositor," and when ffbt engaged in 
larly gratifying, the young folks seeming to friends present. Two or three spirits unex- the discharge of his official duties, places many 
dutvie each other in their efforts to make the pectedly came to their friends, and on more a thought in type. . 
day a success. Recitations, songs, duets and than One occasion two came at the same time. Our association, both as officers and mem
glees, all followed rapidly one upon the other, For the first time in his seances (Queen) Mary bers, are kind, genial, social people; and
which concluded with the usual physical exer- Stuart came out in good light, and when here let me say that I like these Southern
oises and dancing. Over two hundred per- greeted made a graceful obeisance. There were friends. The “milk of human kindness"
sons were present, all of whom went away tea-8* fifty people present. flows freely with them,
well pleased with the unqualified success that The following evening another seance was Not desiring to speak in egolsim, yet it
attended the carrying out of the programme Mr. Concannon’s guides insist upon his would seem that my labor here has been very 
of the Lyceum. being placed under test conditions, which he satisfactory. I speak on Sunday evenings

The same spirit which pervaded the earlier does by sitting in the cabinet with his bare and give tests on Wednesday evenings; an- 
prooeedings continued during the evening; ieet in a Pttn of flour, hands filled with rice, swer questions germane to the spirit of truth, 
nay, if anything seemed to grow in ferver mo- coatsleeves sewed with strong thread to his closing with psychometric readings. Last 
mentarily, this doubtless owing to the harmony pantaloons, and the tails of his coat sewed to Sunday evening (the 24th) the subject was: 
prevailing, without which no society can ex- the rounds of the chair upon which he site, “The Indian and His Place in Modem Spirit 
pect to succeed. The augmented choir, under and coatcollar sewed securely around the ualism." 
the leadership of Sister Hasleham rendered neck- The80 conditions make it impossible We close the first month next Sunday even
yeoman service to the cause. f°r mediu>D to move from his seat without ing, December 31st, and enter the new year

Mr«. M. C. Cadwallader, who represented, f*16 knowledge of the audience. I myself did with a re-engagement for January, 1894. This 
Philadelphia, as a delegate at the National the sewing, which was examined by those fiugurs favorably for us. The climate is de
Convention of Spiritualists held in Chicago, present As soon as we were seated and had lightfull We send greeting to our Northern
gave an interesting address on the proceedings a few chords played on the piano, the forms friends in a “Happy New Year," and may
of the convention. She gave an account of be8an to appear rapidly, several times two they increase as the years roll onl
the earnestness and interest manifested by the formB appearing together. The cabinet guide The grand and beautiful Progressive 
entirebody of delegates. She spoke earnestly of Mr. Concannon, little “Bessie,” appeared Thinker, with its 40,000 readers, “The
and feelingly of the convention being charac- m full light, showing a pretty, round, childish Torch of Liberty Enlightening the World,"
ized by the laying aside of all personal views ^ace> that was visible to all in the room—in- throws its bright beams o’er many a home in 
and considerations, as well as prejudices, in deed> she insisted that each individual should this “land of perennial bloom and perpetual 
order to unite upon a simple, practical basis come to the cabinet to look at her, , and when flowers." Prof. Silas W. Edmunds. 
for the formation of an organization which tbeJ did so the light was flashed in her face ... .. ^»^.. .
would be acceptable to the spiritual fraternity 80 tbat ftl1 could see the features distinctly. Progressive Spiritual Society,
of the United States. This was done and it Following this came a beautiful spirit whom To THE EmToa>_At our la8t meeting of the 
remained for the main body of Spiritualists the cabinet-controls call the Queen. A pecu- Progre8sive Spiritual Society, Lakeside Hall,
to ratify the work of their delegates at Chicago, »arity about this spirit is that she brings corner Indiana avenue and 31st st., Bunday,
Mrs. Cadwallader gave a synopsis of what the about her a most delicious perfume, something Dec we werQ honor(jd by th’e pre8en^’
National Association proposed to do, and fol- llke that of sandalwood. Mary, Queen of of Mr w T gtead) of London England,
lowed by a stirring appeal for funds to carry Scots, again appeared at this seance, and I Editor of the Rev{ew of Rev{ewg and the 
on the work and spread the light, which was was called «P to look at her. I am sure of tórlycalled Borderland (devoted to the colleo- 
heartily responded to. the personality of this spirit, as I have a very tionJ of demonstrated facts ifl Spiritualism) and

Mr. James Breen followed in an appropri- fine oil painting of Queen Mary, and I could not p * cari Von Bergen an advanced thinker 
ate address, relating to the National Organize- Jai1 recognize her beautiful features and and 8cientiat) (senttothe World’s Parliament 
tion and its charter. He alluded with pride that glory of auburn hair for which she was of Religiong( the Government of Sweden. ) 
to the fact that Philadelphia had secured the noted- Phen the control of a medium pres- After a° eiOqUenfc address on Retrospective 
fourth charter under the National Organiza- en*>. a Professor of music, came out of the Material and Spiritual, by Mrs. Emma 
tion, vet regretted that it was not number one, cabinet, walked over to the piano, and struck xicjj.er8011 w^c Stead was called unon 
forth, re.», «tal PUtaMphi. hold, the tai ..w chord. <ta .plril b.i»g .»bl. to «11 
charter ever granted to a Spiritual society, the Then appeared a relative of the medium, a ta 1 spounded with a half-hour talk, after saying 
charter of the First Association of Spiritualists map, finely proportioned, with long, black tbatthls waB the first Spiritual Meeting he 

. of Philadelphia, having beenobtained in 1857. whiskers while the medium is small and sien- had eyer ^reused. His remarks were espe
Not only for this reason, but Philadelphia is der- Thu form walked over to the piano and cially interesting in referenoe to his own ex- 
the birthplace of liberty, the cradle of Ameri- therefrom a vase filled with flowers that Der;ment8 jn telenathv and automatic hand
can independence. He was followed by Mrs. bad been brought for the medium that even- £ritiDe_olalmln/to Jbe able to receive com. 
Minnie Brown, who gave many tests of spirit ln8> and held them in his hand, with a strong munica^onB from those in earth-life simply 
presence to the audience. This brought the en- light shining upon him and bowed gracefully athi8 Qwn reque8t) and witbout the parties 
lovable proceedings to a close. Philadelphia to the lady who brought the flowers. Then themselves having anv knowledge of thè fact ]teyproudPof the National Association, proud of followedla lady with a child at her side Then hfcl^^
the officers who are bravely carrying on its Came tbe wife of the medium, m a full light through his hands A number present 
work, and our only regret is that the times are —a most beautiful spirit. Then E. V. Wilson agked queBtion8 inregai.d to the cause; but he
so hard as to prevent us. doing as much as we «a™e mywhu®b^ndp. .,®?veral other forms was unable to give any, other than that his
would like in the way of sending funds to the flowed Wendell Phillips came and was gplrit ha* in£ormedhim tbat he
National Association. However, if every so- recognized by Dr. Biand and hrn wife end coul(J M eagily rece}ye
ciety will do as we are doing there will be othere. This spirit was very strong, and stood from tbose the earth-life as from those 

Mr wannrftl aafiAfaetinn several minutes lu conversation with those . Q . .. ,. Q , . « , -cause for general sausiacuon. „„„„„„x Tn= m in the Bpint-world. Several took part in
Our Treasurer was instructed to send a present. It is mpossible to give individually fa discussion, and instances were given,

r.* flfi-w Hniinra an tha onMnmn nf t.hn the names of all the spirits who materialized, , . .« ’ ...«■« «. .»• • • x- ucheck or nity aouars asine outcome oi me ....... „„„„.„j *iJ showing the possibility of discriminating be-
day’s proceedings. Many subscriptions were b“t about J T« tween the spirits in the body, material or spir-
reeeived for the proceedings of the Conven- S f itual- Mrs Edith E. R. Nickless stated that
tion. Our charter from the National Organi- ¡“3 L ÎÎÎÜ? 8he was alwai8 able to teU the difference, but
zation No. 4, occupied a prominent place, and has «n was iuUy satisfied that by far the most import-
was the cynosure of ah eyes, receiving general materialization will call ant phase was psychometry, as it explained mann and Shultz. The trumpet solos by the noMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. Bi
commendation for its artistic merit P and j feel 8ure that hav. a» the others, and was thoroughly to be relied latter, were marvelous, and so thrillingly sweet M-A' Everr patrlcr ,1“"lld "od 1: psvciHo 4 thy.• OR spirit HEAD

M0RH1LL’ Hecy- ing attended one of his seancesand given the B?’e a KJÌd8mon8tl^on> «stobring from the audience a storm of ap- nyiE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS

--r_______ AAnSIriA.. M^ tl.« turning het back to the audience, and hav- piause. L J»ndExpr6»» on. ln human Embuent». Given through ,Ì buinan brings with reference to health, dl»c»»B and
COlldlvlOUfl lihUu £tr© ncccssorv Tor th© prOUUC” • Ml J . . , • s * a . . . .. . .. . » .a MrB.Cor&La V. Richmond, by her pnldec, A book that every« hanllnu. bv tho RDirit of Dr Bcnltunln Ru«h through

, , . . . firm nf th« nhonnmon« fhev will Mol tl nfthcv lng a gentleman Walk Up and just touch her It IS needless to add, that the celebration boteahould read who are bteroted in re-lncarnatlon. Price mXn.sMpof »1rs com li V Richmond
The greatest number of prisoners in any yon 01 ™e Phenomena, tney win reel inai tney , , wbereuDon 8be read biB life thorousrhlv was nnanimonslv voted a szrand anpreaq Ph,»ki»n »i.ou>.i be mhout mis book. No magnetic* «A-TrtH». dim4M»iQûo a«« have indeed witnessed somethin* that is most uanu> wuereupuu sue reau hib iu© uiurouguiy, was unanimously voiea a grana success. hcaicr «houici bu whhout it, and no family ¿Lomaone day in St. Louis during 1892 was on Sep- ....... T and to his complete satisfaction, after which Inclosing allow me to extend a cordial OF SPIRITUALISM, be without its valuable aid. It Is a valuable aid

x^mv._J9fi wonderful in spirit manifestations. I do not . XJ F X . ¿I ’ „ XL _Ju c‘uo‘“6 w 1 By Epe. Sargent. A vorlt of profound re««rch, by one « to Hie pnyslclan In (leiennlnlng the relation of Maps-tomber zo, no. , „„u n,„ „ she requested some one to simply walk up the “Happy New Year Greeting to the editor of the une« men of the age. Price ei-so; potage io cent». tiene» »nini, to ita bo.iy.tbn» enabling aim to know
mu al. «y make this statement in the way ot advertising . , p_. ■Ro„on m „pL •«. n n T'f t r-nr xr r r> whnt reuiedlen are necessarr to perfectly aditisi thoThere are three ordinary modes of execution ua :o „ „ aisle. Prof. Von Bergen did so, and was re- The Progressive Thinker and its numerous T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY same to eneh other: to the magnetic bonier it {. tornita China-slicing to pieces, decapitation and bu°tTcaXt helo feeling graX to him warded with a readinSof his llfe 60 «“«»Wy readers. . Milan 0. Edson. Davle’ Hlgh17 > Po,t“8e ’ Sn“^i1’è17S^,'LT.S,rD’r^ ‘c^ftXÆ

a- i AA.x_ me, OUb A unnnuv ueip leeilug grawiUl W mm -A aa I J kim in ivr» QFaaA / • oral reader It Will prove a boon because U explains Ui#strangulation. aB a medium for the pleasure that has been corr?cÌ “ to lead Mr< Stead read ------------■»♦*<-------— 'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON physical and ?rlrltunl basis of life, and the Influence
__a . . a nrintoil RllïïlTllflrv nf hiR ilÎA fl.fi fl nnTTlÌìfiTÌ I Tnttlfl Wil work« are alwaVB Intensely Intereatlna Prlna of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions andIn Glasgow last year 577 persons were ar- afforded me. Dr. Bland and his family are ^Pn^a summary of ms life as a compari The polype ia tbe m03t remarkabie creature U M).’>For aala'nt,W»ottico. E

rested and fined for failing to sweep their steps indeed fortunate in having within their cirele ' lftnxn„ fnr fh. on earth. If cut transversely or longitudinally 'THE WORLD'S SIX7EEN CRUCIFIED SAV- JNGERSOLiis address before
mrs, XMCKieSS Will lecture ror ine society . ; , X . „1. w:n „ norMnf- * a**- By Keraey Grave». You should read It, and be tbi L the New York Vnltarlan Club. The first time laon next Sunday evening and during December, reto several parta eacn win oecome a pertect W18er. ptioeii.50. the history of Ute world (I at a Christian Association

-ri rif.T >, n ' Animal Trpmhlv tiirnpd them inaide mit and i. r. r- r, . . »ver Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them.O. E. I Uor. Secy. animal, iremmy lurnea mem msmeoui ana rjYTE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL I rhe lecture is n grand one, and wa« received by tbo 
---  — they ate and enjoyed themselves as much as 1 comparison of Biblical and modern Spiritualism, By Mo»u Club with conilniiou» applause from beginning to end.

* TV VX X 1 -X. J- 1 ■, Hull. An invaluable work. Prlce»1.00. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed,ever. He slit two longitudinally, placed the _ . price, e cents, ten copies, w cent».
halves together and united thein into two ani- 1Uemorial oration BY copi

______ J*—_ _____________invented mal8i he divided two transversely and created This workwas written by a modem Savior, a grand and noble gcTŸor“Leg&

the use of canvas ta painting. He also eœ- XtK i^downZÏLrf P^YSrcAL PR00FS 0F mother life, '¡^odinthe constitution by
I inroal OI anoiner, a mira aownine mroatoi ¡P Letters to the Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltt (7 Robert G. Ingersoll. Oneof the best nancrsColo- 

the Second and thus formed a creature with AhlUhrtratedpamphlet. Worth Its weight to gold, --rice 25 ne; Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like- 
xt--- t,„.j- cena. ness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copie» forsi.00.

mreeneaas. psychopathy, or spirit healing, a U/hat would follow tHe
a , » i seri-» of 1MB0M on the relation» of the spirit to ita own organ Vv Effacement of Cbrlftlanltrf Bv George Jacob

Ilin, and the Inter-relation of human beings with referencetc Holyoake. This Is — . ... ------ -------------
— ——o-------o x-------- --  - x— - . . , - ü .. xwx.w. <*•*». * wwxwwwx — .VX- „vxv ■ , ,, _ „ health, disease and healing. By the splrltot Dr. Benjamaln Frccthought literal

m nra fio-htinw with each other occurred duru have cause to re loice because of these condì- oqaia • . "Antiquity Unveiled, communications Rush, through the mediumship of Mr». ocra l. v. Richmond. : ■■ —- •UUetB uguutug w,«“. vvw.vu xx«xx _______ 00,414. • ; - . _ ? __ . , „ b™»- tb.e «ver» healer nhr.tel.n enfi Rntrltnalt.t «hnnlU r.
• • fa'»«« Mr WA Mol flint: wihrohnor. flimtuthnnl: ’ ; . •« iTOHl SHCWnt; Spirits. AppOllOniUS Of Tyana,

Philadelphia haa 1,142;653 population and the Jesus of Nazareth, St Pani-and. John, tae 
027 police.. In 1892 there were 52,944 ar- «waum« th« RAri„M«o TX«

one of the largest and finest in the city, located colar biology, by hiram e. butler. 
at the corner of 12th and “F” Streets, and ‘J a scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
, . ,, ,r .. .. ' dlBoaBui determining mental, physical and bustnessquallilcaiious;known to the public as Mettzerott's New Mu- conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. IllUBtrated with
ot.. Hall «.«a filial mi n. a i,_o ai Wa ak i „ >e ''&> plsta d Ingrams and tables of I ho moon and p'anci s, f rom IWOS1C Mall, was filled With a host Ot Washington to WOO Inclusive. Large Oro, cloth SO.OO. Postage 20 cents.

Spiritualists and their many friends, who were cpiritual harp, a collection of VO- 
qulte curious to witness the rather unusual kJ calmuslo tor the choir, congregation and (octal circles, by J.a t ix 1 r*iu«B vuo xuouoi UU o »1. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New
Spiritual ceremonies Of dedicating or Christ edition, Culled troin a wide field ot literature with the moat crlt- aL„ t„#„.,x _ If. lt«o 'cal care, free from all theologlcarblus, throbbing with the soul olenlllg the infant daughter Ot Mr, and Mrs, inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual
lilmll ‘NTnhha and nf Dr and Mr» 'RlnnlriaMn ’ihllosonhy, set to the most cheerful and, popular music, (nearly 
Jbulll JNODue, ana 01 in. ana Ilirs. DlilCKlSlOn, ui original), and adapted to all occasion», ft Is doubtless the most]

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT. 
("A THE RED FROM THE TREE OP. 
\J Life. Containing some of the experiences of a 

fcplrlt who has been In spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
1). E. Litchfield. This work uf 287 pages contains a 
vabl fund of iufonnution. It gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson is learned, 
lie visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some
oftbi'in. ills eultloquy, as he outers the dark valley, is

xjmuiwuuc, auu Ml a/l. uuu ajaao. AJittUiuowu, HI original), and adapted to all occasions, ft h.doubtless the moat very jllU.r(»8l|Ug. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
the former io the inorninCL the latter in the »tiroollveworkof the kind ever pubHsiied. Its beautiful songs, by Kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. ‘u “"J duet, and quartet»,with piano, organ or melodeon acoompanl- . lll8 philanthropic work la vividly portrayed. This
AvrAnl rt rw fl« lizihls il. a vm n a Izinr. » o rln ni art hnfh f/V monllnrr, nnrl r 11A anolMl <>iri*lu . . . * ■ . _ ...... . •  > 1.1. ,.. ^e.— ~evening. On both occasions the wise guides inent, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle.

0 Mrs Glading rose to the highest demands
Ol ft Tat© opportunity, marking her as a won / Confessional, by Father Chlnlquy. A Stirring account of the 
derfully gifted medium and teacher. The ad- H^bolism of the Romish priests, worked through the confessional 

dress or charge to the audience as witnesses, cONTRASJ, BY MOSES HULL. A 
to tue parents as sponsors, together with tue / comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, lu the 

dedicatory greeting and blessing to the babes, U1UI,8,flhi;umlwill Älgl)t8
were all ably and eloquently given, with pure the book, price «ao. __ i »mi m-pinaor spiritual kiwwie<ige.-Eifa wheeler wn--

„„ 7.1. i/f/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIbjTUAL- ■ cox. win, i bell.v.-, Hike its place beside Bulwer'sbeautllUl words SO happily Chosen, uttered yy lai? or, Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance i/"!101.11.', “!=*‘>'‘>l>ltlt“” of Balzuc.—1 Dally
with such sniritual nower such tonchinff and Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book Capita , Topeka, Knnsus. Although simple and un- WIUU BUCU Bpineuai power, tJUCU tuumtug u JU baa no precedent In the English language. Ite theme Is novel, lu yartilsli.-d with any Inflammable descriptions, ea- 
thrilling imoressiveness. that the members of truth apparent. It haa a peculiar bearing upon the most moment- Ihre Is the mind to the «-»elusion of other thoughts, 
., rt * ’ j j out period In history and regarding Its most famous nartiolpaut— !\"IH ri’luj-inntly Hie ri-udi-r closes the lust page.—the entire congregation were swayed and the moat noted American, ft Is baeed on truth and fact, and Miuni-.lpi.li8 "bunday Huies '______________________

_a . x.1 • ° ° . j .1 a .uJt :a therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher Ubb not h-.-— . .. - . aa.___MaStirred to th© innermost dopths of thölr Spirit- BpBred care, research or expense In Rs verification and prodao-, SOMETHING, USEFUL, 
ual beings. Children, mothers and maidens, nur of the depths into THE
grav-haired sir©s and voun& men. scores of doctnoe or creed or sect. It is a remarkable .Picture--* page of liout. By Samuel Bowle» j Mrs. Carrio E. B. ^«JIMUCU DUW Miu JUUUB„ , ’ , , veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be amply ’¡ wing, medium. T hin little book win be read with
them, wept tears of jov; purified and uplifted, »epaid. riioetlJO. luti-nsiUnUTe^byihunhandH. It contains Mr. Bowles’
AL L L J J 4.L 1J 1 Al L AL AN AMFRICAN KING AND OTHER STO- l»iervlvv.-:4with Ux-inhubtumtBuf theHeUsof Spirit«they were happy, proud and thankful, that the >77. T|,f’ „ , ‘8, m—n dr. ndiui, bm. apparently true report of tbo. .. • « • **• * * . . *. • lies. Dy ¿ira. J*i. a< rrceijiflii, luvue navLcues arc a moot utifi wi,i>th imvn rr?»ni>Rnint.wnrlil had orivAn thmnorh th a mA.dinm . nowerful illustration of man’s cruelly and Injustice to bls fellow v llf . . . Ji,J,, Lw J>

Horn eiu th-iiie with tlie u. mining rtiects of debaucu- 
cry. inibdlrected imibhlun, uuButidlled revenge and 
lying liveji. Tbc book 1b made up of fifteen chapters. 
Borno <»f Urn tltleH of the chapters are as follows:

• • • *■ • • - XX ricB, uy urn. Ai. -f*< xicrijjBu. iiitoc do.cl.vucd uic u tuuoi
Spirit-world had given through the medium- powerful illustration of man’8 cruelty and Injustice to bls fellow 
ship of their dear friend Mrs. Glading, such a mun Prlce 10 cent8’ ,
«X. »7u,o antiquity unveiled. ANCIENT VOICESpractical, able and eloquent exponent, Of the yj from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revels- 
i/rand truths and nnssihilitiAS of Sniritiialism Uons. proving Christianity to be of heathen ^origin. Antiquitygiauu uuwu» auu puaaiuinues ui opmiuauoui. .Tnvelled has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. lloberts, Esq., 

The programme for the day, as suggested ddltor of Mind and Matter. Price 91.50. Postage 12 cents,

work contains sixteen
tlon. Priue dl.25. For wile at this otbee.

-hapters of valuable Informa*

A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 
two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Pried: 

paper, 50 cents; cloth, ei.00. Books like ’‘The Dream 
Child'’ spur humanity on to make more and more de-

The Sphere»of lusurrectlonlMs and Prostitutes—The 
Homeuf Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits wlio 
plot to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension ami revenge—The War Department In
the )ie1k>of spirit-life—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moled by Hu; low HpirltB in the inatch-makingliell ofby the trustees of the National Spiritualists ARYAN SUN MYTHS. B\ SARAH E.'TIT- _______________ ______________ _______ __________

AaanniotlAn woo fnllw narriad nnl wlvh o vim «1 comb. An explanation of where the religion» of our race Spirit-Hie—The Negro Bril—The Indian Holl—Th« Association was rally carrion, out, Wltn a Vim 4qg[niucd. An interesting and Instructive book. Price 11.25. Mormon Jli-n-'1 in; jicli fur DiKlioucKi Spiritualists 

and enthusiasm as auspicious as it was infec- Christianity A FICTION. THE astro- An imiiau ciu.ip'iire-A Negro tray’rme"m7 inwe 
tious. Only a brief synopsis, however, can C nomlcal and .atrologlcal origin of all religion». A poem by '*‘¡1!'.?5 !i?,‘,?aior thc tnd- Tho8Plrtt-Be given in this letter. ^r. J. H. Mendenhalh /rice 50 cent».

Mr. Henry M. Higbee, seventy six years of H t^. By Loi» walsbrooker. Price«.so. THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
age was unanimously chosen, as the oldest r,,.rn„„.rrrv . ,.rw
member Of this society, to give the opening / “If amen die. »hall he live?" Is fully anawerea. BfWS.: — — . ■_ _ _
five minutes address, which he did in a way Jario», author«voice», price co cent». HOW W EASCEND THEM
that was fitting, appropriate and pleasing to 
all.

AITABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS \ Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 
IVL Wal.brooker. Price »1.50. Mr». Walsbrooker,» book» Irbere spirit In »upreme and alt thing» are subject toft

The Lyceum children occupied forty min
utes, with the recitation of Ouina’s poem, 
other recitations, songs and a violin solo, all 
so charmingly rendered, as to win from every 
one present the exclamation: “Well done 
Lyceum children, how beautifully you reflect 
honor and credit on yourselves, the cause, and

bould be read by every woman In the land. I BY MOSES HULL
~X/[IND READING AND BEYOND. ' BY IVM, । Price, cloth, so cents; paper. 25 cents. For sale at 
IVl A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of the subjects ihtnoillce.-------------------------------------------------------- -------

reaudupon. trie.; ,1 .&. ROMANISM AND THE RE-
TjOEMS. BY EDI 1II WILLIS LINN. A nTTDI TP -
l volume of iweet outpourings of & gentle nature, who hog no A Uli Lil v*
bought of the bluer cruelty of earth-life. These are iweel, win-
om and restful. Priceil.OO. A WORK 7 HAT EVERY LOVER OE
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---------------------- B,rE. r, n .onr-r-n ». r> tn ZÏ bl» country should have at band forcoMUlta, 
, BYE. D. BABBIT!, M, D, Ir tjOn. By Kev. Isaac J. Laneing. M. A. Thia Ib arooBt

, w ______ led to believe in such a religion the world would able work, consisting of a Discussion ofthe Purposes,
ic far belter ibaa uow. Few writer« excel Mr. Babbitt In power Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Boman 
nd disposition to apply tb I facts of history and science. Price cnthollc Hlerurcby. The work contfilns 447 pages, tfid 
• **’ ^ostage 10 centfl. may be considered a mine of valuable Information for

TDELIGION. 
Cl all could be l<

the day we celebrate." .ejarbettej than now.

The participants were Misses Daisy Row
land, Pearl Edson, Stella Steinberg, Fannie 0 „1^ work. By Hudson Tunis. Price u.25.
Smith and Rosie Smith, Masters Albert Wil

Ai- IN- every patriot in the laud- Price il. For sale at thU 
Milieu.

VVI1' C.SERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR- «I r fi It! I Bl fi
The Oltuallam, past and pre»eut. By .7. M. Peebles, M. D. An en ’ llR l" ft IvllHu U

v.»j , a j al j • i • «al cro’¿pedis of Interentlng and Iwtruct’vc ^ett. Price 92-00. W LtaWIriBli B1W
children s part of the exercises closing with a CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. TL.r- nncTOlin/i
sweet little song by little Miss Erma Stein- »3 I« Proposition», theological, moral, historical and »pecuV • FROM 1 nt KUb I KUivi
, _ U ., xv ve-. each proved affirmatively and negatively by fixation» from _______berg, five years old, as the youngest member - -■ ---------------- -----------

lie, Julius Burnham, and Willie Smith. kJ Ituallsm, past and present. By J. M. Peebles, M. H. A 
cyo’¿pedía of interesting and instruct’vc ftcti, Price 12 00.

BcrMure. without comment. Price 15 cent«. BY A B FRENCH
r'OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN \ ‘
CT and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with iplritual truths.! This work 1b one that every one should read. It 
Priceil.OO. I bonms throughout with rare gems of thought, practical
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND « «1««profound. There I. Bommino and l>;'auiy tn 
/ ^niiinr, Do t m T>nAkiAa k< n a hwxMw «♦ _ < cvcrv tcDi’c u11Pi'i'd. The work is dedicated to ttlfl* dwelling placet. By J. M. Peebles, M.D. A book Of rare; author’a favorite slKtrr Sarah French Farr. DOW DBBBed 
merit. mtercBtln'. to every body. Price »1.60. w gplrll.nf,, n,ldajn Tuttll, Ilt.rUa Height., Ohio,
T7IBLE MARVEL WORKERS. RY ALLEN ! e<ns on ¡uuresUns uketoti of tUaautUor's Ute.
D Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cent». ~ ~
niBLE OF BIBLES, B Y KERSE Y GRA VES CONTEN1S:

ID It will well pay perusal. Price 61.75. I Dedication.
T IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH. Sketch ofttie Life Of A. B. French.

,. ,r. TT „ _. - L-r They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 cent». .
ualism, by Miss Hellen Simmons; -‘Our Old r iFe the STONE AGE; THE HISTORY illia““ D?“?i<>nL1,d4111_ 
Workers, by Milan C. Edsonj uThe Roches- jl> of Atbaraei, chief priest of a band of ai Amm. An njtiiuf; Legends of the Bucldiia.
tftr JCnAnlrintrfl hv Mfr RnwlunH* history of man. Written through the mediumship of U-^a.Flg-, ai* tliA AYiili»er jYQouKiiigs, uy xurs, rtaiy nowiana, ]ey. you should read this work. Price so cents, Moiiammea, or uie raiin uuu
“Children of Spiritualists in Spiritualism," by r jFE ¿prp) labor IN THE spirit- WORLD. Wars of Islam.
Charles Snyder: “The Future of Spiritual- X-^ByMn. MaryT. shcihamer. it abounds in facts u refer Tnconh Smith and the Book ism,” by Mrs. Glading. These responses ^etothusummer-und. phuoiloo. Tnrmon

WArP frpnnAntlv annlanded ahd wera hnth ax- T °F THOUGHT GATHERED ^oimon.y PP » from the Tree of Life. Pronated to humanity though th» I Conflicts ot Life,cellent and aDDrooriate. The collection for medtamehip of b. a uwho«id, Kxwiian» tbrougnou.. । , __________________
.u . Ic .if xt u c i_-. I-.» *US- Tie Power and. Permanencythe treasury of the National Spiritualists As- ^ERS OF THE AGES, OR spiritualise 
sociation was very generous, amounting to »J Part rad Present. ByJ.M.Peeble». M. p. A.book: of 875 Ideas, 
over one hundred dollars. ’ »“workUaia^iSdleInUio8handC» »/every Spiritualist. Price The Unknown.

The intervals during the exercises for the Researches in oriental iiistoN, ^» obability of a Future Life, 
day were charmingiy filled with choice musical ZV embracing the origin of the .lews, the ri»c »n<i development Anniversary Address.

.^aaI --.4 ofZoroMtrtanlBm and the derivation of Clirlsthnlty: to which h a «-aselections, both vocal and instrumental, ten- added: Whence our Aryan Ancestor«? By G. W. Brown, M. D. T110 EgOtlSlll Ot Our Ag^C« 
deredbv Mrs. Minnie Roehm, Miss Bertha one «the moat valuable wort, ever PubH.had. price»i,50. What is Truth?
Julihn, Master Julius Burnham, Mr. Homer VEAL life IN THE SPIRIT-LAND GIVEN Decoration Adrtress.

’ J n . rr u T. a i LX -Inspirationally by Mr». Marls M. King. You will not become VlAUlouvu wuu»«».
Altemus, and Professors. Urban Berry, Saiz- weary while reading tbli excellent book. Price 75 cents. • -----------

— - — Price $1, postpaid.

of the society.
Brief addresses were made by Prof. H. D. 

Barrett, ' Mrs. Jacques, N. Frank Whlie^Mfs. 
J. D. Compton, Mrs. Nannie Cowing, Mrs. 
Della Bryan and Mr. Hamilton—all well re
ceived, and full of interest.

The toasts were responded to as follows: 
“Our National Association," by its President, 
Prof. H. D. Barrett; ‘ The Progress of Spirit-

of
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or pavements. such a treasure.
Prisoners, when arrested in Morocco, are Washington is fast becoming a-center for 

required to pay the policeman for his trouble the Spiritual forces, and it is highly proper 
in taking them to jail. that it should be so, as not only-is our seat of

„ ... . „ .. .... _. . government located here, but also that of ourThe California Penitentiary has one prisoner ;ermanent National o^nization of Spiritual- . . 0 . w<n a
98 y"ar8 °H’ Sg ’ ’ °De 31 ista of United States of America, and for . APeUes 18 Baid Pllny. W ha_Xe
one 72 and two 71. my own pftft j trust Spir-itualigts in all , , . . ., . ¿ -

Austrian police must know how to swim and parts of the United States will continue to Pl°yea oaKen » ets* . 
use a boat They are also required to under- unite their energies in every possible way to ■ *»* J----- ?-r-
stand telegraphy. ' advance this state of affairs in our beautiful London has 5.056.000 nonulation and 16.-

In the Hone Kong prison 115 cases of pris- city. The time is not far distant when we will n9a The total toegto ín 1890 weré . ~ M, »J'S. q mo?! valuable contribution tom me XlUUg ¡iimiu iiu mwod vx pnu- , ¿ , . , , u ,. UUo ponce. me Wiai .arrests in 1O»V were _ , TT „ he»lth, dl»r»»c »nd healing. By the eplrltot Dr. Ben)amnio Frccthought literature. Bound In paper with good
oners fighting With each other occurred dur- have cause to re loice because o£ these condi- 33414. • . "Antiquity Unveiled, communications Rwh, through me mediumibip of Mr«, oerat.v.Richmond. A likeness of autbun Price, JU cents; twelve cup cs
tag 189«.' ' • . tions, for we feel that vibrating throughout j «rom ancient spiritó AppoUonius of Tyana, M»t»‘»TrrlieiüOT' “ "d 8p **0BW re,a -------------------- -------------

6 M A this universe of ours there are convulsions and „j"1 »• iohivau 3 aud the Jesus of Nazareth, St Paul and John, the nHILosoPHY OF SPIRITUAL inter
gt Petersburg 8 population is l,uvu,vt)0. emotional elements at work that will force the ^2>027 P01,ce- - -in 1o92 there were 6«, 9,44 ar- reTeiators of the Christian Scriptures, returnx'courae. By Andrew Jackson DaviB.A rare work, it pos New York City- Price, (i cents; tcncopicdiorsótcniu. 

There are 2,165 police, .who in 1890 made 76- intelligent and progressive people of this’i108^8, ,/ » , to earth as a spirit, and explain the mysteries 6Ct**,grertinl!rlt' rrl0°>*-”‘- ■ . ■ standing up for jesús; or-
n''" ‘ ‘ ‘ ----- - Chinese jailers live on what they can squeeze that have concealed the theological deception

out of thq prisoners or the prisoners’friends, ofthe Christian hierarchy. 608 pages.: A foreB- They »remwt excellent. Price «.<», „.r(, .
Indiana has 619 convicts. Of Indiana con- evry valuable book. Price, 11.50; postage, GOD3. BY COL R. G. INGERSOLL. T^ptofú Moderockiiuút^wiü. ttS 

victs 388 are single, 200 married, 31 widowers. 12cents. - ¿Í,^AjMnpai»t®r4#p^ Werth m weight tawia. Moen «,»»««»t M»nrM«8d«iene. ny «09. w. ■»«««,■■
w • ' * . • • . VOddS«» • . . M. L>. rricc, 15 cent*. . .

002 arrests. ;• . planet to take hold of the great lever of life
East St Louis has 25,000 population and and hold it firmly where it rightly belongs, 

thirty-four policemen; who, in 1892, made which is upon the platform of education, in- 
4,024 arrests, <. tellectuality, physical and mental progress,

Chicago, Ill,

INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON 
L Thomas Paine, nt the late Paine uclcbràtion in
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MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD CLA1RAU1J.,C.\TTLY

1/ PHENOMENA.
Through the Mediumship of 

Geo. Cole.1$

I send herewith for nublication in 
The Progressive Thinker, the first 
of a series of communicatjons which 
have been given to me at the Carrie Mil
ler circle, and through Mr. Cole’s medial 
instrumentality. All of this series of 
communications are from .planetary 
spirits, and the first of the series is from 
the “Loon of Wishtara—known as the 
planet Jupiter."

■ The visiting spirit from Jupiter coqld 
not write, but spoke his communication.

Some dozen years ago planetary spirits 
were frequent visitors at the Pence Hall 
stances, and, through the medial instru
mentality of Mrs. Stewart and Mrs. 
Hurst materialized—“appearing,” as 
Dr. Pence wrote me, “under a strong 
electrio light of their own production.”

Aslam writing upon a very import
ant topiç, Bro. Francis will please re
member that I am speaking of events 
transpiring a dozen years ago. At a 
certain one of the Pence hall seances, 
when my friend and correspondent, 
Judge Lawrence, was present, eight 
planetary spirits materialized and stood 
grouped together as distinct personali
ties in form and feature as were the 
m nr tel sitters. These brother spirits 
from inhabited worlds in space—eight 
of theni—appeared in uniform adapted 
each one to his own nationality. In the 
bright light that this group of plane
tary'' spirits brought with them, they 
WGto photographed, and Judge luiw- 
rehce tent me a tintype copy, which I 
caused to be engraved and printed in 
my.Vffiallery of Spirit Art.” 1 knew 
then, as I well know now, that the con
tinued manifestation of planetary spirits 
(Of which Judge Lawrence and Dr. 
Pence.frequently advised me) was a his
torical event of mighty import, whether 
it lyas considered solely in its relations 
to Spiritualism, or in its wider aspect, 
as a now element and a propelling force 
in a larger, more progressive and more 
humanitarian civilization.

It is now some eighteen months since 
the. first one of the planetary spirits. 
Who materialized at the Pence hall 
seance- visited the Carrie Miller circle 
and manifested; and this one is.from the 
planet Jupiter, whose communication 
ttriJoinpanies this.
¡sillhe following letter from Dr. Pence 
ifi ,i,n reply to a letter of inquiry that I 
addressed him in February last: 
3'TkRRE Haute, Ind., Feb. 20,1893.— 
To c: R. Miller.—Dear Sir: Seances at 
which planetary spirits appeared in ma
terialized form, singly and grouped, be
came particularly strong during the last 
Vear that Mrs. Stewart and Mrs. Hurst 
weré'With us. They were of frequent 
occurrence, usually appearing under a 
strijng electric light of their own pro
duction, andTn uniform adapted to their 
different nationalities (or worlds). They

ications. Dr, Chapin writes that he 
avails himself of this method of com
municating (writing with his own spirit 
hand) “for renewing in a measure his 
earth-life relations with my family.” 
Forty years ago myself and family were 
pew-holders in the church of the Divine 
Paternity, of which Dr. Chapin was pas
tor, and it was this clergyman who cop- 
ducted the funeral service of Carrie 
Miller, from our then home in Thirty- 
first street, New York City.

Chas. R. Miller.
2481 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

LIFE ON A SISTER PLANET. '
My manifestation here is npt without 

precedent. Spirits not only from my 
planet but from all planets nave mani
fested, and do manifest, not only upon 
this, but upon all planets.

This will not appear so extraordinary 
and improbable when I state that the 
progress of spirits through space is as 
rapid as the eye-glance.

Mortal friends, light is not so rapid in 
its course as the flight of the spirit. For 
instance, were I so pleased, I could re
turn to J upiter, ipy native planet, even 
before you could write the word. Not 
only the materiality of substance dis
solves before sph'jts, but the immaterial
ity of space. HeriCe the domination of 
what you term mind over matter, and 
the subservience of the latter over the 
former.

With these few remarks I will at once 
proceed to give you, in as brief a man
ner as possible, some idea of the sphere, 
the largest in your system, the most 
densely populated, the most advanced in 
science and literature of all the planets 
of your system. And yet, in the blue 
ether of the distant skies, that great 
world sparkles as a mere diamond upon 
your finger.

What may seem incomprehensible to 
the warring factions of the earth sphere, 
is that there is but one form and one 
government for the many billions of 
people who inhabit my native sphere. 
There are no international wars, for 
there are no nations. There are no so
cialistic disturbances, for there are no 
rivalries among people.

With this, as incomprehensible as it 
may seem, with your knowledge and 
experience, I will state that the con
dition of humanity, if such it may bo 
called, is somewhat similar to the state 
you term the millennium.

My own individual experience, both 
as a mortal and immortal, leads me to 
suggest that of all the states of misery, 
crime and unhappiness, that state is 
more exemplified on the earth-sphere, 
relatively speaking, than upon others.

All honor be to those mortals who, 
living in such conditions, can raise their, 
gaze and view the scend beyond their 
own immediate state. All honor, I re
peat, to those who, on such a sphere, can 
for the moment forget the turmoils and 
strifes, the rivalries of commerce and 
the crimes of society, and commune 
with those of the higher, more pure and 
more exalted element. Mortal life, 
comparatively speaking, is so brief that 
the eternal, duration of spiritual exist
ence more than compensates for the 
fervid misery of even an earth-mortal.

In this world—and by this I intend to 
comprehend all the inhabited spheres 
of space—there can be but one predom
inant element, and that is spiritual ex
istence. And assuredly, if one of the

gave salutation peculiar and beautiful, 
presenting to the appreciative a specta
cle grand beyond description.

The intention to write up Terre Haute 
Spiritualism was given up by the com
mittee, for the reason that they did not; 
care to be branded “lunatics” by people 
who knew nothing of' the laws through 
which the wonderful manifestations 
were produced, and, if written up truth
fully, without exaggeration, the facts 
would go beyond belief.

Since our mediums left, over eight 
years ago, we have remained in a very 
quiet way. Samuel Connor passed over 
about three years ago; Judge Lawrence 
followed soon after Allen Pence.

many desiyes to return and make him
self known to the mortal friend who yet 
lingers behind, certainly even an earth
life skeptic may excuse such presump
tion. ..

It is many centuries since I was a 
i mortal upon my sphere, but yet those 
passing awes have seemed as but fleeting 
hours, and as I look back and recall the

nl> • --------
> J- hope Brothers Pence and Hood will 

allow me to tell them that their work in 
reference to Terre Haute Spiritualism is 
not done, and will not be until a record 
of the Pence hall seances is made in 
some convenient shape for use and pre
servation.

How important is Dr. Pence s letter 
(only a short private letter at that) in 
its disclosures and authentication of cer
tain spirit manifestations, the like of 
which, in their completeness and per
sistency, have never before or since oc
curred. x ,

“Not only*” says Loon, “the material
ity of substance dissolves before spirits, 
but the immateriality of space.'" and 
this majestic supremacy, this regnant 
power of spirit over matter, is in ac
cordance with law—the law of spirit 
control everywhere operating in the 
spiritual as well as the material uni
verse. In other words, the divine in
man.
•‘All are but parts of one stupendous Whole, 
Whose body nature is, and God the soul.”

“God the Father of all, who is above 
al!and in you all.”

The Thomas Carlyle communication 
was written at our circle, through the

• process of independent spirit writing.
A gentleman who is learned and a 

good critic, to whom I read the Carlyle 
■ communication, said “that is not Car

lyle’s style.” I agreed with him, and 
said; “It is an improvement upon his 
former self. Spirit Carlyle writes bet

> ter than when’a mortal. As a mortal 
Carlyle wrote involved and complex 

■ sentences and paragraphs, and his 
readers had to interpret him. His writ

- ing as a spirit is clear, forcible, argu- 
’ ■ mentative and eloquent.” Don’t fail to 
' ■ read the Carlyle communication.

The controlling spirit of our circle in- 
■ vites such spirits to write as she sees fit, 

'- or if a spirit desires to write, he or she 
' asks the privilege. It is only on special 

£ ’ occasions that I make any request pt 
P suggestion as to wlio shall write or what 

'• ’ subject shall be written on. .
- ' The Carrie Miller and E. .H. Chapin _ 
!■• communications are companion commun- piter.

heaven-Iiko happiness of my people, I 
cannot but be amazed at the social con
ditions which I observe in the lives of 
your earth-mortals.

Your daughter, who stands at my 
side, desires to say that I was the cen
tral one of those spirits which appeared 
as a portraiture of planetary spirits, 
now in your possession. The others 
were spirits from other planets, who 
doubtless at some future time may also 
enjoy the privilege of communicating 
with earth-mortals.

You will observe that I have made re
peated use of the term “earth-mortals.” 
1 have made such use because I am in 
the habit of communicating with mor
tals upon other planets; and even -the 
earth's luminary, which follows the 
earth’s revolutions, is populated by a 
people, with some of whom I have fre
quently communicated. 1 have found 
this mortal element intelligent, peaceful 
and advanced in science, and the best 
evidence of the-’Megree of comparative 
knowledge is the fact that upon your 
sphere the astronomer is not yet in pos
session of an instrument which will more 
than vaguely outline indistinct features 
of the moon’s surface; whereas, upon 
that planet (for such it is), they have 
instruments by which not. only the 
mountains, the seas find the valleys are 
plainly discerned, but also the vessels 
upon the oceans, the buildings of cities, 
the forest trees, the quiet hamlets of 
smiling valleys, their animated nature, 
and last, even the mortal people are 
seen moving about, pursuing their vari
ous avocations.

This may seem incredible, except to 
such minds as a Newton, but let me 
assure you that the earth’s progress has 
been materially retarded by the race 
division, at what you know as Babel’s 
tower.

And now, dear friends, in conclusion, 
permit me to express the hope that at 
some future dav all nations and peoples 
of earth-life may be absorbed by the 
wondrous state known as America, and 
amalgamated into one harmonious whole. 
Wars will then cease, the fratricidal 
hand of a brother will not be raised, nor 
will the distant tomb attract the weep
ing widow. The laurel wreath will be 
the emblem of life, .and then will 
progress-have been commenced toward 
that perfection which beautifies . most 
every other planet; ........ ■

Your friend, . ■ Loon.
Of Wishtara, known as the planet Ju-

RENEWAL OK EARTH-LIFE RELATIONS.
Dear Friends: I have frequently 

promised myself the privilege of _ re
newing iij a measure my earth relations 
with your family, and now by the invita
tion of your daughter Carrie, oyer whose 
remains I performed the last rites,: I am 
now enabled through this great phe
nomena to reach in sentiment and con
vey the assurance’of love and esteem,

As I frequently stated from the “Ros
trum,” I no w reiterate this e vening: God 
speed the day when all chains shall fall 
from the limbs and from the SOUL and 
universal liberty co-exist with univer
sal righteousness,.

I- further add; God speed the day 
when the light of the better world shall 
illumine every understanding and cause 
mortal friends to perceive and accept 
the great truth of which this communi
cation is the exemplification.

E. H. Chapin.
'CARLYLE’S ADDRESS TO THOSE WHO 

SUFFER FROM IMAGINARY LOSS OF 
FRIENDS. .
I make this manifestation in the in

terest of those mortals who suffer from 
imaginary loss of friends, and whose 
happiness is clouded by the belief that 
they are suffering the punishment and 
torture so vividly pictured by theolo
gians. '

It is within limits to say that fully one- 
half of insane patients have lost their 
reason by a created and nurtured belief 
that relatives and friends are suffering 
the horrors of perdition, and the dark 
future which they have been taught by 
pulpit orators is their own inheritance 
in the life to come.

The emotions excited in mortal minds 
by some religious persuasions, after a 
careful analysis, have been found to con
sist of fear of eternal punishment by 
an angry and implacable God.

Thus you may trace the dread and 
terror among yourselves of mortal dis
solution and the consequent love of 
mortal life, when there are no sterner 
decrees than judicial laws for the pres
ervation and protection of society.

Weak and susceptible minds furnish 
rich and fruitful fields for the theologi
cal bigots, and it may be said that the 
manipulations of such minds have 
eventuated in a clerical aristocracy that 
is as pompous as it is vain, narrow as it 
is selfish, and arrogant as it is offensive. 
Under different conditions wealth and 
sumptuary living derived from the fool
ish fears of a deluded people would be 
more than questionable. As it is, the 
spectacle certainly is not complimentary 
to the intelligence and civilization of 
the nineteenth century. _

The immortal and omnipotent God is 
more than merciful and long-suffering, 
or such a state of things could not be 
brought about in His name. The ad
vent of Christ on earth, his teachings 
and examples, exhibited far different 
pictures. Christ and his followers did 
not wear crimson velvet nor lino linen, 
nor did they reside in palaces. But he 
did wear “a crown of thorns,” and “had 
not where to lay his head.” He as
sociated with the poor and lowly, aided 
and ministered to the sick and suffering 
and taught a lesson the modern Phari
see does not care to learn.

The stock-in-trade of the theologians 
of today is made up principally of im
aginary terrors of a future life for those 
wlio do not accept their doctrines, and 
the word-pictures of a perdition where 
loved relatives and friends are suffering 
untold punishment among crinyinals, 
because they could not believe in the 
tenets of a theology which exacted, a 
blind obedience to and slavish fear 
of a lazy priesthood and an aristocratic 
ministry. _

The truths of immortal life are mani
fest, in the glorious sunshine of the sum
mer season, the boundless blue of the 
genial sky, the emerald verdure of the 
gently rolling meadows, the bright and 
cooling streams, the richly-colored flow
ers, the waving and spreading foliage, 
with the sweetly-perfumed air. All 
these are tlie merest shadows of the 
spiritual existence, yet they teach a les
son which mortals should learn, viz: If 
such blessings are free to saint and sin
ner alike in earth-life, how much more 
should they be so in spiritual life ?

They are promises of the gifts of an 
Infinite Father to all men—men whom 
he has created in His own image, and 
whom he will not permit theologians, 
and their imaginary devil-servant to 
punish.

The object of spiritual manifestations 
is to teach the truths, and relieve the 
mortal friends from the burdens that 
are bearing them down, to smooth 
earth-life’s pathway and render the 
journey of life more pleasant by the 
assurance that at its end they will be 
reunited to those loved ones the narrow 

1 grave had divided and a cold theology 
had misrepresented.

Thos. Carlyle (Scotland).
SPIRIT DAUGHTER’S CHRISTMAS GREET

ING TO HER FATHER, 1891.
Dear Papa:—This is a beautiful 

Christmas day, and is typical of the new 
era, which supervened some eighteen 
hundred years since.

Through the clouds of darkness shot 
' the sunlight of a new knowledge, 

which, even in its distorted sense and 
misapplication, has subverted the pagan

FREE THOUGHT !
It Must Be Tolerated

Discussion on Points of Differ- 
enee Must Be Allowed.

Amazed at the Remedial-Powers.

THE NATIONAL ORGANIZATION—ARE 
ITS CHARTERS WORTHLESS ?—PERTI
NENT QUESTIONS SUBMITTED—LET 
DISCUSSION PREVAIL UNTIL THE 
■WATERS ARE CLEARED.
To the Editor:—My reason for 

writing you at this date—my sole 'ob- 
jeetr-is for the good of the cause, and 
the good of all its votaries. Having no 
axe to grind, and asking for no donations 
or emoluments, I would ask the adhe
rents to the national organization a few. 
plain questions, and in all candor ask 
them to give to your many readers 
straightforward answers:

I am not the only one who is anxiously 
awaiting some candid explanations.

I see that associations are asking for 
charters from the National organiza
tion, and I would like to ask, first,— 
what for ?

2. Is there any way by which one 
State can give a charter to another State, 
which is legal'?

3. Has the District of Columbia any 
more right to grant a legal charter than 
has any State '? .

4. Has there not been a precedent 
where a State has granted a charter to a 
subordinate society, which has stood the 
test of law in any court as legal ? _

5. Has there been a test case in the 
National Grange, which granted Ohio 
a State charter, and when the treasurer 
of the State became insolvent, the State 
grange came upon the bail of said 
treasurer to restore $3,000 due from the 
treasurer, and it was set aside upon the 
grounds that the National Grange had 
no authority to grant charters for the 
State of Ohio.

(i. If the National Grange has no 
right to grant State or ■ subordinate 
charters, has the National Spiritual As
sociation any more right ?

7. If we have 12,000,000 of Spiritual
ists in the United Stales, and they pay 
annually twenty-live cents each, it will 
net the small sum of three million dol
lars per annum; besides ten dollars for 
a State charter and five for a subordi
nate charter. Muy I ask what for? 
Riease to explain what benefit the State 
or subordinate society will reap from 
said charters ? . ‘

8. Will the charter to a State from 
the National or to a subordinate render 
any protection to the society? If so, 
what ?

9. Will those charters protect any 
medium? If so, how ?

10. Will our public speakers be pro
tected by said charter ? Will the rail
roads recognize a license granted out
side the State that grants it?

Now, Mr. Editor, .we belong to three 
organizations, chartered in every State 
in the Union, and the National (or su
preme) organization can make regula
tions, laws, and render final decisions in 
all cases of self-government; but not in 
one case have tliey or can they grant 
State or subordinate charters. Now, I 
have examined the whole legal pro
ceedings, and I can say it is all illegal 
and the National organization cannot 
give a charter ■ worth the parchment 
upon which it is written.

Wishing to keep all our proceedings 
legal and in a shape that will do honor 
to the cause, I desire you to publish 
these statements; and if I am wrong I 
will be glad to have any one correct me, 
and I will shoulder the blame and re
spectfully make full and free acknowl
edgments for the same.

Believing the National organization 
is hoodwinked, we desire to open their 
eyes, or be set right ourself.

W. F. Ball, A. M. M. D.

' (ADVERTISEMENT.)
Dear. Dr. Dobson:—We have neg

lected reporting to you the cure of our 
boy by your spiritual remedies. He 
commenced to improve soon after taking 
the medicine, and before the month was 
up he was completely cured. He would 
often say: “I’liat was a good doctor that 
made me well.” The people here are 
amazed at the cure, for our best phy
sicians said he must die. Another doctor 
said to us that it was not on account of 
your being a Spiritualist that you cured 
him, it was the magnetic force, and we 
told him' we would lilte for him to per
form such a cure. We will give praise 
where praise is due. Some^ho hooted 
at Spiritualism when you had that 
seance here now want to sep the doctor 
who can perform such a wonderful cure. 
We send our everlasting gratitude to 
you for curing our little boy.

Webster Ellyson, 
Grace A. Ellyson.

Every mail brings letters with just 
such, praise of Dr. Dobson’s marvelous 
cures of persons he never saw. Every 
mail carries to various parts of the 
country, to nearly every State in the 
Union, and to distant lands these mag
netic remedies that restore health. 
They come unsolicited from all parts of 
the world. Such letters prove beyond 
doubt, that Dr. Dobson is doing a vast 
deal of good,' performing wonderful 
cures, and relieving sufferers by scores 
and hundreds. His name is a household 
word in homes all over the land, and his 
praises are sounded by thousands who 
never saw him, but who have been 
saved by his simple yet wonderful reme
dies. He must be a happy man in thus 
being able to contribute so much to the 
happiness of his fellow-men.—T/ie .Rec
ord,. Maquoketa, lawa.

(See ad. in another column.)
Addresss all letters to San Jose,'Cal.

cruelties and barbarous philosophies 
which were the fetters forged on 
slavish humanity.

a

This is a very merry Christmas ! 
Carrie Miller.

Mansill’s Almanac for 1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology, 

Almanac Makers’ and Weather Fore
casters’ Guide, and Now System of 
Science, by Richard Mansill, is now out, 
and will be sent to any address for 25 
cents, Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally should have it.

Expiring Subscriptions.
The period of expiring subscriptions 

is on us. As The Prog ressi ve Think
er is published on the cash plan, of 
course all names are dropped as soon as 
the time is reached to which advanced 
payments are made. We know money is 
close and hard to get. Newspaper pub
lishers feel the pressure more keenly 
than others, because many persons un
wisely commence economy in expenses 
by cutting off mental aliment. This 
should not be. The trifling cost of The 
Progressive Thinker, but little more 
than the blank paper on which it is 
printed, and the large amount of educa
tional matter with which it is laden, 
commends it to the thoughtful every
where.

If the reader is in straitened circum
stances, and cannot afford to invest $1 
for a year, he can certainly spare 25 
cents and extend his subscription three 
months, until business resumes its wont
ed activity. Then there will be no 
break in healthful reading, no discour
agement to the publisher, and no re
gret that invaluable matter, which 
will never be replaced, has escaped at
tention. The hope of the world rests 
with the well-read Spiritualist and Ag
nostic.

Reader, let us share each other’s bur
dens as much as we can while these 
financial embarrassments stare all in 
the face. Only a few months more, 
when public confidence will be restored 
and prosperity will return in an unex
ampled manner.

'THE DIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH. 
Jt ly Victims. By A. J. Davis. A work as Interest-Albert De Galier, of Bradford, Pa., 

writes. 'Enclosed you will find New i mg as It is curious. *pricc50cenu.
York draft for six dollars, as a contribu- bOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC, 
tion from the friends of Lvman C. Howe ’ Rev- Lansing, M. A Ereiy patrirf 
in this place to the 'Lyman C. Howe ahoaldrcnillt- rrlc0,1-lw- . --------- ----
Relief Fund,’ which I hope you will re
ceive aud forward to the treasurer at 
Port Huron. We had Brother Howe 
with us last week, five evenings, and we 
had the pleasure of listening to some of 
the most exalted and sublime truths

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. <
The Great Revelation of the Nine.

teentli Century. Molt Important 
Disclosures Concerning the 
True Origin of Christianity.

This remarkable work unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning the origin and 
promulgation of Christianity. It appears through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu
late the Christian religion. Even the name 
Jesus Christ seems to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the names of the 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was th» Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishna. Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
sjpd induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesus, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should be 
called Hesus Kristofs. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings oi 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name was 
suppressed. We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed the religious «ystem that the Western 
world now knows as Christianity; and it is 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an
tagonized the interests of the religiou« bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore 
having the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose.1-An
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation, 
elimination, repunctuation and cremation, all 
to ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advant, but no 
one could have conceived of the deeply 
laid plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into anew system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How ¿nd why 
this scheme was carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
at and subsequent to the period of the'Christian 
era. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life.-, No 
scholar living on earth at the present time, how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world’s religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians. They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable (value to the world. 
This was done because theycqntained historical 
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
as many other eminent scholars who have the 
courage to publicly express, not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing away from the 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. ’ In fact all 
should read it who are looking for truth upon 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ? .

' Price, 8I.BO. Postage 12 Cents. r

Plwnraal
HEALING!

New Revealed Remedy!.

Quick Treatment! Permanent Cures!
No Stamps Required in Advance!

No Leading Simptoms nor Lock of Hair!
Only Name and Age Required!

GRAND GENEROUS OFFER OF TRIAL 
TEST TREATMENT OF THE PABULUM OF 
LIFE FOR THIRTY DAYS IN YOUR OWN 
HOME, FOR ALL CONDITIONS ARISING 
FROM EXHAUSTED NERVOUS ENERGY 
OR LOSS OF VITAL FORCE.

Disease, as a whole, we regard as a 
unit, call it by whatever name you will, 
according to its manifestations, or de
gree of expression; but the causation of 
disease is all the same, namely: an, 
impaired vitality, or loss of vital force 
—whether, by blood poison or other
wise.

The “ Pabulum of Life ” is a new 
ALIMENTA remedy, and was specially re
vealed for th.e augmentation of vitality, 
or life-renewal; and is, therefore, a 
fundamental cure for fundamental mal
ady or physical degeneration.

It will strengthen the weak, invigorate 
the young, and re-juvenate the old. In 
other words it will 'remove prostration, 
cure disease and restore lost health.

TRY IT! TRY IT! TRY IT!
Thirty days trial, remember, free by 

mail, for $1.

DR. R. GREER,
121 LaSalle St., Chicago.

■ TESTIMONIAL.
Hampton, N.H., May 2, 1893.

Dr. J, 8. Loucks, Shirley. Muss.— l feel that 1 must 
tell you of the wonderful cure you have performed, 
j had tried five different M. D.'s, and they did me no 
good; life wau a curse, and utterly discouraged, 1 Lad 
determined to cud my Hie aud Bufferings, when 
mammu Insisted on my trying a clairvoyant. Of six 
different ones 1 wrote to, you were the only one that 
described my case correctly—in fact, y on did it better 
than I could myself. My hu^bnnd sent for one 
month’s remedies. After using them fora few days 
1 grew apparently worse, and 1 wrote you about it. 
You wrote me to continue, and I did. and after three 
(8) months’ treatment 1 feel perfectly well and strong. 
When 1 begun your treatment 1 could not walk 
around the house fur days al a time, aud constantly 
suffering unutterable pains, and this had been so fur 
about a year, since my baby was horn. I had perfect 
loathing for food, and when your medicine came 1 was 
living on wine, brandy and beef-tea. You said, em
phatically: "Use no stimulants.” J had suffered ail 
horrors uf nervousness and Insomnia, and only under 
the Influence of opiates could 1 sleep any. 1 had con
tinual headache and backache, and such terrible, 
numb spells; sometimes while talking my tongue 
would feel swollen, numb and prickly, and in a mo
ment this strange feeling would spread'all over me. 
and my head begin to throb and burn. No one knows 
what I suffered with three numb spells that 1 had ever 
since I was fourteeu years old. Oh! doctor,my gratitude 
is unbounded, aud you have performed a miracle, «sail 
who know my previous condition will testify. 1 
heartily recommend your treatment to all suffering 
humanity. May health and long life be. yours. Is the

DR. HENRY ROGERS,
The Celebrated Medium for lude* 

pendent Slate- Writing; Pic
tures and Other Phases.

ALSO MAKES A SPECIALTY OF 
/I (lingnoBlng and curing' : disease where others 
have failed. Dr. Rooeks jnulces hts remarkable cures 
entirely through mhbit power. He 1» endorsed by the 
spiritual.press us being <mo of the best Clairvoyants 
and Phenomenal Mediums In the world. The doctof 
has established a large Sanitarium nt ‘
234 to 238 Park Ave. (near Hoyne

Ave.), Chicago, Ill,,
to accommodate his growing practice, and where pa
tients can have the benefit of flrst-class board while 
under treatment. Out of town people who are unable 
to come to Hie Sanitarium can be treated at home. 
Scud for descriptive pamphlet and testimonials, Sjt- 
TiNofi Daily-for slate-writing and diagnosis, ’ 215tf

THE SICK ARE CURED, AND 
SKEPTICS LEFT TO

WONDER.
A LEADING SYMPTOM IS "NOT 

Rquuiivd." “Do nut any a word about your 
allmenu, but send a lock of your 'hair, age and five 
two-cent stamps, and receive a complete diagnosis ot 
your disease. 1 he most difficult cases are solicited, 
especially those having baffled the most*eminent med* 
leal minds of our day. (Cancers and Internal tumor* 
cured without the use of a knife.) Eighteen years’ 
practice and success unparalleled. Address with full 
name, A. J. SuiMP, M. D., Cor. Square and South 
Btrcels, Springfield, Mo. 205tf

doto°bAant

develop

Price 81.00, Postage 20 cents. Bend stamp for de
scriptive circular and testimonials.

W. H. BACK. Mfr,, St. Paul, Minn»

IDE LI ABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
tendI.>Vsympu.i”?^^

flow TO~BECOME A MEDIUM

YO|,RO'VN home. Will send a pamphlet con- talnlng Insirurdon.s. a teller designating your phases 
of mediumship, a splrhual song book and copy of The 
Sower (magazine),»!! h,r 25 cis. Address Mrs 1 A 
Bliss, 1W4 Wabash avenue. Chicago, Ill? ‘ '

A LIBERAL OFFER! BY A RELIA
o c,airW&nt and magnetic healer. Send four 
2-cent atauips, lock of hair, name, age and aex. We 

y°ur case free, by independent Bplrit writing. Address, Dr. J. B. Loucks Shirley, M&sb.|236 

AGENTS WANTEDON SALARY
Nc"’ Chemical

'TnvaLIDs ■
IT HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN

T1,uMAs “atteky

REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
^Atwo 2'ce.nt BtampB, a lock of your hair - 

T and nntl ; »Hl «end you a clairvoyant 
dlagnoalB of your dlseaBO. AddrvM 1 n “aat M. D.. Principal Magnetic In.t!ute/bSud‘K 

What PerlOdl-1 >»“ aa’W-

"THE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 

fromwM o'^vlco
«on Boulevard Chicago in. ' ' U'' '’¿acfk' 
~Si7JiPUALJSTS VISITING CHICAGO

prayer of Mrs. Annabel Lockb.
(Bee add In another column of this paper.)

X^OUR PRESENT AND FUTURE.—
I Aek three questions. Give age, sex and com

plexion. Encloseil. Agnes A. Miller, Dlaunond, 
Arkansas... j ' \228

5O-Jan.-5O#P8ychometry#5O-Jan.-5O.
TOURING JANUARY I WILL GIVE

Psychometric Readings for fifty rents each— 
Special Rate. Bend full name, lock of hair, own 
hand^lttng, two-cent stamp, the above fee and ad
dress to D. 8. Cadwallader, Santa Barbara, Cal. (216

]\AA GNE TIC HEALING PAPER. — 
1V1 1 dozen sheets., sent by mail, $1.00; Ti dozen, 50 
cents; cabinet photo., 25 cents. I receive many favor
able reports. Allis Lindsay Lynch, 420 Main 
Street. Memphis, Tenn.218

HARK!
TTAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER- 

J J ous growth? Do you wish a psychometric read
ing, examination or advise regarding biisintsB? Write 
to Dr. J. C. Phillips, giving age and sex, end enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-cent stamps. 
Three questions briefly answered for 25 cente. Ad-

'THE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF H. W

^?AVe°njatk^d7lle,r.rOf' H' W'8‘nClalr’ y»

F. GORDEN WHITE. ’
P CORDEN WHITE, TRANCE, TEST 
.i >u'1b"8!l"',“a1!1 medium; Bluings daily 
21, lllsliop Court, Flat H, Clilcngo. IWtf’

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
(TEND THREE -«-CENT STAMPS 

kJ lock of hair, age, name, sex, one lending avmninnl 
and your dlaea.e win be dlngnuaed free by «.plrlt nower 
Dr. A. B.Dobson, Sun Jose. cal. power.

TJHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
W’tlOM.answered, 50 cents and 

BVBT°N’ 1472 Wa^ln«-

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
b? vllal nl“K|lclIsm and hypnotism ;da. 

telons latent pBychlcal powers; consultation and cor- 
m.,:2,"dei1c<’ 7 ,nall> *l W'- No' w'* Klls( Ontario 
Street. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m. *17

dress, 471 W Madison St. Chicago, 111. 209tf

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

(Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

-¿1 theraputlcelnchidlng the Sun Curd, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and baste principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students in four 
continents have taken the course. The college is 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M„ Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange, 
Now Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt. M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange 
New Jersey. 234

'THIRTY DA YS' 'JREA TMENT FOR 
, oi by ra“«"aIlzad paper. Give age, sox and one 
lending symptom, with own handwriting or lock ot 
hair, two dollars and iwo 2-ccnt stamps. T. J. Preston, 
Magnetic Healer, Stanberry. Mo. 218**

HOW TO LIVE ON E HUNDRED
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
■Tl the Eyes the Catarrh, and, tn fact, the entire 
system. Send I two-cent stamps, and I win send 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my snlrlt- 
gulde who revealed tills knowledge to me 11 F 
P001.K. Clinton, Iowa. '

FOU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT.
Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. F. POOLE. Clinton. Iowa.

YES YOU CAN
rET WELL. SEND $] FOR A BOT- 
L7 tie of Blixik or Lm. A spirit remedy. Purely 
vegetable, and Magnetized. Poiltlvely renew, life 
Thousands rejoice over health reitorod. For blood 
Uver, and kidney ailments there Is no better remedy 
made. Bend for circular. Dr. E. K. Myers Clinton, 
Iowa._________________________________________2U

Free to the Weak and Sick.
TiON'T SUFFER ANY LONGER 

J-S but eend to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FBEE, under 
especial instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2 cent 
stamp» to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244. San Jose. Cal.[215

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!
JJ/OULD YOU KNOW YOUR FU- 
Vv turo, your business prospects, etc.? Would 

you unfold your psychic powers? Send lock of hair 
and handwriting. Trial reading, 10 cent!; regular, 50 
ccnU. Address, Frances King Muller, 1904 Wabash
Avenge, Chicago, Ill. 217

P
_ - 1 - WILL DEVELOP YOU!

Y T F* rt Ok Have you tried it ? The
\ V I III Finest Cabinet for the 
kJ T purpose ever made—bar

k> hone. Send for Circulars
This marvelous cabinet . v7 ., .^“H'jzCosts Nothing J. H. A1ETCALF, Agent, 1S4 S. Green St. ChicaM.

Price, $1.00 delivered, in City.

MY U/ICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
|_J»llt IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

CIO RA 8“*^« Oxford Improved KINGER Sew* 
«lU'OU Machine, with » compili» *«t of at* 
achments and guaranteed far 10 peart Shipped any« 

lere on 30 ^ayt' trial. Ao tnann required tu ad* 
ranee. 76.000 ùow in um. World'i Fur Medal awvded. 
Buy into ficterr, Mr» dMlere’ and aacte* profit. 
Write taday ftt our LARGE FREE CATALOGUE 
Oiford ifg. Co. 342 ffibuh Are., Chicago, III

W. YATES, M. D., (Be)
Masseur and Medical Electrician-

Guided by Spirits.

MARVELOUS CURES
TN RHEUMATISM, SCIATICA, NERV. 

£ DUB Prostration, Liver Complaints, Indigestion, 
Sprains. Stiff Joints, ami diseases peculiarly Incldcn- 
tai to women. 2937 Indiana Ave., Chicago, III. Sllitf
r\R. CARPENTER HAS MADE A 

-Z-Z specialty of treating the alcohol and opium hah- 
its many years, and ttID warrant a cure for <20.00. 
Afflicted one. go and be healed. Office, 125 South 
Clark Street, Room 28, Chicago, 111. Hours, 10 a. m. 
t<> 8 p, m. 217

-J

M — — M. * — — . . » • w .
CTUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 

kJ torlcal and practical. A manual for the people. 
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through his guides that we have ever 
had the opportunity of hearing. Our 
only regret is that the audiences were 
so small. Wo hope to be enabled to ________ _
have him again at'no distant day. | 'THE SRIRITS1 WORN. WHAT 1 
With best wishes for the success of the 1 He»ra, s*w and Felt nt Cnssadnga Lake._ By H.
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/[ REINCARNATED MEDIUM, AS* 
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of Incarnations, and In what race. Send name, lock of 
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CHRISTMAS OFFERINGlolitical move-
parliament of re

ligions. From a Christian Spiritualist.

Q.

I wish

act of

1 commented: “Your mind was fixed board having some apprehensions in re

new Ouija was singular. There was a

a ray
the fact. Lucinda 13. Chandler.to

the move-

WHEN I AM GONEand it cuts

its bath in When I am gone will those I loved,

gone,

good is actualized in the heavens and

we

not

Q.

Q.

Q.

near 
your

contact with it that affected 
ment.

Ans. Yes, tobacco smoke; 
off the currents.

After twenty-four hours of

mosphere you breathe, but 1 am 
enough to catch the current of 
thought.

Q. Does my thoughtotravel on 
from my brain,

Q. 
your 
can’t

in a habit of thought.”
“Yes,” was the response; “yes, I see 

now, but could 1 have known the truth, 
what anguish of mind I should have es
caped!”

gard to the safety of harborini 
veloped spirits, I obtained a bM 
book-store. It had lain there! 
The performance when I first k

a telegraph operating. The movement 
was extremely slow, unlike any other

are faithful.
Q. You see our slavery; how are 

to abolish it.
A. The people are doing it.
I said: “But our Congress has

A. Yes. ,0, what shall I do? 
I could die forever.

tasked: “Was it a sudden

Why do you come to me. ■ 
You are trying.to tell lies. 
What lies am I trying to tell.
That the soul is a part of God. ■ 
If the soul is nota part of God,

A. I am not, perhaps, in the at-

Q- Do you come into this atmosphere ( constant clicking sound in the table, like 
now, or do you send this message ‘ -- ------- '
through another.

... J ; church and the politicians don't bam-
thc earth and everywhere in all worlds. ’ ‘ ’

CHICAGO JANUARY 13,1894.
• ■ Q, Do you foresee any P< 

ment parallel to the parli

very dear friend had been written, com- you, lady. I want to come again.” 
meneed: “Oh, why did I not see the I Having had several successful writings 
glorious truth before?” I with Ouija alone, and the owner of the

J • I • m »v» 1 mH fi vnd ___ ___□ L 2 _______ — - - A.    _2 —   t — 
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THE OUIJA BOARD.
It Answers Important Ques

tions. -
And Manifests Considerable Wis

dom.
To the Editor:—In compliance with 

your request, some of my experiences 
and communications through the Ouija 
board are herewith forwarded. It was 
at the request of a friend, when a guest 
at her home, that I first sat, as it was 
the first time I had seen Ouija. I have 
very scant record on paper or in mem
ory of messages that came there. Since 
my conviction of the fact of intelligent 
communication from the discarnate to 
mortals, thirty-five years ago, I have 
never been a seeker of phenomena or 
tests. '

This Ouija experience has come to me 
as nearly all phenomenal manifestations 
have done—without my seeking. At 
those sittings I remember one name 
spelled was Wayax and claimed to be a 
woman and an inhabitant of Thibet. 
She g’aveasher salutation, “Woman has 
arisen.” I have no record of her com
munication. Joan of Arc was one name 
given. Salutation:

“Woman will be enthroned on the 
pinnacle of civilization. She must first 

, build the men and then the state.”
Question: Does each soul create its 

own destiny.
Answer: The soul is uncreate, but 

each ego has a sphere which is fixed by 
its environment and its relation to all 
the egos of the universe.

Q. Is it not then possible for the soul 
to meet unjust deserts

A. Only seemingly and transiently.
Q. Are you happy«
A. Perfect happiness comes only in 

the intervals of the crises of develop
ment.

Q. What are the crises of develop
ment.

A. Expansion of soul is the condition 
of growth towards thé Infinite; and all 
growth is attained -with what is termed 
pain. ,

A very peculiar odor was perceptible 
l for some time, and in answer to the 

query what it was it was stated: “It is 
what is drawn from the ethers for my 

' strength in coming to this sphere.”
I did not make a full copy of the 

record of this interesting communica
tion. It proved that my experience 
with Ouija was to continue after I left 
my friend’s home and came to Dansville. 
Ouija had been laid away as unavailable 
for any use by frierids here; but at the 
first sitting the movement was free and 
decided, and the following message was 
spelled out. Aaron Wolney was the 
name given. This name had never been 
seen or heard of by us: said he was of 
England. Greeting: “This is the most 
interesting period in the development of 
the inhabitants of this planet. •

Ques. Why is it the most interest
ing.

Ans. It is the culmination of cycles, 
when the development of spiritual pow
ers in both worlds is to leap into greater 
heights and bounds than ever before.

Q. Will some movement to unify re
ligions result from the parliament.

A. Probably some religious move
ment will result, but the great benefit 
and progress that will result will pe the 
freedom of mind, the emancipation of 
all peoples and nations from authority 
and rule in Church and State.

Q. Has this country a work to do in 
that direction.

A. America is the most free nation on 
the globe, and in freedom alone is it 
possible for the truth to be established. 
Friends, we, in the life of soul develop
ment, are interested only in truth and 
the growth of souls in the bondage of 
mortality.

Q. How can we best promote soul de
velopment.

A. Keep heart and head free from 
passion and full of love.

After the name Celia Burleigh was 
written, at a sitting’, the salutation was: 
“The light is here: it is day. Why are 
you not Holding the torch on high?”

Q. How shall I hold the torch on 
high.

A. By speaking all truth that is 
given to you. Speak without waiting to 
know if it is acceptable.

Q. Why use this board.
A. Only to concentrate force.
Q. What message have you to wo

men. ■
A. Be firm; be true to your best 

thought. _____ ____
Q. How pan we know what is our 

best thought.
A. That which flashes into your mind 

when you are neither asking in doubt 
nor when you are trying to reason to a 
conclusion. Were you able to see the 
parliaments of philanthropists and loyers 
of humanity on this side, you would 
have no hesitation in linking yourself 
to them in the effort to free humanity 
from'the bondage of error and tradition.

Q. What are the principal errors that 
hold humanity in bondage.

A. That man is a fallen being—that 
the divine power is not equally available 
to every soul—that there is need of a 
mediator.

The first strange visitor who came 
wrote Hannah Thompson as her name. 
First remark: “You all have some 
strange ideas. You do not believe the 
Bible. You seem to put other words for 
the word of God. I don’t dare to set up 
my thought for the thought of God."

Q. What brought you here.
A. I was trying to reach a light that 

seemed very.bright, and found I could 
hear what you said.

Q. Did you come alone. .

A, Some one -guides me and writes 
for me.

It was then stated: “This is the pur
pose of we, who are in charge, to give 
her light and instruction, to oring her 
where there is an atmosphere of free
dom. This poor soul was never where 
the light of the new day could reach 
her." She said she would like to come 
again,

Charlotte Corday gave as greeting: 
“The time is ripe for the light of truth 
and freedom to shine in the whole 
earth.”

Q. Have you a message to woman.
A. Be strong in your own personality 

and faithful to all the truth that you 
can discover.

In response to our queries about her, 
as we pould not recall at the momentthe 
facts connected with her career and its 
close, the statement came: “The storm 
in which my life went out was somewhat 
a dream as soon as I waked in this state. 
I wish to speak to American woman
hood. If the worqen of this land could 
see the power that resides in them as 
the least in bondage of any womanhood 
on earth, they would know what respon
sibility rests with them. The power 
that is given becomes either a source of 
strength and growth, or it bears one 
doom. ”

Q. What can women do more and 
different.

A. Give your thought at stated times 
in co-operation to strengthen women in 
resolve.

Q.' Will women come to the front in 
readjustment of governmental affairs.

A. It is inevitable. Men will be con
fused with the power that will be con
centrated to adjust the affairs of inter
national comjty, and the intuitions of 
women will be called into action.

where did It come from, and how did it 
get-life.

A. God created it to do his will and 
to glorify him.

Q How does it happen, then, that 
every being created by a perfect 
one, does not do his will.

A. Because man is sinful, and the 
Devil tries to get his soul for his king
dom.

Q. . Who made the Devil.
A. O, holy mother, what an awful 

thing it is to fly in the face of the Al
mighty.

Q, Can you tell where the Devil 
came from. ,

A. It is too bold in me to ask such 
questions.

Q. Why were we made with thinkers 
if we are not to use them. ....

A. But the priest always told us we 
must not ask questions about things we 
could not know.

Q. Don’t you see every soul must be 
responsible for its own conduct.

A. But we can’t please God—only 
the Savior can do that.

Q. Do you believe God loves you.
A. Oh, for the sake of Christ and the 

holy mother.
Q. How long have you been on the 

other side.
A. Oh, I don’t know; it’s a little 

while ago. I took sick, and I didn’t 
know for awhile after.I waked that I 
had died. It is so strange. I seem to 
be here where I lived before I died, but 
I have such a different body. 1 see and 
hear what is herd, and sometimes I am 
away in a different place, and it's all so 
strange to me.

Q. Have you seen Jesus.
A. No, and it breaks my heart. I am 

afraid I shall be in the bad place yet.
1 assured her there was no such bad

Charlotte Corday sympathized with place as she thought, and she was in 
Girondists who were proscribed in 1793. darkness because she had believed what 
She came to Faris and killed Marat;; was not true.
plunged a knife into his heart July 13,1 “But don’t the priest tell the truth?” 
1793. She was guillotined a few days 1 she inquired.
afterward. | “Not because he is a priest,” I replied.

Another message, after the name ofalAftei- some advice she said: “Thank

A. Thought, when closely concen
trated, is like a stream, or, more cor
rectly. like a wire, bright, shining, 
sparkling, flashing.

Q. Can you see the rays of ¿thought 
from spiritual beings,

A. Yes, yes. This is one of the 
groat glories; this is what it is to know 
as we are known. AU souls who are 
seeking the truth are radiant, and their 
radiations reach out inimitably toward 
the source of all truth. It is through 
this outreaching and return on the ra
diations from the central source of 
thought that the perfect will of the

experience. There seemed a very la
bored effort to produce any movement. 
Finally it spelled out: “Put some sugar 
and soda on the board and shut it in a 
drawer.”

I asked if elements had come in

sugar and soda there was no further 
difficulty.

Martin Bidwell announced himself as a
“money crank.”

Q. What of our financial situation.
A. O, it’s the disgrace of the country 

and of civilization.
Q. Do you think the people have got 

where they can see what is needed.
A. I hope so, if the fools in the

Faith is an attitude of receiving. It is 
the common weakness and ignorance of 
mortals that they are afraid to receive, 
afraid to trust the thought that comes 
to them. That was my weakness and 
error. Had I dared believe that the 
truth was given to me by the perfect 
good, I could have had unbounded satis
faction where I had unbounded distress 
of mind. Don’t be afraid to trust the 
light of truth, which shines for you and 
in you, and to speak it to others. This 
is what Jesus meant when he said he 
was the light of the world. He, in un
bounded faith, trusted the thought that 
came to him on the rays of his own 
thought, sent out to the supreme source. 
The light of truth was thus brought 
iuto the world of dark minds; dark be
cause they did not send out to the source 
of truth the wires of thought over 
which could flash back to them the 
boundless light from the realm of love 
and wisdom.

This last message indicates an entire 
revolution of thought in the person who 
was reared in puritanical orthodoxy, 
and held to the creedal doctrines to the 
date of decease at the age of 85 years.

Another friend, who was a Presby
terian deacon, stated that he had found 
that “ideas he believed were the great
est of all truths were many, of them 
errors.”

Q. What is the present outlook for 
our country

A. A struggle to maintatn first prin
ciples.

This person began the communica
tion by saying: “I am in need of some 
information about Hannah.”

Q. What Hannah.
A. The Hannah who came to you. 

She seems to be in distress, and wished 
me to say to you she can find no one to 
care for her.

Q. What can I do for Hannah. .
A. I don’t know; it is new to me that 

souls who have come to this , life are 
obliged to find help on earth.'

This message is dated November 5, 
and Hannah Thompson’s was October 
10. l

Jane Rowegan, of Ireland, gave this 
salutation; “The holy church is to be 
the power to save.” ’

boozle them.
Q. Can you see more clearly than you 

could, when here, the animus of the 
money power. t

A.. Yes. It is the same spirit to 
make the many do the work for the few. 
It is slavery.

Q. Do you think we shall reach an 
adjustment in this country without vio
lent outbreaks.

A. Not unless there is a mighty work 
done and soon.

Q. Are the bands of patriots in the 
SpiriLworld trying to preserve the prin
ciples of this government.

A. Yes, that is the work of all who 
are trying to establish liberty in the 
earth. The articles of federation are 
signed and sealed to be presented to 
the potentates of all nations here as 
soon as the arbitration of nations is 
accomplished.

This writer claimed to have served 
in the Massachusetts Legislature, and 
a term in Congress.

Charles Sumner, was written, followed 
by the salutation: “It is high noon. 
The hour is full of promise to those who

given us any help."
A.. Because controlled by fear.
Q. Of what were they afraid.
A. Of bankruptcy, first, if they went 

against the power that rules money in 
the world—and next of losing political 
place and power.

Q. Is there not wisdom enough in 
this country to establish an equitable 
system of exchange.

A. Yes, when it dawns upon the 
people that the past has not exhausted 
the wisdom of the race.

Q. Is the labor exchange idea in the 
right direction.

A. It is in fact the central thought of 
financial reform. When the people be
gin to see, it will not be long tUl they 
will destroy that which has so long' 
been their destroyer. •

“I am glad you are so hopeful,” I re
marked. Response: “There is no rea
son to be. otherwise. -The laws of the 
universe are sure, and will bring all 
powers into order."

Q. Was your life prematurely closed 
here by the injury you received.,

A. Probably it was, and it may be 
the reason I am held so closely to the 
field of patriotic endeavor.

A. Not in the immediate future, but 
after the great crisis of European pow
ers, there will be a parliament of man.

Thomas Kavanagh spelled, and asked: 
“The old is passing away—will the peo
ple be ready for the new?”

Q. Do you see any encouraging signs 
they are making ready.

A. It seems to:me they are quite too 
slow to see. J

I commented: ¡You know the order of 
the universe is tljat the best and most 
enduring things are of slow growth.

A. It is true, but when a crisis is upon 
a people ought they not to act accord
ingly. ...

Q. What seems to you the greatest 
occasion for apprehension Ih our situa
tion. - '

A. Such fear in the people and in 
Congress, it deprives them of power to 
exercise their best judgment. * Fear is 
paralysis of the soul and of the powers 
of mind.

Q. Mr. Sumner said the people would, 
destroy their destroyer; he was hopeful; 
what do you think?

A. If the people come to see that 
they can and must save themselves, all 
will be well. I km a member of the 
Liberty League [which is working to 
free the people offthe globe from igno
rance and bondage to error.

Q. What is the constituency of the 
Liberty League.

A. People from all parts of the earth 
who have been crucified for speaking 
the truth—and who have suffered from 
all kinds of tyranny.

Q. Can you give some names.
A. Joan of Arc—Charles Sumner— 

multitudes of lowly ones who were 
crushed when here—your despised an
archists, John Brown, and’raany others, 
of whom Garrison is not the least.

E. P. Rollin announced: “Now is the 
power of truth to be revealed.”

Q. How do you see that it is to be 
revealed. .......

A. The people will come to see that 
gold and silver will not serve the needs 
of the people and the- whole order of 
things must be changed.

Q. Why are all these persons coming 
to talk to us on these matters.

A. The lines of communication must, 
be made broad and strong, for the forces 
to conquer must be in harmony, and a 
solid phalanx. I see that the power of 
money must be overthrown, or it will 
Overthrow civilization. I am an 
American through and through, and it 
is the first, and the second, and the con
stant thought and prayer of my heart, 
that the principles which are the found
ation of our country shall triumph in 
the earth.

Q. What seems to you the chief ob
stacle to their triumph even in this 
country.

A. The corruptness of the political 
system, and the carelessness of the peo
ple. who ought to know the peril that 
threatens.

Q. Do you know if there is much 
tangible communication between the 
visible and invisible in reference to our 
situation.

A. There is considerable, but would 
be much more if opportunity were given 
us on this side.

Q. What can we do to help create a 
wider attention to this subject.

A. You are doing much, for you keep 
the stream of thought running clear and 
strong—and when you send out a bulle
tin it is freighted with more than words.

William Hill was spelled before the 
question: What shall I do to be saved?

Q. From what.
A. The horrible sights and sounds 

that make me wretched. The groans 
and the faces <5f the poor wretches who 
were burned in the pit.

Q. In a coal mine.
A. Yes. I saw a light and heard a 

voice say, “Go there and you will get 
help.”

Q. Can you not concentrate your 
thoughts so as to efface that impression.

A. That’s what I want to know how 
to do. It has seemed as if there was 
nothing in the universe but that horror.

It was counseled that the thought 
should be resolutely set on recalling 
pleasant incidents in life here, or pass
ages known that might correct the 
habit of living in the impressions of the 
horror. Another influence followed, 
and was asked: “What was tlte use of 
the preceding one coming?” \

A. If you were in a nightmare it 
would help you to be touched and sjirred 
by some person.

Frank Upham said: I want to know 
if I must stay here always.

Q. Where are you.
A. In the State Prison in Georgia.
Q. Why were you put there,
A. For killing a nigger.
Q. Are you there in the body of 

flesh, or have you passed out.
A. I don’t know, only I am here and 

nobody pays any attention to me.
He said he got no food, and wondered 

how he could live. It was suggested 
that he was out of the physical body. 
Then the question came: “How am T 
to get out of this?—it’s a terrible state 
to be in.” I asked: “Have you been 
sorry you killed the black brother?”

A. No, indeed. He was not fit to 
live.- He tried to commit rape on a 
little child. . . '

Q. Did you never think since that 
you had no right to take his life.

A. No. I think it was my duty to 
put him where he could not do any more 
harm. ■

Q. Have you ever seen the man since 
yqu killed him.

A., Once I thought he came to me 
and Iwas angry.

Q. If you knew the only way for you 
to getout of. your imprisoned state was 
to become reconciled to him and ac

knowledge you did wrong to kill him,- 
would you do so.

A. 1 can't say I would, for I don’t 
think it was wrong. What is the reason 
I am so kept here ?

I replied: Because you committed a 
great wrong. You put a weight on 
your soul that keeps you in this lower 
realm. You had a false idea and did 
wrong to another, and you can’t es
cape the consequences till you see the, 
right and turn away from the wrong 
thought. After considerable discussion 
he said, “I will try to see the right."

The next distressed one who mani
fested operated Ouija very differently 
from any preceding influence—with 
jerky, hesitating motions—and was a 
long time spelling a name. The first 
sentence was: “I am in the hells.”

Q. What has brought you here?
Answered by the question: “What 

is it you do for the suffering?”
Q. What is the form of your suffer

ing? . ,
A. I came here in a terrible way. 

I was so tired, so sick. I took a dose of 
morphine and waked in darkness and 
misery.

Q. Have you an idea that anything 
you did before you left has been the 
cause of your state now.

A. Yes.
I suggested that it might help her if 

she confessed. The movement of the 
table was very hesitating, and it passed 
back and forth to letter ¿several times. 
Finally I asked: “Did you kill some 
one.”

accord with your ideas of Spirit-life be
fore you went.

A. It seems more home than I ex
pected. The scenery is more beautiful 
than I had conceived. We seem to know 
some persons, while others are totally 
strange and unapproachable.

Geo. D. Prentice inquired: Can you 
tell me how to find rest.

Q. What do you want rest from.
A. From the doubts and fears that 

wear my soul till I am in despair.
Q. Are you in the Spirit-world.
A. I don’t know. I seem to be right 

here on earth, but I have not the same 
form I used to have.

Q. Were you sick, or did you meet 
with an accident.

A. The last I knew I was on a ship 
and it struck a rock or something, and I 
was thrown into the sea.

anger, or premeditated.”
A. I was so angry I did not consider 

anything. It seemed afterward as if 
I had been gone and something else had 
done the deed.

Q. Was it a man or a woman you 
killed.

A. A beast in the form of a man.
1 said: You are suffering remorse. 

You must try to exercise your best judg
ment, and call for wisdom and light, 
that you may not be too unmerciful to 
yourself. She replied: “It is a blessing 
to me to come here. It was whispered 
to me from somewhere that this was a 
place where souls could find help. O, 
if I could get out of the dreadful re
membrance of the horror.”

I answered: We hope and trust 
that you will soon be relieved of the re
membrance, and will pray that you may. 
Her parting words were: “Bless you, 
it is beautiful to know such souls dwell 
on earth.”

[To both of us the sphere of this in
fluence was very definite, and that of a 
refined, intelligent person. There was 
a keen sense of the reality of an in
dividual in extreme anguish.]

The only other sitting at which any 
eccentricity of movement of Ouija has 
occurred it was followed by what we 
concluded were Diakka influences. 
Name given K. O. Moyer. First saluta
tion: “Why cannot you give me some 
light?” I replied: “In what are you in 
the dark ?”

A. Wo are staying here till the 
resurrection.

Q. Where are you staying.
A. We are having a stinging punish

ment. '
1 remarked: These answers were ir

relevant and seemed insincere.
A. Why fire a fellow out till you 

know something about him.
After the table had moved some 

time to no purpose, the name Ardita was 
spelled and the greeting came: I am 
an honest girl. I come to see you- to 
learn how to get out of this place.

Q. Tell us what place you want to get 
out of,

A. It is full of scamps who love to 
plague and tease people and make fools 
of them. Every one says you can help 
me.

Q. How long since you went put of 
this life.

A. Can’t tell; notvery long. Sixteen 
years old. Mother died -when I was 
born.

I advised her to 'persistently call for 
good spirits to come to her and help 
her to a better state.

Reply: Kind friend, I will try to fol
low your advice.

We are glad to have you come if you 
can get any help.

The loving heart helps.
Lucy Bird came with the salutation: 

Do the work of the good Lord.
[A short time before we had been 

talking over some work done for a needy 
family.]

Q. Have you been long in Spirit-life.
A. No, only a few weeks. I was an 

orphan and had to drudge for those who 
only cared for me as a servant.

Q. How do you find life where you are.
A. A home, and rest, and delightful, 

but I still think of those who are strug
gling here, and am trying to help find 
better conditions for them.

Q, What attracts you to us.
A. The atmosphere of love. Don’t you 

know we fe^l the condition of persons 
as distinctly as you do the temperature.

Q. Did you understand spirit com
munication before you passed beyond.

A. Yes. It was the only comfort of 
my life that I could commune with 
loved ones,, and believe the blessed 
teaching of the new dispensation.

Q. What can we do to help the suf
fering.

A. Love, love. The first condition 
of helpfulness is to make a sphere that 
gives light and strength to the spirit 
We on this side can only come in such a 
sphere. '

Q. Do you find suffering ones on your 
side who are needy. ■

A. Many who need the first lessons 
in spiritual things.

Q, Please tell us what seems most in

What do you fear.
That I am lost.
How can you be lost. You have 

mental powers. You can think, 
you.
But I was not converted, and how

can I be saved.
I replied: “You can be saved from 

doubt and fear by trusting the Infinite 
Goodness. Everything is from God. 
You can bo saved from all weakness and 
error if you will accept this truth.”

A. Oh, I was taught that if I was 
not converted I should go to hell for
ever.

“You can’t go to any hell only what 
is in yourself. If you will accept the 
love that is ever ready for you from the 
Infinite Father-Mother, you will find 
rest and peace; you will love every soul 
and be happy.”

A. I hope this is true. I will be 
happy if it is. I will try to believe it is. 
Thank you.

This record is not in full of all written 
or remarked by the sitters, but it is 
exact and contains all that is essential. 
Usually I only sit when I receive an im
pression that communication is desired. 
The different spheres of whatever in
telligence produces the movement, of 
the table, or telepathic communication 
to my brain, are very clearly discern
ible. Sometimes the movement seems 
entirely mechanical, and each letter 
and word and sentence are unanticipated 
in thought—but often the answer to a 
question flashes into my mind instantly, 
or when not in full, each word is im
pressed after a letter or two is pointed 
out. Very few of the names given are 
of persons known to me. Other singu
lar names of various nationalities have 
been given, but in the messages nothing 
of special interest. Nearly all were 
learners in communicating. If any of 
the names are recognized it would be a 
satisfaction to me to receive testimony

Think only of the good, 
They saw in me and my desires, 

So oft misunderstood'?
Will some one grieve when I am 

And with a heavy heart
Look out into a dreary waste 

In which I have no part'?
When I am gone, will those I cared 

To live for feel that all
The sweetness of this life is passed, 

And future colnforts small'?
I would that they should love me thus, 

Because I love them so;
Deserving it is not the code 

We love by here below.
When I am gone, will all my faults 

Be smoothed by kindness o’er, 
And only my devoted love

Dwell with them evermore?♦>
When I am gone, will any say 

Of deed, or word, or voice of mine, 
That was a help on thorny way * 

Or gave one glint of hope’s sunshine?
When I am gone—but I would fain 

Be the last one to slip the coil, 
And save them every parting pang— 

The last to pray and toil.
And when I’m gone, I’ll find the dear 

Ones waiting, watching, loving still, 
And if they did not know me here, 

They’ll know me there, I know they 
will. Eva E. Ames.

South Wallingford, Vt.

The police stations of St. Louis in 
1892 gave lodging to 11,784 destitute 
persons.

Man’s religious instincts are as dis
tinctly phenomena for science to deal 
with as are the instincts of animals. 
They deserve and admit of scientific 
treatment.—Drummond.

The worthless work of a vagabond 
priesthqod excites the attention of Jo
seph D. Wiggins, of Fort Niobrara, 
Neb. He has had opportunity to observe 
the ways of this class, specimens of 
which habitually visit the army posts, 
inspired ostensibly by love of souls, but 
really by love of lucre. They take 
pains to come around about pay-day 
times, and collect all they can from 
their dupes, whom they arb careful not 
to offend by denouncing their besetting 
sins, lest contributions might be with
held. If the Catholic people compre
hended one-half of the enormities and 
absurdities in the creed of their church, 
they would renounce it.

Texas has ten State farms, on which 
the convicts are worked under contract.

Over one-third of the arrests in Ha
vana were for quarreling and fighting.

The North Carolina penitentiary con
tains 200 white and 921 colored convicts.

The Hawaiian Islands have sixty po
licemen! regularly employed as such.

To THE Editor:—I would like to 
offer a few thoughts upon Brother 
Moses Hull’s paper, “Christ and Christ
mas,” in your valuable paper of Decem
ber 23.

I am what may be called a Christian 
Spiritualist in its broadest sense, and to 
slightly change the language of the im
mortal Seakespeare by the substitution 
of,,a name, I would say that:

I speak not to disprove what Moses 
spoke. But here I am to speak what I 
know; or rather what I think I know, 
and in a very limited sense.

Again, I am a spiritual optimist of 
the most pronounced type, and with 
Alfred Tennyson believe with all my 
soul that:

“Good will be the final goal of ill;
For pangs of nature, sins of will, 
Defeats of doubt and taints of blood;’1 

and that everything is tending toward 
a higher plane of thought, feeling and 
action; which fact, to my mind, proves 
more than anything else tho existence 
of an almighty power, and a moral 
government in the universe: 
“That nothing walks with aimless feet,

That not one life shall be destroyed, 
Or east as rubbish to the void,

When God hath made his pile com
plete.”

It matters not t'o-me, nor essentially 
would it, I think, to the whole Chris
tian world, if Christ was tho merest 
myth that was ever evolved from the 
brain of this “foolish compound, man;’1 
he stands as the representative and em
bodiment of the essential extract of all 
religions—tho divine sentiment of love; 
for tho fatherhood of God and the 
brotherhood of man; for a divine and 
tender sympathy and compassion for all 
mankind, and proved it, as recorded by 
his life, works and words. It is this 
essential fact that has made him one of 
the greatest factors in the moral, re
ligious and spiritual worlds.

It matters not whether he was ce
lestially begotten or not; or when or 
where he was born; his short life of 
thirty years, as recorded, has probably 
had a greater effect upon the lives, 
happiness and destiny of mankind, than 
have the lives of all the men that have 
existed since his time.

The idea of his life as the personifica
tion of love; of all that is holy, pure and 
good, has also inspired some of the 
greatest minds that have ever lived 
upon this lower plane. Where is there 
a grander character in all history than 
is depicted in the life of him called St.
Paul, who was also the champion of 
Spiritualism in his day, and who taught 
the spiritual philosophy of the resurrec
tion with all the force and energy of his 
powerful logic? His faith and en
thusiasm in this direction have been the 
inspiration and consolation of millions of 
Christians whose pathway down the 
dark valley of silence it has irradiated 
with celestial light. Tho language in 
which he conveys it is also sublime:

“For we know it our earthly house of 
this tabernacle were dissolved, we have 
a building of God, a house not made with 
hands, eternal in the heavens—prepared 
for us from the foundations of the world 
when this corruption shall put on in
corruption, and this mortal shall put on 
immortality—and death shall be swal
lowed up in victory.”

Nor were his moral and religious 
ethics surpassed. He preached the 
gospel of love, fellowship and peace, and 
that we should make our lives sacred to 
duty. . He was also an evolutionist and 
did not profess to know it all, for he 
says:
1 • “When I was a child I spake as a 
child, I underttood as a child; but whem 
I became a man I put away child'.sh 
things. For now wo see through a 
glass darkly; but then face to face; now 
I know in part; ,but then I shall know as 
I am known.”

Neither was he a religious bigot; but 
a man of thebroadest charity; who thus 
sums up the Christian virtues: “And 
now abideth faith, hope, charity, these 
three; but tho greatest of these 
is charity' (or love). For though I speak 
with the tongue of angels and have not 
charity, I am but as a sounding brass 
and a tinkling cymbal.”

Above ah others, Spiritualists should 
be most liberal, and should have the 
largest and most abounding charity: 
especially charity for the opinions ana 
beliefs of others not of our faith.

Does Brother Hull think that he ad
vances the cause of truth and Spiritu
alism, for instance, by such a sentence 
as this:

“Jesus is a lamb; the church pats us 
on the back for saying this, but our 
faith goes further: We say' more; ho is 
not only a lamb, but a whole menag
erie.” :

This may strike Brother Moses, and 
perhaps some others, as being both 
witty and to the point, but to many lib, 
eral Christians it will appear as irrever
ent as it is irrelevant, and will serve to 
naturally antagonize them against 
Spiritualism as well as against spiritu
alistic teachers.

It seems reasonable to suppose that 
many of the Christian symbols were 
borrowed from the ancient pagan myth
ologies; but with the poet Coleridge I 
think that even these intelligent 
forms of ancient, poets—these fair hu- 
inanities of old religions—have their 
special significance and should be en- ■ 
titled to respect and consideration: ' 
“Ohl never rudely will I blame his faith ■ 
In the might of stars and angels! .

’Tia,not merely " ,
The human being’s pride that peoples ■ 

space . |
. (CONTINUED ON J?AGE.)?^ j
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To the Editor:—Spiritualism has come
Oren Stevens. Louisville, Ky. Ipositive proof the medium was seated in the
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■ very much to the front the past season, there 
being several societies here whose members 
are enthusiastic workers and they have greatly 
increased their membership and usefulness. 
Many people of wealth and influence have been 
won over to the cause, wherein they have dis
covered the mighty truths pertaining to spirit
ual philosophy.

Quite a stir has been created by the arrival 
of Mr. Oren Btevens, the well-known slate
writing and materializing medium. He came 
'o our city Dec. 2, a perfect stranger, and on 
junday evening, Dec. 3, he gave manifesta
tions of spirit return at the First Spiritual 
Church. On this occasion he gave fifty full 
names with messages, which wère all recog
nized. The manifestations consisted of spirit 
telegraphy and slate-writing. The spirit teleg
raphy was received with considerable interest, 
and Mr. Stevens’ slate-writing is enough to 
convince the most skeptical. After several 
slates were passed to the audience, and being 
thoroughly and critically examined by all 
persons that desired to do so, they were 
placed on a stand that stood on the rostrum. 
Mr. Stevens simply placed the slates in pairs, 
and every person in the hall could have seen 
every motion he made. -Then he requested 
one of thè officers of the society to tie a bor
rowed handkerchief around one pair of the 
slates, which was tied to a wire that had, been 
placed across tfye hall some time ago and not 
tor the occasion; another pair of slates was 
placed on the floor, while others remained on 
the stand. The medium then seated himèelf 

• several feet from the slates and in a few inIn
utes he requested the officer that had tied t^e 
slates to the wire, to open them, and the slates 
were found to be full of loving messages from 
departed ones whbse friends were in the audi-1 
enee; the remaipiug slates were examined and 
found full or messages, which were all recog

, uized. ,Mr. A. R. Arrowsmith wishes it stated 
' that,he called on Mr. Btevens for a personal 
i alate-writing, and after he thoroughly cleaned 

the slates himself, and placed them on his own 
lap—the medium not touching the slates—he 
received two messages, one from his spirit 
father with his- full name signed, the other 
from a spirit friend, who also signed her name. 
These messages filled three slates. Mr. Ar
rowsmith says it was a matter of impossibility 
for the medium to know the names of his de
parted relatives or friends except through his 
mediumship. • ,

Mr. Stevens gave a full-form materializing 
seance at 950 West Jefferson street, December 
22. ’ The circle was arranged accord
ing to thè ihstriictions of one of the medium’s 
principal controls, Sarah Johnson, and a shade 
was placed over a lighted lamp, which, with 
the electric light from the street that shone 
through one of the widows, made the room so 
bright that we Could recognize one another’s 
faces. The medium returned to the cabinet, 
and had not been on the inside a second when 
a full materialized form appeared on the out
side pf the curtains and requested us to sing 
» ‘I have a father in the Spirit-land. ” The 
song was. not two-thirds finished when a form 
appeared in the center of the circle and an
nounced itself as the mother of one in the 
circle and delivered an intelligent and loving 
message to her daughter, distinctly heard by 
all. ■ Next came a spirit form which announced 
itself for Mrs. Voe, which she recognized as 
Ker sister, ■ and delivered to her a pleasant 
message. Next came Birdie, a little Indian 
girl, a cabinet control of Mr. Stevens, and 
materialised out in front of the cabinet and 
talked for a short time in her peculiar style, 
making many Witty remarks that were truly 
amusing. She announced she was going to 
have Jimmy Bundle come and materialize lace 
for us; then sang “The Two Little Girls in 
Blue,” which was immensely enjoyed and 
enthusiastically, applauded. She at once es
tablished hersèlf a prime favorite. While we 
were singing, a spirit appeared in the middle 
of the circle, and after laying its hands on the 

I heads of some of the members, took the hand 
of Mrs. E. Fultz and led her inside of the 

i cabinet and requested her to place her hands 
; on the medium’s head to give him strength. 
Mrs. Fultz completed, when the spirit an
nounced itself as her sister Maggie and deliv
ered to her a very consoling message. During 
the entire time the spirit was standing by her 
side, perfectly visible and speaking, Mrs. 
Fultz held her hands on the medium’s head. 
Next came an Indian control of one of the 
sitters. This, spirit manifested wonderful 
strength and endurance, and spoke in his na
tive language, touching everybody with his 
hands, then appeared outside of the circle and 
seemed to stride across the room, placing him
self on a divan that was in a corner, where he 
went through a few pantomimica actions with 
his arms and head, uttering an inaudible lan
guage; it appeared as if he was trying to ex
plain something to his control, but failed to 
make himself understood; he disappeared from 
the outside of the, circle to the inside again, 
where he gave a war dance, and dematerialized. 
Then, according to little Birdie’s promise, the 
spirit form of Jimmy Bundle appeared in the 
center of the ■ circle and materialized lace. 
The spirit first touched some of the members 
of the seance, then rubbing his hands together 
and rubbing them on the floor, the lace com
menced Jo materialize and continued to do so 
until seven or eight yards appeared. After 
allowing the members of the circle to feel the 
lace the spirit dematerialized it, apparently 
disappearing through the floor. The next 
that materialize^ was an Egyptian control of 
Mr. Ghas. Hostetter.' The spirit took Mr. 
Hostetter by the hand and led him to the cènter 
of the circle, where he1 stretched his long arm 
over Mr. Hostetter’s, head, showing the spirit 
to be between, six and seven feèt in height 
Mr. Hostetter thoroughly comprehended the 
actions of the spirit Next came a spirit form 
and gave ith flame, and was’ recognized by Mr. 
Arrowsmith, who was led inside the cabinet by 
the spirit and requested to lay his hands on 
the medium’s head.to, give him strength. He 
flot only<put his hands on the medium's head, 
but on different parts, of his body, to have
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he was dead. Mrs. J. ft Winsor.

“You are about to have a sitting, are you

andby you,

wasno one

complished.

I
D. Sibert.

pressed a desire 
ognized by Mrs. 
arms around her 
communication.

know about it. ”
Grand Rapids, Mich.

tern- 
only

positive proof the medium was seated in the 
chair; and experienced results similar to Mrs. 
Fultz, except the spirit followed him to his

not?” “No, ” she replied.
“I saw a gentleman standing 

disappear in your room."
She looked about her, but

The two little spirits ex- 
to see mother. A spirit rec- 
Greely came and placed its 

neck and delivered to her a

says: “I felt kind of queer, and that is all
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ladles, and gave their names as Eddy and
Emma. The lady recognized them as her 
grandchildren. “ ‘ ‘ ‘

10. Love of truth, equity and our fellows is 
the fundamental demand. ,

- T. D. Curtis, 
1718 Prairie St, Milwaukee, Wis.'

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE,'- 

"Rlgbteof Man," "Age of Reason,” etc., with 
critical and explanatoiy observations of bls writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truth lc 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious ■re
former should read this volume. Price 11. Posta^p 
10 cents. For sale at this office
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seat, then dematerialized. Next came a con
trol of Dr. Voe. who was called to the cabinet 
and received a very important prescription. 
Then came together two spirit forms of chil
dren; the larger one was leading the smaller; 
they appeared to move to the center of the 
circle, thence in the direction of one of the

The seance closed by Sarah Johnson taking 
complete control of the medium and explain
ing how the spirits materialized and dema
terialized matter; taking a handkerchief from 
one of the circle she dematerialized it through 
the curtain of the cabinet, then materializing 
a small portion of the handkerchief on the out
side of the curtain and requesting the owner 
to take hold of the materialized portion, which 
was done and the entire handkerchief material
ized.

We wish to state that the seance was not 
given at the medium’s parlors, but at the resi
dence of Mr. and Mrs. Voe. A black curtain 
was placed across a rather small corner of the 
room where there was no window or door, 
making it impossible for the medium to 
to receive any earthly assistance. The seance 
may be considered as given under thorough 
test conditions. Mr. Stevens is a young man 
of;2fl years and about five feet in height, 
making it a physical impossibility for him to 
impersonate the tall Egyptian, whose features 
and arms were visible to us all; while little 
Birdie appeared to be about three feet in 
/height and her little hands and head could 
plainly be seen by all in the room. The gen- 
uinenness of Mr. Stevens’ mediumship is be
yond question, and in justice to him we wish 
to say he is without doubt the most gifted ma
terializing medium that has ever visited our 
city. Being believers of this grand truth, and 
having been honest investigators of its phys
ical manifestations, we desire to state we need 
no farther evidence as to the truthfulness of its 
physical phenomena.

Seven persons were present at this ^eance, 
all of whom will testify as to the correctness 
of the above account, and for the good of the 
càuse, we desire this article published through 
the worthy columns of Thb Progressive 
Thinker, as it. is a general favorite in Louis
ville, among the Spiritualists, and if this article 
should be perused by unbelievers and if it 
arouses sufficient interest to cause them to in
vestigate the most glorious truth ever advo
cated to mankind, our object has been ac-

BICARBONATE.

A Remarkable Materialization.

1 had just .completed a sitting for independ
ent slate-Writing with Miss Lizzie Bangs, of 
IQ 8i)iith Elféapeth street/ Chicago, mid had 
taken lunch. I was impressed to go to a 
neighboring drug-store and purchase some 
“bicarbonate of soda,” which my spirit physi
cian had directed for a slight kidney affection, 
the medicine to be taken after each meal. I 
had copied the substance prescribed in the 
writing of the guide of the medium “carbon
ate of soda," and thinking that was the' sub
stance ordered by the spirit physician, I asked 
the druggist for it. He said: “What do you 
wish it for?” I replied: “For drink."

Then he added: “You need ‘bicarbonate 
of soda,’"

“8o I do, ” I responded, being so impressed. 
I returned, wondering and reflecting mean
while how it came to pass that the “bi” had 
been omitted from the carbonate of soda or 
the slate and on the message. I returned to 
the medium, and, on entering the reception
room, I looked forth into the receding and dim 
hallway, which stretched to the kitchen and 
the length of the flat, and saw Miss Bangs and 
the form of a gentleman, short ot stature, 
slender, but intellectual, pale of face, with 
gray sidebeard. I said, jokingly, to the me
dium: “Did you wish to destroy me? That 
carbonate of soda should have been ‘bicarbon
ate of soda, ' and not plain carbonate of soda, 
for the latter is washing coda, and would kill 
me." She replied, while the figure receded 
and disappeared—not, however, until he had 
fixed in my mind the fact that “bicarbonate 
of soda" was what he ordered and had written, 
and hence was correct—that she hod floticed a 
“bi," which appeared as a “b,” and hence she 
thought it superfluous. I said, afterwards, 
not realizing then that the form that stood by 
her had been a materialization, so real was it:

Grand Rapids Spiritual Associa
tion.

Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jackson has just closed 
a successful month’s - engagement with our 
society. It has been, a month of many pleas
ant social gatheringèfàs also of many instruc
tive and brilliant inspirations by this gifted 
woman. Mrs. Jackson has a rare faculty of 
harmonizing the scattered elements in a soci
ety, and bringing them together in a social 
way. Under her suggestion the society ob
served the 17th of December, the day set by 
the national organization for general jubila
tion. Music, recitations, special mention of 
the objects and aims of the new venture, and a 
few criticisms of the same, comprised the serv
ice, and were participated in and listened to 
by a large and appreciative audience in the 
evening. Christmas night was celebrated by 
a gypsy social, at which the mediums were 
conspicuous in their fortune-telling booths; 
besides this were games, dancing and refresh
ments. -

Thé large hall was nicely decorated with 
evergreens and holly, and made brilliant with 
a happy, good-natured throng. Some fine 
selèctions of music were rendered, and some 
amusing recitations given. New Year’s night 
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson gave us their World’s 
Fair stereopticon views. These reproduced 
many ot the finest scenes in a most charm
ing and realistic manner, while Mrs. Jackson’s 
peculiarly winning voice depicted their salient 
points as they gradually dawned and faded on 
the canvas before us. This splendid enter
tainment should receive good patronage from 
all societies who love the beautiful.

Brother Frank T. Ripley paid us a flying 
visit on Chriftmas night, while en route to 
Ohio. The hard times causes us to be unusu
ally active to sustain expenses, but thus far 
we have succeeded in doing so, and hope to be 
able to continue.

Mr. Hull will be with us for January, and, 
no doubt, will serve to us a 1 ‘feast of reason 
and a flow of soul.” With a merry Christ
mas and a glad New Year to one and all, 
and a G-od-speed to The Progressive 
Thinker, I am Fraternally yours,

Mrs. 0. H. Hinckly.

Some Simple Facts.
To ire Editor:—-Here are a few simple 

facts concerning occurrences at our home cir
cle of three: A spirit was brought to us that 
we might talk to him; he did not know that he 
had passed out of his body, and was very 
angry because he could not hinder somebody 
(in his family, I presume) from spending his 
money. .

He said: “They tell me I am dead, but I 
am not”

I told him: “Of course you are not dead; 
you are more alive than you were when you 
could control your njoney," and asked him if 
he did not see them bury his body? He said he 
saw them put a body in a coffin that looked 
like him, but it was not him, and he cursed 
because that young spendthrift was going 
now to buy a new suit of clothes that he did 
not need. He said he cursed them and 
slapped them, but they paid no attention to 
him whatever.

I told him he had laid his body off as he 
would an old coat, and was now a spirit. Then 
he yas very indignant because I talked Spirit
ualism to him. I asked him if he could not 
travel faster than he could formerly? Why, 
yes, he could travel like lightning, and won
dered why it was so. So I told him, by way 
of reasoning, that his coat was of coarser ma
terial than his body, and his body which they 
had buried was coarser material than the body 
he now had. He said: “Then you want to 
make me believe I am dead, too, do you?”

I told him no; that there was no death, but 
that be had only laid the coarse body off like a 
coat; that he could not talk now- so as to be 
heard except through a medium. He repeated 
the word medium several times with the great
est contempt, and, finally, said: ‘^hen I 
suppose I must bid good-by to my money,” 
showing by his remark that he was convinced

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

A. R. Arrowsmith, 
Charles Hobtetter, 
Aaron Voe, 
Mrs. E. Fultz, 
Mrs. G. H. Grebly, 
Mrs. Veve Voe.

A Story as Handed Down from Genera
tion to Generation. .

It is well known to all students of history 
that thè city of Trever, or Trier, on the banks 
of the beautiful Moselle, in Germany, is the 
oldest city in Germany, and was partly built 
or rebuilt by the Romans, who at one time oc
cupied this part of Germany. They conquered 
its people by fearful slaughter, massacres, 
and acts of cruelty too horrible to mention. 
It was here that a great massacre took place 
under the commander Trixius Varius. It is 
said that the river Moselle ran red with blood. 
For their deeds of cruelty, for which Trixius 
Varius was responsible, it is said his spirit 
roams the big forest several miles down the 
river called Quint Bach. 1 have heard old 
people tell the story, and they claimed they 
had actually seen him, and had some terrible 
experiences with this ghost, which is always 
up to some mischief, such as presenting a light 
at a certain distance in front of travelers on a 
dark night, and getting them lost in the depths 
of this dark forest and pushing them off some 
rocky precipice. I myself have seen a man 
brought home out of this forest with his leg 
broken, and it was said that he was pushed over 
a rocky precipice by the ghost of Trixius Va
rius.

This ghost is up to all manner of tricks. 
It is claimed that he has been known to un
hitch oxen from Wagons while the driv ers 
were off a little ways after wood, and hitch 
them on again wrong end foremost. Old peo
ple claim that his spirit has roamed this forest 
some two. thousand years, and is still there. 
It is claimed that a member of thé order of 
Capuchins captured this ghost at one time, 
and tried to take him across the river in a 
ferry-boat. When the boat was in mid-stream 
the ghost made itself so heavy as to sink it, 
and its occupants were drowned. The ghost 
went back to his old haunts, where it is terri
fying people to this day. This is the story as 
I have heard it related many times while ! 
lived fifteen years on the edge of this forest.

Nick Becker.

“God in the Constitution.” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for 11.00. For sale at this office.

Switzerland furnishes policemen a pair of 
pantaloons every year, a uniform coat every 
two years aud a military cloak every three 
years.

The regular employment of Hawaiian pris
oners for many years has been the making of 
a road up the volcano of Kilanea. < :

The City of Mexico has 451,900people and 
2302 police. The arrests last year were 52,223, 
over one-half for intoxication. '■......

Paris has 2,344,000 population and 7154 
police. Total arrests in 1890, 96,842, of 
which 26,822 were for drunkenness.

In the Government prison at Yuma/Ariz., 
there have been only four- female prisoners 
committed during sixteen years.

Sresent, her mother and sister having gone 
own-town, and we being alone in the house, 

Then it came to me at once that I had seen 
the materialized form of my spirit physician, 
Dr. Mackenzie, the great London expert in 
medical practice and knowledge, who came to 
assure us,/ and me especially, that he had not 
made a mistake in prescribing, and that as a 
spirit he is still the same attentive, skilled ex
pert in medical lore and exact practice. Had 
I gotten the mistaken drug, he would unques
tionably have dashed it out of my hands, for 
he wished to impress upon me his identity 
and ability, as well as goodness of soul, in be
half of his charge, and thus increase rather 
than shake my confidence in future diagnoses 
and prescriptions.

That same night at a materializing seance 
given by the same medium, he came and said 
that he was the spirit that materialized to 
me in the hall for the purpose which I hfl^e 
written, and that he was glad to be able to 
thus do good. “Thus upon small matters,” 
as my sweet guide once said to me through 
the beloved co-worker in the field-work, 
Helen Stuart-Richings, “hang great issues"— 
life and death oftentimes—and thus one or 
two small letters omitted from a prescription 
by mistake, which may bring health or death, 
are not any whit less in moment and signifi
cance to the now excarnate as to the once in
carnate spirit. Thus also has Dr. Mackenzie 
vindicated his celebrated reputation and skill 
as an accurate prescriber for the sick by this 
grand and unusual means of saving a life by 
“rising,” as it were, “from the dead.” This 
can be authenticated by Miss Lizzie Bangs as 
being absolutely true. White Rose,

Inspirational Lecturer.

A Pastor Dismissed.
To the Editor:—The Brooklyn Congrega

tional Church, of Cleveland, Ohio, has had 
a quarrel with their minister, Rev. G. R. 
Peeke. His preaching hasn’t suited them. 
They have preferred charges against him that 
his sermons savored too strongly of Spiritual
ism. Mr. Peeke, however, determined that he 
would preach until the end of the term agreed 
upon, so that he might collect his money for 
the entire time. They didn’t want him to 
preach a farewell sermon, as he might say 
some very interesting things that might not 
set well on the minds of some of his flock. It 
was necessary to buy him off, which they did 
by paying the balance due him—$277.00. The 
money was paid him on the condition that he 
retire at once, which he did. The Brooklyn 
church doesn't heed the scriptural injunction 
which says: “Quench not the spirit"

0. H. Mathews.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

Progressive Spiritualist Society.
The meetings of the progressive Spiritual 

Society on last Sunday, December 31st, at 
Lakeside Hall, corner Indiana avenue and 
Thirty-first street, were of such a nature as to 
call fpr some notice, and/we, therefore, fur
nish a meager report.'' The afternoon was 
taken up with a discussion of the subject: 
“What Course Should We Pursue to Prevent 
Physical and Mental Jnharmony, to Enable 
Us to Avoid Illness. ” The physical side was 
ably handled-by William Yates, W, B. Millett 
and F. G. Kemp. The spiritual side was fully 
explained by the guides of Mrs. Edith E. R. 
Nickless. As the subject proved to be so 
broad as to need further discussion, it was de
cided to continue the same next Sunday after
noon.

In the evening we were treated to a very 
fine lecture through Mrs. Nickless, on the life 
of the spirit immediately after passing over, 
after which the audience were requested to ask 
any questions that might occur to them. A 
gentleman asked if it were possible that the 
hypothesis offered by Hudson, that what was 
known as Spiritual phenomena could be true, 
viz.: the claim being they were produced by 
one subjective mind working on another? The 
guides said: There are some rare cases 
where the spirit of the medium was able to 
perform some of the phenomena. The answer 
was objected to by Editor W. T. Stead as be
ing evasive; The -questioner then attempted 
to put the question more clearly, but was an
swered about the same way as before. Mr. 
Stead then took the platform, after being 
called upon to do so by the audience; he had 
examined Hudson’s theory fully, and found 
all that was necessary to do to believe in the 
same, was first to accept the hypothesis fully, 
with the belief in the person producing the 
phenomena being endowed with infinite wis
dom. Mrs. Nickless’ guides then claimed to 
have given as clear an answer, and one that 
fully covered the ground. She then proceeded 
to give some tests to quite a number in the 
audience. After the lecture those present 
were invited upstairs to the banquet-room, 
where a nice lunch had been prepared by the 
ladies of the society, after which the “Watch
night Services” were conducted by Brother 
William Yates, ably assisted by Dr. George 
Scherinerhorn, of Denver, Mrs. E. Marion and 
Mrs. Nickless’ “Sunflower.” The audience 
left just after midnight, after welcoming the 
new year, by prayerfully singing “Nearer My 
God to Thee.” .

0. E. L, Corresponding Secretary.

A Singular Case.
The family of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Birk

holz, of this city, have recently had a bit of 
experience of a peculiar kind, although not at 
all unknown in other instances; yet such cases 
are not easy to explain. The Birkholz family 
consists of Mr. and Mrs. Birkholz, three 
daughters and a son, who is the youngest of 
the children. The daughters are aged re
spectively about 10, 13 and 18 years. About 
two months ago the parents had occasion to 
go to Philadelphia, Pa., on business, and re
mained there until their return home about 
two weeks ago. During their absence the 
children remained at home. Mrs. Birkholz is 
a trance medium, and it so happened that they 
had been in Philadelphia but a short time until 
Mrs. Birkholz was controlled by Nora, the 13- 
year-old daughter, who was at that time in her 
home in this city. She talked to her papa, 
and told him about her going to school, etc. 
So startled was Mr. Birkholz that he at once 
telegraphed home to know whether there was 
anything wrong, and in about four hours re
ceived a reply that they were all alive and 
well. Since then Nora controlled her mother 
at times until their departure from Philadel
phia for their home in this city. The little 
girl says she cannot realize controlling her 
mother any farther than on one occasion (dates 
corresponding) she “recollects sitting by the 
stove one evening, thinking of her parents, and

Tbla Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 
numerous Investigators, and has proved more satisfao 
lory than the pluuchette, both In regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their mediumlstlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communlca* 
lions from their departed friends.

Ccpt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: *7 had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave* 
stones are moss grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit* 
uallsm is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
I have had of son, daughter, and thelrmother.’<

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 
name familiar to those Interested In psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Pay* 
chograpb you sent me, and will thoroughly test It the 
first opportunity I may have. It is very simple in 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now In use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
Its superior merits become known/*

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, In an editorial DO 
tice of cbe instrument In bls paper, the Worthington 
(Minn.) Advance, says: “ThePsychographis an im
provement upon the plancbette, having a dial and let* 
tere, with a few words, so that very little ‘power* la 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend it to ell who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate.”

Just what investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by (nail* free with full directions for use, fl.UO. 
For sale at thia office. -__

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing thèÿ 
reach the largest number of readers. Bend 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three 
months. . '

“A Witch of the Ninetenth Century.’
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in Thb Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind.' It alóne is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription. '

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting put an edition in German. ’The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
orti per copy. For sale1 at this office.

In the statues of their deities the Greeks 
often made the flesh of ivory and the drapery 
of gold, brass or iron.

Clerical Derelictions.
Bishop Grafton, of Fond du Lac, Wiscon

sin, on Sunday, December 10th, finding an 
audience about half as large as a corporal’s 
guard, “proceeded to roast” his abbreviated 
congregation. He told his flock that he had 
worked four days on his sermon, and he did 
not propose to waste it on a handful.” He 
Upbraided the whole parish for its want of in
terest, and ended by stepping down from the 
pulpit without delivering his sermon.
• Rev. Vernon Olyphant, a Presbyterian clergy
man, and,tf graduate of Princeton College, shot 
himself ¡fi nis room at the residence of his 
father in New York. A double-barreled rifle 
was the weapon used. It occurred on the 
14th instant. Overstudy was assigned as the 
cause.

Rev. H. A. Cooper, of the Second Presby
terinn Church, of East Liverpool, handed in 
his resignation, which was accepted. • '

Rev. E. C. Rust, formerly pastor at Bril
liant, Jefferson bounty, Ohio, who was sus
pended last June, has asked to be reinstated.

C. H. Mathews.

A Seance with Mrs. Aber.
Mrs. Mabel Aber, now located at 17| West 

10th street, Kansas City, gave a materializing 
seance last week that was in every particular a 
grand success. The seance-room was about 
eighteen by twenty feet in size, with a large 
closet in one corner; the only means of com
munication was one door leading from the 
seance-room; the closet used as a cabinet was 
examined by all present; the only articles it 
contained were one chair and a rug laid loosely 
on the floor.

When the seance began, Mrs. Aber remained 
in the circle until three forma had come from 
the closet, two coming together. On entering 
the cibine,forms came very strong, often two 
coming together. A large man with heavy 
black hair and beard, accompanied by a young 
lady; a tall man with white hair and beard, a 
soldier in full uniform and carrying a sword, 
Hypatia, Blue Water, Big Eagle, young and 
old men and women—many came under a 
strong light, and were recognized by friends.

My spirit wife brought with her my infant 
Son. Thomas Paine came and talked with me. 
A young lady recognized her brother and re
ceived through him her first proofs that 
“There is no death." Twenty-one forms 
came during the evening.

AU that is needed to convert the world to 
this great truth in an army of such mediums 
as Mrs. Mabel Aber.

W. Benj. Putnam.
Kansas City, Mo.

The Ten Lamps of Spiritualism.
1. We are all incarnated spirits.
2. Disembodied spirits can and do commu

nicate, through chosen mediums, with their 
carnated friends.

3. We all exist under natural and unchang
ing laws.

4. We are immortal and progressive.
5. Thé next stage of existence is the spirit

ual.
6. All offenses cause here, or hereafter^ a 

commensurate amount of purifying and devel-
oping pain. „.

7. The most nearly just spirit takes the 
highest positioni'in Spirit-life. . ‘

8. All m^toiM things must perish.
9. As temporal things are only for 

poral use, sp^itjial acquisitions are the 
lasting wealth.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LE NTJWORK-
This work is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bj 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
S2, but tbe price now bas been reduced to SI- It Is a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work is a 
reflection from tbe celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence lu Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entities; Justice; impregnation of the Virgin; Tbe 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; Tim Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

The author says: "Each individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for tbemselveH, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupIL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which 1 individually partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend or digest." 
For sale at this office.______________________________

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

JL and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Tbla 
admirable work contains wbat a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of tbetr dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life in tbe Spirit- 
world!—Is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. Whither—oh, wbltber! Shall 
1 know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? Wbat Is their present condition, and what tbetr 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing as 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before tbe people. He treats of tbe 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Foregleams of tbe Future; Testimony of 
Saints; Tbe Growth and perfection of tbe Spiritual 
Body; Io it tbe Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing in 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones In Heaven; Tbe Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In 
Spirit Life; The Humes of ApONtles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life; Splr’.t Homes ot 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price 11.50; postage 12cdnte. For sale at this 
office.

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TI/ORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED' 
vV Saviors; or, CbrlBtlanlcy Before Christ. Con* 
tauing new and startling revelations In religious his
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doc
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock. 
Ing many of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. By 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference in the field which be has chosen for it. The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied Information contained In It tnuBt have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It lain 
such convenient shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print. But the 
book Is by no means a mere collation of views or sta
tistics; throughout its entire course the author-as 
will be seen by his title-page and chapter heads—;oL 
lows a definite line of research and argument to the 
close, and hie conclusions go. like sure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on fine white neper, large 2mo, 880 
pages. New edition, revised ano corrected. Jwitb pox, 
trait of author. Price >1.50. Postage 10 cent*. For 
sale at this ««'•*!.

SOMETHING GOOD.
T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENL ¥ HOME, 
v A Sequel to " A Stellar Key." Illustrated. Tbla 

work Is not merely descriptive of wbat tbe author calls 
the “ Summer-Land," but It Is Illustrated with dia
grams of celestial objects am views of different por
tions of the Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only tbe 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statements in regard Cc 
"Individual occupation." "progress after death," 
"eatingand breaulngln the spirlt-llfe," "disappear, 
ance of the bodily orgs"« at death," "domestic enjoy* 
menu and true conjuga. ^¿Iods," "origin of the doo* 
trine of the devil," etc Cloth 75 cents. Postage 
t qeuta. For sale at thl•

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW
Or Self-Justice.

DY LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MANY 
have read tbls book, many bare re-read It, 

and many otben ought to read IL it should be read 
by every man and woman In tbe land. Ab a story It la 
finely written, and teems with lnterest,and at the same 
time It educates, elevates and Inspires. It sbowa the 
Injustices to which women are subjected in tbe pres* 
ent status of aoclety—tbe inequalities In tbe measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts ot the 
same moral quality performed by men and women re* 
spectively. It shows tbe falsities rampant In society 
In matters of moral and social Import, and tbe wrongs 
that flow therefrom to innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness ot the author. 
Fine doth« 290 pages. Price. <1.25»__________________

RESEARCHES IN- ORIENTAL HIS- 
*1 tory, embracing the origin ot the Jem, the Elat 
and Development of ZoroMtrlanlam and the Deriva
tion at Christianity; to which la added: WhenceOSf 
Aryan Ancestor.t By G- W. Brown, M.D. One ot 
the moat valuable works ever publtahed Brice *1 A*. 
pOEMS FROM' THE INNER LIFE. 

JT By Little Doten. Theae poema are aa etaple r? 
auger. Price al.00.

D E YOND THE GA TES. B Y ELIZk- 
J-) beth Stuart Fhelpa. A Highly entertaining weA 
Price ei.oo. .

TESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
J Christ and Mediumship. By Moaea Hull, Apu» 
phlet well worth reading. Price 10 centa.
(TELE-CONTRADICTIONS OF TfU. 
O Bible. HI Propositions. Theological, Moral, His
torical and Speculative-, each proved afflrmatlvely and 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without cot» 
ment. Price 15 cents.
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A Few Facts Worth Considering.

ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TO ADVANCE.

GRAND MISSION WORK.
ft Is Among Dark Spirits.

They Beside on the Very Lowest Planes.

Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them.

A Work Inaugurated by Noble Souls.

PART TENTH.

whom you have left behind.. , those whom you
love—for you can return. Now I will leave

JANUARY 18 1894

Tom: “Don’t be startled; it is all well with 
you. In order to gain your attention I was 
obliged, at first, to humor your fancies; that 
is the way we have to get the attention of 
spirits who. have jugde the change called death 
and are not aware pf it, and who have taken 
with them,ti»^,thoughts, desires, and incline 
tions of their past lives, and are wandering 
about trying to give expression to them, and 
work them out. You have entered Spirit-life!"

Spirit: “Can itbe possible?”
Tonj: “It is true! Would you like to see 

me as a spirit?”
Spirit: “Yes, I think I would,"
Tom: “Now look!” (Tom leaves Mr, 

Fisher.) . <
Spirit: “Dear! that beats.everything!”
Mr. Bailey: “That is Tom, the spirit wh» 

has been talking to you. ”
. Spirit: “The fortune-teller?

V'-’r

$

A SEANCE—SUDDEN DEATH.

(Note:—This paper is copied from steno
graphic notes taken during the seahce. 
“Tom," Who carries on most of the conversa
tion with the spirit who is being assisted, is a 
control of Mr. Fisher.)

Eva: (Spirit daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Bailey.) “The atmosphere is very bad to
night, and we will not keep you very long. 
We have made a selection of not very rough 
ones to-night.”

Spirit: “Where is this fortune-teller?"
Mr. Fisher: “What do you want of a 

fortune-teller?”
Spirit: “Well, I would like to consult one! 

Where is he?”
Mr. Bailey: “That gentleman who just 

spoke to you sometimes tells fortunes!”
Spirit: “I saw the sign over the door: 

‘Tom, the Fortune-Teller,’ Where is he?"
Mrs. Baileyi “He is right here—this 

young man."
Spirit: “What would be your charges?”
Mrs. Bailey: “Oh! I think they will be 

very reasonable."
Spirit: “Well, no matter! no matter! I 

have a little business on hand that I would 
like to know about You treat business mat
ters, don’t you?"

Mr. Fisher: “I presume that Tom does.”
Spirit: ¿‘Where is Tom?”
Mr. Fisher: ftI will place myself in a con

dition so that Tom can take possession of me, 
and then he can answer for himself. ”

Spirit: “Oh! that’s it! Well, now, I would 
like to get a little information,”

Mr. Bailey: “Zou would rather have it 
come authentically, would you not, like that?”

Spirit: “It doesn’t make any difference how 
it comes, if I only get something that is satis
factory.”

Mr. Bailey: “But if you had your mind 
made up how you wanted it to come, it 
wouldn’t make any difference how much truth 
was told you, you would not be satisfied unless 
it came a certain way, and that would not be 
giving the fortune-teller a fair chance."

Spirit: “Well, if it is the truth, it will be 
satisfactory enough.”

Mr. Bailey: ‘ ‘Tom is a spirit, and when he 
controls this young man, what he tells you 
will be true. This young -man doesn’t know 
anything about what he is saying. ”

Spirit: “It doesn’t make any difference! I 
don’t suppose it will amount to much, but, 
at the same time, I would like to try the thing, 
because I have heard that there is fortune-tell
ing that gives very good, accurate things.”

Mr. Bailey: “I guarantee that you will be 
satisfied with what he tells you. He will tell 
you things that you know he doesn’t know 
anything about.”

Tom: “Well, how do you do, sir?”
Spirit: “Is this the fortune-teller?”
Mr. Bailey: “That is Tom.”
Spirit: “How do you do, sir?”
Tom: “Well, what will you have?”
Spirit: “I would like to get a little informa

tion."
Tom: ‘ ‘What kind of information do you 

want?” k
Spirit: “I want some information in re

gard to business.’”
Tom: “All right! State your case.”
Spirit: “If you are a good fortune-teller, 

‘ you can tell me what I want. ”
Tom: “How could I tell you what you 

want?”
Spirit: “Well, that’s the way they gener

ally do, I believe. They tell you what it is 
you want, and teU you about it ”

Tom: “I don’t know that I can tell you what 
you want, but I will begin by calling you by 
your name. You were christened John, but 
most people call you Jack.”

Spirit: “That’s all straight enough.”
Tom: “There is a woman here, and she 

says that you will remember her very well 
Her name is Lucy. She says that if you had 
doñe as she told you to do, you would not 
be hunting around for fortune-tellers regarding 
vour business; ' but you, didn’t follow her ad

, vice.”
, Mr. Bailey: “Is that right?"

Spirit: “That right, yes. Well, if she

can tell you that much, can’t she give me 
some more advice?"

Tom: “I presume that she can. I don’t 
think I would bother my head about business. 
You have got to die and you1 can’t take any
thing with you. ” .

Spirit: “You have to live until you die!"
Tom: “That is true,you have got to live, but 

you can live on much less and be just as com
fortable, and perhaps you would be much bet
ter, because you wouldn’t be using your brain, 
tiring it all out to make more money. ’’

Spirit: “You know we want to make all we 
can, and I would like to get a little informa
tion." J ■

Tom: “I will tell you, in the first place, 
that you had no business to sign those notes 
for Dick; you know he fooled you two or three 
times—but you have got a soft spot like some 
other people.”

Spirit: “Yes, I have got an all-fired soft 
spot! Is there any way out of it?"

Tom: “If you hadn’t signed those notes for 
Dick you wouldn’t have been in the tight place 
that you are in now. But I’ll tell you what it 
is, Jack, I don’t think I would bother my head 
about business. ” ’

Spirit! “I am obliged to! I must get out of 
this fix, you know. ”

Tom: “Don’t you Ipiow that you can’t take 
anything with you when you die?"

Spirit: < ‘That may be; I don’t expect to 
take anything, but, at the same time, there’s 
got to be something got; we have got to leave 
something for those who are dependent upon 
us."

Tom: “Yes, that is true; but .don’t you 
know that your life is very short? And you 
know, Jack, you were warned the last time 
that you went to the doctor’s to be very care
ful about getting excited, because you know 
that you have heart trouble."

Spirit: “Yes, I know; but do you mean 
that I am going to die soon?"

Tom: “Oh, yes, A great many people die 
with heart trouble, or die suddenly, and after 
they make the change called death, they are 
not aware that they have died. And whatever 
they had on their minds at the time of their 
death they take with them. And they can’t 
take any notice of anything in Spirit-life, be
cause those thoughts dwell in their minds and 
they are completely absorbed in them. You 
know that, for some time past, you have been 
completely absorbed in your business. ”

Spirit: “Yes, I had to be! It has been 
wearing on me pretty hard. Now what you 
have been telling me is strange. It is a fact 
about Lucy; she did warn me, but it is so 
strange that you should tell it to me. Now, 
if she told you that much, couldn’t she tell 
you how to ease this thing up some?”

Tom: “Yes, I will tell you. When I get 
through talking to you, you will see that, un
der the circumstances and the run things have 
taken, it won’t be necessary for you to bother 
any more about business. ”

Spirit: “Well, I don’t understand that at 
all!”

Tom: “No, I know you don’t. You remem
ber my saying to you a short time ago that 
sometimes people make the change called 
death, and are not aware of it?”

Spirit: “Yes, I know you said that ’’
Tom: “Don’t you suppose that when you 

leave your body you will be Jack just the 
same? Why, of course you would be, because 
it would be Jack that moved out; and wouldn’t 
you take your thoughts and experiences with 
you? They belong to you!"

Spirit: “Well, I guess we don’t have jnuch 
of the bother we have while we are here. If we 
took all of the bother and perplexities with us 
it would be a very sad thing indeed. ”

Tom: “Oh, yes, for a time you do take 
them along with you, because they are a part 
of you—until you are aware that you have 
made that change and cast them off, you take 
them up just the same. There’s a little girl 
here, Jack, and she says that her name is 
Gertie, and that you are her papa. She says 
she loves papa, and she wants papa to come 
to her. She says: ‘Papa, don’t bother any 
more about business now, because, you can 
come to me. ”

Spirit: “Is it because you see'thatl am 
going to die, that you talk in this manner to 
me?" ‘

Tom: “It isn’t because I see that you are 
going to die, but—now don’t bé startled—it 
is because I know that you. have already made 
that change.” ' !

Spirit: “Made the1 pfiSífe?”
Torn: “Yes, for itíífímly achango—only 

a step from the old li'& tíí the new. The be
ginning of the new life lies just outside of the

Mr. Bailey: “Yes. You can understand 
now how he can tell fortunes, can't you?"

Spirit: “Dear! that gives me a strange'sen- 
sation!”

Mr. Bailey: “There's nothing to be frigHt-' 
eped at. " , . ' '

Spirit: “No, sir, I am not frightened; but it 
seems very remarkably qnd very strahge; 
away beyond my comprehension. Oh! that 
is strange! He has gone back into him."

Tom: (Returns to Mr. Fisher.) “I am not' 
a fortuneteller, as you suppose." :

Spirit: “You mustn't blame me; I saw the 
sign!" . 1'

Tom: “That was to pttract you to this 
place so that you would come into these'con
ditions, and be instructed pertaining to the 
change you have made, because you did not 
understand it. I have been in Spiritlife some 
time, and my pleasure and happiness consists 
in aiding and assisting poor, benighted spirits 
like yourself, who have lately come into the 
soul-land as strangers, having no conception 
or idea of the future life; so they have to be 
instructed pertaining to the duties of the new 
life. It is a beautiful life which you have 
entered, a life of growth, progression and beau
tiful unfoldment, where the soul expands and 
grows in knowledge, and through that knowl
edge it reaches the higher realms of thought.”

Spirit: “Well, I am lost!”
Tom: ‘ ‘Come with me, all of you, friends, 

and I will take you where .you will receive the 
necessary Instructions for the proper develop
ment and growth of your spirit, where you 
will be taught how to reach,and where to find 
your friends, those who love you, and those 
who have gone on before.” ,

Spirit: “That will be delightful!”
Tom: “And where, after jou are sufficiently 

prepared and instructed, yc u will be taught 
how to return to earth and a Iminister to those

the young man, and you go with me. ” 
Spirit: “Well, I will!"

E. T. Washburn.
(to be continued.)

After an Absence of Six Months.
To the Editor:—Upon reaching honj^ af

ter an absence of nearly six months, which 
time was spent in a crowded school-room in 
another county, 1- at once looked up my Pro
gressive Thinker, sure of a “feast of reason 
and flow of common sense,” and as usual 
was not disappointed. Among other interest
ing items, I saw in a November number an 
article from M. C. 8., Rockland, Me., in 
which thé lectures and “soulful renderings of 
songs," by A. E. Tisdale, of New London, 
Oonn.,were especially mentioned. I would say 
it was my privilege to listen to Mr. Tisdale, at 
Queen City Park, Burlington, Vt., on July 
last, and, with a beloved aunt of mine, sat 
spellbound under his golden words. A per
sonal chat with him further testified to his fine 
sensitive nature, and one remark of his I re
member with distinctness: “Adiscord in music 
hurts me. ’’ I do not doubt it. At his request 
I copied words and music of one of my own 
compositions, entitled, “Speak to me, dear 
ones,” which he had heard finely rendered 
by Prof. A. J. Maxham, at that camp, and I 
know that to his rendering of the same, as in 
Mr. Maxham’s case, the merit of the piece is 
two-thirds due. (I mention this to show that, 
though silent for some time in the columns of 
The Progressive Thinker, I am yet adding 
my leaven as best I may, here and there. ) 
There were other eloquent speakers there, of 
course, among whom may be mentioned J. 
Frank Baxter, Clegg Wright, Mrs. 8, A. 
Wiley, etc.; and one sad feature of the camp 
was the cottage in which, wasted and worn by 
disease and .long suffering, lay the form of 
Fanny D. Smith, so recently one of the bright 
est and most brilliant speakers in this section. 
The poor body has long since found rest, 
while the flre^f talented eloquence must burn 
on in a condition beyond this life’s fitful fever, 
untrammeled by earthly habiliments;

I can safely say there is a growing Interest 
in The Progressive Thinker in this vicinity, 
and my own papers are- passed on andon. 
If Robert Ingersoll is doing a world of mis
chief, as I have heard Orthodox friends say, 
he is also a public benefactor so far as daring 
men and women to think for themselves is 
concerned, and I believe a mind so richly en
dowed with beauty of thought and grandeur 
of oratory will, soon or late, be led to believe 
more than his—“I do not know”—takeshim 
to-day.

Certain it is that many who are “nothing" 
as they term themselves as regards adhering 
to any real religion (hydra-headèd), turn to 
read this paper, when anything of his is point 
ed out in it’s columns, and read, with awaken
ing thoughts, his scintillating ideas.

- *■ Eva Ames.

body. ”
Spirit: 

strangel’
“Well, you startle me! I feel Very

“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It, alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription. Induce
your neighbor 
scription.

to send 25 cents for a trial sub-
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Slimy Course in Different 
Countries.

In a letter to the New York Herald, in reply 
' to an attack made on him by the Paulist priest 

Young, Rev. Madison Q Peters, D. D., the 
popular pastor of the Bloomingdale Reformed 
Church, New York City, used these words :

“For fourteen hundred years the Pope had 
his own way in Italy, yet when Victor Em

' manuel overthrew the temporal power of the 
Pope he found eighty per cent of the people 
wholly illiterate, and less than five per cent 
able to read and write.

“Italy having for some years exported her 
most debased and degraded people to Amer
ica, matters have changed somewhat for the 
better. Still, in upper Italy to day the per
centage of illiteracy is 40,85; in Central, 64.41, 
and in Lower, 79.46.

‘ ‘Catholic Spain is reduced to beggary, and 
80 per cent, illiteracy. The late Philip 
Walsh, of Philadelphia, who was himself a 
Roman Catholic, said of Spain: ‘I don’t know 
what Spain was when Washington Irving was' 
there, but I know what it is now, and if I 
owned Spain and Hades, L would sell Spain.’

“Rome has controlled Mexico for nearly 
three hundred years, and yet the parochial 
schools kept 93 per cent of the people illiter
ate. Catholic Mexico has abolished the paro
chial school and established free schools.

“The Catholic republics of Central Amer
ica tried the parochial schools, and repudiated 
them because they failed to educate. Every State 
in South America, save Ecuador, has repudi
ated parochial schools, some States prohibit
ing them altogether, and established free pub
lic school^. In all Ecuador there is not a 
railroad (unless very recently biiilt), one news
paper, and less than fifty post-offices. What 
does that say for the parochial school?

“Father Edward McGlynn, speaking of the 
charge that our public schools are ‘godless 
and immoral,’says: ‘It is a brutal calumny 
upon the American people. ’

“May the God of Lexington and Gettys
burg save this nation from the criminal per
centage of the parochial schools. The most 
immoral centres in our city are the saloons, 
yet more than four-fiftns are run by Roman 
Catholics, ninety-five per cent, of whom re
ceived their education in parochial schools. 
Go to any of our jails and penitentiaries and 
call the roll if ‘faith, ’ and by far the major
ity will answer ‘Roman Catholic. ’

“The Catholics of Scotland are one-twelfth 
of the population, but they furnish one-third 
of the criminals. In England and Wales they 
are one-twentieth; but they furnish one-fourth 
of the criminals. In Ireland they are three 
and one-half to one, and yet they furnish six 
criminals to one for the Protestants.

“Of 560 convicts at Concord, Mass., 400 
were Roman Catholics—more than five times 
their proportion to the population.

“The average committals per year for mur
ders are as follows: In Protestant England, 
72, or 4 to every million; Roman Catholic Ire
land, 130, or 19 to every million; Roman 
Catholic France, 4,089, or 31 to every million; 
Roman Catholic Austria, 1,325, or 36 to every 
million; Roman Catholic Bavaria, 311, or 68. 
to every million; Roman Catholic Sicily, 174, 
or 90 to every million.

“In this country nearly every white man 
hanged is a Catholic.

“‘How can you expect conversions;’ de
mands Canon Murname, in his paper read to 
the Catholic Truth Conference at Birmingham, 
‘when a Roman Catholic prison chaplain can 
assert that of six thousand or seven thousand 
women brought into the prison yearly, more 
than 80 per cent, are Catholics?’

“Father Young sneeringly says: ‘The pub
lie would be very grateful for the exhibition 
of the proofs concerning the comparative illit
eracy and criminality (including, of course, 
illegitimacy).’ In Rome, where the Pope and 
seven thousand priests and nuns live, out of 
every four thousand children born, three thou
sand are illegitimate.

‘ ‘The following table, based on government 
returns, shows the proportion of illegitimate 
births in the cities named: In Roman Catholic 
Paris, 33 per cent.; in Roman Catholic 
Brussels, 35 per cent ; in Boman Catholic 
Munich, 48 per cent; in Roman Catholic 
Vienna, 51 per cent. ; in Protestant London, 4 
per cent

“In my private letter to Father Young, which 
he makes public in his letter to-day, I men
tioned the fact that the Catholics get the bulk 
of the benefits-of the many charitable enter
prises connected with my church. To show 
my good-will to those who differ from us re
ligiously, I just noticed yesterday that of the 
4,067 patients treated last year in the Presby
terian Hospital of this city, 1,144 were born 
in Ireland.

“Our Protestant churches and charities are 
constantly helping the Catholics. Protestant 
contributions have helped to^ build the 
Catholic churches, and the millions of dollars 
contributed annually from our municipal, State 
and national funds, have helped to maintain 
Catholic charities, missions, etc., and we have 
graciously given nine tenths of the offices of 
this city, and other large cities, to the Irish 
Roman Catholics. ”

Materialization Over Sixty Years 
Ago.

To the Editor:—How vividly an old man 
remembers the most trivial events of his boy
hood days! In 183.0 or 1831,h in the town of 
Maryland, Otsego county, N. Y., it so hap
pen«! that I attended one of the most natural 
materializing seances known to spirit philoso
phy, ancient or modern. It happened thus:

My father had died about one year before. 
Mother was left with a family of eight chil
dren—the eldest, Jame, 16 years old; the 
youngest, Bally, not quite 2 years. I write 
these particulars anent the family and the 
house in order to be better understood as I pro
ceed, Now four of our family took part, all un
conscious that we were forming conditions for 
materialization. The house was one-story, 
ajid two rooms—bedroom and room we lived 
in; three doors, a front and back door to the 
room we lived in, and close to the end of the 
house( opposite the bedroom; a window in the 
middle between the doors. This window 
looked directly across to a neighbor's house, 
where mother had gone with the baby. Now 
for the position of the medium, and then the 
circle. Ah, mel when I think back and see 
how we were building better than we knew, I 
know that spirit-force prompted our actions.

It was in summer, and twilight in the even
ing, Cornelia, 12 years old, sat in the corner 
of the old fireplace, hands folded in her lap; 
head bowed slightly, and seemed to be look
ing pensively in the ashes before her, and, 
finally, to all appearance slept

Now Ruth (8 years old) cried out: “Now 
let’s run and play Cornele’s asleep. Giv^me 
your hand, Nel, (Nelson, 6 years told), n^rTd 
you take Bet’s hand and come-'ialter jwp.” 
(Betsy, the least, was 4 years old.) i Qipw 
come, let’s all sing and run. ” i 7. .

I did as she said, for she was older ;i|iau I. 
So around the bedroom end of thfr-boijae. we 
went, and in at the front-door, out bt the 
back-door, around and around we went, sing
ing, yelling, laughing, and making as much 
noise as so many young savages.

Thus we formed our circle, and Cornelia 
still slept. At length, on the doorstep, Ruth 
let go my hand, and bounded half-way across 
the room to the window. Here she halted sud
denly, and as I let go Betsy’s hand and en
tered the door, she raised hers in token of 
silence, whispering hoarsely as she pointed to 
the open bedroom door: “Oh, Nel! there 
stands'papa, rightinthebedroom door!”

Cornelia still slept. .
Like a flash Ruth whirled, and, throwing 

up the sash of the window, screamed for 
mother.- (Oh, .my .poor, deluded, creed- 
cursed mother! Doubtless, for many years ere 
this, you have known well enough what your 
thoughtless children were about in your ab
sence. ) Ruth’s fright unnerved me, and I clung 
to her for support. I had given one glance, 
however, just in ' time to catch the last, linger
ing outlines of his well-remembered white, 
bell-crowned hat, vanishing in a column of 
white mist.

Mother soon gave us to understand that all 
danger was over, and that we had nothing to 
fear now, except a sound whipping for dis
turbing the whole neighborhood in her ab
sence. “Now,” she cried, putting the baby 
down (that toddled at once into the bedroom), 
“just see that brave little Sally. She isn't 
afraid of nothing.” Then, turning to 
Cornelia (still seated, but awake), she de
manded what she saw, “for if‘ Ruth,” quoth 
she, “saw her father, who has been dead 
and buried mor'n a year, and Nelson saw his 
hat, that has been sold and worn out long ago, 
you, being the oldest of the children here, must 
surely have seen somebody or something in 
the bedroom door. ” .„

Cornelia said she had seen nothing, and 
had given little or no attention to the chil
dren's racket Ruth and I cried out in uni
son: “Cornele’s been asleep!” Corneliadidn’t 
think she had. '

“That will do,” said mother, “for now I 
know that you both have lied, for Cornelia 
has never slept, to my knowledge, in the day
time since she was the age of Sally. ” '

Now, with all this profound reasoning, and 
unanswerable argument, and to escape moth
er's dreaded switch, we both decided that a 
downright lie (in our case) “was the best 
policy. ” So we both acknowledged to mother 
that we were “only iu fun,” and “wouldnever 
do so again. ” And thus ended one of the 
most perfect materializations thUt could occur 
and be so soon annihilated by falsehood, 
ignorance, superstition and bigotry.

For many years I have been minded to 
write up this positively truthful account of 
what I saw more than sixty years ago, and 
remember as well as though it happened yes
terday. If you think it worthy of space in 
The Progressive Thinker, print it

National Home, Wis. Nelson Hunt.

The National Spiritual Library.
The secretary of the National Association 

at Washington, D, C., writes us that many 
valuable works and pamphlets have been 
donated to the National Library. Besides 
those Heretofore mentioned, a complete set of 
Swedenborg’s valuable works have been re
ceived, and, with others, from W. J.. Cushing, 
Esq., of Brooklyn, N. Y., a small yet import
ant publication printed in the year 1814 (eighty 
years ago), by Malcolm McLeod, D. D., 
entitled “McLeod’s History of Witches,!etc., 
to the Majesty of Darkness Discovered iq a 
Series of Tremendous Tales, Mysterious, In
teresting and Entertaining, of Apparitions, 
Witcnes. Augurs, Magicians, Dreams, Visions 
and Revelations, in Confirmation of a Future 
Life, and the Superintendency of a Divine 
Providence by the Agency of Spirits and 
Angels.” It is a remarkable book, by an 
eminent divine in that day,. and is confirma
tory complete of the return of spirits, and com
munication with mortals. It was printed in 
Albany, N, Y., in 1814, byH. C. Southwick. 
“Giles Scroggins’Ghost,” is an afterpiece of 
poetry, humorous in the extreme. It may be 
republished, as many requests to this end 
lave been made.
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THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and'Modern [Spirits 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast," “Which," “Letters to Eldet 

Miles Grant,” “Both Sides,” “That Terrible
Question,” “Wolf In Sheep’s 

Clothing,” Etc., Etc,

This book Is what its title indicates—“The Question 
Settled, uu Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern SplH Ham.” We give below only a partl/J 
list of the contents of each chapter:

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to the 
Wants of Humanity .—No argument so good us that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Mon. 
Religions uud Sciences have failed to demoustrato an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought la 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with th® 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers iu Duubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of his J mtnorlallty. Dying Minister in Despair» 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemed 
and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of 
Calumny., Persecution purines. Wimt Good has Spw* 
itU3i!>m done. Opponents unfair. Immorality In th® 
Chorches. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Teth 
tlrnony of Jeremiah.

Chapter 111—Bible Doctrlne.of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Terinfl 
“Man” und “Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. Au Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Mauoah's wife; is introduced to Mauoah. 
Wrltlug on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium, 
Gabriel bo.h a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Splrltualtem.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions, Mau has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Mau. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer «R. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf M«», 
Illustration. Mau Double. Two Fathers. Two Source® 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictor» 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subject! 
Important. “Ye must bo boru again." Nicodemus* 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author’s Objection, 
Jesus’Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of th® 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bibla 
against It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion ¿f the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections auswered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eut Christ’s Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are We Infidels?—Raptd’Growth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors in 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All bo« 
Heve Parts, and no one believes All. of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Be
lievers aro. The true Test. Works. The Commlsalon, 
End of the World not yet. Jewish and Christian age. 
Preaching, Bapllsm, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
in the Church?

CnAi*TER VII—Arc Wo Deluded?. -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Butteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story." Rosultof the 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? Is it just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves Goi 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. TboLord coming. 
Reasoning la a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will, not “down." “Old 
Splitfoot."

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objection! 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objeo- 
Lions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined tu apply to th® 
Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. Thu Law good in 
Its Place, and for its Time. Men inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
not an Infinite God. llu incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.
Researches in Oriental History.

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.'
One Fol. 12mor 407 Pages, Cloth, $2.50«

GENERAL DIVISION.
RESEARCHES TN JEWTSH HISTORY.

2, RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OP CHRLSTIA NITY. i
4, WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?) 
The whole comprises an earnest but frnitlcss search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume tile Jews are clearly Fhown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea is traced to the Bae- 
trlan Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its history ip 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until it la 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
of tbe Christian era. * i

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen-I 
tral hero are mythical; that tbe whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but. survivals of so-called paganism. Itshows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facts ar® 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority, and no per
son can read it without lastruction and,profit, whether 
be reaches the same conclusions with the author on 
otherwise. For talc at tblsiolfice.

The Coming American Civil War. 
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES 
JL Huntington, ts written iu tbe iptorest of hu

manity, of liberty, and or patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on .overy side, and more espe
cially to the hostile attitude and the insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe-* 
the Catholics. Washingtons words of warning 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of GcneriS 
Grant are all included tn the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: "The 
church tolerates heretics where sho is obliged toda 
so, but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know how she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she ha! tbe power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming tbe Holy Ghost and tbo princes of 
tbe church for what they bare thought fit to do.” 
Every one should read this work. Paper, pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at} 
this office.

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown, 

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction bj
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be In the hands of every one Intel* 
ested In Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
2. The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8. Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4. Remark« 
able Tests. Chapters, His Work as a Healer. Chap* 
ter 6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Vttft to the BpMfr 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commw 
nlcate: How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9. Miscek' 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience. 
Chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pove 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Prdphctlc Visions. Chapter 13, The First Break in 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chapte’ 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, price 
.oanta._____  _ __<•

THED1AKKA.
“THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
JL ly Victim., by tbe Seer, A. J. Davin, Is a very In. ' 

terestlug and suggestive work. It Is nn explanation nt '• 
much that Is false and-repulsive in Spiritualism, cm: 
bodying a most Important recent Interview with Jame. 
Victor Wilson, a resldl-ht of the Susmt-r-Land Trlrr ' 
yFort*!"riii-t n .. •
i'THE PRIES?;, THE WOJifdN AND ! 
A the Confessional. .By Ser. Chas. Chtnlau». : 

Every one should read It; Price, 1JM- -*“*■

nnnii r
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THE REFORMER.
ft' He Investigates for Himself.

in

York

young

point blank to 
sermon to be 
relatives were 
ickner there 

wn, and they

Mr. Stead Takes His Place with 
the Gang and Shovels Snow 

for Bread and Board.

A Mournful Lament.
The following from the New 

Evangelist, tells its own sad tale:
“Among all the earnest-minded

By the National Spiritual Associa- 
tlon, Washington, D. C.

Valuable Pamphlets.
When the question was agitated

MR. TOI LAI HAS A- POOR OPINION OF 
MISSIONARIES—CHRISTIANS WERE 
YESTERDAY BARBARIANS-INEFFEOT- 
UAL LABOR OF THE MISSIONARIES AT 
AN ENORMOUS COST.

The most frequent crime in California 
is burglary. •: ■

Drunkenness is the most common of
fense in Russia. . .

The Spirit Artist.
A. Cabbell,’’thh'siiirli artist, has left 

this city fbf;b'aklarid;M9aI. He leaves a 
host of warin friends arid admirers.

Take Notice.
HF. At'expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

ihe paper 1b alBcoptlnued, < No Dills wUl be Bene for ex
tra numbered ‘

137“ If ’you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ub, and errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

tST W|iepe.yer you desire tbe address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of cbe place to which 
U Is then sent, or the.change cannot be made.
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THE PBUGKESS1VE THINKER

FutllBhea every Batnraay at No. 40 Loom!« Street

J. R. Francis, Editor and Publisher.
Entered <iC Chicago Poilofflce acSdclau matter

Terms of Subscription.
, Tne Psogbisbitx Tn jwm will be iurntubed until 
further .notice, at the follbwlng terms, invariably In 
•MittDvv* ’ - '
6no Jt6&r •» •> _ — •. » « M Bl 00
Clubs at ten (a copy to the one getting ud

the club) — - - _ w w B7 so
blrteen weekh - - -
Ingle copy ~ — *• » — — — Octi

, ’ SEHXTTANOZS.
Bejnlt by PoBtofflce Money Order, Regtalered Letter, 

or draft on Chicago ©r Nev? York. It costa from 10 
to 15 cents to get drafts cashed on local banks, so don’t 
send them unless you wish that amount deductedfrom 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J.R. Francis' 
NQjJO Xx>omlB St., Chicago, Ill._______ .

□LUBSI IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there are thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-five cents for The pROGHKbsiYK Thinker 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those wfaaTecelve 
b sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from 11 to < 10, or even 
more than the latter sum. A large number of little 
.amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
(he field of our labor uno usefulness Yhe same sug- 
restion will apply in all cases of renewal of subscrlp 
tions—solicit others to aid in the good work. You wifi 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing Splrltu- 
BlisU' to. subscribe for The Pkqghesbivb ThinekE, 
for not onp of them can afford to be without the value* 
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

A. Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
• Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we / an 

<ive you for 25 cents? Just pause and think fora no
> /rent what an intellectual feast that small investment 

•rill furnish you. The Subscription price of The Pbo- 
SEssivE Thinker thirteen,weeks Is only twenty-live 

/bnts! For that ambuntyou obtain one hundred and 
<our pagqs.of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
^nlnd-refreehing reading matter, equivalent to a medl- 
pm-sized book t
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Traill Will Be the Victor.
' The great 'effort throughout all the 
.earlier ages of the world was to ac
count for the origin of evil. It was 
reasoned that God' was good; then why 
did he permit sin'to exist and destroy 
the workmanship of his own hands? 
The more the subject was considered 
the*greator' seemed the' problem. The 
Hebrew prophets, believing in the om
nipotence of .the Creator, put into his 
mouth the declaration: “I create evil;” 
“Shall there'be evil in a city and the 
Lord hath pot done it?" Not satisfied 
Tlth their own answer, they invented a 
devil, after tfce manner of the Zorias- 
trianp, and made, him responsible for 
Jian’s wickedness.,

All the greaf religions were built on 
be idea > of ¡antagonistic elements in 

mature, each lyprrhjg on the other, and 
(or many centuries such teachings domi
nated civilization. ‘

As knowledge spread beyond the 
trlasts, and was diffused among the 
people, the latter began to interrogate 
taiure oh ‘ the subject. They found the 
(forld subordinate to fixed and change
less law; that there were no hostile 
lemons battling' With each other, each 
jtrugglinig' for the ascendancy. They 
liscoVered thai this law was uniform in 
its action; ■ that it neither loves nor 
nates; that it neither rewards nor pun
ishes;, that, it has no heaven for thegood, 
nor holl for the bad; that the good man, 
standing in the lightning’s path, or 
in the way of ¡the fall trig beam, is as liar 
ble to injury as the most hardened sin
ner; that the -surging ocean closes as 
readily ovqr f>ho smiling babe as over 
the blqqdy-han.ded pirate.

Creeds built on ,the theories of old
time priests, and perpetuated by modern 
ones, are crumbling; the whole fabric of 
Superstition is tottering on its base, and 
must fall into ruins, as have those of 
-earlier times.. Assembled throngs 
Of people shouted, .“Great is Diana!” 
''Great is Bacchus,’.’ “Omnipotent is 
Jupiter.” Ancient ears were delighted; 
}ut the worshiped and the worshipers 
%re alike silenced in death, as will be 
the case yrith their successors. Truth is 
king, and Truth is eternal, and Truth in 
the end ,wiii .be victor, for Truth 
is the offspring of fixed and changeless 
Law. ■ . ______

The Futility of Prayer.
He is A lazy thgrate who asks another 

to do that which he Should perform with 
his own’hands. Fven a God should be 
exempt from constant teasing for per
sonal favorfe.' And praises, telling 
him how gqpd and great he is, smacks 
of the adulation- of, the courtier to his 
king, or the savage magnifying the pow
ers of his idol, hbping to gain favors by 
flattery. ' The wise man who grasps the 
^nighty problems of nature, and is awed 
witk wonder as he witnesses the magnif
icent display of infinite power, will not 
cringe like a whipped Cur in its presence, 
but, gazing aloft and around him, de
clare, “I; tod, am a product of that 
same unfathomable Energy, which called 
¿he imperishable whole into being, and 
'it has no need df my prayers or praises.”

Pious Quackery. -
The Methodist Ministers’ Association 
Milwaukee had an interesting dis? 

ussion before it. lately, which indicates 
¿uackery is not limited to the medical 
arofession. Revi W, J. Potter precip
itated matters by reading a paper on 
“Sunday Evening Service,” which for 
novelty has not precedence outside of 
Mormondom. He.proposed to introduce 
attractions to draw; people to church. 
He did not care if It was sensational, so 
long as it induced sinners to attend 
church. He thought-firass bands and ad
vertising were - good things for religious 
'leetingB. ...

As substitutes for grab-bags, lotteries, 
-issing bees and so forth we commend 
¿he proposition. 1 Brigham young, en
listee! the popular,airs into his synagogue 
worship, declaring he was not willing to 
<et the devil have all the good music.

.Orthodox Impudence.
Suppose Spiritualists or Agnostics 

were to inaugurate a house-to-house 
visit all over the country, and in the 
cities, for propaganda purposes, would 
not the general acclaim be, “Unparalled 
impudence?” What business have they 
to enter the sacred precincts of home, 
and attempt to proselyte its inmates to 
their faith, who have formed religious 
views after earnest thought, and who 
are entitled to the enjoyment of that 
thought as fully as have the intruders 
to enjoy theirs? Would not such action 
be an insult to the intelligence of the 
age, deserving severest censure? Would 
it bp improper to tell such emissaries of 
dogmas, “When your services are re
quired you will be invited to visit us; 
until then foster, your delusions in your 
own breast?”

We think no self-respecting member of 
liberal thought, however humble, will 
be guilty of such gross impropriety; but 
the Evangelical Alliance, a combination 
of pastors and representatives of Ortho
dox churches,have directed such a system 
of intermeddling by allied societies, and 
the machinery is being set in motion in 
many places to carry the scheme into 
execution. With growing knowledge 
the preachers see the inclination is to 
desert the church; and as their salaries 
are proportioned to the number of com
municants under their charge, so they 
labor with persistent zeal to make more 
numerous the contributors to the 
church fund.

■Please don’t kick these intermeddlers 
frdin youto door; for that is just what 
tKej/ woiild'do were Spiritualists to copy 
thqjpjjpxample. But it would.not be im- 
PfftBpi’ito teach them that a demon god, 
whotortuves his children with eternal 
wrath,‘ has no abiding place in your fam
ily; that ¿evils, even imaginary ones, 
have retired with Elisha’s bears; that 
your God does not buy praises or ap
plause, otherwise puffs, with promise of 
a celestial heaven, nor frighten sinners 
to love him with threats of purgatorial 
fires. • .

this city last summer for closing the 
Exposition on Sunday, a Boston lady 
sojourning here, who had read “The 
Sunday Question,” by Dr. Brown, and 
who knew its worth, called at this office 
and bought a goodly number of copies, 
which she plaoed in the hands of the 
Fair officials, giving them to all who, 
had to do with the settlement of that 
question. She felt it was a very ef
fective instrumentality in reaching the 
final result. The Progressive 
Thinker has just received a fresh lot of 
the forty-four page pamphlet, and will 
take pleasure in mailing copies to all its 
readers at fifteen cents each. Its read
ing is really enjoyable. Why not add 
another fifteen cents and get the Doc
tor’s “Teachings of,-Jesus,” a very ultra 
work, of the same size as the former 
pamphlet? , , _ _________

Glad He Was Mistaken.
Mr. Hull was mistaken in his state

ment that not one of the hundred thou
sand pulpits in the land would issue, as 
a Christmas sermon, such facts as he set 
forth in his article published in these 
columns. The pulpits in Rock Rapids, 
Iowa, and Luverne, Minn., occupied by 
Rev. M. W. Chunn, treated this subject 
even more radically than did Mr. Hull. 
He showed that the New Testament 
Christ and the sun are identical; and 
denies that there was such a man as the 
New Testament Jesus who performed 
such wonderful miracles, casting out 
devils, converting- water into wine, rais
ing the dead, walking on water, and 
finally going bodily to heaven. His dis
course would be a fitting companion to 
Mr. Hull’s.

men who are at this, moment leading in 
thought and action in America, we ven
ture to say that four-fliths are skeptical 
oi the great historical facts of Christian
ity. What is held as Christian doctrine 
by the churches claims none of their 
consideration; and there is among 
them a general distrust of the clergy, 
as a class, after an utter disgust with 
the very aspect of modern Christianity 
and of church worship. This skepti
cism is not flippant; little is said about 
it. It is not a peculiarity alone of radi
cals and fanatics. Most of them are 
men of calm and even balance of mind, 
and belong to no class of ultraists. It is 
not worldly and selfish. Nay, the 
doubters lead in the bravest and most 
self-denying enterprises of the day.”

Reader, don’t weep. When the church 
mourns there is hope for humanity.

Still Harping.
The religious bigots are not idle. Now 

they desire to close on Sunday the Mid
winter Exposition at San .Francisco, 
which is to be opened on the 15th Inst., 
delayed because of the unfinished condi
tion of the structures. California has no 
Sunday laws, and it is not probable the 
Fair’Commissioners will enact one for the 
Exposition,, to accommodate a set of 
crazy fanatics whose religion consists in 
worshiping a day, instead of uplifting 
their fellowmen. Eccleslasticism got a 
black eye on the Sunday question at 
Chicago. It will get another in the Pa
cific city.

Allowed to Return.
The Jesuits who were expelled from 

Germany >in 1870, through the action of 
Bismarck, by ,the late action of the 
Reichstag are permitted to return. 
Now assassinations and revolutions will 
be in order again.' Religious toleration 
is always to oe commended; but the 
Jesuits are conspirators, ever laboring 
to destroy free governments which stand 
in the way of their ambition. Univer
sal empire for the Pope is the central 
object of all their efforts, The A. P. A. 
was not organized any too soon to thwart 
their purposes in the United States.

An Educated Chinaman's Opinion 
of the Christian ¿Religion.

We learn from the Vancouver (B. C.) 
correspondent of the Toronto Mail, that 
Mr. Toi Lai, a highly educated Chinese 
gentleman, a passenger of the Empress 
of India, has just arrived in that port. 
The correspondent obtained an inter
view with him, on “What Chinamen 
think of mi88ionarie8!’! deeming such an 
interview would be of general'interest 
everywhere, as Christians seldom get an 
opportunity to' see themselves as others 
see them. .

“Inorder,” said he, “to thoroughly 
appreciate the question of missionaries 
and missionary work, as viewed from 
the Chinese standpoint, onemustbe able 
to take in the 'vast differences which 
exist between the Oriental and Occiden
tal methods of reasoning and application. 
A certain English statesman, whose 
name I have forgotten, having been 
twitted of his Jewish origin by his po
litical opponent, is accredited with the 
retort: ‘Sir,- my ancestors were a civil
ized people, living in houses and wear
ing clothing, while yours were yet na
ked savages, running howling through 
the woods.’ I know of no expression 
which more truthfully conveys the aver
age Chinaman’s opinion of the Christian 
missionary and his work than this. 
Realizing that he is the inheritor of 
scores of centuries of civilizing influ
ences, of education and refinement, he 
usually greets with mild amusement the 
advent of these apostles of a race, the 
fathers, of which were but yesterday bar
barians; a race which, while we were 
at the zenith of our national evolution, 
had not yet, if your own scientific men 
may be credited, succeeded in obliterat
ing the last remaining traces of their 
simian progenitors by an oyer-indulg- 
erice in sedentary habits. , .

“Placing yourself fora momentin his, 
the Chinese point of view, you can bet
ter understand the comparatively inef
fectual labor which must necessarily be 
exerted by the missionary. His first 
stroke is at the root of all the China
man holds most high and sacred. For 
countless years we nave been taught to 
venerate the spirits of the departed an
cestors, with a fervor but little short, of 
that which is given to the Deity him
self. We are taught that every viola
tion of justice and right offends not only 
the ruling power of the universe, but 
grieves and vexes in the deepest manner 
the spirits of those whom on earth we 
had most venerated. Thus into his re
ligion there is instilled a tender person
ality, the confidence and love which a 
trusting child feels for a beloved parent. 
To such an one comes the Christian mis
sionary, avowing that these teachings 
are not only erroneous, but that their 
following can lead only to an everlasting 
destruction. However, his teachings 
may appeal to a mind educated along 
his particular lines, to the Chinaman 
the missionaries’ religion appears to re
duce itself to this: A man may do as he 
pleases so long as he is willing to believe, 
at or near the end; there can be found 
another able and willing to bear the 
burden of his misdeeds, and a belief in 
whom furnishes exemption from all fu
ture penalties. To this illogical deduc
tion ne gives, perhaps, the same degree 
of credence which would be accorded by 
your average Canadian, should some up- 
educated Indian take his stand in the 
streets of Toronto and proclaim that by 
his savage ghost-dances alone could 
man obtain salvation. .

“No further proof that you have not 
yet completely emerged from a state of 
semi-barbarism is needed than a copy of 
the average American daily paper. No 
nation thoroughly civilized should re
quire to be furnished with such items 
as are constantly to be found there.

“Why do Chinamen take advantage 
of opportunities afforded them by mis
sion schools is a question the solution of 
which is not difficult to arrive at. Cen
turies of .overcrowded population have 
taught the Chinaman to leave unused 
no opportunity for personal advantage. 
Realizing, then, as he does, the com
mercial value of a knowledge of the 
English language, its people and its 
ways, what wonder is it he seizes with 
avidity any opportunity to become pos
sessed of such knowledge: and more 
particularly when unattended by any 
personal expense?

“That a genuine conversion to the 
theory of 'Christianity arises from such 
efforts on his part, other than very, few 
isolated instances, I certainly doubt. 
Reduced to a commercial basis, I think 
it is not putting it too strongly to state 
that every Chinese convert toChristian- 
ity represents to the missionary societies 
an expenditure of a round million dol
lars in hard cash.” 

' Take Notice.
Our paper is not large enough to pub

lish all the meritorous articles that we- 
receive. If YOUR article does not ap
pear, you must ascribe it to that cause, 
and not to our lack of interest in your 
behalf. We are glad to receive con
tributions from any one. AJJ are read, 
and the thoughts presented are carefully 
considered. '

The Lyceum Guide.
Through unforeseen causes, the publi

cation of the Lyceum Guide, that excel
lent work by Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle, 
¡was unavoidably delayed by those who 
had the work in charge. It will be 
ready to mail sometime next week. 
Send in your orders. Sent to any ad
dress for 50 cents. . ..

Dublin, with a population of 350,000, 
has 1,1448police. ‘

The cost of prison subsistence in Col
orado is 11 cents a day. . • : ■

Maryland has -874 .conyicts, of whom 
497 are'unmarried. ' ■

Mayor Harrison (Joni mímica tes.
Apropos of the trial and conviction of 

Prendergast for the murder of Mayor 
Harrison, we are credibly informed that 
immediately after his removal Mr, Har
rison controlled a medium of excellent 
repute in this city, desiring to be rec
ognized. It so happqped that on one of 
these occasions a citizen of undoubted 
veracity was present, whom the ex- 
niayor greeted with his characteristic 
heartiness, saying: “I am glad to meet 
yon. You see I have lost none of my 
energy. I never lost my grip for a mo
ment.” ■

The citizen replied: “Well, we were 
all very sorry about 'the cruel way you 
were taken off.”

He replied: “Well, I am not sorry, 
all I am sorry, for is my slayer; other
wise, it is all right. I was removed for 
a purpose; that is, that I might be out 
of the way of what is to come.

“Iwas not aware that the Democratic 
party was as corrupt as it is, but I could 
do no better than I did, and I see things 
clearer now, and I am working for those 
I have left behind.”

The citizen asked him if he thought 
there would be a change > in municipal 
government.

He said he hoped’ bo, and he would 
work for it; “but,” he said, “you know 
large bodies move slowlv, and it takes a 
long time to accomplish anything, and 
you cannot expect much improvement 
for some time; out I am as much inter
ested in the welfare of Chicago as I ever 
was, and shall do all I can to help to set 
things right.”

Mr. Harrison was asked how he liked 
it “over there.” . ,

“Oh,” he said, “it is glorious."
It is proper to observe that, according 

to the spiritual philosophy and experi
ence, one taken off in perfect health, as 
Mayor Harrison was, and being 
cultured, do not lose their grip to a very 
great extent, where one equally cult
ured, but going over after long sickness, 
which affects to some extent the spirit, 
may feel the effects of sickness, and re
main in a weak, unconscious or semi
conscious condition, for an- indefinite
length of time.

This makes the message from the ex
Mayor the more plausible, and the fact 
that he came to a medium who could 
respond to his wishes, and watched for 
the opportunity of thé presence of a cit
izen whom he knew could appreciate 
the situation, is still stronger proof. In 
deference to his wishes we give this to 
the public.

Faith In A Dream Wins A Dia
mond.

According to a city exchange, the 
verification of a dream by the aid of a 
•$5 investment recently brought a return 
of $750 to F. D. Hills, well known among 
the furniture industries. Some time 
ago, C. H. Brockaway, a furniture 
dealer of New York city, failed in busi
ness. Among his personal effects was a 
diamond pin with a diamond pendant, 
for which the ■ gentleman Ijad paid 
$1,500. Being desirous of realizing upon 
the property, it was sent by Mr. Brock* 
away to a friend In Chicago, with in
structions to dispose of it in some man
ner. The friend decided to raffle the 
pin, aad ultimately sold 200 tickets at $5 
apiece among his acquaintances. Ten 
tickets were sent to C. W. Black, of 
Grand* Rapids, Mich., and it was there 
that Mr. Hills first heard of the chances 
on winning the diamond. A number of 
prominent furniture men were as
sembled in that city one evening. It 
was proposed that each should con
tribute $1 to a fund, after which they 
would shake dice, the winner to take 
the ticket and the $5 with which to pay 
for it. Mr. Hills won, and subsequently 
returned to Chicago.

That night he had a dream that No. 
57 was the ticket that would win the 
diamond. So firmly had the dream im
planted itself in his mind that the next 
morning he endeavored to buy ticket 
No. 57. The ticket had already been 
sold, and on looking up its purchaser it 
was found that it was among those for 
whioh the gentlemen in Grand Rapids 
had shaken dice. Mr. Hills managed to 
obtain " No. 57, and talked enthusiastic
ally about his chances of winning to his 
friends. One of them, Charles Cling- 
man, of Grand Rapids, was so convinced 
that the dream would be realized that 
he bought a one-half interest in Mr. 
Hill’s ticket, paying $50 for it. The 
drawing came off a day or so ago. Num-; 
bers up to 200 were placed on gunwads 
and put into a hat; an equal number, 
with the exception of one, bearing the 
words “diamond pin,” were put in an
other hat;. Two men were then blind
folded, and they drew the strips of paste
board from the hats. Over 130 numbers 
"were drawn before No.. 57 was called^ 
out. With the number came the big 
diamond. .

A Remarkable Offer.
“The Witch of thé Niuéteéntlî Cen

tury” was a highly interesting story, 
running through eight numbers of The 
Progressive Thinker. .That story 
and the Christmas number of The Pro
gressive Thinker will be sent free to 
all new trial or yearly subscribers. Trial 
subscriber, thirteen weeks, 25 cents; one 
year $100. The Christmas number was 
worth, itself, one dollar to ever^ reflect
ive mind. Call - your neighbor's atten
tion to the paper, and get him to sub
scribe.

Theories can be surmised and pre
sented in so plausible a manner as to 
carry conviction with them and thrive; 
they may revolutionize the old ideas 
that, in the past, took their turn at the 
wheel of life’s progress; but one cold, 
hard fact will produce a deeper and 
more lasting impression upon the great 
mass of moving, thinking, feeling hu
man beings than all the theories• that 
have ever been sprung upon the world. 
People have been theoried into blind
ness, and ignorance, and subserviency, 
by the wily schemers, both political and 
religious, all along the line of evolution 
and progress of the past, and now, in 
this day of rags and hunger, in this day 
of financial bankruptcy and starvation, 
their eyes are beginning to'Open, their 
minds are becoming free and the broad 
sunlight of a brighter day is flashing 
above the horizon. The sentiency in 
man is rising above his barbaric pâture 
and pointing out the road to a better
ment of the conditions of earth-life. To 
know how our brothers livé and get on 
in this world we must mingle with them; 
to kbow their true condition, their 
wants, and how to supply them, and 
to feel as they do we must put ourselves 
in their places. How can we sympathize 
with those in distress and not compre
hend their condition? There was a 
time when brute force predominated in 
man, when there seemed naught of the 
spiritual in him; he knew only enough 
to eat what he had and hunt for more; 
to build himself a shelter and therein 
repose, and to master all others around 
him. He had a language—bo had the 
lowest brute; he had ambition—so had 
the lion and tiger; he had mimicry—bo 
had the monkey; but he had not the re
motest idea of sympathy for others with 
whom he had to associate. Today there 
are marks of intellectual and spiritual 
advancement and unfoldment in man, 
in that he is able ‘ to comprehend the 
tune condition of his neighbor. But it 
is only by laying aside self, throwing off 
the barriers of personal ambition and 
selfishness, and putting ourselves in the 
shoes, the pants, the coat, aye, even the 
undergarment of those around us, stand
ing where they have stood, sweating 
as they have sweat, and eating and 
sleeping among them, that their true 
condition can be known, and until com
prehended no plausible remedy can be 
expected to obtain. This is the way to 
obtain the cold hard facts in place of 
the many profound (?) theories.'

Mr. Stead, the great reformer and 
editor of the Review of Reviews, of Lon
don, believes in this .mode 'of ascertain 
ing and correcting the many errors of 
the social system of our country, as will 
be seen by the perusal of the following 
letter to F. W. Harvey;

Regarding the question: “How does 
it feel to do a three-hour turn on the 
street for supper, bed and breakfast,’’ 
he could not give Intelligent and satis
factory answer until he had “joined the 
gang,” and this he did recently in dis
guise in Chicago.

MR. STEAD’S LETTER IN THE INTER
OCEAN, DEO. 31.

Dear Mr. Hatvey: I have just re
turned from, doing three hours on the 
streets ah one of the unemployed. 
Possibly my experience may suggest 
one or two things to your committee, bo 
I lose no time in sending you my sug
gestions, ■

The gang, of'which I was the 150th 
started from Randolph street at 1:15, 

•P. M. In order-to get started I had to 
form into line at a quarter to 1. I was, 
of course, dressed as aman out of work, 
and my thin, ragged coat, made me feel 
the half hour of waiting pretty severely. 
I had a shovel, the gang had one 
foreman and four assistants. Our desti
nation was on Wells street, from the 
bridge upward. I enjoyed the shovel
ing very much, but was repeatedly ad
monished not to work so hard. “Just 
keep moving.” I was told “you're not 
working for wages.” This was from one 
of the assistant foremen. The men 
themselves repeated the injunction: 
“You’d think you were working for a 
quarter an hour,” they said, “take it 
easy.” I was cold and I liked the shov
eling. It is just as agreeable as digging 
in your garden. There was certainly 
no disposition to drive the men; rather 
the. reversed

We started to work. about half past 1. 
At ten minutes to 3 we were marched 
back again ¡p the depot on Randolph 
street. .

Here the most trying part of thé ex
perience occurred. I was perspiring 
freely, having worked bard. I had no 
overcoat, only a thin, dilapidated coat 
and ragged trousers. The sun was set
ting, the wind was very cold. But we 
had to stand in line motionless for nearly 
half an hour before we could give up our 
tools to get the tickets punched for bed 
and supper. After that we had to form 
into line again to wait in the cold, I was

।---------—!—:-----------------------;i " ’ ■ '
| told, for another three-quarters of an 
hour before supper could be served.

To me this delay was much worse to 
bear than the labor on the streets; and 
I hope, if possible, there may be more 
dispatch, or if that be impossible, that 
the men may have a warm place to wait 
in. Otherwise many will get their 
death of cold, especially the willing 
workers who are in a reek of perspi
ration. ,

A FEW SUGGESTIONS.
There are only two other suggestions 

Which I could venture to make. The 
first is that every gang should have at 
least one pickax served out for the re
moval of the frozen snow. The men 
have only brushes, which, of course, are 
useless ag'ainst ice, hoes whieh are not 
strong enough for caked mu<jl and snow, 
and shovels. I was trying to get the 
ice up with my shovel, and was told by 
the foreman to quit hurting that scoop 
and let the ice alone. The result was 
that we had to leave parts of the roads 
in a very slovenly, unfinished fashion, 
which did us no credit, but for which 
we really were not to blame.

Secondly, it would also be well if 
there could be one wheel-barrow at
tached to the gang. For this reason, 
the mud when scraped up is piled in a 
heap by the side of the street. The 
wagons and the teams drive over these 
heaps and the men see their work half 
undone almost as soon as it is done. This 
discourages them and wastes labor. 
Whereas if each squad had a wheel
barrow one great heap could be made in 
the center of the block too big for the 
teams to drive through.

I just jot down these suggestions in the 
hope that they may commend them
selves to your judgment.

In every other respect your arrange
ments seem to be working admirably.

I have not yet taken my supper nor 
have I slept in your lodging-houses. 
When I do I shall write again.

It will be seen by the above letter 
that Mr. Stead carried zout his idea to 
the letter by dressing himself in ragged 
garments, and being thinly clad in 
order to feel as others felt, and get into 
that psychometric condition more per
fectly and make no mistake. Our “big 
dailies” are inclined to ridicule him as 
foolishly eccentric; but they only fear 
that he will know too much of their own 
lack of sympathy, and unearth some 
secret rottenness. His modes and mo
tives are commendable. There should 
be more Steads.

Barred Them Out.
A few days ago an old gentleman by 

the name of Wood died at Bronson, 
Mich. His relatives were Baptists, and 
they naturally looked upon the Baptist 
Church as the proper place for the 
funeral. They asked that a spiritual
istic medium be allowed to deliver the 
address.

Thé pastor, who has been attacked 
vigorously, based his refusal on the fact 
he had no authority in the matter; the 
trustees of the church should decide. 
As for himself, he was opposed to any 
but orthodox ministers appearing in his 
pulpitj and he quoted scripture to estab
lish his point. But the relatives were 
so mad they never took the pains to con- 
suit the trustees.

Mr. Tickner re 
allow any such service 
given in his church. T 
furious. They told M 
were other churches in _
wouldn’t bother him any more. The 
funeral finally took place in the Congre
gational Church, the rites of the spirit
ualistic sect being used.

Expiring Subscriptions.
The period of expiring subscriptions 

is on us. AsTheProgressive Think
er is published on the cash plan, of 
course all names are dropped as soon as 
the time is reached to which advanced 
payments are made. We know money is 
close and hard to get. Newspaper pub
lishers fee) the pressure more keenly 
than others, because many persons un
wisely commence economy in expenses 
by cutting off mental aliment. This 
should not be. The trifling cost of The 
Progressive Thinker, but little more 
than-the blank paper on which it is 
printed, and the large amount of educa
tional matter with whioh it is laden, 
commends it to the thoughtful every
where. .

If the reader is in straitened circum
stances, and cannot afford to Invest $1 
for a year, he can certainly spare 25 
cents and extend his subscription three 
months, until business resumes its wont
ed activity. Then there will be no 
break in healthful reading, no discour
agement to the publisher, and no re
gret that invaluable matter, which 
will never be replaced, has escaped at
tention. The hope of the world rests 
with the well-read Spiritualist and Ag
nostic. • ■

Reader, let us share each other’s bur
dens-as much as we can while these 
fina'ncial embarrassments stare all in 
the’face. Only a few months more, 
when public confidence will be restored 
an^prppperlty will return in-an unex- 
ampleimanner. .

Presented to the Inter-State 
Commerce Commission

To the Hon. Wm. R. Morrison, Chair
man of the Inter-State Commerce Com
mission,-Washington, D. C.
Sib: We desire to call the attention 

of yourself and associates to certain 
njatters pertaining to ministers of dif
ferent denominations who are in re
ceipt of trip and annual passes from 
nearly all the railroads in the United 
States, while some ministers of one 
particular denomination, viz: the Spirit
ualists, are occasionally refused. The 
grounds of refusal are about as follows;

First. Certain railroads claim'that 
Spiritualism is not a religion; therefore 
its ministers are not entitled to the re
ceipt of passes such as are issued to 
ministers of other denominations. ■

Second. Refusals have also been 
made on the ground that there was no 
precedent granting to Spiritualists such 
privileges.

Third. The further claim is made 
that no minister is ever ordained by the 
Spiritualists under the law of any State 
in the Union; consequently he cannot 
be a minister.

To which we respectfully reply:
First. Spiritualism is a religion ac

cording to the act of incorporation of 
the National Spiritualists Association 
located in Washington, D. C., also ac
cording to the act of incorporation of 
the First Spiritualist Society of Wash
ington, D. C., the First Spiritualists 
Church, Louisville, Ky., First Society 
of Spiritualists of Chicago, Ill., the 
First Spiritualist Church of Pittsburgh, 
Pa., as well as many other Spiritualist 
Churches in nearly every State in the 
Union, all of which societies have thie 
power to ordain under the laws of their 
respective States competent persons to 
act as ministers of the gospel repre
sented by Spiritualism.

Second. These ordained persons are 
recognized by the laws of the several 
States as having power to solemnize 
marriages and perform other duties in
vested in ministers of all denominations.

Third. The National Convention of 
Spiritualists, in its declaration of princi
ples, embodied religion therein as the 
leading principle or tenet of faith among 
Spiritualists.

Fourth. The World’s Parliament of 
Religions accepted a paper on Spirit
ualism as a religion, which document ’ 
was especially prepared for that body, 
and the acceptance thereof by vote of 
the managers of the Parliament placed 
Spiritualism on record as a religious 
body.

The following railroads have granted 
annual permits to our speakers: The 
Monon, É. R., annual permit No. 1213; ' 
Pennsylvania R. R., permit No. 6038; 
Northern Pacific R. R., permit No. 2905; 
Wisconsin Central, permit No. 2491; 
C. M. St. P. R. R., permit No. 12,474; 
C. B. & N. R., permit No. 6194; C. & G. 
W. R. R., permit No. 4020; St. P. & D. 
R. R., permit No. 951; C. St. P. M, & O„ 
permit No. 3002; N. Y. L. E. & W. R. R., 
permit 2063; B. & O. R. R., permit No. 
10,458; S. C. & P. R. R., permit No. 247; 
C. B. & Q. R. R., permit No. 2296; W. 
& A. R. R., permit No. 114; M. & N. R. 
R., permit No. 354; C. N. O. & T. P. R. 
R. permit No. 69; C. & N. W. R. R., 
permit No. 6328; C. H. & D. R. R., per
mit No. 846; O. & C., permit No. 154; 
M. & S. L., permit No. 718: N. P. R. R., 
permit No. 1479; S. & F. K. R., permit 
No. 806; J. T. & K. W., permit 465; Q. & 
C., permit 1209. We cite these particu
lar cases from the fact that many of the 
roads named aro now refusing passes to 
our ministers in face of the fact that 
last year they granted the same to the 
very applicants whom they now refuse. 
Rev. W. H. Bach of St. Paul, Minn., 
has recently been refused these rates on 
three Western railroads, all of which 
granted him annual passes last year.

TheL. S. & M. S. R. R. affirms'its 
willingness to give “ministers rates” to 
the ministers of Spiritualism upon 
proper application therefor." We re
cognize the fact that reduced ratefr to 
ministers is a privilege bestowed by the 
Traffic Association governing the va
rious railroads throughout the country. 
We also recognize the fact that no 
minister Is ever refused such reduced 
rates on any road granting such privi
leges, excepting as minister represent
ing Spiritualism. We feel that this 
discrimination is unjust and we make 
an appeal to your Honorable Body for 
a hearing upon the facts in the case, 
that a ruling may bo given, establish
ing a precedent in all such cases.

The Chicago & Northwestern Rail
road declares that Spiritualism is not a 
religion. The C. R. I. & P. admits car
rying ministers of other denominations 
for half rates, granting annual or time 
passes to all ministers residingin States 
governed by the Western Passenger 
Traffic Association, and issues trip pass
es to all other ministers who do not 
reside in such territory, provided prop
er application is made, but discriminate 
only against Spiritualists.

We cite these several instances in 
order ’to show the status oi particular 
railroads in regard to this matter. We 
feel that such discrimination is not 
only inconsistent, but contrary to the 
principles of the Inter-State Commerce 
Law. We therefore pray your Honor
able Body for an immediate considera
tion of this our, petition, and upon the 
facts in the case, ask you to render 
your verdict as the evidence majT war
rant, and as in duty bound we shall ever 
pray. Very respectfully,

' H. D. Bakrett, 
Pres’t N. S. A.

Robert A. Dimmick, Seo’y N. S. A.

32,000! 32,000!
Our Christmas edition has just now 

reached 32,000! No other Spiritualist 
paper on this earth ever reached to 
such heights, as to quantity. This num, 
ber will be sent , to any address at the 
rate of ONE CENT per copy, when ten 
or more copies are ordered. It is worth 
at least one dollar.

There are three series of Roman 
coins, the Republican, the Family and 
the Imperal coins. The first were issued 
by the State mints; the second by fam
ilies which had purchased the right of 
making coins; the third were issued by 
the Emperors. . „

Peking has 1,300 police stations. 
.Idaho has 132 convicts, all rnalev.
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Remember, everyone, that on account of 
pur large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be inserted It 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure In publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that A few Unes explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable, A 
great deal can be said of a meeting in a dozen 
lines, giving a “general survey" of the glori
ous work being done.

The Spiritual Research Soalety, at 11 
North Ada street, this city, held a very 
successful meeting celebrating the com
ing of the New Year. The services 
were conducted by Mrs. S. C. Scovell, 
assisted by H, C. Clifton. Mrs. Metcalf 
sang, “We’d better bide a wee,” and 
another beautiful song; Mr. Harris’ 
pinging and playing was accompanied by 
distinct raps on the organ; Mrs. Hilbert 
gave some tests and messages from 
Bpirit friends, and Mrs. Emma Harth 
■also gave some remarkable tests. Miss 
Dollie Jacoby sang some songs which 
were well received. Mr. Morgan’s 
guides spoke In foreign tongues,—inter
preted by Mrs. Scovell’s guides, Mrs.- 
Combs gave some clairvoyant readings, 
and Mr. Arnold some psychometric and 
poetic readings. Mrs. Chanfrey pre
sided at the organ -and rendered inspir
ing music. The meeting closed at mid
night by the audience rising and sing
ing “America.”

Will C. Hodge remains through Jan
uary at Marshalltown, lu., and is booked 
for Rochester, Ind., for February and 
March.

H. C. Bordewich writes that the S])ir- 
itualists of Duluth,Minn., have reorgan
ized the Spiritual and Liberal Research 
Society, with the following officers: 
Mrs. Judge McGindley, president; John 
Brown, 1st vice-president'; R. C. Mitch
ell, 2d vice president; J. C. Shaefer, 
treasurer; H. C, Bordewich, secretary; 
H. E. Hanson, T. H. Story and J. P. 
Dodge, trustees. This society has ap
plied for a charter from the National 
Spiritualists’ Association. The society 
starts out anew under very favorable 
auspices, with a membership of about 
fifty, and with excellent prospects 
ahead. Speakers and mediums are re
quested to correspond with H. C. Borde
wich, box 843, Duluth, Minn.
' G. Thompson writes that a very en
joyable Christmas dinner was given at 
Spiritual Hall, Liberal, Mo., by the La
dies' Guild, in honor of/'Mrs. H. L. 
Greeley and Mrs. Dr. Whdelppk, who 
were about to depart for the FJapilic 
coast, after years of sojourn and help
ful labor. A Ijirge number of the best 
people of the city were present, and 
the exercises, including speeches, mu
sic, etc., wore participated in by Prof. 
J. Madison Allen, Mrs. M. Theresa Al
len, Mrs. McGuffin, Mrs, Belk, Mr. G. 
Thompson, Mrs. Greeley and Mrs. Dr. 
Wheelock.

M. Y. Thompson, of Arkadelphia, 
Ark., is cheered with spiritual success 
in these times of financial depression. 
For twenty years he has been patiently 
investigating, reading, sitting and wait
ing; and now the spirits are giving 
wonderful demonstrations in his own 
homo. His little son, twelve years old, 
is clairvoyant and clairaudient; and 
through his mediumship are produced

Those desiring to correspond with the 
Progressive Spiritual Society, Lakeside 
Hall, Thirty-first and Indiana avenue, 
can do so by addressing the correspond
ing secretary, C. E. Irwin, Nos. 83 and 85 
Thirty-first street, Chicago.

J. B. Jopson, 731 Thayer St., Toledo, 
O., will answer calls to fill engagements 
for seances for light materializations, 
physical manifestations, and trumpet 
speaking, within a radius of 200 miles of 
Toledo. Terms moderate.

“Addie Lee” writes from Lily Dale, 
N. Y., that about fifty families have 
permanent homes there, and it is fast 
becoming a home center for mediums, 
Spiritualists, and seekers for the light. 
The Children’s Lyceum is a’ living re
ality, having 31 pupils, besides teach
ers and officers. It was organized and is 
conducted by Mrs. Myra Paine, an in
spirational writer-ana speaker, who is 
a permanent resident. A reading-room 
has been opened in Library Hall, and a 
“social hop” is enjoyed every Saturday 
evening. Jubilee Sunday was observed 
by two very interesting servees, the 
Lyceum occupying the morning and Mr. 
Lyman C. Howe speaking in the after
noon. Mr. Howe gave a sitirring ad
dress on organization, and a society has 
been formed, awaiting their charter. 
Christmas was celebrated with a Christ
mas. tree for the children, and a rich va
riety of exercises. It is rumored that 
the Ladies’ Fair Club is to have a 
meeting soon, to arrange for ways and 
means, and plan work for the coming 
summer campaign.

C. L. Clark, of Chicago, writes: In 
opening the coming-new year, it, is in
teresting to note not only the status of 
Spiritual faith in its progress, but it 
would also be Interesting to hear from 
all the societies of the progress and 
work of the past year of this city. It 
would be well if all the heads of societies 
would send in a brief, condensed report 
of the good work done by our best work
ers in the cause, and a just tribute to 
their efforts. As a member of the North 
Side Spiritual Society, I would oiler this 
note of appreciation for the good work 
done the past year by its speaker and 
test medium, F. Corden White. Taking 
it a very small nucleus of a society, it 
has grown under his care to a large, in
telligent audience. Many other, good 
mediums have contributed to the work, 
when he was unavoidably absent. A 
notable feature of the year was their 
“Watch Meeting” on New -Year’s- Eve, 
participated in by the whole society, so 
that scarcely a corner could be found 
unfilled by improvised seats. The most 
prominent among the workers were: Mr. 
White, Mrs. M. S. Fielding, Mrs. B. 
Beach, Mrs. Hinkle, Mr. David Gilmore, 
and Mrs. Jeffrey, who will be the 
speaker and test medium for the pres
ent month. Grand and convincing tests 
were given, inspiring speeches of a high 
order, song service, solos and original 
poems.

Mrs. G. W. Kates can be addressed at 
Wissinoming, Philadelphia, Pa., during 
January, Mr and Mrs. Kates will accept 
calls to lecture and give tests in Illinois, 
Iowa and Nebraska, en route west in 
February and March. Make your own 
terms. Address G. W. Kates, Manitou, 
Col.

The First Society of Spiritualists of 
Saratoga Springs, New York, held their 
annual meeting and elected Mrs. Dr. W. 
B. Mills and Mrs. Parris trustees for 
three years. The trustees have elected 
officers for the year 1894: Dr. W. B. 
Mills, president; G. R. Burrows, vice
president; W. B. Wescott, treasurer; 
Dr. G. W. King, clerk. All communi
cations for engagements must be sent to 
Dr. W. B. Mills, box 54. Would like to 
hear from speakers who can give tests 
from the platform.

E. Stoney writes that the Spiritualists 
of Omaha, Neb., arc having a good time 
through the mediumship of Dr. H. H. 
Grabendike. His lectures are excellent 
and his answers to questions from the 
audience are remarkable, convincing 
proofs of the Spiritual philosophy.

M. H. Prince, of Philadelphia, writes
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By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

Bishop A. Beals has closed his public 
work at San Jose, Cal. He will visit 
the'Fair at San Francisco, and will then 
go to Los Angeles. He has been doing 
a most excellent work in California.

-‘ At the request of many of his friends, 
Mr. A, H. Williams; the veteran Spirit
ualict, will begin at National Hall, No. 
681 West Lake street, on Wednes
day evening at-8 o’clock, a’recital of 
his experiences in the field during the 
past' 45 years. As Mr. Williams was 
intimately associated with many of our 
prominent mediums and speakers in 
ihelr early careers and introduction to 
the public, his recital will be deeply in
teresting and highly instructive. It will 
be continued every Wednesday evening, 
until completed. There will be good 
music, and eminent mediums will give 
tests at the close of the lecture.

Dr. W. P. Phelon cpuimenced a series 
of lectures at the Lawrence Barrett 
School of Expression, 39 Washington 
ave,,Detroit, Mich., Jan. 8. The lectures 
commence at 7:30 F. M. The subjects 
are as follows: “The Creator,” “The 
Preserver,” “The Destroyer,” “Chem
ical Affinity,” “Symbology of the Build
ing of the Temple of Solomon, “The 
Bhilding nf the Soul,”. “Numbers,” 
“Human Polarity apd Vibration,” “The 
Christos,” “The Real and the Unreal,” 
“Gycles.” “The One'.” The Doctor is 
the author of “Three Sevens, “Future 
Rulers of America,” “Witch of the 
Nineteenth Century," etc. He wjll 
have something spicy and original in 
his lectures. He can be addressed for 
engagements at 619 Jackson Boulevard,- 
Chicago, Ill.

Pearl, daughter of Mrs. L. R. Mlles, 
of Georgetown, Ohio, passed to Spirit
life Dec. 4,1803, at Piqua, Ohio. Sweet 
and beautiful, she was loved by all. She 
saw spirits in hqr room, and pointed 
them out to her mother, who is com
forted with the thought that angels 
came to her, and that she was not left 
alone in her passage from earth-life to 
the brighter world beyond.

J. W. Riley, materializing medium, 
Marcellus,’ Mich., writes that he has 
been visited by 159 persons in twelve 
days. .

The Society at Jacksonville, Fla,, has 
secured the services of Prof.' <41vin 
Kelly Pearse, the phrenologist and lectur
er. Mrs. Dr. Juliet H. Severance is.now 
deJivering a course of five lectures 'anil 
the hall cannot accommodate the peo
ple who are anxious to attend. Mediums 
and lecturers going that way will find it 
to their advantage to correspond with 
either W. F. Anderson. 150 Julia street, 
or W, H. Eddy, 101 Union street.

W. B. Hall writes that there is a de
mand for a good test medium at Dell 
Rapids, Dak., especially a medium for 
materializations. . ,

G. H. Wetzel writes that they are 
having remarkable spiritual phenomena 
at Lancaster, O., where a ghost is seen 
in the bright blaze of an electrio light 
at the corner of German and High St. 
Over a year ago a policeman short a 
horse-thief on this spot, and many have 
seen his ghost there nightly for some 
time past. Mr. Wetzel wants to know 
if any of our readers have seen or heard 
of the photograph of a spirit animal or 
landscape. ■ .

F. L. H. Willis speaks for. the- Spirit
ualists of Washington, D. C„ during 
January.

F. Corden White, the excellent plat
form test medium, left this city for New 
Orleans on last Monday. He has done a 
most excellent work in Chicago.

G. C. S., of Indianapolis, writes: “Mrs. 
Carrie iTwing closed her December en
gagement for the Indianapolis Associa
tion Sunday. During her stay Mrs. 
Twing was the guest of Mrs. Barnett, of 
North West street. For the month pf 
January Mrs. Helen Stuart-Richinge 
will be the lecturer.”

W. H. Harris writes from Madison, 
Neb., that it is a place of 2,000 inhabit
ants, has six churches, one Catholic— 
and no Spiritualist society. He asks 
for a good platform test medium, lady 
or gentleman, for as long a time as they 
will stay. There is a large field fora 
good medium, and he offers to care for 
such, free, as long as they will stay.

J. C. Dryer, of Cincinnati, - Ohio, 
writes that under the direction of Spirit 
Dr. Jas. A. Bliss, arrangements were 
made to hold a watch meeting New 
Year’s eve at the parlor of Mrs. Kate 
Gill, by the members of her N. D. C. 
class. After a splendid repast spread by 
the ladies the company entered the 
seance-room at 9:30 o’clock. Mrs. Clem
ens, a noted medium from Columbus, 
Ohio, had her gold watch and chain re
moved from her dress and laid in the lap 
of one of the sitters; bells were rung 
and thrown on the floor; tambourines 
were played; old black Joe sang find ac
companied himself on the banjo. There 
were Southern plantation jubileeosongs, 
dances and shoutings; independent 
songs and voices, materialized hands 
laid upon the sitters; two voices singing 
in the trumpet; two voices countersing 
in the trumpet; imitation of locomotive 
whistles; trains getting under way, then 
slowing up; beautiful addresses, sympa
thetic songs, and heavenly music. On 
the stroke of 12 o’clock pandemonium 
broke loose, the spirits let themselves 
out and stormed the castle. Old Spirit
ualists say they never heard anything 
like it before.” '

The Spiritualists of Pittsburg, Kan
sas, held New Year's services, with 
music, andresses by M. Theresa Allen 
and Dr. J. C. Bucnanan, etc., followed 
by a lupch and short speeches. There 
was much enthusiasm, and a full flow of 
good feeling. Mrs. Allen is the 
“mother” of the Pittsburg Society, hav
ing organized it, with but few members; 
it has grown in numbers until it is one 
of the institutions of tho city.

Dr. C. T, H. Benton, Hon. Cor. mem
ber of the “Berlin Sphinx Alliance,” 
has undertaken the publication of a 
quarterly called Life Sketches, devoted 
to life sketches, romance and general 
news. The prite is 35 cents a year. His 
address is 6,236 S. Morgan street, Engle
wood, Ill. Dr. Benton is preparing a 
Spiritualistic Almanac, and desires in
formation of all societies and periodicals 
devoted to Spiritualism, and allied sub
jects,.at home and abroad, which desire 
to find mention therein. A good al
manac of this kind would- be very con
venient and useful.

Marguerite St. Omer recently under
took to lecture at Windsor, Canada, and 
her lecture was interfered with and 
stopped by Mills, the chief of police. 
The Advertiser, a local paper, devotes 
nearly a column and a half editorial, to 
the matter, attacking Chief Mills, and 
declares that the Spiritualists would 
have served him right If they had 
kicked him down stairs; and advises 
them to place two good-sized men at the 
entrance to their hall with oak clubs, as ■ 
a preventive for any further demonstra
tion. He had no right there.

Medium Joseph King appears to be a 
pretty lively sort of corpse for one that 
was lulled and buried a good while 
longer than Lazarus was.' He has re
cently been holding materializing 
seances at Muskegon, Mich., and the 
Morning A'cwr of December 24 devotes a 
column and a half to a consideration of 
the subject, signed- by J. R. Sanford.

. president of the First. Spiritual Society, 
and Charles Butterworth and O. Leroy 
Doane, of a committee to examine Mr. 
King at a seance. They state that they 
know to a certainty that neither Mr. 
King nor his attendants had any par
aphernalia about them, yet the forms of 
children and adults, male and female, 
appeared, the former all clothed in 
white robes, and the men, some with 
smooth faces and some with mustaches 
or beards of different shades of colors, 
and many were recognized at once by 
tbeir features.

“Spiritualist" writes from Pullman, 
Wash., that about a year ago a small 
number organized a circle, and they 
now have a trance medium through 
whom their spirit friends give convinc
ing evidence of their existence; and an
other member is rapidly developing as 
a materializing medium. Many skeptics 
have become convinced, and mudh in
terest and inquiry has been excited.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood is on the gain. 
He is able to be dressed a few hours at a 

. time, and to take a little exercise. He 
is making an exclusive diet on hot water 
and baked apples, and it seems to be ef
fecting a beneficial change.. His address 
for’the immediate future will be 128 
Park ave., Chicago; Ill. ' . '

Mrs. G. Partridge, psychometrist and 
healer, 291 Ogden ave., has returned, 
from her professional trip to Kempten, 
Ill.,-whither she was called by telegram 
to minister M. R. Smith, an old-time 
Spiritualist, out of asevere illness.- Mr- 
Smith is convalescing. ’

THE OCCULT.
Psychometry and Medium

ship.

alize that the exact information they 
give does not necessarily prove the 
presence and co-operation of guardian 
spirits of those who furnish the psycho
metric magnet, whichf is inevitably 
permeated by the magnetic ether that 
environs every individual. True, spirit 
friends may use those fragments of soul
force to imprint upon the sensitive
mind-plate of the medium photographic 
pictures of faces beloved, and memory
scenes in lives revered; but these psy
cho pictures also furnish permanent 
grounds for the false theories of sub
conscious origin of spirit manifestations, 
and offer admirable proof to »ifiS’ininds 
of pseudo-philosophers who complacently 
refer all communipations from our de
parted friends to the sphere of sub
liminal self.

If authors who distinguish themselves 
by voluminous writings on these 
themes would make critical study of the 
principles that underlie all phases of 
medial phenomena, the superficial esti
mates and crude judgments rendered 
would be less numerous.

r
By EDWIN D. BABBIT”’, 

Author of ^Principles at Light and Color.”

This Is a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt !s fl 
born critio, a thorough scholar and a comprehenelifl 
thinker.

CONTENTS:
Chapteb First—Existence and Geaercl Character 

of God.^Prellmlnary thoughts. la there such a being 
as God? Is God a Creator? The Argument from De* 
sign.. Is God Unknowable? la God absolutely In
finite? •

Chapter Second—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot undcastand tho God Idea. Argument of the 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author’s v 
Experience.

Chapter Third—The Deifio Location and Mode of 
Working.—Tho Location of Deity. Con Infinitude 
have a Centre? Does God control thoUulverse through 
Law? How does God control tho Universe? A. J. 
Davis’s Theory of the God Centre. The Dual Centre ■ 
of the Universe. Can the Infinitely Fino act upon the 
Coarse? •

Chapter Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is God a 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? la 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes?

Chapter Fj{th—Tho Delilc Greatness and Glory.-r* 
Tho Greatness of God. Au Angel’s Conception of the 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chaptek Sixth—Moral Erl) and Delflc Porfeo* 
tlon.—The Perfection of God. Has God created Evil?

Of late, so rapid and comprehensive 
has been the march of scientific investi
gation concerning nature’s methods of 
evolution for the human race that many 
propositions involving vital progress 
which would have failed to awaken re
sponse in the minds of scientists a single 
decade in the past are now readily ac
cepted as legitimate subjects of earnest 
inquiry and practical analysis.

Pre-eminent among these scientific di
visions is psychology, and one need only 
recall the prominence given to the 
study of its distinctive claims in the de
partment of Anthropology during the 
Columbian Exposition, to appreciate the 
great advance in mental progress.

Supplemental to the above-named 
branch of demonstrated mental power is 
psychometry, the latest and most re
markable exponent of psychical activity 
in man’s earthly relations,

To Professor Joseph Rodes Bu
chanan, M. D., now of California, man
kind is indebted for the discovery of a 
subtle force that pervades the human 
body like an ether, and yet becomes the 
responsive medium through which mind 
may reflect scintillations of the soul. 
From the Greek word psyche, signifying 
soul, and the Hebrew omer. measure, 
we have psychometry, or soul-measure; 
and herein is implied susceptibility to 
measurement of the soul essence which 
pervades all material forms, Dr. Bu
chanan formulated a system of demon
strating given facts in nature, by careful 
observation of special mental processes 
and their relation to physical sensi
bility, through persons possessed of a 
peculiar delicacy of touch, whom he 
designated as “sensitives.” During 
years of patient research and experi
ment on psychometric lines he has en
riched the world with knowledge of a 
new branch of mental science by which 
we may fathom the most profound mys
teries, and unlock momentous secrets.

Though all who possess mediumship 
are psychometric in varying degrees, I 
am convinced that a sensitive may de
velop and exercise this power without 
being mediumistic to an appreciable 
extent; hence the talent for acute psy
chometric analysis may be unfolded by 
competent instructors, and be made use
ful in the general avocations of life. As 
the exercise of psychometric powers 
must awaken psychic vibrations of 
thought and open a pathway for the 

’angel host to reach human sympathies 
and establish communication with dwell
ers of earth, therefore dissemination of 
knowledge concerning all occult forces 
becomes an important aid to the min
istry of angels, and it is eminently wise 
that the National Association of Spiritu
alists should establish schools where 
media may be cultured in scientific prin
ciples, upon which the religion of the 
future must. rest.

An erroneous idea prevails in many 
minds where supernatural causes are 
attributed to all phenomena relating to 
occult force. Nothing' could be more 
disastrous to individual growth; as na
ture’s completeness cannot be exceeded, 
no supernatural manifestations may 
occur.

A large number of Intelligent Spiritu
alists insist upon attributing to direct 
spirit agency all psychometric results, 
of whatever kind; but I am quite certain 
that careful study of said results and the 
general trend of spirit manifestations 
must convince earnest students that we 
deceive ourselves by too hasty acqui
escence in such viows. While medium
ship is founded on purely scientific 
principles, which dominate all mental 
phenomena, wo are assuming a danger
ous precedent when we ignore a grand 
and far-reaching range of spiritual ac
tivities for the soul still embodied, and 
working on physical planes of life. Does 
the Individual spirit acquire new and 
extraordinary executive powers when it 
makes exchange of spheres'? Surely 
the healthful tendency of spirit teach
ings since the first dawn of our beautiful 
philosophy has been to combat the dog
matic theology of the „ Christian era, 
which insists upon absolute change of 
human relations to nature and to man
kind. because death opens the way to a 
broader life for earthly pilgrims. With
out study or effort to apply known laws 
of mental growth, theology assumes to 
trace out the spiritual destiny of the 
race.

Doubtless psycjiometry furnishes the 
key to much that has erroneously passed 
for spirit utterance, but which failed to„1.-.V?.;- Is Man aepraved? Is anythin« Innately Bad? Is an plGSeilt absolute pioof of identity entiles Ueli possible? Is absolute Evil possible uader 
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ness arrangements and general conduct 
of affairs. ]f we may judge of inter-! 
Spirit-life by rules of equity which ! 
govern us here in the only realm 
wherein we have practical knowledge,1 
only charlatans and demagogues seek to ' 
fetter individual freedom of action, that 
they may render their victims subservi-

Principle of Delflc Action. Prof. Wallace’s View of 
Prayer. Prayerfulncas Is not nuccsbiirlly Goodness.

Chapter Eighth—Jlow Mau helps Govern the UnL 
verse —Man u Co-worker with God. How Splrltacon- 
troj Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-Tonnlng by Judge Edmonds. Spirits rajoicoiq 
this work. Countless worlds yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Highly Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain Ln Spirit Lite. A 
Miltonic Absurdity.
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Mrs. A. E. Sheets.there.

On Oct. "th. 1893, Mrs. Maria .Tenne

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
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Passed to Spirit-life, December

Mrs. J. M. Tefft.

etery playing “Nearer My God to Thee" 
—where surrounded by many friends, 
his form was laid to rest by brother 
Masons, they conducting the services

necessary, and only productive of fraud, 
but do they question the photographer’s 
art or integrity when he enters his dark

VUUÜV1UÜ HUUC CAClLiaCj UlClK'- rtUlU 
women have ever been indebted.-.-foomny 
distinguished attainment in Jiteflator''

cessitv of understanding the basic laws 
of spiritual manifestations, and familiar
ize ourselves with the scientific knowl-

well-known as a Mason, being a Knight 
'T'-™The services were held at

...J niuucy ou Falsehood? Do numbers provo the 
Trulli of u System? Shull Policy rule?

edge gained by crucial study of electric
ity and magnetism, so far as it pertains

the Free Church, which he helped to 
build many years ago, the guides of the 
writer giving the inspiration of Spirit
ualism. At Mr. Darker’s request a band 
accompanied the procession to the cem-

conducted by Mrs.
Phoenix, N. Ÿ.

tests the continuity of life beyond the 
grave, should be able to give an intelli-

ent to their own personal designs.
Brother and sister mediums, beware

■ , ■ ■ ■ ■ 1,1«,,...,, I..'..*. .... h • .... ..
enei Dentil. Death Bed of a Chrl.lhtu. Of an Immoral
Man. of Altamont. Dentb Seelies under Ilie Old

Knowledge is indeed power, and it 
is essential that every medium, 

,every believer in the glorious philoso-
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Nature.- A Diviner Bible prexented. Thu sacred 
Tem-lilnga of u Leaf, or Flowers. Of a Tree. Of a 
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Te.-u-hhiga of tbe Human Form. Of

Nathan Rowlee passed to Spirit-life, at. 
his home in Fulton, N. Y., November 
14, 1893, aged "0 years. He leaves a 
wife and two sons. He was a veteran

Chaptxu TwELFTH-Rellglons Tested by tbeir 
Fruits.—Church buiudarda too low. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of Religious 
Syeleiuii. Some great Points In Buddhism. Moham- 
tnediiu end Hindoo Achievements. Missionary

Religious Freedom. Lead» off In Human Reforms. 
Perfects the PlnMciil Svieni. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Noblev Living. Re* 
v<nls a (¡runder Universe. AU Great Geniuses have 

Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus in Spirit

Spiritualist, a man of most kindly heart, 
loving and affectionate to his family and 
friends, of strict integrity and inoral 
uprightness. The funeral services werp

It now behooves us as Spiritualists to 
aid the work of Psychical Research so
cieties in placing all classes of occult 
phenomena upon a scientific foundation 
so firm that tin

psychometric experiment w’ill form the 
subject of my next paper.

Emma F. Jay Bullene.

Prof. J. W. Cadwell, well and ex
tensively known as a waiter, lecturer 
and practical tuaamcrlst, has ntwiiod to
Splm-llfe. '

The price of this admirable work 1r 11,25. All bOOki 
advertised In The Progressive Thinker are

For sale at this office.
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drums, drawing, moving of bodies with
out contact, taking impressions of hands 
in wax or clay, etc. This has all been 
brought out by sitting with one of W. 
H. Bach's Psychos. A table is draped 
with black cloth reaching to the floor, 
the Psyche is placed on tho table, the 
medium holding his hands on the same; 
and the phenomena comes.

Joseph Four-tein writes: My friend 
Hunt, of this place (Carterville, Mo.), 
handed me No. 213 of The Progress
ive Thinker, which 1 read, and 1 want 
to be placed on your subscription list 
just as quick as you can appropriate the 
SI I send herewith. It is filled with the 
best sense on the best subjects of any pa
per I ever read. The address by A. B. 
French, on “Evolution and Revolution," 
is the finest and most eloquent that 1 
ever read, and I think is the best that 
ever came from mortal man.

R. R. Bratton, of National Home. 
Wis., disagrees with those who think 
phenomena should now be retired, in 
Spiritualism. Without physical phe
nomena we have no complete evidence 
of the truth of spirit return. Thou
sands have been made believers by 
witnessing spiritual phenomena, who 
would never have believed without this 
direct personal evidence to their own 
senses. In order that there may be 
knowledge of—not mere faith in
spirit continuity and return, actual, 
sensible phenomena are now necessary; 
not only to an individual here and there, 
occasionally, but to each and every one 
in particular. The faetthatone man has 
seen and conversed with one who has 
passed through the portals of death, 
is no evidence to a man who has never 
seen and heard the like. Each gener
ation in turn will need the sensible 
evidence. .

Mrs. M. Barnes, No. 6 North street, 
Bradford, Pa., offers for $1 and two 
stamps to send three recipes—one f6r 
“la grippe,” one for rheumatism, and 
one how to make hens lay in thé winter 
—any one of the three is worth the 
dollar; in addition, she will give a read
ing or diagnosis to those sending lock of 
hair, age and sex.

Moses Hull is engaged in Grand 
Rapids, Mich., during-January.

Mrs. and Mr. J. Lindsey are now at 
their home, N. W. corner of Lyon and 
Ransom streets, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
Mrs, L. is devoting her time to both 
private and public spiritual work. Re
cently a spirit controlled her and said 
he passed out by electricity and came 
back the same way; gave his full name, 
the time and- place;-the name of the 
doctor called, and what he said, etc., 
all of v*-*âch was subsequently verified.

t.hropist and good missionary evangelist 
in Spiritualism, Mrs. M. R. Palmer, who 
devotes her time, her money and her 
best efforts to the good of the qausb. All 
are welcome to her home—the 'skeptic 
and investigator especially. She is a 
medium of rare qualities.

Mrs. E. A. Wheeler, of Union City, 
Mich., writes that they are developing 
some good mediums, and doing a grand 
mission work. Jubilee was celebrated 
and they had a very enjoyable time. 
They are thinking of forming a circle 
for materialization. .

E. Klotz, Of Alleghney, Pa., writes: 
“Miss Abbe N. Burnham ended her en
gagement with the Allegheny Society 
on New Year’s Eve. She is a very able 
speaker, whose aim is of a higher and 
nobler reach than what can be expected 
of the ordinary’ test medium. We wish 
her good luck in her new year’s engage
ments and feel confident thatshe will be 
appreciated by any Spiritualistic audi
ence.’’

G. G. W. Van Horn has an engage
ment at Lexington, Ky., for the month 
of January. He can be addressed there 
for engagements. ” ■

W. L. Thompson writes that the First 
Society of Spiritualists, of Keokuk, la., 
is gaining ground, especially in the way 
of modiumistic development and the 
spread of Spiritualism among the classes 
outside of the society. Mrs. Dr. C. R. 
Fisk lectures under control every Sun
day evening, holding her audience spell
bound under her effective eloquence. 
The leaven is working in the churches, 
and occasionally crops out in the pulpit, 
especially at funerals; and the local pa
pers are beginning to treat Spiritualism 
with respect. Dr. C. R. Fisk is presi
dent of the society, and Samuel W. 
Tucker is secretary.

L. H. Walker recently heard a church
going lady read a paper on “Cruelty to 
Animals.” On another occasion a lot of 
the brethren and sisters were conducted 
to a big ditch that had been damned for 
the occasion, and the good minister 
broke the ice and ducked them under 
the cold water. Among them was a lit
tle girl of 14 or 15 years; and they had, 
to go three-fourths of a mile to jgach a 
house. Mr. Walker asks; “What would 
those people say to tile if they shoul see 
me serve my dog so?" -«mT

J. Ê. Jonson writes that the Îÿ. Â, R. 
hall, in Toledo, O., was filled<Îo‘:bter- 
flowing the evening of December 31, to 
hear Frank T. Ripley, who spoke from 
subjects given by the audience, and gave 
a large number of tests, some of them 
most remarkable in character, all being 
fully recognized by their recipients

Microbes as a Factor In Existence.
The smallest living organisms and 

those most to be feared by man in his 
battle with the rest pf nature, are bac
teria or microbes, says the Boston Week
ly jRevieto. They have an average diam
eter of but one twenty-five thousandth of 
an inch, and a length from one to ten 
times as great. The smallest of them 
are, however, much more minute than 
this; large numbers are only just visible 
under the highest powers of our best 
microscopes, and there is no doubt that 
still more powerful instruments would 
reveal multitudes of new forms. Two 
thousand microbes could swim side by 
side through the eye of a needle, and 
one could hold fifty millions of millions 
in the hollow of one’s hand.

It is largely due to their extremely 
minuteness that these organisms are so 
dangerous, as they are able by reason of 
this to reproduce and multiply with an 
almost Incredible rapidity. Reproduc
tion is a species of growth.. In the low
est form of life an organism grows till it 
has obtained the normal size of its kind, 
and then divides and becomes two indi
viduals. Each of these repeats the pro
cess, and this goes ad infinitum or as 
long as the food supply is unexhausted; 
for without food there can be no growth, 
and consequently no reproduction.

The rapidity of reproduction, or the 
fertility is directly determined by the 
amount of food present and also by the 
amount the organism is capable of ab
sorbing and assimilating. The greater 
relative amount of nutriment it can take 
in, the greater will be its reproductive 
powers. A microbe now has, because of 
its extreme minuteness, perhaps the 
largest absorbing surface In proportion 
to Its mass of any organism. It is ena
bled consequently to take in relatively 
very large quantities of nutriment and 
can grow and produce with the most ex
traordinary rapidity.

An ordinary microbe will divide and 
become two every hour, or in less time, 
and if it and its decendants were given 
an unlimited food supply, so that they 
could continue their divisions without 
interruptions, in a day they would num
ber 40,000,000 individuals. Some kinds 
have the property of producing provis- 
ionous secretions which cause disease. 
When a person becomes infected with 
some of these microbes—it may be only 
a small number—their great fertility 
will soon cause their number to be sp 
increased that illness, and perhaps death 
may result. ’
Starfe Aid for Parochial Schools.

The movement to divide the school 
fund in Maryland has brought out such 
a storm of protest that the adherents of 
Rome are just now zealously engaged in 
smoothing the matter over; and some of 
them declare they are bitterly and in
tensely hostile to the whole scheme. 
Such declarations are to be accepted for 
all they are worth; some are made in 
sincerity, we have no doubt, but of what 
value are such declarations In face of 
the well-known and plainly-manifested 
animus of the ruling powers of the 
Church? Where they have the power 
they have not hesitated to steal the pub
lic school fund to support, illegally, their 
parochial schools. OT to virtually con
vert the public schools into Romish 
schools, with Romish teachers, cos
tumed nuns,, etc., instilling Romish 
ideas into the children’s minds at the 
public expense. If the priestly and 
Jesuitical powers rule the course of ac
tion, the lay element have to obey.

tricity, magnetism, etc., should we not 
labor to divest such phenomena of 
miraculous claims, and instruct the peo
ple at large that spiritual beings do not 
assume to act outside the pale or natural 
law, as applied to material existence for 
humanity. ‘

Critics object to dark circles as un-
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IO ItS QB Hit ascendancy j lib fine culture The Bible tested by its Teachings. Said to be che only 
and conscientious exercise, meiP^WiWl' Book whirl) gives any con uct conception of God. Said

• - ’ to present tin' only true Foundation of Ethics hi th®
Decalogue. Claims for the Golden Rule, Love to 
EneiulcB, etc. Is it safe to build on Falsehood? Has 
only one NiHiun been Inaplred? SbulJ we waste time

_ _ _ Ugion. General Divlalonsof the Human Faculties. The
(WA. TYHLV nn Inn™., nVv i Higher Realm of the Brain. Bpiriteallty is Ennobling. . .Oiema^ no longei l)C unj ! Spirituality beauililes the Countenance. Must be

question as to whether we build upon 1 dexeloped through spirit Communion. Spirit Com- 
tnp Riirp biLRlQ nf Rniritnol nww».-»«« b. I »union the Busi* of ail Kvllglons. SpIrRimlism UJC bUIC oasis OI Spuiiual plOtfiebS in f(inn,|V(l upon Fuet>. The only Religion which deiuou- 
tne life to come, or whether we tamely ’ Hrairs immortality. Robs Death of na Tenor, tuo 
surrender that heavenly assurance of, Hdr ’in Hum™ Sormi
immortal growth for the specious doc
trines of Theosophy or re-embodi- , t L Cl.un(1, 
ment, as it is being cunningly taught ii’"n iVpin-d 
by many media at the present time. _

T.At hr liPwfii.A wo 4/, ilin Chapter Hixteenth Death UDdei the Old lieL,et us new ai e lest we yield to tho IlKlo.,ption» <,r Death. Death made 
errors 01 dead faiths, and-submit to be terrible through Church Songs. Made Gloomy by 
psychologized by the tidal wave of psy
chic influence from Oriental Theosophy. ........................... :..... - -

The special scope and operations bf -DUlieusalluu. Terror» under the Old to thoBU who loao

Chicago, Ill.
An Earnest Request.

To mediums and Spiritualist Socie
ties in Chicago and the North-west:

Dear friends and co-workers: It, is 
the desire of the National Spiritualist I 
Association to possess and publish as 
soon as possible, a complete list of all i 
mediums. This includes speakers, heal-1 
ers and mediums for every phase of phe
nomena; alsd a list of societies and tbe 
estimated membership, as well as the 
supposed number of Spiritualists who

friends.
Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 

Religion.-A b|>lrliu:il Mind Is not over-attached to 
this Life. Departed One» uttrnct-tlm Spiritual Mind. 
The SplrituallM understands Pt-alb,so does not fear it. 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Bcaiillfnl Denl-h of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
Jung Stilling and hi.« Grandfather. Beautiful Incidents 
in the Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a FnlverwUlst 
Minister. Joyful Transition of u Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experiences 

\>f Various Persons. Power to Sustain the Loss o!
Friends.

Chapter Eighteenth-The Future Llfe.-Locatlon 
and uliarHctfr of the Spirit IftealmK The Cloihlng of 
Spirits Children In Spirit 1/pv. A Spirit Child from 
Humble Life. The Weulthjflii Spirit Life. Poittlclani 
1n Spirit Life. Clergymen In Spirit Life. Editors In 
Spirit Life. Tbe Power of Spirits to Commune with 
Mortals.

Final Remarks.-Tho Basic Principles of a Uni
versal Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

This work contains Foiri'V Illustrations. The? 
are In harmony with tho lads conveyed. It is fl rare 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, 10 Ots.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
are not members of any Spiritualist so
ciety. By sending your names and ad
dress to me, it will facilitate this result.

Cora L. I’. Richmond, 
.. Vice-President, N. S. A.

Rogers Park, Ill.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Daniel R. Parker passed to Spirit- 

life; December 15, 1893, from his home at 
Sturgis, Mich. He was (>5 years of age, 
and was one of the first members of the

passed to higher life from her heme in 
cabinet to ^develop a picture imprinted' Ulet^er>. ?qio0ntii,neiu "’hel'e s11® 
on a sensitive 'plate by the sun’s1 w as bo1? ln -1818' never belonged 
rays? No, that is a natural require
ment of the art, say they; but probably 
not one person in hundreds recognizes 
the fact that certain chemical exactions
compel resort to the dark closet for pic
ture development and permanency. 
While it is clearly proven that un
scrupulous persons do use cabinets and 
dark circles for fraudulent purposes, 
true Spiritualists deprecate the fact, 
and honest-media will insist upon proper 
tests being applied, for. the protection of

to any church, was a woman of wonder
ful strength of character and self-pos
session, patience, justice and charity 
for human frailties. The campers at 
Queen City Park will missher pleasant, 
genial face, as she was always a camper 
there. She was ready and anxious for 
the change, as she said to me that most 
of her loved ones were “over there.”

Mrs. Horace Chapman.
Fletcher. Vt.

II.
III.

V.
VI.

VII. 
vm.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes* 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena,
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig. 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

THE ELEMINATOR 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

Gould placed several colonies of ants 
in flower pots, setting these in a large 
trough of water, so tbat the insects could 
not escape. After they had become a<> 
customed to their new situation he 
stretched threads from the flower pots 
to the ground. In ten minutes all the 
ants had heard of the newly discovered 
bridges, and were using them as means 
of transit. .

The dreaded “death-watch,” as it is 
called, is a small beetle which has a 
very powerful joint in his neck, and calls 
its mate by tapping its head on the 
wall or on any surface where it may be 
located. The noise is similar to that 
which may be produced by tapping with 
the .finger-nails on a table, and the insect 
can frequently be made to answer such 
taps. Many country people .call it the 
“blacksmith.” , .

Termites have five different classes of 
society: • Workers, sentinels, ■ soldiers' 
males, females. Of. the last two classes 
there is only one 'each la every nest.

the sacred truth of spirit return. Again 
I say, let every medium and all investi
gators study the immutable laws, of life; 
they are ever the Same, in all places 
and spheres, and media are only ani
mate but scientific instruments, strictly 
amenable to scientific principles.

We are not infrequently confronted! 
with new and strange manifestations of
natural forces, as the centuries unfold, 
and so marvelous is man’s achievement 
in mastery and adaptation of those 
forces through inventions, the arts and 
vast array of scientific knowledge which 
illuminates the close of the nineteenth 
century, that in comparison with its 
dawn in eighteen hundred, we might 
aptly fancy tbat men had again become 
gods, as in mythological days of yore.

Psychometry • has conle to us like a 
precocious child who reveals so much of 
intuitional wisdom that parents them
selves scarce know how to meet his 
questioning demands. The multitude of 
media who give public tests from con
tact with articles sent up to the desk by 
interested spectators, do not always re

r'HE SOUL, STS NATURE, REU* 
tlojiBr.nd Expressions In, Human Embodiment«. 

Given through Mrs. Corn L V. Richmond, by he? 
Phebe Parker, of Guides, a book thateverybody should rend who art 

Interested la rc-inciircatfou. Pi'lce <1.00.

1893, Dr. Lemuel Wejherby, near 
years of age. at his daughter's home ... . t ulllpBr,„,„ ,,uu„uoplr.
otlllwaterj Mmn. H6 was a philosophic I ftuallBia. ay Mosca Hull. An Invaluable work, Prlo

I SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT 
went, to live .With hlS danghtei, Mrs. £ uallsm. By F.pcs Sargent. A work of profound 
hirocK, three yearj ago, he became par-1 rcBcarcii, byune of the ablest ot tho ajo. Pilot 
alyzed and lost his mind, but was faith- »lm-. poatagy wcenta.____  _ _____
fully cared for by Mrs. Brock and her 
husband till release came.

..... . _ ... .
/JGE OF. RE ASO /V. EY THOMAS 

/1 Paine. A book that all should read. Price 50 
cents,

¿JFE OF THOMAS FAINE. FT IS ZW- 
tensely Interesting. Price ,1,00.

'¡TIEMYTH OF 7HF. GREAT DEL.
JL- ugo. Something you ehoulilliavc to refer 10 B, 

■IsTOPS M. McCunn Price IS orrts.iffIFTY YEARS LM ZHE CffüRCIIQJf 
1 Homo, By Bov. CUut. Cblnlouy, ex-prlHi. A navkiNebooiL Buoiin, Prioe».S5. F '
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Florida Camp - Meeting — Post
. ponement.

We are compelled at this late date to state 
to all who are interested in our Florida camp, 
that the Southern Passenger Association, con
trary .to the pledges of its individual members, 
has refused to grant us the rates previously 
announced. At their recent meeting, all lines 
that would carry the traffic voted m the affir
mative. but as there were one or two negative 
votes, and under their rules even one^ivote 
against a measure necessitates an apjfeal to the 
commissioner., the rate for our meeting was 
placed in his hands. This commissioner is 
Mr. E. B. Stohlman. of Atlanta. Ga., and 
notwithstanding the fact that a direct appeal 
was made to him by every line in interest car
rying the business from the Central Traffic 
Passenger Association, which includes all the 
territory west of Buffalo, and east of Chicago, 
and south of the Ohio River, and also by the 
officers of our association, he arbitrarily refuses 
thus far to accede to our wishes. Here are 
the facts in the case: Our one-fare rate, plus 
$2. was immediately agreed to by the Central 
Traffic Passenger Association. • which em
braces the immense systems of railroads such 
as the Big Four. Pennsylvania. Baltimpre and 
Ohio. C. II. and D.. Monon. Chicago and 
Eastern Dlinois. Nickel Plate. Erie. G. R. and 
I., and numerous others. In the (southern 
Association, by Louisville and Nashville. 
Queen and Crescent Planet System. J.. T. and 
K. W. R. R.. E. T. V. and Ga.. G. S. and 
F.. N. C. and 8. L.. and others, comprising 
thirty thousand miles of railroad or more, and 
yet by virtue of a rule in the Southern Asso
ciation. one man can sit in his office ini At
lant* and dictate rates to the whole North -and. 
West, and say what shall and what shall hot 
be done. All lines west of Chicago Me 
friendly, and stand ready to give us the rates 
asked for. .. ..

We have been compelled to appeal to the 
Inter-state Commission to revise his decision, 
which is against public policy, and have post
poned our excursion and meeting until final 
decision is rendered, which we hope will be 
very soon. In case that the reduced rales are 
not given us. we will abandon our meeting 
for this year, and fight it out to a finish. 
Please watch daily papers for details. We 
hope to be able to give definite information in
next week’s Progressive Thinker. All 
ters cheerfully answered. .

W. 8. Bowley, President, 
- No. 9 Glen Park place,

let->-

NATIONAL ORGANIZATION

Ilie Opinion of a Prominent Lawyer.

Cleveland, Ohio. 
H. D. Barrett, Secretary,

1121 10th streel, N. W., >
Washington, D. C.

FLORIDA CAMP-MEETING.

All parties wishing to attend the Florida 
camp-meeting, please send name and address, 
and number in their party, at once to

W. S. Rowley, President,
9 Glen Park place, Cleveland, O.

A Letter from Denver, Col.
To the Editor:—I returned home from a

visit to your beautiful White City two weeks 
ago. T enjoyed the World's Fair thoroughly; 
words cannot express how grand and beauti
ful it was. I called on Mrs. Ada Foy, whose 
friendship I formed during her grand work in 
Denver. She is a lady and medium who, L 
am happy to say, always receives a hearty 
welcome.

. I must also speak of the wonderful slate
writing medium, Miss Lizzie Bangs. It was 
the first time I had the pleasure of meeting 
Miss Bangs. -I received messages from 
friends I have never seen, but I am intimately 
acquainted with their friends in earth-life; also 
messages from my own dear little ones; also 
my husband’s mother, whom I never saw. 
I received a beautiful message from my dar
ling child Harry, who died three years ago. 
My child had before controlled a lady medium, 
a friend of the family. Acquaintances tried 
to make me believe that she was not controlled 
by our lovely boy, and I became discouraged, 
disheartened, and began to wonder who were 
true.

The dear little spirit-message I received 
through Miss Bangs is this: “Mamma, I am 
here with you to-day, and am so happy to say 
just a few words. Don’t let any one annoy 
you with talk; I will always speak to your 
heart and tell you all that is true. Mamma, 
you felt so bad—but it is all right; I do 
come to you through aunty. She is all right 
and true, mamma.’’ I am satisfied since I 
received this beautiful slate-writing. I cannot 
speak in terms of praise high enough for the 
benefit of Miss Bangs and her spirit guides.

There are a number of Spiritualist here, and 
many of our most prominent people are inves
tigating. John Slater is holding forth at 
Warren's Hall, and doing a grand work, call- 

• ing forth four and five hundred people every 
Sunday night. Mrs. E. L. Stevenson is here 
also. She had a large audience at last even
ing’s lecture. She handled her subject well, 
and gave spirit-messages afterwards.

I would like to mention further that an ex
Catholic dined at our table one day last week. 
He asked my husband if he would lend him a 

- few copies of The Progressive Thinker, 
for he said he had found some good, substan
rial reading in the papers he had read. He 
remarked if the Catholics were to get hold 
of me, they would behead me instantly for 
leaving their church. Of course we loaned 
him several copies, and I know he will enjoy 
them. We were elated to see him so inter
ested. .

Denver, CoL Minnie E. Stanley,

l‘A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight 
weeks; and excited wide-^prea^ interest, will 
be sent free to all new yearly or trial sub
scribers. Bear this thought in mind.- It alone 
is worth the price of a subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub. 
Bbription.. .......... .. r . ...

As a member of the National Conveption at 
Chicago, and an adherent to the organization 
there effected. I will endeavor to answer some 
of the inquiries that have been thrust at the 
work of that convention. As a member of 
the committee selected to report a plan, most 
if not all these very questions were debated in 
an exhaustive manner m committee, until the 
Convention itself became impatient with the 
delays, and it repeatedly waited upon the com
mittee, asking it to report its work for the ac
tion of the convention. This was done late 
at night and at once adopted: but upon recon
sideration the whole work of the committee 
was brought under an exhaustive review in 
every sense in which that term may be em
ployed. It was said that this work, in the 
short tame allotted, had been well done, and 
upon a proper understanding of the true com 
structaon of its objects and purposes, would; 
it was thought, meet the demands of the times. 
While this committee was In session, the con
vention declared the objects of the organiza
tion to be to organize upon a scientific and re
ligious basis, for teaching the facts and pro
mulgating the truths of Spiritualism.as it was 
avowed bv several millions of the people of 
the (J nited States, and by mutual co-operation 
and effort throughout the land to establish a 
code of ethics commensurate with the intellect
ual requirements of these people. In order, 
.therefore, to form a more powerful working 
Organization, establish intelligent co-operation, 
insure harmonious action and financial success 
to these ends, for tue guidance of all con
cerned. this organization was effected, under 
.the name of the National Spiritualist Associa
tion of the United Slates. The consolidation 
of these efforts into one harmonious business 
association, and that of all new associations, 
so as to better equip each and all for the pur
pose» in view, and of overcoming all opposi
tion in this manner as it might confront us. 
was also an avowed object by the means pro
posed to be employed. I lie first difficulty to 
be overcome was to distinguish the Associa
tion, as such, from the corporation' itself, if 
possible. As a matter of law there is no diffi
culty in this regard. The law recognizes two 
classes of corporations: Those for a mere pe
cuniary profit and those not for profit, as in 
the case of religious, literary and benevolent 
objects. The corporation is that business 
branch of any such organization as empowers 
it to make contracts through its officers, to own 
and hold property for the association, to sue 
and be sued, and do anything that an individ
ual may do for himself as to the objects for 
which the association may have been organ
ized. Such officers are the agents and trus
tees of the association, by which the member
ship acquire their legal identity and existence 
in the nature of a partnership or co-operative 
combination, which can alone be effected by that 
mass of people so acting together, which is 
then known in common parlance as a society, 
or the association. The officers derive their 
authority from the plan of organization, the 
scope and limit of which powers are deter
mined by the constitution and by laws,combin- 
ing together for this purpose. These officers 
are authorized in this instance to raise revenue 
by gifts, bequests, collections, dues and mem
bership fees, when a certificate may be issued 
to any society or association that may be 
chartered, which, when collected, shall be the 
property of the National Association. Al
ready the misconstruction is put upon this pro
vision as a taxing power, and the ’ receipts 
from twelve millions of Spiritualists amount
ing at least to three million dollars is presented 
to startle the timid or those who may be ad
herents to the strictest notions of a ‘'free gos
pel.” These revenues are all to be regarded 
as gifts and donations—“merely this and 
nothing more.” There is no such taxing 
power conferred as to prevent Co-operation 
among all Spiritualists. But it is equally 
evident that but little, if anything, can be ac
complished where there are no funds in the 
treasury. Nor can mediumship be properly 
defended without some one to co-operate in 
defending against the assaults that are so lav
ishly directed against the exponents of Spirit
ualism by an ignorant and carping opposition 
to the new gospel. This co-operation is de
signed to further, and in cases of legislation of 
the kind so justly complained of, the right of 
petition or remonstrance will not go unheard 
when a suitable co operation may reduce the 
majority to a minority party at a single elec
tion, as has been done in more than a single 
instance in our experience.

While it- is true, as matter of law, 
the National corporation cannot confer cor
porate powers upon a State organization, as 
has been well settled, yet no such corporate 
powers are needed for the general purposes 
of associated effort. Let societies in the States 
organize as corporations, not for profit, under 
State laws, yet combine their corporate mem
bership with the National organization for the 
general purposes of associated action. Each 
State government has its reserved rights, pow
ers and duties, and the National organization 
known as the United States government, for 
example, has its powers for its specific objects. 
These do not infringe nor encroach upon 
eachother when properly administered, so 
that we have a federal union which every 
loyal patriot may be proud to honor and de
fend. Yet when it. was organized like ob
jections were urged, so that two of the States 
remained outside of the Union until the gov
ernment had its first President Thete is 
nothing succeeds- like succiss, and it is but 
fair to all, it seems to me, to await the expe
rience of the year, and then rectify all the ob
jections, if possible, by the amendments pro
vides for in this constitution, and judge this 
tree by the fruits it -is made - to bear through 
co-operative effort for Spiritualism.

E. Thompson,

The Cause in the West. ;
To the Editor!—I have not written to 

The Progressive Thinker for some time, 
and it. is the same old excuse—something 
seems tq take up almost every moment.. Do 
you know that those who are really working 
for Spiritualism are being pushed harder and 
harder all the time? Before going into de
tails any farther, please give me the space to 
thank the good brothers and sisters who so 
generously came forward and gave their sub
scriptions to enable me to get out my pam
phlet on “Mediumship. - Tjie first mail that 
I got after giving a sufficient length of time to 
allow of returns, brought me thirty-three 
orders. From that time on they have been 
coming id regularly. I wish to assure the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker that I 
appreciate this. As it is my first attempt at 
publishing a book, it certainly shows a confi
dence m my ability which is indeed gratify
ing to me. I have been delayed by the prin
ters. but now it is. ready, and Will be for
warded at once.

bince camp closed. I have worked In. Illi
nois. Wisconsin. Minnesota, Iowa. Nebraska 
and South Dakota. Now the road leadaiito 
Denver. Col., stopping one evening...at-ijioux 
City, Iowa, and over Sunday at Pender. .Neb. 
I wish to mention especially the hospitality of 
the good friends of Wonewoc. Wis. Their 
society is flourishing, and any true medium 
who goes there will be warmly welcomed. 
Reuben Fisk is president, pud Mrs. Eva Pot
ter. wife of the late J. L. Potter, secretary. 
They own their own hall and the lot it stands on. 
and another building lot in the center of the 
town upon which they propose to build a new 
temple, or move the old one and ifflfirove it. 
and in addition to this have a four-acre park 
adjoining the town site on a high bluff over
looking the city, and reached by a winding
stair made almost entirely of stones, large and 
flat, that are found on th® edges of the cliff. 
It is a beautiful spot. My leading control 
dedicated the park in a short talk, ending by 
giving to it the name Unity ’Park.

Then we "took in the l air aud convention. 
Enough has been said of the Fair, as every one 
has had their say. but I think the convention 
was the grandest thing ever recorded m the 
annals of Spiritualism. See what was accom
plished Friends, you do not appteci fito th is 
now as you will two years from now. Al
though there has been-an effort on the part of 
some to belittle the results and besmirch the 
character of the leading officers, the fact re
mains that we have a grand lot of men and 
women at the head of the National Associa
tion, who will carry it to a triumphant success. 
Everywhere I go I find people enthusiastic, 
and all societies discussing the advisability 
of joining—usually deciding’ in the affirma
tive.

At Marshalltown, Iowa, we again had the 
pleasure of meeting our old friends, and stand
ing on the same old platform, under the same 
decorations we had arranged the year before 
when we w$it there to assist the Progressive 
Spiritual Society to get started. Then there 
were two societies; now they have all united 
under the head of the Marshalltown Spiritual
ist Society, with Edward M. Pickering , as 
president' My control, Charles Williams, 
both dedicated the temple for the first society, 
and rededicated it for the combined society, 
and it was with great pleasure that I walked 
again under the legend “Spiritual Temple,” 
that we hung over the door of the temple the 
year before.

Marshalltown is a fine city, and the friehds 
there whole-souled people. ”

From there we went to Arlington, Neb., 
where we spent a very enjoyable month, and, 
we hope, to the profit of the movement. We 
organized a society while there, with lion. 
J. A. Nuthauk, president; Arthur Grogin, 
vice-president; Miss Belle Hewitt, secretary, 
and Dr. Baldwin, treasurer. -

On our way to Dakota we stopped at Pender, 
Neb., where we held several meetings, which 
were as well attended as could be expected 
Thanksgiving time and stormy weather, and 
then was the “home coming, ” and a month's 
visit with father, mother, brothers and sisters. 
One face was absent in body, but ever present 
in spirit. Christmas day he came twice—once 
while we were eating dinner, and in the even
ing for a longer' visit. Our meetings were 
fairly well attended, but we had the 
“Weather God” against us, as it was bitter 
cold and stormy. The church people of 
Aberdeen have decided to allow the Spiritual
ists to hold meetings, but they will not attend 
ihemi Is this not kind? We were afraid 
they would not allow us to hold meetings.

Here the movement is progressing slowly. 
Mrs. Lyman has two meetings Sunday, Hut 
they are the only ones in this great city of 160 ,
000 people; Minneapolis'has five, and I km 
informed that the Modern Thought Society, 
for whom Mrs. Rlchings is speaking, habits 
commodious hall packed so that standing
room is at a premium.

With best wishes for a happy,- prosperous 
new year, ’ W. H. Bac&?

St. Paul,' Minn. '

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Ill. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker shodld 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. . Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

Dayton,. Ohio. " ; = -
J

God—Man.
God is an attribute of man. 

Each man is God in soul, 
Segregated in life's plan.

i n,opgh:st|lLwittiin the whole.
Each long-drawn breath that we inhale 

And exhale.' is endowed
With life in various forms, with male 

And female sex .allowed.
Lacii sand of shore and drop of sea,

Each blade of grass so green, 
Each acorn, or its mother tree 

lliat is. has ever been.
Each little mouse, and ant. and flea.

Each tiling both large and small, 
Animate and inanimate we see.

Or cannot see at all.
Is part of God. and has its soul
- Proportioned to its size.
That, evolving, grows, unrolls

Eternal: never dies.
Each unfolding, something moulding, 

Throwing oft in outer space,
To be fashioned, and impassioned.

To perpetuate its race.
Each one burning with a yearning—

Such as life itself inspires-r 
In attraction, and abstraction.

That adjusting law requires.
Each one throwing off. and growing 

Towards’tlie perfectof its kind;
Each-one-climbing, clinging, climbing.

All in one grand soul combined;
One great surging and submerging 

Sea of life, of love, of soul;
Of God. of man: the latter an 

Epitome, and of the whole 
ur. T. Wilkins.

not until then, will they remember and return 
unto thee. Amen."

Who can furnish a better snake-story? The 
reader is at liberty to make his own comments.

O. A. T.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

T^ELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM: ITS 
xL PucQomeQa and Fuuosopuy. By Samuel Wauoa. 
autuor of “Tue Clock Struck One. Two. and Three.”
Tmriy-hii yeara ft MeiuoliBt minim Watßon’8_ . ^.   .   . _ _ _ I   .   .       . .       .       . . • _ _ _ 
oug connection wuU one of tue largest and most infiu-

In Favor of Organization.
To the Editor:—I have been reading the 

previous issue of your paper (No. 215). and 
our paper, and am so very much pleased with 
it tflat I feel like shouting “Eureka!'' At last 
there have been demonstrations in so many 
cities throughout this vast country on a given 
day. and for a stated purpose, which is the re
sult, of the organized efforts of Spiritualists. 
Verily, we ought to sing praise be to God. an
gels. spirits and everybody that there has at 
last been a partial observance of a suggestion 
from a recognized head. Of course the 
“giowlef is expected to bob up serenely from 
under most any stone or stump, because the 
childish and selfish whims of everybody who 
claims to be a Spiritualist were not gratified 
by being personally consulted regarding the 
organization ana im proposea ceiepraung 
day.

Mr. Bach has hit not only one but many 
nails upon the head, and clinched them, too. 
It is to be hoped his article will be read by 
many, once, twice and thrice, so that some of 
its facts may be impressed upon the mind of 
the reader.

To my mind, the last number named of 
your paper is the crowning effort of its edi
tor. First, it has shown by the reports from 
so many different cities that the mass of Spir
itualists are waking up to the needs of the 
hour, and recognize organization to be the 
subject of consideration at present. It shows 
that unselfish Spiritualists are willing to work 
under some sensible regulation and order of 
procedure. It shows who are prone to find 
fault with those who want to do something 
as a body for the cause; that the spirit of per
sonality is more prominent than their 1 ‘con
trols,'’ for ritual or an order of exercises 
regarded as an encroaching upon their rights 
to conduct their services as they please, 
whether they have anarchy, theosophy, medi
cal jurisprudence, single tax or any popular 
fad introduced, much to the disappointment 
of those who came to hear of Spiritualism.

This issue brings to light more clearly than 
any other the strong and weak pointe, and the 
popular sentiments of all those who are true 
Spiritualists. It brings a powerful influence 
in favor of the increasing power and force of 
Spiritualists as a people, and that if we do not 
take advantage of the opportunities presented, 
we ought to forever ehut up, and disgracefully 
back down out of the arena, The reports 
of the various workers all have the same 
ring in them, and are fast coming to the stand 
I took ten years ago, and on which platform I 
have steadily talked on, regardless of the dis
approval of the radicals and independents. 
We are not obliged to have rituals, but let us 
have something beside discord and chaos.

To the Members of the Northwest
ern Spiritualist Association.

The year just commencing will be a banner 
one for the Spiritualists of the Northwest, if 
all those who love the truth will but put their 
shoulders to the wheel to push to completion 
the grandest Camp Meeting ever held in 
the west. Your officers have not been idle 
since their electaon-Thanksgivmg evening, and 
have secured the services of six of the ablest 
speakers on the Spiritual rostrum, besides a 
grand array of mediums. The names of those 
engaged will be announced shortly. Camp 
will open June 29. and close July 29. Our 
new grounds have not yet been decided on. 
but they will be of easy access irom either St. 
Paul or Minneapolis.

. There will be considerable expense attending 
the removal of our large camp equipage from 
Merrimac Island to our new and permanent 
home, and it behooves all those members who 
have not paid up their past dues to do so at 
once.

To all those friends who have never joined 
us we give a cordial invitation to do so. It 
costs but one dollar. Membership tickets can 
be procured from our State lecturer. Allen F. 
Brown, when he visits your neighborhood, or 
of the president, secretary or assistant secre
tary.

Let me speak a good word for our State 
lecturer, who will devote the whole of his 
time to the society between now and camp. 
Any friends who need a good lecturer and or
ganizer can get his services by notifying me. 
with dates, etc. Several friends have written 
this office, speaking m the highest terms of 
this growing young speaker.

• R. U. D. Evans. Sec. N. W. S. A.. 
674 Edmond. West St. Paul. Minn. 

N. C. Westerfield. Asst. Sec..
318 New York Life B ld g. Minneapolis.Minn.

The Christmas Bells.
It was only a poor old woman— 

Old and worn and gray—
Thi fading iwuighi,

Dubuque, la. Geo. F. Perkins.
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The To-Morrow of Death.
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Future Life According to Science, 
By LOUIS FIGUIEK.

Translated from the F rench.
BY 8. R. CROCKEE.
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THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIALJTEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE

. NEFIOENT INSTITUTION.;
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
or UUUUCU AHD BTATK.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS. 

HISTORY. STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

The liiusiraiiona ai as foiiows: 16 rep*

The New York State prison at Albany has 
1263 inmates. The, expenditures oftheinsti- 
.tution exceed the income over $100,000 a year.

Illinois has 1420 convicts, 86 per cent of 
whom are under 40 years of age. Of the Illi- 
noib convicts only 10 per centare uneducated.

One of the most disagreeable, duties of the 
Hawaiian police is the examination and arrestr 
of persons suspected of having leprosy.

The most common offense in Jamaica is ol>

A True Snake Story.
It is probably well-known to the first set

tlers of Henry county, Illinois, that in the 
vicinity of Rock River Bluffs there were 
formerly many of those poisonous reptiles 
called rattlesnakes. Among the inhabitants 
of that rough and new region was a certain 
Methodist|minister, well-stricken in years, who 
was somewhat noted for his eccentricity and 
ignorance of subjects in general, of whom we 
will take-the liberty to relate an amusing anec
dote. . —

In the midst- of this infested region there 
also lived a family of grown-up boys, who 
were grossly ignorant, vulgar and profane—a 
perfectnuisance to all civilized society. It 
so happened, at a time that one of the boys 
was bitten by one these poisonous reptiles, and 
the family became excessively alarmed in re
gard to his future prospect, so much so that 
they concluded to send for Elder H. (the 
preacher above alluded to), to come and pray 
with the young man. The elder being a very 
devout, sympathetic man, hastened to the 
afflicted family, and after conversing a short 
time with the young man, concluded he was 
pretty sure of heaven if he did not live too 
long. The elder then went to pray, and in his 
address to the throne of grace he laid before 
the Lord all the circumstances of the case, in, 
the meantime portraying the attocious charac
ter of each member of the family, after which 
he made use of . the following feeling, affec
tionate language in tones of thunder: “O 
Lord, send more rattlesnakes; Joe has been 
bitten, and it has.brought him to repentance 
and to thee. O Lord, send more rattlesnakes.' 
Let them bite John, let them bite Dave, let
them bite the old man and. the old woman,

scene and abusive language. Over one-fourth for thou knowest who and what they are. O 
ofthe arrests lastyear were for that offense.'’ - - - ...

L7'¿ V \ v "I "

At the close of a Christmas day;
And tears drop fast from hei- patient eyes, 

And fall on each withered hand,
As she thinks of the friends Of the long ago, 

Now gone like a wind-swept sand.
She sees the dear old English home 

Rise up, in her cabin small, 
And hears again her father's voice— 

Her father, handsome and tall.
She feels the soft, caressing touch 

Of the long-since vanished hand, 
And brothers, sisters, crowding up, 

A happy household band.
Again she sees her mother's face— 

Her mother, fair and young— 
And hears the low, sweet lullabys 

That fair young mother sung, 
While Christinas bells were ringing— 

Sweet-voiced bells— 
Soft-toned bells—

Of peace and love are singing.
She remembers another Christmas day, 

Many and many a year ago,
When she left the dear old English homo, 

To wed one of lineage low.
But love is ever “Lord of all:” 

Would she that step retrace?
Ah! No: the memory still is sweet— 

She would not that efface.
Again she stands on a stately ship.

And the shores are fading from view, 
She numbers her tears like falling rain, 

And whispers low: “I’ve love and you;” 
And now she sees the western home, 

Where he brought her when a bride— 
A little cottage wreathed with flowers, 

And set in the green hillside.
Here little children to her came, 

One little blue-eyed girl;
What should she name this jewel rare 

To suit, but little Pearl?
And little Charlie here was born—

On Christmas day to her— 
An as she thinks of the happy time, 

Her heart is all astir;
While Christmas bells are ringing 

Their sweetest chimes 
Of other times,

And birds in her heart are singing.
And now she sees a little grave, 

Where lies her little Pearl, ' 
With rar.e, sweet smile and starry eyes— 

Her dainty little girl.
And there is still another grave 

Beneath those western skies;
Beside the little grassy mound

The husband lover lies;
Now only Charlie still was left 

On whom she might rely ;
But he marched away at his country's call, 

And then came home to die.
Ah! Light is filling the little room— 

Like none on land or sea,
And angel voices whisp’ring low 

“Oh, earth-worn mortal, come with me.” 
She has left the form, the house of clay, 

Borne up by seraph band;
She has passed thro' the gates of Paradise, 

To her loved in the Better-land. ‘ 
While Christmas bells are ringing— 

Triumphant bells 
On the clear air swell,

And the hosts of heaven are singing.
Harriet J. Woodbury.

Four State prisons, those of Connecticut, 
Michigan, Montana and Washington, use de 
privation of religious privileges as a punish" 
ment „ -

Delaware has no State prison. State con
victs are sent to the three county prisons, or 
to the Maryland Penitentiary at Baltimore.

The inmates of English prisons are em
ployed in picking oakum, making coal bags 
for the navy and mail bags for the general 
post office. .

Constantinople has 1,000,000 people, who 
are kept in order by 1000 policemen. In 1890 
only 3,000 arrests were made; but fifty for 
drunkenness. :;’ '

Florida has no State prison. The convicts 
are leased* kfitf Subleased to individuals in va
rious parts'of‘tbé State.

Brooklyn“ Hi(sc 986,394 residents,- 1425 po_ 
lice, and la^t$?ar had 39,856 arrests, nearly'
one-half for intoxication,

Maine has 135 convicta who are employed 
in the manufacture of carriages, harness, 
brooms,-furniture and clothing.

resents uucio d*iii anu me rncsts; z, rue unuren 
Kobblng tbe Feoplo; 8, TbauksgivlDg; 6, 'Sabbath 
Lew«; 14 Children and tbe Cburcb; 16, Woman and 
theCbarch;6, TheChurcband Tboina«Paine; 4,Stud
ies in Natural History; 2, Tbe Bible and Science; 15, 
Tbe Clergy and Tbelr Flocks;!, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, Tbe Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord aud 
Bls Works; 2. Prayer; 10. TbeCreed8;2, Christian« and 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
D, Missionaries; l.The Lord’s Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Cburcb; 2, Church’s Idea ot Civilization; 1, The Uses 
of theCrosi;4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
Porsecudons of the Church; 12, Some Allegories* 
B, Heaven ; 6; Hell; 7, Miseeliauftous. Price<2.

ForSalo at thin office. 

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Haymond’s Resolve.

OK LO/S WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
a novel written with a purpose, and that ’ 

purpose 1b not merely to enable an unthinking, Idlu 
mind to while away the time lu a state of Idle Ulessed- 
oess, devoid of earnest thought or cure for cither 
self-improvement or tbe good of bumuDity. It Is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for niutliers .and 
those who are to lie mothers; and secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the weH-bejug and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view tbo 
result upon tbe child of proper surroundings and Influ
ences bearing upon tbe mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upou various things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon tbe Individuals compos« 
Ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant, inslruc« 
live and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
as o novel, and is especially commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whom it Is dedicated. It also thor* 
oughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the Catbolk 
Church; advanced ideas relating to tbe Spiritual plilh 
osophy arc introduced. It contains u fine llkencsa of 
the author. It contain« H45 pages, neatly bound th 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, ll.Q.

From Soul to Soul.
fiY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
J. best Poems of tbe author, and some of her most 

popular songs, with the music by eminent composers. 
Among tbe Poems which have attracted wide uotlco 
are: “Budding Rose,” “Incidents of Life Under tbe 
Blue Laws,“ “Pareon Smith’s Prophecy,” “From tba 
Highlands of Heaven,” “Tbe City of Sorrow,” “Solilo
quy of Fulvia at Sicyon,” “ The Holy Maid ot Kent, * 
etc.

The Music includes “Tbe Unseen City;” *'Clari- 
jel,” a June Bong: “We Shall Meet our Friends In the 
Morning"; Meet us at tbo Crystal Gates.”

Many of the Poems are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by tbe author In her public read
ings.

Pnis« Nonow.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle 1« master
ful In her prolific' poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented Writer, and one of President Ga^ 
field's brightest scholars.—Cbansantng Argus: L. 
ilfLed poet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is well known aS 
a poetess, and author of many oxquliito songs,—Bat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems aro worthy to bang like a 
banner on our walla to recall ua dally to our bette/> 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rar# 
poetic talent—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun» 
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She IS 
one of nature’s poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Bara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel Is exquisitely beautiful.—D. 
Home.

Tbe volume contains 225 pages, is beautifully printed 
ind bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gift Price 
11.50, post-paid.

par sale at this office.

RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICS OF SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

" The past has been tbe Age of tbo Gods and the Be«' 
llglon of Pain; the present is tbo Age of Man and tbe 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust in the Gods, but 
kncftrtoclge in the law« of tho world, belief In tbe di
vinity of man and bls eternal progress toward perfec
tion is tbe foundation of tbo Kbligion of Man and 
system of Ethios a« treated in this work. .

Tbe following are the titles of tbo chapters: *• ^**4 
PART FIRST—Religion and Science«’

Introduction; Rolla-Ion; Fetishism; Polytheism! 
Monotheism; Phallic worship; Man’s Moral Progress 
depends on bls Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo
logical Problems—tbo Origin of Evil, tbe Nature of 
God; the Future Btato; Fall of Man and tbo Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man’« Position, Fate, Free 
Will. Free Agency. Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND—The Ethics of Science

Tbe Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
Tbe Law of Moral Government; Tbe Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change ot Heart; What is Good? Wbat is 
Wrong? Happiness; Tbe Path of Advance; The Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of the Willi 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty aa a Source of Strength; Obligations to So
ciety} Rights of tbe Individual; of Government;' 
Duty of Belf«Cultun; Marriage. i

820 Pages, Finely Bound in Muslin, Sent postage fred 
for <1.50. For Bale wholesale and retail at this

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Coktxxtb: Tbo Beginning« i Fundamental Princi
ple«; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Buna 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin ot Meteora and 
Oomets;ThoOrganic Kingdom; Tho Origin ot Mans 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; Tho Soul—How It 
Becelres aud Imparts Knowledge; How tbo Soul Be- 
cclve« Ito Highest Impressions; Tho Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tbo sixth 
Sense-, Tho Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spirituellem Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ: Tho Summary: “Wbat 
Must We Do to Bo Saved.” For sale at thia office.

Price, Cloth, $1^5. Paper, 50c.Lord, send more rattlesnakes, for then, and öl
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’ JANUARY IS 1864 THB FROGRESSIYb THINKER.
SNOWBALL SERMONS.

Reported by M. P. Rosecrans.
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NUMBER TWO.

My mourning friends, your parson feels sad 
and sorrowful to-day, for it has been reported 
that Mother Eve, the wife of Father Adam, 
whose funeral we preached last Sabbath, is 
dead, We cannot find any account of her 
death in any book, but we think she died of 
the same disease her husband died of, which 
was caused by eating of the wrong kind of 
fruit, resulting in what doctors term indiges
tion.

The last we heard from the old lady she 
was living with her husband, just outside a 
garden called Eden.

You see, now, how we are fixed—having no 
coffin or corpse before us to call special atten-

discontented and wicked that many of them 
wish that men could bear children, and nurse 
them, too. This makes your parson feel 
somewhat sorrowful, and hanker for the 
good old times.

Poor old Adam! How lonesome he would 
have been without Eve! We are sure that no 
man ever parted with his rib for a better pur
pose, and that no man ever had a more beau
tiful wife, or one more attahced to him; and 
yet, for all this, he was mean enough to tell 
Hod that if she had not coaxed him to eat the 
fruit against orders, he never would have 
tasted it, but would have gone on about his 
ordinary business!

Oh, Mother Eve! We are sorry to say that 
with all the advantages surrounding - you 
that time you had no educated “Doctor 
Divinity" to tell you that, ‘‘as ii3 Adam
would die, even so in Christ should all 
made alive."

Dear old mother! You knew nothing
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tion to, we must, likq revival preachers, draw 
largely on the imagination. Your parson is . .
sorry to say that in her day and age of the and God, being healthy had no doctors of 
world, women had but few^ rights inen were divinity. You did not even know how to 
bound to respect, and but lid®l/notoriety, curl your hair, or round out your body into 
Hence1 no one mentioned her death, or whether beautiful proportions. You had never seen 
her remains were laid by the side of her hue- the Old Testament, or heard of Bunyan’s 
band in the family cemetery. No marble “Pilgrim’s Progress. ” To while away your 
slab or solemn obelisk points to the spot leisure hours, you never pored over “Bax- 
where sleeps in calm repose Eve, the wife of ter’sSaints’Rest," or the Rev. Mr. Turner’s 
Adam, the mother of all mankind. “Description of the Damned.” And yet, so

All that was required of a woman in her far as we know, you managed to keep down 
day, was to “bring forth children in sorrow, the tongue of slander and gossip in the neigh
and let her desire run to her husband, and let borhood, to listen to the murmuring springs, 
him rule over her." In her day a woman the sweet, singing birds, and smell the aroma 
was not allowed to talk politics, or discuss of sweet-scented .towers. Your household 
women’s rights in a public meeting. She did duties were not laborious, and you had plenty 
not even have the pleasure of getting up a so- of time for billing and cooing with Adam, and 
cial party to raise money to pay (iff the no mother-in-law to raise a row in the family, 
church-debt or for the support of the minis- But now, dear mourners, we come to the

yotir day about baptism, faith or repentance.
The doctrine of sanctification had no teachers,.

ter. saddest part of this sermon, as we ask the
There was something singular about this solemn question: “Where is our poor old 

old lady that your parson commends to your mother now?”
attention: She had her birth without father How we would like to hear the great Doctor 
or mother, hence, never had to be weaned. Talmage express his opinion on this matter; 
She never was troubled with teething or loose- or how we would like for her, if sheusould, to 
nessof the bowels; never took old Mother control some medium as an “ancient spirit," 
Winslow’s soothing syrup, and was never doc-, and post us as to her present condition. The 
tored for worms. She was not made out of last account we had of her, she and God were 
mud, as was Adam, but out of one of Adam’s not on good terms; but we have reason to be- 
spare-ribs. The first she knew of herself she lieve that the killing of his innocent son has 
was full-grown, old enough to marry, and made him more friendly to her—at any rate, 
she fell in love with and became the wife of we hope so.
the first man she ever saw. As she was made Then in conclusion, brothers and sisters, let 
out of his rib, there was, no doubt, a kind of us say: Farewell, Mother Eve! We are 
Etffinity between.them, and she did the best she sorry you ate the apple, and had to die! 
could to make up to Adam what he had Sorry we are called on to preach your funeral 
lost. after the lapSe of so many years! Sorry we

And now your parson must moralize some, do not know where your bones lie! Sorry 
and call up some of the scenes and incidents that our good doctors of divinity take so little 
that transpired during the lifetime of our poor interest in your fate, while they talk so much 
lost, and, so far as we know, entirely for- about Christ and his mother.
Baken mother. And now, dear, sorrowing mourners, please

Oh, Mother Eve! While thinking over call to mind all the sad and solemn scenes 
thy life, thy purity, thy simplicity, thy loving that have taken place in this world since she 
kindness, we can’t help wishing that we were died. Call to mind the gibbets, the racks, 
all of us living in a more primitive age—an the fagots, that have been used by the Ohris- 
age. ..of truth and sincerity ; an age when tian world since she died, to make man better 
snakes walked upright (did not hide in the and God more loving; and when we have done 
grass); when the beasts were all tame; men this, let us try to shed a few tears over the 
were not jealous of their wives, and milliner- death of the first and purest mother humanity 
shops and dime socials were entirely un- ever had, and your parson hopes you will all 
known; the time when men did not smoke old, go home and strive to emulate some of her 
nasty pipes, and boys, to put on style and ap- virtues.
pear respectable, did not chew fine-cut to- [After singing the most solemn dirge the 
bacco or shake dice for cigars; the time when choir could conceive of, the parson wiped his 
there were no church-lotteries, no mite socie- eyes and pronounced the benediction,- when- 
ties, no prayer-meetings, no ministers' dona- the audience went home feeling sad and sor
tions, and no fashionable dressmakers; the rowful, and wondering how times have changed 
time when women did not play on organs, and since then. J
run their husbands in debt. _______ w___________

Oh, our dear, old mother! How we feel for ' _ .
you in your simplicity! You had no kitchen, Progression.
no parlor—not even a straw-bed. When you To thb Editor:—Nothing is more common 
met your lover the first time, you were both among our Orthodox brethren than ridicule 
entirely naked—you had not a rag on your from their pulpits against Spiritualists, em- 
back. You wandered around holding conver- phasizing the expression that those who have 
sation with God and snakes alternately. How died have ‘ ‘gone to that bourne from which 
quick you learned to talk! We think that no traveler ever returns." In our churches 
God and you, as well as Adam and the snake, here, they have gone so far as to tell us that 
all spoke the “Hebrew language," and under- “our ladders are too short; they will not reach 
stood each other real well. As your parson upto heaven." This was notably an utterance 
never heard that God ever conversed in any in our Presbyterian Church in this city a few 
other language, how necessary it is that all our yearsago. Recurring to these doings, it is 
preachers should learn to speak Hebrew; and with entire complacency that we note the pro 
your parson thinks if the people could only ceedings of the Presbyterian Conference at 
utter prayers in that language God could un- Cleveland, which was noted as a “historical 
derstand them much better, and better results gathering,” composed of gentlemen who have
could be obtained.

cheer. “The night is past; joy cometh with 
the morning." C. H. Mathkwh.

New Philadelphia, Ohio,

Progress at Lily Dale, N. Y.
To thb Editor:—To yourself and your

many readers we bring tidings of joy. A child 
has been born in our midst strong and sturdy, 
with good prospects of long life and unmeas
ured usefulness. We have christened our new
born hopes the Children’s Progressive Lyceum, 
and we already wonder how we ever got along 
all these years without it. We have tried to 
keep a lyceum running on these camp-grounds 
for several years, just during the few weeks of 
camp, trusting to our summer visitors for the 
material, and laying it aside with hardly a 
decent burial at the close of camp, with never 
a thought of a resurrection till the year rolled 
round again; .

But a few weeks ago Mrs. Myra F.Paine 
came to take up her abode in our midst, and 
the first move she made was to call - at the dis
trict school, where she found thirty-three. as 
bright and intelligent children as can be 
picked up anywhere, mid under their efficient 
teacher, Miss Grace Phillips, developing musi
cal and elocutionary powers not to be de
spised. .

She asked the children if they would like a 
lyceum, and every hand went up and the eyes 
fairly danced. She said: “We will have one. 
You may all come here next Sunday at 2 
o’clock, and we will organize a lyceum.”

The call was promptly obeyed. The next 
Sunday we had obtained the use of Library 
Hall, and Thursday evening we had a basket 
festival to obtain funds to buy coal, etc., to 
keep us warm on Sundays, and the way the 
ladies responded with their well-filled baskets, 
to be sold at twenty-five cents apiece, and the 
promptness with which the gentiemen bought 
the baskets, and waltzed off with the ladies 
who owned them to investigate their contents, 
and then finished up the evening keeping time to 
the witching music of the orchestra which kindly 
volunteered their services, showed what a 
warm welcome the newborn child has received, 
and how ready the dear friends are to fur
nish the nourishment necessary for its sub
sistence. We know it cannot help prosper
ing with such encouragement.

After this our lyceum will be held at 11 
o’clock in Library Hall, and after the exer
cises by the.children are concluded, the con
tents of - a question-box. will be investigated, 
and the spiritguides of the mediums 
present will be asked to answer the questions 
found therein.

We think an hour can be spent very profit
ably in this way.

We expect to lose some of our workers 
when the Florida camp opens, but we shall be 
in good running order before that time; so we 
can continue the work in their absence, and 
welcome them joyfully on their return.

We use as a text-book—Mrs. Paine’s “Easy 
Lessops in Spiritual Science”—which we 
recommend to all lyceums, especially those 
whose numbers or lack of experience in 
lyceum work will not admit of following fully 
the plans laid down in A. J. Davis’ manual. 
Because we cannot do all, is no reason why 
we should do nothing. Our children have 
been neglected too long. They are reaching 
to us for help. Shall we respond?

HAVE WE A CREED? EXCELLENT BOOKS!
An Important Question for Spirit

ualists to Consider,
They Are for Sale at Thia Office.

7'HREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE- 
lons; the Jesuits, seen at)d unseen, nro banded against the 

. circulation of tm, book, beemse they ore afraid they will lose 
_■ ■ their monopoly of the secret knowledge they, tytve hell eo long.
To THE Editor:—Time and spacey valu- *

able articles—too valuable to be used in mere TJISTORICAL AND critical REVIEW OR 
fault-finding. I am not generally one of the ** the Sunday question. It U Invaluable. By G. W. Brown, 

kind of Spiritualists who is easily scared; yet, uow To Mp.MPRr7F RV PRnp , w 
when I realize how innocently Romanism Hcadweii, one oSfaS'ssfuf mesCerarn m7Ln^ 

started and by what stealthy steps it moved pnee we?c^Bc“PlalD!)dl,ym“ineri“B-
forward until it became at once the most arro- QUTSIDE the GATES: AND OTHER 

gant and the most tyrannical power the world
ever saw, I feel that we cannot be too watch- PrlcQ *Las'
ful over or too jealous of our freedom, Qtarnos. by dr. della e. da vis. a 

Mr u i i u xi , . ... rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson1 particularly felt the need of a written »»vis. Intended for the light and solace of every sorrowing 
creed and wanted'to engage any one person to '"!”d “a *“ beBrt- prlCB w cent'-
write it for me I dn nnt know nnv one I would CACAAZi EROM THE CONVENT OF THE write is ror me,i ao not Know any one 1 would Bacred Heart_ bj.Hlldson Tutttei #nthor of ..¿rcana ot Na. 
employ sooner than I would that pearl of the tuns," '‘Ethlca of Science, "“Science of Man, "etc. Hudson Tuk 
«1 nr n T vr -o- I ■ J t tlo was threatened with death for writing and publishing hfsplatform, Mrs. Gora L. V. Richmond. I Convent," which has had a phenomenal run lu Tax Pnoonass-
doubt, however, whether she or her guides && Pu8t pal'1 w'vhere' 60 cenw' Puper
would accept the responsibility. I think they roLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
would say, “If you must, as the Hebrews A (wlentlflo method pt delineating character-. diagnosing 
.1 - i 4. Iv . ’ , , A disease; determining mental, physical and huefaess qualifications;thought they must, have a god or gods to go conjugal fidaptabliny.-etc.. from date to birth. Illustrated 'with 

; iL+zv seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1WQDOiOre ypU into Jligypt, appoint a largo com- to 1900 inclusive = Large Svo, cloth S5.W, Postage 20 cents.

mittee of your oldest, wisest, and most tried spiritual HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
mon and women, and let them, after a few M calmuBlvfor the choir, congregation and social clrcJes, by J.

v . 1 ,L . . M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. IL Bailey, Muelcal Editor. Newmonths discussion, submit thelresults of their edition. Culled irom a Widofiew of literature with the most crlt- 
kkww 4-rt. M,« «4 . k«4-„ 4-^ k« care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with tho soul otlaDor tO tne world Of bpirituaiists to be acted Inspiration, embodying the .principles and virtues of tho spiritual 
nn hv thorn ” philosophy, aet to tne most cheerful find popular muslo, (nearly
vu uj vuum. , all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft Is doubtless the most

It seems that the assembly Of Spiritualists »ttractlve workot the kind ever published, lu beautiful aonge, vuu ul upuibuwiww dueta and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon .accompanl-
which met in Chicago last September made gent, jdapted^botlMo^puUic meeting! and the social circle, 

the mistake of appointing a committee of only ’ ‘ ’
one person instead of three, five, seven or ten, 'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 

A Confessional, by Father Clilniquy. A stirring account of the
to write an address on Spiritualism, to go into wRo“1*1'prl“1*' worlte‘I tllTOUBh th<i con,e8“lon“i
the World’s Congress of Religions. The con- q^HE contrast, by moses hull, a 
vention was probably fortunate in selecting / comparison between EvangcllcAlIsm aud Spiritualism,- in tue 
Mrs. Richmond as tjiat one. I know of no &7o®<»

Perfect 
ought to 
mean glow
ing health 
throughout 
childhood, 
arid robust 
health in the 
years to

Baby Health

come. When we see in children 
tendencies to weakness, we know 
they are missing the life of food 
taken. This loss is overcome by 

Scott’s Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil, with Hypophos
phites, a fat-food that builds up 
appetite and produces flesh at a 
rate that appears magical.

Almost as palatable as milk.
Prepared by Scott

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT, 
f'ATHERED FROM THE TREE OB 
\J Life. Containing eoine of tbo experiences of a 

eplrlc who Las been in spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contains a 
vast fund of Information. It gives tho experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom on iinportfint lesson Is learned, 
lie. visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless soma 
of^bem. His soliloquy, as he enters the dark valley, is 
very interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of progress. 
Jiis philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. Thia 
work contains sixteen chapters of valaable inforuuk 
Udo. Price ftl,2i. For gulp ut tblsoffica-

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
yf FASCINATING NOMANCE OB 

lißj. two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cents; cloth. ei.OO. Books like “The Dream 

— ’Dhlld’' spur humanity ou to make more aud more de«
- --—-- —----- ----------------------- - ----------------- — ‘purchase iinpnds of this nature, and will open up new heights

006 WHO COllld have ffiven more ffßneräl satis- uiebook. PnoetLOO. u and depths of Spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler WlbfnnilL B Davin 1X,AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- » «’111, 1 believe, take lu place beside Bulwer’a
teCtiOU. (JU lsl? or. Curious IlevelalloM from the Ltle of a T~aca SÄ “'L I?

In the preface to that able address, as pub- FÄÄ S’S?
llshed in the PrOGREBSIVB THINKBROf De- lrutl> apparent It baa a peculiar bearing upon the moat moment- ^..¡11"'..

, - ., . - _ „ rT .. ouc Period In history and regarding Its most famous partietpuft—cember 24th, I see that Mr. H. D. Barrett, th« most noted American. It is based on truth and fact, and 
4-u - a'j 2 £ A.L kt b.« i t ... i therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher Um notIlie president 01 the National Association of spared care, research or expense in its verification and pruduc- 
Spiritualists, has either misunderstood the 
purpose of that paper or has caused many
thinking Spiritualists to misunderstand him. ‘waid. niretiAo.
If not his lark nf vaars and his nawnoss in tha A N AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STOLL not, ms iacK oi years ana ms newness in tne m rl by Mri M A Freeman Tbl.8e ¡¡ketebea arc a most 
cause has caused him to exercise a Dower powerful illustration of man’s cruelty and Injustice to bls fellow 

n mistaken the convention Q U/Ty UNVEILED_ ANCJENT V0JCES
never thought of vesting in him, US the head from the spirit realms. DlBcloelngthemoststartlingrevela- 
of thfi nro’fl.nizntinn ITaaava* tions. proving Christianity tobe of heathen origin. AntiquityUL LUU urgamz.ULlua. lie «ays. Unveiled has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J, N. Roberts,

u Whereas, the National Convention of editor of Mind and Matter. Price U.5ll. Postage 12 cents,

until reluctantly the reader closes the lust page.—
Minneapolis "Sunday Times **______________________

SOMETHING USEFUL.
r\UT OF THE. DEPTHS INTO THE 
UZ Light. By Samuel Bowleg; Mrs. Carrie E, 8« 
Twlng, medium. This little book will be read with 
luteuho intercut by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles’ 
hilervkw» with the fuhubitanta of the HcJJb of Spirit- 
life—u dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath of the million« who have gone 
from earth-life with ihedumnlng clfectsof debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. The book la made up of fifteen chapters. 
Some of tho lilies of tbo chapters are as follows: 
The Spheresot Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—The
Homo of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
Slot to Increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 

IsacDBlon and revenge—The War Department In 
, . „ „ . the Hcllaof Spirit-life—Unhappy Marriages are proSpiritualists of the United States of America ARYAN SUN MYTHS. Bi SARAH E. TIT-' muted by tbn low spirit» inU>e mutcli-uiaklng-bellof

aidnn ihlari... T V Ul.K — “S' A“in?ereadnu Jna^ctKo hMl^Owire «Lru**60 SSKlM

and mediums—hito the Light. J he Redeemed Prince.
did on this day .select Mrs. Oora L, V. Rich- ¡‘¿„hid.- Äff'inwrestingündinstructivelÄ ’i-rice«.»: 

mond, of Chicago, Illinois, to prepare and N'HRISTIANITY a fiction 
present to the authorities in Charge Of the C- nomlcal and astrological origin ot all r, 
World’s Parliament of Religions a paper set- Dr-J-1!-UendenhaU- Pric«»<,enu. viir AnmUTIBAi lIRft
ting forth the basic principles of Spiritualism SEL^US' |||E SPIRITUAL ALPS

rv IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. AND
.NOW, tueretOre, 1, Ilärrison 1). Barrett, y °lf a man die. shall Ue llvcy” Is fully answered. By W. S. ts/r-a o/sr-u«

president of the National Spiritualist Associa- ßarluw- “^oroi voice., meecocanui. HOW W EASCEND THEM
tion of the United States of America do here- A/TAB AL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS' or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude uon oibue uniiea öiaies 01 America, ao nere Wal,brooJcer. Prlc0 M.M. Mr„. Walsbrooker.s books , *bere spirit is supreme and an things arc subject Wit 
by designate and appoint Mtl. Cora L. V. .liould bo read by every womau lu the land. BY MOSES HULL

------ ------------- ------------------- --------------—--------- TJJF A^TPCi Au Indian Cuinp-tire—A Negro prayer-meeting In thb
_, a * . । * ..•».» » Y light. An Adventist looking for tbo end. TheSpirftr

nomlcrt and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by ual Congres. Priée 25 cents. *T IV Af D.lnn KA ‘ *___________ ....

Richmond to act as the representative of the iAIIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. Price, cloth,aiee!its; paper. 25 cents. For sale ag 
aforesaid association in the preparation of said /. H°vey. .200 pages, with illustrations of the subject» V7“/————„w 
paper, and that the statement therein contained' mmr wnrr^ uun a ROMANISM AND THE RE*
shall stand as the voice Oj the Spiritualists of /^volume it sweet outpourings of .gentle nature“who has no PUBLIC.

the United States." ' ■ ’ ^rrU^h^^ A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OP
Did th« vADtion of Aoiritnnliflta of tho __  ¿1 lrffi country should have at hand for commits*TTU Aofx 1 X ?? »pirimiWCT 01 ine BYE. D, BABBITT. M. Z>. H Cion. ByRov. Isaac J. Laming, M. A. This is amort

United otdtiCB SelQCt Mrs. Uora, Jj. V. Itich- rV all cpuld be led to bcHcrc in such a religion tho worlf would able work, consisting of a DiscuBslon of tho 1 urposea,i. *_ «__ I .. _ w. .... . . • • ..... .. ... _ 1 ecninntli.na 1 *»<»>> < nl/sa n nd Kf 1» f its tn u nf t ri fl Itnmnn
mond” to do this work? If so, why did “I, 
Harrison D. Barrett," “designate and appoint '^r^sl,,^PSYCHic science, a. 
Mrs. Lora L. V. Richmond to do this work. O valuable work. By Hudson Tutu!. Price ,1.23.

....... ....... .  . .............. .. ........................... power Assumptions, Principles and Methods of tho Roman
«nd disposition to Apply It) facts of history aud science. Price rfC«thollc Hierarchy, rhe work contalna 447 pages, aid 
• • .a •» * mnv be considered a mine of valuable Information fof

every patriot In Ute land- Price 81. For Balo at thtfIN office.

Lily Dale. But the feature which it is feared will be mis- rzERS OF the AGES, embracing spir.
* understood more than any Other is found in O Ituallsm. past and present. ByJ.M. Peebles. >1. D. An eu

^nirifiial Tamnl« I nuinvillA ku the words italicized in the quotation. Please qelF-CONTRADICTIONS of the BIBLI.
1 ° 1 're “v U.UUIOVI IC, rxy. read t]jem again. Will the statement of *-3 I“ Proposition«, theolorfcal, morel, lilatorlcal and BPKI-.1

. To the EpiTOB:—We have many Spiritual- uUarri80n D .Barrett, president of the Na- 
ists in this city, the gateway to the South, and tional Association of Spiritualists of the United f'QSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. l. sherman 
the cause is growing. Ihe churches are all states,” cause one Spiritualist in the United Lx «nd wm. f.Lyon, a book replete with spiritual truth». tm> work is one that every one sbouw n well represented here with fine buildings, and 8tatea’to MOept M„ P1UchmOnd’8 statement, JmWrtality, or future HOMES and BBHESW 

Imveouroi^i Temp^dSiS to thTcauS f>vWlfd n2i otherffi8e hav° don« so?'I 
of truth and nroirress Itwfll iriva us soliditv not’ ^en ffny ^at statement piBLE MARVEL WORKERS.
OI WUin. ana progress. it Will give US SOliaity necessary? LJ Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Pr'lce 75 oente.
here, and will aimmand respect for our cause, To'many old Spiritualists it has the appear- piBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY GRAVES „ ,. .. ’

not only here, but far into the South. ance of the assumption of an air of authority ’•» pi p*™'- • Dedication.
The temple will be SO constructed as to that even the Pnne dare not nlaim nverthn.« T IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH. Sketch Ofti» JjUO Of A. B. French,

bring in a large rental from stores and offices, hnfcr hi ffirisdtetion I fear ao I w 1 sav r ™papM’“, William Denton.
andwill trive a larm audience mom and room ? u er ,a 1CI IOn- 1 rear--ao, 1 Will say, TIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HIS T0Ri\^ ,a . »„ddha "
ana win give a large auaience room, and room j hope—it misrepresents the man who has been Lt ot Ath.raei, chief prieat of a band of ai Arran«. An -«tiinr! Legends of the Buaana.
for mediums free; the rents wdl soon pay for temporarily exalted to the head, not of an ec- CToi Xuid rottiS‘prteXXblp oi U <’-F,g Mohammed, or the Faith and
t he building. clesiastical, but of a business organization. r IFE AND labor in the spirit-wori d Wars of Islam.

We have made these arrangements for Be assured, Mr. Editor, .this is written in no Lt By Mr>. Mary T. Sbelbatner. It abound« In fact. Ir refer .Joseph Smith and the Book 
building our Temple: A responsible Building spirit of hostility to the new Association, nor to ““ “the S’“*™1- Prlce Mormon,
and Loan Association, whose directors are the man who stands at the head of it On the T EAFLF.TS OF THOUGHT GATHERED ... . T .„
tiAiritnoirata «in 1a.„ .„4 tee man wno stanas at tne neaa or it. on the Tree of ufe. prewnted to humanity tn.»u«hth. Conflicts of Life. .
Spiritualists, will make our building loan and contrary,! am jealous both for the Association of a a utcMeid. Excellent tbroutrnou., tne. an(i Pcrmanenc.v
build our Temple for ns so we can pay for it and the man. I much prefer that the enemy qeers of the AGES, OR spiritualise Trt„„s
St tnT the Sp!"tua1’ sha11 not have an opportunity to attack either. __ __ •
ists throughout the country will subscribe for j hope Bre. Barrett will be able to make an 
shares of stock in the Association in number explanation which will be satisfactory to those Researches in oriental HISTORi 

sufficient to justify the Association in making w)jq love the cause. Should he fail in this, /v embracing the oriRin or tbe-iewn, the rino and development
ro IfiTirfl a Inan Thpfle sharps of stork ara fnr r > v .* uf ZoroMtrianlem and the derivation of Christianity; towhlchlsso large a loan, mese snares oi stock are lor J Can assure him that he has done more to added: whence our Aryan Auce«tore? By o. w. Brown, m. d.
$100 each and the dues are 65 cents a month, strengthen the hands of the opposition to the Oue.fu.uino.t.rem.biaworiueYerpubii.bed. pnce,i.so.
and the Stock matures in 84 months; they also ArannizaHnn than n. union of ¿11 thuir forma REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN have nrenaid shares of stock for SI 00 each orga™atl°n than a.union Ot all their forces /V InaplreUonuUy by Mr«. Marla M. Kins. You will not become nave prepaia snares OI STOCK lor ^ivveacn, could do. weary wnllo reading thia excellent book. Price 75 cents.

which cost $50 in advance, on which Interest ^¡g migtake corrected, and with a ROMANISM AND THE republic. Bi 
at 8 per cent per annum is given. All funds of little less sail and more ballast in the future, YVn^mac j. Lan«ing. m. a. Every patriot, »bouid rend u. 
the Building and Loan Association are loaned the National Organization may right itself and •THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS . ,

on real estate, audit is the safest investment yet be what many honest and earnest Spirit*- J1?®5?! Embodiment», oivon througtij 'human being« with reference to health, discaBe^and
_ _________  _  J __   _____ ______ that can be made, and persons so desiring can have so long felt Was needed to cause •»JF ttould read wh0 interested tn re-lncarnsUou. Price I the'm%tuin«iilpPof1 Mra Cora'L.^v'^Richmond0'1^ 

and never heard of the right to impose upon the church new doctrinal withdraw their stock after 6 months, with six Spiritualism to take its proper place in the *^-,„1- crrrwrrt'rr nr <;pn?rTrrjr km ‘ Cealcr should be without It, and no family Binraid 
. . m_________________ w-r . .. °._______ . r ,_______________________.__________. . nflr AAnt intorAHt: r»pr Annum > * rT'HE SCIEN/JF/C BAS/S OB rFlF/TUAL/SM. be without Its valuable aid. It is a valuable aidJ. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one of to the physician In determining tbo relation of irfapa« 

. the ablest men of the age. Price 41.50; postage 10 cents. Cent's spirit to lu .body, thus enabling him to know

taken a stand against their more Orthodox
But to lay aside all conjectures and all sup- brethren, and will fight for their rights in the 

positions, Mother Eve, and admitting your church of their choice.
great knowledge of language, there were some One of the objects of these liberal gentle
things you were not familiar with. You had men who composed the conference, is to an
no idea of the beauties of cosmetics, or of the nounce their position upon theological ques- 
sweet-smelling odor of musk or cologne. You tions, and more especially the logical position 
did no trading or shopping. You spent your upon the issues recently raised by the heresy 
time nursing your children, and listening to trial of Rev. Dr. Briggs.
Adam grumbling. As you went forth in your These gentlemen, who are seriously con-
morning rambles, you met no tract-peddlers cerned for the future of the church, deliber- 
invitingyou to come to Jesus. You never ately assert that “the general assembly has no

Lily Dale, N. Y. GLEMIN6S
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.

of

pages. tilt an enei 
» work that should '
woo.

THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISM
ent. By J. M. Feeble», M. D. A book ot ff» lúea».
lyclopedlaof ticui a mine of rare knowledge, Tlio Unknown.
belntliebaM. M every Spiritualist. Price ino uimuunu.

Probability of a Future Elite.
Anniversary Address. 
The Egotism ot Our Age. 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid*

of

a

SYCIIUI 4THY; OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
lug. Dring a scries of lessons on tberêlattons of

it/-spirit to its own organism, find the Interrelations

wanted to vote, — ------ ------- --- _____ ____ _____ r_ ___ _  „„„ _
“Women’s Christian Temperance Union.” statements under the guise of Interpretation. Per ^iR interest per Rnnum world.
It is presumed your boys did not smoke and Especially so now, when a large majority of t Jou an mterest in
chew tobacco, as do the educated young dudes the Presbyterians have expressed, after much our-*-®mPte building, but we earnestly ask 
of to-day; neither did Adam, your husband, deliberation, their dissatisfaction with <onr y°u» brother ana sistotipiritualists, in all oit- 

‘ confession of faith’ as it stands, their desire' 168 “d.^wns m the north, the south, thespend his time at prayer-meetings, or over
load his stomach at a religious festival.

Oh, Mother Eve! We are pbliged to tell 
these sad and sorrowing mourners that early 
in your life you- fell from grace—fell from 
ignorance to knowledge; from nakedness to a 
beautiful suit of clothes made out of skins by 
God himself. Whether the skins were tanned 
6r fresh hides, we have no means of knowing. 
As there were no fashionable dressmakers in 
that locality, and God made the coat for you, 
we presume it fit nicely. Whether you wore 
a bustle at that time we do not know, neither 
do we care. Wo presume you did not need 
one. So far as known, you never grumbled at 
Adam for not giving you money that you 
might go shopping.

As a mother, we think you were kind to 
your children. As they lived to be several 
hundred years old, we think you did not wean 
them until they were seventy-five years of age, 
and this made them strong and hearty! -

Alas! my brothers and sisters, how times 
Jhave changed! Now women have become so

Moses Hull.
~ ___ ____  _ _____... ‘ what remedies are necessary to perfectly adjust the
Tf/EIYS OF OUE hEAVENLY HOME. BY same to each other; to the magnetic healer Itla Inval- 
V Andrew Jackson DavD. Highly Interesting. Portage 5 «able, because It Illustrates the actual magnotio pole!

- . cents. Prlca75 cents. amI their corresponding nerve centers. To the ge»
.«vu «».v uiauuu, mu,, uwuc . - • As an InvestigatoTwho seeks for light upon 'T'hE religion of man. BY HUDSON pRsKid"nd«nrK
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FROM SPIRIT-tAND.
If I Die Do I Live Again

EXPERIENCES OF A REPORTER OF THE 
KALAMAZOO GAZETTE.

HOW JAMES RILEY BRINGS FORMS BE
FORE FRIENDS SO THEY ARE RECOG- 
NIZED—AN OLD MAN WITH A CANE— 
WHAT ARE THEY IF NOT; SPIRIT. 
FORMS?—HIS HOME AND SURROUND-.

■ INGS.

Having waited just forty days for our 
/ turn to come, 4 o’clock Sunday after
noon, October 1,'found us at the home of 
James Riley, the far-famed materialistic 
medium, of Marcellus, Mich., finding 
already there parties from Nebraska, an 
ex-Mormon priest from Utah; also rep
resentatives from Benton Harbor, Kala-’ 
mazoo and Texas, all intent upon a solu
tion of the all-absorbing problem: “If a 
man die, shall he live again?”

THE RILEY HOME.
. Mr. Riley lives on a farm of 20 acres, 

just three and one half miles due west 
. of the village of Marcellus, which he 
owns antTcultivates with the assistance 
of his three young sons. The house is a 
plain, well-cared-for structure, after the 
style so prevalent in rural architecture 
—a gable upright and wing, the upright 
being sixteen by twenty-four, one and- a 
half stories high, the wing one story, 
fourteen by twenty-six, with kitchen in 
the rear, the building standing about 

■ five rods off the road on the south side.
The family epnsists of Mr, Riley and 

wife, three young sons and two daugh
ters. They also nave a married daugh
ter who resides in the immediate vi
cinity.

LOOKING FOR SPOOK HOLES.
, During the afternoon Mr. Riley and ’■ 
wife were absent from home, and it'wae 
very close on to six in the evening be
fore their return. Through the cheerful 
permission of the family the interim was 
utilized by various ones assembled in an 
examination of the apartments in which 
the great medium operates.

Every inch of the room, sides, ceiling 
and floor was carefully looked over, 
rubbed, dented and thumped till each 
particular skeptic seemed satisfied that 
all was right, and really ashamed at 
their captiousness, in light of the fact 

- that the medium produces forms fre- 
• quently and with the same facility in 

other houses. By the way. Mr. Riley’s 
standing proposition to investigators is 
substantially as follows: Take all the 
opportunity you desire to examine the 
interior and exterior of the room in your 
own way, and in addition, if desired, re
move the plastering, siding and floor. I 
only ask the assurance that they be re
placed in as good condition as prior to 
dissection.

About six in the evening Mr. Riley 
reigned up and after handshaking and 
a few pleasant words around with his 
new arrivals, dropped into an easy chair 
on the front porch and divided his time 
equitably between pulling at a good ci
gar and yielding up information about 
himself.

. JAMES IULEY.
The accompanying is a very correct 

likeness of the noted medium. We have 
no physiognomic flourishes to make. 
What the facial expression indicates or 
lacks will be left to those who pretend 

' to a familiarity with the art or science 
of physiognomy to decide. Wo have no 
inclination to judge minutely the quali
ties of mind and heart of any human 
being on an authority we deem so slen
der. Mr. Riley has lived upwards of 40 
years in his present neighborhood and 
is respected by his neighbors and fellow
townsmen. having the reputation of be
ing upright, conscientious, charitable, 
and generous to a fault, and, indeed, we 
saw no reason for modifying that esti
mate, but rather many evidences on 
which to confirm it. He is of Scotch 
and Irish parentage, of good intelli
gence, and just 50 years of age, rather 
dark complexion, and somewhat under 
medium height, weighing perhaps 160 
pounds. ,

HOW HE BECAME MEDIUMISTJC.
His account of how he came in posses

sion of his wonderful gift differs widely 
from the version which has so exten
sively obtained, namely: That it was 
thrust.upon him unsolicited at the 
termination of an almost fatal fit of sick
ness. On the other hand, says the Mar
cellus wonder, “I made the start in the 
field of investigation as the result, more 
than any thing else.of a statement made 
in my hearing about eight years ago by 
the Hon. A. B. French, namely, “That 
under proper conditions spiritualistic 
manifestations can be brought out in 
nearly every home.

■ “From that time my wife and myself 
sat at the table patiently nearly every 
night, consuming from one to four hours 
at a sitting, for nearly six months before 
we were rewarded with a single rap. 
From faint raps and far between they 
grew louder and more frequent, then 
followed table lifting, slate-writing, 
partial materializations, and lastly com
plete materialization of disembodied 
spirits.”

. NOT A MEDIUM FOR REVENUE.
After tea we were invited to look oyer 

some of his correspondence, which is in
deed voluminous and bears witness that 
he is held in high appreciation by 
Spiritualists all over the land, and is 
much sought after by noted men and 
women of all classes and calling. An
other fact, gleaned from his correspond
ence and which would be seasonable to 
mention here, is that he is in receipt of 
numerous alluring propositions to give 
traveling exhibitions of his wonderful 
and baffling powers. Responsible offers 
range as high as $125 per'week with ex
penses, and still he continues to wear 
himself out for the solace and gratifica
tion of the throngs who visit him .at an

average receipt of less than one dollar was left in the room at the open- 
perday. His explanation to the inquiry ing of the seance. Unlike the disap- 
why he so persistently rejects so many pearance of preceding forms, just before 
tempting offers, was the apprehension regaining the door this one was divided 
that his control would promptly and,’at the waist, the disintegrating process 
hnnalfiQolv docairi Kim cYrrtnlA Ka nf.t.am'nf, 1 _____-«--ill ^11

CHRISTMAS OFFERING. Testimonial.

hopelessly desert him should he attempt 
to prostitute his exalted gift to a money
making concern. The genuine frank
ness and simplicity of (he man, together 
with his financial! inconvenience, must 
impress one at once and forcibly with

melting upward and downward till all

his sincerity in that apprehension. 
WOBBLING DIVINES.

An amusing and to some it would be 
a horrifying state of things is recorded 
in the record-book kept by Mr. Riley 
in which he entersithe names of those 
who visit him. Tne names of clergy
men appear by the scores, and Kalama
zoo contributes some to the list. There 
is every reason to believe that a major
ity of them attempt to go quietly'and 
unnoticed to Riley’Sj while many of 
them request that tneir visits be kept a 
secret.

INSPECTION OF ROOM.
At precisely nine o'clock all present 

were invited to make a final inspection 
of the room in which the medium was 
to sit, which was responded to by nearly 
every one. The closet contained noth
ing except two or three child’s gar
ments, winch were examined and left 
hanging, The windows are so con
structed that only the lower sash slides 
up and down, and that was covered with 
mosquito netting, which is intended to 
be fly proof, being tacked two inches 
apart with the heads of the tacks liber
ally rusted. In addition to faithful 
catches on the lower sash, the meeting 
rails were securely sealed together with 
strips of paper.

PREPARING FOR GHOSTS.
All being satisfied that so far as they 

could carry their- investigations there 
were no contrivances connected with 
the room to facilitate the medium, the 
■latter was seated in a wood seat chair 
as shown in diagram, which was placed 
about two feet inside the room, holding 
in each hand as much wheat flour as he 
could successfully grip. The company 
was arranged in a semi-circle, the fur
thest point being perhaps ten feet 
from the door. It consisted of the ex
priest referred to, a gentleman from 
Bentbn Harbor, two ladies from Kala
mazoo, two ladies from Texas, Mrs. 
Riley, and the representative of the 
Gazette. The lamp in the parlor, where 
the forms were to appear, could hardly 
be said to have been at full blaze, still 
there was sufficient light to enable one 
to readily recognize a living friend or 
acquaintance, especially if he were not 
owing him money.
“ WHAT ART THOU THAT USURPIST TIH8 

TIME OF NIGHT.”
After a season of waiting of perhaps 

twenty minutes or half an hour at the 
outside limit, a slight waving movement 
of the dark curtains was plainly discern
ible, which was quickly followed by the 
appearance of a long, white hand, then 
gently and steadily parting, exposed to 
full view the perfectly lifelike form of 
a very tall, portly mail, somewhat past 
middle age, which --monopolized the 
doorway for at least ten seconds. The 
apparition made a very graceful bow to 
the circle, followed by a significant ges
ture of the right hand, then steadily 
sank through the floor, vanishing in full 
and unmistakable view of the entire 
circle. The form ■ was recognized by 
Mrs. Riley as that of Mr. Benton, the 
regular control of the medium. Very 
shortly after his departure, perhaps not 
more than three minutes intervening, 
there appeared and departed in much 
the same way the form of a young man 
which was not at that time recognized.

A CANE FACTORY.
The third form appearing was that of 

a little old man, bent over and tottering 
with years. He came first at the side of 
the curtain and was not fully recognized 
till after Iris retreat, but on request 
hobbled out with great exertion, pound
ing his way along with a big hickory 
cane. This time ho came out clear of 
the door and was recognized to a cer
tainty by a lady from Texas as being 
her grandfather. The last 15 years of 
his life this old gentleman, as stated by 
the lady, was afflicted with lameness of 
some sort and navigated himself with a 
similar cane. By the way, the lady is 
an active member of the Methodist 
church, and was at the seance under 
protest, and of course the Gazette will not 
mention that she was caught at Riley’s.

HAND-SHAKING.
The next materialization was readily 

recognized by the writer as that of his 
brother, who died at the age of 34 years. 
He was also recognized by others pres
ent beyond all possibility of a doubt. He 
was dressed in a neaWitting black suit, 
low cut vest, white shirt and collar --and 
black tie. .His first appearance was 
only momentary,- the opening in the cur
tain exposing the form down to the 
waist. The form re-appeared almost 
immediately after withdrawing, and 
standing erect and lifelike in the pas
sage sainted his mother ^rith the right
hand, in a way that wak decidedly im
pressive. On the moth/r advancing to
ward him unbidden, he withdrew almost 
instantly to the shield of the curtain, 
remaining away but/a short time, then' 
walking out 'fiill three feet 
clear of the door# according" to Mrs. 
Riley’s interpretation, sought to shake 
hands with his muthei/ That pleasure 
was cheerfully accorded, it being a vig
orous handshake op the part of both, 
and while in the act the materialization 
drew her very ncarlj' through the door, 
then relinquishing^he hold, settled to 
the floor, disappearing at her feet. An 
important circumstance connected with 
this dematerialization is “that Mrs. Riley 
to relieve the discomfort oi\the medium, 
exposed him to view almost simultane
ously with it, not more than five seconds 
intei-vening and there he sat in his usual 
position, faithfully gripping the two 
handfuls of flour. j

OTHER FORMS IDENTIFIED.

The gentleman from Benton Harbor 
recognized a wife and nephew as they 
came out. Perhaps the most astonish
ing and convincing demonstration of the 
evening was the unceremonious and 
startling issuing forth from the darkened 
rendezvous of ghosts of what was accept
ed to be the father of one of the ladies 
from Kalamazoo. He was fully six feet 
two inches high, of heavy build, jet
black hair and chin whiskers, his dress 
being a faultless-fitting suit of black.

was consumed.
THOMAS JEFFERSON.

The next surprise the circle was 
treated to was the protrusion of a long 
arm from the curtain divide,’ holding 
out a slate on which was announced the 
near coming of Thomas Jefferson. Be
fore the slate-message could scarcely be 
read there appeared at the opening what 
■purported to be the materialized form of 
the historic Jefferson, who in clever 
oratorical style delivered the following: 
“My countrymen—my sympathy goes 
out to you all; they, your rulers, aré 
perverting your constitution.” The 
writer, not having a personal acquaint
ance with the great statesman, could 
scarcely testify to his identity, though 
he is willing to affirm a considerable re
semblance of- the apparition to the 
pictures of the strict constructionist 
now extant. However that may1 be, or 
whether it were a “spirit of health or 
goblin damned.” there is a dangerous 
probability that it spoke the truth.

SEANCE CLOSES.
At precisely 12:30 the seance was 

brought to a close, fourteen different 
forms, male and female, having ap
peared, each different from the other, 
and all different from the medium, 
all differently dressed, and a majority of 
them were recognized as exact repre
sentations of departed friends'as abso
lutely as it is within the power of one 
human being to recognize another. With 
no means of deception which ingenuity, 
with all the opportunity that can be 
asked or offered, has been able to detect 
or intelligently suggest, the question 
looms up to us, what is it? The wit
nesses to this remarkable phenomena 
can be divided into two classes, the one 
saying emphatically, they are materi
alized spirits; the other saying, I do not 
know what to make of it; while a large 
percentage of those that have never 
seen it can tell us all about it.

In reply to the question how far he 
was willing to submit to tests, the me
dium announced that his house can be 
examined to the extent of tearing it 
down and rebuilding, he will wear 
clothes furnished him, the house may 
be guarded by forty men with guns; 
and those fearful of hypnotism can come 
after the . seance begins and look 
through the windows and the same re
sults will follow.

Hypnotism is very much relied upon 
by objectors as furnishing an adequate 
solution of the puzzling phenomena. 
They are often asserting that those visit
ing Riley are made to think they see 
what they do not see. With the me
dium under the foregoing conditions it 
would seem to be about the only solution 
that could be made available. Still the 
writer would prefer to adopt the follow
ing reasoning for himself, namely: 
Those having visited Riley deny invaria
bly having been hypnotized. Therefore, 
if they were hypnotized, they didn’t 
know it. If a man can be hypnotized at 
a particular time, and not know it, he 
cannot doubt that he is not hypnotized 
all the time, and hypnotized all the 
time, he cannot assert that he was hyp- 
notizsd at a particular time. So when 
the writer is charged with being hyp- 
noticed at Riley’s, ne can come back at 
the acciiser’ with the retort that he is 
hypnotized aud doesn’t know what he is 
asserting: that he only thinks the writer 
hypnotized, and according to his own 
argument, he doesn’t know that he is, 
and it is good for his comfort that he 
doesn’t.

A WORTHY DEED

y<
To the Editor:—You will find New 
ork draft inclosed for four copies of

The Progressive Thinker for one 
year to address of names below. These 
are my New Year’s presents, as per 
your suggestion of last year. I hope 
many others may do likewise, and that 
the good work may go forward and the 
cause spread until it encompasses the 
whole earth. Albert DeGolier.

Bradford, Pa.
Our friend is entitled to our sincere 

thanks, and we commend his example to 
other Spiritualists. Here is a present, 
at small expense, but rich in value, 
coming fresh every week during a whole 
yedr. Untold good might be done for 
the great cause of spiritual truth if 
others would make a similar wise choice 
in the selection of presents to their 
friends. "

Marriage.
- At San Jose, Cal,, at the risidenqe of 
Mr. and Mrs. Fuller, their daughter, 
Miss Aubrie F. Fuller, was uhited in 
marriage by me, to Mr. Earnest Hoeler. 
Both parties are residents of this city. 
The bride w;as married with the cus
tomary ring, and the chosen words.of 
our guides, as they placed it on her fin
ger, were, as we remember, as follows: 
“With this golden circlet, which is the 
symbol of harmony and the union of two 
souls, do we invoke the loving Father 
to watch over you in this your earthlv 
joining of life, and to cement in love 
that union of hearts, and pledge of affec
tion which you here have publicly re
corded, before these loving friends, 
some visible and -others, though invis
ible to you, yet bending over you in 
love'and benediction. ■ In accordance 
with this commonwealth do I pronounce 
you husband and wife. . .

May your hearts grow wise and sweet, . 
Rounding out this life’s complete,' .

Like the rosebud’s perfect bloom, . 
Shedding- forth Its rich perfume.

San Jose, Cal. Dishop A. Beals.

There was no preliminary waving and 
hitching of the curtains, as was the case 
with preceding comers, but this giant 
form strode out with the pomp of a

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces Inflame 
tlno, allays pain, cures wind collo, 25ra hot tie

Nothiug is old but the mind,—Emer- 
on.
Fear is not a lasting teacher pf duty.

—Old Proverb. . - • . .
The frost is God’s plow, which hp 

drives through every inch of -ground in 
the world, opening each clod, and pul- 
vering the whole.,—Fuller. ;

People give the name of zeal to their 
propensity, to mischief and violence, 
though it is not the cause but their in
terest that inflames them.—Montaigne.

CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE. .

With life and mythical predominance: 
Since likewise for the stricken heart of

Jove, :
This visible nature and this, common 

world ' i
Is all too narrow; yea, a deeper import 

lurks
In the legend told my infant years 
Than lies upon the truth we live to 

learn. A
For fftble is love’s world; his house, his 

birthplace;
Delightedly dwells he ’mong fays and 

talismans,
And spirits; and delightedly believes 
Divinities, being himself divine.”

It is simply the expression i of the uni
versal want of all men of all creeds, 
cropping up through all the ages, for 
something better, brighter, nigher, 
iHirer, nobler, happier and more endur- 
ng than this transitory existence can 

afford. And we struggle amid the 
multiform thoughts and things of time 
to attain portion of that loveliness 
whose very elements perhaps pertain to 
the spiritual world alone.
“The soul uneasy and confined from 

home
Rests and expatiates in a life to come.”

This is also expressed in the yearning 
love that seeks to follow the loved and 
lost; to hear frem them and bring them 
to us, as is well expressed in these lines 
of pathetic verse:
“Oh, ye loved ones, ye departed, who 

have crossed the silent shore, 
Though we call you through the sunset 

ye return to us no more;
Have ye found the blessed islands where 

earth’s toils and sorrows cease-?
Do you weai’ the sacred lotus, have you 

entered into peace?
Do you hear us when we call you,-do ye 

heed the tears we shed?
Oh, beloved! oh, immortals! oh, ye dead 

who are not dead!
Speak to us across the darkness, wave to 

us a glimmering hand;
Tell us but that ye remember, dwellers 

in the silent land.”
The want here voiced has paused to 

give birth to Spiritualism, which noble 
science of immortality seeks to give us 
substantial evidence of the continued 
existence of our loved and lost.

The Christian church works to the 
same end. through faith, as the poet 
Whittier has beautifully portrayed it: 
“Yet love will dream and faith will 

trust,
Since he who knows our needs is just— 
That somehow, somewhere, meet we 

must.
“Alas for him who never sees

The stars shine through his cypress 
trees.

Who hopeless lays his dead away, 
Nor looks to see the breaking day 
Across his mournful marbles play! 
Who hath not learned, in hours of faith, 
This truth to flesh and sense unknown, 
That life is ever lord of death _ 
And love can never lose his own;’

The atmosphere of the supernatural— 
the halo of mysticism and miracle that 
surrounded the birth of Christ—were 
but the poetic accretions of an age rich 
in legendary lore, when the old mythol
ogies still swayed the minds of men, 
which in this age pf progressive devel
opment and broader thought are gradu
ally resolving themselves before the 
calmer light of reason into dissolving 
views.

It has been natural in all ages for men 
to deify and' worship great moral and 
intellectual endowments; and in thus 
honoring the names of the great and 
good humanity but honors itself; for it 
seems to recognize in them the latent 
possibilities of their own souls. And 
who is not grateful for Christmas, with 
all its hallowed and kindly associations, 
as something sacred to the divinest sym
pathies of the human soul—whether 
originating in the mysticism of the so- 
called golden age in the saturnalia of 
the ancient Romans, or in commemora
tion of the recorded birth of that meek 
and lowly one—that pure and holy one, 
who brought the good tidings of great 
joy, of peace on earth and good will to 
men; whose mission was to create the 
kingdom of heaven within us; whose 
preaching was to emphasize the golden 
rule, and who went about doing good to 
poor, suffering man.

No person of proper moral percep
tions can object to tlfo real character of 
Christ—whom Thomas Paine .called a 
most amiable man, who taught an ex
alted morality that has never been ex
celled, and whom that great French 
philosopher. Ernest Renan, calls the 
founder of the divine religion of hu
manity..

“The supernatural does not exist,” 
says Darwin—“but no man knoweth the 
boundaries of the natural.” It is the 
mission of Spiritualism to unfold the 
laws of the higher natural, and no other 
science has revealed to man as a rec
ognized fact that rare and radiant gem 
called immortality.

Such gray-haired boys as Brother 
Moses, Brother Francis and myself, 
must know that the orthodox church of 
to-day is not the same as when it made 
our juvenile hair stand on end in view 
of th!) fearful vision of the wrath'to 
come. The seeds of evolution are work
ing in the church, as well as out of it, as 
is made apparent every day, and as .the 
great Congress of Religions has recently 
shown. Let us fight bigotry, superstition 
and error, whether expressed in the 
Bible or out of it, but let us’do it in 
such a manner as to make converts, not 
excite antagonism. If we claim more 
enlightenment'than the church, let us 
also show it in & more liberal spirit and 
a more abounding charity, that shall 
recognize some good in all. ;

And besides love „and sympathy for all 
mankind, -may we algo emulate the 
church in .allits grand works of prac
tical beneypence. ' . . . ’ ‘ .

So shall we prove our faith by our 
works, add show to all.the world that 
“Truth crushed to earth shall rise 

■ again.> ■ ... .
The immortal years Of God. are hers; 

But error wounded writhes with pain
And dies amid her worshipers.”-

• Ira Gale Tompkins.
Chicago, Ill. _ . ■ •

Ab to people saying a few idle words
Napoleon and halting at a point past about us, we must not mind that any 
half-way between the most . distant more than the old church steeple minds 
part of the door nnd the circle, the rooks cawihg about it.—George 
handed the: lady a music-box which Elioi. I •

Mansill’s Almanac for 1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology, 

Almanac Makers’ and Weather Fore
casters’ Guide, and New System of 
Science, by Richard Mansill, is now out, 
and will be sent to any address for.25 
cents, Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally should have it.

I

'ÿt

Dr.
(ADVERTISEMENT.)

Dobson—Dear Sir:—It is now
.about three weeks since I commenced 
taking your medicine. At that time I 
was a great sufferer, and had been for 
about two years, the cause of which is 
better known to you and your good 
spirit guides; but words cannot express 
my feeling of gratitude to you arid your 
band for the complete change I have ex
perienced, When I comenced your treat
ment I was weak, now I am strong; I felt 
old, now I feel young; I was seldom 
without pains; they have all flown; I 
was miserable, but thanks to you and 
your spirit band, I am happy, and in 
search of some other sufferer who needs 
your help. I pray that the good arigels 
will continue tqjsir work with you and 
bless you, as you< have been instru
mental in blessing me.

I feel that I would need another 
month’s treatment, as you suggested in 
your letter on treatment, for which I re
mit postofflee order.

Yours respectfully,.
' G. H. Meadows.

226 Sandford street, Brooklyn, N. Y,

(See ad. In another column.) 
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

1WSS LOTTIE FOWLER, CELE^ 
jyj brated trance, test, business and spiritual me
dium? also answers letters. Fee from 82 to 15. Hours 
from 2 o’clock p.m. till fl. 485 West Madison street. 
Chicago, Ill.• 217

PERSONAL MAGNETISM AND HYP- 
J Dotlsrn insures success In business and society. 
Clairvoyants scientifically developed by mesmerism. 
lOOpage book 10c. Spirit photos, also photos of men 
ixud women under control, 8 for 25c. Address, National 
Inst. P. T„ 182 State Street. Chicago, Ill. lB4eow

RUPTURE CURED 
FOR TWELVEJJOLLARS.

Hilgahd, Obbgua , June 28,1893, 
On. Pikrci & Son.—Qintlemin: I urn happy to in

form you Chat the Trues 1 bought of you lust Avril bus 
completely cuhkd me of a very severe case of Hernia, 
from which I have suffered fur over lb yeaiu. I wu 

rather sceptical about your Truss when 1 bought it, as I 
had tried several Elastic Trusses wi thoutderlr-

■ any benefit from them; but after using your Truss for 
__ tort time I was convinced that it was the best I ever 

had, as it was easy to wear, and seemed to stop tbe severoj 
pains that often prostrated me while wearing the old! 
Spring trusses; and now, in spile of my scepticism, I am fl 
Pbrpectlt Cubed, and can work with the Trussoff if jfl 
feel so disposed, but I still wear it loosely as it Is not fl 
inconvenient. You may add the above to your otlierfl 
testimonials, GratefulJyyours, FEED. HANSEN. Jfl

O^The above cure wueffccledin less than threeAS 
months time, al a total cost ofili. Thousands of sinii-^B 
lor cures have been made forfromllOto|l&euch. Es.^N 
tubllsbed 1875. Call or send So for free Pamphlbt^Em 
No. i, Address Magnetic Elastic TrnaaflEI 
Company, r N. w. corner Kearny andflH 
Sacramento streets, Bau Francisco, Cal. flBM

Ptamml
HEALING!

New Reveiled Remedy!

Quick Treatment! Permanent Cures!
No Stamps Required in Advance!

No Leading Simptoms nor Lock of Hair!
Only Name: and Age Required!

GRAND GENEROUS OFFER OF TRIAL 
TEST TREATMENT OF THE PABULUM OF 
LIFE FOR THIRTY DAYS IN YOUR OWN 
HOME, FOR ALL „CONDITIONS ARISING 
FROM EXHAUSTER NERVOUS ENERGY 

OR LOSS OF VITAL FORCE.
I ■ •

Disease^ as a whole, we regard as a 
unit, call it by whatever name you will, 
according to its manifestations, or de
gree of expression; but the causation of 
disease is all the same, namely: an, 
impaired vitality, or loss of vital force 
—whether, by blood poison or other
wise.

The “Pabulum of Life’* is a new 
ALIMENTA remedy, and was specially re
vealed for the augmentation of vitality, 
or life-renewal; and is, therefore, a 
fundamental cure for fundamental mal
ady or physical degeneration.

It will strengthen the weak, invigorate 
the young, and re-juvenate the old. In 
other words it will remove prostration, 
cure disease and restore lost health.

TRY IT! TRY IT! TRY IT!
Thirty days trial, remember, free by 

mail, for $i.

DR. R. GREER,
12J LaSalle St., Chicago.

C Z. BARNEY, CLAIRVOYANT.
O* Send lock of hair and 12 cents for trial reading.
Box 559, Otsego, Mich. 216

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This 1b a moat valuable book. It comes from an Ex> 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, and who 
knows what he Is talking about. Everybody should 
read it. Price, 11.00. It contains the following chap* 
ters: A

CHAPTER I. f
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly 8aft- 

respect in the Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the 
Priest.

CHAPTER HI.
The Confessional 1b the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the PrieitB la made easy 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

Tbe hlghly*edncatcd and refined Woman in the Con
fessional—What becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and Human Society. * -
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Bacrllegloui 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Confession. .

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France. .
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus
bands and Fathers—Some of tbe matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating work.

The readers of Thb Pbogbebbtvh Tbikktb will re» 
member the story under tbe above tide, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published In Its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 249 pages, In style and form like the 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of tbe author on tbe cover. Tbe scenes of the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented In the 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are tho chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of the Sage; Home of tho Miser; Tbo Low 
Societies; Hadec; CbrlstmaBtlde In the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstmastlde and tbe Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to tho 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in tbo Spirit-world; 
ContentednesB Not Goodness; Address of tho Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will bo delighted with; ft 
book In which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which wiil interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price In paper Is SO cents; muslin <1; postpaid.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS
OF 'PSYCHip-^ SCIENCE.

' This work, by Hrmsox Tuttle, essay, to utilize and 
explain tbe vast array of facts In Its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What tho Senses teach of 
tho World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and Its Results; What Is 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, In tho Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must bo, granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Peraonal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light

It is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 253 
pages. Sent post paid, 11.25.

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from tbe best thinkers and critics. It Is a vado mecum, 
ami answers about any question which may arlsa tn 
tbe minds of tbe investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For arle at thia office. -

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
D0EMS 'FROM THE INNER LIFE. 

IE By Lizzie Doten. New edition. This handsome 
relume opens with the wonderful experiences of the 
{uthor. who Is peculiarly gifted ns a trance medium 

nd public speaker. Her platform labors have' for e 
¿ong time been Tnceaslng, and tho deep religious and 
spiritual tone af her discourses have extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the Instrumentality ef tho pre8u\ But It Is chiefly for 
hermedlumlstlc power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a-spirit 
religious and elevating, that sho Is -most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the Inspir
ational utterances, given chiefly before public audb 
ences, under direct spirit influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe, They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of his productions in earth-life, but far surpass these 
In exaltedness ot conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are bytb. Inspiration of Shakespeare, Barna, 
A. W. Sprague; cut In many cases the author’s name 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and slgnlflcence of this 
higher phase of spiritual communion Is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from I1J0 to 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office ____

T WISH ALL GOOD, HONEST ME- 
1 dlums, willing to submit to test conditions, to 
know that I have two good rooms—one for seances, 
and one for sleeping—that I will place ai their dis
posal for two weeks, free of cost. Mediums will please 
correspond with Mrs. L. Hecker, Oil City, Pa. 217

]/OU ARE AN EPITOME OF THE 
J Universe. Wafted by tbe never-ceasing thought

waves from the great mental ocean of life, you are 
drifting to an unknown shore. The stars reveal your 
destiny, your relation to the universe and to Uod. 
Send date of birth, in own handwriting, with 50 cents, 
for a full delineation of character. Uriel Buchanan, 
Ph. D., Marionville, Mo. 217

FLORIDA.
ALL WHO VISIT FLORIDA THIS 

winter, will find good accomodations nt the San
ford House, Sanford, Fla. Only 18 miles from Winter 
Park, with good train service between the two places. 
We shah make a special low rate to Spiritualists. 
A W. Eogbk, Proprietor. 217
SPIRITUALIST, SEND $1 AND GET 

O a genuine spirit prescription for one of the best 
tonics known for most diseases. Scud the addresses 
of six of your suffering friends with your order, and 
receive, as a present, a copy of the “True Healing 
Art,” 288 pages. If not pleased, your money will be 
returned; 28,000 sent out under guarantee; not one re
turned, but, on the contrary, testimonials from many 
given. Dr. C. D. Gulley, 4133 Cottage Grove Avenue, 
Chicago, Ill.___________________________________217

TyPTIIERIA, CHOLERA, QUINSY, 
X-ZCroup, Erysipelas, Piles and Catarrh of the throat. 
The Antidote sent for one dollar. Lady Agents wanted. 
Dr. G. H. Miller, 1441 South 12th Street, Denver, Colo.

ORMSBY’S
Advance Weekly Star Report,

— AND —
Prognostication for the Future.

(OOPYBIOHTKD 1894, BY F. B. ORMSBY, A MAGI MYST1O.] 

52 PLANETARY READINGS
For Each Week During the Year 1804 

For Only $2.00, Less Than 
Four Cents Each.

Worth $2.00 Each to Anyone.
'THESE READINGS WILL TEACH 
J any person the 8clenceof Planetary Delineation, 

and each one will explain the life of every child born 
during that week, as well as showing tbe effect of tbo 
planets upon Business, Social, Political nnd National 
Proceedings, and Personal Feelings In Imlhldmil 
Lives. Designed for tho instruction and guidance of 
those who seek to kuow tbe hidden cause aud inenntng 
of things. It contains a zodiac, with tbe planets Ju 
position, for each Monday morning at 8 a. m.. and (hey 
are mailed to each subscriber ten dnye in advance of 
tbe time and dates delineated. They will be printed 
on fine book paper, and will make an excellent bound 
volume for reference at tho end of tbe year. Sub
scribe at once, if you wish to secure nil of the copies. 
_______ F. E. ORMSBY, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

50-Jan.-50#P8ychoinetry#50-Jan.- 50.
TOURING JANUARY I WILL GIVE 

J—J Psychometric Readings for fifty cents each— 
Special Rate. Send full name, lock of hair, own 
handwriting, two-ccnt stamp, (he above fee and ad
dress to D. S. Cadwallnder. Santa Barbara, Cal. [216

MAGNE TIC HEALING PAPER.— 
£V£ 1 dozen sheets, sent by mail. $1.00; dozen, 50 
cents; cabinet photo., 25 cents. J receive many favor
able reports. Allie Lindsay Lynch, 420 Main
Street. Memphis. Tenn. 218

HARK !
rklXE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER- 
U ons growth? Do you wish a psychometric read
ing. examination or advise regarding business? Write 
toDr. J. C. Phillips, giving age and sex, nnd enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-cent stamps. 
Tbreo questions briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad
dress, 471 W Madison St. Chicago, 111.209tf

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED

II thcraputlcs including the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students in four 
continents have taken the course. The college is 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive tin* diplomas at their 
own homes, institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, n delightful suburb of New York. E.‘ 
D. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange 
New Jersey. 231

KNOWLEDQE1S POWER!
TP/OULD YOU KNOW YOUR FU
rr lure, your business prospects, etc.? Would 

you unfold your psychic powers? Send lock of hair 
and handwriting. Trial roading, 10rent#; regular, 50 
ccnta. Address, Frances King Muller, 1901 Wabash
Avenue, Chlcag», 111.

TO THE SICK AND AFFLICTED.

___ aiv_
Send fiveLULL two-ccntstamps, ago, sox, handwriting and rïlLL leading symptom; you will receive a cor- 

■ hmm rcct diagnosis of your disease by psycho
metric clairvoyant power free, and how to effect a 
euro. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 35S, Lansing, Mich. (219

NATIONAL

Spiritualists' Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
(IxconronATBD Nov. 1,1893.)

'THE. HEADQUARTERS ■ OF THE 
J£; National Spiritualists’ Association Is now open 

at All times« and all Spiritualists aro Invited to visit 
their official homo. A register will bo Kept of lectur
ers andmedlumR, who ara requested to send In their 
n&mcs.and nddrcsBCs, aleo officers of alt societies, and 
wu* dejfre to keep a perfect register of thisc, and 
prffinbt notice should bo sent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies in all foreign countries 
arc also requested to confer with ub, and Information 
Is desired respecting all ucw phases of development 
Innll parts of tbeworld. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual, -matters, aro earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library.' For In
formation, address as above. Roninr A. Dimkiok, 
Secretary. . 2i4tf

21T

182 South First, Virginia City, Nevada. 218

111. Office hours: 7 to 9 r. M. 21N

Cleveland, Ohio. 219

ATERV-OUS DISEASES—ABSENT OR 
£ V present treatment. Charles W. Brighton, 
Room 28, 125 Clark Street, near Madison. Chicago,

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW
erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 

three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, ago, sex and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your ease. Address, Dr, W. F. Lay, Box 413,

T)ROF. A. C. C. PFUHL, ASTROLO- 
17 ger, author of Astrological Chart, will cast your 
horoscope. Send for circular. 125 Bolivar Street,

MRS. Q. PARTRIDGE, 
TLATFQRM, TEST, PSYCHO MF.- 
r trist and business medium- Readings, person
ally or by letter, <1.00. Answers three questions for 
five 2-cent stamps. Address, 291 Ogden Avenue, 
Chicago. III._________________________________ 216tf

pIIYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS .
• Reading or six questions answered, 50 cents and 
three stamps. Mab<ji’kuitk Burton, 1472 Washina* 
on street, Boston, Mass. ’ n“"mg

JDELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE

Lake Geneva,‘‘wi°t 6plrlt lluwlir- Ur-a- B-

DR. GARL SEXTUS.
Diseases treated by vital mrinnenMn '¡»nd liypnoU.stn:de« 
velops latent puyeliíi’ii) ¡)<,W‘T’:; nnd cor*
rcapondenee by nudi. sjjm. n0. -¿j Ea«t Ontario 
Street. Hours freni 2to 5 p. m. -m?

K\R. CARPENTER HAS MADE A 
J-y specialty of treating tbe alcohol and opium hab
its many years, and wiu warrant a cure for §20.(io. 
Afflicted one. go and be healed. Office, 125 South 
Clark Street, Room 23t Chicago, 111. Hours, 10 a.m.

A REINCARNATED MEDIUM. AS- . 
tral ItfMjpscope and spirit nativity Riven. Number 

of IncarnauWB, and In what race. Send name, lock of 
hair, sex, with ‘one dollar, for reading. Ed. Ihilzc«

'THE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H W

w'81nola"--

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
TEND THREE 'SCENT STAMPS 

lock of hair, age, tame, sex, one lending symptom 
and your d sense will bedtngnused free by bpirlt-powe? 
Dr. A. B. Dubeon, bun Jose. Cal.

S-’tPSTCHe'S
“,li-

develop

Price 81.00, Postage 20 cents. Bend stamp for de.
•oriptlve circular and testimonials.
____________ W, H, BACH. Mfr., St. Paul, Minn»

'^THIRTY PA YN TRE.l TMEN'T FOR 
, magnatized paper, (live ngp, box and ono
lending symptom, with own handwriting or lock of 
hair, two dollars nnd two 2-cent Mi.nips. T. J Preston Magnetic Healer, .Stanberry, Mo. 1 ’

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED
YE

to 8 r. M.

y'OU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT.
Melted pebble epectaclei restore lost rlelon. 

Write for illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mail. B. F. POOLS, Clinton« Iowa. -___________

YES YOU CAN
WETWELL. SEND M FOR A BOT- 
L7 tie of Eltxtb of Ltfs. A spirit remedy. Purely 

vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renews Ute 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney aliments there II no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. R. K. Myers Clinton* 
Iowa. t_____________________ _ 218
TjdUR PRE SEN!' AfrD FUTURE.— 
J. Ask three questions. Give age, ncx and-com

plexion. Enclose II. Agkeb A. Miller, Diamond 
Arkansas. 228

DR. HENRY ROGERS,
The Celebrated Medium for Indc. 

pendent Slate - Writing, Pie.
tures and Other Phases.

ALSO MAKES A SPECIALTY OR 
«zl' illoguoslug and curing disease where other« 
nave failed. Du. Kogkks makes hit) remarkable cure! 
entirely through spijut power. He is cudoraed by thd 
spiritual presV aa'being one of the best Clairvoyants 
and Pheuomcniil Mediums in the world. Tho doetcS 
lias established a large Sanitarium at
234 to 238 Park Ave. (near Hoyntt

Ave.), Chicago, 111.,
to accommodate his growing practice, and where oa» 
ticuts can have the benefit of first-class board whllt 
under treatment. Out of town people who are unabld 
to come to the Sanitarium can be treated at home. 
Send for,descriptive pamphlet and testimonial«. BrA 
Tings Daily for slate-writing and diagnosis, 215ti

THE SICK ABE CUBED, AND
SKEPTICS LEFT TO 

WONDEB.
A LEADING SYMPTOM IS NOT 

^Irod." “Do not euy a word about you, 
ailments, but ecml a luck of your hair, age and fly. 
Lm? c?!lt BU111P,“-“"«I require a complete diagnosis o? 
your disease, rho niost dltllcult cases are solicited* ’ 
especially those having bullied tho most eminent mcdl

j hi 0f.0lir d“y’ (Huncers and internal tumor«
1 le UEe of tt khlto.) Eighteen year«* 

n»iiw1<'* llI1r BSCCCBS unparalleled. Address with full

TJOW TO BEC0ME~A MEDIUM 
.ft VO1’»OWH1K>MK. Will semi a namnlilet ron. tnlnlnglnatruclloiia, a leuer design,m,,«0 y, 1 ,, 
or inoj U111.1HP, a spiritual song b„„k , ,y Wfm 
wX." W!'e,l“11 for 25 C,B- Mre. J A 
Bliss, 1904 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Hl. 220 * 

A UBNAL OFFErTbY A RELIA.
J. ble clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send foni 

t?nAt! ôpa*0ck of balr’ ai« and mx. wJ 
will diagnose your case free, by Independent anlris 
writing. Address, Dr. J. 8. Loucks Shirley, Masa.123d 

AGENTS WANTED0N SALARY 

Monroe BrarerMfit Co., XJH2 La Crosse, Wli. 21J

I N VALI DS ~ ~
JyLHO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
V* stamps, their disease, or syinntomH wiiirAnot.rA 

pamphlet and advice fhee to care (I cm elVes wkm, drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY C MPANV W 
Ington,Ohm »MUNI, ^ard*

TBI ARE HF-ALED. send
*bree 2*cent stamps for private letter nf from the Spirit-world. W. I- Phoion M n «rc rVlta 

son Boulevard Chicago ill. 1 ‘°n’ D''

S^i! ™!Jsrs

guide who revealed this 
Poole, Clinton, h.w.-i.

P
fl WILL DEVELOP YOU!

O T ID M p. Have you tried it ? The 
vk a/ 6 || I Finest Cabinet for tiie 
Cr T purpose ever made—bar

v none. Send for Circulars
This marvelous cabinet . -T 11 •Costs Nothing
J« He METCALP, Agent, 184 S. Green St. Chicago^ 

Price* $i.qq delivered, In City,

MY u/l££ CAVR'T Set HOW YOU DO 
ml 01 VtfirE. IT AND PAY FREIGHT,

Sin KH Huvthe Oxford Improved SINGER Sew.
Iv'uU fayMtchine. with a eurrpleco w>( of st. 

Uohcnents and (uarthteed for 10 prere Si 1t]*■! any* 
where on 30 dap«’ trial. Ab tnoney rrqizir.d tn ad* 

twiM. 76.000 now tn UM. World'« Fair Medal awarded.
from factor?, eave d-alen' end Acrnilf’ profit. 

Write to-day for our LARGE FREE C VYiLOGl’E. 
Oxford Mfg. Co, 342 Wabash Are., Cbicago, III.

ZTIE 2 CHEAPEST AND BEST 
books on earth. Every American should read 

them. Enclose 20 cents in silver. J. E. McMahcl, 
P. M., Diamond, Ark. 218

Denver, Colorado. 219
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MUSIC AND ITS MISSION ORGANIZATION.

.. wmilar reeults. Then cama requests1for 
aperies of musical favorites, which each
olcbsoldier designated, and which was a

Its Spiritualizing Influence.
A^iout Good and Bad Music. 

BY J. JAY WATSON.

the editor of a prominent public journal, 
requested me to play the old Scotch 
melody, “My Ain Kind Dearie,” with“Music! oh! how faint, how weak, .

T .angniage fades before thy spell: . 
Why should feeling- ever speak

When thou can’st breathe her soul so

His Statements Merit Careful 
Consideration.

Cogent Thoughts in Reference 
to Them.

»

People talk a great deal about good 
music, bad music, classical music, new 
music, old music, sweet music, etc. 
Shakspeare even takes musicians to task 
for furnishing sour music, and in the 
following terse words suggests an ad
mirable lesson:
“How sour sweet music is
When time is broke, and no proportion 

kept, '
So is it in-the music of men’s lives.”

Many years’ experience in the realms 
pf the “divine art” has' convinced me 
that« a mere combination of musical 
sounds that do not touch the human 
soul cannot bé called music. A het
erogeneous lot of words thrown together 
without regard to symmetry, or a con
nected chain of ideas that appeal to our 
reason in any assumed literary produc
tion, could hardly be termed an essay, 
and yet an immense amount of so-called 
(and honestly imagined by many well
meaning persons to be) good or classical 
musip, possessing neither “rhyme nor 
reason,” is constantly being placed be
fore the eyes and ears of the good-na
tured public merely, it seems to me, as 
a matter of commerce. Even if sounds 
like words are thrown together, in a 
strict accordance with the rules of 
grammar and harmony, unless melody 

• predominates, satisfactory results cannot 
be realized. Music is not only a distinct 
language, and a language all its own, 
.but it is undoubtedly the most subtle 
and powerful of all the mediums 
through which the human heart can be 
reached to its inmost core. The poet 
has well drawn a strong line of demark- 
atiori between the power of music and 
the power of language when he says:

gently analyze a musical composition, 
and ihore especially the department of 
orchestration. Every professional in
strumental 'st knows fais is true. Yes. 
“true, ’tis ' ity, and pity ’tie, ’tie true.”

The old Chinese proverb: ‘ ■
“the greatest good to the great

est NUMBER,” - ' •
is, to me, pertinent, especially when ap
plied to the art of music, I am aware 
that I am now treading upon dangerous 
ground, b>'t the experience of more 
than half : entury among concords,and 
discords e' well, has, as my friend, Ole 
Bull, ofte \ marked, “taught me some 
tings.” Je: ly Bentham, by the’change 
of . one wd; ,i in the above-mentioned 
proverb, ha/ perhaps, made it dovetail 
a little more, apropos when applied to 
music. Bentham puts it, “The greatest 
happiness to the greatest number,” and 
it seems to me, when the dear old cynic 
made this change he must have indeed 
been thinking of heaven’s choicest gift 
to man. a common remark, which 
wehqarCl : Jery side, that music means 
all sorts of things to different people, 
and none, I presume, will gainsay this 
truism. We ajl, know that a martial 
air will immediately cause the blood to 
accelerate through the veins of a war 
veteran, and it is. only a few weeks since 
I experienced this effect to a remarka
ble degreei During my late visit to 
Pennsylvania I was invited to attend a 
banquet at the home of General John P. 
Taylor, who, at the head of the First 
Pennsylvania Cavalry, performed such 
wonderful feats of valor durlngAhe late 
rebellion. After pertinent speeches by 
prominent G. Il officers, I was in
vited to give a tfuiylif J my quality in the 
shape of a few pieces >upon the famous 
old Cremona violin presented to me by 
Ole Bull. The first piece I played was 
“Yankee Doodle,” with a long string of 
variations, and the effect produced was 
exactly as I anticipated, as it evidently 
set - old ‘ chords ' vibrating, as well as 
called up old and sacred memories. A 
few moments later a past commander of 
the military forces of Pennsylvania, and

well?” .
In their well-meaning efforts to im

prove the general musical taste, our 
critics are prone to forget that one most 
Important word which should be con
nected with all real musical composi
tions. That word is melody. No matter 
how symmetrical or beautiful a human 
body, it would be a rather uncanny 
thing to love if the soul was wanting. 
We may have any amount of learned 
musical progressions, a la Wagner, 
Beethoven, etc., but if the soul (melody) 
of the composition is absent it is more 
to be deplored than a good old Cremona 
violûrmlnus a bow, for in the violin the 
tone, although inanimate, is only slum
bering among the innumerable mole
cules of the wood and strings, and needs 
but the magic touch of the master to 
awaken its hidden mysteries, and the 
majority of our so-called classical mu
sical compositions do not possess even 
the merits of this wooden box. The 
compositions of the above-mentioned 
musicians hate only been successful in 
exact proportion to the number of real 
melodies contained in them. In vain 
bavé musical societies and influential 
lovers of the art endeavored to make a 
scientific progression of sounds palatable 
to the human ear. A recent experience 
here in New York City which has cost 
nearly a half million dollars has amply 
proved that without melody no music 
can for long hold the attention of the 
great public. Some of the Italian 
operas have run for hundreds of nights 
in succession, making tens of thousands 
of hearts supremely happy through 
their sôul-stirring melodies, and a move
ment is now on foot in New York City, 
and in fact, has already been in
augurated,to once more establish meldi- 
ous opera.- .

The true-hearted among humanity 
instinctively yearn for melody in music. 
r / has been abundantly proven within 
Jé past century. The old fugues, 

/Which are mostly as devoid of true mel
ody as a dry bone is of meat, have long 
since passed into oblivion. To be sure, 
an occasional composition of one of the 
old musicians is Drought to the front, 
but as a merchant said to his daughter 
(a student in our institution a short time 
since), “a little of such so-called music 
is quite sufficient, and goes a freat 
way.” Many of the readers of The 
Progressive Thinker may call to 
mind the famous remark of -that blunt 
but sensible old Englishman, Dr. John
son, when, upon listening to some of the 
so-called classical music, he was reminded 
by a friend at his elbow, that it was very 
difficult. “Did you say difficult, sir?” 
rejoined the old lexicographer.’ “Why, 
sir, I wish it were impossible."

Lord Byron wrote:

great privilege for me to gratify. One 
warm-hearted veteran asked for “The 
Last Rose of Summer,” and tears flowed 
freely before this beautiful melody was 
completed. The spell, however, was 
suddenly broken by an old farmer, 
eighty-six years-of age, who called for 
“The Fisher's Hornpipe,” and to its en
livening strains he immediately pranced 
out upon the floor, accompanied by a 
wooden-legged veteran who had not yet 

.ceased weeping over the tender strains 
of “The Lpst Rose of Summer.” If the 
power of music to touch the human 
heart and the jolly risibilities was not 
here fully demonstrated, and all in the 
space of five minutes, we may look in 
vain for a more hearty endorsement of 
the marvelous power of music, and es
pecially the wonderful effect of the 
violin in its sentimental ormerry moods.

Would-be leaders in all musical fads, 
who make a business of using big mu
sical words, of the true meaning of 
which they know comparatively little, 
would undoubtedly pronounce the music 
which electrified and made happy more 
than half a hundred warm-hearted, in
telligent and educated war veterans bad 
music. It seems to the writer, however, 
that the amount of real happiness which 
was called forth from the sweet tones of 
the dear old violin on this occasion 
could hardly have been produced by 
so-termed “classical” music. After din
ner I was,again requested to divulge 
some of the many secrets which lie 
sleeping among the molecules of an ap
parently inanimate combination of wood 
and strings, and I now selected music of 
a different order. ■ I shall not say music 
of a different order of merit, but simply 
music which required more than ordi
nary technical ability to execute. The 
effect produced upon this same as
semblage by the change was of a differ
ent character. Instead of touching the

“There’s music in the sighing of a reed; 
There’s musib in the gushing of a rill; 
There’s music in all things, if men had 
'' but ears;\ ■ ‘
Their earth ia but an echo of the 

spheres.” .
And Byron was right. But I fear that 

he woúld hardly have written, “There’s 
music in all things,” if he had listened 
to some of thé modern musical vagaries, 
.yélept classical music; even ; pro
fessional musicians shrug their, shoul
ders with a smilé when it is mentioned 
by would-be musical critics, the major
ity of whom know as much about music 
and musical performances as a landsman 
knows about a ship, and T regret to say 
right here that I cannot recall to mind 
a single musical critic, even among: our 
great daily journals, that can intelli-

. ' ' - * - - —♦ ■ . . • - ■
though not composed pf professionals, ; 
there were at least discriminating per- ; 
sons enough to know the kind of music ( 
that gave them the greatest, happiness. 1 
This experience which I have related is , 
in no wise exceptional. i

Music is indeed a subtle force, with , 
effects which can be produced by its j 
mysterious agency that are well-nigh ] 
endless,.and I may add here that possi- : 
bly no instrument can successfully up- : 
ravel so many of its potent effects as the ; 
violin when in the hands of . one who ’ 
from pure love of its transcendent, al
though often hidden powers, is fortunate 
enough to be enabled to present even a 
few of -its marvelous beauties to his fel- , 
low beings. All the pros and cons 
about good and bad music cannot 
change the immutable laws of nature, 
and the music which produces the 
summum: bomm of human, happiness is 
in my humble judgment the best music.

MUSIC IN THE CHURCHES. '
Again Shakespeare, that great master 

of. the vagaries of the human heart 
comes to the front with’ the following 
pithy words; .
“Preposterous ass! that never read so 
• far, •

To know the cause why music was or
dain'd! -

Was it not to refresh the mind,of man,
After his studies, or his usual pain?”
Take away the musical element from 

our churdhes, and our most eloquent 
clergymen would be at a loss for another 
medium so efficacious as music to open the 
hearts of the people to their teachings. 
• In an autograph letter which T re
ceived from Henry Ward Beecher about 
the time I was giving my series of “The 
People’s Dime Entertainments,” in the 
great hall of Cooper Union, he remarks: 
“Your enterprise is a noble one. The 
philosopher’s stone was to change all ’ 
metals to gold. Is not music that mas
terful spirit? You are about to change 
musical notes Ipto bricks, and will erect 
a castle not only in the air, but out of 
air.” . At the time of receiving this let
ter from Mr. Beecher, I was endeavor
ing to interest some of our prominent 
men in an undertaking which I have al
ways had near my heart,. It tqerect ■ 
aJfdmB''f<h, £he5vidbws and orphans. op. 
lost fishermen in my native idwh, Gidu- 
cester, Mass. The undertaking has 
never yet been consummated, but that 
it will be in the near future, I have lit
tle doubt. When we reflect that be
tween two and three thousand fishermen 
from that city alone have in a few years 
been swallowed up in the ocean while 
buffeting its dangers, in behalf of their 
wives and little ones, it does seem that 
Mr. Beecher’s prophetic words should 
be realized. During my entertainments 
for the mas~7s, above alluded to, I fre
quently met with kind words and kind
lier acts from such men as B. T. Bab
bitt, Peter Cooper, Wendell Phillips, 
Walter H. Shupe, Thurlow Weed' and 
others, who had music in their hearts 
and souls. I recollect on one occasion 
on meeting Henry Ward Beecher at the 
Parker. House in Boston, grasping me 
by both hands, he enthusiastically re
marked, “I see you- are preaching bet
ter than the ministers in the Cooper 
Institute.” “Yes?’ he added with a
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hearts and heels of my hearers, the 
music now touched their heads, and ap
plause of another kind greeted my 
efforts, many of the veterans showering 
'compliments upon my somewhat merit
orious display of violin gymnastics. 
Again I changed tactics, and, selecting. 
a well-known melody from the opera of 
“Martha,” I first played it upon the G 
string, giving the effect of the baritone 
voice. I now introduced the same mel
ody , in the soprano clef, and ended by 
playing a duet for soprano and contralto. 
This brought forth such remarks as 
“How sweet,” “How charming.” Our 
wooden-legged veteran, however, was. 
not satisfied with such every-day ad
jectives, and in his enthusiasm screamed 
out: “No, gentlemen,: you have hot any 
of you found the right word! That 
music is absolutely ravishing.” - ■.

I now made still another switeh-pff, 
and played what would/be termed by 
modern musical critics ■ a strictly 
classical composition, and: before I ’ had 
half finished it, my hearers began to 
light their cigars and crack their jokes 
quietly, and as I finished the last note, I 
fearIhaddestroyed much of the spell 
produced by my previous exertions. ’-I 
will leave it for the intelligent reader to 
decide which, according to the abbye 
statements, was the good, and which 
was the bad music, I must ask the in
dulgence of our readers for introducing 
so much of my own personal experience, 
but when we reflect that many of those 
present at the banquet represent the' 
finest blood that flows ¡through the veins 
of Pennsylvania's greatest heroes, it 
seems to me that the intelligence of 
their musical judgment should be recog
nized, and that at such a gathering, al-

laugh, “the boys and girls will listen to 
your fiddling when they won’t to our 
chin music." He then went on most 
eloquently to speak of the power of mu
sic, and,how much strength it gave hlnj. 
at his church and Friday evening prayer 
meetings. None understand the power 
of music to soften the heart and prepare 
it for receiving tender and wholesome 
truths more than the clergy, and Mr. 
Beecher’s stupendous intellect grasped 
the subject in its most important bear
ings. Scarcely a day elapses.that some 
of our pupils and friends do not speak of 
the beautiful music to which they have, 
recently listened in some church, and 
these remarks especially apply to the 
Catholic churches.

While I am a staunch believer and 
advocate of congregational singing, I do 
not forget the fact that the paid profes
sional singers in our church choirs con- 
.stitute the loadstone which attracts the 
large assemblages. Barnum (the show? 
man) frequently used to remark, “I first 
touch the people’s hearts preparatory to 
touching their pockets;” and Barnum 
did not nesitate as^ to^his; metJiodB of 
touching people’s hearts when he wished 
fa manipulate their shekels. He ' well 
understood the magical power of music, 
and still better anotner power which is 
as.yet only comprehended by the wiser 
ones. I refer to the pbwer' of prihters’ 
ink. ’ Per example, let us take the re
cent fad over that musical meteor Which 
appeared last, season in the ‘American 
■horizon. I refor to the; pianoist' Pade- 
rewsky. While we admit that he was 
an exceptional' pianist,' yet we have 
pianists right in our midst who are in 
every way his equals, and. several who 
are his superiors,.and yet. our American 
toadies unhesitatingly bowed fa;the fact 
(for it is a fact) that in the musical as 
wellasother professions, ’ ' ' / 
“Many their fortunes owe, we think,- 
To the magio power of printerslink.” :.

MUSIC Ef THE THEATRES.. ' J ’

IVhat would be the fate of - theatrical’ 
venture8 if the orchestra was nbt in con
stant attendance? The great mass’ of 
young men and boys in every large city 
will go somewhere for recreation, and 
no appeal to conscience can counteract 
the potent fascination of spirited music, 
gleaming lights and-‘glittering ;tinsel. 
The ballet, the clog dapce and the farce, 
have, of course, their allurements, but 
all of these would fall flat without the 
enlivening notes of the violin and other, 
instruments in the orchestra. The great 
secret of fae attractiveness of even the 
lowest places of amusement, is the mu
sic, the jolly rollicking tunes that sing

themselves/into the brain until every 
tone and peculiarity of the time has be
come a part of our exuberant being. 
Thé lowest rates of admission to first- , 
class theatrical entertainments are too 
high .for the, majority of the people, 
therefore they have the choice of pat
ronizing low variety shows, or depriv
ing themselves of amusements. On high ' 
moral grounds, or for purely practical 
reasqñs, it might tje urged if juveniles 
remained home altogether it would be 
better for their present and future wel
fare, bfit, as well might we argue that ! 
if a coming tornado would blow in a dif
ferent direction no damage would be 
done; / Sermons .are plentiful, and of 
lectures there are not a few, in which 
warnings and denunciations are hurled 
against the many moral afflictions under 
which society 1$ laboring. If people do 
not knotv about the curse of intempér
ance', of bad company ,and other kindred 
vices of a city,,as woll as of their fright
ful cost and terrible .results, it is- not 
from want. of information. There is 
“Upe upon lino and precept upon pre
cept,” If good wishes were curative,no 
one would be sick. If prayers were al
ways answered, our jails,- state prisons, 
reformatory schools, etc., would lack for 
tenants. It is no doubt wisely providen
tial that whatever we wish to have (that 
is worth having) ' we must work for— 
both the science that cures the body 
and the reform that cures the soul. As 
there aré always plenty of sinners to be 
converted? so there are tens of thou
sands who rarely, • if ever, visit refined 
publie Entertainments, because they 
nave around them an air of -exclusive
ness to which this class has not been ac
customed.' A few men are reached, but 
not the masses; a few women, but not 
the wivep and daughters of humble me
chanics: a few children, but not those 
•whose lin© of life ifl belowthat of others, 
who while being no better than them
selves, hftve been born to better privi
leges. Theatricals, lectures and con
certs of a publié character, are held, at 
as high a rate as , ever, and the only 
chance offered’ far a cheap entertain
ment, is where po one can go without 
some sacrifice of decency and self-

I respe,ot. At the time I was giving my 
'ditogqntçyfainüiegfeiTi:-'tjie- great Tiall’ 
of Côoper Union? the New’York Nun of 
November 3d, 1877, printed the follow
ingeditorial: , •

WATSON’S DIME ENTERTAINMENTS.
A great deal of praise is due Prof. 

J.. Jay Watson, the well-known violinist, 
in having, conceived and carried out a 
scheme of cheap entertainments for the 
people. Much has been said and writ
ten about the necessity of such amuse
ments, but this energetic manager and 
accomplished musician is the first to 
demónstrate in our country that the 
mass of the people will eagerly pat
ronize a clean and enjoyable entertain
ment when it is offered at a paltry price. 
Hitherto it must be confessed, cheap 
entertainments have carried with them 
an offensive odor. Scores of placed- ap
peal to the poorer classes with question
able.exhibitions,' and they have been 
frequented by boys and young men who 
have been unable to’pay for better 
amusement,and who were said to have no 
taste for better. That there is a decree 
on the part of the million for the chaste 
delights of good music, and the gentle 
stimulus of honest and edifying enter
tainments may be seen every Thursday 
night at the Cooperjnstitute, when the 
large hall is filled to overflowing with 
respectable people who greatly enjoy 
the fine music and monologues. The 
general satisfaction evinced by these 
immènse audiences at what is unpre
tentiously good without being vulgar or 
startling, is - interesting and promises 
well for the endeavor now so auspicious
ly made to furnish the public with 
amusemehte that are within their means. 
The. cheapness of the thing does not 
frighten respectability, which is at an 
enormoas gain with us; nor does the in
nocuousnesS of the performances weary 
the uncultivated. Prof. Watson and 
his musical artists' have conscientiously 
endeavored to provide wholesome de
lights for the masses, and no one can 
obserye the-thousands of eager, pleasant 
faces lit with genuine satisfaction at a 
tender'ballad or .’flushed with admira- 
tionat a violin 'solo, without- feeling 
kindly , toward the man who has so un- 
selfisnly secured to them so mtich en
joyment; The “Dime Entertainments” 
ardiProf. -Watson’s patent,and he should 
reap the royalty; as he is entitled to 
whatever legitimate fruits may come of 
his planting and watering this wide do
main. Solar, Prof. Watson’s “Dime 
Entertainments?’ have met with a suc
cess that was wholly unexpected, and it 
is only just to say in conclusion, that the 
arrangements at the Cooper Institute 
hall are of the most satisfactory .kind, 
and the dime.patron with his children 
find that thev are treated with a ■ cour
tesy, and attention by the: attendants 
that are utterly lacking at some of our 

1 most costly and pretentious places of
amusement. • .

The New York Herald, New York 
World and.other large dailies, as wellas 
many other public journals, Were filled 
at the time with septiments like those 
above quoted,.and I sincerely- hope the 
time is not'far distant when the strug
gling', children 'of want and adversity 
will nave the privilege of listening often- 
to the . .

“Tide Of'music’s golden sea, 
■ ‘ ’ Setting toward Eternity.” 
' 255 W. 43dlstreet; New York, N.' Y.

V ’ .
: Political offenses: in Germany, and 
France are punished by imprisonment in 
afortress., ' • . • . .

The Rhode Island Penitentiary has 
124 convicts, and is;run at an annual loss 
of «20,000; '

To the Editor:—-Please allow me < 
space in your valuable paper to make a । 
fqw statements in reference to Bro. j 
Dimmick’s sweeping annihilation of our 1 
facts stated in the October number of 1 
the Spiritual Advance. We have no de- 1 
sire to act as judge for our people; but I । 
claim the right to state facts, and thon : 
let the readers render the verdict for 1 
themselves. As many of your readers did 
not receive the above number of the 
Spiritual Advance, we will just state our < 
case briefly, and make but little refer- ; 
ence to his criticism, because it is not to i 
the point. While. I was in the secre- : 
tary’s office the day preceding the Chi
cago convention, I interviewed Bro. 
Dimmick, and in the course of converse- : 
tion I asked him how this National 
movement was started. '

He replied in the following or similar 
words; others being present and heard 
the same: '

“Some time last winter, Moses and ' 
Mattie Hull were filling an engagement, 
in Washington, D. C. One evening, dur
ing conversation with a few friends of 
the cause, Mr. Hull suggested that it 
would be a grand opportunity to call a 
convention at Chicago during the sum
mer,while the fair was in session. This 
idea was promptly supported by all par
ties present. They proceeded at once 
by selecting Milan C. Edson, president, 
Robert A Dimmick, secretary, and three 
others, as a committee to perfect and 
carry out their impressions. This com
mittee made a call for a national dele
gate convention of Spiritualists to be 
held at Chicago, Sept. 27, 28, 29.” 
• Read his correction:

“1. It was not Mr. Hull, as you state, 
who called the first meeting in this city 
relative to the propriety of holding a 
convention at, Chicago, but tha-^uaten; 
who invited Mr. Hull and others .to as
semble for the purpose of listening to a 
proposition, to which there was a unani
mous assent.

“2. They did not proceed to elect 
Brother Edson, as you state, as presi
dent, but as chairman of the committee, 
and myself as secretary of the committee 
of five.” '

If there. is any difference in these 
terms, Bro. Dimmick surely should 
have the benefit of it, but this is unim
portant. ’ . ,

We will pass over articles three 
and four, as they are nothing to the case 
under discussion, and, will call your at
tention to article five. .

“5. The National Spiritual and Re
ligious Association, located at Mantua 
and at Ashley, Oliio^was organized in 
1889, and incorporated in 1890. under 
the general corporation laws of tne state 
of Onio, with power to organize and es
tablish auxiliary or branch, associations 
in every county in the state, also to issue 
certificates of stock to its members, qtc. 
These associations already have a large 
membership an<ha fair show of reliable 
stockholders, and have a goodly num
ber of branch associations, all in a har
monious working -conditidn, and all 
have an; equal right under their charter 
to elect their speakers and ordain them, 
as much so as any other religious body 
in the State, and I tnink they are re
spected by the railroad companies and 
our courts as much.”

Now read Bro. D.’s reference to the 
above: • , .

“5. You refer to other bodies styling 
themselves National, one of which is, 
your Religious Stock Association. We 
disclaim any intention to . make this a 
body of a similstr character.”

Bro. Dimmick. here is where you have 
exposed yourself. You have not appar
ently respect enough' for the societies 
you'are trying.to get withinlyour grasp, 
to call them by i their right pame. The 
idea of societies of Spiritualists ac
knowledging their right to exist from a 
Central society-^to establish/a veritable 
pojpb. to determine their Status. before 
tfip .world- and ..before the. Ihw! To pay 
tribute—Peter’s pence—to jjuch pope; of 
25 cents per head of mqmherghipl What 
a'privilege it wotild be fa; pave such a 
pope; but all valiiable 'pt&Heges are 
costly, and this is ..no exception; $1'0.00 
to State societies, $5.00 to each local soci
ety, and 25 cents per head each year, is 
the money cost of this luxury. I will 
suggest the remembrance of. the time 
and manner of the adoption ol the great 
constitution claimed by Bro. Dimmick’s 
circular as being equal, if ;not of. far 
greater importance, to that entered 
into between the States as: expressed 
through the Constitution of :the United 
States;. It was reported at 10 o’clock at 
pight,'-passed at once under the previous 
question,; without debate oh considers 
tion; then reconsidered when every one 

'’Syastired and anxious to proceed with p, 
programme of. entertainment. No one 
feltliketaking any time or giving the 
matter proper consideration. It was 
hurriedly pushed through, a dead' cock 
in the pit. These facts every delegate 

. knows who realized the situation.
Now as to our claims: We insist that 

under the laws of, our land this National 
Association of. Ohio has the same legal- 
right to issue charters in other States 
that you have.andno more so has the 
National Spiritual and Liberal Associa

.. tion of Floridaithe same right; but we 
i claim that neither of the three National 
■. Associations have any legal right fo is- 
। sue a charter outside of their own State. 
। I have solicited the advice of eminent 

lawyers and judges in different States

and they all sav emphatically, you must 
first secure.a charter under the laws of 
the State in which you propose to issue 
your National charters.

An incorporated insurance com
pany of Indiana has recently beep for- 
hidden doing business in Ohio, it being 
decided as unlawful, Last. August I.in
terviewed the secretary of the State of 
Michigan, stated my purpose to him as 
being that of organization. He courte
ously conducted me to the head clerk’s 
office,introduced me and requested him to 
give me all needed information^ I asked 
him if there was any law in Michigan 
that would give any recognition to a Na
tional Spiritual and Religious Associa
tion chartered in any other state. His 
answer was: ‘No, not unless they first 
incorporate and secure a charter in our 
State.”

I then asked him how other religious 
bodies proceeded to become, as it were, 
one. He said the Disciples, also the 
Methodists ef Ohio charter in Ohio; the 
same sects charter in Michigan, then 
form an alliance which gives them legal 
recognition in either State.

In 1886 a few persons secured an act of 
incorporation and received a charter at 
Washington, D. C., as “Patrons of Hus
bandry,” and are known as the National 
Grange. This society issued a charter 
to the Patrons of Ohio, to be known as 
the State Grange of Ohio. Everything 
went well until three thousand dollars 
were at stake. Then the committee on 
finance investigated the matter and 
found by the best legal advice that they 
could not sue in the name of their 
State Grange, as it was not chartered 
under the laws of Ohio, and the matter 
was compromised, the committee not 
daring to run the risk of a trial. For 
further information apply to F. A. 
Durthick, chairman of the executive 
committee, Mantua, O., or the Master 
of the State Grange of Delaware, O.

One more point: We read in “Glean
ings from the Rostrum," by A. B. 
French, on page 122, in referring to the 
persecutions of the Mormons in Mis
souri; “ Hiram Smith testified that 
three or four hundred men, women and 
children were, murdered by Missouri, 
mobs in cold blood.” On page 123 and 
124: “Early in 1846 Joseph Smithfijvlth 
fl few other prominent Mormons, went 
to Washington to implore the aid of the 
general government for outrages re
ceived in .Missouri. The President, Mr. 
Van Buren, and Congress seemed to be 
Impressed with the justice of their 
claims, but affirmed they were powerless 
to aid them, inasmuch as Missouri was a 
sovereign State, and fully empowered to 
deal with its own citizens.” Now, ifthe 
President and Congress of these 
United States are powerless to aid a 
religious association, when it has not 
only been insulted and persecuted, 
but murdered, what can your society, 
under your charter, granted to you by 
the laws of the District of Columbia, do 
to protect mediums and „speakers, unless 
you first receive a charter from the 
state in which the difficulty -arises. But 
this is enough to settle the. question for
ever. Now we wish to call the attention 
of our readers to the question as to 
whether it is a religious body.

“9. Yes, we can truly reply to the 
question, ‘Is your society a religious in
stitution?’ Yes, Brother King, it is 
the aggregation of many religious soci
eties, and conscientiously we can say it. 
While we shall not attempt to decry 
your Religious Society, organized as 
National, but confined to your state, we 
refer you to the declaration in the act of 
incorporation, which distinctly states 
that the object is for the purpose of re
ligion—to promote religion, morality, 
etc."

Now, let us look at the dates of this 
matter. OUr article, that Bro. Dimmick 
is criticising, was written the first of 
October, soon after I returned from the 
convention. It was published in the 
October issue of our »paper, and I say 
now, as then, that the word religion did 
not occur once in the constitution which 
was adapted September 29, by the con
vention at Chicago. But further on we 
find that on November 1st they did in
corporate, under class number 2, as a 
religious society, nearly a month after 
my article was in print. I am heartily 
glad that they did so.

Some have inferred' that Bro. Dim
mick profited by our statements, for most 
assuredly he had time to do so. But 
let me ask a question—did the conven
tion desire it to be so? If so, why did 
they nob refer to it ' in their preamble, 
constitution and' objects? ' Now, readers, 
let us consider Bro. Dimjnick’s pre-emi
nent claims: '

“One thing more, Bro. King, and I 
have done. If ever there was a move-

gress, or stay the tide of Spiritualism. 
My tipie and my means have been large
ly used in the cause. J work for what 
seems right and just, and when your as
sociation has for. Its basis true American 
principles, it will find no stronger ad
herent than myself.

D. M. King, 
Mantua Station, O.

MIND AND MATTER.

Matter, self-existent and eternal; pos
sesses inherently every principle in the 
Universe. Mind is a counterpart thereof 
and both in Nature are absolute ne
cessities, for without mind there would 
need be no such principle as matter; 
neither is the dominant principle, since 
one alone is a cipher, while both united 
are the Universe.

Out of nothing nothing arises, while 
from something, something must for-, 
ever exist; consequently it is evident" 
that nothing tangible was ever created, 
and in no way can ever be ultimately

In whatever form material may as
sume, the results of evolution call for 
all the principles and forces necessary 
to correspond with the developments 
whereby everything assumes its proper 
sphere in accordance with the condi
tions of natural adaptation and just 
compensation. ‘

All the operations of nature are 
most definitely systematized and the 
governing principles attending any one 
thing attends every other of its class or 
kind, and the conditions attending any 
one planet in its formation, are equiva
lent to those attending all others in like 
stages of development, and through all 
gradations down to inlinitessimal atoms, 
all are favored to their sufficiency, per
fectly corresponding with what is due.

In considering planetary conditions, 
we reason from our own world as a 
sample one, and the elements, species, 
varieties, principles, temperatüres, cli
mates, the habits of all creatures, and 
even the enterprises of man in this 
world justly, represent tho.jo in " any 
other at a similar period of its develop
ment.

Now all the operations in planetary 
development, toother with the order 
and harmony of their axial and orbital 
revolutions, as well as the principles 
attending the animal, vegetable and 
mineral kingdoms, are clearly portrayed 
to our understanding as bring, those of 
perfection, to the utmost niinutiæ, yet 
our being unable to appreciate the ex
istence of aqy intellectuality above that 
of man, we are naturally prone to con
clude that all of these operations pro
ceed through cause and effect without 
t)ie volition of thought. From our best 
researches, we are forced to the conclu
sion that all of the operations of nature 
arise from causes creating effects, which 
effects conjoin, occasioning other causes 
resulting in other effects, aud without 
doubt, the manoeuvering of all living 
creatures are likewise so controlled; yet 
that does not affect in the least the vo
lition of thought which guides the ac
tions of every creaure of life.

For some great purpose the Universe 
exists, and to that purpose all materiali
ty is appropriated, yet while the prob
lem of the origin or the end admits of 
no solution, the evolutions seem to work 
to give satisfaction to all living and 

i thinking creatures.
From any known laws, we know of 

no way of adding to or taking from the 
least particle of matter belonging to the 
illimitable ocean of space, and we are

mentof any kind whatever that emar 
nated from the spirit world, this organ
ization can lay pre-eminent claim to this 
foundation. For I stand ready to testify 
in the latest hour of my earth life to the 
fact that the numerous documents that 
have been put forth from first to last, 
antedating the convention and since, 
have come, to us from an inspirational 
source, and {without any exercise of any 
study or wall power of my own, and 
these have originated with me, except 
such lis have come from Brother Bar
rett, >our president.” ': ’

Pre-eminent—meaning ’“above oth
ers.” Well, so is the Pope the pre-emi
nenthead of -Romanism. ■ He speaks of 
his documents, some of which antedate 
the convention. If I am not: mistaken, 
.that convention spent nearly one day 
and a half - on your antedated docu
ments, when your prepared constitution 
was laid on the table, and the whole 
business referred back to the conven
tion, new committees appointed and a 
new constitution framed,, .which was 
adopted the following day. Now, Bro. 
Dimmick, do not get vexed. We have 
nodesire to block- the .wheels of pro-

prone to believe if it were possible to 
nave weighed the Universe in the ag- • 
gregate a million years ago, and also 
today, the difference would not “stir 
the scale or rock the beam;” and from, 
this we would infer that all the power’ 
of thought in existence at any period, 
is exactly equivalent to that of any 
other period, so all the power of intel
lectuality which is possessed by any 
creature or individual must have been 
drawn from something else, otherwise 
it would of necessity had to arise from 
nothing, which is an absurdity.

It is evident that mind is quite as 
precious a principle, if not more so, than 
crude matter, and since we have seen 
that not a particle of master can be an
nihilated, it stands to reason that the 
grandest fruits of materiality should in 
no way ever be rendered extinct. ,,

The idea of mind existing without 
matter dispenses with the necessity of 
matter ever existing. If an infinite 
mind could exist without matter, so 
might a finite one. but as- we are prone 
to think that mind is the essence of 
matter, we therefore sing:
Mind and matter dwell together— 
Without either can be neither— 
Both possess their power in one;— 
Ever using, never losing; neither can exist 

alone.
From eternity behind us. to eternity 

ahead, throughout wondrous evolutions, 
mind and matter oflward tread. From 
worlds sublimely rolling through im
mensity of space, down.to atoms beneath 
our vision grandly, onward is the'racd. 
From beyond the orbs that twinkle, to 
minute worlds ’heath our . sight, on the 
business runs in order, mind and matter 
still unite. Without one wherefore the 
other? What is ’substance ■ without 
thought? Worldsunnumbered known to 
nothing are equivalent < to naught. 
Wherefore thought o’er naught to la
bor? What accomplishments are made? 
What a barren,-, idle, hpavcii without 
elements for aid: .¡Francis D. Lacy.

Nirvana, Mich. . . : •
■ .. . ■

Kansas City, Mo., has 150,WO popula
tion and 185 police. Total arrests last 

. year 5.546. । . ■. »
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and nervousness, hut I passed it off lightly, 
saying that my long ride in the train an(l a 
hearty lunch in the night must be my excise, 
as I was not accustomed to sucji innovations 
in the calm routine of my life. A.s there was 
no need of my being at the office that day-rit 
being Saturday—I returned to my room after 
purchasing a morning paper. Casually, after 
scanning the main items of news, I turned to 
the column of death notices. I think there was 
iu my mind, at the time, a half-defined thought 
that among those advertisements I would find 
mention of the figure that had been curried 
forth before dawn.

(to be continued.) .
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The Perpetration ota Crime.

CHAPTER I.
I had just returned from a trip to ths dis- 

taut city of C------, and, as I boarded the up
town horse-car, I heaved a sigh of content
ment, as I then felt nearer home (or, rather, 
nearer the cosy room in a boarding-house that 
was, temporarily, ' home to me), and I flung 
myself intoa seat and patiently waited till my 
street was called by the conductor. When it 
was, reachéd, and I blighted from the car, I 
was surprised to find myself in almost total 
darkness. ‘ To ba sure it was, night, and there 
was no moon , till early morning, but at the 
corners of the three streets that cross the ave

: nue stand tall electric light columns, that had 
heretofore been unfalling in illuminating the 
adjacent neighborhood; yet they were all 
shrouded in darkness, and why—why?. Ahl 
that was what puzzled me; and that query per
sistently haunted my brain, repeating itself 
with added emphasis, until I would fain have 
banished 'the gruesome thoughts that came to 
my mind in answer to the “why?"

“What an opportunity for crime!” I men
tally ejaculated. “No light, nopolice, and few 
pedestrians. Well, I at least shall remain in
doors, and renew my acquaintance with my 
favorite author and unfailing entertainer—' 
the incomparable Dumas.”

But I'did hot, as I found in the parlor a 
novel I had lopg wished to read, having heard 

a so muc^ of tl^ft enforced exile and life of 
apprehension led by the author in consequence 
of too openly portraying the lives and methods 
of a certain sect of religionists; so I borrowed 
the book and repaired to my room, expecting 
a literary feast, in which I was not disap
pointed. I sat enthralled, eagerly devouring 
“The Wandering Jew,” and noted not the 
flight Of time. On and on my eyes sped over 
the closely-printed pages, which seemed to 
gradually fade from sight

A shiver passed down my spine, and I expe
rienced a racking shudder that nearly shook me 
from my chair. Whether it was the influence 
of thé personality of the author infused into 
the story or the knowledge of the proximity of 
a certain group of buildings, owned by the 
same sect (they were directly opposite, and 
occupied an entire square), or because of the 
haunting query that yet echoed in my over
wrought brain, I cannot say; but certain it is 
that thoughts began to come to me, throbbing 
with life, and all, seemingly, strongly tinged 
with truth, and I became a listener, as it were, 
to a statement that seemed phonographically 
repeated within my brain:

“Tne reason for the abàence of the accus
tomed light, both at the street-corners andpiid- 
way the square opposite your windows, is that 
a crliné’ is cpnteinplated, and light (ever the 
enemy of vice) would thwart the designs of 
those who, would pose as deputed saints of 
heaven, and yet continue in the lusts of the 

‘ flesh; gratifying their desires with cruelty and 
hellish craftiness when gentle methods fail. 
Turn, down your gas, and peep from your 
window, ahd you can see for yourself what will 
he done. They have taken precautions that 
will deceive even those who may be abroad at 
this hour; but you have keen eyes, and can 
witness what Eugene Sue wrote of, and for 
which be suffered the torturing fear of being 
killed by poison.”

, To say that I felt terror-stricken is putting 
it none too strongly. There was goose flesh 
all over my body, and each particular hair 
stood off at a sharp angle. I tried to walk to 
the window, but from dread, or the unconni- 
ness of the whole thing, my body seemed 
frozen to the chair—my will was paralyzed! 
Once, twice, my efforts to rise were unavail
ing; thricô I tried it, and still my body refused 
to obéy the behest of my volition. By a 

‘ mighty bound I finally gained a standing pos
ture, and moved forward slowly, for after such 
a superhuman struggle to gain control of my 
body, and after such repeated failures, I knew 
not at what moment it would again rebel, and 
leave me helpless. I found I now was

■ supreme, so I turned the gas to the least blue 
spark, and stealthily opened the inside shut
ters. All was still and dark without; neither 
in the, church, the school nor the convent 
gleamed the least hint of light—all was silent 
and seemingly deserted. 1 laughed softly to 
myself, for surely I saw nothing to substanti
ate the sensational whisperings that had come 
to me as I sat in the chair before the grate
fire. My blood began to flow naturally again, 
andl felt warmer, and, consequently, braver.

“Begone, ye demons of night!" I exclaimed, 
in a low tone,'for not having spoken, I felt 
uncertain as to the pitch at which my voice 
would sound. .“You have stirred me up with 
a pretty lie, and no thanks to you for it”

So I closed the blinds, turned the gas on 
full, shaved and proceeded to retire. Just 
then I heard the sharp thump of a patrolman’s 
mace against the brick building across the 
way, and from sheer desire to behold a human 
being—to make me feel less alone—I peered 
from my window. I did not see the man, but 
I saw the searching flash from his dark-lan- 
tem as he walked around the small court that 
lay betwpep the buildings (tor. the gate, had 
been removed from the schoolyard fence, though 

high-fence divided the women’s building'

from the public yard). I decided to watch the 
light as long as it could be seen; so hastily 
donning my trousers and dressing-gown, I took 
a seat close to the window. The light Was 
flashed over every foot of that yard, into every 
corner, then the patrolman (for such I deemed 
him, though his form was not visible) came to 
the gate way, shut the slide of thé lantern and 
stood still, as though intently listening for 
footsteps. Hearing none, he opened the slide 
a very little (as if to indicate the pathway to 
himself and yet almost obsçure the light from 
possible onlookers), and moving towards the 
woman’s gate, gave a low whistle and passed 
into their yard (which I had always thought 
was never entered save by men of the Order, 
or those who came with produce); he went 
down the steps leading to the basement door, 
and there he whistled twice, softly, but in 
rapid succession. The door vas swung open 
by one whom I could not see (though my room 
being second floor front I had a good view of 
the entire court by day, and by night, too, 
when the electric light shone). Soon there 
emerged through the doorway eight dark-robed 
figures—whether all men, or all women, or 
both, I could not determine. They walked 
steadily and with measured tread, as I could 
see by the light that shone behind them from 
the basement room or hallway; but, of course, 
all was noiseless. When the last two figures 
passed out, the house door was softly closed, 
and I saw only the fitful flash ot the small ray 
emitted by the “bull’s eye.” Gradually it 
neared the school building and then paused. 
A queer, squeaking sound fell upon my, ears, 
which were now strained to catch the slightest 
sound (for I had opened my window so that- 
nothing could escape my vigilance). It con
tinued for nearly five minutes, then a sharp 
double jar—as though a scaffolding had struck 
the ground. Scaffolding! The thought froze 
my blood. What, oh, what were they doing? 
I nearly screamed in the intensity of my feel
ings, for a horrible presentiment had possessed 
me. The light was increased for a few seconds 
and in that time I had a glimpse of a prostrate 
figure shrouded in inky robes, being strapped 
to a scaffold which had, indeed, been lowered 
from the school building^ left there by the 
painters who had, presumably, hoisted it pre
paratory to brightening up the dingy gw 
bricks (for the next day I saw it there, arid 
later saw the painters, or men in painters' garb, 
come and remove it—as though the plan had 
been abandoned). The creaking commenced 
again, and ever and anon I could hear the 
stretcher (for it was such, in reality) strike 
against the wall, and my heart echoed the sup
pressed groan I heard uttered, by those who yet 
stood below, waiting until the burden should 
safely reach the top floor. When the noise 
ceased, the light passed down the steps into 
the basement of the school, followed, I sup
pose by the eight ghouls (such they seemed to 
me); then the door was closed and bolted, and 
all was still as death. . < ,

As death? Was that prostrate form really 
a corpse, or----- 7 I shuddered with appre
hension! The upper windows were opened, 
then a grating sound as the stretcher was lifted 
in, dhd once more quiet reigned without I 
felt convinced that there would not' be any 
sleep for me that night, or rather morning, for 
I saw by my watch it was quarter of four 
o'clock. I heard the chime of a town clock, 
somewhere, and it seemed to vibrate within me 
—so stjained had my nerves become in wit
nessing the barrowing spectacle. I dressed 
quickly and resumed my seat by the open win
dow. I had before been too excited to feel the 
raw winter air—for it was then the dawn of 
the 20th of December, 1891, but in the calmer 
mood which succeeded, I knew I had been im
prudent tj> take no thought of my own health, 
so 1 put on my heavy top-coat previous to re
suming my self-imposed vigil. I also took a 
mild toddy, and ate th» remnants of the tooth
some lunch which thoughtful home folk had 
provided; thus fortified, I could with conifort 
watch as long as necessary. I was determined 
to see who came out of the building before or 
after daylight, and I scarcely removed my eyes 
from the places of egress. At. half-past five, 
I was rewarded by seeing three nuns come 
from the door at which the. procession hact < 
passed from my view; they quickly went to 
their building;1 later, the patrolman came 
around from the rear of the school and wended 
his way homeward, or to his station to report. 
Report? I’ll wager he reported nothing that 
occurred that night, except what happened on 
his regular rounds in other quarters! No oth- 
era came forth, though I watched till early 
mass began in the basement of the school 
building, which was used bs a chapel pending 
the completion of repairs—frescoing and re
modelling—to the cathedral on the farther side 
of the same square. I correctly conjectured 
that the rest of the night-owls had been men, 
and had later repaired to their own house (be
hind the school and adjacent to the cathe- 
dial), -or to the improvised chapel to mumble 
prayers for forgiveness for their participation 
in what had transpired that night

The clàng of the rising-bell, down stairs, re
called, me to rational life again, and to calm 
my fevered brain I went out for a walk before 
breakfast l ate sparingly, for my seat faced । 
the school building, and the memory of what I 
had seen caused every mouthful to choke me. 
Several present remarked my extreme pallor ;

THE ROMISH OGTOPUS.
It is Winding Its Poisonous Coils 

Around Washington, D. C.

Its Fangs Are Sinking Deeper and Deeper,

The Arnold Publishing Co., of Boston, han 
sent out many interesting and' instructive 
tracts, but none Have been filled with more 
meat than the following under the heading 
“Facts from Washington:"

The statements published in this number of 
The Envelope Series are furnished us by one 
who, as a resident of Washington, knows 
whereof he affirms. They could be greatly 
multiplied, but are sufficient, it is believed, to 
call the attention of patriotic men of all parties 
to a condition of things that the next presiden
tial election should make impossible of contig 
nance, if it is not corrected by the present ad
ministration or by congress. '

These facts are not sent out for the purpose 
of stirring up sectional strife, or awakening 
partisan feeling, or religious bigotry, but that 
Protestants may see that Romanism here, as 
in Italy, Germany, and France, is a grpàt 
political machine, and that it allies itself with 
any party that will give it power, and for the 
time that such party will further its interests.

Tbe greed of public moneys has ever pos
sessed Rome; and in every country where phe 
has directly or indirectly ruled she has bjiilt 
up her influence both by public funds and by 
impoverishing the masses, with the well knOwn 
result in such Çatholic lands Mexicç, Italy 
and France, of being in the end; stripped'by 
government of her ill-gotten gains for the pub
lic good. '

The Roman Catholics have twelve million 
dollars’ worth of property in the city of Wash
ington, largely secured since the civil war. 
Fully two thirds of this represents contribu
tions by Protestants, gotten from government 
clerks by a system of beggary with more 
or less of coercion in it, and from the 
government by appropriations which are 
regularly made to some of their institutions. 
All of the Protestant holdings in this city do 
not approach in value half of this amount 
This immense ecclesiastical power has now be
come a menace of frightful proportions. 
There is in this city one Presbyterian, one 
Lutheran, one Episcopal, and one Methodist 
church of fine architectural proportions. Then 
there is one Baptist, one Congregational and 
one Episcopal church, large, but plain, and 
without architectural ornamentation. The 
reason; for this paucity and poverty pf the 
Protestant churches is found in the fact that 
the members are mostly government clerks of 
small incomes. There is no city in the coun
try, of equal population, with so many vast 
marble and granite Romm Catholic churches, 
of almost cathedral pretensions and propor
tions, costing from a quarter of a million to a 
million dollars each. Satolli and his retinue 
are referred to in the daily press of this city 
as the papal legation. This is by Roman 
Catholic direction or approval, of course, as 
nothing goes into the press which has not the 
approval of the Roman Catholic church. The 
GivitaÇattolica, the organ of the propaganda 
in Rome, interprète the reception of Satolli, 
the place given Cardinal Gibbons and other 
Romanist prelates in the Exposition, and es
pecially the late letters of President Clevelihd 
to Leo XIIL, as an indication that the Amer
ican people are. becoming more favorableto 
the Roman Catholic theory of govemmbht, 
add the European press refejra, to the presèiiûe 
of Satolli as to the presence qfa papal legate. 
The effort of the Vatican is to have relations 
with this republic as an independent poorer, 
and they, may be expecting the president to 
favor this. As an example of European 
press notice, take this:

“London, Sept. 29.—The Roman corre
spondent of the Central Newt says: ‘The report 
is confirmed that the Vatican has instructed 
Archbishop Satolli to influence Catholic mem
bers of Congress in Washington in favor of 
America’s sending a diplomatic representative 
to the Vatican. ' ” ,

Government officials do their work under a 
Jesuit surveillance that puts the whole govern
mental system practically under the eye of the 
Romish priesthood. I am familiar with facts 
which plainly convince me that the papal 
power in many of our departments hereexceeds 
that of the heads of the departments them
selves. Have the American people any right 
to express their judgment as to the way in 
which their government is being perverted by 
sectarian interference? Some time ago I had a 
talk with a member'of the Cabinet, in which! 
called attention to the regular monthly visite 
of so-cAUed nuns end sieteré of charity, who

solicit moceyj during the buplpeu hours, from 
nearly all the clerks of the different divisions, 
contrary to the rules,- plainly posted, forbid
ding all persons from entering the different 
rooms for such purposes during these hours. 
I said to him: “Mr. Secretary, I am perfectly 
candid with you; I want to know if you will 
answer my questions, and I wish to use pub
licly what you say. How is it that every 
month these nuns come into your department 
and go into almost every room and to almost 
every desk? Here is a department which gets 
two million dollars annually. The clerks are 
expected to pay money over to the nuns. 
How is this?”

, (Spiritualists, read carefully these astound
ing statements in reference to the Romish 
Octopus at the National Capital. They will 
be continued next week.)

THE BETRAYED.
A Sad Picture of a Wrecked Hu 

! man Life. 5

To THt Editor:—In a late issue of Tub 
PaoGBissfvB Thinkeb. in an article entitled 
‘‘Desolate Christmas," was a sad picture in
deed, I was reminded of a somewhat similar 
picture described in a poem, which was handed 
me about two yearsago, by a gentleman resid
ing in the Indian Territory, who represented 
himself to be the father of the author of the 
said poem, and which you will find herewith 
inclosed, and which you may, if you think 
best, publish in The Progressive Thinkeb-

De Soto, Kansas. Jab. B. Abbott.
THS BETRAYED.

Sp you’re the chaplain! You needn’t say what 
you’ve come for; I can guess;

You've come to talk about Jesus’ love, and re- 
pentapce and rest and forgiveness!

You’ve come to say that my sin is great, yet 
greater the mercy of Heaven will mete,

If I, like. Magdalen, bend my head, and pour my 
tears at your Savior's feet.

Your promise is fair, but I’ve little faith; I relied 
on promises once before]

They brought me to this—this prison cell, with 
Its iron-barred window, its grated door!

Yet he too was fair who promised me, with his 
tender mouth and his OhrisHike eyes;

And his voice was as sweet as the summer wind 
that sighs through the arbors of Paradise:

Apd he seemed to me all that was good and pure, 
and noble and strong, and true and bray§1 •

I had given the pulse Of my heart for him, and 
deemed it a precious boon toerave,

You say that Jesus so loved the world he died to 
redeem it from its sin:

It isn’t redeemed, or noone could bp so fair with
out and so black' within.

I trusted his promise, I gave my life;—the truth 
of my love is known on high;

If there is a God who knows all things—his prom
ise was false, his love was a lie!

It was over soon, oh! soon the dream—and me, 
he had called “his life," “his light,"

He drove me away with a sneering word, and you 
, Christians said that “It served me right."
I was proud, Mr. Chaplain, even then; I set my 

face in the teeth of fate.
And resolved to live honestly, come what might, 
” and sink beneath neither scorn ner hate; , 
Yes, and I prayed that the Christ above would 

help me to bear the bitter cross,
And put something here, where my heart had 

been, to fill up the acning void of loss.
It is easy for you to say what I should do, but 

none of you ever dream how hard
Ie the way that you Christians make for us with 

your “Sin no more,” “Trust in the Lord."
When for days and days you are turned from 

work with cold politeness, or open sneer,
Yougetsoyou don’t trust a far-off God, whose 

creatures are cold, and they so near,
You hold your virtuous lives aloof, and refuse us 

your human help and hand,
And set us apart as accursed things, marked with 

a burning, Cain-like brand.
But I didn’t bend, though many days I was weary 

and hiingry, and worn, and weak,
And for many a starless night I watched, tfiro’ 

tears that coursed down my pallid cheek.
They are all dry now! . They say I’m hard, be

cause I never weep or moan!
You can’t draw blood When the heart’s bled out; 

you can't find tears or sound in a stone!
And I don't know why I should be mild and 

meek; no one has been very mild to me.
You say that Jesus would be—perhaps! but Hea

ven’s a Long way off, you see.
That will do; I know what you’re going to say: 

“I can have it right here in this narrow cell.”
The soul is slow to accept Christ’s heav’n when 

his followers chain the body in hell,
Not but I’m just as well off here,—better, per

haps, than I was outside—
The world was a prison-house to me, where I 

dwelt, defying and defied.
I don’t know but I’d think more of what you say 

If they’d given us both a common lot;
If justice to me had been justice to him, and cov

ered our names with an equal blot;
But they took him into the social court, and pit- 

ie<L and said he’d been “led astray;” .
In a month the stain on his name had passed, as 

a oioud that crosses the face of day! :
He joined the church, and he’s preaching now, 

just as you are, the love of God;
And the duty of sinners to kneel .and pray, and 

humbly to kiss the chastening rod. *
If they detf.lt with me as they dealt by him. may

be I'd credit your Christian love; .
If they’d'dealt with him as they dealt by me, I’d 

have.more faith.in a Just Above. ..
I don’t know, but sometimes I usbd to think that 

she who was told there was no room .
In the. inn at Bethlehem, might look down with 

softened eyes through the starless gloom;
Christ Wasn’t a. woman—he couldn’t know the 

pain and endurance of it; but she,
The mother who bore him, she might know, and 

Mary in Heaven might pity me.
Still, that was useless; it didn’t bring a single 

mouthful tor me to eat, .
Nor: work to get it, nor sheltering from the 

dreary wind and the howling street. '
Heavenly pity won't pass as coin, and earthly 

shame brings a higher pay. - -
Sometimes I was tempted to give it up, and go, 

like others, the easier way; •
But I didn’t; -no, sir, I kept my oath, though my 

. baby lay in my arms and cried, ''
And at last, to spare it—I poisoned ft! and kissed 

its murdered lips when it died. ; .'
I’d never seen HIM since it was born (he’d said' 

that it wasn’t his, you know); ..
But I took its body and laid it down at the steps 

of his door, in the pallid glow
Of the winter mornings, and when he came, with 

a love-tune hummed on those lips of Ues,
It lay at- his feet, with its pinched white face 

■ staring up at him with its dead.blue eyes;
I hadn’t closed them; they were- like his, and so 

was ’the mouth and the curled gold hair.
And every feature so like his own—for I am dark, 

sir, and he is fair—1 :
’Twas a moment of triumph that showed me yet 

there was a passion I could feel',' - ’

When I saw him bend o’er its meagre form, and 
starting backward, cry out and reel!

If there is a time when all souls shall meet the 
. reward of the deeds that are done in the clay,

When accused and accuser stand face to face, he 
will cry out so in the Judgment Day!

The rest? Oh, nothing. They hunted me, and 
with virtuous lawyers’ virtuous tears

To a virtuous jury convicted me; and I’m sen
tenced to stay here for twenty years.

Do I repent? Yes, I do; but wait till I tell you of 
what I repent, and why: *

I repent that I ever believed a man could be 
anything but a living lie!

I repent because every noble thought, or hope, 
or ambition, or earthly trust,

Is as dead as dungeon-bleached bones in me— 
as dead as my child in its murdered dust!

Do I repent that I killed the babe? Am I repent
ant for that, you ask?

I’ll answer the truth as I feel it, sir; and leave to 
. others the pious mask. ,

Am I repentant because I saved its starving body
. ' from Famine’s teeth? ■
Because I hastened what time would do, to spare 

‘ it pain and relieve its death? - 
Am I repentant because I held it were better a 

grave should have no name
Than a living being, whose only care must come 

from a mother weighed with shame?
Am I repentant because I thought itwerebet- 

ter the tiny form lay hid
Fro® the heartless stings of a brutal world, un

; knbWp, unnamed, 'neath a coffin lid?
Ain I repentant for the last act, the last on earth 

in iny power to save
From the long-drawn misery of life, in the early 

death and. the painless grave? ■
I’m glad that I did it! Start if you will! I’ll re

peat it over; I say I am GLAD!
No, I'm neither a fiend, nor a maniac—don’t look 

as if I were going mad!
Did I not love it? Yes, I loved with a strength 

that you, sir, can never feel;
It’s only a strong love can kill to save, though 

itself be tofcn where time cannot heal.
You see my hands—they are red with its blood! 

Yet I would have cut them bit by bit,
And fed them and smiled to see it eat, if that 

would have saved and nourished it!
“Beg!” I did beg,—and “pray!” I did pray! 

God was as stony and hard as Earth,
And Christ was as deaf as the stars that watched, 

or the night that darkened above his birth?

RUPTURE CURED)
FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.

B
 HiLGABD, OnKQUjr, J uue 28,1 BOS.
>B. Pisnci * Bon.—Gentlemen: I inn happy to io* 
u you thutthe Trust I bought of yoy lust April hus 
hjctely cuutpiuoof a very severe cusaof Herult, 
l which I have suffered fur over 18 yeaju». I wu 
ir actptlcn) about vour Truss when I bought U. mJ 
rled several so-called Elastic Trusses without dcrir- 
iy benefit from iheuqbut alter using your Truss for 
t limo Iwa* convinced that it was cho best lever 

uUU, *u 11 was easy to wear, aad aeemad to stop the severel 
pains that often prostrated mo vhllo venrfug tho old! 
Sprint trusses; and now,lu spite of my scepticism, I ami 
fluFterx-r Ct/icso, andean work with tho Truss off if 
feel so disposed, bull still wear it loosely as it is notfl 
tttconveuitnlr You may odd tho above to your oilier® 
lestiiuunlftls* Gratefullyyours, J'RED.HAhSEN,

0^*Tbo ftbove cure was effected in less than thkik^H 
KOMtuaxiUK.atatoialcostofil2. Thousandsofalml-^M 
lar cures hsv« Veen made for fromflO to flSeach. Es-^M 
tnblbhed 1876« Call or send 8a far free Paufulet^^K 
No J. Address Magnetic Elastic 
Company) ™ N, w. corner huaruy 
Bafirsmeuto streets, S&u Francisco, Col. flH

THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
on 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Thl» Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numeroui Inrestlgator», and ba» proved more satialao* 
tory than the pUucbetle, both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the commanicatlaae, and u 
a means of developing mediumship. Manx "who were 
not aware of their medlumUtlc girt have, after a few 
»iUlngB, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends. '

Capt. D. B. Edwarde, Orient, N. Y., writes: "I bad 
communications (by tbe psychograpb) from many 
other friend»^ even from tbe old settlers whose grave
stones are moB8-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit-' 
ualiam Is Indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
1 have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: 4T am much pleased with the Psy- 
allograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test It the 
first opportunity I may have. It la very simple in 
principle and construction, and I am cure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now Id use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
its superior merits become known.”

A. P. MJIJer, journalist and poet, in an editorial no
tice of the instrument In bls paper, tbe Worthington 
(Mien ) Advance, says: “Tbe Psychograpb Is an im- 
froveinent upon the planchette, having a dial and Jet
ers. with a few words, no that very little ‘power* is 

apparently required to give the communications. We 
du not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate.”

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full direction» for use, I14XL 
For sale at thU'otlice.

HOW to mesmerizeT
"CULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN
j structlons How to Mesmerize. Ancient and Mod
em Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spiritualism 

V. w.o until,, vuul umnciiuu nuu. cuu uuvu. True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, Ancient and modern 
.„j-t vri. . vt it .. miracles are explained by mesmerism, aad tbp book

Ana 1—1 feel stony now, too, like them, deaf to Will be found highly interest1-.* to every Spiritualist 
sorrow and mute to ETief; . It 1» tbe only work ever published giving full lastroo-

Am I heartless?—yes;—It—is—all—CUT—OUT! WKffrb&Sfe» 
Torn! Gone! All gone! Like my dead belief. &

Do I not fear for the judgment hour? So unre
pentant, bo hard and cold?

Wait! It is little I trust in that; but if ever the 
scrolled sky should be uprolled

And the lives of men should be read and known, 
and their acts judged by their very worthj

And the Christ you speak of shall come again 
and the thunders of Justice shake the earth. 

You will hear theory: “Who murdered here?
Come forth to be judged, false heart and eyes, 

That pulsed with accursed strength of lust, and 
loaded faith with envenomed lies!

Come forth to the judgment, haughty dames, 
who scathed the mother with your scorn, 

And answer here to the poisoned child, WHO de
creed its murder ere it was born?

Come forth to the judgment, ye who heaped the 
. gold of earth in your treasured hoard, 
And answer “guilty” to those who stood all 

naked and starving, beneath your board.
Depart, accursed! I know ye not! Ye heeded not 

the command of Heaven:
“Unto the least of these ye give,'.it is even unto 

the Master given.” '
Judgment! Ab, sir, to see that day, I’d willingly 

pass through a hundred hells!
I'd believe, then, the Justice that hears each 

voice buried alive in these prison cells!
But no—it’s not that; that will never be! I 

trusted too long, and he answered not.
There is no avenging God on high!—we live, we 

struggle and—wo HOT.
Yet, does Justicecome! and, O, Future Years) 

sorely ye’ll reap, and in weary pain,
When ye garner the sheaves that are sown to-day, 

when the clouds now gathering fall in rain!
The time will come, aye! the time WILL come, 

when the child ye conceived in lust ahd shame, 
Quickened, will mow you like swaths of grass, 

with a sickle born of steel and Flame. > 
Aye! tremble, shrink in your drunken den, cow

ard, traitor and Child of Lie!
The unerring avenger stands close to you, and 

the dread hour of parturition's nigh I
Aye! wring your hands, for the air is black! 

thickly the cloud-troops whirl and swarm!
See! yonder, on the horizon’s verge, play the 

lightning-shafts of the coming storm,
VOLTAIHEINE De ClIEYKE.

.. w uw.u i vul* iv, fcv uv vuv u* iiUV 
mo>t Interesting books ever written. Panar. pn, 111 Wceat». Foi sale at this office. *<*“•*«*«•

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 

O lam. By Epes Sargent, author of “ Plauchette, or 
the Despair of Science,” ” Tbe Proof Palpable of Im
mortality,” etc. This Is a large 12mo of 372 pages, 
with an append# of 23 pages, and tbe whole containing 
a great amount of matter, of which the table of con* 
tents, condensed as It is, gives no idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science 1» con* 
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our senae-perceptioDB, and which are not only 
historically Imparted, nut are direct!v presented In the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural scl* 
ence, and all opposition to It, under the Ignorant pre* 
tense that it 1» outside of nature, 1» unscientific and 
unphtlosophlcal. AH this Is clearly shown: and the 
objection» from ‘‘scientific,” clerical and literary de-* 
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever »Ince 1847, are answered 
with that penetrating force which only arguments, 
winged wttn Incisive facts, can Impart. Cloth, 12mo, 
pp. 396. Price el.50. Postage 10 cents. For sale at 
Uis Offley

APOLLONlbB or TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining how hl» 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate Chrlstl- 
aalty. Prien ib cents. For sale p* ’hi« office.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

'DELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
A Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “The Clock Struck Ooe, Two, and Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson's 
ong connection with one of the largest and most influ
ential religious organizations tn this country, together 
with his well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness in the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract the at* 
tention and command the studious perusal of thought* 
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal investigation of nearly all phases of spirit-manifes
tation through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritua Ilsm was the “ prince 
of humbugs." and a purpose to expose it, and ending 
with a conviction that It Is a truth far transcending all 
others In value to mankind. It Is eminently well ' 
adapted to place in tbe hands of those whose attach
ments to tho faiths and forms of the Cburch incline 
them to have nothing to do with the subject upon 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. <23,11.00. Postage 10 cent«. Par sale 
at »his office.

SPIRIT INCENDIARVI

Twenty-five Fires Start in One House.

To THp Editor:—Strange things are re
ported at Uopkinton, Mass. Mrs. Fisher 
Hemenway, of Ash street, is not a believer 
in ghosts, but tbe mysterious fires that blazed 
up in her house one night and kept the family 
hustling with fire-pails and paralyzed the fire 
department chief with wonder, have left her 
in a dangerously uncertain frame of mind. 
The first fire started directly after tea was 
served. It blazed up behind the stove and 
was quickly extinguished. Shortly after an 
apron behind the door went up iu a flash of 
light, and the family had not recovered from 
its surprise when some towels hanging on a 
rack in another room began to flicker and 
smoke. Then a newspaper lying on a hassock 
in the sitting-room began to disappear. It 
started to bum from the middle, as if a spark 
had dropped on it, and finally began to blaze. 
The.household was thoroughly scared when 
the newspaper began to burn, and the fire 
marshal, R. I. Frail, was sent for, and he, 
with members of the family, kept watch. It 
was near midnight and all were talking of a 
possible incendiary, when a lounge in the sit- 
ting-ioom took fire. Almost at the same mo
ment a fire was discovered in the middle of a 
bed down one flight All the bedclothes were 
destroyed and the bedstead ruined. The mys
terious blaze would spring up before the eyes 
of the watchfers. Two pillows on a table, 
which the women of the household were 
working on, began to smoke and then up 
came the fliunes and the pillows were destroyed. 
Early in the morning three or four fires were 
found in the barn. Since 11:60 in the fore
noon the fires—there have been twenty-five in 
all—cehsed. No trace of matches or any
thing else that would lead to the belief that 
an incendiary had been at work have been 
found. Verily, mysteries will never cease.

noAMS FROM THE IMMER LIFE. 
1 Br Lizzie Dowa. Theae poema are aa ataple 
augar. Price 11.00.

YOND THE GATES. BYELIZIt- 
J-) beth Stuart Fbelpa. A Highly entertaining wmL 
Price »1.00.&ELF-COMTRADICTIONS - OF TR£ 
O Bible. 1« Proposltlona, Theological, Moral, Hla- 
torlcal and Speculative; each provcu affirmatively and 
negatively by quotation« from Scripture, without com
ment. Price IS centa.
J A THY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL. 
Vr let. Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Jndaon. 
Tbit book should be read by every Spiritualist. Prion 
11.00: postage 10 cents.
fyEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND.

Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. Kin A 
You will not become weary while reading thia excv 
lent book. Price 70 cents.

¿1FE IN THE STONE AGE; THE 
History of Atharnel, Chief Priest of a Band of Al 

Aryana. An Outline Hlatory of Man. Written through 
the mediumship of V. G. Elgley. You should read 
thia work. Price 30 cent*.
nULPIT, FEIT AND CRADLE. BY 

L Helzn h. Gahdxnbh. Ono of her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against the Bible. 
Every woman should read It, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price lOconts.
OBSESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 

Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P, 23, price 
lOcents.
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 

1 Carrie E. S. Twtng, medium. Price 50 cents.

7'HE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
Mythlcsl Cbrlst- by Gerald Massey. 230 page*, 
12 mo. Price 50 cents.

ACHSA SPRAGUES EXPERIENCE 
xl In the Sphere». Price20cento.

7HE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT
ual to the Material Universe; and tho law of 
control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 

Faraday, Price, 15 cents.
'Tff? SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN 
JL By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cent».
'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
JL its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev.'Bamuel 

Wstson. Thia work was written by a modern Barion 
a grand and noble man. Price *1.00.

5'EERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC
Ing Spiritualism, past and present. By J. M. Pee

bles, M. D. An encyclopedia of Interesting and In
structive facts. Price *2.00.
TRE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
A Death and Its Tomorrow, tbe Splrltuallstlosidea 

of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. Price, U 
rfj7EWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOMA, 

v By Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly interesting.
Postage 5 cents. Price 75 cents.

LTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 
Ji view pf the Sunday question. It is InysIasblA 
B’ G W. Brown. M. D. Price 15 cents.
'THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCb 
J fled Savior». By Kersey Grave». You should 

read IL and be the wiser. Price 81-50.
JJIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY 

JJ Graves. It will well psy perusal. Price »1.75
OTUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE. 

kJ An Invaluable work, by Hudson Tuttle. Pries 
*1.25.

TTO W TO MESMERIZE. B Y PR OF. 
jj J. W. Cadwell, one of the most successful me«
merlzU 1» America. Ancient and modem miracles ex
plained by meimerlBtn. An invaluable work. Frlce, 
pane-, M cent*. .

CONTRAST. ■ EVANGELICAL- 
j Inn and Spiritualism Compared. Dr Moses Hull 

nfr——(I. -n
; ITHE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELA- 
'| J Hon* and Expression* In Human Embodlmeiu,

One penalty of infraction of French prison 
discipline is.seating the prisoner on the ground, x
bound hand and foot with strong belts fastened i 
to the rings in the wall, so that he can not stir. I v> bodj. pdc*

Hopkinton, Mass; B.
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EXPERIENCES OF A WEALTHY MAN.

The experiences in the Spirit-world

HIS SISTER’S LIKENESS.

A. Campbell, the Spirit Artist.

ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TO ADVANCE.

GRAND MISSION WORK.
It Is Among Dark Spirits.

A Work Inaugurated by Noble fiouls.

PART ELEVENTH.

of

E. C. ALLEN * CO..

Augusta, Me.

YOU SHOULD

occurrence in your memory with a full con-i-

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK
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man's voice was heard, saying: “Mr. I

as 
at

I

The Psychical Congress.
To the Editor:—I have perused with 

much interest as possible the papers read

vn. 
vm.

that la pleasant and profitable send ns your address 
Immediately. We teach men and women how to earn 
from 15 per day to 13000 per year without having had 
previous experience, and furnish the employment al 
which they can make that amount. Capital unnecM* 
aary. A trial will coat you nothing. Write to-day and 
address,

The pay of policemen in China is $1.50 a 
month, with an allowance of rice. The police 
are not armed, though spears an^ guns are 
kept at the stations in case of an emergehoy.

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,. 
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSES OF A-UNIÒN 
or oarroH and qu-fz.

Full-page niustrationjs, with

THE FREETHINKERS'
PICTORIALTEXT-BOOK
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AlfD UN* 

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

The price of this admirable work is $1.25. AU book) 
advertised in The Progressive Thinker are

For sale at this office.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo* 
Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog» 
matlc Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tei» 
lament stories, and proving that Jesus was an imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price 81.50.

For sale at this office.

AN EXCEDENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. 8INNETT.
This excellent work treats of tbe following subjicU:
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They Reside on the Very Lowest Planes.

Humanitarian Effort« to Redeem Them.

those who have been considered shrewd busi- : 
ness men in earth-life, furnished us much food ] 
for reflection. I remember a spirit who came I 
to us a short time since, and accosted me as I 
follows: “Why do you not speak to me?” i

I replied: “Because I was waiting for you । 
to address me first?” i

“Well," he said, “I have found that none < 
of my former friends will recognize or speak । 
to me. If I approach them, they stare : 
straight at me without appearing to see me, or 
they seem to gaze right past me; and when I 
accost them, they make no reply, but turn on 
their heel and walk away. And strangers, 
too, whom I address, turn away without notic
ing me. 1 was curious to see if you would 
speak to me, and as you said nothing for some 
time I began to think that you were going to 
treat me as the others had; but you did an
swer when I spoke to you. ” ‘

I asked why it was that people had treated : 
him in the manner which he had described, 
and he replied: “Well, I don't know just why 
it is, unless it is because they are envious of 
my position in life. You see, I am a rich man 
and people seem to be envious of me. I guess 
that’s all."

‘ ‘You say that you are. a rich man, and that 
the reason people treat you so coolly is on 
account of their envy. Now, is there not some, 
other reason? How did you come by your 
riches? Was there anything in connection 
with the accumulation of your wealth that 
would cause people to look upon you with an 
eye of disapprobation? My motive in asking 
these questions is not that of curiosity, but a 
desire to get at the truth of the matter, so 
that I can assist you, if possible. It seems to 
me a sad thing for a man to be in the posi
tion in which you find yourself, and now let 
us look into the matter with a view of bring
ing about a better state of affairs."

“You seem to be a fair kind of a fellow," 
he replied, “and I don’t mind telling you that 
I have been a little sharp at times, in driving 
a bargain with others, and there have been 
times when I pressed people who were in my 
debt a little hard, perhaps; but I am not the 
only man who has done those things, and there 
is no good reason why people should make 
such a fuss about it all of a sudden. I began 
life a poor boy, but I was determined that I 
would not always be poor. So I commenced 
to save and accumulate, and as I grew older 
and possessed more my cravings for wealth 
increased and my scruples grew less, until I 
would stop at nothing to gain the coveted 
dollars.” (Speaking to another spirit) 
“What the devil do you want here? Get out 
of here! I don’t want to see you! Turn those 
eyes away. Will you turn them away, I 
say!” ■

“What is the matter now?" I asked. “Do 
you recognize those eyes? Why is it that they 
trouble you?”

“I don’t like to have her look at me like 
that!” he said, and I won’t have it, either. 
Turn your eyes away, I tell you! Of course I 
.know the eyes! I turned her out of doors 
once, because she couldn’t pay' the rent; but 
that is no reason why she should follow me 
around like this with those everlasting eyes.

' I had to have my rent, and if she could not 
pay she had to get out, that’s all I

“Well, now,” said I, “let us discuss an
other subject, and forget, if we can, fora 
time, these unpleasant things. F^ several 
years I have been interested in that vital ques
tion, 'If a man die, shall he live again?’ and I 
have investigated sufficiently to convince my
self that there is a life beyond the mortal. 
I have ascertained that the change which 
we call death is but thebirth into a higher life; 
that our home aor condition in that higher life 
depends wholly upon our, life here; that, if 
we lead good lives, full of love and sympathy 
for our fellowman, full of unselfish effort to 
brighten the lives of those about Us, we find 
awaiting us on the spirit side of life a home 
correspondingly bright aud beautiful But 
on the other hand, if we live dark, selfish lives,, 
striving only to gratify desires of a selfish na- 

■ tare; if we crush . down others that we may ‘

raise ourselves, we find that our habitation in 
the spirit world is as dark and forbidding as 
were the deeds of our mortal life. ”

“You say," he interrupted, “that you 
have ascertained these facts through investi
gation. Will you please explain how it was 
that you ascertained them? Who knows if 
there is a life beyond this? The church doc
trines teach that there is, but you must accept 
it all on faith, as they prove nothing whatso
ever of a life beyond the grave.”

“You ask me to explain to you how I have 
ascertained that there is a life beyond the 
mortal? I will tell you! I have in various 
ways, that were entirely satisfactory to me, 
communicated with those who had been my 
friends or relatives in this life, but who have 
passed through the change called death. They 
have proven their identity to me, so that I 
have confidence in them, and in that which 
they tell me. It is they who teach me of the 
conditions of spirit-life. They tell me of 
their own experiences and of the experi
ence of others whom they have met or seen; 
and their teachings accord so well with the 
laws of nature as they come before our obser
vation here, that I cannot doubt the truth of 
that which they impart to me. ”

1 ‘What do they tell you regarding the death 
and subsequent conditions of the individual? 
Is there any ‘change in the twinkling of an 
eye’?” .

‘ ‘They say that the change called death is 
but the stepping-out of the man, the mind, 
the spirit from the mortal body, which, 
through accident or disease, has become unfit 
for further occupancy. That the spirit takes 
with it into the Spiritworld the knowledge and 
ideas which it has gained in earth-life; and 
that its condition, as I have before stated to 
you, depends upon the life which was led in 
the mortal."

“What do they teach you of heaven and 
hell? of God and the Devil? of the atoning 
power of Christ? of the Judgment day? and 
of eternal punishment?"

“They teach us that heaven and hell are 
conditions of mind, and not location! That 
a heavenly condition is produced by a life of 
unselfish devotion to the good of humanity, 
by forgetting self and laboring for others. 
That hell is the condition of mind consequent 
upon an earthl-ife on exactly opposite lines; 
where one has striven for self-gratification,, 
regardless of the needs or rights of others. 
Weare taught that there is neither personal 
God nor personal Devil. That no one can 
atone for your sins or for mine, but ourselves. 
That we must outwork our own transgressions. 
That punishment is not eternal; being an out
working of the law of cause and effqpt, it is 
very plain. You do a wrong deed, knowingly, 
the memory of that act remains with you. At 
last a time comes when you will meet that

dined to doubt jts genuineness;' but when I 
informed him “that in harboring • animosity, 
hatred or revengeful feelings toward Others, 
no ‘ matter what the provocation may have been, 
we are wronging ourselves and forming a con
dition that will react upon us, and debar us 
from that happiness which can only ! come 
through a full forgiveness to all humanity, he 
Was brought to a right understanding of the 
matter, and was glad to avail himself of that 
forgiveness which had been extended to him.

“Now,” said he, “I will begin at once to 
undo the wrong which I have done. I have a 
sum of money in my safe sufficient to repay 
many small debts. I will dispose of my prop
erty as fast as I can, and reimburse some of 
whom I have defrauded of larger sums. So, 
excuse me, please, while I set about the work 
at hand.” ,

I explained to him then that he had made 
the change called death, but was «for a long 
time unable to convince him of the truth of 
my statenient. It was only when I called his 
attention to the fact that it was on account of 
his being spirit that his friends and acquaint
ances did not nqtice him—simply because they 
did not see him—and asked if he did not 
kqow that the woman who spoke to him was in 
spirit-life, and if she did not appear to be 
clothed like himself, that he. began to realize 
tijat he was indeed in spirit-life. When he 
fully comprehended the iaqt that he had no 
further control oyer the wealth which he accu
mulated, and th&t he could not use it in out
working his earthly mistakes, lie was gristly 
distressed. ' .

He prayed that we wpuld inform him how 
he could rectify his past errors, and at my re
quest one of the spirlte of the band spoke to 
him in substance as follows: “My friend, 
early in your earth career you became imbued 
with a love of wealth, and the powers it con
fers on earth upon those who possess it. You 
loved it, not for the good that might be 
wrought with it, but simply for itself; and 
you gloried in the knowledge that you pos
sessed it. You were unscrupulous in its ac
quirement, and through the wrongs committed 
in amassing your riches, you have builded 
about yourself a wall of darkness, But thanks 
to the laws of nature, it is within your power 
to undo all the wrong which you have done; 
though the unloading may take you along 
time. Follow closely the instruction^ that 
will be given you'from time to time, and falter 
not At first it will be your mission to ap
proach those who are still in the mortal, and 
who are possessed of a disposition like your 
own.- When yon find them doing as you did 
—enriching themselves at the expense of oth
ers—endeavor to impress: them to pursue a 
different course. I will take you to a man 
who is sitting at this moment engaged in deep 
study, endeavoring to formulate a plan where
by he can add something to his already Vast 
acquirements, without rendering an equivalent 
value. Try to turn the current of his thought 
into a different channel, and thus help him to 
avoid adding another wrong to many preced
ing ones. Press forward in the work frat is 
given you to do. You will ever find those 
about you willing to extend love and charity. 
And as you see your past errors slipping away, 
one by one, your reward will come in the ever 
increasing happiness which you will enjoy." 

E. T. Washburn.
(to be continued.)

sciousness of all its wrong. You ask, how 
can I make restitution? How can I undo that 
which I have done? Then will the way be 
made clear to you. Then will those come to 
you who have love in their hearts, those who 
understand the laws of being. They will teach 
you that in working for others you can lessen 
the load that you bear; and as you earnestly 
strive to follow out their teachings, peace will 
come to your troubled spirit and you will be 
happier. The degree of your happiness will 
depend upon the earnestness and strength of 
your efforts in overcoming the errors and 
mistakes of your past life. ”

“Well, my friend!” said the spirit, “I like 
the teachings which your friends have given 
you. They seem reasonable and right; and I 
wish to set about undoing some of the wrongs 
of my past life at once. Tell me, pray, how 
can I undo the wrongs which I have done? 
So far as I can, I am willing to restore to 
those whom I have overreached that which 
belongs to them; but some have ihoved away, 
and some are dead. I will go for my safe at 
once and begin to make restitution!"

“Wait a moment,” said I, “there is one 
right here whom you say you treated harshly. 
Begin the work of restitution by begging her 
forgiveness. That is a little thing to do, and 
it will aid you in reaching a brighter condition. 
Being the only restitution that you can make 
in this case, there should be no hesitancy on 
your part in doing-as I suggest. ” .

Before the man could sufficiently control 
his pride to ..do as I had requested, the wo-

freely forgive youl I know that the; feeling 
I have had toward you has retarded my prog
ress, aud in forgiving you. fully and freely, 
as I-do, I feel that it will greatly benefit both 
of us.” . /i-c:: . - ■ - \ ■ ■

At first the man seemed to be taken aback 
at the forgiveness so generously extended by 
the person whom he had wronged, and was in

Obtained Under Peculiar Gircum' 
stances. ; ;

the Psychical Science Congress, some of which 
seem to be important, while others, like that 
of Oliver Lodge, F. R. 8., in which the trance 
state of Mrs. Piper and the automatic writing 
of Mr. Stead is discussed, seem like maudlin 
gropings in the dark, and one is reminded of 
the scripture passage : “The light shineth in 
darkness, and the darkness comprehendeth it 
not ”

Why should so much stress be laid upon 
the occasional gleams of light from the Lamp 
of Truth that flash upon the understanding of 
men of science, when the world is full of men 
and women whose mental abilities are equal 
to theirs, and whose judicial powers are not 
strained and distorted by years of study and 
thought in some special line of scientific work. 
To such, whose sound common sense and criti
cal investigations have brought them a knowl
edge of the truth of spiritualistic phenomena 
and philosophy, who have learned to discrim
inate between the good and. evil influences that 
approach us, or, as the Bible says, to 1 ‘try the 
spirit» whether they be good or evil," and to 
whom the communications from the spirit 
spheres have been the means of great spiritual 
growth, filling their hearts with love to God 
and humanity, these voluminous beatings about 
the bush seem almost absurd, and hardly 
worthy of the space they occupy in the ^col
umns of a journal which claims to represent 
the advance thought of modern Spiritualism: 
If those men whose learning is fully equaled 
by their self-conceit would approach the sub
ject and its mediums with something of the 
humility and common sense that was displayed 
by Abraham Lincoln in his treatment of Net
tie Colburn, they might learn something of 
value to themselves, and in time the public 
might be glad to hear the results of their 
investigations. Hiram gix, Jr.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Hl. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole .world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circled Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

“A Witch of the ^Nineteenth Century.
This remarkable story/ ivKich was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread ihterest, will be sent 
free; to all new: yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear; this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription'. Induce 
your neighbor .to send .25 cents for a triai sub
scription. . X; , j-

-To the Editor:—Agreeably to promise; J 
send you the following facts in connection 
with tiie getting of a picture of my sister, who 
passed away from this life some forty-six years 
ago. On Tuesday, some weeks since, I called 
on Mr. Campbell and had a sitting, and re- 1 
ceived a very fine bouquet of flowers—roses— ‘ 
painted on a porcelain plate. The picture ■ 
pleased me so well, and as it was yet fresh, I 1 
was afraid of marring it, so I asked the privi- ' 
lege of leaving it there until I should go home, ' 
on the following Saturday. He replied: “Very 
well, leave it here and welcome, ”

• On-Wednesday eyeuing I ingde arrangements 
to attend a materijilizlng seance which was to 
be held at anothe^laee in this city, with Mrs, 
Aber as the medium. I attended the seance,, 
which yyiaa a failure, rio far as materializations 
were, concerned. i -Mrs. Aber said, when we 
sat down and she entered the cabinet, that she 
didn't believe that; we would get any results, 
for she was feeling very badly; however, she 
went into the cabinet and sat. Soon after she 
entered the cabinet a voice—not Mrs. Aber's 
—spoke, and addressing me, said: “Mr. Treat, 
here are a number of spirits who want to come 
out to you, and are trying to come out. Here 
is one lady calliug herself Jane, and says she 
is your sister, and trying to make up to come 
out" My reply was: “Send her out; I should 
be very glad to see her. ” Soon, however, the 
voice said: “She has lost the power and fallen 
all to pieces. ” Then the voice spoke and said: 
“Here’s another, Harvey Mott, who wants to 
come.” I said that I should be delighted to 
see him. She also spoke of two or three 
other persons as trying to come, and then 
said: “Oh, how funny, Mr. Treat; your sister 
has stepped back there and is sitting for her 
picture, and she wants me to say to you that 
if you will go where you were, she thinks she 
can give you her picture at that medium's. ” 
(I hadn't mentioned to anybody that I had 
been to such a place.) -

I didn't go after my plate of flowers on the 
next Saturday, ttut remained over in the city 
until the following Monday, when I went over 
to Mr. Campbell’s for my plate of flowers, pre
paratory to going home. - ‘After we had- 
wrapped the package and I was about to start 
away, I mentioned to Mr. Campbell what was 
told me at the seance. His reply to the story 
was that perhaps she could get it; there was 
no way of telling but to try; some got them 
and same did not; and then he commenced 
talking and saying that he saw a spirit lady 
standing by the side of me with the word 
Charlotte appearing over her head, and gave 
a very good description of the person of my 
sister, Charlotte being one of her given names. 
I asked if we could have a sitting that day, 
and he replied “No!” that the time was all en
gaged for that day, and took his book to see 
when he could give a sitting. The first unen
gaged hour was 11:30 a. m., Wednesday, two 
days later. After reflecting a few minutes, 
I engaged that hour, as this spirit had been 
promising me her picture for some time, and 
had .tried on one or two instances before to get 
it, with a failure.

On the appointed Wednesday, at 11:30, I 
went to Mr. Campbell’s, and soon after we 
entered into the sitting-room, we sat down to 
a table, he on one side and I on the other. 
He brought four slates, which he washed, and 
I wiped with a cloth until they were dry, and 
placed them on the table in front of me. He 
then brought out a piece of prepared canvas 
just the size of the slates, and after writing 
my name on the back of it, I took the canvas, 
at his request, and rubbed it in my hands for a 
moment or two. I then put it on top of one 
of the slates and placed another slate over it, 
and held these two slates between my hands 
for Mr. Campbell to put on two rubber bands 
to hold them in place. After holding these 
slates for perhaps one minute, in my hands, he 
said, “We’ll have the other two slates put on. ” 
I laid these two slates down on one of the 
other slates and placed the other one on top, 
and held the four slates up for Mr. Campbell 
to put the bands around the four. He then 
said: “I wish you to put those slates on 
the floor and put your right foot on them.” 
I did so, and at the same time Mr. Campbell 
set a block of paints that he has resting on the 
table, on top of the four slates by the side of 
my foot I then took Mr. Campbell by both 
hands and held on to him during a period of 
perhaps ten minutes, during which time we 
talked on subjects pertaining to the spiritual 
philosophy, he being under control, as I un
derstood, of spirits. At the end of the ten 

, minutes he came to himself and requested me 
to lift the slates from the floor on to the table, 
which I did. In the course of perhaps a min

' ute/hd requested me to take them out into 
the other room, and on opening them, I found 
on the two outside slates, nothing; between the 

■ inside slates was an oil painting painted on 
the canvas I put there, a perfect likeness of 
my sister just -as I last saw her, even to the 
color and figure of her dress, which has a his
tory not necessary to" relate here. This pic

, tore you saw a very few minutes after the 
painting, and I am under obligation to your 
excellent lady for sewing it inside of a box so 

’ as to preserve it safe while carrying it home.
On each of the slates next to the picture were 
appropriate messages written and signed by 
my sister. -These slates never passed for one 
instant out of my possession from the'time 
we 'sat down until I opened them and found 
the picture. ; ' G. A. Treat.

Hannibal, Mo. : . 1

BOOK REVIEWS.
Prize Poems, from Judge, Boston Trans

cript, Savannah^agazine, Idle Hour/Po
ets of America,'and Magazine of/Poetry, 
By Alonzo Leora Rice—with author's por 
trait. Indianapolis. “ 
Shows considerable poetic merit.

Autobiography of Beals E. Litchfield, or 
Forty Years’ Intercourse with the Spirit
World, and Inspirational Poems, by the 
same author. Published and for sale by the 
author at Ellicottsville, N.Y. Price $2.
A portly volume of nearly 5Q0 pages, in

cluding incidents, reminiscences and reflec
tions, in prose and verse; embodying also 
much instruction from spirit sources. The 
author is one of the pioneer workers in the 
cause of Spiritualism, and as such his book 
will prove of much interest..
Elsie: A Christmas Story. From the 

Norwegian of Alexander L. Kjelland, by 
Miles Menander Dawson.
A dainty little volume—a story partaking 

of the true Christmas flavor which ‘the Nor
wegian and Swedish authors so well know how 
to impart—and that will be richly enjoyed by 
old snd young alike. Price 50c. For sale 
at this "office.
A String qf Amber Beads. By Martha 

Events Holden—“Amber.”, 
Healeys. of the Chicago papers have often 

been charmed and delighted with articles writ 
ten under or over the pseudonym of “Amber.” 

This volume is comprised of short articles 
characterized by the usual qualities belonging 
to the author’s writings—they are bright, full 
of vivacity, and at the same time convey good, 
wholesome lessons. A portrait of the author 
is a welcome accompaniment as a frontis
piece. Price, paper, 50c. Cloth, $1. For 
sale at this office.
In This Our World. Poems by Charlotte

Perkins Stetson.
We confess, this little volume is a genuine 

surprise! After careful reading—in which 
we became so deeply interested we wished not 
to stop—our judgment was: This is poetry— 
genuine and true. . And the author shows 
such a broad sympathy with humanity and 
reform, that we wish every man and woman, 
young and old, might read it, for all would be 
pleased and benefited. Price 25c.
Money Found: Recovered from its Hiding

places, and put into circulation through 
confidence in Government Banks. By 
Thos. E. Hill. Chas. H. Kerr & Co., pub
lishers, Chicago. Price 25c.

The Other World and This. A Compend- 
iumof Spiritual Laws. No. 1 New White 
Cross Literature.
In the introduction the author states: “In 

Spiritualism humanity stands as a witness of 
God upon earth, and only through knowing 
mankind will it be possible to apprehend the 
infinite even in the smallest degree. ” It would 
be impossible within the limits of a brief 
notice to mention the salient points and give 
an adequate taste of the richness of the con
tents of this book. Combined with fine liter
ary abilities, giving power to use beautiful 
yet concise forms of thought-expression, the 
author, Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D., evinces 
much study and thought in her essays. The 
book is thoroughly Spiritualistic and will be 
welcomed as an aid to the understanding, in
culcation and defense of Spiritualism. With 
the exception of one chapter—that on “Has 
Man Lived More Lives Than One ?”—which 
theory she believes—the book contains nothing 
that will not commend itself to all Spiritual
ists. The successive chapters are replete 
with instruction, and we heartily commend 
them to all Spiritualists, and all who would in
form themselves concerning Spiritualism and 
its teachings. Price $1.50. For sale at this 
office.
The Light of the Future, or The Evo

lution of Religion. A poem by Edwin A. 
Holbrook. Second and enlarged edition.
A pretty brochure of 48 large pages, evinc

ing considerable scholarship, much thought, 
and literary taste. The sentiments will 
especially please Spiritualists, as a whole.

Little GemOUR NEW CATALOGUE
Is an elegant book of 200 pages, com
posed of three distinct Catalogues 
bound together—one each of

SEEDS, BULBS & PLANTS, 
NURSERY STOCK.

A work of unexcelled beauty and merit, re
written and reconstructed in every particular. 
Every cut new, every line fresh. Printed on 
fine paper and in lovely bronze violet and 
brown colors. Many charming colored plates. 
Nothing like it ever before seen. We pfler 
new and special strains of Flower and Veg
etable seeds, all tire standard new and rare 
Plants and Bulbs of every kind. Millions of 
Gladiolus, choicest Shrubs, Trees, Vines,; also 
new and rare Fruits — some wonderful intro
ductions from Japan. The greatest collection 
of rare things for the garden ever presented, 
and all at moderate prices. Do not fail 
to see this wonderful book catalogue. Sent, 
post-paid, for 25 cents, with check for valu
able new Pansy seed gratis, or sent free if , 
either of the following new-plants are ordered. I

THE LITTLE GEM CALLA. '
A perfect miniature CalJa, growing 8'or xa inches 

high and producing perpetually very large snow-white 
blossoms. It begins to bloom when only a few inches 
high in a three-inch pot, and is never without flowers, i 
summer or winter, and often shows a dozen at once. | 
The greatest plant novelty of late years, and a perfect 
little beauty. 30 cents each; 3 for 50 cents, post-paid, j

CHILDS’ JEWEL ROSE. 1
The greatest sensation among novelties. A perfect 

ever-blooming Rose, which bears at the same lime 
flowers of several different colors—pink, yellow, buff, 
crimson—also variegated, mottled, stripeq and blotched. 
The moat wonderful and beautiful Rose in cultivation. 
Strong plants for immediate blooming, by mail, post
paid, 30 cents each, 2 for 50 cents, 5 for $1.00.

Special Offer.— For 30 cents we will send either the 
Calls or Rose and our great Book Catalogue described 
above. For 50 cents we will send the Book, Olla, 1 
Rose and a lovely Flower-seed novelty; all by mail, post* • 
paid, guaranteed to arrive in good condition. Address । ’John Lewis Childs, f10n!y",c’ '

ITYoii Waul Work

A Query.
May I enquire through your valuable paper 

for this information, hoping some kind theo
sophical friend who fully understands this 
mystery will explain. I would like to know 
how many hands has the astral body. I at
tended Miss Fay’s seance here. A full three 
hundred people were present during the se
ance. She took a position in a chair where 
the whole audience could see her. The 
demonstrations continued just the same, nu
merous hands flashing from the cabinet, and 
musical instruments being played upon at the 
same moment

Miss Fay’s claim that her astral body gives 
this performance, led me to watch closely our 
little home circle, wherein we have nearly as 
much done—not by a paid medium,'but by 
sitting for development. In the center of our 
circle is a stand not near enough for any one 
to touch; thereon we lay flowers, slates, fans, 
bells, etc. The bells are rung and thrown 
out of the circle; flowers brought to different 
ones; sometimes the bouquets are untied and 
divided. among those present; one very large 
bunch of flowers was pushed off the stand 
and we could hear it being dragged along the 
floor until it touched the one it was for. The 
guitar will play if left within the circle, and 
chairs lifted and moved about. This occurs 
at different parte of the circle during the 
same moment We hold a light close enough 
to see the guitar while playing. The stand 
rolls about The raps are almost continual 
Everything placed in the; circle is handled 
by the. unseen power. Can an astral body 
demonstrate at different places ina circle at 
the satae time? < Mrs. Fannie R. Marks.
: San Diego,; Cal. . - -

“God in the Constitution.'”• .By Robert G. 
Ingersoll One of the best pap'ers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. 1 Price,-10 cents; twelve 
copies for $1.00,- -For sale Kt this office. ‘

Box 1001.

Have a copy of the"Astral 
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatmbnt by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Ijfe and 
will ¡inform you where to 
iirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide sent qix 
receipt ofstamp.

t. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
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Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism. .",
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

THE ELEMINATOR
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 
HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND THE 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. /

Designs by Watson Heston, with por* 
trait of Designer,

The UlnBtratlons are classified as follows: 16 rep. 
resents Uncle Sam and the Frteits; 2, The Church 
Robbing the People; 3, Thinksglvtag; 6, 'ISabbatb 
Laws; 14 Children and the Church: 16, Woman and 
lheChnrch;C, The Church and ThoniasFatoe;4,Btnd. 
les tn Natural History; 2, The Bible and Science; IS. 
The Clergy and Their Flocks; 1, Piety In Our Penlten« 
tlarles; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
His Works;2, Prayer; 10. The Creeds; 2, Christians and 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity’s Work: 
5, Missionaries; l.The Lord's Instrumenls; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and tho 
Church; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; i, The Uses 
of theCross;4, Unkind Rejections on the Church; 0, 
Persecutions of the Church; 12, Some Allegories 
8, Heaven: 6; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Pricel2.
: «‘’nr Sale at this ofiioe,"

Z'HE PRIEST. THE WO Si AH A HD 
the Confessional. By Btv, Chsi. Chtala»». 

Every one should risd IV »1 DO.

Tut«) »rrc '
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J. R. Francis, Editor and Publisher.
Altered at Chicago Poliofflce atHMau matter

Terms of Subscription.
TntHKsp win bo furnished until 

nSvuiice?0* “e'St tho4ioUow“« tenM' Invariably in 

Oile year - - - - w J _ _ M 
clubs of ten (a copy to the one getting up '

tU6 Club) “ — 97 50
Thirteen weeks - ' - - - • *
Single copy - - . _ . . _ jGt8

nBKITTAXCBe.
Remit by Foetofioo Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or draft on Chicago or New York. It coats from 10 
to 15 cents to get drafts cashed on local banks, ad don't 
Bend them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letter» to J. It. Francis' 
No. 40 Loomis St., Chicago. Ill.

OJDUB8I IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
. As there are thousands who will at first venture 
only twenty-five oenta furTuB FrogKebbiv« Thinhbh 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to tlioae whnreceive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from el to Ifo. or even 
more than the latter aum. A large number of Uhlo 
amounts will make a largo sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor auf uaofuint* •„ The same aug« 
gestlon will apply in all canes of renewal of subscrlp 
tlons—solicit others to aid In the work. You w/u
experience no difficulty whatevorTfijaducing Splritu* 
mists to subscribe for Tiie Froghebsiyb Thinhkk, 
for not one of them cun afford to be without the valua
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Npt,» Hopeful Sign.
We flave, bpe.n told the time is rapidly 

Coming when tfle people shall leflrn war 
no more; that bloody national contests 
Shall end; that swords shall be cast Into 
plowshares, »and spears into pruning 
hooks, àtid tbaf universal peace shall 
prevail tfle wlfle world over. Such will 
be a desirable consummation, which 
every good man desires. The churches 
have represented th ey^were- hastening 

■ forward’that grfiflt event, and have rep
robated all wlib would not join them for 
thwarting theli1 ambition.

The public prése has teemed with the 
statements that Catholics were arming 
and drilling in all the principal cities, 
which We hope is only to welcome the 
return òt the “prince of peace” in a 
graceful manner; but how will the world 
be shocked when told that this warlike 

■ preparation is not limited to Catholics, 
but is. already extended to Protestant 
Churchy? .w. . .

We.,find ip thè Lawrence, 'Kansas, 
• Gazette ofthe 4th inst., the following 
Startling facts, which we have slightly 
abridged so as to occupy less space:

. “THE BOY’S BRIGADE.

“A vèr/ interesting military drill by 
an organization few Lawrence people 
are awarp exists, was held at the Armory 
last Monday, I t was the regular meet
ing of thè Boys’ Brigade of the First 
Baptist church. The little fellows rang
ing in age from. si$ to fourteen years 
are quick, > to loarrn, and the progress 
made in military training has been so 
rapid that the twenty who were present 
last night can never again be called the 
awkward .squad. The young gentleinen 
were under the instruction last evening 
of Lieutenant' Hahsom, of Ft. Scott.

“Some years ago the Boys’ Brigade 
was started in Scotland by a wide awake 
minister, to interest the boys of his 
church, and keep them under Christian 
influence. The plan succeeded so well, 
that now some 62,000 boys belong to dif
ferent regiments of the Boys’ Army in 
Europe and America.

“The American Baptist Boys have a 
national organization with headquarters 
in New York, and are rapidly increas
ing both in numbers and efficiency all 
over the nation.

“The boys assemble in the Armory 
and usually have a good romp during 
the early part of the evening. Then 
they fàll ih llhe and go through a Bible 
drill, something of a modernized cate- 
cliism, and conclude the evening with a 
study of military tactics.

“The organization of the Boys’ Bri
gade iu’Lawrenoe is due to the personal 
efforts of Rev. G. D. Rogers. He began 
in September with a few little fellows 
in the Sunday schoolroom of his cflurch, 
but his regiment has outgrown its quar
ters. There are now 40 boys enrolled 
in the local;company.”

A national organization, with head
quarters in New York, rapidly extend
ing over the nation, with clergymen for 
generals, commencing exercises with 
Bible drills, followed by military tactics, 
which include the use of arms, under a 
compeletit Kiilitat-y instructor. Boys 
from 6 to 14 years of age, regularly en
listed and disciplined In the art of 
slaughter! “Great God!” are these 
tokens of peace?
• If sectarians will be content to fight 
and o/termlnate each other, allowing 
outsiders to remain neutral, perhaps a 
Kilkenny cat-fight is the best plan which 
can be devised to prevent their med. 
dling interference with civil govern
ments. _ '■ ■ _ . ■ ________

Fal8e„.Ureeds Foster Infidelity.
IS it not a fact that many Agnostics, 

perhaps a majority of them, have béen 
driven to occupy a negative position in 
regard to a continued life, because of 
the pagan doctrine promulgated by or
thodox churchdSj Of eternal after-death 
tortures? ’ Had they; been indoctrinated 
Into the teachings of Spiritualism, that 
with the decay of the body real incen
tives to vice are ended; and that eter
nal progression onward and upward is 
the destiny-of the race, very few would 
have joined Col. Ingersoll in his granfl 
march of “kicking ,hell. ” Better the 
whole world should plunge into doubt 
and infidfelitv than indorse belief in the 
purgatorial fires of''C&thOllés, or the 
iteli of Ptotestants,.'. o

A Cheerful Business Outlook.
Is it not possible.we take too narrow a 

view of business prospects? The history 
of the'world allows that trade and com
merce h'àvethelr,rise and fall. A perioil 
of' grepb; prosperity, is always followed 
by onç Of dépréssion.. The longer the 
prosperous period -the more disastrous 
the prostration. . .

Capital. has., been concentrating ever 
sitice thé wqr, and has been engaged to 
an unprecedented extent in manu
factures.' Every spindle, loom and forge 
has been forced to its extreme capacity, 
and'thq markets qf the world have been 
glutted with over-production. The ag
riculturist partook of the stimulus, and 
his granaries have been filled to over
flowing. When tile crash came, general 
ruin seemed Inevitable, Old established 
business houses .went down, factories 
closed, sales were suspended, labor 
ceased to be in demand, or else was only 
slightly rewarded! and lo, the panic. 
Consumption still goes on, though the 
workshops are closed. A few months of 
rest, th£. Supply is exhausted. The 
wheels of production are again set In 
motion; labqr comes into demand; and a 
little later, the clatter of machinery, 
the roar of the furnace, the ring of the 
anvil, the hum of the spindle, and thé 
click of the shuttle, all tell their old
time story. The artisan Is again at his 
easel, the author at his desk, and com
merce resumes its accustomed activity; 
while another long period of surpassing 
prosperity has dawned on the country.

Talk of tariffs, the over-production of 
silver, or the failure to coin itl Did 
these bring on the financial disasters of 
1817,1827, 1837, 1847, 1857, the regular 
rhythm broken by the war, and changed 
to 1873,1883,1893? Had the prospect of 
a change of the tariff laws, or the sus
pension of silver coinage in America, 
anything’to do with the more complete 
business disasters in Europe than with 
us? '

When spring shall return business 
will begin to revive. It will Increase 
with the season, and be brisk with the 
autumn. A year or so may pass before 
all the channels of trade, of commercer 
and of industry, are again fully opened; 
but it will soon come, and the country 
will be enriched bebause of this backing 
up to take stock, and to somewhat 
change the methods of production. Let 
the people take heart, and join in the 
grand march of progression, mental, 
moral, physical, political and religious; 
for the world is not half as bad as dem
agogues represent. An ora of unpar
alleled prosperity is at our doors, and we 
have only to rise and welcome it.

This to dissipate the general gloom 
which has oppressed many of our read
ers, and to aid In counteracting the pe
riodical discouragements of political 
bummers, in the mistaken interest of 
the parties they represent.

The Missionaries’ Report.
There were ten Buddhist priests from 

Japan at the Parliament of Religions in 
this city, in September. They returned 
home, and at a meeting held at Yoko
hama made their formal report. One 
of the delegation told of the invitation 
to visit the new world, of their suspi
cions, and their belief that it was a 
shrewd scheme of Christians to prose
lyte them. “It was a wonderful sur
prise. We were all mistaken,” he said, 
and then:

“The parliament was called because 
the western nations have come to realize 
the weakness and folly of Christianity 
and they really wished to hear from us 
of our religion and to learn what the 
best religion is. There is no better 
place in the world to propagate the 
teachings of Buddhism than in America. 
During the meetings one very -wealthy 
man from New York became a convert 
of Buddhism and was initiated into its 
rites. He is a man of great influence, 
and his conversion may be said to mean 
more than the conversion of ten thou
sand ordinary men, so we may say truth
fully that we made ten thousand con
verts at that meeting. Christianity is 
merely an adornment of society in 
America. It is deeply believed in by 
very few. The great majority of Chris
tians drink and commit various gross 
sins, and live very dissolute lives, al
though it is a very common belief and 
serves as a social adornment. Its lack 
of power proves its weakness. The 
meetings showed the great superiority 
of Buddhism over Christianity, and the 
mere factof calling the meetings showed 
that the Americans and other western 
peoples had lost their faith in Christian
ity and were ready to accept the teach
ings of our superior religion.”

Now that is the missionary way of 
telling the story, and is no more exag
gerated than it would have been had the 
conditions been reversed and Christians 
had visited Japan.

Conflict in Jurisprudence.
Down in Greenbrier county, West 

Virginig,, a Brother Mills, who had “got 
religion," was telling in church his 
“experiences” and how he did it. Wish
ing to demonstrate thé great goodness 
of God in rescuing his soul from eternal 
flames, he told of his burning a neigh
bor’s barn. The sheriff of the county 
was present. He made note of the con
fession, and It is said arrested Brother 
Mills, and marched film off to jail. The 
dear orother evidently supposed his re
generation and salvation from the burn
ing pit wiped but all ’human penalties. 
The probabilities are he will spend 
from five to ten years in prison, during 
which time he will have leisure to make 
himself familiar with the conflict of 
mortal and celestial laws. But is it not 
a shame to send one of tfee ransçmed to 
prison for merely burning a barn?

A Rare Offer.
All new yearly or trial sub sc riber 

will get a copy of our Christmas I edition 
free, and also. that, remarkable story, 
“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.’ 
ooth are very valuable papers, and will 
we highly prized by every thoughtfu 
mind. Induce your neighbor to send 25 
cents for a three months’ subscription....

On the first page of our paper we

The mother was 84 years old, the son
in thfii» morality, it is the earnest desire of lead

. Z *Ihga Hfe of truth, and the Religion of 
DrOunOr fi*>A 'Wtii.ii'na non Anlv Ha a. nnUrrinn f\f

no

lie.

only twenty years younger, and 
relations they were: more like

ONLY 6 YEARS OLD AND ALREADY A 
FINE PERFORMER AND SOMETHING 
OF A COMPOSER—HIS ACCOMPLISH-
MENT8ARE A WONDER TO 
KNOW HIM—MUSIC IS HIS 
HERITANCE. '

ALL WHO
BORN IN-

I am apt to think that men find their 
simple ideas agree, though in discourse 
they confound one another with differ
ent names.—Locke. -

Tie pity of the Master is for you," 
Who knows as When In Palestine

the Future can Only be a religion of 
truth."

A Berles of Remarkable Coinci
dences.

Mrs. Henry Loren and hei* son George 
died suddenly at Butler, Mloh., Bec. 30.

Magdalen.
“Neither do I condemn thee; sin 

more!”

knew, ...
Whatever the disguise, the heart 

/within.

r?n

MUSICALMEDIUM.
Wonderful Gifts of Little 

Rubin Demorest.

give an article on, “Music” by the great 
violinist, J. Jay Watson, of New York; 
and we take great * pleasure in supple
menting his Interesting ideas with a de
scription of a musical medium pr prod
igy in this city, as set forth by A. V. 
H. in the Evening Journal. It is a fact, 
no doubt, that in no way more remarka
ble were the phenomenal achievements 
of the child Mozart than are those of 
the gifted musical prodigy, little Rubin
stine Demorest. In no sense an “Infant 
phenomenon," thiSuremarkable child Is 
a simple, hearty, rosy-cheeked little 
lad, whose extraordinary talent is as 
spontaneous as is his normal pleasure in 
the childish play which delights other 
little boys of Six years. ,

In the vicinity of one of the little 
Chautauquan cottages at Fifty-fifth 
Street and South Park little Rubin 
romps about with his two smaller 
brothers, his golden hair tossed about 
his handsome, fair face and his blue 
eyes gleaming with good health and 
frolic. Musically he is one of the won
ders of the present day, and as a human 
being he has the-sweetest and most 
exquisitely harmonious nature, touched 
by some of the Idiosyncrasies of genius.

As it was with Mozart, when he was 
in his third year, little Rubinstine gave 
unmistakable evidence of being extrar 
ordinarily endowed. His mother, who 
Is a native of the little town of Gonko- 
peng, Sweden, which, by the way, was 
the home of Jenny Lind’s family, has 
always been In the habit of playing and 
singing simple little airs of her native 
country. One day, to her utter amaze
ment, her tiny son, who was then but 
two and a half years old, climbed up to 
the piano and with both hands played, 
without missing a note, one of thlse 
airs. Spon he began to play other 
things he heard, and a music teacher, 
who was a friend of the family, was 
called in to give her opinion of the 
child's performance. She listened to 
him wondering, and declared that,while 
she had read of children who were simi
larly gifted, she had never heard or 
expected to hear the like, and was anx
ious to give him instruction.

With seemingly no effort he learned 
to read music, and his little fingers 
touched the keys with a firm ease which 
was the despair of many practical mu
sicians. He was born In Minneapolis, 
and when 4 years old he played before a 
delighted audience in the Opera House 
In St. Paul. The more he was taught 
of music the deeper grew his fondness 
for it, and he not only willingly but 
gladly practiced from an hour to an 
hour and a half each day.

So long as the family affairs were 
prosperous he enjoyed every advantage 
which It was possible to secure for him. 
Even when misfortune came fate was 
kind and musicians and others interested 
themselves in him, so that he still has 
the best of instruction, although he is 
now the sole support of his family. His 
father, who is of the well-known Demo
rest family of New Jersey, from repeated 
strokes of paralysis has partially lost 
his sight and is therefore unable to do 
any work. Proud and fond as both his 
parents naturally are of their beautiful 
and gifted child, they are wise in their 
treatment of him and he is wholly un
spoiled. t

One of the little boy’s most remarkable 
gifts is the ability, although in another 
room, to tell with unerring correctness 
any note struck off* the piano, and also 
when a chord is struck he can tell at 
once of what it is composed. One day 
he had a small rubber band in his 
mouth and as he struck and snapped it, 
after the manner of children, it gave 
forth a delicate sound. Some one 
asked:

“What note is that, Rubin?”
“That is F sharp,” he answered 

promptly. A young lady who was pres
ent stepped to the piano and, touching 
F sharp, asked Rubin to again sound 
the rubber and it was demonstrated that 
he was correct. Musicians say that the 
ability to so quickly and accurately de
termine tone and pitch is a very unusual 
natural gift. '

Not only does this little boy, who was 
6 years old October 26 last, read difficult 
music at sight and interpret classical 
music as if his soul were at one with the 
composer, but he also composes some 
charming little things. For example, 
one of his compositions he calls “The 
Music Box," and If one could not see 
the piano the deception would be per
fect. Another is an exquisite little 
melody which he sings and plays before 
he goes to bed, not only forhiinself, but 
his two little brothers, as other children 
say their prayers. The little verse is:

“Jesus, Savior, wash away 
All that has been wrong to-day, 
Help me every day to be
Good and gentle, more like thee.”

His mother prepared this for him, 
and to hear him sing it as his evening 
prayer Is to be strongly reminded of 
what has been written and painted of 
the Christ child.

What makes the case of this little 
boy retharkable Is that neither of his 
parents are musical people, and, as far 
as they know, none of their ancestors 
or relatives have been. Within the 
iiast few days he is greatly rejoiced, as 
s also Professor Wendle, who gives him 

instruction, that he fe at last able to 
reach an octave with Uis tiny hands.

This case illustrates in a marked de
gree the claims of rclncarnatlonlste, 
who would assert that one of the “old 
masters” Is embodied in this little boy, 
while many Spiritualists will assert that 
he is a remarkable medium, .

John G. Whittle? on immortality.
The Inter Ocean publisher In its Sun

day edition a lengthy biography of John 
G. Whittier, and many of his personal 
letters hitherto unpublished,’ In Which 
we find the following paragraphs that 
show clearly that the old poet’s' Inspira
tional soul sensed the future Of man, al
though his early training in the Quaker 
faith did not give him much ‘ desire to 
investigate the occult . sciences,' and 
know his deceased loved ones were 
merely put of mortal sight, . We repro
duce the following paragraphs from his 
own pen:

“It seems to me that- the' world was 
never so beautiful as now, when I' am 
about to 'leave ’it. ! But, no doubt, the 
infinite possibilities of the future life 
will more than compensate for the loss 
of this.’* , . . .. ' ■ -

“I am very thankful tha^ I can almost 
forget age and infirniity in the. con
templation of these loVely dalwns and 
sunsets, and these Still, warin,- pleture- 
ful noons. Shall we have them or their 
like in the new life? : If not, I for, one 
must miss them sadly. - But his will be 
done,”..

“I have heard Garrison talk much of 
his faith In Spiritualism. .He had; no 
doubts whatever, and. was very happy. 
Death was to him but.the passing.from 
one room to another and hlgher one. 
But his facts did not convince me, I 
am slow to believe new things,, andin a 
matter of such tremendous interest I 
want ‘assurance doubly sure.’ I wonder 
whether, if I could see a real ghost, I 
should believe my' own Senses. I do 
sometimes feel very near to dear ones 
who have left me—perhaps they are 
with me then. I am Sure they Would be 
if it were possible,

“Of one thing I feel sure: that some
thing outside bf myself speaks to me, 
and holds me to duty; warns, reproves 
and approves. It is good, fbr it requires 
me to be good; It is wise, for It. knows 
the thougnts and intents of the heart. 
It is to me a revelation of God, and of 
his character and attributes; the one 
important faot, before which all others 
seem insignificant.

“I have seen little or nothing of what 
is called Spiritualism; I do not think its 
fruits have always been good; but the 
best things maybe abused and counter
feited. I wish there was a possibility of 
knowing what it really Is.”

and sister than like mother and son. 
The son was born on the same day of 
the month that his mother was married. 
He carried out the coincidence by mar
rying on the same day of the month 
that his mother Was married. They, 
often commented on this fact, and 
the devoted son always maintained that 
the coincidence would not end with 
these two great eVents of one's life
birth and marriage. Eventk justified 
George Loren’S p'rdpheC.t. Ch the 
morning of‘ Deb. 30" the mother suc
cumbed to the infirmities of old age and 
passed away at noon. To the surprise 
of all the son did nbt appear to grieve. 
Ho treated his mother’s death as ainat- 
ter of course. A neighbor volunteered 
to purchase a casket for the mother. 
George gave the ’directions. “And 
while yotu are buying a casket for 
mother,” said he, “I want you to buy 
one for me, for I. am sure I shall not 
live the day out.” - ■ •

The friend was thunderstruck, for 
George Loren, feeble though he was, 
seemed to be far from death. But in 
the afternoon he took to his bed and 
early in the morning ho quietly passed 
away.

In the Temple of Wisdom.
“Give me thy dreams," she said, and l, 

With empty hands and very poor.
Watched my fair, flowery visions die 

Upon the temple’s marble floor.
“Give joy.” she cried. I let joy go. 

I saw with cold, unclouded eyes
The crimson of the sunset glow 

Across the disenchanted skies.
“Give me thy youth,” she cried. I gate; 

And, sudden-clouded, died the sun, 
And on the green mound of a grave

Fell the slow raindrops, one by one.
.“Give love,” she cried; I gave that tod.

“Give beauty.” Beauty sighed and 
fled, ■

For what on earth should beauty do 
When love, who was her life; was 

dead?
She took the balm of innocent tears 

To hiss upon her altar-coal;
She took the hopes of all my years,. . 

And at the last she took my soul.
With heart made empty of delight, 

And bands that held no more fair 
things,

I questioned -her: “What shall requite 
The savor of my offerings?”

“The gods,” she said, “with generous 
hand ’

Give guerdon for thy gifts of cost}-'
Wisdom is thine to understand 

The worth of all that thou hast lost,”
E. Nesbit.

■ The Ferment at Work.,
Rev. D. B. Greiggs, of the Twelfth 

Presbyterian church, Baltimore, who 
gave his unqualified Support to Dr, 
Briggs in his heresy trials, has been 
subjected to many annoyances by the 
elders of his church. He called a meet
ing of his congregation; to whom . he 
communicated his grievance. They 
endorsed him by a very large majority, 
and condemned his persecutors.. If 
driven to the wall it is said he will with
draw and take two-thirds of his church 
with him. ; •

As it is well said, “One swallow does 
not bring summer,” so one ¿ate llke'tfae 
above does not tell very largely .of--the 
disintegration process^ going on in the 
churches; ‘ but > when We see similar 
movements in all par,to of the country, It 
does seem that a great revolution of 
ideas is in progress. ■ . . ■ ■ J

The Religlón of the Future.
The late Parliament of Religions, 

held in Chicago, has caused a good deal 
of speculation in regard to the religion 
of the future. Indeed, as we understood 
it, this was one of the main objects of 
the Parliament.

Since the dawn of modern Spiritual
ism there has been a great change in 
public sentiment on this subject. We 
do not affirm that Spiritualism was thè 
primary cause of this change, though it 
gave it a very strong impetus. We 
rather think that the old religionshad 
run their course, and were fast losing 
their saving power, and the time was 
ripe for the change now going On, ahd 
that this Congress or Parliament was 
only an incident in that change, as 
many of its members say that they 
could not have held such a congress fifty 
years ago; and while we believe Chris
tianity to be the most dominating re
ligion represented in the Congresi, yet 
none of them feels more keenly how far 
thèy come short of their ideate.

We do not think that the Christian 
actors in the Congress contemplated any 
great changes In ; their doctrines or 
modes of worship. It is more likely 
that they expected the comparison of 
religions to result, so favorably to Chris
tianity as to strengthen its position, 
both at home and abroad. In this they 
Were disappointed, as was seen by the 
reception accorded by the people to 
foreigners, especially those from the far 
East, whose religion showed a tolerance 
unknown in Christendom, and which as
tonished the people who, until then, 
never knew their Eastern brethren, 
only as reported to be pagan heathen; 
and will be very loth hereafter to ac
knowledge the exclusive claims of 
Christianity or the impossibility of the 
salvation of the pagan world by its own 
religion.

' Dr. Carus, in the November Forum, 
gives a fair statement of the proceed
ings of the Parliament, but says:

“Christianity is undoubtedly still the 
loading star.

‘‘The religion of the future, as the 
opinions presented indicate, will be that 
religion which can rid itself of all nar
rowness, of all demand for blind sub
ordination, of the sectarian spirit, and 
of thè Phariseeism which takes it for 
granted that its own devotees alone are 
good and holy, while the virtues of 
others are polished vices.” He closes by 
saying: ' •

"There is but one religion,.the Re
ligion of Truth. There is but one piety, 
the love of truth. There is but one

Now, we would like to ask Dr. Carus 
What is truth? and what is the truth 
which he considers the summum bonum 
of religion, piety and morality? .

Is if vicarious atonement: the great 
central and essential doctrine of ’ evan
gelical Christianity, which distinguishes 
it from all progressive and reformatory 
movements, making it “the leading 
star” In the constellation of religions, 
and qualifying it to supersede all others, 
as the “religion of the future?”

Is it true that the first sin of the first 
man so affected all his posterity as to 
make them guilty of it, and liable to the 
wrath and curse of God through all 
time and all eternity? And is it true 
that Jesus Christ, God equal with the 
father, suffered the penalty of their- 
sins, that they might go free, and that 
all who do not believe and accept of this 
salvation, including all the pagan world, 
and millions upon millions in Christian 
lands,mustat death go down into a pit of 
fire and brimstoné, and there endure the 
wrath of an offended and avenging God 
forever and ever? And are these doc
trines reconcilable with the principles 
of science, with which Dr. Carus truth
fully says: “The religion of the future 
must be in perfect accord?”

Dr. Carus, and every other doctor, 
must remember that, to those who have 
been educated in evangelical Christian
ity, the mere mention of it brings all 
these absurd, not to say blasphémons 
doctrines, to the mind, the unreasona
bleness of which has caused so many to 
leave the church, while many others 
hang on hypocritically to preserve 
their social standing.

Spake Jesus to the one accounted vile;
We know not with what wealth of 

gracious smile
And gracious tone, to cheer her and re

store.
But angrily he called down woe on woe 

Upon the strict and solemn Pharisees, 
Flaunting rich robes, with wide phy

lacteries,
And praying publicly long prayers for 

show.
Who followed Jesus, braving hostile 

men,
And poured oubCoStly ointment on his h6&,
And kneeling, on his feet hottear- 

drops shed?
Not'Pharisees, blit Mary Magdalen.
Courage, poor outcast, sorrowing tor

Bin: ' -

O, women, beautiful and pure and sweet, 
Spurn not your sisters, though they 

sadly err,
Nor Pharisaic formalists prefer;

Remember who, with tears, washed Je
sus’ feet.

George 0. Bragdon.

Uneasy Politicians.
No truer sentiment was ever promul

gated by a statesman than by that “Old 
Bourbon," Thomas Hart Benton, of a 
former generation, when he said: “The 
danger to free institutions comes from 
uneasy politicians; its safety from the 
tranquil masses. ’’ If uneasy politicians 
were eliminated from the body politic, 
then statesmen could revise, amend or 
repeal obnoxious laws without produc
ing a business panic, or overturning the 
industrial institutions of the country. '

Havana has 218,000 people, ahd 1,465 
police, Who last year made 12,094 arrests.

St. Paul has 150,000 population, and 
181 police, who last year made 4,840 
arrests. • ■1............... - ■

IN FOREIGN LANDS.
Spiritualism in Other Parts 

. of the Globe. .
Occurrences, Golden Words and 

News.

A, Luz (Curitiba, Brazil) is'publishing 
some -useful “Lessons for Children,” 
constituting an. excellent basis of in
struction In the elementary principles 
of Spiritualise,- expressed in concise 
and simple term. Some beautiful mess
ages from the guide of the local circle 
are also recorded7'H.ere is one, received 
Ip Easter-time, but remains good the 
year round:

“Why these funeral preparations for 
the anniversary of the disincarnation of 
the Christ? For you, Spiritualists, the 
Christ llveth evermore. At the last 
hour of iniquity which has already 
sounded, there goeth forth from the 
■victim of Calvary a message of peace 
to the world. The foundations upon 
which rest the fabric of lying dogmas 
are crumbling away. The children of 
theocracy will be held responsible for 
the sufferings of humanity. How much 
blood has been shed in the name of 
Christi—in the name of the martyr of 
Golgqthal How many spirits have been 
held in darkness? Brethren, far from 
you be these representations, these 
shows of a simulated sorrow. For us 
the Cnrist, our earthly protector, our 
moral liberator, is living. Let us re
serve our sympathetic griefs for the 
poor of the earth. Pray for them. 
Spiritualists, the story of the life of 
Christ teaches us charity, humility, 
resignation; it is but a symbol of 
the advent of the spirit of Truth. 
And now the time has arrived when 
humanity is ripe to comprehend those 
things which could not be revealed 
before, because the proper hour had not 
then come."

Sldi-Ahmed, a Coptic medium at 
Cairo, produced some very startling 
phenomena, In the presence of M. 
Martinet, a complete atheist, who thus 
records the same;

“The Egyptian went off into a deep 
trance and showed his astral body 
standing beside the physical. The 
skeptical Frenchman touched the icy 
hand of the sleeping figure and held 
that touch until the astral became va
pory and slowly faded away and the 
mortal body gradually revived to con
sciousness. No cabinet was used.

.. “On another occasion the medium said 
to me: ‘Think of some one now dead 
whom you were fond of, and I will cause 
him to appear.’ I thought of an old 
fellow-student to whom I was much at
tached, who had suddenly passed away. 
The Egyptian again went into a trance, 
and I saw the vague outline of my old 
friend, who presently assumed solidity 
and consistence, and appeared the liv
ing image of his physical self. Not 
only so, but he addressed me in these 
terms: ‘Do not regret me, nor shed a 
tear, for I am more alive than ever. 
The body is the tomb, and to say that a 
man is dead is an untruth. Man is only 
dead when he inhabits his sepulchre of 
flesh end blood. The day when he 
quits it he revives forever. That which 
is called life Is death and that which is 
called death is life.’ After speaking 
the phantom dissolved in vapor and 
disappeared, leaving the medium to 
again slowly arouse from his deep 
sleep.”

From that time the great atheist be
gan his wonderful evolution. Such evi
dence ought to convince the most stub
born skeptic. .

The following beautiful inspiration 
comes through the organism of W. 
Stainton Moses; “How widely must man 
have diverged from the path in which it 
was intended by infinite wisdom and 
creative love that he should walk, 
when it has come to pass that the whole 
human race ignores the existence of 
such an injunction, and shapes every 
action of its daily life and hourly con
duct in direct obedience to so funda
mental an obligation. Human exist
ence, indeed, is spent in such wise that 
each member of what should be one 
family, acts as if he were all-suflicient 
to himself, were an enemy to his 
brother man, and were intent only upon 
the pursuit of his own interests and 
gratifications, at the expense, and too 
often to the direct detriment and in
jury of every person outside of his own 
family circle. And thus it is that the 
world presents such a spectacle of dis
cord and confusion, of individual ambi
tions, of class antipathies, of national 
animosities. For all these proceed from 
the deification of self, which is the very 
antithesis of the Divine command, ‘Lit
tle children, love one another.’ Is it 
not time so terrible, so appalling a state 
of affairs should be put an end to on 
your earth? Is it not time the power of 
Evil should be dethroned and that of 
Good be installed in its place? Can any 
reflective man survey the great field of 
history, as it stretches away into a far 
distant past, or cast his eyes over the 
condition of mankind as it is disclosed 
to the observer at present, without 
shrinking in shame and horror from the 
prospect.

Licensing Ministers of the Gospel 
of Spiritualism.

There has been an abuse of this priv
ilege on the part & those who have the 
legally-constituted» authority to ordain 
ministers of the gaspel of Spiritualism. 
Those who can’t get a license here, or 
be ordained, perambulate around the 
country until thfey find a society too 
glad to ordain them, for a small fee. If 
a person is entitled to be ordained be
cause a medium, regardless of other 
fitting qualifications, then this office, 
which should be regarded as one of par
ticularly sacred importance, will be 
looked upon with distrust. One who 
got inaudlin drunk at a seance here, and 
is a cheat on general principles, has 
been ordained. Mediums who are in no 
wise adapted to any rostrum work what
ever have been ordained, so that they 
can get half-railroad fare. If this goes 
on( there will be a general protest 
on the part of Spiritualists everywhere.

Views of a Prominent Physician.
To the Editor:—Enclosed find a five- 

dollar bill which you will place to the 
credit side of my account ” * * But, 
however hard the times are, we cannot 
get along without The Progressive 
Thinker, our weekly welcome visitor. 
We look for its coming as regularly as 
Tuesday comes, and are disappointed 
when occasionally it fails to put in an ap
pearance on that day. Not only is this 
the case with our family, but a number 
of our neighbors, and it is amusing to 
hear them inquire for it in a feigned 
disinterested, indifferent manner. It is 
evident that the seed you are sowing is 
bearing fruit in every direction, in ev
ery possible manner, directly and indi
rectly. A single issue of your paper is 
sufficient to convince all classes of read
ers that “the world moves.” Your 
skeptical reader of yesterday is in many 
instances the dyed-ln-the-wool believer 
—aye, knower of to-day. It is a notable 
fact that the secular and religious press 
are far more liberally disposed toward 
the question of Spiritualism, and its 
phenomena especially, than was the 
case-even a few years ago. “The mills 
of the gods (spiritual) are grinding 
slowly but surely;” and not so very 
slowly either of late years. Long may 
Bro. Francis and The Progressive 
Thinker wave over a world thirsting 
and famishing for a knowledge of a fu
ture existence, and the comforting as
surance such knowledge affords, is the 
hope, with the compliments of the sea
son, of Yours truly,

H. V. Sweringen, M. D.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.

We are glad to learn that such a dis
tinguished scholar, physician and au
thor as Dr. Sweringen is known to be, 
appreciates The Progressive Think
er. The editor is willing that the chief 
honors for the results achieved by the 
paper shall go to its numerous contrib
utors, and not to himself, his only ob
ject being to unselfishly labor in behalf 
of liberalism, hoping to elevate the 
masses to a higher plane.

War No More.
The movement inaugurated by the 

World’s Columbian Commission, to take 
Governmental action for the arbitration 
of all International disputes, has re
ceived a new impetus. A gentleman in 
behalf of the Commission presented the 
memorial, signed by persons represent
ing some forty different nations, to 
President Cleveland and Secretary 
Gresham a few days ago. The former 
will present the matter to Congress, 
while the Secretary of State promised to 
send afac simile of the memorial to all 
foreign governments. This is a grand 
step in the forward movement, and it is 
sincerely hoped it will bring about that 
glorious consummation of events when 
war shall be no more. This of itself 
will be a grand finale of the great Ex
position.

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
The Progressive Thinker, as its 

multitude of readers will admit, lias 
published some very fine and interest
ing stories. We commence in this issue 
another which, we think, will be pro
nounced one of the most charming ever 
written. “The Night the Light Went 
Out” will hold the attention of the 
readers with a fascinating power, from 
beginning to end, with its realistic de- 
scriptionp of some ugly phases of the 
methods of a false and unscrupulous 
Church with its victims and dupes; and 
of the ways and means employed by 
good spirits and good men combined to 
circumvent and defeat the designs of 
evil-minded persons, and bring about 
the triumph of justice and right.

Rome ia America in the Van,
A correspondent of the London Chron

icle, Raymond Blathwayt, writing an in
teresting letter on the condition of 
things in this country, where he has 
given more than usual attention to State 
and Church affairs, makes the following 
significant statement:

“Rome in America is in the van of the 
forward movement to a greater extent 
than is’ generally imagined, and those 
who have studied the question with an 
open and generous mind have no doubt 
that the future welfare of the republic 
lies in the hands of the Italian mission 
now flourishing in its midst.”

That “Italian mission” is Satolli and 
his priestly tools. Blathwayt is a Cath
olic, and of course sees the salvation of 
this country in its subjugatioyi to the 
rule of the Pope. There is ho doubt 
that it is the intention to ifiake the 
American Pope as absolute as the 
Italian, if not to transfer the Vatican to 
Washington. Virtually, that is already 
an accomplished fact, but to reach the 
wish of this indiscreet correspondent, 
who has like a child innocently told the 
secrets of his superiors, the most terri
ble combat this country has ever en
gaged in will have to be fought to the 
bitter end—the destruction of Cathol
icism or of liberty. Why cannot Amer
icans see this as well as foreigners?

A Remarkable Offer.
“The Witch of the Ninteenth Cen

tury” was a highly interesting story, 
running though eight numbers of The 
Progressive Thinker. That story 
and the Christmas number of The Pro
gressive Thinker will be sent free to 
all new trial or yearly subscribers. Trial 
subscriber, thirteen weeks, 25cents; one 
year $1.00. The Christmas number was 
worth, itself, one dollar to every reflect
ive mind. Call your neighbor’s atten
tion to the paper, and get him to sub
scribe. The new serial, "The Night the 
Light Went out,”- will prove a veritable 
attraction.

Too Late for Tbis Issue. '
Mr. Dlmmick,‘Secretary , of the Na

tional Organization, Mr. Barret, Presi
dent, and .others, will be heard from 
next week on organization. Their arti
cles came too late for this issue.

The Lyceum Guide.
Through unforeseen causes, the publi

cation of the Lyceum Guide, that excel
lent work by Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle, 
was unavoidably delayed by those who 
had the work in charge. It will be 
ready to mail sometime the last'of this 
week. Send in your orders. Sent to 
any address for 60 cents.
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DOMAN ISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
£\ Ry Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A- Every patriot 
should read It- Price 11.00.
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Chicago’s Office Holders Devotees 
of the Hornish Church.

There was another point, freely given.1 
for Sarah died when an Infant, and had I 
left only a faint trace in my memory.

“Is she with them?" '

Calcutta has 681,500 population and 
2,873 police, who in . 181)1 made 47,802 
arrests. . , .

t) I 13LI', .MARVEL WORKERS. BY 
JD Allen Patnatn, A. M. A marvelous book. l*rict

Richard Hodgson relates this in
stance: A -woman dreamed " ' ‘

perience cf others, and.. certainly the 
subject is one of deep interest.

. " ' J. B.
, Thfe Psychograph is for sale at this

office. Price Si./ ’• • ■

. .. ... ... .... .
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priceless, to the concentration brought tercittng. Priren.so. ■ •
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T tvaa at flrat and nt, tlmao am A ly Victim». By A. J. Davi». A work an interest-1 was ai nrst, ana at umes am now,' B9 ,t ls cur|0„B. pr|CC»cent». ■
puzzled to explain why I am conscious ----------------  -----
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QTUD1ES JN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 
O topical and practical. A manual for tho people, 
DfW. J. Coivliio. Valuable to those Investigating 
ibeusophy. Price C1.5O.
f^OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. 
\J Sherman and TYm. F. Lyon. A book repictewtlh 

iplrltual trUtliB. Price |[,00.
f)EA TH AND AFTER LIRE. B Y AN 

X-Z drew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
read. Price 75 cents. •

It is brewing—this Devil’s broth of 
, Creeds. The "Romish Church is getting 
there in Chicago—temporarily, of course 
—but there .nevertheless. President 
Cleveland is alarmed, and well he may 
be. A special to the Chicago Tribune 
says that Senator . Palmer went to the 
Whitp House one evening lately and 
had a talk with the President about the 
Chicago appointments. He did not 
glean any great amount of information 
as to the President’s intentions. Martin 
J. Russell’s appointment as Collector of 
the Port of Chicago is still hanging fire 
and there is a possibility some other 
man may be chosen for the place. If 
accredited report is to be accepted as 
evidence, the President is wavering be
cause of a singular, if not to say new 
and novel point, which 'has been made 
against Mr. Russell. It is not asserted 
that Mr. Russell is unfit for the position 
op that he is incapable of performing 
its duties. The President’s attention 
has been directed to the fact that John 
P. Hopkins, Mr. Hosing, and several 
other .Chicago appointees are Roman 
Catholics and that Mr. Russell is also a 
member of that faith. This is the rea
son, it is said, the appointment has been

• delayed.
According to the statements of some 

men who know what is going on in the 
White House, a number of letters from 
prominent Chicago Democrats have been 
received in which Jhis statement has 
been specifically made. In view of the 
developments of the last municipal cam
paign in Chicago, the complaint seems 
to find great weight in Mr. Cleveland’s 
mind, particularly when another cir
cumstance is recalled, and that is the 
further fact that nearly every promi
nent aspirant for the Chicago offices that 
are unfilled belongs to the Roman Cath
olic Church. There is no reasonable 
doubt of the truth of the statement that 
these things have caused the President 
tp waver in his pronounced determina
tion to appoint Mr. Russell. This state
ment adds great interest to the fight, 
and the outcome will be eagerly 
watched. • . .

That the fight now going on in the 
country between the ROmish Octopus 
on the one hand and patriotic Ameri
cans on the other will continue with 
unabated fury, is now rendered self-evi
dent. The A. P. A.’s are never discour
aged; they never yield; in spirit they 
are invincible. A Roman Catholic, 
whether a Democrat, Republican or 
Populist, is invariably scratched by 
them. They,are increasing in numbers 
dally, and will Continue their grand 
work. Politicians, take due notice 
and act accordingly.

The Battle Cry of Spiritualism.
Mighty spirits from the heavens are 

coming to our earth
Shouting the battle cry,—“Progres

sion!”
They have come to fight Truth’s battles 

and put its precepts forth, '
Shouting the battle-cry—Progression.

CHORUS.
The Truth now and ever, Hurrah for it!

Hurrah!
Down with all error, up with our Star, 
We will fight for it forever, with angels 

in our van,
Shouting their battle-cry—Progres

sion.
All the sages and the martyrs who died 

in days of yore,
Dying for Truth and Progression, 

Now inspire us with the courage to bear 
the cross they bore,

Shouting their battle-cry—Progres- 
slon.

Repeat Chorus at the end of each verse.

Noble heroes of all ages who fought for 
rights of man,

Shouting their battle-cry—Progres
sion.

Are now coming here to aid us and lead 
the battle’s van,

Shouting their battle-cry—Progres
sion.

Groat philosophers and thinkers who 
found out Nature’s laws,

Including the law of Progression, 
Have enlisted in our ranks and espoused 

our sacred cause,
Defending the cause of Progression.

With such spirits as our leaders we’ll 
fight until we win,

Shouting the battle-cry—Progression.
Yes, we’ll wage Truth’s righteous war

fare until we conquer sin,
Shouting the battle-cry—Progression.

We’ll destroy all creedsand dogmas that 
chain the human mind,

Shouting the battle-cry—Progression.
And break every yoke of bondage that

■still on earth we find,
Shouting our battle-cry—Progression.

We will give to noble woman her equal 
rights with man,

Shouting our battle-cry—Progression.
Let her choose her own vocation and do 

anything she can,
Shouting the battle-cry—Progression.

We will fight for rights of labor, and 
for the poor man’s cause,

Shouting the battle-cry—Progression.
And we’ll make his rich oppressor obey 

God’s righteous laws, "
Shouting our battle-cry—Progression.

’Gainst the demon of Intemp’rance we'll 
fight with might and main,

Shouting our battle-cry—Progression.
And o'er every lust and passion we’ll 

hold a tightened rein, .
Shouting the battle-cry—Progression.

We'il crush every Wong and error that 
now afflicts the world,

Shouting our battle-cry—Progression.
And every cause of evil to destruction 

. shall be hurled, v '
Shouting our battle-cry—Progression.

Dr, Dean Glare.

Remember, everyone, that On account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be Inserted it 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure in publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reporte with: 
reference them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few lines explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 
lines, giving a “general survey” of the glori
ous work being done. ’

Mrs. Richmond will bo at 40 Loomis 
street two more Wednesday afternoons 
this month before she goes to fill her 
two months’ engagement in Washing
ton, D. C.

went to her husband's berth—it was on 
shipboard—and saw another man in the 
upper berth over her husband, who 
looked sharply at her. She thought she 
opened the curtains of the berth and 
kissed her husband. The next morning 
a man who did actually occupy a berth 
over her husband, said to him: “Why, 
old man, you’re a nice fellow; who was 
the woman who went into your berth 
last night and kissed you?”

Rousseau clearly foresaw and pre
dicted the French revolution. Proph
ecies like these merely show the power 
of reasoning from cause to effect.

In the “Media” of Seneca there is a 
passage which reads thus: “Time shall 
hereafter come when the chain of 
things shall be relaxed by the ocean; a 
vast country shall be revealed; the sea 
shall unfold new worlds, and Thule 
cease to be the most distant country.”

Written messages from the dead, Mr. 
Richard Hodgsdh explains as automatic 
writing in most cases, where there was 
no question of a deceased person, but 
another stratum of the living person 
working. For instance, four numbers 
are repeated and fixed in the mind of a 
person thoroughly awake. The person 
is then hypnotized, and while repeating 
numbers from 1,000 to 1, leaving out 
every third member, perhaps—anything 
to occupy the subject's mind—the sub
ject unconsciously writes the four num
bers which have been given to him be
fore being hypnotized. ’ This, Mr. Hodg
son declared, was another stratum of the 
subject’s mind working, and he ex
plained in this way much of the so-called 
messages from the dead which the re
cipients themselves are, willing to swear 
they did not write.

Mr. Hodgson, however, did not deny 
that there may be truth in some of 
these experiences. He admitted the 
possibility of one mind affecting an
other through other than the usual 
channels of sense.

A story comes by mail from the far 
east, and tells once more of the wonder
ful things which happen to those who 
have their homes on the great waters. 
The story concerns the big four-masted 
iron' ship Lucipara. She hails from 
Glasgow, and recently made a voyage 
from Sharpness to Sydney, N. S. W. 
While sailing along between the Cape 
of Good Hope and Australia the ship 
ran into a hurricane, or was overtaken 
by one about midnight. Suddenly the 
sea, which had been dangerously high, 
became calm, and to those on the ship 
it seemed as if the surface of the ocean 
had been subjected to an enormous 
pressure, by which the waves were 
stilled. Without warning, the men 
were almost blinded by a sheet of flame, 
which enveloped the ship from stem to 
stern, and reached half-way up the 
masts. This wave of flame surged back 
and forth, fore and aft, for a few sec
onds, and was then snuffed out as sud
denly as it had appeared, leaving cap
tain and crew groping about in intense 
darkness.

G. Thompson, president, writes from 
Liberal, Mo.: "We have just been vis
ited by two estimable and talented 
ladies, Mrs. Hammatt, of California, and 
Miss Dr Lucy Bavnicoat, formerly of 
Boston, late of Kansas City. They gave 
several lectures jointly, which were 
highly appreciated by those in attend
ance; Miss B. upon the general subject 
of Spiritualism (special topics taken 
from audience), and Mrs. Hammatt 
mostly in behalf of the Mediums’ Home. 
Miss Barnicoat gave personal sittings 
there, also public tests at hall; and I 
can cordially recommend her, both as a 
lady and a medium, as well as speaker. 
Our local society has recently reorgan
ized the Children's Progressive Ly
ceum. and considerable Interest is 
manifested. Our good brother and sis
ter, Prof. J. M. Allen and wife, of the 
Spiritual Institute, have given the work 
much encouragement and aid, for which 
they have our hearty thanks. ”

Sunday, Jan. 7, Oscar A. Edgerly be
gan a month’s engagement with the 
First Society of Spiritualists of Buffalo, 
N. Y. His address for January will be 
2264 Metcalf street, Buffalo, N. Y.

W. L. Scott writes: “Frank T. Ripley, 
the well-known test medium, opened his 
engagement for the First Spiritual 
Church of Allegheny, Pa., 68 Ohio 
street, on Sunday, the 7th, to large and 
appreciative audiences, both afternoon 
and evening; in fact, at the evening 
services we did not have chairs enough 
to seat them all. Strangers visiting in 
this neighborhood are invited to attend 
oiir meetings, which are held at 2:30 and 
7:30 p. m. on Sundays, and 7:30 p. M. on 
Wednesday.” •

W. W. Howe is now secretary of the 
Grand Rapids Spiritual Association, in 
place of L. D. Sanborn, resigned. All 
letters of business relating to said asso
ciation should now be addressed to Mi.

John Y. Golerion states that.«he, for
warded to R. L, Green, spirit photog
rapher, a picture of himself, and on the 
photograph which he received appeared 
five spirit faces, one being distinctly 
recognized by himself and his. wub us 
that oi his son, and one as his father.

Will O. Hodge writes that the free 
advertising given by the ReV, Martin, 
who set out to demolish Spiritualism^ 
“helped us.to the largest audience of 
the season, and I hope Tie will continue 
to pitch into us—it doesn’t hurt us, and 
amuses him; and only serves to call at
tention to the subject,”

M. H. Van Buskirk, president of the 
First Society of Spiritualists of Buffalo, 
N. Y., writes; “On Sunday, December 
31, Thomas Grimshaw concluded a very 
successful month’s engagement with our 
society. On Sunday, Jan. 7, Oscar A. 
Edgerly began a month’s engagement 
with us. This being Mr, Edgeriy’s third 
engagement here, he is no stranger 
to our people; he has been warmly wel
comed to our rostrum. If the first Sun
day of his engagement is any criterion 
of what is to follow, we know we shall be 
satisfied.”

C. M. Davis, of Denison, Texas, desireb 
to ask the Texas Spiritualists-how it 
would do to have a ¡camp meeting, at 
some suitable place. - :

Anent the Winter Park Camp-meet
ing, Florida, a subscriber, after care
fully investigating the railroad rates of 
fare, and the rates for table board, room 
rente, etc., raises the significant ques
tion; Is it a rich men’s meeting?

A subscriber who has sent 45 Christ
mas numbers to1 different persons asked 
one of them hqw he liked it. He replied: 
“O, it is grand! I have read it twice. I 
have a friend to send it to, but I shall 
read it again, first." That Christmas 
issue is doing missionary work; 32,000 
have been issued, and orders are still 
coming in.

E. N. Beebe writes from Minneapolis, 
Minn.: “There has lately, unheralded, 
appeared in our city, a most phenome
nal 'platform test medium, second to 
none I ever heard, and I have heard a 
good many. He gives names in full, 
and incidents with great rapidity, clear
ness and precision; there is no feeling 
after clews, and what is more, every test 
is acknowledged. If persons, to appear 
smart, attempt to “try the spirit” too 
far, they are very quickly overwhelmed 
with such a muss of facts that they are 
compelled to acknowledge them. I have 
heard him in three promiscuous audi
ences, and every test was acknowledged. 
Societies in need of a powerful test me
dium. will find in Prof. W. L. Kuyler a 
wonderful instrument to convince the 
people; skeptical audiences are simply 
astounded. His control, too, has the 
happy faculty of keeping the audience 
in good humor.”

Dr. V. G. Richey, inspirational speak
er, may bo addressed for engagements 
at Dayton, O., lock box 408.

A practical illustration of the hyp
notic influence of the successful ortho
dox revivalist was given on a recent 
Sunday night in the Methodist church 
at Evanstop, III. While the Rev. C. E. 
Wilkinson was preaching, Frank Wil
son, a student in the Garrett Biblical 
Institute, fell asleep, and despite the ef
forts of the physician to awaken him, he 
remained in a comatosp condition for 
sixty hours. He came out of his uncon
sciousness naturally, and now appears to 
be all right. We advise /him to avoid 
orthodox preachers and Orthodox ser
mons. \

Robert A. Dlmmlck, secretary ,of the 
National Association of Spiritualists,, 
writes that 2,500 orders for tne Conven
tion Reports have been received, and it 
is expected that the full edition of 3,000 
will be exhausted.

J. W. S., of Brodhead, Wis., writes: 
“We are still on the lookout for a medi
um to visit Brodhead, who will dem
onstrate to the satisfaction, of skeptics, 
who desire demonstrative’ evidence of 
the Continuity of life, that there is no 
death, that what seems such is only the 
withdrawal from the physical' of the 
real man therefrom. We had C. E.- 
Winans here for one seance at my 
house, and materializations occurred at 
that time which perhaps were all that 
could or ought to be expected, but sev
eral who were present were not satisfied 
that they were genuine; but Spiritual
ists failed to perceive anything suspio- 
ious with him. If you can recommend 
to us a medium who can give us such 
tests as Mrs. Foye gave once when I was 
of the audience, skeptics could be con
vinced.”

A subscriber writes from Columbus, 
Neb.: “If we could have h good medium 
at this place for a week, I believe it 
would add very much to the cause. No 
medium will do but the best. Any good 
medium will find good, profitable places 
here this winter."

Oren Stevens, materializing medium 
and independent slate-writer, who has 
been doing good work at Louisville, 
Ky., may be addressed during January, 

, 1894, at 264 Miami street, Indianapolis, 
Ind., for engagements within the radius 

, of on.e hundred miles of Indianapolis.
Geo. C. Stoll, of Indianapolis, writes: 

“Miss Helen Stuart-Richlngs opened 
her two months’ engagement with the 
Association of Spiritualists in this city 
February 7th. Large audiences greeted 
the lady, who in the evening delivered 
a remarkable lecture on “Miracles, 

i What Are They?” The speaker held 
that the “miracles” of Christ were not 
wondrous, when people understand nat
ural laws. At the close of the discourse 
two remarkable readings were given 
upon the presentation of names only, 
The readings were perfect and elicited 
comment and wonderment, especially 
by. the noh-believer. The Spiritualists 
of Indianapolis have recently been taken 
in financially by a man representing 
himself as Booth Bell, of San Francisco, 
and our people elsewhere are warned 
against him.

Speaking of psychic science, Prof. 
H. Nichote says: The new science bf 
psychology will ¡determine the mental 

’ laws exactly, the laws of the individual 
and of society; the laws of aesthetics, of 

‘ ethics and of every human faculty.. It> 
will compel men to live by these laws, 
because it will make them plain to all 
men—as plain as the law of gravity. 
The world will then go forward,because 

' it will see how, We shall then have a 
i higher manhood, because its type will 

then be clear to us. We shall have a

Howe, Hermitage Block, Grand Rap
ids, Mich. . , . . . .

Mrs. E. Wilkins, Bedford, Iowa, in a 
letter to her son,the Doctor, insisfe upon 
a continuance of. The Progressive 
Thinker, stating that she “feels lone
some without it” and that it “is her- 
bible.” This is the universal verdict.

new art and a new literature, because 
wo shall know the secrets of beauty.' 
Its standards shall be broader in propor
tion as they shall be truer. We may 
then efficiently love bur unfortunate 
brother-by knowing' how to make him 
lovable; and how to make life lovable to 
him. Psychology- will secure to < man 
wealth and art, wisdom and happiness, 
by making man capable of them. u Psy-

chology will make education the chief 
function of government, by giving edu
cation a scope heretofore unoonceived

‘•A- wonderful picture” is Mentioned 
ip the Republican Journal, Belfast, Me., 
as follows: Last week Mr. R. H. Moody 
took down from a shelf in his drug store 
a cardboard box in which a chemical 
powder had been kept, and was about to 
refill it when he noticed on the bottom 
a formation of dust particles which 
seeined to resemble the features of his 
father, the late Dr. Richard Moody. As 
different people came" into the store the 
box was shown them without explana
tion, and all who had known Dr. Moody 
exclaimed at once: “Why, it is a like
ness of your father.” It has been sug
gested that the box may have been set 
at some time upon a tintype or photo
graph and the picture thus transferred, 
but no such picture has ever been in 
the store. It does not require a. strong 
imagination to see the portrait. In the 
right light it is as clear as a photo
graph, with every feature distinct, the 
whfte hair and beard, the shirt front 
and the black coat all revealed, .

The Sturgis (Mich.) Society has se
cured the services of Mrs, A. E. Sheets, 
of Grand Ledge, Mich., to lecture in'the 
Free Church the- two last Sundays in 
January. Mrs. Sheets can. be engaged 
to attend funerals anywhere in the 
state, She will respond aiso to calls to 
lecture.

J. C. Rowland writes of another ma
terializing circle at Dr. Bland’s, at, which 
Mr. Oopcannon’s guides did unusually 
well. A prominent United States Sena
tor and a Member of Congress were 
present and were delighted. Dr, Kent, 
of the People's Church, president of the 
Research Society, Dr. La Pietra, and 
another member Of the Society were 
also present. Dr. Kent is thoroughly 
convinced of 'the genuineness of the 
manifestations—which were given un
der rigid test conditions.

Mrs. Harriet N. Graves, of Provi
dence. R. L, writes that her appeal In 
behalf of “Viola” resulted up to Jan. 3 
in the receipt of $9.20, which has re
lieved some of Viola’s most pressing 
needs. She says: “The Chicago friend 
who so promptly sent $2 for Viola’s 
poem, is Informed that it came Saturday 
evening, Dec. 30, as also the dear lady's 
whose ‘dry bones’ were ‘shaken a dol
lar’s worth.’ The sick Lowell gentle
man is informed that his dollar was re
ceived. Many thanks to kind friends 
for your prompt responses. To the 
£gentlemen (?) who sent a most insulting 
etter telling me that if I had paid Viola 

for her mediumship she would not now 
need help: Nobody has said that Viola 
Is a medium; on the contrary, she gave 
freely of her dollars to mediums as long 
as she had one to give; and I supported 
Viola, besides helping many others, 
until my purse and health were ex
hausted.”

Mrs. Mowatt Rltche states in her au
tobiography that when in the mesmeric 
trance—into which she was thrown dur
ing illness—she made accurate predic
tions as to the times when she would be 
well and ill.

W. E. Bohney, Cherryvale,' Kan., 
writes: “Sunday afternoon meetings 
have, been kept up for a number of 
weeks in our little city. We have had 
interesting lectures from our president, 
H. P. Dryden, also' from Bros. E. N. 
Price, H. H. Hutcheson and myself. 
Last Sunday a paper was read, ‘Should 
Spiritual Lecturers Be' Restricted.’ A 
discussion followed in which Bro. H, H. 
Hutcheson and myself spoke in antago
nism to the ideas, expressed by Mr. 
Bach in last issue of The Progressive 
Thinker, while Bros. Price, Kessler 
and Stimpson and Sister Frisby spoke in 
favor of the restrictions proposed by 
Mr. Bach. The discussion was .carried 
on in a fairly temperate manner, and 
the majority of the Cherryvale Society 
seem to be on Mr. Bach's side of the 
argument. Mrs. M. R. Hutcheson, of 
this city, gave some good clairvoyant 
descriptions and psychometric readings 
on two occasions, which gave general 
satisfaction.”

Mrs. R. Hughes writes: “At the meet
ing last Sunday of the First Progressive 
Spiritualists’ Society of San Francisco, 
we had the pleasure once again of list
ening to that earnest and impressive 
tweaker and medium, Mrs. M. Longley. 
Her subject, “The Old and the New/’ 
was delivered in her usual masterly 
manner and proved very interesting to 
the audience. Prof. Longley, assisted 
by his sweet-voiced wife, gave some 
good vocal selections. Harlow Davis, 
thè well known platform medium, who 
has just arrived from the east, gave 
some very striking tests, each one being 
fully recognized. He was followed by 
the veteran worker, Mrs. Hendee, who 
astonished many skeptics with her psy
chometric readings.”

Do you believe in dreams? Such a 
question is occasionally asked and per
sons differ In their opinions in reference 
thereto. Dr. Hazzard, of Odin, a few 
nights since dreamed of an absent Ken
tucky friend to the effect that he wit
nessed his death. Just after his dream 
he awoke and the clock struck twelve. 
A few days afterward he received a let
ter frbm where his Kentucky friend bad 
lived, informing hifii of his death, and 
strange as it may seem, he had died at 
12 o’clock on the same night that the 
Doctor had dreamed of his demise.

Mr. J. Clegg Wright's lectures before 
the First Society of Spiritualists, New 
Yoi’k City, during December,have been 
óf a véry high class intellectually and 
ethically, and have given great pleasure 
to large and Increasing audiences. At 
the close of his work a. unanimous and 
cordial vote of thanks was tendered him 
expressing high appreciation of his 
work and bidding him Godspeed in his 
future'fields of labor.

Richard Hodgson tells of a well-au
thenticated case of thought transfer
ence. A woman was awakened about 7 
o’clock'irf the thornihg by a violent blow 
on thè mouth. She put up her hand
kerchief to stop the bleeding, but there 
was no blood, A few hours afterwards 
her husband returned from a sailing 
tMp and she noticed he kept putting his 
handkerchief to his mouth. “You have 
been struck on the mouth,” she said. 
“Yes,” he replied, ft turned out that 
just about 7 o’clock he had been struck 
on the mouth by the tiller of his boat. 
' thb Cleveland TPorld gives a synopsis 
of a discourse by Mrs. H. 8. Lake, pas
tor of the Spiritual Alliance, on “Medi
umship and Spiritual Consciousness.” 
Socrates, Jesus, Joan of Arc, Thomas 
Paine and many other mediums have 
been channels through which different 
groups of spirit beings and spirit states 
have reported. . t

Mrs. O. Catlin writes approvingly and 
encouragingly of.the work pi the First 
Society of Spiritualists of Chicago, and 
with high laudation of its pastor, Mrs. 
Oora L. V. Richmond, her discourses 
and other labors. The discourses on 
the Sunday preceding Christipas were 
pronounced the most wonderful she ever 
delivered. “Did Jesus of Nazareth 
Live, and Was He the Christ?” and “By 
Flood and Flame,” were the subjects, 
which were treated with masterful skill 
and power. Mrs. Richmond is about to 
leave for a two-months’ season of labor 
in Washington, D. O.

A subscriber writes from Eaton, Ohio, 
that he thinks a good medium would do 
well in that place. The town has a 
population of about 2,000.

Richard Hodgson gives this telepathic 
incident: A young Woman whose fiance 
was in Chicago, while she was in a dis
tant city, suddenly swooned, and 
upon recovering consciousness, ex
claimed: “The little devil! He's in bed 
with another man.” A few days after
wards the young man wrote asking if his 
betrothed was well. “I thought she 
waslnmyroom the other night,” he 
wrote, “and stood at the foot of my bed.”

The New Orleans Picayune pf Sunday, 
December 17, contains a fine article on 
Spiritualism, in which the question of 
its future is carefully considered. It 
was written by Prof. Silas W. Edmunds. 
He says: “Until the Spirit-world 
touched the key, unlocking the portals 
between the mundane and supermun
dane worlds, the mind of .civilized and 
enlightened man remained, as it were, 
suspended upon the slender thread of 
doubt. But today we rejoice that there 
is no death. ‘God is a spirit’ hath been 
written and handed down to us through 
the ages. Man, the spark of deifle light, 
is ‘born of the spirit.’ . . Based upon 
spirit return, Spiritualism claims pre
eminence over mind and matter, as hav
ing conquered death and the grave, 
lifted the human soul out of uncertainty 
as to its future, and linked the mortal 
hope in the bond of human brotherhood 
with loving hearts and fond embraces in 
the great and beautiful beyond.”

The Peoria Progressive Society met 
at the residence of Mrs. M. Hovenden, 
January 4th, 1894, and elected the fol
lowing named officers: Dr. George F. 
West, president; Mrs. Ellsworth, vice
president; W. Davey, secretary; 
Mrs. Harriet Stevens, treasurer.

Mr. Wm. H. aud Mrs. Adeline M. 
Glading, of Doylestown, Pa., finding it 
Impossible to thank the many friends 
for their many tokens and loving re
membrances to Mrs. Glading on the oc
casion of the 25th anniversary of their 
wedding, are compelled to take this 
method of returning their gratitude 
and heartfelt thanks. She was not aware 
that she had so many true and loving 
friends. '

Viola A. Arnold writes that many of 
the good people of South Ghicago are 
waking up and earnestly investigating 
spiritual philosophy. Dr. G. W. Carpen- 
der’s labor during six Sundars past has 
resulted in increased attendance and an 
increase of interest. Mr. Dalton, Dr. 
Sdhermerhorn, Mrs. Coverdale, Mrs. 
Turbett and others have rendered effi
cient help. Dr. Schermerhorn last Sun
day was controlled to voice the present 
sentiments of the late Mayor Harrison 
on eapitaljninishment. He said in sub
stance, that it was a relic of barbarism; 
that he did not want his slayer to suffer 
the penalty of such a barbarous law, etc.

Mrs. C. Lee writes some of her exper
ience. In the spring of 1885 an old gen
tleman, a German who had met with 
misfortune, came to her house and asked 
for a cup of coffee; was on Ins way to Chi
cago to stay with his son, and gave his 
name as Joseph Myers. She forgot his 
name Joseph. In 188C the full name was 
given through a medium, and the spirit 
claimed to be that of the old German 
gentleman.

A subscriber writes: “Frank T. Rip
ley lectured and gave excellent tests to 
a large audience, at the First Church of 
the Spiritualists of Allegheny, Pa., Sun
day, Jan. 7th, at 7.30 p. M. The hall 
was ¡lacked to the doors; many went 
away and could not get in. Bro. Ripley 
seems to be a great favorite here, and 
is doing a good work for tjiis new socie
ty, and we shall keep him as long as we 
can. Your paper is a favorite here.

Lancaster, Ohio, appears to be a badly 
Rome-ridden place. A correspondent 
writes that he recently talked with one 
of the teachers, who ridiculed Spiritual
ism, ghosts; chews tobacco, swears, and 
as nobody ever visits the schools, how is 
it known what the children are being 
taught? The directors are- Catholics; 
one of them cannot read, and the other 
two do not do much reading. The 
teaching in such schools is a Jesuitic 
sham—as ever where Romish priests 
and Jesuits rule. If not watched and 
thwarted, they will turn the public 
schools into schools of Romish supersti
tions and Jesuitic miscducation,

H. A. J. Puls writes that the Lyceum 
of the First Spiritual Church of Louis
ville. Ky., met at Euclid Hall on Jan. 7 
and elected officers for the ensuing year 
as follows: H. Wilson, conductor; Mrs. 
Hawkes, guardian of groups: H. A. J. 
Puls, secretary, Charles Hofstetter, 
treasurer; Mrs. Jewell, musical director; 
Miss Marshall, librarian; Mrs. Irish, 
guard; Mrs. McAboy, Mrs. Wilson, Mrsi 
Fulty and Mr. H. R. Wardell, leaders. 
The Lyceum is in a flourishing condi
tion and doing excellent work

Mrs. J. F. Seybold writes: Kindly al
low me space in your paper to report tbe 
doings of the First South Side Spiritual
ist Society, who have entered upon the 
new year with the hope of making it a 
memorable one; their object is to place 
before the people the best talent that 
can be procured, men and women whose 
presence lends an added dignity toward 
the noble cause they espouse; foremost 
among them is Mrs. Colby Luther, well 
known as a brave and fearless exponent 
of the principles of Spiritualism, sne oc
cupies the rostrum for the month of Jan
uary, afternoon and evening service. 
Following her will be other grand and 
noble speakers who are engaged for 
February and March. Much credit is 
dub Mr. Charles Secnor the President of 
our Society. He is an earnest worker in 
the field, and has won the admiration of 
the honest seekers after truth, for his 
persistent endeavors to exclude the 
tricksters,' who by their nefarious work 
seek to block the paths toward progres
sion, Give him your sympathy and co
operation, in the good work, dear 
friends: I must not close this article 
Without Baying a word of praise for each 
officer of this society. The fact of their 
being'reinstated in office, proves their 
efficiency. I trust, Mr. Editor, that these: 
remarks will stimulate the. readers of. 
your paper, especially tho South 'Side' 
residents. ' Wb extend to uno find all a 
hearty welcome to meet with us. '

^euQion
AS REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual 
. Universe.

An Hour’s Experiments.

I had experimented in various ways to 
bring out any mediumistic qualities 
which I might chance to possess, but 
without avail. I consulted authorities in 
that kind of lore, and was informed that 
I had “wonderful powers that were la
tent,” and if I would “surround myself 

■ with the right conditions,” the result 
would be “astonishing," and in fact I 
had a “grand mission to perform,” when 
the time came; yet I always seemed a 
damper on every circle I chanced to sit 
in, and the seance that engaged my 
presence had a Jonah. I was recom
mended to sit with a friend at the 
planchette, and for a series of evenings 
gave an hour to meditation with hands 
on the little table, that moves sb easily 
for some, and writes and draws as 
though possessed with a soul. The re
sult was nil, and I gave over the boot
less task.

One evening I called at a friend's for 
a social hour, and found the family en
gaged in a seance, having just become 
possessed of a dial planchette or psycho
graph. A little girl of some twelve 
years was found by trial to be able to 
receive communications by its aid in, it 
must be confessed, an imperfect manner, 
although the mark of genuineness was 
upon all she received. The'‘sentences 
were broken, often disjointed, and there 
were interruptions and refusals to an
swer, which indicated that there were 
difficulties in the way of full control. It 
was suggested that I sit with her, each 
placing our right hands on the instru
ment. I laughed at the idea, in the 
light of my previous experiences, yet 
yielded, and for ten or fifteen minutes 
there was perfect quiet. Then the in
dex began to turn and point to the let
ters. My surprise was great when the 
name of my brother was given, and the 
cause of his death. He had gone from 
California to Australia, and went to the 
gold fields. A letter came to us from a 
stranger saying he had been successful 
in gaining wealth and on the eve of 
starting for home had bocn murdered 
and robbed. Fifteen years had passed 
since then and no further intelligence 
had been received. This was the first 
direct word from him, and at the time 
no one was further from my mind. My 
curiosity was greatly, excited, and 1 
asked a long series of questions, as to 
his family relations, etc., in order to 
identify him, all of which were correctly 
answered. Then L said: “If you are 
my brother, tell me, if you can, some in
cident in our lives known only to our
selves."

There was a silence so long continued 
that we were on the point of taking our 
hands away, thinking the control had 
ceased, when the index moved and gave 
us this: "In the old pasture was a sweet 
apple tree, under the tree a well. When 
we were drawing water with a sweep, 1 
fell in, and you letdown the bucket, and 
held me up until father came." Now, 
this was true, although I had not 
thought of it in many and many a year. 
It brought up a flood of recollections of 
our boyhood days, and I never felt quite 
so hear the realm of spirit, or the iden
tity of the communicating power more 
forcibly.

“Then you have not found such pleas
ure in your new life that you have for
gotten the incidents of the old?” I said.

“They are recalled when I come to 
you,” was the reply.

“Where are my father and mother?” 
I asked.

“They are not with me, having differ
ent pleasures, yet 1 see them often, and 
sister Sarah.”

< By EDWIN D. BABBITT, « 
Author of »'Principles of Light and Color.”
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thinker.
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u v a u ., ,, “ very wonderful Spiritual Developments al tho housewould had she remained on earth.’ I of llev. Dr. I’b<-lp«. Stratford, Conn., and almllar cases 
“Did vou rerrret vour sudden dont.hv ’ In all parts of the country. This volumn II tho flrM 

T k„/i i„„t , ' ! from the author directly on tbe subject of “BplrltnM-truly 1 aid, for 1 had luck, and ex- ¡sm,” and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 
pected a good deal when I reached 1 HJS. roti«« >0 ccnu- ForiaJeat this office.
home.”,

“Was the story of your murder true?" 
“Yes."
“Is your murderer yet alive?”
“He is not with you; he is on this 

side.”
“Do you meet him?"
“I have-not often."
I might prolong this conversation to a 

column, mostly personal inquiries and 
answers, when the force appeared to 
weaken and altogether cease.

Since that time I have at least once a 
week sat with the instrument, usually 
talking with this brother, and also with 
others. There was one thing that struck 
me at first, and that was, after the first 
word or two whs given, I was conscious 
of what the answer would be, and now I 
have become so sensitive that I know 
before the question is finished. By tak
ing a pen and holding it with what is 
called a free hand, it writes the answer. 
I cannot otherwise than refer the initial

rriIE CHILDRENS' PROGRESSIVE 
J Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the OF* 

"unUatlon nnd management of Sunday schools. By 
Andrew Jackson Davis. Something Indcspeufilblû. 
prier 50 centa.
IT TH ITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN 
I y •• Throe Sevens." a book of 271 pages, ItlSro* 

any a very Interesting and suggestive work. Prie« 
• 1.25.
ns Y CHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
i Life. Letters to tho Seybcrt Commission. By 
Francis J. Uppltt. An Illustrated pamphlet. Worin 
Ite weight hi gold. Price *W cent*. ■
rr/4 ) 'SID E JO TTINGS, ES SA VS, 
vv Sketches, Poems and Songs: Gathered fron 

the Highways. Byways and Hedges of Life. By Itoi 
ItleE. llull. Itlsmostcxccllcnt. Prlceil.OO. .

bUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH* 
Lz cr tales and sketches. By a band of spirit intel* 

Hgcnces, through the mcdlamshlp of Mary Theresa 
Snelbamer. An excellent *ork. Price 11.25. .
rtEAfANDS OF ALL PROGRESSIVE, 

J_/ Minds for a Pure, Christian, Non-Scctarlan Doo* 
trine, and a Review of the Ancient Religions Ideal. 
By Rev. S. Wegener. Pamphlet; something good to 
rr-r) Trice 15 cer.rr. .
'pHE SR IE ITS* WORN WHAT I 
i Heard, Saw nnd Felt at Cassadaga Lake. ByH. 

L. Suydam. H Isa pamphlet that will well pity perusal. 
Price 15 cents.

of the message before it is given. Some
times it makes me doubt; for if the in
dex moves independent of the hand, it 
strikes one that its movements would 
not be known by the mediiim. Or ean 
we explain it by.the sympathy,which 
must exist between the spirit and the 
medium? I would likb'to -know the ex-
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Seances with Mrs. M. T, Allen. The Outlook at Marshalltown, Iowa.
Mrs. M. T. Allen, inspirational speaker and , .

llatform jest medium, has been in Pittsburg ' depression and other drawbacks, the outlook 
for the cause in this place is far from diScour-for the pasti two weeks, lecturing, giving tests 

and' visiting with friends. Mrs. Allen is very

: The>-National Convention of Spiritualists 
has come and gone; Spiritualism has organized; 
the Association and many of the subordinate 
societies have held their jubilees, and if any
thing is gained for the cause, or for ftny en
thusiast in the cause, all well and good/ but it 

> did seem foolish for the representative scien- 
: tiets of this nation to go into ecstacies over a 
success that is not yet successful in accom
plishing anything. -

If anyone is glad they were selected as an 
officer, let-them prove their appreciation by 
doing their duty, and their reward will come 
in the appreciation shown of their labor by thé 
whole Spiritualistic people. There is (evident
ly much work to do or there is no use for any 
organization. The act of organizing is .all 
right if the proper time has arrived; but until 
something is accomplished beyond ■ the 
mere fact of uniting, the organization has 
not proven of any value; and until about 
twelve months solid and effective work has 
Been done in the way of raising and setting 
aside a protective fund; in cementing all other 
societies into one; securing recognition by 
every corporation or institution in the land co
equal with that of other religious bodies; pro
tecting our mediums from legal or local perse
cution; securing t8 our healers the same rights 
under the laws of every state, to practice their 
profession without fear of mdlestation by med
ical quacks, and many other very important 
acts, and we can have something tangibly ac
complished, it would seem unbecoming to 
make much display or parade. However, this 
is a thing of the past and will soon fade from 
the memory of man,

, As to the validity of a charter granted to a 
subordinate society by the National Associa
tiOn, wiser ones have been consulted, and have 
already written their opinions; but, inasmuch 
as each State regulates' the matter of corpora
tions and associations within her boundaries, 
any society, to become a legal institution, must 
be established under and by direction of the 
laws of the State in which it is created and op
crates, and must be chartered by that State to 
have any power of its own. The State laws 
must accord with the Constitution of the United 
States also, but there are State rights and lim
itations, and National rights and limitations. 
The charter from the National Association to 
another society is only a certificate of mem
bership for the purpose of organizing or unit
ing in one grand whole for more efficient work 
and to know more of our actual working 
strength.

The first edict from the head of our organ
ization was an order for us to laugh because 
we are organized; what the second will be re
mains to be seen.. The writer of this was an 
active working member of that convention, 
and of the Committee on Constitution and ï’er- 
manent Organization, and is still in aÇcord with 
the action of the convention, except that Milan 
G. Edson was his first choice for President, 
because of proven business qualifications, 

: Winch goes for towards the success of any or
ganization, but cordially yielded to the voice 
of the majority, who judged by parliamentary 
ability to the exclusion of business qualifica

. tions. „
If in his notice to the Commissioners of the 

"World’s Congress of Religions, Bro. Barrett 
' had inserted the words “National Spiritualist 

Association" of the United States, instead of 
the mandatory edict so all-sweeping; “and 
that the statement therein contained shall 
stand as the voice of the Spiritualists of the 
United States,” Bro. Hull nor anyone else 
could have raised any objection; because it was 
the duty of the president and secretary of the 
Association to furnish Mrs. -Richmond with 
the proper credentials of recognition. His 
language rather exaggerated his real power. 

- There are many good, intelligent Spiritualists 
Who are not in accord with the Association, 

•' whose disbelief in organization does not make 
। them any less Spiritualists and just about 
' now the good-meaning brother is finding them 
- real independent-thinkers.

The greatest fault bo far, with this Associa
tion, isits assumption of unbusiness-like dicta

’ tions and undertakings.' It proposes soon to 
issue a quarterly bulletin of “New Revelations 
from the Spirit-world,” stating in concise. 

■ form ail new developments that may arise in 
> this or any other country. Did we organize a 

(stock company to run a newspaper, or did we 
but organize a head for all other Spiritual so
cieties in the United States that saw fit to join 
the body under that head? We have weekly 
and monthly periodicals to disseminate all 
these “New Revelations,” and we make the 
prophesy right here, that if this organization 
establishes a “quarterly bulletin” or any other 
periodical, as an Association, to use a slang 
phrase, they will get “ripped up the back” by 
the grand and noble journals of our philosophy. 
The better way—and we make this as a sug
gestion—would be to collect all the “new rev
elations” from this and foreign lands and 
hand them out to our papers, who will be glad 
to publish them. These journals will be found 
to wield a power capable of much good, or 
much harm to the Association, and as they 
have fought the battles of the past on a scanty 
existence, no more merited recognition can be 
shown them by this association, that is only 
An infantile experiment yet, than to compile 
this very interesting bit of food for hungry 
humanity, and dispensed through its present 
verv efficient and deserving Spiritual, press. 

. . Dr. T. Wilkins.

popular here, not only on account of her elo
quent, logical and convincing lectures, but 
from the fact that she organized the Spiritual
istic and Liberal society in this city, and has 
taken great interest in its upbuilding, endear
ing herself more and more to all. This week 
she has held two public circles, and of them I 
wish to speak, the medium giving a test which 
was more than ordinarily accurate. The circle 
was formed at the residence of B. L. Abel, 
which is always thrown open to Spiritualists or 
meetings-in the interest of that faith, Mrs. 
Abel being a medium of excellent ability, 
The daughters Miss Birdie, is musical director 
of the society, and organist At 8 o’clock the 
door was closed, and a number of articles were 
placed on a stand in thecenter of theroom for. 
Mrs. Afien to use, the lady at the time being 
in another rooin. Before any other article had 
been placed upon the stand, Mr. Abel put his 
pen-knife in my hand, telling me to put it on 
the table, say nothing, and see what the medi
um could get from it. I held the knife in my 
hand a moment, which, of course, gave it a 
mkgnetistq other than Mr. Abel's. I passed 
the tableland placed it thereon unseen. Mrs. 
Allen then took her stand at the table and gave 
some wonderful teste with other articles there. 
Finally she said: “An old gentleman comes, 
pointe to this knife, and wants recognition.” 
She then described a gentleman very accurate
ly, even to the style and color of his apparel, 
when she suddenly placed her hand upon her 
forehead and said: “An old lady comes and 
wishes to entrance me. I cannot allow her to 
do so, as 1 will not do justice to the other ar
ticles if Ido, but will describe her." She 
then gave as accurate a description of the old 
lady as she had of the old gentleman, even to 
mentioning that there was something the mat
ter with her right lower limb, from the knee 
down; that she was lame, and that the lame
ness was caused by rheumatism. Again she 
said she was attracted to the knife, could not 
get away from it, and again saw the old gentle
man, qt the same time, saying the old lady 
was trying to entrance her, and talk. The 
question was asked, who owned the knife, but 
no one answered, and Mrs. Abel said she did 
not know whose it was, but that the medium 
had described Mr. Abel's father and mother as 
accurately as If she had known them in earth 
life. I then told them it was Mr. Abel's knife, 
when it was discovered that gentleman was 
asleep in his chair, and had been during the 
entire test, which convinced the large number 
in the circle that it was all the more remark
able. These conditions prevailed while the 
knife was on the table, Mrs. Allen not taking 
it in her hand. When Mr. Abel was acquainted 
with what the medium saw and described he 
was greatly surprised, and expressed sorrow 
that he had not received the benefit of it It 
gives me pleasure to testify to so accurate an 
evidence of the truth of Spiritualism and the 
thorough work of Mrs Allen.

Pittsburg, Kan. T. V. Blaokman.

In spite of the inclement season, financial

aging. Interest in the meeting is steadily in
creasing, and, as usual, some of our good 
Christian brethren who are now engaged' in 
their annual revival efforts, fearing their craft 
may be endangered, have felt it to be their 
duty to< warn their flocks and the public gener
ally against heretical teachings. One Rev. 
Martin, who hails from Muncie, Ind., adver
tised largely that he would discourse upon 
ancient and modern Spiritualism, stating that 
he had given the subject much thought and 
was therefore well qualified to speak upon the 
subject. A large audience assembled in the 
Christian church on Sunday evening, Déc; 31, 
to hear him, many expecting that he would 
use the old and thread-bare argumente against 
the phenomena. They were agreeably sur
prised, however, that this was not the case, 
for instead of denying the phenomena he in
formed his hearers that it did really occur,--but 
that it was instigated by the devil; that1 all 
mediums were under the influence of his Sa
tanic majesty in performing their wonders,' and 
that there was hot a single good devil in the 
whole lot Will C. Hodge, of Chicago, who is 
serving our society for the months of Decem
ber and January, reviewed the gentleman’s 
discourse at the Spiritual temple on Sunday 
evening, Jan. 7th, and had the largest audi
ence of the season.

He took for his topic, “The Church, the 
Devil, and Modern Spiritualism,” showing con
clusively from a Bible standpoint that the 
phenomena in ancient and modern times Were 
one and the same in nature, and produced by 
(he same laws and under similar conditions, 
and that whatever explanation would suffice in 
the one case was equally applicable in the 
other, and that the modern pharisees were 
simply following in the footsteps of their pred
ecessors, wbo declared that Jesus had a devil 
and did his mighty works through Beelzebub 
the prince of devils. Mr. Hodge treats every
one courteously, and his subjects fairly; at the 
same time he is radical and does not withhold 
any truth which he believes should be uttered. 
He speaks entirely without notes and as -the 
inspiring power prompts, and on this occasion 
held the closest attention of bis hearers for a 
full hour, and when he took his seat the gen
erous applause of his audience attested their
appreciation. Cor.'

Excelsior! All Hail!
To the Editor:—Oh, how I did enjoy

FREEDOM OF THOUGHT.
Should Spiritual Lecturers Be 

Restricted.

Nearly one-fourth of the arrests in Calcutta 
last year were for not abating nuisances. The 
'¿anitary laws in a tropical. country must be 

litrictly enforced if public health is to be pre
served.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond Going 
to Washington.

To the Editor:—Tempus fugit.—Yes, in
deed, for it seems but yesterday we wrote you 
of the return of our dearly beloved pastor, 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, from her sum
mer wanderings, and now we have not only to 
report halt a season’s work done, but also that 
we are upon the eve of one of those separa
tions we dread so much. At the end of this 
month she leaves us again for a two months’ 
professional visit to Washington; not this time 
solely in the interest of the National organiza
tion, of which she is vice-president; but to 
carry on her own special work of scattering 
spiritual seed. It comes to be almost monot
onous to tell you of the glorious times we 
have, and to speak the eulogy we feel of the 
discourses, and it is somewhat refreshing to 
hear a little adverse criticism. . One of these 
oases in the wilderness of enthusiasm and de
light we came upon on jubilee day, and al
though it is a criticism of some time ago, it is 
too good to be lost. An orthodox minister 
declared the only way he could account for 
Buch extraordinary speaking was that she must 
be an opium eater. Do you wonder that the 
prayer went up: “Lord, send lots of this 
brand of opium into the orthodox pulpits, 
and so save the pews from the effects of the 
bad sample from which they so often suffer."

-Our Sunday-school has been unusually ac
tive for a short time. On November 20 we 
had a verj unique entertaininent given "by and 
for the school, the principal feature of which 
was a new musical instrument called the Har- 
monaphone.

In addition to her regular Sabbath duties 
and Band of Harmony, on Thursday night, 
from which she is never absent (unless through 
sickness), Mrs. Richmond has been holding, 
for some weeks past, special classes on “The 
Soul Teachings. ” These are among the most 
precious seasons of her ministry; and on 
Wednesday afternoons at the home of The 
Progressive Thniker, 40 Loomis street, 
those who so desire may have private inter
views upon spiritual topics. That this meets a 
long-felt want, is shown in the fact of many 
taking advantage of this opportunity.

As I said before, over all this happy retro
spect comes the shadow of the approaching 
separation. We only pray, and we know the 
answer is already assured, that our loss will 
be to our brethren at Washington true spirit
ual gain, and also that her visit will give a 
new impetus to the National organization. '

0. Catlin.

reading those ringing, wise and weighty words 
of Brother E. Bach, of Aberdeen, S. D., con
cerning the demagogical and anarchical ha
rangues which we hear from the rostrum in 
our camp-meetings. Yes, golden and timely 
words, which 1 read the second time, with ad
miration and satisfaction. I bad often 
thought and spoken in private of just that 
which he so justly and tersely hits ? As a rille 
intelligent people may be posted upon subjects 
which interest their fellow-citizens generally, 
save when it comes to questions of an eco
nomic nature; then they display lamentable ig
norance—professors in colleges knowing no 
more than do school-boys. In August, 1891, 
and again in 1893, I spent ten or twelve days 
upon the camp-grounds at Clinton, when it 
had been my intention and desire to have 
doubled that stay, previous to going; but ton 
days sufficed to satisfy me; each time; andi at 
leaving, lastly, I had about made up my mind 
to not again show myself there, I heard so 
much of what appeared to me sheer demagog- 
ism of a political character, tirades against 
the rich bondholders, and robbing trusts and 
tariffs. While the speakers were very voluble 
and glib of speech in their declarations, in a 
knowledge of the practical working and results 
of the imposition of high duties upon imparts 
they were grossly ignorant. With them, it 
was abstract theory put forth to curry favor 
with and prejudice the people. Then we heard 
much of the adjunct and side-shows of Spirit
ualism. I am a hearty believer in the philoso
phy, and in what I conceive to be the truths, of 
our glorious faith—Spiritualism, pure and 
simple. Life is short in this sphere, and it 
would be wise and consistent to use our ener
gies in an endeavor to inculcate that which 
we know from personal experience to be true

In thirty-six State prisons in this country

and useful, rather 
that which may or 
progressive future.

Keokuk, Iowa.

than theoretic guesses of 
may not prove true, in the

Samubl W. Tucker.

Fox Sisters Monument.
To the Editor:—I am much intere stecj in 

the communication, of Brother W. J. Innis, 
relative to the burial of the Fox sisters, and the 
little side-slur you made pertinent to it My 
heart bleeds when I think of the icebergs that 
dwell in the hearts of some of- our well-to-do 
Spiritualists. Had these pioneers worked and 
fallen in the ranks of the church/ all Christen
dom would have brought their oblations to build 
a proud monument overtheir dust But their 
earth mission was in an unpopular cause, and 
they were obliged to bear the . gibes and sneers 
of the world; yet the seed they in their weak
ness sowed, by the aid of the angel-world, 
quickened the lives and hearts of millions.

But where are our sheaves and our work? 
Have we no gratitude in our nature? Who 
that has read Leah Underhill’s book does not 
know the early great struggles of these sisters? 
and why should we hesitate a moment to. show 
our gratitude, by coming forward to our duty,, 
and building them a monument worthy of the 
name of Spiritualism? No penny boxes any: 
where—place a column in your paper'at the 
disposal of contributors, and let other spirit-

solitary , confinement is used aS a punishment est < 
and in twenty the prisoners hahdcuffed to th? "pool
wall. -

The convicts of Massachusetts number 656, 
employed in making shoes, brushes; beds, 
trunks-and harness; 393 .were, uhder 20 years 
of agri when admitted. .

In looking over the pages of The Pro
gressive Thinker for the past week my 
•attention was attracted to an article from the 
pen of E. Bach, of Aberdeen, S. D., who 
seems to think that the managers of camp
meetings and Spiritualistic gatherings should 
limit the speakers whom they hire to Spirit
ualism, and not allow them to talk on any 
other subject, Mr. Bach seems to me to 
leave out a very important item in his ar
ticle, and that is, to define just what .he 
means by Spiritualism; in other words, he 
fails to outline the creed to which he would 
have every sepaker confine himself, I am 
only about two-years old in Spiritualism, yet 
I have learned that in order to be a true 
Spiritualist, a man or woman should become 
spiritual, that is:-practice and preach Spirit
uality. Just flow a person is to-do this arid 
not be a reformer of social abuses, political 
corruptions and religious superstitions, I fail 
to comprehend. Mr. Bach does not deny 
that there are faults and wrongs among human 
society. Of course not no; honest man can 
deny that; but for fear of offending the ears 
of some people, he would have all lecturers 
on the spiritual rostrum prohibited from say
ing anything about these faulta and wrongs. 
What next? I wonder I If some orthodox 
people » get mad (as they do) at hearing a 
medium say that spirit-return is a tact, Mr. 
Bach will next want to prohibit the lecturers 
from mentioning that, and then the whole 
thing is gone to the ground.

Does Mr. Baoh honestly believe that the 
advice given by advanced spirits through our 
lecturers (inspirationally) should be followed 
or not? If he does, he must admit that the 
majority of returning spirits from the higher 
spheres unqualifiedly condemn the practice of 
nations warring with each other and shedding 
human blood. He must also admit that they 
are trying to impress upon the minds of the 
people at the present time the utter selfish
ness and foolish perversity of the modern com
petitive system. They may not use personal 
abuse against capitalists, as some of the re
formers do, but they condemn the financial 
system. The men are not so much at fault 
for making their millions, as the system- 
which allows them to accumulate so much 
wealth, and the people who allow that system 
to remain in force are more to blame than 
any other.

It has been demonstrated in many ways 
that co operation is far better for the human 
family than competition, therefore the medium 
who knows such to be the case, and does not 
voice that truth from the rostrum, is a traitor 
to those higher intelligences, a traitor to him
self and family, and a traitor to humanity at 
large. .

Another subject which Mr. Bach would 
like to place under his ban is Henry George- 
ism, meaning, of course, any agitation or in
vestigation which would tend to question the 
right of any man to gobble up all the land he 
can lay his hands on. The evil effects of 
landlordism, to be seen at the present time in 
all European countries, and also in nearly every 
State of the Union, must never be mentioned 
by those who love the human family as one 
grand brotherhood, because, forsooth, some 
landlord might be present and get mad I How 
can any progress be made unless these ques
tions are publicly agitated and brought before 
the minds of the people. .

Under such ji system of creedal dogmatism 
as Mr. Bach would inaugurate, the Romish 
priest would have far more liberty than a 
Spiritualist medium. A Papal decree would 
be a pattern of liberality beside a decree- 
which Mr. Bach would have sent out.

The spiritual lecturer would be under the 
painful necessity of shutting his or her eyes 
to every form of injustice, oppression and 
superstition, or, having seen them, would be 
under the still more painful necessity of 
keeping his mouth shut about it. The medi- 
uin who believes the traffic in alcoholic liquors 
to be detrimental to the best interests of hu
manity, must never say so at a camp-meeting, 
because a tender-hearted saloon-keeper or 
brewer might happen along, or, perhaps, some 
of their victims might be present, and some 
or all of them get madl Suppose a medium 
to be controlled by a spirit who, while in the 
body, had been a victim of strong drink, and 
would seek to give wholesome advice through 
a medium to the young—under Mr. Bach's 
plan of action he must be denied the privi
lege of coming back to earth to help his fellow
man, because he might make some liquor-seller 
mad, and drive him away from the meeting. 
A Catholic spirit may want to come back, 
and through the instrumentality of a medium 
seek to show the people that he had been 
mistaken -while in life, that Catholicism is 
not whaiit is “cracked up" to be; he might 
want to show up in cutting language the ab
surdities and iniquities of that' system, but 
he would be'shut off by the decree of the 
camp managers, if Mr. Bach has his way 
about it, because a Catholic might be present 
and get mad &bout it

An advanced spirit from the planet Jnpiter, 
or some other far-away sphere, may Wafit to 
come to earth and tell of the advanced civiliz
ation .which they enjoy, as the spirit did 
through the mediutnship of George Cole in the 
last issue of ^he Progressive Thinker, 
telling the world that the immense planet Jupi
ter with its billions of inhabitants, only has one 
goverhment for all; telling us that there are no

writing on that subject in this town, have been 
called a “crank” and an “anarchist,” and 
many other things have b'een said about me, 
but am I to keep quiet on that subject because 
some people still believe that the old way of 
killing off everybody that you don’t like is the 
right way, and that powerful nations should 
bulldoze and wipe out of existence smaller na
tions, because they have the power? Am I to 
close my eyes to the evils of war, or close my 
mouth about those evils because some old fos
sils still believe fighting is the best way to 
settle human differences?

Never will I be a traitor to those unseen in
telligences who come and impress me to write 
and talk against war, against priestcraft, or 
against the accursed competitive system which 
is now showing its dark side to the world in a 
way that it never showed itself before. Never 
in the history of the world did the evil effects 
of the monetary system of the world show it
self so plainly as it does to-day. Are we to be 
dumb, driven cattle? or are our eyes to be 
blinded by the fear of Mother Grundy, that 
we should fear to offend somebody who be
lieves the competitive system is all right?

If it is all right, the “Golden Rule” is all 
wrong, and the doctrine of human brotherhood, 
which is the foundation of true spirituality, 
is a delusion and a humbug. We can show 
up the evils of the competitive system with
out using harsh terms against any particular 
individuals who happen to have money. We 
can show the evil effects of lend monopoly 
without abusing any particular man or men 
who own large tracts of land. We can fight 
against the evils of an unlimited liquor traffic 
without abusing any man who is engaged in it. 
We can show up the horrors of warfare with
out denouncing men who have had to take 
part in wars of the past. Our shot and shell 
should be directed against unjust or undesir
able human systems or institutions, and not 
against men.

Mr. Bach would also place under the ban 
what he calls the “Christian Spiritualist. ” I 
presume by this he refers to those who retain 
some respect for the good things in the Bible 
and New Testament, notwithstanding the fact 
that there are very many apparent inconsisten
cies and absurdities contained within its covers. 
He does not say anything about the Tom Paine 
Spiritualist or the Ingersoll Spiritualist, but I 
presume they would be placed under the same 
ban in order to have fair play and equal rights 
all round. The Christian Spiritualist or the 
Tom Paine or Ingersoll Spiritualist may say 
something to hurt the feelings of those who 
hold different opinions. So they must both 
be muzzled. Great Caesar I what are we com
ing to? The truth must be kept back for fear 
of stepping on somebody's corns. A man 
mustn’t quote from the. Bible because some 
other man doesn't believe a word of the Bible. 
Just as well prohibit them from quoting from 
Shakespeare, Byron, or Burns; all these poets 
have grand and noble thoughts in their writ
ings, but they all have some things which to 
my mind are bordering very closely on immor
ality, and not calculated to advance the world 
spiritually to any great extent ”

According to this doctrine or logic we ought 
to condemn every man who ever quotes from 
any of these poets, as being immoral, ignor
ant and superstitious.

On the other hand, the man who sees so 
much inconsistency, absurdity and immoral
ity in Bible statement that he thinks the world 
would be better off without it, must be de
barred from the Spiritual platform because he 
might offend some orthodox believer or some 
Christian Spiritualist. Is this mental liberty? 
Is this honest investigation? .Is this “doing 
unto others as we would have them do unto 
us"? I think not. I think it is in opposition 
to the spirit of honest investigation which 
every Spiritualist ought to believe in. I think 
it will tend to place obstacles in the way of 
progression. I think it will be unfair and un
justifiable in the eyes of our spirit friends and 
guides. Let every speaker on the spiritual 
rostrum give to the world the best thoughts 
they receive from the angel world on every 
subject which is calculated to enlighten and 
elevate humanity; but let those speakers be 
careful to use language which, while ft1will not 
hide the light or obstruct the truth which they 
wish to convey, will at the same time be cour
teous to the opinions of others, be charitable, 
be free from vulgarity or abuse; but let the 
spiritual rostrum always be open for the spread 
-of truth, even if every human institution be 
shaken to its foundations. .

Every human institution, no matter whether 
it be a so-called sacred book or Bible, a Papal 
priesthood or a Protestant ministry, a mon
archical government or a republic, a land mo
nopoly or a money monopoly, a liquor traffic 
or a standing army, a church prayer-meeting 
or spiritual seance, should be placed under the 
search-light of truth; and if it cannot stand the 
test of investigation and reason, then let that 
institution, no matter what it may be, fall into 
pieces, or sink down into the black night of 
oblivion where it belongs.

Cherryvale,’Kas. W. E. Bonney.

ual papers do the same; for it is to the inter
est of every Spiritualist in the world. I aril a

>rold man, but I want to give one dollar1
toward the fund of $100,000, and if I could 
afford it I woiild give one thousand rather than 
see these noble souls thus forgotten. ..

John A. Hoover^ 
Morristown, N. J. ,

wars on that planet because there are no na
tions to war against each other. I have been 
impressed to . advocate in an humble way the 
idea of one government for this earth of ours, 
and have done the best I could in my lectures, 
and in a little pamphlet I wrote'before I knew 
anything-about Spiritualism, to set-forth the 
advantages of peace and good will on earth; 
instead of nation warring against nation, and 
one nation bearing ill-feeling and animosity 
against the others. I have made enemies by

Useful Plan for 1894,
It is suggested that a few of the enlightened 

members of every church confer together and 
send for a quantity of Bishop Haven’s Appeal 
to the Churches, from Spirit-life, which can 
be had below cost of the publishers, in Wash
ington, D. C. If the people could be inspired 
to act promptly in this direction, the world’s 
last great religion will become universal. AU 
who have seen this divine message agree that 
it should be circulated everywhere, to help 
make earth a most delightful abiding-place. 
A multitude of churches have already become 
thus elevated; let others embrace this oppor
tunity. Let aU the people realize the crime 
of committing the unpardonable "sin against 
the Holy Ghost," by rejecting our heavenly 
counselors. Let us gratify the longing of an
gel friends to hasten the union of the two 
worlds and thus bring heaven on earth. Send 
stamp for free sample copy. Address,

, '••••■ ■ 8. M. Baldwin.
1202 Pa. ave,, Washington,. P. C.

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURCH^ROME.
A Remarkable Book.

TblB 1b a remarkable work by Fath kb Chiniquy. 
It exposes even to the minutest details the corruption 
that exists tn the Church of Home. It Is a work of 833 
pages, and should be read as a matter of history by 
erery Spiritualist. The following 1b a partial list of the 
table of contents: .

-' ' ' CHAPTER I. •.................. ,
The Bible and the Priest' of Komo.

CHAPTER II. .
My first School-days at St. Thomas—Tho Mode and 

Celibacy. .
CHAPTER 111.

The Confession of Children.
CHAPTER IV.

The Shepherd whipped by bh Sheep.
CHAPTER V.

The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow's Cow. 
CHAPTER VI.

Festivities in a Parsonage.
CHAPTER Vn.

Preparation for the First Communion—Initiation to 
Idolatry.

CHAPTER VIII.
Tbe First Communlou.

CHAPTER IX.
Intellectual Education lu the Roman Catholic Coilego. .

CHAPTER X.
Moral and Religious Instruction in tho Roman Catho

lic Colleges.
CHAPTER XI.

Protestant Children in the Convents and Nunneries of 
Rome.

' CHAPTER XII.
Rome and Education—Why d,oes the Church of Borne 

hate the Common Schools of the United States, and 
want to destroy them?— Why does she object to 
the reading of the Bible in the Schools?

-• ' CHAPTER X1IL
Theology of the Church of Hume: its Anti-Boclll and 

Antl-Cbrlatlau Character.
CHAPTER XIV.

The Vow of Celibacy.
CHAPTER XV.

The Impurities of the Theology of Rome.
CHAPTER XVI.

The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, how X 
swore to give up Hie "Word of God to follow the 
word of Meu. .

CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod» 

eru Idolatry.
CHAPTER XVIII.

Hine Consequences of the Dogma of TraneubsUntU- . 
lion—The old Paganism under a Christian name.

CHAPTER Xi;X.
Vicarage, and Life at Sc. Charles, Rlvlerre Boyer. 

CHAPTER XX.
Papineau and the Patriots lu 1833—The burning of “La 

Canadian" by the Curate of St. Charles.
CHAPTER XXI. .

Grand Dinner of tbu Priests—The Maniac Bister of 
Rev. Mr. Perras.

CHAPTER XXII.
Jam appointed Vicar of the Curate of Cbarlesbourgh 

—The Piety, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perras.

CHAPTER XXIII.
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Ruma during the ept* 
deinic. -

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of St. Ruch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tertullian—General Cargo—Tho 
, Seal Skins.

. CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange aud sacrllcgiuue trafUc lu the so* 

called Body aud Blood of Christ— Enormous sums 
of Money made by thp sale of Masses- -The Society 
of Three Masses abolished and the Society of one 
Mass established. '

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade Im Masses.

CHAPTER XXVII. .
Quebec Marine Hospital—The first time I carried the 

“Bou Dleu" (tho wafer god) In my vest pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau’a—The 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dleu" at the Oyster 
Soiree. •

fy*We have hot space In this notice of Father 
Chinlquy’s work to give the beads of all the Chapters» 
Those omitted are of especial value. The following, 
however, are of thrilling interest:

CHAPTER L1II.
The Immaculate Conception of flie Virgin Mary.

CHAPTER Li V.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Priests 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LV1.

public Acts of Slmouy—Thefts and Brigandage of > 
Bishop O’Regau—General Cry of Indignation—I 
determine to resist Ulm to hla face—He employs ■ 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and be fails 
—Drags mo us a Prisoner to Urbunu in the Spring 
of 1856 aud lulls again—Abraham Llucoiu defeuds 
me—My dear Bible becomes more tbunevermy- 
Light aud my Counselor^

CHAPTER LVII.
Plshop O'Regan sells the parsonage of tho French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, aud 
turns them out when they come to complain—Ho 
determines to turn me out of iny Colony aud send 
me to Kabuklu—He forgets ft next day and pub- 
Hshes that he bus interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Bishop—Ills Answers—The 
6bamExcommunication bi’ three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LVH1. .
Adbress from my People, asklug me to remain—1 am 

ag&iu dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur
bana—Abrubam Lincoln's unxlety about the Issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress— The Rescue— 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—Lo- 
Belle's Confession aud Distress—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra
ham Lincoln—The Guth of Miss Philomena MuffaL

CHAPTER LIX.
^moment oT Interruption In tho Thread of my “Fifty 

Yeura In the Church of Boine." lu see bow my sad 
Prevision? about my defender, Abraham 'Lincoln, 

. were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
Of the United States.

CHAPTER LX.
Tho Fundamental Principles of the Constitution of the 

United Slates drawn from the G ospe I of C brlst—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to wurn him of the 
Plots I knew against bls Life—The Priests clrcu* 
late the new^ that Lincoln was burn In the Church 
of Rome-Letter of the Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to the President—His. admirable refer* 
euce to Moses—Ills willingness to die for hit 
Nation's Sake.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true inun of God, and a true Dis* 

clple of the Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—The tool of the Priests—John Surratt’s house— 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of the Prlesta 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after tho 
murder of Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln 
known aud published in the Lown three hours be* 
fore its occurrence.

. CHAPTER LXII.
Population of two Priests sent by ths People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of the Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop Is wrong and tbat we are 
right—For peace sake, I consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by tho 
Deputies—One of the Deputies turns false to hl8 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at the bead of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr; 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LXIII.
Hr. Deaaulnler la named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush ub—Our People more united than ever to de* 
fend their rights—Letters of the Bishope of Mom 
trcal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes Lo beg my 
pardon. e

CHAPTER LX1V.
X write to the Pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send them tho Legal and Public 
Documents proving the bod conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— I go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
—The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed t<r 
Grand vicar Dunn tho 28th of March, ¡858.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saarln and Ills assistant, Rev. M. 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about the 
new storm prepared by the Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Gift—I am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI.
The Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—Wo 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our* 
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of tbe Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor ot 
St. Louis, hurried io Chicago—He comes to bi. 
Anno to persuade the People to submit to bis 
Authority—He is ignominiously turned out, and 
runs away In the midst of tbe Cries of the Peoplo.

CHAPTER LXVI1.
ttrd’a-eye View of the Principal Events from my Con. 

version to this day—My Narrow Escapee—Th« 
end of the Voyage through tho Desert to 
Promised Land.

Price, $2.25, Post-paid.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
D Y LOIS WAISBROO/IER. THIS IS 

J-J a novel written with a purpose, and thafi 
purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while nway the time in a state of idle blessed
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self'Improvement or the good of humanity. It Is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to be mothers; and secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the woll-telog and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tho child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches’upon various things 
in. modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
Md tlx unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book is trcncbapL Instruc
tive and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
u a novel, and Is especially commended to “women 
sverywhere,” to whom It Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly 'showaupthe Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound in 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, 81.25. w
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AGE OF REASON. BY TUOMAS 
Ftlae. A book that all should read. Price SO 

centK ' " ’ . ■ ■ ■
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E. Bach Again to the Front.

.. To the Editor:—I do not wish to intrude 
too often on your columns, but, like the Irish' 
man at the Donnybrook fair, I like to hit a 
head when I see it. This time I shall .whack 
at the “Directions for Funerals" which were 
published in The PhogeesbiveT hinker a few 
weeks ago, and I feel more encouraged to do 
so on account of the article from the pen of 
Dr. Ada Sheehan in your issue of the 6th of 
January. I fully agree with her, and am glad 
she wrote it. .

Why will Spiritualists try to ape the old in
stitutions? The progressed Spiritualist cer
tainly has nothing in common with those old, 
obsolete ideas. The old is dead, irrational, 
will not stand investigation, and these people 
will have to hedge it around with all kinds of 
hocus pocue and ceremonials in order to make 

, a show, aiid to satisfy the faithful, There'is 
nothing rational, spontaneous or inspirational 
in the old creeds. It is all dead matter which 
was, perhaps, fitted for the childhood of the 
race, at the time when it was first introduced, 
but it is worn out long ago. They have no 
facta to draw from in the old, and have to 
make up in ceremonials what they lack in real
ities. Spiritualism is different. Itifi a living, 
progressive and fundamental truth. It is in
spirational, practical, and easily proven by and 
through its natural and scientific facta. We 
need no unmeaning, grotesque ceremonials, 
because we can go down to living facta and 
draw from an inexhaustible fountain of reali
ties. Inspiration with us is spontaneous, free 
and gaining strength all the time. Pet there 
are quite a number of Spiritualists who would 
get up a creed -for us; who ^yould write out 
a catechism for us tc^ follow; who would bind 
us down to 39 or more articles; who wouxd in
troduce a dry and unmeaning ritual and have 
us follow that, instead of the heaven in
spiration which comes to us as free as air, and 
as plentiful. They would put a sin against 
the holy ghost into a creed, again, make doubt 
a deadly sin, and punish us for heresy. Away 
with these things! We will have none of it 
What intelligent Spiritualist is there who has 
not realized the immense distance between the 
stereotyped orthodox reiteration to which the 
sitters in pews are treated periodically, and the 
clear, intelligent, progressive Inspirational or 
trance discourse delivered by our'mediums 
from the spiritualistic rostrum? The two are 
as far apart in every respect as the darkest 
night and the brightest noonday sun.

\ I took a friend to hear one of our best me
diums. She was one of those highly gifted 
individuals who send a stream of inspiration, 
full of .logic and intelligence, of love, of charity, 
of inspiration and humanity, couched in unap
proachable eloquence, such as only an inspired 
psychic can send out among her hearers. Af
ter we reached the street, said my friend: “I 
could not fully grasp all the lady said, it 
was too far above me; but never in my life 
have I heard such a stream of uninterrupted 
eloquence poured from a human mouth. There 
was neither stop nor hesitation, and no living 
person could do what she has done by herself. ” 
And some Spiritualists want us to throw away 
these sublime conditions, and get up a service 
which shall be read out of a.dry rb dust prayer 
book; an empty ceremony. Away with such 
profanation. Suppress it, Spiritualists. Trust 
in inspiration;' It has never yet failed where 
it was needed, and never will fail, but it will 
go on growing greater and higher as time ad
vances; Let the old churches keep on munch
ing the musty husks, but let us retain the 
essence, the kernel.

I will give pur experience of a funeral I 
would not have any such profanation as is pre- 
sented~in auy ritual around me. The pale 
rider stopped at our portal and entered within 

' our family circle, and selected one who was in 
the flower of young manhood, unexpectedly, 
«nd suddenly. The blow was a hard ens. We 
wired to Mrs. Carrie Tryon, of Minneapolis, to 
conduct the funeral. There were no instruc
tions, no commands as to how it should be 
conducted. And herein consists the beauty 
of this inspiration. Our translated friends 
know our conditions and situation better than 
we know, ourselves, and are better fitted to do 
the proper thing than we could direct them to 
do. The attendance was one of the largest 
which was ever had at a funeral in this place. 
The house did not hold over 40 per cent of 
those who attended. Every door and window 
was filled from the outside, all eagerlyjisten- 
ing to what was said. Mrs. Tryon, b®ng a 
personal friend of the family, tried to deliver 
an inspirational discourse, but her sympathies 
were too strong, and she broke down with the 

. first sentence siie uttered. Then her guides 
entranced her fully, and she delivered such a 
discourse as no one who listened to it will ever 
foiget. Everyone present was spellbound. 
When she spoke of the good character of the 
young man, and how he stood beside her then 
and there, as a bright and good spirit, many 
rose involuntarily from their seats, trying to 
see the spirit of the departed, so realistic was 
her speech.

Those who have been visited with the loss of 
loved ones, when they take a last look at the 
oold and lifeless likeness before it shall be 
finally consigned to the ground, only can real
ize the anguish of parting; and only such can 
appreciate the words of sympathy, solace and 
comfort which came through this inspired me
dium at that time.

When your heart feels like bursting with 
sorrow and grief at the temporary parting with 
Bome loved one; when you think of the moment 
when all which is visible of the one you loved 
must be consigned to the cold ground; when 
you hear the rumble of the clods on the casket, 
and realize that from henceforth until you also 
shall go the same way, the visible presence of 
that loved one will greet you no more, or but 
seldom and briefly, then imagine what sotace, 
what comfort, what consolation will be offered 
you by the reading of a stereotyped ritual; 
then think of the many things that can and 
wiU be and are said through the inspiration 
of some good medium inspired by your friends 
and by those higher intelligences who are 

, ready tooomeat your bidding and give you

their sympathies and their consolation, and In
spire you with hope and promises of the fu
ture. I imploreyou, my Spiritualistic friends, 
never to permit anything likea ritual, a prayer, 
a system of rules for worship, anything which 
smacks of ceremonies, baptisms; or anything 
whatever of the old style, into Spiritualistic 
meetings. Let what we do be spontaneous. 
Let it come with the inspiration of the moment, 
and prescribe no rules or regulations of any 
kind. E. Ba.oh.

Aberdeen, B. D. ■

A Seance with Farmer Riley.
To the Editor:—I wish to give a brief 

account of a Beauce Mr. Chas. Herman and 
myself had at the house of Mr. J. Riley, near 
Marcellus, Mich,, on the evening of Dec. 30th. 
1893. There were sixteen ladies and gentle
men present, seated in a semi-circle, some six 
or eight feet from the cabinet, which by invi
tation, the-sitters could enter and examine to 
see if any means of secreted accomplices or 
fraudulent design could be detected. Myself 
and a number of others made » thorough 
search, but found nothing to arouse any sur
prise whatever. No person able to read char
acter would believe that Mr. Riley’s physiog
nomy indicated anything but a good-natured, 
honest, upright man—one who would despise 
to perpetuate an imposition upon the public.

Mrs. Riley I should judge to be a noble, 
kind-hearted, lovable lady. -When everything 
was ready the medium had flour placed in both 
hands, and Mrs. Riley adjusted the darty: cur
tains before the cabinet.

The sittera, by request, now commenced to 
sing an appropriate song in a gentle, plaintive 
voice. Directly the curtains parted, and the 
tall, well-built spirit of Renton, the medium’s 
control, stood before the Bemi-oircle, and then 
stepped back out ot sight. Singing -was re
sumed, when one after another adult spirits 
came and showed themselves—no less than 
fifteen in all, of both sexes.

Several of the spirits reached forth an ex
tended arm and open hand, always in the di 
rection of someone in the circle with whom 
they wished to shake hands; and being recog
nized, their wishes were gratified, and then the 
spirit would dematerialize, appearing to settle, 
down to or through the floor in a way that all 
present could see. Among others the tall, 
noble-appearing spirit of 0. E. Sears, a very 
particular friend of the undersigned, parted 
the curtain, and extended his arm and open 
hand directly toward me, but not knowing 
that I was thus solicited to leave my seat,and 
take the proffered hand, he immediately dema- 
teriallzei In nearly every case, the spirits 
manifesting proved to be those of a deceased 
father, mother, sister, brother, or friend.

Several clean, apparently new slates were 
given to those forming the circle, so that any 
one who wished to could write thereon some
thing to which they wanted an answer by the 
spirits; and quite a number received a satisfy
ing short communication. The slates were all 
deposited inside of the cabinet, and those were 
selected, one after another, by the spirits, the 
answer written, and handed out at the central 
joining of the curtain. The sitters would in
quire, one after another if it was for them, 
simply asking, “Ib it for me?" When the 
right one enquired, the spirit would rap three 
times, and then the sitter would step and take 
the slate, go to an adjoining light room , and 
read the word to them; the seance room, al
though light enough to plainly see each sitter 
aud other things, was yet too dark to see to read 
what was written on the slates in a totally 
dark cabinet.

My partner on this memorable occasion, 
Mr. Chas. Herman, wrote on a slate a request 
that some spirit would write something by 
which he might feel assured that no person but 
himself could have any knowledge about It. 
On his slate was seen, in the clearly recognized 
handwriting of hie deceased father, some very 
comforting words to his son; among other 
things was the following: “Do you remember 
what shirt you have on this evening?” signed 
Father. Now it so happened that when Mr. 
Herman's father’s spirit left its mortal form, 
a certain shirt was provided, among other 
things, in which to “lay out" the body for 
burial; but the shirt was not used, another be
ing substituted.

Said shirt fell into the hands .of Mr. Her
man, aud it so happened that he had it on 
tbere and then, although he had not thought 
of it since leaving home, and there was no pos
sibility of the medium or any other person 
knowing the fact; therefore it cannot be truth
fully called mind-reading, only as done by 
spirits. , ■

Mr. Herman allowed these facte to be incor
porated in this report, so that others might be 
induced to investigate Spiritualism and its 
claims, if possible that thus being convinced 
they may be happy to know that the spirit» of 
their departed relatives and friends have a 
continued after and glorious life “eternal in 
the spirit land." E. D. Blakeman,

Three Rivers, Mich.

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thought», and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three 
months.

DARK SPIRITS. The Romish Serpent

Medium’s Experience with Them

To the Editor:—The first absolute . evi
dence to me of spirit work was an authentic 
bit of independent slate,writing through the 
mediumship of Dr, Stansberry. Then I sat 
for automatic writing, and gc± it in strong 
measure; and with it telepathj^thought-trans. 
Terence, dairaudience—-phases I did not de
sire and would gladly have fled from, but 
could not. I found myself strictly “in.it." 
I had something I had not counted on when I 
sat “for all there is in it for me.” “It," or 
mdre properly, “they," had me under tutelage 
for the space of a fortnight or more, as com
pletely as an infant was ever governed by its 
parents. What was the nature of the drill? 
It was a spiritual high school course of lec
tures on “Human Origin, Responsibility and 
Destiny," on which I was in forced attend, 
ance aud compelled to give careful and earnest 
heed; It was an experience no sane person 
would dare have repeated in his case, , or 
would barter for any earthly station after the 
ordeal was passed. The drill—it was all the 
word means—embraced in addition • to: our 
origin, accountability and destiny, the infor
mation and enforced realization that there is 
literally an innumerable company of “spirits 
in prison"—in the first sphere of Spirit-life, 
near the earth, who have no knowledge of 
spiritual things. Many of them are so gross 
as to be in ignorance of the fact that they 
have passed through, the change called death.

After my own record had received attention 
my tutors began to present to me (by voice, 
of course—I was not clairvoyant) the lost 
ones spoken of as “spirits in prison." To each 
dark soul a message was given through my 
mediumship. It was strange, uncanny, horri
ble, but I was powerless to resist. “Scores of 
dark spirits, of every grade of mental de
velopment and moral aberration, from the mur
derer and suicide down to the creed-bound, 
who could see no way out of the darkness, 
were brought for instruction and guidance. 
For each an order was given. .

Finally the lectures were oyer, the school 
closed and I was' permitted to look around 
and discover where “I was at." It took me 
some time to locate myself. I had never heard 
of such an experience, and was ashamed to 
relate noy own. The thought would present 
itself that I had received just punishment for 
attempting -to investigate the mysteries of the 
“beyond;" but I have lived to learn that the 
experience I passed through and the lessons 
given were as real as the solid old earth we 
inhabit, ,

Near two years have passed. Hundreds of 
lost—that is the word—souls from every walk 
in earth-life, of every grade of mind and cul
ture, have come to ask where they are and 
what they shall do.. The ability to hold oral 
converse with them still continues, alsothe 
writing. From the terrible nightmare oL ite 
first introduction it has come to be a soul
satisfying pleasure. Many come again ¡and 
again to return thanks tor help in time of 
great need. Friends of my boyhood and 
youth come to renew acquaintance and to talk 
of the past. They are all purely human. 
They deny the title of angel. Each brings 
his or her well-remembered characteristics. 
This order of life has come to be as common 
as the ordinary business of everyday existence. 
The things I have received and learned may 
become the personal possessions of any man 
or woman whois willing to pay the premium 
on them.'

Before closing I waiit to endorse with em
phasis all Mt. Bach has to say of the stuff 
so often presented as Spiritualism. This 
highest, best gift to men is crucified every
day in the house of its professed friends. 
There are all grades of mental and moral 
force in human form in the Bpirit-world; and 
each and all competent to control a medium. 
Just as there are all grades of mental and 
moral force and character in mortal life, any 
ope of whom may become a medium. Hence 
the things that mar and hinder the progress 
of the truth over error, ignorance and super
stition. In time these defects will disappear. 
Oh, that the time were nowl They make the 
mistake of their lives who flatter themselves 
that a course of self-indulgence may not 
necessarily meet a reward of shame and con
tempt. Those who indulge such a hope are 
being beguiled by denizens of the lowest 
spirit sphere. .

“Try the spirits" is an admonition always

To the Editor; I was much interested 
in the article “The Trail of the Serpent, " in 
the Christmas number of Th«’ Progressive 
Thinker,. “Need we fear Che power of the 
Roman Catholic Church in the United States 
today?" Ie it not the boast of that church 
that it Is infallible and unchangeable? Has it 
ever repudiated the horrors of the past? Does 
it not rather glory in them? Are not the 
buildings of the Inquisition, the dungeon— 
all the instrumente of torture—still the prop
erty of that church of hellish purposes?

Rt, Rev.- O’Conner, of Pittsburg, tells, us 
that “Religious liberty is merely endqred 
until the opposite can be carried into effect 
without peril to the Catholio Church," Does 
not that mean that if Rome had full control of 
our Government today all the horrors of the 
Spanish Inquisition would be re-enacted in 
our riidst? The Romish church never 
changés, and its laws demand the Inquisition. 
The doctrine of infallibility which justified 
it in the past must countenance it in .the 
present and future. Rome is only waiting 
until stye is more'sureof her power, thin the 
velvet paw will be withdrawn, showing the 
tiger claw beneath, .

A bll| has been drawn up for presentation 
to the next legislature of New York, giving to 
the parqchial schools of that State a share of 
the public school fund. At a meeting ot 
the Board of Trustees of St. Patrick's Ro
man Catholic Cathedral in New York City, the 
conversation turned upoa this bill, and the 
Archbishop declared himself adverse to its 
passage. Then why was the bill drawn? 
Have Protestants so faf forgotten their pa
triotism as to aim such a blow at our public 
school system? The remarks of the Arch
bishop were made for political effect merely, 
and to blind the public to their real intentions. 
Protestants of New Fork, Awake! See that 
your Representatives bend every energy to 
the defeat of this iniquitous bill. '

In Ohio the fact has been developed 
that for fifteen years the Roman Catholio 
catechism has been taught in the public 
school of Sub-District No. 1, Marion town
ship, Mercer county. The Catholic priest 
takes charge of the school Thursday fore
noons of each week, and prepares the child
ren for the church lessons ot the coming Sun
day, and the teacher gives daily instruction in 
Bible and Church History, and the Catechism 
in the German language. The text-books ot 
the school are those prepared expressly for 
use in parochial schools. r

The Roman Catholic Church does not want 
a shareef the public' school ftindl Oh, no! 
Not where they can control the whole of it 
We often hear it said that the Church of 
Rome is growing more liberal; that the 
American spirit Infused into it, and its inter
nal dissensions, will cause it to disintegrate, 
and the work of the A. P. A. is not needed. 
What proof have we that it is more liberal? 
Have we not every proof to the contrary? 
Has the ^ime ever been when diseeusions did 
not exist within ite ranks? Did not Wick
liffe and Huss. and Luther denounce its in
iquities more boldly than Edward Mc
Glynn denounced the Pope’s policy toward 
our public school system. The differences 
have always existed even in a larger degree 
than today. Be not deceived! Rome will 
silence dissenters today as she did four hun
dred years ago. Has she the power? Let us 
be watchful, lest the hour come when we 
find our vaunted liberty but an idle boast, and 
we be writhing helpless in the coils of the 
Romish Serpent. Abbie F. Watkins.

The First Society of Spiritualists of 
Milwaukee, Wis.

"Grantlltt” da ono flf tho mopt J
* HE conoeutrutcd fprmB of food, 1frw EvE H J E JQk aud. contains iu proper proper- 1® " W Iff tionn all the elements of nutrUion 1

• « ' n f i rr in r- ni needed by tbo human body. a
(1 he Perfect Health Food. it j8 made from the

best White Winter Wheat grown In the famous Genesee 
Valley wheat-growing region.

It contains ^very'needed constituent of the grain, and, as wheat is considered the 
♦ best single article of iood, “Grandlu" supplies in a palatable form the best anil • 
imqst highly nutritive alimentary principle. j

BENQ FOR FREE BOOK OF RECIPES, It !■ ready for immediate table u<e bz «Imph aoakln* jj 
it in milk hot or cold water, &* it ii twice cooked in its imnufacture. It may be made the constituent ot many pilu- J| 
table dialiM, Ji vil) keep for yssrs DDch&pged u to value if stored jn a dry ¿lace* <8
we «Um Mr. by mui poUpMi. Address, OUR 110HE G JUnFla CO., Box 100, DbhivIU», N.Y. 1

CTAIiNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A\ 
kD rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson ’ 
Davis. Intended for tho light and solace pf every sorrowing
mind and stricken heart, Price fid cents.

CCUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE. 
kD valuable work. By Hudson Tutth. Price 11.25.

Al. IN-

J. Rigdon.

f

£

in order. 
Middlepoint, Ohio.

. The management af the Austrian prisons for 
women is in the hands of female religious

7® VOICES. ‘ Ar WARREN SUMNER BAR. 
1 taw. Tie Voice* oontatn poem, of remarkable beenlyaad 

force. .They are moat exeeilenL PriwiLOO,
<7TKS GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL, ,________
1 A Wonb IW weight IkfvM. rWMlO otAer.

OBERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR
O ItnaMfim. past and present. By .T. M. Peebles, M. D. An en* 
Cyn’ ûpedlQ of Interostlng qpd iuotrur.t.lvc fenu. PrlCQ 12.00.

DEMANDS QF ALL PROGRESSIVE MINDS

|«mttMas<eMtonU. rriMUo«»t»' / . -

EXCELLENT BOOKS!

‘‘A Witch of the Ninetenth Century.’ 
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, will be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year's subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub. 
scription. ;, •

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional" in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German.. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

Iowa has 402 male convicts and twenty fe
male. Their social state was: Single, 161; 
married, 82; divorced, 5; widowers,'15; 
widows 2; grass widowers, 4.

North Carolipia convicts make their break
fast of meat, bread and coffee; their dinner 
of meat bread and vegetables; their supper 
of bread, molasses and coffee.

Capital punishment in Denmark is executed 
publicly with the ax. If several are to be de
capitated onthe same date one is not present 
while another is executed.

Judges in Morocco receive either no pay at 
all or not enough to live on, so that justice is 
not administered, it is sold. He who Is most 
liberal to the Judge alwayi wins his cause.

In many cities of Europe women of known 
bad character are forbidden to appear on the 
public streets during daylight, save with a 
written permission from the Chief of Police.

The Bprtillon system is in usein Joliet, and 
of 1400 photographs now classified and filed 
there, any one can be found in a moment’s 
time from the classification of measurements.

To the Editor:—The cause of Spiritual, 
ism is neither dead nor sleeping in this city. 
No society representing our progressive phil
osophy ever had a more conservative and in
different element to overcome than exists here; 
yet, notwithstanding the many discourage
ments and obstacles we have had to meet, we 
have overcome them and our society is a 
growing and harmonious body.

The name of our society has been changed 
from the Milwaukee Progressive Society to 
the First Society of Spiritualists of Milwau
kee,’ and it has taken a new departure by va
cating Fraternity Hall, where it has held its 
meetings the past year, and which can seat 
only 250 people, and has taken Jefferson Hall, 
210 Grand avenue, with a seating capacity of 
600, and opened its meetings free, Spirit
ualism is attracting much attention and 
steadily gaining ground. The best people of 
the city are getting interested in .^ie cause, 
and the time is fast passing when toffie known 
as a Spiritualist is to be called a 1 ‘crank. ” 
The truth of Spiritualism, once fairly and 
honestly investigated,, means a new convert 
every time. All we ask is investigation.

F. M, Donovan, the noted independent 
slate-writer of Cincinnati, O;, now in this 
olty for several weeks, did good work for the 
cause; he is certainly a wonderful medium for 
this phase.

'A. W. 8, Rothermel, of Denver, Colorado, 
one of the noted mediums of this country, is 
with us, and is giving great satisfaction. It 
is useless to eulogize his work, as every one 
knows he is one of the grandest mediums of 
today. " ’

Dr. H. T, Stanley, of Hoosao Falls, N. Y., 
has finished his December engagement here, 
and has been engaged to serve us for this 
month. His tests are considered by many 
quite remarkable, We would be pleased to 
hear from any first-class talent to fill our ros
trum in any one of the months of February, 
March, April and May, with terms and phate 
of talent. Our society meets every Sunday 
afternoon at 2 -.45, and evening at 7:45 o'clock. 
Admission free. All are invited.

H. C. Nick, President
603 Grand Avenue.

OECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
k-/ Bacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na
ture,” "Ethics of Science,” “Science of Man,” etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing and publishing his 
“Convent,“ which has had a phenomenal run in Tn« Progress* 
ive Thinker. Post, paid anywhere, 5i) cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cents.

rOLARBIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physics] and buslnessquallficadons; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagramsand tables of thomoon and planets,from 1820 
to 1900 inclusive. Large 8yo, cloth 15.00. Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M. Peebles ?nd J.'O. Barrett; E. H.Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, tlirobbing with the soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
Philosophy, sit to the most cheerful and popular music, (ucnrly 
¿11 original), find adapted to all occaMuna, it Is doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets aud quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 32.00, Postage 14 cents.

'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
A Confessional, by Fattier Chlnlquy.' A stirring account of the 

diabolism of tbc Hornish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price 11.00.

'THE CONTRAS!, BY MOSES HULL, A 
J. comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, in the 

keenest find most easy atyie o/ its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that is sufficient inducement to purchase 
the book. Price <1.00.
fA/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL. 
VV 1st? or. Curious Revelations from the Ltfe of a Trance 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent in the English language. Its tbemo la novel, ita 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the moat moment* 
cub period in history and regarding its most famous participant— 
the most noted American. It is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense In its verification and produc
tion, and he stakes bls reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
dootnne or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give It a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
v&pfild. njceilJJO.

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
Ti rleaby Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful illustration of man’s cruelty and injustice to his fellow 
man. Price 10 'oenu.

A NTIQ UITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
Zl from tho spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela
tions. proving Christianity to lie of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has 625 pages, a Une engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price ,1.5(1. Postage 12 cents,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. BY SARAH E. TIT- 
F~L comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
originated. An Interesting and Instructive book. Price *1.25.

(CHRISTIANITY A FICTION, THE ASTRO- 
I—' nomical and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price M cents.

TTELEN' HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
Z x ttce, By Lola Waisbrookcr. Price <1.50.
IMMORTALITY, A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 

1 “If a man die, shall he live?” is fully answered. By W. 8. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price CO cents.

lYfABAL RA YMOND'S RESOLVE. B Y LOIS 
Zrx Walsbrooker. Price 11.50. Mrs. Walsbrooker.s books 
bhould be read by every womau in the land.

MIND reading and beyond, by wm. 
IVl. K. Hovey. 200 paces, with lllustratl'ons of the subjects 
treated upon. Price |1.25.

POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN, A 
1 volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of earih-lfft. These are sweet, win- 
som nnd rcatful. Prive 11.00.

RELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IF 
all could be led to believe In such a religion the world would 

bo far bettor than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
end disposition to apply lb . tact» of history and science. Price 
»’ J' Postage lOcenus.

CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 
O 144 Propositions. theological, moral, historical and speculr V 
Iro; each proved efflimstlrely and negatlrely by quotations from 
Bcr.'nture. wlthoot comment. Price 15 cents.

f~'OSPEL OF NATURE. BYM. L. SHERMAN 
\J and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with (plritual truths. 

Price «1.00.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 

L dwelling places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of rare 
merit, tntercsttn" to every body. Price »1.50.

TDIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
U Putnam, A. M. A maryeloui book. Price 75 cento.

'DIBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KERSE Y GRA VES. 
A? It will well pay perusal. Price st.75.

¿IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH. 
They are worth their weight tn gold. Price, paper, 50 cent».

ZIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HIS FOR I 
ot Atbarael, chief priest of a band of Al Arrau. An “Utllna 

history of man. Written through tho mediumship of U.G. Fig 
ley. You should read tbla work. Price SO cents.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mr». Mary T, Sbeihimer. It abounds In tact* lx refer 

enco to the Bummer-Land. Price 11.00.

T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
from the Tree of Life. Preeented to humanity Ihraush the medlumBhIp of B. R. UtdiftekL Excellent throiithoih^Heee 

KLB&. ' ’
QEERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE 

sJ Part «ad Present By J, M. Peebles, M. D, A book ot fit 
pages, it to an encyclopedia of faela; a mine or rare knowledge, 
a wort ths» should be tn the hanli H everj Spirt W»U»4. frit* 
HOO. ,
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 

ZV embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
of Zoroattrianlim and the dertvatlonof CbrlBtlanlty, to which Is 
added: Whence one Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. b. 
One of the most valuable work« ever published. Price *1,50.

"DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
1\. Ineptratlonatly by Mr». Maria M. King. Teo will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.
ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY 

XL Bev. tmoj. Luulng,M.A, Krery patriot should retail; 
Price »V» ' ■ - ■ ■ ...
r\EATH AND AFTER LIFE. B Y ANDRE W 

I-P Jackion Davis. Something yon ahculfl read. Price 75 
cents. •••.'. . : ' . ■

Thin
is often equivalent to 
getting ill. If loss of flesh 
can be arrested and dis
ease baffled the “weak 
spots "'in the system are 
eradicated. • 

Scott’s Emulsion 
is an absolute corrective 
of “ weak spots." It is a 
builder of worn out failing 
tissue—nature's food that 
stops waste and creates 

J healthy flesh.
S . Prepared by Boott A B«wne, Ohembti, 

New York. Sold by druggists everywhere-

They Are for Sale at This Office.
'THREE SEVENS, 7-7-7, BY THE PHE- 
J. lonfli the Jeeulte, Been and unseen, are bladed agitnitthe 

circulation ol this book, because (bey are atrald they ylll lose 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they bive held so lonir. 
tn Throe Sevens, this knowledgs Is offered to the people. Buy 
<t, read It carefully, and see why the Jesuits hate IL price »1.25. 
'THE MY'JH OF THE GREAT DELUGE 
I Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mo 

Cann. Price 15 cents.
'THE CHILDREN S PROGRESS! VE L YCE UM. 
A' A manual, with directions tor the organization and manage« 

ment of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Sometbuig 
Indaspenslble. Price bl> cents.

nPHE SPIRITS W0FKt WHAT !
A saw, and Celt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Bnydam. It hl ' 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal, Price 15 cenu. i
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF 
Ll tho Sunday question. It ta Invaluable. By (3. W. Brown. 
M. D. Price 15 cents.
TJQW TO MESMERIZE, BY PROF J. W. 

Al Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists In Amer» 
lea. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. An ! 
invaluable work. Price, paper, CO cents. 
fWTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTHER 
C/ tales and sketches. By a band of spirit intelligences, through 
the mediumship of Mary Theresa Bhelhamer. An excellent work. 
I’rico 11.25. -
TfROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 

I Tuttle. A beautiful book of poem» of rare merit Frio# 
,1.50.

TfJFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. _

Ta£&?/8?eprlceH'.25°hllll<lUi’ ei'prie,U A rem“1“w,‘ hoo* Mwmr
The Urea* Revelation of the Nine« 

teenth Century. Most Important 
DlaclOHureH Concerning; the 
True Origin of Christianity.

Tins remarkable work unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning the origin and 
promulgation of Christianity. It appears through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu
late the Christian religion. Even the name 
Jesus Christ seems to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the names of the 
gods Ilesus and Kristos or Christos.! Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Creek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishna. Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leader» of 
'both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesus, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should be 
called Ilesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name, was 
suppressed, We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths andrites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great «age 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed the religious system that the Western 
world now knows as Christianity; anditis 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian ern, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature whiqh an
tagonized the interests of the religious bigojs 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore 
having the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose _ An
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation, 
elimination, repunctualion and cremation, all 
to ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minus that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
one—could have conceived of the deeply 
laid’plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into a new system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How and why 
this scheme was carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those' who lived 
at and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
er*. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired in earth life, but alsp tho 
clearer knowledge'gained in spirit life.v 'No 
scholar living on earth at the present time,how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world’s religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, anddestroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This was done because they contained historic»! 
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
as many other eminent scholars who have the 
courage to publicly express, not only their con. 
victions, bat the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing *w*y frohi the 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who «re looking for truth upon 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it th* 
offspring of more ancient religions ? ;

Price, Poatngo 12 Cents.

ANEXC ELLENTTwomC
T\F.ATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

IS Tie “Stellar Key“ is tho nhiloBppliical Intro
auction u> the rorrlatlom contained In thlB boo«. 
Some Idea or thU little volume may be gained from the 
following table of content«: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Bccnot In the Summer-land; S-Soc|ety Jn ‘ho 
Summer-Land; 4—Soclal Centrealn the Summcr-Land;- 
s—Winter-Land and Summerland; 6-Language ami 
Life In Bummer-Land: 7-Material Work for Splrlln*! 
Worker»; H—tTitlmntca In the Summer-Land; 2—Voice 
from Jutes Victor Wllsr.n. This enlarged edition con
ulna mors than double the amount of matter In fon. 
mer editions, and Is enriched by n beautiful front!»- 
gleet, illustrating the "formntlon of the Spiritual 

ody.“ Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cent». For sale 
*t this oHce. ,___ ' ~ •BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
di which helped or made them perform ntfjfhtp 
works and utter Inspired words, togbtlicr with aoms 
Personal TTalta and CbarftcterhdCR vt Prnplirikf Apas< 
DokabMJm«»,orncMilnmi of "Ths KtraaiHr! 
hr AuMltWA»« JPrieiTaowu*. Tor mo m ifit
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.SIXTEEN VOLUMES, WRITTEN IN A 
TRANCE, INTELLIGIBLE ONLY TO AN 
OHIO MAN WHO HIMSELF MUST GET 
IN TOUCH WITH PSYCHO FIRST.

A Marvelous Cure by Dr. A. B. 
. Dobson, Across the River, in 

Hanover, Ill,

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
. ■ ■ TUTTLE. - ■

SPIRIT-WORLD—THE ANCIENTS 
' AND MODERNS.

pROF. A. C. C. PFUHL, ‘ ASTROLO
t ger. author of Astrological Chart, will cast your 
boroscope. Send for circular. 125 Bolivar Street, 
Cleveland, Ohio. - 219

FLORIDA.
ALL WHO VISIT FLORIDA THIS 

JL winter, will flud good accomodations at the Sun
ford House, Sanford, Fla. Only 18 miles from Winter 
Park, with good train service between the two phices. 
We shall make a special low rate to Spiritual Ms.

piYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
i..?0.“dlng or.?lx fl»e«U0M answered, io cents and 
three stamps. Mtkoukkitb Bubtoh, 1472 Washio».
on street Boston, Mass. '

TXIPTHERIA, CHOLERA. QUINSY. 
J-S Croup, Erysipelas, Piles and Catarrh of the throat. 
The Antidote sent for one dollar. Lady Agents wanted. 
Dr. G. If. Miller, 1441 South 12th Street, Denver, Colo.

A REINCARNATED MEDIUM, AS- 
/I tral horoscope and spirit nativity given. Number 
of Incarnations, and In what race. Sdnd name, lock of 
hair, box, with one dollar, for reading. Ed. Butze,

KRISS LOTTIE FOWLER, CELE- 
1VJL brated trance, test, business and spiritual me
dium; also answers letters. Pee from 12 to 95. Hours 
from 2 o'clock P. m. till 8. 485 West Madison street, 
Chicago, 111.____________ ' _______________ 2i7

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
niBensea treated by vital mnitnetlBin and hynnollmn-do- 
velops latent psychical power«; eonmiitatlon and cor
respondence by mall. «1.00. No. 224 East Ontario 
Direct. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m.

pIE 2 CHEAPEST A N D BEST 
J. books on cnrtli. Every American should rend 

them. Enclose 20 cents In silver. J. E. McMahol, 
P. M„ Diamond, Ark. ■ 218

’KJIAGNE TIC U EALING PAPER.— 
£VJ I dozen sheets, sent hy mid!, si.00; dozen, 50 
cents; cabinet photo., 25 cent«.- 1 receive many favor- I 
able reports. Allie Lindsay Laxcu, 420 Main ! 
Street. Memphis, Tenn._______________________ 2IK >

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CEND THREE '¿-CENT STAMPS 

lock of hair, age. name, sex. ono leading aympiom 
and your disease will be diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose, Cal. J»*vpvww.

R)R. CARPENTER HAS MADE A 
LN specialty of treating the alcohol and opium hab« 
It* many years, and will warrant q cure for «20.00. 
Afflicted one. go and be healed. Office, 125 South 
Chirk Street, Room 28, Chicago, 111. lloura, 10 a. m.

piIE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H, W 
nS. n.81.“cl Jlr.' wln aer)d you by 16tter »life raadtM of 
the past and future with dates. Mall a lock ofbai. and one dollar. Address Prof. H W 8uS, No 21 
West Ave., Jackson, Mich. ' "

J. G. W- ENTWISTLE, M. D.
Also Clairvoyant Doctor.

PORM&RLY OFTROY, N.Y. PR AC- 
Jl tick of 80 years. Chronic diseases a specialty. 
Referees given. Hours 9 a. tn. to 4 p. m. Office, 
6336 Harvard Avo., Englewood. Chicago, Ill. 220

FIFE ANP LABOR IN THE'SPIRIT- Lu u.«.rlgley.BuuU.1J.
JLn world. oyMiss Mary T. Shelhamer. It abound« ■ tensely interesting. Price 80 cent«. Por Mie at this 
p facts In reference to tne Summer-Land. Price 11.00. | efflee. .

RTER VO US DISEASES—ABSENT OR 
1V present treatment. Charles W. Boughton, • 
Room 28, 125 Clark Street, near Madison, Chicago, 
111. Office hours: 7to9r. M. _ 218

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

Through the Mediumship of 
Geo. Cole.

To the Editor:—I send herewith a 
communication, addressed to me from 
Mir, Edward Shippen, Louisville, Ky. 
The communication was sent to me, I 
suppose, in grateful recognition of my 
instrumentality in organizing and sus- 
taming, continuously for fifteen years, a 
circle at which spirit intelligences of all 

■ ages and eras, historic and pre-historic, 
as well as contemporary, have found fa
vorable conditions for communicating. 
In speaking of “organizing and sustain
ing a spirit circle,” I only refer to such 
organization as It exists on the mortal 
side of life.

Bro. Shippen, -who is an able- -writer, 
and who is exceptionally well Informed 
on the subject of Spirit-life and inter
course, attaches no less importance than 
I do to the advent of ancient and pre
historic spirits among ns. -

Confucius has, during a considerable 
period of time, and through several of 
our best mediums, manifested to Bro
ther Shippen, and in the communica
tion sent me, he traces the similarity of 
thought between the Confucius com
munication spoken at the Carrie Miller 
circle (printed in The Progressive 
Thinker of December 9th) and commu
nications which he had heretofore re
ceived.

In an earlier period of spirit manifos- 
tations through Mr. Cole I submitted 
the original manuscript (independent 
spirit-writing) of the ancients to'psj'dio- 
metric interpretation, and always with 
satisfactory results. When the visiting 
spirits gave us, as they frequently did, 
character-writing, I was never at loss to 
find mediumistic translators or inter
preters, among the most conspicuous of 
whom was Dr. J. M. Cooper, of Belle
fontaine. Ohio. Dr. Cooper, under 
spirit direction, wrote a biographical 
sketch of Confucius, and a great honor 
was conferred upon him by being chosen 
by the ancient band to write biograph
ical sketches of all whose portraits were 
drawn by those incomparable spirit- 
artists—the Andersons.

■ All of my correspondence with Bro
ther Shippen is, comparatively ' speak
ing, of a recent date; and it is especially 
gratifying to me to-learn that his expe
rience in communicating with spirits of 
the bygone ages runs, in many particu
lars, in parallel lines with my experi
ence. Confucius writes through Pierre 
Keeler (independent slate-writing) and 

"the guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond 
■‘interpret this writing, which is not in 
our language, but in characters.

Thus is the ancient world, with the 
aggregated power of the intervening 
centuries, making its presence known 
and its beneficent and illuminating power 
felt in our day and age. And for what 
purpose? Can it be for any other than 
to render decisive the contest between 
Spiritualism and all opposing forces? 
thus hastening the day of a resurrected 
and immortalized humanity.

. . Chas. R. Miller.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

SUGGESTIVE THOUGHTS FROM EDWARD 
Shippen.

Friend Miller:—The communica
tion of Confucius in the Progressive 
Thinker of Nov. 9, 1893, is one to 
awaken deep thought. Every paragraph 
contains statements which should arrest 
the attention of the thoughtful Spiritu
alist.'

■ While occupying a mortal form this 
; philosopher of transcendent wisdom 

spent his life in teaching the highest 
•political and social ethics. Centuries 
before the coming of the Nazareno he 
quoted to his countrymen the law of the 
prophets—the divine principle, the rock 
of ages, upon which all truth has been 
founded, which is from everlasting to 

-everlasting, with neither beginning of 
days norend of life—the law of peace and 
love, as embodied in the golden rule.

And now, after dwelling more than 
twenty-five centuries in higher spheres, 
he comes again, with individuality un
changed, in character of teacher to 

'• mortals, giving lessons which, if heed
ed, will be of unspeakable value to mor
tals when translated to the higher 
spheres. ‘

■ “I deem it of importance to speak to 
mortals of this age of some of the duties 
they will have to perform when spirits.” 

• That “the great spirits while in the 
spiritual condition devote their time 

- and Resources to the developments of 
new worlds.”

That "the different trades and profes
sions learned in earth-life, serve toqual- 

‘ ify their spirits for the duties they shall 
■ be called upon to perform when they 
■ shall have reached the universal spheres 

■’of spiritual space.”
< ■ That “every mortal should sacrifice 
' (or waste) no day or hour of his time, 
• ‘apart from the calling in which he may 

have found himself placed.”
• That “Knowledge and accuracy arise 
‘“■from practice, and not from theory.”
, ' As corroborative evidence of the truth

< ' of the foregoing, I quote from the Han- 
'Yier of TAght, of May 18, 1878, from a 
•• discourse of Spirit B. Franklin, through
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, giving an 

p- account of his progressive unfoldment 
; in spirit-life; in which discourse he said 
i;. (speaking to his spirit-guide): “I would 
' like to find out, if possible, the method 
¿ whereby spiritual beings or forces con
. troland act upon earthly beings.” To 
v which his guide, replied: “You wish to 
ÿ enter the sphere of study of the ele- 

inents in connection with, spiritual be- 
ihgs and intelligences?” I said, .“Yes.” 

• 1 joined a group of spirits who were

"intent upon solving the problem of 
communication between the outward 
sphere which is the earth-life, and the 
spiritual spheres, not only in the man
ner of impression and guardianship, 
which. I discovered to be a distinct spir
itual power, but in the manner of affect
ing the currents of the atmosphere and 
occult forces lying around the earth.” 
I was to be admitted to this council as 
one of the message-bearers to the earth! 
One of the message-bearers! The 
thought itself electrified me. Could it 
be possible, then, to open a direct line of 
communication? I bethought me of the 
subtle force that had intently occupied 
my thought and mind during a portioif 
of my life, • Could it be through some 
such force as electricity in its vibra
tions? Was there some method where
by this substance which was spiritual 
and yet tangible to me could be brought 
in direct contact with matter and be 
made to. reveal the consciousness of 
man’s spiritual life, by the stepping
stone of physical science? Here was a 
problem, which he and the council 
finally solved. We made our first ex
pression of individual contact with mat
ter in connection with the modern phase 
of Spiritualism, Rochester knockings.* 
I have quoted from Franklin, as an il
lustration of the principle stated by 
Confucius, that the different trades and 
professions learned in earth-life serve 
to qualify their spirits for the duties 
they shall be called upon to .perform 
wheq they shall have'reached tne uni
versal spheres of spiritual space.

■ I quote again from Franklin’s, dis
course:

“If a spirit can move one atom of ex
ternal substance tq do its bidding in re
sponse to its intelligent wish and will, 
then it solves all the problems of the 
heavenly bodies, places us in communi
cation with the great forces that lie be
hind nature, and makes the revelation 
to our consciousness that planets and 
systems as well as men and immortal 
souls are under tho guidance of angelic 
powers as' the agents of tho Divine 
Mind.” Can a spirit move one atom?. 
Hundreds can testify that, while hold
ing two clean slates banded together in 
their hands, in the presence of A. Camp
bell or Dr. H. Rodgers, for a less time 
than fifteen minutes, on opening they 
have found an oil painting of a land
scape or of flowers or of a portrait inside 
of tho slates, which contained allusions 
to tho past. Thousands can testify to 
the movement of musical instruments in 
tbe air and, while there, being played 
upon by invisible forces. Other thou
sands to receiving communications by in
dependent slate writing.

“If a spirit can move an atom,” says 
Franklin, “ it solves all the problems of 
the heavenly bodies.”

“Tho great spirits while in the spirit
ual condition devote their time and re
sources,” says-Confucius, “to the de'vel- 

‘ opment of new worlds.”
“Let the trade or profession be ever 

so humble, it has its importance in the 
ages to come; and that mortal who shall 
be found to be the most proficient in his 
art, will bo found in advance of those 
spirits who have sacrificed their oppor
tunities for the indolence of luxury and 
pleasure-while mortals.” “Every mor
tal should sacrifice no day or hou/-” in 
this rudimentary school, but daily and 
hourly add to his knowledge while on 
earth, to prepare for tho higher school, 
an ascension of Alpine heights of 
knowledge and consequent power and 
•usefulness in other spheres.

Eternal progression is the universal 
law.

How fast tho human race has pro
gressed since my boyhood days—since I 
traveled to a neighbor’s- to borrow a 
shovelful of live coals—since the flint 
lock was displaced by the percussion 
cap hammer. Since 1820 the human 
race has become a wonderful creator— 
creator of instruments to alleviate the 
toil of the masses—the spinning jenny, 
tho reaper and mower, sowing machine, 
photograph, phonotone, tho iron horse 
and ocean greyhound, and electric car. 
His iron nerves extended over tho 
world, over which thrills of joy or sor
row travel to make the world akin. 
Timo and space almost annihilated— 
night turned into day by miniature suns 
created and hung in tho air—Wonderful 
the progress within the last few score of 
years! Who can limit the accretions of 
knowledge and power man will attain 
even while on earth? Is it possible for 
evolution—progress—to cease and end 
with life on earth, and be translated 
to another sphere of existence simply to 
sing forever and forever paeans of praise 
around the great white fhrone, to the 
Infinite? Absurd, barbaric thought!

Thanks to Confucius, for imparting 
the knowledge that far higher and no
bler employments await us on the fur
ther shore.

Addison must have been inspired 
when he wrote, “There is not a more 
pleasing consideration than that of the 
perpetual progress which the . soul 
makes towards the perfection of its na-: 
ture, without ever arriving at a period 
(a stop) in it. To look Upon the soul as 
going from strength to strength, to 
consider she is to shine forever, with 
new accessions of power, glory and 
brightness to all eternity; that she Will 
be adding virtue to virtue and knowl
edge to knowledge, carries with it 
something wonderfully agreeable to 
that ambition which is natural to the 
mind of man. Nay, it mnst be & pros
pect pleasing to God himself, to see his 
creatures forever beautifying in his 
eyes and drawing nearer to .him by 
greater degrees of •resemblance.” ■

Fraternally yours, 
Edward Shippen.

Louisville, Ky., Dec. 19, 1893.

Every man has a paradise around him 
until he sins, and the angel of an ac
cusing conscience drives him froth his 
Eden.—Longfellow.

It may pass for a maxim in State that 
the administration cannot be placed in 
too few hands, nor the legislation in too 
many.—Swift.

It must be an industrious < yo\ith t(h at 
provides against age; he that fools away 
the one must either beg or starve jn the 
other.—Estrange, s — - - ----  ■

To the Editor:—Dr. Leonard Her
bert Nason, an old-timer of Chicago, has 
passed to the spirit realms. As set 
forth by the Chicago Herald, from the 
plain, two-story frame house, 277 For- 
quer street, next door to a coal office, the 
substanceless part of Dr. Leonard Her
bert Nason took wing to mingle with 
the disembodied band with whom he 
had been in communication so many 
years and with such results. Dr, Nason 
was an old man, but Spiritualists, many 
of them at least, will always believe he 
died of a broken heart. And they will 
miss him; will miss his counsel and his 
heaven-born words of authority; but 
they find comfort in the 'belief that he 
will still speak to them through some 
medium to be raised up for that special 
purpose.

Dr. Nason first saw the light among 
the green-clad heights of Verniont. 
Nothing in his early years presaged the 
place he would hold as a man in his im
mediate circle. He rambled through 
the fields and woods and drove the cows 
as other boys did, and when he was 12 
years old his parents moved to Boston. 
There Leonard Herbert Nason grew to 
manhood as other young men grew, and 
became a doctor. In no way markedly 
different from his associates in lecture 
hall, dissecting-room and clinic, he still 
had not 4o the full the reckless, irrelig
ious spirit so common among medical 
students. He was at the same time a 
student of materia medica and the Bi
ble, an enthusiastic devotee of science 
and a fountain of deep religious feeling.

FIFTEEN YEARS IN CHICAGO.
He remained in Boston, practicing 

medicine there, until about forty years 
ago. Then he came to Chicago. Here 
he pursued his profession until fifteen 
years ago, when he retired from active 
practice and devoted the declining years 
of his life to the work which had year 
by year become his delight and his am
bition. ! -

During all these years Dr. Nason lived 
and moved among the haunts of men in 
no way different, externally, from his 
fellows who confined their energies to 
mundane affairs and left things spiritual 
to the pastor. He married twice and 
raised a small family. A son and daugh
ter, botii married, the son living in Chi
cago and the daughter in Wisconsin, 
and a widow survive him.

Just when Dr. Nason became a Spirit
ualist is not exactly known. When come 
in the wake of increasing years -.he be
came an avowed Spiritualist, what his 
intimates thought ho had been at heart 
for a long time. Since he laid down the 
stethoscope and scalpel fifteen years ago 
he had given all his time to the exer
cise of the power his co-religionists be
lieve was his—the power to bridge the 
chasm which separates the finite from 
the infinite, time from eternity.

MEDIUM OF A HIGH CLASS.

Dr. Nason was a medium, a medium 
of marvelous kind and rare employment, 
Spiritualists say. He was not one of 
that class of mediums which has hitched 
the disembodied spirit of realms celes
tial to tne wagon of human selfishness 
with a chain forged from a bimetallic 
currency. No credulous Board of Trade 
operators, love-sick schoolgirls, moon
ing swains or jealous wives crossed his 
threshold to anoint his palm with sil
ver and absorb pap for cupidity, senti
mentality or suspicion. Dr. Nason glo
rified among his fellow believers in be
ing a medium in the interest of science. 
To his hand, he felt, had been given the 
power to roll back the curtains, hiding 
prehistoric irons of time and to drag 
from the breast of nature the secrets 
heretofore hidden from man save for 
stray hints dropped in geological forma
tions.

Nason was a writing medium. The 
messages sent to him from beyond old 
Charon’s landing could not be trans
mitted to the children of men through 
the voice of an animal organism. And 
these messages were not cast into the 
world to.be read and comprehended of 
all men. They had to do with things of 
which no man knows and no spirit who 
was man. ■ The disembodied inhabit
ants of spirit-land, as revealed by the 
workings of modern Spiritualism, at
tend strictly each to his own business.

CONSISTENCY IN SPIRITS.
The spirit who was a car-driver in 

life never attemuts to deliver apocalyp
tic lectures on forms and manifestations 
of electricity. The shade of a dead 
Chinaman never talks from the farther 
shore as if he had once been a San Fran
cisco sand lot orator. And these spirits 
who communicated with humanity 
through Dr. Nason’s hand, being Spirits 
of an age anterior to the creation of 
man; wrote in languages long dead, if, 
indeed, they ever existed on earth.

Dr. Nason began to receive and to 
write his marvelous communications 
from spirit-land several yearsago. Since 
the tremor and tho impulse to - Write 
first seized him his life work has been 
that of amanuensis to historic spirits. 
The manuscripts so written constitute 
his monument. These manuscripts no 
■man can read. Dr. Nason received 
these messages when in a trance, when 
controlled by spirits. Then his hand 

' obeyed the spirits without his volition. 
When he oame back to earth they were 
undecipherable to him. The most em
inent savants of old-world universities, 
skilled philologists, were unable to pen
etrate tho meaning of the peculiar char-

They were translatable, though, these 
messages, but not by màn. Written by 
spirits, they were elucidated by spirits.
INTELLIGIBLE ONLY TO AN OHIO MAN.

An Ohio doctor, also a medium and 
possessed of powers supplemental^ to 
Dr. Nason’s, has, when controlled, given 
to the world translations of these mess
ages written in good, plain, round hand 
English. These translations have been 
given to the world in a green covered 
volume. This book represents the life- 
wex^Af Dr. Nason. Its title' page is in
scribed: “History of Prehistoric Ages, 
written by the ancient historic band of 
spirits through the hand of Leonard 
Herbert Nason, Chicago, Hl., and trans
lated by James Cooper, M. D., of Belle
fontaine, Ohio.” -

These published translations of only a 

part of Dr. Nason’s writings deal with 
the history of the earth and man down 
to'the time profane history begins, 
starring with thè creation or formation 
and running on down through the cool
ing period, the glacial paleozoic, car
boniferous, and other geological ages, 
and winding up with discourses on pre
historic races. Thè ancient India and 
«, the Americans of pre-Aztec‘time

e mythical Atlantis arq exhaus
tively treated. A scoffer at Spiritual
ism might say this joint work of Dr. 
Nason, Dr. Cooper and the “Ancient 
Historic Band of Spirits” could have 
been written by anyone fairly conversant 
with geology, astronomy and thè Bible, 
and endowed with a vigorous imagina
tion. However that may be, Spiritual
ists believe in Dr. Nason’s work.

FILLED SIXTEEN BIG BOOKS.
Dr. Nason did a prodigious amount of 

physical labor as, amanuensis for the 
“Ancient Historic Band of Spirits.” 
With his blunt lead pencil he filled six
teen big books, counting-room daybook 
size, with queer writing—about 5,000 
pages in all. And all of this writing 
was not done in one sort of characters 
either, A dozen different languages of 
spirit-land were' drawn upon. Some
times the writing looks like Hebrew, 
though'not Hebrew';!again, like Chinese; 
again like the determined pencil stabs 
of an energetic 2-,year-old. But it is all 
real writing, Spiritualists say, and Dr." 
Cooper, of Ohio,, can translate It when 
controlled. Spiritualistic enthusiasts 
with an eye to the future seem io ' see 
the day when the sixteen volumes left 
by Dr. Nason shall supersede in antique 
interest the Arabie version of the Bible 
and the Sanscrit edition of the Buddhist 
Vedas. . .

Thus has passed away, ripe in years, 
one of the old landmarks of Spiritual
ism, The old man will be remembered 
kindly by hundreds of Spiritualists in 
this city. '

Passed to Spirit-Life.’ I
Passed to Spirit-life at her home near' 

Cuyahoga Falls, O., Dec. 5, 1893, Mrs. 
P. O. Rice. She was a firm believer in 
Spiritualism. On the same day her old 
est sister passed to Spirit-life, near the 
same place. Both were buried at the 
same time, Dec. 8,1893.

Mrs. C. A. Boyd.

Passed to the higher life, January 
23rd, at his home in Ludlow, Vt.. Martin 
M. Tarbell, aged 52 years and 15 days. 
He was a kind and loving husband and 
father, and much beloved by all. The 
funeral obsequies were, largely attended 
by members of the G, A. R. and I. O. O. 
F.,who showed by their full ranks, their 
love for their arisen comrade and 
brother. Mrs. S. A. Wilney spoke 
words of wisdom and comfort as best she 
could to a very large audience at the 
Universalist church. The dear form 
was interred among the flowers he 
loved so well, and the floral tributes 
wei'e many and varied from acquaint
ances and friends.

Passed to Spirit-life from her daugh
ter’s homo, at^ Port Washington, Wis., 
January 2, Mrs. Sally Beals, at the ad
vanced age of 91 years. She was a de
voted Christian, but during her last 
years had read and reflected upon the 
subject of Spiritualism, and its teach
ings had given her renewed assurance 
of immortality and the comfortin g belief 
in spirit communion. Hèr husband, 
Francis Beals, had passed to Spirit-life 
some years ago, but true to his memory 
and love she had remained a widow, 
and to the writer had expressed a con
scious belief that his spirit had faith
fully watched over her earth life with 
the some true affection. Sho was the 
writer's aunt by marriage, and affection
ately esteemed for her many virtues and 
womanly character.

7 Bishop A. Beals.

, Mr. Henry Bronson, of Germantown, 
Pa., aged (il. Ho was a member of the 
.First Association of Spiritualists, and a 
trustee for several years. Dr. Beckwell 
Ë.wer and Samuel Wheeler were the 
speakers at tho funeral, and their re
marks wero appropriate to-the occasion.

James Shumway.

Passed to Spirit-life from near Lima, 
Iowa, Jan. 3, 1894, Cecil Elvir, youngest 
son of James and Kate Hutchison, in 
the third year of his age. ' On account 
of being far from any Spiritualist speak
er, the president of our society, Mr. A. 
D. Simes, read an appropriate selection 
at the funeral, giving that consolation 
to the relatives that only Spiritualism 
can give.

John Hutchison.

Mr. William Cokayoe passed to Spirit
life on the 25th of December, at Geet- 
ingsville, Ind., at the age of 61 years. 
He was a firm believer in Spiritualism. 
The funeral services were conducted by 
the G. A. R. Post of Rossville.

Mertie Cokayne.

Passed to higher life, Mrs. Almira 
Sischo, from her home in Burlington, 
Mich., aged 64 years. Funeral services 
were conducted January 3rd, by Mrs. 
Emily D. King, of Butler, Mich., and at
tended by a large and attentive audi
ence. Miss Myrtie D. King.

Mansill’s Almanac for 1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology, 

Almanac Makers’ and Weather .Fore
casters’ .Guide, and New System of 
Science, by Richard Mansill, is now out, 
and will be sent to any address for 25 
cents. Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally should have it.

F. P. Baker, of Topeka, Kansas, 
writes: “I think that the first marriage 
ceremony ever performed by Spiritual
ist lecturers, in Kansas was? on the even
ing of January 3, When Mrs. Lillian L. 
Wood united in marriage in accordance 
with the laws of this State two very 
popular young people, Mr..Stephen J. 
Lewis and Miss Alma I. Studer. By the 
way, Mrs. Wood has been obliged to ask 
the Grand Rapids society to cancel her 
engagement to speak there through the 
month of February on account of the 
sickness of her mother, whom siie dare 
not leave for the present, at least. The 
society there were very kind in express
ing their regrets and agreeing to cancel 
the engagement.” .

“Mtb.'WIhbIow’b Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama 
tino, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25cabot tie

Expiring Subscriptions.
The period of expiring subscriptions 

1b on us. As ' The Progressive 
Thinker is published on the cash plan, 
of course all names are dropped tis soon 
as the time is ' reached to which ad
vanced payments are made. We know 
money is close and hard to get.' News
paper publishers feel the pressure more 
keenly than others, because many per
sons unwisely commence economy in 
expenses by cutting off mental aliment. 
This should not be. The trifling cost of 
The Progressive Thinker; but little 
mprp than the blank paper on which it 
is printed, and the large amount of edu
cational matter with which it is laden, 
commend it to the thoughtful every
where, '

If the reader is in straitened circum
stances, and cannot afford toa invest $1 
for a year, he can certainly spare 25 
cents and extend his subscription three 
months, until business .resumes its 
wpijted activity, .¡Then there will be no 
break in healthful, reading, no discour
agement to the publisher, and no regret 
that invaluable piatter, which will never 
be replaced,, has escaped attention. The 
hope Of the world rests with the well
read Spiritualist and Agnostic.

Reader, let us share each other's bur
dens as much aa we can while these 
financial embarrassments stare all in 
the .face. Only a few months more, 
when public confidence will be restored, 
and. prosperity wl'.l return in an unex
ampled manner. ■

We are aiding the world to the extent 
of giving employment to tew persons, at 
a considerable sacrifice, too, to ourself. 
Can you not aid. us in this laudable 
work by renewing vour subscription at 
once, and, if possible, send in an ad
ditional subscriber?

(advertisement.)
Dr. Dobson—Dear Sir:—One of the 

greatest cures has been performed by 
you in my family that medicine has ever 
done. My daughter Emma was sick for 
months with a complication of diseases, 
and was attended by three physicians 
until she got so low she could not turn 
in bed or scarcely swallow, and all hopes 
were • gone’ for her recovery. At this 
critical period we sent for your reme
dies and commenced giving them to her. 
In a few hours we could see a change 
for the better, and in three days she was 
up, and after taking the remedies a few 
months, she is as well as any person in 
the country. No one would thiuk she 
had been so near the grave. The most 
remarkable thing about this case is this: 
After she could get about the house she 
ate too many oysters, which made her 
very sick. The next day I wrote to Dr. 
Dobson, stating tho case, but before I 
put the letter in the postoffice I received 
a letter from him, answering every 
question in tho letter I had not sent, he 
also sending more remedies, which soon 
completed ner cure. This showed mo 
he could answer questions by some 
power outside of himself. I wish I 
could let everybody know "the great 
power Dr. Dobson has in curing suffer
ing humanity, and I earnestly ask you 
to write me in this case, for I am willing 
to give testimony under oath to ihe

The above was also told a short time 
ago by Mr. Hunt to Calvin E. Northrop, 
a highly-respected citizen of Maquoketa. 
—Maquoketa Record.

(See ad. in another column.)
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

DR. RANDALL’S
Union Dark Sanitarium.

TT OCCUPIES ONE- OF TIf% MOST 
Z picturesque locations In Chicago, 82 Ogden Avenue, 
lu tho central part of the clly; of easy access by the 
Madison and Randolph street cars, and Lake Street 
Elevated Road. Open January 25th, 1894. For par
ticulars address Mbs. L. Pst Anderson, 32 Ogden Av.

DR. HENRY ROGERS.
p/IE CELEBRATED MEDIUM FOR 
J Independent slate-writing, pictures, aud other 

phase». 238 Park avenue, (near Hoyne avenue), 
Chicago, Ill., also makes a specialty of diagnosing 
and curing disease where others bavo failed. Dr. 
Rogers makes his remarkable cures entirely through 
spytrr power. He is endorsed by tbo Spiritual press 
as being one of the best Clairvoyants and phenome
nal mediums In tho world. Sittings dally for slate
writing and diagnosis, - 220

For the .Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

_i__________  ■

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

/J . COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND
Bongs, Golden ClmlnRccItation«, Memory Gem«, 

Choral Responses, Funeral Service«, PrograiiB for 
session«, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marchlbg; Ban
ners, Standards, tboBand of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may bo organized and conducted 
without other .assistance. Tt supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual, songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of tho oldhymnology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such as no other selection contains, It gives 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, oven* step 
of which is made plain by engravings. It gives In
structions how to m&ko the badges and banner* and 
Instructs In marching. It «hows howto establishs 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to tho Lyceum, and has 
nil the moit beautiful songs which have beengathered 
up by that movement. •

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor ¿. the 
Lyceum. The hook Is the result of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum. . * .

While intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 rages of new-spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except Ln sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book ha« been placed at tho 
remarkably low price of 50 .cents, sent postpaid. Ad- 
dres« Hudson Tutilx 4 Co., Publishers. Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of Tur Pbogbbssxvb Teinkbb 
where tbejvork may be bad, wholesale and retail.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE
history of Athmel, Chief Prlost of & Band d Al- 

Aryans. Thia pamphlet, containing 81 page«, wa, w»!*- 
ten through the medlumahlp of U. G. Flgley, and 1« Io-

HEALING!
New Revealed Remedy I

Quick Treatment! Permanent Cures!- ■ . . ► ■
No Stamps Required in Advance!

No Leading Simptoms nor Lock of Hair!
Only Name and Age Required!

GRAND GENEROUS OFFER OF TRIAL 
TEST .TREATMENT OF THE PABULUM OF 
LIFE FOR THIRTY DAYS IN YOUR OWN 
home, for all conditions arising 
FROM EXHAUSTED NERVOUS ENERGY ■ 
OR LOSS OF VITAL FORCE.

Disease, as a whole, we regard as a 
unit, call it by whatever name you will, 
according to its manifestations, or de
gree of expression; but the causation of 
disease is all the same, namely: an, 
impaired vitality, or loss of vital force 
-—whether, by blood poison or other
wise.
1 The “Pabulum of Life” is a new 
A^IMENTA remedy, and.was gpeciallyre- 
vealed for the augmentation of vitality, 
or life-renewal; and is, therefore, a 
fundamental cure for fundamental mal
ady or physical degeneration.

It will strengthen the weak, invigorate 
the young, and re-juvenate the old. In 
other words it will remove prostration, 
cure disease and restore lost health.

TRY IT! TRY IT! TRY IT!
Thirty days trial, remember, free by 

mail, for $i.

DR. R. GREER,
127 LaSalle St., Chicago.

7 WISH, ALL GOOD. HONES!' ME- 
J diumB, willing to submit to test conditions, to 
know that I have two good rooms—one for seances, 
and one for sleeping—that I will place at their dis
posal for two weeks, free of cost. Mediums will please 
correspond with Mrs. L. Hecker, Oil City, Pu. 217

OU ARE AN EPITOME 0F~TIIE

■Universe. Wafted by the never-ceasing thought
waves from the great mental ocean of life, you are 
drifting to an unknown shore. The stars reveal your 
destiny, your relation to tho universe and to God. 
Bend date of birth, lu own bandwriting, with 50 cents, 
for a,full delineation of character. Uriel Buchanan,

SPIRITUALIST, SEND $1 AND GET 
O a genuine spirit prescription for one of the best 
tonics known for most diueaseB. Send the addressee 
of six of your suffering friends with your order, and 
receive, as u present, a copy of tho “True Healing 
Art,” 288 pages. If not pleased, your money will be 
returned; 28,000 sentout under guarantee; uot one re
turned, but, on the contrary, testimonials from many 
given. Dr. C. D. Gulley, 4183 Cottage Grove Avenue,

ORMSBY’S
Advance Weekly Star Report, 

— AND —
Prognostication for the Future.

[OOPYBIGHTRD 1894, BY P. E. OUMSBY, A MAGI MYSTIC.] 

52 PLANETARY READINGS
For Each Week During tho Year 1804

For Only $2.00, Less Than 
Four. Cents Each.

WortJi $2.00 Each to Anyone.

7'HESE READINGS WILL TEACH
any person tbe science of Planetary Delineation, 

and each one will explain tbe life of every child born 
during that week, as well as showing the effect of the 
planets upon Business, Social, Political and National 
Proceedings, nnd Personal FceHugs In Individual 
Lives. Designed for the lasirttctlon and guidance of 
those who seek to know the hldilen cause and meaning 
of things. It contains a zodiac, with tho planets In 
position, for each Monday morning at 8 a. m„ nnd they 
are mailed to each subscriber ten days tn advance of 
the time and dates delineated. They will be printed 
on flue book paper, and will make au excellent bound 
volume for reference at the end of th« year. Sub
scribe at once. If you wish Co secure all of the copies. 
________ F. E. ORMSBY, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

HARK !
TTAVF. YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER- 

JNL ous growth? Do you wish a psychometric rend
ing, cxftinlnatlon or advise regarding business? Write 
to Dr. J. C. Phillips, giving age and. sex. and enclosing 
lock of bnlr and one dollar, and three 2-cent stamps. 
Three questions briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad-

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED

theraputlcslncludlng the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet* 
Isjn, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students In four 
continents bavo taken the course. The college 1a 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system pi printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of Now York. E. 
J).- Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange 
New Jeraey. 234

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER!
JI70ULD YOU ENOW NOUR FU- 
yy turo, your business prospects, etc-? "Would 

you unfold your psychic powers? Send lock of hair 
and handwriting. Trial reading, 10 cent«; regular, 50 
cents. Address, Frances King Muller, 1904 Wabash

FflF Is 70 Tns BICK AND afflicted. Send flvo ULL two-cent stamps, agç, sex. handwriting and 
IlLL’îcadÎngBymptonijyou Vin reçoive a ccr- 
■ rect diagnosis of your disease by psycho
metric clairvoyant power free, and bow to effect a 
euro. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 858, Lansing, Mich. [219

NATIONAL 

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( hrOOBPOBATKD NOV. 1, 1893.)

7'HE HEADQUARTERS OF THE
NbUodbI Spiritualists’ Association Is now open 

at aU times, and all Spiritualists are Invited to visit 
their official home. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested to «end in their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to ns of b)1 changes of 
location. Officers of societies in all foreign countries 
are also requested to oonfer with ns, and information 
is desired respecting all new phases of development 
In all parts of the world. Book«, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for tbe National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above.. Robkbt A. Dimmiok, 
Secretary. 214tf

LiFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
AUTHOR OF "COMMON. SENSEf 

“Rights of Man,” “Age of Reason,” etc., ‘With 
critical and explanatory observations of mi writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truth is 
regard t6 thia moat abased patriot and religious re* 
former should read thia volume. Price IL Tortaff 
10 cent*. For Bale at this office-

OR. HENRY ROGERS,
The Celebrated Medium for Inde

pendent Slate - Writing, Pic- 
tines and Other Phases.

ALSO MAKES A SPECIALTY OF 
H ■ diagnosing and curing disease where others 
hove failed. Dn. Roanus makes his remarkable euro, 
entirely through sviiut yownn. Ho Is endorsed by tho 
spiritual press iu, being ouo of tho best Clairvoyants 
and Phenomenal Mediums In tbo world. The doctor 
has established a lurgo Sanitarium at
234 to 238 Purk Ave. (near Hoyne 

Ave.), Chicago, 111.,
to accommodate his growing practice, and where pa
tients can have the benefit of first-class board while 
under treatment. Out of town people who are unable 
to come to tho Sanitarium can bo treated at home. 
Bend for descriptive pamphlet and testimonials. Sit- 
tinos Daily for slate-writing and diagnosis, ■■ 21itf

THE SICK ARE CURED, AND 
, SKEPTICS LEFT TO

WONDER.
A LEADING SYMPTOM IS "NOT 

.‘‘i* .no! “hl » ’«mi about your 
ailments,' but send a lock of yaur hair, age and five 
two-cent «tamps, and receive a complete diagnosis of 
your disease. The most dliUcilf Cases are solicited, 

th,081’ bMlledTUe most emlueut mei 
leal minus of our day. (Cancers and Internal tumors cured without the use of a knife.) Eighteen y”ar? 
practice and success unparalleled, Address with full 
Dam«, A. J. SlIIMP, M. D«, Gotk SmtHrA And ftmith Street«, SprtDgfleld;Mo. * Q 6 2tStfh

__ _ . _ 7 : ~ 1
toVa Nr

MEDIUM pcywv^i-ip 

PSYCHE. 7 I9 I X.1 J

develop
YOU» ■ ~"J"

Prloo 11.00, Postage 20 cents. Send «temp for de. 
«captive circular and lestinJonUlB.

_ _________ w, H. BAOH. Mfr., 6t. Paul, Minn»
JDELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE

T-JOW TO BECOME A ~MEDIUM 
YPDR home. Will send a pamphlet con. talnlng instructions, a letter designating' your phases 

of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of Th« 
Sower (magazine),all for 25 cts. Address Mrs 7 1 
Bliss, 1904 Wabash avenue. Uhlcago, ill ’

A LIBERAL OFFER! BY A RELIA- 
cIaIHoy?Dt?nd mQSnetic healer. Send four ^cent stamps, lock of lialr, name, age and sex Wa 

IreT6' ^pendent «ptei« writing. Address, Dr. J. S. Loucks Shirley, Mass.|280 

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY 
or commission, to handle tho New Patent Chemical Ink ¿rasing Pencil, Agents making «50 per week 
Monroe Eraser Mfg Co., X 1112 La Crosse, Wii. 2uJ

INVALIDS
If, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

ingtou,01ho T110ilA!l "AFIEKY COMPANY, CurO- 

pHE SICE ARE HEALED). SEND 

ton Boulevard Cbicafo 111. ' igotf

CPIRFIUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
a-f can find oozy rooms, equal to those at hntAi. «h.i, » Splrltuallttr tmlly, at 88 St. Johi“°

piIIR TY DA YS' TREA T'MENT FOR 
bLm.“Rnatll?<! P»P"- «Ive age, sox and one 

leading symptom, with own handwriting or lock of 
Imir. two dollars and two 2-ccnt stamps. T J Preston Magnetic Healer, Stanberry, Mo. F 218

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
JL the Eyes, tho Catarrh, and, in fact, th« entire 
system. Send 2 two-cent stamps, ami 1 will send 
printed information. Also Photograph of mv snirlt- 
gulde who revealed this knowledge to me. B. F 
Poole, Clinton, Iowa.

WILL DEVELOP YOU! 
Have you tried it? The 
Finest Cabinet for the 
purpose ever made—bar 
none. Send.for Circulars 

This marvelous cabinet * «y • 
if it fails to do what we ( Acte Nnfhinpr
claim. Prepaid, $1.20. bVdld XlUlUlll^ 
J« H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St. Chicago^

Price, $1.00 delivered, io City, a

MY ft U/ICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
Jl Wilt IT AND PAY. FREIGHT.

€in ill nuTtbe Oxford Improved SINGER 
)|U>wU iry; Machine, with a compleu eet of al* 
lachaa&u aad fuiraaued for 10¡hore Shipped 
«here qn 30 day*’ trial. Ro money required in 

t-floc«. 76,000 nov in um. World'* Fair Medal awarded. 
Buy from factory. Mte dtalera' ud tfentt' profit 
Writ, to-day for our LARGE FREK CATALOGUE. 
Orford Ifg. Co,, 342 Vabatb Are., Chicago, ill

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PLATFORM, TEST, PSYCHOME. 
1 trist and business medium’. Readings, person« 

‘ally or by letter, <1.00. Answers three questions for 
Ave 2-cent sumps. Address, 291 Ogden Avenue, 
Chicago,-111._____________ •______ -___________ 216tf

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW.
JL crfnl clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and correct dlag- 

'nosls of your cmc’. Address, Dr. IV. F. Lay, Box 413, 
Denver, Colorado. . 219

f/OU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT. 
Jl Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for Illustrated circular and bow to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles «ent by 
mail. B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.

YES YOU CAN 
ryETWELL. SEND ^EORAEOT^ 
V7 tleof -EirxiBOFLiFz. A spirit remedy. Purely 
vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renew« life 
Thouiandi rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailment« there Is no better remedy 
mode. Bend for circular. Dr. E. K. Myen Clinton, 
low*.__________ . 218
\F0UR PRESENT AND FUTURE.^ 
J. Ask three question«. Give age, «ex and com» 

plexlon. Enclose«!. Agnes A. Millkb, Diamond. 
Arkansas. ■ 228 •
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REGULARS OR QUACKS?THE TWO JOHNS. SENATOR VILAS.
The John of Boston, Maas. The Doctor’s Law.

The John of the Pacific Coast. BY HUDSON TUTTLE.
He Condemns the A. P. A.

LIFE! LIFE!
Life Without Design.*

former feeds on the

D.

For 
swers

.as the cause and 
remedies—mainly 
The two theories 
the alkaline state 
essential for the

terrible fever perm, 
relies on ■ germicide 
quinine or arsenic, 
mav not conflict, for 
of the blood mav -be

A. S. Hudson, M. 
Stockton. Cal. ■

and sluggish. The 
latter.

Vv 
r 

¡y.

a fish this Periophthalmus" an- 
very well as a model. Its

i ’■

A recent sensation in the reálm of 
spirit return is sufficiently startling to 
interest the 40,000 readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker, and possiblylb im
pel them to attempt to solve the 
problem.

Most Spiritualists are aware that the 
Banner of Light, published in Boston, 
has for many years held a free public 
circle, at which questions havé been an
swered by an intelligence calling him
self “John Pierpont,” and acting as 
Spirit Chairman. He has continued to 
hold this position during the time Miss 
Shelhamer—now Mrs. Longley^-has 
been- the Banner of Light medium. Soon 
after Mrs. Longley resigned her posi
tion, a letter appeared in The Pacific 
Coast Spiritualist, and also in a Cincin
nati paper, over the signature of John 
Pierpont, but written by Mrs. Longley, 
saying that he was not the John Pier
pont purporting to direct and guide the 
present Banner Circle in the City of 
Boston.

As we have here the all-important 
question of spirit identity, every student 
of the spirit philosophy should make a 
careful study of’ this case. For, unless 
we have, some reasonable certainty that 
spirits who return are just what they 
purport to be, we may be the sport of 
intelligences who have never even been 
human, and the whole question of spirit 
return must once again become a sub
ject of theological faith,' To thoroughly 
understand the. present position and ar
rive at a reasonable conclusion as to 
which Spirit Pierpont is the Ananias of 
the nineteenth century, we must take a 
brief lesson in the history of that free 
circle in Boston; ho long maintained by 
the Banner of Light. An d like all other 
histories, it is naturally divided into 
chapters.

Chapter First would be a most inter
esting narration of Spirit Henry Clay, 
with a band of co-workers, entering into 
an engagement with Luther Colby and 
other mortal^ io establish and mntatain; 
a. paper through which spirits might 
send messages to their friends on earth. 
The paper was to be under spirit guid
ance, and Luther Colby, with his mortal 
associates, have each year-been called 
upon to renew their solemn pledge to be 
faithful and obedient to their spirit 
partners in this enterprise. For many 
years Mrs. Conant was the spirit instru
ment for the paper and its circle, and 
when the work of that grand medium 
was ended by her death, another sensi
tive was sought to take her place. After 
several had been tried, more or less suc
cessfully, Miss Shelhamer, now Mrs. 
•Longley, became the Banner of light 
medium, holding that position for fou r- 
teen years, till her name became known 
to almost every intelligent Spiritualist 
in the world. Through her entire ca
reer Rev. John Pierpont, poet and 
philanthropist, has occupied the po
sition of Chairman of the Free Circle on 
the spirit side of life. .

Chapter Second will be much shorter 
than the first. It commences with a 
public announcement at the Free Circle 
that John Pierpont and his medium are 
aboiit retiring from public life in 
Boston. Spirit Pierpont declares he 
shall no more officiate as Chairman at 
the Public Circle, but will .accompany 
his medium in a long-intended visit to 
the Vie st. .

We notice that this statement of the 
spirit chairman, although made publicly 
to the audience in the Circle-room, was 
not printed in the Banner of Light. So 
the chapter ends with a statement made 
by Spirit John Pierpont, which was re
fused publication by Editor Luther 
Colby. .

Chapter Third finds Mrs. Longlcv 
shimmering amidst the sunshine and 
flowers of the Pacific Coast. She finds 
glad welcome, and is soon as busy as in 

' Boston with sittings and platform work, 
under the guidance of the samp active 
spirit. Meantime the reports' of the 
Circle Meeting in Boston, with Mrs. 
Longley as medium, are continued week 
after week in the Banner of Light until 
they are exhausted. At this point of 
the history Editor Luther Colby sits 
shivering (not shimmering) by the 

.corpse of the past, with the ghost of a 
vacuum staring him in the face.

Chapter Fourth might be called •Rc- 
suscitation of Spirit Pierpont." Anew 
medium is called to the platform of the 
Banner circle, through whom the afore
said J- P- announces that he resumes

time he gives solemn warning that he is 
•not now Spirit John Pierpont, of the 
Banner of Light'Circle, as reported ,by 
Luther Colby. Here endeth the history 
of the two Johns, as reported to date, 
but here also beginneth the time for 
Spiritualists to do some hard thinking, 
unless they are prepared to give up and 
go home to seek admission amongst 
those who live by faith.

It is obvious that if the whilom Rev. 
John Pierpont, of poetic and phil
anthropic memory, can be divided into 
two spirits, one in Boston and the other 
in San Francisco, then spirit return has 
mathematical difficulties as well as the
ological ones. For instance, Hamlet 
should not have exclaimed: “Oh, my 
prophetic soul. My uncle!" But “O, my 
prophetic soul. One of my uncle.” Or 
perhaps “Part of my uncle.”

And in the case of our own loved ones, 
there must be difficulties “over yonder,” 
of which we are here getting a glimpse. 
The twain spirit evidently has different 
views, even of truth, according to 
which part of him is speaking, and must 
have great difficulty in keeping his tem- 
pers—also twain—under such provoca
tion; and if his affections and aspirations 
are also contradicting one another, the 
poor mortal has little comfort to look 
forward to after “life’s fitful fever” has 
introduced him to the undertaker and 
the crematory.

But leaving all dreams of what might 
be, let us set ourselves soberly and 
thoughtfully to the problem before us, 
looking at it from the standpoint of hon
est manhood. Here are two spirits con
tradicting one another, and each assert
ing himself to be the immortal John 
Pierpont, who has been Spirit Chairman 
of the Banner of Light Public Circle for 
the last fourteen years. Surely we have 
a right to start with the assumption that 
at least one of them is an impostor. If 
so, how are we to determine which of 
the twain is the offender? It must be a 
matter of.cool, calm reason, and our 
verdict, like every verdict in earth-life 
will be subject to the limitations and 
imperfections of the human intellect.

John Pierpont the mortal was a man 
of marked character, and esteemed and 
loved by all who knew him. As an in
habitant of Boston he was known to 
thousands as a true-hearted worker for 

, his fellow-men. His interest in Spiritr 
' ualism was also known to his intimate 

friends, many of whom survived him. 
Soon after his decease he appears at the 
Banner of Light’Circle, and as soon as 
Miss Shelhamer became its medium he 
assumed the chairmanship on the spirit 
side. The former president, Theodore 
Parker, retired, as he could not control 
her brain as he had done that of Mrs. 
Conant. For fourteen years he occu
pies that position, and, so far as I know, 
his identity was never impeached by 
any of his old associates, many of whom

his old position as Spirit Chairman. As 
proof that it is his very self, and not a 
substitute, he proceeds to call upon a 
number of his old spirit friends, who 
come- one by one. and practically vouch 
for -him- At least, such is the report of 
the proceedings, as-published in that 
paper by the chairman on the mortal 
side which position is now taken by 
Editor Colby himself. And it is im
portant at this point that we notice that 
the Banner Circle is no longer open to 
the public.

Chapter Fifth should be headed: 
“Stone Wall for Spiritualists to 
Climb ” It commences with an account 
of Editor Schlesinger pleasing the read
ers of the Pacific Coast Spiritualist 
by commencing a department in that 
paper wherein’to report the proceedings 
at the Public Circle opened by Spirit 
Pierpont and his -associates in the city 
of San Francisco.- Through his me
diate, "Mrs. Longley, he -answers ques
tions, and through Mrs. Waite he gives 
opportunity for returning spirits to re
port to their friends. ’ But at the same

cally compel a medium to say and do 
that which would not otherwise be said 
and done. But few are aware that a 
SPIRIT when in control is almost as 
liable to such compulsion as the mortal 
sensitive. Our hypnotists have not yet 
grasped this great fact. But this knowl
edge is all-important in this ease, for 
the present acting chairman on the mor
tal side is a man who for years has 
boasted and exhibited his psychological 
power over sensitives. And if that 
chairman be also editor of the paper in 
question, all contradictions would be 
rigidly excluded from the press. Let 
us remember that it is almost a matter 
of life and death to the old Banner of 

1 Light that the old band, with its spirit 
chairman be supposed to continue in 
control, therefore all utterances op
posed to that idea would be rigidly ex
cluded, and many spirits would., be psy
chologically compelled to endorse his 
statements.
- This is the cqse as it is now submitted 
to the thoughtful jury who read The 
Progressive Thinker and have cared 
to face and study this-extraordinary and 
outrageous case of fraud by one or 
other of the Spirit John Pierponts now 
before the public.

Whilst spirit fraud is at times a la
mentable fact, and may of course be an 
element In this case, we see that it is 
not absolutely certain that mortal hyp
notic power may not be the solution of 
the whole problem. .

Charles Dawbarn.
San Leandro, Cal.

became interested in Spiritualism. 
Daring all these years he never once 
complains that any one has simulated 
him, so we have a right to assume that 
he is the same spirit who was in control 
up to and at the last circle when he an
nounced that he was permanently sever
ing his connection with what I may call 
the Banner of Light Band of Spirits. 
And the startling fact that that state
ment was not allowed to be printed, al
though publicly addressed 'to those 
present at that circle, seems to, suggest 
that even then some mortal pr spirit 
was conning the possibility of simulat
ing his presence at future circles.

The next point we notice is that the 
expressed intention of the old-time 
Father Pierpont is faithfully carried 
out, for as soon as his medium reaches 
the Pacific coast he announces his pres
ence and resumes his work. If it is ac
knowledged that no spirit could have 
successfully simulated him while his 
medium was in Boston, then as a truth
ful spirit he is now carrying out what 
he there indicated as his future work.

So fary if the facts be as stated, the 
jury would not be long in finding their 
verdict. But there are complications 
that as thinkers we cannot overlook.and 
must meet before we arrive at a decision. 
Let us remember the position in Boston. 
The Banner of Light was founded by 
spirits, headed by Henry Clay, who 
with his associates has demanded and 
received a yearly pledge from the mortal 
managers of that paper to obey their 
spirit guidance and directions. So if we 
assume that their present John Pier
pont is a fraud, then it involves either 
the consent and assistance - of ,Spirit 
Henrv ( lav and his friends in that 
fraud, or thev must also have withdrawn 
from all control of the paper in ques
tion. That this has happened seems to 
be most probable, as it is well known to 
several deeply interested that the ad
vice and request of the spirit managers 
was rejected and defied before the de
parture of Spirit Pierpont and his me
dium. And the further fact that the 
public are now excluded seems to be a 
sad confirmation of the inference that 
the entire control and management of 
the paper has been taken out of spirit 
hands.

But this does not necessarily impeach 
the honor of the present spirit instru
ments through whom questions are now 
answered. Both questions and messages 
must stand upon their own merits, as 
with everything received from the world 
of the unseen. Our trial is only of the 
Spirit Chairman claiming to be the 
identical spirit presiding at the Free 
Circle for fourteen years. But as we 
have seen, it is impossible to think of 
the present chairman as associated with 
the old band if he be assuming a name 
and character that do not belong to 
him. .

A psychological element is imported 
into the case at this point. Those who 
have investigated carefully know that 
there are mortals who can psychologi-

Wasteful Profusion versus 
Niggardly Stint..

mqnt, it has a redundance of eyes: aa if 
a prodigality of sight organs coula com
pensate for a deficiency of foot and pre
hensile members. Prof. Semper counted 
nipety-eight eyes planted on the back of 
Onchidium,—if there is any.. way of 
telling which is back and which is 
front. These eyes are not definitely 
shown‘in the cut. They are so mingled 

■with tubercular glands as to be seen in 
no discreet order, or even separated 
from the glands.

Ninety-eight eyes and no feet! What 
an abyss of inconsistency! How abjectly 
barren thé proof of design! How con
flicting the fitness of things! What 
maladaptatipn of means to ends? Of 
what avail can this plus-ninety eyes be 
above tjigt of two or a half-a-dozen? 
Prehensile organs are nbt needed, since 
its’Iittle, cheap life is sustained by the 
scant nutriment there Is in sand of the 
sea bottom and the seashore.

Like,the earth-worms, they are dirt
eaters. The earth-worm is destitute of 
sight, but is furnished with the senses 
of smell and touch.

The logic of, this subject is the coun
terpart of' that which applies to the 
centipedes and the thousand-legged 
worms.’ Does the multiplicity of legs in 
these^vorms augment their motion? Not 
in the least. Nor does the multiplicity 
of eyes' increase the power of vision, or 
serve any other known purpose.

Onehidiums have eyes to spare, and 
centipedes have legs in excess. Their 
useless numbers constitute a waste of

To THE Editor:—Here are pre
sented the outlines of two living beings, 
whose habitat is the sea.

Figure 1 is Periophlhalmua, or Stare- 
about, the jumping-fish, one of the early 
vertebrate. '

Figure .2 is a Onchidiusp, a mollusk.
ThefiPst is potentate. ' The second is 

peon. One is mouth» the other is 
morsel. One is active, the other is dull

PERIOPHTHALMUS.

eves are large, and have a wide range 
of vision. While the head cannot move, 
the orbits roll in all directions.' It has 
well-nigh a thousand advantages over 
the poor victim upon which it feeds. .

On the other hand, Onchidium it a 
soft,' pulpy mollusk, many grades below 
its arch-enemy, the jumping fish.

Onchidium is a crude, extemporized 
creature, with many deficiencies in its 
organic make-up. It is destitute of or
gans of locomotion. Being without fins 
it is fated to be a poor swimmer.

ONCHIDIUM. .i. •
The jumping fish is a. good swimmer, 

•and though without feet it gets overithe 
ground with mlich facility, and is able to 
pursue or captube several kinds of prey 
on land. . •
.Its. short fins are extemporized fop 

feet, and the fish is able to live for days 
on land as an air-breather. It does much 
foraging in open fields. .

Onchidium has .no feet. fins, wings or 
prehensile tail, like the lobster, by 
which to make a quick back-artion move 
in retreat. But as if in -mock endow

* From an unpublished work of that title, 
bytheauthor. ■■

Year by year, with the regularity of 
the assembly bf the State Legislature, 
there comes up in almost the same form 
the “Doctors’ Bill,” for the protection 
of the dear' people against quacks and 
quackery. The preamble continually 
sets forth that the people are being 
slaughtered, in their innocence, by ir
regular practitioners of the healing art, 
and a paternal government ought to 
protect them against the right they 
claim, in their ignorance, of employing 
whom they please to administer medi
cines. "

There has not been a single complaint 
from the people. They have not asked 
for protection. Therein is the singu
larity and uniqueness of the "Doctor's 
Bill. ” Petitions usually go up from the 
class wanting protection; but this is in
stituted by a class desiring, from mo- 

| tives of benevolence, to protect! and on 
its face carries the suspicion that be
neath the benevolence expressed is a

material.
These are two examples of prodi

gality. A meaningless waste of raw 
material.

As before remarked, Onchidium is 
one of the primitive order of beings 
above the radiates and below the 
vertebrates. 1 Indeed, it is a step below 
the shelly-covered members of its own 
order. '

Without shell, it is soft, pulpy and 
flesh-like. It has no hard, bony frame
work to protect it.

Prof. Semper says: “It is terribly 
slow.” Therefore, being without feet, 
fins or wings, it has no means of escape 
from enemies.

Its multiple vision only serves to mag
nify the pang 'of its helpless sense of 
peril. It can neither run, jump, fly, 
swim, dofige, tight,, Mde in a dark cloud 
of ink, or in a itoeastwork of evil' feinell, 
like that of the pole-cat. It is more 
helpless than the dodo, which failed and' 
perished from off the earth in modern 
time.

The only useful end Onchidium seems 
to serve in life is to provide food for 
predacious animals. Perforce it gives 
its life for others.

Living upon dirt, destitute of motile 
organs or friends, which some other ani
mals have, would it not be likely to de
cide—had it the choice—that “life is 
not worth living?"

While the earth-worm is largély 
picked up for food by birds, yet it is an 
eminently useful worker for the hus
bandman in the matter of a pioneer la
borer, to move, modify and quicken the 
soil for the benefit of growing vegeta- 
tioiL They also do the remarkable 
work of sinking rocks and stones from 
the surface of the ground to below and 
out of sight. Feeding upon the earth 
taken in the burrows—which run from 
a few inches to six feet deep—the 
worms Asject the injested earth, which 
is discharged in piles or little pyramids, 
each some three inches high on the 
ground surface. '

Dartvin has estimated that in England 
about seven tons an acre in a year are 
brought to the surface from varying 
depths below.

In the study of the mollusk Onchidium 
we seek in vain for the meaning of this 
prodigality of eyes on the one hand and 
the beggarly stint and want of pedal or 
locomotive members on the other. 
But we cannot shut our sight to this/ 
that they combine to show the design 
argument in distress. It is as lame and 
weak as the specimen we have de
picted.

Design would have made as many 
eyes and as many legs as were needed, 
and no more. Hence, as prudential and 
economical rulers are out of sight, like
wise forethought and purpose are out of 
the question. All of which proves the 
absence of design in nature, and points 
to the: philosophy of evolution for the 
rational explanation of life and being on 
this planet.

Therb seems to be fewer evidences of 
debían in Australia than in other quar
ters'of the globe.

M. W, Ullathorne savs: •
"Australia is the antipodes of the en- 

4ire world. In that country a rising 
barometer indicates rain, and a falling 
barometer fair weather. Ihe swans arc 
black and the eagles are white: the 
mole is viviparous and has a duck s bill: 
the dbgs have a wolf s head and a fox s 
tail, afid' never bark.

. .“.They -also have a bird with a tongue 
like a/broom. Hiere are .serpents that 
have Wings. and fish with large, 
feathery-wings. The emu is a bird as 
•large as- the ostrich, but instead of 
featlters has hair. One bird has a note 
like a bdll, another cries like a child, 
'while a third laughs as though its sides 
woiiid'-split.” . —

• What is the design of. all these?

is an accentuated denial of (he relia
bility of drug medicines. k

If there is uncertainty in such pro
nounced diseases, what may we expect 
in those of obscure origin? In a few 
cases the notability of the patients have 
brought this prominently before the 
public. The ease of Garfield is still 
fresh in mind. The daily bulletin of 
his physicians—the best in this country 
—made queer reading after the death 
of the martyred President! If medicine 
is uncertain, surgery ought not to be; 
yet we find that the most ignorant 
charlatan would have come as near the 
truth. Wiggins in his wildest weather 
prophecies never went wider of the 
mark. They probed and treated a pus 
cavity for the track of the ball, which 
they failed utterly to locate, and, practi
cally, his wound was as uncared for as it 
would hgve been had the officious doc-

motive of selfishness«; for if the people 
can employ no one else, then the “reg
ular doctors” have the case all to them
selves. For this purpose the "profes
sion” have organized to suppress quack
ery—in all not in their books—and com
pel the dear people, for whom they 
manifest paternal-'solicitude, to employ 
them and none others. If they could 
demonstrate by incontestible evidence, 
in practice, that medicine is a science, 
that it is accurate in record of facts, 
and by the symptoms, the disease and 
indicated remedies could be so thor
oughly understood that the result could 
be certainly foretold, then they would 
be justified in claiming the right to 
heal the sick in preference to others. 
Then they might call those who pro
ceeded empirically, and hud less knowl
edge of the laws of life, charlatans, and 
pray the legislature, in behalf of the 
people imposed on, for laws protecting 
them against their own ignorance.

When the organization of doctors de
mand a law which will make it criminal, 
for a mother to' give a sick child a cup 
of sage tea unless a doctor prescribes ft, 
it is well to inquire if medicine is a 
science? If its professors really under
stand the ills flesh is heir to? If they 
can with certainty prescribe the reme
dies which surely will cure? If they 
can in any case predicate with certainty 
the result of a gi\en line of treatment?

A brief glance at any medical work 
on disease or remedial agencies will 
convince the reader that of all the most 
uncertain things, "Medical Science” is 
Rie most uncertain. The only approach 
made to science is in the classification 
and description of diseases, or rather 
symptoms. It is popularly supposed that 
the physician who can read symptoms 
and name diseases with readiness is 
qualified to prescribe for the same. A 
greater mistake could not well be made, 
as the most skillful doctors readily ac
knowledge. They unhesitatingly say 
that to describe symptoms is an easy 
task, and to learn thereby what organs 
are affected: but what results will be 
obtained'by the medicines administered 
can only be known by experiment. If 
this were noted, if medicines were cer
tain in their action, disease would dis
appear with the administration of the 
remedy, and death would only come 
from accident and old age.

Every issue of the “regular-’ medical 
journals has one or more new remedies, 
to displace some old. one, highly ex
tolled in its day for its specific action. 
In every issue, old and once considered 
absolutely reliable and invaluable rem
edies are discarded as worthless or 
harmful. There is not the least assur
ance that the remedy most depended on 
to-day will not be cast aside to-morrow 
by this “science” which antedates 
Hipocrates!

How conflicting the views of these 
“regulars” are on points of vital im
portance may be best understood by an 
illustration drawn from' some well- 
known disease. Take fevers, which1 
from the decided symptoms and great 
organic disturbance thev create, ought 
to be thoroughly comprehended: One 
"regular would have us believe that 
the predisposing cause is alkalinity of 
the blood, and that the neutralization 
of this fluid by an acid is the road to 
health; another finds, the microbe, the

. California convicts each cost the State 
32centsadav. .-•
' Baltimore has a population of 510.000 
and • 809-policemen. who m 1892 made 
31.181 arrests. .

ban Francisco has -da0,000 population 
and 4,if> police, who last year made 29.'jd9 
arrests. :

Washington. D. C,< has 2o8,000 popula
tion and 487 police, who last year made 
26,666 arrests.

growth of the microbes.» but we must 
bear in mind that it has not vet been 
proven that the microbes are the cause 
of-the fever. A large following incline 
to the belief that they are the effect: 
that they follow the breaking down of 
organic tissue by the disease.

In any case, aside from theory, fevers 
are self-limiting, that is. have a certain 
period of duration, and then the patient 
recovers, if the body has strength 
enough left.for recuperation. Remedies 
mav palliate, the telnperatnre when 
dangerously high mav be reduced, and 
at the proper time rightly-administered 
nourishment be supplied: ih short, with 
perfect hygienic nursing. the chances 
are that, after the system has freed it
self of tbecorrujrtang matter originating 
tile disease, health will be restored. 
Such treatment cannot be claimed by 
the ••regular profession, for most eiris, 
phatusally it- has been an outgrowth of 
outside practitioners, or quacks, and 
been forced on the "profession. '1 And, 
further, reliance on hygienic treatment

Meekly Subservient to Ca-< 
tholicism.

tors been a thousand miles away! Yet 
bulletins daily told of probings, “healthy 
pus,” and administration of morphine, 
to kill the sensitiveness of the nerves 
crying for aid.

The instances of Conkling aud Allen 
Thorndyke Rice show how utterly inca
pable the best “regular” practitioners 
are in the presence of grave forms of 
disease. If the latter was no more in
disposed than his doctors said and 
thought he was, then not the diseases, 
but their medicines, must have been the 
cause of his death: and had Conkling, 
by good luck, fallen into the hands of a 
nurse who would have been content to 
use a poultice until the abscess broke 
by a natural process, he would have re
covered.

Unfortunately, he was attended by 
men who relied on the probe and knife. 
Quacks? Oh, no!

Charles Sumner placed himself in the 
hands of Brown-Sequard, and the de
scription of the tortures he suffered 
from the sissing cautery makes one faint 
with horror! DijLgood result from the 
continued burnin^^nd blistering of the 
spine?. Well<yes, the end of the pain 
by death.

The erudite A. E. Giles informs ine 
that he once heard the great vivisee- 
tionist, Brown-Sequard, relate how he 
treated the Duke of Wellington in his 
last sickness. He operated on Welling
ton's ear, and it “caused him to spin 
around on one foot like a top," and the 
famed doctor laughed as he told it! Jt 
is easy (by this slaughter-house prac
tice) to make a patient spin around like 
a top, and it might as well be made 
known that such pain means exhaustion 
and death. The word patient has real 
significance, although victim or martyr 
would be more exact.

One more instance, whicli must suf
fice, although a volume might be easily 
filled, of the Crown Prince, who hud the 
best medical talent of Europe to attend 
him. If we are to believe liis English 
physician, a simple throat trouble was 
aggravated by a treatment which would 
have made an Apache medicine-man 
blush, into what, for want of.other term, 
was called a cancer. .

Could quacks show more ignorance? 
or do worse? '

Who are the quacks? What is quack
ery? <

“A boastful pretender to medical skill 
he does not possess: an empiric,” 
says Webster. Do not the foregoing in
stances, and the many which may be 
recalled in the mind of every reader,, 
apply to the “regulars?’’

Brown-Sequard. who has bound' more 
helpless animals on the dissccting-'table. 
and cut through quivering vital tissues 
with remorseless knife than any other 
“professor, ”in his senility made a discov
ery! It was that he could overcome t he de
crepitude of age and return to perpet
ual youth by injecting into the .veins 
the erotic secretion of a dog! He wus 
not a quack, but a “regular'' in "high 
standing.” and the doctors went wild 
over the subject. Medical "science." 
however, cannot do what is said to be 
crucial of true science, predicate're
sults. It constantly confesses itself a 
system of empiricism—that is, quackery! 
It can not tell what would be the 
consequence of such injection, until 
they try it. and if it kill the patient, it 
is "regular." and “regular" experts will 
shield the malpractice! ’

• We laugh at the Chinese doctor’s'pre
scription of a syrup made of a' black 
calf's head, a dried toad, a small snake 
■and sixinchesof umbilical cord: we may 
not laugh, but bow our head m shame, 
that "Medical Science, of our day ac
cepts with credence the corrupt theory 
and practice of Brown-Sequard, who, 
from the dav he bound the first pite- 
ouslv-waihiiir animal on his table, 
through all the vears he has tortured 
his patients bv his unfeeling treatment, 
to his senile imbecility,when he pro- 
ixised a method of rejuvenation as 
beastly as its source, has been a self
pronounced quack. .

I do not condemn the regular profes
sion: there are good, noble and true 
men and women in all. who devote their 
best energies to alleviate suffering. 
They hare all thev can do. and are not 
the ones who are clamoring for pro
tective legislation. T hev are willing to 
take their chances in the struggle for 
■existence, when the most expert win

To the Editor:—Hon. Wm. Vilas, 
of Wisconsin, who was President Cleve
land’s first postmaster general, and who 
is now a United States Senator from the 
State of Wisconsin, has deemed it his 
province to declare the American Pro
tective Association “a menace to the 
Republic,” and that every citizen should 
be opposed to its principles. He also 
says that the A. P. A. movement “is a 
blow at religious liberty.” I know to 
the contrary. .

I do not know whether Mr. Vilas is a 
Catholic or not; if he is, he certainly 
knows that the Catholics, under the 
leadership of such men as Bishop Ire
land, have been intermeddling with our 
common school system, which they 
have pronounced “Godless,” and have 
for years been endeavoring to obtain 
control of, wherever they were strong 
enough to influence the election of 
school boards and school teachers.

Does not Mr. Vilas know that the at
titude offlhe Romish Church is subver
sive of tltq dfiiLRest rights of American 
citizens? Idoc

Does Semcwr Vilas not know that

the prize. The people who are cured 
ought to be the- best judges. and only 
weakness aud imbecility seek legal prò- 
tection from more successful rivals.

Let it be held iu sacred memory that 
every advance in the treatment of. dis
ease. aud in the art of nursing, has been 
made outside the -regular ■> profession, 
bv those who have been persecuted as 
quacks. /
. Hippocrates, the fatheb of medicine, 
was the prince.pf quaeks. - - He.woiild, if 
living to-day, be called in derision a 
root and herb. doctor, and not a

Continued on 8th page. -

when w Catholic foreigner takes the 
oath of allegiance, in order to become a 
citizen, he does it with a mental reser
vation, which places his allegiance to 
the pope of Rome, not only in religion, 
but in civil matters, paramount to- his- 
sworn allegiance to this government.

Does Senator Vilas not know that all 
Catholics are exhorted “to devote care
ful attention to public matters; to take 
active part in all municipal affairs and 
elections, and to favor the principles of 
the church in all public services, meet
ings and gatherings? Also, to make 
themselves felt as active elements in 
daily political life in the countries where 
they live?”

One of the cardinal doctrines of the 
Catholic religion is that the pope and 
the priests ought to have dominion over 
temporal affairs,. 1 know it. ■
\ '2)oeJ not the senator know that at - - 
least one President of the United 
States, the lamented Lincoln, was ruth
lessly murdered by a Catholic, on the . 
14th of April, 186,'), under the shadow of 
the Capitol? . •

That the news of the murder was 
known in the Roman Catholic village of 1 
St. Joseph, Minn., eighty miles from 
any -telegraph' office, four hours 
before the murder had actually oc- 
eurred? These facts cannot be contro
verted. ‘

Does the senator not know that Ro
man Catholic jurymen acquitted John 
Surratt, who was known tu he impll-- 
cated in the assassination of Abraham 
Lincoln? ‘ '

I would ask Senator Vilas whether he 
ever read the letter of Pope Pius. 
IX to Jefferson D'avis during the 
darkest days of the rebellion? That 
letter was regarded as “a poisoned ar
row” thrown by the pope at President 
Lincoln personally. In a word, Rome 
saw at once that the very existence of 
the United States was a formal menace 
to her own life. It was President Lin
coln's oft-expressed opinion that'.—

“This war would never have been 
“possible without the sinister influence 
“of the Jesuits. We owe it to Popery 
“that we now see our land reddened 
“with the blood of her noblest sons.

"WhenPopery will give up the power 
“of life and death which it proclaims as 
“its own divine power, in all its theo
logical books and canon-laws, then, 
“alone can it be tolerated hnd can re
ceive the privilege of citizenship in a 
“free country. * ■* * Does not the 
“Ghurch of Rome, hate, curse and de
stroy liberty of conscience,'whenever 
“she can do it safely?” — Abraham 
Lincoln in 1864.

The Catholic Church does not recog
nize the right in the government to say 
“whether or not the Pontificial decree 
shall be enforced.” “The church is su
preme and independent.” That was the 
theology of Peter Dens, a prominent 
Catholic.

“The Roman Catholic citizen owes no 
allegiance to any principle of the gov
ernment which is condemned by the 
church or pope.”—Neto York Tablet.

It was promulgated by Pope Pius IX, 
in 1864, among other heresies, that— 
“The State has not the right to'leave 
every man free to profess and embrace 
whatever religion he shall deem true.”

What does Senator Vilas think of 
that? Is not that an “old method of in
iquity and tyranny in governments,” to 
use his own expressive language.

1 should like to ask Senator Vilas 
whether the Catholic Church does not 
claim and assert the “right to deprive 
the civil authority of the entire govern
ment of public schools?”

Does Senator Vilas not know that in the- 
Ecumenical Council of 1870 the Pope was 
declared infallible? Does he know that 
Mgr. Satolli was sent to the United 
States by the Pope to supervise the 
Catholics in America and change our 
common school system,'so as to allow 
the Catholic religion to bo taught 
therein? '

Does the senator not know that this is 
in' direct conflict with the spirit and 
letter of the Constitution of the United 
Slates? •
- Does the senator not know that in the - 
year 1889 there was given to the Roman

- Catholics for Indian education (!) ($356,
. 000) three hundred and- fifty-six thou
. sand dollars? • - -

CONTINUED ON 5TH PAGE ;
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dark-

I saw 
have

lows is an accurate description of what 
with my own eyes, supplemented, as I 
said, by the powerful glasses.

‘ ‘When the table was in position a
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CHAPTER II.

A Startling Crime Committed.
“Yet," I reasoned, “how could the adver

tisement appear so soon, unless the death 
occurred yesterday; and if a member of the 
Order, why did not the funeral cortege move 
from the convent in a proper manner?" ’

. AH I read therein was one notice that might 
pt might not bear upon the mystery:
. 1 ‘Mary Carolyn McMahone, known as Sis

i ter Angelica, aged eighteen years and twenty- 
one days. Funeral at 10:30 from St — Asy- 
lumi to chapel of —.”

Could this be “the figure?” A cold hand 
seemed to shut off my breath; of course it was 
nothing to me—how could it concern me— 
yet I was strangely unnerved as contemplating 
the probable causes that led to her death. 
Still, she might not be the shrouded figure; 
somehow, I hoped not. The mystery had 
taken such possession of my thoughts that I 
felt I must do something to get them into a 
more comfortable channel. I looked at my 
watch, it was only nine o’clock. I put on my 
coat and hat, and on the way downstairs de
termined to call upon a young friend of mine, 
a reporter, whose hours were from 2 p. m. till 

1 2 A. m., and whom, I felt sure, must be up by 
this time. He lived on the street that bounded 

; the school on the east side. As I mounted 
the steps he thrust his head out of the third- 
story window and shouted to me, ‘ ‘Hold on, 
don’t ring the bell. I’ll throw you my pass-key 

i and you can come right up here. ”
As I reached the top of the last flight of 

Stairs, ho rushed into the hall in his shirt 
sleeves, and grabbing, me by the arm, half 
dragged me into his room, shut the door, and 
locked it. I looked at hnn—surprisedly, won- 

I dering if he was entirely mine. He understood 
' the doubt that was slowly creeping into my 
mind. “Don’t misjudge me rashly, Tom," 
he said breathlessly, “I can see that you think 
me daft, but just you hold on till you hear the 
wonderful tale I have to unfold to you. I 

, have been dying to have you come over, all 
the morning, and I threw you my key because 
I did not wish to leave my window (I’ll tell 
you why later) and there is nobody in the 
house but me, as my landlady has no servant, 

, and has gone to market. Now sit down, or 
1 come and stand where I am; but I suggest that 
you sit down, for it will take me some time to 
tell you about this matter.”

I declined the chair, for I had gotten quite 
stiff sitting before my own windew, but 1 did 
not tell him this.

“You need not take this ‘cum grano salit,’ 
Tom, for as God is my witness, it is true— 
every word of it!” said my friend, Frank 
¿Stowell.

“I will believe you, Frank; but proceed 
with your mysterious story, for you have 
whetted my curiosity and I am impatient for 
you to begin.” He was silent a few moments as 
though resolving the many distracting thoughts 

¡ into coherent sentences. Still keeping his gaze 
(■fixed upon the school-court, he began: 
' “I had a lot of hard work yesterday, and 
। «bout the time your train was due (1 had in
I tended to meet you) and I was preparing to go 

( rto the station, I was given orders to go and 
Write up a ‘scoop,’a hint of which had come 
by telephone, j So, pocketing my keen disap

' ' pointment, I started to obey the order. It 
, was nearly 3 a. m. before I left the office, for 

‘ 11 had a good deal to write up, and I rode home 
in a cab, as I was pretty well fagged. News- 

■ paper work is all very nice, ” he said, en par- 
■■ : enthesis, “but not when you have to work

■ against your own desires and inclinations, for 
‘ it is hard to get any inspiration under adverse 
.• ' circumstances, and words seem to stutter in 
t ; my brain at such times. ” 
' j I laughed at his quaint way of putting it. 

- ' “Never mind abbut your ‘takes’ and 
; t I ‘scoops,’ Frank,” said I, “at another time I 

1 shall be much interested in your work, but now 
> I am more anxious to hear about this disturb- 
$ing occurrence you spoke of when I entered. ”

“All right. Well, when I got out of the

such a strange way. I turned out the gas, and 
I must say, I felt queer. I do not fear the 
dart when I know no mortal on mischief bent 
is nigh to either frighten or attack me, but the 
worst rigor I ever had ip my life came over 
mb. and my teeth ph^ttered like castapets. 
My feet seemed paralyzed, and my breath 
came in stifling gasps? ' I staggered to the 
front window and threw it open,, leaning my 
head out, thinking thereby to overcome the 
effects of the smoke (for I thought it must be 
that, what else could it be)? Somehow, I felt 
compelled to rivet my gaze on the top floor of 
the school building. I started, and I cohid not 
look away from there; try as I might, I had 
no power to change the persistency of the 
spell that made me stare at that brick pile in 
such a senseless way. I inwardly rebelled 
against such arrant foolishness, and felt quite 
angry to perceive that I was not master of my 
own eyes. Now comes the strange part of it. 
Soon after the bells chimed quarter of four 
(he saw me start, this time, but did not ques
tion me then), I heard the queerest creaking, 
squealing noise, which continued for about 
three or four minutes; then followed complete 
silence, and then the same noise was repeated. 
In a few moments a light appeared beneath 
the curtain on the top floor opposite, which I 
thought a strange occurrence, as only the jan
itor sleeps there, and never before had I seen 
a spark of life or light there. With a premo
nition of something startling and sensational, 
about to happen, I dashed to the bureau and, 
got out my field glass'that I might bridge the 
intervening space and see exactly whatever 
might transpire. I forgot to tell you that the 
curtain did not come to the sill by nearly six 
inches. Someone tried to pull it down, but it 
would not go down any |ower, and as all the 
houses on this side looked dark, they undoubt
edly thought it made no difference if that 
space was not veiled, as all over here were 
asleep. A long table—a billiard table by the 
way—was shoved into the room opposite, di
rectly in line of my vision, so that what fol-

KI

I cab I was surprised that the corner lights were 
( out, for the circuit was all right down town, 
i and even two squares below here, yet all in 
| this neighborhood were out. I was glad I had 
i come up in a cab, for, though I am not a cow- 
i aid, no man likes to be abroad on a pitchy 
I dark night, alone and unarmed. I felt a sense 
of safety when I closed the street door, and 

' the dim gas in the upper halls—always left 
■burning to light me to my sky parlor—aided 
in banishing every remnant of fear from my 
breast. Somehow, I did not feel a bit drowsy, 
so I stirred the fire, lit a cigar, and proceeded 
to enjoy a little novelette in a magazine given 
me by a fellow down at the office, a queer 

. gfory—‘The Shadow of Revenge’—full of un
canny things, rather occult; ever read it? I’ll 
lend it to you. Well, I finished the blood
curdling stuff, and as the room was pretty full 

■ of smoke, I thought I had better let in some 
fresh-air before retiring. ”

“Yes, yes,” I said, impatiently, leaning 
towards him.

He looked at me narrowly, and proceeded :
“As I said, I threw open the window on the 
side, "but before I opened the front "'window, 
something seemed to whisper, ‘Torn out the 
gasl’ Now, I am not easily rattled, ’nor do I 

Ki- believe in occultism, but, I must confess, I 
|k-, feh impelled to obey the mandate uttered in

robed form was laid upon it—it was the form 
of a woman! I, at first, thought her dead, 
but later, it was plain to me that she was stiU 
alive and doomed to suffer more."

“My God!” I ejaculated. “Tten she was 
not dead? I feared so. ”

“You?”
“Yes; but proceed, and I will tell you my 

story afterwards, though it is really the pre
ceding act of this terrible tragedy."

“If yours is Act 1, pray tell it now, as I 
have been consumed with a desire to know the 
truth, which, as yet, I have only half sur
mised.”

I told him all that I knew, except the news
paper notice, which I thought irrelevant to 
this matter. His eyes gleamed fiercely when 
I mentioned the acts of the patrolman.

“Damn such law-preservers!” he broke out 
menacingly. ‘ ‘A pretty kettle of fish when 
even policemen stoop to crime, or cahoot with 
criminals, and let them have free play. Who
ever says the church does not have power over” 
public berths lies, for I know that one sect 
has the supreme say-so about municipal mat
ters, though the people are either ignorant of 
or indifferent to the true status of affairs."

“Do not stop to preach a new code, now, 
Frank, for I am all excitement and it is nearly 
ten o'clock, and I must be at my room in ex
actly fifteen minutes. ” .

“Anything to do with this case?" he asked, 
nodding towards the school building.

“Yes, and I wish you would keep youreyes 
on this side of the premises. ” To which he 
agreed. ■

“Well," he resumed, speaking quickly, 
three women of the Order came and placed 
their hands upon the head of the prostrate one, 
and then fell on their knees, as if in prayer. 
A nice time to pray! I felt like cursing. They 
then arose and stepped aside and stood with 
folded hands and bent heads, apparently quite 
unmoved; at least, I saw no evidence of any 
emotion. Then two men came forward and 
took their places at either side of the table 
at the head, and each laid a hand upon the 
shoulder of the woman. The other three men 
stood at a little distance, while another, a phy
sician, made a superficial examination. He 
turned and spoke to one of the women, who 
came forward and removed some of the gar
ments. As she remained standing between 
me and the body of the woman lying upon the 
table, I could only guess at the operation about 
to be performed; but my guesses were not far 
wrong, for ere the bells chimed half-past four 
another formjwas ushered into this world. I 
saw it, but a heavy garment was thrown over, 
it, and no care was given to it I shuddered. 
But the mother was tenderly cared for, I pre
sume, to prolong her life that she might learn 
‘To suffer and grow strong!’ Faugh! Such 
things sicken me. Well, just after daylight, 
a double carriage with drawn blinds drove up 
to the door of the building, on this side, and, 
later, tout men in robes came out carrying the 
poor woman. She seemed, to be alive, for I 
saw her face, and though the eyes stared sky
ward, I could almost swear that her lips(moved 
in prayer. Poor soul! my own heart sent up 
a petition for pity and succor for' her, for she

was truly a victim. I shall never forget her 
face. I saw her once, about four years ago, 
ip Baltimore; she was of this world then, pet
ite, graceful, and altogether charming. She 
had lustrous brown eyes, in which gleamed in
finite purity and tenderness; I deemed her 
truly a woman nobly planned,,' J was a silent 
and distant worshiper at her shrine, and 11 al
ways was on hand, near her home and, in early 
evening, near her school, and I followed her 
at a respectful distance to see that no harm 
befell her. 'How I longed to draw her to my 
breast and caress the rippling dark hair, on 
which the sunlight seemed to love to linger! 
She was so exquisitely dainty and beautiful 
that everyone was enchanted by her charms, 
thouh it was all unsolicited on her part, for 
she was. a model of modest girlhood; she was 
then about fourteen and still wore short gowns.
I soon found out her name and that she would 
be heiress tq quite a vast sum of money; I also 
learned that she was destined to be a bride of 
Christ, and that she wished to give all her in
heritance to the Order when, s^jresjgned the 
world, which she had .detgrmihed to do when 
she reached the. age j ,of sixteen. Being rich 
and ‘the betrothed of Christ’ (?) I felt I was 
too unworthy to approach her; and I was poor 
and what chance has a fellowagainst such heavy 
odds? But I staid near, and saw her for the 
last time when the convent doors intervened 
between her and the world forever. Somehow* 
a feeling of desolation surged through all my 
being; a mist obscured the sunshine, and a 
dirge seemed; ringing through i^y, „brain to the 
words, ‘Nevermore! Nevermore!’ " He paused, 
as though lost in reminiscences. Soon he 
aroused himself, and continued: “From that 
day I lost sight of her, and as .1 was not 
strong enough to endure the misery of living 
longer in that city, I came West and have 
been here ever since. I cannot tell you how 
stunned I felt as I gazed upon her face again, 
and under such circumstances! Great God! 
my blood boiled, my brain reeled; I could 
have choked the villain who had so cruelly 
dishonored my love of long-ago! Follow that 
carriage I must; so I grabbed my hat and got 
into my overcoat on my way downstairs. I 
purposely dashed along seemingly unmindful 
of those who might be ip the yj^flle, as I did 
not want them to become puspi^ippj.and lead 
me a long or false trai|,’but,’ rather,, I hoped 
they would think I was after .a doctor. I 
dropped into an alley and allowed the* carriage 
to get the lead. It went slowly, so I had but 
little difficulty, in keeping nearly up with it. 
It stopped at the —- Asylum."

“Zounds, man! that is where a funeral is to 
be to-day. ”

“Whose?” .
I handed him the paper; it shook in his 

hands as he continued to stare at the lines I 
pointed out for him to read.

“Is—is it she?” I queried, in a whisper, 
looking over his shoulder.

He nodded, he was incapable of speech for 
the moment.

“Then it is a He!"I boldly declared. “For 
you saw her at five o’clock, and this paper was 
made up (or whatever you call it) before you 
Jeft the office. It-iaplie, though I begin to 
see a motive behind it all. ”

He looked into my eyes with a troubled 
gaze. -

“Do you think,” he began, slowly, “do you 
believe that this has been printed to conceal 
the crime from her parents and friends?”

“I do. Being dead to the world, figura
tively, they would have the family believe her 
so literally; then there would be no fear of 
her betraying the truth to them. ”

“I shall be at that funeral,” he declared, 
resolutely, “and I shall satisfy myself whether 
it be true or a damned farce! Oh, hell is too 
cool for the one who has shorn my dove of her 
spotless plumage—curse him! curse him!!"

“Amen!” I said solemnly; at which he 
wrung my hand in mute appreciation of my 
sympathy. ..

As I could do him no-gpqd, and .wishing to 
Observe all to be seen from iny window, I bade 
him au revoir and departed, he promising to 
report to me whatever he discovered. I took 
up my position at my window and kept a keen 
lookout Soon a carriage drove rapidly up; a 
man jumped out, and, hatless, ran into the 
basement in which was the chapel. He re
turned in a few moments and staked open the 
two large doors, from which I judged him 
to be the director of arrangements. The tolling 
of the bell announced the coming of the pro
cession. Two carriages of pall-bearers came 
first and took up their petitions near the curb; 
then came the white hearse, drawn by white 
horses, and driven by a jehu in white livery. 
A long line of carriages filled the avenue to 
both curbs, and also lined the east street. I 
looked in vain for poor Frank. The flowers 
on the casket were removed ereifr was borne 
into the chapel—a custom which 'has always 
seemed queer to me. Between the mourners 
and the casket walked nearly a dozen Sisters 
of various Orders, some with flaring white bon
nets; some with white gowns under brown 
cloaks; some in blue gowns, and some in the 
black robes that I have always disliked, as 
they seemed to meso ghostly. I could not 
but say, mentally: “They come between, even 
in death!" . o,

, (to bi continued.)
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THE WAY THE ROMISH CHURCH TREATED HERETICS.

THE ROMISH OCTOPUS.
It is Winding Its Poisonous Coils 

Around Washington, D. C.

Its Fangs Are Sinking Deeper and Deeper.

(continued from last WEEK.)

He said: “L am sere this does not go on in 
my department.”

“Yes, sir, it does. . And how is it, ” I asked, 
“that the chief clerks and private stenogra
phers are so often, if not quite generally, Ro
man Catholics?"

“My chief clerk and private stenographer,” 
he answered, ‘lire Protestants."

“No, sir, your stenographer is a Roman 
Catholic, ffiis become such since appointed, 
and is in’tliat-poBitloh for a purpose. All yoq, 
propose'flbbut removals from office is reported, 
so that you may be led to appoint Roman 
Catholics as clerks. Do you. not know that 
there are clerks in your department who will 
lose their positions if they do not pay over 
their money to the Roman Catholics? I know 
a faithful clerk who has been here a number 
of years, and he goes out when the nuns come 
in, for he will not pay money to them. Now, 
I don’t feel disposed to mention this depart
ment, but have you anything to say, or any 
authority as to what is done here?”

The result was that he sent out an order 
that this begging should be stopped; but 
whether it has been I do not know. It ought 
to be, «lot only in Washington, but all over 
the land, by statute enactment that is not a 
dead letter because administered by Romanists 
or officials who fear the Roman Catholic vote, 
but a &w. enforced, and with penalties that 
would make it effective. •

* In the civil service examination the Roman 
Catholics always have the advantage. The 
Protestant young men and women have the ad
vantage of a higher standard of education than 
that of the Romanists, but the latter always 
succeed better, because they can get, in ad
vance, the questions of the examination.

In one division all the clerks were given a 
furlough of a week; before the furlough was 
over a number were dismissed, but no Catho
lics. Clerks in this division understand that 
it militates against them to be Protestants; 
and it is a general fact that, of the clerks dis
missed, the Protestants preponderate, while of 
the new appointments, the major part are 
Catholics. Why should this be? Romanists 
are not over a seventh of the population; their 
voters are not over a tenth of our voting popu
lation-/ ‘ted-their illiteracy, foreign spirit and 
birth wdffid maké íheir just proportion in offi
cial positions a mere handful. Why do they 
preponderate in Washington?

In the bureau of printing and engraving a 
few weeks ago, twenty-one promotions were 
made ih due day, nineteen of which were of 
Roman Catholics.

A man lost his position, and could not find 
anything else to do. One day his wife, who 
was a Román Catholic, asked him why he did 
not see the priest He went to him, and the 
priest told him he could not do anything for 
him; but said that if he would join his church 
he could get him work. He joined that chnrch, 
and almost immediately received a position. 
The priest was sure to get a part of his salary 
when he went for it There are government 
clerks who thus pay regularly from ten to 
twenty-five per cent, of their wages for the 
purpose of holding their positions.

On pay-days in the pension bureau, as the 
clerkp receive their pay, they file out between 
two nuns, who stand on either side, with boxes 
extended. Many of the clerks throw in quar
ter and half dollar pieces. At the last pay
day it took two hours and a half for all these 
clerks to pass out, during which time'these 
nuns stood there- and 'received their money. 
The commissioner bf pensions is a Roman 
Catholic, as also is his first assistant, and it 
may not be amiss to add that the chairman of 
the house sub-committee on pensions is of the 
same faith. ‘ ..

The following instance has recently come 
to my notice, and I have verified it A one
legged soldier in the pension bureau had been 
promoted, on merit alone, during a series of 
years, until he occupied a very important place 
in the bureau; but only the other day he was 
reduced four hundred dollars in annual salary,

ately given tp six other persons, five of whom 
were Itoman- Catholics. In this particular 
joom nine-tenths of the clerks are now Roman
ists. It was in this bureau that Cardinal 
Gibbons persistently urged the appointment 
of a Roman Catholic for chief clerk

One division in the agricultural department 
has been recently abolished. Seventy-eight 
per cent, of the clerks were Roman Catholics. 
After it was abolished, many of the Romanists 
were given other positions, but this was not 
the case with the Protestants.

Does it disqualify for official position to be 
an American and Protestant at the capital, as 
it does in Rome-ruled New York?

A few months ago an investigation showed 
that one-half of .the one hundred and fifty 
clerks in a certain division of the agricultural 
department were Roman ^Catholics. There are 
more there now. Are we to learn agriculture 
from Ireland?

In the land office there is but one chief of a 
division, appointed under Harrison, who re
tains his place thus far in the present adminis
tration, and he is a Roman Catholic. In the 
bureau of engraving and printing, the assist
ant superintendent, who is an active Roman 
Catholic, has contrived to retain his position, 
like many other Romanists in prominent posi
tions, under both democratic and republican 
administrations, while it was a noticeable fact 
that all Protestant democratic officials, rank
ing above the highest civil service clerkships, 
were promptly dismissed upon the respective 
changes in administration.

In one division in the printing. office where 
there are fifty clerks there are forty Romanists. 
In one room in the treasury of eight clerks, 
four are Roman Catholics. Why this?

In a bureau in the agricultural department 
an old and faithful clerk, who always avoided 
giving to the nuns, and who was outspoken in 
his Protestant sympathies, was summarily dis
missed—he overheard a chief of division com
plaining very bitterly against some opposition 
that was being made against Roman Catholic 
influence in the department, and connecting 
his name with it. The dismissal followed. Is 
this the land of the free?

If there is one of the leading departments 
not visited by the sisters of charity, so-called, 
I am not aware of it Some bureaus seem 
entirely subject to the order of priests. Cases 
like these are known. There are four mem
bers of one family in government employ, and 
one of the daughters is in one of these priest- 
controlled bureaus. When some one remarked 
that they must earn a great deal of money, 
she said: “No; we have to pay a good deal of 
it over to the Roman Catholic church, in or
der to hold our positions."

A lady could not give to her own church be
cause she was giving fifty cents a month to 
the Roman Catholic church, and she was dis
missed. She said: “One day when the col
lector came I did not have any change with 
me and this provoked the nun, and I gave her 
nothing the next time she came. A week 
after I had a letter which requested me to re
sign.”

A lady who had long been a clerk there was 
asked how many Protestants she knew among 
the twenty-five hundred clerks employed in 
that particular department, and she was posi
tive of but five Protestants. This is a depart
ment of the government that for years has 
simply been a feeding-station for the Roman 
Catholic church.

Up to the time when General Rosecrans re
signed, it was notorious that the clerks had to 
pay money regularly to the priests and nuns.

The following was related to me by one who 
knew: There was a young man who was clerk, 
stenographed and chief clerk all in one, to 
himself apparently. He did nothing but read 
the papers and trashy novels, and draw his 
pay. The facts leaked out through an old 
man whom he employed as his messenger, and 
his case was investigated. Asked who was 
his superior? He had none. To whom did he 
report? To no one. What service did he, ren
der the government? His answers were equally 
unsatisfactory, and he was requested to send 
in his resignation.

At this point the influence of a cardinal was 
"brought into requisition, , and the young man 
was retained. This kind of interference is tol
erated for the simple reason that the votes are 
believed to be behind it Is there not suffi
cient warrant for patriots rising up all over
the land, and as one man, regardless of party

and an Irish Boman Catholic, who saw but affiliations, uniting to put down all this inter
four months’: service in the army, was put in ..........................................................
his place. _y

Six government clerks in one room in the 
pension bureau, and strange to relate, all mem
bers of a certain Protestant church, were lately 
reduced in pay from three to five hundred 
dollars each per annum. Five of these are 
old soldiers. Their reduced pay was immedi-

meddling by ‘foreign-allied ecclesiastic's with 
the men whom we elect to administer our
affairs. (to bb continued.)

“God in the Constitution. ” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve' 
copies for |1.00. For sale at this office.
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We have not space in this notice of Father 
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Bishop O'Regan—General Crv of Indignation—1 
determine to resist him to ills face—He employs 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and he falls 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana in the Spring 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LV1I.
plshop O'Regan sells the Parsonage of tbe French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets tbe money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—He 
determines to turn mo out of my Colouy and send 
mp to Kahokla—He forgets It next day and pub
lishes tbat be bas Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to tbo Bishop—His Answers—The 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LV11I.
distress from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again drugged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to L'r- 
bana—Abraham Lineolu's anxiety about the Issus 
of tbe Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue - 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—Lc- 
Belle’s Confession and Distress—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra
ham Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER L1X.
dk moment of Interruption In tbe Thread of my “Fifty 

Years in tbc Cburch of Rome." to see how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX. -
The Fundamental Principles of the Constitution of tbe 

United States drawn from tbe Gospel of Christ—My . 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Plots.I knew against his Life—The Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born In tbe Church 
of Rome—Letter of tbe Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to tbe President—His admirable refer
ence to Moses—His willingness to die for bls 
Nation's Sake.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln s true man of God, and a true Die* 

cinle of tbo Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—The toed of the Priests—John Surratt's house— 
The Rendezvous end Dwelling Place of the Priests 
-John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln—Tbo Assassination of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours be
fore Its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two PriesLs sent by tbe People and tbe 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to tbe 
will of tbe Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly tbat tbe Bishop is wrong and tbat we are 
right—For peace sake, I consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by tbe 
Deputies—One of tbe Deputies turns false to bls 
promise, and betrays us. to be put at tbe bead nf 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LXIII.
Hr. Desaulnler is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than over to de
fend their rights—Letters of tbe Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg my 
pardon.

CHAPTER LX1V.
I write to tbe Pope Plus LX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send them tbe Legal and Public 
Documents proving tbe bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble-1-1 go 
to Dubuque to oner my submission to the Bishop 
—The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed hf 
Grand vicar Donn tbe 28th of March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Barnin and his assistant, Bev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about the 
new storm prepared by the Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Gift-1 am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Bacluto my people.

CHAPTER LXVI. w
The Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—We 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our* 
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor cl 
St. Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to St. 
Anne to persuade the People to submit to bls 
Authority—He is ignominiously turned out, and 
pin« away in the midst of tbe Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXV11.
teM^aye View of the Principal Eventa from my Con« 

version to this day—My Narrow Escapes-Ths 
end-of the Voyage through the Desert to IM 
Promised Land.

Price, $2.25, Post-paid.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

JOY. LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D * novel written with a purpose, and tbat 
purpose Is not merely to enable an untbtnklng, Idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of Idle blessed
ness, devoid ot earnest thought or care for either 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It Is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to he mothers; and secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the weil-bblng and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and Influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which ¿re unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon tbe Individuals compos* 
Ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant. Instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
u a novel, and is especially commended to “women, 
everywhere,” to whom It Is dedicated. It also thor-’ 
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the- Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. 'It contains 845 pages, neatly bound in 
cloth. Price by mail, prepaid, 81.25.

AGE OF XEASOtf. BY THOMAS 
<1 Faine. A book U»t *11 «botili re&i. Brice it 
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If You Want Work

E. C. ALLEN * CO.

Box 1001. Augusta, Me.

YOU SHOULD

>■ CHAPTER IV.

One

Yes, now, my friends, we will all

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.
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Tom.

They are up in the higher spiritual 
You are now right on the earth

Spirit.
Spirit.

Charles!
Spirit.

God's sake let's go! I want to go where she is. 
I catch a glimpse of her once in awhile, for 
an instant.

Yes, let’s go.
We have reached nearly a hundred 

They were all thoughtless, and just 
life the best they could. We got

How do you get up there? 
By working. ' ’ , - ,

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,^ ' 
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
OF amjBOH AND 8TATR.

Fall-page Illustrations, with

Hello! Aunt Rosy, is that you?
(Aunt Rosy.) Massa! Massa 

Massa Charles!
God bless her! Well, come on, for

BY Q. W. BROWN, M. D.
Vol. 12mo, 401 Pages, Cloth, $1.50, 

GENERAL DIVISION.

'^1

amusing. What are you going to do?
_ I am going to leave off controlling 

the young man, and you will see me as a spirit 
Now, you look right at the young man’s head.

them interested in the conversation, and then 
got them under our magnetic influence. - 
" ' • E. T. Washburn.

THE FREEiHiNKEST
PICTORIALTEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

Say! what was that? Do you know 
my head went off? ■

Tom. Well, I’ll tell you. tn order to en
able you to talk and hear, ypur^pirit has been 
clothed with earth condition^, by higher spirits

.nûiq 

r>o-»r • *

Famous Case of ‘Clairvoyance,,

GRAND MISSION WORK.
It Is Among Dark Spirits.

PART TWELFTH.

Yes.

'I

Well, why don’t she come to me? 
She can’t just yet; because, I’ll tell

Spirit. 
Tom.

that fa pleasant and profitable send I your addre«» 
Immediately. We teach men and women bow to earn . 
from «5 per day to 19000 per year without having had 
previous experience, and furnish the employment <1 
which they can make that amount. Capital unnecea« " 
•ary. A trial will coat you nothing. Write to-day an. 
address.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo»* 
Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog*, 
malic Christianity, containing many startling conclu* 
rIodr never before published, showing clearly tbo 
mythical character of most of tbe Old and New Tes* 
lament FtorlcB, and proving that Jesus was an Impen* 
sonatlon and not a person. A genuine sensation» 
Price »1.50.

For sale at tliis office.

Spirit. Has she been talking Jo you?
Tom. Yes. "

Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them.

A Work Inaugurated by Noble SouU.

ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TO ADVANCE.

They Beside on the Very Lowest Planes.

deal of—what do you call it?—Never mind, 
we won't discuss that

Tom. I know one you used to like. I 
should think you would want to find her.

Spirit. I am not hunting up people. I 
never found it very profitable to be hunting up 
people. I just take them as they come, and 
then let them go; that’s the best way.

Tom. That’s all right; but don’t you re
member your old aunt Rosy?—your old colored

Tom, You must take into consideration 
their conditions, surroundings, and disposi
tion; . for they all have a great deal to do with 
it. If you had been born under the same cir
cumstances, and had the same disposition, you 
would have done the same. .

Spirit. . , I wouldn’t have the same disposi
tion. I wouldn’t do it. '

Tom. You would, because it would be 
natural for you. You would have been just 
the same if you, had .been, born the same.

Spirit I dpij’t care if I had been born of a 
pig; .I wouldn’t hâve bepn-anything of the sort. 
... Tpm. - Now, don’t talk that way, because 
you would be just as it would be natural that 
you should be.' It is natural for you to be .the 
way you are now, and you couldn’t be anything 
different; and if you ¿¿d beep, born under the 
same surroundings as oth^^ jÿqp would Jiave 
been just as they are. ; ,I|/;is all nonsense for 
people to say that they wq||Wt be so and so 
because they would be juStthe same! You 
were Charles before you were planted, and you 
are giving out Charles nq^y. If you were 
some one else afjtb£;iy<?U 'vteri planted, you 
wouldn't be yourself, 'Yoiq^liave entered a 
natural life now. I know from experience, 
because I have been in Spirit-life a long time.

Spirit How do ypnffind ‘
Tom. Very beautiful.“
Spirit .What does the-beauty consist of?
Tom. The beauty consists of the beautiful 

country, the wonderful beauties of scenery, 
and oh! the beautiful flowers! Do you know, 
the flowers that grow in the Spirit-land are so 
full of the bright spirit that they nod to you, 
and you can see them grow! ’

Spirit. Where are the gardens where these 
flowers grow?

▲ SEANCE—CARELESS.

(Note.—This paper is copied from steno
graphic notes, taken during the seance. Tom, 
who carries on most of the conversation with 
the spirit whois being assisted, is a control of 
Mr. Fisher.)

Eva.1’ (Spiritdaughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Bailey.) We bring quite a number of persons 

, to-night, who are not very bad, but they are 
light, jovial, and hard to reach.

Spirit. Bay, what’s up? What’s the matter 
with you?

Mr. Fisher. Matter with whom?
Spirit. All of you. What’s the matter with 

you, anyhow? '
Mr. Fisher. Why, nothing. You are happy 

and jolly, aren’t you? *
Spirit. Yes, sir.
Mr. Fisher. Where did you come from?
Spirit Well, I came from down town, and 

i I’ll tell you there’s a funny thing happened to 
’ ne. I suppose that I am just as dead as any- 

dy can be.
r. Fisher. You are? You don’t act like 

a d man.
■ Spirit No, that’s just where the fun comes 

 

jn, because, do you know, my folks think that 
I am planted five or six feet below the ground, 
but I am not

Mr. Fisher. I don’t see how they could 
think that They might have planted your 
body, but I don’t see how they could plant 
you.

Spirit. Well, they think that they planted 
me, and that’s where it’s so jolly, you know. 
The fun comes right in there.

Mr. Fisher. They think that they planted 
you, but you are not there at all.

Spirit No, sir.
Mr. Fisher. You can have a good time 

now, going about
Spirit Yes, I don’t see a bit of difference, 

do you?
Mr. Fisher. I don’t know, because I haven’t 

died. It’s very interesting to me, to have you 
come and tell me these things.

Spirit. I suppose it is.
Mr. Fisher. Yes, because I would like to 

know something about it.
Spirit I don’t know anything about how 

it is going to come out. I have no sort of an 
idea.

Mr. Fisher. It’s all right, so far? .
Spirit. Oh, yes, jolly! Jolly!
Mrs. Bailey. It will get better and better 

all of the time.
Spirit I hope so.
Mr. Bailey. Did you ever hear of Spirit

ualism?
Spirit Oh, gosh, yes! It was regular fun! 

Do you know, we used to sit around the table, 
and the way we used to fool those girls; we 
used to tell them all about their fellows.

Mr. Bailey. Didn’t you believe anything 
in Spiritualism?

Spirit No; do you?
Mr. Bailey. Yes,, we are Spiritualists.

Spirit Oh, well, that’s all right
Mr. Bailey. You are proving Spiritualism 

to us now, because you are a spirit, and we 
are mortals.

Spirit A spirit! Oh, the devil! I never 
thought of that .

Mr. Bailey. Haven’t you died?
Spirit Why, yes, I suppose I have.

Mr. Bailey. Of course you are a spirit, 
then.

Spirit. It’s a fact, but I didn’t think of it 
before.

Mr. Bailey. Spiritualism is a fact too, 
isn’t it?

’ Spirit Yes, I guess it is; but, you know,I 
never paid much dttention to it

Mr. Bailey. You have entered now where 
you can realize more of what life is than we 
can. You have entered an eternity, a life of 
progression.

Spirit Well, I never made a great deal of 
progress; so I hope to God I shall beginl

Tom. I should think you would want to be 
looking around, and trying to find some of 
your folks. ,

Spirit I don’t know as I care anything 
about any of my folks. I never had a great.

nurse?
Spirit, 

good old
Tom.
Spirit, 

the devil, 
Tom.

Yes, I'll tell you what, that was a 
critter! ,
Why, of course she was.
She had a face that was as black as 
but she had a heart that was good. 

Yes, I know it, for I can see it now,
that she had a real good heart. I tell you she 
thinks lots of you. She says that you are her 
Massa Charles. Is that your name?

Spirit. Yes, sir. <
Tom. 1 don’t know only what she tells me,’ 

because I am a stranger to you..

you, Charles, when people die they progress 
out of the earth atmosphere, and go up into 
the spiritual atmosphere; and then those spir
its cannot go directly to those who are ‘just 
planted, ’ as you are.

Spirit Oh, that’s it. All right, McCovey.
Tom. It’s all growth and progression 

where you are now. You have got to grow to 
get to where aunt Rosy is, because, you know 
she has been in the Spirit-life a good while. 
She loves you so much, and she will be so glad 
to have you come to her, because there’s lota 
of things she can tell you pertaining to the 
new life that will be a great benefit to you.

Spirit. Well, I wish she would come to me.
Tom. She is right here, but you can’t see 

anyone only those who are in the same condi
tion that you are in at the present time. She 
can come down to you, and realize you, but 
you can’t realize her right away.

Spirit Well, I never thought—it’s no mat
ter. I guess 1 won’t say it.

Tom. I know what you were going to say. 
You might as well say Jt if you wish to, be
cause this is where every one can express 
themselves just as they feel.

Spirit. Well, I hadn't forgotten it, but it 
didn’t just come to me.

Tom. You never thought anything much.
Spirit. Well, there’s no use in fussing, 

getting sorry and all those kinds of things—no 
use at all!

Tom. There’s no use in fretting, but there 
is a good deal of use in thinking; because 
there is a great deal in Spirit-life to see and 
learn, and the more you learn, and the farther 
you advance, why, the better you will be.

Spirit. Do you know, boy, if I were to think 
I would be crazy in a little while? God! I 
would be as crazy as a bedbug!

Tom. Oh, no, you wouldn’t. It would do 
you good to think; and you will have to think, 
because there are lots of things to think about. 
This is a wonderful life—a wonderful universe 
—and to think that you are out of your body, 
now, in this great, broad universe, and that you 
have a whole eternity to grow in.

Spirit. I will be a good deal bigger than 
old Goliah, if I keep on growing a whole etern
ity!

Tom. I don’t mean that you will grow in 
size; I mean in knowledge, and wisdom; there’s 
lots of things to know. Think of all the plan
ets, and this wonderful universe, all working 
together in such beautiful harmony.

Spirit. Well, do you'know, they will work 
just the same way whether I know about it or 
not. If I were to understand all about them 
it wouldn’t make a bit of difference—they 
would go on just the same. . .

Tom. Just the same; but still, wouldn’t it 
be nice to understand all those wonderful laws 
of,the spirit? And there’s a great deal of good 
that you can do. Don't you think it is nice to 
make people feel good?

Spirit. Why, certainly. I never tried to 
make people feel bad.

Tom. No, but I’ll tell you: There are a 
great many people who go into the life you 
have now entered who are very sad and sor
rowful because they don’t find things exactly 
as they expected; and then again, they didn’t 
live just the right kind of lives.

Spirit It serves them right if they didn’t 
do right

Tom. Yes; but at the same time it’s a duty 
for any one to help these poor creatures out of 
the darkness and suffering, because they all 
have good friends who love them.:

•Spirit Well, why didn’t they live as they 
ought to?

Tom. 
realms, 
plane.

Spirit. 
Tom.
Spirit.

who understand this wonderful process; and 
when that material is remov^llrom your spirit 
body you feel as if your h^d was going off, 
as you say. '

Spirit. I did feel so.
Tom. That was when that material' was 

dissolved from your spirit body. You cannot 
speak the way you are speaking now, without 
your spirit being clothed with that material. 
You know, when you enter the new life you 
have to be taught and shown something about 
it

Spirit Yes, I suppose so.
Tom. You don’t suppose that you are al

ways going to be like this?
Spirit Well, I don’t know.
Tom. You have duties to perform, and 

you have work to do.
Spirit. Well, I hope it won’t be piled on 

very hard.
Tom. Oh, no.
Spirit. But I suppose that if I have to I 

have to. . p
Tom. Yes, you will have to. That is the 

law of your being, and those laws have to be 
obeyed, because you wouldn't always be satis
fied to go on exactly in the manner you did 
before you were ‘planted.’ You would be 
tired of the same thing always; and I want to 
tell you, Charles,’your old nurse has lots of 
things to tell you and show you.

Spirit. What does she want to show me?
Tom. I couldn’t tell you now, because I 

don’t exactly know; but I know that she is 
very anxious.

Spirit Well,.! am ready.
Tom. She says the Lord has been very 

good to her soul
Spirit. I know she was always prating 

about the Lord being good to her. Do you 
know that dear old soul, she took me to meet
ing one time, and she thought the Lord was 
going to bless me for it And she thought I 
was going to get religion; but I’ll tell you the 
thing didn’t stick at all, and I felt, for that 
dear old soul’s sake, that I would like to have 
it, if there was any such thing; and I guess I 
came as near praying as I ever did, but I 
couldn't make the thing stick

Tom. Of course, Aunt Rosy didn’t find 
things^as she expected; but everything is all 
righi; and she is very happy. She loves you, 
and is so anxious to have you come up into 
the spiritual realms—for you' know she has 
been in Spirit-life some time.

Spirit Oh, yes, a good while.
Tom. She is right here, and she says that 

she wants to help her Massa Charles.
Spirit Bless the dear old soul!
Tom. And you are being helped to-night 

by coming in contact with me, because I am a 
spirit controlling this young man. -

Spirit. Do I understand that the young 
man is a medium?

Tom. Yes.
Spirit All right, go on.
Tom. I am controlling him, and I am 

going to show you myself as a spirit; and then 
afterwards, when I come to you, you must go 
with me. I will ,take you to a place ’■where 
yoq will learn and see new things, and be led 
up to where your Aunt Rosy is. '

Spirit Is it far? .
Tom. Not particularly far, Jjut it will be 

all right—you will be satisfied. Now, this 
will amuse you. . ,

Spirit All right; I like anything that is

Mr. Bailey. We’ll make a Spiritualist out 
of you yet, '

Spirit, I wouldn't wonder. He’ll go back 
into him, won't he?

Mr. Bailey. Yes.
' Spirit. All right; come on, old boy, let’s 
have itput. ' . ”

. Toin'. " “(Returns to Mr, Fisher,) Well, now 
—did you see me? f

Spirit. Well, I d id. That’s a good thing 1
Tom. Why, of course it’s a good thing. I 

will tell |fhy, Charles, this gentleman’s daugh
ter is doing what is called missionary work. 
You know sometimes spirits are crushed out of 
their bodies, and sometimes people are run 
over by the cars, and are in a terrible condi
tion; and they are brought here to this place 
to get righted. And then, there are those who 
are in a terrible condition through not having 
lived the right kind of lives, and through 
heedlessness, and it is very hard to reach them. 
I am trying to reach you to-night.

Spirit That is real good of you. I sup- 
posefthat I ought .to be reached.

Torii? 2 Yes;1; and’now I want you to go 
with me; and I Will take you to a school.

Spirit. I don’t like the sound of that.
Tom. It isn’t exactly a schobl, but it is a 

place where there are bright spirits who have 
been in Spirit-life a long time; and they will 
explain everything to you, and you will be 
shown the way to ‘get to your friends. Now,. 
Rosy is very anxious about you; I tell you “she 
loves you.
4Spirit •'Well, if there's anyone who can 

kelp me, it is dear old Aunt Rosy.
Tom. Yes, she took good care of you. No 

mother could have cared for you as she did, 
and there is a strong tie between you two, 
and that tie wijl be a great benefit to you. 
She can help you, because you have confidence 
iu her.

Spirit. Well, I loved poor old Aunt Rosy. 
She’s a darling! I would give a great deal to 
see that dear old soul! Rosy can never say 
that I wasn’t good to her.

Tom. Yes, and that will be a great help to 
you in the life that you are now in; because 
every good thing you did, and every kind act 
of your life, you will seq.

'Spirit. Well, that’s encouraging; but there 
arfifl'F^'grdatinany to present themselves to 
me.' : li am glad that I have laid up a little 
for dear old Aunt Rosy. '

Tom. Yes; I wish she could speak to you. 
Do you know, she is listening to all this con
versation?

Spirit. Is that so?
Tom. Yes, you speak to her, and maybe 

she will answer you.
Spirit. Hello! Aunt Rosy! Are you here? 

Say, you dear old mammy! How are you? A 
long time since we met, ain’t it, Aunt Rosy? 
No, sir, she don’t speak. Maybe she can't.

Tom. Just wait a little, she will try. You 
know, she has been gone some time, and she 
hever spoke in this way. Speak to her again, 
it will encourage her. .

Spirit Hello! Aunt Rosy! Aunt Rosy! 
Here’s your boy, Aunt Rosy! I thought I 
saw her then.

Tom. Yes, perhaps, if she can't speak to 
you she may be able to present herself to you. 
She is trying very hard to do something, so 
that you will know that what I have been tell
ing you is true.

Spirit I will.
MrA Bailey. Tell us what you see.
Spirit Oh, shooting stars! How is that 

for high? Well, sir, that’s funny! What is It? 
As snre as I am a living critter^- he has skinned 
out of the fellow, and Stands there beside him!

Mr. Bailey. ■ That’s Tom.
Spirit The one that was talking to me?
Mr„ Bailey. Yes. - } ; ,
Spirit I tell you that’s a manifestation 

worth seeing. ‘ .

Tom. 
go.

Spirit 
Eva. 

to-night, 
enjoyed

Responsibility educates.—Wendell Phillips.
None preaches better than the ant, and she 

says nothing.—Franklin.
If thou desire to be wise, be so wise as to 

hold thy tongue.—Lavater.
Much bending breaks the bow; much un

bending the mirid.—Bacon.
Riches exclude only one inconvenience, and 

that is poverty. —Johnson. '
He who is firm and resolute in will molds 

the world to himself. —Goethe.
Every generation of man is a laborer for 

that which succeeds it.—Gladstone.
The book to read is not the one that thinks 

-bn you?‘but the one which makes you think. 
^--McCosh.

Vienna has 1,391.000 population and 3741 
police. Arrests last year, 74,988, The lin
guistic knowledge of the Vienna police force 
comprises English, French, Italian, Spanish, 
Bohemian, Polish, Russian, Kroatian, Ser
vian, Hungarian, Roumanian and Hebrew.

The prisons of. Morocco are the worst in the 
world. No ¿ate or attention whatever is given 
to the prisoners; they are left dependent on 
their mends for food, and if they have no 
friends the Government provides only a bit of 
bread or a handful of grain daily to keep them 
alive.

’ New York has 1,850,000 population and 
3,723 police. There were last year 84,498 ar
rests, of which 65,425 were men and 19,073 
were women, of the arrests 22,-853 were for 
intoxication,.7,955 for disorderly conduct and 
drunkenness combined, and 15,101 for disor
derly conduct
PHYSICAL * PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 

I Letter« to tbe Sej-bert Commlulon. By Franeli J. Llppltt. 
An tautratod pamphlet Worth lie weight In gold, --rice a 
eon».',. .. ■ ■ - • .. .. ...

SPiRn HEAtmG. A
JL series of lesson« on therelsUonBof tbe spirit to its own organ* 

’JftlMindtbB Inter-relation of human beings with reference w 
health» disease and healing. By tbe spirit of Dr. Benjamaln 
Hntfh; through tbe mediumship of Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
.book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read.
Price »1.50. .
jyrtLOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 

JT course. By Andrew Jackson Dari». A rare work, it por 
&CS6H great merit. Pride 91.25.

To the Editor:—It appears that in a con
versation between^ distinguished. Judged and 
one of the editors of. the Baltimore American 
the article of Mark Twain's on telepathy 
casually came into. talk.. Many (cases■:were 
cited, and the Judge alluded to the remarkable 
story of Jessie Brown. It will be new to 
many, and it is given herewith as it appeared 
in a letter tothe London the latter being 
written by a lady who was the wife of an offi
cer at Lucknow:

On every side death stared us in the face; 
no human skill could avert it any longer. 
We saw the moment approach when we must 
bid farewell to earth, yet without feeling that 
unutterable’ horror which must have been ex
perienced by the unhappy victims at Cawn- 
pore. We were resolved rather to die than to 
yield, and were fully persuaded that in twenty- 
four hours all would be over. The engineer 
had said so, and all knew the worst. We 
women strove to, encourage each other, and 
to perform the light duties which were, assigned 
to us, such as conveying orders to the batter
ies, supplying the men with provisions, 
especially cups of coffee, which we prepared 
day and night.

I had gone out to try to make myself use
ful, in company with Jessie Btown, the wife 
of a corporal in my husband's regiment 
Poor Jessie had been in a state of restless ex
citement all through the siege, and had fallen 
aWay visibly during the last few days. A 
constant fever consumed her and her mind 
wandered occasionally, especially that day, 
when the recollections of home seemed power
fully present to her. At last, overcome with 
fatigue, she laid down On the ground 
wrapped in her plaid. I sat beside her, 
promising to awake her when, as she said, 
her “father should return from the plowing.”

She fell at length into a profound slumber, 
motionless and apparently breathless, her 
head resting in my lap.

I myself could no longer resist- the inclina
tion. to sleep, in spite of the continual roar of 
the cannon. Suddenly I was aroused by a 
wild, unearthly scream close to my ear. My 
companion stood upright beside me, her arms 
raised and her head bent forward in the atti
tude of listening.

A look of intense delight broke over her 
countenance; she grasped my hand, drew me 
toward her, and exclaimed: “Dinna ye hear 
it? Dinna ye hear it? Ay. I’m no dream
ing, it’s the slogan o’ the Highlanders! We’re 
saved! We’re saved!” Then flinging herself 
herself on her knees, she thanked God with 
passionate fervor. 1 felt utterly bewildered. 
My English ears heard only the roar of ar
tillery, and I thought my poor Jessie was still 
raving; but she darted to the batteries, and I 
heard her cry incessantly to the men, 
“Courage! Courage! Hark to the slogan— 
the Macgregor, the grandest of them all. 
Here's help at last 1”

To describe the effect of these words upon 
the soldiers would be impossible. For a mo
ment they ceased firing, and every soul list
ened with intense anxiety; gradually there 
arose a murmur of bitter disappointment, and 
the wailing of women who had flocked to the 
spot, burst out anew as the Colonel shook his 
head. Our dull, lowland ears heard only the 
roar of musketry. A few moments more of 
this deathlike suspense, of this agonizing hope, 
and Jessie, who had again sunk upon the 
ground, sprang to her feet, and- cried in a 
voice so clear and piercing that it was heard 
along the whole line, “Will ye no believe it 
noo? The slogan has ceased, indeed, but 
the Cambells are coming. D’ ye hear? D’ 
ye hear ?”

At that moment all seemed, indeed, to hear 
the voice of God in the distance, when the 
pibroch of the Highlanders brought us tid
ings of deliverance, for now there was no 
longer any doubt of the fact. That shrill, 
penetrating, ceaseless sound, which rose 
above all other sounds, could come neither 
from the advance of the enemy nor from the 
work of the sappers. No, it was, indeed, 
the blast of the Scottish bagpipes, now shrill 
and harsh, as threatening vengeance on the 
foe, then, in softer tones, seeming to promise 
succor to their friends in need.

Never, surely, was there such a scene as 
that which followed. Not a heart in the resi
dency of Lucknow but bowed itself before 
God. All, by one simultaneous impulse, fell 
upon their knees, and nothing was heard but 
bursting sobs and the murmured voice of 
prayer. Then all arose, and there rang out 
from a thousand lips a great shout of joy, 
which resounded far and wide, and lent new 
vigor to that blessed pibroch.

To our cheer of “God Save the Queen,” 
they replied by the well-known strain that 
moves every Scot to tears, “Should auld 
acquaintance be forgot ” After that nothing 
else made any impression on me. I scarcely 
remember what followed. Jessie was pre
sented to the General on his entrance to the 
fort, and at the officers’ banquet her health 
was drank :by,?ll present, while the pipers 
marched around the table playing once more 
the familiar, air of “Auld Lang Syne.”

Whittier’s poem, “The Pipes at Lucknow,” 
and Robert T. S. Lowell’s “The Relief of 
Lucknow,” are descriptive of this same Inci
dent. ' '

The above is certainly most remarkable, 
and illustrates the, fact that the phenomenon 
was caused by th$ intervention of spirits.

■ JusTice.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: The Beginning«; Fundamental Princf- 
pits; TbrmaUcm of •iContteiiRtions, Systems. Buna 
r/auets and Satellites. Tbe Origin of Meteors and 
Come;«;TlieOrgnnld Kingdom; The Origin ~of Mun; 
Man—Hifl Attributes nnd Powers; The Soul—Hob it 
R&nelveBand imparts Knowledge; IIuw the Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer -or Spiritual Body; Growth and De..- 
generation; Morally, Splr!t,nal!«m Proved by the 
Bible; Tbe'Blblo nnd Christ; The Snmxnary: “What 
Must We Do to BO Saved?’ For rale at this office.
-Price, Cloth. «1,25. Paper, 50c.

f ft RANULA: f 
1 The Best Food. ; X
\ tAt Medicine. \
r 0RANULA, Orlgliifitecl ]>y Dr. JaiBBSC. f 
YJackson over 80 yours «.-¿0.. is n, eciov x 
• tiflcally prepared and twiOe oiiolteil lood 9 
\ eoptaliilng all the.nutrlli.rus properties \ 
f of tlieunoqualedGenesec Vtlliyy.Winter 9 
I wheal in Buch form and proportionals

to Be quickly digested and readily as-x 
ohnuated. . ■ . '■ 1 :' ■: F

It-has been called “TAe Pcrjecl Pood." x 
As such it is a reinaTkublo remedy for 9 
certain diseases,and if persistently used X 
will remove Dyspepsia,Indigestion,Con- 9 
stipatton and kindred aliments, . , . \

Granola should bo eaten daily VvcliU- 9 
dren iis>4t builds up the tissues i, , pi<Jly x 
and clears the system ol liupu.ltdes, 9 
Manufactured by x

Qur Hone Granula Co., 9 
4 Box 100, Dansville, N. V. ! 4 
’ Trial Box, prepaid, 25c. Pamphlet/res. v

Have a copy of the “ Astral 
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It le 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will ¡inform you where to 
procure Specific jemedies 
lor the Absolute Cure of 
all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide ¿ent on 
receipt of stamp. ■

L. J. SHAFER, -
Chemist, •« 

1910 "Washington Boul. ’
Chicago, Ill.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
■—AND-— .

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This 1« a most valuable book. It comes from an Ks* 
Priest, whose character is above reproach, and who 
knows what Ue is talking «bout. Everybody should 
read It. Price, »1.00. 1L conulna tbo following chap* 
ter«:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before (be Surrender of Womanly Self* 

respect In the Confessl^vl.
CHAPTER H.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for tb| 
Priest.

CHAPTER Hl.
Tbe CctfSessional is tbe Modern Sodom.

How tb(. Vow of Celibacy of the Prism 1« made ea»| 
by Auricular CoufeBslon.

CHAPTER V.
Tbe hlgbly-educAled and refined Woman lu the Con» 

fesaluual—What becomes of her after uncondlUoiV 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all tbe Sacred Tie» Ot 

Marriage aud Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Cunfeaslou be tolerated among Civlb 
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Coufeseiou bring Peace to tbe Soulf 

CHAPTER IX.
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegfottf 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels tbe Ctiurcb of Rome to confess tht 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France.
. CHAPTER XII.
A Cbapter for tbe Conslderuiion of Legislators, Hust 

bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on wblcb 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

Researches in Oriental History.

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM! 
S. DERIVATION OP CHRISTIANITY. J 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? ] 
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jcbub.
Iu thia volume tbe Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea is traced to tbo Bae* 
(rlan Philosopher. 2350 years B. C., and its history ts 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, uutl! it is 
fully developed into Chrlstlanlly. wlibainytble^ hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soou after the commencement 
of tbe Christian era. \ , i

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen-l, 
trnl hero are mythical; that the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Ha ritca. ceremonials, dogmas ami superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast ro« 
search among the records of the pto-i; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per«,’ 
son can rend It without instruction and profit, whether 
be peaches tbo same conclusions with the author on. 
otherwise. For sale at

THE ELEMI» 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 
HISTORY, STATISTICS, and THE 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por« 
. trait of Designer.

The inuEtrntloDs are classified as follows: 16 rep« 
resent« Uncle Bam and the PrtcuU: 2, The Church 
Robbing the People; S, TbanksjrlviDg; 6, Sabbath 
Law»; 14 Children and the Church; 16. "Woman and 
the Church; 6, The Church and Thomas-Paine; 4, Stud
io« (n Natural History: 2. The Bible and Science; ¡5,. 
The Clergy «nd Their Flocks; 1, Piety In Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The. Atonement Scheme; 4. The Lord and 
HI« Works:!. Prayer: 10. The Creeds;2. Christiana and 
Mohammedans; 2. Samples of Christianity'« Work; 
5, Missionaries: l.The Lord's Instruments; 25, Blblo 
Doctrines «nd Tbeir Results; i. The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics: 4. Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; 1, The U«ei 
of the Cross; 4. Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
Persecution« of the Church; 12. Some Allegories* 
S,Heaven ; 6: Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price»!.
F«r Sais at tiiis offif'A.

•THE PRIEST, THE^n’OMAIf ANrD 
J. the Confessional. liy Rev. Chat. Chlalqur.

Every one should read IL Price »1.00.
DESEARCHES /Ar ORIENTAL Ji'lS 

Zl. tory. embracing the origin of tbe Jews, the Bin 
and Development.pf Zoroastrlaaltm and tha Dorlra- 
tlnn of Chrlxtlanltv; to which Is added: WhenceQa- 
Arran Ancestor.? By G, W. Brown. M. D. Oneof 
ibe moil valuable work« ever published Price »'3*.
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UIjUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
.. As there are thousands who will at first venture 
only twenty-five cents fur The Progressive Thinker 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those wimecelve 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from *1 to 110, or even 
more than the latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts win make a large sum total, sod thus extend 
.che field of our labor and usefulness The same sug
gestion will apply in all cases of repew»l of subscrip
tions—solicit others to aid in the good work. Yon will 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for The Progressive Thjnkeb. 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week. '

| A. Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we « an 

give you for“# cents? Just pause and think for a no- 
mept what an intellectual feast that smsll investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pro
gressive Thinker thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred aud 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-sized book:

A’Chrlstian on Christians.
There is'a religious paper published 

at Buffalo, N. Y., whose editor seems to 
hays as low an opinion of Protestant as 
of Catholic churches. We JCn’t know 
by what title he is known, but he does 
strike heavy blows, we fear too truthful, 
against the clergy. A few extracts at 
random; which we run together to save 
space: ; .

. “The clergyman knows no modera
tion, no toleration, no consideration, no 
relaxation. . He can neither reflect nor 
relent. . . His church is a sponge that 
is never full, which swallows up the 
revenues anB prosperity, the domesticity 
and peace of nations, and restores noth
ing’,

“The millions poured into the lap of 
the church • are forever diverted from 
human activities,' enterprises, necessi
ties and interests. Invested in unpro
ductive lands and architectural piles of 
brick and stone, they sit as monstrous, 
unresponsive dragons in the presence of 
human life with its daily needs, its 
cares, its woes, its hunger, nakedness 
and homelessness. . , . The tithings 
of successive generations become the 
dead capital of - departed commerce and 
national prosperity.”

The editor slightly amends his text, 
from Prov. 29:2, and makes it read: 
“\yhere the clergy bear rule the people 
mourn."

THE TWO JOHNS.
A Significant Problem Wait 

ing Solution.

IMPORTANT OFFERS.A TOUCHING LETTER.Hight Million Dollars* Robbery.
It was a big robbery Indeed!—a gigan

tic Roman Catholic steal!—that and 
nothing else! The Christian Evangelist 
of St. Louis, Mo., says that the cred
itors of Archbishop John B. Purdell, 
whose gigantic failure in 1879 asion- 
ished the.world, are making renewed 
efforts to obtain from the Roman Cath
olic Church the amount they claim is 
duo them. The creditors number 15,000, 
most of them are poor, and, including 
the interest, the claim is $8,000,000. In 
their appeal they give extracts from the 
deposition of the Archbishop in which 
he stated that the moneys received by 
him were expended to pay for lots for 
churches and schools, for charities, for 
orphan asylums and houses of refuge
in fact, for all purposes approved by the 
church in his diocese, religious, chari
table and literary, including "the ¡erec
tion of churches, convents, maintaining 
and establishing sisterhoods and i’brqth- 
erhoods and educating and supporting 
priests. In short, Archbishop Purcell 
borrowed the money and used every 
dollar of it in the interest of thechuych. 
Not a dollar of this money hasr b'een 
paid back, but “Mother.Church"te (en
riched by the fraud. Were any’ Pro
testant denominations to perpetrate 
such high-handed robbery, the secular 
press would ring with denunciation, hut 
it is silent while the Catholic' ‘‘ch,urch 
holds fast to millions obtained .by.'the 
robbery of 15,000 of its own parish- 
oners.

Christianity to Blame.
A very singular aspect of the present 

financial and labor depression of this 
country is, that aid for the hungry un
employed Should be requested from the 
poorly-paid employed, ahd by the em
ployers. Is there not enough hoarded 
surplus in this country to alleviate the 
hunger of these human beings and their 
families, and tide them through until a 
Congress with both financial ability and 
soul, or at least sympathy, can be se
cured, and with manhood and personal 
integrity sufficient to legislate this 
‘‘land of the free and home of the 
brave" (?) back into a state of thrift and 
prosperity? Here would seem a chance 
for this Christian (?) nation to wave the 
scepter of protection over her starving 
idleness, and'win the laurels of ft name 
eternal. ■

Christianity boasts of her many
fingered spires that point the way to a 
God of love and mercy; boasts of her 
great accumulation of wealth and gaudy 
temples of worship; of all the morals 
and spirituality of all nations; of a 
corner on charity and brotherly love, 
holiness, justice and power. Then, 
granting this as true, she is mainly re
sponsible for the horrible condition of 
our people to-day, and should not only 
offer some remedy, but annihilate this 
slimy dragon of starvation with some of 
their brewed and bottled godliness, 
charity and sympathy. It would be 
within their power of accomplishment if 
the money used in these costly temples 
had been treasured for this most 
reasonable Christian purpose, instead of 
being used as it is. What kind of a 
God must it be that can shut its eyes to 
this hungry plea and heed the songs and 
prayers of miserly, aristocratic plenti- 
tude. If all these men were starving 
freethinkers apd Protestants, and the 
only God a pope of Rome, naught else 
would be looked for; but a supreme 
ruler of love and mercy would likely use 
a combined effort of mercy and intelli
gence in righting these wrongs.

Some of our big institutions appoint 
themselves solicitors and treasurers for 
aid from their employes, and make it 
easy to escape their own assessments. 
To be just, be it said that a few of the 
wealthy ones have given nobly, and it 
was heralded through the press of the 
city; but no matter, so they give, 
whether in the true spirit, or as they 
would throw tough beef to a dog. Idle
ness is helpless, and must take what is 
given or starve.

Oh, this Christian land of ours: pride 
of all nations; purge thyself of this ac
cursed mockery, or take off thy cloak in 
humility, and change your gods for 
fiends of unholy realms!

The Charities Too Slow.
Indeed, life is too brief to pause right 

in the midst of all this starvatipn and 
want; this national pauperization, to 
solve the problem as to what political 
party did it. The solution most needed 
now is how to better conditions most.ex- 
deditiously; to feed the hungry people, 
and clothe them, and shelter them from 
the frigid elements. To ascertain the 
cause would only be an empty satisfac
tion; a chance to censure and harrow up' 
a little war that would widen into a 
general melee. These are tlnios when 
men become impassioned at trifles. 
Starvation and distress-so general be
come the force that floods the human 
heart with sympathy and impatience. 
Reluctant effort and refusal to aid 
those known to be in-need, on technical 
or trivial grounds, would precipitate a 
general uprising. It is all well enough 
for men to sweep the streets and do 
aughtelse honorable to help themselves 
so long as they are able to work, and 
there seems no disposition manifest., ex
cept by the professional tramp, to refuse 
to earn their food and shelter, and the 
charities are quite liberal, but too slow 
and inefficient. True, they mav be im
posed upon occasionally unless they em
ploy means to prevent; but it would cer
tainly be more in accord with 'the true 
American spirit to deal out liberally to 
the needy though an occasional unde-

NUMBER one.
. We desire to do a philanthropic work, 
hence are publishing each week a . 
greater variety of matter pertaining to 
Spiritualism and free thought than any 
other Spiritualist paper now published 
on this green earth. To all ne\v trial 
subscribers (25 cents for three months) 
we send free “The Witch of the Nine
teenth Century,” a highly interesting 
story by Dr. Phelon, which ran through 
eight numbers of the .paper; and also 
the Christmas number, which is of itself 
worth one dollar.

OFFER NUMBER TWO,
Or, in the place of the above, we will 

send free that remarkable paper issued 
Feb. 14th, 1891, showing that the Ro
man Catholics were responsible for the 
assassination of President Lincoln. One 
hundred and fifty thousand copies of that 
number of the paper ha ve been issued. It 
is startlingly true and sensational, and 
the most remarkable paper of the present 
age. - When you once read it you will 
value it as worth at least one dollar. 
We will also send our Tract edition. 
No dollar book ever published is more 
valuable than this paper. The first 
page contains the following article: 
“Hinduism—Its Status as a Religion,’* 
by the learned scholar, Swami Vive 
Kananday, of India. It is invaluable to 
every reflective mind.

2nd page: “The Art of the Spirits— 
Paintings, Sketches and Autographs 
from the Departed Great,” an intensely 
interesting article.

3d page: “There is No Death—The 
Poets and Poetry of Spiritualism—A 
Chapter of Poetic Pearls, Beaming with 
Immortal Life and Scintillating with a 
Light Divine.” This page is valuable 
indeed. ’

4th page: “A Cloud of Witnesses— 
AU Poets Inspired Mediums.” This 
page is full of poetic gems,

5th page: “The Passage to Spirit
Life Most Delightful.” Every Spiritu
alist, every Materialist and every 
Christian should read it.

6th page: “Politic^ Romanism.” It 
contains statistics with which every pa
triot should be familiar. It has several 
suggestive illustrations.

7th page: “The Martyrs of the Lib
eral Faith.” You should be thoroughly 
posted with the facts it contains.

8th page: “The Truths of Spiritual 
Phenomena Endorsed by Science.” In
teresting facts for the people.

This paper beams throughput with 
interesting matter. All of it is cream, 
and should go into the hands of every 
Spiritualist.

THIRD OFFER.
To all new yearly subscribers we will 

send free the four papers above men
tioned. Always state in your order the 
papers expected.

Dr. T. Wilkins, whose contributions 
have appeared in The Progressive 
Thinker from time to time, writes as 
follows in reference to the Tract edi
tion: “I have nothing in my collection of 
spiritual literature that I prize any more 
highly than the copy of your Tract is
sue. I consider it about the best mis
sionary tractevcr published in the inter
est of truth. Each page is worth more 
than a year's subscription.”

Report of the National Convention,
The report,which has been greatly de 

layed in the hands of the printer, over 
which we had no control, is at last ready ■ 
for issue, and is being forwarded to sub
scribers as rapid])’ as possible. Orders 
for over 2,600 copies have been received, 
and at the rate they are coming in it is 
probable that the whole edition of 3,000 
will be exhausted. We advise, therefore, 
that all those who wish a copy of the re
port should send in thefr subscription at 
once, with remittance at .the rate of 25

One Mother to Another.
The Dying Moments of a Little 

Boy«The two Johns—or bne John—which? 
It is a very easy matter to ask a ques
tion that will puzzle the wisest man liv
ing. The little child can even perplex 
the philosopher with its abstruse in
quiries. It is easy to interrogate the 
teacher, and no great amount of expe
rience is required for that specific work. 
Charles Dawbarn, one of the most criti
cal men living, with a mind comprehen
sive in its nature and discernment, is 
seeking light. John Pierpont, the poet, 
the philanthropist, the grand old man
now a spirit—is the subject upon which 
Mr. Dawbarn has focalized his intellect
ual acumen. No one can but admire 
this spirit (Mr. P.) for he must be im
bued with all those ” grand attainments 
that characterize the lofty intellect. 
True, his name is John, and so is ours. 
There is nothing particularly euphoni
ous in the name, but when the cogno
men of a spirit, it assumes a somewhat 
different aspect, and would be regarded 
as sacred—in a certain sense at least.

Now the question arises as to the 
John who controls Mrs. Longley, now on 
the Pacific Coast,and the John who still 
superintends the Banner Circle. Ac
cording to Mr, Dawbarn, John Pierpont 
is the controlling spirit of Mrs. Longley, 
while by others it is claimed that 
he devotes his whole attention to the 
circle held under the auspices of Broth
er Colby. Admitting the latter state
ment to be true, then the John who con
trols Mrs. Longley is another individual 
entirely—a sort of adventurer who is 
cavorting about the Pacific Coast, smil
ing at the great confusion he has caused 
in the ranks in regard to the two Johns.

Mr. pawbarn, however, after weigh
ing calmly and deliberately all the evi
dence, comes to the conclusion that Cali
fornia is now the exclusive home of the 
real genuine, simon-pure John, while 
the Banner of Light is the one that is 
being imposed upon. Thus the two 
Johns are creating consternation all 
along the line, and the whole spiritual 
firmament is ablaze with vague suspi
cious.

Now, let us reason together. The 
Spirit John Pierpont for fourteen years, 
through the gifted Mrs. Longley, had 
full charge of the Banner Circles. He 
did a grand and beneficent work th rough 
the Banner of Light. His answers to 
questions were clear, concise, compre
hensive and generally satisfactory. 
During all these years he became at
tached to the Banner and to its veteran 
editor, Luther Colby, whose whole life 
has been characterized by deeds of be
nevolence. Whatever his enemies may 
say against him, they must admit that 
his philanthropic nature shines forth 
grandly, beautifully. In fact, Brother 
Colby is just the man who would attract 
such a spirit as John Pierpont, and who 
would remain with him,to work through 
the columns of his paper, instead of go
ing to the Pacific Coast to attach him
self to a new-born paper, whose circula
tion must now be small. Such being 
the case.we think that Spirit John Pier
pont is still in Boston, and that proba
bly he has never seen California at all. 
In regard, then, to the two Johns, there 
can only be one logical conclusion, that 
the genuine John Pierpont is still con
nected with the Banner, while another 
John has taken his plaee'to inspire the 
brain of Mrs. Longley. Of course wo 
are reasoning from the standpoint of the 
statement made by Mr. Daw barn as to 
the actual conditions of affairs. The 
Banner of Light is an old paper: it is 
most excellent; ft is influential, and the 
.Spirit John Pierpont would not desert 
it to take a position on another paper 
whose very existence is problematical, 
and whose circulation cannot be other
wise than small. To do so would not 
show good sense or sound- judgment. 
Then as to the two Johns, we -can only 
conclude that Boston hasthe only simon- 
pure John Pierpont, while the other is 
having some fun. at the expense of 
Pacific Coast Spiritualists. The two 
Johns, however, are in history and will 
not down. .

Spiritualists, everywhere, here is a 
uroblem for you to solve—an important 
one, too. The great prominence of the 
parties renders this question in regard 
to the two Johns, as one of especial in
terest, ’

Dear Madam; Although yog are a 
stranger to me, thé knowledge of your 
sorrow makes me wish to send a few 
words to you, hoping that I may say 
something to comfort you, I know how 
empty words of comfort, however well 
meant, may seem. 1 almost had it in my 
heart to curse a God who gave only to 
take away, and had it not been for the 
words of loving comfort my little boy 
spoke before his death—his certainty of 
meeting us all in.a little while—I do not 
know how we could have endured our 
sorrow.

Now, I want to say a few words as to 
our boy's death to show you how our pos
itive beliéf in Spiritualism arose.

Our boy R. was twelve years old, a 
bright, lovable boy. Sixteen months be
fore his birth, we lost our first boy, a 
babe. R. always regretted this very 
much, was always saying: “Oh! mamma, 
I wish my brother had lived; I do so 
want a brother!” So deeply did he feel 
this loss that many an evening or rainy 
day he would persuade his youngest sis
ter, two years younger than himself, to 
dress herself in some of his. clothes and 
play with her for hours, calling her his 
brother. 0

At one time, when we were visiting 
their grandmother, in the country, she 
wore boys’ clothing most of the time for 
several weeks, greatly to his delight. 
During his last illness he often spoke of 
his brother, saying: “How nice it would 
have been had he lived.” Two nights 
before he died, after a spasm of intense 
pain, he turned toward the back of the 
bed, while a beautiful smile broke over 
his face, and he cried in his boyish lan
guage, “Hello, dear! I like you awful 
well; you are an awful nice bedfellow ;you 
keep me nice and warm!” I spoke to 
him, saying, “R. dear, who areyou talk
ing to?” He looked at me a moment and 
said, “You can’t see him, can you, mam
ma? He is there, my own little brother 
S.; I like him; he is a nice boy, but he is 
bigger than I am, mamma.” He said this 
as if surprised, having always been 
taught to think of him as a tiny baby.

I, of course; thought at the time that 
he was delirious, but noticed that he 
kpew everyone who came in,knew every 
word we said to hjm, talked ra
tionally about everything else, but con
tinued to talk to his brother.

Later in the day he said: “Mamina, 
did you ever have a girl die?” I said: 
“No, dear.” “Well, that’s funny, mam
ma, there is such a nice girl here; she 
likes you awful well: she is a big girl, 
bigger than E, (his oldest sister, 17 years 
old); she looks like Uncle F. She is go
ing to take me away, but she feels sorry 
for you. She says it is better for mA to 
go, mamma: it is so cold here, and 1 don’t 
feel well when it is cold; and the place 
where she is going to take me is so nice 
and warm, suclilovcly trees, and flowers, 
and birds, and above all, such a beauti
ful spring of water.”

Although he knew that he was going 
away, he did not really connect the 
thought with death until the morning 
before he died, when he looked up into 
my faec and asked: "Mamma, am I go
ing to die?” 1 had to tell him 1 thought 
he was. “Well, mamma, it is all right. 
I knew I was going to a beautiful land 
somewhere, but 1 did not know it was 
heaven; but it is all right; 1 am not 
afraid. 1 never did anything bad enough 
to make you want to punish me forever, 
and God loves me just as well as vou do, 
and ho knows how hard it is for folks to 
be good jiere; he is just our loving Fath
er; I am not a bit afraid to go to him,”

Oh! doubting one, take comfort: 
child-like, trust in a loving, merciful 
father; not i,n a God of vengeance. 
¡Shortly after this he called for his 
friends, schoolmates and neighbors. 
Every one that we could get word to 
came quickly to his bedside. He said 
“good-by” to each one; gave away his 
playthings, books—even his clothing. 
Then,one by one, he talked to Ms sisters, 
Ins papa and myself, saying words neve? 
to be forgotten by us; kissing us all good- 
by; sefiding loving messages to those of 
his friends who could not bo with him; 
told us again of that beautiful land ho 
was so soon to enter; seemed to talk 
again with his brother, and other unseen 
ones, and then said to me: “Oh! mamma, 
I know who that girl is now. Sho is 
grandma's girl, your sister and my aunt 
Ada. She is going to take care of me, 
and I shall have my own brother to play 
with; and, mamma, I shall come for you 
all as soon as I can.”

And so passed into Spirit-life one of 
the dearest and best-loved of boys. Of 
the many who stood around his death
bed, there were none but what believed 
he saw just what he described. They 
could not doubt it. I talked with our 
Episcopal Rector afterwards. He said: 
“Of course he saw it. God permitted 
him to catch a glimpse of the promised' 
land, that he might comfort you.” Now, 
dear madam, why not just as reasonably 
suppose that he allows our loved ones to 
come back and comfort ns? I know that 
they do, for besides the fact that we 
have seen our boys, 1 often feel his prês-

Another Railroad to Jerusalem.
And now a contract with an American 

corporation to build a railway north
erly from Jerusalem to the Jordan, and 
along that sacred river to the banks of 
the Sea of Galilee, thence to Damascus. 
The total distance will fall but little 
short of 175 miles. With a railway 
now in successful operation from Jaffa 
to Jerusalem; apd then to the Dead Sea, 
and up the Jordan valley and onward to 
Damascus, a new class of travelers will 
visit those regions! whose descriptions 
will not be overcolored with religious 
fiction.

The banks of the Jordan are fringed 
with hills from 2,000 to 3,000 feet in 
height, exposing masses of barren rock. 
Steep and rugged gorges, in winter 
filled with torrents of water, with cas
tellated volcanic rock along the coast of 
the Sea of Galilee, will make the rail
way a difficult one to construct.

There is a macadamized road from 
Damascus to Bey rout, on the Mediter
ranean, built by a Drench company in 
1860, which will add to the convenience 
of the tourist.
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Frauds Everywhere.
W. H. Byrr, o£ Washington, has

meetings two evenings in the' week, and 
to church and Sunday school all day
Sunday.” /

Gravity must'be natural and simple; 
there must be .urbanity and tenderness 
in it. A man must not formalize on ev
erything.—Cecil. . ■ .

but will be able to locate any of 
twelve constellations, tell when 
moon is new, first quarter, full or

All improper resorts in the City of 
Mexico are regularly classified, graded 
and licensed. *

quarter; also tell what planets
morping or evening stars—all 
termined by knowing the relative po-

serving one be fed; and then go into 
politics to find the solution and tne

Rio de Janeiro has 550,000 population 
»Ji i and 2,010 police, who in 1890 made 

11O;34O arresto. .
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There is said to be no penal institu
tion in this country that is wholly self
supporting. .

Take Notice.
..W At expiration of aubaorlptlon, If not renewed, 
tjie paper 1b discontinued. No Dills will be sent for ex* 
tra numbers. .
tr If you do not receive your paper promptly, 

write to us, and errors 1n address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis. . 

' Whenever you desire the address of your paper
cnangea, always give the address of the place to which 
U U then sent, or tbe change cannot be made.

One Thing at a Time.
The age has gone by when all the 

trades and professions are centered in 
the same individual. A division of labor 
was found better adapted to an advanced 
civilization than was the barbaric habit 
of each family producing all of its own 
needs, and living wholly independent of 
its neighbors.

Instead of a single society attempting 
to reform all the evil habits common in 
the body politic, many are now in exist- 
■enee, and they multiply as human needs 
demand, so there is now one to combat 
nearly every great wrong.

The church originally undertook to 
make man perfect, and fit him for an 
■immortal life; but as knowledge pro
gressed it was found customs were 
formed which were destroying the race, 
and the church paid no attention to 
them. Then anti-slavery societies were 
organized, which the churches opposed 
because, as they alleged, “Slavery is a 
divine institution.” Then came temper
ance societies: but preachers in their 
pulpits denounced them, claiming that 
every reform movement must arise from 
the church. As this originated outside 
of the church, it was evil. Prison re
forms, Dorcas and Magdalene societies, 
and numberless others, sprang into 
being, each attempting a single work, 
and the world has been bettered because 
of them.

As Spiritualism flashed -upon the 
world, imbued with the noblest senti
ments, its advocates thought to reform 
every vice, to correct every wrong, and 
make its devotees perfect in every re
spect. A public speaker, engaged to 
deliver a course of lectures on Spiritual
ism, mistook the motive of those who 
contracted for his services, and gave 
lecture after lecture on subjects quite 
foreign to that for which he was en
gaged. These speakers gave most ex
cellent temperance lectures; before 
emancipation they were right eloquent 
In denouncing chattel slavery, and they 
were applauded to the echo. They were 
well versed in physiology, and dis
coursed learnedly on health reform; 
while others charmed the multitude 
with their geologic knowledge. But 
Spiritualism was frequently ignored. So
cieties languished under such lectures, 
and went down, and many of its members 
are now found in the ranks of Agnostic
ism—if not battling against us, certainly 
doing nothing for us. And all this be
cause of the unwise action of would-be 
leaders, who did not understand the art 
of doing one thing at a time, and doing, 
that thing well. ’

Does not past observation and dear- 
bought experience teach a lesson in this 
'respect? Instead of discussing tariff 
and silver questions, tax issues, and 
numberless desirable reforms, which 
special societies have been'Srganized to- 
accomplish, will it not be better for our 
societies to keep the main object in 
view, discourse on subjects germane to 
Spiritualism, and never, after announc
ing spiritual lectures, so far depart from 
the subject as to lug in other issues on 
which the outside world, whether- or
thodox or heterodox, are with us? Make 
some department of our new faith the 
sine qua non of every discourse, and the 
people will rally to the movement, as 
they did thirty years ago. Prosperous 
societies will quickly spring into being, 
where large ones, under bad influences, 
have long since disappeared.

1 A Creditable Blunder.
, • Harpers' Magazine has an article from 
thé pen of Charles Dudley Warner, in 
which is found this sentence: “The 
great mass of Christian literature is no 
longer believed." The typos, knowing 
the statement true, had inserted Chris
tian where the author wrote Christmas. 
We’ fully endorse the printers’ emenda
tion. . '

The Pappus Planetarium.
The Pappus Planetarium is a minia

ture representation of the solar system, 
showing-the sun in the center of the 
zodiac, with the planets Mercury, 
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, and Neptune so arranged that 
their daily positions in their orbits 
around the sun can be determined and 
shown at any time. The place of the 
moon is also given in its orbit around 
the earth. All the planets and moon 
being movable, their exact position on 
the planetarium for any date is indi
cated in degrees, by the “Ephemeris of 
Moon and Planets” for the current year.

This “Planetarium and Ephemeris” 
(by J. A. Austin), will prove a valuable 
adjunct to every student of physical 
and occult astronomy, and is the first 
and only article of the kind thjit has 
ever been placed upon the market at a 
price that was within the reach of all. 
Any person can soon become sufficiently 
familiar with the solar system to not 
only point out any planet at any time,

ten expressed the opinion that nearly 
al 1 ofour classic literature is the pro
duction of Christian monks, written 
during the Middle Ages, or in comparar 
tively modern times. Percy Gardner, 
M. A., of England, in a search to find 
the accretions made to Homer’s Iliad 
and his Odyssey, has reached the con
clusion that “the latest parts of the 
Iliad were written in the eighth century 
of our era.” He assigns the Odyssey to 
the seventh and eighth centuries. He 
is of the opinion that both poems incor
porate legends and ballads of a much 
earlier period.

If Homer is a modern production, not 
written nine centuries before our era, 
as generally understood, what genuine 
ancient literature remains to uh? Her
odotus,the "father of history,” is now re
garded by the ablest scholars as a fraud. 
We know, if we can believe the state
ments of scholars, Christians them
selves, that 150,000 errors have crept 
into the holy Scriptures. Critics are 
continually pointing to interpolations in 
the sacred books. How much of even, 
the Bible itself is what it purports to 
be, in view of what we know regarding 
other literature? ,

sitions of the planets and stars in the 
heavens. Every member of the Temple 
of the Magi should have one.

“The Pappus Planetarium” is made 
up in two qualities, and put up in neat 
boxes, at the following prices, which in
cludes the Ephemeris for the current 
year: No. 1, extra quality, handsomely 
mounted, $2.50; No. 2, fine quality, 
handsomely mounted, $2.

Will be sent by mail or express, pre
paid,to any part of the United States, on 
receipt of price aud 50 cents extra for 
postage or express, charges. The 
"Ephemeris,” when .-ordered extra, 
without a Planetarium, will be sent 
postpaid on receipt of 25 cents, The 
Ephemeris for 1894 is now ready.

Address all orders to this office.

Statistics of Crime.
That system of religion which most 

fully restrains its votaries, from the 
commission of crime must be the best 
religion. That system which brutalizes 
the race, and plunges its adherents the 
deepest in crime, must be the most ob
jectionable. If either is inspired, it 
must be the one which exercises the 
best influence over its subjects, and di
rects its action for good.'

A late statistician, in reviewing prison 
reports and the history of crime in all 
civilized countries, shows that Moham
medan Turkey has a smaller per cent of 
murders than any other European coun
try. Greece, alongside of Turkey, influ
enced by Greeio-Catholics, shows an av
erage annually of one murder to each 
2,800 population. Ireland, under Roman 
Catholic control, comes next to Greece 
in its percentage of crime. Spain and 
Italy follow close alongside of Ireland. 
Crime is far less common in Protestant 
countries than in Catholic. Those ^coun
tries where liberal religious views are 
most prevalent, as in Germany, England 
and Scotland, show the least crime.

Coming to America the statistics show 
a lower per cent than in any other coun
try. In the State of Illinois, where Lib
eralism has probably the best foothold, 
the same table shows but one murder to 
50,000 population. And here it should 
be observed, the criminal classes are 
those taught in Sunday-schools, a very 
large majority of whom are Catholics, 
with very rarely an Infidel or a Spiritu
alist in the list. . . '

Every Liberal should load himself 
with these astounding facts, and dis
charge them in volleys at propagandists 
who visit their homes in the interest of 
the Christian religion—a system built 
on dreams, extended by the sword, and 
sustained by beggary.

Formula for Making Hypocrites.
The editor of the Investigator says: “If 

we had a boy we wished educated to be
come a first-class hypocrite, we would 
send him to a denominational school 
where Jie would be obliged to attend 
prayers every morning, go to prayer-

Reader, You Want It Badly.
Our friend, E. Bach, Esq., writes 

from Aberdeen, S. Dakota, that he has 
just read Dr. Brown’s “The .Teachings 
of Jesus Not Adapted to Modern Civil
ization.” Though a work of 44 pages, he 
says he and his wife read it through be
fore retiring for the night. He adds: 
“It is without exception the best thing 
I have ever read.. ,The facts and their 
deductions are so practical the most ob
tuse will see their points. My wife 
joins me in this opinion.” In ordering 
reading matter from THe Progressive 
Thinker, don’t fail to add 15 cents for 
this pamphlet, for all but worshipers of 
the Nazarene are delighted with it.

■ Reception to the Mystics.
Dr. Thatcher, a leading Spiritualist 

and Mystic, gave the members of the 
Temple of- the Mag; a reception at his 
beautiful residence, 51 Aberdeen street, 
on Thursday evening of last week. The 
occasion was pne long to be remembered 
as one of the brightest spots in the lives 
of those present.

Light Without Heat.
To the speculative mind, writes Lieut. 

F. Jarvis Patten in the JSherirical World, 
none of the possible future applications 
of electricity is more attractive and 
none so full of immediate interest as 
the possibility that seems almost within 
our grasp of obtaining light without 
heat, of making the light waves without 
the heat waves that have thus far al
ways been at the same time the com
panion and the burden of all artificial 
light. The time is ripe, and the exact 
science of the day seems all. but 
ready and willing to give the analysis 
of two great prpblems, the answer to 
cither of which would stand the .crown
ing achievement of. a century of prog
ress in- the application of nature's 
secrets to the requirements of daily 
life. One of these—the navigation of 
the air—seems to be a mechanical, 
problem only, while the other—the pro
duction of light without heat—we may 
as confidently say is only a question of 
properly handling the electric current. 
Nature presents us with beautiful ex
amples of both solutions, but guards 
jealously the key to her- method of op
eration, by which well-known forces are 
made to do the apparently impossible 

. thing and it is eq ually beyond our science 
to-day to explain how the bird soars 
aloft on motionless wings and how the 
glow-worm emits a gleam of light with
out a ray of heat. But they do it, and 
the many imitators of the bird will soon 
be equaled in number by those who are 
chasing the firefly’s secret. What na
ture does with nature's forces man 
should and doubtless will be able to do 
with a full knowledge of those forces 
and a better comprehension of the 
methods by which nature applies them. 
Who shall say which is the more diffi
cult accomplishment, the production of 
an artificial ruby or the production of 
an artificial light without heat? • There 
is no certainty, indeed, that the latter 
will not come from the hand of the 
chemist first. We are only too prone 
to hastily write that down as the impos
sible which is simply not yet Itfone, and 
our last achievement as the most diffi
cult of all accomplishments. Let us 
not, however, forget that the chemist 
has striven for more than a century to 
make the artificial stone with commend
able success, and the mechanic has 
striven a century to navigate the air, 
while -the electrical engineer has 
■wrestled but a comparatively short time' 
with the problem of light without heat, 
ttad has already shown that the solution, 
far from being impossible oh the lines 
of his attack, is, indeed, a reasonable 
expectation of another decade of elec
trical advance. . .

en-

Watch Your Legislators.
The Jesuits are taking a new tack just 

now. They have failed to down Spiritu
alism by legislative enactments, and now 
they are actively pulling the wires of 
their political puppets to down the A. P. 
A. A bill “has been introduced in the 
Kentucky.Legislature “prohibiting the 
organization or continuance of societies 
whose object is to discriminate between 
Christians on account of their religion.” 
The A. P. A. does not discriminate be
tween Christians on account of their re
ligion; but because the principles taught 
and practiced by the dominating powers 
of-the Romish politico-ecclesiastical or
ganism are a menace to the free institu
tions of our Republic, the A. P. A. 
opposes the elevation of Romish politi
cians to office—and they are right in so 
doing. While the A. P. A. opposes pol- 
litical Romanism, it will not neglect to 
impartially spot whiffling,spineless Prot
estants and non-religionists who are 
ready to bend the pliant knee to Rome 
that political thrift may fqllow fawning, 
and who are ever ready to sell and betray 
American Liberty (or a mess of Romish 
pottage. Watch your legislators! Watch 
the politicians!

Note from Mrs. Richmond.
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of 

many names and1 addresses in response 
to my call from mediums and societies 
in the Northwest; but anything like a 
complete list for the use of the National 
Association must include societies, mem
bership, mediums and their phases, and 
all stated briefly.

Thanking those who have responded, 
—please send further information to me 
during February and March. .

■ Cora L. V. Richmond, •
Care of National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion, 510 E street Northwest, Washing
ton,- D. C.

I

enee. Now, dear Mrs. -, why not
try this: Go each afternoon into some 
quiet room—your daughter’s, if you can— 
and sit down quietly in some easy chair; 
let your mind, your heart, y.our soul go 
out to your daughter and see if you do 
not feel her presence. It may be only a 
cool breath on your cheek, a touch of a 
vanished hand upon your hair, but it 
will convince you that your loved one is 
there.

I wish you and your husband could 
visit us this winter, and attend the ma
terializing sfeances or Mrs. Bessie Aspin
wall, who is, I believe, not only a good 
medium, but a good woman. Now, dear 
madam, I must close, hoping that I may 
have said something that will lead you 
to investigate the only thing that can 
comfort you in your sorrow—true, pure 
Spiritualism! Hoping to meet you in 
that land of bright spirits, where our 
loved ones are waiting us, I am very 
truly yours. --------

To the Editor:—The above is a copy 
of a letter written by one sorrowing 
mother to another, and in looking it 
over, it struck me as good enough to 
print. If you are of the same opinion, 
and have the space to spare, I should be 
pleased to see it in that best of papers, 
The Progressive Thinker.

Yours truly,
St. Paul, Minn. <*»

The book Kun prises 208 pages, includ
ing the alphabetical list of all delegates 
to the convention, and we have eonfi-' 

I dence that it will meet with general ap
proval. Wo regret our disappointment 
in not being able to meet our promise to 
have thebook sent out about the first of 
the month, but we trust all subscribers . 
will feel that they have been fully re- ( 
paid in the satisfaction they will receive 
in the perusal of its pages,and which we 
trust will bear a deep impress upon the 
advancementof Spiritualism in each and 
every part of the country. Those who 
have heretofore subscribed and not yet 
remitted the amount of their subscrip
tions, should do so. The books will be 
sent out as rapidly as possible on receipt 
of the price, and' we hope to have all 
orders filled within the coining week. 
If the obstructionists to the National 
Association will give us time to dis
pose of the surplus work (now requiring 
about fifteen hours a day), we will then 
take delight in edifying them, from our 
standpoint., as to the importance of fa
cilitating rather than hindering the work 
of this organization,and in less than sixty 
days from this time we will show a com
pilation of statistics and important mat
ter through our press (not our paper, 
for we have no anxiety to run a paper 
of our own) that will be of very consider
able interest to all Spiritualists and so
cieties throughout the country.

Robt. A. Dimmick, Secy, j

Cremation of Lucy Stone.
Lucy Stone, world-renowned as a 

thinker and philanthropist, and advo
cate of the rights of woman, died re
cently, and in accordance with her own 
request her body was incinerated in the 
crematory at Forest Hill, near Boston, 
Mass. Among those present were her 
husband, Henry B. Blackwell, and Miss 
Blackwell, his daughter. The crema
tion was a complete success. There 
was no offensive odor—in fapt there was ' 
no odor whatever. People passing by 
on the street could not even see any 
smoke coming from the chimney of the 
building in which the retorts are locat
ed. Everything was decorous and quiet.. 
The officers of the association were 
pleased with the success of this the first 
cremation, and as everything was new, 
the fact that all passed off smoothly is a 
matter for the members of the Massa
chusetts Crematory Society to congrat
ulate themselves upon.

)
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CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
,. As there are thousands who -will at first venture 

. only twtmt-y-flvecenuiurTHE Progressive Thinkeh 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest tothose whnTecdve 
gumpie copy, to solicit several otliefca to unite with 
them, fthd thus be able to remit from ri totiQ, or even 
more than the latter sura. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
Che field of our labor and usefulness The same sug
gestion will apply lu all cases of repew»l of subscrip
tions—solicit others to aid In the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever in inducing SpiritU’ 
•lists to subscribe for TheProgbebsive Thjhkeb, 
{or not odd of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

| A Bountiful Harvest for SB Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we i an 

give you for “25 pents? Just pause and think fora no
inent what an intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you, Xbe subscription price of The Pro
gressive Tuinker thirteen weeksis only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount yon obtain one hundred aud 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mlna-refreshing reading matter, equivalent teamed!- 
nm-eUedbook! .

Take Notice.
At expiration of subscription, Jf not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers. -

If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

• Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
It la then sent, or the change cannot be made.

A'Christian on Christians,
There is>i religious paper published 

at Buffalo, N. Y., whose editor seems to 
have as low an opinion of Protestante 
of Catholic churches, We dbn’t know 
by what title he is known, but he does 
strike heavy blows, we fear tootruthful, 
against the clergy. A few extracts at 
random, which we run together to save 
spaoe: : ; .

“The clergyman knows no modera
tion, no toleration, no consideration, no 
relaxation. , He can neither reflect nor 
relent. . . His church is a sponge that 
is never full, which swallows up the 
revenues and prosperity, the domesticity 
and peace of nations, and restores noth
ing. : '

"The millions poured into the lap of 
the church are forever diverted from 
human activities, enterprises, necessi
ties and interests. Invested in unpro
ductive lands and architectural piles of 
brick and stone, they sit as monstrous, 
unresponsive dragons in the presence of 
human life with its daily needs, its 
cares, its woes, its hunger, nakedness 
and homelessness. . . . The tithings 
of successive generations become the 
dead capital of; departed commerce and 
national prosperity." : ■ ' '■ !

The editor slightly amends his text, 
from Prov. 29:2, and makes it read: 
“Where the clergy bear rule the people 
mourn.”

A Significant Problem Wait 
ing Solution.
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One Thing at a Time.
i The age has gone by when all the 
trades and professions are centered in 
the same individual. A division of labor 
was found better adapted to an advanced 
civilization than was the barbaric habit 

. of each family producing all of its own 
needs, and living wholly independent of 
Its neighbors, .

Instead of a single society attempting 
to reform all the evil habits common in 
the body politic, many are now in exist- 
'enee, and they multiply as human needs 
demand, so there is now one to combat 
nearly every great wrong.

The church originally undertook to 
make man perfect, and fit him for an 
Immortal life; but as knowledge pro
pressed it was found customs were 
formed which were destroying the race, 
and the church paid no attention to 
them. Then anti-slavery societies were 
organized, which the churches opposed 
because, as they alleged, “Slavery is a 

■) divine institution.” Then came temper
ance societies: but preachers in their 
pulpits denounced them, claiming that 
every reform movement must arise from 
the church. As this originated outside 
of the church, it Was evil. Prison re. 
forms, Dorcas and Magdalene societies, 
and numberless others, sprang into 
being, each attempting a single work, 
and the world has been bettered because 
of them.. •

As Spiritualism flashed upon the 
' World, imbued with the noblest senti

ments, its advocates thought to reform 
every vice, to correct every wrong, and 
make its devotees perfect'in every re
spent. A Dublin speaker, engaged to 
deliver a course of lectures on Spiritual
ism, mistook the motive of those who 
contracted for his services, and gave 
lecture after lecture on subjects quite 

„ foreign to that for which he was en- 
gagW, These speakers gave most ex
cellent temperance lectures; before 
emancipation they were right eloquent 
in denouncing chattel slavery, and they 
were applauded to the echo. They were 
well versed in physiology, and dis
coursed learnedly, on health reform; 
.while others charmed the multitude 

' with their geologic knowledge. But 
' Spiritualism was frequently ignored. So

cieties languished under such lectures, 
and went down, and many of its members 
are now found in the ranks of Agnostic- 
ism—if not battling against us, certainly 
doing nothing for us. And all this be
cause of the unwise action of would-be 

■ leaders, who did not understand the art 
of doing one thing at a time, and doing 
that thing well.

Does not past observation and dear- 
bought experience teach a lesson in this 

'respect? Instead of discussing tariff 
and silver questions, tax' issues, and 
numberless desirable reforms, which 
special societies have been organized to 
accomplish, will it not be better for our 
societies to keep the main object in 
view, discourse on subjects germane to 
Spiritualism, and never, afjter announc
ing spiritual lectures, so far depart from 
the subject as to lug in other issues on 
which the outside world, whether or- 

■ thodox or heterodox, are with us? Make 
• some department of. our new faith the 

sine qua non of every discourse, and the 
people will rally to the. movement, as 
they did thirty yearsago. Prosperous 
societies will quickly spring into being, 
where large ones, under bad influences, 
have long since disappeared.

Another Railroad to Jerusalem.
And now a contract with an American 

corporation to build a railway north
erly from Jérusalem to the Jordan, and 
along that sacred river to the banks of 
the Sea of GalfJ.ee, thence to Damascus. 
The total distance will fall but little 
short of 175-miles. With -a railway 
now in successful operation from Jaffa 
to Jerusalem; apd then to the Dead Sea, 
and up the Jordan .valley and onward to 
Damascus, a iieW class: of travelers will 
visit those regions) whose descriptions 
will not be . overcolored with religious 
fiction. . ’ ’

The banks of the Jordan are fringed 
with hills from 2,000 to 3,000 feet in 
height, exposing masses of barren rock. 
.Steep and rugged gorges, in winter 
tilled with torrents of water, with cas
tellated volcanic rock along the coast of 
the Sea of Galilee, will make the rail
way a difficult one to construct.

There is a macadamized road from 
Damascus to .'Beyrout, on the Mediter
ranean, built by a French company in 
I860, which,will add to the convenience 
of the tourist.

Frauds Everywhere.
W. H. Burr, of Washington, has of-

ten expressed the opinion that nearly 
al 1 ofour classic literature is the pro
duction of Christian monks, written 
during the Middle Ages, or in compara
tively modern times. Percy Gardner, 
M. A., of England, in a search to find 
the accretions made to Homer’s Iliad, 
and his Odyssey, has reached the con
clusion that "the latest parts of the 
Iliad were written in the eighth century 
of our era.” He assigns the Odyssey to 
the seventh and eighth centuries. He 
is of the opinion that both poems incor
porate legends and ballads of a much 
earlier period. '

If Homer is a modern production, not 
written nine centuries before our era, 
as generally understood, what genuine 
ancient literature remains to us? Her
odotus,the “father of history,” is nozw re
garded by the ablest scholars as a fraud. 
We know, if we can believe the state
ments of scholars, Christians them
selves, that 150,000 errors have crept 
into the holy Scriptures. Critic^ are 
continually pointing to interpolations in 
the sacred books. How much of even 
the Bible itself is what it purports to 
be, in view of what we know regarding 
other literature?

f A Creditable Blunder.
. . Harpers' Magazine has an article from
’ the pen of Charles Dudley Warner, in’ 

which is found this sentence:. “The 
great mass of Christian literature is no 

JS ■ ' longer believed." The typos, knowing 
the statement true, had inserted Chris-

■ tian where t^e author wrote Christmas.
-' We fully endorse the printers’ emenda
- tion,„ : '

■ 'All improper resorts in the City of 
Mexico are regularly classified, graded 
and licensed. :

. Statistics of Crime.
That system of religion which most 

fully restrains its votaries from the 
commission of crime must be the best 
religion. That system which brutalizes 
the race, and plunges its adherents the 
deepest in crime, must be the most ob
jectionable. If either is inspired, it 
must be the one which exercises the 
best influence over its subjects, and di
rects its action for good.

A late statistician, in reviewing prison 
reports and the history of crime in all 
civilized countries, shows that Moham
medan Turkey has a smaller per cent of 
murders than any other European coun
try. Greece, alongside of Turkey, influ
enced by Grecio-Catholics, shows an av
erage annually of one murder, to each 
2,800 population. Ireland, under Roman 
Catholic control; comes next to Greece 
in its percentage of crime. Spain and 
Italy follow close alongside of Ireland. 
Crime is far less common in Protestant 
countries than in Catholic. Those coun
tries where liberal religious views are 
most prevalefat, as in Germany,. England 
and Scotland, show the least crime.

Coming to America the statistics show 
a lower per cent than in any other coun
try. In the State of Illinois, where Lib
eralism has probably the best foothold, 
the same table shows but one murder to 
50,000 population. And here it should 
be observed, the criminal classes are 
those taught in Sunday-schools, a very 
large majority of whom are Catholics, 
with very rarely an Infidel or a Spiritu
alist in the list. ,

Every Liberal should load himself 
with these astounding facts, and dis
charge them in volleys at propagandists 
who visit their homes in the interest of 
the Christian religion—a system built 
on dreams, extended by the sword, and 
sustained by beggary.

The two Johns—or one John—which? 
It Is a very easy matter to ask a ques
tion that will puzzle the wisest man liv
ing. ; The little child, can even perplex 
the philosopher with its abstruse in
quiries, It is easy to interrogate the 
teacher, and no great amount of expe
rience is required for that specific work. 
Charles Dawbarn, one of the most criti
cal men living, with a mind comprehen
sive in its nature, and discernment, is 
seeking light. John Pierpont, the poet, 
the philanthropist, the grand old man
now a spirit—is the subject upon which 
Mr. Dawbarn has focalizetkhis intellect
ual acumen., No one can but admire 
this spirit (Mr. P.) for he must be im
bued with all those grand attainments 
that characterize the lofty intellect, 
True, his name is John, and so isoiirs; 
There is nothing particularly euphoni
ous in the name, but when the cogno
men of a spirit, it assumes a somewhat 
different aspect, and would be regarded 
as sacred—in a certain sense at least,

Now. the question arises as to the 
John who controls Mrs. Longley, nowon 
the Pacific Coast,and the John who still 
superintends the Banner’ Circle, Ac
cording to Mr. Dawbarn, John Pieifont 
is the controlling spirit of Mrs. Longley, 
while by others it is claimed that 
he devotes his whole attention to the 
circle held under the auspices of Broth
er Colby. Admitting the latter state
ment to be true, then the John who con
trols Mrs. Longley is another individual 
entirely—a sort of adventurer who is 
cavorting about the Pacific Coast, smil
ing at the great confusion he has caused 
in the ranks in regard to the two Johns.

Mr. Dawbarn, however, after weigh
ing calmly and deliberately all the evi
dence, comes to the conclusion that Cali
fornia is now the exclusive home of the 
real genuine, simon-pure John, while 
the Banner of Light is the one1 that is 
being imposed upon. Thus the two 
Johns are creating consternation all 
along the line, and the whole spiritual 
firmament is ablaze with vague suspi
cions. .

Now, let us reason together. The 
Spirit John Pierpont for fourteen years, 
through the gifted Mrs. Longley, had 
full charge of the Banner Circles. He 
did a grand and beneficent work through 
the Banner of Light. His answers to 
questions were clear, concise, compre
hensive and generally satisfactory. 
During all these years he became at
tached to the Banner and to its veteran 
editor, Luther Colby, whose whole life 
has been characterized by deeds of be
nevolence. Whatever his enemies may 
say against him, they must admit that 
his philanthropic nature shines forth 
grandly, beautifully. In fact, Brother 
Colby is. just the man who would attract 
such a spirit as John Pierpont, and who 
would remain with him,to work through 
the columns of his paper, instead of go
ing to the Pacific Coast to attach him
self to a new-born paper, whose circula
tion must now be small. Such being 
the case, wo' think that Spirit John Pier
pont is still in Boston, and . that proba
bly he has never seen California at all. 
In regard, then, to the two Johns, there 
can only be one logical conclusion, that 
the genuine John Pierpont is still con
nected with the Banner, while another 
John has taken his place to inspire the 
brain of Mrs. Longley. Of course we 
are reasoning from the standpoint bi the 
statement made by Mr. Dawbarn as to 
the actual conditions of affairs. The 
Banner of Light is an old paper: it is 
most excellent;-it is influential, and the 
Spirit John Pierpont would not desert 
it to take a position on another paper 
whose very existence is problematical, 
and whose circulation cannot be other
wise than small. To do so would not 
show good sense or sound judgment. 
Then as to the two Johns, we can only 
conclude that Boston has the only simon- 
pure John Pierpont, while the other is 
having some fun at the expense of 
Pacific Coast Spiritualists. The two 
Johns, however, are iu history and will 
not down.

Spiritualists, everywhere, here is a 
nroblem for you to solve—an important 
one, too. The great prominence of the 
parties renders this question in regard 
to the two Johns, as one of especial in
terest.

Eight Million Dollars' Bobbery,
It was a big robbery indeed 1—a gigan

tic Roman Catholic steal!—that and 
nothing else! The Christian Evangelist 
of St. Louis, Mo., says that the cred
itors of Archbishop John B; Purcell, 
whose gigantic failure in 18.71) aston
ished the-world, are making renewed 
efforts to obtain from the Roman Cath
olic Church the amount they claim is 
due them. The creditors number 15,000, 
most of them are poor, and, including 
the interest, the claim is $8,000,000. In 
their appeal they give extracts from the 
deposition of the Archbishop in which 
he stated that the moneys received by 
him were expended to pay for lots for 
churches and Schools, for charities, for 
orphan asylums and houses of refuge
in fact, for .all purposes approved by the 
church in his diocese, religious, chari
table and literary, including ‘ the • erec
tion of churches, convents, maintaining 
and establishing sisterhoods and 'broth
erhoods and educating and supporting 
priests. In short, Archbishop Purcell 
borrowed the money and used every 
dollar of it in the interest of the church. 
Not a dollar of this money has', been 
paid back, but “Mother Church" js en
riched by the fraud. Were any Pro
testant denominations to perpetrate 
such high-handed robbery, the secular 
press would ring with denunciation, but. 
it is silent while the Catholic 'churoh 
holds fast to millions obtained.by the 
robbery of 15,000 of its own parish-' 
oners.

The Pappus Planetarium.
The-'Pappus Planetarium is a minia

ture representation of thé sola,r system, 
showing-the sun in the cénter of . the 
zodiac, with the planets . Mercury, 
Venus, Earth, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, 
Uranus, and Neptune so arranged that 
their daily positions in their orbits 
around the sun can be determined and 
shown at any The place of the 
moon is also given in its orbit around 
the earth. All the planets and mpon 
being movable, their exact position on 
the planetarium for any daté Is indi
cated in degrees, by the “Ephemeris'of 
Moon and Planets" for the current year.

This “Planetarium and Ephemeris” 
(by J. A. Austin), will prove a valuable 
•adjunct to every student of physical 
and oceplt astronomy, and is thé .first 
and onlÿ, àriicle of the khjd thkt has 
ever bèéhpTâced upon the marvel; at a 
price that’was within the reach"tof,*all- 
Any person can soon become sufficiently 
familiar with the solar system to not

Reader, You Want It Badly.
Our friend,- E. Bach, Esq., writes 

from Aberdeen, S. Dakota, that he has 
just read Dr. Brown’s “The Teachings 
of Jesus Not Adapted to Modern Civil
ization.” Though a work of 44 pages, he 
says he and his wife read it through be
fore retiring for the night. He adds: 
“It is without exception the best thing 
I have ever read. ,The facts and their 
deductions are so practical the most ob
tuse will see their points. My wife 
joins me in this opinion.” In ordering 
reading matter from The Progressive 
Thinker, don’t fail to add 15 cents for 
this pamphlet, for all but worshipers of 
the Nazarene af‘S delighted with it.

only point out any planet at any time, 
but will be able to locate any of " 
twelve constellations, tell when

the 
the

moon is new, first quarter, full or last 
quarter; also tell what planets are 
morning or evening stars—all de
termined by knowing the relative po
sitions of the planets and stars in the

de-

heavens. Every member of the Temple 
of the Magi should have one.

“The Pappus Planetarium” is made 
up in two qualities, and put up in neat 
boxes, at the following prices, which in
cludes the Ephemeris for the current 
year: No. J, extra quality, handsomely 
mounted, $¿.50; No. 2, fine quality, 
handsomely mounted, $2. '

Will be. sent by mail or express, pre
paid,to any part .of the United States, on 
receipt of price and 50 cents extra for 
postage or express',.'charges. The 
‘‘Ephemeris?’ when Ordered extra, 
without a Planetarium, will ■ be sent 
postpaid on receipt of , 25 cents.
Ephemeris for 1894 is how ready;

Address all orders to this office,

The

Formula for Making Hypocrites.
The editor of the Investigator says: “If 

we had a boy we wished educated to be
come.a first-class hypocrite, we would 
send him to a denominational school 
where Jie would be obliged to attend 
prayers every morning, go to, prayer
meetings two evenings in the week, ajid 
to church and Sunday school all day 
Sunday.” ■

* Reception to the Mystics.
Dr. Thatcher, a leading Spiritualist 

and Mystic, gave the members of .the 
Temple bf• the Magi a reception at his 
beautiful residence, 51 Aberdeen street, 
on Thursday evening of last week. The 
occasion was one long to be remembered 
as one of the brightest spots in the lives 
of those present.

Rio de Janeiro has 550,000 population 
and 2,010 police, who in 1890 made 
10,340 arrests.

Ä

Light "Without Heat. ..
To the speculative mind, writes Lieut. 

F. Jarvis Patten in the Electrical World, : 
none of the possible future applications 
of electricity is more,, attractive and 
none so full of immediate interest as 
the possibility that seems almost within 
our grasp of obtaining light without 
heat, of making the light waves without 
the heat waves that have thus far al
ways been at the same time the com
panion and the burden of all artificial 
light. The time is ripe, and the exact 
science of the day seems ©JI., but 
ready and willing to give the apalysis 
of two great problems, the answer to 
either of ■J’fil'ch would stand the brown
ing achievement of a century of prog
ress in the application of nature’s 
secrets to the requirements of daily 
life. One of these—the navigation of 
the air—seems to be a mechanical 
prpblem only, while the other—the pro
duction of light without heat—we may 
as confidently say is only a question ’of 
properly handling the electrio current. 
Nature presents us with beautiful ex
amples of both solutions, but guards 
jealously the key to her method of op
eration, by which well-known forces are 
made to do the apparently impossible 
thing and it is equally beyondour science 
to-day to explain how the bird soars 
aloft on motionless wings and how the 
glow-worm emits a gleam of light with
out a ray of heàt. Bût they do it, and 
the many imitators of the bird will soon 
be equaled in number by those who are 
chasing the firefly’s secret. What na
ture does with nature’s forces man 
should and doubtless will be able to do 
with a full -knowledge of those forces, 
and a better comprehension • of the 
methods by which nature applies them. 
Who shall say which is the more diffi
cult accomplishment, the production of 
an, artificial ruby or the production of 
an artificial light without heat? There 
is no certainty, indeed, that the .latter 
will not come from the hand of the 
chemist first. We are only top prone 
to hastily write that down as the impos
sible which is simply not yet "done, and 
our last achievement as the most diffi
cult of all accomplishments. Let. us 
not, however, forget that the chemist 
has striven for more than a, century to 
make the artificial stone with comiripnd- 
able success, and the mechanic, has 
striven a century’to navigate the air, 
while the electrical engineer • has 
wrestled but a comparatively short time 
with the problem of light without heat, 
fand has already shown that the solution, 
far from being impossible on the lines 
of his attack, is, indeed, a reasonable 
expectation of another decade of elec
trical advance. .

Gravity must be natural and simple; 
there must be Urbanity and tenderness 
in it. A man must not formalize on ev
erything.—Cecil. .

Christianity to Blame.
A very singular aspect of the present 

financial and labor depression of this 
country is, that aid for the hungry un
employed Should be requested from the 
poorly-paid employed, and by the em
ployers. Is there not enough hoarded 
surplus in this country to alleviate the 
hunger of these human beings and their 
families, and tide them through until a 
Congress with both financial ability and 
soijl, or at least sympathy, can be se
cured, and with manhood and personal 
integrity sufficient to legislate this 
‘‘land of the free and home of the 
brave” (?) buck into a state of thrift and 
prosperity? Here would seem a chance 
for this Christian (?) nation to wave the 
scepter of protection oyer her starving 
idleness, and win the laurels of a name 
eternal.

Christianity boasts of her many
fingered spires that point the way to a 
God of love and mercy; boasts of her 
great accumulation of wealth and gaudy 
temples of worship; of all the morals 
and spirituality of all nations; of a 
Corner , pn charity and brotherly love, 
holiness, justice and power. Then, 
granting this as true, she is mainly re
sponsible for the horrible condition of 
oui* people to-day, and should not only 
offer some remedy, but annihilate this 
slimy dragon of starvation with some of 
their brewed and bottled godliness, 
charity and sympathy. It would be 
within their power of accomplishment if 
the money used in these costly temples 
had been treasured for. this most 
reasonable Christian purpose, instead of 
being used as ty is. What-kind of a 
.God must it be that can shut its eyes to 
this hungry plea and heed the songs and 
prayers of miserly, aristocratic plenti- 
tude. If all these men were starving 
freethinkers and Protestants, and the 
only God a pope of Rome, naught else 
would be looked for; but a supreme 
ruler of love and mercy would likely use 
a combined effort of mercy and intelli
gence in righting these wrongs.

Some of our big institutions appoint 
themselves solicitors and treasurers for 
aid from their employes, and make it 
easy to escape their own assessments. 
To be just, be it said that a few of the 
wealthy ones have given nobly, and it 
was heralded through the press of the 
city; but no matter, so they give, 
whether in the true spirit, or as they 
would throw tough beef to a dog. Idle
ness is helpless, and must take what is 
given or starve.

Oh, this Christian land of ours: pride 
of all nations; purge thyself of this ac
cursed mockery, or take off thy cloak in 
humility, and change your gods for 
fiends of unholy realms!

The Charities Too Slow.
Indeed, life is too brief to pause right 

in the midst of all this starvation and 
want; this national' pauperization, to 
solve the problem as to what political 
party did it. The solution most needed 
now is how to better conditions most ex
peditiously; to feed the hungry people, 
and clothe them, and shelter them from 
the frigid elements. To ascertain the 
cause would only be an empty satisfac
tion; a chance to censure and harrow up 
a little war that would widen into a 
general melee. These are times when 
men become impassioned at trifles. 
Starvation end distress so general be
come the force that floods the human 
he’art with sympathy and impatience. 
Reluctant effort and refusal to aid 
those known to be in need, on technical 
or trivial grounds, would precipitate a 
general uprising. It is all well enough 
ipr' men to sweep the streets and do 
auffhtelse honorable to help themselves 
so long as they are able to work, and 
there seems no disposition manifest, ex
cept by the professional tramp, to refuse 
to earn their food and shelter, and the 
charities are quite liberal, but too slow
and inefficient. True, they may be im
posed upon occasionally unless tney em
ploy means to prevent; but it would cer
tainly be more in accord with the true

I«
I-

American spirit to deal out liberally to 
the needy though an occasional unde-
serving one be fed; and then eo Into 
politics to find the solution and tn, 
tire remedy.

¡e en'I-

Watch Your Legislators.
. The Jesuits are taking a new tack just 

now. They have failed to. down Spiritu
alism by legislative enactments, and now 
they, are actively pulling the wires of 
their political puppets to down the A. P. 
A, A bill Jias been introduced in the 
Kentucky Legislature “prohibiting the 
organization; or continuance of societies 
whose object is to discriminate between 
Christians on account of their religion.” 
The A. P. A. does not discriminate be
tween Christians on account of their re
ligion; but because the principles taught 
and practiced by the dominating powers 
of the Romish politico-ecclesiastical or
ganism are a menace to the free institu
tions of our Republic, the A. P. A. 
opposes the elevation of Romish politi
cians to office—and they are right in so 
doing. While the A. P. A. opposes pol- 
litical Romhnism, it will not neglect to 
impartially spot whiffling,spineless Prot
estants and non-religionists who are 
ready, to bend the pliant knee to Rome 
that political thrift may follpwdawning, 
and who are ever ready to sell and betray 
American Liberty for a mess of Romish 
pottage. Watch your legislators! Watch 
the politicians!

A TOUCHING LETTER.

Note from Mrs. Richmond.
I beg to acknowledge the receipt of 

many names and .addresses in response 
to my call from mediums and societies 
in the Northwest; but anything like a 
complete list for the use of the National 
Association must include societies, mem
bership, mediums and their phases, and 
all stated briefly. . "

Thanking those who have responded, 
—please send further information to me 
during February and March.

■ , Cora L. V. Richmond, ■ 
Care of National Spiritualists’ Associa
tion, 510 E street Northwest, Washing
ton, D. C.

There is said to be no penal ihstitu- 
tion in this country that is wholly self
supporting.

IMPORTANT OPFERS.

One Mother to Another.
The Dying Moments of a Little 

Boy.

Dear Madam: Although you are a 
stranger to me, the knowledge of your 
sorrow makes me wish to send a few 
words to you, hoping that I may say 
something to comfort you. I know how 
empty words of comfort, however well 
meant, may seem. I almost had it In my 
heart to curse a God who gave only to 
take away, and had it not been for the 
words of loving comfort my little boy 
spoke before his death—his certainty of 
meeting us all in a little while—I do not 
know how we could have endured pur 
sorrow, .

Now, I want to say a few words as to 
our boy’s death to show you how our pos
itive belief in Spiritualism arose,

Our boy R, was twelve years old, a 
bright, lovable boy. Sixteen months be
fore his birth, we lost our first boy, a 
babe. "R. always regretted this very 
much, was always saying: “Oh! mamma, 
I wish my brother had lived; I do so 
want a brother!” So deeply did he feel 
this loss that many an evening or rainy 
day he would persuade his youngest sis
ter, two years younger than himself, to 
dress herself in some of his clothes and 
play with her for hours, calling her his 
brother,

At one time, when we were visiting 
their grandmother, in the country, she 
wore boys’ clothing most of the time for 
several weeks, greatly to his delight. 
During his last illness he often spoke of 
his brother, saying: “How nice it would 
have been had he lived.” Two nights 
before he died, after a spasm of Intense 
pain, he turned toward the back of the 
bed. while a beautiful smile broke over 
his face, and he cried in his boyish lan
guage, “Hello, dear! I like you awful 
well; you are an awful nice bedfellow ;you 
keep me • nice and warm!” I spoke to 
him, saying, “R. dear, who are you talk
ing to?" lie looked at me a moment and 
said, “You can’t see him, canyon, mam
ma? He is there, my own little brother 
S.; I like him; he is a nice boy, but he is 
bigger than I am, mamma.” He said this 
as if surprised, .having always been 
taught to think of him as a tiny baby,

I, of cqurse, thought at the time that 
he was delirious, but noticed that he 
knew everyone who came in,knew every 
word we said to him, talked ra
tionally about everything else, but con
tinued to talk to his brother.

. Later in the day he said: “Mamma, 
did you ever have a girl die?” I said: 
“No, dear.” “Well, that's funny, mam
ma, there is such a nice girl here; she 
likes you awful well; she is a big girl, 
bigger than E. (his oldest sister, 17years 
old); she looks like Uncle F. She is go
ing to take me away, but she feels sorry 
for you. She says it is better for me to 
go, mamma; it is so cold here, and I don’t 
feel well when it is cold; and the place 
where she is going to take me is so nice 
and warm, such lovely trees, and flowers, 
and birds, and above all, such a beauti
ful spring of water." .

Although he knew that he was going 
away, he did not really connect the 
thought with death until the morning 
before he died, when he looked up into 
my face and asked: "Mamma, am I go
ing to die?” I had to tell him 1 thought 
lie was. “Well, mamma, it is all right. 
I knew I was going to a beautiful land 
somewhere, but I did not know it was 
heaven; but it is all right; I am not 
afraid. I never did anything bad enough 
to make you want to punish me forever, 
and God loves in# just as well as you do, 
and he knows how hard it is for folks to 
be good here; he is just our loving Fath
er; I am not a bit afraid to go to him.”

Oh! doubting one, take comfort: 
child-like, trust in a loving, merciful 
father; not in a God of vengeance. 
Shortly after this ho called for his 
friends, schoolmates and neighbors. 
Every one that we could get word to 
came quickly to his bedside. He said 
"good-by” to each one; gave away his 
playurtfags, books—even his clothing. 
Then,one by one, he talked to his sisters, 
his papa and myself, saying words never 
to be forgotten by us; kissing us all good- 
by; sending loving messages to those of 
his friends who could not bo with him; 
told us again of that beautiful land he 
was so soon to enter; seemed to talk 
again with his brother, and other unseen 
ones, and then said to me: "Oh! mamma, 
I know who that girl is now. She is 
grandma’s girl, your sister and my aunt 
Ada. She is going to take care of me, 
and I shall have my own brother to play 
with; and, mamma, I shall come for you 
all as soon as I can.”

And so passed into Spirit-life one of 
the dearest and best-loved of boys. Of 
the many who stood around his death
bed, there were none but what believed 
he saw just what he described. They 
could not doubt it. I talked with our 
Episcopal Rector afterwards. He said: 
“Of course he saw it. God permitted 
him to catch a glimpse of the promised 
land, that he might comfort you.” Now, 
dear madam, why n<5t just as reasonably 
suppose that he allows our loved ones to 
come back and comfort us? I know that 
they do, for besides the fact that we 
have seen our boys, I often feel his pres
ence. Now, dear Mrs. ------- , why not
try this: Go each afternoon into some 
quietroom—yourdaughter’s,if you can— 
and sit down quietly Tn some easy chair; 
let y6ur mind, your heart, your soul go 
out to your daughter and see if you ao 
not feel her presence. It may be only a 
cool breath on your cheek, a touch of a 
vanished hand upon your hair, but it 
will convince you that your loved one is 
there. .

I wish you and your husband could 
visit us this winter, and attend the ma
terializing sfeances of Mrs. Bessie Aspin
wall, who is, I believe, not only a good 
medium, but a good woman. Now, dear 
madam, I must close, hoping that I may 
have said something that will lead you 
to investigate the only thing that can 
comfort you in your sorrow—true, pure 
Spiritualism! Hoping to meet you in 
that land of bright spirits, where our 
loved ones are waiting us, I am very 
truly yours. --------

To the Editor:—The above is a copy 
of a letter written by one sorrowing 
mother jx> .another, and in looking it 
over, it struck me as good enough to 
print. If you are of the same opinion, 
and have the space to spare, I should be 
pleased to see it in that best of papers, 
The Progressive Thinker. . ..

Yours truly,
St, Paul, Minn. • •

number one.
. We desire to. do a philanthropic work, 
hence are publishing each week a 
greater variety of matter pertaining to 
Spiritualism and free thought than any 
other Spiritualist paper now published 
on this green earth. To all new trial 
subscribers (25 cents for three months) 
we send free “The Witch of the Nine
teenth Century,” a highly interesting 
story by Dr. Phelon, which ran through 
eight numbers of the paper: and also 
the Christmas number, which is of itself 
worth one dollar,

OFFER number two,
Or, in the place of the above, we will 

send freq that remarkable paper issued 
Feb. 14th, 189], showing that the Ro
man Catholics were responsible for the 
assassination of President Lincoln. One 
hundred and fifty thousand copies of that 
number of the paper have been issued. It 
is startlingly true and sensational, and 
the most remarkable paper of the present 
age. When you once read it you will 
value it as worth at least one dollar. 
We will also send our Tract edition. 
No dollar book ever published is more 
valuable than this paper. The first 
page contains the following article: 
“Hinduism—Its Status as a Religion," 
by the learned scholar, Swami Vive 
Kananday, of India. It is invaluable to 
every reflective mind.

2nd page: “The Art of the Spirits— 
Paintings, Sketches and Autographs 
from the Departed Great," an intensely 
interesting article.

8d page: “There is No Death—The 
Piets and Poetry of Spiritualism—A 
Chapter of Poetic Pearls, Beaming with 
Immortal Life and Scintillating with a 
Light Divine.” This page is valuable 
indeed. "

4th page: “A Cloud of Witnesses— 
All Poets Inspired Mediums.” This 
page is full of poetic gems.

5th page: “The Passage to Spirit
Life Most Delightful." Every Spiritu
alist, every Materialist and every 
Christian should read it.

6th page: “Political Romanism.” It 
contains statistics with which every pa
triot should be familiar. It has several 
suggestive illustrations.

7th page: “The Martyrs of the Lib
eral Faith.” You should be thoroughly 
posted with the facts it contains.

8th page: "The Truths of Spiritual 
Phenomena Endorsed by Science.” In
teresting facts for the people.

This paper beams throughout with 
interesting matter. All of it is cream, 
and should go into the hands of every 
Spiritualist.

THIRD offer. ■
To all new yearly subscribers we will 

send free the four papers above men
tioned. Always state in your order the 
papers expected.

Dr. T. Wilkins, whose contributions 
have appeared in The Progressive 
Thinker from time to time, writes as 
follows in reference to the Tract edi
tion: “I have nothing in my collection of 
spiritual literature that I prize any more 
highly than the copy of your Tract is
sue. I consider it about the best mis
sionary tract ever published in the inter
est of truth. Each page is worth more 
than a year’s subscription.”

Report of the National Con vention,
The report,which has been greatly de 

layed in the hands of the printer, over 
which we had no control, is at last ready 
for issue, and is being forwarded to sub
scribers as rapidly as possible. Orders 
for over 2,600 copies have been received, 
and at the rate they are coming in it is 
probable that the whole edition of 3,000 
will be exhausted. We advise, therefore, 
that all those who wish a copy of the re
port should send in their subscription at 
once, with remittance at the rate of 25 
cents per copy.

The book comprises 208 pages, includ
ing the alphabetical list of all delegates 
tqTiie convention, and we have confi
dence that it will meet with general ap
proval. We regret our disappointment 
in not being able to meet our promise to 
have the book sent but about the first of 
the month, but we trust all subscribers 
will feel that they have been fully re- I 
paid in the satisfaction they will receive 
in the perusal of its pages,and which we 
trust will bear a deep impress upon the 
advancement of Spiritualism in each and 
every part of the country. Those who 
have heretofore subscribed and not yet 
remitted the amount of their subscrip
tions, should do so. The books will be 
sent out as rapidly as possible on receipt . 
of the price, and we hope to have all 
orders filled within the coming week.. 
If the obstructionists to the National 
Association will give us time to dis
pose of the surplus work (now requiring 
about fifteen hours a day), we will then 
take delight in edifying them, from our 
standpoint, as to the importance of fa
cilitating rather than hindering the work 
of this organization,and in less than sixty 
days from this time we will show a com
pilation of statistics and important mat
ter through our press (notour paper, 
for we have no anxiety to run a paper 
of our own) that will be of very consider
able interest to all Spiritualists and so
cieties throughout the country.

. Robt. A. Dimmick, Secy. ]

Cremation of Lucy Stone.
Luoy Stone, world-renowned as a 

thinker and philanthropist, and advo
cate of the rights of woman, died re
cently, and in accordance with her own 
request her body was incinerated in the 
crematory at Forest Hill, near Boston, 
Mass. Among those present were her 
husband, Henry B. Blackwell, and Miss 
Blackwell, his daughter. The crema
tion was a complete success. There 
was mo offensive odor—in fact there was 

-noodor whatever. People passing by 
on the street could not even see any 
smoke coming from the chimney of the 
building in which the retorts are locat
ed. Everything was decorous and quiet. 
The officers of the association were ' 
pleased with the success of this the first 
cremation, and as everything was new, 
the fact that all passed off smoothly is a 
matter for the members of the Massa
chusetts Crematory Society to congeal- 
ulate themselves upon.
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Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only -will be inserted if 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure In publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local Interest oply, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few lines explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
f;reat deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 
Ines, giving a “general survey” of the glori

ous work being done,

Harlow Davis, the platform test me
dium, has open time for camp-meetings 
in June, July and August. Camps de- 

'■ siring his services should address soon 
as possible, at 2002 Market street, San 
Francisco, Cal. Preference given to 
those in vicinity of New York and Bos
ton.

Psychology may be defined as the 
science of the mind. For those who do 
not admit the existence of mind it may 
be defined as the science of mental phe
nomena. Prof.-James, in his great work 
on psychology, defines It as “the science 
of mental life.” The older psychology 
usually assumed the‘existence of a soul 
and endeavored to describe its opera
tions, but it was largely speculative in 
its character. During the 'past few 
years investigation has been more exact, 
and efforts have been made to treat the 
mind more in the spirit of natural 
science.

Edward Brooks says: “Mind is more 
than mere cerebral activity. There is a 
natural world and there is a spiritual 
world, and the mind partakes of the na
ture of both. It has the power of 
reaching down with one hand to the 
natural world and with the other reach
ing up to the supernatural world, and 
uniting them in one spiritual unity, the 
human soul. Thus believing, we can 
say, with Hamilton: ‘On earth,there is 
nothing great but man; in man there is 
nothing great but mind.’ ”

Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel, the physical 
and materializing medium, is doing a 
noble work in Milwaukee, Wis. He can 
be addressed pt the general delivery de
partment of that city until further no
tice. , .

Mrs. S. J. Cutter, one of the best and 
most reliable mediums in Chicago, is at 
232 South Alabama street, Indianapolis, 
Indiana, where she is sojourning to re
cuperate failing health. She will be 
pleased to see investigators, and help 
them to a knowledge of the truth, 
which she knows so well.

Lois Waisbrooker writes: “I am more, 
than pleased with Mrs. Chandler’s arti- 

■ cle in the last number of The Pro
gressive Thinker. I notice tbat some 
one states that Protestants help to build 
Catholic churches. When living in 
Clinton, Iowa, I found it a matter of 
common report that one business man 
there gave $1,000 toward the Catholic 
cathedral there, and then cut down the 
wages of his workmen until the sum of 
the cut was $1,400; then restored the 
former rate. I forget what church he 
was a member of. One Methodist man 
gave $500. He said he had to, or he 
would be broken up by boycott.”

E. A. Doty, of Lockport, N. Y., 
writes: “Mr. and Mrs. E. W, Sprague, 
of Jamestown, N. Y., are doing a grand 
work for Spiritualism in this city.”

J. Edward Bartlett writes from 
Brooklyn, N. Y., that his meetings are 
on the increase; many people come who 
never attended a Spiritualist meeting 
before, and go away satisfied beyond any 
doubt regarding the truths of Spiritual
ism. Besides his own labors, Mr. Bart
lett has received assistance from Mrs. 
T. J. Lewis, Frank N. Foster, the spirit 
photographer, and Mrs. Wm. Plum, all 
being received by an appreciative audi
ence.

Spiritualism is making such inroads, 
not only outside but inside the churches, 
that it is no wonder the orthodox

time the wind had stopped blowing, the 
rain had ceased, and the moon shone 
through the clouds at times. Standing 
near the wood-pile was my sister. ;! 
recognized her now: I stepped toward 
her, but she motioned me back, saying: 
“Joe, don’t work to-morrow,” and van
ished. I saw no more of her that night. 
The next day I staid in camp, and be
fore noon Bill was brought in dead; a 
limb had fallen and broken his skull; he 
and I worked together. My sister has 
come to save life once since. Boys, this 
is God’s truth,”’ '

The New York Herald says: Nobody 
knows where heaven is, but everybody 
hopes there is a heaven somewhere. To 
say that it is a condition of mind is a 
misleading use of language, an intangi
ble abstraction of no practical use. It 
is either a place, or it is an hallucina
tion,' If a heavenly frame of mind is all 
there is of heaven, then the possession 
is nothing to boast of and may end with 
the last gasp of life; but if it is a place 
whose boundary line we cross at the 
moment of death, in which our intel
lectual and spiritual -activity will have 
unbounded scope—where souls can grow 
unhampered by the cruel and repressing 
limitations of the body, then we have a 
series of motives which irradiate the 
present and fill the future with the 
glow and promise of a sunrise.

J. H. Taylor, of Boston, Mass., writes: 
“I feel that I must thank you and 
Brother Ira Gale Tompkins for the very 
able article entitled ‘Christmas Offer
ing.’ It is just what I have thought, 
but could uot so well express; it will 
do good, and tend to reconcile many 

' who have been inclined to think that 
some of your contributors were narrow 
and bigoted in their views. I have ad
mired so many of the good things which 
The-- Progressive Thinker is con
stantly offering, that I have had no time 
to think of the few that were otherwise, 
and this article confirms my opinion, 
often expressed, that it is the most ad
vanced in liberal thoughts and progress
ive ideas of any paper that I know of. I 
was brought' up in the English church, 
and as I grew in wisdom and advanced 
in thought, I joined another Evangelical 
cjiurch, studied theology and preached 
for fourteen years; but progress was not 
to stop there, so I am now a liberal 
Freethinker and Christian Spiritualist, 
and there are thousands in Boston who 
think as I do, and respect the opinions 
of those who differ from us, believing 
that we shall make greater advance
ment in our cause by refraining from 
mockery and caricature of those things 
which are sacred to any: and instead of 
pulling down, let us build, up on the 
foundations of everlasting truth, and 
lead all through advanced and progress
ive thought, to the highest possible at
tainments. Please give Brother Tomp
kins a chance to write again for The 
Progressive Thinker.”

Henry Stafford passed suddenly to 
Spirit-hfe, at his home in Courtland, 
N. Y., December 29, 1893, nearly 77 
years of age. He leaves a widow, two 
sons and one daughter—a cousin of 
H. C. Sessions of the State of Washing
ton.

Elizabeth Tyler writes good words 
concerning the cause at Portland, Ore
gon. The Society of Liberal Spiritual
ists meets Sunday evenings in Caledonia 
hall fpr the discussion of all questions 
pertaining to life and its betterment ma
terially and spiritually. For the present 
the society is under the leadersnip of 

' Mrs. A. E. Barker, whose control, 
Thomas Paine, speaks in language wor
thy of that illustrious man.

F. Corden White, the platform test 
medium, is in New Orleans, La. His 
address is 116 Camp street.

All mental manifestations have been 
reduced to three distinct classes—those 
of thought, feeling and volition. These 
have been technically termed intellect, 
sensibility and will. The mind thus pos
sesses a trinity of powers. The doctrine 
of the trinity is as evident in the crea
tures as in the Creator.

This incident appears to be a case of 
thought transference. Several years 
after the death of her husband a widow, 
lying awake one night, recalled vividly 
some scenes of her husband’s last ill
ness. Presently her daughter, who was 

। beside her, awoke and said: “Oh, mam- 
1 ma, I have been going over in my 
' dreams all the scenes of papa’s illness.” 
' Sho then told her dream, in which the 
• scenes were almost the counterpart of 
• those that had been recalled by her 

mother.
‘ The New York Herald says: “We

preachers, feeling that their craft is in 
danger, should make laborious efforts to 
demolish it and maintain their standing. 
One of the latest of these ponderous ef
forts of an orthodox minister-was made 
by the Rev. Lindsay, of Columbus, Ohio. 
He undertook to enlighten his audience 
concerning the methods by which spirit
ual phenomena are produced, and in 
this part of his discourse he demon
strated his dense ignorance of the sub
ject, as any well-informed Spiritualist, 

, or other person who heard him, must 
have known.' If the reverend gentle
man would consult some good medium, 
and seek the facts experimentally—in
stead of rehashing the stale “exposes” 
of others, who get their “facts”.in the 
same manner as himself—he would soon 
learn, unless his ignorance is of the in
vincible sort, how egregiously he has 
wandered from the truth. The light 
of Spiritualism thus discovered and ac
cepted, would make all such as he wiser 
and happier men.

The Manchester (N. H.) Union has 
the following: “A chopper in the Kil
kenny woods relates a story that he im
plicitly believes. This is his narrative: 
‘This winter I was at work for Van 
Dyke, at Connecticut Lake. The night 
was dark and rainy, and the wind 
howled and moaned in the tree tops. I 
went to bed, as the whole camp does, at 
9 o’clock?; that is, the lights were blown 
out at that hour: this is the rule in 
camp. Directly opposite my bunk was 
a small window, that one; could see out. 
I could not sleep, and kept rolling and 
tumbling. I think I must have got into 
a drowse, for. I was awakened by a light 
shining into the window, and a woman’s 
face. appeared as if looking in. I am 
sure’ it was the countenance of my 
sister, who died in Quebec two years 
ago. Strange to say, it was not scared. 
The light disappeared, and then again 
it shone in; ’this time the woman’s hand 
appeared at the window, beckoning me 
to come. I got up and pulled on my 
trousers and went to the door. By this

cannot see heaven, and for that reason 
a doubt hangs in the sky. But there 
are so many things which we cannot see 
that such an argument becomes en
feebled. On an ordinary night we can 
see perhaps 2,000 or 3,000 separate stars; 
with a good field-glass the number may 
easily be increased tenfold; with the 
Lick telescope on Mount Hamilton at 
least a million are visible. Our imper
fect vision can discover but a small part 
of the wonders of creation. There are 
invisible worlds all around us, revealed 
by optical instruments, and still other 
worlds which no instruments yet in
vented can discover. What we can see, 
therefore, is by no means the limit of 
what is.

J. K. Perkins sends an account of a 
recent seance with Farmer Riley, of 
Marcellus, Mich. He thinks the mani
festations far ahead of anything he ever 
before witnessed. Among others, his 
two brothers came in full light, outside 
thè curtain, so tbat he was as positive 
of their identity as of his own. One 
brother wrote a message on a slate, 
while standing in full light, and after 
handing him the slate, dematerialized 
close by his side. '

That often-exposed and denounced 
fkea, “Dr. Charles Slade,” of whom all 
Spiritualists and all other well-informed 
people should by this time be aware, 
has been holding his fake show in Pa
ducah, Ky. Well-informed Spiritualists 
will hot patronize him With any expec
tation of witnessing genuine Spiritual 
manifestations.

A beau ideal of a medium, according 
to M. H. Prince, is found in a Phila
delphia lady of refinement and luxuri
ous surroundings—Mrs. Palmer—who 
uses her time and means as freewill 
offerings for the good of Spiritualism.

The following report ‘ is quoted from 
La Meuse: “Yesterday,-at our office, 
we had a visit from M. and Mme. Kreps^ 
The young girl,, blindfolded, is placed 
in a corner,of our office;' her father 
walks about the room, takes what is 
given him, and the lady indicates 
immediately and without ' the slightest 
hesitation what her father holds in his 
hand or points to with his finger. Is it 
a watch? The young girl tells the
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hour, or its number. A cravat? She 1 
describes the colorsand the design. A 
bunch of keys? The number and the 
mode of collecting them are at once 
given. A coin? Its value and date áre 
told instantly. She enumerates sums of 
six and seven figures, adds them, and 
finds in a book an indicated passage. 
Drinking a glass of water, she will 
name any liquor which one wishes to 
make her taste. There is no deceit 
with them, no confederacy, no conven
tional language. Their experiments 
are of the • most interesting kind, and 
surpass anything of this character 
hitherto known.” '

Considerable interest is awakening in 
Spiritualism in Pittsburg, Kan. Preju
dices are giving way to candid inquiry. 
Mrs. M. T. Allen, inspirational speaker 
and test medium, has been engaged for 
a series of meetings. The circles are 
well attended—writes T.V. Blackburn— 
and outsiders are nonplused by the tests 
given by Mrs. Allen, and by Mrs. B. 
L. Abel and Mrs. Alice M. Burns, local 
mediums of fine psychometric and clair
voyant powers, Mrs. Barrett and Mrs. 
Howland also give' convincing tests.. 
One of the orthodox ministers under
took the role of pope and gave out his 
edict that none of his members should 
attend the Spiritual services; but this, 
byreflex action, works, in favor of the 
Spiritual cause.

C, F. Houghton writes that Mr. R. H. 
Kneeshaw, of Montreal, Canada, is a 
wonderful trance medium, and leader of 
a circle of Spiritualists numbering 
amongst them clairvoyants, clairaudi- 
ents, automatic writers and other medi
ums. Mr. Houghton is desirous of 
having a good materializing medium 
visit Montreal.

Thomas Pratt was found dead in bed 
at Valparaiso, Ind., Jan. 14. He was 
born in Cleveland, O., seventy years 
ago and had been in business, there for 
many years. The night before his 
death he seemed in a cheerful mood 
and told some of his friends that he had 
dreamed Thursday night that he was 
dead and yet possessed the power of one 
in a trance, seeming to see and know 
what went on about him, though unable 
to move or speak. He saw the prepara
tions beiflg made for his burial and 
named the members of the G. A. R. 
who acted as pall-bearers, and, laugh
ing, said they were the men he wished 
to be his “pall-bearers when he should 
die, if they were alive.

A. H. Mkynard writes that Mrs. C. 
Mayo-Steers, who has been with the 
society at Victoria, B. C.. for the last 
two years, and has given tne best satis
faction as a lecturer and test medium, 
has gone to San Francisco, Cat, for 
several months. She will lie welcomed 
back.

J. G. Crawford writes of his experi
ence with an esparito, palalster, or talk
ing-board. From his description it ap
pears to be a sort of planchette. Him
self and many friends, including church 
people, have, by practical experiment 
with it, been convinced of spirit return,

After reading the account of the 
Romish ways and methods portrayed in 
this issue, we feel impelled to remark: 
If there be any mean, contemptible, 
sly, underhanded trick, ' that Romish 
priests and Jesuits cap use, with any de
gree of immunity from discovery and 
exposure, to the detriment of Protest
ants and non-Catholics, and the benefit 
of Romanists, that has hot been used 
by them, wo hope nobody will tell 
of it—for they will be sure to adopt and 
practice it.

A grand rally of believers and in
quirers in Spiritualism, under the aus
pices of the State Association, will be 
held in the city of Lánsing on the 9th, 
10th and 11th of February. The associ
ation itself will transact most important 
business, and alist of the best talent in 
speaking and mediumship in general 
will be provided. Throughout the 
State, to Spiritualists and all others, a 
cordial invitation to come is extended. 
Fuller particulars will be in the papers 
in good time. Let us prepare to „enjoy a 
rich meeting. So writes Melvin A. 
Root, secretary, 1209 5th avenue, Bay 
City, Mich. .

The Progressive Spiritual Society of 
Chicago has removed from Lakeside Hall 
to the ne„w Masonic Home Temple, 3120 
Forest avenue, justa few doors south of 
31st street. It has been decided to organ
ize a lyceum for tho children, and it is ex
pected to have a meeting for that pur
pose on Sunday morning, January 21st, 
at 10 o’clock. The meetings in the 
afternoon are devoted to the discussion 
oi such spiritual subjects as may be pre
sented, and the last meeting called 
forth considerable talent. The meet
ings are growing larger every Sunday, 
and many who had almost entirely lost 
interest in the subject are again 
coming to the front. Mrs. Edith E. R. 
Nickless is giving great satisfaction 
with her lectures and tests, and is con
stantly bringing new members into the 
society by the teachings given through 
her. The trustees have appreciated 
her services by engaging her for Febru
ary. On next Sunday she will ordain 
Dr. Wm. Yates as a minister of Spirit
ualism. .

The guiáes oí Mrs.-Cora L. V. Rich
mond beg to announce two classes in 
Washington, D. C., during February 
and March. One on “Psychopathy or 
Spirit-healing;” one on the “Soul and 
Higher Teachings;” each series wil 
contain six lessons. Any persons in or! 
near Washington wishing to join will 
address Mrs. Richmond, care of 
National Spiritualists’ Association,’510 
E street, northwest, Washington, D. C.

W. J. Loveys writes: ‘.‘Union spirit
ual services have been held at theG. A. 
R. hall, Cincinnati, O., for the last two 
Sundays and will be every Sunday, by 
home mediums; Mrs. Greenameyer and 
Mrs. Ricker being the main supports, 
assisted by those invited from time to 

’ time, your correspondent being the only 
1 officer, who acts as president. There 
’ has been good attendance, and success 

seems assured, Mr. Greenameyer and 
Mr. Ricker being responsible for any 

; expense, above receipts. ' Mrs. Mitchel L 
■ and Mrs. Gebaur have assisted in 
■ giving tests, while Mrs. Harrison pre- 
• sides at the organ. Union Spiritual 
i services held atG. A. R. hall, No. 115 

West Sixth street, at 2:30 and 7:30 p. m. 
every Sunday. You are cordially in- 
-vitedJ’ . ■ , • ■ .

Th© St. Paul Spiritual Alliance is 
! progressing finely since it has changed 
■ halls; there is. a spirit of • contentment 
> and rest. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman has been 
i engaged to continue hen services 
; through the season until April, with 
i this society. She can be addressed at 
i Hotel Barteau, St. Paul, Minn., and 
। would like to open engagements with

camp-meeting associations and societies 
who would like to engage a speaker for , 
the season of ’94 and ’95. ,

A correspondent writes that the Spir- ' 
itualists’ Progressive Thought Society, J 
of Toledo, O., is doing a grand work ' 
under the auspices of the Ladies’ Aid 1 
Socipty. Mrs. J. J, Curran is president 1 
and speaker. The G. - A. R. hall is 
filled to overflowing every Sunday even
ing. Such manifest interest. has not 
been known for a long time. Good 
speakers and test mediums are invited 
to come and help to feed the hungry 
with the truth of spirit return, proving 
that if a man die he shall live again.

Mrs. E. C. Buchner writes: “The 
meeting of the Saginaw Valley Associa
tion, which convened at East Saginaw, 
Mich.,-on the 13th and, 14th inst., has 
proved a grand success in every par
ticular. The speakers have been many 
and the work done by them has been 
grand. The conference meeting is a 
new feature. We noted jnore particu
larly the remarks made by Dr. H. C. 
Andrews, of Bridgeport, Mich. Jie has 
lately entered the lecture-field, ajif} js 
very promising young man, holding his 
audiences almost spellbound by hie 
eloquence. He sings and improvises 
when under control in a most charming 
manner. We should like to see such a , 
medium known to the masses of people 
everywhere." ' :

“Can’t do without The Progressive 
Thinker. 'Best spiritual jpaper pub
lished and true to name. May its shad
ow never grow less,, is ipy invocation. 
You are the true kind of Spiritualist
fear less! Not afraid to proclaim the truth 
and ever ready to defend it against/ei'i'or 1 
and hypocrisy. Long may you live to 
edit The Progressive Thinker." So 
writes L, H. Harper.

C. J, Barnes, trumpet medium, was in 
the city last week. He went from here 
to Cambridge City, Ind., where he will 
remain until February 1st.

Mr. and Mirs., G. F. Perkins are en
gaged at Dubuque. la., and' may be ad
dressed at Unity Hall, 928 Main street.

Effie F. Josselyn, corresponding secre
tary, Grand Rapids, Mich., writes that 
the speakers engaged for 1894, at Haz
lett Park Camp, Michigan, are as fol
lows: Sunday, July 29, Mrs. L. Rob
inson; Augiist 5th, Lyman C. Howe and 
Mrs. A. E'. Sheets: August 12th, Hon. 
A. B. French and Mrs. H. Sh 
August 19th,। Edgar W. Emeraqq; A^n 
gust 26th, A. B. Spinney and, Jidh. 
LI V. Moulin. Lectures will be driven 
each day by able speakers. Some of tho 
best phenomenal mediums will be pres
ent. ,

• G. H. Brooks is to be in Muskegon, 
Michigan, during February. His ad
dress will be'll Myrtle street. He will re
spond to calls to attend funerals and 
weddings. Hq has been holding a 
week’s service in Chesaning, Mich, and 
trying to establish a lyceum there. He 
attended the recent convention held in 
SaginaWj and thought it a most enjoy
able affair. ••

Mrs. Harriet N. Graves of Providence, 
R. I., writes: “The number of letters re
ceived to this date, Jan. JOth, is fifty-one; 
whole amount Of Viola fund, $27.50; for 
whidh she is very grateful, as also for 
the kind words expressed in them all. 
One noble soul sent ten dollars. Angels 
bless him. Yes, the ‘Lapeer Circle Dol
lar’came all right. Many thanks. Dear 
friends, we would be ,glad to reply to 
many of your letters, but cannot at pres
ent. " I am confined to my bed with la 
grippe in its worst form; may not be able 
to report next week." • .

Vincent Reeves writes of “a joke on 
the parsons," who, when the renowned 
and earnest truth-seeker, Mf. Wm. Deu
ton,passed away a few years ago, thought 
he would never trouble this earth again 
with what they termed l;is “blasphem
ous doctrines;” nevertheless, he bobs up 
occasionally with his old-time eloquence. 
With the new year, at'the Spiritual Re
search Society of Minneapolis, Mr. Low
ell lectured on the Parable of Creation. 
Her control claimed to be Mr. Denton. 
Several were present that were famil
iar with his eloquence when on this 
earth-plane, and they felt there was ho 
mistaking who controlled the speaker 
Spiritualism is gaining many converts, 
notwithstanding the dear, parsons de
light to give us an occasional roast.

A. B. Coonley writes from San Hiagp, 
Cal.: “We have a flourishing epejpty, 
here and are doing a good work, and are 
making the old-time orthodox iriends 
wake up to the fact that Spiritualism htis 
come into the world, and has come to 
stay. We were treated to a ‘terrible 
scorching’ only last Sunday by one of 
the so-cailecf Christian ministers, who 
preached to a crowded house, and had 
the kindness to inform the congregation 
that‘Spiritualism was a fact.’ He also 
stated that it was1 time ministers woke 
up to that fact and stopped trying to 
deny the truth of spirit manifestations; 
that it was all true, but that all mani
festations were the work .of the Devil; 
and that all materializations were 
impersonations by the Devil. The 
Spiritualists—thwarted his sayings 
in a measure by having a number of 
pamphlets printed and distributed at the 
door of the place of meeting, giving cold • 
facts of the prooi of Spiritualism taken 
from the Bible, and as a result Spiritual
ism is on the up grade here. JThe First 
Spiritual Society of San Diego is chart
ered by the State, and is constantly 
growing larger. The present speaker 
is Mrs. Sarah Seal, of San Francisco, 
who has-been with us for the past four 
months and is giving general satisiac- 
tion, and has been engaged for the' 
rhofiths of January and February. The 
present officers of the society are A.' .B. 
Coonley, president; Mrs. A. B. Coonley;

' secretary; Mrs. Bushyhead, correspond
ing secretary;A. B. Coonley,Dr. Muhlen- 
bruch,Mr.Hughes,Mrs. Leeman and Mrs. 
Phillips, trustees. We conduct meet
ings Sunday afternoon and evenings; the 
afternoon meeting is for the home me
diums, among whom are Mrs. Levitt,

1 Mrs. Marks, Dr. Muhlenbruch and Mr. 
Coonley, who are trance, test and inspir
ational speaking mediums; Mr. Levitt 
and Mrs. Levitt, healing mediums. Mr. 
Coonley is an ordained minister and ex
pects soon to start Out into the field to 
do what he.can to enlighten humanity.’’

A friend writes that Spiritualism in 
San Francisco is gaining the attention of 
a great number of all creeds, judging 
from the number of meetings heldevery 
Sunday evening.all well attended. Mrs.

: Maggie Waite is creating quite a stir 
with her wonderful tests. Two unutiial 
incidents recently occurred, in which 
Mrs. Waite named and described spirits

■ oi yet living persons—Stating them to be 
such—the descriptions being accurate 
in all details.

Mrs. E. F. Jav Bullene is now located 
at 2431 Ogden Ave., Denver, Col., where 
she may be addressed for engagements to 
lecture or (for other services as a speak
er. Mrs. Bulleneisoneof our ablest and 
best lecturers, and with strength and 
opportunity she is capable of most ex
cellent work. ,

• D. H. R. writes that Otsego, Mich., a 
flourishing village of 2,000 population, 
has five churches, one Catholic, and no 
Spiritualist society, although there are 
quite a number of Spiritualists and liber
als: He thinks in time they will have a 
thriving society. S. Z. Barney is a clair
voyant and testmedium, and successfully 
diagnoses diseases.

Those who least understand medium
ship are apt to be the ones to criticise 
mediums most. None but one who is 
sensitive to spirit influences can under
stand the experiences of a genuine tne- 
dium; hence, mediums are made to suffer 
much from unjust criticism, while, as 
P. Galvin writes, they Reed and should 
receive careful and loving attention. 
No pne is qualified to judge, that cannot 
put himself in the medium's place; all 
others are but as untrained hands trying 
to bring forth harmonies from some com
plicated instrument! It should not be 
forgotten, that, though the medium pos- 
'sesses much that is common to all per
sons, he possesses some things that are 
strictly uncommon,' and even a little pe
culiar. -

Mrs. S. C. Scovell goes to Broadhead, 
Wis., to fill lecture engagements Friday 
and Sunday, January 26 and 28. During 
her absence the platform of No. 11 
.North Ada street, this city, will Be 
occupied on Sunday afternoon and even
ing by competent speakers and tost 
mediums..

On Wednesday night, Jan. 24, the 
Ladies’ Aid will give an entertainment 
at Brandell’s hall, 11 N. Ada street, this 
city, consisting of social, dance, card 
party and'basket lunch. The proceeds 
are to be given in aid oi .a worthy me
dium in distress. Each lady who can do 
so is requested to donate luuch for two. 
General admission 25 cents. Ladies 
bringing lunch admitted free. . Com
mittee on Finances: Mrs. Dr. Champney, 
Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Brandell. Committee 
on entertainment: Mrs. Metcalf, Mrs. 
M. Canby, Mrs. Scovell, Mrs. Levison, 
Mrs. Dr. Shattuck.

Dr. W. P. Phelon has been giving a 
successful course Of lectures at Detroit, 
Miplj, There was considerable interest 
nidnjfested-. The Doctor’s home address 
is 6iil Washington Boulevard; ■

A subscriber writes: “The First 
Church of Spiritualists oi Allegheny, 
Pa., have engaged Frank T. Ripley, the 
well-known speaker and test medium, 
who is doing a most marvelous work 
for the society. The hall is crowded at 
every meeting, and Brother Ripley’s 
tests are wonderful'”

Benj. F. Graves writes that Spiritual' 
ism still survives at Pennville, Ind.; 
seances are held and inspirational mess
ages received. At a recent circle at 
the home of Col. Bowman, Nora Bow
man being the medium, the spirit of 
Kersey Graves spoke eloquently upon 
the economic and labor troubles. He 
gave Mr; G. a convincing proof of his 
identjty. . .

As un indication that' the world 
moves, it may be' stated that the Daily 
Journal, of Lockport, N. Y., which for
merly scoffed at Spiritualism and Spirit
ualists, recently published a fair and re
spectful notice of meetings in that place 
by Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague. George 
F. Kittredge, president, writes that Mr. 
and Mrs. Sprague are doing an excellent 
work there. '

Mrs. Jennie Moore writes from Los 
Angeles, Cal.; “Rev. Lizzie Sawyer, of 
San Francisco, is here with me. She 
was ordained by the Spiritual Union of 
Chicago. She gave a parlor lecture 
last evening to about fifty, and all were 
highly pleased. 'It was her first lecture 
since her ordination.”

E. W. Sprague, trance and inspira
tional speaker and platform test me
dium, can be addressed for engagements 
by societies or -camp-meeting associa
tions at Newland .and Forest avenues, 
Jamestown, N. Y. Will also attend fu
nerals. •

Mrs. Jennie Moore, the materializing 
mqdium, is now at Los Angeles, Cal. 
Sho reports great progress being made 
there in the spiritual cause. Sne has 
held several Seahces which were well 
attended, and much interest was mani
fested. She speaks favorably of Mr. 
Ravlin's work there. The last of this 
week she goes to San' Francisco where 
she will remain during the winter. We 
bespeak for her a cordial welcome on 
the Pacific Coast.

Mr-.H. M. Van Buskirk, of Buffalo, 
N. Y.,'writes approvingly of Oscar A. 
Edgerly’s work there. His lecture on 
“Parochial Versus Public Schools” was 
splendid. Many A. P. A’s were pres
ent. ■ Thpy were delighted. Mr. Van 
Buskirk is enthusiastic in his praise of 
Mr. Edgerly. '

G. G. W. Van Horn is now lecturing 
and giving tests at Lexington, Ky. His 
address while there will be 144 W; Main 
street.

SENATOR VILAS.
Continued from First Page.

Does he not know that the public 
treasury has been “looted” in this way 
for many years past; in defiance of the 
protests of the citizens of Ohio and otlter 
States'? I know it.

I have heretofore felt it my duty to 
criticise President Cleveland ior -his 
unauthorized and gratqitious advice to 
the American people as to the religious 
views they should entertain, and I claim 
the right.to censure Senator Vilas for 
his blows at civil and religious - liberty 
given out Jan. 10,1894,. by letter to the 
Catholic Citizen. -

How any American citizen can quietly 
submit to such ecclesiastical, meddling 
as we have' witnessed lately; is to me a 
mystery. ’ ■

This, it seems to me, is a complete 
refutation oi Senator Vilas' letter to the 
Catholic Citizen, in which lie charges 
that the A. P. A. is “a menace to the 
Republic and a blow at reljgious lib

I assert that it was the Catholics who 
struck the .first blow at civil ahd religious 
liberty in the United States thirty years 
agoandhe whpdoes not know it has read 
to very little purpose the history of his 
country. ■

’’Friends of Liberty,'awake! When 
we look upon Rome; cursed Spain, 
blighted Italy, devastated and ruined 
Mexico, superstitious Austria, the 
priest-ridden South , American states, 
we raise our hand and vow to Almighty 
God that, sink or swim, survive or per. 
ish, we will be true to ourselves, our 
Constitution and our flag,"

'Respectfully submitted.
C. H. Mathews. 

New Philadelphia, O.

The Popular Scienc.e Monthly lor 
February, 18941.

A varied and attractive table oi con
tents is offered by the Popular Science 

: Monlldii ior February, the best scientific 
magazine published. Dr. Andrew D. 

’White, who has been missed from its 
pages for over a year, contributes the 
first of’a new group of his Warfare of 
Science papers under the special title of 
“The Visible Universe.” It shows that 
the displacement of the theological and 
metaphysical ideas of creation by the 
evolutionary was itself an evolution in 
human thought.' The recent death of 
Prof. Tyndall gives occasion for an ac
count of. “Tyndall and-His American 
Visit,” containing some interesting let
ters, which is furnished by Miss E. A. 
Youmans. There is also an estimate of 
the man in Krafwork in the Editor’s Ta
ble. Under, the title, "Notes from a 
Marine Biological Laboratory,” Prof. 
William S, Windle describes the labora
tory of the Johns Hopkins University in 
Jamaica, with views of its surroundings. 
In another illustrated article James E. 
Humphrey tells "Where Bananas» 
Grow.” showing by the pictures how the 
fruit is gathered and shipped. In an
other Dr. Sidney J. Hickson describes the 
“Physical Conditions of the Deep Sea.” 
From still another, entitled “The 
Wandering Jew at the Saltpetriere,” 
we learn that this mythical character 
really exists, not as an individual but as 
a class. Several portraits of these un
fortunate wanderers are triven. Prof. 
Wesley Mills, M. D., writes on “He
redity in Relation to Education,” and 
suggests to teachers that they can learn 
much as to the proper treatment of 
their pupils by observing the charac
teristics of thé parents. Charles S. 
Ashley points out “Thp Relation of 
Evolution to Political Economy.” and 
suggests that a great deal of unscientific 
botching in economics could be pre
vented by observing it Mrs. Ellen B. 
Dietrick discloses the real condition o 
“The' Circassian Slave in Turkish 
Harems," which is not so bad as many 
outsiders have imagined... John Mon
teith describes “The Psychology of a 
Dog;” Miss Blanche MacDonnell puts on 
record some “Superstitions of the 
French Canadians;” Prof. Joseph Prest- 
wich sets 1 forth “The Position of 
Geology” at the present • time, and the 
list closes with a "Sketch of David 
Starr Jordan," president oi Stanford 
University, by Prof. M. B. Anderson, 
accompanied by a portrait. Address all 
orders to D. Appleton & Company, 
New York. Fifty . cents,a number, $5:a 
year..

What Will You Do, About It?
Since .Rome already has possession of 

the police club of this nation; since she 
has “wormed” her subjects into all the 
fat positions in America, and “wormed” 
all others out: since she has a contractor 
at the head of every gang of laborers, 
and ninety per cent of the latter; since 
she has gobbled up most of the wealth 
of this and the old world and thrown all 
countries into a crisis, what are you 
going, to do about it? Not only has the 
Protestant American been asleep for 
these hundred years and forgot to pro
test, but the free American has forgot
ten to watch and protect his freedom, 
and the country is ,now in the throes of 
bankruptcy, and on the eve of an inqui
sition unparalleled by any recorded in 
history. Dr. T. Wilkins.

i

American Psychical Society.
To the Editor:—Every One is aware 

that if one is to investigate Spiritual
ism, it is necessary that he should have 
the co-operation of mediums. One of the 
difficulties with which the American 
Psychical Society has met thus far, lies 
at this point. We need to know what 
mediums are willing to co-operate with 
usirioUr work. I should be very much 
pleased, therefore, to hear from. me-, 
diums'who are willing to' help us, by 
having their powers investigated. I can 
assure them that the work will bo done 
in a sympathetic spirit, and that they 
will receive nothing but kindly, and 
courteous treatment. I wish, too, that 
all Spiritualists who realize the import
ance of careful investigation would urge 
the mediums of their acquaintance to 
help us in the manner proposed. Be
sides our headquarters in Boston, we 
have branch societies in Washington, 
Chicago, Denver, Colorado Springs and 
Los Angeles, Cal., so that it will be well 
for mediums who live in any of these 
cities, or who may have occasion in the 
future to pass through or near them to 
communicate with me,. . , ,

Trusting that this appeal will bear 
fruit, I am cordialljl yours,

; T. E. Alden, Secy.,- A. P. S.
Grafton, Mass., Jan. 16,1894. ’

Nevada has 104 convicts, employed in 
making boots and shoes.

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
The Progressive Thinker, as its 

multitude of readers will admit, has 
published some very fine and interest
ing stories. We have commenced 
another which, ■ we think, will be pro
nounced one of the most charming ever 
written. “The Night the Light Went 
Out” will hold the attention of the 
readers with a fascinating power, from 
beginning to end, with its realistic de
scriptions of some ugly phases of the 
methods of a false and unscrupulous, 
Church with its victims and dupes; and 
of the ways and means employed by 
good spirits and good men combined to 
circumvent and defeat the designs of 
evil-minded persons, and bring about 
the triumph of jnstice and right.

To affirm that a vicious man is only 
his own enemy is about as wise as to af
firm that a virtuous man is only his own 
friend.—Colton. . ,
. Minnesota has 312 white convicts, 16 
colored, and one Indian.

In the French prisons religions in
struction is provided for all inlnates.

Michigan has 563 convicts, all males.
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AS REVEALED ■> ’ .

By the Material and Spiritual 
, Universe.

I By EDWIN D. BABBITT.
Author of “Principles of Light and Color.1*

This-la 6 most excellent wotk. Dr. Babbitt U ft 
born critic, a thorough scholar and a comprehensivo 
thinker. ‘

CONTENTS: .
Chapteb Fiest—Existence .and General Character 

of God,—Preliminary thoughts. Is there such a being 
as God? Is God a Creator? The Argument from De
sign. Is God Unknowable? Is God absolutely In. 
finite? • ,

Chapter Sboonp—Gbd as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot uudeastand the’GOd' Idea. Argument of the 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author’! 
Experience. . '

Chapter Tried—Tbe Delfio Location and Mode of 
Working.—Tho Location of Deity. Cun Infinitude 
have n Céntre? Does God control tbeUnlverso through 
Law? How does God control the Universe? A. J.; 
Davis’s Theory of the God Centre. The Dual Centre 
of the Universe. Can the Infinitely Flue act upon the 
Coarse?

Chapter Fovbtiì—The Natyre of God.—la God a 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes? .

Chapter Fifth—The Delfic Greatness and Glory 
ThoGreatuesB of God. Au Angel’s Conception of the 
Universe. TheGrteatneasofGod. Anthropomorphism.

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil and Delfic Perfeo* 
tlon.—-Tho Perfection of God. Has God created Evil? 
Js Man depraved? Is anything Innately Bad? Is an 
endice ■ Hell possible? Ig absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution. ■ ■

Chapter Seventh—Delfic Law and Human.Inter
cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Healing, * How God interposes to answer Prayer. 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influença 
God? Hudson Tuttle’s View of Prayer. The Central 
Principle of Delfic Action. Prof. Wallace’s View of 
Prayer. Prayerfulness la not necessarily Goodness.

Chapter Eighth—How Man helps Govern tho Uni
verse.—Man a Co-worker with God. How Spirits con
trol Nations. Raman Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-iorming by Judge Edmonds. ’Spirita rejoice in 
this work. Countless worlds yet to Ue formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain in Spirit Life. A 
Miltonic Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practices of Christi
anity.—Terrors of Creedal Theology. Churchlanio 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright 
er Dawn approaching. Science and Religion. Salva
tion by Faith.

Chaptee Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Stafid- 
arde.—Cburehlauic Infallibility. Infallibility of ft 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.-» 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Propheotea. 
Tjie Bible tested by its Teachings. Bald to be the only 
Book which gives any correct conception of God, Bald 
to present tbe only true Foundation of Ethics In the 
Decalogue. Claims for tbe Golden Rule, Love to 
Enemies, etc. 1» it safe to build on Falsehood? Ilas 
only one Nation been Inspired? Shall we waste Lima 
and money on Falsehood? Do numbers prove-ch* 
Truth of aSystom? Shall Polley rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by their 
Fruits.—Church Standards Loo low. Tho Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of Religious 
Systems. Some great Points in Buddhism. Moham
medan and Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo, Results of 
the Parse© Religion. The Farsee Bible. Tho High 
Priest of Slain. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
Progress of Mohammedanism. The Religions of to-day 
Insufficient.

Chapter Thirteenth—The Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible presented. The sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flowers. Of a Tree. Of ft 
Forest, Lessons from the Shells. The Teachings of 
Crystallization. Teachings of the Human Form. Of 
the Great Masses of tbe Universe.

Chapter Fourteenth—Life under the Old Bo- 
ligious.—Importance of materie Truth. Rc 
tbollclsm. lofiueoce of Catholicism In Spi 
vaiilsin. The Five Points of Galvanism. Pres 
ism In Scotland. Puritanism in New 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. The 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chapter -Fifteenth—Life under a Spiritual Re
ligion.—General Divisions of thè Human Faculties. The 
Higher Realm of tbe Bruin. Spirituality Is Ennobling., 
Spirituality beautifies tho Countenance. Must be 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com
unión the Basis of all Religions. Spiritualism 

founded upon Facts. The only Religion which demon
strates Immortality. Robs Death of Ite Terror. Th® 
most Joy-inspiring of Religions. Promotes Civil and 
Religious Freedom. Leads oft in Human Reforms, 
perfects the Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Nobler Living. Re
veals a Grander Universe. All Great Geniuses have 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus In Spirit 
Life. Will the New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth—Death under tho Old Re
ligious.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death mode 
terrible through Church Songs. Made Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dar|t 
ened Death. Death Bed of a Christian. Of an immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Sceues under tbe Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under the Old to those who lose 
friends. ।

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Rellxlon.—A Spiritual Mind Is not over-attached to 
this Life. Departed Ones attract tho Spiritual Mind. 
Tbe Spiritualist understands Death,so does not fiar It.. 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart, 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. ProL 
JungStllllngand htsGrandfather. Beautiful Incidenti 
in tbe Deaths of Children. Trlumphaut Death of ft 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Universali# 
Minister. Joyful Transition of u Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experience! 
of Various Panons. Power to Sustain the Lou (X 
Friends. ■

Chapter Eighteenth—The Future,Life.—LpcattoJ 
and Character of the Spirit Realms. The Clothing M 
Spirits. Children lu Spirit Life. A Spirit Child from- 
Humble Life. Tho Wealthy in SplritLlfe, Pol tioianj 
in Spirit Life. Clergymen in Spirit Life. Editors g 
Spirit Lifo. Tho Power of Spirits to commune wltq 
Mortals. .

Final Remarks.—Tbe .Basle Principles of a Um» 
vorsal Philosophy and a Universal Religion. ' ■

This work contains Forty Illustrations. Thg 
are in harmony with thy facts conveyed. It ion raffi 
book throughout. / . •
Price, $1.25: Postage.lOCteu^ 
YOU SHOULD READ lT¿' 
Philosophy of spiritual in. 

JL tercourse. Contents'; Guardianship of Spirit*! 
Dfacerninentzif Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrina 
of Evil Spirita; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of' Circles: Resurreo- 
tfon of the Dend ; Á voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work has been translated into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Development« at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps; Stratford, Conn., and similar cases 
In all pans of the country. This -volumn Is the first 
from tbe author directly on the subject of “ Spiritual« 
Ism,'* sud has stood tbe test of many,years. Ciotti 
MJ». JMtag» m cents. For saleat thia office.

Have you promised yourself, the Rar» 
Pleasure of g Reading this
Beauti ful L-S F E-Work by-the 
good old-time|Nwriter, Hudson 

2 SPHERES 
Tuttle? P,rice, 50 cents. Contains a fine 
portrait of the Author. Send to us for it..
TJ/A YSWE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, 
VV Sketches, Poems ¿nd Songs; Gathered iron 

the Highways. By-waysannHedges or Life. By Mftft 
UcE.nuJl. It is most excellent. Prlccsi.00.
ÌXTHITR MA G IC TA UGHT ZV 
vV “ Three Sevens,” a book of 271 pages, It fsro- 

ally a very intemilng and suggestive work. Price 
11.25.
fySYClMC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 

m Life. Letters to tbe Scybert Commission. By 
Francis J. Llppltt, An illustrated pampbloL Wortll 
its weight In gold. Price 25 cents.
r-THE CHILDRENS1 PROGRESSIVE 
JL Lyceum. A manual, with directions for tho or- 

raniZRtlon and management of Sunday schools. By 
Andrew .Jackson Davis. Something indespeulblQ.; 
Price 50 cent a.
(yjTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH^ 

er tales and sketches. By a band of spirit Intel
ligences, through tbe medlnmsblp-of Mary Theresa 
Bhelhamev. An excellent aork. Price 11.25, 
f\EMANDS OF ALL PROGRESSIVE 

JLJ Minds fora Ture, Christian, Non-Sect&rlanDoc
trine, aud a Review of the Ancient Religious Ideta. 
By Rev. S. Wegener. Pamphlet; something good to 
t*'M. Price 15 cents.
'ÌTHE SPIRITS’ WORK, WHAT 1 
JL Heard, Saw and Felt at Casudara Lake. ByH. 

L. Suydam. It is a pamphlet that will vi di pay peruuL 
Price 15 conta. .
STHE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUD.
JL son Tuttle. His works are always Intensely 

terestlng. Price 11.50. • •
pHE DIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH. 
J. ly Victims. By A. J. Davis. A work as interest 

tug as It is curions. Price 50 cents. ■ ;
JDOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.

By.Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every patrtol 
should read it. Price 11.00. - .
STUDIES J.V THEOSOPHY; HIS- 
O lorica! and practical. A manual for the people.5 
By W. J, Colville. Valuable to those investigating 
ihcosophy. Price 01.50. , 
f'OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L,. 

■ L7 Sherman and TVm. F. Lyon. A book repiete wit» 
spiritual truths. .Price 11,00. ■
f^EATII AM) AFTER LIFE. BY AN

drew Jackson Davis. Something you should : 
read. Price <5 cents.bl ELE MARVEL ¡PORR’ERS. BY 
Ej Allen Pntnam, A. M. A marvelous book: Price 
ÎS cents. . . ■ , . „
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN. 
L tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A nn 
work. It possesses nrcat merlu Prk< .

Georgia has no State 
lease system prevails. .

prison, The

: The. convicts of New Haanpshire num-
b<ViX‘inla oonvicta arc hived out to f ¡BEHAL LECTURES. BY d. B.

V«
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v ; so unanimously requested by those who heard it, 
Si 's that I now take pleasure in offering it you for re
' • production: Dr. T. Wilkins.

THE FUNERAL PYRE.

The Spirits of the Bodies Look on with 
Delight,

’ The Orthod-ox Team.
To the Editor:—The following poem, which 

I have so long carried and so often unfolded and 
read in public as to lose the name of the author, 
Will not fail to interest the readers of The Pro
GRESSIVE Thinker. Its publication has been

r
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?ri1’ 
p

“Hold on stranger! Turn out yonder close to the 
. wall! ■ ' "i
For the road’s very narrow, and I’ve got it all!
Whoa, back, haw there, old Baptist! Whoa, 

Methodist, whoa! .
These are oxen that need all the road, you must 

, know. • ’ .
Yes, I drive without swearin’, though strange It 

may seem, .
for I’m drivin’, good stranger, my orthod-ox 

team!”
Said the lumberman of Calaveras. >

“That Episcopal ox is of excellent breed:
Much more noted for style than he is for his 

speed, . ■ ■
Though of delicate structure, this ox will not 

■ shirk, .
Yet he never was known, sir, to sweat at his 

■ work. ' ' •
, He’s a good, pious, ox,’never losing his way, .
For he reads all the sign-boards, and goes not 

astray!" .
, Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
“There’s the good Baptist ox; he’s hard-shell to 

the bone;
Close communion in diet—he eats all alone! .
Shakes his head when it’s rainin’ and closes his 

’ eyes; ’’
•He hates to be sprinkled, though it comes from 
. the skies!
•Why. he won't cross a bridge unless dragged by 
. -tne team;' '

. He'll go nowhere, I swar, but ‘down into’ the 
, streaml ” ’

' Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
“Presbyterian, gee! Congregational, haw! .
They’re good stock, let me te 1 you, and know 
' how to drawl.
■They’re so perfectly matched, sir, that very few 

fqllc • •
Can tell them apart when they’re out of the yoke!
Yet you see a slight difference when it is shown: 

- One leans on his Elders and one stands alone P’ 
\ Said the lumberman of Calaveras.

‘»“There’s an ox I term Israel—oldest of all;
Once he grazed in the garden before Adam’s fall; 
He went into the ark at the time of the flood, 
And when Pharaoh starved he was chewin’his 
: ' cudl • . ‘,
There’s an ancestry, sir, full of glory, no doubt, 
But for goring the Master they're scattered 

about!’’ • ’
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.

“I’ve an ox over there who tends strictly to biz; 
He’s a Catholic ox; what a monster he 1«!
And he keeps growin’ big,while he keeps growin’ 

old,. ,
And he never let’s go where be once gets a hold! I 
He’s a strong one, you bet! Why, "I never yet 

spoke
But he started right off with his neck in the 

' yoke!”
Said the lumberman of Calavaras. '

“There’s old Methodist, one of the best on the 
... road!

You’d suppose by the fuss he alone dragged the 
. load!
How he pulls when I sing hallelujah, and shout; 
But the worst of it is, he keeps changin’ about!
He was bought on probation, and works like a 
. . top,
But I’ve had him three years, and suppose 1 

must swop!” ■
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.

“That suave'Universalist many admire, 
Claims the devil’s a myth, with his great prairie 
: ' fire! ’ ,
There’s my Adventist claimin’ to have second 

sight;
If he keeps on a-guessin’ he’ll guess the thing 

■ right!
And the Seventh Day Baptist; their numbers are 

such,
If they do break the Sabbath, they don’t break 

it much!”
• Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
“Got a Spiritist? Yes, sir, ’ I bought him by 

chance;
"When it comes to hard work he goes off in a 

trance." .
Nothing practical, sir, in a medium ox,
If you have to keep proddin’ with rappin’s and 

knocks.
But I must keep movin’ and ploddin’ along
With my orthod-ox team, or the world will go 
• wrong!” .

Said the lumberman of Calaveras.
“Take the road that I came, and beware of short 

cuts:
You Will not lose the way if you follow the ruts. 
I am sorry to force you, my friend, to turn out, 
But this is the regular lumberman’s route.
On the road of life, stranger, my right is supreme: 
The whole world mush turn out for my orthod-ox 

team.”
Said the lumberman of Calaveras.

Among the Hawaiian prisoners last year, 
; 2503 were Hawaiian, 286 English; American, 
599; German, 98; French, 16; Portuguese, 
212; Chinese, 1063; Japanese: 267; South Sea 
Islanders, 33.

The German Empire has no prison of its 
Own. Offenses against the Imperial Govern
ment are enforced by the Imperial Attorney, 
who calls into service the State’s Attorneys of 
the Federal States.

The treadmill and crank labor are still in 
use in English prisons. When a prisoner is 
unable to perform this kind he is set to break
ing stone or picking oakum. His only read
ing matter is the Bible. ,

On holidays Illinois convicts Rave roast 
turkey, and roast pig, cranberry or apple 
sauce, mashed potatoes, sweet potatoes, fried 
onions, pickled cucumbers, nuts, biscuits, 
ginger cake, apples, coffee with sugar and 
cream, and cigars.

Of 235. prisoners in Arizona thirty-one were 
committed for murder in the first degree, 
thirty-five in the second, sixty-five for man
slaughter, forty-eight for murderous assault, 
ten for bodily assault and twenty for assault 
with deadly weapon.

Pekin, China, has an estimated population 
of 1,300,000 and 15,000 police. The signals 

■ of the police of Pekin are made by yelling from 
station to station until the news reaches head
quarters. The stations are within ear-shot of 
each other. , • x

Russian punishments comprise compulsory 
labor in the Siberian mines for life or for a

ria or elsewhere as colonists.

teemed a man of merit—Trench.
— — • — * . — — — • . — . — — . _  .     ...
book of rare merit, InterMtlns to every body. Price '

tertn of years, compulsory labor in. fortresses^ 
or in factories, the loss of rank, personal«ur m xuuuu.it», .— --—r—\ the re-distilled gas oil is pumped up from the 
rights and privileges, and deportation to Sibe- tank into the.pipes which feed, the retort; how 
„__ ’ * the oil is sprayed from'the mouths of the

, Speak but little and well if you would be es- pipes by the propellers and atomized by the 
. . .. great draught, becoming a force of consuming

Saml. L.. Linthicum. 
Dallas, Tex

'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELA. 
JL lions and Expreaslona in Human Embodiment«. 

Given through Mr». Cor» 1. V. Richmond, by her 
. _ Guides. A book that everybody should read who ar«

abroad,” 1 for “attempting to leave the king- taterwwdinre-inoaniation. prico»m - 
dom without a permit,” and 111 for “disturb- IS^M^ 
ing the quiet of the night ““ ..... “ ’ ’ '

it.

Public Incineration in Forest Hill 
Crematory.

Hi*?*
WATCHING THE PROCESS OF CREMATION THROUGH A PEEPHOLE IN THE RETORT.

We are indebted to the Banner of Light tor 
the-foilowing:

The interest in this important step in burial 
reform has received a strong impetus by the 
successful operation of the new crematory at 
Forest Hills Cemetery, Mass., whereat the 
bodies of Lucy Stone and Mr. and Mrs. Hen
shaw have already been reduced to dust. The 
Banner made mention last week of the first 
cremation in N ew England (that of Mrs. Stone, 
Dec. 30th); in the present issue we propose to 
speak of the two succeeding it—illustrating 
that of Mr. Henshaw with graphic cuts, for 
the use of which we are indebted to the spright
ly and indefatigable Boston Post (daily), whose 
managers will please receive our thanks for the 
courtesy.

The mortal remains of Mr. Frederick H. 
Henshaw (a retired merchant, who was born 
in Attleboro in 1831, and diedin WabanJNoy, 
30th, 1893), were incinerated at Forest Hills 
crematory, Thursday, Jan. 4th.

Mr. Henshaw was a member and share
holder of the Massachusetts Cremation Society, 
and an ardent advocate of its principles; and 
at his request all possible publicity was given 
to the cremation as a practical demonstration 
of the merits of this system of disposing of 
the dead.

VIEW OF THE MASSACHUSETTS CREMATION SOCIETY’S BUILDING AS IT LOOKS TODAY.

wwiawwgH

Relatives of the deceased, prominent mem
bers of the Massachusetts Cremation Society, 
and representatives of the press, were in attend
ance, and witnessed the process, which was 
completed in two hours and forty minutes.

The crematory is a picturesque, low, stone 
building, having a square, brick chimney in 
the center, as seen in the pictorial representa
tion herewith given. Back of the retorts the 
room resembles very much the ordinary steam 
boiler or fire-room in a small factory. There 
are two retorts of ovens, each eight feet six 
inches long, three feet wide, thirty inches high 
on the side, and thirty-six inches at the crown 
of the arch. These retorts are lined with the 
yellowish white fire-bricks. Into these ovens 
from three pipes is driven oil, which is trans
formed into spray before leaving the pipes by 
tiny propellers. Connected with each retort is 
a flue in the great chimney, which stretches 
thirty-five" feet skyward above the hearth of 
the retort. The building is still in a state of 
incompleteness, since the work on the chapel, 
which will form a part of the structure, will 
not be begun for some months. It is located 
in a quiet spot, in the midst of a pine grove.

The body of Mr. Henshaw, in a plain black 
cloth-covered and unornamented casket, was 
laid upon the black-draped catafalque in the 
preparing-room. , .

The retort-room held the two brick struct
ures and the central chimney rising from be
tween them. The buzz of the belting of the 
oil force-pump and the Subdued roar of the 
flames in the retort rose above the murmur of 
voices, while the assistants explained how the 
intense heat is generated in the" retorts; how 

flame, from 1500 to 2000 degrees Fahrenheit 
in the intensity of its heat during the process 
of incineration.

Pieparations, as to the heat, etc., having 
been duly made, shortly after 1:30 o’clock the 
persons present to witness the process gath
ered in the preparing-room. The black-draped 
catafalque was wheeled to the door of the re

tort, which swung open and disclosed a curtain 
of iron-bound fire-brick. An assistant pulled 
the weighted wire and the bricty curtain n oved 
slowly upward.

The catafalque was rolled to the edge of the 
door, and the casket pushed’to its place under 
the pall of fire. The curtain fell behind. The 
door closed, and a seal was set upon the lock.

The progress of incineration was visible 
through the retort opening in the room be
yond; intense was the heat and beautiful the 
flame. No smoke camo from the great chim
ney, and despite the intense heat within, the 
outer surface of the retort was cold to the 
touch, for twenty-four inches of brick and air 
space separated the fire from the outer world.

The remains of Mrs. Henshaw were cremat
ed at the same building Jan. 5th; her ashes 
were mingled with those of her husband—the 
urn containing them being interred in »he fam
ily lot at Mount Hope Cemetery.

IN CINCINNATI, 0.
In view of the popular interest hereabout on 

the subject of cremation, the Banner requested 
the Hon. Sidney Dean to give for its columns 
a brief account of the experience in this west
ern city which convinced him of the superiori

ty of cremation over earth ' burial. The fol-
lowing is his straightforward and conclusive 
reply:

“The process of preparing the body for cre
mation differs somewhat in Boston from the 
very successful method observed by the writer 
in the crematory at Cincinnati, O. There the 
body was prepared as for burial at the home, 
and enclosed in a casket. The funeral cor
tege halted at the door of the public hall of the 
crematory, while the casket was taken into the 
lower hall and placed upon a modestly-draped 
elevator, open upon all sides.
“When the friends were all seated,the eleva

tor raised the casket containing the body to 
the upper hall, by the side of a desk, at which 
the clergyman officiated. A simple service, 
after the usual form, was conducted, and then 
the casket was1 silently lowered to the prepara
tion-room, contiguous to the lower hall.

“Attendants removed the body from the 
casket, wrapped it completely in a sheet pre
pared with alum, placed it upon an iron bier, 
and quietly rolled it into the lower hall, where 
the friends had assembled in front of the re
tort. The latter was concealed behind a plain 
but neat wooden partition, which, being re
moved, disclosed only the heated iron retort. 
The bier was reverently lifted and pushed upon 
its noiseless wheels into the oven, the doors 
closed, the fires quickened in the rear of the 
furnace, beyond the vision of the spectators, 
and the body quietly and- steadily consumed, 
the alumnified sheet being the last to yield its 
form. . ’

“After perfect cremation and the cooling of 
the retort, a mass of white powder was! gath
ered up and placed in a proper receptacle, 
awaiting the call of friends.

“The whole affair was conducted so quietly, 
so modestly, and so entirely free from any
thing offensive to sight, smell, or the feelings,

that the writer was at once converted to cre
mation as the only proper way to dispose of 
the mortal casement ” ,

The Fountain of Life, or the Three
fold Power of Sex.

“Thb Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Powerof Sex,” by Lois Waisbrooker, author 
of “Perfect Motherhood,” “Helen Harlow’s 
Vow, ” “A Sex Revolution, ” “Occult Forces 

• of Sex, ” and other works. For sale at the 
j office of The Progressive Thinker. Price 

50 cents.
Lucinda B. Chandler speaks as follows of 

thjs important work, in a late number of the 
HUjnber of the Arena-.

, The presentation of this most important of 
all subjects is one that will be new to many 
minds, and perhaps readily accepted by few. 
But to all thoughtful persons it will suggest 
possibilities of human development and prog
ress that will prpvoke serious consideration. 
The writer anticipates in her brief preface that 
few minds are probably prepared to accept the 
claims advanced, but expresses her willingness 
to sow the seed of truth as held by her, “ex
pecting to sleep before the harvest comes." 
The six basic statements are as follows:

First. Sex is the fountain of life—of -all 
life, animate, inanimate, physical, intellectual, 
and spiritual, and in all possible cases life is 
made manifest through the union of the posi
tive and negative, the male and female forces.

Second. While the more external phase of 
life can be lived without bringing into use the 
laws involved in the intellectual and spiritual, 
the intellectual and spiritual cannot be fully 
lived without bringing into use the physical 
as the basis or foundation

Third. The unknown can be proved by the 
known.

Fourth. We cannot conceive of that which 
does not exist.

Fifth. We cannot desire—hunger—for that 
which does not exist. If we could, it would 
prove that we have capacities which the uni
verse cannot fill, a manifest absurdity.

: Sixth. Our thoughts, bur idea of an act— 
tbe organs of the brain that are active at the 
timp—this, with our general idea thereof, de
cides the character of any act which, in and 
of itself, is neither good nor bad, morally 
speaking, and also, in a great measure, the 
nature of the result

In the claim that sex is the foundation of all 
life, intellectual and spiritual as well as physi
cal, the writer has assumed a radical position 
antagonistic to the views of perhaps the ma
jority of minds, and to the'Teligious teaching 
of Christendom, and sects in othpr religions.

The ‘ ‘purpose in this work is to try to find the 
highest, purest use of sex—to indicate through 
the laws of the known the possibilities of its 
as yet, to jib, unknown power.” The author 
proceeds with logical and scientific arguments 
to indicate what is the physical purity neces
sary to the highest and purest use of sex. 
Then it is claimed that the new idea—in con
tradistinction to the old and prevailing idea 
that the highest use of sex function is the pro
duction of offspring—is “that which points to 
new, or regenerating life—is that the highest 
use lies in the perfecting of ourselves, of our 
physical 'and spiritual bodies. ”

That there are three sex centers in the phy
sical organism of man is not a new thought 
These centers are the physical in the loin, the 
affectional in the breast, the intellectual in the 
brain. Hence the threefold power of sex must 
be a physiological and a psychological fact, if 
we possess what Paul termed a spiritual body; 
< ‘There is a natural body and there is a spirit 
ual body.” The central idea of this work is 
that only the sex relations which are permeated 
by soul and mind, in which the sex act in
cludes love, and is held in thought to be of 
use in perfecting ourselves as spiritual beings, 
can be of highest and purest use; also that 
such complete sex relations are regenerating. 
The author asks;

“What does the redemption of our bodies 
mean? If the spiritual sex-center renews the 
soul life, will not the same renewing power 
descend, and permeating the physical genera
tive sex-center, so regenerate the body as to 
eventually redeem it from the power of death? 
When spirit permeates every particle of the 
matter of our bodies regeneratively, then in
deed will God be manifest in the flesh.”

This subject has been a study of the writer 
for years, and the experiences of many per
sons have contributed to her sources of knowl
edge and insight into the occult forces of sex. 
This book of 136 pages contains the most con
clusive arguments for sexual and social puri
ty, and for the claim of the author that—

“What is needed is the right to openly and 
fearlessly investigate everything that pertains 
to human sex relations, that we may be free 
to intelligently obey that law or rule of action 
which leads to the highest good. ”

St. Louis has a population of 500,000 and 
805 police. Last year there were 25,342 ar
rests, 4,137 of which were women and 4,357 
for drunkenness. During the year the patrol
men madb 373,643 reporte; 9,972 alarms were 
responded to and 498 fires attended; 1,044 
sick and injured persons were taken to the 
Dispensary, and the police wagons traveled 
16,415 miles.

The Vienna police have general charge of 
all newspapers, and keep records of all presses 
and publications, maintain a censorship over 
all theaters and plays, issue licenses for the 
publication and sale of all books' magazines 
and periodicals. All plays, dialogues, songs, 
dances and entertainments by societies, clubs 
or individuals, must be submitted to the police 
and approved before production.

’ By the Bertillon system of identification the 
length and width of the head are taken, also 
the length and width of the left middle and 
little'fingers, the length of the left foot, of the 
left forearm,.of the right ear, the height of 
the figure, the measurement of the outstretched 
arms and of the trunk when seated. It is 
said that no instance of all these measurements 
coinciding in two persons has ever been known.

The Cause in the South.
To the Editor:—For some time I have 

been out of the active work of our cause, ow
ing to a severe attack of la grippe; but Sunday, 
the 14th of January, it being one of those 
beautiful sunny days of winter of which we 
have so many here, I went to the nice little 
Spiritual hall in the far-famed town of Liberal, 
Mo., to attend the lyceum, and I was surprised 
to see the large attendance of both young and 
old. I observed, of course, no strictly ortho
dox children present, but there were many 
quasi-Christians, agnostics, atheists apd Spirit
ualiste, indicating, beyond a doubt, that the 
great cause of Spiritualism is growing in favor 
and importance among the people. Much of 
the favor the lyceum has gained among the 
people here, and everywhere else, so far as my 
knowledge goes, is the way it was conducted. 
If Spiritual lyceums and meetings are made 
interesting to the general public, there will 
usually be a good attendance at the meetings. 
If we do not make them interesting to the 
young, we heed not expect to have them with 
us. This lyceum is under the leadership of 
Prof. J. Madison Allen, and when I saw the 
way he conducted the same I was not sur
prised at the large attendance. The cause is 
not only growing in Liberal, Mo., but farther 
in the sunny South it is taking a deep hold 
upon the minds and hearts of the people. I at
tended the State Spiritual Convention held in 
the beautiful city of Dallas, Texas, last Octo
ber, and I was gratified to see the deep inter
est the people were taking in the cause in the 
“Lone Star” State. There were representa
tives from many different cities and sections 
of the State, all of whom seemed enthusiastic 
in the work. Texas affords a grand field for 
speakers and mediums, though there are two 
fine mediums in the State now; one is W. W. 
Aber, who for the present is at Galveston; the 
other one is Mrs. Gilman—she is at Houston 
for the present I saw some of the finest ma
terializations at her seances I ever witnessed. 
I will describe one manifestation, which will 
suffice to give your readers an idea of her 
mediumship. At one of her seances in Dallas, 
Texas, there were about sixty full-form mate
rializations; among them was the appearance 
of two little stars which came out of the cabi
net and went up near the ceiling, out of the 
room; those stars in a short time descended to 
the floor, then blended into one and rose about 
a foot from the floor, spinning a kind of a sil
ver oord from the floor up about a foot high, 
then it commenced to widen out into a kind of 
a whitish vapory mist, rising higher and higher 
until it arose to about four feet, then all at 
once burst from this a beautiful full-formed 
woman, illuminated from head to foot. There 
were about twenty persons in the seance; we 
all went up one at a time and talked with her. 
She spoke in an ordinary tone of voice, with 
as much grace and manners as if in the flesh. 
After we had all had a visit with her she de
materialized in our presence. -

We people of the South are wide-awake and 
are determined to make the cause a glorious 
success with us. One of the great auxiliaries 
is the Psychic School and Spiritual College at 
Liberal, which commences its second term 
Tuesday, January 17th. Dr. DeBnchananne 
is at the head of the institution.

G. H. Walser.

E
RUPTURE CUREU

FOR TWELVEJOOLLARS.
Hilgakd, Outgun, Juue y8,1693. 

)r.Piekcb4'So5.—tsChU.hML'N: I iioi happy co In
ui you that tho Tiubb I bought of you ¡m Aiu-ii has 
t'X.afKc.r ci/ukp wa of a wry severe omo of Berni«, 
1 which I have suffered fur ovxa 16 yeah*. I wu 
er sceptical about your Truss when I bought it, Ml 
rlcdfibvorulso-oaUcdklasUcTrusKBiiwkhoutderiv« 
ny bendlt from tliciu; but after using your Truss for 
t lime I was convinced that it was the beat lever 

a.uu, «j it was easy to wear, aud ueemodto slop the soverol 
pains that often prostrated me while wearing the old# 
Hpring trusses; unanow,fuBpltoof my scepticism, I am A 
FtiiFUCTLY Cured, and can work with the Trussoff If IM 
feel so disposed, but I still wear it loosely as Ills notfl 
incouvedeuc. Ypu xnay add the above to your otbe/M 
testimonials.' Gr&tcfully yours, FRED. HANSEN.

MTTbe above auro was effected in less than thriz^H 
months TiMR, nt a total cost off 12. Thousaudsof siml-^M 
Ur oiircii have been made for fromJlO to $l5each. Es.^H 
tabllshcd 1875. Caller Send3o for free
Ku. i. Address Magnetic Ulus tic
Company, A n. w. corner Kearny and^^^H 
Sacramento streoU, Sou Fraucisco, Cal.

Looking Better 
feeling better— 
better in every
way. There’s 
more consolation 
in that than well 
people stop to 
ponder. To get 
back flesh and 
spirits is every
thing. "

Scoffs Emulsion 
of pure Cod Liver Oil with Hypo
phosphites is prescribed by lead
ing physicians everywhere for ail
ments that are causing rapid loss 
of flesh and vital strength.

Scott’s Emulsion will do more than 
to stop a lingering Cough-it fortifies 
the system AGAINST coughs and colds.

Prepared by Scott & Bowno. N. Y. AH druggists.

HOW TO’MESMERIZEr 
TJULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN.

4 siructlona How to Mesmerize. Ancient and Mod. 
era Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spiritualism 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modem 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the took 
will be found highly Interest".g to every Spiritualist. 
It Is the only work ever published giving full- Instruc
tion how to mesmerize, and the connection this science 
bus with Spiritualism. It Is pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who have read It, to be one of the

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Um. By Epeu Sargent, author of M Planchetle, or 
the Despair of Science,” “The Proof Palpable of Im* 
mortality,“ etc. Thia la a large Hhno of 872 pagei, 
frith ad appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
a great amount of matter, of which tbe table of con
tents, condensed os It is. gives no idea. Tbe author 
takes the ground th nt since natural science la con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, ami which nre not only 
historically imparted, nut are Erectly presented in the 
Irresistible form of daily demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, aud al! opposition to it, under the Ignorant pre
tense that It Is outside of nature, Is • unscientific and 
unphhosophlcal. All this Is clearly shown; and the 
objections from “scientific.” clerical and literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1847, are answered 
with that penetrating force which only arguments, 
winged wltn Incisive facts, can Impart. Cloth, 12mo, 
pp. 39G. Price $1.50. Postage IQ cents. For sale at 
this office.

” APOliLONIUS OF TYANA. ’ 
Identified as tbe Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining bow bls 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate Christi
anity. Price 15 cents. For sale wt Mils office.

An Investigator’s Experience.

To the Editor:—I desire to acquaint the 
readers of your valuable paper with the won
derful and marvelous physical manifestations 
which have been witnessed at my seances. A 
few months ago I was a skeptic of the deepest 
dye, but since investigating Spiritualism I 
have become thoroughly convinced of its 
wonderful truths. My first experience was 
to attend a “circle” of investigators as a 
skeptic—one who would not believe anything 
until he witnessed it with his own eyes. At 
this “circle” there "were manifestations of 
“table-tipping,” and I was surprised indeed, 
when I got by the ABC system the names 
of some of my relatives, who are in the Spirit
world, and who manifested through the 
tipping of the table. Since that time, which 
was several months ago, I have been earnestly 
investigating it, and have developed so far 
as to get slate-writings, and I have on several 
occasions held private sittings at my home 
and have converted a great many to the 
truths of Spiritualism.

I have also developed the phase of answer
ing sealed letters by spirit power, and have 
had the most wonderful success in this line. 
My plan is as follows: Some one offers me 
a sealed letter, and through the mysterious 
power I receive answer to the same on paper. 
I have on several occasions received answers 
to sealed letters in three different languages. 
Of course I knew not what the letter con
tained, but the answers have always been 
satisfactory to my patrons, being in the 
handwriting of friends in the Spirit-world; 
and several of my friends and patrons have 
witnessed this wonderful phase of my work.

I would advise everyone to investigate 
Spiritualism, and I can assure them they will 
never regret it if thpy earnestly seek the truth. 
One of the best helps to me has been the 
reading of The Progressive Thinker. 
1 hope all interested in Spiritualism will read

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

TDELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
Zt Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Wataon. 
author of “The Clock Struck One, Two, and Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Wataon*! 
ong connection with one of the largest and most influ

ential religious organizations in this country, together 
with bla well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will Attract the at
tention and command tho studious perusal of thought
ful minds. Jt contains the principal records of a crith 
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of spirit-manifes
tation through a period of twenty-seven years, com» 
mcnced with a belief that Spiritualism was the •• prince 
of humbugs,'1 and a purpose to expose it, and ending 
with a conviction that It Is a truth far transcending all 
others In value to mankind. It is eminently well 
adapted to place In the hands of those whose attach
ments to the faiths and forms of the Church Incline 
them to have nothing to do with the subject upon 
which ft treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12hio, pp. 423, 81.00. Postage 10 cenu. For sale 
at ¿bls office. .

DOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 
i By Lizzie Doien. These poems are as staple tfi 
sugar. Price 11.00.

L) E YOND THE GA TES. B V ELTZfc 
J~J betb Stuart Phelps. A Highly entertaining woriL 
Price $1.00. '
VELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE 

O Bible. 144 Propositions, Theological, Moral, HI»* 
torlcal and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without com* 
menu Price 15 cents.
U/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL. 
Vv 1st. Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. 

This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Prlc« 
11.00• postage 10 cents.
"DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. 
J\ Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King» 
You will not become weary while reading this exci 
lent book. Price 75 cents.
J IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE 

History of Atharael, Chief Priest of a Band of Al 
Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Written through 
tbo mediumship of U. G. Figley. You should read 
this work. Price 30 cents.
pULiTr. j-r.u AND CRADLE. BY 

J Jlzi.is H. (JxnuENHB. Ono of bcr brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against the Bible. 
Ererj- woman should read it, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price 10 cents.
r\BSESSION. HO W E VIL SPIRITS 
Cz Influence mortals. By JI. Faraday. P. 23, price 

10 cents.

INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 
X Carrlo E. B. Twlng, medium. Price 60 cents. 
rT'HE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
1 Mythical Christ, by Gerald Massey. 230 page«, 

12 mo. Price 50 cents.
/JCHSA SPRAGUE’S EXPERIENCE 

X~L In the Spheres. Price 20 cents.

7HE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT.
UAL to the Material Universe; and the law of 

control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 
Faraday, price, 15 cents.
'TTIE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN. 
J Bv Charles Pawharn. Price 10 cento.
'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
J Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev.'Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble man. Price ,1.00.
(PEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC. 
O Ing Spiritualism, past and present. By J. M. Pe»> 
bles, M. D. An encyclopedia of Interesting and In. 
Btrnetlre facts. Price¿2.00. ’
'THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
J. Death and Its Tomorrow, the Spirit Holistic Idea 

of Death, Heaven aud Heli. By Moses Hull. Price, 1»

T/Z£ WS O F O UR HE A VENL Y HO MB. 
V By Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly Interesting.

Postage 5 cents. Price 75 cents.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 

±1 view of the Sunday question. It la Inyaluabla. 
P- <1. w. Brown. M. D. Price 15 cents. 
'THE WORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCL 
L fled Saviors. By Kersey Graves. You should 

read 1U and be tbc wiser. Price if.50.
ryiBLE OF BIBLES. BY HERSEY 
D Graves. It will well pay perusal. Price ei.75 
STUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE. 
O An invaluable work, by Hudson Tuttle. Price 
11.25.
TTOWTO MESMERIZE. BY PROP. 

Al J. W. Cadwell, one of the most successful me® 
merlsts lu America. Anclentand modern miracles ex* 
plained by mesmerism. An invaluable work. Price, 
paper, 50 cents. \
'THE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL^ 
J Ism and Spiritualism Compared. Bv Moses Hull ?---------fT---------- •

I 
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The water torture is in use in some peniten
tiaries. It consists in confining the prisoner 
in a closet too small for him to stir. While he 
stands, water, one drop at a time, is allowed 
to fall from a faucet on his head. It id said 
that.few persons can endure this punishment 
for more than an hour. *

In Hawaii, last year 2,282 persons were ar
rested for drunkenness, 366 for “deserting 
contract service," 307 for gambling, 10 for 
murder, 77 for .violation of carriage ordinan 
ces, 1 for “permitting . a ferocious. beast
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lished an edition in 1847 wherein 24,000 
errors were corrected. But the dogmas of 
orthodox creeds were too firm in the minds of 
men at that time to accept of it, and such 
war was made upon the publishers that they 
were obliged to goback to the ।publication of 
the old version, with its 24,000 discrepancies I,

Time, with its cycles of years and ages, 
has brought us at last to a high degree of 
civilization. The waves of science and in
vention are widening, and as we ascend the 
scale of civilization, by the unerring law of 
evolution, the empyrean begins to dawn and 
man becomes more merciful, more liberal, 
more cosmopolitan.

In this stage of advancement the old 
theological fossils must give way to philo
sophical reasoning. Enlightened minds will 
no longer accept of the old Bible stories, 
that make the Great Ruler of the grand 
macrocosm of the Universe the incompre
hensible anomaly he appears throughout 
that entire volume. Some minds are still so 
puerile as to conceive the old anthropomorphic 
idea of a God, A welj-known divine in k 
lecture said that while traveling in Ireland he 
saw, projecting from a majestic rock, a seat 
that he thought would be an admirable place 
for God to sit and judge the world. Is it 
possible that He who guides millions of spns 
with their universe of planets throughout the 
immensity of space needs such a place to 
judge the world?

Herschell says that if a person should 
start from the earth and travel with the ve
locity of light, 200,000 miles per second, it 
would require 1,000,900 years for him to 
reach the outer limit of the material universe 
already discovered. Then where and who is 
the God that argued with Moses and David 
and found himself wrong and repented. Is it 
this same God, this mighty architect of the 
qniverse, that could not devise a way to get 
rid of Ahab, and finally was advised by an 
angel of his court to send him a lying spirit in 
the mouth of his prophet, which he did? Was 
it the same all-wise crea'tor, that “knew all 
things from the beginning,” that gave the 
order, so many times recorded in the Bible, to 
slay the men, women and children whom he 
created, in the most barbaric manner? No, I 
will never believe God did those things. Yet 
the “infallible version" of the King James 
Bible says so. Louisa Reed,

Hutchinson, Kansas, '

EXCELLENT BOOKS! jiiTiouny Örn
The Great Hevelatluu or the Nine* 

teentls Century. Most Important
. Disclosures Concerning the 

True Origin of Cbrlstluulty.
This remarkable work unfolds the heretofore 

hidden mysteries concerning the origin and 
promulgation of Christianity. It pppears through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius o) Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu- 
lute the Christian religion, Even the name 
Jesus Christ seems to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the names of the 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishna. Through the efforts of Con
stantine gt the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesus, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should be 
called Hesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name was 
suppressed O We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they

sage or something else of half a minute’s 
length. If this resolve of the Kansas City 
Spiritualists is generally followed, it will be 
one of the important revolutions of the mod
ern movements. It will be so refreshing to 
listen to a story as though the talker and ev
erybody else really believed it. . Thus in two 
respecta this meeting at Mrs. Clary’s in Kan
sas City was a new departure and worthy of re
cord. Sargis.

' • ■ ------ !— ■ ‘

St. Paul Spiritual Alliance.

To the Editor:—The St. Paul Spiritual 
Alliance, an incorporated society, held its 
seventh annual meeting for the election of 
officers on Thursday evening, Jan. 4th. ft is 
with sorrow and sincere regrets by the society 
at large^hat circumstances (over which they 
had no control) conspired to create an inhar
mony with those in whose keeping the destiny 
and management of the Society had been in
trusted during the year just closed, the tend
ency of which was a temporary injury to the 
society, and, as a consequence, to the cause 
also; but happily, in the election of officers 
for the ensuing year, harmony is again en
throned. It has required persistent effort by 
the friends of the cause in thi&ftty—domin
ated (religiously) as it has been and is by 
Catholicism—to maintain a footing. Yet our 
society has a standing and an Influence, being 
legally organized under the laws of the State, 
not possessed by any other local society, so far 
as the writer knows. The society, in pursu
ance of its legal rights, has placed a number 
of brothers and sisters legally in the field as 
ordained ministers of the pure gospel of 
Spiritualism, who are busy dispensing the 
bread of life to a famishing people. The 
Society should be congratulated upon the 
happy result of the late election of its officers, 
as having decided to inject into the manage
ment for the ensuing year some younger, 
more enthusiastic and vigorous blood than has 
obtained in the past. The old officers retire 
with heartfelt goodwill and sympathy for the 
grand success of thq society. The president
elect, Mr. Frank E. Irvine, is a young man of 
ability and standing in the community, is con
nected with an extensive wholesale boot and 
shoe house, and is a man of strict integrity 
and reliability. Brother Harry •Hall,' vice 
president elect, is of one of the best and 
wealthiest families of our city; he is a young 
man, yet a veteran in the cause, and to know 
him is to love and respect him. This is borne 
out by the fact that as a life companion he 
has captured one of the most lovable young 
ladies of this goodly city. Mr. Elton T. 
Brown, the secretary-elect, is an exceedingly 
bright young man, whose well-written and 
able essay delivered on the occasion of the 
jubilee meeting, marks him as d man of more 
than ordinary intellect. Brother John Sauer, 
treasurer-elect—well, what more fitting can be 
said in his praise than that he now enters upon 
his seventh consecutive year as treasurer of 
this society? He is the right man in the right 
place, as every member of the society well 
knows. Mr. Sauer is a prosperous merchant 
of the city, and does not fear to say to his 
customers that his religion is the religion Hi 
Spiritualism. Brother Underhill, the trustee
elect, is a gentleman respected by all who 
have the pleasure of his acquaintance. He 
is passing through a phase of development in 
mediumship that will in the near future mark 
his advent before the public. In closing 
this already too long notice, allow mention to 
be made of our good sister Mrs. Mary C. 
Lyman, who came to us a stranger, under a 
trial engagement for the two last Sundays of 
October. She was re-engaged for November 
and December and is now filling an^ engage
ment for the months of January, February and 
March. This of itself is a fitting eulogy of 
her worth as a minister, a woman and a lady, 
in all that the terms imply. Mrs. Lyman has 
captured us by storm—the ladies (to say 
nothing of the gentlemen) of the society. 
She seems to be a success as a missionary off 
the rostrum as well as a lecturer khd a test 
medium. That Mrs. Lyman makes hosts of 
friends goes without saying; she seems to be 
loved best, so far as the writer is apprised, 
by those who know her best.

8t. Paul, Minn. M. T. C. Flower.

The Tobacco Habit.
The age of barbarism is past. We have 

coine in the march of the higher senses to bet
ter things. The brutalities of tjie bull-fight 
and prize-fights have become intolerable to th^ 
sensitive consciences of the ruling class in this 
generation, and this closing century will see 
other and greater reforms in the world’s civil
ization. The representative man of 1994 will 
be a higher-cultured man than he of 1894. 
That which is'tolerated to-day m the man of 
society and partakes of the' animal and brute 
will have less dominion over him.

It is becoming a disgrace now to indulge in 
intoxicating drinks to excess. It is an open 
shame for men to be seen in the gilded society 
of the abandoned sex, or to indulge in social 
vices of the lawless class. The closing years 
of the twentieth century, will have j uster 
views of the relative wrong of those crimes 
which now act and. react upon society, If a 
man is careless and by neglect gets sick, he 
will be blamed and the penalty will be consid
ered a just punishment for such inexcusable 
offences. If he is indifferent to the laws of 
health and the polite usages of society, he will 
be condemned as a’sinner against God and 
man, and the law of cause and effect stand as 
a warning voice to all others who may violate 
the di vine mandates of nature. .The moralists 
who protest against the baleful tobacco habit 
are treated to-day as cranks and over-sensitive 
people, and are accused of being intolerant 
and selfish; but it is a fact that no one can 
deny t^at, ()^39 same jealous individuals will 
obtrude their filthy practices into the very 
presence of refined society, and, oblivious to 
the wants and rights of others, poison the air 
with the fetid breath of bad odors, every whit 
as sickening as the emanations from a carrjon 
heap. They take entire possession of pub
lic rooms on railways and steamers, at stations; 
and wherever the sign does not positively pro
hibit them from saturating the air with the dis
gusting fumes of tobacco. Besides this habit 
of smoking, the still more filthy one of chew
ing and ejecting the saliva over the floor and 
walks of public places, until they reek with a 
slimy excrescence as loathsome and sickening 
as a pig-sty, has been the mark of the uncivil
ized brute, in man crying out for redress and 
correction ever since the present era of civiliz
ation commenced.

Poisons do not affeot all alike, but there are 
certain signs of its subtle work in the 
human system which the careful observer can
not fail to see as the sure indication of its de
generating work, slowly but surely effecting its 
end. One great man of our nation and gener
al found his Waterloo in the death-distilling 
curse of thisihydrarheaded monster, Tobacco. 
Let the cry go up from every spiritual rostrum 
and reformer the round world over to extermi
nate this enemy of society, and trust to the in
coming tide of love and wisdom.

i Bishop A. Beals,

They Are for Sale at This Office.
"THREE SEVENS, 7-7-7, BY THE THE- 
L Ions-, the Jesuits, seen and unseen, are banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they will lose 
their mouopoly of the secret knowledge they have held eu long. 
In Three Sevens, this, knowledge Is offered to the people. Buy 
It, read it carefully, and see why the Jesuits bate it. Price »1.25. 
'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE. 
I Something you should have to fefer to. By James M, Mo 

Cann. Price 15 cents.

"THE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. 
L A manual, with directions for the organisation and manage

ment of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Darla. Something 
Indespenslble. price 60 centa.
'THE SPIRITS' WORK. WHAT I HEAicD, 
L saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. ByH. L. Buydun. It lag 

pamphlet that will well pay peruaal. Pries 16 cents.

TJTSTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OP 
LIL the Sunday question: It Is Invaluable. By G. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price 15 cents, , .
T-TOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 

EL Cadwell, one of the mo»t successful mesmerists in Amer
ica. Ancient and modern miracles explained by meameriw*. As 
invaluable work, Price, paper. 50 cents.

■pROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
L Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems ot rare merit. Price 
»1,50., '

piFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME 
L By Rev. Chas. Chlnlquy, ex-priest. A remarkable book, 
Pages B82. Price «2.25.

QTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
rosary of pearls, culled from tho work» ot Andrew Jackson 

Davis. Intended for the light and solace of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. Price 50 centa.

Many who are ignorant of the origin of the' 
Bible believe it the infallible word of God; 
and some (so-called) learned theologians are 
also in the mist in regard to this subject.

I recently attended a lecture by the Rev.
Rolland B. Hill, an accomplished scholar, on 
the subject of Bible manuscripts. He began 
by citing the audience to the three ancient 
Greek manuscripts, which are esteemed as 
standing at the head of all the ancient copies 
of the New Testament, viz: The Vatican Co
dex, deposited in the Vatican at Rome; the 
Alexandrine Codex, presented to King Charles 
in 1625, by Cyril Sucar, Patriarch of Con
stantinople, -who had himself brought it to Al
exandria, and the Sinaitiq Codfix, discovered 
by the learned TiBchendorf, in 1844, at the 
convent of St. Catharine on Mount Sinai. (I 
think this manuscript is now at St. Petersburg.) 
The lecturer declared these three manuscripts, 
discovered at different places at different pe
riod's of time, to be exactly alike, and also 
exactly according to the King James version 
now in use in the most part of Europe and 
America.

The Vatican Codex contains the Old and 
part of the New Testament, the four gospels, 
the Acts, the seven Catholic Epistles, nine 
of the Pauline Epistles, and the Epistle to . 
the Hebrews as far as the 9th chapter, 14th j 
verse; the Alexandrine Codex contains the 
Old and part of the New Testament, the Sin- , 
attic Codex contains the Old and New Testa
ments, and in addition the entire Epistle of • 
Barnabas and a part of the Shepherd of Her- • 
mas. Thus they are not exactly alike. .

A Christian writer has expressed a hope . 
that by means of these manuscripts a Greek j 
text of the New Testament might be settled , 
'which would serve as a basis of translation , 
for all Christians. Then there has never yet , 
been a correct basis of translation, according , 
to good Christian authority; and it is by the , 
standard of these three manuscripts that the , 
earlier editions of the Greek texts and the - 
modern versions are to be compared.
’ There are two ancient translations of great 
importance: the Septuagint made at Alex
andria by 12 interpreters (some authorities 
say they were learned Hebrews, others that ( 
they were native Jews, six of the most learned • 
being chosen from the twelve tribes); and the ' 
Vulgate made into the Latin language at j 
Rome by Jerome in the 4th century. Jerome . 
in his translation made the 34th chapter of - 
Exodus to say that Moses had horns upon , 
his head or face when he came down from, 
the mount. Scholars say that the horns of : 
the Oriental buffalo; and a pencil of light , 
were both conical in shape, and the same . 
word was used for both, in the Hebrew laws, : 
which, properly rendered, would have read:— 
“His face radiated with light" .

There have been many other translations ' 
made since these. Theodoret, who lived in . 
the 5th century, says that in his day there . 
were in existence the Armenian, the Scythian, . 
the Syrian, the Ethiopian, the Indian, the ■ 
Persian and the Samaritan translation. In the , 
year 1200 translations were made in the , 
French and Spanish languages; in 1390 a , 
translation was made into the Polish language; . 
In 1471 a translation was made into the 
Italian language. Wickliffe completed his i 
translation into the English language in 1382; , 
Luther his translation into the German lan
guage in 1530; Tyndall, his English transla- ' 
tion at about the same time. Then there 
was another authorized English version in the 
early reign of Elizabeth, made by Archbishop 
Parker. Now we come to the King James 
version, which is accepted by a large portion 
of Christendom as infallible.

By the order of king James the First of 
England, 1611, forty-seven bishops were em
ployed to furnish another version. Before 
they assembled he sent to each translator six
teen items of instruction, including the com
mand that all the old ecclesiastical words 
should be kept.

This version was made from a Greek version 
which Erasmus, in 1561, and Robert Stephens 
in 1550 had formed from a Greek manuscript 
of later date than the 10th century. The texts 
of Erasmus and Stephens were in use in the 
Byzantine Empire before that time, but thou
sands of readings have been discovered that 
escaped the notice of these writers. So we 
cannot be sure which reading was written by 
the apostles. Other Greek manuscripts have 
been discovered of greater antiquity, besides 
others in Latin, Gothic and Syrian, into which 
languages the Bible was translated in the 3rd 
century; and it is reasonable that the earliest 
copies would more nearly approach the 
original text.

Infallibility was not claimed for those 47 
translators, or for King James; yet this work 
of their minds is singularly thought to be so. 
Charles Dickens’says of this ,king: “It is 
much to be doubted .whether one man of 
honor, and not utterly self-disgraced, kept his 
place near James I." If such men as Lord 
Bacon, first Judge of England, could have 
been debauched by this depraved king, 
might not also these Bishops, by whom we 
have our present version of the Bible ?

King James was ignorant, dissipated and 
profane. He wrote books that no one would 
read, and believed himself a great author. 
He boasted that a king had a right to make 
and unmake laws. ..

“It appears," says Hume, “from the 
speeches and proclamations of James L, that 
he regarded the English government as a 
simple monarchy, the flattery of his courtiers 
seemed to confirm it, and above all, the clergy, 
who, from passages of scriptures, erected a 
regular and avowed system of arbitrary power. ” 
It is well known by Greek scholars that the 
King James translation contains many great 
wnors. The American Bible Society pub-

Secrets from the convent of the
Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na

ture,” ’ ‘Ethics of Science," “Science of Man," eta Hudson Tut- formed the religious «ystem that the Westernmrc, aimui Qi Dcicuue," -dgwuuo qi m»u, ow. uuason xut- >—; — ------- * ,-------— , . ’
tie was threatened with death for writing and publishing UiF world now knows as Christianity: and it is
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“Caavenc," which ha, had a phenomenal run la Tax Pboorbss- 
ivx Tbiskeb. Pont paid anywhere, 60 oeau. Paper 
edition, 26 cents.

5OLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER.
A Bclentlflc method of de)|oe»tiog character; dlagnbalng 

disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1900 inclusive» Large 8vo, doth 85.00. Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO
cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 

M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
Ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with tbs soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set th the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, U is doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful eongs, 
duets and quartets, with plauo, organ or melodeon acoompanU 
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 02.09. Postage 14 cents.

'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
L ConteaBloual, by Fitter Chlnlquy. A »tlrrlng aoeouut of the 

diabolism of the Romish prleita, worked through the confessional 
box. Price «1.00.
'THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
1 comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, tn the 

keenest and most eaiy style of Its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that la sufficient Inducement to purchase 
the book. Price IMO.

1J/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
W 1st? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent in the English language. Its theme Is novel ft< 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the moat moment
ous period In history and regarding Its most famous participant— 
the most noted American. It Is baaed on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense In Its verification and produc
tion, and be stakes bls reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give It a deliberate reading. You will ba amply 
repaid. Price 11.50. ,

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
Yl rles, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful Illustration of man's cruelty and Injustice to bls fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
Yl from the spirit realms. Disclosing the moststartllng revela
tions. proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has «25 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price ,1.50. Postage 12 cents,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. BY SARAH E. TIT- 
Y~L comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
originated. An Intereatlng and instructive book. Price ,1.25.
CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO-

nomlcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. H. MendenhalL Price 50 ceuta.

TTELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
1 L tloe. By Lois Walsbrooker. Price ,1.50.

IMMORTALITY. . A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
L “If a man die, shall be live?" Is fully answered. By W. S. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents.

N/TABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
LVL Walsbrooker. Price »1.60. Mrs. Walsbrooker,» books 
should be read by every woman In the land.

1 HIND READING AND BEYOND. BYWM. 
LVL A, Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon. Price «1.25.

POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
L volume of aweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, wln- 
som and restful. Price «1.00.
RELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IF 

L k all could be led to believe in such a religion the world would 
be tar better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
and disposition to apply ths facts ot history and science. Price 
ti.U. Postage 10 cents.

Z'HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
and Expressions in human Embodiments. Given through 

Mra. Con L. V. Richmond- by her guides. A book that every
body should read who are Interested in re-lncarnatlon. Price

further shown that down through the centuries, 
z beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an
tagonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore 
having the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose.© An
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation, 
elimination, repunctuation and cremation, all 
to ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Fagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
one.could have conceived of the deeply 
laid’plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into a new system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How and why 
this scheme was carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
at and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
era. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired tn earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life.x No 
scholar living on earth at the present time, how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world’s religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians/ They step to the front tn tha 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This was done because they contained historical 
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
as many other eminent scholars who have the 
courage to publicly express, not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing away from the 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who are looking for truth upon 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi, 
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ?

Price, Rl.no. Postage 12 Cent«.
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are things unknown.” Ariel,

à*

An Unusual Occasion.
To the Editor:—The writer was a guest at 
social gathering on the evening of Deo. .31,

Romance has been elegantly defined affthe 
offspring of fiction and love. ■—Disraeli

The great fact is, that life is a service. The 
only question is, “Whom shall we serve?”— 
F#bw. . .

A By Epe« Sargent. A. wdrk of profound reiearch, by ono of 
tha able« men of tba aga. Price «1.50; poetaga 10 cent«.
T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
V Andrew Jactaon Davie. Highly Intereatlng. Poatago 6 

centa. Price 76 ceata.

THOMAS PAINE, 
Was He Junius?

By Win. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

$

BIBLE MARVEL“W0EKERS7
AND THE WONDROUS FOWEN 

which helped or made them perform mlghtdr 
works and utter Inspired words, together with Darinnel Trfffti anfi Phor*r'tt'w1»t Irn THnnl.nt. A xfeJi ■

a
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1893, that was so unique in conception and 
was carried out so perfect in arrangement and 
in harmony with the idea, that an account of 
it may be of general interest to Spiritualists. 
It was the celebration of the tenth anniversary 
of the transition to the other life of Capt. 
Matthew Clary, at the home of his family in 
Kansas City, Mo. It was held at his own 
suggestion, given to his wife, who is medium- 
istio. He called it the “anniversary of his 
birth into the higher life."

The company consisted of those near to the 
family, and those who knew him during life, 
who were Spiritualists. He was widely-known 
as a railroad man, and one of the earliest and 
most outspoken Spiritualists in the city. There 
was no display, or no form observed beyond 
the natural hospitalities of the home, his 
chair and that of a daughter being decorated 
and forming part of the circle, as though oc
cupied in life. After an hour or two of social 
converse among the neighbors, and refresh
ments served, the formal exercises were 
opened by the hostess announcing the purpose 
of the occasion and how she received the sug
gestion and request to have it so from the 
spirit guest.

A few papers and tributes from near friends 
were read; a poem by Henry Mintun, a close 
friend of the man and of the family; another 
beautiful tribute in verse from Mrs. Mary 
Baker, and a generous and spiritually ex
pressed address in prose by Mrs. Sarah Ely, a 
great favorite with every one, from her frank 
and genial Quaker ways, and who was almost 
a concert of the Spirit in whose memory it was 
given. Another very interesting paper was 
also read from absent friends, J, C. and Maria 
Gaston, of Joplin, Mo., en rapport with the 
occasion and full of good cheer and wisdom.

These were the formal contributions, but 
several others gave impromptu sentiments 
and remarks, all creating a spirit of generous 
feeling and enjoyment such as was never be
fore witnessed in commemoration of a death 
anniversary. It was to the writer as well as 
to all the witnesses present a new experience, 
and one that will never be forgotten. It 
robbed the occasion of all funereal associations, 
made it a birthday celebration, rather than of 
mortuary surroundings; in fact it was distinct
ively and, it may be said, a national Spiritual
istic occasion. It was practically doing what 
we theoretically hold as truth. The spirit him
self so received it, and, with others, so partici
pated in it.

One of the. most enjoyable features of the 
evening was the part taken by the spirit guests, 
through the mediumship of some of the friends 
present, being as gay and full of fun as any 
of the company and responsive to everything.

I want to make this account as short as 
possible, because The Progressive Thinker 
has to make room for everybody, but I cannot 
close without mentioning another thing done 
that might well be emulated everywhere: 
that is, the Spiritualists of Kansas City, there, 
assembled, agreed among themselves that 
hereafter in their meetings and assembleges, 
when speaking of phenomena and exciting ex
periences in seances, the usual prefatory re
cital of test conditions, about searching cabi
nets, rooms, mediums, and general fraud-proof 
descriptions, should be omitted, and that they 
would talk about them and tell of them as of 
any other settled fact in life’s experiences.

What an enjoyable thing a company of 
Spiritualists will be when this preliminary 
apology is omitted 1 One of the most annoying 
things of life’s experience is to listen to this 
everlasting recital of test conditions, lasting 
five or ten minutes, before giving a slate mes-

Opposed to National Charters.
To the Editor:—Pardon ^fi foijjnubling 

you, but this matter of charters is a matter of 
money, the most vital interest one has; for 
money represents one’s labor—time—the fleet
ing moments of Which life is made up, and 
Brother Ball, of Mantua ¿Station, Ohio, is 
right. As to protection, these National char
ters are valueless, . and give to a society of 
Spiritualists no more legal standing than so 
much waste paper. I don’t know who got 
this up, but I do know that if any Masons, 
Odd-Fellows, etc., were to offer National chart
ers to lodges of these organizations, they 
would be at once expelled, and arrested for 
obtaining money under false pretenses.

The principle is plain, and it is strange our 
friends could not see it. It is this: No 
national organization has the authority to do 
in a State what the National Government itself 
cannot do. Now, our friends know very well 
that the National government cannot charter 
a railroad, or any other corporation, to do 
business in a State, and where or how they 
got the idea that a National organization of 
Spiritualists could charter subordinates is very 
strange. Certainly no lawyer ever told them 
so. I. M. Stackhouse.

Indianapolis, Pa. ' , . .

In the English compulsory labor prisons the 
prisoners pass nine months in solitary confine
ment and are then assigned to the public works 
prisons for hard labor; By good behavior 
they experience a gradual amelioration in their 
condition. At first they are not allowed to 
write or repeive letters, and may see no visitors. 
Then, upon advancement, they may write and 
receive one letter every six months; then the 
privilege is extended to once in four months, 
then once in three.

A Prophecy.
Onward rushes the grand old ship Columbia! 

She is loaded to her gunwales with a motley 
freight. Her rigging is torn asunder, her flag 
floats at half-mast, and around and abo.ut her 
the waves, like maddened animals, are riding 
up the vessel’s side, seeking to engulf her.

I see white faces turning starward. I see 
eyes gleaming with demoniac cruelty; I see 
an unsheathed knife in hands for revenge! I 
see dark forms enswathed in black, moving 
serpent-like through the ship, not saying 
much, but using a force of black magic that 
is damnable. What will be the result?

I stand aghast, when a trumpet-like voice 
says: “Look aloft!"! turn my gaze to the North 
Star, when lol I see myriads of silver lines at
tached to the ship, that lace and interlace in a 
wonderful manner.

I see a band of warrior forces, with elec
tric thunderbolts of wrath ready to hurl on 
every usurper of the common welfare of the 
ship. ; ,

Over ^he. North Star the clouds darken;; 
blacl^rmn^blacW;they grow, and now, from; 
their ¿W^«;yolwy of thunder peals, shakes 
the vefy^fearth; lightnings swift, sharp and 
terrible leap forth.

The people fall on their faces in terror and 
die. On, on sweep the electric elements, un
til I hear a clear voice say: “It is'enough!” 
and lo, the heavens open, and every silver line 
is held by the hand of a radiant angel, and 
the noisy waves are hushed; lightly on the soft 
winds of heaven are flung out the Stars and 
Stripes and a strong voice sings out these 
words: “All mankind are Brothers; their 
mission is peace; you have reaped the destiny 
of years; now go forward into the future where 
man loves his brother man, and time and space

STUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE. Ar 
valuable York. By Hudson Tuttle. Price »1.25.

OSERS OF THS AGES, EMBRACING SPIR
O Ituallsm. past and present By J. M. Peebles. M. D. An en
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mediumship of B. K. Utchfield. Excellent throughout, 
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PEAL LIFE IN THE SPIR//-LAND. GIVEN 
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weary while reading thia excellent book. Price 75 cent«.
POMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY 

XL Rev. laaac J. Laming, M. A, Every patriot ahould read it. 
Price «LOO. •

Z'HE VOICES. BY WARREN SUMNER BAR
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centa. .
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GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work Ib one that every ono should read. It 

bcamn throughout with rare ¿cmBofthought, practical 
as well as profound. There Is sunshine and beauty tn 
every sentence uttered. The work la dedicated to thfl 
author’s favorite Bister, barah French Farr, now passed 
to splrlt-llfo. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
gives an Intereitlng sketch of the author's lue.

CONTENTS: 
Dedication.
Sketch of the Ufa Of A. B. French, 
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

the Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three 
months.

“A Witch of the. Ninetenth Century.’
This remarkable story, which was continued 

in The Progressive Thinker for eight weeks, 
and excited wide-spread interest, wiU be sent 
free to all new yearly or trial subscribers. 
Bear this thought in mind. It alone is worth 
the price of a year’s subscription. Induce 
your neighbor to send 25 cents for a trial sub
scription.

The demand for “Thé Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

Wars of Islam.
•Joseph Smith and the Book 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address. , 
The Egotism ot Our Aget 
What is Truth?. '
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.
IT IS INTERESTING.’

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ
ments, Surroundings, and Conditions In tho Spheres. 

By member» of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T- Shclba- 
tner, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free C1P 
cle. Cloth »1.00. Postage Ml cents. For sale at 
thf 8 office.

AN EXCELLENT WORK«
TtEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

J-S Tho " Stellar Key ” is the uhllosopblcal intro« 
duction to the revelations contained in this boot, 
some idea of ibis little volume may bo gained from tha 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After* 
Life; 2—Scenes in the Bummer-Land; 3—Society in thfl 
Summer-Land: 4—Social Centresin the Summer-Land; 1 
5—Winter-Land and Summer-Land: 6-Language and < • 
Life in Summer-Land; 7-MaterMI Work for SpiritTal ■ -'< 
Workers; s-Uitlmates lu the Summer-Land: 9-Voica'. 
from James Motor Wilson. This enlarged cdltloncon.» ’ 
wins more than double the amount of mniter in fo»; 
mor editions, and is enriched by a beautiful front!» v ? 
Slece, Illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual' • - 

ody.’’ Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents- For sals . i-.; 
at this office. . ?• t - .u x-
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National Spiritualists’ Asso, 
dation.
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Reply to Dr. Wip. F. Ball’s. ln
, quiries—Showing the Advan

tages of Organization. ‘

The attempt to show that National 
charters through the Association or
ganized at Chicago, III., and now. an in

. corporated body, and the fact that two 
or three men are endeavoring to throw 
obstructions in the way of its progress, 
and these within the ranks of avoxved 

. Spiritualists, demand abour hands the 
cleax- exposition of the various benefits 
to accrue from association with this 
body as constituted. We desire to en
lighten all such as far as their ability 
to receive the light is developed 
through their mental or spiritual or
ganisms. We are here for the purpose 
of aiding our spiritual brethren in all 
matters pertaining to theix1 interest, and 
while we may not satisfy every one (fox’ 

> there are some who will forevef- look 
through a glass darkly) we have confi
dence that the careful and conscientious 
minds will be the gainers by an inter
change of thought upon the best means 
of promoting the welfare of those xvho 
are most nearly allied to us in knowl
edge and belief.

1st. Charters are being granted by 
the National Association to local soci
eties as a recognition that the recipi
ents of such charters are identified with 
this Association and entitled to any of 
the benefits arising from coalition of 
effort with this body. We have x’ecited 
several of the important advantages of 
bo-operation in oux- circular which has 
been printed in the papers and which 
we have in printed form ready to send 
to any organization on request. I will 
now be more specific in dwelling upon 
some of these statements and give ac
count of other matters involving the 
welfare of Spiritualists which can only 
receive consideration through this or
ganization. But if there were no other 
reasons foi’ a combined effort of the nu- 
merouB Societies than those mentioned 
in the beautiful allegories as well as 
practical illustrations of our Jubilee 
Day utterances through our vice-presi
dent and numerous other well-known 
lecturers and preachers of Spiritualism, 
which we hope to publish soon, they 
would of themselves be sufficient to sat
isfy any ordinary mind. These grand 
expositions from the spirit side are pic
tures of silver with illustrations in con
trast with the germ life and aggrega
tions to show the force and power to bo 
gained by coalition of the smaller ele- 
ment8.“What are such charters granted 
for?” Bays Dr. Ball. Let us come down 
to practical illustrations as already 
demonstrated by our experience and 
through which we are now passing. In 
calling your attention to the argument 
published in last week’s paper, which 
lias been laid before the Inter-State 
Commerce Commission, in behalf of the 
lecturers and preachers of Spiritualism, 
xvhile it presents one feature of work in 
which we are engaged for the benefit of 
the entire body of Spiritualists as well 
as lecturers, it could not bo prosecuted 
unless we had been incorporated, for 
the first question asked by the chairman 
of the Commission was: “Are you in
corporated?” When answered in the 

1 affirmative, wo were most respectfully 
accorded proper attention, which we 

• would not have received if we had not 
been incorporated under the law. Also 
when the chairman asked the question 
relative to the status of tho Florida 
Association, as to its being a corporate 
body, and on being informed that it 
was not only incorporated under tho 
State law, but also had a charter from 
our National Association, he said: 
“Then you are doubly fortified.” Within 
the past week one of the Societies un
der our charter informed us that the 
authorities of the place where they 
were located notified them that $10 
xvould be required fox’ holding services 
on Sunday. We instructed them to em
ploy able, unprejudiced counsel and we 
would pay at least one-half the expense, 
and if we had sufficient grounds, would 
carry the case up to the highest court 

: for decision. We shall in all cases 
. stand by all Auxiliary Societies in tho 

matter of securing justice. By this 
means we shall lessen and defeat the 
persecutions to which Societies have in 
the past been subjected.

Another mattex- of importance has re
cently occupied oui’ attention and which 
originated with this Association through 
its hoard of trustees. I refer to the ob- 
eervance of the National Spiritual 
Jubilee, recently Celebrated, and which 
has resulted in great benefit to very 
many Societies and stimulated the 
formation of new ones, while in a num
ber of cases it has been the means of 
resuscitating old Societies which had 

’.long lain dormant. The result is we 
'fere now continually receiving letters of 
inquiry as to the formation of new So
cieties. There is no doubt but that the 

■ Jubilee did an immense good which it 
would be difficult to estimate. It has 
been impossible as yet. to find time to 
compile the reports arid reduce them to 
a proper compass in such manner as to 
have them presented to the public. It 
Will receive attention at the earliest 
moment.

Another feature of this Association is 
to be a general compilation of all Soci
eties, with the names of officers, mem
bership and such information as is nec
essary to ascertain the aggregate 
strength of Spiritualists as a body, and 
when the next census superintendent 

1 calls upon us for information, we shall 
not blush with shame by stating that we 
have no organization and know nothing 
about the number of Spiritualists or 
Societies, as we were compelled to do in 
making answer to the present census
takers. All other religious bodies have 
their central organizations and have 
records made up to meet the demands of 
their respective adherents for a knowl
edge of their aggregate strength.

. Here we have the Romish hierarchy 
’ planted, and which is an especial objec- 

I tive feature, and yet it is dependent on 
j its concentrated power for its great 
I strength, for if it was in th e disintegrated 

condition which Spiritualist Societies 
have been to the present time, it would 
not have a tithe of the power that it 
ndxv wields, and it is better fitted for 

¡ aggressive work as any Society or or
’ ■ ganization will be where a coalition of 
! forces is effected. We do not believe 
; in being any longer the subjects of im- 
1 position, misrepresentation, persecution, 

villification and extreme abuse before
• ’ the tribunals of the Country as we have 

■ been ¿1 the past. 1

We are being questioned by mediums 
as to fields of labox- and we shall soon bo 
able to do very great service not only to 
Societies but to mediums as well as 
lecturers; in recommending them to 
places properly suited to their desires.

With energetic action, judicious man
agement, and careful selection of officers 
to manage the matters of the Associa
tion, it is possible to secure contribu
tions and bequests by will from some of 
our Spiritualists of means, to invest the 
same foi- the extension of oui’ knowledge 
and assist struggling societies and to 
further provide a fund for indigent 
worthy mediums Avho are the victims of 
misfortune. Many wealthy men will 
give to a National organization when 
they would not contribute to a local 
Society, for enterprising, capable busi
ness men fully comprehend the import
ance of a National Association fox- a 
more thorough dissemination of the 
knowledge which we possess and which 
as fax- transcends all other beliefs as 
possibilities afford.-

We might cite additional advantages 
to be gained, but those mentioned are 
sufficient to build' up a power within 
ourselves that will not only be a pride, 
but can realize to us the satisfaction of 
being. able to successfully meet the ag
gressive vindictiveness of other sects 
when we are the subjects of imposition 
and abuse.

2nd. As to the idea of one State giv
ing a charter to another State, it is not 
to be desired nor, can it be done. But 
this Association is not a State organiza
tion, but operated under special laws of 
Congress,, which is a body aggregated 
by the power of aU. the States, and its 
charters are as valid as any chartex- inex
istence, and it has, moreover, rights in 
States where it does not conflict with 
the State laws. For instance, if a be
quest is made in any State for this Asso
ciation and it should be refused on tech
nical grounds by the executors or 
administrators to pay the same, this 
Association could prosecute in a State 
court and its authority could not be 
questioned.

3rd. The District of Columbia has no 
more right to grant a legal charter than 
any State, but it is eminently proper 
that a National Association should op
erate undex- national laws as thia is 
doing.

4th. There can be no question that a 
State which grants a charter, thus 
making the body a legal organ
ization with all residuary powers, would 
be compelled to recognize the validity 
of its acts when confined to the re
strictions which are imposed upon each 
class according to the nature of the or
ganization. As to precedents, we are 
not in the business of hunting them 
at this time, when we are daily working 
about fifteen hours out of twenty-four 
and it is very difficult to meet the de
mands upon oux- time.

5th. We are not-familiar with the 
decisions of the State of Ohio, but to 
say that a National organization has no 
right to grant a chattel- to local Soci
eties in States or Territories, is some
thing new, for there are hundreds of 
organizations which are chartering sub
ordinate Societies, not only from this 
District, but from the central offices 
even, if located in the large cities, as 
many of them are. We have already 
cited the facts relative to this point of 
legality.

(ith. We do not have any familiarity 
with laws governing Granges, nor is it 
necessary for us to know them, but this 
we do know, that National Associations 
which charter local Associations under 
constitutionsand by-laws are responsi
ble to the local Societies to the extent 
of the declarations in the constitutions, 
and the local Societies are entitled to 
their interest in the property accumu
lated by the National organization and 
to any other benefitfr-specified.

Ith. If we have 12,000,000 of Spiritu
alists in the United States,' and the 
National Association should realize from 
all the amount of $3,000,000, it would be 
of very great benefit to the National 
Fund in more rapidly extending our 
belief and knowledge to all parts of the 
country, and in such case we might send 
some missionaries amongst the heathen, 
as oui- religious neighbors do. The ac
cumulation of means is to aggrandize 
power, and this is the incentive which 
prompts all large donors to theix- re
spective organizations. With poxver we 
can meet our adversaries, but destitute 
of this, we are as pigmies and unable to 
contend with opposition, and must sub
mit, as we have done so long, to con
tumely’ and abuse. Twelve millions of 
Spiritualists or three millions of dollars 
are ridiculous figures and we hope these 
day-dreamers will come down to a more 
sensible basis. Don’t be afraid we shall 
get too many dollars iu the National 
Fund. It is only the earnest and far- 
seeing xvho contribute at the outset of 
an organization to carry forward its 
work. Many of our religious brethren 
do not seem satisfied with one, two or 
three millions, but push for heavier 
sums, and it does not militate against

true condition. We hold ourselves at 
all times ready to impart information.

Yours truly,
Rout. A. Dimmick,

* ■ । Secretary N. S. A.

PRESIDENT BARRETT
He Makes an Explanation

A

SHE

their 
more.

continued perseverance to get

8th. The question requires a similar 
answer to others which have preceded, 
showing that we aid in protecting Aux
iliary Societies, as we are now doing, 
and at the same time they are contrib
uting to the welfare of other Societies 
associated with us. It is in reality 
mutual and co-operative in all that 
pertains to protection or benefit in any 
way.

9th. The charters of themselves are 
not protection to mediums, but all Soci
eties which hold charters, and having 
mediums as members, are entitled to 
call on us for assistance in the protec
tion of any medium who is suffering 
from imposition by laws,tprovided the 
medium is a member of the Society so 
chartered. And, moreover, it is to be 
one of the aims of the Association, as 
soon as possible, to create a fund to as
sist worthy mediums, as well as 
lecturers who are entitled to our sym
pathy.

10th. In answer to this we refer to 
the efforts we are now making before 
the Iriter-State Commerce Commission, 
which, if successful, as we feel confident 
they will be, means a vast saving to our 
lecturers and Societies, and this will 
enable us to build up faster than ever 
before and divert our means more 
generally to the small, struggling Soci
eties.

No one questions our legality, and we 
regret to notice that even a single 
Spiritualist fails to see the numerous 
advantages of this Association, while 
we are at this time daily imparting in
formation to Societies and individuals' 
in all parts of tho country.

I trust Brother -Ball will be enlight
ened to some extent by the above in
formation,’ which- is designed for all 
those who are not conversant with the

To the Editor:—As I am always 
I’eady to acknoxvledge myself in errox’ 
xxdxen jt is made knoxvn to me that I 
have erred, and am very desirous of rec
tifying every mistake I make, I noxv ask 
permission to make the explanation 
asked for by Brother Moses Hull in youi’ 
valuable paper. The statement to which 
he takes exception, xvas made in no dic
tatorial spirit whatever, but with the 
sole aim and purpose of securing admis
sion for the papei’ qn Spiritualism in the 
proceedings of the World’s Parliament 
of Religion. President Bonney request
ed axx official statement from me relative 
to Mi'S. Richmond’s authority, which I 
gave, perhaps altogether too freely for 
my fi’iexxds to fully understand jny epact 
meaning. Whatever fault or blâmé at
taches to that declaration, rests with me 
alone. No other member of the Na
tional Board of Trustees had anything 
to do with that declaration. Hence the 
national organization cannot be held re
sponsible for my act. I disclaim all in
tent to dictate in the slightest degree to 
the Spiritualists of this country in any 
xvay whatever. My desire to have Spir
itualism represented in the Parliament 
of Religions led me to make use of the 
statement to which Brother Hull has so 
kindly referred. Now by thqse state
ments I only meant to say that Mrs. 
Richmond xvas the person duly elected 
and authorized by the only body that 
could authorize such action, to present 
the paper in the name of the Spiritual
ists of the country to that Parliament, 
and that she was by that authority only 
able to speak for the members of that 
convention that elected her to that im
portant office. To all whose sensibilities 
have been wounded or in the slightest 
degree affected by the declaration made 
ovex’ my signature, I tender a most hum
ble apology, assuring them that my 
strong endorsement of Mrs. Richmond’s 
papei’ was made with the purest mo
tives, and with the earnest thought that 
I might do something to further the 
best interests of Spiritualism by secur
ing the publication of that able essay’ in- 
the proceedings of the Parliament. 
Creeds and dogmas have no place what
ever in my nature. I love the freedom 
of thought and the xvhite light of truth 
represented by the simple word, Spirit
ualism. It is the religion of religions, 
the philosophy of philosophies, and the 
science of sciences to me. To advance 
oui’ holy cause in every possible way, is 
my sole aim. I have made too many 
mistakes in my past life to feel that I 
am entirely free from the danger of 
making an occasional mistake now. 
Hence my zeal may have led to the mis
taken use of words in this particular in
stance. If it be bo, then let me bear the 
blame alone and pay the full penalty 
myself.

I have been a Spiritualist 14 years; nine 
of which have been spent as a worker in 
the great vineyard of Spiritualism. It 
cannot, then, be said that my youth and 
newness in this work are accountable for 
my failure to meet the approval of every 
Spiritualist upon matters concerning 
which each individual must judge for 
himself. I can only urge in closing that 
an important point was gained in secur
ing an entree for Spiritualism in the 
Parliament of Religions through Mrs. 
Richmond’s paper. I would liave en
dorsed Brother Loveland’s paper, or 
that of any other writer who had been 
elected to that important office, had I 
been called upon to do so, in order that 
theix’ papers might be published in the 
proceedings, just as I did Mrs. Rich
mond’s. With that thought I rest the 
case, reiterating the fact, however, that 
I set forth no creed and no set formula 
of belief for anyone in our body to fol
low. Truth only should be our guide. 
Hence, no attempt will be made while I 
am at the head of the National Associa
tion to creedalize our beloved religion 
or philosophy, but to promote its inter
ests, to build up society and to strengthen 
the bond 'of union between us all as Spir
itualists, shall be my constant aim.

I thank Brother Hull for calling my 
attention to this matter, and can only 
express the wish that all criticisms 
might be made in the same friendly 
spirit that his has been. I am willing 
to rectify all mistakes made by me in 
any walk in life, if I have the power to 
do so. I ask all friends of the cause 
everywhere to earnestly unite in one 
grand effort to effect a closer union 
among us as a people and to throw out a 
helpfulness of spirit that shall enable 
my associates and myself to faithfully do 
the work that has been placed in our 
hands that the highest good of Spirit
ualism may be advanced thereby, and 
inharmony and jealousy forever ban
ished from our ranks.

_______ H. D. Barrett.
A Rare Offer.

All new yearly or trial subscribers 
will get a copy of our Christmas edition 
free, and also that remarkable story, 
“A Witch of the Nineteenth Century.’ 
both are very valuable papers, and will 
we highly prized by every thoughtfu 
mind. Induce your neighbor to send 25 
cents for a three months’ subscription.

Mansill’s Almanac for 1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology, 

Almanac Makers’ and Weathér Fore
casters’ Guide, and New System of 
Science, by Richard Mansill, is now out, 
and will be sent to any address for 25 
cents. Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally should have it.

In 1634 the Massachusetts General 
Assembly made bullets a legal tender 
by the following enactment: “It is like
wise ordered that muskett 'bulletts of a 
full boare shall pass' currantly for a 
farthing apiece, provided that noe man 
lie compelled to take above Xlld att a 
tyme in them.” ’

St. Patrick’s half-pence were coins 
struck in Ireland during a rebelliofi. A 
great quantity of them were brought to 
New Jersey, in 1684 by Mark Newby, 
and were;legalized by the Legislature 
as'current?coin. They represent the- 
saint : as expelling the snakes from 
Ireland. . ' ■ _

“Mra Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” ■softens gums; reduces infl&ma 
tino, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c» bot Ue

ä£&

FREE THOUGHT.
Washingtonian” Wants 

to Be Heard.
WAS A- DELEGATE TO THE 

TIONAL CONVENTION. ’
NA-

I do not, as a rule, write in a spirit of 
criticism’ upon any letter or shbject- 
matter xvlixch conges through youi- 
bright paper, but since there lias been 
so much said, pro and con, upon organ
ization, and the great fear and bugaboo 
that frightens some of our good Spiritu
alists in regard thereto, I am inspired to 
write thus: ■

In the first place, I advise all those 
who are, troubled with a hobgoblin 
which continually tells them to beware 
of a creed and a Pope, and lots of other 
vile absurdities, to exercise their com
monsense and justice in regard to the 
hobgoblin’s dark suggestions. I advise 
all such to wait until they are asked to 
bpw to a creed, or at least until they 
aré'better informed upon many truths 
concerning organization, héf°>'e they ¿ó 
or say that which may cause them self
humiliation and shame at some future 
time. ’ ’

Again, I am sorry that people have 
not a propex- understanding of the of
ficers in charge of oux- organization. 
Take, for instance, our young and 
worthy president. It is surely impossi
ble for any one who witnessed his grand 
ant} unselfish work at the Convention of 
our National Association in Chicago to 
dóiibt' for a moment his ability and 
fitness for the trying, if not thankless, 
position which he occupies.

Perhaps some of our good friends dó 
not know that while Bro. Barrett is a 
spirit strong, resolute, good and brave, 
that he is also in possession of a physical 
body^xvhicb needs some attention, not- 
xvitostanding the fact that he is using 
that body without a penny of compensa
tion, for the benefit óf tfxe Spiritualists 
of the United States. ,

Truly, the green-eyed monster still 
drags his slimy length and rears his 
.ugly head in the ranks of the Spiritual
ist army! Could not one grow fat 
upon the receipts of such a position? 
For shame, say I! Rally, ye who are 
true and pure-hearted, .rally for justice 
and right! Besides, dive doxvn into 
yp^r, pockets and see that, proper póm- 
pensatibn be given to those who labor so 
ably'and so well, and in the name of 
common sense and a proper understand
ing, let us have no more barkings and, 
growling from those who should be above 
such little things. Otherwise, we are 
not what we aspire to be, brothers and 
sisters in the beautiful light the angels 
cometo teach.’ . .

As to the pope and the, cardinals in 
the organization, referred to by our 
querulous inquirers, is it possible ■ that 
they do not know what they did when 
they voted for the alleged cardinals and 
the pope? They knew that ¿hey were 
all unanimously elected to fill the po
sitions they now occupy, and after hav
ing elected them, do you not know that 
in thus electing you also invested them 
with power to act and control the Na
tional organization of Spiritualists of 
the United States of America?' If so, 
pray inform us why these childish com
plaints? Surely, if we have confidence 
and respect enough to place at the head 
of our organization such individuals as 
we have, is it not bur duty to trust them 
in such small matters as thq formation 
of a few little rules and regulations, 
harmless in themselves, and vastly ben
eficial to the cause for which they are 
made?

It seems to me that we are needlessly 
annoyed by the little word “Jubilee,” 
and also I feel sure that the motive 
which prompted the Jubilee has been 
grossly misunderstood, if not Willfully 
denounced by some. Was it not wise 
and good that we should rejoice because 
we had achieved so successfully an or
ganization for our protection, col
lectively and individually as Spiritual
ists, but as mediums as well? Instead of 
complaining, we have cause to rejoice 
that at last we are having order brought 
out of the dark chaos that Spiritualists 
have bo long been in. Why,¿hen, these 
wild speculations and conjectures in re
gard to that which our, earnest and 
worthy officers have promulgated?

Lpt, ,us, then, not quibble and find 
fau^f, as some of our old workers in the 
cause have done, over words riot couched 
in language exactly to suit them. Such 
things are extremely silly, as well as 
absurd. Let us see to it that we try to 
understand the underlying motive in 
which all good work is done, and by so 
doing we will add luster to the cause xve 
all hold dear.

It would also be well for us to remem
ber, with all due respect to those who 
have worked long and earnestly in the 
cause, that youth as well as age have 
been known to wisdom!

Katy Rowland,

Expiring Subscriptions.
The period of expiring subscriptions 

is on us. As The Progressive 
Thinker is published on the cash plan, 
of course all names are dropped as soon 
as the time is reached to which ad
vanced payments are made. We know 
money is close, and hal’d to get. News
paper publishers feel the pressure more 
keenly than others, because many per
sons unwisely commence economy in 
expenses by cutting off mental aliment. 
This should nqt be. The trifling cost of 
The Progressive Thinker, but little 
more than the blank paper on which it 
is printed, and the large amount of edu
cational matter with which it is laden, 
commend it to the thoughtful every
where. .................

■ If the reader is in straitened circum
stances, and cannot-afford to invest $1 
for a year, he can certainly spare 25 
qents and extend his subscription three 
months, until business resumes its 
wonted activity.’ Then there will be no 
break.in healthful reading, no discour
agement to the publisher, and no regret 
that invaluable matter, which will never 
be replaced, has escaped attention. The’ 
hope of the world rests with the well
read Spiritualist and Agnostic. •

■ Reader, let us share each other’s bur
dens as much as we can while these 
financial embarrassments stare all. in 
the face. Only a few months more, 
when public confidence will be restored, 
and prosperity wi.l return in an unex
ampled manner.

We are aiding the world to the extent 
of giving employment to ten persons, at 
a considerable sacrifice, too, to ourself. 
Can you not aid us in this laudable 
work by renewing your subscription at 
once, and, if possible, send in an ad
ditional subscriber? . ’

How a
> ■

Family Was Converted to 
Spiritualism.

[ADVERTISEMENT.]
. Keithsburg, III.

Dr. A. B. Dobson, Maquoketa, Iowa: 
—Dear Sir: I write you this to inform 
you of the success you and your band 
have had in curing mother. I will say I 
have never seen her as well as she is at 
present. She has used your remedies 
for two months, and since ■ the second 
'week she had no trouble with her stom
ach, or pains in the back. Your reme
dies have done more good than ten years 
by the regulars. Father has spent hun
dreds of dollars and years of labor in at
tempting to cure what you have done in 
two months, costing $3.35,including post
age. She does all her own work now, 
except washing. Your cure of her has 
done one thing more—It has made us all 
confirmed Spiritualists.

I remain yours truly,
. Monroe McDonald.
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

(See ad. in another column.)

DR. RANDALL’S
Union Park Sanitarium.

TT OCCUPIES ONE OF THE MOST 
1 pictureeque locatlone In Chicago, S2 Ogden Avenue, 
in.the central part of tbe clly; of easy access by the 
Madison and Randolph street care, and Lake Street 
Elevated Road. Open January 25th, 1894. For par
ticulars address Mrs. L. Prt AifDKuaoN, 82 Ogden Av.

J. G. W. ENTWISTLE, M. D.
, Also Clairvoyant Doetor.
TfORMERL Y OF TRO Y N. Y. FRA C- 

Jt zTiox of 80 years. Chronic diseases a specialty. 
References given. Hours 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. Office, 
C336 Harvard Ave.. Englewood. Chicago, III. 220

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. SINNETT.
L Thia excellent work treats of the following subjects:

I.

V.
VL

vin.

Old and New Theories. 
The Mesmeric Force, 
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Rig. 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

Plicimuml
HEALING!

New Revealed Remedy)

Quick Treatment! Permanent Cures!
No Stamps Required in Advance!

No L ending Simptoms nor Lock of Hair!
Only, Name and Age Required! , 

GRAND 'GENEROUS OFFER OF TRIAL 
TEST TREATMENT OF THE PABULUM OF 
LIFE FOR THIRTY DAYS IN YOUR OWN 
HOME, FOR ALL CONDITIONS ARISING 
FROM EXHAUSTED NERVOUS ENERGY 
OR LO?S OF VITAL FORCE.

Disease, as a whole, we regard as a 
unit, call it by whatever name you will, 
according to its manifestations, or de
gree of expression; but the causation op 
disease is all the same, namely: an, 
impaired vitality, or loss of vital force 
—whether, by blood poison or other
wise.

The “Pabulum of Life” is a new 
ALIMENTA remedy, and was specially re
vealed for the augmentation of vitality, 
or life-renewal; and is, therefore, a 
fundamental cure for fundamental mal
ady or physical degeneration.

It will strengthen the weak, invigorate 
the young, and re-juvenate the old. In 
other words it will remove prostration, 
cure disease and restore lost health.

TRY IT! , TRY IT! TRY IT!
Thirty days trial, remember, free by 

mail, for $1.

DR. R. GREER,
127 LaSalle St., Chicago.

JLT/ANTED TO BORROW, BY A 
vv Spiritualist, 1200 for one year, on good se

curity; fair interest. Send letters to Chablbs Blu- 
thabdsoh, 433 North Ashland Avenue, Chicago 12g 
~CECRET POWER OF^IIND OVES' 

O mind and how to cultivate and strengthen this 
God-given force, Innate in every human being. Wuu- 
dejful book 11. Circulars free. Prof. Anderson, P. T., 
2—182 State street, Chicago. 218 eow

Ç Z. BARNEY, CLAIRVOYANT;
O • send Jock of hair and J2 centa for îrial reading.
P. 0. Box 559, Otsego, Michigan. 218

ALL
(SUBSCRIBERS TO THE NEW WORK, 
O “The Law and the Prophets,” whose tub- 
Bcrlptione reach me before Feb. 1st, will receive the 
Weekly Star Reports for 1894 free. See last two 
numbers of this paper,—52 Weekly Readings of the 
Stars—for the Instruction and guidance of those who 
seek to know the hidden cause of things. F. Ji. Orms
by, Masonic Temple, Chicago. 219

T}R. W. T. PARKER, DEVELOPING 
J-s and Healing Medium. Circles every Monday 
and Wednesday evening at 7:30. Prlviite sittings 
dally, describing medium powers, and Low to develop 
them. Letters answered, 50c. 428 W. Madison street.

00 you WANT 
TO BE A

»Si » »

U/JCC CANNUT SEE HUW YOU DO 
Wirt IT AND PAY FREIGHT, 
tin tn Du»the Oxturd ltupru*»d SINGER Bew. 
«lU'UU U|Mtcbin«, *ri(h 4 cúmplete Mt ef«i. 
Uebmeuu and guenoUed for 10 ytart BMpped aoy- 
«ber* on 80 dayt‘ trial. Ao monty required tn ad*

MnM. 76.000 now in ate. World'» Fair Medal awariad. 
Buy from factory, utt dealer*' and areata' profit 
Waite to-day for our LARGE FREE CATALOGHI.
Oxford Mfg. Co., 342 Wahab Are., Chicago, 111

'T'/IE 2 CHEAPEST AND BEST 
JL books on earth. Every American should road 

them. Enclose 20 cents in silver. J. E. McMabel* 
P. M.. Diamond, Ark. 2J8

'THE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W

H. W.ßInclalr. al
— __________— ¿Al

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CAAY) THREE 2-CENT STAMPS 

kJ lock of hair, age, name, sex, one leading symptom 
a id your disease will he diagnosed free by splrlt-po^ 
Dr. A. B.Dobsou, Ban Jose. Cal. --lower.

TJHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
orw’i Saeatloa‘ «Mwered, 50 cents and 

three stamps, Marguerite Burton, 1472 W&shtne« 
on street. Boston. Masa.

‘THIRTY DA YS TREATMENT FOR 

|,ap,’r- Give age, »ex and one leading kjnipiuiii. with own handwriting or lock of 
hair, two dollars and two 2 rein ttlainps. T.J. PreHan. 
Magnetic Healer, btanbeirry. Mo. 218^

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD Ob' TREATING 
LJ. the Eyes, th« Caiurrh, and, in fan, the entlra 
system, bend 2 two-cent stamp., ami 1 will sen* 
printed Inrormatl.m Also Pliotoitrapli of my spirit.' 
guide who revraletl Dils knowledge Iu :iie A p 
Poole, Clinton, ¡own. ’ ’

________________ _ ■WTlfDEVELOPYoriT 
O Y y M A Have you tried itf The 
\ 1/ i I I r Finest Cabinet for the 

¥ VfJLlv purpose ever made—bar 
, none. Send for Circulars 

1 ins marvelous cabinet n , j. •Costs Nothing:
J* H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S.Green St. Chicago* 

Price* $1.00 delivered* in City.

YOU.
frlce 11.00, Postage 20 cents. Send stamp for da< 

•cripUve circular and testlnionialfi,
_______ W* H, BACH. Mfr.* St. Paul, Minn»
RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
Al 2-cent etamps, Jock of hair, nauie, a™, sex ona 
frealw?tliyffilMn'rndi L'V1U dl“i:noB1> your dlseaao 
Lake Geneva,awi°f 6 > r t 1'0WUr' Dr’8’ 8’

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
r,. w™™ OWN HOUK. XVIII send a pamphlet czm. talnlnj Instnictloue, a letter designating yotr phaw* 
of med umshtp, a spiritual song book and copy ‘of Tha 
&er ior 25 cta Address, E J A
Bliss* 1904 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill. ‘¿20

A UB?,RAL 0FFER! by A RELlA-
Die clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send foni» 

°* hair, name, age and sex. Wa àÌ!?1 A4A^0ur -n*8? *ree' by Independent spirit 
writing. Address. Dr. J. 6. Loucks Shirley, Mas»4238

AGENTS WAM) ON SALARY

Monroe Eraser Mfg Co,, X 1112 La Crossff Wil 218

INVALIDS
[/[/MO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN

T^fl ARE MEALED, send 
»on Boulevard Chicago Ill.

UAL1STS ^SITING CHICAGO

A REINCARNATED MEDIUM. AS* 
¿J. tral boroscope and spirit nativity given? Number 
of Incarnations, and in what race. Send name, lock of 
hair, sex, with one dollar, for reading. Ed. Butzc, 
182 South First, Virginia City, Nevada.218

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PLATFORM, TEST, PSYCHOME- 
1 trlst and business medium- Readings, person
ally or by letter, $1.00. Answers three questions for 
five 2-cent stamp». Address, 291 Ogden Avenue, 
Chicago, IU.216tf

THE SICK ARE CURED, AND 
SKEPTICS LEFT TO 

WONDER.
A LEADING SYMPTOM IS '‘NOT 

•Tl. Requli'od.” “Do not Bay u word about your 
athuents, tint scud u lock of 'y\ur hair, ago and fly© 
two-ceut stamps, and receive it complete diagnosis of 
yourdlseaee., Themoht dl tic'Jit caned are solicited« 
cspeelaHy those having baffled the most eminent med. 
leal minds pt our day. ■ (Cancers aud internal tumors 
cured without the use of a knife.) Eighteen years* 
practice audsuccess unparalleled. Address with full 
name, A. J. Shijif, M. D., Cor. Square and South 
Streets, fcprlngflcld, Mo. 205tf

MRS. CONNELLY'S IMPROVED RE- 
LV1. demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lend, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. Ills not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 cents. All ready for 
use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two-cent postage I 
stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 1343 Ridge I 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 221 '

pSYCHOME TR Y, CONSULT WITH 
r Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining t<> 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send fur circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. WIs. 221

T\IPTHERIA, CHOLERA, QUINSY, 
jCZCroup, Erysipelas, Piles and Catarrh of the throat. 
The Antidote sent tor one dollar. Lady Agents wanted. 
G. H. Miller, Diamond, Arkansas.

MAGNETIC HEALING PARER.— 
1VJ 1 dozen sheets, sent by mail, 81.00; dozen, 50 
cents; cabinet photo., 25 cents. I receive many favor
able reports. Allie Lindsay Lynch, 420 Main 
Street, Memphis, Tenn.<•218

HARK!
TTAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER- 

1J. oub growth? Do you wish a psychometric read
ing, examination or advise regardjng business? Write 
to Dr. J. C. Phillips, giving age. and sex, and enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-cent stamps. 
Three questions briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad- 
drcsB, 471 W Madison St.Chicago. 111. 209tf

MY

COLLEGE
QF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. T., College of Magnetic«.]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

Ll. theraputlcB Including the Sun Cure. Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity. Mind Cure, and n higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity anti hade principles developed 
with their marvellous applications, student* In four 
continents have taken the coarse. The college 1« 
chartered and confers the degree of I). M.. Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diplomas al their 
own homeg. jnstluiilon removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange

ATERVOUS DISEASES—ABSENT OR 
1 V present treatmcDt. Charles W. Boughton, 
Room 28, 125 Clark Street, near MadMon, Chicago, 
Ill. Office buura: 7to9p. m. 218

DROF. A. C. C. PFUHL, ASTROLO- 
JL ger, author of Astrological Chart-, will cast your 
boroscope. Send for circular. 125 Bolivar Street, 
Cleveland, Ohio. 219The price of this admirable work la *1,23. AU book* 

advertised tn The Pboobebbivb Tbixkib are

__ For sale at this office._____  
AN INVAluaouc WORK. 
JMM9RTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 
L and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains what a hundred fiplrlis, good 
and evil, say of their dwelling placet. Give ue details 
—details and accurate dellncatlone of life tn the Spfrlt- 
worldj—lathe constant appeal of thoughtful mtudg. 
Death is approaching. Whlther-ob, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? What is their present condition, and wbtt their 
occupations? In this volume the eptrlta* differing as 
they may, are allowed to speak for tbemBelveB. No 
man 1b better qualified than .Dr. Peebles* to place a 
work of this kind before tbe people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life; 7»c ibts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Foregicanis of the Future; Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body; Ib It the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing in 
tbe Spirit World; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Per 
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirit«; Testimony of Physicians tn 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tbe 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many voices from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price (1.50; postage 12 cents. For sale at this 
office.

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
di erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and 1 will send you a full and correct dlag» 
nosis uf your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413,

219New Jersey. 234

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
REGULARS OR QUACKS?

10WR. 218

vertlsement in. 225

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

uabie, because ft Illustrates the actual magnetic poles 
and their corresponding nerve center». To the gen 
eral reader It will prove a boon because It explains the 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the Influence 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth) 
11.50. For sale at ♦bls office.

yoUR PRESENT AND FUTURE,^
-£ Ask three questions. Give ago. sex and com» 

plc'.lun. EnelOKcll. Agnes A. Miller, Diamond, 
Arkansas. 228

~ • ■ V - — . - • .. w
Denver, Colorado.

CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.

“tegular” would meet him in consulta
tion. •

When the. “regular” school blistered 
.and bled and salivated until common 
sense rebelled, and true science taught 
that instead of “bad humors,” the blis
ter excreted as pure serum as that 
which was left; that instead of the 
bad blood being drawn out, it was 
blood the patient was in great need of; 
that to fill a man’s body with poison 
was wor^e than the disease—it was the 
.quacks who made the protest and freed 
suffering humanity from this horrible 
nightmare of “regular” practice. '

Thus ¿very step of progress has been 
made by an advance beyond the line 
prescribed by the “regular” profession, 
and by that class of untrammeled free
thinkers sneered at as quacks. Long 
live the quacksl .

Yet the “Doctors’ Bill” that comes up 
as regular as the Legislature assembles 
is a constant menace at personal liberty. 
Our legislators have an idea that they 
are. sent to make laws, and laws they 
make—not one bill in a hundred de
serving passage. Before .them the 
medical committee persistently urges 
the claims of the bill, and there is no 
regularly organized opposition. Simi
lar laws are constantly, passed by State 
and National legislatures, and the lib
erties of the people hedged in or de
stroyed. ■ •

It is to be hoped that this infamous 
measure may be thwarted, and if it be, 
those interested everywhere must use 
their influence, personally or -by letter, 
informing their representatives of their 
wishes.

"PSYCHOPATHY; OR SPIRIT HEAD 
JT Ing. Being a Berles of lessons on the relation« of 
the spirit to Its own organism, and the Interrelations 
of human Beings with reference to health* disease and 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Bush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No 
physician should be without this book. No magnetic 
healer should be without it, and no family should 
be without its valuable aid, .It is a valuable aid 
to the physician in determining the relation of bls pa
tient’s spirit to its bpdy. thus enabling him to know 
what remedies are jreecssary to perfectly adjust the 
same to each othpn to the magnetic healer it Is Invai-

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER 01 

/1 his country should have at hand for consults 
tlon. By Rer. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a moat 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Boman 
Cstbolic.Hler&rchy. The work contains 447 pages, and 
may be considered a mine of valuable information foi 
everypatriot in the land.. Price 11. Tor. »ale, st this 
office. . '
T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH- 

Z-» ered from thé Tree of Life. Presented to human
ity through the mediumship of B. E. LltchSeld. Eg. 
cellent throughout. Price *1.25.
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 

D, world, oy Mis, Mary T. Shelhamer. It abounds 
in facts In referenr.n P-foe i*1.0CL
7^5 QUESTION SETTLED, A 

■ J. Ctreful Comparison of Biblical and Modern Spir
itualisa. By Hosea HuIL An invaluable work. Price 
•1.00*

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.’

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND
IL Songs, Golden Cimin Recitations. Memory Gems. 
Choral Responses. Funeral Ser-Ices, Programs l«»r 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules, lustructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums. Instructions for 
Physical Culture. Calisthenics and Marching: Ban
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, u Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for frosh Spiritual Rongs, with 
music free from the dtMiial tone uf the old hyninology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such aeno other selection contains, It give» 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every Mpp 
of which 18 nrhfle plain by engravings. It gives in
structions how to make the badges and banner.-« and 
Instructs tn marching- it shows howto establieba 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful song» which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor tn the 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical work 
and tested by the interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except in sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tuttle & Co., PubliRbcra. Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of Tbe Progressive Thinker 
where the work may be had, wholesale and retail.

DR/HENRY ROGERS.
'THE CELEBRATED MEDIUM FOR 
JL Independent slate-writing, pictures, and other 

phases. 238 Park; avenue, (near Boyne avenue), 
Chicago. Ill., also makes a specialty of diagnosing 
and curing disease where others have failed. Dr. 
Rogers makes bis remarkable cures entirely through 
spirit power. He Is endorsed by the Spiritual press 
as being one of the best Clairvoyants and phenome
nal mediums in the world. 'Sitting» dally for.slate- 
writing and diagnosis. 220

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT. 
JL Melted pebble spectacles restore Jost vision. 

Write for Illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. H. F. POOLE. Clinton. Iowa.

“YES~YOU can
(*ET WELL. SEND $1 FOR A BOT- 
L7 tie of Elixir of Lips. A spirit remedy. Purely 

vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renews life 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailments there 18 no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. E. K. Myers Clinton*

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association, 
Office, 510 E Street, N. XV., AVash- 

ington, I). C.
( iNCORVOU M ED Nov. 1. IS'13.1

'jyu: HE.-1D(WAR77-:RS GF THE 
JL National SpirllnallstK' Asfodatinn 18 now open 

at nil times, and all Spiritcn’Uls are Invited to visit 
tbelr official home. \ r- zh-tcr win be kept of lectur- 
era and medium», wbo nr rorpioxted tn eend In their 
names «nd addiPSFC«, nlso officers nf all eocletles. and 
we desire to keep a purl- ct register nf tlitse* and 
prompt notice should be pent to ub of all changes of 
location, officer!’ of societies tn all foreign countries 
arc also requested to confer with us. and Information 
is desired respecting all new phases of development 
in all parts of-the world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for tbe National Spiritual Library. For In
formation* address as above. Robert Ai Dimmiok* 
Bedretary. ______________ ________ 214tf

A REMARKABLF OFFER. ~SEND 

gj. two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex* ana 1 will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. C. Batdorp, 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids* 
Mich. Please state what periodical you uw our ad«

F
nr r 11X5 th« 8,CK KND afflicted. Send five 
ULL two-cpnt8tamp8,nge, sex, handwriting and 
n Fh leading symptom; you will receive a cot* 

reel diagnosis of your disease by paycho« 
metric clairvoyant power free, and bow to effect a 
cure. Dr. E. A. Bead, Box 858, Lansing, Mich. [212
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¿V'’H3
THOUGHTS FROM FOREIGN EXCHANGES.

They Will ProVe fl a Intellectual Feast!
And Bring Our Readers in Touch With the Old World
. ■ • ■ -a/ .- : ■ 1 1 ■ ■ ■ ■ .

• They Will Give You a Comprehensive View of Spiritualism.

You Will Thank The Progressive Thinker for its Elocttc Magazine 

_ Seven Solid Pages Made Up of the Oreana of Foreign IHteratjiroOCR ECLECTIC MAGAZINE.
, The CreamofForeign Exchanges.
, PUBLIS^

TM» M^suinx will contain the Chbam of our Tor- 
el<n Spiritualist Exchange«. It will prove Invaluable 
to event reflective mind In the SplrltuallBtranke. That 
number will be devoted exclusively to Spiritualism 
and kindred subjects tn foreign countries. The T-rb 
Worlds, Light, Medium and Daybreak, Agnostic, The 
Freethinker, Psychological Review, and many others 
equally good, always contain some rare gems of thought-, 
something of great-value; something with which each 
.one should be familiar, Each one will In the future 
be drawn upon to assiat In making for our readers an 

'JSTgX.T.xorvai, Fbabt of rare merit. Spiritualists, In
sist that your neighbor shall join with you In subscrlb- 
ing for our paper. Insist upon hts contributing at 
Rast g cents per week for our support In this great 

-WOrKf .■ ■ ■ /' ■ - , ■ ■ ' ■ ■ : .■ ... ■■ -. ■ • .- - - ■

which they had on when the crime was 
committed.

OH! RELIGION!
The Religion of Criminals.

How the Criminal JFeels Toward 
God. ;

: Facts! Facts! Facts!

FROM .THE ITALIAN . OF PROFESSOR 
CESARÉ". LOMBROSO.

a [I.have translated the following arti- 
.cle from Lombroso’s gredt work on the 
•Criminal (“L’Ubmo Delinquente, ” quar- 
(ta ed., Torino, 1889, vol. i.),’in which it 
¡forms the eighth chapter of the third 
part, devoted to “the biology and psy
chology of the born criminal,” pp. 434
,441. Some interesting facts respecting 
.the religion'of English criminals may 

,be found in Mr. Havelock Ellis’s “The 
Criminal” (London: Walter Scott, 1890), 
pp. 156-161.] .■

. Thieves are always superstitious,” 
writes Ave Lallemant. In the Middle

. Ages they were even believed to be in
, spired and transported from place to 
[ pince by the devil. Handsalter injured 
, eight of his mistresses when pregnant 
> In oi-deg to take out the heart of the 
. foetus to wear when he went to steal. 
। In 1802 Charles le Beau performed sim
! liar operations upon pregnant women in 
■ order to obtain from the fat of their 

embryo children a light which should
; lull to’ sleep those who >«u}re to be 

robbed. Thieves believe thaOheir vic
tuns will not wake while they u ;%Btill 
employed in thpir room, if they civer 
them with ashes,

Gottfried carried about with ’him a 
written prayer; “Dear Lord God and 
dear Mary, send me to a house in which 
there is plénty of money!”. Ave tells 
of a Jewish pnsonér that for an entire, 
year, while in prison, he took only coffee, 
and bread, lest : he ' should contravene 
the rabbinical law. - , :

In acurioüs ballad in argot, published 
by Biondelli, a .thief replies to ' those 
■who object that robbery Violates the 
principles of religion, that there is ial- 
ready-one thief, Saint -Disuia,’- ainohg 
.the saints .in heaven.. Sf. Disma is also 
in the mountains and In thé sea.’ ! ■ ' '

Tortora, who had killed by his own 
hand twelve soldiers and also a priest 
(but one who was, as - he claimed, ex
communicated), .believed-himself invul
nerable, because he had carried thé 
consecrated host in his bosom. - ■

I 

£«<

«s?-

... There are many people who think all 
criminals‘ irreligious, because religion 
applies the most potent check to crime 
—in fact, some few of the masters in
criminality, or the more daring crimi
nals, such, as Lacenaire and. Lemaire, 
and in general the criminals of our 
great cities; have found .’it advisable to 
free themselves from whatever', check 
jnight be. placed upon the. exercise of 
their brutal passions, and go to the op
posite extreme, ridiculing not only the 
religious but-also the moral - sentiment. 
The majority of convicts, however, 
more especially if country born, are 
very far from being Atheistic; and, in
deed, they fashion for themselves a re
ligion, sensual and accommodating, 
which makes the God of peace and 
justice a sort of good-natured teacher of 
crime. Casanova, who, should have 
known something of this matter, has ob
served that all those wlio live by unlaw- 
iul professions put their trust in the 

elp of God. Horace puts into the 
mouth of a: vagabond the' words, 
’-‘Beautiful Laverna, goddess of thieves,” 
and— / .
“ Da mihi fallere: da juste sancto , que 
: videri ■

• ' Noctein peccatis ed fraudibus objice 
. nubes.” -,' .‘i

l In Cervante’s third novel, in which 
fie has well depicted criminals, one of 
hem, Rincone, says to this.' companion:

Vl am a ■ thief in order-to - serve God and 
'upright people.” “What sort of a god 
is that?” “I do not wish,” is the reply, 
“to discuss. theology; but everybody 
.after, his fashion praises God, and Our 
chief wishes that of everyYme of our 

, thefts a .part may be employeur for oil 
for a holy image, and it is to that we at
tribute thé miracle that many of us did 
hot feel the agony of the torture. 
S of us do not rob , on Friday, nor 

a woman bearing the name of Mary.
As for restitution, it never occurs to us 
to think of that.” - ;
, . Dostojewski observed among his com- 

■ panions (in Siberia) a remarkable 
. respect for Christmas, and woe to him 
: ; who should, disturb the peace at that 

time! ’ At Easter they prayed with true 
devotion, and all made-offerings of 
pence and wax-candles. for the Church.

• . “Every thief has his devotions/’says 
• the .proyerb; and we have found, among 

£4$ü tattooed criminals, 238‘with re
' Sra^^J^bols.In'- ¡criminal argot, 

; maggio ’(“First of MayT),
*ü|litg^ifipul la- perpétuai (“the everlast

? ‘ Ing*Ojipro ving a belief : in God and in the 
\ .-taShortality of the soul. In Spanish

• argot, the ChUrch is known as “safety.”- 
German murderers believe themselves

: ¿ècuré frbm all suspicion' ILthey leave 
their- excrement at the place where 
they haye committed their crims?. 
Among u£ (Ae Italians) they dip their 
finger in .ttrtrbldod\of the victim, and 

; then suck it./ The gypsieSj iftor'ataur-’ 
. dér, bélW»tItat they may obtain divine

K famous band of criminals in France 
adopted a series of rites of their own 
for births and marriages in their soci
ety; they had, partly in' joke, partly in 
earnest, their curate, who presided over 
the. marriage .ceremony, muttering 
some prayers in Latin. The. nuptial 
ceremony .consisted, in addition .to these 
prayers, in the Couple Jumping over 
two rods crossed and held by one of the 
chiefs of the band, who asked the.bride- 
groom after the manner of. our syndics: 
“Vagabond fellow; will, ybu have ; this 
woman?” The question was reversed 
for the woman, arid, upon- receiving a 
reply in the affirmative; the Order was 
given, “Then jump.” It is curious that 
divorce was prohibited under' severe 
penalties in-this'society, and was only 
conceded when, in Iqter years,' it was in
troduced into the revolutionary laws of 
France. In 1670 Parisian female poi
soners of high degree alternated their 
“succession powders”’ with diabolical 
masses to obtain the death of a husband 
or the fidelity of a paramour. A priest 
read mass te a pregnant . prostitute, and 
afterwards cdt the throat of ¡the* child, 
whose blood, and ashes served, as a 
philtre. Voisin alone killed' 2,600 of 
these tmy victims. ■ ' . ; ■

The Manzi band of brigands was load
ed with amulets.-. That of* Caruso met 
in woods and grottoes reputed -sacred, 
in honor of which they burnt holy can
dles. Verenzi, who strangled three 
women, was one of the most.sincere and 
exemplary attendants - at . church and 
confessional, and was descended from 
a family hot only.religious, but bigoted. ! 
The companions of La Gala sent to , 
prison at Pisa refused obstinately to eat : 
onFridays during Lent, and, when the , 
prison governor remonstrated, replied: ■ 
‘ What, do you really take us to be a lot . 
of excommunicated heathen?” • / *
. . The greater part of London thieves, 
says Mayhew, make a profession of 
knowing the Bible.- : And even, now thé 
thieves and camorriste of-Naples make' 
splendid gifts to St. Pascal, whose mag
nificent convent they adorn; and a few 
years ago, as the famous patriot, Vin
cenzo Maggiorani,.revealed to us,- the 
archbishop published upon the gates of 
the cathedral a componenda—that is to 
say, a list of prices to ■ be paid to the 
Church in order to cancel any sin what
soever. Themurderers, Bertoldi, father 
and-son, used to assist every day 'at 
mass, upon bended knees, tiheir faces 
almost touching, the ground; A Nea
politan youth of. twenty-four, who had 
killed his father,-, was devoted to a cer
tain Madonna. "Indeed,” hé said, “it 
was pver her hand that we quarreled, 
and at the first- stroke my father fell 
upon the ground.”\Vhen Maria Foriini, 
who¡had strangled a.child and tern it to 
pieces tof be- revenged of its parents, 
heard the .death-sentence pronounced, 
she turned around to her . advócate 
and exclaimed:- “Death is nothing; the 
salvation of the soul is everything. That 
saved, thé rest is not worth troubling 
about.” • * ■ .

ft of. Christ;, and therewéré ¿ol rértain sum money; promised to ex- 
pious associations m which he had not lehahge Catholicism 7orP Protestantism; 
1 Tn “ Ipromise -was never fulfilled, forsperiaf Sonn»WaTm0St de^oted tea they afterwards recanted, and returned 
tlm Abhte^™»?' J/°PP?laan> writes to the bosom of the .Catholic Church. 
Augist o î“ thè 

’ tefo- On the 25th he com- Christian relicinn. will not bollore in mittedhis notorious butchery. Vidocq the existencemtahelh They are utili- 
fnnwd s£me,tln9ve8 who said a muss for tarions even in their faith 
remé monthhsaV1Dff °bta3ned nothinff ter I All'this is very natural, because re- 

L’A veline m n i-a oron n K v - p^^isthorwltofanatavisticsenti- 
in letters to Wher ha8band- m®“V«id, exoeptin absolute barbarism, 
invoked G^l tn nmTpi?’ «"teteually grows much more when the mind is les¿ 
“Aveline ±11 cultivated and the people more primi-
if Coa wnioí01^11’/ “. . . tive,r pnd .because in its degeneration
wou?dh^renw Hels ill. Oh! if God religion accommodates itselftoallex- 
wouia. have pity ujion us, how l should I cesses, T- - AgNosoo i effeotshlo?thX?«nnie ?omP,ate8 [of the • in Agnostic Journal, Londonf E¿g. - 
eneciaoi tne poison] I praise the Lord , ■ • • ■■ , -è ' ■
in my heart. I have burnta wax-candle M**m.*—< ■ .«■' L ■ —

CHRISTIANrPAGAN ■ VICEmans to-morrow. I pray heaven that it It- ' ; - > ■ ■ • ■
may aid us to attain our object.” And « ... 1 _

Zas in yesterday; i Appalling Crimes and Su- 
thought God had commenced his work. -,
I have wept so mudi that it is not pos- pefltlpOnS. . 
stole that Godcan pass over my tears : i '' c । ! t1 - .' .
Wplty " „ ICristian writers,' both Catholic and

Aambeccari made a vow to present a Protestant, never weary telling us how 
cnalice to Notre Dame de Lorette it I dreadfully wicked and- immoral the 
sne succeeded in poisoning her husband. I Pagans were, i One cannot -lift a relig- 
Gloyanni Mio and Fontano, before kill- ÍQU8 ; book- without, finding reference 
ing .their enemy, betook themselves to made;to-the- impiety,; lewdness, adulter
confession, and Mm remarked after the te8, and mni-ders of the heathen, 
murder: God. did not wish to be Christian writers have told us that 
mixed, up m this matter, nor even Augustus fausta great adulterer; that 
tnapriest; I myself got him into it.”. . .Tiberius was »notorious drunkard, and 

A.’’ before her husband had become that he accepted ’an invitation to supper 
cold, threw herself down upon her knees' only on -condition-- that he should be 
and prayed to the Blessed Virgin be- waited- upon fly naked wenches; that 
cause she. had given her strength to ac- Caligula wisheil to;be able to Cut human 
complish her evil deed. Michielin, ac- thrpats with ajwink; that Claudus Dru- 
cepting the plan of an assassination, bus complained, that it had always been 
said to his companion: “See and do as his misfortune to be fettered in unchaste 
God inspires you.” Gall tells of a thief wedlock; and that Nero fastened the 
wno. . . robbed to build a í church, ; and Christians on drossés and burnt them to 
robbed to be able to furnish it; and of a- death.'iChristianwriterstaave faithfully 
pand of. criminals who believed they recorded AU the- crimes, all the de
saw assassins reciting a Lord’s prayer bkuch.erfos, all the adulteries, all the 
r°r. every single victim. Lacollange,pPPtetyi 'all thé robberies, and all the 
while strangling a poor mqn, gave him! perjuries of.i.thp Pagan world. In “The 
absolutionin articulo mortis, and. upon History of .thei Twelve Cæ8ars”?the 
selling'stolen property said maks. . And writer, ., says/that./Vespasian died blas- 
wnen Vincent of . Aragon murdered a pheming./ ' “ Methinks.” quoth he, 
stuaent he did not forget to first give “while sitting;' on the close-stool, I am 
film absolution. How-most réligioús; deifying or. growing up. fo be m god ”

Wteiy < most;'.M«ted, wafi.-'the lApparéntly Véébasianwàs »Freethinker 
W^W^^^rihvHUérR^^whQ/tópfter^^vra^ré^^hristiantoétí/IÍ 
■cold-bipod’ lofig-,beforo.her arrest,.made Wi/**Ye/tei™rily-^roréèd' air/tiie

' catalogue in Writing ' to-the secret rasqality-of-.-the ’ heathen ¿world, forgeti” 
confession, indltìdmg-hér parricide, hér- ttag tftut nothing, absolutely nothing, is 
arsons, her poisonings, and her ìmmor- ga.ihq^. / ' A “’
ahties, as well as her omissions ór less '—Wtrory'proclaims that the orgies of 
diligence in confession, and who, from thé Vatican far and taway exceed in 
tlie fli-st, held strictly to the rites of the te'uWw the orgies said to have been 
Church, and refused to eat fat on'fàst cofcpijtted in thé palaces of. the Pagan 
days! And there were Mendaro, wife-1 emperors/ We learn from. Hallam 
murderer, who went to his death sing-jLecky, Mosheim, Wylie, M. Felice, and: 
ing the De Profundis,, and Martinati, others, that no adequate idea can be' 
who founded a prison-chapel in which formed- of the depravity rof Christian 
to say his devotions. And/Mo, a nipr- PPpè?- and Christian- priests. “Men,” 
dérer, was he not called and .-believed sky8 Dr. Wylie, in his essay op the 
by_a.ll to be the saint? : . ./ ?. Pqppcy,.. “sat Peter ‘in the' chair of

Bourse had .scarcely, «finished a theft Peter, -whose consciences were stained 
or a murder when, he went to. kneel with-perjuries and adulteries, and 
down in church. ' The girl Galla, ac- whose bands were ' stained with mur- 
coraing to Despipe, while setting fire ,to d^-” t And Edgar says: “A mass of 
the house of her lover, was heard' to moral impurities, might be- collected 
cry: ,‘Now" may God and, the. Blessed fréta thé Roman hiérarchy sufficientto 
Virgin do the rest.” Masina, having crowd the piges of folios, and glut all 
met three countrymen, among whom demons r.of pollution and malévo
las a priest, -proceeded to saw the. telilo.’’ ; Popes, bishops and priests were 
throats of two with.a knife badly sharp-1 SWlty. of. file most disgusting crimes, 
enea, and then, turning/to ’the priest, i Love feasts became the scenes of dé- 
his hands still covered with blood, dë.- J bàuchéry,iAdd priests, while professing 
manded.to communicate with the'sacred).celibacy; kept mistresses; and some 
host. A thief, bréught .up. in a Chris- actually paid a tax for the privilege of 
tian school, hid his stolen property an- living in unlawful commerce.
der the picture of its founder, believing The next time Canon Farrar ventures 
his booty to be secure under thé proteo- to write on Pagan vice and Pagan ras- 
t-1on óf that se'mi-saint. . - . ' | cality. I hope he will bear in mind that

Many prostitutes,, says Parent, though the names q.f John XIE, Boniface VII., 
assuming an irreligious air .with their John XXIH,' Sixtus IV., Alexander VI 
paramours or with their companionsin (Borgia),/Julius H., Innocent VIH/, and 
toe orgy; aré stul not.such at héart, as other-: pontificia! villains, are stained' 
many observations -háve- proyéd. Thé with the. foulest crimes. In common 
iriest refused to enter - into a house: of fajtoess he ought also to remember that; 
ill-fame to. minister; tp- one - of these after toe- astossihatioh-‘of 'the Duke.Of 
women who was/dying/ The ’mémberé G.msëi: women and- girls,: covered only 
of ■thetorothel'arr'anged- to hàvéhbr re- -withta chémise ór sheet, formed night 
moved elsewhere, and then, in order to processions in the streets of Paris, and', 
say a great taumbér. óf masses for ah- to the midst óf sacred songs, reveled in 
other companion who had died;, sub- delmuchery. Canon ; Fai’raf would, 
scribed a largeteum of money; Another — -- ■«.- ...
havingtoer chjld taken ill, burnt holy 
candles to obtain its cure. !A Néapoli- 
tan prostitute, in honor of St. Bridget, 
abstained on Tuesday. .Those of Paris 
will ■ not, unless compelled, carry on 
their business on-Friday.' > : -.
; "This /religiosity can be, ; moreover, 
proved by statistics, by the frequency of 
attendance at church.: Marro found 
among 500 convicts: •

Regular attendants, 46 per cent.. . 
■ . Irregular attendants, 25 per cent.

Non-attendants, 38 per cent. ■ 
andamong 100 normal.individuals:,- >' i-

Regular attendants, 57 per cent.
Irregular attendants, 13 per cent. < ’ 
Non-attendants, 29 per <jent
Among sexual offenders the attend

ants amount to 61 per Cent of the whole 
number, .and among murderers to 56 per 
cent. Maxime du Camp looked into 
thirty-three of the .cellules at 'Mazas 
during service; six prisoners only were 
moved or attentive, the others remained 
at work... .Out of two • hundred- murder
ers. Ferri could not find -one who was not 
religious. " ' ,

Rossi found fourteen devotees among- 
forty convicts, but alL possessed a re
ligion of.;their own;; while -five, out .of 

declared themselves devout,* 
that they-went to' church 

when they should not have jgone there? 
and many said that in prison, they con
fessed to pass away the lime - Of- an- 
othergroup five out of"seken became

doubtless,-turn up his • eyes and whine 
that' “they, gave themselves up to' sat
urnalia,‘.worthy of the Fagan world in 
its most vicious days.”

M.' Felice, the French historian,’ tells 
ui that the soldiers of the League com- 
mittedacts of infamy even on the steps 
of.-.thp :altars, and that 'the disgusting 
atrocities , committed in-the church ofi 
St.'Symphorien, as well as; in .that of 
D’Arquenay and mahy others, cannot be 
recorded’ in -print. The Cardinal of 
Lorraine gave one of his-bastard daugh- 
tersR. in marriage , to. the murderer of 
Coligny; and it is recorded that time 
•upon time .ecclesiastics have actually 
pawned tho vCstments and utensils of 
the church, as well as pawned the manu
scripts of. the; gospels.- -It is on record 
that monasteries and cathedrals were 
built with Jewish money; and when the 
dayof reckohing came, Christian kings, 
Christian nobles, and Christian ecclesi
astics repaid -iheir debtors; not with 
money, but with death and spoliation;
1 Canon Farrar and Earl Russell ought 
to hide their heads in confusion and in 
shamej instead of slandering dead Pa
gans. .Vice, forsooth! Canon Farrar 
should think of the court of. Catherine 
de’Medicis.-’CourtieES actually kept wax 
figures jn their cabinets, and into these 
rpde statuettes they stuck, pins in order 
to brink about the death of their ene
mies:-' Theaameauperstition. prevailed 
m • Scotland’-some Iwo hundred years 
agawln short; the religion-oftheeotiii

IN FOREIGN LANDS.
Cleanings Therefrom by 

“Light,” London.
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CREMATION AND SPIRITUALISM.

-' In the Spanish journal “Constancia,” 
of Buenos Ayres; the subject »of crema
tion in connection with Spiritualism has 
been mooted, and the question is treated 
in the following fashion: Given the 
Spiritualistic theory that the soul and 
body remain united for a certain time 
after death, does cremation, disinte
grating immediately the molecules . of 
the body, not place itself in opposition 
to a, natural law? In reply “Constan
cia says; “As a general rule the spirit 
separates fi-om the body at the moment 
of what we call death, and, in certain 
cases, some seconds previously. There 
are instances, however, when the spirit 
seems bound to the body for a brief 
time, but ere twenty-four hours have 
elapsed the separation is complete. In 
all these examples the ties after death 
do not signify punishment, but a natural 
fact.which may be modified through 
dulling tlyj action of a natural law. The 
only case inwhieh-the spirit remains 
apparently united to the body for many 
days, months, or years after death is 
when a punishment is undergone, or, to 
speak more accurately,' when the.link is 
the fulfilment of a natural law. With 
a, suicide, for.example, it often happens 
that the spirit sees itself united to its 
body as punishment for having sought 
to liberate itself contrary to morality, 
which commands us to be resigned to 
the trials of life and submissive' to Di
vine law,” “Constancia” belleves-these , 
ties to be only seeming. "The convic
tion which the Spirit experiences that it-., 
is still attached to adecomposing organ- 
.ism is merely the logical result of an in
fraction of :natural law, and .-it ■ Is < the 
conscience of the -being—in these. mo
ments realizing, the enormity of its guilt 
-Web _makes.lt/believe itself • united 
.to ithejmaterial- which J is' hateful .to it. 
Cremation is, . therefore, in no - way ■' prd-i 
judicial to the action of natural or mdrfil 
law.” ' ■ - ■ ' ■ ..
IS IT POSSIBLE TO GET SPIRIT PHOTO

’ ■ ■ • • . GRAPHS? ■ . '
' Fromthe. ‘‘Neue Spiritualistlsche 

. Blatter” Tve take the following, com
ments on a paper in “Photograpnic Afi

: versarla: ” At the head of a long and 
highly interesting article by Dr. Th. 
Hansmanp there are sòme photographs 
of the writer . with an. unusually plain 
imagé of the deceased American Presi
dent, General Grant, and we must sayit 
is one of the best that we have seen; 
The General’s bust appears sometimes 
beside and sometimes in front of the 
doctor’s figure, sothat it almost looks as 
if'the half of.the latter’s body were en
closed in that of the General, as in a 
case. The whole of Dr. Hansmann’s 
left shoulder, breast and arm are . cov
ered by, the apparitional image; ; and al
though they are seen as through a mist'. 
Or veil, the contour of the flguie, coat 
lappels,’ vest and shirt-front' are plainly 
discernible,' The most remarkable fea
ture here is again, as we have found in 
almost all spirit'photographs.' the dif
ferent foods—-the different' size, of the 
two images. Général Grant is taken as 
big again as Dr. H., so that his' image 
is not fully on the plate, and is Only visi- 
bloius far as the left shoulder) A fur
ther remarkable'thing is the different 
lighting. That on Dr. • H. comes from 
thè righty while that on thé spirit image 
falls from the left, so that the shadows 
of both mingle. (If General Grant mani
fested twice as large as Dr. H., one focus 
would give the; image '■ exactly* as de
scribed.' The curious thjng'is that all 
the pictures which the “Blatter” has. 
seen were of that -description, as. that 
implies that all the apparitions omihom 
manifested themselves to thqz^amera 
double-the size of their:mediums;)

REV. N. F. RÀVLIN. ’

The.Spanish paper, “La Irradiación,” 
, gives an interesting biography of this 
, indefatigable Spiritualist, from which 

the following. paragraphs are selected: 
He was born in New York Statein 1831. 
While very young he was at farm- work 
from dawn to dusk. . At eighteen he be- 
carnea woodcutter, and then he sold’a 
small farm which he owned in .Order to 
procure funds for educational purposes. 
He became a convert to Christianity at 
nineteen, and abandoned his other work 
to study for the ministry; was ■ made a 
pastor at twenty, and preached in Chi
cago for fourteen years afterwards,, 
where he drew immense congregations, 
and by means of his preaching, paid off 
the, debts of some fifty-one Baptist 
churches. In l881 he went to'California, 
to the church of St Joseph,' an edifice 
which, four months after his arrival, 
cpliapsed. He hdd it rebuilt, endowed 
it with a magnificent organ, and it is 
now said to be the grandest and most 
beautiful church in.the city. He studied 
for two years .at Manchester University, 
and settled, ultimately in; a provincial 
pastorate,’ but his modes of thought 
were.,-apparently.too advanced for the 
orthodox, and he eventually retired. 
During his public-ministry he-was a de
termined opponent of Spiritualism, but 
one day, while; In the home of/Dr. 
Schlesinger, he found the .elements of

ualist. and since then almost all the “so- however ..»ta □
ciety. ’ doors which were formerly open I the invisibl<?b«int?at0 le 9,ase.lt> addas
te him have been- closed. Thanks, how- »v head I fait Hw« ‘ever, to his work, the Spiritualist So- g J?“ hí¿ te“ er>?1 
oiety prospers and it? members in- j s^S ¡Ílr’^h "W right W, 
crease. - d p ..JX realiz?d its soft

. muslin texture as if folded together. As
predictions. soon as I letrit go it was. 8Wiftly'- -dii'áwh'=’

In the course of an article by M. Jean pereMvJnmten^i“'11/11'7 .off°ris I could 
Frollo, editor of the “Petit Parisién," m6d?Xlv?hi;^« oi ^e. Imr 
the following singular series of predio- ™‘ereafter a discussion arose 
bons occurs. It is quoted by “Le Spir- a8f° whether a piece of
itisme,” from whose columns we take it. I nipHinm i °®’ ^be
The celebrated Dr. Liebeault was one XÍwarésa finí Shortly ì
day visited by a young man who bore : of drizzle was
traces of much excitement. He told -the ters inefodw ™ 068 ^any of the sit-, doctor that a prediction, at which he rerceive í 'rlfe’ kUt 
augfied at first, was once made to him tho» nreseni \^.Uy •heard’ whlle

by a woman. She fold him he would htah^voire song, a .
lose his father in a year; that he liim- L1??;^0^6,?011111!^ fl'om the back
self would become a soldici- for a very tteman were lad/and e6“"
short time; that he would- soon marry; ther?^enHf-by th® riefrum-who;
that two children would be born to hita, inmn tni» h? ? f “° caused .the red : 
and that he would die at the age of KndwJV W >gether,/ 
twenty-six. Four of these prophecies I sti Hi(Íhtar’Pnfaf behlnd the .curtains, 
had been fulfilled as precisely 'as could tw th ’ acc,0“P,anying. W»
be imagined. His father died; his own Ota d aow plainly 81ttlu£ °P- - 
period ormilitary service extended to 1 <«rn?, ’ )nDt . ; 1 , ■
seven months; he afterwards married hbota fifta™ J;xp®rlmentA, occupied anfi there were two children. He was ffiter tahf n^Ute% Whlle in the 
approaching his twenty-sixth year, and ¡ ’ “opmoJ'e. íori™. «PPeared'
he. confessed to be somewhat afraid. Liií¿Jcurtain, although we 
Dr. Liebeault thought him a monoman- jnf, „.,t nt a^d the“ something peer- . 
lac who required-to. have- his mind disa- “’Xt niret1 co"nted 0c this 
bused of the notion which had taken •ritta,^ihñ®^0“1?Ol'5s•■ &ome of tha ' 
possession of it. '. He therefore put him ontaioii to ml161 *ards. exPl’®*8ed their 
to sleep, and while: in. this state sug- ouita “ot ,aPPeai‘ be
gested brighter and more cheerful ideas tunatalv llad not> unfor‘
to him, and that he-wohld not die for A R h®m1edl.U1“ sufficiently,
forty years. The effect was marvelous. I «ileneed ayln®’ was always .
He became quite gay; the fixed idea “Ullnff,tho appearance and - 
which had haunted him entirely van- °f dide1rent terms,
ished, and he absolutely forgot his chair m^V^voi”10“48!01 the 'nediuD1’s 
former years. One day, however. Dr ,n“8t.*}?ve been observed, and as 
Liebeault;received an intimation of thè gHUn^down y c2ad| h°F -risinff UP
death-from peritonitis of hi? former pa- or h,01’ entrances and : :
tient, at the age of twenty-six. “In or-' -»S ■„ ,Iveea Jcurtains of-the cabi- 
der that it may hot be supposed,” writes ”v|o knov^the11!^ Ue noticed\. Those' : 
the doctor,: “that what, I have narrated than tlm dm.hìl.J dy f™°re in*WW- •' 
is an extravagant illusion of my own Vfaa d9.ubtei 8.are far removed from
,mind, I still retain that letter as well as LÍ kn ' dy °.f. ,BU8P1C1O”> and those who 
the register from which .1: have drawn A Jte, P“-1'®818 of glimmering 
.the foregoing observations. These areLfd develóte^nto^Jh6/,00r at teJteW 
two written irrefragable witnesses.” -Sr*7® u ■f’;-'Hf0Jlld S66’’

, now impossible it is that these.phenom- <
• . / : •-THE BERLIN.-SEA-NCES,- " / ®na can originate With/the' medium/ ' 
fronte“Psychische-■ ’iStúdiem”-Ón mm reverabefSel 'Sfo® 2^' 
■Monday eyeping-,..(September :18th, the. moment.of time™ b f . “ h ame 
SgOOnaWthesesfìflfìreRwha held unrl^f, . ? ' ' . • ■

a

•'M?

.somewhat less.fdvprable cbnditions -than /màterialì2Ation& iN.feHRiSTiA^M ; 
om toe^ previous -Saturday evening. , ♦>, ' T+ i- • ' ‘ '
When Dr. Gr.-C. Wittig, the-represent • -u»e teahan journal “Annali 
tative’óf. gerp. Aksakpw, entered the ?e .opintismo,,..we extract the follow- 
rbpm in company with Madame WittigH i?g i)?r10n of an account,of- a’setace in' 
.there'was a large number already - as- toe above town. On Juno 19th, at half-4 
sembléd find seated. Dr. Wittig savs: ff818étoii, about fifteen ladies and gen-' 
“My wife and I were this tinte seated' in • e'.f Society were,
the middle, opposite the medium. On Pi e8ent “J invitation, but the total num- 
tey left-tot Herr-Nordmark, the Presi- Ih-, : t!iS 81tt°rs_. amounted to about 
dent of ' the.' Gothenburg Society, who I ae conditions were - not par- 
had come With us, and on whose left sat “.cmany favorable in consequence of 
Dr.- Egbert:Muller. After a considera- some tìiscontent manifested by a portion 
ble amoimt of harmonica playing and of ?• tlle C0mpany with regard to the.posi- 
singing, the materializing, forms did not -?.”B which were assigned to -'theta.. The 
Venture far in front of thè curtain. On , tlnff was opened with à hymn sung by 
this occasion it was to be dark, and the m^. v010®8, but ■ the medium, who. sat 
medium had in cdnseqttehce donned a 0Utslde toe cabinet, was slightly upset, 
brighttoilet, but she was'also only rec- ,ow and again various long white 
ognizable on her chair by means of an ®aaPes seemed to project from it, but 
exceedingly weak light!■ Still, during ihto’0fforts to leave it; entirely were 
the appearance of the forms, I heard v0Se,rvl“ff this, it was proposed 
her several times talk, with Mr. Fidler' dlmto1Ba to®'light, "which, was done,
and Herr Rahn, who. sat ,at . her right tnoa?h Vto leaving quite sufficient to 
hand. The apparitions moved at first ab 6 j. °6^ everyone present to watch 
around the medium, and hardly ever tae m . lam\ The writer of the article 
ventured'farther than to a distance of never’ ^tect, lost sight .of her for a. 
about three paces from! the surrounding “L0“ ■ ’ ?nd., cou^d al80 distinguish 
sitters. The total distance of the halt- everyone _in< too room. Many shapes 
circle from-the medium, was. something “anlfe8ted, and; developing, after the 
like six paces.' Some of those sitting to |!?annel! ?£ apparitions, slowly opened 
our right received; it is , true, a few tae cal’tain “°m the inside as if to njake 
handshakes, as also Aid- my-.wife once|u-^und^.rsla , toeir inability to get out-; 
from a warm, life-like hand, but they Slae' Several of us heard a ' creaking !

\ ivere of transient, duration, and I per- sound withm the. cabinet and fancied7. 
-. sónally had no . experience of them, r .? 8Plrita meant in that fashion to sig
’ Herr Wordmark,; beside -ine/ had, some ni£y. toew annoyance at being unable to 

flowers in his hand, from which he took ln conformity to their own wishes. '
' a rose and repeatedly, offered it to a ih0 medium suggested that the' light 

form which came near to- us, but--she |.should, b>e turned.up and the ?itters re-/ 
drew slowly back,'although he several artongedj which was done, with very 
times begged her, to. take. it. She did' satisfactory reBidts. Several forms ap- . 
hot come close to-us, blit remained in f^ar , ota sides of .the mediùm,-but 
the middle, between the- medium and th?y8“41“Pt.la the. vicinity of thè' 
the sitters.- ThereuponHérr Nofdmark I c®oihet and had a vaporous appearance, / 
got up and approached, .(the feebly glim-1 while some seemed to dematerialize and 
mering shape—which kept- moving to van- lni° tha floor. Suddenly, and to / 
and fro the free portions■’of. her veil— ?ur surprise; a tali and well-developed ' 
and pressed into , her' hand -thè róse term stepped from the cabinet to the 
whiéh she now accepted, whereftpon its - ae ?e?,lu?1- She- raised her : 
outline was plainly,sepnirelievéd against ^^“tta^i-Shd all_those sitting near her 
the ' white, shimmering- bosom of her saw te100!’ the vjhite veil that it was a 
dress; and she at’orice Withdrew behind W0laaa 8 arm, perfectly formed and re- 
the left side curtain,: but immediately J? . 0111 the shoulder downward; 
reappeared to the medium’s right, ani angers being long and jeweled,
gave the rose- to Herr-Rahn; who was shook hands with some and touched
leartily grateful for this distinction. In °thers, and then re-entered the cabinat . 
toe intervals of playingand singing new pmy.te reappear, however, almost im- 
shapes constantly- appeared- before us, mediately, when she advanced three 
but they were very tiipid, and their and stepped, moving her arm up : 
visits of brief duration,-though once, to dnd down under her veil. She once 
our right, there wero -three -little ones m°re returned to the cabinet, but came 
quite close together.-.- Later. a female Put affaln almost instantly, and this time - • 
form of medium, height appeared and a V0ry rare occurrence is-recorded. The - 
danced before us, keeping good time to aPParltlon went straight to one of the 
the harmonica music,- and ’waving her 81tters,-whq is called Mr. E., and this 
veil about in a graceful manner. > At the ffontleman's account of what happened 
same time I heard.-the-medium speaking £i.ven in his own words:
in her place .with -Mr..- Fidler and Herr . When the spirit came out of the cab- -; 
Rahn.- Asubsequent'shapewhich, how- Jnet.fPr the third time she came hastily: 
ever, Idid not see approaching ds, quite toward? me, seized my hands, and made 
unexpectedly - threw abtack»*eil over I m0'1/66 from my chair; drawing me ” 
my wife’s-head and-face froin - behind mto the open space in the middle of the 
forwards, the head having been first during, this incident I observed. 
touched by a hand. - This ’enabled niy Jh?4,th® term was. almost of my own’ : 
wife to realize .-qnite:,plainly- that' the “ight, and I am above the medium 
veil: was -of . a .fine -BOft/.textire, but stature. She then placed.her hands on 
neither before it was placed1 over 'her “J Shoulders, a movement which en-‘ - 
nor after its removal did she perceive a. , ,me 8ee very clearly under the', 
—• *—• - inch drfipery of the veil that her arms A'1 

were round and perfectly formed. In ri
my turn I extended my. hands towards -*0^ 
the spirit, and found that the form was- 
solid and completely materialized. She’ ‘ 
then slightly drew back, still keeping 
her hands on my shoulders, while with ' 
some force she obliged me to kneel on/ 
the floOr, and pressed, for .a few mol-i' 
niente*, her hands on my - head, begin-

Continued on Bth piage.
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hlsofar-home, he-prosecuted hie ’ré-
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YBoggia, a.tramö, condemned at Milin 
as guilty of thirty-three murder»,»______ _______ _ . _ .

®M»rheld the theroforéthey revWtrfÏÏÏ SS Adm!
iW-three murder»,.

any form in front: ;<aud : immediately af
terwards a white handkerchief was flung 
in tny face over mj^ glasses, and fell be
fore me to the fioori I instifitly stooped 
for it, thinking in that-way. to reach the 
invisible form that threw it; but I found

.oEthe clergy, of the people «nd of the 
Soldiers wfe a mixture of superstition 
and’gore mid Immorality. M*r£aretof V^t^toepriiKteMof Condeitheduch- ~~
.^e#«f^[e,W8toB. bf Guise, Moirtpen- Afterwards, in. neither the handkerchief nor any shape
tier, oi Narara, «11 led llnetof humor-*2, h,s J?' More me, although us I -i-ore, a long
--------  --------------- -■*- W-.“*."-*

_makes.lt/believe
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THOUGHTS FROM FOREIGN EXCHANGES.
They Will Proie fin Intellectual Feast!

And Bring Our Readers in Touch With the Old World 

They Will Give You a Comprehensive View of Spiritualism.
You Will Thank The Progressive Thinker for its Electlc Magazine

Seven Solid Pages Made Up of the Cream of Foreign LiteratureOUR ECLECTIC MAGAZINE.
The Cream of Foreign Exchanges.

'^^PUBLISHED^IiVERY^fiTH^WEEIG

TH» Magazine will contain the Cream of our For
eign Spiritualist Exchanges. It will prove Invaluable 
to every reflective mind In the Spiritualist ranks. That 
dumber will be devoted exclusively to Spiritualism 
and kindred subjects In foreign countries. The Two 
Worlds, Light, Medium and Daybreak, Agnostic, The 
Freethinker, Psychological Review, and many others 
equally good, always contain some rare gems of thought; 
something of great value; something with which each 
one should be familiar. Each one will tn the future 
be drawn upon to assist In making for our readers uu 
Istbli-botval Feast of rare merit. Spiritualists, In
sist that your neighbor shall join with you in subscrib
ing for our paper. Insist upon his contributing at 
least ’ a cents per week for our support In this great 
work.

OH! RELIGION I
The Religion of Criminals,
How the Criminal {'Feels Toward 

God.

Facts! Facts! Facts!

FROM THE ITALIAN OF PROFESSOR 
’ CESARE LOMBROSO. ' ’

, [I have translated the following arti
cle from Lombroso’s great work on the
Criminal (“L’Uomo Delinquente,” quar-

which they had on when the crime was 
committed.

“Thieves are always superstitious,” 
writes Ave Lallemaut. In the Middle 
Ages they were even believed to be in
spired and transported from place to 
place by the devil. Handsalter injured 
eight of his mistresses when pregnant 
in order to take out the heart of the 
foetus to wear when he went to steal. 
In 1802 Charles le Beau performed sim
ilar operations upon pregnant women in 
order to obtain from the fat of their 
embryo children a light which should 
lull to sleep those who were to be 
robbed. Thieves believe that their vic
tims will not wake while they are still 
employed in their room, if they cover 
them with ashes.

Gottfried carried about with him a 
written prayer: “Dear Lord God and 
dear Mary, send me to a house in which 
there is plenty of money!” Ave tells 
of a Jewish prisoner that for an entire 
year, while in prison, he took only coffee 
and bread, lest he should contravene 
the rabbinical law. •

In a curious ballad in argot, published 
by Biondelli, a thief replies to those 
who object that robbery violates the 
principles of religion, that there is al
ready “one thief, Saint Disma, among 
the saints in heaven. St. Disma is also 
in the mountains and in the sea. '

Tortora, who had killed by his own
Criminal (“L’Uomo Delinquents,” quar- hand twelve soldiers and also a priest 
ta ed., Torino, 1889, vol. i.), in which it (but one who was, as he claimed, ex
forms the eighth chapter of the third communicated), believed himself invul- 
nart, devoted to “the biology and psy- - ... ....
chblogy of the born criminal,” pp. 434
441. Some interesting facts respecting
the religion of English criminals may 
be found in Mr. Havelock Ellis's “The 
Criminal” (London: Walter Scott, 1890), 
pp. 156-161.]

There are many people who think all 
Criminals irreligious, because religion 
applies the most potent check to crime 
—in fact, some few of the masters in 
criminality, or the more daring crimi
nals, such as Lacenaire and Lemaire, 
and in general the criminals of our 
great cities, have found it advisable to 
free themselves from whatever check 
might be placed upon the exercise of 
their brutal passions, and go to the op
posite extreme, ridiculing not only the 
religious but also the moral sentiment. 
The majority of convicts, however, 
more especially if country born, are 
very far from being Atheistic; and, in
deed, they fashion for themselves a re
ligion, sensual and accommodating, 
which makes the God of peace and 
justice a sort of good-natured teacher of 
crime. Casanova, who should have 
known something of this matter, has ob
served that all those who live by unlaw
ful professions put their trust in the 
help of God. Horace puts into the 
mouth of a vagabond the words, 
“Beautiful Laverna, goddess of thieves,” 
and— •
“ Da mihi fallerc: da juste sancto que 
; videri .

Noctem peccatis ed fraudibus objice 
nubes.”

In Cervante’s third novel, in which 
he has well depicted criminals, one of 
them, Rincone, says to his companion: 
»•I am a thief in order to serve God and 
upright people.” “What sort of a god 
i« that?” “I do not wish,” is the reply, 
“to discuss theology; but everybody 
after his fashion praises God, and our 
chief wishes that of every one of our 
thefts a part may be employed for oil 
for a holy image, and it is to that we at
tribute the miracle that many of us did 
not feel the agony of the torture. 
Many of us do not rob on Friday, nor 
touch a woman bearing the name of Mary. 
As for restitution, it never occurs to us 
to think of that.” •

Dostojewski observed among his com
panions (in Siberia) a remarkable 
respect for Christmas, and woe to him 
who should disturb the peace at that 
time!' At Easter they prayed with true 
devotion, and all made offerings of 
pence and wax-candles for the Church.

“Every thief has his devotions,” says 
the proverb; and we have found, among 
gMftO tattooed criminals, 238 with re
ligious? symbols. In criminal argot,

nerable, because he had carried the 
consecrated host in his bosom.

A famous band of criminals in France 
adopted a series of rites of their own 
for births and marriages in their soci
ety: they had, partly in joke, partly in 
earnest, their curate, who presided over 
the. marriage ceremony, muttering 
some prayers in Latin. The nuptial 
ceremony consisted, in addition to these 
prayers, in the couple Jumping over 
two rods crossed and held by one of the 
chiefs of the band, who asked the bride
groom after the manner of our syndics: 
"Vagabond fellow, will you have this 
woman?” The question was reversed 
for the woman, and, upon receiving a 
reply in the affirmative, the order was 
given, “Then jump.” It is curious that 
divorce was prohibited under severe 
penalties in this society, and was only 
conceded when, in later years, it was in
troduced into the revolutionary laws of 
France. In 1670 Parisian female poi
soners of high degree alternated their 
“succession powders” with diabolical 
masses to obtain the death of a husband 
or the fidelity of a paramour. A priest 
read mass to a pregnant prostitute, and 
afterwards cut the throat of the child,' 
whose blood and ashes served as a 
philtre. Voisin alone killed 2,500 of 
these tiny victims.

secure from all suspicion if they leave 
their excrement at the place where 
they have committed their crime. 
Among us (the Italians) they dip thei'r 
finder inthe blood of the victim, and 
then suck it." The gypsies, 'after a'mur- 
der believe that they may obtain divine 
pardon hy wearing for a year the shirt

religion of Christ; and there were no 
pious associations in which he had not 
part.

La Trossarello was most devoted to a 
special Madonna. Troppmann, writes 
thp Abbe Crozes, confessed himself on 
August 23d, 1870. On the 25th he com
mitted his notorious butchery. Vidocq 
found some thieves who said a mass for 
luck, after having obtained nothing for 
some months.

L’Aveline, murderer of her husband, 
in letters to her accomplice, continually 
Invoked God to aid her in her crime. 
“Aveline is not well,” she wrote, “. . . 
if God willsit, Heis ill. Oh! if God 
would have pity upon us, how I should 
bless him. When he complains [of the 
effects of the poison] I praise the Lord 
in my heart. I have burnt a wax-candle 
for the realization of my project.” And 
her accomplice replies:’ “I shall goto 
mass to-morrow. I pray heaven that it 
may aid us to attain our object.” And 
again: “He was ill yesterday; I 
thought God had commenced his work. 
I have wept so much that it is not pos
sible that God can pass over my tears 
without pity.”

Zambeccari made a vow to present a 
chalice to Notre Dame de Lorette if 
she succeeded in poisoning her husband. 
Giovanni Mio and Fontano, before kill
ing their enemy, betook themselves to 
confession, and Mio remarked after the 
murder: “God did not wish to be 
mixed up in this matter, nor even 
the priest; 1 myself got him into it.”

V. B., before her husband had become 
cold, threw herself down upon her knees 
and prayed to the Blessed Virgin be
cause she had given her strength to ac
complish her evil deed. Miehielhi, ac
cepting the plan of an assassination, 
said to his companion: “See and do as 
God inspires you.” Gall tells of a thief 
who robbed to build a church, and 
robbed to be able to furnish it; and of a 
band of criminals who believed they 
saw assassins reciting a Lord’s prayer 
for every single victim. Lacollange, 
while strangling a poor man, gave him 
absolution in artieulo mortis, and upon 
selling stolen property said mass. And 
when Vincent of Aragon murdered a 
student he did not forget to first give 
him absolution. How most religious, 
or, better, most bigoted, was the 
Marchioness dp Brinvllliers, who, in 
cold blood, long before, her arrest, made 
a catalogue in writing to the secret 
confession, including her parricide, her- 
arsons, her poisonings, and her iinpior- 
alities, as well as her omissions or less 
diligence in confession, and who, from 
the first, held strictly to the rites of the 
Church, and refused to eat fat on fast 
days! And there were Mendaro, wife
murderer, who went to his death sing
ing the De Profundis, and Martinati, 
who founded a prison-chapel in which 
to say his devotions. And Mo, a mur
derer, was he not called and believed 
by all to be the saint?

Bourse had scarcely 'finished a theft 
or a murder when he went to kneel 
down in church. The girl Galla, ac
cording to Despine, while setting fire to 
the house of her lover, was heard to 
cry: “Now may God and the Blessed. 
Virgin do the rest.” Masina, having 
met three countrymen, among whom 
was a priest, proceeded to saw the

certain sum of money; promised to ex
change Catholicism. for Protestantism; 
but the promise was never fulfilled, for 
they afterwards recanted; and returned 
to the bosom of the .Catholic Church. 
Not.a few, though believers in the 
Christis i religion, will not believe in 
the existence of a hell. They are utili
tarians even in their faith.

AU this is ven? natural, because re
ligion is the result of an atavistic senti
ment, and, except in absolute barbarism, 
grows much more when the mind is less 
cultivated and the people more primi
tive, and because in its degeneration 
religion accommodates itself to all ex
cesses. ■ Agnosco, ‘

in Agnostic Journal, London, Eng. ’

CHRISTIAN-PAGAN VICE
Ap pal ling Crimes and Su

perstifions.

Christian wijiters, both Catholic and 
Protestant, never weary ltoHlng us how 
dreadfully wicked and immoral the 
Pagans were. One cannot lift a relig
ions book without finding reference 
made to the impiety, lewdness, adulter
ies, and murders of the heathen. 
Christian writers have told us that 
Augustus was’a great adultereii that 
Tiberius was »notorious drunkard, and 
that he accepted ‘an invitation to supper 
only on condition that he should be
waited upon by naked 
Caligula wished to be al

wenches; that
able to cut human

IN FOREIGN LANDS.
Gleanings Therefrom by 

“Light,” London.

CREMATION—SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHS—
N. F. RAVLIN—PREDICTIONS—THE
BERLIN SEANCE—MATERIALIZATIONS

then almost all the ‘ so- however, requested to release it. and as 
ch were formerly open I th a invkiKio _____

ualist. and since tnuu u.musi a., uie ou- 
ciety” doors which were formerly open 
to him have been closed. Thanks, how-

The Manzi band of brigands was load
ed with amulets. That oi Caruso met 
in woods and grottoes reputed sacred, 
in honor of which they burnt holy can
dles. Verenzi, who strangled 'three 
women, was one of the most sincere and 
exemplary attendants at church and 
confessional, and was descended from 
a family not only religious, but bigoted. 
The companions of La Gala sent to 
prison at Pisa refused obstinately to eat 
on Fridays during Lent, and, when the 
prison governor remonstrated, replied: 
"What, do you really take us to be a lot 
of excommunicated heathen?” —•

. The greater part of London thieves, 
says Mayhew, make a profession of 
knowing the Bible. And even now the 
thieves and camorrists of Naples make 
splendid gifts to St. Pascal, whose mag
nificent convent they adorn; and a few 
years ago, as the famous patriot, Vin
cenzo Maggiorani, revealed to us, the 
archbishop published upon the gates of 
the cathedral a componenda—that is to 
say, a list of prices to be paid to the 
Church in order to cancel any sin what
soever. The murderers, Bertoldi, father 
and son, used to assist every day at 
mass, upon bended knees, their faces 
almost touching the ground. A Nea
politan youth of twenty-four, who had 
killed his father, was devoted to a cer
tain Madonna. “Indeed,” he saijj, “it 
was over her hand that we quarreled, 
and at the first stroke my father fell 
upon the ground.” When Maria Forlini, 
who had strangled a child and torn it to 
pieces to be revenged of its parents, 
heard the death-sentence pronounced, 
she turned around to her advocate 
aud exclaimed: “Death is nothing; the 
.salvation of the soul is everything. That 
saved, the rest is not worth troubling, 
about.”

Boggia, a .tramp, condemned at Milan 
as guilty of thirty-three murders, 
listened every day to mass; held the 
canopy during the Holy Sacrament, and 
preached continually morality and . the

throats of two with a knife badly sharp
ened, and then, turning to 'the priest, 
his hands still covered with blood, de
manded to communicate with the sacred 
host. A thief, brought up in a Chris
tian school, hid his stolen property un
der the picture of its founder, believing 
his booty to be secure under the protec
tion of that semi-saint.

Many prostitutes, says Parent, though 
assuming an irreligious air with their 
paramours or with their companions in 
the orgy, are still not such at heart, as 
many observations have proved. The 
priest refused to enter into a house of 
ill-fame to minister to one .of these 
women who was dying. The members 
of the brothel arranged to have her re
moved elsewhere, and then, in order to 
say a great number of masses for an
other companion who had died, sub
scribed a large sum of money. Another 
having her child taken ill, burnt holy 
candles to obtain its cure. A Neapoli
tan prostitute, in honor of St. Bridget, 
abstained on Tuesday. Those of Paris 
will not, unless compelled, carry on 
their business on Friday.' /

This religiosity can be, moreover, 
proved by statistics, by the frequency of 
attendance at church. Macro found 
among 500 convicts:

Regular attendants, 46 per cent. . 
Irregular attendants, 25 per cent. 
Non-attendants, 38 per cent.

and among 100 normal individuals:, ■ i
Regular attendants, 57 per cent. 
Irregular attendants, ■ 13 pel cent. 
Non-attendants, 29 per cent.

' i ' .

Among sexual offenders thé attend
ants amount to 61per cent of the whole 
number, and among murderers to 56 per 
cent. Maxime du Camp looked into 
thirty-three of the cellules at Mazas 
during service; six prisoners only were 
moved or attentive, the others remained 
at work. Out of two hundred murder
ers Ferri could not find one who was not 
religious. . .

Rossi found fourteen devotees among 
forty convicts, but 'all.'possessed a re
ligion of their own; while five,out of 
sixty-eight declared themselves devout,' 
but added that they went io' church 
when they should not have ;gone there, 
and many said that in prison .they con
fessed to pass away the time.' Of an
other, group five out of seven became 
enemies of God, because they had asked 
him ‘for sous and’ hé had sent none,' 
therefore they revolted'and gavé, them
selves to the Devil! Two out oflsixty- 
four-epileptics, in order to procure a

throats with a vink; that Claudus Dru- 
sus complainec that it had always been 
his misfortune to be fettered in unchaste 
wedlock; and that Nero fastened the 
Christians on crosses and burnt them to 
death. Christian writers have faithfully 
recorded all the crimes, all the de
baucheries, all the adulteries, all the 
impiety, all the robberies, and all the 
perjuries of the Pagan world. In “The 
History of the Twelve Caesars” the 
writer says that Vespasian died blas
pheming. “ Methinks;” quoth he, 
“while sitting on the close-stool, 1 am 
deifying or growing up to be a god.” 
Apparently Vespasian was a Freethinker 
after myown hpart?- Christian men, I 
say, have faithfully-recorded qll the 
rascality of the heathen world, forget
ting that nothing, absolutely nothing, is 
gained-

History proclaims that the orgies of 
the Vatican far and away exceed in 
fouinons the orgies said to have been 
committed in the palaces of the Pagan 
emperors. We learn from Hallam. 
Lecky, Mosheim, Wylie, M. Felice, and 
others, that no adequate idea can be 
formed of the depravity ■ of Christian 
popes and Christian priests. "Men,” 
says Dr. Wylie, in his essay on the 
Pqpjacy, “sat Peter in the chair of 
Peter, whose consciences were stained 
with perjuries and adulteries, and 
whose hands were stained with mur
ders.” And Edgar says: “A mass of 
moral impurities might be collected 
from the Roman hierarchy sufficient to 
crowd the pages of folios, and glut all 
the demons of pollution and malevo
lence.” Popes, bishops and priests, were 
guilty of the most disgusting crimes. 
Love feasts became the scenes of de
bauchery, and priests, while professing 
celibacy, kept mistresses; and some 
actually paid a tax for the privilege of 
living in unlawful commerce.

Thé next time Canon Farrar ventures 
to write on Pagan vice and Pagan ras
cality, I hope he will bear in mind that 
the names of John XII., Boniface VIL, 
John XXIII, Sixtus IV., Alexander VI. 
(Borgia), Julius IL, Innocent VIII., and 
other pontificial villains, are stained 
with the foulest crimes. In common 
fairness he ought also to remember that, 
after the assassination of the Duke of 
Guise, women and girls, covered only 
with a chemise or sheet, formed night 
processions in the streets of Paris, and, 
in the midst of sacred songs, reveled in 
debauchery. Canon Farrar would, 
doubtless, turn up his eyes and whine 
that “they gave themselves up to sat
urnalia, worthy of the Pagan world in 
its most vicious days.”

M. Felice, the French historian, tells 
us that the soldiers of the League com
mitted acts of infamy even on the steps 
of the altars, and that the disgusting 
atrocities committed in the church of 
St. Symphorien, as well as in that of 
D’Arquenay and many others, cannot be 
recorded in print. The Cardinal of 
Lorraine gave one of his bastard daugh
ters in marriage to the murderer of 
Çoligny; and it is recorded that time 
upon time ecclesiastics have actually 
pawned the vestments and utensils of 
the church as. well as pawned the manu
scripts of. the gospels. -It is on record 
that monasteries and cathedrals were 
built with Jewish money, and when the 
day of reckoning came, Christian kings, 
Christian nobles, and Christian ecclesi
astics repaid their debtors, not with 
money, but with death and spoliation.

Canon Farrar and Earl Russell ought 
to hide their heads in confusion andin 
shamej instead of slapdering dead Pa
gans. Vice, forsooth! Canon Farrar 
should think of the court of Catherine

CREMATION AND SPIRITUALISM.

In the Spanish journal “Constancia,” 
of Buenos Ayres, the subject of crema
tion in connection with Spiritualism has 
been mooted, and the question is treated 
in the following fashion: Given the 
Spiritualistic theory that the soul and 
body remain united for a certain time 
after death, does cremation, disinte
grating immediately the molecules of 
the body, not place itself in opposition 
to a natural law? In reply “Constan
cia” says: “As a general rule the spirit 
separates from the body at the moment 
of what we call death, and, in certain 
cases, some seconds previously. There 
are instances, however, when the spirit 
seems bound to the body for a brief 
time, but ere twenty-four hours have 
elapsed the separation is complete. In 
all these examples the ties after death 
do not signify punishment, but a natural 
fact which may be modified through 
dulling the action of a natural law. The 
only ease in which the spirit remains 
apparently united to the body for many 
days, months, or years after death is 
when a punishment is undergone, or, to 
speak more accurately, when the link is 
the fulfilment of a natural law. With 
a suicide, for example, it often happens 
that the spirit sees itself united to its 
body as punishment for having sought 
to liberate itself contrary to morality, 
which commands us to be resigned to 
the trials of life and submissive to Di
vine law.” “Constancia” believes these 
ties to be only seeming. "The convic
tion which the spirit experiences that it 
is still attached to a decomposing organ
ism is merely the logical result of an in
fraction of natural law and it is the 
conscience of the being—in these mo
ments realizing the enormity of its guilt 
—which jpaltes.it believe itself united 
to the material which is hateful to it. 
Cremation is, therefore, in no way pre
judicial to the action of natural or moral 
aw.”

IS IT POSSIBLE TO GET SPIRIT PHOTO
GRAPHS?

From the "Neue Spiritualistisehe 
Blatter” we take the following com
ments on a paper iu "Photographic Ad
versaria:” At the head of a long and 
highly interesting article by Dr. Th. 
Hansmann there are some photographs 
of the writer with an unusually plain 
image of the deceased American Presi
dent, General Grant, and we must say it 
is one of the best that we have seen. 
The General's bust appears sometimes 
beside and sometimes in front of the 
doctor's figure, so that it almost looks as 
if the half of the latter’s body were en
closed in that of the llenera], as in a 
case. The whole of Dr. Hansmann’s 
left shoulder, breast and arm are cov
ered by the apparitional image, and al
though they are seen as through a mist 
or veil, the contour of the figure, coat 
lappels. vest-and shirt-front are plainly 
discernible. The most remarkable fea
ture here is again, as we have found in 
almost all spirit photographs, the dif
ferent focus—the different size of the 
two images. General Grant is taken as 
big again as Dr. H., so that his image 
is not fully on the plate, and is only visi
ble as far as the left shoulder. A fur
ther remarkable thing is the different 
lighting. That on Dr. H. comes from 
the right, while that on the spirit image 
falls from the left, so that the shadows 
of both mingle. (If General Grant mani
fested twice as large as Dr. H., one focus 
would give the image exactly as de
scribed. Th® ciirious thing is that all 
the pictures which the “Blatter” has 
seen were of that description, as that 
implies that all the apparitions on them 
manifested themselves to the camera 
double the size of their mediums.)

REV. N. F. RAVLIN.

The Spanish paper, “La Irradiación,” 
gives an interesting biography of this 
indefatigable Spiritualist, from which 
the following paragraphs are selected: 
He" was born in New York State in 1831. 
While very’ young he was at farm work 
from dawn to dusk. At eighteen he be
came a woodcutter, and then he sold a 
small farm which he owned in order to 
procure funds for educational purposes. 
He became a convert to Christianity at 
nineteen, and abandoned his other work 
to study for the ministry; was made a 
pastor at twenty, and preached in Chi
cago for fourteen years afterwards, 
where he drew immense congregations, 
and by means of his preaching paid off 
the debts of some fifty-one Baptist 
churches. In 1881 he went to California,

de Medicis. : Courtiers actually kept.wax 
figures in their cabinets, and into these 
rude statuettes they stuck ; pins in order 
to bring about the death bf their ene
mies'.' The same superstition, prevailed 
in Scotland' some two, hundred years 
ago. Tn short, the religion of the court, 
,of the clergy, .of the people and of the 
soldiers was a mixture of superstition’ 
and'gore and immorality. • Margaret of 
Valois, the princess of Conde, the duch
esses of Nemours, bf Guise, of Montpen- 
sier, or Nevers, all led lines of immor
ality and ioulest wickedness. It
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ever, to his work, the Spiritualist So
ciety prospers and its members in
crease.

‘ PREDICTIONS.

In the course of an article by M. Jean 
Frollo, editor of the “Petit Parisien,” 
the following singular series of predic
tions occurs. It is quoted by "Le Spir
itisme,” from whose columns we take it. 
The celebrated Dr. Liebeault was one 
day visited by a young man who bore 
traces of much excitement. He told the 
doctor that a prediction, at which he 
laughed at first, was once made to him 
by a woman. She told him he would 
lore his father in a year; that he him
self would become a soldier for a very 
short time; that he would soon marry; 
that two children would be born to him, 
and that he would die at the âgé of 
twenty-six. Four of these prophecies 
had been fulfilled as precisely as c.ould 
be imagiqed. His father died; his own 
period of military service extended to 
seven months; he afterwards married 
and there were two children. He was 
approaching his twenty-sixth year, and 
he ■ confessed to be somewhat afraid. 
Dr. Liebeault thought him a monoman
iac who required to have his mind disa
bused of the notion which had taken 
possession of it. He therefore put him 
to sleep, and while in this state sug
gested brighter and more cheerful ideas 
to him, and that he would not die for 
forty years. The effect was marvelous. 
He became quite gay; the fixed idea 
which had haunted him entirely van
ished, ami he absolutely forgot his 
former years. One day, however, Dr. 
Liebeault received an intimation of the 
death from peritonitis of his former pa
tient, at the age of twenty-six. "In or
der that it may not be supposed,” writes 
the doctor, “that what I have narrated 
is an extravagant illusion of my own 
mind, 1 still retain that letter as well as 
the register from which 1. have drawn 
the foregoing observation.-. These are 
two written irrefragable witnesses.”

THE BERLIN SEANCES.

the invisible being drew it aWay over 
my head I felt the fine material disturb
ing my hair, when, with my righthand, 
I seized it, and plainly realized its soft 
muslin texture as if folded together. As 
soon as I letrit go it was swiftly drawn 
away. In spite of all my efforts I could 
perceive nothing in front of me. Im
mediately thereafter a discussion arose 
on our right as io whether a piece of 
the material might be cut off, but the 
medium declined to permit it. Shortly 
afterwards a fine kind of drizzle was 
driven into the faces of many of the sit
ters, including my wife, but I did not 
perceive it. Finally we heard, while 
those present were singing a song, a 
light voice joining in from the back
ground of the cabinet. A lady and gen
tleman were asked by the medium—who 
had in the meantime caused the red 
lamp to be lit—to sing a song together, 
and we heard, as if behind the curtains, 
a still lighter voice accompanying. We 
saw the medium now plainly sitting op
posite us.

to the church of St. Joseph, an edifice 
which, four months after his arrival, 
opllapsed. He had it rebuilt, endowed 
it with a magnificent organ, and it is 
now said to be the grandest and most 
beautiful church in the city. He studied 
for two years at Manchester University, 
and settled ultimately in a piftvincial 
pastorate, but his modes of thought 
were; apparently. too advanced for the 
orthodox, and he eventually retired. 
During his public ministry he was a de
termined opponent of Spiritualism, but 
one day; while in the home of‘Dr. 
Schlesinger, he found the . elements of 
his future convictions. Afterwards, in 
his own home; he -prosecuted his re
searches and demonstrated the,reality 
of the life beyond the grave. For. seven 
years he has been a ’‘confirmed’.’ Spirit

From "Psychische Studien:"—On 
Monday evening, September 18th, the 
second oLlhmiiLfieau(jes..wqj> he l^i under 
somewhat less favorable ebnditions than 
on the previous Saturday evening. 
When Dr. Gr. C. Wittig, the. represen
tative of Herr Aksakow. entered the 
room in company with Madame Wittig, 
there was a large number already as
sembled and seated. Dr. Wittig says: 
"My wife and 1 were this time seated in 
the middle, opposite the medium. On 
my left eat Herr Nordmark. the Presi
dent of the Gothenburg Society, who 
had come with us, and on whqse left sat 
Dr. Egbert Muller. After a considera
ble amount of harmonica playing and of 
singing, the materializing forms did not 
venture far in front, of the curtain. On 
this occasion it was to be dark, and the 
medium had in consequence donned a 
bright toilet, but she was also only rec
ognizable on her chair by means of an 
exceedingly weak light. Still, during 
the appearance of the forms. I heard 
her several times talk With Mr. Fidler 
and Herr Rahn, who sat at her right 
hand. The apparitions moved at first 
around the medium, and hardly ever 
ventured farther than to a distance of 
about three paces from the surrounding 
sitters. The total distance of the hall
circle from the medium wajs something 
like six paces. Some of those sitting Io 
our right received, it is true, a few 
handshakes, as also did my wife once 
from a warm, life-like hand, but they 
were of transient duration and I per
sonally had no experience of them. 
Herr Nordmark, beside me. had some 
flowers in his hand, from which he took 
a rose and"repeatedly offered it to a 
form which came near to us, but she 
drew slowly back, although he several 
times begged her to take it. She did 
not come close to us, but remained in 
the, middle, between the medium and 
the' sitters. Thereupon Herr Nordmark 
got up and approached the feebly glim
mering shape—which kept moving to 
and fro the free portions of her veil— 
and pressed into her • hand the rose, 
which she now accepted, whereupon its 
outline was plainly seen relieved against 
the white, shimmering bosom of her 
dress; and she at once witlidrew behind 
the left side curtain, but immediately 
reappeared to the medium’s right, and 
gave the rose to Herr Rahn, who was 
heartily grateful for this distinction. In 
the intervals of playing and singing new 
shapes constantly appeared before us, 
but they were very timid, and their 
visits of brief duration, though once, to 
our right, there were three little ones 
quite close together. Later a female 
form of medium height appeared and 
danced before us, keeping good time to 
the harmonica music, and waving her 
veil about in a graceful manner. At the 
same time I heard the medium speaking 
in her place with Mr. Fidler and Herr 
Rahn. A subsequent shape which, how
ever, I did not see approaching us, quite 
unexpectedly threw a black ¡.Weil over 
my wife's head and face from behind 
forwards, the head having, been first 
touched by a hand. This enabled my 
wife to realize quite plainly that the 
veil was-of a fine soft texture, but 
neither before it was placed over her 
nor after its'removal did she perceive 
any form in front; and -immediately af
terwards a white handkerchief was flung 
in my face over ipy' glasses, find fell be
fore me ,to the Boon I instantly stooped 
for it, thinking in that way to reach the 
invisible form that threw it; but I found 
neither the handkerchief, nor any shape 
before me, although as I ■ rose, a long 
sort of veil was over my. head. and. a 
lady and gentleman behind touched the 
ends of it and held them.-:- They yore,

“These last experiments occupied 
about fifteen minutes’,"' while in the 
brighter light no more forms, appeared 
in front of the curjain, although we 
could see now and then something peer
ing out at the sides. I counted on this 
evening nineteen forms. Some of the 
sitters, who afterwards expressed their 
opinions to me, did not appear to be 
quite convinced, as they had not, unfor
tunately. seen the medium sufficiently. 
As the singing and playing was always 
silenced during the appearance and 
disappearance of the different forms, 
the lightest movements of the medium’s 
chair must have been observed, and as 
she was brilliantly clad, her -rising up 
and sitting down, or her entrances and 
exits between the curtains of the cabi
net, could not fail to be noticed. Those 
who know the lady more intimately 
than the doubters are far removed from 
any kind of suspicion, and those who 
saw, as 1 did, parcels of glimmering 
light shoot up from the lloor at, my feet, 
and develop into such formjs, would see 
how impossible it is that these phenom
ena can originate with the medium. 
Further, I saw, and many others with 
me, several forms before us at the same 
moment of time.”

• , -tv-»-,—, r ■
MATERIALIZATIONS IN CHRISTIANIA.

From the Italian journal "Annali 
dello Spiritismo," we extract the follow
ing portion of an account of a seance in 
the above town. On .lune 19th. at half
past seven, about fifteen ladies and gen
tlemen of the Psychical Society were 
present by invitation, but the total num
ber of the sitters amounted to about 
thirty. The conditions were not par
ticularly favorable in consequence of 
some discontent manifested by a portion 
of the company with regard totheposi- 
lions which were assigned to them. The 
sitting was opened with a hymn sung by 
four voices, but the medium, who sat 
outside the cabinet, was slightly upset. 
Now and again various long white 
shapes seemed to project from it, but 
their efforts to leave it entirely were 
futile. -Observing this, it was proposed 
to diminish the light, which was done, 
though still leaving quite sufficient to 
enable almost everyone present to watch 
the medium. The writer of the article 
never, in fact, lost sight of her for a 
moment, and could also distinguish 
everyone in the room. Many shapes 
manifested, and developing after the 
manner of apparitions, slowly opened 
the curtain from the inside as if to make 
us understand their inability to get out
side. Several of us heard a creaking 
sound within the cabinet and fancied 
the spirits meant in that fashion to sig
nify their annoyance at being unable to 
act in conformity to their own wishes. 
The medium suggested that the light 
should be turned up and the sitters re
arranged, which was done, with very 
satisfactory results. Several forms ap
peared at both sides of the medium, but 
they still kept in the vicinity of the 
cabinet and had a vaporous appearance, 
while some seemed to dematerialize and 
vanish into the lloor. Suddenly, and to 
our surprise, a tall and well-developed 
form stepped from the cabinet to the 
right of the medium. She raised her 
right arm, and all those sitting near her 
saw under the white veil that it was a 
woman's arm, perfectly formed and re
vealed from the shoulder downward, 
the fingers being long and jeweled. 
She shook hands with some and touched 
others, and then re-entered the cabinat 
only to reappear, however, almost im
mediately, when she advanced three 
paces and stopped, moving her arm up 
and down under her veil. She once 
more returned to the cabinet, but came 
out again almost instantly, and this time 
a very rare occurrence is recorded. The 
apparition went straight to one of the 
sitters, who is called Mr. E., and this 
gentleman's account of what happened 
to him is given in his own words: 
“When the spirit came out of the cab
inet for the third time she came hastily 
towards me, seized my bands, and made 
me rise from my chair, drawing me 
into the open space in the middle of the 
circle. During this incident J observed 
that the form was almost of my own 
height, and I am above the medium 
stature. She then placed her hands on_ 
my shoulders, a movement which en-' 
abled me to see very clearly under the 
rich drapery of the veil that her arms 
were round and perfectly formed. In 
iny turn I extended my hands towards 
the spirit', and found that the form was 

■solid and completely materialized. She 
then slightly drew back, still keeping 
her hands on my shoulders, while with 
some force she obliged me to kneel on 
the floor, and pressed, for a few mo
ments, her hands on my head, begin-

Continued on 8th page,
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What are So-called “Spirit-forms.”

The above question, propounded by ‘ ‘In
quirer, ” is of much interest, »nd one which no 
dqubt has been often asked by Spiritualists. 
Many years ago, after what I supposed to be a 
clairvoyant experience, I thought much on the 
subject, but failed to come to any conclusion.

As you express a wish for reports of mani
festations of the living, as a preparatory help 
to the solution of the problem, I send you one 
which I hope may be of use.

The causes which led to this vision of the 
living, which I had, were probably various, 
but all of a very depressing kind; for it is quite 
true that misfortunes rarely come singly; and 
it was, as it seemed to me, a piling up of mis
fortunes which produced a feeling that, so far 
as I was concerned, life was not worth living.

In this condition, the mind at times becomes 
perfectly passive, and in a receptive state for 
the manifestation of spirit-power. It seemed 
to me as if the vision of the living might have 
been produced by mesmerism on the part of 
the spirits. But, at the same time, I saw 
many spirits, also—or what I supposed to be 
spirits—and I asked myself, what is the dif
ference between the two? The incident was 
as follows:

I was sitting in our dining-room alone one 
evening, in front of the fire, reading a Sweden- 
borgian book. This book was the gift of a 
very dear friend from whom I had. recently 
parted. I had nearly come to the end and 
about half-an-hour’s reading finished it. Then, 
closing the book, I sat for sometime, thinking 
of what I had been reading, becoming quite 
lost in thought.

Presently, there seemed to be instilled into 
me, like as it were a gentle dew falling on my 
troubled spirit, a feeling of peace!

Wondering what this could mean, I contin
ued to sit in the same quiet, passive state, and 
the feeling of peace grew till it became posi
tive happiness; and I said to myself, truly, the 
kingdom of Heaven is within. I was at the 
same time conscious of all my trouble, and 

(thought what a strange thing it was that I 
should have simultaneously the feeling of both 
joy and sorrow. *

Then, how it came about I do not know, but 
I suddenly fpund myself in spirit, standing 
near to the chair in which my body was sit
ting, but apart from it I remember having a 
rather nervous feeling about it for an instant, 
thinking that,. possibly, if spirit and body got 
too far apart it might result in the death of 
the latter; and yet when the time came for me 
to “resume this mortal coll,” it felt to be quite 
a burden to me.

Many times, since then, when feeling that 
the discipline of life was too severe to be borne

Another thing very noticeable was, the ex. 
treme clearness of perception. When I looked 
round, the room afterwards, when in my nor
mal state, I could imagine it, in comparison, 
to be full of fog. > i . ■ W.

[Everything we perceive is both subjective 
and objective: subjective within the mind, and 
objective outside of R; but it is the mental sub
jective that renders things seen objective to us. 
It is the living mentality within that operates 
on objects and enables us to perceive them; in 
other words, light renders things visible; it is 
not the things seen that produce the light. 
And so of mental light. This thought, then, 
explains why a spirit-impression becomes ob. 
jective; the link with the spirits and the donor 
of the book being thought, This thought 
sphere became paramount while the thought, 
body was withdrawn from the physical body. 
What have others got to say about it?— 
Ed. M.]

[“W,"in returning proof says: “Though 
everything which is objective must also be 
subjective when seen', is it not possible to see 
things which are only subjective?” Certainly. 
Man’s body is objective, yet it is only the pro
duct of that which is subjective or spiritual 
within his own mind ]—Medium and Day
break, London. <

, BYA. E. FITTON.

A short time ago I had the privilege of 
hearing a sermon whose message was “Think 
Ugh I” It was full of suggest! veness, and be

: ng entirely void of the theological element 
was practical and inspiring. This is rarer 
wise than most sermons will admit of, and 
perhaps a few of the thoughts suggested in 
and by the sermon may not be out of place in 
the pages of this journal.

“Whatsoever things are true, whatsoever 
things are honest, whatsoever things are just, 
whatsoever things are pure, whatsoever things 
are'lovely) whatsoever ¡things are of good re
port, think on these things, ” These words of 
St. Paul formed the groundwork of the dis
course. • •

see it right; but the kingdom over which we 
should reign supreme is ours to subjugate, to 
govern, and to reform. And by reforming 
ourselves' we are unconsciously becoming 
agents in wider reformations, and aiding some
what in the world’s progress.—The Two 
Worlds, London.
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patiently, has that vision come to my remem
brance with consolation, because I seemed 
then to recognise and understand something of 
the spiritual nature of man, and of the possi
bilities of a future life.

When I found myself in spirit, standing 
apart from my body, which however I was 
touching with my hand, I was not at all sur
prised to see what appeared to be the actual 
presence of my friend, though I knew that in 
reality he was 200 miles, away.

My friend was standing on one side of the 
table, on the other were nine or ten spirit-forms 
—or what I supposed to be spirits—though 
they were not to my knowledge any I had 
known in earth-life. The difference in ap
pearance in the vision between the living and 
my other visitors waa very marked. He was 
“life itself;” the spirit-forms, in comparison, 
were slightly less than life. They were all ex
tremely beautiful, with garments somewhat 
after the style of the ancient Greeks; in color 
nearly white, though not quite white, but the 
most delicate pearly gray. The shadows, 

, however, were what mostly attracted me, they 
' were so lovely; such a beautiful mingling of 

rainbow tints of the most delicate description.
Why should shadows be represented like 

that, I asked myself. Is there any meaning 
ip tnose beautiful colors?. Do they refer to 
what feels to be the shadows of life?

But the faces of my spirit-friends had na
turally the greatest attraction for me, they 
were so strongly expressive of love and sym
pathy. Their great desire seemed to be to 
impress on me the fact that I had 
pint-friends who knew all about my trials and 

difficulties, and that they truly had infinite 
love and sympathy for me, and that they were 
always near me/though I was not conscious 
of it. ,

Again I looked at my friend, and was much 
struck at the difference ip expression. His 
W very earnest but full of anxiety; evidently 
he w not at peace, and the battle of life was 

1 not yet over. He appeared to have a wish to 
speak to me, but could not do so till I first 

. spoke to him—gave him permission, as it 
. ■: were. But I was just then more interested in 

my gpirit-frienda. Presently they said to me 
’ —apd though it was only one voice it appeared 
, to come from all:
, “It you could only believe what you have 
been reading, it would give you great com-

Jfort”

The' October number of La Revue Spirit® is 
an excellent one in every respect, both as re
gards its original and ita extract matter, The 
former includes a lucid exposition of the teach
ings of Spiritualism; a continuation of M. 
Bose’s valuable studies on Psychology, in con
nection with experiments and discoveries of 
Reichenbach; and an essay on Hypnotism, de
veloping some new ideas and suggestions, and 
explaining what is meant by “Statuvolence," 
a word which has been coined by an American 
physician to denote a state or condition pro
voked by the will of the subject, and not by 
that of the person who magnetizes him.

Among the reviews in the current number 
as one of a hook entitled “The Essenian Mes
siahs aqd the Orthodox Church," by the Essen- 
Ians of the N ineteenth Century. If it is what it 
claims to be—an authentic narrative of the 
death of Jesus of Nazareth, written by an eye
witness of it, the Grand Master of the Esseni
an Institute in Jerusalem, and addressed to 
one of the colleagues in Alexandria—it de
serves, as the receiver says, to be read and re
read and meditated upon; and is indeed the 
most extraordinary document that has ap
peared since Apostolic times. But the state
ment that Jesus did not die until three or four 
months after his crucifixion, and that he was 
taken down from the cross in a fainting condi
tion by Joseph of Arimathiea; that Paul never 
really forsook Judaism, and was not beheaded, 
but perished by shipwreck; and that Peter died 
either in Babylon or Antioch, require to be 
sustained and verified by unimpeachable evi
dence before they can be accepted.

M. 1J. R. Feylaud writes a clever letter to 
the editor of the Mercure de France, in reply 
to an article published in that paper on his 
study of Spiritualism, which was intended to 
establish the immortality of the soul, its per
fectibility, and the reality of the communica
tion of spirits withpeople in the flesh. The 
reviewer, it seems, in his efforts to discredit 
Spiritualism, laid considerable stress upon the 
common-place character and the discrepancies 
presented by some of the communications re
ceived from “the other side.”

M. Feylaud’s rejoinder is so apt and con
clusive that we cannot avoid quoting it: 
“Exactly as in our world, there are wise men 
and fools, evil-doers and imbeciles; so there are 
also, as their interpreters, incorrect and illiter
ate mediums, absolutely like the translators of 
the false documents of Norton. What would 
you have? I have not asserted that the world 
of spirits is perfect; but that I believe I have 
proved to myself that it exists. It depends 
upon yourself to obtain the same proof. Try 
it, and then judge accordingly. ” But this is 
the very last thing materialists and sceptics 
will consent to do; and for the simple reason,

to Confucius, rendered into French by men 
of erudition, actuated by a genuine love of 
spiritual lore, and by a most laudable desire 
to popularise works which have been hitherto 
almost inaccessible to the general reader.

THE TITLES OF 8IX[]ARTICLES. '

The titles of the six articles in Mme. Elise 
van Calcar’s Op de Grenzon van Twee Were!- j 
den (the Hague), for October, serve to prove ; 
how thoroughly she is in touch with the ¡drift 
of contemporary thought They are as fol
lows:—-“What Is Thy Ideal?” “Planet-Dwel
lers," “An Open Letter to Professor Wal
lace” by Baron Du Prel, “The Vision of ¡Prince , 
Maurice," “A Remarkable Apparition of ■ 
Herr Kreps to Hie Daughter,’’and “Mr. Stead 
a Combatant for the Truth. ” '

spiritualism.
La Paix Universelie (Lyons), dealing with 

transcendental magnetism, philosophy, and 
psychology, seems "to hold its judgment in 
suspense with respect to Spiritualism; but ita 
researches, and the scientific methods employed 
in pursuing them, can scarcely fail to pon- 
duct ita principal contributors to that goal.

NEW EXPERIMENTS. ■ i

The September number of Psyohische Stu
dien (Leipsig), contains a report of the new 
experiments with Eusapia Paladina, made by 
Dr, Julian Ocherowicz, of Warsaw, a report 
of an apparition of a striking character; a dis
cussion of the question “Are There Warning 
Dreams?” by Baron du Prel; and a reply by 
Herr Wittig to an article by Herr Fritz Menth- 
ner upon “Spiritualism on the Stage,” in the 
Magazin fur Literatur. •>

Among many able and interesting articles in 
recent numbers of the Constancia (Buenos 
Aires), we note with pleasure one by Don 
Manuel Navarro Murillo, entitled “The Ob
jective Proof of the Communication of Disin- 
caroated Spirits, ”

From the same journal we learn that a So
ciety of Spiritualists, entitled ‘ ‘The Light of 
the Future," has been formed at Lincoln, in 
the province of Buenos Aires, and that it has 
commenced with a membership of forty-seven.

DR. GARCIA LOPEZ.

La Irradiación (Madrid), publishes a por
trait and memoir of Dr. Garcia Lopez, an In
defatigable propagator of Spiritualism in 
Spain, whose contributions to La Fraternidad 
Universal have given a powerful impulse to 
the cause in the Peninsultf; while he has also 
used his utmost endeavors to detect and ex
pose fraudulent mediums and venal impostors; 
and has been very successful in that respect. 
But as Dr. Otero Acevedo, the writer of the 
memoir, shrewdly observes, “These very 
frauds are the best and most efficacious proof 
of the spiritual facts, and of their reality; for 
if they did not exist, no one would take the 
trouble to imitate them. ”

From the pen of the same gifted writer, we 
have an article on Professor Lombroso and 
Spiritualism. A portrait of Dr. Leopold 
Enoch Calleja, editor of the Lux ex Tenebris, 
published at Vera Cruz, reminds us to call at
tention to the fact that while numbers of med
ical men drift into materialism among the Teu
tonic races, the more eminent members of the 
faculty among the Latin peoples, on the other 
hand, are drawn toward Spiritualism.

• LA BUENA NUEVA.

Among the publications which reach us from 
the new world, we must not omit to mention 
La Buena Nueva, published monthly at Sanc- 
ti-Spiritus, Cuba; and the Revista Espiritista, 
the organ of the Perseverancia circle at Men
doza, in the Argentine Republic, both of which 
are published gratuitously.

The preacher’s starting point was the effect 
of thought upoq character, its moulding influ
ence, the color and bias which our lives re
ceive from the subjects to which we devote 
our attention, ¡and the aspect in which we 
view the circumstances amid which we are 

aoed. If our thoughts and aims are trivial, 
sordid, or base, we must slowly but surely 
;row into' correspondence thereto. Marcus 

, lurelius, Roman Emperor and stoic philoso- 
iher, had arrived at this truth when he wrote: 
“Such as are thy habitual thoughts, such also 
will be the character of thy mind; for the soul 
is dyed.by th® thoughts."

It seems to me we are not conscious enough 
of the reality of thia truth and the solemnity 
which lies at the very heart of it. We think 
deeds important, and so they are, being the 
fruits by which we are known; words too, 
have a weight and a force whose effects may 
live on after the speaker has passed away; 
but thoughts, the fleeting, intangible, invis
ible braip throbs, the daily, hourly visitants 
with which we are so familiar that we become 
almost unconscious of their presence, can it 
be that they are vital factors in forming the 
individual self ?

In .a communication received by Mr. Stead 
from an unseen intelligence and recorded in 
Borderiaad, there occurs the following: “The 
real self is built up even more by the use it 
makes of the mind than by the use it makes of 
the body...........................It is the mind that
makes character. It is the mind that is far 
more active, more potent than the body, which 
is a poor instrument at best. Hence the 
thoughts and intents of the heart, the imagin
ations of the mind, these are the things by 
which we are judged; for it is they which make 
up and create, as it were, the real character of 
the inner self which becomes visible after the 
leaving of the body. ” .

It has been often noticed that two persons 
living a lifetime in the closest union and in the 
fullest sympathy, have gradually grown alike, 
showing unmistakable lines of similarity. If 
association will thus leave a visible impress, 
how much surer must be the reflex action of 
thought upon the character. We live with 
our thoughts—we cannot live without them, 
but we can regulate them, control them to a 
large extent, and resolve that we will not have 
occasion'to be ashamed of our associates. To 
resolutely turn aside from dwelling upon the 
small and the mean, to refuse to let petty 
grievances engross the attention, subordinat
ing them father to their true position, is to 
form a habit which will contribute more to our 
piece of mind and to the right development of 
character than any mere change in surround-

8iR:—A story is circulating, which may not 
be true, but none the less it affords opportuni
ty for calling attention to a factor in Spiritu
alism the wider knowledge of which would 
prevent many misunderstandings. The story 
is that a medium, at a seance, offending the 
hostess, a highly respected widow, by declar
ing that she had not been really married, and 
that her children were “illegitimate. ”

It has often been communicated that the 
higher order of spirits have long been trying 
to coin a shorthand language, so that mediums 
who have more spiritual than magnetic power 
may be able to receive communications, with
out the magnetic fatigue of writing many 
words. The accomplishment of this desirable 
end is delayed (we are told) by the fact that 
mediums shrink from the exertion and un
pleasantness of learning the shorthand vocab
ulary. Only patience and courage are needed 
to master it, as the spirits are ready to give 
definitions when asked.

The words “marriage” and “married” are 
constantly used in a very definite« and strict 
sense, but one which has no relation to either 
legal or physical ties. They are used about 
persons of the same sex, about persons who 
have never met in the flesh, about groups of 
persons (two groups are said to be “married”) 
and about non-personal influences. “Mar-

Just; at that moment, to my great sorrow, I 
' heard footsteps approaching, and I knew when 

another person entered the room the vision 
would disappear, which proved to be the case;

1 and on the same instant my spirit and body 
1 reunited.

Ohl how I longed to be able to again sever 
. the connection, for the union was like taking 

up a burden, but I could not; the time for 
' that had not yet arrived, and the burden must 

be borne. But the vision had lightened the 
feeling of life bejng a burden, and for some 
time after I seemed to feel the presence "of 

, my spirit-friends.
But if they were spirits, what was the vision 

of my living friend? They could not both be

as it appears to us, that they are afraid of be
coming convinced of the existence of a spirit
ual world.

A8TROLOOI0AL PREDICTION.

Die Ubersinnliche Welt, the organ of the 
Sphinx Union in Berlin, states that an Italian 
astrologer of Soretto (Loretto?) publishes a 
yearly almanac, containing predictions, and 
that in this periodical for 1893, it is fore
told that two ships of war will come into col
lision on the 21st of June. This was the day 
on which the Victoria was rammed and sunk 
by the Camperdown.

DR. B. M. 8. BENITO. ‘ "

The Revista Espiritista de la Habana con
tains a portrait and literary sketch of Dr. D. 
Manual Sauz Benito, author of that excellent 
work Ciencia Espirita, and one of the most 
brilliant exponents and defenders of Spiritual
ism in Spain. As Professor of Metaphysics in 
■the Literary University of Barcelona, his acad
emic reputation is of the highest. In the press 
and on the platform he is equally able, equally 
courageous, and equally impressive in his 
championship of the truth; and his portrait 
shows him to be a man of exceptional intelli
gence, kindly by nature, earnest in well-doing, 
and gifted with that persistency of purpose 
which is so valuable in the upholder of a right
eous cause.

FOUR BOOKS OF CONFUCIUS.

La Haute Science (Paris), is performing an 
important service to students of the great re-
ligious literatures of former times, by bringing 
translations from them within the reach ot all. 

(In the September number, for example, we 
i might not have thought so mneh about the' find the Mysteries of Janjbliohus, the Zohar, 

vision bad it not been fotr my spirit appearing I one of the Upanishads, the Cosmogony .of 
to separata itself from w body toy tlie tima |M<?ses, and one of tfie four hooka attributed

objective.

ness, is publishing a serras of queries to tbe 
following effect, which its readers are invited 
to reply to:

1. Did you ever, within your own experi
ence, see the apparition of any person then 
living, at the moment of his or her death?

2. Could you give detailed particulars con
cerning such phenomenon?

3. Do you remember if the apparition pre
sented a sensible or visible form?

4. Did it appear by night or day, in your 
waking or sleeping hours? -

5. Did you ever have any presentiments, 
which were subsequently verified?

6. Did you ever hold 'communications with 
apparitions of the “dead?” '

7. Can you mention any phenomena of this 
kind which have happened to credible members 
of your family or friends?—Harbinger of 
Light, Australia.

. ------ -------- R» » ------

Astrology and the Percy Murders.
In your last Issue, “Notes by the Way," you 

say it is strange that the conjunction of Mars 
and Mercury should only have produced the 
Percy murders, as stated in the “Astrologer’s 
Magazine." In reply I may say that planet
ary influence is not everywhere at one time. 
Thunderstorms, earthquakes, war, riots, etc., 
occur only in localities where there is a cul
mination of certain planetary influences. In 
the case of the Percy murders the influences 
gradually led up to what resulted in murder, 
which was the culmination of those influences, 
Scores of other people might have been/jealous 
and got to violence at the same time, but in 
one case only did the fatality occur.

What puzzles the astrologer and falsifies so 
many of his predictions, is his inability to con
nect locality with influence.—Raphaxl, in 
Light, Landon, -

This gives force to the strong, that: the mul- 
titudehave ho'habit of ■ self-reliance or orig
inal action,—Emerson, ■

The charities' that soothe, 'and' heal, and 
bless,' lie scattered at the feet of fnen. like flow
ers/—Wordsworth. . .

If there is any person to whom you feel dis
like, that is, the person of whom you ought 
never to speak,—Cecil.

¡ngs could effect.
Ab the preacher pointed out, the ideal must 

ae aspired after, if we would rise instead of 
sink, but ib must be sought for, not in lonely 
solitudes, not on mountain tops of abstract 
meditation, but in and amongst the haunts of 
men, where duty beckons, and the claims of 
family, and of business, and of citizenship are 
all imperative. To invest these with the dig
nity belonging to them, to infuse into the-rou
tine of life, which has so much in it of the 
trivial and the commonplace, a higher stand
ard of motive and of conduct; to aim high,

riage,” in spirit shorthand, means such union 
between two spirits or influences as gives to 
them ths maximum of power (whether for 
good or evil). A. and B. “will soon be mar
ried" means that there is something still to 
adjust between the two, after which they will, 
in combination, be more influential than they 
now are. .

A communication was once made through 
me that certain children were “bastards." As 
I had been present in church when their par
ents were legally married, the ordinary explan
ation, “mistaken impression on the medium’s 
mind," or “lying spirits deceiving the medi
um," could have no bearing on the case. The 
message signified that the parents had been so 
happy together that they had concentrated at
tention on the interests they had in common, 
and not properly threshed out the points on 
which they would have differed; consequently 
after the death of one parent, the children de
veloped unharmohized elements of character, 
not intelligible to the surviving parent. The 
words used were a confession, on the part of 
the dead, of having sacrificed the children’s 
true welfare to the immediate happiness of the 
parents. I am given to understand that this 
(and’ not the absence of formal registration) is 
what my guides mean by “illegitimacy" in 
producing offspring. Of course those who 
dislike the startling and often impolite phrase
ology used by spirits who are earnestly trying 
to put the maximum of high truths into the 
fewest words, have a right to banish it from 
their houses. But I would suggest to any 
medium who desires to cultivate the highest 
order of power, that it would be well to visit 
at houses where such-phraseology is objected 
to only in a purely social way, and with pre
cautions for' keeping the veil of flesh well 
wrapped around her own personality, securing 
herself from going into any kind of trance or 
semi-trance; as otherwise she can never know 
that she will not be used as a vehicle for the 
shorthand which our .guides are so intent on 
teaching.—Mary Everett Boole, in Light, 
London, Eng.

though we fail again and again to reach the 
goal—this may we do. Where truth and 
righteousness—“the things of good report," 
are thought upon, striven for, aspired after, 
the character will become assimilated to the 
mental and moral atmosphere which the indi
vidual thus creates.

Our intellectual activity also is largely in 
our own hands. The time we devote to read
ing, be it much or little, is capable of yielding 
a rich harvest in facts stored up, interests wid
ened,'and a mental stimulus which will arouse 
many a dormant faculty, and ward off the ap
athy which old age too often brings in its train. 
But if we content ourselves with that which 
demands no thought, and while skimming 
through a scrappy journal, or a sensational 
novelette, flattering ourselves that we are en
gaging in intellectual pursuits, we are refusing 
the mind the nourishment its growth demands, 
if the imagination is to be stimulated, the 
reason quickened, and mental growth encour
aged. .

Nor, as the preacher pointed out, are the 
minor graces and courtesies of life to remain 
uncultivated. ‘ ‘Whatsoever things are lovely, 
whatsoever things are gracious,” should find 
expression in character and conduct. Man
ners, no less than more solid acquirements, 
need cultivation; and in this age of self-asser
tion, of keen competition; of push and hurry, 
the courtesies of life are apt to be left to take 
care of themselves. And yet how truly lovely 
are they; how they sweeten existence; act as 
oil upon troubled .waters, and give a distinc
tion to those who practice them, which wealth 
cannot purchase, nor rank alone impart.

Nor must WÓ let the failures of our past so 
discourage US that we cease to struggle against 
the difficulties that obstruct, whether they con
sist of adverse surroundings, or of the more 
fatal hindrance which natural bias and consti
tutional defects present The world—our 
little world—may seem out of joint, and we 
feel that, unlike Hamlet, we were not bom to

RELIGION UF MAN
. AND

ETHICS OF_SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE-

A < ----------
" Tba past has been tbe Age of tbe God» and tbe Rs* 
UgtoB of Pain; the present b the Age of Jdanand tno 
Religion of Joy. Not eervlle trust In tbe Gode, but 
knowledge In the law* of tbe world, belief In tbe di» 
vlnhy of wan and hie eternal progress toward perfec» 
tlon Is tbe foundation of the Religion of Man ana 
system of Ethics as treated In this work- J

Tbe following are the title* of tbe chapters: • is 
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.’ 

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheismi 
MonetheUm; Phallic Worship; Mod’s Moral Prvgresi 
depends on UI* Intellectual Growth; Tbe Great Theo* 
logical Problems—the Origin of Evil, the Nature ol 
God; tbe Future Blate; Fall of Man and the ChristlaiJ 
Scheme of Redemption', Man’s Position, Fate. Frei 
Will. Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Dutlei 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND—The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Mora) Government-, Tbe Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Account*» 
bllily; Change of Heart; Wbat is Good? What la 
Wrong? Happiness; Tbe Path of Advance; The. Will; 
Is Mau Freer Culture and Development of the Will: 
Tbe Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment-Present and Future; • 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; u> Parents; to fioci* 
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So 
clety; Right* of tbe Individual; of Governments 
Duty of Self-Culture; Marriage. a i

820 Page*. Finely Bound In Muslin, Sent postage free 
for 11.50. For sale wholesale and reuil at this office^

“Echoes from an Angel’s Lyre.”
A Collection of New and Beautiful *ong*. with 

Music and CboriiM, lu Book Form, by the well known 
composer, C. P. Longley. Till* book Is nicely gotten 
up, printed on fine Paper, sheet-music slxe, neatly 
bound In board*, and Is embellished by a finely exe« 
fined title page, the symbolical picture of which wa* 
depleted to Mr. Longley by bls friend, the late Dr. 
B. Brittan, many years ago. Tbe work coulaina 
twelve Jholee and origin's! songs, three oiMy of which 
have before appeared In print. Among Ha content* 
are the following: “Only a Thin Veil Between V*. 
“There are Homes Over There,” “Mother’* Love 1’ur« 
cat and Beat,” etc. Price
_ For sale at this office. 
LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT. 

’ T'ATIIERED FROM THE TREE OB 
(_7 Life. Containing i»ine of tbo eiperleuce, of & 
«plrlt who ha, been In spirit life Pfiy-Beven year,. By 
B ii l.llcliCeld. Thia work of 28? page, coutaltia a 
va«i fund of Information. It give, the cttperleneea of 
a »plrlt, and thorelront an important irteon 1, learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, as he enter, the dark valley, is 
very interesting, lie accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advlee leads him to the Temple ot Progresi 
Ills philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed Thl, 
work contains sliteen chapters of valuable Inform»- 
lion. I’rloe »1.25. For MU'aUblaoliicn __

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts f,n how to reach that ultltiide 

khere spirit 1* supreme and *11 things are subject to it
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 ccute; paper. 25 rent*. For sale at 
thia office. __

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
r INE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 
I - btatory of Albarael, Chief Priest of a Band of Al- 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was will- 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and Is In
tensely Interesting. i’rlee 80 cents. Fer sale al ibtf 
afflee. _____________Ideas of the Deity.

A small, extemporised deity of yesterday 
was fitting “creator” for a universe less than 
six thousand years old. To go no further 
afield, there are in Egypt monuments incon
testably older than is, according to Orthodoxy, 
the planet upon which they are found—inscrip
tions older than the earth. The Pyramids 
are old; and yet in the long life of the universe, 
they are simply objects of the passing hour. 
What measureless ages of development lie be
hind them, leading up to the stage of civiliz
ation necessary to.produce them! inimitably 
far back in the Don-historic darkness are the 
cave-men, and away behind them, in the nu
merically incalculable distance, is the protista 
—the as yet unripe acorn from which is to 
grow the vast and umbrageous oak of the 
human race. A vaster world requires a vaster 
god, and this implies an incomparably wider 
and higher development of human aspiration 
and function. The width of Jiis world is the 
width of the man. There is no more worship 
of a god that is provincial and petty enough 
to protect Israel and smite the Amalekites, no 
fear of a deity that presides particularly over 
a wood or a stream. The divine conception 
has become too vast for infantile superstition. 
Man walks to the furthest rim of .the rational 
on the leaden, albeit, useful, feet of science; 
but, beyond this uttermost rim, Alp upon Alp 
of sublimity and mystery akise, and from the 
last jutting^ rook of the mdtely rational he 
flings himself into the vast on the wings of his 
spiritual being. " Science is the horse, Buceph
alus, that walks; Religion Is the steed, Peg
asus, that flies. The former has his hippo
drome rich with gelt, the latter his iris-path 
radiant with glory, Man is exalted with the 
vision of the unity which is'at once the centre 
and perimeter of being. His ear catches the 
echoes of the wheels of progress'revolving in 
the’grooves of endless evolution.—Saladin in 
Agnostio Journal, . London, Eng.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

“THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
x belt Poem* of the author, and eome of her most 

popular ion«, with tbe music by emlpenl composer*. 
Among tbePoem* which have attracted wide notice 
are: "Budding Rose,” “Incident* u* Life Voder the 
Blue Laws," “Parson Smith’* Prophecy,” “From the 
Highland* of Heaven,” “ Tbe Citv of borrow,’’ “ Sol Iio 
quy of Fulvla at Slcyyn,” “The Holy Maid of Kent.’ 
etTbe MubIc Include* “The Unseen City;” “CJarl- 
oel,” a June Song; “We Shall Meet our Friend* Lu tbe 
Morning"; MeetU* at the Crystal Gato*."

Many of tbe Poem« ore admirably adapted for recita
tion, aad were used by tbe author in her public reed
ing*. _ „ ,Press Notices.—Mr*. Emma Rood Tuttle i* master
ful In her prolific poetical genius.—Tbe Two World! 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and on.e of Pre*ldent Gay 
ficiu* brightest scholars.—Channning Argu*. L 

poet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit. Advertiser. Mr*. Tuttle I* wen known a« 
a poetess, and- author of many exquisite songs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. .Her poems are worthy to bang like e 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our better 
•elvei.r-Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetfo talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun
dant talent and versatility .—Banner of Light. She If 
one of nature’* poet*.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting itself to mu*ic.—Progree*lva 
Tbltiker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mr*. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbal i* exquisitely beautiful—D. D. 
Home. , , .

Tbe volum* contain* 225 pages, 1* beautifully printed 
And bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gift. Price 
U.5Q, post-paid.

sale at this office.__________________  .

The Coming American Civil War. 
'THIS BOOBY BURTON AMES 
J. HtnmNGTON. la written tn tbe Interest of hu

manity, of liberty, and ot patrlotlsm-a book written 
tor the purpose ot calling attention to tbe 
danger, that beset us on .every side, and more espe. d2?y to tbe boatlie attitude and the 
an ever-preaeut, though secret, unscrupulous toe 
the” Catholics? Washington's words of _ warning, 
Lincoln'« apprehension and the prophecy °( 
Grant arc all Included In tbe ’olume. Archbishop 
Bran, of Philadelphia. In a recent sermon Bald. The 
ofiurch tolerates heretlcB where «he Is oh> ged U>dn 
ho but Rho hate* them ’rlth a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate thetn. Our enemle* 
knowhoSsho treated'heretics In the Middle Agep, and 
bow ah« treaa them today where shei hasi the powpr. 
We no more think of denying these historic facta than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho princes oi 
the cburob for what they have thought Ot to do." 
Every one should read thl« work. Paper, Bt» pages, 
ft wifi be sent, postpaid, for flfty cents,'' For »ale at 
this office. _____________ , • •. ;,.

AGE OF REASON. BY THOMAS 
/I Filne. A book tb»i all should read. £rlpp50 
eenta, ■ __  _ . _
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HIS- 

1\. tory, embracing tbe origin ot the Jew», tbe Rin 
and Development ot Zoroaetrlanlim and the Deriva
tion of Chrl»U»nitT; to which la added; Whence0» 
Arran Ancestoral By G. W. Brown, M. D. - Ona at 
tbemoatvalpabl«worlaever pig>llabed Price I’fSa- 
"^T&E^PRIEST, THE WOMAN ANO 

J. : tbe Confessional. By Rev. CbM. CWAU. 
Every one_ebouid read it._Prlee ei.OO. _ "
''T'HE~WORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCI-' 
J . fled Savlora. By Xerapy Gravel. X0UllW«14 

rtid It, »4 tbe Wiser, Fries «1.50. - - - ■

toil, where we can 
meditate, .
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thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, ILL, and try the paper for three 
months. .

thousand copies of that number of the paper 
have been issued. It is startlingly true, and
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SPIRIT MARCELLUS.
He Talks Wisely of Psychic Ini 

fluence,
The Distilleries of Subtle Poison.

A SPIRITUAL COMMUNICATION.

The following was given by a spirit who 
wished to be known by the simple appellation 
of “Marcellus,” through a writing medium, 
and occupied only seventy minutes in trans
mission, the impression continuing without a 
break from beginning to end:

“Contemporaneously with the first appear
ance of man upon this planet, there was bom 
in him an aspiration toward higher things, re
sulting from his spiritual origin. He was and 
is a complex being, deriving a portion of his 
nature from his lower ancestry and an upward 
tendency from what may be called his supra- 
mrindane origin. On the one side, he is related 
to those forms of life over which he has been 
given dominion, and on the other tothe angels. 
Within him lie the evidences of his lowly be
ginnings and the possibilities of his ultimate 
attainments. Thus composite in his nature— 
thus akin to two worlds, the one of sense matter 
and the other of spirit and intangible substance 
—he is the battle-field upon which two powers 
are constantly arrayed in opposition to CRch 
other; arid, according as the one or the ot¿er 
prevails, is he drawn earthward or heavenward.

“It ii an interesting, I had almost said an 
imposing, spectacle to witness this conflict, 
especially as it is surveyed by spectators of 
whose presence he is entirely unconscious; for 
there, as witnesses of the battle, are those pow
ers of the air, who being of the earth earthy, 
tainted with all its passions, corrupted by 
all its vices, and degraded by all its worst 
influences and habitudes, are evermore al
luring him towards the commission of evil, 
fostering the coarser instincts of his animal 
nature, and dragging him downwards through 
the mire of materialism, until he is.tempted to 
deny God and to believe in his own ultimate 
annihilation. '

“On the other hand, there are those guard
ian spirits and benignant guides who, while 
respecting and conserving his freedom of will 
and liberty of action, would fain inspire him 
to resist and overcome evil, to seek what is 
good and to ensure it, and would inspire him 
with loving thoughts, true and noble words, 
and beneficent actions. Listening to these, 
his mind and soul are directed to a higher life. 
He is prompted to seek for a living and loving 
God as the Creator and Sustainer of the Uni
verse, and is impelled to cominit all things to 
His Fatherly hands, desiring only to do His 
will and to fulfill His sublime purpose, which 
embraces the redemption of the human race 
from the dominion of evil, and the setting of 
it on the path which leads to peace and happi
ness.

“Such, then, is a man in his dual aspect; 
and such the warfare in which every child of 
Adam is destined to take part. It may be 
well, called the battle of life;- for a battle it is 
indeed, and glorious is the victory when thè 
human being—strong in himself, strong in his 
trust in the omnipotence of his heavenly Fa
ther, and strong in his reliance upon those un
seen powers of good which are ever ready to 
hasten to his assistance when he earnestly de
sires their help—comes out a conqueror over 
self, and when man’s animal nature is surrend
ered as a freewill offering upon the altar of 
sacrifice.

“Thie is a triumph over what is low and 
bkse and sensual and material, in which the 
very angels rejoice. As well they may, for it 
is the gain of another soldier to the legion of 
those who, not alone on this little planet, but 
in numberless other worlds, are doing the will 
of the Father. Man knows not, in very truth, 
his relationships to the invisible world, or how 
the events of the seen and the unseen are in
terlocked and interwoven. Neither is he con
scious that everything he thinks and says and 
doss, endures forever. A word of love or an
ger escapes from his lips—does it perish with 
the uttering? Is it the transitory expiration of 
bo much human breath? Nay, it is much 
more. It is imperishable; and it. is prolific of 
good or of evil results, according as it is itself 
pure or impure, beneficent or maleficent. It 
influences the thoughts and actions of others, 
in a way that js inconceivable by the finite 
mind in ita limitations by matter. It is bless
edly or terribly fruitful; and it purifies or con
taminates the mental and moral atmosphere of 
your globe, which is just as real as the phys- 
cal atmosphere which your scientists can gauge 
and weigh, and measure and analyze.

“Have you ever noticed how great crowds 
are strangely taken possession of, and to what 
sinful and criminal excesses they will be sud
denly led when anything of the kind was far, 
very far, from their individual purposes? They 
are. acted upon by the ambient, atmosphere 
which is vitiated by the mental emanations of 
a poséibly small number of persons—probably 
of their ringleaders. The brains of that crowd 
peem-to be simultaneously gjibj|?ctto a common 
impulse, inflamed by a coriimòn fire, domin
ated by a common idea; and this multitude of 
human beings—many of whom, in their nor
mal condition, and in cooler moments, would 
shrink from the commission of crime, and 
from the perpetration of violence—feel them
selves, nevertheless, borne along as if by some 
invisible and irresistible power to the perform
ance of acts they afterwards shudder at, in 
fear and wonder. ' " •

“It is tl}us that most great revolutions have 
been effect, and wild outbursts of fanaticism, 
folly and superstition.have taken place. And 
-populous cities are naturally the- hot-bedp of 
ill’such tumultuous manifestations of popular 
delirium. And hence are they inimical to 
spiritual growth and progress. For the same 
iaws operate in the immaterial as in the mate-, 
rial world. So that just as, in the contamin
ated air of a thickly peopled metropolis, many 
of the conditions of a healthy physical exist
ence are altogether wanting, and many of the 
auxiliaries of disease are abundantly present, 
and very malignant in their activity; so also

in the moral; mental and spiritual atmosphere 
of a great city are there innumerable influ
ences at work, prejudicial to spiritual health, 
and conducive to a relaxation of-the moral 
fibre. The sources of contamination and de
bility lie in the exhalations or emanations 
from the minds and souls of others. Where 
many drunkards, many gluttons, many sensu
alists, many worshipers of obscene gods, 
many slaves to lust and mammon worship, 
many faithful followers of evil, in all its mul
tiform manifestations, are gathered together, 
there, pf necessity, will be just so many dis
tilleries of subtle poison in continuous opera
tion. The poison is unseen, but it is not the 
less potent, and it is a.11 the more deadly be
cause its existence is unsuspected, ite mode of 
working is so insidious, and its nature is so 
exceedingly venomous in its effect on spiritual 
life.

“Men take no heed of these things, partly 
because they lie outside the range of the hu
man senses, and partly because they are bo self
confident, so self-centered, and so blindly trust
ful m their own strength, that they do not per
ceive and feel the need of perpetual prayer to 
the Father of all Spirits, and of continual ap
peals to their appointed guardians, who only 
await the expression of an earnest wish to 
hasten to their, succor and support. ‘Lead 
us not into temptation,’ which may be inter- 
pretated as signifying ‘Buffer us not to fall 
when exposed to temptation,’ is a petition 
which should be constantly on the-lips of men 
and women; not as uttered in places of wor
ship, where they are the empty and heartless 
repetition of a form of words; but welling up 
from the depths of the soul and wafted God
ward with all the strength that is capable of 
being added to it by the sympathetic love and' 
power of the angels through whom it is trans
mitted. And be sure that it will be answered, 
and ph! how gladly, by the Author of all 
Good. Nay, as one of your writers has said, 
‘He is ever more ready to hear than they to 
pray. ’ Ancl prayer, being an emanation from 
that which is divine in man’s nature—from the 
soul which crieth out from beneath the altar— 
purifies the atmosphere I have spoken of, just 
as evil thoughts and words and deeds contam
inate it. It forms, indeed, a little avenue of 
|ight through which the angels approach more 
nearly to the unfortunate children of this sor
rowful star, to cheer, to comfort, to instruct, 
sustain and bless them. . It' brings heaven 
closer to the earth; and in proportion as the 
atmosphere of your planet becomes more spir
itualized, will the malignant influences of the 
powers of the air diminish in potency and vir
ulence; while that of the legion of angels who 
obey trie Christ spirit, and who are laboring 
for the redemption of mankind from the ap
palling domination of their animal lusts and 
passions, will become more and more powerful 
until the arrival of that ‘far-off divine event, ’ 
the extinction of evil, and the consummation 
of the great and glorious work to which all the 
world’s saviors have contributed. ”

Some Particulars of Its Baneful In
fluence.

I send yon a short story from Carlyle’s 
“Frederic the Great,” told in the Princess 
Wilhelmina’s (the King’s sister) own words:

‘ Tn my presence and that of forty persons, 
Grumkow said tp the King, ‘Ah, Sire, I am in 
despair; the poor Patroon (King of Poland) is 
dead! I was lying broad awake last night; all 
of a sudden the curtains of my bed flew asun
der, I saw him; he was In a shroud; he gazed 
fixedly at me; I tried to start up but the phan
tom disappeared. ’ In a day or two when a 
courier came with the news, death and phan
tom were the same night, says Wilhelmina. ’’

It may interest your readers to know that 
my husband and I paid a visit last Sunday to 
the house where Laurence Oliphant was born 
—Elie House, a charming place) teeming with 
classic memories, the abode of Sir Emerson 
Tennent, and Ceylon’s Chief Justices and Illu
minati. In conversation afterwards with one 
of the native Mudilyars (headmen) I was told 
of two instances of death-warnings occurring 
to two different individuals, then occupants of 
Elie House; one case, that of a sister in a far- 
off land England, I think, appearing at night 
with outstretched hand to rier brother and say
ing “good-bye,” a telegram later on announc
ing her death at that identical moment (making 
allowance, of course, for difference in time). 
The other story was similar; both happened to 
intellectual, hard-headed men.

I am deeply iriterested in Singhalese (or. 
Oriental, for Tamil and Cochian flourish here) 
Demonology, so much of the physical mani
festations of Spiritualism is explained by it; 
but the Kattadiyas themselves declare their 
power is a most dangerous one, and more likely 
than not to react banefully on themselves un
less the greatest care be taken. Sometime 
ago a horse belonging to my husband suddenly 
refused to take food. The animal, a fine one, 
was examined, but no cause could be assigned; 
yet still it refused to eat The Ap'pu (head
servant) then cautiously suggested the services 
of a Kattadiya, and all other means failing, 
my husband ¿ad the “charmer” called in. 
“Your horse is afflicted by the evil-eye,” said 
he. “I will send some water, which must be 
given it to drink in a new chatty. After 
drinking, the horse will take the food and be 
himself again. ” This having been done, the 
animal took its food again and was as briik as 
before. Apropos of the “evil-eye,” a rich 
Mohammedan coveted the horse, and had been 
hiniself, the day the animal fell sick, to make 
a further offer, which was epfused. There is 
a temple about half way to Kandy whei;e vic
tims of the evil eye and of malignant spirits 
resort in crowds to be “dispossessed, ” and a 
rigorous performance it is when the “evil-de
mons” obstinately refuse to leave. Then the 
victims (mostly women) are beaten with sticks 
unmercifully until the bad tenant: quits, for, 
as they say, the “demon" is in such posses
sion that he, or she, in a measure feels the

blows inflicted; bo three fresh bundles of thorny 
sticks are brought for this purpose every night. 
Pitiable creatures are always to be seen wend
ing their way en route to Gala cap-pu Dewale, 
at Alutnuwera village, ‘who are invariably 
seized by the demoniac influences when two or 

’ three miles off the temple and on arrival fall 
senseless. The Capua (a specialist) after 
making offerings of money, betel leaves, and 
silver ornaments (pandura or ransom) brought 
by the pilgrims, then begins the exorcism, 
which ultimately is efficacious. Surely there 
must be something in it, orpeople would never 
subject themselves voluntarily to such treat
ment. Their cries can be heard for miles, it is 
said. What good a beneficent hypnotist might 
do amongst these natives!—Caroline Corner- 
Ohlmus, in Light, London, Eng.

Heaven—A True Incident. ,
The lesson hour was nearly past

- When I asked of my scholars seven: 
“Now tell me, each one, please, in turn, 

What sort of. a place is heaven?”
“Oh, meadows, flowers, and lovely trees!” 

Cried poor Httle North Street Kitty;
While Dorothy, fresh from country lanes, 

Was sure ’(was “a grriat big city."
Bessy, it seemed, had never thought 

Of the home beyond the river;'
She simply took each perfect gift, . 

And trusted the loving giver.
Then up spoke Edith, tali’arid iftir, . ,. 

Her voice was clear and ringing,
And led the Easter anthem choir:

“In heaven they're always .singing. ”
To Esther, clad in richest furs, 

'Twas ¿place for “outdoor playing;”
But Bridget drew her thin shawl close, 

For “warmth and food" she was praying,
The desk bell rang. But one child left, 

- My sober, thoughtful Florry;
“Why, heaven just seems to me a place, 

A place where you're never sorry.",
—Two Worlds, London, Eng.

The Mystic’s Farewell.
I charge thee to speak softly, 

For my soul is full of sound, . .
And the air vibrating strangely 

, With angelic light around;
I know not what this dreamland is 

In which my soul finds rest, . ■
But it verges on the great Unseen, 
‘ And angel minds know best, 
The lulling of this sweet repose, 

The shadows drawing near, 
But stricken by a bright’ning light 

Which makes their mission clear.
Every now and then I see, .

Not shrouded or in gloom, 
A dear, dead face of long ago

That vanished in the tomb;
And every brow is clearer, 

Each smile is free from pain,
And I hear a gentle whisper 
' That we shall meet again.. .
The lamp alone burns dimly, ’> j 

For you I cannot see. .
And the damps upon my forehead 

Seem like-a lullaby.
I think I’m passing from you, 

But let me tell you this,. .
Death is like a trembling gate .

That opens out to bliss;
And the dim, eternal portal 

Unswings itself to me.-
And once again those voices sing 

Their sleepy lullaby.
—A. F. Colborne, Agnostic Journal.

First Midwinter Convention.
The first Midwinter Convention of the Mich

igan State Spiritual Association will be held 
on the 9th, 10th and 11th of February, 1894, 
in Mead’s Hall, Washington avenue North, 
Lansing, Michigan.

PROGRAMME.

Friday, February 9th, 7:30 p. m.—Call to 
order by the president; address of • welcome, 
by J. N. Bush, of Lansing; response by the 
vice-president, Mrs. A. E. Sheets; opening 
lecture by Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron.

Saturday, February 1 Oth, 9 a. m.— Business 
meeting of members of the Association; 2:30 
p. m. , conference meeting, conducted by 
George H. Brooks; 7:30 p. m., address by 
David P. Dewey, of Grand Blanc, and Martha 
E. Root, of Bay City.

Sunday, February 1.1th, 10:30 A. m.—Lec
ture by NellieS. Baade, of Detroit; 2;30p. m., 
lecture by Julia M. Walton, of Jackson, 
Michigan; 7:30 p. m., ordination services; 
address by Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand 
Ledge; closing by President L. V. Moulton, 
of Grand Rapids.

Clairvoyant and psychometric readings and 
tests will be a feature of the various-meetings.

Vocal and instrumental miisic will be liber
ally interspersed throughout the programme 
under the direction of Prof. H. J. Walker, of 
Lansing, assisted by Mrs./Minnie Carpenter, 
of Detroit, musical medium. •

The Lansing friends will entertain the visit 
ing friends. Committees oh entertainment 
will meet incoming trains and conduct and in
troduce parties, on their arrival. All intend
ing to come are requested ’ to notify by letter 
the Secretary of the Lansing society, Mrs. C 
W. Ayers, 127 River Street, Lansing, Michi
gan. A cordial invitation -is extended to all 
Spiritualists and inquirers throughbut the 
State to be present. Let-us hiaye a grand, 
good time generally, , ।

By order of the Bpard bf Directors of the 1 
Michigan State Spiritual Association.. 1
’ Luther V. Moulton, Pres. .

Melvin A,.Root, Sec’y.
-. -I

All, with .-one consent, praise new.-born gauds, 
though they are made and molded, of things । 
past.—Shakspeare. ..

Bounded, in. his nature.; infinite in his desires, ■ 
man is a fallen god who has-a recollection of . 
heaven.—Lamartine. ■ ’ ■ ■■■■.•. .

The body is the shell-of the soul, and dress the 
husk, of that shell; but the husjc often tells what 
the kernel is.—Anon. . -

Animals the Exhalations Df Personal 
Spheres. '

When we comprehend the power of interior 
thought to create outward forms or “spheres," 
we should not be surprised at mediums anc 
half-fledged seers believing triat farm live stock 
is immortal. They are swayed not by reason, 
on the basic principles of mental philosophy, 
but by the shadows they Bee. These they 
take to be permanent entities. Dog and horse 
fanciers, and others, whose love of the animal 
world is all-powerful, pass to the spiritual 
world, and they soon report themselves as 
surrounded by their canine and other animal 
favourites wrio have “gone before.” It is 
quite natural to expect these brethren to be 
thus conditioned; it is even difficult to imagine 
thqm surrotaded by anything else, but of 
course they canhot understand that these ani
mals are mere mental creations—exhalations 
at their personal spheres.

It should also be stated that there is a fairly 
large class of intelligent people, strong in hu
manitarian impulses, who see the untold suf
ferings inflicted on dumb brutes, and who dis- 
cubs their immortality. If, they argue, the 
inexplicable sufferings of man, the inequality 
pf terrible burdens, form a logical basis for a 
future life in the case of a human world, why 
should it not do the same in the case of the 
animal world, who Buffer jiist as unequally, 
juat as inexplicably, justas terribly, as man 
Buffers? ’

To this I reply, that it is an error to sup
pose human immortality is the outcome of 
having “Buffered:” Suffering may help some 
natures, may, perhaps, better than “culture,” 
help in the evolution of both will and affection, 
but in other cades the pupil’may degenerate 
instead of advance. What may suit one tem
perament, may not suit another. Human im
mortality is a demonstrated fact. It is not a 
“gift” but a law of the spirit, a necessity of 
being. It must, therefore, be based upon 
affinities of the elements constituting the soul, 
which resist successfully all external attrac
tions to wrench them in twain.

“If Boscovich and Faraday,”, says-Dr. 
Martineau, “ask for only space in which to 
lodge, and from which to direct the attractions 
and repulsions that constitute the cosmos, no 
more is needed for the concentration of con-

ven” must be within us before it can be with
out. The mind will even perceive no beauty 
in external nature unless’ its faculty or affinity 
for it in the soul be active. The fountain of 
truth is the human spirit. Logical forms and 
processes may be imperfect, they halt and 
stumble at every step, when they would pene
trate into the deeper recesses of pure truth/ 
But look within you; is there not a spiritual 
nature there, that allies .you with the spiritual 
world; is there not an enthusiasm which arises 
in all its energy, when reason grows calm and 
silent; is' there not a light, that envelops all the 
faculties, if you will only give yourself up to 
your better feelings, arid listen to the voice of 
God that speaks and stirs witriin. —John Ru
therford, in Medium and Daybreak, Lon
don, Eng. -

that is pleasant and profitable send-, s your addresg 
Immediately, We teach men and women bow to earn 
from t5 per day to 18000 per- year without having had 
previous experience, and furnleb the employment at 
which they can make that amount. Capital umicce»* 
sary. A trial will cost you nothing. lyrnu tp-tlay an 
Uddre8f|, ...... .

E. O. ALLEN & CO., -

Box 1001.________ ' Augusta, Me. .

As to the cruelties inflicted on the lower 
creatures, these will entirely cease when the 
world becomes civilized, and is not governed 
by the mere appetites and passions. As man 
becomes spiritualized, he. will not consume the 
lower creatures for food. Mr. Tuttle teaches 
that even in this world animals will pass en
tirely out of existence.' This will be after 
they have “fulfilled their destiny, and cannot 
longer subserve a useful purpose in the econo
my of the world.” ,
MENTAL DIFFERENCES OF MAN. AND ANIMALS.

An infinite gulf separates the animal mind 
from the human. The former is a mere auto
maton. It possesses no self-consciousness, 
the center round which all our sensations are 
marshalled. Without this centre of unity 
there can only be a momentary state of con
scious passing by, to inake way for another 
equalty fleeting. Just the opposite is the 
characteristic of the human mind with this 
Center. It has not only a consciousness of 
personal identity, but a memory that indicates 
.the permanence or persistency of the soul.

It is interesting to watch the evolution 
of this self-consciousness. The curiosity of 
the infant—his love or play, his impetuosity 
against control, his destructiveness of‘any
thing that comes within his grasp, his evident 
impulse to rule, to master, to despoil,—are all 
alike indications of a state of mind in which 
self-consciousness has just dawned, and is dis
porting itself in a new life, to which it knows, 
at present no proper limitation. All this, how
ever, is bur an education towards a further and 
a higher purpose. By these means the soul 
gradually finds its true place in the universe, 
sees itself as part of a great system, against 
whose laws it is vain to strive; and prepay 
for the coming stage of development, in which 
it contemplates both itself and the world, not 
for the sake of struggle or dominion, but sim
ply for the Intuition of Truth. t

This is the real control of the spirit—the 
soul rising out of all mere items and dogmas, 
and having an eye for -the all-sweeping univer
sal truth. It is then perceived that virtue is 
not merely a moral excellence which is satis
fied with the fulfillments of partial and transi
tory claims; it looks forward to an eternity of 
moral achievement; it would be baulked of its 
sovereign rights if it could not claim an end
less roll of years through which to pursue the 
satisfaction of its ideals.

“I do not know,” says Dr. Martineau, “that 
there is anything in nature—unless it be the 
reputed blotting-out of suns in the stellar 
heavens—which can be compared in wasteful
ness with the extinction of great minds; their 
gathered resources, their matured skill, their 
luminous insight, their unfailing tact, are not 
like instincts that can be handed down; they 
are absolutely personal and inalienable; grand 
conditions of future poorer, unavailable for 
grace and perfect for an ulterior growth of the 
individual. If that growth is not to be, the 
most brilliant genius bursts and vanishes as a 
fire work in the night A mind of balanced 
and finished faculties is a production at once 
of infinite delicacy and of most enduring con
stitution; lodged in th'e fast perishing organ
ism, it is like a perfect set of astronomical 
instruments, misplaced in an observatory 
shaken by earthquakes or caving in with de
cay. The lenses are true, the mirrors without 
a speck, the movements smooth, the micro
meter exact , what shall the Master do but save 
the precious system, refined with. so much 
care, and build for it a new house that shall 
be founded on a rock?” '

The' lesson to be learned from what has been 
adduced is apparent The “Kingdom of Hea-

A LYCEUM RECITATION. - 

’Twas a ragged man by the wayside drear, 
He was alone; .

And his: only rest as the night drew near 
.Was a rugged stone; ' 

While the dust clouds whirled o’er the beaten 
track

By the night winds blown.
Jn the town his daughter was gaily dressed 

Where the gas-lamps glare,
And the son he once to his bosom pressed 

Knew of prison fare;
But his wife was tlirust to a pauper's rest, 

With a hireling’s prayer.
And the Christian’s heaven was not for him, 

For he’d heard them say
That to wade through blood by an altar dim 

Was the only way;
Thus the chill horizon of death’s dark rim 

Hid the homes of day. r
But he raised his head as a carriage lamp 

Through the dusk went by,
While a lady glanced at the ancient ttamp 

With a scornful eye;
And she said: “’Twere best that a lazy scamp 

Such as this should die. ”
But a voice went forth and it seemed to say 

To that lady fair:—
‘ ‘Did you win by work through the livelong day 

All those jewels rare? •
But if only workers can merit pay, 

What should be your share?
‘ ‘But the wealth you claim as your own by 

right
Was by toiler won;

And the aged man who offends your sight, 
'Neath the scorching sun

Thro’ the day has toiled till the fall of night, 
And his work is done.

‘ ‘ 'Twas your sire that stinted his welbearned 
pay,. .

And when age came on ,
Sent him forth to walk on the dusty wav

I Intil hope was gone;
While his starving daughter was forced to stray, 

In her youth’s bright dawn.
“And the son was tempted to paths of cri'toe, 

> For his mother died;
She was hunger-slain in tier early prime, 

When but scarce a bride;
While you spend, my lady, your wasted time 

But on sloth and pride. ”
Thus the carriage passed with its useless load, 

' As it onward swept;
But the old man saw not the dusty road, 

For the shadows crept
To his feet, while dimly a vision glowed, 

As he, wearied, slept. ■
And he resting leaned on a spreading oak 

With his silvered head;
But a wondrous radiance around him broke, 

And the shadows fled;
While his soul to eternal beauty woke, 

For the man was dead.
—W. A. Carlile, in Two Worlds, London.
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Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man. ’

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: The Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Suns 
Planets aud Satellites. The Origin of Moteora and 
Comets; The Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Soul Re« 
celves l;s Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth aud De« 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; The Summary: "Whai 
Must We Do to Be Saved.'* For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth. $1,25. Paper, 5Oc.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.

HOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
1-J side, and containing 820 pages. IbU splendid 
book, Just Issued, contains nineteen full. Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other anti« 
eles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures issued 
In 1892, and three others on the Human Soul, which 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder
ful book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For sal,® 
at this office.

'THESPIRITUALBIKTII- ORDEATH 
JI and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of- 

Death. Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This llttfo 
pamphlet Is devoted to an exposition of che spiritual
istic Idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with the common churchly idea on Um same subject. 
The name of the author Ie a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject Is well bandied. For sale at this office. 
Price, 10 cents.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and Modern/Spirit« 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,

Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

Thia book 1« wbat its title indicates—“Tn e Ques hoM 
Betti-ED. nn Careful Cumparhon of Biblical and
Modern Splti Main.” We give below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chapter:

Chapter I -The Adaptation of Spiritualism to Iha 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Kellglonn must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religion« and Sciences have failed io demonstrate au' 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought in. 
the Bible. Law forbidding Cousttltailou with the 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writer« in Dotibl as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Mln- 
Isler of hl« Immortality. Dying Minister hi Despair.’ 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
' A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 

and a Devil. Every new System passes nn Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purities. What Good has bph* 
JtUftiiin done. Opponents unfair. Immorality in Iha 
Otmrcbes. Religious ByaLema ‘ not responsible Tor 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tes
timony ol .Icrytnluh.

Chapter 111—Btblo Doctrine of Angel M/nlatrv.— 
A t .»tuition Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Terms 
“Man' and “Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Mnnoah’s wife; Is Introduced to Manoab. 
Writing on tho Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. Tho Stone rolled from 
tbc Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.-* 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has b 
spiritual Naittte. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical J csllmony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man.

I llluHtratlon. Man Double. Two Fathers. Twosourcei 
I of Knowledge. Peter awakened. I wo Contradictory 
I Histories of Jesus. •••

’ chapter V-The Birth of the Spirit.—AH Subject! 
Important. “Ye must be born again.' Nlcodcmua* 
QiMiiidary. A Mlnltaer'tfUjflulou. Author s Objection. 
Jesus'Texts. Must be born out of Hush. Birth of the1'

. . . —... ..... ... .. >(> a.. .. .......
three months—we send free ‘ ‘The Witch' of nut (' I. >1 l /' u l.'l ..i- h ' ' •v eat uiHisi b 1 itsn.
the Nineteenth Century,” a highly interesting! chapter VI—Are We Infidels?—Rapid^Growth of 

story by Dr. Phelon, which ran through eight 
numbers of the paper. Or, in place thereof 
we will send free that remarkable paper issued .
February 14th, 1891, showing that the Roman O'«<i or me wona n°t ver, jowi.n an<i Christian age. 
z, .... ’ . e .. , I’n-achlng, Baptism, and Signa go logeiher. la Ctalat
Catholics were responsible for the assassination I Ih (he ClHm ii?

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting but an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or $1 per copy. For sale at this office,

Most of our misfortunes are mere supportable 
than the comments of our friends upon them.—
Colton., , , ■ -

In seeking’: wisdom thou art wise;, in imagin
ing thou hast attained it -thou, art a fool.—Rabbi 
Ben-Azai. , , ; ... .

There, are many men whose ; tongues might 
govern multitudes if they, could .govern their

Kesultof th®

IT 
$

V. ...... .
•THE MYTH OF THE GREAT .DEL, 

. 1. uge. Something you should have to refer to. Bi
-MrC-inn. Frice IF cp«»*- : > 

JMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 
x and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Feeble», M. D JL 
booKof fare merit,’ Interesting to every body. Frio*
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Crowded Out.
Many and articles items of interest 

are crowded out this week in order to 
give place to the Eclectic Magazine.

Translated from Sphinx by Dr. A. 
Mueller.

Terms of Subscription
Tub ProGhrsuivr Thinieb win Ue fonUrtied until 

tOrtlier nance, al me following termo, invariably in 
advance; -

into play as sympathies or antipathies, 
idtosyneraeies or vague presentiments.
Where this also is not the < ~

CÏA BS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As lUere ara .iliouuanu« who will at flrat venture 

ODiy twenvy-üve cerna furili« Phoguesbivb Thinker
thirteen week«, we wuuid suggest tu those wha receive 
n sample copy, tosoiiujt several utners to unite with 
them, and thus be auie to remit Krom 11 to HO. or even 
more tuun tuo latter sum. A ¡erge number of lit 
amounts wjh make a large sum total, and thus exte 
(hu nuiu of our iHuur ana uaefumccix wue same ei 
gesuon will upiny in an cases or renewui of auoscr
tions—- solicit, Octiers io Bld m tue good work. You ___
experience uuoitHcuiiv whatever In Inducing Splrltu- 
auBit to euuscriuc for Tins Pboghbssivb thinkeh.
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Remit by Poatofflce Money Order. Reglatered Letter, 

or draft on Cbluago or Rew York. It coat* from ID 
to 15 cent« to get draft* caabed on local banka, to don't 
tend them uniett you with that amount deducted from 
tne amount tent. Direct an letter« to J. R. Francia* 
No. <0Loomis St. Chicago. 111. .

FeMbbUcvery tai wiay at N o. 40 Loomlt Street 

J. R. Francis, Editor and Publisher- 
Viitersd, at Cl,lcayo Itostofflcc as ddclass matter

fur uOi, one of iUum can afford to ue without the vaiua* 
bie information imparted tnerein each week, and at 
tne price of ouiy uuout two cent« per week.

। A. Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more uounttfui harvest than we i an 

give you ror’¿5 ceutsr jubi duusb ana think for a no- 
mom wnat an intellectual feast that Binau Investment 
win rurnian you. lije subscription price of I bk Pro- 
grbbbive TjiiNKHK thirteen weeks iaoniy twenty-nve 
ceuiBi For that amount you obtain one bunuredand 
four pages of aonu. aubBtantiii. soul-eievating and 
miiut-refrcHiDDg ream ng matter, equivalent to a ineai- 
um-fiised nook:

•Take Notice.
KF At expiration of aubbcription. if not renewed, 

the paper la diecominuea. No biiiti win be eent for ex* 
tra numbers.

ilF If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
wme to us. and errors in aatireas win be promptly 
corrected, and misaing numbers supplied gratia.
ry Whenever vou desire the edareaa of your paper 

cuanged. always give the address of the piaoe to winch 
it it then aont. or the cnaugo cannot be made.
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The influence of the Psychic 
Factor.

Our Eclectic Magazine.
In accordance with our usual custom, 

we present our leaders this week with 
our Eclectic Magazine. Ji will prove 
a refreshing intellectual feast io our nu
merous readers, and they will rejoice 
in its production. Ilie articles cunsti
tute the cream of Ike Iwo Worlds, Light, 
.Medium and .Daybreak and Agnostic, of 
London. England, and the Harbinger of 
Light- of Australia, with translations 
from other foreign journals. Taken al
together. the progressive thinker 
this week constitutes a mine of useful 
information and suggestive thought, 
that our readers will highly appreciate. 
The Progressive Thinker is unique 
in its ways, as it marks out a pathway 
of its own, and perseveringly-follows it, 

' and that, too, successfully.

Psychic research, only a few years 
ago considered the occupation of cranks 
and semi-lunatics by the world at large, 
having become fashionable of late, and 
an acquaintance with its mam results 
being already, in well-informed circles, 
looked upon as a mark of unjustifiable 
ignorance—a translation of tne paper 
submitted herewith will prove instruct
ive to all who are trying to find their 
way tlirougn tne tangled labyrinths of 
the occult. .

It is one of a series by the same writer, 
and deals with the psychic influence of 
tne circle, or of mere onlookers, on the 
phenomena sought to be evolved. Silent 
thought transference is its fundamental 
premise. That thought is a force capa
ble of being transferred irom mind to 
mind, wiijiput any intimation by way of 
the senses, has now been proven times 
out of number by experiment, and it is 
quite permissible to speak of thought
waves as we do of sound-waves or undu
lations of light. That these thought
waves are accompanied by what may be 
called brain-waves, or m other words, 
that thoughts are synchronous with 
currents of motor nerve-force, and ap
parently in our present state of exist
ence. must be carried by these currents., 
has been demonstrated by the writer in 
1ns recent researches on a purely medi
cal subject. •

bnake-pojson. it Jias been shown by 
him. suppresses motor nerve-currents, 
and causes paresis up to complete 
paralysis of all muscular and contractile 
nbres. But tnese effects, produced by 
me functional depression of the motor 
and the vaso-motor nerve-centres, as
sume an altogether different but Highly 
interesting form in the highest psycho
motor centres. Here paresis is mani
fested in the form of sleep, and paraly
sis in that of torpor and coma, i hese 
vary from a condition not discernible 
from ordinary sleep lo one of absolute 
obliteration oJ thought and ■ conscious
ness. and a depression of vitality as akin 
io death as life can be. n is one of 
those interesting conditions from which 
me materialist draws his erroneous con-

gejater." was tqj,d ■ by a ■ fojnwuW^ ■ 
‘•That you doubt me is not agreeable to 
my Albert" (iier glleged guardian spirit). 
When Werner replied, that he biid npi 
expressed any dpubt. she told firm, Y Yu 
»rethinking it?- and this was perfectly 
correct. ... ......

But this point requires no fuiiiiu. 
disquisition. Hie rapport plien 9mt"a 
between magneuzer and somnaiti buL-faL 
are well known, and even if it were co. - 
reel, as Moll erroneously contends, i 11W, 
all rapport is but the result of biii'Ut 
suggestion, it would still be anoth.-i 
proof of the influence of psyctiie factor's 
on somnambulists. ■

Much more frequently questioned is 
the influence of the onlookers on som
nambulists. because as a rule any rap
port with them by the way of the senses 
is suspended. But it is with the recep
tivity of supersensual miluences tnut 
forms one of tlje main characteristics of 
somnambulism. In the normal waking 
state these influences remain near the 
threshold of sensation, and at best come

having to deal with an impostai they 
would show unmistakably by their be
havior that they were indifferent to see
ing any of the phenomena, or even m 
the highest degree interested in net 
seeing any, inasmuch as a. single well- 
demownteil case of clairvoyance or 
telepathy would fuimisn the unwelcome 
proof of qheir having been 'unaequainted 
iwiili some .of the most important phe
nomena of psychic existence, and «noir 
that an their scoflinffhad resulted from 
ignorance- It would he absurd to ex
pect such, a commission ever1 to come 
across any impoi'tant .ox startling facts. 
They would simply get nothing, but 
would see<k for the cause of failure in

A SACRED BOOK.
—-------- k

So Considered by the Hindus.

bn thaitauya Yoga badhan 
boinaj,

A iibrum on BLAU1U4. ox chandi 
A LACKED BOOK OX'' THE HINDUS.

b
-he wrong place, witu tne somnarn- 
uiist instead of with their learned

case, it may
Happen thaï sympathies in the waking 
state become antipathies in ihe som
nambulistic one. A sensitive of Reichel 
declared, whilst under magnetic treat
ment. that her father had caused her 
fresh sufferings by his thoughtless ex
pressions about the treatment, and that 
if her recoverv was not to be frustrated, 
every communication with him .and 
others not believing m magnetism (alias 
hypnotism) must be cut off.

This influence from a tbird person be
comes quite explicable, if the mag
netizer himself is disagreeably affected 
by it. and thus transfers it to his sub
ject. Du Potet says that when doubters 
and unfavorably disposed persons were 
near him. and he ceased to be calm or

se Uves. J.Txey would «lose ilieir arduous 
lat. Kirs wixu ,tiie proud boast that , before 
the splendor of their scientific epnght- 
emn entail superstition-born phenomena 
must disappear, as night-owls do before 
tne ti wnb am Wnn 11 esiUuon they 
would issue tiieir decree that there is 
no suelt thing as transcendental psy
chology. and any trilling indications of 
it ti 6y m ifclit pe cl ftuve I ave I Hued 
would so juuch the more unhesitatingly 
be dubbed as Hysterical, because tnev 
would be suue to drive the somnambulist 
into fits by i’«ugn handling.

But even tM»e magnetizer must be in
fluenced unfavorably by such investi
gators. Whew he sees sneering faces 
around him. ne can hardly be pxpepted 
to operate wiiA the calmness and the 
confidence which the act requli’es. i In 
the presence of prejudiced judges he is 
apt to become dt squieted. and to trans
fer this feeling to the somnambulist,. 
Let him exert h is will-power ever so 
much, he will han Hy succeed in Opposi
tion to a dozen wills, am contending

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
The Progressive Thinker, as its 

multitude of readers will admit, has 
published some very fine and interest
ing stories. We have commenced 
another which, we think, will be pro
nounced one of the most charming ever 
written. “The Night the Light Went 
Out" will hold the attention of the 
readers with a fascinating power, from 
beginning to end, with its realistic de
scriptions of some ugly phases of the 
methods of a false and unscrupulous 
Church with its victims and dupes; and 
of the ways and means employed by 
good spirits and good men combined to 
circumvent and defeat the designs of 
evil-minded persons, and x bring about 
the triumph of justice and right.

Letters of consultation to Mrs. Rich
mond will bo duly forwarded from this 
office (40 Loomis St.) or may be sent to 
her Washington address, 5.10 E street. 
Care National Spiritualist Association 
during February and March.

Mr. Ikira L. V. Richmond bids adieu 
for two months to herChlcago congrega
tion and speaks during February and 
March for the First Society of Spiritual
ists in Washington, D; C., which holds 
its meetings in that beautiful place— 
Mettzerottllall. While in Washington 
Mrs. Richmond's guides will hold two 
series of classes; one on “Psychopathy 
or Spirit Healing:” the other on the 
“Soul Teaching.” Those desiring to 
join cither or both of these classes can 
address Mrs. Richmond, care National 
Spiritualist Association, 510 E street 
Northwest, Washington, D. C. 
berksl

The First Society of Spiritualists, in 
the absence of their speaker, Mrs. Rich
mond. will hold their platform open for 
a Religious Congress, commencing Sun
day evening, February 4. Tho exercises 
will open with a paper on the Temple of 
the Magi, bv one of its officers, followed 
bv Mr. Virchard Gaudlie (Oriental). Dr.

W. Thomas will occupy th<j platform 
the evening of February 11. The fol
lowing Sunday, February 18. a paper on 
“Christian Science and Spiritualism," 
followed by .1. E. DeWolf. M. D. Sub
ject: “Man and Wife.” February 25, 
a paper by Miles M. Dawson, president 
of the American Psychical Society-. 
During the month of March there will 
be papers by eminent speakers and local 
talent, with choice selections of music 
by members from the Apollo club, under 
the direction of Mr, Charles Bushnell.

Hazel, of Lily Dale, N. Y., writes:' 
“Finding in a late number of The 
Progressive Thinker, that bright 
production entitled “The Orthod-ox 
Team,” quoted for the delectation of 
your many readers by Dr. T. Wilkins, 
I think all would be equally pleased to 
learn the author’s name, and as I heard 
it graphically rendered by the same, I 
hasten to present the distinguished gen
tleman, Fred Emerson Brooks, poet, 
humorist and orator of California, who 
was one of Cassadaga’s attractions last 
season, and who by his brilliancy and 
realistic rendition of his own literary 
children, won a lasting place in the peo
ple’s affection. It gives me infinite sat; 
«faction to state that Mr. Brooks will 
grace our platform during the comme 
season of ’94. and I air certain that all 
who have heard him once would not 
willingly miss a second opportunity.

'.II..TIUUD ao w vuo vf vuOuguv

and nerve-current; and it becomes still 
more interesting when the antidote, 
strychnine, is injected. 'This drug is 
the most powerful' stimulator of the 
motor-nerve cells we know of, and 
under its influence the coma of snake 
bite poisoning is quickly reduced to 
sleep, and the latter to perfect con
sciousness.

That these thought-carrying nerve
currents play an important part in the 
transference of thought is more than 
probable; although our present physi
ology knows of them only as running 
from cell to cell, and from cell to peri
pheral fibre. But this science has now 
arrived at a point whence it must ex
tend its researches into the borderland 
connecting mind and matter, if further 
progress is to be made in it.

These few introductory remarks may 
guide the reader to a ciearpr compre
hension of Du Prel's at times somewhat 
abstruse reasoning and argument. He 
is now one of the foremost of German 
psychologists, and whatever comes from 
nis pen is worthy of earnest considera
tion.

He writes: “The primat of mind be
fore matter;" thought a force,” These 
will ultimately be the last- words of 
psychic science, and its conciliation 
with natural science (physiology) will 
be brought about by assigning to the 
latter the thought-process effected by 
the brain as the terrestrial intellect, 
occupying a secondary position.

Thus far, however, we have not ar
rived yet, and the conciliation of ex
perimental with physio-psychology must 
take place in a different way. The 
human will is a force, and thoughts are 
the motives of this force. The first 
question now arising is, whether this 
will can move the members of its re
spective body only, or "extend its action 
beyond the confines of the latter to ob
jects that are sensitive enough to feel 
its effects. The second question is, 
whether this will—because directed by 
thought-motives—can also be colored 
by its thought-contents; in other words, 
whether special thoughts can be trans
mitted by it to its objects.

Both questions can now be answered 
in the affirmative. Thought-transfer
ence is not denied any longer—except
ing, perhaps, by a few laggards strug
gling in tne rear. It must, therefore, 
be conceded that, in the production, of 
occult phenomena by sensitives, the in
fluence of those surrounding them, at 
the time, must be reckoned with.

In somnambulists we observe, in the 
first place, the influence of the agent or 
ojierator only, because they are in 
rapport with him alone, and isolated 
from the outer world. But in so far as 
supersensual rapport is possible, we 
must also grant the possibility of their 
being influenced by those surrounding 
them. .

When a somnambulist is pricked with 
a needle, she does not feel it; but when 
the operator is pricked she feels the 
pain in the corresponding part oi her 
body. This rapport is not confined to 
bodily sensations, but extends over the 
whole psychic condition of the mag
netizer. The somnambulists are ex
tremely sensitive to the least doubt, the 
least mistrust, of the latter. It is a sen
sitiveness as keen as that of the mi

. mosa, and the operator who is unsym
pathetic to them will have no success. 
Reichenbach says, with reference to the 
mistrust against them: “This is their 
most sensitive point, and whoever has 
io do with a highly sensitive person 
must be very careful not to show any 
doubt as to the truth of her statements, 
for from the moment she discovers

even to become excited, his influence on ; 
his patients at once ceased to be bene- ■ 
ficial. On ihe other hand, it continued i 
and the magnetic phenomena were nor- ■ 
mal when ihe onlookers were favorably ■ 
disposed, or at least indifferent.

The phenomenon of thought-transfer- ■ 
ence makes it easy for us to understand 
mat spectators need not to express ■ 
their doubts m words, m order to exer
cise a paralyzing influence. The mere 
presence of badly-disposed persons is 
sufficient. An experiment, somewhat 
risky and not advisable, will show this 
plainly: it is to allow one of these per
sons to make a few passes over the som
nambulist. The slightest touch is suf
ficient to call forth the strongest symp
toms of antipathy. The somnambulist, 
Magdalen Werner, fell into violent con
vulsions when a skeptical physician 
paid her a visit, and attempted to mag
netize her.

Throughout all tne literature on this 
subject, we can trace the invariable 
experience of the unfavorable influence 
from scoffing and unbelieving specta
tors. The somnambulists, even if not 
affected physically, feel an instinctive 
antipathy, refuse to answer questions, 
or partially, if not entirely, lose their 
clairvoyant faculties.

Such skeptics then become so much 
the more incredulous, and instead of 
perceiving that non-success was owing 
to their paralyzing influence, they walk 
away with the proud consciousness that, 
in their enlightened presence, never 
anything supersensual takes place.

Indifference, therefore, is the least 
which may be asked from the onlook
ers. Such appears to have been the 
case already with the old oracles, for 
Epictetus, in his Enoheiridion, imposed 
on -the man about to consult an oracle 
perfect indifference as to the result.

Spectators who have faith and are 
favorably disposed, will further tho 
phenomena, not as the opponents assert, 
because faith makes blind, but because 
the psychic factor plays jin important 
role, and because faith does not remain 
mere thought, but strengthens the will 
and the disposition; which is at once 
felt by th® somnambulist. Deleuze, 
therefore, advises that not the mag
netizer alone should have the wish and 
the confidence of doing good, but that 
the spectators should join him in this. 
Doubt, on the other side, also, 
does not remain mere thought, but 
quickly changes into an adverse para
lyzing will. ■

It is, under these circumstances, 
highly advisable in experiments with 
somnambulists to keep at a respectful 
distance all persons who have not yet 
learned that thought-transference is a 
fact, and can consequently not under
stand the possibility of the transference 
of will and emotion, and of success or 
failure to some extent depending on 
them. .

When Mesmer labored in Paris, ho 
was th<3 subject, not of. derision alone, 
but of actual hatred and persecution on 
the part of the medical fraternity. By 
royal command, two commissions were 
appointed to Investigate the subject of 
mesmerism, but they did not think it 
worth their while to confer with 
Mesmer and investigate in conjunction 
with him. They did it on their own ac
count, and the result was. their con
demning the whole thing. In this they 
were justified, for their experiments 
were complete failures. Royal commis
sions, no matter how much learning 
may be represented in them, if they 
bring to their task adverse moral dis
position and prejudice, can never 
achieve results of any note in investiga
tions in which the psychic factor plays 
so important a role. .

When, in 1825, the Paris Academy 
appointed another commission to in
vestigate magnetism and somnambu
lism, contempt and hatred had some
what subsided. In this commission sat 
advocates, opponents and indifférents. 
The well-known result was,.that after 
fl ve years of investigation the commis
sion most unanimously certified to ev
erything that had been condemned in 
Mesmers time, as correct and 'founded 
on well demonstrated facts, including 
even the most incredible somnambulist 
faculties; and yet the results even of 
this commission were by no means 
brilliant. In their report there are 

1 certainly facts enough to justify their 
। favorable verdict; but the first mag- 

netizer in the company of a weU- 
disposed circle, could easily eclipse

against him. . ■■ ■
It is. therefore, almost uu nsycholQglcai 

procedure to let a<M>muJi8ffpn. composed 
of opponents oniy^, examine any occult 
phenomena: at the very least a mixed 
commission is required, Under all cir
cumstances. collectively as well as indi
vidually. the experience will be made 
of the psychic factor determining re
sults. and of its mitral side as repre
sented in the disposi tinn of' the specta
tors being of more importance than 
their intellectual status.—-Harbinger of 
Light. Australia.

On

1,

Exhibition in Churches in
Rome-

The stone on whidh Abraham un-
dertook to sacrifice his S(in Isaac.

2. The stone on which Mary rested 
on her way to Jierusalem to have Christ 
circumcised. •

3. The coluntn from Solomon's tern* 
pm vhau woo ion., ah inw.u Uu the cruui- 
flxion. .

4. A stone which lay under the cross 
when Christ was crucified;

5. Relics of the cross of Christ.
6. A stone out of Solomon’s temple.
7. Part of the table of stone bn 

which the decalogues was writteiy ■
8. A piece of the cross on whichjthei 

repentant thief was crucified.
9. One of the nails of the cross of,' 

Christ and two thorns,of his cnoum.
10. A part oi the Virgin Maryfe veil.
11. The lance that pierced Christ’s 

side. .
12. Eight columns of the temple, a4- 

ditional to the one rent., . ■
13. St. Augustine’s emse of oil W/Hoh 

never diminished in quantity. .
14. The inexhaustible,,cruse of holy 

water. . । -
15. The chain which confined Peter 

in the Marmatme prison, .
16. The column to which Christ was 

tied to be scourged. , r. .
17. Relic of a table pm which anf anjjel 

once sat.
18. A piece of the table on-which 

Christ fed the hungry.—[Agnostic, Lon
don, Eng. ' ■

U.e second anniversary meeting at 
the b. i Ciiajtuuya Yoga badiian Somaj 
vao held Sunday. June 18. at 6 p. M-. 
at the i Ceideiivo of Maharaj-Kumar Be- 
ii-y KusUhu, Batiadur at Isoimabazar. 
On the motion of the Maharaj-Kumar- 
I.J..) ..Ha piescut on the occasion. Babu 
No.undro Naiti Sen. the president of 
the bomaj, took tiie chair. The prosi- 
Jent ashed the secretary io road the re
port of the faomaj for .tlie year 1892. 
4abu Sit MoJiun Gupta, for the secre
tary, read the report, which was unan- 
♦niously adopted. Hie president then 
proroiited oue oi tlie medals of the 
Su ma j, granted in honor of ire patron, 
hir George - Birdwood. LL. D„ to Babu 
Itussick Mohun Chattapabhya. for the 
gOud he has done to the Hindu com
munity by the publication of many rare 
baiijuiht works, winch but for bim 
would not have, up to date, been so gen
erally known as they are. In presenting 
the medal to Babu Russlck Mohun. the 
president said that it was his pleasing 
duty lo awaid it lo such a worthy gen
tleman, and requested the secretary to 
forward the other medal to the able ed
itor of tne medium, with the cordial 
thanko of the Scjmaj for me sympathy 
often expreesed. by him with the Somaj 
Id ite ettoits to resuscitate thb Yoga 
Shastra. ...

The president then arose and said: 
This the second anniversary of the 
fen Chaitanya Yoga feadhan feoipaj- 
winch, owes its existence chiefly to the 
efforts of our worthy and zealous secre
tary, Babu K. Ghwliravarti. Such asso
ciations as this are not many m this city 
oi in Bengal, and yei their necessity is 
»ery great in these days of India’s de
cline. The Hindus at one time were 
the most -spiritual of all nations, and at 
the saffl'a time, the most advanced in 
civilization. It was from India that 
civilization spread to other parts of the 
W0114. It is idle, however, to refer to 
the glorious past of our country, unless 
we work in tne present to bring back 
sij.ch past, and try to revive that religion 
Vo which the prosperity of ancient India 
was chiefly due. The efforts hitherto 
made in tins direction have been rather 
of a feeble and spasmodic character. 
The whole heart of India should be ap
plied to tho revival of that knowledge 
•wnicn neiped so largely to advance the 
glory of our country; and much of that 
knowledge, as you are aware, is to be 
gathered from our sacred books. This 
society aims at diffusing such knowl
edge, so far as it can, in its humble 
way, and is, therefore, eminently de
serving of the sympathy and support of 
the Hindu public. The more such soci
eties are established as a means to this 
end, the better for the future of our 
country. It is religion which raised 
India at one time to that greatness 
which she reached, and it is religion 
alone to which we must took for the In-

age—the Asram of Mahamuni Madha. 
which has been described by the author: 
by two qualifying phrases:

• Prosunio Sliapadakirnam. Muni- 
sisiiyapa Sovitam."
. Ihe.first of vliese phrases, though it 
purports to describe the Hermitage as a 
peaceful yetreat of the Mahamuni. yet 
reflects considerably on the moral and 
Spiritual influence of ire owner. It is 
said that although the Asram was sur
rounded by ferocious beasts, these did 
not hurl the inmates. The second 
phrase describes the place as adorned 
by wise men and their disciples, and 
tiius shown iliac the hermitage was a 
seat oi both learning and wisdom. It 
was, at Hie same time, a place for Tapa. 
Or holy meditation.. At such a place 
there came wandering two star-crossed 
personages, seeKmg for peace and con
tentment—one was a monarch by Hie 
name of buratlia, who, by the treachery 
of his ministers, fed and honored by his 
royal father and himself, was deprived 
of Ins throne; the oilier, a rich mer
chant, once a happy family man. but 
driven from his own house by his un
grateful wife and children. Baser form 
of ingratitude could hardly be conceived 
than in the two instances here cited. 
Yet the trader asks the monarch why. 
after all that had happened, his heart 
still yearned io see their faces? The 
monarch hears him with sympathy. He 
too thought m the same strain. and both 
go to the Mahamuni for wisdom.

Ihe introduction of these two person
ages in the first scene of the work re
flects the authors wisdom and his 
knowledge of human nature. Humanity 
rarely pauses to Hume seriously of the 
unreality of me vanities of life, of God 
or the after life, except under the hard 
lashes of adversity. There are very few 
in this world to speak to a Lorenzo in 
the days of his prosperity:

■------- Beware. Lorenzo.
Prosperity is as much a trial as 

adversity."
It is only when misioriunes come 

thick upon him. when base treachery 
and black Ingratitude have rent nis 
heart, that he perceives-how hollow are 
the world and ns joys: It is then that 
through teal's Jie recalls to mind the un-
sellish good he did to ins fello1 
creatures, the kindness he sho’
those unaccustomed to kindness. "I 
are, so to speak, me only oases in 
desert of 1ns pasi lite. He sees, 
that the friends lie entertained, 
beauties ne admired and adorned
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Protestant Atrocities.

By Protestant Acts of Parliament it 
was a case of going throiigh hell on 
earth to hell elsewhere for the follow
ing crimes: .

1. It was death to make a new. Cath
olic priest within the kingdom. ;

2. It was death for a Catholic priest 
to come into the kingdom from abroad.

3. It was death to harbor a Catholic 
priest coming from abroad.

4. It was death to confess to such a 
priest.

5. It was death for any priest to say 
mass.

6. It was death for anyone to hear 
mass.

7. It was death to deny, or not to 
swear, if called on, that the Queen was 
the head of the Church of Christ.

And many preferred death to acknowl
edging that the frump Elizabeth was 
head of the Church of God. They had 
got used to being burned and accus
tomed to being gutted; but they could 
not get reconciled to the fact that Jeho- 
vah-jireh had especially assigned this 
planet to red-haired Betsy Tudor.—Ag
nostic, London, Eng.

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
This highly interesting story is omit

ted this week in order to give place to 
the Eclectic Magazine. It will prove 
an attractive feature to the paper, and 
tend to further open the eyes of our 
readers to the. infernal doings of the 
Romish Octopus. "

dian renaissance.
The president next called upon 

lecturer, Babu K. Chakravarti, to 
liver his lecture, which he did in 
following words:

THE BEAUTIES OF CHANDI.

the 
de- 
the

doubt and mistrust on his part, he 
would not only lose her favor, but 
create perfect. antipathy and hatred to
wards himself.".

Tn another place he says: “The som
nambulists are sensitive to nothing so 
much as to any doubt of their sincerity 
and the truth -of- their statements. If 
any one shows the least suspicion of be
ing deceived and cheated, it is gen
erally good-bye ta all further investi
gation. •.

Werner, the author of “Die Schutz;

them. ,
As matters now stand in Germany, a 

German commissioner would not achieve 
anything. Savants of acknowledged 
fame, Such as Virchow, Helmholtz, 
Dubois-Reymond, and others, would be 
appointed, who in their special depart
ments stand very high, but who know 
but little of somnambulism, and still 
less, If possible, of occultism. Let us 
imagine now a sensitive somnambulist, 
receptive of thought-transference and 
every other subtle psychic influence, 
before such judges. Coming to their 
task with the preconceived notion of

Mrs. S. F. DeWolf writes as follows 
from Muskegon, Mich.: “I will-leave 
here for Chicago the 29th or 30th. of 
January. There is a great deal of in
terest manifested here by the slate 
writing and tests.”

Observer writes from Clinton, lows: 
“Mrs Annie Wagner, test medium, of 
Chicago, has severed her engagement 
with the First Spiritualist Society of 
Clinton, Iowa, and is running meetings 
of her own. The large and intelligent' 
audience that greeted her at her first 
meeting in Pierson’s hall, 10th avenue, 
corner of 4th street, on Sunday evéning, 
far outnumbered the Seats provided, 
obliging some to retire, while others 
remained standing through thé service. 
Dr. Barrington’s lecture was able, in
structive, and well received—wihile Mrs. 
Wagner’s platform tests were excellent, 
and very readily recognized. Plenty of 
additional seats will bs provided before 
another meeting, and the ontlook is fa
vorable for good results.’’

■Mrs. H. S. Lake, pastor of the Cleve
land Spiritual Alliance, will speak at 
Lake Brady, ML Pleasant Park, Haz
lett, Cassadoga and Lake George the 
coming Camp season. .

There is not in the entire range of 
Sanscrit literature a work so remarkable 
for the sublime conception of its subject, 
the artistic execution of its parts, 
the grandeur of its verses, and the 
wealth of its instruction, as the Chandi 
of Rishi Markandya, excepting, of 
course, the great Bhagbat of Maharishi 
Vyasa. A few amongst us enter into 
the spirit of the work, and fewer still 
would be willing to accept it as allegory 
—an allegory so sublime and sweet that 
we doubt if there are many equal to it 
in other ancient languages of the world. 
It is sung in every Hindu house, in pros
perity and adversity. It is looked upon 
with veneration, but it is not well un
derstood. I mean, the spirit of the work 
is not well understood; and this is my 
apology for selecting the subject, which, 
being a sacred theme, is not generally 
known to the scholars of the West. The 
difficulty is to render it in a foreign 
language; for there are many passages 
in the work where even a word has a 
score of allusions, and carries with it 
many a sacred association which a for
eigner is not expected to understand. I 
will therefore confine myself to noticing 
the subject-matter rather than translate 
the work into a foreign tongue.

The subject'of the poem is, briefly 
translated, the war between divine love 
and human passions, as described by the 
ancients, namely lust, anger, covetous
ness, somnolence, envy and vanity. 
These passions, like the weird sisters in 
“Macbeth,” meet in the solitary heath 
of. the angel-forsaken heart of man, in 
the storm of his evil inclinations, and 
thus speak of their victim among them
selves:

“We will drain him dry as hay; 
Sleep shall neither night nor day 
Hang upon his pent-house lid;
He shall live a man forbid: 
Though his bark cannot be lost 
Yet it shall be tempest-toss’d.”

And then, promising him aloud every 
joy and pleasure which this world can 
give; meet again in the dark cave of his 
sinful heart, boiling there their fearful 
cauldron. ■

Vanity, speaking first, says:
“There shall be no one equal to me 
In power, wealth or glory.
All shall my command obey, 
And none snail dare to cross my way.
Anger says:

And sparing neither youth nor age, 
Pll bring my foes, like birds in cage.

Lust says:
I’ll not scruple for sacred laws nor ties 
Where’er, beauty gives pleasure to my 

eyes.
Covetousness says; '

I’ll send the wakeful conscience into 
sleep, :

And long as cauldron bolls in sleep shall 
keep. ,

Envy says:
My greatest pleasure shall e’er be 
To see my neighbors deep in misery.’-’ .

Such are the fiendish passions born of 
tho flesh, and it is the aim of divine 
love to conquer them, to help man to 
rise to the plane of spirituality.

Our poem opens in a peaceful hermit-

instinct—they desired to know more of 
inis love. The Mahamuni then de
scribed what forms the subject of the 
poem. He said though the ways of 
Mahamaya surpass Human miqileei. yet 
they are often intelligible tp' unliking 
minds. Her mission is salvation. 
Whenever the immortals are distressed, 
at the sad prospect of degenerating hu
manity. brought on by irrellgion and. 
their ministration to Hie senses, siio ap
peal's to save. This is true m all ages 
of the world, feiie appears to Kill the 
Azuras or demons, ihe king of demons 
is fohumbhu (the desire to slime, or van 
ity} whom she kills last, after killing Jais 
generals.—Indian Mirko«.

ruin ana desolation lie worked in inno- 
ceni and nappy families from feelings of. 
wounded vaniiy. anger or lust, stand up 
as ghouls every now and again in Ins 
desolate heart, where almost every 
moral feeling and every sweet sympathy 
w.«.. n»m./<<u mid p<.i-<iuA<ed duim^ wm 
somnolent period of his prosperity. He 
now beholds tlie vanities of life In their 
naked ugliness. He now remembers 
with a shudder the bestial mastery of 
passions. He repents, and wishes to 
know of a life on earth in which love is 
repaid a hundredfold by love, in which 
passions, like vanquished enemies, obey 
the mastery of the soul, and wisdom 
shines undimmcd by prosperity or ad
versity.

To a man to whom this world is every
thing,—to whom its praises are immor
tality, its ill-favor is death; to whom 
adversity is pure evil; to whom the 
thought of eternal life comes at times 
like lightning flashes, that die away in 
the very clouds that produce them—the 
true wisdom embodying the higher 
aspects of religion is to be imparted 
cautiously and judiciously, if any per
manent effect is at all to be aimed at. 
His mind is to be gradually helped to 
understand the abstract from a repre
sentation at first of many concrete sub
jects, which are to be removed, ope by 
one, as the intellect is trained tb dis
tinguish the grossest from the grosser— 
the grosser from gross—from this the 
subtle, and so on. When, therefore, 
the monarch and his'"companion, who 
thought themselves wis'e enough, and 
yet found it difficult to understand why,
after having been driven 
spective places, their 
yearned to see the faces 
had done them wrong, 
Mahamuni, and desired

from their re-
hearts still 

of those who 
went to the 
to know the 
able teacher,cause, the sago, like an ,

who, knowing the acquirements of his

0, suits his precepts in language 
gible to them, replied as follows: 
O Mahabhag! the knowledge which is 

derived from perceptions of natural 
objects by means of the senses, differs 
widely in different animals. Such 
knowledge is by no means the birthright 
of man only. It is shared by all ani
mals, as is also the attachment born of 
such knowledge, The birds, when 
themselves may be much distressed by 
hunger, carrj' in their bills food for 
their young. Man, the noblest of ani
mals, does the same for his offspring, 
and often without a hope of benefit from 
them. The whole animated kingdom is 
thus thrown into the vortex oh the 
illusion of love—a love which is but the 
semblance of the great love, Mahamaya, 
which upholds the creation. Sho (Ma
hamaya) was primarily the Yoglk state 
of the deity, which created the uni
verse. She bewitches the creation, and 

'attracts by her shadow the minds of the 
wisest of men to cast them into delusion. 
Yet she is the only means of salvation, 
the best knowledge of the Deity, and 
the origin of family tie, of birth and 
death."

To a mind enlarged and elevated by 
education and meditation, sweetened by 
purity and love, and strengthened by 
faith, the words of the Mahamuni, 
quoted above, disclose at once the high
est spiritual truths—the philosophy of 
creation, life, death, and immortality. 
It will be observed that tho sage stated 
that Mahamaya,'or the great love which 
upholds and bewitches the creation, was 
primarily the Yogik state of the Deity, 
that is, a state in which he was origin
ally prompted to create, and is the same 
love which upholds and maintains cre
ation. Of this love, deep and infinite as 
the creation, we see here only a fraction 
of a fraction, a mere semblance, in the 
love of the wife, parent and brethren, 
in friendship and hospitality. Men, 
learned and wise, forgetting, .often the 
source of all love, allow themselves to 
be bewitched by this little of the In
finite, which streams downward to the 
earth, and mistaking the fraction for 
the whole, the semblance for the sub
stance, they fall into delusion. Yetto 
know the Infinite and be happy, there is 
no other means than through love.

When Mahamaya was thus described, 
and the question, asked by the monarch 
and merchant, was answered, without 
their, feelingg being hurt, while at the 
same time disclosing to their spiritual 
eye an endless vista of glory and love
love which is not born of the senses^ nor 
has descended to man as a hereditary

AN IMPORTANT BIRTH.
The Birth of New Ideas

Considered in a Modern Light

Looking over the history of ideas that 
have from time to time been presented 
to the world, weare constantly reminded 
of the conservative element in human 
nature, mere are always some estab
lished customs that maninnd In general 
deem it their duty to maintain. At the 
same time it is well known mat many 
customs arise out of ignorance or erro
neous education. When custom sets 
reason and uuhty at defiance, it becomes 
a mental tyranny. Respect may be ex
tended to established usages, but it is 
due only to good customs, me same 
remark applies io reverence for tne 
wisdom of our ancestors, the point to 
keep in view being that n must be wis
dom. mere is a general misconception 
on tins subject; the fact is overlooked 
that we are more ancient than our an
cestors wlio died in me earlier ages of 
Hie world. We have not only w.c results 
of liieir experience, but our own added
W) ii, ano therefore ouglii lo be better 
qualined ilian they io form a juds-inent.

Our ancestors Jived 
ot tho worm than

and io act wiser 
nearer the miai
ourselves, so Uiai 11 is clearly an error 
w irace amiquiiy backwards. The 
eariiesi limes were the youngest times.
1 here is no end to the folly that tho
contrary opinion i 
who adopted that 
that our fathers 
having our expert

Dieted on our fathers
■iew. J i is not urged 
u-e blamable lor not

.enee, or tbai we
have been wiser than iney if
lived in tiioir time.
rules for the guidane 
like setting up the jgn

T he deification ot e 
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mankind that lias occ
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greatest obstacles lo the progress of the 
world. The birth of new ideas, which 
onght to be a source of rejoicing, has 
been attended by grave apprehensions 
as to the stability of existing institu
tions. The cause of this Bacon attrib
utes to the fact that “the births of 
living creatures at first are ill-shapcn; 
so are all innovations which are the 
births of time.” Basil Montague 
(Bacon, vol. v.) calls attention to the 
hostility of the Italians to an obviously 
new and useful idea. It was their cus
tom to carry vegetables to market in 
panniers on the backs of mules, loading 
one with vegetables and the other with 
a stone, to make them balance. The 
suggestion was that by loading both 
with salable commodities they might 
carry double the quantity at the same 
expense. They answered the man with 
the now idea that their forefathers, 
who were wise and good men, had from 
time immemorial conducted the busi
ness in their way, and that it showed a 
want of understanding and decency to 
interfere with the established customs 
of their country.

Resistance to new ideas lias been 
based in most other countries on similar 
conditions of no greater profundity. 
Once upon a time two monks translated 
the “Prineipia.” The way they met the 
pope and the church was unique. 'They 
said they quite agreed with the pope as 
to the teaching of the Scriptures, but 
had been led to make their translation 
purely out of a feeling of curiosity. 
They desired to show what the conse
quence would be if Newton's views were 
as 'true as they were manifestly false. 
Two things resulted: Europe laughed 
and the pope was satisfied.

But perhaps the greatest consterna
tion was created by the new idea that 
the earth, instead of being as flat as a 
pancake, was more like a cannon-ball. 
The sun, that had hitherto been spin
ning through tho heavens, was allowed 
to repose, and in its stead tlie earth was 
made to spin round. To make a change 
of this magnitude upset everything, and 
the idea was christened Atheism. No 
wonder the authors of such new ideas 
were thus branded by the clergy and 
denounced by the multitude. In modcro 
times some have tried »to restore the old 
order of things; but their efforts have 
not met with much encouragement.

Theologians, although they treated 
the great Florentine very badly, adopted 
his argument, that the Scriptures were 
not intended to teach science. No doubt 
the writers described these things ac
cording to the law of appearances; but 
the question is: Did they know better? 
If they did, they omitted to tell us; and 
if they did not, their alleged inspiration 
falls to the ground. The argument that 
people would not have understood it, if 
they had described the facts, will not 
bear examination, because they have 
understood writers uninspired.

It has been a misfortune to humanity 
that when one man showed any new 
light, hundreds started up, endeavoring 
to extinguish it. Tho conflict between 
light and darkness, knowledge and ig
norance, appears to be interminable. 
The immovability of the earth and the. 
stagnation of the blood were old and 
venerable notions, and tho new idea of 
motion being common to both, was a 
violent change, involving Galileo in 
imprisonment and Harvey in ridicule. 
But in early times the antagonism to 
novelty was manifested where we might 
have expected better things. The dis
courses of Socrates cost him his liberty 
and life—a never-to-be forgotten episode 
in the history of progress. Anaxagoras 
put forth new ideas of God, 
and for that reason was dragged to 
prison. The illustrious scientist^Aris- 
totle, was persecuted, and so was 
Descartes in later times. Priestley, the 
philosopher, had to fly for his life. 
Perhaps the most striking 'instance of 
theological outrage was in the case of 
Tyndale. Here was a man giving io 
Englishmen the - Bible in tneir own 
tongue, a book they are supposed to be
lieve as beyond all. earthly treasures; 
and yet Tyrjdalo for this very act was 
strangled and burnt. But history teems

<<
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SOMETHING NEW!

He Has Never Seen Jesus.

MEDIUMSHIP.
Its Conditions and Culture.

our own shortcomings, and strive to

advice.—The
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has decided to

responsible, more capable, and more

‘••‘■»I Continuati on Bjtfc JPafe 
• I . ' 1 • ...

and enforce the fact that the exercise of 
mediumship should never be permitted 
to injure the health of body or weaken 
the will, or retard the development of 
the character of the medium.

If it is true, as is constantly affirmed, 
that “we get what we make conditions 
for,” then ignorance, folly, credulity 
and blind dependence upon “the spir
its” cannot by any possibility provide

Adah Sheehan, M. D., of Cincinnati, 
Ohio, the well-known Spiritual advocate

theqnsulon whether spirits can return and communi
cate.” , -

JustwhatInvestigators want Home circles want.'

* *' ’ ' A ' 4’

The Oonaçlousnaga of Mat

Mr. Hull was-engaged for Rochester, 
Ind., but the society released him on 
condition that he would come later.

manifestation of enlighteped and wise 
spirit, people.

The day has gone by, we trust for
ever, when we even think of spirits as 
infallible authorities, to be listened to

experienced people, embodied or dis- VU1V> Ulv nou.ammu OMUllUM 
incarnate, and thus bring out by effort and ’Liberal lecturer, has decided to 
and exercise the power of mind and । ma|(e a lecture tour. Societies, Spiritual 
spirit, become more rational, more 0P Liberal, who desire to secure the vmewAriclnlA nnvinhlA nnri . . _ . _ .
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. . ,. ........ .
with stories of the persecution of genius 
to the end of the seventeenth century, 
and scarcely any one. could declare any
thing contrary to thebelief of his time 

• without placing himself in bodily peril.
Need we wonder that the progress of 
the intellect has been slow?

The early attempts of geologists to ex
plain phenomena by natural agencies at 
once dissolved all connection with theol
ogy and mtiflo them marked men. Even 
Sir William Jones regretted that he 
lived, in a time when intelHgent and 
virtuous men doubted Mosesr account of 
the primitive world, Early geologists 
were deemed mad till it was announced 
that by using the pick and the hammer 
they were doing penance; then they 
were regarded, as saints. It* is truly 

• wonderful that the many discoveries 
that upset the faith have since been 
found handmaids and supporters of it. 
Even the terrible announcements of 
Darwin are found this year, in books 
just issued, to be in harmony with the 
divine plan. . ,

Among ancient institutions that have 
cursed the world is that of slavery. It 
is only in the present century that the 
bodily freedom of man has been recog
nized, after the sacrifice of much blood 
and treasure. Slavery was abolished by 
England in 1838, and in America in 1863.

Our mode of treating offenders 
against our laws held its ground in spite 
ot Thomas Moore, Voltaire, Landor and 
South wood Smith. It is literally as
tounding to read of the innumerable 
offenses for which men were hanged 
until within living memory.

This generation has witnessed the 
triumph of an idea as old as Cromwell, 
that men should be allowed to serve the 
State independently of their opinions. 
In 1689 aq effort was made, but . the 
clergy were so shocked that they re
fused to pray for a king favorable to 
toleration. It is estimated that in the 
S'evious quarter of a century 60,000 

issenters were persecuted, 5,000 dying 
in prison. In 1672 it was stated in the 
Commons that it was intended to bring 
all into the church, and “he that is not 
willing shall not have ease.” But it was 
all up with huch measures to debar peo
ple from political life, and in 1801 the 
clergy found themselves banished from 
the Commons and the bishops were 
alarmed in the other house. To-day a 
Freethinker may enter the Commons 
without even saying, “So help me God.” 
When perjury was supreme at Oxford 
the Commons excluded the Quaker for 
refusing to swear on the New Testament 
and the Jew who was willing to swear 
on the Old. No wonder the House 
was unwilling to swear Charles Brad
laugh on either. But courage and per
sistency on his part won ,the right to 
affirm. I never think of these things 
without recalling the words John 
Bright wrote me: “How slowly the 
world learns the lesson of religious 
freedom.’’—Charles C. Gattell in Ag
nostic Journal, London, Eng.

THE LIFE BEYOND.
Experiences of a Disem 

bodied Spirit.

He Describes the Process of Dis
solution.

I myself haye witnessed what I sup
pose is correct to term the dissolution of 
many with whom I have been associated 
in this sphere of existence. But, tell 
me, is it true that you, of whoso pres
ence 1 am now becoming aware, have a 
form in which you have a conscious 
life of your own upon what he described 
as an external earth? If you tell me it 
is so, then I will accept your testimony, 
and there seems to come from you a 
somewhat which is irresistible that con
vinces me it Is so. ,

[Recorder: It is perfectly true. We 
knew the one of whom you are speak
ing, when, like ourselves, he was em
bodied in life on the outer earth of 
which he spake to you.]

How strange, and yet how beautiful is 
this experience. I will give myself no 
rest until 1 have discovered some solid 
ground to set my feet upon; by which I 
mean that I must obtain some certainty 
in regard to this unexpected occurrence, 
for I am conscious that this is like unto 
what that one expatiated upon, and 1 
am satisfied it is no hallucination.

In every case of dissolution that I 
have witnessed, while quite aware of 
the preservation of the life force that 
actuated the dissolving ■ form of life, 
that, whatever it may be, was never 
seen; but after the process was com
pleted a shell was loft which rapidly 
decomposed, and became what had the 
appearance of ashes; but you ask what 
became of the ashes? They quickly 
dissolved and,as I think,were set free in 
the form of essences that mingled with 
the substances from which tney must 
originally have been drawn. But that 
which is the most wonderful in the case 
of our friend—whom you tell mo was 
also your friend—there were no remains, 
for, as I can testify, I myself witnessed 
the absorption of what should have 
been the “remains” of the shell, actual
ly taken up by the glorious and majestic 
form which was evolved and developed 

■ from the prior one in which he was 
known to us; and if it were not so, then 
I know not what became ctf.them.

While watching, as we thought, the 
dissolution of our friend, his form, with 
which he had been so intimately associ
ated, was surrounded ]>y a sphere some
what more dense than our atmosphere, 
yet transparent. I saw his form en
veloped by this sphere, and he began 
gradually to lose the structural outline 
of his form. 1 gazed with wonder and 
Bwe upon the scene, for the like had 
never before come under my notice or 
observation. The structural form , ap
peared to amalgamate with the. enclos
ing halo, and the power seemed to be 
drawn inward, and in th« centre there 
appeared a globular specktof very small 
dimensions. This speck then began to 
enlarge until it became clearly, defined 
and it absorbed into itself all the parti
cles composing the radiant sphere that 
had surrounded him from the onset. 
And what was wonderfully strange, as 
doubtless it will be to you, in the globu
lar spherical form thus developed, I 
could trace the. representation of the 
cast-off form,.i.and?.-could recognize our 
friend in the new . form, The beauty 
and svmmetry' of that glorious form I 
will not attempt to describe, for I can-' 

■ not, as I know of nothing to which it 
can be’compared. After gently yibrat- 
ing for a little while before. us, it van- 
Isned from our sight. Such,then, is the 

' testimony of what I witnessed,- which I 
have been enabled in this strange man

- ner to delineate in your hearing.

[Recorder: Did the process which 
you have so clearly described occupy 
what we should term a short or a long 
period of time'?] .

I can form no conception of time, nor 
can I calculate its duration by suoh a 
method, but if you can measure the 
time it has taken me to describe and 
you to record the same you may know 
how long the transformation process 
was in operation.

[Recorder: It has occupied a little 
over one hour of what we term our 
earth time.]

I can well understand that the recital 
I hays given will be of great interest to 
you as it is to myself, and I find that 
this interesting experience has resulted 
in what is of profound importance to 
me, and I am deeply thankful to you; 
for what I take to be a voice preaching 
from you1, who are on the- outer earth, 
has awakened a consciousness, some
what dim it is true, but nevertheless it 
has connected me with an anteriority 
that must have preceded my present 
state of existent life, which opens up 
much more than a thought in relation 
to what your friend and now yourselves 
have told me. Jt must have been an 
actuality, viz., that he did have a con
scious life upon the outer earth, which 
you say you still inhabit. I hear a voice 
issuing from the “Presence” near me, 
saving, “It is a life thought.” I have 
followed that life thought, and it has 
taken me to a state or sphere wherein I 
can now recognize myself as having had 
a conscious life and experience of my 
own upon your and his outer earth. 
Here .a thought comes to me thus: 
“Who are you that has been speaking 
to us, and can you tell us who and what 
you were when a man amongst men upon 
our earth'?” .

I will go back to that sphere and 
state, and from thence will respond, for 
I perceive that while in that condition 
I shall be able to recall something of 
the past, which I am now assured was, 
and still forms an integral part of my 
life's history and experience, for the 
memory of that outer life and its sur
roundings is fast being awakened. Ah! 
now I have it, and, if of interest to you, 
I will give as much as I can call up:

I was a native of that part of the 
earth which, strange to say, I perceive 
now forms a portion of the great empire 
that is ruled over by your sovereign. I 
belonged to the caste known as the 
Brahman, and as such it was mine to 
teach of that which pertained to a knowl
edge of the Cosmos, and was a member 
of the order of what I think you term 
the priesthood. You ask me when I 
lived on the outer earth'?

You are doubtless aware that which 
Was then my country was invaded and 
overrun by a barbarous horde, who 
poured into it by what you know as the 
north-west provinces, and my poor coun
try became devastated and enslaved by 
the vast merciless horde, led on by a 
powerful chieftain, whom I perceive is 
historically known to you as Titnour the 
Tartar. I was living at that time and 
saw the flower of my country cut down 
and disseminated by the victorious foe, 
for we could not resist the invasion and 
onslaught. No order or position in life 
was regarded, and tho slaughter was 
terrible, accompanied by scenes that I 
prefer not to dwell upon. I was among 
the victims cut down by the rapacious 
scimitar, and it was then that I passed 
away in a state of unconsciousness and 
became an inhabitant of this sphere, at 
least so I think, in the which I have 
been since that occurrence. So utterly 
oblivious have I been, until this wonder
ful experience, of that prior state and 
condition, in which I was a man among 
men, that 1 have strenuously denied 
that 1 ever lived in a prior state of ex
istence, and hence I am sure you will 
excuse me when speaking of our friend’s 
relation to, and connection with, the ex
ternal earth, that under such conditions 
of mental obscurity, I should then char
acterize them as hallucinations,or flights 
of imagination, and I. am delighted to 
find that he who was miy friend and close 
acquaintance was yours also.

I cannot bring this converse and com
munion to a close without expressing 
the joy it has afforded me, and the meth
od or mode of such communion is as 
wonderful as it is novel, interesting and 
important. Salaam! Salaam!—The Two 
Worlds, London, Eng.

THE LIFEJEYOND.
Experiences of a Disembod* 

led Spirit.

The Meaning of Nirvana.

The “Agnostic Journal,” of London, 
Eng., says: “This word has been much 
misunderstood in Europe. To get a 
clear comprehension of it you must bear 
in mind the doctrine of Buddha. Ac
cording to him, in order to attain the 
supreme end you must understand ex
actly the four truths, which are, the na
ture of pain, its causes, its termination, 
the way which conducts to this termina
tion. Pain is birth, love, fortune, old 
age, death—in a word, everything which 
constitutes the pêrsonality. The cause 
of pain is the sensation which produces 
wants, the thirst for action and for liv
ing. The termination of the pain comes 
when this irresistible thirst, this indi
vidual activity, incompletely exhausted. 
The way of salvation is the means of ex
tinguishing this thirst, of putting an end 
to this activity. You attain salvation 
by passing through four states. The 
first state is that of conversion, of the- 
knowledge of truth. The second is the 
last but one preceding the new birth, in 
which the individuality is in some sort 
reduced to its minimum. In the third 
state, which is the last of corporeal life, 
the being is no longer capable of desire 
or hatred; he has become “venerable,” 
arhat; and this last word expresses that 
he has got rid of all aspirations, of, all 
idea of permanence, of all feeling of his 
own wisdom, of all trace of ignorance. 
When he has reached that point he dies 
physically, and enters into the fourth 
state, Nirvana. This word is generally 
thought to mean absolute material ex
tinction. Such an interpretation is not 
exact. Nirvana is the extinction of ac
tivity, and consequently of personality, 
and nothing more, since life is but an 
illusion, an appearance, a partial mani
festation of the substance, of which ex
istence -is a palpable /act. But whether 
the substance exists or not, after the 
vanishing of our personality, is of no 
importance. We shall no longer be sub- 
ject.to pain, to evil, to good, to the 
frightful yoke of life. The elements 
which compose, our individuality, de
tached at last from each other, will enter 
into the absolute repose from ..which 
they will go one by one to form other 
beings.”—Julien Vinson, in “Revue de 
Linguistique et de Philologie .Com
parée,” Paris,-January.- ,

: Mrs. Eddy, trance medium, of.Aurora, 
Ill., is visiting her7father at Muncie, 
Ind. ■

W. M. P.—I have been a watchful and 
interested attendant during the scenes 
that have been enacted so recently be
fore you; and the simile which was used 
by the beauteous one on the last occar 
sion is indefinitely within the mark, 
and bears about as much proportion to 
the reality of human states of transition 
to the higher and angelic conditions of 
being as the rays from the lamp which 
1 am conscious you are using to en
lighten physical darkness are in Com
parison to the rays that beam forth 
from your sun at mid-day.
' As you well know, the lesser is ab
sorbed by the greater, and just so the 
intellectual and even affectional powers 
which pertained to the outer and inner 
personalities that were mine are ab
sorbed in the exquisite enjoyment of the 
self-conscious life that is now my own; 
and the intensity of that enjoyment is 
vastly increased by being consciously 
conjoined to that beauteous feminine 
form whom I now know and declare is 
the other expression of my own life 
quality, and of which she is equally con
scious of being one with myself.

Shall I attempt to speak of my present 
home?

When a man upon the outer earth I 
used frequently to dilate upon the 
“sweetness of home” pertaining to 
earthly experiences; but that “home” 
and the “sweetness” attending it was In 
the feettngtof the external personality, 
and it was limited to the extensive pos
session of that state, which consisted in 
the feeling of being surrounded therein 
by the presence ana communion of those 
whom the personality claimed as its out
births, and within that narrow limit it 
had Its enjoyment of “Home, Sweet 
Home.” But my present home is not 
contracted within such a narrow 
sphere, for its limits are all but bourid- 
less. It comprises the conscious 
mingling and intermingling with 
myriad forms of spiritual life, as diverse 
from the personal as the angel is from 
the human, and the human from the 
mere animal forms of life.

But oh, loved ones! now inexpressibly 
dear and near to me, my entry into this 
state and sphere is too recent for me to 
impart anything comprehensible by you 
of the beauty of the forms of life that 
now surround me. of the grandeur of 
the scenery, and the exhibition—such 
as I have witnessed—of the powers pos
sessed and wielded by the angelic beings 
into whose company I have been so 
lately ushered, and may 1 say that I am 
becoming even “as one of them.”

And now I will speak upon a subject 
that 1 know is of profound importance 
to you, seeing that it touches upon the 
hopes, anticipations and desires that 
sway the vast numbers who form the so- 
called evangelical portion of the re
ligious systems of professing Christians, 
among which was the one that I was 
specially connected with, when in 
mortal conditions like yours. The sub
ject to which I refer is the existence of 
the being who is supposed, and as I sup
posed to be the historical Jesus Christ, 
and who, after accomplishing tho great 
sacrifice on the earth, and having as
cended into heaven, sat down at the 
right hand of the Father God, and is 
claimed to be the “savior of the world.”

This 1 can truly say, that I have met 
with no such personal being that an
swers to what isTfc,e unquestioning be
lief of all who have lived and have died 
in the faith; although such was my be
lief and hopeX'hen on the earth, which 
formed the subject of my teaching and 
preaching, yet I have not seen such a 
one into whose presence I had to be in
troduced and recognized as his vassal or 
servant. No courtier or messenger 
from the high court has ever come to 
invite me to ascend to his residence. 
And much lees have I ever witnessed 
the scenes of the so-called great judg
ment. I confess I did anticipate that I 
was to be one of the special and favored 
ones, and •after passing through the 
ordeal 1 should hear the verdict, “Thou 
hast been faithful over few things, I 
will make thee ruler over many; enter 
thou into tfie jov of thy Lord.”

Instead'of realizing that which I now 
know to be a phantasmagoria, I have 
experienced what it is to enter into the 
joy of the angelic life, and I find that 
their love is not bestowed upon any 
special human beings who base their 
hopes and anticipations of a grand 
future life because of their obedience to 
the requirements of ecclesiastical sys
tems: but 1 find their sympathy and 
affection is bestowed equally as well on 
those who, judged by such systems, are 
not supposed to be ‘good.” Their love 
is aS wide as the universe they inhabit, 
and their power is such that they can 
attract from the profoundest depths 
atoms, of human life who are so self- 
confidently assumed to be consigned to 
the deepest hell of suffering, remorse 
and perpetuity. t

This, oh loved ones, is quite sufficient 
for you to judge between the false ap
pearances engendered by my old theol
ogy, which was cramped, dwarfed and 
misshapen, and the reality which has 
been my experience since I came into 
these spheres of conscious life and 
being. I am now vested with the power 
to make myself known to and commune 
with you, and unfold to you what in my 
inner thoughts, even while on earth, I 
could not help but regard as mysteries. 
I can now perceive a meaning which I 
then little comprehended, of the words 
I used to dilate upon, namely, “Of all 
that thou hast given me, not one shall 
be lost.” From my present state I see 
that not one atom of human life can 
possibly be lost, for although to the 
view of the theologian they appear to be 
lost, yet to the angelic ken, not one is 
out of reach of their aid, sympathy and 
power to uplift.

The most illustrious one has, de? 
lineated this in your hearing; and the 
being invested with the power to draw 
all to itself is the action of the great, 
supreme life power, which propels and 
draws according to the design of the 
omnipotent one. It is the same that is 
equally 'visible.in the manifestation of 
these mighty and glorious inner uni
verses, as on your and other outer 
earths.‘ As with you, even so here; 
there is a yet greater beyond, in which 
the majesty and glory of its inhabitants 
still manifest the grand life power. In 
one and all the language and voice is 
the same which declares that'the in
finite life can only be known by the 
forms who make it manifest,

To the recorder: Brother dear, there 
was no funereal obsequies at my depart
ure over the remains of my then ex
ternal form, for there Were nope left 
over which the “service for the dead” 
Could be read. Yom like I have done 
when in your Conditions, have sotrie- 
times heard, if not actually pronounced, 
the words when the remains of some 
personality Were being consigned to the 
grave: “Earth to earth, ashes to ashes.” 

tut, brother, what becomes of ths 
earth and the ashes?

J have listened with breathless de
light to the-beautiful exposition given 
by the beauteous one who is the affec
tionalpart of the life and light going 
forth from the most illustrious pne, to 
all of which I can add, if not a loud, yet 
a most significant amen. .

Who can I most congratulate for the 
part sustained in this wondrous drama, 
myself or yourselves?

Recorder: May wc not mutually con
gratulate each other?

. W. M. P.: Without you and the Con* 
ditions provided by the development of 
the inner life power within yourselves, 
I could not have enjoyed communion 
and converse, with you, whom I once 
knew, and with whom I took sweet 
counsel' when in my earthly form; and 
this gives me and you a diverse view of 
what We used to think of as the “ Second 
Advent.”— The Ttbo Worlds, London.

It seems to us that it is quite time the 
superstitious opinion that a medium 
must be an ignoramus so as to give bet
ter evidence of spirit action ,AVas dis*- 
carded once and for all. The childish 
and irrational idea that a medium is, oi* 
should be, an irresponsible nonentity, 
and that, “the dear.spirits will do it all” 
is one that needs to be discredited and 
replaced by a more intelligent concep
tion of the position and duties of medi
ums. The notion that mediums should

bodies of tùa ^¿Llcted) la g 
ofaiiatomy, physiology, ami 
tics, to enable him or her to give a cor
rect dud comprehensible diàgwU 
the state of the interior of the patiefiL 
In like manner mediums MfUq. viréseclbe 
herbal or other remedies, QUgM tQ.havq 
di least a pretty full store qf knowledge 
bf herbs, their qualities and A 
medical botanist of our 
assured us. fiqt long since 
been requested to “make, up’/ - • zrtp- 
tiofis, given tq sufferers,(were 
worse than useless, and he beaded that 
mediums ought to kn.o.w, of themselves, 
sufficient of the nature <?f herbs to _b,e. 
able to judge whether tlld remedies, 
proposed were likely to be serviceable 
or not

MediuffiSj alas! in too many instances 
do not take siiffleleiit interest to the insr 
Êrovement of their oWil minds, or'ÉSVÊJl 
i providing the best coiiditiojis for the 

exercise of their mediumship. They 
are often careless or indifferent, atid 
seem to think that all they have to do is 
to “ait. ” Sit like aii empty hottie to be. 
filled; like ¿ri tlrirëspoüslva machine to 
be started and stopped by spirits at 
their will ¿nd pleasure.. So long aa this 
indifference, this apathy, this mlsi'aii* 
ception of the nature of iqediumsW 
and the duties of mediums dbutinues, so 
long shall we have to bear as best we 
can the slings and arrows of criticism 
and.the sarcastic ridicule and scoff of 
critics who fail to make allowances.

We are fully conscious of the good 
which has been accomplished by the 
mediums who have toiled and suffered, 
often under great disadvantages, and 
with steadfast loyalty. We freely ac
knowledge their bravery and fidelity, 
recognizing that they did the best thev 
could under the conditions in which 
they were placed. We also recognize; 
however, that our “best” often falls 
short of the “best possible,” and realize 
that there is great room for improve
ment in all of Us. We write, as a medi
um, of mediums with" the kindest feel
ings towards “one and all,” not in a 
spirit of faqlLflndlng, but with a desire 
to encourage them, to stimulate to im
provement. We are often conscious of

not read, should not think, and ought mir own shortcomings, and strive to 
not to endeavor to improve their minds, amend them. Enquirers and would-be 
merely because they are mediums, is a mediums, for those who are undergoing 
disastrous one. The consequences have development, often come to us for coun- 
been hurtful both to individuals and to sei, hence we feel the need for the above 
the movement. We must bear in mind friendly warning and i-------- -----"' ' Two w0RijDSi London.

On the evening of February 7 there 
will be a dance at Bricklayers’ Hall. 
Admission 26 cents. A grand time is 
expected.

Mattie E, Hull is to spend a portion of 
the month of February in Green Bay, 
Wis. She can be secured for a few lee-

। Chicago Terrace, Chicago, 111.
| Moses Hull speaks in the New Tem
ple in Anderson, Ind., the Sundays of 
February and March. On the evenings

with bated breath and accepted as spir- of February fl, 7, 8, 9 and 10 he speaks 
itual dictators. While we accept them in the UnIverealist church in Muncie, 
as “guides,” “preceptors,” friends and Ind.
co-workers, listen to their advice and I Dr. Dobson, of San Jose, Cal., who is 
teachings and are thankful for their as- always launching out in some unex- 
sistance and counsel, we decline to fol-' pected direction, has employed Moses 
low them blindly, or to render unthink- Hull to speak in San Jose the nine Sun- 
ipg submission to their instructions, and days of April and May. The doctor 
no ■ intelligent or well-meaning spirit was in luck; if he had been three days 
will require such self-abnegation from [ later he could not have obtained Mr, 
a medium, We always Suspect spirits, Hull, as they, were after him at two 
either in the body or out, who counsel other places for those months; in fact 
mediums not to read, not to reason. We ” " . . _ .
regard it as the duty every one owes to 
himself to strive to develop all his fac
ulties, to seek the aid of teachers and

worthy.
The utility of “training,” the value of 

education (not cramming) to the indi
vidual and the race is unquestioned by 
observant and thoughtful people. “De
velopment” is only another name for 
education, viz., the bringing out of the 
powers of mediumship by repeated trial" 
continuous experiment. The power of 
spirits is limited. We now know that 
they are not supernatural beings, and 
cannot work “miracles.” They are 
subject to law, and can only execute 
their plans and outwork their purposes 
iij accordance with their own knowledge 
and the conditions which we provide 
for them to work through. Improve 
the conditions and better results will 
follow. Give them healthy, active, en
lightened and earnest mediums, and 
they will be able to manifest themselves 
more fully and more freely through such 
agents. The better the instrument the 
more successful will the trained player 
be in producing the ravishing strains 
of harmony. But no matter how.capa
ble the player may be, if the instrument 
is unstrung, dr untuned, or badly fash
ioned, he is at a disadvantage, and can
not possibly exceed the capabilities of 
his piano or violin.

We now know that as regards the 
major portion of trance or inspirational 
speakers tho spirit does not oust the 
medium and take full “possession” of 
his brain and body, does not provide or 
dictate the very words to be used, save 
in very exceptional cases, but acts by 
impression or suggestion, and stimu
lates, incites, or quickens and intensifies 
the powers of the medium. The spirit 
cannot create abilities the medium does 
not possess, nor can he exceed the range 
of what is possible to the medium if 
cultured, although he may cause the 
“sensitive” to transcend his ordinary 
normal abilities.

We naw know that while spirit op
erators may “inspire” mediums and 
prompt them to utter great thoughts, 
may “suggest” certain Ideas to and 
“Impress” the medium with lofty con
ceptions, yet .the spirit does not abso
lutely determine the exact phrases or 
terms in which those thoughts and. ideas 
shall be clothed. Neither is the spirit 
responsible for the pronunciation, the 
elocution, the grammar, the logic, ¿or 
the composition; consequently a cultured 
and. spiritually enlightened spirit is at a 
great disadvantage when he seeks to 
express his thoughts through a.medium 
who is not educated in these depart
ments of knowledge. Hence the need 
for improving the conditions by the me
dium’s self-culture.

In the same manner clairvoyants are 
frequently at a loss to make their mean
ing clear, for lack of. suitable words or 
want of knowledge, of the correct term 
to employ in describing what they see. 
The listeners are often amused with so- 
called “descriptions” of spirits which do 
not “describe,’’ because. general terms 
are employed, and not infrequently 
words are incorrectly applied. How- 
useful—nay, how indlspensible (to a me
dium who can clairvoyantly see into the

services of this talented speaker, can 
obtain all necessary information and 
dates by addressing Mrs. J. C. Jackson, 
business manager, at 113 East 5th street, 
Cincinnati, O., or No. 780 West Monroe 
street, Chicago, Ill.

Dr. Lucy Barnicoat, of Boston, will 
accept calls to lecture and give psycho
metric readings and tests for societies 
between Kansas City, Mo., and San 
Francisco. She recently gave a course 
of lectures at Liberal, Mo., which were 
highl.y appreciated, together with read
ings, which were pronounced quite re
markable. She may be addressed at 
1826 Cherry street, Kansas City, Mo.

Prof. H. D. Barrett lecturrd at Wil
liamsport, Pa., January 20, on his way 
to Washington, D. C.

THE PSÏCHOGRAPH 
OB • 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Tbh Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and baa proved more satisfac
tory than the planchette, both tn regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications. - and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
notaware of their mcdlumlatlc gift have, after a few 
siftings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from tbelr departed friends.

CtpL D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown tn the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Snlrit* 
uallsm is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort in the severe loss 
I bare bad of son, daughter, and tbelrmotber/'

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings bave jnade bls 
name familiar to those Interested In psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy- 
cbograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test It the 
first' opportunity I may have. It h very, simple In 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power,than the one now In use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
Its superior merits become known.” • '

A. P, Miller, journalist and poet, in an editorial no
tice of the Instrument in bis paper, the Worthington 
(Minn.) Advance, says: “The Psychograph Is an im
provement upon the planchette, baring a dial and let* 
tera. with a few words, so that very little ‘power* Is 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test

It Uj Argued IntQ Fxistenee. 
■ ' ' ' ...

The discussion on telepathy which has 
bqen going on, in the Agm»tio Journal 
flfttotolly leads up.' to the Theosophical 
conception of matter aa being innately 
conscious, 5y this we cto not mean that 
it possesses self-consciousness, which is 
a later- development due to the illusive 
effect which we spirit has npw matter 
under certain conditional but what we 
do mean U that every molecule of ma- 
terlal substance is the formulated ex
pression of an inner foree, which has 
produced enif of qhaos the objective uni
verse. To a student fit Theosophy the 
steps which lead to this grand concep
tion of innate intelligent forces at work 
behind and within the screen of visible 
substaiiee are found by descending from 
general? to particulars along the lines 
at thought laid out by ouj- system of 
philosophy. But this idea is capable of 
.a more popular presentation, though 
necessarily somewhat superficial which 
I will how attempt; for J believe that 
what is most required 'at present, in or
der that the scientific Western mind 
may bring iteelf into harmony with the 
occult side of nature, is some sort of a 
bridge between metaphysics and phys
ics, whereby Abe mtod, attuned to look 
only on external appearances as they 
present themselves to the senses, may 
babble, by easy transition, to pass on 
into the inner and more recondite 
realms of nature, In saying that we 
believe in th? consciousness of mutter 
we express out* belief in the physical 
and metaphysical unity of everything, 
whether organic-or inpfganic; and, 
while venturing to indicate, Wbat ap
pears to roe a reasonable explariaiiop of 
this belief, I speak for myself alone, ¿nd 
do not wish to compromise other Theo
sophical workers by presuming in any 
way to speak for them.

In order to realize the necessity which 
matter lies under of being conscious, I 
take the following line or argument:— 
We are conscious of things eternal to 
ourselves; therefore, all objects which 
are able to affect our consciousness must 
be capable of reduction to a common de
nominator, both for them and for us. 
In other words, there must be an ele
ment common to both perceived and 
perceiver, which enables the thing seen 
and the perception of it to unite, in or
der that cognition may result. This 
element is consciousness, for it is the 
basis of our perceptions, and conse
quently the basis of the things per
ceived. Take, for example, the human 
mind; the physical brain is the medium 
of mentality; this again is dependent 
for its normal or abnormal working on 
the condition of the stomach, etc. We 
know the drugs which affect the phys
ical body also affect the state of its 
consciousness. Opium is a marked ex
ample of this kind of effect, where ex
traneous matter brought into the 
physical matter of the system at once 
produces corresponding effects on the 
mind. Clearly, if these drugs affect 
our mental condition, there must be a 
common point of contact between it and 
them in consciousness.

The examples by which this line of 
argument can be illustrated are endless; 
but there is one which illustrates it in a 
curio lis manner. Take, for instance, 
the effect which metal, held between 
the finger and thumb, has upon the 
senses. I myself taste a copper penny 
when holding It in this way. and the 
number of people I have met who can 
do likewise are the larger proportion of 
those who have tried the experiment. 
Now, in this example the metal is only 
in contact with my sense of touch, and 
yet It affects also mV sense of taste; 
therefore, I say that the.center of con
sciousness, whence spring my five senses, 
must have been reached in this con
tact between the penny and my fingers; 
for, since the organ of taste has been 
aroused, though it has not been in con
tact with the thing it tastes, then this 
perception must have come from the 
other end of the sense, where it is 
plunged in the common centre of undif
ferentiated consciousness whence radi
ate the five senses. Thus the undiffer
entiated, and therefore impersonal, 
basis of consciousness in myself, and the 
impersonal, and therefore undifferen
tiated, consciousness of the metal, must 
be tho common point of junction 
from which springs in me that duality 
of external perception which culminates 
as the sensation of taste and smell.

Each of our five senses furnishes -us 
with countless examples of the con
sciousness of matter; for but for this 
common link between things within and 
things without we should neither see, 
feel, hear, touch, nor smell. Though 
the question of how the outer crust of 
things throws back to its forceful source 
belongs to the study of Occultism, still 
we may endeavor to find the middle 
quantity, so to speak, which links the 
physical with the metaphysical; and I 
think that this is fire, or its result, 
heat. Science has placed among the 
category of its universal laws that heat 
is evolved wherever work is done, and 
that heat and energy are controvertible 
terms. When we tnink, heat is evolved 
for every thought. In every so-called 
inanimate-thing heat is latent, and ca
pable of being roused to activity; it is, 
in fact, universally present in space, as 
in the objects of space.

Telepathy, which, according to the 
evidence of the Psychical Research So
ciety, I consider to be proven, is a proof 
that thought may come to us from with
out. If, therefore, a thought is raised 
in a brain; if the cerebral cells are 
made to work, then from this work heat 
is evolved as the common element 
which represents both the thought 
evolved and the energy of the material 
which formulated it. Science had found 
it an absolute necessity to postulate the 
existence of ether, which snail be a me
dium of transmission for radiant heat 
and light; this, at least, all are agreed 
on; but, wheh we go further into the 
speculations of science of scientists as to 
its nature, we find so much that is con
tradictory that I think we are entitled 
for the present to hold them as doubt
ful, and to keep to that alone which is 
necessary—namely, a medimh of trans
mission for heat and light. '
" Well, then, to return to the brain: 
heat, being evolved .both' by. thought 
and bymatter, is eommon-vo both; while; 
ether, its medium, is that? through 
which their junction in heat is effected. 
Occulists say that Are1 pervades all: and 
the ether of the ancients, says Madame
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DREAMS AND VISIONS.

THÉ MORROW OF DEATH.

It is perhaps well to refer once more to sows 
portions of the papers on “Elementáis,” by 
II. P. Blavatsky, which papers were brought 
to a close in “Lucifer" for October 15th:

For fear of being misunderstood, we would 
remark that while, as a rule, physical phenom
ena are produced by the nature-spirito, of their 
own motion and under the impulse of the ele
mentarles, still genuine disembodied human 
spirits may, under exceptional circumstances 
.—such as the aspiration of a pure, loving, 
heart, or under the influence of some intense 
thought or unsatisfied desire, at the moment 
of death—manifest their presence, either in 
dream, or vision, or even bring about their 
objective appearance—if very soon after 
physical death. Direct writing may be pro
duced in the genuine handwriting of the 
“spirit,” the medium being influenced by a 
process unknown as much to himself as to the 
modern Spiritualists, jve fear. But what we 
maintain, and shall maintain to the last, is 
that no genuine human spirit can materialise 
—that is, clothe his monad with an objective 
form. Even for the rest it must be a mighty 
attraction indeed to draw a pure, disembodied, 
spirit from its radiant, Devaohanic state—its 
home—into the foul atmosphere from which 
it escaped upon leaving its earthly body.

When the possible nature of thè manifesting 
intelligences, which science believes to be a 
“psychic force,” and Spiritualists the identical 
“spirits of the dead," is better known, then 
will academicians and believers turn to the old 
philosophers for information. They may, in 
theif indomitable pride, that becomes so often 
stubbornness and arrogance, do as Dr. Char
cot, of the Salpetriere of Paris, has done: 
deny for years the existence of mesmerism and 
its phenomena, to accept and finally pieaoh it 
in public lectures—only under the assumed 
name, Hypnotism.

• We have found in Spiritualistic journals 
many instances where apparitions of departed 
pet dogs and other animals have been seen. 
Therefore, upon Spiritualistic testimony, we 
must think that such animal “spirits” do ap
pear; although we reserve the right of concurr
ing with the ancients that the forms are tricks 
of the elementáis. Notwithstanding every 
proof and probability, the Spiritualists will, 
nevertheless, maintain that it is the “spirit" 
of the departed human beings that are at work 
even in the materialization of animals. We 
will now examine, with their permission, the 
pro and con of the mooted question. Let up, 
for a moment, imagine an intelligent orang
outang or some African anthropoid ape disem
bodied—that is, deprived of its physical and 
in possession of an astral, if not an immortal 
body. Once open the door of communication 
between the terrestrial and the spiritual world, 

• what prevents the ape from producing physical 
phenomena such as he sees human spirits pro
duce? And why may not these excel in clever
ness and ingenuity many of those which have 
been witnessed in Spiritualistic circles? Let 
Spiritualists answer. The orang-outang of 
Borneo is little, if any, inferior to the savage 
man in intelligence. Mr. Wallace and other 
great naturalists give instances of its wonder
ful acuteness, although its brains are inferior 
in cubic capacity to the most undeveloped of 
savages. These apes lack but speech to be 
men of low grade. The sentinels placed by 
monkeys; the sleeping chambers selected and 
built by orang-outangs; their prevision of dan
ger and calculations, which show more than in
stinct; their choice of leaders, whom they obey; 
afad the exercise of many of their faculties, cer
tainly entitle them to a place at least on a level 
with many a flat-headed Australian. Says 

... Mr. Wallace, “The mental requirements of 
savages, and the faculties actually exercised 
by them, are very little above those of the ani
mais."

Tfiat w^iich survive? as an . individuality after 
the death of the body is the astral soul, which 
Plato/in the “Tinmens” and “Gorgias," calls 
the mortal soul, for, according to the Hermetic 
doctrine, it throws off its more material parti
óles at every progressive change into a higher 
sphere. . . ,

Let us advance another step in our argu
ment. If there is such a thing as existence 
in the spiritual world after corporeal death, 
then it must occur in accordance with the law 
of evolution.. It takes man from his place at 
the apex of the pyramid of matter, and lifts 
him into a sphere of existence where the same 
inexorable law follows. And if it follows him, 
why not everything else in nature? Why not 
animals and plants, which have all q life-prin
ciple, and whose gross forms decay like his, 
when that life-principle leaves them? If his 
astral body becomes more'ethereal upon attain
ing the other sphere, why not theirs?

But does not H. P. Blavatsky here allow all 
that the purest Spiritualists assert—namely: 
That disembodied human spirits may, under 
certain circumstances, make themselves mani
fest? And the writer had no right to assume 
that when the appearance of a pet dog was 
manifested, Spiritualists, would at once assert 
that it was the agency óf those who had passed 
over which brought it there. And whois 
ready to deny the possibility of animals and 
llanta having a future existence? Surely not 
Spiritualists? The animus which dictated these 
and many other paragraphs is very curious.

While there are every-day occurrences hap
pening to puzzle us, it is sometimes well to 
look back into the past, and bring to light 
events that happened that we “seeing through 
a glass darkly, ” did not understand then. I 
can well recall one such experience, often told 
to us by our mother. . ‘

' We had a dear brother, named Willie, 
who had rheumatic fever from a wetting he 
got in a pond, and he never recovered from 
the effects of it. but died in 1867, on the Isle 
of Man. Before he died he made mamma 
promise that she would not bury him in the 
Island, biit bring his body to England, so 
that he would not be alone. Mamma prom
ised, and a little time after Willie died.

When mamma attempted to. carry out his 
dying wishes, she found it impossible to do so. 
It was November, and very rough and stormy. 
The Manx sailors were superstitious, and ma
ma was reluctantly compelled to. abandon the 
idea, and to bury him on the Island.

She left the Isle of Man five years after
wards, and from that time until she died, she 
vowed that, night after night, my brother 
Willie woke her with the same words: “Mama, 
I am so cold; take me into your bed and warm 
me." And she declared that, night after 
night, she lifted tbe cold form of her dead boy 
into bed, and chafed and rubbed him till he 
became warm, and then she fell asleep, always 
awakening with thè conviction that Willie ^d 
been with her. .

She was not a superstitious woman. She 
was a woman of wonderful courage and nerve. 
Ghosts she did not believe in, and nothing 
could have made her; but she used to shudder, 
and her rosy colour used to grow perceptibly 
paler, when she told us how my brother Willie 
came to liar at night '

" now I AM HAUNTED.

So much for the past, now for amore recent 
occurrence, an experience of my own.

We were invited last summer to go and stay 
with some friends at a quaint old chapel-house, 
built on a hill-side, some distance from any 
town. “And it has this additional charm," 
said my friend, “it’s haunted. ” Well, after 
that, it was rather disappointing to not have a

A Poet’s Death-bed—Tennyson.
Within the chamber not a sound was heard! 
Nor sob, nor sigh was uttered; though there lay 
Upon the bed, the form of an old man 
Whose race was well-nigh run, and whose short 

hours ‘ . ■
On earth were numbered. Round his bed were 

those '• ■ • ' Who loved him well: his wife and children dear; 
His kind physicians and the clergyman ■
Who had brought peace and comfort to his soul, 
The last few months of life to him had been 
A burden. Week by week, he could perceive 
The gradual loosing of the silver cord^ .
His sight was growing dim, and many a sign 
He had that he would soon be called away: 
And many a prayer he offered up to God, 
Quickly to send his angel; and convey 
The weary, wanderer to his heavenly home. 
The rough and rugged path he late had trod. 
Had been fatiguing, and he longed for rest. 
And, as a tired child, at day’s decline 
Seeks a fond, loving mother's tender arms 
To close its eyes in olessed, peaceful sleep, 
So did he lie, waiting to welcome death. . 
To him it was no gloomy, grisly King, , 
With poisoned dart, ready to strike him down. 
Far different his ideas: he pictured it 
As a fair maiden with a crown of flowers 
From Paradise, which, when he passed away. 
Would be presented to him. : And he gazed 
Lovingly on the faces of his friends • 
Who stood around his bed, and thus he spake: 
“My dear ones all! I bid ye now farewell! ’ 
Soon shall I go upon a journey long. 
And cross death’s gloomy portal, all alone; 
None may go with me, for the Master hath 
A greater work on earth for you to do.‘; ' •
But as for me, like holy Paul, I feel , 
My race is nearly run, and soon the crown, 
Which was laid up for me since time began, 
I shall receive from my dear Savior’s hand.
My time is short, I feel that I am near 
The heavenly country on the borderland, 
Already on my wondering sight there streams . 
The light celestial, shining on the gates 
And towers of the New Jerusalem. ’ 
And now, I feel as one who wrote: ‘Had I 
The wings of a fond dove, I’d flee .away, 
And be at rest.’ Fain would I rest for aye! 
Far from the strife of tongues and wickedness, 
Which marks this poor, vain world. I see around 
My bed, th’ angelic forms of those whom I 
Long mourned on earth as lost, Thpy wait for me, 
To escort me to my longed-for heavenly home. 
Can ye not see them? How they beckon me 
Towards the heavenly city. O loved friends, 
Soon will I join you. O what bliss is this, ■ 
To die so peacefully; I could scarce have thought 
Dying had been so easy. lam free 
From pain, and long to stretch my weary limbs 
In calm and sweet repose. I am fatigued, _ 
And fain would sleep, and when I ope mine eyes 
’Twill be on heavenly scenes. And now, once

. more,
Dear friends, I say adieu!” He ceased, and closed 
His eyes. A tremor passed across his frame;
His features wore a heavenly, peaceful smile; 
And as the moonlight streamed across his face, 
Silent, he passed away. Those standing round 
Scarce knew that he was gone; and as they looked 
Upon the dear dead face, no tear of grief 
Stole down their cheeks. They felt he Was at rest. 
The gentle spirit, now, was free to roam 
In glorious fields Elysian. What they saw 
Before them on the bed, lying so still, 
Was but the tenement of clay, which held 
The immortpl soul. And each one lifted up 
An earnest prayer to God that He would make 
Their death-bed, as the 'only one they now had 

seen.
—W. Cowper, in Harbinger of light, Aus
tralia.

The Joys of the After-life.

Thoughts Worthy of Careful Perusal,
Twenty-two years ago there was published 

a book entitled “The Morrow of Death” (Le 
Lendemain de la Mort). It excited a great 
deal of attention; was translated into English 
and other foreign languages, and has since 
passed through nine editions in France. It 
was not written by an avowed Spiritualist, but 
by a spiritually-minded and eminent man of 
science, M. Louis Figuier, who was the foun
der and is the editor of L' Annee Bcientiflque. 
: Ie is also the. author of upwards of thirty 
scientific works, most of which have obtained 
a wide circulation in Europe and America; 
and of four dramas which he produced upon 
the Parisian stage with the object of popular
izing the truths of science.

No one could read Le Lendemain de la Mort 
without feeling that very much of it had been 
written under impression; and the same re
mark will apply to its successor which has 
just been published under the title of Les Bon
heurs d' Outre Tombe. There are whole pas
sages presenting the closest agreement with 
descriptions of the after-life, received by 
Spiritualists, from our teachers on the other 
side; while sqjne of the conclusions arrived at 
by purely logical and scientific methods are 
extremely interesting as indicating the thor
oughly scientific basis upon which the truths of 
Spiritualism are now proved to rest, Indeed,

progressive condition, to increase our knowl 
edge, to place our soul in a state of absolute 
perfection—we shall desire to be lifted to a 
higher sphere in the celestial domain, where 
the beings possess still greater intellectual 
powers, and still more numerous faculties.”

Some slight objection may be taken to the 
concluding paragraph; for M. Figuier seems to 
forget that “absolute perfection” is predic
able of God alone; and that as millions of years 
have been occupied by the human race in 
reaching its present stage of development, so 
other millions of years will probably elapse 
before man attains the spiritual altitude antic
ipated by the author of this work. That the 
future life is one of incessant progress, is be- 
yound all doubt; but earthly experience shows 
us that nature never makes a leap (Natura non 
facit saltum, as the ancients say), and we have 
no reason to suppose that this law does not op
erate likewise in the spiritual world. And, 
meanwhile, the supreme wish and constant ef
fort of the higher intelligences are to live for 
others, to lift up the fallen, to instruct the ig
norant, to comfort the afflicted, to impress 
and inspire the earth children, to mitigate their 
sorrows and sufferings, to visit the dark 
spheres, for the purpose of bringing their un
happy inmates out of gloom into light, and to 
be instant in fulfilling the will of their heaven
ly Father, which was expressed in the song of 
the angels to the Syrian shepherds: “Peace on 
earth; good will to man.”—The Harbinger of 
Light, Australia.
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Now, people assume that there can be no 
apes in the other world, because apes have no 
souls. But apes have as much intelligence, 

r. . it appears, as some men; why, then, should

have immortal spirits, and the apes none? 
The materialists will answer that neither the 
one nor the other has a spirit, but that annihi
lation overtakes each at physical death. But 
the spiritual philosophers of all times have 
agreed that man occupies a step one degree 
higher than the animal, and is possessed of 
that something which it lacks, be he the most 
untutored of savages or the wisest of philoso-, 
phers. The ancients, as we have seen, taught 
that while man is a septenary trinity of body, 
astral spirit, and immortal soul, the animal is 
but a duality—that is, having but five instead 
of seven principles in him, a being having a 
physical body, with its astral body and life
principle, and its animal soul and vehicle ani
mating it. Scientists can distinguish no diff- 
ference in the elements composing the bodies, 
of men and brutes; and the Kabalists agree 
with them so far as to say that the astral bod-" 
ies (or, as the physicists would call it, the 
i“lifq-principle") of animals and men are iden
tical in essence. Physical man is but the 
highest development of animal life. If, as 
the scientists tell us, even thought is matter, 

- e,nd every sensation of pain or pleasure, every 
transient desire, is accompanied by a disturb
ance of ether; and these bold speculators, the 
authors of the “Unseen Universe,” believe 
that thought is conceived ‘ ‘to affect matter of 
another universe simultaneously with this;” 
why, then, should not the gross, brutish 
thought of an orang-outang, or a dog, impress

' ing itself on the ethereal waves of the astral 
ligh> as well as that of man, assure the ani- 
toal a continuity of life after death, or a future 
state? . , •

■ The Kabalists held, and now. hold, that 
it is unpliilosophical to admit that the astral 
body of man can survive corporeal death, , and 
¿t litesame time assert that the astral body- of 
the ape te resolved into independent molecules.

single ghostly experience to relate. Just be
fore we set off I was writing to Mr. Carlyle 
Petersilea, and mentioning my intended visit, 
I added: ‘ ‘And, if I have any ghostly experi
ences, 1 will transcribe them for your benefit ” 
As I had nothing to tell then, I hope Mr. 
Petersilea will see these lines, and so leap the 
sequel. . •

Our visit was at the end of May and the begin
ning of June, when the garden was lovely as a 
poet’s dream, and the old, grey, stone house, 
dated 1768, was draped and festooned with 
Gloire de Dijon and lovely John Hopper roses, 
and the door wreathed with luscious' honey
suckle—it whs indeed a visit to be remem
bered. /

Some nionths afterward, my friends were 
visiting me in turn, and in the course of con
versation over the tea-table, I said to the 
mother: ‘ ‘Do you know, after I was at your 
house, I had not a complete night's rest for 
six weeks.” “Indeed! How was that?” “Oh," 
I answered, “if I got to sleep I was always 
awakened. suddenly, either at twelve or three 
o’clock, just as though someone stood by the 
bed-side and wakened me.” “That's the 
ghost,” said she. “Whatever do you mean?” 
1 asked. “What I say," she replied: “No 
one ever sleeps—really sleeps—in the house; 
we are all awakened in the same way, as 
though there were someone standing by awak
ening one, or leaning over one. We- did not 
tell you, because we thought you might be 
nervous; but that’s the ghost”

Now, whenever I wake suddenly, at twelve 
or three o’clock,! make up my mind to the in
evitable, and try to get off to sleep again; but 
it isn't pleasant, it occurs continually; I never 
experienced it before. Can any one give me 
any advice howto exorcise the Ghost? ■

' ■ Kate Taylor-Rcbinson.
—Tweed Green House, Whally Range, Man
chester. .

“Murder Prevented by a Dream."
Last week we copied from the,Oorpubian an 

account of a dream which was dreaded in the 
family of our good friend Mr. Champeraowne. 
But the account then given appears not to have 
been correct, yet the work was not ours. This 
is what Mr. Champemowne writes about it:

“I am sorry you have made such a mess of 
that dream; of course I am in it, but it took 
place nearly eighty years ago,at Euridge Farm. 
But it was my father’s dream, not my mother's 
The first time I saw it, or had any'idea of its 
being in print, was in a publication I bought 
at Ludgate Circus, when Morse, I think, was 
living there, it being entitled ‘The Dream of a 
West Country*Farmer.’ As I read it, it came 
to my mind, having heard my people speak of 
it often. I recollected the long lane and 
all about it. My father dreamt three times 
about a favorite cow drowning on the- neigh
boring common. Poor mother said, ‘Pack o’ 
nonsense, Dick; there's no mud there.’ ‘Well, 
I know it, ' said he; and he housed himself up 
to sleep again. No sooner was he gone off, 
than the dream came again, stronger than ever. 
At last he got up, and went to see that all was 
right, when he found the fellow digging the 
grave in a road in the field leading to a barn 
about thirty or forty yards from the gate, with 
his lighted lantern by his side. In looking 
over the hedge to see who and what was going 
on, father slipped and fell against the hedge, 
causing a noise that made the fellow look up; 
and when he saw father he pretty soon ske
daddled. My father went round to pick up 
the lantern and tools, and took them with him 
on his return to the house. < On his way he 
met one of the servant wenches coming up the 
lane, and of course he stopped her, and insist
ed on knowing where she was going. On her 
telling him, he said, ‘C&me along then, and I 
will show thee what he had got for thee.’ 
When the poor girl saw the hole dug for her, 
she told father all about it, and did not want 
much persuasion to return to the house. ”

Thé story in Cornubian was true in the main, 
the most noteworthy features being stated. 
But the dream was not of the actual incident, 
but of a cow being drowned. Dreams come 
into the mind in that form most readily re
ceived, and in these cases they are symbolical, 
as in the one related. We thank Mr. Cham- 
pemowne for his narrative of the true facts.—: 
Medium and Daybreak, London.

■ ■ ■ i .
, Morn in the.whit^-wake .of the morning star, 
came furrowingudl the orient: into gold. —Ten
nyson.

. Divines and dying men. may talk of hell, 
but in my heart her several torments dwell— 
Shakespeare. ,

Be rather bountiful than expensive; do good 
with what thou hast, or it will do thee no gbod. 
—Penn. , '

If you mean to keep aa well as possible the 
less you think about your health the better,— 
O. W. Holmes. •

Our country’s welfare is our first concern, 
and who promotes that best, best proves his 
duty.—‘Harvard. ■ • ■ '

From lowest place, when virtuous things 
proceed, the place is dignified by the doer's 
deed.—Shakespeare. .

some of thé foremost thinkers on the Conti
nent of Europe are strongly of opinion that 
the time is rapidly approaching when the 
pressure of public opinion will compel the In
stitution of /‘Chairs of Spiritualism” in the 
various Universities, to replace those of the- 
elegy.

M. Figuier’« latest work is the logical se
quence and scientific development of its pred
ecessor. Like Miss Marryatt, his aim is to 
show that there is no death, and that the life 
terrestrial .is merely one link in an endless 
chain of being, ever progressive and ever as
cending. As to the existence and immortality 
of the soul, he shows that it is scientifically 
demonstrable; the first by the phenomena 
which are observed in a human being when 
physical insensibility is induced by anaesthetics 
or otherwise; and the second by the well as
certained indestructibility of matter and force; 
for if these be eternal, a fortiori, the immate
rial principle in man must be also everlasting. 
Nothing in the visible world can be annihilated; 
ergo, that spiritual essence, that mysterious 
and wonderful entity which constitutes the 
personality of each of us, and which persists 
and maintains its identity, notwithstanding 
every particle of our natural bodies undergoes 
incessant decomposition and renovation all the 
days of our life, must be equally incapable of 
destruction. Leibnitz, in fact, put the whole 
matter in a nutshell when he said: “The soul 
is a substance. Now, no substance can entire
ly perish; without a positive annihilation, 
which would be a miracle; and as the soul has 
no parts, it cannot be divided, into many sub
stances. Therefore the soul is immortal. "

But what follows its emancipation from 
mortal trammels? M. Figuier examines all 
the great religions of the world, and not one 
of them furnishes a satisfactory reply to the 
question. For, as he observes, “Neither Bud
dhism, with its desolating Nihilism; nor Brah- 
minism, with its despairing fatality; nor 
Christianty,' with its indefinitely postponed day 
of judgment; nor Mohammedanism, nor Judar 
ism, which merely reproduce the old legend of 
Paradise and Hell, derived from antiquity and 
from Christianity, can inspire men with the 
courage to regard his last moments with a 
steadfast gaze and a tranquil mind. Only 
modem philosophy,' resting upon science and 
reason, can dissipate his apprehensions.”

In addition to this, however, all true Spirit
ualists possess such an actual knowledge of 
the other world, derived from habitual conver
sation with its inhabitants as qualifies them to 
affirm that they enjoy ‘ ‘the substance of things 
hoped for and the evidence of things unseen. ”

In his concluding chapter, M. Figuier seems 
to have been remarkably obedient to impres
sion, although, perhaps, quite unconscious of 
it; for there is very little in the following pas
sage that is not strictly in accordance with the 
teachings of our spiritual guides and instruc
tors:

“Living nature will have no moi® mysteries 
for him (the enfranchised spirit) than inani
mate nature. Organic life in plants, animals, 
and man, will be unveiled to him in its mech
anism, its essential cause and its results. 
The-social iniquities of which the earth offers 
us so sad a spectacle, will be unknown in that 
happy abode, where all will be love, concord, 
and fraternity. The hatreds, the jealous di
visions, which are the attributes of terrestrial 
society, will.be banished from thence. Jus
tice and absolute rectitude will govern the 
actions of the inhabitants of the planetary 
ether.- Our relatives, our friends, our kind

I red—those whom we love and whom death has 
taken from ua, we shall meet with again in a 
separate existence—and we shall renew the 
relations of affection, tenderness, sympathy, 

. and devotion, which we used to hold towards 
them. The natural faculties, which society 
more often than not condemns to remain un
used in the terrestrial man, will enjoy (free 

I scope, and.we shall be exempt from that tor
ment Which consists, in occupying ourselves 
with matters which are repugnant to us, while 

i neglecting occupations toward which we are at-

Sir Charles Isham sends the following to 
Light, London, Eng.:

The account which appeared in Light of 
December 23rd, of the ghost seen by Mr. 
Reginald Easton, the noted miniature artist, 
and as reported in Frith's “Reminiscences,” 
is correct so far as it goes, but the most im
portant points have been omitted.

The following is the account as it was told 
me by Mr. Easton himself. C. E. Isham.

Menai Bridge, December 24th, 1893.
Mr. Easton was staying at Thurstaston Hall, 

Cheshire, in July, 1872, when he was awoke, 
about three o’clock in the morning after his 
arrival, by hearing and seeing what appeared 
to be a lady moving about the room. He told 
her she had made a mistake. After a little 
while she left, glancing at him as she passed. 
Mr. Eaton mentioned this next day, when the 
owner, Mr. Glyn, apologized for having inad
vertently given him the room, as in that month 
a figure answering to his description had been 
frequently seen there, but his room should be 
changed. Mr. Easton, with great credit to 
himself, begged to be allowed to remain where 
he was, in hopes of having further opportunity 
to observe more leisurely a phenomenon to him 
as new as it was interesting. His excellent in
tention was rewarded. He remained there for 
the next six nights, when the same form, on 
each morning, at the same hour appeared to 
emerge from towards the door, which Mr. E. 
had secured by lock. The figure remained a 
quarter of an hour or more, during which time 
Mr. E. availed himself of the opportunity 
given by the morning light of making a water 
color drawing of six or seven inches on a 
rough bit of paper, for which he has been off
ered £50. The figure appeared as if having a 
desperate struggle; it did not take much notice 
of the artist, who also avoided touching it. 
The room and old window are accurately drawn; 
also the foot of the bed, which conceals the 
lower portion of the figure, is seen in front. 
The mouth is represented open, but was not 
always so seen. The whole has a most dread
ful appearance. Cabinet photos are, or were, 
to be had of Messrs. Debenham, 158 Regent 
street; price 2s. 6d.

The owner of the house partially revealed a 
sad story of a member of the family (I believe 
she was called the wicked Mrs. Leigh) who 
died in the room in 1792, after having con
fessed to the murder of the child heir, through 
which she obtained possession of the property 
and ruined it The room is now closed up, 
and the house has been let. The form had 
been seen by fifty or sixty persons, and as 
none of the servants would enter the room dur
ing Mr. Easton’s visit, it was necessary to se
cure the services of a person in the neighbor
hood to make the bed.

I submitted the above account to Mr. Eas
ton for correction. The following is his reply:

35 Ledbury-road, Bayswater.
Dear Sir Charles.—I think your written 

account very good, but you have forgotten to 
name that immediately one of the family 
looked at my drawing she exclaimed: ‘ ‘If you 
had copied the features from the original 
picture in one of the other houses it could not 
have been more like. ” I painted the drawing 
principally while the apparition was passing 
before me. Believe me to be, yours faithfully,

Reginald Easton.

tracted by our natural vocation; The works 
we commence upon the earth, and which were 
interrupted by death, will be resumed; so that 
the efforts which were made here below, and 
the results which were obtained, will not be 
lost, but they will enable us to pursue and to 
perfect the enterprises which were interrupted 
by death. We shall be en rapport with the 
great personages who have honoured human
ity, and whom we should wish to know. ... . 
In short, if we continue in our, second life to 
practice good works, to keep our minds in a

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis, street, 

Chcago, Hl. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms onb dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

There is a courtesy of the heart; it is allied 
to love. .'From it springs the purest courtesy in 
the’outward behavior.—Goethe.

Reason!' how many eyes hast thou to see evils,- 
and how dim, nay blind-thou art in preventing 
them.—Sir F. Sidney. ' • '

Every man is a hero and an oracle to some
body, and to that person, whatever he says has 
an enhanced value.—Emerson. .

I
 RUPTURE OURED

FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.
Hiloaud, Ohequb, J uue 28,1893.

Jr. Fierce & Son.—GthTi tMEN: I um huppy ta lu- 
ui you Iliac thi> Truss 1 bought of you Inal April ha» 
irLkTELv cveed me of a verysovsre cuse of Huruia, 
i wbicli I have eufiered for Oveh IS vexes. I iraa 
er sceptical about your Truss when I bought it. m 1 
ried several so-called KlMiioTrusoeswithuutderiv. 
uy benefit from them; but after using your Truss for 

time I was convinced that it was the beat I erer 
. sit was cosy to wear, and seemed to stop the severe! 

pains that ohen prostrated me while wearing tbe cldl 
Spring trusses; andnow,iu8plteofujy scepticism. I ami 
PSEVKCTLY Cviikd, and can work with the Trussofl'If Jfl 
fci-1 io disposed, but I still wear it loosely as it is pot J 
iuconveuient. You tnay add the above to your otbcrM 
testimonials. Gratefully yours, JBED, HANSEN.

(K*The above euro was effected In less than 
months time, at a total cost of|12. Thousands of simi-l^H 
lor cures havo beeu made for froiuflOtoSloeucb.
lablhhed 1875. Call or send 8c for free PamphlxtI^H 
No. 1. Address Magnetic Elastic Truss 
Company, N. W. corner Kearuy 
Sacramento streets, Suu Francisco, Gal.

SOMETHING USEFUL.
OUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO TIlA

Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. 
Twlng. medium. Thia little book will be read with 
Intense interest by thuubauda. it contains Mr. Bowles' 
Interviews with the inhabitants of tbe Hella of Spirit« 
life—a dreadful, but. apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath of the minions who have gone 
from earth-life with llie damning effects of debauch« 
cry, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. The book Is made up of fifteen chapters. 
Sumo of tho titles of the chapters are as follows: 
Tbe Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—Tho 
Homo of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits -who 
plot to Increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dlsseuslou and revenge—The War Department in 
the Hellaof Spirit-life—Unhappy Marriages are pro« 
moted by the low spirits in tbe mutcb-tnaklng*bell of 
Splrlt-llfe—The Negro Hell—The Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—The Jiell Xor Dishonest Spiritualist! 
and mediums—Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince, 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting In thl 
light. An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirit 
ual Congress. Price.2ft cents______________

’YOU SHOULD HAVE IT. 
jy)EMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 
I By Lizzie Doten. New edition. This handsome 
volume opens with the wonderful experiences of ths 
author, who is peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
iong time been < nceaslng, and the deep religious and 
spiritual tone af her discourses have extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the Instrumentality ®f the pres?. But It is chiefly for 
her medlumiatic power to give utterance to poema 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she Is most specially 
known. This volume contains the getns of tbe Inspir
ational n.terances, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all tbe rhythmic beauty, grandeur and imagery 
of bls productions tn earth-life, but far surpass then 
in exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by th , Inspiration of Shakespeare. Burns, 
A. W. Sprague; Mt in many cases the author's name 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar influence which 
each spirit exercised over tbe medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and slgnlficence of this 
higher phase of spiritual communion Is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, /lain, reduced from 41.50 to 414XL 
Postage h) centa. For sale at this office-____

pWctIotherhood
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
T)Y LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 

JD a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
mind to while away the time in a state of idle blessed
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for eh her 
self-improvement or th« good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to be mothers: aad secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view tha 
result upon tbe child of proper surroundings and Influ« 
ences bearing upon tbe mother previous to maternity* 
Incidentally the author touches upon various thing! 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos« 
Ing society as a whole. The book la trenchant, Instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and Is especially commended to ••women 
everywhere," to whom It Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the Catboliq 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phll- 
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains 3J5 pages, neatly bound in 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, <1.25.

Researches in Oriental History«
BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Fol. limo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50,

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
!l. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. J 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS! J 
The whole comprîtes en earnut but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus. , , , t .
In this volume Lho .lews are clearly anown not w 

have been tbe holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea Is traced tx> the Bao« 
trlan Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and 1ta history ■ 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, untill It 1« 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, «oon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. . .

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its ceil 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
IU rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
hut survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of tbe past; Ri» facta are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per« 
son can read It without Instruction and profit, whether 
be reaches the aame conclusions with tbe author Qfl 
otherwise. For sale at tblsjoffice^___________________

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Ism. By Epes Sargent, author of “ Blanchette, or 
the Despair of Science,” “ The Proof Palpable of Im« 
mortality/’ «tc. This Is a large 12mo of 872 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and tbc whole containing 
n great amount of matter, of which the tabic of con
tents, condensed as it Is, gives no idea. The author 
takes tbe ground that since natural science le con* 
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal« 
Ing to our sense-perceptions, and which arc not only 
historically Imparted, but are directly presented In the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural set« 
ence, and all opposition to It, under tbe Ignorant pre« 
tense that It is outside of nature, Is unscientific and 
unpbllosophlcal. All this 1s clearly shown; and tbe 
objections from ’'scientific." clerical and literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1847. are answered 
with that penetrating force which only arguments» 
winged with Incisive facta, can Impart. Cloth, 12mo, 
pp. 896. Price 11.50. Postage 10 cents. For sale at 
thia office.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OX 
\J CbrUt and Mediumship. By Mobcs Hull, A pan> 
pblet well worth reading. Price 10 cents.
"CIFTY YEARS IN THE-..CIIURCH OF

i Rome. By Rev. CUm. Chlnlauy, ex priest-A 
remarkable book. Page» 882. Price 12.25.
yf'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT 
J naliim. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound 
research« by one of the ablest man of the age. Priot 
I1A0; postage 10 cents.

^fj/iiysiiE became a spiritual 
VV 1st. Twelve lectured By Ahby A. Judson. 

Thia book should be read by every Spiritualist Price 
tl.tth postage 10 cents. . • .

'THE GIORDANOBRUNO. COM- 
£ plied from tbe Freethinker« Mag,-ulne. Ven. 

vialtiable. Price 15 cerna. **
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SPIRITUAL SCIENCE.
How to Hold Seances Effectively.

Transattoli of a Letter to the Sphinx 
' Society iiji Berlin.

Ií7
PUBLISHED IN UBBRSINNLIGHEWEPT, , 

I am in receipt of your very valuable and 
highly artistic presents,' for which I heartily 
thank you. At the same time, I must confess 
that I feel a little sorry'that you should spe
cially honor me for the share I took in the 
work. ,

Every member present, who had specially 
fitted him or herself to be present to assist in 
producing the manifestations, is jnstas deserv
ing of the thanks of your society as lam; 
that is, if either I, or any one, ought to be 
thanked.

This fact ought never to be overlooked, 
otherwise there will always be a tendency to 
mislead the opinions of those you are trying 
to teach. If I am wrong in my views, you 
will, I am sure, forgive me for thus express
ing them; but I cannot close my eyes to the 
evidence I have had, that it is the members of 
the circle who render it possible that there 
shall be success or failure. It does not de
pend on me any more than on each one pres
ent; therefore, how is it possible that. I can 
arrogate to myself the right to accept of a^y 
expression of gratitude which belongs to all in 
proportion as they have fitted themselves to 
be present. *

Kindly try to impress this upon your mem
bars, and ask them one and all to accept my 
thanks for their help. I am unable to show 
them that I am grateful for their assistance, 
by sending them any suoh beautiful material 
evidence of my gratitude as you have kindly 
honored me with; yet I feel .tbet when I have 
been favored, that lam receiving what belongs 
to them more than to. me, They are the real 
medium of the manifestations, and I only one 
of their number.

These views will partly show you why I so 
strongly object to any public mention of my 
name, dr the mention of any name or address 
that will lead people to infer that I am the 
medium of the manifestations; which are due 
to those present. Another reason why I ob
ject to be singled out as worthy of any praise 

' is the unpleasantness that usually follows. As 
soon as any one says a kind word about me, or 

, credits me with trying to do my duty, there are 
always ready a number of newspaper editors 
and others, who, like a lot of hornets, think it 
their duty to sting me, Even now, here in 
Sweden, a piece is being performed at the 
theatre, and my name is used, not with a view 
to raise me in the estimation of any one, but 
calculated to insult and lower me in the opin
ion of all who may see me misrepresented.

I have no objection to my name being pub
lished as one of a circle. If I am mentioned 
as one of twenty or thirty, I willingly take 
my share of the responsibility; but I can 
scarcely say that I am always prepared to re
ceive all the abuse which, if approportioned 
somewhat equally to the other nineteen or 
twenty-nine, would scarcely be felt by any 
one.

These thoughts are not entirely dictated 
from a selfish feeling, I urge your considera
tion of them for the sake of those who may 
work in a similar capacity to that which I have 
done, because by placing mediumship in a 
-right light one innocent person will not have 
to bear burdens that ought to fall on others.

When I was in Berlin I heard of a lady hav
ing been put in prison in Germany for decep
tion at seances. Judging her public punish
ment from my own, inflicted by private people 
and editors, I am inclined to think her judges 
may have been as unjust as in my own case. 
I therefore feel very strongly impressed to ask 
you to judge her from your own point of view, 
and when you have done so I am sure you will 
deem it a duty to seek to obtain her release. 
Even if your efforts fail, it will always be a 
relief to her to know that you sympathize with 
her.

Had she been taught to hold her work in 
proper estimation, sna could not have been 
led into an error, such as I understand she is 
charged with.

If we take a camera, and expose a sensitive 
plate, there ore many ways of destroying ite 
sensitiveness without Obtaining a beautiful 
picture. There are innumerable ways of in
juring a highly-sensitive person, who is usually 
termed a medium, and I regret to say that the 
great majority of our best sensitives have been 
injured by ¿o-called scientific sitters, and when 
the phenomena have been of the same charac
ter as the ■ people present, they turn on the 
sensitive and' say: “You impostor, rogue, 
vagabond/ we see how we are cheated by you!” 
and the poor sensitive, not knowing that they 
are the real impostors, has to suffer for their 
shortcomings and wrong-doings. There is no 
question butthat the sitters are the real and 
responsible medium, and the conditions they 
provide will be shown in the results, which 
will be a reflection Of their own disposition 
and character. This being the case, are we 
not justified in giving the lady in question the 
benefit of any doubts we have as to who ought 
to answer for the results of the seances, and

inanity, it must not simply be a science, but 
much more, it must be a scientific religion.

It is my earnest wish that your society may 
realize the truth of what I am feebly trying to 
express, and that your great country may be 
indebted to you for leading the way in a high 
and beautiful form of spiritual development. 
. . Again thanking you as a society, and each 
member individually, for your exquisite pres
ents and for all your kindness, I am, &c.—E. 
E. in Medium and Daybreak, London, Eng.

SUICIDES.

STIGMATIZATION. THE BRAIN OF IDIOTS.
A Curious Case in the Old World Illustrated by Music and Electricity. IGRANOLA1
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T lii such' form antjT proportion to bo quickly digested and thoroughly 
a assimilated hy the entire body. IT IS A REMARKABLE REMEDY for 
“ diseases,apd if regularly and persistently used will not fail tofcremove

("ORIGINATED by the Â 
” famous Dr. James v

0. Jackson, founder of -A 
America’s leading Health V
Institution, over SO years 
ugo. It is a scientifically 
prepared and twice* 
cooked food containingThe East Anglian Times, May 4, contained 

report of the annual meeting, at Norwich, of i 
the Eastern Counties’ .Asylum for Idiotsand: 
Imbeciles; the Duke of Norfolk in the chair. 
Sir Frederick Bateman, M. D., LL.D., made’a 
speech: ,

There were upwards, he said, of 30,000 
idiots, in. England and Wales, and at least 
3,.000 of them belonged to the four Eastern! 
Counties. Some very erroneous ideas existed' 
as to the nature of idiocy, and it was formerly 
classed among the varieties of insanity, but 
the distinction between the idiot and the mad
man was clear .and marked. The madman 
suffered from abnormal action of the'brain— 
the idiot from an undeveloped brain, or, in, 
other words, the mind of the madman was not' 
in proper balance, and in the idiot it was not 
in proper power. He defined an idiot as a 
human being who possessed the tripartite na
ture of man—body, soul, and spirit/—but who 
was the subject of an infirmity consisting ana
tomically of a defective organism and want of 
development of the brain, resulting in an 
inability more or less complete for .the exercise 
of the intellectual, moral, and sensitive facul
ties, They would observe that he had de
scribed the idjot as a human being. That bad 
been denied, and they might, perhaps, be 
aware that a celebrated theologian of the 16 th 
century, when asked by a father what should 
be done with his idiot boy, replied that the 
child might be drowned, as it had no souh 
Not only in the 16th century, but philosophers 
of a later date had disputed the right of the 
idiot to be classed among the human family, 
.and they had gone so far as to pretend.that 
the brain of the microcephalic idiot was so far 
removed from the human type as to constitute 
him a connecting link between man and the 
anthropoid ape. These gentlemen had fallen 
into the common error of confounding mind, 
thought and consciousness with the material 
instrument by which these attributes became 
externally manifested. He illustrates his 
meaning by reference to music and electricity. 
When a musician sat down to a piano, if the 
instrument was out of order, nothing but dis
cordant strains were produced, but the musical 
faculty of the performer remained unaffected. 
A further illustration was afforded by the 
electric telegraph, by which ideas were trans
mitted from mind to mind with a rapidity to 
which ordinary language could not attain. 
The electric battery might be not inaptly com
pared to the brain, and the telegraphic wires 
to the nerves which emanated from it. If the 
battery was out of order, or the telegraph 
wires broken, this lightning language by which 
mind spoke to mind would become impossible. 
Precisely in the same way idiocy might be 
considered a disease of the instrument rather 
than of the performer. The idiot’s brain was 
damaged, and had become an unfit instrument 
for the outward manifestation of the powers 
of the mind, but the very lowest idiot pos
sessed the germs of intellectual activity and Qf 
'moral resposibility, and within his malcon- 
structed organism there lay hidden an immor
tal and imperishable essence that was destined 
to live on forever, and through Countless teona 
of time, when the dicta of the dreamers of 
whom be bad spoken, to use the language of 
one of them, should have melted away like 
streaks of moving cloud into the infinite azure 
of the past—Medium.

In connection with the comparison of saints 
and mediums and with reference to the etig- ; 
matization of St? Francis, it . is- interesting to 
learn that there is at the’ present time a genu
ine example of this phenomenon in the person ‘ 
of Anna Henle, a girl twenty-two years of age, ' 
living at Aichstetten in Wurtemberg. Dr. 
Hubbe-Schleiden went there on purpose to in
vestigate the matter, and communicated the 
result of his interesting visit to the “Sphinx.” 
Being introduced to the family by a friend, he 
was specially fortunate jn being allowed op
portunities of seeing and speaking to the girl 
undisturbed, and ■ he-found all that he had 
heard of her to betrue,' and the truth to be 
still more wonderful than any thing that he had 
heard of her. '

She was thirteen years’ old when she first 
fell into a state of ecstasy, speaking for three 
hours in a way she could:not have learnt in 
the village school; she is the daughter of hum
ble parents, her father-being a baker and day
laborer. She was oply recalled to conscious
ness by the priest, who 'addressed her in Latin 
whereupon she declared she had been fetched 
away by an Angel, had been in Paradise, and 
Ohrtet had spoken to her and through her. It1 
was at that time foretold that after three years 
she would be stigmatized, and in 1887 accord
ingly this was fulfilled, as Dr, Hubbe-Schlei
den heard at the time. Anna Henle Ues now 
almost the whole day in a state of ecstasy, 
from eight in the morning till late in the af
ternoon, and on Fridays and holy days, when 
the ecstasy is intensified, til| late in the even
ing, often till ten or eleven at night. Dr. 
Hubbe-Schleiden was taken to her room by her 
mother and their mutual friend; and found her 
alone, lying in bed. It was a Friday, and on 
that day she always lives through; in a super
natural manner, the whole Passion of Christ 
as it is described in the Gospels. It was be
tween two and three o'clock in the afternoon. 
From twelve o’dpok to three she suffers all the 
death agony of a crucifixion; it was a very 
painful sight; from her gestures and from the 
“Words from the Cross,” which she uttered, 
one could follow what was passing in her soul. 
Not till three o’clock, when she said “It is fin
ished" and was at peace, did Dr, Hubbe
Schleiden notice how beautiful her face was. 
He took advantage of the short time of rest 
(representing the hanging dead upon the 
cross) to look at the stigmata on Anna's feet 
Both feet and hands were bandaged across 
with narrow strips of folded linen. The wounds 
on the feet were only on the top, not under 
the soles, whilst those oh the hands were only 
on the palms. Some watery fluid and but lit
tle flesh blood had issued from the wounds, 
which, in the doctor's opinion, would have 
long since festered had they been artificially 
made and kept open for years. Soon fol
lowed the “Descent from the Cross. ” Whilst 
Anna lay there perfectly etill, stiff, almost ca
taleptic. three loud knocks were suddenly , 
heard in the room apparently near the bed, as 
though somebody were knocking an iron nail- 
out of a wooden beam with a heavy hammer, 
After this the body of the ecstatic moved a 
little again, and after another interval her body 
rolled over from side to side as though being 
swathed in a Jong cloth (such as an Eastern 
graveclotb) by persons unseen. Especially 
remarkable was the Communion, . which fol
lowed at four o’clock, when she receives the 
Sacrament in a supernatural manner. • ‘Being 
prepared for what was now to happen, ” says 
Dr, Hubbe-Schleiden, “I had previously sat
isfied myself, with the help of a lamp, while 
Anna’s mouth during the death agony was re
peatedly wide open for long at a time, that it 
was perfectly empty, both over ’and under the 
tongue, and I did not Jet her out of my sight 
afterwards. As she now opened her mouth 
in a convulsion, there suddenly appeared on 
her tongue a whitish mass which looked like a 
large wafer, about four centimetres in diame
ter, and bore the usual I. H. S. stamped upon 
it. This soon curled up, and mixing with the 
saliva, became a lump. She held her mouth 
open, and after five or ten minutes the lump 
of wafer transformed itself before my eyes in
to a bleeding piece of flesh, out of which the 
blood flowed in such quantities that it partly 
streamed from the mouth and had to be 
staunched by her mother with cotton wool. 
The ecstasy was uninterrupted, only intensi
fied, and reached its highest point when, after 
another five or ten minutes, she swallowed the 
piece of flesh whole with evident effort, 
Shortly after receiving the Sacrament, Anna 
raised herself in bed and said that Jesus was 
offering her the chalice, and that-she was per
mitted to dip her finger-tips in it. As she 
made this gesture, it began to drip from her 
fingers bo that I quickly held my hand under 
them and caught the fluid. r convinced my
self that It could not possibly be perspiration, 
both from the quantity 'and because her stig
matized hands were wrapped up in linen, all 
but the tips of the fingers." - :

Dr, Hubbe-Schlfeiden' Speak# in the highest 
terms of the spirituality and beautiful charac
ter of the girl, and it is largely owing to the 
spiritual atmosphere wnloh he felt pervading 
the place that his opinion of the remarkable 
occurrences is such a favorable one,—Light, 
London, Eng, ;

The above is from LioSt, of London, Eng, 
That remarkable Spirit manifestations occur 
in the Catholic Church, i» acknowledged by 
all Spiritualists, They are made by spirits 
who were Catholic priest on earth and are in
tended to rivet still further the bands of su
perstition and ignorance, which are now bold
ing-that church in bondage.’ .“Stigmatization” 
is one of its principal agents of evil,
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There has been much comment lately in the 
public press on the number of suicides that 
have been brought before the various coroner's 
courts; so many, indeed, have been the cases 
that the hèading of this artiole has been not 
infrequently used by the journalist. Unfortu
nately the epidemic seems to be à real one, 
and one naturally asks why should there be 
such an epidemic at all? ', ••

The surface answer to this question is easy 
enough generally. The “struggle for life,” 
When that struggle results in what is called, 
“failure,” is held to be sufficient in some in
stances, perhaps in most, though this does not 
cover the cases where fear of shame and loss 
opposition appear to be potent factors., In 
certain instances lately, the latter appear tp 
have been the ruling agencies. In addition to 
this “epidemic,” it is to be noted, and the 
thing is of some gravity, that an advocacy of 
suicide is beginning to develop with a certain 
class of people.

Now, what is suicide? The word, of course, 
means “self-killing.” But what is “self-kill
ing?" The religionist would probably say, the 
going into the presence of a man’s Maker be
fore his time, or something of that sort; 
hence the commission of a grievous sin. The 
materialist would perhaps say the cowardly 
ending of what he would call human life, 
while the new school or pro-suicides would 
call it the very proper “euthanasia" of a map 
who is tired of the present state of things. 
But this is all surface answering.

Now, if there be one thing more than an
other which a knowledge of the unseen brings 
to men, it is the certainty that this stage of 
existence is <a school in which no man may 
play truant, or run away from it with impunity. 
The education is offered, and must be accepted. 
The'suicide breaks off that education before 
t is properly finished, yet finished it must be 

somewhere. Unhappily, it is not recognized 
that this schooling is necessary. The lives that 
men live have come to be thought of either as 
epochs of misery without any reason for that 
misery, or of sensual or sensuous happiness 
with an equal absence of reason for that hap
piness. Pessimism and optimism are both 
»revalent, but pessimism is predominant, 
from a general point of view the church, which 

teaches contentment in “that state of lite to 
which it has pleased God to- call me,” is not 
altogether wrong. This general way of look
ing at life is, however, not sufficient, Who
ever it was that said that every man had “to 
dree his own weird” gave the world a truer 
view of things than the time-honored answer 
of the church catechism.

And it is the “dreeing one's own weird” 
where the trouble comes in and where the ad
versary lies in wait, watching his chance, 
prompting to suicide, and the dwarfing of the 
spirit's progress. For the majority of people 
this “dreeing" is an unknown quantity; their 
lives are fairly placid, and forthem, if every
thing is not exactly for the best in this best of 
all possible worlds, at least the discomfort is 
not very great. To eat, to sleep, to marry, to 
beget children, to succeed more or less, and to 
die, are verbs which represent the lives of the 
majority; the education there is simple, though 
they be archbishops or cheesemongers, These 
are not the people who commit suicide. It is 
where, consciously or unconsciously, the touch 
with the unseen comes in that suicide is possi
ble, for there the tempter finds his opportunity 
and sees that he may lay his snares, while the 
tempted do not understand.

“Not to be worse off than here" is a com
mon expression which finds its physical mean
ing with the suicide, Yet if the unhappy 
man who, with this bald belief, goes out into 
the unseen, uncalled for and not wanted, did 
but know that there may be “worsenesses" 
greater than here, he might bold his hand.

The adversaries, however, have done and 
do their best to render this knowledge difficult 
of access. The weak teaching of the churches, 
which treats men to a show of “words" and 
would fain call them “things,” knows nothing 
of the evil agencies which surround them-™ 
agencies which lie in wait for men when the 
exaltation of intense trouble or despair open 
the avenues wide to their ingress.

Lately these avenues seem to have been 
opened frequently; our social life lends itself 
more and more to the encroachments pt the 
enemy, and his onslaughts will be more WigOfr 
qus and effective until it is recognized that be 
is always there, and our lives are so ordered 
as to keep him out™-LiagT, London, Eng,

if possible securing her release. .
The only proper course to pursue in all 

spiritual investigations is to surround the sens
itive by the highest spiritual conditions 
possible; and this can only be dond by 
one and all of the flitters fitting themselves 
properly to be present, not only by th0 
disuse of nicotine and alcohol in all forms, 
but by the use of pure food; and, in fact, in 
every way cultivating the highest physical 
health and moral purity possible,

When tbjB ih dime, one and all will develop 
their own spiritual gifts so that all become» 
as it were, -their own mediums, without the? 
need of any circle. ■ /, , . *

Scientific investigation may be pf use in di
recting men to the light, but it will never de
velop a man’s spiritual faculties; and if 
Spiritualism it to bo ot any real good to fin
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The leadiug subjects treated are as follows:

Matter, Life, blind. Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and Its Results; What is
the SeofiJtlvc State? Meaoierkni, IlypEoilsm, Som* 
uambullam; Clairvoyance; SenaitlvenesB proved by 
Psychometry; SeuBltlveneuB during Sleep; Dreams; 
Senslilvenees Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen

. skive; Prayer, in the Light of Seasiilvenesa end
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lire lu-morrowoi ueain.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science, 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
BY 8. m CROCKER.

A. Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well have been entitled* 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
In that peculiarly interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize seientlflo 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a SplrltualUtr-ho even
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super- 
itltton,“ etc., etc., In which be manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class,'' yet be says again: 
“There is a true and respectable idea In Spiritualism,” 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superbumaus and the inhabitants of Earth;" 
and be goes on to relate Instances of fact in evidence« 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy In 
the author's Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily

fF/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITt!AL
II r list.? ox, Curious Eevelattona from the Life of a Trenca 

Medium. By Mr». Nettle Colburn Maynard. Thl. curlout book 
has no precedent in the English language. Its theme la novel Ita 
truth apparent It baa a peculiar bearing upon the most moment
cue period In history and regarding Ito most famous participant— 
the moat noted American. It is baaed on truth and fact, end 
therefore wlllllvefrom this time forth. The publisher has not spared care, research or expense In Ito verification and produo- thf^rZ° „„jearoatton. Prl« .1,W. 
tlon, and he stakes his reputation upon the validity of Ito.oontenta, » OP BftlO at tnlS OLUCc. 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of I 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page ot 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
repaid. Diice llfiO. .--------- --------------------------

select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author holds the

THE MEDIUMISTIC

The Spirit-Mother and Passing 
Child.

Sitting alone one afternoon, my mind in a 
passive state, I suddenly became aware that I 
was surrounded by a large number of happy 
angels, enveloped in starry lights. I saw 
magnificent arches of beautiful flowers, and 
these angels sang their songs of praise as they 
.floated under and around them. Then came 
another band of angels, clothed in garments 
of pure white, and upon their heads wreaths 
of white flowers, and from each flower there 
shone a red star.

While I was wondering why I should see 
these things, I descried, at a short distance 
from me, a decayed cottage in a dismal street; 
the sole furniture being a small table, a few 
old chairs, and a bed in one corner, on which 
I saw a poor, sick child lying in the attitude 
of pain, The angels I have described soared 
to this cottage, led by the child's mother in 
Spirit-life; she carried on her arm two large 
wreaths which glistened as the sun shone upon 
them. The angels surrounded the child's bed, 
and scattered over it beautiful flowers, the

Fire and Biyord .ara but sloiy. engines of de
struction in comparison with the babbler.— 
Steele.-' ’

Virtue alone outbids thg pyramids: her mpuu. 
monta shall l«t when Egypt's fail.*-Ypupg....

love and blessing, and above the scene floated 
myriads of little children singing sweetly, and 
they joined with the angels in the mother’s 
prayers, ’

Music and rejoicing burst on my ears from 
every side, The objects hi the cottage seemed 
to dissolve in a blue light, resembling electric
ity; apd in their place came many magnificent 
trees laden with .all kinds of fruit. As the 
heavenly breeze passed through the boughs I 
could hear the fruit drop, one by one, to the 
ground. This surprised me more than all; 
and as I looked again I saw beautiful birds of 
all descriptions flying about amongst the trees, 
and singing in (the most sublime notes. A 
large fountain threw its spray all over the trees 
and the birds, the singing of the birds rising 
higher and higher.

Again the angels appeared, but high above 
them all, I- saw the mother with her child 
clasped to her breast Now it became known 
to me that the child had passed to Spirit-life 
during the transformation scene of trees, and 
sparkling fountain. These • objects gradually 
faded from my sight, the birds became silent, 
the angels lost from their garments the starry 
lights, the blue light faded away, the angels 
with the mother and' child were lost .to view, 
and I was left to my own reflections.—Ellen 
A. Blake, in Medium and Daybreak, Lon
don. • ■ • • - -

Experiences of John Brown,
The Medium of the Rockies, with an Inirodnctionby

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be in the houda of every one fater* 

eeted in Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2, Tbo Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of tils Guide. Chapter 4, Remark» 
able Tests. Chapters, His Work as a Healer. Chap* 
ter 6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit* 

' Land. Chapter 6, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma- 
nlcate: How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 0, MtaceJ 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A' Strange Experience. 
Chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative ol 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida.

For sale at thia office. Heavy paper cotox» priOO 01 
mu._____________________________________

iclt« HAKLUW’S nm
Or Self-Justice.

T3Y LOIS WAISBROOKER.-MANY 
JO have read this book, many have re-read It, 
and many others ought to read 1t. It should be read 
by everyman and womau in the land. Asa story it 1b 
finely written,and teems with InteretiLnnd at the same 
lime it educates, elevates and inspires It shows the 
Injustices to which women are subjected Id the pres* 
ent status of society—the inequalities In the meoanro 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of the 
same moral quality performed by men and women re» 
Bpectlvely. It shows the f al dties rampant in society 
in matters of mord and social Import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of aodal 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness ot the author. 
Fine cloth« 2W pages. Price. 81.25«

“THE DREAM CHILD/’
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 

Xi two Worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price:
I paper.50 cents; cloth., 1.00. Booksllke "The Dream 

•THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. Zo?o,;%u™m'ïond^^-ni* owTup “^“hi tghm 

x By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one of aixldeptiisofBpiritualknowicdge.-Elfo'Wbceicr'Wll- 
the ablest men of the age. Price ti.M; pwtage 10 centa. , cvx. Win, 1 believe, take its place beside Bulwer’s

I "Zanonl” and the “Serephita" of Baltac.—"Daily 
■ Capital," Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reiuciantly the reader closei the last page.— 

Minneapolis "Sunday Times " _____

5" INDIES IM PSYCHIC ,uENCE. /a, IN
valuable work. By Hudaon TutUj. Price «1.25.

Z'HEWOICES. B Y WJRRENSUMNER BAR- 
Jqw. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and 

force. They arc most excellent. Price 11.00. .
THE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL. 
JL Apuiphletotttpaget Worth Its weight Ingold, Price» 

cents. ' i '

SOMETHING GOOD.
T/IEWS OF OUR HE A VENL V HOME, 
v A Sequel to “ A Stellar Key." Illustrated« Thia 

work Is not merely descriptive-of what the author calls 
the "Summer-Land.*' but li is Illustrated with dia
grams of celestial objecu am views of different por
tions of the Celestial Home, Mt. Daria being only tha 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
itrongar power. Contents: BLatemenls In regard U 
"Individual occupation," "progress after death," 
"eaUng and breathing In the ipirtt-Hfe." "disappear* 
anceof the bodily orgs--at death." "domestic enjoy» 
munis and true conjuga. ^ions." "origin of the doo- 
trine of the devil," etr Cloth 75 cent«. Possess 
Lceutf. For Pale at thi«> „gflee.

THE DIAKKA.

Z'HE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH 
ly Victims, by the Sccr, A- J. Davis, Is a very in* 

terestlng and suggestive work. It Is an explanation of 
inueb that Is false and repulsive Id Spiritualism, am* 
bodvlnga most Important recent Interview with James 
Victor wllson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Price 
30 cents. For sale at this officft

IT IS INTERESTING.
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 

x-/World: Being a description of Localities, Employ
ments, Surroundings, and Conditions In the Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelba- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir-. 
cle. Cloth 41,00. Postage K cents. For tale at 
this office.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wo. Henry Burr. Price 15 Cents.

7NGERSOLVS ADDRESS BEFORE 
1 the New York Unitarian Club. The first time la 
the history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them«- . 
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by the * 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end.- 
The pamphlet contain« 12 pages, beautifully printed« 
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.

MEMORIAL oration by colo^ 
iVL nel Ingersoll on Roscoe Cockling. Delivered 
aefore the New York Legislature, May i, 1888. Price. 
4 cents.
f'OD IN THE CONSTITUTION, BY : 
\JT Robert G. Ingersoll, One of the beet papers Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like» 
uesi of author. Price, io cents; twelve copies for 01.00»
TJZHAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
vr Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. This Is a most valuable conlrlbutluD to 
FTeetbought literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
(or 11.00.
INGERSOLL'S GREA T ADDRESS ON 

L Thoma, Paine, at the late Paine celebration in 
New York City. Price, 6 cent«) ten copies for» cento. 
STANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 

kJ what the editor of the Freethinker's Magazine 
thinks of him. Price,« cents; twenty-five copies for 
SO cents.
'THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
A Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the Tru« 

Character of Mary Magdalene. By Q»», TV. Brown. 
M.D, Price, 15cents. \ .-
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THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER. FEBRUARY 3 1SS4e
WHERE IS HEAVEN?

since 
from

VERY IMPORTANT.
Speculation of Those in 

Outer Darkness.
Not the heaven upon earth which you, 

-my dear, youthful Benedict, have made 
for you and her overlooking the sea. 
Not the paradise a journalistic friend of 
mine says he has acquired in Australia 
worth to-day £10,000. But ' the true 
Heaven, the world beyond the grave— 
where is that? An American preacher, 
one Mr. Read, has created a sensation 
far beyond his environment of Hacken
sack by the delivery of a course of ser
mons on “Heaven: Its Locality, Inhab
itants, Occupations and Life.” Mr. 
Read argues that the soul is an entity, 
and must have a dwelling-place some
where. There is no reason, he thinks, 
why it should not have a material dwell
ing-place, since we know that there are 
material bodies in Heaven—Enoch, Eli- 
■jah, and Moses, for instance. “For he 
hath prepared for them a city” is the 
preacher’s text. It is settled in his 
mind that Heaven is a place; but the 
question is, Where is it? Some say it is 
in the sky, others that it will be the 
earth purified with fire; but says the 
Rev. Minister Read: “We know that
Heaven is already in existence, 
Christ and the angels came
Heaven.” •

SCIENCE OF RELIGION.
Robert Ingersoll, the Freethinker, is 

the most interesting figure on the unor- 
■ thodox eide of religious controversy in 

America, and I have come upon no ser
: monizer on the orthodox side who has 

preached more charmingly on this 
. theme of the locality.of Heaven than 

the Hackensack clergyman whose spee- 
ulations are exciting the attention and 
remark of the newspapers in the East
ern States. - As to the site of Heaven, 

■ he finds no conflict b’etween science and 
religion. We and the rest of the sun’s 

< children are scudding along towards
Hercules at the rate of 33,350,000 miles 
a year.,. The motion of all the stars be- 

• ing around Alcyone, that star—12,000 
times as brilliant as our own sun, and at 

■; a distance so great that light traveling 
■ from one point to the other would occu

py 700 years in the transit—might well, 
Mr. Read is of opinion, be the place 
fixed upon by the Creator for the estab
lishment of Heaven. The Hebrews be
lieved in three heavens, and Paul, on 
the Ascension, says, “Christ was caught 
up into the third heaven,” which is be- 
Îmnd the solar system. Mr. Read be- 
ieves that Alcyone is the location of

Heaven, though he does not profess to 
speak dogmatically. He is searching 
for the truth. I venture to suggest the 
question, “Where is Heaven?” as a va
cation subject for a daily newspaper in 

1. search of a “cheap copy.”
TO-DAY.

• One agrees with the Brooklyn Times 
in its discussion of the sacred enigma
that, after all, the problems of the pres-, 
ent world are much more pressing than 
those of the world in which we are in 
some later date to find a new home. 
The ignorance of people about the pres
ent world is so appalling, and the neces
sity for broader and better and more 
persistent teaching as to the obligations 
of this life are so great, that we can 

■ afford to leave Alcyone alone for 
1 awhile. At the same time, there is 
' something very poetic and fascinating 

in the Read inquiry. Anything within 
the texts upon which preachers can 
found new sermons is a welcome thing. 
I have often thought, if I were a clergy-

"he Education of Mediums.

“That one man should die ignorant 
who had capacity for knowledge, this I 
call a tragpdy,/were. it to happen more, 
than twenty times in a minute, 0» 
some computations it does.”—Carlyle.

Ignorance is an enemy to progression, 
anti it the more-often buries its talons 
in self-opinionated and conceited persons 
who arrogate to themselves the su
premacy of knowledge. I know of 
scarcely anything which is so disastrous 
to the developing medium as a feeling 
of self-sufficiency that the trance or in
spirational control of a spirit is the “be 
all” and “know all” of the spiritual 
teacher. A few persons form a circle 
at home, and in due course the advent 
of a medium takes place. The sitter 
seems perfectly satisfied with the re
sults, and lo, wonderful tales of the 
doings and sayings of Medium So-and-so 
go the rounds of the local society, should 
there be one. The medium is forthwith 
pushed into public notice, and on to the 
platform, often : without, the least ade
quate preparation. We frequently are 
given glowing accounts of mediums, but 
how often'are-we disappointed when we 
hear them speak. It makes one squirm 
in one’s seat' to listen to a merciless 
murdering of the Queen’s English, and 
erroneous statements concerning the 
most simple truths. Flaunting ig
norance on a public platform goes much 
against the spiritual cause. I have 
'heard persons say: “If that is the sort of 
discourses you get here, I clon’t want to 
hear any more,” and after that, it is 
often difficult to persuade them to go 
and listen to a really intelligent speaker. 
I believe all mediums should be en
couraged in their development, but 
they ought certainly to be kept from 
public work until they are quite fit for 
the task. '

The exercise of mediumship in public 
is no light work. “It looks easy,” say 
some, “and the spirits do all the work,” 
but the medium has much to bear.

The organ is a noble instrument, but 
let the “action” be sticky, the pipes Qiit 
of tune, the bellows leaky, and the finest 
musician can make but very poor music. 
An indifferent musician will make 
better harmony out of a good organ 
than a perfect musician can make out of 
one that is imperfect. Substitute a me
dium for the organ, and a spirit for the 
player, and you will see my meaning.

I have heard mediums delight in say
ing they seldom read any books. I do 
not know why that should be, unless to 
show the comparative power of the 
spirit over them when under con
trol. I see nothing creditable in boast
ing of ignorance; one wotild have 
thought they would be anxious to cover 
up that. Some persons say too much 
knowledge confounds the spirit. If it 

’does, I say, “God help the spirit.” Let

man, I would tell the stories of the ! 
Bible, make narrative sermons of the । 
Israelitish romances, lead the children '■ 
into a love of the fairy tales of the ' 
Scriptures, the pageantry of them, the 1 
battles, the miracles; but I would not : 
drone them in somniferous tones; and, 
when it came to reading the New Testa
ment, I would take lesson's in elocution 
and dramatic effect from Some master 
of the art of reading and acting. But 

. this is by the way, and may be consid
ered a trifle impertinent.

. THE LOWER REGIONS.
. The Americans do not, as a rule, take 
Heaven so seriously as Mr. Read does; 
and, as for the other place, one of their 
most popular stories relates how a New

■ Yorker who had achieved Heaven ob
tained leave to visit Hell, and never 
returned, because he found the place 
simply delightful. The pit of brimstone 
had been drained, the tires got under 
control for street lighting and domestic 
purposes, good roads made, tramcars 
(not allowed to be overcrowded) running 
everywhere, rents reasonable, good 
whisky, and the very best possible soci-

■ ety. The scientists, journalists, literary 
men, and others had tackled the place 
in a business-like way, had reorganized 
things, and made Tophet most desirable. 
Thera is one thing about Hell: its

1 locality has never been questioned. 
Many orthodox people have given it up.

’ There has been no such place in Ger
man belief for many a long year; and it 
is quite certain that our modern City 

■ men, financiers, building society diree- 
tors, and stars of the Divorce Court 
have utterly and completely given over 
the lower regions and a future of pun
ishments as a myth. Perhaps some of 
them will, after all, be very much sur

' prised when their time comes to have 
the mystery settled for them altogether 
outside their own volition.—Joseph 
Hatton in Agnostic Journal, London, 
Eng. . . _ , ________

Our enemies are our outward con* 
sciences.—Shakspeare.

A iover’s eyes will gaze an eagle 
blind—Shakspeare.

' The true art of memory is the art of 
attention.—Johnson.

The deadliest sin were the conscious-
• ness of no sin.’—Carlyle.

If thou wouldst be borne with, then 
bear with others.—Fuller.

The truly sublime is always easy and 
always natural.—Burke.

Character is a diamond that scratches 
every other stone.—Bartol.

He that will watch providences shall’ 
never want providences to watch.— 
Flavel. _

The usual fortune of complaint is to 
•excite contempt more than pity.—Johu- 
.son. -

He who is most slow in making a 
\proinise is the most faithful in its jmr- 
i'Torniauee.—Rousseau. ■ , ;

. mail.—Pope.
-bad: the worst of madness is a saint run of the flesh to oblivion; to crown with

For virtue’s self may too much zeal be relegate, passion and the wanton desires

laurels'of- everlasting freshness the
, Ob'erveJlie,effects of .rage on those powers of the soul;- to scatter the seeds 
• who tlolivftr ^themselves up to the of knowledge'and spiritual truth; to nour 
pasBion.—Plutarch. ( the waters of the spirit on the minds of

men continually, until they are saturated 
with a proper recognition of their status 
as spiritual beings. Mediums cannot 
shelve the truth: it must ever be pres
ent with them, otherwise labor Is in 
vain, Is it not the duty of mediums to 
impregnate the . human, race with a 
knowledge of truth and self? to open up 
the portals of the eternal, life? 'to stand 
on the borderland and act as the vehicle 
of conveyance between the two worlds? 
feeing that it is so, is if not of the: ut
most importance that the “vehicle” 
shall be well-conditioned? We want no 
squeaky or broken wheels, no soft 
springe, or rusty axles in the spiritual 
chariot. I would say to all mediums, 
learn what you can, never miss any op
portunity of developing your medium
stic powers, and never venture to pub

licly exercise ypnr powers until you are 
in a fit and capable condition for so 
doing.—-W. J. Leeder. in The Two 
Worlds, London. .

CIIRISTIAN-PAGAN VICE.

Continued from First Page.
the Duchess of Montpensier who in
spired the arm of Jacques Clement to 
murder Henry, The nobles kept as
sassins and duelists to do their dirty 
work, and the address of a poisoner 
could then be as easily procured as a 
ijlass of beer. M. Felice tells us that 
“two court ladies, having caused the 
heads of their lovers to be cut off, kissed 
and embalmed them, and each kept that 
of her own lover among her love
tokens,”

I cannot conclude without observing 
that the murderer of Henry III. was 
canonized from all the pulpits as “the 
most blessed child of Dominique, the 
holy martyr of Jesus Christ.” And 
when the assassin’s mother came to 
Paris, the nuns addressed her in the 
words of the Evangelist, “Blessed is the 
womb that bare thee, and the paps 
which thou hast sucked.”—Rex. Reges, 
in Agnostic Journal, London, Eng.

every individual who intends developing 
as a medium get as much knowledge as 
possible. Read as many books as you 
can of a progressive cnaraeter, study 
hygiene and the laws that regulate the 
harmony of the physical self, practise 
self-control, do not simulate the man
ners of others, but remember that you 
and your individuality can do some
thing that is peculiar to yourself. Edu
cation will not kill spontaneous medium
ship, the spontaneity will take a higher 
form, and will be enriched by the 
higher mental development of the indi
vidual. An educated medium will get 
along better than an ignorant one.

A great responsibility rests with a 
medium. He is not simply working for 
his own ends; it is not for the sake of 
self-satisfaction that he should pose be
fore the public as an orator or a mystic. 
The office of a public expositor of phil
osophy and truths, the demonstration as 
far as possible of immortality, is one of 
the most responsible positions that ever 
fell to the lot of any body of public 
teachers. Some ignorant persons make 
good mediums. Granted; but how 
much better might they have been had 
they been educated? It seems all very 
well to say: “We know so-and-so cannot 
read and write, yet he has gotiwell on;” 
but what might he have done with even 
a moderate education? “We know what 
we are, but not what we may be.”

Amongst all spiritual societies should 
be instructors, capable of guiding and 
training mediums at properly-appointed 
circles—free from prejudice. Further, 
I think mediums should not exercise 
mediumship in public until they are 
capable of passing satisfactorily an ex
amination by a board of examiners. I 
am sure every right-minded medium 
will welcome education and training, 
more especially in a knowledge of those 
laws which produce harmony between 
the body and soul, and render the brain 
exquisitely sensitive to the higher laws 
and powers.

The nobler and grander the thoughts 
of the mediums, the sooner will man be 
shaken from his spiritual lethargy. We 
want to let man peep from his narrow 
cell, to awaken him to a cognizance of 
the real and lasting pleasures of life, to 
tell him—if he is an earthly slave—he 
can be a spiritual king. The constitu
tion of society renders hard work neces
sary; but the labor becomes lighter, the 
intellect clearer, the mind more content 
and happy, when it is seen that the 
grand purpose of life is to make the 
greatest possible advance towards spirit
ual perfection. ' ■

There is a prerogative in the soul 
which makes itself felt when tho right 
chord is touched. The vibration of the 
external life must be in unison with the 
internal self, or there is disruption. The 
struggles of the soul,’when the outward 
life is inharmonious, cause discontent 
and unhappiness. It is obvious that 
antagonism between the inward and 
outward life militates against the 
progress of mediumship. How can one 
be happy with constant friction? On 
the one side the soul struggles to make 
its power felt—tries to be omnipotent; 
on the other side the lower desires press 
forward to gratification. There is no 
counterpoise between these two, con
ditions—no give and take, and misery 

• necessarily results. Salvation is in the 
knowledge that the soul is the man, to 
obey soul laws and impulses is ,to pro
duce happiness: to disobey, misery, dis
content and .peevishness. I t is because 
of these things.that mediums should be 
educated to a knowledge of self; to take 

' the. soul as a spiritual standard of high 
degree, as.a moral code, as the arbiter 

, of right action./ Our’efforts must be to

IN FOREIGN LANDS.

CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.
ning afterwards to magnetize me with 
some light passes over my head and 
arms. I experienced that peculiar sen
sation which at other times I have felt 
under the action of an energetic hypnot
ist, namely, a singular impression of 
cold which prevailed all over the upper 
part of my body. The form now took 
me again by the hand and raised me, an 
act which caused a portion of the large 
veil to open and enabled me to see that 
she was clothed in another white gar
ment. I also saw at the same time a 
pale face, but I could not make out the 
features. At length the apparition 
hastily retired, and I returned to my 
seat. During the whole of this manu
festation the medium was visible, rest
ing solidly on her seat, as many of 
those present, and with whom I have 
since spoken, have assured me.” The 
writer of the article in the “Annali” 
confirms the accuracy of the above re
port of this circumstance so far as /Con
cerns the movements of Mr. E., and 
adds that he was himself talking to the 
medium during the whole time, and 
could not understand at first why the 
gentleman was kneeling. One of the 
most obstinately skeptical members of 
the Psychical Society of Christiania was 
at this seance completely convinced of 
the genuineness of these phenomena, 
and declared himself fully satisfied as to 
their reality. The name of the writer 
is Mr. Carlo J. Sjostedt, of Christiania.

WAS IT A BREAM?
She Saw Her Little Boy in 

Spirit-Life.
■ A Christinas Story—-A Fact;

When Colonel Wyndham told himself 
few: days before Christmas that he 

■wished. he was dead, he was speaking 
from a very natural, antagonism to his 
environment, and not because he really 
meant it.' But when Mrs. Wyndham, in 
her heavy mourning robes, whispered, 
the same thing, she came much nearer 
the truth,' Her only child, her boy, her 
idol, a manly little fellow, ten years old, 
had been taken away by death, and she 
mourned as one without hope. Bobby 
was the apple of his father’s eye also, 
but the wife was more than the child to

a

SOMETHING NEW. 
CONTINUED FROM FIFTH PAGE.

Blavatsky in “The Secret Doctrine,” 
was also fire, having for them a spirit
ual, psychic and material aspect. In 
order to find the approximate relation 
which this threefold ether bears to that 
of orthodox science, I will take it only 
by its material aspect as material heat, 
blow, we know that heat which is felt 
by us is not capable of registering itself 
in the human brain as thoughts; while 
we also know that the fire of an idea is 
imperceptible to the senses. Therefore 
the ether of science is on the plane of 
our senses; but that of thought-trans
ference is on a deeper plane of con
sciousness, lying behind the senses, and 
represents substance whose substanti
ality is different to that of the ether of 
science. But, since both are transmit
ters of one element—heat or fire—we 
must consider them degrees of the same 
ethereal medium; and’to find out how 
this gradation may happen we have but 
to refer to the ether of light and the 
ether of radiant heat. Here the differ
ence is due to the length of wave mo
tion, each being set to a different scale. 
So that ether exists in various modes of 
motion, each possessing its own partic
ular relation to the consciousness of the 
world and to that of man. That which 
I may call thought-ether differs in this 
respect from the lower and coarser 
forms of ethereal manifestation, and by 
its more subtle rates of motion appeals 
to subtler manifestations of conscious
ness. Yet heat, like consciousness, is 
the common link which binds matter 
and mind together on all its planes; and 
through fire we may pass from the ob
jective to the subjective states of exist
ence.

Referring to thought-transference and 
the attitude which I assumed towards it 
in my “Answer to Critics,” the ether 
here used as the transmitter of radiant 
heat has an activity of motion which 
places it in a subtler relation to human 
consciousness than that which belongs 
to the ether of a lower grade. It ap
peals to the atoms and molecules of en
cephalic matter, which is matter of the 
most sensitive order in our system. 
Therefore, while the coarser waves of 
radiant heat are translated into terms

him, and he had now reached a stage of 
resentment with this supreme sorrow 
which seriously threatened the peace of 
the home. He had bravely hidden his 
own heartache for the sake of Helping 
his wife bear hers. He had been Help
ful, considerate, tender, but the shadow 
deepened, and each day was worse than 
thp one that had preceded it. “Is there' 
anything you would particularly like 
me to do for Christmas, or any person 
outside of those we generally remember, 
that you would like to consider?” the 
Colonel asked, one evening, after a 
silent, funereal dinner,

“I don’t gee how you can have tjie 
heart to even speak about Christmas,” 
his wife replied. “What is Christmas 
tp me, mow that Bobby is not Ijere?” 

“There were several remarks that oc
curred to the Colonel at this juncture, 
any one of which would have been emi
nently to the point;’but he restrained 
himself, and said kindly:

“Well, we must be sure not to forget 
any of Bobby’s friends. I suppose the 
little Stable-boy up the street doesn’t 
expect anything,’ under the changed cir
cumstances; I saw the lad to-night, and 
he looked so pinched and chilly that I 
thought it would be nice for you to buy 
him a good warm overcoat. You know 
his size, Mary, and can pick out some
thing much more suitable than I can.”

“You have grown cruel, John,” his 
companion responded, with a face as 
white as death. “Please don’t talk to 
me any more ahout Christmas. I can 
not die, but I can and will shut myself 
up with my sorrow aud live through the 
time as best lean.”

There was a minute’s silence, and 
then Colonel Wyndham quietly left the 
room. But there was'no quiet in his 
heart. He could not speak roughly to a 
woman,ibut he could seek other scenes, 
and leave his wife alone in her selfish 
grief. A man would be a fool to stand 
more than three months of such in
difference, he told himself. He’d pack 
his traps the next morning, and start 
for Florida, or California, or Europe, it 
didn’t matter much which place. He 
drew a chair before the cheery fire that 
crackled and blazed just as it used to 
when Bobby tat on his knee and listened 
to the stories he was never tired of tell
ing. But there was no Bobby now, and 
worse than that, yes, infinitely worse, 
there was no wife. This was a hard 
hour in the life of this strong and kind- 
hearted man.

Mrs; Wyndham, absorbed in her mis
ery, was scarcely conscious that her 
companion hiiH left the room; For a 
half-hour or rnoTe she sat perfectly still, 
and then the weary lids closed, the 
drawn features relaxed, and a smile of 
wonderful sweetness hovered about the 
lips that had so long quivered with pain.

A restful moment had come to the 
Colonel also, and when the door of his 
room opened and his wife slowly en
tered, he rose and stretched out his 
arms to receive her, as he had always 
done before death robbed him of all his 
happiness.

“John, I have seen Bobby,” were her 
first words as she cuddled naturally into 
the embrace that was so fond and so' 
true. “It must have been a dream, of 
course; but, John dear, this is what he 
said, and he told me to ask you if it was 
not true. He said: ‘Mamma dear, you 
are hurting papa’s feelings, and he is 
going away to leave you, because he 
thinks-you don’t love him any more. Go 
and kiss him, and give him my love—’ 
John,” and now the wife lifted her head 
bravely, “is this the truth?”

“It is, Mary. I thought I had lost ev
erything, and I could not endure it an
other day.”

“Praise God, then! Bobby still lives, 
and I have seen him,” was the fervent 
response. “Forgive me, darling, for all 
I have made you suffer, but you will 
stay now, and let me make it all up to 
you?”

“Stay?” said the Colonel; “stay? 
What do you take me for, Mary?”

There were tears in the Colonel’s 
voice, and his arms were steadier than 
his articulation. '

“The stable-boy shall have his over
coat, and'we will have a merry Christ
mas; but, John, dear, tell me—was it a 
dream?”—Eleanor Kirk’s Idea, in The 
Two Worlds.

Mansill’s Almanac for ,1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology, 

Almanac Makers’ and Weather Fore
casters’ Guide, and New System of 
Science, by Richard Mansill, is now out, 
and' will be sent to any address for 25 
cents. Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally should have it.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama 

no, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25ca hot tie

of consciousness as sensation by the in
termediary of the nervous' system, the 
finer ethereal heat waves can appeal di
rectly to the cerebral cells, with the re
sult that, all the work they represent 
being directly active’in the center of 
human consciousness, it is retranslata
ble not only as sensation, blit as thought; 
by which I mean to simply that, though 
all heat of fire is potentially ideation, 
yet when, in its coarser state, it requires 
the nervous system to convert it to 
terms of personal consciousness, then 
a certain loss is made' in conversion- 
by absorption, in the nerves, which' 
may possibly be the reason why we 
fe,el heat .then only as sensation^- aud- 
•not in its completer form of thought.— 
Thomas, Williams, F. T. S.', in AGNOSTIC 
Journal, London, Eng. ■ -i ■ /

. Few save the poor feel for the poor.— 
L. E. Landon. '

. Expiring Subscriptions,
The period of expiring subseription.s 

is on. us. As The Progressive! 
Thinker is published on the cash plan, 
of course all names are dropped as soon 
as' the time is reached to which' ad
vanced payments are made. We know 
money is close arid hard' to get. News
paper publishersfeel the pressure more 
keenly than others, because many per
sons unwisely commence economy in 
expenses by cutting off mental aliment. 
This should not be. The trifling cost of 
The Progressive Thinker, but little 
riiore than the blank paper on which it 
is printed, and the large amount of edu
cational matter with which it is laden, 
commend it to the thoughtful every
where. ’

■ Jf the reader is in straitened. circum
stances, and cannot afford to invest’$1 
for a year, he can certainly,, spare 25 
cents and extend his. subscription three 
months, until business resumes its 
wquted activity. Then there will be no 
break in healthful reading, no discour
agement to the publisher, and no regret 
that invaluable matter, which will never 
be replaced, has escaped attention. The 
hope of the world rests with the well
read Spiritualist and Agnostic.

Reader, let us share each other’s bur
dens as much as we can while these 
financial embarrassments stare all in 
the face. Only a few months more, 
when public confidence will be restored, 
and prosperity wi.l return in an unex
ampled manner.

We are aiding the world to the extent 
of giving employment to ten persons, at 
a considerable sacrifice, too, to ourself. 
Can you’ not aid us in this laudable 
work by renewing your subscription at 
once, and, if possible, send in an ad
ditional subscriber?

A Remarkable Case.

( [advertisement.]
Dear Doctor:—When I first began to 

take your medicine I was nothing but a 
skeleton, and did not care to live, al
though I had a ¡rood husband, and he 
did all he could to please me. I began 
to take your medicine, and now I must 
say I feel like a new woman. I did not 
believe that doctor was living who could 
do me any good, but, thank God, I feel as 
if I was on the road to health. You 
were my seventeenth doctor in seven 
years, and you have done me so much 
good I want to see all that are afflicted 
to give you a trial. You can use this as 
a testimonial if you wish. -As ever, 
your true friend until death,

Mrs. Millie A. Thornburg.
Gilbert, La.
Address all letters to San Jose,_Cal.

(See ad. in another column.)

J. G. W. ENTWISTLE, M. D. 
Also Clairvoyant Doctor.

TfORMLRLY OF TROY, N.Y. PR AC- 
1 tice of 30 years. Chronic diseases a specialty. 
References given. Hours 9 a. m. to 4 p. m. Office, 
6336 Harvard Ave., Englewood. Chicago, Ill. 220

How to Investigate Spiritualise«', 
or, Rules for the Spirit Circle.

Good News for Spiritualists.
DB. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, Ohio, has kindly 

agreed to mall all our readers Fourteen weeks* treat
ment of the famous Australian Electro Pill rfemedy 
for Catarrh, Kidney, Liver and Stomach trouble, Sick 
Headache, Constipation, Rheumatism, Nervous Pros
tration, LaGrlnppe and Its after effects for only 82.00, 
on the following easy terms, viz: Scud him one Dollar 
xowanti the other Dollar when the medicine is used 
and satisfaction rendered. Acting similar toElebtrlc- 

it recommends Itself quickly. Agents wanted. 
Address above, naming The Progressive Thinker.

TySYCHUIATHY; OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
taff- Being a series oflessons on-tbe relations of 

the spirit to Ite own organism, and tbe Interrelations 
■of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
tUie mediumship of Mrs. Cora L V. Richmond. No 
physician should be without this book. No magnetic 
healer should be without it, and no family should 
be without Ite valuable aid. It is a valuable aid 
to the physician Ln determining tbe relation of his pa
tient's spirit ttf lto body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies are neceetoryto perfectly adjust the 
game to each other; to the magnetic healer 1t is Inval
uable, because it Illustrates the actual magnetic pole! 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To the gen 
eral reader it will prove a boon because it explALnstbe* 
physical and Briritnal'basls of life, and the influence 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding* coadltions-and 
atmospheres upon tbe human organism. Price (cloth) 
11.50. For sale at ibis office.

Cleveland, Ohio. 219
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TO THE SICE AND AFFLICTED. Send flVfl
two-cent stamps, age, sex, handwriting and 
leading symptom; you will receive a cor« 
rect’dlagnoslB of your disease by psycho«

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A ROW- 
/1 erftil clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps. lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and correct dlag« 
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413, 
Denver, Colorado. 219

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
E stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, ono 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with the uid of spirit power. Dr. 8. 8. Williams. 
Lake Geneva, Wis. ‘>i 9

HARK !
TTAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER. 

I JL oua growth? Do you wlah a psychometric read
ing, examination or advise regarding buslnefia? Write 
to Dr. J. C. Phillips, giving age and sex, and enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-cent stamps. 
Three questions briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad« 
dress, 471 W Madison St.Chicago. Ill._________ 209tf

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
¿L two 2<ent poitage »tamp«, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and «expand I will eend you a clairvoyant 
dlagnoili of your disease. Address J. c. Batdorp, 
M. £>., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. Please sute what periodical you saw our ad- ■

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM
IN youb own home. Will send a pamphlet con» 

talninginstructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of The 
Sower (magazine),all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A 
Bliss, 1901 Wabash avenue, Chicago, III. 220

A LIBERAL OFFER! BY A RELIA
ble clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Bend tour 

lool£ oi ha*r> name, age and »ex. We 
wllldlagnq»e your cage free, by Independent »nlrit 
writing. AdAreag, Dr. J. S. Louck» Bhfrley, Ma»,.|23S

WX WILL DEVELOP YOU!1 9 OI /Ph A Have you triedit? .The 
g \ V 1 II J Finest Cabinet for the JL kJ 1 EX purpose ever made—bar

. V none. Send for Circulars
This marvelous cabinet , .
if it fails to do what we I OCfC Ni’tnlTlir 
claim. Prepaid,
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago, 

Price, $1.00 delivered, in City.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
-pi. A TFORM, TF. S T, PS YCHOME. 

L trlst and business medium- Readings, person« 
ally or by letter, SLUG. Answers three questions for 
live 2-cent stamps. Address, 291 Ogaen Avenue, 
Chien go, 111.________________________________ 216tf,
"pROF. A. C.. C. PFUHL, ASTROLO- 
JL ger, author of Astrological Chart, will cast youf 
horoscope. Send for circular. ,125 Bolivar Street*

220.

Pfeiraraal
HEALING!

New Revealed Remedy! - .

Quick Treatment! Permanent Cures! '
No Stamps Required in AdvanceL

No Leading Simptoms nor Lock of Hair!
Only Name and Age Required!

GRAND GENEROUS OFFER OF TRIAL 
TEST TREATMENT OF THE PABULUM OF 
LIFE FOR THIRTY DAYS IN YOUR OWN 
HOME, FOR ALL CONDITIONS ARISING 
FROM EXHAUSTED NERVOUS ENERGY 
OR LOSS OF VITAL FORCE.

Disease, as a whole, we regard as a 
unit, call it by whatever name you will, 
according to its manifestations, or de
gree of expression; but the causation of 
disease is all the same, namely; an, 

' impaired vitality, or loss of vital force 
■—whether, by blood poison, or other
wise.

The “Pabulum of Life" is a new 
ALImenta remedy, and was specially re
vealed for the augmentation of vitality, 
or life-renewal; and is, therefore, a 
fundamental cure for,¡fundamental mal
ady or physical degeneration.

It will strengthen the weak, invigorate 
the young, and re-juvenate the old. In 
other words it will remove prostration, 
cure disease and restore lost health.

TRY IT! TRY IT! TRY IT!
Thirty days trial, remember, free by 

mail, for $1. '

DR. R. GREER,
127 LaSalle St., Chicago.

DR. HENRY ROGERS.

Z'HE CELEBRATED MEDIUM FOR 
Independent slate-wrltlng, pictures, aud other 
phases., 238 Park avenue, (near Hoyne avenue), 

Chicago. Ill., also makes a specialty of diagnosing 
and curing disease where others have failed. Dr. 
Rogers make» his remarkable cures entirely through 
amir rbwxK. He Is pudorsed by the Spiritual press 
as being one of the beat Clairvoyants and phenome
nal mediums-in. the;world. Sittings dully for HlattM 
writing and dlagnbalB,' * 220

00 YOU WANT 
TO BE A

MRS. F, S. DE lVOLFi INDE PEMD- 
IVI eut slate-writing and test medium, circle for 
ladies, Thursday afternoon. 450 W. VanBuren Street.

TAKE ONE.
TfVERY MYSTIC AND STUDENT IN 

J-L Astronomy, who Is progressive, is sending for 
Ormsbv’s Weekly Star Report, which is proving to be 
Just what they have been looking for. The most 
learned in astrology speak in the highest terms of them, 
and several in the profession have already subscribed. 
Think of It: 52 delineations and a Horoscope for every 
child born this year for only 82.00. Mailed to each 
subscriber ten days in advance. Agents wanted in 
every city. F. E. Ormsby, Masonic Temple, Chicago.

A TREATISE ON THE SOLAR 
Zl Fluid of the Solar System, revealing It« twelve 
mental quaillien anti tbelr relation to the anatomy of 
the human body, with diagram and dates that, will en
able yon to delineate character from date of birth. 
Only 25e, hut don't «end »lamps. Gbikl Buchanan.
Ph. I)., Marionville Mo.

The Spirit Circle Is the assembling together of 
number of persona seeking communion with the spfrlMl 
who have passed from earth to the world of souls. The 
chief advantage of such an assembly Is the mutual in> 
partatlon and reception of the combined magnetismr 
of the assemblage, which form a force stronger that 
that of an Isolated subject—enabling spirits to com 
munewltb greater power and developing the latent 
gifts of mediumship.

The flrat conditions to be observed relate to the per 
sons who compose the circle. These should be, as fai 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, aa positive and 
negative; of moral characters, pure minds, and not 
marked by repulsive points of either physical or men 
tnl condition. No person suffering from disease, or uf 

.debilitated physique, should bo present at any circle, 
unless It la formed expressly for healing purposes. I 
would recommend the number of the circle never to bo. 
leas tb^n three, or more than twelve. The beat num
ber la eight. No person of a strong positive tempera
ment should be present, as any such magnetic spheres 
emanating from the circle will overpower that of the 
spirits, who must always be positive In the circle In 
order to produce phenomena.

Never let the apartment be overheated, the roonj 
should be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion in the atmosphere, disturbs the 
manifestations. A subdued light Is the most favora
ble for spiritual magnetism.

I recommend the seance to be opened either with 
irayer or a song sung In chorus, after which subdued, 
larmonizlqg conversation is better than wearisome si

lence; builet the conversation be directed towards the 
purpose of the gathering, and never sink into discus 
slon or rise to emphasis. Always have a pencil and 
iiRper on the table, avoid entering or quitting the room, 
rrelevant conversation, or disturbances within or 

without the circle after the seance has commenced.
Do not admit unpunctual comers, nor suffer the all 

of the room to be disturbed after the sitting common 
cos. Nothing but necessity, Indisposition, or Impres 
slons, should warrant the disturbance of the sitting, 
which should never exceed two hours, unless an 
extension of time be solicited by the Spirits.

Let the seance always extend to one hour, cv.en if no 
results are obtained; It sometimes requires that time 
for spirits to form tbelr battery. Let It be also remem
bered that circles are experimental, hence no one 
should bo discouraged If phenomena are not produced 
at the first few sittings. Buy with the same circle for 
six sittings; lino phenomena are then produced you 
maybe sure you are not assimilated to each other; in 
that case, let the members meet with other persons 
until you succeed.

A well-developed test medium may sit without In
jury for any person, but a circle sitting for mutual de
velopment sbouM never admit persons addicted to bad 
habits, stronglyposltlveor dogmatical. A candid In
quiring spirit Is the only proper frame of mind In 
wblcb to sit for phenomena, the delicate magnetism of 
which is made or marred as much of mental as physi
cal Conditions. ,

Impressions are the voices of spirits or the monitions 
of the spirit within us, and should always be followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong in act or word. At the 
opening of the circle, one or more are often Impressed 
to change seats with others. One or more are impressed 
to withdraw, or a feeling of repulsion makes it painful 
to remain. Let these Impressions be faithfully regard
ed, and pledge each other that no offence shall be token 
by following Impressions. , t a

If a strong Impression to write, speak, sing, dance, 
or. gesticulate possess any mind present, follow It out 
faithfully- It has a meaning If you cannot at first rea
lize IL Never feel hurt In your own person, nor ridi
cule your neighbor for any failures to express or dis
cover the meaning of the spirit impressing you..

Spirit control ft often deficient, and at first imper
fect. By often yielding to it, your organism becomes 
more flexible, and the spirit more experienced; and 
practice Ln control Is necessary for spirits as well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drive them away, but always strive to ele
vate them, add treat them as you would mortals, un
der similar'circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to “lying spirits,” or deceiving mediums. 
Many mistakes occur In the communion of which you 
cannot always be aware. a

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to hold sittings with the flame parties for more 
than b twelvemonth. After that time, If not before, 
fresh elements of magnetism are essential. Some of 
the original circle should withdraw, and others take 
tbelr places. . .

Never seek the spirit circle in a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only, have you cause to fear it.

Never permit any one to sit In circles who suffer 
from It in health or mind. Magnetism in the 
case of such persons Is a drug, which operates perni
ciously, and should be carefully avoided.

Every seventh person can be a medium of some kind, 
and become developed through the Judicious opera
tions of the spirit circle. When once mediums are 
fully developed, the circle sometimes becomes injuri
ous to them. When they feel this to be the case, let 
none be offended If they withdraw, and only use their 
gifts In other times and places.

All persons are subject to spirit Influence and gold-, 
ance, but’only one in seven can bo externalize this 
power as to become what Is called a medium; and let 
it ever be remembered that trance speakers, no Jess 
than mediums for any other gift, can never be influ
enced by spirits far beyond their own normal capacity 
In the matter of the Intelligence rendered, the mag- 
ne’tlsm of the spirits being but a quickening fire, which 
inspires the brain, and, like a hot-house process on 
plants, forces Into prominence latent powers of .the 
mind; but creates nothing. Even In the case of merely 
automatic speakers, writers, rapplitg, and other forms 
of test, mediumship, the .Intelligence of the spirit » 
measurably shaped by the capacity and idtosyncraslw 
of the medium.; AH spirit power is limited Jn expres 
slon bv the organism through wblcb it work«, ant 

‘ splritsinay control, Inspire,-and Influence the human 
mind, but do not change or re-create Il-Emma Uab- 
DINGS BBITTXN.

(LAIRVOYANCE CAN BE RAPIDLY 
L-/developed by the Genuine Okikntal Develop« 

ing Mihhoh. For prices, etc., apply to Phoe. P. Dav- 
idkon, Jr.. Londsvllle, White Cu.. Ga. Send date of 
birth and three2c atamps for free Astrological test.

CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
1V1 demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It is not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 centa. All ready for 
use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two-cent postage 
stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 1348 Ridge 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 221

CTUDIE? IN PSYCHIC .SCIENCE, 
d An lavaluibl« York, hy Hudion Tuttle. Trie« 
H.%.

YOU.
Price 81.00, Postage 20 cents, Send stamp for de

scriptive circuir and testimonials.
W. H. BACH. Mfr., St. Paul, Mlnrv

invalids
LT, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
r r Stamps, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlet and advice fbek to cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
lugton, Ohio „ ’ tf

TWA. SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
8lreoeMAmpeforprivate letter ot advlca 

from theBplrltworld. W. P. Phelon, M. D., «IS Jack
ion Boulevard Chicago Ill, J20tf

5PIRU UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
can 11ml coiy room», equal to thoie at hotel», with 

aBgrltuali»W 'mlly, at 88 St. John1» Place near Union

ZHE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W
Sinclair, will »end you by letter a Ute reading ot 

the past and future with date». Mall a lock ot hair 
and one dollar. Addre»» Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 
West Ave., Jackson, Mich. 237

AN ASTONISHING OFUTIR’
VEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

kJ lock of hair; age, name, sex, one. leading symptom 
and your disease will bodlagnoaed tree by solrit-power 
Dr. A. B. Dobson. San Jose. Cal.

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
J. Readlug or six questions answered, W cents and 
three stamps. Mahovkbitb Bubtok, 1472 Washing, 
on street, Boston, Eass. , 220

HOW TO LIVE One HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, Intact, the entire 

system. Send 2 Iwo-cent sumps, and I will send 
primed Information. Also .Photograph of my spirit
guide. who revealed Hila knowledge to me. B. 8* 
Pool.B. Clinton. Iowa.

TyYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
i Prof. A. B. Severance lu all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. "Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wls. 221

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

(Formerly N. Y„ College of Magnetics.]
AM INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

/I theraputlcsincluding the Sun Cure. Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher Rclcncc of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students in four 
continents have taken the course. The college is 
chartered and confers the degree of 1). M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions student! 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own hoine-s. Institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., Fast Orange 
New Jersey. 234

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND
Sougs, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Gems, 

Choral Responses, Funeral Serfices, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums. Instructions for 
Physical Culture. Calisthenics and Marching; Ban
ners, Standards, th« Baud of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society mav be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the, dismal tone of the old hymnology. 
It furnlshesa unique selection of choice readings aud 
responses such as no other selection contains, It gives 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every stop 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives In
structions bow to make the badges and banners and 
Instructs In marching. It shows how to establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and bas 
al! the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement. ,

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor Ln tbe 
Lyceum. Tbe book Is the result of practical work 
and tested by tbe Interest awakened Ln the actual 
session of the Lyceum. •

While intended for tbe working Lyceum, tbe guide 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words : 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at tbe 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tuttle & Co., Publishers. Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of The Progressive Thinker 
where tbe work may be had wholesale and retail.

TAIPTHERIA, CHQLERA, QUINSY, 
jL/Croup, Erysipelas, Piles and Catarrh of the throat. 
The Antidote sent for one dollar, Lady Agents wanted. 
G. H. Miller, Diamond. Arkansas.

UYllWm U/ICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO Wilt IT AND PAY FREIGHT.
KkeSSiIEZ? cm CH flu»‘beO»terd Improved SINGER8«w.

$IU<uU tog Machin«, with a complete Mt ef al« 
BHx V^/ABla taehmenuud guanutead fur 10 peart. Shipped aay- 
WB Yl where on 90 day»' trial. Ne money required in art*

A* teSB ,l0nM' T6.0tX)no*in uao. World’« Fair Medal awarded.
■ r nf9 Buy from factory, ran dealen’ sod aronte' profit. 
£ -MgAJ Write to-day for our JARfiE FREE CATALOGUE.

Orford Mfg. Co., 342 Wabash Are., Chicago, III

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SENNETT.
This excellent work treats of the following subjects:

I. 
n.

IV.

V.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.

T/O U CAM HA VE COOD E YESIGH7, 
JL Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for Illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. F. POOLE. Clinton, Iowa.

YES YOU CAN
pET WELL. SEND $1 FOR A BOT- 
V7 Ue of Elixir or Ltn. A »pint remedy. Purely 

Vegetable, and MagneUzed. Po«ltlvely renew, Ufe 
Thou,and» rejoice over health reitored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailment, there 1» no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. E. X. Myer» Clinton, 
Iowa._________________________________________ 222

FOUR PRESENT AMD FUTURE^
Ask three questions. Give age. sex and com« 

plexlon. Enclose ll. Agnes A. Miller, Diamond« 
Arkansas. * 228

TJOWTO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. 
J~L J. TV. Ctdwell. one ot the mo»t incce«6tul me« 
merit» In America. Ancient and modern miracle, ex
plained by meimerlim. An tnvaluab). work. Price, 
j«p«r, SO cent*-

VI. Anaesthetic Effects and Big
, idity.

VIL The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Vin. Clairvoyance.

IX. Mesmeric Practice.
The price of this admirable work 1b 91,25, All book! 

advertised In The Pbogeesbive Thtekeb are

For sale at this office._____
TX7A YSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSA YS, 
W Sketches, Poem» and Song»; Gathered iron 

the Highway», By.waysand Hedge» of Life. By Mat 
Ue E. HulL_ltl» most excellent. Price »1.00.
'T'HE CHILDRENS’ ~ PROGRESSIVE 
L Lyceum. A manual, with direction» for the or- 

ranlz.atlon and management of Sunday »choola. By 
Andrew Jackson Dsvls. Something indeipenslble. 
Price 50 ceuta.

PTHE QUESTION SETTLEd7~A 
J. Careful Comparison of Blbltc»! and Modern Spir

itualism. By Motes Hull. An Invaluable work. Price 
»1.00. . • ' . ■ • .

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, S1O E Street, N. W., Wash-
• ington, D. C.

( Incorporated Nov. 1, 1893.)
7T7A HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
J National Spiritualists’ Association is now open 

at all times, and all Spiritualists are Invited to visit ' 
tbelr official home. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested to send In their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
iirompt notice should be sent to us of all changes of 
ocatfon.’ Officers of societies in sll foreign countries 

are also requested to confer with us. and information 
is desired respecting all new phases of development 
in all part« of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag* 
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For in
formation, address as above. Robert A. Drxxwx, 
Secretary. ._________ 214tf

TIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,.ITIS IN.
ten»ely Intcreiting. .PricMl.OO; . . cure. Tir.L-.-AReadiBox358, Luulng, Mich, X31Ï
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CHURCH AND STATE.
Facts for Your Considera' 

tion.
The proper function of the Church is 

the unfoldment and exercise of the 
spiritual in man. The office of all gov
ernment is the formulation of laws for 
jihe regulation of human conduct and 
enforcing the same at all hazards, at 
the expense even of life itself. The vo
cations of the Church are peaceful, 
while the legitimate acts of the govern
ment are confined to the physical part 
of the nature of man and represent 
physical force.

A wise and just government will keep 
the Church and State forever separate, 
fully aware by the events of past history 
that the Church has always, when she 
had the power, used physical force to 
compel a conformity to her particular 
beliefs, and has murdered millions who 
refused to obey her commands.

The churches of to-day are appealing 
to the government to aid them in en
forcing their religious views, and were 
much excited whpn Chief Justice Fuller 
finally decided against their appeals. 
In my opinion, his decision was the 
Crowning act of his life, and leaves no 
further room for laurels to be won in 
his sphere. The moral courage to ren
der such a decision in the face of such a 
tremendous pressure as was brought to 
bear against him could’ only have been 
attained by a strict adherence to the 
highest mandates of the soul, and 
Americans should write in letters of 
gold the name of Melville W. 
Fuller.

Many of the converts to orthodoxy are 
made through fear of death, but we are 
glad to note that most of the churches 
are dropping the Hell department put 
of their religion, and are bending their 
energies toward spiritual, intellectual 
and physical culture.

Fear belongs to the physical, and 
when tnan is spiritually developed he is 
above fear. A state of ignorance con
fines man to the physical department of 
his nature, leaving him the victim of 
those who have cultivated their intel
lectual faculties.

He who plays upon the fears of ignor
ant humanity to win converts to any 
form of religion, is a miserable coward, 
a poltroon, and deserves the strongest 
censure of his fellowmen, while he who 
appeals to the spiritual and intellectual 
in man to cause him to change his er
roneous views or practices, is a true 
man and a benefactor of the race.

The spiritual and intellectual in man 
should control the physical faculties, 
and the appetites and passions should at 
all times be subservient to the highest 
deductions of reason, which includes in
tellect and intuition.

The Protestant churches of our coun
try, though their forefathers were 
driven by physical force from Europe, 
are petitioning our government to aid 
them in their religious work, thereby 

' calling into action the very forces by 
which their forefathers were persecuted 
and driven to this continent for a 
refuge. Wake up, churches, and know 
that when you appeal to the physical in 
man, or to the government which rep
resents physical force, for aid, you are 
away out of your legitimate domain and 
must be called to order. Your aomain 
is the spiritual, and only the spiritual. 
Even the intellectual field is not yours; 
it belongs also to the State and is repre
sented by the public school, which is 
and always must be kept absolutely 
non-sectarian.

True religion deals not with the in
tellectual. A man may be an intel
lectual giant and a spiritual pigmy. He 
may also be very spiritual and a philan
thropist and yet not be very intelligent.

George Washington, in his treaty with 
Tripoli, said: “This government is in 
no. sense founded upon the Christian 
religion.” , •

Thomas Jefferson said: “It is wicked 
and tyrannical to compel any man to 
support a religion in which he does not 
believe.”

James Madison said: “Religion is not 
in the purview of human government. 
Religion is essentially distinct from 
government, and exempt from its cog
nizance. A connection between them 
is injurious to both.”

James A. Garfield (himself an occa
sional preacher), while President of 
these United States uttered the foll^h 
Ing: “The divorce between Church and 
State ought to be absolute. It ought to 
be so absolute that no church property 
anywhere, in any State or in the nation, 

, should be exempt from taxa' on; for, if 
you exempt the property of any church 
organization, to that extent you impose 
a tax upon the whole community.”

General Grant said: “Keep the Church 
and State forever separate.”

My list of quotations from our glorious 
ancestors would not be complete with
out some sentiment from the invincible 
Gen. John A. Logan, who, in 1862, wrote 
these words: “This government must 
be preserved for future generations in 
the same mold in which it was trans
mitted to us, if it takes the last man and 
the last dollar of the present generation 
within its borders to accomplish it.”

Chester s. Rouse, 
- 1709 4th Ave. S., Minneapolis, Minn.

Natural Phenomena.
Champollion, the distinguished Egypt

ologist, who diedin 1832, contended that 
the giants of Bible fam$ were personi
fications" of natural phenomena. We 
ate not conscious that' any scholar who 
has investigated the subject has success
fully combated the claim.
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The Need of It Shown.
Dr. Hidden Urges Spiritualists to 

Help.

To the Editor:—I have been inter
ested in the discussion now going on in 
the Spiritualistic press relative to the 
National Association. Speaking in can
dor, it seems to me that the real point at 
issue has been overlooked, or rather 
obscured, in the desire of the writers to 
air their legal knowledge, and to say 
sharp things at the expense of their fel
lows. Waiving aside irrelevant matter, 
the real issue seems to be, is organiza
tion necessary? If so, we should organ
ize first and rearrange minor points of 
difference afterward; the safe rule is, 
just preliminary, then permanent or
ganization, with all that the latter im
plies. As I understand it, preliminary 
organization has been effected, and the 
good work is being crystallized into per
manency, and this is as it should be.

It seems to me that organization 
among Spiritualists is necessary if Spir
itualism is to become more than a mere 
name in the history of this nation. We 
claim a following of at least ten millions 
of Spiritualists in this country; just 
think of it—a vast array of bright, 
brainy men and women, without organ
ization, and with scattered' ranks— 
smiled at, sneered at, derided, and all 
because of a lack of the power which 
organization gives. ■

Think for a moment of the Masons, 
the Odd Fellows, the Grand Army and 
similar bodies. What makes the mem
bers of such bodies respected? The 
power of organization. Think of the 
immense influence of the Christian 
churches; what is the secret of it all? 
Organization, pure and simple.

It may be that our National Associa
tion has not attained the standard of 
perfection with which we are wont to 
credit the bodies alluded to, but even if 
this be true, it is not strange. Man did 
not spring into existence physically and 
mentally equipped as we find him to
day; neither did the Masons, Odd 
Fellows, Grand Army or even the 
churches, become the splendid associa
tions of to-day ata single bound. Time, 
practice, experience, hard and earnest 
work were required to correct errors, 
rectify mistakes, and to round out and 
perfect them. If Spiritualists were per
fect beings the National Association 
would embody the wisdom of the ages, 
and reveal to the world a structure so 
carefully conceived and wrought as to 
bo without a flaw. But as Spiritualists 
are only men and women, and men and 
women are far from perfect, I am not 
surprised to learn that the National 
Association bears human finger-marks, 
and, to tell the truth, I am pleased, for . 
1 feared that preliminary effort at or
ganization would tend in the direction 
of the ideal, rather than the practical.

Now, why not look at this matter 
from a business-like standpoint of com
mon sense. As Spiritualists, we need to 
be, and should become, an organized 
body, with a central or parent associa
tion, having working branches in every 
city, town and hamlet in the land. We 
need do this in order to concentrate 
our efforts and to secure unity of action, 
that we may make of Spiritualism a

is the easiest, safest, best. Once in 
working order, error is easily éliminât-1 
ed; mistakes can be corrected, unity, of 
action secured, and measures for the 
safe conduct of the organization devised.

First organize, then criticize. In 
other words, instead of standing ajoof; 
and kicking, let the gentlemen who are 
so prone to,criticize, join the association 
and try to improve it. It is easier to 
correct mistakes inside than outside an 
organized body. It is well to bear in 
mind that to perfect such a mighty or
ganization, mistakes are unavoidable; 
but there will be fewer mistakes made 
by the leaders if we help, instead 
of trying to hinder them by adverse 
criticism.

I am not a member of either National 
or State association, hence cannot be 
accused of being partisan; but of some
thing I am certain, viz.: I shall unite 
myself with this movement, for the up
building of Spiritualism, at the first 
convenient opportunity, for 1 believe in 
organization, and 1 want this movement 
to succeed and bring Spiritualism to the 
fore, making of it a moral and educa
tional factor not to be ignored in mu
nicipal, State and national affairs.

Chas. W. Hidden.

IMP0RTAN1JUESTI0NI
Directed to the National As

sociation.
The Railroads and Ministers of 

the Gospel.

SOME RETAINED FOLLIES.
If the editor of the Medium and Day

break (London) is one thing more than 
another he is fiercely' radical,and at times 
he wields a sledgehammer mercilessly 
on the lingering superstitions of the 
past. There is little passing about which 
he_ does not give expression to his 
opinions. There has been some very 
remarkable manifestations of desire to 
belike the churches among Spiritual
ists, and those who have become freed 
from the senseless rites and forms of the 
past either laugh at or pity the apish 
following so sharply rebuked in the fol
lowing paragraph:

“•‘Christening,’ ‘Baptism,’ are uu- 
meaningless to Spiritualists as to Chris
tians, being practices handed down 
through paganism from primitive times. 
]f people are foolish enough to ape 
priestcraft in these senseless rites, they 
must not expect us to advertise their 
folly. There is a use in presenting a 
new citizen to his brethren, but not 
after the manner of priestly sacerdotal
ism. Strange it is that ‘mediums,’ 
who are supposed to be the instruments 
of asuperior world, should seek to make 
themselves conspicuous by dealing in 
the superstitions and heathenism of this 
very wicked and spiritually blind world. 

■So much of this kind of mischief nowa
days makes sensible people wonder 
whether the higher life does communi
cate with man—at least in the case of 
these mediums. Some people would do 
well to stick to fortune-telling, and not 
endeavoi' to soar to higher flights.”

The effort to put on ministerial man
ners by many lecturers, beginning with 
prayer or invocation, might fall into the 
same category. When prayer is the 
earnest desire of the spirit, it is its out-
ward or concrete expresssion and has 
relevancy and use, but the set prayer 
before a lecture has no other meaninggreat moral and educational factor. We a c Ulucl- nwauing 

need an organization big enough'and1 than the attempt “to be like other 
strong enough to build and equip build- i preachers.” The railroads, have con
ings, endow schools and colleges, estab-1 traded the issue of passes, so that no 
lish press and lecture bureaus, own and . Spiritual lecturer, not settled as 
control homes, etc.; an organization big । "pastor” over a “flock” directly on the 
enough and strong enough to stand its । line of the road, can have one. This
ground when attacked; powerful enough 
to protect mediums, healers and public 
workers from injustice and harm, to 
secure for' its representatives all the
rights and privileges wich pertain to 
the ministers of other bodies—in a word, 
we need an association powerful enough 
to secure for Spiritualism public recog
nition, legislation in its interests, and 
respect; and this we shall surely have if 
we help instead of hinder the work 
already begun.

A beginning has been made. The 
central or parent body has been incor
porated. Washington, the most fitting 
place, has been chosen as a national 
headquarters. Now let the Spiritualists 
everywhere incorporate under the laws 
of their respective States, organizing 
State associations, with local or auxili
ary branches, as is the case with all the 
great fraternal organizations of the day. 
The membership of the State associa
tion should be made up of the officers, 
or, especially, chosen delegates, from 
the auxiliary branches, and the National 
Association should be (and in time 
doubtless will be) composed of repre
sentatives from the different State asso
ciations, elected in annual session. Let 
the work of the National Association be 
conducted by an executive committee 
chosen by and responsible to the associ
ation, as represented by the national 
body of delegates, the latter in turn be
ing directly responsible to the rank and 
file throughout the country.

To do all this it is necessary, first, to 
have a central body, a head; and this, 
as-1 understand it, we now have in the 
National Association. The latter should 
issue charters to State associations, and 
these in turn to subordinate branches; 
not that such national charters carry 
with them especial State rights, from a, 
legal point of view, but because such a 
course is necessary in Order to unite all 
the State And local associations in one 
common,body. We have been divided 
long enough; the time has come to unite 
Spiritualists in one grand working or-' 
ganization, and experience has demon
strated that the method here outlined

may be regarded as a valuable whip to 
lash those Liberalists who would accept 
the position of “minister of the gospel,” 
into place. What business has a Spirit
ual lecturer whose entire efforts are di
rected, or ought to be, in building up a 
system directly opposed to the church, 
in being placed on the list of “Gospel 
Ministers,” and “dead-headed” by the 
railroads?

We who proclaim emancipation from 
the superstitions of the past, and abso
lute severance of Church and State, 
ought to feel the humiliation of being 
classed with gospel expounders so 
keenly that we would scorn even the 
proffer of a “clergyman's pass.” How 
are the “ordained” ministers of the 
National Association to get “minister’s 
passes” under the rules governing the 
railroads? L. Ô. Terry.

Good Words from Lyman C. 
Howe.

To the Editor:—The Progressive 
Thinker improves .with age. I find 
much of value and interest in the last 
two numbers. The arraignment of Sena
tor Vilas by C. H. Matthews isastinger. 
and strikes a key-note to which every 
patriotic ear should listen, and every 
loyal-citizen should determinedly work 
to eliminate from public offices all such 
enemies of American liberty as Senator 
Vilas shows himself to be, if he has 
really said what Brother Matthews al
leges—of which I know no reason for 
doubt. Every patriot of whatever po
litical creed should spot all such traitors 
and remember them at the polls. I am 
not acquainted with the creed of the 
A. P. A,, but as I view it they are seek
ing the protection of religious liberty,, 
as much for Catholics as any others, bpt 
oppose Catholic meddling with our State1 
¿¿airs, and equally oppose all other ‘re* 
ligiouB tinkering with our free institu
tions. Let us keep it before the people, 
and think, talk' and vote for secular 
schools and secular government without 
any sectarian meddling. - ■ '
: _ y. .. Lyman C. Howe, .

The Veddas of pey.lon a Race 
of Pygnies Who Act

4. Like Monkeys.

TO THE EDIT! 1
lution is always

R:—To Spiritualists evo-
lution is always an interesting subject, 
and they are constantly turning their 
attention towards the missing link, 
hence the following statement as set 
forth by a German magazine will be of 
value to them:

In print every now and then we read 
that the “missing link”—the human be
ing most resembling the ape—has been 
discovered, but upon impartial investi
gation it is always rejected as not ful
filling all'the necessary conditions. The 
very latest discovery in this direction 
has just .been made known by two Swiss 
scientists, brothers,who declare that the 
Veddas of Ceylon till the void between 
man and ape. The brothers have spent 
several years in Ceylon in order to study 
this little known bqj; interesting race of 
pygmies, and, quite apart from the 
theory'’ which they put forward, the 
facts which they publish concerning the 
Veddas are of sufficient interest to com-
niand general attention.

The Veddas are quite a distinct race, 
(and qre more like apes than any other 
human bdlpgs. Theirskeletons and the 
general organization of their bodies are 
greatly similar to those of the chimpan
zees, The Vedda is the best preserved 
specimen of the curly-haired race. 
These black pygmies lived in India 
many centuries before Buddha or Jesus 
Christ. Historians of the early centu
ries of the Christian era spoke of the 
•Veddas and described their mode of liv
ing, which was in almost every respect 
the same as at the present time. We 
find in the Mahavanso. the most im
portant of the Cingalese chronicles, de
tails concerning the Yakas, people who 
are exactly like those whom we call 
Veddas: and the Sanskrit pQem.’Tlama- 
vana," the Iliad of India, uses the word 
ape when sneaking of the. Yakas. The 
number of the Veddas does not now ex
ceed 2.200. yqt, they occupy an immense 
tract of land situated between 7. and I) 
degrees latllddb and 31 and 82 degrees 
longitude. If you wish to see the Ved
das in their pure state, free from any 
mixture with the other races of Ceylon, 
you must go to that part of the island., 
They live in small groups, or in fami
lies, apart from, each other, each family | 
having its own part of the forest to hunt
in. When.the rainy season (October- 
December) eonies around and the forest 
is inundated, they take refuge among 
the rocks and live in grottos. They are 
thus brought together and become so
ciable;1 they arrange marriages and talk 
about things in general. They recog
nize no chiefs, know no laws and are 
Quite devoid of any ideas.

It has been said before that the Ved
das resemble chimpanzees in certain ro-

A LOVING DAUGHTER.
She Comes to the Spirit 

Artist
And Has Her Portrait Painted.

To the Editor:—Phenomena is, af
ter all, the key which unlocks the truth, 
and carries the strongest conviction 
with it in support of the^beUgf in the 
future state of man after the change 
called death, and in communion with 
him in that state. Phenomena of inter
est to myself and wife having been 
recently experienced bi' us through the 
mediumship of Mr. A. Campbell, the 
artist medium, and of his brother, both 
of this city, I give it for what it may be 
considered worth.

Calling one evening upon a lady ac
quaintance who is mediumistie, she 
passing under control, the guide con
trolling said that if we would go to Mr. 
Campbell our little girl would give us a 
token of her love as a holiday present, 
which she thought she could give 
through his control “Azur.” Also that 
if we would attend one of the circles 
given by his brother, she would try also 
to give something there, and to go at 
once, as they were about to remove to 
Oakland. Cal. Acting upon this, I 
called the following day upon Mr. C., 
and found him disinclined to grant the 
opportunity, explaining that he was 
overtaxed and in ill-health, necessitat
ing a hasty change of climate. With
out telling him of the prediction, or who 
directed me to him, 1 urged for the 
coveted sitting, and he finally designated 
December 31. after noon. Repairing to 
his rooms at tho time appointed, he 
handed to my wife a pair of large school 
slates, to clean thoroughly, and in
structed her not to let them at any time 
pass out of li%r hands. A plain white 
porcelain plate, the size of the slates, 
was also handed her to examine and 
place between the slates’, around which 
were bound rubber bands. J was then 
called in, to join in the sitting. We sat 
together opposite the medium, a table 
between us, holding the slates and 
porcelain during the sitting. Resting 
iqxm them was a glass dish containing 
(taints of various hues. We held them 
both under and above the table, as di
rected by the medium. When above, 
he would place his hand under them, 
only fqr a brief moment being under 
control, when a control who gave the 
name of " Alice” spoke to us in a child's 
voice, saying: "Bessie is here, and we 
think we can give something for both.of 
you which will please both you and her.” 
The name here spoken was the name of 
our child in Spirit-life. In about twenty 
minutes—not more—the medium arose,

; and wc opened our slates. Upon the 
previously perfectly clean porcelain was 
a work in oil of entwined forget-me-not 
flowers, in blue-and-white, making in 
this novel manner the name “Bessie,” 
and through the word were fine grasses. 
Above were painted two butterflies in 
gold-and-silver colorings. The work

spects; it remains to be added that they 
are about four feet in height, their hair 
is very thick and very black, and when .• ..
in trouble or grieved, they hang their was a marvel of beauty, and ono wholly 
heads down ujwn their breast in away""''”' 1 1T
which gives them a very peculiar ap-
pearance. Among themselves they go 
about naked, but fthen strangers are 
about they adopt a covering of leaves 
or cloth. They do not,'kijow what beds 
are, but pass the night naked upon the 
moist ground without the slightest cov
ering. The Veddas have no idea of or
namentation; neither the man nor the 
wo Jail wears any object with a view to 
making himself or herself look pretty. 
•Household utensils are also lacking, for 
they eat their vegetable food just as 
they find it, and their meat is thrown on 
the fire for a few minutes only. One of 
their “dishes” is composed of pieces of 
decayed wood mixed with honey. Their 
only weapons are their wooden bows and 
arrows, and their Axes, which they al
ways have near them. Alcohol and salt 
are both unknown to them. Their com
munication with the Cingalese is re
duced to this: During the night they 
will place in front of the door of a Cin
galese blacksmith some honey and dried 
meat, with a rough model (made of 
leaves and twigs) of the ax which they 
require. A few nights afterward they 
will go to the door and take away the, 
ax which the blacksmith has placed out
side ready for them. This shows what 
a dislike they have to mixing with other 
people.

Their language is very simple and 
consists partly of Cingalese words so al
tered that the natives of Ceylon cannot 
understand them, and partly of words 
which are apparently the remains of 
some primitive language. Of course 
there are no family names; they say, 
“thè great man,” “the little man,” “the 
young' woman,” “the old man,” etc. 
They know nothing of numbers; when 
they are -talking of many persons or 
things, they repeat several times a word 
which indicates a single thing. They 
therefore cannot say how old. they are; 
divisions of time cannot be expressed; 
and the dimensions of objects are indi
cated by actions. When they first see a 
looking-glass or a firearm, they act just 
as monkeys do under similar circum
stances. Religion, belief in good or evil 
spirits; a fear of death, are all unknown 
to. them. When a Vedda dies the others 
leavehiin'where he has died and shun 
the place for a long time', during whiph 
the body .disappears. Yet-with all. this 
lack of intelligence they are honest and 
trustworthy.', They live peaceably and 
have nojinternal feuds, which 4s, prob
ably due to: the-fact that they live apart 
except ;ia the rainy season. > . . . 
- To say tlie-least, the facts above set 
forth are very suggestive.

, • JUSTICE.?

unlike anything we had eve)- seen. Upon 
one of the slates was written a message 
of love to us from our child, which
closed with these words: “What can I 
send unto you, dear ones, better than 
these simple flowers, that show I forget 
not, and you forget ine not.” Upon the 
other slate was painted in oil a full-sized 
white chrysanthemum. This flower is 
always given as her emblem, assuring 
her presence through any medium. 
Here was a prediction fulfilled, made 
through a lady whom I know positively 
had in no manner communicated with 
the medium on the subject, and given 
under strict test conditions, if I am ca
pable of judging what such should be.

The second prediction was also verified 
through the mediumship of Mr. Charles 
Shourds the following evening. About 
thirty persons were present, occupying 
two rooms thrown together. A cabinet 
was arranged across one corner by 
drapery. The medium requested an 
examinutipn of the cabinet, three pairs 
of slates and a tablet of plain, unruled 
writing or drafting paper. The cabinet 
was found to be composed of solid plas
tered walls and ceiling, a carpeted floor, 
and the drapery in front, with only a 
chair inside. The slates and tablet were 
spotless. Lights were turned low. and 
the medium stepping inside the cabinet, 
requested the persons designated to 
pass the slates to all, in order, as he ex
plained, to impart their magnetism and 
personality—the tablet going through 
the same process. The committee were 
placed under the light, in full view of 
all, for a few moments, and were re
quested to keep the slates in sight until 
the seance closed. The tablet was 
handed to myself, to hold also until the 
close.

' The medium again stepping into the 
cabinet and desiring singing by those 
assembled, almost immediately came 
out with his hands full of fresh flowers, 
damp and fragrant, as if from a dower 
garden. He acted, under impression, 
handing to each sitter flowers as im
pressed. To me he came straight with 
a white chrysanthemum; also to iny 
wife and my sister were given these 
same flowers. The significance of this 
flower is noted above; I was also given 
a rose, an emblem, of my mother, indi
cating _ her presence. All received 
'flowers,, until the yóoin seemed filled- 
with them;' Roses, in various colcirs; 
lilies, hyacipths, 'chrysanthemums tend 
ferns.' At times the medium received 
them, standing outside, at the entrance 
to ¿the cabinet> ahdi again they ¡would 
,sa¿ia'to come into his hands or material-,, 
izó ¡¿.full view of.alíí .: .
, .L Continued on 8th Page ’
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SECRETÄRTDIMMICK.
He Comes Forth with a Vig' 

orous Défense,

To the Editor:—Ataongst the 
groundless charges and insinuations of a 
false character against this Association 
is that we contemplate an issue of a 
bulletin, whereas we had no such inten
tion except through our press. We have 
not had nor do we' wish to have any con
sideration of this character. I lost

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
The Magnetic’Fluid

Mental Electricity-j-Nerve ¡Ether 
or Life-Electrodynamism.

We proceed simply from the fact that 
a certain force or vitality is contained in 
the nervous system, and is usually 
called vital force or nerve power. ft 
this force or power exists in sufficient 
quantity in the body, the individual in 
possession of it may be considered 
healthy; but when this same force is

enough some years ago in this kind of
investment to satisfy me, and while “"■»•m, muu »uCu uu« oumo lorce is 
some of our friends like Brother Dr. : disturbed, by either external or internal 
Wilkins are afraid we are going too | influences, the individual becomes sick, 
far, it would be well for them to inquire I We may reasonably presume that all, or 
of us before setting forth our intentions | at least nearly all diseases are dua to 
' ' ‘ ’ I impaired nerve function. A cure isin print in such a way as to mislead
many, although 1 am sure it was not his 
intention.

We are beset on every hand by those 
who think they are going to be ridden 
with a creed through us, and others who 
fear that we have not creed enough; by 
those who are Bible Spiritualists $nd 
those who consider the Bible of no 
value. It is naturally hard to please 
all, and we think it best to ignore the 
most of these wild ideas; yet we do feel 
that it is base for any man to go into a 
convention and then accept the results, 
and afterwards turn around, when ho 
can find a man to pay for the circulation 
of a few thousand copies of his paper, 
even if he is one of the “shining lights.” 
It seems to be easy for the faultfinders 
to have a full say, and (¡note us as com
paring with tlie Vatican, and as though 
we were issuing edicts, when we have 
done nothing but attend to tho business 
we were sent here to do in behalf of the

therefore first established when a 
proper equilibrium in the nervous sys
tem has been regained. This may be 
accomplished bj' the skillful application 
of the so-called animal magnetism, or 
the magnetic fluid. As an example, it 
may be stated that it has been demon
strated that this treatment has cured 
pathological swellings, due to conges
tion. (These conditions are invariably 
caused by a lack of nerve energy.) 
Strange to say, the. vital force of the 
magnetizer is transmitted tothe patient. 
By this treatment many unfortunate 
sufferers have been cured from paraly
sis in its various forms, and have been 
enabled to walk after years of complete 
helplessness. New vigor has been in
fused into those who have become pros
trated and debilitated from long con
tinued disease. It will almost invaria-
bly alleviate the most intense physical 

. . ___ _______________  ____  ... .... sufferings, where even the deadly mor-
assembled societies at Chicago. It is|phine has failed. Unfortunately, all 
not a fair thing, and we regret that I patients cannot be cured’through the 
even our press is unable to understand i influence of animal magnetism, as some 
the importance of unification of interest, j are not susceptible to its benign in- 
wltere the lesson is constantly (iresenled ! fluence: however, only from five to ten 
in each and every object that meets the per cent, may be placed in this unfortu- 

’ ' ' ' ' nate class.eye. anil we are not only working 
against the incompetents, visionary. ....
avaricious, ambitious and selfish, but to eeptibilit.y, successive strokes or ino-

Inorder to test an individual's sub-

contend with the cold shoulder given us j lions are made over his arm. If the 
>------- - pers, directl.y subject after a few of the above-monby most of tho spiritual pan 
contrary to the methods adì

pera, directly
¡opted by our

religious brethren in the rear, where 
they receive the full support of theii- 
press in their general conventions. Is 
it because Spiritualists are less generous 
or capable of estimating the great value 
of their knowledge, by which they are 
more favored than any other class under 
heaven? We often get tired of the 
malignity, abuse, misrepresentations 
and outrageous villilicutions attributed 
to us; but then we think, after a former 
teacher: “God help them, for they know 
not what they do,” '

If these cavilers. carpers, backbiters, 
maligners and obstructionists could be 
squelched, it would be of great ad
vantage to the cause of Spiritualism, 
and it is these exhibitions which make 
so many disgusted with us, and prefer 
to remain in their churches rather than 
incur the odium attached to ns by 
reason of onr negligence in not suf
ficiently placing the classes named 
under the ban of our opinion and sym-
pathy. We are now constantly ap
pealed to for help from Spiritualists 
who are getting in trouble, and it is our 
duty to assist them; but it is naturally 
our duty to first help those who are of 
us and with us in the very important 
work we are now engaged in.

1 trust you will give my article in an
swer to Dr. Ball as conspicuous a place 
its King, the leading light, who went 
back oh his own record as a member of 
our convention.

I am just at this time telegraphing to 
Texas with relation to a matter of one 
of our delegates to the convention, and 
who is identified with one of onr char
tered societies, and for some cause has 
been incarcerated in jail at Palestine 
(not the Holy Land, but Texas), and but 
yesterday was notified of another in
carceration of Mr. King (not the Mantua 
Station King) at Battle Creek. Mich. 
The latter has no claims upon us except 
such as we should accord in a general 
way, for we feel that our first duty is to 
those who sustain this organization. 
We propose to stand by all our chartered 
societies to the uttermost with advice as 
well as means.

I shall next week send you a short 
counterstatement agaiust King, to show 
how he has misquoted me, and yet his 
reply was rather tame, even to making 
a comparison of the wording “pre-emi
nent claim,” and trying to make it ap
plicable to the Pope’s edicts. Pshaw!

I won’t bore you any longer. Will you 
please insert the enclosed questions. 1 
wish to make as complete a compilation 
as possible of the societies, mediums and 
lecturers, and which 1 shall turn my 
attention to as soon as the convention 
report is off our hands. I will at any
time give you a transcript of the record. 
I am now about to place one in every 
copy of the 3,000 reports we Shall send 
out, and expect to get many returns in 
this way. And in sixty days we shall 
have a more complete record than has 
eVer been obtained in the history of 
Spiritualism. Yours fraternally,

Robert A. Dimmick.
Secretary.

Music makes the people' milder and 
jBntler, more moral and more reasona
ble—Luther. .. -,• ,

. ¿Cincinnati has 29.7,000 population and 
.WJV pOliOe. Iff 1892. .there ."were 15,545 
arflests. . ■ ,'I: ’

Smoking is permitted in thaprisonsof 
Belgium only as a rewarifffr good, be
havior. . ., i ..y. .

■. Boston has 446,500 ’{jOpulatidii’and 853 
pC>lice, who last .year made 39,996
Afrtsts. ■

tioned motions experiences heat, cold or 
tingling in the arm, he may be consid
ered susceptible. As' regards the effect 
of magnetic treatment, whether the sub
ject or patient is a believer or unbe
liever in the efficacy of the treatment, 
all that is required pf him is that he en
deavor to place himself in a quiet and 
peaceable state of mind during tho ma
nipulations of the magnetiz.er: hereby 
occurs a transmission of the invisible 
but still well-known vital force from the 
healthy individual to the sick.

To demonstrate the action of animal 
magnetism, a simple experiment will 
suffice. The magnetiz.er places his 
hands over two glassesfilled with water. 
In the space of five minutes a decided 
difference in the taste of the water con
tained in the glass over which the left 
hand has been held, from that over 
which the right hand has been held, 
will bo distinctly observed. Strangely 
enough, the water through which the 
magnetic current has passed from the
left hand will have a nauseating, luke
warm and disagreeable taste, whereas 
that acted upon by the right hand will 
be fresh and sparkling. This difference 
is due to the fact that the right and left 
hands are opposite poles one to the 
other, of the animal body’s magnetic 
quality: the one is positive, the other 
negative. The magnetic life-force 
which in this manner is transferred to 
the water, can also be transferred to the 
body of another individual. Fortunately 
this can occur through clothing, glass, 
yes, even walls, as it also may be trans
mitted at a distance of a yard. It travels 
through media with a velocity greater 
than that of heat, and second only to 
electricity. This matter or fluid 
is even visible to the naked eye. This, 
which certainly must be regarded, as 
the strangest and most occult phenom
enon, may be demonstrated in the fol
lowing manner: An individual together 
with the magnetizer is enclosed in a 
completely darkened room, where abso
lutely nothing is discernible; they re
main there about two hours, and if the 
magnetizer now gently rubs tho patient’s 
finger-tips, a dim light will be seen sur
rounding the magnetizer’s fingers.

The magnetism in the human body is 
at certain parts or points positive, at 
others, negative. Thus the palmar 
(inner) surface, and the dorsal (outer) 
surface of the hands are opposite; sim
ilarly the two sides of each, of the fin
gers. This must be borne in mind when 
giving magnetic treatments, as the posi
tive parts of the magnetizer's hand and 
fingers must be brought in contact with 
negative parts of the patient, and vice 
versa. The human race will from now 
on be placed in a more favorable posi- - 
tion inasmuch as it is now in possession 
of this great and comparatively new?S_ 
method of cure, which, in spite of its y <■ 
grand and almost unlimited possibilities,z 
is still so simple that one in’ay With ease . 
practice it on others.

It is my earnest conviction that all • 
are not able or constituted to practice 
this curative method upon others, even . 
though many are in the possession of 
the power to hypnotize without being 
sufficiently experienced in the practice 
thereof, and the patients therefore fre- ' 
quently do not receive any benefit. :

That which is absolutely requisite to 
be a successful magnetizer is to be in ’ : 
the possession of a healthy bodily and - ; 
spiritual power, combined with a pure - 
and active desire to do good. The ac- ? 
tion of the animal magnetism is in most U ' 
cases almost miraculous. It is applies- ;- 
ble to nearly all diseases to which flesh :

Continued on 8th page. \
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Its Fangs Are Sinking Deeper and Deeper.

The zeus. All of us know what a determined ef-'

who are at one with them, as against all this

strucOve facts.

THE ROAD TO RUIN.As an example pf the manner in which the

OR

forsook her, and respecting her emotion the man Catholic bureau before he reported them 
Matron and Doctor turned aside in converse- to the United States Government.

old world ecclesiastic-ism, to be held in honor 
by those who are at the capital of the nation 
as our representatives?

SPIRITUAL BIRTH,

J'rlve »2 00

S- OP THOUGHT, GATH.

Z Drath and Its Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic Idea 
of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Mull. Price, u 
cents.

(CONCLUDED.) .
“As is well known, the Roman

FEBRUARY- 10 1894
1 • I

dead, you know) leave to administer to who- the choice hot simply of the president, but all 
soever the Doctor desired to place in her who believed in Indians being educated in

WAS PAINE.
Waê» He Junius?

Wœ. Henry Bwt. Friceiicmu.

........... . ....... _ -------- - Mid thihk of the following facts, but two out the nearly sixty million Protestants and their 
She stood with downcast dt man v that we might adduce to show how intelligent American Catholic fellow-citizens,

. — - I'.. u . * . . • • . « * . « . • ~—L — — — — _ 4. <4 V, 4-R a *vi a a n /rn moi oil f h I cranged for her. f . . . _ .
gaze, after greeting the Matron and the Doctor, I this church works in the capital of the nation, 
locking and unlocking her slender while fin- I was told by the late commissioner of In
gers in a nervous way, while her breast rose dian affairs that the chief clerk reported the 
and fell with her quick breathing. Speech facts from the Indian department to the Ro-

care, for a period of six months, or such time government schools and made intelligent citi- 
as needed to restore peace to her heart. The zens. All of us know what a determined ef-'

O Bible. 144 Propositions, Theological, Moral, His. 
topical aud Specula! 1 ve; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotations from bcrlpture, without coin* 
meat. Price 15 ceuw.

5' EERS~OF THE AGES.~F.MBRAC.
Ing spIrH<i«lfstn. past and preaent. By J. M. P«o- 

I,IPS, m.i>. An enryrloppdla of luu-reatlng and tn.

Doctor but ill-concealed his great relief I fort was made for four years to prevent the 
and delight, and expressed his gratitude in I carrying out of plans that were approved by 
glowing terms. He stated that Sister Ursula democrats and republicans alike. Who sup- 
would be welcomed by each of the fifty pa- ports this Roman Catholic bureau in its con- 
tients now in his sanitarium, and he wished I tention with the American people? The United

tion. Soon Sister Ursula made answer that

ranged to grant the ‘ young Sister (who had _
been renamed Ursula, for ‘Sister Angelica’ was I confirmation by the senate of a man who was

JI7HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL. 
vy 1st. Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson* 

This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Price 
11.00* postage 10 cents.

'THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT, 
1 usltnn. By Epe* Surpent, A work of profound 

research, by one of the ablest men of the age. Fric# 
11.50; postage 10 cents. „

' « '•- ' . ■ J 1 ' f ' r’ ■> ' - - ' ' .

TN'LPIT, PEir AND CRADLE. BY 
1 Heles II. Gakdeseb. Ono or bor brlgbtrBt, 
wittiest nnd strongest lecture* ugnlnit the Bible. 
Every woman rbould rend It, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price lOcenta.

O’ BSESSION. HOIV EVIL SPIRITS
Influence mortal*. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 

lOcents. '
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 

1 Carrie E. 6. Twltig. medium. Price SO cent*.
'THE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
1 Mythical Christ, by Gerald Massey. 230 pages, 

12 mo. Price 50 cents.
/J CHS A SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 

In the Spheres. Price 20 cents.
'THE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT. 
J VALtothe Material Universe; and the law of 

control. Few Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 
Faraday. Price, 10 cents.
'THE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 
J By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

TJIFTY VEARsTn THE CHURCH OF 
i Rome. By Rev. Cha*. Chlnlquy, ex prieit. A 
remarkable book. Pages 332. Price *2.25.

church maintains an Indian Bureau at Wasff 
ington. All of us remember how a committee 
or Itoman prelates endeavored to prevent the

1^, tred from tbe Tree of Life. Presented to liuman. 
Hy through the mediumship of ß. h. Litchfield, hx« 
cellent throughout. Price <1.25.

J'lfOlf THE INNER IJFE,
I By Lizzie Dotcu. These poems are as atapl* 
sugar. Price 11.(X).

D£ yond THE GA TF.S. BYF.L 17. 
1J beth Stuart Plielp*. A Highly entertaining wort. 
Price $l.U0.
ff/^TTEMAGIC TAUGHT TN 

VV “Three Sevens." a book of 271 pages. Itlsre. 
allv a very interesting and suggestivo work- Price 
»1.25. ___ ________
JJSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
I Ute Letter* to the Seybert Comml»Blon. By 
Francia.!. Llppitt. An llluntraied pamphlet. Worth 
ita weight In gold. J’riee 2j cent*. _

TJEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND.
Given ln»olratl<»mll>- by Mr.. Marla M. King. 

You will not bl-, ami' '"-ary while reading tin* cxcw 
lent book. IT:; r. 15 celiti-.

TMMOR TAI ITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 
1 end Dwelling P1MXM. By J. M. Feeble*. M. D. A 
hook of rare merli, interesting to every body. Prlca 
11.50.
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THE PROGRESSIVE; THINKER

CHAPTER III.
There were, I judge, nearly an hundred pen 

sons present at the services, which were an 
hour or more long. Then the casket was re

I deposited in the hearse, the people took the 
carriages as called by the director, and the 

| cortege moved up the avenue and 'passed be-. 
. yond my sight.
| It was nearly night when the door-bell,.. 
■ downstairs, rang furiously, and feeling it to be 

Frank, I ran quickly to let him in.
। “Get on your togs and let us walk while I 
| tell you all I have seen and learned to-day; the 

house stifles me; I must be outdoors-. I sent 
i word to the office that I must be excused for 
: to day. I am in no condition to write; though, ” 
he added,, smiling bitterly, ‘ ‘this affair would

1 make a startling ‘scoop.’ I will wait for you 
outside; please hurry.”

। [ soon joined him, and we walked on and on
until we reached the beginning of the park,

on the panels of the door as an accompaniment 
to a low.whistled tune. .

“You lazy dog!” he said, good naturedly, 
slapping my shoulder, as I admitted him.-

oiher qpe—made two calls daily at the Asylum* 
to treat her, so my men learned), I received 
the first report, whibh was that upon her re
turn to the Asylum she was awakened from 
her lengthy artificial death-sleep, and was im
mediately seized with hysteria, which grew so 
alarming that two physicians were'hastily sum
moned to quiet her by opiates, as all other 
methods failed. She went into convulsions, 
then succumbed to coma/ and for hours her 
life hung only by a slender thread. Oh, to 
think of her being alone among all those peo
ple, for she had no true friend among them, 
so far as lean learn! She revived, butoply 
after passing through along couraebf typhoid 
fever."

“How could you learn of all this from a 
man on the outside of the building?" I inter-' 
rupted. ' ' \

; “Why, I forgot to tell you that by a stroke 
of good fortune, one of the men I engaged as 
detective, is a nephew of the physician who' at-

“Why, I have been up and out-doors for two 
hours; ¡you ought to get out, too;; a sniff of the< 
fresh lake breeze will wake’ you up. Can't 
ypu have breakfast soon? I want you to come 
witfi’me; I will relate-chapter-two of the recent 
nefarious-doings over the way."

“Yes, I guess it is ready, though on Sun
day morning everybody in this house likes to 
breakfast at about ten o’clock. Come down 
with me.” .

“Thanks, no; I had mine at seven.” -
‘ ‘llave some buckwheat cakes and

f.1

ter.

tone, 
ket.

1 ‘I was there, and saw her in the cas-

fa

fa

<■

My heart fell down to my boots, but I 
nerved myself to go up for a last look when

when we sat down upon the first bench. The 
glory of the scene had departed; the grass still 
had "a bright tinge of summer verdure (for no 
snow had fallen, nor had the frosts been heavy) 
but the trees were bare, and the careful gar
deners had carried all of the decorative plants 
and flowers to the greenhouse at the upper end 
of the park that they might live to shed their 
perfume another year, and lend new beauty to 
the scene. Who does not feel a peacefulness 
while wandering through a park? To me 
there is music in every breeze that blows, and 
a sermon in everything that grows. When 
my spirit has been perturbed, I have but to 
go to the parks, and there, where man (under 
inspiration, perhaps) has added new grandeur 
to the scene by artistically grouping together 
the manifold beauties so generously provided 
for those who choose to worship 1 ‘through Na
ture up to Nature’s God,” I find the subtle 
balm I need, and it penetrates all my being, 
even the “darker musings with a mild and 
healing sympathy that steals away their sharp
ness ere I am aware.”

I did not disturb Frank’s meditations, for 1 
never intrude upon private griefs. The great
est evidence of friendship and sincere sympa
thy is to be gentle and soothing in manner, 
never loquacious or obtrusive; thatonly betok
ens vulgar curiosity and a predisposition to 
gossip. After quite a lengthy Silence, during 
which he had drawn lines in the gravel walk, 
or idly switched the grass, he turned squarely 
around and faced me. Through the fast deep
ening twilight 1 could see that he had anew 
light in his eyes, and his mouth was set in a 
determined way that showed he was inwardly 
prepared for new developments, of whatever 
nature they might be.

“Well?" I said, by way of a starter.
“It is not well!” he answered, in a low, set

coffee; I’ll wager they are as fine as you can 
find.”

“No, I am not hungry; I’ll wait here for 
you. Don’t choke yourself, but be reasonably 
quick.”

“I will be back in fifteen minutes. Help 
yourself to cigars and magazines; I haven't 
been down yet to get the morning papers." 
And I sped down to the diningroom.

I found that I was nearly the last one to 
come, for which I was glad, as I was sure of 
prompt service. As I wended my way up
stairs, I heard band music, and when I en
tered my room Frank was leaning out of 
the window, looking up the street

“The funeral of some big gun, I guess," 
said Frank, ‘ ‘for a big procession is coming to 
the chapel. » . z

The sweet pleading strains of “Sweet Spirit, 
Hear My Prayer" floated in, and it" fell sooth
ingly upon our hearts. What magic there is 
in music; how it operates upon the feelings, 
swaying one in spile of oneself to suit the hu
mor or mood of the composer!

We waited to see the cortege, but more, I 
think, to drink in the rich harmony of that 
simple song. After the band marched pla
toons of police, from which we rightly sur
mised it to be a policeman's funeral,

1 'I wish it was the one who aided and abet
ted the perpetration of that great crime,” 
muttered Frank, “and that he might sizzle

tended upon her after .the other medical man, 
the fiend, had nearly murdered her in the“ 
sohbol'building. This last doctor, I thank 

‘God,' could not be corrupted, and from the 
nephew l ean learn many things that could not 
be gotten at through any other channel. ’’

“Good!” I exclaimed, in a transport of 
eagerness. “Go on—go on!”

“When she was able to walk about, she 
was, of course, but the shadow of her former 
self, and was so listless and indifferent to life 
that it touched the good doctor’s tender heart. 
He asked for a private audience with the mat
ron (or whatever she is called), He stated that 
he was much pleased that the young Sister had 
been spared to the Order, but that it distressed 
him greatly to see her so absent in manner 
and depressed in spirits, and he begged that if 
it could be arranged, she be allowed to go as 
nurse for awhile, to give her diverting thought; 
he said, also, that she could be a true angel of 
mercy to the sick, as her soul was so pure, her 
manners so gentle and soothing. The Matron 
promised nothing, but replied that she would 
consult her superiors and they must decide 
whether it would be allowable. The good 
Doctor thanked her cordially and took his 
leave. His patient needed no more attention, 
and he had no excuse for again calling there, 
so my man gained no information' for a time. 
But in two weeks the Doctor was sent for by 
the Matron, who stated that it had been ar-

and roast for his partin it!” After which an
athema we donned our hats and coats and 
went out for a long walk and talk.

From every direction came people hastening 
to some place of worship—aristocratic dames, 
sprightly misses, old and young men, and 
many from the lower grades of life. What a 
conglomeration of types of humanity one sees 
in a large city! what a field of study for a 
physiognomist! It is strange how many se
crets a face betrays to one who is an adept 
reader; the true character is ineffaceably 
stamped thereon, and often whole life histor
ies are there revealed in the lines and seams
and shadows, and in the expression of the
eyes, which, after all, are an index to what

the others filed forward to see her once more. 
To gain time, I knelt beside the casket and 
surreptitiously touched her cheek. Great God, 
it was warm! I nearly cried aloud at the dis
covery, but an icy clutch seemed at my throat. 
I tried an upward pass, she moved! I passed
my hand swiftly downwards, she relaxed and 
fell again into an unconscious state. She was 

’ ~ hypnotized! The crushing revelation nearly
unmanned me, but somehow I kept my senses. 
I arose and stepped to one side, where I could 
observe everything that occurred. No one 
kissed her, nor did anyone touch her; this, I 
learned, was forbidden at the funeral of a sis-

very convenient arbitrary rule, I

If

thought. When the last person had taken a 
final look at the calm white (though living) 
face, the lid was replaced. 1 noticed with sur
prise that it was not solid, but had an aper
ture to admit air. I drew a breath of relief, 
for it was plain to me that after ibis mock fu
neral had been carried out, and all had dis
persed at the cemetery vault, she would be 
revived and brought back in a carriage to the 
Asylum, and, later, be sent to some distant 
retirement. It all happened as I had thought; 
and as soon as I saw her carried into the-----
Asylum, I came to report to you. The build
ing will be watched, day and night, and I shall 
know where she is taken, if she leaves.” I 
was too dumb with surprise and horror to make 
any reply ; so we arose and silently walked 
homeward. At the intersection of our streets 
we shook hands and parted.

Having much business to occupy my time, 
my thoughts were diverted into other and more 
prosaic grooves, and I almost forgot the stir
ring scenes of the dawn of that December day. 
Weeks passed, and I saw nothing of Frank; 
for he was busy at the only time when I was 
disengaged, and vice versa.

Early in March, one Sunday morning, I was 
aroused from my slumbers by a brusque voice 

■ outside my room, reinforced by a doughty 
’ pair of knuckles that kept rapping a sharp 

tattoo upon my door.
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agent, Mgr. Satolli? Simply for political effect!
President Cleveland has Cardinal Gibbons 

come to the White House for conference. Fol
lowing those conferences, appointments were 
made of chiefs to departments or bureaus dis
tributing large amounts of money, and con
trolling large lists of clerical appointments, 
and Irish Roman Catholics were appointed.

And, more significant still, these confer
ences were closely followed by the letter of 
Cleveland to the pope, and the offer of his 

ate papers to Leo XIIL, in a letter which
Hsfclied the country. Why is this done? 

effect.
as

her to take up her abode there as day nurse, States treasury, of course; for are not hun- 
and that she might have private apartments dreds of thousands of dollars paid annually to 
for herself, so that when unemployed she Romanists for their contract schools—inferior 
could be in strict retirement, and her rights in every respect to government schools. Are 
would be sacredly respected by all. . The Mat-1 not the Catholic teachers in these schools un- 
ron sent for the young ¡‘lister, aqd she was for I dqr a vow of poverty? Who has their salaries? 
the first time, informed of what bad been af-l“”........... *

lies concealed within each human being. । 
Suddenly Frank nudged me in no gentle , 

manner. I looked at the group of pedestrians 
he indicated, and saw only a man of about •. 
fifty-five years, slightly above medium height, 
dark, rather corpulent, but .withal of fine ap
pearance; a lady, rather tall and slim, heavily 
robed in mourning, allowing no part of her, 
face to be seen; two elderly ladies, also in 
mourning, and a boy of about twelve years oi 
age. “Those are her parentsand her brother. 
I do not know the other women,” said Frank.

Before, they had seemed uninteresting to 
me; but now I gazed at them anew and tried 
to analyze their feelings and thoughts. Of 
the mother I could judge nothing, as the black 
trappings hid all save her figure, which 
seemed to me like an animated silhouette; but 
on the faces of the others there were traces of 
keen grief which were Somewhat softened by 
resignation. We did not follow them, for we 
knew they were going to church; instead, we 
wandered out onto a long temporary pier which 
extended into the. lake about an hundred feet 
No one was on it save ourselves, and when we 
had walked to the extreme edge, and had 
drank in a refreshing draught of the air, which 
was quite Spring-like, we seated ourselves upon 
a pile of lumber that lay at the base of a tem
porary light-tower that had been erected on 
the pier to warn boats to keep at a distance.

We lighted cigars as preliminary to the re? 
cital which I was keen to heart and after, sev
eral puffs of the fragrant weed, Frank stretched 

’ himself at full length and began:
“The day you and I were last together I had 

no definite plans formed, nor did I dream it 
was possible for me to do anything to amelior
ate the deplorable and forsaken condition of 
the one woman in all the' world to me, yet, 
alas! not of it! For many days and nights 

, her image was ever before me, apd her pure, 
pale face and pleading eyes seemed to goad me

“Halloa! Are you deaf or dead in there? 
Caesar’s ghost! why don’t you answer a fellow?
Tom, Tom, let me in; it is Frank.”

' It was clear that I must forego further sleep 
U I that morning, so I bounded oat dpon the

floor. ...-
! “All right, Mr. Earlybird; just wait a few 

minutes;" and 1 hastened to get into my 
othes, Frank all the while softly drumming

For poll
Why were _..............

head of the national campaign committees of 
both the great political parties in the past 
presidential campaign? For political effect 
alone.

Are there not able Protestants, in either the 
democratic or republican parties, who can be 
entrusted with these high duties? Is it not 
about time that presidents nnd cabinets and 
congresses were called to strict account for 
pandering to a church that has been the assas
sin of liberty in every land where she has ob
tained foothold? Are we to follow the lead of 
less than ten thousand, mostly foreign-born, 
ecclesiastics, and that part of the Roman 
Catholic church Which they control? Or are

^ARCHES IN ORIENTAL HIS* 
tory, embracing die origin of tbe Jews, the Rise 

and Development of Zoroastrianism and the Deriva
tion of Christianity; io which Is added; WhenceQOf 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown. M. D. One of 
tbe most valuable works ever jiubl!shed._PrlC0 |L3^ BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
xi which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter inspired words, together with some 
Personal Traits ami CharacterlHrlcs of Prophet«, Apos* 
tics, and Jesub. or New Read'ngs of “The Miracles,” 
by Allen Putnam. Price 75 cents. For sale at tbtfl 
office.

¿IFF. IN THE STONE AGE; THE
History of Alburuel, Chief Priest of a Band of Al 

Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Written through 
th« mediumship Of U. G. 1‘igley. Ton abuuid read 
this work. Price 80 cents.

'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
JL Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev.’Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
a gnu.J and n-jble maif. Price $1.00.

while she desired no change, as the good business of the government is in the hands 
Mother and the gentleman had planned new of Rome, take this fact told me by General 
duties for her, she would accept the arrange- Morgan. In the Indian reservation in the 
ment and would enter upon the new life when- state of Minnésota,under the ecclesiastical jur- 
ever it pleased them. So it was settled that I isdiction of Archbishop Ireland, was a priest 
the wagonette of the Order would convey her who was creating much disturbance, and was 
and her clothing, such as she might need to consequently objectionable to the government, 
take, to the Sanitarium two days hence; at The Indian commissioner urged that the priest 
which she, Ursula, bowed and withdrew. Sure I be removed, and Ireland promised it should be 
enough, she reached the Sanitarium all right, I done. Not long afterward the Archbishop 
and is still there growing stronger, daily, and wanted a favor of the commissioner, and Gen
ie seemingly very happy in her new-found eral Morgan telegraphed to the Indian agent: 
freedom. When I learned all of this, I was <hs Father So-and-So on the reservation?" de
satisfied to dismiss the detectives; but I told I siring to know whether Archbishop Ireland 
Barney, the Doctor’s nephew, that he must had kept his word. Naturally you would sup
still keep the pump-handle on' his uncle, and póse the agent would have telegraphed an an
te inform me prior to any change in the pres- swer to his official superior, but the commis- 
ent status of affairs, and that he would be well I sioner heard not a word until Thomas Carter, 
paid for his reports, to which he readily agreed; chairman of the national republican commit- 
then I started on my own hook, and what do tee, telegraphed General Morgan to the effect: 
you suppose I found out?" I that it was better not' to make any fuss about

“Give it up,” I said, “I might guess for an I that priest while the election was pending.
hour and still be far from the right line." This meant that the Indian agent had re- 

“I shouldn’t wonder if you would be away ported, directly or indirectly, to Archbishop
off in yóur solutions," rejoined Frank, with Ireland, and that Ireland, who poses as a re- 
his eye following the graceful gray curls of publican, had laid his hand upon the Roman 
smoke as they ascended and vanished in the Catholic who was running the republican cam
keen Spring air. “But I will take you into paign, and he, in turn, put his hand upon the 
my secret for you may yet prove to be invalu- Indian commissioner, and advised him to leave 
able to me.” . thè unworthy priest in his place. ‘

“II” I exclaimed in astonishment All friends of the Indian, save those who
r (to be -oontinukd.) ! are Romanists and believe with them, view

With growing alarm the movements and rulings
, KRMJkliLpJkK) rDr*Aoit. of the present Indian commissioner. His

To all new trial subscribersj— 25 cents for chief clerk, we are told, is a Roman Catholic, 
three months—we send free “The Witch of and is really the power to-day in Indian affairs, 
the Nineteenth Century," a highly interesting The Court of Appeals of ths District of Co-

■. story by ,Dr. Phelon,. which ran through eight lumbia, organized this year, may be said to be 
numbers of the paper. Or, in place thereof I entirely composed of Roman Catholics. The 
we will send free that remarkable paper issued] chief justice, Alvey, of Maryland, while not 
February 14th, 1891, showing that the Roman I attached to any church, is the son of a Roman 
Catholics were responsible for the assassination Catholic mother; Judge Martin F. Morris,

to some action in her behalf; yet what could a 
man in my position do for a woman now con
sidered dead to the world in every sense of the 
word? I leave it to you, if the haunting de
sire to aid her, under the-existing conditions, 
was not enough to almost derange the best 
balanced brain? . It Pearly threw me into a 
fever; I could not eat. nor sleep; naturally for 
.days. AR the while, the building to which 
she was taken that day was being watched by 
argus-eyed detectives• every hour, by day and: 
by night I had determined So-fallow her future' 
abmie if it took, the last 'cent' of my two-year’s 
samgsto pay the watchers. . . At the enduf 
three weeks (during wh.i?h .time a doctorU*p-

That Is Just the Road We Are now 
Daily Traveling.

Will the city of Chicago, will the country, 
ever awaken to the fact that we are being 
slowly but surely and systematically swal
lowed by the Roman dragon? Heaven help 
us, if we do not. History tells us, in pages 
written in blood, what the consequences will 
be, yet we go on in fancied security while our 
chains are being forged link by link.

Who are our arms-bearing and trained 
fighters today? The police of our large cities, 
who are they? Ninety per cent of them are 
Catholics. Read what the Inter Ocean lately 
said, and then say that we are safe:
TOO MAIJY CATHOLICS—STARTLING FACTS PRE

SENTED TO THE PRESIDENT BY INFLUEN
TIAL CHICAGO DEMOCRATS.

‘ ‘The following facts have been put in pos
session of the President, which show to what 
qxtent the Catholics already fill the offices in

of President Lincoln. One hundred and fifty I who was a leading Jesuit lawyer, is an ardent 
thousand copies of that number of the paper Roman Catholic, and Judge Shepherd, of 
have been issued. It is startlingly true anjH Texas, is also a Roman Catholic. This is the 
sensational, and the most remarkable paper of court of last resort in this district, the only 
the present age. When you once read it you appeal from its judgments being to the United 
will value it as worthat least one. dollar. In I States Supreme Court If you would like to 
connection therewith, we will also send one I know how judicial a mind Judge Morris has, 
copy of the Tract edition. It is a MINE of I read his address at the Catholic congress on 
VALUABLE INFORMATION. State in “The Independence of the Holy See,” and 
your order which of the two you want. New then recall to memory the facte as known to 
Yearly subscribers will get the four papers every:student of history and observer of the 
above named free, j. •’ : Ttime8“ Are we to have Jesuits for judges?

\ < ». “—— Why did President Harrison, at the bidding
The demand for “The Priest, Woman and of Archbishop Ireland, make concessions to 

Confessional” in the German language- has please the Boman Catholics as such—not as 
: been such that the publishers feel warranted I American citizens, but as subjects of the pope? 

im getting -out an edition in German. The ]’ ‘¿Why, with a presidential election pending, 
book ¡swell printed and illustrated, and Sells I did the assistant secretary.of the treasury send 
or lTpercopy. • For sale at this-office. - | -•United States vessel to -meet * the pope's

Chicago.
The Catholics of Chicago have;
The Mayor,
The Chief of Police,
The Chief of the Fire Department,
The Postmaster,
The State’s Attorney,
Clerk of the Circuit Court,
Clerk of the Probate Court,
Clerk of the Superior Court,
A number of the Judges,
Forty-five of the sixty-eight Aidermen.
Ninety per cent of the police force, eighty 

per cent of the members of the fire depart
ment, and sixty-seven per-cent of the school 
teachers are Catholics. The impression has 
been getting abroad that all of the offices of 
Cook county were being filled by Catholics. It 
was deemed advisable that the President 
should be informed of this, and that the Fed
eral government should not render itself liable 
to theisame criticism.”

Sixty-seven per cent of our teachers! Think 
of it, ye friends of education.

A- Warning.

Repartee is the highest order of wit, as it 
bespeaks the coolest, yet quickest exercise of 
genius at±he> moment when the passions are 
roused.—Colton. . -

Oursweet illusions only die, fulfilling love’s 
sure prophecy; and every wish for better 
things an undreamed beauty nearer brings.—
Whittier. ' •

TESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
\l Christ and Mediumship. By Moses Holl, A pvo* 
phlct well worth reading. Price 10 cents.

HOW TO MESMERIZE.”
TTULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN. 
r BtrncUom How to Me*merite. Ancient and Mod« 
era Miracle* by Mesmerism.' Also I* Spiritualism 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modern 
miracle* are explained by mesmerism, end the book 
wUl be found highly Interesf.g to every Spiritualist. 
It I* the only work ever published (rivine fult instruc
tion how to mesmerize, end the connection this sclopcs 
has with spiritualism. 11 is pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who have read It, to be one of the 
most interesting book* ever written. Paper, pa 121 
to cents. For sale at thia office.
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would be legal? “Believe as I do." That is tyranny and folly
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If men are searching for truth in any diree-
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An Important Announcement.

This is a large world, and its mysteries are 
as yet unsolved. You have no right to say,

It is not prudent to be over hasty in judg
ment. The wise man has no prejudices. 
What he thinks is wrong may turn out to be
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Ab I sit and write these chapters, I cannot ' 
1 help feeling that the few words I write and ' 

join into sentences in these “Musings” will ■ 
. live on after I have stepped. behind the cur- ' 
tain at the close of the great drama of "Hu
man Life.”

I realize the fact that these words of mine ' 
will be read by many pt the sons and daughters 
of humanity, when the hand that wrote them ( 

, will be cold and senseless as marble. To-night
I realize solemnly that none of us live for 
ourselves alone, for others are affected more 
or less by our lives, our actionsand our words. 
We do not die to ourselves, for others are in
forested in our deaths.

The Queen’s crown may moulder, but she 
who wore it will act upon the ages yet to be. 
The coronet of the noble may be reft in pieces, 
but the wearer of it is now doing what will be 
reflected by thousands who will be made and 
moulded by him.

80, as I sit aqd think, I realize that dignity 
and rank and riches are corruptible and worth
less, while character has an immortality that 
ever walks the world, and leaves lasting influ
ences behind. Living we act, and dead we 
speak, and the whole universe is the mighty 
company forever looking, forever listening, 
and all nature the tablets forever recording 
the words, the deeds, the thoughts, the passions 
of mankind. - -

Then, if I can, by putting my thoughts and 
ideas on paper, be the means of causing one 
poor soul to lead a purer, more honest, and 
kinder life, and thus make one single home a 
happy one, I shall have left an impression 
that will be as lasting as eternity.

As a lawyer, I have had much to do with 
humanity in all its phases and conditions of 
life, from the dweller in the grand and lofty 
temple, with its marble front, down to the 
dweller in the poor, dirty, squalid tenement of 
poverty and want.. And while I have been 
thus employed, I have had much food for re
flection and inquiry into the principles that 
underlie the state and condition of society— 
the causes that make one man a Vanderbilt or 
a Gould, and another a pauper or a criminal— 
one man a saint, accepted by God; another, 
a sinner, accepted by the devil—one man to 
play on a golden harp, while the other floats 
around on hot brimstone.

In my investigations I found two principles 
that seemed to underlie all actions and control 
the whole human race, one resulting in good, 
in joy and happiness; the other, in misery, 
sorrow and degradation. The first I will name 
honesty, kindness and sympajihy; the other, 
dishonesty, revenge and cruelty.

In my whole life experience connected with 
human affairs, I never knew of one single act 
of honesty or kindness that did not pay the 
actor and add to his happiness, or that he ever 
regretted in after years; while I never knew 
of one single instance where dishonesty, re
venge or cruelty added one jot or tittle to the 
happiness of one single human being. Just 
think this matter over, readers of mine, and 
see if your experience differs from mine.

incidents sometimes prove facts, and as an 
illustration of my experience, I will relate an 
incident that came under my own observation, 
which is only one, where they occur by the 
hundreds.

A man had been losing corn from his crib 
ior an indefinite period, in small quantities. 
Being of a kind and liberal disposition, and 
knowing there was a poor family in his vicin
ity who were in very destitute circumstances, 
the man being unable to obtain employment 
during the winter season, and bread being 
scarce with them, as well as all the necessaries 
of life, the loser of the corn was of the opin
ion that this poor man was the thief and taker 
of the grain; and realizing how extremely 
poor he was, and how much good it would do 
him in his destitution, he said nothing of his 
loss to any person, until it became so great 
he could stand it no longer and he must do 
something to put a stop to the thieving. In 
order to discover, if possible, the real thief, he 
killed a fowl and let it flutter, while bleeding, 
over the pile of corn, so that the blood spots 
would show quite plainly.

In a short time after, he saw some of the 
grain was missing, and the thief had been 
there again. Then he swore out a search 
warrant, to try and find the real thief.

One of his neighbors was a wealthy man, but 
one having but little love and sympathy for 
the poor and needy ones around him—in other 
words, he was noted as a real Shylock. To 
this man the loser of the corn went with his 
warrant When he showed him the writ he 
told him he did not expect to find his corn 
there; but he did not like to show more respect 
in this matter to one of his neighbors than he 
would do to all the rest, so he desired to look 
into his granary. As soon as he entered he 
picked up an ear of corn covered with the 
blood spots, and he knew be had found the 
thief. As he gazed on this corn, how his con
science condemned him for his unjust suspi- 

K dons of guilt of the poor man in his poverty 
and want; as an honest man, he made up his 
mind to do the poor man complete justice.

* Turning to the thief he called his attention 
to the marked corn and said: ‘ ‘Is it possible 
that a man in your circumstances is a petty 
thief? How sorry I am for you! Had you been 
needy and suffering for bread, I would not 
have been so surprised; but you, a wealthy 
man, so destitute of all the true principles of 
honesty as to be a common, neighborhood 
thief, seems strange to me, while the poor are 
starving all around you! Now, neighbor, 
what ought I to do with you, under the 
circumstances? Shall I swear out a warrant 
and have you arrested, and convicted, and 
your shame published to the world? I hate to 
dp this, and yet my duty to myself and to oth
ers requires me to do something, and take 
gome action in the matter."

The thief stood before him, his face as pale 
as death, and his limbs tumbling. ‘At last 
be said: - ‘‘I see that I am caught and there is 
no hop« for me butte your, merciful forbear-

ance. I have a wife and children I love, and 
it would break their hearts to have me branded 
as a thief. What can I do? I will pay you 
one hundred dollars cash in hand if you will 
drop the matter quietly and ' save my family 
from the sorrow and pain my conviction would 
cause. I. will promise further, that this shall 
prove a legson never to be repeated or to be 
forgotten. If you will accept the hyndred 
dollars and forgive me, I will from henceforth 
prove myself to you an honest man, for I now 
see that there is more real happiness in a goofl, 
honest character than in all the health of this 
world. If I am convicted I never can outlive 
the stigma that will be placed upon myself, as 
well as my innocent wife and loving children. 
Will you accept the mopey, and save me from 
the effect of my own bad conduct?” .

“Yes, I will do so, in this first instance; 
for I can realize the sorrow your conviction 
would cause to your loved ones, as well as the 
gratification it would cause your enemies, who 
would, with wicked and revengeful feelings, 
exult over your downfall."

Then, with a sad and sorrowful heart, the 
man went to his desk and took from the same 
one hundred dollars, and placed it in the hand 
of the one he had wronged, which he shook, 
with his own, while the tears of sorrow and 
sad repentance ran down his cheeks, Then 
they bade each other a friendly “good-bye," 
and parted.

The man with the money .wend,ed his way 
to the home of poverty and vfant—to the home 
of the man that was poor, but honest. He 
saw there the poorly-clad wife and needy child
ren. They were seated at their homely meal, 
of crumbs; bot he saw there the happy, genial 
smile of honesty on their faces.

These people had but little bread, little 
money, and poor, cheap, worn-out garments; 
but they had what the man he had just left 
had not—they had characters that were kind, 
honest and good. When they lay down to 
rest at night the angels came to them and im
pressed them with pleasant dreams.

Said the man to them: “I have been losing 
grain. I knew you were poor, and needy, 
and I had reason to think you had taken it; 
and feeling sorry for you, I let it pass and 
said nothing about it, knowing your need for 
bread. I now know I was mistaken and you 
are blameless. God bless you, my poor neigh
bor! I am in your debt just one hundred dol
lars, and here is the money. I never paid a 
debt that made me feel so good before. Take 
the money as the reward due you for honesty, 
under sad and adverse circumstances, and may 
God and the good angels ever watch over you 
and help you on the true road that leads to 
genuine peace and happiness, eternal in dura
tion.” , ,

I will let the curtain drop here, and let my 
readers draw their own conclusions. This 
little incident I only introduce to show how 
much better the honest man fared in the end 
than did the dishonest one.

The actions of both these characters were 
noted by the angels, and their reward will be 
in accordance with the same through the bound
less eternity.

Oh, civilization! How little you have done 
through the past ages for humanity, in a moral 
point of view I See your guns, your vessels 
of war, your implements of destruction gotten 
up by science for the destruction of the human 
race—and all this, like the man that stole the 
corn, is to add to the power of cruelty and 
wrong over our fellowmen—to make homes 
sad and sorrowful—to place one class in pal
aces and another in prisons—to make one class 
lords, another class slaves.

Is the human race, with its gods, its bibles, 
and its priests, a complete failure? No! Like 
grains of gold beneath mountains of sand, 
there are glorious exceptions to the general 
rule. There are men and women that are true, 
pure, honest, kind, and sympathetic, here on 
earth, and who are expecting some day to meet 
and work with the merciful and loving angels; 
and if 1 can add even one more to that bright 
and beautiful company of loving, honest and 
noble onek here on earth, there will be more 
joy in heaven over that fact than over the 
murder of thousands of poor creatures by the 
sword, the faggot, or ths dungeon, for Christ's 
sake, or to appease the anger of a crual, vin
dictive, revengeful God, with his mighty army 
of bigoted saints, led on by his thousands of 
brutal, revengeful, cruel and unforgiving 
“Doctors of Divinity/'iand with the hope 
that the little leaven of forgiveness and char
ity for others njay some day permeate the 
whole church lump, and they may practice 
what they preach, and thus let their light shine 
out in their acts of goodness and not in wars 
of cruelty and wrong, I will now close my 
musings for this time.

M. P. Rosecrans.

W. H. Bach Has a Word in Its 
. Behalf.

To the Editor:—I have been watching 
for an answer to the charges of ‘ ‘oiir friends 
the enemy” to the National Association, from 
some of our platform workers, and as it does 
not come, I wish to say a few words on it 
myself, Having occupied the position of sec
retary of the convention, I feel capable of giv
ing a few facts concerning things there, and 
raving been instrumental in forming à num
ber of legally incorporated societies which have 
ieen successful, I take the liberty of saying 
that I know something about it

At no time during the convention, or since, 
have the officers of the Association made the 
claim that they can give a legal charter that 
will enable a society to become a corporate 
body for and within their own State. Conse
quently those who are raising that point are 
going’outaide of all claims of the Association. 
It is not necessary that this should be done, 
in proof of which I refer yoh to the existing 
churches.

At the convention this matter was dispussed 
fully, and we were given authority for the 
statement that the laws of the District of Co- 

’liimbia were made to cover cases of corpora
tions existing and extending their operations 
over the entire country,

I would like to answer |he questions pro
pounded by W. F, Ball in a late number 
of The Progressive Thinker:

1. He says: “I See tl^at Associations are 
asking charters of the ■ National Spiritualists’ 
Association. What for?"

Because it is necessary, under the stand 
taken by the religious bodies opposed to Spirit
ualism, that we take some means of showing 
the world that Spiritualism is ^system that is 
entitled to respect, and by organizing under 
one head we will get a force that will compel 
respect. We can only do this by uniting un
der one head all of the true Spiritualist socie
ties of the country. Do yqu think the Meth
odist Church would occupy the position it does 
to-day if it went on a hit-and-miss plan, each 
one for itself.

2. “Is there any way by which one State 
can give a charter to. another State which

. The Association does not claim to make 
each one a legally incorporated society under 
the laws of each State, but, on the contrary, 
simply issues a charter making tfte society a 
part of the National Association, whose field 
of operation is the United States. Surely he 
does not claim that a corporation cannot oper
ate outside of the State in which it is incorpo
rated, as that would be folly.

3. The laws of the District of Columbia 
are especially arranged to apply to just such 
cases as this.

4, 5, 6. I know nothing of the circum
stances, but the claim is not made for the, Na
tional Association.

7. With all due respect tp Brot^r Ball, 
the next proposition is too ridiculous to be 
given consideration. “If we have 12,000,000 
Spiritualists in the United States, and they pay 
annually 25 cents a head, it will net the small 
sum of three million dollars per annum; be
sides ten dollars for a State charter, and five 
dollars for a subordinate charter." Several 
have made this same statement and then asked : 
“How are you going to use it?” It will be 
much harder to find the twelve million Spirit
ualists than it would be to find a good, practical 
use for the money, if it could .be had. In the 
first place, we find, according to our census 
report, but 45,000 Spiritualists, which may 
or may not be a true statement; at any 
rate, I defy any person at the present time to 
bring forward actual proof that we have 
100,000 Spiritualists in the United States.

If these people will take off three ciphers 
from the 12,000,000, they wvill come nearer to 
the working Spiritualists in the country, and 
the fact of the matter is, that many of these 
are too penurious to give 25 cents a year to 
aid a cause that has proven immortality to 
them.

While on the Merrimac Camp grounds last 
summer, Mrs. Aspinwall left the grounds for 
a few days, leaving me tickets to sell for her 
materializing seances. She was sick and 
could not come to fill the engagement, conse
quently the tickets were made good for another 
evening. One lady, who was obliged to leave 
the grounds, came after her money, and as I

the religious laws of the land. . To take an 
actual case: I am a regularly ordained Spirit
ualist minister. I have for several years 
been given half-fare clergy permits on the rail
roads, which have enabled me to fill engage
meats at a lower price than I could paying 
f ull fare. At the present time they refuse the 
concession. I reported the case at once to 
the National Spiritualists’ Association, and 
they immediately placed the matter before the 
Inter-State Commerce Commission. A rail
road certainly grants these permits outside of 
the State in which the speaker resides. I 
traveled in nine different States last year, and 
never paid full fare; which answers your 
ninth question.

All over the country there is an effort to put 
Spiritualism down, in every way possible. 
In order to counteract, we organize a religious 
body of Spiritualists on a National basis. D. 
M. King says in the Advance that it is not a 
religious corporation, but 1 have before me as 
I write, the Declaration of Principles adopted 
at the convention, which reads: “Whereas, it 
is the purpose of this Convention to organize 
upon a scientific, philosophical, moral and re
ligious basis," etc., and the Articles of Incor
poration, which reads, under class 2, Religious 
Societies, ‘ ‘and to provide for the educating 
and licensing of proper persons as authorized 
lecturers and preachers of Spiritualism. -

What more can be said, or what more need 
be said in this line?

This National Association is the greatest 
thing that has been done in the ranks of Spirit
ualism since the “knockings," audit is the 
duty of every Spiritualist tp help sustain it. 
There are always those who stand on the out
side and find fault pn saying this I do not re
fer to Brother Ball m the least, as there is a 
difference between asking a question and in 
circulating slanderous and false reports on ac
count of personal enmity, and to pay off an 
old grudge) who have some scheme of their 
own to work, and when they cannot work it, 
they pitch into the successful party.

No doubt there are some things that are 
wrong in the proceedings of the convention. 
It would be more than a miracle if there were 
not; but is it not the proper thing to get the 
experience and then right them at the next 
convention?

If Moses Hull, whom 1 esteem very highly, 
had been at the convention, his article in re
gard to MrS. Richmond would never have been 
written. An application had already been 
heard by the Parliament of Religions, and 
thrown out, as the applicant could not prove 
that he represented any one but himself. 
Then the convention appointed a committee 
who selected Mrs. Richmond to present the 
paper, which had been prepared by the com
mittee, and H. D. Barrett certified that she 
represented the National Spiritualists' Associ
ation, without which she could not have se
cured a hearing. This puts an altogether dif
ferent light upon the subject. Mr. Barrett 
simply carried out his duty as president.

W. H. Bach.

mally whetted. In some respects, it is thiS 
most devout apd the most reverently inquisp 
tive age of which history bears.record. . Skep-1 
ticism veils its faqp because, it is ..impotent;' 
ridicule sneers in private but- seldom openly;: 
sarcasm has'discovered that: the e^lge <pt/ its- 
sword-is dulled. Right ,or wrong,: pleased 
vyith fables or noti?i^fiP1^Med and1 ‘fretted- 
world'is looking . for some light
which the pulpits'orOhmiendoip domot as yet 
furnish;' The greed, for facts concerning'to
morrow, and |he solicitude with which men 
and women watch for them, are so pathetic 
that they, are almost tragic.

Accompanying this new phase of life is an 
indifference to theology and to conventional 
worship. Preachers are not apparently aware 
of the changes that are .taking place in the 
public mind. They wonder why their pews 
are not filled and attribute it to the indiffer
ence of the people to spiritual things. But 
when two tables are spread, one with food that 
satisfies., the other with food that fails to do so, 
it is not surprising that the hungry go where 
they can get what they want; and it is mere 
blindness for the preacher to declare that no 
one is hungry because no one asks for the food 
he provides. There is no love of theplogy, 
no reverence for creeds in this generation, but 
there is a longing for information on the sub
jects indicated. And if the clergyman insists 
on theological discussion he simply imperils 
his usefulness.

The new thought is not always wise, and 
frequently it is marked with recklessness and a 
want of common sense. What is called Spirit
ualism, atid Theosophy, and Christian Science, 
and a score of other names, is simply a cry for 
help. We may not accept any one of the theo
ries which are advocated, we may find fault 
with them all as being partly alluring and 
partly hideous—that is a matter of small con
sequence. Watch the patient crowds that at
tend meetings where such subjects are treated 
and you will soon discover that a great relig
ious revolution, is in silent progress. That 
fact is one to which a thoughtful man must 
give his attention, for it constitutes a sign of

If You Want Work
ttM Is pleasant and profltaVlo send ® your addresi 
Immediately. We teach njep'jnd [w.om^how to earn 
from IS per day to »3000 per ye^ witUput paving had 
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Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man. .

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: The Beginnings; Fundamental Princl* 
pies: Formation of ConsteUations, Systems. Buna 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of Meteors and 
CometoiTbv Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Boul—How IC 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Boul Re
ceives its Highest Impresalons; The Record Book, or 
Thu Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Seose; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation? Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; Tbo Summary: ,lWba6 
Must We Do to Bo Saved." For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 50c.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*

BOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
D side, and containing 320 pages. This splendid 
book, just Issued, cout.lus nineteen lull Temple lea- 
(urea upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from varloua newspapers. relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures issued
In ¡892, aud three others on the Human Soul, which 
are alone, worth the price of the book. This wonder» 
ful book Is unique aa an Evangelist of Science an$ 

- - Truth- Price (1.25, postpaid, to any address. For tola
the times which no critic can afford to ignore, at tun omt-e.

Z'HE SPIRITUAL BIRTH; OR DEA TH 
uh'l hs To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Ides of...... .. — * .A — >...•■■ * ™ r — — — — — — . — . ... .

Death, H<-a\t-n and Hell. "By Mosca Hull. This little 
pHinphh t Is devoted to au exposition of the spiritual« 
Is He Idea vf death, heaven and hell, as contrasted««zi ^lll ki™ mAn,T « Is tic Idea vf deaib, heaven and hell, as contrat>iearight, &UQ Charity will save him mau^ & paug. whb the common churchlyldea on the same subject., , I ■ ■ ■ ... ... . .. .. .. .^I . .. ■ . — — . .
The name of the aulhorlsa sufficient guarantee that)
the subject in well handled. Fur sale at this office» 
Price, W cents.

as I do." That is tyranny and folly, |-i]r n|irOT|nk| QETTI CD 
other brains besides yours, and prob- |'|f £ JJyLu I lull vL I I' "U

A CAKEFUL COMPARISON
tion, encourage them. To have a desire to —of—
know the truth is itself elevating and enno- Biblical and Modern [Spirit1
bling, and if they have taken the wrong road 
they will find it out and return. I f crowds 
like to hear a discourse on the destiny of the 
soul,let them gather in whatever numbers they 
please. Ring the bells for them, even though 
you do not go yourself. Call it theosophy or 
what not; who cares if men are helped by it? 
Don’t drink unless you are thirsty; but it is 
not necessary to grumble at others who are 
thirsty, and therefore drink. Go your way

To the Editor:—The following sentiments 
—an editorial in the New York Herald—show 
the trend of the secular press:

AN AGE OF RELIGIOUS INQUIRY.
But the greatest of these is charity.—i. Cor. 

xiii. 13.
The future historian, now in his swaddling 

clothes, will find himself very much interested 
in this last half of the nineteenth century and 
pronounce it unique in many important partic
ulars.

In the matter of material development it is 
a marvel, and in the matter of spiritual re
search it holds a position of unrivaled excel
lence.

The laws of nature have been lassoed, tamed ; 
and broken to harness. The resources of 
steam, which our grandfathers explored, which 
made them feel that they had stumbled on a 
series of miracles, and which changed the 
complexion of the world's commerce, forcing 
our white-winged fleet of sailing vessels to 
come to anchor and give way to the magician 
who hid himself in the bunker of anthracite 
coal—these resources are well nigh exhausted. 
The winds as a propelling power have become

with your own thoughts, but do not forget 
that your neighbor has the same right to go 
his way with his thoughts.

But the greatest of these is charity.
The above thoughts scintillate like diamonds 

when seen in the secular press; but when pub
lished in a Spiritualist paper, they seem com
monplace, for they are recognized by all Spir

ualism.
By MOSES HULL,

Author of "The Contrast.." "Which.” "Letton to E14«t 
Mlles Grant," "Both Sides,...... Phat Terrible

• Question,” "Wolf In Sheep'®
Clothing." Etc., Etc.

This book la what Its title Indlcatea—"Thk Qukbtio» 
Settled, an Careful Cumparinon of Biblical an< 
Modern Spirt Hsin.” We give below only a partial 
list uf the contenU’ of each diopter:

CUAIMKB I -Thu Adaptation of Spiritualism to th® 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Kcllglone must adapt themselves to Men. 
Rellglona aud Sciences havo fulled to dctnoiiMral« an 
After-Life. Two cuntradb iory chains of Thought In 
the Bible. Law forbidding ConauKatlon with th® 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers fu Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of his immortality. Dying Minister In Despair. 
Why Hila Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future,

C»ap1£k ll-Tho Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every now Sj stein passe« uq lira of
Calumny. Persecnllun purifies. Wbui Good has Sp1r- 
ltU5*Z3in dune. Opponents unfair. Immorality !u Hi® 

। CtlWhes. KellgluUH Svstenis not responsible for 
. Errors of their Adben-nta. None Perfect. All ar® 

'iftoTioir ' God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions, 
u Lio Ubr., 1 (;ou)inps of Bible Snlnts. Jewish Church. Too-

■ tlmouy of Jcrcmlfih.i Vlllivuj vi ui it ixi in u.
Cruelty, like every other vice, requires no | chaitkr hi-bimo Dwjrio. °afreAg‘;5’l1l;',,,nl’!j^ 

motive outside of itself: it only requires op-■ ••««»'••‘»urt “Ai>ri'i." Aug<-i Men viiu Auraiiani. Lot, 
. .. nv Jusbu». Tli<’HoM-of the Lord. An Angol appears toportunity.—George Jsiiot. Glil'‘on; to Mnnuah'a wife; la Introduced to Manoah.

, ... I Writing ou the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium.Rieu rogues alway fancy that their children (¡«».rlpl both !I Manand Angel. The Stone rolled from 

will inherit only the wealth and- none of the j Finan of spfrito.n.m.-
sin.—Theo. Winthrop. ‘.............. ................ " ~ ‘

Give a boy address and accomplishments, 
and you give him the mastery of palaces and 
fortunes where he goes. —Emerson.

Rogues are always found out in some way. 
Whoever is a wolf will act as a wolf; that is 
the most certain of things.—Fontaine.

i Rplrit'.ial Platform. Three propositions. Man has a 
Splrlc«ial Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Mau. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu.

I Zephaniah. Pupal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
| answer ail. Spiritual Senses. Blind aud Deaf Man. 
I Illustration. Man Double. TwoFathers. Two Sources 
; ol Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
; Ulstorles ot Jesus.

Cuapteu V-Tbo Birth of the Spirit.—All Subject« 
hnpuNanl. "Ye must be born again.” Nicodemus* 
Quandary. A Minister's Opinion. Author's Objection. 
.Ictus' Tests. Muri be born out of Flesh. Birth of th# 
,L ¡drli a Rr-surreeUon. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible

ADDED TEACHINGS ON THE SOUL—THE ENTIRE 
SERIES TO BE PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION. 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond desires to an

nounce, in response to many inquiries, that 
her guides have now consented to the publica
tion of the entire series of the Soul Teachings, 
which will make a volume of five or six hun. 
dred pages, and will include all the series of

i against It d Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body, 
opinion of the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. of Jesus.

1 Objecricma answered. Morto! Bodies quickened. Must 
! cal Chriat’s Flesh.

C1MFTF.R VI 
' Spirit unllstn. '

-Are We Infidels?—Rapld^Growth of
_ ___ ______  The •'Mud-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceed* from Infidel Hearts. Truths »nd Errors la 
the Bible. Dialogue ; M inlster wants a Bible. All be
lieve Pans. and no one believes All. ôf the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Be* 
llever* are. The true Test. Works. The Commission............. ... ^ — ——.
End of tl)i‘ World nut vet. Jowiah and Christian age. 
preaching. Bapilsm, and Sigua go together. Is Christ 
lu ihe Chiin'b?

('„after vn—Are We Deluded?. -A Common Cry. 
( oDtrudirtory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
ftr<* Imo each other. "Kettle Story." Keaultof the 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving tbo 
Wurid. An: God and the Devil Partners? Is It just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author lores God- 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s Ex- 
planai Ion. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle- Wonderful Success of the Op«’ 
position tr>. Spiritualism will not "down.” . "Old. 
Splitfoot."

Chapikr VIIT—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually ihe Boult of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec- 
lion* tu Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
provi-x Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to the 
Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
1'tilB Law abolished. Other Precept of this Law Dot 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Law good In 
Its Place, and for Its Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
not an IDtiblte God. He incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-oaid.
!________ ____ _ ................__________ ________-
' -BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY
D Allen Putnam, A. M. A maiTeloua book. Prie 
F5 cents.

TIBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. 
Lj French. They are worth Ibetr weigh«, 1j> gold. 
Price, paper, 50 cents,

7W CONTRAST, EVANGELICAL- 
1 h’D nn-1 Spiritualism Compared. ByMosesHult

A wo, *. virarc merit- Prie® 91.00.
——!■ ■ irew ■ m
GOSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. Z. 
\J Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repiotewitM 

spiritual truths. Price 11,00.

577 'OIES /N THEOSOPHY,' HIS- 
turieal and practical. A manual for the people.

ByW. J. Colville. Valuable tu tbuse Investigating 
Theosophy. Price 11.50.

'T'HE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEL, 
A uge. ÿomet blug you fcbuulù bave to refer to. By x 

James M. McCann. Price 15 cents. •

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT^ 
f'ATHERED EROM THE TREE OB 
V7 Life. Containing some of the experiences of a 
spirit who boa been hi spirit life fifty-seven years By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 1W7 pages contains a 
vast fund of Information. It gives t.ho experiences of 

i a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson la learned.- 
{ Hr visits thé homes <»f the fallen, seeking to bless some 

.; of them. Bls soliloquy, as he enters the dark valley, 1® 
very Interesting. Ho accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to tlm Tempi« of PtogrcBS. 
His philanthropie work is vividly portrayed Tfati

Steam is striking its tents and will soon fall 
into innocuous desuetude. Our needs have 
grown so pressing that it can no longer supply 
them. During the next fifty years it will be
come a reminiscence. The electric spark is to 
be the working energy of the twentieth cen
tury. It has just crossed our threshold with 
letters of introduction from students of scien
tific prestidigitation, and we have only had 
time to look at its face and its stature and to 
note its aggressive bearing; but it would not 
be strange if it were to achieve wonders which 
our children's children will regard with awe 
and admiration.

The world is not loitering; it is taking long 
strides. One wishes to live while these strange 
things are happening; for to die just now is 
like leaving the theatre when the play is half 
finished. -

But no less marvelous are the spiritual signs 
of the times. It might be safely asserted that 
there never was an age of such religious fer
vor as this. We are not optimists, but im
partial critics, when we say that the average 
man is more interested in finding out whether 
or no he has a soul, and if so, what is to be
come of it, than ever before. The largest hall 
in New York can be readily filled if the sub
ject discussed is the certainty of two worlds 
and the possibility of communication between 
them. . The observer of current opinion -is

Association, and thus assist us in paying ex
penses. She simply laughed in my face. She 
would take advantage of what others-had 
done, but would not assist it one cent. While 
there are notable exceptions to this, my experi
ence as manager of the Merrimac Island Camp 
for two years, proves it the rule and not the 
exception.

We must have money, and this is the most 
practicable way of raising it. If these twelve 
million Spiritualists were. to give that sum— 
25 cents! how little!—for five years; you would 
not see Spiritualism in the mire, and Spiritual
ists tabooed and spit upon as they are to-day. 
You would see schools and hospitals; homes 
where those who have given up their lives for 
spiritualism would be taken care of, and not 
be a disgrace to us, as it was when the Fox 
sisters were in New _ York City, subsisting 
upon charity, after having given to us the 
modern basis for our philosophy.

8. The local society being an integral part 
of the National Association cannot help being 
benefited by the charter.

The chartering is what makes it an integral 
part of the National Spiritualists’ Association. 
Then supposing a point is brought up that is 
of interest to the cause; the National Spiritual
ists’Association would be . in duty bound to 
give it proper legal attention. ,

THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
Dr ■ 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous infustfgators, and-has proved more satisfac
tory than the planchette, both tn regard co the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means oi developing mediumship.’ Many who were 
notaware of their medlumlstic gift bave, after a few 
sitting», been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.. writes: “I had 
communications (by the psvehograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are moM-grown In the old yard- They have 
been highly satisfactory, and provçd to me tbal Spirit
ualism is indeed true. and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
1 bave had of son. daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings bave made bls 
Dame familiar to those Interested tn psychical matters, 
writes as follows: *•! am much pleased with the Psy
chograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test It the 
first opportunity I may have. It h very simple In 
principle and construction, and T am anrewuM be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now In use. 
I believe it win generally supersede the latter when 
Its superior merits become .known.” . .

A. P. Miller, journalist add poet. In' ao editorial no
tice of the Instrument tn bls paper, the Worthington 
(Minn 1 Advance, says: ""The Fsycbbgr&pli Ts an Im
provement upon the plprchpvte, Jjavlng-adi&l anl Jet
tera, wltha few words, solhat very, little ‘power’ li 

‘ apparently.Required to give thé bohunüûicatwn«. TVe 
du not hesitate to recommend It to ail who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and'communi
cate. . . .... « - ...

Just what Investigators want. Homft circles went. 
Price, by. mall, free with fuU dlfacUosathr na* imiCl Ì

to publish this work, many 
classes have already sub-

lessons given to 
present time.

To enable her 
members of her
scribed for, or promised to take copies, thus 
affording a guarantee fund.

The volume will be $5.00 in cloth, and will 
be issued as soon as three hundred names 
have been subscribed. ,

9. A medium being prosecuted, where amazed at the attractive quality of these and 
Spiritualism and not the person w attacked, similar topics, and is forced to,the conclusion 
would certainly have a claim on thé National that the general appetite for information con-_ 
Spiritualists' Association ior protection under cerning the future has become alihoit abnor-

private classes up to the

?
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An Important Announcement.

TWILIGHT MUSINGS NATIONAL ORGANIZATION.
As I sit and write these chapters, I cannot 

help feeling that the few .words I wyite and 
join into sentences in these “Musings" will 
live on after I have stepped. behind the cur
tain at the close of the great drama of “Hu
man Life."

I realize the fact that these words of mine 
will be read by many pi the sons and daughters 
of humanity, when the hand that wrote them 
will be cold and senseless as marble. To-night 
I realize solemnly that none of us live for 
ourselves alone, for others are affected more 
or less by our lives, our actions and our words, 
We do not die to ourselves, for others are in
terested in our deaths.

The Queen’s crown may moulder, but she 
who wore it will act upon the ages yet to be. 
The coronet of the noble may be, reft in pieces, 
but the wearer of it is now doing what will be 
reflected by thousands who will be made and 
moulded by him. ,

80, as I sit and think, I realize that dignity 
and rank and riches are corruptible and worth
less, while character has an immortality that 
ever walks the world, and leaves lasting influ
ences behind. Living we act, and dead we 
speak, and the whole universe is the mighty 
company forever looking, forever listening, 
and all nature the tablets forever recording 
the words, the deeds, the thoughts, the passions 
of mankind.

Then, if I can, by putting my thoughts and 
ideas on paper, be the means of causing one 
poor soul to lead a purer, more honest, and 
kinder life, and thus make one single home a 
happy one, I shall have left an impression 
that will be as lasting as eternity.

As a lawyer, I have had much to do with 
humanity in all its phases and conditions of 
life, from the dweller in the grand and lofty 
temple, with its marble front, down to the 
dweller in the poor, dirty, squalid tenement of 
poverty and want. And while I have been 
thus employed, I have had much food for re
flection' and inquiry into the principles that 
underlie the state and condition of society— 
the causes that make one man a Vanderbilt or 
a Gould, and another a pauper or a criminal— 
one man a saint, accepted by God; another, 
a sinner, accepted by the devil—one man to 
play on a golden harp, while thp other floats 
around on hot brimstone.

In my investigations I found two principles 
that seemed to underlie all actions and control 
the whole human race, one resulting in good, 
in joy and happiness; the other, in misery, 
sorrow and degradation. The first I will name 
honesty, kindness and sympathy; the other, 
dishonesty, revenge and cruelty.

In my whole life experience connected with 
human affairs, I never knew of one single act 
of honesty or kindness that did not pay the 
actor and add to his happiness, or that he ever 
regretted in after years; while I never knew 
of one single instance where dishonesty, re
venge or cruelty added one jot or tittle to the 
happiness of one single human being. Just 
think this matter over, readers of mine, and 
see if your experience differs from mine.

Incidents sometimes prove facts, aijd as an 
illustration of my experience, I will relate an 
incident that came under my own observation, 
which is only one, where they occur by the 
hundreds.

A man had been losing corn from his crib 
for an indefinite period, in small quantities. 
Being of a kind and liberal disposition, and 
knowing there was a poor family in his vicin
ity who were in very destitiile circumstances, 
the man being unable to obtain employment 
during the winter season, and bread being 
scarce with them, as well as all the necessaries 
of life, the loser of the com was of the opin
ion that this poor man was the thief and taker 
of the grain; and realizing how extremely 
poor he was, and how much good it would do 
him in his destitution, he said nothing of his 
loss to any person, until it became so great 
he could stand it no longer and he must do 
something to put a stop to the thieving. In 
order to discover, if possible, the real thief, he 
killed a fowl and let it flutter, while bleeding, 
over the pile of corn, so that the blood spots 
would show quite plainly.

In a short time after, he saw some of the 
grain was missing, and the thief had been 
there again. Then he swore out a search 
warrant, to try and find the real thief.

One of his neighbors was a wealthy man, but 
one having but little love and sympathy for 
the poor and needy ones around him—in other 
words, he was noted as a real Shylock. To 
this man the loser of the corn went with his 
warrant. When he showed him the writ he 
told him he did not expect to find his com 
there; but he did not like to show more respect 
in this matter to one of his neighbors than he 
would do to all the rest, so he desired to look 
into his granary. As soon as he entered he 
picked up an ear of com covered with the 
blood spots, and he knew he had found the 
thief. As he gazed on this com, how his con
science condemned him for his unjust suspi
cions of guilt of the poor man in his poverty 
and want; as an honest man, he made up his 
mind to do the poor man complete justice.

Turning to the thief he called his attention 
to the marked com and said: “Is it possible 
that a man in your circumstances is a petty 
thief? How sorry I am for you! Had you been 
needy and suffering for bread, I would not 
have been so surprised; but you, a wealthy 
man, so destitute of all the true principles of 
honesty as to -be a common, neighborhood 
thief, seems strange to me, while the poor are 
starving all around you! Now, neighbor, 
what ought I to do with you, under the 
circumstances? Shall I swear out a warrant 
and have yoh arrested, and convicted, and 
your shame published to the world? I hate to 
do this, and yet my duty to myself and to oth
ers requires me to do something, and take 
some action in the matter. ”

The thief stood before him, his face as pale 
as death, and his limbs trembling. At last 
he said: ‘Tsee that I am,caught and there is 
ho hop« for me but in your merciful forbear-

ance. I have a wife and children I love, and 
it would break their hearts to have me branded 
as a thief. What can I do? I will pay you 
one hundred dollars cash in hand if you will 
drop the matter quietly and 'save my family 
from the sorrow and pain my conviction would 
cause. I will promise further, that this shall 
prove a lesson never to be repeated or to be 
forgotten. If you will accept the hundred 
dollars and forgive me, I will from henceforth 
prove myself to you an honest man, for I now 
see that there is more real happiness in a good, 
honest character than in all the wealth of this 
world. If I am convicted I never can outlive 
the stigma that will be placed upon myself, as 
well as my innocent wife and loving children. 
Will you accept the mopey, and save me from 
the effect of my own bad conduct?” , .

‘ ‘Yes, I will do so, in this first instance; 
for I can realize the sorrow your conviction 
would cause to your loved ones, as well as the 
gratification it would cause your enemies, who 
would, with wicked and revengeful feelings, 
exult over your downfall. " , ; ,

Then, with a sad and sorrowful heart, the 
man went to his desk and took from the same 
one hundred dollars, and placed it in the hand 
of the one fie had wronged, which he shook 
with his qwn, while the tears of sorrow and 
sad repentance ran down his cheeks, Tl^en 
they hade each other a friendly “good-bye/’ 
and parted. , . , ,

The man with the.money ¡wendpd his way 
to the home of poverty andifant—to the home 
of the man that was poor, but honest. He 
saw there the poorly-clad wife and needy child
ren. They were seated at their homely , meal 
of crumbs; bot he saw there the happy, genial 
smile of honesty on their faces.

These people had but little bread, little 
money, and poor, cheap, worn-out garments; 
but they had what the man he had just left 
had not—-they had characters that were kind, 
honest and good. When they lay down to 
rest at night the angels came to them and im
pressed them with pleasant dreams.

Said the man to them: “I have been losing 
grain. I knew you were poor, and needy, 
and I had reason to think you had taken it; 
and feeling sorry for you, I let it pass and 
said nothing about it, knowing your need for 
bread. I now know I was mistaken and you 
are blameless. God bless you, my poor neigh
bor! I am in your debt just one hundred dol
lars, and here is the money. I. never paid a 
debt that made me feel so good before. Take 
the money as the reward due you for honesty, 
under sad and adverse circumstances, and may 
God and the good angels ever watch over you 
and help you on the true road that leads to 
genuine peace and happiness, eternal in dura
tion.” .

I will let the curtain drop here, and let my 
readers draw their own conclusions. This 
little incident I only introduce to show how 
much better the honest man fared in the end 
than did the dishonest one.

The actions of both these characters were 
noted by the angels, and their reward will be 
in accordance with the same through the bound
less eternity.

Oh, civilization! How little you have done 
through the past ages for humanity, in a moral 
point of view! See your guns, your vessels 
of war, your implements of destruction gotten 
up by science for the destruction of the human 
race—and all this, like the man that stole the 
corn, is to add to the power of cruelty and 
wrong over our fellowmen—to make homes 
sad and sorrowful—to place one class in pal
aces and another in prisons—to make one class 
lords, another class slaves.

Is the human race, with its gods, its bibles, 
and its priests, a complete failure? No! Like 
grains of gold beneath mountains of sand, 
there are glorious exceptions to the general 
rule. There are men and women that are true, 
pure, honest, kind, and sympathetic, here on 
earth, and who are expecting some day to meet 
and work with the merciful and loving angels; 
and if 1 can add even one more to that bright 
and beautiful company of loving, honest and 
noble onei here on earth, there will be more 
joy in heaven over that fact than over the 
murder of thousands of poor creatures by the 
sword, the faggot, or the dungeon, for Christ’s 
sake, or to appease the anger of a cruel, vin
dictive, revengeful God, with his mighty army 
of bigoted saints, led on by his thousands of 
brutal, revengeful, cruel and unforgiving 
“Doctors of Divinity;”land with the hope 
that the little leaven of forgiveness and char
ity for others may some day permeate the 
whole church lump, and they may practice 
what they preach, and thus let their light shine 
out in their acts of goodness and not in wars 
of cruelty and wrong, I will now close my 
musings for this time.

M. P. Rosecrans.
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

W. H. Bach Has a Word in Its 
- Behalf.

To the Editor:—I have been watching 
for an answer to the charges of ‘ ‘oiir friends 
the enemy” to the National Association, from 
some of our platform workers, and as it does 
not come, I wish to say a few words on it 
myself. Having occupied the position of sec- 
tetary of the convention, I feel capable of giv
ing a few facts concerning things there, and 
having been instrumental in forming a num
ber of legally incorporated societies which haye 
been successful, I take the liberty of saying 
that I know something about it

At no time during the convention, or since, 
have the officers of the Association made the 
claim that they can give a legal charter that 
will enable a society to become a corporate 
body for and within their own State. Conse
quently those who are raising that point are 
goirig’outejde of all claims of the Association. 
It is not necessary that this should be done, 
in proof of which I refer yob to the existing 
churches.; ,

Alike convention this matter was discussed 
fully, and we were given authority fox the 
statement that the laws of the District pi Co
lumbia were made to cover cases of corpora
tions existing and extending their operations 
over thé entire country,

I would like to answer fhe questions pro
pounded by _W.. F. , Ball in a Ute number 
of The PROGREssrvE TôiNnÎEB:

1., He says: “I ¿eq t^atAssociations are 
asking charters of the National Spiritualists’ 
Association. What for?"

Because it is necessary, under the stand 
taken by the religious bodies opposed to Spirit
ualism, that we take some means of showing 
the world that Spiritualism is finystem that is 
entitled to respect, and by organizing under 
one head we will get a force that will compel 
respect. We can only do this by uniting un
der one head all of the trqe Spiritualist socie
ties of the country. Do ypii think the Meth
odist Church would occupy tfie position it does 
to-day if it went on a hit-and-miss plan, each 
one for itself. ’ '

ADDED TEACHINGS ON THE SOUL—THE ENTIRE 

SERIES TO BE PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION.
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond desires to an

nounce, in response to many inquiries, that 
her guides have now consented to the publica
tion of the entire series of the Soul Teachings, 
which will make a volume of five or six hun
dred pages, and will include all the series of 
lessons given . to private classes up to the 
present time. .

To enable her to publish this work, many 
members of her classes have already sub
scribed for, or promised to take copies, thus 
affording a guarantee fund.

The volume will be |5.00 in cloth, and will 
be issued as soon as three hundred names 
have been subscribed. , .
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leads, for leading minds send in. their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, III, and tiy the paper for three 
months. . . .. ,

2. “Is there any way by which one State 
can give a charter to »hfither State which 
would be legal?” • . 4 .

The Association does hot claim to make 
each one a legally incorporated society under 
the laws of each State, but, ou the contrary, 
simply issues a charter making t^e society a 
part of the National Association, whose field 
of operation is the United States; Surely he 
does not claim that a corporation cannot oper
ate outside of the State in which it is incorpo
rated, as that would be folly.

3. The laws of the District of Columbia 
are especially arranged to apply to just such 
cases as this.

4, 5, 6. I know nothing of the circum
stances, but the claim is not made for the, Na
tional Association. . ,i

7. Withall due respect to Bro^rBall,. 
the next proposition is too ridiculous to be 
given consideration. ‘ ‘If we have 12,000,000 
Spiritualists in the United States, and they pay 
annually 25 cents a head, it will net the small 
sum of three million dollars per annum; be
sides ten dollars fora State charter, and five 
dollars for a subordinate charter.” Several 
have made this same statement and then asked: 
“How are you going to use it?” It will be 
much harder to find the twelve million Spirit
ualists than it would be to find a good, practical 
use for the money, if it could be had. In the 
first place, we find, according to our census 
report, but 45,000 Spiritualists, which may 
or may not be a true statement; at any 
rate, I defy any person at the present time to 
bring forward actual proof that we have 
100,000 Spiritualists in the United States.

If these people will take off three ciphers 
from the 12,000,000, they will pome nearer to 
the working Spiritualists in the country, and 
the fact of the matter is, that many of these 
are too penurious to give 25 cents a year to 
aid a cause that has proven immortality to 
them.

While on the Merrimac Camp grounds last 
summer, Mrs. Aspinwall left the grounds for 
a few days, leaving me tickets to sell for her 
materializing seances. She was sick and 
could not come to fill the engagement, conse
quently the tickets were made good for another 
evening. One lady, who was obliged to leave 
the grounds, came after her money, and as I 
gave it to her, I remarked that she had better 
give it to me for a membership in the Camp 
Association, and thus assist us in paying ex
penses. She simply laughed in my face. She 
would take advantage of what others had 
done, but would not assist it one cent While 
there are notable exceptions to this, my experi
ence as manager of the Merrimac Island Camp 
for two years, proves it the rule and not the 
exception. .

W e must have money, and this is the most 
practicable way of raising it. If these twelve 
million Spiritualists were, to give that sum— 
25 cents! how little!—for fiveyears; you would 
not see Spiritualism in the mire, and Spiritual
ists tabooed and spit upon as they are to-day. 
You would see schools and hospitals; homes 
where those who have given up their lives for 
spiritualism would be taken care of, and not 
bs a disgrace to us, as it was when the Fox 
sisters were in New, York City, subsisting 
upon charity, after having given to us the 
modem basis for our philosophy.

8. The local society being an integral part 
of the Na-sonal Association.cannot help being 
benefited by the charter. .

The chartering is what makes it an integral 
part of the National Spiritualists’ Association. 
Then supposing a point is brought up that is 
of interest to the cause; the National Spiritual
ists’ Association would be in duty bound to 
give it properTegal attention. . '

9. A medium being prosecuted, wljere 
Spiritualism and not the person wm attacked 
would certainly have a claim on thé National 
Spiritualists’. Association for protection under

the religious laws of the- land.To take an 
actual cose: I am a regularly, ordained Spirit
ualist minister. I have for several years 
been given half-fare clergy permits on the rail
roads, which have enabled me to fill engage
ments at a. lower price than I could paying 
full fare. At the present time they refuse the 
concession. I reported t|ie case at once to 
the National Spiritualists' Association, and 
they immediately placed the matter before the 
Inter-State Commerce Commission. A rail
road certainly, grants these permits outside of 
the State in which the speaker resides. I 
traveled in nine different States last year, and- 
never, paid full fare; which answers your 
ninth question.

All over the country, there is an effort to put 
Spiritualism down, in every way possible. 
In order to counteract, we organize a religious 
body of Spiritualists on a National basis. D. 
M. King says in the Advance that it is not a 
religious corporation, but 1 have before me as 
I write, the Declaration of Principles adopted 
at the convention, which reads: ‘/Whereas, it 
is the purpose of this Convention to organize 
upon a scientific, philosophic»!, moral and re
ligious basis," etc., and the Articles of Incor-- 
poratipn, which reads, under class 2, Religious 
Societies, “and to provide for the educating 
and licensing of pipper persons as authorized 
lecturers and preachers of Spiritualism. •

What more can be said, or what more need 
be said in this line?

This National Association is the greatest 
thing that has been done in the ranks of Spirit
ualism since the “knockings," audit is the 
duty of every Spiritualist tp help sustain it. 
There are always those who stand on the out
side and find fault (in saying this I do not re
fer to Brother Ball in the least, as there is a 
difference between asking a question and in 
circulating slanderous and false reports on ac
count of personal enmity, and to pay off an 
old grudge) who have some scheme of their 
own to work, and when they cannot work it, 
they pitch into the successful party.

No doubt there are some things that are 
wrong in the proceedings of the convention. 
It would be more than a miracle if there were 
not; but is it not the proper thing to get the 
experience and then right them at the next 
convention? .

If Moses Hull, whom I esteem very highly, 
had been at the convention, his article in re
gard to Mrs. Richmond would uever have been 
written. An application had already been 
heard by the Parliament of Religions, and 
thrown out, as the applicant could not prove 
that he represented any one but himself. 
Then the convention appointed a committee 
who.selected Mrs. Richmond to present the 
paper, which had been prepared by the com
mittee, and H. D. Barrett certified that she 
represented the National Spiritualists’ Associ
ation, without which she could not have se
cured a hearing. This puts an altogether dif
ferent light upon the subject. Mr. Barrett 
simply carried out his duty as president.

W. H. Bach.

maliy whetted. . In some respects it JsthA 
most devout apd the most reverently inquisi-i 
tiye age of wtjeh lystpry. bears record/. Skep
ticism veils its fac-e •.because, -it is /.impotent;' 
ridicule sneers in private but seldom openly;- 
sarcasm has discovereii that ; tile eijge pf • itsf: 
swoydrs dulled, Right ,or wrong, pleased 
vyittifables or no^o^^M^ed- and ^rested- 
world'is looking .for some light
which the pulpits"orbhiwendOiji do not as yet 
furnish;1 The greed, for facts concerning’to
morrow', and |he solicitude with wliich men 
and women watch for them, are so pathetic 
that they are almost tragic.

Accompanying this new phase of life is an 
indifference to theology and to conventional 
worship. -Preachers are not apparently aware 
of the changes that are staking place in the 
public mind. They wonder why their pews 
are not filled and attribute it to the indiffer
ence of the people to spiritual things. But 
when two tables are spread, one with food that 
satisfies., the other with food that fails to do so, 
it is not surprising that the hungry go where 
they can get what they want; and it is mere 
blindness for the preacher to declare that no 
one is hungry beoause- no one asks for the food 
he provides. There is no love .of theplogy, 
no reverence for creeds in this generation, but 
there is a longing for information on the sub
jects indicated. And if the clergyman insists 
on theological discussion he simply imperils 
his usefulness. ••

The new thought is not always wise, and 
frequently it is marked with recklessness and a 
want of common sense. What is called Spirit
ualism, ¿nd Theosophy, and Christian Science, 
and a score of other names, is simply a cry for 
help. We may not accept any one of the theo
ries which are advocated, we may find fault 
with them all as being pertly alluring and 
partly hideous—that is a matter of small con
sequence. Watch the patient crowds that at
tend meetings where such subjects are treated 
and you will soon discover that a great relig
ious revolution, is in silent progress. That 
fact is one to which a thoughtful man must 
give his attention, for it constitutes a sign of
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It is not prudent to be over hasty in judg
ment. The wise man has no prejudices. 
What he thinks is wrong may turn out to be 
right, and charity will save him many a pang. 
This is a large world, and its mysteries are 
as yet unsolved. You have no right to say, 
“Believe as I do.” That is tyranny and folly. 
There are other brains besides yours, and prob-

'THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH; OR DEA TH 
JL und Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death. Heaven and Hell. “By Moeen Hull. This little 
pamphlet Is devoted to an exposition of the spiritual
istic idea of death, heaven and hell, ae contrasted 
with the common cburcbly idea on the same subject. 
The name of the author U a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject la well handled. Forsal^at this office» 
Price, 10 cents.

ably as good as yours. 1

To the Editor:—The following sentiments 
—an editorial in the New York Herald—show 
the trend of the secular press:

. aij age of religious inquiry.
But the greatest of these is charity.—i. Cor. 

xiii. 13.
The future historian, now in his swaddling 

clothes, will find himself very much interested 
in this last half of the nineteenth century and 
pronounce it unique in many important partic
ulars.

In the matter of material development it is 
a marvel, and in the matter of spiritual re
search it holds a position of unrivaled excel
lence.

The laws of nature have been lassoed, tamed j 
and broken to harness. The resources of | 
steam, which our grandfathers explored, which 
made them feel that they had stumbled on a 
series of miracles, and which changed the 
complexion of the world’s commerce, forcing 
our white-winged fleet of sailing vessels to 
come to anchor and give way to the magician 
who hid himself in the bunker of anthracite 
coal—these resources are well nigh exhausted. 
The winds as a propelling power have become 
obsolete, have taken their place among the 
genii, the myths, the superstitions of the past. 
Steam is striking its tents and will soon fall 
into innocuous desuetude. Our needs have 
grown so pressing that it can no longer supply 
them. During the next fifty years it will be
come a reminiscence. The electric spark is to 
be the working energy of the twentieth cen
tury. It has just crossed our threshold with 
letters of introduction from students of scien
tific prestidigitation, and we have only had 
time to look at its face and its stature and to 
note its aggressive bearing; but it would not 
be strange if it were to achieve wonders which 
our children's children will regard with awe 
and admiration.

The world is not loitering; it is taking long 
strides. One wishes to live while these strange 
things are happening; for to die just now is 
like leaving the theatre when the play is half 
finished. •

But no less marvelous are the spiritual signs 
of the times. It might be safely asserted that 
there never was an age of such religious fer
vor as this. We are not optimists, but im
partial critics, when we say that the average 
man is more interested in finding out whether 
or no he has a soul, and if so, what is to be
come of it, than ever before. The largest hall 
in New York can be readily filled if the sub
ject discussed is the certainty of two worlds 
and the possibility of communication between 
them. The observer of current: opinion-is 
amazed at the attractive quality of these and 
similar topics, and is forced to.the conclusion 
Jhat the general appetite for. information Icon; 
earning the future hu become .almost abnor-

If men are searching for truth in any direc
tion, encourage them. To have a desire to 
know the truth is itself elevating and enno
bling, and if they have taken the wrong road 
they will find it out and return. If crowds 
like to hear a discourse on the destiny of the 
soul, let them gather in whatever numbers they 
please. Ring the bells for them, even though 
you do not go yourself. Call it theosophy or 
what not; who cares if men are helped by it? 
Don’t drink unless you are thirsty; but it is 
not necessary to grumble at others who are 
thirsty, and therefore drink. Go your waj’ 
with your own thoughts, but do not forget 
that your neighbor has the same right to go 
his way with his thoughts.

But the greatest of these is charity.
The above thoughts scintillate like diamonds 

when seen in the secular press; but when pub
lished in a Spiritualist paper, they seem com-
monplace, for they are recognized by all Spir 
itualists as everyday sentiments. Jus Tice.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and Modern'[Spirit< 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of "The Contrast," "Which," "Letters to Elfiag 

Mlles Grant," "Both Sides," "That Terrible 
Question," "Wolf in Sheep’s

Clothlug," Etc:, Etc.

This book Is what Its title indicates—“Tax Quxstiow 
Settlkd. tin Careful Compsrlaon of Biblical and 
Modern Splrl JIbid." We give below only a partial 
list of the content* of each chapter:

Chavtkb 1 -Thu Adaptation of Spiritualism to ths 
Wauls of Humaolty.—No argument so goud as that of 
Adaptation. Religious must adapt themselves io Men. 
Religion« aud Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
AftcnLlfe. Two contradictory Chains of Thought 1n . 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers 1u Doubt as to e 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of his Immortality. Dying Minister In Despair, 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter 11—Tho Mornl Tendency of Spiritualism.—
A Naturul Query. .Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every neiv System passes an Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purities. Wbut (rood lifts bpti*« 
Itus^in doue. Opponents unfair. Immorality in the 
Churches. Rcllgloua Systems not responsible for 

‘ i Errors of their Adherents. Nono Perfect. All are 
God-maker«. Men worship their own Opinions,x, . , —. ... — M • •••• • - * ' —— -■ - - - - —   . —
Shortcomings of Blblo Salma. Jewish Church. Ie*. 
Umouy of Ji-rrinlnh.

ChAt-TKit 111—Blhlo Doctrlor of Angel Mfnlstry.—
,. - , - , , ... .. , A ( -uimou Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Term*motive outside Of Itself: It only requires op- • -Mail au<l “Augfl." Attg<-1 Men visit Abraham. Lot, 

CoA,«a VlloS Joshua. The Host, of the Lord. An Angol appears toporiunibj .—ueorge JbllOl. - Ghb-on; toMunuairawlf.; Is Introduced to Manoah.
V,. , , , . ,, - , ... Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium.Rich rogues alway fancy that their children c,n>.ri<-ihn<iiaManandAngci. The stouo roiiea from

Cruelty, like every other vice, requires no

a

will inherit only the wealth and, none of the pm*r. of spiritu.H.m-
sin.—Theo. Winthrop.

Give a boy address and accomplishments, 
and you give him the mastery of palaces and 
fortunes where he goes. —Emerson.

Rogues are always found out in some way. 
Whoever is a wolf will act as a wolf; that is 
the most certain of things.—Fontaine.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
ÖR ' •

DIAL PLANCHÉTTE.
This instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous inftstigatora, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the plancbette, both In regard to the. cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who wer® 
not aware of their medlumistic gift have, after a few 
■iUlngs, been able to receive astonishing cotnmunlca- 
tiohs from their departed friends.

Caph D.B. Edwards, Orient,‘K. Y„ writes* “I bad 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, evenfrom the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown tn the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved tome that Spirit
ualism is indeed true, and the commtmicatlons have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
I have had of son, daughter. And their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 
name familiar to those Interested In psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test It the 
first opportunity I may have. It U very simple In 
principle and construction, and 1 am suremUit be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now Id use. 
1 beiievfeit will generally -supersede 'the latter when 
Its superior merits become .known," • . .

A. rrMHIer, journalist add poet, fn'att editorial no
tice of the Instrument tn bis paper^ the Worthington 
(Mian ) Advance, says: ‘'“TbePsycbographTs ah Im- 
proremeni «Pon the ptcxcUftte. bsvlOgn dial andUev 
tera, with * few words, oo that very, little ‘Power’ Is 
apparently Required to give the cobnfiuufcattohs.'~We 
du not hesitate to recommend It to an.who care to lest 

. tbo question whether spirits canYetfirn and’communl- 
•cate/’ .............. - - ' • ...... .

- Just what Investigators want.’ ■ Botti ft circle» w»dl 
-Price, by.man, free with full difscUwu'far Mfc iuXL- 
TwwlrwWrtWi -2- - - - •. -

Spiritual rifttprm. Three propositions. Man has a 
Spiritual Afitfire. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Mau. Source <>f Evidence. Biblical Testimony, tit ho. 
ZeplHtulali. Pitpal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer nil. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
lllusiruilou. Man Double. Two Fathers. TwoSources 
ot Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V-Tbo Birth of the Spirit.—All Subjects 
Important. “Ye must be boru again." Nicodemus* 
Quandarv. A Minister's Opinion. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus'Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible 

। agahist It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body.
Opinion the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. of Jesus. 
objectluQH answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Chrlrn a Flesh.

Chwtf.r VI-Are Wo Infidels?—RapId^Growtb of 
SpirituaiiMn. The "Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors la 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. Ail bo* 
Heve Parts, and no one believes All, of the Bible.' 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Bo* 
Hevers sre. The true Test. Works. The Coinmisstoiu 
End of the World not vtU- Jowiah and Christian age. 
Prcachhu:. Baptism, and Slgus go together. la Christ 
In the Church?

Chapter Vil—Are We Deluded?- «A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
Arc Into each other. "Kettle Story." Resultoftho 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving tho 
World. Are God and the Devil Partner«? 1« it just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves God' 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent our. Did God 
doll? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. Th® Lord coming.^ . 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position ir). Spiritualism will not "down.".. “Old. 
SplJ tfooi

Chaftkr V]II—Objections Answered.—Objection! 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph.' Objec
tion to Abylitlonism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
prove» Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to tho 
Dend for Knowledge. Law Indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Law good in 
Its Place, and for its Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
not an Infinite God. He Incited the Jews to Crime.

। Price, $1.00. Sent Post-oald.
I--------------------- -------------------------------------------------------- .
j TT1BLF. MARVEL WORKERS. BY 
; D Allen Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Pried 
; 75 cents.

LIBERAL LECTURES. BY if. B.
French They tn worth their Infold.

Price, paper, 50 cents.

7^77? COXTRAST. EVANGELICAL^ 
1 t<m nnd Spiritualism Compared. By Moses Hull

A WOi'i v* rare merit- Price 11.00.

f^OSPEL OF NATCRE. SY M. Z. .
V7 Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. AhookrepiotewitM 

spiritual truths. Price <1,00.

rTVDJES IX THEOSOPHY; HIS- 
O toriual and practical. A manual for the people. ... 
By W. J. Colville. Valuable to those investigating 
Theosophy. Price tl.50.
^THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEL. ■

A uge. Something yon should have to refer to. Bf • 
James M. McCann. Price 15 cents. - ■.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT^ 
(-ATHERED FROM THE TREE OB 
VZ Life.. Containing some of theexperienc.es of a 
spirit who has been lu spirit life fifty-seven years.
B-E-Litchfield. .This work of 2-S7 pages containsi ' 
vast fund of Information. It give« tho -experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson Is learned.' 
He visita thê homes of t-Ne fallen, seeking to bless some 

. of them, ala soliloquy, as be enters the dark valley, la 1 
very Interesting. Ho accosts a sorrowing spirit, and ) 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress.
Hie philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. Thti '
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CLUBS! IMPOBTANT SUGGESTION!
Ai there are thousands who will at llrrt venture 

only twenty-five cents lor The Progressive Thinker 
thirteen weeks, we would Buggest.tothoiO'WhDTeaeive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
theiu, and timei be able to remit Iromtl to »10, or even 
more than the latter aum. A Urge number of little 
wnoirnu will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of pur labor ana uiefnlneta, The same .sug
gestion win apply in all cases of renewal of .subscrlD 
t!ons--6oUcitothere to aid in the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever 1n Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for The Pbogmebsive Thinker; 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information Imparted therein each week, and At 
the price of only about two cents per week.

| A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Genta
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we i an 

glveyouioriicentsV Just pause and think for ano
inent what an intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnlaJi you. The subscription price at Tfi« Pro
gressive Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent teamed!- 
iiDi-slxedbook!

Take Notice.
At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued. Uobllls will bment for ex- 
Ixa numbers.

I* you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and .errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, and misslngaumiberseupplled gratis.

■ 4w Whenever yon desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
It Is .then pent, or the change cannot be made.

Washington, Iowa, Jan. 15.—At a 
revival' at Wellman, in this county, a 
saloon-keeper was converted. To im
press the'public with his sincerity he 
invited them to a grand salvation bon
fire in the public park at 3 o'clock in the 
afternoon. When the hour arrived 
nearly - 5,000 persons were gathered 
around a pyre composed of billiard and- 
gaming tables, counters, • side-boards 
and other fixtures of the ex-saloon-keep
er’s whisky palace. Prayers were of
fered by local clergymen, and the pile 
was fired by the owner.

During'a long life we recall but one'

a
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Unreliability of Chronology.
He who has given no special attention 

to historical dates, will be interested in 
a hurried review of the subject. Prob
ably he will find that all is not as it 
seems.

We begin with the proposition that 
all chronological tables extant antedat
ing the Crusades are worthless; that 
they aro only guessds at best, with few 
facts on which to predicate them. Sa
cred • books,' like profane ones, are 
everywhere at fault. Priestly scribes, 
when-they began to turn their attention 
to dates, started out with the postulate 
that the world was but recently created, 
and was immediately thereafter peopled 
with man. Christian writers, who en
grafted their system on the Judean, to 
accommodate their views to certain 
Egyptian millenniums, made Jesus ap
pear at the beginning of the fifth thou
sand years. All intermediate dates were 
predicated upon these two events—the 
creation and the birth of Jesus—and 
scholars have been floundering in the 
quagmire of ancient ignorance and 
priestly frauds, trying to reconcile dates 
and make them harmonize with the 
chronology gathered from their sacred 
books.

■ The inscriptions on the monuments, 
on which data ancient history is to be 
reconstructed, furnish no evidence as 
to the time they were made, or of the 
period of the world in which the events 
therein recorded occurred. The pyra
mids and the Sphinx are there, little 
changed from what they were when an- 
thentic history commenced. The ages 
which preceded, as those which have 
followed their erection, are really bar
ren of reliable dates. The wisest and 
the most ignorant are only guided by 
conjecture.

The clergy, with the Bible in hand, 
and building creeds on its teachings, 
uncertain of its authorship, disregard
ing the numberless chasms in its rec
ords, and heedless of its improbable oc
currences, have taken it as a base on 

■ Which all modern systems of chronology 
have been founded. A name ondmonu- 

• Inent has been tortured into a resem- 
। 'blance to a Hebrew name, and the date 
luff the Bible event having been agreed 
i upon, the events connected with that 
name are made to synchronize with the 

. fictitious chronology.
I ■That we are not mistaken in this 
Statement as to the unreliability of sa
Cred chronology, and, incidentally of 

<our present system built upon it, we 
quote from Kitto’s Cyclopedia of Bibli
cal Literature, article Chronology:

I "The knowledge of the Hebrews in 
। chronology rested altogether on appear
ances; not a trace of anything like a 
scientific view is to be found in their 
literature. The books of the Old Tes- 
tement recognize none of the great 
eras which other nations have employed. 
Nor is it until the first book of Macca
bees [written after B. C. 135] that any 
such guide is found. Times and periods 
are for the most part left relatively un
determined; and consequently it is 
difficult, if not impossible, to establish 
any satisfactory chronology for the suc
cession of events in the history of the 
Hebrew people. . . The birth of the 
Savior of the world probably took place 
somewhat earlier than the date which 
ia usually assigned to it. . . The 
use of the Christian era was introduced 
in the 6th century; in France it was 
first employed in the 7th. About the 
8th it was generally adopted. . . The 
use of the era did not become universal 
in Christendom until the I5th century.” 

Before the 15th century confusion and 
uncertainty of dates are universal. The 
best scholars are the most confounded. 
Those who adopt everything they find 
in the books as authentic avoid this per
plexity. They forget that all of our 
books prior, to the 15th century are the 
productions of priests; that those priests 
were Roman Catholic; that they lied, 
forged whole books, interpolated others, 
and destroyed whatever was in their 

: way; that there is no publication extant

similar instaneb'to the foregoing. In 
that ease ruin, pecuniary and -social, was 
staring the subject in;the face, and the 
course he purspg^ was his only earthly 
salvation. In the caee mentioned above 
the inquiry may . arise; Did the .convert 
sacrifice his own goods? Was he not 
in-debt for theml and instead of making 
a personal aaerifice, «this own cost, was: 
it not at the expense of his creditors? 
His business’!^ Jowa was under the ban 
of law. His saloon and gaming table, 
must have rendered Ijim odious jin a law. 
abiding community. Instead of placat
ing offended heaven, was he not trying 
to reinstate himself in the good graces 
of those he had outraged? -

We love to note reform that carries, 
with it well-doing. We would that' 
every thief restore his stolen goods; 
every offender make full restitution; the’ 
liar cease his falsehoods, and publicly 
retract his slanders; the wrong-doer of 
every grade cease to do evil, and always 
after do well. But who hears the mur
derer on the gallows lamenting the fate 
of his victim? He never expresses re
gret that he sent an unprepared soul to 
hell, though sure of eternal joys for 
himself. His own ransom is the burden 
of his prayei’s, the goal of his atpbition.

When the church shall compel its 
converts to be just; shall teach them 
there is no salvation while the repentant 
sinner still enjoys the benefit of his 
crime; that the atoning blood of Jesus 
cannot save the guilty; that worthy ac
tions, not professions of faith, are the 
only passports to salvation, then we may 
hope lor real reform. But the silly cleri
cal saying, “Jesus paid it all,” only in-

. A Coincidence.
When Gen. Lew Wallace’s book, “The 

Prince of India,” was issued almost 
simultaneously with the beginning of 
the Parliament of Jtehgions at Chicago, ; 
many people all over the world marked 
the coincidence and commented upon it. 
The coincidence is this: Gen. Wallace 
had been at work on his book for a dozen 
or more years. In it the Wandering 
Jew is one of the principal characters. 
He has a plan which aims at the univer
sal brotherhood of man and the unity of 
religions. This plan he lays before Em
peror Constantine at Constantinople,and. 
the author devotes several chapters to 
unfolding the comprehensive scheme' 
of the Wandering Jew and his argu
ments. Now, the purpose of the Par
liament of Religions was to bring all re
ligions into actual touch and pave the 
way to a unity of religions. The simul
taneous assembling, therefore, of the 
Parliament of Religions and the publi-, 
cation of the book seemed to many a 
marvelous coincidence.—Chicago Tri
bute.

We cannot afford space for the specu-1 
lative conjectures recorded in the Tri
bune. Our own opinion-is that it is one 

-of those incidents which occur in every 
similar crisis when the minds of men 
are impressed by a power-which they 
cannot always define themselves, and 
which they do not understand sufficient-! 
ly to appreciate the work of co-opera
tors. In proof of this see their indiffer-: 
enee to modern Spiritualism, tfie great
est factor in this grand work of redeem
ing the world from superstition, and has 
done more in the last half century than 
all the churches and their alliances and 
Parliament put together. j

We would not detract frbm the praise 
due to the projectors and managers of 
this Parliament by insinuating that the 
Wandering Jew had something to do 
with it. That is all romance, and does 
its work well in showing the mischief 
done by religious factions in the past, 
and herein lies the great value of the 
book in its simultaneous appearance 
with the Parliament of Religions. Spir
itualists will see how all things work 
together for good.

WON’T BE BRIDLED.
Nor Allow a Bit in his Mouth.

Aud Don’t You Forget it!

duces to further crime, and fills 
world with hypocrites.

Blue Laws in Africa.

the

Mr. Bent, in his explorations in “The

“Fraudulent Mediums.”'
W. S. Clemens, of Columbus, Ohio, 

sends us “¿senate Bill No. 69.” It reads 
as follows:
A BILL TO PUNISH FRAUDULESt^ME-

DIUMS. " '

Section 1. Be it enacted by due General 
Assembly of die State of Ohio, That any 
person or persons holding him or herself 
to be a medium, who at any private or 
public seance or exhibition is found in 
the act of producing fraudulent mani
festations, and also those who help or 
are there for the purpose of being the 
tool of said medium, shall, upon con
viction thereof, be fined in any sum not 
exceeding one hundred dollars ($100) 
nor less than twenty-five dollars ($25), or

Mr. Bent, in his explorations in “The । be imprisoned in the workhouse fora 
Ruined Cities of Mashonaland,” in period not exceeding three months nor 
southeast Africa, in telling of his ad_'!eSB ^an thii-ty days, or both fine and 
ventures en route to the field of his la" 
bors, mentions the finding of a “notice” 
posted by the wayside, In the language 
of the country, which, rendered in Eng
lish, read thusly:

“I, Batuen, chief of Ba-Ngwatetse, 
hereby give notice to mj' people, and all 
other people, that no wagons shall enter 
or leave Kanya on Sunday.

“September 28, 1889.”
Such regard for the sacred Sunday, 

and determination to prevent its dese
cration, give ample assurance that the 
missionary with his whiskey had trav
eled in the Dark Continent in advance
of the explorer. It is told of a similar 
people, to bring themselves within the

imprisonment.
Sec. 2. This act shall take effect and 

be in force from and after its passage.
Alluding to the bill,Mr. Clemens says:
“Jt will naturally occur to any one 

that a bill for the punishment of fraud
ulent mediums should also have a clause 
for the protection of the genuine, which 
would be more respectable, emanating 
from as high functionary as a law-maker. 
How about that? By what means are 
we to determine who is fraudulent, 
without some way of investigating the 
subject? If not allowed -to practice, 
how is any one to know there is medi- 
umistic force in existence? The only 
way is for the gentlemen of law-making 
power to investigate (as many of them

requirements of the go^el it wls ™ doinf> and find what and h°w 
necessary to put away their excess of frame a aw to protect genuine mediums 
wives, good Christians being allowed and healel s- _
but one. The chief, when next visited There are ‘
by the holy man, hastened to inform 
him that he was a good Christian man:

“Me get rid of one of my wives.”
“What did you do with her?” in

quired the man of God.
“Me kill'and «at her." was the jubi-. 

lant reply. '.
It may be questioned if this was not a 

more humane method than turning 
them out without a home or friends, to 
starve.

There are ample laws already in ex-
istence to punish fraudulent mediums, 
the same as fraudulent ministers of the 
gospel, fraudulent merchants, fraudulent 
pretenders and tricksters. If it is 
clearly shown that a medium is im- 
posiftg upon the people, getting their 
money under the pretense of presenting 
genuine materializations, when he per
sonates the spirit in artificial robes, 
then he is guilty of getting money under

The Good' Are Damned.
Sir John Malcolm, in his sketches oí

Persia, tells of a servant of the English 
Factory at Bassorah, on the Persian 
Gulf, who, a Mohammedan on his death
bed, was order® to takp a glass of wine. 
He at first refused to take it, saying: “I 
cannot; it is forbidden by the Koran." 
Then, a little later: “Give me the wine; 
for it is written in that blessed book, 
all you unbelievers will be excluded 
from paradise. The experience of fifty 
years teaches me to prefer your society 
in the other world to any place to which 
I can be advanced with my own coun
trymen.”

So it seems it is not Christians only 
who damn the good, and people heaven 
with the vile.

Polnted.
That was a strong utterance of the 

Rev. Dr. Sprecher, of Cleveland, a 
while ago, when he said, in his pulpit:

“If Christ were on earth to-day I 
don’t know whether he would join the 
church or not. He certainly would not 
preach long in any pulpit without being 
charged with heresy, All the Christian 
denominations have different doctrines, 
and Christ could not agree with all of 
them. The laboring men 'say they do 
not come into the church because it has 
no Christianity in it. Well, they are 
pretty nearly right. The fact is, there 
is about as much real Christianity out
side the church as in it.”

We shall not controvert-, the Doctor’s 
position.

Don’t Encourage Them.
It is said a race of monkeys, in one of 

the provinces of China, makes earthen
ware, in which to' store wine of their! 
own manufacture. Don’t send mission
aries among them, else they will engage 
in distilling and drinking New England 
rum, and all the long train of resultant 
evils will speedily follow, ■

false pretenses—a penitentiary offense!

Lectures Not Orthodox.
Word comes from Washington. D. C., 

that the entire edition of the annual re
port of the Smithsonian Institute, num
bering 2,000 copies, will have to be 
expurgated before the report sees the 
light of day. It was found just before 
the report was to be placed in the 
hands of the binders that it contained 
matter that would shock the national 
ideas of orthodoxy, and bring about no 
one knows what disturbances between 
Church and State. The objectionable 
matter was concentrated in two lectures 
by well-known Washington scientists.
hOne of the lectures was by Prof. W. J, 

McGee, of the geological survey, and 
the other was by Prof. Lqster Ward, of 
the Smithsonian. The offense in each 
was trenching on the teachings of the 
orthodox church. They were accord
ingly cut out.

Both papers were of a rather abstruse 
scientific nature, the one by Prof. Ward 
being on the “phyiiological man." Prof. 
Ward, in common with a number of 
modern scientists, is of the opinion that 
all mental exhibitions are the result of 
physiological action, a materialistic 
view of brain phenomena not exactly in 
accord with the old orthodox theory.

Prof. McGee’s lecture was more popu
lar, treating of the growth of the earth, 
its maturity and decline through the 
ages, as a parallel of the life of an indi
vidual, but the general tenor of the re
marks was to cast some reflections on 
the supposition of a special creation and 
showed a decided leaning toward the 
theory of evolution. Some of the par
ticularly offensive paragraphs of the 
lecture suggested, in fact, the possibility 
that the theory of ’ evolution would be 
one day universally adopted; but one of 
the crowning offenses, which seemed to

ETCHINGS BY THE WAY—A GOOD WORD 
FOR THE FRIENDS ÍN MICHIGAN.

The month of January was spent in 
Michigan; the Sundays in Grand Rapids, 
and several of the week days in Ghe san- 
ing, Owosso and Hart. I have no evil 
report to bring-from any of these places. 
In Grand Rapids the audiences about 
doubled while I was there, and all 
seemed sorry when the time had coiné 
for me to move on. I had spoken several 
times before in Chesaning, but the course 
given there this time seemed to' give 
better satisfaction than ever before.. 
They have organized not only Sunday 
meetings there, but a Lyceum as well. 
Brother Brooks I believe set that ball ih 
motion. . ' ■ ■ :

Brother Willis Miller and his-good 
wife, publishers, of the Chesaning 4lW> 
are always at work. They, never fail, in 
season and out of season, ■ to make their 
paper speak out on all reform -questions 
with no uncertain sound. Spiritualism 
was as unpopular when I. went to Ches
aning five years ago as it could be; but 
the people have come to admire thd in
tegrity of Brother and Sister Miller. 
They stand much higher In that commu
nity to-day, than any minister in the lit
tle city. ...........

I could only give one lecture in Owosso 
though they would have -liked a' fialfi- 
dozen or more. I have promised whén I 
return to Grand Rapids this coming au
tumn to visit both Chesaning and Owbtso.

I was called to Hart.' There the court 
house was full, and they fill regretted 
that I could only stay two evenings. I 
have also promised to see them again as 
soon as I can make a date for then). The 
society in Grand Rapids added fifteen 
names to its membership at my last 
meeting. ; ,

The “Wolverines” are workers; no 
one need have any fears for the catise in 
that State. Dr. Batdorf, the president 
of the Grand Rapids society, is the right 
man in the right place. Hon. L,, V. 
Moulton is doing a good work npt only. 
as president of the State Association, 
but as lecturer, he seldom allows a. Stin- 
day to go by without going out tí> lee-, 
ture... - ' . • ’!

Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jackson lives in 
Grand J^apids, but i.s not often at home 
on Sunday, only when she ¡Speaks |n the, 
city. She has not married, intb ob
scurity; her voice will be hexrd for 
many years to-come. f

1 was very glad to see President Bar
rett’s explanation to the prefade to Mrs. 
Richmond’s paper, prepared for the 
World’s Parliament of Religions, vNo 
one will be able to misundqrsjand it. It 
has the true ring. “ ' .

Neto Thought has been delayed by a 
trouble my printer got into, but the 
readers will see it in a few days now, I 
hope for no more .delays or printer's 
mistakes.

I speak during February and March 
in Anderson, Ind.; April and May in 
San Jose, Cal.;'in June I will fill some 
of the numerous calls in California or 
Oregon. July 6 to 22 I speak in the New 
Era, Oregon, camp. I would like week
day work in the vicihity tef my Sunday 
labors. '

Everywhere I go I hear good words 
for The Progressive Thinker.

I ought to say before I close this 
epistle that while I was in Hart, Mich., 
Farmer Riley, of Marcellus, Mich., ran 
away from home and work, and came to 
Hai't. He volunteered to give one 
sitting for my benefit. I wish all me
diums were as honest as I believe him 
to be.

My friend, Irvin S. Anderson, wrote 
me a letter, in the dark, in his own 
handwriting, and in his own inimitable 
style. Several forms appeared, who 
were recognized by the sitíete, ’ I 
thought I saw my sister, but not plain 
enough to say I could not be mistaken 
in the matter. \ .

I see in a recent number of The Pro
gressive Thinker, my good friend, E. 
Bach, wants to put bits into the mouths 
of -our speakers who attend the camps. 
Come on with your muzzles! but when 
you get there, Í know one speaker who 
will be counted out, as he has been be
fore.

1 have paid too dearly for my freedom 
to speak what I think', to give it up at 
the nod and beck of those who have sore 
corns they are afraid some one will hurt.

If I do not stop writing I fear I will 
say something. Good-by.

Moses Hull.

“The Nigfht the Light.Went Oat”
The Progressive Thinker, as its 

multitude of readers will admit, has 
published some very fine and interest
ing ’ stories. We have commenced 
another which, we think, will be pro-, 
nounced one of the most charming ever 
written. “The Night the Light Went 
Out” will hold the attention of the 
readers with a fascinating power, from 
beginning to end, with its realistic de
scriptions of some ugly phases of the 
methods of a false and unscrupulous 
Church with its victims and. dupes; and 
of the ways and means employed by 
good spirits and good men combined to 
circumvent and defeat the designs of 
evil-minded persons, and bring about 
the triumph of justice and right. ;

SPIRITUALISM.
A Disorganizer and Renovator.

Spiritualism has ever been a disorgan
izer and renovator to all other isms to 
which its principles are opposed, Its 
truths have ever pounded at the doors 
of superstition and bigotry, until at last 
every door has been opened, and every 
bigot made to feel the potency of her 
power. To-day, after the lapse of [ess 
than half a century, her orators are 
heard in all countries, and in all tongues 
upon the globe, and her grand philoso
phy is being taught in almost every con
ceivable phase of expression, reaching 
the high and the low; the wise old sci
entist In his Investigating sanctum, ¿nd 
the humble and devout Christian, whose 
thinking is done by proxy, and like the 
grass of the plains in a simoon, the old 
creed-bound world is being cured. Noth
ing argues more for her liberating pro
pensity than a peep into the churches of 
to-day, by one of sufficient years to re
member the sulphuric odor that used to 
permeate every church in the land, even 
thirty years ago.

Her manifestations have no preferred 
places to occur—as well in a pious and 
shivering, hell-fearing orthodox family, 
or as a picture in the window of a Roman 
Catholic church; and now it is a remark
ably ignorant, isolated, priest-ridden be
ing who has no knowledge or well- 
grounded belief as to a Spirit-sphere, 
and the presence of his departed friends 
and relatives.

It has brought comfort and solace to 
both mortal ¿nd immortal souls. It 
watches the wrong-doer, and tells him 
there is a hereafter, and proves it; and 
somewhere a reward for the good, and a 
just postponement of his possibilities, 
for the wrong, the Injury done to others.

Slowly and proudly she ploughs the 
high seas of life, parting the billows of 
error and superstition, safely landing 
her freight of souls upon the shores of 
earth and the broad banks of eternity. 
To and fro she plies between the new 
and the old, the mortal and the immor
tal worlds, laying to at the wharf of 
earth, for her precious load to the im
mortal shore. •

Spiritualism is all this and more, much 
more, and still a disorganizer of all op
posing forces. No priests to hold a mo
nopoly on God and the heavenly home; 
no infallible pope, or tyrannical creed, 
to manacle her liberty. Spiritualism 
claims the universe as her home, and 
the inhabitants of all planets as her peo
ple; Nature as her God, and the sensi
tives as her means of communication 
between the inner and the outer world. 
She claims no immaculate conceptions; 
bows at no human shrine in worship, 
and therefore, in a certain acceptation 
of the term, is not a religion; yet it 
holds to the divine in all things, and 
evolution by gradation of forms, and the 
inworking of the inanimate, and the 
out working of animate things or objects. 
Where is there a higher worship than 
that felt by the soul in the beauties and 
grandeur of this vast universe of life, 
liberty and love? Where a grander re
ligion than that which teaches thé high
est order of morality here, and the pos
sibility of the inter-communication be
tween the intelligences of all inhabited 
spheres, astral or spiritual.

No power on earth can stay the prog
ress of this great power that is surging, 
and pulling at the walls of all other re
ligions and beliefs of the world, and 
soon will be incorporated in each as a 
a basic part and do its work of liberating 
and spiritualizing from within.

A Remarkable Document.
Catholicism the world over, is tne

have caught even the eye 
ordinate copy-reader in the 
of the manuscript, ovas the 
creator with a small c.

of the sub
preparation 
spelling .of

Disappointment
The husbandman-of human hearts am £ 

Older than all the tillers of the soil, 
I’ve seen the hopes of proudest meh re

coil, .
And expectation pales as I passed by. 
All lands are mine. Of people low and 

high ■
I gather tribute. Of his daily toil ■ 
Not one refuses when I take the spoil. 

Though breaking hearts are vainly won
dering why,

Yet when I’ve plowed about the. roots of 
pride, ' .

Blown with my cold winds till treak 
faith was strong. . ' “ • ■ ! (

Drenched till’ the heart was moistened 
through and through. '

And all its powers of fruitfulness were 
tried. ■ ■

The hearts of men from sighing turned 
to song;’ ■ ■ ■ '

For life gained meaning that they never 
knew. — Christian Be^er,

?W0RKERS,D0IN&S,ETC.i
THESPIRITUALISTC FIELD

same, and what the priest says in South 
America he would say if he dared in 
these United States. Hence the signifi
cance of the following paragraph which 
was printed and circulated as a handbill 
at Leon, the capitol of Nicaraugua:

Attention, Catholics! The wolf of 
Protestantism has found its way into the 
Catholic flock. A minister of the sect 
of Luther and Voltaire is in Leon, ac
companied by various mercenaries, who 
are busy selling in the streets, Protes
tant Bibles and a false book of the gos
pels. Scorn these propagandists of a 
sect divorced from the Catholic church. 
Let us hurl them away. No law author
ized their coming here. Liberty of wor
ship does not exist here. Nicaraugua 
belongs to God; Protestantism to the 
devil. Away with them!

The Baptist Union, publishing the 
above, says: "It is difficult to believe 
that such sentiments are being promul
gated in this the last of the nineteenth 
century, on the soil of the New World." 

: The editor of that religious sheet, 
need not go out of the United States to 
find teachers of such sentiments. In 
fact, missionaries need not go to* Africa 
to find heathens. Less preaching and 
more teaching is demanded. The blow 
the Catholics aim at the public schools, 
if dealt, is the Nation’s death. The 
only hope of the continuance of free-
dom in this country is the education 
thé ignorant stratum which are held 
mental slavery by the priests.

' ' A Priest’s Disgrace.
An item from Duluth, Minn.,

of 
in

states
that Jan. 20, James E. Connelly, the ex
priest of Two Harbors, who was con
victed of Committing rape on one of 
his congregation, Julia Sutherland, was 
sentenced to twenty years and three 
months in State prison. The court-room 
was crowded to hear the verdict, which 
is generally accepted as propel. Con
nelly attempted to make ah extenuating 
statement, but was stopped by Judge 
Lewis. Every possible attempt has 
been made to secure a new trial, but 
-without avail. -

Remember, everyone, that on account ot 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be Inserted if 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure in publishing the movements ot lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few Unes explanatory of thé good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting in a dozen 
lines, giving a “general survey” or the glori
ous work being done.

Hon. L. V. Moulton, president, desires 
the address of all live and working Spir
itualists and societies in Michigan, so 
that he can send them circulars from 
time to time. Mr. Moulton is a splendid 
lecturer and efficient worker, and we 
hope that all the societies and Spiritual
ists in the State will flood him with 
postals giving him their postoffice 
address.

D. O. Wilhelm, of Denver, Colorado, 
writes: “John Slater, the noted test 
medium, has been holding forth in our 
city, at Warren hall, every Sunday af
ternoon and evening. Notwithstanding 
a charge of 25 cents at the door, late 
comerscannoteven get in, and so have 
to go away. Mr. Slater’s tests are of a 
nature that no skeptical mind can cavil 
at—names, facts and descriptions are 
given with great rapidity, and invaria
bly to those who are visitors to the hall 
for the first time. Leading divines, 
editors of the daily press, supreme 
jugdes, lawyers aud leading officers of 
the United States army, are regular at
tendants at our meetings, having been 
convinced of the truth through personal 
hints given them by Mr. Slater. The 
meetings will be continued every 
Sunday evening.”

F. R. Stanton writes jn commendation 
of Dr. C. W. Peters, who has delivered 
over one hundred lectures in Louisville, 
Ky. He is a natural orator and an ex
cellent psychometrist. The Louisville 
papers have, in several instances, given 
verbatim reports of his lectures. He 
has won many friends.

Bishop A. Beals writes: “The Mid
Winter Fair opened auspiciously here 
Saturday the 27th, with the blare of 
trumpets, music and military and civic 
parade. The crowd of people exceeded 
anything that ever gathered together in 
this city. The sun shone resplendant, 
glinting with glory the spires and 
domes of the magic city that now sits 
like a dream amid palms and tropical 
plants near the entrance way of Golden 
Gate Park. Flags and streamers of 
every nation floated from spire and 
mast, and gave a welcome to the world. 
The scene was a brilliant opening and 
encouraging to the projectors of the 
enterprise, and although the exposition 
is not in complete readiness, yet enough 
has been done to warrant the people in 
the confidence of its success and great 
benefit io this State. I have engaged 
to speak for the society at Oakland,Cal., 
the Sundays of February and can be ad
dressed at this city 252A 3d street.

H. W. McCune favors us with a very 
encouraging reportof the First Spiritual 
Society of Los Angeles, Cal. Dr. N. F. 
Ravlln has been lecturing every Sundaj’ 
afternoon and evening during thepast 
two months to large and appreciative 
audiences. The Grand Opera House 
has just been rented for three months. 
It has one of the finest and most commo
dious halls in the city. With Dr. Ravlin 
as lecturer, with tests by the best me
diums to he found, and with music fur
nished under the direction of the finest 
musician on the Coast—Prof. Carlyle 
Petersilea—and the free admission, 
Mr. McCune thinks the best interests 
of the cause and the society will be 
assured.

W. H. Bach is thinking of taking a 
trip to the Pacific Coast and would be 
pleased to hear from individuals or so
cieties desiring his services either on 
the platform or for private work in de
veloping mediumship and teaching 
mesmerism. Charges will be made as 
reasonable as possible. Address him at 
1,855 Penn Ave., Denver; Col., or care 
Pacific Coast Spiritualists, San Fran
cisco, Cal.

H. R. Wardell is now doing most ex
cellent work at Milwaukee, Wis. He 
seems to be an efficient as well as an en
thusiastic worker. His address is No. 
603 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis., 
where he can be addressed for engage
ments.

Remember, please, that there is a 
freat pressure on the columns of The 

ROGRESSIVE Thinker in consequence 
of its large ciculation, hence we cannot 
publish long reports of meetings. These 
seven columns of items are made from 
reports sent into us, some of which have 
been cut down from several pages in 
order to find space. We are glad to 
publish items from any society, but it 
will be a waste of your time to send 
long reports. '

Whilst reading the story “A Witch of 
the Nineteenth Century," and discuss
ing with a friend the feasibility of rein
carnation, messages purporting to be 
from Plato and Aristotle were olalr- 
audiently received by Maggie H. Cowan, 
of Moline, Ill. The thought of rein
carnation is declared to be revolting—to 
think that after passing one conscious 
life, perhaps, in sorrow,and degradation, 
we must again return to a martyrdom of 
earth-life. Reincarnation couïd be of 
no real usefulness to those spirits who 
have an earnest desire to lift their 
feUow-mortals from darkness. “Rein
carnation is a theory that is dragging 
down many a noble soul, who, if freed 
from the shackles of superstition could 
soar untrammeled upward in the beauty 
of liberal thought and elevation." ’

Mrs. John Lindsey, clairvoyant, 
trance, business and test medium and 
lecturer, will answer calls in the line 
of her work. At her home ih Grand 
Rapids, Mich., she is holding-Thursday

&

“i U

night meetings for general inquirers 
and investigators, open to all who come, 
and has a good attendance of thinking 
people. She also gives private readings 
daily.- Her address is N. W. corner 
Lyon and Ransom streets.

Mrs. Adah Sheehan has an engage
ment to lecture at Hamilton, Ohio, Feb
ruary 11. During March she lectures at. 
Indianapolis, Ind. The last two weeks 
in February she will be in this city, and 
will probably lecture here. She can be 
addressed for engagements at 113 IS. 
Fifth Street, Cincinnati, Ohio. We are 
glad to know that she is again actively 
in the work.

Mrs. E. A. Collier writes: “Show me 
the man who says: ‘I believe this because 
I was educated to believe it,’ and I will 
show you an ignoramus whose reasoning 
faculties have pot been awakened to 
their proper functions; one who knows 
not what freedom is: one who is a slave 
to the opinions of others. It is not be
ing honest with ourselves as men and 
women or to the great creation forc^ 
when we cease to think for ourselves-

L, P. writes from Seattle, Wash.) 
“Mrs. C. Cornelius was entranced at a 
recent meeting, by an ancient Hebrew, 
who took us back to his time, at Jerusai 
lem; spoke of the fearfully perverted 
conditions under which this world ia 
laboring; warned us most solemnly to ' 
lose no time about taking steps to pro
tect ourselves against the sting of the 
serpent (Romish Octopus); admonished 
us not to spend all our spare time worry
ing about the salvation of our souls, as 
they are indestructible, and earnestly , 
warned us to bend our efforts to the re
moval of the inhuman conditions that 
are bringing starvation and despair into 
the midst of a bountiful plenty. He also 
touched upon the future, and declared 
that there would be convulsions of na
ture as well as of present system«; that 
where mountains now stand, there would 
be valleys, etc., etc. I never heard such 
eloquence flow from the vocal organs of 
woman before. It is encouraging to add 
that every seat in the long hall was oc
cupied, and also a large portion of th» 
standing-room.”

Mrs. Delia Karcher writes to ask 
some good materializing medium to 
come to Deadwood, S. D.; also a good 
lecturer and platform test medium.

C. writes from Cleveland, Ohiot “The 
People's Spiritual Alliance celebrated 
the 157th Anniversary of Paine’s birth
day, on the evenings of-January 28 and 
30th. The event of the first named date 
was a stirring oration by the pastor, 
Mrs. H. S. Lake; the platform was 
adorned with flowers, and the portrait 
of Paine. The hall was well filled and 
the address, which bristled with facts 
and fancy, pathog and sarcasm, delivered 
in Nirs. Lake’s peculiar style, was en
thusiastically received. The evening of 
the30tl>was devoted to a beautifully 
served and bounteous banquet, contrib
uted by the ladies of the Alliance, and 
their friends. About two hundred 
guests partook of the feast, after which 
a literary entertainment was presented, 
and much enjoyed, and the evening’s 
exercises terminated with a hop, the 
number of attendants having now 
reached at least four hundred. All 
seemed to appreciate the occasion, and 
a general good feeling prevailed. No 
effort to insure success had been spared 
by the president, T. A. Black, and the 
vice-president, Mrs. A Muhlhauscr, 
with their able assistants. The Alliance 
is chartered, and with its settled pastor, 
has come to stay.”

Mrs. M. A. Jeffrey’s entertainment at 
■.Schlotthauer’s hall, this city, under the 
auspices of the North Side Spiritualist 
Society, was a very enjoyable affair, 
consisting of recitations, vocal and in
strumental music. Mrs. Jeffrey’s Ger
man control related his experience. A 
basket social will be given in the same 
hall, February 8. Ladies are expected 
to bring baskets with lunch for two, and 
gentlemen are expected to buy them 
and enjoy the pleasure of eating with 
the original owner.

Mrs. S. C. Scovell has returned from 
her Brodhead, Wis., engagement,-and 
will resume her Sunday afternoon and 
evening lectures at 11 North Ada street, 
this city. On Tuesday night, February 
6, same place, she will begin her second 
course of scientific lectures in psychic 
studies and mediumistic development, 
to bo continued every Tuesday night 
until the course of eight lectures is com
pleted. Regular studentsand transients 
admitted at any time during the course. 
Admission to each lecture 25c.

B. M. Knowles, president, writes: 
“The Spiritualists of Detroit have or
ganized a society called the First Spirit
ual Philosophical Society, of Detroit, 
with the following officers: Mrs. Nellie 
S. Baade, speaker; Mrs. B. M. Knowles, 
president; Mrs. Coquillard, vice-presi
dent; Mrs. O. B. Eaton, secretary; Mr. 
Baade, treasurer.”

Effie F. Josselyn, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., writes: “We have had, recently, 
the pleasure of a visit from Mrs. N. M. 
Russell, of Grand Ledge, Mich. Mrs. 
Russell is certainly one of the finest test 
mediums in the State for platform work 
as well as for private sittings. I n giving 
the readings in the circle, or from the 
platform, she is able to hold the atten
tion, and interest every one present as 
well as the one receiving the reading. 
In a demonstration of her mediumship, 
consuming an hour and a half, every 
reading she gave was recognized.

M. H. Prince writes that the First 
Spiritual Association, of Philadelphia 
observed Sunday, January 28. as 
the anniversary of Thomas Paine. To a 
numerous body of intelligent and en
thusiastic skeptics and Spiritualists, 
Mr. F. Breen gave a lecture on Thomas 
Paine, as mortal, and as a Spirit, which 
wm a literary treat and called forth a 
well-merited ovation. Mrs. Glading 
will be the pastor during February.

Melvin A. Root, President, of Bay 
City, Mich., writes: “Last evening, Jan
uary 28, was the end of the two months 
engagement here by George H. and Fan
nie Brooks. They are most diligent 
workers, having organized our spiritual 
society, our lyceum and the ladies’ aux
iliary society of “Willing Workers.” 
His lectures have been very instructive, 
and his psychometric readings have been 
an attractive feature. In a single even
ing during the readings as many as ten 
spirits were described so accurately and 
and minutely as to be promptly recog
nized. His private sittin gs have aroused 
many to inquire. He should be kept 
busy in Michigan. They go from here 
to Muskegon, then to the State conven
tion in Lansing, and they wiU be at Has
lett Park Camp next summer, where he 
is engaged to be chairman again. Our 
society adopted a resolution very com
plimentary to both Mr. arid Mrs. Brooks. 
Hon. L. V. Moulton begins next Sunday 
his engagement with our city society.
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week is 220; next week it will be 221 ; | Price, $i.so. For sale at tM, office.
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and comparing it with the number 
on the address-tag of their paper. The

the 
the

Cloth, 12mo, Illustrated, pp. 264, 01.50; 
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

Display Doesn’t Count.
Grecian history tells us that in 

wars between the Athenians and

A Historical Accountof the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris« 

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

archate.

triumphs of these pioneer« of the great movement ar® 
narrat ed in a most entertaining manner, and wlthmoni . . • . ... -------L u lg

f>IBLE- OF BIBLES. BY HERSEY
JD tìravej. It will well t>av Serntil. Price M.1S

to aid to a full uudrrstandlpg of Spiritualism, and A number on the paper is changed everv Setter knowledge of lu earlier modern origin end lift. 
, x, . ." The volume Is enriched with a number of flue CU*week, consecutively. Ihe number this graved portraits of members of the Fox Family. .

subscriptions will expire, by noting the .... _
number printed just over the right hand 'X, °hf X" nSera
column on the first page of the paper, million». Every Spiritualist should have

^EBRUARYIO 18H THB FROÖRBSSIVB^THINKBR.
T. A. F, writes from Rock :b,

Wyom.: “The spark kindled

,’M. S. Beckwith writes: f'Just now

surprised three weeks After, to receive a

often incompetent physicians.” <

attracted to thoughts expressed by a

M. H. Prince writes: “The First

mediums in Brooklyn
>. They gave a grand 
Thursday evening forMr. A. E. Tatlow, test medium, psy-

Paine.

the supernatural. Mr. W. thinks that 
both are natural worlds, governed by 
natural law, suited to the requirements 
of each. Both are natural worlds, cdun-

pancy by Jan. 1, 1805. Up to date the 
donors are: Mrs. M. E. Dobson, San

the good cause is beginnin 
and I hope it will shine out 
near future.”

The Other World and This.
. .r, I. ~ ...A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.

No. l,New White Cross 
Literature.

Soul or Things—Vol» L 
cloth..................................................

Postage 10 cents.
Sool of Things—Vol II.

Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth..................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol. Ill, 
nitutrated. S62 pp. Cloth. .........

Posiate 10 cesta.

A N ACCOUNT OF MOD ERN SPIRIT- 
uallsm—eu-called—from Its Inception at Hydes« 

vine. X. Y., Including the experiences of the Fox Fam
ily, spIrltuallKtlc «nd otherwise, could not fail to bo 
very Interesting, and tbe interest is Intensified when 
that account is written by one of tho Fox Bisters. 
Such is the fact In this Instance, tho volume having 
been written bv A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with. 
Danie] Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and.

E. H. Ranney, in Open Court, says: 
1 It is a probable fact, doubted only by 
the uninformed, that in times of great 
personal distress, sorrow, impending 
calamity-and death, there is a some
thing that may leave the body, having 
sufficient resemblance to the living 
form as to be recognized by others at a 
distance who naturally qre in close . ____ , _________  ______ _
sympathy. We say it Is a phantasm of him. ‘No;’ he eaid, ‘farther south; it 
the living. Sometimes this entity, or, looks as if in Central America; at Costa 
astral body, if we prefer to call it that, I Rica.’ I laughed over ,it, and had my 
may be projected at will. In either doubts as to his being so far away. But 
event there are about the corporeal; my dear mother and myself were much 
body at this time the usual indications ------ !“J ■L1--------- x--------------------'-----
of death. Practically it may be called 
death, since the life-giving force is 
somewhere else. But it may return to 
its abode and once more set in motion

seals on it, to make sure it would not be 
opened. The Doctor took.the letter in 
his hand and held it for a few seconds, 
turning it about nervously, then, to my 
astonishment, he told me the contents: 
‘Sister Katie, where is Brother Ben?’ 
After a lapse of five minutes he told me 
my brother was far south. I said per
haps in Texas, where T last heard from

the machinery necessary th create the 
visual impression of life. If this is pos
sible, it is no new thing; if it exists now, 
it has always existed. The (discovery, 
if any there be, consists rather in find
ing the horizon of our thought extended 
—in pur being willing to .g-:. .jowledge 
the probability of .such a'^M’iig at all.

postal card from my brother, saying he 
was well, and had just, returned from 
Costa Rica to New Orleans,” « .

Frank T. Ripley, the well-known plat
form test medium and speaker, is ready 
for camp-meeting engagements. Ad
dress him at lid Washington street, 
Allegheny, Pa., for the month of Feb
ruary only; thereafter as per announce
ment in The Progressive Thinker.

L, S. Webster’s attention has been
Now, we need air the ‘cases’ we can attracted to thoughts expressed by & 
get, past as well as present. So let I corespondent, to this effect: There is 
this one reported by Wm. Shakespeare!a natural world and a spiritual world; 
pass for what it is worth. It is musty iatld again: Mind has the power to reach 
with age, and our credulity and imagi- down to the natural world, and up to 
nation will be sorely taxed. But we 
shall see that it might have happened, 
perhaps did happen. How else could 
the poet know about such things?”

The Ladies' Spiritualist Aid Society, 
Mrs. Stimpson Smith, president, of New 
York City, will soon have headquarters 
in a central part of the city, where 
books and papers can be on sale every 
day of the week. '

C. A. Harris writes that a good mate
rializing, slate-writing, photographic or 
painting medium could do well at At
lanta, Ga. Much could be done by a 
good speaker aud test medium.

Mrs. Mary J. Jenkins writes that 
there are many Spiritualists at Weir 
City, Kansas, and they are gaining 
ground. There are several mediums, 
trance, clairvoyant, etc. One gives lec
tures under control. Circles are held 
three times a week, and materializations 
are promised shortly. A gentleman, 
member of an orthodox church, while 
sitting for investigation, was entranced. 
He says it is a reality, and wants to sit 
again.

J. L. M&ore, of Quincy, Ill., writes: 
“I have lately passed the 74th milestone, 
and I feel it—my knees jtre getting 
rather stifflsh—not like an elderly ma
chine which, by wear, gets loose in the 
joints. I am fond of THE Progressive 
THINKER, and read it with a good deal 
of satisfaction; not that I am any nearer 
a believer in Spiritualism, but I love it 
for its independence of character."

Carrie E. S. Twing writes: “There is 
quite a revival of Spiritualism at Water
town, N. Y., Mrs. Foye having awak
ened a deep Interest last month, which 
is kept up this month. Ten new mem
bers added their names to the church 
book last Sunday. I remain here during 
January and February; March, I shall 
be at Brocton, Mass., and vicinity; 
April at St. Louis, and May in New 
York City, after which I rest until I 
begin my camp-meeting trips.”

Mrs. E. A. Parker writes a good word 
for the cause at Flint, Michigan. Bert 
Woodworth, trumpet and test medium, 
gave some wonderful seances, showing 
the power of spirits to return and con
verse with friends. One gentleman re
ceived good advice and loving words 
from his father, that brought tears to 
his eyes and robbed him of his material
ism. Mr. Woodworth sits under strict 
test conditions. His platform tests were 
grand and convincing. Dr. D. P. Dewey, 
of Grand Blanc, bids fair to rank with 
the best spiritual speakers. Spiritualism 
in Flint is having a revival, and is fast 
gaining ground. Q. A. R. Hall is 
packed, and a larger hall will have to 
ne secured if interest continues to in
crease. L. V. Moulton has rendered 
efficient help.

Will C. Hodge was in the city last 
week, having just completed a success
ful engagement at Marshalltown, Iowa. 
During February and March he is en
gaged at Rochester, Ind. He is doing 
a most excellent work.

A subscriber writes: “Will you please 
to say that the First Church of Spiritu
alists of Alleghany, Pa., are so well 
pleased with the work of Frank T. Rip
ley’s guides that they have engaged him 
for the month of February. Mr. Ripley 
goes to Grand Rapids, Mich., in March.”

S. Hartman writes: “No better paper, 
in my opinion, could have been issued 
than the Christmas numbej.”

J. T. Greenwood, of Kalamazoo, 
Mich., writes of certain phenomena 
seen in his home. He places several 
rocking-chairs in a room, and they will 
be made to rock by invisible power, as 
though they were occupied by persons 
in the material body, and they will rock 
all nieht. He offers $1,000 to any one 
who can find that the chairs are rocked 
by any other than spirit power.
~ Emily B. Ruggles writes that a recent 
meeting of the Advance Spiritual So
ciety of Brooklyn, N. Y., was addressed 
by Prof. Geo. Sterling Wines, upon 
Theosophy and Spiritualism, in which 
he examined critically the statements 
made by Theosophists that all the phe
nomena of Spiritualism are performed 
by the medium’s own astral bodies. This 
would indicate that the astral body has 
a distinct mind and will of its own, and 
for some inscrutable reason chooses to 
personate some spirit other than its true 
self, and give proofs—by stating inci
dents and facts unknown to the medium

terparts of each other; mind the ruling 
element in each. Nothing supernatural 
exists—all being co-equal, and governed 
by natural laW, by ways and means 
suited to each separate condition, indi
vidualized, as it were, by its own kind 
and requirement.

Mrs. C. H. Hinckley,of’GrandRapids, 
Mich., writes: “In behalf of the Grand 
Rapids Spiritual Association, I report 
the work for January. Bro. Moses Hull 
has been with us, and has been both 
eloquent and instructive; his audiences 
large and appreciative, and we regret 
we could not have kept him with u* 
longer. The social feature of the month 
has been, among other fine entertain-
ments, a Japanese festival, given by the 
young people, consisting of solos, recita
tions and a unique fan drill, executed 
by eight young ladies in Japanese cos
tumes. The drill was carried through 
with perfection of graceful motion and 
musical accompaniment. An audience 
of nearly two hundred people, number
ing some of our most intelligentcitizens, 
were delighted witnesses. The even
ing’s pleasure closed with a hop and 
light refreshments, and netted a goodly 
sum to the society wherewith to meet 
expenses. We had expected Miss 
Lillian Wood for the month of Febru
ary, but owing to.sickness she has been 
obliged to cancel her engagement. We 
shall therefore depend mainly on, home 
talent until March, when Frank Ripley 
will be with us again.’!

L. R. C. writes: Williamsport, Pa., 
has a small, but earnest society, which 
is a member of the National organiza
tion by a charter obtained a few Weeks 
ago. Prof. H.' D. Barrett, in passing 
from Washington to Lily Dale, spent 
Sunday, January 21, with us, and deliv
ered two very interesting and impressive 
lectures; one upon the work of the Na
tional body, and one a review of “Spir
itual Teachings” us they have come to 
the world all along down the ages. Dr. 
E. K. Prettyman, of Allegheny, Pa., 
was also present, and by request, added 
his testimony to-the truth of the new 
gospel of “Peace on earth, good will to 
all men.”

Lyman C. Howe lectures at Buffalo, 
N. Y., during February, and St. Louis, 
Mo., during March. His camp engage
ments are: Lake Brady, Ohio, July 20 
to 25 inclusive: Haslett Park, Mich., 
August3to 10; Anderson, Ind., August 
11 to 12, and Cassadaga, N. Y., August 
14 to 25. Heis open for engagements 
during April, May, June and Septem
ber. In October and November he is to 
be in Boston, at Mr. Ayres Temple, and 
in December at New York, with the 
First Society.

George Prindle writes as follows in 
reference to Spirit John Pierpont: 
“What is there tp hinder Spirit John 
Pierpont from controlling both medi
ums, even at the same hour? The earth 
revolving any given hour in Boston 
would be two or three hours later in 
San Francisco.”

C. H. Parker writes: “Keep on in 
the good work, not forgetting to get in 
a crack at the Octopus occasionally.”

Mr. Geo. W. Walrond, lecturer, of 
Hamilton, Canada, writes that he is at 
present traveling through western On
tario. In the many towns he has visited 
he has found an increase in the knowl
edge of Spiritualism and many adher
ents have been added during the past 
two years. Mr. Walrond was the recip
ient of a valuable goldmounted cane, 
suitably engraved, for his Spiritualistic 
work in Berlin. The presentation was 
made by a physician who has made 
Spiritualism a guide both in his home 
and in his practice. Mr. Waldron wit
nessed many extraordinary phases of 
mediumshio. '

Spiritual Association of Philadelphia 
enjoyed what may well be called a 
Spiritual feast, having had for the occu
pant of their rostrum Mrs. A. M. 
Jaques, of Washington, D. C. Her lec
ture consisted in replies while entranced, 
to many subjects proposed by various 
members of tho audience. The associa
tion has leased for five years, the hall, 
northeast corner of Eighth and Callow-

—to establish its identity as the spirit hill streets, which they have had 
it claims to be! There are many fine altered for their exclusive use for lec- 
mediums in Brooklyn, among them tures, lyceums, and rooms for the use of 
Frank N. Foster, spirit photographer: visiting mediums. •
Mr. A. E. Tatlow, test medium, psy- hop ana supper Thursday evening for 
chometrist and speaker, who holds forth the benefit of their new hall, and the 
at the meetings of the Spiritual Asso- same will be dedicated next Sunday 
elation, Sunday evenings, at 102 Court with continuous services throughout the 
street. Ferdinand Fox-Jencken gave day. The day will also be observed as 
platform tests for this society Jan. 21. ■ the.anniversaryof the immortal Thomas 
He is holding circles in private parlors ’ 
with success. Spiritualists are inter
ested in him for his mother’s sake also.

Dr. Read, of Lansing, Mich., writes: 
“Hon. L. V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids, 
was with us January 21. He gave us 
two lectures. He is simply immense. 
Feb. 9, 10 and 11 the State Association 
will hold a convention hero. Free en
tertainment to all visitors will be given. 
It will be a grand affair.”

Mrs. Edwards and Mrs.. Snyder, two 
efficient workers, are waking up much 
interest in the cause at South Chicago, 
Ill.

Dr. Greigorowitsch is making a sensa
tion in Milwaukee as a hypnotist and 
clairvoyant. An example of his clair
voyant powers was given Hilary B. Staf
ford; who writes: “I wrote a letter to 
my sister in the Spirit-land) put three

There will be a public discussion be
tween Rev. E. A. Watkins and J. Clegg 
Wright at the Criterion Theater, 
Brooklyn, N. Y., on the Sunday after
noons of February 11,18 and 25. Mr. 
Watkins is an able man, and the occa
sion will be an important one.

Mrs. E. S. Tilden writes that Spiritu
alism in Rockford, Ill., after remaining 
dormant many vears, has awakened 
from its long sleep. Prof. Edmunds’ 
coming was the means of rolling away 
the stone from the sepulchre, and 
awakening the cause to new life: and 
his work has been supplemented by that 
of Mr. Samuel Smith, who is a first- 
class lecturer and test medium, and a 
straightforward, honest man. He is 
ready to answer calls. All he asks is 
expenses of living and travel.

A. D. Stowell of Mazeppa, Minn., 
writes very encouragingly as to the out
look of the cause in their village. His 
first effort was a failure, but like the 
man of true steel, he tried again, with 
far better results, with Ailen F. Brown, 
the State lecturer^for the Northwestern 
Spiritualist Association, and a very 
promising young field-worker. Mr. 
Stowell, and his wife have fought single» 
handed in their village in the past, but 
are having recruits’, and before they can 
realize it, will have a good society, all 
their own.

T. V. Blackman writes of a publio 
circle, with Mrs. M. T. Allen as medium> 
held at Pittsburg, Kansas. A stranger 
present asked questions, and an ani
mated discussion arose on Spiritualism. 
He avowed himself a Spiritualist, and 
expressed great satisfaction with Mrs. 
Allen’s work and tests. It transpired 
that he was Alexander Hamilton, who, 
with Madam Louise Hamilton, is travel
ing over the country, claiming to expose 
Spiritualism. He was brought to Pitts
burg by some church people, as a 
scheme to injure Spiritualism; but after, 
the occurrence above stated, no matter 
what he may say or do in his exhibi
tions, the result will be a help, rather 
than an injury to our cause.- During 
the discussion he denounced the Bible, 
Christianity, Jesus, and everything per
taining to the Biblical stories, and de
clared that Spiritualism was the only 
religion which taught and proved the 
existence of the soul after death.

W. H. Eddy writes of a circle at Jack
sonville, Fla., attended by Hugh R. 
Moore and his wife. Mr. Moore’s con
trol, Dr, Halliday, secured'the trumpet 
and joined in the singing. A German 
appeared in form and sang two songs in 
the German language, besides greeting 
his relatives in their mother tongue. 
Others appeared and talked with mem
bers of the circle. "

Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel is still in 
Milwaukee, Wis., where he, may be ad
dressed at the P. O. general delivery.

•Mrs. H. L. Bigelow writes from San 
Jose. Cal.: “We have had several good 
speakers during the past year. Bishop 
A. Beals was with us two months and 
was much liked for his beautiful sing
ing and speaking. He is a live worker. 
Mesdames Griffin, Place. Wermouth, 
Drake and several others from San 
Francisco, have occupied the rostrum; 
also Mrs. Katie Pease-Fox of this place. 
We hope to engage Moses Hull in the 
near future.”

T. J. Stayner writes: “l am patiently 
waiting to read an answer to my ques
tion of several months ago: If children 
are maimed, etc., to create sympathy iq 
begging, how is it that their mothers 
or other relatives on the other side of 
life do not make it known in public clr- 
clej? If the cases were mentioned, hun
dreds would go to addresses given, and 
have the victims liberated and the vil
lain's punished. They can send mess
ages and remembrances to addresses of 
friends; surely they could do likewise 
when the cases are of much more im
portance. If not, why not? I do not 
mean the exception—I ask why not as a 
rule?”

At the meeting of the Progressive 
Spiritual Society, January 20, Dr. John 
K. Hallowell read an Exhaustive paper 
in opposition to re-embodiment. In the 
evening- every seat in the large hall was 
filled with attentive listeners to a fine 
lecture on “Spiritualism as a Religion,” 
by Mrs. Edith E. R. Nickless; after 
which she proceeded to ordain Dr. Wm. 
Yates to the ministry. Mrs. Nickless 
has been re-engaged for February, as 
her work has proved completely satis
factory. The Ladies Helping Hand So
ciety is giving fine weekly entertain
ments.

Willet Ferris writes of three seances 
by Max Hoffman at his residence, 988 
Western avenue, this city. Many ma
terialized forms appeared; flowers dis
tributed by a materialized form, no 
flowers being in the house or on the 
place; some spirits would commence to 
materialize at the ceiling overhead, 
come gradually to the floor, to a full 
form, and proceed to make lacework, 
scarfs, etc., and go around the room and 
show their nice work, talking to those 
present. Mr. Ferris was elevated bodily 
about two feet, no visible hand touching 
him, and dropped to the floor. There 
were other wonderful occurrences, too 
numerous to mention, of similar char
acter. Mr. Ferris’ wife came, was 
plainly recognized, conversed with him 
in her old familiar way, and pressed 
her lips to his as she was in the habit of 
doing before her passage to Spirit-life.

R. R. Bratton, observing that consid
erable is said about organization and 
creed, thinks organization is right and 
should be encouraged; but the only 
creed possible to formulate for free
thinking, progressive Spiritualists is, 
that the spirits of the so-called dead can 
and do under favorable conditions re
turn and make themselves known to us 
in various ways. Let us, he says, put no 
shackles on our children.

W. H. Eddy writes that Dr. Juliet H. 
Severance’s lectures are commanding 
attention at Jacksonville, Fla. The sub
jects and their treatment are of a high, 
order. The limes- Union, speaking of 
her lecture on “What Is Mediumship?" 
states that she dealt with the subject in 
a masterly manner—and that interest is 
growing in the lectures, £nd the audi
ences increasing each week. The offi
cers of the society for the ensuing quar
ter are: W. H. Eddy, president; J. W. 
White, vice-president; Samuel W. Fox, 
secretary; Jos. R. Palmer, treasurer.

Father J. McManus, the Catholio 
priest in charge of St. Luke’s church in 
Virginia, Ill., was arrested and tried 
lately for carrying concealed weapons 
and disturbing the peace at the funeral 
of Pierce Ryan, a Catholic. The jury 
was out about twenty minutes, return
ing a verdict fining Father McManus 
$50 and costs.

Merrillan, Wis., is a place of about 
900 population. G. Illion writes that he 
thinks a good lecturer could very soon 
start quite a society there.

Mrs. Jennie Moore writes from Los 
Angeles, Cal., that at a meeting held in 
Burbank’s hall, by Dr. Ravlin, there 
were over a thousand present—showing 
that Spiritualism is gaining ground. 
She had held two materializing seances, 
both well attended: and several con
verts were made. She goes thence to 
San Francisco for the winter.

E. ,W,. Sprague and Mrs. Sprague 
went to Lockport for one Sunday—and 
the one Sunday has extended into seven, 
closing with the last Stmday in January. 
They have done a grand work for the 
cause in that community.' Spiritualism 
is now treated respectfully, where it 
wag. formerly derided.

P , cause of Spiritualism in Covington, Ky. Geo.C. Stoll, of Indianapolis, writes: 
__  — - —-or They have no organized Society, and at1 Mrs. Holen Stuart Richings is meet- 

the good cause is beginning to blaze, Miss St. Omer’s lecture Sunday, the hall ing with large audiences at her lectures, 
j i •£ ...in .--------- more In the would not hold all who came to hear her. | On Thursday evening last this accora-

rr. i Z______ » tx .1 __ j.i — 1  j 1 _ Ji7. .1 mnori I nrrHer lectures in Kentucky on the pub-’plished lady gave a dramatic reading 
_ _ _ _ lie schools and convents have been and recitation entertainment for the

State officials are active in trying’to en- i w®u. attended, and many are seeking benefit of the association Mm Oren 
force the compulsory vaccination law.!'admission to the Council She lectures Steveris, materializing medium,, is-hold- 
The Superintendent of Public Schools' JMs week, the 22, 23, 24, and 25, for ing seances and giving satisfaction to 
has issued his circular urging it. It j W. A. J?-. in Milwaukee, Wis.,; his audiences. Dr.. Aaron Voe of Mw 
should be met at once by a%le articles, ?nd will be in Chicago (her former, York, magnetio^iealer and phys^al 
together with a publication of a list of home) over Sunday From there she medium,lsgiving verys^isfacto ytrum- 
authorities and where to be obtained. expe°te to go to Peoria. I know if pet seances. The»e 4 talk of forming 
There are ten thousand voters inTllli- fr end3 ln Chicago meet her they a new society to be located in Mansur 
nols who should mark'the action of will give her a welcome. Although in hall. Mrs. Zelia Stevens will be the 
their public servants and relegate them! feeble health since she was poisoned by local medluto occupying the rostrr““a® 
to private life, where they may'learn the the hand of Rome, last February, yet test and inspirational speaker. I learn 
richts of narnnta tn manno-Aand rar« she is destined to do a good work for that meetings are being held looking to the heal th of theto families a^inst Truth and Liberty, and should be heard this end. Hr. Oren Stevens leaves on 
often incompetent physKs!»’ ^^ery city in the Union oh the cues-, Monday for Bradford Pa., to fill an en-

R, E. White agrees with W. E. Bon
ney, and says: “I think Spiritualists 
should be reformers in all things so far 
as possible. It is, not necessary for a 
medium to be a crank politically, but if 
he or she can give a good sensible lec
ture on politics—something that will 
have a tendency to educate the people 
and cause them to vote intelligently and 
elect honest men to office instead of 
Catholic and monopoly tools, I think he 
or she is doing good to humanity. It 
seems to me as though reform is badly 
needed' politically as well as spiritually; 
if we can get $ reform in politics we 
would, have more just laws passed, con
sequently we could live in more har
mony on this earth and would be better 
prepared for the life beyond."

Will J. Post writes: “The Spiritual 
Society of Flint, Mich., gave a recep- 
tion.at the residence of Harrison Par
ker, on the evening of the 18th, to Bert 
Woodworth, the noted test and trumpet 
medium of Meadville, Pa. Mr. Wood
worth will remain with us over Sunday 
and give public tests from the platform 
at our meeting in the evening. D. P. 
Dewey, of Grand Blanc, will be our 
speaker. Our society is growing slowly 
and at present there is quite an Interest. 
Our hall is well-filled by an intelligent 
and appreciative audience. L. V. Moul
ton, of Grand Rapids, will speak for us 
on the 28th. We have no speaker en
gaged for February. A good lecturer 
and test medium is what is needed and 
can do good work here, for which we 
solicit correspondence.”

B. M. Cason writes from Denver, Col.: 
“We are enjoying a visit from Mr. 
and Mrs. W. H. Bach of St. Paul, Minn. 
His scientific and biblical lectures on 
Spiritualism have attracted the atten
tion of a number of the better class 
among our citizens. Last Sunday even
ing, at the close of a most interesting 
lecture on ‘Bible Spiritualism,’ he 
gave some scientific experiments in. 
Mesmerism, which, in addition to the 
spiritualistic audience, wasattended by 
the Arena „Club, in a body. He then 
after making a few more experiments 
concentrated his force upon a subject 
who soon passed und^r spirit control, 
giving one of the mostTemarkable and 
convincing tests ever given on the pub
lic platform in this city. His power of 
developing mediumship by the aid of 
Mesmerism is indeed wonderful.”

Frank A. Smith writes that the au
thor of “The Orthod-ox Team,” Fred 
Emerson Brooks, was born in Waverly, 
N. Y., and studied for the ministry. His 
first call was to California; afterward he 
became the California poet and humor
ist. His home is now in New York City; 
he is the author of many poems, quite 
as good as this one, and to hear him 
read them adds tenfold to their beauty.

C. S. Richardson writes that the 
meetings of the Spiritualist Society of 
Toledo, O., have had a, most excellent 
attendance during the last two months. 
The hall, with a seating capacity of 
about 350, has been filled, and 200 or 
more have had to go away for want of 
room. This is very encouraging to Mrs. 
J. J. Curran, who replies to questions 
from the audience, and closes with tests.

A. N. W. writes that one of the best 
mediums in Ohio is Mrs. Lizzie Meese, 
of Springfield. She is a trance medium 
and has strong trumpet and independ
ent talking manifestations.

Mr. F. A. Wiggin, test medium and 
lecturer, will speak during February 
for the Spiritual Association of St. Louis, 
Mo. For week evening engagements he 
may be addressed at 2939 Olive street, 
St. Louis, Mo.

H. R. Wardell, platform test medium, 
passed through this city on his way to 
Milwaukee to .fill an engagement. He 
has been at work at Louisville, Ky.

The president of the society of New 
Bedford, Mass., writes: “The last five 
years our population has increased 5,000 
a year—33 per cent—and Spiritualism 
has increased 200 per cent. Five years 
ago, if we had out to our meetings 15 or 
20 we were satisfied; but to-day, unless 
we get out an afternoon audience of 150, 
and from 250 to 350 in the evening, we 
are disappointed. Last Sunday evening 
our hall was packed, and many went 
away—not even standing-room. We 
feel encouraged; for if there was ever 
a place where Christian people are 
bigoted, this is the town, ana they fight 
hard against us in every way; still ive 
continue to grow, and some of the best 
people are getting interested. We have 
on our platform the best talent to be 
had. we adopted that plan three years 
ago, and find it pays us well—not that 
we object to having at times new medi
ums, for we believe we ought to give 
them a helping hand. Sunday, January 
7, we had with us Mrs. Annie C. 
Cunningham, of Boston, a fine test me
dium; our hall was well filled at both 
services. She-gave good satisfaction 
here. Sunday, January 14, Edgar W. 
Emerson was on dur platform. Mr. 
Emerson always draws a large audience. 
He will be with us again the last two 
Sundays in May. Last Sunday, January 
21, we had Mrs. May S. Peffer, of 
Providence. She will also be with us 
next Sunday, January 28. She is a new 
test medium, but little over one year 
since she. came out before the public. 
She draws out an audience that fills our 
hall. For the month of February we 
have W. J. Colville; we expect to have 
lirge audiences during his stay with us. 
We feel encouraged in our work in the 
cause of Spiritualism in New Bedford, 
and the Outlook now is, we will have to 
have a larger hall next year to accom
modate those that come in. We charge 
10 cents for admission, and the church 
people admit free. Let us admit free, 
and no hall would hold the audience 
that would attend our meetings. We 
are working hard in our cause, and the 
churches are working hard against.us; 
but free thought is with our side. 
Spiritualism must progress. It is a na
tional religion and good for all.’’

J. W- writes: “Marguerite St. Omer 
has been doing valiant service in the

tion now agitating this country—Rome’ gagement of fifteen days. • .
or America.” | Mrs. Wood, of Bronson, Mich., wishes

C. E. Wheeler writes: “Dr. H. T. to correct what she considers an error 
Stanley, who has been lecturing for the that appeared in our ia?ue of Jan.16, 
spiritual society in Milwaukee, Wis., for relative to the funeral of her husband, 
the past two months, has rented Lin- Dyer Wood. None of his relatives are 
coin hall for three months from Feb. 1st, Baptists. She and her husband had 
and intends giving a series of spiritual been Spiritualists for over thirty years, 
lectures independent of the society, i The Baptist and Methodist authorities

Mrs. M. E. Dobson, who is ardently' 've™ »verse to 
engagedin the project of establishing ^e'd tint»»»«
a Spiritual and Liberal Home, desires greerational ®M®ter and trc t 
to hear from those who favor the move-1 willing and allowedtheir 
ment, as early as possible. She would i used for the jmr^se. No Teat! 
like to see the Home ready for occu-1 Wood had anything to do abou > 
nannv hv Jan. 11 1805. Tin to date the' and She-Was at hOUJO SICK and unable to

Jose, California, $100; Mrs. Hamer, same 
place, $50. ‘

The Society of Humanitarian Spirit
ualists o£ San Francisco has elected 
for the ensuing year the following 
named officers: Prof. Fred Bell, presi
dent; Wm. H. Baxter, 1st vice-presi
dent; Mrs. J. M. Sloper, 2d vice-presi
dent; Dr. S. B. Hendee, secretary; W. 
H. Baxter, treasurer; Mrs. Theo. Cressy, 
Mrs. M. B. Dodge, Mrs. M. E. Ball, Wm. 
Burgess, John P. Bogardus, and Capt. 
John Tuttle, with the officers named 
above, trustees. “The meetings are held 
in Metropolitan Temple, which seats 
nearly 1,000 people, and is generally 
well-filled. The Progressive Spiritual
ists and other societies are also having 
well-attended meetings. The mediums 
are doing good work in public and in 
private seances. Much interest is 
manifested in Spiritualism. There is 
to be a Congress of Religions at the 
Mid-winter Fair, and our cause should 
be properly represented. Mrs. Lizzie 
Sloper haa recovered from her sickness 
and is again actively at work.”

J. W. Dennis, of Buffalo, N. Y., 
write.s: “In everything pertaining to 
spiritual matters Buffalo is in a very 
flourishing condition. Mr. Oscar A. 
Edgerly has an engagement with our 
society for the month of January, ’94, 
and is-doing finely for us. Heis a fluent 
and a logical speaker, giving good tests 
after his lectures, and drawing crowded 
houses. Mrs. H. S. Lake will be with 
us for the month of March, and Lyman 
C. Howe for February; but none can 
do better than Mr. Edgerly has done for 
us. This is his second engagement with 
us, and I venture to say it will not be 
his last one.”

The Gazette, of Fort Worth, Texas, 
devotes nearly two columns of a recent 
issue to an interview with Mrs. Maud
Lord-Drake, on the subject of Spirit
ualism. The lady dropped many nug
gets of pure spiritual gold for the en
richment of the readers of the paper 
mentioned, many of whom will acquire 
a far different and more just idea of 
Spiritualism than they previously held.

Mrs. Temple Taylor calls attention to 
the “Ladies’ Helping Hand,” an auxil
iary to the Progressive Society, and 
which has held' socials and entertain
ments at the hall 3118 and 3120 Forest 
avenue, this city. Music and dancing 
form a part of every evening's pro
gramme. The Helping Hand promises 
to be a most efficient aid to the Pro
gressive Society, financially and other
wise.

Mrs. Cora A. Syme writes suggestive
ly: “I heartily approve of your sound
ing the alarm and warning, from week 
to week, against the crafty machina
tions of our insidious and dangerous 
enemy—the Catholic Church—which for 
so many centuries has been the deadly 
foe of justice, liberty and humanity. 
We know that the reign of Universal 
Principles is fast coming upon the earth, 
as the reign of universal wisdom, love, 
justice, liberty, humanity and happi
ness: but this is an entirely different 
thing from the Catholic aspiration for 
universal dominion for their church 
and hierarchy. In fact, so very differ
ent is it, that the reign of universal 
principles cannot come until all the 
churches or religions constructed in the 
dark ages- of the past have been de
stroyed.”

Oscar A. Edgerly passed through our 
city last week on his way to Minneapolis, 
Minn., to fill an engagement with the 
Modern Spiritual Thought Society dur
ing February and March. Mr. Edgerly 
is very successful in his ministrations.

E. A. Doty, secretary, writes that Mr. 
and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, of Jamestown, 
N. Y., have just closed a very success
ful engagement with the Spiritualist 
Society of Lockport, N. Y., where Mr. 
Sprague has been since the middle of 
December, and Mrs. Sprague through 
most of the present month. The excel
lent work done by these earnest me
diums has awakened a renewed interest 
in the cause. Mrs. Sprague assists in 
platform test work, and is an excellent 
nealer as well. We earnestly recom
mend both Mr. and Mrs. Sprague to the 
friends of Spiritualism everywhere.

A correspondent writes: “The lec
tures given by Mrs. A. E. Sheets in the 
First Spiritual Church of Sturgis, 
Mich., during her- recent engagement, 
aroused such an interest—as shown by 
the large audiences in attendance—that 
the society has re-engaged her for an 
indefinite length of time. Services to 
begin Feb. 18, to which all are invited."

We are glad to hear of the successor 
Mrs. Sheets. She is a grand worker in 
the cause of truth. Her permanent 
address is Grand Ledge, Mien.

At a called business meeting, Jan. 15, 
1894, the Dubuque “ Unital Spirit
ualists’ Society," re-engaged Mr. and 
Mrs. G. F. Perkins for another month, 
and the following testimonial was 
unanimously passed: “This is to certify 
that Mr. and Mrs. George F. Perkins 
have been employed by the ‘United 
Spiritualists’ Society’ of this city for 
ten weeks, and have proven them
selves to be honest, earnest and compe
tent speakers and test mediums, -and 
worthy of our respect and good wishes. 
We commend them to all earnest seekers 
of truth.” .... . -

attend the services.'
Mrs. M. A. Zimmerman writes an ac

count of a seance given by Jas- Rrley, of 
Marcellus, Mich., at her house in Te
cumseh, Mich., Jan 21st. ‘Hie cabinet 
was a bedroom with Turkish drapery 
curtains. Mr. Benton, the control, 
wrote on a slate, camebut in a full light, 
carrying a large music-box which he 
placed tn Mr. Zimmerman’s lap, then 
bowed low and smiled. Seven forms 
materialized, all but one being recog
nized, and two dematerialized in the 
presence of the company. Hands ap
peared and messages were written on 
slates. None of those present were 
Spiritualists, and none had ever seen 
Mr. Riley before.

The Flint Daily News of Jan. 29, says: 
“Hon. L. V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids, 
president of the Michigan Spiritualist 
Association, delivered an address on the 
subject of ‘ Good and Evil’ before a 
large and apparently deeply interested 
audience at G. A. R. hall last night. 
He has a good command of language 
and presented his subject in a manner 
that was at once attractive and enter
taining, and held the close attention of 
his auditors during the hour that he 
occupied the platform.”

The Jacksonville, Fla., Times-Union of 
January 28th, says: “The building at 
No. 32j West Forsyth street is now deco- 
ratec^ with a beautiful shield-shaped 
sign, of which the First Society for Psy
chical Research may well be proud. It 
bears the name of the society, the 
announcement, ‘Meeting Sunday, 3 R. 
M.’ and a very expressive emblem, an 
open book, on one page of which is the 
word ‘Truth,’ and on the other ‘Sci
ence,’ illuminated by the torch, typical 
of reason, across which the sword of war 
is broken. The whole is a masterpiece 
in execution and a free will offering of 
W. F. Anderson, the artist.” The pres
ent hall is not Sufficient to accommodate 
the people, and the society will soon 
have a larger one.

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Theories and Belated 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip> 

tlons and Berninis«
eences.

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS ' 
Z9 largely a record oi the fact* and demonstrations 
which the author hua seen, heard of or presented iq 
hl* own experiment*. The history of the varloui 
phase* of the science is succinctly presented, aud the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of tho experb 
mem* described occurred in Chicago. Tho pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the fattiest and value of the 
book, which will be found very interesting to tho gen» 
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. The work i* & handsome volume of 8M 
pages, bound Id cloth. Price, For sale al
the office of Tub PfioOBBsarvi Thinker.

This book will be found peculiar curious, ittrUlngl 
—more so than any work issued since Uncle Tom‘6 
Cabin. It breathe* forgotten whispers which the rust

WAS

LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OR-
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD

Together with Portraits, Letters and 
Poems. Illustrated with Engrav

ings and Frontispiece of Lin
coln, from Carpenter’s 

- Portrait from Life.

7'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN, 
formation succinctly and clearly stated In tbli 

volume of 554 page* Is amazing. The title, a* ohoro 
given, fails to convey an Ides of the fulness and com« 
pletenesa with which the subjects are treated. Tbo 
Matriarchate, or Mother-rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, Quaint, queer and curl« 
ous, is brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
This is followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Womanapd 
Work, The .Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there is not a chapter In tho book that la npt 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well« 
arranged, and intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buyingit; it ia aval* 
uable addition to the library of any free and truthdov 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For ftale at this 
office. '

Calls Sinners in a Trance.
“ That man is the mouthpiece of 

God Almighty,” said the Rev. J. Tollef
son, pastor of the First Norwegian Lu
theran church of Tacoma, Wash., and 
president of the orphan asylum, refer
ring to Edward Brekhus, an illiterate 
Norwegian. ,

Scoffers say that Brekhus is a wonder. 
A great sensation has been created 
here bv his remarkable utterances and ____ - ,, ... uj u.o tumoLaouio «uu Cabin. It breathe» forgotten whisper» which the ru»t
actions. He preaches eloquent sermons, of lime had almost covered, and which have been 
reciting chanter after chapter Of scrip- «notched from the very jaws of qblhloa. It deals 
. R.e .* _ . tt^ it_____ __ r with bicb official private life during the moatmoxnent-ture while in a trance. He lies upon a, 0U8 perftt(j jn American History, and is a aecret page 
sofa when in this condition and remains, from the life of him whom time serveBonly.to make 
unconscious at times for over an hour. I ««•eaten mor. wracuted, and mor. understood-

A few weeks ago he was a common 
day laborer. He fell in a fit and the 
doctors said he would die. Wheij sup
posed to be on his deathbed he arose, 
entirely recovered.

In conversation he halts and hesitates, 
using bad grammar and the simplest
language; while in a trance he preaches 
with a fluency, eloquence and power 
that are remarkable. He has resided in 
this State three years, and Lutheran 
ministers say that they know his entire 
history and that he is undoubtedly in
spired by God and “filled with the spirit 
of the Holy Ghost and prophets of old.”

People flocked by thousands -tonight 
to hear him preach. Theministers who 
say they believe him to be inspired are 
men prominent here in Lutheran circles.

Expiring Subscriptions.
Subscribers can easily tell when their

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism,

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

next, 222, and so on. Your subscription 
will expire with the number indicated 
on your tag. Thus: “John Smith 250’ | 
indicates that his subscription will ex
pire when the number of the paper cor
responds to the number on his tag, 250.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

■DY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
D Denton. A marvelous work Though concise m 
& text-book, n is &b fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader will be amazed to seo the curlone facta 
here combined In support of tbt* newly-dlscovcrefl 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thon 
sand doubt* and difficulties, make Geology a* plain u 
day, and throw light on all the grand »objects now Ob* 
»cured by time. .. .

Lacedemonians the latter were uni
formly victorious, both by land and by 
sea. A messenger was sent to an oracle 
of Jupiter, by the Athenians, to inquire 
what means they had best pursue to 
gain a victory over their enemies. They 
desired the further information “Why 
the Athenians, who serve the gods with 
more pomp and splendor than all other 
Greeks beside, should undergo so many 
misfortunes, while the Lacedemonians, 
whose worship is mean and slovenly, are 
always crowned with success?” The 
only answer: “The honest, unaffected 
service of the Lacedemonians is mon 
acceptable to the gods/than all th 
splendid and costly devotions of othe 
people.” ,

Gorgeous churches and cathedrals, o 
brilliant ritualistic display, harmonioi. 
music, holy wafers, aged wine an 
costly incense are ’probably no moi 
welcome • to'the Christian’s God thu 
were the ‘ ‘mean and slovenly methods 
of the rude Lacedemonians'to the paga> 
deities. < ■ - • ■

TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
A W. Fletcher, M. D, In the thirty-nine
cJjMpterB discusses a wide variety of subjects per» 

gaining to Spiritualism. from a spiritualistic stand« 
point. She evinces the powers of a trailed thinker, 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capablty of thought expression. The subjects are 
welbhandled with conciseness aud yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spfritnallst’g 
library, and a most excellent book for tiny one seek- 
Inginiormaiion concerning Splrtuanem aud k* tchcb- 
Ings. n

For sale at this office. Price, $1.50.
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ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TO ADVANCE,s’

' ¡ I 1 ' u , i ’ > Ï ’ ' . i f 1 f ' * 1 J 'j i 2 y ;

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
Spirit Well, I hope that he is. 1
Tom. Yes, he is. He says that he didn’t 

take much stock in your religion.
Spirit. Well, he was a good man.
Tom. You don’t suppose that he went to 

the bad place, down below, do you?
Spirit, No. I think that the Lord would 

be kind to him. u. ■ '

Tom. Why do you think that the Lord 
would be kind to him? .

Spirit. 
. Tom. 
Christ?

Spirit.

He wasn't a bad man, you know.
Did he believe in the‘Lord Jesus

I don’t know how he felt, the last

?
!•

» & GRAND MISSION WORK Tom. I can’t tell you now, because 
would kind of scare you,

Spirit. I don’t want to be frightened.

it

I It Is Among Dark Spirits.

They Reside on the Very Lowest Planes.

Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them.

A Work Inaugurated by Noble Souls.

PART THIRTEENTH.

P" 
ir 
i . 
&

Spirit, I think you are just making fun of 
me.

Mrs. Bailey. Oh, no. You just watch as 
he tells you; and tell us what you see.

Tom. I think you will like me when you 
see me.

Spirit. Will you let me stay with you, 
please, doctor? I am frightened ¡to death of 
that man!

Mr. Bailey. There’s nothing to be fright
ened, at When you see him you will 
that he is beautiful.

see

Old Time 
Methods

of treating 
Colds and 
Coughs were 
based on the 
idea of sup
pression. We. 
now know 
that “feeding a 
cold” is good doctrine.

Scott’s Emulsion
of cod-liver oil with hypo
phosphites, a rich fat-food, 
cures the most stubborn 
cough when ordinary medi
cines have failed. Pleasant 
to take; easy to digest.

Prepared by Scott Æ Bowne. N. V. All

ful things. You Will go with me, won’t / 
You won’t be afraid of me?

Spirit. I don't think that I will.
Tom. Of course you have. You won’t, 

because I want to help you. I will be just as 
good and kind to all of you as I can. And I 
will take you where you will have such beau
tiful, bright teachers, and where you will learn 
something so beautiful. >

Spirit. I have lost all pain!
Tom. Of course you won’t have any more.' 

Say, Mary, you.have a spirit-body now, and 
the good spirit friends have clothed your spirit 
body with material, so that you can talk. 
Pretty soon that will be taken from you, but 
don’t be frightened, because I will be right 
with you, and I will take you by the hand.

Spirit Oh, thank you.
Tom. Don’t you know how good you felt 

when you took that hand? '
Spirit. Oh, yes. It made me feel so much 

better.
Tom. Now, I think that we will bid the 

friends good night, and we will go. When 
the material is withdrawn from your spirit, 
and I leave the young man, you will see me; 
and you will know that I am going to help 
you, won’t you?

Spirit. Look at him! Look at him!
Mr. Bailey. Isn’t he beautiful? Just 

what a flpe face he has!
Spirit. I am frightened I

see
few moments. You know thqy are forgiven at 
the last moment—we trust that they are, .

Tom. Yes; we will hope they are, too; but 
I doubt it I don’t believe in this death-bed 
repentance.

Spirit It is better to seek the forgiveness 
of the Lord - at the last moment than not at 
all.

Tom. Well, now, let me tell you, I think 
that the Lord has something else to do besides 
trotting around from place to place, for people 
to ask his forgiveness, I don’t think that it 
makes any difference to the Lord.

Spirit I don’t think.that you talk as you 
should talk.
, Tom. Don’t you think that the truth should 
be told at all times?

Spirit. But you are so derogatory. »‘The 
Lord trotting around," don’t sound well. Doc
tor, I am sure that you are not disposed to rid
icule stored things, are you?

Tom. Not things that are sacred, but 
I have very peculiar ideas about those things. 
I am not orthodox, by any means. I believe 
that God is a God of love, and saves all of His 
children.

Spirit. Yes, 1 think the Lord is love.
Tom. Yes, and He never gets angry. 

Don't you know that it says in the Bible, Mary, 
“1 am the Lord thy God, and I am an angry 
and a jealous God. ” I don’t think, that is a 
very good example for Him to set for His chil
dren on earth, do you?

Spirit. We have to obey the command
ments.

Tom. Don’t get out of it that way, now, 
Mary. "Doyou think that it is a very good 
example, and do you think that is a very nice 
thing for any one to say? That’s no kind of 
an example for any one to set for others. 
. Spirit There’s a spiritual meaning to it.

Tom. What is the spiritual meaning?
Spirit. The Lord is all righteousness. He 

has no sympathy with sin.
Tom. If he is all righteousness, he couldn’t 

get angry and jealous. And he said: “I am 
an angry, and a jealous God, and you must 
have no other gods but me. ” '

Spirit. We shouldn’t have any other gods.
Tom. According to that, there must be 

other gods.
Spirit. We must not worship. idols, or 

make gods out of anything.
Tom. Every one has their God, according 

to the state to which their mind is developed.
Spirit. I do think this man will make me 

crazy. . .
Tom. You will think that I am the best 

friend you ever had, before you get through 
with me. Do you know, Daniel tells me that 
was all stuff and nonsense that you believed?

Spirit. He tells you so?
Tom. Yes, he does. He says he's found 

out that it isn’t true. Now, what do you 
think of that? He says he is happier than he 
would be sitting down around the throne of 
God, telling God how'good he is.

Spirit Mercy!
Tom. He s£ys God doesn’t need to be told 

how good he is; he knows how. good he is 
without being told. What do you think of 
that?

Spirit. It’s very strange how you can talk 
that way I

Tom. I can’t help it, you know. When I 
get these things, I must tell you. You 
wouldn’t want me to tell you stories, would 
you?

Spirit. No. But I am afraid that I will 
get so excited that my heart will trouble me 
again.

Tom. No, it won’t. Say, Mary, did you 
ever hear of spirits?

Spirit. Yes, I have heard of them. '
Tom. Are you afraid of them?
Spirit Yes. I wouldn’t like to have any

thing to do with them. It is forbidden.
Tom. Oh, pshaw! It isn’t forbidden. 

Where is it forbidden? ‘
Spirit. In the Bible.
Tom. What does it say in the Bible?
Spirit. You must not have familiar spirits.
Tom. And then in another place it says 

you must “try the spirits.” Mary, you are 
not afraid of me are you?

Spirit No, I am not afraid, but I think 
you talk very strange.

Tom. Didn’t I help you by giving you 
magnetism? .

Spirit Yes, and I feel very grateful to 
you, too. I thank you so much.

Tom. You needn’t thank me, because I 
love to do it. Do you know, there’s nothing 
in the world so beautiful as making other peo
ple happy. I asked you if you were afraid of

Mr, Bailey. There are other ladies here, 
and they are not frightened.

Mrs. Bailey. Oh, no. He is beautiful; 
we have known him for years. He is a spirit 
who comes to our home and shows himself to 
those who are to be helped.

Spirit. That is dreadful, isn’t it?
Mr. Bailey. Oh, no, it is beautiful. He 

will be a good friend to' you. Don't you think 
that he looks beautiful?
i Spirit. Yes, but it is so strange!
* Mr. Bailey. He will go back into the young 
man again, and explain things more clearly to 
you. , ■ .

Spirit. He told me that he controlled the 
young man.

Mr. Bailey. Yes, he enters the young man 
and uses his organism to speak to you. The 
young man Is unconscious. He doesn’t know 
what he is saying. I’ll tell you, we are Spirit
ualists. You have heard of them haven’t 
you?

Spirit. You are?
Mr. Bailey. Yes, we ate Spiritualists, We 

sit here, and spirits come and talk to us just as 
you are talking now. We have a lovely daugh
ter who comes and talks to us. Don’t you 
think that is beautiful?

Spirit. Yes, if you are not frightened.
Mr. Bailey. Oh, no. It is nothing to be 

frightened at.
Tom. (Returns to Mr. Fisher.) Now, 

Mary, what was the matter? Why were you 
afraid of me?

Spirit. It looked so strange.
Tom. I think that it is beautiful to be able 

to see a spirit. I don’t know what you will 
do when you come to die.

Spirit, I can’t help being frightened!
Tom. You will get over it pretty soon, 

because I am going to help you a great deal.
Spirit I had almost forgotten that I was 

ill.
Tom. I wanted to make you forget. I 

think that after a time you will forget all 
about it. Why, Mary, here is little Freddie! 
Don’t you know?

Spirit. Yes, I know.
Tom. He was your little boy. He is your 

boy now, but not little now, for he has grown 
up to be a fine man. Don’t you know that 
they grow up in Spirit-life?

Spirit No, I didn’t.
Tom. Yes, they grow there just the same as 

they would have grown on earth. Don’t you 
think it will be nice, when you come to die, 
that you can see all your friends, an$ (be real 
happy with them? ‘v

Spirit I suppose it will.
Tom. I think it is beautiful that, through 

the good, all-wise power, there is no one ban
ished eternally; for all have a chance to rect
ify and correct all the mistakes they made 
while on earth, after they die. Don’t you 
think that is nice?

Spirit. Yes, it must be.
Tom. 1’11 tell you what it is, Mary, it is 

nothing to die. It is just like going to sleep, 
and waking up in another life. And some
times people die and they do not know that 
they have died, because they take their 
thoughts with them that they had before they 
died; and those thoughts cling to them so that 
they don't take any notice of anything else. 
And when people die, there are lots of kind 
.spirit friends who go to them and try and help 
them, and make it better for them. There's 
a good many who make the change called 
“death,” and don't know it, because they feel 
eo natural. Just the same, almost, as they 
did before they died; so that they cannot 
think that they have died. Now, if you were 
to die, I don’t think that you would take any 
notice of anything, because you would be 
thinking all the time of your heart, and your 
head. Say, Mary, what would you do if you 
found out that you were dead?

Spirit I can’t tell, I am sure!
Tom. Well, I can tell you. If you were 

dead, you would do just as you have been 
doing. You would not know that you had 
died, because you would feel so natural. 
Those spirits who make the change called 
death, are very often brought in contact 
with earth conditions, in older to acquaint 
them with that fact, and they talk just as you 
have been talking to-night ■

Spirit I hope that you are not deceiving 
me. •

Tom. I am not deceiving you, Mary, be
cause Lam a spirit I have died, you know. 
I have been in, Spiritlife'a long time, and it 
is beautiful. If you knew, Mary, what a 
beautiful life there is before yon, you would 
want to die, right away. .

Spirit Do you think so? 
Tom. I know so.
Spirit I have such a dread of death!
Tom. Oh, it’s nothing to die. Don’t you 

think it wou/d be nice if you found out that 
you had died, and it was ail over?

Spirit I sometimes think if it were all 
over I would be glad.

Tom. Well, now, Mary, don’t getatali 
startled, because it is all right You know 
that Daniel is near by, and he is going to help 
you; for yoir have made the change called 
death and you don’t know it -

Spirit. Oh, dear me! Have I?
Tom. Yes. ‘
Spirit Well, I feel very strange!

Spirit. 
Tom.

/

Yes, I guess it is all right.
It is all right with you. »

E. T. Wabhbubn.
(continued.)

A RITUAL.

■RUPTURE CURED
W FOR TWELVEDDLLARS.
oHff Hilgahd, Oregon, Jone 28,1893.
DV Dn. Pikhvk & Sow.—Genti.kmek: I um ciap(>y io to- 
EV term you ihui the Truss I bought of you just Abril baa 
■coiipLsrELV cuuhd me of a very severe case of H< ruU, 
■front which I have suffered for oveh 18 years. I was 
■ rather sceptics) about your Truss when! bought It, as! 
Sb ad tried several so-called Elasti o Trusses without derlv- 
■lug any benefit from them; but after using your Ti usa for 
’ashort time I was couvluced that it was tbo beat I ever 
bad, as i t wav eu&y to wear, and seemed to stop the severej 
ptdue that often «rostrated mo while wearlug the old! 
Spring trusses; and now, in spite of my scepticism, I ami 
Pkmfkctly Cuhed, and can work wi th the Truss off tf J J 
feel so disposed, but 1 still wear it loosely as it is uotM 
inconvenient. You ruay add tho above to your octierM 
testimonials. Gratefully yours, FEED. HANSEN. JH 

(D^Tho above cure was effected in less than thhbe^H 
montjmti.mil ui a total cost of|12. Thousand» of siuti-^^H 
lar cures have been made for from$10to|ld each.
lablisbed 1875. Cali or send 3o for free
No. i. Address Magnetic Elastic TfubbMH 
Company, N. W. corner Kearny
Sacramento streets, Bau Francisco, Cal. sHN|

Tom. No. I just got it that you were mar
ried twice, and that he was your first husband.

Spirit To be sure, that was my husband’s 
name. ■

Tom. Did you like him ?
Spirit. . I guess I did! Who ever heard of 

any person asking such a question?
Tom. What made you marry again, then?
Spirit Because I wanted to.
Tom. Your second husband's name is John. 

Did you like John as well as Daniel?
Spirit. Why, yes. . You don't get me into 

any scrape! You are just trying to get me into 
trouble. I am not going to do anything to 
get myself into trouble.

Tom. 1 am not going to get you into 
trouble, I just want to get your mind off a 
little bit. Say, you used to live in the coun. 
try, didn't you? You lived on a farm with 
Daniel, and then, when- you married John, 
you went to the city to live. Didn't you?

Spirit. Yes. "
Tom. How did you like the city ?
Spirit. Not at all. I never had much 

health in the city. Doctor, don’t you think 
it would be beneficial for me to go into the 
country to live again?

Mr. Bailey. I guess it would.
Tom. Now, I will tell you, Mary, you will 

be all right after a little while. Your name is 
Mary, because Daniel says so.

Spirit. Yes.
Tom. Now, I am going to hold out my 

hand, and you come and put your hand close 
to it, and you will get some magnetism from 
it, and you will feel better.

Spirit Yes, I will. Oh, my!
Tom. Do you feel that? ,
Spirit. Why, yes! That is an electric bat

tery, isn’t it?
Tom. Yes, that will make you feel so 

much better.
Spirit. Well, I am a great deal better. 

Well, I declare! I think it is beautiful and 
grand to do those things. It helps me-1 am 
sure; I am feeling so much better. I haven't 
talked so long at a time for months, and I 
haven’t been at all troubled with my heart.

Tom. I am afraid that you thought too 
much of your heart; but you, couldn't help it 
§ay, Mary, would you like to see Dan?

Spirit. I would be frightened to death to 
see him!

Tom. You know how you love your Jen
nie? You love her, don’t you?

Spirit. Why, yes, certainly!
Tom. Now, if you were to die, don’t you 

think you would want to look after her a little 
bit, and see how she is getting along?

Spirit. Well, if I knew about it—but I 
can’t say.

Tom. Now, supposing that you had died, 
and you would go to Jennie and she would be 
afraid to see you, and you would want to make 
yburself known to her and tell her that you 
lived; wouldn’t it make you feel real bad if 
Jennie should shut the door against you, and 
say that she was afraid to see you? •

Spirit Yes, I suppose it would. ■
Tom. Of course it would make you feel 

real bad. And, Mary, it makes Daniel feel 
real bad to think that you would be afraid of

A Few Practical Words from Hud
son Tuttle.

SOMETHING USEFUL.
CiUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE 
tx Light. By Sainuel Bywles; Mrs. Carrie E. B. 
Twlng, medium. This little book will be read with 
Inteuse Interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowie»' 
Interviews with the Inhabitants of the Uelis ut Spirit- 
life—s dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath ot the inllllous who have gone 
from earth-life with the damning effects of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. The book Is made up of fifteen chapter.. 
Some of the titles of jhu chapters are as follows. 
The Spheresol insurrectionists und Prostitutes—The 
Ilomooi Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
plot to Increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—The War Department In 
the Uellsof Splrlt-llfe—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moted by the low spirits in the matcb niuklngliell oi 
Splrlt-llfe—The Negro Hell—The Indian Ueli—The 
Mormon Hell—Tbo Hell for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and mediums—Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-lire—A Negro prayer-meeting In th«, 
light. Au Adventist looking for tho end. Tbo Spirits 
ual Congress. Price.,2.1 cents. ___________________

It is not often necessary to answer person
alities, and in this case I would pot intrude, 
did not the article of Brother Bach convey a 
very erroneous impression. He has become 
so far emancipated from the old that he feels 
indignant at everything which has even an 
appearance of retaining any of its qualities. 
He wishes perfect freedom at all meetings and 
absence of set forms. In this I accord to him 
the right and his inference to the contrary, 
made in his sharp criticism on the Ritual for 
Funeral Occasions, (?) published in The'‘Pro
gressive Thinker, is the cause of this reply. 
Had he known the object held in view in the 
preparation of that ritual, he would not have 
used the language he did. It would be well 
for all to fully understand before they criticise.

There are a great many Spiritualists, espec
ially in the West, who live isolated, and are 
not able to obtain or to pay the expenses of a 
spiritual lecturer, if their misfortune requires 
a funeral service. It was at the earnest solic
itation of such as these that the service was 
prepared, and from the numerous letters of 
approval received, it may be inferred that the 
demand was answered. By securing someone 
to read, and with music, the most isolated are 
not forced,to employ a minister or have no 
service.

It is not presumable that where a lecturer is 
obtainable the discourse given will be read. 
The songs are merely examples, and the ser
vice at the"grave may give place to spontane
ous expressions; yet I think most lecturers, 
even, will be glad of that, for after the dis
course it is often the most difficult part to 
pronounce the final words at the grave. The 
service was prepared that Spiritualists might 
have something to fall back on in case of ne
cessity. Its form is such that it would seem 
impossible for any other to be more simple 
and effective. No one has proposed to make 
it a model or inflexible standard. It was de
signed for a certain purpose, and is already 
fulfilling it, for it has‘ been read on more than 
one occasion, and sad hearts cheered which 
otherwise would have been overwhelmed by the 
gloom of ah orthodox sermon. Brother Bach 
has no need of it Perhaps not one of the 
many speakers in the ranks of Spiritualism 
need it, or will use the “Service at the Grave,” 
but it is not for them, for when they are pres
ent inspiration is there also. Something bet
ter may come to-morrow, and if so I shall be 
first to receive it, for the work of the individ
ual is of value, as it contributes to the growth 
of the cause. Our opinions will all sink and 
be lost in the brightness of truth, which is not 
labeled with personal names.

Hudson Tuttle.

- UNAWARE OF THE CHANGE.

(Note.—This paper is copied from steno
graphic notes, taken during the seance. Tom, 
who carries on most of the conversation with 
the spirit whois being assisted, is a control of 
Mr. Fisher.) »

Eva. (Spirit daughter of Mr. • and MrB. 
Bailey.) There will a lady speak to you this 
evening, who is quite peculiar; one whom peo
ple generally call cranky. She doesn’t know 
that she has made the change. We have 
gathered together as large a class as we could, 
of people who led lives similar to hers.
, Spirit Say, Mister, I have sent for you, 
and sent for you,and I don’t know what in the 
world is the reason that you haven’t come to 
see me. I am not fit to come here; I am al
most dead with my head.

Mr. Bailey. You know, doctors can’t at 
all times command their services.

Spirit. Well, you should have come to me. 
1 am feeling badly. This has almost upset 
me.

Mr. Bailey. You will soon feel better. I 
- am very glad that you came to see me, because 
I can fix you up very nicely.

Spirit. Do you think there’s any chance 
for me to get any better?

Mr. Bailey. Certainly; I know there is. 
Don’t be discouraged about it. How do you 
feel to-day?

Spirit. I am feeling very bad indeed.
Mr. Bailey. Where do you feel bad?
Spirit. It’s my heart, and I do think that 

sometime I shall go right out
Mr. Bailey. Well, that’s a good way to go, 

because it saves suffering.
Spirit. But I do suffer. I suffer all the 

time. ■
■ Mr. Bailey. But when people go with 
heart trouble they go so quickly that their 
suffering isn’t prolonged.

Spirit My head troubles me, too. Some
times, I really think that I am going out of my 
mind.

Mr. Bailey. Oh, no.
Spirit. This has been too much for me, 

but I wanted to see you, because I heard that 
you were such a wonderful doctor.

Mr. Bailey. You will feel better, now, in 
a very short time.

Spirit. What do you think I had best to 
take?

Mr. Bailey. I will give you something to 
take that will relieve you.

Spirit. I would be so glad to get relief, 
but when I get to feeling a little better, then 
something always comes to upset me. I 
think if you could have come to me, perhaps 
yoff might have helped me; but this is going 
to -kill me, I am sure.

■ Mr. Bailey. Oh, no. I think you are feel
ing better than when you first came.

Spirit. No, I don’t think so.
hfr. Bailey, You know the mind has a 

great deal to do with it; you want to be cheer
ful.

Spirit That is what my folks are everlast
ingly telling me, but how can a poor, sick per
son like me be very cheerful? I feel so weak.

Mr. Bailey. You will feel stronger in a 
little while.

Spirit. I think it is a dreadful thing to get 
sick, and then have your own family act as if 
there was nothing in the world the matter with 
you.

Mr. Bailey. That is too bad.
Tom. (Controlling Mr. Fisher.) Yes, I 

tell you, that’s too bad!
Mr. Bailey. That is Tom. I would like 

to introduce you to him.
Spirit. Ib he a doctor, too?
Mr. Bailey. Yes.
Tom. Say, I want to ask you a question. 

Tell me who Dan is?
Spirit Well, 1 can’t tell you.

; Tom. Don’t you know Dan?
Spirit. Why, I don’t know that I do.
Tom. He says that yon used to know him.

On«

know your name, and know that you had two

I know that is queer. I think he is

Say, Mary, would you like to see

1 am looking at you. Translated

powers of

Tom. It will make you feel strange,

i

>

Yes.
It makes him feel real bad, because

trol him.
Spirit. You control him?
Tom. Yes; I am using his

No, I am not afraid of you. - 
Do you know that I am a spirit? 
No.
Yes, I am, and that is the reason I

it u j
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BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
Tol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, Jl.Mi

GENERAL DIVISION.

speech to speak to you, and now I am going 
to leave him, and I want you to ‘ ‘_ look at me; 
then you will see him and see me, too. Now, 
you look! *

Tom. It will make you feel strange, of 
course, because you had no knowledge of it; 
but I will take you and show you such beauti

Do you think he knows? '
I know that he knows. I can prove

He’s been dead a long time.
He has been dead over twenty years,

No, you don’t see me, you only see 
the young man I am talking through. I con-
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him.
Spirit 
Tom. 

it to you.
Spirit 
Tom. 

he says.
Spirit 
Tom.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Ill. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper.0 Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c,

‘ ‘God in the Constitution. ” - By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for $1.00. Fer sale at this office.

Why, you have been married twice, haven’t 
you? He was your first husband.

Spirit Oh! Do you mean my Daniel?, 
Tom. Yes, your Daniel, then. ■ -

■i ¡ Spirit. How did you know it? ''

he loves you. You don’t suppose that when 
people die they stop loving those whom they 
loved before, do you?

Spirit. I can’t tell you. 1 don’t know.
Tom. Do you suppose that if you died, 

you would forget to love your Jennie? You 
couldn’t do it You know there is nothing 
like a mother’s love, and certainly a mother 
won’t forget her children, will she? ~

Spirit. I guess not. But you know the 
Bible says we are changed in the twinkling of 
an eye, and I can't tell you how it will be. 
You don’t suppose that we take our human 
feelings with us, do you?

Tom. Of course you do, or you wouldn’t 
be Mary. If that means anything in the Bible, 
that we are “Changed in the twinkling of an 
eye," it meaqs that we are changed from earth
life to Spirit-life, into the spirit-body. Don’t 
you know that you have a spirit-body when 
you die? St. Paul says: “You have two bod
ies,, a physical body, and a spirit body. " Do 
you know, Mary, that Daniel is just as happy 
as he cube? « -

me.
Spirit 
Tom.
Spirit 
Tom.

husbands.
Spirit, 

crazy.
Tom. 

me?
Spirit.
Tom.

The Emperor of Austria manages to make 
both ends meet with an annual allowance of 
$3,875,000.

A Swiss silk-ribbon weaver regards himself 
as fortunate if he averages 48c a day the year 
round.

In the textile trades and mines of Austria a 
week of seventy-two to ninety hours is not un
common.

The King of Italy receives $2,858,000 as 
salary and $180,000 for his family, he being a 
married man.

In a German sewing-machine factory a male 
employe earns $142 to $214 a vear; a woman 
$47.60 to $119. ’

The pay of a boy servant in England in the 
fourteenth centuty was 6 shillings a year; in 
1880 it was £10. .

An agricultural laborer in India is supposed 
to receive 5c. a day, but in general his wages 
Are not so large. ...

, Memory is the cabinet of imagination, the 
treasury of reason, the registry of conscience 
and the council chamber of thought.—Basil.

YOU SHOULD HAVE I I. 
jyOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 
t By Lizzie Doten. New edition. This handsome 
volume opens with the wonderful experiences of the 
author, who la peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
AMig time been «nceaslng, and the deep religious and 
sqjricual tone af her discourses have extended her 
influence far beyond (he limit of her voice, through 
the instrumentality <»f the presa But It Is chiefly for 
her mcdiumUdc power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she is most specially 
known. Thia volume contains the gems of the inspir
ational u.terancea, given chiefly before public audl« 
vnees, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the apirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and imagery 
of his productions in earth-life, but far surpass these 
in exaltedDess o* conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tb , inspiration of Shakespeare, Burna, 
A. W. Sprague; Mt In many cases the author’s name 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are gtven to the world. The peculiar influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and significance of this 
higher phase of spiritual communion is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, jdaln, reduced from 61.50 to |14KL 
Postage M) cents. For sale at this office

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

T)Y LOIS ll'AISBROOFER.' THIS IE 
J-) a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose is not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away the time in a state of Idle blessed« 
dobs, devoid of earnest thought or care fur either 
self-improvement or ibo good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, fur mother; and 
those who are to be mothers; and secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happincbs of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view ths 
result upon t he child of proper surroundings and influ« 
cnccB bearing upon the mother previous to matrrnUy> 
Incidentally the author touches upon various thing! 
In modern social and business life, which are uujuic. 
and fix unequal burdens upon the Individuals ccmpoM 
Ing society ns n whole. The book Is trenchant, instruct 
live and very Interesting, even when regarded merelj 
m a novel, and la especially commcndcu to “wotnei 
everywhere.” to whom it is dedicated. It also thon 
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the CatbolH 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phi)« 
osophy are introduced. It contains a fine likeness o! 
tbo author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound in 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, »1.25.

Researches in Oriental History.

I. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORIC 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM, 
3. Il ERI CATION OF CHRISTIANITY. I 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I 

The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless searcM 
fora Histoneal Jesus.

Id this volume the Jews aro clearly shown not 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
bare been. The Messianic idea Is traced to tbo Bae* 
trlan Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following the wares of emigration, until It It 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, Id Egypt, «ood after the commencement 
o? the Christian era. .

Tho book demonstrates that Christianity and Its ceo 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and tbafc 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per« 
son can read It without I-'istructicp and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusion* with the author on 
otherwise. For «ale at thls>officn.

very valuable book.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Um.- By Epes Sargent, author of “ Planchette, of 
the Despair of Science,” “TUc Proof Palpable of Im« 
mortality.” etc. Thia Is a large 12mo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pa£ca, and the whole containing 
a great amount of matter, of which the tahle of con
tents, condensed as it Is, gives co Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science Is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically Imparted, but are directly presented in tbo 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to it, under the ignorant pre
tense that It Is outside of nature, Is unscientific and 
unpbllosophical. All this is clearly shown; and the 
objections from ‘’scientific.’' clerical and literary de« 
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1847, are answered 
with that penetrating force which only arguments» 
winged with Incisive facts, can Impart. Cloth, iZmo» 
pp. 996. Price 11.50. Postage 10 cents. For sale nt 
this office.

JOYS

Beyond the /Threshold.
A Seqqlel to 

TO-MORRO OF DEATH 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

---- ----------- the French.
THE TO-MORROW OB DEATH va« wrtten to 

develop the idea ot the principle or the permanence 
of the human «oul aftcr-de.tb, and ita reincarnation 
tn a chain of new 6eln^a, whoso successive links are 
unrolled fa the bosom ot ethoMal apace. "Bitokd 
ths Threshold" continues on the tame Unes on- 
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con* 
alderatlons drawn from science and philosophy; claiming that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. -From beginning to end Ills faterestfag, en
tertaining, inatructlve and fascinating, and whether 
one aocepta it all or not, much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed fa Its perusaL Trips ilds.
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। He Gives Some Excellent Hints and Sug
gestions.

I beg the privilege of expressing an opinion 
in your valuable paper, which I have read reg
ularly for some time with great pleasure. I 
find by the recent discussion, that human nat
ure is much the saine everywhere; that people 
prate about harmony and Ipve, and then hurl 
invectives at any who they deem are not har
monizing "their way.” The letter of the Wash
ingtonian in a late issue is especially preg
nant with that spirit. The wiser Spiritualists 
and the best spirit instruments have ever kept 
a watchful eye on the liberties of the people; 
have constantly warned them to beware of any
thing that smacked of popery or creed; hold
ing, and justly, too, that systems backed by 
this spirit crucified liberty, The truly great 
in any cause rise to warn us of tie dangers 
that creep into our work at the risk of being 
called "green-eyed” or silly by some enthusi
ast,

I do not know of any that are better quail- 
fled to talk on organization, or who have done 

. more to make it possible, than Moses Hull, 
preaching and teaching it always, or Dr. Wil
kin«, who has occupied with honor many official 
positions in Spiritual organizations, and who 
says some excellent things in his article; or the 
old and honored D. M. King of Ohio, who has 
kept himself poor as poverty working to organ
ize camps and State associations; or the veteran 
giant) Mrs. Colby Luther, whose work will go 
down in history; or that of Dr. Ada Sheehan, 
whose voice it was that responded for the dele
gates at the convention, winning round after 
round of applause as she fearlessly stated the 
purposesand advantages of a National busi
ness organization; that we needed no queen, no 
king, no creed; and again in an article a few 
weeks ago sensibly repeated the same senti
ment I am sure none can question her inter
est in, and knowledge of organization. Now 
the truth of the matter is this: The National 
Organization belongs to the people, and the 
people have a perfect right to criticise its 
movements, just as they owe to it allegiance 
and support President Barrett makes his 
explanation and apology in a gentlemanly 
way, which increases our confidence in him as 
an officer and a Spiritualist. We do not think 
him perfect, neither does he expect us to think 
so; that is refreshing, and we feel more than 
ever like working to aid him in this arduous 
undertaking.

Now Bro. Dimmick’s letter is not quite so 
plain. As a matter of fact the local societies 
should receive their charters from their own 
State Association, and contribute thereto; the 
State Association collectively create4 the Na
tional. This, if I remember rightly, was the 
sense of a resolution presented to the conven
tion by Dr. Ada Sheehan; but that resolution 
was lost, and the present plan adopted; and if 
we, the people, are allowed the privilege of 
discussion on the matter without being called 
"sorehead«" or other opprobious epithets, 
the organization will live, and the longer it 
lives the better it will grow. '

Now, another thing 1 There are a great 
many Spiritualists, myself among the number, 
who agree with Dr. Sheehan’s article, and we 
feel that the vice-president, whose duties are 
plainly stated in the constitution and by-laws, 
has no authority to create an order of exer
cises for any day. It may be, as the Wash
ingtonian states, a simple, harmless rule, or 
regulation; but has anyone under the organiz
ation the right to make rules or regulations 
for us? If they have, what is the difference 
between such an order sent broadcast, with 
the endorsement of the National organization, 
and a rule or order from the head of the Ca
tholic church; for instance, the one prohibiting 
the members from bringing flowers into the 
church edifice at funerals. I am sure their 
excuse is a good one, namely: that such dis
plays are useless, besides being expensive, and 
rob the living, who would appear as well as 
their rich neighbors; and so with every "rule" 
they have made for the faithful to follow, 
there has been excuse sufficiently to satisfy 
the unwary devotee, until liberty was inno
cently "ruled and "regulated" out of sight.

The Jubilee Day does not hurt us at all per
sonally; but we cannot help but see how easy 
it would be for every officer of the association, 
present and to come, to find excuse valid 
enough to justify the appointment of a "day" 
a “rule” or a "regulation.” Now, is this a 
wise thing to do, in view of the fact that Spir
itualism is made up of people of every 
shade of belief? A large number have been 
Liberalists, Agnostics or Materialists. Will 
they bear being regulated in this manner? 
What we want is the help of these people fin
ancially. Will we get it by such methods? 
I think not; and rather guess that the Nation
al organization had best confine itself to busi
ness; they will then have the hearty support 
of the Christian Spiritualist, the Ingersoll 

. Spiritualist, and every other variety that comes 
in between, and for one I hope all the medi
ums, speakers, writers and workers that have 
by years of hard toil, made organization pos
sible, will be permitted and encouraged to give 
their best thought on the all important ques
tions as they come up. Harmony is the result 
of things done just right

Edw. B. Hunt, Attorney at Law.
66 Dudley St, Cincinnati, Ohio.

A French mill hand has before going to 
work a piece of bread and 2c worth of brandy; 
at breakfast, bread crumbled into a bowl of 
coffee; for dinner, a piece of bread and ¿heese 
or an apple, or a gill of red wine; for supper, 
a piece of bread and bausage,. or oftener, a 
herring and a cup of coffee.

It is estimated that the number of working 
people, male and female, in the German Em- 
iDirejs 10,600,000.

Message from Bishop Kingsley, of 
the M, E. Church. ‘

she possesses, in the changed condition, all 
its likes and dislikes, and all the natural fac
ulties that it possessed when an inhabitant of 
the body and those who passed away fully in 
the faith that the blood of Jesus has atoned 
for all their sins, and,made them subjects fit to 
be the companions of the bleat of all the ages, 
will awake to the fact that they are among the 
worst deceived persons that have ever lived 
on eartli and they will then learn that, instead 
of having been introduced by the Saviour into 
the realms of bliss, with no other work to per
form but to praise God for salvation, they 
have yet to commence to work out their own 
salvation as best they can; and they will then 
learn that their opportunities to progress there, 
are less favored than they would have been on 
the earth-plane with' proper instructions, in 
place of the dogmas of the orthodox churches.

In the foregoing statements we speak from 
personal experience in our own person, and 
know the truths of which we have spoken.

' Calvin Kingsley, 
Formerly a Blsjiop.of the Methodist Episco

pal church in the United States.

Given Through the Mediumship of Milo 
Norton.

We come this morning as a messenger from 
the Spirit-world, to make known, as far as we 
can, something of our experience, and what 
we have learned from that experience since 
passing from the active scenes of earth, to 
that bourne of which it was formerly said that 
no traveler ever returns. Our presence here 
at this hour proves that saying to have been a 
mistake, and what we now desire to say will 
prove many other sayings and statements to 
have been mistakes of far greater importance 
than the one first noted. We have now been 
many years an inhabitant of the spirit realms, 
during which time we have learned of many 
other mistakes of far greater importance to the 
citizens of earth than those we have just men
tioned and some of which we will now endeav
or to relate. Our first subject in this line will 
be the theme ot the salvation of ‘ the human 
race, from1 the effects of original transgres
sions by our first parents; 'and of personal 
transgressions of the whole human family.

During a long series of years, while ah in
habitant ot earth, we labored faithfully to en
lighten our hearers, to whom we preached, on 
what we then believed to be the gospel of 
Jesus Christ, and which we then believed was 
the only effectual means of the salvation’ of 
this race of Adam.

But now, after an experience of a long term 
of years in the world of. spirits, we have 
learned that the system of salvation as taught 
by us, as a member of the Methodist Episco
pal church, in all its phases of office, from a 
private member of said church to the office of 
a Bishop, teaching the same doctrine as is 
now being taught by all thp orthodox phurches 
of the world, was and now are the greatest 
error, and most disastrous doctrine, ever pro
mulgated on the earth.

In a former communication given by us 
through the writer of this article, which was 
published in the leading paper of this city, we 
pronounced the doctrine of the vicarious atone
ment, assaid to have been made by Jesus 
Christ, on the cross of Calvary, as a great er
ror and that there is no more virtue in the blood 
of Christ, to wash away sipp, than in the blood 
of any other man or beast. I now wish to 
affirm said statements, and will add that the 
doctrine of the atonement and the salvation of 
the race as the result of said atonement, is the 
most disastrous doctrine ever promulgated 
among the children of men.

In my former article upon this subject I 
stated that I had not seen or met Jesus of 
Nazarethjbut I will now state that I have since 
had the honor of meeting and conversing with 
him, and received satisfactory proofs that I 
was not mistaken in regard to his identity, and 
he also said that there was nothing in the sys
tem of salvation as taught and believed by the 
orthodox churches. He further stated that 
he never claimed to be divine and equal with 
God, as is taught and believed by the so-called 
Christian world. He further stated that the 
scriptures that are accepted and believed by 
professing Christians to be the word of God, 
concerning the doctrine of the atonement, and 
salvation through his death and suffering, were 
the products of priestcraft in the dark ages, 
and had been handed down to us as the word 
of God, carefully worded so as to favor the 
doctrines of the church in whose interest they 
were written.

Another great error is the doctrine of the 
resurrection of the bodies of all men, from the 
commencement of time until the end of the 
world, and the general judgment, when it is 
stated that all that are in their graves shall 
come forth, and appear before thè Judge of 
all the earth, and they shall be separated by 
the Judge, who is said ,to be this same Jesus, 
as a shepherd separates the goat from the 
sheep, and he shall then say to those on his 
righthand: “Come ye blessed of my Father,in
herit the kingdom prepared for you from the 
foundation of the world; for I was an hungered 
and ye gave me meat; thirsty and ye gave me 
drink; I was a stranger and ye took me in; 
naked and ye clothed me; I was sick and ye 
visited me, I was in prison and ye came unto 
me. But unto those on his left hand, he will 
say: Depart ye, cursed, into everlasting fire, 
prepare for the devil and his angels; for I was 
an hungered and ye gave me no meat; I was 
thirsty and ye gave me no drink; etc. These 
shall go away into everlasting punishment, 
but the righteous into life eternal "

Now we predict that no such proceedings as 
above stated will ever be enacted. The resur
rection body is prepared and inhabited by ev
ery soul of man immediately after the death 
of the body. St. Paul says there is a natural 
body and a spiritual body. This spiritual 
body, which is a fac simile of the natural body, 
is to be the home of the soul to all eternity; 
and there shall be no more death,, for the 
former things have passed away, and. behold 
all things are become new. We will'further, 
state that there is no such thing decreed as 
everlasting punishment, but that every sotil of 
man is destined at some period of its exist
ence, to become happy. Although many 
spirits may remain for ages in darkness, yet 
the time will come when through the ministra
tions of missionary spirits all will be restored 
or will be enabled to progress to a state of hap
piness, and they in return become ministering 
spirits to restore others to a state of happiness 
as they themselves have been, and in doing 
this work the soul continually progresses, and 
rises higher and higher in the heavenly world.

Again we will state that there will never be 
any such period as what is looked forward to 
as the day of a general judgment The day 
of judgment comes to every soul when it pas
ses from this to the Spirit-world; /AU the acts 
of a person’s life pass before him in a' pano
ramic view, and then and there to thè individ
ual soul is the day of judgment, ani the soul 
is then judged by his own conscience. The 
event of the soul’s transition from its earthly 
existence to the spirit-world' makes ho change 
in tbe moral condition of a person; but he or
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DB. JJWBRINGBN COMBS TO THB. PBFBNSB. OF 

SPIRITUALISM, • •

They are having'lively times over the sub
ject of Spiritualism ta jft, Wayne, Ind. The' 
local press of that city, >ith a few exceptions, 
has granted the freedom ot jts columns to both 
sides ot the question, tor several years past. 
But still the fight goes on. The exceptions 
above referred to are papers edited by old', 
"bluestocking Presbyterians,” who yet be-: 
lieve the earth is flat, the sun moves, and'that 
infants will be damned. They will print any
thing against but nothing in favor of Spiritu
alism. The Ft. Wayne Occult Science Socie
ty has created a great interest in the subject 
of Spiritualism in the city and surrounding 
country. For the proof of this statement I 
need only refer to the fact that there has re
cently been organized a movement to down it 
at all hazards, justly or unjustly. An effort 
was made a few nights ago to expose as a 
fraud one of the best non-professional medi
ums in the State. Although the effort was a 
most inglorious failure, resulting in the abso
lute ednviction of all skeptics present who 
were open to conviction, of the genuineness of 
the phenomena produced, the exceptional pa
pers above referred to heralded it abroad as 
an exposure. On next Friday night at the 
Masonic Temple another effort at exposure 
will be made by local talent.

All that it will amount to will be an imita
tion and a very poor one, of the genuine phe. 
nojnena; about on a par with the burlesque of 
Shakesperisn plays witnessed in negro min
strel shows. But they are compelled to do 
something to stem the tide of interest mani
fested in Spiritualism, and there is a certain 
class of ill-balanced minds that blow hot and 
cold on all questions, that shift with the 
breeze, who will probably be influenced by 
their performances.

On last Sunday night the Rev. Dr. Moffat, 
pastor of the First Presbyterian Churcii of FL 
Wayne, preached on the subject of Spiritual
ism, and his sermon was printed in full in the 
papers of his editorial parishioners. Dr. H. 
V. Sweringen wrote a reply to the sermon for 
each paper, but not one of the Presbyterian 
editors would publish it Dr. Bweringetfs 
reply appeared in but one of the four papers 
to which it was addressed, the Ft Wayne 
Homing Journal. Rev. Dr.' Moffat's sermon 
contained nothing new, nothing that has not 
been successfully answered times without 
number. It was simply a rehash of the same 
old objections to Spiritualism that have long 
since lost any weight they may have once 
had. The following is Dr. Sweringen’s reply 
to Dr. Moffat, as it appeared in the Homing 
Journal'.

To thb Editor:—I notice in your yester- 
day’s'issue a report of a sermon by the Rev. 
Dr. Moffat, on the subject of Spiritualism. I 
will not at this time review his sermon at any 
length. There is one proposition he advances, 
however, I will now briefly notice. It is so 
apparently and really wanting in logic and 
soundness, that, taken as a sample of his ar
gument as a whole, no future reference to his 
sermon will be necessary, perhaps. The doc
tor’s declaration is as follows:

"When any person invites you to the in
vestigation of any phenomena, and begins by 
turning down the lights on you, you may stop 
right there. It is prima facie evidence of 
fraud. It is precisely the same as tying a 
bandage over your eyes. The hidden things 
of darkness are humbugs." ■

I am truly surprised that any pulpit of the 
present day would fulminate any such absurd, 
preposterous logic. As an argument, there is 
not a professional nor backwoods juror but 
would rule it out of consideration in the at
tempt to arrive at a verdict in the case. Ab 
evidence “prima facie," or otherwise, he would 
not entertain it for a moment.

If the phenomena you are invited to investi
gate are intended to appeal to your sense of 
vision for the proof of their reality, Dr. Mof
fat's argument would then hold good; turning 
down the lights on you would then properly 
be considered prima fade evidence of fraud, 
and the same as tying a bandage over your 
eyes.

But if the phenomena you are invited to in-' 
vestigate are intended to appeal to your sense 
of hearing for the proof of theii; reality, tying 
a bandage around or plugging solidly your 
ears, would be the proper thing to do to con
stitute prima fade evidence of fraud.

What is the object of a dark seance? Is it 
for the purpose of eeeingphenomena? By no 
manner of means. Although the most beau 
tiful lights are occasionally seen, and the most 
peculiar, gentle touches are occasionally felt 
in these seances, . their sole object is for the 
hearing of whatever may be heard; for the in
telligence that may be received by the ear and 
the determination by the recipient as to whetH-’ 
er or not that intelligence was in the possession 
of or emanated from the medium. In the

above quotation from Dr. Moffat’s sermon he 
evidently gets the phenomena for the ear very 
much mixed up with those intended for the 
eye. He should remember that we have phe
nomena directed to ail the senses separately 
and distinctly, as well as collectively.

"The hidden things of darkness are hum
bugs,” says the doctor. I wonder if he is 
willing to apply this declaration to the many 
hidden things of darkness described in the 
Bible. | H. V. Bweringen.

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION.
A Good Word for it.

Lively Times at Fort Wayne, Ind.

By the Secretary of the Mississippi Val
ley Association.

To the Editob:—I have been a silent read
er of all that has been published pro and con 
in your paper in relation to the National Spir
itualist Association, and while such a diversi
ty of opinion regarding the merits and demer
its of this organization are to be deplored, I 
am glad to see these different views presented 
when done in a spirit of kindness and charity 
for those who are not wholly in line with our 
thought and action. It takes the "all” to 
make the stupendous whole, and each and 
every one is a factor in the great drama of 
life, and must do their work from their own 
standpoint in their own way. Mrs. Richmond 
cannot do the work of Mrs. Luther, neither 
can Bro. Barrett be a Moses Hull, but each 
must be recognized as being true to their en
vironments and convictions and doing a grand 
effective work as seemeth best to them.

I think a majority of the Spiritualists 
throughout the country are glad that tie Na
tional Association was organized at Chicago, 
and although perhaps they do not fully accept 
the formula, they no doubt recognize that a 
good beginning has been made and that there 
is ample room for improvement in the future; 
and I also believe Spiritualists generally were 
pleased with the idea of a special program on 
a certain day as a means of universal concen
tration of thought and spirit power, and that 
thereby a nucleus has been formed through 
which a greater work may be accomplished.

I give Bro. Barrett, and all connected with 
the appointment of such a day, credit for act
ing unselfishly in the matter, with the sole 
idea that "thoughts are things” and believing 
that we might be brought closer en rapport 
with the spirit forces by a combined effort at 
a specified time. -

In regard to the National Association de
fending a case in the State courts or conferring 
that authority upon a society by issuing to it 
a charter, . I did not know such claim had 
been made. My understanding is that a soci
ety chartered under its State laws will be rec-, 
ognized in the courts of, that State, while the 
National Association will take care of cases in 
the United States courts; a society chartered 
by the National Association will, however, 
.have its support and influence in all courts 
when necessary.

As reference has been made to the methods 
of some of the teachers in the cause of Spirit
ualism, I wish to call the attention of the 
thoughtful advanced minds who desire a clear 
elucidation of our philosophy from a scientific 
standpoint, to the lectures of Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood, now located at No. 128 Park Ave., 
Chicago. . I cannot better express my appre
ciation of his work than to quote the follow
ing resolutions which were unanimously 
passed at the close of a course of fine lectures 
delivered by him in August 1891 at the camp 
meeting of the Mississippi Valley Spiritualist 
Association, at Clinton, Iowa:

Euolved, That we have listened to Prof. 
Lockwoods lectures with great satisfaction and 
profit, -

Rewived, That such lectures, showing as 
they do the unity of Nature in her most occult 
workings with the facts and teachings of 
Spiritualism, should be widely given and am
ply patronized.

Resolved, That we regard Prof. Lockwood 
as one of the ablest representatives and ex
ponents of the highest phase of Spiritualism, 
and as such we commend him to all lovers 
of a progressive Spiritualism, not only as a 
competent teacher but also as a genial and 
courteous gentleman.

Prof. Lockwood is now slowly recovering 
from a severe illness of several weeks’ dura
tion, and it is hoped he will soon be able to 
resume his labors upon the platform, and be 
sustained in his efforts to give to the world 
the benefit of his many years of. careful study 
and close observation of the laws underlying 
Spiritualism and its phenomena.

It is the intention of the management at 
Clinton camp to secure the Professor, if his 
health permits, for a course of lectures during 
the camp season of 1894.

L. P. Wheelock, 
Secretary M. V. 8. A. ’

A helping word to one in trouble is often like 
a switch on a railroad track—an inch between 
wreck and smooth-rolling prosperity.-—!!. W. 
Beecher.

In many parts of Germany the hardest out
door work falls to the lot of women. They 
plow and spade the fields, follow the coal earts 
through the cities and put the coal in the cel
lars while the male driver sits on the wagon, 
and 'draw the milk wagons into the towns, a 
woman and a dqg generally making a team for 
the milk cart. '

In the British army a colonel receives £1000 
per annum; the French governmentpays £280, 
the Italian the same. An English captain re
ceives £212, a lieutenant £118, a private £18. 
The French and Italians of the same grades 
receive from one-third to one-half as much.

ïû'activity we' must find Our joy as well as 
glory: and labor, like everything else that is 
good, is its own reward.— E. P. Whipple.

Houses are built to life in, more thap to 
look on; therefore let use be preferred before 
uniformity, except where both may be had.— 
Bacon, • ’ ‘ ’

. . EXCELLENT BOOKS!
They Are fey Saie at This Office,

T-JISTORICAL AND critical review or 
the Sunday question., It IsInvuluuble. By G. W. Brown.

M.p. Price 15ceti'j.1 ' .■

T-J0]V TO MESMERIZ^wBY\FR<>E J. W. 
IL Cadwell, one of the most nuwertfu; nie#raerl#t» In Amen 
lea. Ancient and modern lulraclea exniulnedlty meamerliia. Aa 
Invaluable work, PUpe, paper, 50 AW*- V' ■ | ;

CTARNOS. B Y DR. DELLA E. DA VIS. A 
rosary ot pearls, culled from the works of Andrew J«ckeon 

Davis, Intended for tho light and solace ot every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. . Price 50 cents. : ! '
CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 

i-J Sacred'Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author ot “Arcana of Na
ture," '‘Ethics ot Science,” “Science of Man,” etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing «nd publleblng bit 
“Convent," which has bad a phenomenal run In Tux Paosassa- 
tvx Post paid anywhere, w cents. Paper
«dittos, 25 cent»,. - .
CVLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

t-J A «ctontlfic metbpd of, delineating character) diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc,, from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seveb plate diagrams and tables of the moon aud planets, from ¡820 
to 1S00 Inclusive. Large 8ro, cloth 15.00. Postage 20 cents.
SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTIQN OF VO- 

kJ cal muslo for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
11. Peebles add J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from al) theological Mas, throbbing with the soul ot 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues ot, the spiritual 
philosophy, set to tho most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all Occasions, It fi doubtless the hlost 
attractive work ot tbe kind ever published. It* beautiful songs, 
duets aud quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
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Cloth, «2.00.' postage U cents. .

''THE , PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
• A Confessional, by Bather Chialquy. A stirring account of tbe 
diabolism of theEomlsb priests, worked through tbe confesslontl 
box. Prlcq tldKI,
'THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
J comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, In tbe 

keenest and most easy style of Ils able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that 1» sufficient Inducement to PurcbaM 
tbe book. Price «1.00.

JJ/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL. 
Vv 1st» or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Treno* 

Medium. By lira. Nettle Colburn Maynard. Tbl» curious bock 
has no precedent in tbe English language. Its theme Is novel it« 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon tbe most monw nt- 
ous period tn history aud regarding Its most famous participant— 
tbe most noted American. It Is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. Tbe publisher ha» not 
ep«red care,research or expense to its ■ verification and pnrduo- 
tloa, and he stakes his reputation upon the validity of Ite conuenu, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regard) ess of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It ts a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will ba amnlf 
«wald. PiioeaiAO.

AN AMERICAN KINO AND OTHER STO- 
jtl rtes, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful Illustration of man's cruelty and Injustice to bfe fellow 
man. Price 10 cent».

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
XT. from the spirit realm«. Disclosing the mo«t startling revel«- 
tlons. proving Christianity to 6e of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has 625 pages, a line engraving of J. M. Bobeets, Esq. 
editor of Mind and Matter. Fries «1.50. Postage 12 cents,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. Bl SARAH E. TIT- 
XT comb. An explanation of where tbe religions of eur race 
originated. An Interesting »nd Instructive book. Price »1.25.
LTHRISTIANITYA FICTION. THE ASTRO
V- nominal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 

Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.
I TELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 

I L tlce. By Lois iWalsbrooker. Price »1.50.

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
I “If a man die. «hall bo live?" Is fully answered. By W. B. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cent».

TUTABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
J.YL Walsbrooker. Price »1.50. Mrs. Wilsbrooker,» bosks 
should be read by every woman In the land.

MIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
LV1 A. Hovey. 200pages, with illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon. Price »1.25.
POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS ¿INN, A 
I volume ot sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought ot tbe bitter cruelty ot earth-llte. These are sweet, win- 
•cm and restful. Price »1.00.

JDELIGION, BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IP 
A V all could be led to believe In such a religion tho world would 
bo far better than now. Few writers excel ttr. Babbitt tn power 
and disposition to apply ths facts ot history and science. Price 
•1.2). Postage 10 cents.

7'HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
uid ExpreMlona In human Embodiment«. Olren through 

Mr«. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her gulden A book that every
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T IB ER AL LECTURES. BY A. B. TRENCH. 
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ZIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE H/STORy 

of Atbarael, chief priest of a band of Al Arrans. An 'Utltns 
history of man. Written through the mediumship of U*G. Fin
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JIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. 

L-a By Mre. Mary T. Bhelhamer. It abound« In facta tn refer 
ence to the Summer-Land. Price «1.00.

¿EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
from th» Tree of Life. Preaaeted.to humanity through the 

meolumahlp of B. i UtchAeld. Exoell.nt throughou. Fnee

JfROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
I Tuttle. A beautiful book of poem» of rare merit. Prloe 
»1,50.

TfIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 
1 By Ker. Cb«>. Cblulquy, ex-arieet A remarkable book: 
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~DESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 

L\ embracing the origin of tbe Jew«, tbe rl«e and d«v«lopment 
of Zoroaetrianiam and tbe dertr»tlen ot Christianity! to which 1» 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By 0. W. Brown, M. D. 
d "ft the most valuable work» ever published. Price 11,50.

IDEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND, GIVEN 
i\. Inspirationally by Mr». Maria M. Klug. Yon will not became 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 25 cent«.

TDOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. B\ 
Bev. Isaac J. Lscslnf, M. A, trerj patriot should read It.

Price <1.00.

7HE VOICES. BY WARREN SUMMER BAR
low. Tbe Voices contain poems of remartAble beauty and 

force. They are most ojasllenL Price *1.00. ' ’

'THE GODS. BY<COL. R. G. INGERSOLL. 
a A pamphlet ol »0 page«. Worth Its weight tn gold. Price 20 

out*. '

'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
1 Tuttle. Hl» works are always Intensely interesting. Price 

«1.50. .■.■■■■ .
'THE WORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
1 lore. By Kency Grave«. Youahould read it, and be tbe 

wiser. Price *1,50:
'THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
I comparison ot Biblical aid modern Spiritualism, By Mose» 

Hull. An Invaluable work. Price *1.00. i

7TAE AAAZGTZW OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS j YOU SHOULD READ IT.' 
puenomena ud Pbltowphy. »Mr. taMTMai ne zerer-rrTAT nrfc* .* — w. ■ ■■ ...h*. w* vw vw * V. - I M.

This work was written by a moder» Bartor* a grand and nabla 
man. Price 11.00.

'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE 
1 Something you thould have to refer to. By James M. Mo 

Cann. Fries IS cents.7^ CHILDREN'S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
1 A. manual, with directions for the organization ani manage

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Darli. Something 
ludespenslble. Price 60 cents.

pHE SPIRITS’ WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 
1 Biw, «ndfelt«tCsisidsruLake. Bf H. L. Suydim. It lit

pamphlet that will trell pay perniai. Price 15 cent«.

Z'HREF. SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE.PHE-
Ion»; the JeioiU, seen .«nd mueen, «re bended «g»ta»tthe 

ilrcnlitlon of this boot, beenme they »re afraid they will loss 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they hire held bo lone 
to Three Seven«, this knowledge Is offered-to the people. Bay 
it, reed It oeref ully, »hi see -why the Jesnlu hats It. Price «1.25.

STUDIES IM PSYCHIC. SCIENCE, LN 
kJ valflable work. By Hudson Tutti î. Price 11.25. ,

OF THE AGESt EMBRACING SPIR- at.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONCESSIONAL.
BY FATHERCHINIQUY.

This Is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex> 
Priest, whoso character I» above reproach, »nd who 
knows what bo Is talking about. Everybody should 
yeadlt. Price, »1.00, It contain» tbe following chap- 
ter»;

CHAPTER I. _
Tbe Struggle before tho Surrender of Womanly BtH 

respect In tbe Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for tkl 
Priest. . '

CHAPTER III.
Tho Confessional Is tbe Modern Sodom. 

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow at Celibacy of the Priests Is mid» «*»J 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V. .

The blgbly educated and refined Woman In the Con 
fesslonal—what becomes of her after uncoddlttoB- 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin. " ■

CHAPTER VI. .
Auricular Confession destroys all tbe Sacred Tl»l M 

Marriage aud Human Society. .
CHAPTER VIL

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Olrtl 
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to ths Boult

' CHAPTER IX. • . .
The Dogma, of Auricular Confession a Bacrilegto»» 

Imposture.
„ CHAPTER X.
God compels tbe Church of Rome to conf»»» th» 

Abomination» ot Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER XI. .

Auricular Confession In Australia, America, »nd 
France.

. CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for tbe Consideration ot Legislators. Hus

bands and Fathers—Sense ot tbe matters oa which 
tbe Priest of Homo muet Question bls Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00,

THE FREETHINKERS’ 
PICTORIALJTEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING THE ABSUBDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OB’ THE CHURCH'S 
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE- 

NEPICENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSES OF A UNION 
OT OKUUOH AND BTATK.

185 Full-page lUustrationii, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND THE 
OPINIONS OP SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

Tho Illustrations ar® classified as follows: 16 rep* 
resents Uncle Sain ond the Priests; 2, Tho Church ‘ 
Hobbing tbe People; 8, Tbauksgjvins; 0, Sabbath 
Laws; 14 Children and tbe Church; 16. Woman and 
the Church; 6, The Church aud ThomaiPaine; 4, Stud
ies tn Natural History; 2, Tho Bible and Scleneo; 15* 
The Clergy and Tbclr Flocks; 1, Piety in Our Penlten* 
tlarlei; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
HU Works; 2. Prayer; 10. The Creeds;2, Christians and 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5. Missionaries ; i.Tbe Lord's Lnstrumenls: 25, Bible 
Doctrines. and Their Results: 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, PHesta and Politics; 4, Ireland tad tho 
Church; 2, Church's Idea of CivIHlatlon; 1, Tha Uses 
of tfoeCross;4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9* 
Persecutions of the Church; 12, Some AJlegorlU* 
8, Heaven ; 6; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price IL

For Salo at tbto office.

AN INVAlümulH WORK.
IMMORTALITY, ORFUTUREHOMES 

JL aud Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. ThU 
admirable woi*k contains what a hundred spirits, good 
OUd evil, eay of their dwelling places. Give us details 
—details aud accurate delineations of life in tbe Spirit- 
world!—is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. Wbltber—ob. whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond tho tomb? Will they know 
me? Wbatis their present condition, and wbai their 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing as 
they mayt are allowed co speak for themselves. No 
man is bélier qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before tbe people. He treats of tho 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of 
the River; Foreglcams of the Future; Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body ; Is It the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing tn 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man's 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians in 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friend» and Shakers Ju Spirit Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Lend. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price 41.50; postage 12 cents. For sale thia 
office.

THE ELEMINATOR
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. ^ESTBROOK.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos
ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an Imper
sonation aud not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price el.50.

For sale at this office.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

TDELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 

author of “ The Clock Struck One, Two, and Three.” 
Thirty-six yean a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’» 
our connection with one of the largest and most Influ* 

ential religious organizations tn this country, together 
with bia well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness in the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render tills a book that will attract theat- 
tentlon and command the studious perusal of thought* 
fui minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal investigation of nearly all phases of splrlt-manifes* 
tation through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “prince 
of humbugs.” and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
with a conviction that it is a truth far transcending all 
others in value to mankind. It is eminently well 
adapted to place In the bands of those whose attach
ments to the faiths and forms of the Church Incline 
them to have nC'~ug to do with the subject upon 
which it treats. New edition, with portraltof author. 
Cloth, l?mo, pp. 423,81.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at*-his office.

AN EXCELLENT WORK, 
r\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

The“Stellar Key” It tho obllotopWc&l Intro
duction to the reveiatlouh contained In this book. 
Some Ides of thia Httle volume maybe gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tbe After
Life; 9—Scenes in the Summer-Land; 3—Society In tho 
Bummer-Land; 4—Social Centres In the Summer-Land; 

: 5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language ana 
Life in .Summer-Land; 7— Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate.* In the Summer-Land! 9—Voles 

| from James Victor Wliaon. Thia enlarged edition con« 
tains more than double the amount of matter In fon 

i mcr editions, and Is enriched by a beautiful front!* 
Slece. Illustrating the “formation of tha Spiritual 

ody." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 6 cents. For Ml« 
at this office.

A SH REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow.” “The Occult 
Forces of Sex.” “Perfect Motherhood.” nnd many 

: «ther works. Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN. , 
JL tercourec. Contents; Guardianship of SplrltSt 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries: Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; /Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles ; Resurreo- 
tion of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land: True 
Religion. This work has been translated into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford* Conn., and similar cases * 
in all parts of the country. This volumn is the flrsg 
from the author directly on the subject of “ Spiritual* 
Ism,” and has stood the test of many years. Cloth -■ 
H4&. to cant»- For sale at this office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus,

A -wonderful communication, explaining bow hti 
life end teachings were utilized to formulate Christi* 
unity. EtlcAUçentv For aale.a «.AtU-Office.
TIISTORICAL AND CRITICAITRE: 

ILL view of the Sunday qneitlon. it |a toyaluable. 
By G. W. Brown. M. D. Price 15 ccnra 

~^HE~S,0UL~ ITS nature; RELA- 
■L tlonacnd Expression« In Human Embodiment.. 

Olfen through Mr», Cor» 1., V, Riohmtmd, hr par

■%
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And Hdw It has Produced Hard 
Tinies, . .

Pessimistic Thought

a
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DR. CARL SEXTUS.
Continued from First Page.

is heir—but especially those which orig
inate jn the nervous system, and are not 

-associated with great organic lesions, 
Jits beneficial action is. manifested by a 
/(marked increase of physical vigor. The 
«despondent and melancholy i-egains the 
fhopeiulness and cheerfulness of youth, 
7thus restoring a perfect equilibrium in 
■ both mind and body. This force acts 
upon all organized beings, but especially 
'upon man. The action resembles the 
magnetism of |he metals, in that it has 
both repelling and attractive properties, 
and manifests itself in different man
ners upon the various bodies upon which 
it is caused to act.

; Nervous prostration (neurasthenia) 
appears in many forms, but principally 
three. The first is characterized by a 
lack of appreciation of tbe ordinary ir
ritations of the sensory nerve filaments 
(anesthesia). The second by a lack of 
reflex nerve action, and the third and 
last by an abnormally increased penei- 
tiveness (hyperesthesia),incase of which 
even an ordinary irritation of the peri
pheral nerves brings about a decidedly

■ strong impression. Many of my patients 
have during my magnetic treatment ob-

। served a thick “fog” surrounding them
selves; and they have stated ihat the 
same has radiated from my entire body, 
but especially fronj my eyes and finger
tips. Furthermore, my patients claim 
that this fog causes them to experience 
a highly pleasant sensation, and that it 
seems velvety soft, light, warm, and 
that it makes them forget all their trou
bles or mental sufferings. Pain leaves 

'them, and they feel themselves, as it 
were, removed to another world, or 
into another existence. In fact, a true 
ecstasy which they wish would last for
ever. Nothing is more disturbing or 
disagreeable than when this fog or 
sphere is dispersed, by the nearing of 
anyone who displaces them, or even the 
contact of a metallic body. They fur

' thermore explain this fog as continually 
.vibrating.

The time best adapted for treating pa
tients according to this method is either 
in the forenoon, as the patient is not 
only at that time most susceptible to 
the influence, but the magnetizer is at 
this time of the day in possession of his 
best strength and bodily energy; even
ings when everything is quiet and in
vites to rest is also a good time for mag
netic treatment; in fact, any time when 
the patient Is in a peaceful aud passive 
-state of mind is favorable. It is but jus
tifiable to consider animal magnetism 
as the first and most active remedy for 
the cure of diseases in general. Noth
ing like this inspires us or is in such a 
direct harmony with the soul of man
kind. Magnificent, wonderful—nay, 
even miraculous is indeed the possibil
ities of this great remedy, blessing and 
born to mankind. One thing must riot 
be disregarded, namely, that it must be 
applied by a competent and experienced 
expert.

Let us say with Wordsworth: 
“To every form of being assigned 
An acting principle—however removed 
From sense and observation, it subsists 
In all things, in all natures, in the stars 
Of azure heaven, the unenduring clouds, 
In flowers and tree, in every pebbly 

stone
That paves the brooks, the stationary 

. rocks,
The moving waters, and the invisible

A LOVING DAUGHTER
CONTINUED FEOM FIRST PAGE.

On opening the slates at the close, all 
were found to be written upon, or faces 
drawn upon them and addressed through 
impression to the persons for whom they 
were intended. Painted chrysanthe
mums, in colors Wis time, came to my 
wife and to my sisier, a message of guid
ance in letters of gold on a subject much 
upon her mind. The opening of tbe 
tablet was of deep interest to myself, 
■which I had so zealously guarded 
throughout. There upon the pages were 
executed, in line black-and-white work, 
designs symbolic in masonry; faces, 
messages in gold letters and in black 
from the loved ones in spirit to their 
loved ones present, recognizable to 
them and dear to them, as was evident. 
These sheets the medium dispensed also 
by impression, and was in nearly every 
instance correct. I know I received the 
tablet clean, and I also know that I did 
not execute the marvelous work found 
within.

Wonderful all this to me, and yet 1 
thought I had seen many wonders in 
phenomena. I have gone into detail 
here, and in doing so 1 make an article 
unnecessarily long, but for the facts; it 
will reach through this medium of ex
change of thought many who want to 
dissect extraordinary statements, and 
such want all facts bearing upon the 
case. I give it without further com
ment; alike to those who can understand 
and believe iiuch, evidences of spirit re
turn, with tokens of love to the living, to 
be a fact; to the skeptical mind who will 
try to Supply explanations other than 
adpiission, and to the scientific man 
who’is slowly, ypt surely arriving at the 
conclusion that truth is manifest in di
verse ways outside of his supposed 
limitations, and that this is one of God’s 
ways of uniting his children in heaven 
and earth: Alpha and Omega.

Calling the Cows.
I don’t know why, I don't know how, 

But surely, 'twas no harm at all 
To stop a minute at the plow 

And listen to her milking-call: 
“Co—Boss—Co!” 
It sounded so

Above jhe.yellow-tasseled corn; 
Surely the man was never born 
Who would not leave his team and come 
To help her drive the cattle home.
The old folks lived across the hill, 

But surely, ‘twas no harm at all
To kiss her, while the fields were still 

A-list’nlng to her milking-call:
• “Co—Boss—Co!”

It sounded so.
It made the tardy robin start, 
The squirrel bent the leaves apart 
To see us two a-walking down 
Toward the sleepy little town.
I don’t know how, I don’t know why, 

But surely, ’twas no harm at all;
The stars were in the summer sky ' 

Before the cattle reached their stall.
' • “Co—Boss-rCo!” - •!-

It rings on so. ■ \ .
The moon, from off his g^at white 

■ shield . ’ I
Has tossed it back into the field, ■ 
And still the whisp’ring echoes come. 
And follow me, a-walking home. .

■ —Herman Eave.

■ • j l • . , . | ■ . 1 '-I...............■■ ■ ’ ■

Never before, perhaps, has there ap
peared such' a j peculiar stagnation of 
business. Wo'.h&ve' been blessed with 
an abuudanee'-hfeverythingihatis need
ed to supply th’e’ wants of’the- physical 
man. There has been no loss by war, 
nor the action of the elements, and still 
there is the prevailing, paralyzing fear 
exhibited by those who handle the ex
changes of the world, by which all busi
ness is retarded without any seeming 
cause. It certainly is a curious study to 
analyze the mental conditions which are 
at work to produce this anomaly. Let 
us start with the assertion that the whole 
disturbance is due . to some deep laid plot 
in the brains of some two or three menj 
and this has been aided and abetted by 
other allied interests, wittingly or un
wittingly. , ■ •

.In the play of the grain or stock mar- ’ 
kets, the same movements are a part'of 
the operations of the manipulators. Two 
or three men -deliberately plan, a cam
paign, favoring • circumstances. and. -g 
hope to profit thereby,- bring other oper
ators to their aid, and then there is a 
boom on. Under cover of the excitement 
the original plotters perfect their 
schemes, pocket the profits, and every
body else holds the bag, from which the 
contents have been wrung to the last 
drop.

Toone who has tried to watch the . 
whole field, the financial operations of 
the country have assumed a similar as
pect during the last summer, only the 
manner of it has been more gigantic. 
For weeks and weeks, before the scare 
commenced, some of our metropolitan 
dailies kept the amount of gold in the 
Treasury, as a scare paragraph, conspic- 
ously posted in their editorial columns, 
while the movement of gold in the set
tlement of the world’s exchanges, was so 
mentioned indirectly, as to produce a 
constantly growing feeling of distrust in 
the minds of their readers. With this 
came the discussion of the changes of 
the tariff, and the silver question. Both 
political parties have desired to throw 
the responsibility of the unsettled'state 
of the country on the other fellow. By 
this time panics had been, worked up, 
and the banks found -that while a small 
panic might make profit for them, a un
iversal one'was anything but desirable. 
The bankers learned a new lesson, that 
it might be possible for the people any 
time to break up the whole banking sys
tem of-'the country, by recalling the 
money ptit into their hands for use 
free of charge, for which the banks 
charged “usury.” With this fact star
ing them in the face, they hastened to 
renew the confidence which they had 
allowed to be depreciated.

Nor was this all, for the weekly pa
pers, which the farmer reads for his 
instruction and amusement, fairly 
bristled with stare heads to their col
umns, of which, “Hard Times Coming,’’ 
“I’ncle Sani Going Into Bankruptcy Be
cause He has Only $90,000.000 of Gold 
in the Treasury,” were fair specimens. 
The farmer read it for the first time, 
and said to himself: “My bins and barns 
are full of wheat, corn and cattle. Guess 
that newspaper feller is in fun, or he 
has made a mistake.” But the papers 
kept this kind of rot going, until it 
got so hot the farmer finally says to his 
wife: “Maria, I guess we won’t go over 
to the store to get your caliker dress 
and them other things you wanted. The 
papers say it is going to be hard times, 
and we must economize. I can git my 
terbacker when I go over, the rest <of 
the things can wait until after the hard 
times.”

So the farmer, and there's millions 
of him, stops buying anything but the 
barest necessities of living. The retail 
dealers make no sales, the drummers of 
the great wholesale houses get no or
ders. The city manufactures stop work 
because there is no demand for their 
goods, and the busy workmen become 
the unemployed.

All this is the result of the sensational 
exaggeration of the press of the country 
of bare possibilities. To them is due, in 
a great measure, the responsibility of 
all the distress, sorrow, or worse, of the 
rich man’s panic. They have catered to 
our politicians, who would plunge the 
whole country into ruin, if they could 
only compass their own election as con
stables.

Is it possible that the plot was to force 
an issue of gold-bearing interest bonds? 
Uncle Sam’s notes of hand are con
sidered by those who have money to in
vest, as A number 1. From appearances, 
it looks'as if the $59,000,000 to be put on 
the market by Secretary Carlisle, are 
not to be in any sense a popular loan, 
but will be held by those who have 
more than they can use already. Are 
the Rothschilds and their agents behind 
this scare, deliberately organized, and 
carried outby a subsidized press'? One 
thing is certain, it is an example of 
what pessimistic thought will accom
plish when guided by fear.

Dr. AV. P. Phelon.

Passed to Spirit-Life. ' :
. Matthew Towers quietly passed to 
.Spirit-life from the home of hie eon, W. 
H- Towers, ot Maherville, Barton Co., 
Kansas, aged nearly 81 years. He was a 
staunch .Spiritualist for over thirty-five 
years, always pending a Helping hand 
whenever opportunity afforded. He was 
born in Lancashire, England, in 1813, 
and eame to this country in 1844. The 
year following his wife and little ones 
crossed to meet him. They had a family 
of1 ten children. Eight sons, and his 
life companion, whose age is ¡nearly 78, 
still survive him. Four years ago they 
celebrated their golden wedding. Our 
neighbor, Hon. M. W. Coburn, chair
man of the Kansas committee to the 
World’s Fair, made a few appropriate 
remarks;, then his granddaughter, as
sisted by friends, sang:

“We are waiting by the river, 
We are watching on the shore,

Only waiting, for the boatman
Soon he’ll come to take us o’er."

Mes. S, V. Towbes.

< Passed to the higher life January 4, at 
•16 years, after many weeks of; suffering, 
¡Paul Simmons,'a young man'of more 
than ordinary'physical and taental de
velopment. The bereaved' parents have 
the cheering consolations, of the spirit
ual religion, the certainty of being re
united in a more favorable clime. The 
funeral services in the Temple were 
ponducted by Win, Randall and the 
writer. J. ’B. Alter.
. Stuttgart, Ark. . .

■ * V '
Departed to a higher life, from her 

beautiful home in Hockessin, Delaware, 
Jan. 18, Elizabeth Baily Jackson, in the 
77th year of her age. In 184$ she was 
married to Mr. J. G. Jackson, the well- 
known writer for the spiritual’press and 
enthusiastic astronomer. She descended 
from good ancestry, her grandfather 
being the eminent Quaker preacher, 
John Parker'. She partook largely of 
the sensitive and spiritual endowment 
common to that church, and in a quiet 
home way was a constant recipient of 
communications proving the presence of 
her spirit friends, The last communi
cation she gave was remarkable and 
irophetic: liLet not your faith languish. 
There is always a dark time before the 
dawn. You have your crosses and dif
ficulties, but press on; for they will be 
all forgotten in the glorious life thee 
will experience after the change to the 
spiritual. Be of good cheer, John.” 
(Her husband.) “Thee will have much 
comfort soon in the present life before 
we wapt thee with us. There is more 

■work’to do before thee is called hither. 
But as thy day, so shall thy strength be, 
and when thy time does come, it will be 
a glorious change.” Hudson Tuttle de
livered the address to a large assembly 
in the church of the Friends, in clear 
and burning words, presenting the 
spiritual philosophy, which conquers 
the fear of death, and triumphs over 
the grave. *

ìÈU

the worn-out • physical tenement ■ and 
went to inhabit that house not made by 
hands. They were early pioneers of 
Kent county. In 1854 they moved to 
Easton township, where they lived until 

’bidden to come up higher. For more 
than thirty years they have been firm 
believers- in the spiritual teachings. 
The funeral services were- held at. the 
house, Hon. L. V, Moulton, of Grand 
Rapids, officiating. Beautiful flowers 
were presented as tokens of love, and a 
large concourse of friends and neighbors 
assembled to pay a tribute of respect 
and tenderly sympathize with the be
reaved family. Mrs, E. R. Weteb.

Passed to Spirit-life, December 2, '93, 
from the effect of a shock of paralysis, 
Mr. Simeon H. Mills, in his seventy
eighth year. He was. a kind and. affec
tionate nusband, a fond and indulgent 
father, whose-children rose up to call 
him blessed, and cheer his declining 
years, He was a resident of New Lon
don, Ohio, for nearly twenty-five years, 
loved and respected by all. He was a 
believer in the Spiritual philosophy.

Passed to Spirit-life, from .Clipton, 
Mass., January .5,1894, Gowin Johnson, 
aged 79 years. He was a respected and 
honored citizen, a firm, and uncompro
mising Spiritualist, In compliance with
his request, given years before, the 
writer spoke, at. his funeral. > He was a 
member of the order of Masons and Ped:

■ Expiring Subscriptions.
The period of expiring subscriptions 

is on us. As The Progressive 
Thinker is published on the cash plan, 
of equrse all names are dropped as soon 
as‘the time is reached to which, ad
vanced payments are made. We know 
money is close and hard to get. News
paper publishers feel the pressure more 
keenly than others, because many per- 
sonp unwisely commence economy in 
expenses by cutting off mental aliment. 
This should not be. The trifling cost of 
The Progressive Thinker, but little 
more than the blank paper on -which it 
is printed, and the large ajnount of edu
cational matter with which it is laden, 
commend it to the thoughtful every
where.

Il the reader is in-straitened circum
stances, and cannot afford to invest $1 
for a year, he- can certainly spare 25 
cents and extend his subscription three 
months, until business resumes its 
wonted activity.' Then there will be qo 
break in healthful- reading, ho .discour
agement to the publisher, and no regret 
that invaluable matter, which will never 
ba replaced, has escaped attention. The 
hope of the world rests with the well
read Spiritualist and Agnostic.

Reader, let-us sjiare each other's bur
dens-as much • as < we can. whue these 
financial embarrassments stare all in

„Jlie face.. Only a few months more,
Men, both of which attended in a body,! when public confidence will be restored, 
(loins' escort dutv- to the rrvave; the Ma. and prosperity wi.l return in an unex

ampled manner.
We are aiding the world to the extent 

of giving employment to ten persons, at 
a considerable ■'Sacrifice, too, to ourself. 
Can you not aid us in this laudable 
work by renewing your subscription at 
once, and, if possible, send in an ad
ditional subscriber?

doing escort duty- to the grave; the ^La- 
sons .performing- their impressiv'e burial 
service:' । ■ Juliette Yeaw;

Leominster, Mass.

Ira M. Allen, of Burr Oak; Mich., 
passed to Spirit-life very suddenly, of 
heart failure, on the morning of August 
27 th last. He was an active Spiritualist. 
L. V, Moulton.officiated at the funeral, 
and his discourse set the community to. 
thinking and talking.

Daniel Bigelow passed to Spirit-life 
Jan. 2, 1894, at Athol Center, Mass., 
aged 93 years and 6 months. He enjoyed 
reading The Progressive Thinker.

Passed to a higher life from the home 
of her sons, 5315 South State street, 
Chicago, 111,, January 14, Mrs. Delight 
Phelps. Her 88'years have been years 
of devotion to her friends and family, 
and the end came suddenly by heart 
failure. The large attendance and deep 
sympathy expressed showed how well 
she was beloved. She had been a firm 
Spiritualist for forty years, and the last 
services over the body were in accord 
with her belief, being conducted by 
Mrs. O. E. Daniels, who, in a sh<5rt ad
dress set forth the truth of Spiritualism.

Mrs. O. E. Daniels.

Who is this Marvelous Man, Dr. 
A. B. Dobson?

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

byThis question has been asked _ 
many. The following letter will throw 
some light on the question.

Dr. A. B. Dobson, Maquoketa,

Passed to Spirit-life at Pittsburg, 
Kas., January 19, 1894, Dr. Geo. W. 
King, aged 39 years and 1 month. The 
funeral services were held in the United 
Presbyterian church, under the auspices 
of the First Spiritualist Society, the 
Order of Red Men taking charge of the 
remains. Mrs. M. T. Allen made the 
address of the occasion, making a deep 
impression by the beautiful thoughts in
spirationally given her. Rev. J. C. 
Gibson, pastor of the church, occupied 
a seat in the pulpit, and offered a most 
beautiful invocation. '

J. V. Blackman.

Mrs. Melissa Tinkham Suits died at 
her home in Covert, Mich., December 
2, 1893, of neuralgia of the heart, after 
an illness of only twenty minutes, aged 
49 years, 11 months and 6 days. The 
fuiieral services were held at the house 
Monday, S. P. Merrifield officiating, the 
remains being interred in the Coloma 
cemetery. Miss Melissa Tinkham was 
born in Sodus Township, Decembor 28, 
1843, and was married to Soloman Suits 
April 8, 1866. Two brothers and one 
sister are left to mourn the loss of a 
kind sister, the husband a loving wife, 
and the vicinity in which she lived a 
generous and helping neighbor.

December 2, 1893, of la grippe, in her 
77th year, Mrs. Caroline Bowen Root, 
at the residence of her only living 
child, Mrs. Manning, in Coldwater, 
Mich. Mrs. Root and her sister, Mary 
E. Phelps (now Mrs. Buck), resided for 
about fifteen years alone together at 
their home at Haslett Park, Mich. 
Mrs. Root and Mrs. E. B. Phelps Back 
were known at Haslett Park as "the 
two old ladies.” Both were true believ
ers in Spiritualism and loved by all that 
knew them.

Passed to Spirit-life, from his earthly 
home, in Otisco, Ionia county, Mich., 
December 9, 1893, James Moon, in his 
74th year. He was one of the early 
pioneers, having lived in the town fifty- 
four years. For more than thirty years 
he was a true and firm believer in the 
Spiritual teachings. L. V. Moulton, of 
Grand Rapids, officiated, and a large as 
semblage of people listened attentively 
to the grand truths our philosophy 
teaches. Mrs. E. R. Weter.

Mansill’s Almanac for. 1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology, 

Almanac Makers’ and Weather Fore
casters’ Guidé,' and New System of 
Science, by Richard Mansitl, is now out, 
and will be sent to any address for 25 
cents. Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally'should have it.

"Mr.. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflsma 

no,*niys pain, cures wind colic, 25ca hot tie

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMÀNCE OF 

ÀJ. two. world,. , By Florence Huntley. Price:. 
MPer, W cent.; cloth, ti.w. BooktUKe "The Dream 
Child” .pnr humanity on to make more *nd more. Ue, 
mind, oflhlinarure, and will open up new height, 
and depth, ol, pl ritmi knowledge—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Will. I believe, take It, place be,Ide Bulwer'. 
"Zseont" and tbe “seraphUa" ot Baltec.—“Dally 
Capital," Topeka, Kansti. Although .Imple and un- 
TamlEbed vlth an. Inflammable de,crlptloai, en
thrall, tbe mind to the exclusion ot ether thought,, 
until reluctantly the render, cloaca the - hit page.— 
MlnneapoU,‘.‘Bunday Time,.” . < ‘ ■

Passed to Spirit-life, January 3rd, 
S. Albert Smith, of Portland, N. Y., in 
his 43rd year, after a lingering illness, 
in which he was comforted with the 
beautiful belief of Spiritualism. As he 
neared the river he told his earth 
friends the names of spirit friends he 
saw waiting on the other shore. In the 
words that followed by inspiration 
through the medium, Mrs. Kingsley 
Carpenter, notone heart but must nave 
felt touched. ..

Passed to the higher life, December 
1, 1893, Dr. J. C. Corey, in the 58th year 
of his age. He was a man of great 
strength of character, moral, honest 
and upright; kind-hearted and benev
olent, especially to the poor, who ever 
found a sympathetic heart in him, and 
were never turned away empty-handed 
when appealed to for aid. Many have 
since said to me. they knew not what to 
do or whereto turn for help in time of 
need, for they had lost their beat earths 
ly friend. Dr. Corey was a firm believer 
in the continuity of the life beyond, of 
the identification of spirit friends, and 
of the progression of souls to the highest 
possible life attainable. . .

Mary J. Corey.

Iowa—Dear Doctor: Your remedies 
and picture received all right. I have 
been using your remedies for two weeks 
and thank God I am getting well.

For five months I was confined to my 
bed, unable, to turn over without as- 
slstance;‘but since taking your,remedies 
I can sit up tobave my bed made. I 
had been given up to die. The doctors 
said consumption had set in, and I had 
my burial clothes made, but thanks to 
you and the good spirits, I will not need 
them yet. 1 did not believe' in spirits 
nor Spiritualism, but I do now.

l am gaining so fast that the neigh
bors can hardly believe it is myself. I 
have sent you a great many patients, 
and will send you many more.

I had twenty calls on Sunday to see 
your picture, and to see if I was really 
gaining as fast as reported. They don't 
know what to make of it, as they were 
all expecting me to die. They say: 
“Surely this is a miracle. Who is this 
man who can work such wonders?” and 
many more such questions. Send 
remedies soon, so they will reach me be
fore this month’s medicine is gone.

I wish I could tell the sick of the 
whole world what you have done forme. 
God bless you is my prayer.

Truly yours, Helen Mason.
Long Lake, Minn.

(See ad. in another column.) 
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

r*nr*r DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send 
LULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex. 
r||L.t handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
■ i reeeive a correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 358, Lansing, Mich.

Harry Van Wart, of Albany, Wis., 
passed suddenly to Spirit-life, January 
4th. He was born January 10,' 1830,at Be- ■ 
mis Point, N. Y., and has been a resident 
of Albany since 1856. He has for many 
years been an ardent Spiritualist and a 
constant reader of The Progressive 
Thinker, of which he often remarked'- 
that it was his bible. He was a Rmd_, 
husband and indulgent father, a steady 
fast friend and an honest man; genet-ops 
to a fault, a kind neighbor and good 6iti- 
zen. He leaves a wife and four daugh
ters who will sadly miss his genial pres
ence. Funeral services were conducted 
by the able trance speaker, Mrs. Edna 
L. Ford. Will C. Hodge.

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Bead this testlmunial: "Psycuearrived two weeks 
ago and to say 1 was pleased does not express my ap
preciation. My boy, twelve years old. Is developing 
mostall the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came, first sitting We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Uelis, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without coninct. etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlence.—M. Y. 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark.” Price, si,00. Postage 
20 pents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. R. Bach. Mfr. St. Paul. Whin.

ANTXGEWWORi
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. SINNETT.
x This excellent work treats of tbe following subjects:

I.
II.

III.

On January 9, 1894, John Wirkman, 
aged 20 years, departed this life by the 
discharge of his own gun while hunting. 
He was-a young man of excellent char
acter, a Spiritualist and a trance medi
um. His was one of the higher and 
more refined natures, and'wastable to put 
himself in communication • with nis 
friends, telling them not to mourn for 
him, for he was happy in the light of 
his new conditions. C. J. Stafford.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Mr. Robert Pritchard passed to Spirit
life, from his home in Geneva, O., Jan
uary 11,1894, aged 90 years and three 
months. He leaves a son and three 
daughters. He was a constant and faith
ful worker for the cause of Spiritualism, 
and for many years the treasurer of the 
First Spiritualists’ Society, of Geneva. 
He was an honored citizen. Mrs. Carrie 
C. Van Duzee, of Geneva, delivered a 
very excellent inspirational discourse 
to a large assembly of sympathizing 
friends from all the churches, on'the 
theme: ‘‘Born of the Spirit.” L. E, P.

- Passei from this to a higher life\ 
Thursday/ Sfept, 14,1893, at Her home in 
Easton,loniS.Oo.,.Mich., at the age' of 
82’ years, -Mra. Arinena Brown Bellamy, 
wife of Edward S. Bellamy.. They trav
eled life’s "jeurney together fiity-four 
years, wheahis spirit freed itself from

Passed through the morning gate of 
the higher life, January 12th, Emeline 
R. Jayne, in the 61st year of her age. 
Never were the consolations of our sub
lime philosophy more clearly evinced 
than in her assurance .of a happy transi
tion from pain to peace. Her funeral 
occurred on the 14th, at which, by the 
power of the spirit, I was enabled to 
contrast faltering hope and fearless 
knowledge, to the satisfaction of all 
present. Dr. U. D. Thomas.

Sylvander Amidon passed to the 
higher life January 7th, from his home 
in Flint, Mich; He had been a great 
Sufferer from paralysis for several years. 
He was about 64 years old and leaves a 
wife—the well-known test medium, and 
four children. Dr. Chas. A. Andrews 
of Saginaw, officiated, giving words of 
cheer and comfort to the friends.

Flint, Mich. Will J. Post;

Mr. Francis A. Maxfield passed to 
Spirit-life, from his home in Prophets
town, HI., Jan. 12,1894, aged 55 yrs., 11 
mos. 10 days. Spiritualism, and death 

. came as a welcome messenger.
\ ~

W. A. Stephenson, 36 years of age, 
died at Cook County Hospital, Sunday 
morning, January fil/asthe result, of. the 
amputation of a foot crushed by an ele
vator at the; Empire Theater, January 
10th. -Quietand reserved in deportment, 
possessing ah exceptionally even' dispo
sition, hie everyday, life 'bbrdstrbng evi- 
deuce :df / his--faith.A ' progressive 
thinkef, possessing an unusual degree 
of spiritual discernment, his life was a 

‘constant inspiration to' all'who knew 
him intimately. His remains were ta
ken-to Huntsville, Ala;, his native home, 
for interment, accompanied by his faith
ful- wife and his three little children.

V.
VI.

vil
vm.

Ptaoinml
HEALING!

New Revealed Remedy!.

Quick Treatment! Permanent Cures!
No Stamps Required in Advance!

No Leading Simptoms nor Lock ofHair!
Only Name and Age Required! 

grand generous offer of trial 
test treatment of the pabulum of 
life for thirty days.in your own 
home, for all conditions arising 
FROM EXHAUSTED NERVOUS ENERGY 
OR LOSS OF VITAL FORCE. ■

Disease, as a whole, we regard as a 
unit, call it by whatever name you will, 
according to its manifestations, or de
gree of expression; but the causation of 
disease is all the same, namely: an, 
impaired vitality, or loss of vital force 
—whether, by blood poison or other
wise. .

The “Pabulum of Life” is a new 
alimenta remedy, and was specially re
vealed for the augmentation of vitality, 
or life-renewal; and is, therefore, a 
fundamental cure for fundamental mal
ady or physical degeneration.

It will strengthen the weak, invigorate 
the young, and re-juvenate the old. In 
other words it will remove prostration, 
cure disease and restore lost health.

TRY IT! TRY IT! TRY IT!
Thirty days trial, remember, free by 

mail, for $i.

DR. R. GREER,
I2J LaSalle St., Chicago.

DR. S. RANDALL’S 
Union Park Sanitarium 

TS SITUATED ON ONE OF THE
1 most central aud picturesque parks In Chicago, at 
82 Ogden Avenue. The saiilLttrluin heals the sick 
with every means known to modem medical science 
and skill. It is speclully recommended for Invalids 
and so-called Incurables. For particulars address Mrs. 
L« Put Akdkbson Bovxk, 82 Ogden Ave., Chicago, in.

DR. HENRY ROGERS.
7'HE CELEBRATED MEDIUM FOR 

ludepeacUint alatu-wrltlug, pictures, and other 
phases. 23U park avenue, (near Hoyue avenue), 

Chicago, III... also makes u specialty of diagnosing 
and curipg .djjeasa where others have failed. Dr. 
Bogers inakea his rctnurkable cures entirely through 
epiiriT power. Bo Is endorsed hy the Spiritual press 
as being one of the Lest Clairvoyants aud phenome
nal mediums in the world. Sittings dally for Blate* 
writing aud diagnosis. 220

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE
2-cont »tamps, lock of Loir, name, age, aex, on* 

leading eymptom, and I will dlaguoae your dlsaiM 
free wltli the aid of spirit power, Dr. B. 8. Wlutinu, 
Lake Geneva, WIs.  223

TO THE SICK.
1\/IY GUIDES HAVE CONCLUDED 

IVJlo help the Bick through a highly vitalized flour. 
Sick headache, general weakness, all female ailments, 
weak lungs. etc., etc., are Bare of a cure t hrough tbe 
use of this spirit-endowed flour. f2.0U a package. Ad
dress P. Galvin, CasseU, Texas. Cun give the names 
of citizen» living here who have been cured by one 
treatment; One for Prolapsus, given up by two of the 
best [doctors in tbe county—was cured and able to 
take a five-mile walk, by our treatment, in four weeks’ 
lime. If you are sick sencj the two dollars and your 
name, aud the guides will vitalize the dour to null
your case. 2-21

ACTINA
The Great Ozone Vaporizer.

A COMPLETE POCKET BATTERY, 
both chemical and electrical. Positively cures 

Catarrh, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Deafness, Granulated 
Eyelids, Coughs, Colds, Hcatjpehe and Weak Lungs. 
Thousands testify to its wonderful curative powers. 
A valuable book fheb on .application; contains com
plete method of treatment. References and many 
testimonials. <35 South fit., Springfield, Missouri.

lljfRS. B. IRELAND, TRANCE ME- 
1VJL dium. Private Bluings dally. Circle Friday
evenings. 2926 Cottage Grove Ave. 223

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
A J. IN YOUB OWN HOMIS. Will aend a pamphlet con- 
tattling iiiBtructtona, a letter deilgnattng your phaaai 
of mediumship, a spiritual Bong book aud copy ot The 
Bower (magozlno).all for K cts. Addrea», Mre. J. A. 
BIIbb, 1904 Wabash avenue, Chicago, IU. 220

AN ELDERLY LADY WOULD LIKE 
Ci a home In a Spiritualist family iodo light work. 
Small wages will be accepted. Sho Is anxious for a 
good home, and will do her best to please. Address 
Mrs. A. C. Leonard, 407 W. Van Buren St., Chicago. 222

ADVERTISERS ATTENTION! TO 
Ci Introduce our “Novel Story-” and yourself at 
the same time, we will distribute your circulars In 
Chicago and other large cltlea For further in
formation address "Life Sketches,” 0236 Morgan St.,
Englewood, Ill. 220

A LIBERAL OFFER! BY A RELIA- 
Ai ble clairvoyant and maguetlo healer. Send four 
g-ceat etuupB, lock of hair, name, age aud aex, Wa 
will diagnose your case free, by independent spirit 
writing. Address, Dr. J. S. Loucks Bhlrler, Mass. 1238

invalids
J/L HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
r v Btamne. their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlet ana advice fbbk to cure themaelveii without 
druge. The THOMA« BATTA'KY COMPANY, Card* 
Ington, Ohio

The sick are healed, send
!>hreo i'?0“1, «or Private letter of advice

fromtlw Bplrlt-world. W. P. Phelon, M D, BIS Jack
son Boulevard Chicago Ill. 120tf

7'0 ANYONE SENDING ONE DOL- 
lar&nd two «tamps I will send three recRlpts. One 
for La Grippe, nne for Rheumatism, aud how to make 

hens lay In wint er. Auy of them is worth tbe dollar. 
In addition I win give reading or diagnose to those 
wending lock of hair, age and sex. Write to I). C. 
Meeker, No. 6 North street, Bradford, Pa. 221 

~TcRS. WNNETLY'^1^
1VJ demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached lialr. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. -It 1b not «dye. Il will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 cent«. Al) ready for 
use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two-cent postage 
stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Conuelly, 1343 Ridge
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 221

A/TRS. N. L. PIERCE, NATURAL 
IVI Clairvoyant. Sittings dally. 692 W. Van Bu-
ren street. 223

5'PIRnUALISTS VISITING CHICAGÒ 

th0’° « fióte», with i^lritu&ltBtf tmlly, at 8S fit John’« Place near tlnlon

Z'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. II. W
Sinclair, will send you by letter a Ute reading of 

tne past and future with date». Nall a look of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No 221 
West Ave., Jackson, Mich. 237

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CPEND THREE ‘¿-CENT SI Aim PS 

kJ lock of hair, age. name, sex, one leading symptom 
and your disease will be diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose, Cal.

PHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
JT Reading or six questions answered. 50 cents and 
three stamps. Mabgvkbitb Boston, 1472 Washlng- 
on street, Boston, Mass. 220

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED'
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
Cl. the Eyes, ibe Catarrh, and, in t&ct, the entire 
system. Send 2 two-cent stamps, and I will aend 
printed information. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed ibis knowledge to me. B. F 
Poole, Clinton. Iowa.

HARK !
TTAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER. 

I I ous growth? Do you wish a psychometric read
ing, examination or advise regarding business'? Write 
to Dr. J. C. Phillips, giving age and sex, and enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and ;Uree 2-cent stamps. 
Three questions briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad
dress, <71 W Madison St.Chicago, IJI. 2O9cf

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

(Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]
/¡N INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

.Zl theraputlcB laclodlng the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity. Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications, btudeuts In four 
continents have taken tbe course. The college In 
chartered aud confers the degree of 1). M„ Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
cau take the course and receive tbe diplomas at tlicfir 
own homes, institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orang« 
New Jersey. 234

JMY VIrr CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
IrE IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

CIO KA BuvthtUitord Iiaprv»»d SlNGliR 8*w- 
9IUiOU Ing Machin«, with a «otnphto Mt of at- 
Uchtntntt tod gu*nni««d for 10 ytar». Shipped any- 
«her« on SO dayt' trial. No nwnou rtruirtd tn a<L-

«■ante. 76.UX) now ia um. World's Fair Medal *««rd«d. 
Buy iron futory, ears dealers' and Mceuta' profit. 
Write to-day for cur LARGE FREE CATALOuL'E. 
Oifwd Mfg. Co., 342 Wabuk Ara, Chicago, III,

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
jyi.ATFORM, TEST, PSYCHOME. 
1 triât and business medium* Readings, person
ally or by letter, gl.w. Answers three questions for 
five 2-cent stamps. Address, 291 Ogden Avenue, 
Chicago, Hl.’ 2i6tf

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGH7. 
-I Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision.

Write for illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. F. POOLE, Clinton. Iowa.

YEH YO 0 GAN
PET WELL. SEND $1 BOR A BOT- 
LZ tie of Elixir of Life. A spirit remedy. Purely 

vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renews life 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailments there is no better remedy ' 
made. Send for circular. Dr. E. K. Myers Clinton, 
Iowa.   222

’R PRESENT AND FUTURE.—
JL Ask three questions. Give age. sex »nd com

plexion. Enclosed. Agnes A. Milleb, Diamond,
Arkansas. 228

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism. .
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

Tbe price at thli admirable work la 11,53. AU bwkl 
advertised tn Tni FbOgbxssivx Tximkzb ara 

__ For sale at this office. 

RELIGION OF MAN
... and ,

ETHICS OF SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

jytYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
1 Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wis. 221

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

The past hM been the Age of the Gods and the Be* 
Ilgloriof Pain; the present lathe Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not sen ile trust In the Gods, but 
knowledge In the laws of the world, belief In tbe di
vinity of tntn and his eternal progress toward perfec
tion Is the foundation of the Bklioion of Max and 
system of Ethics u treated In this work.

The following are the titles of the chapters:
PAKT FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monotheism; Phallic worship; Man's Moral rrograss 
depends on Ms Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo* 
logical Problem*—tbe Origin of Evil, the Nature of 
God; the Future Bute; Fall of Man and the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption*, Man's Position, Fate, Free 
Will, Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations ot Man to God and Himself.
PARTSECOND-Tho Ethics of Science

The individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit: 
The Law of Moral Government; The Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom: Conscience; Accounts* 
blllty; Change ot Heart; What is Good? What U 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; The Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of tbs Will: 
The Charter of Human Bights; Liberty; .Duties aud 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment-—Present and Future; 
Duty bt Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Socl* 
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So* 
clety; Rights of the Individual; of Government;. 
Duty of Selt-Cultnn; Mdrriage. • x ’ • •

820 Pages, Finely Bound in Muslin, Sent postage free 
for <1.50. For sale wholesale and retail at this office* 

~ THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND 'THEIR EARTH- 
1. ly Victim«, by the Seer, A. J. D»rl* U • rerz lo

tereittnt 'end tuggeitlve werk. It le tn explanation of 
much tut U fUee »4 repulelre In Bplrltcellim, «B»- 
beirlnc * DMt Important recent Interview with Jraee 
VletcrWlieon,• raidentoltheSiimmer-LinA Flic* 
»cut*. For«»leitthlioffle»

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
Ci Songs, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Gems. 
Choral Responses, Funeral Services. Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for O* 
ganlzlng and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marching: Ban
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
tbe aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual dongs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old hymnology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such as no other selection contains, It gives 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of which is made plain by engravings. It gives in
structions bow to make the badges aud banners and 
Instructs In marching. It shows how to establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
Erepared for tbe task by years of devoted labor In the 

yceum. The book Is the result of practical work 
and'Tested by the Interest awakened In the actual 
session of tbe Lyceum.

Whilelntended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
Is admirably adapted to tbe needs of Iha family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hvdson Tuttle & Co., Publishers. Berlin 
Heights. Ohio, or office of The Progressive Thinker 
where the work may be had wholesale and retail.

J. G. W. ENTWISTLE, M. D. 
Also Clairvoyant Doetor.

TTORMERLYOFTROY, N.Y. PRAC- 
incx of SOjexra. Chronlc dleeaies «'specialty. 
References Riven.. Hour» 9 m. U>4 p. m. Office, 
CiiSC Harvard Ave., Englewood. Cblcsso, III. 220

Free to the Weak and Sick.
T\ÓNÌT SUFFER ANY LONGER, 

XZ hnt send to A. -M. -Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, WhC will dlagnòsls your disease FBEEf under 
especial Instruction of a spirit band of telectro-mag- 
netlc doctors.* Lose no Ume,lnit'send at once lock of 
hair, age, 9a6 leading symptom and three 2-cent 
sumps to A. M. CaxdwsdL' Box 244, San Jose, Cal. (227

NATIONAL 

Spiritualists’ Association, 
'office, 510 E Street, N. W., AVash- 

ington, I). C.
• ( Iscoki'okatkd Nov. 1.1893.)

'T'HF. HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
JL National Spiritualists' Association 1b now open 

at all limes, and all Spiritualists arc lovlted to visit 
their official home. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who ftTd requested to send In their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies in all foreign countries 
are also requested to confer with us, and Information 
is desired respecting all new phases of devekpment 
in all parts of tbe world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Robert A. Dimmick,
Secretary. 21dtf

A REMARKABLE' OFFER. SEND 
fl two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. C. Bxtdorf, 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad*
vertisement in. 225

SECRET POWER OF MIND OVER
mind and how to cultivate and strengthen this 

God-given force, innate In every human being. Won* 
del ful book 11. Circulara free. Prof. Anderson. P. T.,
2—182 State street, Chicago. 218 cow

MRS. F. S. DE WOLF, INDEPEND- 
J.VL ent t>lat6-writlng and test medium. Circle for 
ladies. Thursday afternoon. 450 W. VanBurcn Street.

TAKE ONE.
TJVERY MYSTIC AN D STUDENT IN 

jC-Astronomy, who Is progressive, Is sending for 
Ormsbv's Weekly Star Report, which Is proving to be 
just what they have been looking for. The most 
learned In astrology speak In tbe highest terms of them, 
and several in the profession have already subscribed. 
Think of it: 52 delineations and a Horoscope for every 
child bom this year for only <2.00. Mailed to each 
subscriber ten days In advance. Agents wanted In 
every city. F. E. Ormsby, Masonic jemple, Chicago.

—Three months for 50 cents.—

A TREATISE ON THE SOLAR
Fluid of the Solar System, revealing Its twelve 

mental qualities and their relation to tbe anatomy of 
the human bodv, with diagram and dates that will en
able yon to delineate character from date of birth. 
Only 25c, but don't send stamps. Uriel Buchanan.
Ph. D., Marionville Mo. ZIO.

CLAIRVOYANCE CAN BE RAPIDLY 
U developed by the Genuine Oruentai» Dbvblof* 

ing Mirror. For prices, etc., apply to Prof. P. Dav
idson, Jr., Loudsville, White Co., Ga. Send data of 
birth and three 2c sumps (or free Astrological test.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
'..... .. AND.. .

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or Blew thoughts on how to reach that altllmda 

(There spirit la supreme and all things are subject toll
BY MOSES HULL

„Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper. 25 cents. For sale st 
this office.
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COL. R. 0. INGERSOLL
His Lecture on the Cods.

A Critical Review
¿ION. A. B. RICHMOND.
, I see, I speak, discourse and know: 

Mi now I am, I was not always so;
,that fromwhence I was must be before, 

om, as my spring of being, I adore.”
' —Z>H/den.

. It is not fulsome flattery to say that 
Robert G. Ingersoll is to-day the great
est living orator, Jn the role of a 
Champion of free thought and a crusader 
against the theological creeds of earth, 
he is invincible. He has successfully 
met the greatest intellectual “knights 
errant” or Christendom and vanquished 
them.' In the numerous conflicts forced 
upon'him by the “Dugald Dalgettys” of 
orthodoxy, he-has-depended more upon 
his sword, spear and battle-ax than his 
6hield*jftnd like a veritable Coeur de 
Leom«| conquered all opponents. Al- 
ways:’?S$£he van of the army of liberal 
thjttrara^iikfi the sappers and miners of 
S^^mj^Hbfare, be has attacked and 
qínoníméd the walls of the citadels of 

creeds and dogmas, and laid them in 
ruins around him. No masonry of iron- 
bound creeds could withstand the lever 
of his logic or the catapult of his crit
icism. In word-painting he is an artist 
whose graphic imagery of love and 
pathos glow and harmonize like the 
frescoes of Michael Angelo. Deservedly 
the most popular speaker of the day, he 
is a power for good in breaking the 
fetters of superstition and liberating the 
public mind from the tyranny of creeds 
and the apprehensions of cruel and bar
barous theology.
. While all this is true of the in
imitable Ingersoll, so long as he confines 
himself to a warfare against the creedal 
superstitions of the past and present, 
yet when be steps from the arena of 
religious controversy into the realm of 
mental philosophy he fails in his logic, 
ignores facts and the demonstrations of 
science, and becomes as dogmatic as the 
followers of Luther, Calvin and Wesley, 
or the believers in the infallibility of 
the,Popo.. . .
( On page 20 of his lecture on “The 
Gods, Ingersoll says: •

INGERSOLL DWELLING ON THE PERSIS
TENCY OF FORCE.

y<
I;

' “It is the crowning glory of our 
century to have demonstrated the inde
structibility and eternal persistence of 
force. Neither matter nor force can be 
increased nor diminished. Force can 
not exist apart from matter. Matter 
exists only in connection with force, and 
consequently a force apart from matter, 
and superior to nature,is a demonstrated 
impossibility.”

If Ingersoll means by this statement 
'simply that the existence of anything 
“superior to nature” is a demonstrated 
impossibility, he states a self-evident 
truth; for the human mind can form no 
conception of anything superior thereto. 
“Nature,” in its most extensive sense, 
includes all that exists, either in mind, 
force or matter, and it is obvious -that 
nothing supernatural or above these can 
exist.

But if he means that force cannot 
exist apart from matter, as we-see it, and 
understand its properties, and that that 
is a demonstrated fact,—no Hard-Shell 
Baptist or “predestination” Pres
byterian ever uttered a more dog
matic and groundless assertion. “Be
lieve and be baptized, or be 
damned,” or, “God saves only those 
he has elected,” are simple, mildly-ex
pressed opinions compared with what is 
here asserted as a demonstrated fact. 
When, how, and by whom was it 
demonstrated? It is true that science 
has demonstrated that force is only 
manifested in our earth and solar system 
through matter, as thought is man
ifested by the written or printed page. 
But who knows its source—its home or 
birthplace? What science has ever 
fully investigated the mysteries of in
finite space? What savant has analyzed 
the elements of the imponderable agents 
of nature, as heat, light, electricity, 
ether, gravity, or the phenomena of at
traction and repulsion? It is true that 
we only see the manifestations of these 
forces through their effects on matter, 
just as we see an object by the effect of 
reflected light upon the retina of the 
eye; but the force that projects the rays 
of light in their angles of incidence and 
reflection is as unknown as the mysteries 
of life and death. "

That “force must have existed froth 
eternity and could not have been

COL. INGERSOLL CONTEMPLATING THE GODS.
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tears. The agnostic husband looked at and animals? Canweconceiyeofsense- 
her for a moment and then remarked in " ‘ • — * -
most affectionate tones:

“Ah! my dear, crying, I see! But, 
darling, tears are nothing.. I have 
analysed them; Jffiiey are composed of 
eighMW>iRt£otS of oxygen combined 
Witht-f^^a^mo^orf of hydrogen, by 
weight;of hydrogen to one 
part of" oxygen ijy volume—sometimes 
accompanied by a slight trace of phos
phorus and chloride of sodium—but 
they are entirel ' ‘ ‘
entirelysol! To 
ties of matter < 
organism.” 
when -she heart 
tion of Ingersoll 
to human emoi 
not relate; or

harmless, my dear! 
are the potentiali-

Ived by the female 
the young wife did 

hie practical applica- 
philosophy, applied 

b, the tradition does 
ether her scientific

less matter forming two differently-con
structed devices, with a view of accom
plishing a future purpose, without 
Intelligence? Has science demonstrated 
a potentiality in matter that can form a 
design and carry it out by the compli
cated physical structure of plants and 
animals, and yet not be governed by 
mind? Can we conceive of a form of

created,') is also a demonstrated fact, but 
not more clearly so than that the in- 
telligenpe that directs force is also 
coevalj/with matter and force. Here, 
then, is a “trinity of eternals”—matter, 
force and intelligence; always operat
ing within the limits of nature, never 
above nor outside of her boundless 
realm, for no such place can exist.

The eloquent lecturer further states 
as an indisputable fact that: “Thought 
is a form of force. We walk with the 
same force with which we think. Man 
is an organism that changes several 
forms of force into thought force. Man 
is a machine into which we put what we 
call food, and produce what we call 
thought. Think of the wonderful 
chemistry by which bread was changed 
into the divine tragedy of Hamlet!”

Wonderful chemistry indeed! That 
is, we put bread into the stomach, 
which, combining with the gastric fluid, 
evolves the poetry of Shakespeare and 
the eloquence of Demosthenes as a mug 
of beer evolves carbonic acid gas. Did 
the wild vagaries of Orthodoxy ever 
utter a rniore absurd dogmatism than 
this? Do we see nothing but force in 
the divine tragedy of Hamlet? From 
whence came the intelligence, the mind, 
the “God-like intellect” that directed 
force in penning the thrilling lines of 
the tragedy after it had been conceived 
in the realm of thought?

Simply because physical man con
sumes the food necessary to evolve force 
in the motor and sensory nerves and 
thereby produce physical motion and 
sensation, it is no evidence that thought 
is the offspring of bread and cheese. As 
well might we say: “We put coal in the 
furnace of an engine which runs a print
ing press, and a thousand printed sheets, 
recording facts in science, or glowing 
with oratory or the poetry of fancy and 
fiction, are struck off each hour—and 
think of that wonderful chemistry by 
which bituminous coal is changed into 
scientific demonstrations or evolved into 
eloquence or song.” Who has ever de
monstrated that physical force and 
thought are evolved by the same com
bination of chemical elements; or that 
“we walk with the same force with 
which we think?” The motor nerves 
may be paralyzed, the body unable to 
move at our bidding, yet the realm of 
thought may not be invaded by disease.

Who has demonstrated that “man is 
an organism that changes several forms 
of force into thought force?” What 
forms of force are so changed; when and 
where is the transformation made? 
Simple assertion in a lecture, no matter 
how eloquently stated, is no nearer the 
truth than a dogma uttered from a 
pulpit. Force and intelligence as mani
fested in nature are obviously as 
separate and distinct elements of our 
being as is ’ force and matter. Ap
parently they are not even co-ordinate, 
for intelligence rules or directs both 
force and matter. In all his lecture the 
distinguished orator seems to ignore 
the existence of the mind of a designer 
innature, whilst he recognizes the force 
by which all designs are executed. 
With lynx-eyed scrutiny he searches for 
the “mistake of Moses,” yet all the time 
he appears to be afraid that he may dis
cover the Infinite mind that Spiritualists 
call God. With eloquent pathos he 
talks of love, and the emotions of the 
human heart, the grief of bereavement, 
and the sacred ties of home, wife and 
children; yet his logic finds the potency 
of all human feeling in “bread and 
butter.” In his philosophy all love is 
but the chemical affinity of primordial 
atoms; while hatred is but the effer
vescence of a combination, like an acid 
and an alkali. He ignores the existence 
of a spirit that thinks and loves and 
feels mental pleasure and pain; while he 
is unbounded in his admiration of the 
physical body, which he. says is only 
a machine- that manufactures thought 
and emotion'from the products of the 
market garden.

Ingersoll asserts , that: “A God must 
not only be material, but he must be 
an organism, Capable of changing 
other forms of force into a thought 
force.” This, he says, is called eating. 
Therefore; if the-God-thinks, he must

eat. That is to say, he must of ne
cessity have some means of supplying 
the force with which he thinks. It is 
impossible to conceive of a being who 
can eternally impart force to matter 
and yet have no means of supplying the 
force thus imparted.

What an incomprehensible statement 
of bad logic and unwarranted assertion 
is this. We need but look into the im
measurable fields of stellar space for a 
moment to see the absurdity of the 
dogma.

From all eternity past the uncounted 
millions of suns and worlds seen by 
telescope, vision have revolved in their 
orbits with? undiminished., velocity and 
undying force, and for all eternity to 
come they will continue so to move in the 
awfql grandeur of their inconceivable 
power. Not the weight of an atom 
of dust is lost in all the eons of 
the past; not the force of the falling of 
an autumn leaf will be added in the 
boundless future. The Infinite mind 
that designed the universe, the unfailing 
source of all power manifested in the 
movement of atoms as well as in planets, 
must have existed forever without re
pletion from digestive prgans, chemi
cal combinations or elective affinities. 
If the eternity of matter and force is 
admitted, how can we deny the eternal 
existence of intelligence? Its pres
ence is seen everywhere. All the 
constructions of men, either in the 
arts, sciences or mechanics, are but the 
children of its parentage. All the 
works of nature demonstrate the mind 
of a designer. No combination of atoms 
ever occurred but in accordance with 
a primordial design; and this intelli
gence must be as eternal as the elements 
with which it operates. Given, then, the 
eternity of mind and what becomes of 
the dogmas of Ingersoll?

On page 21 of his lecture he says: 
“But what put all matter in motion? 
If matter and force have existed from 
eternity, then matter must have always 
been in motion. Force is forever active 
and there is not, and never can be a 
cessation. If, therefore, matter and 
force have existed from eternity, so has 
motion.”

All this is true, and I add with equal 
logic: So has the intelligence that nas 
directed all those motions. The most 
insignificant leaf, blade of grass or 
■pebble that we tread upon is more 
wonderful in design and complicated in 
structure than the most ingenious me
chanism of men; and yet the truly great 
Ingersoll can see nothing but blind 
force operating alike in the mineral 
kingdom, in vegetable life and the or
ganism of man. '

Intelligent force, or force directed by 
intelligence, is moving matter ail 
around us. The mist of the morriing— 
the tides of the ocean-, the revolution of 
the earth, and all lesser phenomena in
cluded therein, are proof positive of its 
existence; while every- painted feather, 
shell, fruit and flower are unanswerable 
witnesses of an artistic designer. “From 
the work, then, do we know the work
man,” and the evidence of an Infinite 
Mind is written on every page' of 
nature’s voluminous volume, while the 
emotions of the human heart proclaim a 
spirit of love that permeates all the de
signs of an Infinite God.

Are the human emotions' of joy or 
grief the result of a combination of 
primordial atoms in chemical embrace? 
So says the ■- eloquent Ingersoll in an 
assertion as dogmatic and groundless as 
those' he so much derides, which pro
claim an everlasting hell for the mill
ions whom God has not elected to be 
saved. And while he, himself, is a liv
ing embodiment. of philanthrophy, do
mestic love, social ties and affections, 
yet he affects to believe that he is but a 
piece of chemical apparatus that evolves 
these i heaven-born feelings through an 
agency as mysterious as the force of the 
Keeley motor. In this respect he re
minds us of an eminently practical sage 
and scientist', who had so persistently 
ignored the repeated beseechment of his 
beloved and beautiful young wife in her 
demands for some article coveted by the' 
feminine mind, that at last she reinforced 
her pleading with a copious flood of

spouse wore his'^own hair or a wig 
ever after is a faeft unknown to history; 
yet it is rumorefi that his opinion on 
mind and mattejy was somewhat modi
fied, and that h<j was convinced that 
there was a ¿tentai energy in the 
material form off worn an that occasion
ally inhibited a ¿¿pst striking manifesta- 
tion;®Md that -While tears were un- 
doubtgflly the retgltof the chemical and 
anatomical forces» which caused their 
overflow, yet thai there was concealed 
deep in the recesses of the female 
organism*' an ¿intelligent force that 
directed their physical formation jn a 
way that denied the Ingersollian theory 
that their primordial origin was latent 
in tea and bread and butter.

But let us return to the logic of cause 
and effect as they are manifested in 
all natural phenomena, and we will find 
that every effect is the result of an 
evidently intelligent purpose, and that 
they are often produced by one law be
ing used to modifythe natural results of 
another.

We 'look at a well-constructed clock. 
What is 'it? A most perfectly devised 
mechanical construction moved by the 
force of a weight or mainspring. Its 
movement is in accordance with nature’s 
immutable laws. Yet the intelligence 
of man has so designed it that the 
natural laws of force in the weight or 
spring are obstructed in their immediate 
action by the wheels of the mechanism; 
so that instead of expending their 
power in a moment’s time, as they 
would if detached from.,verge or pendu
lum, their force is prolonged for days or 
weeks and registers the fleeting seconds 
with mathematical precision. Now, it is 
not. the force ol either weight or 
spring that counts the passing, hours, 
but the movement of the device of an

physical force that must have existed 
before man was made, that was 
“changed into thought-force” which 
culminated in an intelligent mind, a 
personal ego, that we know exists in 
every personality? So says Ingersoll;, 
and his thoughtless worshipers applaud 
the absurd dogma with glee, simply be
cause he said it. Verily, in this world 
there are idolaters of men, as well as of 
graven images. Does not all natural 
phenomena prove the existence of mind 
as well as matter—of a design, and in 
consequence a designer—of an Infinite 
Intelligence that governs all? Poten
tialities of matter could not look into 
the future with a fixed purpose, to be 
accomplished thereafter, and with 
steady, progressive effort accomplish it. 
Naught but an Infinite Mind, with the 
Godlike attribute of foreknowledge, 
could contemplate and provide for the 
existence of man, while as yet there 
was no life on our globe.

We do not believe that there ever 
was or ever can be a miracle, or a 
supernatural phenomenon, yet logically 
we can see no reason why a creator 
cannot use the counteracting influence 
of nature’s laws to produce an infinite 
design as well as his creature man can 
thus use them in the construction of the 
devices of human ingenuity. That he 
does so use them is manifested in every 
phenomenon of motion or rest, of pro
duction or decay, of life or death.

Observe the revolutions of the planets 
around their suns in all the innumera
ble systems in stellar space. But . for 
the centrifugal forces of the universe, 
all the revolving worlds would fall into 
their suns, the centers of their orbits.
But for the centripetal forces they 
would fly off at a tangent and rush 
through the heavens uncontrolled sqve 
by tneir awful projectile energies, 
until they encountered other wandering 
orbs, alike flying through VtPf* " - . 
space in a designless pathway, when tile 
impact of their concussion would dispel 
their matter into a heated, vaporous

true, as Ingersoll asserts, that there can 
be no supernatural—or phenomena not 
caused by fixed laws—yet are nature’s 
immutable laws so under the control of 
an Infinite Mind that the force of one 
may be used to obstruct - or change the 
operation of another in the accomplish
ment of his all-wise purposes. Man 
does this in human devices, and why may 
not a Sovereign Creator in the forma
tion and control of a universe.

For centuries a waterfall in the soli
tude of a primeval forest has poured its 
flood of unceasing water over a rocky 
barrier,into an abyss beneath. For cen
turies unfettered by nauaht save natural 
barriers It has spread its rainbow paint
ed mist over valley and hillside. The 
laws of evaporation and condensation 
have supplied its perpetual fountain, 
while gravity has moved its current to
wards the ocean. But anon a human 
designer witnesses the effect of its fall
ing water. Soon this unceasing flow is 
obstructed by wheels and devices of hu
man ingenuity. A few weeks pass and 
the furnace blazes on the banks of the 
stream, the anvil rings, the forge ham
mer, guided by human thought, moulds 
the metal of the hillside into engines of 
strength and forms of beauty. No su
pernatural effect has been produced; 
only the mind of man has curbed the nat
ural law of gravity and made it subserv
ient to his will. If man can do this,why 
may not the Infinite Mind of the uni
verse so curb and control natural laws 
as to further the advancement of the 
mental and physical condition of man
kind in accordance with a design that 
must have existed before man was made? 
The expansive force of heated vapor ex
isted long before the Geni steam was 
“bound to the rushing keel, or chained 
to the iron car.” But intelligence by 
interposing the effect of one natural law. 
to another has, in perfect accord with 
the order of nature, traversed tliw^path- 
less ocean with the tireless steamers of 
commerce, -those great shuttles of. hu
man intelligence that today are weaving 
the fabric of human intercourse in the 
loom of the destiny of mankind; and not 
content with this, the same intelligence 
has laid the iron pathway of travel 
across continents, and by opposing the 
force of some of the immutable laws of 
nature to others has almost annihilated

iindlesfíltime wid space, until in man's intor-

INGERSOLL VEHEMENT IN ILLUSTRAT
ING HIS POSITION ON THOUGHT FORCE 

intelligent constructor. It is true the 
hands on the dial are moved by force, yet 
are their motigfls controlled by a device 
that existed in the mind of the inventor 
long before the clock was constructed. 
Nolaw "of nature has been violated or 
abrogated, but intelligence has so re
strained one law of nature by interpos
ing the effect of another that a most 
perfect chronometer has been con
structed, and this device is the offspring 
of mind, not matter. Why, then, may 
not the Infinite Mind or intelligence of 
the universe so control the motions of 
the celestial orrery by the interven
tion of counteracting laws as to produce 
the harmony Been in the planetary 
system. If it required the intelligence 
of man to design and construct a clock, 
how much more would it demand the 
intelligence of a God to create a uni
verse?

If all created things are the result of 
the potentialities of matter, without a 
design or a designer, how can we ac
count tor the sexes in plants and ani
mals? Observe: There are the same 
number of chemical elements, ap
parently, combined in the same pro
portion in both male and female; but 
the sexes are necessary to repro
duction.. Is it not strange—passing 
strange—that for each race or genus of 
plants and animals, senseless matter, by 
its innate potentiality is so combined at 
the same time as to form two distinct 
organisms, whose union thereafter would 
be necessary to the reproduction of the 
species? ■ : '

What innate potentiality of matter, 
ungoverned by intelligence, could con
template the future process of genera
tion‘and the necessity ol the sexes in 
the phenomena of covering, the earth 
with-, plants and peopling L with men

cloud of fire-mist, carrying destruction 
to all other systems in their course; and 
yet, in the passing eons of time, to be 
again condensed, into suns and worlds, 
to be again destroyed by the un
governed, purposeless laws of nature. 
And thus instead of the harmony of the 
universe, all space would be a battle
ground of contending forces, strewn 
with the wrecks of flaming suns and 
burning worlds—the creatures of 
chance, emissaries of self-destruction in 
a purposeless creation! There would be 
no time for the évolution of life in 
worlds thus accidentally and purpose
lessly created. All within nature's 
boundaries would be fire, ashes and 
vapor. There would be no time for the 
evolution of mind-force, or for the 
growth of human organisms, to beget 
from stomach and digestion the intelli
gence evolved in the divine tragedy of 
Hamlet, but all the universe would be a 
burning wreck so stupendous in its 
ruins that we pause in awe and with 
bated breath at its contemplation. Such 
would be the result of the theory of 
Ingersoll, of an intelligence only found 
in the potentialities of matter, with 
no purpose but accident, no design or 
designer, a creation without a creator, 
a universe without a God.

Even the great Ingersoll cannot rail 
the seal of intelligence from off the bond 
of creative power. In all the vast 
domain oi nature there is not and never 
has been the movement of a single 
atom of matter, but the force that 
moved it Was governed by an intelli
gence that directed its motion. The 
difference between purposeless force, 
and force that moves for a 
purpose, is evident to the dullest 
comprenension. I take a pencil in my 
hand and move it back and forth aim
lessly and perhaps unconsciously; force 
is there manifested, but not in
telligence-only the blind impulse of 
unconscious cerebration. But I drop the 
point on paper and write an intelligent 
sentence. Here is a manifestation of 
mind as distinct from force as force is 
from matter. Every book in our li
braries is evidence of this intellectual, 
energy, separate and distinct from the 
physical forces of our organisms. All 
the various engines of power ever used 
by man are the result of mind directing- 
the hand of the artisans that constructed 
them. The chiseled columns and sculp
tured forms amid the ruins of the 
Orient are conclusive evidence of the 
degree of intelligence of the long-for* 
gotten people who erected them. The 
frescoes on the lately-exhumed walls of 
Pompeii, as well as all the devices of 
modern times, existed in mind or in
telligence before they were developed 
in matter. In the realm of intelligence, 
all of man’s constructions-were first con
ceived, to be afterward born of force and 
matter. The evidence of an all-pervading 
intelligence is as clear and conclusive 
as the existence of the material worlds. 
In all the investigations of science no 
two atoms of matter ever coalesced or 
were joined together but there was a 
manifest purcose in such union, and it 
is not more difficult to conceive of the 
eternity of mind than of matter. 
Ofttimes we must reason from the known 
to the unknown; and as everything we 
see in the material world evinces a pur
pose or a- design, there must have been 
a designer that governs all. Mind is ap
parently ths universal sovereign; force 
and matter the servitors. While it is

course with man all the nations of the 
earth are one commercial brotherhood.

Surely, if man can do so much by an 
intelligent manipulation of the forces of 
nature, a Creator can do more. 1 f man 
by intelligently controlling nature’s im
mutable laws can construct a clock or a

INGERSOLL DWELLING ON THE HOLY 
TRINITY OF SCIENCE—REASON, OB
SERVATION AND EXPERIENCE.

furnace and forge—can build a steam
ship or a railroad, might not Infinite 
Intelligence do more in furtherance of 
an infinite design through which man 
was evolved from primordial life? 
Surely, all nature’s laws are as much 
under the control of the intelligence of 
the source of life and power as those 
discovered by science and mechanics 
are subservient to the intelligence of 
man; and why they cannot be moulded 
or controlled by a Creator for the ad
vancement of his creatures, is a question 
that even the logic of an Ingersoll has 
failed to answer. Why they are not ex
ercised wholly for the apparent good, 
and not sometimes for the apparent evil 
of mankind, may be a mystery to us, yet 
the unanswered question, “Why a fact 
is so," never yet disproved the existence 
of a phenomenon. Disease and death 
come froth natural law. The why and 
wherefore may be as yet an unsolved 
problem to us, but it does not prove the 
absence of general design, some of 
whose intricacies are yet hidden in the 
obscurity of our ignorance. With our 
limited knowledge of cause and effect,
“Who dare arraign the whole stupendous 

plan,
Because some little parts incongruous seem.”

Ingersoll recognizes what he calls the 
“Holy Trinity of Science”—Reason, Ob
servation and Experience. This would 
be a godhead as Versatile in attributes 
as the. myths worshiped by the votaries 
of the creeds of orthodoxy, .depending 
entirely on the capabilities o* the rea
soningfaculties, capacity and means of 
observation, while experience is as va
ried as the mutations of time, place and 
events. The seasons of the different 
zones of the earth, the moving tides of 
the ocean, the viewless and ever-chang
ing winds, are all more stable than 
would be this visionary- idol "of agnos
ticism. But make the trinity of our 
reverence, "Matter, Force and Intelli-

,and the evidence thereof is 
within the reach of all. The humblest ' > 
human being of earth has seen, weighed 
and handled matter. Every human be- > 
ing has alike felt the presence and ef- 
feet of force, while the dullest intellects 
?r® elike familiar with the evidence of •> 
intelligence. Here, then, is a holy 
trinity, “Matter, Force and Intelli- ■ 
gence;" the personality, power and mind 
of an Infinite God, or as Pope has well 1 
expressed it, where <

are psrtp of one stupendous whole 
Whose body nature is and God the soul "

On page 39 Ingersoll says: “Reason, 
observation and experience, the holy 
trinity of science, have taught us that 
happiness is the only good; that the 
time to be happy is now, and the way to ■ 
be happy is to make others so. This is ■ 
enough for us. In this belief we are 
con tent to live and die.”

This is a most pernicious doctrine,and 
if carried out would end the progress of 
civilization and enlightenment. The 
true philanthropist in his designs for 
the good of mankind lives and acts for 
the future as well as now. He erects 
noble institutions of learning and be
nevolence, that future generations may 
reap where he has sown,and mav gather 
where he has strewn. So the provident - 
husbandman plows and scatters the seed 
that he may reap a future harvest; so 
the scientist investigates that future 
generations may be enlightened by his 
researches; so commerce constructs in
genious devices for international com
munication, and the humblest citizen 
prepares for the future wants of those 
depending upon him for support. The 
time for happiness is not now alone, but 
in the future also. With the unroflect- 
ing beast of the field and pen, the doc- 
4,1'ine of Ingersoll might be true, but not 
with mankind. The noblest men of 
earth—the martyrs of liberty of thought 
and action—those who broke the fetters 
of millions of slaves, and helped to 
emancipate the world from the thral
dom of superstition and the cruelty of 
creeds, have suffered and died on the 
battle-field and at the stake—not be
cause now was the only time to be happy, ' 
but in the future.' They lived and suf
fered in the now, that the coming world 
and their fellowmen might be happy

U’os and mavtyfdom.
Ana b(Sfdes, What can more enhance the 
present happiness of thinking minds 
than proof of a future existence? What 
more increase the misery of our race 
than a belief in the annihilation of the 
human soul.

The truly great Ingersoll is a modern ■ 
iconoclast. Like Leo Ill of the eighth 
century, who destroyed the sacred im
ages of the people, he leaves naught re
maining but ruined hopes, shattered 
faith and wrecks of the noblest aspira
tions of the human soul. With the iron 
mace of his logic he has broken the 
idols of church and creeds, and on their 
vacant pedestals set up one of his own 
more horrible than any ever formed or 
painted by the creeds of the past or the 
superstition of mythology. For how
ever darkened by ignorance of nature's 
laws has been the belief of mankind in 
a future world and its conditions, yet it 
was better, far better, than a belief in 
dread, unconscious annihilation

The logic of Ingersoll has disproved 
the existence of a hell of endless tor
ment, but he has replaced it with a tar- 
tareous darkness equally as cruel and 
unjust to human aspirations and affec- • 
tions. He has destroyed all the revered 
images of the past and erected a mon- 
sterof his own imagination for men to 
worship in their place. Behold it! de
lineated by an unskillful hand. There 
on the banks of the Stygian river it 
stands,surrounded by the gloom of death 
and the silence of the grave. Its shad
owy form is draped in the darkness of 
midnight. No star of hope shines above 
it; no ray of light penetrates the dark 
canopy that envelopes it! There is no 
consciousness of life represented in its 
viewless forms; no memory of the past; 
no loves and friendship, which alone 
make life tolerable: no ties of parent and 
children; no conjugal or fraternal loves; 
no anticipation of the future; no recol
lections of our earthly homes or of those 
who once lived and loved ns and were 
by us beloved; no whispered words of 
life and its endearments come from its 
voiceless, formless lips. There it stands, 
a shapeless image, representing nothing 
of an earth that is past or of a heaven 
that is to come: a monstrous vagary of 
the imagination, more horrible in‘its 
mien and loathsome in its conception 
than was ever wrought by ignorance or 
superstition from the facts or fables of 
the past. This monster annihilation 
does Ingersoll place on the pedestal of 
his creed and smilingly invites all man
kind to fall down and worship it. And' 
in its contemplation he tells them now 
is the only time to be happy, “for there 
is no future.” But I cannot believe that 
Ingersoll really credits this hopeless . 
view of life and death, but rather that 
it is the bravado of a brave warrior who 
in the heat of battle defiantly presents 
his shield and spear against the puny 
adversaries that surround him, and I 
turn with pleasure from the defiant 
champion in creedal conflict, to the lov
ing, kind-hearted brother as ne stood by 
the coffin of his deceased brother. Thw< 
and there all the logic of bitter septa- - 
rian controversy was forgotten. Then 
and there'amid his grief the silent elo
quence of the lips of the dead appealed 
to the inner man, to his mental convie- 
tions and instinctive consciousness, and 
he no longer played the bravado with 
death, by asserting the potentialities ol = 
matter and the.-annihilation..'of mind. 
And as he looked upon the marble-like 
form that once held the sdul-tif-his dead 
brother, amid thé êbmbre clouds of *iq

CONTINUED ON 5TH PAGM,. '
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CHAPTER IV.
“Yes, you; in this cycle of surprising rev

elation we must be ready to do whatever Fate 
demands of us—surely the finger of Fate is in 
this matter?”

.• ‘Rather, the finger of an avenging guardian 
angel, I should say,” I replied vehemently. 

■ “Ah!” he exclaimed, below his breath. 
“Since you mention it, I, too, can view it in 
that light. Well, a braver or more willing in
strument cannot be found to work in her be
half, for I love her, and love ever imbues one 
with new strength and courage."

“But do tell me the result of your personal 
investigations, for I am impatient to hear all 
of this queer case. Ye Gods! what a thrilling 
plotfor a novelist!" I was so eagerand ex
cited that I jumped up and paced before him 
with quick strides, for several moments.

Frank seemed buried in serious thought, 
and I felt a delidaoy about rudely bringing 
him to earth; for as he lay in graceful aban
don on the rough lumber pile, with the blue 
sky and bluer lake as a fair background, I 

■could not but gaze upon him admiringly, 
though men seldom admire men. His hat 
was half pulled down over his merry brown 
eyes, that now were full of a tender luster, and 

^.the soft, fair hair that curled in graceful waves 
lent a youthfulness and innocence to his (out 
tnsemble that was quite ibresistible to women, 
though he ever seemed utterly indifferent to 
their attentions; in fact, I considered him in
vulnerable. He was tall and finely projipr- 
tioned, and had a distinguished air that 
marked him as one of good birth. Truly, one 
so handsome, brave and pure was worthy of 
the best of women, and I hoped that he would 
be aided to pass this crisis, and find happiness 
and lasting content in the love of some appre- 
ciativewoman. Incur youth we had been 
dear friends, and when we reached man's es
tate the early bond between us was but more 
closely cemented; and I was glad, for he came 

. nearer to being my ideal of manhood than any 
whom I had ever known, and I strove hard to 

’ keep even with him -in attainments, but he al
ways eclipsed me. But being so strongly at

. tached to him I was never jealous of his 
superiority; perhaps it was -'uecattse he had 

, never crossed my life-path without illuminat
ing it with the radiance of his own soul. What 
a pity that there are so few friendships such 
as ours in the world!

“Frank,” I said at last, in desperation gent
ly shaking him, “am I never to hear what you 
have to tell me? I have been prancing up and 
down this platform for I do not know how 
long, waiting for you to resume your recital;

- pray wake up and begin again. ’’
“Sit down, then, ” he said without moving, 

“and I will tell you all; I cannot talk when 
you are walking—it makes me nervous. ”

I hastily obeyed.
“You remember John Clarkson?" said he, 

“Well, he was injured in an accident some 
time ago, and came on here for treatment, 
having heard of the great skill of Dr.------.
He went to the Doctor's Sanitarium, and sent 
a card to the office of our paper, asking me to 
call and see him. You may be sure I lost no 
time in complying with his request, for 1 felt 
sure I would have a glimpse of Sister Ursula. 
I hastened to find Barney, my ex-detective, 

- and he gave me a splendid letter of introduc
tion and commendation to his uncle, the Doc
tor. My heart beat high with hope and 
expectation, and I resolved to write up the 
Sanitarium in good style, to gain favor with 
the Doctor, and a foothold there if possible. 
The Doctor greeted me very cordially, and his 
manner to me was exceedingly frank and af
fable. I was glad to see that I had made an 
impression, and being recommended by his 
favorite nephew was also a good thing for me. 
I told him I had called to see my friend Clark- 
son—one of his patients—and that with his 
permission I would write a descriptive sketch 
of his place for our Sunday issue; but I must 
be allowed to go through all the wards, and 
the culinary and other departments, so as to 
be able to describe it fully. To this he con
sented, and was profuse in his expressions of 
gratitude for such a favor. ‘Sir, ’ he said, lay
ing his’hand upon my shoulder in a fatherly 
way, ‘itwill be of inestimable benefit to me, 
and you may rely upon me should you ever 
need my services in any capacity. ’ I thanked 
him; his words seemed fraught- with prophetic 
significance—‘in any capacity!’ He rang his 
hand-bell and a colored boy came from the 
hall-room. ‘Take this gentleman all over this 
building, into every room save the apartments 
of Sister Ursula.’ (I nervously clutched the 
back of a chair that stood near me, for the 
sound of the name under which the identity 
of my fair dove was concealed almost un
manned me, coming as it did so unexpectedly.) 
‘He is a reporter on Ifte Oceanic, an(| I want 

- you. to see that he has the freedom of the 
Jwfase.’ I bowed and withdrew from the
: tanctwn tanctorum ot the good Doctor, _ and 
began a tour of the building. As we passed 
through Clarkson’s ward, I stopped to talk 
with him for a few momenta, but told him I 
would return and visit with him when I had 
been over the building, which I had come to 
write up for our pspbf;.then 1 passed on, pre- 

i ceded by my coppli-hued guide; Sam. .Ev- 
wjus well arranged and comfortable,

and thé fare, fió álTsaid, was excellent; so I 
jotted down a few notes with which to refresh 
my memory when I returned to the office. As 
I passed dora the. side corridor on the second 
floor, a black robed foriq came from a room 
at the extreme end <jf the halfway and came to 
wards mq: my heartnearly stopped beating, for 
I knew it was She; all'the disfiguring costumée 
in the world could no$ çpqcéaj 'ihê air of grace 
and refinement that she possessed, nor change 
the light, elastic step of the daintiest foot that 
ever wore shoe-leather.. I longed to clasp her 
in my arms, hut that was out pf the question, 
then; instead, I bowed respectfully and,begged 
that she would favor me with certain informa
tion concerning the management of patients, 
and also describe so far as she could the duties 
of ward nurses. I explained why I wished 
this information, but did not tell her that I 
was hungering for a word from her own lips.

“Sir,” said she, in a low.voice full of rich
ness, “I will tell you what you seek 
to know, but pray come to the sitting-room 
where you can be seated, as I would not have 
you write of us as treating you inhospitably, 
though you are here. ” Anda faint flash of 
humor momentarily lighted her fair face.

It was she, unmistakably, but the close 
headgear hid the beautiful hair that was the 
delight of my eyes. Never before had she 
spoken to me, and the sudden fruition of my 
long-smothered desire made me mute for - a 
time. I bowed and followed her, though 
nearer than ever before. By tbe, time we, 
reached the sitting room, there was the sound 
of a sharp whistle in the speaking tube in the 
hall, and Sam went to answer it; he soon came 
to the door and said he was needed ' to go op, 
an errand by the Doctor, who hoped that since 
the gentleman (meaning my Self) had met Sis
ter Ursula, that she would kindly show him, 
around and tell him whatever he wished to 
know. She gracefully accepted the responsi
bility, and I inwardly showered blessings 
upon the fate that had led me to her, and 
upon the Doctor for recalling his boy. At 
last I was alone with my love, but alas! what 
a barrier still separated us! To hide my con
fusion and tremulousness, as well as to give 
me time to think clearly what would be my 
best move, I drew out my notebook and hastily 
transcribed some words in shorthand^hen re
placed it in my inside coat pocket. Idid not 
dare to meet her eyes, for I felt I could not 
look at her with the indifferent glances I am 
wont to bestow upon women, so I gazed idly 
at the various objects in the room, which was 
well furnished, and at the walls whereon hung 
several large and small oil paintings and nu
merous fine engravings and dainty French lith
ographs. • '

“Do you not find nursing rather laborious 
work?” I asked, by way of a beginning.

“At first it was not easy," she replied, gaz
ing at her clasped hands resting in her lap, 
“but it was a relief—I mean (she hastily cor
rected herself, her fair face dying scarlet) that 
the good-Doctot advised a change for me, as 
I had been very ill for weeks. ”

I could not repress the groan that surged 
from my passionate heart, and I bit fiercely at 
my moustache. She looked at me quickly, 
keenly, seeking to read the cause of that out
burst; but I gazed fixedly at my boot, fearing 
to betray my knowledge of her sorrow, and so 
risk losing all.

“Are you ill?" she asked kindly.
“No, I thank you, good Ursula,” I replied 

truthfully, “but the mention of your own ill
ness recalled to my mind that of a fair woman 
whom I have always devotedly loved, though 
unknown to her."

“Ah!" she said gently, “that Was, indeed 
a misfortune for you, sir. And is she yet 
living, may I ask? Pardon me for this seem
ing curiosity; it is not that, but as we minister 
to sick bodies, a sympathetic soul can oft aid 
another to rise above the shadows of material 
life.” ■’

I could have fallen on my knees and 
blessed her for her tender solicitude. I was 
silent for a few momenta, débatiiig within my
self whether I should take advantage of this 
opportunity to make known my desires, or 
trust to thé kindness Of Fate to bring us to
gether again, '

“I will answer you,” I replied, “MI feel 
sure you ask this only because you desire to 
give balm tn my spirit, so far as it lies in your 
power. ”

She bowed her head.
“She whom I love is dead—to the world," 

I said, lifting my eyés foi* thé first time, to 
note the effect of my words upon her.

She was sitting where the morning sunshine 
fell full Upon her, and I saw her flush and 
pale, thinking of her ora case', I presume. 
An irresistible power seemed to urge meto 
speak on.

“Shall I tell you About her, or will it bore 
you, good Ursula?” I could not bring my
self to call her 'Sister, ’ and it Seemed to me 
that she was glad Of the omission.

“If it will not¡ add to your pain, sir, I 
should like to hear.your story,” she replied,: 
gentry, not meeting my gaze. : , . :

“About five years ago, in Baltimore,’’ ! lle
gan (keenly noting her start as I mentioned 
the place), I saw my ideal for’the' first time. 
She was petite and dainty, and; her-fine, dark 
eyes and rippling, golden-brown hair made her 
beauty quite irresistible/ at least; eoitprored

to my sorrow. Being poor and unknown 
there, I had no opportunity of forming het 
acquaintance by right methods, and I honored 
her too highly to address her without having 
a proper introduction; so all I could do was 
to find out where she lived, and watch for a 
glimpse of her at her home, or follow her to 
and from school, at a distance, to see that no 
harm befell hey. But, alas! I found, ere long, 
that she was destined to be a bride of Christ 
(Ursula’s lips curled scornfully, I thought), so 
I resigned myself to my lonely fate; for if she 
could not be mine, no other ever should be 
anything to me, this I vowed, and I have 
never wavered. Well, she faded from my 
sight behind the walls of----- convent (she
bit her lips which had paled) and I came here, 
for Baltimore was worse than a desert with 
my pure dove shut' from my sight. Never 
but once, on eartb, did our eyes meet, but 
hers told me nothing, as I was a stranger to 
her; but in dreams I see her ah of bld, and 
her dear eyes look into mine, of late, with 
such pleading, as though She prayed me to 
save her from some danger." Here I paused, 
for a tear had stolen down her pale cheek, 
and it almost unmanned me. My voice grew 
husky as 1 proceeded. “Well, on the. morn-, 
ing of the 20th of last December,' I saw in 
cold type what would, ordinarily, have been aq 
a death-blow to me; it was a notice of her 
death at an orphan asylum, in this city.” Ur
sula’s breath came in choking gasps, but I 
was forced to go on to the last. “But, for some 
reason, my heart never believed it, for • I 
deemed her too fair, too pure to be so early 
snatched from earth. ”

My last words seemed to pierce her like a 
cruel dagger, and she sobbed softly, and arose 
and walked to the window to conceal from me 
her. emotion.

“Her name—I may have known her?" she 
asked, in tearful tones. “You have told it in 
such a graphic manner as to affect me deeply; 
please be assured of my sympathy.”

‘ ‘I appreciate it more than words cau ex
press,” I answered, solemnly. “She was 
known in the Order—your Order, if I mistake 
not—as Bister Angelica—a most fitting name, 
for she was, indeed, angelic; her name was 
Mary Carolyne McMahone."

(to be continued.)
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ST. PETER AT THE GATE.
Man and

They Wanted

Woman Ascending 
There.

to Enter and Play on
Golden Harps.

The Old Woman Gets Left.

REPUBLISHED BY REQUEST.
St Peter stood guard at the golden gate, 
With a solemn mien and an air sedate, 
When up to the top of the golden stair 
A man and a woman, ascending there, 
Applied for admission. They came and stood 
Before St. Peter, so great and good, 
In hopes the City of Peace to win, 
And asked St. Peter to let them in.
The woman was tall, and lank, and thin, 
With a scraggy beardiet upon her chin. ■ 
The man was short, and thick, and stout, 
His stomach was built so it rounded out, 
His face was pleasant and all the while 
He wore a kindly and genial smile.
The choirs in the distance the echoes woke, 
And the man kept still while the woman spoke.
“Oh, thou, who guards the gate," said she, 
“We two come hither beseeching thee 
To let us enter the heavenly land , 
And play our harps with the angel band. 
Of me, St. Peter, there is no doubt, 
There’s nothing from heaven to bar me out. 
I’ve been to meeting three times a week, 
And almost always I’d rise and speak,
I've told the sinners about the day 
When they’d repent of their evil way; 
I’ve told my neighbors—I’ve told ’em all 
’Bout Adam and Eve, and the Primal Fall, 
I’ve shown them what they’d have to do * 
If they'd pass in with the chosen few; 
I’ve marked their path of duty clear— 
Laid out the plan for the whole career, 
I’ve talked and talked to ’em loud and long, 
For my lungs are good, and my voice is strong. 

■Bo, good St. Peter, you’ll clearly see 
The gate of heaven is open for me;
But my old man, I regret to say, 
Hasn't walked in exactly the narrow way. 
He smokes and he swears, and grave faults 

he’s got, 
And I don’t know whether he’ll pass or not. 
He never would pray with an earnest vim, 
Or go to revival, or join in a hymn, 
So I had to leave him in Sorrow there 
While I, with the chosen, united' in prayer.. 
He ate what the pantry chanced to afford, 
While I, in my purity, sang to the Lord; 
And if cucumbers were all he got, 
It’s a chance if he merited them or not.
But, 0, St. Peter, I love him so, 
To the pleasures of heaven please let him gol 
I’vs done enough, a saint I’ve been, 
Won’t that atone? Can’t you let him iq? 
By my grim gospel I know ’tis so 
That the unrepentant must fry below, 
But isn’t there some way you can see- ' 
That he may enter who’s dear to me?
It’s a narrow gospel by which I pray, 
But the chosen expect to find some way 
Of coaxing, or fooling, or bribing you, 
So that their relations cin amble through; 
And say, St. Peter, it seems to me 
This gate isn’t kept as it ought to be.
You ought to stand right by the opening there, 
And never sit down in that easy chair. ; 
And say; St. Peter, my sight is dimmed, 
But I don’t like the • Way your whiskers is 

" - trimmed. '■
They're cut too wide, and outward toss, 
They’d look: better narrow,cut straight across. 
Well, we must be going our crowns to win,. 
So open, St Peter, and we’ll pass, in!"

• • •» * • t , * * * #
St. Peter sat quiet and stroked his staff, 
But spite of his office he had to laugh. 
Then said, with a fiery gleam in his eye: 
“Who’s tending this gateway—-you or I?" 
And then he arose in his stature tall, 
And pressed a button upofi the wall, 
And said to the imp who answered the bell, 
“Escort this lady around to hell!” 
. * * * * * * . w
The man stood still as a piece of stone— 
Stood sadly, gloomily there alone. 
A life-long settled idea he had 
That his wife was good and he was bad; 
He thought if the woman went down below 
That he would certainly have to go; 
That if she went to the regions dim, 
There wasn’t the ghost of a show for him. 
Slowly he turned, by habit bent, 
To follow wherever the woman went 
St Peter, standing on duty there, 
Observed that the top of bis head was bare, 
He called the gentleman back, and said: 
“Friend, how long have yon bepn wed?” 
“Thirty years” (with a weary sigh), * 
And then he thoughtfully added, “Why?" 
St Peter was silent. With head bent down i 
He raised his hand and, scratched his-crown, 
Then, seeming a different thought to take, 
Slowly, Ipdf to himself he spake: 
“Thirty years with that woman there?
No wopder the man hasn’t any hair! 
Swearing is wicked; smoke’s not good; 
He smoked and swore—I should think 

would.
“Thirty years with that tongue so sharp? 
Ohl Angel Gabriel! Give him a Harp! 
A jeweled harp with a golden string! 
Good sir, pass in where the angels sing! 
Gabriel, give him a seat alone— 
One with a cushion—up near the throne! 
Gall up some angels to play their best! 
Let him enjoy the music—-and rest!
“See that on the finest Ambrosia he feeds; 
He's had about all the hell he needs. 
It isn't just hardly the thing to do— 
To roast him on earth and the future too!”

he

* * * *

They gave him a harp with golden, strings, 
A glittering robe and a pair of wings, 
And he said, as he entered the Realm of Day: 
“Wejl, this beats cucumbers, anyway!” 
And so the scriptures had come tp pass— 
“The last shall be first, and the first shall be

Joseph Bert Smiley.last. "

CREED! CREED!
The Serpentine Trail in Politics.

The Roman Octopus and Offices.

CREED IN POLITICS. .

Noticing an article in your valuable paper 
dated January 20 th, I feel impelled to make 
myself heard in protest, to creed dominating 
over law.

It is a lamentable fact that growing promi
nence is being given to the question of creed 
in the selection of candidates for office, not 
because the specially preferred creed is 
claimed to be either better or worse than some 
other, but because this creed or that can poll 
so many votes.

Does the country demand the special prom
inence of some particular party? or does it 
want efficient and impartial legislation?

Do we find our typical American citizens in 
positions of honor, or do we fill our places of 
trust with men of lower grades, simply for 
party supremacy; measuring the man by the 
votes he can control?

A nation is in a pitiable condition when 
our law-makers cannot be elected from the 
best and most brainy men in the land, but 
when all must stand aside for the ward-heeler 
with a barrel of votes as his credentials.

Who are these men? Are they some of 
God’s noblemen! born and reared in homes of 
purity and trained for their positions under 
the shadow of the American flag, or are they 
some of the foreign element, who, through 
their inability to drain the life-blood from their 
own country,, come over here and enter poli
tics to the exclusion of our own countrymen?

I see your correspondent refers- particularly 
to the Roman Catholic Church.

In what’way do they gain this supremacy? 
Do they have sufficient numerical .strength to 
fairly elect so many of their creed to office? If 
not, who puts them there? Do we as a people 
designedly select the adherents to Catholicism 
for our law-makers? If we do not do this in
tentionally, and all other voters are as fair and 
impartiarin casting their votes as we are, the 
law of chances would not permit of twelve 
per cent of .the population—which is the per
centage of Boman Catholics in the United. 
States—electing over fifty per cent of our rep
resentatives in office, or over four times their 
proportion. .

This, then, being the case, either the Amer
ican people en matsB are combining to elect 
Catholics or’ the Catholics themselves^ are en
deavoring to obtain secular power, through the 
control of our political offices. It is certainly 
very improbable, if not -impossible, that the 
people at large are trying specially to aid this 
movement,' therefore, the burden of evidence 
goes to prove that the Catholic Church wants 
the United States. . .
' This belief is. certainly in accordance with

not only her own statements, but with the his
tory of her past, and being infallible and 
therefore unchangeable, she must be the same 
now; viz; peeking secular power.

I do not question the right of the majority 
to rule; but does it now rule, or are we being 
dominated by twelve per cent of the people. 
The latter is certainly the case and very much 
to the detriment of our country, if the Catho
lics in power live up to what their church 
teaches them. It is next in order to see to what 
extent and how well the Catholics administer 
our laws.

Right in your own city of Chicago, case 
after case of petty persecution by the police 
occurred during the World’s Fair. Take for 
instance the case of Mrs. Margaret Rice and 
husband. 1 have seen her quietly stand in a 
side street and try to talk to the people in an 
orderly manner, when up comes a burly speci
men of alleged humanity and drags her off to 
one of the filthiest pest-holes imaginable, un
der the pretense of keeping the streets clear. 
If Mrs. Rice was guilty of breaking an ordi
nance of the city, she certainly should have 
been arrested. In this case, however, she was. 
acquitted, thus proving that she had a right to 
speak in this place and manner, yet she was 
again arrested for the same thing, which a jus
tice had declared she had a right to do. Was 
this case caused by religious creed? Let us 
see.

Mrs. Rice had been permitted to speak on 
the streets during the time Maj. McClaughry 
was Chief of Police, but from the time Mich
ael Brennan, a Catholic, took the control in his 
band this lady has been subject to this indig
nity. Mrs. Rice made the statement that she 
had been called a ‘ ‘dirty dog of a heretic” by 
one of the police officials. Nice language from 
the mouth of an officer entrusted with the lib
erty of our people.

On a canvass of the police force in Chicago 
it was found that over eighty per cent were 
Catholics. Here then, lies the explanation of 
the maladministration of the law. Creed in 
politics, and that creed one whose history will 
not bear the light! Again, what right has the 
Catholic church to receive over $600,000 of 
the three million odd, appropriated for Indian 
education? Does our constitution.allow pub
lic money to be appropriated by or to religious 
bodies? What right had the Irish Catholics 
to fly the Irish emblem over the American flag, 
as was seen by the writer on one of their par
ade days.in Chicago. Why will not the daily 
papers publish anything derogatory to Cathol
icism, and yet print column after column of 
scandal under display headline when it relates 
to some struggling Protestant minister.

It is believed by Catholics that the Pope is 
infallible; how, then, can they consistently 
ooey or administer our laws if the mandates of 
the Pope should command otherwise. If these 
people do not keep their oath to their church, 
will they be likely to keep their oath of office 
if it is to their personal interest to do other
wise?

These are the vital questions and living is
sues of the day, and of far, far more impor
tance to the future prosperity of our country 
than any party issues now dominant.

It seems to me that it is about time the A. 
P/ A. or some kindred order should become 
prominent and cast off the shackles of party 
affiliations, becoming freemen in fact as well 
as in name, else this Roman vampire will have 
its talons so firmly planted in us that she can
not be shaken off short of bloodshed.

Let, us learn a lesson from Washington when 
in time of danger he said: “Put none on guard 
but Americans tonight." We want Ameri
cans on guard, not those who bow blindly and 
absolutely to papal power.

Americans, arouse yourselves! one strong 
pull together, and the country is yours.

‘ ‘Eternal vigilence is the price of liberty." 
G. A. Mainwaring, 

Somerville, Mass.

What Pentecost Said About a 
Troublesome God.

Rev. Hugh 0. Pentecost, the well-known 
agitator, made a very remarkable address in 
New York, Sunday evening,on ‘ ‘A Troublesome 
God.” Among his remarks were the follow
ing:

“I think the belief in God is one of the 
things that is helping very strongly to keep 
knaves in power and honest people in weakness; 
it is one of the things that is preventing the 
people from thinking for themselves. The 
human mind will never be perfectly fairly 
treated in this world until the church is utterly 
destroyed, because as long as she exists the 
ruling classes in society will always have in 
her a faithful ally to help them carry on their 
infernal schemes of pillage.

“What we must come to see is that nothing 
is done in human society that is not done by 
man. Poverty must be destroyed, not because 
it is God's will that it should be done, but be
cause it is best for the human race that it 
should be. General wealth must be achieved, 
not because it is God’s will that it should be, 
but because it is best for the human race.

“Beware of those men who tell you what 
is or what is not the will of God. In every 
case you will find a person who is intellectu
ally asleep, or half asleep, or mentally dis
honest, or else you will find—and this is more 
likely—a priest or a politician, a person who 
wants you to not think about what he is teach
ing you. We have been dragged through 
enough mire, and blood, and darkness, doing 
things according to the will of God. It is 
now time that we begin to think things out 
ourselves. ’’

Bemorse is-a man’s dread prerogative. 
Remorse, if we exclude the notion of re
sponsibility^ is fin .’ enigma in human nature 
never to be axplained. —-Isaac, Taylor. ,
i The talent of Success is nothing more than 
doing; what you can do well, and doing well 
whatever you1 do without a thought of fame.- 
If fame comes at all it will come because it is 
deserved, not because it is sought after__
Longfellow. • - ■ ’ -

The Coming Amerteau Civil War. 
'THIS BOON BY BURTON AMRS 
i Huntington, i» written In tb* latereit 

inenlty, of liberty, and nt p»trl«tl»m-» book Writtej 
for the purpoBo of c»lllu* stteutlon to tuo deadly 
dannw» tb»i beset Ub on .every side, and tnoreeape- 
etaliy to the hoatile attitude and tbolnsldtoii» wiles of 
an ovor preaent, though leoret, unscrupulous foe- the Catholics. Waiblngton’a words of waralna 
Lincoln's apprebenalon and the prophecy of Geherfl) 
Grant are ill Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Ryall,-of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon »aid: ’’The 
oburch tolerates heretics where she la obliged to do 
to, but ehe hatea them with n deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies ^ow how she ueated heretics in the Middle Agel. and 
iSw the treats them today where ebe has the power. 
Wen’more think of denying these hUtorlo feet* th*n 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the ¿Hmmol 
the church tor what they have thought fit to do. 
Every one ehonld read this work. Paper. 600 pagee. 
ft will be lent, poitpaid, tor fifty cente, For aale at

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

JL, history of Athorael, Chief Priest of a Band cf Ab 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91 PWei, was whA 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. FJfiUy» Aad b 
tensely interesting. Price 80 cents. For gala at IbU

___ •' _ ____ ___  
7" 'HE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEL.

uge. Something you should b.ve to refer to. Bg 
James Ü. McCann. Price IS cents.

7'HE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND 
the Confessions). By Rer, Chas. Cblnlflag. 

Every one should retd It. Price 11.00.

ÜFE-OF THOMÄS PAINE",
A UTHOR OF " COMMON SENSE,"

" Bights of Man," “ Age of Beeson," eto., with 
critical and explanatory obaervatlons of lile writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact troth IB 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re
former should read this volume. Price ,1. Poatagf 
10 cents. Ear sale at thia office

T IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT. 
L. world, ^y Mlsa Mary T. Shelbamer. It abounds 
la laces In reference to the Summer-Land. P-lue ,1.00.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL» 
1 Ing. A Series of Lessons on the Relations of the 
the Spirit to its Own Organism, and the Inter-Relation 
ot Human Beings with Reference to Health, Disease 
and Healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Bush., 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. v, Richmond! 
A book that every healer, physician and Bpiritualia 
should read. Price 11,50.

T\EA TH AND AFTER LIFE. BY AN» 
U drew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
tead. Price 75 cents.

PHILOSOPHY^OF SPIRITUAL IN» 
I tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A m 
work. It possesses great merit. Price 11.28.
~pOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC^ 

Zk By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every patrio!
should read It. Price SI.00. .

‘T'HE.DIANNA, AND THEIR EARTH.. 
J. ly Victims. By A. J. Davis. A work at Interes 

Ing aa II la curloua. Jflce SOcenu.

'THE "RELI&rON OF MAN. ' B Y HUD. 

J. son Tuttle. Uis works are always Intensely to* 
terestlng. Price 11,50.
'THE SPIRITS' WORK. WIIAT~1 

1 Heard, Saw »nd Felt at Cassadaga Lake. ByH. 
L. Suydain. 11 la a pamphlet that will well pay peruuL 
Price 15 cents.

RESEARCHES IN. ORIENTAL HI* 
L l lory, embracing the origin of the Jews, the Bia* 
pod Development of Zoroastrianism and the Derlv» 
Tlonof Cbrlstlanlly; to which la added; WbcncBO«» 
Aryan Ancestors? By O. W. Brown, M. D. One Ot 
the most valuable works ever published. Price *].!*. 'BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS'

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
/l which helped or mttde them perform mighty 
works and ultW Inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos
tles, and Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles,'* 
by Allen Putnam. Price 75 conts. For sale at this 
office.

¿IFE jW THE STONE AGE; THE
History of A tharael, Chief Priest of a Band of Al 

Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Writtenthrough 
the mediumship of U. G. Flgley. You should read 
this work. Price 80 cents.

7HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev.;6amu4 

Wat*on. Tbl* work was written by a modern Saripi^ 
a grand and noble man. Price *1.00.
OELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF^TH^ 
O Bible. 144 Propositions, Theological, Moral, Bia* 
torleal and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without com« 
ment. Price 15 cents.

\EERS~OF - tiiiCa GES~EMBRAC* 
O ing Spiritualism, past and present. By J. M. Pea» 
hies, M.D. An encyclopedia of Interesting and 
structlve facts. Price «2.00.

J EAFI.ETS OF THOUGHT, GATH. 
Is cred from tbo Tree of Life. Presented to human* 
Ity through the mediumship of B. E. Litchfield. Ex* 
cellcnt throughout. Price 11.25.
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 

A By Lizzie Doien. These poems are as staple iz 
sugar. Price 41.00.

n E YONO THE GA TF.S. BY EL I7.R-. 
J-J betb Stuart Phelps. A Highly entertaining woA 
Price ,1.00.

IT/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN 
Vv "Three Sevens/’ a book of 271 pages. It fare* 

ally a very Interesting and suggestive work. Price 
11.25._______________ ____

TJSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
M Life. Letters to the Seybcrt Commission. By 
Francis J. Lippltt. An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth 
Ite weight in gold. Price 25 cents.

TOE AI LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. 
X\. Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M. RlnX 
You will not become weary while reading this exe^ 
lent book. Price 75 cents.
~TMMORTAUTY> OR FUTURE HOMES 

ji and Dwelling Places. By .1. M. Peebles, M. D. A 
book of rare merit, interesting to every body. Frfoa 
«1.50. •

'THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
■L Dextb »nd lu Tomorrow, the Spirit uillitlc Ide» 

of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. Price, N 
cent».

jyiLPIT, PEW' AND CRADLE. BY 
1 Hxlsn H. Gabdxnrr. One of her hrlgbteit, 
wlttleH and etrongeit lecture» against the Bible. 
Every woman should read it. and Know her friend* 
and enemies. Price IQcent*.

SESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 
Lz influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 28, price 
lOcenta. -
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 
Z Carrie E. 8. Twins, medium. Price SO cents.

'THE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
J. Mythical Christ, by Gerald Massey. 230 pages.

S2mo. Price SO cents.
ACHSA SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 

•cl in tbe Spheres. Price20cent*.

7' YLE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT* 

ual to the Macerlal Vnlveree; and the law ofi 
control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 
Faraday. Price, 15 cents.
'THE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN 

' JL By Charles Bawbarn. Price 10 cents.

THIRTY YEA^SIN TII^HURCH OP 
r Rome. By Rev. Cbas.''Chtalquy, ex priest. A 
remarkable book. Pages 832. Price $2.25.

IITHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL, 
rr Ibu Twelve lecture». By Abby A. Judaea. 

Tbti book should be re»d by every Spirltu&llBt. Prlc» 
•l.OOj postage 10 centi. .

'T'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT. 
-I uall«m. By Epes Sargent. A work ot ProfounS 

research, by one of tbe ablest mn of tbo age. rrhS 
*1.50; postage 10 cents. .

TESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
U ChrtetandMedluinihlp. ByMoieiBuiL Apcm> 
pblet well worth reading. Price 10 cent*.

HOW TO MESMERIZE.
TTULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN 

»tructlotu How to Mesmerize. Ancient and Mods 
«nt Miracles by Mesmerism. Also la Spiritualism 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modern 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and tbe book 
will be found highly Ibterett'-.g to every Splrltnaltit. 
It Is the only work ever published giving full tnstrnc 
tlon how to mesmerize, and the connection tbliedenc* 
baa with Spiritualism. Il Is pronounced by Allen Put
nam and otbm, who have read It, to be one of tM 
most interesting books ever written. Fiber, ntx zffi 
«0 cent*. For tale at this office. «
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By Win. Henry Barr. Trice 15 c*nt«>
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An Important Announcement

cease to be accursed.
All About Devils, 

traces the history of 
devils. . Shows much 
cent».,

The Emperor of Austria manages to make 
both ends meet with an annual allowance of
$3.875,000. . .

Price reduced to $1. , 
By Moses Hull. It 

the theological idea of 
research. Paper, 15

iriUTSJDE' THE : GATES; ANH OTHER 
talei iad iketchet. By a bind of spirit IntenigencM. throurh 

tbe medtntntbtp of Mary There»» Sbelhuner. - An excellent work. 
Price 11.35. .
GOSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN 
\J ndW*.r.t<r«». a bn* tepln* wit* irwiuel trttM 
FttH »I*. ................................. ’
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Uncle Josh Discusses Hell.

Sheol is what they call it now, it used ter be list 
■ • hell- , ■ :
' Then hades—sounded milder, and ruther cooiled 

the spell. • i
• l used ter stand and shudder at the preacher’s 

ravin’ talk, , \
Qi the straight and narrow pathways 1er heaven 
• wp had ter walk;
And ter make the Master hear him, how he 

would shout, and yell
Fer mercy fer the sinner that God had doomed 

ter hell.
How glad I am ter have ’em cool down that 

brimstone hole;
It kinder loses terror, when they mention it as 

sheol. . " ’ ' ' /
The “livid, seethin’ caldron” they psed ter rave 

about,: ' .
Got dampened in. revisin’, and the fire’s ’bout 

■ gone out. ’
The old-time mad religion, that resorted ter sich 

. stuff .
Ter frighten folks ter heaven, has lingered long 

enough. ,
The churches that have flourished inextrava

gance and show,
Upon the toilers’ money, at last have got ter go.
If hell mere was ter torture the sinners in the 

past.
Why shouldn’t itcontinerso long as sinners last?
Why should there be no burnin’, no hell with 

mighty roar? , .
No wicked writhin, turnin’ now, jis as they wuz 

afore? . ‘
Why should this all-wise démon, this Master 

over all,
Put out his quenchless fire, or let his scepter 

fall?
It figures awful easy fer me, the whysand which; 
It’s all a base delusion, concocted fer the rich. 
If the bible inspiration is reliable and true, 
No rich can git ter heaven—no Christ can pull 

them through.
Oh, what a rank deception! Oh, what a cunnln’ 

scheme;
To alter that old fable, and stop this awful 

dream!
Ter take away the terror of hell’s terriffio glare.
And let the rich have freedom ter climb the 

golden stair.
The old damnation idea, the child of ignorance, 
Was good enough fer poor folks, but give the 

rich no chance.
It would exclude the fashions, and costly temples 

too;
Subdue the lustful passions of the saintly, godly 

few.
It would prevent extortion, deception and in

trigue,
And give each one his portion that jined the 

righteous league.
But the rich need make no divvy fer the church 

ter now endure
Their presence at the altar, with the righteous 

godly poor. ,
Hence, the whole foundation and structure has 

been changed; -
. The rich have their salvation now with God ar

ranged. -,
The tables are Inverted; the rich hawbarred 

the door,
And Jesus has deserted the sin-sick, prayin’ 

poor. •
There is no place of torture eternal now, fer sin, 
And the man that steals a fortune is anointed 

and let in.
The sermons of the future will never be unrolled.
Unless they show up heaven all paved with shin

in’ gold.
Unless they give the wealthy aristocratic lords 
The front pews up in heaven among the chosen 

hordes.
Unless the belles of fashion, and the dudes of 

style, also,
Who hold the highest station in society can go.
The motto of the masses“ter gain and cut a swell” 
Regardless of the sequence of heaven or of hell, 
Will somewhat injure churches that keep their 

hells so grim;
Ter fill their pews and coffers they’ll have ter 

•‘keep in swim.”
Now sheol will do the wicked, if not too awful 

cool,
So they have said who made it, within the right

eous pool.
They have purchased God and Satan, have cor

nered heaven well;
Have bridled every nation, and monopolized the 

■ hell. '
' Dr. T. Wilkins.

The Midwinter “Arena.”
The February Arena is another mammoth 

number of the great, progressive review; it 
contains 164 pages and is filled with able pa
pers, covering a wide range of topics of special 
interest to wide awake thinkers and earnest 
reformers. The opening paper will interest 
all lovers of Robert Browning’s poetry, as well 
as persons who appreciate broad but profound 
religious thought It is from the pen of Rev. 
M. J. Savage, and is entitled “Religious 
Thought in Browning’s Poetry.” A fine por
trait of the poet forms the frontispiece of this 
issue. “The Relation of the Land Question 
to Other Reforms,’’ by J. II. Bellangee, is a 
thoughtful paper in the Arena series on the 
Land Question. ‘ ‘The New Bible, ” by Wash
ington Gladden, D. D., is a very valuable con
tribution to the literature of Higher Criticism. 
A feature of this number is a profusely illus
trated Symposium on “Rational Dress for 
Women,” by a number of eminent American 
women. Dr. Heinrich Hensoldt’s series of 
papers on “Indian Occultism” grows more 
and more absorbingly interesting with each 
issue.

In this number the German scientist occu
pies twenty pages recounting wonderful phe
nomena which he witnessed in India during his 
ten years sojourn in that far East A very in
teresting, practical paper is from the pen of 
Rev. Hiram Vrooman of Baltimore, on “The 
Organization of the Moral Forces.” It is in 
the line of a movement the Arena has origin
ated and is pushing, to awaken the conscience 
of the people and unite moral workers for prac
tical progress. Congressman Davis discusses 
“Honest and Dishonest Money. "The fascina
ting series of philosophical papers by Stinson 
Jarvis on “The Ascent of Life” is continued. 
The editor contributes two striking editorials; 
the first is entitled “They Have Fallen into 
the Wine-press, or Illustrations of the Onward 
March of Uninvited Poverty;" the second is 
* strong argument against medical monopoly.

; The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents tö J.'-R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago ' Hl, and try’the paper for three 
months. -

Warm Work in Chesaning, Michi
gan.

To the Editor:—Chesaning has been pass
ing through a religious and a spiritual revival, 
since the new year came in. The spiritual 
sofciety was favored one week with Mr. Geo. 
H. Brooks, of Elgin, Ill,, who gave a lecture 
every evening, except one, from subjects taken 
from the audience. Two of these lectures 
were exceptionally fine—one from the subject, 
“Death,” and the other on “Natural Law." 
He taught the Lyceum movements, which at
tracted a large number of children outside 
the ranks of Spiritualism, that would be glad 
to join a lyceum, if permitted. He also or
ganized a temporary lyceum for one month, 
to be made permanent at the end of that time» 
if sufficient encouragement is given. Thus 
far the attendance has been good, and it is 
voted a great improvement over the old meet
ings, simply for the big folks. The happy 
faces of the children bring an atmosphere of 
cheerfulnes that in itself is most helpful; and 
that they have something for themselves, adds 
an interest in the meeting they have never ex
perienced before. It has not been smooth 
sailing, however. Some of the older ones do 
hot enter into the spirit of it, fearing it will 
go down; and still others are alarmed at the 
great agitation among the churches, which 
have sent forth the edict: “That lyceum 
must Le stopped; it is killing our Sunday
schools;" and are saying all manner of bad 
things about it, in their charitable (?) Christ
ian (?) spirit. We haven’t obeyed yet, how
ever. We have Tuttle’s Lyceum Gujde, which 
is indispensable in starting a lyceum. W e 
find, however, a great lack (outside this book) 
of literature suitable for lyceum work. It 
seems to me that lesson leaves, suitable to at 
least three grades of people (the elder, the 
young and tbe children), ought to be issued 
quarterly, with a lesson for each Sunday, sim
ilar to Sunday-school leaves, with the privilege, 
of course, of free expression of opinion on 
the lessons. We also need a little paper for 
the children to take home with them.

The president of our Spiritual society, last 
Sunday, presented each of the little ones with 
an orange, and they were told about the 
growth of the fruit, and the labor performed 
by man to bring it from its native place to 
them.

Last week we were favored with a series of 
lectures from our gifted brother—the irrepres
sible Moses Hull; who, for strength of logic, 
impressiveness and eloquence, leaves the 
most lasting impression of any speaker on the 
platform. It is a gift of his, not only to make 
his audience understand, but to remember 
what he says. In his four lectures here, frdm 
the subject, ‘ ‘Divine Revelation—What It Is 
Not;” “Whatlt Is;” “The Religion of Spirit
ualism;” and memorial address on the one 
hundred and fifty-seventh anniversary of 
Thomas Paine—he gave out a vast fund of 
knowledge, with a great many strong facts 
and points of logic, the church will not soon 
recover from. They had rather any one came 
here than Moses Hull. With no antagonism 
waged against church or bible (only the stern 
facts given), his logic was most convincing and 
stirred the churches more than anything (ex
cept the lyceum) we have had in some time. 
The hall was filled each evening except the 
last one—when it was packed; every chair, 
all the standing-room, hall, kitchen and stairs 
being filled with people, anxious to know 
what good thing could be said of Thomas 
Paine. To many the history presented was a 
revelation, the professors, teachers and schol
ars admitting that history has terribly 
wronged this truly great mind by ignoring his 
part in giving to us the freedom and liberty 
we, as a nation, enjoy. It left a profound im
pression with the large audience; and this 
week’s revival at the M. E. church proves 
that never again in this village can the evan
gelist so effectually handle that old scare argu
ment against infidelity by presenting the false
hoods circulated about Thomas Paine. The 
little two-by-four evangelist here now, again 
reiterated the filthy stories at the church 
Wednesday evening, which even the children 
have ceased to believe. I asked one young 
girl where she supposed he got his informa
tion, and her reply: “I guess he litd, told 
me plainer than words what Moses Hull had 
done to right that wrong, by his lecture on 
Thomas Paine. Several copies of Paine’s works 
were ordered at the close of the lecture, and 
I venture to say his “Age of Reason” will be 
read wheye heretofore people have considered 
it unfit to enter their homes. From the result 
of the Paine lecture here, I feel safe in advis
ing societies to, at least once, have the true 
facts concerning Thomas Paine given to their 
people. Thus far, this week, only one or two 
converts have been made at the revivals, 
though an exhOrter, two singers, six local 
preachers, and the church members, are en
gaged in the two-fold work of saving souls, 
and downing Spiritualism.

Carrie W. Milleb, Secy.

Human Destiny.
“Man is Immortal, Evil is Transitory, Good 

is Permanent. A Study by Frank E. Healey. ” 
This volume evinces much literary ability, 
combined with good reasoning powers, and 
fidelity to truth lefed where it may. The au
thor writes in a vein of deep seriousness that 
wins the respect of thoughtful minds. Besides 
the more abstract reasoning in parts, he states 
many incidents o$ a Spiritualistic nature in 
his own experience, and others of which he has 
been cognizant; and the whole is blended in 
such a way as renders the book very enter
taining and pleasingly instructive. The price 
in cloth is $1; paper, 50c. The author’s ad
dress is Mclndoes Falls, Vt .

- Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible'-Spiritualism; showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents. <

W ayside Jottings. By Mattie E.‘ Hull Es
says, sketchesj poems, etc. Cloth $1.

The Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern^ 
Spiritualism, Paper, 50 cento; cloth, *1,.

A REMARKABLE EPISODE.
Speaking Through a Trumpet Un 

der Peculiar Circumstances.

THE SPIRITUAL WATERS AT FT. WAYNE, IND., 
BEING AGITATED.

To the Editor:—I have been intending for 
the last month to \ write you concerning the 
grand services rendered to the Ft. Wayne Oc
cult Science Society by Mrs. Anna Orvis of 
Chicago, I cannot do her justice. Her lec
tures and answers* to the many questions pro
pounded by her audiences are simply beyond 
description. That they were extremely satis
factory is proven by the fact that she is unan
imously elected by the so'eiety to serve it dur
ing the month of April and May. Mrs. Orvis 
is away up in G. spiritualistically speaking, 
or on the very highest plane of its philosophy.

The reason I have not written sooner is be
cause of the desperate effort being made in 
Ft. Wayne at the present time to crush out 
Spiritualism. Our orthodox churches, aided 
by an antiquated physician who poses as a 
materialist and scientist, are moving heaven 
and earth to head it off. Spiritualism is be
coming a little too popular in so brief a period 
to suit them. .

The pastor of the First Presbyterian Church 
devoted t(iree successive Sunday evenings to 
the subject of Spiritualism,- handling of 
course, after the old orthodox fashion, but 
without producing the desired effect upon his 
hearers. Many of his own parishioners were 
really disappointed with his efforts and so ex
pressed themselves.

At the Masonic Temple said antiquated phy
sician, aided by a few fakirs, sought to dupli
cate, by trickery, the genuine phenomena of 
our mediums who have delighted and amazed 
our people for several years past, but they 
made a miserable failure before a crowded 
house. The counterfeit wfis not only readily 
detected by those who had seen the genuine, 
but by many who had never witnessed it

That which has so stirred up the First Pres
byterian Church upon the question is a most 
remarkable story, which will be of no little in
terest to Spiritualists,

It appears that an old and prominent elder 
in that church has been quietly investigating 
Spiritualism at his own home with a few inti
mate friends, and that his results were so 
amazing to him that hecouldn’tkeep them any 
longer to himselt At prayer-meeting - a few 
weeks ago, his pastor announced that instead 
of the usual exercises, they would consider the 
subject of Spiritualism. In imitation of our 
inspirational speaker, Mrs. Anna Orvis, he 
extended a general invitation to all present to 
ask any question that might occur to them and 
he would answer promptly, A number of 
questions were asked and answered, followed 
by a talk on the subject by.the pastor, at the 
close of which he again pressed the invitation 
for. more questions. Our prominent elder now 
arose tmt^s-feet and propounded the following 
puzzler to his pastor:

“Doctor, I would be glad if you would ex
plain the following facte. In my own home, 
in a locked room (a company of four of us— 
no Spiritualists or mediums present—all inti
mate friends), we received communications 
and heard singing through the trumpet. The 
voice was a tenor one, and sung a song I used 
to sing when a boy, and the communication 
was intelligent and recognized. There was 
not a tenor voice in the company, all of whom 
being simply intent upon honest, sincere, pri
vate investigation. How will you explain 
this, Doctor?”

The elder’s pastor was taken completely by 
surprise and did not know how to answer. 
After talking about a little of everything for 
at least five minutes, the elder remaining 
standing in his pew, the reVerend gentleman 
was about to let it go at that, when the elder 
gently reminded him that he had not answered 
his question; whereupon- the pastor asked: 
“Was it in the dark?" “Yes, sir, it was in 
the dark,” replied the elder. “Oh, well! then 
there must have been someone at the other end 
of the trumpet Someone present in the body 
did the talking and singing. It was certaply 
a humbug, a fraud or a delusion,” answered 
the pastor.

But the reverend doctor’s explanation was 
not satisfactory to the elder, who knew*better, 
and thus was occasioned the incentive for the 
Sunday evening discourses which, followed. 
They do not seem to have made any impres
sion upon said elder, however. He is as firm 
a believer (or knower) in the reality of the 
phenomena as lam. '

. H. V. Sweringen.

ADDKD Ti ACHING8 ON THE SOUL—THE ENTIRE 

SERIES TO BE PUBLISHED BT SUBSCRIPTION. 
Mrs. CoraL. V. ¿Richmond desires to an

nounce, in response to many inquiries, that 
her guides have now consented to the publica
tion of the entire series of the Soul Teachings, 
which will make a volume of five or six hun 
dred pages, and will include all the series of 
lessons given to private classes up to the 
present time. - .

To enable her to publish this work, many 
members of her classes have already sub
scribed for, or promised to take copies, thus 
affording a guarantee fund. ,

The volume will be $5.00 in doth, and will 
be issued as soon as three hundred names 
have been subscribed. ■

The Spiritual Birth. The ‘ Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and Hell.. By Moses 
Hull. Brice 10 cents,

The Fountain^of Life/ or the Threefold; 
Power of Sex By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper,' 
50 cents. .

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. 
Sinnett Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically and theosophioally.- Prioe $1.25,

SPIRITUALISTS, ATTENTION!
Iowa Stat© Spiritual Festival.

TO ALL SPIRITUALISTS OF IOWA, FRATERNAL 
GREETING.

The undersigned were chosen, as a commit
tee on State organization, at a meeting of 
Spiritualists, held in the Spiritual Temple, at 
Marshalltown, Iowa, on December, 12, 1893, 
to consider and report upon the matter of or
ganizing the Iowa State Spiritualists, Associa
tion, and being chosen by representative Spir
itualists from different parts of the State, were 
given full powers to formulate a plan for ef
fecting a thorough organization of the Spirit
ual societies in Iowa, with authority to call à 
State Convention, at such time and place as 
they might deem proper, and to publish their 
action in The Progressive Thinker.

Believing that the best interests of the Spir
itual cause will be mòre effectually protected 
and advanced by the organization of a State 
Association, to be incorporated and thereby 
empowered to give legal authority and pro
tection to all spiritual organizations in the 
State that become its members, as well as to 
defend the rights of Spiritualists and to pro
tect all worthy mediums, the committee have 
to report the following plan of action, and 
submit the same to all Spiritualists of Iowa 
for their careful consideration, favorable ac
tion and genuine support.

W e fraternally invite every true Spiritualist 
in Iowa to meet in convention, at the Spirit
ual Temple, in Marshalltown, Iowa, upon the 
thirty-first day of March, 1894, to celebrate 
the Forty-sixth Anniversary of Modern Spirit
ualism. The meeting to be called to order at 
eleven o’clock on the morning of that day. A 
most cordial invitation is extended to all me
diums of Iowa and other States to assemble at 
th(s meeting and assist by the exercise of 
their medial gifts in making this occasion a 
memorable one in the history of Spiritualism 
in Iowa.

The committee desire to call the attention 
of the Spiritualists of Iowa to the great im
portance of legal organization, as giving 
strength to the cause and its members; and 
would advise the formation of Spiritual socie
ties in every city and town where it is possible; 
and where thé number of Spiritualists or other 
reasons may prevent the organization of a 
'society, it is suggested that a Harmonial circle 
be formed, choosing a president, treasurer and 
secretary, holding Sunday meetings at mem
bers, houses, and by earnest work becoming 
the nucleus about which may be gathered 
greater strength and numbers, finally resulting 
in a organized society.

Spiritualists have a duty to perform not only 
in protection of their right to hold any relig
ious conviction and knowledge that they may 
be able to obtain, to maintain meetings, and 
for the general benefit of the cause of Spiritu
alism, but a most sacred obligation to the 
spirit-friends, who have generously given their 
earth-friends much precious knowledge and 
loving instruction, in sincere gratitude for the 
priceless blessings bestowed through that 
knowledge and instruction. , .

The committee appeal to the Spiritualists of 
Iowa to act at once in defense of their inalien
able rights, with courage, honor, justice and 
gratitude to their spirit-friends.

Organize your Harmonial circles and spirit
ual societies in every place where Spiritualists 
have a habitation, and erect in every home a 
spiritual altar dedicated to the memory of 
those who have gone before and who have re
turned to us to make our lives more happy 
and useful by the blessed knowledge of the 
future.

The committee desire to request that decid
ed action upon this report being taken at once, 
and that, by the time of thé meeting herein 
called, every part of our beloved State may be 
well organized and in active work for the ben
efit of humanity.

Let every Spiritualist, who may be moved 
by the qpirit, come to our Anniversary Con
vention, March 31, filled with that high sense 
of duty that knows no fear, prepared to cele
brate the occasion, and to form a State Asso
ciation for the promotion of tbe spiritual cause 
in Iowa.

It is desired that all Spiritual societies, 
Harmonial circles, mediums and Spiritualists 
intending to be present, will advise the com
mittee at Marshalltown, Iowa, of such inten
tion, that suitable arrangements may be made.

The meeting of organization wil’toe held at 
once upon the opening of the convention, at 
11 a. ir., March 31, as the first event of the 
celebration.

In conclusion, the committee most earnest
ly request all the Spiritualists of Iowa to 
give this matter their early attention and cor
dial support, that the convention may prove 
a success worthy of the cause of Spiritualism.

Let the Spiritualists of Iowa show by their 
loyalty to their spirit frrends and the cause of 
Spiritualism by making this the most success
ful convention and celebration, of Spiritualists 
ever held in Iowa.

E. N. Pickering, Marshalltown,
A. A. Davis, M. D., Ottumwa,
• Wm. Chiquet, Fort Dodgel

Comiÿttee on State Organization. 
Dated February 1, 1894.

Old Testament Stories, commercially illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price ’ in strong, board covers $1. Cloth, 
>1.50.

Heleh Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Prick reduced from $1.50 
toll, cloth.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mable Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may

__ S ' ■»■» 1 - "GranOla" is one of tho most 
.__________________ 4k ■kll HI Jk concentrated forms of food,

; 111 .1 R B - and contains in proper proper-
•'■ W I W -*■ tiona alttiie elements of nulrilion

^^^FmUKuunuiiuuuiiiiuupiunauiauMiiiiuiiiiiiiauii» needed bjf t)>e human -body.

( “ The Perfect Health Food. it is ¿made from the
best White Winter Wheat grown in^i^ famous Genesee

Valley wheat-growing,Region. ’ '
It contains everglneedeci constituent of the grain, and', as wheat is considered the

• best single article of food,‘'Granola” supplies in a palatable form the best and • 
(most highly nutritive alimentary principle. .. J

4 SEND FOR FREE BOOK OF RECIPES, U‘> '«Sr t°r immediate table nee by limply *o>km» 1 
it in milk or hot or cold water, u it iitvnce cookcdin i to nmiufacturc. Iiinay be made the comtituaaiof mtnypul»- 1 
table dishes. It will keep for yean enchanted^* toulusifatorcdia a dry place. <

. Trial paokart 25e. by mail poatpaid.Addresa. OUB HOME GB ANU LA CO., Box 100, DmylUe/leY. i

Th© Spirit Artist in California.
To the Editor:—You see by the heading 

of this we have reached the Golden West, and 
as I write the glorious sun is shining brilliantly; 
there is no trace of snow or frost, and when I 
read in yesterday’s paper of the blizzard in 
and about Chicago, I wished we pould share 
the w&rmth and sunshine with you,’ Our first 
stop-off on our way here was at San Bernar
dino, and being there on Sunday, we looked 
around and found ihe Spiritualists had a hall 
of their own, and also owned the half acre on 
which it stands, very pleasantly situated and 
with an artesian well of pure and good water 
upon it,

We were introduced to the president of the 
society, Mrs. Ella Wilson Marchant, and 
found her a very genial lady. We also met 
Mr. Dean Clark, who at present is engaged 
by the society, and had the pleasure of listen
ing to a very able lecture from him, and re
gretted we could not stay to the close of the 
services; but having to catch the train we had 
to leave before the lecture was finished. 
Thanks to T. M. Tuley, D. M., we learned 
that the charter of the society date back in the 
fifties. The present hall was built in 1861. 
The seating capacity is three hundred. 
They have an average attendance of one 
hundred and fifty, and certainly the San Bar- 
nardino Spiritualists have reason to be proud 
of owning their own property, and the intelli
gence of their members, who, I am told, num
ber somewhere about six-hundred. I was also 
told the city was laid out under the direction 
of Brigham Young. Many of the original 
Mormons seceded from that body, and wisely 
became Spiritualists. They told me of their 
early persecutions, and it was at great danger 
that they dared to hold their meetings, and 
when they did hold them a picket guard 
was necessary, and when they held a seance it 
was at the risk of their lives; but now the 
only way their enemies dare attack them is 
with slanderous lies, but that does not bother 
them.

On our way here we passed a few days in 
San Diego, and found it very beautiful, and 
to us who had just left Chicago, it seemed 
glorious to see the groves of orange trees laden 
with their golden fruit, and to drive for a 
mile and a half through an avenue of stately 
palms, aud roses, and other flowers, blooming 
everywhere in the open air.

We found Los Angeles a beautiful city, 
but not being there on Sunday, we had no 
chance of seeing any of the halls, or meeting 
any of our belief; although I am told there are 
many Spiritualists there.

We reached San Francisco on last Sunday 
afternoon, too late to go anywhere, and too 
tired if we had had the desire; but on Monday 
morning we presented some of our letters of 
introduction, and certainly if they have warm 
and sunny days here, the hearts of those we 
met partake of the same warmth and sunny 
nature, for we were charmed by the kindness 
shown us. I am afraid that we of the East 
(as they call Chicago and parts beyond) '¿fust 
seem very cold to them when they visit 
us, compared to the general way they meet 
and extend the hand of friendship toward us. 
We had the pleasure of meeting Mrs. J. J. 
Whitney, and a pleasure it was. We also re
ceived tickets for an entertainment given at 
Metropolitan Hall, under the auspices of the 
Humanitarian Society, and under the direction 
of Professor Bell, their founder and speaker, 
and all 1 can say is, if they are as good in their 
other work as at their entertainment, then 
they have reason to be proud, and we of the 
East regret we are not up to them to date.

I should like to tell you of each number of 
the entertainment, but space forbids; but one 
thing I must tell you: I had the pleasure of 
meeting Mrg. Sloper there, that outspoken and 
fearless worker. I admired her very much at 
the convention last fall, at Chicago, when she 
said what she had to say, and said it at the 
right time, and in the right place. The hall 
in which they hold their meetings is commo
dious and really beautiful. Up to the present, 
all I have seen here of Spiritualism is certainly 
in its favor.

Hearing that Mrs. Jennie Moore, of Chicago, 
was here, we called on her and found her 
pleasantly located, and in good health. We 
were fortunate enough to meet Mr. Bogardus, 
to whom we are indebted for many favors, and 
who kindly did all he could to introduce us to 
others. It is our intention, after resting suf
ficiently, to give some sittings here, and then 
we shall make our way back East, where we 
intend to visit that glorious spot, the Camp 
Cassadaga, at Lily Dale, and, if possible, other 
camps before the.season commences.

Allow me to extend, through your excellent 
paper, my kindest wishes to yourself and fam
ily, and other friends in Chicago and else
where, and when I become more fully ac
quainted with the friends of our cause here, 
I hope to tell you, through the pages of The 
Progressive Thinker, of the good work 
that is being done here to enlighten, and teach 
the truth of eternal life and progression.

San Francisco, Cal. A. Campbell.

If You Want Work
that ts pleasant and profitable send i your addreii 
Immediately. We teach men and women how to earn 
from «5 per day to 18000 per year without having had 
previous experience, and furnish the employment a| 
which they can make that amount. Capital unnece* 
lary. A trial will coat you nothing. Write to-day aa 
address.

E. O. ALLEN & CO..
Box 1001. Agguata, Me.

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the“ Astral 

Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astr.o-Magnhtic 
Treatment by Prof. Oj> 
ney H. Richmond. It la 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imform you Where to 
firocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis« 
ease. Astral Guide seniors 
receipt of stamp. '

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, < 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, IH,

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: The Beginnings; Fundamental Frlnch 
ides; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Bun* 
Janets ami Satellites. The Origin of Meteors end 

Comets; Tbe Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attribute* and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives mid Imparts Knowledge; How tbe Soul Re« 
eclves its Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do« 
Keueratloa; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by th© / !’ 
Bible; The Bible aud Christ; Tbe Summary: “Wbat, / “ 
Must We Do to Be Saved.” For sale at this office, ■ I.

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 5Oc.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago.

DOUHD AV CL01H WITH GOLD 
D ©ide, and containing 82b pages. This splendid 
book, just Issued, contains hineweu full Temple lee« 
tures upon occult subjects, together with other artl« 
cIcb from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all th© old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others on the Human Soul, which 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder, 
fulbookis unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale 
at this office.

7'HE SPIRITUALBIRTH; OR DEA TH 
aud Its Tomorrow. The St .tuuMstlc Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Ueli. By Mom* Hull. This little 
pamphlet 1b devoted to an exposition of the spiritual- 
la tic Idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with tbe common ohurchly idea on tbe same subject. 
Tbe name of the author Is a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject is well handled. For sale at this office. 
Price, ¡0 cents.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON 

-----OF-----

Biblical and Modern ISpiriU 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “Th© Contrast.” “Which,” “Letters toXK*| 

Miles Grant,” “Both Sldei" “That Terrible 
Question.” “Wolf in Sheep’s

Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

This book 1« what Its title indicates—“Thr Questiow 
Betti.kd- an Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Splri Hsin.” We give below only a partial 
Uft ot the eoiitenia of each chapter:

Chapter I Tbo Adaptation of Spiritualism to tho 
Wants of Humiinity.—No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adnpt themselves toMeik 
Religions and Science* have failed to demonstrate an 
After Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought la 
tbe Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with th® 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers in Doubt oi to » 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Mln« 
liter of hl« JuHnortalily. Dying Minister In Despair. 
Why ibis Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future,

Chapter 11-Tho Moral Tendency of Spiritualism,— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era ot 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. Wbat Good has Splr- 
itetitjm done. Opponents unfair. Immorality in th® 
Churches. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. Nono Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Mm worship their own Opinions, 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tea* 
tiinouy ot Jeremiah.

Chapter III— Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angela are Spirits. Term* 
‘•Man" and "Angel.’' Angel Men visit Abraham. Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of tbo Lord. An Angel appear* to 
Gideon; to Mauouii’s wife; Is introduced to Manoah. 
Writing on tho Wall. Daniel * Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
tho Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pinar* of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man ha* a 
Spiritual Mature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Mau. Soin ce of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer all. Spiritual Sense*. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Source* 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V—Tbe Birth of the Spirit..—All Subject* 
Important. "Ye must be born again.” Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister's Opinion. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus’Teats. Must be born out of Flesh. Birthofthe 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible 
against (t (1 Cor. xv.). Natural aud Spiritual Body. 
Opinion ¿f tbe Woman of Tekoah, Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Ar© W« Infidel*?—R*pld*Growth of 
Spiritualism. Tbe “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truth* «nd Error* tn 
tho Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be* 
Move Parts, and no on© believe* AIL of the Bible. 
Illustrative Caies. How *h«ll we decide who tho Be« 
lleveraare. The true Test. Work*. TheCommlsilon. 
End of the World not yet. Jewish and Christian age. 
Preaching, Baptism, and Sign* go together. 16 Christ 
tn tbe Churchy •

Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?- «A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story.” Result of th® 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Medium* deceiving th® 
World. Arc God and tbe Devil Partners? Is It just 
to damn tho World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirit« eent out. Did God 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah ana Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex« 
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Splrttuallim will not “down." "Old 
Bplltfoot.”

Chapter Vin—Objections Answered.—Objection* 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objection* to th© Telegraph. Objec« 
tlons to Abolitionism. God legislated against Splrltu« 
allsm. Necromancy; Definition of. Tbe Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to th® 
Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of tbls Law*not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Pan] and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Law good In 
Its Place, and for Ita Time. Men inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
not an Infinite Gud. He incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.OO. Sent Post-oaid.
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Medical Science Illustrated.
It is positively humiliating to read the 

proceedings of the Coughlin trial, now 
|h progress for the murder ot Dr. Cro
nin, and note the Examination of medi
cal experts—gentlemen professing to 
know everything there is to know about 
th© laws of life. Taka thecase of Judge 
Ewell, who said ho was a graduate of 
medicine, and of law as well, also the 
author of a learned work on medical 
jurisprudence. His boo)? has been cited 
as standard authority on many criminal 
trials, and it is probable there are many 
persons now suffering long terms in the 
penitentiaries for positions assumed in 
that work, coming as it does from the 
pen of one of the sages of the two pro
fessions. On his cross-examination by 
Mr. Bottom, representing the State, the 
learned jurist and medical expert exhi
bited the weakness characteristic of 
those who are neither authors nor col
lege professors. He differed very wide
ly from positions taken in his book,even 
disowning them, ascribing them to other 
authors from whom he had copied with
out special credit, or noted by quotation 
marks. When pressed to the wall on 
various points, “That was written before 
I investigated the subject,” was his an
swer. Uis book, so learned and useful, 
original withal, and a'guide to the two 
professions, he admitted was a compila
tion from other authors. When asked if 
a certain statement was from Taylor, he 
replied: “I do not know whether it is 
from Taylor or from Ogsden or from 
Tida, but I got it from some qf those 
works and assumed it to be true.”

The attorney, evidently disgusted 
with such a pretender, inquired: “Is 
there a single positive fact known to 
medical science?” The learned answer: 
“Yes, it is a medical fact that sulphur 
will cure the itch.”

Other medical experts were as much 
at sea as .1 udge and Doctor Ewell. They 
gave opinions under oath directly oppo-

of the orthodox sects to higher planes 
of thought, the virtual dropping 
of oldtime dogmas to give place to new 
ones not yet formulated into creeds. 
These changes are constantly occurring, 
save with the survivals of the Stone Age, 
who are as little given to thought as 
the fossil plioaaunans embedded in the 
rocks.

But the evidences of progress afie not 
limited to those only who a few years 
ago discoursed so learnedly about his 
Satanio majesty, and his fiery abode; 
who inputted the Brahininieal idea of 
three godslu one godhead.. It has ex
tended to the so-called heretical sects. 
And this among the successors of Arles 
and Soeinus, who insisted, substantially 
in the language of Mohamet,.that God 
is God. and that there is no other God 
tnan God. •

In the. AJto World for September, 1893, 
p. 551, is found an article from the pen 
of Edward H. Hall, on "Hie New Uni- 
tarianism." from which we make a brie? 
extract, to show the trend of those who 
have occupied the front lines in this 
progressive age. and who are not 
content to repose on past laurels, to be 
run over by those in the rear, but are 
crowding forward to gain new conquests. 
We quote:

“In the presence of this old-time dual
ism, constantly masquerading under 
fresh forms, the New Cnitarianism can
not hesitate where to take its stand. It 
knows in these conflicts no higher name 
and no higher thing than Mature. It 
knows no sublimer or diviner thought 
than/ the unity of Nature. and no sub
limer fact. It seeks onlv to make real 
all that this term, ’rhe Unity of Na- 
turu. iiYlpncb.

“By the accident of its name, Unitari- 
anism is ¡fledged to faith in the divine 
unity: the New Unitarianisin _ simply 
emphasizes this thought, clears it of all 
confusion, and carries it to its legitimate 
conclusion. For the first time in its his
tory, if this view of the situation is cor
rect, Unitarianisin represents all that 
its name implies: the absolute unity of 
the universe. It represents a unity in 
which no form of dualism, be it miracle 
and law. mind and matter, or divinity 
aud humanity, can exfet,.’ ft represents 
a unity in which God ceases to beat 
odds with his universe, and but one. 
supremo power appears, all the universe 
over, and all the centuries through; a 
unity in which man's religions aspira
tions and intellectual needs alike are 
gratified: and in which, at last, the faith 
of the spirit and the faith of science find 
themselves as one.”

Spiritualists and Agnostics (will find 
little to complain of in this advanced 
position; and this is where modern 
thought is trending. Hasten the day 
when all lesser gods than Universal Na
ture shall be banished from the human 
mind.

Dwelling Together in Unity.
Churchmen have trouble like other 

men, and .preachers are not without 
vexation, Down at Qnincy, in this 
State, the First United Presbyterian 
Church is having a parrot-and-monkey 
time. A Miss Collins was accused of 
slandering the pastor. She was declared 
guilty, with injunction to apologize 
within a year, else be excommunicated. 
She says she has nothing to repent of,
and won't apologize. This, of 
settles her everlasting destiny, 
not one of the elect.

,1. W. Stewart, a wealthy

course, 
She is

manu-
facturer, of the same church, has 
probably sinned away the day of grace. 
He is charged with having expressed 
the opinion that the Rev. J. K. Black 
“has only fifteen sermons, and poor ones 
at that.”

The world is waiting with bated 
breath the outcome of the last trial. If 
the opinion of Mr. Stewart that' the 
preacher's sermons are not good ones, 
or that he has only fifteen of any kind, 
will send him to had he been more
bountiful in n umbers. or thought

site to the expert witnesses called by slightly better of their value, how would
the State. it nlie.ct his immortal destiny? There

And yet men of this class, college arc good, conscientious people in the 
' - • - ■ • ■ world who are of the opinion that thegraduates, professors in fact, in learned 

institutions, appear in our State Legis
latures and ask for laws to protect the 
dear people from the wiles of quacks, 
■who, they allege, are wholly ignorant of 
the healing art! It is not for themselves 
they ask for legal protection, but for the 
uneducated classes who have neither 
time nor inclination to post themselves 
in science.

We have no antagonism to the medi
cal profession. On the contrary we are 
delighted to find its members so learned 
on those difficult questions on which 
life and health depend: still we are not 
ignorant of the fact that fifty years ago 
the principal remedies were the lancet, 
calomel, emetic tartar, Spanish flies, 
ipecac and bark. Where are these reme
dies now? They have passed into “in
nocuous desuetude,” drivenUnto obscur
ity by the war made upon these life de
stroyers.

Noir, to prevent war on other deadly 
drugs, law is asked as a shield for their 
protection!

The Progressive Thinker would 
open the markets of the world to com
petition. It would give every honest 
thought a hearing. It would let Truth 
and Error meet in mortal combat, in 
full confidence that the former would be 
vieto?. The employerand the employed 
should each be protected in' his rights, 
and neither should be allowed to in
fringe on the rights of others. Intellect 
should be subject to no vestment, and 
opinions should not be classed as crimes.

best sermons preached are scarcely 
worth a dam. (The printer is cautioned 
not to add an n to that dam, for The 
Progressive Thinker never swears.)

Hatching a Revolution.
The disturbed condition of Rome indi

cates that the Catholic element may burst 
into a revolution at any moment. The 
press dispatches say that 12,000 persons 
called on Pope Leo the other day, and 
from the papal throne he addressed the 
people, during which he told them of 
their present misery, the afflicted con
dition of Rome, of his great grief, that 
formerly Rome was assured of reasona
ble prosperity; that the ruin of religion 
was designedly accomplished, and that 
moral and material ruin was the conse
quence. He expressed the hope that 
means would be found to end this con
dition, and thatorder would be promptly 
established. He said: “Justice and 
common sense demand that those re
sponsible for the condition of affairs 
should retrace their steps, and restore 
religion to the honor it was held by our 
ancestors.”

The pope is clearly paving the way for 
a collision with the civil authorities. If 
successful in hastening a bloody conflict, 
the Vatican may lose its principal 
tenant, and its 4,422 rooms, if not ad
vertised “To Rent,” may be converted 
into some other purpose than the stir
ring up of strife among nations, and 
the propagation of bigotry.

alone tells us how the church has aided
science.

Moses Hull—Sad News.
Just aj our paper is about to go to 

press the sad news comes that Moses 
Hull was stricken with partial paralysis 
in his study at Anderson, Ind., Where 

< he has been filling a lecture engage
’ ment. He'thought that he could yet 
' deliver his- ’lecture on Sunday last, and 
- tried to do so, but was .obliged to desist. 
; His multitudes of friends will sincerely 
i hope for his complete rebovery-

Retarded. Knowledge.
It was not until 1820, during the life

time of many now living, that Cathol
icism first allowed the Copernican 
system of astronomy to be taught in its 
schools. Andeveuthen, obstacles Were 
thrown in thei way of imparting such 
knowledge until September, 1822, when 
the .cardinals bf the Holy inquisition; by 
gracious permit, allowed “the printing 
and publication of works treating of the 
tootionof the earth arid the stability of 
the sun, in accordance with the opinion 
of modern astronomers.” . „ •

More than 200 years beforb, Galileo 
had confirmed the truths taught by

The New Bible.
• This is pot a pew Bible, but the same 
old book read i n a new light by Rev
Washington Gladden. D. D., in the 
February Arena. It reminds us very 
much of a pious Scotchwoman, whose 
son began reading the news to her with 
the same nasal drawl that was customary 
with the old Scotch clergyman in those 
early days when reading the Bible; but 
the pious mother rebuked her wayward 
son very severely for his profanity in 
"reading the newspaper with the Bible 
twang." If such a woman livednow, she 
would think the Biblo was being read 
with the newspaper twang.

Emerson says: “The reader makes the 
book." That is precisely the ground 
taken.by Dr. Gladden. He says; “The 
Bible is not the same book to the men 
of the nineteenth century that it was 
to the men of the sixth and those of the 
sixteenth century. It has often been 
remarked that men of all the different 
sects can prove their respective beliefs 
by the Bible. This shows that, after 
all, it is not the Bible but their own 
reason that is the standard of their be
liefs." i hisisthe whole secret of Dr. 
Gladdeirs New Bible.

Nevertheless. Dr. Gladden s paper is 
a valuable contribution to modern free 
thought. He has ventured, m the sun
shine of a new era. when there is no 
danger in doing it, to acknowledge the 
human side of the Bible and the im
possibility of its inerrancy: but it is an 
awful thing for him to have to acknowl
edge that "Biblical scholars in the 
orthodox church know these things, 
but carefully conceal their knowledge 
from the people.”

Now it is the people’s advent, and 
they no longer require the services of 
such biblical scholars. They are not 
dependent even on biblical scholars of 
the Gladden stripe, who try to make be
lieve in a New Bible because they know 
that tlie old one, with its angry, re
vengeful war-God, is no longer sat
isfactory.

The people—and this term seems to 
imply all outside of the clergy—have as 

■■much spiritual discernment as the 
reverend biblical scholar, and are as 
able to discern between the letter and 
the spirit of the Bible as he is, and that 
is -the despair of priestcraft, for the 
people will no longer surrender their 
right of free thought even under .the 
pretense of a so-called New Bible.

A Noble Spirit Gone Home.
Mrs. Mary J. Richmond, wife of Hon. 

A. B. Richmond, passed to Spirit-life at 
her home in Meadville, Pa., on the 
morning of February 5th. Her transi
tion ended a long period of physical suf
fering, as she had been an invalid for 
more than a score of years. She was 
noted for hermany deeds of charity and 
benevolence, and was beloved by all 
who knew her. For a number of months 
she has looked on the approach of death 
with the calm fortitude of one who had 
no fear of the future beyond the grave. 
She even seemed to anticipate a meet
ing with her loved ones who had gone 
before, with longing impatience, and 
they doubtless received her with loving 
embrace as she crossed the invisible 
boundaries between life here and here
after.
"Calm on the bosom of thy God, 

Fair spirit, rest thee now.
E'en while with ours thy footsteps trod 

His seal was on thy brow.
Dust to its narrow house beneath!

Soul to its place on high!
They that have seen thy look in death 

No more may fear to die.”

Is This a Catholic Country?
At the opening ceremonies of the 

great fair at Chicago, at the moment 
the President touched the button to set 
the machinery in motion, the spectator, 
looking over the immense crowds of 
people gathered from every State in the 
Union, and every country on the globe, 
would have seen in the front ranks, in 
the place of honor and most conspicuous 
as apparent head and front ot the 
vast array, a large banner on which was 
a cross! This statementmay appear un
believable, but an artist has photo- 
fp-aphed the scene at the moment, and 
iis pictures cannot falsify. And true to 
that initiative, ..the Catholic Church 
leads. It had 40,000 feet of the best 
building for its church exhibit—a space 
into which all that assigned to all the 
Protestant churches might have been 
placed and scarcely noticed. The Amer
ican Pope led in the religious congress, 
with bizarre eloquence about the Bible 
and the Constitution—the Bible which 
is forbidden to all but priests, and the 
Constitution which the Catholic Church 
has anathematized, and daily treads 
under foot. Think of it! Catholicism, 
which has,since its beginning persecuted 
hear unto death, with fiendish hate, 
free thought and free speech, standing 
up before the assembled world and 
shouting itself hoarse for liberty and 
constitutional rights! Why, it scorns 
liberty, hates freedom, and knows no 
rights but such as God has given its 
priesthood!_________________

Hon. A. B. Richmond.
. His reply to Col. Ingersoll’s lecture on 
the “Gods” will be found especially in
teresting and valuable. Every Spiritu
alist will thank him for presenting it.

Florida Camp-Meeting.
A telegram from Dr. Rowley, Jackson

ville, Florida, announces that it has 
been definitely arranged to hold a camp
meeting there during this month and 
next. Particulars will be announced 
next week.'

. . . Hope.
Business prospects are already bright

ening and hope is againin the ascendant. 
With the close-of the tariff legislation, 
without regard to how it is settled, in
dustry will return to its ordinary 
channels, and the country will be pros
perous again.

The Science of Curing Hu
man Ills by Metal Applies' 
tions. ■ _ /

DELIA ANN KEEGAN’S HYSTERICAL 
PARALYSIS AND THE REMARKABLE 
HOSPITAL COCHIN CASE—USE OF 
PLAQUES. BELTS AND RINGS OF 
GOLD, COPPER AND IRON—HYPNOTIC 
EFFECTS. •

In the course of conversation the 
other day a well-known neurologist of 
New York City, says 2/te Daily Sun, gave 
to another, physician an interesting de
scription of his treatment of a case of 
hysterical paralysis. The case occurred 
at Bellevue Hospital, and a pieoe of 
metal was the refnedy employed. Ihe 
patient was Delia Ann Keegan. At 
the hospital an cxafnination showed 
that she was suffering from a most cu
rious form of paralysis. As she lay on 
the hospital cot unable to move, she 
made a striking picture of helplessness. 
She was conscious, but powerless to 
speak, her tongue being partially para
lyzed, Loss of feeling extended over 
the right side of her body, but stopped 
sharply at the middle-line. The Doctor 
prodded her with pins up and down the 
affected side, on her body, limbs, face 
and forehead, but she did not Shrink 
from in pricks until the still normal 
side was reached. A tuning fork placed 
to her ear could not be heard, and strong 
ammonia applied to her nostril made no 
impression. A test applied to the eye 
showed a narrowing of the field of vision; 
she could see an object placed before her 
eye, but could see nothing to the right 
or left. The sense of taste on one side 
of her tongue, had also disappeared.

In this condition Miss Keegan re
mained for two days after her arrival at 
the hospital. Then the doctor began 
the simple but beneficial metallic treat
ment. He directed the nurse to pro
cure a piece of metal and place it upon 
her affected arm. An unpretentious 
brass buckle was called into use—a relic, 
perhaps, of horse trappings, or some
thing that had done service at the rind 
of a trunk strap. At first the nurse 
made the mistake of sewing the buckle 
up in cloth before applying it to the 
patient’s arm. Then tfie covering was 
removed, and the metal placed in con
tact with the skin, and neld in place 
by strips of - adhesive plaster.

COPPER DISKS FOR CHILDREN.
In twenty-four hours the patient be

gan to show a susceptibility to the metal, 
and on-the Doctor’s second visit, two 
days afterward, paralysis had nearly 
disappeared. She could see and hear, 
smell and taste. She could move the 
arm freely, and stand upon the once 
helpless leg. '

“This case is not unique in my ex
perience,” said the Doctor. “At the 
Montefiore Home Li have oftetj used 
metals to determine whether or not 
paralysis was hysterical in character, 
and with success.”

The use of metals in the healing art 
dates from the days of Galen ana his 
contemporaries, but they attributed the 
curative powers to the magic inscrip
tions borne by them. To Dr. Burq, a 
French investigator, however, is given 
the credit of bringing metals to the 
notice of medical men of the present 
day. In 1848 he was led to make ex
periments by observing the .suscepti
bility of persons in the somnambulistic 
stage of animal magnetism to gold, sil
ver, copper, and other metals.

Dr. Burq’s method of procedure was 
first to determine, by applying different 
metals, the one adapted to the individu
al under treatment, thus finding the 
“personal sensibility,” as he calls it, of 
the patient. Iron he placed at the 
head of the list as the metal most fre
quently exerting an influence. Accord
ing to other authorities gold has been 
used in the greatest number of suc
cessful cases. The “personalsensibility” 
having been ascertained, Dr. Burq pro
ceeded to armor-plate his patients, some
times draping them with a large number 
of disks. He continued the treatment 
daily until the patient improved. He 
again applied the coat of mail if there 
was a recurrence of the trouble.
' In France metallotherapy has been 
widely discussed, and experiments in 
hundreds of cases by distinguished, 
physicians have established its claims. 
M. Charcot said:

“Metallotherapy is no more denied. 
It is a question solved; the facts have 
been methodically established, and they 
now remain an acquisition to science.”

Dr: Grace Peckham of New York has 
delved deeply into the mystery at 
present Surrounding metallotherapy, 
and from an article contributed by her 
to the Archives of Medicine some time 
ago, the reporter has extracted much 
Interesting information concerning a 
subject puzzling to bbth physicians and 
laymen. Dr. Peckham gives as brie 
reason for the lack of enthusiasm over 
Burq’s discovery “that definite methods 
for the application of it have not been 
laid down, and the physician is left to, 
his own devices and to his own experi
mentation to work out a practical 
system.” . . , .-<■

The three methods in use in inetal- 
lotherapyare the external, internal, arid 
a combination of the external and ''in
ternal. Of course, administered in
ternally the metals are in minute doses, 
in the form of powders and salts. For 
obvious reasons lead is omitted in in
ternal applications. With the return of 
sensibility comes a sensation bf warmth, 
at first felt underneath' the plaque or 
disk,, or whatever shape the metal is in, 
gradually' spreading over the,‘Effected 
side. Sleepiness, prickling sensation;.’ 
and heaviness often occur. The hypno
tic effect first mentioned, Dr. Peckham 
says, is very common. She believes 
that the effects, if any, will be produced 
in a very short time. -

The history of metallotherpy does not 
abound with sensational cases, but that 
of a female patient at the Hospital

Cochin, in Paris, is one of the best 
known and most interesting. She was 
confined to her couch with paralysis, 
being attacked at intervals with vio
lent spasms of the chest, and tits of 
vomiting. A large plaque of brass was 
applied to her stomach, and in a few 
moments the spasms ceased. Upon the 
removal of the metal the spasms re
turned, again disappearing on the ap
plication of the plaque. Every fourth 
day she was seized with severe spasms, 
lasting several hours, accompanied by 
loss of consciousness.

live 
The 
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• “On one of these occasions.” says a 
report of the case, "it required 
persons to hold her upon her bed. 
expenditure of nerve force was

THE5PIRITUALISTCFIELD-

digious. It seemed as if the muscles of 
the frail creature, almost paralyzed in 
their ordinary state, could not contract 
with such energy without rupturing 
them. The spasms subsided upon the 
application of copper plaques. The vio
lence ceased and the patient recovered 
consciousness.”

_ Another case was that of a male pa
tient. Generally the subjects are wo
men; at least it is so in the majority of 
reports. This man was brought to Dr. 
Seguin for treatment, and in his case 
twenty-dollar gold-pieces performed the 
cure in an amazingly short time. He 
was suffering from hysterical attacks, 
staggered about, and was insensible to 
pinches and pinpricks on the left side of 
his body, face and tongue. The gold-pie
ces were put on the left hand, forearm, 
cheek, and tongue. In from one to three 
minutes, says the report, sensibility was 
fully restored in the tongue, and partly 
in the other points upon which the 
metal was set to work. A belt of gold 
plates was put on the left leg for ten 
minutes, and sensibility was magically 
restored in that mem bet-. In three 
days the patient left the doctor’s care, 
claiming to be well.

We are very much gratified that this 
new curative agent has been presented. 
That there is a vibratory spirit-force 
connected with all metals, exercising 
a potent influence over certain forms of 
disease, seems probable, when the 
effects produced are considered. With 
the various systems of medicine, mag
netic healing, massage, electricity, 
baths, 'mineral water, spirit-influence, 
earth-cures, etc., etc., why should not 
all diseases be arrested at once. We 
cordially welcome Metallotherapy, and 
hope that Spiritualists generally will 
experiment with the different metals
until a well-defined system shall 
been established.

have
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Virchard R. Gandhi.

is proposed to have a series of six
private lectures or lessons by Virchard 
R. Gandhi, of Bombay, India, upon 
Hinduism and Oriental Philosophies, in
cluding Mysticism.

The first meeting, for the purpose of 
organization only, will be held Tuesday 
evening, February 13, 8 <p. m., at the 
residence of Mr'. B. C. Peterson, 421 W. 
Monroe street, All interested are in
vited to be present at this meeting.

Mr. Gandhi is the Honorary Secre
tary of the Jain Association, of India, 
and the representative of that phil
osophy at the Parliament of Religions. 
A similar course of lectures in Engle
wood is giving great satisfaction, being 
intensely interesting and instructive. 
All Spiritualists and Mystics should 
hear them.

The Lyceum Guide.
Mr. J. S. Cowdery, Sandusky, O. 

well-known in educational circles, writes 
of the Guide:

“Its reception was a happy surprise, 
not only in its fine appearance, but es
pecially its intrinsic value.’ The com
pilation of poems and prose selections is 
excellent, and I can, in a measure, re
alize the immense labor expended in 
preparing the ‘Lyceum Recitations,’ 
etc., and think Mrs. Tuttle entitled to 
great credit for supplying a work so 
valuable to Spiritualists generally, and 
indispensable to spiritual organizations 
as a lyceum text-book.”

Alonzo Danforth, a life-long devoted 
worker in the movement, writes: '

“Every school within the circle of 
Spiritualism should be provided with 
the Guide; every promoter of our chil
dren’s education should bear it in mind; 
every one who would bury the super
stitious past, should impart to those who 
are the men and women of the future its 
many valuable truths.”

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
The Progressive Thinker, as its 

multitude of readers will admit, has 
published some very fine and interest
ing stories. We. have commenced 
another Which, we think, will be pro
nounced.one of the most charming ever 
written. “The Night the Light Went 
Out” will hold the attention of the 
readers with a fascinating power, from 
beginning to end, with its realistic de
scriptions of some ugly phases of the 
methods op a false and unscrupulous 
'Church with its victims and dupes; and 
of the ways, .and means . employed by 
good spirits and good mon combined to 
circumvent and defeat the designs of. 
evil-minded persons, and, bring about 
the triumph of justice and right.

ather. mother, brother and sister, and 
the preacher who baptized him thirty- 
iive yeare ago. Holding at arm s length 
a elute with a bit of pencil on it, the 
pencil is seen to rise on end and pro
ceed to business. Ina circle of twenty 
or more persons, all holding hands, 
while singing is going on, musical in
struments keep time with the music, 
going swiftly over the head of the sit.

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be inserted It 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure in publishing the movements of lee- 
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do 
ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few lines explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 
lines, giving a "general survey" of'the» glori
ous work being done. . .

Mrs. Adali Sheehan, the well-known 
and very talented speaker, will lecture 
on the last two Sundays of February, 
at 11 Jlst street, tins city, at -t:30 and 
,:30p. m. ' .

Mrs. Lydia F. Stouffer writes from 
Lenatl. Oregon. thatoneC. A. Ruggles, 
an avowed materialist, gave a lecture in 
the Presbyterian church, on "Reason 
vs. bpirituahsm." Ihe church people 
attended in large numbers—apparently 
more willing, in their blind prejudice,
to listen to a materialistic argument 
than to receive through bpirituahsm 
the only definite proofs of immortality. 
Mr. Ruggles’ materialistic arguments 
were applauded on every point he 
claimed to make. The Spiritualists 
had arranged to have G. C. Love, pas
tor of the First Society of Spiritualists 
of Portland, present, who effectually 
replied, quoting from the Bible, and 
giving the wholesome truths and facts 
of Spiritualism to the assembled people. 
On the 16th ultimo Ben Barney and 
wife came, held meetingsand gave tests, 
with excellent effect. Mr. Love and 
Mr. and Mrs. Barney have promised to 
come again in a month, and stay a week. 
The society is growing, and a local 
fireaoher has warned the members of 
he churches to oppose vigorously—or 

the whole town would go over to Spirit
ualism.

A. L. Foreman writes from Stockton, 
Cal., concerning the labors thereof Mrs. 
Cooley, of Portland, Ore. She has put 
more life into the cause than it han; 
had for a long time. She is a most ex- 
cellont lady, and a very promising lec
turer and test medium, and is greatly 
liked by all Spiritualists who have made 
her acquaintance.

Mrs. A. J. Davis writes that C. E. 
Winans has been giving seances for 
materializations at Lafayette, Ind., with 
results so grand that words can scarce 
describe them. C. J. Barnes has also 
been doing work in his line.

The Ladies of the new Progressive 
Thought Society of Toledo, O., gave a 
very enjoyable “box social,” February 
2nd eve, at the residence of J. J. Uur- 
ren. It proved a success both socially 
and financially. The society seems to 
be doing good work; and the hall is 
crowded every Sunday evening to listen 
to the lectures and tests of Mrs. Curren.

P. C. Mills would be glad to make 
engagements to lecture anywhere in the 
State of Washington, on reasonable 
terms. His address is Fremont, King 
county, Wash.

E. J. Bowtell solicits calls from so
cieties, and invites correspondence with 
Spiritualists in localities where no so
cieties exist, but where pioneer work 
may be undertaken with some hope of 
success. Address 222 2d street, N. W., 
Washington, D. C.

A lady writes from St. Paul, Minn., 
concerning the custom in vogue with 
some Spiritual societies of charging an 
admission fee and collecting the same at 
the door. In these times, especially, 
when very many are out of work, and 
are really unable to spare even so small 
a sum as ten cents for the privilege of 
attending a Spiritual meeting, the cus
tom tends to diminish the attendance at 
our meetings, and diverts enquirers and 
even Spiritualists to orthodox churches, 
etc., where they are .not compelled to 
contribute what they feel they cannot 
spare, little though it be. She also 
calls attention to the fact that the Prot
estants and Catholics of St. Paul have 
been taking care of their poor: and she 
thinks that Spiritualists might emulate 
this good work of the churches, with 
rich spiritual profit and with great, ad
vantage to the cause of Spiritualism. 
And if only a free lecture and teste were 
given onee a month, it would afford 
solace and strength to many who cannot 
afford to attend the regular lectures. 
Her plea is worthy of serious considera
tion.

“Spectator,” of Clinton. Iowa, writes: 
“The First Spiritualist Society of this 
city is in a very flourishing condition, 
with two meetings every Sunday and a 
good attendance. Out- Ladies’ Aid 
meets every Thursday afternoon at the 
house of some member, and in the even
ing at our church, where various pro
grammes ' are rendered, thereby 
strengthening the social side, which is 
an essential part to our prosperity. 
We are looking for a good platform test 
medium—one who is sufficiently de
veloped to give clear-cut tests, with 
names when possible. To such a one 
liberal inducement will be offered. 
Past experience has taught us that 
th ere are plenty ofhalf-developed, would- 
be platform test mediums.”

Wm. M. King writes that the society < 
in Centralia, Wash., is in a prosperous i 
condition, although in need of a good ' 
speaker. Some good mediums are de
veloping. A good many church peo- ( 
pie are getting interested. Open meet- , 
ings are held every Sunday evening, 
with reading, speaking and discussions. 
All are interested, harmony prevails, 
and, says Mr. King, “we have entire ’ 
respect from those outside our ranks. < 
Spiritualism is ■ grand. It makes life i 
worth living.” . • i

J. C. Watkins, secretary of the Texas 
State Spiritualist Association, writes Of - 
the mediumship of Geo. D. Search, of 1 
.Kansas City, who has been giving ! 
seances at Dallas, Texas'. A minister, j 
who is the only surviving member of his : 
father’s family,-was given the names of .

tern, who are at the same time being 
touched with spirit hands. Mr. Search 
is peculiarly fitted for missionary work.

Mr. Balfour, the leader of the Oppo
sition in the House of Commons, not 
onlv made a strong series of political 
speeches, but he created a stir by boldly 
announcing his belief in psvchic or 
spiritual phenomena. As a prominent 
member of the Psychic Society, m an 
address he said the time had come when 
the leaders of scientific thought should 
admit that there were facts which did 
not naturally fall into the province of 
material science, and could not be in
vestigated bv old methods. The investi
gation of these facts was difficult, and 
tlielr importance measured by the dif
ficulty. He thought that it was possible 
to show that outside and beyond the 
material world, as it is usually con
ceived. was a region not opened to the 
ordinary experimental investigator, 
but from which some information could 
be gleaned. If they could not demon
strate the laws controlling this outlying 
realm, they could at least prove its 
existence. •
■ Chas. J. Lhl writes that Spiritualism 
is not a belief but a demonstrated fact 
with him. He thinks that Spiritualists 
will never consent to be governed by a 
potentate or high-priest: they will not be 
dictated to bv anv individual or clique. 
At the same time there should be 
unity and a common center, to enable 
Spiritualism to demonstrate its full 
strength in self-protection and in the 
enlightenment of the world.

Brom his home in Rochester. O.. Jan. 
31, Solomon Farnsworth. in the beth 
year of his age. He was an earnest, 
thinking Spiritualist, and died in full, 
assuring belief that he was only passing 
to a higher plane—another room—where 
greater opportunities would be his. 
The Congregational Church was filled 
to the utmost at Ihe funeral, Hudson 
Tuttle officiating and delivering a dis
course replete with the beautiful 
doetrines.of Spiritualism, which are balm 
and the only assurance to the. suffering 
heart. To most of the audience the 
speaker's words were new, but from the 
breathless and i-apt attention given they 
were a revelation and will not soon be 
forgotten.

W. A. Mansfield, the slate-writing and 
phenomenal medium, will leave Cleve
land, Ohio, about March 20. for a pro
fessional tour 'throughout the United 
States. Persons livingin townsor cities 
where the exercise of his gifts mav be 
.desired should write early. Address 
140 Huron St. Cleveland, O.

W. Yates. M. D.,chairman of trustees, 
writes: “The Progressive Spiritual 
Society is holding its meetings in the 
Masonic Home Temple.-'1120 Forest Ave., 
Chicago, 111., under the mintration of 
Mrs. Edith E. R. Nickless. Our success 
is the surprise of all who visit us. We 
have a most lovely hall to meet in. and 
are glad to welcome all our friends as 
well as strangers to our meeting. The 
ladies have established an auxiliary and 
are holding meetings every Wednesday 
evening al 8 o’clock. Last Wednesday 
evening we held what was called a me
dium’s meeting, where the mediums 
gave an exhibition of their various gifts. 
Miss Bucklin sanga most lovely song, to 
the great delight of the company 
present. Our Lyceum, which is held at 
1:30 on Sunday-afternoons, is also pro
gressing-. Our afternoon discussions, 
which are held al 3 o’clock, are well at
tended and are most instructive and in
teresting. At 7:30 in the evening Mrs. 
Nickless gives us about thirty minutes 
address in her usual fluent manner: she 
afterwards gives tests to the company, 
nearly all of which are recognized. 
Mrs. Niekless is one of the. best all
round gifted mediums before the pub
lic. She is held in high esteem by our 
society and ois making herself many 
friends.

Dr. A. J. Swarts, known in Spiritual 
Science.work, writes from Lincoln. Neb., 
that since Maud Lord-Drake had a 
seance or two there in the fore part of 
this winter there has been an increased 
desire to investigate phenomena 
through psychic law. He is instructing 
a large class in these lawsand in heal
ing by spirit power. Such is the gen
eral awakening that leading society 
ladies are identifying themselves with 
the work, and a second class on the basis 
of sixty students is about completed. 
He has secured the services of a good 
medium to hold forth at some of the 
meetings in various phases. Professors 
and professional men and women are in 
the investigations. Mr. Swarts and 
several other spiritual workers expect 
to go on this month to California to con
tinue this line of work. On Sunday, 
Februarv 4th, in the Conservatory of 
Music ¿all, he had the largest audience 
ever known in Lincoln for spiritual and 
psychic investigation.

Dr. J. M. Temple is open for camp
meeting and society engagements, as a 
platform test medium. Address 503 
Turk street, San Francisco, Cal. •

E. W. Sprague, who is prominent as a 
lecturerand test medium, writes: “Once 
more Mrs. Sprague and myself are en
joying our home. It is a great pleasure 
to me, having spent but three Sundays 
here since the first of last July. Tam 
engaged to speak for our home society 
for the month of February. This so
ciety is growing nicely under the 
management of its new board and the 
ministrations of our noble sister worker, 
Mrs. Clara Watson, who has occupied 
the platform the past seven Sundays. 
We have received our charter from the 
National Association and expect soon to 
get a State charter. Societies and 
camp-meeting associations desiring our 
services may address us atNewland and 
Forest Aves., Jamestown, N. Y.”

H. Richardson, inspirational player 
on pipe organ and piano. Engagements 
solicited; terms moderate: present ad
dress, Box 432, Grand Rapids, Mich.

G. G. W. Van Horn is under engage
ment with the First Spiritualist Church 
of Loqisville, Ky., for Sunday evening 
services during February. He has been 
at work in Lexington, Ky.

A. Cramer writes: “One week ago I 
was in Grand Rapids, Micb., and while 
passing along the street was strongly 
impressed to go into a photograph 
gallery and have some tintypes taken. 
I did so, 'and at one side and a little be
low my own is a distinct man’s fade.”-
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Mrs. P,J. Barrington, of Clinton, la7 ” 
■writes: “The spiritualistic meetings 
started by hire. Annie Wagnerof Chica
go, in this city four weeks ago, continue ■ 
to increase in interest and in numbers, i 
The seating capacity of the hall has al- . 
ready been doubled, and the present in- < 
dications are that more seats will have : 
to be added to accommodate the fine 
class of people who are oopiing to inves- ■ 
tigate this new gospel. Dr. Barrington i 
and wife are lecturing for them, and 
Mrs. Wagner’s tests continue to grow in • 
excellence. The Progressive Think- • 
ER is eagerly accepted among them, • 
and subscriptions are coining’.in, asac- : 
companying list will show." ' •

James P. Walker writes: “I never 
sold my work as a healer foi< money. I । 
treated disease of various kinds, and 
medicine would be drawn from the air 
and left in my hands, and it would cure . 
carbuncles, etc.” '

E. N. Pickering, president qf the 
M. S. A., writes; “It is with great 
pleasure that we have to report spiritual 
matters and the cause gaming in this 
city, Marshalltown, la. We have been 
listening to the able and eloquent dis
courses of Brother Will. C. Hodge, uf 
Chicago, during the months. of Decem
ber and January, which have been the 
means of awaking considerable interest 
in the truths his control has unfolded. 
The many friends of Brother Hodge 
will be greatly pleased to learn that he 
has come out as a full-fledged inspira
tional speaker, entirely without notes or. 
preparation, and often from subjects 
given spontaneously by his audience. 
He' also most instructively answers ques
tions propounded by the audience upon 
any spiritual subject of general interest. 
We had'several evidences of his improv
ing unfoldment in public clairvoyance, 
with the best results. Our people were 
very reluctant to part with our brother, 
and only a previous engagement at 
Rochester, Ind., prevented our extend
ing His stay among us......................Our
people wishing to most tangibly ex
gress their esteem and appreciation of 

irother Hodge, presented him with a 
• written testimonial and a silver certifi
cate, washing him-every success wher
ever he may travel in the path of duty. 
Some of our people would very much 
like to have him stay with us at lea,st a 
year, and we think they are right. 
Come again, Brother Hodge, any time. 
The latch-string always hangs out for 
you. An era of peace and increasing 
harmony permeates the atmosphere of 
our city, and all we want now to com
plete our happiness spiritually, is the 
engagement of a good, capable, reliable 
slate-writer and test medium, and any
one wishing to, make an engagement 
may write for particulars or come at 
once. Fakirs and impostors will meet 
with a very warm reception.” ,

A. B. Dawqon writes from Jackson
ville, Fla.: “We have a small organiza
tion and society for psychical research. 
There is a great demand for good me
diums of all phases, particularly ma
terialization. Mr. Moore, a fine me
dium for etherealization and independ
ent voices, is with us, and too much 
cannot be said of his fine abilities and 
talent. His controls are of the highest 
order. He sits outside of the cabinet 
and any test is given to satisfy the 
skeptic. We are sorry he will not re
main. O. L. Concannon doeswell in his 
phase of materialization, which is very 
satisfactory to his patrons as well as 
wonderful to the eye and thought of 
the skeptic. Mr. Concannon astonished 
the audience last Sunday with Iris re
markable tests, giving names, circum
stances, etc., which ~<ere perfectly as
tounding. Dr. Juliet 11. Severance has 
been lecturing for us for five Sundays. 
The hall has been well attended. This 
lady has an individuality that few 
possess. Her lectures -were all so 
beautifully delivered it would be dif
ficult to compare one with the other. 
It would be like gathering pearls upon 
the seashore.”

W. H. Breeze writes from Oregon: 
"The cause of Spiritualism in this far
away land of the setting sun has received 
a fresh impetus through the convincing 
tests of Mr. and Mrs. H. Pettibone. 
All their seances are conducted under 
strict test conditions. A committee of 
skeptics appointed by the audience will 
examine cabinet, slate and paper and 
report findings to the audience. The 
mediums take their seat in front of the 
cabinet, the lights shining brightly. 
Ina few minutes hands materialize at 
the aperture. They will bring flowers 
from the cabinet, draw pictures, write 
messages in full light on slate and paper, 
containing love and comfort to those 
present. As a medium for independent 
slate-writing Mr. Pettibone is a grand 
success. I have two slates which eame 
under strict test conditions. Each con
tains five to six messages, also three to 
four pictures in seven or eight different 
colors. One of the slates contains a 
picture in green bronze of a friend lost 
in the mountains a few years ago and a 
message that he is happy in Spirit-life. 
The picture is readily recognized by all 
who knew him in earth-life.”

Sunday evening, February 18. the 
First Society of Spiritualists’ Relivious 
Congress will hold its third meeting. 
Rev. Joseph Adams, ex-Christian Sci- 
enlist, will read a paper, followed by Dr. 
J. C. DeWolf. The Harmony Club

F. H. Barnard, of Jacksonville, Fla., 
writes that they are having a spiritual 
wave at that place, More people come 
out . than can be seated. Hugh U. 
Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Concannon and Dr. 
J. II. Severance are stirring up the , 
people, and good results must follow.

I®" The Progressive Thinker , 
will be sent to foreign countries at the 1 
rate of $1.50 per year. ' . , ■

The Massachusetts canter, Morse, who 
wants to make religion a plaything for 
blasphemers by proposing an amend
ment to the constitution of the -United 
States recognizing God and .the Savior, 
must think Deity in need of recognition. । 
Morse will probably move next a vin
dication of Moses in the statutes. ,

Hon. L. V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., has the following engagements, 
at present, to lecture ■ for spiritual soci
eties: Bay City, Mich., Feb. 18; Flint, 
the 25th; Lansing, the 4th and llth; 
Breedsville, the 18th; Ionia, the 25th. 
He also lectures for the. Farmers' Alli
ance at Moreland; Muskegon Co., Feb. 
15; Haslett Park, Aug. 19; Vicksburg, 
Aug. 25 and 28. Mr. Moulton writes: “I 
am hoping to get our forces organized 
in this State, so that we may be able to 
do more good work in the near future.’’

Mrs. S. L. Russell writes that Wa
verly, N. Y., has had quite an interest 
in Spiritualism awakened this winter, 
through the ministrations of Mrs. 
Lyman and Mrs. Walter. She says: 
"We are holding semi-monthly socials, 
which are largely attended, and seem to 
be'produotive-of great good. We need 
a good test dr slate-writing mediupi, 
and hope this will meet the eye of some 
one who is going this way, and who will 
stop off with us for a time. We will 
guarantee a warm welcome and good 
home while here, and a share of the 
‘needful.’ Inquire for some of the 
(Spiritualists when getting off the trains, 
as we are well known.”

B. F. Schmid writes: “The Indianap
olis Association of Spiritualists, while 
making no great display, are doing 
good, earnest and efficient work in hold
ing before the public in an interesting 
and attractive manner the philosophy of 
Spiritualism. January and February we 
have had with us Helen Stuart-Rich- 
ings, one of nature’s noblewomen, of 
which there are none more efficient nor 
talented. She has taught us many valu
able lessons, and the subjects selected, 
such as ‘Mesmerism and its Relation to 
Spiritualism,’ ‘How Science Tries to 
Explain the Phenomena of Spiritual
ism,’ ‘The Attitude of Theosophy 
To ward Spiritualism,’ ‘Haunted Houses,’ 
‘Psychoinetry,’ etc., etc., have >all been 
highly interesting and instructive. On 
Thursday evening, Feb. 1, an entertain
ment arranged for the benefit of the as
sociation was most positively a complete 
success. The recitations and imitations 
of Mrs. Richings on that evening were 
in the nature of a series of pleasing sur
prises, highly appreciated by the audi
ence, who encored heartily, and showed 
by their beaming faces their interest in 
the entertainment. During March and 
April we shall have with us Mrs. Adah 
Sheehan and Mrs. G. W. Kates respect
ively, both of whom are well liked by 
the Indianapolis Spiritualists.”

Mrs. M. writes: “The First Society 
of the South Side Spiritualists still con
tinues to hold meetings at the same 
place, 77 31st street, Auditorium Hall, 
where good speakers and tost mediums 
instruct and convince the many investi
gators in this new science. The well
inown Mre. Colby-Luther has been and 
is now giving a series of lectures on the 
questions of the day to large and ap
preciative audiences, delivering telling 
blows'at old superstition, under the con
trol of Thomas Paine and other friends 
of freedom and liberty. It is the inten
tion of this society to be progressive and 
to have a succession of, good speakers; in 
fact, to be up to the demands of the 
times.”

Frank T. Ripley will be at Grand 
Rapids, Mich., for March, and for April 
at Chicago, Ill. He would like to lec
ture on week nights within 100 miles of 
Grand Rapids or Chicago, during those 
months.

G. AV. Eichelberger writes: “The 
Spiritualist Society of the South Side, 
this city, located at No. 77 31st street, 
Auditorium hall, has under a six week’s 
engagement that grand and intensely 
loyal exponent of the spiritual philos
ophy, Mrs. A. II. Luther, who has held 

1 her audiences spellbound by the match
; less oratory with which her guides have 

given expression to the grand truths of 
' Spiritualism and immortality. Words 
' can but feebly give expression to the 

enthusiasm she nas created. Crowded 
audiences have from the first to the last 

' filled the hall to repletion, during her 
’ entire engagement. We have under 
' engagement and to follow for a season 
1 of a month each, the following noted 
‘ and well-known speakers and platform 
‘ test mediums: Mre. Adah Sheehan will 
: occupy the rostrum for the last two 
1 Sundays in this month, commencing 

Tuesday next: for month of March Prof, 
i Lock wood will be our speaker; follow- 
i ing him, for month of April, Frank T. 
, Ripley, the noted platform test medium;

Brooklyn Public Health ■ Society, the 
New York Public Health and Constitu
tional Liberty League, and the Na
tional Constitutional Liberty League, of 
Boston, I enclose self-explanatory proofs 
prepared for such papers as are known 
to.be in sympathy with the spirit and 
purpose of these three organizations^ 
The Joint Committee has drafted and 
will see that bills are introduced in the
New York Legislature at once, cover
ing the three points enumerated in th^ 
appended cidi. Among thè most active 
members of the three societies are sub
scribers and staunch supporters of THE 
Progressive Thinker. Knowing the 
extensive circulation and influence of 
The Progressive Thinker through
out New York State,rand believing the 
publication of the article in The Pro
gressive Thinker will very materially 
aid the cause espoused by the three 
societies, the Joint Committee hope' you 
will give it space at an early date.

The Joint Committee.

Its

Woman, Church and State,

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

A Historical Account»! the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

archate.

Tht. book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more bo than aoy work laaued sluce Uncle Tom • 
Cabin. 11 breathe, forgotirn » bl »per, which thenut 
of lime had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaw. of oblivion. 11 deal* 
with high official private life during the mo.tinoinent- 
oua period In American History, and Is a secret page 
from the life of him whom lime aervcsonly to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Aukakam J.IKCOIX.”

Cloth, liimo, illustrated, pp. 264, JlJOj
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

Phenomena, with Expjana- 
. t»ry Anecdotes. Descrip

tions and Reminis
. cencea.
DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK Z$ 
D largely a record ut the facta and demonstration! 
which the author bus seen, heard uf or presented 1q 
bls own experiments. The history of the verloui 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and th! 
various theories clearly staled. Many of the expert« 
menu described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value qf the 
book, which will be found very Interesting to Jbe gen« 
oral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to th! 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of ÜÛè 
pages, bound In cloth. Price» $#.00. For sale aft 
the office of The Pboubebbive Thinhbh.

WAS

AgRAHAfl LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST?

— OR —

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

— B
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

AN ACC Ol ’NT OF MOD ERN SPIRIT* 
uallem—no-called—from Ito Inception At Hydei* 

vllle. N. T.. Including tbe experience! of tbe-Fox Fan»« 
fly. spIrltualtKtle and otherwhe, could not fall to ne 
very lot creating, and the Interest 1« intensified wben 
tbnt account Ir written by one of the Fox Stetcr». 
Such 1« the fact In tht* Instance, tM volume bivjntf 
been written bv A. Lcab Fox, after her marriage with 
Danfei Underbill. Tbe Bcenea, experiences, trials and 
triumph* of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most entertaining manner, andwithmor« 
completenesi than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
most Important part of the history of the great »pint« 
us! movement which now numbers its Totarle* by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and • 
better knowledge of its earlier modem origin and Iffei 
The volume Is enriched with a number of fine ev 
graved jiortralto of members of tbe Fox Family.

Price, $1,50» Por sale at this office.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

DY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F, 
jD Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise al 
a text-book, It is as fascinating u a wore of fiction. 
The reader will be amazed to lee tbe curious feet« 
here combined in support of this newty-dlscovertd 
power ot the human mind, which will resolve a tbou 
ssod doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain ad 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjeota nowov 
soured by time.
Soul or Things—VoL L

cases; those who have employed and 
exhausted scientific skill, and vfho, like 
the woman in the Scriptures, “suffered 
many things of many physicians, spent 
all she had, and was nothing bettered, 
but rather grew worse.”

Despite their beneficent labor and 
exemplary life, the medical laws of New 
York proscribes their practice and pi'6' 
scribes severe penalties—fine or im
prisonment, or both,' for every such 
person—and authorizes their, rivals, the 
county medical societies, to prosecute 
them for the fines, and to collect costs 
besides.

We submit that this is a stupendous 
mistake, involving most sacred rights, 
and entailing the most serious conse
quences. Such laws violate constitu
tionalliberty, prevent private judgment 
and volition, prohibit individual choice, 
abrogate the inherent right of private 
contract, and jeopardize private and 
public health cy checking the chief 
soureq of scientific progress in the heal
ing grt, to-wit: empirical invention, im
provement and innovation.

■ Prof. Charles W. Emerson, M. D., 
the well-known president of the Emer
son College of Oratory, Boston, says: 
“The progress in therapeutics has and 
still continues to co'ine from the un
leashed. Common people give us our 
ilhpiweihentsj and the school men 
spend their time ini giving us Greek and 
Latin names to t^éae.improvements."

In every other department of human 
endeavor, inventions, improvements 
and discoveries are patented, protected 
and promoted by ‘ the State. .Why not 
iursue the same wise policy respecting 
improved methods of healing? Surely 
nothing more vitally concerns every 
human being than improvements in the 
healing art; nor can the State better 
promote public health than by extend
ing to these innovators a cordial hand 
of welcome and the strong arm of 
its protecting and fostering care.

Thirty-five years ago that grand old 
liberty-loving and liberty-leading Com
monwealth or Massachusetts wisely be
gan the promotion of the common 
health by repealing all medical laws, 
and opening wide her Welcome doors to 
every one who could discover or devise 
a method of relieving human suffering, 
with the happiest results in the pro
longation of life and the reduction of 
the death-rate one-half.

To secure to the citizens of this State 
the blessings of medical liberty enjoyed 
by Massachùsetts, it is only necessary 
to enact a law restoring to every citizen 
the right to freely contract for the 
services of whomsoever he considers com
petent to treat or heal himself or family, 
without rendering the person thus em
ployed liable to prosecution, except for 
malpractice.

The actually marvelous achievements 
of these innovators impose strong claims 
upon our conscience and gratitude. 
These unpopular and heroic reformers 
who, despite ostracism and persecution, 
have braved adverse public sentiment, 
fearlessly faced unfair and severe 
criticism and successfully demonstrated 
the practical therapeutic value of their 
inestimable discoveries, have placed 
the public under obligations that can be 
only fBirly and fittingly discharged by 
public acknowledgement and endorse
ment. Their fidelity to convictions, 
persevering persistence and phenomenal 
success against great odds, alike chal
lenge our respect and admiration. Who, 
then, will withhold from them recogni
tion and rights which the higher 
instincts of humanity, declare are in
alienably theirs?

Following the reading of the above 
paper the appended public appeal was

ail, yet there is a volume of logic in its 
rhythmical cadence, as unanswerable as 
the dogmatic assertions of Ingersoll.
THE HEAVENS DECLARE THE GLORY OF 

GOD.
The spacious flrtuauieni on high 
With all-the blue ethereal sky 
And spangled heavens, a shining fr»me, 
Their great Original nroelalm. . 
The unwearied sun, from day to diy, 
Does hla Creator’s power display, 
And publishes to every land 
The work of an almighty hapd.
Soon as the evening shade» prevail, 
The moon takes up the wqndroustslh, 
And nightly to the listening earth 
Repeats the story of her birth;
Wiille all the stars that round her burn, 
And all the planets, In their turn, 
Confirm the tidings, as they roll 
And spread the truth from pole to pole.
Whet though in solemn »Hence all 
Move round this dark terrestrial ball I 
What though no real voice nor sound 
Amid their radiant orbs be found1— 
In reason’s ear they all rejoice;
And utter forth a glorious Voice; 
Forever singing, as they shine, 
"The hand that nirie us Is djvlne.”

COL, R. G. INGERSOLL. <
Continued from First Rage. i

agnosticism, the bright star of hope | r 
beamed forth and illumined the dark 
pall before him with its radiant -beams, : 
and in undying words of pathos, love ■ 
and memory, “he spake as never man 
spake before." Then and there ’ the ■ r 
truly noble soul of the man, uninflu- • 
enced by the ardor of battle or the heat j 
of a conflict forced upon him by the , 
knight errantry of orthodoxy, uttered ' 
the silent convictions of his heart, and । 
he said: '

“Life is a narrow veil between two . 
eternities. We strive to look beyond : 
the two heights. We cry aloud, and the 
only answer is our wailing cry. From , 
the voiceless lips of the unreplying dead 
there comes no word, but in the night 
of death hope sees a star, and listening 
love can hear the rustling of a wing. 
He who sleeps here, when dying, mis
taking the approach of death for the re- ; 
turn of health, whispered with his low- , 
est whisper, ‘I am better now.’ Let us : 
believe, in spite of doubts and dogmas, 
and tears and fears, that these -dear 
words are true."

Yes, yes, let us so believe, and in that 
belief ignore the false logic that would 
prove.!? it could, that there is no life be
yond the grave.

And again we quote with pleasure 
from the concluding'paragraphs of his 
lecture on “The Gods,” the following 
cheering and hopeful words:

“While utterly discarding all creeds 
and denying the truth of all religions, 
there is neither in my heart nor upon 
my lips a sneer for the hopeful, loving 
and tender souls who believe that from 
all this discord will result a perfect har
mony; that every evil will in some mys
terious way become a good, and that 
above and over all there is a being who 
in some way will reclaim and glorify 
every one of the children of men; but 
for tnose who heartlessly try to prove 
that salvation is almost impossible; that 
damnation is almost certain; that the 
highway of the universe leads to hell; 
who fill life with fear and death with 
horror; who curse the cradle and mock 
the tomb, it is impossible to entertain 
other than feelings of pity, contempt 
and scorn,

“We are not endeavoring to chain the 
future, but to free tHe present. We are 
not forging fetters for our children, but 
we are breaking those our fathers made 
for us. We are the advocates of in
quiry, of investigation and thought. 
This of itself is an admission that we 
are not perfectly satisfied with all- our 
conclusions. Philosophy has not "the 
egotism of faith. While superstition 
builds walls and creates obstructions, 
science opens all the highways of 
thought. We do not pretend to have 
circumnavigated everything and to have 
solved all difficulties, but we do believe 
that it is better to love men than to fear 
gods; that it is- grander and nobler to 
think and investigate, for ourselves than 
to repeat a creed.” ’

VERITAS VINCIT.
I have frequently heard it remarked 

by our friends that "Ingersoll was a 
Spiritualist at heart and they wished he 
would openly avow it, for he would be a 
power for good in the land.” I do not 
so desire. If he was an avowed Spirit
ualist, "Sampson would be shorn of his 
locks,” and pen and pulpit would ignore 
him, as they now do our facts and evi
dences, while cowards in gown and sur
plice would hide thefnselves behind the 
walls of public opinion and disdain the 
gage of battle he has so fearlessly 
thrown down to them. But as he is 
now the champion of free thought and 
investigation, he is invincible to any and 
all opponents that may dare to appear 
against him. And 1 believe that the 
forces of the Spirit-world have ordained 
him to perform the work he is doing so 
well—not an instance of special provi
dence, but that the Infinite Mind has di
rected the opposing force of his great 
intellect against the current of super
stition and creedal error for the eman
cipation of mankind; just ,as human de
sign has interposed the water-wheel to 
the current of a river, and made nature’s 
immutable laws—whose force was being- 
wasted in the wilderness—drive the 
printing press and the engines of mod
ern civilization. This would not be an 
instance of special providence, but only 
laws operating upon other laws, in pur- 

■ suance Of an infinite design, at the com- 
■ mand of the Infinite Spirit of the uni- 
■ verse.

Robert G. Ingersoll is truly, a great 
man. His is one of the names that will 

i never die. Future generations will 
। erect monuments to his memory, not 
• alone of perishable bronze or mai-ble.

These by the abrasions of time and sea
. sons would waste away to elementary 

dust. No potentialities of matter can 
preserve them; but the thoughts he has 

' uttered, that they commemorate, will 
live forever. Embalmed by the magic 
power of the printing press, in the cen
turies of the future they will become 

’ the household words of an emancipated 
people.

History is the only enduring monu- 
• ment of the lives and opinions of the 
1 great and good, and on its pages Inger- 

soil will live forever. He needs no im- 
। posing work of the sculptor's art to 

commemorate hie life and acts. A sim-

HYPNOTISM;
Facta* Theories and, Belate!POINTED THOUGHTS, 1

Potent Thoughts, Impressive 
Thoughts!

Thoughts that Will Force Their , 
Way to Your Understanding. I 

■ —— ।
Rev. H. H. Penshing, for two years j 

pastor of the M. E. Church at Belle j 
Vernon, a place of 3,000 inhabitants, i 
twenty-eight miles from McKeesport, ■ 
Pa., has created a sensation. He is 
charged with taking improper liberties 
with the girls. The presiding elder 
demanded that the preacher vacate the 
parsonage, which he did and fled to 
pastures new. One of his offenses was 
so bad that the father of the girl 
threatened to shoothim.

A friend at my elbow suggests that 
when a Spiritualist falls, the good, 
good church people are very swift to 
censure; Z.»d they criticise our conduct 
on all occasions. The close relation
ship between the two worlds, however, 
is giving the orthodox churches a peck 
of trouble. This is seen in the attempts 
of legislative bodies to impose fines and 
penalties on those who insist that there 
is another and better would, and give 
theevidence of it. «

Rev. T. S..Tyng, president of St. 
Paul's University, at Tokio, Japan, the 
capital of Dai Nippon, and the most 
Eastern university in the world, has 
been visiting in Cleveland, O. He has 
been fifteen years among the Japanese. 
He has been trying to get them to em
brace the Christian ifcigion. Mr. Tyng 
says: “It isa mistake to imagine that the 
Japanese of the lower classes are any 
more ignorant than people in a corre
sponding station in this country. The 
Japanese have a very good system of 
common schools, and for higher educa
tion the students spend many years of 
study." The Japs have ignored the 
Christian religion for many centuries and 
their, “ignorance" in that regard has 
been beneficial rather than otherwise. 
Perhaps Dr. Tyng has discovered this.

The Ohio penitentiary has always been 
a very religious institution. In fact, so 
much so, that a score of years 
ago the Catholics demanded the 
privilege of erecting an altar in the 
chapel, so that the ordinances of the 
Roman Catholic Church might be ad
ministered in all . their purity. It was. 
about that time that the warden refused 
to allow one of the inmates to receive a 
Spiritualist newspaper that had been 
sent to him from Chicago. The in
dorsement in writing' said: “We do not. 
allow such papers to he read in the 
prison.” So they hired a chaplain to 
think for the convicts, and all was well.

A little over a year ago the chaplain 
(for they still must have one of those 
useless articles iu the penitentiary) was 
Rev. J. A. Triflit, of Medina Co. He was 
said to be a handsome, fascinating man, 
and it was not long before he fell, like 
Adam, before the smiles and wiles of a 
woman, and was discovered in a liaison 
with a convict's wife. It seems they 
forgot to “pull down the blinds." He 
was removed. Of course they could not 
get along without one of those indispens
able articles, a chaplain, so Rev. Win. 
A. Dudley, of Greene county. Ohio, 
was the lucky man to pray for the con
victs and send them from the gallows 
straight to heaven. It was not Jong 
until the warden. C. C. James, sent the 
chaplain a document which read: "You 
have been charged with gross irregu
larities and dishonest practices: you will 
therefore consider yourself suspended 
from further duty." 11 is said that here, 
also, there was a woman in the case, 
and of course all oilier things give place. 
At any rate, the young lady's parents 
requested the “fascinating chaplain” to 
cease paying attention to their daughter, 
the reason being assigned that “she is 
of a religious belief differing widely from 
that professed by the chaplain.” His 
home is "in Batavia, Clermont county, 
Ohio, where it is said he is well and 
favorably known. But, as a rule, 
church people, so-called, are not any too 
particular about the moral character of 
those whom they pay to do their re- 
llgious thinking for them. I gather 
these items from the Cincinnati En
quirer, so far as relates to the Ohio pen
itentiary. 1

Senator Kirchner, oue of the solons of 
; the Ohio legislature, has introduced a 
' bill providing for the punishment of 
i Spiritualist mediums. The Cleveland 
. Plain Dealer, an influential Democratic 
i newspaper, says: “Seriously, is not all 
. such legislation simply bosh, and a re- 
■ proach to public intelligence? Common 
। sense needs no statutory precept or pro
; teotion." We are reminded, however, 
i that it is only the fraudulent seances 
; that are to be disturbed, and only the 
■ fraudulent mediums that are to be pun
- ished.
’ “They offer us their protection—yes, 
’ such protection as vultures give to 
• lambs—covering and devouring them.
• They call on us to barter all the good we 
[ have inherited and proved, for the des

and rant.

Literature,

iK

charity with all mankind, ¿nd die with 
assurance of a blessed immortality be
yond the grave." C. H. Matthews.

New Philadelphia, Ohio,

brave forefathers1 legacy. The faith we 
follow letches us to live in bonds of

perate chance of something better which 
they promise. Be oiir plain 
this: The laws we reverence i

s
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EXTRACTS FROM AN ADDRESS DE
LIVERED BEFORE THE BROOKLYN 
PUBLIC HEALTH SOCIETY BY J. WIN
FIELD SCOTT, SECRETARY OF THE NA
TIONAL CONSTITUTIONAL LIBERTY 
LEAGUE OF BOSTON.
Private and public health are one and 

inseparable. A lively interest in the 
common health ¿s a duty even more 
sacred and imperative than an active 
interest in the commonwealth, for 
all that a man ;hath will he 
give for health. The duties of a 
public health society seem naturally 
divided into two departments: First, 
protective; second, promotive. We will 
first touch upon two plans for protec
tion. Cures of either conditions or dis
eases can only' be effected by removing 
causes.

Poisons are a prolific source of avoid
able disease and death. The most dis
tinguished doctors of all schools and 
countries have expressed themselves 
emphatically, and almost unanimously, 
of the opinion that even when conscien
tiously prescribed with the utmost care, 
and by the most learned and discreet 
physicians, poisons are dangerous in 
administration and disastrous in results. 
Unfortunately, physicians are not al
ways learned or discreet, which lament
able fact partially accounts for the un
natural, excessive death-rate. Perhaps 
we cannot and ought not to prohibit 
poisonopathy, but as prescriptions are 
not always conscientiously, carefully, or 
wisely written, this, at best, hazardous 
practice could and should be surrounded 
by greater safeguards than now obtain.

Even when sober and in full control of 
their faculties, physicians frequently 
hastily scribble illegible Latin, liable to 
misinterpretations and consequent fatal 
results. As all ordinary prescri ptions may 
be intelligibly written in English, there 
is no legitimate reason for resorting to 
Latin, except in very rare instances.

In short, secret medication is void of 
principle, and demoralizing in practice. 
It enables and encourages physicians to 
sell worthless secrets at fabulous prices, 
and druggists to retail sugar and salt at 
five dollars a pound. Even common 
Croton water, when colored and Latin
ized, costs five dollars per gallon. The 
use of the placebo (humbug) is another 
common method of deceiving and de-

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IM, 
formaiiun aucctnctly and clearly staled in thia 

volume of 6M pages is amazing. The title, as abovA 
given, falls to convey an idea of the fulness and com- 
pleteiiess with which the subjects are treated. The 
MatrlarchaLe, or Mother-rule, is the theme of the Aral 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curfc 
eus, |s brought to view In elucidation of the subltcn, 
This la followed by chapt ers on Celibacy. Canon Law- 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Womanand 
Work. The Churohof To day, Past, Present, Future( 
atid there is not a chapter in the book that is not" 
handled In a uiusterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, is not worth the full price 
of the' volume. It la packed with knowledge well« 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. Noone'can possibly regret buying it; Ids a val» 
uablc addition to the library of any free and truth-lov» 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at thia 
office. '

under the auspices of the society, wil 
give their first ball of the season, 
Wednesday evening, February 28. It i 
designed to make this a special occasion 
of merrymaking for the members of the 
Temple"of the Magi. Turn out, Mystics, 
in full force. Last Sunday Dr. Thomas, 
the great divine, entertained the Con-
gress.

Will C. Hodge writes as follows from 
Anderson, Ind.: “I commenced labors 
here yesterday and had fine audiences 
both morning and evening. There is 
manifestly an increasing interest in the 
subject of Spiritualism, and many new 
faces were noticeable that were not seen 
one year ago. The work of Moses Hull 
Is spoken of in terms of highest com
mendation, and the same is true of Miss 
Carrie M. Smith, Frankfort, Ind., the 
speaker who preceded me. It is a 
pleasure to speak in a neatly-furnished 
hall that is not permeated with conflict
ing magnetisms, and we wish especially 
to note the fact that Mayor Bitters 
knows how to conduct a meeting.”

J. Edward Bartlett, of Brooklyn, 
N. Y,, recently attended a seance by 
Mrs. Cadwell, at which the control re
quested him to sing a piece such as is 
sung In-Catholic churches; Voices could 
be heat'd in the cabinet, singing with 
him; There appeared a beautiful spirit 
of a young lady who some; years ago 
passed away in a convent in Boston. 
She gave him her name, and wanted to 
be remembered by him to her brother, 
whose name she gave. No one present 
but knew of her or her brother.

and during the four Sundays of May, 
that gifted platform test medium, Mrs. 
Ada Foye, who is without a peer in her 
phases of mediumship. Other able 
speakers and mediums will follow in 
their turn. Speakers and mediums de
siring dates with us will please address 
G. W. Eichelberger, 3Ï2 62d street, 
Chicago, 111."

Anna L. Robinson writes that all is 
prosperous with the society at Port 
Huron, Mich., there is large attendance 
and great interest taken in the good 
work. In spite of a great revival be
ing held, their hall is crowded to the 
doors.

Anna L. Robinson’s camp engage
ments are: Haslett Park, Mich., from 
July 30 to August 5; Maple Dell, Man
tua, O., from August 6 to 14th inclu
sive. The rest of camp season open for 
engagements. Address Port Huron, 
Mich. '

Dr. W. T. Parker, clairvoyant, has 
taken an office at Hotel Peerless, 324 
W. Madison street.

The Progressive Spiritual Society 
has in operation a Progressive Lyceum, 
which meets at the new Masonic Tem
ple, No. 20 Forest avenue, this city, at 
10:30 P. M. every Sunday, followed .by 
discussions on religious and scientific 
themes at 3 P. M., and speaking, by the 
pastor, Mrs. Nickless, at 7:30. The of
ficers. of the Lyceum are: Dr. Wm. 
Yates, conductor; Mrs. Laura Page, 
guardian: I. D. Guest, secretary; Miss 
Gertrude Page, musical director. At 
Mrs. Nickless’ meeting, Sunday- even
ing, the new hall was full in every nook 
and corner, some even standing. ■

frauding patients subject to hysteria, 
hypochondria, or imaginary ills. The 
word doctor means teacher, and the 
duty of a genuine doctor is to teach the 
truth, and the truth will make them 
free. They should tell such patients 
they need no medicine, instead of im
posing bread pills and colored water 
upon them at regulation prices.

Another source of great danger, and 
frequent cause of untimely deaths, is 
the want of proper labels and definite 
directions for poisons. The fatal mis
takes of physicians, druggists and lay
men, directly chargeable to the lack of 
labels, to indefinite or misconstrued in
structions, are of daily occurrence. This 
unnecessary loss of life would surely be 
lessened if medicines dispensed by doc
tors, druggists and others, containing 
poisonous ingredient? . were legally re
quired to be legibly labeled by them: 
"Caution; take only as directed.”

But how to promote public health is 
even more important. If orthodox re
ligion and medicine were all-sufficient, 
there would be neither excuse, pos
sibility or demand for any other. If, 
when allopatLv was the "original and 
only” school, Its practitioners could have 
cured their patients with their heroic 
doses, potions and ponderous pills of ma
teriality, everyboaj’ would have been 
healthy and happy, without a desire for 
any other system. But they- did not, 
and do not, to this day. Their failures 
made Homoeopathy, with its petite pills 
of potential immateriality, not only pos
sible, but necessary. Born of these 
extremes—similar to both, but like 
neither—is the legitimate child, Eclec
ticism, a rational system, selecting rem
edies from both. Even this triune has 
been weighed and found wanting, and 
water, pure water, gave birth to Hydro
pathy. Yet all these are unsatisfactory, 
insufficient.

There is, then, unquestionable demand 
for something else, and as, according to 
eternal law, supply is always equal to 
demand, that something is at hand.

Scattered here and there, throughout 
the cities of your State, are numerous 
noble-minded men and women of exalted 
character, and more than average intel
ligence, who, knowing little about the 
so-called science of medicine, are never
theless busily engaged in treating and 
healing those who have been the rounds 
of the doctors. But these pioneers in 
progressive practice are persecuted, 
ostracised and outlawed t as were the 
Homoeopath and Eclectic, when they 
first began to bless humanity with their 
innovations - :

Their methods are all new—some 
novel and many radical—hence nd one 
will employ them except as the very 
last resort, as a drowning naan frantic
ally grasps a straw. • . ,

. Nat.urally they get only the abandoned

authorized:
A cull to action in behalf of public 

health and Constitutional liberty. 
Office of the Joint Committee, Room 18, 
331 Madison avenue, New York City.

JFAereob, It is self-evident that con
stitutional liberty and scientific progress 
in the healing art will be promoted and 
public health conserved by immediate 
legislation requiring— . .

First: Physicians to write prescrip
tions legibly and, when possible, in 
English (and Latin if they choose).

Second: The medicines dispensed by 
the physicians and others containing 
poisonous ingredients shall be by them 
legally labeled: “Caution; take only as 
directed.”

Third: Restoring to every citizen the 
right to freely contract for the services 
of whomsoever he considers competent 
to treat or heal his or her family, without 
rendering the person thus employed lia
ble to prosecution, except for mal
practice. 1

Therefore: We urge all periodicals 
and persons in sympathy with the spirit 
and purpose of the legislation above 
outlined to exert their influence in 
creating and moulding favorable public 
sentiment.

We also respectfully invite all who 
believe that the higher instincts, nobler 
impulses and dearest interests of hu
manity will thus be served to send us the 
addresses of persons willing to receive 
and distribute literature or circulate 
petitions.

We also likewise solicit verifiable 
facts, experiences and other data touch
ing upon these topics and tending to 
strengthen the cause of public health 
and constitutional liberty before the 
legislature and general public.

To Retire.
The sensational Rev. Talmage has 

announced his determination to close 
his connection with the Tabernacle 
Church, Brooklyn, early in the spring. 
Whatever the motive, if the press ser
mons are closed with his Tabernaole 
preaching, a large class of country 
readers will be greatly rejoiced. Every 
discourse has gone the rounds of the 
Associated Press dispatches, and has 
been of such a sensational character as 
to be ii general object of mirth. The 
thoughtful need facts, not balderdash

Expiring Subscriptions.
Subscriberscan easily tell when their 

subscriptions will expire, by noting the 
fliimber printed just over the right
hand column on the first page of the 
■paper,'and comparing it with the num- 
Wfronthe address-tag of their paper. 
The number on the paper Is changed 
evedy week consecutively. The number 
this week is 221; next week it will be 
222; next week 223, and so on. Your sub
scription will expire with the number 
indicated on your tag. Thus, “John 
Smith, 250,” indicates that his subscript 
tioh will expire when the number of 
the paper corresponds to the number on 
his tag. Thus, if the tag bn your paper 
is. 250, and the present number of the 
paper being 221, then you will have 29 
mote papers^ before your subscription 
expires. Keep watch of the tag.

ple memorial stone inscribed with the 
fines written by Robert Burns to his 
father’s memory would be his most fit
ting and truthful epitaph:
‘‘Here He the loving husband’s dear remains, 
The tender father, and the generous friend, 
The pitying heart that felt for human woe;
The dauntless heart that fear’d no buman 

pride;
The friend of man, to vice alone a foe: 
For e’en his fallings leaned to virtue’s side."

CONCLUSION.
And now, in conclusion, with what 

pleasure do we turn from the gloom of 
agnosticism and horror of annihilation 
to the cheering faith of Spiritualism 
and its beautiful philosophy. With what 
confidence do we witness its varied and 
convincing phenomena. In its demon
strations Spiritualism proves that we 
are born for a higher destiny , than that 
of earth, that there is a world in the 
unseen future where the soul shall live 
forever; where the affections and aspir
ations planted in this life, by the very 
laws of our being, shall have an eternity 
for their fruition; where, unfettered by 
the pains and passions of earth, count
less ages will'be but the morning of our 
existence, and where the evening shall 
never come. /

t Spiritualism teaches that all nature 
proclaims the overwhelming presence of 
ah Infinite Mind, the control of an infi
nite power, and the existence of an- In
finite God. It asserts the truth sung in 
the old familiar hymn of Joseph - Addi
son as demonstrated fact. .

| As trite and familiar as it may. be to
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Confessional ’ in the German language has Ing that Un certainty ot a new birth beyond oW 
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NATIONAL ORGANIZATION.

Invectives Argue Naught, Mean Naught!

ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TO ADVANCE;

GRAND MISSION WORK.
Considered as “Croakers.”It Is Among Dark Spirits.

They Reside on the Very Lowest Planes'

Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them,

A Work Xaangarated by Noble Souls.

PART FOURTEENTH.

you in your sad condition; and I will do all I

To Col. Roberto. Ingersoll.

quite forgotten; but to me they seem not 
such enormous sins that they should pursue 
ine dfly, and night.

Torii. No;,man will, many times, excuse

SUJTBRING IN SPIRIT.

(Nori.—This paper is copied from steno
graphic notes, taken during the seance. Tom, 
who carries on most of the conversation with 
the spirit who is being assisted, is a control of 
Mr. Fisher.)

Eva. (Spirit daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Bailey.) We have brought some very un
happy spirits to-night

Spirit Well, I don’t know! I am at a loss, 
an entire loss, to know which way to turn, 
and how and what to do.

Tom. What seems to be the trouble? 
Have you lost your way?

Spirit I don’t know that I have lost the 
way. I don't know the way.

Tom. What has happened to you?
Spirit. I’ll tell you, my friend, as well as 

I can. I don’t know that I shall be able to 
make you understand, but I am perfectly 
miserable. I am wretched! I have struggled 
to get out of this condition, but how? Every 
wrong thing I ever did (and God Almighty 
knows my life was full of wrong) is arrayed 
all around and before me. Oh, it is terrible! 
It is most awful 1

Tom. It belongs to you. That is your 
property, and you must expect to reap what 
you sowed.

Spirit. But must it always be thus?
Tom. No, not always.
Spirit. I can turn no way—if I go out, if 

I come back; if I go to the right; if I go to 
the left, it is always there. Haunting, pur
suing me, tormenting me!

Tom. Well, my friend, I sympathize with

can to aid and assist you.
Spirit Take it away from my sight.
Tom. That I cannot do.
Spirit. Then how can you help me?
Tom. You must take it away yourself, by 

labor. I will give you some of my experi
ence, which I think will be of assistance to 
you at the present time.

Spirit Have you passed through this ex
perience, or is it your experience now?

Tom. I have passed through an experience, 
bnt not just like yours.

Spirit, There’s no turning away.
Tom. Well, my friend, it is what you cre

ated, or sent on before you. What could you 
expect, after leading the selfish life that you

Spirit I prayed, and asked God to forgive 
me.

Tom. That doesn’t matter. That doesn’t 
change the effect of wrong doing. If God— 
such a God as you prayed to—existed, and 
would pardon and forgive the deeds you com
mitted while in your earthly body, would that 
take away the suffering and wrong from those 
you injured and made unhappy, many times, 
by your selfishness?

Spirit. Well, what can I do? I have fought 
this thing; I have struggled to get away from 
it; I shut my eyes, but still I see it! I have 
lain upon the ground and buried my face; but 
still it is there! I have run; I have tried to 
flee-away, but still it is always before mel

Tom. It is only part of man’s extreme 
selfishness to cry out to a God to be forgiven 
for wrongs which he has done—begging and 
praying God to forgive him for the injuries 
Which he has done others; because, if that for
giveness were granted, it would not take away 
the suffering and sorrow that you caused many 
by your selfishness. Now, the only way is to 
labor and make restitution as far as you can. 
' Spirit. I have tried to make restitution to 
some whom I have wronged. It is a hard 
word to say; it is hard for. me. I tried to 
make them feel that I regretted it, but I can
not do it; they believe me not.

Tom.. It is hard for you to say that you 
wronged any one, because you were of such a 
nature that you only considered yourself, and 
everything and everyone must conform to 
yoiir opinions. So, you see,.you must begin 
by making full acknowledgment of your 
wrong. Should the wrongs not rise up before 
you as you have seen them, you would not 
realize the life you led while in the body.

Spirit. I think you are right there, my 
friend, because there were things that were

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
what you ipust do. You must feel it down in 
your heart: I will be good; I will do every
thing that is good. Won’t you?

Spirit Who is that? ..
Tom. That is dear little Maggie. She is 

a beautiful little spirit child. Listen to her, 
and talk to her; she will help you,

Spirit. That dear child! Be good! Why, 
dear little one! Why, yes, I will be good, 
bless your little heart! (Sobs.) Why; the dear 
child! Those are the sweetest words that have 
fallen upon my efirs, in so long! Be good! 
1 will endeavor to be. . ' ■' ,

Tom.. I will help you. Now I an? going 
to leave the young man, and you. look upon 
me; and when I come to you, you will know 
that I come to aid and help you; because I 
come in the spirit pf love and charity and 
wish to assist you out of these darkened con
ditions, np into the light where it is bright 
and beautiful; and where you will see one 
who loves you. She tells me that her name 
is Mary. ,

Spirit. Oh, Mary! .
(Tom leaves Mr. Fisher, ) '
Spirit - Oh! That must be one of the Holy 

ones! ■ ...
Mr. Bailey, That is Tom, the one who W 

speaking to you. - .
Spirit. That gives me tope. With that one 

shall I go? . •
Mr. Bailey. Yes, with Tom. 

r~n Jg. T. Washburn.
. . (TO BE CONTINUED.) • '

A Candid, Unbiased Review of the 
Matter.

great mistakes and great errors which he has 
committed, but should others commit those 
errors he would not excuse, but would con
demn very harshly. These things, in one re
spect, will be your savior; for this reason: 
They will show you your condition through 
the reflection of your past life. Now, you 
have entered a new life. Avoid any repeti
tion of those acts of selfishness. Try and 
cultivate unselfishness. Reach out in the 
condition which you are now in, toward some 
who are still more weighed down by the effects 
of their past life, and try to assist them when 
you are prepared to do so.

Spirit. But, my friend, I am discouraged. 
Never would I come to you with this tale of 
my misfortunes and my sad condition, were I 
not discouraged.

Tom. You must not be discouraged, my 
friend; for the star of hope is shining above 
you. There are many bright, loving, sympa
thizing souls who have passed on and up 
through earth conditions, who will reach 
down their helping hands to you, and aid you 
to cast off these conditions which so cling to 
your soul and prevent you from progressing 
as you should; for you have entered a life of 
progression. When you sincerely and ear
nestly desire to repent and make restitution, 
unselfishly, you will have help extended you, 
and you will get thoughts in various ways, 
which you must follow. They will help you, 
step by step, out of these terrible conditions 
which so stain your soul at the present time.

Spirit. Yes, they are terrible. I would 
be willing to do almost anything, if these dark, 
terrible presentations could be removed.

Tom. You must brighten them up by 
deeds of unselfishness. Some of those whom 
you wronged are in Spirit-life, and you will 
have opportunities, in the course of time, of 
coming in contact with them, and asking their 
forgiveness.

Spirit. Will you please, sir, to tell me 
what must be-the first fitep?

Tom. When I leave this young man (for 
I am a spirit, controlling him) I will tel! you 
what the first step is. I, too, have passed 
through the change called death, and have 
been in Spirit-life some time.

Spirit. Have you, too, suffered?
Tom. Not in the way you suffer. I only 

suffered from false teachings.
Spirit How could you suffer from false 

teachings if you were hones?
Tom. Because I did not find Spirit-life as 

I expected to find it. It was a disappoint
ment to me for a little time. I wanted to see 
the saints whom I had prayed to. I was look
ing for them. Your education clings to your 
spirit for some little time after you make the 
change, until it is worked off. Now, it makes 
me very happy to try and bring sunshine into 
these souls who are in such darkened condi
tions as you are.

Spirit. Oh! I pray you, give me a little 
sunshine, for it has been so long—I have been 
so lonely—I have suffered. I cannot rid my
self of these things! 1 have asked forgiveness, 
which is something new for me, yet here 1 am, 
surrounded by everything that is unpleasant

Tom. My dear friend, I wish to put a 
question to you now; and I wish you to an
swer me honestly. Do you not think, after 
living the life that you lived, when you had 
so many opportunities to do so much good, 
that you deserve just what you have experi
enced?

Spirit. That may be, but must a man be 
forever in darkness of soul, of spirit—nothing 
but the dark deeds of his life before him every 
moment? No way out of this misery and suf
fering?

Tom. By laboring, and following the advice 
of the spirit friends who wish to aid and as
sist you, you will rise out of these darkened 
conditions, and be able, in time, to labor and 
assist others; for there are many in sad con
ditions, like yourself. And you, having 
passed through this soul-purification by suffer
ing, will feel more keenly for others, ¿an had 
you not had this experience. You never 
cared very much, in earth-life, whether any
one else was happy or not Now, my friend, 
I think that you feel differently. I think that 
now you would not wish even your worst ene
my to pass through what you have passed 

' through. Would you? '
Spirit ". No, I would not. . .

. Tom. Then do you npt see that this ex
, perience has been a benefit to your soul? 
; Spirit Inasmuch as it jias inacle me feel 

more for others, perhaps it has been'good for 
• me. _
i -Maggie. Dear, dear man. I will tell you

By a Writer from Minnesota..
To the Editor:—I see from an article 

entitled “Opposed to National Charters," in 
The Progressive Thinker, that the croakers 
are not all-dead yet, but some are still breath
ing, vegetating and fossilizing. And I sup
pose as long as this is the case we will be 
obliged to listen to their croaking and grumb
ling at everything that does not readily fossil
ize, or is in touch with the times. Nobody who 
understands the question claims that char
ters from the National organization will give 
us any “legal standing” in a technical sense 
but any one whose range of vision is not lim
ited by the length of his nose ought to be able 
without much effort to see the immense ad
vantages to be derived from united effort in a 
National organization a concentration of 
our forces into one strong and determined 
effort to advance our glorious cause and to 
place thé grand truths of Spiritualism before 
the people.

This National organization will gain for us 
a national recognition of our importance as a 
religious body, and be the means of securing 
us a respectful hearing everywhere, which is 
all we can reasonably ask. I am sorry the 
writer considers money his most vital interest, 
for this shows that there is a sad lack of spir
ituality somewhere, which needs looking after. 
In view of the trifling cost of a chartetj(only 
ten cents each in a society of fifty members) 
one cân hardly help feeling amused at the idea 
of its being a vital interest to anyone, and 
there is nothing to prevent incorporation under 
State laws after the charter is secured. -Now, 
it occurs to me that if these people would do 
less croaking and more work for the cause 
much good would result.

A National organization is a matter of vital 
interest to Spiritualism, just now; and all 
minor diffefencës should, be sent to the rear 
until the time when we can afford to stop and 
discuss them. Now is the time to work—the 
time for united effort Will we do it? .

. H. Shepherd,
Minneapolis, Minn.

(AFTER HIS TRIBUTE TO ABRAHAM LINCOLN.)

Dear, noble Bob, if you should die to-night, 
And that grand spirit which we know so well 

Steal from its temple to the realms of light— 
Must we believe there’s nothing more to tell?

If your kind eyes should close in peaceful sleep 
And gentle death compose your mortal clay, 

Should we, your friends, all unbelieving, weep, 
That this is all, forever—tell us, pray?

Those flowers of thought you’ve strewn along 
life’s way;

Those sunny smiles, and flashing sparks of wit;
Those mighty truths you’ve wrought, in logic’s 

fray—
What shall become of them—now, think of it!

The master mind that touched a martyr’s crown 
To make it lustrous in all human love— 

AhlJBob, does not such infinite renown
March on eternally, beyond, above?

If some sweet perfume of your happy heart 
Has charmed humanity from sea to sea, 

Shall nature idly waste the better part
And leave us but a passing memory?

If, should the grave a portal prove to be ' 
To wider life’s serene, eternal scope, 

E’en though philosophers may not agree, 
Oh, let us crown it with, fond wreaths of hope!

♦ ♦' * * * » » * ■ *

Dear, splendid Bob, if you should die to-night, 
And hope be buried with your mortal clay— 

Well, Bob, I think my chances would be bright 
If me beside yourself they laid away.

George E. Bowen, in Inter Ocean.

REMEMBER, PLEASE.
To all new trial subscribers,—25 cents for 

three months—we'send free “The Witch of 
the Nineteenth Century,” a.highly interesting 
story by Dr. Phelon, which ran through eight 
numbers of the paper. Or, in place thereof 
we will send free that remarkable paper issued 
February 14th, 1891, showing that the Roman 
Catholics were responsible for the assassination 
of President Lincoln. One hundred and fifty 
thousand copies of that number of the paper 
have been issued. It is. startlingly true and 
sensational, and the most remarkable paper of 
the present age. When you once read it you 
will value jt as worth at least one dollar. > In 
connection therewith, we will also send' one 
copy of the Tract edition. It is a MINE of 
VALUABLE INFORMATION.- State in 
your order which of the two you want. New 
Yearly subscribers will get the four papers 
above named free. '

Spiritualists have a right to meet and organ
ize, or as many as feel so disposed, into a 
working unit; but being composed of so many 
grand and noble minds, so many profound 
and independènt thinkers, so many old-time 
and noted workers, it is not surprising that 
after their many years of toil and privation, 
their bitter persecution, often by the young 
and new in the philosophy; after the hardships 
of pioneer life in the lone desert of a new re
form, a new and dreaded religion, single
handed, having brought Spiritualism up to its 
present standard of importance and popularity, 
that they can see but little reason for organ
ization. But was there not a time in the great 
battles of the .past when aid would have been 
of gréât value to them? Would not even a little 
nucleusof the.fajthful have been really service
able to them?.; Undoubtedly. So much in fa
vor of the-Rational Association of to-day, with 
its broader possibilities and greater necessi
ties.' The writer 'hereof flavors organization, 
favors the present National Association, but 
if it cannot stand this intellectual discussion 
of its'merits and demerits; if it cannot endure 
the criticisms of its enemies and friends, all 
reasonable challenges of its powers and juris
diction, then jt is not composed of the right 
stuff, but will serve as a stepping-stone to 
something higher and more potent for good.

Among so many independent thinkers there 
is bound to be a diversity of opinion; there 
are bound to be insinuations and suggestions; 
but because we cannot all think alike, it is no 
indication that the critiques are back numbers, 
croakers, fossils, or chronic grumblers. When 
such terms as these have to be resorted to, 
the wise (?) author is out of argument and in 
a passion. As a rule, those who have offered 
suggestions, and criticized the National Asso
ciation, have been and are among the ablest 
workers and the broadest and most liberal, and 
liberty-loving Spiritualists in the ranks. They 
are as used to invectives and faultfindings from 
the ranks as from the prejudiced outside world, 
and care about as much for one as for the 
other. They will probably keep right along in 
the work, whether they join the National Asso
ciation,or one or a dozen auxiliary societies,or 
joinnone. No subject of reform, no question 
of religion or science, is supposed to be out
side of the body, the broad and expansive 
principles of Spiritualism, and all are debatable 
questions so long as there is doubt, dissension 
and independence; and surely, Spiritualism 
would not be where it is to-day had not these 
many noble characters been in the ranks—in 
fact, taken the lead.

It seems now there are no claims by the 
officers of the National Association that their 
charters have any legal powers whatsoever 
towards the protection of auxiliary societies. 
Then the charter is only a certificate of mem
bership, or an open link, attaching one to the 
other; therefore, that question should be set
tled without further debate.

The financial foundation, the business prin
ciples, would seem to be the vital plank 
or article in our constitution; but probably 
will not be enthusiastically supported by one 
and all of the Spiritualists of the land, owing 
to natural diversities of opinion and minor 
technicalities. Money in the treasury will give 
prestige and business standing, as well as 
“religious” prominence.

Our worthy secretary should not forget 
that he is a representative of Spiritualism, a 
prominent one, and that Spiritualism includes 
many human curiosities, that may differ very 
widely from himself in looks, education, men
tal calibre and opinions, because they cannot 
help it Each one grows up through certain 
environments, the effects of which he cannot 
shake off to suit the notion of another; and 
because they differ with him it is no indication 
they haven’t a right to. They may not be* ‘cav- 
ilers, carpers, backbiters, maligners and ob
structionists, who should be squelched.” 
That is too Catholic, too autocratic for an ad
vocate of the broad principles of Spiritualism, 
and absolute liberty. 1 ‘Come let us reason 
together, with charity for all and malice toward 
none.” Perhaps Spiritualism would kill itself 
with speed if there were no hindrances to its 
clear and perfect sailing. Indeed, if the phil
osophy be true, nothing was made in vain. 
Methods are debatable, but men are not; few 
would stand a perfect test.

Another communicant ‘ ‘has been watching 
for an answer from some of the platform 
workers” to certain important questions, and 
finally performs the task, in his own way, 
himself.. There are no other thinkers in the 
ranks but,‘ ‘the platform workers” capable of 
expressing an intelligent opinion, we must 
presume. We should not wait to speak in' 
higÉ-tonèd company only, but spe.»k when 
time and place will permit and necessity de
mands, and arrive nt some definite understand
ing of the situation. The writer hereof was 
an active working member of that convention, 
but does not consider that because of that fact, 
and because a National organization was 
formed,- it is the duty of every Spiritualist in 
the land to subscribe to all or any of its con
stitutional- requirements, or to 'submissively 
yield their views, if they cannot do so con
scientiously. We cannot read men and women 
opt of our broad and creedless truth because 
they are not made just as we are, and cannot 
accept our ideas of duty for them. The Na
tional organization will simply be a success 
with the co-operation of a sufficient number of 
the.Spiritualists of the Nation to insure that 
result We can invite, but cannot force the 
independent thinkers in our ranks to see as

The Spirit-world has opened wide 
- Its gates that were “ajar,

And loved ones come close by our side 
. Whom we had thought afar;

For this great blessing we thank God, 
Our hymns of joy we raise.

And welcome back to earth’s green sod 
Our friends of other days.

On Jordan’s banks no more we stand, 
With wistful, weeping eyes, 

Fox o’er its flood the Spirit-land
We see in grandeur rise;

And souls who crossed its billowy tide, 
That rolls from shore to shore, 

In phantom barks return this side 
To greet us as of yore.

The “King of Terrors,” now transformed, 
No more we ferir or dread, 

For now we are by Truth informed 
We know there are no “dead.”

And though he touch with icy hand 
The forms of those we love,

He leads them to the Better-land, 
To happy homes above.

No Rachels now for children weep, 
From their fond bosoms torn, 

They are not dead, nor e’en asleep;
Why should they hopeless mourn?

Re-born to arms of loving care, 
By angels guarded well, 

In homes of light and beauty rare, 
With loving friends they dwell.

Immortal spirits now come back 
To comfort all who mourn,

And all who yet this knowledge lack ' ' 
Have but to seek to learn;

We have no longer need for faith;
We teach but what we know, 

We talk with no imagined wraith, 
They’re friends who téli us so.

With gates ajar wide open flung, 
Great joy to earth is given, 

And when earth's joy-bells most are rung 
There’s greatest joy in heaven;

. For open gates we now thank God, 
Our hymns of joy we raise, 

And welcome back to earth’s green sod 
Our friends of other days.

Dr. Dean Clark.
San Bernardino, Cal.

INCLINED TO BE JOCULAR AT THE EXPENSE OF 
THE EDITOR—GIVES HIS OPINIONS RIGHT 
AND LEFT.

To the Editor:—Your very able editorial 
on “One Thing at a Time, "is an endorsement 
of the views of Mr. E. Bach of which that 
gentleman may well be proud. But, neverthe
less, “looking from my hill,” it appears that 
the position taken by W. E. Bonney in No. 
217 has .not been shaken. His article under 
the title, “Freedom of Thought,” stands a 
complete answer to every objection raised by 
Mr. Bach to the present methods of public 
mediums. And now; I wish to say that I 
am an admirer of The Progressive Thinker, 
and its editor. It is a grand paper, and is 
conducted and edited along lines so broad and 
liberal that there seems to be no subject under 
the sun that is not assured a fair hearing and 
exact justice, provided it be a matter that is 
within the province of a paper like The Pro
gressive Thinker; but I have felt a jar in 
the hitherto smooth-running gear of a consist
ency so delightful that a jar is positively pain
ful! Perhaps I am wrong; I hope so, but here 
is the apparent inconsistency: Are not the 
public mediums and the editor of The Pro
gressive Thinker working to exactly the 
same end? In fact is not the editor of that 
grand paper a public medium, and is not his 
paper a medium of mediums? I cannot escape 
the conviction that John R. Francis, of Chi
cago, Ill., is one of the best mediums now be
fore the public. If this is true, then the incon
sistency is apparent. In looking over the 
editorial columns of the very issue in which is 
the editorial indorsement of Mr. Bach’s arti
cle, we find the very offenses that he criticises 
so freely. The following articles on Spiritual
ism appearing: “A Creditable Blunder;” “A 
Christian on Christians;" “Another Railroad 
to Jerusalem;” “Frauds Everywhere;” “Sta
tistics of Crime;” “Formula for Making Hyp
ocrites.” Turning over at random the pages 
of the paper, we find such interesting spiritual
istic matter as this: “The Romish Octopus;” 
“The Bible;” “The Tobacco Habit;” “Sena
tor Vilas Meekly Subservient to Catholicism,” 
etc. Now, that kind of stuff is what makes 
The Progressive Thinker so popular. The 
people, or most of them, like to see fraud ex
posed, and the truth, whether it shines through 
the columns of a paper or is uttered by spirits 
through the media of the spiritualistic plat
form, will always be welcome, and that is why, 
in my opinion, The Progressive Thinker is 
such a grand success. It is not afraid of the 
truth, no matter who it hits. Long may it

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Hl. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

‘ ‘God in the Constitution. " By Robert G. 
Ingersoll One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve

we do.

The Spiritual. Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. , Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Marked Success 
of Scott’s Emulsion in consump
tion, scrofula and other forms of 
hereditary disease is due to its 
powerful food properties.

Scott’s Emulsion 
rapidly creates healthy flesh
proper weight. Hereditary 
taints develop only when the 
system becomes weakened.

Nothing in the world 
of medicine has been 
so successful in dis
eases that are most 
menacing to life. Phy
sicians everywhere 
prescribe it.

(
RUPTURE CURED!

FOR TWELVEDOLLARS.
Hilgahp, Oubgun, June 28,1893.

)r. PiKRct & Son.—Gbntlbmbn: I am happy to in* 
to you that the Truss J bought of you Juul April bai 
plbtbly cukbu me of a very severe case of Hernia, 
i which I have auSered for ovih 18 ybaks. I vraa 
er aeeptical about your Truss when I bought It, as 1 
ried several ao(culled Elastic Trusses wlthoutderiv* 
uy benefit from them; but after using your Truss for 
t time I wns convinced that It woa the best lever 

»BU, «411 was easy to wear, and seemed io stop the severe! 
pains that often prostrated ine while wearing the oidl 
Spring trusses; ana now, in spite of my scepticism, I ami 
PsKvacTLy CuRiip, and cun work with tbe Trusseffiflffi 
fee I so disposed, but I 8 till wear it loosely as it is notM 
inconvenient. You may add the above to your oiler® 
tesiimoniala. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN.

Q^Tbe above cure was effected in less than thrbb^H 
months TtMs. at a total cost off 12. Thousands of siml-^M 
lar cures havo been made for fromflO to |I5 each. fs.^M 
tablished 1875. Cali or send So for free
No. 1. Addreu Magnetic Blastic Trusg^M 
Company, * N. W. corner Kearny 
Sacraoionto streets, Sau Francisco, Cai.

SOMETHING USEFUL.
OUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE

Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mra. Carrie E. S, 
Twlng, medium. This little book will be read with 
Intense Interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowie,' 
interviews with tbe Inhabitants of the Hells of Spirit, 
life—a dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suUerlng and wrath of the millions who have gone 
from earth-life with tbe damning effects of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. The book Is made up of fifteen chapters. 
Some of the titles of the chapter« are as follows; 
Tbe Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—The 
Home of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
plot to Increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—The War Department ifi 
the Helleof Splrtt-llfe—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moted by the low spirits in tbe match-maklngUeil ot 
Sptrft-llfe—The Negro Hell—Tbe Indian Hell—Th, 
Mormon Hell—The Mell for Dishonest Spiritualist, 
and mediums—Into the Light. The Hedeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-tire—A Negro prayer-meeting In th. 
light. Au Adventist looking for the end. Tbe Spirit
ual Congress. Price,25 centa. _____

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
nOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 

L By Lizzie Doteo. New edition. This handoom® 
rolume opens with the wonderful experiences ot th® 
author, who is peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have tor a 
’,ong cline been i nceaslng, and tbe deep religious and 
spiritual tone at her discourses have extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the instrumentality ef the presA But it is chiefly for 
her medlumUtlc power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she 1b most specially 
known. This volume contains tbe gems of the Inspir
ational u.-terances, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under direct spirit influence. Several of them 
are attributed to tbe spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of his productions in earth-life, out far surpass ties® 
tn exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tb « Inspiration of Shakespeare, Burna, 
A. W. Sprague; dut in many cases tbe author’s nam® 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gluea 
a succinct account of the means by which these poema 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over tbe medium is stated, and 
tbe unmistakable certainty and slgnlficence of thia 
higher phase of spiritual communion is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth,¿lain, reduced from 11.50 to I1.Q& 
Postage JO cents. For sale at this office. 1

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
nr LOIS WAISBROOKER.^ THIS IS, 

Jl) a novel written with a purpose, and that* 
purpose is not merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed« 
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to be mothers; and secondly, through 
tbe mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view th® 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and Influ
ences bearing upon tbe mother previous tu maternity. 
Incidentally tbe author touches upon various thlngi 
in modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon tbe individuals compos* 
Ing society as a whole. The book is trenchant, instruo« 
live and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
u a novel, and Is especially commended to “women 
everywhere," to whom it is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound In 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, tl.25.

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
2. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.} 
3. VERIIATION OE CHRISTIANITY. i 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? | 
Tbe whole comprise. an earnest but frultle«« searcU 

tor » Historic.) Jesus.
In tbia volume tbe Jew« are clearly shown not td 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea Is traced to tbe Bae 
Irian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its history II 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until it II 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after tbe commencement ■ 
of tbe Christian era. ■—~ „ , , , |

The book demonstrates that Christianity and It« cenJ 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonial«, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vsst re
search among tbe records of tbe past; its facta are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without Instruction and profit, whether 
he reaches the-eame conclusion« with the author on 
otherwise. For sale at tblajoffice.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O ism. By Epes Sargent, author of “ Placchette, or 
the Despair of Science,“ “ The Proof Palpable of Im« 
mortality." etc. This is a large I2mo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
a great amount of matter, of which the table of con« 
tents, condensed as It is, gives no idea. The author 
takes tbe ground that since natural science is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically Imparted, but are directly presented In tbe 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to It, under tbe Ignorant pre
tense that It is outside of nature, Is unscientific and 
unphllosophlcal. All this Is clearly shown: and the 
objections from “scientific," clerJcaHtod literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1817. are answered 
with that penetrating force which only argument* 
winged with Incisive facta, can imparl Cloth, 12mck 
pp. 396. Price 11 JO. Postage 10 cento. For sale m 
this office. ,

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
' A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DRATH w vrltea to 

develop the idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human aonl after death, and lu reincarnation 
tn a chain of new being«, whoso auccestlve link« are 
unrolled In the boiom of cthcrlal «pace. "Bstoxd 
th» Threshold" continues on the same Une« en-

against all weakness In the presence or death, and 
that the help offered by aclence and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginningtb end Ills Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will bare been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed i^lts perusal, Price *1.3!.



THB FROGRBSSIVB THINKBR(February it mi .

Was Hé a Medium?

i?
doubt. H, V. SWEBINGEN.

world. Robt. A. Dimmiok, Secy.
Washington, D. C.

Spirit Message to the Churches.

of

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat-

A ■Sex Revolution, by Lodis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 center ■

The Other World and This: ACompendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher,

ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation Bka most interesting

Ite Teachings Do Not Conflict with Splr- 
ituallsm.

ligion as accorded in the Acts of the Apostles. 
Send stamp for free sample copy. .Address 

8. M. Baldwin.
1202 Penn. Ave, Washington, D. C.

SWEDENBORG.

educated that they would insist that the clergy^1 _ . .
preach recording to the standard for true re-\ An excellent work.

r/ •

f 
;

r
Í !

Swedenborg was the son of a preacher in 
Sweden; his character was that of honesty and 
sincerity, and he possessed great talents for 
learning, by-which he profited, and devoted 
himself to the study of philosophy and natural 
history, but particularly to mineralogy, metal
lurgy, chemistry and geology. In order to 
perfect himself still more in the latter of these 
sciences, he undertook Jong journeys through 
Europe, and then returned to his native coun
try, where he was admitted as a member of 
the Geological Board To the surprise of 
everyone, this able, learned, and pious man 
fell into intercourse with spirits. He made so 

1 little a mystery of this, that frequently at the 
table, before a numerous company, and when 
engaged in the most rational and scientific 
cenversation, he would say, that he had just 
before spoken on this or that point with the 
Apostle Paul, or with Luther, or with some 
one who had long been dead. It, is easy to 
conceive that those present gaped:: (and stared 
at him with every mark of astonishment, and 
doubted whether he was' in his right senses. 
However, he occasionally furnished proofs 
which were conclusive. It is true that these 
statements have been controverted, and the 
good man accused of deception, just as the 
best of mediums are accused at the present 
day, Swedenborg was no deceiver, but a 
pique and religious man. The three following 
probfs of his having intercourse with spirits 
are recorded.

1. The Queen of Sweden put him to the 
test by commissioning him to teil her what she 
had spoken on a certain remarkable occasion 
with her deceased brother, the Prince of Prus
sia) in Gharlottesburg, if I mistake not. Af
ter some time Swedenborg announced himself, 
and stated to her what had passed. The queen 
was deeply struck with it, as may be easily 
supposed. This fact has been denied in the 
public papers; but a Swedish nobleman, who 
was, in other respects, no admirer of Sweden
borg, assures us that the matter was most un
questionably true. ,

2. Swedenborg arrived at Gottenburg, from 
England, with a company of travelers. He 
there said he had learned from the angels that 
there was at that moment a fire in Stockholm, 
in such a street, Among those present were 
some who resided at Stockholm, and *who felt 
uneasy at this intelligence; but he came to 
them soon afterward, and said that they need 
not be alarmed, for the fire was extinguished. 
The next day they learned that such had been 
the exact case. This is most certainly true.

3. A respectable widow was called upon to 
pay a considerable Hum of money, which she 
was confident her deceased husband had al
ready paid, but she could not find the receipt 
In her distress she went to Swedenborg, and 
entreated him to ask her husband where the 
receipt was laid. Some days after, Sweden
borg told her that the receipt was in a cer- 

■tain press,' at the bottom, in a concealed 
drawer, where it was immediately found.

4. About the year 1770, there was a mer
chant in Elberfield, whose business required 
him to take a journey to Amsterdam, where 
Swedenborg at that time resided. Having 
heard and read much of this strange individu
al, he formed the intention of visiting him, 
and becoming better acquainted with him, He 
therefore called upon him, and found a very

swered, “No, he is not yet in heaven; he is 
still in hades, and torments himself continu
ally with the idea of the restitution of all 
things,” This answer caused the merchant 
the greatest astonishment. He ejaculated, 
“My God! what, in the other world?" Swed
enborg replied: “Certainly; a man takes with 
him his favorite inclinations and opinions, and 
it is very difficult to be divested of them, We 
ought, therefore, to lay them aside here.” 
The merchant took his leave of Swedenborg, 
perfectly convinced, and returned back to El
berfield.

The foregoing is a somewhat condensed re
port of Swedenborg’s remarkable mediumistic 
powers, as taken from the game hook which 
contains Wesley’s remarkable story of Eliza
beth Hobson. < .

That Swedenborg was a genuine medium, 
no one who has witnessed the marvelous ex
hibitions of Edgar W. Emerson, Maggie 
Gaule,<: Ada Foye, Jules Wallace, J. Frank 
Baxter, Frank G, Ripley, Mrs. Gillett, John 
Slater and scores of other mediums of the 
present day, can entertain the least shadow of

venerable-looking, friendly old man, who re
ceived him politely, and requested him to be 
seated; on which the following conversation 
began;

Merchant. Having been called hither by 
business, I could not deny myself the honor, 
sir, of paying my respects to you. Your writ
ings have caused me to regard you as a very 
remarkable man.

Swedenborg. May I ask where you are 
from?

M. I am from Elberfield, in the grand-duchy 
of Berg. Your writings contain so much 
of what is beautiful and edifying, that they 
have made a deep impression upon me; but the 
source whence you derive them is so extraor
dinary, bo strange and uncommon, that you 
will perhaps, not take it amiss of a sincere 
friend of truth, it he desires incontestible 
proofs that you really have intercourse with 
the invisible world.

S. It would be very unreasonable if I took 
it amiss; but I think I have given sufficient 
proofs, which cannot be contradicted.

M. Are they those that are so well known 
respecting the queen, the fire at Stockholm, 
and the receipt?

8. Yes, those are they, and they are true.
M. And yet many objections are brought 

against them. Might I venture to propose 
that you give me a similar prpof ?

8. Why not? Most willingly. ■
M. I had formerly a friend who studied di

vinity at Dulsberg, where he fell into con
sumption, of which he died. I visited this 
friend a short time before his decease; we con
versed together on an important topic. Could 
you learn from him the subject of our dis-
course?

S. We will see. What was the name 
your friend?

The merchant told him his name.
8. How long do you remain here?
M. About eight or ten days.
S. Call upon me again in a few days, 

will see if I can find your fnend.

FORMAL OPENING.
Of Temple No. I, at Lansing, 

Michigan.

- From the Land of Roses.
To the Editor:—While your Borean at

mosphere is incident to the frosts and snows 
of winter, we are enjoying a beautiful and 
fascinating June climate.

This land of roses, is grand and beautiful 
to the sensitive psychic man! There is some
thing about this old historical city that awak
ens many an entrancing strain of soul-music! 
Would you see the gay French capital, Paris, 
you find it here! The gay and festive, the dull 
and the brilliant soul, all are here!

Sunday, God’s sacred Sabbath, is just as 
gay as any other day of the week. The stores, 
saloons, and places of business, except the 
larger wholesale and retail houses, are all 
open, on this Christian day (?) of observation 
and worship.

The courts have some five thousand and 
five hundred cases of Sabbath-breaking, but 
they cannot succeed in convicting any, and 
so the “Bunday-law” is, as it should be every
where—a “dead letter. ” ;

The cause of Spiritualism is receiving larger 
recognition, here and the “hard shells” of the 
orthodox are being cracked; for we observe 
that no shell, however hard and obdurate, 
can forever withstand the power of the sledge
hammer blows dealt by our phenomena and 
philosophy. When the spirit world opens its 
battery of science and logic, and hurls the 
well-filled bombs of reason and intuition, the 
walls of religious bigotry begin to tumble, 
and when the spirit spheres bring their ‘ ‘Gat
ling guns” of philosophy to bear upon the 
priestrridden ranks of dogmatic theology, it 
melts away before this power, as snow-flakes 
in the nponday sun. The facts are, and they 
stand out in bold relief upon the pages of to
day, that dogmatic theology is on the run. It 
is going, going! Spiritualism is driving it into 
the sea—the great sea of human brotherhood!

Our labors here are beginning to show. We 
came into a strange latid and among strangers. 
We have been received as friends. Most 
grandly and beautifully have we been met by 
those who never before saw any good in our 
sublime cause, and our watchword all along 
the line is forward. Through myself as the 
humble instrument, my noble guides have 
placed before the hearers food for thought and 
have left ideas with the people that have taken 
deep root! We have endeavored to probe, as 
much as possible, to the “8oul of Things,” 
and upon this basis have built our Temple of 
Truth. Besides our lectures and mid-week 
evenings of answering questions, and giving 
psychometric readings, we have contributed 
several letters to the Picayune, the South’s 
representative newspaper. Thus, in the 
above, as well as in developing mediums and 
giving sittings, have we endeavored to hold the 
mirror up to nature.

We have recently been greeted by Brother 
F. Corden White and his most estimable lady, 
of the “City by the Lake,’’ and Brother Dono
van, the celebrated independent slate-writer, 
trumpet and physical medium, and Dr. Fique- 
ras, of Nashville, Tenn.

Brother White is a first-class test medium, 
and has come South, like ourselves, for his 
health. As most people are drawn by tests, 
it follows that a No. 1 test medium, other 
things being equal, will draw good houses.

We have two more Sundays with the Asso
ciation. Sunday evening, the 21st, by request 
our theme was “Reincarnation. ” Our closing 
lecture, the 28th, was “Homes, Occupations, 
Professions, and Callings in Spirit-life. ” We 
are followed in February by BrotherCordingly, 
who has before ministered to the Association. 
We hope his labors may be even more success
ful than ours. The phenomena and philoso
phy being again both well represented, we be
speak for the citizens of this city a rare Spir
itual feast. We shaU remain here at least 
two months longer, laboring for the cause in 
divers ways; and in the meantime the readers 
of this matchless paper, so much perused here, 
will hear of us as rattling among the dry 
bones of defunct religious fanaticism, and en
deavoring to resurrect the lost spirit of human 
brotherhood, so long buried beneath the debris 
of priesthood. Prof. Silas W. Edmunds.

New Orleans, La.

Under the authority of a personal charter 
granted to Andrew J. Champion as Grand 
Magea, by the Grand Council of the Order of 
the Magi, at Chicago, Illinois, a branch Temple 
has been opened in compliance with the re
quirements of the above-named charter. The 
following officers were duly selected: Horace 
J. Walker, G. W.; Harriett N. Reed, G. H. 
P.; Elizabeth J. Champion, G. V.; May 
Ayres, G. S.; Charles W. Ayres, G. G.‘; 
Charles M, Schooley, G. C.; Daisy E, Cham
pion, G. Scr,; Charlotte Camp, Society Finan
cial Secretary, andy Gertrude Merill, Society 
Treasurer.

The opening of our Temple meets with 
general favor from all who have any knowl
edge of the objects '‘and aitns of our order. 
All of the members having been associated 
with the Court for nearly three years, and be
ing members of the Temple from first to 
twelfth degree, qualifies them for the position's 
they may be called upon to fill.

To Mysticp we will say: Should you at ahy 
time visit or stop off at our city, at the time 
of our regular sessions, a fraternal hand will 
greet you at our Temple, To Spiritualists 
and seekers for the light, in adjoining towns 
and cities, we respectfully solicit your co-ope
ration. To Spiritualists everywhere who may 
be called to our capital city, if you are inter
ested in our work, we are here to give aid to 
true and deserving seekers after truth. Ours 
is a work for the uplifting and benefitting of 
humanity, and it will not be found to conflict 
with the highest truth in science, philosophy 
and religion.

The impression has obtained with many that 
the Order of the Magi is inimical to Spiritual
ism. To all such I will frankly say: First, 
its membership is made up of fully ninety per 
cent from Spiritualistic ranks. Its members 
are to be found associated with the more in
telligent and best regulated societies of 
Spiritualists wherever they may reside. In the 
society over which Mrs. Cora L, V. Richmond 
presides in Chicago, Mystics take active 
part and hold offices of trust, and at 
regular services, when their duties do not call 
them away, a large percent of her appreciative 
audiences are Mystics. In the Lansing Spir
itual society is found every member of our 
Order, and at thq coming State Convention 
can be seen what part the Mystics play. :

Such speakers as A. B. French, L. V. 
Moulton, Cora L. V. Richmond, Olney H. 
Richmond, A. B. Richmond,, R. S. Lillie, J. 
H. Colville, J. R. Buchanan, Hudson and 
Emma Tuttle, and other able speakers will al. 
ways receive a kindly reception and a thought
ful hearing by the Mystics everywhere. ’ .. ■.

We seek the highest inspiration and revela; 
tion, and demand integrity, fidelity and purity- 
from gods, angels and men. I have been 
identified with Spiritualism since early man
hood. I have seen it paes through its many 
trials and persecutions, and I am thankful for 
the protecting hand that has borne methrough, 
lo, the morning of the resurrection! Its 
triumph is fast approaching, and see to it, ye 
mortals, that “ye hide not yOur light under a 
bushel.” In identifying myself with the Or* 
der of the Magi I have not lost any of my 
Spiritualism, but I have corrected many mis
conceptions, and added many truths to my 
former store of knowledge, and I shall contin
ue to labor in that field which promises the 
greatest good.

Michigan State Temple No. 1 works the 
Diamond Quarter and confers the Master De
gree of that Quarter. The above degrees 
confer all the rights and privileges conferred 
by the Grand Temple, and entitles the initiate 
to all the benefits of the same. Regular con
vocations will be held the first and third Sun
days in each month for first degree work; 
second and fourth Sunday for second and 
third degrees.

Applications for degrees must be endorsed 
by two responsible persons of integrity and 
good moral character; Present location of 
the Temple, 127 River St.

„ A. J. Champion, Grand Magea. 
Box 578, Lansing, Mich. ’

Bequests by Will to the National 
Spiritualists* Association.

. A reverend gentleman, and, we assume, an 
earnest brother in the cause of Spiritualism, 
writes from Maine requesting information if 
bequests can be made to this Association le
gally and safely, and if so, whether it is more 
advantageous to be given in trust by which the 
Association would have a right to the income 
only, the principal to remain a permanent 
fund. To this communication we have replied 
as follows:

Your favor of 19th inst. is received, and we 
take pleasure, in replying thereto in recogni
tion of the spirit manifested towards this or
ganization, and which we trust will, by its 
beneficent work in the promotion of our cause 
and its widespread dissemination, assist the 
benighted to a broader light and a higher life.

This Association is fully competent and 
legally qualified to receive the bequests of our 
^well-disposed and generous friends, and we 
trust that those who have an abundance and 
to spare will by such action manifest their 
recognition of the importance of aiding us 
while engaged in the effort to build up from 
the basic support. Being incorporated under 
the statutes of Congress, the legality can riot 
be questioned. •

To your inquiry as to the best method of 
bestowing the bequest, our reply would be 
that the grantor should, to a great extent, be 
governed by his impressions; but, at this stage 
of our existence as an organized legitimate 
body, it should be borne in mind that for a 
few years, at least, it would be of more mate
rial advantage to enable the trustees, who may 
be chosen by the General Conventions, to 
make application or investment of the amount 
bequeathed; for in the incipiency there are 
naturally more extraordinary requirements, to 
carry out the purposes of the Association and 
place it on a proper basis, than subsequently, 
and, therefore, the means bestowed in this man
ner will have more beneficial effect if placed 
at the discretion of the trustees. A great 
deal of care will naturally be exercised by' 
such trustees as are chosen in the application 
of the funds, and we are confident that when 
enabled to realize results from the spirit world, 
those who contribute to the focalizing of the 
power which has been lying dormant within us, 
for the enlightenment of our fellow-men, will 
not only approve their own action in this re
spect, but they will also receive the plaudits 
of “well-done, good and faithful servant,” 
from all good spirits,embodied and disembod
ied, while realizing that exalted feeling which 
always follows a kindly and beneficent act.

We hope all who are able will remember 
this Association, which has for its sole purpose 
the elevation of the cause of Spiritualism, in 
this country not only, but throughout the

Our Great Catalogue for 1894
Is an elegantly illustrated book of 200 pages, composed of three 

distinct Catalogues bound together—one each ofSEEDS,-BULBS AND PLANTS,-NURSERY STOCK.
A work of unexcelled beauty and merit, rewritten and reconstructed in every particular.' 
Every cut new, every line fresh. Printed on fine paper and in lovely bronze violet and 
brown colors. Many charming colored plates. Nothing like it ever before seen. We 
offer new and special strains of Flower and Vegetable seeds, all the standard new and rare 
Plants and Bulbs of every kind. Millions of Gladiolus, choicest Shrubs, Trees, Vines; also 
new and rare Fruits—some wonderful introductions from Tapan. The greatest collection 
of rare things for the garden ever presented, and all at moderate prices. Do not fail to see 
this wonderful book catalogue. Sent, post-paid, for 25 cents, with check for valuable new 
Pansy seed gratis; or sent free to those who order the Jewel Rose.

CHILDS’ JEWEL, the ROSE of Many Colors.
The greatest sensation among novelties. A perfect ever-blooniing Rose, which bears at the same time flowers 

of several diflerent colors—pink, yellow, buff, crimson-- also variegated, mottled, striped and blotched. Flowers ' 
large and perfect and exceedingly fragrant. Petals large and silky. Buds exquisite. A free and constant 
blodmer. Iris the most charming and wonderful Rose in cultivation; and a plant bearing to to ao flowers, each 
of 0 different color or variegation, is a most exquisite sight and creates wild enthusiasm wherever seen. Strong 
plants for immediate blooming, by mail, post-paid, 30 cents eacb, a for 50 cents, 5 for $1.00,13 for $*.oo.

SPECIAL OFFER.—For only 40 cents we will send by mail, post-paid, our great Book Catalogue, one 
iewel Rose and five lovely named Gladiolus, five different colors—white, yellow, scarlet, pink and blotched* 

Inter at once; this offer may not appear again. Address

JOHN LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park, N.Y.

A UNIQUE BIBLE PICTURE-BOOK.

OLD TESTAMENT STORIES

COMICALLY ILLUSTRATED

Exposure

The merchant took his leave, and dispatched 
his business. Sonje-days after he went again 
to Swedenborg, in anxious expectation. The 
bld gentleman met him with a smile, and said: 
“I have spoken with your friend; the subject 
of your discourse Was, ‘the restitution of all 
thitogs.’ ”, ' \ -

Hethen related to the merchant with the 
greatest precision, - what he and what his de
ceasedfriend had maintained. .

The merchant turned •piiley for this proo: 
was powerful And invincible. He inquired 
farther: .“How fares it with my friend? Ishe 

I in a state Of blessedness?” "Swedenborg an-

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, 
50 cents;, cloth, $1.

Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well_known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cte.. •. '

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com
prising an answer to Burke's attack on the 
French -Revolution, and giving Paine's ideas 
on government. Paper, 25 centsjcloth, 50 eta.

Woman, Church and State. A noble work, 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. Itcannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth 
bound, $2. ■ ' '

THIS SELF-EVIDENT APPEAL IS AS IMPORTANT 
FOR THIS AGE AS THE SERMON ON THE MOUNT 
WAS FOR THE APOSTOLIC AGE.

To the Editor:—What the world sadly 
needs is one harmonious religion to blend in 
unity all the inharmonious denominations. It 
is generally believed that the conflict arising 
from the contending sects is responsible in 
many ways for most of the ills we endure, and 
is now the great obstacle to prevent the long- 
desired millennial era that is now earnestly 
looked for. All who have labored for this 
good time coming should now be inspired to 
cooperate in the general circulation of mill
ions of copies of Bishop Haven’s common 
sense appeal to the churches for unity. Judg
ing from the great demand for this message 
among the various creeds, this greatly desired 
end can be enjoyed in this generation by 
the aid of The Progressive Thinker. The 
Golden Age Publishing Co. has been over
worked of late in supplying orders from vari
ous churches and reading-rooms, for this sen
sible sermon. A little aid from those who, know 
of the great gain that comes from helping a 
worthy object jgpuld keep this good work go
ing, until all of The people would become so

Notes from Q. H. Brooks.
: To the Editor:—I remained in Bay City 
during December and January, and my en
gagement was pleasant in every sense of the 
word. The meetings were very largely at
tended. The society has a project on foot, of 
securing a vacant church, and having full 
charge of the same, which I trust can be ac
complished. The society is gradually grow
ing in numbers and influence. The ladies 
formed themselves into an Aid Society, and 
the last week of our stay held a fair and so
cial, clearing from it twenty-five dollars.

The “Aid” is preparing for another enter
tainment on the 20th of this month. 1 started 
a Lyceum when I first went there, which will 
in time be one of the largest in the State. 
Mrs. Augusta Ferris has been one of the faith
ful, being elected president of the Aid and 
Conductor of the Lyceum, and in every de
partment of the society rendering much valu
able aid, as she does at Haslett Park, as all 
the campers can testify. Mr. Hovey, Mr. 
Rossman, Mr. L. Sovereign, Mr. and Mrs. 
Root, Mrs. Gould and her sister Mrs. Stewart, 
Mrs. Shannon, Mr. and Mrs. Broughton, Mrs. 
S. J. Penn oyer, and others that I should like 
to mention, have made the work a success.

Brother Moulton, as well as others who are 
to follow, will find a harmonious society and 
one that is imbued with the spirit.

While in Bay City, my wife and I went to 
Chesaning to lecture during the week. We 
held five meetings, and several during the day. 
The day meetings were held in the interest of 
the Lyceum, teaching the order of exercises 
and the movements. After we bade. the 
friends good-bye in Bay City, we went to 
Owosso, by invitation, to work and to lecture. 
I met the ladies on Tuesday afternoon in their 
hall, and a Ladies Aid was organized. Owosso 
will be heard from more than once. The next 
day I met all interested in the Lyceum work, 
children and all, in the hall, and we were all 
surprised and pleased at the results, there was 
a large attendance of children and adults, and 
a Lyceum was organized. I lectured two 
evenings in Owosso and had splendid audien
ces; the forces were gathered together and put 
to work, and all societies will find the key of 
success lies in work, work in the upbuilding 
of societies, in teaching the young, and in 
strengthening the social element of the socie
ties. When I go to a society, I go to work, 
and no work is too hard itor me to do; and I 
am never happier than when aiding societies to 
put in practical use the truths of our philoso
phy. We are for February located in Muske
gon. I-have called a gathering of the children 
to form a Lyceum next Sunday,morning, and 
trust it will prove a success.

G. H. Brooks
144 W. Liberty Street, Elgin, Ill.
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A Hunting Anecdote, 
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Joseph the Man of Dreams, 
Holy Moses.
Balaam the Diviner,
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EXCELLENT BOOKS!
They Are for Sale at This Office.

pROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
1 Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare merit. Pries 
»1.50.

PIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 
1 By Rev. Chas. ChUdquy, ex-prieit. A remarkable book 
Page* 832. Price »2.25.

DESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
11 embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise end development 
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THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
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'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE^ 
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To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expt»« 
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matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu
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Price »1.50.

For sale at this office.

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
TXEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

JL/ The “Stellar Key” is tbo DhllOiOpblcal Intro« 
dnctlon to the revelations contained in this book. 
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following table of contents: 1—Death and the After* 
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A REMARKABLE SEANCE.
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A COMMUNICATION IN FRENCH, REFERRED TO BELOW.

by the writer. Dr. M. L. Ward.

Mrs. Isa Wilson-Porter has removed 
to 544 West Van Buren street. She 
gives psychometric readings, tests, etc., 
and heals the sick.

Slate-Writing in French by 
Noted Men.

• With 1?, C. Algertou, at Onset, 
Mass., Aug. S3,1893,

Before giving an’accb'unt of it, I wish 
to go ba,ok to a previous sitting I had 
with the same medium on August 3, in 
order to show why I looked forward 
with special interest to what might 
occur at a subsequent one.

At that former sitting I carefully ex-

the other.'slate, these “last dying 
thoughts? had been copied by the invis
ible writer from: some author whose 
name is less known to the public than 
the names appearing on the other slate. 
¡However this may be, the result arrived 
at may perhaps throw some light on the 
subject of the modus operanai in spirit 
communications. If, for. instance, the 
medium is ignorant of the French 
language, as testified to in the certificate 
hereto appended, it adds to the proof 
already existing of the fact that spirits 
may communicate in a language un
known to the medium. •

The omission of the e in the word 
profonde near the bottom of the slate,

• Ou/JMXyw , A 'LL. Aaf Aa^_

>ca>vMze,

'/Vcuz

amined the slates before and also after 
they were washed, in my presence, find
ing no trace of writing on eithe? of 
them. I myself placed rubber bands 
around them, and folded them up on a 
black cloth; and during the entire 
sitting they never left my hands for a 
single instant. On the medium’s saying, 
“They have written,” I opened the 
slates and found the inner sides of them 
covered with writing. While we were 
waiting for the writing, the medium, 
apparently entranced., hassaid, inter alia, 
that a Frenchman, aged about fifty, was 
present, describing him, that his son 
was with him; who seemed to be a 
soldier, as he was in uniform—a young 
man who had been killed when he was 
about twenty-two; and that the elder 
one was Napoleon III.

I had repeatedly seen the Emperor in 
Paris, and recognized at once the ac
curacy of the description the medium 
had just given of him. I asked the con
trol what had attracted him to me. The 
answer was: “He comes to thank you 
for your kindness to his people.”

Taking “his people” to mean the 
French nation, I observed that I had no 
idea of what he meant, and presently 
the medium came out of his trance. On 
opening the slates I found, at the end of 
two pages of writing, a statement by 
the writer that Napoleon UI. desired to 
thank me for my interest in some of his 
connections, and kindness shown them, 
and that at a future sitting he would 
write me a message to them in French.

Now this last statement was perfectly 
intelligible to me. It happened that 
the “connections” spoken of in ,the 
writing have been for years—some of 
them for twenty years—warmly-at
tached friends of members of my family 
(though I must add, parenthetically, 
that the kindness has been altogether 
on their side). It did not, therefore, 
appear to me at all incredible that the 
soi-disani Napoleon III. was really what 
he claimed to be, and that he might de
sire to send through me some message 
to his connections in this country, who, 
being decided skeptics as to the possi
bility of spirit return, could not easily 
be communicated with directly. To me. 
the important consideration was, that if 
such a message—which was to be in 
French—should be written, it might not 
improbably furnish evidence of spirit 
identity, now the great desideratum in 
the investigation of the subject of spirit 
return. I therefore looked forward 
with no little interest to a fulfillment of 
the spirit’s promise.

A day or two before the 23d of August 
I obtained an appointment for a sitting 
on that day, and presented myself at 
the hour appointed, which was 9:30 
A. M.

Finding that he had no slate on hand, 
the medium sent to buy some at a store. 
In a few minutes the messenger re
turned and laid the slates, about half-a- 
dozen of them, on a table near me. 
Their appearance indicated that they 
were new slates, just unpacked.

Then the medium tried to dissuade 
me from having the sitting, saying that 
there was no nope of our getting any
thing, as he was entirely exhausted by 
constant sittings for three weeks, and 
that he had been up all night. But I 
told him we must try, at all events, and 
that I would take the risk as to results. 
He then took in his hands the two 
uppermost slates, sat down in a chair 
near which there was no table or other 
piece of furniture, washed them, put 
rubber bands around them, folded them 
up in a black cloth—all this under my 
own eyes—and then handed them to me. 
From that moment until I opened the' 
slates—which, to the best of my judg
ment, was not over five minutes—I 
never let go of them for a single instant. 

,. On opening them I found on one of 
them writing as follows: . .

“L’histoire riest que le tableau des 
crimes et des malheurs.—Voltaire.”

“On dit que Dieu esttoujours pour les 
gros battalli’ons (sic).—De la Ferte."

“Du sublime au ridicule il n’y a qu’un 
pas.—Victor Hugo.” .
- “Nobilitas solo (sic) est atque unica 
virtue.—Juvenal.”

“Qui desiderat pacem praeparet 
bellum.—Vegelius.”

[N. B.—I have since ascertained that 
Vegetius (not Vegelius) wrote a treatise 
in tke fourth century, entitled “Epitome 
Reis Militaris ”]

On the other slate was a communica
tion in French, a photograph of which I 
here append. The first line may be ex
plained by the fact that I had been 
punctual at the hour appointed; but 
that the medium was half-an-hour 
behind time.
’ Oh looking over the writings, I asked 

Algerton who “Esprit C” “was. He said 
it was one of his guides, who knew the 
French language. On my asking him 
who dictated the writing signed “Esprit 
C,” he answered—then apparently under 
spirit control—that “it was Napoleon 
III. expressing his last dying thoughts.”

The result, of course, disappointed 
me; for it afforded no evidence of spirit 
identity.Perhaps, like the French and 
'Latin excerpts from various authors on

was undoubtedly an oversight.
I should add that I was an entire 

stranger to the medium until July 31, 
1893, when I had my first sitting with 
him, and that he could not have Known 
of my acquaintance with “connections of 
Napoleon III.”—a fact known only to 
my own family in Washington, and to 
two or three, more or less, of our most 
intimate friends here.

Francis J. Lippitt.

I, William W. Russell, dentist, of the 
city of Lynn, State of Massachusetts, 
U. S. A., hereby certify that I know 
and have known Frank S. Algerton, the 
medium, during five years past. I know 
that he does not speak, write or under
stand the French language.

. William. W. Russell.
Lynn, Mass., Aug. 26, 1893.

Passed to Spirit-Lite.
At Kirksville, Mo., Jan, 27, 1894, Eliz

abeth Hart, aged 63 years, 11 months 
and 28 days. After an illness of two 
weeks, her spirit, having laid aside its 
mortal body, passed on to the incor
ruptible glories of higher life. A wide 
circle of friends in this world will 
mourn her departure, but her spirit, 
freed from its earthly thraldom, re
joices in the land of light, and is not 
far away from them. She was one of 
those genial persons whom every one 
respects, and her memory will be en
shrined in the hearts of all who knew 
her.

Mrs. Hart was a medium, and her 
most prominent phase was healing the 
sick. All the Liberal and spiritualistic 
speakers who have visited this place 
will recollect her well, for she enter
tained them all.

The funeral services were conducted

Dr. Abram Smith made the change 
called death, Monday morning, Jan. 29. 
Peacefully and quietly he passed away. 
Dr. Smith was 80 years old. For thirty- 
live years he had been a firm Spiritu
alist. Dr. Smith became a member of 
the Harmonial Society of this place in 
the year 1870. He lectured in behalf 
of Spiritualism in many parts of this 
State and was generally quite well- 
known. Dr. Smith was an honest man, 
true to the convictions he advocated. 
He had been a Mason for many years, 
and in accordance with his desires, the 
Masonic fraternity of Sturgis took 
charge of the funeral, which was held 
at the family residence on Thursday at 
2 o’clock P. M.

Dr. A. D. Howard, Sec’y. 
Harmonial Society of Sturgis, Mich.

Entered Spirit-life, February 6,1894, 
Mary E., wife of Fred Davis, of Port 
Huron. Mtch., after a brief illness of 
twenty-four hours. She was stricken 
with paralysis, and did not regain con
sciousness in this life. She was an es
timable lady, much loved by all who 
knew her. The funeral was held at the 
family residence and was largely at
tended by sympathetic friends.' Funeral 
services conducted by Mrs. Anna L. 
Robinson. - ‘

Lectures on High Science.
A course of lectures on .tie higher 

philosophies, unveiling the ' true doc
trines of all Scriptures, will be given by 
Ibrahim G. Kheiralla, mt Dr. Phelon’s 
parlors, 619 Jackson boulevard, on Sun
day afternoon, at 3 o’clock commencing 
Sunday, February 11. '■

Mr. Kheiralla, a Syrian by birth, 
having spent twenty-one years in Egypt, 
comes laden with the wisdom of the far 
East, ■ shining by its, own light. 
Among the subjects he will touch upon 
will be the “Vicarious Atonement;” 
“The Mission of Christ;” “How.to be 
Saved:”. “How to Become Gods and 
Sons of Gods;” “What is a Christ, and 
what a Prophet;” “What is Inspira
tion;” “What is the true Meaning of the 
Scriptures.” Time will be given for 
questions. Tickets for course, $1. 
Single lectures, 25 cents. We believe 
his lectures will prove highly enter
taining.

Liquor for Africa.
In a certain« place in Africa one mis

sionary and 50,(WO barréis bf -whisky 
were landed not long-ago, at the same 
time. From Jan. 1, 1890, to Jan. 1,1891, 
there were 1,018.591- gallons of rum 
shipped from Boston to Africa. In 1891 
the trade was almost doubled. The 
percentage of missionary increase does 
not keep pace with the. growth of the 
rum traffic. .

A LIVELY GHOST.
Cutting Capers for a Family 

at Topeka, Kansas.

there is > not money enough in the 
United States to hire her to sleep an
other night in that bedroom. She 
offers, however, to let any man, or any 
two men, sleep there, but .she won’t 
guarantee them a good night’s rest.

THE GHOST OF MRS. STINE, WHO DIED 
FOUR YEARS AGO, COMES BACK TO 
HAUNT MRS. WILLIAM HAZEN—A RE
MARKABLE GHOST STORY, WHICH IS 
CORROBORATED BY EVERY MEMBER 
OF THE FAMILY AND BY THE NEIGH
BORS.
It is refreshing for The Progressive 

Thinker to get hold of a ghost story 
which bears upon it the impress of truth. 
27ie Daily Capital, ■ of Topeka, Kansas, 
publishes a full account of the remark
able story. The “haunted” house is 
located at 114 Monroe street, a frame 
two-story cottage, occupied by William 
Hazen and ■ his family. Mr. Hazen has 
for a number of years been one of the 
head blacksmiths at the Santa Fe shops. 
He iB'^ member of Lincoln Post and his 
wife is a member of Lincoln Circle. 
The ghost made its presence known® 
few weeks ago by peculiar noises in Mrs. 
Hazen’s bedroojn .'upstairs. She' 
thought nothing of.them, believing that 
they were caused by rats. One night 
she felt something pulling at the bed
clothes, but still didn’t thiifik of a ghost. 
She put out some rat poison, which in 
the morning was untouched.

One Thursday night lately the family 
retired as usual. Mrs. Hazen was 
awakened about a quarter of twelve by 
a loud rapping on the head of the bed. 
Then the covers began to move, and it 
seemed as if a hand was constantly pass
ing over her body, Mysterious sounds 
proceeded from the wall, and Mrs. 
Hazen arose in the morning in any
thing but a refreshed condition. 
“Still,” she said, “I was not afraid. I 
am not a believer in Spiritualism, and 
I was determined not to let this thing 
drive me from my room. The next 
night I went to bed there as usual. I 
shall never forget the night, for it was a 
night of terror. I” am fifty-eight 
years old, but I never heard anything in 
all my life like the noises I heard that 
night. First, I heard the rapping on the 
head of my bed, as before. Then I felt 
the hand passing down my arm. All of 
a sudden the pillow was grabbed as in 
a powerful hand. I was determined 
not to let it get the pillow away from 
me, and I grabbed, too. Then it took 
hold of the mattress at the foot of the 
bed. I caught at the head, but with all 
my might I was only able to keep it 
from flying to the floor. My slippers, 
which were lying by the bed. went flying 
through the air, nearly striking me. AO. 
this time I talked to the thing, what
ever it was, and it answered by rap
pings. It continued throughout the 
entire night.”

On the Saturday night following Mrs. 
Hazen slept in an adjoining room, and' 
locked and bolted the door between. 
Still the noises kept up. "It seemed,” 
she said, “as if the thing was trying to 
break the door down. It would creak 
and groan tor awhile, and then three 
hard raps would be heard on it."

It \^as on Sunday morning that the 
most peculiar manifestations occurred. 
Mrs. Hazen was getting breakfast when 
she turned and saw one of the kitchen 
chairs jump on thetabio. “It was the 
first time it had been downstairs,” she 
said, “and it startled me. But I talked 
to it. Finally it occurred to me to ask it 
if it could write. It rapped three times, 
which Spiritualists say means yes. I 
said: ‘I’ll get you paper and pencil,’ 
and I took the grocery-book and put it 
on the table with a pencil inside it. I 
looked in a minute and read: ‘Look in 
the parlor.’ I crossed the sitting-room, 
and when I reached the parlor every 
chair was piled in the middle of the 
floor, and the tidies and ornaments were 
scattered all over the room. My little 
boy came in just then, and we went 
back to the kitchen. We reached there 
just in time to see the lid of a pot of 
beans that I had placed on the gasoline 
stove fly up and remain spinning in mid
air.

“fei thought that if it was a spirit in 
tormentfhe,Bible would be some conso
lation. ; So I brought it out and'placed it 
on the kitchen table, opening it at the 
Psalms. I had no sooner done this than 
the book was closed and dashed to the 
floor.

"I had found out, though, that it 
could write, and so I kept paper and 
pencil on that table all the morning. It 
wrote that it would give me a sign, so 
that I could recognize it. And it did. A 
number of years ago—about four—an 
old woman with two sons moved near 
me down on Jefferson street. She was 
sick with consumption, and her sons 
worked in the Santa Fe shops. As soon 
as I found out. that she was sick, I went 
over and offered to help her in any way, 
or to get help for her from Lincoln 
Circle, The old woman turned on me, 
and in the most profane language or
dered me out of the house. You may 
not believe me, but the very words she 
used then she wrote in my book Sunday 
morning. ■ She wrote many other things 
that convince me she is this woman. 
She often speaks of her sons James and 
John. This woman's name, by the way. 
was Stine, and she died about a year 
after the time I speak of. She wrote in 
this book that her sons moved away 
from Topeka, and that one of them died 
at Ottawa. She said, tob, that she was'' 
unhappy, and when I asked her if I 
should pray for her, she answered ‘yes.’ 
I did bo, and last night we did not hear 
the noises at all. To-day they returned, 
but they were low and indistinct.”

Mrs. Hazen let one of her neighbor’s 
daughters sleep in the room Sunday 
night, and she corroborates her story in 
every particular. This girl was par
ticularly brave, however. She said that 
when the noises were at the highest 
she asked “it,” as they call it, if it could 
dance. : Then began the maddest revel 
she ever heard. ■ She could plainly hear 
the steps keeping tiine) and when the 
dance- was over, the thing vanished 
amid snapping of fingers and clapping 
of hands. ■ . "
.. Not only Mrs. Hazen, but Mr. Hazen 
and the entire family have heard the 
noises and seen the things flying through 
the air. They seem to be very intelli
gent people. Mrs. Hazen Bays she is 
not afraid to live in the house, but that
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH.
An Interesting Seance with 

’ It.
To the Editor:—The folks all 

laughed when-1 unpacked the psycho
graph and gave the disc a whirl, which 
sent it spinning like a top. “It goes so 
easy that one can just as well give the 
messages one’s self as not, ” said sister 
May.

“Yes, one could, but one does not wish 
to. What would one want to impose on 
one’s self for?”

We did not impose on ourselves that 
evening, for although we sat for an 
hour or more, we never had the slightest 
indication that any one, spirit or mortal, 
wanted to move the index. The next 
evening some friends came in, and we 
sat more for amusement than anythiug 
else. A young gentleman—I will call 
his name Bert—was determined to rid
icule everything that occurred, and 
made us laugh in spite of ourselves. 
After awhile we became more in 
earnest, and May began to complain 
that her arm felt as though she had 
hold of the pole of a battery and she
could not keep it from jerking, 
after, the index moved.

Soon

“Now for the spirits,” cried Bert. 
“May I ask the questions?”

The reply was: “Yes.”
“Then,” said he, “how many dollars 

have I In my pocket?"
“Sixty-five cents,” was the reply.
We all laughed, for he was quite vain; 

and we supposed he had his pocketbook 
with quite an amount with him, and he 
had invited us to go to the theater that 
evening.

“How are you to purchase three 
tickets with sixty-five cents?” we asked.

“It’s quite off,” he replied, “as I will 
show you.” Than he found he had no 
pocketbook with him, and drawing his 
hand from his pocket, produced the 
sixty-five cents.. His discomfiture was 
amusing.

“I’m beat,” he said; “but that was 
only a coincidence. Give me the date of 
this quarter dollar, which no ope, not 
even myself, knows.”

“1891,” was quickly given.
On examination, this was right.
“You cannot accuse me of deception,” 

said May, "as I did not know. You had 
better ask more worthy questions—such 
as—if there are spirits here—would not 
be insulting to their intelligence.”

Father, who had just come in, said 
that he felt that way himself, and that 
we ought not to trifle in our questions. 
To this the intelligence replied:

“That is true. ‘Ask and ye shall re
ceive.’ Ye shall receive that which ye 
ask for. If folly, then shall ye receive 
foolishness.”

“Who wishes to communicate?” 
.“Mabel.”
“It is mother,” 1. exclaimed, and we 

all were so startled we remained silent.
Our mother passed away six years 

ago, and this unexpected tidings of her 
was so strange, we scarcely could re
strain our feelings. For half an hour 
father asked questions and received an
swers, such as our mother only could 
give. We all seemed to be standing at 
the gate of heaven, and in the presence 
of angels. It was only necessary for us 
to behold, them to make the illusion 
complete. Even Bert was more serious, 
as he had been bantering and chaffing, 
and when his brother, who died last 
year, gave his name, he was quite over
come, and said he was convinced of its 
truthfulness. He received this message: 
“Bert, tell all you have seen to-night 
to my wife. Tell her that I am yet vnth 
her, unchanged; that I regret her lone
liness, and that I cannot help her, as I 
did before this change. She need not 
regret anything she might have done 
for me. It would have made no differ
ence in the result.” .

Bert explained that this brother’s, 
wife at times was almost frantic with 
the thought that she might have done 
something more; that she had neglected 
giving medicines, when really she had 
done all in her power. t ’

“Tell her that, more than all things 
else, I desire her to come here and al
low me opportunity to talk with her.”

“Can you. impress..her. with your 
presence?” asked Bert.’ ' ' " ’

“It has been difficult.' I-may say im
possible. If she will sit, in your circle I 
hope I may be ¿ble to do so.”

“What advantage is there in. sitting 
in circles for development?” . •

“The controlling spirit receives the 
assistance of the Circle thrown on the 
more sensitive.” ' ■ . ■

“Somewhat like-a relay . battery,” 
said Bert, who has a smattering of 
telegraphy. ’• .; ; .

“Quite like,” was the reply.
“If .spiritshave form and substance, 

what is their weight?” askpd father. ' '
“Weight is the measure of gravita

tion, arid- as spirits are not'subject to 
that force, they have no weight.’’

I might , prolong thqse. conversations 
we had in ctocles, to.teblumtì8,bùt fèàr- 
ing to weary you, I close., ' ‘ - ’ ‘ J

.. •’'■Evi L. Evanston.

'THE CHILDRENS' PROGRESSIVE 
JL Lyceum.- A manual, with direction« lor; the of- 

dantzaUon and management of Sunday ecboola. By 
Andrew Jackion Davi«. Something Indeipewlble. 
Price SO cent«. . .
¡STUDIES IN. THEOSOPHY; HIS- 

kJtorlcal and practical. A manual for tile-people. 
BrW. j, Colville. Valuable to Uio*e Inveittcatlu 
Meowpuy, Price i;.SO. : ' '

• (ADVERTISEMENT.)
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THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

'ÉZÍÍI

COMPILED BÏ EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

RS. N. L. PIERCE, NATURAL 
Clairvoyant. Sitting, dally. 692 W. V»n Bn-

MRS. C. PARTRIDGE, 
T)LA TFORM, TE S 7', PS YCHOME. 

J- trial and business medium- Headings, person« 
ally or by letter, 11.w). Answers three questions for 
five 2-cent stamps. Address, 291 Ogden Avenue. 
Chicago, 111. 2i6tf

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS 
AND

HOW WEASCEND THEN!
Or a tew thought« on how to reach that altitude 

where spirit 1b supreme end all things are subject to if
BY MOSES HULL

.Frlre, clotb, 50 cente; paper, 85 cent».'For «alt at 
I Uul OnLCBa • - • ■  

ADVERTISERS ATTENTION! TO 
SL introduce our “Novel Story-” and yourself nt 
the same time, we will distribute your circulars In 
Chicago and other large cities free. For further in
formation address “Life Sketches,” 6236 Morgan St., 
Englewood, Ill. 221

MRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
£V£ demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and al! 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft., glossy, clean and 
natural. Ills not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 cents. All ready for 
uae. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two-cent pontage 
stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly. 1318 Ridge 
Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 221

ns yciiome tr y, consul t with 
X Prof. A. B. Severance la all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wls. 221

INVALIDS
rz, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
r r stamps, their disease, or symptoms, win receive 

pamphlet and advice free to cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Cari 
iagton, Ohio tf

U/irr CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
nlrC IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

? tin Kfl «uTtbeOHurd improtad 8iNGEB Bew. 
fl JlUiJU logMacbme, with a cocopUu m< of at- 
H tacbuieoti aud guatat>t*«d for 10 Hari Hblppad inr
** »inr« on »0 day«' trial. Ao tnvn«y r»ouir<d tn a<f» 
van« '6.OO0 now to uh. World’» Fair Mtdal awarded. 
Buy from factory, my* dealer«' and imhu' profit, 
^rite today for our LARGE FREE CATALOGUE. 
Oiford Mfg. Co., 342 W'abuk Are., Chicago, [¡|.

THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH 
JL ly Victims, by the Seer, h, J. Davis, Is a very la« 

terestlng and suggestive work, It Is an explanation d 
touch that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying* most important recent interview with Jam« 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Price 
SOcentd. For sale at this office

TJELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
J. V 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, onq 
leading symptom, and I will dUgnoie your dtsea»« 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. 8. Williams 
Lake Geneva, Wla. ________ 923

1\jJRS. IRELAND, TRANCE ME- 
1VJL dlum. Private sittings dally. Circle Friday 
evenings. 2926 Cottage Grove Avef 228

“Mrs. Winelow's Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama 
no,allays pain, cures wind colic, 25ca hot tie

AN ELDERLY LADY WOULD LIKE 
a home In a Spiritualist family iodo light work. 

Small wageswill be accepted. She Ir anxious for a 
good home, and will do her best to please. Address 
Mri. A. C. Leonard, 407 W. Van Buren Su, Chicago. 222

Q Z. BARNEY, CLAIRVOYNT. SEND 
O • 12 cents and lock of hair for trial reading. P. O. 
Box 465, Otsego, Mich.

W. YATES, M. D„ (Be)
Masseur and Medical Electrician» 

Guided by Spirits.
MARVELOUS CURES.

TN RHEUMATIC, SCIATICA, NERV^ 
J oub Prostration, Liver Complaints. Indigestion, 
Sprains, Stiff Joints, and dfeea6es peculiarly inciden
tal to women. &99Mndfana Ave., Chicago, IIL

TTOW TO HEAL YOURSELF AND 
JT1 others. The secret revealed for 25 cents, sliver. 
Uriel Buchanan, Ph D.. Marionville. Mo. 222

CTUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE. 
kJ An Invaluable work, by Rudion Tuttle. Trie« 
»1.25. ■ ■ ■ : ' I • • . - ' ■■
Z'HE WORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCI- 

fled Savior«. By Kersey. Grave«. Youihonli 
read It and be the wl«er. Price «1.50. ■ ■

AGE-OF REASON. BY THOMAS 
*1 Paine. A book that »11 ihouldread. Prices« 
tent«, ■ ■ . • • — ~   ...

Sensation in Albion, Michigan.

One of the most remarkable and won
derful ouresjthat has been performed 
since the Christian era is in the case of 
Mr. George Young, a highly respect
able citizen of Albion, Calhoun county, 
Michigan. Following is . what Mr. 
Young says:

1 ‘For many years I was stricken with 
a disease of so serious a character that 1 
could not walk or stand. I was reduced 
in flesh from 180 to 100 pounds. The 
local physicians called my complaint 
liver, heart and kidney disease—in fact, 
all manner of diseases—but after I had 
raid out a great deal of money they said 

must die, and that very soon. Just at 
this time one of Dr. Pobson’s circulars 
fell into my hands (I did not believe in 
Spiritualism), and I thought I would 
send to him and make a trial, for there 
was nothing else left for me. He sent 
what he called spiritual magnetized 
remedies. I commenced to take them, 
and in a very short time I began to 
improve, and today I am as healthy a 
man as there is in Michigan, and can do 
:BB hard a day’s work, and I know that 
Dr. Dobson cured me. I took four 
months of his treatment, two months 
after I was well, and it has nearly, if 
not quite, made me a Spiritualist, 
Since I got well, Dr. Dobson has been 
here to see me, and I attended one of 
his slate-writing seances, which to me 
was wonderful.

“My cure made an excitement in our 
town, and by its means Dr. Dobson hate 
had over 100 patients here, and has 
been successful in curing or greatly 
benefiting nearly every one. Myself 
and wife will never tire in doing every
thing we can to induce the sick to send 
to Dr. A. B. Dobson, of Maquoketa, 
Iowa, for assistance, the man that saved 
me from a premature grave. It is 
nearly a year since he cured me. It is 
through him and his spirit band of doc
tors that I am alive. Geo. Young.”

Albion, Calhoun Co., Mich.

The foregoing is but one of many 
similar testimonials voluntarily furn
ished Dr. A. B. Dobson, of this city. 
His disciples number thousands, scat
tered from Maine to Oregon, and from 
Dakota to the Gulf. It is quite likely 
some may be found who have derived 
no great benefit from his treatment, 
though we are free to say that we have 
never heard of such a cgse—the uni
form testimony being “entirely cured,” 
or “greatly benefited." “The lame 
walk, the deaf hear, the blind see." Dr. 
Dobson’s career has been a wonderful 
one, and certainly he is richly deserving 
of all the success that has' crowded his 
work during the last few years of his 
residence in this city. He is warm
hearted and generous with his friends, 
while for those disposed to deride or op
pose his work, he is not afraid to an
swer a fool according to his folly.—Ma
quoketa (Iowa) Record.

Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.
(See ad. in another column.)

Good News for Spiritualists.
‘ (advertisement).

Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 
kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe and its after effects, or 
seven weeks’ treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

Mansill’s Almanac for 1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology) 

Almanac Makers’ and Weather Fore
casters’ Guide, and New System of 
Science, by Richard Mansill, is now out, 
and will be sent to any address for 25 
cents. Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally should have it.

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR- 
1 voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to an who will send 
their name and address—in their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist” of Dec. 80, 1898 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here he has mode himself highly 
respected, and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his straight
forward course of integrity and honor.” Address 
Db. W.M. Forster. 1059 Market St, San Francisco, 
California, 224

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
TXR. J;S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY

Mas»., aud hie band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting the most wonderful cures that have 
bebn recorded and are so acknowledged. By the Icear 
eight of clairvoyance, aided by Lift marvelous spirit 
forces combined with bls magnetic remedtep, will 
convince the most skeptical of bls wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. 8end>hlm sex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and be will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn’t want any 
leading symptom». Address Db. J. 8. Loucks, Shir
ley, Mass.

ll/TRS. PARTRIDGE, PLATFORM 
J.VJL psychomctrlBtandbuslnes«medium. Reading« 
personally or by letter »1,00. Brief reading by mall 
25 cents. 291 Ogden avenue, Chicago, III. 221 tf

■TD THE SICK AND AFFLICTED 
'J. Send five 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age. sex 

and handwriting, for Diagnosis of your disease. I 
also have remedies for all chronic diseases. Address 
at.once, P. 8. Geoixgb, 141 Walnut St.. Dubuque, Ia-22

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE. OF 

two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paperr50cenu; doth;*1.00. Bookslfko “The Dream 
Child” spur humanity on to make mure and more de
mands of thllpature, and will open up new heights 
and depths owpirltna] knowledge.—Kila Wheeler Wil
cox. WHI, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer's 
“Zanont” and the “Seraphim” of Balzac.—“Daily 
Capital,”Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un» 
varnished with any inflammable descriptions, en» 
thralls the mind to the exclusion-of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the last page.-» 
Minneapolis ‘'Sunday Time».** . .

Ptaffll
HEALING!

New Revealed Remedy!

Quick Treatment! Permanent Cures!
No Stamps Required in Advance!

No Leading Simptoms nor Lock of Hair!
Only Name and Age Required!

GRAND GENEROUS OFFER OF TRIAL 
TEST TREATMENT OF THE PABULUM OF 
LIFE FOR THIRTY DAYS IN YOUR OWN 
HOME, FOR ALL CONDITIONS ARISING 
FROM EXHAUSTED NERVOUS ENERGY 
OR LOSS OF VITAL FORCE.

Disease, as a whole, we regard as a 
unit, call it by whatever name you will, 
according to its manifestations, or de
gree of expression; but the causation of 
disease is all the same, namely; an. 
impaired vitality, or loss of vital force 
—whether, by blood poison or other
wise. , '

A*. ’
The “ Pabulum of Life" Is a new 

ALIMENTA remedy, and was specially re
vealed for the augmentation of vitality, 
or life-renewal; and is, therefore, a 
fundamental cure for fundamental mal
ady or physical degeneration.

It will strengthen the weak, invigorate 
the young, and re-juvenate the old. In 
other words it will remove prostration, 
cure disease and restore lost health.

TRY IT! TRY IT! TRY IT!
Thirty days trial, remember, free by 

mail, for $i.

DR. R. GREER,
up La Salle St., Chicago,

DR. S. RANDALL’S 
Union Park Sanitarium

TS SITUATED ON ONE OF TIE;
1 moat central aud picturesque parks In Chicago, at 
82 Ogden Avenue. The sanitarium heal» the sick 
with every means known to modern medical »clcnce 
and skill. It Is specially recommended for Invalid» 
and 80-calied Incurables. For particulars address Mrs. 
L. Pet Anderson Bovee, 82 Ogden Ave., Chicago, III.

TO THE SICK.
A/[Y GUIDES HAVE CONCLUDED 

x rx to help the sick through a highly vitalized flour. 
Sick headache, general weakness, all female ailments, 
weak lungs, etc., etc., are sure of a cure through the 
use of this spirit-endowed flour. tfl.UOa package. Ad
dress P. Galvin, Cusseta, Texas. Can give the names 
of citizens living here who have been cared by one 
treatment. One for Prolapsus, given up by two of the 
besttdoctors In the county—was cured and able to 
take a llve-inlle walk, by our treatment. In four weeks’ 
time. If you are sick send the two dollarsand your 
name, and the guides will vitalize the flour to suit

ACTINA
The Great Ozone Vaporizer.

A COMPLETE POCKET BATTERY, 
¿L both chemical and electrical. Positively cures 
Catarrh, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Deafness. Granulated 
Eyelids, Coughs, Colds, Headache and Weak Lungs, 
Thousands testify to Its wonderful curative powers. 
A valuable book free on application; contains com
plete method of treatment. References and many 
testimonials. 485 South St., Springfield, Missouri.

7'0 ANYONE SENDING ONE DOL-
larand two stamp» I will send three receipts. Ono 

for La Grippe, one for Rheumatism, and how to make 
hen» lay In winter. Any of them 1» worth the dollar. 
In addition I will give reading or diagnose to those 
sending lock of hair, age and »ex. wxlu* to D. C. 
Meeker, No. 6 North street, Bradford, Pa. 221

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.'

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

A COLLECTION OF EfUSIC AND 
Ji Songs, Golden Chain Recitations, Memory Gems, 
Choral Responses, Funeral Services, Programs for 
aenlons, Parliamentary Rule». Instructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marching: Ban
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society pay ( be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old hymnology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such as no other selection contain», It gives 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives In
structions bow to malco the badges and banners and 
instructs In marching. It shows how to establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in the 
Lyceum. The book Is. the result -of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened In the actual 
session of the Lyceum.’

While intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and worai 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tuttle & Co., Publishers. Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of The Progressive Thinkeb 
where the work may be had wholesale and retail.

Free to tbe Weak and Sick.
ryON'T SUFFER ANY LONGER 

J-S but send to A. M.. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
especial instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors.: Lose no time, bnt send at once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2-cenc 
stamps to A.' M. Caldwell. Box 244. Ban Jose; Cal (227

DR. HENRY ROGERS.
'THE CELEBRATED MEDIUM FOR 
J. Independent slate-writing, pictures, and other 

phases. Park avenue, (near Hoyue avenue)» 
Chicago, III., al^o makes.a specialty of- diagnosing 
and curing disease where other» have failed. Dr. 
Roger» makes hia remarkable cures entirely through 
si'iniT,power. He is endorsed by the Spiritual press 
aa Velpjj one of-the best duirvqyants and phendme* 
nul mediums fu the world. Sittings daily for alate» 
writlug and diagnosis. _________ ~ : 234

Z'HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
Private letter of advice 

iroiu the Spirit-world. W. P. pbelon, M. D., «19 Jack
son Boulevard Chicago III. 120tf

VPIRUUAUSTS VISITING CHICAGO 

A00“'! w th0»a at hotel«, with a Bp^rlfiia)I«tf vmlly, at 88 BL John'« Place near Unlpn

7HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF, H. W
Sinclair, will «end you by letter a life reading of 

tnepMt and future with date«. Mall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 
West Ave., Jackson, Mich. 237 '

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
(TEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

kJ lock of hair, age. name, »er, one leading symptom 
and your disease will be diagnosed free by spirlfcpower. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson. San Jo»e, Cal. .
PSYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 

Z Heading or six questions answered, 50 cents and 
three stamps, maboukuitb Bubton. 1472 Washing- 
on street, Boston, Maas. 232

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED' 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
IT. the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, In fact, the entire 
system. Send 2 two-ceut stamps, aud I will send 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my spirit- 
gafde who revealed Chie* knowledge to me. B. P 
Poo lb, Clinton, Iowa.

HARK! ’
TTAVI YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER. 

J. J. ©us growth? Do you wish a psychometric read» 
examination or advise regarding business? Write 

to Dr. J. c. Phillip», giving age and sex, and enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-cent stamps. 
Ihree Que»tloufl briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad» 
dress, 471 W Madison St-. Chicago, Hl 209tf

GDLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

(Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetic»,]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED

ÿjer»P,uVc8,Hc,u<,,ng tlæSuu Cure, Vital Magnet» 
lam, .lUect-rIeHy, Mlud Cure, aud a higher eolence of 
life. Cbemieai affinity and Imalc principles developed 
with their marvellous applications, student» In four 
continents have taken the course. The college la 
chartered and confers the degree of d. M., Doctor of 
Magnetic». By a system of printed questions students 
can Cake the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes, institution removed to East Orange. 
New Jersey, a delightful buburb of New York. E 
D. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, I Pulaski St., East Orangé 
New Jersey. 6

FOU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT t
Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision, 

write for Illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent bv 
mall. B. F. POOLE, Clinton. Iowa.

YES YOU UAN~
f'Er WELL. SEND $1 FOR A EOT- 

tie of Blixib oe Lipb. A spirit remedy. Purely 
vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renews life 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailments there Is no better remedy 
made. Sand for circular. Dr. E. K. Myers Clinton. 
Iowa.______ _____________________________ 222
LZO UR FRESEN'F AND FUTURE.2. 
J- Ask three question». Give age, sex and com» 

plexlon. Enclose el. Agnes A. Miller, Diamond. 
Arkansas,_____  «¿28

. NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. Wash

ington, I). C.
( IXOOBPORVTEn Nov. 1, 1893.)

7'HE HEADQUARTERS OF THE
National Spiritualists' Association Is now open 

at ail times, and all Spiritualists are Invited to visit 
their official home. A register win be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested lo send In their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 
are also requested to confer with us, and Information 
Is desired respecting all new phases of development 
In all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Roiibbt A. Dimmiok, 
Secretary.___________ 2iqtf

A REMARKABLE OFFER. ~SEND 
Ji two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hatr, 
name, age and sex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
dlagnosl« of your disease. Address J. C. Batdob», 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapid«, 
Mich. Please «rate what periodical you «aw our ad- 
vertl«ement In.__________________________  2x1

AARS. F. S. DE WODF, INDEPEND. 
LV1 ent «late-wrltlng and test medium. Circle for 
ladies, Thursday afternoon. 4SI) TV. VanBuren Street.

TAKE ONE.
TfVERY MYSTIC AND STUDENTIN 

J—*r Astronomy, who is progressive, Is sending for 
Ormsbv's Weekly Star Report, which is proving to he 
just what they have been looking for. The most 
learned in astrology speak lathe highest terms of them, 
and several in the profession have already subscribed. 
Think of It: 52 delineations and a Horoscope for every 
child born this year for only 12.00. Mailed to each 
subscriber ten days In advance. Agents wanted lu 
every city. F. K. Ormsby, Masonic Temple, Chicago,

—Three months for 50 cents.—

Good News for Spiritualists.
Db. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, Ohio, has klndlÿ 

agreed to mall all our readers Fourteen weeks’ treat» 
ment of the famous Australian Electro Pill remedy 
for Catarrh, Kidney, Liver and Stomach trouble, Sick 
Headache, Constipation, Rheumatism. Nervous Pros
tration, LaGrlpppe and its after effects for only $2.00, 
on the following easy terms, viz: Send him one Dollar 
now and the other Dollar when the medicine Is used 
and satisfaction rendered. Acting similar to Electric
ity it recommends itself quickly. Agentfl wanted. 
Address above, naming The Progressive Thinkeb.

F
nrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send |cLU five two-cent sumps, date of birth, sex, 
IlLLliandwrltlng or ''»ding symptoms; you 

"^¡rillrecelvea correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 358, Lansing, Mich.

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: "Psrcuit arrived two weeks 
ago and to any I was pleased does not express my ap
preciation. My boy, twelve ycara old. la developing 
moat all the physical phenomena of Spirltuallam with 
It. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing ol Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clajraudlcnce.—M. T. 
Thompson, Arkadelphia. Ark.” Price, »1,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. 11. Bach', Mtr. St. Paul, Minn.
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all three have bodies made up of gross | self to death. But as he died he cried 
elementary particles—these bodies be- ‘ *
ing ethereal in the case of gods; less

Modern Popular Belief in 
Spiritualism in India.

A Lecture Delivered 
BY VIRCHARD R. GANDHI

Before the Congress of Religions

OF the first society of spiritual
ists, GRAND ARMY HALL, CHI
CAGO.

Ladies and gentlemen: I come to you 
. an utter stranger. I come with no 
’ credentials; but I come from a country 

which was ancient when the great 
Alexander crossed the banks of the 
Indus; which was ancient - when the 
great Roman Empire was declining; 
which was ancient when the first pyra
mid was built—a country which iswell- 
known for its mysticism. Our chair
man, Mr. Hoffman, has given you an 

■ outline of a certain phase of that mystic
ism which took a particular shape in 
Egypt. I am this evening going to give 
you the outward form which it has 
taken in India in the Puranic period 
of her literature, the period during 
which her custodians of knowledge 
wrote volumes of mythological works.

A Hebrew fable says: “A man had 
.three friends; two of them he loved ex
ceedingly; to the third he was indif
ferent. One day he was summoned be- 

■ fore the justice for a matter of which he 
was innocent. “Who among you,” he 
.said, “will go with me and witness for 
me?” The first of his friends excused 
himself immediately on the pretense of 
other business. The second accom
panied him to the door of the tribunal, 
but there he turned and went back, for 
fear of the judge. The third, upon 

, whom he had least depended, went in, 
spoke for him and witnessed his in
nocence so cheerfully that the judge 

•released him and made him a present 
besides.”

Man.has three friends in this world. 
How do they behave in the hour of 
death, when God summons hini before 
his iudgmeflt seat? -Gold, his best 
friend, leaves him- first.. His relations 
'and friends accompany him to the brink 
of the grave and return to their houses. 
His good deeds alone accompany him to 
the tLrone of the Judge; they go before, 
speak of him and find mercy and favor. 

• This fable is a notable specimen of 
Jewish self-righteousness. But the 
Hindoo idea of a future life was higher 
than this. It was not merely mercy and 
favor at the hands of an extra cosmic 
Deity—but a future life, the nature of 
which depended upon his past actions. 
The Hindus believe that this future life 
may be as a denizen of the lower worlds, 
as a plant or animal, as man, as lower 
spirits, or as a god. It is well-known 
that the Indian literature makes con
stant mention of numerous regions above 
and below the earth, which serve as the 
abode of spiritual beings. The epic 
poems and puranas of India allude to the 
seven upper and seven lower worlds,and 
beneath the latter there are twenty-one 
hells. These hells are for the infliction 
of various degrees of suffering on sinful 
men. Yet they are not places of eternal 
punishment—they are merely temporary 
purgatories. One is a place of terrific 
.darkness; another consists of heated 
cauldrons; another of a red-hot iron; an
other contains pits of red-hot charcoal; 
another of blood; another is a dense 
forest, whose leaves are sharp swords; 
another is a hell of sharp pincers; an
other is a sea of fetid mud: another is a 
plain paved with iron spikes. In the 
same way the swarya or heaven of the 

• Brahmans is merely a temporary para
dise. The idea of terrific torture last
ing to -all eternity seems wholly a 
■Western conception.

On the other hand, the seven worlds 
immediately below the earth are not 
places of punishment at all. The Vishnu 
■Furana says that they are regions 
adorned with beautiful palaces, groves 
and streams where the sun diffuses Light, 
jiot heat, and the moon shines for illumi
nation, not cold; where the air is res
onant with the song of birdsand where 
are all kinds of delicious food and 
beverages. They are peopled by a race 
half men, half serpent.

The seven upper worlds, including the 
world the peculiar abode of man, are in
habited by countless hosts of superhuman 
and semi-divine creatures of all kinds. 
Like men, they are gifted with free will 
and may have good or evil proclivities. 
They may be pious or impious, benevo
lent or malevolent, merciful or cruel. 
They may be the friends or foes of men. 
Some of these beings are constantly 
traversing the earth and the world im- 
'mediately above the earth. And here I 
must guard you against the notion that 
the spirits, whether good or bad, of the 
Hindu mythology are in their nature 
wholly spiritual and immaterial. Though 
these beings are sometimes called by 
English writers on Hindu mythology 
“spirits,” and though they are certainly 
endowed with frames of a finer and. more 
ethereal structure than the bodies of 
men and are not necessarily visible to 
men, yet their bodies have for their es
sential elements gross material particles. 
They have their bodies,'composed of 
material forms, requiring the support 
of daily food; that they are, capable of 
undergoing austerities, liable to passions 
and affections like men and animals and 
subject to the inexorable law of disin
tegration and ultimate absorption into 
the one universal and sole eternal 
essence. In short, gods, spirits and men 
are so closely connected and inter-re
lated that it is difficult to draw any line 
of demarcation between them. All 
three are subject to distinctions of sex;
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ethereal in the case of spirits; and 
earthly in the case of men.

As to these spirits, they may be 
grouped under three classes: Bhuta, 
prêta and pishacha. A bhuta is a spirit 
emanating from*a man who has died a 
violent death, either by accident, sui
cide or capital punishment, and hhs not 
had proper funeral ceremony performed 
afterwards. A prêta is the spirit of a 
deformed or crippled person, or of one 
defective in some limb or organ, or of a 
child that dies prematurely, owing to 
the omission of ceremonies during the 
formation of tlfe embryo. A pishacha 
is a demon created by a man’s vices. It 
is the ghost of a liar, drunkard, adul
terer or criminal of any kind, or of one 
who has died insane.

Bhutas and prêtas reside in the place 
where funeral piles are erected; in trees 
which are not used for sacrificial pur
poses, such as the tamarind and the 
acacia, in desert places at the spQt where 
death occurred, or at cross-roads. They 
feed upon all class of refuse.

The most prominent feature in the 
popular conception of bhoots is that 
which relates to the possession of human 
beings by spirits, denizens of an invisi
ble world. A Hindu friend of mine, a 
learned scholar and poet, says on this 
subject as follows: “If one were to pro
nounce that no such being as a bhuta 
existed, this would be a contradiction of 
the Hindu scriptures. In the Christian 
scriptures and in the Mohammedan the 
existence of such spirits isalso admitted; 
the assertion that they do exist there
fore cannot be pronounced a falsehood. 
Perhaps in ten thousand cases in which 
possessions by spirits have been asserted 
one case may have been actually true: 
this much I would admit as probable, 
confiding in scripture, but as far as my 
personal observation extends, it has 
never, I am bound to say, included a 
single case which could be authenti
cated.” This is his opinion for a de
scription of the modes employed in India 
in the exorcism of bhutas who are sup
posed to have taken possession of living 
men. I would like to place before you 
an instance given by this same friend 
of mine.

Several years ago a bard of India 
asserted a claim against a native chief 
which the chief refused to liquidate. 
The bard, therefore, taking forty of his 
caste brethren, went to the chief’s town 
with the intention (as was customary 
then) of sitting near the door of the 
chief's palace, and preventing any one 
coming out or going in until the claim 
should be discharged. However, as 
they approached the town, the cnief, 
becoming aware of, their . intention, 
caused the gates of tie fortifying wall 
of the town—to be closed. The bards 
remained outside; for three days they 
fasted; on the fourth day they began to 
perform what is called Troga; that is, 
some hacked their own arms; others de
capitated three old* women of the party 
and hung their heads up at the gate as 
a garland. Some of the women cut off 
their own breasts. Thé bards also 
pierced the throats of four of their old 
men with spikes, and they took two 
young girls by the heels and dashed out 
their brains against the town gate. The 
head bard, to whom the money, was due, 
dressed himself in'clothes wadded with 
cotton, which he steeped in oil, and 
then set on fire. <He thus burned him-

out: “I am now dying, but I will become 
a headless ghost in the chief’s palace, 
and will take the chief’s life, and cut off 
his posterity.” After this sacrifice the 
rest of the bards went home. On the 
third day after the bard’s death his 
bhoot (spirit) threw the chief’s queen 
downstairs, and she was very much in
jured. Many other persons saw the 
headless phantom in the palace. At 
last he entered the chief’s head and set 
him trembling. At night he would 
throw stones at the palace, and he 
killed a female servant outright. In 
consequence of the various acts of op
pression which he committed, no one 
dared approach the chief’s mansion, 
even in broqd^daylight. In order to 
exorcise the Bhoot, all kinds of medium
istic controllers were sent for, from 
different places. But whatever person 
attempted a cure, the Bhoot in the 
chief’s body would immediately assail, 
and that so furiously that the exorcist’s 
courage would rail him. The Bhoot 
would also cause the chief to tear the 
flesh off his arm with his teeth. Be
sides this, four or five persons died of 
injuries received from the Bhoot, but 
no one had the power to expel him. At 
length, a foreign monk happening to 
come to that part of the country, the 
chief sent a carriage for him and 
brought him with honor to his town. 
The monk was a person of great reputa
tion for skill in charms and sorcery, and 
he was attended by seven followers: He 
sent for several articles which he 
wanted to use for expelling the Bhoot, 
and then with these articles he came to 
the chief’s palace. First he tied all 
around the house charmed thread; then 
he sprinkled charmed milk and water 
all around; then he drove a charmed 
iron nail into the ground at each corner 
of the mansion, and two at the door. He 
purified the house by burning incense, 
and using some disinfectants. He then 
set an image of his guardian deity in an 
apartment, and beside it he placed a 
drawn sword, a lamp’ of clarified butter, 
and another*of oil; he then sat down to 
mutter the charms. For forty-one days 
he continued thus employed, and every 
day he went to the funeral ground with 
many and various sacrificial offerings.

The chief lived in a separate room all 
this time, and continually fancied him
self possessed, when he would say to the 
monk: “Ah! you shaven fellow, you 
have come to turn me out, have you? I 
am not going, though, and what’s more, 
I will make you pay for it with your 
life.” The monk sat in a room which 
was closely fastened up; but people say 
that when he was at his mutterings, 
stones would fall and. strike the win
dows. When his preparations were fin
ished the monk caused his own people 
to bring the .chief to the upper room 
which he used, and kept others out of 
hearing distance? He sprinkled grain, 
and rapped upon a metal cup, in order, 
to place’.the chief under the,influence of. 
the possessing.spirit. The patient then 
began to be very violent, but the monk 
and his people spared no pains in 
thrashing him until they had rendered 
him quite ¡docile.; Then. the chief’s 
servants were recalled, a sacrificial fire
pit was made, and a lemon placed be
tween it and the chief. The monk 
commanded. the Bhoot to enter the 
lemon. The possessed, however, said:_

“Who are'you? Even if one of your 
deities were to come, I would not quit 
this person;” .

Remarkable Communication 
Given Through It.

TcTthe Editor:—I had commenced an 
article for The Progressive Thinker 
under the. above title, when Mrs.: Chan
dler’s paper, “The Ouija Board,” ap
peared in-your issue of January 13th. ult. 
As it wasat my home, in ’ Fayetteville, 
N. Y., and with myself that Mrs. Chan
dler's first 'experience with “Ouija” 
took place,' and as I took full notes of 
the. communications then received, 
which in some respects were even more 
remarkable than those she has given 
the world, I still send them for publi
cation as of peculiar interest and value, 
from a psychic, a scientific and a spirit
ual view. Others of less importance 
are omitted.

Mrs. Chandler was with me during 
the Parliament of Religions, and, like 
that, our communications were from 
different portions of the globe during 
the same sitting. Waynx, a woman of 
Thibet, gave: “Good! serve the truth. 
Keep on m search of truth. There are 
such as belong to the State;” to both of 
us. but to myself alone: “Woman has 
arisen.”

Question: Hps woman arisen in 
Thibet?

Answer: .Yes. Good will to all men 
on earth from all the heavenly hosts.

Frank Rehfew, of England, followed 
in: “Good cheer. Onward and upward, 
never fear. Those who love and serve 
the truth will always be living in the 
life everlasting.”

This message was followed by the pe
culiar name,'“Dunqun,” as from New 
Zealand;' Enquiries brought the infor
mation that “Dunqun" was a Patagon
ian Indian w,ho had been shipwrecked 
from a native boat on the shores of New 
Zealand. The question was asked: 

■ Q. Why did you come here?
A. Am glad to come with the friends.
Q. What friendq? '
A. With the'multitude who are pres

ent. ■

Thus they went on, from morning 
unt;l noon. At last they came down 
from the mansion and assembled in the 
open space in front of it, where they 
burnt various kinds of incense, and 
sprinkled many charms, until they got 
the Bhoot out into the lemon. The 
lemon began to jump about, and in
stantly the spectators began to cry out:

“The Bhoot has gone with the lemon; 
the Bhoot has gone with the lemon!”

The chief himself, when he saw the 
lemon hopping about, was astonished, 
and ceased to tremble, being perfectly 
satisfied that the Bhoot had left hfs 
body and gone into the lemon. The 
monk then turned the Bhoot in the 
lemon out by the eastern door. If the 
lemon went off the road the monk would 
touch it with his stick and put it into 
the right way again. Several soldiers 
wRh their swords drawn followed, the 
drummers beating a warlike measure. 
They took the chief also with them. 
On the track of the Bhoot they 
sprinkled mustard and salt. When they 
had conveyed the Bhoot in this fashion 
to the boundary of the town lands, they 
dug a pit about twelve feet deep and 
buried the lemon there, throwing into 
the hole above it mustard and salt, and 
over these dust and stones, and filling in 
the space between the stones with lead. 
At each corner, too, the monk drove in 
an iron nail, two feet long, which he 
had previously charmed. The lemon 
buried, the people returned home, and 
not one of them ever saw the Bhoot 
thereafter.

Similar occurrences are common 
among the ignorant classes. The friend 
who told me this story also said that in 
the Hindu scriptures it is stated that 
unclean persons, and those who lie, or 
are guilty of other sins, become after 
death bhoots and pretas, and suffer many 
calamities; but that the object of the 
scriptures was to give a sanction to the 
injunction against unclean lives and sin. 
In his opinion, the belief in bhoots and 
pretas should be altogether eradicated.

Mediumistic phenomena are very 
common in India: the only difference is 
that while there is a class of people who 
approve of them, there is another class 
who do not encourage them. In no 
ease, however, has the Church or the 
State in India molested the mediums.

I have so far given you the idea of the 
ignorant masses about Ahe bhutas, 
pretas, and other evil spirits. Spiritual
ism, in its purest and simplest sense, is 
something different in India. Spiritual
ism, in the philosophical sense, is under
stood in India to mean the knowledge of 
supersensual things, perceived by the 
spiritual powers bf perception, generally 
•contained in every human organization, 
but developed in very few. There is a 
regular philosophy of this science. It 
is known as the Yoga philosophy. Restr 
ing on this, philosophy, and following 
strictly the rules laid down in its prac
tical branch, the Hindu ascetics have 
worked .wonders. But here ! am antic
ipating the talk which I am going to 
give to ) my friends in Englewood,, at 
6558 Stewart: avenue, on the mystic 
philosophy, and . practices in India. I 
may, however, caution you on one point, 
ap'd it is,this: Call it mysticism or non
mysticism; as soon as you train yourself, 
by the proper control of body, mind and 
speech, it ¿o longer remains mystic, it 
.becomes,;an..open secret. It is not the 
monopoly of a select few—it is the com
mon property of all mankind, if they 
only choose to master it.

this sphere. ,
Mrs. C. and myself doubted the abil

ity of a low grade medium, such as the 
Patagonians are, to express himself as 
this one had done. Mrs. C. suggested 
that some one, probably much more ad
vanced than himself, put his ideas and 
those of others into form, which was af
firmatively answered by the name 
“John, a teacher.”

Q. Do you teach people on this earth?
A. By leading them to think life is 

only of value as you learn and impart.
An intense desire to see this person 

led to the question:
Q. Can you make yourself visible?
A. Not with the provisions you can 

command.
haying the board aside, Mrs. C. and 

myself discussed the occult significance 
of’ “John,” the name given by this 
teacher, and its seeming inappropriate
ness to his country, stated to have 
been ancient Egypt.

"Inman's Ancient Faiths," as con
nected with ancient names, supplies 
much valuable information regarding 
the interior or spiritual meaning of cer
tain names, (atnong them, John).

At a ¡ater sitting the name Imogene, 
as that of a relative of my own, was 
given. Knowing the family to have 
been intensely orthodox, I asked: I

Q. Were you not a Presbyterian 
when you passed out?

“No,” was quickly replied.
Q. What were you?
A. A seeker after truth. Followed 

by the statement: We need you as much 
as you do us.

Q. Why do spirits need us?
A. Because the life here is so new 

and so strange. The mode of communi
cation is strange. It is not a new lan
guage, but a symbolism.

To a question as to advance in the 
modes of communication, the answer 
was. “Yes, many minds are being 
opened to higher truth and knowledge.”

Q. Is it that minds are in rapport 
with the disembodied the same as with 
the embodied?

A. Minds on the same plane of 
thought and loves, drink at the same 
fountain.

Q. Do you see us in our material 
bodies?

A. We see the spirit and not the body; 
when the body is sick we see it as in a 
cloud. •

Q. Do you hear the matef ial voice?
To this question came the scientific

ally important answer: “We hear the 
vibrations, but we feel the thoughts.”

Q. Does the law of vibration run 
through the spiritual world as well as 
the material world?

The answer was: “Certainly,” with 
the farther statement of this being the 
reason why a panic or excitement sud
denly affected whole bodies of people.

Q. Is thought the real force of the 
world?

The answer, “To be sure,” was fol
lowed by the statement that “the 
thoughts of the embodied frequently 
affect the disembodied.”

To the question in regard.to medium
ship, we were told that “all persons are 
mediums,”; and, of ourselves that we 
were psychic instruments of a peculiar 
kind, for bur growth and development, 
and because of our degree of develop
ment, and that together we Obtained a 
polarity that we could not alone.

Having been much interested in the 
doctrines of Karma and reincarnation,' 
I asked:’ “Do spirits ever take on ’ an
other body—reincarnate?

“That is beyond my knowledge.”

Q. a .Cap you see the future in mate
rial things?

“Enough for our well-being; the 
power to see the future is not desirable 
until we haye become pure and wise,” 
which the' Spirite-paSged^y.er for thir
teen years—declared was not yet per
fectly her own condition.

A following evening this friend gave 
as her opening message: “Error is weak; 
truth is strong.”

To a question regarding God, person
ality was denied and' the definition 
given, “A principle of all principle, and 
Ufe of all things.”

To a question as to the power of God 
over the destiny of human beings, the 
answer was: “Over the whole universe,” 
followed by the further statement, 
“that while God worked through love, 
only in part did we possess power over 
our own destiny;” this answer recalling 
the old doctrine of “election.”

Q. Is it proper for the embodied and 
the disembodied to fear God?

A. Yes; as we fear to destroy our re
lations to the eternal right.

Q. Are there souls who do destroy 
these relations?

A. Yes; by disobeying their own in
ner light.

Q. What is the ultimate fate of such 
souls?

A. They go into darkness, and lose 
identity.

Q. Is there no salvation for such 
souls?

A. Perhaps, at some very future pe
riod. '

Q. Are they conscious of suffering?
A. One who has not suffered cannot 

measure the suffering of those who are 
in darkness.

To questions as to the method of life, 
etc., it was replied: “Spirits do not 
live as you live, in houses, but in com
munication.”

Having long been interested in the 
phenomena of sleep, I enquired:

“Where are souls during sleep?” 
“We are trying to find out.”

■ From another came the message: 
“I^ife is trust and work. All things are 
good in their right place and time.”

But the most remarkable of all our 
cppynunications ha® bean slightly re- 
ferred’to by Mrs. Chandler as from Joan 
of Arc. It was in every way so pe
culiar, not alone in what was written (or 
spelled), but in our own psychic experi
ences, as to make i tworthy of reporting 
in full.

When writing the chapter on “Witch
craft” for my book, “Woman, Church 
and State," my thoughts had dwelt upon 
the sufferings of the thousands of wo
men who had met death at the stake, 
and I asked: “Did you suffer greatly 
when you were burned?”

A. Yes, for a time; but a time came 
when the pain ceased.

Q. How long before your death was it 
when pain ceased?

A reply was not immediately given, 
but in a few moments, as though it had 
been spent in consideration, came: As 
near as I can judge, some thirty minutes.

Q. Did people who were burned live 
so long a time in the agony of burning?

“Oh, yes,” was quickly replied.
If, as declared, pain ceased some time 

before death, it must have been from 
destruction of the nerves of sensation 
lying exterior to the nerves of motion, 
and is of physiological value in relation 
to health and disease. ¡Sensation more 
fully lies in the external covering of the 
body as well as in membranes or cover
ings of the internal organs, as the 
pia mater of the brain, the 
peritoneum, the pleura, etc. It also 
seems to show that physical or material 
life is more closely connected with the 
nerves of sensation than with other 
portions of the body. All phenomena, 
of whatever nature, carries with it a 
lesson to be heeded, as only through 
thought and study do we at latírfeach 
the truth.

The problem of personal responsi
bility having long puzzled me, I asked:

Q. Does each soul create its own 
destiny?

A. Not create, for its destiny is 
created with it. The soul is uncreate, 
but each ego has a sphere which is fixed 
by its environments and relation to all 
the egos in the universe.

Q. Is it not, then, possible for a soul to 
meet unjust deserts?

A. Finite minds cannot measure the 
scope of the Infinite. The results of 
actions have sometimes ages to bring 
about the end, which are sure to be ac
complished, as the law of the universe. 

. I said: That does not answer my ques
tion, when the answer was: Only seem
ingly and transiently.

Q. Is the doctrine of reincarnation 
true?

A. In part.
Q. Those results you speak of as taking 

ages to accomplistb—are they karmic 
results?

A. Sometimes; but there is a law of 
■ vicariousness which binds lives in bun- 
■ dies, and experiences are not simply 

individual. _
। Mrs. Chandler perceived a very pe

culiar odor. I asked if it was connected
• with her burning. .
> A. That is drawn from the ethers, for 
' my strength in coming to this sphere.

Q. Have you been happy since you 
• left?
। A. Perfect happiness comes only in 
i the intervals of the crises of develop
' ment- • . ■ ; . ■
, Q. What ate the crises. of develop- 
• ment? HOW áre they shown? " 
t A. Expansion of soul is the condi- 

tibn of growth towards the Infinite, and
> all growth is attended by what is called 
■pain. , , , . ..
. Tasked: Have you anything to say 

without a question?
’ ;A?Be true to'yourhighest light; be

■ -

-r-.— J—«, vuwuguu, so shall 
you be found always at the throne of 
wisdom and be free.

During this interview some very 
powerful influence was plainly manifest, 

Mrs. and myself. 
When she perceived an indefinable odor, 
the air of the room to me was as though 
deprived pf a portion of its oxygen, what 
is ordinarily called heavy, but which is 
in reality light, like that of somewhat 
oppressive days, or the air at an ex
treme height. While Mrs. Chandler’s 
brain seemed “shut up,” as she ex
pressed it, my own was very active, yet I 
was sensible of a coldness about the 
dorsal vertebra, or the region of health, 

located by Prof. Buchanan in his 
barcognomy,” accompanied by occa

sional involuntary movements of the 
shoulders and arms.

In the present indecision of the world 
at large in regard to all psychic phe
nomena, these experiences at the Ouija 
Board may not be without their lesson

As all readers of The Progressive 
Thinker may not be well acquainted 
with Joan’s history, it may be stated 
that her whole active life was governed 
by visions and voices, the former com
mencing at the age of thirteen. Voices 
directed her course and she led the 
army of the French King Charles to 
victory, saving her country from Eng
lish domination; but in 1430, at the age 
of twenty • years, she was tried for 
sorcery, the learned University of 
Paris rendering unanimous verdict 
that such acts and sentiments as hers 
were diabolical and merited the punish, 
ment of fire. She was burned in the 
Market Place at Rouen, surrounded by 
a vast multitude of soldiers and ecclesi
astics, on the last day of May. 1431. 
The Seine carried her ashes to the sea, 
one of the thousands of women whose 
psychic powers, owing to church in
fluence, have been punished by death.

A later communication from one who 
announced himself as “Ajax, guest of 
the gods, ” is worthy of reference. Asked 
from whence he was, the reply came: 
“Between heaven and hell.”

Q. What is your condition there?
A. Unsatisfactory.
A question as to why he did not leave 

was answered thus:
“Beware of prying into things not 

meant for you. The time will come 
when the finite mind will be absorbed 
in the infinite, and all will be clear.”

The peculiarly high and pure tones 
of these communications will be noted, 
and not this alone, but their philosoph
ical and scientific character, their 
supreme trust in-an infinitely wise and 
just source of power, and this, even, in 
case of one who represented himself as 
having been in an " ’
dition for ages.

Many, statements 
consideration, as 
mortals as greatly 
spirits; that the
appertains to the spiritual world equally 
with the natural world; that the vibra
tions of our speech are heard, but our 
thoughts felt; that the thoughts of the 
embodied affect the disembodied; that 
foreseeing the future is not desirable, 
even for spirits, until they become wise 
and pure; that God is a principle—the 
principle of all principles; that we de
stroy our relations to the eternal right 
by disobeying our own inner light; that 
we have but partial power over our own 
destinies; that each ego is related in 
destiny to all the egos in the universe: 
that destiny is under a law of 
vicariousness which binds lives in 
bundles; that experiences are not simply 
individual; that souls meet unjust deserts 
only seemingly and transiently; that 
pain is caused by growth; that happiness 
is only possible during the crises of de
velopment; that the ethers must be 
drawn upon to render it possible for an 
advanced spirit to visit the earth sphere. 
A full understanding of these statements 
might unveil many secrets of both ma
terial and spiritual life.

Matilda Joslyn Gage.

The Catholics in Office.
The Protestant Democrats of this city 

are beginning to say openly that they 
are not fairly dealt with in the distribu
tion of offices, and that the Catholic ele
ment of the party gets a great deal more 
than its share. As evidence of the truth 
of this they make the following state
ments:

The Catholics of Chicago have:
The Mayor.
The Chief of Police.
The Chief of the Fire Department.
The Postmaster.
The City Attorney.
Clerk of the Circuit Court.
Clerk of the Probate Court.
Clerk of the Superior Court.
A number of the Judges.
Forty-five of the sixty-eight Aider

men.
Ninety per cent of the police force, 

eighty per cent of the members of the 
fire department, and sixty-seven per 
cent of the school teachers are Cath
olics, while eighty per cent of the pupils 
are Protestants—as half the Catholic 
pupils go to priests’ schools.—Chicago 
Tribune. '

“The Night the Light 'Went Out.”
All new trial ■ or yOarlyy'subscribers 

will get the VaÜr-; chapters".ef' this re
markable stocySFÄcf, ^¿¡^¡(Öbäy should 
read it. Send on your subscriptions at
once.
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The Meeting with Ursula. -
CHAPTER V.

She half turned round to speak, but swaved 
and fell in a deep swoon, I lifted *&d. la|d 
her upon the sofa, then stepped quickly to the 
door and looked up and down both halls, No 
one was likely to come to the sitting-room, so 
I softly closed the door and returned to the 
Side of my stricken dove. I almost cursed 
myself for so relentlessly relating it all to her,
yet I was glad to see her evince such pain and 

.remorse (for I saw that it was nothing else). 
I remembered, with a deep pang, thè first 
and the last time I had seen her prostrate 
form, and, for once, I prayed to God to help 
me to free her from such hateful thraldom. I 
dared not remove her veil, nor loosen her 
gown, so trusted to Nature to restore her in 
time, I fell on my knees and chafed her 
cold, tapering hand, that was like a piece of 
marble in whiteness and beauty. I could not 
resist the longing desire to imprint one pure 
kiss upon the littie hand that I once hoped to 
win, and without considering the consequenc
es, I pressed my burning lips to it, nor re
moved them for several moments. Oh, it was 
heaven to be so near to her! Ere long she 
moved and drew a deep, quivering sigh, then 
lay so still that I feared she was indeed dead, 
now I hastily arose, and still holding her 
hand, made passes over her with my right 
hand, intending only to revive her by supply
ing some needed magnetic or vital force; im
agine my surprise, , and almost horror, when I 
perceived she was now under my control, help
less, and at my mercy—I had unwittingly 
hypnotized herl BntT determined to test the 
power.

“Now," said I to her, calmly and slowly, 
speaking with groat distinctness and emphasis, 
“tell me all your life, and what I can do for 
this poor, tortured soul,"

Her lips moved, but her efforts to speak 
were ineffectual, for several moments. Final
ly, she obeyed my will and related everything 
that had occurred, from the day that she re
nounced the world until the present time; and 
I tell you , Tom, it nearly made my brain reel. 
Poor lovel She was cruelljtwronged, bu,t my 
heart held only infinite pity for her, as she had 
been an innocent victim of priestly desire.

“What can I do?” I asked. “Whatever it 
be, I will accomplish it, for Heaven -will aid 
me to save her from further suffering. "

Her lips moved faintly, and I bent to catch 
the whispered words. The nearness of that 
perfect mouth, and the warm breath upon my 
face, proved too much for my rigid control, 
and I kissed her—a long, long kiss of bliss di
vine! She did not return it, but a beautiful, 
contented look rested upon her face. I was 
getting too disturbed in mind to hold control 
longer, so I waved my hand upward, from feet 
to head, and she relaxed, naturally, and be
gan breathing full and regularly.

“Carolyn," I murmured softly, bending 
near her, “come back to life; come back to the 
world which is desolate without you; come 
back, and let me love and worship you all the 
days of my lifel”

She moved uneasily, and I quickly left her 
side, opened the hall-door, as before, and went 
to the water fount at the lower side of the cor
ridor to get a glass of ice-water to refresh her. 
When I returned with it she had arisen and 
was sitting in a large arm-chair some distance 
from the windows, and in such manner that 
her face was in the shadow. To relieve her 
embarrassment—for she eyed me keenly and 
I saw that she was still distressed—I said, as 
I offered her the water: “1 fear your duties 
have been too arduous for your strength, good 
Ursula. ”

She smiled faintly as she extended her 
trembling hand for it.

1 ‘You are very kind, sir; I fear I have 
caused you much trouble, and caused others 
to deem me rather incompetent. ”

‘ ‘Not a soul, save myself, knows that you 
swooned,” I answered earnestly, “and I choose 
not to reveal it, if you do not bid me speak. 
Your secret Is safe in my keeping!”

The empty glass fell from her nerveless 
grasp, and a low moan escaped her lips.

“Sir, ” she said, “I cannot give you the in
formation concerning this institution to-day, 
as I feel rather ill; but if it please you to re
turn, I will gladly tell you whatever will aid’ 
you in your descriptions. "

“It shall be as you^desire," I replied, de
lighted to think I had her permission to come 
again. “When will it be most agreeable to 
you to have me call?";

‘ ‘To-morrow, befor^noon, if you wish, or at 
any time that may befit suit your conveni
ence. ”

I thanked her, expressed the hope that she 
would recover her usual health and spirits, and 
promised to come on the morrow. I stopped 
to visit awhile with Clarkson, then called at 
the Doctor’s office again, ere leaving. .

“Well,” he said cheerily, “did you find out 
what you wanted to know?" :

“Yes," I replied, “but I shall return to
morrow to burnish up my notes, so as to be 
sure nothingis left unsaid. The good Ursula 
has kindly consented to give me a few points 
of value, sp hope she may be disengaged 
when I callj l stepped'in, really, to ask you if 
phe might be relieved at eleven and come to

the sitting-room to give me the promised in
formation?” ' .

“Certainly, certainly," he answered,' “If 
she can relate any thing that can help you 
about this or anything else you mfty wish to 
write up, just drop in at any time and I will 
see that, you are gratified; for she is very ac
commodating, and is naturally social (though 
herbright manner is sadly curbed by her 
training), and a little contact with a congenial 
soul will cheer her a bit, and do her no harm, 
§o come as often as you like—the latch-string 
hangs out for you. ”

I thanked him most heartily, you maybe 
sure. I returned the next day at the appoint
ed hour, and was shown directly to the sitting
room. Ursula entered soon, with noiseless 
tread, and came and took a seat near me, She 
was .very gracious, though modest in demean
or, and no longer avoided my gaze, but talked 
easily and well, without constraint By dint 
of strategy I turned the conversation into a' 
personal channel, and drew from her a few ex
pressions which greatly eased my heart I 
felt overjoyed to see that the barriers between 
us, which I had deemed forever insurmount
able, were slowly, but surely, melting away, 
and my heart was full of gratitude. Not wish
ing to impose on her good nature, nor to in
trude upon hèr time, I made a brief and pure
ly business call that day; but, ere leaving, I 
secured permission to call and see her again.

Returning to the office, T wtote out a fine 
“ad” of the Sanitarium, only touching lightly 
upon the presence there of Ursula, for I felt 
that she would not desire to have her name, 
figure too prominently. When the paper was 
issued, I sent fifty complimentary copies to 
the good Doctor; also à basket of choice fruit 
and some magazines to Ursula. I wrote a 
note to the Doctor, at the same time stating 
that I would rather not be known as the donor, 
and, therefore, to please take care of the gift 
and present it to her himself. I explained 
that it was intended as evidence of my appre
ciation of her kindness in imparting certain 
information which had been of great service to 
me. I dared not say or do more then; and I 
curbed my wild impatience, determined not to 
call until invited. As it proved, it was a wise 
decision: for a little over a week afterwards 
the Doctor drove to thè óffioè and insisted that 
I go home with him to difiner; and his keen 
eyes twfnkled knowingly as he added; “A 
friend dines with us.” The hot blood leapt to 
to my brow (for I felt that the “friend" was 
none other than Ursula), and I murmured con
fusedly that I would be glad to accept if I 
could get leave of absence. I went up to the 
sanctum, sanctorum three steps at a time, full 
of hope, yet fearing that there might be an
other assignment for me that afternoon. There 
was not! With my heart nearly bursting with 
joy, I picked up my overcoat and dashed down 
to the street where the Doctor awaited my 
coming. My face must have spoken more elo
quently than any words, for as he turned back 
the laprobe for me to enter his buggy, he 
said “I am so glad that you will come; I feel 
that you will not regret it,” Somehow, my 
foolish heart gained from those words great 
comfort, and I was almost my old, gay self 
again, as we alighted at his residence, which 
was next door to the Sanitarium, but connect
ed with it by an enclosed passageway above 
the porte cochere. The Doctor was supposed 
to be a widower, though no one had ever heard 
him mention his wife; he had a married couple 
to serve him—the wife being general house
keeper and cook, and the husband butler, and 
everything was cheery and homelike.

“I have some patients to attend to,” he 
said, “but you can just consider yourself at 
home. You will find plenty to read, and a 
piano, if you play, and in my den upstairs 
there are easy couches and cigars galore.”

I decided to go up to his “den,” as I want
ed to prepare myself for the expected meeting 
with Ursula. I lighted one of my own cigars 
and lay down to think. The Doctor soon 
came in and followed my example, except 
that he drew a large reclining chair alongside 
the couch that I had appropriated pro tern. It 
has been my experience that men always grow 
communicative and, usually, confidential un
der the influence of a good cigar or pipe, and 
the Doctor proved no exception.

“Young man,” he began, “I am going to 
tell yon what I have never told to anyone; and 
I do it because I feel that a mysterious bond 
unites us, in some way; and, also, because I 
have confidence in your ' ability to keep the 
secret of a friend. ”

“Thank you, with all my heart, Doctor,” I 
replied. “I will respect your confidence, and 
will, in turn, give you mine; for I need your 
aid sorely, and believe that you alone can help 
me.”

“Is your case so serious?” he inquired, in 
a tone of kindly interest, “If you need mon
etary aid, I will not refuse it.”

“No,” and I flushed, half indignantly, “I 
shall not test your friendship in that manner; 
at least, it now seems improbable that I shall 
ever do so. It is a case of heart failure
failure on the part of another to respond to my 
passion. But tell me your story first, my dear 
sir; mine can wait."

He arose, closed and locked the door, drew 
his chair nearer to me, and refilled and lighted 
his meerschaum. ■

“I shall have to go back forty yean to get

at the commencement of my story. I was 
young then, and ardent, but I was studious 
ai/d desired to fit myself for the profession pf 
medicine. We lived in the country on a farm, 
about five miles from Syracuse, and I made 
arrangements to study with Dr. Hiram Baker, 
then a very successful and rather famous phy
sician. Being not overladen with money, I 
lived at home, but walked to and from his of
fice daily. After being with him six. months, 
he began to take me with him to visit patients, 
taught me to diagnose and prescribe. He was 
an Allopathist; but he was naturally broad
minded, and consequently progressive, and 
whenhe heard’of the seeming miracles that were 
being wrought by homoepathy, he desired to 
become acquainted with that system also. His 
practice being already established, and large, 
he was unable to investigate it personally, so, 
one day, he proposed to me to go to New York, 
and remain there at the new school until I had 
mastered all the secrets of Hahnemann’s hob
by. He said he would guarantee my expenses 
on tfie understanding that I would reveal al) 
of the method to him on my return; he also 
hinted of a possible partnership. I consulted 
my family, and all were in favor of my going. 
In those times, there were few opportunities 
for young men, and I was only turned twenty; 
though quite sedate for my years. I cultivat
ed a full beard to hide my youth,” and the 
Doctor laughed heartily thinking of the harm
less deception practiced upon his patients, in 
those times. “Well, veni, vidi, vid. In two 
years I returned a regular M. D., and Dr. 
Baker took me in as full partner. I was to take 
all of the long trips and night calls, as he was 
getting on in years. Of pourse it became 
necessary for me to have a room in the city, 
and Doctor would have melive in his house. His 
family was small, consisting only of his faith
ful wife, whom everyone loved and praipe(l, 
and an orphan niece; and thereby hangs a tale L 
She was fair and possessed of charming man
ners and the higher accomplishments; living in 
seclusion and being thrown much together, of 
course we fell in love. All went well until 
she was called away to attend upon her dying 
aunt—somewhere in New England. There she 
saw her fascinating cousin—a society man, 
and I suppose the showy manners and a free 
use of blandishments made her forget her 
plain lover in far-away Syracuse. After 
about four months,. I received a very honest 
and kind letter from her, confessing her 
change of heart, hoping I would forgive her, 
and ..would win a worthier wife for myself. It 
was a cruel blow, but she could not be blamed 
for loving. Later, I learned that her aunt 
settled a handsome dowry upon her on her 
marriage day, the income to last her lifetime 
in the event that she never marry again should 
the present husband die. Years afterward I 
heard she had married a man of your name— 
Stowell—a lawyer.”

“Why, Doctor, do you mean to tell me that 
you knew and loved my mother?” . ‘ '

“I have been wondering, ever since I 'first 
met you, if you were her son; for you are fairy 
and in profile much resemble her, God blfere’ 
her! I never tfied to win any other woman, 
and I pah truthfully say that I have known 
none. on the highest altar of
my soul, and I stilb worship her. Where is 
she?” . .

“At present she is living in Boston. She. 
is a widow for the second time, and supports 
herself by painting. I assist her as much as 
my salary will admit, and she is very comfort
ably fixed.” ,

The Doctor passed his hand across his eyes, 
then smoked on, lost in thought. Soon, how
ever, he aroused himself, and- extended his 
hand to me; I pressed it warmly. 7

“Her son can ask anything of me! Tell 
me your case now, my boy." ;

8o I unburdened my heart fully, without 
the least reserve, and when I had finished fie 
pressed my hand closely and said: '•

“Poor boy, I understand! I will see what 
can be done."

Just then a faint tinkle sounded above the 
hall door. .

“Gome,"said he, “we must prepare for 
dinner; it will.be served in half-an-hour. Move 
slowly. ” .

I promised to be very discreet.
When we descended to the parlor, Ursula 

was sitting at the piano, playing a beautiful 
air so softly that it sounded like an teolian 
harp. She seemed wholly absorbed in thought, 
and played on, apparently unconscious of our 
presence, ¿.motioned the Doctor to a seat, 
but he smilingly shook his head and withdrew. 
Soon her dear fingers glided into the prelude 
of that beautiful song, “Last Night”—and she 
sang it so low, so thrillingly sweet that I yield
ed my soul to the passion so delicately ex
pressed in the words, for she sang it with such 
fervor that I felt she was thinking of me, and 
my heart went out to her anew. It was so 
calming to my spirit, and seemed fraughFwith 
Love's message of hope. When she ceased 
playing and arose, I went forward to greet 
her, extending my hand^ which she accepted 
timidly; our eyes met, and, perhaps, mine 
spoke more than I then intended they should, 
for after one swift, happy glance, she averted 
hers and blushed. She seemed pleased 
when I told her that she had sung my favorite 
song, and promised to entertain us-with more 
music during the evening. Justthen the din
ner-gong summoned us, and the Doctor ap
peared andj nodding to me, offered his arm to 
Ursula; I followed them to the dining-room. 
The Doctor seemed unusually cheerful, and 
did much to relieve my frequent embarrass
ments. He jestingly alluded to the floral cen
ter-piece of pansies and roses as “thoughts of 
love," and stole a keen glance at Ursula to 
note if his speech perturbed her ; I also looked 
toward her and saw that she was deadly pale. 
She raised her eyes and looked' straight past 
me to the Doctor—such a pitifully pleading 
glance, like that of a wounded doe. . He 
coughed in a brusque way, and offered me an
other squab, which I declined, 'ai Ursula had 
ceased eating, though her dinner was only 
half consumed; he then rang for dessert, and, 
later, we returned to the parlor. A fit of 
silence had fallen over each of us, and to make

it easier tor us to regain qur good spirits, Ur
sula seated herself at the piano and played 
many delicious morceaux, into which she 
seemed to infuse the delicacy and sweetness of 
her own soul.

“Now, please give us something bright and 
martial,” said the Doctor; and she obeyed.

“I tell you, Frank,” said he, “it is aeon- 
founded shame that so much talent and charm 
should be shut away from the world that needs 
such blessings 1 This little girl I almost re
gard as my own daughter, and I wish she 
would listen to one who so earnestly desires to 
prove a true friend. Ursula (turning to her), 
please come and join us; it is much more 
cheerful here before this fire than away over 
in that isolated place.” C,

She arose and came toward us, seeming 
more to float than walk, so even and noiseless 
was her fairy tread. She sank upon an otto
man near the Doctor, and gazed sadly into the 
grate.

“I am accustomed to being alone,” said she, 
quietly though her eyes slowly filled with tears, 
. “I would have you shine in your true place 
in the world, my child,V - said - the Doctor. 
“The world is sorely in need of^pureangels 
life? yourself. (Her. tears gathered and fell 
faster, while l yeatned to strain < her to, my 
heart.) Why will you not consider while the 
way is open? Come, lassie,” and he laid his 
hand upon her bowed head, kindly, “please 
me once, will you? It is a great favor to ask, 
but my young friend here will not mention it, 
I am sure?” (turning to me).

“Assuredly not, though 1 haven't the least 
idea what you desire,” I replied.

He arose and made sure that the windows 
were securely screened, then locked the door, 
and went to Ursula's side and drew her to her 
feet,
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(to Bl CONTINUED.)

The Coming American Civil War. 
ZHIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES

Hustington, le written in the Interest of hu
manity, of liberty, and ot patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
danger« that beset us on .every side, ahd more eope- 
dully to the hostile attitude and the tn/ildlous wiles or 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe-. 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of warning; 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon Bald: “The 
church tolerates heretics where ehe Is obliged to do 
eo. but sho bates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
knowhow Bhe treated heretic« In the Middle Age«, and 
how sho treats them today where ohe has the power. 
We no more think of denying those historic facta than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes ot 
the church for what they have thought fft to do." 
Every one should read this work. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
tbit office.

fresh grass and herbs before the earth was 
battened down over him,

Ordinarily, however, the obsequies of live 
persons are attended by much more pomp and 
ceremony than this, especially when it is not 
misconduct, but merely disease or old age, 
which causes the family and the fellow-citi
zens of the candidate for funeral honors to 
desire his departure for another worlds Every
thing that is possible is done to smooth the 
way and to cheer, if one may be allowed to 
use the expression, his last moments. Rela
tives and neighbors combine to purchase the 
most expensive coffin that they can afford, the 
prices ranging from $10 to $600 and even 
$1,000. At the funeral repast that precedes 
the interment he is the guest of honor, and as 
soon as the feasting has been brought to a 
conclusion the procession to the grave begins. 
It is led off by the empty coffin, which in form 
resembles the trunk of a tree, the boards being 
three or four inches thick and rounded out 
side. Immediately following the coffin walks 
the “moribund,” magnificently arrayed, gen
erally in the superbly embroidered garments 
of a mandarin, and bearing a fan in one hand 
and a prayer written on a piece of paper in the 
other. Then follow the members of the fami
ly, the village or town authorities and the 
neighbors. On reaching the border of* the 
grave, the principal actor in this extraordinary 
performance takes a solemn leave of all those 
present, arranges his garments in the most 
convenient and comfortable fashion, takes a 
last big swallow of opium, and thereupon as
sumes his place in the coffin. A piece of sil
ver having been placed on his chin, the lid is 
placed on the casket and is nailed down by 
his sons and nearest relatives; the casket then 
being lowered into the grave, the earth is bat
tened down and all is over.

These statements may seem to be mere trav
eler’s tales, some of those absurd exaggera
tions—embroideries is perhaps the most 
appropriate term—to which people who have 
journeyed far are popularly supposed to be 
addicted. But I have, when in China, fre
quently heard the matter discussed by people 
who had actually witnessed ceremonies of this 
kind; and further confirmation is afforded by 
duly authenticated instances described in one 
of the recent numbers of the Austrian “Orien
tal Review," one of the most erudite and 
weighty of all publications dealing with Asiatic 
affairs, being edited under the auspices of the 
world-renowned Imperial Oriental Academy at 
Vienna, There can be no doubt as to the ab
solute authenticity of the cases described in 
“The Review," one of which in particular 
took place only three or four years ago at a 
place called Tchim Kong. The object in 
burying people alive in this manner is to get 
rid of them in a manner calculated to free 
those who have taken part in the affair from 
all responsibility in this world, and at the same 
time to save the victim from the odium of sui
cide in the next world; for, theoretically at any 
rate, the person intoned is a consenting party 
thereto, and his relatives qnd neighbors are 
merely executing his last and therefore sacred 
wishes in nailing down his coffin and burying 
him. Strictly speaking (that is, from a Chin
ese point of view), there is no murder, no ex
ecution and no suicide. It is merely a sort of 
mutual arrangement affair, satisfactory alike 
to all parties, the occupant of the coffin com
plying with the desire of his relatives and 
neighbors for his departure for a better world, 
and they, on their side, endeavoring by every 
means in their power to render this departure 
agreeable and easy.

China is, I believe, the only country where 
this ancient custom of burying people alive 
still exists. That it used in olden times to be 
practised in many of the countries of Europe 
is an acknowledged fact, the medieval survi
vals of the custom taking the form of what 
may be described as immnration, or the build
ing up in a wall of the victim. A loaf of 
bread and a jug of water were generally placed 
in the niche, and Mr. Rider Haggard describes 
several ancient monasteries and convents, nota
bly one in Mexico and one at Waltham in 
England, where skeletons and pitchers built 
into the walls tfere found by the workmen en
gaged in either tearing down or repairing the 
building. And there is a distinguished priest, 
whose name at the present moment I cannot 
remember, but who was one of the most fam
ous pulpit orators of France, who has placed 
on record a midnight visit that he paid some 
thirty years ago to administer the last sacra
ment to a man of evident education and birth 
who was being built up into the wall of the 
dining-hall of an old mansion in Paris, and to 
which he had been taken in a carriage blind
folded. The priest could give no indication 
as to where the mansion was, except that it 
was on the left bank of the Seine, a fact which 
he ascertained from the carriage driving across 
a bridge. I am perfectly aware that this oft- 
told story is regarded by many as a fairy tale, 
but its author was a man of too great emi
nence and piety to admit of any suspicion that 
he was romancing, and far too clever to allow 
the supposition that lie had been the victim of 
an\hallucination. Of course, the secret of the 
confessional debarred him from telling the sins 
which the built-in man had on his conscience, 
with a view to establishing his identity; but 
the reverend father permitted enough to be
come known to lead to the inference that the 
man had been guilty of some terrible offence 
against society, which could not have been 
punished by the tribunals without bringing 
disgrace upon an illustrious and time-hon-
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Monasteries and Convents Where Those 
Alive Are Entombed.

To the Editor:—While thousands have 
been bhried alive in China with their own 
consent, the Catholic Church, with still great 
er savagery, has entombed its numerous un
willing victims, thus establishing for itself a 
record as bad as that assigned to the fabled 
Devil. An “ex-attache” gives an interesting 
article on this subject in the New York Trib
une, setting forth that with regard to the con
troversy now in progress between the Roman 
Catholic clergy in Great Britain and Mr. Rider 
Haggard over the description of the immuring, 
or burying alive, of a nun contained in his 
recently published novel, “Montezuma’s 
Daughter, " it will doubtless surprise the dis
putants that these is at any rate one country 
in the world where people are to this/ day bur
ied alive. What is more, the victim is not 
only a consenting party to the dead, but even 
takes part in the funeral as his own chief 
mourner. The country where this practice re
mains in existence is China; and the people 
who are thus buried alive are usually those 
who, either on account of their incorrigible 
misconduct or incurable maladies, have come 
to be regarded as burdens to their relatives 
and as constituting not only a nuisance, but 
also a danger to the community in which they 
belong. These interments of living men and 
women are generally the result of a decree of 
a sort of family council composed of all the 
principal.relatives of the victim, and they are 
so far regarded as legitimate that the local au
thorities do not hesitate to attend to obsequies. 
Sometimes, too, the decree is pronounced by a 
vigilance committee, or “Vehmgericht,” an 
institution that flourishes quite as extensively 
in China at the present day as it did in Ger
many two and three centuries ago. The French 
missionaries established in the district Of 
Tchong Lok have on record a case where a man 
had become such a slave to the opium habit 
that he had not only disposed of his business 
and of his entire property to procure opium, 
but had even with a similar object sold his 
children into slavery. His neighbors and rel
atives endured this. But when he began to 
remove the tiles that roofed the temple erected 
to the memory of his ancestors, with the ob
ject of converting them into cash, the leading 
inhabitants of ,the place, horrified by the spec
tacle of, to the Chinese eyes,'so horrible a 
sacrilege, decided that it was necessary to put 
an end to the scandal, and that the only means 
of doing so would be to bury him alive. Ac
cordingly, a committee of five was delegated 
to call upon him and to inform him of the de
termination of his fellow-citizens. Not a word 
of protest did he utter, not a complaint did he 
make, but followed his visitors silently to a 
neighboring valley, where he watched his 
grave being dug. Thereupon he, of his own 
accord, stretched himself at full length there
in, ’proffering only one last request, that his 
face should be covered with a thick layer of

The greatest comfort of my old-age, and 
that/which gives me the highest satisfaction, 
Is the pleasing remembrance of the many 
benefits and friendly offices I have done to 
others. —Cato.

What if you do fail in business? You 
still have life and health. Don't sit down 
and cry about mishaps^ for that will never get 
you out of debt nor buy your children frocks. 
Go to work at something, eat sparingly, dress 
moderately, drink nothing exciting, and, 
above all, keep a merry heart, and you will be 
up in the world.—Franklin. | .
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FOR SPIRITUALISM ONLY.
The Pure and Undefiled Kind

That’s What E. Bach Wants.

GIVE HIM A GOLDEN HARP.

suffering brother in! 
Salida, Colorado.

confidence game.
Aberdeen,, 8. D.

“Great Cassar! What are we coming to?”— 
So exclaims Mr. W. E. Bonney of Cherryvale, 
Kan., in an article criticising my demand for 
more Spiritualism on our. platforms, and less 
outside matter.

Yes, great Caesar! What are we coming to? 
and how long before we shall have to lower 
the flag of Spiritualism, if we permit the mis
takep friends of the ism, to make it a packhorse, 
on whose back they try to carry every fake; 
every vagary; every impractical theory; every 
irrational production of crack-brained enthusi
ast; every visionary scheme; every unsuccess
ful and impossible idea; mixed, perhaps, with 
a very small leaven of some little merit? Our 
friend from Cherryvale, and many others like 
him, would load us down with all these things. 
First: “The abolition and utter selfishness of 
the modern competitive system." Next, 
he would pile up Henry Georgeism. Third: 
“All the evil effects of landlordism in this 
country and in Europe during the present and 
all the past" Then he would abolish every 
form of “injustice, oppression, and supersti
tion." Next, he would add prohibition; then 
Catholicism; then the evils of the monetary 
system; then all the remedies against war; 
then he would take in and defend the Christ
ian Spiritualist; and finally he would saddle 
the decarnated individual from Jupiter on to 
us, and space forbids to add all which he 
would make Spiritualism carry.

No system existing on the face of the earth 
could prosper loaded down with so many di
verse and opposing theories. The load would 
be too heavy. If such men as our friend are 
bound to advocate these things, we shall not 
fight them; perhaps they are right in some 
cases, perhaps wrong; but for the sake of the 
success of our so-much-misunderstood philos
ophy, for our so-much-laden-down-with-fakes 
knowledge, I cry: “Let up!" If these things 
are so dear to you that you have to put them 
before the public, no matter if it utterly 
crushes out Spiritualism, it would be more 
honest for you to get an old packmule which 
which is used to carrying such loads, and then 
you may load him down fore and aft, flank 
and rear, neck and crupper; you may even 
cover his ears, if you choose; but, I say, for 
the sake of common decency, keep your traps 
off our spiritualistic property. We have not 
yet made it such a common carrier as to take 
in everything under heaven.

There are some grand men—some well
meaning people—among the friends who take 
offense at what I say, but a good many of 
them lack a balance-wheel. They are honest 
and brave, and if they could by so doing 
benefit mankind, they would give their all, 
and lose their lives for their convictions but 
they seem to forget that we live in a natural 
and practical world, that' cause and effect 
governs everything; that majorities rule, and 
that the majorities do not think, as yet, and 
that they cannot grow to maturity in a moment 
These reform people do not use judgment. 
They fasten their eyes on one object and they 
stride towards it, never realizing that in so 
doing they may trample down or destroy 
some of the grandest things which surround 
them. The present conditions have been en
grafted on the race, and on society, during 
thousands upon thousands of years, and it is 
impossible to obliterate them with one blow. 
Had I the space I might show that such is 
true, and also, that during the immediate past 
there has been a very rapid improvement; that 
such improvement has not been owing so much 
to the agitation of whatever was wrong and 
detrimental, as to the inexorable and irre
pressible principle of progression which seems 
to be inherent in nature, and which takes the 
first opportunity presented to it to manifest 
itself. The stride made in bettering the con
ditions of the race during the last fifty years 
is not realized by us at present, but will be in 
the future. The trouble with the reformer, at 
the beginning of reform eras, is always that 
he sees but one thing, pursues but one object. 
He puts on a certain colored glass, and looks 
at every question with this particular colored 
view. Our friend decries war. So do we all. 
But what are the facts regarding war? Progres
sion has made discoveries in natural science- 
so plentiful; has given some of the advanced 
people such an insight into the destructive 
agencies conceded within nature’s storehouse, 
that the use of them has simply made war an
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
human race, and they want to know all about 
it in good earnest

There are many thousands of Spiritualists 
throughout the length and breadth of this land 
who are so isolated as to hear nothing of Spir
itualism during the whole year. Going to a 
camp meeting is an oasis to them in the des
ert of life. But under the conditions which 1 
denounce they get dissertations, on all the re
form questions before the people, on questions 
with which they have been satiated at home, 
and with which they are disgusted, but hardly 
anything on Spiritualism, and they feel as 
though a confidence game had been played 
on them. They were promised spiritual food, 
hut they were filled with—to them—husks of 
the reform movement, and they feel defrauded 
of their time and money, and will drop Spirit
ualism forever, as a man cannot be taken in 
twice with the same game, as a rule. And so I 
plead again that the* spiritualistic rostrum be 
henceforth purged from everything which does 
hot give information on Spiritualism. I plead 
that all political or reform questions be kept 
off these platforms. If there are enough 
people in a vicinity to form a camp, and if 
the majority of such people want to listen to 
reform lectures only, I ask them to drop the 
name of Spiritualists, and call it a Reform 
camp or meeting; and then those who want to 
learn something about Spiritualism will go to 
other camps or meetings where they hear 
Spiritualism preached and taught. Stop the

E. Bach.

Wishes EBrother Baoh to Co to 
Heaven immediately.

A certain man wrote to a lecture bureau 
for a speaker, saying: “Bend one who will 
not introduce Woman's Rights or any of 
theisms." The reply was: “We can send 
you such a one, but he will be a fool. All 
the rest are tinctured.” Now, from all I can 
learn of speakers sent out by the bureau of 
the skies, Brother Bach will find himself in a 
similar dilemma. There are exceptions, 
no doubt, and special missions; but as a gen
eral statement, the spirit who, coming to such 
a world as this, will not talk of its woes and 
strive to alleviate them, is lacking in brain or 
heart, or both; or he can find no brains in his 
medium worth using. Brother Bach has mis
taken his calling and his church. He is a sing
er, a musician, and not a critic, and his home is 
heaven. Let him eschew “Donny Brook Fair 
and His Shillaleh," and “Climb Dem Golden 
Stairs.” Let him hunt about, not for heads 
to hit, but for Jesus and a harp without one 
dissonant chord. No Spiritualist lecturer will 
vex his righteous soul, for there will be 
no Spiritualists there and no funerals. He 
can plant himself in hearing of the wail
ings of the damned who are not more hell
deserving than he is, with impunity. There 
will be no abolitionista, no philanthropists, no 
socialists, nor George, nor Bellamy there; no 
one to make a plea for brotherhood, introduce 
a question of ethics, or raise the red flag of 
revolt Thoreau is in hell, with the devil for 
jailer; but no Emerson will leap the battle
ments to go down to him and ask: “Why are 
you here?” to receive the searching reply: 
“Why are you not here?" Emerson and all the 
schismatics are there already. Heaven has 
no more use for them than has Brother Bach 
or the Czar of Russia. It is a clean place of 
pure and undefiled religion. All is lovely and 
the goose hangs high. Heaven invites its own 
and should have them. Bring on the harp. 
Lift up your heads, ye pearly gates, and let the

impossibility in the future. Its destructive
ness precludes its existence. Now this did 
pot come about by or through agitation at all. 
Suppose that every' reformer on that line 
should occupy every spiritualistic platform of 
our land for years, what effect would their talk 
against war have on the Czar of Russia? on 
the King of Italy? on the German or Austrian 
Emperors? on the Dreibund? Would all the talk 
that could be slung from these platforms 
cancel the contract for a single warship?

This is a practical age and a practical world. 
Let the Spiritualists be practical. Let us dis
seminate Spiritualism to the exclusion of these 
subjects immediately foreign to it Let us 
work for practical effects, and not become fa
natics on one or all of these questions.

Is Spiritualism true? is one of the greatest 
questions before the people now. If it is true, 
every individual living needs to know it The 
intelligent people oi this country are asking 
the above question in the loudest tones possible. 
It is our duty as Spiritualists to answer to the 
best of our ability, and in order to. do this we 
shall find opportunity enough to employ our 
best ability for a long time to come. We 
have the facts. The inquiring public wants 
to know them. It is our duty to present them. 
The public does not come to Spiritualistic 
meetings to have us solve the labor question; 
the school question; the financial, the compe
tition or the land problem, but they want to 
know what we “know” of the futurity of the

C. M. OvEBTON.

They Believe King to Bean Honest 
Medium. *

To the Editor:—In justice to the Spirit
ualists of Battle Creek, Michigan, who are not 
members of the Spiritualist society, and to 
many others, as well as to Joseph King (the 
materializing medium who held seances for 
one week at the residence of Mr, and Mrs. Es
tell, commencing Tuesday Jan. 2), I wish to 
state a few facts that you may know the truth 
as it seems to me, in regard . to the matter. 
The society as a whole have never denounced 
Joseph King as a fraud; it was simply a little 
ill-feeling between two or three persons at the 
-first of our meetings for organization on the 
17th of December last. We have never at any 
of our meetings taken a vote on the subject of 
Mr, King's seances. At all of the seances 
held at Mr. Estelas many forms appeared, 
both ladies, gentlemen and children, and were 
generally recognized by their friends.

Mrs. Estell’s son came nearly every evening, 
walking but of the cabinet and shaking hands 
with some of the sitters; and on being intro
duced by his mother, bowed, waved his hand, 
and returned to the cabinet. He also con
versed with his mother in a whisper. .

None of the forms that anpeared resembled 
the medium. The earnest investigators were 
satisfied that Joseph King is a true, honestina- 
terializing medium.

Mrs. Della B. Platt, Sec. and Treas. 
further endorsement.

To the Editor:—We, the undersigned, do 
hereby assert that we have attended one dr 
more of the seances of Mr. Joseph King, the 
materializing medium, held in Battle Creek, 
and we believe him to be a genuine, honest 
medium; all having seen, shaken hands and 
talked with spirit forms who did not resemble 
the medium in any particular, and many of us 
having recognized our spirit friends! Signed: 
Mr. John Estell, Mrs. Charlotte P. Estell, Mrs. 
Della B. Platt, D. W. Dixon, Mary Dixon, 
Mrs. Martha Brook, Miss Loella Brooks, Mr. 
If. J. Bayley, Mr. R. D, Bayley, D. B. Burn
ham, Mrs. E. M. Rhoades, Mr. 8. 8. Potter, 
Mrs. 8. 8. Potter, Doc. Dickinson, Mrs. Phebe 
Stephens. .

doo. diokinson’s opinion.
To the Editor:—I wpuld like the readers 

of your valuable paper to know the truth in 
regard to medium Bing’s arrest in this city. 
What they did and the way they did it is a 
disgrace to any law-abiding community. 
There were six young men, all single, who 
conspired to break up the seance, with an 
Irish Catholic for a leader. They jumped on 
him while in a dead trance and tore his clothes, 
and the Irish brute struck him full in the face 
with his clenched fist, breaking one side of the 
bridge of his nose. AU this happened in a 
private house. All the Spiritualists in the 
State should know of it, and come to King’s 
aid, for in my estimation he is a fine medium, 
and an hopest man, and there are hundreds 
who have attended his seances who will testi
fy to the same. Doo. Diokin^on.
. 32 Meritt street,. Battle Creehj Mich. ,

Coing to the Poor House, Is She?
Going to the poor-house; let her go; 
That poor old mother, why, don’t you know, 
She hasn't a friend who cares one groat 
Whether it proves her death or not 
Sick—poor thing—and strong men cry: 
“Why shouldn’t she go? or else—else—die.” 
Going to the poor-house; where’s the home 
She won from the plains, where once did roam 
The red man? The fire ’round whose blaze 
She worked, and sang of happier days. 
Gone down, alas! in the dram-shop-till, 
While wrong sat smiling on judgment hill.
Going to the poor-house; oh, sad heart, 
Ever in solitude, set apart; \
And they are living who know, this day, 
Of the wrongs that sent her from home, away, 
Another life to its lonely doom 
Where windows gape from the poor-house room, 
Going to the poor-house; oh, ye God! 
Sweeter the grave with its tumbled sod. 
Kinder the coming of death’s white guest; 
Better the quiet, forgotten rest;
Tenderer the hush of a dreamless tomb; 
Going to the poor house? No; gone home! 

Hattie Boydson.

REMEMBER, PLEASE.
To all new trial subscribers,—25 cents for 

three months—wo send free “The Witch of 
the Nineteenth Century,” a highly interesting 
story by Dr. Phelon, which ran through eight 
numbers of the paper. Or, in place thereof 
we will send free that remarkable paper issued 
February 14th, 1891, showing that the Roman 
Catholics were responsible for the assassination 
of President Lincoln. One hundred and fifty 
thousand copies of that number of the paper 
have been issued. It is startlingly true and 
sensational, and the most remarkable paper of 
the present age. When you once read it you 
will value it as worth at least one dollar. In 
connection therewith, we will also send one 
copy of the Tract edition. It is a MINE of 
VALUABLE INFORMATION. State in 
your order which of. the two you want. New 
Yearly subscribers .will, get the four papers 
above named free.> -

A DANGER SIGN!
It Is Fully Pointed Out.

And Is Pregnant with Meaning.

Interesting Circles.
To the Editor:—We commenced a circle 

in my sitting-room about three months ago, 
composed of my daughter, Alice B. Henry, 
Mr. Willoughby, Mr. Howard and Mr. Davis 
as permanent members. We have held two 
regular circles per week and some extra ones 
intervening. All the members were in sym
pathy with the work, and all have developed 
several phases. At first we got but little en- 
couragment, but we continued, and develop
ments became encouraging. First we got 
lights, then table-tippings, seeing, hearing, 
automatic writing, psychometric reading, 
healing and trance. We have the promise of 
slate-writing and materializations in the near 
future. Miss H. Mr. W. and Mr. Hi are 
clairvoyant, clairaudient and impressions!; 
Mr. D. is very impressions! and a psychomet
ric reader; Miss H. and Mr. W: are healers; 
Miss H. is the trance and Mr. H. is to be the 
materializer in the future. The trance phase of 
Miss Henry has peculiarities not common in 
others; she goes off to the higher life in care 
of her band, who are very careful with her 
while she visits several conditions, say from 
the 10th to the 24th; that is; she visits two or 
three of those places or conditions at one trip. 
The 24th is the highest she has been yet. On 
those trips she enjoys the beauties, which are 
different in each condition, the higher the 
more‘magnificent; all are so transcendently 
beautiful that she cannot give us the a b c 
of the description. In some of the conditions 
she converses with friends of her acquaintance 
while here in earth-life; sometimes she enjoys 
herself otherwise, such as dancing, etc. In 
the 13th she takes music lessons from an old 
acquaintance who makes music a specialty. 
While she is absent from her organism, we are 
entertained by intelligences from. the higher 
life, who take possession of her organism and 
talk to us, answer questions, give advice and

A prominent and philanthropic editor writes 
in a private letter: “The present Secretary of 
War has consented (I) to give national military 
instructors to all the high schools in our 
great cities wherever the request is made.”

Tbs idea of bringing into our halls of 
learning, at this stage of human knowledge' 
and advancement, and in a country which was 
founded on the consent of the governed, the 
training of military instructors! For what? 
Why should we seek to establish international 
arbitration, and talk “Peace," and proceed to 
cultivate in immature youth a respect and 
love for militarism ?

Who or what class of persons has appealed 
to the Secretary of War for military instruc
tion in our schools? This editor writes 
further: “And a friend writes that ironclads 
are being built in Pittsburg for inland use, to 
protect plutocracy froip the people." Is this 
a fact? If it is, the people ought to know it, 
and is it the plutocrats who propose to make 
our schools places fpr the training of fighters?

Is it not time for “we, the people," to set a 
strong search-light into the course of events 
and learn what methods are being instituted, 
and whether or not they are such as will 
transform our institutions in the direction of 
barbarism? Unless this is done we shall find, 
and speedily, that “we, the people,” are set 
aside by the ruling powers, and are but sub
jects instead of directors of the general wel
fare and the destiny of our republic.

“Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty,” 
now and forever. As a people we have lost 
sight of this truth. Our over-confidence in 
our security, and our absorption in the pur
suits of gain and temporal necessities, have 
developed in us “a leaden weight of inertia, 
a fatal strength to sit still," when we ought to 
be alert, awake, searching diligently in the 
operations of commercial, political and re
ligious activities to see whether our institu
tions “establish justice and promote the gen
eral welfare.”

That a suggestion should arise from any 
source to introduce military instructors into 
our schools, indicates that in some class of 
minds thefe is more confidence in bullets than 
ballots; more disposition to resort x to force 
than to appeal to. intelligence, reason and 
patriotism. The workers are surely not 
building arsenals and armories. Their ar
senals and armories are in their heads and 
hearts. They have organized for good pur
poses, to promote the general welfare and to 
establish justice. The unemployed and fam
ishing are begging bread, not asking for mili
tary instructors in our schools.

Awake, 0 people! Protect with your 
voice and pen, and prevent this disgraceful 
proposition from coming to. fruition. To be 
sure we are not a Republic except in name. 
One-half the people are classed with idiots 
and criminals. The male voters have dele
gated the powers of the people to a plurality 
of rulers, till those who should be servants 
many times expect to be dictators, and the 
people are drowsily comforting themselves 
with the assurance that freedom was secured 
to them a hundred years ago.

The Secretary of War ought to be bom
barded with thousands of - letters, inquiring 
into this matter, and instructing him that 
“we, the people” do: hot propose to have our 
schools made training places for citizen 
soldiery. The coming man can be far better 
fitted for both manhood and citizenship if 
he is thoroughly taught both at school and at 
home that the true business of the man and 
the citizen is to work for the general welfare. 
He should be saturated in his youthful, im
pressionable days, with the idea that brains 
and ideas, and good purposes, are what con
stitute manhood, and not the brute capacity 
to fight.

We need in our schools training to develop 
brains and high aspirations, not military man- 
euvres and discipline. '

Corbett and Mitchell and the dime novel 
can accomplish more than is good for boys 
in the direction of stimulating the brute pro
pensities.

Don’t wait, but learn'without delay why 
the Secretary of War has consented to place 
military instructors in our schools, and protest

Brother Dimmick Explains.
To the Editor:—The letter published by 

you in a late issue was not'intended for pub
lication, but as an expression. to you person
ally of my feelings with reference to à claps- 
of persons who are concentrating a fire on the 
National Association, and who were, either 
participants in the convention which brought 
it into being, or who refrained from tak
ing any action towards a çonsoïidation of 
the forces existing in the numerous local so
cieties. If I had contemplated’its publication 
I should have been more precise and expressed 
myself in a different manner.

While working about two-thirds of the time 
each twenty-four hours, to keep lip with the 
demands upon us in many different directions, 
we naturally feel vexed at the want of consid
eration of those who should level their shafts 
at the convention instead of the officers of the 
Association, who are in good faith exerting 
themselves to the utmost, to render satisfac
tion, not to the ignorant or non-participants, 
but to those who created the Association, and 
who alope have a right to criticise thé action 
of those selected to carry out the purposes set 
forth in the constitution adopted by the con
vention.

While the carpers and growlers, and, worst 
of all, the maligners are endeavoring to create 
distrust against the Association, it is refresh
ing to notice that thç great majority are join
ing heartily in the movement to push forward 
the work begun at Chicago. Relative to the 
Suggestions of the Board of Trustees for a 
general day of observance, and which was 
titled “Jubilee Day," it is not in keeping with 
the facts and the intentions of the Association 
to present it as an order or edict of the Board 
of an imperative character, as implied by sev
eral correspondents, but was a recommenda
tion to all societies, to observe the day in a 
general manner, and which we are pleased to 
say did accomplish great good, by starting 
societies and lyceums into activity. Thus 
benefit was realized, and if there is any one 
who can, on the contrary, show that harm re
sulted therefrom, we are open to conviction. 
We take the ground that any action that event
uates in benefit to the cause and is not in any 
way productive of harm, should be approved 
by all right-thinking men and women who are 
Spiritualists at heart. Those who cannot see 
it in this light should consider that where 
they are contributing nothing in behalf of the 
support of the organization they have no right 
to make any attacks upon false grounds or 
mistaken ideas upon technical 'matters con
nected with the peculiar methods under which 
the Association should be governed. Let 
those who have the interest of Spiritualism at 
heart come into the fold and suggest such re
forms as they may consider beneficial, and it 
is possible they may be adopted. The Annual 
Conventions will, no doubt, from time to time 
make amendments, as well as changes in the 
constitution, and we shall in this way arrive, 
in time, as near a perfect system as can be de
vised to increase the power of the various so
cieties throughout the country, by means of 
their National organization. ,

Robert A. Dlmmick, Sec.

My Niece’s Boy.
My niece’s boy is a beautiful son, 

Artless and free as the truant air;
The musical voice of his prattling tongue 

Lifts from my heart its load of care;
There would be in this world an empty place, 
Were it not for his form and sunny face.

He is good and kind, and often brave, 
Cowardly, too, and a little bad, 

Andi think in my heart: Oh, who will save 
From sorrow and sin my little lad?

And the good and the bad that often sway— 
Which of these powers will lead the way?

The world will call him, by and by;
From childhood’s dream he will swiftly wake, 

And manhood’s strength his limbs will try:
Which of life's paths will his dear feet take? 

Will the good genius rule and draw him away 
From the tempter’s arts and his evil sway?

God’s angels o’er his pathway will guide— 
Unseen they linger with loving care, 

And deep in his blue eyes brimming tide 
Are star-gleam pictures bright and fair;

And I see in my niece’s fair-haired boy 
A source of pride and a constant joy.

Bishop A. Beals.

—protest. Lucinda B. Chandler.

do some healing. D. S. Henry,

An Important Announcement.

ADDED TEACHINGS ON THE SOUL—THE ENTIRE 

SERIES TO BE PUBLISHED* BY SUBSCRIPTION.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond desires to an
nounce, in response to many inquiries, that 
her guides have now consented to thè publica
tion of the entire series of the Soul Teachings, 
which will make a volume of five or six hun 
dred pages, and will include all the - series'of 
lessons given to private classes up to the 
present time. ., - .

To enable her tó publish this Work, Many 
members of her classes have.' already, sub; 
scribed for, or promised.to take copies,ithus 
affording a guarantee fund. • ■

The volume will be $5.-00 in cloth,, and will.

Florida Camp Meeting.
The Camp-meeting of the National Spirit

ual and Liberal Association was inaugurated 
Sunday, February 11th, at the Sub-trQpical 
Exposition building, Jacksonville, Florida, 
and will continue four to six weeks, or longer, 
depending upon the attendance. Mrs. Lillie 
spoke both afternoon and evening, and as us
ual thrilled her audiences and convinced skep
tics that there.was something in her religion 
that was not found in the creed-bound ortho
dox services held elsewhere. Mrs. J. T. 
Lillie and Mrs. Kate L. Bisbee furnished the 
music for both occasions. Mrs. Concannon, 
of Washington, D. C. gave tests in the after
noon and Mrs. Leslie, of Boston, in the even
ing. Mrs. Lillie will probably remain here dur
ing the season. Other /speakers are expected 
soon; Pierre L. 0. A. Keeler, Hugh Moore, 
Miss May Clapp, Mr. Concannon, and other 
first class mediums are also .here, and others 
are soon expected. It is hoped all who can 
will attend these meetings.

Jacksonville, Fla. W. 8. Rowley.

What Does It Mean?
What does it mean, this new scheme of 

• churches, ’ •
the

E. C. ALLEN & CO.,
Box 1001. Augusta, Me.

YOU SHOULD

that is pleasant and profitable send t your address 
Immediately. We teach men and women how to earn 
from 15 per day to 18000 per year without having had 
previous experience, and furnish the employment al 
which they can make that amount. Capital unneces 
sary. A trial will cost you nothing. Write to-day an 
address.

If You Want Work

1
(1 RANULA:

Tfae Best Food. : !
, 'W' The Best Medicine.

GRANULA. Originated by Dr. James 0. 
Jackson over 89 years, ago, is a scien
tifically prepared and twice-cooked food 
containing all the nutritious properties 
of.the uuequaled Genesee Valley winter 

a wheat in such form and proportion as a 
T to -be quickly digested and readily as- 
9 similatod.

\ It has been called "The Perfect Food." 
9 As such it is a remarkable, remedy for 
\ certain diseases, and if persistently used 
9 will remove Dyspepsia,Indigestion,Con- 
S stipation and kindred ailments.

Granola should be eaten dally by chil
dren! as it builds up the tissues rapidly 
and clears the system of impurities. 
Manufactured by _

Our Hone Granula Co., 
A Box 100, Dansville, N. Y. 
/ Trial Box, prepaid, 25o. Pamphlet free.

Have a copy of the' ‘Astral 
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Fkoe. Or.- 
NEV H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spikit Life and 
will Imform you where to 
Jirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absoluts Cues of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, , 

19x0 Washington Boul.
Chicago, Ill.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
OB 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

To take up our children and teach them to 
fight? '

Has religion, then, fallen so low in the lurches
That the devil’s own work is considered just 

right.
What must we think of the step they have 

taken?
Is the red hand of war an outgrowth of love?

Great God, how our faith in humanity’s shaken 
If this is. the way their religion they’d prove!

Is war so essential to God’s holy purpose
That even our babes must be taught how to 

slay?
Are these the best lessons they learn in the 

churches,
Where love should be taught in their pulpits 

each day? . .
God help them, when this is the best they can 

■ offer. : '
To fill up their ranks, growing thinner each 

day,
Teaching our children to fight,—what a chapter 

The churches will open in heaven some day!
Is this, then, the law that “ye love one another,"

The law that is taught through the spirit 
divine? ■

Ohl teach them, kind angels, that all men are 
, . brothers, ■

That the kingdom of heaven through love they 
imtst find. ’ Mary Webb-Baker. ‘

■This Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 
numerous Investigators, and has proved more aatístao* 
jtory than the plancbette. both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctneaa of the communications, and as 
¿¿neana of developing medlumshtD. Many who were 
notaware of their medlumlstic gift have, after a few 
slttlags, been able to receive astonishing conununica* 
tions from their departed friends.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. T., writes,: “I had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave* 
stones are moss-grown tn the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit* 
uallam is indeed true, and the communications nave 
given my heart the greatest comfort in the severe loss 
I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested In pavcbtcal matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Pay* 
cbograpb you sent me, and will thoroughly test It the 
first opportunity I may have. It Is very simple In 
principle and construction, and I um sure must be far 
more, sensitive to spirit power than the one now tn use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
its superior merits become known.”

A. P. Miller. Journalist and poet, in an editorial no* 
tico of the Instrument In bls paper, the Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, says: ”The Psychograph Is an tm* 
provement upon the plancbette, having a dial and let* 
ters. with a few words, so that very little ‘power’ is 
apparently required to give the communications. Wo 
do not hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test 
tbs question whether spirits can return and communi* 
cate.”

Juit what Investigators want. Borne circles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for um« 11.00. 
For sale at this office.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS
OFPSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttlx, essays to utilize and 
explain the vast array of facts in Its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re* 
ferrlng them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man’s spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and Its Results; Whstls 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer* 
once; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, In the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Facts and Con* 
elusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science: Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 358 
pages. Sent, post paid, 81.25.

This work may be called tbe first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It is a vade mecum. 
aud answers about any question which may arise In 
the minds of tbe investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For sale at this office.

“ THE MEOÍÜMÍSTÍF
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of tbe Rockle., with an Introduction by

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be In the hands of every one inter» 

ested In Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 3, Removal to 
California; Return of Bls Guide. Chapter 4, Remark* 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work m a Healer. Chap* 
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to tbe Spirit* 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma» 
nicate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 4), M!acc> 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience. 
Chapter 11« Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Proph''tlr Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlda.

For sale at thia office. Heavy paper corer, price H 
cents. 1 '

•!

.leu

?»

il

be issued as-soon as three 
have been "subscribed.

hundred name's

TJISTORICAL AMD CRITICAL REWEW^OF 
JUL the Bunday question. It is Invaluable. By G, W. Brown, 
M.D; Price 15cents. '
TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 
xl Cadwell, one of tliemost successful mesmerists In Amer* 
lea. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. Afi 
Invaluable work« Price, paper. 50 cents. ■ . •
EROMSOUL. TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 

J. Tuttle« A beautiful book of poems of rare merit. Price 
tL®®* • • • ! ■ ■ . .
JJIFTY YEARS IM THE CHURCH OF ROME.
L By Rev. Chu. Chlnlquy, ex-prleit. A remarkable booh 
Pages m. Price ttJB? ,*

Grime is the bane of'a republic, and saps 
the fouhdations of liberty.1 If our industry, 
economy, temperance, justice and-public faith
are once extinguished by the opposite vices, 
our - Constitution,-which' is built upon the 
pillars of virtue--must necessarily fall.— 
Emmons. -,

1 « ■ ■ ■ ■ ■

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
£\ Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of ” The Clock Struck One. Two, and Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson's 
ong connection with one of tbe largest and most Influ

ential religious organizations In this country, together 
with his well-known Character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the diacbarge of every known duly, 
combine to render this a book that will attract the at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought- 
Tul minds. It contains tbe principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of aplrlt-manlfcs* 
tation through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the ” prince 
of humbugs,” and a purpose to expose it, and ending 
with a conviction that it U n thitb ftr thtasceinllng all 
others In .value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place 1n tW.hands of thqsd .whose attach 
moots to the faiths apd forms o? tbe. Church incline 
them to have nc*'’L«^-v>\do. Mth’ tho subject upon 
which it treats. Naw tdltlph, with PortrMt.of author. 
Cloth, »mo, pp. 13«, 9140. - FolUg* ft MilA ' Tor Ml« OUUlQffiMt
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Good World to Liv« In.
It is Universally conceded that there 

has been no period in the world’s his
tory whpn scepticism has'been &p prey-, 
aient as at the present time, It is 
found among the thinkers and the busi
ness classes everywhere. It has invaded 
the church and entered the pulpit; it 
crops out in all our public journals, and 
the clergy, still loyal to the faith, stand 
aghast, perfectly powerless,as the waves 
of infidelity, as they term it, roll higher 
and higher to engulf them. But there 
is another aspect from which we must 
not turn away.

While the church membership has 
greatly decreased in proportion to popu- 
latlon during the last fifty years, crime 
has decreased st a still greater propor
tionate rate. This has been noted by 
the officers of the Society for the Sup
pression of Crime, in New York: it is 
noted by the observant everywhere, and 
is proved by census statistics.

Fifty years ago absence from church 
service was a subject of general remark. 
It is so no longer. It is the women and 
children, those easily hypnotized by a 
powerful magnetizer, who now occupy 
the church pews, who influence hus
bands and . parents to continue their 
contributions to the church, under the' 
mistaken idea that in doing so they are 
aiding public morals, .

The belligerent age, when war was 
the outcome Of all national disputes, has 
passed away with the subsidence of 
church rule. Another fifty years of 
church decadence, with a corresponding 
advance of public morals, and loss of 
priestly rule, and this world will be a 
pretty good world to live in.

“A Call to Fidelity,” by Augustus 
W. Dellquest. :

This is a seven page article in the 
Freethinkers Magazine, and it is so spirit
ual that to substitute the term Spirit
ualism for Freethought would make it 
a genuine spiritual article. If we could 
spare space we would gladly transfer it 
in full to our columns, and we feel sure 
that every true Spiritualist would ap
preciate it; but we copy the two opening 
paragraphs,which are a fair example of 
the whole:

“Fidelity to truth is the ethical aspect 
of Freethought and the humanitarian 
plan of redemption; not he who merely 
confesses with the mouth his love for 
liberty, but he who makes the best of 
his liberty by doing something for the 
advancement of truth, is the true friend 
of liberty. Truth—‘the cognition of the 
reality of things’—is the only light, and 
in darkness there can be no liberty. 
Liberty is nothing except as it is an op
portunity for progress. Progress is born 
of the power of love, and not the weak
ness of indifference. Truth and love, 
liberty and progress constitute the quar
tet that sings the praise of human ex
istence. Truth has been bought by the 
blbod of the martyrs; pain is the price 
of sympathy, the price of liberty is obe
dience, and a constant strife and strug
gle is the cost of progress,

“Then, what is the purpose of your 
existence? Is it not to make your life 
conform to the inexorable laws of that 
which is most worthy of your adoration 
and obedience? The purpose of your 
existence is to so obey the eternal laws 
which regulate human progress, that 
you never cease your efforts to draw 
nearer to your highest ideals regardless 
of your own happiness. The attainment 
of your own happiness merely, though 
it may be a consequence, should not be 
regarded as the aim and purpose of your 
existence. Life is an opportunity to be 
a factor in the progress of humanity,and 
every man fulfills the purppse of his life 
to the extent he practically identifies 
himself with the progress of that of 
which he is a part—humanity and na
ture. In other words, the purpose of 
human existence is to do right.”

And so on to the end of the chapter, 
advocating the cultivation and practical 
use of our talents in humanitarianism, 
the strongest and most effective factor 
in human progress; also right thinking 
and fidelity or faithfulness to truth as 
indispensable to right action.

Some writers prate about truth, but 
do not tell us what they mean by it. 
Others say that transubstantiatlon is a 
great truth. Orthodox Christians say 
that vicarious atonement is the greatest 
of all truths; but these so-called truths 
have been long since proven by the ex
perience of thousands of people to be 
falsehoods of the most dangerous and 
hurtful character, while our author asks 
us to believe only what is real and veri
fiable.

What we like in this paper is its prac
tical ethical teaching, just what we en-

ENDLESS TORMENT. WHAT WAS IT?ogy was1 sung, the brass band played, 
and then the court was declared ad
journed, thus ending a farce., a comedy, 
and a good, jolly reli^idqs time—all In 
perfect harmony with the teachings and • 
spirit of the Salvation Army-, , ,

An Object Lesson.
The doctors in Ohio want protection. 

They are such a sensitive and sympa
thetic set that they cannot endure to 
have the dear people Imposed upon and 
made to suffer by. the quacks. How sen
sitive the bill introduced by Dr. Pyle on 
the heels of the "doctors’ bill,” amply 
shows. This bill is to provide material 
for medical study.- It has been the cus
tom to give the dead bodies of criminals 
to the doctors for dissection. . Dr. Pyle 
wanta them given over before death. 
Thus condemned murderers are to be 
placed in the hands of medical experts, 
who throw them under the influence of 
anesthetics, and then cut and carve at 
will. A large addition to knowledge, 
especially of the brain, is expected to 
be gained by this vivisection, and after 
the victim has contributed to tlie scien
tific (?) knowledge' of his executioners 
he is to be quietly sent out of the world 
by hypodermic injections.

Weil, the doctors are experts in send
ing people out of the world that way, 
and the vivisection of animals pinioned 
to tables, around which heartless stu
dents laugh and joke at the' barbarity, 
has made the vivisection of the human 
subject easy enough.

If the dissection of living criminals in 
any way would contribute to the limited 
knowledge of the doctors, we might 
possibly endorse the law; but now that 
vivisection of animals is condemned,and 
high medical authority affirms that lit
tle is gained thereby, there can be lit
tle benefit by the vivisection of the hu
man body. Probably something might 
be gained in the additional horrors of 
the mode of death, for those who advo
cate that means of frightening criminals 
from their crimes could wish for noth
ing more horrible than falling into the 
hands of a band of doctors privileged to 
carve him as they pleased. What Is the 
slip knot or electrocution to that of being 
tied immovably tp a dissecting table, 
and to have the knife cut down through 
fibre and nerve, until the heart is ex
posed and palpitates under the eyes of 
the brutal students, or the convolutions 
of the brain throb and quiver under the 
fingers of the experimenter. If that does 
not'frighten from crime, we need look 
no further. .

The bill omits one important matter. 
Why not try their medicines on the vic
tims? Perhaps the killing qualities of 
these is so well known a test would be 
useless, yet a course of “thorough treat
ment,” to begin with, would assuredly 
add new horrors to death.

When the "doctors’ bill” becomes a 
law, let this diabolical scheme become 
a law also, not so milch as a blotch qn 
the refinement of the last years of thie 
nineteenth century, but the mark of in
famy and insatiate cruelty engendered 
by the profession, who would monopolize 
the healing art.

----———.
Vacclnatloiv>by, Law. 1

In Ohio, as ih nlafny. other States, 
there is a law, enacted at the suggestion 
and by the influence of the doctors, to 
compel the parents to have their chil
dren vaccinated. Now, if parents de
sire to inoculate the seeds of deadly 
disease into the veins of their children 
in the name of science, there is no law to 
prevent them doing so, although there 
should be, and one as strong as 
those which punish for giving poisons in 
their food.

It is quite another affair to compel 
parents to do bo who are Well-in-

Only Fool Preachers ^dvo- 
cate It.

Death Met Without Fear . or 
Shrinking.

Th© Grandmother's Death
A Remarkable Visitation.

Some thirteen years ago we were liv
ing in the thriving little city of W-----,
in the south-western part of the State 
of Minnesota. In the next house but one 
from ours on the north, there lived a 
family in which there was an old grand
mother, who had passed her allotted 
three-score-and-ten years, and had be
come a confirmed invalid and so childish 
that she was not able to wait upon her
self entirely, and was considered in a 
state bordering on imbecility. One 
night about the dread hour of midnight, 
my wife awakened me from a sound 
Bleep, apd in a state of the most abject 
terror, insisted that there was some one 
in the house that did not belong there. 
I laughed at her foolish fear, and pooh- 
poohed the idea, but so firmly was it 
fixed in her mind that finally, to satisfy 
her that it was a nervous fanoy or a hor
rible nightmare, I arose, took the lamp 
and my trusty revolver, and looked the 
house over from garfet to cellar, from 
top to bottom, my wife following closely 
at my heels.

We found every door and window se
curely fastened, and the house as empty 
of any presence, save that of our own 
family, as a church contribution box 
when the name of the good Christian 
donor is not to be published. '

After satisfying her that there was no 
one in the house, save our own family, 
and that they were all in bed, sound 
asleep, I enquired of her who or what 
she thought she saw.

"I saw old grandma C. looking in at 
the bedroom door, and looking around 
the room as though she was lost, and 
did not know which way to turn or 
where to go."

I laughed at her foolish fancy and re
minded her that were it possible for 
Grandma C. to get into the house with 
the windows and doors all securely fas
tened, she well knew that she had not 
been able to stir out Of the doors of 
their own house for months and months. 
Notwithstanding all this she still insist
ed that she saw Grandma C. in the 
room,

I looked at my chronometer and found 
it to be ten minutes past midnight. I 
soon dismissed the matter from my mind 
and went to sleep again.

Quite early the next morning we were 
awakened by a loud knock upon the 
door, and upon inquiring into the cause 
of the disturbance, we found one of the 
granddaughters of Grandma C. there, 
weeping, who Informed us that Grand
ma C. had died suddenly, at just about 
midnight the night before, just about 
the time my wife insisted that she was 
standing in our bedroom door and look
ing as if she was bewildered.

THE ORTHODOX RELIGION NO PANACEA 
IN DANGER—RELIGIOUS PARALYSIS— 
ON THE EVE OF BATTLE.1

<The Baltimore American sets forth 
that preachers have generally abandoned 
future punishments as a means of forcing 
sinners to repentance, and prefer, the 
beauty of holiness as an argument, 
special reliance being placed oq the 
temporary advantages it bestows upon 
those who cultivate it. This may be 
due quite as much to an extended ex
perience of the inefficacy of future 
punishment considered as a weapon as 
to a change in the interpretation of 
those passages of Scripture which bear 
on this subject. Neither history nor 
daily experience encourages the pre
sumption that fear of future punishment 
exerts an influence upon the human 
mind in any degree proportionate to the 
threatened horrors. A book has been 
recently published by Gasquet giving a 
philosophical account of the progress of 
the Black Death through Europe in 
1348-9. The writer is a zealous church
man, and his conclusions are of great 
historical and ecclesiastical value, but it 
is only the immediate influence of the 
plague upon the religion of the people 
with which we are concerned at present. 
One would think that where thousands 
were being swept away daily by the 
most horrible and mysterious of diseases, 
men would apply themselves with ten
fold earnestness to the comforts of re
ligion; but it appears from this writer 
that the more appalling the horror, the 
more reckless and irreligious the people 
became.

The writer says: “The immediate 
effect on the people was a religious 
paralysis. Instead of turning men to 
God, the scourge turned them to de
spair, and this, not only in England, but 
In all parts of Europe. Writers of every 
nation describe the same dissoluteness 
of manners consequent upon the epi
demic. The whole ecclesiastical system 
was disorganized, or, indeed, more than 
half ruined, and everything had to be 
built up anew.” Boccaccio, in his 
“Decameron,” writing in the midst of 
the plague, bears the same testimony. 
Defoe, in describing another plague 
which ravaged England later, tells sub
stantially the same story. The ex
periences of those who have been 
actively engaged in war are to the same 
effect. On the eve of battle, in the im
mediate presence of death, it would be 
reasonable to expect a repression of the 
more turbulent and ungodly impulses, 
and, at least, an outward conformity 
to the elementary requirements of re
ligion; but this is rarely witnessed. 
Probably nine out of every ten soldiers 
who have been in battle, and have had 
sufficient self-possession to observe the 
speech and action of their comrades, 
will testify that they were more struck 
by the temporary and absolute disre
gard of religion than by any indication 
of its influence. Those who were 
usually conspicuous for their piety, not 
only outwardly but inwardly, have been 
known, under the rush ana excitement 
of battle, to swear roundly and vehe
mently, though they must have known 
that they were in imminent danger df 
being ushered into the presence of their 
Maker.

But more striking still is the testi
mony of physicians, who see more of 
death in all its phases than any other 
class of citizens. With rare exceptions, 
they say that death, especially if it be 
natural instead of from accident or 
casualty, is usually met without fear or 
shrinking. The chief anxiety of the 
sufferer is to be protected from the 
generally well meant but often obtrusive 
importunities of officious friends. 
This is true of all classes, the lowly and 
wretched as well as the wealthy and 
cultured. Fear plays an inappreciable 
part in the last sad scenes. Those who 
in an active life have expressed and ex
hibited the greatest dread of death are 
often the most composed and deliberate 
when face to face withit. Nature seems 
to have made special provision for this 
last earthly act in the human drama, 
and to have purposely robbed it of the 
horrors which fear would be apt to 
create, and as nature is directed by the 
Almighty, it is fair to presume that God 
did not choose to cloud this supreme 
event with memories which would per
petually disturb the survivors. It must 
be obvious, therefore, that the fear of 
future punishment is not an efficacious 
means of bringing sinners to repentance. 
It is too remote and too indefinite to 
influence human brutes, for whom the 
penal laws in this world are mainly 
framed; and it is not the proper sort of 
deterrent for those who have the rudi
ments of a conscience. The latter, if 
influenced toward a godly life by fear, 
must inevitably mix in their religion a 
certain leaven of insincerity which is con
trary to the spirit of the Saviour’s teach
ings; for they would not be good, did 
they not stand in fear of the conseqences. 
Christ insisted that ■ men must be 
righteous for righteousness’ sake, and 
that is the only sort of religion that will 
bear the test of rigid investigation or 
that will bear the fruits essential to the 
uplifting of mankind. The latter in 
masses can never be Christianized 
through fear or the evidences of it. They 
must be gradually brought to realize the 
inestimable value of truth, purity, 
honor, sincerity and unselfishness, as 
compared with everything that is ig
noble and vile.

He Is Put On Trial
- Ry the Salvation Arnjy.
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An Awful Lesson.
It was but a few years ago when in all 

the Southern States of the American
• Union mob violence suppressed all ex

pressions hostile to slavery; and even 
in the free North public discussions 
were prohibited, as far as partizan zeal 
had power. Anti-slavery lecturers met 
with all sorts of violence from organized 
mobs. As late as 1852, both of the 
great political parties incorporated in 
fhpir.national platforms hostility to the 
agitation and discussion of the slavery 
question. But a little more than ten 
years thereafter slavery was effaced, 
qnd everywhere in this broad land men 

: ©Ould express their hatred of an institu
tion whlbh had been built on Bible in
spiration, sanctioned by popes, indorsed 
by the church, and upheld by its priests 
Mhd communicants.

We have only to look around and see 
history repeating itself. Catholicism 
has determined to rule this country. 
She hoped to gain a majority of the 
voters and enlist them in her interests, 
by colonizations from abroad. In 
furtherance of this purpose, she has 
turned loose in all our Atlantic seaports, 
her votaries from European principali
ties, who have spread through the inte-; 
rior, and have so managed as to gain 
control of the police force in nearly all 
the metropolitan and inland cities.

Because of our system of common 
schools, those who directed th e> policy of 
Catholicism saw that notwithstanding 
the millions sent to us from Europe to 
control our institutions, the children of 
foreign parents could not be relied upon 
to press forward their work, so they 
made war upon universal education, 
and set up their parochial schools, 

'where, under the direction of their 
Î' rlésts, the children could be instructed 

1 those things only which fitted them, 
'la tools, to cafiry but tfie will of the 
, supreme head of the church.

Americans,, with a full knowledge of 
the^ast, and knowing the methods of 

1 CaiKolicism to propagate its power, 
Have commenced educating the people 
'by.pointing them, in public lectures, to 
\he teffiUle record Which history has 
emblazoned on every page, pointing to 
wars and massacres, to inquisitions and 

"tortures, to conspiracies involving whole 
nations ^in ruin, and to the system of 

^imprisoning for life, in nunneries, 
young and confiding girls, for no other 
purpose save to minister to the lusts of 
a celibate priesthood.

< But such exposures the church has 
determined she will not endure. Pow- 
rerless with the fagot, with her anathe
mas, her excommunications, her 
threats of eternal damnation and purga
torial fires, she has borrowed the 
methods of the slave-driver, and now 
Jias mobs, made up of the vicious ele
ments of great cities, and with these 
She hopds to silence the utterances of 
freemen.

| Do not the fool leaders know that 
.. / these mobs are the parents of A. P. A. 

. organizations; and that these, gaining 
. control of the police force of the cities, 

will remove thé last vestige of foreign 
influence in municipal affairs? Do they

, not know that they are hastening on a 
crisis which will shut our seaports 
against their European mercenaries, 
send from our shores their Jesuits, and 
suppress their parochial schools in the 
interest of'a broader education? Do 

. they not know that our toleration of all 
religions and of no religion excludes 
any one church or party from controlling 
at the expense of all others? If not, let 
them continue to pursue their present

A Scholar’s Opinion of the Bible.
Rev. Samuel Davidson, D. D., L,L. D., 

pensioned by the Queen of England 
for his great learning, moral worth and 
services to the church, now in his 85th 
year, wrote some time ago;

“There is no warrant in the Bible it
self for calling it the word of God. The 
word of God'.is in the Bible, but the 
Bible is not the word of God. And, as 
the word of 'God comes through human 
instruments, it cannot be perfectly pure, 
Its purity is conditioned and modified, 
by the earthen vessel it is lodgedin.”

The same author says:
“The gospels passed through pro

cesses of redaction [digesting and 
arranging] with the exception of the 
fourth, and did not appear in their pres
ent state until the second century; there 
was plenty of time to surround parts of 
the biography wtih a mythical haze.” 
Biln the same article from which wc 
quote, the learned Doctor says:

“Inspiration properly belongs to per
sons, not to booxs. The authors of the 
different works contained in the collec
tion called the Bible—of most of whom 
we know little or nothing, sometimes not 
even the name—were men of various in
telligence and endowments. . . Con
tradictions, inconsistencies, errors, both 
intellectual and moral, are observable 
in their writings.”

Idolatry.
; A pagan ig a,‘Worshiper of false gods. 
■Any person w-ho worships any object 
less than the true god is a pagan. 
Heathen is a word synonymous with 
pagan, and both words come from a 
common root. Idolatry has a different 
derivation, but the meaning is identical 
with the other terms, all signifying idol 
worship. It follows that ne who wor
ships any thing or creature less than the 
Creator is a pagan, a heathen, an idol
ater.

When the missionary charged the 
Parsee, who worshiped the sun, with 
being an idolater, the latter inquired: ■

“Which is the greatest idolatry, to 
worship the sun a god has made, or the 
son of a Judean peasant?”

The pagans who worship the son of 
the Judean peasant profess great re
spect for the command: “Remember the 
Sabbath day. to keep it holy,” though 
they disregard the injunction, and labor 
and speculate on that day as on any 
other day, observing the day after the 
one they were required to keep. They 
also ignore that other command: “Thou 
shalt have no other gods before me." 
“There is but one god." “I am God, 
and there is none else.”

Are not all Christians who bow the 
knee to Jesus, or who mingle his praises 
with those of the eternal God, idolaters?

Automatic Praying.
When the Legislature of Ohio the 

other day had independence enough to 
disregard a bad custom, and refused to 
make an appropriation for the payment 
of a chaplain to pray for it, there was 
cause to hope for the country. Other 
States may catch the contagion, and 
cease to heed priestly dictation.'

If State Legislatures or Congressmen 
feel that prayers will excuse their faith
less disregard of public trusts, let them 
pray for themselves, else economize ex
pense by getting up praying machines, 
and run them with wind power, as is 
practiced in Buddhistic countries. The 
hiring of others to tease heaven in our 
Interests is only automatic praying at 
best.

We are glad to learn from the Chicago 
Tribune, that the trial'of the Devil, alias 
£|atan, alias the Serpent, on an indict
ment for robbery, murder, deceit, and 
general depravity, before the Salvation 
Army court, with judge and jury, has 
taken place at the Princess Rink.

The large hqll was jammed with peo
ple. Ou the platform was a judge’s 
bench, a clerk’s desk, and a jury box, 
all enclosed in red cambric. The part 
of Judge was taken by Dr. C. M. Beebe. 
James Vosburg was clerk of the court, 
Adjt. W. W. Winchell was prosecuting 
attorney, and John Johnson counsel for 
the defendant, all devout members of 
the Salvation Army. The proceedings 
of the court were opened with a medley 
by the brass band and a brief prayer by 
Attorney Winchell. •

The Judge then announced that no 
witness nor attorney would be allowed 
more than ten minutes. He then called 
the names of the jurors, who answered 
to their names and took their-ieats in 
the jury box without examination. Their 
names were Frank Dunn, Gus Everlein, 
W. Pilliams, John Waterhouse,' Alfred 
Nelson, George Smith, Albert Vogel
sang, Robert Crowley, Tom Parkhouse, 
J. L. Smith, F. Watts, and Joseph 
Bear.

DEFENDANT IS EVERYWHERE.

The trial was about to proceed, when 
Attorney Johnson objected that the de
fendant was not in court. The prosecu
tion offered to prove by the Bible that 
the Devil was everywhere, but the de
fense denied the authority of the Bible. 
The Judge decided that the Bible was 
admissible, Counsel then argued that 
the Devil was a corporation, and read 
from a copy of the Illinois, statutes to 
prove that a corporation could not -and 
need not be in court. The court decided 
that the Devil was there and that the 
trial should proceed.

Attorney Winchell then launched out 
On his opening, which was a Bible-read
ing on the Devil, his personality, his 
works, and his arts, and concluded by 
calling upon all the witnesses for the 
prosecution, seven in number, to rise as 
their namès were called and be sworn 
together. The clerk called, the names 
of B. Salvinsky, A. J. Brook, James 
Gorman, Miss Jennie Mitchell, Leo 
Michael, Clement Simonson and May 
Winchell.

In the examination of the witnesses 
many ridiculous situations occurred, and 
no effort was made to treat the subject 
of diabolical influences with seriousness. 
Witness Salvinsky testified that he was 
born in New York and was 22 years old. 
He had known the Devil only a year 
and a half, though he now recognized 
that he had had dealings with him all 
his life. He said that the Devil had put 
him up to committing a burglary, for 
which he spent three months in the 
bridewell.

A. J. Brook, a stalwart army soldier, 
testified that he was born in Tasmania 
and was well acquainted with the Devil, 
when he was only 13 years old, and be
ing in Paris, the Devil led him into a 
long course of sin and debauóhery that 
nearly proved his ruin. Afterward, 
when he lived in England, the Devil 
took him to hear Annie Besant and made 
a theosophist of him. Then he came to 
Chicago, and got into trouble and con
templated suicide. Theosophy was no 
restraint and no comfort to him, but 
Christianity proved to be what he 
needed.
SAW SATAN IN WASHINGTONIAN HOME.

The next witness, James Gorman, said 
he was born in London and was 34 years 
old. He said he knew the Devil wéll 
and could swear to his personality, as he 
had had a good look at him once when in 
the Washingtonian Home. Satan, lie 
said, had hòrns, hoofs, and a tail, and 
emitted fire from his mouth. He had 
chased witness around a room and then 
under a bed.

Mrs. Jennie Mitchell, the next wit
ness, was given a round of applause 
when she testified that her age was 25. 
She was not abashed, however, but 
sailed into the Devil, accusing him of 
robbing her of peace and happiness for 
many years, and of causing one of her 
acquaintances to kill another. Leo 
Michael testified that he knew the Devil 
well, and first met him in the person of 
CoL Robert G. Ingersoll twenty years 
ago. Clement Simonson gave similar 
testimony, and Mrs. May Winchell was 
the last witness. She said that when 
she was only 8 years old the Devil had 
caused her to steal raisins from her 
mother. She was asked to spell the 
word Devil, which she did, adding that 
the letters also spelled “evil.” “vile,” 
and “ill,” besides containing ’1, which, 
she Baid, was Satan’s home when he was 
not out visiting.
: At this point it. became evident that 
the trial could not be concluded until 
midnight, and it was .decided to con
tinue the case. The long meter doxol-

Lyman O.-Howe Fund.
The following is a list of contributions 

to the Lyman C. Howe fund, received at 
the office of The Progressive 
Thinker, up to the present date:

T. M. Hines, 81; Lars T. Biegen, 75 c; 
Jesse Jacobs, $1; Emma A. Butcher, 81; 
G. M. Johnson, 81; Gad Norton, $1; Capt. 
S. C. Mills, $1; Stephen Pond, 81; Mrs. 
Schwitzer, 81; Harriet T. Lewis, 81; 
John S. Case, $5; Susan M. Brady, 81; 
Thos. H. Blake, 81.25; Jas. Baker, 81; 
Albert D. Golier, for the society at 
Bradford, Pa., $6; John Vanderlyn, 81; 
Hugh Smith, 81: A. Shiel, 81; A. D. 
Stowell, $1: Lewis Fouts, 81: Dr. Chas. 
W. Hidden, $1; E. W. Baldwin, 81; E. 
D. Shaw, $1; Mrs. H. Mason, $1; E. Wil
cox, 81; Jas. Shumway, 25c; Thos. Phe
lan, 81; Mrs. S. S. Rockhill, 81; Mrs. 
Lucy Upton, 50c. Total, 836.75.

The good wife had been confined 
her sick bed for many long and weary 
months of intense pain and suffering, at 
her mother’s home, having been taken 
ill there while on a visit, leaving me at 
our own home, miles away, with four 
small children to look after. I had got 
my mother to take care of the children, 
as best she could, I attending to my 
business so as to be sure to keep my sal
ary coming in (for, oh I how sadly we 
needed it then), and running down to 
see the dear sick wifeas often as I could, 
going down on a freight train that left 
W-----about 3:30 p. m., and arriving at
home again at 2:10 a. m.

' Witches Abroad.
| A genuine witch trial is pending in one , 

, of the churches at Salem, Ohio. If 
\ found guilty will "the Bible penalty be 

imposed?'have a “thus said the 
Lord’.’ starfng’them in the face. "Thou

' flhalt not BUffeta'witch to live!" ■
I ; "

Worth Ten Times Its Cost.
Mr. Bernard Brady writes from Sa

vannah, Ga., that he has just received 
and read Dr. Brown's “Researches in 
Oriental History.^’ He says he has a 
large collection of liberal publications, 
but hel deems tlifr the most instructive 
of any book he has ever read, and that 
it is worth ten times its cost. We be
lieve this is the unanimous opinion of all 
who have read it. The PROGRESSIVE 
Thinker has a few more copies on 
hand, which will be mailed to any ad
dress on receipt of $1.50. There is no 
other book which covers the ground oc
cupied by. “Researches,” or which 
throws such a flood of light on the origin 
and rise of Christianity. . .

r Moses HulL
All will; rejoice to learn that the 

chances for a complete recovery- to 
health on the part of Mr. Hull are very 
favorable. ; ‘

regularity. The doctors are prepared 
with the virus beforehand, and every 
little child whose life is placed in 
imminent jeopardy by the insertion of 
the point dipped in the pus swarming 
with microbes, pays the fee, which is 
the key to the benevolent sympathy of 
the doctors for the dear people.

Here is a case in point, from the Bu
cyrus Telegraph., which ought to bring 
about the enactment of a law making 
vaccination a felony:

“The following, concerning Harvey 
Kenyon, of Waldo, Ohio, who is known 
in this vicinity; is taken from a private 
letter to a friend of his family in 
Bucyrus. It is evident that the boy is 
in a horrible condition. '

“Harvey Kenyon; aged thirteen, is 
very seriously ill with blood poisoning, 
caused by vaccination. He was vac
cinated the third time before it took, 
and then took cold. ■ Dr. Hippie, of 
Waldo, and two doctors from Marion, 
are waiting on him. The flesh on his 
feet Is all decayed, so that you can see 
every bone and joint; in them.

“The doctors say his feet will come off 
at thé ankles, and hie legs may come off 
at the hip joints before he dies. He 
cannot live."

Think of this case, fathers and 
mothers, as one instance out of the 
many that are reported by the daily 
newspapers as suffering disease and 
death because of vaccination, and re
member that you, in this free country, 
are compelled ' to poison the life
blood of yoùr children, in the 
name of science, when even the 
doctors do not agree on the value of the 
scheme, and a large number of the.most 
eminent de dare unqualifiedly that it. is 
not only valueless, but harmfull It will 
not be many years before vaccination
will be looked back upon as one bf the. 
most •' preposterous outrages '■ of ig
norance. * ‘A little knowledge is a dan
gerous thing!" :

What of the Night?
Twenty thousand persons on skates on 

Jamaica pond,surrounding Boston, a few 
Sundays ago, each enjoying himself as 
only skaters can, while drinking in an 
abundance of fresh air and giving play 
to greatly neglected muscles, with no 
policeman to interfere in the healthful 
enjoyment, gives hope that the priest’s 
day of slothful idleness and dissipation 
is nearing an end. It has been estimated 
that no twenty churches in Puritan Bos
ton could count as many attendants on 
that Sunday as there were on the ice 
field. The night of superstition is pass
ing, and a brilliant dawn will usher in a 
cloudless day.

A Minister Confesses to a Murder.
A dispatch from Richmond, Ind., to 

the Boston Herald states that William 
Henshaw was shot to death three years 
ago, when he was returning from a call 
on Miss Minnie Bond. His pockets were 
rifled. Detectives worked on the case 
fbr a long time, but gave it up. Now, 
Rev. Benjamin Baldwin, of Troy, Ohio, 
who formerly occupied a pulpit near 
where Henshaw was murdered, has, ac
cording to a dispatch received yester
day, made a full confession of the 
murder.

It is said that Baldwin was a suitor of 
Miss Bond, and that his jealousy of 
Henshaw drove him to the deed.

It is further stated that the father of 
the girl favored the minister, and that 
Mr.' Baldwin, in his confession, impli
cates Mr. Bond.

A very simple preventive and remedy, 
has been recommended to those .in dan
ger from smallpox in the use of lemons 
freely. Another remedy, favorably 
spoken of, is cider, vinegar. Possibly 
certain acids have a counteracting in-, 
fluence. . •- - - - - ,

D. "W. Williams, of Warren, Pa., 
writes: “I wish to say something about 
my friend C. A. Still. He has been sit
ting for development five years, and it 
seems to me he has made a.grand suc
cess. About one year ago I began to at
tend his circles, at his country home, 
about two miles out of town. They prove 
now as good as any I -ever attended at 
Lily Dale. He has developed into an 
¿excellent slate and tablet writing medi
um. I think Mr. Still should have rec
ognition in your paper.”

made him famous. Some persons may 
be so disrespectful as to think infamous 
would better express the idea. . He re
solved to convert the Saxons to the 
Christian faith, and for thirty-two years 
waged the fiercest, bloodiest and most 
destructive wars against that people, 
who only embraced, the more powerful 
religion when they saw their extinction 
as a nation was the alternative of their 
acquiescence to the terms of the victor.

Many thousands of the conquered 
warriors submitted to be baptized as evi
dence of, their conversion. 'Salvation 
from death by the sword was the reward 
the Saxons obtained by their conversion 
to the new religion. •

The poor girl had been sinking grad
ually, had not partaken of a morsel of 
food for days and days, and on this par
ticular evening when I arrived the doc
tor had met me on the street and told 
me to prepare myself for the worst:

“My dear boy, no human aid* can 
bring her up now. She has not eaten 
for so long that her strength is all gone, 
her constitution undermined, and I do 
not think it possible that she can live 
till morning. If she lives past tfiidnight 
she will survive another day, but I am 
sure that it is now only a question of a 
few hours. I can do no more. God pity 
you, old boy.”

Imagine my feelings, you who have 
seen the wife of your bosom, the mother 
of your children, waste away and die, as 
our orthodox friends call that passing to 
the bright Spirit-world.

I staid by her bed until after mid
night. She had been unconscious, par
tially, at least, during the whole time, 
and as she had lived past midnight, and 
was apparently no worse, I thought I 
must go home to the children who need
ed the presence of a parent badly.

I ran home on the train, knowing that 
I could reach her again at noon the next 
day in case there was any change and 
they should wire me. ,

When I arrived home between three 
add four o’clock in the morning, mother 
came out of her room to find how C. 
was, and when I told her I expected a. 
telegram any moment, summoning me 
to her death-bed, we both sat down and 

’mingled our tears of sorrow together.
The next day dragged slowly and 

wearily away, and I was very agreeably 
surprised that I had not received the 
dread summons. When the freight 
train came along I boarded it to go to 
her, but with many misgivings.

Imagine my ioy and surprise, when I 
arrived at her bedside, to find her not 
only much better, though of course ver/ 
weak, but fully conscious and very 
cheerful.

As soon as we were alone she told me 
of a wonderful vision of the night before 
after I had left her.

She seemed to be hovering over .her 
own bed and could see herself lying 
there with her eyes closed, and knew 
that she was suffering intense pain and 
was nearly at the point of death, and ex
perienced a sort of a feeling of pity for 
herself.

Suddenly Governor Miller, for whom 
I Was private secretary for the last three 
years of his mortal life, and who passed 
over to the other side in August, 1881, 
and Mrs. Plotts, a grand good woman; , 
and a splendid medium, by the way, who 
had passed over sometime about 1883 or 
1884, appeared to her and began talking

■ •• Continued on 8th page.
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THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL -AND CRITICAL RR. 

JTI view of the Sunday Question, wIlh-Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown, N. D. A pamphlet Uni? 
■hduiabe In tbe banda of HL, Price U cents. Per 
Mie st this office

one of the largest in the city (furnished 
gratuitously by Mr. James H. White), 
yet many are turned away for want of 
standing-room. Our lyoeum, too, is|

THE PROGRES BI VBTTH IN KER.
GOOD NEWS.

For Which Every Spiritualist Re. 
turns a Million Thanks.

A Call Issued by a Joint Commit
tee of Three Societies.

It Will Be Humanitarian in All Its 
Departments.

THE SPIRITUAUSTC FIELD

. KERÚARY 24 1814 
r 1 . ■

THE MODERN CHURCH.
It la to Have a Gymnasium.

Also a Bath House.

Moses Hull Is Rapidly Im
proving.

The authors of an attempt to fuse all 
liberal churches into one harmonious 
system, which has lately been noised 
abroad, are some of the principal spon
sors of the so-called modern church, 
which first drew vital breath at 
Bricklayer’s Hall last Sunday. At least 
Jenkin Lloyd Jones, who is usually to be 
found in the van of any such excursions, 
was not wanting on this occasion; on the 
contrary, he preached the inaugural 
sermon of the new body. A choir of 
young men from the Moody Institute, 
who came to lend thq grace of song to 
the services, found a twofold grievance 
in the ministry of a Unitarian preacher 
and in the mutilation of the good old 
hymns, which have been subjected to 
a kind of bowdlerizing process to square 
them with Unitarian ideas.

A great free church, extending an 
open welcome to all men> without dis
tinction of employment or social rank, 
is a noble conception that appeals to all 
generous minds. But a church capable 
of winning love and nourishing Ute re
ligious fires of the heart has seldom been 
reared upon the foundations of theory. 
Such institutions germinate in the 
character and grow with the customs 
and traditions of the people. The 
philosopher can detect a thousand flaws 
In their structure, yet they exert a 
Itronger ascendancy over the minds and 
lives of men than a thousand philoso
phies. They are the lovely native 
Bowers of the field and wood, dearer 
than any bed of exotics.
■ The labor church, however, is not 
built entirely on theory. Its object may 
legitimately be inferred from the state
ment of Mr. O’Brien, of the Retail 
Clerk’s Union, who is one of the leaders 
of the project, and who Introduced it to 
the congregation. He said that the in
tention was to build a church edifice 
ultimately, with all the features of a 
club-house, equipped with gymnasium, 
baths, bowling-alley, smoking-rooms and 
all the accessaries of a club except the 
bar.

Why call it a church? Because there 
will tie preaching there Sundays. The 
organization will not be bound to a 
»ingle pastor, but will change preachers 
every Sunday, inviting represehtatives 
of all the different creeds to occupy the 
pulpit, or rostrum, in succession.

Such a series of sermons or lectures 
in such a place will certainly tend to in
form the understandings of constant at
tendants at the services. All sectarian 
bias will be excluded, and, therefore, 
alas! ail profound religious life. The 
founders of this movement seek the im
possible in vain. A lecture hall can 
never be made a church by calling it so.

This is the hardest thing of all for 
sympathizers with these movements to 
understand, because they have not 
learned the love that is the foundation 
of the true church, and love cannot come 
through the understanding. The 
labor church is an excellent project, but 
it may be doubted whether more is not 
lost than gained by calling it a church.

The above, from the Nuening Journal 
of this city, indicates somewhat the trend 
of public opinion at the present time, 
showing that the Christian sects are 
badly wanting in some respects, in no wise 
answering the urgent demands of the 
poorer classes. They are not based on 
the truth, as all the various sects con
flict with each other, each one denying 
what all the others assert. A Modern 
Church founded on humanitarianism will 
embody much that will strike a respons
ive chord in the hearts of the people, 
»nd the connection therewith of a gym
nasium will tend to develop the congre
gation physically—one thing quite 
essential at the present time. We wel- 

■ Borne most cordially this Modern 
Church. It will All an important niche, 
»nd should the Savior chance to visit 
the earth, he will be naturally attracted 
to it and will make it his headquarters, 
eccasionally taking a bath, or develop
ing his muscles with Indian clubs, or 
turning a somersault to show his agility.

To the Editor:—Knowing that, scores 
of our personal friends have been 
shocked by the newspaper reports con
cerning Mr. Hull's affliction, I send a 
communication for your columns giving 
the facts, and thus relieving partially 
the anxiety of those who are interested 
in us and our work.

For several months Mr. Hull has been 
doing as much work as should be per
formed by two men. In many instances 
he has lectured several nights in suc
cession, twice and three times on Sun
day, and written from eight to ten 
hours during the day. Of course his 
vital forces became exhausted, and he 
was suddenly called to a;halt, last Satur
day evening, by his hand, refusing longer 
to hold the pen. He felt the best thing 
he could do was to exercise his body, and 
found, on trying to walk, he had nearly 
lost the power of locomotion. Wi[h a 
jreat effort he managed to reach the 
lome of a friend, thinking to rid him
self of the affliction by walking,' but was 
compelled to succumb to the situation 
as soon as he entered the house. An ex- 
iert in such cases was summoned and 
lis affliction was pronounced a peculiar 
kind of paralysis, such as not unfre- 
quently attacks writers and musicians'. 
Sunday morning he seemed somewhat 
better, and insisted on being carried to 
the Temple, determined to fill his en
gagement. He was gratified in this, but 
was not equal to the task, and was taken 
to his room.

I received a telegram bidding me 
“come on next train,” Sunday forenoon. 
I was compelled to wait until night, be
fore I could takp a train for Anderson. 
I reached my destination about three a. 
M., was met by Mr. Benjamin Lukens, 
at whose home Mr. Hull was being cared 
for. I found the patient already con
valescing, and he has improved rapidly 
every hour since. He has fully re
covered the use of his arm and 
hand and is able to walk with
out being supported this forenoon. We 
are confident that a few days of absolute 
rest is all that is needed for his complete 
restoration. Everything has been done 
for him that loving service could render. 
He has the best possible surroundings, 
and we can never cease to be grateful to 
Mi‘. Lukens and his estimable wife for 
their interest and untiring devotion in 
this ordeal.- Mr. Lukens is not a con
firmed Spiritualist, lacking the neces
sary evidence, but he, as well as his good 
wife, is reaching for the light and wants 
to find Spiritualism true. A brother in 
the flesh could not do more for “Our 
Moses” than has this good friend. A 
daughter recently passed out of this 
lovely home, and Mr. Hull was the 
chosen one to deliver the funeral dis
course. His words not only made an im
pression on the minds of the family, but 
interested many who were representa
tives of various denominations.

Letters and telegrams have been 
numerous during the past two days, 
filled with tender expressions of sympa
thy for Mr. Hull’s affliction and my 
sorrow, all of which are appreciated. I 
have fully determined to cancel my en
gagements for a time and accompany my 
companion on his trips, taking as many 
burdens from him as possible in the way 
of writing, etc., thus giving him a little 
time to rest between platform labors. 
His work is too important in the cause 
of Spiritualism for his life to be sacrificed 
at the expense of saving a few dollars.

Our address until further notice will 
be Anderson, Ind.

Thanking the many friends for their 
expressions of love and sympathy, and 
trusting we may yet do much for our 
cherished cause, L am hopefully and 
gratefully, Mattie E. Hull.

HEALTH LEGISLATION 
WANTED.

WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC. i

Stuart L. Rogerq writes: “I wish to 
inform the Spiritualists that my opinion 
of Sister Anna L. Robinson, of Port 
Huron, Mich., is that she is a superior 
instrument in the hands of the angels. I 
have had some ’demonstrations through 
her that are very correct. I am an old 
investigator of the spiritual philosophy, 
and my opportunities have been very 
jood. In respect of Mrs. Robinson and 
ler little fairy sprite Alice, I cannot 
help comparing them unto a solitaire 
diamond ring; Mrs. R. is the pure, 
virgin gold setting, while Alice is the 
choice gem that scintillates; and sparks 
of wisdom fly from her witty, tongue, as 
>ure as the dew upon the violet. The 
?ort Huron society is very fortunate 
in securing this matchless combination 
of mortal and spirit, and much good 
work will be accomplished by their 
ministrations. Angels will bless all 
those who work unselfishly for the

to the Members of the Northwest
ern Spiritualist Association.

It is with pleasure that I can now an
nounce to you the names of our speakers 
tor the coming camp from June 29 to 
July 29th: Oscar A. Edgerly, J. Clegg 
Wright, Mrs. R. S. Lillie, Dr. Adah 
Sheehan, Mrs. Helen Stuart Richings, 
and Willard J. Hull. Edgar W. Emer
son will also be with us for two Sundays. 
Our list of mediums is not complete. 
Suffice it to say for the present, that we 
shall have every phase fully represented 
on the grounds by the best known work
ers that this country affords. Your of
ficers are determined to give you such 
an opportunity to receive spiritual food 
that not one can afford to be absent from 
our annual convention. And now, 
friends, you must do your part and urge 
those friends of yours who do not belong 
to any organization to join us. “In un
ion there is strength.” Ourmembership 
is increasing rapidly, but we must not 
rest satisfied until every friend of the 
cause is enrolled under our banner.

R. U. D. Evans, Sec. 
674 Edmond Street, St. Paul, Minn.

, Florida Camp Meeting.
The encampment of the National 

Spiritual and Liberal Assbcian, is being 
•. held at the Sub-Tropical Exposition 

building, Jacksonville, Florida; it com
menced Sunday, February 11th, and 
will continue throughout February and 
March. Parties East,desiring to attend, 
Dr. address E. A. Smith, Brandon, Vt.( 
or Prof. H. D. Barrett, secretary, 1315 
14th street, Washington, D. C. For 
further information concerning the 
meetings, address Dr. E. C. Hyde, Win
ter Park, Florida, or Dr. W. S. Rowley, 
president, -90 W. Bay street,- Jackson
ville, Florida. Mrs; R. S. Lillie, of 
Boston, will deliver the opening ad
dress Sunday afternoon, February 11th.

At a meeting of °the Brooklyn, N. Y., 
Public Health Society, at the residence 
of W. E. Uptegrove, 1180 Dean street, 
on the night of January 23, a paper was 
read by J. Winfield Scott, secretary of 
the National Constitutional Liberty 
League of Boston, on “Methods of Pro
tecting and Promoting Public Health.” 
The following call was issued by a joint 
committee of the league, the Brooklyn 
Public Health Society and the New York 
Public Health and Constitutional Lib
erty League, from its headquarters, 
Room 18, 331 Madison avenue, New 
York:

Whereas, It is self evident that con
stitutional liberty and scientific progress 
in healing art will be promoted and 
public health conserved by immediate 
legislation requiring: (1) Physicians to 
write prescriptions legibly and when 
possible in English (and Latin if they 
choose). (2) That medicines dispensed 
by physicians and others containing 
poisonous ingredients shall be by them 
legibly labeled “Caution; take only as 
directed.” (3) Restoring to every citi
zen the right to freely contract for the 
services of whomsoever he considers 
competent to treat or heal him or his 
family without rendering the person 
thus employed liable to prosecution, ex
cept for malpractice. Therefore, we, 
the undersigned, urge all periodicals 
and persons in sympathy with the spirit 
and purpose of the legislation above 
outlined to exert their influence in cre-

Mrs. Emma J. Nickerson-Warne will 
speak foy the North Side Society in the 
eyoningir during March. Mediums’ 
rqactings in the afternoon. . -

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 1 
morning. Short Items only will be inserted if < 
received on the previous Saturday. We take , 
pleasure in publishing the movements of lec- : 
urers and mediums. Meetings, which are do

ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with । 
reference to them. They are too numerous ! 
for that. A few lines explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A , 
^reat deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 

nes, giving a "general survey" of the glori
ous work belngdone.

T. V. Blackman writes: “The Pitts
burg (Kansas), Spiritualists have de
cided upon a new course in the exem- 
ilification of spiritualistic truth. Pitts- 
jurg has a number of local mediums 
whom the people here know to be per
fectly honest and upright. Brother J. 
C. Buchanan brought this fact before 
the society and urged that developing 
circles be neld for the advancement of 
one or more of these home mediums, 
feeling that the revelations they made 
would result in great good. He men
tioned the name of Mrs. Alice M. Burns, 
a young medium, whose recent psycho
metric work has been the wonder of all 
who have seen her, and it was decided 
that the members of the society use 
every endeavor in their power to de
velop her different phases of medium
ship. Much good will result from this 
course, as the lady is not only highly 
respected and greatly esteemed as a 
citizen, but the skeptics will know 
that whatever she gets of a spiritual 
nature will be strictly honest and trust
worthy.”

D. F. Chandler sends the following as 
appropriate words to be spoken at the 
grave of a Spiritualist: [Friends in a 
circle around the grave—speaker at the 
head of the grave?] “We deposit this 
earthly form, this broken casket, here 
in thebosom of mother earth; for it be
longs to her. But the spirit, the im
mortal part—over which death has no 
power, only to free from its house of 
clay—is to blossom and unfold in that 
eternal day where love reigns supreme 
and progression never ends; that haven 
of rest where all the children of earth 
shall at last land in the presence of God, 
their father, who created all things and 
guides and (directs all things with In
finite power, wisdom and love. Amen!”

Mrs. Addie R. Smith, secretary, writes 
from Portland, Ore.: “The Children’s 
Progressive Lyceum, organized October 
9th, by the members of the First Spiri
tual Society, of this city, meets every 
Sunday at 12:30, in Good Templars Hall. 
The attendance is fair, and much in
terest is taken in the work. The young 
people’s class will give an entertain
ment in two weeks.”

Harlow Davis, having entirely re
covered his health by his recent trip to 
California, is at present holding plat
form test meetings in Denver with 
marked success. He can be addressed 
after February 16th, at Washington, D. 
C., General Delivery.

The Fort Wayne, Ind., Daily Journal 
is liberal and brave enough to give 
Spiritualism a fair hearing in its 
columns, in which respect it presents 
an honorable contrast to the other papers 
of that city. There has been much in
terest excited there in the subject, and 
some of the ministers have entered the 
lists to combat what they regard as an 
enemy. Conspicuous among these is the 
Rev. Dr. Moffat. Spiritualism finds an 
able defender in Dr. H. V. Sweringen, 
who makes a masterly and crushing re
ply to Dr. Moffat’s sermon.

Wm. T. Bradford writes that he be
came a Spiritualist two years ago, and 
has had many experiences in rappings 
and automatic writing.

A subscriber writes approvingly of the 
platform work of F. Corden White in 
New Orleans; he is also giving much 
satisfaction in private ¡¡work.

Geo. C. Stoll, of Indianapolis, Ind.,

cause.”
H. L, Chapman suggests that the 

readers of our paper attend the party 
caucuses, and try by vote and voice to 
place non-Romish candidates in nomina
tion. .

The Woman’s Business Club, of Chi
cago, recently held a meeting at the 
home of Mrs. M. C. Benton, Englewood, 
to perfect plans for the building of a 
co-operative home and woman’s ex
change. The meeting was marked by 
enthusiasm, and the promoters are con
fident of success.

Charles Wesley Peters is open for en
gagements to lecture at camp-meetings 
or elsewhere. Addresi527 East Jeffer
son street, Louisville, Ky.

W, P. Stone writes from Waverly, 
N. Y.: “We have had Mrs. S. A. Wal
ters, of Auburn,, N. Y., for the last two 
months, and there is a good attendance 
at our meetings and socials.”

Mrs. Isa Wilson-Porter has removed 
to 544 West Van Buren street. She 
gives psychometric readings, tests, etc., 
and heals the sick.

H. R. Wardell, the excellent trance 
and test medium, is now located at 519 
E. Broadway, Louisville, Ky.

Mrs. Dr. Sheehan is open for engage
ments for April and May. She canoe 
addressed at 780 W. Monroe St., Chi
cago, or 115 E. 5th St., Cincinnati, O. 
She will lecture at 77 31st St., this city, 
Feb. 18 and 25.

Will O. Hodge writes: “Things are 
moving smootnly in Rochester, Ind. 
There is a good attendance at the meet
ings and we are holding our own in good 
shape. I would be pleased to make en
gagements for April and May. Am sorry 
to hear such a report concerning Moses 
Hull, but hope it is not so baa as re
ported.”

A subscriber writes of the seances of 
Bert Woodworth at Pine Run, Mich. 
Under test conditions, music was played, 
instruments floated in mid-air, hands 
patted, spirits talked with friends, etc. 
\lr. Woodworth has engagements at 
Battle Creek and East Saginaw. He is 
well named a revivalist.

Wm. G. Wood writes that at a seance 
by Mrs. W. H. Allen, at Providence, 
R. I., the medium was taken out of her 
rocking-chair and laid in the middle of 
the floor, and the chair was whirled 
swiftly around the room. The week be
fore she was lifted up in the rocking
chair toward >the celling and brdught 
down again. ■

Mrs. A. E. Sheets writes: “I have just 
returned from the convention at Lan
sing, where ■ a large' -attendance- and 
harmonious action wpp a marked feature 
of the occasion. We fook for good re
sults as an outcome.” Mrs. Sheets will 
respond to calls to lecture or officiate at 
funerals. Her permanent address is 
Grand Ledge, Mich. She has been 
doing a most excellent work.

W. S. Young writes that the work of 
Mrs. S. C. Scovell at Brodhead, Wis., 
was in some cases as comforting as sur
prising to the recipients. The result is 
an increased desire to witness more of 
genuine manifestations in the various 
phases of mediumship.

W. L. Jack, M, D., writes from 
Springfield, Mass., in terms of high 
commendation of our paper, and says: 
“Spiritualism is a truth andapomfort 
to the millions, and it must needs be 
battled for. Spiritualism is increasing in 
this lovely city of homes, amongst our 
best citizens, our church folks, and the 
world’s people. Allow me to tender my 
thanks to the good church friends here 
for their kind demonstration of their ap
preciation of my services, and also to 
those of Northampton, Worcester and 
Hartford.”;

O. L. Clark, president, writes: “Mrs. 
M. A. Jeffery will close her three 
months’ engagement with the North 
Side Spiritualist Society on the 25th of 
this month. She has done much to 
make the meetings interesting, and is a 
good speaker. We can cheerfully rec
ommend her to any who may need her 
services.”

J. W. writes: Marguerite St. Omer is 
still in the field, and doing great good. 
Her course of lectures in Milwaukee ex
ceeded all others given in that city this 
winter. Hundreds of Rome-ridden people 
attended her lectures with- the avowed 
purpose of contradicting her statements 
and creating disturbance; but the truth 
eloquently told, the earnest appeals to 
their manhood and womanhood, brought 
tears to their cheeks, and a hundred or 
more avowed they would leave the 
chains of Rome behind them, and be-

ating and molding favorable public 
sentiment. We also respectfully invite 
all who believe that the higher in
stincts, nobler impulses and dearest in
terests of humanity will thus be served 
to send us the addresses of persons will
ing to receive and distribute literature 
or circulate petitions. We also likewise 
solicit verifiable facts, experiences and 
other data touching upon these topics 
and tending to strengthen the cause of 
public health and constitutional liberty 
before the legislature and the general’ 
public.

We are informed that Mrs. L. Pet 
Anderson, the noted tranoe medium, is 
sufficiently recovered , from her long 
illness to again give readings to the 
pubUo at her residence, 32 Ogden av
enue, Chicago.

writes: “A jubilee entertainment is on 
the tapis by tne association, to be given 
before Mrs. Richings closes her en
gagement. Mrs. Seery-Hibbits, of 
Muncie, Ind., spent a few days in this 
city and gave two trumpet seances at 
the home of W. H. Socwell to delighted 
audiences. Report has it that Harry 
Archer contemplates paying Indianapo
lis a visit, to which many are looking 
forward with deep interest. Mrs. Lottie 
Greenrod-Herbine is reported as having 
developed into a trumpet medium, meet
ing with most satisfactory results. Mr. 
Sylvester Stanford has announced him
self ready to respond to calls where the 
services of a magnetic healer are re
quired. Patients are reporting im
provement under his treatment. Mr. 
Wm. Hague, a gentleman of rare me
diumship as a slate-writer, is convales
cent from la grippe. A promising slate
writer and trumpet medium is Mr. 
James Allison. Dr. Aaron Voe, trumpet 
medium, is making many friends. His 
control, Mr. Brady, is not only enter
taining but gives thoughts for reflection. 
Owen Stevens has gone to Bradford, 
Pa. Mrs. M. C. Jacobs, who has been 
ill for several weeks, has sufficiently re
covered to give seances at her home. 
Mrs. Dr. Voe, clairvoyant and test me
dium, is meeting with decided success 
at her rooms, 58 Columbia avenue.”

Marion Dunbar, of Colfax, Ind., was 
recently killed by an accident; his horse 
ran away, throwing him out- of the 
buggy and bréakipg his neck. He had 
been a firm Spiritualist for many years.

Bernard Holtum writes that he has of 
late been busy at his miñes and giving 
magnetic treatments. He ; is curing 
some of the regular M. D.’s incurables. 
As soon as spring opens he will enter 
the field again in platform work.

S. D. Greene writes that Mrs. Ada 
Foye is performing well her mission in 
Brooklyn, N. Y., and there is a full at
tendance at the Sunday evening meet
ings at Conservatory hail.

From a friend in Wheeling, W. Va., 
we receive this interesting item of news: 
“On the]10th inst. closed one of the most 
hotly-contested, most interesting, as well 
as most important trials that ever came 
before the courts of W. Va., inasmuch 
as a great and vital principle was in
volved. It was in this way: Mr. M. 
Reily, a wealthy merchant, made a will, 
leaving a fortune of about $800,000 in 
trust to two persons qs executors of the 
will, which sum was to be held in trust 
for forty generations, without security, 
and said executors were virtually made 
owners, with sole power to dispose of 
and manage. Now, who were these per
sons so well favored by Mr. Reily to the 
exclusion of his own children? One 
was the now Archbishop of St. Louis, 
Mo., and the other was Rev. Father 
Sullivan of this place. The court set 
the will aside, as it should.”.

One who forgets to sign his or her 
name writes from Buffalo, N. Y.: "Our 
society is in a good, healthy condition. 
We have large audiences at our meet
ings, and the lectures are listened to 
with marked attention. Lyman C. Howe 
is speaking for our society this month. 
He is welcomed by the old Spiritualists, 
and is making hosts of friends with the

come free men and women, and never 
again expose themselves to the snare of 
the confessional-box, but leave all its 
corruptions behind, and start life anew. 
Reports from there are very encourag
ing. Their hall seats 3,000, and after 
her first lecture it is estimated that 
over 6,000 people could not get in the 
hall to hear her. She abstains from 
abuse, ridicule, etc.; her words are well 
chosen, without bordering on the vul
gar; her stage appearance is pleasing, 
her delivery clear, distinct and power
ful.- She addressed the largest A. P. A. 
council in the city, and the scene there 
witnessed, as the cup of liberty, filled to 
the brim with patriotism, was passed 
around, will long be remembered oy the 
participants. She is doing a grand work 
in Cincinnati, patriotically and spirit
ually. Although she is still in feeble 
health and realizes she has but a short 
lease of the earthly body, she is strong 
in the spirit for truth and liberty.

F. Corden White, after a short trip to. 
Jacksonville, Florida, has returned to 
New Orleans, Louisiana, and may be ad
dressed at 116 Camp street.
O Attacks on Spiritualism by orthodox 
ministers, and quick and keen replies by 
its defenders, seem to be the order of 
the day all over the land. The attacks 
attest the progress Spiritualism is mak
ing, and the fears of those who are set 
for the defense of the orthodox “faith.” 
One of the latest of these episodes to 
come to our notice is a sermon by Dr. 
Martin, of San Bernardino, Cal., on 
“Spiritualism—The Devil In It,” and a 
keen and conclusive reply by Dr. Dean 
Clarke, a column and a half epitome of 
which was published in the Daily Timet- 
Index of that city. We opine that when 
Dr. Martin gets through digesting Dr. 
Clarke's response, he will conclude there' 
is something besides "the Devil” in 
Spiritualism.

The visit of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond, at Washington, D. C., and the 
work of her guides, are proving very 
satisfactory. On Sunday she has morn
ing and evening services at Metzerott 
hall, for the First Society of Spiritual
ists; on Monday she receives callers; on 
Tuesday evening there is a meeting of 
the society; on Wednesday evening, a 
class in psychopathy; on Thursdays, re
ceptions and social visits; on Friday, a 
class in Soul Teachings; Saturday is de
voted to needed rest; altogether making 
a pretty full programme. She is doing 
an effective work ia Washington, the 
same as she does everywhere else she 
may be employed.

The Wonewoc, Wis., Reporter pub
lishes a highly appreciative notice of 
lectures and elocutionary entertain
ments by Mrs. Cassie McFarland, of 
Winona, Minn.

gradually gaining, and in connection 
with It, Mrs. Robinson has established a 
Band of Mercy, with sixty members. 
Mrs. Robinson attended the State Asso-, 
elation of Spirtualists, held at Lansing, 
on the Sth. 10th and 11th inst. The fol
lowing is from the Lansing Bepuòlicanr 
‘The opening address by Mrs. Anna L. 
Robinson was the gem of the evening, 
and as the eloquent lady progressed iq 
her address she was frequently inter
rupted by rounds of applause. Almost 
the entire theory of Spiritualism was 
closely reviewed, and for nearly an hour 
Mrs. Robinson held complete control of 
her audience? "

Prof. Lockwood has been engaged to 
speak for the society at Bricklayers’ 
hall, corner of W. Monroe and Peoria 
streets, for April. Prof. Lockwood is 
the only speaker on the spiritual rostrum 
who demonstrates the principles of the 
spiritual philosophy and thè unity of 
nature by the introduction of physical 
apparatus and chemical and philosoph- 
icarexperiment. Chemical experiment 
is introduced to show that we only see 
phenomena or result of nature’s causes, 
n reviewing matter, so-called, while 

the real causes are invisible to human 
vision. The telegraph is used to illus
trate how sound, colpr and heat, motion 
and chemical action are transmitted 
through space; and to demonstrate na
ture's order of co-relatlng her energies 
and factors. Also to suggest that the 
rap of the telegrapher's key, like tbe 
“table raps,” is the result of mental 
energy upon electro conditions of mat
ter. The telephone is used to show the 
electro and potential character of mat
ter; and how thought motion is corre
lated to it in the transmission of 
messages. Flash-light photography is 
introduced to illustrate principles of 
thought-transferrence, also to show 
how plants accrete and grow, and how 
flowers attain their beautiful coloring. 
The phonograph is used to demonstrate 
how sound and thought impress and im
pregnate the phonographic disk, and 
low man’s mentality and individuality 
impress and impregnate every con
dition of matter in his environment. 
And last, though not least, he shows 
how these potential principles of nature 
unite the invisible to the visible in 
mental spheres, no less than in those we 
call physical. These lectures, instead

T?eLI<3ION 
AS REVEALED 

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe,

newcomers. His name .always attracts 
an audience of an intellectual character. 
Celia M. Nickerson paid us a visit on 
her way East from Pittsburg. She says 
that Pittsburg is one of the cities where 
they are hungering for -spiritual food; 
and we know when she was there they 
got it. We are looking forward to the 
time when she will take charge of our 
society. On the 31st of January one of 
our dear friends, Mrs. Annie B. An
drews, passed to Spirit-life. The re
mains, according to her request, were 
cremated. The ashes were taken to 
Michigan by her brother and there 
buried. Lyman C. Howe officiated at 
the services.”

Mrs. E. C. Mills writes: “On the even
ing of the 18th of January a few friends 
gathered for a circle at the residence of 
R. Wilber, in Omro, Wis. After a few 
manifestations I saw Mr. Towers come 
in and present his hand to Mrs. Blake 
for her to dance with him. He then 
whirled around, making a half-circle, 
and disappeared. I so stated it to the 
circle. Mrs. Blake laughingly said: 
‘Yes, I have danced many a jig with 
Mr. Towers, and could always beat him, 
or stand it the longest.’ After the 
sitting was over the question" went 
around: ‘Has Mr. Towers passed 
away?’ Nobody knew, but on receiving 
No. 220 of The Progressive Thinker 
it verified what I saw, or that he passed 
away on Jan. 18. Mr. Towers was an 
bld resident of Omro; all present knew 
him,”' : .

Edward Hulbert Writes to express the 
pain he felt on reading Brother Bach’s 
criticism of Hudson Tuttle’s ritual for 
funeral occasions. In his opinion, the 
ritual is valuable, as supplying a need 
on occasions when it is inconvenient or 
impossible to obtain the services of a 
public or inspirational speaker to con
duct funeral services.

M. H. Prince writes of the public 
christening of three children,in the hall 
of the First Spiritual Society, of Phila
delphia. Pa., by Mrs. Gladding, who fol
lowed with some astounding psychomet
ric readings—two or three from a few 
words spoken respectively by a lady— 
Mrs. Prince—and a gentleman, and 
while her back was turned to the audi
ence. Some church people were amazed 
when told of the accuracy of all that was 
related. Mrs. Gladding told her audi
ence the tests were not given for their 
amusement, but to show skeptics and in
vestigators that Spiritualism meant 
something. Mrs. Prince is a stranger 
to Mrs. (Hadding. .

Mary Skinner writes from Hart,Mich., 
that on January 29 and 30, Moses Hull 
addressed a good audience at the court
house of that place. His lecture was 
able, instructive, and was well received.

Mrs. Gutter, business and tranoe 
medium, has returned from Indianapo
lis to her previous home, 710 West Lake 
street, this city. .

One "Dr. Eddy’’ recently gave an 
“expose” of Spiritualism at St. Augus
tine,- Fla. A correspondent writes tnat 
“to say the people were disappointed 
would not express it—they were sur
prised and mortified. The ‘expose’ 
was the merest sham even for an ex
pose.”

H. R. Wardell is reported as doing an 
excellent work at Milwaukee, Wis.

Will C. Hodge, the veteran worker, 
is now located at Rochester, Ind., no 
Anderson, as previously announced.

Martin H. Wefel writes: “Spiritual
ism in Fort Wayne has a boon. The 
public is very much interested, and it 
certainly will oe only a question of time 
and education when all fair-minded and 
honest people will accept this grand and 
soul-inspiring truth. Your valuable pa
per comes to us regularly every Tuesday 
morning, and as an educator, 1 think 
there is none better.”

O. H. Hubbard writes from . Port 
Huron, Mich.: “Our'cause here is flour
ishing. Mrs. Anna L. Robinson con
tinues to attract such large, audiences 
that the problem now to be solved is 
how to accommodate them. Our hall is

By EDWIN D. BABBIT-?, 
Author ot “Principles ot Light and Color."

This Is a most exceUent work. Dr. Babbitt Is 
born critic, a thorough scholar and a comprehensive1: 
thinker. /
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of being difficult to understand, as very 
many Imagine, are of easy comprehen
sion to the average mind, as Prof. L. 
introduces so many object lessons to 
illustrate them. All classes of thinkers 
who have heard them utilte in saying 
that they are of the highest order of 
modern thought, and intensely interest
ing and instructive.

Sunday evening, Februrary 25th, 
Mlles Menander Dawson, president of 
American Psychical Rerearch Society, 
will address the Congress of Religions, 
under the auspices of the First Society 
of Spiritualists, at Washington Hall, 
corner of Ogden avenue and Washington 
boulevard, this city. Subject: "Scientific 
Implications of the Doctrine of Immor
tality.” The society will give its first 
ball of the season at its hall, Wednes
day evening, February 28. The Mys
tics of the Temple of the Magi design 
to make this a special occasion of their 
owHj and it is to be hoped they will turn 
out in full force. Good music by Prof. 
Carr and orchestra.

C. C. Jones writes from Metcalf, Ill.: 
“Mr. Edward Bailey, a young man here 
who is sitting for materialization, and 
a worker in the cause, promises to be
come an excellent medium in the near 
future. He held a trumpet ' seance Sun
day evening, February 11th, and met 
with grand success. A trumpet, music
box, planchette, bell, and several slates 
were on the table. Everything being 
arranged, the light was extinguished 
and a song sung, when Tim, the man
ager or interpreter came, picked up the 
trumpet and talked to us so that he 
might be heard very distinctly in the ad
joining room. The writer's father and 
brother also came and spoke and were 
recognized. The many articles that 
were on the table were distributed over 
the room. The planchette, being a 
home-made one, and heavier than any 
other I ever saw, was carried to the 
ceiling, some- six or eight feet from the 
medium. Mr. Bailey was tied. My 
mother and I crossed hands and were 
the sole occupants of the house. Me
diums who are passing here will receive 
a kindly welcome and will do well to 
stop a day, night or week with us.”

Prof. Lookwood would like engage
ments for March, May and June. Ad
dress him at 128 Park avenue, Chicago, 
Hl. .

E. W. Sprague is serving the First 
Spiritualist Society of Jamestown,N. Y., 
for the month of February. Societies 
and camp-meeting associations desiring 
his services as lecturer and test medium 
can address him at Newland and Forest 
avenues, Jamestown, N. Y.
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Not Called.
He may be a scholar familiar with books, 
In person a model,' unrivaled for looks, 
An orator, too, like the great Mr.

Puff.
But that, to our notion, is not quite 

enough;
In language decided the truth must be 

told,
We think, for our pastor, he’s rather 

too old.
For aught that we hear of, he may be a 

saint, .
And none of his errors makq any com

plaint; -
He knows all the canons apd rubrics 

by heart,
And oft to the needy will blessings 

impart;
But he isn't the. shepherd we went at 

. our fold,
We think, for this parish, he’s rather 

too old.
Did You ever learn that experience 

tells, ■ ■
And work by a master for full value 

sells? .
You make a mistake when that man 

you pass by,
And say, when inquired of the reason 

and why, ,
In language emphatic: “The truth must 

be told, . ' .
We think, for our parish,-he’s rather 

too old.” ■ A
O what shall we do f hen our pastors get 

gray, .
And cannot quite compass the world in 

a day? ■ ' '
I know nothing else; save devoutly to

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tub Pbogeesstvb Thinkee win re» 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published tn Its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appealing 
in book form. This wish has now been gratified. 1c 
makes a volume of 243 pages, in style and form like the 
“Convent of tbe Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness ot the author on the cover. The scenes of tho 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in tho 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are tbe chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hades; Cbrlstmastlde In tbe Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstmastlde and tbe Golden Gate; Tbe Un« 
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; AVlsitto 
the Earth; Tbe Change Called Death; Comlngtothe 
Knowledge ot tbe Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth: The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; -A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in tho Bplrlt-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of tbe Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will ba delighted with; a 
book In which the Investigator will findanswersto 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel tbe most prejudiced. 
The price In paper is 50 cents; muslin 11» postpaid»
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pray ■ ■ .
They soon may bd’called to some re- 

gionaway ' . . ■ ■ ■
Where angels invite to the City of Gold, 
And*none will refuse thbm for being too 

1 old.

SOMETHING GOOD.
J SIEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME.
V A Sequel to “A Stellar Key.” Dlustrawd. TMi 

work 1* not merely descriptive of what tho author calli 
the “ Bummer-Land.” but It Is Illustrated with dtft* 
gram« of celestial objects am views of different pop« 
tlons of tho Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only the 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statement! la regard tc 
“Individual occupation," “progress after death,” 
“eating and breading In the spirit-life," “disappear« 
ance of the bodily orgs“* at death,” “domestic enjoy« 
ments and true conjuga. >dons,“ “origin of tbe uoc« 
trine of the devil," etc Cloth 75 mta. PoMfft 
b cents. For sale at th)« w4ce» -

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World; .Being a description of Localities, Employ* 

meats, Surroundings, and Conditions In tbe Sphere«. 
By membej>of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Sbelha* 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 11.00. Postage rt cents. For tale it 
this office.
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ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TO ADVANCE.

GRAND MISSION WORK.
It Is Among Dark Spirits.

great brightness and beauty in Bpirit-Jife. 
There are smiling faces and beckoning hands. 
The loved ones who have gbne on and up

»
I

They Reside on the Very Lowest Planes.

g;.- Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them« 

' A Work Inaugurated by Noble Souls. .

PART FIFTEENTH.

® SPIRITUAL DARKNE88.

w , (NftTE.—This piper is copied from steno- 
grapliic notes, taken during the seance. Tom,

tí

Who carries on most of the conversation with 
the spirit who is being assisted, is a control of 
Mr. Fisher.)

Eva. (Spirit daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Bailey.) The one who will speak this even
ing understands that he has passed through 
the conditions of unfoldment, but he'will talk 
as though he were still iq darkness. "

Spirit Good evening. Oh, the darkness! 
The darkness! Will the shadows ever pass 
away? Wandering, wandering, and no com
panionship; nothing but desolation. The very 
fountain of life seems dried up. Ah! a 
glimpse! gone! gone! Why is this? .

Mr. Bailey. That is the result of your 
earth-life.

Spirit. How could I hinder my earth-life? 
How could I make it different? I believe the

Toin. Still the ocean is made up of drops, 
and each drop helps to make the whole. And 
so it is with every good deed, every good 
thought, and every kind act, one toward the 
other. Some, to obtain the proper growth 
and development, must be left to themselves. 
Tnere must be a strong, earnest, sincere, un
selfish desire for growth and betterment of 
condition; and that desire, when sincere and 
unselfish, will be responded to by those whose 
mission it is, and whose happiness consists in 
aiding and assisting poor, sin-sick, earth
bound spirits (due to their having lived false 
and selfish lives), and helping them up out of 
the darkness into the light. You could not 
expect growth in the caves of the earth. 
Flowers would not bloom and flourish there. 
So there are mental conditions that are far 
worse than the caves of the earth, which re
tard spiritual growth. '

Spirit. I believe you, sir, but in order to 
reach something better, what is to be done? 
How is this growth to be arrived at? What 
are the conditions?

Tom. First of all, to realize that your 
condition is the result of" your life on earth; 
perchance much of it, through ignorance.

Spirit. My life on earth! Certainly' I am
on earth, 
words?

‘Tom.

What is the meaning of those

Yes, you are on earth at the present

fc path is laid out for us, and we must travel it.
¡'Mr. Bailey. That is an orthodox idea, but 

E 'you will find out that it is a mistake.
• Spirit. Is there no sunlight? ¿Is there no
j0L? 

Tom.
it. "

Spirit

You will attain joy by working for

How work? There is nothing to
do but to wander, wander!

Tom. Do you not find others in a worse 
condition than you are?

Spirit. How can they .be worse? Rocks, 
roughness, and dryness—all solitude!
' Tom. Through these experiences thought 
is brought out. It is well to be left alone 
with your own conditions.

। Spirit. But it is most depressing at times.
Tom. Very true, but you must face the re

flection of your own life. In solitude, thought, 
and reflection, much is brought .out which 
could not be brought out without those ex
periences. If you were to attain that-which 
you have not labored for, you would not ap
preciate it It would not be a benefit for the 
growth and development of your soul, as it 
would if you had worked for it.

Spirit I have always labored. I have 
inever been idle.
' Tom. Very true, my dear sir, you labored 
on the material plane, for material gain, and 
for selfish, worldly ends. I look about me and
J see many who never did a kind or unselfish 

' act in all their earth-life.
Spirit. Well, are we not placed on earth 

R, - for that purpose—to toil for the physical? 
& ’ Tom. No. .

Spirit Then why are we beset with these 
’; wants, and these cravings? We must have 

•? raiment, we must have food and shelter, and 
' to gain it we must labor; not alone for our
Selves, but for those who are dependent upon 
■us. .

Tom. Very true, but ’ there is much that 
Sji.you labor for that is unnecessary. People 
-surround themselves with that which only 

Ex tends to make them more selfish.
Spirit. I have sometimes thought so, and 

yet it seems that we are placed in positions 
where we are forced to move just so.

Tom, That may be; but, my friend, take 
lessons; from nature. Each tree, and each 
"beautiful flower, only draws and takes from 
the earth that which is necessary for its growth 
and development; and thus, one tree does not 
seek to draw all the sustenance from the earth, 

' to the exclusion of the others. It qply takes 
that which is necessary for its own growth, 
development and unfoldment, leaving the 
rest for others to grow and thrive upon. Now, 

: what a beautiful world this would be if the

tjme, but many who are here now are what I 
would term earth-bound. They have passed 
through the change called death and are not 
aWare of it.

Spirit. Can such a thing be possible?
Tom. Yes, it is possible. -
Spirit. After the soul, the spirit, the mind 

has left the body, it does not know that it has 
ifiide the change? and has • its reason and 
Entity? •
"’ Tom. Yes, for identity is preserved 
through all eternity. Their mental condition 
is owing to their having formed erroneous 
ideas of things on earth. They thought that 
Vy believing certain things, and subscribing to 
certain creeds, that they would be saved from 
what they term sin; that the Son of God came 
upon earth and died to save them from those 
sins; and that by so believing they will be 
saved. When those people come to make the 
change called death, in various ways—some 
by accident—and their spirits are thrust vio
lently from their physical bodies, they find 
themselves outside of their bodies (they have 
a spiritual body which corresponds exactly 
with their physical body) and they.do not find 
things as they expected. They do not see 
God or find themselves in the arms of Jesus, 
as they supposed, consequently, though they 
realize that something has happened, many of 
them do not think that can be death, because 
they do not see and experience tha£ which 
they thought they would. Then, again, there 
are those who reason that such doctrines could 
not be—they would be contrary to reason, and 
they are not aware when this change called 
death takes place.

Spirit Well, sir, I beg your pardon, but it 
does seem to me contrary to all good sense 
and reason.

Tom. Well, it is. And when people of 
that class leave their hpdies, they find their 
identity the same, but they do not realize that 
they have made that change, because they 
were so sure that when that change took place 
they wouldn’t have any life. And they are 
surrounded, many times, with the conditions 
they made bj- the lives which they led while 
in the body. Sometimes. people of that class 
haye led very good lives, and it takes only a 
very short time for the higher spirits to help 
them up out of their darkened condition into 
the light, where they can take up the duties 
of Spirit-life, and progress.

, Spirit. What are those duties?
Tom. The duties of Spirit life are many

extend their love and sympathy to those poor 
souls in darkened conditions, and they will 
aid add assist them up into the bright sunlight, 
where their spirit may expand and be made 
ready to receive the great knowledge of this 
great, grand universe. It is only ¿ matter of 
time, and the spirit’s desire.

Spirit. Well, it is my desire, I would ad
vance; I would go up into the light.

Tom. Growth must come from desire. If 
those on the physical plane would desire, earn
estly and sincerely, that only which develops 
the spirit—but most of the desires on the 
physical plane are to gratify the physical. 
Many desire to have great wealth, that they 
may surround themselves with that which 
wealth alone can bring.

Spirit, But that leaves the heart and soul 
so hungry—it satisfies not. I haye passed 
through that

Tom. That is so, for those things are but 
fleeting. How much better it would be if 
they desired only that which would promote 
the growth and development, of the spiritual, 
and not let the demands of the physical dwarf 
the spiritual growth; forthen there is so much 
more to be done.- .

Spirit. That has been my case.” 
Tom. And that is the case with many. 
Spirit. I would take hold of Something 

that will give me life and-liberty. This dark
ness, this barrenness, I would get from me if 
I could.

-Tom. You can get rid of much of these un
pleasant conditions through desire, and help
ing others; for the greatest happiness is in 
making others happy. And the spirits who 
have passed on and up through these condi
tions will return to you and aid and assist 
you out of these unpleasant surroundings into 
the beautiful sunshine of growth, and soul- 
unfoldment. They will help you where your 
soul can be warmed and brought into a new 
and glorious life; where you can receive in
structions from those richin experience of the 
soul life, who will hand their wisdom, love, 
and sympathy down to ypu through others 
who are nearer your condition; and yoflj in 
turn, in time, can hand the same down to oth
ers still below you. And so, then, onward 
and upward, aiding and assisting,' and receiv
ing aid and assistance as you assist those who 
are below you.

Spirit. Well, I will try. I must try.' I 
must got out of the darkness, and find better 
conditions.

Tom. Yes, and you all, dear friends, will 
be aided and assisted to the beautiful soul
land beyond. E. T. Washbur^.

(to be continued.) ,'

hnman kind would take that lesson, and each 
4 one take only that which is necessary for his 
s?. own growth and unfoldment, leaving the rest 

for other souls, who are suffering for the bar£ 
necessities of life. Why, my dear sir, there 

I is enough wasted in many households to feed
Ind clothe many who are on the verge of starv

ation. And if each and all would strive to 
give to others that which is going tor waste, 
iow different the conditions in earth-life might 
"be made. , .
- Spirit. That is all very true; but of what 

t'use can one individual be? It would not be 
«o much as a drop in the ocean.

and various. They must in each case be 
adapted to the growth and development of 
each individual soul. You know that the trees 
and the flowers do not all absorb the same 
chemicals from the earth. Some spirits may 
have been well developed in the physical body, 
in various ways; they may have developed 
generosity, love, and kihdness, toward their 
fellow-beings, while other things will be lack
ing; consequently their spirit would have to 
have additional training in those qualities that 
are lacking.

Spirit. Yes, I think that ! understand you.
Tom. The interchanging of thought, and 

the interblending of ideas, and working to
gether—each working for the other—that 
helps the growth of the spirit. 5Ye get our 
instructions and thoughts from those above 
us, and we in turn extend; bhr experiences 
and our development and growth to. those poor 
earth-bound spirits when a-desire is awakened 
within their spirit for a change. There is

tó

RUPTURE CURED!
FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.

W. Yates, M. D,Chicago, Ill.

A SEX REVOLUTION, 
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Bulow’. Vow," "The Occult 
Force» of Bex," “Perfect Motherhood,” »nd muur • 
«therworki. Price 25 centt For wlo at thli Offley .
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A Manual of Physical, Intellectual 
Spiritual Culture.

W. F. Ball Makes a Few Inquiries.
To the Editor:—I notice a reply to some 

questions asked some time ago under the cap
tion of “FreeThought.” While Bro. Dinjjnick 
is quite a smooth writer, yet your tho$$nds 
of readers are not satisfied at the “ans^rs. 
He says the National organization is working 
under a special act of legislation. Will'ifto. 
bimmlck please publish said act in The Pro
gressive Thinker; also please publish your 
charter, so that its many thousands of anx
ious spiritual readers may learn the truth.

You mistake when you say that I am try
ing to throw obstructions in the way of the 
National organization, and that I am Making 
through a glass' darkly. Far from it; but I 
am trying to get an understanding—and I 
want the millions of Spiritualists to haye an 
understanding—of its foundation and legality 
as well as the modus operandi of its business.

There still remains a question in my own 
mind as to the legality of the charters ifesued 
by the National organization, and I know 
there are thousands just like myself who sit 
on the anxious-seat, not knowing which way 
to jump. The point lies just here; they are 
legal, or the National organization is obtain
ing money under false pretenses, aad I want 
the question of legality forever settled. For 
if they are illegal and no protection, it will 
injure the cause I love so well. „

I feel like protecting all genuine mediums 
at any sacrifice upon our part. When I say 
mediums, I mean both speakers and phenome
nal mediums, upon whom our whole cause is 
sustained. And my voice will ever be raised 
against anything short of a plan of perfect 
protection. .

I know, and you know, that a State charter 
will protect, while I do not know about those 
granted from the National, hence I in all can
dor ask for the publication of that special 
act and the charter by which the National says 
she does her work. , '

And I want it distinctly understood that I 
do not want to be a hindrance to the National 
organization, but rather to assist in any way 
possible. And I know if there has been any 
act to legalize the charter business, you wiU 
not hesitate to publish at once.

I hope you may clear away the "clouds that 
surround this matter, and let the pure" light 
of heaven illuminate the minds of all true 
Spiritualists to aid the right. Suffice it to 
say: I have many letters from judges, attor
neys and our old veterans, urging me to push 
this matter to a settlement, so we can all be
come one in thought, word and action.

Mantua, 0. W. F. Ball.

Old Testament Stories, commercially illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus
ing cartoons illustratiiig thë Bible texte. 
Price' in strong, board covers $1. Cloth, 
$1.50. -

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

The Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M. D. An excellent work. Price $1.50‘.

The: demand for “The Priest, Womân and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that thé publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German,. The 
bdok is well printed and illustrated, and' sells 
or $1 per copy. - For sale at this office.
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A TIMELY BOOK.. Jt • ■

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE 
■ ■ - . r“~—'

This book, which was announced more than 
a year ago, after many delays, is now pub
lished, and we. may say that it more than ful
fills all that was promised in the prospectus. 
It is indeed a complete handbook for lyceums 
and societies. ’ ’

It has a history which is especially interest
ing. It was first published in 1870, but be
fore the first edition was exhausted, the great 
Boston fire destroyed the plates and all re
maining copies. Lyceums that had provided 
themselves, used the books until worn out, 
and the want vyas the more keenly felt by the 
members who had learned by use the value of 
the book. The Australian Lyceums were 
furnished by a gentleman of fine literary at
tainments, who added some fine selections to 
the guide, and published it without the music. 
Then in England the same was republished, 
with some slight changes. Meantime, Mrs. 
Emma Rood Tuttle had kept the republication 
of the Guide constantly in mind, and at last, 
of ter twenty-three years' waiting, brought it to 
that perfection that satisfied her taste, and 
consented to its publication, at the urgent so
licitation of many workers in the movement.

It is a book which any one of ordinary in
telligence can take and by its directions or
ganize and conduct a lyceum.

There is not a detail or point in the work 
omitted, nor can a pertinent question be asked 
but what is answered.

•There are 73 pages of fresh, new and Spir
itual music, with words adapted to all occa
sions—as opening, marching, closing, etc., 
found in no other collection.

The Golden Chain Recitations are ample, 
and selected for the double purpose of pleas
ing and instructing.

There are pages of “Memory Gems,” to be 
learned as golden texts.

There is a series of Choral Responses, 
which furnish an admirable entertainment.

The Band of Mercy, as a department of 
Humane Education, is explained as án annex 
to the lyceum.

Then, in physical culture, properly illus
trated, the most practical calisthenics are 
given.

Then the badges, banners, flags, etc., are 
described, and how they may be easily con
structed. Plain directions are given for 
marching, banner exercises, etc., general sug
gestions, a digest of parliamentary rules, a 
constitution and a funeral service. In fact, 
the whole ground is completely covered and 
every want supplied. What is still more notice
able, and we regard as more valuable even is, 
that the book complete as it is is constantly 
suggestive, and its plan is such that the leader 
it enabled to go on beyond into new fields, 
having received directions and exhortation, 
so gather truth wherever found.

Selections from a book of this character 
give, at best, a false impression, but we 
venture on some brief passages, to show the 
tendency and methods of its lessons.

The third Golden Chain Recitation is called 
“A Ladder of Light,” and the steps of that 
ladder are beautifully illustrated. The ques
tions are asked by the conductor, the answers 
are made by the lyceum in unison:

What is the first step toward progress?
A desire to know and follow truth.
What is the second step?
A willingness to receive without dictating 

how it shall come.
What is the third step?
Courage to cherish and defend it, making it 

a part of our lives.
What law of progress ought we always to 

remember?
Fraternal love. We should do as we would 

be done by.
What is the first lesson in fraternal love?
Faith in our fellow-beings; faith that there 

is in every human soul a desire to be good.
What does this faith teach us?
Charity,which covereth a multitude of sins; 

that sins flow from weakness and imperfec
tion, and we pity where we cannot blame.

Does charity necessitate toleration?
“The greatest good of the greatest num

ber,” shall be the motto of nations and indi
viduals. .

What is the grand ultimate of truth?
The truth shall make you free.
The reader will perceive that every sentence 

is a text for a page, and that old as well as 
ypung have food to their tastes.

Again, lesson 7, has “The Three Rules:" 
What is the lowest rule of human conduct? 
The Iron Rule.
What is the next higher rule? 

. The Silver Rule.
What is the highest rule of human conduct? 
The Golden Rule. .
What is the Iron Rule? -
Evil for evil. ,

- What is the Silver Rule?
Good for good.
"What is the Golden Rule?
Good for evil z
Why do you consider the iron rule the low

est? .
Because it is the expression of the animal 

faculties, and the law of brutes ancj savages.
Why is the silver rule better?" , 
Because it is the golden rule half expressed. 
Why is the golden rule the highest and the 

best? .
Because it is the essence of our spiritual 

perception of right; and flowing from the 
highest faculties of our nature, must be the 
highest grade in the conduct of life. 1

Space will not allow further quotations; but

enough has been given to show the reader the 
qualities of the book, and the beautiful and 
attractive manner of its instruction.

. It contains nearly 200 large octavo pages, 
neatly bound, and is furnished for the ma r- 
velously low price of 50 cents, post paid. 
It is thus placed within the reach of all, and 
every spiritual family should have a copy, 
and every lyceum and society should avail 
themselves of the advantages it gives, by its 
adoption. " ’

It is by no means confined in its usefulness 
to lyceuins, as its music is admirably adapted 
to the wants of societies. It is well-known 
that meetings are far more successful where 
the audiences join in the exercise, and the 
Guide furnishes the means of their so doing 
by its songs and responsive readings.

A Remarkable Seance with Harry 
Clifton.

To the Editor:—A number of friends 
with myself attended a seance one Thursday 
evening at the room of Harry Clifton, 282 W. 
Madison St. More than fifty spirit forms ap
peared during the two hours sitting. At one 
time the medium laid back the curtains, and 
there were five spirit forms in the improvised 
cabinet Two and three forms walked out in
to the room and greeted us. Three other forms 
appeared at the entrance of the cabinet and 
stood and sang to us. At another time, when 
we were all singing: “John Brown’s body,” 
etc., a deep baritone voice joined our song, so 
loud and deep that his voice could be distinctly 
heard above all others. At another time a tall 
spirit appeared and waved his hand and arms 
about in the air, and he seemed to gather white 
and red carnation flowers from somewhere, and 
threw them amongst the sitters: one fell in my 
hands. At another time a spirit came into the 
room, four feet from the cabinet, and manipu
lated his hands on the floor till he materialized 
a most beautiful length of very fine lace cur
tain about three yards long and forty inches 
wide; he pulled it up higher than his body; 
afterward he dematerialized it, and then de
materialized himself while we were gazing at 
him. There were twenty-five or thirty sitters, 
and every sitter in turn was called to recog
nize some friend. One spirit form sat at the 
entrance and (I don't know how she did it) 
made or manipulated impressions of faces on 
a tablet, tore off the leaf, and gave one to each 
sitter, some of the leaves had thirty distinct 
faces on them. All done in about five seconds 
of time.

The medium was in and out of his cabinet 
during the whole seance, and in nearly every 
case he presented the sitters to the spirit form 
friends.

But to me, best of all was the appearance of 
my daughter, who passed on over four years 
ago when we were in London, England. She 
came into the room, called her sister, who was 
present, put her arms around her neck, kissed 
her six times and then said: 1 ‘Nellie, I wish 
you many happy returns of your birthday.” 
Now it so happened that it was her birthday, 
but none of us remembered it. So material 
were her arms, that in placing them atound 
my daughter's neck she knocked her glasses 
off her face. At another time two spirit forms 
appeared together in the center of the room, 
in front of the light, so that we all might ex
amine their forms and faces. A little girl al
so appeared and commenced to sing, “Rock a
by baby on the tree-top, ” and moved her 
foot to the tune as though she was rocking a 
cradle. A tall spirit form emerged from the 
cabinet and placed back the curtains, so that 
we could distinctly see three other spirit forms 
in the cabinet, as well as Mr. Clifton.

To close the seance several spirits took up 
the metal tube and spoke and sang to us; then 
they told "us to put up the light, and repeated
ly bid us good night till the voice died away 
in a whisper. .

Thus ended one of the most remarkable se
ances ever held in the city of Chicago. Mrs. 
Edith E. R. Nickless ^as one of the sitters, 
she stated that she had attended many seances 
for materialization, but had never been in one 
where everything and every form was so suc
cessful. •

I strongly advise those who have not at
tended, to take advantage of his short stay in 
the city and see for themselves his most won
derful gifts. Mr. Clifton is, himself, a most 
genial man, and anxious that all his patrons 
should be satisfied.

Our friends are not dead—no, no, a thousand 
times no! But they live and love, and interest 
themselves in all our affairs, as our beautiful 
Spiritual philosophy teaches us.

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thought«, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 2 5 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three 
months. .

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents.

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull. Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1.
• The Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modem 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses 
Hull. Price 10 cents,

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents.

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. 
Sinnett Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically and theosophically. Price $1.25.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. . Price reduced from $1.50 
to$l, cloth. r _ •. ■ ■

Perfect Motherhood^ or Mable Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere; that Children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

It is very difficult/ 
t o convince 
children that 
a medicine is 
“nice to take”
—this trouble W 
is not expert- " 
enced in ad
ministering

Scott’s Emulsion 
of Cod Liver Oil, It is 
almost as palatable as milk. 
No preparation so rapidly 
builds up good flesh, 
strength and nerve force. 
Mothers the world over rely 
upon it in all wasting diseases 
that children are heir to.

Propped by Scott & Bonne, N. Y. All dtnggirt».

Kfla HtLGARn, Oregon, Juue 28,1893.
fly Dr. Pibrcb & Son.—Gknti.kmkn: I um happy to in« 
Mforts you that the Truss I bought of you hat April has 

flu completely cubed me of a very severe case of Hernia, 
»from which I have suffered for ovia IB nm. I was 
H rather sceptical about your Truss when I bought it, as I 
Sf hud tried several so calledElasti c Trusses wiihoutderiv- 
fling any benefit from them; but after using your Truss for 
puthort time I wus convinced that it was tho best lever 
had, as 11 was esuj to wear, and seemed to slop the severe 
pains that often prostrated mo while wearing the oldl 
Sprint trusses; und now, iu spite of my scepticism, I am fl 
PiUFKCTLY Cubbo, and can work with the Truss off if Ifl 
fuel so disposed, but I still wear it loosely as it is notfl 
inconvenient. You may add the above to your otherfl 
testimonials. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN.

O^Tbe above cure was effected in less than three^H 
month« tins, at a total cost off 12. Thousands of sitni-^M 
lur cures have been made for fromflO to fiaeach. Es-j^M 
tablished 1875. Call or send 8o for free
No. 1. Address Magnetic 'Elastic TrusgJ^H 
Company, N, w. comer Kearny audfl^H
Saorameuco streets, Sau Francisco, Cal. JflflM

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
IT/OX AD'S SIXTEEN CPU CI FI ED 
Vy Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ. Con* 

tau'aiff new and startling revelations in religious his
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris* 
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock* 
Ing many of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History ot Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. By 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol* 
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference in the field which he has chosen for It. Ths 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com* 
pile the varied information contained in it must have 
been severe and arduous indeed, and now that ft is tn 
such convenient shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow it to go out of print. But the 
book is by no means a mere collation of views or sta
tistics; throughout its entire course the author—as 
will be seen by his title-page and chapter heads—.ol. 
lows a definite line of research and argument to the 
close, and his conclusions go. like sure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large 2mo, 880 
pages. New edition, revised and corrected, Iwlth ppr. 
trait of author. Pried Postage 10 cents. For 
sale at

RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICS OF_SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

• The past has been the Age of the Goda and tbe Ras' 
Ilgloo of Pain; tbe present Is the Âge of Man and tbe 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust In tbe Gods, but 
knowledge In tbe laws of tbe world, belief in tbe dl* 
vinltv of man and his eternal progress toward perfec* 
Uon is tbe foundation of tbe Religion of Man and 
system of Ethics as treated In this work. j

The following are the titles of the chapters:
PART FIRST-.Religion and Science’

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism;1 
Monotheism; Phallic Worship; Man's Moral Progress 
depends on his Intellectual Growth : The Great Theo* 
logical Problems—tbe Origin of ¿vii. tbe Nature of 
God; tbe Future State; Fall of Man and tbe Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man's Position, Fate, Free 
Will, Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties» 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself. .
PART SECOND—The Ethics efficience

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit;1 
Tbe Law of Moral Government; Tbe Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounts* 
billty; Change of Heart; What Is Good? What Is 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; The Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of tbe Will: 
Tbe Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; 81n; Punishment—Present ¿nd Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So* 
clety; Rights of tbe Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Culture ; Marriage. |

820 Pages. Finely Bound in Muslin, Sent postage frea 
for 11.50. For safe wholesale and retail at this offlea.

JNGEJ^SOWS ADDRESS BEFORE 
L the New York Unitarian Club. The first time In 
tbe history of tbe world trai a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by tbn 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
Tbe pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL OR ATI ORI BY COIO^ 
¿VJ. nel Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
before the New York Legislature, Mays, 1888. Price, 
A cents.
POD IU THE CONSTITUTION. BY 
\J Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo

nel Ingersoll ever wrote.' In paper cover, with like* 
ness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelvecoplesforli.00. 
JX/HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
VV Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Rolyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethougbt literature. Bound in paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
tor 11.00.
TNG ER SOLUS GREA T ADDRESS ON 

L Thomas Paine, at tbe late Paine celebration in 
New York City. Price, 6 cents; ten copies forW cents. 
STANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 
O what the editor of the Freethinker's Magazine 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for 
50 cents.

Z'HE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT
Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 

Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown* 
M. D. Price. 15 cents.

GLEANINGS ,
FROM THE ROSTRUM.1

BY A. B. FRENCH.
TbisworkTs one that every one should read. It 

beams throughout with rare semsof thought, practical 
as well aa profound. There is sunshine and beauty in 
every sentence uttered. The work la dedicated to the 
author's favorite sister, barah French Farr, now passed 
to spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Height«, Ohio, 
gives an interesting sketch of the author*! life.

CONTENTS: 
Dedication.
Sketch oftbeUfoQ? A. B. French« 
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and 

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of 

Ideas.
The "Unknown. .
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
Th/ Egotism ot Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.
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1V1 Waiibrooker. Price «1.50. Mra. Waiibrooker,a books 
should bo read by «very woman in the land.
\ KIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 

Ivl A. Hovey. 200 page», with illustration, of the subjects 
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POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
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THE PROGRESSIVE* THINKER
IS IT SATISFACTORY?

»

The Views of an Able Lawyer Who Was 
a Delegate.

The .National Spiritualist Asso- 
elation.

In briefly discussing the above question I 
propose laying all personal considerations aside 
and go at once to the merits of the question. 
If it is not satisfactory, why not? Is it wrong 
in principle, or merely lacking in complete

, ness? It seems to me it is wrong in principle, 
"and I will try and state wherein.

By its constitution it assumes the preroga
tive of granting charters to all State and local 
societies of Spiritualists in the United States, 
and without which no State or local societies 
areor will be recognized by it, though such so
cieties are legally organized under the corpor
ation laws of the State wherein they are 
located, and though ever so correct in princi
ples and practice. I will merely remark, in 
passing, that neither principles nor practice 
seem to be matters to be taken into account. 
All that is required of a society is .to accept a 
charter and pay the fees to entitle it to repre
sentation and standing, and no questions 
will be asked.

(Jan the charter from such a society give the 
recipient any standing, morally, religiously, 
scientifically or legally? I shall pass directly 
to the consideration of the latter subject, as the 
only one calling for elucidation. No one ac
quainted with law will contend that unincor
porated society under the law of any State or 
territory or district can grant to branches, or 
its chartered societies in other States or terri
tories any legal rights whatever. No State 
legislature can exercise any jurisdiction over 
territory outside the State; much less could it 
grant to soma corporation/powers to exercise 
any rights or powers outside its own territory. 
I do not believe there is any State or district 
that can give an incorporated body of its crea
tion . power to give legal status to any other 
body or incorporation, within its own terri
tory.

Business corporations are provided for in 
general laws of the various States, etc., and 
therefore have legal standing therein, but sub
ject to any restrictions they choose to impose. 
All religious and benevolent associations de
pend upon’the local laws for their being and 
powers, and possess no power but that so 
granted. Then to obtain a legal standing 
each society must be incorporated by or under 
the laws of the State' or territory in which it is 
located. In a legal sense, then, the charters 
of “the National Spiritualists Association,” to 
subordinate societies are worthless—they grant 
nothing. The societies receiving them get 
nothing, in a legal sense.

Then, what object can be served by grant
ing or receiving them? By receiving a char
ter a society acknowledges fealty and subordi
nation in an ecclesiastical sense, to the paternal 
society, and pays tribute to it; first, five or ten 
dollars, as it is a local orState society, for, its 
charter; and, secondly, promises ever after to 
pay an annual tribute or tax of twenty-five 
cents per capita for each member it may have 
—a veritable Petar’s-pence, in principle; in 
return for which the paternal society makes 
many promises of protection, etc. In fact, 
this scheme only claims to be a means of rais
ing money, simply that and nothing more. 
(See constitution, Art. VL) A mere grab
bag affair.

It seems to me too late for any people or
ganizing a new society in the United States 
to voluntarily bind shackles on themselves, 
either ecclesiastically or financially, and es
pecially free and independent Spiritualists. If 
we are distinguished especially as a people for 
any one thing above all others, that thing is 
freedom to think and act as we please, so that 
we do not infringe the rights of others, and 
we rebel against taxation for religious purpos-
es. Our motto in the past has been in effect, 
and no doubt will continue to be: “Millions of 
free-will offerings; but not a cent for tribute, ” 
in religious matters.

Whoever before heard of a religious society 
requiring a charter from a central power, be it 
a consistory or a Pope, before it had a right to 
be? A few of any one religious faith living 
in a neighborhood have always been encouraged 
to organize themselves into a society, and the 
central power, instead of taxing them in their 
infantile weakness for dispensations on char
ters, have usually contributed to their support 
till they had acquired sufficient strength or 
financiai-ability and numbers to support them
selves. The scheme for the puent to tax its 
infant children for its main source of revenue 
is novel in religious societies. Protestant, 
yea, even Catholic Christians depend, upon 
voluntary offerings for church funds in this 
country; and it has been left for Spiritualists 
in free America to attempt to levy a tax on 
membership and for societuy existence.

It, no doubt, seems astonishing to thought
ful Spiritualists that were not at the Chicago 
convention, how so many delegates could have 
adopted such a plan of organization. The ex
planation is this: A plan was prepared by those 
most active in calling that convention, which 
it was not difficult for that influence to get re
ported by the committee on plan to the con
vention. The convention, after working hard 
a whole day on it, disposed of it by laying it 
on the table indefinitely. A new committee 
was sent out to report another plan, and late 
at night of the second day it made its report 
It was a great improvement upon the old one 
in many respects, but it embodied the same 
general plan, the same objectionable features 
of charters and taxes. ’

The next and last ffcÿ the management had 
plumed for the continuance of the convention 
had been set apart for lectures and the éxer- 
cisea of mediumship, music, and a good time 
generally and eminent and eloquent mediums 
were present waiting-the opportunity to fill the 
appointments assigned them in the program as 
already announced. Everyone was anxious 
to have the business disposed of that night, as

had been planned. B ¡aides the adoption of a 
constitution, the officers under it must be 
elected, and it was then ten o’clock at night, 
and many had to go from six to ten miles to 
their lodgings, and some cars stopped running 
at eleven o'clock; The report was read and 
received, and a motion was then made to adopt 
the report, when some anxious delegate im
mediately moved the previous question. It 
was seconded, and the main question ordered 
put, and it was put and carried overwhelm
ingly, amid great cheering.

The published proceedings of the conven
tion under the auspices of the “National Spir
itual Association," left out the moving and 
adoption of the previous quesion and the 
adoption of the constitution under it; but ev
ery delegate knows it was first adopted under 
the previous question, before anyone had a 
chance to object to anything, in it, It was af
terward reconsidered, and taken up teriaiim; 
but nearly eleven o'clock had arrived before 
progress had been made much beyond the pre
amble, and the convention adjourned till 
morning. In the morning every one was im
patient to enter upon more agreeable things, 
and the convention once having expressed it 
self upon it, was especially impatient of seri
ous objections; and those realizing the defects 
in the plan felt themselves powerless to rem
edy it and so held their peace, Now, after an 
opportunity of deliberately considering the 
matter, and after apprehending the wrong 
principles involved in the plan, is it the duty 
of the delegates of that convention to advo
cate the adoption of that plan because they 
may, under such circumstances, have voted 
for it? No delegate should be blamed, under 
the circumstances, for not seeing or uncover
ing ‘ ‘the cat under that bushel of meal."

Then, what is the duty of those who see 
that the present organization is radically wrong 
in principle; whether we helped to make it or 
not? It seems clear to me we ought not to 
encourage or propagate the wrong, but try to 
correct it. We want an organization, but we 
want one befitting Americans and Spiritualists 
of independence and free-will. Not after the 
plan of beneficial orders having a central pow
er controlling subordinates, and to which they 
owe fealty and obedience, but rather after the 
plan of the Unitarians—the local societies be
ing the source of all power and the creators of 
the general society, and its supporters as their 
means and circumstances permit, according to 
their free-will. .

How can we effect such changes in the 
present organization? Perhaps our officers 
may tell us. If not, some one else may. Let 
us be free to express ourselves and settle upon 
the right, the true and the best way, and then 
all work together shoulder to shoulder, for hu
manity, truth and Spiritualism.

A J. Kino.

Mid-Winter Meeting in Michigan.
The first session since its organization was 

held by our State Spiritual Association in our 
capital city on the 9th, 10th and 11th, and the 
official board continued its Work into the 12th 
of February. It was, indeed, a rally of 
Spiritualists whose delight and satisfaction 
shone in their faces every hour. The audi
ences filled the large hall and sometimes to 
overflowing; notwithstanding the people came 
in the rain from distant homes and returned 
in the severest blizzard of our winter.

The convention perfected a basis that in
vites union of Spiritualists from the remotest 
hamlet of our State to its most numerous 
center. ’

The music filled thè very great expectation 
aroused by the announcement that it would 
be in charge of Prof. H. J. Walker of Lan
sing. He was ably assisted by the local 
choir and Alvina Hessler, pianist, and Minnie 
Carpenter, the musical medium.

Eight lecturers occupied every minute as
signed to them, and only the sickness of 
Abbie E. Sheets on Sunday evening caused 
any departure from the programme. Her 
absence on that evening was supplied by ex
tending the exercises, by which eight minis
ters of our gospel were ordained to spread the 
blessings of Spiritualism. Our president 
officiated in this part, and his earnest manner 
and considerate words must have stamped a 
sense of the profound responsibility laid upon 
each one of the candidates, who were Luther 
V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids ; Abbie E. 
Sheets, of Grand Ledge ; Anna L. Robinson, 
of Port Huron; George H. Brooks, of Elgin, 
HL; Julia M. Walton, of Jackson; Nellie 8. 
Baade, of Detroit;David P. Dewey, of Grand 
Blanc, and Martha E. Root, of Bay City. 
These lecturers are now engaged by different 
local societies in Michigan. Tests of a su
perior order, in clairvoyance and psychometry, 
in every meeting were given by George H. 
Brooks, Anna L. Robinson, Franc Jackson 
and A. Coffman. L. P. Mitchell, the medium 
formaterialization, was in attendance, bat not 
enough recovered from sickness to exhibit his 
power. Other mediums for sittings in private 
were at the service of visitors. .

Nine auxiliary societies took charters from 
the State Association. -

On every hand gratification was expressed 
and liberal contributions of money showed its 
sincerity. Every debt was paid and money 
was still in hand. This PnoaBXssrvx Think
er was freely advertised. The representa
tives of the press were accomplished and 
gentlemanly and won the good will of every
body.

What the citizens of 'Lansing did, and 
especially the Spiritualists there, our space 
forbids to telL It was abundant hospitality 
and labor. Melvin A. Root,

Sec’y Mich. State Spiritual Association.
STUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE, Ai, IN
O Valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle. Price »1X5. * -

CHERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR- 
iJ ituellsm, past and present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. An en
cyclopedia of Interesting and Instructive facta. Price »2,00.

Z'HE VOICES. BY WARREN SUMNER BAR
low. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and 

taros. They are most excellent Price »LOO.
'THE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
■I A pamphlet of 40 pages. Worth its weight Ingold. MteW 

cents. ■ ■ ' ■ ■ ■■ ■ - ■. . .

COL. ROBERTG,INGERSOLL.
Has He Done Any Good in the 

World?
To the Editoh:—A week or so ago, a 

correspondent of the Chicago Tribune wked 
the above question, ajid made some state
ments the tendency of which was to establish 
a negative answer.

OOL. INGERSOLL Di ONE OV HIS POSES.

“He has robbed the Christians of their 
hope and peace of mind; has set men adrift 
on a sea of doubt, made them dissatisfied 
with their lot,’’ etc. .

There is not much point or force to ti^is 
letter in the Tribune, but it serves for a text 
upon which a brief answer may be made to 
the question in the affirmative. When Col. 
Ingersoll first began his crusade, God’s hos
tility to man was a fixed fact; infant damna
tion was one of the sublime truths of the 
orthodpx church; the Devil had full swing in 
the world, and hell was the catch-basin for 
the unregenerate sons of men. About forty 
millions of people were being annually 
dumped into the fire, and a God who teaches 
us to forgive our enemies was damning his by 
the millions, right and left No one thought 
of doubting these great truths. They were 
the hope of all Christians—men and women.

Then Ingersoll came and announced a 
doubt. He asked the questions: “Is there 
an Infinitely good God, end an infinitely evil 
Devil, co-existent in the same univèrse? 
Did this good God, who made all things, 
make this infinite Devil? Is this God all
powerful as well as all-good ? And, if so, 
why did he make this Devil and allow him to 
subvert the mighty design of creation? Row 
was it that the Devil had secured the upper 
hand of God, and was gathering to himself 
the major portion of the human race, while 
God had to content himself with the ijciim 
and refuse of the world?” How is it th$tW 
church has been for more than a thous^d 
years preaching the hostility of God to jn^n, 
his vengeance, retribution and eternal burn-, 
ing of millions of human beings, and no man 
to rise up and rebuke the monstrous fraud?

This correspondent says that Ingersoll 
“has robbed man of his eternal hope.” Yes, 
his hope of hell-fire and smouldering sul
phur ; the hope that little children and inno
cent women are to burn forever in unquench, 
able fire ! Ingersoll destroyed the devil. 
The hope of man to look over the battlements, 
of heaven and see his mother suffering the 
torments of hell. These hopes he destroyed., 
And has he given nothing in their place ? ’

For nearly two thousand years the pall pt 
an infamous hell was upon the human race. 
For the majority of mankind there was no 
hope except eternal fire; and now, if hell has 
gone, who shall say that Ingersoll did not lift 
this pall of death and let in upon his brother 
man the sunlight of life and joy? This is 
quite enough for one life to give, but there 
are a thousand other things this man has 
done. "

The orthodox church was made up of a 
thinkless mass of human beings. Somebody 
in the centuries long gone by had made up a 
set of creeds founded upon myths and tra
ditions, which were handed down for posterity 
to believe and swear by. No one thought 
whether or not those creeds were true; if they 
believed them they were saved, if they denied 
they were damned; but Ingersoll taught men 
to doubt and to think—to think, that su- 
premest faculty of the soul—and this teach, 
ing of his has run through all the civilized 
world, until to-day thinking has become a 
common property of the race. .

Has he done nothing? He has modified in 
the church itself thè whole Of the Calvinisti 
tbsofogy, and outside the church he has de~ 
strayed it So it is, man no longer fears the 
vengeance of an angry God or the hell-fires 
of a pleased Devil. :

All hail to Robert Ingersoll I His name 
will pass down the corridors of time and be 
embalmed in all human hearts ; with Bruno 
and Voltaire and Paine, he wUl be remem
bered as one of the greatest benefactors of 
the race. Geo/A. Shufeldt.

Oak Park, Ill. -■ ■
1 ■• « ^ . 1 r .

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, HL Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced tinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

“God in the Constitution.” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll One of tEe best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, wjth 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve, 
copies for *1.00. For sale at this office." 4 '

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful .««say 
in. the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 -cento; cloth, 50 et»,

The First Spiritual Society of Mil
waukee, Wisconsin,

' Spiritualism is booming in this conservative 
old town. The First Spiritualist Society has 
met with marked success and is on a better 
footing in every way than ever before. It is still 
progressive, still “on deck, " and recent dis
sensions in its ranks do not seem to have dis
qualified it for successful wprk. Our mem
bership has increased and our meetings are be
ing better attended than ever, by the very best 
people of the city. Sunday evening our hall 
was too small to accommodate ail who came, 
the seating capacity was inadequate, but we 
hope to prepare ourselves during the week so 
that those who seek the truth can receive it 
Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel served our society 
the past few Sundays to the entire satisfaction 
qf all; a rising vote of thanks yyas given him 
by the large audience to express their grati
tude for the valuable services he has rendered 
the society. His seances for physical mani
festations and materialization are giving great 
satisfaction. Too much cannot be said in 
praise of his work here.

H. R. Wardell, of Louisville, Kentucky, 
was with us a few Sundays. Last Sunday, 
Mrs. Emma Nutt of Philadelphia, Pennsylva
nia, made her first appearance as a public 
worker for Spiritualism before our society. 
She is a trance speaker, and there is as much 
distinct individuality in the mannerism of her 
various controls as exists between individuals 
in earth-life. The language is clear, forcible, 
logical and scholarly in every way, while her 
own personal manner impresses an audience 
most favorably. She gave such great satis
faction that we secured her services for sever
al months.

Thé future seems bright and hopeful to our 
society, and we hope on the dawn of another 
year to spread the power of this glorious truth 
abroad with bountiful effect. Of late the 
music has been excellent, under the direction 
of the willing and efficient Brother Weldon, 
whose sweet voice makes all lovers of song re
joice to hear him, especially when assisted by 
Mrs. Nutt and others.

The annual meeting of the First Spiritualist 
Society of Milwaukee, for the election of offic
ers was held with the following result: Presi
dent, H. C. Nick; vice-president, 0. Williams; 
secretary, May Hildreth; treasurer, Dr. J. 
Mc&uffin; trustees, L. N. Kneeland, J. 8. 
Bigler, 8. M. Eggleston, L. Weisner and Davis 
Goodwin. Our society meets every Sunday 
afternoon and evening at 3 and 8 o’clock, at 
Fraternity Hall, 216 Grand avenue, admission

The Cause in New York.
To the Editor.—-As your paper is so 

much read in New York City, the “doings” of 
the Spiritualists will not be amiss, since every
thing in a spiritualistic line has been espcially 
active since the season opened. What with 
long and interesting editorials in the'New 
York Herald each Sunday, endorsing the 
liberal spiritual movement, and the announce
ment of theJifedico-Legal Society’s determi
nation to investigate the subject, there seems 
to be little room for doubt as to the fer 
reaching powers of the movement itself. At 
Fifth Avenue Hall, where I am speaking for 
the entire season—save a few lectures n 
Brooklyn—the audiences have been steadily 
increasing, and I have never seen the interest 
greater. f

A Ladies’ Aid, formed some months ago, 
but hitherto somewhat inactive, has now be
gun to lift up its head and assert itself. An 
entire floor at 165 West 23d street has been 
secured, and permanent headquarters opened. 
This has always been needed in New York— 
a place where Spiritualists could meet their 
friends—books and papers could be obtained, 
and a bureau of general information be found 
as well as charitable work be done. The 
rooms are open daily from 11 a. m. to 6 p. m., 
and some one of the officers in attendance; 
while Wednesday is public day in a larger 
.sense. At 2 p. m., a business meeting is 
held, and applications for charity received; 
from 6 to 8 o’clock supper is served, and then 
through the evening a fine entertainment is 
offered. Mrs. Stimson Smith, once prominent 
in Mrs. Richmond’s society, is the president, 
and at the first meeting M. M. Pomeroy 
(Brick) donated $100, and an oil painting. 
Already many persons have been benefited, 
and doubtless many more will be, before this 
hard winter is over. Kindly disposed per
sons in any part of the country dan send 
books, clothing or money to Mrs. Katherine 
Knox, at the Society’s rooftis, -feeling they 
will be well placed.

The First Society is not less active, and 
Olegg Wright, Willard Holl, and Mrs. Banks 
have all done more than well, in their re
spective spheres, Mrs. Williams, the ma
terializing medium, and numerous others who 
are working in the vineyard, are equally em
ployed, and are all doing a good woik. '

J. W. Flitohzb.
268 W. 43d St, N. Y., Feb. 12, 1894,.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

All About Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
traces the history of the theological idea of 
devils, Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, *1, 1

Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cts.

Righto of Man, by, Thomas Paine. Com
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government. Paper, 25 cents;cloth, 50 cts.

Woman, Church and State.. A noble work, 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 luge pages, cloth 
bound,. *2.

(Jet anything in the form of art collections 
you should see those masterpieces repro
duced from the "Original Copper Plate 
Engravings” and contained only in the

••WORLD’S ART SERIES."

Represents, in porfolip form, Sixteen Orig
inal Copper Plate Engravings in each part, 

beautifully bound in “ Antique Cover,” the Most 
Magnificent Ensemble of the Grandest Productions 

of Painters pi World-Wide Renown, whose Mar*
vellous Creations will ever remain the Crowning 

Glory of Genius. Each Engraving is 7 x 10 inches. 
Size of these most beautiful of all portfolios will be 
uniform, 10ix 13i inches. Part one is now ready 
and will" be delivered to any of our subscribers 
only for 10 cents in stamps or silver. If yoU 
send for any of the parts by mail, inclose 3 
cents extra for postage, and parts will be forwarded 
to you in air bases on the very day that your or
der is received, Send your correct name, po ‘ 
flee and the price, to avoid delays and disap. 
pointments. You will- regret it always if

They Are for Sale at Tlii&.Office,
FIFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD- 

Lt vancod thought, and is fascinating. Price M cents.

TIBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH. 
Ltt They are worth their weight In gold, price, paper, 50 cents. 

ZIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HIS FOR J- 
of Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Arrans. An -Otllni 

hlstotyof man. Written through the mediumship of U. fa. Pie- 
ley, You should read this work. Price SO cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Sbelhamer. It abounds in facts ti refer 

enoe to the Summer-Land. Price »1.00.'

T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
L-t ths TP’.’LW:.. ft**®!**..*® humanity through the 
modltUMhlp of B. X. Litchfield. Excellent throughout.^rnoo

TT/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
W 1st? or. Curious Revelation» from the Life of a Trine» 

Medium. By Mra. Nettle CClburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent In the Englith langbage. Ite theme is novel its 
truth apparent It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment
ous period in history and regarding its most famons participant— 
the most noted American. It is Based on truth end Tact and 
therefore will live from th!» time'forth. -The publisher has not 
spared cue,research or expense in Its verification and produc
tion, and he stakes bls reputation upon the validity of its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or ereed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
vetted history. Giro It a deliberate reading, you will bo amply 
«will XiiwtlJO.

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
I Lettara to the Seybert Commlaaton. By Francia J. Ltppltt. 
An Uluitrated pamphlet. Worth It» weight in gold. ?rlce 25 
cent», ■
PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRT! HEALING. A 

A aerleaoneBoniontheralationiofthetplrttto.ltaown organ- 
lam, and the Inter-relation of human titan with reference to 
health, dlaeua and healing. Br the spirit of Dr. Benjamaln 
Bnah, through the tnedlumahtp of Mra. Cora L. V. Blchmond. A 
book that erary healer, physician and Bplrttuallat ahould read. 
Price »1.50. .

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
1 conns.' By Andrew Jackaon Dhvi*. A rare work. It per 
sthm great merit. Price »1.25.
TYEATH AND AFTER LIFE. SY ANDREW 
U Jackaon Darla. Something you ahould read. Price 75 
cento.

DEMANDS OF ALL PROGRESSIVE MINDS 
Ls fora pure, Chrlatlah, non-aectarlan doctrine, and a review 
of the ancient religion» Idea«. By Rev. 8, Wepener. Pamphlet 
eomethlng good to read. Price id cent*-
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THE QUESTION SEHLE0
A CAREFUL COMPARISON 

----- OF-----  ’ .

Biblical and Modern .Spirit
ualism.

By MOSES HULL, 
Author of “The ContraM." “Which," “Letter* to Bldty 

Mllei Grant." “Both Sides," “That Terrible, . 
Queitlon,” “Wolf in fiheep’a :•

Clothing," Etc., Etc.

This book 1« what ft* title Indicates—“The Question ■' 
Settled, an Careful Comparison of Biblical and / 
Modem Spirt Hsm.” We give below only a partial i 
list of the content* of each chapter:

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to thfl s 
Want* of Humanity.—No argument *o goodaathatof ’ 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Meo. < v 
Religion* and Sciences have failed to demonstrate at* < . 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chain* of Thought tn .■.«■ 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with tht 
Dead. It* Effect. Bible Writer* in Doubt a* to * , 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convince* ft Min« 
later of hl* Immortality. Dying Minister In Dlipalr« >. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future. .

Chapter II—Tho Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.-* 
A Natural Query. Je*u* regarded a* a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of' 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. What Good hasSplr* 
RualMm done. Opponentsunfair. Immorality in tb< . 
Churches. Religious Systems not responsible foe ( 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All arq 1 ' 
Godmaker*. Men worship tbclr bwn Opthlona, ' , 
Shortcoming* of Bible Saint*. Jewish Church. Te&? 
Umonyof Jeremiah. ;■

CniPTER III—Blblo Doctrine.of Angel Mfditry.-* i 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirit*. Tenn* •; 
“Man’’ and “Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, •/. 
Joshua. Tho Host of the Lord. An Angel appears t<j i 
Gideon; to Manoab's wife; Is introduced to Manoab« 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium*. /. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from | « 
the Sepulchre by a Man. ■.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillar* of Spiritualism.** 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man ha* s :>■ 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual, p 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu« i ' 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. CannoQ 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man» 1 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Father*. TwoBcnjrcef 
of Knowledge: Peter awakened. Two Contradictory , 
Histories of Jesus. < ।

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—AI! Subject«. 
Important. “Ye must be born again." Nlcodexnur 
Quandary. A Minister's Opinion. Author’s Objection« ' 
Jesus' Test*. M ust be born out of Flesh. Birth of th® 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Blblo ■■ ■. 
against it (1 Cor. xr.). Natural and Spiritual Body« 5 
Opinion Af tho Woman of Tckoah. Of Job. Of Jesus*. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must / 
eat Christ’s Flesh. * • |

Chapter VI—Are Wo Infidel*?—RapidSGrowtb of i 
Spiritualism. Tho “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored« J 
Proceeds from Infidel Heart*. Truth* and Error* lii. v 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister want* a Bible. Allbon" .; 
Heve Parts, and no one believe* All, of the BlblOA- 
Illustrative Case*. How shall we decide who the Bo- l

. ■
Chaftkr VH—Are TVe Deluded?« *A Common Cry» 

Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They ■ 
Are into each other. “Kettle Story." Resultoftho •: 
Warfare. Plalogae. God and Mediums deceiving tht. j 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? Isltjuil 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author love« God 
more than Bibles. Lying Snlrlts sent out. Did God • 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s Ex- . 
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op- /' 
position (P). Spiritualism will not “doffD.’\ “Old 
oplitfoot." .

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objection! - 
nsually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and I 
the Steamboat. Objection* to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Splrltu- ; 
allsm. Necromancy; Definition of. Tho Objection - 
Stores Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to applrto the -.

lead for Knowledge. Law Indorsed Spiritualism. .• 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not.;«•■ 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Law gbod in . 
its Place, and for Its Timo. Men Inclined to worship ; 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovaq 
hot an Infinite God. Ho incited the Jews to Crime. .

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. B. BLCHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago. -.
TDOUND IN CLOUT WITH GOLD 

JD aide, nnd containing 320 page». This splendid 
took, Just Issued, contains nineteen full Teniple-ldi- 
tares upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from Various newspapers, rclailng to the great
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others on the .Ilnur Sort.. Whtdh- 
arc nlono worth the price of tho took This i wonder-’- 
S«la unique al an Kvanttellet or Me'hto AM

.Won »1,25, postpaid, to My address, Tut
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ETHICS.
Essence and Foundation,

will admit, with the natureresi

V

: A Paper Read
BY DR. J. H. MENDENHALL
BEFORE THE MUNCIE (IND.) ETHIOAL 

. SOCIETY.

Mr. Chairman, and fellow-members 
of the Ethical Society of Muncie:—Our 
appellation as an association is certainly 
an honorable one—one which the 
highest and broadest intellects might 
well be proud of. Ethical Society! 
What a name for Muncie! It should be 
written in characters of gold upon the 
steeple of our court-house—over the 
rostrum of every church and educational

. DR. , J, H. MENDENHALL.
edifice; and a paper explicatory of its 
grand aims and purposes should con
stitute the frontispiece in every journal 
printed within her borders. Ethical 
Society! What means the name, .that it 
merits such plaudits? I will tell you, my 
worthy co-laborers, what I understand 
it to mean. It means an association 
having for its object the acquirement of 
a practical knowledge of ethics. 
And what do we understand by the word 
ethics? Why, simply the science of 
duty—the duty which each man and 
each woman as a moral being owes to 
each, other. '

It is the science of man and his rela
tions as actuated by the principles of 
eternal justice, liberty and the right to 
happiness. To become practical, then, 
in thia grand and glorious science—es
pecially to become a proficient, it is 
essential that the student acquaint him
self and herself, so far as their capacities

and origin of their being. This would 
enable them, in a measure, to compre
hend : the basic elements—the deeply 
profound and underlying principles of 
existence itself.

Such an attainment of knowledge in 
primordial elements and principles, 
would be to its possessor an unerring 
guide through life’s mundane sphere, 
and a sure prophecy to human destiny 
in the glorious future. It enables 
us to understand not only the nature and 

-requirements ofthe physical body—the 
temple, of the soul’s occupancy during 
its earthly career—but it gives .us an 
insight into the wonderful, mechanism 
of our mental structure, with its Inani-

that I could improve the one known -as 
“The Golden Bule,” first laid down by 
the great Chinese philosopher, Confu
cius, more than, five hundred years be
fore our era, and afterward reiterated 
by the great Nazàrene teacher, whoever 
he may be. That rule reads: “What
soever ye. would that others should do 
unto you; do. you even so unto them.” 
This, Mr. Chairman, is a moral cri
terion for the conduct of all sentient 
beings; though it might not always be 
safe to trust with fools. The very es
sence of this rule, which lies at the 
basis of all ethics—because it will apply 
universally to all reflecting minds—was 
elaborated and formulated into a para
graph expliçatory of its true meaning 
by one of nature’s most gifted sons a 
little over a century since. At a time 
when the American colonies were 
sought to be subjugated by British 
tyrants, and be made to pay undue 
tribute into their coffers, there came to 
the mind of that great lover of human 
rights a flash of the divine afflatus. 
That great and gifted mind, Mr. Chair
man, was the doubly-immortalized 
Thomas Paine, who wrote under the 
nom de jitaie of Junius Junior (and not 
Thomas Jefferson, as we are unjustly 
taught to believe), and with the pen of 
justice, inked with the inspiration of 
liberty, he penned thèse immortal 
words: “All. men are created free and 
equal, and are ' endowed by the Creator 
with certain' inalienable rights, among 
which arq life, liberty and the pursuit 
of happiness.” So replete with virtue 
and divine justice were these words 
when uttered that they gave birth to a 
nation instanter; and ■ to-dày they con
stitute thb basis of that system of ethics 
embodied in the Constitution of the 
great American Republic, however 
much violated in practice.

So we are an ethical people, Mr. 
Chairman, both by nature and by pol
itics. And when I am reminded of the 
fact that y?e have organized ourselves 
into an ethioal society here in the city 
of Muncie, the object of which is. to 
learn and practice those duties which 
relate andbind together, and thus make 
of all nations of the earth one common 
brotherhood, I, like the Grecian .wor
shiper exulting over his goddess, Diana, 
feel like exclaiming: “Great indeed 
is the goddess Iptliics of magic Muncie.” 
Methinks we can-, almost see the great 
Thomas Paine pause a moment in his 
onward march to look down, victor- 
browed, from the shining peaks of im
mortality, to. behold the fruit of seed 
sown by his own brotherly hand.

Well, since it is the purpose of this 
society to study, elevate and advance 
forward the great human family in the 
philosophy and practicalities of ethics, 
there seems to arise as thé starting
point in this grand movement jbhis 
query: What is man, that he should be 
the crowning glory of the living en
ergy? And I would here assert it as a 
truth'irrefutable that man must necessa
rily be his own interpreter—his own 
revelation. In other words, to know 
man we must study man, even in all his 
relations.

As we learn the nature, properties 
and uses of the stars that decorate and 
clothe in refulgence the blue vault of 
heaven above by watching and 
studying their phenomena, with the 
laws of their motions, so we must learn 
the intrinsic nature of man, his capaci-

fold constitutents, such as sensations, 
thoughts and ideas, which bespeak for 
-man a life of progressive unfoldment 
throughout the great forever. We do 
not design, however, in this brief in
troductory to enter into a detailed ac
count of our primordial state or condi
tion of . being. To treat the subject of 
human origin with any degree of satis
factory explanation would necessarily 
carry us back into the illimitable depths 
of old time itself, when the component 

■ parts that constitute us the living, 
thinking, intelligences that we now are, 
can only be conceived as one boundless 

: infinitude of atomic forms, whose central 
law is that of attractions. In other 

■ words: Our primeval beginning, so to 
, speak, consisted, individually, of a-life- 
■ germ—an atom divine in itself and hu
man in nature and destiny; clothed with 

■■ an environment of substance we call 
matter—serving then as now, as the 
temple for the indwelling of an immor
tal being. These germs, dual in their 

.nature, are the embodiments in latent 
form of all elements, principles and 
'potentialities which, under the laws of 

^'/ 'attraction, evolution and growth, de
s-: valop into organic beings, possessed of 
kiVconsciousness, perception and will; at 

which point in the career of onward 
>march we find ourselves the individuali- 
;i:, .ties of moral responsibility. It is at this 

point that man becomes manifestly the 
fe.' .'superior of all animated beings—the 
i- i'- 'coronation of nature—a microcosm, or

-the world in minature. It is here, at 
lsr'‘’'this point in the unfoldment of the hu
K man form divine, that the image of 
lii. ' rivn mortality became visible. Herelt is,

«Mr; Chairman, that the logos, or word, 
' 'which was without beginning, became 
s "carnated, or clothed In flesh, and the glo- 
I’" 'iry of supreme energy was madenaanifet.

;And as the poet has well expressed it: 
“The morning stars sang togetherfor 
the first time the glad song of ‘crea- 
.tion.’” Let this, then, suffice for the 
present, for my . remarks touching the 

jf; ' origin of our being, as creatures subject 
G ‘ to the law of ethics. Though I would 
fe love to dwell upon these profound and 

.grand principles, in life’s, science, which 
'lead the reflecting mind through nature 

I? up to nature’s great supreme.
K, We find ourselves, then, planted upon 

terra firms, possessed of consciousness, 
-understanding- and will, which render 

5, us responsible, progressive beings. We 
V1 are the actors in life’s great drama, and 
fc'duty Crowned with immortal joys con
i' - stitutes the scene of our action. Or, if it 

"please you better, we are the organized 
fi emanations of the one common source or 

fountain of all life. Seeing that we

U
?

social culture would be a priestly tyrant. 
So it is that either one of the mental
powers strongly cultivated at the ex
pense of the others, is but “robbing 
Peter to pay Paul.” Still, it is better 
than no development at all. All these 
faculties are good—divine in their in
trinsic nature—and [man would not- be 
man minus a single one of them. Yes, 
all are requisite to constitute him man. 
The wrong, so to speak, growing out of 
their exercise, results not from their 
nature, but from their unbalanced con
dition of development, which causes-^ 
misapplication of the forces. T? ,. J...,
, From our ignorance of our component 

parts and their proper functional de
mands, all vice and misery come. Ig
norance, therefore, is the primeval 
curse of 'the world; while knowledge 
is its savior. The same law of culture

ties and uses, by observing and studying 
the phenomena of life, as revealed and 
made manifest under the laws of his 
own being?..

The world’s experience is that man, 
though a unit as an organized individual, 
is yet dual in his nature. That is, he is 
both physical and mental in his con
struction; thus representing the two 
Hilarities that everywhere manifest 
n the known realms of nature. Hence, 

to know what man is—integrally—in 
his wholeness, he must be studied both 
physically and metaphysically—bodily 
and mentally. But as we are now treat
ing the subject of man more especially 
as an ethical being, we need to speak of 
him only from a mental standpoint. We 
have already said that, as a mental 
being, man is possessed of consciousness, 
reason and will—the latter faculty, es
pecially-making him morally respon
sible; responsible, first, to himself, 
for the reason that he is a 
selfhood, and can violate the law 
for himself only. And this is why, ac
cording to the law of justice, each soul, 
morally considered, must take the con
sequences of his or her own conduct. 
No forgiveness, but reap what ye sow, 
is the law of eternal justice. The fool 
misinterprets it, the coward dreads it, 
but the brave and the wise exclaim: 
Give me my own.

But though man possesses conscious
ness, understanding and will, which 
constitute him a living, intelligent, re
sponsible selfhood or ego, he is yet more 
than this; or rather, I should say, the 
term mental, per se, does not express or 
reveal him in the fullness of his powers 
as a thinking, intelligent being. Man 
is a compound of many faculties or 
mental potencies; and though, organic
ally considered, they render him as one 
—one man—they are susceptible of 
divisions, and when so considered, may 
be known as the social, intellectual, 
moral and religious powers of the man. 
These, probably, are the four great 
streams into which the river of life was

have one common origin, we are one 
people, and it is but logical to conclude 
that our destiny is one; that destiny, 
Mr. Chairman, is the ever ceaseless, 
progressive unfolding of the divine 
characteristics, potencies and possi

bilities latent within.us.
'.Being one people, weave the subjects 
xjf one common universal law or system 
'of Jaws which are uniform in their 
principle of operation; thus making the; 
fights of one man the rights of all men. 
Hence, if anv one individual has positive 
^knowledge of his or her own inalienable 
^tights, that one has learned the rights 
fibfall individuals. And were I to make 

thousand efforts to formulate a rule for 
^instructing the world how to test the 
Sights o| a fellow-being, I do not know

If

The Stocking-Basket.
Cosily thron’d in her cushion’d chair, 
A mother reclin’d from tojl and care, ' 
Except the darning of a stocking, 
And her chair’s perpetual rocking.
I thought I had somewhere seen it styled 
The plague of life, such a basket piled 
With tiresome, everlasting stitching, 
With work so very unbewltchlng. ' 
And as she broke the thread asunder, 
Weaving in and out, over and under, 
I wished the rents in human life 
Could be mended with as little strife.

and results holds good in the exercise of 
the twofold division of man, i. e., body 
and soul. If one be all physical, with a 
strong basilar development of brain, 
only then would he be Adam indeed, t. 
e., of the earth, earthy; and in that 
state of undeveloped mind he would 
necessarily die—in fact, would be already 
dead to all conception of a noble and 
exalted life. For it is a truth that “in 
Adam all die.” On the contrary, should 
he be extremely developed in his general 
mentality or spiritual nature, but 
meagerly developed bodily, then would 
he be all alive in Christ—spirit—and if 
he did not soon die of physical lack, the 
world would crucify him for his spirit
ual goodness. The law of life in all its 
apartments, both of body and soul, is 
divine and demands justice through the 
proper exercise of all the functions ac
cording to their natures and uses in life; 
and then happiness and only happiness 
is the legitimate consequence. Hence, 
the man or woman who possesses a full, 
rounded-out, harmonious development 
of all the powers of body and soul, is, 
in truth, a citizen of the world—one 
such as the angels would rejoice to own 
as their equal and worthy companion, 
though he or she be clad in rags; for it 
is the soul or mind symmetrically un
folded in all powers and functions, and 
not the raiment, that makes the man.
A great poet once said:
“If I in stature could reach the pole,

Or grasp creation in my span, 
I’d still be measured by my soul—

The stature of the mind’s the man.”
Here, Mr. Chairman, is a good speci

men of mental sublimeness—one which 
is, we opine, fully realized by the writer 
of ■ the song. But even in this, his 
crowning thought, methinks the bard 
was not whole; for man will ever have a 
body, and that body should ever be held 
sacred in its use. The whole man, body 
and soul, trained in the practicalities of 
life’s duties, is the fulfillment of the 
law. This, Mr. Chairman, will be the 
introduction of heaven upon earth. It 
will be the ushering-in of th^t grand 
millennium of which ancient seers and 
bards inspired have long sung as the 
inheritance of man. And such men 
and such women as members of the 
brotherhood of human kind is destined 
to become, else nature is a failure. But 
she knows no failure. Man is yet to be
come master of himself. -This achieve
ment will be reached through an under
standing of the aims of his integral be
ing in all its relations and conformity of 
action to their demands. Man will then 
be proficient in ethics and will know of 
a truth that he is in the highest sense. 
“Lord of Creation.”

seen to be divided by the ancient Beer, 
as he mused over the “Garden of Eden,” 
that garden meaning the mental sphere 
of the life of man.

These several powers of the human 
mind are susceptible of education, either 
singly or collectively. But no one can 
run a lifelong line of practice in any 
one .of these directions without impover
ishing himself in the others. As, for 
instance, one may become so eccentric 
in point of socialism that he would at
tach himself to any obiect or class of 
objects that would meet his social wants 
—the gambler—the inebriate, and even 
the debauchee, to one with such a pre
ponderance of social development, would 
be regarded as a choice companion, a 
first-rate fellow; and why? Because 
like attracts like, and socialism, per se, 
wants only its own. In such a case of 
extreme social development fthe pos
sessor would become disabled from exer
cising, without , aid, his intellectual and 
other powers of soul. l Or, if he be ex
tremely educated in his intellectual 
powers only, he will then become what 
the great Cicero denominated: “Ab 
intellect animated—a towering giant in 
intellectuality, but a mere dwarf ill 
morality and other qualities,” and I am 
sorry, Mr. Chairman, to hhve. to know 
that just there is where the ■nations 
of the earth revel to-day. But-of this, 
more later on.

But again: He who cultivates his re
ligious emotions at the expense of his 
intellectual and moral nature would be 
at best a religious bigot; and minus a

Passed to Spirit-Lite.
Passed suddenly to Spirit-life

She took in her hands, a tiny thing, , _ 
All striped with a white and yellow ring. . 
And smiled as ehe thought of the silken hair 
And laughing eyes of her darling fair; 
Of the rosy lips and dainty hands, 
The pleading cries and the loud demands; 
She sighed as she thought of the world untried, 
And up and down her needle plied. 
She knew it said, oh I blessed are such I 
And strok’d her work with a tender touch,
Softly folded and laid it away, 
As the little feet in slumber lay. .
But on the next a tear drop lingers;
The mother wroughft with trembling fingers, 
And sadly bowed with an anxious face, 
Appealing on high for strength and grace 
To guide the steps of her wayward son, 
To bless and protect her erring one, 
Nor suffer the wand’rlng feet to roam 
Forth from the love of his early home; 
To shield him from the glittering net 
The tempter with costly jewels had set; 
To save him from the sparkling bowl, 
And all the dangers that sear the soul.

As on the third her looks were bent, 
The face wore a smile of sweet content, 
For the fatr-halred girl whose gentle ways 
Were extolled by all with voice of praise; 
For her the sunshine ever glowed 
And from her lips rare music flowed; 
With graceful carriage and modest mien, 
She moved through lite like a fair young queen. 
The mother said, with a fervent prayer, 
May heaven shield her from harm and care, 
From cruel want, and the stings that smart, 
From the bruises of a blighted heart.
The next were for those whose feet had trod 
For many summers the earth's green sod, 
And the storms for many winters felt, 
In joys had smiled, and In sorrows knelt. 
No cloud so dark, but the glimmering hue 
Of the sunrise ever struggled through; 
No gloom so deep, faith could not brighten; 
No toll so hard, love could not lighten- 
The last for one who was passing down 
To her narrow home with a silver crown 
Of wondrous lustre, that seem’d to shed 
A light of glory 'round her head. 
Peacefully sinking to the quiet rest 
Awaiting those of the truly blest, 
For her she plead the right tq share 
All tender aid and watchful care.'

And thus the stockings all are mended; 
With each stitch a thought was blended; 
With ev’ry. thread for future wear, 
The weaving In of a silent prayer.

- . Anon.

WHAT WAS IT?
: CONTINUED FROM FIFTH PAGE.

Mrs. Plotte said to her: “My dear 
child, youp time has not yet come. You 
will be spared iqany years to your' chil
dren. Your work is not yet done. 
Cheer up my child,” and gave her many 
words of consolation ■ and advice. Be
tween two and three o’clock she awoke, 
or rather regained consciousness, and- 
asked for something to eat, and from 
that very moment she began to gain, 
and though her recovery was necessa
rily slow and took many long months, 
she finally gained comparatively good 
health and is alive today, and has been 
spared to raise and train up her family 
of children. ■

How do you account for this dream,ye 
sceptics and men of science?

. P. W. Arthur.
• St. Paul, Minn.

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
The Progressive Thinker, as its 

multitude of readers will admit, has 
published some very fine and interest
ing stories. We' «have commenced 
another which, we think, will be pro
nounced one of the most charming ever 
written. “The Night the Light Went 
Out” will hold the attention of the 
readers with a fascinating power, from 
beginning to end, with its realistic de
scriptions of some ugly phases of the 
methods of a false and unscrupulous 
Church with its victims and dupes; and 
of the ways and means employed by 
good spirits and good men combined to 
circumvent and defeat the designs of 
evil-minded persons, and. bring about 
the triumph of justice and right.

A Remarkable Case.

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

OR '
MIND FORCE.

PABULUM OF LIFE OR MIND FORCE 
a electrifies and Illuminates the mind, restores lost 
harmony and lost vitality. .

Pabulum of Life is in no caso a medicine, but a 
metaphysical nutrimental and life-generator of great 
power.

Pabulum of Life Is a new creation and divine in
spiration, and will purify the moral and spiritual na
ture of man. '

Pabulum of Life will Increase the vital force, stim
ulate the mind to action, awake the slumbering fac
ulties of the soul, and re-vltalize the whole being.

Pabulum of Life contains a spirit essence or Nutri
ment of great power. For instance, every time a 
dose la taken, the person, whether sickly or healthy, 
will gain in proportion a certain amount of natural 
force or energizing power.

Furthermore, It clears the Intellect, and invigorates 
the mental faculties, aud how It does all this, and 
even more, is a mystery, which no science can ex
plain, excepting ou the grounds of electrical vital 
action, resulting from the absorption of a new com
bination of elements, or force generated and diffused 
throughout the constitution.

Pabulum of Life Is exclusively derived from the 
active principle of the herb of the field, the flowers 
of the forest, and the leaves of the trees, and harmo
niously compounded at our laboratory.

Pabulum of Life Is palatable and pleasant, harm
less as the deyv drop, of eminent utility, and for genera
ting a general Inward vital energy, is without ex
ample In the whole domain of medicine.

Pabulum of Life is equally adapted for all persons, 
male or female, and Is especially valuable to persons 
of frail constitution, or where there is a loss of ñervo 
or vital force.

It will animate the weak and weary, Invigorate the 
young, and re-juvenate the old.

Pabulum of Life is a condensed combination of 
crystallzed essence or force and must be attenuated or 
diluted in about fifteen times its bulk Of water, 
and may ba taken as often as three times a day.

Trial package by mail <1,00. Prepared only by

DR. R. GREER,
127 La Salle St., Chicago, 111.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World 

Illustrated.
BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY,

from
her home in Big Creek, N. Y., Feb. 4, 
1894, Julia C. Franklin. She was an 
ardent Spiritualist and an earnest 
worker for woman’s emancipation and 
social progress. Her faith in the. 
counsel and guidance of the unseen in
telligences was steadfast, and her me
diumship a source of great satisfaction 
to her. She contributed generously to 
reformatory agencies, and will be long 
remembered for ' her kindness and 
hospitality.

Passed to Spirit-life, November J 7, 
1893, Miss'Lottie May Dillinbaugh, in 
the 17th year of her age. The veil that 
divides the two worlds was drawn aside, 
and her enraptured spirit saw a host of 
dear friends who had .gone before, 
waving loving greeting to her. First 
among the number was her dear sister 
Ella—another brave young spirit who 
passed to the higher life some five years 
before. When Lottie saw her she ex
tended both hands, already chill with 
death, and exclaimed: “O Ella! I am 
coming: I will soon be there,” And 
again she said: “O those lovely flowers 
—let me have them:” and in a few mo
ments she passed peacefully on.

John Allen, of Indianapolis, Ind., 
passed to Spirit-life Feb. 4, 1894. For 
five years he was an inmate of • the Cen
tral Hospital for the Insane, due to the 
effect of a sunstroke. His demise was 
due to softening of the brain. Mrs. 
Allen has been a devoted wife during 
her husband’s affliction. She carried to 
him each week flowers, of which he was 
passionately fond. Mrs. Helen Stuart- 
Richings conducted the services in an 
impressive manner, at the house and 
grave. G. C. S.

“Music and Its Mission.”
. To the Editor:—I feel like asking- 
you to allow me a few lines of space in 
your valuable paper in praise of that ar
ticle which you so generously laid be
fore your numerous readers in your 
issue of January 20, entitled “Music and 
Its Mission,” by Prof. J. Jay Watson. 
To say it is a masterly exposition 
doesn’t express it; it is divine! It is not 
my purpose to attempt to add to it, for 
the Professor has not left me a word to 
say. Its sentiments express my views, 
and for which I have been working, in 
my humble way, the last forty years. 
My life has been devoted to music in its 
varied forms; and as the brother has so 
ably depicted, there is “good music and 
bad music,” etc.. That which passes for 
classical music is fit the least value, as it 
does not appeal to,, the senses. When I 
hear such music, it is like using a rip
saw, instead of a ‘brosscut, and puts me 
in mind of an incident which occurred 
in New York. A German violinist of 
note had composed a piece of music 
which he considered first-class and per
formed it at a concert. At its conclusion 
an old gentleman arose and asked the 
Professor: “When he was going to get 
through tuning that violin?” It had 
not struck a chord in the old gentle
man’s breast. There was no melody or 
soul in the composition. Now, let me 
say to all, especially managers of spirit
ual meetings, that as the Professor has 
given us the keynote in no uncertain 
manner, let us lay aside our Unitarian 
and Gospel hymns as things of the past, 
and sing the gems that are given us 
from Spirit-life; * soul-inspiring, music, 
such as Prof. Longley and others have 
given us, teeming with nature’s harmo
nies and sentiment. We hope the arti
cle referred to will have the same effect 
on your readers as it had on the writer, 
who felt as our Methodist brethren 
say they feel sometimes, full of the Holy 
Ghost, and felt like shouting! Now, 
Brother Watson, please accept our sin
cere thanks-for so able and timely a doc
ument, and you, Brother Francis, for 
daring to publish facts, regardless of 
what Mother Grundy, or old-established 
opinions, may say; for “As ye sow, so

Passed to Spirit-life Feb. 6, aged 14 
months, Beulah V., daughter of Alice 
C. and Lewis C. Jones, of Brady, Mich. 
C. E. Dent, of Vicksburg, delivered the 
address on Thursday Feb. 8.

Violetta Jones.

Passed to a higher life- from her 
home in LaGrange Co. Ind., Jan. 3,1894, 
Mariette Babcock-Dyer, wife of Edwin 
Dyer, aged 68 years, 4 months and 6 
days. She investigated Spiritualism 
twenty-five years ago, and was some
what mediumistic. .

Major Carpenter.
Expiring Subscriptions.

Subscribers can easily tell when their 
subscriptions will expire, by noting the 
number printed just' over the right
hand column on the first page of the 
paper, and comparing it with thè num
ber on the address-tag of their paper. 
The number on the paper is changed 
every week consecutively. The number 
this week is 222; . next week it will be 
223; next week 224, and so on; Your sub
scription will expire with the mjlnber 
indicated on your tag! Thus, “John- 
Smith, 250,” indicates that his subscrip
tion will expire when the number of 
thè paper corresponds to the number on 
his tag. Thus, if the tag on your paper 
is 250, and the present number of the 
paper being 222, then you will have 28 
more papers before your subscription 
expires. Keep watch of the tag.

¿A* áZí

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

Dear Sir:—When I first began to
take your medicine I was nothing but a 
skeleton, and did not care to live, al
though I had a good husband, and he 
did all he could to please me. I began 
to take your medicine, and now I must 
say I feel like a new woman. I did not 
believe that doctor was living who could 
do me any good; but, thank God, I feel 
as if I was on the road to health. You 
were my seventeenth doctor in seven 
years, and you have done me so much 
good I want to tell all who are afflicted 
hi give you a trial. You can use this as 
a testimonial if you wish. As ever, 
your true friend until death,

Mrs. Millie Thornburg.
Gilbert, La.
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.
(See ad. in another column.)

shall ye reap.”
Long may you live, to carry on the 

good work you are so faithfully carrying 
• Thomas Glass.out.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
PLATFORM PS YCIIOME TRIST AND 

Jl business medium. Readings personally or by 
letter 11,00.- Brief reading by mall 25 cents, 291 Og
den avenue, Chicago, 111. 222 tf

MONEY FOR YOU I WANT 1000 
1V£ good, live agents at once. I want only those 
willing to work, and in need of money. Send 14 cents 
In stamps for sample and special terms. Address Mrs. 
D. M. Jones, Louisa, Kentucky. 223

PSYCHOMETRIC.
7~)O YOU WISH AN UNPARALEL- 

L-S led reading, examination or advice on business, 
write to Dr. J. C. Phillips, the noted platform Test 
PsycbomctrlsL Enclose one dollar and three 2-cent 
stamps, giving age and sex. Three questions an
swered for 25 cents, Send stamp for statements of 
wonderful cures. Address 471 W. Madison street,
Chicago, DI. 225

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, With Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

Virchard R. Gandhi.
Virchard B. Gandhi, Honorary Secre

tary of the Jain Association, of India, 
and representative of that philosophy 
to the World’s Parliament of Religions, 
has consented to deliver six lectures on 
the following topics, on Tuesday evening 
of each week,at the home of B.O.Peter- 
son, 421 West Monroe street. Lecture 
to begin at 8 o’clock sharp. First lect
ure, February 20, “Progress of Relig- 
ous Thoughts in India;” second lecture, 
the 27th, “Mysticism in India, or the 
Yoga Philosophy;” third Jee tore, March 
6, continuation of second lecture; fourth 
lecture, the 13th, “Vedanta Philosophy, 
or Monism of India;” fifth lecture, the 
20th, “Buddhism;” sixth lecture, the 
27th, “Jainism and Synopsis.”

Rules and instructions used in acquir
ing adeptship are included in above lec
tures. . .

With a class of sixty, admission .fee 
will be 81.50 for all six lectures; for.sin- 
gle lecture, 25c. 421 West Monroe 
street. . ’ . -

Mansill’s Almanac'for 1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology, 

Almanac Makers? and Weather Fore
casters’ Guide, and New.. System of 
Science,' by Richard Mansill, is now put, 
and will- bfe sen't to any addresj for 25 
cents. Mystics, farmers', and thinldng 
people generally should have it.. ;

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflams 
no,allays pain, .«cures wind colic, 25ca hot tie

PIBLE OF BIBLES. . BY KERSEY 
XJ Grave*. It will wen p*y pcruisl. Price 11.75

HARK! ’
TJAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER- 

1 J oub growth? po you wish a psychometric read» 
Ing, examination or advise regarding business ? Writ« 
U)Dr. J. C. ^Phillips, giving age and sex, and enclosing 
lock of hair and one dollar, and three 2-cent stamps. 
Three questions briefly answered for 25 cents. Ad* 
dress, 471 W Madison St. Chlcagp.-Ill._______ 209tf

224

Secretary. 214tf

vertiiement In. 225
7[ARS. F. S. DE WOLF, INDEPEND- 

LVJL ent slatc-wrltlng and test medium. Circle for 
jadles. Thursday afternoon. 450 W. VanBuren Street.
rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send LML L live two ceht sump*, date of birth, >ei, f |ir r handwriting or leading symptom*; you 
1 ■-““ will receive a correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A Read, Box 358, Lansing, Mich.

~A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair, 

name, age and sex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. C. Batporf, 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. Please state what periodical you mw our ad*

YES YOU OAN 
f'ETWELL. SEND FOR A BOT- 
UF tie of KLixm or Lira. A aptrlt remedy. Purely 
vegetable, and Magnetized. Poiltlvely renew* life 
Thousand* rejoice over health reatored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailment* there t* no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. E. K. Myer* Clinton, 
Iowa. __________________________________ 222

Four present and future.—
Aak three queatlona. Give age. sex and com. 

plexlon. Enclose«!. Aaxxs A. Miller, Diamond, 
Arkansas. 228

DR. HENRY ROGERS.
'THE CELEBRATED MEDIUM FOR 
J. Independent Blatc-wrltlug, 'pictures, and other 

phase». 238 Park avenue, (near Hoyue avenue), 
Chicago, Ill., also' makes a specialty of diagnosing 
and curing disease where others have failed. Dr. 
Rogers makes his remarkable cures entirely through 
6FUUT powbb.' He Is endorsed by the bplrltual press 
a« being ope of the best Clairvoyants and phenome
nal mediums lu the world. Sittings dally for »late-
writing and diagnosis.

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
Zk 2-cent BtampB, lock of hair, name, ace, sex, on® 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. 8. Williams, 
Lake Geneva, TVis._________ •_______________ 223

7HE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN 
habited but now submerged part of tills globe 
known as Atlantis, Is one of much interest. The 

data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sen investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged tn compact, 
literary form, In this very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purport ing 
to be given by spirits pf ancient Atlantlans concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis aud a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.0(1.

CARL SEXTUS
PRACTICAL HYPNOTIST, CURES 
1 nervous diseases, rheumatism and muscle dis
eases by vital magnetism; develops latent psychical 
powers. Commended by medical men. the consuls 
of Norway. Sweden and Denmark, and the dally 
;)res8. Letters requesting advice must contain 51.00. 
Office hours 2 to 5 r. M. 224 East Ontario street, 
Chicago, 111.?225

INVALIDS
J J, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
r V stamps, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlot and advice fbbb to cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio U

'THE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
J. three 2-cent ttamps for private letter of advloe 

from the Spirit-world. W. P. Phelon, M. D., 019 Jack- 
aon Boulevard Chicago Ill. j20tf

sj can And coxy rooms, equal to those at hotel*, with 
a Spiritualist! tmlly, at 88 BL John'* Place near Union 
Park. —

Z'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. V
BInclaIr, w)ll Bend you by letter a Hie reading of « 

the paat and future.with date*. Hall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Addre«* Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 231 
■WeatAve., Jackson, Mich. 237

AN ASTONISHING OFFER.’
CEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

o-/ lock of hair, age, name, sex. oneleadlng symptom 
and your disease will bo diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson; San Jose. Cal.

Psychometric and business 
X Beading or >lx flueitlon* anawered, 60 conte and 
three stamp*. Maboukbitm Bubtok, 1472 WatMng- 
onstreet, Boston, Maaa. 232

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
XX the Eyea, the Catarrh; and. In fact, the entire 
system. Bend 2 two-cent stampa, and I will send 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my splrltr 
guide who revealed thia knowledge to me. B. F 
PooLS^CUnton. Iowa.

CULLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetic».]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

xl therapullcn Including the Suu Cure, Vital Magnet
Ibui, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
lite. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications, students lu four 
continents have taken the course. The college Is 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the' diplomas at their 
owu homes, institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
I>. Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange 
New Jersey. 234

MRS. C. M. SAWYER WILL HOLD 
LVL Physical and* Materializing Circles at her Par
lors 2oo West 89th street, New York City, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday evenings at 8 o’clock, and 
Thursday ana Saturday afternoons at 2 o’clock sharp.

MRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
LVJL dimption for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It is not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. AU 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two« 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connell v.
843 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 229

DR. S. RANDALL’S
Union Park Sanitarium

/S SITUATED ON ONE OF THE
most central and picturesque parks in Chicago, at 

82 Ogdon Avenue. The sanitarium heals the sick 
with every means known to modern medical science 
and skill. It is specially recommended for Invalids 
and so-called Incurables. For particulars address Mrs. 
L. Pet Anderson Bovee, 32 Ogden Ave., Chicago, Ill.

ACTINA
The Great Ozone Vaporizer.

A COMPLETE POCKET BATTERY, 
¿I both chemical and electrical. Positively cures 
Catarrh* Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Deafness, Granulated 
Eyelids, Coughs, Colds. Headache and Weak Lungs. 
Thousands testify to its wonderful curative powers. 
A valuable book free on application; contains com
plete method of treatment. References and many 
testimonials. 485 South Bt., Springfield, Missouri. 223

liARS. B. IRELAND, TRANCE ME- 
LVJL dlum. Private elttlngs dally. Circle Friday 
evening«. 2926 Cottage Grove Ave. 22!i

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

MY U/ICt CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO WIFE IT AND PAY FREIGHT.
tin tn 5uv the Oxford Improrsd BINGER 8»w- 
<>IU'UU iagMeeblM, with * ooopleta Mt of eV 
Uchmeat* and guaranteed for 10 pear«. Shipped any
where on 30 dapo' trial. No menev rooufrod in cd«

ranee. Tb.OOOnowin me. World'« Fair Medal awarded. 
Bn/ from taowy, u,u iuion' and agenU' profit 
Write to-day for our IARQB FREE CATALOGUE. 

T'l Oxford Mfg. CoM 342 ffabuh An., Chicago, III

TV 1 'WILL DEVK0PY0U!rz» IT ZE Have you tried it?.The I \ V j I 11 Finest Cabinet for the 
1 VI JU V purpose ever made—bar V none. Send for Circulars
This marvelous cabinet . w j i •
if it fails to do what we I nCTC NnthlllP 
claim. Prepaid, Jt.zo. UUtJliJ JIVIUH1& 
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green SL Chicago.

Price, $1.00 delivered, In City,

FOU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGH7, 
Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for illustrated circular and bow to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mail. B. F. POOLE. Clinton. Jowa.

ZHE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN 
formation succinctly and clearly stated tn thli 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
given, falls to convey an Idea of the fulness and com
pleteness with which the subjects.are treated. The 
Matrlarchate. or Mother-rule, It the theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, Is brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
This is followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, "Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman ana 
Work, The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there is not a chapter In the book that Is not 
handled In a master!/ manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying It; it Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism,

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT- 
xl uali*m—so-called—from Ita Inception at Hyde<- 
vtUe. N. Y., Including the experience, of the Fox Fam
ily, iplrltuallBtlc and otherwise, could not fail to bo 
very Interesting, and the interest Is intensified when 
that account 1« written by one of the Fox SIstera. 
Such Is the fact in thia instance, the volume having 
been written by A Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated in a mo,t entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere bo found. It is a 
moit important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers Ite votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge ol' Ite earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume i* enriched with a number of fine en
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

. Price, $1.SO. For eale at this office.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD ;
Or Mabel Baymond’s Resolve.
DY LOld WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 

KJ a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose la not merely to.enable an unthinking, idle 
mind to while away the time in a state of Idle blessed- 
oeii, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
eelMmprovement or the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
thoie who are to be mothers; aid secondly, through 
tie mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
tn modem social and business life, which are -unjust, 
and fix unequal burden* upon the individual* compo«- 
.tag toclety a* a whole. The book la trenchant, instruc
tive and very intereitlng, even when regarded- merely 
1* a novel, and Is especially, commended to “women 
•verywhere," to whom it Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly showsup the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contain* 34S psgea. neatly bound in 
cloth. Price by mail, prepaid, «1.25.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
¿i. Songs, G olden Chain Recitations. Memory Gems, 
Choral Responses, Funeral ScrHccs, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marching*. Ban
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may bo organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old hymnology. 
It furnishesa unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such as no other selection contains, It gives 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives in
structions bow to make the badges and banners and 
Instructs tn marching. It shows bow to establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in the 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except in sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tuttle & Co., Publishers. Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of The Progressive Thinker 
where the work may be had wholesale and retail.
TTOW TO HEAL YOURSELF AND 
li others- The secret revealed for 25 cent*, silver. 
Uriel Buchanan, Ph D., Marionville. Mo. 222

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR-
4 voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist'* of Dec. 30, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected ar,d beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian ideas and practices, and his straight
forward course of Integrity and honor." Address 
-Dr. W. M. Fobster. 1059 Market St, San Francisco,
California.

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association,
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( 1NC0BP0RATBD NOV. 1, 1893.)

7HE HEADQUARTERS OF THE
National Spiritualists' Association Is now open 

at all times, and all Spiritualists are invited to visit 
tbelr official home. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and medium«, who are requested to send In tbclr 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies tn all foreign countries 
are also requested to confer with us, and information 
is desired respecting all new phases of development 
in all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For in« 
formation, address as above. Roberta. Dimmiok,

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “ParCHE arrived two weeks 
ago and to say I was pleased does not express ray ap
preciation. My boy. twelve years old. is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came first silting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bella, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlence.—M. Y. 
Thompson, Arkadelphia, Ark." Price, 31,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach, Mfr. St. Paul. Minn.

■ . -“
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. psYCIIOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
XProf. A. B. Severance in all matter« pertaining to 
SfacUcalllfe. and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 

air. or handwriting,' and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge, Send for circulara. 
Addrc««, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wil. 221

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
«¿jL erfur clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps. lock of hair, age, sex and one 
Bymptom, and I win »end you a full and correct diag* 
nosls of yuur case; Address Dr. VT. F. Lay, Box 413. 
Denver, Colorado. 224

AN ELDERLY LADY. WOULD LIKE 
b home in a Spiritualist iamily to do light work. 

Small wages will be accepted. She 1b anxiom for a 
rood home, and will do her best to please. Address 
Mrs. A. C.Leonard» 407 W.VanBurenSL,Chicago. 22

j/IRS. N. L. PIERCE, NATURAL 
1V1 CIHrvoyant. Sitting* dally. 692 W. Van Ba
ren «treet. ' ' ’ 223

224

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
r\R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

XX Mass., and bls band of powerful ancient spirit« 
are effecting the most wonderful cures that hare 
been recorded and are bo acknowledged. By the Icear 
light of clairvoyance, aided by hfs marvelous spirit 
forces combined with his magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal the ilck. Try him. Send him sex, age, name, 
lockqf htilr, and four 2-cent Btamps, and he will tend 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn’t want any 
leading symptoms. Address Dr. J. S. Loucks, Shlr- 
ley. Mass. ____________ ____________
''TO THE SICK AND AFFLICTED* 
JL Send Are 2-cent stamps, lodk of hair, age. sex 

and handwriting, for /Diagnosis of your disease. I 
also have remedies for all chronic diseases. Address 
at once, P. fl. George, Ml 'Walnut St., Dubuque, la.22 
SECRET POWER OF, MIND OVER
O mind Bad how to cultivate »nd strengthen til* 
God-given force, lunate In every human being. Won- 
deiiulbookHl. Circular*tree. Frot. Anderaon. P.T.,._ _ _ . .... a . 1
2—182 Suto street, Chicago.

Free to the Weak and Sick.
T)0N'T SUFFER ANY LONGER, 

but send to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who ‘will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
especial Instruction of a spirit band of electromag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock ol 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2-cent 
stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244, Ban Jose, Cal. [227
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Words learned by rote ti parrot -may 
rehearse; but.-talking’ is ’riofr al ways to 
converse; not more distinct from har
mony divine, the constant creaking of a 
country sign,—-Cowper,

ni omim -riïrilTft ' it is that psychic research must be ever rASSlNG .EVENTS,

Eiékt Pages of IN T ERESTING Reading flatter, each of vOhichis (iïorthy of Careful Perusal, ft Spiritualist Paper that is Sustained 6y HO fi EST JNdIJSTR Y
VOL. 8
QUESTIONSANSWEREO.
Was Sir Francis Bacon a 

Spiritualist?
Was Bacon the Author of the 

Shakspearean Plays?
Both these .questions are settled in 

the affirmative in the lately published 
work, “Francis Bacon’s Cipher Story,” 
by Orville W. Owen. M. D., of Detroit, 
Minh. If, after reading this devoutly- 
wirthed-for book—I say devoutly-wished- 
for, because that, “Since my dear soul 
was mistress of her choice, and could 
of men distinguish her election,” my 
soul has seated Sir Francis Bacon as the 
author of many masterpieces. If, as I 
say, I had cherished doubts about the 
reliability of Dr. Owen’s work, they 
would be dispelled on reading the wit
ness of one of its sponsors, viz., Geo. W. 
Goodale, the scholarly and able dramatic 
critic of the Detroit Free Press. What 
it must have cost Mr. Goodale to have 
his faith in Shakepeare shattered by 
Dr. Owen’s immortalizing discovery 
can be guessed by those only that have 
revered the creator of Macbeth and
Hamlet second only to the mightier 
power that created him. Mr. Goodale’s 
say-so, though he modestly expresses 
the contrary, will have no little weight to 
the. thinking brain, not only of the lead
ing stars in the dramatic constellation, 
but the brighter lights of literature 
generally, for Mr. Goodale is widely 
known as a gentleman whose sterling in
tegrity has Been ever above the breath 
of suspicion and the cunning hand of
bribery.

Dr. Owen, after years of patient and 
laborious research, has succeeded in 
mastering the cipher; has found the key 
that turns the cunning words that have 
defied nearly three centuries, and at 
last for a certainty we know that that 
master-mind of our rich world was the 
author, not only of those works that 
bear his name, but also Burton’s “Anat
omy of Melancholy;” Christopher Mar
low’s plays; Geo. Peel and Robert 
Green’s plays; the plays of Shakspeare; 
the “Fairy Queen” and all the works of 
Edmund Spencer; Shepherd’s Calendar, 
and as Bacon adds, “all the other works 
of our own,” Which will, no doubt, in
clude thfe essays of Montaigne; and he 
was. as he himself says, impelled and 
guided by the spirit sphere.

As for Dr. Owen and his discovery, 
who finds a diamond or pearl of priceless 
worth, should not be hid behind the set
ting; nor is there any danger that he 
will be, for: “The wretch that fired the 
Ephesian dome outlives in fame the 
pious fool that reared it;” not less the 
fame be his who brings to light the 
proof of Bacon’s workmanship. But let 
us see what Bacon himself says of close 
communion with the Spirit-wdrld, and 
as we read we are reminded of Saul of 
Tarsus: '

A tide in the affairs of mon, which 
taken at the ' '

Flood' leads on to glorious fortune.
Omitted all the .

Voyage of their life is bound in shaUowB
And miseries. In such a sea art thou 

now afloat,
And thou must take the current when 

•it serves,
Or lose thy ventures, Thy fates open 

their hands to thee.
Decline them not, but let thy blood and 

spirit
Embrace them, and climb the height of 

virtue’s
Sacred hill, where endless honor shall 

be made
Thy meed. Remember that that thou 

hast just ■ -
Read, that the Divine Majesty takes 

delight to hide
His work, according to the innocent 

play of children.
To nave them found out. Surely for 

them to
Follow the example of the Most High 

God cannot
Be censured. Therefore, put away 

popular applause,
And after the manner of Solomon, the 

King, compose ,
A history of thy times, and fold it into
Enigmatical writings and cunning 

mixtures of the
Theatre, mingled as the colors in a 

painter’s shell, .
And it wi.ll, in due course of time, be 

found. '
For there shall be born into the world
(Not in years, but in ages) a man whose 

pliant and
Obedient mind we, of the supernatural 

world, will take
Special ■ heed by all possible endeavor 

to frame
And mould into a pipe for thy fingers to 

sound
What stop thou please; and this man, 

either led or
Driven, as we point the way, will yield 

himself a
Disciple of thine, and will search and 

Beek out thy
Disordered ana ■ confused strings and 

roots, with some -
Peril and unsafely to himself. For men 

in scornful and
Arrogant manner will call him mad and 

point at him " "
The finger of 'scorn; and yet they will,
Upon trial, practice and study of thy 

plan, .

He did not compose them—for the 
reason that neither he mor any man that 
lives is gifted with the surpassing 
genius to ao it.” And Mr. Goodale was 
convinced almost against his will only 
after a year’s patient investigation.

I send this that The Progressive 
Thinker may be the first to answer in 
the affirmative the question that 
heads this article, as it is undoubtedly 
the first among American Spiritual pub
lications—in news, in thought, in in
terest and in fearless denunciation of 
fraud. ■

I cry your mercy for calling for so much 
space in this, my first Effort, to reach 
so many thinkers through your columns, 
but a pint cannot contain a quart, nor 
can an ox take shelter in a shelled 
snail’s house—nor can a few poor lines 
of mine do justice to a volume’s task.

I write to call attention to a work 
whose pages lay bare the greatest mys
tery that ever encased mortality, and 
which relegates to the dim lumber-room 
of the past this upstart crow masquerad
ing in the livery of heaven—Shakspeare 
—and places on the vacant pedestal this 
myriad-minded, heaven-inspired me
dium, Sir Francis Dudley (Bacon) Plan
tagenet. Charles Nevins.

145 W. 14th St., N. Y.

A' Few Thoughts Thereon.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE. W

It is this transcendant faot which 
makes organization possible, in a higher 
sense than that of a lecture club or a 
¡‘congress,” And now that this subject 
of organization has been given, of late, 
a good deal of attention, the questions 
are earnestly asked: .

bAnd now it is time for us to tell’you 
How we found the way to conceal these 

cyphers.
One night, when a youth, we were 

reading
In the holy scriptures of our .Great God. 

Something
Compelled us to turn to the proverbs 

and read
That passage of Solomon, the king, 

wherein he •
Affirmeth ‘that the glory of God is to 

conceal
A thing, but the glory of a king is to 

find it out.’
And we thought how odd and strange it 

read,
And attentively looked into the subtlety 

of the
Passage. As we read and pondered the 

wise ' '
Words and lofty language of this 

precious
Book of love, there comes a flame of 

fire which
Fills all the room, and obscures our 

eyes with its
Celestial glory! And from it swells a 

heavenly .
Voice that, lifting our mind above her
Human bounds, ravisheth our soul with 

its sweet, .
Heavenly music. And thus it spake:
‘My son, fear not, but take thy fortunes 

and thy
Honors up. Be that thou ,knowest thou 

art— . ,
Then thou art as great as that thou 

fearest—
Thou art not what thou seemest. At thy
Birth the front of heaven was full of 

flery . ...Shapes. The goats ran from the moun
tains, , ,

And the herds were strangely clam
orous ',

To the frightened fields. These signs
Have marked thee extraordinary, and

all the . , ,
Courses of thy life will show thou art
' not in _ _____ __ __ .
The roll of common men. Where is 

the living
Cliph in by the sea that chides the 

• banks of , _ , ■. .
England, Scotland and Wales, who will 
. call thee . , „ , a

K Pupil, or will read to thee? And bring 
him out that .

Is but woman’s son, will trace thee in
< . the tedious _ .
Ways of art, and hold the pace in deep 
Experiment. Be thou not, therefore, 
. afraid of greatness, ..... - ■? . . .
I charge thee—some men become great 

by advancement vain ’
And favor of their prince; some have 

greatness
Thrust Upon them by the world, and 

some achieve ', . ’ ■
Greatness by reason of their wit; for 

there is . ...

See that the secret jfy great and vplum- 
inouslabor '

Hath been found out”—and then the 
voice we heard

Ceased and passed away. ,
Here we have a direct connection with 

Bacon and the supernatural forces— 
forces, no doubt, that followed and di
rected him through all that labyrinth of 
stupendous thought expressed, -that has 
been the marvel and admiration of the 
world. When this cipher is given to 
the world, which Dr. Owen intends 
doing as soon as he has finished with all 
the other compilations, which will em
brace history, story and translation that 
will “awe these players of life’s drama.”

Like scattered puzzle blocks through . 
all the works here mentioned, and his 
acknowledged writings, Dr! Owen, ever 
following oy a simple and mechanical 
process the instructions Bacon gives in 
his letter to the discoverer of the 
cipher, has picked out here a line and 
there an exclamation, placed them in ro
tation to the cypher’s laws, and his book 
just published, which is merely a pre
face to that which is to oome, tells us 
that not only was Sir Francis Bacon 
that that Shakspeare, Marlow, Green, 
Peel, Spencer, Shepherd and Burton 
seemed—but was Sir Francis Dudley, 
lawful son of Queen Elizabeth and 
Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, 
and the rightfiil- heir to the throne of 
England. -

Now, we begin to see why the so-called 
“Virgin of the West” never married. 
Lest in some other union she should be 
disgraced, having married Robert, Earl- 
of Leicester, in secret in the tower. Now 
can we see why Bacon, knowing this, 
was forced to put an antic disposition on. 
Now can we see why Cecil, the crooked 
back hog, strangled . her majesty to 
death, as Bacon’s fearful story .proves; 
but what we suspect, though Bacon 
does not state, was that the dying queen,- 
whose death was hastened by Cecil’s 
hand, had resolved to declare Sir Francis 
Dudley (Bacon) her lawful son, which to 
prevent, this Cecil, Bacon’s^ mortal 
enemy, dismissed the attendants on the 
queen, under the pretext of summoning 
a clergyman, and when alone with her, 
with a silken scarf, cut short her life.

Now do we know why Shakspeare’s 
kings and queens spoke like gods and 
goddesses; why his hatred of tne fawn
ing, flattering courtier; why his loathing 
of the common herd; his exaltation of 
philosophers. He knew tne divinity 
that did hedge a king, the bitter tears 
and sighs that forced that king to sue 
for preferment, only to be denied that 
preferment by his own mother.-

Maternal instinct would not ciith im off, 
nor force him to mingle with:the soul. It 
would not raise him to great honors, for 
she feared. She knewJierself cunning, 
fond of power; and doubted lest her 
own son might have been- a creature 
like herself. ■ One. by one, by sword, by 
ax or by poison’s help—reach friend that 
Bacon loved, that might have been a 

, sharer in his secret, was cut off. At 
last he stood alone. , No one to turn to 
but his tender , foster-mother, Anne 

■ Bacon, who, at the time her own boy 
baby died, received most secretly from 

, Elizabeth the noLyet-toddling Francis, 
to fill her aching heart.. ■ •-■ ■ j ; ■

The work just published is not a de
. visement of Dr. Owen’s brain,'for. as the 

> learned Mr. Goodale - says: : “These 
»tones are net Dn Owen’» inventions.

Mediumship in the Church.
Yes, the phenomena of spirit control 

has been on exhibition in the church. 
Mr. Brekhus, mention of whom is made 
in No. 220 of your grand paper, has been 
attending revival meetings in a church 
here for a week past. He is controlled 
by an orthodox crank who, I presume, 
preached hell and damnation (as laid 
down in the primitive history on the 
fall of man) while inhabiting the mortal 
body, and still appears to be as anxious 
as ever to air his old views on that sub
ject. The young man does not under
stand his own condition, and has been 
prevailed on to believe that the only 
way to find salvation is through the 
orthodox church; so, you see, the sub- 
i'ect and his control are as one in belief, 
jikp attracts like Beams to be proven in 

this case. He is undergoing the- first 
crude'stage of spirit control, and it hor
rifies the gentler sex to behold the con
tortions that he has to undergo to • be 
fully entranced. One of the trustees, 
seeing me in church, inquired after
wards what I thought of it. I answered: 
“I am sorry for that young man; you 
are killing him. Two services per day 
will soon reduce him to such a state of 
weakness that the spirit will be unable 
to return to the -mortal tenement of 
clay.”

1 “What are you saying? Don’t you 
know that he is overshadowed by the 
power of the Holy Ghost? so how can we 
kill him?”

This was more than I could stand, so I 
turned loose and spoke to that antedi
luvian worshiper of a personal God as I 
never spake to man before. He looked 
in my face with sadness in his eyes, as 
■he said:

“I am afraid when the time comes for. 
us to stand face to face with Almighty 
God, you will not be there—you will be. 
in a different locality.”

“Indeed, you are right there. The 
picture you are drawing is a part of the 
delusion of a narrow creed. You expect 
to gain your heaven by blindly worship
ing a personal God, as taught by primi
tive history; while I am trying to build 
my heaven by trying earnestly to be a 
man—by doing to others as I should, like 
to be done by, and by worshiping the 
Divine Creator under the broad canopy 
of heaven by searching for truth and di
vine inspiration amongst Nature’s grand 
works.”

I cannot close without telling a per
sonal incident in this affair. They per
mit the medium to become entranced in 
full view of the congregation, in order 
that no one may have a chance to say 
that he has been drugged or manipu
lated m any way. Two mediums, Amer
ican ladies, being desirous of seeing 
him, prevailed on me to go along and 
act as interpreter, as he speaks in the

Than John S. Adams there never was 
a purer and inorei spiritual man. 
He yvas gentle and. kind almost to a 
fault, and possessed of the finest sensi
tiveness, which made him intuitional in 
a remarkable degree. While suffering 
from a painful disease he manifested 
the utmost cheerfulness and amiability, 
and met the sympathy of his friends 
with the fine play on words none knew 
better how to use. He was a poet, in 
the true sense of the word, and many of 
his efforts are gems of great beauty. 
The following is a prophetic longing 
which will find response in every suffer
ing heart:

SWEET REST AT LAST.
Sweet rest at last!

At last the hands are folded 
Upon a pulseless breast,

And a soul tired, of earth’s great burden 
weary,

Hath found sweet rest.
Sweet rest at last!

A long and faithful worker
On life’s broad, beaten road. 

Reaching the confines of a life immortal,
Lays down his load.
Sweet rest at last!

No longer thorns are pressing 
Upon a careworn brow, 

But from the heavens a fadeless crown 
of blessing

Rests on it now.
Sweet rest at last!

No more earth’s fretting discord 
Disturbs the holy calm,

But angel choirs chant to the list’ning 
spirit

Their peaceful psalm.
Sweet rest at last!

We clasp pqr hapds in silenqe, 
And inly hope tp be •

Sometime with those '.who enter at the 
portal, / , ,

And heaven tosae; •
Sometime, amid the realms of fadeless 

beauty,
Earth’s toils and sorrows past, 

Find, with the dear ones who have gone 
before us,

Sweet rest at last.

Norwegian tongue. It so happened that 
we got three chairs standing in front of 
the regular seats’ and close to the plat
form. While thé medium on the lounge 
was going through the convulsive stage 
of bfeing entranced, the medium on my 
right began to shiver as if stricken by 
the ague, and she had to fight desper
ately. to prevent being controlled, The 
one-on my left also became agitated, and 
having by this tune become the target 
for all eyes, I began to feel hot about 
the ears.myself,,not knowing what kind 
of conflict might be brought about right 
there in the house of God by a trinity of 
spirit controls. To my great relief, my 
companigns became quiet, but the ob
ject lesson had,done its work, and I 
think it will cause many who saw it to 
inquire further into the phenomena of' 
spirit controL .

Two ministers sat right in front of and 
facing us, and with knitted brows, they 
closely watched this agitated manifesta
tion of the Holy Ghost in their midst.

Mr. Brekhus also speaks under inspir
ation, and in this condition. he handles, 
himself well.His lecture on “How to 
¿Raise Children,” and also on ,“The Evils 
of the Saloons, 'was well handled.

The pastor of the church is an earnest, 
sincere gentleman, and is using' the ndr- 
row lessons taught him in his youth in 
trying to rescue.humanity from a fallen 
state. Should the method adopted in 
this case prove’to be a boomerang for 
the church, he candiardly be to blame.
.¡The above shows a little of how. the 

spirit is working in this part of the 
world, that is my reason for writing it. 
. Seattle, Wash.’ L.P,

Au revoir, dear friend, thy mortal 
work is done—well done, and thou art 
given the benefit of wider opportunities, 
freed from the burdens of earthly en
vironments.

Au revotr—not farewell, for soon we 
shall meet in that “sweet rest,” which 
is activity,'to develop the possibilities 
which are our heritage.

Psychic Study.
At present, when there is so much 

talk on psychic manifestations, to the 
exclusion of spiritual, everything by the 
name • attracts attention. The Psychic 
Congress has met and become a thing of 
the past. Its members carefully, with a 
few exceptions, labeled their Spiritual
ism by a name that to them sounded 
more palatable. Their papers were ex
ceedingly learned and profuse, yet in no 
instance—or collectively, did they reach 
new grounds, or traverse fields hitherto 
unknown. The Spiritualists have gone 
over the same field for the last forty- 
five years; yet their work and conclu
sions are ignored, as though they had 
never been. The most noted leaders in 
that cause were absent, because unin
vited, and the promoters of the 
“Congress” set themselves to the task 
which- had been already performed, 
with the self-complacent assurance that 
no one.had preceded them.

This want of appreciation is pardona
ble, as characteristic of beginners, who, 
as a rule, think that all knowledge new 
to them is their own discovery. This 
is emphasized by Borderkind, the preten
tious quarterly by which Stead attempts 
to storm the citadel of skepticism, 
which for this reason has not met the 
warm-welcome its editor evidently an
ticipated. Mr. Stead has become me- 
diumistic; in which he is like thousands 
of others. He quite forgets that there 
are other mediums in the world, and 
have/been for many years—twoscore 
and more—before he was attracted to 
the subject. There have been writers 
•on Spiritualism, inspirational and other
wise, and a large library has accumu
lated; yet the readpr of Borderland 
would gather from its silence that there 
¿ad. been no writers or mediums previ
ous to Mr. 'Stead’s development. He 
scarcely makes allusion to the investi
gators who have, gone over the ground 
before him, or to writers and speakers 
who have become eminent as its defend-

- IS ORGANIZATION DESIRABLE? 

and if so, what shall be the plan by 
which it shall be perfected?

There have been repeated efforts put 
forth, and the results have been far 
from encouraging.

The most ambitious was the American 
Association, which promised phenom
enal success, but which went down in 
failure—most ignominious failure!

State organizations have been formed, 
for the purpose of missionary efforts, 
but these have mostly failed, or are sus
tained by individual efforts. _ In all 
these associations and organizations, 
from the one which met at Chicago to 
the least State effort, the method has 
been the same—the central organiza
tion first and then the subordinate so
cieties. Is this the natural process 
by evolution, or are they set aside? 
Such a meeting should be composed of 
delegates from local societies, who have 
power to bind the societies they repre
sent, else their vote has no meaning.

The law of growth is for the local 
societies first, and when these find it for 
their common advantage to unite in a 
central organization, they send «repre
sentatives with power to cast the united 
votes of the members thus represented.

For church unity it is essential that 
there be a central organization, for 
there must be a machine whereby uni
formity of belief is compelled, and the lo
cal societieshave a creed common to all. 
But is this essential to spiritual socie
ties? Is it necessary that the association 
in St. Louis subscribe to the same forms 
and beliefs that the society in New York 
maintains? Each is an independent so
ciety, and would be neither stronger 
nor weaker with an overshadowing na
tional organization.

The convention or congress which met 
at Chicago and formed a national sp- 
ciety had. many earnest Spiritualists as 
.members,,yet. the claim that .a single 
one went there as representative 
of a society with legal and authorized 
powers to act and vote binding such 
society, may be safely denied. The 
members represented and were respon
sible only to themselves. Their organ
ization is national only in the sense of 
their nationality. Having formed it, 
they must now encourage the growth of 
local societies, until a real, delegated 
convention is possible. In other words, 
they must reverse the processes of nat
ural growth, for they would grow the 
tree before they create its roots. They 
would build the house before the 
foundation.

SHALL THERE BE ORGANIZATION?

Yes, but first at the root. If there is 
not unity And cohesion of purpose 
enough in the local societies to hold 
their members together, how can there 
be union of these societies?

And absolutely essential for this larger 
organization is the overmastering sense 
of its advisability and necessity on the 
part of the members of the local socie
ties. If instead of the ambitious attempt 
to establish a National organization, ef
forts were made to unite in village and 
even neighborhood societies, the results 
would be more satisfactory and ap-

From the Diary of a Veteran.
*

Judging others by myself, I think peo
ple like to read reliable- accounts of 
spirit phenomena or the experiences of 
reliable people. I am perfectly aware 
that people are not converted tp Spirit
ualism by argument or testimony, but 
are made bo by experience; but reliable 
statements of facts lead people to in
vestigate, as they did me, and I have al
ways interested people by my experi
ences. I propose to relate one that a 
valued friend said was so good it ought 
to be printed, and I will do so; it made 
me a Spiritualist, and the relation of it 
has attracted others in the same direc
tion. It was my first experience in spir
itual manifestations. It was as good and 
convincing a one as I ever had or ever 
heard of; perhaps not as wonderful or 
interesting as some I have had since,but 
was conclusive with its circumstances, 
which I propose to relate in detail, and 
as a western man would say, “It certain
ly was a corker.” One can readily see 
this message could not be explained as 
telepathy or mind reading, which makes 
the hospitable M. J. Savage halt at our 
threshold; and there was no possibility 
of any fraud by other spirits or mortals, 
but itcertainly was the intelligence of a 
departed spirit, and is one of the experi
ences that come under the head of act
ual demonstrations, and if I know any
thing, I know it came from a departed 
spirit, and being so, settles the great 
question of the ages, that if a man die 
physically, he will continue to survive 
as a spirit, and any one who will believe 
me cannot help knowing it as I do. I 
have been a Spiritualist from that date, 
thirty-six years ago, and shall continue 
to be one as long asl live and have my 
right, mind; bo this experience is a very 
important one to me, and for any one 
who knows me and believes the facts I

ers and exponents It is new to him, 
and he appears to think it is equally so 
to every one else.

The methods of the “Psychic Con
gress” remind one of the, dissecting- 
table—a great show of scientific ac
curacy, and attention to inconsequential 
details. “Psychics” sounds well, carries 
r)0 theory with it, and hence is more de
sirable than. Spiritualism, which has 
been appropriated by a heterogeneous 
crowd who vainly think it is a religion; 
and thereinlies > the vital .point of • dis
tinction. Spiritualism is not only . a- 
psychic science, it is a religion, inas
much as it leads to righteousness, which’ 
is another name for right living. The 
religious and moral elements cannot be
taken fromit, andinthis it is radically 
different from the results of - “psychical 
research.” It is the application of the 
demonstration of immortal-life. Hence

parent. The opportunity to form these 
lies at our door and is neglected because 
of 6ur desire for greater things. We are 
blinded by the glamour of numbers, and 
desire -to attract the crowd, and forget 
that where the few are gathered in har
mony the spirits descend as a benedic
tion.

We have only good words of encour
agement to all and every worker, wher
ever he may feel it his duty to labor, 
and though they may fail, their efforts 
will at least serve to show us the path 
which leads to success. 1

Spiritualism Teaches Sci
ence. ,

There has been a surfeit of penny-»1 
line writing on the planet Mars. The 
great telescopes have been brought-to 
bear on the sürface, and wonderful dis-' 
cOveries have been made. Of the tele
scopes of the Lick Observatory, under 
the management of Prof. Holden, reve
lations were expected, yet he is content 
to give a series of citations from author
ities in writing on that planet. For 
material really new, he goes to M. 
Flammarion, who gained his knowledge, 
not by the use of monster telescopes, for 
he had access to none, but by reflection 
and his impressibility or mediumship.

The conditions, observed on Mars are 
so different from,those prevailing on 
the Earth that, its habitability by 
beings like those on the earth is .quite 
impossible. That a telescope can be 
constructed capable of showing an ob
jectas small as living beings or their 
works is a dream of those who are igr 
norant of the laws of light and the 
possibilities of object-glasses and reflec
tors.. '. ■ ! .

The major part of-what is set down as 
recent discoveries- in Mars was first 
written by Flammanon and received by 
him' through inspiration. It has since 
patesed currentTiecaùse endorsed by him;

I had never seen a medium, or been 
at a sitting, so was entirely unknown. I 
h%d reasons for investigating Spiritual
ism. _A. very near and- dear' friend was 
becoming interested in it, hence my In
vestigation, and I .thought.I ought to . 
.probe It, to show its foliy,anji-I believed 
my doing so would get evidence that 
there was nothing in it, and I knew my 
conclusions wbuld settle the matter 
with my near friend; so I was not only a 
stranger, but skeptical on the subject. 1 
called on a woman who was said to be a 
good test medium, and made an appoint
ment for the next day, calling my name 
“Mr. Johnson.” Going there at the ap
pointed time, I went into a parlor where 
a middle-aged lady was sitting on a sofa. 
She was the medium. I had never seen 
her in my life, and I am sure 1 was an 
entire stranger to her. She asked me 
to take a seat. I was entirely green in 
this business; had never been on such 
an errand before. 1 did not know what 
to say or do, or how to begin. The lady 
probably saw my embarrassment and re
lieved me by saying:

“I suppose you want to talk with the 
spirits?”

I sajd that was what L came for, and 
the lady said there were lots of spirits 
in the room and some of them came 
with the. I considered this statement 
trash. I did not say so, but that was 
my thought. She said:

"Go to the table and spe if they will 
talk With you.”

I Went, and thinking of wires and con
nections, I gave the table a push of a 
foot or so. The lady, who was still seat
ed on the sofa, said:

“Oh, move the table and put it any 
where you please.” I moved it then a 
foot or two and stood by its side. No 
one else was near it. The medium sit
ting on the sofa, was four or five feet 
from it. There were raps on the table 
quite loud and distinct. They were the 
first I had ever heard, and I was a little 
astonished, fOr I saw nobody made them 
or was near the table.. The‘lady then 
said: .

“You can ask the spirits any question 
you like,” showing me by the alphabet 
the method how to do it. I said: “Do you 
know me?” There were three raps.
’ “That means yes,” said the lady, 
“and one rap means ho.” '

>As I made my appointment by the 
name of Johnson, and that was the only 
name I was-known-by. there, I said 
next: “What is my name?” '

The following letters- were rapped 
out: W, e, t, h', e, r, b, e, e,—spelling 
Wetherbee. That certainly astonished 
me, aud as I knew them to be honest 
raps, the manifestation began to be both 
interesting and fascinating. I said to 
the invisible: “You-do know,me, then?” 
The reply .was three raps, and the lady 
said: .

“Your name, then, is Wetherbee, and 
not Johnson?” I replied, “Yes, my 
name is Wetherbee.” She replied: 
“The.spirits know what they are about, 
if^dotft.” 1

I politely agreed with her, and I said: 
“Who is this person who knows, me?” 
The taps came at the letters that spelled 
Susan Gibson. That way the name'Of 
no one Lknew, so1 said: -“Where did
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1843, and lived there many years. Her 
name was Mrs. Sarah Elliott, and I was >1 
a frequent visitor there from 1843 to I 
1848, I met many people, and was in-1 
terested there in its social life, and1.'

I could not remember a Susan ■ 
Gibson, I had no doubt it was someone 
I had met there who knew me,but whom 1 
I had forgotten. I had an unmarried ■ 
sister Adeline, who used to live with । 
my married sister and who died in 1854, ' 
and thinking of her, I said to this in
visible Susan Gibson: “Did you know '■ 
my sister?” The raps said “Yes,” and 
asking her name, it rapped at e, 1, i. I 
said to myself she was mistaken, as it 
looked then as if Eliza or Elizabeth was 
coming, but that was not either Sarah 
or Adeline, but the raps continued o 
and t; that spelled Eliot, and my sister’s 
name, as I have said, was Mrs. Elliott.

So Susan Gibson was right, intending 
to give the name of my living sister;- but 
note this: she spelled the name Ehot as 
we spell Eliot street, or Eliot bank, or 
the Indian apostle Eliot. I was familiar 
with thp name as my sister spelled it, 
with two 1’s and two t’s; that was why I 
did not recognize it till it was fully 
written. That shows clearly the spirit 
did not get it from my mind, which set
tled a very important point. '

I then asked the spirit to give me the 
name of my sister who was a spirit, and 
the raps came “Adeline,” which was 
correct.

I was interested in this sitting and 
spoke of it to my sister, Mrs. Elliott, 
to see if she knew a Susan Gib'son, but 
she did not: but she had adomestio that 
lived with her a good while, whose name 
was Susan. She could not remember 
her other name with certainty, .but-’ 
thought it was Gibson or Gibbens. I 
have no doubt this was the Susan Gib
son, and being a domestic, how natural 
to speak of the lady she lived with as 
Mrs. Eliot, and the visiting sister as 
Miss Adeline. If this message is not a 
clear-stated spirit message, cover
ing all the doubts of solution—mind
reading, fraud,and is not actually anin- 
telligence from a departed spirit,then ;I 
never had one. I certainly , would, be 
straining to doubt it, and I certainly do 
not doubt it. I don’t see how any one« 
could. John WetherbeSj

ANOTHER MYSTERY Of 
A HOUSE. ’

you see me?” and the raps , spelled out i 
Providence. I was well acquainted in 
Providence, but I did not know the name 
any ■Better.. .I ltnew lotS'of people there, 
but no Susan. Gibson.- I- asked next: 
“Whendid you' die?”,. The-, raps said: 
'"I amhot dead.” I then - Asked,-at the 
suggestion of. the lady; ’when- she left 
the mortal, and the raps said: “Nine 
years ago.” - - . 7 ■■ : ~■ -• ■
. ThiB-int6rvtew-.was--lti.T857, .;so .she 
must havi departed .this- life in 1848. 
ThiB,.then,’began-tobe "interesting, for 
I had a sister married in Providence in

To the Editor:—I see in your paper 
the “Mystery of a House,” of Mrs. 
Cohn, No. 3901 Prairie avenue, Chicago. 
I will tell you some of my experiences 
before I became a Spiritualist. My 
house was bothered about the same, way, 
only we would hear voices. It would 
almost frighten us out of the house. It 
continued for months, until my husband 
one day mentioned it to an old man, a 
neighbor of ours, and he told us that it 
was a spirit friend trying to talk to us. 
We laughed at the idea, but it kept on 
so that I spoke to preachers and men of 
the gospel; but they could do no good. 
So this old gentleman brought some 
Spiritualist friends to my house, and we 
formed a circle. This was all new to 
me. They called the alphabet very 
slowly, and the table would tip when 
they would come to the letter they 
would use, until it spelled: “Father 
wants to talk with Leathy, as he has a 
secret to tell.” I had two nieces living 
with us at the time—one of them would 
take a pencil in her hand, and messages 
would come. My oldest boy at that 
time was six or seven years old; he got 
so he could see them and hear them 
talk, and I myself could see them and 
hear them talk. I had very poor health 
at the time. They told me to quit the 
doctor and follow their directions, and I 
did, and I have splendid health to-day. 
I have got so • I can understand them 
now, and expect to be a public medium 
some day. What my father wanted to 
tell me was concerning some property 
that was left me that I knew nothing of. ■ 
He died when I was a child. The land 
was on file, just as he said, and was 
worth just what he said it was. My 
husband and I went where he told us to 
go, and looked up the affair, and we 
found it just as he said.

My advice to people in that house is 
to form a circle and see what 
their friends want. Sometimes they 
simply want to develop mediums, .and 
have to go at in that way, to wake the 
people up. When they see there are 
medium^ in the family they want to de
velop them. When you are sitting for 
development you should have plenty of 
water in the room, and drink often of it, 
and have the light dim, and think of 
being good, and doing good, and have 
sweet music, if you can. If you will do 
this you will find out what your friends 
want. They do not wish to frighten 
you; they have to make means of some
thing to draw your attention. They are 
not dead—they are with you, trying to 
help you.

The time is coming—close at hand— 
that we Spiritualists will have a hard 
fight with the Catholics. The Spirit-' 
world is preparing for it, and we in the 
body must help them, or we will lose 
the fight.

I teach my children to be good and do 
good—to love God instead of fearing 
hell. Obey the laws of the land; help 
the poor and the sick, and- your home in 
the Spirit-world 'will be prepared for 
you, according to your deeds.. ’

- ■ - ■ ;“Mrs; Herring.
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THE FROGRESSIVEjî THINKER

Ursula’s Trip Westward—Her For 
túnate Capturel

CHAPTER VII.
I “Permit me, good Ursula,” said he; and 

with, the deftness of a woman he removed her 
disfiguring headgear ere she comprehended 
his movements. . ■

“Oh!” I exclaimed rapturously, at the sight 
of the clustering short curls that had so long 
been hidden from view.

He scowled at me good-humoredly, but 
Ursula sank cowering into a chair and hid her 
face in her hands.

“Wait a moment, little one,” said the Doc
tor, and quickly left the room,

Each quivering sob that Ursula drew 
pierced my heart, but I dared not move nor 
speak. . Soon the Doctor returned, bearing the 
vase of flowers. He locked the door again; 
then choosing a few of the loveliest pansies, 
he stooped and fastened them at her neck.

“Come, come!” he said kindly, but firmly, 
“this is no way to entertain us. I have a pic
ture worthy of your attention, and I wish to 
hear your criticism; it is by oqe of the noblest 
and greatest of artists.”

She raised her fair face, all interest now, 
which showed her love of art. .

“Oh,” said she softly, “I shall be so pleased 
to see it;’’ and she arose, utterly oblivions of 
herself, and I think that she had wholly for
gotten the absence of her veil.

“Will you .come too?” said he to me.
“Gladly!” and I followed them to the lower

end of the long parlor.
The Doctor took her hand and led her 

fore the pier glass.
“Behold!” said he.
She blushed and drew back half afraid.
“You said you wished to have us see

picture,” she Baid, with sweet insistence.
“Did you ever see a fairer one? God 

made you beautiful, Ursula, and he has given 
it into your hands to make good use of—not to 
vainly display it to win and crush hearts, but 
to show to the world the beauty and desirabil-
ity of the higher life. You can win the regard 
of any living being, and all will wish to grow 
purer and better, to be worthy of your friend
ship; is this not doing the will of God, by up
lifting humanity in implanting within them the 
desire for higher things? Pause and consider 
well, ere you go back to the old life. ’’

She shuddered and grew very pale.
“But my vows!” she exclaimed in a faint 

tone.
“Choose, little one, and I will see that you 

bear no sin upon your tender soul but be sure 
that you are influenced only by your own hap
piness; not by the false sense of duty or fear 
of an anathema—which is only wind, after 
all, ” he said brusquely.

I felt impelled to put in a few words, though 
they seemed to have forgotten my presence.

“Good Ursula,” I said, “I feel that you 
will be guided aright, and will do that which 
will preserve your peace of mind and leave 
your fair honor stainless. ”

My words went home as I meant they 
should (for I felt that the memories they would 
conjure to her mind would be a potent factor 
in influencing her decision), and she nervously 
locked her white fingers in an intense clasp, 
while her face flushed and paled.

“Good friends,’’said she, “I must have 
time for prayer and thought. ”

“And I, too, ” said I solemnly. “Pansies 
are for thought—will you give me one?”

She smiled at me wistfully, I thought, and 
disengaging one from the cluster at her breast 
she gave it to me. I kissed it, and putting it 
between the leaves of my note-book, placed it 
next my heart

“It is well!” said the good Doctor, in a 
hearty and affectionate tone.

I looked my thanks to him, and it being 
rather late, I proposed to take my leave, as I 
knew Ursula wished to be alone.

“I thought you were to be my guest for the 
night?” said he. ‘ ‘Your room has been fixed 

, for your occupancy, and I had hoped you 
would remain. ”

“Pardon me, Sir, I did not understand that 
part of the arrangement; certainly, I will glad
ly accept your hospitality."

“I will conduct Miss Ursula to her apart
ments, and return for a smoke," said the, 
Doctor. ' '

I bade a her respectful good-night, express
ing the wish that I might see her ere long.

• “I hope bo—I jnean,” she corrected her 
speech hastily, “that I shall be pleased to see 
you. I have enjoyed this evening very much."

“I shall only remember your first words, 
good Ursula."

She smiled back at me as she and the Doc
tor went down the hall.

“Carolyn,’’ I whispered, hoping my words 
would reach her keen ears, “dear Carolyn, 
won’t you love me and come back to the 
world."

i She started and turned her head. I held 
my book to my lips and kissed the first gift 
from my treasured love; she gently touched 
the flowers she wore in mute acknowledgment 
of my movement. - I accepted it as evidence 
that she was not indifferent to me* _

When¿the Doctor returned and we had as- 
■ cended to his “den” for a brief discussion of 
^the fragrant weed, ere retiring, he seemed‘to

study me closely for a few moments.
“Perhaps you can explain to me, as you 

had a good view of the hall, what startled Ur
sula as I was taking her to her rooms? * She 
stifled a scream and placed her hand at . her 
throat as though she was choking (I smiled at 
the last words), and when I questioned her, 
she Baid it must have been a voice from the 
dead whispering to her. Now, what do you 
make of that?” - i • ........

“Nothing,” I replied truthfully,’ though he 
mistook my meaning. ....  ,. .

“Well, my little plan carried out splendidly, 
didn’t it, my bdy?"ia,nd he rubbed his hands 
gleefully. 1 ’ ’ . ; =

“Yes, and I am much indebted to you, my 
good friend, for a very beautiful vision that 
will long haunt me, waking or sleeping. ”

“I shall insist upon it again, and until, she.. 
dreads the old garb,” and he stirred the -fire 
and rapped the poker against the top bar q$ 
th/grate in an,emphatic manner. ‘‘Don’t 
lose heart, Frank, we’ll get her yet" .

And with those hopeful parting words I hn-‘ 
took me to rest and dreams of my beautiful 
imprisoned darling—my Carolyn!

Frank swung his feet around and arose from 
his hard oouch of pine boards; fie took off his 
hat and bared his brow to the balmy March 
breeze, fresh from across the lake.

“Is that as far aa you have gone?” I asked, 
interestedly. . .

“Yes,” and his happy eyes metmine freely,’ 
“and I feel ever so safe in the Doctor's friend
ship, for I know he .will use his influence 
(which is not email), in.my heimlf.”

‘ ‘I congratulate you, old ¿fellow,. on making 
such rapid strides towards the consummation 
of ypur dearest hopes, and it* is jn^t fortunate 
for you that you have,an entree,thpre. Good 
luck attend you!” < ■■.,,■■■

“Thank you, Tom;,I shall strive, to deserve 
her love, and hope to throw some sunshine in
to her life; she has lived in Shadowland too 
long.”

“No fear but that you will succeed, Frank. 
If you need another friend, I am at your serv
ice, ” and I held out my hand to him.

He grasped it with alacrity and pressed it 
strongly. 1
. “Thank you, old fellow,” he answered hus
kily. , . .. (...

“Let us go landward,” I Baid, “the peo
ple are returning from church; it must be one 
o’clock and we may miss dinner, Will you 
come with me?"

“Thank you, not to-day; but I will see you 
soon, and will let you know how matters pro
gress."

“Zou have my best wishes."
He smiled at me brightly, and turned down

to come with you in mercy, to one who may 
npt survive without proper ministrations. She 
is in the |ast coach. Go quickly to a carriage. 
You will not fail.’’ ....

I hpaved a sigh of relief al the last weird 
promise, and quickly searched for a priestly- 
looking person. He was just going over for 
supper, and I felt that when he was safely out 
of the way, nothing could prevent us frop 
leaving the depot unseen by him. He looked 
down the long row of coaches, when once out
side, and not seeing anyone in nun’s garb 
leave the train, supposed his charge to be safe 
(for I jumped to the conclusion that he was 
watching her), and went over to the restaur
ant, I watched him till he was out of sight, 
then hurried into the last car.

“Is there a nurse here?” I inquired excit
edly. * ‘Important services are urgently need-, 
ed and will be well compensated. ”

The instinct to aid the suffering was strong 
in Sister Ursula’s nature, and she instantly 
sprang to her feet and came towards hie.

“I am an experienced nurse, sir. If no 
other can be procured, I am willing to remain 
over for a time.’’ ‘

1 ‘Then come with me quickly; not a moment 
must be lost. Have you any baggage aboard,’’ 

.. ‘ ‘None save this satchel. ” -
I eagerly took it from her, and asking. her 

to pardon my hasty locomotion, made atyee 
line for the hack stand, she almost running to 
keep up with ¡me. I gave an address to ,the

‘ ‘Heaven—for Frank,” I said.
i ‘ ‘And I would lose my soul and forfeit peace

in the hereafter by breaking my vow,” she 
said mournfully., ■ ■ ■ .

i “One cannot Ibse that which is the real in- 
■ dividual,- the. divine ego, the spirit, which is 
- mistakenly called the soul; for if such were 
i the case, it would be complete annihilation, 
i and that never occurs with an individualized 

entity. It is a mistake—selfish in the ex-
• treme—to foist your cares and sins, and those 
> of billions of human beings, upon one man, 
i who is only a man (though a noble one, I will 
i affirm). In my opinion, it is more praise- 
■ worthy for each to bear the consequences of 

their own acts than to shirk them; this is why 
I have never joined any religious sect, though 
firmly believing in God, and in the life here

> after. I beg of you to consider your first 
duty is to the man you love, and the next is to 
yourself; after that, bestow such aid upon hu
manity as may please you. I will not intrude 
upon you now, as it is late, and you must 
rest; but I beseecti you, do not trample upon 
the yearnings of your own pure soul, nor mur
der my friend—for it will .be mujder, if you 
refuse his love.” .

’ ' (to Bl CONTINUED.) ,

HORRIBLE DEATHS

I was called to attend to some business in
terests in the far West, and so, temporarily, 
lost sight of Frank, and during my tap months’ 
stay in Denver I only wrote once ori twice to 
him, receiving no reply. But! knew that he 
had much to engross his thoughts and time, 
so was not offended by his silence. The day 
before my return home, while at dinner, e 
messenger brought me a telegram. I opened 
it casually, expecting some word from my em
ployers, but my astonishment was great when 
I read: -

“Carolyn left yesterday for San Francisco 
alone. * Detain in Denver till I arrive. On

I hurriedly finished my meal and went to the 
depot to ascertain at what time the train would 
be due, and learned that it would be many 
hours late, owing to the serious wreck which 
obstructed the track. I hoped for Frank’s 
sake that the train she was on had not suffered 
in any way. I sat down in the waiting-room 
and fell to musing on the strange fate that 
pursued Frank in his love affair. What could 
it.mean? Had she run away from the temp
tation to beconie his wife? How was I to 
compel her to stop over when she, probably, 
had purchased a through ticket? It was not 
clear to me what I should db; a dozen schemes 
presented to my perturbed brain, but I dis
missed them as wild and Unwise. I bought a 
book hoping to find init some plan applicable 
to this case—some suggestion that would bea 
guide to me in fulfilling my friènd’s urgent 
demand: “On any plea.’’ It was clear that 
he preferred me to use stratagenl instead of 
force, which might cause her to rebel and so 
endanger future happiness. I paced the floor 
in an agony of doubt as to what I had better 
say and do. I was getting nervous and al
most feverish, and I could have cried aloud 
when I heard one trackman say to another: 
“She’ll be here now in fifteen minutes.” Oh, 
would no light be shed upon my course? 
What if-1 fail to detain her? The thought 
of Frank’s misery nerved me for the 
ordeal, and I earnestly prayed to be guided 
aright. The train was already- pulling into 
the shed, and yet I had formed no plan; but I 
boarded the smoker as-soon as I could do so 
with safety and walked through all the coaches 
closely scanning every.face. Thad never seen 
Frank’s lady-love, and had only-’Iris glowing; 
but imperfect description to guidé me;? ¡bût 
Kelt sure I would know her if’she wore thé 
sombre robes.;: As lenteredithe second coach a 
strange shiver passed over ’nie,-and certain 
words seemed stamped into my brain:;

“Beware of the priest in this car. Tell her

driver, hastily handed my charge into the 
carriage, and took the seat opposite. I had 
given the man a dollar extra in advance,, to 
drive away quickly, for I feared the priest 
plight have friends along who would inform 
him of Ursula’s departure. I did not draw a 
free-breath until I had her safe at a good quiet 
hoarding-house. I had a hasty confab.jwith 
the-landlady, whom I had long known (a most 
estimable woman), and she went to prepare re
freshments for ps. She told me that the suite 
on the second floor was vacated that morning, 
and I engaged them at a good price for one 
week, paying in advance therefor.

I quickly ushered Ursula into the front 
room upstairs, and bidding her rest a little 
while, left her and went to another room ’ of 
the suite, as I wanted to be on hand to prevent 
her escaping from Frank. I rang for a serv
ant and ordered the middle room transformed 
into a dining-room, temporarily, and our meals 
served there; also that a messenger be sent 
me. I scribbled a few lines to Frank, and sent 
them to my hotel; also wrote the clerk to give 
the note to a gentleman who would call there 
for me to-morrow. I felt embarrassed when I 
tapped at Ursula’s door, for now-1 must make 
a clean breast of my ruse to detain her.

She opened the door and I entered without 
awaiting her invitation.

“Pray sit down, madam,"! said speaking 
as gravely as I could, “and I will explain . to 
you your duties.”

Just then the servant announced thpt sup
per was served in the next room,. so I was 
spared the ordeal for a brief spell, for wjffçj» Ï 
was thankful* . i; *.., • J

“But the patient?” she asked anxiously,^ 
“Can wait awhile, till you have eaton;” I 

bowed to conceal a smile. .
Reassured by my words, she entered the 

improvised »allé a manger.
“I am under the necessity of eating at the 

same table, madam,” I said. “I hope it is 
not objectionable to you?”

“Certainly not, sir.”
So we partook of the delicious-spread in 

almost total silence. When she arose, I asked 
her to be seated on the sofa (for that room 
was to serve as sitting-room also) as I had an 
explanation to offer.

“However officious you may deem me," I 
said, “I must tell you that I have intervened 
to save you from the pitfalls that have been 
set for you. You were a prisoner on the train 
(she started and grew pale), and ypu are Still 
a prisoner—my prisoner; but I shall see that 
you have every comfort, and as much privacy 
as may please you, and When the rightful 
gaoler arrives, I feel sure you will have no ill 
report to make of me. This suite is your 
own, exclusively; but I beg that you will al
low me to occupy one of the rooms, so that I 
may protect you from intrusion or annoyance. 
And now, I will tell you why I have brought 
you here;" and I handed her Frank’s telegram, 
for I did'not wish to complicate matters by 
sailing under false colors. .

She flushed, then grew very pale, and the 
delicate white hands that hpld the paper trem
bled pitifully. She looked at me with tears in 
her soulful dark eyes that seemed to ask-the 
question her quivering lips could not utter.

“I know all,” I said gently, “all save why 
you left, and that I can opine. I shall keep 
you safe till Frank arrives, which will, prob
ably, be to-morrow, for I am sure he will take 
thé first train. When he comes, I beg that 
you will be merciful to him, for he is very 
miserable. It is a heart of purest moldthat 
he has offered you, and it is a sin to cause him 
to suffer sol” '

She buried her face in the sofa-pillow, and 
sobbed bitterly. After a time she became 
calmer and said:

“It was a temptation I fled from because I 
was weakening. Oh, if you but knew the 
hours I have prayed for light, and the weeks 
of sleepless nights and torturing thoughts, you 
would pity me. The time for. my return to 
the Order was nearly come, and I dared not 
trust myself in his presence again, lest I for
get my vows, my God-all, save that I wor
ship the very ground he treads upon!”

She clenched her white hands fiercely, and 
her breath came in stifling gasps; her eyes were 
fastened upon mine, and seemed to read my 
inmost soul, so intense and penetrating was 
her gaze.

“I entreat you, tell him what you have told 
me.” ■ ... .

“I cannot!” she said in a choked voice.
“Then I will!” I declared stoutly. ; “I shall 

try to save two lives from.unending misery and 
destruction. If you will not speak for yourself, 
I shall!"

She smiled wistfully, but shook her head.
“What would be gained?"

Rider Haggard and the Immuring 
■ ■ of Nuns.

Proof Positive that Be Told the Truth.

Mr. H. Rider Haggard, the well-known nov
elist, writes as follows to the Pall Mall Ga
zette:

“I forward to you herewith for publication 
copies of a correspondence that has passed be
tween Mr. James Britten, honorary secretary 
to the Catholic Truth Society, and myself on 
the subject of the ‘Immuring of Nuns. ’ I 
kept no copy of my answers to Mr. Britten’s 
letters of Aug. 15 and 25, and therefore I am 
unable to include them,

LEADING THE WAY TO AN IMMURED NUN.

tance from the town -of Waltham Cross, 
and is,/I think, known as' Cardinal Wolsey’s 
house, because at one time he is supposed to ' 
have lived in it.' • But a fragment of the orig
inal edifice now remains; containing, however, 
one fine room fitted as a museum, where a 
lodge of Freemasons celebrate their mysteries. 
Beneath the building is a very curious crypt, 
built in ecclesiastical style, that from the diffi
culty of access to it I judged to have been 
used for the purpose of secret worship in times 
of persecution. ; Opening out of this crypt 
is a darksome hole, where—so I learned lo
cally, and the person who showed me over the 
place stated—the skeletons and pitcher were 
found by workmen, who broke through the 
wall while executing repairs to the fabric. 
Of course it may be that the tale is false, and 
no such skeletons were found. Probably the 
local antiquaries could give accurate inform
ation on this, point; but there is the house 
awaiting Father Thurston's inspection, or 
there it was in the last days of 1892.

“My chief object, however, in troubling you 
with this correspondence, is not to complain 
of the discourtesies or to make clear the dark 
places of Father Thurston’s article; it is rather 
to ask some of the many antiquaries, whom 
you must number among your readers, to fa
vor those who are interested in the matter with 
their views as to the alleged walling up of 
nuns who had broken their vows of chastity, 
and with arguments deduced from the avail
able facts less impassioned and one-sided than 
those that emanate from the Catholic Truth 
Society. Are the members of the society 
right when they imply that no such words as 
‘go in peace' were ever uttered in this con
nection, that no such tragedy ever happened, 
and that all instances adduced to the contrary 
are the mere inventions ot malicious and 
bigoted Anglicans, with Sir Walter Scott at 
the head of them? Or, is there, perchance, 
verity in a report, hard to prove, indeed— 
since walied-up skeletons cannot speak—but 
widely spread and almost universally believed? 
For my part, I confess that my interest in the 
question, formerly impersonal and artistic, has 
grown quick under the lash of the Rev. Her
bert Thurston’s wrath, and that I await with 
some eagerness the opinions, among others, 
of siich learned authorities as Sir Joim .Èvans, 
Dr. Jessop, of Seaming,, aid Dr. Raven, of 
Fressingfleld, if they chance to see this letter 
and will be good enough to give them.

“Meanwhile, I wonder if it has occurred’to 
the members of thé Catholic Truth Society 
that the raising of so much dust because of 
the introduction into a romance of an instance 
of cruelty supposed to have been perpetrated 
by priests more than three hundred years ago, 
is nothing short of ridiculous? It is fortun
ately impossible to imagine any society repre
sentative of the Anglican branch of the Christ
ian church opening its heavy guns upon a nov
elist who wrote in an adverse spirit, say, of 
the persecution of the Jesuits in the eighteenth 
century, or the plundering of the religious 
houses by Henry VIII.”

CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.

I have now read the article in the 
Month, by the Rev. Herbert Thurston, entitled 
‘Mr. Rider Haggard and the Immuring of 
Nuns. ’ Naturally enough, it is conceived in 
the spirit of the good old maxim of the legal 
profession: ‘When your case is doubtful, 
abuse the plaintiff’s attorney.’ I accept the 
onslaught of the Rev. Herbert Thurston and 
the society with the Christian resignation of 
one not unaccustomed to attack, and, having 
said my say about it in my letter of Aug. 9 
(whereof the writer of the article has only 
tnought fit to publish such parts ‘as bore upon 
the point at issue’), the history of the matter 
in dispute I leave to others more learned. On 
one or two pointe of fact, however, I will vent
ure to join issue with the Rev. Herbert Thurs
ton. On page 71 of my romance, ‘Montezu
ma’s Daughter,’ I state in a footnote that I 
myself have Been in the museum of the city of 
Mexico the remains of a woman and an infant 
found in the walls of a religious building in. 
that town. In reply to this statement my 
critic politely suggests that my ‘memory or 
imagination’ is playing me ‘tricks,’ and asks 
for proof that the remains are really there. I 
cannot give it to him, for I have no copy of 
the official catalogue which he demands; in
deed, I do not remember that any such cata
logue is printed or obtainable by the public, 
nor can I ask him to go to Mexico and Bee for 
himself. But I can suggest that he should 
learn to discriminate between the fibre of a 
romance and positive allegations such as I 
have made in this footnote. It is not usual 
or courteous to imply that an adversary, how
ever heretic, is deliberately Baying the thing 
that is not, unless the critic is prepared to 
prove that which he is not ashamed to insinu
ate. There, in the year 1891, these remains 
were to be Been at Mexico, with the rope-marks 
on the ankles, .• and a piece of muslin ludi
crously ; pinned about the middle of the wo
man; and there, too, unless my ‘memory or 
imagination’ deceives me, are to be seen the 
remains of another woman, without a child, 
also alleged to have been foufid immured in a 
religious building. Further than thia I can
not go, for I may have been misinformed as 
to the origin of these relics; but here I may 
add, that in no country does religious disci
pline seem to have been more rigorous in past 
generations than in Mexico; and, as the read
ers of the publications of the Hakluyt Society 
will remember, nowhere did the Inquisition 
practice greater cruelties.

“Again,. I state in my first letter to Mr. 
Britten that I was shown a dungeon near 
Waltham Cross, in which, I was informed, 
the" Skeletons of two women had been found 
Walled up, and with them an earthen pitcher. 
The Rev. Herbert Thurston has been making 
inquiries, and can hear of no such place, 
though he has' heard Of some , skeletons that 
were discovered at Waltham Abbey* His in
quiries must have been very superficial.- ¿ The 
ancient house to which I allude, that is said 
to have beei^ a monastery, stands at some dis-
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The Coining American Clv|l War. 
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMRS 
JL Huntington, is written lu the interest of hu« 

manity. of liberty, and oi patriotism—a book written 
for tbe purpose ot calling attention 0 the deadly 
danger® that beaet us on .every side, .and more csp(> 
dally to the bostlle attitude and tbe insidious wiles ot 
an ever-preaent, though secret, unscrupulous loa
the Catholics- Washington’s words of warning 
Lincoln’» apprehension and the prophpey of General 
Grant are all Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of PUUadpInJila, in a recent sermon said: ‘ Tbe. 
church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
no but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
knowhowshe treated heretics in theMiddlo Ages, and 
how aha treats them today where ebo has tho power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
tho church for what they have thought fit to do.” 
Every one should read this work. Paper, B00 pages. 
It will ba sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this oifioe.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
r IFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

JL/ history of Atharael, Chief Priest of a Band of Al* 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91pages, was wi?A> 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Figley, and is In* 
tensely interesting. Price 80 cents. For sale at thU 
frfflee.____________ _ _ _________________________

ZWEMYTHOF THE GREAT DEL
uge. Something you sbou id have to refer to. Bf 

James M, McCann. Price 15 cents.

^THE PRIEST, THE WOMANAND 
A the Confessional. By Rev. ChM. ChhdQU/.

Every one should read it. Price <1.00.

L5FE~OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF “COMMON SENSE," 

/l “ Rights ot Man,” " Age of Reason,” etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations ot ills writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tbe exact truth Id 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re
former should read this volume. Frlce ,1. Fostsef* 
10 cenu. For sale at thia office

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPUUT- 
world. uyMIss Mary T. Shelhamer. It abound.

in facta In reference to the Summer-Laud. F-dce 11.00.BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

Pi which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together with some 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos* 
ties, and Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles,” 
by Allkn Putnam. Price 75 cents. For sale at thu) 
office.

JJSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL.
4 Ug. A Series ot Lessons on th® Relations ot the^^F ^^^F „ ff ^F FF . ^^F FF^F F^F Ff f^F ^F M. F^B f^f
the Spirit to Its Own Organism, and the Inter-Relationthe Spirit to Its Own Organism, and the Inter-Relation 

1 of Human Beings with Iteference to Health, Disease 
and Healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush.,and Healing. By the spirit ot Dr. Benjamin Rush., 
through the mediumship ot Ura. Cora L. V. Rlchmondl 
A book that every healer, physician a^d Spiritually 
should read. Price |1.50.

IDEA TH AND A FTER LIFE. B Y AN- 
L-/ drew Jackson Davis. Something you ehoiild 
tend. Price 75 ceuta.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL ZAC 
L tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A nrt 
work. It possesses great merle*. Price 11.25.

IDOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. 
JL\ By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A Every palrlA 
should read It Price 11.00.

'THE DIAKKA, AMD THEIR EARTH. 
x ly Victims. By A. J. Davis. A work as interest* 

Ing as it la curious. Price 50 cents. .

'f'lfE RELIGION OF MAN: B Y HUD. 
A son Tuttle. His works are always intensely la« 

tereatlng. Price |1,50.
'THE SRIR/TS* WORN. W/IAT~J 

x Heard, Saw and Felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. 
L Suydam. Il is a pamphlet that will well payperusaL 
Price 15 cents.

RESEARCHES /M ORIENTAL Hli^ 
¿1. tory, embracing the origin of tiie Jews, the Rise 
and Development of Zoro&B.triau|8in and the Derive 
tlon of Christianity; to which is added; Whence Oar 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. I). One ot 
the most valuable worka ever pubiiahad. price

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE
History of A tharael, Chief Priest of a Band of Al 

Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Written through 
tbe mediumship of U. G. Flgley. You should read 
thia work. Price SO cents.

/A

Remembrance.
To the Editor:—I send you a “Remem

brance,” that was written for me, from my 
loved ones in Spirit-life, at the close of the 
year 1893, automatically through the medium
ship of Mrs. Warne, 1255 Wabash avenue,

'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
A Its Phenomen» and Philosophy. By Rev.;8amuel 

Wateon. Thl» work was written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble man. Price »IM.

ELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF 7W4
Bible. 144 Propositions, Theological, Moral, His

torical and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by Quotation» from Scripture, without com
ment Price fir cents.

if^the^geTC^embrTc- 
O ing Spiritualism, paet and present. By J. M. PoO» 
bles, M. D. An encyclopedia of intereitlng and liv 
atructlve facts. Price |2.00.

Chicago. C. H, Horine.
< ‘REMEMBRANCE. ”

How sweet the golden links divine 
That knit our thoughts in memory dear,

As swiftly, flows the stream of time, 
The seasons bring our loved ones near.

The scattered leaves of forests fall
That flowers may bloom our hearts to cheer, 

So every withered hope departs
In some bright form to reappear.

Oh, loved one, from the realms of light 
A chaplet bright we. weave for thee:

'Tis fashioned swift, just out of sight, 
And yet thine eyes our flow'rets see.

The year has closed with sighing breeze, 
To leave death’s shadow on the earth, 

But she thou loved, returning, learns 
To whisper of the higher birth.

United now in kindred song, 
They bring a message unto thee, 

Death’s sting is lost in joyous praise, 
And life is crowned with victory.

The violet springs from tears of dew, 
The rose in shady nook is sought,

But shy and gentle as the dove, 
I rest thine own forget-me-not

Forget-me-not, oh, heart of mine, 
But cheer my soul with tenderness;

I only wait at evening time
Thy life to guard, and watch, and bless.

To all new trial subscribers,—25 cents tor 
three months—we send free “The Witch of 
the Nineteenth Century,” a highly interesting 
stoiy by.Dr. Phelon, which ran through eight 
numbers of the paper. Or, in place thereof 
we will send free that remarkable paper issued 
February 14th, 1891, showing that the Roman 
Catholics were responsible for the assassination 
of President Lincoln. One hundred and fifty 
thousand copies of that number of the paper 
have been issued. It is startlingly true and 
sensational, and the most remarkable paper of 
the present age. When you once read it you 
will value it as worth at least one dollar. In 
connection therewith, we will also send one 
copy of the Tract edition. It is a MINE of 
VALUABLE INFORMATION. State . in 
your order which of the two you want. New 
Yearly subscribers will, get the four papers 
above named free. ~~

TEAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH- 
1—^ ered from the Tree of Life. Presented to human. 
Itytbrough themedlumahlpof B. E. Litchfield. Ex. 
cellent throughout. Frlce I1.2S.
DOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 
i By Lizzie Doten. These poems are as staple S 
sugar. Frlce 11.00.

IDE YOND THE GA TES. B YEI.I7.!t~ 
JD beth Stuart Fhelps. A Highly entertaining wad. 
Price 11.00.

TJ/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN
VV “Three Sevens,” a book of 271 page«. It Is re*

Yery iuterestlng and suggestive work. Price

TDSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
i Life. Letters to the Seybert Commission. By 
Francia J. Ltppltt An illustrated pamphlet Worth 
Its weight la gold. Price 25 cents.

IDEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. 
i\- Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marin M. Kfnffi 
You will not become weary while reading this eactf 
lent book. Price 75 cents.

IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 
L and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles. M. D. A 
book of rare merit, interesting to every body. Price 
•1.50.

THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
J Death and It. Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic Idea

of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. Price, 1) 
cents.

jyiLPIT, PEW AND CRADLE. BY 
i HXLZX H. Gxpdxnkr. Ono of her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against the Bible. 
Every woman sbould read It, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price 10 cents.
r\BSESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 

Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
10 cents.

/NTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 
Carrie E. B. Twlng, medium. Price 60 cents.

'JWE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
J. Mythical Christ* by Gerald Massey. 230 pages, 

12 mo. Price 50 cents.
AJCHSA SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 

tn the Spheres. Price 20 cent*.

7»2 RELA7TON OF THE SPIRIT
uaz> to the Material Universe; and the law of 
control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 

Faraday. Price, 15 cents.

7HE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

J^IFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OP 
i Romo. By Bev; Chas. Chtnlquy, ex priest. A 
remarkable book. Pages 832. Price 12.25.

TJ/HYSHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL^ 
Vv 1st Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. 

This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Price 
ll.OOi postage 10 cents.
^THE^SCIENTIFICBASIS OF SPIRIT. 
J nallsm. By Epes Sargent A work of profound 

research, by one of th a ablest maa of tho age. Frlct 
It A0; pottage 10 ceata.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
V Christ and Mediumship. By Moses Hull, A pam
phlet weU -worth reading. Price 10 centa.

HOW TO MESMERIZE. 
tnjll and comprehensive in. 
i strnctlons How to Mesmerize. Ancient and Mod* 
era Miracle» by Mesmerism. Alee Ie Spiritualism 
Trant By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, Ancient and modern 
tntracle. are explained by meemerlsm, and the book 
will be found hlghly'lnterestl'-.g to every Splrltoallefc 
It tithe only work ever published giving full Inetrno- 
tlon how to mesmerize, and the connection this science 
has with Spiritualism. Il Is pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who have read It. to ba one of the 
most Interesting books ever written. Pmea nn. ua 
W cents. For eale at this office.

in getting,out ¡mi edition .in German.- 
book is well printed and illustrated,, and 
or 11 per copy. For sale at this office.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?!

BrWa. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

The demand for “Thè Priest, Woman and 
Confessional’’; in-;'the;German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted

The 
sells
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MEDIATORS OR MEDIUMS.
Special to Mental Scientists.

Rev. G. G. VanHorn.the North.

meetings of Spiritualists. Many more will 
follow in the same way.

Lincoln, Neb. A. J. Swabts, Ph. D.

•*jr w w

To the Editor;—Please allow me a few 
thoughts with the many Mental scientists who 

, read your progressive paper.
Friends, success lies in the recognition of 

the true order of general progress. When 
you or I aUow ourselves to turn in the least 
from the evolutionary order of Spiritualism at 
large, the best success will not attend our ef
forts. The science in which we toil professes 
that “all is spirit," or at least that the sub
stance or soul of everything is spirit This 
being true, we cannot consistently ignore the 
Spiritualism of science, nor the science of 
Spiritualism, for it is the life and shield 
against the agnosticism of materialists and the 
claims of creeds. Ingersoll and theologians are 
the same when it comes to immortal being, for 
neither admit spirit. To him all is matter, 
and to them and their followers the body is 
about all they see of man. He says: “We 
have no proof of a life to be;” and the regular 
theologian says the same. He even claims 
the reality of God to be personal, visible 
sometimes, and hence matter. The theologi
an holding this is an agnostic and he stands in 
with materialism, and that is modern infidel
ity.

We profess to hold that God is spirit and 
as extended as the universe, and no Spiritu
alist holds otherwise. We never hear a 
Spiritualist assert that God is a personality or 
has a matter-body ever to be seen. He -says 
God means the Over Soul or the Universal, 
Infinite Spirit, and that in this are the finite 
Spirit, and all life. Now we hold the same, 
but we know that the claim of a visible, per
sonal God, other than the human being, is 
materialism and idolatry. Shall we, then, be 
known to stand in with error or shall we unite 
our efforts with the fifty millions of Spiritu
alists whom God—that is reform—is matching 
against both creedal Christianity and confessed 
agnosticism?

Other religions and Christianity itself were 
established through their mediators, but then 
spirituality was not so general, hence the 
greatest works were confined to one and he 
was the mediator. Now, in the establishing 

’ of the new spiritual kingdom there are many 
mediators, or, as commonly called, mediums. 
What the church means when it refers to Jesus 
as a mediator came from the fact that he acted 
between God and man in spiritual matters and 
Truth, hence he was a medium.

Now, the seventh great civilism is forming 
as science, and for its authority or construct
ing power it has Spiritualism. All our spirit
ual systems are only so many branches of the 
great spiritual tree.

Theology condemns our science as much as 
it does the spiritual philosophy; it is our com
mon enemy; materia, medica denies us more 
than it denies Spiritualism, hence, these two 
great foes are united with agnosticism to with
stand us. To cope with them and with the 
law we need the mighty arm of Spiritualism. 
Nearly all our Mental Scientists hold with 
Spiritualists of immortality, on psychic laws, 
and on a broad basis of reform in general.

I advise all mental healers and metaphysi
cians to fraternize with workers in spiritual 
philosophy as far as you find them willing. 
Do not approach them, however, with any 
term that means Christian, for they are two 
thousand y^ara in advance of it. To be spirit
ual means milch more. -

Wherever I lecture and teach our healing 
science, I am encouraged by true Spiritualists. 
They, the church members, and all others give 
,me a wide berth while they believe I am in 
mental healing as a Christian Scientist, but 
when they see I positively object to be known 
as such, then they come from all quarters.

After Maud Lord-Drake left here In Decem
ber, feeling that but few attended her fine 
seances, it became evident that she had en
listed several of the best families in a deter
mination to investigate spiritual truth. My 
lectures followed and these families came to 
learn what Spiritual science meant. On im
mortality and true progress they saw that this 
science is in accord with the higher Spiritual
ism, and this led them to make me a second 
large class, and in it were many Spiritualists. 
I had a medium come in, and divided time 
with hint As a result of fraternal work and 
feelings; the angels have awakened the whole 
city. Mediums at a distance, you must know 
that many church members and others here 
have urged me to have a good medium come 
here at once. The day we' wrote one in Den
ver, I received a letter from one of the or
dained Spiritual speakers in Iowa, who is also 
a psychometrist test medium, etc., that she is 
starting for Lincoln and desires me to intro
duce her to an audience, as she feels drawn 
here to work. We have called her, but others 
must follow. A Spiritual Research Society has 
just been organized with over fifty members, 
and the writer was to lecture for it on Sunday, 
February 25th, but he will have the one whom 
the spirits are sending to hold forth in chief. 
This union of action has created the general 
interest and desire to investigate. Many cures 
'have been given us in the classes, and all are 
rejoicing. A popular hotel invited us to have 
a meeting at their parlors for psychic experi
ments; we did so, and nearly a hundred got 
in, though it was mostly private. I read to 
them two articles from The Progressive 
Thinker, and then asking for subscribers, 
twenty earnest souls became subscribers; and 
with this 1 remit the money. It is victory to 
send in these new names and a good portion of 
them members of the churches here, hunger
ing for evidence and life, and part of them the 
first ladies of society. The results here and 
in other cities convince me that it is wise for 
all our scientists to join with the recognized 
spiritual workers. ‘ ‘In union there is strength. ”

I am decidedly pleased tosee in The Pro
gressive Thinker that the able, fearless and 
progressive Rev. Joseph Adams, after years 
of editing, lecturing and- teaching Christian 
Science, has begun to lecture in the public

r How Strange!
How strange that some“good saints,” whose sun 

shinetj the brightest, , ,
Forget every home save where hearts are the 

lightest;
They will fling to the wind what would com

fort the sighing, ■
And feed to their dogs what would nourish the 

dying.
How strange that some, knowing of homes 

gaunt with hunger, '
Go robed to their church, praying louder and 

longer, ’
That the Father above will remember “his 

people,”
And bless’ his dear church from foundation to 

steeple. - .
How strange that the poor, whengrand church 

bells açe pealing ,
Doubt Heaven’s kind care, when “that faint

ness” comes stealing .
Over body and spirit, while Christians kneel 

prayiag*?
“For the sinful and poor who are sometimes 

found'straying."
How strange that, when bowing ip saintly sub

mission ' .
The sheltered, the “holy” 're untouched with 

contrition,
Tho’ through the brain flashes a Sinai-like warn

ing—
“Ye have turned from Chrlst-lessons In silence 

and scorning." ’ ■
How strange yon poor mother, on sick-bed re

clining,
Hath need of our help, that her light may be 

shining;
Yet we turn swift away from such visions of sad

ness, '
And begrudge her the heart-gift and sweet

wine of gladness, .
What you paid for a picture most rare and en

trancing
Might have saved many lives, whispers con

science, advancing.
Ah, if these are in want» or need nourishing diet, 
Oh, Lord, send them friends, that their lips may 

be quiet.
Forgive, Lord, that ofttimes our earth-wisdom 

bungle?;
We pray for the heathen ’mong tropical jungles, 
Lest they die in their sins, and no mercy can 

reach them,
We bring here our tithes to thy servants who 

teach them.
How strange that “God’s children” hold dearer 

as topics
The uncaring African—sons of far tropics.
If true: “Lack of knowledge holds loss condem

nation,”
Then why not first help th’ oppressed of our na

tion?
'Cross the workingman’s path hear the chariot 

rumble;
“Hey, you! out of our way!”—hear the rich 

owner grumble,
As he runs for his life—see the dinner-pail 

glisten!
Are the ears of God heavy? Do not kind angels 

listen?
There’s a motherless boy: his untutored feet 

going
Adown life’s long track—and such rough winds 

a-blowing; ’
Not a hand to befriend him, nor Christian to pity; 
“Oh, such things are common in hamlet and 

city.”
How strange, then, 'tie sorrow in more striking 

guise
That tugs at one’s conscience, and opens one’s 

eyes.
Shall we paint the boy black, or brown as a bee, 
And give him'a chance as a “Heathen Chinee?” 
We’d best gather these people—the homeless, 

and lone—
Free ticket them through to a tropical zone; 
Then—pass ’round God’s plate every Sabbath, 

and see
How freely we'll give to the "Heathen Chinee.” 

Hattie Boydston.

Spiritualism in Lexington, Ky,
To the Editob:—Having completed a course 

of lectures, the Sundays in January, where I 
filled an engagement for the Voices Galling 
First Spiritualist Society of Lexington, Ky., I 
desire to inform the public that this “Blue 
Grass Region" is not backward in the Spirit
ualistic movement.

On my arrival in this city, January 6th, I 
was met by Dr. James W. Lunsford and son, 
who escorted me to their residence, where I 
was royally received by some thirty members 
of the society, who welcomed me, a stranger, 
to their homes.

Dr. Lunsford as president, and his good 
wife Mrs. Mary A. V. Lunsford as vice-presi
dent of the above-named society, have resided 
in this city of about 37,000 inhabitants, two 
years, having come from Covington, Ky. They 
were the pioneer workers in this primitive 
field. The Doctor as an excellent trumpet 
medium, and his wife as test medium, have 
been holding circles.

As Spiritual truth dawned on the theologi
cal threshold of religious bigotry and intoler
ance, their good works were met by ignorant 
assailants who in divers ways, by threats and 
persecutions, attempted in vain to drive them 
from the city. Amidst the tumult and strife 
the mediums held the fort, and now the flag 
of truth floats proudly over the enemies strong
hold. To-day a prosperous society, an auxil
iary to the National Association of Spiritualists 
is the outcome of their good work. Some of 
the most intelligent citizens are and have 
been brought into the ranks, and Lexington is 
being redeemed.

Speakers and mediums that may choose to 
wander in these fields will surely receive the 
kindest treatment at the hands of royal Ken
tucky people.

By the way, the president of the society has 
inaugurated a movement among the colored 
folks. The writer also attended two of their 
meetings. Some twenty-five members were 
secured at the residence of Brother Toll and a 
National charter has been applied for, for the 
First Colored Spiritualists' Society of this 
State. There are many very promising medi
ums amongst this former down-trodden race. 
So the good work goes bravely on. The 
colored folks should look to their laurels in

Spiritualism in the Twin Cities.
To the Editor:—Knowing that you and 

the thousands of readers of The Progressive 
Thinkeb are interested in the growth and 
progress of the cause of Spiritualism—a cause 
near and dear to the heart of everyone inter
ested in the advancement of fiiimanity to a 
higher plane of life—I write to give you some 
idea of the progress being made ip these twin 
cities of the northwest, Minneapolis and St. 
Paul. : . . • ■

Some eleven or twelve years ago I com
menced my first active public work in the cause. 
There was then one small struggling society 
here. Myself and others secured the services 
¿of Mrs. Nettie Pease Fox as a lecturer. We 
were to pay her $100 per month and expenses. 
After a service pf two months we found our-’ 
selves in debt to her $65. Although We had 
secured all the subscribers we could, and^fiad 
taken up a collection at every service, a few 
others with myself paid the'balance. ‘

That summer 1 visited Onset Bay Camp 
meeting. Among the speakers' was Mrs. R. 
6. Lillie. I was pleased tyith her lectures and 
engaged her to come to us for the month of 
September at $100 per month. On my, return 
the officers of the society refused to sanction 
my work, and I said to them: “I will take the 
responsibility upon my own shoulders and see 
that she, is paid." Instead of putting her be
fore an audience in a third-story hall, I rented 
the Alcazar Theater and Pence Opera Rouse, 
made the meetings free, but took up a collec
tion at each service. I was under an expense 
of between $50 and $60 each Sunday, but the 
meetings were so , successful that Mrs. Lillie 
remained with us for three months, and our 
audiences numbered from 600 to 1,000. There 
were but two Sundays in the three months that 
failed to pay expenses, and Mr. Harvey Brown 
president of the Gas Company, gave his check 
to balance one of them. - Since then such 
public workers have been called into the field 
as Dr. U. D. Thomas, Mias Abbie Judson, 
Mrs. 0. D. Pruden, Edward Bach, W. H; 
Bach, Mrs. Barton, Mrs. Leavitt, Mrs. Tryon, 
Mr. Seed, Mr. Brown, Mrs. Ethel Braun, Dr. 
and Mrs. S. N. Aspinwall, all public speakers 
and all residents of this beautiful and pro
gressive city.

All are excellent speakers and meditiins, 
and ready to do work for the ;cause whenever 
and wherever an invitation may be extended 
to them. .

The camp-meeting which , I inaugurated 
three years ago has become an incorporated 
body, that continues in successful operation; 
and we look for a larger and more successful 
meeting this year than ever before. There are 
now seven Spiritual meetings every Sunday in 
this city, and two in St. Paul,< and all, ■ I be
lieve, are on a successful paying basis.

Dr. and Mrs. Aspinwall and Dr. U. D. 
Thomas opened their meeting last Sunday re- 
viivng the old First Spiritual Society. Wash
ington Hall, 34 Washington avenue, South, 
whioh is a large one, was filled beyond its 
seating capacity, and many were forced to 
stand during the entire services, which were 
conducted by Dr. Aspinwall; Dr. Thomas, 
Mrs. Aspinwall and Mrs. Lepper giving, short 
lectures and following with tests, and many 
other mediums also giving tests. So you see 
we are growing, and there never has been a 
time when there has been as much interest 
shown as now. A great tidal wave of Spirit 
ualism is sweeping over the country, which 
will soon engulf, with its resistless march, the 
strongholds of orthodox superstition.

S. N. Aspinwall.
Minneapolis, Minn.

A Veteran Cone to His Home.
To the Editor:—I sit down to communi

cate the sad intelligence of the departure from 
this life of Dr. Charles F. Ware, of Bucksport, 
Me. His transition occurred suddenly at his 
home on the 13 th inst., at the age of sixty- 
nine.

In early life he followed the sea and became 
a master mariner of prominence. Before he 
understood his mediumistic power»!, they were 
of good service in navigation, be saved two 
shipsand their crews from destruction by 
means of spirit warnings. In the war of the 
Rebellion he served in the navy. He was in 
New York at the time of Booth’s, 
assassination of Lincoln, and at the very 
moment of its occurrence he saw the proceed
ing, and then and there gave a minute and 
correct account of it.

Immediately after the war he commenced 
the practice of a clairvoyant physician, in 
which capacity he achieved great success and 
won a host of admiring friends. Some ten 
years ago he selected and laid out the beauti
ful Verona Camp-ground, near his.own home 
on the Penobscot river, and has been its. pres
ident and chief promoter up to the present 
time. To see this beautiful, camp grove, flou
rish and rise above all financial embarrass
ments, and become a piece where the inspiring 
truths of the Spiritual philosophy could be 
freely dispensed to hungry souls, has been the 
chief desire of his life the past few years. He 
did not remain here long enough to see the 
fruition of his ardent hopes, bnt in this con
nection he has certainly done enough to im
mortalize his name. His lifework ■ has been 
nobly done, and his reward is sure. He was 
kind, generous, honest, true, progressive and 
courageous. He leaves a beloved wife and 
one son—his eldest son having very recently 
passed to Spirit-life. ' F. W. Smith.

Rockford, Me. . .

Woman, Church and State. A noble work, 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth
bound, $2. •

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and

Two Workers Gone.
To the Editor:—Within the last few days 

two old Spiritualists have passed to the other 
side from this city, The first was Mr. J. C. 
Hebbard, prominent in political circles in this 
State, and perhaps one of the best-posted men 
in the whole country. He was a walking en
cyclopedia on 'subjects connected with public 
men of the country. His transition was 
caused by bright’s disease, he being something 
over sixty years of age. He was connected 
with our ^Spiritualistic societies for a good 
many years, and at one time was President of 
the First Society here. Since his transition he 
has appeared often among us.

The other is Mrs. Jane Crowe, aged 
seventy-six. She was one of the first gradu
ates of a medical school in Boston, removed 
to this city in 1857, has been a continued resi
dent here and in the practice of her profession 
ever since. Her practice for years has been 
among the poor, hpr religion being to do 
good. She was one of the founders of the 
First Society of Spiritualists in this city, 
twenty-five years ago, and has always been 
connected with it.

The funeral services were at the residence 
of her son-in-law, Mr. James Harvey. Mrs. 
Lillian L. Wood delivered the address, and 
during its delivery the spirit of Mrs. Crowe 
was present to her clairvoyant sight and clair- 
audient power, and she told her many things 
to say to those in the audience. There were 
present orthodox ministers, ex-members of 
congress and m^py prominent citizens who 
for the first time got an insight into what 
Spiritualists believe.

If the friends of Spiritualists who pass over 
would always see to it that a Spiritualist lect
urer preached at the funeral services, it would 
do much to spread abroad our philosophy.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, $1. .

" , ■ ■ •' ■ ■■ .• ’ .>
Paine’s Age of Reason,, an investigation of 

true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cte. . .

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the

_ French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cte. |on government Paper, 25'centsjcioth, 50 cte.

Topeka, Kan. N. P. Baker.

Hon. A. B. Richmond’s Review is 
Grand.

To the Editor;—A. B. Richmond’s re
view of Ingersoll is truly grand; I would not 
have missed it for a year’s subscription to your 
paper. While reading it, a sentence 1 had 
lately read was recalled: “A steam engine is 
only a thought dressed in iron, ’’ or in other 
words, a steam engine is a materialized 
thought; so are all the works of the hands of 
man. Idealization first, then materialization 
—and the White City quickly crowned the 
shore of your lake, and revealed the material
izations of painters, sculptors, mechanics and 
artizans gathered from the four quarters of the 
globe, demonstrating that the idealizations of 
the human race, of the beautiful and useful, 
prove their common origin and relationship.

If the idealization of a Stephenson is ma
terialized in a locomotive—of a Fulton in a 
steamboat—of a Christopher Wren in a St. 
Paul’s Church, is it hard to realize that the 
disincarnated, 1 ‘god-like and undying intellect” 
of some Praxitlies, Raphael and Michael An
gelo, can materialize for a moment the sem
blance of a dear friend?

The materialization of a rose—a mortal—a 
world, or the starry hosts of heaven—must be 
the work crowning the idealizations of and in
telligence surpassing the comprehension of the 
most advanced mind incarnated on earth.

Louisville, Ky. Edwabd Shippen.

Sudden Transformations.
SPIBIT PAINTINGS, ETO.

To the Editor:—Glad I am so poor; for
the poor have the gospel preached unto them, 
and an eternity of happiness is theirs! I can 
duplicate so many strange things I see in your 
paper. Right here let me say a few words: 
In a circle by the Eddys at Lake Pleasant, I 
saw the spirit of a man transformed into the 
spirit of a woman, in the twinkling of an eye, 
clothing and all, and both spirits were in turn 
recognized by their respective friends, who 
shook hands and talked with them. There 
were forty materialized on this occasion. 
There are two sisters in Richmond, Indiana, 
who get thousands upon thousands of spirit 
faces by simply holding the brush, dipped in 
paint, to the face of the paper; if you watch 
you can see one or more hairs moving apart 
from the body of the brush, in the act of 
painting. One of the sisters held my hand 
while I held the brush, and thus a face was 
painted. This was during the soldiers’ reun
ion at St. Louis. Whether the painting is 
being done now or not I do not know. Strange 
to say, they first noticed it on a visit to the 
seashore in Connecticut when one sister, on 
picking up a pebble, found a face on it im
pressed there apparently by contact of her 
two fingers; the other one did the same with 
like result Then followed the painting by 
holding the brush to the face of the paper.

Obsession may be avoided by the person be
ing employed in good acts, by prayer, by 
keeping good company, etc. Evil is catching 
—good is catching. A man is known by the 
company he keeps.

Would not the letter of the Pope to all 
good Catholics, commanding them to take 
part in all meetings, churches and gatherings, 
bear repeating now? It was printed some years 
ago, and was and is being carried out to the 
injury of the Protestant cause, the effect being 
similar to that caused by Gideon’s band among 
the Philistines. I mean to say, should not 
Protestants be repeatedly cautioned against 
these stabbers in the dark?

Lancaster, 0. Chablis Carter.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
to ll, cloth.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mable Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrboker. • Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere,, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced toll. 
: Hypnotism; ite Facts, Theories’ and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus.v A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

AU AboutDevils. By -Moses Hull;! It 
traces the history of the theological idea of 
devUs. Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents.

THE VETERAN MDSES.
He Is Rapidly Recovering,

AND THAT, TOO, THROUGH ■■ THE', MANY’.'GOOD| 
■.HEALING WISHES SENT TO HIM BY THE ¿¿A D- 
MBS’OF THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER. - . ,

To the Editor:—Please state in your next 
issue that Mr. Hull has so" far recovered that 
he conducted the services ip the'. Temple yes
terday. I shared the labors by delivering the 
mqrning discourse. My subject was: “Spirit
ualism ?s a Factor in the World’s Progress.” 
Mr. Hull, discoursed at night on “The Life 
and Times of Thomas. Paine.” We were 
greeted by very large audiences op each oc-! 
casion; at .night the Temple was crowded.

Mr. Hull seems no worse for his efforts 
yesterday, and we trust in a short time that 
he will be in possession of his old-time vigor. 
I shall remain with him for a .4ime, sharing 
his labors. We trust that by this arrange
ment the work ean go on uninterruptedly.

Telegrams and letters have poured in from 
every direction since Mr. Hull’p prostration. 
I have answered scores of them personally. 
Many have said: “Let me know through 
The Progressive Thinker;" hence 1 ask a 
little space for. that purpose. I am sure the 
currents of affection that have come in the 
tender, loving messages, have been instru
mental in Mr. Hull’s rapid recovery, for I be
lieve there is nothing more potent as a medi
cine for soul or body than the power- of the 
spirit With best wishes for your grand work.

Mattie E. Hull.

Spirit Photography.
To the Editor:—In your issue of Decem

ber 9th, Wm. A. Peterson has a communica
tion on “Spirit Photography,” and he express
es a wish to know more about it.

There is a good deal in photography, and 
he will find a wide field for investigation and 
experiment. If he will take the trouble to 
talk critically and carefully with capable pho
tographers concerning the unusual things in 
thq way of photographic possibilities, he may 
be surprised. ..

Just for the purpose of throwing out some 
hints or demonstrated facts, I will say that a 
camera is not necessary, nor is a lens, to take 
a photograph. As to Mr. Peterson',s experi
ment with his daughter in a photograph gal
lery, in which he failed altogether to get a 
picture of her, while there were other faces on 
the plates, a photographer would say that the 
plate was not exposed at all when she was be
fore it. There is another fact it is well to 
think of, and that is this: It is seldom we hear 
of a photographer (and I have never heard of 
one yet outside of the spirit-photograph busi
ness) who believes that a photograph can be 
taken of a spirit And after all, I believe it 
has been and can be done; but I don’t believe 
it from any picture I have ever seen or from 
my own experience; but from wlyit I have 
heard about such matters, and from a knowl
edge I have acquired of Spiritual phenomena
in general. Ben Hill,

A Sitting with the Spirit Artist 
Campbell, San Francisco, Cal.

To the Editor:—It behooves me to write, 
through the columns of your paper, of two re
markable sittings I have had recently, one 
through the spirit artist, A. Campbell, and 
one with Mrs. Maggie Waite, of San Fran
cisco—both strangers to me and I to them. 
Mr. Campbell gave me a painting of my sis
ter's favorite flowers, and a message from her. 
No one here knew her favorite flower, as 
she has been gone from the home ten years. 
It was remarkable, as was the one through 
Mrs. Waite, who draws immense audiences at 
her public meetings. The first words she said 
tome, when entranced, were: “The spirit of 
your loving wife is here, giving her name as 
Stella; and a new baby has come—all is well 
—it is a little girl—I will wire you at half 
past five this evening. I asked her where my 
wife was at present. She said: “Here, but 
the sleeping body is in Montana;” which was 
correct. I got my dispatch at half-past five. 
The new baby was a girl. How is that for a 
test readipg? G. L. Lotous.

Oriel, San Francisco.

Communication from Beecher.
To the Editor:—At a seance attended reI-

cently the following communication, purport
ing to be from the spirit of H. W. Beecher, 
was written by a materialized spirit: “Spiritu
alists have no creed to cramp and crush the 
intellect; they acknowledge no infallible ora
cle, honor no images, trust to no sacrificial 
scrapegoat to screen them from justice, nor 
would they bow down to pope, cardinal, bishop 
or priest, though the fagots were kindled 
and the cross rebuilt1’ . ,

This may be all right from a spirits stand
point, but I very much doubt if he were back 
in the flesh, that he would be a willing subject 
to martyrdom. '. ,. . . . .

The.sentiment and loyalty are good. Spir
itualists, Freethinkers and A. P. A.’s should 
unite at the ballotbox apd crush the hideous 
monster that is trying to destroy free America.

American.

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinkeb 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, Ill., and try the paper, for three 
months. ■ ■ .. ■ ■■■ • • .

Augusta, Me.Box 1001.

tlut lAPleaeanf, an^-profitable send s -your addrey 
Immediately. : Wo teach men and women how to earn 
from45 per day to >8000 per year -without havlug had 
prevloui experience, and tuynUh (Ue employment al 
whlgh'thoy can make that ampupit Cajp(t{Q lymetea 
wjvy.A trial will qost youhochte'’.Write tp-dayim 
addreBi. ‘ ‘ ‘

. . ■ ' 7 • .
E» O. ALLEN & CO..

If Yoh Want Work

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the “Aslral 

Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnbtic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond; It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
wiU ¡inform you where to 
firocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Curb of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Aslral Guideseatoa. 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, Ill.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
OR 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Thia Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the planchette, both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who wero 
notaware of their mediumistic gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able co receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Ccpt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I bad 
communications (by the psychograph.) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort in the severe loss 
I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.'*

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Pay- 
chograpb you sent me, and will thoroughly test it tbs 
first opportunity I may have. It is very simple in 
principle and construction, and I am sure muse be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now in use. 
1 believe it win generally supersede the latter when 
its superior merits become known,”

A. r. Miller, Journalist and poet, in an editorial no
tice of the instrument in bis paper, the Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, says: “The Psychograph is an Im- 
fmovement upon the planchette, having a dial and lit
ers. with a few words, so that very little ‘power’ Is 

apparently required to give the communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate." .

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for use, tl.OO. 
For sale at this office.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

J_S The "Stellar Key” is tuo ohilosophicai Intro
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some idea of this little volume may be gained from ths 
following table of contents: 1—Death and cho After
Life; 2—Scenes in the Summer-Laud ; 3—Society in the 
Sunnner-Land; 4—Social Centresln the Summer-Lund; 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ulthnates in the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Vicior WIIbgd. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double tbe amount of matter in fort 
mer editions and is enriched by a beautiful frontis
piece, Illustrating the "formation of the Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cenu. For s&lo 
at this office.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS
OFPSYCHIC -> SCIENCE.

This work, by^luDSON Tcttlk. essays to utilize and 
explain the vast array of facts lu Its field of research, 
which hitherto have bad no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man’s spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit-; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution: Scientific 
Methods of the study of Man and Its Results; What la 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychomctry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions nn the Sen
sitive; Prayer, in the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be. granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It Is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 253 
pages. Sent, post paid, <1.25.

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. Ills a vade mecum, 
ami answers about any question which may arise lu 
the minds of the investlgatorsof spiritual phenomena. 
For sale at this office.

THE MEDTUMTSTIC-
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an introduction by

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
' This book should be in the hands of every one Inter
ested in Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8. Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4. Remark
able Tests. Chapter 5. His Work as a Healer. Chap
ter 6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit
Land. Chapter 8. Methods Used by Spirits to Commu
nicate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Miscel
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience. 
Chapter It. Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Prophetic Vision*. Chapter 18, The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chapter 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, price 9 
oente.

’’¡Jesus and the Mediums. 'A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, -showing their 
similarity.- «By-Moses .Hull,:’ Pricej 10 cents..

Wayside Jottings. • ByMattie.E.LHulli Es-' 
says,^sketches;-poeinis, etc. -Cloth$l> ■

The - Question' Settled. By• Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical. And Modern 
Spiritualism. . Paper; ’ 50 cents; cloth, $1.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

JDELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
L\. Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “ The Clock Struck One, Two, and Throe.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s 
ong Connection with one of the largest and most Influ
ential religious organizations in this country, together 
with bls well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that win attract the at
tention and command the studions perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of apirit-niantfes- 
Udon through a period of twenty-seven yeare, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “ prince 
of humbugs,” and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
with a conviction that It Is a truth far transcending all 
others tn value to mankind. It is eminently well 
adapted to place in the bands of those whose attach- 
menu to the faiths and forms of the Church Incline 
them to have nC to do with the subject upon 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth» 12mo, pp. 423, «1.00. Postage 10 cenu For sale 
at^his office.

'THE QUESTION SETTLED. À 
x Careful Côïhparifion of Biblical and Modern 8p^ 

ItualUm. By Mosca Hull» An invaluable work. Price 
ii.oa : :■ : • ■ ’ •, »... •

i

r IFE OF THOMASPAINE; ' IT IS ZV- 
Lt teniely interesting. Price »1,00. . ,

'T'HE GIORDANO BRUNQi COM*
¿1 Pri^r^ Y«ry
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HER VOICE.
It Is Restored in Church

She Thinks God Did It.

Bill

religioof the great principles of 
belief.” .

It Is an Octopus in One Respect at 
Least.

soothe a pain, to make us comfortable, 
without the selfish motive of gaining 
any credit therefor, except, perhaps, 
in the furtherance or his soul in pro
gression. 1 .

It Would ¡Suppress All Spiritualist 
Healers.
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Practical Christianity.
We have just concluded the reading 

of Rev. Henry T. Cheever’s “Sandwich 
Islands,” written in 1850. The author 
was a missionary to the Hawaiian 
Inlands, which he names the Heart of 
the Padiflc. He boasted of the great 
progress made in thirty years in Chris
tianizing those savages, who, he says, 
wtyen first visited by missionaries, in 
1820, had no religion. He then tells us, 
in broad capitals, there were, when he 
arrived there, “Twenty-two thousand 
men and women in the Christian 
Church, and seventeen thousand chil
dren in Christian schools;” a total of 
39,000—4,000 more than the present en
tire native population, as given in the 
New York Sun.

Here is a falllng-away in 44 years, 
dating from 1850, of 115,000—some 
seven-ninths of the Hawaiians wasted in 
a little more than one generation in 
civilizing! And still the process of dec
imation is going on. A few years more, 
at the same rate of decadence, and the 

\ last descendant of these islanders will 
' completely disappear, as effectually as 
t if overwhelmed by the surging waves of 

the Pacific. ''
The sons of the missionaries now 

assure us the natives are barbarians, 
unfitted to govern themselves. Bad as 
these people may be, Rev. Mr. Cheever 
wrote, in 1890, and published for Amer- 

{ican readers, pp. 49, 50:
1 “Life and property are now safer 
than under any long-established govern
ment that can be named. . . Such is 

•! now the force of law, ... a man 
■ may travel afoot and by canoe, through 
the entire duster of islands, from 
Hawaii to Nilhau, and with a net of 
•shining dollars, without fear of molesta
tion, unless from some desperate runa

' Way foreigner, or a straggling Hawaiian 
■ sailor, hardened by his cruises abroad, 
i If the same be true of any other land, 
we have yet to know it.”

Wheih Captain Cook discovered the 
/ Hflfwaiihn Islands, in 1778, their popula
tion was esttmaifed at 400,000. It was 
ithbn these people were first brought in 
"dohtafct with Christian civilization. 
From that time their numbers have 
dwindled; and In the short space of 114 

¡years have shrunk eleven-twelfths of 
\ their number. A glorious prospect for 
Seathen nations! A ghastly vision for 

_xe pihilanthropist! Like our own 
Indian tribes, the vices of those who 
sought to civilize and Christianize these 

■ peaceful and unsuspecting islanders 
have been their destruction.

Heresy in High Places. -
If the religious world would keep 

abreast of the times, and advance with 
increasing, knowledge, there would be 
less causa for censure. But the great 
majority are fossils of bygone ages; 
they cl|ng to old teachings as it essen
tial to existence. , The best? educated, 
the ablest of church scholars,'fto not 
hesitate to give free expression to ad
vanced thought; but in most instances 
such persons are forced to occupy false 
positions; to teach what they do not be
lieve, else retire from the pulpit. How 
very different in the case of Rev. Sam
uel Davidson, D. D,, LL. D., the emi
nent English divine. The Queen, on 
the recommendation of Mr. Gladstone, 
placed Mr. Davidson on the Civil List, 
with a pension of 6500 a year, because of 
his advanced utterances. A few quota
tions from this great scholar, with such 
high endorsement, ■ will teach us what 
is not heresy in the Church of England:

“Inspiration properly belongs to per
sons, not to books. The authors of the 
different works contained in the collec
tion called the Bible—of most of whom 
we know little or nothing,sometimes not 
even the name—were men of various in
telligence and endowments. Possessing 
unequal gifts, their productions are of 
unequal value. As infallibility belongs 
to God alone, none of them was infalli
ble in what he said or wrote. Each 
wrote according to his light and the 
purpose he had in view. Contradictions, 
inconsistencies, errors, both intellectual 
and moral, are observable in their writ
ings. .... As the gospels passed 
through processes of redaction, with the 
exception of the fourth, and did not ap
pear in their present state till the second 
century, there was plenty of time to 
surround parts of thp biography with a 
mythical haze.

‘‘The apostle of the Gentiles held the 
Aryan view, of Christ,bo far as he speaks 
of him as the man from heaven or the 
heavenlyman, implying his pre-exist
ence. But he never notices the miracu
lous conception.' The fourth Gospel, by 
introducing ideas • from Alexandrian 
Platonism, carried the view of Christ’s 
person even higher than Paul.

“I believe man is created Immortal; 
that the punishment of the wicked here
after wil| be remedial, and that all will 
be finally happy. The fatherhood of 
God Involves the idea of perfect felicity 
to his children. If a Being of infinite 
goodness and love controls the bound
less universe, we cannot but cherish the 
hope that such goodness and love will 
overcome evil. All rational creatures 
will be hhppy forever in the enjoyment 
of their Father’s love. ’

Spiritualism, Universalism, Unitari- 
anism, in the Episcopal church, and 
those who teach it are pensioned by roy
alty. This is a grand advance, and it 
bids us hope for the future.

Air. ,_______

IT "WAS SIMPLY A'MANIFESTATION of 
SPIRIT POWER.

Unleashed.
The sleuth-hounds of orthodoxy are 

already yelping on the trail of Dr. Har
per, the president of the University of 
Chicago, a Baptist institution of learn
ing. The «Doctor had the bravery, ds 
mentioned in these columns lately, to 
state in a public lecture that the. story of 
a general deluge.is a myth. Somebody 
in the Chicago Secord wants to know if 
Dr. H. believes in the inspiration of the 
Bible, and If so, how he determines the 
genuineness of certain books and chap
ters, and the spuriousness of ethers. 
The writer concludes:

“It seems to me the president of the 
University of Chicago ought not to at
tack the Bible, but rather defend it 
against infidellsm and materialism. Or 
is it true, as a heathen priest of the 
Orient said in the Religious Congress 
last summer: ‘America is given over to 
materialism and infidelism!’ ”

Such an assault on the learned divine 
is simply refreshing. It is doubly so 
when a clergyman writes to a St. Louis 
daily, replying to some one who had 
charged Dr. Harper with heresy:

"It is a heresy that is shared by nearly 
every scholar, thinker and scientific man 
on the planet.”

But this does not matter. The whole 
pack of orthodox canines, Bose, Tray, 
Blanchard, Sweetheart, will soon be un
leashed, and the welkin will be vocal 
with the bow-wows of curs, the sharp 
quick bark of hounds, the incessant yelp, 
ings of pugs and poodles, while all will 
pursue and bay in chorus.

Dr. Harper, you had no business with

We learn from the New York Herald 
that Miss Mary Titus, of Williamsport, 
Pa., is one of the happiest persons in 
that city, as she rehearses to her neigh
bors and friends the remarkable experi
ence she has had recently. Miss Titus, 
then a beautiful young lady of eighteen, 
was seized three years ago last month 
with a severe attack of the grip, and 
for weeks her case was considered hope? 
less, .

Finally a favorable change ■ occurred, 
and in due time the young lady, arose 
from her bed, but her voice had left 
her, and from that time until last Thurs
day evening she was never able to speak 
above a whisper.

Miss Titus had always been noted for 
her religious zeal, and seldom absented 
herself from the regular religious ser
vices of her church. Although the loss 
of speech was a severe affliction to her, 
she was always inclined to accept her 
trouble cheerfully, and frequently in
formed those who commented on her 
severe lot that it was all right, and the 
explanation would be made in the grdht 
hereafter.

She attended a revival service in this 
city Thursday evening in company with 
a slater, and appeared to take an unusual 
interest in' the religious testimonies that 
were given at the close of the pastor’s 
discourse. ?.

Suddenly Iqjtping to her feet, the 
heretofore speechless girl surprised the 
audience by exclaiming, “Praise God 
from whom all blessings flow! He has 
heard my prayers and restored my 
voice.” As the joyous girl uttered 
these words, her countenance shone as 
never before, and her voice sounded as 
clear and pleasant as it had years previ
ous, when she spoke in the same. place.

The minister, who had been startled 
by the marvelous manifestation,uttered 
a fervent “Amen!” and hastily arising 
from his seat within the altar rail 
walked up the aisle to where the young 
woman stood, while several members in 
the congregation also made all possible 
haste in reaching her side.

“Ob', let us rejoice together!” Contin
ued Miss Titus. “Such a manifestation 
of God’s love and mercy demands our 
united praise. The three years of suf
fering.and burden-bearing are over and 
I am free again.”

Then there followed a general praise 
service for half an hour in honor of the 
occurrence, and before the close of the 
meeting several men in the audience 
arose, declaring that the miracle had

The Battle with Death.
It Tis written in the ancient books of 

wisdom that man, the perfect spirit in 
the perfect body, shall put nil things 
under his feet; or in and by spiritual 
power be able to control all the physical 
condition. But the last enemy he is to 
conquer Is death.

It is conceded by our learned men of 
to-day that we live, because we die; on 
the physical plane. Just as in a stove 
the heat is maintained by the destruc
tion of the fuel, so in man’s body, it 
lives and moves and has its being be
cause the vitalized atoms become de
vitalized, and are cast out, This action 
of the atoms is all there is of mortal 
life. Around this, as a center, cluster 
the mental energy, soul force and spirit 
guidance which make our earth-lives a 
training ground for the unfolding and 
developing of our spirit conditions; for 
it is true that no ego can guide correctly 
who does not seek to enlarge its vision 
and rise to the highest possible develop
ment. The time must be surely coming 
when the atoms of the body, more ethe- 
rialized, shall be permeated by the 
spiritual and not the physical. Then 
we shall reach the point where, perceiv
ing the true cause of death, we shall be 
able to set it aside forever.

But meanwhile how we suffer; how we 
grope in the confusion of our ignorance, 
in our efforts to put aside the dread 
penalty of this ignorance. In Edwin 
Arnold’s “Light of Asia,” a woman was 
sent to seek black mustard seed from a 
house where none had died. She found 
plenty of the seed, but the other con
dition was impossible. She says:

“Ah, sir! I could not find a single 
house where there was mustard seed 
and none had died."

Ever so we find, it, father, mother, 
uncle, aqnt, brother, sister, cousin, child 
or friend-, ,eome one we have loved in 
this life, and whom We now cherish still 
more in that life, has passed beyond 
the veil, so thin anebyet so unyielding.

Do we remember the particulars as 
the light of the household left us? Ah! 
only too well. Today in full, vigorous 
health, tomorrow ailing, but perhaps 
not seriously. We whit a day or two, if 
perchance the power of life may not 
overcome the phantom horror that 
palsies every heart and clouds every 
brain. But the fever rises. The doctor

medicine-man has the same leverage, 
and in addition, he has captured the 
strong arm of the law, to -enable him to 
“hold up” the community. He has the 
power of the State governments before 
and behind him. He has caused laws to 
be enacted which forbid a man dying, 
unless by the aid of a legally-accredited 
physician or the hangman.

But Dr. Hawkins says I have grossly 
insulted the medical profession. Hear 
what James Johnson, M. D., F. R. S., 
editor of the Medico-Ohirurgical Setriew, 
says: “I declare as my conscientious 
conviction, founded on long experience 
and reflection, that if there was not a 
single physician, surgeon, man-midwife, 
chemist, apothecary, druggist nor drug 
on the face of the earth, there would be 
less sickness and less mortality than now 
prevails.”

John Mason Goode’, M. D., F. R. 8.. 
author of “Gqpde’s Study of Medicine,’“' 
says: “The effects of our medicines on. 
the human system are in the highest!; 
degree uncertain, except, indeed, that 
they have destroyed more lives than 
war, pestilence and famine combined.”

Prof. Gilman, of the New York- 
College of Physicians and Surgeons,^ 
says: “A mild mercurial course and'* 
mildly cutting a man’s throat are synon- ; 
ymous terms.”

The Dublin Medical Journal says: “As-, 
suredly the uncertain and most unsatis-' 
factory art called medical science is no 
science at all, but a jumble of incon
sistent opinions, of conclusions hastily 
and often incorrectly drawn, of facts 
misunderstood, of comparisons without 
analogy, of hypotheses without reason, 
and of theories not only useless but dan 
gerous.”

Dr. Alonzo Clark, a professor in the 
same college, says: “In their zeal to do 
good, physicians have done much harm; 
they have hurried many to the gravd 
who would have recovered, if left to 
nature.”

Prof. J. W. Carson, of the same col
lege, saysi “We do not know whether 
our patients recover because we give 
them medicine, or because nature cures 
them.”

Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes saysi 
“Mankind would be infinitely better off 
If all drugs were cast into the sea, but it 
would be bad for th$ fishes.”

an ¡honest thought. You should

THE INFERNAL!
That Is What the Ohio 

Should Be Called.

Ignorance the Enslaver.
'The slaveholders made it a penal 

Offense to educate their slaves, because 
it made them worthless to their masters. 
All through the Middle Ages, and far 
into modern times, woman grew up in 
ignorance; the parents of the church 
end the priesthood encouraged it; for 
knowledge would unfit them for the 
tasks imposed on them. Even the good 

: Paul, the real founder of Christianity, 
led in this direction. Catholicism, 
Seeing its waning power, bends all its 
energies to keep the young in ig
norance, hoping thereby to make more 
effective tools for the propagation of 
their superstition. The priests have in
stituted their parochial schools, and 
teach little in them but the church cat
echism, and how to read it understand- 
ingly, to the end they may regain what 
real education in the common schools 
has lost them.

Pious Vandalism.
The first archbishop sent to Mexico, 

on being informed of the great store of 
vnlinm mils, and folds on folds of cloth 
covered With paintings that had been 
discovered at Anahnac, the chief seat of 
Mexican learning, ordered the entire 
collection to be burned in a heap—a 
mountain heap, the chronicles of the 
times call it.—“Dawn of History,” p. 78.

Such facts as these qhow how the 
clergy have aided the cause of educa
tion. ’ '

believe just what the ignoramuses of 
1,500 years ago taught. If you possess 
too much brains to believe this earth 
was overwhelmed by a universal del
uge, and all life was destroyed, save 
the few Noah coaxed or drove into an 
ark, while the heavens poured down its 
water? and flooded the highest moun
tains, you should have nurtured the idea 
in your own breast; for the expression 
of a doubt in regard to the divine au. 
thenticity of every statement in the 
Bible, however incredible, subjects you 
to expulsion from the church and eter
nal damnation. Bread and butter, 
Doctor, bread and butter in this life are
also contingent on believing. Do 
hear? ■

you

No Beginning, No End.
Mackintosh, in his “Electrical Theory 

of the Universe,” p. 183, expresses, ini 
our estimation, a great truth when he 
says: >

“The beginning of terrestrial things 
stretches back, not through thousands 
only, but millions of millions of years, 
until at lengthMt seems lostMit an end
less eternity. It was the contemplation 
of the earth’s crust under this point of 
view, which induced Dr. Hutton to give 
utterance to the now famous expression: 
‘I see no traces of a beginning; no pros
pect of an end.’” .

Bear In Mind.
Bear in mind, 'please, that we Bend 

free to jsll hew trial or yearly sub
scribers the back chapters of that re
markable story, “The Night the Light 
Went Out”' Every Spiritualist in'the 
United States should read it.

made such an impression upon them 
they would henceforth devote the re
mainder of their lives to the service of 
God.

It was long past the regular hour for 
closing when the meeting broke up, and 
then a large number of Miss Titus' most 
intimate friends accompanied her home, 
where the praise service was continued 
until after midnight, and the young 
woman delivered an earnest address.

Referring to her remarkable experi
ence at the revival service, she said: 
,“As the people began to speak, a pecu
liar sensation came over me and I felt 
an irresistible impulse to speak, too. 
Then there was a command to make the 
effort, and as I arose to my feet I sud
denly realized that my voice had re
turned.”

The incident has had its effect 
throughout the city, and is looked upon 
as very remarkable by all who have 
been conversant with Miss Titus’ previ
ous condition.

There might be something very mi
raculous In the above manifestation, 
were it not a very common occurrence to
day. A few years ago it certainly would 
have been generally accepted as a grand 
manifestation of the power and love of 
God, and no doubt these good people 
are exceedingly happy in this, to them, 
sanguine explanation of the cure; but 
the more advanced thinkers of this day 
and age find a solution within the realm 
of natural law. For instance, the Chris
tian Scientist, who claims to add a lit- 
tie of science to his praying—in other 
words, cures by the science of passivity 
and hypnotism, effected through prayer 
to a divine being, perhaps the one who 
performed that wonderful surgical op
eration upon Father Adam—would call 
it one of many great cures.

The Mental Scientist, about the same 
as the former, with the credit given to 
the will, or power of mind over matter, 
the utter ignoring of the physical and 
its ailment, instead of any interposition 
of divinity.

The studious, materialistic M. D. 
would say that by the disease the mus
cles and nerves of the vocal organs were 
in a state of paralysis, and that an ex
tremely excited condition of the entire 
nervous system and great mental activ
ity agitated the organ into its normal 
condition.

Our magnetic healers who have had 
experience with paralytic afflictions can 
only see in Buch a manifestation the act 
of spirit-healing. The young lady was 
surrounded by a magnetic influence; she 
had completely forgotten self in her 
anxiety for the salvation of souls; and 
from among the cohorts of spirits, al
ways in attendance at such meetings to 
help on the good work over there, she 
called some spirit into her special sym
pathy, who happened to be powerfully 
magnetic. Just when that “peculiar 
sensation came over her” the spirit did 
its work and performed the cure that 
God gets the credit for in their minds.

“Where ignorance is bliss ’tis folly to 
be wise,” and their greatest happiness 
depends upon the nearness of the Mas
ter to them; and in this very remarkable 
cure, which is only one of many record
ed every day under, far less favorable 
conditions, they are happiest in the rec
ognition of the love and handiwork of 
Divine Providence. ' -
- It is truly grand and.beautiful to know 
that some true and good spirit friend 
stands ready to wipe away a tear, to

is summoned; the nurses prepare to take 
up uncomplainingly and unremittingly 
the duties upon whose proper perform
ance depend all. The patient grows 
unconscious, the fever holds the field. 
It has overthrown strength, mental ac
tion and physical function; and now it 
knocks at the citadel of life Itself, while 
the spirit strongly intrenched or a little 
time, may hold itself, while it can 
be determined whether the body 
is a hopeless wreck, or its allies have 
power to aid it. Death, rising in a 
mighty flood of destructive force, de
mands surrender.

Have we not almost held our breath, 
as this crisis came, to know how it 
should be. Hour by hour have we de
scended with our loved ones into the 
dark valley of the shadow, through 
whose bottom flows swiftly and blackly 
the river of Lethe. Inch, by inch have 
we contested the ground with the great 
Destroyer, hoping and praying; blinded 
with tears, choked with sobs, racked to 
the utmost by our love and desire for 
those .who. are rapidly slipping out of 
our embracing arms. And so we fight 
death blindly, if perchance we can find 
some method to release the victim from 
his grasp; rather than with any hope of 
a final defeat. Too often all our power 
and strength proves but weakness, and 
another o? our beloved ones awaits us, 
when we, too, shall ride with the boat
man pale across the chilling waters.

But sometimes it so happens, for a 
time at least, we are able to ransom our 
dear ones. How great the gladness, as 
slowly emerging from the twilight of 
horror, the sick one begins to once more 
climb the hill of life; to come back to 
consciousness, to strength, to health, 
and all it implies. How much, how 
very much, we owe our spirit friends 
and helpers on such occasions. Is it 
ingratitude or brutal ignorance that 
prevents our acknowledgment of it.

Did Jesus Teach Spiritualism 
Only?

Mrs. W. H. Ryan sends us an article 
of considerable length, the purport of 
which is to commend and uphold the 
position taken by Mr. E. Bach concern
ing the proper topics for Spiritualist 
speakers—that is, to avoid those topics 
that do not directly relate to Spiritu
alism, its phenomena and philosophy. 
She thinks our lecturers should follow 
the example of Jesus, who, she Bays, Was 
led and controlled by the spirit of God. 
She asks the question: “Did he denounce 
the’rich, call them robbers, thieves, 
etc?” without taking one side or the 
other of this rather lively discussion, 
started by Brother Bach, we must say 
the lady asks a rather unfortunate ques
tion from her own standpoint; for, ac
cording to the gospel accounts,aswe have 
them, Jesus did denounce the rich most 
unsparingly; he gave them no place in 
the Kingdom of Heaven—no corner lots 
nor a single front-foot of real estate in 
the New Jerusalem; and he left rich 
Dives in Hell, without so much as a 
drop of water to cool his parched, 
tongue, while the poor pauper Lazarus 
rested in the bliss of Abraham’s bosom 
in glory. The Scriptures are “agin”, 
you, sister, on this point.- However, 
this doesnot affect the general merits of 
the question, either, way.

The Freethinker’s Magazine, 
• The Freethinker's Magazine for March is 
a Prof.'Tyndall memorial number. It 
contains articles on the late Prof. John 
Tyndall from Prof. Huxley, George Ja- 
cqb Hdlyoake, Moncure D. Conway, and 
Charles Watts, of England: Elizabeth 
Cady Stanton, Parker Pillsbury, Prof. 
C. de B. Mills, Prof. A. L. Rawson. T. 
B.'Wakeman, and B; F. Underwood, of 
thiscountij. Price, 20 cent#.’ Address, 
Freethinker’s Magazine, Buffalo, N. Y.

“OHIO” POINTING OUT THE DANGER.

lightened State of Ohio is the mystery 
we cannot solve. It has not a single 
element of consistency, and is a direct 
menace against Spiritualism. Observe, 
please, how artfully it is worded. 
Glance for a moment at one phrase which 
lies concealed in it like a snake in the 
grass, or a centipede in a bunch of 
bananas, and then wonder as to the 
mental caliber of that mind from which 
it originated. It must have taken 
Spiritualists for simpletons in thinking 
they would not detect the subtile 
scheme. The phrase- is: "Or other 
agency, whether matérial or not ma
terial!" Here is the deception, meaning 
to convey the idea that whatever the 
agency, whether “materialor spiritual,” 
thus proscribing every spiritual or mag
netic healer who relies on those finer 
forces that can only emanate from the 
spirit side of life.

Spiritualists of Ohio, now is the time 
for action. Write to your member. now 
in the legislature of Ohio, and call his 
special attention to this odious feature 
in House Bill No. 354, and politely en
treat him to take immediate action 
against it. Request him to read the 
following on ‘‘Medical Experts,” as 
given by the Chicago Secord'. _

I have been taken to task by a physi
cian at Omaha agency, Nebraska, be
cause I placed the superstitions of 
civilized "medicine men” on the same 
plane with that of the Indian "medicine 
man.” The tact is, I merely quoted the 
words of some of the most eminent men 
in the medical profession. It is a note
worthy fact that only those of large 
reputation can afford thus to tell the 
truth about their business. Nothing 
that any layman has ever said about 
medical superstition is one-half so se-

The “regulars” are diligently at work 
in Ohio, endeavoring topass a bill which 
aims to give Spiritualism an effectual 
setback. One section of it is artfully 
worded, and is intended to deceive 
people generally. It is as follows:

"Sec. 4403k. For the puposcs of this 
“act, the words ‘practice of medicine or 
" ‘surgery’ shall mean to annex the let- 
“ters M. D. to one’s name, or to sug- 
“gest, recommend or prescribe, direct 
“or employ as a matter of business for a 
“fee, for .the use of any person, any 
“drugs, medicine, appliance, apparatus 
"or other agency, whether material OR 
‘ ‘NOT Material, 1'or the treatment, cure, 
“relief or palliation of any real or sup
posed ailment or disease of mind or 
“body, or for the treatment, cure or re- 
“lief of any wound, fracture or bodily 
“injury, or infirmity or deformity.”

Speaking of this bill, W. S. Clemens, 
of Columbus, Ohio, says: “I would call 
“your attention to the above section, 
“Which would bar from practice all 
“Spiritualist Healers and all Christian 
“Scientists, and leave the entire field 
“for the medical monopoly in general. 
“This section will apply to every one. 
“No druggist could recommend patent 
“medicines, medical appliances, belts of 
"any kind or surgical braces—in fact, 
“nothing could be done outside of this 
“wonderful combined medical monopoly! 
“Think how the rights of freedom would 
“be usurped in this grand old State by 
“a set of men'who are the worst class of 
“frauds and humbugs on the face of 
“God’s green earth, and they know it!”

Spiritualists of Ohio, you had better 
awaken at once and commence vigorous 
action against the passage of the above 
section of House Bill No. 354, introduced 
by Mr. McBride.’ Bomb in her palmiest 
days, with the crucifix in one hand and 
the infernal inquisition in the other, 
could not have concocted a measure 
better calculated to destroy the liberty 
of a large and influen'tial class of liberal 
thinkers. In fact; the above section is 
in all respects diabolical, and why it 
should find the light of day in the en-• ■ i .

OUR ARTIST TRYING TO DELINEATE THE
INFAMY OF SECTION 4403k, BUT 
IT IS TOO DIABOLICAL FOR HIM TO 
MASTER. _____________________ ________

Dr. Bostwick, author of the “History 
of Medicine,” says: “Every dose of med
icine given is a blind experiment on the 
vitality of the patient.”

Dr. Abernethy, the celebrated Eng» 
Hah physician, stated the same idea, but 
in still stronger language.

Scores of such noted authorities could 
be quoted, but it is needless. After 
reading such scathing indictments from 
the most eminent lights in the pro
fession: hearing the debates at the med* 
ical congress at the Art Institute, anil 
listening to the medical experts in th« 
Cronin case contradict themselves and 
each other, I am forced to the coil, 
elusion that if I have to make a choicb 
of evils, I will take the Indian medicine*1 
man rather than run the risk of the 
hypodermic syringe and its accompani
ments. ‘

THE GOVERNOR.
The Governor of Ohio is a grand and 

noble man, and if a general protest be 
made, he will never allow a bill to be
come a law that abridges in the least 
the rights of any class. Spiritualists 
and Liberals of Ohio, now is the time to 
be on the alert! Flood the members of 
your Legislature with letters protesting 
against the passage of the odious sec
tion of McBride’s bilk

vere as the caustic strictures of eminent 
authorities in the guild.

I am well acquainted with the medical 
superintendent of one of th# largest 
hospitals in the United States, who has 
a national reputation, and is a member 
of every leading medical society in this 
country and Great Britain. He says: 
“The drug method of treatment is un
doubtedly a modern relic of the ancient 
notion which supposed disease to consist 
of a malign entity which must be ex
pelled from the body by measures pro
portionate in violence to the malignity 
of the incarcerated demon.” The fore
going is taken verbatim from a recently- 
published work of this noted physician.

Is there, then, really any difference 
between the superstition of the civilized 
and the heathen medicine man? Of 
course, the civilized doctor has had the 
advantage of schools, and ought thereby 
to know much more; but alas! while he 
does not seek to drive out the malignant 
demon by drums and incantations, he 
“goes for it” with the deadly mercury 
and the no less fatal hypodermic 
syringe. The Indian medicine-man 
“holds down his , job” because of )his 
shrewdness and capacity-to work on the 
credulity of his fellows. The civilized

Evil Spirits—A Mission.
C. L. wants to know if there are evil 

spirits? If there are mortals evilly-dis
posed in this life, assuredly there are 
spirits evilly-disposed in the Spirit-life. 
It is a cardinal principle of Spiritualism 
that death effects no mental change; 
the spirit retaining its faculties, its 
culture, and the stains of its vices, after 
the great transition. The liar remains 
a liar; the lover of fraud and deception 
and the vulgar-minded remain the 
same. We may question the correct
ness of applying the term "evil,” for it 
may be said evil is only imperfection, 
If this ba admitted, then the same im
perfection exists on the other side as 
here, and will exist until outgrown. Too. 
often, as we well know,communications^ 
distorted by the medium or circle, are 
referred to evil beings wt\en, perhaps, 
they are the imperfect attempts made 
under untoward conditidns by dearest 
friends.

Permanently evil and depraved these 
cannot be; for sooner or later all will 
arise to the plape of harmony, w'fiich is 
another name for right and goodness.

A valued correspondent asks if it is 
best to obey the spirits? "They advise 
me to quit everything and take the 
lecture-field, and write, not permitting 
me to do anything else, nor return to 
my friends.”

We advise obeying the spirits if 
their demands are reasonable, and no 
further. We, as mortals, have an indi
viduality to preserve, and the greatest 
injury is wrought when we rely on any 
power outside of ourselves. We confess 
to little faith in a “mission” which 
sends the individual adrift, purposeless, 
and keeps him tramping from Malné to 
the Gulf, to discover what his mission 
is. Without assuming superiority to 
the high communicating spirits, we 
would say, not only to this correspond
ent, but to all those who are told that 
they have a wonderful mission, to 
make sure, by the plain rules of prac
tical common sense, that they have a 
mission, and are well prepared to fulfill 
its demands. Years are required to 
gain proficiency in writing, and even at 
best, the chances of support from 
writing or speaking are slight indeed.

Not all ministers of orthodox proclivi
ties are God-in:the-Const-itution cranks; 
in proof of which may be mentioned the 
fact that the Baptist ministers of At
lanta, Ga., a few days ago transmitted 
to Congress their united protest against 
the resolution of Representative Morse, 
of Massachusetts, to secure recognitio 
of the deity of Jesus Christ in the fed 
eral Constitution! They "most solemnl; 
protest against the proposed change, a 
being bad politics and in direct violatio
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No Worse Than His Church. _

The sins of priests have furnished a 
theme for many n story of fiction and 
many chapters in veritable history. 
Balzac,'Eugene Sue,-and other story 

, writers, have gathered, data frpm actual 
life add woven them, into the web of 
their literary looms.' Many a crime 
against God and humanity has been 
hushed up and hidden in the secrets of 
cloisters and convents, but enough has 
come to the light to show the depth of 
the duplicity and damnable depravity 
that may exist under the holy exterior 
cloak of a vile priesthood.

The roaring loom of Time plies in
cessantly on—weaving the good and ill 
of human conduct into the web of man’s 
moral character and moral being. Re
sults follow causes—in the moral as in 
the physical world. Of a church that, 
as a part of her cult, teaches that most 
solemn and binding civil oaths of alle
giance may be ignored as of no account, 
as against the church—that such oaths 
of fealty as a citizen may be taken with 
impunity and without sin, while yet in 
heart owing a higher allegiance to a 
foreign potentate—what is to be expected 
of its priests but immorality, dishonesty, 
treachery and the like?

So it is really no matter for surprise 
that a well-known and popular Catholic 
“father’s” moral dereliction should be 
exposed in the columns of the Chicago 
Dispatc/i. As stated in that paper, 
Fattier Leydon has effected the ruin of 
a young lady whom a dying father had 
left in his charge, and whom he solemnly 
promised to safely care for and protect 
from evil. The details of the affair, as 
given in the paper, are shocking to all 
moral sense; but the proofs of his guilt 
are apparently complete.

But, from the teachings of the “Holy 
Mother Church,” what better can be 
reasonably expected than disregard of 
moral and clvu obligations?.

The priestly "father" is no worse than 
his church.

«
1 “Shoot the Ex-Priest on Sight!”

As strange and ludicrous a mishap 
came to Rev. Thomas E. Sherman, the 
Catholic blossom ot a Catholic education 
for political purposes, as ever came to a 
public man. He was to give a lecture, 
and furnished the Chicago Herald with 
the manuscript beforehand. Unfortu
nately for him, he did not give the right 
manuscript, but that of a lecture he’ in
tended for another occasion. The 
printers, of course, kfew nothing of 
this, and made him say, referring to 
mob-violence to ex-Catholic priests:

“For my part I have no apology to 
“offer for the acts of Catholics in vig
orous protests against those wholesale 
“vehders of infamy. The father who 
“slays the corrupter of his child must 
“be left to the Almighty; the man who 
“shoots an anarchist on sight is a public 
1 ‘benefactor. These ex-priests are anar- 
“ohists of the worst stamp.

Hence, the ex-priest who exposes 
the infamy of Catholicism should be 
shot on sight! Priest Sherman did not 
express publicly this passage, which has 
the brutality of the inquisition, but he 
does not deny that he wrote it, and that 
when there was proper occasion he 
intended to speak ft. This seems some
thing like the hand of Providence in 
thus bringing his intentions to light at 
a time least opportune. A priestly sanc
tion and absolution is granted those 
who will shoot an ex-priest on sight, or 
bring mob-violence to bear on them.

Mr. Morse Wants God Recog
nized.

According to dispatches from Wash
ington, on March 6 the Judiciary Com
mittee of the House.will give a hearing 
to those persons interested in the joint 
resolution of Mr. Morse, of Massachu- 

r setts, proposing an amendment to the 
preamble of the Constitution of the 
United States, “acknowledging the su
preme authority of the just government 
of Almighty God in all the affairs of 
men and nations.” Mr. Morse proposes 
to have God thus recognized in the Con
stitution. This question has been be
fore Congress at intervals ever since the 
Constitution was adopted. For this rea
son the Judiciary Committee thinks 
that it is largely a waste of time to con
sider it; but the pressure from various 
sources for a hearing on this subject is 
so great that it cannot be ignored.

It is expected that some lively con
troversies may be heard when the mat
ter comes before the committee. The 
chairman has already received notice 
that representatives ot various societies 
of freethinkers, atheists and agnostics, 
as well as preachers and churchmen 
generally, will be here to express them
selves. It will be remembered that this 
same question was widely agitated at 
the time Mr. Durborow’s cofnmittee on 
the Columbian Exposition had .under 
consideration the question of opening 
the World's Fair gates on Sunday.

Liberalists everywhere must now be 
on the alert, and protest vigorously 
against this contemplated movement.

MODERN JESUITISM.
ts

To THE Editor:—I find in a late

Christian

•-

‘J.

ground 
one who

it not;
And now the pangs of death are over-

The Other World and Jhis,
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws

No. 1, New White Cross 
' Literature; ■

past. •
The same wide heaven shall hold ye 

both at, last. "
—Z. D- Underhill in Harper's Weekly.

If you would stand well with a great 
mind, leave him with a favorable im
pression of yourself; If with a little 
mind, leave with a ’favorable opinion of 
himeéli.—Coleridge.- ¿to:

DREAMS.

IT IS INTERESTING.
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 

1sWot\& : Being a description of LocaHtle«, Employ* 
tnenta, Surroundings, and Conditions In the Sphere». 
By member« of tbeBplrlt-Bandof MUb M. T. Shelba- 
Tuer. medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 11.00. Postage W cents. For sale at 
tbta office.

f

A Peculiar People.
Some of the papers, while chronicling 

the fact that Moses Hull was stricken 
with paralysis at Anderson, Ind., goon 
to show their orthodox proclivities— 
vent their evangelical spite and dis
play the pitiful pattern of their piety, 
by speaking of him as “a blasphemer 
suddenly stricken with paralysis,” and 
stating that “he had entered into a fear
ful tirade against the Bible, and against 
all Christianity, and while in the midst 
of his awful speech, the stroke came,’’ 
etc.
. Were it not that we, as Spiritualists, 
and “infidels,” are used to this sort of 
pious stuff, and so have come to expect 
it as a matter of course whenever an 
opportunity offers for this exhibition of 
simple-minded saintly spirit and hum
bug holy horror, we would be surprised. 
Of course they take it that this oc
currence was a direct “judgment of 
God” upon Moses Hull for blasphemy. 
During the course of our life we have 
read of several instances in which de
voted ministers of the gospel—men 
whose evangelical piety and orthodox 
belief were undoubted—were stricken 
with “pai’alysia” while in the very act 
of preaching the gospel from the pulpit. 
Not as Moses Hull was stricken, with 
partial paralysis; but these Christian 
ministers were stricken dead in their 
pulpits. “While in the midst of their 
speech the stroke came, and they fell to 
the floor” dead!,

Was it a direct “judgment of God?’ 
Or was it the result of an infraction of 
nature’s laws of physical and mental 
being? the result of overwork or other 
natural causes?

In Moses Hull’s case we are happy to 
say it is evident that “God” has con
cluded not to kill him yet—although we 
have no information that Moses has 
repented or changed his views and 
course.

Looking at the matter from the or
thodox standpoint, it seems to us that 
“God” isa very queer sort of a being, 
anyway. Hence, it is quite proper that 
his people should be “a peculiar people” 
in the workings of their mentality.

THE SrlRITUAUSTC FIELD-
WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC.Ï

Mediumship.
“Mediumship and Its Development, 

and How to Mesmerize to Assist De
velopment,” is a pamphlet of instruction 
by a well-known lecturer (W. H. Bach) 
and practical demonstrator of psychic 
phenomena. It is intended to give the 
results of his experience, in such a form 
that it can become the property of 
honest investigators of Spiritualism; and 
in this he has succeeded, and his. work 
may become very-yaluable to thbsawho 
read and .follow his suggestions. Price 
25 cents. Address Mr. Bach at St. Paul, 

--Minn. Every Spiritualist should have
the work. _ _

Temple of the Magi.
Prof. Olney H. Richmond, of the 

Temple of the Magi, this city,was agree
ably surprised on Thursday evening of 
last week by about one .hundred Mys
tics, who assembledat his residence 
with baskets full of good things to eat; 
and with hearts overflowing with affec
tion and good will for him, they pre
sented him with a beautiful chair. Mr. 
Richmond is highly appreciated by all 

■ true Mystics, as this pleasant occasion 
demonstrated. The future of the Tem
ple is very bright,-and nothing canim- 
■pede ifia on ward progress. "

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our largo edition, we go to preaa early Monday 
morning. Short Items only will be Inserted if 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure in publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few lines explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 
lines, giving a “general survey" of the glori
ous work being done.

A. J. Champion writes from Lansing, 
Mich.: “The convention here was a 
success. It was harmonious throughout 
and the powers behind the throne kept 
the work up to the highest standard. 
The Mystic Seven of our members were 
on the rostrum at nearly all of the ses
sions, and others were in the audience. 
Moulton is the right man and is in the 
right place. More real practical busi
ness was done than at any previous 
meeting of the kind in the history of 
modern Spiritualism in our State.”

There is great religious excitement 
among the people of the town of Jerez, 
Mexico, and surrounding country over 
the appearance among them of a beau
tiful young girl who pronounces herself 
to be their patron saint, Anita. The 
girl has performed some very remark
able cures of serious diseases by simply 
laying on her hands, and the ignorant 
Indians of that section are wild over 
her. She seems to possess the same 
power as the so-called St. Teresa, who 
created such a sensation in Northern 
Mexico about a year ago.

A speaker and test medium is wanted 
for March and April at Bordentown, 
N.J. Address H. L. Purves, Division 
and Ashmore avenues, stating terms 
and qualifications.

Mrs. Lora H, Hursen, inspirational, 
vocal and instrumental musician and 
medium, would like to make engage
ments for camp-meetings prior to Au
gust 1st. Perforins upon six different 
instruments. Address, Vicksburg, Mich.

John Twamley writes that he thinks 
Guthrie, Oklahoma, is a good field for 
some good mediums. He is trying to 
establish there a Unitarian society 
which, if successful, will-be the means 
of saving many from ignorance and 
superstition. .

H. R. Wardell reports having had a 
first-elass month in Milwaukee. He 
goes now to Louisville, Ky., where he 
may be addressed at 519 E. Broadway. 
At a seance by Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel 
some thirty-five people were present, 
and five spirits at one time walked out 
of the cabinet—fathers, mothers, 
brothers, sisters, coming to all.

Anthony Burtis writes from Buffalo, 
N. Y.: “Meetings in this place are and 
have been for some time a great suc
cess, not only in numbers, on Sunday 
evenings, but in attracting more and 
more from the churches persons of 
intellectual culture. The Lyceum is 
also on the ascending scale in numbers 
and efficiency in its management. Ly
man C. Howe, well-known and honored 
veteran in the cause for over thirty-five 
years, is with us this month (February), 
and we have been entertained with his 
usual masterly eloquence and profound 
logic, aided by his guides.”

Sunday evening. March 4, at the 
Congress of Religions, under the aus
pices of the First Society of Spiritual
ists, Rev. Jenkyn Lloyd Jones will give 
his address on "the “Creedless Church,” 
Morning conference at 10:30. Good 
speakers, and good music. Wednesday 
evening,.Feb. 28, the Harmony Club, an 
auxiliary of this society/ will give its 
finest and only ball of the season. 
Mystics of the Temple please notice, and 
come outin full force. / ■

Mrs. F. S. DeWolf, whose permanent 
address is 450 W. Van Buren St., this< 
city, is engaged for Marshalltown, Iowa, 
during March, '

Harlow Davis, the platform test me
dium, was in the city last week on his 
way >to Washington, D. 0., where tie 
will remain until March 1. He will 
then go to New York City, where he 
will remain until May 1.

We are glad to be able to record that 
the zealous English worker, James 
Burns, of the Hfedium and Daybreak, has 
so far recovered from his illness as to re
sume his place as teacher as well as 
editor. Though at times severe, he in 
the main has cause for his severity of 
criticism, and hews straight to the 
line.

Sylvester Scott writes: “Storm-clouds' 
are gathering and scientific research 
strikes severely at the taproot of ortho
dox bigotry: tne death struggle will be 
long and fierce."

C. F. Waters has some suggestions to 
offer, as follows: “I saw an account re
cently of thought transference, in 
which a lady was aroused from slumber 
one morning by receiving a sharp blow 
in the mouth. She took note of the 
time, her husband being at sea. When 
he returned, by comparing notes, she 
found he had received a blow at the 
same time as herself, from the tiller of 
his boat. Can it be possible that the,, 
magnetism of some people can blend so 
closely thq,t when one is affected the 
other would be affected in like manner? 
During a mind-reading seance at San 
Francisco two years ago the mind
reader was overcome in performing a 
difficult feat, and fell to the floor in a fit. 
The subject who had the number in his 
mind also fell at the same time and lost 
consciousness. It would seem that their 
magnetism or mental force was so 
closely blended that they had become as 
one organism. I read an account, a few 
years ago, of a gentleman seeing a man 
gazing steadily at a stone wall. He ap
proached cautiously and saw a large 
black snake coiled in a crevice in the 
wall. The gentleman struck the snake 
a blow with a stone, when the man fell 
to the earth .as if he had received a 
blow. Let us pick up and record such 
instances as the above. Perhaps we are 
giving thought' transference too wide a 
range. I think that' were two sensitives 
hypnotized by having them clasp hands, 
so as to come en rapport: some pointers 
could be brought out on this subject.

H. W. McCune writes that the work 
of the First Spiritualist Society of Los 
Angeles, Cal., is growing in interest. 
In addition to Dr. Ravlin’s attractive lec
tures, is the music furnished by Carlyle 
Petersilea. As a pianist he has no 
superior. He is collecting a chorus 
and is giving the singers instructions for 
the benefit of the society free of charge. 
He is a grand musician, a great-hearted 
man and a zealous Spiritualist.

Frank Collins writes of the great com
fort derived from perusing our paper, 
by some who are located on farms in 
the extreme rural distrjqts, where 
Spiritualists aro far apart and families 
have to hitch up their horses and drive 
five or six miles after dark to meet 
other families and hold a circle and 
have a good, social time.

C. D. Harris writes from Horton, 
Mich., that they need there a course of 
lectures and some good convincing mani
festations.

Daisy E. Champion, of Lansing, 
Mich., writes: “The first child born to 
Mystic parents in Lansing, and baptized 
under tne ordinances of the Order of the 
Magi, was Charles Elmer Schooley, 
infant son of Chas. M. and Flora E. 
Schooley; also on the same occasion 
was baptized Ralph Waldo Champion, 
youngest son of A. J. and Elizabeth J. 
Champion. The services were per
formed at the branch Temple, at a 
special convocation, by A. J. Champion, 
Grand' Magea, and Nellie S. Baade, a 
Master Mystic. The ceremony was im
pressive and embraced the pure spir
itual significance of the rite.”

Hattie Teagarden writes of the man
ner 6f her emancipation from the blind
ing thraldom of churchly education, 
into the liberty of free thought and 
Spiritualism. Some lectures by W. S, 
Gray, followed later by seances of Mrs. 
Elsie Reynolds, under test conditions, 
and later still a series of private lectures 
and readings by Mrs. E. L. Stevenson, a 
Swedish psychic, who afterward gave 
ten public lectures and readings, suf
ficed to remove the veil from her mind

sociatlon of St. Paul and Minneapolis, 
Minn.;, from the 5th to the 15th of 
Avgust, with the Mississippi Valley 
■Camp-meeting Association, Clinton, 
Iowa; and from1 the 23d of August to the 
27th, with the Haslett Park Camp As
sociation, Haslett Park, Mich. Septem
ber is still open lor engagements. Oc
tober is engaged with the Temple So
ciety at Watertown, N. Y.; November 
4th and 11th, with the Spiritual Society 
at New, Bedford, Mass.; November 1 
and 25, ‘with the Spiritual Society of 
Fitchburgh, Mass. He will be pleased 
to hear from societies desiring to en
gage a trance speaker for September: 
address during February and March, 
Hotel Clinton,Minneapolis, Minn.

X. writes from St. Paul, Minn: “In a 
late issue of your paper I notice that a 
‘Lady from St. Paul’ writes concerning 
‘the custom in vogue with some spiritual 
societies of charging an admission-fee 
and collecting the same at the door,’ 
eto., and that you say that‘her plea is 
worthy of serious consideration.’ It is 
true that some, at least, of thd societies 
in this city do charge an adin\ssiojmee 
of ten cents, and we think the ])lan an 
admirable one. The payment of this 
small fee is not at all compulsory, and I 
am informed by one who is in a po
sition to know that-there are now some 
of the attendants who are in straitened 
circumstances, that do not and are not 
expected to pay even this small tee. 
Spiritualistic, as well as all other socl- 
ties, are compelled to resort to some 
means to raise money to pay their 
lecturer and their running expenses, 
and to the majority of the people' who 
attend these meetings, whether Spirit
ualists or not, this method of raising ex
pense money is preferable ' to having a 
contribution-box thrust under their 
noses before they have fairly got settled 
in their seats, and where there are forty 
people watching one to see if he puts 
anything into the box. Under this 
method of raising the necessary funds 
to meet expenses, the parties unable to 
pay the fee are known only to the of
ficer who sits at the door, and are 
spared any humiliation whatever, and 
should feel no delicacy In coming to the 
meetings, as they are made just as wel
come as the richest member. In regard 
to assisting the needy among our own 
ranks, I know that a good deal of that 
kind of thing is being done right along, 
though it is not proclaimed from the 
steeple-tops of the city. I am glad, also, 
to say that, so far as. 1 know, the Spirit
ualists that are not able to . take care of 
themselves, in this city, are very few, 
though, like the rest of mankind, they 
are ‘hal'd up,’ in thesé close times.”

“Occasional” writes from Austin, 
Texas, that the Spiritualists of that city 
had long been unfortunate in being un
able to induce mediums to visit them; 
but recently they prevailed upon Mrs. 
Maud Lord-Drake to make a stay of a 
few days, and her seances and lectures 
will be of the greatest benefit to the 
numerous believers in Spiritualism 
there. Atherlecture on Sunday, Feb. 18, 
the hall and galleries were filled with an 
intelligent audience of over five hundred 
persons. The Austin Evening News gave 
an appreciative notice of her lectures 
and tests. Other good mediums are 
invited to visit the city and may rest 
assured of a hearty welcome and the 
best of treatment.

According to the Hartville (Mo.) 
Press, no little excitement prevails at 
Cedar Gap, Mo., over a ghost, “the 
frightful form of a woman, tall and 
thin,” that appears just outside the 
window of a cottage—while at the same 
time there is the sound as of heavy hail 
falling on the roof, a piano plays an air, 
and a partition door breaks its fastening 
and swings open, etc.

and establish her firmly on the founda
tion of spiritual truth.

A good friend in Washington, D. C., 
takes us mildly to task for allowing the 
poem, “St. Peter at the Gate,” to appear 
in a staid spiritual journal, such as ours 
ought to be. He thinks it properly be
longs to Puck, dr that class of journals. 
We have published it and republished 
it by especial request—which shows the 
different views people have of what is 
proper to appear in our paper. The 
poem has often been recited at Spiritu
alist socials, and it really carries a 
good spiritual lesson to one who has 
“eyes to see and ears to hear” the same, 
hence we regard it a suitable poem to 
appear in our paper.

Mrs. M. Mitchell writes: “The Ladies’ 
Progressive Thought Society of Toledo, 
O., nas leased the G. A. R. Hall for a 
time. It is one of the largest and most 
handsomely furnished in the city. Mrs. J. 
J. Curran lectures every Sunday even
ing and gives a number of tests which 
are remarkable, and readily recognized 
by the recipients. The capacity ot the 
hall does not seem equal to the occasioh. 
Mrs. Curran is a lady of great culture, 
and her untiring efforts are very gr.eatly 
appreciated, as we see the same faces 
of investigators are present every even
ing. The society affords many enter
tainments. and all interested are work
ing hard, with great success. Corre
spondence with test mediums is solic
ited.” •
' Oscar A. Edgerly’s engagements for 
the immediate future are as follows: 
February and March, with the Society 
of Modern Spiritual Thought, Minne
apolis, Minn.; April, with the Religio- 
PhilosophicalSociety of Baltimore, Md.; 
May, with the First Spiritual Church.of 
Pittsburgh, Pa.; June, with the Temple 
Society of Anderson, Ind.; July, with 
the Northwestern Camp-mèeting Ab-

Mrs. Adah Sheehan, who has been 
entertaining the society at No. 11 Thirty- 
first street during the last two Sundays, 
has an pngagemept at Indianapolis, 
Ind., during MarcE

Mrs. E. A. Parker writes that the 
revival of Spiritualism in Flint, Mich., 
still continues through the work of Bert 
Woodworth, the trumpet medium, and 
Mr. Moulton, the grand lecturer, who 
speaks there occasionally.

G. H. Brooks has an engagement at 
Bay City, Mich. He can be addressed 
there for lectures and to attend funerals, 
in care of M. A. Root, 1209 Fifth 
avenue.

Geo. C. Stoll, of Indianapolis, Ind., 
writes: “Wednesday evening Dr. F. M. 
Abbott, a prominent physician of this 
city and a Spiritualist, was shot. Dr. 
Abbot was onhis way to attend a seance, 
when he was met by two highwaymen 
and ordered to give up his money and 
valuables. The Doctor—an officer and 
in seventeen battles in the late war— 
was found to be made of unexpected 
material, and he met the revolvers of 
assailants with his own. Firing, he hit 
one of the men, the ball entering the 
abdomen and in five hours the man was 
dead. Dr. Abbot had upon his person 
$83, two diamond rings, also a diamond 
shirt stud. The companion of the man 
shot fired his weapon in rapid succession 
at the doctor, one of the balls taking 
effect striking in the fleshy part of the 
abdomen, cutting its way through and 
coming out about eight inches to the 
left of its entrance, the ball lodging in a 
roll of bank bills in his pocket. Dr. 
Abbott will recover and be out in about 
ten days.”

Mrs. Helen Stuart-Richlngs, who is 
here speaking for the Loraine hall 
Spiritualists, Indianapolis, is confined at 
the home of J. N. Mayhew, with a 
serious attack of la grippe, and on 
Wednesday lay in a critical condition. 
Relatives were sent for. The proposed 
reception and entertainment to be given 
Mrs. Richings on Thursday evening, 
before the close of her two months' en-

Interesting Particulars.
Melancholy with me has never been a 

pleasure, but'a passion, if a ripple may 
be said to exist on-the Lethean waves 
that wash the shores, where the drowsy- 
headed poppy reflects a countenance 
dull from too much dreaming over 
opiate draughts: and I might add, it has 
never been a pursuit, but a possession, if 
the term may be construed into obtain
ing anything without an individual 
effort.

The psychological analysis of all the 
obtrusive mental capacities has formed 
the greater part of my study, apart 
from my regular pursuits; aud as “An
thony, worsted at Actium, forgot his 
shame in Cleopatra’s arms,” so I have 
found a certain refuge in thus unravel
ing the complicated fibers of our varied 
existence. I am a firm believer in the 
dual formation in all animate creation, 
and a probable chain of reasoning infers 
that the same principle extends even to 
our thoughts and gestures.

This deduction fully aqcord.8 with the 
one made by Plato, whoises that it is 
the office of prudence1 and practical 
forethought to draw instructions of 
divination of future things in dreams.

We find that the interpretation of 
dreams played an important part in the 
affairs of man of past ages, and offered 
an excellent opportunity for exercising 
deception on the unappreciative ana 
slowly calculating intelligence.

Sleep, represented as a beautiful 
youth, and named Hypnus, generally 
appears as bearing a poppy-stalk or a 
horn out of which he is pouring some 
liquid, and is said to have his habitation 
in the house of dreams. This abode of 
dreams, according to Homer's well- 
known description, has two gates—one 
of ivory, through which pass deceptive 
dreams, and one of horn, whence true 
dreams proceed. Morpheus was made 
the special god of dreams by the poets, 
and termed the son of Hypnus.

Cambyses dreaming that his brother 
would one day be king of Persia, put 
him to death. Aristodemus, who ruled 
over the Messenlans, killed himself 
from an ill omen, probably construed 
from the howling of a dog.

I do not fully agree with Cicero when 
he says: “’Tls no wonder if what men 
firactice, think, care for, and do when 
waking, should also run in their heads 
and disturb them when they are 
asleep.” Tho statement made by 
historians of Atlantes may furnish 
abundant grounds for dispute, as well as 
the one that Pythagoras always ordered 
a certain diet to beget proper dreams, 
for we often find them partaking of 
such a nature as no previous thought or 
action can accommodate with the 
faintest parallel of similarity.

1 was awakened early one morning 
from a sound and refreshing sleep by 
the captain of a boat that was anchored 
in the port of our little seaside village, 
and such was the earnest entreaty ne 
extended to go with him on a voyage of 
a few days to a distant island, and so 
excellent’ the opportunity afforded for 
my favorite pursuit and pastime of 
gathering fossils and other valuable 
articles for my cabinet, I was not long 
in complying with his request.

I knew"my absence on that particular 
occasion would scarcely be noted by 
my sister, who was looking for the 
annual visit of her seafaring lover, 
one Pierre Cardo, an Italian merchant
man, whom I did not admire with that 
generosity of affection that should be 
given to one associated with and adored 
so unreservedly by a sister.

Hastily gathering up the few articles 
that generally belong to the equipment 
of one on such an expedition, I 
bid an affectionate farewell to my sister 
and hurried down to the boat, just as 
she left the shore. Still to this day, in 
memory,'! can view the crystalline blush 
upon the waters, the sapphire stretch 
of sky above, and outlined against the 
blue of the west the form of my sister 
with her white kerchief waving an 
adieu.

Just at nightfall we reached the 
destined landing. I can still see the 
long path of glory the sun laid upon the 
pulseless ocean, such as our fondest im
agination would pave out for weary feet 
to seek the mansions of eternal rest. I 
can still recall the sharp angles the 
scared waterfowls drew upon the sky at 
our approach, and their sharper cries, 
soon sheathed in the scabbard of night
fall and distance.

It was a little village of storm-beaten 
fisher-huts, and the place arranged for 
our refuge during the night was an old 
dismantled lighthouse. Right gladly, 
however, did we turn in from the toil

gagement, was postponed. An effort Is 
being made for a re-engagement of G. 
V. Cordingly by the Indianapolis Asso
ciation. A new society of Spiritualists 
was reorganized Feb. 18. One hundred 
and fifty people responded to the call. 
The soòiety was formed with George C. 
Stoll, president, and P. J, Riley as sec
retary. The new society meets in 
Mansur hall, one of the finest halls In 
the city, located at Alabama and East 
Washington streets. Indianapolis has 
talent oì a fine order, which is very 
promising, many of whom are from 
among our best people. The object of 
the society is to encourage this talent, 
and to inculcate the .teachings of Spirit- 
ualisni by the aid of lyceum work.

Prof, feilas W. Edmunds, inspirational 
speaker, psychometrlst, business, test 
and developing medium, will answer 
calls to lecture and conduct funerals 
within a radius of one jhundred miles of 
New Orleans. Call, or address. Prof. 
Silas W. Edmunds, 452 Tulane Ave., 
New Orleans.La.

Miles Menander JDawson delivered an 
interesting leoture at Grand. Army Hall 
last Sunday evening.

seen in my dream, and my direst ap
prehensions were sadly realized.

Still, from the quietude of my study 1 
can heap,the wash of the waves, and 
drifting up I can hear the dreamlike 
monotony of the bell that ii|led me with 
such supernatural awe on that night, 
and as in the lost Atlantis, the simple 
peasantry , of Brittany can hear the 
chimes from the princely steeples of the 
buried city of Ist calling a shadowy con- 
jregatlon to their devotion^. I listen to 
t with the knowledge that its minor 

note shall run in jangling discord; when 
from the tower of mortality the great 
bell of eternity sounds its summons, and 
I shall see her in the olden guise, and 
not, as now, “through a glass darkly.” 

Alonzo L. Rice.

^sliqioh 
AS REVEALED 

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

Pestiferous Influence 
Pointed Out.

number of the. literary Digest (for 
February) a notice of, a recent article 
from the, pen of Graf Paul von Hoena- 
broeck, himself a member of the “Order 
of Jesus,” and who may, therefore, be 
presumed to know something about the 
matter whereof he writes,and who writes 
of the things that ho has experienced.

I quote from his critic: “Hoens- 
broeck throws a strong light upon the 
Jesuits with regard to political ques
tions. He says: “The order stands 
upon the principle of absolute rule of 
the Church over the ¡State.” And ac
cording to his view the Jesuit ideal 
would bring about a terrible condition 
of affairs. He says that if the Jesuits 
could order governments, canonical law 
would predominate over civil law; a 
person excommunicated by the church 
would lose all his civil rights. Ecclesi
astical censure (censorship) would control 
the press, and pass judgment upon all 
publications; trials against heretics 
would be revived, and the heretic who 
refused to do as the ch urch commanded 
would be put to death at the stake, 
which would become a potent factor in 
politics.”

With regard to the consciences of 
the Jesuits, Graf Hoensbroeek says: 
“Certain easy excuses and mental reser
vations are used by most men at times 
to quiet their consciences; but Jesuit
ism educates men to adopt such excuses 
for all transactions during life; it teaches 
untruth systematically. Instead of help
ing a weak mind to understand the dic
tates of conscience, and removing all 
doubts, and ifs and huts; instead or as
sisting the earnest searcher after truth 
to make his peace with God; instead of 
leading men to make use of their own 
good common sense—men are led to 
trust to casuistic decisions, and thus to 
lose themselves in a labyrinth of doubts. 
Neither the Jesuitic doctrine of church, 
State and school, nor the Jesuit doctrine 
about the dictates of conscience, have 
I ever accepted ex anima. There is an 
air of falsity and deceit about the order 
which depressed me continually. 1 
have tried, to make these doctrines my 
own, but have failed lamentably.” So 
much from one who knows.

J. Churchmann.

Imogen. .
Sorrow, make a verse for me

That shall breathe all human grlev- 
ing-;

Let it be love’s exequy, 
And the knell of all believing!

Let it such sweet pathos have 
As a violet on a grave.

Or a dove’s moan when his mate
Leaves the new nest desolate.

Sorrow, sorrow, by this token
Braid a wreath for beauty's head;

Valley lilies, one or two, 
Should be woven with the rue.

Sorrow, sorrow, all is spoken— 
She is dead!

—Century Magazine.

By ED'WIN D. BABBITT, 
. Author of “Principles of Light and Color.”

This Is a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt ts d 
born critic, a thorough Boliolay and a comprehensive 
thinker.

■ . . CONTENTS:
Chapter First—Existence and General Character 

of God.—Preliminary thoughts. Is there such a being 
as God? Is God a Creator? The Argument from De« 
sign. Is God Unknowable? Ie God absolutely Im 
finite?

Chapter Second—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot undoastand the God Idea. Argument of tho 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author's 
Experience.

Chapter Third—The Delflo Location and Mode ot 
.Working.—The Location of Deity. Can Infinitude 
have a Centre? Does God control the Universe throygh 
Law? How does God control the Universe? A. J. 
Davis's Theory of the God Centre. The Dual Centre 
of the Universe. Can the Infinitely Fine act upon ths 
Coarse? .

Chapter Fourth—The Nature of God,—Ts God a 
Being ot Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes?

Chapter Fifth—The Delflo Greatness and Glory.-» 
The Greatness of God. An Angers Conception of ths 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism«

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil and Deifio Perfec« 
tlon.—The Perfuuttou of God. Has God created Evil ? 
Is Man depraved? Is anything Innately Bad? 1« an 
endlee- Hell possible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution.

Chapter Seventh—Delflo Law and Human Inter
cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle ot 
Healing. How God iuterposes to answer Prayer. 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influence 
Gou? Hudson Tuttle's View of Prayer. The Central 
principle of Deiflc Action. Prof. Wallace’s View of 
Prayer. Prayerfulness Is not necessarily Goodness. .

Chapter Eighth—How Man helps Govern the Uni
verse.—Man a Co-worker with God. How Spirits con
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-forming by Judge Edmonds. Spirits rejoicefa 
this work. Countless worlds yee to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain fit Spirit Life. A 
MlltoDlc Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practices of Chrlatl- 
anlty.—Terrors of Creedal Theology. Churchlanlo 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright« 
er Dawn approaching. Science and Religion. Salva« 
lion by Faith. .

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Stand
ards.—Churcbiunia infallibility. Infallibility of ft 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chaffer Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.--* 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecies. 
The Bible tested by its Teachings. Sala to be the only 
Book which gives any correct conception of God. Said 
to present the only true Foundation of Ethics In the 
Decalogue. Claims for the Golden Rule, Love ta 
Enemies, etc. Is It safe to build on Falsehood? Has 
only one Nation been Inspired? Shall we waste time 
ana money on Falsehood? Do numbers prove thft 
Truth of a System? Shall Policy rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by thelf 
Frulta.-Churcb Standards too low. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruita of Religious 
Systems. Some great Points in Buddhism. Moham
medan and Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
the Parson Religion. The Paraee Bible. The High 
priest ot Stam. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
Progress of Mohammedanism. The Religions of to day 
Insufficient.

Chapter THtRTEENTH-The Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible presented. The sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flowers. Of a Tree. Of a 
Forest. Lessons from tbo Shells. The Teachings of 
Crystallization. Teachings of the Human Foim. Of 
the Great Masses of tbo Universe.

Chapter Fourteenth— Life under the Old Re
ligion«. Importance of Historic Truth. Roman La- 
hollclsm. Influence of Catholicism in Spain. Cal- 

taoism. The Five Points of c’alvantam. Presbyterian* 
ism In Scotland. Puritanism tn New England. 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. The Spirit of 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chapter Fifteenth-Life -under a Spiritual Ro« 
llglon. General Divisions of the II uman Faculties. The 
Higher Realm of tbo Brain. Spirituality ta Etinobllng. 
Splrltusllty bcantlfles the Countenance. Must bd 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com« 

tunfon the Basis of all Re.ligiqtiB. Spiritualism 
founded upon Facts. The only Religion which demon
strates Immortality. Robs Death of its Terror. The 
most Joy-Inspfrlngof Religions. Promotes Civil and 
Religious Freedom. Lead» off In Human Reforms. 
Perfects the Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads u> Nobler Living. Re« 
veals a Grander Universe. All Great Geniuses navd 
boon Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus In Spirit 
Life. Will tho New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth -Death under tho Old Re
ligion«.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death made 
terrible through tJhurrh Hongs. Made Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dark, 
oned Death. Death Bed of a Chrtattan. Of an immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scenes under the Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under tbo Old to those who los^ 
friends. I

Chapter Seventeenth--Death under a Spiritual 
Religion.-A Spiritual Mind ta not over-attaiffiM-tdL- 
this Life. Departed Ones attract the Spiritual Mind. 
Tho Spiritualist understands Death,so does not fear it. 
Death ot an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
JunrSflHIngnnd bis Grandfather. Beautiful Incidents 
in tho Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Universallst 
Mlnliter. Joyful Tranaltion of a Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experiences 
of Various Persons. Power to Sustain the Loss al 
Friend«.

Chapter Eighteenth—Tho Future Life.—Location 
end Character of the Spirit Realm«. Tbo Ctotbjng of 
Spirits. Children in Spirit Life. A Spirit Ch dfrom 
Humble Life. The Wcnltliy In Spirit Life. Tol Uctan, 
In Spirit Life. Clergymen In Spirit Life. Miter, la 
Spirit Life. Tlio Tower of Splrlu to Commune with 
Mortain. , _ ,

T'ikat. nr.Minits.-Tbo Basle Principles of & Uni' 
venal Philosophy and n Universal Religion.

Thia work contains Fobtt Illusthations. Ttiy 
are In harmony with tho facia conveyed. It Ian rar« 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25; Postage, 10 Cts.The Two Foes.

In a great war for consecrated 
One who loved Christ and 

served Mahound
Encountered madly, so that

and delays Jincident to ohr voyage, and 
I was soon wrapped in peaceful slumber, 
“Contrahi animum, et quasi labi putal, 
atque decidere."

Toward the middle of the night i was 
startled by a number of fishermen in 
unnatural commotion, and upon inquiry 
I found a boat had gone down in a 
storm that had come on suddenly, and 
the excitement and peril of rescue was 
at the highest.

One after another of the drenched 
and shivering wretches were brought to 
the shore, until, according to report, 
only one remained. .

Stout ropes were fastened to the 
rafters of a building and swimmer after 
swimmer tried the sea. One rope in 
particular I noticed, from its being 
fastened to a part of the belfry, and upon 
the almost superhuman efforts of the 
rescuer, the bell sent forth an ominous 
peal, such as might sound the knell of 
despairing hope. In the intervals of 
repose, the cessation of warring ele
ments, I beard it sounding its awful 
alarm.

At last the sturdy fishermen returned 
and the only signs of the poor un 
fortunate was a small portfolio. Some
one, more eager than the rest, opened 
it, and I saw, it seemed more with intui
tion than otherwise, a name—my sister’s 
—and I fainted.

I was soon returned to my couch, and 
upon awakening next morning my first 
inquiry was concerning the wreck. A 
puzzled look overspread the honest 
countenance of the questioned landlord, 
and from the moment of my being in
formed that no wreck had occurred, my 
old faith in dreams asserted itself, and 
made . me extremely . uncomfortable, 
which undesirable state was rendered 
more perplexing from the unusual 
amount of fossils whicji were around, and 
the many features extended for . my 
absolute diversion. : > ’

But it is needless to say that ! found 
no rest until I was on my Way hornb, 
where, upon my arrival,- I was handed a 
portfolio, a counterpart of the one 1 had

knight
And zealous Moslem fell in that fierce 

fight.
Then, since so wildly they had waged 

the strife .
Their anger scarce could pass with pass

ing life.
O’er their pale corpses hung their souls, 

yet wroth:
Till a strong angel bent and raised them 

both.
“What!" shrieked the pagan. “Wouldst 

thou bear my foe?"
“In angels’ arms shall a cursed heathen 

go? ’
Cried the proud knight. The radiant 

angel bent
His stately head, to hush their discon

tent. '
“Know ye. bewildered souls,” he softly 

said,
“All those who bravely battled, being 

dead.
Praise God alike in one angelic host.
Who, to Serve truth, have counted life 

well lost.
For men, 'midst whirling clouds of 

smoke and flame,
God’s shadow dimly see, and give it 

name;
Some on Jehovah call, on Allah some,
And some fight bravely, though their 

lips be dumb.
Learn, faithful spirits, when the strife 

waxed hot,
For the same God ye fought, yet knew

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

DF LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MAN? 
D have road this book, man? have re-read ft» 
and many otbera ought to read it. It should he read 
by every man and woman In the land. Ab a story It js 
finely written,and teem« with interest,and at the samo 
time It educate«, elevates and Inspires. It shows the 
Injustices to which women are subjected tn the pres« 
ent status of society—the Inequalities In the meaanrd 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of the 
aamemoralquallty performed by men and women re» 
spectlvely. 11 shows the falsities rampant In society 
In matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness ot the author. 
Fine cloth, 290 pages. Price,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The reader« ot Tnx Progressive TffUrsn will re« 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published tn Its column«. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearlDg 
1n book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes »volume of 248 pages, In style and form like tbo 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a flncly’engraved 
llkenesa of t he author on the cover. The scenes of th{i 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit sphere«« 
«nd the philosophy of Spiritualism, tho occupation anq 
modes ot life of spiritual beings, are presented in thd 
pleasing form of narrative. -

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of the Sage; Home of tbo Miser; TbG Low 
Societies; Hadec: Chrietmastlde in tho Spheres o( 
Light; CbrlBtrnastlde and tho Golden Gate; TheUnj 
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit W 
the Earth; The Change Called Death: Coming to tho- 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Vlllta 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; DlscuBSlon; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; AddresB of tho Ssge.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will bo delighted with; a 
book In which the investigator will find answer« to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Intereij 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced« 
The price in paper is 60 cents; muslin <1; postpaid«

SOMETHING GOOD.
T/IE VS OF 0 UR HE A VENL V HOME. 
V A Beqnel to " A Stallar Key.” Illustrated. ThU 

work Is not merely descriptive of what the author calla 
the ” Summer-Land,” but It la Illustrated with die* 
grama of celestial objects am. "views of different por* 
tlons of the Celestial Home, Mr. Darta being only the 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statements In regard t< 
“Individual occupation,” ■•‘progresa after death«** 
“ eating and breathing In the apIrlt-Ufe,” “ disappear» 
ancaof the bodily orgs--at death.” •‘domestic enjoy- 
menta and true conjuga. >Iodr.” “origin of the doc
trine of the devil," eu Cloth 75 cents. Fcwtagft 
t cents. For salo at tbta «fflea»

TN THIS VOLUME. THE AUTHOR, 
1 Avgutta W. Fletcher, M. D., In the thirty-nine 
chepttM dlecuMe« * wide variety of eubjecta per
taining to Spirlioallam, from a aplrlwaltetlc stand
point. Sho evinces tlio powerset a trained thinker, 
both In ms tier of thought 8nd'fine literary style, and 
capablty-of thought expression., The enbjcc.ta are 
well-handled with conclaenun and yet with clearness. 
It win prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for any one reek
ing Information concerning. Splrhiallsm and Its teach
Ings. ■ . ... . . a .. . '■. ■ ■

For sale at this office. Price, $l-5O.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RF.i 

11 view ot ttre Sundnv Question, wlili Replié to an 
objector, by G. W. Brtr.rn. M. D. A pnmphlei that 
should be In the bends ot all. Price 16 t enu, lot 
sale at this office.
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ENGAGED IN ASSISTING DARK SPIRITS TÒ. ADVANCE.

it Is Among Dark Spirits.

They Reside on the Very Lowest Planes.

Humanitarian Efforts to Redeem Them.

A Work Inaugurated by Noble Souls.

PART SIXTEENTH.

L. 0.

undoubt- 
the stain

of his transgressions; and we will, 
edly, be called upon to wash away 
thus made upon our own mantles.

Âlways.bear in mind that anger 
the strongest conditions which yon

Prepared by Soott & Boirne, Ohemieta. 
New York. Bold by all druggists.

A SEX REVOLUTION, 
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEB,

Author of “Helen .Hirlow’« Vow," "Thé Occult 
Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood," udrnuny 
•therworb. Price 25 cents. For sale U this offic*. ,

GRAND MISSION WORK.

Water-Witch and Divining-Rod.

A Spirit Tells of His Transition to and 
Experiences in Spirit-Life,

FROM FOREIGN LANDS.

CONCLUSION.
When we are born into this mortal stage of 

existence we are dependent for the state and 
rapidity of our development upon the condi
tions, circumstances and surroundings pre
ceding our birth, and upon those conditions, 
circumstances and surroundings among which 
we are placed at birth. In fact, the earlier 
stages of our existence are beyond our control, 
and many feel that we should not be held to a 
strict responsibility for our acts or thoughts 
which have naturally grown out of those con
ditions; but that we are so held, would 
seem equally as reasonable and just as that 
we should suffer for the indiscretions of our 
ancestors, and that we do so suffer is a well 
established fact

If, then, conditions, circumstances and sur
roundings enter so largely into the proper un
folding of the bud of humanity as it blossoms 
on the material plane, so must they have their 
influence when the material stage shall have 
reached conclusion, the petals shall have 
dropped away and withered,and the individual 
shall have been born into the next or more 
spiritual stage of existence. Realizing that 

—.this is true, what, then, is there for us to do, 
if we would perform our duty toward our fel
lowman and toward ourselves, but to exert all 
our energy in the direction of establishing such 
conditions as will give to the unborn child, or 
to the new-born spirit, the better opportunity 
for the unfoldment of the good that is within 
it.

As time passes on and the dark ages roll 
away in the dim distance of the past, human
ity realizes the great necessity of enlighten
ment; and various and many are the institu
tions established and being established, all 
intended to elevate the standard of human 
knowledge. This work is being done by cer

mood, and if you throw off the same condi
tion toward them, you are simply providing 
them with ammunition with which to fight 
you. Therefore, be patient, charitable and 
kindly in your treatment of them, and your 
efforts will be rewarded by the good results 
which will follow. . . .. .

The individual who enters Spirit-life imbued

they go on from year to year, always intend
ing to lay hold of the Christ-principle, but al
ways delaying the coming of the day upon 
which their lives are to be regulated by that 
principle, because they aré too weak to lay 
aside their selfishness, They believe that 
they have faith in ths redeeming power of 
Christ, but they lack strength to forsake their 
sins and follow him. Thus, then, they go. on, 
and one day awake to find themselves beyond 
“the dark valley of the shadow of death,” and 
behold the Christ comes not to them, and 
neither are they in the presence of their God. 
Being met with a condition that is entirely 
new to them, they are at a loss how to pro
ceed. But, realizing more clearly than in 
earth life their own unworthiness, they plead 
more and more ardently for that forgiveness 
for their sins, which will allow them to enjoy 
the blessings of Heaven without having to pay 
the debts which they have incurred.

Thus, one condition especially established 
for the uplifting of the human race has in this 
vital particular proven abortive in its efforts. 
Had the Christian denominations contented

tain of earth’s children, that each rising gener
ation may receive more of the light of truth 
and knowledge than its predecessors, thus im
proving mortal life in its every walk. Human 
enlightenment tends toward the extinction of 
drunkenness, vice and crime, with their attend
ant accessories and consequences; and by 
stimulating the aspiration to higher things 
than those demanded by the baser part of our 
natures, raises mankind higher and higher in 
the scale of moral development.

It seems to me that this advancement must 
tend toward the betterment of the physical and 
material, as well as of the spiritual condition 
of the race; as it teaches us how best to con
trol the circumstances and conditions which 
surround us.

The provisions made for the advancement 
of educational endowments are being contin
ually added to, as are the various charitable 
and reform institutions which are provided to 
care for the welfare of the mortal. And all 
of the philanthropic effort» toward advance
ment in knowledge, and in the betterment of 
the material conditions surrounding our mor
tal life, have their influence in producing a 
better condition for those who are to be born 
into the plane of life. *

The various religious sects, bodies and so
cieties claim to have been established for the 
purpose of propagating a code of morality 
here, and to teach us of that life beyond the 
mortal which all must enter. But to those 
who have had long and varied experience in 
the investigation and study of spirit return 
and Spiritualism, it has become thoroughly 
understood that, however much of good there 
may be in the moral teachings of Christianity 
as applied to our earth-lives, it falls far short 
of the mark when it attempts to teach of the 
future state.

The system of religion as taught by the 
various denominations, which make the aton
ing grace of Christ the foundation of salvation 
for the human family, has, by its promises, 
raised up a race of people, many of whom owe 
their very unhappy condition in the Spirit
world to their erroneous ideas of life, and to 
the false doctrines of the religious denomina
tions to which they belonged while in the mor
tal. Having received such earnest and solemn 
assurance of forgiveness, through Christ, for 
all sins of omission and commission, and self
ishly desiring to gratify appetites and pas
sions that are inconsistent with right living,

themselves with teaching a high code of mor
ality for the government of tne mortal life of 
man, and omitted the speculative theories on 
the future life which have been taught as fact, 
it would have been much better for the human 
family. And it is to aid in counteracting the 
effects of the false teachings of theology, as 
well as to assist those poor souls whose lives 
have become warped and misshapen from other 
causes, that I call upon the good Spiritualists 
of this land to give a helping hand.

Who is there among us, whose investiga
tions and study have been carried on over any 
considerable period, that has not come in con
tact, in one way or another, with spirit in
telligences who exhibited evidence of a malic
ious or mischievous intent to mislead or do 
harm? Few of us there are, who have not had 
experience with what are commonly termed 
‘ ‘dark spirits;” and many firm Spiritualists will 
argue that the only proper course to pursue 
when a dark spirit makes himself manifest to 
us, is to firmly and decidedly drive him away. 
And if he should persist in manifesting after 
repeated efforts to drive him out, then the 
conditions should be broken, thus depriving 
the spirit of the power to manifest. Experi
ence has proven to me that in at least ninety- 
nine cases out of a hundred the dark spirit is 
amenable to kind and courteous treatment, and 
it is almost always possible to interest them in 
some line of thought bearing upon spiritual 
affairs, that will tend toward developing with
in them a knowledge of the life which they 
have entered, and the responsibility which 
rests upon them as individuals endowed with 
an inalienable right to eternal advancement 
and progression.

Each and every time that a dark spirit man
ifests in our presence, an opportunity is af
forded us to aid a human being. And we 
should have a care how we trifle with these 
opportunities to do good, lest that bye and 
bye we be forced to question ourselves, ask
ing: “Have I made the best of the opportu
nities that have been presented to me? Has 
not my brother come to me for aid, and did I 
not turn him away empty-handed?” A patient 
and kindly temperament should always be 
maintained in dealing with unprogressed 
spirits, and truth should always be spoken 
to them. Let a malicious^ or mischiev-

with the idea that Christ in any way possessed 
or possesses the power to forgive his sins—no . 
matter if he be an earnest and consistent ; 
Christian, or a hypocritical believer—is at 
once handicapped in the race of spiritual prog- ■ 
ress by the possession of that erroneous im
pression. One is so wrapped up in the desire 
to meet his Savior and receive that heavenly 
reward for a life well spent, and the other is 
so filled with fear that all may not be well 
wjth him and that he has delayed too Jong 
sincere repentance, that neither can be reached I 
by those higher spirit intelligences who are 
qualified to lead them upward into the light. 
And unless they can come in contact with 
some mortal or mortals who can turn their 
minds into the proper channels, they must 
drift along until, becoming wearied of searching 
and finding not—weary of praying and receiv
ing no response, they ask: “Is this all of life? 
is there nothing higher? Oh, give me truth, 
if I have it not!” Then the positive condition 
born of their firm belief in Christ, having given 
place to a passive or receptive condition born 
of aspiration, they can be reached by the 
higher teachers.

And while this class of spirits do not; suf
fer the torments of conscience which rack 
those who are bound in darkness through deg
radation and vice, still they too lose much of 
time that is precious to them, if they are un
able to enter a condition where the pathway 
of progression can be pointed out to them.

Enjoyable as it is to converse with and to 
receive instructions from those in the Spirit
world whom we love and in whom we have 
confidence, still to those who are endowed 
with a sympathetic nature there is vastly more 
pleasure to be derived from the same time 
spent in aiding some poor soul who hungers 
for sympathy, and who is desirous of attaining 
a higher position in Spirit life. To very many 
people who have not investigated Spiritualism, 
and whose only ideas concerning it are gath
ered from others almost equally as igndfant 
as themselves regarding the subject, the idea 
seems prevalent that there is nothing to it 
all, beyond the claim that our friends who 
have passed from mortal life can communi
cate with us, and that part they do not believe. 
Now, if it were clearly understood that our 
conversation with those dear ones whom we 
love so much are but a small though a very 
delightful part of our experience, and that 
there is a field for work within the limits of 
our grand truth, sufficiently large to give em
ployment to all who can possibly become in
terested, and a work, too, which brings light 
and joy to all concerned, there would be a 
very different feeling on the subject.

When we listen to an ethical lecture, we can 
appreciate, to a certain extent, the sentinWente 
expressed; and while we may agree with that 
which is said, still it does not impress 'its so 
strongly as do actual facts with which we 
come in our daily experiences. For instance, 
the drunkard and the conditions surrounding 
him teach us a much more forcible lesson of 
the evils of intemperance than can any lect
ure that may be delivered before us. So it is 
with the mission work among the spirits who 
are in need of assistance. By coming in con
tact with them, and observing the result of 
mistakes which they made while in the mortal, 
we are forcibly warned of the consequences 
which must follow similar errors on our part 
Thus, while acting in the capacity of teachers 
in the primary stage of Spirit-life, we are also 
gaining grand and useful lessons, which can, 
if we will permit them, exert a mighty influ
ence for good upon our lives.

In the preceding papers giving accounts of 
seances held, I have selected a variety of cases, 
so that the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker might become conversant with the 
mode of procedure which we adopt in dealing 
with the various classes of spirits whom we

The hawthorn twig is used with success in ' 
finding water where otherwise hard to discover, 
as the following (almost as good as the similar 
act of ancient Moses), reproduced from a : 
secular paper in the London Light, will show: 1

“Some very. Interesting and successful ex- 1 
periments were recently made at SowerbyFields 1 
by Mr. John Stears, engineer, of Coltman street, 1 
lull, who was invited to Sowerby by Colonel 

R. G. Smith, for the purpose of ascertaining 
whether a supply of water existed on the farms. 1 
The want of water has been much felt during 
the dry summer we have just experienced, and 
it had to be fetched from the Bridlington Wa
ter Works, Mr. Stears has been for many 
years endowed with what is called odic force, 
or animal magnetism, and has been successful 
in finding water in many parts of Yorkshire. 
By the kind invitation of Colonel Smith, sev
eral ladies and gentlemen were present, in
cluding Colonel Y. G. Lloyd Greame, Colonel 
and Mrs. Armytage, the Rev, R. and Mrs. 
Fisher, Mr. Halliday, of Malton, &c. The 
weather during the morning was very unfavor
able, but it did not at all interfere with the op
erations. At about ten o’clock the party met, 
and Mr. Stears selected a hawthorn twig from 
the hedge, of this year’s growth, or, rather, 
two twigs joined at the base, making the form 
of a V. Taking hold of the ends of the twigs, 
having the base outwards, Mr. Stears walked 
along the stack yard, and had only proceeded 
a few yards when the twig began to rise, in
dicating water. In this way two streams were 
found which joined, and following its course 
through an adjoining plantation, the stream 
was traced through several fields to the cliffs, 
where indications of an outlet were found on 
the beach. No difficulty was experienced in 
following the stream, for the twig kept busily 
moving in the upward motion as long as he 
kept on the track of water, but as soon as he 
got off it, if even by an inch, the rod ceased 
to move. Those who were present were highly 
pleased with the proceedings' and thanked 
Colonel Smith for the invitation to witness it. 
Mr. Stears anticipates that water will be found 
between eighty feet and a hundred feet from 
the surface. The greatest depth to which the 
power of Mr. Stears has yet extended has been 
a hundred and twenty-eight feet

The following from a writer in The Two 
Worlds will be an interesting narrative, of the 
transition to and experiences of a spirit in 
stepping from this world to the Spirit-home. 
He recites it through a medium at a seance, 
thus;

“I was conscious of the gradual dissolution 
or decomposition of my then external form, 
until it appeared as if I had nothing left and 
became destitute of form. Then I became all 
but unconscious. While this was in process 
I experienced no pain or.puffering whatever, 
but it was attended with an interior calm, into 
which there entered not the slightest element 
of fear or dread. This almost total state of 
unconsciousness continued for a time—it

A Talk en Health.
To the Editor:—At this season of the 

year most people are grunting, coughing, 
sneezing around with complaints of having la 
grippe and sick spells of different ailments. 
Now, why is this so? Do any stop to ask 
themselves this question? Certainly there are 
causes fori all this, and if we can find out thé 
causes and then remove them all, we ¡will be 
free from all this trouble. •

I will state what I consider some of the 
most important causes. First, very poor di
gestion, torpid liver and very impure blood 
caused by poor digestion, bad living, with 
an impoverished nervous system and in conse
quence a very unequal circulation. Of course 
many suffer from scrofula in various ways, 
which often leads to catarrhal troubles, and 
other forms of disease. Everyone will admit 
that it is very unpleasant to be sick or any
where near it. There is no greater blessing in 
this life than good health; then why should we 
not make it a study to learn how to so live that 
we can have good health all the time? I claim 
that it can be done. I know it can from my own 
experience. Over forty years ago I began to 
study the laws of health, and since then I have 
not been sick a day. I do not claim I know 
a rule or formula that would be good for all, 
but there are some fundamental principles 
that should be observed by all.

Everyone should study how to eat so as not 
to have indigestion, sick-headache, constipation 
and a host of other ailments that are caused 
directly or indirectly by not eating properly. 
Stomachs are not alike, and have to be fed 
differently. Everyone must study their own 
nature and read and learn all they can. Then 
a proper use of water is highly necessary to 
good health. The pores of the skin must be 
kept open by the use of water. Then a great 
amount of rubbing is required in order to have 
a good surface circulation and to all the ex
tremities. Have good, pure air to breathe so 
as to oxygenize the blood properly.

There are many other things necessary in 
order to have good health. Proper social con- 
dirions are all important; some live in wrong 
social conditions, so that the magnetism they

rWE CANNOT 
SPARE

healthy flesh — nature never 
burdens the body with too 
much sound flesh. Loss of 
flesh usually indicates poor as
similation, which causes the 
loss of the best that's in food, 
the fat-forming element.

Scoffs Emulsion
of pure cod liver oil with hypo
phosphites contains the very 
essence of all foods. In no oth
er form can so much nutrition 
be taken and assimilated- Its 
range of usefulness has no limita
tion where weakness exists.

(
RUPTURE CURED

FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.
Hilgahd, Obrgun, J une 28,1898.

)>. Pjbrcs &8on.—Gentlemxn: I tin happy ij In
in you that the Trusa I bought of you lait April baa 
ipuiTXLY cusid me of a very severe case of Hvrnia, 
j which I have suffered for ova* 18 ykau. I was 
er sceptical about your Truss when I bought It, as I 
ried several io called Elastic Trus*eawi tboutderiv- 
uy benefit from them; but after using your Truss for 
*t time I was convinced that it wu the best I ever 

Dau, m Í t was easy to wear, and seemed to stop the severe 1 
pains that often prostrated me while wearing the old! 
Spring trusses; and now, in spits of my acepiiciim, I ami 
PKKrtCTLY Curad, and can work with the Trusa off if JN 
feci so disposed, but 1 still wear it looiely as Lt is notfl 
inconvenient. You may add the above to your otherfl 
lestimonlali. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN,

Oy The above oure was effected in less than thekb^H 
months tim b , at a total cost of Thousandsof ainiL^H 
lar cures have been made for fromflO to |15 each. Ee.J^H 
tablished 1815. Cail or send So for free Pampriit^^H 
No. 1. Address Magnetic Blastic Truss^M 
Company, n. w. corner Kearny and^^H 
Saoramento streets, Sau Prumitoo, Cal.

ous spirit understand that you always tell the 
truth, and let him see by your patience and 
perseverance that you are sincere in your de
sire to aid him, and it is rarely the case that 
you will fail in winning his confidence and 
esteem. That step gained, and a little idea 
given him of the fundamental principles of life, 
according to the teachings of our spiritual 
philosophy, and you have placed the spirit in 
a position to be reached by the higher and 
brighter intelligences, who can teach them 
how to throw off their darkened conditions by 
earnest and persistent labor.

Much precious time is lost to the darkened 
soul when impatiently driven from your pres
ence without having been given that aid which 
he needs; precious time to him, because it 
dooms him to a longer period of darkness and 
unrest; precious time to him, because the 
harshness which he has met with from you has 
stirred him to greater bitterness, and may 
cause him to add other errors to the record of 
his life. And as he must outwork and undo 
all of the wrongs which he may commit, we 
are making ourselves responsible for a share

is one of 
can furn-

ish r malicious spirit, or one Who tries to per
secute'you. They always come ’in an angry 

’ ■>

endeavor to assist As there are never two 
people exactly alike in every particular, so 
there are never two cases which we treat that 
are just the same. No two individuals of any 
class that have been brought to us have been 
just alike. The manner of their passingout 
may have been the same, but there is always 
a difference in the characteristics of each, and 
in the causes which have led up to their being 
in need of aid after having passed out of the 
body. Thus there is a never-ending variety 
which is always interesting, while it is also 
instructive. .

While Brother Francis has kindly offered 
the columns of Thb Progressive Thinker 
for an indefinite continuation of this series 
of papers, I have been forced to bring them to 
a conclusion, owing to a press of other duties 
which prevent me from preparing more at 
present And having received kindly assur
ance of a sympathetic interest in the work, 
from some who have read the articles 
as they have appeared from time to 
time, I am led to hope that at least a few 
people have been interested in the subject 
treated, and that some good may result from 
their having appeared. And while the articles 
will be discontinued as a series, I hope to be 
able, now and then, to give to the readers of 
The Progressive Thinker accounts of our 
experiences with those whom we are permitted 
to assist, when those experiences contain a 
lesson which can benefit humanity. ‘

In concluding these papers on mission work, 
I realize more and more vividly the vastness 
and importance of the subject, and my own 
lack of capacity to properly place it before 
the people; and if my literary abilities were 
on a par with the deep interest which. I take 
in the mission work, I believe that I could 
have so filled the hearts and minds of the 
readers that they would rest not until they, 
too, should experience the pleasure and satis
faction of assisting some poor darkened soul 
into a brighter and happier condition. .

• y .¡E. T. Washburn.

might be only a moment, or it might be some 
time as to duration, I know not which. My 
self-consciousness was almost gone during this 
period, long or short as it might be, and then 
a reverse process followed, and I felt the re
currence of a self-consciousness which in
creased in intensity in proportion as the new 
form was developed and built up, until it stood 
out in beautiful proportions and configurations. 
This action, in which I appeared to take no 
part, was attended with an exquisite delight; 
but I can use no language to describe the 
joy I experienced when I found myself in pos
session of a form that was all glorious within 
and without, for this was totally unlike what I 
had experienced in my prior state of change, 
and which I could not have anticipated, for I 
myself had not witnessed anything like it in 
others. .

With my guide, as soon as released, for it 
seemed nothing less, I started on my upward 
flight. At first I was much astonished at the 
wondrous panorama spread out before me, but 
soon found myself in the midst of a great city 
where I was present with two in this very room 
in which you are now assembled, with which 
you are more familiar than I. I will not de
tain you by repeating what passed at that in
terview between myself and the one in par
ticular into whose presence I was so unexpect
edly and marvelously introduced. The object 
of my visit and what was said is doubtless as 
vivid to his recollection as it is to mine. I 
was not aware at that time that I should have 
to repeat the visit, but propelled by the same 
power, whtíse mandate was irresistible, and 
attracted by that which you can now well un
derstand, I have, on several occasions, been 
consciously present with you, and am equally 
conscious of my communion and what I gained 
thereby.

My present experience in drawing near to 
you is widely different from my former ones; 
in fact there is no analogy between them. I 
have not had to travel rapidly through space, 
for that is non ést I can only describe it thus: 
I had the thought and desire to be with you, 
and lo, I am with you. How this should be, 
and by what law such an experience becomes 
possible and actual, is at present inexplicable 
to me; nevertheless, such is the fact, and 
doubt not but that this and other laws which 
are operative in my present sphere of life will 
soon be made clear and cognizable to me. I 
spoke of being alone when resigning myself to 
what I felt to be inevitable; but there were 
others surrounding me with whom I had asso
ciated, who were intent on watching the pro
cess, and who exhibited no sign of sorrow at 
what I And they thought was to be my depart
ure from their midst.

absorb is poison to them—impairs
their digestion and weakens the nervous sys
tem—and that makes them susceptible to dis
eases of various kinds. And so I might go 
on and enumerate many other causes of poor 
health. I can give a prescription for each one 
that will surely put all on the right road to 
good health, if they follow the prescription— 
and it is without any medicine,—for I 
believe that medicine in all cases does more 
harm than good. I have raised a family of 
children and have never given them a drop of 
medicine, with one exception. The healing 
power is in your own system, and not in some 
drug, as is taught by the M. D. Yet magnet
ism can be used with good results, if it comes 
from the right source. Do not let a tobacco
user or liquor-drinker ever treat you magneti
cally, for he will be likely to impart the im
purities of his own body to yours.

In conclusion, let me say to you that it is a 
duty you owe to yourselves and others to study 
the laws of health. Do not go to your drug 
doctor to find out how to be healthy, for he 
usually does not know any more about the 
subject than you do: for he depends on his 
medicine, and hie medicine would make you 
sick if you take it when you are well. Is there 
any common sense about that? It does not 
look so to me. I am looking for the 
time to come when each one will consider it a 
disgrace to be sick. I have reached that point 
now; for I should know if I was sick it was 
because I had done something wrong and that 
I knew better than to do so. All hail the day 
when good health will be the rule and sickness 
the rare exception.

Prof. A. B. Severance.
Milwaukee, Wis.

The Drama of Life.

Sin a dream, I was in a long, rambling 
Iding, where a great many people were 

roaming about, who seemed to expect me to 
entertain them by reciting something of which 
I had not a definite idea, until a book was 
handed me, which I discovered to be all one 
dramal “Why, I cannot do that,” I said; “it 
would be impossible. I will take one part, 
and others must do the rest” The next day 
I pondered long the meaning, when suddenly 
the following solution appeared. The drama 
was that of life and the wishes and desires of 
others, the natural shirking of selfish human 
beings of their duties upon shoulders that

The Spiritual- Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and HelL By Moses 
Hull Price 10 cents, .

would unwisely assume them.]
A drama of volumes voluminous,

Its wide field this round globe of ours: 
Its actors a multitude numerous

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TT/ORID'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
Vv Saviors; or, Chrieilantty Before Cbriet. Con» 

C&LUsng new and startling revelations tn religious his
tory, wblcb disclose the Oriental origin of all the doc* 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock* 
Ing many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goda. By 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference In the field which be has chosen for It. The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com* 
6Ue the varied Information contained In It must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It lain 
such convenient shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow it to go out of print. But the 
book Is by no means a mere collation of views or eta- 
tlstlcs; throughout Its entire course the author—at 
will be seen by bls title-page and chapter beads—Job 
lows a definite line of research and argument to the 
close, and his conclusions go, like sure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on^ne white paper, large 2mo, 880 
pages. New edition, revised and corrected, Fwith ppn 
trait of author. Price 11.50. Postage 10 centa. For 
eale at this office.

RELIGION OF MAN 
AND 

ETHICS of^science:
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

' The past has been the Age of the Gods and the 
liglon of Pain; the present la the Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust In the Gods, but 
knowledge In the laws of the world, belief In the di
vinity of man and bis eternal progress toward perfect» 
tlon fa the foundation of the Religion of Man and 
system of Ethics as treated in this work.

The following are the titles of the chapters:
PART FIRST—Religion, and Science;

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheismi 
Monotheism; Phallic worship; Man's Moral Progreai 
depends on bls Intellectual Growth: The Great Theo
logical Problem»—the Origin of Evil, the Nature of 
God; the Future State; Fall of Man and the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man's Position. Fate, Free 
Will. Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND-The Ethics ofScience

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Moral Government; The Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility ; Change of Heart; What is Good? Wbat it 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; The Wlll| 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of the Wilk 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So-, 
cicty; Rights of the Individual; of Government! 
Duty of Self-Culture; Marriage. I

820 Pages. Finely Bound in Muslin, Sent postage free 
for 81.50. For »ale wholesale and retail at this office.'

JNGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE 
L the New York Unitarian Club, The first time In 
the history of tbe world tPat a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
Tbe lecture Is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
Tbe pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed« 
Price, 6 cents; tan copies, 50 centa.
MEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO* 

LVJ nel Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
before the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888. Price, 
i cents.
POD IN THE CONSTITUTION. BY

Robert G. Ingersoll. One of tbe best papers Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies for 81.00. 
TX/HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
vv Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. This Is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethougbt literature. Bound tn paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
tor 11.00.
TNGERSOLL'S GREA T ADDRESS ON 

L Thomas Paine, at the late Paine celebration In 
NewYorkCity. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents. 
STANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 
O wbat the editor of the Freethinker's Magarino 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for 
50 cents.
'THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
J. Adapted to Modern Civilization, with tbe True 

Characterof Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price. 15 cents. -

As the sands where the sea its tide pours.
Like a sparkling grain of the wave-washed sand: 

Such the unit to all sentient life,
And powerless to stem its commotion on land, 

As the sand when the billows are rife.
With the lightning and rain, and the wild angry 

wind, 
These Show fitly the passions and strife

Which sway us poor mortals, yet happy of mind 
And of soul born of infinite life.

A spark like the lightning, whose force when 
spent

Lie th latent in nature’s broad realm, 
Till it gath’reth strength—increaseth at length 

To the tempest; but with pilot at helm.
As the sands when enmass’d, encroach on the 

shore, .
So may souls when united as one

Beat down crimes, conquer wrongs, and sweet* 
Kthus restore

tions whence war had begun.
But the burthen alone no one soul’s meet to 

bear;
Each must con well his part, set in lines; • 

“He who runs well may read,” and worthily 
share

In the work of the world’s great combines. 
Bradford, Pa. Lewise Oliver.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By LoisWaisbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents. ' ' ■

The Bationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. 
Sinnett Considered theoretically,, philosopha 
icàlly and theoeophically. Price $1.25.

GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work Is one that every one should read. It 

beams throughout with rare gems of thought, practical 
m well as profound. There is sunshine and beauty tn 
every sentence uttered. Tbe work Is dedicated to the 
author’s favorite sister, barah French Farr, now passed 
to spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
gives an Interesting sketch of the author*« Ufe.

CONTENTS: 
Dedication.
Sketch oftHeUfo Of A. B. French.
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and 

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life. •
The Power and Permanency of 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What is Truth? 
Decoration Address.

Price $1. postpaid.
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lab per year. Sent three months for 25c.

A. A. Cooke.

An Important Announcement.

Vît

TWILIGHTMUSINGS.
•Before me'-lies a lettefwhich explains itself, 

and with my reader’s permission I will copy 
it; :■ . . . .

“Judge Rosecrans:-r-I am an entire stran
ger to you. .1 am. a clergyman in the Method
ist Episcopal Church. I do> not desire noto
riety, hence I will not sign my real name to 
this communication, as the name will make 
no difference to you. I have been reading a 
paper called The Progressive Thinker and 
have been much interested in your ‘Twilight 
Musings,’ so I would like to ask you a ques
tion and I would like for you to answer it 
through the paper. Do you believe in a God? 
Do you believe that Christ was the^veryand 
Eternal God, as we are. taught in our creed?

“I learn that many Spiritualiste go back on 
the God idea, and also go back on what we 
call the word of God, his Holy Bible. This 
I cannot do, for I believe in the ‘Trinity,’ 
the "Father, the Bon, and the Holy Spirit, and 
that the three are one, and together constitute 
the God of the Universe, Tho God-principle 
to me seems to bp universal and‘.accepted by 
all people,

“Will you please give me your .belief in this 
matter, as I would love to have We opinion, 
in simple language, of the one that writes such 
beautiful sentiments as are found in ‘Twilight 
Musings.’ I do not believe you will seek to 
evade the question, but I look for a plain, 
clear and explicit answer. Hoping to hear 
from you through the paper, I am a sincere

■ “Enquirer.”
• Dear,Kind Friend:—How I do love to get 

such letters as yours from clergymen, for they 
show a true, honest and manly heart in the 
writers. These letters show a desire on their 
part to inquire into toe opinions of others on 
tfie God question, and Wen compare those 
opinions with their own in toe matter, and by 
so doing, learn all they can to enable them to 
instruct others under their charge. Yes, 
friend, gladly would I give you my opinion 
on toe good question, if I had one to give, 
but that matter is entirely beyond my concep
tion or comprehension.

You say you are a clergyman. I am a law
yer. You have been educated to accept things 
on faith alone; while I have been educated to 
accept nothing in that manner, but to examine 
all evidence under toe strictest rules of law. 
Were the faith principle to govern in our 
courts, and were evidence not scrutinized by 
examination, and cross-examination it would 
be extremely bad for poor, fallible hu
manity. As it is now, with all our criti
cism and rigid examination, we make many 
failures that result in injustice. In the God 
matter toe only evidence before us is that of 
the church, founded upon “hearsay,” and not 
actual knowledge, and this testimony would 
not be admitted or accepted as evidence of a 
fact in any court of justice in the civilized 
world, where there was a denial of toe fact in 
issue. It is an old maxim that ‘ ‘it is hard to 
learn an old dog new tricks,” and this maxim 
will apply to sqme old lawyers as well as to 
old dogs. ...

In your letter you hold put the idea that 
you believe in and worship toe God spoken of 
in toe Methodist creed, or confession of faith, 
wlA was the maker of-heaven and earth, and 
that there are three persons in this God, and 
that these three persons constitute but one 
person. .

Now, let me suppose you a witness on thia 
matter, introduced into court to prove this 
fact, and that you have already testified that 
it is a holy, positive truth, and that you are 
now ready for cross-examination, and it is my 
duty as an attorney to examine toe testimony 
you have given in a matter of great import
ance to the parties interested. Such being 
only a supposable case, dear friend, do not be 
offended at me if I proceed to question you in 
regard to your knowledge as to the matter at 
issue, and then let the readers of this paper 
render their decision as a jury and bring in 
their verdict.

As you are not present in person, 1 cannot 
in this article give your answers to the ques
tions; neither will I try to do so; for that 
would be treating you unfairly, which I do 
not wish to do. Under this state of affairs, 
will you not be kind enough to answer them 
in their order as they are numbered, and then 
toe jury can see whether your evidence is wor
thy of credence or not

Now, friend, there are a few of the ques
tions as they present themselves to my mind, 
properly numbered:

1. Is the God you believe in and worship 
Infinite?

2. Is the universe of matter infinite?
3. If yea, have we not, then, two infinite 

elements occupying but one infinite space, to- 
wit: One infinite God, and one infinite Uni
verse? '

4. Are they not, then, virtually one and 
the same thing? .

5. Can it be said, then, truthfully, that 
one of these created the other?

6. If God and the Universe are both infl
nite, can either exist without the other and be 
infinite?

7. Can one infinity create another infinity?
8. If one infinity fills all space, and then 

creates another infinity, must not the new, 
or created infinity, when created, exist outside 
of space?

9. If it does not exist outside of space, 
where does it exist?

10. If your God in the beginning was in
finite and filled all space, had he room to 
move or act?

11. If he is infinite and'fllls all space, has 
he room to move or act now?

12. Is Hell inside of space?
13. If yea, and-God is infinite, is he not 

in Hell as much as in Heaven? - .
14. If Hell is not insidé of space, where 

is it located? ■ > ■ ’: '
15. .If God ( was' infinite end created the 

material Universe, must He not have created 
it out of himself? ' 7 . - ■

ftps;

THB PROGRESSES THINKBR
16. is your jiod whom you worship ma- From Mgttie ,E. Hull. Victory for Spiritualism,

teritf or immaterial? . 1 /• _ , L To the Editor:—At present writing, Mr. It was January 14th, 1893, when the writer
Îq’ h aia'te-^' ““Mhe not have form? Hull and myself ere. conducting a series of met Mrs. F.’N. Foster and her son Benny, on 
J .• y°u o?11?61?0 ®f ‘tori?* without fln, weekmight meetiqgà in Upland, Ind., and al- a “Big Four” train, on their way to Indianap- 

QUtsidar - . though but two meetings have been held,-the élis, in response to a Mr. Hancock, who had
Can you concelve “A outside, to m- excitement runs high, and we understand a embraced Spiritualism as A Wh owing to the 

on1 t« „ i, « lì ti. prominent ministerof Dayton, O., has been many teste he had received and who desired a 
d°; KyuU «,♦ h n0t i0™/ j ? n-be ur«ed to meet Mr- Hul1 in a debate in thenear second picture, if possible. Hancock was a 

aid tiuthfully that man was created by Him fature. , , J* man of means, and liberal. : À daughter of
>n iris own imager One gentleman in the;community, so weare hishad passed to beyond, and the grief of
a ?*: “ ,you an0^0r that y°ur God « a told, has informed certain parties, that he father and mother seemed inconsolable. A 
Spirit, and immaterial, can you form any idea studied the Bible and Spiritualism six months close friend suggested a medium, with a hope 
°f n°Ugh \Oi.Ur 8eu8e8? . and understood thoroughly the position of the of the return of the spirit daughter. While

22. Can you through your senses conceive Bible on Spiritualism, and in his investigation the idea “seemed cruel,” he gave way to his 
of anything that is not substance? of Spiritualism had found it was a “fake," Of scruples, beluga Baptist, On his second
«kî_„o not0ve^yfla.t®^al ®u^atanC08<>me- course we would be surprised if everything visit he became thoroughly converted to spirit 

»““»teriahty te the reverse of were not done to prejudice the people, with ah return, as the child, at the father’s request, 
materiality, must it not be nothing? - , effort to keep them from the meetings; these gave him the prayer she had been taught to

24. If your God, then, is immaterial, as efforts fail for the meeting last night was very repeat upon going to bed.
far as your senses will admit the fact, must much more largely attended than the night At the Chesterfield camp-meeting of 1892 
Heap tbe nothing?^ _ before. ' Mr. Hancock sought a sitting with the spirit

9ft n.r.îSS. . K « We return to And0r0°n Saturday next and photographer, F. N. Foster, and met with de.
evnr? ” nothing any existence what- resume work in the Temple Sunday. The lightful success, as a correct portrait of the 
eVoV __ « ,1 -Xi., Temple, the-Society, the Lyceum and the child appeared among others on the negative,
wk o workers in-the cause, in that city, must be an The parents' went into ecstacies over the mat.
Hecreaty m^ inspiration to any wprker. ’ ' ter, since there was no previous picture of their
««?% notb l,g- superior to gome- Mr. Hqll is again active and enthusiastic in little one; and Mr. Hancock fead a portrait in

oo n a, m.« » f- « •/ „ W» work, and finds it a difficult matter to'go oil painted from the face secured. The family
?n i?n «dOt \?g 11,088888 ???**? a We slower in his labors. ' and friends were delighted at the success of

posBeg8 ihflnite.Ppwer, . Brother Francis; if (as some of the reports that which was thought to be an impossibility.
has matter or something any process, whatever? concerning Mr. Hull’s prostration affirmed) he All this brought about the enmity of the pastor 

n la there any powers by which infinity was struck down by a just God for his inti- of the First Baptist Church, W. F. Taylor,- 
can be condensed f . delity, in the midst of his sermon, was it not and steps were taken by that beetle-brained

« » *i“i6Tre is f.®1’. “nd T* w . » W0 strange the same “just God” should “minister” to secure a return of the liberal 
infinite, and Jesus Christ was but an ordinary al]ow him to recuperate and commit over and contributions made by Mi. Hancock, who had

0Ter again th0 same offense? So “the mys- given up his membership fora religion more 
could his body contain than the body of any teries of godliness” are past finding out. satisfying. To bring about this result, Han- 
otqer man of the same size? ....... It seems to be ordained that I shall accom- cock was made to believe the whole matter “a 

3 u ? fcJere J 11Z P1,00?88 by which lnfinlty pony Mr. Hull to California. I want to make delusion, ” and he was swayed to form a com-.
h°W d° y0U accountior engagements during the month of June and up pact, entering into a conspiracy to catch “the

cnrist being Uoar to the 25th of July, and for the Sundays of photographer and expose the trick.” Mrs.
“ God is infinite m goodness, can evil, April Mid May. I have an engagement with Foster came prepared to do the work. The
un.. j x, « the managementof the “Lincoln Grove Camp” hour arrived and the conspirators, led : by the

35. Where goodness ceases and leaves off, Catlin, Washington, commencing July 28th. man of God, (?) Taylor, and Mrs. Foster and 
to ®vl,, c?mmencea’ do you not B0t boundB Upland, Ind, Mattie E. Hull. her son were arrested upon the charge of se
to inttnityi ---------- ."»«.*»■----------- curing money undpr false pretenses. Upon

36. Did Moses see the back-side of infin- Qrabendlke at Council Bluffs, Iowa, their hearing, the case was sent to the Grand
. i, u I «. To thb Editor:—The Boiritualists of tikis Jury under bonds of $3,000, which was furn-JLh <, J n three persons con- d<y ^0 b^^WK bytt H. W lshedby Mr' Wm. PÓpe and Mrs. Smith,

stituting a God, are these three persons each „„Le* Ti J*. i j y ,y . veteran RniritnHli«iHof them infinite or finite? endike, a physical and developing medium, V0l®ran Bpintualtste.
38 If vou answer that thnv w«ra infinite lecturer and organizer. Like Saul of old, $r. At the call of the criminal calendar last 

W8M lie™ «2 Si«*«®» »« 1>U »at, wta »«k, Pra»eoutor HoIMm entered a
ZyiMtaUneSriXS “dI-*»-»I**»'. " <«• <•TS “]>»?.»•<». «-l® tbeor«»heta.
cupymg butouumfinite spacef . mfttter óf up hftlL Owlng to h}s mg proofs to bring about a conviction on the
thrnn* wh«n ^niteri^ i^ 6 ’ f°n - ^9 iüve efforts a hall hap just been fitted out here Pttrt of tbe prosecutors and persecutors. Hon.

tortb.SpMtn.dlet., Md.Moiet, ergami S~. Carter who hM the deten«, in.tated.np, 
-«—.„«„J _ . ® „ ,, „ Mri-sdrabendike,' aided by his determined on a trial of the causes, promising one of the^41 dteyour Biff wWo™voTrewe^o ^ide8i wiH dedicate the ^ll on 8undayai' “?8t ^^“ting trials every taking place in 
greatly the workVnd wort of al tafiniki God ^noon> ^«broafy 25th. He will then hasten thl8 ®ou“try “d proving beyond question, pot 
nerfect’and comnlete in all his attributes? ’ to Clinton, Iowa, where an engagement awaits °“!ytbe truths of Spiritualism, but that spirit
perfect and complete inali his attributes? hini ’■ • photography is a fact. There was no desire

aq' t« U •„ 01£ «° perI. . .. , Last night I attended a materializing seance °“ ibe Part of the prosecution to let the world
mÎSJtonn<l«.tadllî ,"p,t,eOt,OQ b6 given-by Mr. Gmtadllr. In in ton« S“ h.» Ih. tetelnteny which »» premia, .nd

aa° « J1 k i •«. k i ment or office portion of our hall. Some ten it was deemed “advisable" to drop the case,
than other boofe^KamìnatiÌe?0" or eleven Bitters W0re present, each one being and the “paraphernalia” taken at the time of 

■M- . • j v .over-anxious to meet again their beloved who ^be arrests has been turned over to AttorneyteTmM Md’Z p„.«i hen». Two ».II ondinrf (X° C«ter. Th. d.lly pre rd «h. nUy, nh!ch 
tn t md,8kd t appoared to me, surrounded by a soft and was teeming with the “sensation" and “ex.
nthlr yi \t d consiBtentlywith 0acb melting light. One of these faces was start- posure” at the time, for days, has not had al 
whether I bSevX’GVXot^Thave’nS lin$ for ite cl0arn0B0 and completeness, ÏÎd word to say about the cases being dropped 
th« Watidil nZ thi ? t 1 h * ior«ts nearness to me; it being the face of.an from the dookefc of the criminal court This 
Id ±n nr fh Tlw JZ £“"T “iTT Mr- 'Kempster recognled his mother Î8 ^tainly a victory, notonly for the.Fosters,

Oteer -gnldoi. ,,p«My “XSte In“d G“''

there is a God, as you believe, infinite in y0««g “other present, who now sang again to Indianapolis, Ind.^ 

&°hersohde?n ^h plTInly, ” ' ° lDgB’ 16060 V Holaday. Reports of the National Spiritualist
if he so desires; as he has not done so, I pre- uvumiai, r AQonr.ia+irtn
sume he does not desire to doso; and as he .. 7T7 Z7, , . »ooiaiion.
conceals himself from me, it is useless for me I”0*"® SpiritualiSWli LOSS Sld.0 ISSUO. The board of trustees of the National Spir
to hunt him out—is it not? If the invaluable space of The Progressive itualist Association having assumed the liabil-

What is the use of trying to believe that of Thinker be not all in demand by .matter of' printing the reports of the National 
which you have no conception or idea? / more import to the progressive portion of ite C°nvention, including the celebrated paper 

I have learned that certain causes produce readerB, I wish the voiced sentiment of our Pleated by Airs. Richmond to the Parliament 
certain effects, and I can go ints^court and entiro quarter to be heard in the following: : of Religions on Spiritualism, and as a very 
testify to these facts—for instance, that seed I will venture that Brother E. Bach has Inrge number of the subscribers have not yet 
planted at the proper time will germinate and touched a responsive chord in the hearts of the forwarded the amount of their subscriptions 
grow, but why it does so, no one knows-^that grand majority of the more conservative, time- tbe number of copies ordered, it is esperi
tile universe exists biit how it exists no onp tried Spiritualiste, in his demand for more fin- a desired that all who have sent orders fór 
knows. Kindness, honesty and purity produce adulterated Spiritualism upon our public plat- such reporte will at once remit to the under
goodresults, while brutality, dishonesty and forms. . signed, the amount of their subscriptions, and
impurity produce bad results. . The first and most'natural .question that booa8 will bo forwaràod without delay. A

How clergymen can talk by the hour, day presents itself to the' mind of an investigator compl'ance with this request will save us the
after day, about a God, his plans and his pur- —and consequently the one that must be first expense of another notification by mail, 
poses, his likes and his dislikes, his goodness settled—is: “Do spirits return and manifest -If there ye any who have not yet received 
and his cruelty, his egotism and vanity, seems their presence to mortals?" • With this ques- the copies for which they have paid, they 
strange to me; when were they put upon their tion satisfactorily settled in the affirmative, Bb°ald notify ns at once. The books are 
oath jn a court of law, they Would not dare to comes the proof of immortality, and all the raady to be sent out as soon as orders are re
make oath to a single one of their statements. main requisites to the making of Spiritualists. C0^0di . .
This seems wrong to me—as I would not dare This done, our convert can have ample time are now issuing finely-bound copies in 
to do so, or to make assertions even, that were to tnrn to the fr0e thought columns of our red and br°wn, and which will be sent to any 
not susceptible of proof. But if you can do progressive press, and therefrom decide for P0r8011 on receipt of the price, 50 cents, which 
so, as you think, honestly in mind and belief, himself between the respective merits of the i® very cheap for a work of this kind. Only 
I do not condemn you any more than I do the ideas of a conservative Bach and a less con- a bmited number will be issued of this dé
pensons that hold to the principle that the servative Overton. If the investigating pub- 8°nptión, Robert A, Dimmick.
earth is flat, and the sun goes around it every bc> f°r whose benefit our public meetings ate Slreot, Washington, D. C.
twenty-four hours. As- I have charity for supposed to be intended, first demands posi- ---------- 1 "
you, and believe you are doing the best you five proof of spirit return, then should Our Hon. A. B. Richmond and Col. In
can from your teaching and ministerial edu- 0very public demonstration embody that which gersoll.
cation, I ask no more from you than to treat WÜ1 satisfy the greatest demand of an investì- To the Koitor:—Kipdly allow me a little 
me as kindly as 1 do you. So, thanking you gating public,, that is, more Spiritualism; in apace in yotir columns to express my apprecia- 
for your kind letter, I ani ever your friend, short, first inake Spiritualiste by purging òtir tion of, and thanks for, the able article by

M. P. Rosecrans. ... Pftblfo meetings of all but the essence of what Hon. A. B. Richmond in your last issue- 
T. _ D “*’T , our title implies, and' then, as Spiritualists, surely his brave, intelligent utterances in d^
I ne Progressive Thinker. . among ourselves, settle the side issues for of truth must commend themselves to 

Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, ourselves, thereby.relievingfoe cause from Wb the thoughtful attention of your readersj-and 
Chcago, Ill; Every Spiritualist should have greatest of all impediments to progress—pub- be productive'of much good, 
this paper. Eveiy advanced thinker should contention among ourselves. ----- -----
subscribe for it; in fact thé Whole world:: .Gas City, Ind. . JL 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol-

E D A MI II A 3 OS‘% (** ■ ■ B___ U O. Jackson, founder of
r V w W ■ w MB Auierlca e loading Health V

“Tf.ePerf.etHZhFooii " t
A all the. nutritious properties of the.unequaled Geneseo Valley Winter Wheat J 
V in such form-and proportion as to bo quickly digested and thoroughly f 

■ A assimilated by the entire body. II- IS A REMARKABLE REMEDY for A
V Certain diseases, and if regularly and persistently used will not fail to ¡remove F

J
 DYSPEPSIA, INDIGESTION AND CONSTIPATION. 4 f

Granola should be eaten daily by children, as It builds up the tissues rapidly and « 
clears the system of impurities. Granola is.sold under» registered trade .murk r 
and manufactured solely by OUllIIOME (JltANULA MEG. CO.,Bok 100, Dansville, N.?» a

Trial Bo« 3i cl.. Book ol H.clpa, and DcserlpUra Fanipblel YBfE. 9BEFORE
Get anything in the form of art collections 
you should see those masterpieces repro
duced from the “ Original Copper Plate 
Engravings’’ and contained only in the

’• WORLD’S ART SERIES.”

The Wonderful Congeries
OF P10T0RMI, TRIUUPH8 W

Flu (ONGÉS

Qlosshry-of
—^rtGems

From the Studios and Palaces of the World,
Represents, in porfoho town, Sixteen Orig

inal Copper Plate Engravings in each part,
beautifully bound in “Antique Cover, the Most 

Magnificent Ensemble of the Grandest Productions 
of Painters of World-Wide Renown, whose Mar
vellous Creations will ever remain the Crowning 

Glory of Genius. Each Engraving is 7 x 10 inches.
Size of these most beautiful of all portfolios will be 
uniform. 1O{ x 134 inches. Part one is now ready 
and will be delivered to any of our subscribers 
only for 10 cents in stamps or silver. If you 
send for any of the parts by mail, inclose 3 
cents extra for postage, and parts will be forwarded 
to you in all cases on the very day that your or
der is received. Send your correct name, postal
lice and the price, to avoid delays and disap' 
pointments. You will regret it always if

YOU

EXCELLENT BOOKS!

7

With all due appreciation of the fine orator
ical efforts of Ingersoll—filled with the fire of 
eloquence, gems of poetic expression, scintil-
lations of wit, and the pathos of deep feeling 
—we can but deplore that in all thia there is 

...... ~***T*---------- added teachings on th» soul—the intire no recognition of the infinite and no avowed 
“God in the Constitution.” By Robert G. _____ ■ „ ______ ■__ _  ’ ~ belief in Immortality: this is a fact much to

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In- 8®RII!8 T0 5 subscription; be regretted, both for his own And his follow-
^ersoU ever wrote. In paper cover, with J’lrs- v°ra L. V. Richmond desires to an- ers> Bafce; for coid materialism can never satis- 
ikeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve Bounce, in response to many inquiries, that fy the needs of aching human hearts, but 

copies for |1.00. For sale at this office. her guides have now consented to the publics- leaves them like wrecked mariners on a barren
ernr-rms TYuiR ~nv tirm vnMof fl*® entiro series of the 8oul Teachings, shore, with the sea of uncertainty stretching 

Tuttle. HU work« ue elvtyi toteiuely tourertlui. Price which will make a Volume. ofz five Or six him 0Ut b®*010 ANNIE E. SHERMAN.

tomwwr ^EE^eRuaF^DSAv. »** “** **•** ~
1 loro. BrKCTHyGrevee Tochouid re«4 it, en4 be the lessons given to . private classes up to the Ola lestament. fcjtories, commercially iIIub- 

woer. Price ilso. ■ ’ presmt'time. trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus
T" «N. Ur to publi.li Ihi, work, .-»«r ft. B;,W°

’ member, of her ch»»'- tax. .ire^y Mb 51?, “ to‘g' MWS *K Clo,h’ 
^THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS .. . , ■ j «. , u J -
y 'phenomtae «nd phno«ophy. By Rev. Btamei weteon. Bcnoed for, or promised to take copies, tfius A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 

m«a.*mcelid».tte" ‘ “,4ern 8iTlor« :«• »«* affording-aguarantee fund. ; si Radical .ideavr-^Uaper, 25 cents.'j r-
«Sr^miSreMBt^Byj kupiebuf-‘The volume will be. 15.00, in doth, and will The Other World and This: ACompendium 

be issued- as. soon as. three hundred names of Spiritual EttW. - By Augusta -W. Fletcher;
su». - ........ , j have been subscribed. M.D. An excellent work, Price 11.00, ■

r

They Are for Sale at This Office.
TIFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD- 

JD vanned thought, and ta faictnatlng. Frlce EO cent«.

TIBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. TRENCH 
L-t They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper. 60 cent«. 

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE: THE HISTORY 
of Atharael, chief prleet of a band of Al Arraue. An -»Ulna 

blitory of man. Written through the medlumahlp of U-G FIg- 
ley. You abould read thia work. Frlce 80 cenu.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD.
By Mra. Mary T. Shetbamer. It abound« In fact« tr refer 

«nee to the Summer Land. Price «1 .00.

ZEAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
■ from the Tree of Life. Preaented to humanity through the 
modlunublp of B. E. Litchfield. Kxc.U.nl tbroughou- xkic 

■LM*

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
Jl rlea, by Mr». M. A. Freemsn. Three sketches are a most 
powerful illustration of man s cruelty and injustice io hl» fellow 
njan. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
Il from the spirit realm». Disclosing tbe mostalartling revela
tion», proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled hai 625 page», a fine engraving of J. M. Robert». Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price »1.50. Postage 12 cents.

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. B\ SARAH E. TIT 
/1 comb. An explanation of where tbe religions of our race 
originated. An interesting and instructive book. Price 11.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO
O nominal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. H.-Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

TTELEN HARLOWS VOW 0R SELF-JUS- 
li lice. By Lol» TYalsbrookor. Price »1.50. .

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
1 ‘Tf a man die. shall he live? ' is fully answered. By W. S. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents.

MABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
LVJ. Watsbrooker. Price »1.50. Mrs. Walibrooker.s books 
should bo read by every woman in tbe land.

A JEND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
1V1 A. Hovey. 200 pages, with illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon. Trice ll.%).

’DOEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
I volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of tbe bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, win
tom and restful. Prlceii.00.

'DELIGION. BYE.D.BABBITT' M. D. IF 
Zv all could be led to believe In such a religion the world would 
be far better than now. Fbw writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
and disposition to apply tbs fact» of history and science. Price 
11.21. Postage 10 cents.

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
TMMORTALITY. OR FUTURE HOMES 

x and Dwelling places By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Thia 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, aay of tbHr dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life 1n the Spirit* 
world’.-!» the, couitant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death 1» approaching. Walther—oh. whttber! Shall 
I know my friends beyond tbe tomb? Will they know 
me? What Is their present condition, and what their 
occupation»? In tbl» volume tbe spirits, differing as 
they may. arc allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man fa better qualified than Dr. Peebles« to place a 
work of tbis kind before, the people. He treat» of tho 
Mystrrlei of Life; Doubts and Hopest The Bridging Of 
the River: Foreglcams of tbe future: Teatlmonyof 
Rainis: Tbe Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual 
Bodv: Is lithe Son) or Bbdrtfilt »in»?: Clothing tn 
ibe Spirit World; Our Little One» in Heaven; The Per* 
aonfll Experiences of Aaron Knight; Tbe RedSftn'l 
Testimony: Lvll Spirits: Testimony of Physicians in 
Spirit Life: Tbe Homes of AposiJea and Dlrluifb: ThO 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life: Spirit Bogies of 
Bruno and Others; Many voices from the Spirit Land« 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to mea* 
tion. Price 11.50; postage 12 cents. For sale at this 
office.

THE ELEMINATOfi
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK,

Profoundly roverent. but thoroughly radical: expo»* 
Ingtliftfabuloui claim» of ancient Judatam and dog« 
mstlc Christianity, containing many Ruruingconclu- 
»Iona never before published. showing clearly tb® 
mythical character of moat of t he Old and New Tea* 
lament atorlea. and proving that Jcauiwaa an Impel* 
donation and not a person. A genuine fieniauoa* 
Price «1.50.

For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND, ,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*
DOUND IN CLOU! WITH GOLD 

JJj aldo, and containing 320 pages. Thin splendid 
book. Juat iMued, oonulna nineteen full Temple leo* 
turci upon occult subject», together with other ertb 
clea from various newspaper», relating to the great 
work. It contain» all the old Temple lecture* laiued 
In 1892, and three other« on the IIvman 6ouu which 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder* 
fulbookls unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Trice 11.2a, postpaid, to any address. For ule 
at this offico.

fJ/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
VV l«tt or. Curlou« Bereutlnn« from the Life of » Tronca 
Ueatum. By Mr«, bottle Colburn M»yn«rd. Thlt curlon« book 
im no precedent In tbe Engllth language. Ite theme Ie norel tu 
troth apparent, it be« n peculiar bearing npon the moat moment- 
one period In hletory end rerardlnif lie moit fetnoue participant— 
the moat noted American. It Ie bated on truth and fact, end 
therefore Win Dre from tbl« time forth. Tho publlaber haa not 
«pared care, reeearcb or expenee In Ite verification and prodno- 
non, and be etake« hla reputation upon tbe validity of Ite content«, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardlee« of 
doctrine or ereed or «ent. It 1« a remarkable picture—a .page of 
veiled hletory. Giro It a deliberate reeding, ton will be amply 
repaid. rucellJO. ,

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

DY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. P. 
J-J Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise a* 
a icn-buok. Il Is as fascinating as a worker Action. 
The reader will be amazed to see the curious fact# 
bore combined in support of this newly-dtaconrefl 
power <»f tho human mind, which will resolve a tbou 
sand doubts and «tlfficulde». make Geology ««plain si 
day. and throw light on all the grand subject» now oh* 
»cored bv time. - * .

IMMORTALITY. OR FUTURE HOMES AND 
L dwelling placet. By J. M. Feeble«, M. D. A book st rare 
Morii, tuterentn, to every body. Price «1.50.
DIB LE -MARVEL WORKERS: BY ALLEN 

■ID Faine», A. M. A marvelon« book. - price 71 tonti.

BIBLE OF BIBLES., B Y KERSEY. GRAYJSB 
O XivUlvtUpvMrtML MMim. - -

Soul or Things—Vol. L 
( Cloth..............................................................................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things-Vol II.

UluBtrattd. too pp. Cloth..................

Soul of Things—Vol. in, 
mostrateli. 863pp. Cloth. .........

- .. . . Postage 10 cents.
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THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

THEOSOPHY.
Spiritualism Much More Ra1 

tional.

Teachings ofJTlieosophy Cold and 
Unreasonable.

That of Spiritualism Warm al 
. Loving.

Theosophy is not new; but a new ap- ' 
plication of ite doctrines to every-day ’ 
life is.the present feature; and there Is : 
hardly a community of any literary pre
tensions, in England or the United 1 
States, but has its followers of Theoso- ' 
Phy- ‘ . • '

Mr. Sinnett opened the road by the 
publication of his “Occult World. ’This 1 
was followed by F. Marion Crawford’s 
“Mr. Isaacs,” a novel of no mean power. 
Then followed his “Zoroaster,” another ■ 
novel with occult coloring. But Mr. I 
Sinnett's “Karma” is the most powerful : 
of Theosophical novels; Its characters 
represent living persons, and its central ' 
figure, Baron von Mondstern, is (or was) 
no other than Mme. Blavatsky. '

Mr. Sinnett’s “Esoteric Buddhism” is 
his most remarkable work. He stands 
high among Theosophists, and is con- ' 
sidered one of the teachers, and any ¡ 
work bearing his sanction is authority 
in matters theosophical. j

“Mani Fragments of Forgotten His- ! 
tory,” Is the production of the pupils of 
this teacher, and has bis sanction. So ! 
it may be said that “Isis Unveiled,” 
“The Secret Doctrine," “Esoteric Bud- 1 
dhism,” and “Man: Fragments of For- ' 
gotten History," are the four leading 
works relating to Theosophy. We may ■ 
include with these Mr. Sinnett’s little 
brochure entitled “The Purpose of The- ' 
osophy,” which Is an excellent book for 
those desiring information regarding 
this modern innovation.

But can Theosophy answer that uni
versal question, "If a man die shall he 
live again?"

Theosophists claim that while certain 
“superphysical” (as it is termed) phe
nomena may be admitted as facts,it does 
not follow that current deductions and 
beliefs founded upon these phenomena, 
and which constitute the body of Spirit
ualism, are necessarily true. The phe
nomena are termed wild and irrational, 
and pregnant with great evil. They ad
mit the fact of genuine phenomena, the 
existence of beings residing upon the 
"super-physical” side of nature, and the 
possibility of communication being had 
with them under certain conditions. 
They assert that man is composite in his 
constitution, being composed of body, 
soul and spirit. During life he exists in 
a physical body and Is usually domin
ated by desires and interests which at 
death perish because of their perishable 
nature. That during life this spiritual 
nature constantly strives to impress it
self upon the lower man, and succeeds 
in the ratio of his elevating thought and 
action above merely earthly affairs. At 
death soul and spirit are separated from 
the physical body, which disintegrates 
and resolves back into its primal ele
ments. The karmic body, an ethereal 
¡counterpart of the physical body, con
tinues for a certain time after death to 

--texistupon the “super-physical” plane; 
the astral, which is just one remove 
from its former residence in the physi
cal body on earth. This karmic body is 
the residence of the soul, composed of 
animal and human qualities. Immedi
ately after death, with rare exceptions, 
the spiritual entity, the real man, as
cends to the spiritual realm. The kar
mic body, holding only the low, animal, 
earthy and perishable part of the former 
man, persists for a long time in the as
tral world, and it is with this that ordi
nary mediums communicate—not with 
the true spiritual entity, as that has al
ready risen beyond reach of mediumistic 
intercourse. The intelligence that ani
mates the karmic body is but a reflec
tion of the real man, and persists for a 
short time only "by virtue of previously 
imparted momentum,” which is soon ex
hausted because severed from its 
source. This “reflected, low and wan
ing intelligence,” has no volition of its 

• own, but when “galvanized into arti
ficial life” by a medium, from whom it 
absorbs strength, may impart some por
tion of its disappearing contents, but it 
does not and cannot impart more. Its 
state is that of "living over by reflec
tion” its former earthly experience. 
These “ethereal corpses” or “astral 
shells" are used by a grade of beings 
much below man in intelligence, called 
“elementáis” or “nature spirits,” which 
have existed on the astral plane; they 
are often inimical to man, and many of 
them by nature are parasites and vam
pires. They "utilize these astral shells” 
and “simulate the departed man,” and 
by thus deceiving the medium attach 
themselves to him and absorb his 
strength and vitality.

To the query: How is it that me
diums are enacted to reveal much con
cerning which they have no previous 
knowledge? they reply that, enclosing 
each person is an aura which has re
corded in it all events past and present, 
every action and thought, not only of 
the person himself, but ateo of all other 
persons with whom be comes in contact 
during his whole life. The medium 
“reads the contents of the aura” as 
readily as an ordinary person can see 
and describe a panoramic scene. More
over, the same condition that enables a 
medium to read an aura also brings him 
into rapport with a large area of the 
astral world wherein "float” astral 
shells and reside elementáis. Being in 
a passive state “the medium Is subject 
to attack” by these beings, and receives 
impressions from them. Hence commu
nications from this low plane savor of 
purely, human affairs, and are not, in 
quality or degree, above the intelli
gence of the medium and those present, 
or are “wild and nonsensical” in the ex
treme as “ebullitions of elementáis"—in 
the former case mediocre; in the latter, 
worthless.

The astral world “hangs like a screen 
enveloping the earth," and upon its 
lower surface are reflected the “chaotic

Devachan, and corresponds to some ex
tent-to the Christian idea Of heaven; is,, 
indeed, the original conception of heav
en, now degraded into a state-of purely, 
material and sensuous enjoyment, at 
once irrational ijind foolish.: : ■. :

With'few exceptions the ‘iipediums 
are honest bqt deceived,” and are thus 
“deserving . of great pity , and assist
ance.” . !.:■■■ •

The spiritual entity has temporarily 
withdrawn from the physical world, 
freed itself from all gross and sensuous 
attachments and,is, meanwhile,undergo
ing a purely spiritual experience upon 
its own plane, which experience i§ of an 
entirely “impersonal and universal” 
character, the direct opposite of the hu
man one. This difference constitutes an. 
impossible barrier between them.

Therefore, all seance manifestations, 
mistakenly accepted as genuine spirit 
communications, really have origin in 
the “astral world of illusory and dis
torted facts,” and are not spiritual in 
any sense whatever. ’

We are indebted to Allen Griffiths, 
the Pacific Coast organizer of Theoso
phy, for the theories set forth—theories 
generally . accepted by .Theosophists. 
Mr. Griffiths is a careful studént of the 
Esoteric doctrine, and an impassioned 
speaker. We have earnestly listened 
to him, and think we have correctly un
derstood him.. ” ’ . ’

We are now forced, to the conclusion 
that Theosophy has not answered the 
question. Hov; much more rational is 
Spiritualism? How much more natural? 
The teachings of Theosophy in this re- 
rard are cola and unreasonable; that of 
spiritualism warm and loving; the one 
bordering on rank materialism (as far 
as individuality is concerned), the other 
having man dwelling in the con
sciousness of continued identity. It con
clusively tells us that there is a Spirit
world, with its substantial realities, ob
jective as well as subjective. And that 
the process of physical death in no way 
•essentially transforms the mental con
stitution or the moral character ot those 
who experience it. And, further, that 
happiness or suffering in the Spirit
world, as in this, depends not on arbi
trary decree, or special provision, but 
on character, aspiration and degree of 
harmonization, or of personal conform
ity to universal law.

Hence the experiences and attain
ments of this life lay the foundations on 
which the next commences. Since 
growth is the law of the human being 
in the present life, and since the pro
cess called death is in fact but a birth 
Into another condition of life, retaining 
all the advantages gained in the experi
ences of this life, it may be inferred 
that growth, development or progress
ion is the endless destiny pt the human 
spirit.

How mùch more happifying is this 
thought than that of the “undisturbed 
felicity” of Theosophy.

Returning spirits unite in teaching 
that if a child enters Spirit-life it grows 
to the full stature of manhood or woman
hood; if an individual enters Spirit-life 
the lowest in ignorance and capacity, he 
may rise to the highest in wisdom and 
knowledge; if the vilest in inherited 
evil, he may, by penitence and exertion, 
become the brightest in angelic love 
and purity. They unite in teaching per
sonal salvation, which is only attainable 
through progress made by sincere and 
persistent effort. In other words, these 
spiritual phenomena have come to con
vince man that the spiritual germ never 
ceases to grow, and will in the near or 
far future bear him to the heights of 
wisdom.

And again, it seems to us that it would 
be natural that each individual have an 
occupation suitable to the mind, instead 
of lying dormant, as it were, waiting 
for reincarnation. May not Galileo 
learn of a law he never before conceived, 
or endeavor to demonstrate a fact which 
may be of infinite value to those of the 
after-life? And may not he impress on 
a corresponding mind in this material 
world the fact or thing he seeks to dem
onstrate? It was not Columbus alone 
who discovered the New World; but he 
was the means by which the fact of it 
was made known. Why may not Co
lumbus work out some new law in physi
cal geography—such as the cause of 
tidal waves or ocean currents? If the 
after-life is one in which the individual

■ ihysical, and it may be projected to dif
férent points, on. the earth's plane, ac
cording to thç willXproyiding it under
stands thé means by. wpich it ifr done) 
manifesting itself to the outward senses 
pf man, ana even conversing. (See the 
manifestation of BarQn.von Mondstern 
to A nnerly in- Karma;)Th js ¿law is also 
subject to the condition of the person to 
receive the manifestation; if he is not in 
a reciprocal mood the astral body is not 
always' visible, although'tfie voice may 
be audible. But all these manifesta
tions are done by the person in the phys
ical body, and not after death.
. Right here we wish to make a quota
tion from Olcott’s “Theosophy, Religion 
and Occult Science,” page 239, in which 
he refers to a spiritual manifestation 
witnessed some years ago:

“Several times I saw come out of the 
closet an aged lady clad in the Quaker 
costume, with lawn cap, and kerchief 
finned across her bosom, gray dress,and 
ong housewifé’s apron, and calling her 

son to the platform, seat herself in a 
chair beside him, and, after kissing him 
fondly, talk for some minutes with him 
in low tones about family matters. AH 
the white she would be absently folding 
the hem of her apron into tucks and 
smoothing them out again, and so con
tinuing the thing over and over, just as 
—her son tojd me—she was. in the habit 
of doing while, alive- More than once, 
just as she was ready to disappear, this 
gentleman would take her arm In his, 
come to the baluster and say that he 
was requested by his old mother whom 
he saw there, although she had been 
dead many years, to certify that It was 
indeed she nerself, and no deception, 
and bid us realize that man lives beyond 
the grave.” ___

And now for the explanation, which 
he gives on page 253:

“The casual observer would-say it. is 
impossible, for instance, for that aged 
Quaker.Jady's figure to be anything but 
her own" returning soul—that her son 
could not have been mistaken, and that 
if there were any dbubt otherwise, her 
familiar knowlédge of their family mat
ters, and even her old habit of alter
nately plaiting and smoothing out her 
lawn apron, would Identify her amply. 
But the figure did nothing and said 
nothing that was not fixed in the eon's 
memory—indelibly stamped there, how
ever long the dormant pictures might 
have been obscured by fresher Images. 
And the medium’s body being entranced 
and his active vitality transferred to his 
inner self, or ‘double,’ that double could 
make itself appear under the guise of 
the dead lady, and catch and comment 
upon the familiar incidents it found in 
the son’s magnetic atmosphere.”

There, now, Spiritualists, you have it! 
The medium’s “inner self” footed the 
son—lied to him, in fact—made him be
lieve it was his mother’s spirit, and yet 
all the while was perfectly unconscious 
of doing so. To what straits Theosophy 
will lend itself to explain the phenome
na! Out upon such nonsense! Pshaw! 
it makes us tired. ■

Mrs. Ella Wheeler Wilcox, in the 
September (1893) Arena, after writing 
about the “body of desire” and Ite “au
tomatic memory” and “remnant of In
telligence,” admits that “the spirit of 
one who lived a good life may and does 
sometimes send valuable messages to 
those who remain-on earth.” Mrs. Wil-

Passed to Spirlt-LUe'. '
Entered Spirit-life Wednesday, Feb, 

J4',<lfi94, Jane F-; jOrOWe, M. D., ag?4'76 
years, 0 months and 20 days.’ She was a 
fiym belieyei' in Spiritualism., for forty 
years -or more; always outspoken and 
atiient, she ' “hidj hot her light under, 
a^bushel.?’ A successful ■< physician, a 
warm friend and active .worker foi- nti- 
manity. Her husband' was called home 
nearly eight years before. Four chil
dren remain and.four' preceded her In 
the Summer-land! Her daughter, 

! : Flora C.'Harvey,
Topeka, Kan. . . . .

Passed to Spirit-life, from the resi
dence of her parents, Feb.- 8, 1804, in 
Chicago, Ill.,.Clara, aged>3 years and 7 
months, only daughter of Fred and 
Fannie Stauder. . • ? .

Little Clara was a lovely child, bright 
beyond her years, one beloved by all 
who knew ner, .-Slowly the funeral 
cortege wended its way to Forest Home 
Cemetery, each roll of the wheels of the 
carriages seeming to crush the hearts 
of the mourners with the knowledge of 
the final parting from the tiny body. 
In twelve days that fell destroyer of 
childhood, diphtheria, claimed its 
victim. Only a sho’rf time prior to little 
Clara's death the parents . became ’ in- 
'terested in Spiritualism, and now its 
teachings are their solace inithis terrible 
trial. Numerous - flowers—love’s -offer
ings—robbed death of Its grim aspect 
and turned the thoughts of the mourners 
toward that land where flowers bloom 
forever, and crystal water murmurs 
sweet rest .to the weary soul. The 
funeral service was conducted by’the

A-••Miracle—Dr. A. B.
■■■”■.■■ . - Again.. >

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

writer. Sara C. Scovell.

Dobson

emanations of the race," past and pres
ent. The medium reads this record and 
Interprets it as messages from Summer-, 

•- land. It is above this overhanging 
shroud that the “pure spiritual entity" 

1 has ascended, where it “enjoys merited 
• and undisturbed felicity” until the spir- 
'■ itual causes which entitle it to “rest and 
- bliss” are exhausted, when it is again 
■ drawn by karma to earth, reincarnates

in another physical body, and continues 
ite • evolutionary development. This

• state of bliss is known in Theosophy as

is surrounded by natural objects, may 
not the silent canvas of a Raphael beam 
with a rich, glowing life? Would it not 
be good employment for him to give 
back some of the wonderful coloring,the 
beauty of face or expression? We think 
a good deal better than to be in that 
conscious but unindividualized condi
tion—the atina, or imperceptible and 
transcendental—that our theosopbic 
brethren talk about.

But it is said that Theosophy teaches 
many good thintrs, many glorious truths. 
So do all religions and philosophy. We 
are referred to karma, the law of ethi
cal causation. We, as Spiritualists, be
lieve in that. Let us turn it into plain 
English and see: “Whatsoever a man 
soweth, that shall he also roan.”

But the subject of reincarnation, it 
seems to us, is a sort of old Hindoo doc
trine colored by Western modern 
thought. Let us look a little further: 
In occultism there is implied a series of 
incarnations which may or may not be 
for the advancement of man, seemingly, 
and hence is good or bad karma, as the. 
case may be. For instance, a man born 
in old Roman times, and having obtained 
some knowledge of occult matters, with 
an advancement above his fellows, may 
at a subsequent birth or incarnatioh 
drift into an entirely different channel 
(perhaps in obedience to the law Of 
karma); his lower nature may be exalted 
and run to excess, and when incarnated 
may rise higher than in any prior life; 
his mind may again revert to occultism 
with a better conception of what is just 
and due to his fellows, and by this 
higher knowledge may be able to apply 
the doctrine of self-abnegation and sub
due his lower nature to absolute control. 
But to do this he must go through the 
fire (purification), the same as gold is re
fined; keep himself .aloof from all that 
contaminates, his mind dwelling upon 
spiritual things, and eventually living a 
recluse. .

Through all these incarnations he 
loses his individuality—in other words, 
he has no remembrance of a prior Hie, 
except in very rare instances where the 
individual thinks he catches a glimpse 
of a pre-existent life. We know of a 
very humble individual who says he re
members when he was one of the disci
ples of Jesus. How art thou fallen! oh, 
son of the Mightyf,:. . .

The nearest approach that Theosophy 
makes to Spiritualism is -when it speaks 
of the astral body, which is la spiritual 
body; and the astral plane, a line in 
■which it moves or a sphere in which it 
dwells. It is not always subject to the

cox evidently believes in the old saying, 
“There are exceptions to the rule.” But 
it seems to us that If it is possible for 
one spirit to communicate (of which she 
gives testimony), another may do like
wise; and so on without limit.

But a few words more: Spiritualism 
stimulates the mind to .the largest Inves
tigation and the freest thought on all 
subjects, especially on the vital themes 
of spiritual philosophy and duty, that 
we may be qualified to judge for our
selves what is right and true. It de
livers from all bondage to authority, ex
cept that of received truth. It quickens 
all philanthropic impulses, stimulating 
to enlightened and unselfish labors for 
universal human good, under the en
couraging assurance that the exalted 
spirits of our race, Instead of retiring to 
idle away an eternity of Inglorious ease, 
are encompassing us about as a great 
cloud of witnesses, Inspiring us to the 
work, and aiding it forward to a certain 
and glorious issue. H. C. O'Bleness.

Los Angeles, Cal. -

Expiring Subscriptions.
Subscribers can easily tell when their 

subscriptions will expire, by noting the 
number printed just over the right
hand column on the first page of the 
paper, and comparing it with the num
ber on the address-tag of their paper. 
The number on the paper is changed 
every week consecutively. The number 
this week is 223; next week it will be 
224; next week 225, and so on. Your sub
scription will expire with the. number 
indicated on your tag. Thus, “John 
Smith, 250,” indicates that his subscrip
tion will expire when the number of 
the paper corresponds to the number on 
his tag. Thus, if the tag on your paper 
is 250, and the present number of the 
paper being 223, then you will have 27 
more papers before your subscription 
expires. Keep watch of the tag.

Virchard R. Gandhi.
VirchardR. Gandhi, Honorary Secre

tary of the Jain Association, of India, 
and representative of that philosophy 
to the World’s Parliament of Religions, 
has consented to deliver six lectures on 
the following topics, on Tuesday evening 
of each week,at the home of B.O.Peter- 
son, 421 West Monroe street. Lecture 
to begin at 8 o’clock sharp.j First lect
ure, February 20, “Progress of Relig- 
ous Thoughts in India;’’ second lecture, 
the 27th, “Mysticism in India, or the 
Yoga Philosophy;” third lecture, March 
6, continuation of second lecture; fourth 
lecture, the 13th, “Vedanta Philosophy, 
or Monism of India;” fifth lecture, the 
20th, “Buddhism;” sixth lecture, the 
27th, “Jainism and Synopsis.”

Rules and instructions used in acquir
ing adeptship are included in above lee- 
tures. ' !

With a class of sixty, admission fee 
■will be 81.60 for all six lectures; for sin
gle lecture, 25c. 421 West Monroe 
street. • ; .

Mansill’s Almanac for 1894.
. This work of Planetary Meteorology, 
Almanac; Makers’ and. Weather Fore
casters’ Guide, and New. .System of 
Science, by Richard Mansill, is now out, 
and will be sent to'any address for 25 
cents. Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally should have it. .

Born into Spirit-life, Feb. 13, 1894, 
Mrs. Jane M. Farmham, wife of Leroy 
Farmham, of Delta, Mich., aged 73 years 
and'8 months, after a brief illness, of 
cancer in the throat. Mr. and Mrs. 
Farmham having resided twenty-three 
years at Delta, have drawn to therii 
many kind friends who will sadly miss 
the smiling face that has given them so 
many kindly welcomes. She and her 
husband have been identified with Spir
itualism for thirty-five' years. She 
leaves five sisters and one brother, all of 
whom are Spiritualists;- and an aged 
husband who, with his broad under
standing of life and its significance, can 
face what man calls death with the'calm 
resignation of a philosopher or a sage. 
An intelligent and thoughtful assem
blage of relatives >and friends met at 
the home of Mr.- and Mrs. Benjamin 
Smith, daughter of the deceased, to pay 
their last tribute Of respect to the mortal 
remains of one they held so dear. 
Funeral discourse was delivered by Mrs. 
A. E. Sheets, of Grand Ledge, assisted 
by the writer. The services were 
listened to with thoughtful attention by 
the friends and met the approval of the 
husband, brother And sisters.

A. J. Champion.
Lansing, Mich.

Mary E. Russell passed to Spirit-life 
February 13, 1894, at the age of 11 
years, 8 months,and 23 days. Previous 
to her transition she held out her hands, 
and being asked what she wanted, she 
replied that she wanted “those flowers,” 
—which she could see, though others 
could not. She was a granddaughter of 
Captain Horsfleld, of West Bay City, 
Mich. “

. « «»iib j » ■ i.
Mrs. F» p. Hyzer.

Another of our honored and leading 
workers has gone to her reward in 
Spirit-life,, and many with whom she has 
been associated in tithe past will greatly 
miss her earthly presence and help. 
Thos. A. Black, president of the People’s 
Spiritual Alliance, of Cleveland, O., 
writes: “Passed to the higher sphere, 
on Feb. 8,1894, at Ravenna, O., Mrs. F. 
O. Hyzer, one of our oldest and most 
gifted workers; a profound thinker, a 
logical reasoner, gifted with a lofty in
spiration and towering ideality unsur
passed by any speaker on the spiritual 
platform. Her Ijps are sealed, her 
tongue stilled; but she is still scattering 
blossoms from the tree of Eternal Truth 
to be gathered by. seekers after higher 
light.’", ,  . . .

Lectures on High Science.
A course of lectures on the higher 

philosophies, unveiling the true doc- 
trines'of all Scriptures,are to be given by 
Ibrahim G. Kheiralla, A. B.,D. D. at Dr. 
Phelon’s parlors, 619 Jackson boulevard, 
on Sunday afternoon, at 3 o'clock com
mencing Sunday, February 11.

Mr. Kheiralla, a Syrian by birth, 
having spent twenty-one years in Egypt, 
comes laden with the wisdom of the far 
East, shining by its own light. 
Among the subjects he will touch upon 
will be the “Vicarious Atonement;" 
“The Mission of Christ;” “How to be 
Saved:” “How to Become Gods and 
Sons of Gods;" “What is a Christ, and 
what a Prophet:” “What is Inspira
tion;” “What is the true Meaning of the 
Scriptures.” Time will be given for 
questions. Tickets for course, 81. 
Single lectures, 25 cents. We believe 
his lectures will prove highly' enter
taining. '

Good News for Spiritualists.
. (ADVEBfnSEMENT). ,

Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 
kindly offered to mail all our readers.one 
week’s trial treatment of the -famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney; ‘liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe and its' after effects, or 
Seven weeks’treatment for only 81.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

“Mrs. Wlnelow’i Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces Influns- 
Uon,allay6 pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle'.

Organ Muslaand Voluntaries—Select 
List mailed free. B. E. Guild, Topeka, Kan.

If the following cui’|e> Jïad been per
formed in ‘Bible times, it certainly 
would have béen called à miracle.’ We 
will; leave the father and mother of the 
Uttle girl to tell the story : .
;“Our little girl, twelve years old, had 

the diphtheria,' of a malignant type, and 
it left her in such a state that it affected 
her mind and spine; and she was in such 
a condition she could not walk, talk or 
feed herself. She was continually in 
motion;- her hands, head and limbs 
could not be kept still »moment.
• “We employed the best physicians, 
arid they could do nothing for her, and 
advised us to send her to the University 
at Ann Arbor, Mich. As we were pre
paring to send her to that institution, a 
Mrs. Potter, of Albion, Mich., came to 
our, house and gave us one of Dr. A. B. 
Dobson’s circulars, stating that he had 
cured her, and she believed he could 
cure our little girl. We then said we 
would not send little Gertie to Ann 
Arbor till we had first counseled with 
the ‘humbug’at Maquoketa, Iowa. We 
wrote to Dr. Dobson; he answered im
mediately: he calling her disease a fear
ful case of St. Vitus’ dance. We lost no 
time In sending for his so-called spirit
ual remedies, arid in two weeks after 
she commenced, taking.them she was 
perfectly well, and we soon commenced 
sending her to school.' .This, naturally 
created an excitement, and the , sick 
flocked tô us, asking us who cured pur 
child. We told thém, gave his address, 
and we wrote him many letters for the. 
sick of this place ourselves, until his 
patients numbered hundreds, and many 
more wonderful cures were performed 
by him in this place.

“We heard Dr. Dobson was going to 
Jackson, and we wrote and asked him if 
he would not call on us, for we did so 
much want to see the man who had 
saved the life of our little pet. He said 
he would. We procured the best suite 
of rooms at the Donnelly House, and 
told our friends that Dr. Dobson would 
be there on the 14th of November, to 
remain two days. He came, and so did 
the sick; his rooms were full all the 
time of his stay. Over one hundred 
took his treatment. Our little Gertie 
met the Doctor several times—she and 
we naturally would love the one who 
had cured her. Whether this cure was 
done by spirit power wp know not; but 
one thing we do know: Our little girl 
was terribly afflicted, even at death’s 
door, and now she is as well as any 
member of the family; and by her 
getting Tvell it has been the means of 
many more in this town sending to him 
and .getting cured, If yob have any 
doubts of the above facts, write to us 
direct; or ito any responsible person of 
this place. J. C. Kimmel,

Mary Kimmel.

Mr. Kimmel -is a prominent clothing 
merchant, and he ana his wife are mem
bers of the Presbyterian Church of Ma
son, Ingham county, Mich.

Hundreds of such cases as this, Dr. 
Dobson and his band are curing 
monthly, among them many old-school 
physicians—Maquoketa, Iowa; Record.

(See ad. in another column.)
Address all letteig to San Jose, Cal.

A LADY IN NEED WOULD LIKE 
Al a position as housekeeper In a middle-aged 
widowers family, or to make nerself generally use
ful In some family. Would prefer Rhode Island or 
Massachusetts. Address E. 0. W., this office. 225

MRS. 0. PARTRIDGE,
PLATFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 
1 bnalneu mellum. Reading« personally or by 
letter ,i;oo. Brief raiding by maU 25 cent«. 291 Og
den avenue, Chicago, 111. 222 tf

MONEY FOR YOU I WANT 1000 
IVA good, live agents at once. I want only those 
willing to work, and In need of money. Bend 14 cento 
in stamps for sample and special terms. Address Mra. 
D. M. JozrBB, Louisa, Kentucky. 228

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences. . .

"DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
D largely a record of tbe'facts and demonstrations 
which the author has Been, heard of or presented In 
•his own experiment«. The history of the., various 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented,. and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred in Chicago. The .pictorial 
illustrations add much to the Interest and value of the

DR. GREER'S
- WVHULUM OF LIFE

'.v.....

MIND FORCE,
PABUL UM OF LIFE OR MIND FORCE 
A electrifles and illuminates tbe mind, restores lost 
harmony and lost vitality. , •

Pabulum of Life li i* no case a medicine, but a 
metaphysical nutrimental and life-generator of great 
power, *

Pabulum of Life Is a now creation and divine In
spiration, and will purify the moral and spiritual na- 
tureofman.

Pabulum of Life will Increase the vital force, stim
ulate tbe mind to action, awake tbe slumbering fac
ulties of the. soul, and re-vitallze the whole being.

Pabulum of Life contalnsa spirit essence or-Nntri- 
menl of great power. For instance, every tjmo a 
dose Is taken, the person, whether sickly or healthy, 
.will gain In proportion a certain amount of natural 
force or energizing power. .

Furthermore, 1t clears tbe Intellect, and Invigorates 
tbe mental faculties, and how It does all this, and 
eyen more, is a mystery, which no science can ex
plain, excepting on the grounds of electrical vital 
action, resulting from the absorption of a new com
bination of elements, or force generated and diffused 
throughout tbe constitution.

Pabulum of Life li exclusively derived from tfce 
active principle of the herb of Che field, tbe flowers 
of the,forest, and the leaves of the trees, and harmo
niously compounded at our laboratory.

Pabulum of Life Ts palatable and pleasant harm
less as the dew drop, of eminent utility, and for genera* 
ting a general inward vital energy, la without ex
ample In the whole domain of mediclpe.

rabulum 'of Life* Is equally adapted for all persons, 
male Or female, and ii ^specially Valuable to persona 
of frail constitution, or where there is a loss of nerve 
or vital force. . . . .

It will animate the weak and weary, invigorate tbe 
young, and re-juvenate the old.

Pjabnlnm of Life, is a condensed combination of 
crystellzed essence or force and must be attenuated or 
diluted tn about fifteen times its bulk ofwatkb, 
and may betaken as often aa three times a day.

Trial package hymall 11,00. Prepared only by

DILR. GREER,
127 La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World 

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN
A habited but now submerged part of this globe 

known as Atlantis, is one of much interest* Tbe 
data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies: from tbe deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches in the 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on tbe 
American continent—are here arranged in compact* 
literary form, in this very interesting volume. Tbe 
book possesses especial interest to Spiritualists be
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of tbe 
genuineness and truth of tbe statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantians concern
ing tbe fact of an Atlantis and a great people of tbe 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

PSYCHOMETRIC.
TTiO YOU WISH. AN UNPARALEL- 

JLs led reading, examination or advice on business, 
write to Dr. J. C. Phillips, the noted platform Test 
PaychometrlaL Enclose one dollar and. three 2-cent 
stamps, giving age and sex. Three questions an
swered for 25 centa. send stomp for statements of 
wonderful cures. Addreù 471 W. "Madison street, 
Chicago, TH. ,325

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Accountof the Status 

of Woman Through the Chrls- 
tian Ages, with Berninis- 

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

'THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN. 
J. formation succinctly «nd clo«rly «toted In tbli 

volume of DM page« la amazing. The title, m «hove 
given, fall, to convey an Idea of the fulnesi and com. 
Setene«» with which the eub)eota are treated. The 

atrlnrchete, or Mother-rule, 1« the theme of the flret 
Chapter, in which much lore, quatnt, queer and curl- 
oh«, la brought to view In elucidation of the anblect. 
Th!« 1« followed by chaptera on Celibacy, Canon Law, 
Marquette, Wltchcraft/Wlvea, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day. Past, Preaent, Fuiure; 
aqd there la not « chapter In the book that 1« not 
bandied In «maaterly manner, end that for quantity 
and quality of Information, la not worth the full , price 
of the volume. It la packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and tnteneelymtereatingfrom beginning to 
end! no onecanpoBBlbly regret bnyinglt; ft fa a val
uable addition to Ute library of any free and truth-lov- 
Ingmlnd. ■

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office. -

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AN ¿¿COUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT- 
Zl uallsm—so-called—from Its Inception at Hydes
ville. N. Y„ Including the experiences of the Fox Fam- 
iiy, sptritualistlo andotherwise, could not fall to be 
very, interesting, and the Interest 1s intensified when 
that'accountls written by one of the £ox Sisters. 
Such Is the fact in this Instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
nutated In a most entertaining manner, andwlthmore 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It Is a 
most Important part of-the history of the great Spirit* 
nhl’movement which now numbers Its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and* 
betterknowledge of Ito earlier modern origin and life. 
The tolum€ la enriched with, a number of -tflne en« 
graved portraits of membersot the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50. For sale ci thi* office» "

HARK! "
TTAVE YOU A TUMOR OR CANCER. 

J. J. ous growth? Do you wish a psychometric read- 
to%r iaIf'nphimn.r rf . re8ardl?K business? Write

L t P8’ tpv,n8®ge»nd sex, and encJodng 
°?e,d2n8r' ftnd three 2-cent stamps. 

Three questions briefly answered for 25 cento. Ad.- 
dress, 471 W Madison Bt. Chicago, Ill. 2O9tf

INVALIDS
LL HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
VV stampa, their disease, or symptomi, wlllrecelve 

pamphlet apd advice FBKEto cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
tagton, Ohio tf

'THE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
A tbre« 2-cent «tamp« for private letter of ndvloa 

from the Bplrlt-world. W. P. Pbelon. M. D.. Ill Jack* 
ion Boulevard Chicago Ill. . ' ij)a

CPIRIT UALISTSJHSTTING CHICAGO

JT/WF

URS, F. S, DE WOLF' INDEFEND- 
1VJ cut slate-writing and test medium. Circle for 
ladles, Thursday afternoon. 4W W. VanBuren Street,
rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send LULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex, J FILL bandwriting or leading symptoms; you 
■ ■ B^^will receive a correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 358, Lansing, Mich.

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT.
Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for illustrated circular and bow to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. F. POOLE, Clinton, Iowa.________________

YES YOU GAN ' 
pET WELL. SEND $1 FOR A BOT- 
W Ueol EuxatwLmi. A«plrltremedy. Purely 
veyeteble, «nd Migaetked. Po»ltlvely renew« iSi 
ThouMnd« rejoice over health reatored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailments there la no better remedy 
made. Bend for circular. Dr. E. g. Myan CMntom 
Iowa.______________ ____ ___________ a#

KOUR PRESENT AND FUTURE.—
Aak three questions. Give age, sex and com* 

plexlon. Enclose fl. Agnes A. Miller, Diamond. 
Arkansas.__________________________228

DR, HENRY ROGERS.
'THE CELEBRATED MEDIUM FOR 
A Independent slate-writing,^ pictures, and ptber 
ibaseB.- 238 Park avenue, (near Hoyne avenue), 
jbic&go. III., algo makes a specialty ot dtagnoilng 

and curing disease where others - have failed. Dr« 
Rogers makes Illg-remarkable cures entirely through 
spirit He is endorsed Vjr the Bpjrfmal press 
as Qelng one .9! the Jieat Clairv'ovantg and phenouga« 
nal-mediums-In tha world. Bitting» dally for slate* 
writing and dtagnosla. ___________ ■ ' 224 -

pELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
A li 2-cent stamps, Jock of hair, name, age, sex. one 
leading »ymptoin, and I -will diagnose your disease 
Tee with the aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. 8. Williams. 
bake Geneva, Wls. _______ _________ ¿23

7KE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
Sinclair, will «end yon by letter a life reading of 

mo past and future with date«. Mall « lock of ualr •nd one dollar. Addre«. Prof. H. W. BlnSSr, No. 21 
WeitAve., Jackzon, Mlcb.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER! ' 
FEND THREE e-CENT STAMPS 

kJ lock of balr, age, n«me, sei, one leading «ymnloiA 
Dr 1° B. Dob^sln Jote6d fre<‘by 

PHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
A Beading or «lx que.tlon. aniwered, 60 cent« «nd 
three «tamp«. Mabgvkbit« BtrBTOH,147a W*ihln«- 
on«troet,Bo«ton. Mau. ¡¡jj*

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
Al the Eyes, tbe Catarrh, and, In fact, the entire 
SSSS*«^.end VW0’cPnt «tamps, and I will Bend 
printed information. Also Photograph of my spirit* 
guide who revealed this knowledge to me. b V 
Foolk, Clinton, Iowa.

CARL SEXTUS
PRACTICAL HYPNOTIST, CURES 
1nervous diseases, rheumatism and muscle dis* 
eases by vital magnetism; develops latent psychical 
powers. Commended by medical men, the consuls 
of Norway. Sweden and Denmark, and the dally 
press. Letters requesting advice must contain >1.00. 
Office hours 2 to 6 f. m. 224 East Ontario street, 
Chicago. Ill. 225
MRS. C M. SAWYER WILL HOLD 

1VJ. Physical and Materializing Circles at her Par
lors 2o6 West 89lh street, New York City, Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday evenings at 8 o’clock, and 
Thursday and Saturday afternoons at 2 o'clock sharp.
AifRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 

1V1 demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It Is not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No watting. 25 and SO cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 
848 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 229

DR. S. RANDALL’S
Union Park Sanitarium

TS SITUATED ON ONE OF THE
X most central and picturesque parks In Chicago, at 
82 Ogden Avenue. The sanitarium heals the sick 
with every means known to modern medical science 
and skill. It Is specially recommended for Invalids 
and so-called incurables. For particulars address Mrs. 
L. Pkt Ahdkbson Bovke, 82 Ogden Ave., Chicago, Ill.

ACTINA
The Great Ozone Vaporizer.

A COMPLETE POCKET BATTERY, 
both chemical and electrical. Positively cures 

Catarrh, Bronchitis, Hay Fever, Deafness, Granulated 
Eyelids, Coughs, Colds, Headache and Weak Lungs. 
Thousands testify to its wonderful curative powers. 
A Valuable book mzi on application; contains com
plete method of treatment. References and many 
testimonials. 485 South BL, Springfield, Missouri. 228

URS. B. IRELAND^ TRANCE ME- 
IVl dlum. Private sittings daily. Circle Friday 
evening«. 2926 Cottage Grove Ave. 223

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND
Bong«, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Gems, 
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dress1 Hudson Tuttle & Co., Publishers, Berlin 
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FORSTER, DR. W. M.
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Dr.' W. M. Foestek. 1059 Market BL, San Francisco, 
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THE D1AKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
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IL Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
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THOMAS PAINE.
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to this hour, and your solicitors ascupy 
well >y know it. At 

here Mr. Paine
as my own attorno'I-

least they know now w‘
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I cannot take the time to make more 
lengthy quotations from Mr. Barlow's 
letter, but I will summarize his state
ments as follows:

riS

Paine begs the Lord Jesus Christ 
for mercy. -
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The Great Freethinker, the 
Model Humanitarian.

■ i ■ ■

A Lecture Delivered
BY MOSES HULL

At Anderson, Ind., on the 157th 
Anniversary of the Birth of Thomas 
Paine,

While the following is but an incom
plete synopsis of that lecture, given to a 
packed house, it will give the large 

i numbers unable to gain admittance, and 
1 for whose benefit it is published, a good 
idea of what that great speech was: and 
open blinded eyes to facts in history 
heretofore kept hidden.

Mr. Hull read the following-poem as 
an introduction to his lecture:

. When buried heroes come to life,
And; speak of memories of the past, 

Columbia's army in the strife 
■ For liberty shall not be last;
For, nobly marching with the throng, 

Who fought and bled for freedom’s 
reign, ~ -

Shall come the man of thought and song, 
The author-hero, Thomas Paine.

When France shall lift her banners fair, 
And brighter hopes shall dawn once 

more, . .
In counting up her jewels rare, 

She’ll not forget the days of yore;
For, when the name of LaFayette

Shall summon others in its train, 
There’s one they never can forget, 

'■ The author-hero, Thomas Paine. 
When England’s pride-shall be to sing 

Of those who swell her grand array, 
More noble yet than lord or king, 

Great nature’s aristocracy;
By need of service done,

By manhood raised in heart and brain; 
Recalled shall be her outlawed son, 

The author-hero, Thomas Paine.
When priestcraft dies amid the shouts 

Of men who act with “Common Sense,” 
And creeds their folly prove, in doubts 

Which end in proving their pretense;
And when the “Age of Reason” brings 

The better day, we’ll ne’er complain, 
And talk no more of priests and kings, 

But of our hero, Thomas Paine.
And when the world shall learn the tale

So finely told by noble deed, 
They’ll from his mem’ry lift the veil 

Now resting on the mighty dead; 
And in his place aloft he’ll stand, 

And priests may howl and curse 
vain;

For truth and justice, hand in hand, 
Shall keep our hero, Thomas Paine.
Ladies and gentlemen:' Two texts 

pecur to my mind as mottoes for my sub
ject. One’is, the words of the immortal 
McKay:

“Ever the right comes uppermost, 
And ever is justice done.”

The other is:
“The mills of the gods grind slow, 

But grind exceeding small;
With patience stand they waiting, 

With exactness grind they all.”
Justice sometimes seems tardy; right 

does not always come uppermost in this 
world. It did not in the case of 
Socrates, Jesus, Joan of Arc, nor Thomas 
Paine. There is another life, where 
the apparent wrongs which men suffer 
here are made right. Not one of the 
quartet of heroes of whom I have spoken 
is dead. In that “better country”—the 
country where masks are thrown off, 
they reap the reward of their attempts 
to make this world better.

Thomas Paine, the subject of this dis
course, finished writing the “Age of 
Reason” just one hundred years ago ye- 
terday. In fact, he made arguments 
which could not be met; and for that he 
has never been forgiven. The argu
ments used against him have been 
vituperation, slander and perjury. And 
what is the character of the man, who 
for a century has been thus maligned by 
a slandering clergy and an ignorant and 
superstitious laity? His character can 
be found in his writings. In his 
“Rights of Man,” page 170, he says:

“In stating these matters I speak an 
open and disinterested language, dic
tated by no passion but that of hu
manity. To me, who have not only 
refused offers because I thought them 
improper, but have, declined rewards I 
might with reputation have accepted, it 
is no wonder that meanness and imposi
tion appear disgusting. Independence 
is my happiness, and I view things as 
they are, without regard to place or 
person; my country is the world,. and 
my religion is to dp good.” . .

That religion is just the onedn. which 
John Wesley and others of his con
temporaries, and still others of this day, 
did not and do not believe; and for that 
he has been pilloried before the world as 
the enemy of all righteousness. -

I remember a case in point: AMetho- 
dist minister once in denouncing Thomas 
Paine said: “I once, when a young man, 
thought it would be smart and afford a

cloak for my sins topretend to be an in
fidel. I would get Tom Paine’s ‘Age of 
Reason’ and post myself up. I got the book 
andbegantoreadit. I had not read more 
than two pages of his atheistic blas
phemies, his obscenities and his ribaldry 
until the book, which I hoped would 
confirm me in my infidelity, drove me to 
Christ for mercy. I would advise any 
person tinctured with infidelity to pur
chase and read Tom Paine’s ‘Age of 
Reason.’ ”

I asked him what obscenity, what 
blasphemy and atheism he found in 
Paine's writings. He answered: “It is 
found on every page; you cannot turn 
where it is not.” I then asked him to 
quote a specimen for me. He refused, 
saying: “No decent man would quote 
it.” I begged of him to at least favor 
us with a reference to where it might 
be found. After pumping him several 
minutes, I got him to tell one thing he 
said was in it. His language was about 
this: “Well, if you must have it, I will 
tell you one thing he said. He said that 
Jesus Christ was a bastard, and died 
with the delirium tremens.”

I happened to have the “Age of 
Reason” in reach. I held it up before 
him, and said: “Here is the book. 
Every word of it can be read in three 
hours. I have but little money, but I 
will give you one hundred dollars if you 
will find anything like that in the 
book.” Of course he refused. I pressed 
the matter, and finally said: “You have 
falsified, either in pretending to read 
what you have not read, or in stating 
what you have read in the ‘Age of 
Reason.’” As I told those who heard 
these remarks where the book could be 

■purchased, the result was that dozens Of 
copies of the “Age of Reason” were 
purchased and read in that town within 
the next month.

I believe about all the falsehoods con
> cerning Thomas Paihe werO started by 
a tory Methodist minister named James 
Cheatham. They were proved false, 
and the reverend slanderer was con
victed of perjury in the courts; but that 
made little difference; the stories were 
started “for Christ’s sake,” and found 
their way into the Sunday-school books, 
and so they are kept up. The Rev. Mr. 
Talmage, who can crowd more false
hoods into one sentence than any other 
one man before the public, got all of 
them into one of his sermons in a single 
paragraph, as follows:

“Thomas Paine, the paragon of Bible 
haters; Thomas Paine, about whom his 
brother infidel, William Carver, wrote 
in a letter which I have in my house, 
saying that he drank a quart of rum a 
day, and was too dishonest to pay for it; 
Thomas Paine, the adored of modern 
infidels; Thomas Paine, who stole an
other man’s wife and brought her to this 
country; Thomas Paine, who was so 
squalid, and so loathsome, and so 
drunken, and so profligate, and so 
beastly in his habits; sometimes picked 
out of the ditch; sometimes too filthy to 
be picked out; Thomas Paine—one 
would have thought that he could have 
been depended on for good steadfastness 
against the great delusion [Christian
ity],.but no, in his dying hour he begs 
the Lord Jesus for mercy.”

Before I begin my reply to these 
falsehoods, let me mark and number 
them. Here they are, seriatim:

1. Thomas Paine, a Bible-hater.
2. Carver says he was too dishonest 

to pay for his rum.
3. Paine drank a quart of rum a day.
4. He has Carver’s letter in his 

house.

Cheatham, "whose property was con
fiscated on account of his opposition to 
the government, and his aid and sympa
thy with England in her effort to crush 
the life out of the colonies of America, 
Mr. Cheatham failing to prove his 
charges in this country, and finding 
himself indicted for his falsehoods, 
wrote to Joel Barlow, our minister to 
France, to find evidence that in that 
country he had been guilty of some of 
the sins he had charged on him here. 
But Mr. Barlow was not.a good witness 
for Mr. Cheatham. He wrote:

“I never heard before that Paine was 
intoxicated that night. . Indeed, the of
ficers brought him to my house, which 
was two miles from my lodgings, and 
about as much from where he had been 
dining. He was not intoxicated when 
they came to me. You ask me what 
company he kept. He always frequented 
the best in England and in France.”

■ THOMAS PAINE.

1. Paine “was a good talker.”
2. “Never heard of Paipe being in

toxicated.”
3. “Paine always kept good com

pany.”
4. “Had a good mind. ”
5. “Was sober when arrested.”

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Paine stole another man’s wife.
Paine was squalid.
Loathsome.
Drunken.
Profligate.
Beastly.
Picked out of the ditch.
Too filthy to be picked out.

These statements are every one false, 
and I cannot think Mr. Talmage knew 
so little as not to know it. Let us look 
at a few of them:

I asked was Mr. Paine an infidel—a 
Bible hater. No, he loved the Bible; 
he did not like the idea of making a 
fetich of it. He himself replies to Mr. 
Talmage’s charge that he was an 
infidel. He said:

“Infidelity does not consist in believ
ing or disbelieving; it consists in pre
tending to believe what one does not 
believe. It is impossible to calculate 
the moral mischief, if I may so express 
it, that mental lying has produced in 
society. When a man has so far cor
rupted and prostituted the chastity of 
his mind as to subscribe his professional 
belief to what he does not believe, he 
has prepared himself for the commission 
of every crime.”

Paine was right; and with this very 
sensible definition of infidelity he was 
as far from being an infidel as any man 
in the world. Farther, much farther 
from it than the average man who has 
learned the trade of preaching, and 
finds- himself 'compelled, for a small 
stipend, to preach what in his heart of 
hearts he does not believe.

Was Paine a drunkard? All these 
stories originated with one James

6. > “Alwaystruthful.” • . . s > 
7. “Charitable beyond his means.” 
These few sentences will give a pretty 

godd view of what our French minister 
thought of Thomas Paine. Of all men 
in the world, Barlow perhaps knew Mr. 
Paine best.

Did Paine steal another man’s wife? 
This was the one charge brought 
against Mr. Paine which got Cheatham 
into trouble. Paine, Boneville and 
Carver had all gone to the other side 
when the Cheatham slanders came to 
the front, and but few cared enough 
about the matter to come to the front 
with a refutation of the religious Res. 
But Cheatham made the mistake o£lell- 
ing who the woman was; the woman 
was still alive, and well respected by 
everybody. She and her friends had 
the Methodist tory and falsifier ar
rested,and she proved in court that it 
was at her husband’s request that Mr. 
Paine allowed her to come to this 
country with him—that Mr. B. sent her 
here because of the danger arising from 
the unsettled state of affairs in France, 
and that he was compelled to remain 
until matters were more settled, and 
that he passed away before he could get 
free to follow his wife and children. Mr. 
Cheatham was found guilty, and was 
punished for his slander and perjury. 
That, however, makes little difference 
with the Rev. Talmage and his fellow 
slanderers of the dead; they know there 
are thousands who will never take the 
trouble to look up the facts, and they 
will make a little momentary capital 
with such people.

Mr. Talmage says he has William 
Carver’s letter in his house, which 
states that Paine drank a quart of rum 
a day, and was too dishonest to pay for 
it. I will give Mr. T. a receipt for the 
hundred dollars he owes me if he will 
show me that letter. The fact is, he 
has no such letter; he never had stich a 
letter, nor never saw it. No such letter 
ever existed, and Talmage knows it. ‘He 
probably has an old Sunday-school book 
with a falsehood in it a little similar to 
the one he tells. Mr. Carver, who was 
Mr. Paine’s friend, and defended him 
after he was dead, never said Paine 
drank one drop of rum in his life. The 
facts are, that after Paine left Carver’s, 
Carver sent his bill to him; the bill was 
larger than Paine expected, and he 
wrote for an explanation; and Carver in 
reply told what a costly boarder. Paine 
was. Paine, be it remembered, was a 
very popular man; he had a great deal 
of company. Carver fed his company.- 
In those days rum was on every respect
ably-set table. Ministers indulged in it 
at home, at the communion-table, and 
at conference. A quart of rum was con
sumed a day; it was Paine's company 
that consumed it; he therefore charged 
it to Paine, and Paine did not refuse to 
pay for it.

All the talk about Paine being 
squalid, beastly, drunken, picked out of 
the ditch, too filthy to be picked out, 
etc’., is merely theological ad cap
tanawn. .

The story of Paine’s calling on Jesus 
for mercy at his death is mere fabrica
tion, thoroughly refuted in Vale’s life of 
Paine. “Paine died,” says the;"his
torian, “peacefully and quietly, without 
a struggle, retaining all his mental fac
ulties to the last." Willett Hicks,.the 
Quaker who took care of him, and who 
was present to the very last, disputed 
all this stuff about Paine’s death. ,

Apropos to this, I see in the Chicago 
limes that Paine is denounced as a blas
phemer, an Atheist and a blackguard. 
What are the facts in the case? In the

7 — _____ _
“Agotof Reason,’]». 11, he publishes his 
creedR'Hereit iR .

“IRblieve in oneGodand, no more; I 
hopej.jqr happiness beyond this life; I 
beliejrje'in the equality of man; and I be
lieve 'that religions duties consist in do
ing ji^tice, lovingimercv, and endeavor
ing to make our fellow-beings happy.”

I say nothing 'against Atheism, but 
alloWiipp to ask: j^yasthis the creed of 
anAtlf^ist? DidAanyone in this audi
ence ever read a better creed than this? 
For believing in the equality of man; in 
doing justice; in Wring mercy, and in 
endeavoring to make his fellow crea
tures happy, he has been pursued for 
a hundred years as though he was an 
Abraham denying his wife, or offering 
to slay one son, after driving another 
son and his mother out into the desolate 
wilderness to starve! dr a Moses teach
ing his friends how to “spoil the Egyp
tians;” or a David, putting his enemies 
under saws and harrows, or in furnaces. 
If Paine had been a Raul, preaching 
against circumcision and then circum
cising Timothy, or becoming all things 
to all men; or even a Peter, lying and 
cursing, and swearing, he could not 
have been pursued with more vehe
mence than ne has for giving the world 
the most sensible creed It ever read.

In contrast with Paine’s creed let us 
examing the opinions of John Wesley.

Wesley said: '
“They [the Church of England] wish, 

then, tp'repress outward sin; to reclaim 
the péqple from cursing and drunken
ness, and Sabbath-breaking. They are 
well pleased that their parishioners grow 
more diligent ana honest. Nay, they 
are glad that their parishioners are 
brought to practice both justice and 
mercy,—in a word] all this is nothing 
before God.”-Misc. Works, Vol. iii: 
p. 99.. •

I wonder if even the Methodists of to
day, when in their sober senses, would 
not acknowledge that Paine's creed is 
better than the Methodism of Wesley. 
Paine states an item of his belief in his 
will, written less than five months be
fore he passed away. In this document, 
dated January 18,1809, he gays: 
, “Reposing confidence' in my creator, 
God, for I know no other, nor believe in 
any other, I. Thom.asPahie, of the State 
of New York,” etc.,’etc. ... ..
• In this will he- remembers the Bonne
ville children, and leaves money, he 
says:

“For their education and mainten
ance. In order to bring them well up, 
give them good and useful learning, and 
instruct them in their duty to their God 
and the practice of morality.”

In his will also he tells the world what 
his life had been. He said:

“I have lived an honest and useful 
life to mankind; my time has been spent 
in doing good, and I die in perfect com
posure and resignation to the will of my 
creator, God.”

This should forever settle the case as 
to Paine's life. His arguments for the 
existence of God, I.heard used by Rev. 
Joseph Cook. His discourse delivered 
before the Society of Theo-philanthro- 
pists, has: been preserved. Here is one 
of his arguments:

“Do we want to contemplate God’s 
power? We see it in the immensity of 
creation. Do we want to contemplate 
His wisdom? We see it in the unchang
ing order by which the incomprehensi
ble whole is governed. Do we want to 
contemplate His mercy? We see it in 
His not withholding Elis abundance even 
from the unthankful. In fine, do we 
want to know what God is? Search not 
written books, but the scriptures called 
creation.”

Paine said: “Any system of religion 
that shocks the mind of a child cannot 
be a true system.”

I well remember going to church 
when a child, and hearing descriptions 
of hell which caused my hair to stand 
on end. Thank God, after more than 
thirty years of effort, I can say, as Car
lyle did: “I learned many things in 
Sabbath-school, a few of which, by the 
grace of God, I have been enabled to 
forget.” ■

The Minnesota University is abreast 
of the times, and has abolished the 
time-honored system of credit marks, 
which lingers as a relic of barbarism in 
children’s schools; and passes the 
student,on his general merit, arid not on 
his success as a machine in oramming 
his memory. It has also rescinded the 
•rules making attendance at the chapel 
compulsory. Previously these were en
forced, and “spotters” were employed to 
mark the delinquents. Now attend
ance is at the pleasure of the students, 
and they are in every way treated like 
reasoning and responsible beings, and 
not like children. All of which shows 
that the faculty have escaped from the 
old ruts of theology, and that the uni
versity wjll take a higher rank as an 
educational factor.

It ?s hardly necessary to go exten- 
sivel;- into the life of Thomas Paine. He 
was born at Thetford, in England, Janu
ary 29,1737, and was reared just as other 
children of that day were. He worked 
with his father at stay-making until he 
was seventeen years old. At that- time 
he enlisted in the navy, and shipped on 
the ship “Terrible.” After a while he 
became very anxious to be changed to 
“The King of Prussia,” this was done; 
thé ‘‘Terrible” went down the next time 
it put out to sea. .IThus Pained saved 
his life .by the inspiration which came 
upon hiin to change ships. His life at 
another, time was’saved as if by a mira
cle. Of that I will speak Ititer. In 
1759, he married Miss Mary Lambert, 
who bhly lived onee.year. He became 
an excise man, or What we calla Cus
tom House officer, but was dismissed for 
exposing the specuihtions of his supe
riors in office. The government soon 
learned: its mistake and restored him to

his position. He afterwards wrote a 
book on-their excise tariff system, ex
posing the wrongs in it. For this he 
was discharged from office.

In 1771 he marrieda Miss Oliye, daugh
ter of a tobacconist, and worked with his 
father-in-law at the tobacco business. 
For reasons known only to themselves 
Mr. Paine and his wife never lived to
gether; neither one of them ever told 
the reason. Neithei' ever spoke a word 
against the other, but no amount of 
pumping could ever get either of them 
to tell the reason of their not living to
gether.

In 1774 Mr. Paine met Benjamin 
Franklin in London; Franklin, after 
hearing Paine talk, got acquainted with 
him, and decided he was just about the 
man needed in America, and urged him 
to come. Franklin’s letter introduced 
him to the ones here who could help 
him, and almost immediately he got in 
asjeditor of the Pennsylvania Magazine. 
There he immediately began to attract 
attention as a writer of great force. 
Shortly after he came here, so the story 
goes, there was a very important meet
ing of, a few rebels in Philadelphia. 
Among them was one George Washing
ton; a Virginia planter; B. Rush, a Phila
delphia physician, Ben. Franklin, a Phil
adelphia printer, and a Boston lawyer 
by the name of Adams. They were dis
cussing the ways and means of carrying 
on the Rebellion. It seemed they had 
gone as far as they could winter weather 
was upon them; our poor, almost or en
tirely barefooted soldiers could endure 
the thing no longer; they had lost hope 
and were deserting the army. In fact, 
all hope of succeeding in our war was 
gone. Franklin had invited Paine to 
come in to that meeting; at a rather late 
hour a rap was heard at the door; a serv
ant stepped to the door and reported 
that a gentleman at the door wished to 
speak with Mr. Franklin. Franklin 
went to the door, and after a few mo
ments, low conversation brought Mr. 
Paine in and introduced him to the con
ference, then explained the subject un
der discussion. Mr. Paine's first words 
startled everyone more than anything 
they had heard before since the rebel
lion had been inaugurated. “This is 
not a rebellion,” said Paine; “it is a 
revolution.” He then went’on to point 
out that we could gain independence as 
easily as we could get England to reduce 
our taxes, or to convene our legislatures 
at more convenient times and places. 
He next showed the absurdity of having 
a king, and pointed out to them the 
prospective growth of our “free and in
dependent states,” from a little margin 
on the bank of the Atlantic to a conti
nent extending from sea to sea; he 
prophesied of our great farms and cities 
and of our white-winged vessels carry
ing our commerce to every part of the 
world.

When he finished, his little audience 
wm almost entranced and George Wash- 
inlfcm grasped him by both hands and 
said: “Mr. Paine, write this out for 
the American armies.” Before two 
o’clock the next morning Paine was 
writing “Common Sense.” The result 
was electrical. It was ordered read in 
the army. It set men to thinking as 
they- had never thought before; desert
ing soldiers returned; they could endure 
anything to see Mr. Paine's ideas car
ried out. Washington said:

“Such flaming arguments as in the 
pamphlet, ‘Common Sense,’ will not 
leave numbers at a loss to decide on the 
propriety of separation."

Major General Lee said:
"I never saw such a masterly, irresist- 

able performance. ... In short, I 
own mysejf convinced by the arguments, 
of the necessity of separation.”

Samuel Bryan said:
“This book may be called the ’Book 

of Genesis,’for it was the beginning. 
From this spread the Declaration of In
dependence.”

Morse said: .
“The change in public sentiment in 

consequence of ‘Common Sense,’ is 
without a parallel.” ■

I have neither the time nor the dispo
sition to make lengthy extracts from 
“Common Sense,” or to give even an 
outline of its arguments. Suffice it to 
say it was written to show that no for
eign potentate had any right here. AS 
time has converted all the world to Mr. 
Paine’s position, I may premise that he 
was correct when he said: “Time makes 
more converts than reason.” The fol
lowing brief quotation will give you an 
idea of what you may find at greater 
length by reading the whole book:

“The state of a king shuts him from 
the world, while the Business of a king 
requires him to know it thoroughly; 
wherefore the different parts unnatur
ally opposing and destroying each other 
prove the whole character to be absurd. 
How came the king by a power which 
the people are afraid to trust, and al
ways are obliged to check? Such a 
power could not be the gift of a wise 
people; neither can any power which 
needs checking be from God.” ... “A 
French bastard landing with an armed 
banditti, and establishing himself as 
king of England, against the consent of 
the natives, is, in plain terms, a very 
paltry, rascally original. It certainly 
hath no divinity in it.” . . . “As to 
usurpation, no man will be so hardy as 
defend it; and that William the Con
queror was a usurper is a fact not to be 
contradicted. The plain truth is that 
the aniiqiiity of English monarchy will 
not bear looking into.”

If . my memory serves me -right I 
promised to contrast the writings of 
Thomas Paine with those of John Wes
ley on this point. They both came from 
the Same country; Paine came to see 
that wehad freedom and a republic; 
Wesley came to fise'his power, and the 
power of the church of which he was

the founder, against republicanism and 
freedom, Wesley in his “Miscellaneous 
Works,” vol. III., p. 487, says:

“As soon as I was convinced that they 
(the Americans) sought independency, I 
knew they were wrong.”

Again ne said:
“Do all these (the dissenters) defend 

the American rebels? I hope not a 
tenth part of them.”

In his reply to Dr. Smith, Wesley 
said:

“You profess to be contending for lib
erty; but it is a vain, empty profession; 
unless you mean by that threadbare 
word, a liberty from obeyingyour right
ful sovereign, and from keeping the 
fundamental laws of the country. And 
this undoubtedly it is which the Con
federate Colonies are now contending 
for.” '

Again:
“That they (the Colonists) contend for 

the cause of liberty,is another mistaken 
proposition. What liberty do you want, 
either civil or religious? You had the 
same liberty we had in England; I say 
you had; but you have now thrown 
away the substance and retain only the 
shadow. You have no liberty now, 
either civil or religious, but what Con
gress pleases to allow.”

In his address to the American Colo
nies, Mr. Wesley said:

“But you say you are entitled to life, 
liberty and property, by nature—that 
you never ceded to any sovereign power 
the right to dispose of these without 
consent. ... If your ancestors were 
subjects they acknowledged the sov
ereign; if they had a right to English 
privilege, they were accountable to 
English laws, and had ceded to the 
king and parliament the power of dis
posing without their consent of both 
their lives, liberty and properties.”

Paine had said:
“Man has no property in man, neither 

has one generation property in genera
tions which follow.”

Again, Wesley said:
“The people never surrender it (their 

power) at all; they could not surrender 
it, for they never had it.”—Reply to 
Smith.

“The assumption that people are the 
origin of power is in every way indektn- 
sible.'’—“Thoughts Concerning the'niri- 
gin of-Rower.”

How different that kind of talk from 
that afterward dealt out by Abraham 
Lincoln. He said: “A government of 
the people, for the people and by the 
people.”

Again, Wesley said, in his “Address 
on the American Colonies:”

“The supreme power of England has 
a right to levy a tax on them (the 
colonies) for any beneficial end to the 
whole Empire. Would being inde
pendent of England make you more 
free? Far, very far, from it. . . . 
Would a republican form of govern
ment give us more liberty, either re
ligious or civil? By no means. No 
governments under heaven are so des
potic as republicanism. No subjects 
are governed in so arbitrary a manner 
as those of a commonwealth. . . Oh, 
let us follow after peace, let us put away 
our sins, the real ground of all our 
Calamities; which never will nor never 
can be removed until we fear God, and 
honor the king.”

This is enough to show Wesley's atti
tude toward this Government. Thomas 
Paine foiled him at every point: no 
wonder Wesley and his Coadjutors hated 
him.

After waiting “Common Sense,” Paine 
went with the army; he carried both a 
muSket and a pen; but ho demonstrated 
that the pen is mightier than the sword. 
His next great production was “The 
Crisis;” this came out at regular inter
vals in pamphlet form until the war was 
over.

The first words of the first number 
were as follows:

“These are the times which try 
men's souls. The summer soldier and 
the sunshine patriot will, in th is crisis, 
shrink from the service of his country; 
but hjs that stands it now deserves the 
loves and thanks of man and woman. 
Tyranny, like hell, is not easily con
quered; yet we have this consolation 
with us, that the harder the conflict the 
more glorious the triumph. What we ob
tain too cheap we esteem too lightly; 
‘tis dearness only that gives everything 
its value. Heaven knows how to put a 
proper price on its goods; and it would 
be strange indeed, if so celestial an 
article as freedom should not be highly 
rated.”

When certain ones urged that we 
should settle with England on any terms 
and call the question up later, he 
responded:

“If there must be war, let it be in my 
day. that my children may have peace.”

To the charge made by John Wesley 
and others, that the Americans were 
rebels, he replied:

‘‘He that rebels against reason is a 
rebel; but he that in defending reason, 
rebels against tyranny, has a better 
title t<) 'defender of the faith’ than 
George the III.”

There were in all sixteen numbers of 
“The Crisis,” in the last of. which Mr. 
Paine wrote: •

“The times that try men’s souls are 
over, and the greatest revolution the 
world ever knew is ■ ¡gloriously and 
happily accomplished; Not every 
country can boast so fair an origin. . . 
Rome, once the proud mistress of the 
world, was originally a land of robbers. 
Plunder and rapine made her rich; and 
her oppressions of millions made her 
great. But America never need be 
ashamed to tell her birth, nor relate the 
stages by which she arose to an empire.”

After the war was over Mr. Paine be
came Secretary of Foreign Affairs; or 
what would be called-Secretary of State.

Ab such he subscribed $500, all the money 
lie had in the world, to help our Govern
ment through its financial crisis. Find
ing that not enough, he went to France 
and obtained a gift of 6,000,000 livres, 
and a loan of 10,000,000 more, and thus 
enabled the new government to tide 
itself over the financial crisis, caused 
principally by the war.

He afterward became clerk of the 
Pennsylvania legislature, for which the 
legislature voted him $5,000. The 
Government also, in consideration of 
his great services, presented him a farm 
of 350 acres of land In New York.

By this time the revolution was under 
way in France, and Paine determined 
to go there to assist the revolutionists. 
Franklin urged him not to go, said, “We 
have freedom here, and where freedom 
is, there is my home.” Paine’s response 
represented the man; said, he “They 
have not freedom in France, and where 
freedom is not, there is my home.”

Paine invented the suspension bridge 
and built two of them; one at Rother
ham and one at Yorkshire.

In 1790 he wrote his noted reply to 
Edmund Burke, entitled, “The Rights 
of Man. ” This was written in London' in 
the heart of toryism. The Government 
tried to buy it; failing in that it tried to 
suppress it. Being afraid to attack 
Paine, it began a process against his 
publisher, pretending that Paine could 
not be found. When Paine heard of it, 
he wrote Sir Archibald McDonald, his 
prosecutor:

“You began a prosecution against my 
publisher, you said, because Mr. Paine 
could not be found. Mr. Paine, sir, so 
far from secreting himself, never went 
a step cut of his way to avoid any step 
you might adopt with reference to him. 
It is on the purity of his heart, and the 
universal utility of principles and truths 
which his writings contain, that he risks 
the issue: and he will not dishonor it by 
any kind of subterfuge. The apart
ments which he occupied at the time of 
writing that work he continues to oc-

can be found. Sir, for the appearance 
of fairness on your part, for it is the 
rightofdiscussionand investigation that 
is questioned, I propose that you cease 
your prosecution against my publisher;

. . . and direct your whole process 
against me, with whojn you will riot find 
it impossible to enter into any private 
negotiation. . . I believe Mr. Burke, 
finding himself not able to answer ‘The 
Rights of Man,’ has promoted this ' 
prosecution. 1 shall return the compli
ment by showing him to be a masked 
pensioner at fifteen hundred pounds per 
annum.”

Inasmuch as England thoroughly 
hated him for writing “The Rights of 
Man,” it may be well to make a very 
few quotations from it. On page 17 he 
says:

“Man has no property in man, neither 
has any generation property in genera
tions which follow.”

On primogenitureship ,.’.ie said:
“The nature and character of aristoc

racy shows itself in this law; it is a law 
against every law of nature, and nature 
itself calls for its destruction. Estab
lish family justice and aristocracy falls. 
By the aristocratical law of primogen
itureship, in a family of six children 
five are exposed. Aristocracy has never 
but one child. The rest are begotten to 
be devoured. They are thrown to the 
cannibal for prey, and the natural 
parent prepares the unnatural repast.”

On toleration, he says:
“Who art thou, vain dust and ashes, 

by whatever name thou art called, 
whether a king, a bishop, a church, or 
a state, a parliament or^anything else 
that obtrudes thine insignificance be
tween a soul and its Maker? Mind 
thine own concerns. If he believes not 
as thou believes, it is a proof that thou 
believeth not as he believeth, and there 
is no earthly power can determine be
tween you.”

In one of his hits at aristocracy he has 
the following:

“Aristocracy is a kind of fungus grow
ing out of the corruption of society. . . 
The more aristocracy appeared, the 
more it was despised. There was a 
visible imbecility—a want of intellect^ 
in it. While it affected to be more than, 
citizen, it was less than man. It was 
jeered at as an ass rather than dreaded 
as a lion. . . The nobility are gen
erally those of no ability.”

Once more:
“Government by monks who know 

nothing of the world beyond the walls 
of a convent, is as consistent as a govern
ment by kings.”

On freedom of thought he has the 
following:

“Freedom has been hunted around the 
globe, reason was considered a rebellion; 
and the slavery of fear had made men 
afraid to think. But such is the irre
sistible nature of truth, that all it asks 
is the liberty of appearing. The sun 
needs no inspiration to distinguish him 
from darkness.”

I might stand here and quote all night 
from this great book; but I must make 
this suffice. Such statements as I have 
quoted from this book caused Andrew 
Jackson, president of the United States, 
when he made a subscription to get a 
monument for Thomas Paine, to say:

“Thomas Paine needs no monument 
in the hearts of the lovers of liberty. 
‘The Rights of Man’ will be more en
during than all the piles of marble and 
granite man can erect.”

While Mr. Raine ■ vyas in. France. he . 
was elected a member bf 'theifi.General 
Assembly, which - corresponds with our 
Congress. He \vas everywhere, and at 
all times on Uibaidettaf. mercy. Now 
that the revolution was over he favored
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At Last Redeemed—Two Souls 
Made Happy..

CHAPTER VIII................
She shuddered, and drew her breath con* 

vulsively.
“I will pray for guidance,” she said; and I 

bade her good-night and left.
■ The morning dawned cool and fair—such a 

day.as makes ope yearn for the delightful 
forest haunts, where the' balmy May breezes 
seem laden with music and languorous perfume 
and the birds are chanting love-songs to their 
chosen mates, There was a well defined long
ing in my own heart to love and be loved, and 
I wondered if Fate would be as unkind to me 

’ as to my friend Frank Stowell. I had to keep 
watch of the imprisoned Carolyn lest her • ill- 
founded ideas cause her to harbor wild thoughts 
of escape; so I stifled the desire for an feftrly 
walk while the grass was yet sparkling 'tilth 
the jewels of the night, and contented myself 
with sitting on the window-sill and drinkirf^in 
the pure, invigorating air. The servant ■ Ot
tered at my open door, bearing a pitcher of ice
water, and I enquired whether the lady had 
rung for breakfast; it was growing late—nearly 

‘ eight o'clock—and I wasquite hungry, though 
too polite to eat alone, under the circum
stances. Hearing our voices, Carolyn (or, per
haps, I ought yet to call her Sister Ursula, 
though I like not the title) came to her door 
and spoke to the maid, bidding her serve 
breakfast, if I was ready; then she passed into 
our improvised dining-room. Soon I rapped 

■ and entered; she seemed in better spirits than
On the previous evening.

‘ ‘Good morning, ” she said brightly, nodding 
to me in a shy, graceful manner. “Is not 
this a beautiful day?”

“It is, indeed. I hope ere the sunset hour 
we may speak of it as a perfect day. Every 
day is perfect in which some good deed has 
been done, ” and I looked at her meaningly.

She blushed, and a faint smile momentarily 
hovered on her beautifully curved lips. I did 
not wonder at Frank’s infatuation; even semi
disguised in those disfiguring trappings, she 
was very lovely. She made no reply to my 
remark, but soon afterward our eyes chanced 
to meet, and hers were full of purpose, >and 
seemed to have acquired a soft radiance xhat 
greatly added to their power. I sent out for 
the morning papers and read in silence, not 
wishing to seem intrusive. Suddenly my eyes 
caught some flaring headlines: “The Mysteri
ous Abduction of a Nun.”

I eagerly devoured it and found it a recital 
of my taking Ursula from the train; but the 
clue was lost at the depot. The cabman who 
had driven us had either forgotten where he 
had taken us, or thought my companion was a 
widow, for though all had been closely ques
tioned; the report stated that none could tell 
anything that would shed the least light upon 
the case. It stated, however (as I had 
guessed) that the lady had been in charge of a 
priest, who was greatly distressed over the 
disappearance of the nun, and that he had re
mained over to employ detectives to search for 
her. I had now a new fear—the landlady, 
unless made a confidant of, could give them a 
clue if she saw the article, or heard of it. I 
groaned aloud, for I knew how that sect run 
down their prey, nor show mercy when angered. 
Ursula laid down the magazine she had been 
reading.

“Are you ill?” she inquired kindly.
“No; but a new danger threatens you, and I 

see only one way in which to protect you from 
harm; it is to send for Mrs. Waltham and ex
plain the situation to her. ”

I handed the paper to Ursula, who read 
with bated breath and quivering hands. 1 
pitied her. Her fine eyes were full of fear and 
piteous entreaty as she looked at me after 
reading the article.
‘ “I am lost!" sheened. “Oh, why did you 
stop me—it will be worse now than fever!”

1 ‘Than ever?” I repeated, seemingly aston
ished.

“Oh, God alone knows my sorrows, ” sobbed 
Ursula. “I dread to go back, yet it may be 
best, if I am to bring only misery to others. 
But if I go back, it will not be for long!” She 
finished in a whisper that flljed my soul with 
dire apprehension. Did she mean that she 
would take her life?

“Oh, no!" I exclaimed. “Not that!” i 
She met my eyes calmly, and her glance 

had in it such hopelessness that it nearly moved 
me to tears.

“Better death,” said she, with pale lips, 
“than to be a slave of passion! I can never
more be trampled upon. Once, I was full of 
fear, and dared not assert my womanhood; but 
honor is priceless to me now, since I have 
known ennobling love—true love—and I will 
give up my life ere I sacrifice myself again.” 
’ She paced the floor with quick, firm steps, 
her eyes upon the carpet; but her manner be
tokened determination, and reassured me. She 
paused before me.

“If you please, send for the lady, of the 
house; I will speak to her myself”

I arose with alacrity, though I hesitated a mo
ment ere leaving the room. .

She smiled sadly. “You need not fear; I 
will be discreet, ’ she said.

I bowed, and went in search of Mrs. Walt
ham, who accompanied me upstairs at once. 
I was about to retire and leave the ladka alone

when Ursula bade me remain.
“Madam," said Ursula, handing the paper, 

to Mrs. Waltham, “have the kindness to read 
that article." And she pointed to the one 
concerning her own disappearance.

.Mrs. Waltham read it, full of surprise, and 
turned to me for confirmation of my part in 
the affair. Ursula asked me for the telegram, 
which I handed to her, and which she also 
gave to the lady to read, .

“You see, madam, I wish to let you know 
the facte of the case ere I ask any favors at 
your hands. The gentleman who sept that 
dispatch will arrive to-day; at least,, he is ex
pected this evening. I am detained at , his 
request, as he has determined to rescue me 
from the infamy to which I have been a vic
tim. I throw myself upon your generosity 
and ask you to keep my presence here a secret 
for a few days, at least, and I beg that you 
will caution the maid—if you can trust her to 
keep silence; otherwise, it would be better to 
say nothing. Is she a Catholic?"

“Not much!” said the lady, with a hearty 
outburst of indignation. “She hates them as 
I do, and as every decent-minded person 
should do! You may rest securely here. I 
know my help, and they will say nothing. 
None of the boarders have seen you, so they 
will suspect nothing; but you will have to 
change your dress. I have some dresses of 
my deceased daughter (whp..would have been 
your age had she remained in life), and if you 
will wear them I will gladly let you use them; 
some are new.”

‘ ‘I will avail myself of your kind offer until 
I can make some arrangements. I should like 
to have them soon, if you please.”

“Right away, my dear,” said Mrs. Walt
ham, fairly beaming upon her, “You will 
never regret the change, 1 am sure.” And 
she hurried away in search of the garments.

Soon she returned with her arms heaped f ul 
of daintily frilled gowns, and the maid, also! 
brought fine wear and deposited it in Ursula’s 
room, whither she and Mrs. Waltham had 
gone.

I was dazed with joy at the unexpected good 
turn of affairs, and could have hugged the 
landlady for so generously coming to the res
cue. I could hear through the half-open door 
little exclamations of approval from Mrs. 
Waltham and the maid, and concluded that 
they were assisting Ursula to array herself in 
her newly found robes. The girl was dis
patched downstairs, though not without a pro
test from Ursula, I could hear, and soon re-en
tered her room.

‘ ‘That is better, my dear, ” said Mrs. Walt
ham, in her motherly way. “You look sweet 
as a peach; doesn’t she, Mr. Bright?”

I turned from staring into the street, and 
beheld a vision that still haunts my memory.

On the threshold stood my fair prisoner, 
fairer than any woman I had ever seen, clothed 
in soft, clinging white goods, with pink-bor
dered frills about the skirt, and at neck and 
wrists. At her waist was a pink ribbon girdle, 
and on her beautifully molded bosom rested a 
lovely red rose. Her silky, brown hair was 
caught into a low coil, from which strayed 
little curling tendrils that made her distract
ingly lovely. How I wished for Frank!

She was about to advance into the room, 
but I quickly bounded forward.

‘ ‘Permit me to congratulate you upon the 
happy change, ” I said, extending my hand, 
which she timidly accepted. “You are just 
upon the threshold of a new life; may it bring 
to you the greatest bliss that mortals may 
know!”

“Amen!” solemnly added Mrs. Waltham, 
her kind eyes glistening with tears. I presume 
she was thinking of her own dead daughter 
who should have worn those pretty dresses.

‘ ‘From this hour hence, I beg that you never 
breathe the name that was given to me by the 
Order; Sister Ursula is dead--as died Sister 
Angelica!” and she smiled bitterly. .

“But," said I, “Mary Carolyn McMahone 
still lives to bless the hearts that love her."

“I am not so sure of that,” said she, with 
a troubled frown. “I do not know if it will 
ever be wise to announce my return to life—I 
do not know the effect upon my family.”.

“Well,” said Mrs. Waltham, “I can tell you 
the effect it will have upon yourself—you will 
be hounded, and some day you will awaken in 
heaven! I would not give that (and she 
snapped her fingers loudly) for your chance of 
life under your own name, which must be 
known to the Order, of course.”

Here was a new phase, of which we had 
been oblivions. It was a shock to ma'-

“Yes,” replied Carolyn, quietly, “I have 
thought of that, but some way will be shown 
us out of this serious dilemma. I must have 
time for thought For the present, I will as
sume my dear mother’s maiden name—Wilt
shire. Carolyn Wiltshire,” repeated she; 
“yes, that will do.”

“Very well, Miss Wiltshire,” said I. “And 
now, since you have undergone such a miracu
lous change, no one but Frank could ever rec
ognize in you the ‘abducted niln.’ ” And.I 
laughed joyously, for a heavy burden had been 
lifted from my soul. - :

“None of that,” said she brightly; at which 
the landlady laughed, seeing the younger 
woman regaining her old-time spirit and love 
of fun. ' . ' _• ,

“I am sufficiently punished," I replied con.

tritely, '‘‘and will not offend again. But serf; 
ously, I was about to propose a drive; I -fear 
you will be bored to death staying here with 
me all day.” | ; j ,L

“I think I "had better remain here tp-fday, 
You are such a kind gaoler that I do not feel 
as though I am a prisoner."

“You are a real flesh-and-blood woman, 
now, so I am not afraid of you. (She laughed 
softly, gently fingering the ribbons that rested 
in her lap.) And most women are fond of 
trifles with which to while away the long hours. 
I placed a box of bonbons on the table, last 
evening, but neither of us noticed it, and I 
totally forgot to tell you it was yours.”

She eagerly reached for it, and bit into the 
preserved cherries with keen relish, I watched 
her, much amused, for she seemed as light- 
hearted>as a child, amid her new surroundings. 
Poor girl, she had had but little freedom and 
sunshine in her recluse life. The day wore 
away quickly, it seemed to me, and not till 
train time did I notice. any air of impatience 
aboutiCarolyn. - Then she became neryous, 
starting at every Sound; every,few mopie^te 
shq would go into her room and peep through 
the slate of the inner blinds into the street, 
hoping, I suppose,> to see Frank drive up,

Soon there was. a furious pull at the lower 
bell, and Carolyn sprang to herifeet, palp as a 
lily. . ” T

“.Will you go?” she asked of me. “
But I was half-way downstairs ere her wor^s 

died away on the air. It was Frank, looking 
pale and haggard. He wrung my hand 'fierce
ly, but was too full of emotion for speech, I 
answered the question his burning eyes asked 
of me.

‘ ‘Miss Carolyn Wiltshire awaits you up
stairs," I said. “When you want me, rap on 
the right-hand door, which leads to my room. ”

He pressed my hand and mounted the stairs 
with quick strides. I followed and went 
straight to my room. I was an unwitting lis
tener to most of their conversation, as the 
transom between the middle room and mine 
had been opened for ventilation.

“Thank God!” I heard Frank say. Then 
there was silence, and later, some muffled 
words. Now and then I heard a few words 
from which I could gather what was being 
said. Soon Frank rapped on my door, and 
came in. His face was positively radiant’ apd 
he came up to me and threw both arms around 
me. '

“God bless you, old boy,” said he, huskily. 
“You have proven yourself a true friend; you 
have given me my darling, who would, but ¿or 
your aid, have been forever lost to me. Cofne 
into the other room, and let us confer to
gether as to the best plan to be adopted.”'

I followed him into the sitting-room, and 
congratulated both of them upon the happy 
denouement The maid came up, just then, 
bearing the supper on a tray, so our talk had 
to be postponed; but it was a very happy party 
that sat at table there that night. Never did 
Frank appear to better advantage, for he felt 
free to express his real self. Carolyn, ’ too, 
seemed to have assumed new beauty, and dig
nity that immensely suited her petite forih.

‘ ‘I propose that you waste no more precious 
time in idly chasing each other, ” said I, slyly. 
“As this lady must change her name, why 
don’t you help her to do so, Frank?”

“Need we wait, sweetheart?” pleaded Frank 
tenderly. ‘ ‘I am so anxious to have you for 
my very own—to have the right to protect 
you.”

Carolyn suddenly grew pale as death, and 
a look came into her face that almost chilled 
my blood; Frank, also, was quick to see' it, 
and started up. ' !

“Are you ill, ioje; what is it?” he asked, 
taking her hands and rubbing them (for they 
were like ice). “

“I—I cannot be as you wish,” she mur
mured in a voice that was sadder than tears.

‘ ‘Cannot! Cannot be my wife?” cried Fra'nk, 
in anguish. “Great God! what is it nowj 'are 
barriers ever to separate us?"

“There are circumstances of which you do 
not know, and I would rather die than tell you 
them, ” she said, with lines of pain about her 
sensitive mouth.

“Do you mean what occurred the night the 
light went out?” asked Frank, meaningly. “If 
so, let no false scruple intervene between us, 
for I hold yqu innocent, as God is my judge. 
Come to me, my poor dove—see, my arms are 
open to receive you, Carolyn.”

She cast one agonized glance into his face, 
then, with a moan, sank into his outstretched 
arms in a swoon. ' He bore her to the sofa, 
and I, was about to run for water when he mo
tioned me to sit down.

“We will test it again,” he said, and mkde 
some' passes over her.

Soon she relaxed and slept for several min
utes, Frank still holding her hapd and keejJihg 
his finger on her pulse. Ere -long, her ftps 
moved and he bent to catch heri words, mo
tioning me to come nearer. Lknelt near her 
head,' where I, too; could hear frhat. she Said.

“Ths fetters which have bound me are fbr-

and worn but with fatigue of body and soul, 
I threw myself, still dressed, on the bed. In 
the morning, I saw plainly my duty to them, 
and thotigh it cost m'e many a bitter pang, I 
knew ilk would have to be. I took Frank aside 
and told him what I ■ had decided upon, and 
although he regretted severing the tender ties 
of friendship—or rather, the outward mani
festation of it—he saw the wisdom and neces
sity of it. ■ .

“I have but one request to make of you, 
Frank, ” said I, ‘ ‘and that is that at least once, 
each year, you will send me aline to let me 
know of your welfare. But, remember, do 
not mail-it where you live, or you may be 
traced and persecuted."

“I will observe your suggestions, and will 
be very cautious, for dear Carolyn’s sake. 
Poor girl," and his voice was hoarse with 
emotion, “she has suffered enough in the past; 
I shall leave nothing undone to make her life 
bright and happy, henceforth.”

I pressed his hands fervently, and felt my 
own he^rt grow light, for an instant; but I 
soon remembered tbit in a few hours she and 
I. would part, perhaps, never to meet again on 
eartm'* A sQb escaped jne> in spite of my ef
forts tq. jestrain my feelings; Frank looked at 
me compassionately—^perchance, he guessed 
the trutih. But he had had no cause to re- 
proaon )uor distrust me, and he said nothing, 
only .pressed my hand tighter.

Brqakfast was announced, and we repaired 
to the little sitting-room. Carolyn looked 
pale, but happy, and Frank and I forbore 
mentioning the new plan till later. When I 
spoke of it, she sadly acquiesced, and said she 
regretted causing a separation between two 
such ardent friends. (I pass over the details 
of the plan, for there are those living who 
may read these lines, and through them reach 
the ones whom I have pledged my life to pro
tect and defend, eyen though I am denied all 
association with them, being personally under 
surveillance of emissaries of that cursed sect.) 
At ten o’clock they were to leave, and the in
tervening time passed all too quickly, to me 
at least.

At last the hour of parting tolled, and we 
said goodbye;, but of that, even now, I cannot 
trust myself to write—it revives too painful 
memories., I have received one letter, telling 
of their safety apd good health. They are 
very happy; for the.great shadow that hung 
over their lives has been lifted and annihilated 
forever, I.fervently trust

A Power more patent than any earthly au
thority has jurisdiction over them, and I find 
comfort in the knowledge that there is an in
visible guardian who will, henceforth, protect 
the beloved being whose life was so nearly 
sacrificed “The Night the Light Went Out.” 

(The End.)

Rider Haggard and the Immuring 
of Nuns.'

“Thank God!” murmured Frank.
“And no more will shadows intervene. 

When you leave, avoid all reserve, for in that 
lies your danger. If you appear to have no 
reason for secresy, you will be safe; otherwise, 
all will be lost Your friend must not appear 
with you, as he has been described, and 
through him the clue is to be traced.”

I drew in my breath sharply. Was Fate 
so inexorable? Must I really forever abandon 
all the bright hopes and plans my heart had 
cherished? I arose and paced the room in si
lence. A dim,- but painful discovery began 
to dawn upon me; but my manhood arose 
within me, and with all my strength I crushed 
back the thoughts that unbidden surged 
through my excited brain. Could I, whom 
they both implicitly trusted, be so base as to 
allow the pure friendship Ihad -hithertoAen- 
tertained degenerate into an tínholy paanbn 
for the bride OÍ; my friend ?r Perish the 
thought! - .

“I must have time to think^’J I said, And 
softly left the room;- . 03

I could not formulate any plan just then,

(CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.) 

Corroborative Testimony.
The following letters appeared in the Pall 

Mall Gazette of January 23:
Sir:—My attention has been called to the 

correspondence which has just taken place in 
your columns between Mr. Rider Haggard 
and Mr. James Britten, honorary secretary of 
the Catholic Truth Society, with reference to 
the “immuring of nuns.” As Mr. Haggard’s 
statement that he saw in the public museum 
in Mexico the remains of a woman and child 
who had been walled up in a religious building 
in that town, has been called in question, I 
write to mention that I, too, have seen these 
remains in the city of Mexico; and further 
that I saw also, in a public museum in the 
city of Toluca, in Mexico, the remains of an
other victim who had thus been walled up alive; 
and that I obtained in Mexico a photograph 
of three other persons who had been similarly 
immured in that city in the convent of Santo 
Domingo. I have' published a fac simile 
copy of this photograph in my book,1 ‘The City 
of the Seven Hills" (James Nisbet & Co.), 
and have also given in the same work a pic
ture, of four other walled-up victims found in 
the Inquisition buildings at Puebla, in Mexico. 
An account of the discovery of these remains 
at Puebla is given in Dr. Rule’s “History of 
the Inquisition,” page 328.

Yours, etc., 
H. Grattan Guinness, D. D. 

East’London Institute for Home and Foreign 
Missions, Harley House, Bow, E., Jan. 20. 
Dear Siri.—Having noticed in the columns 

of your valuable paper the attacks on the ver
acity o¥ Mr. Rider'Haggard re the “Immuring 
of Nuns” in Mexico, I should like to say that 
I have spent seven years in Mexico, and de
voted ft great deal of time to the study of the 
early history of th'ât most interesting country 
and people. In Mexico it is well known that 
nuns have been immured, and not even the 
most bigoted Catholic will dispute it The 
Mexicans say that not only were nuns im
mured, but also monks who had incurred the 
enmity of their brothers. They also say that 
unfortunate women, not nuns, were put to 
death in this manner by the clergy for not 
submitting to their lustful desires. The in
iquities of the church became so great in 
Mexico that the government took the matter 
in hand and expelled all nuns and monks from 
the country, and has never allowed them to 
re-establish themselves. The clergy also were 
debarred from appearing in the public streets 
in their robes except when going to adminis
ter the last sacrament. This decree is still in 
effect Mr. Haggard states that when he Was 
in Mexico he saw two mummified bodies in 
the museum. There were originally seven of 
them/ih' an excellent state of preservation, 
and Wétê all found-in the walls of the Convent 
of SanFrancisco, walled up in niches.- Two 
of thefiUwere men;“and all plainly showed the 
limbs bound and the cords still remaining^ 
catgut was used in most cases, and on one of

the male bodies a piece of catgut was found 
tied tightly around the neqk. I

In 1884 I took two of these mummies, to 
the United Skates, and-enclose -with this'the 
extracts from some of the. American papers re
ferring to them. I ftm, sir; yours sincerely,

January 22,; Xooiiil.
(New York World, November 12,1886.)

• “One is the mummy of a man. His tongue 
protrudes from his mouth. The other mum
my was a woman, and her attitude as well as 
the extreme attenuation testifies to the great 
agony she suffered before death."

(Chambers’ Journal, December, 1886.)
“Both mummies are wonderfully preserved, 

and show in the expression of their faces that 
they, died in great distress,"

(Brooklyn, N. Y., Union, December 8,1888.)
“On viewing the mummies the marks left by 

the string can be seen, Her struggles and 
agony must have been fearful, as the preserved 
remains show. ”
Miss Mary E;-Bryon in Fireside Companion, ) 

New York, December 25,1886. | 
“It is curious to see with what vividness 

the bony figures and faces express the mortal 
agony of death. The attitude of the girl 
would be a good study for a sculptor or an 
artist; the strained limbs and feet stretched 
out en the last spasm; the head thrown back; 
the face so fearfully distorted—expressing the 
anguish of a dying struggle.”

(Providence, R. I.,Journal, January 1,1887.)
“They are shown in a shriveled state, * but 

with the expression of fearful agony still on 
their faces. ”

Sir:—The following details bear upon the 
subject of immuring and burying alive, as an 
ecclesiastical punishment in the Church of 
Rome, and may thus throw some light on this 
interesting historical inquiry:

1. “When, about twenty-five years ago, af
ter their suppression, some of the Mexican mo
nasteries were pulled down, bodies were found 
of many who had been walled up.” Of one 
who had been tried about 1555, whose body 
the writer saw, he remarks: “When walled 
up the victim had been partially lifted from 
the ground by a rope.” “His dying agonies 
were thus intensified.” “His little child was 
thrown down at his feet.”—“TAe Inquisition,” 
p. 66.

2. In 1871 some letters appeared in an Itai, 
ian public journal, written by a Roman Catho
lic. They were translated into English, and 
published under the title of “The religion of 
Rome described by a Roman.” (Macintosh.) 
One of these letters, headed “Excommunica
tion and the Holy Office, ” contains the follow
ing account:

‘ ‘The walling up was of two kinds, the 
propria and impropria, or complete and in
complete. By the first they punished dog
matists, by the second the professors of witch
craft and sorcery. To punish the former they 
made a niche in the wall, where, standing up
right on his feet, they placed the condemned, 
binding him well to the wall with cords and 
chains, so that he could not move in the least. 
They then began to build from the feet to the 
knees, and every day they- raised the wall a 
course, at the same time giving the prisoner 
to eat and drink. When he died ... the 
wall was built up. But, dead or alive, it was 
closed in such a manner that no one could see 
where the niche had been, and that a body 
remained there.—“The Inquisition,” pp. 58
59.

3. A Roman Catholic priest, in the years 
1848-54, sends the author the following recol
lections:

“In the year 1848, when the revolution 
broke out in Sicily, I was pursuing my theo
logical studies. It was sickening to read of 
calcined bones found in large ovens or furn
aces in subterraneans of the palace of the In
quisition [at Rome. J Of niches formed in 
thick walls, wherein the victims, bound with 
cord and strapped with leather straps to the 
niches, were walled up alive.” “Several people 
of high respectability, returning from Rome, 
confirmed the truth of what had been pub
lished.” “Among the eye-witnesses was a 
priest of high standing.” “Three years after 
this I went to the college at Rome; there I 
met old acquaintances and friends who also 
confirmed all that I had heard.”—“The Inqui
sition,” pp. 51-52.

4. Rev. F. Mahoney; a Romish priest, the 
correspondent, in 1849, of the Daily News, 
thus wrote in the columns of that journal:

“I visited lately the works going on in the 
subterranean vaults of the Holy Trinity (at 
Rome). I saw embedded in old masonry, un- 
symmetrically arranged, five skeletons in vari
ous recessses, and the clearance had only just 
begun.”—Daily News, April 18, 1849.

When staying in the Island of Capri, near 
Naples, in 1880, I saw the debris of the wall 
of an old disused nunnery, near Anacapri. A 
gentieman residing in the island told me that 
when it lately fell down a niche containing a 
walled-up skeleton in it became disclosed.

“The Progressive Thinker.”
r The Progressive Thinker is pub
lished weekly) at 40 Loomis street, Chi
cago,'ill. Every Spiritualist, 'every 
Liberal, every Patriot, every Thinking 
Mind, should subscribe for it. Sent; 
three months on trial for 25 cent*. One 
dollar per, year. •

jNiuinum.;
Tflie Great Revelation of the Nine« 

x teenth Century. Most Important 
Riselosures Concernluff the 
True Origin of Christianity.

This remarkable work unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning the origin and 
promulgation of Christianity. It appears through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu
late the Christian religion. Even the name 
Jesus Christ seems to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the names of the 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishna. Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect Rad worshipped the 
god Hesus, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should be 
called Hesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name was 
suppressed.® We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed tire religious system that the Western 
world now knows as Christianity j and it is 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an
tagonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore 
having the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose.C An
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation, 
elimination, repunctuation and cremation, all 
to ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Fagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
one-Could have conceived of the deeply 
laid’plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering tho 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into a new system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How an d why 
this scheme was carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
at and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
era. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life.v No 
scholar living on earth at the present time, how. 
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world's religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians."'1 They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This wasdone because they contained historical 
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
as many other eminent scholars who have the 
courage to publicly express, not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing away from the 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who are looking (of truth upon 
this most important question, viz t Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ?

Price, 81.50. Postage 12 Cents. r

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY.
' 2. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.. '
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. , 

■ 4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS* | 
• The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 
for a Historical Jesus. *- T

In this volume the Jews aro clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea la traced to the Baev 
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it la 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian ,

The book demonstrated that Christianity and its con 
tra) hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Ils rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re* 
search among the records uf the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per* 
son can read it without instruction and profit, whether 
he reaches the aame conclusions wllli the author on 
otherwise. «• For aaie at tblBjofficc,

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

Sir:—I have but just seen the Pall Mall 
Gazette of January 17th inst, or I should 
have asked you sooner to kindly publish the 
testimony of an eye-witness as to the existence 
of the remains in the museum of the City of 
Mexico, which are described by Mr. Rider 
Haggard and discredited by Father Thurston. 
I lived in Mexico for three years, and saw the 
bodies of the woman and her child many 
times. Indeed, both from her conspicuous 
position in the museum, and from the contrast 
between her brown and shriveled flesh with the 
absurd sort of evening tie which forms her 
sole clothing, it is impossible to visit the build
ing without noticing its most tragic relic: 
while the ghastly horror on the victim’s face 
and the drooping attitude of her body leave 
little room for doubt as to the manner of her 
death, even did not local tradition explain it 
Trusting that you will be able to publish this 
confirmation of Mr. Rider Haggard’s state
ment, I am, sir, yours faithfully,

One Who Has Seen.

Continued on 3d page.

SOMETHING USEFUL. 
r\UT OE THE DEPTHS 1HT0 THE 
V/Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. 
Twlng. medium. This little book will be read with 
Intenee interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles’ 
Interviews with the Inhabitants of the Bella of Spirit* 
life—a dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath of the millions who bare pono 
from earth-life with the damning effects of debauch« 
err, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. Thobooklsmade up of fifteen chapters. 
Some of the titles of the chapters are as follows: 
The Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—The 
Home of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
Slot to Increase- sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 

issenslon and revenge—The Kar Department iq 
the Hells of Splrlt-llfe—Unhappy Marriages are pro« 
noted by tho low splrlte in tho jnatcb-maklngbell of 
SplriHlfe—The Negro Hell—The Indian Heil—The 
Mormon Hell—Tho Hell ior Dishonest Spiritualist« 
and mediums—Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince, 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting inthfe 
light An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirit
ual Congress. Price,25 cents.
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THOMAS PAINE.
THE ANNIVERSARY ADDRESS.

BY CHARLES DAWBABN.

Men are always nearer to such brotherman.

“r "> ' PTH ff 1

Before the Liberal Club of San 
Francisco, Cal.

We who meet here tp-nighi in honor of 
.Thomas Paine cun hardly realize that myriads 
rf the young amongst us aje being brought up 
to hate and scorn his memory, f The student 
of history knows that every man should be 
judged according to the age in which he lived. 
By that standard Paine was not only the fore
most political thinker and writer of his era, 
but one of the noblest men the world has ever 
known. In most of his teachings he was far 
ahead of his age. He scorned and denounced 
slavery when even a Washington was keeping 
slaves. He was so unselfish that he again 
and again contributed his last dollar to the 
cause of freedom, and positively refused to 
sell or even copyright his works, or make any 
profit out of the large circulation they were 
commanding among the people both of Eng
land and America. Yet this man, who wrote, 
labored and fought for freedom* was counted 
as a foe to manhood because he had dared to 
think common sense into the Bible, and free
dom into the church. So his picture was 
turned face to the wall, and the theologian 
ourtes his memory. The theologian, like the 
Chinaman, always thinks his grandfather was 
wiser and knew more than he does. So he 
continues to curse Paine, $nd bring up his 
children to curse h m; but if he would but 
take the trouble to read his works, he would 
soon discover that Paine was a hard-headed 
old conservative compared to most independ
ent thinkers of to-day.

But this daring thinker, who set the whole 
world an example of true manhood, overes
timated the capacity of his fellow-men to re
ceive a new idea. This destroyed his success 
as a prophet. You remember that in his 
“Rights of Man" he predicts that in less than 
seven years the monarchies of Europe would 
be overthrown by the people. A century has 
passed since Paine wrote that, but the thrones 
still stand. The man with the crown still finds 
the masses his humble tax-payers, and con

. tinues to live in luxury, no matter who goes 
hungry. In the same work Paine proclaims 
the glories of the French Republic he was 
helping to found, and the superiority of its 
constitution to that of England. But the ink 
was hardly dry with which that was written 
before Paine was himself in a French dungeon, 
and the nation was drinking itself into frenzy 
with human blood. The world saw a whole 
people in the horrors of delirium tremens, un
til at last a Napoleon had to arise and ad
minister the “Keeley Gold Cure." But like 
the Keeley of to-day, it was the patient who 
got the cure, and the doctor who pocketed the 
gold.

I repeat that Paine sadly overestimated the 
capacity of human nature, as a whole, to 
receive a new idea. Men hate to think. They 
feel deeply enough. They feel their woes and 
their sorrows, until maddened with their feel
ings they break into strikes, riots and the dy
namite bomb. And if a Washington, a Paine 
and a Lafayette could be found to-day to lead 
them to the conflict, we might once again have 
governments overthrown, and new constitu
tions elaborated for the people. But what 
would it amount to for the future any more 

■ than the past? It is human nature itself that 
has become palsied to every sense save that of 
feeling. And feeling alone won’t lift either man 
or nation eut of woe and misery.. Something 
more is needed. The first step must always 
be leaders with an unselfish devotion to the 
public welfare; of which Paine was so con
spicuous an example. Progress that will last 
must always be founded on the brotherhood of

hood in poverty than when wealth abounds. 
Away yonder in Iceland their one jail stands 
empty. Not a thief, not a rogue, not even a 
scheming, vote-buying, jury-bribing politician 
to occupy one cell. That means poverty, for 
in all history no nation has accumulated wealth 
that the self-seeker has not grasped, and 
grasped until at last liberty itself was all there 
was left to clutch and destroy.

Let us remember on this anniversary that 
Thomas Paine stands to the world as an ex
ample of unselfish love to his fellow-man. And 
then let us suppose that the grand old hero 
left his celestial home this mornihg, the first 
thing after breakfast, on a trip to earth, just 
to see the effect of his teachings and example 
upon the generation of to-day. His first dis
covery is tha thet nation he helped to fonnd 
has grown from the three million of his day to 
the sixty-five millions of ours. He hastens to 
the Congress with which he used to be so fa
miliar, and makes his first visit to the Senate. 
He is shocked to find many of its seats occu
pied by millionaires, or by men who have had 
a political pull with the legislatures that sent 
them to Washington. Almost every member 
seems working in the interest of capital. In 
the lower House he perceives that most of its 
members are men who cannot rise above the 
politician’s humble obedience to the leaders'of 
his party—men who may be honest enough 
as Republicans and Democrats, but are utterly 
unable to see any but the side of the question 
that shall keep their party in power and them
selves in office. Paine finds laws that protect 
capital against foreign competition, but not 
one law can he discover that is honestly in
tended to protect the American wage earner 
against the tens -of thousands coming every 
year from Europe to beat down his wages. 
Paine then naturally looks out upon the world

workman of his day has been largely super
seded by the machine; while the owner of the 
machine is pocketing most of the profits. He 
then learns that some three-fourths of the na
tion’s total wealth has already got into the 
hands of but thirty thousand people. Whilst . 
our visitor is trying to get some Comfort out 
of the old-fashioned idea that even a rich man 
has to die some day and leave his property to 
be divided amongst his heirs, he is startled to 
perceive that man has been turning creator on 
his own account, and has beaten the God of 
the Bible all out of sight, He has created a 
being who does not have to die, and who can 
therefore keep on accumulating wealth as long 
as there is any he does not own. This new 
Being, whom Paine had never met before be
cause he Is unknown in heaven, goes by the 
name of Company or Trust. The common 
sort of inan who has to die is popularly sup
posed to have a soul, with sometimes 'a con
science and a hell. But this new Being has 
neither conscience nor soul, but just a stom
ach with a tape-worm in it, always hungry for 
the poor man’s last dollar,

Poor Paine, our visitor, who remembers 
that when he was a mortal he gladly gave his 
last dollar to make a man or a nation happy, 
is disgusted to find that almost everybody in 
this nation for whom he lived and fought has 
grown to worship the dollar as God of this 
world. No wonder if he rubs his eyes and for 
a moment fancies that it is all the nightmare 
of a troubled dream rather than a terrible re
ality. He finds everywhere men—and women 
too—as eager worshipers of the dollar as old 
Money-bags himself. All are sighing for 
shares in the corporation and the Trust; all 
are eager to become millionaires to-morrow. 
And by-watching those who have succeeded, 
Paine, you discover that the shriek and howl 
always come from the under dog. The mo
ment that dog gets to the top he begins to 
worry the other, and enjoy it, too. Do you 
wonder if Paine, our visitor, retires to a luna
tic asylum to cool his fevered brow before re
turning to his home in the “Summer Land. ’’

I repeat, Paine the hero sadly over-estimat
ed human nature. The woes'are all here. 
Now what shall we do about it? I don't dispute 
that a bad law can do awful mischief. The 
sooner it is repealed the better. But we must 
remember that under universal suffrage the 
laws, as a whole, are going to represent the 
average moral level of the whole nation. No 
law is good for anything unless it has public 
opinion back of it. For instance, in this age 
of gambling, you may possibly stop the mid
night hell with its cards and dice, for public 
opinion is with you. But you cannot stop the 
stock exchange or the horse-race. They rep
resent the moral level of the age. The suc
cessful gambler is usually the most charitable 
of men. Ibu will find him supporting hospi
tals and poor-houses. He will give liberally 
at Christmas to help the Salvation Army get 
up a dinner for the poor. But you know that 
in this age you cannot stop the soulless Trusts 
and Companies, because everybody would like 
to wake up tomorrow morning and find him
self a millionaire.

Now, understand me, there is another side 
to this question. I believe that human na
ture is growing. But the world is young yet, 
and human nature is still sowing its wild oats. 
I don't claim that Iceland, with its empty jail, 
is any better than California with its crowded 
penitentiaries. Iceland is simply a baby in 
long clothes. Find coal or iron, gold or 
silver in that frozen North and the baby will 
be out of his cradle next morning. I believe 
that the coming age will be better than the 
present. I believe that in many respects to
day is better than the age when Paine lived. 
The great merit of Paine was that he was a 
greater man than his age could comprehend. 
He saw what would make the people of that 
day happier and better, and then he tried to 
both live it and teach it. And the Paine who 
would win eternal glory to-day must do just 
the same—not copying the Thomas Paine of 
the eighteenth century but living and teaching 
as far before our age as Paine was before his. 
The Paine of to-day will teach us that the man 
who aspires to become a lawmaker should first 
become a law unto himself. He will demand 
that ever/ man should be a patriot ready to 
do his full duty to his own manhood. He 
will insist that every woman should claim her 
place side by side with man, and become 
something more than the mother of his chil
dren. And when our nation shall be com
posed of such men and such women, a race of 
Paines will be born into the world by whom 
the “rights of man" will be protected and 
maintained as never before in human history.
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18 Weat-aquore, St. Qwge’s Rood, 1 
. Southwark, 8. E., Aug. 4. 1893, . }

Sir:—I am requested to ,c^ll your attention 
to the extremely offensive and untrue asser
tions with regard tothe immuring of nuns and 
the general management of convents which 
Mr. Rider Haggard has been allowed to make 
in your issue of July 29, and to express our 
surprise and regret that a paper which receives 
considerable support from Catholics should 
publish so misleading an account of Catholic 
life and practice. Yours obediently, ■

, James Bjhtten, 
Hon. Bec. Catholic Truth Society.

To the editor of the Grap hie.
Ditchingham House, Norfolk,) 

Aug. 9, 1893.w f
Sir:—The editor of the Graphic has for

warded me a letter written by you oh behalf of 
your society, dated Aug. 4, wherein you fake 
him to task for publishing "extremely offens
ive and untrue assertions with regard tocthe 
immuring of nuns and the general manage
ment of convents/” which, as you allege, ap
pear in the Installment of my story “Jjlohte- 
zuma’s Daughter,” printed on July 29.

l am unwilling to enter upon a religious 
controversy, but it seems to me that this letter 
demands a brief answer. In the first place, I 
must tell you that nothing would grieVe mo 
more than to give pain to yourself or io any 
member of the Roman Catholic faith. Al
though myself a Protestant, I have the great
est veneration for that faith, and have the 
honor to number many of its adherents among 
my friends. Therefore I disclaim all sympa
thy with those who, in the present age, make 
it an object of public or private attack. I am, 
however, quite unable to understand how the 
incidents of a story, whereof the scene is laid 
in the days of Elizabeth, can possibly have 
given offence to the members of a serious so
ciety; indeed, the sentence which I have quoted 
from your letter almost leads me to believe 
that you must have fallen into the mistake of 
supposing that it deals with the present time, 
seeing that otherwise your allegation that it 
contains “offensive and untrue assertions" 
conflicts with the notorious facts of ecclesiast
ical history. Whether or not all the ¿etails 
of the ceremony of the immurement of the im
aginary Isabella de Siguecza are accurately de
scribed in my tale, I cannot say. It is,’ how
ever, proved by the Inquisition, as set put in 
the pages of Prescott's * ‘Ferdinand and Isa
bella," Motley's “Dutch Republic," and many 
other writers, that fanatics have lived more 
cruel than the Father Pqdro in the story; and 
never till now have I heard it disputed that 
nuns who had broken their Vow of chastity 
were, in the course of the Middle Ages, from 
time to time immured, alive, in the niches 
known as ‘ ‘in pace." .

As I mentioned in a footnote, I myself have 
seen in Mexico the bodies of a young woman 
and an infant found in the wall of a religious 
building in the city, which still bore upon 
their dessicated frames proofs that they bad 
been placed there while alive. Last year, also, 
in an ancient house «near Waltham Cross that 
was once devoted w^eligious purposes, I was 
shown a dungeon^n which, as I am informed, 
the skeletons of^wo women had been walle¿ 
up, and with them an earthenware pitcher. 
In 1763, to give another instance, the Parlia
ment of Paris fined the Abbot of Clairvaux 
40,000 crowns for causing the death of a 
prisoner in an “in pace.” And, lastly, Sir 
Walter Scott, in a note to his celebrated scene 
in the second canto of “Marmion,” stated that 
a female skeleton was found in the ruins of 
the Abbey of Coldingham, “which, from the 
shape of the niche and position of the figure, 
seemed to be that of an immured nun."

It seems to me that the cases I have qupted, 
to say nothing of others, afford sufficient evi
dence to justify the use of a similar incident 
in a romance.

I presume that whatever branch of the 
Christian faith we belong to, we deplore the 
horrors that in the Dark Ages were perpetrated
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the point of view of a man whose father had 
suffered at the hands of the holy office, by a 
writer desirous of pointing an obvious moral, 
and still more strange that such incidents 
should, in sweeping language, be declared 
“offensive and untrue” in the face of what ap
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A STATEMENT : OF PLAIN FACTS—DELEGATES 
RESPONSIBLE—THE ACT OF INCORPORATION-i- 

' ITS AIM IS COMPREHENSIVE—OASES CARRIED

• TO SUPREME COURT—FINANCIAL BENEFITS, 
ETO.

To the Editor:—Under the caption: “Js 
It Satisfactory?" one of the delegates to the 
recent National Convention of Spiritualists 
proceeds to arraign an Association which (he 
helped to create, and passes a condemnatory 
judgment upon his own work, for he was one 
of the most active workers upon the floor of 
that convention. <

It seems to us that the time to object to any 
particular document or instrument is at the 
time it is under discussion, and hot some five 
or six months after it has gone into history 
and been accepted by the. vast majority of the 
people calling themselves Spiritualists in the 
11nited States of .America. If our National 
Spiritualists’ Association is wrong in principle, 
then it surely is the fault of the delegates to 
the convention, through whom the Association 
was formed, and not the fault of those whom 
those delegates, by overwhelming majorities, 
placed in charge of the business affairs of the 
said Association. We fail to see wherein it is 
wrong in principle, although we admit that 
the constitution could be profitably amended. • 
But the great majority of the delegates to the 
convention decided that that document, viz.: 
Constitution, was the instrument they wanted, 
and the one under which they wished their 
business affairs conducted during the year 
next ensuing; hence, being a flrm believer in 
the doctrine that the majority should rule, we 
bow to the expressed will of that majority and 
acquiesce in the results of that convention, 
being determined* to do our part towards unit
ing the discordant elements in our ranks, 
through the instrumentality of which the 
progress of our cause has been so seriously 
retarded during the past four decades.

It seems to us that the opinions of three 
able jurists of the Federal Courts of the United 
States should be good authority for all Spirit
ualists in the consideration of the legal status 
of our Association, and its power to grant 
charters that shall hold good in other States 
of the Union. The opponents of the National 
Association who have assumed that these char
ters were valueless, have constituted them
selves the judge and the jury, in the case, 
tried it upon ex,parte testimony, and have 
rendered a verdict in accordance with their 
own limited views, and, we fear, personal prej
udices in the matter. Let us quote directly 
from the Act of Incorporation of the National 
Spiritualists’ Association, taken from the stat
utes of the District of Columbia. After stat
ing the name of the Association, the charter 
reads: “Under which name it is empowered 
to sue and be sued, to implead and be im
pleaded, in all the courts of the District of 
Columbia or elsewhere, and shall have and 
use a corporate seal." What do those words 
“or elsewhere” mean if they do not mean the 
several States in the Union? Let us now re
fer our critics to the opinions of Judge Sam
uel C. Mills, of Washington, D. 0., and two 
associate judges of the circuit courts of the 
District of Columbia, who passed upon the 
Act of Incorporation of the National Spiritual- 
ists’Association in company with Judge Mills, 
when that document was dravp. These three 
able judges unanimously stated that the said 
National Spiritualists’ Association is empow
ered to own and hold property for the pur
poses specified in-the Act of Incorporation of 
said Association, in every State in the Union, 
upon equal footing with other religious de
nominations in the respective States. We do 
not claim that it is possible for ourSAssocia- 
tion to legislate for any one of the States in 
civil affairs, but we do claim that, by virtue 
of the instrument granted under the Federal 
laws of the United States, it does have the 
power of associating with itself local societies 
in every State in tbe Union, who shall be parts 
of the National Association, joint owners with 
it in any and ail property acquired by it, and 
having a voice in the disposition of all funds 
donated to or received by it. Again, through 
the instrumentality of our National Associa
tion, cases can be carried to the Supreme 
Court of the United States of America for final 
adjudication, whereas, with certain exceptions, 
it is now necessary that the parties desiring 
the judgment of the highest court of the land 
must be residents of different States in the 
Union. By having a National Association at 
the Nation's capital, we have a friend at court 
through whom the citizens of the various 
States can make their final appeal, even 
though the parties to the suit be citizens of 
thejsame State.

What good can be served by uniting these 
societies in this way in the National Associa
tion? Not by acknowledging fealty and sub
ordination in any ecclesiastical sense, but by 
forming a closer union among the Spiritual
ists of our country, by placing societies on 
equal footing one with the other, and through 
the establishment of a central office, be able 
the better to carry out the principles of pure 
Spiritualism in everyday life. The National 
Association is made up of the local societies 
chartered by it. They are its primary units, 
and the specious claim that it is a “money
making grab-game affair” is begging the ques
tion without the slightest shadow of excuse 
for such illogical gymnastics and groundless 
insinuations.

If the motto of the Spiritualists in the past 
has been “millions of free offerings, but not a 
cent for tribute," we would like to inquire 
where those millions have been expended, and 
what has been accomplished by their expendi
ture.. Have we homes for our aged and indi
gent mediums? Have we, hospitals for our in
valids and crippled workers? Have we exposi
tory; documents that we can send to those 
who seek the light of pure Spiritualism? Have 
we buildings in which the Spiritualists can as
semble for the purposes of worship? Have w.e

strong societies in the larger cities and towns 
inourlimd? Have we h^rnjonyipour ranks, 
and have.those millions brought jus closer.to
gether as a people?.. Have we been carefully 
numbered as a Jistjn.ctiyp clasp? Dbes any one 
pretend to say thpt h§.te]t.sjie knows .hoy ..many 
Spiritualists there are in the country? fBut we 
peed jnot go on with our interrogatories. Our 
critics well know what the answers.are to all 
of these questions. Christians, when emanci- 
pated.from the yoke of orthodoxy,; have gone 
to thp other extreme often$mes, and been 
willing to enjoy the religion of the new dis
pensation without money and without price. 
Many of them have been all too willing for our 
platform workers and hard-pressed test medi
ums to spend their lives in the gratuitous ser
vice of humanity without receiving anything 
commensurate with their arduous labors, and 
often permitted to go down into the valley of 
the shadow without one dollar to defray the 
expenses of their last illness, and decently in
ter their forms when their spirits have taken 
their flight. The free-will offerings to which 
the opponents of the National Association re
fer are few and far between, and will continue 
to be so until there is some nobler sentiment 
than that propounded by the majority of our 
critics: “How much financial benefit will the 
National Association be to us?” aroused in the 
breasts of all Spiritualists. The desire of 
many people to get something for nothing is 
too painfully manifest in every-day life among 
all classes of our American people. We as 
Spiritualists should certainly be above that 
abominable doctrine. This is not said in 
harsh or unkind criticism upon our Spiritual
ists, but is stated only after long years. of ex
perience in traveling over this Union and meet
ing Spiritualists in a majority of all the states. 
For instance, we know of a Spiritualist wb° is 
worth a quarter of a million dollars, whqrgoes 
to one of the camps every season, apdaffh° 
will wait until the Spiritual papers are a fort
night old, then go and beg a copy of each 
rather than step up at the time they first ap
pear and pay a nickel apiece for the privilege 
of reading the bright thoughts that adorn the 
pages of all our journals as they come fresh 
from the editor’s table. Must we apply this 
case to the brother who has referred to “Pe 
tor’s pence?” We trust not; yet it seems to 
us as if he were arguing from the same stand
point, viz., “How much can I make and how 
little must I give?”

Without a central power, even the Unitari
ans, to whom one of our critics has referred, 
would be powerless to accomplish one-half of 
what they are now doing for the promulgation 
of their ethical and religious principles. We 
think the Unitarian plan of work is a good one, 
but there are some features in it to which we 
object, viz: The life membership, which would 
give certain individuals a power in voting that 
would offset,in time, the wish of the great ma
jority who were unable to be present, because 
only those of the wealthier classes would be 
able to purchase life memberships as the Uni
tarians do. We are willing to accept any 
change that shall be made in our plan of or
ganization when we can see that it will be 
beneficial to our organization, and to ouPpeo- 
ple sustaining it. ' Personalities as well as 
technicalities should drop out of sight in the 
consideration of the weightier questions of 
doing good, of being true to our principles and 
just to our fellow men.

If there be anything in the present National 
Association that is radically wrong, it should 
be corrected, and we earnestly invite all Spir
itualists to unite with the officers of the Asso
ciation in making those corrections. Wo do 
not claim that we have made a perfect plan 
of organization. We have made a beginning, 
however, and by amending our constitution 
we can make such changes from time to time 
as the wisdom of the Spiritualists of the na
tion may direct. If amendments are desired, 
send them in in writing to our national secre
tary and they will be placed on file for action 
at the next annual convention. We want the 
right, the true and the best way, and feel that 
all Spiritualists should be willing to sink their 
idiosyncrasies, in part at least, for the sake 
of the comjrupn good of all our people. The 
individualism of which Spiritualists boast, we 
fear, has carried many of them to such an ex
treme that they fail to perceive that others 
have rights as well as themselves. To us the 
paramount need of the hour is co-operation, 
and we cannot have that divine principle 
manifested in life unless we have harmony in 
our ranks, and an unselfish desire in our hearts 
to do good even to those who persecute and 
ignore us. We feel that we should work to
gether; even as one of our critics has said— 
shoulder to shoulder for humanity, truth and
Spiritualism.

Robert A. Dimmiok, Sec’y.
H. D. Barrett, Pres't

The Number Thirteen.
To the Editor:—On the night of Febru

ary 14th, myself and a friend received the 
following message from my spirit wife:

“The American quarter dollar has thirteen 
letters in the words E pluribus unum, thirteen 
letters in the Word ‘quarter dollar,’ thirteen 
feathers in one eagle’s claw, thirteen leavei on 
the olive branch in the other claw, and thir
teen stars in the background or wilder
ness.” Bettie.

I will state that my wife passed to Spirit 
life before the new quarter dollars were issued. 
No one was present except myself and friend 
and we were hot thinking about money of any 
kind. The message was made out partly by 
independent writing and rapping.

. E. T. Tucker,
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works and utter Inspired words, together with some 
Personal Trails and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos- 
ties, and Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles,” 
by Allxn Putnam. Price 75 ceau. For sale at thW 
office.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*

JDO UND LN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
D Bide, and containing 320 pages. This splendid 
book, just Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subject«, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to tbe great 
work. It contains al! the old Temple lectures issued 
tn 1892, and three others on the Human Soul, which 
arc alone worth the price of the book This wonder
ful book is unique as an EvungeMtl <»f Science and 
Truth. Price $1.25, postpaid, to any address. Tor snlo 
at this offin-

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE,"

“Bights of Man,“ “Age of Beason,“ etc., with 
critical ana explanatory observations of bls writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tbo exact truth 1c 
regard to this most abased patriot and religions re
former should read this volume. Price il. Postage 
10 cents- For sale st this office

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the“ A stral 

Guide," It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Oi> 
ney H. Richmond. It Is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imform you where to 
firocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Curb oi 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide Benton 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul. 
. Chicago. Ill.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument lias now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and baa proved more satlstac- 
tory toan tbe pluuchctte, both in regard to tbe cer
tainty aud correctness Qf tile communications, and aa 
a means oí developing jnedlumahlp. Many who were 
not aware of tbelr inediumUtic gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing commuulca- 
tious from tbelr departed friends. .

Cupt. 1). D. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I bad 
communications (by tbe psychograpb) from many 
other friends, even from tbe old settlers whose grave- 
stoiics are moss'grown tn tbe old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirits 
uallsm Is indeed true, and tbe communications have 
given my neurt tbe greatest comfort In the severe losa 
1 h ive had of rod, daughter, and tbelrmutber.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings baye made hta 
Dutne fumliliir to those Interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “1 am much pleased with the Psy- 
chogrnpb yon sent me, and will thoroughly test It tbe 
first opportunity I may have. It Is very simple lb 
principle und construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than tbe one now in use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede tbe latter when 
Its superior merits become known.”

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, in an editorial no
tice of ihe Instrument in bls paper, tbe Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, says: “The Psychogranb is un im
provement upon the planche! to, having a dial and let
ters, with a few words, so that very little ‘power* Is 
apparently required to give the communications. W© 
du not hesitate to recommend It co all who care to teat 
the question whether spirits can return and coinmuni* 
cute.”

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mail, free with full directions for UM, gi.lXL 
Fur sale at thia uffioa.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

Fhcrc spirit Is supremo and all things arc subject to It
MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper, 25 cento. For Mie al 
tats office._______________________________________

The Coming American Civil War. 
'T'HIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES 
1 Huntington. 1« written In the Interest of Im

munity of liberty, and oi patriotism—ft book written 
for the purpose of culling attention to Hie deadly 
dangers that b-set us on .every side, and more espe
cially U) th«* hostile attitude and the Insidious wllesut 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foo- 
thc Catholics- Washington’s words of warning, 
Lincoln s apprehension »»nd the prophecy of General 
Grant arc nil Included tn the volume. Archbishop 
Kyan, of Philadelphia. In a recent sermon enld: ‘ Thu 
church tolerates bvrvtfcs where she la olnlgcd toda 
bo but Bbo bates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all he.r power to enolblMW them. Oureuemles 
knowhow abe treated heretics in the Middle Ages, and 
bow «lie treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying tlicec historic facts than 
wedoof blaming the Holy Ghost und tho^pr».ic< sof 
the church for what they have thought. }o Io. 
Every one should readtbls work, »‘ »¡’t r. ■< | u.t.s. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty crt.‘ , i t sn,le al 
this .•like.

HOW TOM ESME RIZEf
'C'ULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN
I* «ruction® How tc Mesmerise. Ancient and Mod* 
era Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spiritualism 
True? by Prof. J. W. Cadwell, Ancient and modern 
miracles arc explained by mesmerism, and the hook 
will be found highly Intcrest' -g to every Spiritualist. 
U Is the only work ever published giving full Instruc
tion how to mesmerize, and tbe connection this science 
has with Spiritualism. H is pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who have read It, to bo ono of tbe 
most Interesting books ever written. Papar. PA 123 
•0 cento. For sale at this office.

THOMASPAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE
htitorr of Athsrael, Chief Priest of a Band cf Al- 

Aryans. This pampldet, containing 91 pages, was wilt- 
ten through the mediumship of IT. G. Flgley, and Is lu- 
tensely Interesting. Frfce KI cent*. For sale at this 
»dice. ..... •’ .

DESEARCHE^ lH ORIENTAL ~Ht£ 
xl tory» embracing the origin tbe BIm
and Development of Zoroattrlanlstn and the Derive 
tlon of Christianity.; toxWch Is added;. WbcncflO® 
Aryan Ancestoral* Q. W. Drown; M, D, Ona of 
the noil valuable witJamer pabnsheA i Trfoe UM 

. • .......... • ■.
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be taught God’s will in regard to paan. 
The wild bulls of Bashan never bellowed 
more loudly than do the priests of bur 
day, in view of their waning power. ’
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oi ten (a copy to the one getting up 
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Thirteen weeks - - - - -
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REMITTANCES.

Remit by roatofflee Money Order, Registered Letter, 
or draft or Chicago or New York. It coats from 10 
fo IS cqpta to get drafts cashed on local banka, bo don’t 

. Bend then) unlegs you wiah that amount deducted from 
the ¿mount Bent. Direct all letters to J. IL Francia’ 
No, 40 Loomis Chicago, Ill.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Ab there ere tlioumndB who will at flret venture 

only twenty-five cents for Tint FiioangBSivn Tbikkek 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those wliriTecelve 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and tbua be able to remit from 41 to »10, or even' 
more than the latter eum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large Bum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor uuf usefulneti. "Vhe same sug
gestion will apply In all cases of renew»,! of subscrip
tions—solicit others to aid in the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever In inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Tua Puoobbbbivb Thinkkb, 
for not one of them cun afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

| A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we i an 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo
ment what an intellectual feast that email Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tub Pbo- 
oubsbivb Tuinkbb thirteen weeks la only twenty-live 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of Bo)ld, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medl- 
um-Blced book!

Take Notice.
At explration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper is discontinued. No pills will be sent for ex< 
tra numben.
ly* If you do not receive your paper promptly, 

write to ui, end errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

tar Whenever you deeire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
It is then sent, or the change cannot be made.
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Growth and Waning Power.
It Is well enough to go back to early 

times and elementary principles to learn 
the trend of modern thought. Very 
few stop to reflect that present church 
Structure are only survivals of ancient 
heathen temples in which the gods were 
worshiped, and on whose altars bloody 
Sacrifices were made. And fewer go 
ba<?k of those old-time temples to that 
still more distant period when the priests 
appended mountain tops to hold con
verse with their god, who dwelt on the 
arch just above the clouds, from whom 
they received the laws, then proclaimed 
4hem to the people. Some of these 
l laws, the relics of barbarian ages, still 
¡survive, and are prejudicing modern 
1 civilization.

They Aare Decelvers.
No one who does not spend his time 

among books is conscious of the many 
frauds practised'bn the reading public 
by publishers in the interest of the pre
vailing religion. It is generally sup
posed these frauds are limited to the 
Bible, church histories, and history an
tedating the crusades; but .the work is 
going on still, though the art of print
ing has lessened the opportunity of es
caping detection, ’• .

Fop years we had seep quotations from 
Lempriere’s “Classical Dictionary;’’ 
turn to the subject, and the citation was 
pot in the copy in our library. In pro
cess of time the discovery was made that 
purs was an emasculated edition. Some 
D. D. had edited it, and eliminated 
everything from Its pages he thought 
Improper for the people to read. An 
honest edition was obtained, and the 
old was given away.

Several times during the last year in
quiries have beenpmde where a certain 
passage could bq found in Luther’s “Ta
ble Talk,” Citing page and paragraph 
in our edition, back would come another 
letter: “I am unable tp find H."' ■

The Testimony, a Sabbatarian paper, 
published by an honest and conscien
tious clergyman, at Buffalo, who makes 
it his business to toll the truth, in his 
January issue, p. 4, makes the following 
statement:

‘¡In.the writings of a Boston theolo
gian and historian, I found this quota
tion from Martin Luther’s ‘Table Talk;’ ’’

If anywhere any one set up the day 
on a Jewish foundation to be observed 
for.jjlw day’s sake, then I command you 
to wfifk OP it, to ride on it, to feast on 
it, to dance on it, to do anything where
by this encroachment on Christian lib
erty may be removed.’

“Wishing to verify the quotation, I 
purchased successively three editions of 
Luther’s ‘Table Talk,' edited by three 
clergymen, each of a different sect. 
Each had omitted such things as would 
lead readers to believe Luther favored

i Few seem to know the king and 
‘priest were originally the same person.
1 In the character of priest he received 
i the laws direct from the hands of his 
■god, then as ruler ho gave them to the 
’ people, setting up all sorts of temporal 
punishments for the violation of these 
laws. When stoning to death, the 
bastinado, or mutilation ceased to be 
effective as punishments, then came the 
threat of eternal tortures, which the 
modern Jaspers still employ.

The priest, in his dual character of 
ruler and law-maker, claimed the at
tention of his people one day in seven, 
to the end he could instruct them in 
livine law—not his own laws, for they 
would lose force if known to have origi
nated with him. When his subjects be
came too numerous to hear the law
giver’s voice, or were too distant to make 
it practical to visit them weekly, 
secondary priests were appointed, who 
did service in outside districts. These 
lesser dignitaries were taught by the 

I superior; thus harmony was maintained 
। in ritual observance and in popular re- 
'quirements ‘
. If any violated the higher law, he was 
© heretic, and subject to such penalties 
as the priest imposed, for he was in
structed by God himself in executing 
the law, as in making it.

As the ages went on the priests be- 
(pame the heralds of the monarch. They 
। traveled all over the realm to proclaim 
[God’s will, as they were instructed. As 
[vicegerents of heaven, they learned to 
Communicate with each other by charac
ters. These in process of time became 
in alphabet representing sounds, and 
these through many changes now make 
'lip our written language.
! Priests had to subsist. Labor they 
.would not, so sacrifices of birds and ani
mals were invented, the choicest por
tions of the flesh falling to God, which 
were devoured by his priests. This 
custom partly survives to our times, the 
leisters devoting the tenderest of the 
yellow-legged chickens to their use.
' The scapegoat was a grand device, 
ton him the priest heaped all the sins 
'of the nation. Thus loaded he was 
driven into the wilderness, and the sin- 
।burdened people escaped the penalty 
'which otherwise would have fallen on 

■ them. Christians tell us this device was 
btftilized by loading original sin, of 
[ which all men were guilty, upon one 
| man, whom they called the son of God, 
! and who, Paul tells us, appeared once in 
the end of the world to put away sin by 
the sacrifice of himself. Though the 
scapegoat had not sinned, neither had

- Jesus, yet the great God, just above 
: the clouds, accepted the offering, and 
[conditionally pardoned the sinner, 
leaving a new task for the priest, and 
that to coax and wheedle the sinner to 
comply with the new conditions, else 
ihe sacrifice to him was worthless.

In civilized countries the people can 
nbw acquire knowledge as well as the 

■ priests. Books are in every hand. The 
■ Multitude read them and know as much 
'about God and his doings as the ablest' 
pulpiteer. Thcj' have no motive for 

I- deception; and yet the clergy want the 
S ' people to abandon all other duties, dis-, 
’ card' instructive reading,.and give them 
S- one-seventh of their time, that they may

some teachings of his sect, and all had. 
omitted the above quotation, because all 
taught Sunday observance and wished 
to deceive their readers with the belief 
that Luther taught the same.

“They have no reason to complain,, 
since they are deceived for their own 
good. ’

“Of course when all the original edi
tions of the ‘Table Talk’ are destroyed, 
the clergymen will be able to assure us 
that there is no evidence that that well- 
known quotation was ever found in 
Luther’s sayings.

“I read quotations from Milton’s prose 
writings against Sunday observance and 
the teaching of a Triune God, the Trin
ity. I consulted an edition of Milton’s 
prose works from which these things 
were carefully excluded,and the learned 
editor, the ‘pious Doctor of Divinity,’ 
coolly informs the reader that he omit-

Bibles at Half Price,
Passing by onp of our1 Orthodox Bible 

Depositaries the' other d^y, we saw. a 
number of samples of stock lying in the 
large show window, with this placard 
above them: “A large stock of Bibles 
on hajid at half-price.” It struck us as 
peculiar, that in the very heart and the 
center of an orthodox propaganda there 
should be need to display such a sign.

Trade always adjusts Its movements 
to Its Immediate surroundings. Demand 
controls supply. It is evident, then, 
that the said firm were overstocked, if 
they were telling the truth. To our 
sorrow, we know the »church <and Its 
members will lie; but we will suppose 
they would not so depreciate their busi
ness sagacity as to put up a sign, just 
for the sake of lying and pretending to 
offer the goods at a reduction, that was 
only a glittering »generality and not 
cheap, ’

Assuming, then, that this is a bona 
fide offer, just as it seems on the face of 
it, we are Interested to know why bibles, 
the standard book of this much Chris
tian country, should be selling at half
price. The time has been when it was 
difficult to get one bible at one price; 
yes, at several prices, and yet it is the 
same book, barring the slight changes 
of revision, made by an audacious 
priesthood, who have dared to brave 
the awful anathemas of the close of the 
last chapter of Revelation, in regard to 
him who shall add to or take away any 
particle from the words of this book.

Why, then, this depreciation ln-price? 
Is it lack of demand, or as isoften called' 
“overproduction?” Is it a fact that this 
as the sects claim, only guide of life, is 
losing Its sanctity and prestige, by be
ing compared with the older scriptures, 
the Koran of the Mahommedan, or the 
Vedas of the Brahmins and Buddhists? 
Thousands of church members who have 
worshiped the foreign missionary work 
as a fetich, seeking to do wonders for 
the savages of Boorhaboola Gha, have 
found that they have been most adroitly 
fooled by the fellows who were running 
the fad, to make living places for them
selves; and that the natives of far-off 
India were as intelligent thinkers as 
they themselves and, moreover, that 
there was such a striking similarity be
tween all the sacred books of the Aryan 
race, as to prove most conclusively a 
common origin for their precepts of 
wisdom and morality. If the Christian

ted these things because had Milton 
lived in our day he would have been as 
much ashamed of such opinions as we, 
or words to that effect.”

Parties who will practice deception on 
the public by fraudulent omissions, as in 
the cases cited, will not hesitate to in
terpolate forgeries to advance their 
church interests. Nothing is sacred 
with them but their damnable creeds.

A Priestly Government.
It is not Catholics only who are mak

ing aggressions on clyll liberty. At 
this time a constitutional amendment is 
pending in Congress, proposing to add 
to the preamble, after “We, the people 
of the United States,” the following: 
“Devoutly acknowledging the supreme 
authority and just government of Al
mighty God, In all the affairs of men 
and nations; grateful to Him for our 
civil and religious liberty, and encour
aged by the assurance of His word to: 
Invoke His guidance as a Christian na
tion, according to His appointed way, 
through Jesus Christ, in order to form 
a more perfect union,” etc.

The allied Protestant churches the 
nation over are exerting themselves by 
getting up petitions, circulating them 
for signatures, and writing letters to the 
President and members of Congress, 
urging the adoption of this measure.

In strict harmony with this proposed 
amendment to the organio law of the 
nation, changing it from a republic to a 
theocracy, a movement is on foot to or
ganize all the Christian churches into a 
religious party, the object to control all 
elections for public offices. The daily 
Record, of this city, in a late issue de
veloped the plan of the leaders, from 
which we copy:

“The plan of procedure contemplates 
simultaneous speeches from every pul
pit in the city urging the ends of the 
movement. Subsequently it is intended 
to have committees in every church or 
ward which »hall work with the central 
committee on much the same lines as 
are followed in party organization.”

Then there is another organization to 
co-operate, but probably working in 
secret, called “The Civic Federation."

All these plans carried out success
fully, and the Constitution in its very 
preamble declaring this a Christian na
tion, every public officer must be a 
Christian, and every enactment must be 
based on the “word of God,” and every, 
ruling of the courts. mußt necessarily 
take into consideration the object of the 
government, to found a Christian nation, 
how much civil liberty will then re
main? .

This subject is too momentous to be 
appreciated at once; for it contemplates 
the subordination pf all civil authority 
to priestly rule; • - <

The A. P. A. should enlarge its plat 
form, and instead :of warring on Catholi
cism alone, it should make'the tyranni
cal system on which Catholicism and 
Protestantism are'bpth founded the ob
ject of resistance and attack.

t

NEW ANNOUNCEMENT!
Special Gifts > to New^Sub

Bible can claim rightfully no preced
ence over any other sacred book,a great 
many people-had rather read the Vedas 
instead. That would account for one 
source of decreased demand. The nota
ble inconsistencies and obscenity of this 
“word of God," its mixture of blind de
clarations, crude and Incongruous his
tory, science and philosophy, are every 
day becoming more and more apparent 
to all advanced and progressive think
ers. They have ceased to have any use 
for the Bible as a moral text book. 
Here again would be a large and rapidly 
increasing falling off in the demand for 
“the best book in the world.” (?) But 
in these latter days, those who grasp 
the great truths of Spiritualism realize 
the fact that it is just as easy now to re
ceive teaching and truth from the un
seen “masters of wisdom,” as in the an
cient days.

They see that all churchdom, while 
denouncing the class castes of India, has 
made for itself a more iron-bound separ
ation in the churches, which are really 
castes, governed by an unwritten, im
placable law. If people belong to our 
church, all right; if they belong to the 
other fellow’s church, there is no good 
in them, and if they are Spiritualists, 
then are they pariahs indeed.

The constantly swelling ranks of Spir
itualists, who are recruited from the 
churches, until the clergy have ceased 
from policy their former open-mouthed 
denunciation, disgusted with the hollow 
mockery of pretense put forth by the 
hypocrisy of cant, have no further use 
for the* Bible. They believe its teach
ings to have been the inspiration of all 

’the deviltry so apparent in the present 
operations of the churches, from the 
"mother of harlots” down. It Is unde
niably true that the churches have left 
their first love, the teaching of univer
sal brotherhood, and interdependence 
-of each upon all, substituting therefor 
-the proposition: “I am holier than 
thou.”

But setting aside all the chaff, there 
are some nuggets of truth to be found in 
this compendium of past wisdom. The 
erroneous misconceptions and conclu
sions taught by the churchmen for their 
own selfish purposes do not, cannot 
vitiate the truth, whether found in the 
Bible or coming from the inspired lips 
of our mediums. There is no reason 
why the race, daily moving’ toward a 
higher and more exalted spiritual con
dition, should not be able to receive 
from their psychics now, just as authori
tative statements from the unseen 
“masters of wisdom" as any written 
down under anathema in the so-called 
“holy book” of the Jews.

There is more inspiration now than 
ever before, and the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker are filled with 
it from week to week, in satisfying ful
ness for its readers. We are really 
afraid our orthodox friends will be 
obliged to “restrict production” of the 
stereotyped “word of God."

scri^rs.
During March 'and April,

The Progressive Thinker is de 
sirops of doing a philanthropise work, 
hence it has had a special edition of the 
following numbers of The Progress
ive Thinker struck off in order to 
present them free to al! new trial and 
new yearly subscribers sent in during’ 
the months of March and April. The 3 
papers combined are às valuable as any 
two-dollar book now pvb*Lished in the 
United States. In fact, they constitute a 
mine of valuable information, that every 
Spiritualist or Liberal should react. 
The first paper contains, citaplete, the 
remarkable story, (just finished) 
“The Night the Light Went Out.” All 
the details of thig^ thrilling story are 
'absolutely true, 'only names being 
changed to avoid thé flanger that would 
arise otherwise, Everybody should read

The second paperÆr Tract Edition) 
contains eight- solid^pjges. It is a mine 
of valuable information, The first page 
contains a lecture by Swami Vive- 
kananda, on “Hinduism,” before the 
Congress of Religions. ■ .

The second page jis devoted to the 
“¡Arts of the Spirit^," and ig copiously 
illustrated. ■ '

.third and fourth pages are de. 
votôd ¿toi the "APoets and Poetry of 
Spiritual,ipm,.’I efiOwinj£$jfit there is no 
death-.’ - jx

The fifth page (illustrated) shows that 
the "Passage to Spirit-life is Most De
lightful.” It is very valuable,

The sixth page (illustrated) contains 
some valuable statistics on “Political 
Romanism." Every patriot should be 
familiar with them.

The seventh page is a lecture by that 
great scholar, M. M. Mangasarian, on 
the “Martyrs of Liberal Faith.” You 
should read it. '

The eighth page (Illustrated) contains 
an article by one of the leading journal
ists of Rochester, I{. Y., on a “Cloud 
of Witnesses—the Truths of Spiritual 
Phenomena Endorsed by Science,”

The third paper consists of facts con
necting the Romish Octopus with the 
assassination of President Lincoln. It 
is intensely thrilling «and contains some 
appalling facts. This paper has been 
read undoubtedly ,by„over ONE MIL
LION of people. Our aim is to do a 
philanthropicjwork, and to reach a new 
class of readers and get them interested 
in spiritual literature- This offer will 
hold good during March and April only.

Exposition of a Bible Story.
The question is solved, and the 

learned Bev. Mr. Jasper, of Richmond,— 
he of “the sun do move” theory—has 
furnished the solution. The able divine 
of colored visage saw the ¡improbability 
of the ordinary understanding of Jonah’s 
adventures with the whale, so he has 
formulated a theory more in harmony 
with good sense. Hear him:

“Dat country war a sea shoah, an’ de 
hotels dey was named aftah de tings ob 
de sea. Dah was the Sailors'Rest, de 
Mariners' Retreat, de Seafaring Man’s 
Home, an’ a lot ob sich places, jest, as 
yo’ kin fin’ ’em at Norfolk now. Among 
dese places was one called de Whale’s 
Belly. Jonah come along, an’ he didn’ 
hab no scrip in his purse. He staid 
dar tree days, an’ when the landlady 
found he didn’ hab any money she 
spewed him out. It is gib to us to show 
how v-hen we don’t treat a man right 
kase he’s pore we may ba kickin’ an 
angel unawarsl” . • • •

Spirit of th© Romish Church.

THE SPIRITUALISTC FIELD-i 
WORKERS,DOINGS,ETC.i

STARS AND STRIPES' NOT WANTED,
It appears from a telegram tp the 

Inter-Ocean March 1, from Pittsburgh, 
Pa,, that at a conference of the attorneys 
and officials of the patriotic organization 
which is resisting the attempt of Rev. 
' Pather Cosgrave to install nuns as 
teachers in the Thirty-Fourth ward 
publip school, the lawyers gave a pre
liminary opinion that the action is 
Uegal, and steps will be taken to get a 

court decision to this effect. Two of the 
men at the meeting said they had 
offered some time ago to present the 
school with an American flag, but the 
Catholic board of directors refused the 
gift. The school is probably the only 
lublio educational institution in Pitts- 
lurgh that does not float the stars and 
stripes. Councilor Kerr has received 
numerous letters requesting his inter
ference in the matter, and urging him to 
do all in his power to keep the public 
schools free from sectarian interference. 
To-day he received a copy of resolutions 
adopted by a Philadelphia council con
demning the action of the school board. 
Father Cosgrave to-day announced 
that he will give the Catholic children 
religious instruction in one of the school
rooms if the directors allow it.

This shows most comprehensively the 
spirit of the Romish Octopus.

Cause and Results.
The death-rate in New York City has 

this winter been far dbove the average, 
although there has Been no epidemic or 
contagious disease to swell the number 
of deaths. The cause rests with the 
destitution, want and exposure of the 
poor. They are beneath the millstones 
of our social fabric, and are first to feel 
the pressure, and last to have it re
moved. The accretion of vast fortunes 
in the hands of a few, leave the many in 
want the moment that the few fail to 
provide work, having‘bobbed that many 
of the means whereby they can work by 
and for themselves. Then comes in 
charity, pleasing as- an angel's visit 
when bestowed on the unfortunate, but 
here, in its ostentation, a disgusting 
exhibition of human vanity. The 
wealthy console their consciences with- 
the giving of free soup, and five-cent 
loaves of-bread: butyit is not charity 
these suffering poor dfesire—it is justice. 
Not the free dinner to-day, seasoned 
with the thought that the children will 
be fed in the same way, except with 
thinner soup and smaller loaves; but the 
right and the opportunity to earn the 
dinner and the loaf—the right to pos
sess all that brain and hands create. 
One of the greatest dangers which 
menace our civilization and the perma
nency of our Government is the feeling 
of injustice and wrongful suffering, by 
what is called the lower stratum. -Down 
there is where the dynamite bomb is 
made, and from there comes the maniac 
hand which throws it in the face of law 
and order. '

Universal Lethargy.
God in the Constitution,and--these 

United States declared .a Chrlstian.'Gov
ernment by organic law, then will follow 
legislation to suppress whatever ccjnfilet? 
with church teaching Then tliQ' old 
penalties,' now obsolete, will be enforced 
against thdse who express an-honest 
opinion adverse to .popular theqlog-y. 
Then the Bible, with “Thou shajt not 
suffer a witeh to liyee” will be superior 
to any State or national law; then., the 
Inquisition,'with its' star chamber pro
cedure, will be practically revived, with 
all its horrors, to hunt up and punish 
unbelievers. Congress has this subject 
under consideration before one of its 
committees, and the masses are as indif
ferent as when ordinary. legislation is 
pending. Even the (press is silent. 
Priests and' their tools are active, The 
enemies of freedom never sleep, ■ ..

The Genuine Spirit of Popery,
It is reported that the Rev. Father 

Ferdinand Stick, >of Pana, this State, 
while holding a funeral service at his 
church, launched upon a tirade against 
Protestants, the American Protective 
Association and the Young Men’s Chris
tian Association. In regard to the 
Protestants he said:

“There is not a good, moral young 
man in Pana that is u Protestant. The 
only good young men are Catholics. I 
had rather stand up with a gambler, a 
saloon-keeper, or a drunkard on the 
judgment day than with a Protestant, 
for they will all go to perdition together. 
No Protestants can go to heaven; only 
Catholics go there.”

He said there were no true marriages 
outside of the Catholic Church, The 
marriage by a Catholic priest was the 
only true marriage.

His diatribes stirred up quite an ex
citement in tjie place, and the reverend 
Father is now reported to be denying 
that he used- such language; but the 
editor of the Pana Gazette, a Catholic, 
declares that he did use the words re
ported, nevertheless.

Whether he did or did not, the fact 
remains that the import of the alleged 
language is a true representation of 
the genuine spirit of popery, as is at
tested by many authoritative documents, 
papal bulls and churchly fulminations 
against heretics, and a long, dark and 
damnable history of popish persecutions, 
Inquisition and so on.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Mrs. Mary Colvin Wright passed to 

Spirit-life February 28th, 1894; from the 
home of her daughter, Phoebe' O. Stidd, 
Windsor Park, Ill. . She was born at 
Farmington, N. Y„ April 25th, 1812, a 
birthright member of the Friends or 
Quaker Church. She became a Spiritu
alist in middle life, and during her re
maining years lived trjie to. the faith. 
She was a practicer.of Ker religion 
rather than a preacher, and through her 
wonderful faith and noble life sltenth- 
oned all lives that camo in contact 
with hers. After the return, of Oora L. 
V. Richmond there will be a memorial 
service. ■- / '. .. ,

Divine Revelation.
“Surely the churnlner of milk bririg- 

eth forth butter, and the wringing of 
the nose bringeth forth blood.”—Pro
verbs, 30: 33.

Inspiration was hardly needed to con
vince the world of these truths. Even 
the barbarians of three thousand years 
ago must have learned such facts by ob
servation; and yet Solomon, the wisest 
of men, though a gross idolator, and 
lecherous as wise, while Instructed by 
God, so wrote for our delectation.

Trade Mark Omitted.
The great plague, which desolated 

London, and in fact all Europe at the 
beginning of the seventeenth century, 
destroying 200,000. lives in Constantino
ple alone, the preachers said was a 
“visitation of God for Sabbath break
ing.” And yet God in His wisdom 
placed: no trade-mark on that holy day 
by which it-may be known from other 
days. Was it an act of thoughtlessness 
oh the part of him who made that day 
sacred?

in com-

of Spiritualism is capable of making the 
effective answer to Ingersoll that Rid/- 
mond has done.” ,

J. R. McDonald writes that himself, 
hi» wife and the spirits have a sitting 
nearly every night. He says: “We get 
raps every time we sit, and get answers 
to our inquiries; and from what we can 
prove! every answer has been true.”

Mrs. R. J. Braucher writes of remark
able manifestations in a developing 
circle of seven—three ladies and four 
gentlemen, At a recent circle auto
graphs of Washington, Franklin, La
Fayette, and other men noted in our 
country's history, were written on a 
closed gablet that lay on the table.

Mrs. E. H. Whiton writes concerning 
the onslaught on Joseph King by six 
young men, with an Irish Catholic for a 
leader: “The question is not whether

Remember, everyone, that on account <_ : 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be inserted if 
received on the previous Saturday. We take ; 
pleasure In publishing the movements of lee- 
farers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
Ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few Unes explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
f;reat deal can be said of a meeting in a dozen 
Ines, giving a “general survey” of the glori

ous work being done.
Will C. Hodge, who is now laboring 

in Rochester, Ind., desires engagements 
for April, May and June, and will make 
reasonable terms with any society de
siring his services. Address him at 471 
West Madisonustreet, Chicago, or Roch
ester, Ind.

The old-time lecturer and writer, J. 
O. Barrett, who is widely known to the 
spiritual public, but wno has of late 
years somewhat dropped out of the 
ranks of its workers, has been by no 
means idle. He has been engaged by 
the Minnesota Forestry Association, 
Minneapolis, and has charge of the im
portant movement to maintain the 
forests of that State. He had charge of 
forestry at the Columbian Fair, and the 
success of that department was owing to 
his indefatigable efforts as much as to 
any other individual. Those who de
sire information on forest culture will 
do well to write him and receive free 
the valuable publications of the 
Association.

Sunday evening, Feb. 25, was the 
closing of Mrs. Mary A. Jeffery’s three 
months’ engagement with the North 
Side Spiritual Society, of this city. The 
medium took her subject for discussion 
from the audience, which was: What 
do you consider the highest conditions 
of liberty? which was handled with 
wonderful eloquence by the medium.

T. V. Blackman writes: “Mrs. M. T. 
Alien, who lias been doing work in 

«Pittsburg, Kansas, for the past two 
months, finished her course Sunday, 
February 25, and left for Emporia, 
Kansas, whore she is engaged to deliver 
a course of lectures before starting out 
upon a tour of the Southern States. Mrs. 
Allen’s work in Pittsburg has been 
marked by great success, as not only 
has she succeeded in enthusing the 
Spiritualists, but her fine reasoning fac
ulties and logical conception of her sub
jects have opened the eyes of many 
skeptics to the fact that, no matter how 
loudly the orthodox opponents of our 
religion may cry ‘bugbear,’ Spiritualism 
is a demonstrated truth, and many are 
honestly investigating who have never 
before looked into the matter. Saturday 
night, February 24, a farewell social 
was held for Mrs. Allen at the residence 
of J. S. Rogers, which was largely at
tended, and an enjoyable fraternal 
season was experienced. J. Madison 
Allen, the lady’s husband, was witli us 
over Sunday, and assisted in making 
Mrs. Allen’s farewell services success
ful.”

P. Galvin, of Cusseta, Texas, will lec
ture In New Orleans, La., during 
March.

Prof. A. J. Swarts, who reported the 
grand work last week at Lincoln, Ne
braska, writes that victory crowns all 
the moves there. He says: "Since my 
last I have held two largely-attended 
meetings at leading residences; they 
were composed of all classes, and among 
them active churcli people. Mrs. H. P. 
Harvey, of Maquoketa, Iowa, was drawn 
here; we had her address each meeting 
and give tests. She interested many by 
her psychometric delineations and de
scriptions of spirits. A spiritual revival 
prevails here. I hope some of the able 
speakers and mediums may visit Lincoln 
and keep up the interest. The Spiritual 
Society, Charles W.‘Barry, president, 
had Mrs. Harvey lecture for them twice 
on Sunday, February 25. Her evening 
service was attended by .a full house of 
honest souls. She expects to remain 
here and try for a class in spiritual heal
ing. Am pleased over sending you 
upward of forty subscribers from Lin
coln for The Progressive Thinker. 
There are more to follow.”

In New ITiought for February Moses 
Hull continues his very interesting his
torical sketch of “Joan, the Medium- 
istic Heroine of Orleans, or, Spiritual
ism in France near Five Hundred Years 
Ago;” and there are articles by E. W. 
Gould, C. H. Murray, and Mattie E. 
Hull. It is published monthly, by 
Moses Hull & Co., 29 Chicago Terrace, 
Chicago, Ill., at ten cents per number, 
or $1 per year. The February number 
is adorned with a photogravure likeness 
of Willard J. Hull.

he is a genuine medium, but, have we 
any rights which people led on by Cath
olics are bound to respect? It seems 
not. Success to the A. P. A.; I wish 
there was an organization in every 
town. The Protestant church is very 
ignorant of the danger from popery. 
The good people fear Spiritualism more 
than the Catholic church; and they 
know but little about either.”

Friends are cordially invited to attend 
a Hard Times Party, to bo given by the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association, in 
honor of the 4flth anniversary of mod
ern Spiritualism, at Bricklayers’ hall, 
corner Monroq and Peoria streets, this 
city, on Thursday evening, March 29. 
Tickets, 25 cents. Refreshments in hall.

E. W. Sprague, speaker- and test me
dium, is open for engagements for 
April and May. His camp-meeting en
gagements for 1894 are as follows: Maple 
Dell Camp, Mantua, Ohio, July 22 to 27 
Chesterfield, Indiana, July 29 to August 
10 inclusive; Vicksburg, Mich., August 
12 to 17 inclusive. Address Mr. Sprague 
for engagements at Newland and Forest 
Aves., Jamestown,- N. Y.

Jesse Leverich presents a nut for 
spirits or Spiritualists to crack: Are 
we immortal, conscious personalities? 
He does not doubt another state of being; 
but as all things that have a beginning 
have an end—if tlie conscious person
ality had a beginning, will it not come 
to an end? The being of the individual 
soul-—its existence—is of itself a more 
wonderful fact than that, so existing, it 
should continue forever. Souls existed, 
unindividualized, in the essence of Eter
nal Being; hence possess by nature 
the essence of immortality or endless 
existence; and since they have become 
individualized, why may they not in 
that form retain immortal conscious 
personality? “Change is nature’s 
order,” but we are changing every day 
and moment—yet that does not destroy 
our conscious selfhood and personality,

A correspondent writes that the First 
Society of Spiritualists of Allegheny, 
Pa., is progressing finely. Frank T. 
Ripley, the well-known public speaker 
and platform tost medium, has just 
closed a two months’ engagement, having 
done a great work for Spiritualism, and 
on the 24th of February his many 
friends presented him with an elegant 
gold watch as a testimonial of their ap
preciation. Arrangements have been 
made for his services for three months 
or more next season, under the auspices 
of a new society. He goes to Grand 
Rapids, Mich., for March.

The Ladies’ Helping Hand, auxiliary 
to the Progressive Spiritual Society of 
this city, will give a ball Wednesday 
evening, March 7, at the Masonic Home 
Temple, 3120 Forest Ave. Tickets ad
mitting lady and gentleman, $1; dancing 
and supper included. All are cordially 
invited.

Julia Stillman writes from Andover, 
Ohio: “We are but few in this city, but 
our spirit friends have boon manifestr 
ing wonderful things to us during the 
last week, through the mediumship of 
Mrs. Kingsley Carpenter, of Portland, 
N. Y. She gave private sittings and 
held circles, to the satisfaction of all

Mrs. Mattie Echols writes

The Lyceum Guide.
E. W. Sprague writes: “I am in re

cipt of the Lyceum Guide, by Emma 
Rood Tuttle, and 1 can truly say that 
I think it supplies a great need in the 
work of Spiritualists, and I most 
heartily recommend it to all societies 
and persons who are in need of a helper 
in this reform work. Spiritualists 
everywhere who have no lyceum should 
send for a copy of this book and at, once 
organize a lyceum and’thus aid our be
loved children in gaining a knowledge 
of the truths taught in Spiritualism. It 
takes effort to accomplish anything of 
value, but Mrs. Tuttle will be repaid a 
thousand-fold for this effort to bless 
our children. Long may she live to do 
her work for the Angel-world.”

’ Bad Advice.
“Give strong drink unto him that is 

ready to perish, and wine unto those 
that be of heavy heart. Let him drink 
and forget his poverty, and remember 
his misery, no more.”—Proverbs, 31: 
6,7. ■ . - - A- '

mendation of our paper, with a special 
word of praise for Judge Rosecrans’ 
“Twilight Musings.” She says: “Your 
exposition of Catholic influence in our 
governmental affairs is of vital im
portance, and should arrest the atten
tion of all true American liberty-loving 
people, and all should be taught that 
their malignant influence does not stop 
in the affairs of earth alone, but extends 
to the other side of life, whencefthey can 
and do return with all their cunning 
duplicity, to work out vengeance—re
garding and treating as deadly enemies 
to the holy church every medium who 
is capable of demonstrating immortality 
to man, and that future happiness is at
tainable without the aid of priest or 
pope, church or creed.”

Charles R. Miller writes: “I greatly 
admire Mr. Richmond’s review 'and 
criticism of Col. Ingersoll. Why doesn’t 
Richmond write and speak oftener? On 
the question in controversy Richmond is 
certainly the master of Ingersoll. Here/ 
are two great lawyers, standing in the. 
front rank of the legal profession, dis
cussing the mighty theme of spirit-life 
and intercourse—Ingersoll in his 
lecture on ‘The Gods,’ and Richmond in 
criticism and review. No map outside

who had the privilege of hearing her.”
Frank F. Foster writes: “El Paso is a 

town of 10,000 people, on one of the' 
great overland routes to the Pacific 
Coast. There is no medium here, nor 
has there been for a long time. Wil
liam Aber and Hugh Moore both have 
done good work here. The Spiritu
alists nave an incorporated society. 
Cannot some medium stop over a few 
days when enroute either way, from or to 
California? I would like to correspond 
with such. There are three developing 
circles held here weekly, which give 
good promise to develop in time three 
trance mediums. The Mexicans have a 
society, a hall and a trance medium who , 
is developing.”

Geo. C. Stoll, of Indianapolis, writes: 
“The veteran Moses Hull occupied the 
platform of the Indianapolis Association 
of Spiritualists, in place of Mrs. Helen 
Stuart-Richings, who was confined to her 
bed with la grippe. It was a fortunate 
occasion, since the Rev. Bartlett, 
of this city, a few days before attacked 
Spiritualism in the daily press, pro
nouncing it the work of the devil. To 
the large audience Mr. Hull displayed 
none of the effects of his recent stroke 
of paralysis, but with a vigor of mental 
strength made a most able reply to the 
reverend gentleman. Mr. Hull showed 
not only his scholarly attainments but 
his familiarity with the Bible. Dr. F. 
M. Abbett, who was wounded by the 
highwayman who undertook to hold 
him up, is recovering slowly. The 
dead body of his assailant was identified 
by the clork of the Jackson, Mich., 
prison, from which place he escaped 
February 8, as that of Wm. Howard. 
Mrs. M. C. Jacobs is on a trip to Ander
son, Muncie, Hartford City and Marion, 
having engagements for trumpet 
seances.” •

Mrs. A. B. Dawson writes from Jack
sonville, Florida: “We are having lively 
tj.mes at our camp, notwithstanding the 
bigotry and slurs thrown out at Spirit
ualism through the press by different 
Christian denominations. Mrs. Lillie 
and Mrs. Severance have handled their 
subjects well. Too much cannot be said 
of their ability as fine and impressive 
speakers. Mr. P. L. O. A. Keeler, the 
slate-writer and physical medium, has 
astonished us with his wonderful powers. 
At his seance given in bright lamp-light 
hands and arms are seen and felt by the 
sitters. Mr. Keeler sits in full view of 
the audience, not entranced, when these 
powerful manifestations take place. 
George, his minstrel control, keeps time 
and performs in his minstrel acts. Mr. 
Keeler submits to tests. His hands are 
held during the seance when his coat is 
taken off.” '

R. M. Eppler writes that Spiritualists 
are sparse at Purcell, Indian Territory, 
but they have held a seance with satis
factory results, and hope to form acircle 
toon
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Mrs. J. Lindsey has been holding 
meetings at Hastings, Mich, has had 
large audiences, anf much interest was 
manifested. There was not standing 

'room for all who wished to attend. : 
Meetings were held every alternate । 
night last week, and two meetings on 
Sunday. '

‘ Anna S. Hansen writes that she was 
once called to care for a cousin whom 
the doctors pronounced insane, one of 
whose troubles wa? that a big black dog 
annoyed and frightened her. She would 
scream and try to fightoff the dog. “One 
day I went down street, and when I came 
back, when near the house I was fright
ened by a big black dog that ran up 
alongside of me—and in a. minute I saw 
there was no dog near me in the form. I 
thought it strange—and _ ou going into 
my cousin’s room she cried out forme 
not to come near her, as I had brought 
that big black dog with me; and for one 
hour I could not go near her. That set 
me to thinking it was not insanity, en
tirely.”

Mrs, O. A. Phelps writes that John 
Slater has been giving fine tests to good 
audiences in Pueblo, Col. There are 
enough Spiritualists thqre to for» a good 
society. \

Mrs. E. Rader writes that the Spirit
ualists of Meriden, Ct., have formed a 
society to investigate phenomena and 
for the purpose of advancing freethought 
and psychical research. Fifty members 
have joined, and a great interest seems 
to be taken in it by a number who are 
dot members. ’

Benj. Winchester writes:—Spiritual
ism at Council Bluffs, Iowa, has for some 
time been In a slumbering condition; 
but, as good luck or the good angels 
would have it, Mrs, J. M. Harvey, of 
Maquoketa, came here and spoke at the 
funeral of Mrs. F, M. Bump. She spoke 
under control and so highly pleased were 
0,11 the liberal-minded of the large audi- 
snee, that the outcome of the matter was 
they wanted to hear her again. Conse
quently I obtained her consent to speak 
twice in Woodman Hall, The notice 
was so short that It was not expected 
there would be a large turn out, but we 
were agreeably disappointed. In the 
ifternoon she, or rather her controls, 
Uscoursed on the evidences and also de
fined what real Spiritualism is. In the 
evening she spoke on the benefits and 
uses of Spiritualism. This subject called 
forth the “powers behind the throne,” 
and then followed a stream of oratory, 
and sometimes most pathetic appeals to 
the better judgment of the audience to 
live a life here with a view of a happy 
me In the great beyond. Mrs. H. left 
¡or Lincoln on the 20th, and many hope 
the will soon come this way again and 
jive us a full course of lectures.

Mrs. Lottie Fowler has removed to 
paltimore, Md. She is now located at 
B26 Courtland street, where she will 
give private sittings.

Mrs, Mary Dve will address the Con
gress, corner ot Washington boulevard 
and Ogden avenue, Sunday, March 11, 
at 7:30. Subject, “Sinless Gains.” She 
will be followed by a paper from Dr. 
Photon.

Mrs. Mattie E. Hull will speak in the 
Universalist church, Upland, Ind., Sat
urday night and Sunday, March 10 and 
11. Will assist Mr. Hull in meetings in 
Pennville, Ind., March 13, 14, 15 and 
16. In Mechanicsburg, Ind., 19, 20, 21, 
22, 23. Mr. and Mrs. Hull start for Cal
ifornia the 27th inst. Can be addressed 
carp of Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose, Cal. 
The two M’s are under engagement for 
the New Era (Oregon) camp. Mrs. Hull 
attends the Lincoln Grove camp, Catlin, 
Wash. Would like engagements for 
the month of June.

N. Wilber writes feelingly of the 
great consolation brought by Spiritual
ism in time of great bereavement. At 
Cassadaga, in the presence of Mrs. 
Btoddard-Grey, “our four darlings came 
out of the cabinet all at once, and we 
took them in our arms and kissed them 
and talked to them; and the oldest, 12 
years of age, called for pencil and paper 
and wrote a tablet page full, standing 
by our side in full view.

C. L. Clark writes: “Mrs. Emma 
Nickerson-Warne will lecture and give 
tests for the North Side Spiritualist So
ciety, this city, every Sunday evening 
during this month. Mrs. Ireland, Mrs. 
Hanson and Mrs. Hamilton Gill will 
speak and give tests in the afternoon at 
3 p. M., in Schlotthaucr’s hall, corner 
Siegel and Sedgwick streets.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to Spirit-life at her home near 

West Cliff, Colorado, on February 24, 
1894, Mrs. Eliza Mathews Clark, aged 65 
years, 3 months and 10 days. She was 
born. in Bristol, England, and ’ caffiq to 
Amprlca’with her parents in 1883. In 
1870. she went to Colorado with her 
brother,' Alfred, and soon after was 
married to Mr. Jenks Clark, at Canon 
City. She was an ardent Spiritualist, 
and received messages from her mother, 
who had gone before, as far back as 
1852. She early espoused. the doctrine 
of woman suffrage, was an enthusiastic 
currency reformer, and was abundantly 
able to defend ' her political as well as 
her religious views, and did so on all 
proper occasions. She set an example 
in dress reform for women by wearing 
the Bloomer costume in the fifties. She 
was energetic, industrious and self-re
liant to a remarkable degree. She will 
be missed among her neighbors and 
friends on earth, but will be a power 
for good in the new life upon which she 
has entered.
"But though earth’s fairest blossoms 

• die,
And all beneath the skies is vain, 

There is a brighter world on high,
Beyond the reach of carp or pain,”

“There is no death I what seems sols 
transition. .

This life of mortal breath 
Is but a suburb of the life elysian,

Whose portals we call death.”
C. H. Mathews. 

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

Passed to Spirit-life, at Council Bluffs, 
Iowa, Mrs. Mary F, Bump, in the 72nd 
year of her age. She was a firm and 
outspoken Spiritualist for thirty years, 
and durlug the last twenty-five years a 
healing medium of considerable note. 
She instructed her son, if possible, to 
get a true Spiritualist to officiate at her 
funeral; and as good fortune would have 
it, Mrs. J. M. Harvey, of Maquoketa, 
came here and officiated, speaking under 
control, to the general satisfaction of a 
large audience of friends and neighbors.

B. W.

Passed to Spirit-life, at Omaha, Neb., 
Mrs. Mary Robinson Rafter, aged 62 
years, 10J months. Mrs. Rafter em
braced the beautiful philosophy of Spir
itualism nearly forty years ago, and the 
summons had no terrors. Her mind was 
clear to the last. She comforted her 
companion, who was nearly beside him
self with watching and grief, telling 
him of the sweet music in heavenly 
strains, and the voices of loved ones 
gone before, coming to lead her into her 
new life.

Mrs. Mary E. Cox, M. D.
Omaha, Neb.

“Arisen!” Such was one of the floral 
inscriptions at the funeral service held 
in memory of Joseph W. Babe, Esq., of 
Washington, D. C., who passed to 
Spirit-life on February 15. Mr. Babe 
was 72 years of age, and had long been 
an invalid. His brave little wife, who 
was his constant attendant, shared with 
him the sublime knowledge that Spirit
ualism brings to those who really 
possess its truth. The floral offerings 
bore testimony to the great respect and 
love with which he was regarded by all 
who knew him—a garland of fresh 
flowers took the place of the somber 
crape on the door. The guides of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond conducted the 
services and delivered the address, 
which was replete with the message of 
life immortal. Correspondent.

The BrutaUty of Athletics.
The age tends strongly to the hu

manities, and in every State except 
Florida—and a law will be soon enacted 
by its legislature—prize-fighting is a 
crime, severely punished. This relic of 
barbarism lingers In our colleges and is 
countenanced by the press, which caters 
to the lowest tastes of the vulgar. No 
college, however, has so far disgraced 
Itself as to import professional bruisers 
for the gratification of the students, ex
cept Yale. It has been reserved for 
that ancient seat of learning to have the 
following paragraph published far and 
wide:

New Haven, Conn., Feb. 17.—The 
most brutal prize-fight that has taken 
place in this city for many years was 
fought in a room of a Chapel street build
ing last night. The contestants were 
“Billy” Russell and “Jack” Dillon, two 
well-known middle-weight .pugilists. 
The fight was witnessed almost exclu
sively by Yale students, among them 
being sons of prominent families. The 
fight lasted for nearly two hours. By 
the tenth round the floor of the ring 
was literally covered with blood. The 
fight was awarded to Russell after four
teen rounds.

Yale is a Christian institution. Minis
ters of the gospel are educated there, 

' who go forth from its “athletics” to 
preach “Christ and him crucified.” To 
row, to box, to indulge in the brutality 
of football, is of more consequence as to 
a student’s standing than learning or 
morality. It certainly encourages the 
feeling of pessimistic discouragement 
when such scenes’ occur at the seats of 
learning, which pride themselves in 
being tiie ripe fruitage of twenty cen
turies of Christian -Civilization. It is 
said the faculty object, but there must 
be something more than objections. 
Connecticut has laws that are severe, 
and they must be enforced even though 
the sons of millionaires are the law
breakers. If the faculty have not 
■courage enough to hold the bullies and 
blackguards who attend in gentlemen’s 
clothing, they had better resign in favor 
of those who have, or write oVer their 
portals, “Closed, because a failure.”

■£^^dd8fc¿ii^¿lji:i¿.,M

INGERSOUi; RICHMOND.
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extending mercy even to the tyrants 
who made the revolution a necessity. 
He therefore spoke and voted against 
the execution of Louis XVI, He said: 
“Kill the king, but save the man,’ 
Louis as king was dangerous; while 
Louis as a man was harmless; let him 
live. This excited ignorant fanatics 
against him. One of them knocked him 
down. He would have been killed for 
that if Paine had not interfered jn hjs 
behalf. To save his life Paine slipped 
him away to an American vessel and 
paid his fare to the United States. Was 
a minister ever known to bq literally 
turn the other cheek?

Paine, during the fanatical excite
ment which followed the French revo
lution, was arrested as a foreigner, and 
thrust into prison and sentenced • to 
death. When they . undertook to find 
evidence against Paine, they sent a 
committee of citizens to examine his 
papers and letters to try and find some 
evidence against him. The following is. 
an extract from the report of that com
mittee:

"Thomas Paine, the apostle of liberty; 
in America, profound and valuable phil
osopher, virtuous and esteemed citizen, 
came to France and took Ills seat 
amongst you. . . The seals on the 
papers of Thomas Paine have been 
taken off; the committee of safety ex
amined, them, . , ’. They found only 
the Jove of liberty, which characterized 
him all hid lifetime; that eloquence of 
nature and philosophy which made him 
the friend of mankind, and those 
principles of public morality which 
merited the hatred of kings, and the 
affection of his fellow-citizens. ” ’

Paine, as before remarked, was sen
tenced to be guillotined, but, by a prov
idence generally called a mistake, the 
chalk mark was put on the wrong side 
of his door; and in the morning when 
the victims were taken out to be ex
ecuted, Paine’s mark was on the inside 
of his door. Before ■ they had time for 
another day of execution, the revolution 
had killed itself.

The ministers generally add to their 
falsehoods about Paine, that Benjamin 
Franklin, after reading the manufieript 
of the “Age of Reason," begged Paine 
not to print it, as, if men were so bad 
with religion, what would they be with
out? Somehow Mr. Talmage failed to’ 
jet that in with his other falsehoods. 
: cannot see how that is; it is surely the 
only instance where he was ever known 
to fail to get a falsehood into a discourse 
about one he did not like. - ’

The fact is, the story, like most of the 
falsehoods of the kind, is self-refuting. 
Franklin died April 17, 1790, and the 
first part of the “Age of Reason” was 
dated Paris, 1794. Nearly four years

At her home in Leavenworth, Kansas, 
after a brief illness, passed to the 
higher life, Mrs. Nancy J. Burrows, 
aged 55 years and 8 months. Aaron 
Burrows, to whom she was married in 
1884, and who survives her, is a Spiritu
alist, and through his instrumentality 
she was converted from orthodoxy to 
Spiritualism, and led many to investi
gate the truth that could, lead one to 
such a life of beauty and peace as hers.

Mrs. Caroline Esmond Godfrey passed 
to Spirit-life at her home in Benton, 
Mich.,'Jan, 30, 1894, aged 59 years. 
She was -a lifelong Quaker, but to this 
belief was added that of Spiritualism 
when a young woman of twenty-two. 
She was a woman of rare, beautiful 
character, with a soul to inspire and 
help all within its influence, as one 
standing on the very hill tops of pro
gress.

Passed to Spirit-life, Dec. 13, 1893, at 
the Insane asylum at St. Peter, Minn., 
Cyrus Nutting Peterson, father of Wm. 
A. Peterson, of St. Paul, Minn., aged 76 
years, 9 months and 10 days.

Mr. Peterson was born at Weathers- 
field, Windsor county, Vt., where he 
spent his early manhood, moving to 
Ohio in the early days, and then to Wis
consin, and finally, In the spring of 
1857, to Minnesota, where he made a 
home in the “big woods,” between the 
cities of Mankato and St. Peter, and 
pioneered there until 1867, when he sold 
nis farm and started for Missouri. Bad 
health and bad weather and roads inter
fering, he never reached.that destina
tion, but purchased a farm in Southern 
Minnesota, and by an unfortunate spec
ulation lost the earnings of a lifetime, 
and was obliged to go out on to the 
prairies of the southwest to take a home
stead and begin life over again after he 
was fifty years of age. This strain upon 
him upset his mental faculties and 
caused that worst of all human maladies, 
softening of the brain, and the greater 
part of the last twenty years of his life 
was spent in the institution above 
named. He was for many years a strong 
believer in Spiritualism, and has now 
gone to that bright home in the great 
beyond, where he will be repaid for all 
the trouble he passed through here.

St. Paul, Minn. W. A P.

Dr. Samuel L. McFadden, well-known 
in this city for many years, passed to 
Spiritrlife a few days ago, at the age of 
80 years. He was noted for his peculiar 
method of healing.- Instead of praying 
for his patients ne would swear—pour 
out a vehement and emphatic flood of 
curses and objurgations. Many can 
testify to the efficacy of his system of 
healing, by which he performed some 
most remarkable cures. He was a man 
of generous impulses, and great kindli
ness of heart; and many will miss him 
who have had his kindly assistance in 
days gone by.

Flints may be melted—we see it daily 
—but an ungrateful heart cannot be; not 
by the strongest and noblest flame.— 
South.
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Creation and Its Critics.
The Question of Design Consid- 

fired—It Is Carefully Anai yzed, 
--------------- ' !

When Col. Ingersoll calls our atton- 
fion, in his lecture upon ‘'The Gods," to 
the wonderful chemistry by which 
bread was changed into the divine trag
edy of Hamlet, he is certainly ignoring 
the intelligence that is found in part
nership with matter and force. But 
th© argument based upon “design,”

after Franklin had gone to the angels. 
If Franklin did thus beg oif Paine, he 
did it as a spirit, after his body had 
been rotting in the ground four years.

In his preface to the “Age of Reason,” 
second part, Paine said:

“I have mentioned, in the former part 
of the 'Age of Reason,’ that it had long 
been my intention to publish- my 
thoughts upon religion, but that I had 
reserved it to a later period in life, in
tending it to be the last work I should 
undertake. The circumstances existing 
in France in the latter part of 1793, de
termined mo to delay it no longer; the 
, ust and humane principles of the revo- 
ution, which philosophy had diffused, 
had been departed from. I sat down 
and brought the work to a close «s 
speedily as possible, and had not finished 
it more than six hours, in the state it 
has since appeared, before I was placed 
under arrest as a foreigner, and con
veyed to prison at Luxemburg. I con
trived on my way to call on Joel Barlow 
and put the manuscript into his hands.”

The above forever nails that falsehood.
This discourse has been too long .for 

your patience, and too brief to do justice 
to the man whom I esteem it an honor to 
defend. The historian says:

“June 10, 1809, Thomas Paine peace
fully and quietly passed away, without a 
struggle, retaining his mental faculties 
to the last.”-

At the conclusion of the lecture 
Mattie E. Hull stepped on the platform 
and delivered the following poem:

THOMAS PAINE.

Poets have written and bards have sung 
Of illustrious men whom the world 

calls dead,
Granite and marble their columns rear 

Over their ashes, and tears are shed;
With reverent lips we speak the name 
Of those who were known to this world’s 

fame.
Prophet and priest, and sage and seer, 

Have worn the laurels earth has 
given;

Homage and love have wreathed their 
bier .

With flowers as sweet as the breath 
of heaven; ’

But few have sung in grateful strain. 
Of the heroic deeds of Thomas Paine.
O, Thomas Paine! when the sAoke ot 

war
Was rising in clouds o'er battles grim, 

When, striking for justice, our fathers 
saw '

No light in the future grey and dim, 
Thy genius rose like a star in the night, 
And guided our sires to freedom’s light.
Thy words lit anew the patriot fires.. ’

I?ut strength in the soul where hope 
was dim; .

Inspired with thy prophecies, loyal sires 
Caught faith when they sang their 

battle-hymn. '
Thy pen did more for our nation’s crown 
Than the glistening sword of Washing

ton. «
Wherever the chains of slavery held’ 

A people cursed by king or throne,
ITtere was ever his chosen field, , 

There his country and there his home."
Hated by priests, he firmly stood. ‘ * 
His only creed was to render, good.
The “Age of Reason” dawns at last, ■

And man may think as seemeth good: 
And live by the teachings of “Common

Sense;”
When the “Rights of Man” are un

derstood.
“The Crisis” is coming, its signs are 

here,’ : . ;
The cowards are quaking with doubt 

and fear. ; ’
How true that the ’ demons' of other 

years
Become the saints that we adore;

Still we have superstitious fears1 ■ ... -
Of the noble souls of the present hour.' 

, But no reformer e’er lived in vain;. •
Then, honored forever be Thomas Paine.

Anderson, Ind., Feb. 17, 1894.

COL. INGERSOLL’S EMPHASIS.

upon which Hon. A. B. Richmond 
founds his criticism of that lecture by 
the eloquent Colonel, though good and 
even brilliant in the days of Paley, 
would be met and crushed in a few sen
tences by the doughty orator. The 
trouble with that old-fashioned argu
ment is that it proves too much. The 
savage wants a god he can see, so he 
makes an ido^ Paley wants a god who 
can think, BO he Imagines a designer. 
And Brother Richmond follows suit. 
The conception of an intelligence that 
Is all in all is too broad for a Paley, so 
he imagines a being who would plan and 
design just as man does; and the natural 
sequence of such a postulate is that the 
argument gets all mixed up, till we 
read of "immutable laws, under the 
control of an infinite mind, who uses the 
force of one law to obstruct the opera
tion of another.” We are told that this 
is reasonable because “man does this in 
human devices.” Such arguments are 
useless to any mind that nas kept in 
reasonable touch with the discoveries 
of the nineteenth century, and has 
cultivated what Tyndall calls “the use 
of a scientific imagination.” Man in
vents a watch, and has thereby become 
a desig'ner. No one disputes that. 
'Those wheels did not get together and 
keep time of their own accord. But so 
far as I know, that watch never 
progresses until it becomes a clock. If 
it could become a clock, it would be be
cause its designer had previously de
signed that change. Now, suppose we 
apply that a, b, c fact to the arguments 
of Brother Richmond et al.

In New Zealand lives a small parrot, 
designed to get a living in the usual inno
cent manner of his race. His beak is a 
nut-craoker worthy of its inventor. The 
harmless sheep is introduced into that 
colony by the industrious farmer. Forth
with the innocent parrot discovers that

covers of his grandmother's prayer
book. So we see that this design argu
ment, according to our meaning of the 
word design, will manufacture infidels 
faster .than a legion of Mdodys' and 
Sankeys’ could convert them back into 
the church. . .

This morning I had a demonstration 
that the designer—if there be one—has 
prepared no picnic for any form of life. 
I have a young Gordon setter dog, digni
fied. with the name of Watch. He is 
excellent friends with a small black-and- 
tan terrier, except at feeding time, 
Then it's a growl and a bite for anyone 
who wants a seat at his table. I went 
out to give them their dinner and main
tain order. Poor little Speck looked 
such a piteous martyr that I gave him 
his dinner in a separate ■dish. / Up came 
Psyche, the cat, wfio had fondled him as 
a baby, and even now keeps him warm 
at nignt, In a moment Speck flew at 
her and with a fierce bark denounced 
her as an anarchist of the most danger
ous variety, At that momenta malignant 
hen, witn a top-knot, gave Speck 
a sharp bite on the back of his neck, 
that sent him crying to me for sympathy 
and repairs, while I was laughing at 
the catastrophe, Speck’s dinner had 
vanished, Watch,’ then scenting dan
ger'on his own account, attacked and 
drove off the hen. At this epoch a 
neighbor called, accompanied with a 
large dog. who at once pounced .on 
Watch and compelled him to seek safety 
in flight, whan his dinner also changed 
its destination. At this point of the 
history the master of that dog-robber 
intervened with a vigorous kick that 
sept the animal yelping out of the yard. 
But In performing this act of justice he 
iurt his foot badly by the violence of 
his kick. Now. as far as I can judge, 
there was suffering: all around over that 
dinner that even involved me, for I had 
to feed the hungry all over again. At 
first I thought there ought to be amoral 
in all that to make a good Sunday-school 
scholar more good, but after profound 
meditation I fail to find any other lesson 
than the general malignity of intelli
gence when wrapped up in that kind of 
matter. Mothern Nature, if she were 
looking on, must have felt a good deal 
like the old woman who lived m a shoe, 
and had so many children she didn't 
know what to do. But to the advocate 
of design I appeal for exact information 
as to the divine plan that outworked all 
that rumpus.

It is because the grand discoveries 
made by the scientist and the inventor, 
added to these latter-day proofs of hu-

he can make an easier living by jump
ing onto that sheep’s back and tearing 
a.hole in its flesh until he gets down to 
the liver, which is the object of his 
quest and‘his dinner. Of course the 
sneep dies in a slow torture, worthy of 
the Inquisition. Now, was that the de
sign of the designer of that parrot? 
When we come across a design with a 
postscript of this kind it slightly inter
feres with the arguments that elaborate 
"Our Father who art in heaven.”

On the desert, that has things pretty 
much all to itself, between the Missis
sippi and the Rockies, grows the sage 
bush. It filled the heart (and the appe
tite) of a species of lady-bug, and they 
dwelt together in much affection for the 
thousand of centuries that go to make 
up a geological era. One day that bug 
discovered a potato, and immediately 
fell in love with it. Utterly regardless 
of the divine maxim that “those whom 
God hath joined let no bug put 
asunder," he forsook his bush; changed 
his name to potato bug, and ever since 
has been amusing himself and getting 
his living by making the honest farmer 
swear at him. Will Brother R. tell us 
whether that was , lde6ign”'or just pure 
"oussedness?"

Man has been a r success, both as a 
designer and an inventor. He has made 
himself an eye that can see right out to 
the-star whose light will take a thousand 
years tomake the'lsame journey; and 
with the aid of his spectroscope and his 
camera! he considers that he has proved 
that matters and things are run on about 
the same general principles out there as 
on this little world of ours. Then he 
makes another eye that looks as far into 
the small as the other had looked into 
the distant; and with this microscope 
he finds microbes and other beings with 
long Latin names, all born hungry and 
looking fora dinner. It presently ap
pears that almost every time that a 
man runs to a physician and says: “Oh, 
dear, doctor, now sick I am," it means 
that these sweet little children of the 
great designer are using him according 
to: the receipts in their heavenly 
cook-book. Man eats turkey roast, 
and says, amen. They eat man raw, an<! 
say hallelujah. The doctor sends in his 
bill and hunts for more microbes. And 
so the battle of life goes on. Was that 
the design of the designer so magnified 
by,my learned brother? Because life is 
so formed that it can only get a living 
by feeding upon other life, shall we do 
as’the preacher does and set'off the 
misery of to-day as kgainst some future 
good? But even then, when' infernal 
tortures’ are discovered, also carefully 
designed, it upsets the whole argument 
for the man who dare think cutside the

man immortality and spirit return, 
teach me quite a different lesson, that I 
am taking issue with both the eloquent 
Ingersoll and the learned Richmond. In 
a universe where intelligence seems om
nipresent, I yet claim that there can be 
nothing of the nature of what man means 
by the word design. I will try to be very 
brief in an explanation of my position, 
and I can certainly start with an assertion 
that I fancy will be acceptable to almost 
every thinker. There are just three 
factors to the universe. Matter, force, 
intelligence comprise the whole. We 
can change names, but there can be no 
more, and there can be no less. And 
since intelligence can only ekpress itself 
through matter, and by the use of force, 
wc see that they must have been a co
eternal trinity. And what we call law, 
by which intelligence could apply its 
energy to matter, could have had no 
beginning, and will have no end. 
Natural law is as eternal as matter, 
force and intelligence. Wo have here 
the only expression of infinity that the 
mortal mind can grasp, whether we 
call it Jehovah, Nature or Lord; that 
which is Infinite can make no finite ex
pression of itself. Now, leaving the 
abstract, det us see what it is that 
modern discovery has sto ay on this 
question of design.

In everything that has been discov
ered within the limits of microscope and 
telescope, science finds matter in close 
association with force and intelligence. 
A speck of matter will have its speck of 
intelligence operating by a speck of 
force. That speck of intelligence seeks 
its brother atom. It knows him when 
it finds him, and clasps him to its breast 
with what we call the attraction of co
hesion. Therein we have every phase 
of chemical combination. Liquids, 
solids, gases and the whole universe 
have that base. It is wonderful, but we 
must not expect the intellectual ex
pression of a Richmond or an Ingersoll 
from the speck that the chemist fondles 
in his laboratory. But as matter and 
force “go marching on,” the student of 
the past discovers that as soon as condi
tions permit intelligence sparkles out in 
the crystal. While intelligence exhib
its a power that can repair an injury, 
the facet must take shape from the mat
ter of which it is built up. The power 
and the limit of the intelligence arc 
thus both present. Step by step the 
scientist may point you to what he calls 
a growing intelligence, but which has 
in reality no element of growth about 
it. Neither of the divine trinity can 
help themselves. Presently in the 
young world a great change takes place. 
It may be a mere difference of vibra- 
tion( the kinetic force of one hour be
coming potential the next. The man 
with a microscope, like the man with a 
telescope, sees a great deal more than 
he understands. But he next discovers 
what he calls life in full activity. That 
is to 8ayt matter, force and intelligence 
are making what we may call a higher 
manifestation. We need not follow the 
process step by step, but will take a 
leap over a few million years, more or 
less, till we find ourselves in the glad 
summertime of the reptile world. If 
there were a designer of that particular 
kind of creation, he might sit for a por
trait of the orthodox devil, except that 
he would be many degrees too black. 
Our tarantulas, scorpions, centipedes 
and snakes only faintly picture the 
happy family that glorified its creator 
in that era. It is true that a great many 
of the monsters wore iron-clad great 
coats which were good for defense, but 
then others had cunning instruments 
adapted to inflict horrid tortures just 
for fun. The lords of that creation 
were mighty beings who, like the lords 
of to-day, sought to enjoy life, but as far 
as possible at the expense of somebody 
else. The advocate of “design” must 
here picture to himself a creator partly 
Dr. Jekylland the rest Mr. Hyde, but 
with the amiable doctor taking a nap 
during the entire era.. But from my 
standpoint there is no such effort of the 
imagination necessary. The, eternal 
energy, blended with the eternal force 
and the eternal intelligence, was mani
festing as naturally as when a crystal 
was all it could evolve. In that state of 
vibration nothing else was possible. 
But the earth was cooling all the time, 
and at last the conditions were fatal to 
the monsters, but favorable to smaller

forms. And one day one of these forms 
who hod evolved a thumb, stood upright 
and became the ancestor of the Inger
solls and the Richmond? of to-day. But 
all the same there was no preparation 
for his comfort. It was just "root hog, 
or die,” It was “eat or be eaten”_ for 
man and beast just as in the olden time. 
The vibrations of the matter in man's 
brain permitted intelligence to climb 
into self-consciousness, but beings were 
in the air he breathed, in the water he 
drank, the food he ate, as well as in his 
muscles and blood, who lived upon the 
lord of creation. They had intelligence 
like himself, and tfiey always ended by 
eating him up. And for orator- Inger
soll, and all his kith and kin, here end- 
eth the lesson,

Now let me ask if, up to this point, 
there has appeared any necessity for a 
great man-god to do any planning other 
than was accomplished by the “eternal 
three" without any such intervention? 
It is at this point that self-conscious 
man—except the Ingersoll family
makes a brilliant discovery, He dis
covers that his self-consciousness is not 
extinguished by the destruction of his 
body. He has dreamed this, and be
lieved it all along his history. That 
W&s called superstition by the Ingersolls 
of every age; but at last the evidence 
has proved too strong for some of the 
members of even that family. Is it at 
this point that Brother Richmond finds 
his almighty creator playing with eter
nal law? I trow not. At least neither 
ghost, spook nor spirit has up to date 
brought us any reliable information 
that will fit into the teachings of 
any of the world’s religions on this 
theme. He asserts that “Spiritualism 
teaches that all nature proclaims the 
overwhelming presence of an infinite 
power, and the existence of an infinite 
God.” But I reply that Spiritualism 
does not teach me anything of the kind: 
yet it brings to me grand lessons of the 
power to which finite man may aspiHs. 
I will here finish my article with jfist 
one of these- lessons founded on the' im
mortality of man. And I will ask 
Brother Richmond to cultivate for a‘few 
minutes the “scientific imagination” 
extolled by Prof. Tyndall.

We both believe there is progress in 
the next life. Unless that came to an 
end the result must be that man will 
reach a power and glory inconceivable 
to the mortal; but whatever his develop
ment, he must have occupation; and 
whatever his wisdom and knowledge, he 
will yet have to learn by continued ex
periment. Let us i-emember that for 
nls tools he will have just matter, force 
and intelligence. There is nothing 
more. They Include the whole. Will 
it not be iust as easy for such men to 
gather tne matter of space, bring it 
under the laws of energy by the appli
cation of intelligence, and start a new 
world, or system of worlds, as it is to
day for the mortal to start with the crude 
materials of nature and elaborate a 
World’s Fair,or build an ocean steamer? 
Yet under such supervision I should ex
pect to find an explosion every now and 
then. And that is just what we do find. 
Planets burned up, comets bursting,and 
suns growing dark, with often the devil 
to pay on the little globe where Rich
mond, Ingersoll and the rest of us are 
making our present headquarters. It 
is possible that from the standpoint of 
those great spirits the end may justify 
the means. But they can’t make or 
change a law, any more than the mortal 
who growls at the panic he produces 
whenever he violates the principles of 
political economy. So the man of to
day, who wants something to worship, 
is still in the throes of an evolution that 
has left him on the hither side of self
respect. When such a man compre
hends the fullness of his own manhood, 
and the possibilities of his own future, 
Deity will Shrivel, and man, the spirit, 
attain a grandeur limited only by tho 
knowledge of our own brotherhood.

Charles Dawbarn.
San Leandro, Cal. -
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select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price *1,50.

For sale at this office.______
WAS

WW LiriGoui
A SPIRITUALIST?

— OB —
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav* 
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's 
Portraltfrom Life.

To the Readers of New Thought.
To the Editor:—Will you allow me 

space in your widely-read columns to say 
that my printer, alter numerous vexa
tious delays, which madeothe February 
number of our magazine over a month 
late, and made it cost me near three 
times what it should, has finally entirely 
succumbed to the hard times, and cannot 
get out another number. Not being up 
to my usual strength at present, and 
having appointments every night and 
every Sunday, until my departure for 
California, I cannot look after the matter 
as I otherwise would; however, I have 
persons in Chicago who are looking 
after the matter, and arrangements wil 
soon be made by which our subscribers 
will get Aeto '1 bought regularly. If my 
physical condition is all I trust it will 
be, they will get New Thought as it is for 
six months; after which time, as I in
tended to have it, the same width as 
now, and one inch longer. To one and 
all I say, “Have patience, and I will pay 
thee all.” Moses Hull.

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
A prominent gentleman who resides 

in this city is well acquainted with the 
author of the above story. He declares 
that it is founded on absolute facts, a,nd
that he was personally present the 
night '’the Light Went Out.”

Bear in Mind.
Bear in mind, please, that we

very

send 
sub-

ThlB book will be fonnd peculiar, curious,
—more bo tlisu any work hBiiud bIdcq Duels Tom’s 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten wbispers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
enatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deal* 
with high official private life during the moat moment« 
oua period in American History) and ia ft secret page 
from the life of him whom time aerves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, aud more underetood— 
"Ahhauam Lincoln.” ■

Cloth, lifnio, illustrated, pp, *¿04,
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at thia office.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O lain. By Epp* Sargent, autbyr of “ Planchette, of 
the Despair of Science,” “ The Proof Palpable of Im* 
mortality," etc. Thin Is a Urge 12mo of 372 page*, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the wholo containing 
a great amount of matter, of which tho table of con* 
tent«, condensed as it U, given no Idea. Tho author 
takoa the ground that since natural science is con* 
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which ore not only 
historically Imparted, out are directly presented In the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism is u natural sci
ence, and all opposition to It, under the Ignorant pre* 
tenia that it Is outside of nature, Is unsckmtlflc and 
uophOosophlcaL AH this U clearly shown; and the 
objections from ‘‘scientific,” clerical nod literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1817, are answered, 
with that penetrating force which c.ily arguments» 
winged with Incisive facts, can Dnpnri Cloth, 12mo* 
Bp. 396. Price 11.50. Postage 10 conf. For sale at 

jIb office.

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN

J: tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of Spirit*! 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mystories; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; Resurrec* 
Uon of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; Trua 
Religion. This wk has been translated Into tho 
French and German. It contains an account of tho 
Very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Kov. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar case* 
In all parts of the country. This volumn is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of 41 Spiritual« 
Ism," and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 
U4X U) cent*- For sale at Chis office.

“Echoes from an Angel’s Lyre.’'
A Collection of New and Beautiful songs, with 

Music and Chorus, In Book Form, by the well known 
composer, c. P. Longley. This book la nicely gotten 
up, printed on Une paper, sheet-music size, neatly 
bound in boards, and is embellished by a finely exe
cuted title page, the symbolical picture of which was 
depleted to Mr. Longley by bls friend, the late Dr. 
B. Brittan, many years apo. The work contain* 
twelve choice and original songs, three only of which 
bare before appeared in print. Among its content* 
ore the following: “OnlynTbln Veil Between Vs,* 
“There are Homes Over There,” “Mother’s Love Pur* 
est aud Best,1’ etc. Price >1.00.

For sale at this office.ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OF 

Si hie country should hero at hand forcomnita« 
tlon. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A- This la a molt
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes» 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, and 
may be considered a mine of valuable information for 
every patriot la the land. Price 91. For sale at thU 
office.

free to all hew trial or yearly 
scribers the back/chapters of that re
markable story, “The Night the Light 
Went Out.” Every Spiritualist in the 
United States should read it.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 
L By Lizzie Dotcn. New edition. Thia bandaomo 
volume opens with, the wonderful experiences ot the 
author, whois peculiarly Rifted as a trance medium 
aud public speaker. Her platform labors have for ft 
long time been I nceaslng. and tho deep religious and 
spiritual tone af her discourses have extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the instrumentality ef the presa But It la chiefly for 
her mediumlatlc power to give utterance to poem* 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religion* and elevating, that she Is most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the insplr* 
atlonal utterances, given chiefly before public audl* 
voces, under direct spirit influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and imagery 
of his productions in earth-life, but far surpass these 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others arc by tb ? inspiration of Shakespeare. Bunn, 
A. W. Sprague; tmt in many cases the authors name 
is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction give* 
a succinct account of the moans by which these poem* 
are given to tho world. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over tho medium is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and algnlficence of th!* 
higher phase of spiritual communion la, beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from 11.50 to ILOui 
Poittfe 10 cenU. For sale at this office-

But peace! I must not quarrel with 
the will of highest dispensation, which, 
haply, hath ends above my reason to 
know.—Milton.

It is only from the belief of the good
ness and wisdom of a supreme being 
that our calamities can be borne in the 
maimer which becomes a man.—Mack
enzie.

The body, overcharged with the ex
cess of yesterday, weighs down the 
mind, together with itself, and fixes to 
the earth that particle of the divine 
spirit—Horace

Discretion of speech is more than elo
quence; and to speak agreeably to him 
.with whom we deal more than to 
speak in good words or in good order.— 
Bacon. .

The authority of reason is far more 
imperious than , that of a master; for he 
who disobeys the one is unhappy, but he 
who disobeys the-other is a fool.— 
Pascal. . ' .

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT.
LEATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
C/ Life. Containing some of the experiences of a 
spirit who he« been In spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 2S? pages contains a 
vast fund of Information. It gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson Is learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, as he enters the dark Valley, 1c 
very interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, end 
by kindly advlco leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa, 
tloa. Price »1.25. Por asle at this offl co.

'THE CHILDRENS’ PROGRESSIVE 
J. Lyceum. A manual, with directions for tho op. 

ranltatton and management of Sunday schools. By 
Andrew Jackson Davla. Something tndespenslble. 
Price 50 cents.. .
STUDIES LN THEOSOPHY,' HIS- 
O torlcal and practical. A manual for the people. 
By W. J. Colville. Valuable to those Investigating 
Theosophy. Price «1.50. '
niBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY 
D Alien Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Pries 
B cents. .
TIBERAL LECTURES. BY d. B. 

French. They are worth their welgmngoH. 
Price, paper, 50 cents. .
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PURE SPIRITUALISM.
What Is It, and What Its-Mission?

B»
Sw»;

1 »

r,

THE VIEWS OF A VETERAN WORKER—HE IS An 
ALL-AROUND THINKER, AND WANTS FREEDOM 
OF EXPRESSION. .
“Many men of many minds," seems to be 

as true of Spiritualism as of all other pro
gressive movements. While Brother Bach 
contends for a Spiritualism pure and undefiled, 
Brother Bonney seems to see something lack
ing in the methods of the former, and 0. M. 
Overton is anxious to part compapy with 
Brother Bach immediately, and relegate him 
to the company of the saints in heaven, where 
he can take his fill of quiet ease, and where 
his soul will not be vexed with the problems 
confronting a suffering humanity.

Now, we do not want to spare the good 
brother yet, nor would we consign him to the 
monotonous occupation of the psalm-singing 
elect. Brother Bach would make a mighty 
poor subject to spend an eternity singing, or 
(if not possessed of that desirable accomplish
ment) in loafing around the throne. We opine 
that any person of intelligence, and with a 
fairly active brain, would long for a change 
of employment, even if they were compelled 
to go to hades to find opportunity for action.

If Spiritualism has no other mission than 
simply to demonstrate the fact of the continu
ity of life, then the whole burden rests upon 
the phenomenal mediums, and we have no need 
whatever of platform workers. Christianity, 
pure and simple, has held sway for two thori- 
sand years, and the whole burden of ■ their 
song has been: “Come to Jesus." Iitjthe 
meantime crime has been rampant, our penal 
institutions and, insane asylums are filled to 
overflowing, hundreds of thousands ai’kin 
bondage and despair through enforced idlefiess 
and consequent poverty, and with no oppor
tunity to better their condition; the world is 
not saved, and as yet the church has discov
ered no panacea for existing wrongs, save 
their everlasting cry: “Come to Jesus!"

Injustice and wrong hold high carnival in 
spite of the church—in fact, is too often aided 
and abetted by it. That this is true, the past 
history and present attitude of the church 
clearly demonstrates.

Lord Macaulay is credited with saying: "Not 
once in two hundred years, ■ not even by acci
dent, has the church been upon the side of 
the people;" and it is a notorious fact that 
the church, from its inception until the present 
time, has never instituted a reform movement. 
Christianity as taught by the church to-day is 
a back number so far as doing anything for 
humanity is concerned. Not only this, but 
by every means in its power it is seeking to 
abridge and destroy the liberties of the people, 
even calling in the aid of the legislative power 
to assist them in their infamous purpose.

The regular M. D. ’s in many instances are 
no less infamous than the church, and are 
seeking the aid of legislation to protect them 
in their monopoly of curing or killing their 
patients, with the plea that the dear people 
need protection against the irregulars, while 
these same irregulars are restoring to health 
and strength the victims of drug poisoning, 
through the divine gift of healing by the lay
ing on of hands.

With the earth producing everything to sup
ply the needs of the whole human family, and 
more than enough for all, yet we have the 
spectacle daily before us of honest, sober and 
industrious men begging food for themselves 
and families in order to keep their miserable 
souls in their starving bodies. With want and 
distress on every hand, while granaries and 
warehouses are filled to overflowing—a spec
tacle over which the angels weep; yet we are 
told that Spiritualism has nothing to do with 
their conditions, but we must confine our efforts 
to the promulgation of Spiritualism, pure and 
simple, contenting ourselves with demonstrat
ing the fact of a continued life, while dream
ing of future happiness in another world.

We take exceptions to Brother Bach's 
former article, where he makes the statement 
that the Spirit-world is not interested in the 
various reformatory movements of the age, 
and that mediums are only called to demon
strate the fact of immortality. Such a view, 
from our standpoint, is narrow and belittling. 
If the movement known as Spiritualism does 
not comprehend the all of life, and does not 
propose to remedy the existing wrongs which 
Christianity with its two thousand years has 
failed to correct; if it has come simply to 
found another sect or ism,then it is toonarrow 
to meet the demands of the age and must 
make room for something broader in its scope 
and purposes.

If the brotherhood of man is ever to be es
tablished in fact, these existing wrongs must 
be righted and there must be reconstruction 
upon the basis of natural justice; and this, as 
we understand it, is the work in which many 
spirits, who were reformers here, are still en
gaged, and are inspiring their instruments to 
labor in the same direction.

Is it to be supposed that such men as Wen
dell. Phillips, Charles Sumner, Wm. Lloyd 
Garrison, Gerritt Smith and other champions 
of reform are doing nothing, save simply 
demonstrating that life beyond the grave is a 
fact? Would not Spirit-life prove a veritable 
purgatory to such women as Lucretia Mott, 
Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony 
and hosts of others, if there were not some
thing more to achieve for humanity? And, 
pray! what difference does it make to the av
erage working man who is compelled to devote 
every energy to obtaining the bare necessities 
of life, Whether the whale swallowed Jonah or 
whether spirits communicate with mortals? 
What they most need is a fair opportunity in 
this life, and it'is not to be expected they will 
devote much time to a contemplation of the 
hereafter while the burdens of this life are 
pressing so heavily upon them. . ■ ■
■ Brother Bach seems to fear that unless we 
muzzle our speakers and confine them to Spir
itiialism pure and undefiled, the people will Chicago, 
(le.ect the swindle and boycott' oiif camps. I months.

This may be true • according to his observa
tion, but my experience has been precisely the 
opposite, At the ' Clinton ¡Camp, the people 
demand the,, discussion of any question that 
htis a bearing upon'the welfare of hmpanity in 
either world; and for éleven years we havenot 
once failed in having a successful camp, nor 
do we anticipate any .failure while Jiaving a 
free platform and oùr speakers remain unmuz
zled. When the time arrives that speakers 
shall not be allowed to speak their honest 
thought upon all subjects that have a bearing 
upon the welfare of humanity in both worlds, 
it will be in order to disband our camps, look 
the gates, and inscribe thereon the simple le-, 
gend; “Come to Jesus !" ,

Rochester, Ind. Will Ü. Hodge.

Poking Fun at thé Salvationists.
One of the most effective “Fools’ Sessions" 

ever held was one . in Uhlich’s Hall, Chicago, 
transformed for the time being into the “new 
headquarters for the Salvation Army." The 
three leading personages of the performance 
were “Brother Rippedaeüs Schnaepsti, cap
tain;". “Brother Uriah; Fishmoll, leader of the 
Binging,” and ‘•Sister Tambourine-Busie, ser- 

The
géant major. " .■ And there was - a chorus of 
Salvationists and one of Pious Youths, 
chorus of Salvationists sang as follows:

Salvation army’s our lay, . 
Tara-ra-boom-de-aye;

We fighi, the devil every day, 
Tara-ra-boom-de-aye. - 

. And surely all in hell you’ll burn, 
If forthwith not to us you’ll turn: 
The truth of this you soon will learn, 

Tara-ra-boom-de-aye.
Then the captain delivers himself thus: 

The crowds I tell the self-same lay, 
Tara-ra, etc. .

To all the women I do say;. 
Tarara, etc. '

Full many a black sheep I have saved, 
For their salvation I have slaved, 
At meetings I have often raved— 

Tara-ra-boom-de-ay e !
Whereupon “Sister Tambourine-Susie"takes 

up the burden of the song in this wise (deliv
ered in an awful basso profundo) :

I was a sinner once and gay;
Tara-ra, etc.

And often, too, I went astray— 
Tara-ra, etc.

Now I am clothed in heavenly gear, 
My soul is white and does not fear, 
I feel full proud of my career— , 

Tara-ra-boom-de-aye I
At another stage of the proceedings the 

chorus of Pious Youths is heard from as fol
lows: (

We are like lambs and without guile, 
Are good and nice and rare;

We drink nor wine nor beer—’tis vile,* 
Clear water’s all, we swear;

The wicked hate us heartily, 
But we pray on and on, 

And tear from Satan's grasping claws 
Full many a soul anon.

See our pious sisters fair, 
With us they shun the world;

They know no sin and know no care, 
In Jesus’ lap they’re curled.

We are a happy family, 
And live thus side by side;

On’all the bliss of heaven’s abode
We have a patent right.

—Herald.

The Day of Promise.
Behold the dayspring from on high

Is dawning o’er the earth;
The hoped-for time—‘ ‘Sweet By and By,” 

Ib soon to have its birth;
The darkness of the dismal past 

Now rapid rolls away,
And o'er the mountains, rising fast, 

We see the coming day.
The “day of promise” is. at hand, 

‘ ‘God's Kingdom” now is here, 
And ours indeed the ‘ ‘promised land” 

Where first it doth appear;
Behold its tokens everywhere, 

On earth, in air and sky;
Awake, O mortals, from despair 

And see “the clouds roll by.” 
“The Christ,” in spirit comes again, 

With all the angel host, 
Baptising now the sons of men 

With promised “Holy Ghost;” 
The spirit on all flesh is poured 

As in the days of old,
And “spirit gifts” are now restored 

W ith increase manifold.
The mighty hosts are going forth 

Their mission to perform—
Great truths to bring to light the earth 

And work the world’s reform;
To make men live thè higher law 

As 'twas by Jesus given,
That all may see what John foresaw— 

The earth iteelf made Heaven!
Their work in triumph now goes on, 

Old things now pass away, ' 
And victory shall yet be won

O'er all the wrongs that stay;
The olden faiths, long since outgrown 

By every reasoning mind, 
By new revealments overthrown, 

Will soon be left behind.
, Rejoice, O ye who’ve waited long 

To see the “promised day” 
When there shall be an end of wrong, 

For which we work and pray;
Rejoice around each social hearth - 

At last to see it proven,
God’s will shall yet “be done on earth • 

As it is done in Heaven!”
Dr. Dean Clarke.

The Progressive Thinker.
SpiritWliste,1 The Progressive Thinker 

leads; for leading minds send -in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Bend 25
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 

HL, and try the paper for-.three

THREE CHEERS! RICHMOND ON INGERSOLL.jtuQlists, Í I!

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.

This work is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted b>.

AP01 JjQNIUS OF TYANA.
inherent tendency of all things towards higher Identified as the Christian Jesus.

Wm. N. Slocum.forms. A -wonderful communication, explaining how Ma 
life and teachings were utlltred to formulate ChMatl- 
aalty. Price 15 cents. For sale at this office.The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit

ualism V Compared; By Moses Hull., A 
trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, 
50 cento; ¿loth, $1, .

uablc, because It illustrates tbu actual magnetic pole« 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To tbe gea 
cral reader It will prove a boon because it explains the 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the Influence 
of food« raiment, and the surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon tho human organism. Price (cloth) 
41.60. For sale at »Uis otfleo.

xp Be Given for E. Bach..
, ■ • t . ■ ’TTr1-! ’i"./ . :

Thoughts in Reference to Dark Spirits.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold SOUL,'ITS NATURE, REla. 
Power of Sex. By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents. .

Extracts of Letters from Old Spir-

' . ■ -\-r V.

Rejoicing ip Rational Organization,, j 
. - - Jo;.

The following are extracts ¡from a fewjqf 
the letters received by the officers of the Na
tional organization. Many others might be 
quoted of a similar character, but these will 
suffice to show the feeling of satisfaction which 
has coiné to many who appreciate the efforts 
now being made to spread the knowledge of, 
our glorious cause through the National Asso
ciation. :

From Mrs. Miller, San Francisco, Cal.:-r-‘.fl 
“I have read the appeal of the National organ
ization. It is a grand work, and a movement 
much needed at the present time. I am a 
poor widow, but an old and earnest worker in 
the Spiritual field, and am nearly 65 years old. 
I am called the mother of Spiritualism in this 
city and the Pacific Coast, Am the daughter of 
a Methodist minister, converted to the glorious 
cause the phenomena demonstrates and jthe 
philosophy teaches.’ I have given my all pf 
this world’s possessions to help spread^the 
truths of Spiritualism, and to-dqy, although a 
poor woman in earthly things, L am the richest 
woman on. earth in . Spiritual knowledge aqd 
gifts of the Spirit.” c i

From Olive A. Blodgett, Davenport, Iowa: 
“I am proud of the orgspizatiop, and bpye 
with voice and pen stood by it, May the an? 
gels from both sides of life see to it that it is 
ably sustained."

From S. P. Foulk, Findlay, Ohio:—“I 
think that Chicago convention wps one. of ’the 
grandest movements ever made for the good 
of Spiritualism.”

From Samuel Lesher, Mancelona, Mich. :— 
“I think this move of organization is one of 
the best things that could have been done for 
our cause.” ,

From O. A. Sohofield, Denver, Col.:—“I 
am glad to see the Spiritualists of America 
uniting, and hope the Association will be pro
ductive of much good.”

From Wm. Reaves, Evansville, Ind.:—“We 
sire in full sympathy with this grand move
ment and have already sent forward the money 
and are looking for a charter very soon. „ All 
hail to the National Spiritualists' Association. 
It is ‘Glad tidings of great joy to all people.! ”

From Mary E. Sweet, Downey, Cal.:—“I 
rejoice to see Spiritualists-at last attempting 
an organization of our scattered forces, apd I 
pray the ranks -mpy strengthen until old ortho
doxy sfiakes in witnessing our array." j’

From Mrs. Betsy Hungerford, Appleton, 
Wisconsin:—“I am over 80 years of age and 
have been a Spiritualist nearly'40 years. ¡ I 
thank God I have lived to see the day when 
we can be looked upon by the outside world 
as an organized body. ”

From R. K. Robertson, Eagle Bridge, N. 
Y.:—“I read your address and remarks in re
lation to organization. I am happy to receive 
this news, for it is most opportune and is glo
rious news to me. I have long hoped to see 
this day. I am -by nature an outspoken 
Spiritualist, now 71 years old, and ain happy 
with the knowledge that comes to me daily."

From Mrs. F. A. Spinney, Chelsea, Mass.: 
“lamin hearty sympathy with this move
ment and feel it is time such action should be 
taken, for in union there is strength, and we 
should stand shoulder to shoulder for the good 
of this glorious cause so dear to my heart. ”

From P. J. Curtis, M. D., Jackson, Michi
gan:—“The organization of a National Asso
ciation has long been needed for the protec
tion of bur mediums and lecturers against, the 
many wrongs and injustice dealt out to-us 
from the orthodox world and the Romish 
church. . We must stand together, and with 
the aid of our good spirit friends we will 
spread the light of love and truth abroad in 
the land, educate the ignorant and brag peace 
and consolation to those who are searching for 
a higher and better life. ” .

From S. W. Bussey, Dayton, Ohio:—“May 
all the good angels be ever with you and the 
officers of the National Association, is the 
prayer of your brother for the truth."

From J. R. Alter, Stuttgart, Arkansas:— 
“We all realize that the National Association 
can become a great help to Spiritualism.”

We might trespass to a much greater extent 
upon your space with very many similar ex
tracts of letters as above, but will defer until 
a more convenient time. These cheering 
letters mitigate to a great extent the infliction 
of ignorance and disposition to ignore the 
benefit to Spiritualism by. the National Spirit
ualists’ Association, from the comparative few 
who are inappreciative. .

Robert A. Pimmiok, Sees

, Corrifbrt in Sorrow.
You will not blame the burst of .natural grief 
That brings the overburdened sbul a kind relief. 
Sorrow is natural law—that must have sway:

The bond of all who live—that must be kept. ■ 
Even the divine to human grief gave way—

Beside the1 grave of, Lazarus ‘‘Jesus wept?]’; 
Grief that resists, religion, reasbn,” time, 
Is simply grief that charges God'with crime. 
A childless widow, seemingly forsaken,

Gave words to wrath—rebellious, fierce and 
wild—

Wrath that the gift the Giver gave was taken;
And would not.pardon God who took the child. 

She had a waking vision: saw a band
Of happy children; there she knew her boy. . 

Each held a lighted lamp in his young hand,
And, . as t hey passed, each sanga hymn of joy— 

All but one mournful child; his solemn tread
And face were gloom; his lamp—it had . no 

light. „
When, sobbing through her tears, the mother 

said: . ■
“How comes it, dear, your lamp is dark as 
' night?" ' ‘ . •

"Mother,” he said, “you, mother, make me sad; 
. Your tears put out my lamp and stay my voice.
I must be mournful when I would be glad;

In silent sorrow when I should rejoice.”
Up rose the mother from her .knees, arid smiled; 

Her. sobs were stilled, of tears remained nope,
As, bonding low her head towards her child, -

She clasped her hands and said: “His will he
. .. done.” . - v ’v. v . -

Out burst the lamp with a wide-spreading light;
Out burst from all the group a’joyful hymn: 

It changed to perfect day her dismal night, 
. When heard and echoed by.the seraphim^-

H. R. WARpEtiS

To the Editor:—I wish to express my de
light with E. Bach’s articles. The one as to 
certain individuals parading their insane drivel 
which they call “reform,” and the other con
cerning theatrical, theological doings at fu
nerals. Friend Bach utters my own senti
ments in each instance. When I ask a sensible 
Kansas man if he is going to attend an ap
proaching Spiritual camp-meeting or lecture, 
the answer is probably: “No! I suppose you 
intend to have the usual anarchical display, 
labeled reform, don't you?” ,

I would not wish to put a padlock on the 
mouths of this peculiar people, but let them 
lecture to such mental giants as go out on 
purpose to hear them. Should I attend an 
announced political meeting and if invited to 
speak arise and make a violent assault on the 
Christianlreligion and. vindicate Spiritualism 
in the name of “political reform,” I should 
expect* to be called (and appropriately, too) a 
longteared crank,

Now, ;Mr. Editor, please let me add another 
topic. ,; J have been much interested in the 
column.concerning earth.bound spirits. The 
more I study it the more incomprehensible it 
becomes to me. My entire life has been de
voted to the analysis of evidence, and I can
not help applying the same rules in the study 
of these supposed communications which I 
apply in scanning the evidence in a case in 
court When we have listened to much con- 
fileting testimony, it is not very difficult to 
examine the whole carefully and thereby find 
just where the truth lies. Now, I beg that no 
one shall question my sincerity when I deny 
all intention of discrediting these disclosures. 
I would gladly know, firstly, how they are ob
tained; do the spirits come in materialized 
form? If not, how then do they present them
selves? One thing which is puzzling to me is 
the fact that in each instance the questioner 
starts out and lays a plan of work in his ques
tion which exactly fits the answers; that is, the 
questioner never finds it necessary to call a 
halt in his course, throw out a skirmish line 
or search for the besf method of procedure. 
In short, he goes right to the point every time 
as one who anticipates the coming answer. 
While this does not in the least shake my as
surance in the good ^aith of the work, yet it 
might.lead skeptics to say that the questioner 
and respondent are one and the same person. 
Let ine call attention to The Progrebsive 
Thinker of January 20th. It is not before 
me, but I think I can quote the substance of 
the conversation with the earth-bound spirit 
which I have in my mind. The interrogator 
asks why do you not speak to me? Then fol
lows the idea that no one notices this spirit 
and that he is overlooked by all earth people. 
Had it turned out otherwise this opening would 
have been lost. Hence it might appear that 
the questioner (on this side) knew what was 
going t<?, follow. ..

The female spirit follows him from day to 
day, and this has not awakened any thought 
in his mind that he is in spirit-life, yet when 
he comes into the presence of the gentleman 
who has the circle in control the lady speaks 
to him and forgives him. I can see no reason 
why she does this at a time our mundane phil
osopher is present, .any more than at some 
previous period. Why is he so frank as to 
confess his dishonesty to one whom he takes 
to be on. the earth-plane with himself—he 
ought to suppose that this man would give him 
away, yet all of this.points towards the finish. 
Since he believes himself on the earth-plane, I 
can’t conceive how he (a rich man) should be 
foolish enough to suppose his money is in his 
safe.. Rich men do not often keep their 
money in the safe; perhaps never more than a 
hundred dollars. Queer, it seems to me, how 
readily he agrees to redress the earthly wrong 
he has done. He gives it as his opinion that 
the people avoid him—won’t look at him be
cause they are envious of him, he being rich. 
Here he manifesto an inexperience almost 
puerile. He ought to know that the world 
bo^vs down to wealth.

Now, while the difficulties which I am re
counting do not in the least shake my faith in 
the truthfulness of the communications, they 
seem to open to me such a strange unexplored 
field that I am bewildered and dazed. I 
cannot understand how this man can wander 
about so deliberately ^without going back to 
see to his affairs; He should have learned be
fore this that he could not open his safe; that 
he could not count his money; that he could 
walkthrough people, walls and fires with im
punity^ I cannot understand, it at all. Some
body give me light. It may be after all that 
I am dead myself. B. R. Anderson.

Concordia, Kansas.

Aii Important Announcement.

ADDED TEAOKINGB ON THE 8OUL—THE ENTIRE

SERIES TO Bl PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION.
Mrs. CoraL. V. Richmond desires to an

nounce, in response to many inquiries, that 
her guides have now consented to the publica
tion of the entire series of the Soul Teachings, 
which will make a volume of five or six him 
dred pages, and will' include all the series of 
lessons given ' to private classes up to the 
present time.

To enable her to publish Jfchis work, many 
members of her classes have already sub
scribed for, or promised to take copies, thus 
affording a guarantee fund. .

The Volume will be $5.00 iu cloth, and will 
be issued as soon ■'"as three hundred names 
have been subscribed. ■ •

The Views of a Prominent Lawyer.

I am delighted with the article of Hon. A. 
B. Richmond on Col. R. G. Ingersoll, and I 
endorse all the good he says of the rubicund 
orator, with a few grains of allowance. It is 
about time that his true portrait be drawn, and 
Mr, Richmond has done it admirably. A 
great many persons doubt whether Mr. Inger
soll has done the cause of liberalism more hurt 
than good, but one thing is certain, the liber
als have done him more good than he has done 
them—especially in a financial sense.

I knew two liberals who went to hear him 
lecture some time ago in Chicago, and when 
they left the house, one said to the other: 
“What do you think of Ingersoll?” The an
swer was: “His rhetoric is admirable, but his 
logic is damnable!” Here you have the truth 
laconically told.

Col. Ingersoll's speech before the Unitarian 
Club was printed and circulated by the thou
sands, and yet if his admirers had read the re
view of the address that John W. Chadwick 
wrote in a very kind and charitable spirit,, they 
would have been ashamed of Ingersoll! His 
only success as a lawyer is owing to his wit, 
repartee and rhetoric, as he has not a judicial 
mind and is not “learned in the law.”

Col. Ingersoll is not a friend of Spiritualism, 
and cannot see what Mr. Richmond sees so 
clearly. The explanation is this: Spirituality 
is “spiritually discerned,” and the lusty Colo
nel is not spiritual. It is amusing to see 
how adroitly he and other infidels shield them
selves from the downright odium of Atheism 
and materialism, by that word which Prof. 
Huxley did not invent—Agnosticism. This 
word, like Charity, “covers a multitude of 
sins. ” Let us give Ingersoll his due. He has 
shaken the cobwebs of error from many a be
dimmed eye and has made glad many a sor
rowful heart. But do not let us make a God 
of him and then fall down and worship 
him. R. B. Westbrook.

Philadelphia, Pa.
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■RUPTURE CURED! 
FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.

' HlLG AUD, OBEGqNj June 28,1893, 
Du. Pierce & Bon—Gentlemen: I uiu happy to in» 

AVforrn you that tho Trues I bought of you lust April baa 
■icoMpLKTKLir cubed me of a very severe case of Hernia, 
Dfroui which f have suffered for over 18 yeahe, I was 
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Whudtriedseverulao-tiulU-d ElasticTru»»e>withoutiltriv- 
slug uuy benefit from them; but alter using your Truss for 
'¡i>nort time I was convinced that ft was tho best lever 
hud, us 11 was easy to wear, and seemed to step the severej 
puins that often prostrated me while wearing the old! 
Spring truiseb; und now, in spite of my scepticism, 1 autfl 
PuukKCTi.Y Cuukd, and oun work with the Trussoff if 
feel ao disposed, but I still wear ft loosely as U is oo/fl 
inconvenient. You may add the above to your otherfl 
testimonials. Gratefully yours, FEED. HANSEN.

(V*Tho above cure was effected in less than thrkk^H 
month» tiuk, at a total cost of (12. Thou»andsof 
Ur curea have been made for frum|lUto|l6 each.
lablished 1675. Cal! or send Sc for free 
No. 1. Address Magnetic Elastic 
Company, K n. W. corner Keuruy aadA|^| 
Sacramento streets, Suu Francisco, Gal. fiSH

Design in Nature,
—.—

THE DOMINION OF NATURAL LAW—THE LEAVES 
OF A PLANT AND THE SUN—LAWS THAT GOV
ERN MATTER.

To the Editor:—Facts such as cited by A. 
B. Richmond to prove design in nature and 
the existence of an intelligent designer are the 
very ones which convince me that all forms of 
matter are the result of natural law and that 
all manifestations of spirit are in accordance 
with law. He says:

“Intelligent force, or force directed by intel
ligence, is moving matter all around us. The 
mist of the morning, the tides of the ocean, 
the revolution of the earth, and all lesser phe
nomena included therein, are proof positive 
of its existence. ” ,

The tides of the ocean, the revolution of 
the earth, etc., prove the dominion of natural 
law. The existence of such law does not ne
cessitate the existence of a law-maker. Nat
ural law was not created, any more than mat? 
ter was; it is a property of matter and a part 
of spirit; without it all would be chaos. To 
assume that there is a God behind the law be
cause we cannot comprehend the modus oper-

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN 
1 ’AND-”

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This ta a most valuable book. 11 comes from an Ex« 
Priest, whose character 18 above reproach, uud who 
knows what be is talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, $1.00. Il contains the following chap* 
lera:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Betf* 

respect in the UoufcbSlonal.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the 
Priest.

CHAPTER III.
The Confessional is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the ITiaats Is made easj 

by Auricular Coufebtilon.
CHAPTER V.

Tho highly-educated uud relined Woman in the Con- 
feaslunal—What becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her irreparable Kula.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties ot 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular CoDfeaslon be tolerated among Civil
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Doea Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
Tho Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrileglout 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Home to confess th« 
Abominations of Auricular Cuufcssluu.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XII. .

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus
bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.
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grandeur and sublimity of nature to assume 
that a thinking being, a designer, a creator, 
brought it into existence and keeps it in order. 
Nothing can be superior to nature. All thst 
is is a part of nature. Mr. Richmond pro
ceeds:

“Every painted feather, shell, fruit and 
flower are unanswerable witnesses of an artistic 
designer.”

Not so. They are witnesses of adaptation 
to environments. These being favorable, the 
shells, flowers, fruits, etc., have evolved from 
crude forms to their present stage of progress, 
and their “creation” is still going on. Varie
ties result from variation of conditions. Chan
ges of environments not sufficiently sudden or 
overwhelming to destroy life produce changes 
of structure. A skillful gardener may be 
called a “designer,” but he isn’t a God.

It is the nature of every living thing to en
deavor to adapt itself to unavoidable circum
stances. This is true of every order of life, 
from the lowest to the highest, including man 
not only as to his physical organization, but 
man as a moral, intellectual and spiritual be
ing. The result is continual change of form 
and feature, of mental power and moral char
acter. Spite of all drawbacks, there is grad
ual growth, and in the coming centuries the 
higher order of man will be far in advance of 
the best on earth to-day. He (which includes 
she) will be healthier, handsomer, and in every 
way better and higher in the scale of being. 
But it will not be ‘because of “the design of 
an infinite God. ” It will be because of the
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Old Testament Stories, commercially illus
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Given by Mrs. Williame for the 
First Society.

On Friday evening, February 23rd, Mrs. 
Williams, the well-known medium, gave her 
annual seance for the benefit of the First Socle- 
ty of Spiritualists, in the parlors of its presi
dent, Mr. Henry J. Newton. When it is 
known that the demand upon this lady for 
private and public seances this winter has been 
such as to allow her but little, if anytime for 
necessary rest, this additional labor on her 
part and its gratuitous nature will be all the 
more appreciated. Never since the Rochester 
spirit-rappings has the public manifested such 
interest in this grand revelation. That the 
world is rapidly undergoing the divine process 

’ of spiritual evolution there can no longer be 
any doubt. “Seek and ye shall find” is an 
axiom whose full import we are just beginning 
to understand, and the mental nature-of intel
lectual mankind is gradually dofllng the robes 
of positivism and assuming the garb of re

. ceptivity. All attitudes of thought and intel
ligence are represented among its. investigat
ors. This was amply illustrated on the pres
ent occasion.

There was the pioneer in Spiritualism, whose 
Jong experience in the ranks and familiarity 
With the remarkable phases of the phenom
ena have rendered him impassive to any newer 
developments—he inquires not, neither does 
hie care to know the nature of the chemistry 
by which these ethereal forces are manipulated, 
for verity is substantiated'through the tests 
of the ages; beside him sat the scientific inves
tigator, whose explorations in the labyrinths 
of occult science have supplied him with a 
technical knowledge of the spiritual processes, 
and whose interest is manifested chiefly 
through the channels of an intent obsorva- 
tion and a tendency to analyze the ever-re
curring marvels only through the severe deduc
tive logic with which one elucidates a problem 
in Euclid; then there was the neophyte on the 
threshold of the outer temple, knooking for 
admittance into the spiritual vestibule in which 
the two worlds hold converse through the light 
of sympathy, hope, and affections. Added 
to these were the strangers to the philoso
phy, no doubt curious as to the probable se
quence, yet an honest curiosity dignified by 
that observation of interest and anticipation 
which is always open to the possibility of con
viction. That type of the cast-iron skeptic 
through whose stolid epidermis the respirations 
of enlightenment never penetrate, was conspic
uous by its absence. It is noticeable that this 
class of mind seldom gravitates toward a con
dition of evolution or development Did they 
but do so, the church doors would long ago 
have been closed on the pagan idolatry which 
encompasses their environment, and humanity 
In general would be pressing on with an up
right, honest, growing stride, instead of crawl
ing in the dust of abject subservience, its 
progress marked with pleadings for mercy, in
terlarded with bombastic advice to the Al
mighty just what to do in the manipulation of 
the divine economy. As i| is, they are having 
a Don Quixote and Sancho Panza time of it in 
their battles against those imaginary devils of 
sin and obsession which the suberstitlous are 
taught to believe are wrathful reflections of 
an outraged personal God.

Mrs. Williams, in her preliminary talk be
fore entering the cabinet, presented numerous 
nuggets of wisdom relative to the philosophy 
Under consideration, and on the importance of 
assisting through earnest and sincere investi
gation the desire on the part of the unseen 
World to communicate with the loved ones on 
this side of life. She spoke in her usually fe
licitous vein, and impressed all with the hon
esty and sincerity of her life-work. The 
guides were introduced by her lovely daugh
ter, Miss Gertrude, who acted throughout the 
seance as an intermediary in explaining the 
different phenomena to the circle. The voice 
of Bright Eyes was welcomed with happy 
greetings from the many friends who have 
come to know and realize the radiant influence 
she brings with her. «To her sallies of wit and 
sparkling repartee is due that cheerfulness 
Within the circle at times so necessary to the 
maintenance of harmony in the magnetic con
ditions. Mr. Cushman, one of the most pro
found of spirit teachers and the kindliest of 
counsellors, then spoke in his resonant voice 
from behind the curtains. If pride exists in 
the Spirit-world, then indeed must he feel a 
glow of that quality through the warmth and 
esteem manifested by his welcome. The first 
form to appear was that of Priscilla, who gave 
her blessing. She was quickly followed by 
other forms, frequently two at a time, all of 
whom were recognized and welcomed by friends 
present Lillie Roberts—daughter of Jona
than Roberts, the author of “Antiquity Un
veiled”—appeared in company with Achsa 
Sprague, the two distinct forms outside the 
cabinet at the same time creating surprise and 
wonderment in the minds of those who were 
witnessing their first seance. These two 
spirits, with those of Alice and Phoebe Cary, 
who came later, are ministering spirits who as
sist at numerous circles, and in whose spirit 
lives there is a continuation of those christianiz- 
inginfluences which characterize their work on 
this side the veil. The majestic form of Char
lotte Cushman manifested in front of the cur
tains. To a gentleman who said he had fre
quently witnessed her remarkable work in 
tragedy, she replied that she was still on the 
stege^-the stage of Progress.

Of the noteworthy tests among many given 
during the evening'was one to a Mr. Hayward, 
who was one among the sitters. The spirit of 
Mr. Sherman stated that he was present at 
Mr. Hayward’s office during a conversation be
tween that gentleman and a friend regarding 
the last letter written by the General. Mr. H. 
acknowledged the correctness of the statement 
and, furthermore, that at that moment he had 
the letter referred to in his pocket

Bright Eyes created not a little merriment 
at a pause in the manifestations by suddenly 
appearing through an aperture in the top of 
the cabinet,- fully one-half her form being above 
the canopy. “Here I is!” was her childish 
salutation, nor would she consent to come 
down right away at Mr. Cushman’s entreaty, 
but conversed with the friends from this unique 
and elevated position. Truly, this little sprite 
is a factor not for one moment to be disre
garded, She may be the least in size, but 
certainly not the last in estimation of the host 
of devotees who attend Mrs. Williams’ circles.

A most interesting phenomenon was the 
etherealization of an entity directly in front of 
the sitters, the process by which the magnetic 
forces are manipulated being plainly discern
ible by the spectators,. these being operated 
upon by the spirit chemists until from a mere 
luminous speck there was evolved a full-fledged 
form, which, after delivering a message, de
materialized in full view. This was indeed a 
marvel to behold, and one that will not be soon 
forgotten by those who fully realized the ex
traordinary phase of the manifestation. But 
space will not permit an enumeration of all the 
interesting occurrences which took place. Suf
fice it to say that by actual count there were 
forty-two different materializations; then take 
cognizance of the fact that these occurred un
der test conditions, in a strange parlor, , to an 
audience composed in great part of an element 
of skepticism or inexperience in psychic in
vestigation, and the true Spiritualist will read
ily appreciate the remarkable success of this 
interesting seance. We are pleased to add 
that the number in attendance was such as to 
give the First Society ample grounds for self
congratulation from a pecuniary point of view, 

John Hazelbigg.

Hymn of Victory.
Ope wide, O Souls/

Your inner temple's star-crowned gates of gold!
From Heav'n loud rolls

A grand peace-anthem like the one of old; 
And angels here, aye, here with us abide, 
While o’er our lives there gleams perpetual 

Easter-tide!
O ocean-deep!

Thunder the hymn along the golden sands,
And wake from sleep , 

The hearts of men in all earth's far-off lauds! 
May they, like thee, hold mirror’d in their face 
The royal blue of Heav’n with sunshine smiles 

of grace!
Ope wide love’s gate, ' 

Ye who are dwellers on this earthly sphere!
An angel waits

To shine a spiritual beauty round you clear; 
Behold the veil is rent, and love divine 
Upon earth’s weary souls with peace doth shine!

Each night, each day
Doth bring ye nearer to Death’s soft-chimed 

hour; .
While down Heav’n’s way

There gleams an angel face like some rare, 
flow’r!

Ring out, ye joy-bells, over land and sea:— 
“Death crowns each earthly brow with Immor-

Sidney, New South Wales.

A Good Word for Prof. Lockwoocj.
To the Editor:—In your issue of Febru

ary 17th I note that among the most excellent 
speakers engaged by the South Side Spiritualist 
Society, number 77 31st street, is that grand 
and able lecturer. Prof. W. M. Lockwood. 
During his recent illness I was fearful lest this 
bright particular star would sink beneath the 
Western horizon ere the pupils in the school 
of Spirituaism had received the benefit of his 
teachings; but his work was too important to 
the cause, and his health has been restored to 
give to the world that class of lectures no one 
else could. I fear many do not understand 
what a golden opportunity is presented to them 
and one which they cannot afford under any 
circumstances to miss.

I listened to a number of these lectures dur
ing their presentation at Clinton Camp meet
ing, in 1891, with a great deal of interest and 
benefit. . Very much has been added since 
then to fully demonstrate his teachings.

Prof. Lockwood’s lectures are scientific, and 
have these especial features: he proves contin
uity of life, based first upon the potential 
character of nature’s elements; and secondly, 
by logical reasoning and experimental evi
dence. He shows that man, as well as all of 
the various forms and types of life below him, 
is in accord with a formative principle peculiar 
to each form, and argues that these formative 
forces must be transmitted into these of to
morrow, otherwise there could be no progres
sion or growth into a higher form. He ana
lyzes mental processes and demonstrates how 
we have thought and mind. During the course 
of bis lectures he introduces numerous chemi
cal experiments to show that all forms of 
matter are the result or phenomena of invisible 
energies. Beautiful experiments tfith tho 
telegraph and telephone are glven.to illustrate 
how sounds, such as the rap, or that combina
tion of sound belonging to vocal speech is 
transferred through space; flash-light photog
raphy is introduced; illustrating thought-trans
ference, the phonograph to demonstrate new 
objective nature impresses man’s conscious
ness. '

Spiritualists and investigators will find these 
lectures basic to the philosophy of continued 
existence, besides being very interesting and 
instructive, as they cover a wide field of mod
em research. Prof. Lockwood is not only a 
deep thinker and clear reasoner, but a close 
student of nature and a man of large spiritu
ality; and his lectures are entirely unlike those 
of any other teacher on the public rostrum. 
If you fail to hear these, lectures you will 
miss the oqe grand opportunity of your life.

Davenport, la.’ Olive A.. Blodgett.

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 Cents.

True popularity is not the popularity which 
is followed after, but the popularity which fol
lows after.—Lord Mansfield. ’

W. Bach |n Denver. 1
To the Editor:—Aa I believe that all of 

the readers of The Progressive Thinker 
are interested in 'the development of medium
ship, I wish to intrude upon your space to tell 
you of our experiences in titáí-line with Tíof. 
W. H. Bach, of 8t Paul, Minn,,-who" has 
been in Denver for the post six weeks. '

The readers are; aware that in addition to 
his mediumistic gifts, Prof, Bach ia a mes
merist, and uses that power to develop medi
ums, and if hiS success is as great everywhere 
as it has been in thia city, it ia more than mar
velous. He has developed, to my certain 
knowledge, six trance mediums and one healer 
in the past six weeks here, and more are de
veloping, and have received slight demonstra
tions, notwithstanding the assertion made by 
an ignorant and sensational person on the pub
lic platform, that Spiritualism and Mesmerism 
could never hitch, and that Mesmerism had 
nothing to do with Spiritualism. His process 
is different from the customary. ■

One thing that commends’ it to everyone is 
the fact that he'uses no darkened conditions, 
but all of his results are produced in a btlght 
light < . '..i-'',-- i .'if

The circles held in my house were always 
held with two or three lampssat full light in 
the room. He iq now holding them in a room 
that is lighted by four incandescent electric 
lights, in a room-sixteen feet square, His pro
cess is a very simple one, and consists of 
simply mesmerizing the sitter and carrying 
the mesmeric control to that point where they 
fall into a magnetic sleep, and thén inviting a 
spirit control to take possession of the me
dium. As they are in a perfectly passive po
sition, this is readily done, and then he goes 
to work to teach the spirit how to exercise 
the controlling powers. Many of them: are 
like little children, and have to be taught 
every motion, beginning with the effort to in
flate the lungs, and leading them steadily on 
until he geta them to talking, which in some 
oases is within a few minutes, while with 
others more time is required. I have been in 
all but one of the circles he has held in his 
two visits here, so I know just what results 
have been attained.' -One party, a colored 
lady, was placed under control in the,'first 
circle, or rather sitting, while her daughter 
was developed as an unconscious trance me
dium in three sittings; A gentleman who has 
been sitting in circles for twenty years; and 
who has sat in every mediums’ de veldping 
circle that has been in Denver for several 
years past, was placed under control at the 
first circle, and has since talked very nicely 
under the control of an Indian, and also the 
Professor’s brother, who passed to Spirit-life 
last spring, and is now a powerful worker in 
his band of developing influences.

Many mediums who are developing are 
troubled by contending influences, and al
though a number of these cases have been in 
attendance, I have yet to see one whose influ
ence has not been broken in less than: five 
minutes.

He has been giving, mesmeric experimente 
after lectures. During one of these experi
ments, a Mr. Ward was mesmerized, and was 
controlled by a spirit, who made him stand up 
and gave quite a talk through the medium. 
He claimed that he was the spirit of Peter 
Anderson of Kalamazoo, Mich., and was 
Professor of Anatomy in one of the medical 
schools in Kalamazoo some eighteen or twenty 
years ago. .

I have witnessed, some very interesting ex
periments in the mesmeric force, with my wife 
as one of the subjects. They uro put Under 
control by the mesmeric fore» and sent into a 
sound sleep, and in this way they are operated 
upon. In but one experiment did the subject 
fail to give the correct time when no person 
in the room knew it. This was not doné by 
guess-work, but the time was given in'one 
case as 10:13, another 10:23* another 1:63, 
4:27, and so on, each one being correct to the 
minute. On one occasion he instructed the 
subject to go down town and tell how many 
desks were in a certain office that he men
tioned. The correct number was given. On 
another occasion he sent tho subject to his 
father's home in Aberdeen, 8. D., and the in
formation that was brought back proved to be 
correct. On one occasion he sent a gentleman 
down the street into an office to learn how 
many people were there. The answer was 
four, which proved correct, as also were two 
names that were given. No one knew at the 
time whether it was correct or not

The strongest part of this is that he ia able 
to teach others how to do the same thing, and 
in all he has taught there has not been a failure.

We BometimeiTcongratulate'ourBelvea at the 
moment of walrib£froin a troubled dream; it 
may be sò at deathl^HawtiteiSib. ' n

The culminating power-of'^ministration is 

to well know how much power, great or small, 
we ought to use . in all circumstances. —Mon. 
tesquieu. • / ‘ ‘ .o

¿IFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITMiAD- 
VMOJdihwibt,u><l to fMclnitlc». .Price BO cesto. ,

POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE VOTEN.
A Th.yutrullyvilu.blfc Frit* (IM _ u ~

Qh, ma,n of earth! Oh, soul of love! 
Dost only seek our beacon light

To guide thee to thy home above, 
“Where endless day excludes the night?”

Since thou dost bid us open wide .
The gates between our sphere and thine, .

Must we beneath a bushel hide
The lights from thee that brightest shine? 

The lights that show the smooth and rough?
That give thee all there is in life 

Worth living for? Or is’t enough
For thee to brave the sea of strife 

Alone, and leave to-us the task
Of bringing love on angel wings, 

And harps of gold? And wouldstthou bask
In ease and joy while hunger swings 

Her bony hands around thy neck
Aufl asks for food, and rags to hide 

Fro«,,bitter storms her fleshless.,wreck .
T^t floats about'on life’s rbngh tide?: ’ 
Ohj wouldst thou have ua do no more1 
Than open wide the Spirit-door, . 
And kiss the hands upraised in prayer, 
That seek the touch of hands mefte fair?
Sinqe we have rapped the gates ajar, 
Wbuldst thou obscure our brightest star 
6t hope, and bid us close again 
Those gates upon our fellowmen, 
Or teach them naught but that thou hast 
Along the dim and musty past 
Despised as fraud, and scoffed to shame, 
And said “it from the Devil came?”
Then here it is for thee, earth-child— 
The pure, and true, and undefiled: 
If thou wouldst rise, progress, unfold, 
The hungry feed; and with thy gold 
The naked clothe; the homeless shield 
From winter's blasts; thy surplus yield 
To labor's due; thy int’rest break 
In twain, at least for those who make 
Thy gold amass, The sweetest bliss 
Will come in giving things we miss, 
And naught our souls will ever bless 
Like deeds devoid of selfishness •
Go teach the world to be more true , 
To self, and trhe to others too.
Go teach the world that thou hast found 
The land of spirits—where abound 
Our loved ones whom we mourned as dead; 
But let us comb With silent tread, 
And touch the hearts that need be blest 
With good advice or proving test,
Qh, Bin us come with all we know 
O( Spirit-life, or earthly woe. 
Ope wide the gates with willing hands, 
And list to words from spirit bands, 
And they will come more reconciled 
To give the ‘ ‘pure and undeflled. ” 
Betwixt the two and on each plane 
Let liberty and freedom reign, 
And we will meet and lead thee through 
The storms of earth—beyond the blue.

- Db. T. Wilkins.

Calm Words from Myra F. Paine.
You may think me rather dilatory in re

sponding to your kind invitation to write oc
casionally something for The Progressive 
Thinkeb. There' is nothing intentional about 
it, but I feared I might get in the way and

come so noticeably its »'stock in trade, "even 
until Catholicism has had to take a back seat

I have often heard it said in private com
munications and from the rostrum that nothing 
stood bo much in the way of the growth of 
Spiritualism as Spiritualists. I used to won
der what that meant. I wonder no longer.

After the herculean efforts that were made 
to aröuse the people to the necessity of or
ganization in order to combat the combined, 
systematized forces that were boldly attacking 
it from all sides, and the time and money 
spent at that convention in Chicago, with that 
delegated representation from thirty-three 
States, and the launching of an organization 
as the voice of that convention, it looks a lit
tle strange, to those who stayed at home, that 
the very ones who took part in the proceed
ings should so Boon discover its flaws and be
gin to pick it to pieces. It strikes me that it 
would have looked full as well if they had left 
that part of the business to thöse who had no 
part in making it and therefore are always ex
pected to growl.

Wonder if any of them wanted an office and 
didn’t get it! If so, I would suggest for their 
comfort, that if they would wait patiently this 
year and tet Bro, Barrett fill his coffers with 
all th.4 responsibility and work he is doing and 
not Ä^eht of pay’ they might stand ä chance 
for ^ presidency next year, and then their 
wisdom, which has so suddenly developed 
mighfr dome in play/

H£ye forty-five ..years of promulgation of 
the philoBophy.of Spirituallsni developed noth
ing in, its adherents, even in ite teachers, but 
a spirit of fault-finding, contention and bick
ering over important matters? Some of our 
teachers would have us think so.

There have been some good and sensible ar
ticles written and suggestions made of ways 
by which defects may be remedied, and I 
think the public are getting somewhat weary 
of a discussion, which has token upon itself 
the appearance of a personal attack upon the 
officers of the National Association, who are 
trying to fulfill the duties laid upon them by 
the convention when it elected them. A year 
soon passes by, and change of officers and 
changes in the constitution can easily be made 
without this element of discord which seems 
determined to send this organization on the 
same road its predecessors have traveled.

I. IL Old and New Theories.
The Mepmerie Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism. .
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena,V. Curative Mesmerism.VL, Auflesthetic Effects and Rig. 
idity.

VIL Tlie_ Nature of Sensitiveness 
VIIL Clairvoyance,

IX. Mesmeric Practice,
Tbe price of tbli admirable wprkdi <1,25. AU took! 

Mverllied In Tne Fepaexeetvs Thiskbu ar*

For sale atthis oflice.
. From Soul to Soul.
' AY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
piIIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
£ best Poems of the author, and some of her most 

popular songi, with the music by eminent compotera. 
Among the Poems whiph have attracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Rose,” “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Laws,” “Pareon Smith's Prophecy,” “From the 
Highlands of Heaven," “Tbe Cit? of Sorrow.” “ Solilo 
quy of Fulvla at Sicyon,” ” The Holy Maid of Kent. ’ 
etc.

The Music Includes "The Unseen City;” “Ciari- 
bel," a June Song: “We Shall Meet our Friends In the 
Morning”; Meet Us at the CrysUU Gates."

Many of the Poeme.ere admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by tbe anther In her public read
ings.

PHK68 Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle is master
ful In her prolific poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gw 
field’s brightest scholars.—Cbansanlng A»rgus. k 
ri'NsJpoet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is well known as 
apuetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—SaL 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our bettc/ 
solves.—Heater M. Pools. A gifted-lady, with rare 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun« 
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light, She Is 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting Itself to muelc.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mra- Bara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel Is exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. 
Home.

Tho volume contains 225 pages, Is beautifully printed 
ind bound, and furalshea a fine Holiday Gin. Prior 
11.50, post-paid,

Fop sale at thia office.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON 

—OF—

Biblical and Modern [Spirit« 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The OontrsiL" “Which," “Betters to Eide? 

Mlles Grant,“ "Both Sides,“ "That Terrible 
Question," "Wolf In Sheeps

Clothing,” Eto., Eta.

This book Is What Its title Indicates—“The Qurbtiox 
Settled, an Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Splrl Mstn.” We giro below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chaptort

Chapter 1—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe 
Want« of Humanity.—Noargument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Religions muit adapt themselves to Mon. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought In 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with tbo 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible writers In Doubt as to a 
Future. A-Dtalogue. Spiritualism convlnocs a Min
ister of his Immortality. Dying Minister In Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter II—Tho Mora! Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil, Every new Sy atom passes an Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. What Good baa Splr- 
RmtBszn done. Opponents unfair. Immorality In tho 
Chorchcs. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. Nono Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tes
timony of Jeremiah.

Chapter Hi—Bible Doctrine of Ange! M/nlstry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels ere Spirits. Terms 
"Man” and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of tho Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Manoah’i wife; Is Introduced to Manosh. 
Writing on tho "Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. Tbe Stone rolled from 
tbe Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism,— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Ellbu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. TwoSoureea 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus. .

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subjects 
Important. "Ye must be born again.■’ Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister's Opinion! Author's Objection. 
Jesus'Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Blblo 
against It (I Cor» xv.). Naturaland Spiritual Body. 
Opinion <|f the woman of Tckoab. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered? Mortal Bodiesquickcnod. Must 
cat Chrlstfs Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are Wo InfldeliP—Bapid*Growth of 
Spiritualism. The "Med-Dog” Cry. <Jparge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths fcna Errors In 
ths Bible. Dialogue, Minister wants a Blblo. All be
lieve Parts, and no one believes All. of tbe Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall wo decide who tbe Be
lievers are. Tbe true Test. Works. The Commission. 
End of the Woyld nptyet- Jewish and Christian age. 
Preaching, Baptism, and Signs go together. Ia Christ 
In the-Churchr

Chapter yil—Are Wo Deluded?« -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. "Kettle Story.” Result of the 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are Goa and thp Devil Partners? Is It just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
dolt? Caseof Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel'sEx- 
glanatlon. Spiritualism a Delusion. ThoLord coming, 

lessoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position O). Spiritualism will not "down.” “Old 
Splitfoot." . :

Chapter VIII—Objections Atawcred.—Objections 
asually the Remit of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
tho Steamboat; Objections -to tbe Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. Tho Objection 
Eroves Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to the 

•ead for Knowledge. Law Indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of- this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. Tbe Law good In 
Its Place, and for Its Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
not an Infinite God. Ho Incited tbo Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.

They Are for Sale at This Office.
QTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 

sJ rooary of pearla, cuUeil rioni the .Wjrit» of Andrew Jackaoa 
Davto. Intended for the light aiul Siiluca of ’ every, .qrrowlng 
utiud tmd stricken heart. Fries 50 cc(t#..„ .... ...
CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 

oj Bacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of ‘'Arcana of Na
ture,” ''Ethics of Science." “Science of Man,” etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death fur writing and publishing bls 
“Convent,” which has had u phenomenal run In Tub Piioaiutss« 
tva Tuinkku. Post paid anywhere, 60 cents. Paper 
fclltlou, 25 cent*.
COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E, BUTLER. 

kJ A scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
disease! determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1000 Inclusive. Largo evo, cloth «5DO. Postage 20 cents.
SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 

kJ cal music for tho oliolr. congregation and social circles, by J, 
H. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; li. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. Now 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with tho meat crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with tho aoul of 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful nud popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft fs doubtless the must 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Ita beautiful, aqngs, 
ducts and qusrtets. with, piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted boto to pttbllo meetings and tho social circle. 
Cloth, «2.00. Postage D cents.
PUR PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
A Confessional, by Father Chlnlquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Romish pr-leem, worked through the coafwJouM 
box. Price «1.00.
PLIE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 

comparison between Evangelicalism »nd Spiritualism, In the 
keenest and most easy style of Its able and versatilo author. To 
those who know him that Is sufficient Inducement to purolUH 
the book. Price »IDO.______________________ .

'T'IIE MYTH ON THE GREAT DELUGQ 
£ Something you phould have to refer to. By James M, M& 

,'ihhi. Price Iff cents. r ।
PHE CHILDREN'S PROGRESSIVE L YCE UM. 
J. A manual, with direction! tpr tbe orgmliatlon and minage, 

moue of Sunday oohooli. By Andrew Jackson Davie, BomctUrng 
Imlespenslble. Price 60 pent!.

7'HE SPIRITS' WORK. WHA T I HEARD. 
law, and folt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Siiydam. It 1* * 
pfqpflJef that will well |>ay perusal. Price 15 cents.

TNEYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE.
L Letton to tbe Beybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltl. 
An niurtrated pamphlet. Worth Its weight In gold, rrlqe Jd

SYCIIOPATHY, OR SPIRI1 HEALING. A 
ylea pf lessons on the relations of tbe spirit to its own organ- 
nd tbe inter-relation of human beings with reference to 

health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamalu 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V, Blobmoud. A 
book that every healer, physician »nd Spiritualist ahould read. ; 
Price 11.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 

L course. By Andrew Jackion Davis. A rare work. It JW I 
erttet great merit. Frloe 11.25.

OESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
£\ embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
i/fZoroaatrlanlam and tue derlvatlonof Christianity; to Which la 
added: "Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. 
One ei the most valuable works ever published. Price >1,50.
IDEAL. LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 

L\. Inspirationally by Mri. M.rla M. King. You will not beoomo 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 73 cento.

Romanism and the republic, by 
Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot should n*dlt> 

Price ei.70.

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
rles, by Mrs. M. A. Freen.on. These sketches arc a most 

ponorful Illustration of man's cruelty and Injustice to Ills fellow 
Iran. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
/I from the spirit realms. I>l»c)oslug the moat startling revela
tions. proving Christianity to he of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Cuvetled has 625 pages, a One engraving of J. M. Robert», Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price »1.30. Postage 12 cento,

A RYAN SUN MYTHS. BY SARAH E. TIT 
ZX comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
originated. An interesting and instructive book. Price 91.25. 

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO- 
U nomteal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J, 11. Mendenhall. Prlcu SO cents.

TTELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
LA. tlce. By Lola Walabrooker. Price 11.50.

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
L “If a man dlo, shall bo llvr?“ la fully answer**. By W. 8. 
Barlow, author of Voicea. Price 60 centa.

IKABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
1VJ. Walabrooker. Price 11.50. Mra. Walabrooker,s books 
should be read by every woman In tho land.

l/TIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
1V£ A. Hovey. 200 pagei, with Illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon. Price Sl-25.

nOEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
1 volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
ihought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet» wlu- 

and restful. Price 11.00.

DELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IF 
all could be led to believe In such a religion Uto world would 

bo for bolter than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
and dlapoa.tlon to apply lbs facta of history and »dance. Prlco 
11.25. Postage 10 cents. .

L IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH. 
L* They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 cent* 
AIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISFORV 

of Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. An rtitllno 
history of man. Written through the mediumship of U.fe. Flg
ley. Yon should read this work. Price 80 cento.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mn. Mary T. Sbelhomcr. It abounds in facte is' refer 

enco to the Bummer-Laud. Prloo 11.00.

T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
£^f from the Tree of Ute. Presented to humanity through the 
mediumship of B. £. Litchfield. Excellent thruughou«.
(LU, ’..1
f/FAS ABRAHAM L/NCOLN A SPIRITUAL 
VV 1st? or. Curious Revelations from tho Lite of a Trflnca 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. Thia curious book 
has no precedent la the English language. Its theme Is novel. Im 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment
ous period in history and regarding Its most famous participant— 
the most noted American. It is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. Tho publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense in its verification and produc
tion, and he stakes his reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
dootnne or creed or sect. It is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading, iou will ba amply 
repaid, nice 11 JO. .

Z'HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
ud Expressions In human Embodiments. Given through 

Mrs. Con L. V. Richmond, by her guides. A book that every
body should read who are Interested In ro*lncarnatlon. Price 
•1.00»

Z'KE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM.
By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by One erf 

the ablest men of the age. Price 11.50; postage 10 cents.

T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
r Andrew Jackeon Paris. Hlglily iutsreetlng. Portas* ( 

**a|fc Prie« 75 cento.
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, It Is a Qpod-Thing to Have.

Spirit Power Plays No Part.

PUSHING THE STICK.

PUSHING WITHOUT, THE STICK.

GAZA’S SECRET IS OUT—NO MYSTERY 
ABOUT HER POWER NOW—ENGINEER 
BRIGG EXPOSES THE CLEVER U^RICK 
OF THE SO-CALLED MAGNETIC LADY— 
EASILY DEFEATS HER GAME AND DU
PLICATES HER PERFORMANCE.

Only Natural Laws l^rought Into 
Play.

8^-- " ' -

SOME COMMON SENSE

An Illusion of-jtfiiny Spiritualists 
Removed.

Spiritualist family. Mbs. Phillips. 224

men

225by spirit control.

Bliss, 1904 Wabash av<%«e, Chicago, 111. 249

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY

"Mrß. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chll-i-

227

Chicago, 1)1. 225

Woman, Church and State.
THE LYCEUM GUIDE. Secretary. 2Htf

vertlBement In. 238

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

den avenue, Chicago, III. 222 tf

Uy, Mm6* 237

1I
Ad

able to haul the wagon and six 
with ease.

WHAT ONE HORSE CAN DO.

The speaker continued: 
“It is a well-known fact that

Organ Music and Voluntaries—Select 
List mailed free. B. E. Guild, Topeka, Kan.

•COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

dien Teething” softens gums, reduces Inflama- 
tion,allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle.

medium. 2d flat.

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Beminis- 
cences of the Matri

archate.

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW
erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 

three 2-cent stamps, lock cf hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and 1 will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. AV, F. Lay, Box 413, 
Denver, Colorado. 224

PSYCHOMETRIC.
7YO YOU WISH AN UNPARALEL- 

J~s led reading, examination or advice on Business, 
write to Dr. J. 0. Phillips, the noted platform Test 
Psycbometrist. Enclose one dollar and three 2-cent 
stamps, giving age and sex. Three questions an* 
swered for 25 cents. Send stamp for statements of 
wonderful tures. Address 471 TV. Madison street, 
Chicago, Hl. . .225

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM l 
11 ik your own home. Will send a piunplilei con- | 
talnlng instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual soug book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cis. Address, Mrs. J. A.

MRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
1VJ. dcmptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, sliver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. Ills not a dye. it will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A.Connelly, 
348 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 229

CARL SEXTUS
T)^ ACT IC AL HYPNOTIST, CURES 

1 nervous diseases, rheumatism and muscle dis
eases by vital muguetlsin; develops latent psychical 
powers. Commended by medical men. the consuls 
of Norway. Sweden aud Denmark, and the dally 
press. Letters requesting advice must contain SI.00. 
Office hours 2 to 5 P. M. 224 East Ontario street,

Free to the Weak and Sick.
TAO N'T SUFFER ANY LONGER 

J J but send to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
especial Instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2-cent 
stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244. San Jose, Cal.[227

7 SYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
1 Prof. A. B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
gractlcal life, and your splrlt-frlends. Send lock of 

air, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address. 195 4th street. Milwaukee. AVIs._______224

THE SICK AND AFFLICTED
J. Send fire 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, sex 

and handwriting, for ■ Diagnosis of yonr disease." I 
also have remedies for all chronic diseases. Address 
ntonce,P. 8. 141 Wsinwt Ft.. Dubuque, ln.22

« WILL DEVELOP YOGI 
BJ O W T f* O P Have y°u tried it? -The 
g »/I II | Finest Cabinet for the 
A kJ y V1JLV purpose ever made—bar 

w none. Send for Circulars
Tins marvelous cabinet z, , .. j i •
if it fails to do what we ( ACK NnthlTlOf 
claim. Prepaid, $1.20. LudlO 11UL1111L& 
J, ti. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green SLChicago, 

_ Price, $1.00 delivered, Lu City.

INVALIDS
LT. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
V V Btanjps, tbclr disease, or aymptoms, will receive 

pumpbiot and advice FiiEEto cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio tf

Tl KRS. S. J. CUTTER, Si N. ASH- 
Ivj. land Avenue. Clairvoyant, teat and business

pnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send LULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex. fnrr Imndwrltlng or leadhiK symptoms; you 
a rccc|Vea vorynct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading hy psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 35S, Lansing, Mlcli.

SPIRIT UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
kJ can And coxy ropmi, eoual to those at hotels, with 
» Splrltuailitf imlly, at 88 Bt. John's Place near bplon 
Fork.

ONLY $1 PER PACKAGE.
The Morphine, Liquor and To

bacco Habits
CAFELY AND SUCCESSFULLY

O treated in the privacy of your own bouie. Eight 
years’ experience in a large city practice without a 
fsHure, Thousands of our best people cheerfully 
testify to the above. Full instructions mailed with 
each package of the antidote. Address with stamps 
Dr. Bartlett, 167 Dearborn street. Chicago. 227

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
LjL two 2-cent postngo sumpB, & lock of your hair, 
name, age and box, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
dlagnoals of your dlBeaee. Address J. C. BaTDobf, 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Raplda, 
Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad*

PREEI A FEW SE.LECT PARTIES 
M can be aided greatly in developing by joining my 
irivate circle Sunday evening. Address (J. 0. bhoberg, 

। iTO.Fulton street, Chicago. 224

HYPNOTISM] 
SECRET POVTKR, THE DIVIKB IS HAI. You possess thia 
God-given force calledPEReOKALMAGNETISM, 
iPevelopltand Succeed in Life. Hypnotism as a Re
medial Agent and for controlling others, forpublic 

1 or surgical demonstrations. Wonderful revelations. 
Worth MW for tl If we are strangers send 11, and bal
ance when book arrives. Two pamphlets.SOc. Address

•DR. AKDER80X, MA8OT1C TEMPLE, p.r. a, CHIC4CD.

a LADY IN NEED WOULD LIKE 
A~L a position as housekeeper In a middle-aged 
widower's family, or to make herself generally use
ful in some family. Would prefer Rhode Island or 
Massachusetts. Addrcsi E. C. W., this office. 225

MRS. Q. PARTRIDGE.
T)LA TFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 
i business medium. Rcadinga personally or by 
letter 41,00. Brief reading by mall 25 cents. 291 Og-

Testimonial.

LIFTING THE LOADED CHAIR.

ONE

possibly haul it, although 
his uttermost, and see a

that he cannot 
he strives to

all times a 
their load, 
method of 

laid down.

I I. R. a 5

disadvantage, but that it 
practicable to give them at 
mechanical advantage over

Mr. Brigg chose a novel

In lifting the loaded chair, the feet of 
the under man resting on the floor or on 
another chair, was the fulcrum. Very

horses were compelled to work at great 
" ' .................... is entirely

illustrating the principles
He had the “mysterious Gaza” come

_ . , j brutal driver beating him mercilessly
slight exertion on.the rear of the chairybecause he is unable to perform a physi- 
served to tip chair and men forward, I cal impossibility, particularly under such 
Brigg did it as Ghza did, with open I ignominious conditions as we compel

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER. MARCH 10 1894

Miss Bentley 4id not claim magneti?¿uioo j-ipiiuicj MIU. xxuu ualtu juuguvuxy 
Í>ow()r, but merely knowledge of simple 
aws of mechanics. The feats consisted

of lifting a clmir loaded with one or 
more men,¿poising on one foot, and ret 
slating the efforts .of two men to push 
her from her balance, twisting in twain 
a stick held as in a vise by several men, 
and placing the palm of her hand 
against a vertical pitchfork handle and 
resisting the efforts of several men to 
push it down to the floor.

Tfie very tall, very dark lecturer and 
Frank Hall insisted that these feats 
were’accomplished by Gaza, “the ninth 
wonder of the world,” without the exer
tion of muscular force, but in some mys
terious manner. Mr. Brigg proved the 
contrary. .

First Gaza placed her palms under the 
seat of a wooden chair. Three men 
bore down on it and two stood upon it, 
but Gaza held it suspended. The audi
ence applauded. Three men grasped a

To the Editor:—Your subscribers 
have often been delighted to read the 
evidence of the existence of magnetic 
and spirit force, as manifested in cer- . 
tain “wonders"—young and frail ladies 
generally—who have peen exhibited in 
various parts of the country, and for 
whom Spiritualists have claimed a pe
culiar phase of mediumship, they being 
assisted by ‘‘powerful” spirits. Gulli
ble Spiritualists all over the country 
claimed them as mediums, as God's 
chosen instruments to redeem the world 
and to dispute them was equivalent to 
raising a deadly howl about your head— 
“Ohl you are opposed to mediums!” 
The rottenest fraud in the land, the in
ebriate, the licentious profligate, the 
penitentiary bird and thenabitual cheat 
will find a certain class of Spiritualists 
ready to coddle them and fight for them, 
if they possess a degree of mediumship 
enabling them to see and describe a 
spirit. I do not object to this in the 
least; this is a right they have, but 
when they try to force their kind of a 
medium on me, then I kick. I want a 
medium whose character is clean, and 
who is honest all the way through, and 
at the same time I will in no wise inter
fere with those who like “unclean 
birds." The following from the Chicago 
Jlerald dissipates the illusion enter
tained by many Spiritualists:

Several weeks ago T, H. Brigg almost 
caused a riot in a local amusement hall 
by accepting an offer of $1,000 for a du
plication of the performances of a woman 
billed as “the mysterious Gaza, the 
magnetic lady.” The story of that af
fair ;has been told. It ended without 
result other than much disorder. Man
ager Frank Hall, who made the offer of 
81,000, claimed to be willing to stand by 
bis proposition. Mr. Brigg had English 
obstinacy and scientific knowledge of 
force, Its application and its diversion 
of direction to back him up, so he would 
not be'bluffed. It was agreed by him 
and Hall that the contest should take 
place. last evening in Central Music 
Hall. It did. It was a good show. The 
audience was part of the performance 
from beginning to end—the best part. 
In the opinion of the audience, Brigg 
was clearly victorious, doing all he said 
he would do and explaining how he did 
it. Gaza was clearly defeated and 
Pronk Hall was the most discomfited 
man in Chicago. .

The audience was not large, but it was 
intelligent, good natured, interested and

palms, but with thuinbs under the chair 
seat.' ' ■ : . ■

In the pushing down of the pitchfork 
handle, Brigg demonstrated, by stand
ing on a scale, that the three men1 ex
erted no downward pressure at all, bo- 
cause the scale allowed no increased 
weight. . ' .

Brigg’s explanations were convincing. 
He supplemented them with a short 
lecture on the application of these laws 
of forces to horses and wagons. But 
the audience wanted to see more of Hall 
who had disappeared long before, and 
to hear of the $J,000 due Brigg. Much 
calling and a long wait brought him,hat 
in hand and with overcoat on. He would 
give the $1,000, to Brigg if Brigg de
manded it, .and the committee ordered 
it. Most of the committee were gone, 
but Dr, Withers, the chairman, said 
Brigg had won, and that Gaza had used 
muscular exertion. Dr. Malone put it 
to a vote of the audience!; and everyone 
present decided for Brigg. Then B rigg 
said ho didn’t want Mr. Hall’s money.

Greiner called for his $100. Hall in
sisted upon a future test in private with 
the paper bound around the chest, and 
Greiner agreed. He says he’ll hold 
Hall. Then the : audience went home. 
Hall-kept his $1,000 but lost his good 
spirits, his suavity and his temper. 
Gaga and her very tall, very dark' lec
turer were crestfallen and very angry.

The above illustrates the fact that 
there is no mediumship necessary in the 
performance of the above “feats 'of 
strength.” The Chicago Tribune con-' 
tains the following: - ■ ■
. What a horse can ’ do when it is 
hitched to a vehicle, as is the custom at 
present, and what it pan do when 
hitched as it should be, with a proper 
understanding of natural laws, was 
shown by F. H. Brigg, at Central 
Music Hall, recently. It was shown that

pitchfork handle held vertically. Gaza 
placed her palm against the stick near 
the lower end and the three men pulled 
downward. Another successful feat for 
G»za and more applause from the audj. 
enlie. Three men grasped a hickory’ 
sfesk twelve inches from one end, the 
owier end resting on the floor. While 
thiiy held it as in a vise, Gaza placed 
her.-palm upon its top, bent it and 
twisted off the twelve-incb piece. An-' 
other success and more applause. ;

Three men held a chair hugged closely 
to themselves. Gaza, with only her 
thumbs against the chair legs, resisted 
their united effort to push ner back
ward. More applause. Then the tide 
turned.

BEGINNING OF THE CIRCUS.

Frank Hall had repeatedly invited 
the audience to notice that Gaza took no 
hand holds and exerted no muscular 
force. Dr. Withers, one of the com
mittee, thereupon explained that he had 
grasped Gaza’s arms in this last feat and- 
found the muscles tense and hard as 
they could be, showing that muscular 
force was exerted. .

“Anyone knows,” Hall interjected, 
“that a muscle contracts and swells 
when exerted. We’ll put a paper band 
around Gaza’s biceps and prove by the 
bands holding that her muscles do not 
contract.” .

“Of course it doesn’t,” yelled a man in 
the audience. “The biceps does not 
act for pushing, but for pullirfg or lift
ing. The triceps and chest muscles are 
used in pushing. Put the paper band 
around her chest.”

determined to see fair play. It applaud
ed Frank Hall when he marched upon 
the stage in carefully trimmed beard 
and clawhammer and behind a diamond 
breastplate. Possibly without realizing 
the full significance of what he said, he 
told the audience it was about to see 
probably the most remarkable perform
ance ever given in Chicago, expatiat
ing largely upon Gaza's wonderful 
power.

The audience applauded when be in
troduced a slender woman in pink as 
“the mysterious Gaza.” Then a very 
tall, very thin, very dark man, with a 
very large piece of sparkling something 
in his shirt front, and a very pronouncec 
curio hall style of oratory, explained the 
work of “the mysterious Gaza."

HAD BAFFLED THE SCIENTISTS.
Scientists of two continents and the 

crowned heads of Europe had been 
baffled by her feats, he said. She had 
performed them since childhood, but 
phe herself could not explain how. The 
best authorities agreed that she must 
possess some mysterious magnetic force.

A committee was selected from the 
audience to watch the feats; Dr. With
ers, Captain Hennessey of the fire de
partment, and John S. Cooper, being 
among the members of the committee. 
Then Gaza was given the stage and 
room for her feats. She did the same 
tricks that so-called magnetic women

N,

TûRAI^C TH»,4MAIÍV’ , 

OF BRIGG’S EXPERIMENTS AND 
DIAGRAMS.

have shown all over the country. Lulu 
Hurst, “the Georgia wonder,” gave like 
performances fifteen years or more ago, 
and she was followed by Anuie Abbott, 
another “Georgia wonder.” Miss Bent
ley performed similar feats a year of 

5- two ago in London and before the Dan- 
jsh royal family and the Czar of Russia.

“Gaza says Bhe can’t put the paper 
band around her chest without undress
ing, but I’ll give $100 to the man who 
will prove she exerts muscular force,” 
said Hall, this being only one of several 
offers of large sums he had made In the 
way of scientific proof.

“I’ll take it,” said the man in the au
dience, and he went on the stage to 
make more trouble for Hall. He was 
Phillip Greiner, professor of athletics 
of the Northwestern University, a man 
who understands muscles. But the 
show went on.

A strong man held a stick as if it were 
a gun and was told to push straight 
ahead. Gaza stood on one foot, placed 
one palm against the stick's end and de
fied him to push her over. He didn’t.

“I know that woman,” shouted an
other spectator named Lewinsohn. 
“Didn’t she used to be a mind-reader?”

Gaza's thin, dark lecturer became ex
cited and betrayed his recognition of 
Lewinsohn.

“Give you $500 to prove she’s a mind
reader,” Hall shouted.

“I’ll take that," Lewinsohn yelled. 
Then he and Hall fell to arguing about 
the respective values of their diamonds, 
while the audience howled, until Mr. 
Brigg vigorously protested against 
Hall’s conduct and appealed for a digni
fied performance.
iDOLONEL COOPER AS A FEATHER 

WEIGHT.

John S. Cooper sat on one chair, with 
his feet on the rounds of another held 
to prevent its slipping. Two men sat 
upon his lap. Gaza placed her palms 
against the rear legs of the chair and 
lifted the men, tipping the men forward. 
She did this with a paper band around 
her arm—but the band was down close 
to the elbow, not up, where the swelling 
biceps might burst it. Gaza’s part of 
the programme ended with this feat,and 
Hall’s offer to give various large sums 
of money for any headache or case of 
paralysis Gaza could not cure with her 
“magnetic force.” '

Mr. Brigg took the floor and volun
teered not only to do all Gaza had done 
but to explain how. He- began with 
pushing the stick and did it. Hall, not 
satisfied with all the talking time he 
had had, continually interrupted Brigg 
and seemed trying to befog the audi
ence. Those who had paid for their ad
mission would not submit to Halts in
terruptions and yelled: “Sit down.” 
Hall refused to sit and talked the more. 
The audience yelled the louder and 
pandemonium reigned fully five minutes. 
Hall looked the picture of rage, but had 
to bottle his anger and sit down while 
Brigg went on.

It is not necessary to explain all Brigg 
did. The little engineer paralleled 
Gaza’s feats easily, even to twisting the 
hickory stick in twain, which he said he 
had never tried before, and he did it all 

. with many a sly thrust at Gaza’s mounte- 
bankish quivering and sliding ot hands 
to “magnetize” chairs and sticks. He 
explained that Gaza’s “mysterious 
power” lay in her making herself part 
of a lever and diverting the direction of 
thè force exerted against her. When 
the stick was pushed., straight' against 
her upraised palm, by pulling downward 
slightly, she made the man push her 

. against the floor without his knowing it.
• HOW THE CHAIR LOAD WAS LIFTED.

him to: labor under.!! Now, iM had the 
law-making to do;- whenever, a,horse 
failed - to draw a heavy load, instead of 
beating ’.the horse! I would h&ve the 
driver,‘■’beaten. Whhn this had been 
thoroughly done, T’should then "have 
two beatings administered to the owner 
of the horse and employer of the driver 
for being so stupid, so careless, nig
gardly, and so’indifferent as not to 
make use of a more sensible’mode of 
yoking Ills horses to his vehicles. I 
think such a law would very soon result 
in a vast improvement in the condition 
of horses, and more important still, from’ 
the owners’ standpoint, a substantial 
iroflt, and a saving to one and all of you. 
Jon’t forget the profit, for it is upon 
this rock that I must build my hope of 
bettering the condition and usefulness 
of the poor horses. •

A HORSE A LIVING LEVER."

“A horse is a living lever, and the 
direction of the force exerted by him 
will determine whether he can do more 
or less work. It must always be borne 
in mind that a lever Is a lever, no matr 
ter whether it be pf steel, or of wood, 
or of muscle and bolne'. Tne acting and 
co-actipg of forces, trough the,.traces 
by the. liprso and'. vphicle, are „always 
equal ed opposite^ for instance, ho 
matter, wjhat force horse is, parting 
upon th;p vehicle, tbpjvehicle is exerting: 
the same force upqUj.the horsg;>pxcept 
in an. opposite direction, so ’Jhat it is’ 
purely Question of giving the.hdrse, at 
all times; a mechaqieal advantage over 
the opposite forces, sp as to enaplp him 
to keep the control; pt the same tjme it 
is an abspjute wastp pf his energy if he 
be allowed to carry more than sufficient 
weight on his feet for the purpose. 
Hence it is necessary that the virtual 
angle of trace should be such as at all 
times to give him, the advantage of a 
constantly varying angle, which at one 
moment will be supporting some of his 
weight, and at another adding to it."

To illustrate this point, Mr. Brigg 
asked Capt. Hennessy, of the fire de
partment, who had a leg broken some 
monthj ago and is yet unable to walk 
without crutches, to step into the shafts 
of a light wagon, equipped with his 
draft attachment, and the Captain was

Expiring Subscriptions.
Subscribers can easily tell when their 

subscriptions will expire, by noting the 
number printed just over the right- 
hand'-column on the first page of the 
laper, and comparing it with the num. 
ier on the address-tag of their paper. 
The number on the paper is changed 
every week consecutively. The number 
this week is 224; next week It will be 
225; next week 226, and so on. Your sub
scription will expire with the number 
indicated on your tag. Thus, “John 
Smith,6150,” indicates that his subscrip
tion will expire when the number of 
the paper corresponds to the number on 
his tag. Thus, if the tag on your paper 
is. 250, and the present number of the 
paper being 224, then you will have 26 
more papers before your subscription 
expires. Keep watch of the tag.

“The Night the Light Went Out.” 
, All new trial or yearly subscribers 
will get the back chapters of this re
markable story free. Everybody should 
read it. Send on your subscriptions at 
once,

j ■. (ADVERTISEMENT.) •

Dr. Dobson—Dear Sir: It is-now about 
three weeks since I commenced taking 
yourrinediclne. At that time I was a 
great sufferer, and had been for about 
twb years, the cause of which is better 
known -toyou and your good spirit guides, 
but words cannot express my feeling of 
gratitude to you and your band for the 
complete change I have experienced. 
When I commenced your treatment, I 
was weak; now I am strong; I felt old, 
pow I feel young; I was seldom without 
pains, they have all flown; I was miser
able, but thanks to you and your spirit 
band, I am happy and in search of some 
other sufferer who needs your help. I 
pray that the good angels will continue 
¡heir work with you and bless you as 
you have been instrumental in blessing 
me,

I feel that I would need another 
month’s treatment, as you suggested in 
your letter on treatment, for which I re
mit postofflee order. Yours respectfully,

G. H. Meadow.
226 Sandford Street, Brooklyn, N. Y. 
(See ad. in another column.)
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

OR
MIND FORCE.

nAB UL UM OF LIFE OR MIND FORCE 
electrifies and illuminates the mind, restores lost 

harmony aud lost vitality.
Pabulum of Life Is lu no case a medicine, but a 

metaphysical nutrimental and llfe^gcnerator of great 
power.

Pabulum of Life Is a new creation and divine in
spiration, and will purify the moral and spiritual na
ture of man. •

Pabulum of Life will increase the vital force, stim
ulate the mind to action, awake the slumbering fac
ulties of the soul, aud re-vitalizo the whole being,

Pabulum of Life eoutulus a spirit essence or Nntrl- 
ment of great power. For instance, every time a 
dose is taken, the person, whether sickly or healthy, 
will gain In proportion a certalu amount of natural 
force or energizing powor.

Furthermore, It clears the Intellect, and invigorates 
the mental faculties, and how It does all this, and 
even more, Is a mystery, which no science oan ex
plain, excepting on the grounds of electrical vital 
action, resulting from the absorption of a new com
bination of elements, or force generated and diffused 
throughout the constitution.

Pabulum of Life is exclusively derived from the 
active principle of the herb of the field, the flowers 
of the forest, and the leaves of the trees, and harmo
niously compounded at our laboratory.

Pabulum of Life Is palatable and pleasant, harm
less as the dew drop,of eminontutllity.andfor genera
ting a general inward vital energy, Is without ex
ample In the whole domain of medicine.

Pabulum of Life Is equally adapted for all persons, 
male or female, and Is especially valuable to persons 
of frail constitution, or where there Is a loss of nerve 
or vital force.

It will animato the weak and weary, invigorate the 
young, and rejuvenate the old.

Pabulum of Life is a condensed combination ef 
crvstallzcd essence or force and must be attenuated or 
diluted in about fifteen times its bulk of water, 
and may be taken as oficu as three times a day.

Trial package by mail si,OD. Prepared only by

DR. It. GJREElt,
127 La Salle St., Chicago, III.

L'URNISHED FRONT HALL BED- 
1 room, second floor, wlib washing for one gent, 
»6, per month. 874 W. Lake street near Anu lu a

DR. HENhY ROGERS.
'THE CELEBRATED MEDIUM FOR 
J- Independent slate-writing, pictures, aud other 

phages. 238 ‘Park avenue, (acar Hoyne avenue), 
Chicago, Ill., also makes a specialty of diagnosing 
and curing disease where others liuve fulled. Dr. 
Rogers makes his remarkable cures entirely through 
spiritpoweb. -Heis endorsed by the Spiritual press 
as being one of the best Clairvoyants aud phenome
nal mediums in the world. Bittlugs dally for slato- 
wrltlng aud diagnosis. .____________ '______224

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE
2-cent stumps, Jock ot hair, name, age, sex, one 

leading 'symptom, and I will dlagaoae yonr dUcast 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. B. William«, 
Lake Geneva. WIb.________ ._________ _______22 7

7'HE SICK .ARE HEALED, SEND 
three 2-ceut itampa for private letter of advice 

rromtheSplrlt-world. W. P.Phelon, M. D., «1# Jack
ton Boulevard Chicago Ill. ijotf

7HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. Ht W
Sinclair, will send you by letter «life reading of 

the peat and future with dates. Mall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 
West Ave., Jockson, Mich. 287

“AN ASTONISHING OFFERT“
(TEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS.

lock of hair, age. name, sex, one leading symptom 
and your disease will bedlagnoaed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobsou, San Jose, Cal.

PHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
A Reading or six questions answered, 50 cents and 
three sumps. Maboubbitm BuaTOtf, 1472 Washing* 
onstreet, Boston, Mass. 282

HOW TO LIVE ONEliuNDRED
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
x~L the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, In fact, the entire 
system. Bend 2 two-ceut scamps, and I will send 
prluted information. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed this knowledge to me, B. F 
Pools, CHnLop, Iowa.

SOMETHING OFINTERkST TO ALL 
O who are sick, Dr. J. R. Craig, physical medium 
and Psychic Physician, has opened a medical Institute 
In which only vegetable aud spiritual remedies are 
used. My friends will remember the valuable liver 
aud kidney cure that was given to me by my spirit 
controls. 1 have placed those new aud valuable reme
dies In the reach of all. For further Information or 
a free diagnosis, address Dr. J. R. Craig 1428 Market 
street, San Francisco, California. Enclose lock of 
hair and three 2-cent stamps. All letters answered

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[formerly N. Y,, College of Magnetics.)
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

-<1 theraputlcslncludhig the Sun Cure, Vital MaraeV 
Ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher'science of 
Ufe. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications, students lu four 
continents have taken the course. The college Is 
chartered and confers the degree of D.M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. institution removed t0 East Orange 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E 
D. Babbii r, M. 1)., Deuu, 5 Pulaski St., East Orangs 
New Jersey. 234

_ . ______ :_____ . fifty 
pounds horizontal forqe will keep a load 
of 2,240 pounds In motion on a level rail
way, and at a good .speed, and that one 
horse can start a load of fifty tons on 
metals. When a horse is pulling upona 
level road with a horizontal trace, he 
does not in the least add to or take from 
his natural weight;, therefore, if the 
horse's weight should be fifteen hpn-

(advertisement.)
•'11;^;'infallible 'kidney cure of Dr. 

Gfâig’will be sent to any address on re
ceipt of price, $1.25. For farther in
formation, call or address Dr. J. R. 
O??igr. U28 Market street, San Fran
cisco; Cal.

upon the stage and go through 
her “marvelous” feats; then he 
lerformed the same feats, though 
lardly so gracefully; then by stereopti
con views and practical experiments he 
explained the forces exerted, and ex
plained that they were identical with 
the forces exerted by horses.

Gaza was introduced by Frank Hall 
after a long harangue, and went through 
her usual feat of “lifting” a chair with 
four men on it; preventing four men from 
putting the end of a stick vertically to 
the ground, and several others identical 
in principle but in slightly different 
form.

MR. BRIGG TAKES AN INNING.
When Mr. Brigg began his explana

tions, Hall interrupted him with a con
tinuation of his harangue, but the audi
ence shut him off with hoots and hisses. 
Hall tried for fully ten minutes to-in
terrupt, but the audience expressed its 
disapproval so vigorously and persist
ently that he was compelled to take his 
seat. Then Mr. Brigg went on with the 
feats. He “lifted” the chair with one, 
two, three and four men, as Gaza did. 
Then he brought out a chair he had 
prepared with a long board bolted to the 
seat and with wooden legs longer than 
the chair legs and iust in front of them. 
Then he had men climb on the board in 
the same way they had on the chair 
for Gaza, and showed that they simply 
formed with the chair a lever to move 
the weight of their bodies with the feet 
of the first man for a fulcrum, and the 
more men that go on the nearer the 
center of gravity moved to the fulcrum, 
and therefore it was more easy to “lift,” 
or in reality to tilt up. Mr. Brigg then 
continued through the list.

When it came to pressing the stick 
down Mr. Brigg hopped upon a pair of 
scales with a large dial and let the indi
cator show that though three men 
might push with all their force they did 
not exert much pressure vertically; in 
other words, they did not add over a few 
pounds to his weight because of a lateral 
pull which he exerted upon the lower 
end of the stick. . .

PRINCIPLE APPLIEDTO HORSES.

After he had illustrated further his 
explanations by means of photographic 
views upon which diagrams showing the 
levers and mechanical forces were 
brought to bear, Mr. Brigg turned to a 
practical application of the experiments 
in horses. He said, among other things:

“What has a horse to do with human 
beings, you ask. Well, the natural 
laws which govern the mechanical 
actions of a horse are identical with 
those which govern the 'mechanical 
actions of the human body. It is true 
the foreleg of a horse is not so compli
cated a piece of mechanism as the arm 
of a human being, but the principles 
upon which they work are identical. ■ If 
you understand properly the principles 
which govern the use of your limbs you 
will also thoroughly understand the 
principles which govern the actions of 
a horse in performing his labor.

“If horses were properly attached to 
the vehicles they draw, if they were 
harnessed as they should be and would

dred-weight, and the load, lor argu
ment’s sake, is thirty hundred-weight, 
let us see what is really taking place.. 
Since there are thousands of miles of . 
road upon which fifty pounds of hor- , 
izontal force will draw a load of 2,240 , 
pounds placed on wheels, let us suppose ' 
the horse to be traveling on such a road 1 
at walking pace. If fifty pounds be re
quired to draw twenty hundred-weight, 
or 2,240 pounds, what force will be re
quired to draw thirty hundred-weight, 
or 3,360 pounds? A schoolboy would 
quickly answer, seventy-five pounds. 
Well, then, the horse’s force, exerted to 
draw the vehicle,:, would be, only 
seventy-five pounds, whereas the force 
exerted by the muscles of his legs would 
be no less than 1,680 pounds, and to this 
enormous amount of effort must be 
added an additional force, due to the 
velocity with which his weight falls 
upon his feet in the act of walking. 
Thus the total force expended will con
siderably exceed 2,000 pounds. It is 
this that tires a man of walking or run
ning, without any additional work.

“Our present system Of yoking horses 
is the cause of our vehicles being made 
a constant burden to the poor beasts, 
whereas they might be made a source 
of help to them in traveling ovei1 the 
greater portion of their journey, so that 
they might be able to travel easier with 
it than without. Farmers object to 
macadam roads, because their horses’ 
feet and legs are seriously injured by 
them. They are perfectly justified in 
saying, when the things as they exist 
are considered, that such is undoubtedly 
the result, but under new and rational 
conditions, conditions which science and 
common sense and our own practical 
knowledge would dictate, then their 
claims are indeed as contrary to their 
own interests, as well as to the interests 
and comfort of the horses, as they well- 
nigh could be. The cost of haulage on 
dirt roads is not less than thirty to one 
hundred per cent more than it need be 
if effected upon sane and proper condi
tions on macadam, roads. But mind 
you, if horses are to be compelled to do 
their work under such wasteful con
ditions as heretofore, lacking those 
forces which we are here to consider, 
then, please don’t ignore altogether 
what these farmers rightly claim. Farm 
horses are not accustomed to hammer
ing their feet on hard roads.- If you 
were to turn the horap-over on his back, 
allowing his feet to be elevated in the 
air, and vcause four ¡men with, sledge- 
hammerp to beat his feet, striking the 
same effective blow, pnd as fast, . as the- 
horse wquld put his'foet to the’;,ground 
in the-act of'walk jpg, then you can 
have some conceptiqp., of what ,hls feet 
and legs .are suffering from percussion 
alone, apart from tlje impelling’.forces 
which-are accessary to keep the body 
•advancing and rotating about hiefoet.
EFFECT : OF WALldNG ARM IN’ aRM.

“It is not generally known that a inati 
when in the act of walking at the.rate 
of four miles an hour strikes the ground 
at each step with a force equal to about 
double his own yveight. A lady.', does 

> the same, but when she takes .the arm 
of a man she .does more than afford 
jileasure to her escort. She cannot .put 

’ ten pounds of her weight upon a gentle2 
' man’s arm without relieving her. feet of 
i twenty pounds of percussion, and at the 
i same time causing the gentleman, to 
i have twenty pounds more than if walk
' ing at that rate by himself. Therefore,' 

if you will multiply twenty by the num- 
• ber of strides the lady takes while -thus 
> relieved, you. can imagine how many

be if men would only give some thought 
to the subject, these horses would be 
able to do at least twice what they now 
do and do it much easier for themselves. 
It. is shameful to see a horse struggling 
with aheavyload atsuch a disadvantage

2-i.aaah VA..

Mansill’s Almanac for 1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology, 

Almanac Makers' and Weather Fore
casters' Guide, and New System of 
Science, by Richard Mansill, is now out, 
and will be sent to any address for 25 
cents. Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally should have it.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World 

Illustrated.
T7OU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT. 
Jl Melted pebblo spectacles restore lost vision. 

Write for Illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent by 
mall. B. F. POOLE. Clinton. Iowa.

WIFE CANNOT IEE HOW YOU 00 
IT AND PAY FREIGHT.£14 Bay. our 9 drawer wiUot or oat Ua- 

t I > proved ffijh Arn BUfaraewluir tnachlaa 
3 finely tiniehed, nickel plated, adapted to Uchi 
and heavy work; guaranteed for 10 leant with 
Antomatle Bobbin Wiader, Belf-Threadlng Cylin
der fibnitla, fielf.8et<lag Needle aud a complete 
ut of Steel Atluhmeuts) (hipped anv where on 

, .y CO Day’» Trial. No money required tn advance.
75,000 now In use. World'« fair Neda) awarded machine and attach, 
meats. Boy from factory and eave dealer's and agent's profits, 
rnpr Cat This Out and send to-day for machine or lar»e free 
Tel EE cAtelogne, testimonials and Glimpses of the World's Fair. 
OXFORD MFG. CO.342W>tnhAvt.CHICAGOlILL.
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ZHE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
given, falls to convey an Idea of the fulness and com
Slateness with which the subject« are treated. The 

latrlarchatc, or Mother-rule. Is the theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, Is brought to view tn elucidation of the subject. 
This is followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Worn an and 
Work. The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there is not a chapter In the book that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It 1b packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying It; It Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind, -

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL 
.... One of the Fox Sisters.

Z'HE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN
habited but now submerged part of this globe 
known as Atlantia, Is one'of much Interest. The 

data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea Investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In Um 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged In compact, 
literary form. In this very Interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial interest to Spiritualists be
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statementB purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantlans concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis aud a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

YES YOU CAN
C'ET WELL. SEND «1 EOR A BOT. 
\J tie of Blihb or Lira. A spirit remedy. Barely 

vegetable, and Magnetized. Poal lively renews Ute 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. Bor blood 
liver, and kidney atlmente there Is no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. K. K. Myera Clinton. 
Iowa._________________________________________ 22f,

Four present and future.—
Aak three questions. Give age, sex and com

plexion. Enclose el. Agnus A. Milieu, Diamond, 
Arkansas. 223

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, I). C.
(iKOOBrouxTBD Nov. 1, 1893.)

'T'HE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
J National Splrltualhta' AkbocIhiIod Is now open 

at all times, and all Spiritualists are invited to visit; 
their official home. A register will be kept oi lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested to send In their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of nil changes of 
location. Officers of societies in all foreign countries 
arc also requested to confer with us, and Information 
la desired respecting all new phases of development 
In all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets ana mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For in
formation, address as above. Kobebt A. Dimmick,

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

A 'COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
¿I Songs, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Gems, 
Choral Responses, Funeral Serrlces, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marching; Ban
ners, Standards, the Baud of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may bo organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old liymnology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such as no othcrsclectlon contains, It gives 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives In
structions bow to make the badges and banners and 
instructs in marching. It shows how to establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
Erepared for cho task by years of devoted labor in the 

yceum. The book Is the result of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened In the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While Intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tvttlz & Co., Publishers, Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of Tsx Progribbite Thinkkr 
where the work may be had wholesale and recall.

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read thia testimonial: “Psyche arrived two weeks 
ago and to say 1 was pleased does not express my ap
preciation. My boy, twelve years old, is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
it. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells. Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlcncc.—M. Y. 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark.” Price, 41,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. AV. H. Bach, Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

thousand pounds of percussion have 
been saved from her feet, and will un
derstand why she can walk • farther and 
easier with an escoft?:than alone. The 
same applies to a man with a walking
stick. Efe 'cannot press ten pounds upon 
his • stick!' -without 'taking ten-pounds 
from his feet, and thb percussion upon 
his feet at such time's -is twenty pounds 
less than’without the stick.” : 1

Thus'it can be readily seen that-Spirit 
influence-playt no part in Gaza’it^per?. 
formance.. JBvine Wright.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT- 
271 uallsm—so-called—from Its Inception at Hydes
ville. Ni Y., Including the experiences of the Fox Fam* 
Uy, spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to be 
very interesting, and the IntereSt Is Intensified when 
that account is written by one of the Fox Sisters, 
^uch is the fact in this instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated in a most entetfalning manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be'found. It Is a 
most Important part of the history of the great Spirit

- ual movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should hare

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to ft foil understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
betterknowledge of lu earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume Is enriched with a number of line en> 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50. For tale at this office.

THE DIAKKA. "
'THS DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH 
1 lyVIctlms, by the Seer, A. J. Davis, Is a very In- 

tcrestlng and suggestive work. It la an explanation o< 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em- 
bodyink a most Important recent Interview with Jamel 
VlctorWltson, a resident of the Sunuher-Land. Trie« 
W cents. For »»le nt this offle“ ■

- nOMANISM, AND. THE REPUBLIC. 
’ "xV*fey Her. Issac J. Lansing, M.M. Every patriot 

should read !u Price «1,00. ,

FORSTER, DR. W. M.

7'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR
voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist ’ of Dec. 30, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian ideas and prabtlces, nnd bls straight
forward course of integrity and honor.” Address 
De. W. M. Fosster, 1059 Market SL, San Francisco, 
California. - 224

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
f\R. y.S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

XZM&BBn'and Ms band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting the most wonderlul cures that bare 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the lecar 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with Mb magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Sefid him box, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. Ho doesn't want any 
leading symptoms. Address Dr, J. S. Loucks. Bblr-
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Lens Made in Sections.

LOUIS GATHMAN’S SCIENTIFIC) DIS
on

at

Gern 
his 1 
teure!

OOVERIES—BIG GLASSES AT SMALL 
COST—-MEN OF ORDINARY MEANS CAN 

, HAVE THEIR OWN OBSERVATORIES— 
RANKS AMONG GREAT INVENTIONS.

a story out of old cloth to get up an ex
citement, is yet strong in'humanitarian 
work. The Evening World works all 
summer long in thei interest of sick

an astringent.
MR. J. JAY WATSON, 

of 255 W. 43rd street, New York,

“PERHAPS.”

ordinary interest.. He not only,found 
the spots Ihrgeri’and more numerous, 
but saw the edge of the photosphere 
notched-with them, and saw spots of ex

' >11 as black

TO SEE MEN ON MARS.

'The advantages of Mr. Gathman’s in- novcueu-wiuii uuem, uuuoaw bi 
vention are wonderful and incalculable, traordinary brightness, as wel
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The Next Step a Telescope 
To See the Souls of Men.

A Telescope that Will Lay Bare 
Nature’s Secrets.

To the Editor:—According to a 
late issue of the Chicago Tribune, mar
velous improvements have been made in 
telescopes, as set forth in the following 
statements: ,

“For 850,0001 will undertake to con
struct a telescope with an objective ten 
feet in diameter; better in every respect 
in proportion than the «500,000 forty-inch 
Yerkes telescope,and to finish it sooner. 
For. a proportionally larger sum I will 
undertake to construct a telescope with 
an objective one hundred feet in diame
ter,more efficient jja. proportion for eyery 
scientific purpose than the Lick or 
Yerkes telescope. ' There is no reason 

.'in telescopic science why we should not 
• see the inhabitants of Mars and see to 

nick up a pin on the moon."
ThU ia tne bold but intelligent utter

ance of Louis Gathman, an amateur 
optician, astronomer, scientist and-in- 
ventor of the North Side. Mr. Gathman 
was born at Rordorf, near the city of 
Hanover, in Prussia, 1843. He received 
no scientific instruction except at the 
Polytechnic School in Hanover. He 
came to America in 1884, and after re
maining a year in Philadelphia took up 
his residence in Chicago, where he has 
'remained ever since. He was a mechan
ical engineer in the employ of others 
until 1872, and since that time has been 
a manufacturer of milling'machinery of 
his own invention.' He lives at the 
corner of Lincoln and North Park ave

Mr. Gathman’s scientific career has 
been something like that of Edison and 
Prof. S. H. Burnham. That is, he has 
been dependent upon his own resources, 
and has been an all-round inventor. In 
addition to milling machinery he has 
invented toy guns, artillery, submarine 
gunboats, and artificial rain-producers, 
/all of which have been patented. But 
he has taken the greatest interest of all 
'in optics and. astronomy. He has had a 
telescope and has been a student of the 
heavens for fifteen years. Ten years 
ago he erected an observatory 'in con
nection with his residence, and placed 
■in its dome a seven-inch telescope with 
'which he amuses himself at spare mo
ments. He makes no pretension, how
ever, to a scientific knowledge of as
tronomy. ,

DISCOVERS THE SECTIONAL LENS.

applied to reflectors. There are not 
only searchlight reflectors, but reflec
tors of reflecting telescopes constructed 
in sections. These reflectors have been 
found to be as good as any others, and 
the wish has constantly been expressed 
that the principle were applicable to 
lenses ana to refracting telescopes, for 
reflecting telescopes are comparatively 
worthless. But opticians and astrono
mers were so well satisfied a priori that 
the principle was inapplicable to lenses 
that they would not condescend to ex
periment with it. Not so, however, 
with Mr. Gathman. He reasoned that 
if the inter-reflection of light was the 
only obstacle, that could easily be pre
vented by interposing non-reflecting 
surfaces between the sections of the 
lenses. He tried it and was successful.

In his first experiments Mr. Gathman 
divided up bis lenses into wedge-shaped 
sections, with a circular section at the

The first is that all limitation on the size 
$nd power of telescopes is completely 
done away with. The manufacture of 
the Yerkes forty-inch objective is re
garded as a daring feat and a wonderful 
success, which will probably mark the 
ne plus ultra of astronomical exploration. 
The main reason is that the larger a 
lens is made the more difficult it be
comes to exclude air bubbles. But there 
are also other difficulties attending large 
lenses. They are greatly affected by 
expansion and contraction, and when 
they are set up on edge a long time they 
áre found to sag or mash together, of 
their own weight, so as to interfere with 
their correctness. Now, a lens made in 
sections has npne of these infirmities, 
and.it is altogether possible to make it 
100 feet or 100 yards in diameter, if de
sired.

Another great advantage is tbe 
cheapness of construction. More than 
one-half of the cost of a great telescope, 
at present, is for the lens. But a lens 
made in sections is by no means ex
pensive. There is reason tp expect that 
within a few years any well-to-do man 
may be able to keep a better instrument 
than even that at the Northwestern 
University, for the amusement and in
struction of himself and family.

Mr. Gathman claims two or three 
other discoveries in the construction of 
lenses, which, though not so important 
as the use of sections, are interesting 
when taken in connection with it. He 
claims that the thickness of the sections 
is Immaterial, so long as the outey and 
inner surfaces preserve the common 
curve of the lens. He therefore woiild 
make the center section one-half ’ the 
thickness of the adjacent flections, only

spots. No made a drawing, for The 
Tribune of, the black spots visible lately, 
and of one oi the spots onan enlarged 
scale. . .

With these marked improvements in 
the telescope we may look for one to be 
constructed at no distant day that will 
plainly reveal the souls of men in their 
celestial homes. Jus tice.

- EMERSON.
And Other Items of Interest.
BY JAMES M PEEBLES, M. D.

INTERIOR OF GATHMAN’S OBSERVATORY.

. Among the happy days of the fading 
past, the one I spent, many years ago 
with-the Concord Sage in his massive 
library is, perhaps, the most golden. 
The memories of it still linger, as does 
the fragrance of flowers after the vase 
has been broken, Upon introducing 
spiritual phenomena into the conversa
tion, Emerson used words to this effect:

“I have heard ''much of the spiritual 
manifestations; njany'' of my friends ac
cept them as genuine, and consider 
them as palpable demonstrations of a 
future existence. Want brings supply. 
Swedenborg was one of the great men 
of the ages. As for myself, I stand in 
need of no minor spiritual manifesta
tions, because, tp me, the universe itself 
is one grand spiritual manifestation.”'’

Emerson, as a thinker and a phil
osopher, ought to stand by his words as 
a poet.. Here are some of nis'lines:

“Sometimes the airy synod bends, 
And the mighty.choir descends;
And the' brains of men henceforth
Teem with unaccustomed/ thoughts.”
Emerson, though normal, drew his in

spiration from the inner life, and was 
unconsciously influenced by synods of 
invisible spirits. .

- .YEARLY ENGAGEMENTS.
In the indecision incident to the seed

ing, culture and general reception of 
Spiritualism, Spiritualists quite gener-

that its merits demand. Its viscera is 
too far ahead of its skinny covering— 
its inwardness of its blankety outward
ness. Nevertheless it has a fair facial 
appearance, and ought to have an im
mense sale,

Returning to the late Parliament of 
Religions: I have to say that the hopeful 
youth , who sees his betrothed only on 
Sundays, dressed in her 'silks and satins, 
has only a superficial knowledge of her. 
Well, the priests of the Oriental re
ligions were at Chicago on a sort .of 
dress-parade excursion. They left their 
crumbling temples, their effete civiliza
tion, their fantastic mythology, their 
lingam symbols, their demon-worship, 
their Sakti dogmas, their. polygamy, 
their polyandria, their wooden gods, 
their Juggernaut cars, and their so
cially-degraded women, behind them. 
Traveling twice in and through India 
and Ceylon, studying their religionsand 
their influence upon the people—study
ing their manners, laws and customs, 
ï thifik I know what I am writing 
about.' Listen to what that stirring 
radical of radicals says about India and 
the Oriental religions. Visiting the 
East disillusioned aim. After a study 
of these religions on the ground, he 
wrote: “Notone glimmer of the great 
thoughts of their poets and sages lighted 
their darkened temples. To all of them 
the great false god which they wor
shiped, a hulk of roughly-carved wood 
or stone, appeared to be the authentic 
presentment of some invisible power, 
who would treat them cruelly if they 
did not give him some melted butter. 
Of religion in a spiritual sense there is 
none.”

HEALING SOUL AND BODY.

How few are perfectly healthy! How 
few are mentally and morally well-bal
anced? There are quite as many sick 
in mind as body. And there is much in 
the mind-cure; much in the faith-cure; 
much in the deep-breathing cure; much 
in the prayer-cure; much in the will
power cure; and much in well-managed 
sanitariums where are skillfully treated 
both body.and iqind. Sanitariums, be
cause of the grand work they do in alle
viating sickness and suffering, are -be- 
cotoibgppptilar. And, bythe.way, Lsee 
by The progressive Thinker that 
pr. Randall has opened a sanitarium, 
to be known as the “Union Park Sani
tarium of Chicago.” And who is Dr. 
Randall? Is he mortal or spirit? Has 
he a diploma? Has he been before the 
Illinois State Board of Health, and got 
a certificate in Latin? Nothing of the 
kind. He is a spirit physician, residing 
in the world of spirits, and using the 
organism of L. Pet Anderson for treat
ing the sick. To my certain knowledge. 
Dr. Randall is an exalted and skilliul 
physician, curing many considered in
curable. His diploma was granted by 
the gods a long time ago, and is regis
tered in both earth and heaven. There 
should be more sanitariums in the 
country, under thé supervision of med
ical spirits.

Sanitarium, San Antonio, Texas.

’Maine',: to^San?'Fraweis<sft - spending a 
month'and frequently:only a week in 
one place? Both speakers and people 
are wiser now. It Is almost the uni
versal voice that yearly, engagements 
are the most successful and spiritually 
profitable. Benjamin Starbuck, of 
Troy, N. Y., once wrote me: “Our soci
ety flourished best during the year-and- 
a-nalf engagementof Selden J. Frinney.”

The late Hon. J. C. Waite, of Sturgis, 
Michigan, assured me that “the 
eighteen months of J. G. Fishback’s 
lecture-work” in their society was one of 
great prosperity. N. T. Waterman, of 
Coldwater. Michigan, declared that the 
Sevei'al years of Dr. F. L. H. Willis’ 
■spiritual ministry in that lovely place 
were years of great prosperity; and I 
know that my six years’ consecutive 
Sunday lecturing in Battle Creek, 
Michigan,'were years of almost unpar
alleled success. The singing was ex
cellent, mediums were developed, and 
the progressive lyceum prospered. Mrs. 
Richmond, of Chicago, and Mrs. Brig
ham, of New York, afford further proofs 
of the ' wisdom of yearly engagements 
and much longer ones.

APOLLONIUS AND THE DEMON.

Before me lies the life of Apollonius, 
from the Greek of Philostratus, a book 
of five hundred pages, rich in spiritual 
manifestations. Here is one condensed:

'“When Apollonius was discoursing of 
the best mode of offering libations, a 
youth-burst out in immoderate laughter, 
whereupon Apollonius said: ‘It is not 
you that offers me this insult, but the 
demon, within you—the demon that 
makes you laugh and cry by turns, sing 
and talk to yourself, and commit much 
folly and wild extravagance.’ Finally, 
Apollonius fixed his eyes firmly upon 
the youth, and he broke out in all those 
horrid,' ‘angry expressions used by 
Sjeople upon the rack. He also ewore;
or; which' Apollonius rebuked him, and 

commanded him to come out of the

Ingersoll—The Mçtal Cure—Mr. 
J. J. Watson—Benevolent Work 
in New York—Dr, . Susan F. 
Martin,

BYE.D. BABBITT, LL, D.,M. D.

babies and poor families, and in its 
present work of feeding the suffering, 
sometimes receives,in a single day, hun
dreds of barrels of potatoes, turnips, 
oranges, eggs, flour, meal, etc., which 
go not only to New York, but to the sur
rounding cities. Other papers are also 
doing their good work. I trust wide
awake Chicago is doing a big work for 
her Buffering multitudes. After awhile 
when co-operation shall have been es
tablished, the people will work for them
selves instead of a lot of capitalists, and 
poverty will be unknown.

DR. BUSAN F. MARTIN,

Mr. Gathman has for twenty years 
been possessed. with the idea that a 
great improvement could be made in 
telescopidlenses, especially in respect 
of size. His doctrine is that wherever 
there is urgent need for a non-existent 
thing, that thing can .be discovered. 
Accordingly he has chafed a good 
deal under the idea that telescopes had 
reached/their ultimate size on account 
of the impossibility of casting large 
pieces of glass without bubbles, as well 
as the either infirmities inseparable from 
glass ip large pieces. His dream has 
always! been that a lens could be con
structed in sections. Two years ago he 
completed his discovery and made a 
workixig model. Since that time he has 
keptmis discovery secret in order to 
secura his patent rights, first in Ger
many /and then in this country. Ab his 
" ' an patent has been issued, and as 

jnerican patent is as good as se- 
_ ., he has had for some time no
moti/ve for secrecy. t
• i Mir. Gathman’s discovery is, in brief, 
thatta lens that is made in sections can 
be /made as correct as any other lens, 

 

pro/vided the sections are separated by 
dulA, black partitions which prevent an 
• r-redection of light from their 

rgins. The sensitiveness of a lens to 
puJih disturbances is well understood.! 
A ¡single air-bubble, however small, in a 

howeyer large, renders it worth- 
12ss, the reason being that it splits and 
rXfracts certain rays of light and causes 
„ onfusion at the focal point. Mr. Gath- 
rjnan’s theory is that if the bubble is 
Sored out and the opening, filled with 
dull black material, the lens will be per
fect again- But he thinks there is no 
use going to this trouble when lenses 
can be made in small sections and the 
perfection of each section assured before 
it is used. . . , ,___

Thia principle has for many years been

center, leaving no interstices, except 
from the insertion of a blackened me
tallic rim, half an inch wide, between 
them. Subsequently he found it better 
to leave wide openings between the 
sections, the object being to allow a 
free circulation of air, yhichwould 
equalize the temperature‘iirifoni and 
rear of the lens, and . in that way pre
ventsweating. In this way hewas led 
to make the sections circular and of 
different sizes. The seven-and-onp-half 
inch lens of the telescope whiChhe now 
uses in his observatory is made on this 
plan. It has a circular section in the 
center, six circular sections of the same 
size arranged around it, and then six 
smaller circular sections in the triangu
lar spaces outside the larger six. The 
result is that objects Been through this 
telescope are brighter and better de
fined than when its objective was a 
single piece. •

This last lens is apt to produce the 
impression that it is an assemblage of 
small lenses, but that would'be obviously 
unscientific, and is far from the fact. 
Each section is shaped exactly as if it 
had been stamped out of the large lens; 
and that fact makes one curious at once 
to know how they can be ground accu
rately to fit in their several places. But 
that is a matter of no difficulty. Mr. 
Gathman takes a number of pieces of 
glass, and polishes them, in any plane, 
so as to see whether they are perfectly 
translucent. Then he gives them their 
circular outline. He next arranges them 
within a circle of the desired size, and 
pours melted sulphur between them. 
When the sulphur has hardened, the 
pieces of glass are held firmly .together 
in the positions they will occupy in the 
lens. They are then all ground at the 
same time, like a single piece.

It is understood, of course, that "the 
objective of a telescope consists really of 
two lenses, one in front of the other. 
The outer one is double-convex, and is 
made of plate-glass; the inner one is 
concavo-convex, and- is made of crown
glass. They -fit together like a single 
piece. Mr. Gathman manufactures his 
concavo-convex lens in the same way as 
his double-convex lens, but separately, 
of course. In one of his lenses each sec
tion,'though looking like a single piece, 
has an. outer and an inner layer.

ADVANTAGES OF THE INVENTION.

being mindful that the surface of all the 
sections be described with an equal 
radius. The benefit expected from this 
construction is lightness, but it is likely 
that this construction would not be sci
entific.

MORE OF THE NEW DISCOVERIES.

Another project of Mr. Gathman is to 
reduce the size of the crown glass con
cavo-convex lens and place it farther 
away from the plate-glass lens.'He 
sees no reason why a forty-inch ob
jectivemight not have its crown-glass 
complement so far behind it that it would 
not need to be more than six inches in 
diameter. If it be true that tbe 
chromatic observation can be connected 
at that distance, there would, of course,- 
be a.great saving of expense in the man; 
ufacture of the crown-glass lens. '

Finally, Mr. Gathman, has been ex- 
periihenting in the composition of glass, 
and is satisfied that it is not only not 
necessary that the sections of a lens 
should all be composed alike, but de
sirable that they should, not be. On 
this point he is secretive. The different 
sections of his seven-inch objective are 
made several different kinds of glass, 
and he claims that this variety destroys 
tremulousness in the object viewed, and 
conduces greatly to clearness and quiet.

But.however doubtful these last three 
speculations may be, the success of a 
lens divided into sections admits of no 
sort of doubt. The reporter for- The 
Tribune has visited Mr. Gathman’s ob
servatory and used his telescope fre
quently. The objective looks as many
sided as an old-fashioned cut-glass 
decanter; and the objects seen through 
it are unusually bright and well-defined 
for am instrument of that size. Any one 
who is skeptical may go and see it for 
himself.

One of the uses to which Mr. Gathman 
has put his telescope lately is the 
watching of the recent, phenomena in 
the sun. The frequent appearance of 
the .atirora borealis, coinciding, as it 
always does, with deflections of the elec
trio needle and the appearance of spots 
on .the sun’s surface, interested Mr. 
Gathman, in common with astronomers 
of every degree all over the world, and 
his. observation^ were of more than

youth. He so did, and 'then caused a 
. statue to shake, totter and tumble down. 
'., •./ . The young man rubbed his 
eyes, like one awaking from a deep 
sleep, and was surprised at standing so 
conspicuous in ai crowd . of beholders. 
After fully coming to his right mind, 
anil reflecting, he put on a plain garb 
and,live'd after the rules of Apollonius.” 
' By the way, the dreary theory that 
Apollonius was the original of the 
Christof the gospels is not only unhis- 
torical and unreasonable, but absurd in 
the extreme, resting upon the say-so of 
some unknown or unidentified spirit— 
through the shattered organism of a 
“dissipated medium,”—to use the verba
tim words of the late Jonathan Roberts. 
The gullibility of some Spiritists is only 
excelled by their ignorance of ancient 
history and rabbinical lore. Certain 
Spiritists and Agnostics seem to think 
that if by some hocus pocus they could 
get rid of the man, Christ Jesus, the 
marvelous, medium of. Palestine, the. 
millennium in all its pictured glory 
would be at our very doors. Such I 
take pleasure in turning over to the 
tender- mercies of William Emmett 
Coleman. . ;
- THE PARLIAMENT OF RELIGIONS.

/ This was certainly the grandest re
ligious achievement of the ages. Before 
me lie Barrows’two big volumes of the 
proceedings—altogether too poorly 
bound, considering bulk and value.

And just a few lines here, by way of 
parenthesis: The Lyceum. Guide, resur
rected‘and remodeled by the gifted 
Emma Rood Tuttle, is not gotten up ex
ternally In that exquisitely good taste

Ancient and Modern Spiritualism.
Spiritualists .claim that the phenom

ena produced by their mediums were 
first observed in 1848, but if they will 
study the Bible they will find that their 
assumption is not well founded. The 
following are a few of the references re
corded in holy writ:

Spiritual gifts—1 Corinthians, xii., 
xiii., xiv.; Romans xii.

Spiritual circles—Acts it
Dreams—Matthew i.; Genesis xi., 

xxiii., xl.
Test mediums, seers and prophets— 

Acts v.; John iv.; 1 Samuel, ix., xxviii.; 
Micah iii., 5j 7; Deuteronomy xvili.

Slate-writing—Exodus xxxii., xxxiv.; 
Deuteronomy x.

Writing on the wall—Daniel v.
David a writing medium—1 Chron

icles, xxviii., II, 19.
Psychology—Acts xiii., 9, 11; Mark 

viii., 22, 25.
Obsession—1 Samuel, xvi., 14, 23; 2 

Chronicles, xvili.; Acts viii., 7; xix., 15.
Fire—Deuteronomy v.; Exodus iii.; 

Daniel iii. ■
Materialization—Luke xxvi.; Aotsi., 

xii.; Genesis xviii.jxxxii.: John iv., xx.; 
Exodus iii.; Ezekiel viii; 1 Corinthi
ans, xii.; Joshua v.; Numbers xxii.; 
Danielviii. *

' Mind-reading—Mark ii., 8, 9; Mat
thew xii., 25. • .

Healing—Mark iii., v., viL, viii.; 
Acts iii., v., viii., xiii.. xvili, xix.; 
John ix., xi.; Matthew viL, 15,17; ix.. 
31, 34; xii.; 2 Kings, iv., v., xii.; Ezekiel 
ii.; 1 Samuel, lit, x., xvi.
. Open-eyed mediums—Numbers xxivi, 

1, 4.
Shut-eyed mediums—Acts ix., 1, 19.
Destroying mediumship—Acts xiii., 

16,19. .
Developing mediums—Matthew x.; 

Mark Acts ii., 4, 18; viii., 15, 19; 
xix., 11,12; Ezekiel ii., 1,10; 1 Samuel, 
iii., 8,13; x., 1,11. •

Prophecy—Revelations vi.
Trance and voices—Acts x,, xi., xxii.
Trumpet and voices—Revelations i., 

iv., v., vi., viii., xviii., xix., xxi.
: Be spiritual—1 John., iv., 1. /,

INGERSOLL AND FORCE.

I have just been reading in The Pro
gressive Thinker the brilliant essay 
of the Hon. A. B. Richmond on Col. 
Robert G. Ingersoll. Ingersoll, though 
one of the most eloquent and witty of 
men, and a person of large-souled, dar
ing spirit, is not remarkable for severe 
analytical reasoning, and pet when he 
says that “force cannot exist apart from 
matter,” he seems to be entirely correct 
as far as he goes. Spirit itself cannot 
act apart from matter, and force in
cludes both spirit and matter. Ingersoll, 
like Hume, sees only the material side 
of the universe, though he knows there 
is some quickening principle which he 
cannot define, so he simply calls it force. 
He is as correct as Bishop Berkeley and 
the idealists who see' only the spiritual 
side of things and ignore matter. Mr. 
Richmond denies that force can be dem
onstrated, and uses the following words: 
“Who knows its source, its home or its 
birth-place? . . . What savant has 
analyzed the elements of tbe imponder
able agents of nature, as heat, light, 
electricity, ether, gravity, or the phe
nomena of attraction and repulsion?” 
Now, I do not wish to be egotistical, but 
twenty years ago, aided by some of the 
great sages of the higher world, I 
worked out and demonstrated all of 
these and a multitude of other mys
teries, and sixteen years ago I published 
them- in a large volume called “The 
Principles of Light and Color.” I deem 
it somewhat disheartening, that after 
all my immense labors during all these 
years in dCyelopjjig, teqqhing. and pro
claiming tnese great truths in bpqks 
aud; joumals and ip lectures, .many Jiwir- 
itualists themselves are totally unaware 
of the fact. The laws of force can be 
demonstrated ' like a ’ mathematical 
proposition, and'I was made to reason 
out the form and working of atoms and 
the amazing principle of chemical affin
ity, Which is the great regulating and 
balancing force of man and nature, by a 
spirit who was so advanced as to be able 
to see atoms and the play of ethereal 
forces. .

THE METAL CURE.
The Progressive Thinker of Feb

ruary 17th quotes an article from the 
New York Sun on “Metallotherapy,” 
and shows how several cases of paralysis 
were cured, or greatly influenced by 
pieces of brass or gold. If these people 
who thus experimented had been ac
quainted with chromathy, or the color 
cure, they Would have understood the 
cause of such an effect. Paralysis is 
the blockading of the nerve forces, and 
we always prescribe yellow light, yel
low tissue paper over the medulla ob
longata or pit of stomach, and yellowish 
foods for internal use, as yellow and 
yellow orange are nerve stimuli. 
It will be noticed that the brass and 
gold used in these cases are yellow met
als, but these experimenters being mere 
empirics in the law of forces, would, as 
likely as any way the next time use a 
piece of zino which would do more hurt 
than good. Yellow light or a warm 
magnetic hand would be far better than 
metals for such purposes. A piece of 
yellow tissue paper pinned to the under
clothes so as to come next to the skin 
over the bowels, will frequently act as a 
laxative, just as blue paper will act as

one of the first graduates of our New 
York College of Magnetics, has estab
lished herself at number 253 So. Tenth 
street, Newark, N. J., which is a very 
high and healthy part of that city of 
200,000 people, conveniently reached by 
the electric cars. I call attention to 
this true-souled lady because she has 
struggled heroically under heavy bur
dens, has mode some remarkable cures 
by her sun-baths and massage, and be
ing an excellent medium, is proposing 
to give some lectures and perhaps 
ances at her residence evenings.

College of Fine Forces, 6 Pulaski 
E. Orange, N. J.

James Freeman Clarke 
Spiritualism.

whose conservatory of music so many 
people have been educated, is one of the 
apostles of harmony .both musically and 
socially speaking. He, with his famous 
violin, presented to him by his great 
master and Hfe-friend, Ole Bull, aided 
by his daughter Annie, on the piano, 
givesone a foretaste of the celestial. 
He has played before the great of the 
earth, whose plaudits he has received, 
and he seems equally desirous of making 
a little child happy. His son Emmons, 
the pride and joy of his father, who 
passed away at the age of nineteen, was 
a noble boy and had marvelous gifts in 
the line of music. His loss was almost 
more than he could bear, and one day 
he felt that he could* not survive the 
night. “No,” I told him, “Emmons, I 
am confident, does not wish to have you 
come to him yet. Heaven is füll of mu
sic already; thé earth is in heed of your 
harmony. You are not to go yet.” And 
he didn’t go, thank heavem He and 
his daughter ¡have given much of their 
lives to blessing others and helping 
every good cause. May. those who are 
able see to it that he has some proper 
compensation for hlsexquisite giftwhile 
he is still in his prime. .

• .> NEW YORK ...

is cdlled a great plutocratic city, hard 
after.the almighty dollar. But the way 
theÿ pour out money and /provisions for 
thé poor and distressed, both at home 
and abroad, when they get their sympa
thies aroused, is phenomenal and most 
cheering to the -humanitarian. The 
New York Herald., carries/ on an im
mense arrangement" for ‘ clothing the' 
poor gratis. The World; though so sen
sational that it will. Bpmetimds make up

36,000! 36,000! 36,OOO! -
The edition of the Christmas number 

of The Progressive Thinker has 
reached 36,000—a larger number than 
ever issued,at one ‘time by any other 
Spiritualist or liberal paper on the green 
earth. We will send them out at ONE 
CENT per copy. The eight pages are 
equivalent to a book of 150 pages. If $ou 
have not read.it, then you should seiid 
for it at one. ,

James Freeman Clarke Isa popular 
author, and has written several excel, 
lent books; one is called “Common 
Sense in Religion,” in which he says: 
“Spiritualism and materialism are the 
two poles of human thought.”

The context does not warrant us to 
think that he refers to what we call 
Spiritualism, but merely spirit con
trasted with matter. Further on he 
gives us his ideas on the subject very 
plainly, in the following.words: 
...“I have .devoted soma attention 
Spiritualism,- and I find it not very at
tractive nor very interesting. The 
messages purporting to come from the 
other world are rather weak sentiments 
alism, and do not seem to need that any 
ghost should come from the dead to 
communicate them. Nevertheless, the 
fact remains that some millions of per
sons, of all characters, of all sorts of 
intellect—poetic, prosaic, imaginative, 
commonplace—are firmly convinced 
that they have seen and heard spirits 
from the other world. Since I believe 
in the existence of spirits after death, I 
have no reason to deny, beforehand, 
such facts. I think it highly probable 
that such communications may actually 
take place, though there seems to be 
some law which prevents any very ef
fectual or useful intercourse. The net 
gain, thus far, seems to be, not that we 
have much more light on religion, mor
ality, the soul, or God, than we had be
fore, but that many persons who were 
before unable to believe in the exist
ence of spirit, or an hereafter, now be
lieve in both. They are persons who 
need physical evidence of spiritual 
things, and perhaps Divine Providence, 
in its infinite bounty, has seen fit to 
grant it to them, and so counteract, by 
physical and material evidence, the de
cay of faith which has come from rely
ing too exclusively on physical observa
tion.

“But, after all, spiritual things are 
spiritually discerned. All the rappings 
and table-tippings possible will not pro
duce a living conviction of the immor
tality of the soult”
"The Progressive Thinker is not a 

bibliolater, in the usual sense of that 
term, but it recognizes the scriptures of 
the Old and New Testaments, in com
mon with the sacred books of all na
tions, as a factor, historical and 
religious, in the spiritual progress of 
the world, and as showing that spiritual 
intercourse is the foundation and sup
port of true religion, and that it rises 
or falls in the ratio of its fidelity to 
spirit guidance.

If the professional ministers of the 
gospel had been faithful to their trust, 
they would have seen and read this 
truth in the Bible, and been able to see 
that the spiritual renaissance known as 
modern Spiritualism is in the line of 
evolution and human progress; and is 
the fulfillment of a large portion of 
these scriptures. But strange to say, 
the clergy are the first to oppose and 
the last to receive any new thing, and 
when the “new heavens and new earth” 
come, their position must necessarily be 
very precarious. Their stupidity on 
this subject is unaccountable on any 
other ground than ignorance, prejudice, 
superstition, selfishness, and, above all, 

, a want of spirituality, which are terrible 
in their results. .

Mr. Clarke admits that this phenom
ena may take place, and that some 
millions believe it; but he says they are 
persons who need physical evidence Of 
spiritual things, and that “perhaps Di
vine Providence, in its infinite bounty, 

; saw fit to grant it to them, to counteract 
, the decay of faith,” etc. ,

i Ahl yes, indeed, “perhaps.” Perhaps 
' the mother feeds her child with milk

from her breast until it is able to digest 
stronger food. Perhaps an apostle fed 
his followérs with milk, and not with 
meat, because they were not able to 
bear it. Perhaps, on 'thé' same princi
ple, our spirit friends tell us to give the 
people milk, and if that is too,strong for 
them, put a little water ?ink it; but be 
Bure and feed them, any way. Perhaps

, Continued, on 8th page.
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CHAPTER I.

The Sisters. ...
(“The Nigbt the Light Went Out" was a most 

remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of this 
olty. We now commence the publication of its 
Companion piece, the scenes being laffl in Eng
land. It is by Hammond Hills, of the Agnostic 
Journal, London. We are sure it will prove of 
great interest to our numerous readers. AH new 
yearly or trial subscribers will get “Tne Night 
the Light Went Out” free.] ■

In one of the most romantic divisions of the 
Weald of Kent, and near to the waters of the 
shining Medway, stood, at an early period in 
English history, a noble edifice, then known 
as Kirtoh Manor, the baronial home of the 
family of De Clere.

Geoffrey, its lord, though proud of feudal 
right and Norman blood, was withal generous 
and noble, and was never known to abuse the 
power he yet so loved to hold. He had wed
ded early (though not until his valor had 
been proved beneath the banner of his royal 
master, Henry, in his crusade against Saladin) 
a daughter of the noble house of Bonnlngton, 
the beautiful Margaret de Boys, at whose wish 
Geoffrey de Clere renounced for a time the 
gayeties of a courtier's life, to dwell in partial 
retirement with his amiable spouse.

Twin daughters blessed the union of. this 
noble pair; twin daughters who, at the time 
our story opens, were just blossoming into the 
grace and beauty of early womanhood. Fair 
counterparts of each other, two roses on one 
stem were not more alike in outward form; 
yet were their natures widely different—their 
hopes, their aspirations, as night from day 
apart.

Frances, the elder by an hour, inheriting 
her mother's love of retirement, had early im
bibed her religious prujciples also; fronl in
fancy betraying a spirit of so 'great reverence 
for Holy Church as led her parents to design 
her for the cloister, should her wishes at a 
riper age coincide with their own.

Sensitive to a degree, and zealous in her 
faith, Frances mourned her sister's gayety of 
heart and worldly aspirations, unsubdued as 
she deemed them, and nngoverned by the 
softening influence of religion; and it was a 
source of real grief to her to feel that, perhaps 
ere long, the convent gates, which the enthusi- 
astio girl believed to be the only true shield of 
defence against temptation, might, inconse
quence of Isabel’s worldliness, sever them both 
forever.

When more than usually oppressed, the 
gentle inaiden would apply herself to her de
votions, or, if opportunity offered, takecoun- 
sei of him whom she had learned to love even 
as a second father, and who was, in fact, her 
spiritual one, Alexander, Abbot of the Monas
tery St Austin founded, and Geoffrey de 
Olere’s youngest brother. Often would the 
Abbot emerge from his retirement in that an
cient city which England’s first Archbishop 
made the center of Holy Church, to travel to 
the Manor Home at Kirton, thinking no ex
ertion a hardship that thus enabled him to 
speak words of admonition and comfort to his

look; beyond the earth; beyond the clouds; be
yond, beyond the rays of heayen i thy beacon 
light; beyond where thou mayst hear the prom
ise of eternal Joy I —

‘ ‘Thou art too good for earth. Not thus 
can I so school my thoughts," said Isabel; 
“not thus can I forswear life’s promised joys. 
Nay, fear not, sister," she continued,, perceiv
ing Frances was about to speak; “fear not, the 
wprld shall never sc entirely call me votary as 
to lure me to forsake thee; and yet methinks 
that I would love to mingle with the gay 
throng just for a little while, that bo experi
ence might take the place of imagination, and 
set a fitting curb on its too lofty flight; then, 
like the tired bird, I’ll seek iny nest again, 
and, sister mine, I will protest the grapes are 
sour, and turn me from the luscious fruit to 
share thy lot—devote with thee my life to 
heaven!? .

* ‘Aye, so thou thickest now; but much I 
fear thy principles will become shaken by con
tact with the world and its frivolous conceits; 
oh, much I fear; when thpu shalt taste the 
pleasures it will offer thee, thou wilt not find it

warty 
' ' ' 7r '

CHAPTER II.

1 Ere the Next Moon Shall Wane,
Twilight’s shadows were gathering fast, and 

Kirton Manor was enveloped in gloom,, save 
for the orb of night, which rose’above the 
massive towers, and for the soft rays which, 
from the interior of the edifice, illuminated the 
casements. .

'Within a lofty apartment in that stately 
home, upon a silken couch, sat, or rather re
clined, the Lady Margaret; near to her were 
Frances and Isabel. A lovely group they 
formed,, these three high-boni women, two in 
their budding youth, one rich in the charms 
which maturity develops, but fragile as a 
drooping lily; for in sooth, although the loved 
ones tended her with care, the Lady Margaret 
whs slowly, surely fading while life was in its 
prime.

At a table near, surrounded by his books 
and papers, from which he ever and anon 
looked up to gaze with pride upon the trio of 
fair women, sat Geoffrey de Clere. Unusual
ly silent was the Lord of Kirton Manor. His 
aspect more serious and thoughtful than it was 
wont to be, he appeared as one meditating an 
important step; at last, selecting one pçper 
from the many that bestrewed the table, he 
turned to Isabel. . ;

favorite niece.
The character of Isabel, though 

and affectionate, was, at die same 
riotous. Her aspirations were of 
not hers the trusting faith which 
heart to glow with high resolve of

, negation; not hers the holy aims which could 
check the mirthful smile, or hold the soul in 
thrall. It is true that she shared in the devo
tions of her sister; but she did so with a feel
ing of impatience and restraint, while ever and 
anon her thoughts would wander to that world 
of which she yet had learned so little, while 
ever and anon would mingle with her prayers 
a sigh of hope but half-repressed that soon the 
day might come when she should witness those 
splendors of which she oft had heard her fa
ther speak, and realize their glory.

“Is it not brave,” said she, as side by side, 
bund clasped in hand, the sisters wandered by 
the rippling Medway; “is it not brave, this 
court our father speaks of, where lovely dames 
command and squires obey; where gallant 
knights all clad in armor doff the glittering 
helm, and, holding lance in rest, throw down 
the gage that bids a rival to the tournament, 
all for reward of one sweet smile from her who 
reigneth in his heart a queen. Is it not brave, 
my Frances?”

“Nay, Bister mine, I love not so to hear 
thee speak, ’’ rejpins the maiden; ‘ ‘for not with 
worldly honor, not with the emblem and in- 

'sigma of king and court, can happiness be 
found; not where the knightly deed and bold 
crusade are all-m-all to men, can heaven and 
peace be gained, but in the silent cell, and at 

: the altar’s foot, beneath the shade of crozier 
and of cross, where sinner may commune with 
saint, and soul lay bare its sins before its God, 
Not where the music of the court is;heard, nor 

• . where the glittering pageant shines,f not there;
beyond »uch fleeting glories I would have thee

“Until now, Frances, we have, ever trusted 
in each other. Then, wherefore,, dost thou 
fear thy sister will evade the duty she hath 
pledged herself to perform?” '

‘ ‘Because good, resolutions vanish beneath 
temptation's sway like chaff before the wind."

“Why, then, this same temptation must be 
a desperate and engaging imp; I would he’d 
hither find his'way, and frolic by our side 
awhile, that I might show my sober sister how 
I would defy him. ”

“Seek not to anticipate the evil hour,” re
turned her sister. “ Wpuldst escape the temp
ter’s power, thou shouldst avoid, and not defy, 
him. Our uncle, the holy abbot, says that 
never wears he form so dangerous as, when 
weak mortal woos hiS first insidious wiles, or 
when trusting to the purity each smile of his 
hath served to tarnish; -to repel? At* will the' 
treacherous foe, Ofie draught at Pleasure’s 
honeyed cup, and Innocence her form ex
changed for one of shame and guilt ”

“Oh, the chameleon!'’ exclaimed the laugh
ing maiden; then, noting the pained expression 
on her sister’s brow, and feeling her levity had 
caused it, she continued, half-seriously: “Nay, 
nay, Frances; not willingly would I grieve 
thee—thou knowest that; but thou telleSt me, 
thine own dear self, of pleasure’s honeyed cup; 
so, then, thou dost acknowledge, little saint, 
that pleasure’s name is sweet!”

“And poisonous as sweet! There is an af
ter-time, my Isabel, when the Heart yearns for 
draught more precious than CartH’s most crys
tal spring can give; when the cup of earthly 
joy becomes exhausted, the stream of pleasure 
dried, by the very sunshine that - engendered 
it Ah! then- athirst, its votary idraihs the 
last remaining drop, only to find , how bitter 
are the lees, how deadly is the venom at its 
source.’,’ ,

“And yet, methinks,” answered Isabel, with 
a sigh, impressed by her sister's earnest man- 
ner—^methinks even mpre bitter than the lees 
of pleasure must be the death-in-life of Clois
tered shade, the prisoned thought—oh, that at 
leEtet—thought should be free, my Frances! 
Nay, hear me yet; even more bitter than the 
lees of pleasure would it be to me to have had 
no bright days in the past which memory 
might recall to hid me to bear my present and 
my future woe.” ' '

“In the convent cell, my sister, the past 
would not engage thy thoughts! beneath the 
sacred banner of the Church thy mind would 
not be distressed by vain imaginings, or earth
ly hopes; thy devotions would be unto thy 
presentlifeavery all-in-all, a purer world 
would wob thy thoughts from this, far purer 
aims would guide thee, and all the f dture that 
thy soul would crate should be the future of 
eternal bliss, when heaven’s glory—the glory 
for which thou hast so vainly thirsted here— 
may burst upon thee in all the brightness of the 
perfect day." ’ ' ''

And as the maiden stood, like one inspired, 
her eyes fixed on the broad firmament of heav
en, the setting sun illumined with crimson 
light the summer sky, and tinged—as though 
to verify her words—the landscape near with 
hues of burnished gold. ' r

And still beneath that lustrous fane the sis
ters,Qtodd, one silent, calm, infinite space to 
her an open book, whose pages spoke of the 
far-distant life in which she should claim the 
heritage awaiting her in the bright regions of 
unfadhig glory; the other harassed by conflict
ing emotions—hope, fear, duty, by turns tak
ing possession of her soul, until one passion, 
chasing all others from her breast, reigned 
there supreme; her dream of happiness returns;' 
her fancy pictures her the central figure amidst 
a shining host, where gilded chariote roll, 
where prancing steeds curvet,' and -where flish-; 
ing helmets and polished shields shed a lustre 
on the scene. - ■ •. •

And in the heart of one fair sister Peace 
makes her home.

And to the bosom of the other glides subtle 
Hope. ,

“My Isabel," said he, “this document 
makes known the wishes of our monarch; it is, 
in fact, an edict—one Which I have for some 
time expected—to summon thee into his court, 
where thou wilt be elevated to an office as at
tendant on Eleanor, the Queen-Mother. And 
though my heart misgives me when I think of 
thee amid the temptations and intrigues of 
King John’s Court, yet thy father will be near 
thee, child; and where he is, for thee there 
will be safety."

“The Court—King John—the Queen-Moth
er, ’ ’ murmured the bewildered maiden. Then, 
as she more fully realized the meaning of her 
father's words, she exclaimed, her face beam
ing with, impetuous ardor meanwhile: “And 
shall I, then, reside within the royal palace
call the nation’s roof-tree mine? And shall I 
proudly take my stand with other noble maid
ens, near to the chair of State, attend my sov
ereign liege, and bow to none but regal sway? 
And are my dreams of ■ life, and light, and 
hope, indeed, to be thus verified?" (Bien half 
in doubt, as thinking such honor could no# 
await her, secluded as her life had hitheti^ 
been, she continued: “Father, thou jestest 
not? Oh, say thou jestest not?"

“Nay, little one,’’returned De Clere,' .“in
deed I jest not I thought thou wouldest- be 
pleasured at the news.” Then, noting, with 
a gratification he sought vainly to conceal, lite 
youthful daughter’s glowing cheek and spark
ling eye, he proceeded: “I’ll warrant me that 
thou art thinking of gallant deeds and doughty 
knights, of hearts and lances broken in thy 
cause. * Well, well, it is the custom of women; 
but indulge not in too high day-dreams, Isa
bel, lest they subdue thy waking judgment; 
and let not,-1 prithee, vain thoughts of future 
conquest turn.thy giddy head, nor .suffer the 
gilded walls, where thou wilt soon be caged, 
to lead thee to forget the mossy nest in which 
thou hast been reared."

Here Frances, who had been a silent listen
er, interposed: “And let not, 0 Isabell let not 
haughty squire or gallant knight, with false 
and honeyed words, render thee traitor to thy 
sister’s heart."

“Fear not forthat; but trust me ever, Fran
ces, trust me ever. "

“I must, I must; if not in thee, in whom 
can I place faith? Thou wilt redeem thy 
promise?" • 1

“Aye, that will I, if Hive! Only a little 
while of absence, sister mine; only a little 
while, that I may weary of the pleasures which 
yet I fain would taste, and I will again re
turn—return to share thy convent cell, to 
tread with thee for aye the' better path."

“Not so,” exclaimed thh Lord of Kirton, 
whose brow had clouded as he listened to the 
dialogue between the sisters; “not so, thy 
paths in life are different. I cannot yield thee 
both to heaven, Frances; and if I suffer thee 
to follow thine own bent, to carve thy future 
as thou wilt; thou must not, therefore, seek to 
influence thy sister,' nor make her, like thyself 
a traitress to life's pleasures. Freedom of 
choice is hers and thine alike, and, if thou 
wilt incline thee to the world, thou mayest do 
so even yet; thou mayest cast aside the pre
disposition thou hast shown in favour of soli
tude. Young as thou art, thou art liable to 
change—thou hast my free will to alter thy 
decision, but, if thou still prefer the convent 
cell to home, and life, and love, why, then, 
sister's path and thine diverge. Enough, it is 
my will Isabel shall accompany me to the Court 
of England,"

“The Court of England!" repeated Isabel, 
her face aglow with hope and expectation. 
“Think of that, my sister, and seek not to dis
courage opportunities like mine. The Court 
of England! where surely, Frances, if atall/d 
may obtain happiness and honor. ”

“Where thou mayest obtain a short hour of 
joy; the price an after-life of sorrow! But it 
is our father’s will thou shouldest depart. I 
will submit, and comfort seek in prayer."

“Ay, marry," said De OJere, assuming a 
cheerful tone, and moved by his elder daugh
ter’s genuine distress; “ay, marry; but thou 
art thy uncle’s staunchest ally. Thy reason
ings might convince where argument of priest 
would fail; yet must the Abbot be content 
that I resign him thee: he must not prevail on 
both my children to quit their patent’s arms, 
even though it be for the shelter of Holy 
Church; For thy sister’s enforced absence 
grieve thou not; and, though it may be hard 
for thee to part with her, yet shall thy gentle 
nature find consolation in cheering thy moth
er’s lonely hours."

Here Lady Margaret, who had hitherto been 
a silent listener, observed: “Thou dost wrong, 
my Frances, thus to oppose thy sister’s^ ad
vancement. Consider that, in leaving thee, 
Isabel fulfils her parents' wish, and obeys her 
King’s command. And thickest thou not, my 
child, that love a selfish one which fears to

jose its idol; thinkest thpu not it ie worldly 
policy rather than sacred duty which bids thee 
seek to chpiygH the dear one ever-and only by 
thy side; thinaes^fhou not it is introspective 
and mistakegj^e^l that prompts thee' for an
other to choose that other's path in life-con
trol that other’s actions in the world God made 
as free for her as for thyself. Religion's 
power should teach thee, Frances, or it hath 
taught thee nothing, though sister from sister 
parted be, their hearts may be united in affec
tion! And dost thon think thou art alone in 
grief; Why, then, thou must believe a mother 
feels no pang at parting with her child!"

At this reproof, uttered as it was in impres
sive tones by the gentle wife and mother of the 
loving group, silence ensued, when suddenly 
the moon, who from her lofty height glided 
majestically through the clouds, burst forth 
with renewed lustre, and penetrated with her 
rays the high casements of the noble manor, 
whose lord, leading Isabel to the arched win
dow, folded her in his arms with all a father's 
tenderness, and, pointing to the symbol of 
glory as it cleft the skies, reflecting its mystic 
light with purer, softer beams than rays of 
sun ever shed, he murmured low:

‘ ‘Bee, Isabel, the Queen of Heaven, from 
her imperial throne, shines over thee. It is a 
fair token, daughter mine; for, ere the next 
moon shall wane, thou shalt with me to the 
palace of King John."

“Ere the next moon shall wane!” mur
mured the delighted maiden.

“Ere the next moon shall wane I” echoed the 
Lady Margaret and Frances in unison.

And the heart of the father beat with pride. 
And the spirit of Isabel was elate with joy, 
But from the mother's bosom escaped a 

sigh.
And in the soul of the stricken sister lodged 

a pang of grief.
And the rays of the moon were intercepted 

by gathering clouds, and the walls of Kirton 
Manor were enshrouded in night.

(to be continued.)

THE WAR COMMENCED.
Masons Are Doomed Because They 

Are Anti-Catholic.

All Are to be Driven From the City 
Employ.

Mayor Hopkins Makes War Upon Them.

The Chicago Inter Ocean of. March '7th 
contains the following:

In his zeal to fill all places in the City Hall 
with “suitable Democratic substitutes” Mayor 
Hopkins has caused to be discharged a num
ber of Masons of high degree.

Thè well-known enmity of the papists to
ward this society gives color to the statement 
made yesterday by a prominent Mason, that 
all who belong to that or any other Protestant 
order were doomed.

Appended is a list of prominent Masons and 
Knights Templars whose heads have fallen.

Inspector Boss, police department, thirty- 
second degree Mason.

Captain John P. Beard, police department, 
thirty-second degree Mason.

Bobert A. Smith, cashier. Board of Public 
Works, thirty-second degree Mason.

M. É. Snowden, inspector sewage depart
ment, thirty-second degree Mason.

Foreinan Costello, water main department, 
thirty-second degree Mason. .

Special Assessment Clerk Bryer, Knight 
Templar.
CJB. F. Davenport, chief of thè house drain 
department, Knight Templar.

Richardson, water office: thirty-second de
gree Mason. ‘ ‘ .
,LONG SEBVIOE NO HECOMMENDATION.

Davpnport and Richardson are two men who 
have worked for the city more than twenty 
years. They pto acknowledged experts in their 
particular lines, as is Foreman Costello, to 
whom was assigned the duty of inspecting all 
the pipes and house connections.

With the exception of Inspector Ross, who 
was told by Mayor Hopkins that he was let out 
for political reasons, these men have never 
been given the satisfaction of knowing defi
nitely in what direction their offense lay. They 
have'been dismissed after years of faithful 
service. One of them was told that he was 
“top old.” . .

There is a well-organized protest being 
formed among the Masons, who naturally feel 
considerably aggrieved at the turn affairs are 
taking at the City, Hall, ;

One of them, who for various well-grounded 
reasons asked that his name be withheld, said 
yesterday:

“Beyohd the shadow. of a doubt Mayor 
Hopkins intends to cut out every member of 
ihy society now in the city’s employ. Nothing 
has been done openly, but the quiet tip has 
gone around that every Mason may expectjiis 
dischiafge. fit is easy now to see why Mayor 
Hopkins told Inspector Ross there was no ap
peal for him. Boss is a thirty-second degree 
Mason, and that settled him.

“The mayor has np reason for discharging 
members of any secret society, except that 
they are of necessity Protestants," continued 
the gentleman. “I.'think, however, in Justice 
to the Masons, the public ought to know why 
they are being discriminated against, and I am 
prepared to prove the wholesale slaughter of 
that order to which I have referred."

PRIVES OUT THE HELLISH JESUITS.
The Daily News of this city contains the 

following;
Hidalgo, Mexico, March 6.—The expulsion 

of the Jesuits from Mexico is causing much 
serious thought among those having the wel
fare of the republic at heart. The first blow 
has been struck at Jesuitism by the expulsion 
of the Jesuits in the college of this city by 
Bishop Montes de Oca, and to-day the Jesuits 
are all but of power in San Luis Potosi and 
have been ordered to leave at once.

Bishop de Oca has assigned no official rea
son for his action. Matters have been in an 
ominous state for many mouths. Many efforts 
have been made to bring peace in the divided 
ranks of Catholicism, but have been unavail
ing. When the bishop made an announcment 
of his final decision of expulsion of the whole 
Jesuit fraternity, every possible pressure was 
brought to bear and every known subterfuge 
employed to prevent the carrying out of the 
edict of banishment, but to no avail. Just 
how this direct slap in the face will affect the 
Jesuits and their interests in the remainder of 
Mexico is hard to foretell.

It is freely predicted that it is the beginning 
of trouble and that this is the first outbreak 
of a growing opposition to Jesuit domination 
which is felt in all parts of the republic. It 
is thought the action of Bishop Montes de Ooa 
will be the sign for an uprising in many parts 
of the country against Jesuits, and that if they 
are not expelled from the republic they will at 
least be shorn of a large part of their power,

Spiritualism at Adventists' Head
quarters.

To the Editob:—The Spiritualists of Bat
tie Creek, Michigan, have at last awakened 
and thrown off their lethargic conditions, and 
buckled on their armor to do battle for the 
cause. On December 17th a few earnest souls 
gathered at Grand Army hall to discuss the 
possibility of organizing a Spiritualist society 
with progressive tendencies, to which the 
little band replied with emphasis that it could 
be successfully launched and remain afloat, 
which has been verified beyond our expecta
tions, and it certainly does not require pro
phetic gift to foretell its permanency, as it is 
built on the true spiritualistic foundation of 
harmony and equality, without dictator or 
dictators. Circumstances favor us, perhaps, 
more than many other localities, as we have 
among our numbers mediums of the highest 
development in this country, who give their 
services and aid us in every way to bring be
fore the general public the philosophy and 
phenomena of our loved ones gone before.

Dr. P. T. Johnson has been elected as our 
permanent pastor, who, we think, ranks equal 
to any platform lecturer on the Spiritualistic 
rostrum. His subjects for poem and discourse 
are always taken from the audience, of which 
our Adventist brethren have taken advantage, 
thinking that they could give subjects that 
would be hard to elucidate, but his guides are 
equal to every emergency, and they leave 
with their religion in doubt and utterly dis
mayed.

We have brought to our standard, or, as the 
old saying is, converted, several of our Meth
odist brothers and sisters, which result our 
test mediums with the aid of the Doctor have 
brought about

Mrs. Lillie Piper has brought consternation 
to many unbelievers with her unexcelled psy
chometric readings, always accurate, true and 
reliable in her delineations, she has won the 
approbation and admiration of all. She is 
also a remarkable clairvoyant and business 
medium.

Another good test medium who has stirred 
up considerable interest in our community is 
Mrs. Louise 0. Seereiter, the noted oil me
dium, who draws oil out of the atmosphere 
into her hands, in plain sight of everyone— 
which has baffled learned scientists to explain; 
they simply state that.it is marvelous. She 
is also an excellent, platform test medium, 
giving full, names, , occupations, place of liv
ing, cause of death, etc.(’m fact, every detail 
for a complete teat.. . She. is besides a power
ful physical medium. , '

We also have a splendid choir who serve ns 
with delightful vocal and instrumental music, 
and add tQ the interest of our meetings, mak
ing our services the most instructive as well 
as interesting place in our city. So you can 
observe that -we have all the elements of 
strength and stability to unfold and develop 
the cause that we so much love.

Mrs. Julia M. Walton, pastor of the First 
Society of Spiritualists of Jackson, served us 
one Sunday, and she gave universal satisfac
tion. She is a grand speaker, and the society 
is waiting an opportunity to re-engage her for 
a longer period. We started in with a hand
ful of members and others who attended, and 
at the present writing we have outgrown the 
capacity of our hall; we are compelled to ask 
the gentlemen to stand up at meetings, to en
able us to seat the ladies, as our limit of seats 
has been reached, and we are confronted with 
the necessity of seeking larger quarters.

. Jos. Beebeiteb.
The Progressive Thinker.!

Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 
Chcago, HL Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if • it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol- 
lab per year. Sent three months for 25c.

Old Testament Stories, commercially illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amns 
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price in strong, board covers $1. Cloth, 
$1.60.

rnommr
Ul»e firent BevelaUen of the Niue- 

teentb CcMtnry. Moat Important
Dlielotures Concerning; the 
Truefirlgtn of Christianity. i

This remarkable work unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning the origin and 
promulgation, of Christianity. It appears through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu
late the Christian religion. Even the name 
Jesus Christ seems tobe of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the names of the 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishna, Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leaden of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesús, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should be 
called Hesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name was 
suppressed.* We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed the religious aystem that the Western 
world now knows as Christianity; and it is 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of fill literature which an
tagonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore 
haying the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose,C An
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation, 
elimination, repunctuation and cremation, all 
to ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
one-Could have conceived of the deeply 
laid’plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into a new system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How and why 
this scheme was carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
at and subsea uent to the period of the Christian 
era. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life.fc No 
scholar living on earth at the present time, how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world’s religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians.^ They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to. point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare tho 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable vaine to the world. 
This wasdone because they contained historical 
truth* that were inimical to thé dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
as many other eminent scholars who have the 
courage to publicly express, not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing away from tlie 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and eveiy 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who are looking for truth upon 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ?

Pr|ce, Bl.50. Postage la Cents.

Researches in Oriental History.
BT O. W. BROW, M. D.

Ona Fob Hmo, ÍO7 Pages, Cloth, $1.50, 

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES Iff JEWISH HISTOBYi 
». RESEARCHES IHZOBOASIRIAHISlt,' 

, 8. DERITATIOir OF CHRISTIANITY. J 
’ 4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANOESTORST j

The whole comprise* an earnest but trultle»« search 
for a Historical Jesus. ।

In this volume the Jews ere clearly shown not to 
have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
havd been. Tho Meislanlc Idea fa traced to the Bae 
trian Philosopher, 2350 year* B. C., and Its history 11 
outlined, following tho waves of emigration, until it Is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
st Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after tho commencement 
of the Christian era. I

The book demonstrate* that Christianity and Its cm' 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole lyatain la based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
It* rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstition* are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among tho records of the past; It* fact* are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
soh can read It without Instruction and.pro4t, whether 
ho reaches the same conclurions W1Ü; the author co 
otherwise. For sale at thlarnfflcez

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man;

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Cootzsts; Tho Beginning*; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Consteuations, Systems, Suns 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of : Meteor* and 
Comets; The Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—Hi* Attribute* and Power*; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Impart* Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives It* Highest Impression«; The Record Book, or 
Tho Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sente; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, SplritualUm Provlsd by thé 
Bible; The Bible and Christ: Tho Summary: ‘‘What 
Mult Wo Do to Bo Saved.’’ For sale at] this office.

Price* Cloth, $1,25. Papey, 50c.
SOMETHING USEFÍJLr

OUT OF THE DEPTHS INDO THE
Light. By Eaniuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie B. 8« 

Twing, medium. This little book will be read withV v — — —- —.. , , , .. ....
Intense interest by thousands. It contains Mn Bowles* 
interviews with the Inhabitants of the Hells dt Spirit* 
life—ft dreadful, but apparently true report; or the 
suSerlng Bud wrath or tho millions who bare gone 
from earth-life with the damning effects of debauch* 
err, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revemge and 
lying lives. The book is made up of fifteen chapter*, 
Somocf the titles of the chapters arc as ollows: 
TheSphereeof Insurrectionists and Prostituted—The 
Homo of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Splrltts whg 
plot to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkejnness, 
dissension and revenge—Tho War Department in 
the Hella of Spirit-life—Unhappy Marriages ar ro* 
tnoted by the low spirits in the match-maklnglhell of 
Splrlt-llfe—The Negro Hell—Tho Indian HeU4-ThJ 
Mormon Hell—The Sell for Dishonest SpIrltuWllsU 
and mediums—Into the Light. The Redeemed ce.
An Indian Camp-are—A Negro prayer-meeting Uh the 
light. An Adventist looking for the end. The Srblrltr 
ual Congress. Price,25 cents.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
TAEATH AND THE AFTER-LlkE.

JLS Tbo "Stellar Key” ti tt>o ehlloBophlcal Intro
duction to the revelatloni contained In tMi.b 
Some Idea of tbl> little volume may be gained from tlh< 
following table of content«: 1—Death and the Aftep- 
Llfe; 3—Scene* In the Summer-Land; 3—Society In title 
Bummer-Land; «—Social Centre* In the Bummer-Lan-p: 
B—Winter-Land and Summer-Land; 6—Language anid 
Life tn Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Splrltu 
Worker»; 8—Ultimate* In the SummenLand: B—Volo, 
from Jame* Victor Wilson, This enlarged edition con 
tain* more than double the amount of matter tn fon 
mer edition*, and 1* enriched by a beautiful frontla. 
niece, UluitraUng the "formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth n cao, Fence d cent». For eaie MtUiomca. - J "..  1
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THE DEVIL ON HORSEBACK.

mother’s sake.

His voice, which has great carrying power, book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
filled the great cathedral, and the audience or $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

SPIRITUALISM.
' It Should Embrace All Reforms.

When you have lived your life, 
’Twere good to die. ■

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The

It Should Do Everything to Beseem the 
’ World.

. IT SHOULD ATTACK ERROR ALL ALONG THE LINE. 
' To the Editor:—Permit me to say a few 
words through your columns to the Spiritual
ists, and to Mr. Bach and Mr. Samuel W.

, Tucker, who think nothing but “pure 
Spiritualism” should be tolerated on the Spir
itual rostrum.

What is pure Spiritualism? Will Mr. Bach 
or Mr. Tucker be so kind as to state what they 
think it consists of ? The orthodox clergy, or 
the Christian church, teach exactly the same 
as Spiritualists do, except spirit return. Shall 
our speakers stand on the rostrum year in and 
year out and proclaim this one fact and noth
ing more? pnd then sing:

“Oh, think of a home over there, z 
By the side of the river of light; .

Where the saints, all immortal and fair, 
' Are robed in their garments of white"— 
while the mortgage takes the home over hers, 
and the interest burdened poor are robed in 
shoddy and regs, by the hellish system of spo
liation that was inaugurated in 1862 goes on? 
while the money oligarchy robs us of every
thing we hold dear; and until the star of 
American Liberty sinks in a sea of blood 
to rise no more, and our sons and daughters 
are bound hand and foqt, slaves to Baron 
Rothschild and the pope of Rome (or, perhaps 
of Washington). '

In my opinion, any religion that will not, 
better our condition here and now, is not worth 
having; and any man . or woman that is too 
cowardly or so lost to a’sense of duty as not to 
raise their voice against the system of spolia
tion that has sent the American Republic 
farther on the road that Rome traveled to her 
death, in the last thirty years, than she went 
in five hundred, is not worthy to stand on the 
Spiritual rostrum at all.

Think of the mighty effort being made to 
suppress mediums and to unite Church and 
State; of the hundreds of ragged, starving 
workingmen out of employment, huddled in 
the city hall in Chicago one bitter cold night 
not long since, fighting like maniacs for a bit 
of a sandwich and a like condition in every 
other large city. 9,000,000 mortgages on 
homes of American freemen. God save the 
mark! Our daughters forced to sell their bod
ies for bread. 3,000,000 tramps in this land 
of overproduction! And then don’t say any
thing about it, for fear of hurting the feeling 
of some one that goes to the polls every year 
and votes to sustain the hellish system that 
causes it alh Abraham Lincoln said about 
the close of the War: ‘ ‘¥m we may all con
gratulate ourselves that thia cruel war is near
ing a close. It has cost a VRSt amount of 
treasure and blood. The best blood of the 
flower of American youth has been freely^ of
fered upon our country's altar, that the nation 
might live. It has, indeed, been a trying 
hour for the Republic, but I see in the near 
future a crisis arising that unnerves me and 
causes me to tremble for the safety of my 
country. As a result of the war, corporations 
have been enthroned, and an era of corruption 
in high places will follow, and the money 
power of tile country will endeavor to prolong 
its reign by working upon the prejudices of 
the people until all wealth is aggregated in a 
few hands, and the republic is destroyed. I 
feel at this moment more anxiety for the 
safety of my country than ever before, even in 
the midst of the war. God grant that my 
suspicions may prove groundless. ”

The greater part of his prophecy has come 
true; the last part seems rapidly nearing. 
This would be called anarchy, or calamity
howling, now. If the immortal Lincoln should 
return and control one .of our grand inspira
tional speakers to give like utterances or raise 
his voice now, against the “corruption in high 
places," he or she would be forbidden the ros
trum by Mr. Bach or Mr. Tucker, for fear they 
might tread on their political coms, or wound 
their partisan prejudices. Out upon such gag 
law. J The religion, or ism, or speaker that 
does not grapple these evils, regardless of the 
enemies’ feelings, is not worth having.

Cherryvale, Kans. H. H. Hutcheson.

A Plea for Pure Spiritualism.
To the Editor:—I quite agree with Broth

er Bach in regard to all the cranks who have 
attached themselves to Spiritualism, in the 
hope of having a better opportunity to reform 
the world after their own ideals. In order to 
make the spirituality of Spiritualism felt 
throughout the world, it must stand forth 
boldly, free and untrammeled, a perfect gem, 
as pure as the dew-drop at early dawn. Spir
itualism is a tub of large dimensions, and 
sufficiently well balanced to stand on its own 
bottom; it needs no support. The gospel of 
true Spiritualism has a solid foundation of its 
own—love and truth. Let us spiritualize the 
world; fill it so full of this gospel of love and 
truth that no man will be heard to say: “Am 
I my brother’s keeper?" Every man will be 
filled with brotherly love. Then this long de
sired reform of the world will follow, “as the 
day the night" The people of this world will 
be pure indeed, if we make them pure in spirit. 
If you wish to cure any disease, you must 

-first find out the cause, and doctor that; not 
try to eradicate the effect and leave the cause. 
We all know the inevitable law of cause and 
effect We don’t want people to go away from 
our meetings, saying, as I have1 heard them, 
“Well, I didn't hear anything about Spiritu
alism, did you? Lotus purge our ranks of 
all these cranks; stand on! our own broad plat
form, and leave them the world to reform, 
while we spiritualize the people in it, and make 
it a fit place for angels to sit. These are the 
thoughts that come to a modest little spiritual 
flower gro wing by one of the hidden paths of 
life. Violet.

Cardinal Vaughn’s Brother Tells 
Crowds in St. Patrick’s Cathe

dral What He Once Saw,

It Was a Dreadftil Apparition.

The .one who sends this extract from the 
New York World remarks:

“The enclosed clipping I thought might 
interest you,- coming as it does from one of 
the big lights of the Romish Church. I think 
it would bear republishing in your paper; it 
shows what hash the poor ignorant Catholics 
are fed on:

“The Rev. Father Kenneth Vaughn, of 
London, brother of Cardinal Vaughn, of 
W estminster, who succeeded Cardinal Man
ning, and the founder of the Rrotherhood of 
the Divine Expiation, preached a startling ser
mon in St Patrick’s Cathedral last night.

“Father Vaughn has been in the United 
States and Mexico for the past ten weeks, ex
plaining the order which he founded and ex
tending its branches. He is now on his way 
back to England, and postponed his return a 
week in order to preach this sermon. The 
great edifice was crowded, and several hundred 
persons stood in the aisles and in the rear of 
the seats. The speaker said the work was 
sanctioned by Pope Leo, with whom he had 
an audience in the Vatican.

“There is great sin being donaron earth," 
said Father Vaughn, “and the anti-Christian 
world will be visited by a terrible judgment. 
The Holy Father holds that the vow of mar
riage is inviolate, and yet we see it broken 
and every facility afforded by the law for do-, 
ing it. He condemns secret societies, social
ism and anarchy, and yet these forms of sin 
are very common. Why, in one country in 
Europe—I would not dare name the country— 
there is an organization of women whose ob
ject is to steal from the churches.

“It is necessary to keep guards to prevent 
these terrible crimes, but Satan and his army 
will come from the great pit, and they will 
bum with fire all the men who thus trample 
in the dust the sacred teachings of Jesus. In 
a book written by a good sister, which is rec
ommended by the Church, she says that about 
forty or fifty years before A. D. 2,000 Satan 
and his army will visit the earth and devour 
with flames all who have spurned religion. 
There is a great danger at hand. Satan’s 
army, with its fiery cohorts, is already here in 
part.

“Let me tell you what I saw a few years 
ago with my own eyes. I was on a small 
steamer in the Atlantic with about one hun
dred others. About three or four miles from 
Montevideo, South America, is the Island of 
Flowers; whefib we went tor quarantine. We 
got there in the evening. After supper we 
went on deck.

‘ ‘While we were standing there a great ball 
of fire appeared on the island. It was shaped 
like a horse, and mounted upon it was a man 
without arms. The great fiery animal, which 
glowed like a burning coal, rolled from one 
end of the island to the other and from side to 
side with immense speed. We stood for a 
time transfixed with astonishment and horror. 
The people were terrified. They thought it 
was the devil, and they implored me to inter
cede for theifi,' bpt I rèfüàed.

“One big, brave man volunteered to head 
the force, and they disembarked and started 
towards the fiery, object They had not gone 
500 yards before the leader was knocked down 
by the power of the gigantic fire-demon. The 
man was unconscious, and he was carried 
back to the ship. A terrible scene of excite
ment followed. Men grew frantic with fear. 
After a time, however, another man said he 
would go on the island and see what the mon
ster was.

“He was implored not to go. He was 
told that it Was the devil and he would cer
tainly be killed if he ventured within his reach. 
The man armed himself with a great stick of 
wood, and bidding us good-by, boldly started 
towards the terrible object He, too, was 
knocked senseless. There was no sleep on 
that boat that night, and the monster appeared 
frequently. .

‘ ‘There was no smoke, no steam, but a 
light so bright, so intense that you could 
hardly look at it I shall never forget the sight 
if I live to be a hundred years old. I acknowl
edge that I was terribly frightened. I had 
traveled all over the world and seen the great
est sights and wonders of earth, but I never 
saw anything like that before. It was a'great 
warning to all who saw it, and represented 
Satan and his army, who are to visit with aw
ful result the sinners of earth. It was an ad
vance guard from thé terrible army of fire 
that will visit with swift destruction all those 
who have not heeded the voice of Jesus.”

Father Vaughn delivered this thrilling de
scription with dramatic, almost tragic effect.

was held spell bound by the awful scene which 
he portrayed. The description of the fiery 
object which he beheld took, perhaps, ten 
minutes, and during that time not even the 
rustle of a leaf of a prayer-book disturbed the 
silence.

The Crown of Failure.
When.you have lived your tife,. .

When you have fought your last good fight and 
won, . .

And the day’s work is finished, and the sun
Sate on the darkening world and all its strife—

Ere the worn hands are. tired with all they’ve 
done,

Ere the mind’s strength begins tb droop and 
wane, . . •

Ere the first touch of sleep has dulled the brain, 
Ere the heart’s springs are slow and running 

dry— . . ' .
-

If it may not be so, . .
If you but fight a fight you may not win— 
See the far goal but may not enter in—

’Twere better then to die and not to know 
Defeat—to die amidst the rush and din, 
Still striving,while the heart beats high and fast 
With glorious life, if you must fail,'at last,-, 
Such end were best, with all your hope and all

Your spirit in its youth, ’ ' '
Then, when you fall, .

Far better so to die, ■' ■
Still toiling upward through the mists .pbscure, 
With all things possible and nothing sure, •'

Than to be touched by glory and passed by, 
To win. by chance, fame tnat may not endure, 
That diesand leaves you living while you strive 
With wasted breath to keep its flame alive, 
And fan, with empty hoists and proud regrets,

Remembrance of a past : ;
The world forgets. ' .

—A. St. J. Adcook in Chamber’s. Journal.

Spiritual Work in Brooklyn and 
New York.

To the Editor:—Wishing to bring our
selves in closer rapport and sweet sympathy 
with yourself and the readers of your delight
ful Progressive Thinker, we are impelled 
to give you a few items concerning spiritual 
work in New York and Brooklyn. Meetings 
are held in many halls and parlors throughout 
both cities, with good speakers and mediums, 
who fully represent our glorious cause to the 
entire satisfaction of the audience, as is evi
dent by the large attendance at the various 
Sunday meetings, as well as those held during 
week day^t '

There are two societies of ladies in New 
York doing good work for those in need. 
Mrs. Stimson Smith is president of the Spirit
ual Aid Society, and Mrs. . M. A. Gridley,' 
Vice-president, with a band of noble ladies as 
trustees and members, to help carry forward 
the plans for a permanent home for mediums 
and needy Spiritualists. This society has it 
in contemplation to obtain parlors and rooms 
for headquarters, where all meetings and en
tertainments shall be held, with accommoda
tions for persons visiting the city, so they 
can be entertained both spiritually as well as 
materially, and cot-beds for. those in transient 
need of assistance, and to have our faithful 
worker, Brother Titus Merritt, the kindfrjend 
to the Fox Sisters, as a permanent resident.

Another ladies' society of Spiritualists has 
recently befen organized, with Mrs. Mary E. 
Newton as president. These ladies are doing 
good work in establishing a soup-house, or a 
place where food is given ont to those in need 
—for their number is legion.
□Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Newton are deserv
ing of all praise for their devotion to Spiritual
ism, and speakers, and all mediums. They 
should be sustained in the new departure of 
the Emergency Society. Mrs. M. A. Gridley, 
who has for twenty years been a resident of 
Brooklyn, and acknowledged to be the finest 
psychometrist now known since the passing 
over of Mrs. Buchanan, is now located at 119 
W. 41st st. New York. She is celebrated in 
examining ores and metals, and in locating 
mines. Mrs. Gridley addressed the Brooklyn 
Spiritual Association, Sunday, January 14th, 
at 102 Court st., giving instructive personal 
experiences as a psychometrist, and proved 
her powers by many very satisfactory psycho
metric readings. Many people in the audience 
came to the platform to hear the rappings 
through the mediumship of Ferdinand Jenk
ins, son of Kate Fox-Jenkins, who is to hold 
circles at 492 State st., Brooklyn, every Mon
day evening, and give daily sittings. He 
should be sustained and encouraged for his

Emily B. Ruggles.

Winona, Minnesota.
The undersigned is a recent comer to Wi

nona, and wishes to make a short statement 
of matters Spirituali se he finds them here.

Winona is a city with a population of 15,000 
soulsand a handful of Spiritualists. The 
field is ripe, however, for fruitful labor by 
good, reliable mediums. There are at'pres
ent but three mediums at work here. Mrs. 
Cassie McFarlan, a trance and clairvoyant 
medium of wonderful excellence, resides here 
and is in great demand ât home and abroad. 
Dr. L. Douglas Smith has recently located 
here, and is one of the most powerful mag
netic healers it has ever been my good fortune 
to meet He is kept busy by all kinds of 
people regardless of their religious opinions, 
and is performing some marvelous cures of 
paralytic patients, who have been given up by 
the doctors. T He has instituted a sanitarium 
here. .

Mrs. Rouse is another excellent and active 
worker in our cause, who is • doing her share 
in winning individuals to a knowledge of our. 
grand truth. She is a clairvoyant of high de
velopment, and is making the best possible 
use of her gifts. A good physical or mate
rializing, or platform test medium would find 
a Wann welcome here, and ànÿ such who will 
address Dr. L. Douglas Smith, can make all 
necessaiy arrangements. This field is ripe; 
let us garner it 0. F. B.

MATERIALIZATIONS.
As They.. Occurred at Washing' 

ton, D, C.

The question has often been asked me: “Is 
materialization true?” I have but one reply to 
make: All phases of mediumship are true; 
and if the visitors to the handsome parlors of 
Mrs A. R. Bicknell,recently, were permitted to 
add their testimony to this, they would unhesi
tatingly do so; for the materializing seance 
was satisfactory in the extreme.. Seventy-five. 
spirit forms appeared .to the friends in the 
circle, and the majority of them were recog
nized.

The form of an Egyptian materialized so 
that all could see; he was recognized by a lady 
present, as her control. The spirit bore with’ 
him a star, and when she asked him why he 
had not brought his crescent, he materialized 
it out in the center of the room.

At the beginning of the seance, I feared 
ill results, both to the medium and the circle; 
for the gentleman who sat nearest the cabinet 
dictated where the chairs should be placed, 
and the arrangement of the sitters; but as 
with one accord, they braced themselves in 
their places and refused to be removed.

It was by all odds the most satisfactory 
seance I ever attended. When the medium 
gave herself up to the invisible forces, and re
signed herself to the spirits, it was only a 
moment before the forms began to appear, 
and they came out in quick succession—seven 
afra.time.

Certainly sympathy is force, and when the 
best thoughts of the sitters are given out to 
the medium, the divine intelligence which 
governs this phenomena returns an hundred 
fold of the great gifts which come through the 
agency of our excarnated loved ones, who 
utilize the astral bodies of our mediums and 
materialize for the comfort of the believers 
and to the wonderment of skeptics.

It is a well-known fact that the man who 
thinks for himself is given a treasury which 
not only cannot be depleted, but whose store 
increases with every exercise of the faculties, 
and the surplus holds an infinite variety which 
could emanate only from a divine intelligence. 
What this power is, who can tell? The results 
we know—therefore I beg every thinking man 
to halt the moment “fraud” or 1‘fake" would 
escape his lips; let him trust his own senses, 
for the conditions he demands. Let him ad
mit all he sees and feels to be true—let him 
have the courage of his convictions, and with^ 
these pleasing conditions, it may be that in 
our own decade there will arise a medium who, 
without trance, will materialize our spirit 
friends, and be able to explain how they come 
and go., Mrs. Bicknell was in semi-trance 
during her seance, and came out from the 
cabinet, followed by a spirit form, to whom 
she called wildly, ‘ ‘Don’t; oh, please don't. ”

Let us be more lenient to the abused, and 
.while condemning frauds, applaud the gift 
which is the source from which comes so much 
comfort in our sorrowing world. Mrs. Bick
nell is en tour through the east, and is only 
temporarily here. Mrs. A W. Frazer.

The Lyceum Work—An Excellent 
Move. ■

In a letter, Alfred Kilson, secretary of the 
Spiritualists'Lyceum Union (England), writes:

“I may add that personally I am a great 
lover of the 0. P. L. and have in the past and 
am still devoting all my time, talents and en
ergies to its promulgation, and am determ
ined to do so to the end. The cause is making 
good progress here in England, and I hope in 
a few years that all Spiritualists’ societies will 
have a lyceum attached to them.”

The “Union” furnishes every lyceum a leaf
let for distribution setting forth the aims, be
liefs and attractions of the society, so that 
visitors and inquirers may go away informed. 
It is so admirable it is here reproduced:

“The objects of the Lyceum are to culti
vate the child’s own powers, and promote a 
healthy growth in its physical, intellectual, 
moral and Spiritual development.

“It abjures all creeds and dogmas as im
pediments to the soul’s growth, and teaches 
the following simple summary of principles:

“The Fatherhood of God.
“The brotherhood of man.
“The immortality of the soul and its per

sonal characteristics.
“The proven facts of communion between 

departed human spirits and mortals.
“Personal responsibility, with compensation 

and retribution hereafter for all good or evil 
-deeds done here. . ,

“And a path of eternal progress open to 
every human soul that willp to tread it by the 
path of eternal good.

‘ ‘It obviates the necessity of finally uproot
ing from their minds in after years a great 
mass of prejudice and superstition.

“Those parents and guardians who desire 
to have their children taught in the better 
way, should urge their regular attendance at 
Spiritualists’ Lyceums—for ‘as the twig is 
bent so the tree will grow.’ .

“We may have a first-class Lyceum, pro
ductive of inestimable benefit, if Spiritualists 
and other progressive thinkers encourage it by 
attendance and appropriate effort given 
promptly and heartily. ,

“Come on Sunday and bring the little ones; 
if you have no little ones, bring those of your 
neighbor.” ' .

The Evolution of Physiological andChem- 
ical Science in a Natural System of Medi
cine vs. The Theories and Fallacies of 
Popular Medicine. By j. D. Stillman, 
M. D.
This little book proves that its author is 

not one of the unprogressive minds that can
not or dare not swerve from the regular ruts 
of medical thought and practice. It might 
be read to advantage by medical practitioners 
of all schools, as well as by all others.

E. C. ALLEN & CO..
BorÎQOi. Augusta, Me.

-

thatl» ploaiant and profitable send i your addresi 
immediately. We teach men ^nd women bo# to earn 
from 15 per day to 18000 per year without having bad 
previous experience, and furnish : the employment at 
whlciji they can make that amount Capital unuecei 
«ary» A trial will coat you nothing. .Write to-day an 
address,' ‘ ’

The Day of the Holy Three Kings.

COLLECTING FROM THE PEOPLE.

I

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*
TDOUND LN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
D side, and containing 820 pages. This splendid 
book, just Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
(n 1892, and three others on the Human Soul, which 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder
ful book la unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale 
at this

THE ROMISH OCTOPUS IN BAVARIA, .GERMANY— 
HOW VARIOUS-SCHEMES ARE ' WOBKED-rr-BEGi 
GING-APPARATUS. :: .
January --6th was universally celebrated 

throughout Bavaria as the day of the “Holy 
Three Kings;’r : The name of - this holiday is

SELLING INCENSE.

all that is necessary to explain why it is cele
brated and kept so holy by the Roman Catho
lics. From early morning the people thronged 
to churches and houses of prayer, so numer
ous here. Business was entirely suspended, 
excepting ghost-houses, or saloons, and the 
vendors of myrrh and incense. These venders 
are mostly women, having, for the display of 
their goods, small tables, washstands, a chair 
or a box. Scores of these dealers in sweet-smell
ing drugs lined the sidewalks near the churches,

while many of them took up their abode on 
the steps and in some instances even in the 
churches proper. Notwithstanding the nu
merous sales people, all did a thriving busi
ness, as rich and poor alike invested liberally 
in quantities of these goods.

On inquiring why so much of this incense 
was being purchased, I was first classed as an 
ignorant heretic and secondly as a fool. I 
was told that much of the goods purchased 
was given the church to glorify the saints and 
holies, while still a large quantitity is con
sumed at the homes of the faithful. In the 
latter case it is burned to prevent any evil 
spirits from taking up their abode in their

?

</

• t • d/J 
BURNING INCENSE TO DRIVE 

■ SPIRITS. ,
AWAY EVIL

homes. Judge for yourselves, and see if the 
Roman Catholic church does not do all in its 
power to stupefy its followers'and make them 
as superstitious and ignorant as possible, and 
all in the name of God. ,

I give an illustration of the interior of a 
large and very prominent Roman Catholic 
church, showing their vile and beggarly doing 
in the way of bleeding their poor. In the 
first place, Catholic churches are here sup
ported by the State, yet in this church are 
numerous begging apparatus with inscriptions 
thus: “For the Poor,” “For Church-building, ” 
etc., eta., while on this especial day an extra 
force was put on duty, to get every penny 
they possibly could from so-called God’s right
eous ones." These white robed beggars with 
silver plates and salvers stood all about the 
churches and collected and pressed for money 
as much as they dared withqut offending; and 
I know what may be said to a Romanist if you 
don’t touch upon his belief. They can’t take 
any hints and are callous to insults.

May the spirits awaken their souls to their
folly.

Wurtzburg, Bavaria, Germany.
Don Garlos.

• True popularity is not the popularity which 
is followed after, but the popularity which fol
lows after.—Lord Mansfield.

Jesus and th/\jMediums. k A comparison of 
Modetn and Ik -Io Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. ’ Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents.

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the “Astral 

Guide.“ It contains a lec
ture on Abtbo-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will irnform you where to 
firoenre Specific remedies 
or the Absolvtb Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER.
Chemist.

1910 Washington Bou1.
Chicago, Hl.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
OB 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory thap the plauchette. both In regard to the cer
tainty anti correctness of the communications, and m 
a means oi developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlstlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica- 
tlons from their departed friends.

Cept, D. B. Edwards, Orient, N, Y., writes: "I had 
communications (by the psvehograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, end proved to me that Spirit* 
uallam is indeed true, and the communications have 
?lven my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 

have had of son, daughter, and their mother.’*
Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made hlfl 

name familiar to those interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test It the 
first opportunity I may have. It U very simple in 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now in use. 
I believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
Its superior merits become known."

A. /». Miller, journalist and poet, In an editorial no
tice of the Instrument in bls paper, the Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, says: “The Peychograph is an im
provement upon the plancbeite. having a dial and let
ters. with a few words, so that very little 'power* ti 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate." •

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for use, •LOO. 
For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Ora few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

(There spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to It
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper. 25 cents. For sale at 
this office._________________________________

The Coining American Civil War. 
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMRS 
J. Huntington, is written In the Interest of hu

manity, of liberty, and oi patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that besot us on .every side. and more espe
cially to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of warning 
Lincoln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant aro all included In the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia. In a recent sermon said: "The 
church tolerates herettos where she Is obliged todo 
so. but sho hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
knowhow sho treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how sho treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these iiistorfc facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
the church for what they have thought fit to do." 
Every one shonld read this work. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents. For sale at 
tbi» office.

“HOW TO MESMERIZED
"CULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN.
r structlons How to Mesmerlie. Ancient and Mod< 
ern Miracle, by Mesmerism. Also I. Spiritualism 
Time? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modern 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and tba booK 
will be found highly Interesf-g to every Spiritualist. 
It Is the only work ever published giving iull Instruc
tion how to mesmerise, and the connection this science 
has with Spiritualism. Ills pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who have read It. to be one ot the 
most Interesting books ever written. PafXr. Mt U8 
to cents. For sale at this office. ***

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Prlce 15 Cents.

'■r1BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,'
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

which helped or made them perform might; 
works and utter Inspired words, together with some 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos* 
ties, and Jesus, or New Readings of "The Miracles.*1 
by Allbn Putnam. Price 75 cents. For sale at tbifl 
office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF “COMMON SENSE," 

¿I “Rights of'Man," •• Age of Reason," etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of bis writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truth ti 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re
former should read this volume. Price ti. PosteRp 
10 cents. For sale at this office .

HISTORYOFATHARAEL^
TIFE IN THE STONE. AGE. THE 

history of Atbnrnel, Chief Priest of a Band c.- Al< 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing fil pages, was wilt. 
Un through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and Is tc- 
Un,oly interesting. Price 80 cents. For sale at tbit 
«Hee. v;-(, — _ ■ . .

Pesearchesin"Oriental his: 
I\. tory, embracing the origin of thb d fiws. the Rise 
and Development of Kbroastrlcnlstn andJ n«3riva
tlouof Christianity; to which is added;/ 
Arjun Ancestors? Bjr G. W. Drown, < 
the most valuable ttdrkt ever ¿tibUshfif .

,tJiy vY
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SPIRITUALISM.
' it Should Embrace All Reforms.

It Should Do Everything to Redeem the 
' World.

, IT SHOULD ATTACK ERROR ALL ALONG THE LINE, 

'■ To the Editor:—Permit me to say a few 
•words through your columns to the Spiritual

. ists, and to Mr. Bach and Mr. Samuel W.
Tucker, who think nothing but “pure 
Spiritualism" should be tolerated on the Spir
itual rostrum,

What is pure Spiritualism? Will Mr, Bach 
, or Mr. Tucker be so kind as to state what they 
think it consists of ? The orthodox clergy, or 
the Christian church, teach exactly the same 
as Spiritualists do, except spirit return. Shall 
our speakers stand on the rostrum year in and 
year out and proclaim this one fact and noth
ing more? i^nd then sing:

“Oh, think of a home over there, , 
■ By the side of the river of light;

Where the saints, all immortal and fair,
Are robed in their garments of white”— 

while the mortgage takes the home over here, 
and the interest burdened poor are robed in 
shoddy and rags, by the hellish system of spo
liation that was inaugurated in 1802 goes on? 
while the money oligarchy robs us of every
thing we hold dear; and until the star of 
American Liberty sinks in a sea of blood 
to rise no more, and our sons and daughters 
are bound hand and foot, slaves to Baron 
Rothschild and the pope of Rome (or, perhaps 
of Washington). ’

In my opinion, any religion that will not, 
better our condition here and now, is not worth 
having; and any man. or woman that Is too 
cowardly or so lost to a’sense of duty as not to 
raise their voice against the system of spolia
tion that has sent ijie American Republic 
farther on the road that Borne traveled to her 
death, in the last thirty years, than she went 
in five hundred, is not worthy to stand on the 
Spiritual rostrum at all.

Think of the mighty effort being made to 
suppress mediums and to unite Church and 
State; of the hundreds of ragged, starving 
workingmen out of employment, huddled in 
the city hall in Chicago one bitter cold night 
not long since, fighting like maniacs for a bit 
of a sandwich and a like condition in every 
other large city. -9,000,000 mortgages on 
homes of American freemen. God save the 
mark! Our daughters forced to sell their bod
ies for bread. 3,000,000 tramps in this land 
of overproduction! And then don’t say any
thing about it, for fear of hurting the feeling 
of some one that goes to the polls every year 
and votes to sustain the hellish system that 
causes it all. Abraham Lincoln said about 
the close of the war: “Y.>, we may all con
gratulate ourselves that thw cruel war is near
ing a close. It has cost a vast amount of 
treasure and blood. The best blood of, the 
flower of American youth has been freely) of
fered upon our country’s altar, that the nation 
might live. It has, indeed, been a trying 
hour for the Republic, but I see in the near 
future a crisis arising that unnerves me and 
causes me to tremble for the safety of my 
country. As a result of the war, corporations 
have been enthroned, and an era of corruption 
in high places will follow, and the money 
power of tile country will endeavor to prolong 
its reign by working upon the prejudices of 
the people until all wealth is aggregated in a 
few hands, and the republic is destroyed. I 
feel at this moment more anxiety for the 
safety Df my country than ever before, even in 
the midst of the war. God grant that my 
suspicions may prove groundless. ”

The greater part of his prophecy has come 
true; the last part seems rapidly nearing. 
This would be called anarchy, or calamity
howling, now. If the immortal Lincoln should 
return and control one ,of our grand inspira
tional speakers to give like utterances or raise 
his voice now, against the “corruption in high 
places, ” he or she would be forbidden the ros
trum by Mr. Bach or Mr. Tucker, for fear they 
might tread on their political corns, or wound 
their partisan prejudices. Out upon such gag 
law. i The religion, or ism, or speaker that 
does not grapple these evils, regardless of the 
enemies’ feelings, is not worth having.

Cherryvale, Kans. H. H. Hutcheson.

THE DEVIL ON HORSEBACK.

A Plea for Pure Spiritualism.
To the Editor:—I quite agree with Broth

er Bach in regard to all the cranks who have 
attached themselves to Spiritualism, in the 
hope of having a better opportunity to reform 
the world after their own ideals. In order to 
make the spirituality of Spiritualism felt 
throughout the world, it must stand forth 
boldly, free and untrammeled, a perfect gem, 
as pure as the dew-drop at early dawn. Spir
itualism is a tub of large, dimensions, and 
sufficiently well balanced to stand on its own 
bottom; it needs no supports. The gospel of 
true Spiritualism has a solid foundation of its 
own—love and truth. Let us spiritualize the 
world; fill it so full of this gospel of love and 
truth that no man will be heard to say: “Am 
I my brother’s keeper?” Every man will be 
filled with brotherly love. Then this long de
sired reform of the world will follow, “as the 
day the night ’’ The people of this world will 
be pure indeed, if we make them pure in spirit. 
If you wish to cure any disease, you must 

-first find out the cause, and doctor that; not 
try to eradicate the effect and leave the cause. 
We all know the inevitable law of cause and 
effect We don’t want people to go away from 
our meetings, saying, as I have* heard them, 
‘ ‘Well, I didn’t, hear anything about Spiritu
alism, did you? Let us purge our ranks of 
all these cranks; stand on our own broad plat
form, and leave them the world to reform, 
while we spiritualize the people in it, and make 
it a fit place for angels to sit. These are the 
thoughts that come to a modest little spiritual 
flower growing by one of the hidden paths of 
life. Violet.

Cardinal Vaughn’s Brother Tells 
Crowds in St. Patrick’s Cathe

dral What He Once Saw,

It Was a Dreadful Apparition.

The .one who sends this extract from the 
New York World remarks:

“The enclosed clipping I thought might 
interest you,- coming as it does from one of 
the big lights of the Komish Church. I think 
it would bear republishing in your paper; it 
shows what hash the poor ignorant Catholics 
are fed on:

“The Bev, Father Kenneth Vaughn, of 
London, brother of Cardinal Vaughn, of 
Westminster, who succeeded Cardinal Man
ning, and the founder of the Brotherhood of 
the Divine Expiation, preached a startling -ser
mon in St Patrick’s Cathedral last night.

“Father Vaughn has been in the United 
States and Mexico for the past ten weeks, ex
plaining the order which he founded and ex
tending its branches. He is now on his way 
back to England, and postponed his return a 
week in order to preach this sermon. The 
great edifice was crowded, and several hundred 
persons stood in the aisles and in the rear of 
the seats. The speaker said the work was 
sanctioned by Pope Leo, with whom he had 
an audience in the Vatican.

“There is great sin being donaron earth, ” 
said Father Vaughn, “and the anti-Christian 
world will be visited by a terrible judgment. 
The Holy Father holds that the vow of mar
riage is inviolate, and yet we see it broken 
and every facility afforded by the law for do-, 
ing it. He condemns secret societies, social
ism and anarchy, and yet these forms of sin 
are very common. Why, in one country in 
Europe—I would not dare name the country— 
there is an organization of women whose ob
ject is to steal from the churches.

“It is necessary to keep guards to prevent 
these terrible crimes, but Satan and his army 
will come from the great pit, and they will 
bum with Are all the men who thus trample 
in the dust the sacred teachings of Jesus. In 
a book written by a good sister, which is rec
ommended by the Church, she says that about 
forty or fifty years before A D. 2,000 Satan 
and his army will visit the earth and devour 
with flames all who have spurned religion. 
There is a great danger at hand. Satan’s 
army, with its fiery cohorts, is already here in 
part.

“Let me tell you what I saw a few years 
ago with my own eyes. I was on a small 
steamer in the Atlantic with about one hun
dred others. About three or four miles from 
Montevideo, South America, is the Island of 
Flowers; where we went for quarantine. We 
got there in the evening. After supper we 
went on deck.

‘ ‘While we were standing there a great ball 
of fire appeared on the island. It was shaped 
like a horse, and mounted upon it was a man 
without arms. The great fiery animal, which 
glowed like a burning coal, rolled from one 
end of the island to the other and from side to 
side with immense speed. We stood for a 
time transfixed with astonishment and horror. 
The people were terrified. They thought it 
was the devil, and they implored me to inter
cede for thenii;: but I refused.

“One big, brave man volunteered to head 
the force, and they disembarked and started 
towards the fiery, object They had not gone 
500 yards before the leader was knocked down 
by the power of the gigantic fire-demon. The 
man was unconscious, and he was carried 
back to the ship. A terrible scene of excite
ment followed. Men grew frantic with fear. 
After a time, however, another man said he 
would go on the island and see what the mon
ster was.

“He was implored not to go. He was 
told that it Vtes the devil and he would cer
tainly be killed if he ventured within his reach. 
The man armed himself with a great stick of 
wood, and bidding ub good-by, boldly started 
towards the terrible object He, too, was 
knocked senseless. There was no .sleep on 
that boat that night, and the monster appeared 
frequently. ,.

“Theré was no smoke, no steam, but a 
light so bright, so intense that you could 
hardly look at it I shall never forget the sight 
if I live to be a hundred years oíd. I acknowl
edge that I was terribly frightened. I had 
traveled aU over the world and seen the great
est sights and wonders of earth, but I never 
saw anything like that before. It was a great 
warning to all who saw it, and represented 
Satan and his army, who are to visit with aw
ful result the sinners of earth. It was an ad
vance guard from the terrible army of fire 
that will visit with swift destruction all those 
who have not heeded the voice of Jesus. ”

Father Vaughn delivered this thrilling de
scription with dramatic, almost tragic effect. 
His voice, which has great carrying power, 
filled the great cathedral, and the audience

was held spell bound by the awful acene which 
he portrayed, The description of the fiery 
object which he beheld took, perhaps, tea 
minutes, and during that time not even the 
rustle of a leaf of ^prayer-book disturbed the 
silence. , ' ■■
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The Crown of Failure.

When you have lived your tife,.
When you have fought your last good fight and 

won, . .
And the dav’e work is finished, and the sun

Sats on the darkening world and all its strife— 
Ere the worn hands are. tired with all they’ve 

done,
Ere the mind’s strength begins to droop and 

wane, :
Ere the first touch of sleep has dulled the brain, 
Ere the heart’s springs are slow and running 

dry— ....
When you have lived your life, - 

’Twere good to die. ■
If it may not be so. .

If you but fight a fight you may not win— 
See the far goal but may not enter in—

’Twere better then to die and not to know 
Defeat—to die amidst the rush and din, 
Still striving, while the heart beats high and fast 
With glorious life, if you must fail, at last,, 
Such end were best, with all your hope and all

Your spirit in its youth, •' '
Then, when you fall, .

Far better bo to die, ' '
Still tolling upward through the mists.pbscure, 
With all things possible and nothing sure,1

Than to be touched by glory and passed by, 
To win, by chance, fame that may not endure, ' 
That diesand leaves you living while you strive 
With wasted breath to keep its flame alive, 
And fan, with empty boasts and proud regrets,

Remembrance of a past :
The world forgets. . • ,

—A. St. J, Adcock in Chamber’s. Journal.

Spiritual Work in Brppklyn and 
New York.

To the Editor:—Wishing to bring our
selves in closer rapport and sweet sympathy 
with yourself and the readers of your delight
ful Progressive Thinker, weare impelled 
to give you a few items concerning spiritual 
work in New York and Brooklyn. Meetings 
are held in many halls and parlors throughout 
both cities, with good speakers and mediums, 
who fully represent our glorious cause to the 
entire satisfaction of the audience, as is evi
dent by the large attendance at the various 
Sunday meetings, as well as those held during 
week days. ... J

There are two societies of ladies in New 
York doing good work for those in need. 
Mrs. Stimson Smith is president of the Spirit
ual Aid Society, and Mra.. M.. A. Gridley,' 
Vice-president, with a band of noble ladies as 
trustees and members, to help carry forward 
the plans for a permanent home for mediums 
and needy Spiritualists. This society has it 
in contemplation to obtain parlors and rooms 
for headquarters, where all meetings and en
tertainments shall be held, with accommoda
tions for persons visiting the city, so they 
can be entertained both spjritdally as well as 
materially, and cot-beds for. those in transient 
need of assistance, and to have our faithful 
worker, Brother Titus Merritt, the kind friend 
to the Fox Sisters, as a permanent resident.

Another ladies' society of Spiritualists has 
recently befen organized, with Mrs. Mary E. 
Newton as president These ladies are doing 
good work in establishing a soup-house, or a 
place where food is given out to those in need 
—for their number is legion.
□Mr. and Mrs. Henry J. Newton are deserv
ing of all praise for their devotion to Spiritual
ism, and speakers, and all mediums. They 
should be sustained in the new departure of 
the Emergency Society. Mrs. M. A. Gridley, 
who has for twenty years been a resident of 
Brooklyn, and acknowledged to be the finest 
psyohometrist now known since the passing 
over of Mrs. Buchanan, is now located at 119 
W. 41st st. New York. She is celebrated in 
examining ores and metals, and in locating 
mines. Mrs. Gridley addressed the Brooklyn 
Spiritual Association, Sunday, January 14th, 
at 102 Court st., giving instructive personal 
experiences as a psyohometrist, and proved 
her powers by many very satisfactory psycho
metric readings. Many people in the audience 
came to the platform to hear the rappings 
through the mediumship of Ferdinand Jenk
ins, son of Kate Fox-Jenkins, who is to hold 
circles at 492 State st., Brooklyn, every Mon
day evening, and give daily sittings. He 
should be sustained and encouraged for his

MATERIALIZATIONS.
As They Occurred at Washing' 

ton, D, C.

The question has often been asked me: “Is 
materialization true?” I have but one reply to 
make: All phases of mediumship are true; 
and if the visitors to the handsome parlors of 
Mrs A. B. Bicknell,recently, were permitted to 
add their testimony to thia, they would unhesi
tatingly do so; for the materializing seance 
was satisfactory in the extreme. Seventy-five 
spirit forms appeared .to the friends in the 
circle, and the majority of them were recog
nized.

The form of an Egyptian materialized so 
that all could see; he was recognized by a lady 
present, as her control. The spirit bore with' 
him a star, and when she asked him why he 
had not brought his crescent, he materialized 
it out in the center of the room.

At the beginning of the seance, I feared 
ill results, both to the medium and the circle; 
for the gentleman who sat nearest the cabinet 
dictated where the chairs should be placed, 
and the arrangement of the sitters; but as 
with one accord, they braced themselves in 
their places and refused to be removed.

It was by all odds the most satisfactory 
seance I ever attended. When the medium 
gave herself up to the invisible forces, and re-, 
signed herself to the spirits, it was only a 
moment before the forms began to appear, 
and they came out in quick succession—sevep 
at a,time..

Certainly sympathy is force, and when the 
best thoughts of the sitters are given out to 
the medium, the divine intelligence which 
governs this phenomena returns an hundred 
fold of the great gifts which come through the 
agency of our excarnated loved ones, who 
utilize the astral bodies of our mediums and 
materialize for the comfort of the believers 
and to the wonderment of skeptics.

It is a well-known fact that the man who 
thinks for himself is given a treasury which 
not only cannot be depleted, but whose store 
increases with every exercise of the faculties, 
and the surplus holds an infinite variety which 
could emanate only from a divine intelligence. 
What this power is, who can tell? The results 
we know—therefore I beg every thinking man 
to halt the moment “fraud” or “fake” would 
escape his lips; let him trust his own senses, 
for the conditions he demands. Let him ad
mit all he sees and feels to be true—let him 
have the courage of his convictions, and with^ 
these pleasing conditions, it may be that in 
our own decade there will arise a medium who, 
without trance, will materialize our spirit 
friends, and be able to explain how they come 
and go.. Mrs. Bicknell was in semi-trance 
during her seance, and came out from the 
cabinet, followed by a spirit form, to whom 
she called wildly, “Don't; oh, please don’t.”

Let us be more lenient to the abused, and 
.while condemning frauds, applaud the gift 
which is the source from which comes so muck 
■comfort in our sorrowing world. Mrs. Bick
nell is en tour through the east, and is only 
temporarily here. Mrs. A W. Frazer.

The Lyceum Work—An Excellent 
Move. •

mother’s sake. Emily B. Ruggles.
■> 1 —— ।

Winona, Minnesota.
The undersigned is a recent comer to Wi

nona, and wishes to make a short statement 
of matters Spiritual, as he finds them here.

Winona is a city with a population of 15,000 
souls and a handful of Spiritualists. The 
field is ripe, however, for fruitful labor by 
good, reliable mediums. There are at pres
ent but three mediums at work here. Mrs. 
Cassie McFarlan, a trance and clairvoyant 
medium ot wonderful exceUence, resides here 
and is in great demand at home and abroad. 
Dr. L. Douglas Smith has recently located 
here, and is one of the most powerful mag
netic healers it has ever been my good fortune 
to meet He is kept busy by all kinds of 
people regardless of their religious opinions, 
and is performing some marvelous cures of 
paralytic patients, who have been given up by 
the doctors. He has instituted a sanitarium 
here. .

Mrs. Bouse is another excellent and active 
worker in our cause, who is • doing her share 
in winning individuals to a knowledge of our 
grand truth. She is a clairvoyant of high de
velopment, and is making the best possible 
use of her gifts. A good physical or mate
rializing, or platform test medium would find 
a warm welcome here, and any such who will 
address Dr. L. Douglas Smith, can make aU 
necessary arrangements. This field is ripe; 
let us garner it C. F. B. _

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or 11 per copy. For sale at this office.

In a letter, Alfred Kilson, secretary of the 
Spiritualists’ Lyceum Union (England), writes:

“I may add that personally I am a great 
lover of the G. P. L. and have in the past and 
am still devoting all my time, talents and en
ergies to its promulgation, and am deterin- 
iqed to do so to the end. The cause is making 
good progress here in England, and I hope in 
a few years that all Spiritualists’ societies will 
have a lyceum attached to them."

The “Union” furnishes every lyceum a leaf
let for distribution setting forth the aims, be
liefs and attractions of the society, so that 
visitors and inquirers may go away informed. 
It is so admirable it is here reproduced:

‘ ‘The objects of the Lyceum are to culti
vate the child’s own powers, and promote a 
healthy growth in its physical, intellectual, 
moral and Spiritual development.

“It abjures all creeds and dogmas as im
pediments to the soul’s growth, and teaches 
the following simple summary of principles:

‘ «The Fatherhood of God.
“The brotherhood of man.
“The immortality of the soul and its per

sonal characteristics.
“The proven facts of communion between 

departed human spirits and mortals.
‘ ‘Personal responsibility, with compensation 

and retribution hereafter for all good or evil 
■deeds done here.

“And a path of eternal progress open to 
every human soul that will? to tread it by the 
path of eternal good.

“It obviates the necessity of finally uproot
ing from their minds in after years a great 
mass of prejudice and superstition.

“Those parents and guardians -who desire 
to have their children taught in the better 
way, should urge their regular attendance at 
Spiritualists’ Lyceums—for ‘as the twig is 
bent so the tree will grow.’

“We may have a flrst-class Lyceum, pro
ductive of inestimable benefit, if Spiritualists 
and other progressive thinkers encourage it by 
attendance and appropriate effort given 
promptly and heartily. .

“Come on Sunday and bringthe little ones; 
if you have no little ones, bring those of your 
neighbor.” .

The Evolution of Physiological and Chern- 
ical Science in a Natural System of Medi
cine vs. The Theories and Fallacies of 
Popular Medicine, By J. D. Stillman, 

D. "
This little book proves that its author is 

not one of the unprogressive minds that can
not or dare not swerve from the regular ruts 
of medical thought and practice. It might 
be read to advantage by medical practitioners 
of all schools, m well as by all others.

■ ■ • » i

YOU SHOULD:

thatja pleasant and profitable send fa your addresn 
1 Immediately. We teach men and women how to earn 
from 15 per day to 18000 per year without haying had 
preyloua experience, and furnish ;the. employment at 
whic^ thpy can make that amount. Capital unnecei 
aary.- A trial will coat you nothing.. .Write to-day an 
address. ’ ’

E. O. ALLEN & CO., 
Box lOOl. _____ Augusta, Me.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,'
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together with soma 
Personsl Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apo»« 
ties, and Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles.", 
by Allen Putnam. Price 75 cents. For sale at UuO / 
office.

The Day of the Holy Three Kings.

COLLECTING FROM THE PEOPLE.

I

t

AWAY EVILBURNING INCENSE TO DRIVE 
SPIRITS.

THOMAS PAINE
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Barr. Price 15 cents.

THE ROMISH OCTOPUS IN BAVARIA, GERMANY— 
HOW .VARIOUS-SCHEMES ARE ' WOBKBD-^-BEGi 
GING-APPARATUS. ; <

January fith was universally celebrated 
throughout Bavaria as the day of the “Holy 
Three Kings;" ■ The name of this holiday is

SELLING INCENSE.

all that is necessary to explain why it is cele
brated and kept so holy by the Roman Catho
lics. From early morning the people thronged 
to churches and houses of prayer, so numer
ous here. Business was entirely suspended, 
excepting ghost-houses, or saloons, and the 
vendors of myrrh and incense, These venders 
are mostly women, having, £or the display of 
their goods, small tables, washstands, a chair 
or a box. Scores of these dealers in sweet smell
ing drugs lined the sidewalks near the churches,

POOR

while many of them took up their abode on 
the steps and in some instances even in the 
churches proper. Notwithstanding the nu
merous sales people, all did a thriving busi
ness, as rich and poor alike invested liberally 
in quantities of these goods.

On inquiring why so much of this incense 
was being purchased, I was first classed as an 
ignorant heretic and secondly as a fool. I 
was told that much of the goods purchased 
was given the church to glorify the saints and 
holies, while still a large quantitity is con
sumed at the homes of the faithful. In the 
latter case it is burned to prevent any evil 
spirits from taking up their abode in their

homes. Judge for yourselves, and see if the 
Roman Catholic church does not do all in its 
power to stupefy its followers'and make them 
as superstitious' and ignorant as possible, and 
all in the name of God. ,

I give an illustration of the interior of a 
large and very prominent Boman Catholic 
church, showing their vile and beggarly doing 
in the way of bleeding their poor. In the 
first place, Catholic churches are hero sup
ported by the State, yet in this church are 
numerous begging apparatus with inscriptions 
thus: “For the Poor," “For Church-building," 
etc., etc., while on this especial day an extra 
force was put on duty, to get every penny 
they possibly could from so-called God’s right
eous ones.1 These white robed beggars with 
silver plates and salvers stood all about the 
churches and collected and pressed for money 
as much as they dared without offending; and 
I know what may be said to a Romanist if you 
don’t touch upon his belief. They can’t take 
any hints and are callous to insults.

May the spirits awaken their souls to their 
folly. . Don Carlos.

Wurtzburg, Bavaria, Germany.

l True popularity is.not the. popularity which 
is followed after, but the popularity which fol
lows after.—Lord Mansfield.

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents.

Have a copy of the “Astral 
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It la 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will Imform you where to 
iirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cube of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, HI,

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory than.the planchette. both In regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means oi developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlstlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism Is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to chose interested in psychical matters, 
writes aj follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph you sent me, and will thoroughly teat It tho 
first opportunity I may have. It ry simple in 
principle and construction, and I an > must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than le now Id use. 
1 believe it will generally superset , latter when 
Its superior merits become known,”

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, i dltorial no
tice of ths instrument In bis paper, the" orthl&gton 
(Minn.) Advance, aays: “Thereychogra Is’an Im
provement upon the planchette, having a lai and let
ters, with a few words, ho that very llttl ’power' tl 
apparently required to give the common ations. Wa 
do not hesitate to recommend it to all wht/care to test 
the question whether spirits can return gfld communi
cate." -

J uat what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by msll, free with full directions for use» 11.00. 
For safe at this office.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago»
JDOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

side, and containing 820 pages. This splendid 
book, just iBBued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great) 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others on the Human Soul, which 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder
ful book is unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale 
at this offln«

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

there spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to It
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper. 25 cent*. For sale at 
thts office.

The Coming American Civil War.

Z'HIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES 
Huntington, is written In the Interest of hu- 
inanity, of liberty, and 01 patriotism—a book written 

for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on .every side, and more espe- 
dally to the hostile attitude and the insidious wiles of 
an everpresent, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of warning; 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy ot Genera) 
Grant are ail Included in the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: “The 
church tolerates heretics where she is obliged to do 
so, but sho bates them with a deadly hatred, and 
nses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know bow she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes ot 
the church for what thev have thought fit to do.” 
Every one shonld readthle work. Paper, BOO pages. 
It will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office.

HOW TO MESMERIZE.
RULE AND COMPREHENSIVE IN. 

JL struedons How to Mesmerize. Ancient and Mod« 
era Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spiritualism 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, Ancient and modern 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the book 
will be found highly Interest’-.g to every Spiritualist. 
It la the only work ever published giving Juli instruc
tion bow to mesmerize, and the connection this science 
has with Spiritualism. II is pronounced by Allen Put* 
nam and others, who have read it, to be one of the 
most Interesting books ever written. Panir. Dtviaa 
K0 cents. For sale at this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE«
AUTHOR OF »COMMON SENSE," 

¿1 “Rights of'Man,” “ Age of Reason,” etc., with 
critical ana explanatory observations of bls writings, 
by G. Va\e. Those who would know the exact truth tc 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re
former should rend this volume. Price 11. Fostapp 
10 cents. For sale at this office

^Tory^fTtharael
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

history ot Atbarael, Chief Priest of a Band cf Al- 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing «1 pages, was writ 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. T'lglcy, and Is In
tensely Interesting. Price 80 Cents. For Salo at th!» 
office. . . ,

researches rH Oriental his. 
AV tory, embracing the origin of Ili6 3tiws, the 11!« 
and Development of Zbroastrlanlsm and the L’ctiva 
t|on of Christianity; to which is added; VI Ueneo 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. BNWn, M. 1>. Ons et 
the most valuable works ever puwuUb4 trice 81.5». 
." ;. .iiiy v«v
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The Providence of God.
The gorgeous Congregational Church 

at Rockford, Ill., only completed a year 
or so ago, costing with its furnishings 
$114,000, was burned to the ground at 
midday quite recently. It was un
questionably the finest church structure 
in Northern Illinois, and was admired 
by all who saw it as a wondrous work 
of art. The pastor, Rev. Dr. Bmtows, 
made the great fire the subjectof his 
sermon two Sundays ago. A faithful 
orthodox worshiper, he sought to find 
some motive for this awful dispensation 
of an all-wise Providence. He re
marked:

“What spiritual lessons our Heavenly 
Father desires to teach us by this 
Providence, I am unable to tell.”

Good brother, allow us to suggest the 
probable lesson. The churches, of which 
yours was one, have been withdrawing 
from the fields of productive industry 
rntold millions of wealth, which has 
been wrung by greed from the stinted 
purse of the toiler. The laborer has 
been impoverished, turned loose bn so
ciety a h.elpless, moral and physical 
wreck, floating on to an obscure grave, 
without friends or hope; while you have 
been piling up monumental structures 
of polished marble, without regard to 
cost, decorating them with the gewgaws 
of art, ^dding to their attractions, 
to draw crowds, the most expensive 
music, while from the pulpit you taught 
that the Creator of worlds would damn 
with endless woe all who did not believe 
your' silly creed. You declined to pay 
municipal, State and national taxes to 
protect your plunder from fire and flood, 
and cyclone,and crime; and your God has 
weighed you in his balance, as he has 
done thousands of other churches before, 
not even sparing^Talmago’s Tabernacle, 
and swept it away with the swift besom 
of destruction. Saloons and gambling 
hells are more secure against God’s

. Modern Forgeries.
Prof. Edwin Johnson, a learned 

scholar of London, recently published a 
series of ten articles in an English paper 
wherein he labored to show that all 
church histories antedating the Reform- 
tipn are monkish forgeries. We greatly 
condense a portion of his first article:

“If there was any Christian literature 
in all .Europe before the capture of 
Byzantium by the Turks in 1453, it was 
to be found in the monasteries of the 
oldest order of Christian clergy; and if 
there was any Hebrew literature, it 
must have been in the hands of a few 
Jewish scholars of Spanish origin. But 
was there any Hebrew or Christian lit
erature extant at all? The question is 
startling, but such questions give im
petus to iresh research. Fournundred 
years ago came the inquiry: ‘Is the 
earth a ball, ■ resting on pillars? Can 
ships sail around the earth, and is it the 
center of the universe, and does the sun 
revolve around it?,’ Church history is 
not one whit more tenable than were 
the opinions of Christian philosophers 
before the discoveries of navigators and 
scientists during the sixteenth century.”

Church history is said by printers to 
have beep, made known to the reading 
world in the year 1544, by Robert 
Stephens, of Paris, under the patronage 
of Francis I. . ' ’

.Eusebius w$s first, published to the 
world about 350 years ago. It is claimed 
there are manuscripts dating back to 
the thirteenth century, but Prof. John
son . believes these to be monkish
forgeries. Ho showed in later articles 
that Eusebius originally appeared in 
Latin; that, like the New Testament 
are the writings of the mythic Jerome, 
“it was first found in the Latin of the 
monasteries of the West,” where he be, 
lieves it originated.

Prof. Johnson is the author ir a 
voluminous work entitled “The Rise of 
Christendom,” which deserves a place 
in every scholar’s library.

ASTOUNDING FACTS!
They Are Pregnant with 

Meaning.

And Maka One Vibrate to the 
Key of High C»

Jefferson’s Religious Views.
We find in Vol. 1., p. 147,of the States

man’s Manual, published in 1847, con
taining the presidents’ messages, with 
brief histories of their administrations, 
biographical, sketches, etc., the follow* 
ing. quotation ol a letter written by 
Thomas Jefferson to William Short, 
dated April, 1820. Alluding to the sub
ject of religion he writes: .

“But it is not to be understood that I 
am with Jesus in all his doctrines. I 
am a Materialist; he takes the side of 
Spiritualism; he preaches the efficacy of 
repentance toward forgiveness of sin; I 
require a counterpoise of good works to 
redeem it, etc. It is the innocence of his 
character, the purity and sublimity of 
his moral precepts; the eloquence of his 
inculcations; the beauty of the apologues 
in which he conveys them, that I so much 
admire, sometimes, indeed, needing in
dulgence to Eastern hyperbollsm. My 
eulogies, too, may be founded on a postu
late which all may not be ready to grant. 
Among the sayings and discourses im
puted to him by his biographers, I find 
many passages of fine imagination, cor
rect morality and of the most lovely 
benevolence, and others again of so much 
ignorance, so much absurdity, so much 
untruth, charlatanism and imposture, as 
to pronounce it impossible that such con
tradictions should have proceeded from 
the same being. I separate, therefore, 
the gold from the dross, restore to him 
the former, and leave the latter to the 
stupidity of sdme and the roguery of 
others of his disciples. Of this band of 
dupes and impostors Paul was the great 
Coryphaeus*, and first corrupter of the 
doctrines of Jesus.”

elements than are your palatial 
churches.

But we turn aside from fiction to fact.
The truth is, God asks for no palace to 

dwell in. The eternal and boundless 
universe is his. He cannot be confined in 
puny walls of stone. Ages come and go, 
generations rise and fall; kingdoms are 
but flotsams on the sea of Time; em
pires make scarcely a ripple on its sur
face. The ant mourns the destruction 
of its little hill, reared with incessant 
toil. He is taught the same lesson, when 
it is destroyed by unfeeling man, as you 
are taught when your churches are 
wrapped in flame, or a city is whelmed 
in the flood, and that is, he does not care 
for your prayers or praises, your tears, 
your groans or your sacrifices. He is a 
fixed and changeless law, inherent in 
matter, the same yesterday, to-day and 
forever, without variableness or shadow 
of turning. _

*The leader of. the dramatic chonu In 
Grecian antiquity.

At a recent Episcopal church festival 
at Greensburg, Pa., among other at
tractions was a “scandalous skirt dance.” 
Rev. Dr. Fidler, who was rector in 
charge, didn’t seem to see any impro
priety in it, inasmuch as he had read in 
the good book that David had."danced 
before the Lord.” But the Methodists 
and the United Brethren protested in 
their pulpits against such an innovation, 
and threatened that if any of their mem
bership patronized the “entertainment,” 
their names would be promptly stricken 
from the rolls. A huge church war is 
the result. The end is not yet.

Serious religious riots between Mo
hammedans and Hindoos have oc
curred at Ycola, near Nassick, ninety- 
three miles from Bombay.^ Hindoo 
temples and Mohamniedan mosques 
were destroyed. Why do the heathen 
rage? : ‘

A religious war has been raging in 
Laurenceville township, Clark County, 
Ohio, A number of people calling them
selves saints, forty or more) came there 
a year ago. They believe in justifica
tion; the forgiving of - their sins and in 
sanctification; the removal of the Adam, 
Or cardinal sin; after which they have 
no desire to ein, and they become 
the equals of Christ. Preacher Speck 
accepts no salary, but boards around 
among the saints, as the pedagogues did 
sixty years ago, He denounces the 
orthodox churches, and is epecially 
severe on the Methodists. The latter 
got the key to the school-house and re
fused the saints admission. Much bitter 
feeling exists between the factions. In 
the same township the Methodists and 
Reform people are at sword’s points, and 
every time one of them starts a revival 
the other does likewise, and neither is a 
success. No doubt, like Talmage, they 
find time to abuse the Spiritualists.

Eugene Sabastin, of Pickens, Clay 
County,: Kentucky, became suddenly 
possessed of $25,000 in cash. - He claims 
that five years ago the spirit of a dead 
old settler appeared to him at night and 
told him he could find the buried 
treasure under his house. The condi
tion attached was that he must- not use 
it for five years, on pain of death. He 
followed directions and found a pot with 
$20,000 of silver and $5,000 of gold in it. 
It is said that the money has been listed 
for taxation, and speaks for itself. He 
had to place a tombstone on an old, un
marked grave near the house. Where 
is the newspaper man who is always 
saying that Spiritualism never does any 
one any good? He lives in Canal Dover, 
Ohio, ana his name is W. W. Scott.

It is currently reported in the papers 
that considerable excitement prevails 
amopg the farmers in the neighborhood 
of Sidney, Shelby County, Ohio, and the 
house of F. R. Richards is believed to 
be haunted. Knives, purses and various 
articles disappeared from the house and 
then after a few weeks would be re
turned to the same place from which 
they had been taken. One day the 
stove was lifted from the floor and 
seemed to tremble in mid-air. An old 
colored lady claims to have been be
witched and possessed of the power to 
drive away the evil spirits. Since the 
advent of the colored lady the spirits 
have shown better manners, although 
her modus operandi was said to partake 
of the ludicrous. What next?

dead—that Christian songs do. pot get 
their wings under the people; that so 
often prayer goes no higher than a 
hunter’s halloa? It is because there is 
a link wanting-^-the wpi'k of the Holy ! 
Spirit.”. .
# » * * ' *?' 'y* <

“Again,- yobr kindred in glory areiftH ■ 
ready for your coming. 1 wowtotfo 
modem ¡Spiritualism a fraud ana a sham.
The italics are mine. J ‘If John Milton , 

and George Whitfield have no better 
business than to crawl under a table and 
rattle the leaves,' they had better stay 
it home in glory.” > . :

“While Ibelieve that modern Spirit
ualism is bad, because of its mental and 
domestic ravages, common sense, en
lightened by the word of God, teaches 
us that our friends in glory sympathize 
with pur redemption,” ' ■ '

Again, in a recent sermon, he says: :
“But I noticed as I was about to turn 

away, that on the steps of the altar was 
something like the lachrymals, or tear
bottles as I had seen it in the earthly 
museums, the lachrymals, or tear 
bottles into which the'Orientals used to 
weep their griefs and set them away as 
sacred, But this lachrymal, or tear
bottle, instead of earthenware, as those 
the Orientals used, was lustrous and 
fiery with many splendors, and it was 
towering, and of great capacity. And 
as I said to my attending angel, ‘What 
is that great lachrymal, or tear-bottle, 
standing on the step of the altar?’and 
the angel said, ‘Why, do you not know? 
That is the bottle to which David the 
Psalmist referred in his fifty-sixth 
psalm, when he said: Put thou my tears' 
into tny bottle. It is full of tears from 
earth: tears of repentance; tears of be-, 
reavement; tears of joy; tears of many 
centuries.’ And then I saw how sacred 
to the sympathetic God are earthly sor
rows.” • ’

When clergymen jn this enlightened 
age indulge such rot as the- few 
sentences I have quoted, Is it any won
der that “so often prayer goes no higher 
than a hunter’s halloo?” Sermons ditto?

While the reverend gentleman has 
full swing to denounce Spiritualism as a 
sham. I can name a score, of cultured 
Spiritualists of both sexes who would be 
willing to meet this doctor of divinity in 
public debate at any time and place he 
may be pleased to. name, and discuss 
this question upon its merits.

When he comes tp talking about "do
mestic ravages?’ I can cite him to the 
case of poor Freeman, a man driven 
crazy by the dread of hell and damna
tion, who murdered' his own innocent 
child because he had learned through 
the “word of God” that such a sacrifice 
was necessary to his salvation. This is 
truth. .

I can also cite him to Bishop Onder- 
donk, one of the magnates of the 
church, who, .it was alleged, while 
riding down Broadway, New York, in a 
carriage with a lady, took advantage of 
the situation to indulge in indecent lib
erties with the female. When this oc
curred Rev. Dr. T. was “muling and 
puking in his nurse’s arms.”

I can also cite him to another cele
brated case, a clergyman of far greater 
ability and notoriety than Reverend 
Talmage, but who shall be nameless, 
who was the author of such a book of 
“domestic ravages" in the family'of a 
dear friend that the whole world stood 
aghast at its enormity.

There is a homely adage that 
“people who live in ¡glass hoiises ought 
not to throw stones." •

Respectfully submitted.
_ C. H. Mathews.

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

ABOUT ORGANIC LIFE.
Something About the Soul.

All Living Beings Simply the Ag. 
gregations of Living Things.

The Views of a Leading Journal-
1st.

Published by Special Permission.

THE DIAMOND'S HARDNESS—THE AF
FINITY OF ATOMS—LIFE IS CONTINU
OUS—DARWIN AND. REVELATION— 

_ LIVING IN HARMONY—GOD’S WAY OF 
CREATION. ,

A friend of ours who is instinctively 
honest in everything and who compli
ments us by his confidence, is unable to 
see what is meant by some of the modern 
hypotheses, and asks many questions 
about conscience, consciousness, instinct, 
soul and other related things, and wants 
these subjects discussed and explained, 
says COL. R. T. VAN Horn in the 
Kansas City Journal, ■

The trouble in all such cases is pri
marily this: The questions assume all 
these to be, when every one of thein is 
an assumption founded on a very crude 
basic concept, that itself no longer ob
tains among clear thinkers. Take soul, 
for example—John Smith’s soul. What 
is John Smith? Look at him in his 
coffin and then use the phrase about his 
soul. Had John Smith a soul, or was not 
the soul John Smith? What has become 
of that individuality that we knew as 
John Smith? As the old colored 
preacher said to the boy: “Suoh ques
tions upset theology, and must not be 
asked.” ,

But our friend said he could not under
stand how the planetary forms were 
potential in what is termed the indi
vidualizing of spirit, and desired more 
on the subject. This request came from 
the statement that the planet life was 
the mother life, and that all individu
alized or organic life came bf planetary 
force. To one accustomed to think along 
the lines of the theologic six days’ crea
tive cosmogony, dt is very difficult to get 
at the premises of the newer thought; 
but the effort will be made.

The basis of all substance, matter or 
form, is chemical—the affinity of what 
we call atoms, which, by their associa
tion or attraction, become dense enough 
to be visible. It has been discovered 
recently that the diamond owes its 
hardness to the rapidity of motion of the 
atoms composing it. So the old idea 
that matter is dead or inert must be 
given up, and when this is done the con
cept that our earth was "made,” in the 
sense that term has been understood, 
must also be given up. So, then, all 
living beings are simply aggregations 
of living things—the visible form-life is 
made up of Invisible life that we very 
loosely term animalculine. A drink of 
water has. life-giving power, and a 
microscope applied to a drop of water 
will tell you why.

With this to begin with, we can read-

life being present, and without it there 
can be no life. And then let us remem
ber that rate of motion determines the 
grade of life and the manifestation of 
its phenomena. And next that visible 
forms of life result from a slower grade 
of motion or activity, and that higher 
motion takes it out of the visible into 
the invisible, where to test its presence 
we must call the law of optics to our aid 
and get stronger or more powerful 
lenses than the eye. If we had them 
strong enough, we might verify Paul’s 
assertion. And now we will use the 
words of another in describing how the 
spirit itself, following this law, becomes 
an individual we call John Smith:

1 “In applying this principle to the pro
cess of the evolution of spirit form, we 
have a very fine explanation of how the 
spirit must be a natural product of evo
lutionary life, and that the spirit of man 
must follow the same law as the evolu
tion of all spirit that pertains to plane
tary form. It is held in form first by its 
connection with the magnetic life of the 
planet itself. It is the controlling 
power in shaping the form to correspond 
with the changing conditions of the en
vironment of the primitive planet. It 
can only exist by keeping itself in har
mony with the laws governing the ele
ments in the planet, and as long as the 
planet endures, the spirit form within 
the radius of its magnetic aura must 
exist as a secondary satellite or minia
ture concrete expression of the forces of 
the planet."

This, of necessity, and by the absolute 
conditions of its evolution, gives it im
mortality, and places it positively be
yond dissolution as long as the planetary 
relations of the elements are a possibil
ity. Or it makes continuous life a ne
cessity. And it can satisfy the dogma 
of immortality beyond the destruction 
of the planet on perfectly scientific 
grounds. Because, as the atoms com-

• From a Jewish Standpoint.
Rev. Dr. Isaac M. Wise, the learned 

Jewish author of Cincinnati, in his 
“Martyrdom of Jesus of Nazareth,” p. 
14, tells us that Mark, the author of the 
second gospel, was head master of an 
academy in Alexandria. He had been 
accustomed tp read the Jewish Bible to 

. his students. Hadrian, in one of his 
edicts, prohibited under the penalty of 
death, the possession, reading, expound
ing or teaching of the Jewish Bible, es
pecially the Pentateuch. To remedy 
the inconvenience and avoid the penalty 
Mark wrote his gospel to be read in the 
churches in place of the Bible. As he 
was bishop of the congregation, his 

I book soon became widely known among 
' Christians, whose traditions differed es

sentially from those of Mark and his 
congregation.

The learned Rabbi is of the opinion 
Mark was originally written between 
A. D. 120 and 170, and that Matthew, 
Luke and John followed in the order 
named. He says: “The first account of 
the existence of the four gospels is in 
the Muratori fragment, which, accord* 
ing to best authorities,' was written by 
an Italian bishop between the years 180 
to200.”

(Nicely Fixed Up.
It is well known to all Bible readers— 

if not, it should be—that the translators 
of the holy book added to the sacred 
texts, always printed in italics, certain 
words not in the original Hebrew or 
Greek, to make sense, the inspired wri
ters having failed in many instances to 
do so without these additions.

In I. Samuel, 17:51 we are told that 
David slew Goliath and cut off his .head, 
and that the Philistines saw him .dead. 
Turning to H. Samuel, 21:19, we learn it 
was Elhanan who slew Goliath, but the 
translators, to make the book that is 
without errors harmonize with itself, 
cured the defect by adding the words 
“the brother of" before Goliath. We 
fail to find any authority for making 
this addition, save there was no state
ment that after Goliath’s head was cut 
off he returned to life so Elhanan could 
share with David in the glory of killing 
the giant. Ewald, the great bibliog
rapher, suggests that after David be
came king his biographer credited the 
action of Elhanan to the reigning mon
arch with the purpose of adding to his 
renown. ’

If inspired writers make such blun
ders, and translators do not cover over 
these blunders to better purpose than in 
this instance, is there not danger of los
ing all confidence in - the saoredness of 
the book? • .

The precious historical relics from 
the Vatican, which .were loaned to the 
Columbian Exposition, are in the hands 
of Archbishop Ireland, and are not to be 
returned to Rome at present. It is not 
stated whether the “holy coat” is 
among these interesting relics or not.

The English government will provide 
for the expenditure of £7,000,000 (seven 
million pounds sterling), or about $35,
000,000, for the strengthening of the navy. 
When we come to consider that it is a 
thoroughly Christian government, and 
has a scheme of salvation established by
law, it does look as though the doctrines 
of the “prince of peace" were ' 
making much headway among 
English cousins.

It is rumored that a number of

For the Thoughtful.
■ What means this constant outcropping 

of freaks, the wide world over? We can 
well understand.why animals are joined, 
frequently appearhig in pairs, with 
double heads, an excess of legs, feet, or 
other malformations; but lately a 
winged calf put in an appearance in 
North Dakota, If there were two, one 
of ‘each sex, would it be possible for 
such monster forms to perpetuate their 
species? Are they survivals of ancient 
forms of life, long extinct, of wh’fcli they 
are descendants? : Children born cov
ered with a dense growth of Khair arc 
quite common.'- Are they the outcrop
pings of man in his native state?

not 
our

the 
arepolice force of Portland, Oregon, 

members of the A. P. A. The chief of

The Lyceum Guide. ;
Georgia D., Fuller, of Worcester 

Mass., says of the Lyceum Guide: “'. 
think it is the best publication for the 
Lyceum I have ever seen, and Will do 
all in my power to present it to the so
cieties.” ■

police hopes that none of them are 
.members. As the American Protective 
Association is understood to be a patri
otic organization^ and is particularly 
zealous In sustaining our common school 
system, now assailed by Catholic pre
lates, it looks as if the chief of police 
had better be minding his own business.

When Geo. H. Painter was hanged a 
few weeks ago for the murder of Alice 
G. Martin, his mistress, he protested 
his innocence, saying: “If I killed Alice 
Martin, the woman I dearly loved, I 
pray this minute (my. last minute on 
earth), that the eternal God will put me 
into' eternal hell.” The rope broke at 
the first attempt, but another rope tvas 
procured and ne had to hang. The 
Rev. Mr. Moerdyke was on hand, and we 
have no doubt would see to it that this 
Chicago - gambler and murderer was 
reserved for a better fate than roasting 
in hell.

The Catholic anarchist who con
fessed to being the author of the Liceo 
Theatre bomb-throwing outrage, whose 
name Was Salvador Frauch, was visited 
in jail by the bishop of Saragossa, but 
declined the prelate’s ministrations. 
He will be tried at Barcelona, and the 
prayers of the church won’t save him.

The Rev. T. DeWitt Talmage, who is 
nothing if not sensational, had “avision 
of heaven” and an “angelic escort,” to 
show him that far-away country. He 
says: .“I trembled under the glory. 
Then I heard a bolt shove, a gate 
swing and a latch lift; and they were 
all of pearls, and I passed out loaded 
with raptures.” Not with pearls.

After enjoying a glimpse of heaven 
and walking the "golden streets of the 
New Jerusalem,” he comes back to 
earth and becomes quite critical, this 
holy-man of God, “whose shoes an 
humble Spiritualist is not worthy to un
loose,” and indulges in homiletical talk, 
as follows:
’ “Why is it that so many sermons drop 

.v . ■

The Progressive Thinker.
Anyone who will carefully read The 

Progressive Thinker from week to 
week will be surprised, no doubt, at the 
numerous excellent articles that greet 
them. The high-priced magazine can
not claim a superiority over the won
derful intellectual feast presented in this 
paper and furnished at $1 per year. 
We are presented by prominent thinkers 
all over the .country with the cream of 
their thoughts, from the simple fact that 
they know they are reaching the largest 
number through our columns. Glance 
at the first page and see what “Science, 
the Bible of the Future,”, says. The 
eminent authors, Dr. Peebles and Dr. 
Babbitt, have something of interest to 
say. On our second page we commence 
a new story, and it will prove especially 
valuable,-as it is a companion-piece to 
.“The Night the Light Went Out.” 
*Our third page is brimfull of valuable 
articles. Our fourth page furnishes 
much food for thought. C. H. Mathews 
presents a flood of light on many ques
tions. Col. R. T. Van Horn, a, leading 
journalist, gives some exceedingly val
uable material for your consideration. 
Lyman C. Howe, the veteran worker, 
gives some lucid .views bn “Moral Af
fections.” The fifth page is full of sug
gestive items and thoughts. On our. 
sixth page the venerable Spiritualist, 
M. T. G. Flower, has something of im
portance to say in reference to spiritual 
teachers. Dr. Gillepsie wants things 
different. “Danger Signals” looms .up, 
and assumes special importance. Every
body should read, and .re-read what. 
President Barrett and Secretary Dim- 
mick has te say. Other Items of interest 
by B. F. Poole, Abbie E. Culver, J. 
Churchman, H. E. Martin', J.. S. Stead, 
and J. C. Whitney. On our seventh 
page, Julius Brown, L. B. C., WillC. 
Hodge, S. H. Smith, M; H.: Prince,’ Car
rie Hamilton and Ella Wilson Marchant 
have some items of interest. Oh our 
eighth page S. J. White discourses well 
on “Religion and Morality.” • Many 
other items of special value. : ■

Bear This In Mind.
We commence this week the.Compan

ion Piece to the “Night the Light Went 
Oat.” It bears the title of “The Clois
ter and the Beacon, or the, Curse of the 
Convent.” It will prove intensely in
teresting, and will hold your attention 
throughout. It should be read by every 
Spiritualist and by every patriot—in 
fact the whole world Should read itj and 
thereby have their eyes opened, so that 
they can fully realize how the Romish 
Church, through all the ages, das heen 
a curse to the world.

il y grasp the succession of organic 
forms which evolution finds from its 
geologic records. The state of the 
planet for the time being determines 
the forms of life upon it, these bping 
dependent on the chemical conditions of 
the earth. As in the modern laboratory, 
results depend on the degree and 
method of the heat present, so in the 
mother laboratory, the earth, in the 
varied conditions it has passed through, 
from an incandescent sphere to its pres
ent stage of progressive development. 
And now we may take up what might 
be called the evolution of man—of John 
Smith—or the evolution of spirit, or 
that which manifested itself as what we 
called John Smith, which is the highest 
product in the department of organic 
life, and where all these theories as to 
consciousness, conscience, instinct, im
mortality, and so on, begin.

“And the Lord God formed man of 
the dust of the ground and breathed 
into his nostrils the breath of life, and 
he became a living soul.” On this hy
pothesis all the religious systems of the 
world are founded, yet for all the centu
ries it has been read as if John Smith 
had a soul—instead of that he became a 
living one. If he did so become, how 
can he die? The real fact is that if we 
read aright the Bible story, there need 
be no such antagonism between it and 
common sense as theological reading 
has made of it. All that modern dis
covery claims is that life is continuous, 
and tnis statement of Genesis is but an
other way of stating the fact. Con
tinuity of life solves the riddle of the 
ages, yet nobody but the modern theo
logian has ever really disputed it.
- Darwin said that “he believed that no 
revelation has ever been made” by the 
Supreme Mind, but that all revelation 
is from the discovery of the facts of na
ture by man. The bible theory of crea
tion, which is only the older Chaldean 
hypo,thesis, as well as those of India and 
Egypt, were according to the mental 
ana scientific development of the minds 
of those eras, just as the theory of grav
ity and the hypothesis of astronomy are 
today. As a fact, now demonstrated by 
scientific discovery and mathematical 
verification, the so-called Mosaio cos
mogony and its reading is the crudest 
ever given to intelligent man. We 
boast, and rightly, that man is the high
est of creation; that he is the only or
ganic form into which the Creator 
breathed soul; yet he yielded to the first 
demand of his palate or stomach and 
lost it all forever and lost it to his de
scendants to the end of time. And one 
of the strangest things in the phenom
ena of mind is that this nightmare ex
ists today over the minds of those who 
think thpmselves evolutionists.

Paul said we have “a spiritual body.” 
As all life, as we know it, is a manifes
tation of the chemical relations of -in
visible substance, along the lines of 
what we call crystallization, it does and 
must exist before it becomes visible to 
our natural vision. Optics has left no 
room for cavil in this respect. Or; in 
other words, matter in the invisible 
world has the same essential basis of 
formative power that is so potent in the 
visible relations. Let it be remembered 
that motion is the objective evidence of

?

MORAL AFFECTIONS.

■¿’«i

A Critical Examination of the 
Same.

Thoughts Worthy of Serious Re. 
flection.

In breaking the way for future gen« 
erations we have something more to do 
than to clear away obstacles and strike 
oft the chains forged by theology. 
There is an infinite field of opportuni
ties for building and improving what 
has already a substantial -basis. In one 
way or another all that is, represents 
what has been, and eternal verities lie 
concealed in the crudest chaos and the

posing this spirit form are eternal and 
superior to their manifestation in plane
tary form, it has these basic principles 
of eternal existence in the atoms them
selves, and having once entered upon 
organized life, has in itself the power of 
self-sustenance from the elements in 
space. For be it always remembered 
that there is no existence apart from 
space in any form or condition, and that 
space holds all the elements of being, of 
life, creative or created.

And so we have for the first time in 
the records of human thought, an un
derstandable theory or process by scien
tific methods for the existence of organic 
life, as well as for its continuity beyond 
the visible form—or its immortality. If 
it is not authoritative by the claim of 
revelation, it is at least rational and sat
isfactory as far as it has been studied to 
the mental man—to human reason, 
which is the highest tribunal we have 
access to. It relieves us at least of the 
nightmare of hell and its horrible bar
riers to the progress of thought and 
knowledge. It does this because, as the 
mind grasps the science of its organic 
conditions, it sees that the question of 
morals, of sin, or of righteousness rests 
upon the fact of living, and not of be
lieving. If we live in harmony with 
the laws and forces of our being, we live 
rightly, and if we act contrary to these 
fundamental conditions from which we 
are, we suffer, or we sin, as the form of 
thought may express it. We have no 
angry God to fear, are no longer in bond
age to dogmas and self-appointed 
‘bosses,’ civil or theological. All we have 
to do is to study the methods of nature, 
find out the laws of the Creator,and live 
by them—and we are saved. That is, 
we may save ourselves—the only possi
ble way of achieving that ultimate bless
ing.

If we will stop for one moment and 
think how dependent we are upon the 
planet; that its so-called forces are but 
what we call the involuntary functions 
of life; that our breath, drink, food, 
warmth, light, all come from aud 
through it—we need no more to tell us 
that “mother earth” means actual moth
erhood in the widest and creative 
sense. As primitive and mature being 
are from her, so must continuous being 
be also. We are not freaks, not acci
dents, not the result of caprice, but the 
necessary culmination of planetary forces 
and planetary life. And as all these forces 
are and have been invisible; our life is

worst forms of perversion. Indeed, we 
may well question the possibility of evo
lution in any line without accompany
ing perversions. To know the tendency 
of things arms us with protective agen
cies. When everything was attributed 
to “the acts of God,” there was nothing 
upon which, to predicate a science. 
Nothing could be known of the order of 
nature, or laws that render stable her 
operations, so long as it was universally 
believed that “God giveth and God tak* 
eth away" in a literal sense. If life were 
a special gift from a special creator, and 
death the expression of his special edict 
in each individual case, it were sacrilege 
to call a doctor or apply any protective 
remedy. It was not until quite recently 
that the recognition of natural law 
became general, and even now but a 
small minority appreciate it beyond the 
domain of physics.

One would suppose an astronomer 
would have no use for “special provi- . 
deuces,” yet so great a genius as Kepler 
after discovering the three laws of plan
etary motion which immortalized bis

also unseen and known only by its objec
tive manifestation in a temporary organ
ism formed by the same chemical action, 
along slower lines, like those of all visi
ble substance or form. We only reverse 
the order of mental perception. Here
tofore we have taken the seen as the 
cause; we now regard it as the effect. 
The shattered tree is not the embodied 
lightning, only the effect. John Smith 
is not a soul, nor has he one, but the 
soul had John Smith.

Now, as the preachers say, for the 
application: Taking this scientific idea 
as to the evolution of man and his indi
vidualized intelligence, that we call 
spirit, why should it excite wonder that 
John Smith in his continued state of life 
can make his existence in that state evi
dent to his people still in the primary 
conditions of planetary life. Paul tells 
us he has a body still, and his mentality 
still. It is then only a question of power 
or ability to announce that fact, as had 
been his habit during the first condition 
of his life. And whether he can or does 
so is a question of evidence addressed 
to our senses, faculty and common 
sense.

And so these things that have been 
overshadowed by superstition and igno
rance, berated by bigotry and persecuted 
by prejudice and intolerance, become 
simple truths like heat, light or any 
other natural problem. Whether we 
Can grasp them or not is a matter of our 
own. Because we can read, write and 
cipher, yet fail as to integral calculus, 
doesn’t make the latter untrue. Noris 
knowledge in any Une to be measured 
by our capacity to understand. It is 
there to be understood when the mind is 
unfolded to comprehend. It is for this 
that life is continuous and the mind of 
man progressive. And why, as these 
things are so clear and so evident, are 
they not God’s way of creation? Who 
has the right to say they are not?

Moses Hull.
The Progressive Thinker had the 

pleasure of a call from the veteran Moses 
Hull a few days ago. He appeared to be 
as well as usual; indeed, he was very 
much alive and full of work ¿nd spirit, 
for a man who, according to some Of the 
papers, had but recently been stricken 
down by the “hand of God” because of 
his infidel utterances. With proper care 
of himself there is yet a probability of 
many years of useful and efficient service 
in the cause of truth and Spiritualism.

name, unable to assign a natural cause 
for the elliptical orbit of the earth, con
cluded that some special deity presided 
over the order of nature and dictated 
the course of the planets.

I have heard trance speakers advocate 
the human origin of worlds, and some 
quite vigorous thinkers, Prof. Dawbarn 
among them, maintain that all sidereal 
creations were and are the product of 
human divinities, whose mons of pro
gress had equipped them with all need
ful knowledge and power to control na
ture and build worlds at will. This but 
changes the old conception from a per
sonal God acting as a special mechanic 
to a combination of gods, and in either 
ease the stability of nature is at the 
mercy of individual volition. Modern 
science has done much to change our 
treatment of social problems, and all 
forms of disease-including moral ob
liquity and criminal diathesis—but only 
in the touch of spiritual suggestiveness 
do we find any approximate solution of 
the most complex and far-reaching ques
tions that stir the immortal reserves 
upon which, as the realm of causes, all 
terrestrial effects ultimately depend. 
Through all human history the appe
tites, passions, emotions and affections 
have ruled the destiny of races. Intel
lect and moral sense have been sub
servient; but when moral judgment co
incides with, and is led by the spiritual 
affections, a new revelation dawns. 
Then we begin to realize the subtle po
tency of psychical influences, silently 
but powerfully moving upon all the de
fenses of evil, yet capable of exerting 
the most sorrowful impressions and car
rying ruin to thousands under the bane
ful shadow of ignorance and depraved 
selfishness.

M. Ch. Fere, in his “Pathology of 
the Emotions,” says: “Many violent 
maladies have been supposed to have 
been produced under the operation of 
moral influences. . . . The break
ing out of rabies has been sometimes 
observed after psychic emotions. . . . 
This disposition to contagion after vio
lent emotions which determines the dis
charge of the secretions may be partly 
explained by the fact that the condi
tions that diminish the proportions of 
the liquids of the blood favor absorp
tion. It however seems at least prob
able that the nervous discharge is ac
companied by alterations of the blood 
and modifications of the interior me
dium which justify the popular ex
pression concerning having bad blood, 
and turning the blood.”

“I have often in my practice,” says 
M. Hervieux, “seen young women in 
childbed in a fair way towards recovery, 
take a chill and become mortally ill af
ter a visit or untimely reproaches from 
their mother or relatives; or after the 
agitation or perplexity occasioned by 
their resolving to abandon their child, 
till then doing well, falling ill on carry
ing out the resolution and succumbing 
in a short time. . . . The emotions 
likewise have a part in the evolution of 
surgical diseases, and particularly in 
their infectious complications.”

That there is a physiological law reg
ulating all of these results does not 
change the fact that the active causes 
lie in the moral affections. Temper 
may induce insanity; avarice may ary 
up the juices of the soul until the vic
tim becomes a frozen husk in the au
tumn of life. Groveling appetites may 
rob soul and body of their native riches, 
and poison the fountains of health. 
Cruel words may choke the channels of 
healthful feeling and distill a deadly 
poison into the vital centers more fatal 
than any drug. The rabies of theology 
have propagated more plagues than the 
filth and debauchery of crowded cities; 
and the simoon breath from the deserts 
of despair has sterilized the moral de
velopment of the highest civilizations. 
Infinite cruelty adored as divine justice, 
eternal revenge honored as the express
ion of supreme goodness, harden and 
demoralize all who live in their fatal 
shadow; and the degree of baneful ef
fect is proportioned to the implicit faith 
and active devotion which hold the vic
tim in sympathy with the ideal they 
worship as God. As the better nature 
yields to the savage sentiments incul
cated in the diabolism of theology, the 
sweetest sympathies of the human heart 
are blighted, and the victim becomes a 
hardened criminal, pursuing helpless 
victims with inquisitorial malice and 
insatiable cruelty. The only remedy 
for this religious plague lies in the cul
tivation of knowledge and the develop
ment of the moral affections.

. Lyman C. Howe.

I look upon indolence as a Sort of sui
cide; for the man is efficiently de; 
stroyed, though the appetite of the 
brute may survive.—Cicero. .

There is not in the world so toilsome 
a trade as the pursuit of fame; life co» 
eludes before you have so much aa 
sketched your work—Bruyere.
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««The Night the Light Went Out.”
All new trial or yearly subscribers Will 

get the back chapters of this remarkable 
story free. Everybody should read.it 
Sand on your subscriptions at once.

1 President W. B. Harper, in The Biblical
World, which he edits, gives expression 
to sentiments that bl'ing on him the 
censure of his more conservative breth
ren and make him a leader to others. 
Of the narrative of the creation as re
corded in Genesis, he says: •

“It is a sacrilege to call them history. 
To apply to them the tests of history— 
always cold and stern and severe—is 
profanation. They are storieSj grand, 
inspiring, uplifting stories. Either of 
them has influenced. human life more 
than all the historical records ever 
penned."

It is going a great way for a theologi
cal Professor and leading Christian 
editor to say the account of creation 
given in the Bible is not history, but a 

. story—in other words, a romance! That 
is just what it is, no more, no less. But 
we cannot understand where the uplift
ing or inspiring part comes in. Presi
dent Harper undoubtedly sees clearly 
what he asserts so vehemently, but it is 
veiled from our eyes. So far from up
lifting, that story of Adam and Eve has 
relegated woman to the condition of a 
slave, made her a subject of scorn and 
hatred, as the cause of bringing evil 
Into the world, and so Jate as when 
chloroform was introduced and its dis
coverer recommended it to be used to 
alleviate woman’s pains, he was met by 
a universal howl from the clergy as 
sacrilegious ip attempting to thwart the 
will of God, which was that woman 
should suffer!

The whole story of the creation, the 
garden' of Eden, Adapt and Eve, the 
fall, the deluge, the salvation by a 
savior, is a story, a myth, with no more 
foundation than Jack and the Beanstalk, 
Little Red Biding Hood, or the Giant
Killer, and where the "grand, inspiring, 
uplifting” comes in we fail to discern. 
The story is pleasing as a story, but it is 
false, and there can • be no permanent 
value in falsehood. Its reception as 
truth, and as sacred because the word of 
God, has enslaved the civilized world, 
and wrought incalculable woe.

The interminable battle which has 
been fought between awakening intelli
gence and theological superstition has 
been waged on this field; and it has been 
dyed deep with the blood of earth’s 
noblest and best. Every step taken by 
science has been opposed, and yielded 
to only when resistance was useless; and 
now, when the citadel has been taken, 
and blown to nothingness, it is amusing 
to hear those who have argued in the 
line of their predecessors for thousands 
of years say tnat of course these beauti
ful stories are only stories, that have no 
effect on Christian doctrines.

Prof. Harper serenely seems to think 
that the sweet gloss he uses in the men
tion 'of these stories prevents his 
criticism reaching further; but if the 
creation,' Adam, Eve and the fall be 
“stories," then man did not fall, and 
there is no need of a savior. When that 
fundamental story is rejected, the whole 
Christian scheme of salvation falls. It 
is all dependent on that one proposition, 
and all intelligent-theologians believe 
just as President Harper believes, and 
every scientist knows, that the Mosaic 
creation is a myth.

The Christian scheme of salvation is 
more uplifted than “uplifting," for it 
stands in the air, not only without sup
port, but the motive for its being has 
disappeared.

We would respectfully ask President 
Harper, or any other advocate: If man 
came by evolution, and the account of 
Genesis is a story: if man never fell, but 
has been constantly advancing until the 
present, what becomes of the tre
mendous scheme of Christian salvation 
growing therefrom? What is the ne
cessity of a savior to save man who has 
never fallen? of a redeemer for man never 
lost? What becomes of the trinity, made 
necessary by the sacrifice of the son? 
the ivirgin mother; the judgment day; 
and the innumerable, incomprehensible 
brood of dogmas thereby engendered?

The Progressive Thinker is de
sirous of doing a philanthrophio work, 
hence it has had a special edition of the 
following numbers of The Progress
ive Thinker struck oft in order to 
present them free to all »tew trial and 
new yearly subscribers sentin during the 
months of March and April. The three 
papers combined are as valuable as any 
two-dollar book now published in the 
United States. In fact, they constitute a 
miné of valuable information, that every 
Spiritualist or Liberal should read.

The first paper contains, complete, the 
remarkable story (just finished) 
"TheNight the Light Went Out." All 
the details of this thrilling story are 
absolutely true, only names being 
changed to avoid the danger that would 
arise otherwise, Everybody should read 
it.

The second paper (our Tract Edition) 
contains eight solid pages, It is a mine 
of valuable information, The first page 
contains a lecture by Swami Vive- 
kananda, on “Hinduism,” before the 
Congress of Religions. '

The second page is devoted to the 
“Arts of the Spirits,” and is copiously 
illustrated.

The third and fourth pages are de
voted to the “Poets and Poetry of 
Spiritualism,” showing that there is no 
death. -

The fifth page (illustrated) shows that 
the “Passage to Spirit-life Is Most De
lightful,” It is very valuable.

The sixth page (illustrated) contains 
some valuable statistics "on “Political 
Romanism." Every patriot should be 
familiar with them.,

The seventh page is a lecture by that 
great scholar, M. M, Mangasarian, on 
the “Martyrs of Liberal Faith." You 
should read it.

The eighth page (illustrated) contains 
an article by one of the leading journal
ists of Rochester, N. Y.» on a “Cloud 
of Witnesses—the Truths of Spiritual 
Phenomena Endorsed by Science."

The third paper consists of facts con
necting the Romish Octopus with the 
assassination of President Lincoln. It 
is intensely thrilling «and contains some 
appalling facts. This paper has been 
read undoubtedly by over ONE MILL
ION of people. Our aim is to do a 
philanthropiojwork, and to reach a new 
class of readers and get them interested 
in spiritual literature. This offer will 
hold good during March and April only.

The Date ofClurist’8 Second Com« 
Lag Fixed by a St. Louis Man.
Little' Rook, Ark., March 2.—Gov

ernor Fishbaok has received a letter 
from a faith doctor, J. S, Willis, of St! 
Louis, in which the write» encloses some 
tracts which the Governor is asked to 
study, A printed circular la inclosed, 
as follows: .

“Jesus is coming, qnd the end of the 
world is near. The trumpet will sound 
on Thursday, March 6,1898, at 3 o’clock 
P. M., Jerusalem time. The time 
spoken of by. Daniel will stand in the 
rebuilt temple from Saturday, August 
14,1897, to Monday, February 25,1901— 
1,200 days. Jesus will come in the 
clouds to the earth, to reign 1,000 years 
on the earth, on Thursday, April 11,1901, 
at 3 o’clock p. m., Jerusalem time. The 
beginning of sorrows commences this 
year, 1894, with a series of bloody wars 
and revolutions in Europe."—Inter Ocean, 
March 3,

This is the latest of a series of Ad- 
yentist blunders which have come down 
through all the Christian centuries, and 
based upona too literal and materialistic 
view of a spiritual prophecy.

The man Jesus is not coming, nor is 
the end of the world near. It is .an 
established fact that tha world was in 
existence millions of years before the 
dawn of history, and there is as good 
reason to believe that it will exist 
millions of years more before its life 
forces are exhausted, »nd it comes to an 
end.

Admitting Daniel’s prophecy to be 
genuine and relevant to this age, it Is 
mbre likely that it refers to the end of 
this era than the end of the world; and 
that it is to be marked by such a change 
as may be called the coming of Christ, 
or the Ohrlst-splrit—truth, love and 
justice—which' is already beginning to 
supersede the old regime of religious

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be Inserted If 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure In publishing the movements of lec' 
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that A few Unes explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can he eaid.of a meeting In a dozen 
Unes, giving a "general survey" of the glori
ous work being done. ■

THE SPIRITUAtlSTC FIELD

intolerance. <

Religious Fanaticism. .
From Greencastle, Ind., comes the re

port of much excitement in that vicinity 
over the results of the preaching of two 
“trance evangelists"—whatever that 
may mean—and 'a woman who is with 
them:

“Lucas Martin, a farmer has, gone 
mad. He wants to preach in a nude con
dition. He says Jesus Christ was nude. 
Ella King is crazy after remaining in a 

. trance for three days. The meeting be
gan Tuesday night at dark, and was not 
closed until 7 o’clock Wednesday morn
ing. One man prayed. Soon his hands 
began to raise, until on tiptoes with arms 
outstretched at full length, as if ready 
to ascend, he stood for thirty minutes by 
actual count. Then he fell to. the floor 
and remained in a trance for several 
hours. Six others followed- the same 
program. At other times ten at a time 
were shouting prayers, tearing their 

■ hair, and having all sorts of visions.
Some said that they had conversations 
with Christ. Two more people are 
threatened with insanity.” •

Such is the account. If Spiritualists 
were to be guilty of one-half such crazy 
excesses, one would need to Aop his ears 
to deaden the din that would be raised 
from Dan to Beersheba by every Spirit, 
ualism-hating sheet in the land.

The philosophy of the matter appears 
to be that the “trance evangelists" are 
persons of strong hypnotic powers; sus
ceptible hearers like Martin, and Ella 
King are hypnotized, and while in that 
state become obsessed by undeveloped 
or evil spirits. Such hypnotizers should- 
be squelched. .

The Jesuit’s Plea.
Fathar Sherman, a member of the So

ciety of Jesus, recently favored the 
people of this city with a lecture on 
“The Ideal Jesuit.” As was to be ex
pected from a Jesuit, his lecture was 
a smooth, oily presentation of Jesuitism, 
designed for the public ear, and care
fully hiding from view the detestable, 
sneaking, underhanded craft and aims 
of the Jesuit order. There was a spe
cious laudation of Jesuit training and 
education, which were made to appear as 
the truest, purest and best ever de
vised. The schoolroom was the drill 
ground of the Jesuit, and the years 
spent there by the boy gave experience 
which was invaluable in his after life, he 
said.

Yes, from the Jesuit’s point of view, 
and when the boy is through with his 
"drill" he is thoroughly Jesultized in 
thought and morals—that is, his mental 
nature is twisted and distorted into 
Jesuitic lines and shapes, and his moral 
sense perverted from normal soundness 
into Jesuitic conceptions of moral obli
gation, thus fitting the “American 
boy” to be a tool of Jesuit fathers or an 
adept in Jesuitic craft.

Having completed his education, at 
length comes the grand, mystic day 
when he is lifted up, said Father Sher
man: “When the holy spirit comes upon 
him in all its fullness and he is Invested 
with power to call the Christ-child down 
into his open hands, to give men their 
spiritual food, and to wipe sins from the 
souls of men. ” And this saying received 
applause. . ..

Thinkof it! This Jesuitized graduate 
of a Jesuit school receiving, -the "Holy 
Spirit in all its fullness, and being in
vested with power to caU- the Christ- 
child down into his open hand and to 
wipe sins from the souls of menl"

Such are the ideas which are taught 
the “American boy" in Jesuit schools 
and colleges. Such is the education 
furnished by Jesuitized Romanism to 
the “American boy."

And yet there are silly Protestants 
who send their boys to Jesuit schools to 
receive their training and education!

Sneaking Hypocrisy,
The sneaking hypocrisy of the Jesuits’ 

whine about the A. P. A. and its stand 
against Romish political and civil offi
cials is quite apparent when we take 
note of the fact that Romaniste have for 
years on years had their “secret” orders 
and a standing conspiracy, under priestly 
direction, to put down Protestants and 
put Romanists into office—into political 
offices, into judicial offices, into clerk
ships, into army and navy offices, into 
public schools as teachers of our youth, 
into the police department and in all 
private businesses, also; crowding out 
Protestants by sly, underhand methods, 
and replacing them with jesuitized tools 
of Rome. This sort of thing is going on 
day by day, under the impulsion of Ro
mish craft—and it is all right, being 
done for the “Holy Mother church’^— 
but the A. P. A. is an association ofI _ . ' .            

devils, if it combats Rome with similar 
weapons and methods!

Nothing can work me damage except 
myself. The harm that I sustain I 
carry about me, and never , am a real
sufferer, but by my own ' fault.—St. 
Bernard,

But with the data at his command, it 
is impossible for Dr, Willis to calculate 
the very day, hour or minute that these 
events will occur. They were not to be 
known until they came to pass, and 
even then only the wise—that is, those 
who had spiritual discernment, could 
understand.

The pentecostal wave at the beginning 
of this era was a parallel case. Then 
the skeptics said the mediums were 
drunk; but Peter, who had “the spirit 
of wisdom and revelation,” said they 
were not drunk; it was the fulfillment of 
Joel’s prophecy. See Acts 2:16 and Joel 
2:28. So it is now. The men who claim 
to know the most about this, join in the 
orthodox cry—the work of the devil! 
because it is contrary to their materi
alistic, theological ideas of a personal, 
visible and literal Jesus Christ, coming 
with a great, externalized pageantry; 
and they hope to be exalted to the very 
power which is to be destroyed by this 
advent.

Present indications point to a great 
human brotherhood rising out of the 
ruins of superstition, and carried for
ward by the irresistible tide of evolution; 
and will eventually culminate in the 
destruction of all tyranny, civil and 
ecclesiastical, and all shall bow to the 
popular will of a free and enlightened 
people.

We now state, for the benefit of 
Brother Willis, that this advent was 
inaugurated in 1848, by the tiny raps in 
Hydesville, N. Y. ■' For further informa
tion, see The Progressive Thinker.

Calls Nuns Immoral.
While a Catholic “father” at Pitts

burg, Pa., is endeavoring to force puns 
into the public schools as teachers 
from another quarter, at Sioux 
Falls, S. Dak., there comes a dis
patch that Father Nolan, pastor of 
the Catholic church there, recently de
nounced from the altar Mother Superior 
Stanislaus and the sisters under her who 
have charge of the parochial school as 
unfit morally to teach children.

Mother Stanislaus at -once went to 
Washington to see Archbishop Satolli. 
She has just returned with an order to 
continue the school, and Father Nolan 
has been commanded to retract his 
charges in as public a manner as he 
made them. He refuses to do so, and a 
big church row is Imminent. Nearly 
the entire parish supports the priest in 
hisposition.

Whether immoral or not, the object of 
nuns in public schools is to Instill Ro
manism into the minds of the young— 
hence, they are not wanted in our pub
lic schools, for Romanism is the enemy 
of free thought, and civil and religious 
liberty._______ _ _ _

Let It Be Stopped.
The Chicago Inter Ocean calls attention 

to several instances of recent -date 
wherein Protestant lecturers who have 
offended Catholics, have been denied 
the liberty to which they had a legal 
and indefeasible right after they had 
furnished the bail required. On one 
flimsy pretext or another they have 
been held in waiting in vexatious, nbed- 
less and injurious delay, for no apparent 
purpose save to injure them and gratify 
the sectarian spleen and revenge 'of 
their Romish enemies. These instances 
are becoming entirely too common, and 
it is time that the tools of the foreign 
hierarchy were made to understand that 
the Romish church does not own the 
whole earth nor monopolize all the 
rights of the people—although it claims 
the hog’s share of everything, and takes 
the same when it can. . ..

A Popish Scheme.
Certain church people are zealously 

endeavoring to perpetrate the supreme 
folly of Injecting into our National Con-
stitution .'an expression of the “ortho
dox*’ idea of God. There are many 
orthodox people who are ’ judicious 
enough to oppose the scheme. Taken 
by itself the scheme savors of the old 
popish spirit of intolerance, and if suc
cessful, It will pave the way for much 
petty and vicious mischief in the line of 
religious persecution directed against 
all classes of people holding non-ortho
dox, non-religious, or freethinking 
views. Its • adoption would be the 
crowning disgrace of the century—a 
a blasting shame to all modern nrinci- 

(* pies of liberty and civilization. Every 
friend of true liberty and the RIGHTS OF 

; man should protest against this 
. attempted usurpation and religious 
l tyranny.,. It is in its nature a popish 
, scheme^though seemingly engineered

by fool-Protestant fanatics.

Frank T. Ripley commenced his good 
work for, the Grand Rapids (Mich.) 
Society, speaking and .giving good tests 
to large audiences. He is there for the 
second time, which speaks well for him.

The following'item is from a resident 
of Buffalo, N. Y.i "In November, 1893, 
in the city of Buffalo, there was a wind
storm that blew down the roof of a 
freight-house. The railway officials 
were looking over the debris to find out 
the extent of the damage, when they 
found a large and heavy box, marked 
‘books? The cover, had been torn off 
by the falling roof, and upon investiga
tion, guns were found instead of books. 
The box was directed to some Catholic 
organization in the city." If the box 
had been consigned to the A. P. A., the 
daily press would have yelped and 
howled In concert from one end of thé 
land to the other, assisted by a chorus 
from the religious weeklies and silly 
Protestant pulpiteers.

W. E. Bonney write? from Cherry
vale, Kans, i “The Spiritualists of this 
city have latejy rented a hall for their 
own use instead of using the Alliance 
Hall as formerly, A number of chairs 
and benches béve been donated, also 
pictures and mottoes for the walls, and 
we hope to make it a very comfortable 
and cozy meeting-place. Services were 
held for the first time in the new hall 
on Sunday, Feburary 17., Mr. H. H. 
Hutcheson, of this city,gave a very able 
and instructive lecture on ‘What is 
Spiritualism? Is It Sustained by the 
Bible?’ After the lecture Mrs. Dr. 
Mary R. Hutcheson gave clairvoyant 
descriptions, which were nearly all 
recognized; one especially gave good 
satisfaction and convinced a lady, who 
had lost her husband, of the truth of 
spirit return. This lady had never been 
to a Spiritualist circle or meeting before, 
and although skeptical when she first 
came here, she soon became convinced. 
On Sunday, February 27, a lecture was 
given by myself; subject: ‘Religion
Past, Present and Futilre;’ after the 
ledture Mrs. Hutchekon again gave 
tests. Mrs. Hutcheson .is a good clair- 
vôÿant and also a successful magnetic 
healer and developing, medium, and is 
doing a good work in this city.” '

Frank T. Ripley is now ready to ac
cept. engagements for camp-meetings. 
Address him at 178 N. Ionia street, 
Grand Rapids, Mich., for the month of 
March; for April address him in care 
of The Progressive Thinker, 40 
Loomis srteet, Ohioago, Hl. Mr. Ripley 
seems to be a favorite at Grand 
Bapids, this being his secoud engage
ment.

F. Gorden White will return to this 
city the first of April. He is now in 
New Orleans.

Mrs, E. P. Blake desires engagements 
to give teste during the spring and sum
mer months. Address her at 749 Fifth 
avenue,. Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Helping Hand Society, of Boston, 
tendered a reception to the well-known 
and .much-admired speaker and medium, 
J. Frank Baxter. It was a very enjoya
ble affair, with songs, warm words of 
welcome, by Mr. Banks, president; Dr. 
Richardson, Mrs. Waterhouse, Dr. Ma- 
joon, and others, and an original poem 
jy Ella Gibson Magoon. . Mr. Baxter 
gave an interesting account of his early 
experiences in mediumship.

A friend at Jacksonville, Florida, 
writes that mediums there have to en
dure everything short of personal vio
lence. A reporter called on some min
isters for tnelr views. One said: “I 
have never given it a thought, but I be
lieve it to be necromancy and the black 
art." Another said: “I have never in
vestigated it, but I believe it emanated 
from thè Devil.” These represent about 
the average ministerial idea, and the 
average mental caliber of ..the orthodox 
clergy. A little honest thought and in
vestigation would speedily leaven them 
with the truths of Spiritualism, and cut 
them off from their base of material 
supplies. Let our friends take courage 
—the cause is gaining daily among 
thinking and investigating people, and 
the . leaven is working even in the 
churches and among the ministers.
‘ Mrs. Emma Nutt, a recently de
veloped trance medium from Philadel
phia, Pa., is permanently located at 462 
¿ackson street, Milwaukee, Wis. She is 
at present speaking ' for the First 
Spiritualist Society with good success. 
She gives sittings daily and will answer 
calls to lecture or attend funerals any
where in Wisconsin.

O. Z. Skinner writes from Durand, 
Wis.: "Rev, Allen F. Brown, of Minne
apolis, shed some of the light of Spiritu
alism in pur midst the last days in Febru
ary. He delivered eight lectures, each 
followed by psychometric readings, all 
of which were perfect. His subjects are 
taken from the audience and handled 
in a manner that is a source of wonder 
to skeptics. His work here has mode 
several converts to the cause, and caused 
many others to don their thinking-caps. 
We take pleasure in recommending him 
to.all friends in nedl of a lecturer within 
his circuit.” K ■

Matilda Joslyn Gare writes that there 
was a slight mistakevte to word, but a 
great one as to meaning, in her “Ouija” 
article of February 24th, in the substi
tution of love for law. She says: ? ‘The 
‘love’ teaching in regard to God,belongs 
to the forgiveness plan of salvation; it

belongs to the teachings that man can 
be a demon all through life, but that a 
death-bed repentance (will sweep him 
into glory. It belongs to the detestable 
teachings that another and not ourselves 
must bear the penalty of our sins. A 
friend writes: ‘Nothing has so para
lyzed the higher nature as the idea that 
the consequences of one’s conduct can 
be evaded and the burden of transgress
ion bo placed, on another than the trans
gressor.’ With that sentiment I am in 
most hearty sympathy. Nothing has so 
stultified the moral sense of the Chris
tian world as the teaching' and belief 
that Christ died to save man from the 
penalty of his transgression of law, and 
nothing is less understood than the 
meaning of penalty. It is not arbitrary 
punishment, as generally understood; it 
Is the natural effect of a cause.”

W. H. Bach writes: “I see in this 
week’s issue of The Progressive 
Thinker a criticism on the publication 
of ‘At the Gate? I wish to say to you 
that I do not believe in public prayers, 
consequently I use poems as introduc
tions to my lectures. For nearly four 
years I have been selecting the best po
etical gems I could find, and I find that 
‘St. Peter at the Gate’ is the most popu
lar poem I have got. It is frequently 
requested for a second reading. Mrs. 
F. O. Hyzer’s ‘Our Philosophy* stands 
second."

Good reports come from Milwaukee, 
Wis., in reference to the work of Dr. 
H. T. Stanley who is holding meetings 
there at Lincoln Hall. His parlors for 
seances are at 523 Grand avenue.

E. P. Wallan, of Oregon, well gays: 
"I have.not missed a number of The 
Progressive Thinker since ite first 
publication, and do not intend to so long 
as a dollar can be raised. Every Spirit
ualist in the land that can raise one dol
lar should support it. Times are hard 
here, but we cannot afford to neglect 
the spiritual part of man. We are look
ing forward with great interest to the 
time that Moses Hull will be with us, 
July 6,1894."

Thanks, Brother Thomas S. Kizer, for 
that large list of yearly subscribers. If 
all our subscribers were like you, The 
Progressive Thinker would have 
150,000 names on its list.

Speaking of organization,L. H. Walk
er thinks there is no need of any other 

’except the one tnat was inaugurated in 
1776; and that if the American people 
would read The Progressive think
er and live its principles, they would 
not need to organize to receive their 
rights.

W. S. Collins writes that G. V. Cord- 
ipgly has been giving lectures and tests 
in New Orleans, and has done good 
work for the cause. There is a good 
opening for a materializer—one who 
can afford convincing proofs to skeptics.

A. O. Cotton has been conducting the 
Spiritualists’side to a newspaper contro
versy at West Chester, Pa., and thinks 
some people's eyes were opened. He 
finds that many in the church are get
ting the light. One intelligent young 
Methodist confesses that he & clairvoy
ant. The secular press is giving Spirit
ualism a respectful notice. He hopes 
the differences concerning the National 
Association will be settled, and all work 
harmoniously to a purpose.

Thomas Lees writes that arrange
ments have been made at Cleveland, O., 
for a union celebration in honor of the 
46th anniversary of the advent of mod
ern Spiritualism. The Cleveland Spir
itual Alliance and Children’s Progress
ive Lyceum have arranged the follow
ing programme: On Saturday evening, 
March 81, the regular anniversary ball 
and supper will take place in Army and 
Navy hall; on. Sunday, April 1, 10:30 
A. M., the friends will meet in confer
ence; 2 p.m., Mrs. H. S. Lake, pastor, 
will deliver the anniversary address, 
followed by other speakers; at 7:30 P. M., 
the regular annual exhibition by the 
Children’s Progressive Lyceum will be 
given. Vocal and instrumental music 
has bepn provided for at all the sessions. 
The friends far and near are cordially 
invited.

Eldora E. Mills writes from Minne
apolis: "The Society of Modern Spirit
ual Thought" is progressing prosperously 
under the ministrations of Mr. Oscar A. 
Edgerly, of Boston, who has just com
pleted his first month of a two-months’ 
engagement. This is Mr. Edgerly’s first 
appearance on a Minneapolis rostrum, 
and' we find him a speaker of sterling 
worth; the subjects dealt with, being the 
leading questions of the day, are handled 
in a logical and practical manner. Our 
society not only appreciates the work of 
Mr. Edgerly’s guides, but also entertains 
a high degree of respect for him on ac
count of his refined social qualities, and 
genial, gentlemanly maimer. His tests 
are clear and convincing, and nearly al
ways recognized. Mr. Edgerly will be in 
this vicinity in July, for which month 
he is engaged with the Northwestern 
Association?’

The First Society of Spiritualists, of 
Flint, Mich., held a business meeting 
and reorganized, and have received 
their charter under the State law, and 
elected their officers fora year as fol
lows: David Turbush, president; Irene 
Gay, secretary; Harry Dame, treasurer; 
Ellen A. Parker, corresponding secre
tary; Ellen A..Parker, first vice-presi
dent; W. R. Alger, second vice-presi
dent; Will Post, third vice-president. 
The three last named compose the exec
utive board. The official board is: W. 
R. Alger, Chas. Bentley, John Gridley, 
Harrison Parker. Walter Cronk. Musi- 
ical director, Will Post.
-A dispatch from. Versailles, Ind., 

states that Jesse, the 18-year-old son of 
John Conyers, a pillar in the church 
there, is creating a sensation all over 
that portion of Indiana by his mediumis- 
tic talents. Young Conyers represents 
the departed spirit of W. K. Stewart, a 
merchant who died a year or so ago. 
Stewart left a widowj who now lives in 
that town. A lost will was recently 
flashed against the wall during a sitting 
at the request of one of the company. 
County Auditor William Wilson is re
ported to have said, when told of this, 
that it was an exact copy of the original, 
as he helped to write it.. The medium is 
small in stature, rather timid appearing 
and unassuming. One-third of the peo
ple in the town are firm believers in 
Spiritualism. Strangers are admitted 
if the spirits decree, and a sitting will 
be arranged to accommodate them almost 
any night. Excitement is intense and 
the boy is being lionized by the believers 
and spends most of his time going from 
house to house, causing chains to sway 
as if on a storm-ridden ship, while lights 
dance in. his wake like will-o’-the-wisp. 
—Evening Bem, Philadelphia, Pa,, Feb. 
S6th,lS94. .-'

The Daily..Telegraph, Dubuque, la., 
notices interesting services by G, F. Per
kins, in Unity hall. . After several 
beautiful poems were read,1 an inspira
tional Jectpre wap delivered, setting 
forth the bpautiful belief of immortality 
and spirit return. This was followed by 
tests; and in the afternoon a Sunday
school. * ,

D, J. Hendricks writes from Millers
ville, Mo.:“We are having meetings 
twice a month, conducted on the con
ference plan. The invisibles speak 
through my organism?’

S, M, M. writes a very appreciative 
and commendatory account of the lec
tures and materializing seances of Dr. H. 
H. Grabenfiike at Council Bluffs, la. 
His lectures are most excellent in depth 
of thought and spiritual tone and qual
ity; and many notable manifestations oc
cur at .his seances, convincing skeptical 
minds of the truth of spirit return.

A. J. Champion writes from Lansing, 
Mich.: "Bro. Moulton fired two of his 
big guns yesterday. Had fair audiences 
morning and evening. Forenoon leo- 
tore was confined to questions sent up 
by the audience, and embraced the vital 
points of both our philosophy and reli
gion. Bro. Moulton was in his usual 
happy mood, and treated all of the sub- 
iects in an able and scholarly manner, 
n the evening he replied to the objec

tions urged against Spiritualism by its 
opponents, from the “toe joint" theory 
to his satanio majesty. The whole field of 
objections was gone over, and at its 
close there was only left for the jury 
(the audienqe) to return their verdict, of 
‘No cause for action on the part of the 
objector’." ■

T. W. Payne writes that Prof. Belmer 
is about to commence regular Sunday 
afternoon meetings at the. Lee Avenue 
Academy of Music, at which speakers 
and test mediums' will be given an 
opportunity to use their gifts. March 
25 th, Harlow Davi? is to begin a three 
months’ engagement, assisted by other 
mediums. These meetings are expected 
to become popular with the residents of 
New York, Brooklyn and vicinity.

Dr. F. P. Bitters, of Rochester, Ind,, 
is ready to go on the Spiritual platform 
as an inspirational speaker, having re
nounced a lucrative practice in his pro
fession, which he has followed fifteen 
years, to enter the noble work pf Spirit
ualism. Terms will be made very rea
sonable to any society writing for his 
services. Dr. Bitters is vouched for by 
Major Bitters and Will O. Hodge as a 
capable, intellectual gentleman, and 
worthy in every«respect.

Mrs. M. L. Barrington writes that 
Mrs. Annie Wagner has been suffering 
from a severe cold, which settled on her 
lungs, obliging )ier to discontinue her 
meetings at Clinton, la,, very much to 
the regret of those who attended them. 
Mrs. Wagner has gone to St Paul, to 
try the benefit of Minnesota climate for 
her health.

W. S. Clemens, having read the state
ment concerning the woman whose lost 
voice "the Lord” restored to her in 
church, writes that the case has been 
paralleled in his wife’s experience, 
whose voice was restored to her while 
under spirit control. This has hap
pened with her on several distinct occa
sions, the power of “the Lord” being 
manifested through the spirit of an In
dian chief.

0. O. Smith writes that Mrs. H. S. 
Lake spoke in Ashtabula, O., March 2d, 
ia the city hall, to a large audience. 
Her listeners were pleased and aston
ished.

H. C. Sessions thinks Spiritualism is 
not riding ou the crest of the wave of 
prosperity and enthusiasm at San Fran
cisco, although there are evidences that 
it is not entirely dead. He met Mrs. 
Pollard, vice-president of the Summer
land Association, who, he believes, has 
succeeded in calling a State Convention 
of Spiritualists to meet in San Francisco 
on the 21st of March. He mentions Mrs. 
F. A. Logan, who conducts a meeting in 
Alcazar building, O’Farrell street; Mrs. 
Scott Briggs and Mrs. Hendee; Mrs. 
Gillett, who has just arrived, and others 
who keep the sacred fire burning.

The Omaha Bee; of Feb. 16th, pub
lished a grossly misleading account, in 
which facts were falsified and Spiritual
ists insulted, of a Spiritualist meeting 
held the night previous. It was such 
an account as might be expected from a 
penny-a-liner, whose intention was to 
caricature, pervert and misrepresent, 
rather than to candidly and honestly 
state the truth. Mr. T. J. Preston, a 
Spiritualist, wrote a reply—which was 
refused publication. Its sting was too 
sharp for the Bee.

Mrs. B. G. Hoig writes that the pros
pective camp-meeting at Devil’s Lake, 
Mich., has better prospects than ever 
before. Hon. A. Bi French, Mr. and 
Mrs. Aspinwall, Mr. Dunakin and Mrs. 
HurSSn are on the list of speakers. 
Other speakers and mediums of various 
phases are expected. Further announce
ments will be made'later. Dr. Curtis, 211 
Park Avenue North, Jackson, Mich., is 
president; Mrs. B. G. Hoig, secretary, 
Morenci, Mich.

Dr. 'T. Wilkins writes: “Prof. Lock
wood delivered a very scholarly transi
tion lecture .at the National Hall, 681 
W. Lake street, this city, on Sunday, 
March 4, in memory of Mr. Stevenson, a 
member of the National Society, and 
who recently passed to the higher 
spheres. The Professor should be kept 
on the rostrum every moment that he is 
able to fill an engagement. He has a 
faculty of making'himself fully under
stood, and of making every discourse 
instructive.” ... .

Dr. H. T. Stanley is now lecturing to 
interested audiences at Lincoln Hall, 
Milwaukee, Wis. He can be addressed 
at 523 Grand Ave. .

The Spiritualist Society, of Ionia, 
Mich., will hold the anniversary of Mod
ern Spiritualism, March 25th, 1894, at 
the A. O. U. W. Hall,, Hon. L. V.'iioul- 
ton, speaker. Topic, morning; “Modern 
Spiritualism.” Evening: "Spiritualism 
the Greatest Discoveryor the Greatest 
Delusion of the Age—Which?" Mrs. P. 
C. Coffman, psychometric and test me
dium, of Grand Rapids, will give public 
tests from the rostrum. •

Lyman C. Howe is at St Louis, Mo., 
where he may be addressed during 
March at 2926 Washington avenue. He 
closed a month’s labors, in Buffalo, N. 
Y,, Feb. 25; spoke- at East. Aurora, 
N. Y.. Feb. 26.' There has been sick
ness in his family, which added to his 
arduous work,

'Hr. H. H. . Grabendike may be ad
dressed at 216.7th avenue, Clinton, Iowa, 
during March, He finds a good interest 
in ¡the cause at that place, with full aud
iences of advanced thinkers
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Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER,

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORBOW OF DEATH Iwa» wrlteu la 

develop the Idea at the principle of tho permanence 
of the human soul after death, and its reincarnation 
tn a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of otherUl space. “BjtvoND 
tub TriBBauohu" continues on the same Unes en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and cop- 
tldoratlops drawn from science and philosophy; claim
lug that tin certainty of a new birth beyond opr 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness tn the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beglnnlngto end It Is Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It ell or not, much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed In its perusal. Trice 51,‘& 

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science, 
By LOUIS FIGHTER.

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROOKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well have been entitledr 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
in that peculiarly Interesting style In which Trench 
writers excel when they would popularize aolentlflo 
subjects in adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as "devotees of a new super
stition," etc., etc.. In which ho manifests the usual 
animus of the "aclentlflo class," yet he says again: 
"There Is a true and respectable idea tn Spiritualism," 
and regards ns proved "the fact of communication 
between suporhumans and the inhabitants of Earth;" 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact in evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the author's ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price 11,50.

For sale at this oilice.
WAS

LIJiGQLli
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OB-
Curlous Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BT-

MBS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s ' 
Portrait from Lille.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more so than any work issued since Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life durlug the most moment
ous period In American History, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln.“

Cloth, lUino, illustrated, pp» $1,50} 
Paper, 75 cents»

For Sale at this office.

VERY VALUABLE BOO^ 
C CIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 

kJ ism. By Epes Sargent, author of “Planchette.of 
the Despair of science?’ “ The Proof Palpable of Im
mortality, ” etc. Thia Is a large 12mo of 872 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
agreat amount of matter, of which the table of con* 
tents, condensed as it Is, gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science Is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically Imparted, out are directly presented In tha 
irresistible form of daily demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to it, under the Ignorant pre
tense that it is outside of nature, Is unscientific and 
unphlloBOphlcal. AU this is clearly shown; and the 
objections from “scientific,” clerical and literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1817, are answered 
with that penetrating force which evily arguments, 
winged with Incisive facts, can impart.. Cloth, 12mo» 
pp. 896. Price 11.50. Postage 10 cent1?. For sale at 
this office.

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
-PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN- 

JL tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of Spirits I 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evi) Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; Resurrec
tion of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; Truo 
Religion. This work has been translated Into tha 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., andelmllar cases 
In all parte of the country. This volumn Is the first 
from (he author directly on tho subject of *’ Spiritual
ism,0 and has stood the test of many years. ClotB 

Postaga 10 cunta- Far Bale at thia office.

SOMETHING GOOD.
T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. 
V A Sequel to “ A Stellar Key.” Illustrated.’ -This 

work Is not merely descriptive of what the author calle 
the “ Bnmmer-Land,” but It U Illustrated with dia
grams of celestial objects and views of different por
tions of the Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only th® 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statements In regard tc 
“Individual occupation,” “progress after death,” 
“eating and breathing tn the sptrlt-llfe,” “disappear» 
ance or the bodily orgi“*»at death,” “domestic enjoy
ments and true conjuga. ^alons,” “origin of the doc
trine of the devil,” etc Cloth 75 cents. Postage 
5 cents. For sale at th1 * ^ce.ROMANISM AND THE BE-. PUBLIC.
A WORK THA T E VER YLO VER OB 

his country should have at hand for consulta
tion. By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This is a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, and 
may bo considered a mine of valuable information for 
every patriot In the land. Price at For tale at this 
effico.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT. 
jyOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 
1 By Lizzie Dotcn. New edition. This bandzoma 
rolume opens with the wonderful experiences of tho 
snthor, who la peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public apeaker. Her platform labors have for a 
long time been t accaslng, and the deep rellgiqua and 
spiritual tone at ber discourses have extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the Instrumentality .f the presA But It Is chiefly for 
her mediumlstto power to giva utterance to poem, 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she is most specially 
known. This volume contains tho gems of the Inspir
ational miterances, given chiefly before public audt- 
vneea, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
bare all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of hie productions tn earth-life, but far surpass these 
In exaltedness ot conception and parity of purpose. 
Others are by tb> Inspiration of Shakespeare, Bums, 
A. W. Sprague; Kt In many cases the author’s nama 
Is not recorded. Tho Biographical Introduction gives 
a aucclnct account of the means by which these poem« 
are given to tbo -world. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over tbo medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and elgntflcence of this 
higher phase of spiritual communion Is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from il-50 to 11-00. 
Postage X) cent«. For sale at this offlea- •

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT.
LEATHERED FROM THE TREE OP 
\J Life. Containing some of tho experiences of a 

spirit who has been tn spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 237 pages contains a 
vast fund of Information. It gives tha experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson Is learned. 
Ho visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of tbem. His soliloquy, as ho enters the dark valley, Is 
very Interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to tbo Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work is vividly portrayed. This 
Work contains sixteen chspten of valuhbln informa
tion. Price »1.35. For rale at this ciDca.

1

?

'THE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE 
I Lyceum. A manual, with direction, for the or- 

mnlzatlon and management of Sunday schools. By 
Andrew Jackson Darla. Something Indesponstble. 
Price 50 cents.
rTW)/ES W THEOSOPHY; H/S- 

kj torical and practical. A manual for the people. 
ByW. »I. Colville. Valuable to those Investigating 
Theosophy. Price «.50. ■
/BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, BY 
U Allen Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 
75 cents. : ; .
¿IBERAL LECTURES. BY fl. B.

French. They are worth their Tight<nmx£ 
Price, paper, 50 oenu. . ■ ~
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DANGER SIGNALS!HE DOESN'T LIKE THEM.
, The Views of E. Bach.
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■ THE sentiments of a venerable bpiritu- 
ALIST. '

Haying read the several articles of Brother 
E. Bach on the duties of mediums and spirit
ualistic teachers, I solicit a short space in The 
Prosrebbiv^ Thinker, to mildly criticise 
some of the positions assumed by the good 
brother. While I am aware that he is a de
voted Spiritualist from his standpoint, and 
that he has contributed liberally of his time 
and money for its support, jet I must con
elude that to some extent, at least, he misap- 
prebends the misson of Spiritualism and the 
duties of its teachers, and the manner in which 
he hurls his anathemas and characterizations 
upon the heads of our speakers and mediums, 
in language more forcible than complimentary, 
would indicate that he had in his experiences 
been exceedingly unfortunate, that his 
investigations wouldaeem to have been through 
a class who teach but little of its phenomena 
and philosophy, and the burden of whose songs 
are a tirade on the “rich robber,” the “pluto-i 
crat, the aristocrat, bloodsucker, Georgeism, 
Christian Spiritualism, Catholicism,” and so on 
ad infinitum. ;

Again our good brother arraigns those as fool 
* friends of the cause; who, from the day of the 
advent of modern Spiritualism, have stood the 
brunt and fire of ite enemies. Were it not 
that these “fool friends, these self-appointed 
protectors,” had made a determined fight 
for ite life, it would be to-day a thing of the 
past. In point of fact, every Spiritualist who 
for the past forty years has observed the events 
in its history in the United States, very well 
knows that in nearly all cases where a footing 
has been maintained in a community it has 
been through the persistent efforts of a very 
few persons and not unfrequently by a single 
individual—not as a “self-appointed protec
tor,” but as workers and lovers of the cause of 
truth and ite promulgation. He new comes 
to the front and sets his metes and bounds for 
the observance of our mediums ^and teachers, 
that thus far thou mayest go but under penal
ty of excommunication, or the choice of a back 
seat or being thrown overboard.

Again, our brother seems unduly exercised 
over a form of service that would be appropri
ate at Spiritualist funerals in cases when a 
speaker is not obtainable. To this service 
formulated by Hudson Tuttle there can be no 
valid objections, but Brother Bach places his 
condemning fiat upon any and all forms ever 
used by any religious people in the past—as
suming that no good thing can come of “Naz
areth. ” As well ignore the form of music at 
our lectures and a raised platform for our 
speakers, because these are formal customs of 
orthodox churches, and demand instead, an 
excavation for our teachers that the world may 
be taught that Spiritualists will accept nothing, 
however good it may be, that is practiced by 
churches! This recalls to the writer ah occur
rence at a political gathering in the days when 
Whigs and Democrats were arrayed against 
each other. The Democratic speaker was di
lating upon the woes and sufferings of the 
dear people as a result of Whig misrule, de
nouncing in unmeasured terms this, that and 
the other Whig measures, when some one in 
the audience enquired: “What are the princi
pies of the Democratic party?” to which the 
speaker paid no attention. The enquirer still 
persisting, he, seemingly out of patience blurt
ed out: “The principles of the Democratic 
party are: We oppose every measure favored 
by the Whigs. ” This, it seems to me may be 
applied to the articles under discussion, His 
charge that Spiritualists would erect a creed, 

‘ and label it sacred and post it up as an object 
of worship, and would make it a sin against

misunderstanding the'mission,(at least in part) 
of Spiritualism, he is entitled to a good 
deal of credit that he has been enabled to 
extricate his.mind from the shackles of his 
early.Catholic training in bo far as to accept 
the facts of the Spiritual philosophy, yet the 
principles and disposition exhibited in his pro
nunciamento burned a Servetus and compelled 
Galileo to recant That this dictatorial spirit 
seems to inhere in Brother Bach is not strange 
and may be accepted as a reflection from his 
early education in Catholicism. I can walk 
and work in brotherly love with him in propa
gating what he claims to be the legitimate 
work and duty of Spiritualist mediums and 
speakers, to wit, the phenomena and philoso
phy; but when; we arrive at the limit to which 
he permits them to go, we must part company, 
for I have no fear that our speakers and their 
controls are going to lose sight of the spiritual 
philosophy, and it may be relied upon that no 
subjects will be discussed but those of vital 
importance to the best interests of humanity.

St. Paul, Minn. M. T. 0. Flower.

the Tocsin of Free Thought.
Arise! sons of free-thought, arise in your might! 
The ispir'it of freedom your aid now invites. 
From ocean to obfean, from mainland to sea, 
The groans of enslaved ones are calling for thee. 
Arise!.wnj, of '.free-thought, do not slumber or 
. ‘sleep;”’- '
The workers and thinkers their night vigil» 

. keep,.< ' - . ■
While priestcraft and errqr, from sea-land and 

main,. ” .' . . '
Conspire io enslave you in liberty’s name.
See how ’ tjie . unthinking are bewildered, dis

' • tressed; ’
Their reason outraged, their children repressed;
See how the murky clouds,.from errors’ past 

night, '. . ’
Enshroud pur whole country with hideous blight.' 
Oh, America’s Freeman! must thy noble brow 
Wear the brand of the fetich? Must “the why 

and thehow,” ‘ ,
And -the mighty inductions bf science and brain, 
Be coined to ensnare thee ^gain and again? 
Arise! sons of free-thought; hear Columbia’s 

sires ’ ’
Speak from the graves of the past, your zeal to 

inspire, '
Sound liberty’s" tocsin, shout reason’s refrain; 
’Tis humanity’s struggle in equity’s name. 

. Prof. W. M. Lockwood.

CRITICAL

; the Holy Ghost and punish all objectors as 
heretics, is the conjuring of an over-excited 
brain, and is withoutforce. Our brother fails 
to see that in setting arbitrary bounds to which

: he would permit Spiritualist teachers to go, 
and no further, at the peril of excommunica
tion or a sentence to a back seat, or to be

i thrown overboard if they dare to step beyond 
the limits prescribed, he has already erected a 
hide-bound creed with penalties befitting the 

■ palmy days of the great octopus in the Dark 
,. ages.

During an experience of more than forty 
years, it has been my good fortune to meet 
with and listen to the lectures of nearly all the 
speakers upon the spiritualistic rostrum, and I 
am pleased to say that the general trend of 

. the subjects discussed have been the elucida
tion of the principles, the phenomena and 

• philosophy of modem Spiritualism; and if, 
' incidentally, subjects were not upon the main 
question, they were always of interest to the 
people.

Now let us enquire: Is the mission of Spir- 
ritualism at an end when we teach the people 
'of a continuity of life after so-called death? 
' That they can demonstrate this to be true by 

. returning and communicating with friends? 
‘That the future life is as natural as this, etc.? 

, Are there not many wrongs and abuses under 
which Spiritualists are laboring which are legit- 

• imate subjects for thought. and. discussion, 
;'ipertsining to this life: and that might be cor

> rected were the people enlightened to view the 
: wrong. No subject should be considered ex
traneous the tendency of which, when under
stood, is towards elevating the race to higher 
and better conditions. Spiritualists, .you are 
taxed in support of the churches; there are ob
noxious Sunday laws, oppressive doctor laws, 

■ ¿nd Catholicism—that curse of curses, that 
-has ita fangs fastened upon two of Pittsburg’s 

^ ■district public schools, in which her nuns with 
all their toggery are enthroned as teachers, 
using the public school fund for the propaga

' tion of their rotten, licentious practices—yet 
under the edict promulgated, the lips of our 

SB5 "speakers are sealed under the penalty of -the 
fe opprobrious title of “crack-brained reformer” 

being attached to them. While I know per- 
g'fectly well that Brother Bach is an honest and 
E devoted Spiritualist as he sees it7 and, though

Dr. Gillespie Wants Things Dif
ferent. ' ' ;

To the Editor:—I am a reader of your 
paper, and have beep for the last two years. 
I find much in its columns that is very en
couraging to me, and a great help; 'yet i can't 
help imagining that a certain amount of in
consistencies,’ through some means or other, 
creep into the reading matter that don't jibe 
with my way of thinking. I believe that you 
intend to be a man of reason, and also exer
cise much charity for the sentiments and feel
ings of others. Now, to the point in question; 
You often publish statements, and advertise 
bboks and pamphlets, , containing arguments 
proving that Christ was a myth, gotten up by 
priestcraft. Even your paper of December 
9 th, 1893, has a promised article that’s to 
'prbve' most of' these ' statements. Then on 
page 4 of'the same paper I find that a “cere
mony was performed in the First Progressive 
Spiritual Church, San Francisco, Cal., on Oc
tober 9th, ” the taking into full communion of 
Mrs. Ann N. Rutland. The song, “Rock of 
Ages” (by the way, a good song) was sung, 
closing by singing the “Doxology." Now, 
how a Spiritualist, disbelieving the orthodox 
faith in the divinity of Christ, can, without a 
shudder, sing, “Let the water and the blood,” 
etc., (which is part of that hymn,) is to me a 
perplexity—to say the least Christ was what 
he represented himself to be, or he was an 
arrant fraud; and on one side of this wall I 
want to see Spiritualists pitch their tent, get 
off the top, and stop aping the orthodox de
nominations. Ordaining! I Why not make a 
pope or two, and finally saints, just to keep in 
fashion. The thought that it is necessary to 
be ordained to enable one to legally bury the 
dead is foolish. Bob Ingersoll performed as 
good a burial service over the remains of his 
departed brother, and just as acceptable, as 
any one could have done; and his deceased 
brother never came back to complain of any 
deficiency about it, either.

The great majority of your readers are pro
gressive thinkers, in fact, and this clear and 
independent thought is the great adamantine 
wall that hedges them from associating them
selves with some of the orthodox churches. 
I want the Spiritualists and their organs to. de
clare themselves, and if they establish the 
fact that Jesus Christ was the immaculate son 
of God, begotten by a miraculous act of God, 
and at the same time was God as well as son, 
besides being the son of David, and clear away 
this mysterious pedigree, aud satisfy any 
reasonable, unbiased, inquiring mind that all 
these statements are true, then will I be ready 
to join hands and sing, “Rook of Ages,” and 
wind up with the' ’‘Doxology: Father, Son 
and Hbly Ghost,” altogether.

Oi the other hand, if these claims to the 
divinity of Christ only rest on a faith in the 
story, .then, in that case, I want to cut loose 
from every' resemblance of- priestcraft and 
follbw the dictates of reason, and the light of 
experience as shown by Spiritualism.

I have never had such overpowering evi
dences of the truths of Spiritualism as many 
of the more fortunate brethren, • and have to 
to take my medicine second-hand; but the 
evidence seems conclusive to me that the truth 
of Spiritualism is founded on facte, solid as 
the. ‘ ‘Rock of Ages, ” and though the powers 
of darkness may try, , these momentous truths 
can never beoverthrown nor cast down- I am 
a seeker.' Yours fraternally, .

' A. J. Gillespie, M. D.

GOD THE-NATIONAL RULER.
Jesus Christ as uHis Lieutenant 

Governor. .
On Tuesday, March 6th, the Judiciary 

Committee of the House of Representatives 
gave a hearing on the Lill recently introduced 
in the House by Representative Morse,of Mas-, 
saphusets, providing ,for a constitutional 
ajnendmént recognizing God as the ruler of 
this Nation, . and Jesus Christ as his Lieuten
ant Governor. The committee room was 
crowded to its utmost capacity, one half of 
the audience being women, aqd the other half 
orthodox preachers, The hearing occupied 
the major portion of the day, and only ex parte 
testimony favoring the iniquitous measure was 
taken. The chairman of the committee, Mr- 
Culbertson, when told that there was another 
Side to the question, seemed greatly disturbed 
about it, and when requested to name the day 
on which the liberalists could be heard, he re
plied: “The committee.will consider the mat
ter, and if a hearing js granted, notice will be 
given accordingly." ,

Now, Mr. Editor, the National Spiritualists’ 
Association, through its officers, has been watch
ing the Morse bill ever since ite introductionby 
its Christian originators; we had intended to be 
present at the hearing, but so subtle and sly 
were our Christian opponents thpt not even 
the members of the House of Representatives 
were aware of the hearing until it was all over. 
No notice whatever was given to outsiders, 
hence the representatives fared no better than 
we did, nor any worse for that matter.

. Spiritualiste of the United States—we must 
arouse ourselves for determined action. Send 
in your remonstrances against this bill, so 
damnatory in its purpose, so iniquitous in 
principle, that its friends dare not be open 
and above-board in urging it upon our law
makers. Make your protests strong and vig
orous, and demand your rights at the.hands 
of your public servants. If you cannot trust 
your own local representatives or senators in 
congress te present your remonstrances,.send 
them to Hon. Omer M. Kern, 1121, Tenth 
street, N. W., Washington, D. C., ^distin
guished member from Nebraska, who is work
ing with might and main against tlxe bill, and 
he will present them to the House. Send your 
Senate remonstrances to Senator. Jones, of Ar
kansas, who is also opposed to this most infa
mous measure. Messrs. Kem and Jones are 
both earnest Spiritualiste, hence can be trusted 
to look out for the rights eff liberty every 
time. Eternal vigilance is the price of safety, 
and we must work, work, WORK, from now 
until this dastardly attempt to throttle the 
liberties of our people, has been completely' 
overthrown. Blank remonstrances can be ob
tained, on application, from the office of the 
Truth Seeker, in New York City, or from the 
headquarters of the National Spiritualiste’ As
sociation, 510 E street N. W., in this city. 
Let there be a prompt response to this appeal, 
so that our congressmen may know that their 
constituents are aware of what is going on at 
the Ckpitol. Washington and Philadelphia 
Spiritualists are at work, and we appeal to our 
brethren elsewhere to be up and doing also. 
Only four remonstrances have as yet been pre
sented against the bill, and our Christian op
ponents claim that two of the four came from 
insane asylums. Is there not need for prompt 
action? Yours for truth,

National Spiritualists’ Association, 
H. D. Barrett, Pres.

R. A. Dimmiok, Seo’y. , 
Washington, D. C.

disappointed ones of the audience desiring 
tests, because he could give them none. Both 
mediums are alike subject to the forces con
trolling them, and each is equally culpable, if 
at all, for unavoidable disappointment. Fos: 
tor’s phase of mediumship is more apt to.be 
misinterpreted through thoughtless ignorance 
than Emerson’s. .

Mr. Foster is descrying of much credit for 
the work heis doing for the cause, and his 
persistency, despite accusations and persecu
tions from those of his own belief and knowl
edge. \ ■

One of the objects of the National Spiritual 
organization is the sympathy and protection 
bf worthy and useful mediums, who will sub
mit to teste and can easily be proved such. 
Will this association also extend deserving 
sympathy.to worthy mediums suffering from 
crqql incriminations from those* within their 
own household,' equally, ■ with those accused 
unjustly by prejudiced foes without?

Device of Satan.
To THp Editor;—isend you herewith three 

clippings from our daily press; one upon the 
subject of that farce, “The Parliament of Re
ligions, "as viewed from the standpoint of a 
conference of Baptist ministers, recently held 
in' this city; the second germane to the first, 
which I would like to refer to our judicial 
brother Rosecrans, that he may critically weigh 
the “consistency in all its parts” of “that 
book which, written by so many inspired per. 
sons, approves itself by its.4 own internal evi
dence to be the word of God." From our 
good orthodox authority, as there is and can 
be only one religion, all others being grotesque 
and monstrous frauds and pretenses, the very 
title of “Parliament of Religions” is a gross 
misnomer and device of Satan to disturb 
Christian faith. Surely the accumulation 
and elucidation of such evidence in a series of 
931 (Great Scott! think of it: Nine hundred 
and thirty-one) lectures, through a series of 
twenty-five years, will give our legal brother a 
crushing task to rebut. Perhaps another of 
our legal lights, the author of “The Bible, 
Whence and What,” and other kindred schol
arly works, might assist in the summing up of 
rebutting testimony. The third clipping is 
commemorative of the eighty-fourth anniver
sary of the “Holy Father”—quoting some of 
his own remarks, to which I would call atten-
tion, 

Philadelphia, Pa.
< —. ■ -■■■■ —

J. Churchman.

To
Spirit Photography.

the Editor;—In an issue of The Pbo-

Clinton, la. r. B. F. Poole.

Strange Incident at a Funeral.

, - THE APPEAL OF A SPIRIT.

To the Editor:—One day I was standing 
by the window, looking out into the street and 
talking to a lady friend who was sitting in the 
room, when our attention was directed to a 
funeral procession at that moment passing by. 
It came from the country about two miles dis
tant from the city of Owatonna, where I then 
liyed. As the hearse came directly opposite 
the door a strange feeling came over me, that 
I cannot describe, and my friend said: “What 
is the matter? You are as white as a sheet ” 
I told her the man whose body was being car
ried to the cemetery stood before me and in 
frightened, pleading accents said: ‘ ‘Don’t let 
them bury me—O, don’t let them bury me up 
in the ground!” My friend said: “Talk to him; 
say something and say it quick." So I said: 
‘ ‘Is this you talking to me, or is that you in 
the coffin out yonder?” A new idea seemed to 
dawn in his mind, for he had been one of 
those that had thought of life only in connec
tion with physical things. Somehow he 
seemed bound to the body and had to follow 
it. But my friend said: “This man will come 
to vou again, for more instructions, more 
light.”

Sure enough, the third day after the funeral 
I was alone, when this same man stood before 
me; How he came I did not see, but he was 
there, and said: ‘ ‘I stood by the grave and 
saw them lower my body into the ground. It 
was I, and yet not 1, I went home with my 
family, but when I spoke to them they gave 
no heed; when I sat down by any of them or 
put my hand on - their head, they gave a little 
shudder and shrank away from my touch, for 
they thought, as I had thought, that by bury
ing my , body they had buried me. I feel 
lonely, unhappy, and do not know what to do 
nor where to go; so have come to you, for by 
the materiality of your spirituality (the very 
words he used) I first comprehended that life 
was not of the body, but of the spirit. What 
can I do, and where shall I go? for I am ut
terly alone. ” _

I asked him if he had friends who had gone 
on before him into the Spirit-life. “Many,” 
he replied. ,

■ ‘(Then earnestly desire that some kind 
friend may approach you, and open the way 
before you, and help you to break the mag
netic cord that still holds you to earth con
ditions; for, to be bom of the spirit one must 
be severed from the body wholly."

I felt that he-was being led away, and never 
saw or heard anything more of him. Beading 
in The Progressive Thinker the “Grand 
Mission Work Among the Dark Spirits," re
called this Incident to mind.

! ' ‘ A6bie E. Culver.

Our Michigan Medium.
Half a year has passed by since I attended 

one of John F, Mabee’s seances, at Haslett 
Park. Recently I made him a visit at his 
home, in Lansing. He has a long cabinet 
across the south end of the sitting-room. He 
site in the east end of the cabinet and some 
small musical instruments are in the west end. 
A shaded lamp is fixed in the upper northwest 
corner of the room. '

The usual phenomena in such a seance took 
place. Materialized hands, long and white, 
reached out from the curtains and gave each 
of us a geranium leaf. Male forms, having 
white shirt bosoms and bearded faces appeared 
between the curtains. The banjo was taken 
out of the cabinet and held by invisible hands 
in front of the curtains in plain Bight for a few 
minutes; then a form reached from the further 
end of the cabinet and took it within.

Just before the seance closed, I was invited 
by the independent voice of spirit Willie Ma- 
bee to enter the cabinet as soon as I heard any 
demonstration. I did so and found the medi
um sitting in his chair leaning over in a dead 
trance; his hands were tightly clasped and he 
was unconscious. In a short time, he came 
out of his trance more easily than formerly.

He is an honest, genuine medium. Old 
Spiritualists ought to be brotherly, sympathe
tic, assisting and encouraging to any medium
who is developing. H. E. Martin.

Dimondale, (near Lansing) Mich.
i ! Il.l— I . «

A Minister Explains.
To thk Editor:—Will you kindly allow a 

word of response to the article on Swedenborg 
in your issue of February 17. While the sto
ries related therein are undoubtedly true and 
give external evidence that Swedenborg held 
intercourse with spirits and angels, yet he 
makes no account of them in his published 
works, and never refers to them as evidences 
of his seership. Hence, to his devout read
ers the only genuine evidence of his seership 
is the intrinsic value of his writings. Nor was 
he a medium in the ordinary sense of the term. 
He did not come under ‘ ‘control ” His hand
writing was his own, and he wrote in the 
free exercise of his rational thought. His 
writings were mostly expositions of the inter
nal sense of sacred scripture, a knowledge of 
which he received, as he declares, ‘ ‘not from 
any spirit of angel, but from the Lord alone. ” 
He was not an amanuensis, even under the 
Lord; but he was divinely illuminated, and 
from his illuminated understanding wrote in 
freedom. It is presumably known that he 
never held a seance and never took money 
for any spiritual work, not even for the books 
he published and sold, but gave the proceeds 
for the promulgation of the gospel among the
heathen. J. S. David,

Minister of the New Jerusalem Church, San 
Francisco, Cat

V? ayside, Jottiigs? By Mattie E. Hull Es
says, sketches/ poems, etc., ■■ Cloth $1.

The Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful -comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, SI.

GRESsm Thinker appears an article from 
Jonas Balcom, relating his experiences with 
F. N. Foster, spirit photographer, at Onset 
camp-meeting last summer. -

Mr. Foster, now in Boston, has there been 
subjected to the most crucial tests, descrip
tions of which have been fully given in detail 
in late issues of the Boston Globe, to expose 
if possible any fraudulent methods he might 
practice to produce spirit faces on the plates. 
Mr. Foster submitted to all the conditions pro
posed by the experts to detect the alleged fraud; 
but alas! “the best laid plans of mice and men 
gang aft aglee." Faces would appear on the 
plates, with and without sitters. The fraud
hunters were nonplussed; some would have it 
that it was a fraud, but admitted they had not 
the skill and ability to detect it, with every 
desired condition and advantage offered.

Mr. Foster has too long been identified with 
Spiritualism, and has given too many incon
trovertible proofs like that of Mr. Balcom’s of 
genuine mediumship, to be denounced, by 
would-be and mistaken leaders in Spiritualism 
as a fraud. ' . - '

True, Mr. Foster can only occasionally 
gratify the wishes of sitters by obtaining re
cognized faces. He cannot control the forces 
present at his cabinet and is subject to the re
sults of the'stronger ones. He should not be 
accused wrongfully for this.

Edgar W. Emerson in - his platform tests 
could as justly be accused of fraud by some

Report of Seance.
On the night of January 20 th, Mr. Geo. W. 

Runyah, trance medium, gave a séance at the 
home of J. J. Shields,’ Muncie, Ind. There 
were twelve sitters; among the number were 
several skeptics. The circle was opened by 
Mr, Runyan’s control, Black Feather, fol
lowed by Dan, an Irish control, and Gustos 
O'Neil, a colored control thesé being his main 
controls, who entertained the sitters with some 
very convincing manifestations. The spirit 
control Gustos O’Neil gave a very instructive 
talk on the phenomena of Spiritualism, as well 
as to the future of the great cause. This was 
followed by the seeing of beautiful lights, af
ter; which the spirit friends of the sitters came 
and conversed independently, in several dif
ferent languages.

Mr. Runyan, the medium, has sat for the 
past eight years, and has set for 225 people 
from thé 1st to the 20th of January. While 
this may sound exaggerated to some, yet it 
can be substantiated by many. The medium 
resides in the country six miles from this city.

L. D. Shields.

■ Paine’s Age of Reason; an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too'well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 eta. ,

'A .Clairvoyant Dog.
In the spring oLthe year 1889, one Sunday 

afternoon, in my house, while two gentlemen 
friends with, jny wife were conversing in the 
dining-room, my dog Dody, a pug, was sud
denly seen to be greatly excited; his eyes 
were fixed towards an object midway between 
the floor and ceiling; it was moving, as his 
eyes followed it to the window; the dog was 
barking and growling the whole time. Then 
he ran to the window, and putting his fore
paws on the sill, continued to bark. For the 
explanation of this occurrence, one of my 
friends, who communicated with his brother 
in Spirit-life, asked him the subsequent even
ing. The reply was as follows: “The dog 
saw the spirit of Tom Paine, who passed 
through the room, and out at the window. ” 
My wife being an extreme sensitive, felt a 
breeze, as did also the said gentleman, who is 
a well-known Spiritualist They are both will
ing to testify to the truth of the above state
ment One of the gentlemen present is living 
in Des Moines, Iowa. J. C. M. Whitney.

Montreal, CeuiR^R-

Spiritual Law in the Natural World. 
ByEleve. Purdy Publishing Co.. Chi
cago. Paper, price 50c.
“Sin, sickness and death are not realities, 

but dreams.” “Can God have sickness of 
any kind? No. Then it is not true ,that his 
image has it either, or can be sick at all." 
“While we tell that a man has rheumatism 
we speak falsely, for God made man perfect 
and in his own likeness.” These quotations 
give an idea of the drift of the book in its 
»metaphysics, its Christian Science and its 
reasoning. .

1

A Weak Digestion 
strange as it may seem, is caused 
from a lack of that which is 
never, exactly digested—fat. The 
greatest fact in connection with 

Scott’s Emulsion 
appears at this point—it is partly 
digested fat—and the most 
weakened digestion is quickly 
strengthened by it

The only possible help 
in Consumption is the 
arrest of waste and re
newal of new, healthy 
tissue. Scott's Emulsion 
has dot# wonders in Con
sumption just this way.

Prepared by Booti A Bowse, N, Y. All druggist«.

■RUPTURE CURED gw FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.
SV . Hilgabd, Obegun, Juue 28,1893. 
mW pa. Furues & Bdj*.—Gkntleme»: I hid happy tu in- 
Sfiyforni you that tho Truss I bought of you Iubl April bag 
Bm completely cubed mo of a very severe of Hernia,
Bfrom which I have suffered fur ovcu 18 yeaub. I was 
Wrather sceptical about your Truss when I boughtit, as I 
■ bud tried several so culled Elaali«Tru.i'ea withoutderjv- 
■ Ing any benefit from them; but after using your Truss for 
|u>iiort time I was couviuced that It was tbo best I ever 
had, as It was easy to wear, and seemed to stop the severe J 
pains that ofieo prostrated xue while wearing the oldl 
Sprlnz trusses; and now, in spite of my scepticism, I am A 
Fkuvectly Cubed, and can work with the Truss off It IB 
fvi'i so disposed, but I still wear It loosely as It Is notM 
inconvenient. You may add the above to your otherM 
testimonials. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN, 2B

O^Tbe above cure was effected la less than thbeeJM 
months time, at a total cost of $12. Thousaudtof siml.flH 
Jar cures have beenmadofor from$10to|!5each. E«.B| 
tublished 1876. Call or send 8c for free PamphlejBU 
No. I. Address Magnetic Elastic Truss^H 
Company, N. W. corner Kearny aad^BB 
Sacramento streets, Bau Francisco, Cal. fliffl

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
' —AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex* 
Priest, whose character is above reproach, and who 
knows what bo Is talking about. Everybody should 
read It. price, 11.00. It contains tbo following chap* 
tera:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before»tbe Surrender of Womanly Self* 

reject In the Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th!
Priest.

CHAPTER III.
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests is made easy 

by Aurluular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated aud refined Woman In the Con* 
fessloual—What becomes of her after unconditlou* 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties of 

Marriage and Human Society.
* CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil* 
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Jinposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Confession. ’

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, aud 

Prance.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hut* 
bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on whiob 
the Priest of Rome must Question bls Pemtenu

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00«

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.1
IT IS A MOST EXCEL- 

LENT_WORK.
This work 1b by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bd. 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
92, but the price now has been reduced to »1. It la a 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and la full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher* 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In« 
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Splrltu*- 
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra-i 
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc. '

The author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puplL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which I individually partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which I individually gather and comprehend or digest,*: 
For sale at this office..

OR SPIRIT HE Air 
i Ing. Being a Berles of lessons on the relations of 
tho spirit to its own organism, and the interrelations 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L V. Richmond. No 
Ehyslcian should be without this book. No magnetic 

ealer should be without It, and no family should 
be without its valuable aid. It is a valuable aid 
to the physician In determining the relation of his pa
tient's spirit to its body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies are necessary to perfectly adjust the 
same to each other; to the magnetic healer It is inval
uable, because it Illustrates the actual magnetic polef 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To the gen 
eral reader It will prove a boon because It explains the 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the influence 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth) 
11,50. For sale at this office.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
or OKVBOB AKD STATZ.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por- 
tnait of Designer.

Tbs niustrattons are classified as follows: 16 rap. 
resents Undo Sam and tho Priests; 2, The Church 
Bobbing the People; . S, Thanksgiving; 6, 'Sabbath 
Laws; U Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
theCbnrch; 6, TheChurchand Thomas Paine; 4, Stud
ies In Natural History; 2. Tho Bible and Sclenee; 15, 
TheCIergyand Their Flocks; 1, Piety In Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
His Works; 2. Prayer; 10. The Creeds; 2, Christians and 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; l,Tho Lord’s Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and tho 
Church; 2, Church’s Idea of Clvllltation; 1, Tho Uses 
of the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on tbo Church; 9, 
Persecutions of the Church; 12, Borno Allegories’ 
B, Heaven ; 6;Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Prlco»2.

For Sato at this office.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesuft

A wonderful communication, explaining hov bls 
life and teachings were utilized to formulate Christi
anity. Price 15 cents. For sale at this office.

Z'HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELAi
tlons end Expressions tn Human Embodiment«. 

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. A book that everybody should read who 
Interested lure-incarnation. Price 11.00,
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Seances with . Mrs. Helen Fair
child. '

To the Editor:—For the benefit'd your 
subscribers and other readers of your grand 
promulgator of truth, I ask space to say a 
few words regarding my personal experience 
in the beautiful phase of materialization, 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Helen Fair

- child, who is now in this city.
Borne years since, I was much interested in 

(though unable then to appreciate) the pub
lished communications from the pen of the 
late Dr. N. B. Wolfe, of Cincinnati, Ohio, de
scribing his experience, through the medium
ship of this lady, and later read the book en
titled: “If Not Materialized Apparitions, 
What Are They?” by Sculptor Brackett, of 
Boston, Mass., in which is also related his 
experience with the same medium,

Since both of these well-known, intelligent, 
free-thinking and independent gentlemen 
were able to and did investigate Spiritualism, 
and especially the materialization phases, 
in a thoroughly scientific manner, under test 
conditions, with thè single aim of knowing for 
themselves whether spirits could return, take 
on the mortal form, converse intelligently of 
the past, their present condition, and future 
probabilities, and as each gave to the public, 
over his own signature, for the benefit of hu 
manity, the result of his investigations, it 
seems almost superfluous in now offering my 
own testimony. Indeed, I would not do so, 
did I not feel it a duty, knowing that this 
worthy lady medium still possesses the won
derful powers long since demonstrated, and I 
wislt to testify to what 1 have seen and do 
know, at least in part, and declare that, in 
company with my wife, I have been present 
at several materializing seances, the medium 
being Mrs. Helen Fairchild, that the spirits of 
quite a number of our own relatives and friends 
have come to us, in such tangible shape as to 
enable us to recognize them without a ques
tion of identity; that two, three, four and five 
forms have thus appeared at one and the same 
time. My wife’s sister materialized within 
six inches from where we were sitting, and 
fully ten feet from the cabinet, coming up, as 
it were, through the floor; talked with us and 
then dematerialized in plain view of all in the 
room, gradually sinking at the same spot

A little Indian girl named “Light Heart” 
has repeatedly materialized, walked out from 
the cabinet and sat on the floor by us, convers
ing for several minutes. A spirit known as 
“Great Bun," and the head of my wife’s band, 
has often materialized, walked around the 
room, been introduced to and admired by the 
sitters,

_ At a private seance my wife and I attended, 
a« many as thirty spirits materialized and 
came to us most of whom were so perfect in 
form and features as to be readily recognized 
by us. One spirit came whom we both identi
fied as David Fithian, a cousin of my wife; 
another was Dr. Arthur, a physician of Lon
don, England, with whom and his family 
my wife was intimately acquainted; he passed 
over some twenty years àgo, but was so per
fect and natural in form, that my wife recog
nized him on sight

The chemist of the medium’s band came 
up as it were from the floor between the chairs 
on which we were seated, taking one of our 
hands in each of his, then walked around the 
circle, meantime answering questions by the 
sitters, remained over five minutes and then 
dematerialized in the center of the room. Bo 
perfect and natural was he, it .was hard to real
ize that he was really a spirit

Ancient spirits, with electrically illuminated 
garments and lace, appeared two at a time, a 
male and a female, the former covering me 
with his drapery, exposing his bare, dark 
brown form to my view. These spirits dis
played magnificent transparent, yet brilliant 
white stars, and wreaths of ’vines, leaves and 
flowers, intermingled with stars. I could 
give much more, but for fear of occupying too 
much of your valuable space. To the forego
ing my wife permits me to add her verification, 
and Toheerfully subscribe myself.

Julius Brown.

“Under the Heel of Roman Ca
tholicism.”

The following letter explains itself:
“To Lucinda B. Chandler:—Dear madam, 

I have just read your article: ‘Shall we have 
schoolboys trained as soldiers?’ I am pained 
to feel obliged to state that there are two 
sides to this question, but having been for 
the past ten years a disinterested worker in 
the interest of our public schools here in Bos
ton, I know whereof I speak, and when I 
tell you what exists here, you must under
stand that the same state of things obtains in 
every city and large town in this country. 
Roman Catholics rule both of the old politi
cal parties, an^ as our schools are managed 
by corrupt political party leaders, they are 
under the heel of Boman Catholicism.

“Many persons scout this assertion, and 
you may be one of the number, but the time 
will come, and I feel it is not so far off either, 
when the citizens of this country will have to 
take up arms to defend us against this formid
able foe. 'Rum, Romanism and Rebellion 
are rife in our beloved land to-day, and our 
boys—aye, and our girls, too—will-have to 
fight it whether they are prepared or not.

“Roman Catholics are preparing in well- 
drilled private Organizations. They mean to 
fight and to be well fitted for it, too. So,then, 
I say, with a great ache in my heart, let all of 
the boys become as well prepared. This 
great struggle might have been averted. I 
cannot say might be, because I believe the 
time has passed. -

‘ ‘I will enclose an article giving one of my 
experiences with our school board here in 
Boston, which was then composed of twenty- 
three Protestants and one Romanist. 1 could 
not get the article published without leaving 
out a great deal of the strongest part of it, 
for fear that a libel suit might be brought 
against the editor, But I feel that there is 
sufficient to show how we are situated, and 
what demoralizing influences are constantly 
being introduced into our schools through cor
rupt political scheming,

“This girl was put into our school as a teach
er simply because she was a Romanist, at the 
behest of Romanists. Had she been a Protest
ant the truth of the charge would not have 
been questioned, and she would have been 
summarily dismissed. This low element is 
being put forward right over the heads of 
some of the finest Protestant teachers in the 
community."

The printed statement sent is too lengthy to 
be quoted. The bolder recent movements of 
Romanism are more easily interpreted and 
recognized. The pope’s representative at our 
seat of national government is accorded su
perior courtesies to all secular dignitaries, 
says Harper's Bazaar.

Ten years ago an illiterate Irishman pointed 
to a flag in a Massachusetts city, on our na
tional holiday, and said: “That will have to 
come down and the cross go up. ’’ .

The recent efforts to obtain public money 
for parochial schools indicates the confidence 
of Romanism in,political scheming. ,

Why did Grover Cleveland beg the pope to 
accept a volume of his proceedings during his 
first term of Presidency? Why did Chauncey 
Depew pay his respects to the head of Ro
manism? Plutocracy and Romanism will make 
a combination to keep the heel of financial 
and religious tyranny on the people which 
will call for the valor and wisdom and loyalty

Lake George Camp/ Association.
To the Editor:—The Lake George Camp 

Assoojution has sold seventy-eight building 
lots dn'tfieir grounds p’n 'tee’eiaj^hore of Lake 
George, bettyee# tfie'■tyqjf^de'Hptql and^the- 
Fort George” Cottages, h#ve erected a commo-' 
dious speakers’ stand, and-are building a large 
hotel that when completed will accommodate 
two hundred and fifty giiests. They . have /»' 
large ice-house filled •irith i pur^L^ 
ice, for the use of hotel and cottages. James 
D. White, of Albany, has a fine cottage on his 
lot, and so has Mrs. P, A; F. Duzenbjiry; f,: 
healing medium of NhwiYprk: .City, /[ohn-h*. 
Chism, of Albany, has A foundation down for 
a fine Gothic cottage, ¡and^so has Mrs. Dunlop, 
of Stony Creek, N. X. Mrs.,’Florence- Rich
White, a platform test medium; Mra. M. E. 
Williams and Mrs. S. S. Otidwell, materializ
ing mediums; and Mrs. H. 0. Drake, a test 
medium; also Col. A. Watts, W. T. Van 
Zandt and William Cauldwell, all of New York 
City; Mrs. H. S. Lake, of Cleveland, Ohio; 
George O. Sanborn of Amsterdam; Henry- 
Sherburn of Schenectaday; N. S, Fisher, F, F. 
Jchimpf, Dr. Marcus Carl, John D. Chism, 
Jr., T. V. Shadiok and E. J. Ertzberger, all 
of Albany; George Gray Jr.; Helen M. Gil? 
lette, Anna Gray, Charles . Huiest and Mrs: 
Tillie Reynolds! of Troy; Mrs, Caroline Gem- 
on, of Cohoes; Prof. W. F. Peck, of Spring, 
field, Mass.; and S. B. Edg6rton of West Fort 
Ann, New York, all intend to build so as to 
le ready for our camp in August. Many 
more may build, but tKose mentioned above I 
have good reasons to believe will surely build, 
and if they do it will be a great start for the 
first year, On the 30th day of October last 
we had sold but four lots. We have timber on 
the shore for a large steamboat dock which we 
expect to build before the ice goes out of the 
Lake this spring. We have quite a number of 
speakers engaged for the month of August, 
and expect all phases of mediumship located 
on the grounds, Any person wishing to make 
a summer home on the shore of Lake George 
for a small amount of money, has now a 
chance such as they never had before. Come 
and look the grounds over and satisfy your
selves. The society has four hundred lots for 
sale. 8. H. Smith, Seo’y L. G. C. A. ’

Lake George, N. Y.

Philadelphia Letter.
To the Editor:—This City Of Brotherly 

Love is teeming with mediums, a fact I was 
not aware of until my present sojourn. Mrs. 
Gladding, who bade us farewell last Sunday, 
came out of the Methodist Church sixteen 
years ago in this city of her nativity, ranking 
to-day as one of our constellation. John Sla
ter, one of the most astonishing mediums on 
the platform; Mrs. Emma Nutt, now serving 
the First Spiritualist Association of Milwau
kee, are also of this city; and Mrs. Phillip^ 
of 1826 Graham Street, a veteran platform

Some Mistakes Corrected—Dr. 
Dean Clarke.

To the. Editor:—I' see a very pleasant let
teriu.your issue of February 17th, from A. 
jÇ^pVëllj' the ’Spirit artist, in which letter he 
^yéiçpme pléasant things about San Bernar- 
.diho, C41o for which thanks, Brother Camp
bell; but I fekr his informant must have been 
in,an' exuberant mocd when he made some of 
the statements, or .else the printer must have 
seen things double when he put the letterin' 
■type. , '

1 For. instance, in crediting our society with 
à membership of six hundred—if that number 
were divided by ten the result woùld be nearer 
the correct number. And when it gets down 
to right earnest workers the number is still 
much smaller. If all who are Spiritualists at 
heart, or rather, who are more Spiritualists 
than anything else, were so openly and prac
tically, then the figures quoted by our good 
brother would probably not be far astray.

We were very glad to meet Mr. Campbell 
and his brother, but regretted much that their 
stay with us was sb very briet

Mr. Campbell speaks of hearing a very able 
lecture from Dr. Dean Clarke. Dr. Clarke 
has been speaking for the society for about 
five months and has done good work. , Al
though a small man, his courage is not small 
when it comes to standing up for the cause he 
represents. He has engaged in a sort of all- 
around encounter with the churches here this 
Winter. First, although, in the main, highly 
commending his work, he had occasion to 
controvert the position taken, in one of his 
sermons, by the talented Rev. Wells, Unita
rian minister here. This position was to the 
effect that nothing had come to us from the 
beyond to enlighten us as to the conditions of 
the future life. Of course the doctor claimed 
that there has much light come to us from the 
beyond.

Second, he felt called upon to reply to an 
attack upon Spiritualism made by a mounte
bank Christian (Campbellite) evangelist, by 
the name of Martin. Both of these efforts of 
the doctor's were synoptically published in the 
Times Index of this place.

Finally the doctor undertook to show, and 
did show to the satisfaction of his hearers, 
that Jesus never taught such a doctrine as a 
vicarious or blood atonement A synopsis 
of this discourse was also published. This 
last was called out by the fact that the churches 
have been making strenuous efforts this 
winter, and have held prolonged revival serv
ices, and as is usually the case when there 
are hard times, have produced considerable 
impression, and made many converts. It is 
said that all thé ministers have warned their 
hearers to keep away from the Spiritualists’ 
meetings, designating them as the work of the 
devil to lead souls astray, and one minister is
reported to have said that 1 ‘Spiritualism is the

of all the people. L, B. 0.

Denver, CoL

My Guardian Angel.
My father in the spirit sphere, 
My guide and guardian there as here, 
Come from your home of tranquil bliss 
And let me feel an angel kiss;
Bee you and hear your sweet, low voice, 
Bidding my very soul rejoice.
Chase the dark clouds that hover o’er me, 
And smooth the rugged path before me; 
Disperse the gloom that saddens earth 
To-day of death, from day of birth.
The muster-roll is thinning fast;
The future soon will be the past; 
My angel-guard, in good or ill, 
Your shield and arms protect me stilh 
Through the dark valley, dearest guide, 
My soul—by suffering purified, 
Teach me that boundless trust in God 
Educes comfort from his rod;
Breathe in my ear the words that bless— 
"I will not leave you comfortless.”
Who doubts the loving master sends, 
As mission-bearers, loving friends? 
Who doubts that happiest spirits yearn 
Again awhile—for earth return, 
Heavenward to lead a struggling soul, 
Again to counsel or console?
Who doubts the souls that cannot die 
Are sent from homes beyond the sky— 
“Angels,” preferred above all others 
To warn and succor sisters, brothers.

H. R. Wardell.

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and HelL By Moses 
Hull. Price 10 cents,

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. 
Sinnett Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically and theosophically. Price $1.26.

The Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M. D. An excellent work. Price $1.60.

Organization of Children’s Lyceum.
We have to report that spiritual matters in 

Rochester. Ind., are in a flourishing condition, 
notwithstanding the place has its full quota of 
churches and two revival meetings are running 
full blast. My work here for the first month 
was completed yesterday, and on my part the 
time has passed rapidly and pleasantly, and I 
trust that some good has been accomplished. 
While the phenomena, here as elsewhere, is in 
demand, yet there are ç>- goodly number who 
are deeply Interested in the philosophy. Good 
audiences are the rule, and there is no mistak
ing the fact that the principles of our philoso
phy are becoming better understood and more 
generally accepted than in the past There is 
a growing sentiment in the minds of Spiritu
alists that in order to secure the best results 
we must make our religion practical, and that 
it is the height of inconsistency, while labor
ing to disseminato^ihÿ principles of our phil
osophy, to allow thé children to attend ortho
dox Sunday-schools,' where their minds are 
imbued with the dogffiâs oif ̂ theology, which 
they must eventually outgrow through a pro
cess of more or less mental torture. In yiew 
of this fact, announcement was made that the 
friends would meet on Sunday, February 26th 
for the purpose of organizing a lyceum for 
the instruction and edification of the chil
dren, both old and yoting; which resulted 
in the attendance of thirty-five persons, all 
eager to engage in the work. This, we think, 
is a splendid showing under the circumstances, 
and augurs well for the future. The following 
named persons were elected officers for the 
first quarter: Mrs. Maria Bitters, conductor; 
Master Roy Decker, secretary; T. M. Snyder, 
treasurer; and Miss Belle Ernsperger, organ
ist I am very pleasantly located in the home 
of Major Bitters and wife, where everything 
is done for the comfort of the outer as well as 
the inner man, and where harmonious influen
ces abide, which are exceedingly helpful in the 
work. Will remain here through March, dur
ing which time I hope for still greater results, 
as above all things else I desire to see the 
cause advance in ratio to its importance, anc 
my regret is that I cannot do more to further 
its progress. Would be pleased to secure en
gagements for April, May and June, and will 
make reasonable terms with any society desir
ing my services. > Will O. Hodox.

test medium and healer. It will amply rq- 
lay any seeker after truth, if chance bring 
ihem to thia city, to pay her a visty The 
First Spiritual Association; comer Eighth iu^dj 
Callowhill streets, is a boon to any Spiritualist; 
having to remain over Sunday in Philadelphia^ 
the morning services lasting till noon, at 2:3Q 
the Lyceum is in session, and I know will grat
ify anyone witnessing the exercises. ,

The Conference Association, comer Eighth 
and Spring Garden streets, has a fine hall that 
is crowded every Sunday afternoon; many me
diums and others go there for development, 
and one can pass a couple of hours very pleas
antly and advantageously.

At 1325 Columbia avenue is another hall 
that is crowded every Sunday afternoon, de
voted to the same cause. Last evening there 
was a concert at the First Spiritual Associs? 
tion, and for the benefit of the same, which 
was very satisfactory financially and other
wise. J^would state that all participating in 
theabove concert were members of the First 
Spiritual Association Lyceum, and they tern; 
themselves a Glee Club. I have witnessed 
many concerto by professionals much inferior 
to the performance of these amateurs. We 
are going to have Willard J. Hull with us 
this month. Your Journal stands in high 
favor among the masses here, and were you to 
pay this city a visit I am sure you would meet 
with such an ovation as you little dream of.

M. H. Prince.

“God in the Constitution.” By Robert G.( 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for $1.00, For sale at this office/'

Granula
•' Grnnflla” is one of tho most ”j

A |^B III Jk concentrated forms of food, 1 
■ ■ ■ MM and contains in proper propor- « 

UoDBallthe elementto/nutrilion 1 neede(1 by thfl bunian body
-. “ 1 he Perfect Health Food. ' it is made from the 4
best White Winter Wheat grown In the famous Genesee .1 

Galley wheat-grpwing region. i
f It contains everjneeded constituent 0/ the grain, and; as wheat is considered tho 1 
• best single artfoie of food, “GranUla" supplies in a palatable form the best and • 
I most highly nutritive alimentary principle, I
I SEND FOR FRkE BOOK OF RECIPES. Ills raidy for immediate tablouse *r simply soaking 1 
E Itinmllk or hot or wlduratw, ult I. twite coOkedin Its msnuholure. It wsy be nisdo tbo couslituont of ipeny puls- J 
E ublodisbes. It will kHpforyo.ra uaebspyed as U talus 11 stoxsdin edry place. X
e Trill wk.« Me. by mil postpaid. Address. OCR HOME CR AK~)LA CO.. Box 100. Dansville. N.Y.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P, glNNETT.
Tbl* excellent work treat* of tbe following inbjectai

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
' <

I.

ILL

V.
VL

VIL

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMea- 

merism. '*
Side-Lights of Megmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism. *
Anesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness

VUI. Clairvoyance. 
DL Mesmeric Practice,

“Through Night to Light.”
' ’ —Tennyson.

Thou say’gt Well—“through night to light; 
Though suffering oft Attends the way.

H

Who would not onward, press, to meet 
The light of truth’s refulgent day. ' ‘

The flower beneath the earth’s brown sod c 
Knows higher life above it lies,

And pushes upward through the mould, 
To purer air and sunny skies.: . '.

The acorn in its narrow cell,- ■ \ -
Struggles against its priso^bars, ......

Nor rests, until—a giant oak—
It. towers aloft to meet the stars. ; >

Shall man, content with knowledge gained 
From humble sire or ancient, lore,

Plod on a narrow way, nor seek - '
. . From fertile fields to-gather more? ■
Shall minds whose inmost nature craves 

To higher pinnacles to rise,
Be bound unto a beaten track, .

And truth’s and wisdom’s call despise?
Had Galileos never lived,

Nor Newtons soared through realms of tho't, 
What stores of knowledge might have lain •

In paths obscure—undreamed, unsought.
The dark beliefs of former times

Were but the husks that hid from sight 
The richer grainy conceded within .

Till time should bring it to the light .
From age to age man onward moves, 

And higher powers and truths unfolds;
What grander possibilities '

The yet unfatfeomed future holds!
• Carrie Hamilton.

Eureka Springs, Ark.

They Are for Sale at This Office.
CTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
O roaary of peart., culled from the works of Andrew Jackson 
Davi,, Intended for tlie Ilglit and solace ot every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. Fries 50 cents. -

CECRETS FROM THE_ CONVENT OF THE 
O Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na>. 
lure," ' ‘Ethic* ot Science," “Science of Man," etc. Hudson Tut
tlo was threatened with death for writing and publishing hid 
"Convent,” which has bad a phenomenal run In Ths Fnoonxas- 
ivB- Tbihkbb. Post paid anywhere, 50 cents. Paper 
edition, 25 canu.
COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER, 
ij A scientific method ot delineating character! diagnosing 
disease-, determining mental, physical and business qualifications: 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1220 
lo 1900 Inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth (5D0. Postage 20 cents.

The price of this admirable work te 11,25. AllbQOkl -Î 
advertised In The Pbogbesbive Thihkxb are

For sale at this office. i

From Som to bom.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Z'HIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
best Poems of the author, and some of her most 

popular songs, with tbe muaio by eminent composers. 
Among the rooms which have attracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Rose,” “Incidents of Life Under tbe 
Blue Laws,” “Farson Smith’s Prophecy,” “From the 
Highlands of Heaven,” “The City of Sorrow,” “Solilo
quy of Fulvla at Slcyon,” “ The Holy Maid of Kent, • 
etc.

The Music includes “Tbe Unseen Cltyj” “Clarl- 
bel(” a June Song: “We Shill Meet our Friends In the 
Morning”j Meet us at the Crystal Gates,”

Many of the Poems are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the author in her public read
ings.

Press Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle is master
ful In her prolific poetical genius,—Tbe Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gar- 
ficiifa brightest scholars.—Chansanlng ^/gus. S- 

poet whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttlo is well known as 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite souge,—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator, Her poems are worthy to bang like a 
banner on our walla to recall ue dally to our bettei 
selves.—Heater M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetic talent.—'Warren Tribune. A poet with abun
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. Sho Is 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker, Strong, true and beautiful.—Mra. Bara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel is exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. 
Home.

The volume contains 225 pages, Is beautifully printed 
ind bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gift, Price 
<1.00, post-paid.

For sale at this office.

(SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OP VO- 
sJ cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
>1. Peebles and J. O. Barrett! E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with the sonl of 
aspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of tho splyltual 

■Ihllosophy. set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
, ill original), and adapted to all occasions, it is doubtless tbe moan 

attractive work of the kind ever published, Its beautiful songs, 
duets end quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon acoomnanit 
meat, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 02.00. Postage U cents.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 

two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price:

THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
1 Confessional, by Father Cblnlquy. A stirring account of tha 

diabolism of tbe Romish priests, worked through the confessions! 
box. Price 41.00. r

THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
J, compsrlson between Evangelicalism end Spiritualism, in tha 

keenest and most easy style of Ils able and versatile author. To 
tbpse who know him that Is sufficient Inducement to purohaM 
the book. Price I1.00._________ _f

THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE!
1 Something you should have to refer to. By James M. MP 

Caan. Price 15 cents. I
Z'HE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM^

A manual, with directions for the organisation and manage
ment of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
Indespenelble. Price 50 cents. -
THE SPIRITS’ WORE'. WHAT I HEARD, 
1 blw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By II. L. Suydam. It is* 

pamphlet that will well yay perusal. Price 15 cents. >

TyiYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE! 
L Letters to the Beybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet Worth Its weight in gold. Price 2S 
cents.

T)SYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEALING, A 
i series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to Its own organ- ■ 
Ism, and tbe Inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamaln 
Rush, through the mediumship or Mrs. Cora L. V* Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 41.50. .
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER- 

L course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work. It por 
cevsM great merit. Price *1.23.

reported to have said that “Spiritualism 1b the
most damnable thins in this town that the mends of this nature, and will open up now heights 

churches have to contend with. cox. Will, 1 believe, take Its place beside Bulwer'a
■ Mr. Campbell has told your readers that ca"tav,TW»k^Kanau. PAiuiough Jtmpu' on? um 

this was once a Mormon colony, and that
many of the Mormons became Spiritualists; in MYnneraCpoue“"8inday Time"'010808 the '“8t paBe’~
fact, the former president of our society—one
who held that position for years—was former
ly connected with the Mormons, having been 
led to accept the teachings of Mormon mis
sionaries who had been sent to England (his 
native country) to convert the people. But 
having learned something of the actual, rather 
than the ideal Mormonism, and having heard a 
leading elder threaten that unfaithful and dis
contented members of the flock, and especially 
those who neglected paying tithes, should be 
“out off from the church right below here"— 
with a suggestive motion of the hand under 
the chin—he said he thought it was time for 
him to seek some other asylum, and take up 
some other religion. I have 'heard the above 
from his own lips, more than once.

Well, with all the other revivals that have 
been going on here this winter, and almost 
every church in town has held one, now come 
two Mormon elders right from Utah, and are 
holding revival services in the Church of the 
Latter-Day Saints, which was built, and oper- 
atedhereby the “Reorganized Church,” or 
“Josephites," as others call them, seceders 
from the polygamic Mormons of Utah. At 
first it was rumored that there was to be a dis
cussion between the leading Mormon speaker 
and Evangelist Martin; but, that brought out a 
published disclaimer from the former, with an 
apparent disposition to pat ■ the latter on the 
back rather than dispute with him. And I 
suppose the churches would far rather encour
age the efforts of this new element thah say 
a single good word for Spiritualism. Their 
idols are not so much menaced by the former.

When will the blind leaders of the blind 
lose their hold upon the masses of mankind? 
That hold is weakening, it is true, even in the
churches—and there are some mediums being

JI/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH*. 
I W eff* poems end aonga; gathered from t^o highways, bp 
’ ways and hedges of life. By Mattle B. Hull. It la moat excellent

Price >1.00.
TJ/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN <■ THREE 
vV Bevels*” a book of 271 pages. By The Phelons. X U 

really a very interesting and suggestive work. Price lljft*
IJf/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
rr Twelve lectures. By Abby K. Judson. This book ftboulA 

be read byevery Spiritualist. Price 11.00: postage 10 .

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and. Modern LSpirit- 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
iuthor of “The Contra.1," “Which," “Letters to Elda 

Mile* Grant," “Both Sides," “That Terrible » 
Question," "Wolf tn Shoop's

, Clothing," Etc., Etc.

This book Is what its title Indicates—“Tax Question 
Bbttlxd, an . Careful Comparison of Blbllcal-and 
Modern Spirt llsm." We give below only a partial 
Hat of the contents ot each chapter:

Chxttbb I—The Adaptation pf Spiritualism to the 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument co good as that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chain* of Thought In 
the Blblo. Law forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. Its Effect Bible Writers In Doubt as to o 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of bls Immortality. Dying Minister In Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

CnxrTxn H—Tho Moral Tendency ot Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blaspbemor 
and » Devil. Every new System passes an Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. WnntGood has Splr- 
ItrniWam done. Opponents unfair. Immorality In tha 
Churches. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. Nono Perfect. Alt are 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tes
timony of Jeremiah.

CuxpTER HI—Blblo Doctrine.of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Term* 
“Man" and "Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. Tbe Host of tho Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Manoah’s wife; 'ls Introduced to Manoah. 
Writing on tho Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. Tbe Stone rolled from 
tbe Sepulchre by a Man.

developed rightthe churches here—but. WäcÄVfK'
still holds a potent sway. . ■.

. Ella-Wilson Marchant.
San Bernardino, Çal. '

An Important Announcement
ADDED TEACHINGS ON THE SOUL—Till ENTIRE

BERIEB TO BE PUBLISHED BT SUBSCRIPTION.
Mrs. 'Cora L. .V, Richmond desires to an-’ 

nounce, in response to many inquiries, that 
her guides have now consented to the publica
tion of the entire series of the Soul Teachings, 
Which will make a volume of five or six him 
died pages, and will include all the series of 
lessons given to private classes up to the 
present time. .

To enable her to publish this work, many 
members of her classes have already sub
scribed for, or promised to take copies, thus 
affording a guarantee fund.

The volume will be $5:00 in cloth, and will 
be issued as soon as. three hundred names 
have been subscribed.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper, 
60 cents.

'THE VOICES. B V WARREN SUMNER BAR, 
J Xo*, The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty ad4 

force. They are most excellent- Price 11.00. .

'THE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL; 
J A pamphlet of 40 pages. Worth Its weight Ingold. MoeSQ 
cantt. .

'THREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE^ 
1 Ions; tbe JeBulla, seen and unseen, are banded against tha 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they •will lose 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held so long. 
In Three Sevens, this knowledge la offered to the people. Buy 
>t, read it carefully, and see why the Jesuits hate It Price 11.25,

Chaptïb IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform.* Three propositions. Mau has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Can not 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration, ManDonble. TwoEathera. TwoSourcei 
otKnowledgo. peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus. . , ,

Chapter V—The Birth of tho.Splrlt.—All Subjects 
Important. *Yo must be born again?' Nicodemus* 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Authors Objection. 
Jesus’- Testa. Must bo born out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit a Besurrectlon. Not of Flesh' and Blood. Blblo 
against It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion af the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
„Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 

. ..... * . .

>ï

t

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER -STO- 
rlea. by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 

powerful Illustration of man's cruelty and Injustice to his fellow ' 
man. Price 10 cents. . '

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela

lions, proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has 623 pages, a Iino engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price ,1.50. Postage 12 cents, :

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. BY SARAH E. TIT
comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 

originated. An interesting and instructive book. Prlce*1.25.

PHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO
O nomlcal and astrological origin of all rellglou. ▲ yoem by 
Dr. J. II. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents. .

TJELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS* 
Di tlce. By Lola Waisbrooker. Price *1.30. I ,

-IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS.
1 “If a man die, shall lie live?" Is fully answered. By W. 6. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents. , ■
It/TABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 

LV1 Wstshrooker. Price 8150. Mra. Waisbrooker,* bookj 
should be read by every woman lu the land. , -

J ,/7/V.D READING AND BE YOND. BY' WM.
1 VL A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of the ntbjectf 
treated upon. Price (1.25. -
TJOEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 

L volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who ha* nd 
thought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, win- 
som and restful. Price *1.00. •
'DELTGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IP 

all could be led to believe In such a rellgten the world would 
be far better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In newer 
and disposition to apply th» facts of history sad science, pried , 
tiJS. Postage 10 cents. -

Cnims VI—Are Wo Infidels?—Rapld’Growth oJ 
Spiritualism. The “Mud-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Traths and-Errort In 
the Bible. Dialogue! Minister want* a Bible.- All be
lieve Parts, and no one believes All. of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Bo- 
Uoversaro. ThetrueTest. Works? The Commission. 
Endof tho World not yet. Jewish and Christian age. 
Preaching, Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
In the Church? . .

Cuaptkb VII—Are Wo Deluded?- -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire Into each other. (‘Kettle Story." Eesultoflhe 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and tbe Devil Partners? Is It Just 
to damn tho World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits «ent out. Did God 
dolt? Cato of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Erekters Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Beasonlngln a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not "down." . “Old 
Splltfoot?1 .

Cnarnu VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually tbe Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. , Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy! Definition of. The-Objection 
Eroves Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to the 

lead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this" Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. Tbe Law good In 
Its Place, and for Its Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehbvab 
bot an Infinite God. He Incited the Jews to Crime. -

Price, Sent Post-paid.

T IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. BRENCA\ 

They are worth tbelr weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 etttfl

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISfORt
of Atharul* chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. Afl MUlne 

hlitoiy of man. Written through the mediumship of 
ley. You should read this work. Price SO cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD.
By Mr*. Mary T. Bhelbamer. It abonnda tn facta Hr- teta> 

ence to the Bummer-Land. Price 11.00.

¿EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED
from the Tree of Life. Presented to humanity thrtughth^ 

mediumship of B. £. Litchfield. Excellent threroghotu, rHei

TX/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL! 
Vr 1st? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of • TnncB 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. Thia curious book 
baa no precedent In the English language. Its theme la novel, it! 
truth apparent. It haa a peculiar bearing upon tho moat moments 
qua period In lilatory and regarding Ita most famous parttblpant-< 
the moat noted American. It la based on truth and tact, «nA 
therefore Will live from this time forth. The publlaher baa not 
spared care, research or expense In Ita verification and product 
tion, and be stakes his reputation upon the validity of Ita contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardlessot 
doctrine or creed or sect. It is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give It a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
repaid. Price tlM -

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow," “The Occult 
Force, of Ser,” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
atherwork». Price is cent* For eale at this office.
'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
i • It. Phenomena and Philosophy. By Bev.'Semuet 

Watson. Thleworkwu writwabya modtra MrM »irMduAMbitma. FrlMU-w. ____ _ ___

'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
J. and Expressions In human Embodiments. Given tbrougU 

Mrs. CoraL. V. Richmond, by her guides. A book that evorf. 
body should read who are Interested in re-incarnation. iPrlof

7HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM^ 
Sr Epes Sargent A work of profound research,- by one M 

tbe ablest men of the age. Price 01.501 postage 10 cents.
T/IEfPS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
V Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly Interesting. Postage I

cents. Fried 75 cents. -

piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN S
Lj Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cents. -
piBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY GRAVES.
D It wfll well pay perusal. Price 31.75. .j

fMJTSIDE VTHE GATES;. AND OTHER N 
XJ tales end sketches. By a band of spirit Intelligences, thftragk .rte medljniiblp ol Mtry There*» ObtihMoer, ¿a exceUtM va*

t
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RELIGION AND MORALITY HEAL BY LAYING ON HANDS

They Are Critically Examined

From the Standpoint of a Lawyer.

Religious Fanaticism '8ftjge¡|,'the 
Ignorant people in Hwfcaà.,.

1 ' Coqnty, Indi^ëf;?'.. 'j.

»Ik'

To the Editor:—In the issue of your 
valuable paper of Feb. 10, 1894, is an : 
article entitled, “Church and State,” in 
which the writer uses the following 
language: “True religion deals not ' 
with the intellectual. A man may be . 
an intellectual giant and a spiritual 
pigmy.”

It is pleasant and refreshing, indeed, 
to read the works of those writers whose 
minds have become wholly absolved ' 
from superstition, after the strained 
efforts of those defenders and expounders । 
of Christian mysticism. The above 
quotation is only the common expression 
of those who still labor to convey the ' 
idea that religion is quite a different ■ 
and (distinct thing from morality, and 
has no connection whatever with the 
intellect. It is something on the samp1 
order of our Methodist Brothers,, who ' 
insist that we should read the “holy" 
Bible with a spiritual eye, and boast 
that only those initiated can compre- 
Lend the meaning of their phrase.

Religion and morality, to them, 
occupy wholly separate and different 
spheres, and so far has this been carried 
that conduct has no more to do with re
ligion than the word by which Aladdin 
controlled the slaves of the lamp. Con
duct is good or bad in so far as it accords 
with the supposed divine will, without 
reference to its consequences. But it is 
pleasing to note that there is being 

: evolved, as man becomes more and more 
enlightened, a feeling of repugnance, 
more and more marked, to this barbar
ous thought: and it is hoped that it is 
the dawning of a more rational system 
of morals, and the abolition of base fear.

We, who claim to be emancipated 
from such absurdities, should not fall 
into the same error. To say that “true 
religion deals not with the intellectual” 
is mere word mysticism, a confounding 
of terms, and leaves the reader where 
he started. By the glib use of his ad
jectives he has left us completely in the 
dark as to what religion he refers. If he 
means the Christian religion, I may 
agree with him, but if he means Spiritu
alism, I must rigorously dissent there
from. It is this sort of religious teach- 
ioff^bv which mankind has been taught 

' to relieve themselves of any thought for 
the morrow; that knowledge was of no 
epecial benefit hereafter, and conse
quently was not worth striving for here; 
that they were simply to do as little as 
Sossible here, and thereby lessen and 

ghten the burden of their “sins.”
All the so-called religious creeds em

body the belief that right and wrong, 
are right and wrong simply in virtue of 
divine enactment; and insist, if driven 
from the position, that there is such 
phenomena as “revealed religion;” 
that it must be considered as revealed 
in conscience. But both of these as
sumptions prove, when examined, to be 
erroneous and self-destructive, and can
not be taken as rules in the judgment of 
conduct.

The first involves the absurdity that 
an act done by «a so-called heathen 
Chinaman would not be right or wrong, 
but simply indifferent, no matter what 
the consequences, because he had been 
deprived of the luxury of reading the 
revealed or “holy” writings; or the con
sequences of an act, whether in fact good 
or bad, of one who, before action, failed, 
either from want of capacity or oppor
tunity, to consult the “holy” writings, 

■ would also be indifferent, because of his 
failure to seek guidance therefrom; be

. cause of his ignorance of what the 
divine will was in the matter, neither 
good nor evil consequences would follow.

The conscience rule is equally absurd, 
in that it is no rule at all. Conscience 
is evplved, fashioned and molded by 
education and experience, inherited 

■' and acquired. It is as diversified as Ure 
the experiences of mankind. To the 
Feejee Islander, who seeks his food; to 
the untutored Indian, who is seeking 
fame in getting white men’s scalps; to 
Moses, who killed the Midianites for 
plunder; to Saul, who slew the Amalek- 
ites for revenge; to Samuel, who hewed 
Agag to pieces under a command of his 
Indian, who prays his God to aid him in 
God—murder was a virtue. To the Osage 
stealing horses, and to steal them easy; 

. to one educated in Fagin’s school—steal- 
ing is a virtue. To David, who prayed his 
God to curse his enemies, their ante
cedents and posterity—base revenge was 
a virtue. All acting with the most con
scientious purposes, but showing to the 
world the relative development of their 
minds and consciences. It must be ad
mitted that conscience cannot furnish a 

• criterion by which man's conduct can 
be adjudged. You cannot judge my 

■ conduct by your conscience. “But,”say 
you, “your conduct may be judged by 
your own consciences.” The answer 
must be, and my judgment would be in 

• accordance with my conscience, as de
termined by my experience and educa
tion. If these have evolved an exalted 

¡ conscience, my judgment and conduct 
• would be accordingly, otherwise not. 
■To say that the deity reveals one kind 

■ of will to one and another to another, is 
a bald absurdity, and is no better than 

■ the first, or revealed writing theory.
*•■ Sooner or later the world will have to 

admit that an act is right or wrong in 
• so far as it brings evil or beneficial con
sequences either to ourselves or our fel
low-man, irrespective of the so-called 
holy writings, or the conscience rule;

• will be compelled to drop this super
natural—or unnatural—mode of judging

equcnces and that diabolically in- . 
spired which brought the converse 
without successfully proving either 
origin. There is no escape from this. 
Evil must precede/all: good, else we 
would not know that good was good or 
evil :iVas evil/ It U the great educator 
of the hunijin. rape;. 'E'rpln the babe 
fallingand injuring'itself hi its first at
tempt 0 walk; to the most complicated 
system of business and political life, it 
points out the danger here and there in 
life and guides man on in paths toward 
happiness. It will not answer to say 
that this is an unqualified egoism, for 
man has learned the great lesson that 
the greatest happiness is attained by 
union with and a qualified dependence 
upon his fellows, and that the happiness 
of his. fellow?, to a great extent, 
measures his own. He hah learned that 
an extreme selfishness praèticed by him
self begets its own like in his fellows and 
redounds to his own injury; and that 
happiness cannot he reached by stepping 
on the prostratp form of a fallen 
brother. ’

An act which brings evil consequences 
either to one’s self , or to one’s fellow, be
comes a sin only when’one, knowing br 
willfully ignoring the consequences, 
does that act? deliberately. Even this 
rule cannot be made conclusive where 
one’s life, liberty or property is con
cerned. Indeed, a perfect Jaw could not 
be given, and cpuld not be obeyed if 
given. ' Unthinking minds pray to be 
made perfect, without thinking what' a 
very undesirable state it would be.

Absolute perfection atid absolute satis
faction means absolute rest—death. 
Eradicate the’evil from man’s life and 
you will obtain absolute rest. It is only 
by dissatisfaction with' our condition 
that we can be made to. act even now. 
Theological . teachers are either uncon
scious of thé natural cause of evil or they 
dishonestly ignore it; on the theory, 
possibly, that their predecessors having 
enunciated the devil idea and so created 
a demand for its continuation, they are 
justified in so continuing it. So long as 
there is a demand-for it the supply will 
be ready, and so -long as it is taught, 
will man refrain from seeking the 
natural cause of evil, and so long may 
he be truly said to be ignorant of the 
truth concerning it. From the earliest 
ages mankind has gazed in blank amaze
ment and wonder at phenomena or the 
consequences of their acts, ascribing 
either divine or diabplical origin to 
them according as they brought béné
ficiai or evil consequences,' without so 
much as being stimulated to an effort to 
discover the truth, to be able to avert 
the evil, should it occur again. Teach 
man causation and you aid him to 
either obtain the good or avert the evil, 
and the enormity of this task is meas
ured by the magnitude of the error 
which he ig now laboring under.

There can be no higher use of the 
God-given intellect than in studying 
the effects which our actions have upon 
our own lives and those of our fellows, 
and applying the results to our future 
conduct; and to shirk this duty, and to 
lay supinely bn our backs waiting for the 
Deity to inspire, reveal something or 
spiritualize us,is a base omission of duty, 
and one fit only for thé source from 
which the idea sprung. To think other
wise is to say that we are mere mar 
chines, or the sport of a capricious and 
indeterminable god.

The energy that is expended in teach
ing and maintaining the current theol
ogy) Would, if rightly expended, start 
mankind in the paths of truth and pro
gression, and to > relatively higher 
mode of life.

Can the knowledge of a continuity of 
life and the retention of individuality, 
as proved by Spiritualism alone, raise 
man to a plane higher than his less 
fortunate brothers? No; he would still 
have his duty to perform. It would 
still be a fact if he nad no knowledge of 
it. Nevertheless, it is animating to 
know tha{ ibis life is not the infernal 
machine which we have beeh taucht, 
and it goads us on to a higher and truer 
life; it is refreshing after the unsatis
factoriness of pottage (faith) which has 
been the food set before us from early 
childhood; it is soothing to know that 
the “awful vengeance” is untrue; it is 
welcome, for it guards us from that 
degradation which a universal unbelief 
would doubtless bring, raises us from 
the mire of material existence only, aiid
opens 
make 
earth.

to us a knowledge which will 
indeed a new heaven and a new 

S. J. White.

“PERHAPS.”

GENERAL SURVEY.
CONTINUED FROM FIFTH PAGE. .

Thomas Lees reports the successful 
debut of Mrs. E. Pfuntner,, recently , of 
Cincinnati, as an inspirational speaker 
and test medium) who is filling tempora
rily the place ol Mrs. H. S. Lake with 
the Cleveland Spiritual Alliance. After 
delivering au admirable lecture she 
gave a number of striking tests. Mr. 
and Mrs. Pfuntner contemplate making 
Cleveland their permanent home.

The Spiritualists of Leavenworth, 
Kansas, assembled at the Conservatory 
of Music Sunday afternoon, March 4, 
and formed a new society, under the 
auspices of the National Spiritualists’ 
Association. They elected Mr. Aaron 
Burrows president; Nelson Irish and 
Mrs. Wile, vice-presidents; Mrs. Ferris, 
recording secretary; Ed. S. Lee, cor
responding secretary; Mrs. Nickson, 
treasurer. All passed off harmoniously. 
Dr. Lee is to lecture for the society; 
which has its charter, and with a large 
membership starts out with brilliant 
prospects. ' .

H. H. Bailey writes that the Spiritu
alists of Hastings, Mich., being féw in 
number, organized themselves into a 
society Noy. .11, 1893, and began holding 
parlor pieetihgs, Sunday afternoon's, 
served by Jióme. talent, Mr. J. L. Reed, 
president, alternating with others, with 
essays upon spiritual topics. The inter
est, increased nntjl a mpre commofiious 
meeting-place became necestary; á hall 
to seat two hundred was secured, and qt 
the last meeting fifty people were turned 
away without standing-room—the re-, 
cent meetings being conducted by Mr, 
and Mrs, John Lindsey, of Grand Rap
ids, who have gained many friends. •

Coulson Turnbull is now in Chicago, 
entertaining1 many friends with .his lec
tures on various important subjects. He 
is capable of doing a most excellent 
work.

We have most excellent reports from 
Dr. Rothermel, as a materializing me
dium. He is now in Milwaukee, Wis., 
and his circles are crowded.

Prof. J. Payne, of Springfield, III., is 
in the city, and is located at 24 Bishop 
Court, flat 3. He will remain here for 
about three weeks. He gives olairvoyt 
ant and planetary readings.

The Spiritualists at Shawneetown, Ill., 
would like to have a good test medium 
visit them. ’

Prof. Lockwood Would be pleased to 
answer calls in or adjacent to Chicago 
until April, when ' he is engaged at 
Bricklayer’s Hall. His lectures are first- 
class in all respects.

John Slater opened up at Denver, Col.> 
last Sunday. He góes to Europe in the 
latter end of May. '

Mrs. J. B. Searles writes that Mr. and 
Mrs. Adrian B. Ormerod held a spirit
ual seance, Sunday evening, Feb. 25, at 
Brodhead, Wis., which was very suc
cessful. A large audience listened to a 
grand lecture on spirit power and the 
immortality of the soul. Spiritual man
ifestations occurred which were the 
means of convincing skeptics that there 
is a life beyond the grave.

W. S. Collins writes that G, V. Cor
ais doing good work for the cause

, -itualism in New Orleans, by his 
lectures and tests. There is a good 
opening for a materializing medium in 
that city.

Rev. Joseph Adams, by the very gen
eral request of his admirers, will lecture 
next Sunday, at 7:30 p. m., before the 
Congress of Relgions of the First Society 
of Spiritualists, corner of Washington 
Boulevard and Ogden Avenue Subject: 
“Relation of the Mateial Body to the 
Spiritual.” Good music from members 
of the Apollo Club. In the morning 
conference, J. H. Randall, M. D. will 
speak, followed by ten-minute speeches 
from the audience.

Charles S. Rouse writes from Minne
apolis, Minn.: The Woman’s Progres
sive Union, an auxiliary of the Society 
of Modern Spiritual Thought, held a 
social at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. 
Flower, 114 Sixth St., S. E., on Friday 
evening, March 2nd;' This is the first of 
a series of entertainments to be held 
during the summer. The attendance 
was large and the event was a success 
socially and financially. The subjects 
of Mr. Edgerly’s lectures, March 4th, 
were: “Sunday Observance,” ana 
“Spiritualism and its Critics.” We are 
much pleased with his faithful analyses 
of truth, and his guides give much food 
for thoughtful meditation. Good audi-

A strange religious fervor has taken 
possession of the ignorant people . in 
Greencastle, Ind., in the Southern part 
of Putnam County and great excitement 
is occasioned thereby. John and Charlie 
Scott of Harrodsburg, Ind., and a Miss 
Huffman, of Illinois, are conducting a 
series of meetings which are producing 
wonderful and terrible results. They 
operate by prayer and the laying, on of 
hands; their victims are said to go into 
trances and stay that way for a. long 
spell, until it is not uncommon to see 
eight or ten laid out on seats for hours 
at a time. Yesterday a commission of 
justices of the peace was held on one 
case which is very pitiable and is the di
rect result of this strange miracle-work
ing. Marcus Leucus, a prosperous 
farmer, has gone violently insane, the 
direct result of this religious craze. 
Six men are required to keep him in 
bed, and he won’t wear any clothes. He 
followed a star Friday night all night in 
the hope of catchjng the same, and only 
gave up the chase in daylight when it 
disappeared. His favorite theme is th© 
Bible, and he constantly states “he never 
had so much fun with Jesus Christ in all 
his life," .The poor fellow was taken to 
the Indianapolis insane hospital today.

The neighbors are up in arms over 
the strange craze, and threaten to wipe 
it from the face of the earth. Some talk: 
shotgun aud others advise white-capism.’ 
Just how the trouble will end is indoubt, 
but trouble is feared. Tbe “evangelists” 
are said to secure large. sums of money 
during the trances or their victims, and 
sell their pictures for 25 cents each. 
One victim under .the excitement has 
thrown away his. orutcheSj and , claims 
his life-long rheumatism is cured; 
others who nave been blind claim to 
see, and the craze'is spreading rapidly.

Protestant Pastors’ . Association 
Defends the Principles of the 
A. P.A.
Memphis, Tenn.—The war between 

the Catholics' and Protestants has 
broken out in Memphis. The Protest-1 
ant Pastor’s Association came out to-day 
in a lengthy cird, defending the princi
ples of tiie American Protective Asso
ciation, and attacking the Catholics, 
whom they charge with' being engaged 
in a conspiracy to control all the offices 
in this country, from president down. 
The Protestants express a determination 
to carry the war into the coming elec
tions and endeavor to defeat every 
Catholic candidate for office. The pub
lication of the card of the Protestant 
pastors has caused a tremendous sensa
tion here.

Only a Sip of Wlue.
A sip, just a tiny sip, is all that the 

Rev.'Dr. J. H. Darlington thinks the 
members of his church should take when 
the communion wine is handed them. 
“There are sòme persons who insist on 
taking good sized drinks,” he said to 
his. congregation in Christ Episcopal 
Church, Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, just 
before the sacrament was handed around 
Sunday. “This church uses twice as 
much wine as is used by some New York 
churches of the same size.” The young 
folks giggled and the old folks coughed, 
but the .consumption of wine was not di
minished when the goblets went round.

’ Expiring' Subscriptions.
Subscribers can easily tell when their 

subscriptions will expire, by noting the 
numbér printed just over the right
hand column on the first page of the 
paper, and comparing it with the num
ber on the address-tag of their paper. 
The number on the paper is changed 
every week consecutively. The number 
this week is 224; next week it will be 
225; next week 220, and so on. Your sub
scription will expire with the number 
indicated on your tag. Thus, “John 
Smith, 250," indicates that his subscrip
tion will expire when the number of 
the paper corresponds to the number on 
his tag. Thus, if the tag on your paper 
is 250, and the present numoer of the 
paper being 224, then you will have 26 
more papers before your subscription 
expires. Reep watch of the tag.

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
All new trial or yearly subscribers 

will get the back chapters of this re
markable story free. Everybody should 
read it. Send on your subscriptions at 
once.

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

OR
MIND FORCE.

"PABULUM OF LIFE OR MIND FORCE 
1 electrifies and Illuminates the mind, restores lost 
harmony and lost vitality.

Pabulum , of Life Is In no case a medicine, but a 
metaphysical nulrlmeutal and life-generator of great 
power. . ■

Pabulum of Life la a new creation and divine In
spiration, and will purify the moral and spiritual na
ture of inuu. ,

Pabulum of Lifo will increase the vital force, stim» 
ulute the mind to action, awake the slumbering fi-t> 
ultlea of the soul, aud re-vltaltae the whole being.

Pabulum of Life contains a spirit essence or Nutri
ment ol great power. For Instance, every time a 
dose la taken, the person, whether sickly or healthy, 
will gain lu proportion a certain amount of natural 
force or energlzlngjiower.

Furthermore, It clears the Intellect, and invigorates 
the mental faculties, aud how It does all this, aud 
even more, la a mystery, which no science can ex
plain, excepting on the grounds of electrical vital 
action, resulting from the absorption of a new com
bination of elements, or force generated and diffused 
throughout the constitution.

Pabulum of Life 1b exclusively derived from the 
active principle of the herb of tbe field, the flowers 
of the forest, and the leaves of the trees, and harmo
niously compounded at our laboratory.

Pabulum of Life Is palatable and pleasant harm
less as the dew droo, of eminent utility, and for genera
ting a general inward. vital energy, Is without ex
ample In the wholedomalnof medicine.

Pabulum of Life Is equally adapted for ail persons, 
male or female, and Is especially valuable to persons 
of frail constitution, or where there Is a loss of nerve 
or vital force.

It will animate the weak and weary, Invigorate the 
young, and rc-Juvenate the old. ’

Pabulum of Life Is a condensed combination of 
cryetallzcd essence or force and must be attenuated or 
diluted In about fifteen times its bulk of water, 
and may be taken as often as throe times a day.

Trial package by mall si,00. Prepared only by
DR. R. GREER, '

127 La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.

T OWN A NICE FARM. AND DESIRE 
1 a Spiritualist wife (without children) who will 
be contented to live thereon. I have no children. 
Address me for particulars. N. P. Paulson, Greentop,
Missouri. 225

Ç Z. BARNEY, CLAIRVOYANT; 
kD • send 12 cents and lock of hair for trial reading.
P. 0 Bqx 465, Otsego, Michigan. 225

King Has His Mother Beheaded.
Paris, March 8.—An officer who has 

returned from. Dahomey, reports that 
when King Behanzln found that escape 
was impossible, ,he summoned his aged 
mother and said to her; “I am going to 
surrender to France. My father must
know of it. Yuu,- therefore, shall see 
him and tell him.” The king thereupon 
had his mother^eheaded.while he calm-HUAI U1Ö muiuüi|^üUüauüU| n«i 
ly looked on, smoking a pipe.

The Médical Law.

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

conduct, and accept or adopt a more ra
tional one. When men learn what ac
tions must bring evil and what good 
consequences, then, and then only, can 
the evils, so much complained of, be re- 
fiuced or eradicated.

Evil will stay with man uutil he con
trives some remedy. Refrain from or 
remove the cause and you remove nr 
avert the evil. The laws of the uni
verse are immutable, eternal. You 

■ cannot do a wrong act and, by prayer, 
fasting and praise, escape the conse
quences. Blessings only come by ob
serving the rules under which they 
are obtained. Produce the proper con
ditions and proper results will follow as 
sure as the night follows the day, and 

‘ the converse. Divine will is revealed 
by no other means and in no other way. 
■So perfect is this law that to say the 
creator abandoned it for uncertain and 
doubtful word-law is uncopplimentary 
aud belittling. The devil theory was 

■’postulated by ignorant’ minds, and. is 
• being continued by irrational ones. 

-"Men have called that act divinely 
• inspired which brought good con-

CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.

spirit Jesus, when he materialized, told 
Thomas to feed him and be not faithless 
but believe.

Brother Clarke need not boast that he 
“has not seen, yet believes,” since these 
millions whom a “believe-or-be- 
damned” theology could not touch, have 
not only a “living conviction," but a 
knowledge of the immortality of the 
soul, and they are free and happy be
cause this knowledge of truth has made 
themso. ‘ ■

The people who adhered to Christian
ity as the best they knew, hada right to 
have the gospel of Spiritualism admin
istered to them in their church-homes 
without having to seek it elsewhere, 
and it was the duty of their pastors, as 
followers of the Christ, to furnish it to 
them, even to the gifts of healing and 
all other spiritual gifts as in the primi
tive church; and every Christian pulpit 
should be open to the ministers of the 
new dispensation. ' ’

But the church, in its sacerdotal ca
pacity, has forfeited its own claim by re
jecting the higher spiritual faith; and 
the people, whose rights have been ig
nored. will continue, as they' are now 
doing, to desert the old church and
seek for pastures green in other quar
ters. . ”

».

There is nothing to be expected f rom 
Catholicism and orthodox Protestantism. 
They are one and all hastening to their 
fall; and when they fall the last vestige 
of superstition will fall with them. No 
one understands this better than Clarke. 
He says they both failed for the same rea
son, because they tried to drive instead
of to lead; and: “Therefore a new Prot-J-
estantism has come protesting against 
the old; it has come in the form of Unit- 
arianism, Swedenborgianism, Univer- 
.salism, Spiritualism, Transcendentalism, 
Radicalism; These are all more or less 
narrow, but they are all more or less 
necessary to something better.”

• ■ * * Ri.* Neeley. ■

. Esteem has more engaging charms 
than friendship and even love. It cap
tivates -the hearts better, and never 
makes ingrates.—Rouchefoucauld.'

ences continue to attest the merit 
his labors, and we trust that he will 
kept active in his chosen field.

HE SAYS IT IS SCIENCE.

of 
be

Men May Feel the Pain in Dis 
membered Limbs.

A well-knôwn medical man was busy 
in his office when a patient called upon 
him, who had a peculiar and interesting 
malady. . .

“Doctor, my arm’ twitches and aches 
all the time; I can feel the pain to my 
finger ends,” he said presenting a stump 
of an arm. grown from the shoulder lor 
an inspection.’ . .. ’

“How did yoii lose "your hand anà 
arm?" asked the doetor. . ...

“It was blown off in a mining acci
dent.” ’ . ‘ , , .

You are troubled this way often?’’.
“Constantly, doctor. •! can at this mo

ment feel’ the.‘fingers of my lost. arm 
contracting with, pain.” .. _.. . M

“f don’t doubt it,” answered the doc
tor calmly; “you must dig up the arm 
and have it burned then you will not 
suffer any more." ’

“Doctor, you are making fun of me.”
“I never was more in-earnest in my 

life.” Ï .
“I cati not find my arm. It is’ some

where in Montana, returned to dust by 
this time." . ' ( ,

“It that were the case your arm would 
not ache. As soon as that member, is 
entirely decomposed you will lose the 
sense of pain.’ That is why I said it should 
be burned. There are sympathetic mag
netic cords connecting it with your 
É’sical system; when every vestige is 

troyed it will become a part of your 
astral body and give you no pain.”

The man walked thoughtfully away, 
and a visitor in the doctor’s office asked: 

■ “Doctor, is that superstition?”
“No,” said the doctor, in a convincing 

way; “it is science.” ‘ . ■ ।

More-joyful eyes look at the setting 
sun than, at the rising sun. Burdens 
are laid down by the poor; whom the 
sun consoles more than the rich;— 
Richter. .

One Hundred and Fifty Thousand.
We have issued 150,000 of that number 

of the paper containing the account of 
the assassination of President Lincoln, 
compiled from the writings of Father 
Chiniquy. No other Spiritualist paper 
ever struck such a wonderful vein of 
success. That edition has been instru
mental in helping the A. P. A. carry 
several elections. It has influenced pub
lic . opinion everywhere against the 
Catholics, and done a world of good 
thereby. It will be sent to any address 
for one cent per copy.

1 » 1 f ~ 1. . ' I -

Good News for Spiritualists.
(ADVERTISEMENT). ■

Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 
kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe and its after effects, or 
seven weeks' treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

Mansill’s Almanac for 1894.
This work of Planetary Meteorology, 

Almanac Makers’ and Weather Fore
casters’ Guide, and New System of 
Science, by Richard Mansill, is now out, 
and will be sent to any address for 25 
cents. Mystics, farmers, and thinking 
people generally should have it.

The old doctors have obtained a law 
giving them a monopoly for caring for 
the sick; if they had not, their business 
would have been gone. Read the fol
lowing: ' ■

Dr. A. B. Dobson, Maquoketa, Iowa. 
My. Dear Friend: I esteem it not only a 
pleasure, but a duty I owe, not only to 
yourself alone, but to the public, to set 
forth some facts respecting my mehtal 
and physical condition during the . past 
year. In the early part of the year 1883 
my nervous system became very much 
affected, so that I was unable to sleep. 
This restless and Sleepless condition con
tinued to that, extent that many Mights 
in succession I was unable to close my 
eyes, all of which was reducing my 
physical powers, and also affecting the 
mental; in fact; the whole structure was 
gradually becoming weaker and weaker 
each succeeding day, and during all this 
time I was seeking the various patent 
medicines and nonsuiting the best med
ical ability that I could find in Michigan 
and Northern Minnesota, but to no 
avail; and finally I was advised to cross 
the continent, and in October I took a 
trip to Puget Sound, returning home 
about November 1, having received 
little or no benefit from my journey. 
Upon returning home I again .consulted 
an eminent physician, who informed me 
that nothing but temporary relief could 
be afforded me; and thus I went on until 
November the 25th, when a friend, 
hearing of my situation, brought me 
one of Dr. Dobson’s circulars, advising 
and urging me: to try the magnetic 
healer of Maquoketa, Iowa.' .

I finally consented,-under protest, to 
send fora diagnosis of my case. This 
was November 25; on the 27th T slept 
some, but from ¿he latter date, up to and 
including December 4,1 did not sleep, 
all told, twenty- minutes,, at which time 
my mind and memory had become' so 
weakened, and with a distracted?brain, 
I was on the verge of insanity. At the 
time of the. arrival of the first month's 
¿medicine, December 5,1 had about fully 
made up mv.mind-that my-case was 
hopeless,.ana my restoration doubtful in 
the extreme, as it had baffled the skill of 
the most eminent physicians indifferent 
sections of the country. I commenced 
your treatment on December 5, and era 
I had taken the first month’s medicine I 
could readily perceive a marked,change 
in my mental 'and physical condition, 
and before the.second month was ended, 
to my surprise,1 and that of my .'friends, I 
regarded myself/fully restored, both' 
mentally and physically, to as good a 
degree of health as I have enjoyed in 
twenty years, and for the same I express 
my heartfelt thanks to Dr. Dobson, the 
magnetic healer, of Maquoketa, Iowa, 
to .whom I am indebted as the restorer 
of my health. •

Very respectfully,
' ■ Samuel Maffett.

Muskegon, Mich.
(See ad. in another column.) 
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama- 
tlon, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25<* a bottle.

GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
Thl» work Is one that every one should read. It 

beam» throughout with rare gems ot thought,„practical 
as well oa profound. Thore 1b sunshine and beauty In 
every sentence uttered. The work 1b dedicated to thl 
author’s favorite sister, barah French Farr,now passei 
to splrlt-llfe. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
gives an interesting sketch of the author’s Ufe.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch oftbeUfoOi A. B. French.
William Denton. ■
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Pried $1/ postpaid.
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CECRET POWER OF MIND OVER 
O mlndand how to cultivate and strengthen this 
God-glrdo force, innate in every human being. Won
derful book SI. Circulars free. Prof. Anderson, P. T.. 
2—182 State street, Chicago. > 218 cow

CARL SEXTUS 
PRACTICAL HYPNOTIST, CURES 

Jl nervous diseases, rheumatism and pnuscle dis* 
cases by vital magnetism; develops latent psychical 
powers. Commended by medical men, the consuls 
of Norway. Sweden and Danmark, and the dally 
press. Letters requesting advice must contain li 00. 
Office hours 2 to 5 r. h. 224 East Ontario street, 
Chicago, 111. 225

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: ‘‘Psyche arrived two weeks 
ago and to say 1 was pleased does not express my ap
preciation. My boy. twelve years old. Ie developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came flrst sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. Be has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clnlraudlencc.—M. y. 
Thompson, Arkadelphia, Ark.” Price, zi,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach. Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

A LADY IN NEED WOULD LIKE 
a position as housekeeper in a middle-aged 

widower’s family, or to make herself generally use
ful in some family. Would prefer Rhode Island or 
Massachusetts. Address E. C. W., this office. 225

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT, 
I Molted pebble spectacles restore lost vision' 

Write tor Illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent hv 
mall. B.F. POOLE. Clinton, Iowa. '

YES YOU CAN ' 
fZET WELL. SEND $] FOR A BO*. 
vx tie of Elixir of Lint. A spirit remedy. Purely 

vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renews life 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailmento there la no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. E. K. Myers Cilntom 
Xowa-________________________ _________ 226_

Four present and future,-^
Ask three questions. Give age, sex and com

plexion. Enclose ll. Agnes A. Miller, Diamond. 
Arkansas,_______________ ¡¿28

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
r\R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

jLz Mass., And bls band of powerful ancient spirit» 
are effecting the most wonderlul cures that bare 
been recorded and arc so acknowledged. By tbe Icenr 
stgbi of clairvoyance, aided by bls marvelous spirit 
forces combined with his magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heel the sick. Try him. Send him sei. age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and he will lend 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn't want any 
leading symptoms. Address Dn. J. B. Lovoks. Shir
ley, Mass. ■ ■ . '................ 237

I SYCHOMETRY, CONSUL!' WITH 
J Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
practical Hie, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
nalr, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
AddreaR, 195 4th street. Milwaukee. Wls._______228

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
PLATFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 
r buaines« medium. Readings personally or by 
letter $1.00. Brief reading by mall 25 cents. 2910g-

Free to the Weak and Sick.
r\0N'T SUFFER ANY LONGEE, 

jLX but send to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
especial instruction of a spirit band of clcetro-mag- 
nctlc doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, age. one leading symptom and three 2-ceut 
stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244. San Jose, Cal.[227

PSYCHOMETRIC.
7YO YOU WISH AN UNPARALEL- 

jLZ led reading, examination or advice on business, 
write to Df. J. C. Phillips, tho noted platform Test 
Psycbomctrist. Enclose one dollar and three 2-cent 
stamps, giving age and sex. Three questions an
swered for 25 cents. Send stamp for statements of 
wonderful cures. Address 471 W. Madison street,

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
Zk 2-cent stamps, lock of hair. name( age, sex, one 
leading symptom, and I will dluguose-your disease 
free with the old of spirit power. Dr.fi. S. Williams, 
Lake Geneva, Wie. ______ 22 7

INVALIDS
IX. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
VV Stamps, tbelr disease, or symptoms, wlllrecelv# 

pamphlet uud advice I’ure to euro themselves without 
drugs. Tho THOMAS BATTEKY COMPANY, Card, 
lugton, Ohio tt

(TEND THREE TWO-CENT STAMPS 
O and get a picture of little Myrtle Vance, ago 8 
years and eight months—Henry Smith's victim,burned 
at Paris, Texas, Feb, 1, 1891. J. L. Meitlus, Wulfe
City, Toxas. 223

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Accountof the Status 

. of Woman Through thé Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

; deuces of the Matrl- 
, , archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

Z'HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-cent stamps for private letter of advice 

from the Spirit-world. W. P. Fhelon, M. D.. 612 Jaok- 
son Boulevard Chicago Ill. 120tt

can find cozy rooms, equal to those at hotels, with 
ftSp^itualifitf vmlly, at 88 dL John's Place near Union

'T'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
A Sinclair, will Bend you by letter * lUe reading ot 

the past and future with dates. MaU a look ot nalr 
and one dollar, Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 
West Ave., Jackson, Mich. 237

AN ASTONISHING OFFER I
CEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

k-J lock of balr, age. name, box, one leading symptom 
?iu<l your disease will be diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose, Cal,

PHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
J. Reading qr six questions answered, W cents and 
three stamps. Maboukbitx Bubtom, 1472 Washing» 
on street, Boston, Mass. 232

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

/] NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
Lj. the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, In fact, the entire 
system. Send 2 two-cent sumps, aud I will send 
priuted Information. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed this knowledge to mo B E1 
Pools, Clinton. Iowa. ’

U'URNISNED FRONT HALL BED- 
1 room, second floor, with washing for one gent, 
?6, per month. 814 W. Lake street near Anu in a 
Spiritualist family. Mas. Phillips. 224

TRIAL PACKAGE ONLY $1.12.
The Morphine, Liquor and To

bacco Habits
(DAFELY AND SUCCESSFULLY , 
O treated in the privacy of your own borne. Eight 
years’ experience lu a large city practice without a 
failure. Thousands of our bent people, cheerfully 
testify to the above. Full Instructions mulled with 
each package of the antidote. Address with stamps 
Dr. Bartlktt, 167 Dearborn street, Chicago. 227

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y„ College of Magnetics.!
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED

. JFAraputles Including the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet
!?!"’ ’nhCtr <CT “n<1 “ higher science of
life. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students lu four 
continents have taken the course. The college la 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
eau take the course aud receive the diplomas at their 
owu homes, inslliuilou removed io East Oruuge 
Few Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York 1?' 
NewVe'r'sey De"U’ 5 1>ulusld 8t- Kttht «rangi 
jxlw jersey.

____ * _ WUL DEVELOP YOU?
PIiPnA Uave y°u tried it?-The W V 4 lit Finest Cabinet for the kJ T purpose ever made—bar

v none. Send for Circulars
This marvelous cabinet, -T •Nothing
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 1B4 S. Green SL Chicago.

Price, $1.00 delivered, in City. .

SOMETHING OF INTEREST TO ALL 
O who aye sick. Dr. J. R. Craig, physical, medium 
and Psychic Physician, has opened a medical institute 
in which only vegetable uud spiritual remedies arc 
used. My friends will remember tbe valuable liver 
and kidney cure that was given to me by my spirit 
controls. I have placed those new and valu able reme
dies la tbe reach of all. For further information or 
a free diagnosis, address Dr. J. R. Craig 1428 Market 
street, San Francisco, California. Enclose lock of 
balrand three 2-cent stamps. All letters answered
by spirit control. 225

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
£J in your own home. Will send a pamphlet con
taining instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A.- _ V * V - » . a S . w . .
Bliss, 1904 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill. 249

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World 

Illustrated.
BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

'THE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
J. habited but now submerged part of this globe 

known as Atlantis, is one of much interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from'classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep non investlgatlous of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the rnius of ancleut cldcs found on the 
American continent—arc here arranged in compact, 
literary form, in this very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of Ito affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of tho statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Adamians concern
ing tho fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, onco existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

]\JRS. CONNELLY’S IMPROVED RE- 
LVL demptlon for gray, faded, or bioached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves tbe hair soft, glossy, clean nnd 
natural. It Is not adyo. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and so cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 
348 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 229

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

'. A C0LDEC770N of music and 
■Ki ScmgA, Golden Chain Recitations, Memory Gem», 
Choral Responses, Funeral Services, Programs for 
4#uons, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or- 
gahlzlng and' conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
rhyslcàr Culture, Calisthenics and Marching; Ban
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be. organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dlsfnal tone of the old bymnology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of^cholce readings aud 
responses such as no other selection contains, It gives 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives In
structions bow to make the badges aud banners and 
instructs in marching. It shows howto establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

Tbe author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
Erepared for the task by years of devoted labor In the 

yoeum. The book Is the result of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened In the actual 
session of tho Lyceum. '

While intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
is admirably adapted to the pccds of tbe family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except In sheet form nt many 
times the cost. The book bas been placed at the
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tuttle & Co., Publishers, Berlin
Height,, Ohio, or office of The Pbogbesbive Thinker 
where the work may be had wboleealo and retail.

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. O.
( Ihoobtobatkd Nov. 1,1893.)

'THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
J. National Splrlcuallata' Association Is now open 

at all time», and al! Spiritualists are invited to visit 
tbelr official home. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested to send In their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of al! changes of 
location. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 
are also requested to confer with us. and information 
la desired reapeetlng all new phases of development 
In nil parts of the. world. Books, pamphlets ana mag- 
aztnes upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for tho National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Robeut A. Dimmiox, 
Secretary._________________________________214tf

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
IjL two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, ana I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address j. C. Batdobf, 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad
vertisement In.____________________________ 238
rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send LULL live two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex, flirr Imndwrltiug or leading symptoms; you 
a ■ •"■"W|j|recC|VCa correct diagnosis of yourdis- 
case and a brief roading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 858, Lansing, Mich.

nrHE amount of valuable in 
J formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

roíame of 554 pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
given, fails to convey an ideé of the fulness and com- 
Sleteness with which the subjects aro treated. The 

latriarchate, or Mother-rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, is brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This Is followed by Chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter In the book that is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. Tio one can possibly regret btiylnglt; it Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov- 
Ingmind. .

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

Mrs. s. j. cutter, si n. ash- 
JLVJ land Avenue. Clairvoyant, test and business 
medium. 2d fiat.  227.

T)R0F J. PAYNE. MEDIUM, CLAIR- 
JT voyant and A^trologlst, can bo consulted on all 
the affairs of life, Spiritual and business matters, at
24 Bishop Court, FlatB. 228

'THE SPIRITS' WORK, WHA T 1 
J. Heard. Saw aud Felt at CaRMidnga Lake. ByH. 

L/Suydam. It la a pamphlet that win well pay peroaal.

JOTTINGS, ESSA YS, 
I rr Sketches, Poem, and Song»; Gathered Tron

WIFF CANNOT «EE HOW TOO DO 
- ,T A1ID PAY freight.CIA Bava onr 9 drawer walnut or oal- tn* 

Treproved High Ann Blncereewlnz machine b finely finished, nickel plated,adapted to licht 
and heavy work; gnaranteed for 10 leant with 
AntomatleBobbln winder, Self-Threading Cylin
der Shuttle, Self-Setting Keedle and a complete 
let of Steel Ittaehmente; «hipped any whereon 
80 Day*« Trial, ho money required in advance.

75,000now fnutt* World’« Fair Medal awarded machine and attach
ment«. Buy from factory and save sealer’« and agent’s profits. 
FD EC ,end to-day for machine or large free

tlfalw catalogue, testimonials and Glimpses of the World’s Fair.
OXFORD MEG. CO.312WsUihAvt.CHICAGOJLl.

rELF-CON^RADICTIONs' OF TH*.

O Bible. 144Propositions. Theological, Moral, His
torical and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and i r r SKctcuest ruvw« auu Dougs; vraiuuxcu «« 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without com« »tbe Highways. By-ways and Hedges of Life. By Mat

Price is cento. • . » . •. ueR. Hull. It 1« most excellent. Price 91.00. .
TTISTORICAE AND CRITICAL RE- DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.

• JL1 view of the Bunday question.. B l», tayaluablk /A. • By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A Every
| ByG.W.Broim. M,D.. ftioeWOMiu. • ; »honld reed it. Frlo^ »1.00. ,,

THE DIAKKA< •

Z'HE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH
ly Victims, bjr the Beer, A. J. Davis, Is a very in

teresting and Suggestive work. It is an explanation oi 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying! most Important recent Interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of tho Summer-Land. Prict 
30 cents. For Bftle at thia offic*

X ' / J
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WAS IT CHANCE?IMMORTALITY.
Or the Result of Spirit Power

At,

currenoe. Nat. Law,

THE FAR-OFF EAST.’DIAGRAM 2.

Explained by Spiritualism.

a

7l

4

A

iï

for it at one.

1 '?

The Atom—Its Construction. Prop
erties, Energy, Functions and 

Conditions Illustrated.

LOCATING A DEEP BURIED CORPSE BY A 
DIVINING FLOAT. A BURNING 
CANDLE SET AFLOAT ON A SHINGLE 

• LODGED OVER THE PLACE WHERE THE 
DEAD BODY LAY—THE OLD SPANIARD 
SUCCEEDED WHERE OTHERS HAD 
FAILED.

earth. We will,send them out at ONE 
CENT per copy. .The eight pages are »S 
equivalent to A book of 15Qj>i;gfes. If .you‘ S 
have not read it, then "you should sand

objects, they come from nowhere and go 
to no-whither. Honto, the Indian , ..., 
maiden, materialized a shawl before -’■(

....... . . ... - . .
Spiritualist or Uberai paper on the green-

^eu^sjL

VOL. 8■ t

E. O. Oetsingerv Demon 
strates the Future Exist** 

enee of Man,

exist, there is a lack of attraction of the 
particles in ratio to the difference In 
their action. But where the vibratory 
energy corresponds in the manner of a 
half tone to a full tone, or a quarter tone 
to a half tone, or an octave correspond-

AS THE HUMAN BODY IS TO THE UNI
VERSE,80 IS THE ATOM TO THE MOLE- 
CULK—THE DAW OF VIBRATION D> 
LUSTRATES—CAUSES OF THE SEPAR
ATION OF PARTICLES—ENERGY IS 
NOT MATTER—THE INCANDESCENT 
LIGHT AS AN ILLUSTRATION—THE 
ENTITY OF ENERGY,

When once the capabilities and possi
bilities of matter are known, when 
science will grapple with metaphysics 
and not endeavor to solve phenomena 
only within the bounds of matter and ig
nore the energy which propels it, then 
the origin as well as the destiny of man 
will be robbed of its mystery. After 
long study I have been rewarded by at 
least finding a clue that indicates im- 
mortalitv of all beings. In this discov
ery physics and astro-physics will have 
to concede many polrits.and since I have 
my claims well classified, I .am bold 
enough to advance them as a truth.

The atom can only receive its energy 
as an entity, as man receives his. There 
can ba no special dispensation. His dif
ferent organization may express his en
ergy differently, but his energy is only 
energy and nothing more.
• When a particle of matter possessing 
no energy should receive a concussion, 
ft would result in a vibratory undula
tion—a vibratory energy -passing over 
the particle of matter, causing the same 
to revolve', around its diameter with a 
velocity equal to the volume of energy 
received t»y But wliy does this atom 
revolve? Result 1; Since the atom is

DIAGRAM 1,

A sphere, a vibratory .energy passing 
over the same would begin at the equa
torial zone, for the reason that this 
would be the point of contact or collis
ion. ' This energy mußt necessarily be a 
spiral energy, • for from the equatorial 
zone it must near a polar point, ®ud in 
doing so it is forced to travel over less 
space since the sphere is of 'less diame
ter at the poles than at the equator, 
“while the volume of energy remains un
changeable and. continues. , This results 
In the energy becoming centripedal at 
one polar point, hence collective, inver
sive and negative. There being no con
tact with other matter—we assume—the 
energy müst confine itself to its portion 
of matter; this forces the energy down 
the interior of the atom in a “cork- 
ecrew” or spiral manner to the opposite 
polar point, as sho.wn by diagram 1. 
■Here again the energy must follow the 
matter which results in the energy pass
ing over the particle in a centrifugal, 
dispersive and positive mqnner-,b'ecause, 
as the diameter of the matter increases, 
the energy spreads over greater surface, 
.hence becomes centrifugal, while the 
reverse condition1 results in centripedal 

’energy. Crossing the equatorial zone 
.the phenomenon repeats itself.

I hold that every particle of matter in 
a condition that.we experience it now, 
possesses this energy.
' Since every particle of matter is re
volving, friction would result in an in
crease of vibratory energy of the parti
cles thus effected and in time this vibra
tory energy existing under resisting 
conditions, would result in making the 
particles of matter incandescent, or in 
other words, the particles remaining 
ever the same in .their respective quan
tities, yet the energy is increasing in 
volume until we have a large amount of 
energy enveloping a smau. amount of 
matter, the same as an incandescent 
light is produced by a great volume of 
energy being forced to pass over a small 
quantity of matter—this being a resist
ing condition, results in incandescence. 
,The energy being confined in a large 
wire at first does not manifest its exist
ence, but as soon as the same volume of 
energy is forced to condense over a 
small wire, it manifests itself as light 

(andheat. .. • . ■ ■
Result 2. Since this energy accumu

lates around the spherical particle, the 
intensity of spiral energy must increase 
in velocity over the particle, . This must 
necessarily increase.the velocity of mo
tion of the particle around its diameter. 
This action would again result in in
crease of friction, an increase of energy 
to a like volume of mass. - Where we 
have a difference in chemical effects, we 
have a difference in quantity of matter 
to anatom, and also a.ratio of energy to 
■their ratio of volume of matter con
tained in their least quantity. Hence, 
like chemical elements have like inten
sity of energy; hence., a correspondence 

'of vibration is established, andnarmony 
(between the two causes a preference in 
their attraction for each other. : •

Result 3. Consequently where the 
correspondence of. vibration does not

ence, then there would be a correspond
ence of energy in ratio to their like in
tensity of energy, and this decides their 
force of attraction for each other.

Here you can apply the scale of music 
and its harmony to chemistry, and you 
have the attractive forces of different 
elements practically demonstrated in 
chemistry.

Result 4. These particles of matter 
in their least quantities would be the 
transmitting medium of solar light, and 
would thus be exposed to solar energy. 
Light is a vibration, hence it sets every 
Í(article in motion with which it comes 
n contact. This light vibration loses 

its intensity of force or energy as the 
distance traversed increases, by virtue of 
its energy being transmitted or ab
sorbed by the particles' of matter' occu
pying the space through which it 
passes, ' ' ' ■■ ■■

This cannot occur unless the particles 
increase their energy at the expense of 
solar light, yet, as the energy increases, 
their volume of mass does not increase, 
hence there is an accumulation of vibra
tory energy taking, place, which can 
continue until the energy envelopes the 
particles, so as not to allow them to 
come in actual contact, hence they are 
repellant to each other; thus the parti
cles absorb...the energy.,which is. con
stantly, being transmitted to them by 
various phenomena. Since solar light 
is - universal, all particles receive this 
energy/ universally?hence the equilib
rium is always established, and the 
particles must retain all the energy they 
absorb.

In the foregoing portion of my article, 
I have taken energy and matter in a 
combined state. We well know that 
while matter is throwing out heat In a 
state of. combustion, while confined in a, 
stove or other apparatus, that the 
atomic or gaseous particles go up the 
flue into the air, while heat is emanat
ing from the stove and fills the room, 
increasing the temperature. Now this 
radiated heat is unaccompanied by mat
ter, but is particles of heat vibration in 
an independent state from matter. In 
order to radiate, it must pass through 
the iron matter of the stove, and since 
this iron consists of spherical particles, 
over which the energy must pass in a 
spiral manner, and as the surplus of 
heat increases, it radiates from these 
particles. Now this heat can then only 
radiate in a spiral manner, each undula-

and not because they are heated or re
flecting solar light. I am the first sci
entist expounding this theory as here 
presented, that absorption of vibratory 
energy, without increase of mass, will 
cause a resisting condition, thus causing 
the energy to illumine its entity.

If. the planets become more active, 
luminous, and of greater influence 
through the absorption of, vibratory 
energy playing upon them, then every 
particle of matter, every molecule, 
every tree and shrub, every insect, 
every animal and man must likewise, as 
independent masses of matter, be thus 
influenced. ,

In my philosophy, man originated by 
the aggregation of protoplasmic or sen
sitive, jelly-like matter ,,absorbing 
energy, caused by, being subjected to the 
vibrations of earth for ages at a time, 
caused, by eruptions, etc. This same' 
vibratory energy caused figure or form 
of all life while it was animating the 
protoplasmic mass, by absorption of 
earth’s vibratory energy animated inan
imate matter, the more energy it ab
sorbed the more active it became. This 
is the result of life from the nature of 
the jelly-fish to man. AU are distinct 
species, hence man did not originate 
from monkey.

This absorption of energy never ceases, 
it continues forever. We emanate this 
vibration, and you say you are possessed 
of much animal Ijeat; if your vibratory 
energy is of high intensity and of great

of the blood globules produces a vibra
tion manifested' as ainimal heat. A good 
circulation means-normal temperature, 
while a poor circulation means a cold 
and clammy nature, not in the least at
tractive. This process keeps each atom 
in a state of vibration, and also these 
atomic undulations cause an absorption 
of exterior undulations from a physical 
standpoint, while {.bought, thinking and 
a subjective state ,of the brain cause an

DIAGRAM 4. ""
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tion would .be the volume of energy 
radiating at one time—say the volume 
be the quantity that an atom can possi
bly maintain, the surface radiating in a 
rhythmic manner, minus.matter. This 
radiated energy is independent of 
matter, and can so exist for all eternity. 
It is subject to gravity, not from a ape; 
cilio standpoint, but from the intensity 
of its energy, it finds its gravity with its 
corresponding energy. 1

From the' atom and. molecule let us 
take a step to the mass., and the mass
call it a planet—likewise vibrates with 
this energy passing over it, causing its 
revolution,on its axis, the same as the 
atom revolves by virtue of its energy. 
This planet is increasing in its external 
energy as it,condenses, And-as .the heat, 
sound, concussions and all. other dis
turbances send disembodied or inde
pendent energy into its atmospheres. 
This,- then, will in time form at
mospheres of energy, from the earth’s 
face, the planes being characterized ac
cording to the nature or Intensity of the 
vibration; a lower vibration forming a 
plane near the ■ equatorial zone of, a 
planet, the next higher above that, 
while a still more intense energy finds 
its plane above these, and so on.. These 
planes are the belts of, Jupiter, Satara, 
Uranus, etc; / . . .

These planes of energy are constantly 
exposed to sunlight or solar energy
energy which is also independent of 
njatter. This contact of solar energy 
will cause these planes to absorb it, and 
such as is not being absorbed, fall to 
earth’s surface and again emanate to 
these planes. This continual absorption 
of energy will: cause: them to .become 
luminous in timel for tight is a degree 
of vibratiom This is why stars scintillate,

volume, then we say you are very mag
netic. If you are decisive in your char
acter, we,say.you are positive. , .
• As wej os humanbelngs, become more- 

•intelligent, we put ourselves en rapport 
with higher conditions, with wider 
scope; we then become more sympa
thetic, and' through this sympathy we 
become the recipients of the energy of 
those with whom we are'in sympathy. 
In this manner does the volume of 
energy increase, but in our size and 
weignt in matter do not increase. Our 
mental energy becomes more powerful- 
more intense, hence we can send our 
thought energy to a greater distance, 
for the reason of its force traveling a 
greater distance before it is dissipated, 
and this condition of mind makes the 
individual psychometric. . 1

It is the continual absorption of this, 
energy through sympathy that animates 
man, and makes him a power in the 
land, in the nation and in the world.

In the beginning aquatic man was a 
slothful being. He only possessed suf
ficient energy,to be able to absorb food. 
Then, by'experience in life he.became 
possessed'of more energy, so that he 
could propel himself. Then the increase 
of energy caused him to become pos
sessed of physical powers of more or 
less degree. Thè lines of energy would 
be far apart, as indicated by diagram 
5. This-physical power-he used over 
weaker life, and he woùld become domi
neering in his nature; the practice of 
'this power’ cultivated and increased his 
power. Then 'from muscular power he 
became more intelligent, and the energy 
evolved to that of mental force or 
thought vibration. Then reason fol
lowed, which is the result of the de
cision of each of the various faculties, 
the same as the sum total would result 
from ten columns of figures. To-day we 
applaud mental power and capacity and 
decry physical force .and power. Has 
the absorption of energy ever ceased 
during these ages? Does it ever cease

■ DIAGRAMS.

during life? Our present intelligence is 
caused by our having 200.000.000 years of 
experience over our aquatic ancestor, 
for, as he became experienced, he be
came intelligent, this-' he transmitted to 
his offspring as a capability.

The organism . of. man consists of 
atomic matter in an aggregated' and 
organized-state. Each' organism is the 
result of consuming aggregated matter 
of all the element« known, The friction

absorption of exterior conditional undu
lations from a1 mental or psychological 
standpoint. Is this :not' an increase .of 
energy over that, which the atom would 
naturally contain? This acquisition of 
energy would figuratively result as 
shown by diagram 6, where the or
ganism has been enveloped by energy 
expanding to the exterior; the same 
with the atom and a planet. There is an 
equilibrium of .conditions necessary in 
order to maintain the coherence of the 
surplus energy, to that of the norinal 
energy of the atom, the normal energy 
of the body with that, of the acquired 
energy. '■ "

The slightest concussion of tnehfcad 
and body na4 a tendency to disturb the 
equilibrium of our organism, and render 
us liable to unconsciousness. The 
slightest affection ‘ in any organ of, our 
body has a tendency to prostrate us and 
render us incapable of our offices.

You all understand that , we are physi-. 
cally passing through continual changes;, 
that these changes of the body cause a 
final condition by which' it is impossible 
for the atomic organism to retain this 
absorbed energy and a , dissolution will 
result when the energy.leaves the body,, 
and it'is simply a mass of ‘ substances, 
which,possesses only the normal quan
tity of-energy that its atoms possess in 
their normal state. . ■ ,

The same dissolution takes place by 
an.aberration or severe concussion of the 
brain,' by a sudden contraction of the 

“heart when the blood ceases' to circulate 
and tocontinue to vibrate the organism,, 
and hence the atomic element fails to 
retain this absorbed energy. Now, then, 
should the atom receive'a concussion it 
would immediately give up its surplus 
energy, which would radiate to its grav
ity or its corresponding plane. It would 
retain only its normal volume of energy. 
The energy which radiated can have no 
other figure than the figure of an atom, 
hence the spherical.mass also would 
give the radiated energy the same fig
ure as its bulk. Consequently, .when 
the energy of man separates from the 
mass of his organism, the energy can 
only have the same figure as the mhn; 
this must include, his features and gen
eral build. And since thought ana the 
various phrenological faculties each vi
brate in a certain degree of intensity as 
soon as used, they, too, would-emanate 
their characteristic vibrations with the 
energy of the whole. Consequently, the 
decar hated energy possesses the same 
faculties out of the organism as in it. 
For; in order to annihilate man’s indi
viduality, you will be forced to overcome 
the law of attraction. :And. since the 
lawof attraction is really the corre
spondence of force, energy, and of mat
ter, it would be contrary'tonature and 
one of its prime laws that these facul
ties should not retain ■ their characters 
and man retain his individuality through 
the continual existence of these facul-. 
ties as a whole. Put elements under 
any and all conditions and they retain 
their individualities. In heat and cold; 
in pressure or vacuum; in a mass or in 
molecule, they remain ever the same. 
But the disintegration of a substance or 
a mass simply changes the condition of 
these; but not the character of the ele
ments, because the element is an indi
viduality and a prime entity. A man, a 
horse, an elephant, a lion, as a mass, is 
an individuality and prime entity. : His 
energy and the character manifested 
thrdugh this energy, make him a prime 
and independent entity—entirely inde
pendent of the mass that constitutes his 
organism. A man of 75: pounds may 
possess gfeater mental energy than a 
man of 30t) pounds, and vice versa. Here 
the quantity of matter does not decide 
character, but only the . formation: and 
development of the faculties which were 
inherent decides character. A dog is 
more intelligent than a whale, but' the 
whale possesses more muscular force.- 
Why?' Because each atom carries with 
itita.bulkof energy; the more atoms 
the more muscle and the more energy. 
But with intelligence it lies with the 
quantity-of brain matter and the devel
opment of certain faculties which vi
brate over greater surfaces; Conse-

quently the whale will remain a. whole 
in nature apd in form, in any state of 
existence; the dog remain a dog, and 
man a man in every phase of his hun
dred-fold nature. For what great power 
should change a thief into a harp player 
in an iota of time—this being contrary 
to every law in nature. A thief remains 
a thief until by psychological influence 
he is induced to gradually reform, by. 
overcoming , the acquisitive faculty 
through the cultivation of its opposite. 
The thief here simply absorbs the psy
chological energy of his missionary, and 
is thus strengthening his weak point by 
feeding upon the strong energy of his 
missionary—the faculty of his weakness 
is a degree of vibration, and so is the 
missionary’s strong faculty of honesty. 
The absorption of honest energy will in 
time make the thief honest. So there 
is no necessity that man should retain 
his low character for all eternity, ac
cording to my philosophy,but he can de
velop out of it by desiring and,coming 
en rapport with bettey conditions 
through the sympathy of a better ele
ment. In this same manner does the 
atom become more energetic by the 
acquisition of energy which forces it to 
revolve faster and possess a higher de
gree of influence over adjoining atoms.

There are missionary atoms as well as 
missionary men. Both become more 
active and create a greater scope of in
fluence over their like. If once the idea 
is reasonably established as to all life’s 
immortality and its causes, then we can 
easily find, from these causes, the future 
condition. Specific gravity must con
trol all entities, be they atomic,, aggre
gated, animate or inanimate; organized 
as matter, or organized as energy, all 
must-conform to gravitation. Conse
quently, honor finds an honorary plane, 
dishonor the lower. and opposite plane, 
and both find planes in ratio to the vari
ous phases of honor and dishonor. Race 
and sex are of no consequence; buttruth, 
facts and knowledge of nature, their 
neglect and abuse, selfishness, greed, 
lust, passion and general condition of 
the individual’s mind must certainly be 
of all sequence if the law of gravitation 
controls matter as well as energy.

Since the earth is enveloped in spheres 
or planes of atmospheres, eachplane'bq- 
ing characterized by its intensity of ac
tion;I hold that each disembodied mind 
will be forced|o¿r^vitataio that plane 
which corresponds'to his Rental devel
opment. ’This correspondence is really 
the cause ■ of attraction,1 hence gravita- 
tation, ■ Mope anon..

. - E.-C. Getsinger,'Scientist.
Detroit,. Mich. .

Free Thought, Free Speech and 
:• ; : ; . Free Press.'
'To THE Editor:—For the Grand 

Rapids,/ (Mich.) Spiritual ’Association I 
report what s of interest for the past 
month:and;present time, ah'd-prospects 
for April. During February we were 
fortunate, to: secure the services of Dr. 
Schermerhorn of our city, who filled the 
last three . Sunday e venings.óf the month 
to the satisfaction of his fine audiences. 
This month, as has been announced, we 
have with us Frank T. Ripley. Besides 
his Sunday lectures and platform tests, 
he assists in the Wednesday afternoon 
seances. These and ' the five o’clock 
stances on Sundayuare very largely at
tended by nejsrinvestigators. Much 
interest is being awakened in these, and 
the tests given by Mr. Ripley and the 
local mediums areattracting crowds of 
people. Our Wednesday. evenings con
tinue to be largely attended. On the 
first Sunday of April it is expected Mrs. 
Tillie Reynolds, will ( Commence her 
month’s engagement with this society, 
and on that day we shall observe the 
aiiniversary of modern Spiritualism with 
fitting ceremonies. There will be 
music, speaking, à conference and possi
bly a . basket dinner at the hall, but of 
this latter I cannot speak positively. 
We cordially invite alt'friends in the 
city and from out of town to be present 
and take part with us. ;

Much joy is expressed here over 
Moses Hull’s recovery.- Long may he 
wave the signal- of freedom, and sound 
the tocsin of reform. I am watching 
the fight over the National organiza
tion and pure Spiritualism. It seems 
to be the legitimate outcome of every 
organized effort, to immediately com
mence disorganizing/ Sometimes I 
think that is.the true older of evolution. 
Why cannot each be- content to work 
in his own way .and let all others do the 
same. Long ago disciples came to their 
teacher and said: “Lo! someare casting 
out devils and doing mighty works, but 
not in thy name. ‘ Bid us put a stop to 
it;” 'The answer was both true and 
wise and would- apply well to these 
belligerents to-day. With God in the 
Constitution, Rome as (governor of mu
nicipalities and teacher of public schools 
and gold as king; pure Spiritualism— 
the sort that tells you ad infinitum how 
many spirits it has seen and talked with, 
and how much glory it is to have in the 
Summer-land eternally,, and what' this 
spirit and that spirit says—that kind of 
pure Spiritualism can take to the woods 
and caves. That kind of a harp may 
sound sweet for a time, but I should.be, 
glad to hear even a.jackass bray after 
havinghad'ita decade orso. Already 
the’inquisition1 is at ’our very doors, and 
yet there is a: flaming torch'swinging 
aloft to light the nations out of dark
ness. Which shall it be?

Pure Spiritualism will never save the 
■world unless it first tells ; it w.hat is the 
matter, with it. , Yours for free thought, 
free speech and afr^epress.

Mbs. 0. H. Hinkley.

To the Editor:—According to the 
San Francisco Examiner, a train,crew of 
the North Pacific Coast railroad brought 
the news to Sausalito 'of the discovery 
of the body of R. H. Sabine, late station 
agent at Cazadero and the last of the 
seven unfortunate men who rode to 
their death on engine No. 6, through 
the flood-wrecked bridge at Cazadero. 
They also brought with them the belief 
that the day of miracles is not past.

An old Spaniard, whom nobody resi
dent on Austin creek seems to know, 
was the discoverer of the corpse, search 
for which had been going on uninter
ruptedly for fifteen days. During the 
prevalence of the high water the search
ers worked in boats and from the banks 
with pike poles and long, sharp,-pointed 
iron rods, with which they explored 
every hole and eddy and every pile of 
.drift and sand bar, from the bridge to 
the point where the creek empties into 
the Russian river, à distance of nearly 
seven miles. In the last five days of the 
search, Austin creek had dwindled from 
the turgid, yellow, bankful torrent that 
caused the disaster to the pretty, crystal 
trout stream so well known to anglers 
and summer Idlers. It could be forded 
almost anywhere by s man equipped 
with thigh-high gum boots, or wading 
stockings, and the water was so clear 
that the bottom was visible even in 
pools of four or five feet deep.

Under these conditions the searchers 
explored the stream so thoroughly that 
the dead man’s brother finally an
nounced that he would abandon the 
hunt after one more day. : -.

Early the following morning àn old 
Spaniard appwoti èt Caza^eroAnflJw 
signs induced some of the searchers and 
railroad hands to accompany him to the 
scepè of the disaster. Hé .could not 
speak intelligible English, and it was 
more -curiosity , over what they consid
ered foolish miimmery than’any idea of 
a favorable result that,the searchers ac
companied him. . The old fellow’s only 
equipment for searching consisted of a 
few ordinary tallow candles with a 
couple of shingles. ' '

when, after considerable difficulty, 
the Spaniard had succeeded in having 
the men point out to him the exact spot 
where the engine had rested on the bed 
■of the stream after its fatal plunge, he 
lighted one of his candles, fastened it 
upright to a shingle with a few drops of 
its hot 'grease, and set it afloat just 
where the floor of the cab had spilled 
its inmates. This shingle was not well 
ballasted and came to grief almost Im
mediately. •

The old fellow prepared a second float 
with greater care, and this time made 
the sign of the cross with the candle 
beforeJighting it. Shingle number two 
was launched just as the first one had 
been, and went dancing down the ripples 
without mishap. Led by the Spaniard, 
the searchers followed along the bank, 
most of them so impressed by the old 
mjto’s earnestness as to frown into 
silince one or two who were inclined to 
laugh at the strange proceeding. '

Past the famous old Bohemian club 
camp-ground, two or three., hundred 
yards below, the flickering .»light /.ailed 
on its frail raft, avoiding shoals and 
riffles and- snags, as though steered by 
an unseen hand. Half as much more 
distance down the stream jvas traversed, 
and at a bend where’the torrent had 
piled up a long, Wide' bed of sand- and- 
gravel in front of a sunken log or 
bowlder came the denouemêntj. The 
water over this bar was scarcely half a 
foot in depth, and appeared 'to possess 
nearly as much movement as the current 
in the main channel.

. But, strange to say, the shingle.came 
to a standstill. It turned around two or 
three times lazily, as though in an eddy, 
and without making any farther 
progress down stream drifted slowly to 
the pebbly beach and stranded. .'

Attention was about equally divided 
between the shingle-floated1 candle and 
the old Spaniard. The latter gave'a 
satisfied grunt, and, signing to the 
Searchers to dig under the shingle, 
gravely squatted on the bank and began 
rolling a cigarette of brown paper and 
granulated tobacco. : .

Two shovels were plunged into the 
gravel without a word of argument, and 
in a few seconds a hole' had been ex
cavated to the depth, bf eighteen or 
twenty inches. Water flowed, in imme
diately, so discolored by, the disturbed 
earth that the eyé could’' nbt penetrate 
it, but the shovelers could feel, if they 
could not see, and one of them,, with a 
frightened look ' on his ’ face, withdrew 
his blade, exclaiming: “By George, 
boys, he’s here!” . . < .

A dozen willing hands joined in ; the 
.uncovering after à .hand exploration 
had resulted in the discovery of clothing 
at the bottom of the-hole. The gravel 
was so firmly,packed-that extracting 
the body was a matter of.. considerable 
difficulty, but when it was finally drawn 
out on the beach, there, was no difficulty 
in recognizing the- well-known features 
of Sabine. ■ Examination'disclosed that 
he haa probably received a death wound 
when the engine went down, and sink
ing immediately, had drifted along the

bottom until he lodged on the rapidlv- 
forming bar.

Everybody turned to the old Spaniard 
with eager questions, but he could not 
or would not speak English enough to 
give any explanation of himself Or his 
work, although at the hour when the 
train left he was regarded as a worker 
of miracles.

The railroad men, who brought the 
story to the city. by the last boat, did 
not witness the performance, but de
scribe it as told to them by the wild
eyed witnesses they met at Cazadero 
durjng their lunch hour.

Sabine’s body was brought to San 
Rafael for interment.

The Spaniard who made the “sign of 
the cross” was undoubtedly a medium, 
and spirits through him Were able to 
control the course of the shingle. There 
was nothing miraculous about the oc-

The Wonders of Hindu 
Magic.

In The Progressive Thinker, No.' 
215, is described the above-named 
marvels by Prof. Heinrich HensoldtS, 
Arena, December, 1893. These feats 
have been standing enigmas to all 
spectators for years; but to my mind 
modern Spiritualism fully explains them. 
Prof. Hensoldts might have given the 
readers of the Arena this solution had 
he been acquainted with spiritual lor?.

These marvelous feats have been per
formed by the wise men of India from “a 
period prior to the building of the 
first pyramid,” to the perplexed aston
ishment of the world. “Western phil
osophy has not yet furnished anything 
like an explanation of these strange 
phenomena?’ .

Here this orthodox writer is mistaken. 
Heis in darkness. Poor manl he does 
not know that since the advent of 
modern Spiritualism a thousand and 
one things, many enigmas, have, by the 
•phenomena ..and philosophy of .Spiritu
alism, been explained, and rendered 
lucid and rational.

Spirit materialization now solves 
-these Hindu problems. I The Yoghis and 
th,e .Rishis are unquestionably expert 
mediums. ,

Therefore, the production of the 
mango tree is. naught but an example 
of materialization. Like all materialized

the audience at Chittendens, Vt., as • 
described by Col. Olcott in “People 
from the Other World.”

The rope spectre is somewhat dif
ferent, as described by Prof. Hensoldt, 
from the way it has often been seen. ; 
Instead of a man, the Yoghi himself 
climbing the rope, a boy appears on the l 
ground and climbs the rope, up out 
of sight. '

Mr. Fred S. Ellsmore, of Chicago, 1 
who saw and described this feat, tried 
to take it by the kodak. While the 
man (the fakir) and his cloth,or blanket, > 
were in the kodak picture, the rope and J 
boy were not. / .

Years ago Daniel D. Home was cat- 
tied bodily up to the ceiling and out1 of 1 
one open window into space, and in or 
through another back to his room again; •: 
no visible hand touching him. The 
spirit guide Owasso lifted Slade up two 
flights of stairs in a hotel in Waukegan, 
Ill., in 1866. This is reported by J. 
Simmons, Esq., who was with him and 
just behind Slaae on the stairs.

Spirit Belle was seen to appear in a 
seance-room, produce four needles and 
white knitting-cotton and knit a baby’s 
stocking a quarter of a yard long. 
While the Yoghi medium materialized 
the mango tree- in a few minutes, Spirit 
Belle consumed fifteen , to twenty min
utes to knit the stocking. This stock
ing was put in a frame and hung in thp 
seance-room for inspection. •

These facts fully explain- East India 1 
magic. They abolish all the mystery ■ 
there is about them. .

Cuspiiis Fadus, Prcurator of Judea, ■ 
A. D. 45, from spirit side of life says: 
“I never saw one who performed mir
acles, but I have seen magicians and ■:• 
necromancers who performed almost the 
same things as you hear of .being per
formed in India, such as growing the . 
orange tree, killing the materialized . -/ 
boy and producing the original mortal.”

A. S. Hudson, M. D. ;
Stockton, Cal. ;

Voice from New Hampshire.
Prescott, Robinson writes: “I have : 

been a, Spiritualist almost forty-five 5 
years, and during all this time I have 
never seen the paper which compares « 
with The Progressive Thinker, and • 
do not believe its equal has ever been '■> 
published. I do not see how I can well ’ < 
get along without it. Go on boldly and / 
fearlessly and the Angel-world will pro : 
tect and sustain-you.” ■ • ;

36,0001 36,000 ! 36,000J
The edition of the Christmas number 

of The Progressive Thinker has 
reached 36,000—a larger number than 
ever issued at one time by any other

-'s I 
á

should.be
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CHAPTER III

The evening meal is prepared, Ü» L^^¿tawlutBme 
övrterfii cnn nor rwin_riaiirYntai«a eaaomhlnH nl . .. . ___ » • vMargaret and her twin-daughters assembled at

CHAPTER IV.

¡SH¡

raise, to feel that foreign governments shall 
yet acknowledge our little isle, peopled by 
descendants from the British, Roman, Saxon, 
Danish, and the Norman stock, may fairly

of the worldl”
Thus did the evening pass away in pleasant 

converse; thus did Cyvrangon, the British 
Faid, become established an inmate of Kirton 
Manor.

Cyvrangon.
[“The Night the Light Went Out” was a most 

remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of this 
city. We now commence the publication of its 
Companion piece, the scenes being laid in Eng
land. It is by Hammond Hills, of the Agnostic 
Journal, London. We are sure it will prove of 
great interest to our numerous readers, All new 
yearly or trial subscribers will get "The Night 
the Light Went Out” free.]

Three days have elapsed—three days of 
passing brightness, and night is once more ap
proaching. Signs of a gathering storm are 
borne upon the breeze, and mantling clouds 
sweep past, each darker than the preceding 
one, till all collect, and in one pitchy mantle 
drape the skies. At length the storm bursts 
forth in all its fury; the thunder, breaking 
overhead, rolls on with almost ceaseless roar, 
a perfect hurricane of rain and wind arises; 
impenetrable darkness reigns, save when the 
forked lightning cleaves the air, and renders 
for a moment visible the swollen waters of 
the castle-moat tossed into foam.

“Great heaven, what a night!" exclaimed 
Isabel, crossing herself, as the sisters stood 
together at their lattice, gazing, half in won
der, half in fear, upon the warring elements,

“Pray heaven no Christian soul may be 
abroad in such a fearful storm!" rejoined her 
companion. “Holy Mary, shield us!” she 
ejaculated, as the sky for one moment seemed 
all ablaze with lightning, then became shroud
ed in its sable pall. At this moment, as a 
transient lull succeeded the fury of the tempest, 
a faint sound like to the blast of a hunting
horn smote the maiden's ears.

“Oh, listen, Isabel!” exclaimed her sister, 
“was not that the winding of a horn? Some
one is in distress. And yet—it cannot be— 
on such a night!"

. “Again!" she cried, as once more the blast 
arose, this time high and shrill above the 
tempest’s roar. As she spoke a flash of lurid 
flame lit up the sky, thus rendering plainly 
visible a human form near by the postern-gate, 
done amid the raging and pitiless elements.

“Mother of heaven!” shrieked the affrighted 
Isabel, “see there a human being craves our 
aid:.listen, he winds his horn again. Is no 
one there to render him assistance?” she cried, 
as the belated traveler once more sent forth a 
piercing blast for succor.

Yes, help was nearer than the excited maid
en supposed. The stranger had been heard 
by other ears than those of the terrified sis
ters, and the Lord of Kirton was too noble to 
let a fellowbeing pass unsuccored on such a 
fearful night. The warder was at once dis
patched to lower the drawbridge, and make 
known his master's wish that the belated trav
eler, whoever he might be, should be sheltered 
beneath the roof of Kirton Manor. This in
vitation, it were needless to say, the stranger 
thankfully accepted.

Two hours have passed, and the storm, 
\ which at first threatened to be of long dura- 
Ation, has suddenly and entirely abated; and 

now only deathly silence reigns where recently 
all was din and tumult Two hours have 
passed, during which time the garments of the 
traveler have been dried, and have replaced 
those with which he had been supplied when 
rescued from the fury of the tempest. Two 
hours have passed; and the spirits of the 
weary stranger have been revived by nour- 
fahment and rest

the board, when Geoffrey de Olere ushers in 
his guest, and, with true old English courtesy, 
blds him welcome to the halls of Kirton Man
or. A strange being is it circumstances have 
thus led hither; an aged man, yet one whose 
lofty stature and patriarohial air might well 
command respect even from the scornful and 
overbearing. His hair of silvery whiteness 
fell in wavy profusion about hfa neck; while 
his beard, of the same snowy hue, but of the 
finest silken texture, reached to his waist, 
forming in itself a striking contrast to the 
raven brows which shaded eyes as bright as 
ever in youth they sparkled; a loose robe 
draped his still erect and giant form; hfa hunt
ing horn was slung across his shoulder; while 
from a massive belt, on which were traced 
strange runic characters, A musical instrument, 
in form resembling the guitar, depended. Up
on his breast a weighty ornament of peculiar 
workmanship lay, the bucklers of which com
pletely encircled hfa neck; it was the lodhan 
Moran of the Druid.*

This mysterious individual, thus habited 
after the manner of a bygone age, was called 
Cyvrangon: Cyvrangon, the minstrel and As
trologer; Cyvrangon, the British Faidjt a fol
lower of Taliesen.t a descendant from the line

f f Prophet.
9 Breastplate of-Judgment—It was supposed 

‘ by the ancient Britons that the lodhan Moran, 
worn when giving judgment, would hang loosely 
on the necklf tho sentence were, a just one; but 

1 would close of itself and stifle the wearer should 
u hepropoqjKfPniqfae decree.- ■. .
r I - Ja*-- . :

of Arthur; a disciple of Thau, the god of the 
Celtic Druid.

Whither he was going, or whence returning, 
and on what mysterious errand, was unknown; 
and, though his host would fain learn some
thing of his more immediate history, the laws 
of hospitality kept him silent. The Lord of 
Kirton, with the generous spirit of the times, 
expressed his pleasure in the stranger’s com
panionship, and begged he would remain be
neath his roof awhile, an honored inmate, lest 
his too sudden departure; after the fatigue he 
had undergone, might tend to enfeeble the 
frame of one no longer young.

“Norman, I thank thee, and will rest 
awhile," the Bard replied; “for well I own thy 
Kentish soil doth hold tor me a spell enchains 
my soul to love it, since it was the soil where 
British valor first repelled the Roman foe, 2 
when Caesar's legions sought to land at Dubrjsll 
and found its chalky cliffs alive with rugged 
troops armed with their chariot weapons* and 
with their native courage. ”

“Ay, brave was our ancient British stock," 
rejoined the Lord of Kirton; “and Kentish 
Britons were no whit *behind their fellows in 
deeds of courage and of daring even at that 
distant day; yet were they subdued, not only 
by the Itoman Conqueror, but by Saxon, Dan
ish, and Norman toe. Within the circle of 
the past we may not live; only the present fa 
our own; let us forget past inroads, and enjoy 
the present hour while yet she wears a smile. "

“Yet are some Saxons dear even to Norman 
maidens, ” ventured Frances. “When had we 
saint and King combined in one like holy 
Saxon Edward—when had we monarch who 
for his Church renounced so much of worldly 
joy—who for his God gave up even the ties of 
nature?”

“The ties of nature are the ties of God, my 
Frances!” gravely said the Lord of Kirton; 
“and he who snaps the one, the other tie out' 
rages. Let Edward the Confessor rest, a saint 
canonised; thou canst not make him hero."

“Nay, after Edward it was the hero came,” 
said the impulsive Isabel. “Knowest thou 
not, stranger, it was in this portion of our 
island that Harold first drew breath; knowest 
thou not our very barony, the barony of Kir
ton, formed part of the demesnes his father, 
Godwin, held as Earl of Kent, ere yet the last, 
the bravest of our Saxon kings, did wear a 
golden circlet on his brow. ”

“Thy hero, Isabel,” exclaimed her sister, 
1 ‘sinned against heaven and fell. Giving false 
oath on the reliquary, his arm by that reli
quary was palsied, and failed him in the day 
of battle, when he met the Norman on the red 
soil of Senlac. ”t

“Not Harold's arm, but England, failed 
the Saxon. Had all men fought but like our 
noble Cantii.t the flag of Norman William 
never had waved over our inland shores."

“Enough!” the Lord of Kirton interposed, 
“enough. And if thou wilt, keep thou thy 
faith in Edward, Frances; and, Isabel, I will 
not seek to shake thy loyalty for Harold; but 
we are English, children, and England is Nor
man now; then let our aims be ever to civilize 
our nation, to improve the English constitu
tion, to develop its power, and to fortify our 
land against invasion; to hold what we now 
possess: and, as we assemble beneath the glor
ious standard of Liberty our own hands shall

The Prediction.
It was usual tor the sisters to stroll unat

tended within the castle grounds, and on the 
morning following the events recorded in our 
previous chapter, all traces of the storm having 
disappeared, they took their accustomed walk. 
It was not, tkeretore, Strange that, as they

t A British bard of the sixth century.
§ It has been said that Caesar was unsuccess

ful in his first attempt to invade Britain, al
though on returning to Rome he boasted ot his 
glory. Two years passed before he undertook 
the second Invasion, landing at a different part 
of the coast, and vanquishing the Cantil and 
Iceni. Caesar’s failure at Dover has been dis
puted, but we have eminent authority that he 
did fail, since Dion Cassius, a third-century his
torian, states that "Caesar did not subdue Brit
ain,, but only, showed it to his Romans;” and 
Tacitus argues that "Caesar acquired nothing in 
Britain, either to himself or to Rome, but the 
glory of having made an expedition thither."

|| Dover. ■ ■ . ' • • ;
* The Briton’s chief weapons of defense were 

chariots having scythes fixed to the axles. Ter
rible engines of warfare they must have proved, 
for they were most dextoriously managed.

. f So-called by the,Saxóns, now known by the 
name of Battle, ■ .

lovingly conversed together, they should en
counter their guest, whose wandering life had 
doubtless led him to love the air and sunshine, 
On perceiving the maidens, the Bard ap
proached with all the grace of a polished cour
tier, and, with a dignity that bespoke him1 
noble, sought permission to join the daughters 
of his host in their morning ramble. The 
offer of his escort being graciously received, 
be walked respectfully by their side; but, un
accustomed as the maidens were to other 
society than that of their own family circle, 
they were for a time burdened by a feeling of 
constraint, and an almost unbroken silence was 
observed until the trio reached an arbor, one 
formed by Nature’s hand, a favorite resort of 
the sisters, and called by them the “Fairies’ 
Dell;” and fairy-like indeed it was, for a more 
romantic spot surely pencil never portrayed, 
poet never dreamed of. So hear the stately 
dwelling of man, it yet seemed buried in soli
tude; enveloped by the drooping branches of 
lofty elms, and rich in foliage of every var
ied tint; adorned with Nature’s carppt of wliite 
and green, and furnished with a couch of vel
vet moss by the same munificent hand; it was 
indeed a home for fairies to disport in,

“What thinkest thou," said Isabel, break
ing the silence, and addressing Cyvrangon, 
who stood, calm and immovable, gazing on 
the scene before him, as might some inspired 
prophet of old; “what thinkest thou, sir 
stranger, of our Fairies' Dell? Is it not beau
tiful?" .

“Beautiful!" he rejoined, casting his eyes 
upon the maiden; “it is a sacred spot! that, is 
to say, it would have been held sacred in the 
days of the Druid, when, amid the dash of 
cymbals and the wild strains of the mystio 
harp, bards sang of their prophetlo visions, 
not with the mechanism of this Norman age, 
but in improvised, spontaneous lay; when they 
handed down the traditions of their antique 
worship from generation to generation, not by 
means of a parchment scroll, but by the giant 
power of memory; not engraved upon a per
ishing calendar, but writ in characters immor
tally emblazoned on the grand mind ot man— 
Nature’s only unassailable record—the record 
and the citadel of infinite Thau.”*

Frances, who deemed it hardly consistent 
with her zeal for the Christian faith thus to 
listen to the Bard’s homily upon the religion 
of a past age, gently said:

“Such, Cyvrangon, were the rites of the Pa
gan ere yet the blessing of a purer hope dis
pelled them. Such were the teachings of an 
unlettered priesthood ere yet a nobler faith 
destroyed fell superstition's power."

“An unlettered priesthood!" echoed the 
Prophet-bard. “Maiden, to thy philosophy 
the pages of my faith are writ in an unknown 
tongue; were they who inscribed them, then, 
perforce unlettered?” .

“Saidst thou not, stranger, thy rites and 
mysteries were never writ upon a parchment 
scroll" ——

“But were engraved upon the mind of man 
in one long era of enduring truth! Aye, 
maiden, ôhly what is truth to me fa palled by 
thee tradition. Thou only knowest of the 
mystic characters carved by the Druid on the 
cromlech. Thou hast not probed their mean
ing, maiden; they are the volumes and the 
language of tradition; but Truth has sacred 
held, and nor papyrus, stone, nor brass has 
ever mocked its power within that mystic 
cycle called the Drui’-eaohd. || There only 
were initiates admitted, there only was oral 
instruction given in those truths which origin
ated far back in the mists of time, those 
rites which were practised from life's first in
carnation, in memory of which even - to the 
last hour of freedom the Druid severed with à 
knife of purest gold the sacred mistletoe from 
off the branches of the forest oak in honor of 
the Thau they worshiped, and with whose 
overthrow Freedom died. "

“Nay, rather found new life in the great 
promise of redemption," exclaimed Frances; 
‘‘while in the pre-Christian times"-----

“In pre-Christian times men’s hearts were 
not divided as they now are, men's minds were 
not harassed by the distracting mutability of 
creeds and systems,? dynasties and govern
ments: but were firmly knit together in the 
bond of fellowship, and cemented with the 
symbols of their faith." .

“I speak, Cyvrangon, of a hope divine; thou 
speakest of mortal law! I speak of one who 
gave his life to make us free hereafter; thou 
speakest of that Thau who held the human 
soul In bondage I I speak of one who calls me 
to his throne for free inheritance of future 
bliss; thou speakest of a terrible past when 
man in his blindness knelt”-----

1 ‘When man, ” interrupted the Druid, ‘ ‘when 
man worshiped God beneath the broad firma
ment of heaven—when he prayed at Nature's, 
altar in the world that God made free, nor yet 
had mocked hfa maker by kneeling beneath 
other canopy than that the Omnipotent had 
created."

“But,” timidly the maid rejoined, “thou 
art a'Briton, minstrel, and by Saxon hands 
our Church was raised which Holy Austin 
founded. By Roman hands on Saxon roek, 
with after-Norman aid, our faith was made se
cure and trebly blest Say, why dost thou 
condemn the temple which our ancestors erect
ed unto their master’s honor?" .

“Maiden," the Bard replied, “not for their 
master’s honor was the temple built, but for 
thé honor of the Romish See; for the advance
ment of a system in which the world’s wealth 
might become centralized; for the upholding 
of a power which, though behind the throne; 
might yet reign a power greater than that on the 
throne; for the accomplishment of a gigantic 
fraud by which the few (God's priests they 
call them) should be aggrandized at the ex
pense ana thraldom of the world. "
. “Cyvrangon, thou frightenest us,” the 
elder sister said; “we are but simple maidens, 
and know nothing of the cause whicty thou 
dost advocate; we only know our loyalty fa due 
unto those priests which thou dost blame, yet

.. ♦ God. - •

II The Magic Circle in .which the Druids 
studied the heavenly bodies. ■ > < , > .

who are ever interceding for us to our blessed 
Redeemer!" .

* ‘One god, yet three! Three gods, yet one! 
Maiden,-canst thou solve that riddle?"

“Nay, nay, I seek not so to do I I question 
not pjy dear Redeemer’s mystery. I owe my 
loyalty to my confessor, and through him to 
Christ who died for me’’——

“While I—I owe no loyalty to priest or 
man—to man or priest, for priest is less than 
map, and cove to the dove that wears the rich
est plumage—anon thou wilt find it so—I, 
Cyvrangon, the Briton—Cyvrangon, initiate of 
the Druidic mystery—Cyvrangon, incarnation 
of Taliesin, descendant of King Arthur, of 
Round-Table fame—I owe no loyalty but to 
the God of my fathers; respect no ceremony 
thy priests perform in their houses of clay, at 
their shrines built from the refuse of earth, 
less sacred than the temple whereon now we 
stand; this indeed may be pronounced a holy 
fane, for it is consecrated by God’s own hands! 
I seek not to wound thee,. maidens,” inter
jected, the visionary, observing the sisters’ 
anxious, frightened looks; “but possessing as 
I do the knowledge ¡of God in nature, and 
nature’s sacred rites, hallowed by the Faids of 
countless generations, thy priest-ridden doc
trines are to me a heresy! Wilt thou despise 
the laws of nature, yet follow those of man? 
Wilt thou seek God by the false teachings of 
a creed thy forefathers knew not—a creed 
which flourishes only by condemning every 
other creed. Wilt thou hold firm to the spur
ious gospel which Romish innovators have 
substituted for the simple faith of thy ances
tors? Wilt thou believe that doctrine of 
treachery and pride—the doctrine which 
preacheth charity to all, yet tolerates no doc
trine but its own? Wilt thou do this, O maid
ens—wilt thou seek thy maker in imagined 
mansions, all shackled by the irons of priest
hood forged, when thou mayest, unaided by 
monk, or bell, or book, all freely commune 
with him beneath the heavens, at any moment, 
and in every land, since God is everywhere?”

As the Bard spoke the concluding words 
his eye flashed with more than the fire of youth, 
his form dilated, and he stood as one inspired 
by heaven to proclaim its will. Small won
der, then, that, as they listened to bis words, 
the sisters were impressed with a feeling of 
reverence, almost of awe, for the being who 
seemed to them endowed with mystic grace, 
and whom they scarce deemed mortal. It 
must be remembered that in these days super
stition had not been weeded from the earth 
(hath it been so yet?), and the strange appear
ance of the patriarch before them, his im
pressive words and manner, and the mysteri
ous way in which he had been driven to seek 
shelter at Kirton, all conspired to render him 
an object of well-nigh religious veneration to 
these simple maidens.

After a short pause, the stranger again 
spoke, this time addressing only the elder 
sister.

“Thou, 0 maiden,” he said, “would have 
religion enclosed in walls of wood and stone, 
and deem that equity may there be found 
where scarce God’s light doth' penetrate. In 
what doth thy creed differ from the creed of 
the heathen? 1 will tell thee. One worship
ed from without the image of brass and 
stone his hands have formed; the other en
closed herself within it, a living soul encom
passed by a brazen case—s being unto whom 
God gave the precious gift of life, a form 
which God designed to tread the world he first 
made free, immured, ere he demand it, within 
the tomb, Bay now, 0 maiden fair! in what 
thy creed differeth from the creed of the 
heathen?"

Frances, moved almost to tears, kept her 
hand pressed upon the crucifix which adorned 
her breast, as though fearful lest her faith 
should be shaken; then, in trembling accents, 
she replied:

“I am but a simple maid, Cyvrangon, and 
cannot argue with a patriarch like thee, of 
creed, of system, or of faith. I only know 
that to God's service I have given my heart, 
and wait with hope the day I shall become the 
bride of His most Holy Church, that so I may 
my early pledge redeem. Why He thus fills 
my heart I do not know; I only know that it 
beats at His most holy will! Why I am con
strained to devote my future life to Him, ac
cording to the tenets of onr Christian faith, I 
do not know; I only know my life is His, and 
leave it in His hands! More thin this I can
not tell thee, more than this I seek not to 
comprehend: it is not for me to pierce the 
mystery which shrouds the Infinite; let holy 
men and saints argue with thee of causes; let 
priests oppose our truth, against thy error; let 
maidens like myself be content to know all 
things are as God wills them; but tell me, 
Bard, how didst thou know I had designed 
me for the cloister?”

“By that same occult power which bade me 
seek for refuge within the gates of Kirton, I 
read thy fate. To me the future is as clear as 
is the past to thee. I know thy destiny, 
sweet maiden, more surely than do the priests 
who covet thy rich dower, and toj gain It lure 
thee to thy cell."
. Then, takingothe hand of Frances within 
his own, and gazing on her face, the Faid, in 
dream-like accents, said: “A life of calm se
clusion—the loss of all most dear—the end- 
alone—last of thy race—alone—-alone! And 
this fa priestcraft’s work—to enrich the Church 
—this wrong—this crime committed in the 
name of Heaven—and all to glorify the Naza
reno!" .

“Alas! what meanest thou? Last of my 
face—prophet—what meanest thou? Oh, 
speak, I prithee, for I am stricken with a cold, 
strange fear!’’ exclaimed the terrified maiden, 
while her sister stood as rooted to the ground 
in silent awe, .

< ‘Ask me not, ” replied the visionary, ‘ ‘for 
the purport of my words. I - have said - too 
much already; my lips have uttered what my 
heart would fiiun’conceal from thee.” Then, 
as if compelled by an invisible agency, he 
went on: “Thinkest1 thou I am only Cyvran
gon the Bard, Cyvrangon the Druid? I have 
a prouder title yet, and possess a mightier 
power; ! am . Cynangon tbe Astrologer, Cyv-

rangon the Prophet and Magician! The heav. 
ens are to me an open book, each star a mystic 
character of fire, by which I trace the future— 
of man, the world, of fate. The power of 
divination in my hands, a word fpm me can 
seal the doom of nations. AU things may 
pass away; but while that holy scroll above 
our heads bears on its face its messages of 
fire, all clearly writ in Beth-luis-nion-na 
Ogma,* my art shall never pass away. Other 
prophets shall replace me whose knowledge 
shall be greater than mine own; whose power 
to pierce the arch-mystery of creation shall far 
exceed even my wildest dream; whose revela
tion shall be such as never yet mortal Imagin
ation fathomed, because mortal hath never yet 
discovered the mystery which propels our 
globe in the midst of infinite space, In time 
this knowledge will be given us; only, maid
ens, reason will reign where now religion tyr
annizes; philosophers will guide where priest 
craft now oppresses; and what man calleth 
mystery to-day, to-morrow shall be designated 
science. And the prophecies which now pro
claim the is to be, reveal the possibilities of 
the far future, shall, in the hour of their 
fulfilment, become the scorn of them who 
have benefited by their teachings; and the 
knowledge of the past, the crude discoveries 
of the prophets of old, shall be laughed at by 
those who make use of their traditions. Why? 
Because man’s ingenuity will have given to 
the study his forefathers founded another name 
than prophecy.”

And Cyvrangon was about to turn aside 
when a voice stayed him; it was Isabel’s.

“Tell me, 0 prophet!” she exclaimed; “tell 
me my future. Bince that thou hast read my 
sister's destiny upon her brow, say what seest 
thou recorded upon mine. ”

“Seek not to know; it would not yield thee 
happiness, ” responded the visionary; * ‘besides” 
—and once again Cyvrangon the Prophet's in
dividuality was sunk in that of Cyvrangon the 
Bard—“besides, thy noble father would con
sider I but ill repaid his hospitality by thus 
leading thy thoughts to pierce the maze of 
fate.”

‘ ‘And wilt thou, then, deny to me the serv
ice thou hast rendered to my sister?” asked the 
maiden reproachfully; when, perceiving that 
the Briton hesitated, she resumed: “Upon my 
brow, 0 prophet! what is written on my 
bro5y?”

The seer advanced, and paused awhile, then 
said in solemn tones; “A brief day of splen
dor, an hour of love, the shipwreck of all thy 
hopes, the cloister’s gloom, a night of terror, 
and a broken heart!”

“Cyvrangon, tell me," said the maid; “I 
would know more"-----

But the prophet interrupted her; “I will not 
tell thee more, for youthful maid like thee 
should hear thy destiny proclaimed in song, 
lest that thy day of splendor, thy hour of love, 
be overshadowed by the prospect of future 
sorrow. Wait, then, wait, till once again 
within thy father's walls Cyvrangon, the 
Prophet-bard, at eventide shall strike his harp, 
and sing the epic of thy future life."

Then, leading the maidens to the waving 
trees, where only egress frpm the arbor might 
be found, he gently said; “The spirit of pro
phecy hath passed away: Cyvrangon the Ma
gician hath cast off the spell; Cyvrangon the 
Briton would attend thee to Kirton Hall.”

And the sisters walked in silence by the 
side of their mysterious guest, while conflict
ing emotions dwelt in the soul of each. Fran
ces, trembling and fearful for her religious 
steadfastness, as one whose only consolation 
is in danger of being wrested from her; Isabel, 
wavering between hope and fear, the brief sun
shine of her promised portion shadowed by the 
dim outline of distant clouds, through which, 
as they approached her, the glory would once 
more burst, and illume her path until it shone 
a very Eden beneath imagination’s sway.

(to be continued.)

The First to Meet Me.
When life's billows cease from surging, 

And my frail life-bark nears the strand;
When my spirit seems emerging

From mists that cover sea and land;
Then may my enraptured vision

Pierce through the darkness that enshrouds, 
And behold the fields elysian, 

Far beyond the gathering clouds.
Who will be the first to meet me, 

And safely lead to that bright shore?
Who most anxious then to greet me, 

Of all my loved ones gone before?
Will it be my father? mother?

They surely will desire to come— 
Or dear companion? daughter? brother?

AU have found a heavenly home.
0, how sweet will be the greeting, 

As all extend the welcome hand;
Not one absent from that meeting—

A blest, united, joyous band: 
There to find a home so glorious, 

In that triumphant life above I 
Over sin and death victorious, 

Through our heavenly Father’s love.
Keene, N. H. A. E. Bennett.
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It was a very heavy how do I look to-night?out of ignorance, as well as a skepticism born netism or electricity.
center-table. The slim, delicate medium didof intelligence.

If You Waul Work
America believe in materialization—in fact,

will have their eyes put out and be thrown great many in Keokuk were acquainted with. from 15 per day to *3000 per year without having had
and furnish the employment atThis acquaintance was J. 1). Durfey. I mute that amount. Capital unuecoa

dark,” we ask him to level his objection Augusta, Me.

YOU SHOULD

weight crowding against her nose, etc. He
went at once to see the child. He found her
well and sprightly as ever; but the strange part

them and vanished at their table, the same
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RELIGION OF MAN
marked: “Durfey, if this is not you it isa

Fort Worth, Texas.

Of course I did not think it was, but here

PART SteCOND-The Ethics of Science S

committed to his carethe ablest men of the ego. Price 11.50 ; postage in cento.
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that (8 pleasant and profltabla send a your addren 
immediately. We teach men and women bow to earn

harm to Daniel.
When at the tomb Jesus assumed the form 

and substance of a spirit and talked to Mary, 
it was early in the morning “while it was yet 
dark. ” it was in the dim of evening when he

ness rather than light. ”
To produce corn or other vegetation we first

sary. A trial will cost you nothing. Write to-day an 
address,

g

I remarked: “I know it; so am 1 ” 
“Well, but I am not going to get well,

E. C. AI.LEN & COy

A question of as great gravity as the one not listen to my arguments long, till she 
concerning a future life is worthy of the con- stepped up to the table and just touched the 
sidération of the best minds in this or any tip of one finger to the table and asked: “John, 
other land; and any that would misrepresent are you here?”
in a matter of so much interest to all mankind The table jumped up and down three or
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ETHICS OF_SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

makes it impossible to manifest. He who ‘TKuuen" an editorial no-
cannot see the natural and reasonable laws of ‘¿X“!“ WwS

into prison. . .
I was first persuaded to attend a seance by had talked with him enough to know that he 

a Jewish friend, who told me he had received had no religious belief, and that he thought 
communications from friends in the Spirit- death ended all. — ■ -

lí

Thppa.M has been the Age of the Gods and the Ro* 
llglun vf Pain; the present Is tbe Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust in the Gods, but 
knowledge In tbe laws of the world, belief in the di

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s
' Bv Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated system of Ethics as treated In this work. ..

J - .. . —- The following are the titles of the chapters:

alt humanity; to store his mind ’ with such devils. Shows much research.

Mrs. Judge Feok

Dyspepsia
Mrs. Judge Peck Tells How] 

She Was Cured
Sufferers from Dyspepsia should read the fol

lowing letter from Mrs. H. IM. Peck, wife of 
Judge Peck, a justice at Tracy, Cal., and a writer; 
connected with the Associated Press: A

"By. a deep sense of gratitude for the great 
benefit I have received from the use of Hood’» 
Sarsaparilla, I have been led to write the follow
ing statement for the benefit of sufferers who 
may be similarly afflicted. For 16 years I hava 
been a great sufferer from dyspepsia and -1

Heart Trouble.
Almost everything I ata would distress me.Vi 
tried different treatments and medicines, but 
failed to realize relief. Two years ago a friend 
prevailed upon me to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. 
The first bottle I noticed helped me, so I con
tinued taking it. It did me so much good that 
my friends spoke of the improvement. I hava 
received such great benefit from it that ’

Cladly Recommend It. ' 
I now have an excellent appetite and nothing f 
eat ever distresses me. It also keeps up my 

Hood’s^Cures! 
flesh and strength. I cannot praise Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla too much.” Mks. II. M. Buck. 
Tracy, California. Get HOOD’S. ~

Hood’s Pills »re hand made, and perfect 
In proportion aud appearance. 26o. a box.
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SADIE CARR’S DOLLAR, at once, and then Mrs. Mackey took him by I told you I thought they would put me in the 
11 the arm and he walked around and shook ground and that the worms would eat me, and FROM FOREIGN LANDS. WHY A DARK SEANCE?

hands with ten or fifteen in the room. Now, that would be the end of me. What do you
How an UnbelieverWas Converted -wtai aid I «.rr- The Higher Aegeote of Spiritual- i;he Scientific Side Presented

H^eBlvea^uiriBBoon^ ¿
an alleged expose of the medium, Mrs. W. L. had not seen table-tipping or heard any raps. I asked: “How long was this before you Opinions from Sopie of Our Leading rt-1JL,vLia „ .MT. ¿.ix, ¿
Thompson, of this city,’ at Quincy, Ill., re- But about this time I received an invitation to died that this conversation occurred?” Thinkers. ... .

- - ‘ his head and said: J‘Let me —— To the Editor.-—As the above question is
nent attorney in this city. Looking over the see—it was just five days;” which I found Regarding the higher aspects of Spiritual- ^ed .by opposers and alsp by many

’ - - - - . - . . ism, and more especially to show some of our Spiritualists, it may throw light on the
I then asked: “Durfey, are you happy?” readers that broad view of the philosophy we 10 reas°h a ntue. . ,

_ _ . me,I suggested that we have a little seance for He said: “No, Doctor; that is just why I love, taken by Our English brothers, we glean Now, honest friend, whoever you are, lend
jury to sit for the investigation of spiritual raps and tips. So the cards were laid aside, came to see you.” the following from London Light: your attention ana let your inquiry lead to the
phenomena would be a greater task than to get and we placed our hands on the table, audit I asked; “Are you not as happy'as when Mr. W- Paice, M. A., says: “I feel thatl enüghtenment of others. When a preacher, 
one in the Cronin case. I thought I was free began to gyrate and dance with considerable you were keeping boarding-house?" am taking up somewhat ambitious ground in or ano “er skeptic, quotes: “Ihey loye dark-
from prejudice, as I had no favorites among force. A slim, delicate-looking lady, whom He answered: “No, I can’t say that I am; presuming to address you on such a subject ne?B ,Wier tnanngnt, anaappnes tins to tne 
the different denominations of the Christian I heard was a strong medium for physical my whole past life comes up before me like a as the Higher-Aspects of Spiritualism, and I ®PlrI a®k nim why Nature or God
religion; in fact, all religions were the same manifestations, sat back and would not put panorama, and when I see my mistakes that I should not have chosen it had I not been con- e aense cloud in me mountain-place
to me, and I classed Spiritualism with the rest her hands on the table, when asked to do so, made in earth-life it makes me feel bad. ” vinced of its importance. Spiritualism, there- wnere Jesus Decame entranced. When the 
of the dogmas of the world. after the table had been jumping around for Some of the old Spiritualists present begun by meaning continuance of life beyond the aaraene(1 condition came and Jesus, the great

The fact that there are twelve millions in some time and answering questions with more to taunt me with questions like the following: grave, cannot rest in its effects or its phenom- “e(l*nni,.'"®/!llt<! trance state, spirits 
the United States that believe in Spiritualism or less intelligence. It said it could lift me. “Doo., is that electricity you are talking to? ena. These phenomena are only evidences of cm &nd talKed with him in the cloud so that 
proves nothing in regard to the facts in the A large number present urged me to get on or is it mesmerism, or animal magnetism?” the trutlj it believes it has demonstrated; it is ¡V ree h r®c®Knlzed the spirit 
case. All the people In the world once be- the table, which I did with some reluctance. At which I got up a little closer and began to impossible that it cannot have a moral and v . ra w en ey spoke their names. J esus 
lieved that the world was flat. That did not When I felt the table move 1 got off and be- examine his moustache and clothes; when he spiritual message to the world. Let it not be g010^?1^0, .e caused that mount to be 
make it so. There is an unbelief that grows gan to argue that the force was animal mag- turned to Mrs. Durfey and said: “Little wife, supposed that I despise phenomena—they are name 1 al y ,w ,lcU (-’nrlBtians call it, and 

useful, tney are necessary; but they are not , ,...
the end. The end, at any rate the immedi- Ehas; but the darkened condition was neces- 
ately perceptible end ia that if the facts be Sa9',, . . , , ,
true, as we believe they are-by those facts J“ darkened vault where the
meaning not only the survival of the so-called h’m Pa ?
dead, but also the intermingling of unseen ™d so they talked with Mary and others who 

’. .x. . j® ® saw them. These spirits or angels could mam-agencies with ourselves and our. affairs-if fegt od ¿ Theyoneeded ..dark.
such facts be true, then life on this earth be- ¿ ................... J

Thompson, of this city,’ at Quincy, Ill., re-
cently, I have decided to write out a short 
account of my investigations, for publication. 
I do not intend to make- a statement that I 
cannot verify by from one to five good, reli
able witnesses. And to get an unprejudiced

attend a whist party at the home of a promi- He scratched

guests, I saw a number of reputed mediums, was correct. 
After the cards had become monotonous to T " '

“0, about as common. Why?”
“0,1 see the Doctor is looking so close; I 

thought maybe I had not. got a very good 
make-up on to-night. ”

Now, had I been alone I .would have 
thought I was deluded in regard to this phe.

would be more than dishonest. So, without four times, as much as to say: “Yes." nomena. Of course I knew I had never said
hope of reward or fear of contempt, I give the Then the medium said: “Can’t you do some- one word about trying to make Mr. Durfey
result of my investigations in Psychic Science thing to convince the Doctor that it is not elec- recant, and was not thinking about it till
and Spiritualism. I found I was somewhat tricity that moves the table?" called to mind by the form that came out of
prejudiced, like the rest of the investigators, The table flew around and struck me just the cabinet. Now, if materialization is a
and was trying to prove that the phenomena above the knee, giving me a black and blue fraud, and the force that represented itself to
was caused by something besides spirits. I spot that lasted three weeks. I said: “John, be Mr. Durfey was a myth and not Mr. Dur-
have never yet seen an investigator who tried I don’t want any more of that kind of evi- fey’s mind, where did the intelligence come
to prove that the phenomena were caused by deuce." If I have made any misstatement from? and why does it come and falsify to us 
disembodied spirits; but they try to prove in regard to this table manifestation, 1 hope and claim to be what it is not, and at the same 
that they are caused by some other means. If some of the many witnesses that were present time admonish us to do good, etc.? Some of 
Spiritualism is true, it will not be accepted by will correct me. the most intelligent minds in both Europe and
the generality of mankind till the world is ripe I am now going to relate an experience I......................................................................
for it Like astronomy, its first devotees had with an acquaintance, and one that a they say they know it is so.

comes a quite different thing from what it has 
hitherto been considered to be. , . .- ..Professor Green, in his “Prolegomena to ft dark- thua only can lt come 
Ethics ” has the following ^ds upon the f ’
subject: “To think of ultimate good is to J .. . .. . _ . ’ , Jthink of an intrinsically desirable form of con- not demand of th.e artl8t that.he m“st Pr°duce 
scious life; but we should seek further to de- your negative and photograph withou taking 
fine it. We should take it in the sense that to the dark? Would you be willing io 
. ... . . , , . . ... , - „r pay for them if the impression secured in theto think of such good is to think of a state of £ V, . . . b
self-conscious life as intrinsically desirable for oarR camera was exposed to the light before t 

, . ( , . .. . .". ; . ,-x was developed to a human form in a darkone s self, and for that reason is tothink.o! it room? ^.g ,g under di8CUB8i
as something else than pleasure-he thought fl0 as ou admit that4 darkneB8 is necesaary 
of an object as pleasure for ones self, and dJV the features von seek of the artist
the thought of it as intrinsically desirable for , .. .. ’ ------ *......... —. ,5 , . .. , .i. t „„„k you may by a little reasoning see it as proper previous experience,one s self, being thoughts that exclude each J J methods for both are nrodneed wh‘ca «w ».»!« 

. other. The pleasure anticipated in the life is ™ ^“aHawB ’ produced
. _ To the Editor:—On reading an article in not that which renders it desirable, but so far un.J ?a ”.a ’ b- “Show us

____ . The circumstance I am your paper, number 219, entitled “Dreams as desire is excited by the thought of it as de- WOnders ¡n the light instead of in the 
world. I told him I thought he was sincere, about to relate seems almost incredible, and Visions, ” I was impressed to help the sir able and so far as that desire is reflected on, . . .. s . - -

(concluded next week.)

A Curious Prophetic Dream.

. but to me it was only hearsay. I further Some year and a half before I ever attended a dream-cause along by relating a very singular pleasure comes to be anticipated in the satis- ingt God or j^ature {or forein(Z u8 au jnto 
told him that a man with delirium tremens saw seance, Mr. J. D. Durfey was enjoying the dream my father had nearly seventy years ago faction of that desire. The thought of the in- » f , ht f twonfv.
snakes just as actually, apparently, as though ills of mortal life. He frequently came to in Newstead, N.Y. We had a neighbor, trinsically desirable life, then, is the thought . g.
the snakes were there. It was in this frame my office and would exchange ideas on relig- Jacob Pratt, living about a mile from us, who of something else than pleasure, but the
of mind I began the investigation. One even- ious subjects. I learned by these talks that had a little daughter about three years old, by ' • - •   -
ing, some six or eight months after the above he was a pronounced and outspoken unbeliever the name of Caroline—a very lovely little one. 
conversation in regard to snakes, I met this in a future life.' My father arose one morning greatly distressed
same gentleman in company with a couple of Mr. Durfey was finally taken sick, but, for over a dream about her: that her left eye be- 
others going to a seance, and that seance was some time before he was confined to the house, gan to swell and kept enlarging till it burst
at Mrs. Thompson’s. At first I refused to would call on me. One day, four or five weeks and hung out on her cheek, and continued to
go, but the three insisted so hard that I told before he died, he came into my office and lengthen till it reached below her chin, the
them, as an excuse, that I would go and see if said: “Doctor, I am going to die." —-~i.» «—I,—
my wife did not want to come, Just at this x ’ J '
juncture Mr. Thompson appeared on the scene _ _ _ . .
and said: “Doctor, come up to the seance. ” said he; “so you might as well get ready to of the story is, that when little Caroline was 
I said: “No, I came down town to see aman pay up for the benefit of the widow;”—we be- ten years old, a rose cancer attacked her left 
on business, with whom I had an appoint ing members of a beneficiary order. Some eye and caused just such an appearance as my 
ment; he is not at his store;" mentioning his jokes passed between us and I thought no father had witnessed seven years previous in 
name. Mr. Thompson said: “He is up to the more of it for the time being. a dream. I thought, as I looked upon the _
seance; you can go right up and see him." I There was at the time a man working for poor sufferer only a few days before she died: still does not suffice to enable anyone to say
said: “No, I do not do business in such a me by the name of Frank Hiron, who boarded “Why was this lovely being doomed to this positively what the perfection of his life
place." with Mr. Durfey’s people. One morning dreadful affliction so long ago, and shown so would be; but the determination has reached

Inorder to get away from the four gentle- Frank came in and said: “Doctor, you had yividly in a dream to my father?” Ah, life that stage in which the educated citizen of
men who now were urging me to attend the better go over and see Mr. Durfey. ” with all its attendant phenomena is mysteri- Christendom is able to think of the perfect
seance, I excused myself, saying I would go I said: “Tell him I will be over this even- ous! life as essentially conditioned by the exercise
and see if my wife wanted to come, and if I ing:" Dreams and visionshave been like phantoms of virtues, resting on a self-sacrificing will, in
was not back in twenty minutes I would not But Frank said: “Oh, you had better go stepping in my long life-track, unfolding mys- which it is open to all men to participate, and 
come, and they could go on with their ghost- right over; the old man is pretty bad.” So teries just as strange as my father’s dream as fully attainable by one man only in so far
Jannfl. Well, I went home and told my wife I put my hat on and went right over. I found about little Caroline, and the lesson they teach as through those virtues it is attained by all.
we had been invited to a ghost dance. She Mr. Durfey lying in the front room all by me is, that there is a divide wisdom that marks In thinking of ultimate good, bethinks of it 
asked: “What do you mean?” I said: “They himself. As I entered, he said: “Doctor, I out our ways, which mortals, as yet, do not indeed necessarily as perfection for himself;
want us to1come down to a seance.” When am going to die.” understand any more than the possibilities of as a life in which he shall be fully satisfied
she put on her hat and said: “Come on,” I Now comes the ordeal I heard through the our own powers; but it seems that the Spiritu- through having become all that the spirit they fastened the joora and had a dim light 
was as much surprised as though I had seen a priesthood, both Protestant and Catholic, that al philosophy is leading us into higher attain- within him enables him to become. But he go n()t attract attention While the two
ghost ' When we arrived at the seance, I was all infidels recant when they come to die I ments of light, and we may confidently hope cannot think of himself as satisfied in any were telling of the form that walked out with
again surprised at the large number of people thought, I am alone with Mr. Durfey, and I that the knowledge of the truth shall yet fill life other than a social life, exhibiting the thnm an(3 °nniRhpi1 thP.ir uhlp. th« Rftm«
present When everything was arranged, I will see if he is going to recant So I said: the earth as the waters cover the sea. the exercise of a self-denying will, and
was appointed one of a committee of three to “Durfey, what do youthink will become of Mrs. Tryphena C. Pardee.
examine and fasten up the cabinet; which we you after you are dead?" ■ Ellington. N. Y. . .
did, after a committee of ladies reported they He replied: “Oh, I guess they will put me
had thoroughly examined the medium and in the ground, and the wormswill eat me.
could find nothing concealed about her cloth- What do you think about it?" 
ing or person that could in any way be used to I said: “That is just my doctrine."
make ghosts of. The singing began, and the Mr. Durfey died a few days after the above
forms began to appear and walk out, which conversation. _
did not surprise me in the least I considered him recant I kept to myself. At a seance a 
it a trick which the good people there had not year or more after his death, what purported 
found the key to. to be Mr. Durfey walked out of the cabinet

When there came a manifestation of knowl- and put his hand on my head and said: “Doc
edge of things the medium could not get by tor, old boy, I am glad you are here.” It was 
any known laws, I then began to wonder by rather dark, and 1 could not see plain enough 
what means the knowledge was obtained. So to tell much about how he looked. Mrs. Dur
I went to work honestly to find out What fey was not at the seance that evening, but . --------- D-------- ---------------- ,--------------
purported to be the spirit of a sister to my wife the next seance I attended she was there and The Bible Inquirer, a key to Bible mvesti- ¡t ¡8 a constituent in a whole of social life, of 
„am« My wife could not think of all her sat next to the cabinet door. There was a «to A n»mnhl«t of 56 napes, d«- ha» °h°n

dead relatives who had died twenty-five years very good light this evening. In a short time 
before she was born, and the spirit had to tell after the singing began a man stepped out of -------------------- „
who she was. tbe cabinet and took Mrs. Durfey by the hand Woman: Four Centuries of Progress. A lec- no school of virtue,

Soon after this the sister appeared in full and said: “Come here, little woman," which ’ “ - • - ..............- - -
form and called for my wife, who stepped up she did, and after a short, whispered conver
to her, and she told her who she was, which sation, she said in a low tone: “Doctor Fisk 
made Mrs. Fisk a little • indignant, and she is here to-night ” He said: “I know it; that 
says she came very near saying: “You old is one reason I am here. Doc., old boy, 
fraud; trying to pass yourself off for my sis- come up here. ” 
ter!” But the second thought was: That would As I approached he reached out his hand 
be too abrupt; and she said: “Take me into to shake hands, 
the cabinet and show me the medium”— r“"T' ‘“‘ .
which the form did at once. Mrs. Fisk says good representation of you." He said: “Oh, 
she was led right up to the medium sitting in it is me, Doctor.” 
the chair, and stubbed her toes against those Of course I did not think it was, but here 
of the medium and placed her hand ofithe comes the test that I would like to have some 
medium’s face and head. of the philosophers explain. Now bear in

Captain Mackey would come out and walk mind there were fifteen or twenty good wit- 
around and shake hands with & number of his nesses present who heard the conversation, 
friends. One evening Mrs. Mackey sat in the He said: “Doctor, do you remember a short 
circle just in front of me. As I was an unbe- time before I died I sent over by Frank to 
liever, I was not allowed to sit in the circle have you come over, and when you came in 1 
vet A form stepped out of the cabinet, and said: ‘Doctor, I am going to die?’ ’’ 
in a lisping voice said to Mrs. Mackey: At this I began to wonder how the medium 
“Mother, come up here.” got hold of the conversation, and of course

four hours we all go into a seance when Na
i . “i. mi ,l u ture turns down the light, the sun, or shuts itthought of what? The thought, we answer, of . ’ . ’ . . .

the full realization of the capacities of the hu- , ’ ., .. „ .,i < .i, j icn . that we never could see if Nature (there is noman soul o the f ulfillment of man s vocation
asof thatmjwhich alone he can satwfyhimsdf d > During this seance we obtain 
—a thought of-which the content is never 11- reBt to the bod an/in our less0r one we 
nalor complete, which is always by its active n forthenour d a’rted
energy further determining its own content friendfl and flho; U8 in the
but which for practical purposes, “ the of imm ' *
mover and guide of our highest moral effort^ But the 8cientiflc gide thig Btion lies 
may be taken to be the thought of such a so- in the fact that the chemicai force4of light act. 
cial ife as that described in the previous para- aggregation of spirit atoms,
graph.” And this is what we find in the pre- The\Puman iBfor^ed in darPkne88) and 
vious paragrap . _,ih,i„ when it is re-formed, i. e., materialized as a

“In the most comp etc determination within darkened- gtaw .g mc
our reach, the conception (of the perfect life) o£ dgn of liong) a8pirit\ould

form and influence the beasts so they did no

materialized to the two going to Emmaus. 
Then he went in with them to supper and 
talked to them, but “vanished” when they 
brought lights to the table. He materialized, 
however, that same night in Jerusalem, after 
these two returned to the city and found the 
eleven together. Through fear of the Jews

,. ... ... - - j, form made itself up from the atoms right inand m which ‘the multitude of the redeemed, -dgt and gai£ ,.peace bg unto * „ 
which « all men, shall participate. ®\He has Thg e li8t8 and the her8 8/ this 
other faculties, indeed, than those which are Je8U8Bwho vaniflhed out of Emmaus and 
directly exhibited in the speciflcaiy moral who now appearB t0 the eleven at night. Very 
virtues—-faculties which find their express on and -t gettleg f&ct th6at he 
not in his dealinffs with other men. but m the A x . .. - x) Tx„riuvuuji J . tenalized and dematerialized frequently. It

‘mu W The Giant Delusion A caper read before and sciences—and the development of not onIy establishes this fact, but settles the
Ttetatof^trjmgtomke at ll1» ritapute .bo.t Mb doing .<•«:

Chicago, Octobers, 1SS3. OttoWett. JwX b‘T“Z iSS “d *» “ *°
stein. Intensely anti-spiritualistic; very down in aCahnhouri’ it will not be in isola- “7“®! i/Se^whJith^ hriS

Box 1001.

Have a copy ofthe “Jj/ra/ 
Guf'd*.*' It contains a lec
ture ou Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imform you where to 
firocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral GuidestnlQU 
receipt of stamp.

L.J. SHAFRR,
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicru'o. JU.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigatore, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the plancbette, both in regard to tbe cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and aa 
a means of developing mediumship. Mai'», who were 
not aware of their medlumlBtlc girt have, ¿iter a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends. ’

Cr.pt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by tbe psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from tbe old settlers whoso grave
stones are moss-grown tn tbe old yard. They bava 

_ been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit

strong as against the ordinary church argu- '""“hat the"develoDment 'of 'anv"of thes7fac- ?nd that is easier when the brigbt light given mv heart tbe greatest comfort in thè severo Iosa ,&r . x t-4. U tion mat ine development OI any OI inese lac- . . . . I have bad of son, daughter, and thclrmothcr.”
menta for immortality—but from the stand- nix« wui AflftnmA thft rharaoter for him of ul- 10 8nui ouu « . .. , . I I)r. Eugene Crowell, whose writings bave made hisnMnt of Mnirihinlism thn anlhnr is a man ulnes Will assume tne Cnaracier iOI Uyn OI Ul- Although the electric light is far more in- »»me famHlarlotho». Interested In psvchlcnlm.ttera. point of spiritualism tue autnor is a man good. Intrinsic desirableness, euffi- , j . .... . .. ■ ., ., write» s» follows: ammwi> »leased with me p»y-
fitrhHncr in the dark or comnletelv blind- • ? .. c J tense and more brilliant than the sun, still it chograph you sent me, and win thoroughly test it thengating in ine tiara, or completely uimu clency fo sati8fy the rational soul, will be seen . . .. . .. „„„„ «„u, or»t opportunity i may have, it is very simple m■fnlripri PrififllOc . . V . .. . ,. ■ • , . . is true that the chemical nature Of solar light principle and construction, and 1 am sure must be tar
xutueu. riiuoiuu to belong to their realization only m so far as more sensitive to spirit power than tbe one now In use.

“ “ ■ .................................-x _ ____x«x_______ x «_ _ __ destroys the effect Of the electric light and I believe it will generally supersede tbe latter when

gations, etc. A pamphlet of 56 pages, de- which the distinction, as a social life, shall be 
signed to show the inconsistencies and self- universality of disinterested goodness.” , .. in « mom lirrhtej«»tadtetlo- of the Bible. Price 2So. .?CMnlo Mture » ,7“ ’

, tut the headquarters of p - - - - ’

provement upon the plancbette, haring a dial and let* 
a xu 5a* ters. with a few words, bo that very little ‘power’ la 
AS tue electric apparently’ required to give tbe communicatlona. We 

«11 /I«« du not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to testtore delivered at the Freethinkers’ Interna- the enemy of ethical Wure.” Also: “Self- 8£ toms 2 coLtantiv »esdOBrtethersplrl“c“rctoraandc“
tional Congress, Chicago, Ill., October 1893. assertion, the unsCrupu^us seizing of all that . ’b *0 a physical sight is de
By Susan H. Wixon. A noble address by can be grasped the tenacious holdingof ah ”X“4efauUis moroTour vffion that 
a noble, womanly woman. It should be read that can be kept constitute the es- it is in power and natnre of spirits; for '
by every woman and every man Especially eence of the struggle for existence. • they must act under natural law. The dark- 
excellent to place m the hands of women For his successful progress as far as the sav- en^ ^¿¡Uon is for the accommodation of 
who are members of the churches. Price 10c. age state, man has been largely indebted to tbe human the mortaI and not because of

As I took his hand I re- Thumbscrew and Rack. Torture implements those qualities which he shares with the ape tbe irit ¿e immortat
If thia Io nnt rrnn it fan —----- a s. u.. Wrt. -"-1 VVTtl, and th« t irrer " * v \. J. SWARTS PH Demployed in the XVth and XVIth center- and the tiger.

ies for the promulgation of Christianity. Southey says: “As the pleasures of the fu- 
By Geo. E. Macdonald. A concise, graphic ture will be spiritual and pure, the object of a 
account, with pictorial illustrations, of the good and wise man in this transitory state of 
instruments of torture used by churchly in- existence should be to fit himself for a better - - --------  ---------- ----- -------—
quisitors to convert or destroy heretics and by controlling the unworthy propensities of By 1x318 ] Waisbrooker. Dedicated I 3T|10(o8oW|ngare ji,el|t]C80f uk, chapter»: ■> -ji

infidels. Price 10c. ’ his nature and improving all his better aspira- to Woman everywhere, tnat cmlaren may part FIRST—Religion and Science. .
„ “ ’ ’ . ■ . .. tinnì:- tn dn Mn dntv th«n tn his nnitrbhnr- Cease tO be accursed. Price reduced to $1. Introduction; Religion; Fetisblem; Polytheism;California. Its disadvantages as well as its uonB> to oo ms aury, men, w ms neignoor, v w w . . Monotheism; manic Worship-, Man's Moral Wh

, . a j • v • 14 to DPOmote th© haDDinefiB find Wtìlf&T© of those • HYPNOTISM, its J sets, 1 neones ana xvelat- depends on bls Intellectual Growth; Tbe Great Theo«advantages. Advice by an old resident w. promote we nappiness au wex ar© u I A Phonnmonft' oto ftcr Curl Spxtim A voru I l°idcal Problem«—tbo Origin of Evil, the Naturoof ‘ n t wniumft ^iimmprlanA Cal Price who are m any way dependent upon him, or en Phenomena, etc. uy tari sextos. Avery God; tho Future State; Fall of Man and tho Christian 
£1. Li. WunainS, oUmmenanQji vaL Alice J c r - ’ hu-ù««««« rtmaontefinn rrf n mnaf. tntaraaHnn* Scheme of Redemption-. Man’s Position, Fato, Freone. whom he has .the means of assisting; never interesting presentation 01 a most interesting WUJt Free Agency, Necessity. Responsibility; duum .
¿0C- X wantonly to injure the meanest thing that lives; subject, by a practical hypnotist. Cloth $2. 1«“ » goo and fomseu.

■73KE SOUL, ITS JMTURE DELATION'S to encourage as far as he may have the power AU About Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
“Mother, come up nere.’ ~ whatever is useful and tends to refine and ex

Mrs Mackey replied: u0, captain, I know stood in a surprised condition. \ When I made boar should read who are interested 
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Bevelations of Knowledge.
The revelations of modern science 

have thrown a flood of light on the ear
lier ages of the world, and enabled the 
thoughtful to account for many a won
der and miracle of earlier times. It is 
only the willfully ignorant who are not 
enabled to account for the origin of 
many a superstition. To say now that 
the bow was set in the clouds as a token 
that the world shall not be again de
stroyed by a,flood, is only to reveal the 
fact that the narrator Is unacquainted 
with natural philosophy, and does not 
know that the rainbow is a product of 
law as unerring as sunshine and cloud.

Turn to Acts 13:8 to 11, and read of 
Elymas, the sorcerer, whom Paul, filled 
with the Holy Ghost,looking in his eyes, 
called him a child of the Devil, and then 
made him blind, “not seeing the sun for 
a season.” The whole process and the 
effect of psychology is here aptly told, 
and the power is ascribed to the Holy 
Ghost. These things are done in our 
day; indeed it is an every-day occur
rence with powerful magnetizers oper
ating on a feebler subject, and yet no 
one pretends to credit the power to out
side agencies. It is mind acting upon 
mind, the powerful subordinating the 
weaker to his control. It is the strongly 
magnetic lawyer influencing the jury to 
render a verdict in his behalf; it is the 
successful revivalist who dwells upon 
the miseries of the damned until he has 
gained the thoughtful attention of his 
audience, then he portrays the suffer
ings and death of Jesus and the love of 
God, all the time having the eyes of his- 
hearers “set<[on him,” then, presto, a 
conversion and a new birth. The more 
powerful the magnetizer the more 
speedy the result.

That whole subject of the “Holy 
Ghost” needs studying in the light of 

1 present knowledge. It matters not 
whether it is “Peter, fastening his 

1 eyes” on the lame beggar, Acts, 3: 3, 4 
: and restoring him to health; or harangu
ing the multitude, as described in Acts 
■2, while “fear came upon every soul” 
] until they received "the giftof the Holy 
Ghost,” when they talked with new 
tongues; or frightening Ananias to death 
for lying to that portion of the Godhead, 
all are accounted for on the hypothesis 
of magnetism, as is the piling up of the 
hands of the clergy on the head of the 
neophyte as he is being ordained and 
dedicated to the ministry.

■Which?

Í

Church vs. Humanity.
Church unity is now the ideal to 

which the sectarians aspire. The 
heretical denominations must be put 
down. Agnosticism must be crushed. 
Spiritualism’ must be rendered unpopu
lar. These opposition elements are 
making too rapid strides. They have 
been 'largely reinforced by the ablest 
scholars of Europe and America. Their 
exposures of the pious frauds underlying 
Christianity, and on which the whole 
superstructure rests, demand united and 
persistent effort for their suppression.

For three-and-a-half hundred years 
Protestants have been warring against 
Catholicism, charging the parent 
church with every vice; but now the 
leaders of the varied factions are 
forgetting sectarian strife, and are all 
uniting against the common enemy. 
The: Inquisitors were right, after all. 
They were successfully extending the 
empire of Jesus, which modern tolera
tion seems to retard.

It is a grand sight to see a Jesuit walk
ing arm-in-arm with a Methodist Bishop 
and the two exchanging pulpits with 
each other.

The confessional was a horrid thing; 
but wicked as it was known to be, the 
Episcopal Church of England is said to 
have adopted it.

Monasteries and convents were repre
sented as schools of crime, but Protest
ant churches have lately learned they 
are powerful auxiliaries to the spread of 
the gospel.

The dial of time must be turned back 
to th e Midd le Ages. Republics must be 
converted into theocracies. Ignorance 
must supplement knowledge, The 
church must be victor though humanity 
shall perish.

Built Up by Accretion.
The early representations of Christ 

In paintins were purposely devoid of 
all attraction; in the eighth century 
Adrian I. decreed that Christ should be 
represented as beautiful as possible.— 
News Item. .

Every feature in the rcharacter of 
Jesus seems to have been a growth. 
What its beginning may have been we
cannot know. The New Testament
bases it on the “dream” of his putative 
father. When royalty undertook the 
defense of Christianity, it decreed the 
destruction of all books that represented 
Jesus other than a God. His cross, if he 
ever had one, was virtually idolized; the 
day they claimed he came to life was 
made sacred; descriptions of his person 
were formally resolved to be correct; 
and he has come to be a creature of law, 
instead of fact. To write or speak of
him other than in terms of appi 
tion is blasphemy, subjecting th 
fender to fines and imprisonment. .

iroba-
e of-

The Coils of the Anaconda.
Owing to the disturbed condition of

some of the provinces of Italy, the pope 
has become apprehensive of danger to 
the Vatican, and has appealed to the 
king for protection. This seeme to indi. 
cate that Catholicism is not as powerful 
in the home of its nativity as many 
suppose.

The papal power has been waning in 
Europe for many years. Of late it has 
turned its attention to America, where 
it evidently purposes to re-establish 
itself when no longer tolerated at Rome. 
It is in furtherance of this purpose they 
are now centralizing at Washington, 
building their colleges and cathedrals; 
and latterly have conspired with 
Protestantism to add their creed to the 
Federal Constitution, and thus convert 
the Republic into a theocracy.

Sayings of Mahomet.
Said Mahomet: “A man’s true wealth 

is the good he has done in this world to 
his fellowmen. When he dies, people 
will ask, ‘What property has he left 
behind him?’ but the angels will ask, 
‘What good deeds has he sent before 
him?”’ Again: “They are infidels who 
say God is the third of three, for there 
is but one God.”

WHAT NEXT?.
Tesla's Interesting Experi

ment.

The Servian Electrician Able to 
Furnish Light Without Using 

a Wire,

MORE POWERFUL THAN STEAM—MAR
VELOUS FORCE OBTAINED FROM 
MUSICAL VIBRATION.

THE CHURCH.
It Wants to Tinker the Con- 

etitution.
And Introduce God and His Son 

Therein.

Matthew informs his readers that the 
fMfigi, or wise men, guided by a star, I 
sought the infant Jesus, and claimed to 

I have come from the East to worship 
him. The Magi were a caste of priests 

' peculiar to Medea, Bactria and Persia, 
■who must have come near a thousand 

' miles across deserts and barren regions 
. to pay homage to their infantile Creator 
. —according to Trinitarian theology, and 
must have consumed from six to nine 

. months in the journey, if Ezra is cor
rect in his statement that he consumed 
four months in coming from Babylon to 
Jerusalem. But Luke, equally Inspired 
with Matthew, says that the visit was 
made by shepherds, who were in the 
fields, and were watehing their sheep 
by night. The Magi were misled by the 
“star,” and went direct to Jerusalem; 
while Luke’s shepherds, better posted, 
went direct to Bethlehem. The wise 
“wise men,” before visiting the baby 
God, had an interview with Herod, and 
aroused his fears, then after finding the 
child in the manger, they sneaked away 

■ home by another route than that they 
came, disregarding their promise made 
to the king; but they did this in obedi
ence to a dream. Herod slaughtered all 
the male Infants of the country, hoping 
to destroy a rival to his throne, but Jo
seph and Mary fled with the youngling 
to Egypt, by which device, instead of 
being slaughtered he survived for the 
cross. There seems to be a bad mixing 
of the story .by the two evangelists, and 
it needs the genius of several Bible com
mentators to unravel it. Who is equal

• to the task?

Holy Incense Powder.
Ground gum benzoin 1 lb., ground 

cascarilla bark i lb., ground sandal
wood i lb., powdered nitrate of potas
sium 1 ounce, grain musk 10 gr. Mix 
the ingredients thoroughly. Used in 
Roman Catholic churches and Jewish 
synagogues.

To the -Editor:—I presume you 
would like the recipe for making “holy 
incense,” so I enclose the above, it is 
warranted to be a sure thing to drive 
away evil or heretical spirits, when used 
with the proper incantations and gen
uflexions. If you keep up the war on 
the Romanists they will need many tons 
of it to keep those forces away. A 
little canula bark is good to mix in, as 
it makes a strong perfume.

Z. T. Griffen.

The Lyceum Guide—Good Words.
Wm. Yates, M. D., conductor of the 

Children’s Progressive Lyceum, Chi; 
cago, writes:

“We are delighted with the ‘Lyceum 
Guide,’and are using it to commence 
our Lyceum with. We were greatly 
surprised at having so large a book and 
so tastefully gotten up at such a low 
price. My wife was one of the pioneers 
to establish, the first Lyceum in Not
tingham and England.”

The well-knoiWn spiritual lecturer, 
Carrie E. S. Twing, writes:

“The beautiful ‘Lyceum Guide,’ to 
me seems to fill a need, as we must in
struct the children if we do not wish 
Spiritualism to wane. Therefore I wish 
to do all in my power to interest people 
in Lyceum work, and recommend this 
most charming book. I hope to be able 
to awaken an interest here (Watertown, 
N. Y.) and organize a Lyceum, The 
young people are already deeply inter
ested ” .

To the Editor:—According to the 
Springfield (Mass.) Republican, it is not 
an extravagant statement to say that 
never before in the history of the 
world has there been a scientific dis
covery about which centered such 
magnificent dreams as are being built 
up on certain recently discovered elec
trical principles. Among these the 
foremost place must be given to the 
astounding discoveries of the young 
Servians genius, Nikola Tesla, which 
a?e so novel and so extraordinary that 
the most imaginative of inventors are 
unable to foresee what form this de
velopment win take.

Just as the experimenters were be
ginning to think that they knew all that 
could be learned about electricity and 
that further improvement must be in 
the line of more perfect mechanical ap
plication, Mr. Tesla shows us the electric 
fluid under conditions in which it differs 
from ordinary electricity as much as 
light differs from heat. A current of 
2,000 volts will kill a man in the twink
ling of an eye, but this modern wizard 
lets currents pour through his hands 
witli a potential of 200,000 volts, vibrat
ing a million times a second and shower
ing from him in dazzling streams of 
light. For some time after the experi
ment ceases his body and clothing emit 
streams and halos of splintered light!

The wildest dream of the inventor 
could not have foreseen that while 
currents of low frequency are deadly, 
these are harmless. Mr. Tesla says 
that he will soon be able to wrap him
self in a complete sheet of electric fire 
that will keep a man warm at the North 
Pole without harming him. Neither 
Merling nor Michael Scott, nor any of 
the wizards of old, ever wrought a more 
potent miracle, even in fancy. The 
meaning of this is too far beyond us to 
be realized at present. We can no 
more grasp its significance than Frank
lin could discern the electric motor in 
his captured thunderbolt.

Equally astounding, and with more 
visible usefulness, is Mr. Tesla’s dis
covery that currents of such enormous 
potency and frequency can be trans
mitted without the use of wires. A 
room can be filled with electricity from 
copper plates in ceiling and floor, so that 
electric lamps will burn without any 
connecting wire as soon as they are 
brought in. In the same way intelli
gence and power may be transmitted 
without a oirouit, doing away with the 
necessity for trolleys, storage batteries 
and subways. When it is considered 
that such startling changes as this are 
already theoretically possible, it will be 
seen that in the inventions upon which 
we so complacently congratulate our
selves we nave only timidly paddled 
along the shore of the great sea yet to 
be explored.

Ana now comes another wonderful in
vention. A writer in the Boston 
Transcript says:

“I believe we are on. the eve of a 
great era of applicable force, and that 
the wasteful methods of steam and elec
tricity will be relegated to a desuetude 
such as has overtaken the stage coach.

“The grounds of my belief are based 
not wholly on hearsay, but chiefly on a 
curious experience. A few days ago a 
young man living in the vicinity of Bos
ton took me to his room and showed me 
an apparatus which he had himself eon- 
structed with amazing ingenuity and 
skill. The fundamental primum mobile 
of this simple machine was musical vi
bration. I have no right to describe 
the apparatus, but the force produced 
in an incredibly brief interval of time, 
by means of a fiddle bow, was so 
enormous that there seemed to be no 
way of measuring it, and the chief dif
ficulty in the way of practical applica
tion lay in the regulation of this force, 
which, if directed full upon a human 
being, the inventor believed would in
stantly vaporize his body. A single 
drop of water confined in a hollow Stoll 
tube was resolved by a small fraction of 
this possible energy into a motor capa
ble of running an engine, if properly 
applied.

“It is well known to all scientific men 
that a cubic foot of atmospheric air con
tains latent (if one might use the term), 
or in suspension, force enough to kill a 
regiment. Musical vibration seems to 
set free a portion of this energy, and its 
resources are infinite. If once they can 
be regulated it will be the simplest and 
most inexpensive way of doing all man
ual work, for it will require no heat.

“The young man who thought out 
this wonderful series of apparatus is 
self-made, not having hail great ad
vantages of education; but for pure 
genius, I think, whether as a practical 
in venter or as a theoretical experi
menter, he will take high rank among 
the great of the world.”

wonderful exploits, even beyond prepent 
conception,seems to be within the grasp 
of human possibilities.

The world. is evidently upon the 
threshold of inventions far more won
derful than any previous age has ever 
accomplished; and the far-reaching re
sults foreshadowed by these achieve
ments of inventive genius can scarcely 
be measured. It is' not too much to say 
that not only will the field of scientific 
obsecration «and experiment be vastly 
extended, but the realm of social and In
dustrial economics will be revolutionized, 
and this in the direction of industrial 
liberation and enlargeinent of the peo
ple and the equalization of human 
privileges, opportunities and posses
sions, J. G. Holland wrote:
“Heaven is not reached by a single 

bound; ’
But we build the ladder by which we 

rise' i '
From the -lowly earth to the vaulted 

skies—
And we mount to its summit round by 

round.”
It is cheering to think, however, that 

though we mount round by round, such 
achievements of inventive genius will 
enable the race to climb the ladder of 
human progress far more rapidly; and 
thus will science aid in bringing a re
alization of heaven upon earth.

And shall we neglect to recognize and 
acknowledge our indebtedness, to the 
spirit intelligences, the influx of whose 
light and inspiration has wakened 
mortal minds to the plane of inventive 
perception inspiring the thought, the 
idea and guiding to its fulfillment? 
Essay as we may to build and climb 
the ladder by which we rise, never 
could mortal man mould and place its 
rounds nor ascend to its summit in the 
vaulted skies of realized, scientific, men
tal and spiritual attainment, without 
the kindly aid and inceptive inspira
tion of the thinkers, the scientists and 
lovers of mortal humanity, whose home 
is on the other side of life. On that 
side they note the human results of their 
inspiring work, as outwrought by their 
mortal co-workers, and seeing the 
present and prospective results for the 
good of humanity, they say: All is well.

Jas. G. Underhill.
Chicago, Ill.

What with Gathman’s telescope, that 
will bring to close inspection the 
minutest object on distant planets; with 
Tesla’s invention, that will enable every 
individual to go about enveloped in a halo 
of electric light, with warmth, and with 
the Boston genius’ marvelous music 
rnptor, rendering it within the apparent 

_ .. .„„ /uosElbilities .of realizationthatanin-
Our greatest glory is not in never fall-, habitant of this earth may ’ be able to 

ing, but in rising every time we fall.—' ■ ........................... ■ - -
Corifucius. *

.'•f

The attempt of certain ministers to 
secure an amendment of the Constitution 
by which that Instrument will be given 
a religious. tone is questionable in wis
dom. Their desire is to have inserted 
this or some similar phrase: “In God's 
appointed way through Jesus Christ,” 
with a purpose to have the Constitution 
recognize the influence of the Christian 
faith in government. A great deal 
.might be said in support of the proposi-

AB I, THE DEVIL, HAVE DONE SO MUCH 
FOR SCIENCE, WHY NOT PUT ME IN 
THE CONSTITUTION?

tion in a purely religious way, but the 
precedent of giving to this instrument 
any religious significance whatever 
might justify proceedings in future 
that would give a. distinct denomina
tional drift to a principle of nationalism 
the virtue of which now is that it gives 
equal shelter and security and equality 
to all religious sentiment aud belief.

It surely cannot be contended that the 
introduction of the name of God into the 
Constitution would tend to the better

Proving Spiritualism.
A friend remarked to us the other day: 

“If I could 6nly be as strongly grounded 
in your belief as you seem to be, it 
would be such a satisfaction to me.”

Well, why not? This questioning of 
unbelief pervades hundreds of hearts, 
whose friends beyond the veil far out
number those in the visible. It would 
seem that the very fact of the positive 
knowledge that the entity which left 
the body, when death’s cold hand sealed 
the beloved lips forever, was not the 
body nor of the body, would settle the 
question of future existence forever.

But even as a man looketh in the 
glass, and then straightway forgets 
what manner of man he is, so one con
vinced by a startling test, for the mo
ment thinks: “I can never disbelieve 
again,” but he allows himself to argue 
the question, giving full prominence to 
all the rebutting arguments, and soon 
finds himself in the possession of a very 
disagreeable state of disquiet and un
rest. He has acquired a great load of 
ifs and perhapses to account for phenom
ena which can be accounted for only 
on one theory, and that is, they are 
what they purport to be. ,

Let us see. If there could be a single 
rap, even the tiniest sound, displaying 
Intelligent, moving power behind it, 
then there could be more. One would 
be as strong a proof as a thousand. 
Variations would only prove the dif
ference in the vehicles through which 
which the transmission was made. If 
there could be a single character auto
matically written, then volumes un
numbered could be so transcribed. If 
there were a single instance of clair
voyance or clairaudience, and its ver
ity demonstrated beyond a doubt, as 
has been done over and over again, then 
all that could possibly be claimed might 
be true to the utmost extent.

If the smallest portion of a finger 
could at any time under any circum
stances be materialized, then full-form 
materialization would be equally true, 
and to be expected under the proper 
conditions. That this has been indis 
putably done, is proved by the record 
of the wise men, In which it is stated 
that a man’s hand materialized and

establishment of religion, for such a 
contention would be equivalent to the 
admission that religion needs a con
stitutional recognition and support.recognition and support. 
It should not be contended either

ON THE STAGE.
Buddhism and Spiritualism

THE SPIRIT-WORLD, WISER THAN OURS 
—RELIGIOUS, TURN OF THE HUMAN 
MIND—-THE WHITE ELEPHANT—MYS
TERIES OF ELEUSIS—HANNELE’S 

DREAM.
This is an age of material prosperity. 

Science conquers the forces of nature 
and makes them subservient to the 
needs of man; and man, restless and un
satisfied in the midst of material com-

Warming a Viper.
Unity, which poses as one of the most 

liberal among liberal religious journals, 
in its issue of March 1st, says, editori
ally:

"One of the saddest and most sense
less reactionary movements of the day 
is the fanaticism of this A. P. A. move
ment, which undertakes to correct the 
bigotry, selfishness and theologio preju
dices which may and do exist in the 
Catholic church, with a counter stream 
of like abominations from the Protes
tant churches. The Catholic church 
has its faults, but they are not to be cor
rected by the bigotry and dogmatism of 
those who are blind to the great service 
which the Catholic church has rendered 
and is rendering to the world. This 
most magnificent organization, meas
ured by its work in and influence upon 
the world, ever projected out of the 
heart of human nature,” etc.

In the opinion of The Progressive 
Thinker, “one of the saddest and most 
senseless reactionary movements of the 
day,” if it may be dignified with the 
name of “movement," is the attempt of 
various editors of the secular and relig
ious press to decry and put down a pa
triotic organization whose sole aim is to 
counteract and thwart the designs of a 
most treacherous and dangerous enemy 
to our public school system, and to po
litical, civil and religious liberty, the 
world over.

Unity, to begin with, misconceives 
and misstates the nature of the A. P. A. 
movement. The A. P. A. has no more 
to do with the "bigotry” and “theologic 
prejudices” of Catholics than of Protes
tants. It is not the theology or religion 
of the Catholic church—in themselves 
considered—that the A. P. A. is organ
ized to combat; and Unity entirely mis
states the case when it so represents 
the matter.

It is because “this most magnificent 
organization”—the Catholic church— 
is used as a political machine—used by 
its priestly and Jesuitic controlling pow
ers, to the aggrandizement of civil and 
political power in the hands of Romish 
tools and to the detriment of non-Rom- 
ish individuals, principles and Institu
tions—this is the reason, for the exist- 
of the A. P. A., and thesearethe things 
it combats. Catholics may hug their 
theologic prejudices to their hearts as 
much as they please, but when it comes 
to a conspiracy to destroy our public 
schools, to undermine and destroy our 
free institutions, and whatsoever the 
church cannot seize and control to its 
own purposes, then the P. A. says: 
“Hands off 1” and every true patriot and 
true friend of liberty should be with it.

We have' little respect for that maud
lin liberalism run mad that blindly 
ignores the teachings of past history, 
and the plain facts of present-day devel
opments in the schemes and method^ of 
Romish priestcraft and Jesuitism here 
in our own country, and hugs popery in 
its loving embrace. It is a species of 

> liberalism that was well illustrated by 
JEsop in the fable of the kind-hearted 

•, man who placed the benumbed viper in 
, his warm bosom. •

that the Christian faith requires 
any such bulwark, for that would be to 
admit the dependence of the Christian 
faith for its life and propagation upon 
legislative provisions, a confession of 
weakness that the Christian church 
should be slow to make. The zeal that 
attempts now, at this late day, to change 
the national basis from a purely secular 
to a constructively religious character, 
reflects more credit upon the spiritual 
enthusiasm than ûpon the patriotic 
judgment of those who are actuated 
by it.

The church should not seek reinforce
ment from the government. The wis
dom of the fathers of the Republic in 
making a distinct separation of church 
and State was the result of experience 
with a contrary state of affairs, and 
their determination to avoid, in the new 
experiment of government, the condi
tions that had been productive of so 
much friction and so many evils in the 
government from which they had di
vorced this country, should not now be 
lightly estimated, the more particularly 
when there is something of a religious 
contention impending.

If the Constitution may be amended 
to take account of the Christian faith or 
church, why may it not with equal pro
priety be amended in some future time 
to recognize specifically some branch or 
division of the Christian church? If 
now may be inserted the phrase, “In 
God’s appointed way, through Jesus 
Christ,” after a time there may be a 
further amendment, so that the declara
tion shall read: "In God's appointed 
way through Jesus Christ and his vice 
regent on earth, the holy Roman 
pontiff." It is a dangerous thing our 
zealous preachers propose, and our leg
islators tn Congress should be made to 
understand that the sentiment of the 
American people is opposed emphatic
ally to any religious interference what
ever with a Constitution the great glory 
of which is its absolute equity toward 
all humanity, irrespective of race or 
creed or lack of creed.

The above, from the Chicago Inter 
Ocean, speaks in no uncertain tones. It 
recognizes the great danger in tinker
ing with the Constitution in order to in
troduce any sort of a God.

Divine Wright.

The
Defeated Again.

determined effort of Father
Cosgrave, of Pittsburg, Pa., to estab
lish his nuns as teachers in one of the 
public schools of that city, has been 
frustrated. The matter has been taken 
into court by members of the Junior 
Order of American Mechanics, and so 
much opposition has been offered that 
the nuns have withdrawn from the 
public school and notified the school 
children to present themselves at the 
Catholic parochial school. The Octopus 
is determined to run or ruin the public 
secular schools of our country; it must 
be watched, met, and fought at every 
attempt it makes.

wrote on the wall some exceedingly dis
agreeable prophecies of coming events, 
at the Chaldean king’s feast; but there 
is no need to go back thousands of years 
to prove these possibilities, for they 
are matters of household words with us 
at the present day. They are so multi
plied and repeated that we weary often 
with the repetition.

Are the unbelievers convinced? Do 
they put these startling proofs away in 
the sacred places in their memories as 
undeniable testimony? Rarely, rarely. 
On the contrary, they are seeking con
stantly, in a half scoffing, I-dare-you-to- 
do-it sort of a way, for more tests, which 
never will be satisfactory to them. 
Nothing short of a stroke of lightning, 
which should tumble them headfirst into 
the Summer-land, will ever convince 
their willfully obtuse intellects on these 
points. Thon there are the devout ones, 
content to sit and be fed with the spoon 
victuals of phenomena, which they have 
voraciously swallowed for twenty or 
thirty years, while their spiritual back
bones, and in fine their whole skeleton, 
is in an almost helpless state of car
tilaginous decomposition. They drink 
themselves drunk on the mysterious 
and wonderful, without any attempt or 
desire to enlarge their power of percep
tion or understanding of the laws under
lying all communications between the 
seen and the unseen.

This may be very nice for us who are 
children in our knowledge and under
standing of the laws. But how is it 
about our friends, whom we, in a sort, 
insist shall play with us at phenomena 
doing. When we play with our children, 
we soon get tired of that which most in
terests them, and is of little consequence 
to us. Isn’t it to be presumed that our 
friends having entered fully into the 
higher life, may get tired of catering 
to our whims in this matter of phenom
ena? .

If we are on a jury, we should not ex
pect to have the witnesses testify 
over and over again to the same point, 
but after once stating clearly what they 
knew, we should expect to make up our 
verdict according to our mental ability, 
once for all.

It is not proof that the dead are with 
us that we need from the other side of 
life. It is our own perception that needs 
cultivating. “Death is dumb, because 
life is deaf.” It is this deafness and 
stupidity of ours that we need to be rid 
of. We ought to seek to grow into the 
knowledge of the laws, fixed and eternal 
as the One Itself. Then we could not 
help but be grounded and rooted in the 
faith born of knowledge, as certain as 
that two times two are four.

It is for this reason that the columns 
of The Progressive Thinker teem 
from week to week with the living, 
burning thoughts of the strongest 
minds of the age. We know our readers 
need the knowledge that begets wisdom. 
It is by the constant presentation of 
truth we hope to reach the point where 
everybody being convinced of the truth 
of Spiritualism, phenomena will not be 
needed even as a secondary adjunct, for 
demonstration. We shall believe be
cause we know.

"The Progressive Thinker.”
That The Progressive Thinker is 

held in high estimation by leading 
minds is evident by the numerous 
letters received. Will C. Hodge,-the 
veteran worker, writes:

“Without taking any credit to myself, 
“I want to say that the last number of 
“The Progressive Thinker contains 
“more valuable reading matter than 
“can be found in many of our fifty-cent 
“magazines, and all for the sum of two 
“cents. Surely , you publish a Pro
gressive ThinkerI"

transport himself bodily to Mars or 
Jupiter and return again at will, manu-

- The tones of human voices are might- factoring his propelling power, as well 
fer than strings of brass to move the as his light and heat, as he moves along,

War is a game which, were their sub
jects wise, kings would not play at.—

1er than strings 
boiB.—Klops tock.

Cowper. V
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to the strains of sweet music—a world of

Slander is the revenge of a coward, 
and dissimulation his defense.—Johnson.

Don’t put too fine a point to your wit, 
for fear it should get blunted.— 
Cervantes.

To be a man’s own fool is bad enough; 
but the vain man is everybody’s,-»-Penn,

Light Emits Sounds.
Most wonderful is the recent discov

ery that even the rays of light which 
reach us from the sun, and illuminate 
the earth, produce sounds which can be 
detected by the human ear, when aided 
by certain mechanical devices; and that 
each prismic ray, when separated from 
its combination, has a sound peculiar to 
itself. Mahometan tradition tells us 
that the prophet; clothed in robe and 
turban of light, rode by night upon the 
lightning to Jerusalem, then ascending 
to heaven, passed through the dwell
ings of the prophets into the presence of 
Allah, where stillness was and nothing 
heard, “except the silent sound of the 
reed wherewith the decrees of God are 
written on the tablets of faith.” The 
idea is really poetic, but interpreted in 
the light of present knowledge, is it not 
a fact that this “silent sound of the 
reed,” in writing the decrees^ of God, 
are the tiny rays of light impinging on 
leaf, and bud arid flower, perfected in 
the ripened harvest and golden-rinded 
fruit?

fort, asks, with a sigh, “Cui tiono?” of 
what good these ephemeral joys since 
they must end with the grave? Nay, 
not only will death rob me of my pos
sessions, of wealth and power, of love 
and pleasure, he will rob me of myself; 
I shall cease to be. Is this possible? I 
have a soul; the minister says, an im
mortal soill. Where is the proof? What 
will be the destiny of that soul? I am 
told it win be eternal repose in a bliss
ful heaven, or eternal torment in a non
descript hell. My intellect fails to grasp 
the idea; the hell theory is too mon
strous; I cannot accept it. Heaven! 
What? I, with my active temperament 
—I, who cannot remain idle an hour, 
should spend an eternity singing psalms 
contentedly! Preposterous! No such 
bliss for me. When I die—it is hard to 
say—there will be an end of me. “There 
is no death,” a voice replies; "you shall 
but pass into another country; your ma
terial treasures you must leave on this 
side; the treasures of your mind, of your 
heart, are yours forever; you shall not 
part with them. List to the voice of 
those who have ‘gone before;’ you have 
loved ones in that other country; you 
have mourned them as lost forever, and 
they have been near you, trying to con
vince you of their existence; you will 
join them in the new home where love 
is the law, and your activity directed to 
better ends, will increase, not cease, 
Action aud progression rule the spirit’s 
life.”

Spiritualism has thus answered the 
questionings of the doubt-tortured mind, 
and an incentive for psychological re
search has been established such as no 
creed had ever offered. Simplicity is a 
law of nature and of nature’s God; no 
far-fetched theories or obscure dogmas 
to befog the intellect—a simple fact, 
spirit communion, substantiated by ir
refragable proof, and the Immortality 
of the soul, the survival of the ego is no 
longer a matter of doubt. When we 
think of the importance of this sublime 
truth, placed within reach of every in
dividual, we wonder not so much at the 
rapid spread of Spiritualism as at the 
obstinate blindness of those who reject 
the consolations and hopeful peace it 
brings. But we should not be impa
tient; the Spirit-world Is wiser than 
ours, and if it does not precipitate 
events, their steady course points to the 
ultimate prevalence of truth over error. 
Spiritualism found its first lodgment iq 
the home,in the heartof every mourner; 
its Influence has slowly penetrated the 
press, even the literature of fiction; it 
has invaded the pulpit, and ministers 
preach it unconsciously, who denounce 
it when it confronts them openly. Even 
when they are not inspired by its beau
tiful truths, they dare not preach their 
brimstone sermons of old, but endeavor 
to understand and expound the teach
ings of the loving Nazarene.

Yet there are men for whom the very 
simplicity of the Spiritualist doctrine is 
an objection—I know people who never 
believe anything good that is cheap— 
they turn to the mysteries of the Eastern 
religions, willing to accept what they 
do not understand, and holding Theoso
phy far superior to Spiritualism. I don’t 
blame them; opinions are free, and if 
they find comfort in Nirvana, well and 
good; the important point is that they 
renounce materialism. Some call this a 
fad which will have its day; there 1$ 
more in it; there is the fact which "ho 
who runs may read,” that the mind of 
every thinking man is turned to the 
hereafter; the idea of the soul’s survival 
once grasped, the next questioning 
thought is, naturally, the destiny of that 
soul. The question is of the highest 
importance when we reflect that our 
earth-life—about 'which we know so lit
tle—is but the first chapter of the book 
of eternal life about which we know 
nothing.

This religious turn of the human 
mind is manifestiug itself in every field 
of thought. So irresistible is the im
pulse that dramatists are discussing on 
the stage the relative merits of ancient 
and modern religions. In four Paris 
theatres, as many plays have been repre
sented recently, with excellent success) 
the plots of which have a mystic founda
tion. “The White Elephant,” a sensa
tional drama replete with ambuscades, 
massacres, conflagrations and volleys 
from fire-arms, is a special pleading in 
defence of Christianity and a denuneia- 

' tion of the superstition which deifiea 
Buddha, “a miserable idol.” “Izeill,” 
a drama of a superior order, in which 
the famous Sarah Bernhardt plays the 
principal part, exalts the character of 
Buddha, a mighty king who renounces 
the throne and devotes himself to teach. 

' ing that humility, self-sacrifice, pity, 
and above all contempt for the despica
ble pleasures of the flesh, are the secret 
of happiness—the happiness of non-ex
istence in Nirvana. The beauties of the 
Buddhist religion are admirably por

, trayed in this piece.
Next comes the "Mysteries of Eleu

sis,” a dramatio poem. Here we have 
to deal with the pagan world and dei
ties, yet the pervading thought of the 
poet is the spiritualist teaching that 
the souls of men, on leaving the body, 
do not receive an eternal reward nor 
are sentenced to suffer eternal tor

i ment; but that, eternally perfectible, 
। they will rise above their turpitudes, or 

advance still higher in glory if their life
' has been pure. “Far from remaining 
' congealed in a state of joy or of pain, 
• the human being must ever march on. 
। Such is the condition of eternal life.” So 
i speaks Zeus, and he tells the mortal 

that while progression is the law, per
fection is unattainable by man.
Let him not sigh for a restful halt;

: Let immortal desire uplift and exalt, 
; For, the bright summit above the proud 

heights
' He shall ever approach and shall never 

reach. '
t In this piece spirits (they are called 
i souls) materialize and converse with 
l their, friends on the stage. The effect,

a French critic says, is sublime.
i The fourth piece, f‘The Assumption 

of Hannele Mattern.” is a “poem, of
[ dreaming" translated from the German 

CONTINUED ON 8TH PAGE.
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VISION.

oscillations from

energy and power 
are thus indestructible. No atom

Prejudice is never easy unless it can 
pass itself off for reason,—Hazlitt.

them to theory nerve conveys 
sensorium.

MOTION AND

Just as atmospheric

accompanied by superior specimens 
all living beings, will be evolved.

THESPIRITUÁLISTCFIELO-Z
^.WORKERS,DOINGS ETC.!

IMPORTANT QUERY.
Is There a Natural Scientific 

Basis for Spiritualism?
Written Specially for The Pro

gressive Thinker, 
BY JOHN RUTHERFORD, 

of England,

THE UNITY OF NATURE.

The entire system of created things 
forms a harmonious unity, Nature iter
ates her means perpetually on success
ive planes. In the old aphorism “Nature 
is always self-similar.’’ The science of 
the day accepts as a truth that every 
movement in the visible world transmits 
a record of itself to the' surrounding 
ether. And the scientific man admits 
that from the undulations of the ether 
the character of the generating move
ment in the visible world might be 
read. Nature thus keeps in stock.for 
us a reservoir of all past thought and 
action, and to translate her bible all 
that is required is the true seer. Our 
views of matter have considerably al
tered, the change having been brought 
about by the study of such subtle agen
cies as heat and light, electricity and 
magnetism.

Undoubtedly one of the profoundest 
speculations of modern times is the 
vortex-atom theory of Helmholtz and 
Thompson, in which the evolution pf 
ordinary matter from ether is plainly 
indicated. The scientific world is thus 
unconsciously moving towards our spir
itual philosophy when it teaches that 
the visible universe is developed from 
the invisible, and that ultimately the 
available energy of the visible will be 
appropriated by the invisible. This re
cent doctrine of scientists was taught by 
Mr. A. J. Davis, one of the seers of the 
spiritual movement upwards of forty 
years ago. But Mr. Davis held that 
after matter shall have been again re
solved into the invisible, a new universe

THE PROGRESSIVE, -THINKER
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ever be annihilated. No particle of 
physical force, when once exerted, is 
ever lost. It, too, may undergo unend
ing transformation, but, in some sense, 
it always continues to exist. And so it 
is within the sphere of mental phenom
ena. Every single effort of mind is a 
creation, which can never go back into 
nonentity. It may slumber in the depths 
of forgetfulness, as light and heat slum
ber in the coal seams, but there it is, 
ready, at the bidding of some appropri
ate stimulus, to come again out of the 
darkness into the light of consciousness. 
This great truth has immense bearing 
on right living and culture, moral pro- 
f;ress and immortality. Every act leaves 
ts impress not only on the organism but 

on the mind. An impression upon the 
. nervous system occasions a permanent 

change in the cerebral structure. And 
every individual perception arising out 
of it. instead of being an evanescent 
mental experience, is something defin
itely added to the former stock of expe
rience, and remains as such in perpetu
ity.

The well-directed mind will, with 
this knowledge, husband the right kind 
of wealth—a wealth not of transient but 
of permanent value. Its “gospel" will 
not be the most popular one, that of self
love, and the selfish hoarding of gain, 

' but of réal love to all sentient life.
THE GOSPEL OF “SILAS MARNER.”

. George Eliot, the greatest English 
novelist, in that perfect work of her’s, 
“Silas Marner,” teaches in her inimita
ble style this gospel of love. Silas is a 
poor weaver, pious of heart and ingeni
ous of mind. But in his inner being an 
unjust sentence of a religious sect has 
destroyed his faith in all human kind. 
He gives himself up thenceforth to the 
material cares of life, becomes a miser, 
heaps up his gains, and sets his affec
tions on the contemplation of his hoard. 
The hoard is stolen, and Silas falls into 
a kind of brute despair, from which he 
is rescued by the interest with which a 
little girl inspires him. Her mother 
has died from want in a snowstorm at 
his door and he has been the first to be 
called to admit her. He takes charge 
of the child, nurses her, brings her up, 
and is himself born again to happiness 
in thus once more finding some good to 
do and some one to love. As great as 
the gloom of the solitary days, when the 
weaver drudged for the sake of hoard
ing, is the brightness of the old man's 
last years in the company of his adopted 
daughter. It is a second youth, a new 
life, the solution of all the painful prob
lems which had formerly weighed his 
eoul down into the dust.

THE MIND INDESTRUCTIBLE.

If the mind’s loves, thoughts and im
pressions are indestructible, what 
shall be said of the mind or soul itself? 
Surely the law which pervades the 
world of matter and of force will pre
serve the mind as an individual unit. 
Although in physical life the mind is 
dependent on organism, it cannot be 
firoved that it is a result of such organ
era. Psychical science demonstrates 

that the only thing which passes away 
with the dissolution of the body is the 
mundane individuality, i. e., the entire 
complex of physical causes on which the 
peculiarities of our physical life depend. 
The very analogy, however, of a mun
dane birth suggests a still higher birth, 
viz., the entrance of the immortal ego, 
as trained and developed by human Ufe 
into new relations; its connection with 
a spiritual organism, and its advance
ment to a higher and purer indi
viduality.

THE QUESTION OF QUESTIONS’.

Assuming, then, that the mind as a 
unity is indestructible; that its “affin
ities are inter-cohesive and superior to 
aU extrinsic attractions,” one may natu
rally ask: Can it by any possibility, 
after transition, communicate with souls 
stiU wearing the earthly garb? _ As 
Nature is the revelation’ of the primal 
reason, we must look ^er an¿ aseer- 
tain if, in any of her processes, she 
throws any light on the problem. First 
of all, we see that all Nature is.motion— 
is “a song of harmony.” It is by motion 
that our minds manifest through our 
Íihysical organisms. Let there ba an 
nterceptioti of motion In . the central 

organ, the brain, and no coherent 
message will come from the interior,

and if the current should be severed in 
the spinal nerves we have paralysis.
THE RELATION OF MOTION TO PERMA- 

NENOE OF THE SOUL.
Life and health not only depend on 

motion, but even the .unending perma
nence of the soul as a centerstance or 
spiritual force. Death is but a process 
of correlation and recombination of 
force. This has been lucidly set forth 
by my friend Mr. Hudson Tuttle. In 
his “Psychic Studies” he puts life, very 
properly, as an “ascending spiral,” and 
holds that it “at each ascension, instead 
of completing itself, rises to a higher de
gree.” The stages of animal life are of 
course incomplete, consequently the 
force makes another shoot upward until 
the highest or human form is reached. 
The perfect circle is then completed; 
and “the evolving or individuality of 
energy returns within its orbit, having 
no higher ascent to make, and seeks the 
perfection of the human being."

SPIRITUAL SHORTHAND.
Mr. Tuttle’s diagram on this theme is 

a wonderful list of spiritual shorthand. 
The “spiritual shorthand” that Mrs. 
Boone has talked about Is pure non
sense. Shorthand consists of signs to 
indicate real. ideas. All students of 
psychic science should study Mr. Tut
tle’s diagram.

[Not only are we, then, immortal 
through a law of motion, but our ideas, 
moral, social, intellectual and spiritual 
—are generated by motion of the divine 
essence within the mind.]
THE PHYSICAL WORLD COMMUNICATES 

WITH US THROUGH MOTION.
We find by the combined aid of 

physics and physiology that man pos
sesses a nervous system pervaded by a 
force which can pass from every point 
in the human system to the center, and 
from the center to every point in the 
circumference; that he is placed in a 
universe palpitating with countless 
millions of vibrations, of which vibra
tions the nerves of the different sense 
organs are directly susceptible; that the 
whole connection which the mind has or 
can possibly have with the external world 
is formed by the motion of the fluids 
around us, or by the motion of the parti
cles of bodies that come into chemical con
tact with the nerves; that the material 
universe, therefore, makes itself known 
to us entirely through the medium of 
motion; that this motion expresses itself 
in the nervous system by modifying the 
regular vital action which is always 
going on there; and lastly, that this 
modification of the nerve-force mani
fests itself to our consciousness in the 
varied phenomena of what we term 
sensation. Thus the physical world 
communicates with the consciousness 
wholly through motion as the link; and 
out of the experiences thus formed our 
whole intelligence is subsequently de
veloped.
MOTION THE GREAT MEDIUM OF NA

TURE.

In external nature the medium also 
is motion. Where there is no at
mosphere there can be no sound; and 
where the atmosphere is perfectly 
still, perfect silence is the necessary re
sult. The real cause of sound, there
fore, externally considered, is found in 
the motion of the atmosphere; and the 
variations in the acuteness or gravity of 
sound arise from the greater or less 
rapidity of the oscillations. The deep
est note which the human ear appears 
capable of perceiving as a continuous 
sound is that produced by sixteen oscil
lations in a second; the acutest, that 
which is produced by about 48,000 os
cillations in the same time. The differ
ences in the quality of sounds arise in 
like manner from the peculiar way in 
which the atmosphere Is affected by the 
object that sets it in motion, ana the 
corresponding peculiarity of the waves 
that reach the ear. •

What we really sensise, therefore, 
through the ear, is simply the motion of 
the atmosphere, and nothing more. The 
human car is an apparatus beautifully 
formed for receiving the vibrations on 
which all sounds depend; and the audit-

the external cause, and sound from the 
internal result, in the case of hearing, 
so, in sight, the oscillations of the light
bearing ether form the outward con
dition, and color, in its various shades, 
the inward result. Here, accordingly, 
as before, it is simply motion in nature, 
giving rise to motion in the nerve
world, with which we have immediately 
to do in vision) while it is the differ
ence in the rapidity of the oscillations 
that creates all the infinite variations of 
hue.
THE SPIRITUAL WORLD COMMUNICATES 

WITH US THROUGH MOTION.

Nervous forces and mental forces are 
perpetually interchanged and inter
changeable. Sensations, ideas, feelings, 
affections, passions—all play backwards 
and forwards between soul and body 
with the most perfect interpenetration. 
The soul is in the body, in every part, 
in every nerve; it forms the peculiar 
essence of humanity, and with the body 
it constitutes the reality and the unity 
of the individual man. We become 
most sensible of this if we attempt to 
draw a line anywhere between vital and 
psychical forces. The soul even radiates 
its living ether to great distances, and by 
co-operating with the ethers of the uni
verse, the motion, by again impinging on 
the nerve-force or ether of our friends, 
makes known to them our ideas. If our 
friends are even in the spiritual world, 
they have merely to give the intense 
thought and it will vibrate the ether, 
and this again will thrill our life. I 
could give columns of my experiences to 
prove this. Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes, 
the “Autocrat,” is a great believer in 
the psychical telegraph. Conversing 
with the Rev. H. Haweis, a Spiritualist 
and clever author and one of the most 
talented clergymen the.English Estab
lished Church possesses, Oliver Wendell 
Holmes went on in his best style:

“I think we are all unconsciously con
scious of each other’s brain waves at 
times; the fact is, words and even signs 
are a very poor sort of language com
pared with the direct telegraphy be
tween souls. The mistake we make is 
to suppose that the soul is circum
scribed and imprisoned by the body. 
Now the truth is, I believe I extend a 
good way outside my body; well, I 
should say, at least three or four feet all 
around, and so do you, and it is our ex
tensions that meet. Before words pass 
or we shake hands our souls have ex
changed impressions, and they never 
. Continued on 8th page.

Florida Camp-Meetings.
There will be a basket picnic and two 

days’anniversary meeting held at Geo. 
P. Colby’s place, Lake Helen, Fla., on 
March 31 and April 1. All Spiritualists 
and others interested in establishihg 
Florida camps and health resorts for 
the promotion of spiritual work and 
education, are invited to attend. Flor
ida has a great variety of climate and 
scenery—no one place can claim all the 
attractions. The beautiful lakes, semi
tropical fruits and healthful climate of 
the high-pine lands of the interior, with 
the boating, fishing and sea-bathing of 
the Atlantic and Gulf coasts, offer a bill 
of fare well calculated to please a va
riety of tastes. If there could be estab
lished a central camp and health resort 
from which excursions could readily be 
made to auxiliary camps at other points 
of interest, where there are workers in 
sufficient numbers, then the same speak
ers and mediums could be employed for 
all, and a co-operative work carried on 
that would be far more beneficial in its 
results than could be realized from indi
vidual efforts. -

As long ago as 1875, while the country 
about Lake Helen was nearly an un
broken wilderness, parties then living 
in Minnesota and Wisconsin who were 
proposing to seek a more genial climate 
were advised by two different mediums 
belonging to their company to come to 
this place and secure certain lands lying 
on what are now known as Colby and 
Spirit Lake. The lakes and adjoining 
country were described, with the proph
ecy that railroads would be built near, 
and a spiritual and educational associa
tion established there. They found the 
location just as described, and the land 
was secured. Since then a railroad has 
been built one-half mile north of the 
grounds, and the beautiful village of 
Lake Helen laid out.

Seven years ago other parties inter
ested in spiritual work purchased still 
more land lying on the aforesaid lake, 
at an expense of several thousand dol
lars, thus completing the further control 
of the lakes, and preventing very desira
ble lands from falling into the hands of 
uninterested speculators. Spiritualists 
now own over three hundred acres, all 
in one body, around these lakes. The 
spirit friends, who were interested and 
advising with regard to the work, have 
never given up their plans, but have 
counseled delay until the right time 
should come.

When the De Leon camp was started 
last year they still said: “Wait and see 
the result of that enterprise.” but pri
vately gave it as their opinion that no 
permanent camp would be established 
at De Leon. Wnen the meetings pro
posed at Winter Park and started at 
Jacksonville had failed, word came 
through four of our Kansas mediums 
that the time had now come to start the 
work here at Lake Helen. And now, to 
all who believe in the power of the 
Spirit-world to bless and uplift human
ity; to assist the angel in man to over
come his animal nature; to all who be
lieve in a life of beneficent activity, in 
temperance, in justice and equal oppor
tunities for all mankind, we extend the 
invitation to work with us for that 
“good time coming” when self-preserva
tion shall cease to be the first law of 
nature, and mankind shall learn that 
the highest and sweetest happiness is 
only to be found in forgetting self and 
working for the welfare of others.

G. W. Webster, Geo. P. Colby, Lake 
Helen, Fla.; Marion H. Skidmore, T. J. 
Skidmore, Emma J. Huff, Lily Dale, 
N. Y.

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short Items only will be Inserted it 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure.ln publishing the movements of lec
turers and medluma. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local Interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few lines explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 

nes, giving a “general survey"’ of the glori
ous work being done.

Voices and Visions.
In youth, beside the lonely sea, 
Voices and visions came to me.
Titania and her furtive broods 
Were my familiars In the woods. ‘ 
From every flower that broke In flame, 
Some half-articulate whisper came. 
In every wind I felt the stir 
Of some celestial messenger.
Later, amid the city’s din
And toil and wealth and want and sin, 
They followed me from street to street, 
The dreams that made my boyhood 

sweet.
As in the silence-haunted glen, 
So, ’mid the crowded ways of men, 
Strange flights my errant fancy led; 
Strange watchers stood beside my bed. 
Ill-fortune had no shafts for me 
In this aerial company.
Now one by one the visions fly, 
And one by one the voices die.
More distantly the accents ring, 
More frequent the receding wing.
Full dark shall be the days in stope, 
When voice and vision come noinorel

—T. B. Aldrich in Wew York Ledt/er.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to Spirit-life from her home at 

Tefft, Indiana, Mrs. Alice Byerly, aged 
forty-three years. Her husband, Sam
uel M. Byerly, to whom she had been 
married but one year, is a Spiritualist, 
and through the brief but happy union 
she obtained something of a knowledge 
of the spiritual philosophy. Her death 
was due to an attack of la grippe. The 
funeral services were held Sunday, 
March 11,1894, at the residence of ex
postmaster,L. P. Zent, of Sturgis,Mich., 
which city had been her former home. 
Mrs. Byerly was much beloved by her 
large circle of acquaintances, who ex
tend to the bereaved husband and fam
ily their heartfelt sympathy. Funeral 
services at the house and cemetery con
ducted by the writer.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets.

At Rochester, N. Y., Feb. 10, 1894, 
passed to Spirit-life,^Draper Stone, in 
his 68th year. Although comparatively 
a beginner in the grand science of our 
beautiful truths, he had seen enough to 
satisfy him of the immortality of the 
spirit. His only regret in leaving this 
earth-life was in leaving his two daugh
ters, to whom he was devotedly at
tached. The funeral service was con
ducted by Mrs. Mary B. Bingham, our 
local speaker. Van.

Passed to Spirit-life, from Clark’s 
Comer, Ashtabula Co., Ohio, March 6, 
1894, William Thompson, aged 84 years 
and 6 months. To him Spiritualism was 
all in all; it was his delight to talk on the 
subject on every , suitable occasion. He 
had been deprived of sight and nearly 
of hearing for over six years and the 
change must have been a happy one. 
A sister passed on six hours after. 
What a glad meetingl

S. N, Aspinwall writes that the Spirit
ualists of Fort Dodge,Iowa,have engaged 
the Opera House in their city and made 
arrangements for a grand and glorious 
celebration of Anniversary Dav, on 
March 31st, and Sunday, April 1st, 
Doctor and Mrs. Aspinwall, of Minneap
olis, Minn., have been engaged to con
duct the services. The harvest is ripe 
but the laborers are few, and we would 
advise all who feel a desire to benefit 
humanity and are able to spread the 
truth, to go out into the highways and 
byways, and, in the language of Christ, 
the great, the grand medium and 
teacher,, preach the gospel of Spiritual
ism, heal the sick, and bring joy to hu
manity.

C, E, Irwin writes: “The meetings of 
the Progressive Spiritual Society have 
been constantly growing larger and 
more interesting, until the fine large 
hall in the new Masonic Home Temple, 
3120 Forest avenue, this city, is almost 
entirely filled every Sunday evening, to 
listen to the fine lectures through Mrs. 
E. R. Nickless, whose tests and descrip
tions have given much satisfaction. The 
board of trustees have recognized the 
value of her services and engaged her 
for the month of April, and would be 
glad to hold her longer, did she not in
tend leaving for the California Coast 
early in May. The Ladies’ Helping 
Hand have been doing grand work, by 
holding musical and literary entertain
ments during the week, until last 
Wednesday evening, when a ball and 
supper was given which proved so sat
isfactory as to cause them to decide to 
give another on Wednesday, April 4th, 
which will conclude the entertainments 
previous to camp-meeting. The tickets 
for lady and gentleman, Including, sup
per, are one dollar; extra lady, fifty 
cents. The most notable fact in connec
tion with our meetings is the rapid 
growth of the Children’s Lyceum, which 
meets at 1:30 p. m., and the number of 
strangers in attendance at the evening 
meetings.”

“the Milwaukee Sentinel reports that 
the Spiritualists appear to be gaining 
ground in Milwaukee. Some of those 
who come are unable to squeeze Into 
the hall and are content to occupy chairs 
in the anteroom. Dr. Bothermel, of 
New York, spoke on “Psychometry,” 
and gave demonstrations which were 
interesting even to those present who. 
were skeptical. He seemed to be suc
cessful in the application and was espe
cially interesting when he read condi
tions from photographs, presumably of 
people he had known nothing about. A 
number of objects had been submitted 
by persons in the audience, and these 
being numbered, were taken up one at 
a time by the doctor, who oread their 
affinities and gave what seemed to be 
facts appertaining to them.

Mrs. M. E. Howard, of Sturgis, Mich., 
writes: “The Harmonial Society, of 
Sturgis, Mich., has been infused with 
new life through the ministrations of 
Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand Ledge, 
Mich. Her services have been engaged 
for an indefinite time. She has been 
with us since January 20th, and has 
surpassed our anticipations in her logi
cal manner of handling subjects given 
her by the audience. Her lectures are 
given in a forcible, pleasing manner, 
which cannot but reach the hearts and 
better nature of all whose pleasure it 

’lias been to listen to them. Since she 
came among us she has organized a 
Woman's Mutual Benefit Society, auxil
iary to the Harmonial Society of this 
place. Much interest has been mani
fested by the large attendance, and in 
all probability great good will result 
from her services.”

The Ladies’ Aid, auxiliary to the Spir
itual Research Society, will on Wednes
day evening, March 21, tender their 
speaker, Mrs. S. C. Scovell, a benefit 
entertainment, to be held at No. 11 N. 
Ada street, corner of Randolph and Ada. 
The entertainment will consist of a 
literary, musical and dramatic pro
gramme. Admission 25 cents.
' Dr. E. A. Read writes from Lansing,. 
Mich.: “Our cause is getting on 
famously here in. Lansing, Mich. The 
two last Sundays Hon. L. V. Moulton 
has lectured for the society. Mrs. Coff
man. an excellent psychometrlst and test 
medium, following each lecture with 
tests and psychometric readings that 
were convincing to the most skeptical 
mind. The ladies of the First Society 
have organized & Relief Association for 
the purpose of assisting the society in 
getting funds and to keep those in need. 
The ladies are very enthusiastic over it 
and hol,d meetings every Thursday 
afternoon at 324 St. Joseph street, East, 
the evening being given up to social 
matters, -circles, etc. All friends are 
cordially invited to. call, especially 
visiting Spiritualists. Our daily paper, 
the Republmn, treats the Spiritualists 
with courtesy and reports our meetings 
fairly. The Temple of. the Magi is 
growing apace, from two to three initia
tions .every Sunday. Our anniversary 
meeting will be interesting. There is 
plenty of work here for a good test and 
business medium, and if some of the 
good ones would visit us on their 
travels they will be gladly welcomed.’»

H. H. Grabendike is filling an en
gagement at Clinton, Iowa, with the

Dr. A. J. Swarts writes that several 
of them en route to Los Angeles, Cal., 
have istopped at Fort Worth, Texas, 
to do a three weeks’ work there 
in lecturing, healing and working 
for The Progressive Thinker. He 
says: “J had a large audienoa last Sun
day night at Lincoln, Neb., on the 
‘Portentous Aspect of the Sunday 
Press, the Train and the Instability in 
Religion,. Finance and Politics.’ Youu 
type made me say that I sent you1 
twenty subscribers from that city, but 
my second list increased it to over forty 
at Lincoln., That city is worthy of the 
diviner knowledge and the higher 
light, so I saw they needed your col
umns. My motive in giving my subject 
is to show Spiritualists that I lecture on 
•subjects other than mental science and 
such. I am placing pavement on my 
walks in California.”

The new Society of Ethical Spiritual
ists, of New York City, meeting at Con
servatory hall, 44 West 14th street, 
will devote the evening of March 18 to 
services in memory of our arisen sister, 
Mrs. F. O. Hyzer. Years of faithful de
votion to the cause of Spiritualism have 
endeared her to the hearts of all who 
have listened to her matchless eloquence 
and wisdom, and it is hoped that her 
friends in the city and vicinity will be 
present.

Mrs. J. L. Biddle, secretary, writes 
of a visit to Spring Valley, Wis., by 
Rev. Allen F, Brown, of Minneapolis, 
agent of the Northwestern Association 
of Spiritualists. He gave four excellent 
lectures, and two very .satisfactory de
veloping seances. He has a happy fac
ulty of elucidating the teachings of 
Spiritualism, the good it has done in the 
world, and the happiness it has brought 
to humanity. A good test medium is 
needed at Spring Valley—if a good 
speaker, all the better. '

The Ladies’ Aid Society of New York 
City, of which Mrs. Stimson Smith, a 
former resident of Chicago, is president, 
desires contributions to assist in their 
good work of relieving the needs of the 
distressed. Checks should be made 
payable to the order of Mrs. Carrie 
Butler, treasurer. The receiving and 
distribution rooms are at 165 West 23d 
street. Reference: Colonial Bank.

Moses Hull reports having great 
meetings at Muncie, Ind. He was to 
make a visit to Pennville last week.

H. E. Chee, M. D., writes in com
mendation of an article on “Public 
Health,” recently published in this 
paper. It had the right ring to it; 
there was no medical popery in it. 
Drugs poison the system, and bring on 
diseases. Instead of doctoring symp
toms, the causes should be removed.

George L. Sopis writes from Denver, 
Col.: “There is at present located in 
this city a spiritual medium who pos
sesses, in addition to many other rare 
gifts, the rarer gift of extreme modesty. 
In his presence occur about all the 
known phases of spirit phenomena. 
Though generally snoken of as a trum
pet medium, yet at nis seances it is not 
uncommon to behold full-length materi
alizations of spirit forms. Communica
tions by means of independent writing 
are very frequently received, and spirit 
photographs, taken without the aid of 
camera, or lens, are produced almost 
every day. From his development cir
cles mediums of a high class, and for 
the production of all phases of the phe- 
nomena,are being graduated, and yet so 
great, is his modesty and distaste for 
notoriety that not a lino or word of 
advertising can he bo induced to insert 
in any. newspaper. The gentleman’s 
name is Charles Stewart, and it is more 
than probable that should he live a 
hundred years ho will still be comparar 
tively unknown, and though he were 
able to keep all the money he takes in, 
he would still be financially poor, 
though possessing gifts which are of 
greater value ‘than all the wealth of 
Ormusor of Ind.’ ”

S. M. Aspinwall writes from Minneap
olis, Minn.: “We could not seat the peo
ple at our meeting last night, March 11. 
I also opened meetings in Odd Fellows’ 
hall, at St. Paul, at which Dr. U. D. 
Thomas officiated. He will speak here 
next Sunday evening, and Mrs. Aspin
wall there, they changing each week. 
We in that way call out and reach many 
more people than we could with the one 
meeting. Mrs. Aspinwall’s guides an
swered the question: ‘Do Spiritualists 
Believe in God, Christ or the Bible?’ 
in a very satisfactory manner, many of 
the audience coming up and congratu
lating her at its close. Many orthodox 
people were present.”

0. J. Barnes has been giving trumpet 
and light seances with good results in 
waking up the people at Marion, Ind. 
He has now gone to Dayton, O., where 
he may be addressed at 131 W. 5th St. 
He found two good test mediums at 
Marion, a Mrs. Cromwell and her 
daughter, Mrs. Cummings.

A report comes from Aberdeen, S. 
Dak., showing the degrading character 
of modern church revivals as gotten up 
by evangelists who travel from place to 
place to get them up and make an * ‘honest 
penny" thereby. One revival was en
gineered by an evangelist whom one 
woman declared to be as “good as G.cJ:” 
A man falling under his influence stated 
that he looked at the evangelist, the 
evangelist looked at him, and his legs 
began moving and he went forward and 
confessed when he had no intention of
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that kind. It was a clear case of hyp
notism. A second man who had ‘‘ex-
perienced religion” 
threw knives, yelling 
a slaughter-house un

became crazed, 
and hallooing in 
il he fainted. A

boy chased his mothc? about the house 
with a butcher-knife'5 after he reached 
home from one of the meetings. 
Several hundred “converts” are the re
sults of this wave of emotional insanity 
superinduced by evangelistic hypnotism 
—overpowering common sense.

H. Pettibone, slate-writer and materi
alizing medium, is now located at 
Seattle, Wash., where he can be ad
dressed for engagements. Mr. Petti
bone has been doing a most excellent 
work at Portland, Ore. He will remain 
at Seattle for several months.

Frank T. Ripley, the noted platform 
test medium, can be engaged for May 
and June; also is ready for camp-meet
ing engagements, for July and August. 
Address him at 178^N. Ionia St., Grand 
Rapids, Mich., for March. Address for 
April care of The Progressive 
Thinker office, Chicago, Ill.

G. M. Williams, president, writes 
that Dr. Wm. Hall, magnetic healer, 
and Mrs. Hall, of Romeo, Mich., re
cently visited Vassar, Mich. Mrs. Hall 
is a newly-developed trance speaker, 
and gave a fine lecture and some good 
tests. .

G. W. Seaton; secretary, writes that 
the Spiritualists' ofv Sioux City, Iowa, 
areawaking and the society is growing 
l'apidly. Efforts are being rtrnde with a 
view to secure able and honest speakers 
and mediums, that those whoare search
ing for spiritual truth ¿an secure satis
factory results) and if succesiiful a large 
society will be formed,

Andrew J, Sweetser assures us that a 
lively interest is now being taken in 
Sioux City, Iowa. The society is en
deavoring to secure good, able, speakers 
and reliable, honest jnediups; feeling 
that such will be of great benefit in 
building up the cause in that place.

Societies desiring the services of A. 
E. Tisdale for the months Of October 
and November, 1894, and also for the 
lecture season of 1895. may address him 
at 547 Paul St., New London, Ct.

A grand union celebration will be 
given in honor of the forty-sixth anni
versary of the advent of modern Spirit
ualism, by the People’s Spiritual 

■Alliance and the Children’s Progressive 
Lyceum, of Cleveland, Ohio, at Army 
and Navy hall, oh Saturday, March 31, 
and Sunday, April 1,1894. 'Order of ex
ercises: Saturday, March 31, 8 p. M., 
grand anniversary ball; admission, 25 
Cents. Sunday, April 1, 10:30 a. m., 
general conference; 2 p. m., anniversary 
address, Mrs. H. 8. Lake, and others; 
admission 25 cents. 7:80 p. m., grand 
annual lyceum exhibition; admission, 25 
cents.

The Lincoln Spiritual Society of Mil
waukee, Wis., will hold anniversary 
exercises Saturday, March 31 and April 
1, at Lincoln hall, 6th street, near 
Grand avenue. Speakers, Dr. H. T. 
Stanley, Mrs. Emma Nickerson-Warne, 
and Mrs. Emma Nutt, Harry Clifton 
will give platform tests, and will also 
hold seances for materialization. Good 
music and a good time generally will 
be the order of the occasion. The meet
ings will be free, and a cordial invita
tion is hereby extended to all friends 
interested in the cause of Spiritualism. 
Mary E. Van Horn, vice-president.

We desire to call the especial atten
tion of the Spiritualists of Connecticut 
to an old-time worker in the cause, Mrs. 
S. A. Sweet, who is located at 33 (’hurch 
street, Hartford. She is now 84 years 
old. One year after the Hydesville 
rappings she was controlled and brought 
out as a medium, and the cause has ever 
been sacred to her. Age Is telling on 
her physically, but she still gives sit
tings as a clairvoyant, prophetic and 
business medium. As is usual with me
diums, the “blessing” of being “poor” is 
hers, and kindly aid rendered in the 
way of consultations will be gratefully 
appreciated by her.

Mrs. M. S. Wheeler writes that the 
good city of Auburn, N. Y., is much 
stirred up by a very interesting contro
versy between Priest Mulheron and the 
secretary of the Junior Order of United 
American Mechanics. Mulheron first 
attacked the society and called them 
everything mean for expelling one of 
their members for sending his children 
to the St. Mary Catholic school; he 
thought all good people ought to know 
of the esoteric, oath-bound, dark-lantern 
society, newly-formed in our midst, and 
that it was secret for a nefarious pur
pose and was a branch of the A. P. A. 
The priest’s letter stirred up the people 
mightily. So many responded that by 
the third letter published, he said he 
should say no more, and completely 
sat down on the Rev. Mr. Patterson who 
had asked him to affirm or deny some of 
the oaths that the Romanists have to 
take.

We are informed that the Ramayana 
Theosophical Society of Chicago, of 
which Dr. W. P. Phelon has been 
president ever since it was organized, 
in 1887. has returned its charter to the 
general secretary of the Theosophical 
Society and adjourned sine die. Thus dies 
one of the oldest pioneer branches in 
this country, and. one »that has done 
much effective work‘on the occult 
Unes. The cause of its action is 
said to be the position of con
tinued opposition an# dogmatic asser
tion against Spiritualism, assumed by the 
leaders of the Theosophical Society. 
Nearly all of the members of the Rama
yana were Spiritualists, and the Doctor 
himself, as our readers know, is both 
an active and earnest believer in the 
spiritual doctrines, and a fearless ad
vocate thereof; he says, he supposed 
from the platform of the Theosophical 
Society that he could be a Spiritualist 
and a Theosophist also, as every other 
creed and religion were welcomed by 
the Theosophical leaders; but Spiritu
alism is considered off color. When It 
comes to a choice between Spiritualism 
and Theosophy, he is a Spiritualist 
every time.

The North Side Spiritualists’ Society 
will give a basket entertainment Friday 
evening, March 23. Admission 15 cents. 
Good talent is expected; among others 
will be Mrs. Emma Nickerson-Warne.

A. T. Dorsey writes: “I wish to say 
that Prof. Max Hoffmann, of Chicago, 
has been with us in Dubuque, Iowa, for 
the past eight weeks, working in the 
hall of the Progressive Spiritualist So
ciety, holding meetings Thursday and 
Sunday of each week, the hall being 
packed every night, and many being 
turned away. The people here are be
ginning to wake np to the truth of 
Spiritualism. Prof. Hoffmann has 
given as high as fifty-four tests in one 
evening and all recognized; and beside 
holding these meetings has given 
private circles (each week) in private 
residences with the best of success. 
Prof. Hoffman is a young man and a 
young medium ana deserves great 
credit for the good work he is doing.”

Will C. Hodge, inspirational speaker, 
whose second engagement of two 
months at Rochester, Ind., expires with 
the present month, would be pleased to 
make engagements for ’ April, May and 
June. Terras reasonable. Address 4*1 
W. Madison St., Chicago, HL Mr. 
Hodge is one of our brightest lecturers.

The forty-sixth anniversary will be 
observed at the Boston Spiritual Temple, 
Berkeley Hall, Boston, Mass., on Satur
day, March 31, and Sunday, April 
1, 1894, at 10 A. M. and 2 to 7 
p. M. each day. Talent engaged; 
Mrs. Colby Luther; Mrs, K. S. 
Lillie; Mrs. Clara Banks; 'Dr. H. B. 
Storer; Mr. Eben Cobb; A. E. Tisdale; 
Mrs. Emma Miner, pdetpMrs. Ada 
Foye, spiritual messages; elocutionist, 
MfssLucett Webster; the famous Red 
Nun vocalist, Winnefruvkett Neal 
quartette; also ■ Mr. John Lillie; Mr. 
Cutter and Miss Amanda Baily. Each 
evening’s session to conclude with 
spirit messages through the medium-
ship of Mrs. Ada Foye. Wm. H. Banks, 
president, F. B. Woodbury,, secretary.

Contued on 8th page.
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veals a Grander Universo. All Great Geniuses have 
been Inspired. Jesus ot Nazareth. Jesus io Spirit 
Life. Will tbe New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth—Death under tbe Old Re
ligions.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death made 
terrible through Church Bongs. Mado Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dark
ened Death. Death Bed of a Christian. Of an Immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scenes under tbe Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under the Old to those who lose 
friends.

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Religion.—A Spiritual Mind la not over-attached to 
this Life. Departed Ones attract tbo Spiritual Mind. 
The SpIrftasHst^nnderstaads Death,so does not fear it. 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Doatb of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
Jung Stilling and his Grandfather. Beautiful Incidenti 
in the Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Universally 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experience« 
of Various Persona. Power to Sustain the Loss ot 
Friends.

Chapter Eighteenth—The Future Life.—Location 
end Character of tho Spirit Realma. The Clothing of 
Spirits. Children in Spirit Life. A Spirit Child from 
Humble Life. Tho Wealthy In Spirit Life. Polltlclani 
In Spirit Life. Clergymen in Spirit Life. Editor» In 
Spirit Life. Tbo Power of Spirita to Commune with 
Mortals.

Finax Remarks.—Tbe Basle Principles of a Unfr 
vortal Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

This work contain» Fortt Illustration». They 
aro In harmony with the facta conveyed. It Is a rarfl 
book throughout.
Price, 81.25: Postage, IO Ota.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.
_____ f

IT IS A MOSTÌEXCEL- 
LENTWVORK’

Thl> work !■ by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, aistltea b, 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore IC haibecn »old for 
12, but the price now hu been reduced to •!. It 1» a 
book that will interest and Instruct; It contains 480 
pages, and Is fun of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher* 
man was a medium of rare qualities," and his work la a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal In* 
tollects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression: Inter* 
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particle» are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of toe Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning: The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matterand Spirit: Size and Distance; Splrlcu*: 
al Organisms: Born Again; The Key; Spirit Bioffra* 
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Matter: etc., etc. J

The author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest tbclr various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puptL 
My physical expands by virtue of thatfood and nonr* 
irhmentof which I Individually partake and digest, 
niy soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which I individually gather and comprehend, er dlgctL* 
For sale at this office. ____
J3IBLE MARVEL WORKERS ~BY 
£J Allen Patnun, A. M. A marvcloui book. Price 
<5 cents. ■
RESEARCHES /M O1UE.VTAZ. H!S- A tefr, embracing tho orlfrin otilie .lews, the Rise 

and Development ot Zoroastrianism and Uta iJorlr»- 
tlonof Chrfitlanltr, towblcli is added:'WJinceC^ 
Aryan «Ancestors?- By G. W. Brown, *!. D. Ono ot 
thn moat valuable works ever published. Price UM
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nature sojnetimes employs the same means; tainly proves that Spiritualism is doing good 
-;J “ i poor spirit who has had opportunity and that Mrs. Nick is a wonderful medium, 
to enjoy, alone, the whisperings of his own Mrs. Jennett Hildreth.
conscience for a . time, seems usually to be Milwaukee Wis. 
ready to unbosom himself to ¿-the first indi vid- . ■ -■ a-,,e _____
ual with whom' he cumes iuto any extended john Chinaman’s Turn at the Bel- 
communication. ' . :' '; . lows

______ ______ The people in’mortal' life, or a vast majority '' .. ,, 
. TIONS OK THE subjkot—suggestions to of them, do bow down to wealth. . But here “Mealleesamee talkeeto Mehcanman now —- 

critics._____________________________ was a man who had amassed a fortune, and John Chinaman speaks, it is his hour to blow;
To the Editor1—I am nleased to note in “ooh bt it had.been gained dishonestly. He ®e.lia? patiently studied our history s page, 
10 THE EDITOR. 1 am pieaseq to note m a . to 1 Sbirit-life and nnssrisinff little Andrises to ask: “Where the Irish shall go.” The Progressive Thinker of March 10th a passea to opiriwiie, ana possessing uiue . , d

communication from Mr. B. R. Anderson, spirituality, was unable to rise above the earth- America, wide-armed and warm-hearted mother, 
which relates, in part, to the articles on “Mis’- P1«“®- Knowing nothing of the life which he Not dreaming of danger,, dr fearing a foe, 
aion Work Among the Spirits,’’ that have ap- kad entered, and realizing his own individu- She has welcomed the world, in her faith and

. peared in' your paper during the past four a^X> he did. not understand what’ the circuni- good feeling, , .
months. Mr. Anderson's remarks would stances were which had brought such a Has always said “come” and never , said 
make it appear that my apprehension was well «hangud condition ubout him. He knew, “go.” . . ,
founded, when I stated that I realized my ®ven though . his neighbors may not have Turk with his crescent and
lack of ability to properly place the subject known, howut was that this wealth had been Koran
before the people. But I must confess that I nefinired; and when one afteY another of his twin headed eanles of Russia’s chill
have hoped that the matter had been,treated friend,s and associates failed to respond shores >
with sufficient lucidity, so that, instead of be- to his salutations, and would in no manner berserker Norseman the torch of the sun
coming more incomprehensible from continued recognize him, was it strange that he should The berserker Norseman, the torch of the sun
study, a gradual though perhaps it might be a ®nd®av0[ fi.nd some rea80n for their conduct? ’ fllie8ti0n_81ie her
faint light would break through the clouds of At first he did not give me that which he be- N° ca™ OT finestion-she fling» wide her 
rtbHpnritv frnm timfi tn timn lieved to be the true reason for what seemed to . , . uuulo> .... . . .r 11 •m . time' J. <-14 him the Btran^e dennrtmflnt Of thnsfl whom hfl And in swarmed a horde from ap-isle in the The allusion to evidence and to courts leads nnn rue strange aeportment ot those wiiom ne
me to believe ihat Mr. Anderson is a member me^’ as be 8aldthat it was envy, when he really
of the legal profession, and I am surprised at thought that it was disapprobation. His con-
his statement that it is not difficult to find science had evidently been at work, and he • warme(i them who cared
just where the truth lies in a mass of conflict- seemed to feel that other people knew of his for and clothed them? '
ing testimony; for I believe that it is custom- wrong-doing as well as did he. ior “d clotlied them?
ary to have counsel upon both sides of most Again our friend assumes, it seems to me, 
of the cases tried in court or before a referee, more tkan words of the article would war- 
and I understand that it is rarely the case that rant> when he carries the idea that the spirit America’s vessels full-freighted with cargoes 
opposing counsel agree, and that even judges expected to redress any large proportion of Of grain she had garnered, and silver and 

-..................... 11 his earthly wrongs with the sum of money in gold,
vuwzuu vu vx xxxatvux xu uxopu«. hifl 8aij®1 What.he stftted was this: ‘ *1 have a Went forth to green Erin in the hour of her
Hence it would appear thaj a mind accustomed Bum mouey in my safe sufficient to pay trouble,
to sifting testimony cannot always be relied many small debts." Now, this sum which he And brought back her paupers by thousands
upon to find just where the truth lies in con- ’seem8 to have had in mind as being in his safe untold.
flicting evidence; or else we must take the and available for the liquidation of “many They wasted, her substance, they pilfered her
ground that the truth is found, but not ad- amall debts, ” may have been a little in excess treasures,
mjtted. of the average amount which, according to They made all her prisons and jails overflow;

. The first question which your correspondent Mr. Anderson, a rich man usually keeps in But never was National voice raised against 
asks is: “How are the disclosures obtained? hl® Bafe- Or it may be that his last recollec- " 
Do the spirits come in materialized form?”* tj011 °f the safe was imbued with the idea that 
This question was anticipated in the opening there was a large sum of money in it, as it 
article, published in The Progressive °ccasi°Dally occurs in the experience of many fivond the aione of the western Sierras 
Thinker, November 11th, >893, as follows: comparatively poor men who are possessed of BA g®? 8 °P nLr8 toe wide Goldeii 
“The phase of spirit manifestation through a ®afe| that for a night, or over Sunday, quite Cate- ’ 
which our work is accomplished is that known a large sum of money is placed therein, on > ,. . ..
as the ‘independent voice.’ And to those account of its being received too late for de- And world to 0,d worIdwa8

- posit in a bank or for other disposition. , uycueu,
As to what a spirit should or should not do, And meu gatkered' ®ag®r struggle with

in wandering about, or learning that he can- fate. ...
not open sates nor count money, that is a They came from all lands, from all points of 
question which I will not attempt to solve in ,tae compass, •
this letter, further than to call attention to the Wlth as 8trangfl ton^eB aB to BabeI 
fact that many individuals while they are here . , 
in mortal-life say many words, think many And slight was their heed for the rights of 
thoughts, and commit many sots which ,m another; 
- - - - - 'Twas each for himself and his own pile of

gold.

REPLY TO R. R. ANDERSON'S ”»*üZ
Thoughts in Reference to Dark 

Spirits. ' ..

SOME EXPLANATIONS AND FURTHER ELUCIDA-

and juries do not always reach the same con
clusion as to the truth of the matter in dispute.

readers who are unacquainted with that phase 
of mediumship, I will explain that the seance 
is held in a dark room; the spirit or spirits 
who manifest are clothed with material to en
able them to speak and converse with each 
other or with members of the circle in voices 
that are as clearly and distinctly heard and 
understood by those present as is the audible 
conversation of any two individuals in mortal 
form. In producing the independent voice 
full form materialization is unnecessary. 
Very frequently there is little materialized 
beyond the brain and the vocal organs neces
sary to produce the articulate sounds.” It 
may make the explanation clearer to some

He knew,

No cavil or question—she flings wide her

ocean;
Gaunt, wild-eyed with famine and fever and 

woe;

No cry was heard then that the “Irish must 
go."

them—
No congress was asked that the “Irish 

should go. ”

Brother Anderson and I know they should not. 
21 nd we cannot always give a satisfactory ex
planation of our own conduct here, so that it 
is not at all wonderful that, when they have 
been but a short time in Spirit-life in a condi
tion which is entirely new to them, and of

And there came John Chinaman, frugal and 
quiet; •

He brought his own chop sticks, and cos-
. tume and creed;

____ ___ __ _ _ ____ __ __ _ which they have no clear understanding, they No matter how little he won in life’s battle, 
testations are sometimes called “trumpet d,° not.do.J“8t thoS0 thinks which we think He made no complaint,’twas enough for his 
voices,” but a trumpet is not necessary with they.should,do. need.
some mediums. Perhaps, as we come to know more of the But near and more near a cloud drew about us:

In the condensed reporta of seances, each editions existing in and governing the next Theft, rapine and murder, grew worse every 
question and answer is not given separately, stage of life beyond the mortal, we may be hour;
as was done ip the reports where the steno- surprised to learn that our mortal conception Then arose the pale-browed, stern-eyed vigil
graphic notes from the Bailey circle were used. °f the laws and conditions under which the antes.
because I tried to occupy as little of your spirit labors is far from the truth. I realize And justice awoke and asserted her power, 
valuable space as possible. And, while the ?hat I am just as liable to form erroneous renret or renentance was si ven •
skirmish line was thrown out manv times ldea8 of the future life as is our friend Ander- , “e Ior or repentance was given, fig b.t’” ? wfit d«Zd S "“‘I I»» bad „ .xpene»«, with .„th. B° )?£“d «i”Ti “>P-“1™S 

sarv to burden the columns of The Progress- bound spirits extending over a considerable nhinaman’s neck felt that imnrovised hal 
ive Thinker with all of the little details as Penod of time> and conclusions have been No Ohl“®man 8 neck felt fchat imProvised hal- 

Itfifid““ But more than one Iriaboan toond he mast

ta. take. T1“ “d
Progressive Thinker of January 20th), th® tr°udle to criticise the article, as it brings ninmed their white winss oii our fair 
before criticising its opening, he would have 0Qi'a ^uiier expression of thought on the sub- western shore1 
observed that it was the spirit who said: ject than could be given when it was pub- and our orchards
“Why do you not speak to me?” And when l»hed;butl would, in all kindness, suggest Our mines teem with wealth, and our orchards 
that question was asked I had no idea who ^“t a more careful reading of it might have 

... given a different trend to his thought. I am

minds, if I state that independent voice mani-

was speaking, or what his condition might be. 
But, instead of analyzing the testimony as 
given, he puts the words of the spirit in my 
mouth, and argues from a wrong hypothesis.

Again, our friend avails himself of a privi
lege of his profession, and assumes that the 
female spirit had been following the male

well aware that the subject has been treated 
in a.manner that is very, very far from being 
above criticism, but it seems to me that a critic 
is unjust to himself as well as to the matter

No judge and no jury; no priest murm’ring

and vineyards ,
Are calling for laborers more and still more.

The rich-fruited gardens, the wine from the 
vintage—

Whose patience and care make them blos
som and flow?

criticised, when he does his work in a careless And yet in his ears rings the terrible menace, 
manner. E. T. Washburn. Weak, cruel, revengeful: “The Chinese

Buffalo, N. Y. ■ must go.”
One can see in his eyes, with their curious 

twinkle, .

spirit “from day to day,” but the article does
not so state. However, 1 will acknowledge _ .
that some readers might receive that impres- What Good has Spiritualism Done?

To the Editor:—As the question is often A question half-asked in pathetic despair:aion from the language used, but it would be a To the Editor:—As the question is often -A- question half-asked in pathetic despair:
little far-fetched. And, furthermore, I am asked: What good has Spiritualism done? I • “Can't me flndee one place where no Uishman
willing to admit that I believe that the woman consider it my duty to say a few words through rulee?
had been following him “from day to day,” the columns of your paper to let the public Me better go Ireland, he never rule there."

HOW DOES GOD OPERATE? ern Spiritualist Association.
_. ... ' . It is with pleasure that I can report that the
evolution VS. Spepial Providence, officers on whom was devolved the duty of se

' lecting a suitable home for camp purposes,
There exists three theories concerning’the after looking at several tracts of land adjacent 

subject: on what: principle are the affairs of to the Twin Cities, decided to secure a beauti- 
our world operated? The Christian world is ful tract of ten acres adjoining‘ C^mo Park” 
divided and has two dogmatic opinions in re- :—the main part of the park system of the 
gard thereto—a large portion holding to the Twin Cities. A prettier spot for camp is not 
doctrine of predestination, and another por- to be found in the Northwest; with lofty trees 
tion refusing to believe that doctrine and as- which, in the hot summer weather, will afford 
setting that the special providence of God is abundant shade, and gently rolling land, with 
in perpetual activity and determines and over- good pure water, there seems nothing more to 
rules events from hour to hour as they tran- be desired. , 
spire. • It is very accessible from either St Paul or
• The rationalists, ignoring the solution of Minneapolis. Those friends coming via St. 
affairs as believed by the Christian sects, as- Paul can take the Como avenue street car 
sume that God has established and maintains line or the Hamline line; those from Minneap- 
jn force universal and unchanging laws that oils will take the Interurban line and transfer 
control all events under what is termed Evo- at Snelling avenue, where cars will land them 
lution. within three blocks of the grounds. We hope

When yon analyze the doctrines held by the to have oars running every ten minutes, during 
Christian sects, very grave difficulties present the day.
themselves. If we assume that all events Located as we will be on the edge of Como 
presented by the history of the past, whether Park, a beautiful tract of three hundred acres 
they be great or small, are the result of pre- on which St. Paul park board spent last year 
destination, then we are compelled to admit over $50,000, and on which this year a much 
that God determined to establish the Christian larger sum is to be expended. Just a short 
religion; that in a few centuries thereafter it walk takes one to Como Lake, where good 
was also predetermined by the same being that boats and good fishing can be had. It will in- 
ihe Roman Catholic Church should organize it- deed be an ideal spot to spend a month away 
self into a religio-political despotism and hold from the rush and bustle of business, listening 
sway over the Christian countries of Europe to the grand truths from the lips of six of the 
for more than twelve centuries, persecuting best speakers on the Spiritualist platform, not 
and destroying all who entertained any relig- forgetting the grand test mediums, Edgar 
ious opinions different from the creed promul- W. Emerson, who will be with us the first two 
gated by that church; and furthermore that weeks, and F. Cordon White, who will be with 
Mohammed; the so-called impostor, should in us during the whole month of camp. I write 
the seventh century inaugurate the Moslem this early that you may make suitable arrange- 
faith, and that thereafter his successors in ments to be with us; from present indications 
power should take possession of more than the attendance this year will be quadruple 
one-half of the then Christian countries, and what it was last year, but our grounds .are am- 
hold the same to the present period of time, pie and there will be room for all.

but I do not think that the man was aware of know what it has done for me through the Oh priest-ridden minions! The Church is your 
her presence until he began to manifest in our wonderful mediumship of Mrs. Carrie A. Nick. tyrant;
circle. I was sick over sixteen months, suffering great No silken glove softens her iron hand’s grip;

, As we understand the conditions existing in pain—confined to my bed for many months; I In bondage of old superstition she holds
Spirit-life, and as was explained in part first tried many remedies that were recommended, y0U;
of the series of articles on mission work, many the best medical advice; all that could be pro- jjer grasp at your throat and her fist at
spirits are held so near to earth that the higher cured towards alleviating my distress was y0Ur ¡¡p, ■ ■
and brighter spirits are unable to reach them done; at last my case was given up by the Too long has she led you in paths that you 

; in a direct manner, and many times cannot doctors as hopeless: they said they could do know not1 '
even impress them with their thought And no more for me. I was left in this helpless Rise! shake off her 

. our idea of this case was, that the woman had condition, when the president of our society von so1 
at some time entertained a feeling of animos- and his wife, Mr. and Mrs. Nick, called onm‘e Learn think for yOurSelves; learnto act and 
ity toward this man for some real or fancied and consented to hold a circle for me; the cir- gOvem
wrong done her, and had found that feeling cle was formed near my bed. After Mrs. Or at last to oblivion the Irish must go.
detrimental to her progress in Spiritlife. Her Nick was entranced her guide examined me, _ Oakland Cal. Gorham Blake,
condition in the Spiritworld being upon a and called for an empty saucer, which was 1 , . '
higher plane than that of the man, she was handed to my husband, and aiter a few min- The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
unable to communicate with him until they utes, to our great surprise there was medicine ¡dea of peath Heaven and HelL By Meson 
should meet where a condition might be found in the saucer made by spirit power. I took jjuu prjce ¡0 cents
that both could utilize. And as that condition the medicine as directed, and the second day ’ ' ’ .. .,
existed in our circle, and as -the man was I was able to sit up in my bed and was feeling fountain oi ,°[ Threefold 
brought to us by thé band of spirits control- better in every way. They held several cir- Power ot Sex. By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper, 

. ling the circle, the woman availed herself of cles for me, and thére was medicine made at 50^7ents' T ... _ .. ... '
the opportunity to speak and express her for- three circles after the first one, and at one Way side Jottings. By Mattie K. Hull. Es- 
giveness. there were two kinds made, one for internal Bay8' akefccheB. P°ems. etoi Cloth $1.

■ According to the statement of the poor and one .for external use.—Mrs. Nick not The Question fettled. By Moses Hull, 
spirit of the rich man, he had been unable to touching the saucer and being six or seven feet A careful comparison of Biblical and Modem 

> communicate with anyone for some time; and, away from it? There were thirty persons in Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.
’ under the circumstances, I do not think it some of the circles, and her gùide gave them Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of

strange that he should have been sb frank as tests that were recognized, besides making the true and fabulous theology, too well known to
to confess his dishonesty to me. Ihaveheard medicine. It is not only wonderful how the needits character here stated. Paper, 25
that solitude is often employed« by officers of medicine was made out of nothing that could cents; cloth, 50 cts.
the law as . a means of gaining ; confessions be seep, but the great effect it had in doing Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self JuBtice, By
from supposed criminals, ahd mÿ experience good; as in à short time all pain had left me, Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50
with unprogressed spirits has taught me that and lam feeling happy once more. This cer- toll, cloth.

power that oppresses

-Oakland, Cal.

Increased Appetite
is one of the first good effects 
felt by users of Scott’s Emulsion 
of cod-liver oil with Hypophos
phites. Good appetite begets 
good health. 1

Scott’s Emulsion
is a fat-food that provides its 
own tonic. Instead of a tax up
on appetite and digestion it is a 
wonderful help to both.

Scott's Emulsion Ar
rests the progress of 
'Consumption, Bron
chitis, Scrofula, and 
other wasting diseases 
by raising a barrier of 
healthy flesh, strength 
and nerve.

Prepared by Scott & Bowoe, Ji. Y» All druggists«

■RUPTURE CURED
■ FOB TWELVE POLIAKS.
Hw Hilgard,Oregon. Juue‘¿8,1893. I
MV Pb. Pibrcb & Son.—Gentlkmkn: I am happy to in-| 
Inform you thui the Truss I bought of you luat April bail 
Vcomnlbtkly CURL’D tai' of a verysevere case of Hernia,I 
Hfrom which Ihave suffered for ovib 18 ykakb. I wail 
W rather see plioal about your Truss when I bought it, aajl 
■ had tried several no culled Elastic Trua>eawiihoutderlv.| 
■ lug any bcnelicfrom them; but after using your Truss fori 
Ba short time I was convinced that it was the best lever] 
[had, as 11 was easy to wear, und seemed to stop the severe! 
Lulus that often prostrated mo while wearing the old! 
ppricic trasses; und now, ia spite of my Ncepticisni, I am a 
li’LRt-KCTi.r CuitbD. and cuu work with the Truss off If 
heel so disposed- but I still wear it loosely as it is not J 
inconvcuieuL You may add the above to your oiherfl 
tebtiiuotiials. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN,

ClTTbe above cure was effected In less than thbkxjH 
[liO.sTiiHiiMK, ata total costof$l2. Thoubuud« of simi-BH 
Hur curt-shave been made for tram glU to Jloeuch.
|t*bli»hed 1875. Cull or send So for free
No. I. Address Magnetic Elastic TrusfiJma 
Company, * n. w. corner Kearny audjnBM 

|Sucr«meuio streets, S*u l-'zuucisco, Cui. flHH

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

except Spain and Greece. Those are some of When you have made up your mind to be pv a IEAH UNDERHILL 
the grave difficulties that present themselves with us, write the secretary stating what ac- . 1
to the portion of the Christian world that be- commodations you desire and how many will One of the Fox Sisters.
lieves that God predestined all the events likely be with the party, bo we may know in -------
that have transpired. ‘ .

But if we assume that those great events 
were not predestined, but that God in the 
exercise of his special providence permitted 
such things to occur and continue, I then ask 
the question: What substantial difference exists 
between the two theories held by the Christian 
world?

If he could and did destroy Ananias and 
Sapphira for lying about the small property 
they concealed, why should the impostor Mo
hammed and his successors have escaped? 
Why should the long succession of Popes have 
been permitted to hold supreme power over 
the Christian churches for more than fifteen 
centuries? Those are questions that address 
themselves to the Christian world, more es
pecially the Protestant branches thereof.

I have mentioned only two great events that 
extend through the historic page for many 
centuries. They both present the same results, 
whether produced. by the predestination of 
God or his special providence. These matters 
alluded to have had an immense effect on what 
is said by Protestants to be the religion which

advance what to prepare for. To those who an account OF MODERN SPIRIT.

have never spent a season at a camp-meeting
we would say: Come during: the first nart of »y, spintuaiisiicand otherwise, could not fan to be 

. u ® r , wry interesting, and tbe interest is intensified whencamp, out make arrangements not to return that account is written by one of the f«x sisters.
-«.j 1 1 -ii . Such Is tbe fact In thia instance, tbe volume havingUntil tne Close, and W6 know that you will not been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 

- - • * Daniel Underhill. Tbe scenes, experiences, trials andmiss one lecture during the whole course.
Our program will be issued by May 15th, 

and will be sent to all those whose names we 
have who visited with us last year, and to all 
who apply by letter.

R. U. D. Evans, Sect’y, 
674 Edmund St., St. Paul, Minn.

The Plowshares.
Two plowshares from one smithy came, 
The smith he fashioned both the same;
Both polished alike. One chanced to fall 
To rust in neglect by the garden wall;
The other into a farmer’s hands, 
And brighter grew as it turned his lands.
Through weeds, and grass, and blind mole’s 

nest,
Went the shining blade with an unctuous zest, 
Till, the harvest o’er, it was laid aside, 
By the selfsame wall where its mate did bide,

triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most entertaining manner, and with ntora 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It 1b a 
most Important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should Lave

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Pplrltuallsm, and a 
better knowledge of its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume is enriched with a number of fine en* 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50. Por safe at thia office
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they claim that God sent his disciples out to .
preach to the world, and promised to be with By the garden wall, in calm despair, 
them to the end of time. Io a coat of rest lay the first plowshare.

I desire now to present another illustration second spoke in a tone of pride: 
of the absurdity of the church doctrine on the «What a shame they should lay me by your 
practical operation thereof in the salvation of Bye, » 
only a part of the human family. One-half 'Neath dirt, and rust, and rankest grass 
of the people who are ushered into mortal life You rust, while I—am a looking-glass 1 
die before they reach years of descretion or My brother? No—we’re not of kin; 
moral responsibilities. Now, according to the To think that tho’t is to think a sin.” 
teaching of Christ and the teachings of the

The first plowshare, all stiff and sore 
From long neglect, looked the second o’er- 
Saw there himself in its surface bright— 
Cried as he turned from the painful sight: 
“For my coat of rust am I to blame? 
We both from the selfsame smithy came: 
“By will of fate, or luckless chance,

present age, they are passed to heaven without 
a probation, whilst the residue of humanity 
whose misfortune it is to survive the period of 
childhood, are compelled like Indian prisoners 
to run the gauntlet and fight the world, the 
flesh and the devil, with very slight prospect 
of overcoming such evil influences and secur
ing a passport to the better world. Or BOme vne turn of circumstance,

We are assured in Holy Writ that God is no You fill a place of honored trust, 
respecter of persons, and any rational mind Whilst I, neglected, fall to rust
can endorse that principle. But whether the Your proud contempt I can but feel, 
death of the children and their salvation as Though we are of the selfsame steel, 
above recited is the result of predestination or _ . , . , ,
special providence, is not the doctrine of the ‘ ‘^° *au t y°urs taat 70u re °f 
churches in direct hostility to all rational ^or m^ne ment 7°?r abuse‘
principles that the doctrine of evolution is the ®-ad s1ome one noticed me as you, 
only one that has been presented for human ““g^ ^ave h®6a service too. 
acceptance as the onlyrational explanation as re- Against my wld I he and rust, 
gard this life and the future existence of man- As one tbat tarneta hack to dust."
kind is sustained by many arguments that can- Next mom the farmer took the plow, 
not be refuted. And sheltered it from falling snow—

Under its operation each Human being de- Godfray de Boullion, riding by, 
velopes from his or her own standpoint, as af- The rusty plowshare caught bis eye; 
footed by its environments of parentage, edu- He had it to the arm’rer brought, 
cation, etc., and passes on to the next sphere Who from it sword and buckler wrought, 
of existence to begin that spiritual life with T 
such development as it has reached in its mor- 8?lv^r ?.UD| .
tai existence. Hence, this world is not a fin- The trenchant blade of Godfrey shone- 
ality and settles the destiny of no human ,,
being, and ’all future worlds are worlds of Make this thine aU-avengmg sword! 
progress and spiritual development This sword and I are groom and bride,

What I hold to be the truth and the only One restB but the oiher 8 Slde- 
phase of predestination that any rational mind Sir Godfrey gained the holy war,
can accept. With weapon made from that plowshare

God has created us all under his existing That rusty plowshare, sword and lance 
laws. We are the creatures of circumstances, That drove the Saracen from France, 
and inexorable law is everywhere supreme.

0. 8. Poston.

Old Testament Stories, commercially illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus

That day when most in rust we lie, 
Some Godfray may come riding by.

Charles Nevins.

ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price in strong, board covers ,$1. Cloth,
$1.60.

Woman, Church and State. A noble work,

The Progressive Thinker.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

nr LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MANY 
jD have read this book, many have re-read It. 
and many others ought to read it. It should bo read 
by every man and woman la the land. Asa story It 10 
finely written,and teems with Interest.and at the Baine 
time It educates, elevates and inspires. It shows tba 
injustices to which women are subjected in the pres
ent status of society—tbeiuequalitles in tbe measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of the 
same moral Quality performed by men and women re
spectively. It shows the falsities rampant In society 
tn matters of moral and social Import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness ot the author. 
Fine cloth, 290 pages. Price, $1.25.

THE MEDIUMISTIG
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction by

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be in tho hands of every one Inter» 

csted in Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2, Tho Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4. Remark« 
able Testa. Chapters, His Work ns a Healer. Chap« 
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma* 
nlcato; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mlsceb 
laneoua Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience. 
Chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences— Illustrative of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 13, The Fim Break in 
the Atlantic Cablo Shown to John Brown. Chapter 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

For sale at thia office. Heavy paper cover, price 6Q 
cents.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

-pELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
£\. Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Wataon. 
author of “The Clock Struck One. Two, and Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’i 
ong connection with one of the largest and most Influ

ential religious organizations in this country, together 
with his well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In tbe dhebarge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract tbeat- 
tentlon and command the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of spirit-manifes
tation through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “ prince 
of humbugs.” nud a purpose to expose It, and ending 
with a conviction that it is a truth far transcend tug all 
others In value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place In tbe hands of those whoso attach
ments to tho faiths and forms of tho Church incline 
them to have to do with the subject upon
wblcb 1t treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. 423, $1.00. Postage 10 cents. For Ml« 
at^Uis office.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS
OFPSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttle, essays to utilize and 
explain tbe vast array of facts In its field of research« 
which hitherto have bad no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to tbe laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; Vhat the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and its Results; What Is 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psycbometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on tbe Sen
sitive; Prayer, tn the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—Wbat the Future 
Life must be. granting tbe Preceding Facts and Con

i' elusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It Is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 253 
pages. Sent, post paid, 11.25.

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from tbe best thinkers and critics. It is a vade mecum,
and angwers about any question which may arise In 

, t iXT , tbe minds of the Investigators of spiritual phenomena.Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, For mu at tui, office;

Chcago, Hl. Every Spiritualist should have —--------------------------------------------- -
this paper. Every advanced thinker should THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
subscribe tor it; in fact the whole world TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 

would be greatly improved if it could be MS'S
read bv each family circle. Terms ONB DOL- Ibould be In the hands of «U. Price 15 cent*. Fot 

J J sate at this office.

by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth .. , -, . - ,bound 42d ‘ ' read by each family circle.

t ’ j- ; - - lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.
Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of ------- .—----------- noEMS from the inner life.

Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their . , I Z By Ltzzla Doten. Theze poema are u atapla
similarity.. By Moses Hull Trice, 10 cents. The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. w». wcsLoa

“God in the Constitution.” Bv Robert Q Sinnett. Considered theoretically, philosoph- "DEYOND THE GATES. BYELIZI^ Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In- io*11! and theosophically. Price $1.25. I StuartPhelpa. A¿ghly entertainingTMfc

gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with The Other World and This: A Compendium TTyffy sHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL. 
likeness .of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, rr,M. Twelve lecture«..By Abïjr A. Judara. 
copies for $1.00. For sale at this office, M. P. An excellent work. Priée $1.50. ] »LWiportageWceàU£plrlt’1&UBtl Ptls*
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An Important Announcement

in getting out an -edition in German, 
book is well printed and illustrated, and 
or fl percopy. For sale at tAis office.

SNOWBALL SERMONS.
Dear Borrowing mourners:—While yopr 

eyes are still wet with tears for the death of 
Father Adam and Mother Eve, your parson 
has concluded to preach another sad and sol
emn funeral sermon. Ariother death has ta
ken place in our family—away:back.

In order to be pathetic and put on the sol- 
earn appearance of real mourners, we will 
again suppose, for this occasion, that down 
there is a coffin draped in black, and the 
name of the corpse is Cain.

The deceased, my brothers and sisters, was 
the oldest Bon of Father Adam and Mother 
Eve, whose funerals we preached but a short 
time ago. He would have been the lawful 
heir to the old/man'^ estate, had he been iu 
the country when his father died. Had the 

' deceased been a Norwegian, his name would 
have been Ole Adamson, but we. presume he 
was not of that nationality, and if there are 
any Norwegians hero to-day, they need not 
Bit with the mourners, or assume to be greatly 
affected,

Although the deceased was a warrior of 
some renown, and shed the first blood ever 
shed in battle on this earth, and in this battle 
slew his opponent, history has never crowned 
his name with a big-sounding title, such as, 
General Cain, Colonel Cain, or Captain Cain. 
Although he was eminently successful in 
battle, he was not highly honored, neither 
was his path strewn with flowers, as is that of 
the successful warrior of to-day. He never 
graduated at a military school, or drilled in a 
company of militia. No, like a gentleman 
named Cincinnatus, he was a farmer and raised 
beets and onions.

In order to speak understandingly over the 
corpse, supposed to lie down there before 
us, your parson has been looking over the his
tory of the deceased, in order that he may call 
up some of the virtues of the dead, and offer 
the consolations of the gospel to the mourners. 
To do this successfully, we must formualate 
theory as to whether the deceased is now play
ing on a golden harp, or floating around on 
waves of hot brimstone. How old Adam, his 
father, and Eve, his mother, were at the time of 
his birth,your parson has no means of knowing; 
but as they were married, or set up in house
keeping, when but a day or two old, they no 
doubt began to raise children while quite 
young and inexperienced, and from this reason 
it is presumed that he never took oastoria or 
soothing syrup of any kind, or sucked candy 
when he was cross.

Our poor deceased relative commenced life, 
from choice, as a farmer—a tiller of the 
ground, and your parson has no doubt but 
he was proud of his vegetables, and felt that 
he was just as good as do the farmers at the 
present day under the benign influence of a 
protective tariff, while^cursing the banker and 
bondholder. * '

Your parson presumes that as his clothes 
were made out of skins poorly tanned and 
quite dirty, he did not move in as high society 
as did a certain Mrs. Astor with her diamonds. 
Still, we suppose he cared little for this, as 
there were in his day no religious socials, or 
modern fashionable parties.

If there was anything he was specially 
proud of, it was his vegetables, which he, no 
doubt, claimed to be the best in the market. 
Although in his day there were no protective 
tariffs, as we have them now, levied ex
pressly in the interest of farmers, and he had 
to compete with the whole world, he managed 
to get along nicely, and as there were no 
money-changers or national banks, we pre
sume there was no mortgage drawing interest 
on his farm. Adam and Evo being great eat
ers, they made for him an exceUent home 
market for his produce—he produced and they 
consumed.

The deceased had a younger brother named 
‘ Abel, that kept the old man’s sheep—your 

parson presumes on shares. These sheep 
were unruly and broke into Cain's garden and 
browsed off his cabbage, and trampled upon 
his tomatoes, and from this cause we presume 
th^oyswere not the best of friends. This 
cannot be wondered at much, for this reason: 
These boys had never attended Sabbath-school 
—had never been taught, as our boys are at 
the present day, to “love their enemies”—they 
had never read the Bible or heard of the sav
ing power of the gospel as expounded by a 
modern doctor of divinity, But with all 
these disadvantages, they got up an agricul
tural fair, each striving for the premium. 
Need we say that our poor deceased relative 
was unfortunate in this matftr, and his vege
tables were entirely ignored?

This made the poor man angry; and he 
felt about as bad as does a candidate for of
fice after being defeated. As he had never 
heard a gospel sermon in his life and knew 
nothing of God’s chosen people, the Jews; 
had never met with a change of heart or been 
converted, no doubt he swore like Cain, and 
uttered as many curse-words as his education 
would admit ot

Had there been a drug store near at hand 
where he could have got a pint of alcohol 
and reduced it, or even smoked a few cigars 
or an old musty pipe, or have taken a chew 
of fine-cut, it would not have been bo bad for 
him. But in the absence of all these, he made 
up his mind to settle the matter in the same 
manner as do good Christian nations at the 
present, day that love their enemies, settle 
their disputes—settle by fighting! How long 
they fought, or whether they used clubs and 
stones or sparred with their fists only, ss do 
our eminent pugiHsts, your parson cannot 
stat» with certainty; but Abel got the worst 
of the battle, and was carried off the field a 
corpse. And here we must moralize some, for 
a sermon without a moral is worthless.

When the poor man saw what he had done, 
he was not only surprised, but,mad as he was, 
he was badly scared. And no wonder—he 
W never seen a dead man in all his life— 
there had never been a funeral in the neigh
borhood, and he had never, listened to ths 

। words of comfort on such occasions, uttered

T'r*
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by a doctor of divinity to the sad and Borrow
ing mourners at the grave. So after the Lord 
had marked him, in order that people would 
know him when he came around, our poor 
deceased; friend concluded: to leave home and 
travel some for his health, and. look at the 
country, in about the same manner as dp the 
gentlemen called tramps at the present day.

As at that time there was no law making it 
criminal to do so, he did not fear an arrest at 
the h^nds of the town marshal, or having to 
Bleep in the calaboose. Ab he had such bad 
luck, he concluded to give up farming. He 
had lost his farm; but, we are happy to say, 
he was in no worse condition than is the de
fendant in our modern courts, when the costs 
are paid up.

He concluded to go east a short distance 
and take up a claim for the purpose of speou- 
lation. He would have gone to Canada, but 
at that time he could not find that locality down 
on the maps of the country. So he thought 
he would go to the land of Nod and help de
velop that locality and locate a capital.

Your parson does not know whether he bade 
his parents a aad farewell or note-or whether 
there were many tears shed at the parting—or 
Whether he stayed until after the funeral of 
his brother and took his seat with the mourn
ers. Your parson wishes he did know these 
facts, for then he could be more pathetic in 
this discourse. Neither does he know who 
took care of Abel’s sheep from that time on— 
or where Adam and Eve purchased their mut
ton and vegetables. But Eve said that “God 
had appointed her to have another seed in the 
place of Abel," which your parson presumes 
she did.

Well, my dear mourning friends! Cain liked 
the country so well in Nqd; that he concluded 
to settle there—sparked up a wife and mar
ried her—or “knew her," which amounted to 
about the same thing, and commenced raising 
children.

Whether his wife was an entire stranger 
or one of his cousins, your parson does not 
know. Neither does he know if she had rings 
in her ears, wore a bustle and was as pretty 
as an angel; These are small matters he 
leaves for the Reverend Doctor Talmage to 
discover sometime when he is in the Holy 
Land. All your parson has to say is this: If 
she suited him and got his meals regular, it 
is none of our business—which we presume 
she did. We do not like at a funeral to invade 
the Rome circle or retail slander. It is enough 
for us, to know that in due time Cain had a 
boy and they named him Enoch—that this 
boy never died, but after staying on this earth 
three hundred and sixty-five years God took 
him to walk with him, he was such a splendid 
pedestrian.

Our poor deceased relative liked this boy 
bo well that he took some of the money he had 
made on speculation and with it built a oity 
and called it Enoch in honor of him; but at 
what time he built this oity, your parson does 
pot know, and has many doubts. Whether 
Cain made much from the» sale of lots for 
business purposes, on Main street—how many 
church spires there were pointing heavenward 
—whether the city was incorporated and had 
a police force, like Chicago, and men ran for 
office and told Hei on each other, we cannot 
tell now, but presume all these elements of 
a Christian civilization were found there.

But, dear mourning friends! We presume 
that Cain is now dead, and we will suppose 
him lying down there! Ab nearly all murder- 
era have the benefit of clergy, and repent and 
go to heaven, and play on golden harps, we 
wiH suppose his case no worse than that of the 
•murderers of to-dhy—whether these murderers 
are generals, killing on a large scale, or pri
vate persons who murder without hope of 
honor or reward.

As Cain killed but one person, he did not 
become noted as a killer, hence, had no monu
ment erected to his memory, and his body 
sleeps in an unmarked grave somewhere in, the 
cemetery of the city of Enooh.

As Mr. Abel was defeated in his first battle 
and his blood caUed out with a voice from the 
ground, we presume he went down into that 
other place where most of the unfortunate 
victims of murderers generally gravitate, un
less they live long enough to repent and have 
q few prayers, to soften God's heart, said over 
them by some educated doctor of a sickly di
vinity.

But we have This much to' say of the poor 
man as he rolls around on the waves of hot 
brimstone—he has this to console him; >

HIS MUTTON TOOK TH1 PREMIUM.-
The sisters may now go home and wonder 

whether Cain married his cousin or a strange 
woman—whether he chewed tobacco and 
smoked an old pipe or ate Limburger cheese 
and thus sweetened his breath, as do their 
husbands and lovers to-day.

As you all pass out the door, if you cannot 
drop a tear to the memory of the dear departed, 
please drop a dime into the box for the bene
fit of your parson, who is still here with you, 
and cannot, like the wild asses, snuff up the 
east wind and grow fat.

M. P. Rosecrans, Reporter.

ADDED TEACHINGS ON THS SOUL—THE ENTIRE

SCRUB TO Bl PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION.
Mrs. Con L. V, Richmond desires to an

nounce, in response to many inquiries, that 
her guides have now consented to the publica
tion of the entire series of the Soul Teachings, 
which will make a volume of five or six hun 
died pages, and will include all the series of 
lessons given to private classes, up to the 
present time. " • •• ■ .

To enable her to publish this work, many 
members of her classes have already sub
scribed for, or promised to take copies, thus 
affording a guarantee fund. .

The volume will be 15.00 in cloth,, and will 
be issued as soon as three ‘ hundred names 
have been subscribed.

, From Mattie E. Hull.
To the Editor:—I am still under, the ne

cessity of attending to the correspondence of 
the Hull firm, business and otherwise, and find 
my time abaolutely crowded, bo again I appeal 
to your widely-read journal to help me out. 
Within twp weeks letters and letters have 
come to hand thanking me for giving infor
mation concerning Mr, Hall’s health and our 
movements, through Thb Progressive 
Thinker. These friends have said: “Don’t 
feel you must answer my communication per
sonally, but send a line to Brother Francis’ 
paper, and I will consider it the same as a let
ter to me. "

I am rejoiced to say I have none but a good 
report to send, either concerning my dear com
panion or our work. His old-time vigor is 
returning, and we were never meeting with 
more satisfactory results in our work than at 
present. So great 18 the demand for our serv
ices, we almost wish we had the power to 
lengthen the weeks, before such time as we 
shall start for the Western field.

Never since I was called into the work have 
I been conscious of bo universal an interest in 
the cause as at present In proportion ?s the 
opposition comes, the Spirit-world, through its 
chosen instruments, opens the way for better 
opportunities for investigation,

Since my last communication to The Pro
gressive Thinker, we have held week-night 
meetings in the Opera House in Muncie, Ind. 
Just before Mr. Hull’s illness he gave a series 
of lectures in the Universaiist Church in that 
city, and the house was too small to accom
modate all who desired to hear. Of course the 
ministers could not tamely submit to such 
success on behalf of Spiritualism, so an at
tack was made through the papers, and a con
troversy followed, which was tike means of 
arousing more of an interest than ever. Con
sequently, arrangeinente were made for 
another course of lectures, this time to be held 
in the Opera House.

About this time excitement was running 
high in Fort Wayne; Christians and material
ists had waged a war against Spiritualism— 
claimed the whole thing had been exposed, 
and Mrs. Seery-Hibblts, the wonderful trum
pet medium, was urged to return to the city 
and give further demonstrations of spirit 
power through her mediumship. Accordingly 
she went and held several circles, which were 
positively convincing. I wish every person 
who doubts the genuineness of such manlfeet- 
ations could have a sitting with tus medium. 
Not long since she held a circle where forty- 
two persons were present, and seven different 
languages were spoken through the trumpet.

Immediately after Mrs. Hibbits had con
cluded her work in Fort Wayne, Mt Hui! was 
urged to go there and deliver a discourse on 
“Bible Spiritualism.” He had no night at 
his disposal, but if it could be arranged for 
me to open the course in Muncie, he would 
respond to the call from Fort Wayne. The 
matter was satisfactorily settled: so we divid
ed our forces on that night Upwards of six 
hundred were out at the opening of our lect
ures in Muncie, and thp audiences steadily in
creased until the close. Of course the large 
numbers pouring into the Opera House every 
night, among whom were many of Muncie’s 
best citizens, after the repeated warnings of 
the clergy, was too much, aad during the 
week one of the “gentlemen of the eloth” went 
to Anderson (one of the strongholds of Spirit
ualism) to warn the good people against the 
“Spirits of Devils” that were ravaging the 
country. He had for his subject: ‘»Frogs and 
Spiritualism. ’’ Mr. Hull treated an immense 
audience in the Spiritual Temple in Anderson, 
the following Sunday night, to a hash com
posed of “Frogs and Spiritualism;” the ma
terial had been furnished by this denouncer of 
Spiritualism. According to all reports, the 
hash was more palatable than the Camphell
ite’s dish of “Frogs.”

After Mr, Hull’s attack of nervous prostra
tion, ministers in various parts of the coun
try made a great amount of capital out ot it, 
and said over and over again that “Moses 
Hull was stricken down because of his blas
phemy.” How little they thought he would 
be raised up and permitted to “talk back.” 
Thus these ministers have proved themselves 
falsifiers, and slandered their “Great and Just 
God.”

Mr, Hull is having a comparative rest be
tween his discourses, is doing no writing to 
speak of, and is in good condition for platform 
work; in fact, he seems to be more inspired 
than ever with an added faith and knowledge, 
if possible, in the power of the Spirit-world. 
An esteemed co-worker in the East wrote him 
concerning his affliction: “Jt was Heaven’s 
gentle love-tap, to warn you to go slower in 
yourwork.” Be it so.

At present writing we are conducting week
night meetings in Pennville, Ind. In former 
times this was a field of Spiritualistic activity. 
Most of the old pioneers have passed “beyond 
the gates.". A few remain, grounded in the 
faith, desirous once more that the ball shall 
be set rolling in this part of the country. The 
Spiritualists own a fine building which was 
put up in the early days of Spiritualism. ■

The Progressive Thinker is generally, 
taken through this section; wo find the Spirit
ualists wide awake to the issues discussed in 
the Spiritual papers; so have courage, Brother 
Francis, your work is appreciated by thousands 
whom you may never know.

I omitted to say that I went to Upland last 
Saturday and delivered addresses in theUni- 
versalist church Saturday night and Sunday. 
A Spiritual wave is passing over the country, 
such as I have never seen before. It is not 
alone the lecturer and medium that is interest
ing the world in Spiritualism,, the Spiritual 
papers and other publications are helping to 
convert the world and lift it out of ignorance 
and superstition. More Anon.

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional" in the German^ language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted

Spiritualism in San Francisco.
To the Editor:—I was able to fill only a 

part of my month’s engagement at Oakland, 
owing to illness, and do not get well very fast, 
but shall recover ris the spring weather sets jn 
and I again set my face eastward; with the an
ticipation of meeting friends ’ and dear ones; 
and the old familiar scenes and home resorts 
will put new life in me and the glow of return
ing health. “Homeis where the heart is,” 
is a familiar saying, and however bright and 
fascinating the scenes may be we visit in our 
travels, yet allpales when contrasted with that 
hejql familiar and dear by long associations. 
The Progressive Thinker was sold at 
my place of meeting in Oakland snd a goodly 
number of copies were taken each Sunday, 
and there is a general expression of praise and 
commendation for its course and the excellent 
reading matter it presents at the price of one 
one dollar a year.

I go to St Louis, Mo., and can be ad
dressed at 2012 Olive street for engagmenta 
April, May and June.

' It was my pleasure to meet here the wonder
ful spirit artist Campbell, and witness some of 
his phenomena, and can say the half had not 
been told. He and his brother are gentlemen 
and dignify the calling of mediumship. Mrs. 
Kate Haskins, of St Paul, Minn., is here 
visiting her daughters and family, and during 
her brief stay has rendered good service with 
her mediumship and also emphasized it with 
her true dignity as a woman. Brother Howell 
and wife, of St. Paul, and recently of your 
city, are here full of business and ardent work
ers in the cause.

The cause of Spiritualism in general is on 
the increase here, and the halls are well filled 
to hear the subject discussed; especially is the 
attendance large whenever there are. tests of 
spirit-life to be given and demonstration of the 
life beyond. The mediums that can give evi
dence of spirit identity are in demand, and 
the demand has been met through the larger 
and finer development of growing mediumship.

The world is waking from its long Rip Van 
Winkle sleep and throwing off its lethargy of 
doubt to welcome in the golden era of good 
will and glad tidings to all men. One wishes 
to live in the next generation, for to die now 
while these things are happening Is to leave the 
theater when the play is half out The ob
server of the times cannot fail to see that there 
is going on a revolution In the religious world 
and a radical change in opinions pertaining to 
the laws of life and the destiny of man, 
Skepticism veils its face before the rapidly ao- 
cumulating wideness of-psychic powersnow 
manifest through’its mediums, and the sharp 
criticism or sneer of contempt is no longer' 
indulged in by minds cthUred and refined. 
Spiritualism is yet destined to triumph over 
error and ignorance and the eun of truth be 
brought in, and the dawn of its morning is 
here crimsoning the West with a radiance far 
surpassing the dreams of the most gifted seer 
and prophet Bishop A. Beals.

4 Mrs. Oora L. V. Richmond
dr . - ■ .

HER LABORS IN WASHINGTON APPRECIATED.

To the Editor;—The First National Asso
ciation of Spiritualists of Washington have 
been enjoying the ministrations of your gifted 
and eloquent lecturer, Mrs, Cora L. V, Rich
mond, since the first Sunday in February, and 
she will be with us during the balance of this 
month. The advent of Mrs. Richmond in 
our midst was hailed with joy by those who 
had had the pleasure of hearing her before, 
and to those who have listened to her for the 
first time it was a surprise and a feast. Her 
lectures have been of the highest order, and 
tjtie large and attentive audiences attest to the 
popularity of your fellow-townswoman. The 
masterly manner in which her guides answer 
questions from the audience before each lect
ure, is simply grand and wonderful. Her po
ems are gems, and the universal verdict is that 
Mrs, Richmond is a bright and shining star 
in the ranks of Spiritualism. She will go 
hence with our love and admiration, for we 
have enjoyed a feast of the good things so 
beautifully expressed.

Spiritualism is advancing steadily in this 
city, and many of the greatest of our statesmen 
are quietly investigating its beauties. I am 
glad to note that Spiritualism is commanding 
the respect of the intelligent and thoughtful, 
and to be known as being a Spiritualist is no 
longer unfavorably commented upon.

It is only the most ignorant and bigoted 
that criticisff’ Spiritualism unfairly, and the 
more ignorant and intolerant the more foolish 
apd absurd the criticism. Our society has : 
been fortunate enough to secure the services 
of Mrs. Richmond for next October and No
vember, which is an acknowledgment of our 
high appreciation of her great worth. I wish 
I had the ability to satisfactorily set forth our 
esteem and regard for her and her guides.

, Goff A. HalI.

The 
Bella

Two Babies.
I listen—and hear through the open door 

Ot the room that lies just across thè hall, 
The sound of rocking upon the floor, 

Always at eve when the shadows fait

And the voice of a woman, soft and low, 
As she sings to the baby on her knee, '

Sweet, tender strains from the long ago, 
’Till it coos and laughs in childish glee.

And later on in the gloaming gray, 
There's a tiny form to iuy bosom pressed:

Bright curls of gold on my shoulder lay— 
Red lips meet mine with a fond caress.

Out from the shores of that borderland ' 
My baby comes for a good-night kiss:

And the very touch of her little hands 
Thrills with a joy I sadly miss.

O, life! you are not uhequal quite, . . .
In distribution of sun and rain; > 

Some find'eontent on the hills of light, . ' 
And others peace in the vale of pain.....

Proctorville, Vt, ' Aliiji M; Wabam.

G RANULA: !
The Be«t Food, : : i 

t • The best Medicine. ' \ 
GRANÜLA,’ Originated l>y Dr, James O. 9 

JaekBOn oyer 80 years ago, la à selen- \ 
tifloally pieparod and twiee-cooked food Si 
containing al) tho nutritious properties k 
of theunequaledGeueseo Valley winter V a wheat in such form and proportion as k 5 to he quickly digested and readily as- j 

9 similated. 9
a It has been called "The Per/ecl Miod." \ 
F As such it is à remarkable remedy for 9 
a certain diseases, and if persistently used \ V will remove Dyspepsia, Indigestion,Con- 9 i Btipation and kindred ailmente. \ 
9 Granola should be eaten daily by chil- 9 
» dren, as it builds up the tissues rapidly \ 
9 and clears the system of impurities. 9 
x Manufactured by \
F Our Hohe Oranula Co., 9 
A Box loo, Dansville, N. V. - A
r Trial Eox, prepaid, 24c, Pamphlet free, “

EXCELLENT BOOKS!

THE FREETHINKERS’ 
PICTORIALJTEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING THB ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,!
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
oy ogunon asd »tats.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Wateop Heston, with por
trait of Designer,

The Illnatratlona are claullled aa follow«: 19 rap 
reaenta Uncle Sam and the prieatai 2. Tho Church 
Robbing the Feoplei 8, Thankaglvlngi t, IBabbatb 
Lay'll Id Children end the Church; 1«, Woman and 
the Church i e, The Church and Thomae Paine ¡4, Btud- 
lea in Natural History; 2, Tho Bible and Science; 15, 
TheClergyand Their Flock«;!, Piety In Our Penlten- 
tlarlea; 4, The Atonement Boheroe; 4, The Lord end 
HlaWorkai2. Prayer, 10,TheCreeda;2,Christiana and 
Mohamtaedans-, 2. Simple« of Chriatlanlty'a Work] 
t, Missionariesi l.Tbe Cord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Result»: 1, The Church and 
Blaveryi 2, Priests and Political 4, Ireland and the 
Church: S, Church'« Idea of Civilization! 1, Tho Uaea 
of theCroMif, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
Persecutions of the Church) 12, Some Allegories' 
t, Heaven £9; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price 92.

For Sale at thia office.

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THB

Future Life According to Science, 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Traaslated from the French.
BY S. B. CROCKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This Cue volume might well have been entitled! 

Spiritualism Dsmunstrated by Science. It Is written 
In that peculiarly Interesting style lu which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects In adaptation to the Reads of the general 
resder. The author Is not a Splrltuullst-he even 
mentions Spiritualists as "devotees of a new super. 
Stltlpn," etc., etc., In which be manifests tho usual 
Ulmupof the “«cieattfio class," yet be ssys again: 
“Tlrers Is a true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism," 
and regard, as proved "the fact of communlcatlOD 
between superhuman, end the inhabitants of Earth;" 
•a4 be goes onto relate Instance, of fact inerldeuce. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy In 
the author, Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
•elect and arrange the proa and cons, and out of the 
whois will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable luformailou. The author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price 91,50.

For sale at thte Qffiito.______ __
The Other World and Thia.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Croak 

Literature,

TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
I Afiffiuu W, Fletcher, M. D.. in the thlrtyuilno 
chapters dlecuwes & wide variety 6t eubjecti per- 
Ulnlnp to Splritutflun, from a spiritualistic stand
point, She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
beta In matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capabity of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Splrituallat'e 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek* 
log Information concerning Bplrtuallsm and |u teach
Iflfl. -

For sale at this office, Price, $1.50.
"’ITfe’WTgRWIhlO.'
T IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT

A* World: Being a description of Locslltle«, Employ 
meats, Surrounding«, .nd Conditions In the Spheres. 
By member» of the SPlrit-Bsnd ot Miss M. 'T. Bh«lho- 
mer, medium of tbp Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 91.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale at 
this oBca.

'THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH; OR DEATH 
X and Ite To-morrow. The Splrltualtitlc Idea of 

Death, Heaven and flail. ByMoaea Hull. Thia Uttla 
pamphlet la devoted to an expoaltlon of the spiritual- 
la tic Idea of death, heaven and beU, aa contraated 
with the common ehurohly Idea on the aame aubject. 
The name of the autborla a sufficient guarantee that 
the aubleot la well handled. For sale at thia office. 
Price, 10 cento.

piBLE OP BIBLES. BY HERSEY 
£j Bravea, It will well pay perniai. Price 91.75

'HE QUESTION SE TTLED. A 
Careful Compari,on ot Biblical and Modern Sptr. 

Ituallam. By Moses Hull. Au Invaluable work. Pries 
,1.00.

5'EERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC- 
teg Spiritualism, past and present By J. M. Pao- 

bles, M. D. An encyclopedia ot interesting and in
structive facts. Price 92.00. '

f\UTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH. 
\J er t»le» and BketobeA By «budof spirit Intel
ligence,, through the medlimuhlp of Mary Therew 
Bhelbtrner. An excellent work. Price 91.25.

"DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. 
XV Given inspirationally by Mra. Marla hi, King, 
You will not become Weary while rending thia excw 
lent book. Price 75 cents.

•DSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
A Utt. Latter, to the Beybert Commission. By 
Francis J. Llppltt. An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth 
Its weight In gold. Price 25 cents.

TX7HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN 
rV "Three Sevens," a book of 271 ptget. It la re. 

*U^* TerF Iciereatlng and auggesUvo port Price

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE
Hlitorx of Athirtel, Chief Prleit of a Band of Al 

Atyaaa. AnOuUlnoHlstorYMMiK WriUonttaouxb 
tbs meälonuhlp of U. G. Flgley. Ton abould read 
thia work. Price 80 cesta. -

¿EAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH
ered from the Tree of Ufa. Preieated to batnu> 

Ity through tbe medlumihlp of B. E. Lltchfleld. Ex. 
cellent throughout. Price 11.25. .

They Are for gale at This Office, 
QTARNOS, BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
uj rosary ot peariB, culled trout the works ot Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended tor tho light and solace pt- every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart.. Price 50 cents. 1
(DECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 

kJ Bacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author ot "Arcana of Na
ture,’’ ’ ‘Ethics ot Science,” “Science of Man," etc. Hudson Tut
tle wae threatened with death tor writing and publlsblnK hie 
“Convent,” which has had a phenomenal run lu Tnz Fbocbbss- 
ivb TuiNgEB. Poet paid anywhere, 50 cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cents; .

BrOtOGY, BY HIRAM E, BUTLER. 
kJ A. ccleutlfic method of delineating character; diagnosing 
diseno; determining mental, physical and business quallflcatlons; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1900 inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth U.OO. Postage 20 cenw.
CTIRZTUAL HARB. A COLLECTZOH OF VO- 

O cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
if. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most.crlt* 
(cal care, free from all theological bias, throbbing wjth the soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the. fplrltyal 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft b doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon acoompanf* 
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 92.00.. Postage U cents. --

Z'HE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE
ConfeBBtonil, by Father chlntquy. A stirring acolnnt of the 

dfabollBm ot the Rooillli prlesu, worked through the conlWlpnK 
box. Fripo 91.00. ;

PHE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL, A 
A oomperisoi between ErmgeUcillsm »ad Bplrituallim, In the 

keenest end most easy style of lu able end versatile author. To 
tbo«e who know blu: that i. sufficient Inducement 9« purobste 
th. book. Price 9 W0.

pHE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE^ 
1 Something you should bare to refer to. By James M»

Caan. Pries 16 cents.

Z'HE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
A manni). with direction« for the or<«Bl«atlou and man«»»- 

ment of Bund»; schools. By Andrew Jaokion Darll. BoroethUlg 
Indespenilble. Price 50 cents.

pHE SPIRITS' WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 
A saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydan. M, || • 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 pent«.

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIRE. 
I Letters to the Beybert CommlSBlon. By Francis J, Llppltt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth Its weight In gold. Fries 2S 
cents.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRII HEALING, A ' 
L series of lesson« on therelatlons of the spirit to Its own organ
ism, and the Inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Bonjatnafn 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 91.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER. 
I course. Bv Andrew Jack.on Davis. A rare work. It por 
soum great merit. Prios»1.25.

rX/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH. 
VV ei, poem« and «one«; fathered from tto highway«,by. 

way« and hedges of life. By Maule E. Hull. It la most excallent. 
Price 91.00.
JX/HITE^ MAGIC TAUGHT IN - THREE 

rr Barró«," a book of 271 pages. By The PheloM. M I* 
really i very Intereitlng and »uggeetlve work. Price 91.25.

1X/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
ri' Twelve lecture«. ByAbby A. Judson. Thia book ihould 

he rood by every Spiritualist. Price 91.00; postage 10 cnU.

pHE VOICES. B Y WARREN SUMNER BAR. 
1 low. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and 

force. They .re most excellent. Price 91.00.

pHE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.' 
1 A psmpblet of 40 pages. Worth Its weight Ingold. Priced

esnts. -

piIREE SEVENS, 1-1-7, BY THE PHE- 
1 loos; tho Jesuits, seen and unseen, are banded sgalnsttba 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they will lose 
their monopoly ot the secret knowledge they hare held eo long 
In Three Sevens, this knowledge Is offered to the people. Buy 
ft, read It carefully, and me why the Jeeulu bate It. Price 91.25 

Z~~HE~R~ELIGiON OF MAN. BY~HUDS0N

Tuttle. His works are always Intensely Interesting. Price 
91.50.

Z'HE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
lors. By Kersey Graves. You should road It, and be the 

wiser. Price 9L5O.
PHE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
A comparison of Biblical and modern Spiritualism, By Moses 

Hull. An Invaluable work, price ei.oo.

Z'HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
phenomena and philosophy. By Kev. Samuel Watson. 

This work was written by a modern Savior, a grand and nobit 
man. Price 91.00.

pOSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN 
\J and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with .plritual truths. 
Price 91.00.

(PEERS OF THE AGES, OR STIRITUALISM 
kJ Part and Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of 97« 
pages, it it an encyclopedia of faott; a mine of rare knowledge, 
a work ttxrt abould bo in tbo Mandi If every SplrltuaUK. Frio, 
•3.00. r

r.rUZHES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE, ZM 
O valuable work. By Hudson Tuttl-. Price «1.26.
CEERSOFTHEAGES. EMBRACING SPIR. 
O Ituallsm. past and present. By J. M. Peebles, a!. D. An on» 
cydopedla of interesting and Instructive fact*. Price »2,00.

piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
J-) Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cents, 

piBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KRRSE Y GRA YES. 
A-J It will well pay perusal. Price 91.75.

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
A\ embracing the origin of the .lew«, the rise and development 
ot Zoroaatrianlam and the derivation ot Christianity; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? Uy G. W. Brown, M. D
One et the most valuable works ever published. Price 91,60.
REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 

Inspirationally by Mr>. Marla M. King. You will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 73 cents.
ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY 

XV Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, livery patriot Ibould read It, 
Price ei.00.

IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES ANO 
A dwelling placea. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book Ct rar« 
merlu Interesting to every body. Price 11.50.

ZIFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD- 
v&cced thought, wd is fascinating. Fries 00 ceota.

POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTEN^ 
A They ire really viluablo. Price ll-OU
priSTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW ¿P 
AA tbe-Bunfiay question. It !• Invaluable. By G. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price 15 cmib.
P[QW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF, J. W. 

A A bldwell, one ot the roost encbesBfu; tiestnerlit« In Ainfir- 
lea. Ancient and modern miracle« explained by mumorista. Au-
Invaluable work. Price, piper. 50 cent*. '

pROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD. 
A Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems ot rare merit Prica 
91.50.
PIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME: 

PrtCh92 25ChlI11,ny' A remarkable boob

A N AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO\ 
XI rles, by Mra. M. A. Freeman. Tbese sketches 'are a room 
powerful Illustration ot man's cruelty and Injustice to ¿la tellont 
man.- Price 10cents. |

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
XL from tbn spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela
tion,. proving Chrlrttanlty to be ot heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unvetledhaa 625 paget a One engraving of J. M. Boberti, Esq , 
editor ot Mind and Matter. Price ,1.50. Pottage 12 cenu,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. BY SARAH E. TIT- 
XT comb. Au explanation of where the religion, of ear race 
originated. An Interesting and Instructive book. Pries dl.25. '

PHE.DIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH. 
x ly Victim«,. By A. J. Davis. Aworkoi lntereit- 
IngMltticwlou. Price Wcenu. ~

PHE RELIGION bF MAN.. B Y HUD
A son Tattle. HUworkitre tlwiyil Intensely tn.

terosttok. Frlc«91,50. . - | CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO

IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES A b?
JL tftADwtittBSHaeei. By J. M. Feeble», M. D. A ,.fL

meri^lntert>uh| to erwy body, price TTELEH HARLOTS FOIY, OR SELF-JUS^ 
. - - ■ • .. . II Uce. ByLotiWtdBbrooker. Price 11.50. i

jDnrrr nwvtr c /?v Azncjp-o _ ___ _ ____ ________________________ __ _ *ABOUT DEVILS. BY MOSES
X~L Bull. A work you should feud. Price IS eeax
PHE WORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCI
A fled Saviors. By Kersey Graves. Yonshotdfl 

rendit, and ba ths wiser. Price 91.50.

PKOm'soÜÈ TO~SOUl7~BY EMMA 
A Rood Tuttle.' A beautiful book of poems ot rare 
merit PricegljO. . . .

TIFEOR THOMAS PAINËTiTIS IN
tensely Interesting. Price 91,00.

piFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 
A Rome. By iter. Chas. Chlulquy. ex priest. A 
rem,r)rable book. P.ge, 882. .Price 92.25.

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IH FIVE CAHTOS. 
I "If sinan die, «ball he lire?" is fully answered. By w« si 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents. ।
MABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 

IKI WBlsbrooker. Price si.so. Mr«- Walsbrooker.s book« 
should be read by every woman In the lind.
MIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM? 

IKI A.Hovey. 209pages, with llluscratlons of the subjectl 
treated upon. Price 91.25. }

DOEMS. BY. EDITH .WILLIS LINN. A 
1 volume of sweet outpouring« of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of the bitter cruelty ot earth-life. Thoiearc »ncrLttln- 
Som and restful. Prlceoi.ou. M 1

IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B.
- FrtBcb. Tbtr tro worth tfctlr wriaMUtwn,, nl!I! _lM,P*prtWC9at9. - j 91.9*.

DELIGI0N. ßYE. D. BABBITT, M, D. IF 
, 7 f eJed Í? b$!l'v0 •“ ’uch * religion the world would

befarbHUor lUbBow, F«w writer, excel Mr. Öubhht lu noWcr 
*.. " ' . .

itífcEKutóh
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MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD CLAIRAUDIENTLY .

PHENOMENAL

— . ■ . V .
California.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY,

, 3

Spirit Healing,

ON THE STAGE.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

y

IMPORTANT QUERY,
227

F

HYPNOTISM]
IECRBTFOTKR, THE DITCTEIK XÀK. Fou posyesf this,

pointing to thè spirit spheres as its final ' 
destiny. ' ■ • “ - . . .

hear the 
and me- 
There is 
present, 
this in-

medium. 2d flat.

clairaudient, can both see and 
spirit, and therefore the spirit 
dium can hold conversation.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
All new trial or yearly subscribers will 

get the back chapters of this remarkable 
story free, • Everybody shouljd read it, 
Send on your subscriptions at .once.

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “Psyche arrived two wceki 
ago and tuaaylwas ¡»leased does Dot express my ap
preciation. My boy, twelve years old. Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came firnt sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clairaudlcnce.-M. Y. 
ThompsoxArkadelphia, Ark.” 1‘rlce, fl,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. TV. H. Bach. Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

spiral, which, .though, making (its per
petual revolutions, is ever'tending up
wards towards a higher perfection, and

£

/? WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
Zl erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and I will scud you a full and correct diag
nosis of your ease. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413, 
Denver, Colorado. 226

The Morphine, Liquor and To
bacco Habits

CAFELY AND SUCCESSFULLY
O treated In the privacy of your own home. Eight 
years’ experience In a large city practice without a 
failure. Thousands of our best people cheerfully 
testify to the above. Full instructions mailed with 
each package of the antidote. Address with stamps 
Db. Bxiitlktt, 167 Dearborn street, Chicago. 227

WILL DEVELOP YOU! 
Have you tried it?.The 
Finest Cabinet for the 
purpose ever made—bar 
none. Send for Circular,

1[/[RS. S. J. CUTTER, fi N. ASH- 
IVI land Avenae. Clalrvoyant, test and business

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
JT1 in youb own home. Will send a pamphlet con
taining instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
Bidrluuil magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 1904 Wabash avenue, Chicago, III. 249

, INVALIDS
TX. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
W .tamp«, their disease, or symptom«, will receive 

pamphlet and advice bbkb to cure them.elves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Card
ington, Ohio

PSYCHOMETRIC.
T)O YOU WISH AN UNPARALEL- 

L-J led reading, examination or advice on business, 
write to Dr. J. C. Phillips, the noted platform Test 
Psychomctrlst. Enclose one dollar and three 2-cent 
stamps, giving age and sex. Three questions an
swered for 25 cents. Send stamp for statements of 
wonderful cures. Address 471 W. Madison street, 
Chicago, III. 228

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
ZV 2-cent «tamps, lock of hair, name, age, box, one 
leading symptom, ana I will diagnose your disease 
free with the old of spirit power. Dr. 6. 8. Williams, 
Lake Geneva, Wl«. I_____________ 227 .

TRIAL PACKAGE ONLY $1.12.! This marvelous cabinet p . __ - e

Costs Nothing
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green st chiral 

- Price, $1.00 delivered, In City. ~~

IWIRS. CONNELLY'S IMPROVED RE- 
1VJL demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It is not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 
143 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 221)

Free to the Weak and Sick.
TjON'T SUFFER ANY LONGER. 

LN but send to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
especial instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, sge, one leading symptom and three 2 cent 
stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244. San Jose, Cal. [227 

l SYdfrOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
1 Prof. A. B. Severance in ail matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 1$5 4th street. Milwaukee. Wls. 22S

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y„ College ot Magnetic«.]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

,x“.'i1U.<ll)!g th6 S“u Cur<=. Vital Magnet- 
ibin, Electricity, Mlud Cure, and a hltrher X* 
life. Cliemlcal attluliy and brute Principle« developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students iu four cum nenu have taken the course. The Si 2/e fl 
chartered and confers the degree of D.M., Doctor of 
Magnetic.a. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at their own homes. Institution removed to East Orana? 
hew Jersey, ai delightful suburb of New Fork E 
New^Jersey. D'' 5 Pul“8kl Sl- K“8‘

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
DLA TFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 

1 business medium. Readings personally or by 
letter $1,00. Brief reading by mall 25 cents. 291 Og
den avenue, Chicago, 111. 222 if

DROFt J, FAYNE. MEDIUM, CLAIR- 
-L voyant and Astrologist, can be consulted on all 
the affairs of life, spiritual and business matters, at
24 Bishop Court, FlatB._______________________ 228

TPIRIT UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
kJ can find coxy room«, equal to tho>e at hotel«, with 
aBpnituMlatf vmUy, «t ba St. John'. Place near tínica

'THE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
A Sinclair, will tend you by letter a Ute reading ot 

the past and future with date,. Mall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 
West Ave., Jackson, Mich. 287

AN ASTONISHING OFFER! ' 
SEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS 

kJ lock of hair, age. name, Bex, one leading Bymntom 
and your disease will Le diagnosed free by sptrlt-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, Sun Jose, Cel. vow«.

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
or.?lx «“««<011» answered, SO cent« and 

three stamps. Margukritb Bubtom, Í472 Washlmr- 
on street, Boston, Mass. "a?1118

HOW TO LIVE ÓÑE~IÍÜÑDRED 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
Aj. the Eyes, tbe Catarrh, and, In fact, tbe entlra 
system. Bend 2 two-cent stamps! and I will send 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed this knowledge to mef A y 
Pools, Clinton, lowu.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T\R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

J-J MaBiM and his band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting the most wonderful cures that hare 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the Icear 
■sight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with his magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him sex, age, name, 
lock of bslr, and four 2-cent stamps, and hewlllienu 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn’t want any 
leading symptoms. Address Db. J. S. Loucks. Shlr- 
ley, Mass._________________________________237

' "Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Byrap for Chil
dren Teething" softens gums, reduces inflamo- 
t!on,allays pun, cures tnnd colic, 25c a bottle.

INELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE 
ij Bible. Ui PropMltloM, Theological, Moral, Hla- 
Mrlcal and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotation! irom Scripture, without com
ment: Price 15 cent*.

YES YOUCAiT-
ZTEZ WELL. SEND $1 FOR A BOT

E“*“ 0F Ltr*. A spirit remedy. Purely 
vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renewi Ufa 
Thoueand! rejoice over health restored. For blood 
!LT.eZ; 1ey there Is no better remedy 
made. Bend for circular. Dr. B. K. Myers Clinton, 
lowu.
y0UR PRESENT AND FUTURE.— 
. . Ask three questions. Give age, sex and com

plexion. Enclose »1. Aooks a. Millkk, Diamond 
Arkansas.____________ ’ 225

'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELA.' THE D1AKKA J. . tlonennd BxprMtlons 1u Human Embodiment«. a s ia» w inixixm.
Given through jfr* Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH

______________________________________________________________ ■* Vlctta*' th0 8e0T' A-J- » WT to of March 10 I notirc in a communication ,*?ure’t®ainrB'ln“r“UBn- prlce tcrestlngand suggestive work. ItU an explanation o<k 5? <rrt. w■ TiOMANISM' AND THE XFPUBIIC. much that Is false and npnlslre in- Spiritualism, era 
under the heading, ‘The Number | bodyingia most important recent Interview withjameiteen,’ that there »re-five representations,¿^5u HwiS*“*1 z F I Me*

WIFF CANNOT 8EE HOW YOD DO 
IT AND PAY FREIGHT.
our 2 drawer wxlnat or oat In- TrrprovH High Ira 81>fv»ewhif machine 

» flatly Cnlxhtd, nickel plated, adapted to light 
aa< heavy work; ruinnleed forlOTetnt with 
Xntoaittle Bobbin nteder, SelMireadlar Crll»' 
fler SbaltletBeir-Bettlat Needle and a complete 
Bftof Steel Attachment!;ehlpped any where cm 
#0 Bay’t Trial, No money required fa advance.

75,000 SOW In me« World’s Fair Medal awarded machine and attach- 
toenta. Boy from factory and save dealer's and tfent’e profits. FBrr Cat TMsOnt and send to-derfor machine or large free 

ItCC catalogue, tertlmon!»!« tnd Gihnneee of the World’s Fair. 
OXFORD NFS. CO. SIS Writs! An. CHICAGO.ILL.

SECRET FvWKR, THBDTTDniff XAJi. Fou Dossers this 
God-giYen force called PERSONAL MAGNETISM, 
Develop Hand Succeed!« Life. Hypnotism aa&Re- 
medlai Agent and for controlling others, for public 
or surgical demonstrations. Wonderful revelations. 
Worth tlW forts. If we are strangersse&d 41, and bal
ance when book arrives. T^o pamphlets, 80e. Address

nn ovyrc cured himself in m ■ IK \ I K r A The medicine ba« cured thou- Ulll V I IlfeU «and« since and win cure yon 
of Catarrh. Send for free Book, “Common Sense 
Talk.” Db.Stkbb SrBB Cvbb Co., Caxton Building, 
Chicago, III. 229

DR. S. RANDALL’S
T JNION PARK SANITARIUM, SS OG- 
Cz den avenue, Chicago, In. 229BIBLE MAKVEL WORKERS
AND ThA WONDROUS POWER . 

Al which helped or made them perform mighty- ' 
works end utter Inspired word«, together with oome 
Personal Traits and.Characuristlcs of Prophets, Apos
Ues, and Jesus, or Kew Readings ot “The Miracles," 
byAllbbFvtxax. Price75cents. Fertals at Uua 
office. /

NEW ANNOUNCEMENT!
Special Gifts to New Sub

scribers.

Through the Mediumship of 
George Cole.

The writer of the following communi
cation; given in a sealed envelope, 
through the medial instrumentality of 
Mr. George Cole, was for many years a 
resident of this city, well known and 
highly esteemed. She left the mortal 
^nd entered upon immortal and unend
ing progress the first. day of March, 
1893. She departed this life without 
realizing that the great truths of im
mortal life are but little known among

again, how do, I write inside of this 
sealed letter? "■

By waving my hand over rhe box in 
which the letter lays, I.detach lead from 
the pencil I have selected and bring it 
out in the atmosphere of the r,oom, 
where it is brought in contact with the 
negative - principles, sulphuretted hy
drogen gas extracted -from the atmos
phere; it then becomes a sulphide, but 
it is stiil 'palp’able and ponderable; and 
must be ■ rendered imponderable by 
treating it with the reriform principles 
of sulphide of ammonium and extract
ing all organic principles, the substance 
becomes reduced to air in which state

men, and that departed friends whose 
mortal bodies have been entombed are 
clotbed with a spirituak body—a bright 
personality, that never fades nor decays; 
and that spirit friends are ever among 
their weeping, sorrowing friends, to 
guide and comfort them; and ever ready 
to make their presence known, and 
finally lead them to their celestial 
homes. , _ .

She could not accept the fact of spirit 
return and communication with mortals; 
and that the screen which hides the im- 
,jnortal from this mortal life is impene
trable only to those who will not see.

In a former communication she wrote: 
“I know all now, and wonder I could not 
have understood Spiritualism when in 
the earth-lite. You know how I op
posed it; but I knew no better then; but 
I do now and am happy."

T. A. Thompson.
Cleveland, Ohio.

DeabBbotheb Thomas:—Yon must 
have been told by Eliza how I have pro
gressed in Spirit-life, since your remem
brance of my feelings regarding Spirit
ualism, or you could not nave asked me 
to comply with wishes which, in mortal 
life, from my want of knowledge, and 
the narrow prejudices I had ever enter
tained, I should have considered you de
mented for having made. Time, dear 
brother, rolls on, and every fleeting mo
ment, unheeded by mortals, marks a 
step of progress in the spiritual spheres; 
and every spirit must develop and pro
gress as time advances.

Now, that which is to me reasonable, 
just and proper, would have been 
deemed, when in mortal life, but the 
vaporings of a diseased brain, or the 
jugglery of a trickster! This manifesta
tion of independent spirit writing inside 
of a sealed envelope, by a spirit, is mys
terious to mortals, because the manifes
tation is not understood. I will en
deavor to explain: At seances, a spirit 
approaches the table upon which is a 
closed box; an envelope is found, to
gether with three or four different kinds 
of lead pencils, well sharpened. The 
spirit looks around and sees ths medium 
with two or three mortals sitting on 
chairs at the other side of the room, 
about twelve feet distant.

The medium being clairvoyant and

generally a controlling spirit 
the guide of the medium. In 
stance it is a powerful and gigantic 
spirit—a Roman spirit, splendidly at
tired and jeweled—with an atmosphere 
of greatness and power surrounding his 
form. Spirits in such presence feel far 
greater, and more exalted and capable 
than they could possibly feel when in
mortal flesh.

This Roman spirit is known as Clau
dius Appius, as the moderns term it, 
placing the surname last; but as the Ro
mans place the surname first, the spirit 
was known in mortal life as Appius 
Claudius, whom historians have blun
dered Into dividing into two persons, 
calling Appius one and Claudius another. 
In the Virginian affairs there were in
deed two families—the Appian and the 
Claudian families; but at the time pre
vious to the death of Virginia, the fami
lies had united in marriage, and the off
spring was named Appius Claudius, af
ter both families, who grew up and be
came one of the heads of Rome. This 
is the spirit of that Roman who controls 

• this seance at which I am manifesting. 
Why should that great Roman spirit 
control the mortal medium, George 
Cole?

I will explain, for Claudius has told 
me. George Cole is descendant of Cola 
di Rienzi, who was the last of the Ro

. man Tribunes,' who was born in Rome 
in A D. 1312. In 1347 he stirred up the 
people to revolt against the Roman no
bles, and was placed in regal power 
under the ancient Roman title of “Tri
bune.” Cola di Rienzi was a descendant 
of the Appian family. , So now you can 
see the connection between the Roman 
spirit Claudius and the American mor
tal, George Cole.

To return to this letter, inside of 
which I am writing with my own spirit 
hand with a lead pencil which I have 
selected, I will say that if my language 
and knowledge are different from what 
they were when I was a mortal, you 
must blame Claudius: for no spirit could 
be in his company without being changed 

.and for the better you must say.
Your envelope, dear brother, offers'no 

impediment to a spirit; but those en
velopes which are plastered with ceil
ing wax and otherwise made offensive, 
oftentimes prevent a spirit from mani
festing at alh Foolish mortals will take 
every precaution through skepticism 
against their spirit friends manifesting 
by sewing or pasting the paper together, 
plaster the envelope with sealing .wax, 
and use every possible mechanical con
trivance to prevent spiritual manifesta
tion, and are then disappointed at the 
failure of their spirit friends to mani
fest. If they have really desired such 
manifestation, or if they have been 
merely actuated from skeptical unbe
lieving motives, they will tear their en
velopes, and with an impious leer and 
self-satisfied smile, exclaim: “I told 
you so." .

I was an unbeliever wheh 'a .mortal, 
but I was not dishonest, and could ac
cept a truth if I understood it. But,

it is waved inside the envelope, and di
rected upon the sheets of folded paper, 
materialized in letter and word forms, 
in obedience to the thoughts to be ex
pressed in language, and the substance 
and color restored by the inversion of 
the method adopted, for reduction. Each 
process follows the other as instantly, 
and indeed more rapidly than thought. 
That-is to say, when I nave selected the 
pencil and commenced to wave the hand 
the lead is being extracted from the 
pencil,, brought into the atmosphere 
and treated as described, at the same 
instant its air is waved into the envel
ope, materialized in letters and words 
on the paper, and the . substance and 
color restored on the paper to their nor
mal condition the following instant.

A wave ot the hand to the right per
forms one part of the process; ana a wave 
to the left the other, and so on alter
nately—a word being written or mate
rialized at each wave of the hand. This 
is the manner in which this communica
tion is being written; and this is the 
manner in which all spiritual communi
cations are written inside of sealed en
velopes; and Claudius assures me that 
though this description is quite incom
plete, yet it is the best that has yet 
been attempted, and should be pub
lished in some spiritual journal for pub
lic information.

Now, dear Thomas, I am proud of my 
manifestation, and want you to be proud 
of me; and I shall conclude with a de
scription of my last mortal hours, and 
first spiritual hours.

My mortal life was influenced by the 
commonly accepted church belief of an 
immortality after the resurrection of 
the dead; but I could never understand 
how dead, people could remain in their 
graves, when graveyards had been aban
doned and the dust of the dead scattered 
and lost, and the graveyards used for 
building purposes, and in many instances 
cisterns had been dug!and vaults exca
vated in the graves ot the dead, espe
cially in large cities.

This to me was a horrible thought, 
and I invested death with unspeakable 
dread; and days before my demise my 
future seemed dark and forbidding; but 
yet there appeared some undefined idea, 
some hope that death would not be such 
a horrible, -unrelenting spectre as I had 
heard preached, and that God might 
not be such an angry, jealous God, as 
had been painted, ana that, after all, 
there might be some hope for such a 
poor sinner as me.

These conflicting hopes and fears con
tinued up to within a few hours or so of 
my demise, when a sweet peace and joy 
took possession of me which made my 
past earth-llfe setjm as a troubled dream.

Toward the last I saw faint shadows 
of forms around me, and as my mortal 
grew weaker and my spiritual stronger, 
the forms prtiportion became more 
distinctly visible, and so I could see and 
easily recognize them, and, O! joy of 
joys, they were the spirit forms of my 
deceased relatives who had come to lead 
my spirit home. But what seemed 
strange, they had the same forms and 
raiment I recollected them to have had 
when mortals.

I understand all now: they had not 
died, nor had they lain in graveyards, 
and had never lain there; but had gone 
to their fathers who had preceded them. 
At last my mortal body had ceased its 
struggles, and, wonder of wonders—I 
arose from my dead mortal body, with a 
spiritual body in exact semblance to my 
mortal body, only more perfect and 
beautiful, and joined my spirit relatives 
who were waiting for me.

This was the resurrection of the body 
(spiritual) mentioned by St. Paul, and it 
was indeed in the twinkling of an eye 
when all was changed; and I looked on 
the inanimate mortal form I had just 
left with amazement and awe at the 
wonderful, beautiful and complicated 
work of an Almighty God! My spirit 
relatives took me by the hands and led 
me away into a beautiful world of light 
and glory; of ambrosial foliage: bright 
and beautiful flowers; amber walks;crys- 
tal fountains with sparkling waters,and, 
oh! such happy, happy people! My 
spiritual home, dear brother.

Your loving sister,
Sarah E. Butler.

During March and April.

The Progressive Thinker is de
sirous of doing a philanthrophic work, 
hence it has had a special edition of the 
following numbers of The Progress
ive Thinker struck off in order to 
present them free to all new trial and 
new yearly subscribers sent in during the 
months of March and April. The three 
papers combined are as valuable as any 
two-dollar book now published in the 
Upited States. In fact, they constitute a 
mine of valuable information, that every 
Spiritualist or Liberal should read.

The first paper contains, complete, the 
remarkable story (just finished) 
“The Night the Light Went Out.” AU 
the details of this thrilling story are 
absolutely tuue, only names being 
changed to avoid the danger that would 
arise otherwise, Everybody should read 
it.

The second paper (our Tract Edition) 
contains eight solid pages. It is a mine 
of valuable information.' The first page 
contains a lecture by Swami Vive- 
kananda, on “Hinduism,” before the 
Congress of Religions.

The second page is devoted to the 
“Arts of the Spirits,” and is copiously 
illustrated. .

The third and fourth pages are de
voted to the ‘‘Poetsand Poetry of 
Spiritualism," showing that there is no 
death.

The fifth page (illustrated) shows that 
the “Passage to Spirit-life Is Most De
lightful.” It is very valuable.

The sixth page (illustrated) contains 
•some valuable statistics on “Political 
Romanism.” Every patriot should be 
familiar with them.

The seventh page is a lecture by that 
great scholar, M. M. Mangasarian, on 
the "Martyrs of Liberal Faith.” You 
should read it.

The eighth page (illustrated) contains 
an article by one of the leading journal
ists of Rochester, N. Y., on a “Qloud 
of Witnesses—the Truths of Spiritual 
Phenomena Endorsed by Science.”

The third paper consists of facts con
necting the Romish Octopus with the 
assassipation of President Lincoln. It 
is intensely thrilling -and contains some 
appalling facts. This paper has been 
read undoubtedly by over ONE MILL
ION of people. Our alm is to do a 
philanthropiopvork, and to reach a new 
class of readers and get them interested 
in spiritual literature. This offer will 
hold, good during March and April only.

t®"Bear in mind that this offer is 
only made to new subscribers, sent in 
during the months of March and April.

CONTINUED FROM FIFTH PAGE. ’ 

lie; not but that looks count for some
thing.’1

Who wiU deny that a grqat ‘prima 
fade case for Spiritualism is thus estab
lished? It is as easy for spiritual beings 
to communicate with us by motion as it 
is for our minds—through the same me
dium—to control our bodies. For posi
tive demonstration of • Spiritualism the 
inquirer must industriously study the 
phenomena, and he cannot fail to gain 
satisfaction. ■ .

The function of true religion is to lift, 
plant, and secure man upon another and 
greater reality than that which visibly 
surrounds him. In this age o’f rational
ism and inquiry nothing can so effectu
ally help in the work as Spiritualism. 
It potently answers to the need of. the 
age. Faith in the spiritual element I 
believe can hever die out of humanity, 
and the mind which studies it aright 
•will see that its movement is that of the

Continued from Fourth Page.
of Gerard Hauptmann. I don't know 
whether the author is a "Christian 
Spiritualist," but little Hannele’s dream 
is a vision of the ascent of the spirit, 
such as might well present itself to a 
young girl’s mind during the last sleep 
that precedes her death. Hannele is 
but fourteen years old and she wants to 
die. Her father is a drunkard who ill- 
treats and beats her daily. She throws 
herself into the village pond, but is res
cued and carried to the refuge, where 
she is brought back to life. Weak and 
wearied, she falls asleep and dreams. 
The stage is wrapt in complete darkness 
and it is the dream which is acted. A 
faint light glimmers, then develops into 
a luminous form; it is the spirit of Han
nele’s mother who comes to call her 
child and lead her into a brighter world. 
Hannele is dead. Her little schoolmates 
come to bid her goodbye; other sympa
thizing friends come and weep. Then 
Jesus appears; he orders that the girl 
be clad in a white dress, and crowns her 
with a wreath of white roses. Then she 
is placed in a crystal coffin. Her father 
is brought in; Jesus reproaches him 
for his drunkenness and cruelty and ex
horts him to repent. Finally, angels 
come down from heaven and take Han- 
nelo with them to Paradise, her mother 
following.

I have dwelt on these descriptions be
cause it seems to me they show the trend 
of thought prevailing at present. These 
plays were applauded by large audi
ences and praised by the press—this in 
gay, skeptical Paris! To those who 
think there is a lack of reverence in ex
hibiting spirits or souls on the stage. I 
can only answer that the theatre origin
ated in plays drawn from the Bible, they 
were called “Mysteries,” and their ob
ject was to instruct the people in sacreyl 
history and strengthen their religious 
faith. Whatever may have been the 
end sought by the authors of these mod
ern religions plays, one thing is certain: 
the. spectators carried away some ele
vating thought, a desire to know more 
of the truth presented by means of these 
fictions. P. F. De Gournay.

Baltimore, Md.

One Hundred and Fifty Dhbosand.
We have issued 150,000 of that number 

of the paper containing-the account of 
the -assassination of President Lincoln, 
compiled from the writings of Father 
Chiniquy. No other Spiritualist paper 
evlr struck' such- a wonderful vein of 
success. That edition has been instru
mental in helping the A. P. A. carry 
several elections. It has influenced pub
lic opinion everywhere against the 
Catholics, and done a world of good 
thereby. It will be sent, to any address 
for one 6ent per copy. 1 -

'THE SPIRITS WORK. . WHAT I 
' 1 Heap! Saw and Felt at Cuudag* Lake. ByH. 
L. Suydam. It la a pamphlet that will well pay pcruaal. 
Price 15 cent*.

■ CONTiNUED FROM FIFTH PAGE. ,

The following! officers were elected at 
a.large and enthusiastic^ ineotipg of the 
First Society of Spiritualists, of Sioux 
City, la., ' at ' their business' meeting, 
March. 21: Dr. J. Perrin' Johnson, 
president; Andrew J, Sylvester, vice
president; G< W. Seaton, secretary; W. 
F. Barker, treasurer. . ,

"Truth” writes from Warren, Pa-; 
“The society here was formed early last 
summer, and has met every week since 
its organization, I believe. The. meet
ings are ^generally spirited—enough 
difference in thought or expression to 
make the meetings interesting/ Last 
week, Mr. Grimshaw, of Onset, Mass,, 
favored us with three evening talks. 
The hall yas well filled, Mr, Grimshaw 
is a high grade inspirational. speaker. 
The closing talk of Mr. Grimshaw was 
upon topics given him by the audience. 
We have heard the great speakers in 
the spiritual field (I am speaking of 
inspirational speakers) and believe Mr. 
Grimshaw equal to the best of them. 
Every one, ought to know that unaided 
man could not improvise such masterly 
arguments, on such a variety of subjects. 
The effort was phenomenal. These
talks gave hew life to our society, and 
started a wave of thought outside 
which will .eventually mold doubtful or 
doubting minds into heavenly forms. 
We have p variety of mediums here in 
various states of unfoldmeht. There is 
one among1 us who is largely developed, 
and who ha? taken the public field. His 
phases are' tnany, He is a slate-writer; 
some of the communications are of 
great length and elegantly written. In 
his light circles the demonstrations are 
remarkable and pleasing. When this 
medium (Mr. C. A Still) holds a dark 
seance messages are written, there, are 
independent voices, and conversation is 
carried on and a variety of music oh 
instruments. Mr. Still has more 
spiritual phases in his mediumship, and 
better in each than any other medium 
I have met. He is now giving his time 
to spiritual work and accepts calls.”

Ellen J. Wheeler, wife of Thomas A. 
Wheeler, of North Stonington, Ct., 
passed to Spirit-life, Feb. 24, 1894, at 
the age of 49 years. Mr. Wheeler 
writes: “For the last three years she 
has been under the guidance of a band, 
being used as a trance medium. Before 
passing on she promised me that as 
soon as possible she would come back 
and make herself known to me; and 
twenty-four hours from the time her 
spirit left the body she came to me and 
through my own hand gave me a 
message. I tell you honestly, there was 
more consolation in that one message 
of twenty wprds, than in all the ortho
dox funeral sermons I have ever heard 
preached."

Mark Dennett writes from the old his
toric town of Salem, Mass., of the ex
cellent course of lectures enjoyed by the 
Spiritual. Society there during the 
winter. He says: "We have been 
favored with excellent speakers, whose 
spirit controls have been of a high 
order. Tfie two past Sundays we have 
been favored with fine lectures and tests 
given through Mr. F. A. Wiggin, of 
Salem. Preceding him, we enjoyed ex
cellent lectures ana tests from Mrs. N. 
J. Willis, of Cambridgeport, Mrs. 
Eugenie Kjmball, of Lawrence, and Dr. 
Roscoe, of providence, R. I. Mr. Jos. D. 
Stiles, of Weymouth, is to follow. It is 
gratifying to note the increasing in
terest manifested, and tbe increasing 
attendance at our meetings. There are 
new faces every Sunday.” ,

Lyman C. Howe writes I Am St. Louis, 
Mo.: “We have very appreciative au- 
dienceshere, of a superior order of mind. 
Of all the speakers that have been here 
I think Moses Hull haa the most ad
mirers and he draws and holds best. 
Mr. Wiggans gave good satisfaction and 
his tests are regarded as remarkable. I 
think he is the most remarkable me
dium they have ever had here. Carrie 
E. S. Twing follows in April, and I look 
for her to become a favorite here as 
elsewhere. Willard J. Hull did a 
splendid work here.” 1

. Mr. Ferris, and not Dr. Lee, is to 
lecture for the society at Leavenworth, 
Kans. Mrs. Ferris is secretary of the 
society.“

F. E. Knight reports that Mrs. De
Wolf is doing good work at Marshall
town, Iowa, giving lectures and tests of 
independent slate-writing, to the great 
satisfaction of her audiences.

John Noirol writes: “Seme three 
years ago we began to investigate Spir
itualism. Since that time we have 
learned many grand lessons. My wife 
has developed several good phases of 
piediumship. While in a trance state 
she writes poetry, messages, and of late 
we have received several pictures in 
crayon pencil drawing which we con
sider wonderful.” • ■■

O. Hansen writes from Ogden, Utah: 
“A society has been organized in this 
city, under the name of Friends, of 
Spiritual Culture. The officers elected 
are: Charles L. Wessler, president; 
G. B. Douglas, vice-president; O. Han
sen, secretary; Wm. Adams, treasurer; 
and F. Warwick warden, with the as
sistance of G A. Muller. We shall be 
glad to thake engagements with plat
form speakers and mediums traveling 
through Oregon.”

Myra F. Paine, secretary, writes from 
Lily Dale, N. Y.: ‘.‘The anniversary of 
modern Spiritualism, will be celebrated 
by the Cassadaga Lake Spiritualist As
sociation, commencing .withadduce on 
Saturday evening March 31. ‘ On Sunday 
April 1, there will be services at 10:30 
A. M. and 2.P. m.. Mrs. Agnew of Water
ford, Pa., wilhbewith us for one lecture; 
the rest ot the time will be occupied by 
local. speakers, /interspersed . by music 
and talent of rious kinds. At 7:30 p. 
M., there will alyceumentertainment, 
Jiterary and qiusical, which promises to 
keep, good record for ability, etc. 
A generalinyitationis extended."

J. F.’McIntyre writes from Sherwood, 
Mich.: “We‘ have made arrangements 
to celebrate’the forty-sixth anniversary 
of modern Spiritualism in Unity church, 
in this place, on Friday evening! March 
30, Mrs. Anna L. Robinson,. of Port 
Huron, having been secured as speaker. 
We have circles twice a week, one on 
Sunday nights, for materialization, and 
one on Wednesday night for general in
struction.” ■ -

R. B. Dickie, of Bay City, Mich., 
writes: "I might relate many good 
things—phenomena, tests, sweet com
munion with our dear departed, .which 
have settled the question of immortality 
for me. In The Progressive Thinker

of. that number on the new quarter-dol
lar. While reading it. I could not but 
think of the sixth representation, and 
that is, that the number of weeks that 
it will purchase The- Progressive 
Thinker, with, its inexhaustible fund 
of information, is thirteen." , .

Prof. Turnbqll will deliver a course of 
lectures—two lectures a week, Monday 
and Friday eveniugs—at 47 North Ash
land avenue. He lectures to ladies ev
ery. Friday afternoon. Next Friday, 
March 23, he will lecture at 40 Loomis 
street, at 2 p. m. Hrs lectures are ex
citing a great deal of attention in this 
city, as he takes his audience into new 
fields of thought. Admission to lecture, 
25 epnts. ..

A. E, N. Rich writes: "Spiritualism is 
gaining ground herein Jackson, Mich. 
There are two organizations, the First 
Society of Progressive Spiritualists and 
the First Society of Progressive Re
ligionists. The first is an-all-around- 
free-platform meeting; the last is con
ducted'by Mrs. J. M. Walton. Both 
are well attended. We have also a 
very fine physical medium here, one Dr. 
Van Norman. His phases are playing of 
bells, guitar, etc., and independent slate 
'and tablet-writing. Several developing 
circles are held, all progressing finely.”

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

OR
MIND FORCE.

DAB UL UM OF LIFE OR MIND FORCE 
ejectriflea and Illuminates tbo mind, restores lost 

harmony and lost vitality.
Pabulum of Life U in no case & medicine, hut a 

metaphysical nutrimental and Ufo-generator of great 
power.

Pabulum of Life is a new creation and divine in- 
Bplration, and will purity the moral and spiritual na
ture of man.

Pabulum of Life will increase the vital force, stlm 
ulate tbe mind to action, awake the slumbering fac
ulties of .the soul, and re-vltallzo the whole being.

Pabulum of Life contains a spirit essence or Nutri
ment of great power. ? For Instance, every time a 
dose is taken, the person, whether sickly or healthy, 
will gain in proportion a certain amount of natural 
force or energizing power. .

Furthermore, it cleara the intellect, and Invigorates 
the mental faculties, and how it does ail this, and 
even more, is a mystery, which ho science can ex
plain, ■«'excepting on the grounds of electrical vital 
action, resulting from the absorption of a new com- 
binadon of elements, or force generated end diffused 
throughout the constitution.

Pabulum of Life is exclusively derived from the 
active principle of the herb of tbe Held, the flowers 
of the forest, and the leaves of the trees, and harmo
niously compounded at our laboratory.

Pabulum of Life Is palatable and pleasant, harm
less as tbe dew drop, of eminent utility, and for genera
ting a general inward vital energy, is without ex
ample In tbe whole domain of medicine.

Pabulum of Life Is equally adapted for all persons, 
male or female, and is especially valuable to persons 
of frail constitution, or where there is a loss of nerve 
or vital force.

It will animate tbe weak and weary, invigorate the 
young, and re-juvenute the old.

Pabplum of Life Is a condensed combination of 
crystallzed essence or force and must be attenuated or 
diluted in about fifteen times its bulk ofwxteb, 
and may be taken as often as three times a day.

Trial package by mall 11,00. Prepared only by

DR. R. GREER,
127 La Salle St., Chicago, III.

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR-
1 voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. ‘'The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist” of Dec. 80, 1898 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here be has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas aud practices, and his straight
forward course of Integrity and honor.” Address 
Dr. W. M. Forsteii. 1059 Market St., San Francisco,

Z'ffE SICK- ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-cent «tamp« for private letter of advlca from the Spirit-world. W. P. Phelan, M. D., «1» Jack? 

>on Boulevard Chicago Ill. J20tf

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTIZEMENTS.

Spring Medicine
Seems to be the only name for Hood’s 

Sarsaparilla, so popular has this ex
cellent preparation become at this 
season. It possesses just those curative 
properties desirable in a spring medi
cine. It recuperates the weakened 
strength, purifies and vitalizes the 
blood, creates a good appetite, cures 
biliousness and headache, gives heathly 
action to the kidneys and liver, and 
overcomes That Tired Feeling. The re
markable cures of scrofula, salt rheum 
and other blood diseases, effected by 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, has won for it the 
title of “the greatest blood purifier ever 
discovered.” It acts promptly and 
radically, thoroughly expelling all im
purities and poisonous germs from the 
blood and giving to the vital fluid the 
quality, quantity and color of health.

Mr. J. J. Robinson, editor of the Lon- 
coning Star, writing to C. I. Hood & Co., 
proprietors of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, Low
ell, Mass., congratulating them on the 
cure of William F. Robertson, of Ocepn, 
Md., of catarrh, when the patient was in 
such a condition that he had bleeding at 
the nose several times a day, states that 
he knows the young man who was 
afflicted. He also writes regarding the 
sale of Hood’s Sarsaparilla in Maryland 
as follows: “I have watched with in
terest the increasing popularity of 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla here for some time, 
and I believe it to be a remedy that 
stands on its merits. One purchaser 
recommends it to another until the 
whole town nearly is taking Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla.” The peculiar virtues of 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla cause it to be in 
great demand as a spring medicine. It 
quickly and thoroughly builds up the 
system and prepares it to resist the 
dangers which are threatened by a 
change of temperature and by such dis
eases as the grip, pneumonia, malaria 
and typhoid fever, which are most liable 
to make their attacks at this season.

Dr. A. B. Dobson, of San Jose, Cal., 
formerly of Maquoketa, Iowa, is a clair
voyant physician of marvelous power, 
who has been in active practice over 
thirty years. As a spiritual healer he 
has no equal. His vegetable medicine 
receives a magnetic power higher than 
human or earthly agency, and in treat
ing diseases at a distance with this 
medicine his success is remarkable.- His 
practice is very large, both at home and 
abroad, and he is daily in receipt of nu
merous letters expressing the profound- 
est gratitude, acknowledging wonderful 
relief and complete cures, performed by 
his band of invisibles, such as rheum
atism, neuralgia, paralysis, dyspepsia, 
bronchitis, diseases of the liver, heart 
and kidneys, every phase of female com
plaints, cancqrs, tumors and dropsy; in 
fact, every disease that flesh is heir to 
they have successfully treated.

Sufferers, you who have failed to get 
reljef from any other source, try tnis 
strange and marvelous man. Magnet
ized medicine and paper sent under the 
direction of his spirit band of doctors 
for each case, enough to last first month 
for $2. In many cases this is sufficient, 
but if a perfect cure is not effected, 
$1.15 per month after, Send three two- 
cent stamps, lock of hair, name, sex, 
age, one leading symptom, and he will 
tell you what alls you, free. Medicine 
sent by mail postage free. The best of 
references given if required.
< Please show this to some sick person. 
It may be the means of saving their life.

Address all letters apd make all 
money orders payable at San Jose, Cal.

(See ad. in another column.)-

Expiring Subscriptions.
Subscribers can easily tell when their 

subscriptions will expire, by noting the 
number printed just over the right
hand column on the first page of the 
paper, and comparing it with the num
ber on the address-tag of their paper. 
The number oh the “paper is changed 
every week consecutively. The number 
this week is 226; next week it will be 
227; next week 228, and so on. Your sub
scription will expire with the number 
indicated on your tag. Thus, “John 
Smith, 250,” indicates that his subscrip
tion will expire when the number of 
the paper corresponds to the number on 
his tag. Thus, if the tag on your paper 
is 250, and the present number of the 
paper being 226, then you will have 24 
more papers before your subscription 
expires. Keep watch of the tag. ,

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
All new trial op yearly subscribers 

will get the back chapters of this re
markable story free. Everybody should 
read it. Send on your subscriptions at 
once. ■

-you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT. 
•K.,. ’i611?.1! pebb1“ ipeclaele« restore lost virion* 
y rite for Illustrated circular ami how to be fitted 
mail'X b’s- Pnni"i’?H ‘I11’11“,"1' Spectacles Beat by 
mail, o. F. 1 POLE, Cllntou, Iowa.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World 

Illustrated.

ZWA QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN
habited but now submerged part of this globe 
known as Atlantis, Is one of much Interest. The 

data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
moundsand the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged iu compact, 
literary form, In this very Interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
tv be given by spirits of ancient Atlantlans concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

J COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
/1 Songs, Golden Chain Rccltotlcfafi, Memory Gems. 
Choral Responses. Funeral Servfoes, Trograms for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums. Instructions for 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marching; Ban
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society mar be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of tbe old bymnology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such asno other selection contains, It gives 
a practical system of graceful caUstbeulcs. every step 
of which is made plain by engravings. It gives in
structions how to make tbe badges and banners and 
instrncts in marching. It shows bow to establish a 
Band ot Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in tbe 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical work 
and tested by tbe interest awakened In the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
is admirably adapted to Lbe needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except in sheet form at many 
times the cost. Tbe book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, Bent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tuttle & Co., Publishers, Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of Tax Progressive Thinker 
where tbe work may be bad wholesale and retail.

national

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, I). C.
( INOORPOIUTBD Nov. 1, 1893.)

'THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
L National Spirit uallBtfl’ Aseoclatlon Is bow open 

at all times, and all SplrltualiMta are Invited to visit 
tbolr official home. A register win be kept ot lectur
er» and inedhuns, who are reqile.ied Io «earl In their 
name» and addresses, al.o officer» of all «octettes and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to u« of all changes ot 
location. Officers of societies tn all foreign couutrle« 
are also requeried to confer with us, and Information 
Is desired respecting all new phase» of development 
In all part« of tbe world. Book«, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earne«tly 
«elicited for the National Splrliual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Kobkbt A. Dinmick. 
Secretary._______________ e14tf

A REMARKABLE OFFER. HÊND 
TL two 2-cent po«tago stamps, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and «ex, ana I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. c. BsTnoar, 
M. D-, Principal Magnetic Inniltuw, Grand Rapids, 
-Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad- 
vertlsementin._______________ ¡¡.jj

rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send 
liMLL. five two-cent stamps, dale of birth, sex, I I ILL handwriting or leading symptom»; you 

will receive a corrert diagnosis of yourdls- 
ease and a brief rending l>y psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. K. A. Lead. Box S.1S. Lsnslug, Mich
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AVATAR OF VISHNUPASSING AWAY, A STUDY IN HISTORY.TWO ILLEGITIMATES.
Easter and the Passover.,
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Is Seen on the Rostrum with 
Mrs. Richmond.

Among the congregation was a clair
voyant medium, the wife of a member

will join us in ■ 
and a belief in tl

A man must stand erect, not be kept 
erect by others.—Marcus Aurelius.

What a Spirit Said—Exciting Inci
dent. ■

BORROWED FROM PAGANISM—THE 
WORK OF COUNCILS—ARIUS PRO
NOUNCED ORTHODOX AND HETERO
DOX-PAGAN CUSTOMS AND CERE
MONIALS INCORPORATED INTO CHRIS
TIANITY—PAUL TAUGHT A MIXTURE 
OF PLATONISM, CHRISTIANITY AND 
SPIRITUALISM. ,

Ï
s-

g/kRyvR runday—Jewish passover— 
NOT AN ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION 
TW ippui MnnyiRN SENSE—THE GREGO
RIAN AND JULIAN CALENDARS.

Raster Sunday falls this year on the 
25th of March, which in the ecclesiasti
cal calendars is marked as "Lady day." 
Thia date is much earlier than usual, 
though three days after the earliest pos
sible, the range being through the 
thirty-five days from March 22 to April 
25 inclusive. The date of the Jewish 
Passover falls nearly four weeks after 
Easter this year, though the two fes
tivals occur generally within a few days 
of each other, both being supposed to be 
fixed with reference to the full moon 
that occurs next after the passage of 
the sun through the vernal equinox. 
The original intent seems to have been 
that Easter always should be celebrated 
on the Sunday next following the Pass
over, but if so the rule was subjected to 
eome modification nearly sixteen cen
turies ago by the Council of Nice, which 
sat in the year A. D. 325.

The intent of the rule then adopted 
tor fixing the date of Easter, was that 
the festival should be celebrated on the 
Sunday next following the first fqll 
moon after the vernal equinox, or the 
one coincident therewith. But the date 
taken for the equinoctial passage of the 
sun is March 21, which is not correct in 
the later years of the present century. 
Also the calendar tables used for the 
moon are those of her mean motion only, 
which do not necessarily give results 
true to within several hours of the ac
tual opposition, because of the great ec
centricity of the lunar orbit. As reck
oned in Chicago time, which is six 
hourslater than that of the English 
meridian of Greenwich, the sun will be 
on the line this year at about 9 o’clock 
in the morning of next Tuesday,the 20th 
and the full moon will occur at 8:11 in 
the morning of the next day, Wednes
day. So there is no trouble about inter
preting the rule for Easter this year.

But the Jewish reckoning is more 
complicated. Its year consists of lunar 
months which alternately are 29 and 30 
days each, and some years contain thir
teen of these months, while others only 
have twelve. The date of the Passover 
full moon is fixed at 163 days, or 23 
weeks and 2 days, preceding the date of 
the next Jewish new year, which this 
time is computed to be Monday, the 1st 
of October next, and it throws the Pass
over celebration over to the April full 
moon instead of the one in March. The 
difference may be explained partly by 
the statement that the Jewish calendar 
is based on the crude notion that nine
teen solar years contain exactly two hun
dred and thirty-five synodical lunations, 
whereas it is well known that the dif
ference in that time amounts to fully an 
hour and a half. It is easy to see that 
this error accumulates to a large one in 
t.he course of several centuries. The 
present is not the only instance of the 
two festivals differing by about amonth. 
In 1891 the Passover was not celebrated 
till April 25, while. Easter had been ob
served March 29.

Neither of these festivals is an anni
versary celebration in the modern sense 
of the term, and it is not impossible 
that a few years hence far less import
ance will be attached to them than 
now, though at present they are fading 
by comparison with their prominence 
Several centuries ago. If that time 
ever should arrive “the new moon of the 
year” that begins with spring will not 
be deemed specially noteworthy more 
than the rest, but it always will be of 
interest to know when tbe sun passes 
from the southern hemisphere into the 
northern, that date marking the real 
commencement of the spring quarter 
and the summer half of the year for the 
north temperate zone. But there is no 
imperative necessity for having that al
ways accounted as falling on a stated 
date, and therefore no need for the Gre
gorian calendar in place of the Julian, 
which was used for many centuries pre
vious to a very few years less than a 
hundred after the discovery of this con
tinent by Columbus. And the Julian 
reckoning is so much to be preferred to 
the Gregorian in other important re
spects that it would be no wonder if the 
world changes back to the Julian with 
the incoming of the year 2,000, if not 
earlier.

The above from the Chicago Tribune 
gives some very important hints, which 
shows that the world will probably 
move sometime to a higher plane where 
Easter religious exercises will be re
garded as so much fetich, worship, wor
thy only of the childhood’of the world.

> Nat Law.

Maple Dell Camp.
To the Editor:—Maple Dell Camp 

has chosen me to secure phenomena for 
the camp of 1894, beginning July 22 and 
ending August 12. We want, first, ma
terialization; second, etherealization; 
third, trumpet; fourth, independent

will convince those who . are searching 
'for truth. We have ample room for all 
and will have a large attendance this 
tear. Room in hotel 25 cents per day, 
and 25 cents per meal: thus making it 
within the reach of all. .

Mantna, O. W.F. Balt,, M. D.

The Legend of Jonah.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

The above figure represents the 
Avatar of Vishnu. The Savior is shown 
emerging from the mouth of a fish, and 
his various offices and powers are shown 
by symbolic emblems. On his head is the 
pointed crown of the trinity. He has 
four arms, to show he is Lord of the 
whole earth. In one hand he holds the 
circle of eternal reward, in another a 
shell having eight convolutions, showing 
cycles he occupied; in the others the 
book and the sword, showing by what 
right he rules. • - -

Perhaps no portion of the Bible has 
attracted more attention, called for 
more discussion, or evoked more satire 
and ridicule than the story of Jonah. 
The word of the Bible being taken 
literally, as an historical statement, 
forces on the believer an unreasonable 
and impossible occurrence and demands 
absolute credence. It is this that points 
the shafts of ridicule of the skeptic, and 
makes1 explanation or conciliation im
possible. .

Read understanding!}', the book of 
Jonah is one of the most instructive 
poems of ancient literature. The criti
cisms of Ingersoll, Paine or Hume and 
their schools are amusing as jokes, but 
utterly unjust and betray childish ig
norance of the faiths of the ancient 
world.

In the light of comparative myths, 
the eflforts of theologians to gloss the 
story are more amusing than the satire 
of the unbeliever. When naturalists 
discovered that the throat of a whale 
was too small to allow the passage of a 
man, the whale became a dog-fish, a 
strange composite monster, or the,dis
putant fell back on the all-powerful 
mystery of godliness.

Put away the idea of divine inspira
tion and infallibility, and read in con
nection with similar stories of other 
races and peoples, the account is under
standable, and has wonderful sig
nificance. It does not stand alone. It is 
not the original narrative, but the

On Sunday night, March 4, the control 
of Mrs. Richmond delivered a sublime 
and very interesting address on the 
theme: “Was Abraham Lincoln a 
Spiritualist? by One Who Knows,” be
fore the First Society of Spiritualists in 
Washington City, D. C. In the in
troductory remarks it was said that 
while Mr. Lincoln did not control the

Hebrew poet „.gleaned, it from older-.- . ■■
tales, common iaSte’Fast, which con> would be said came so directly 

. . jsks. .^^0 piegsfgg'ivom him, that it would be said with
?as written of byiiis 'full concurrence and authority.

known ages. ’
The alternation of "day and night, the 

swallowing of day, the sun, by night, and 
casting it forth at morning, awoke the 
attention and amazement of primitive 
childish man. Night, the darkness, was 
fancied a monster, that received into its 
maw the setting sun, to hold him there 
until the dawn. The astronomical ex
planation became a divine myth, and 
degenerated into an historical and 
heroic narrative. This degeneration is 
observable throughout the realm of 
mythology. Let us compare this “mi
raculous story” of Jonah with the more 
ancient tales of other races. The sacred 
books of the Hindus record how Saktideva 
Bhatia was swallowed by a great fish, 
and came out unharmed. '

“There was once a king’s daughter 
who would marry no one but the man who 
had seen the Golden City, of legendary 
fame, and Saktideva was in love with her; 
so he went traveling around the world, 
seeking someone who could tell him 
where this city was. In the course of his 
journey he embarked on board a ship 
bound for the Island of Utathala, where 
lived the King of the Fisherman, who, 
Saktideva hoped, would set him on his 
way. On the way there arose a great 
storm, the ship went to pieces and a 
great fish swallowed Saktideva whole. 
Then driven by the force of fate the fish 
went to the Island of Utsthala and there 
the King of the Fisherman caught-it,and 
the king wondering at its size had it cut 
open and Saktideva came out unhurt.” 
The Greek story is changed to accord 
with the tastes of that esthetic people.

Arion was a musiciari, who traveled in 
Sicily, and accumulating wealth, set sail 
for Corinth. The sailors plotted to kill 
him for his money, but.he jumped into 
the sea,-and a great dolphin came by, 
and, mounted on its back, he was borne 
safely to the shores of Corinth.

Jemshid, in the-Persian legend, was

swallowed by a sea monster and after 
three days was cast on shore.

In the going of Jonah to Ninevah, 
there is the addition of the myth of civ
ilization. The introduction of knowl
edge Is invariably personified and 
the early teacher connected with the 
light of the sun. . .
. At his first avatar, or coming, Vishnu, 
of India, is represented in the form of a 
fish, and the Chaldean Dagon and 
Cannes are represented as half-fish and 
half-men; transferred into the Zodiac as 
the sign Pisces, or the fishes. Dagon 
was at times represented as a man 
emerging from a fish’s mouth. He was 
worshipped by the Philistines, and in 
Babylon Odakon, half-fish, half-man, 
was worshipped as a benefactor of 
mankind, having arisen out of the Red 
Sea.

The narrowness, of the Hebrew mind, 
in referring events to Jehovah is seen in 
the manner the story of a benefactor is 
degraded to that of a denouncing 
prophet. The beauty of the myth that 
they came from the sun, from a fish’s 
mouth, and out of the sea, as bene
factors and teachers of mankind, is lost.

The wonder of myths is that they 
never die. They change form from age 
to age until scarcely recognizable,yet pa
tient research and comparison will trace 
them to their remote origins. Thus, 
who would recognize in the folk-lore 
tale of Red Riding-Hood and the wolf 
another form of Jonah and the whale? 
The beginning of Red Riding-Hood is 
in the Vedas, where it is said the .red 
sun is swallowed by the dark earth or 
night. The story changed form in the 
Scandinavian mythology, for the Norse 
were better acquainted with wild beasts 
than huge fishes. The wolf is the em
blem of the destroying power, and it is 
the great black wolf that swallows the

A Devout Presbyterian end a 
Silver-Tónguéd Orator 

Their Father.
the pld Fellow Euined 
Madeline Pollard.

The little maid with the shining red 
cloak is the emblem of the sun, and in 
the original, which has been changed 
and mutilated in the English version, 
after being swallowed by the great 
black wolf, and the latter sleeps, the 
hunters cut through his shaggy coat 
and she comes forth unharmed, as the 
dawn steps forth-from the maw of night.

Mermaids are.a survival of the myth 
of the” half-fish, half-mati,’ sun-god; of 
Jonah and Red Riding-Hood. They are 
not tolerated in this age of accurate ob
servation, and have been relegated from 
the realm of natural history, where a 
century ago they held uncertain place, 
to that of the imagination. Yet tnatis 
not their true place, for in the light of 
comparative myths they have a sig
nificance coincideht with the light of 
civilization, and accepting evolution, 
that the child passes through in its de
velopment, the course pursued by the 
race, we have an explanation of the 
never-ceasing interest 'the nursery 
rhyme and folk-lore, the remnants 
of myths, have for the child, who 
is in a similar mental state as that 
of mankind when this lore and these 
myths were living faiths.

He Had No.«Fear;- of God, Jesus

OTHER’ EXAN^LES .-OF corruption-. 
THE CHRISÏWjf CLERGY—ST. STAN

ISLAS CATgQLIO CHURCH—EVIDENCE 
OF OORRUPTIpN ON ALL SIDES.

To thé Editée:—Col. C. P. Breckin
ridge, a promment Kentuckian and a 
member of Congress, is defendant in a 
suit on trial in (Washington, D. C., at 
this time (March 16). The plaintiff is 
Miss Madeline rofiard, whom it is al
leged he seduced under a promise of 
marriage, when she was going to school 
in Cincinnati, about 10 or 12 years ago. 
The colonel, it is said, was enrolled as a 
member of the Presbyterian- church, 
and the .plaintiff, during her. amours 
with the colonel, has given birth to two 
children, who are charged up: to that 
dignitary. Miss Pollard, who was only 
17 years old when she first met her se
ducer, testified that the colonel had 
“taken her with him on several occa
sions when he went out of the city to 
address religious bodies.” The testi
mony of reliable witnesses is that he 
promised to marry the girl in their 
presence, repeatedly; he being at that 
time a married man. The marriage was 
to take place after his second wife 
should die. There is considerable 
moral turpitude on the part of this wolf 
In sheep’s clothing., He was indeed “a 
ijvolf in clothing of the lamb, that stole 
into the fold of God, and on the blood of 
souls; that he did sell to death, grew 
fat.” . . . “Revenge, pride, tyr- 
rany and lust of wealth and power inor
dinate, and J.ewduew, unashamed, were 
Woj-ds Well lettered in his ¡Sabbath 
creed.”

And yet I have seen no newspaper 
that has taken this religious hypocrite 
to task for his crimes and misdemeanors 
againstsociety and the State. The re
ligious press is as “quiet as a mice,” 
wnile this culprit goes unabashed, per
haps,-to CongreBS again. Such is our 
“Christian civilization,” forsooth!

Bdt there are other derelictions 
among the so-called Christian clergy: 
On the 16th inst.,,the sheriff of Jeffer
son County, Wisconsin, arrived at Ra
cine with a warrant for the arrest of 
Rev. B. P. Hepp, charged with adul
tery; but such things are so common 
among the clergy that they no longer 
surprise us. In fact, we hear of very 
few of them getting their coats torn in 
trying to get away from the women.

It seems they have in Cleveland,Ohio, 
a St. Stanislas Catholic Church, and one 
of the members wrote a letter recently 
to Mgr. Satolli and told him of a pur
pose to call. In his reply he said that 
they had.better save time and money, as 
he would abide by the decision of 
Bishop Horstman. In response some of 
the anti-Rosinski people wrote the pa
pal ablegate a letter, m which they say: 
“We are’through with you, and youhad 
better leave the United States and save 
to the Catholics of the country a heavy 
expense for your support, if your au
thority is not over that of a diocese 
bishop.” There are other people out
side the church who could have well 
dispensed with -this “ablegate” some 
time ago. From our standpoint he is 
n. g. .

At the Woodland M. E. Church, in 
Cleveland, all was not harmony on or 
about the 20th ult. It seems there are 
two factions, one of the Epworth League 
and the otner a prohibition faction. 
When an evening meeting was an
nounced by the prohibitionists, the 
president of the League shouted in an 
angry voice: “No one man can run this 
church. No man can boss me.” At 
this remark Rev. Frank Heighway (a 
suggestivfr name) jumped down from a 
chair and seized President Weaver 
around the neck in anything but a lov
ing manner, and then a general row 
was the result, and “the church was in 
an uproar.” Some brother then pro- 
Îiosèd a’session of prayer, and- all wis 
ovèly again. How delightful for breth

ren to dwell together in harmony. 
Thèse sanctimonious people, however, 
can always find time to ridicule the 
Spiritualists, and call them shams.

About that time, February 22nd,. it 
was’ shown ¡at Wichita, Kansas, that 
Rev. J.'D. Woods, the president of the 
Law and Order League, a pretentious 
organization, had been helping himself 
to the league’s funds for alleged services 
withodt authority;and had sold “Spotter 
Jackson” àn old overcoat belonging to 
his (Woods’) brother-in-law. ‘Tf any 
man take thy coat, give him thy cloak 
also.” That’s good scripture teaching. 
I commend it to these pious people.

Theodore Roosevelt.says: “No for
eigner has any business to bring into 
American politics the questions of Eu
ropean politics or the religious race ri
valries of Europe. If the foreign-born 
citizen acts as an American, it is an out
rage to discriminate against him be
cause of his birthplace or creed." Yes, 
but suppose he comes oyer here and at
tempts to introduce his Catholic dogmas 
into our public schools, as they are do
ing daily; then what has Mr. R. -to say?
•Rev. Dr. J. N. Darlington, of Christ 

Episcopal church, Bedford avenue, New 
York City, says: “There are some per- 
boub who insist on taking good-Bized 

of the society, who does not exercise 
her mediumistic gifts in public, but in 
the family circle, among her friends and 
acquaintances.

This is what she saw: The tall, 
majestic form of Mr. Lincoln appeared 
behind the medium and to the left of 
her; towering above her. As the lec
turer proceeded he placed his hand 
gently and approvingly on her left 
shoulder. If this had been all that ap-' 
peared, carping critics might claim that 
what she saw was the result of imagina
tion and expectancy induced by the sub
ject of the lecture and the well-known 
figure of Mr. Lincoln existing in the 
memory of the clairvoyant. But there, 
appeared another person to the rear and 
left of Mr. Lincoln, with his face turned 
sufficiently towards the right to show 
plainly the side of his neck. This per
son in life had neter been seen by the 
.clairvoyant, nor had she ever seen, a 
picture of him. She described him as 
barely reaching with the; top of his 
■head . the level of Mr. Lincoln’s 
shoulders, and as having a peculiarly 
shaped nose. She also spoke of the cut 
of his hair and the style of wearing it, 
and dwelt particularly on a peculiar 
wrinkle which appeared on the side 
of his neck, and said that she got the 
impression that it was Secretary Seward. 
No one who ever saw Secretary. Seward 
in life or a good picture of him could 
fail to recognize his identity from the 
description. The peculiar wrinkle 
which the spirit took so milch pains to 
bring clearly into view was the ghastly 
scar left from the wound inflicted by 
the knife of the merciless assassin.

The superior intelligence , and well- 
known power of. the spirits controlling 
Mrs. Richmond are so extensively recog
nized that their assertions do not need 
any corroborations. But when unex
pected and disinterested evidence comes

Continued on 8th. page.

drinks, when the communion wine is 
handed them.” Well, considering that 
old Noah, and many other Bible—bibu
lous—saints, used wine without stint, 
and that, a noted individual manufac
tured wine at’ a wedding-feast, I don't 
think Brother D. ought to be too hard 
on his parishioners. The writer qf these 
paragraphs has seen clergymen in Eng
land sipping their wine just before en
tering the pulpit to preach, in the ves
try room, adjoining the auditorium. 
Fact.

The Presbytery of Des Moines, Iowa, 
which inet in February, deposed Rev. 
Geo. W.- Baxter, he having been con
victed of immoral conduct a year ago. 
Now the church has split in two, and 
many members have left and joined the 
Congregational church.

Rev. Talmage, who had made up his 
mind to leave the Brooklyn Tabernacle, 
has reconsidered the matter and will 
hold on to the salary, having endured 
much “agony of spirit" at the “thought 
of parting from his debt-laden flock." 
He says: “By the blessing of God I will 
remain your pastor." Notwithstanding 
the “financial entanglements and disas
ters.” Amen!

A bill has been considered in the 
Ohio Legislature which provides for 
the taxation of church property and 
parochial school buildings. As this is 
an eminently just measure, and one that 
ought to have been enacted long ago, it 
is not probable that the present dila
tory legislature will pass it. Nous ver
rons. We are not noted for reforms in 
Ohio.

It was discovered several weeks since 
that there was a shortage of 821,000 in 
the accounts of John W. Wood, treas
urer of the Brooklyn Tabernacle. 
“Gross carelessness” is the easy way his 
conduct is described. The entire debt 
of the church is placed at $200,000. 
Many poor people will have to con
tribute now to make up the deficit 
caused by this dishonest “Christian” 
cashier; and yet Grover Cleveland still 
insists upon it that we are a Christian 
people, and should obey the mandates of 
the Christian church. ;

The Ohio. Legislature signalized it
self last week by defeating a bill to al
low- ttomen to vote for members, of 
school-boards. To-their -shame we re
cord it. .

Rev. Dr. Sprecher, of Cleveland, an 
orthodox clergyman of note, who has 
been restive for some time past, and 
chafing in the Christian harness, has 
been giving a sermon upon “The Revi
val of Scientific Belief that Death Does 
Not End All.” He goes on to relate 
certain (to him) wonderful experiences 
of his own, and exclaims: “It is no 
wonder that such facts have called a 
halt on the materialists. So with many 
other psychical phenomena which we 
have been considering in these lectures.” 
That’s right, doctor, go on and experi
ment with the phenomena, and consider 
them carefully, and you will arrive at 
the truth after awhile, something that 
we Spiritualists have been in possession 
of and have been promulgating for, lol 
these 46 years past. After laboring 
through an ocean of words, in which 
Tyndall, Huxley, Spencer, Darwin, 
Fiske, Bain, Buechner, Vogt, Moles
chott and Haeckel are paraded, he ad
mits that the recent investigations of ( 
the Society for .Psychical Research 
have brought to light faculties and pow
ers of the soul, which have done more, 
perhaps, than anything in late years to 
prove that the soul is only an inhabitant 
of the body and not a product of the 
body. We are glad to note that these 
gentlemen of the cloth, who have pro
tested so long against a truth (patent 
for 46 years past to millions of the in
habitants of earth), have finally awoke 
from their Rip Van Winkle sleep, and 

soul; because:
“’Tis heaven itself that points out a 

hereafter,
And intimates eternity to man.”

By the way, it just occurs to me that 
President Cleveland started on Sunday 
two or three weeks' ago today, on a 
duck-hunting expedition down the Po
tomac riygn^ along with s few select 
friends, /’’’L 4 government conveyance. 
It seems the good president has 
forgotten that less than a year ago, in a 
Christian convocation, he had lectured 
his auditors and the world on the pro
priety of .observing “the mandates of 
the Christian church.” Now we find 
him - violating the commandment to 
“keep the Sabbath day holy.”

Among, the distinguished Christian 
clergymen who have testified to the 
truths of Spiritualism, it will astonish 
some superficial people to be cited to 
that profound theologian, Alexander 
Campbell, founder of the Strong and 
popular sect known as “Disciples.” In 
1853, in one of his public utterances, he 
testified as fqllows: “I am forced to Ac
knowledge my belief that spirits do 
really communicate, with us, for the 
reason that the manifestations, and the 
intelligence that cannot be separated 
from them, can be traced to no other 
source. They are not produced by the 
mediums, or by any person present, as 
they themselves abundantly testify,” 
These utterances were given 40 years 
ago. I have heard Alexander Camp
bell preach, and always believed him to 
be a pure, truthful, good man—a man 
altogether different from the Taimages 
of the présent day, who are trying to 
mislead the world. I could give your 
readers much more from the same 
source to substantiate the great truths 
of modern Spiritualism; but I must hot 
trespass on your space. '

C. H. Mathews.
New Philadelphia, O.

Showing Whence Church 
Doctrines Were Derived.

show us the father, and it sufficeth us." 
—John xiv., 8.

"Jesus answered: Have I been so 
long with you, and yet thou hast not 
known me, Philip? He that hath seen 
me hath seen the Father, and why say- 
est thou, then, shew us the Father? I 
am in the Father, the Father dwelleth 
in me,” etc. A little further on, in the 
same chapter, he declares that he is 
going to ascend to his Father, who is 
greater than he, and earnestly prays to

When the Jews were about to stone 
him for blasphemy in trying to make 
himself a god, he said: “Ye are fools.”— 
John X., 34. ■ '

When he spoke of his approaching 
departure the people said: "We have 
heard out of the law that Christ abideth 
forever; who is the son of man?”

His inexplicable reply was: “Yet a 
little while is the light with you. Walk 
while you have the light, lest darkness 
come upon you.”

At another time he surprised his dis
ciples by saying: “Your father Abra
ham rejoiced to see my day.” They said: 
“Thou art not yet fifty years old, and 
hast seen Abraham?” “Before Abra
ham was, I am,” was his unintelligible 
reply. No wonder they stoned him out 
of the temple.

In one place he pronounces a blessing 
on the «peacemaker, and, with strange 
inconsistency, at another time declares 
that his mission is not to bring peace, 
but a sword. The records of history 
have subsequently proved that prophecy 
true. Yet he said many true things in 
his allegorical discourses; many things 
that had been said before by pagan 
philosophers, yet they were new to the 
Jews. The doctrine of immortality was 
a revelation to most of the Jews, so they 
called Jesus the “prince of life.” He 
indeed brought “life and immortality 
to light” to that nation, but it had been 
taught for centuries before Jesus was 
born, by Zoroaster, Pythagoras, Socra
tes, Confucius, Plato, and other great 
and equally inspired men.

Paul taught a mixture of Platonism, 
Christianity and Spiritualism. In hip ’ 
address to the Athenians he said: 
“God is not far off. In him We live and 
move. We are his offspring, as certain 
oflyxzurpoets have said.” He probably 
referred to the following paraphrase, 
written by Aratus Tarsus 370 B. C., of a 
lost poem by the Greek Exodus: 
“With Jove we must begin, nor from 

him rove,
Him always praise, for all is full of Jove, 
Jove’s presence fills all space, upholds 

this ball,
All need his aid; his power sustains us 

all;
For we his offspring are, and he in love 
Points out to man his labors from 

above.” Louisa Reed.
Hutchinson, Kansas.

The do<§®6t the Trinity reads sub- ] 
8tantiallj^^®Upws: :

“Thereh§4hTee that bear record in 
heaven, tne'iFather, Son and Holy j 
Ghost, and these three are one.” •

The mystery of the Trinity is one of , 
the many superstitions borrowed from 
paganism! The Greek word Trias is । 
found in the Platonic philosophy to : 
mean a Trinity. Plato conceived the 
divine nature to consist of three distinct : 
essences or hypostases. The first a : 
self-existent essence; the second, mind, । 
which he sometimes termed intelligence । 
or logos, the divine word; the third the 
soul of the world. The soul, which pro- , 
ceeds from God, he thought to contain : 
a part of the divinity. He taught, as 
did-Jesus and Paul centuries after, that 
man contains within himself a part of ' 
God, who existed from all eternity, and 
is incapable of extinction.

The trinity of the Hindoos, repre
sented in the Vedam, is a supreme 
being, manifested in three beings, 
Brahm, Vishnu and Siva.

Philosophy has had a trinity, duality 
or unity since the beginning of au
thentic history.

The doctrine of the Christian trinity 
was settled by the authority of councils 
in the fourth century. The bishops who 
favored the unity were called Arians, 
from Arius, Presbyter of Alexandria, 
who vindicated that doctrine. Those 
who favored the equality of the Son 
with the Father were represented by 
Athanasius. 'The personality of the 
Holy Ghost wps not suggested in council' 
.for mo.re than sixty years after .he con
troversy beaan as to the equality of the 
Son with the. Father.

At various councils held at Tyre, 
Bythnia, Sardic, Jerusalem, Antioch 
and other places, the opinions of Arius 
were pronounced orthodox. Other 
councils, held at Alexandria, Rome and 
Nice condemned him as guilty of 
heresy.

The eastern bishops wrote addresses 
to all the bishops in the world charging 
Athanasius with great crimes.

During the fourth century nineteen 
councils declared in favor of Arius, and z 
nineteen in favor of Athanasius. The' 
doctrine of the Trinity was adopted by 
the council of Constantinople, 381, but 
did not become the universally-accepted 
faith of the church until the beginning 
of the fifth century, and then it was 
forced into acceptance by the most san
guinary persecution.

The pagans incorporated into the new 
religion many foolish customs and cere
monials. The celebrated Saint Au
gustine said he was in the dark about 
this mystery of the Trinity till he found 
the. doctrine concerning the word in 
some Platonic Latin translation.

In the early centuries there were sev
enty sects of Christians, each trying to 
reconcile the opinions of some of the 
schools of pagan philosophy with the 
doctrine of Christianity.

Constantine worshiped Apollo, god of 
the sun, forty years before ne became a 
Christian.
\Justin Martyr was a Platonist before 

he\was a Christian.
The Christian Gnostics believed 

Zoroaster an equal personage with Jesus 
Christ.

Theodosius, who put a final period to 
Polytheism in the Roman empire, in a 
full meeting solemnly proposed the 
question whether the worship of Jesus 
Christ or Jupiter should be the religion 
of the Romans.

The custom of deifying heroes and the 
belief that great men sprang directly 
from God is as old as history.

Romulus, the founder of Rome, was 
supposed to have descended from 
heaven, and was deified by the title of 
Quirinus. He disappeared miraculously.

Pericles was given the surname of 
Olympius.

Alexander the Great was called the 
son of Jupiter.

, The father of Fabius Maximus, ac
cording to some authors, was the son of 
Hercules by a nyfnph.

Cæsar was thought to be a descendant 
of Venus. . ’

Buddha and Zoroaster had miraculous 
births and did miracles.

It is recorded that the gods the 
pagans. worshiped often appeared in 
battles, Castor and Pollux, the eques
trian gods of Rome, hre said to have ap
peared Ott foaming war steeds and 
fdtfght against Tarquin. So the pagan 
gOds were no less propitious than thee 
gdd of Motes and Christendom.

. It is impossible for us to understand 
from the records of the New Testament 
what Jesuh taught. His teachings and 
sayings ptizzledthe Jews, and still are 
puzzling Christendom. Like Heraclitus, 
“the-dark ..philosopher,” he seems to 
hâve been purposely gloomy and ob- 
Bètiro in his teachings, Socrates said, 
Upon receiving Heraclitus’ treatise on, 
Nature, that all that-he could under
stand of it seemed good,.and that which 
surpassed his understanding, he pre
sumed might be so likewise.’ This is 
evidently what the Jé.ws. thought of the 
doctrines taught by Jesus.

Upon one occasion Philip said: "Lord,

To the Editor:—I wish to give 
some facts now causing much comment 
in this community. George D. Search, 
whom you evidently know to be a good 
medium, is filling an engagement in 
this city for a few weeks. His seances 
are well patronized and the phenomena 
are interesting.. I have attended some 
of his circles and found them highly 
satisfactory. The departed exhibij 
many phases of phenomena, and giip- 
their names in full, also give message.

B. C. Evans, a prominent citizen herl^ 
was murdered some years ago, but last 
week’, in a seance given by Mr. Search, 
where nearly twenty persons were 
present, Spirit Evans came and said: 
“Tell A. B. Smith I want to see him 
immediately.” Someoftho friendssaid: 
“Smith would not attend here to receive 
the message.” Evans then said: “Well, 
he will know it all very soon.”

At 8 o’clock the next morning a 
carriage was ordered to take Mr. Search 
and Mrs. Byrne—at whose house the 
circle was held, and she having heard 
the warning—to see Mr. Smith. One 
hour later the carriage was passing his 
Œ’ te office, near Merchants’ National

, of which he was the cashier. An 
officer and a rush of people to his door 
caused Mr. Search, then in the carriage 
going to get Mrs. Byrne, to inquire the 
trouble: and he was told that R. M. 
Page, the president of the bank, had 
just shot A. B. Smith, the cashier. He 
died instantly, as four shots entered his 
brain and body.

Reliable citizens having heard the 
warning the night before from Evans, 
who, when mortal, was intimate with 
Smith, caused it to gain publicity until a 
reporter visited some of them and wrote 
up the facts. As the principals to this 
tragedy were prominent, the reported 
warning caused much comment.

A minister near here receiving word 
of thé affair, remarked to his wife: 
“AJfred Smith is murdered,”—and he 
never spoke again, but fell to the floor 
dead.

Maud Lord-Drake did a good work 
here recently, and now this prophecy 
and tragedy are causing public attention 
to things Immortal.

, Rev. S. J. Brownson is president of 
the Progressive Spiritual Society here 
and we are all working in harmony for 
the building lip of advanced thought. 
To-night I am. to open my. class in the 
Science of Life, and>about fifty are to 
take the course, amongL.them .are new 
inquirers and church mewbeæ who will 
be led into the spiritual laws, of life and 
truth, and brought fully, out. of the ig
norance and death of theology, a Onward 
forever. -,.... '
• A.' J. Swarts, Ph. D. '

Fort Worth, Texas;
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«Oak-tree;— - ■ . -
■ + In the fourteenth of the British Triads 
is a description of the erecting of the stone of 
Ketti (a cromlech). It is called one of the

The Malden Listens to Song of 
* Prophet-Bard.

(“The Night the Light Went Out” was a most 
remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of this city. 
We commenced in no. 225 the publication of Its 
companion piece, the scenes being laid in Eng
land. It is by Hammond Hills, of tho Agnostic 
Journal, London. We are sure it will prove of 
great interest to our numerous readers. All new 
yearly or trial subscribers wilLgot- “The Night 
the Light Went Out” free.] J- ■ «...

It was a twice-told story to relate how, upon 
that evening in Kirton Hfel,CyVrangon revest
ed to his faith, hie people'S wfongB, and ms 
own banishment; narrated how he had trav
eled from end to end of Britain’s shores, and, 
sheltered by the towering dwryg,*had sung to 
the strains of the British harp and Triad of 

- Maen Ketti;t wandering ever hither and thith
er, an exile in his native land.

Sufficient were it to record that, at the re
quest of the host, he tuned the quaint harp of 
his fathers, and for the first time since he had 
entered Kirton Manor, Cyvrangon, the Pro
phet-bard, touched the trembling strings, 
which responded in cadence soft and sweet; 
then he raised his voice and sang, in spirit
stirring strains, the lay designed to please the 
ears of the noble listeners, but which contained 
a hidden meaning for the heart of Isabel—a 
meaning known only to the minstrel and her
self.

Though the cloister over. the lady spreads its 
dark and shadowy wing. ,

Yet heaven Will bind them, true heart to 
. ‘ 'heart, . ... ,. .. '

The knight and the lady, no more to part
The lady sinks on the convent floor, o’erpow- 

ered by a strange, cold fear;
The chill of the grave is round her cast, the 

presence of death seems near;
Yet still on him her thoughts are fixed, on 

whom she vainlyoalls, >
As vainly now-amiithe gloom.. as erst in her 

castle haUft!-"'^ bo.- l '■ i
, “Oh! comertonne/Roland, as here I wait;

Be you'llvln^aPdead, I'would know your
■ fate ¡A' ? eh olH '■ ■" ■ • : <■: •

• At . ' ■ . .

The morning dawns, the sun’s soft beam man
tles the convent grey,

The ,beacon fewer,. the cloistered cell, the 
chapel where they lay,

The onoe brave knight and the lady fair, in the 
robe of her order clad,

The veil, enshrouding her lovely form, fit end
ing to life so sad. ’ .

With her lover her spirit hath winged its 
flight, ,

At last reunited in death and,night!

THE KNIGHT AND THE LADY.
A knight and a lady hold converse sweet in 

the shade of the myrtle grove:
The lady lists as her cavalier breathes the 

sweet, sweet tale of love;
And their troth is plighted beneath the rays of 

the glowing queen of night, '?
And the lady pledges her faith to hint who 

must leave ere the dawn of light.' .
“Ohl have a care, lady; Oh, knight have 

a care!
Of fraud and of ambush beware: beware!”

The lady sits in her lonely bower, while the 
perfume-laden air

Fans her soft cheek; and the sunbeams play in 
her wealth of golden hair;

Her thoughts are beyond the ocean wide, with 
her cavalier so gay;

She lists for the tramp of the charger bold, her 
knight-errant’s gallant grey.

•‘Ah, lady! in vain you listen and wait;
The daylight is fading, the hour grows 

late. ”
The lady walks by the castle moat, with silent 

step and slow;
Naught is heard save the screech of the dis

tant owl and the wail of the waters low;
She pauses a moment, she fancies she hears his 

footstep, his voice again;
It is but an echo borne on the breeze; she waits 

for her lover in vain.
“Haste, lady! forsake the bank’s glitter

ing sheen;
The water is dreary, the night air keen!”

-Jie lady reclines on a silken couch within her 
eneestnl hall,

Nursing her sorrow in dreary state, while the 
heavy raindrops fall;

Night closes around. “Sleep, lady, sleep; re
tire, for the hour is late. ”

She heeds not the warning! she recks not the 
gloom; still, still doth she listen and wait 

“Sweet lady, you wait, and you listen in 
vain;

Alone in the darkness no longer remain.”
The lady leans from her casement wide; she 

fixes her longing eyes
Beyond the gloomy forest’s bounds, where the 

mountains dimly rise;
She strains her ear for the welcome sound of 

human footsteps near;
“Alas, he comes not!” then she moans, nor 

checks the falling tear.
*'Sweet lady, thy lattice till morning’s 

light close,
Rest safe on thy pillow and calmly re

: pose!”
The lady crouches in cloistered shade within 

the convent walls—
Renounced are all her fair domains, her cas

tles and her halls;
Yet, oh! how oft the sad recluse will think on 

happier days
Of him who now, for evermore, hath vanished 

from her gaze.
“Oh! list, lady, list to the convent bell, 
Forget the world in thy grated cell. ”

e knight hath escaped from aforeign shore,
where his soul hath languished long

In a prison lone; but the tyrant soon shall an
' swer to heaven the wrong, .
The years of hate, and the brave young hearts 

he severed in life’s bright spring, < - ' ~

It would be difficult to describe the varied 
sentiments with which the family of De Clere 
listened to the minstrel’s lay—a lay too weird, 
the sisters thought, to be the song of mortal. 
The silence which followed it was, however, 
broken by the Lord of Kirton, who feared lest 
the Druid should gain too great an ascendancy 
over the minds of his daughters, untutored as 
they wefe in the world's vanities and the 
world’s wiles.

“Methinks,” said he, “thy song is such, 
Cyvrangon, as possédées, as well as 'for the 
British ear, a charm for Norman and for 
Saxon," .

“finch songs,” returned the Bard, “per
force have served the Briton Since he became 
an outlaw; by tyrant foe deprived of independ, 
ence, save only the independence heavén be
stowed, and which tyrant could neither conquer 
nor subdue; the freedom which is the right of 
all: freedom to roam at will Thau’s sunny land; 
to proclaim on strangers’ shores the invader's 
tyranny; to strike the harp and sing the wild 
song of vengeance.”

De Clere, smiling at the enthusiasm of the 
strange being who had become an inmate of 
the Manor, and in whom he began to feel a 
deep interest, deeming his mind had become 
shaken by suffering and wrong, wisely for
bore remark.

That night, when the family at Kirton re
tired to rest, the Druid saluted Isabel as she 
passed Him with thé words:

“Farewell! my mission at Kirton Manor is 
at an end; but, maiden, we shall meet again!”

And the maiden pondered on his words, but 
failed to understand their meaning.

And the inmates of Kirton were wrapt in 
slumber. . s

And when the rising sun once more ushered 
in the roseate dawn, Cyvrangon the Faid had 
disappeared. In what direction he had gone 
none knew. Wherefore he had left thus se
cretly could not be ascertained; but, from that 
hour, Cyvrangon the Bard, Cyvrangon the 
Druid, Cyvrangon the Prophet and Magician, 
was no more seen within the halls of Kirton 
Manor,

She feels that in this same beauty lurketh 
powpr^power to rule the heart of man, and 
bend him to her will. Ah! now, indeed, she 
tastes the honeyed cup of which her sister 
warned her; drains the sweet draught “Wj. 
pleasure's fountain, all unmindful of its basé' 
alloy; arid, though her innocence revolts at the. 
pernicious manners of the courtiers, yet the 
court allures her with its golden bait; and she 
who had been reared from infancy beneath a 
watchful mother’s eye is cast upon the fickle 
tide of life in barque too frail for unskilled 
hands to guide. - >

Among the many who cast admiring glances 
on the maiden was a noble youth, whose heart 
had as yet resisted all efforts on the part of the 
faded beauties of a corrupt court to make it 
.captive; but when Roland de Brabançon first 
gazed upon the Kentish flower that. had been 
transplanted from its sunny garden to an at
mosphere in which beauty and innocence could 
scarcely flourish long, the passion of his life 
was kindled, the spark of . love that had so 
long lain dormant resolved itself into a flame, 
which blazed high within his breast, never in 
life to be extinguished more.

Right speedily the cavalier found opportun
ity to make known his love tolsabel; and soon 
they daily met, this youth and maiden, as lov
ers meet, only, fe find each stoleh interView 
more precious than the last; only to concen
trate .al! sentiments, past, present, and future, 
into the sovereign elements of love and hope. 
Love and hope! Twin joys which ever co-ex
ist; for is not one the herald of the other!

Not longj had Isabel dwelt at her mofi- 
arch’s oourjierb herdream of happiness begartj1 
and aH thiugS'near her wore a roseate hife'-i; 
the tint .^¿st ' iQve hath power to inipait'td 
even th&honiejïëBt object. Not long Was it
éré Isabel>.dé'Clere felt how sweet may be thé 
lot of maiden who loves and is beloved again.

But the Kentish maid was very fair to see, 
and full soon was she to learn that in beauty 
lurketh danger as well as power. Already had 
the dissolute monarch been attracted by her 
charms; while scarce her father's presence 
could afford protection against the advances Of 
a king at once so powerful and so unscrupu
lous. ... •

Secret as had been the lovers’ meetings, in
telligence of their affection had been conveyed- 
to John, who speedily decided upon parting 
these-two young hearts which already beat in
unikoh. To effect this, the crafty monarch 
devised a plan that would necessitate De Bra-' 
bancon’a leaving England on a mission of 
state. Until this scheme could be. accom
plished, and the lovers thus effectually parted, 
he enjoined Geoffrey de Clere to forbid their 
intercourse, at the same time expressing his 
disapproval of any future union taking place.

And so not only a monarch’s will, but a 
father's command, must not be outraged,, 
would Roland de. Brabançon and Isabel de 
Clere prove true to each other; and already thé 
maiden realize? how bitter is the draught that 
tempted tier with sweets.

chapter VII, •

* Windleshore.
In order to follow the fortunes of the young

er daughter of the house of Kirton, it will be 
necessary to shift the scene awhile to Windle
shore—now called Windsor—Castle, whither 
King John had repaired after the siege of Ro
chelle; at the time when, his contest with 
Philip at an end, this turbulent monarch was 
about to involve himself In a dispute with Pope 
Innocent regarding the supremacy of the regal 
dignity, which the Pope had declared should be 
subservient to ecclesiastical power/and which 
he was prepared to maintain against the mon
arch and the State. Amid such impending 
strife, Which was destined to end with John’s 
abasement before the Pope’s Legate, we see 
the Lord of Kirton' and his daughter. How 
different must Isabel find the court from her 
peaceful Kentish home, where never a harsh 
or angry word was uttered, and where naught 
occurred to rufflfe thé serenity of life.

Not the least attractive is the - Lady Isabel 
of all the glittering train of dames and maid
ens who are in attendance upon the Queen
mother In that Babel where political intrigue 
reigns paramount; where change ever follows 
on the heels of change; where superficial ob
servance mocks the bond of unity; where the 
exCitement of yesterday is the disappointment- 
of today; where,hollow smiles but mask the 
heart’s deceit; where - envy, . hatred, malice 
dwell, with all their power to warp the better 
impulses of human nature. : ;
• And now arises in.; the maidqp’s breast the 
first exulting joy at knowing she is beautiful.

mente' converge with leabel, he endeavored to 
win her consent to a meeting at twilight's hour 
within the Myrtle Grove; resolved to use every 
argument love could devlep to induce her to 
plight het troth to him; ejft^ejpng the aid of 
thegreat Churchman, Huh^t.Fltz-Walter,' who 
was at the time in London,-and against whose 
will even the King of ¿England dared not 
rebel,

Isabel, tearing her father’s displeasure, of
fered at first a firm resistance to De Braban- 
con’s prayers; but alas! for the resistance which 
is weighed in the scale against love. As well 
might she take the icicle within her palm, and 
seek to preserve its glistening beauty by' plac
ing it beneath the torch’s flame; the arguments 
of love prevailed, and the impetuous youth 
succeeded in extracting from Isabel a promise 
that she would meet him once, only onoe, at 
the appointed spot.

And so Isabel de Clere, for the first time in 
her young life's history, broke a sacred prom
ise given to her father; acted her first part in 
the great drama of the world’s deceit.

- (to be continued.) .

To the Spiritualists, and Other 
Friends of E. V. Wilson, Through

out the United States.

RATHER SKEPTICAL.
A.Very Good Thing to Be Some 

1 time.

’ To the Editor:—In view of the many peo- 
pie-that are pretending to be materializing 
mediums, and are nothing but sleight-of-hand 
performers, I think that something should be 
done to show who are the genuine and who are 
•not; I enclose the drawing of a plan that will 
-prevent fraud in any possible manner, and yet 
be' absolutely no hindrance to a genuine me
dium. Every materializing medium adopting 
this plan would show on the face of the seance 
that everything was as represented, while 
sleight-of-hand people would be out in the 
cold; while, as it is now, people in general can

Sisters aud brothers in every walk of yfe, 
wherever this article may find you:

With the permission of those most interested 
I make this appeal,

There is now living in the city of Chicago, 
Ill., that noble and true woman, Mrs. Mary E, 
Wilson, widow of that grand and most effi
cient worker for the cause of Spiritualism, E. 
V. Wijson.

Mrs. Wilson is in very straitened circum
stances at this time. Her daughter, who has 
been working in a store to maintain her mother 
and herself, has been out of employment nearly 
alt winter, and has walked up and down the 
streets of that great city day after day, seeking 
employment, but with no success. During 
all this time they have been getting behind on 
their rent, and for other necessaries of life, 
being sometimes entirely out of coal, as well 
as provisions. In fact, the wolf has placed 
his huge paws on their threshold and has 
shown his sharp fangs, all through this long, 
hard winter;

Mrs, Wilson has laid away the earthly forms 
of her two sons, the last one being he on whose 
strong arm she had hoped to lean in her old 
age. Their funeral expenses remain unpaid 
to-day—which grieves the hearts of these two 
lone women.

Friends, should we allow this helpless 
woman to suffer when she is entitled to the 
very best sthat we, as Spiritualists, can fur
nish, in view of the fact of the great work her 
beloved husband has done, and is still doing 
for us all? .

Now mediums, you whose cause bur devoted 
Brother Wilson always championed, and you 
who have felt the inspiration and helpful in
fluence of this powerful spirit as he has mani
fested his presence to you, as well as you who 
have received the light of immortality as

Carrie Or«ne Kina

Save theChildren
By Purifying Their Blood

Hood’s Sarsaparilla Makss Purs 
Blood, Cures Scrofula, Kto.

u My experience with Hood’« Samperilfa ha« 
been very effective. My little girl, five years 
old, had for tour years a bad skin disease. Hei 
arms and limbs would break out in a mast ol 
sores, discharging y*Uow matter. Sha would 
scratch the eruptions aa though it gave relief, 
and tear open the acres.

Two Bottles of Hood's
Sarsaparilla caused tho eruption« to heat Md 
and the scabs pealed oil, alter which the skin 
became soft and smooth. As a family medldns 

HOOD’S

' Sarsaparilla
CURES 

we believe Hood's Sarsaparilla ha» no equal and 
I recommend It.” W. L. Enro, Bluff Dale, Tex.

Hood’s Pllfe w® the best family oathartta, 
gentle and effective, Try a box. 25 cents.

0 -•

Frison.

BUT “THE PROGRESSIVE

as well as our pocketbooks to these 
sisters in our ranks, and at the same 
make them feel and understand that it 
act of charity, but one of simple justice.

The 
idea of 
Hull.

dear 
time 
is no

to'her. ■
Newlfeid and Forest av 

York.

E, W. Spragots.
mestown, New

THINKER” REFUSED

Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
Death, Heaven and HelL By Moses 
Price 10 cents,

E. C. ALLEN A CO., 
Box 1001. Augusta, Me.

If You Want Work

The Maiden Dreams the Sweet, 
Sweet Dream of Love.

Scarce six months had Geoffrey de Clera 
taken up his residence at Windleshore—one 
of a brave and gallant retinue in attendance on 
his monarch—ere he was summoned to attend 
at Kirton Manor, in consequence of the fasV 
increaaing weakness of tho Lady Margaret, 
his wife.

And Isabel is alone—alone in the vicious 
court. No longer sheltered beneath the parental 
wing, the fluttered dove turns giddy on her 
lofty perch, which fain she would forsake, yet 
fears to plume her wings for flight Alone, 
amid a crowd, yet still alone, as one of the 
world, but not of it, her bosom tom by con
flicting emotions—fear of a monarch’s wrath, 
a sense of the duty she owed her father, and 
love for the young soldier, Boland de Braban
çon, by turns taking possession of her—she 
pined in secret; and the first flush of girlhood’s 
beauty began to fade, to droop, as might the 
petals of a flower exposed to too great sun
shine.

Then, too, the maiden found thus early in 
her career that youth and beauty gained more 
enemies than friends—enemies who hesitated 
not to slander and belie her now that she was 
deprived of her natural protector. Add to 
her trials the fact that the nature of Elea
nor, the Queen-mother, was harsh, unsympa
thetic, and imperious, then marvel not that 
the gentle girl sighed for her peaceful home in 
the Kentish vale, or that she longed to quit 
her royal prison—for so the palace seemed to 
her—even if it were but for the seclusion of 
the cloister; anywhere, anywhere, she mentally 
exclaimed, away from this unstable and bril
liantly vicious crowd. ‘

. King John, who in secret rejoiced that the 
Lord of Kirton had departed, 'since his ab
sence placed Isabel more entirely in his power« 
resolved to hasten designate had already 
planned for securing to himself the Kentish 
flower, whose beauty enthralled, and whose 
innocence, instead of proving a safeguard, but 
served to more inflame the passions of Eng
land’s demoralized ruler. In order to effect 
his designs more easily, he purposed sending 
the young knight, De Brabançon, as envoy to 
Philip of France, to deliver to him the roya^ 
despatches, and to await in Bruges his mon
arch’s summons to return fe the English 
Court. But the young soldier, with love's un
erring penetration, full surely divined the in
tentions of the crafty king; he therefore re
solved to obtain from Isabel de Clere, if 
possible,, a pledge of betrothal, armed with 
which he hoped to frustrate John’s designs by 
appealing to the Archbishop of Canterbury on 
behalf of the innocent girl, whom he well 
knew the ecclesiastic would protect, should 
«he require other succor than his own, or 
should he be compelled to quit her side, as he 
doubted not he would be.

Thus did love’s hopes and (.plans and fears 
occupy the mind and distract.' the thoughts of 
the young cavalier, till, obtaining a few no*

see no difference between work shown on the 
stage by charlatans, and by a genuine medium. 
Tying, sewing and various other things are 
used as teste by sleight-of-hand performers, as 
well as mediums; while by using such a device 
as I suggest the world can readily see whether 
there is any truth in Spiritualism or not. I 
think that the world would be glad to accept 
our belief, but it is hard work when they can 
go to entertainments and see things represent
ed to be and that apparently are the same as 
materializing seances.

My device is simply to use sheeting long 
enough for the medium, sewing it up in the 
back half-way; have it taper down so that 
there would be just sufficient room at the bot
tom fyr his feet; have it sewed across at the 
bottom with a wide seam on the outside; from 
the waist tip, on the back, have eyelet holes, 
and lace up and tie; then have one continuous 
sleeve from one arm-hole to the other, with all 
seams on outside; having it fit close around 
the neck. This suit would become magnetized 
just the same as their clothes and would be no 
inconvenience unless they are frauds'—and if 
they are, we all want to know it All could 
use this and be comfortable, which they can’t 
when tied. I enclose a cut, and would like to 
see it universally used. I know our departed 
friends will none of them object to such a sim
ple device being used. But all frauds will.

Ionia, Mich. A. F. Clark.

Woman. A lecture delivered to ladies only, 
by Mrs; Dr. Hulburt On the present sta
tus of woman, physically, mentally, morally 
and* spiritually. The divine law of true 
harmonial marriage. Marriage and divorce; 
unmentionable sins of omission and com
mission. With an introduction by Mrs. 
Dr. Richmond.
It should'be in the hands of every woman, 

married or single, or those contemplating 
marriage'. Price 20c.

brought to you through this marvelous medi* 
um, and to all others who have been led to 
the light through the glorious power of Spirit
ualism, I appeal to you, asking that you send 
to this worthy sister your free offering, be it 
great or small.

By doing this you will not only be helping 
these poor, struggling women, who are alone 
in a great city, and in a cold and thoughtless 
world, but you will be doing a simple act of 
justice to that grand spirit, who labored so 
long and faithfully in earth-life to make it 
possible for us to enjoy the freedom of speech 
and action that is ours to-day.

Now, dear friends, let us open our hearts

Let us all send in something—as much as 
we can afford—to gladden the hearts of these 
worthy sisters.

All sums sent will be acknowledged through 
the Spiritual papers. Send your remittances 
to Mrs. E. V. Wilson, 604 Austin Ave., Chi
cago, Jll., or to the writer, who will forward

No Spirituali

that la pleMant »nd profitable aenil a your afidrea 
Immediately, We teach men and women bow to eara 
from li per day to 19000 per year witbout having had 
previous experience, and, furnlah tbe employment at 
which they can malto that amount. Capital unnecea 
aery. A trial will coat you nothing. Write to-day an 
addreaa, ’

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J.- R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago', rill« , and try the paper for three 
months. '

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com
prising to answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 cente;cloth, 50 cts.

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. ‘ - By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. -Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cte.

A Sei Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. -Paper,'25 cents.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex.' By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents, ' •

ADMISSION.

To the Editor:—Bigotry, in the person 
of the chaplain of our Michigan prison, at 
Jackson, is at the climax.

A lady of my acquaintance requested me, as 
a favor to her, to let her have a copy of The 
Progressive Thinker, as she wished to give 
it to a prisoner in whom she was Very much 
interested. I complied with her wish. She 
was admitted to the corridor. The worthy 
chaplain espied in her hand a copy of the 
paper, and as everything has to pass the cen
sorship of the pious parson, of course, when 
he asked her for the paper, she could do naught 
but acquiesce. She handed him the paper. 
He opened at the first page—Hull’s lecture on 
Thos.. Paine. His eyes rolled up, his fingers 
straightened out, his body curved backwards 
and his mouth opened (by the way, it ie a 
very large mouth), and his exclamation was: 
“Never! no, never! will I allow such trash— 
such nonsensical trash—to enter this prison to 
contaminate my people!”

“My dear sir, have you no Freethinkers or 
Spiritualists,” queried the lady, “within these 
prison walls?’.’ .

“None, none, medame; if there are, they 
have failed to make it known.”......... -

Quite a puff, for our side; ' .
Jackson, Mich. Harvey J. Brown. s

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the “Ailral 

Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astko-Maonxtic 
Treatmsnt by Paor. Ob- 
NBV H. Richmomd. It is 
indorsed by advanced M as- 
tbm In Spirit Lire and 
will Imform you where to 
iirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cvais of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Aetral Guide sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washfagton Boul.
Chicago, Ill.

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences,

"DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
Urgely a record of the facta and demonstration« 

which tho author baa seen« heard of or preaented In 
hia own expérimenta. The hlatory of the varloua 
phaaea of the aclenoo la aucolnotly preaented, and the 
varioua theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ment« described occurred tn Chicago. The pictorial 
ihnatratlona add much to the Intereat and value of tbe 
book, which will be found very Intereating to the gen
eral reader, aa well aa helpful and Instructive to tbe 
student. The work U 4 baudaotne volume of 900 
pafes. bound In cloth. Price, for tale at
the office of Th* PaoGBStaiVB Tsinkxb«

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TXXORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
vv Saviors: or, Chrlitlanlty Before Christ, Con- 

tauing new and atartltas revelations In rellfloua his
tory, which dlaclo«« the Oriental origin of all the doo» 
trines, principle», precepts and miracles ot the Chris
tian New Tenement, and furnishing a key for unlock
ing many ot Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
ths History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goda. By 
Keney Grave». Thia wonderful and exhaustive vol
ume wtlL we are certain, take blfb rank aa a book of 
reference In the field which he haa chosen tor It The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile tbe varied Information contained In It must bare 
been severe and arduoui indeed, and now that It tain 
such convenient shape, the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print But the 
book la by no meaner mere collation of viewa or sta- 
tiatlcs; throughout Ite entire course the autbor-ea 
will be seen by hla title-page and chapter heads—.'ol- 
Iowa a definite line of reaearch!and argument to the 
dose, and bls conclusions go. like sure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large too, tM 
pages. New edition, reviled and corrected. Iwltb por
trait of author. Pried tl.SCL Pottage 10 cents- Tor 
gale <£ thU office.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

Th» re»fiirt of Trt'.Psooxmrni Tkikxxb will re
member tbe rrorr under the ebore title, by Hauon 
Tuttle, which Ml publlibed tn IU column«. At tbe 
time, coutant Icqulrie« were med« M to it« «ppevtaf 
In book form. Tfilt wi«h h«« now been gratified. It 
make« • TOlutne of 2i8 pace«, in «tyle and form like tbe 
“Convent of the Beared Heart," with a finely-engraved 
likene» of the author on tbe cover. Tbe acene« of tbe 
•tory alternately ahlft from earth to tbe aplrtt «phere«, 
ud tbe phlloeoptiy ot Bplrltcaltim, the occupation and 
mode« ot Ute of ap(ritual beluga, ara preiented in the 
blearing form of narrative. . .

The following era the chapter-title«: Introduction» 
Tbe Houn of the Sage; Some ot tbe Miter: The Dow 
Socletlei; Haden chrlitmertlde In the BpherM ot 
light; CbtUtmutlde and the Golden Gate; The Un* 
happy Marr!«ge; Euter Day in Heaven; AVItltto 
theEatth; The Change Called Death; Coming to th« 
Knowledge or tbe Light; Tbe Society Again VUlta 
Earth; The Forraken and Deeplied; Dlicuulon; A 
Visit to a Dlitant Globe; Reunion In the Bptrlt-worK; 
Conbentedne«« Not Goodheu; Addreti of the Sage.

It 1« a book tbe Bplrttuallit will be delighted with; • 
book In which the Inveatlgator will-find antwert to 
ever-recurring queitton«;'- a book which will tnterett 
tbe church member, nor repel tbe nett prejudiced, 
Th» price fa paper 1» » cent«; tnnilfa tl; po«tpald«
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f a EARTH’S JVOLUTION.
ProgrMs of the Planet Terra from 

' ■ Ringed Sun tojan In- 
■ , habited

more condensed material of the core of the 
body. . . ’

Around these “islands of red-hot lava," gi
gantic cyclones of fire swept and swirled, while 
the war of elements was so great that a mass 
of basaltic rock the size of Rhode Island 
might have been tossed about as a pea in a 
boilihg pot It has been thirteen million years 
since she parted from the parent Sun; still 
she is an infant.

Five million years must pass and we view 
her once more in No< 3. Ahl what a change. 
The blemishes we saw so long ago have in
creased until they have enclosed her melted 
interior within a shell of lava; red hot about 
her equator; grey and dark about her slowly 
turning poles. Why is this? you ask. Let 
me explain.

Under the well-known principles of gravity, 
centripetal and centrifugal force, a floating 
body on a circularly moving surface will seek 
the parte that move with the least velocity, 
even as chips floating in a tub of water will 
seek the center of motion when the water is 
whirled about the tub with a stick. There
fore the poles became loaded with masses of 
cooling rock, ages before the equator became 
cool enough to become dark red. Up to this 
time, the central Sun, although blazing away 
with twice its present power, had but little 
effect upon the earth, because her own heat 
was so great. But now the cooling process 
was to go on more rapidly at the poles by

our imaginations carty us'so far, we cjtn look 
down to its base, and fancy ■ the, '¿ea washed 
against this earliest shore of a lifeless world." 
A little land at the poles, a V shaped-strip 
extending ‘from the north polar lan^ down
ward to ifeSib Lake-Superior now is fiqin 
thence jiorffiiybsterly'-to the Atotidi; 8dK;r‘to-

Sketches: “The amount of vegetable matter 
in a single coal-seam six inches thick, is 
greater than the most luxuriant vegetation of 
the present day would furnish in 1,200 years."

So long were each of these “ages, "into 
which geologists divide the Palffiozoic time, 
that they ’subdivide the' Silurian age into the 
upper and lower, which are again subdivided 
into three divisions each. The Devonian age 
is subdivided into four great periods and the 
Carboniferous into three. The one called the 
Permian being the third.

We could write an entire book upon only 
one of those divisions, and then not exhaust 
the subject, as Hugh Miller wrote a large 
work upon the Devonian alone.

As an inkling, of the wonderful formations 
during this period, we will say that the Hamil
tonian series of the Devonian subdivision of 
the Palffiozoic formation, in the State of New; 
York, comprise more than five thousand feet 
of rocky strata—nearly one mile in thickness!

The estimate of time for the Palaeozoic 
period is as follows: >

Six periods of the Silurian, 2,650,000 years; 
four periods of the Devonian, 2,150,000 years; 
thre,e peribds of the Carboniferous, 2,200,000 
years; total Palffiozoic time, 7,000,000 years— 
bringing us down to about sixteen million 
years ago.

We are aware that,many very eminent 
scientists have maintained that seven million 
years is much too short a time to allow for
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Our lessoh this evening is to be upon a sub
ject thatdstof great interest to all. The evo
lution of the earth from the point where it 
ceased to be a part of its mother sun, up to 
the time when it is a full-fledged world, in its 
prime, cannot but be an interesting theme to 
persons of intelligence.

Wé will take this infant, however, after a 
few millions bf years had elapsed. The ring 
of matter which parted from the sun about 
sixty-six million years ago, had slowly gath
ered itself into a disk, thick in the middle and 
thin, comparatively, at the outer edges; ready 
to form itself, under the unerring law of nature 
into a small system, Of but little importance 
to the universe was the forthcoming insignifi
cant globe : and satellite, but of the greatest 
importance to the countless millions of beings 
who were destined to evolute upon the surface 
of one or the other of these tiny specks.

We need no engraving to present to our 
sight the thinly distributed mass of matter, 
for the placfc was as near being a dark void 
as we can conceive.

This disk, when a million miles wide in its 
diameter, must have contained matter attenu
ated to at least one eight-hundredth the den
sity of air. In other words, the space occu
pied by it was a greater “void” than the most 
perfect vacuum producible by our air pumps. 
Yet, strange as it may seem, this state repre
sented a condensation of matter that had been 
going on for thousands of millions of years; 
extending back to a period long1 anterior to 
the birth of Neptune. Our first view of Terra 
exhibits her as a ringed planet, somewhat like 
Saturn, except that the ring is not compound 
as with Saturn and the planetary matter had 
not condensed to near the extent.

OUR EARTH AS A RED-HOT GLOBE___ THE FIRE
STAGE. '

THE

The ring contained the matter which was 
destined to become the earth’s satellite, Luna. 
We see Saturn to-day with his three rings, 
slowly preparing for the birth of new satel
lites to add to the number he already pos
sesses; but the work goes on so slowly that 
we can see but the most minute displacements 
occurring during the long periods of time it 
has been under observation. These great 
cosmical changes are slow but sure.

Our earth, at the stage shown in engraving 
No. 1, was about 445 times greater in bulk 
than at present; so its density must have been 
still far less than that of water. The moon 
having parted from this infant earth we will 
leave her to fulfill her own destiny; to become 
an inhabited globe, with seas and continents, 
mountains, lakes and islands; to afterwards 
die out to a cold and airless rock as we now 
behold her, a fit type of what our earth is to 
become in the fullness of time.

While our gentle attendant was passing 
through her cycle of life, she possessed sev
eral brightly shining luminaries to warm and 
vivify her. The brightest and largest of these 
suns, apparently, because so much nearer to 
her was the one upon which we now reside.,

“A8un?” Say you? Yes, a Sun. For we 
are living and moving upon the ashes of a 
dead Sun—upon the storm-beaten and earth
quake-shaken mass of cinders left from the

reason of the slant rays of the sun upon them. 
Bo the crust gradually thickened and hardened 
at those pointe, while it was constantly cracked 
and fissured by enormous upheavals and the 
bursting forth of the pent-up matter within.

The engraving shows the earth in this stage 
of fire as a belted planet like Jupiter; the belts 
being composed of dark masses of aqueous va
por mingled with carbon and other gases. 
These formed a belt about the equator a thou
sand miles in thickness and extended nearly 
to the poles. That belt contained the future 
seas and oceans, the coal beds and rich earth 
that were millions and millions of years later 
to render the earth a fit abode for man.

These carbonic and hydrogen vapors were 
constantly condensing, as they came in con
tact with the extreme cold of outer space, 
thereby becoming precipitated to the hot earth 
below, to »again bs sent flying upwards in the 
form of steam and gas. This produced a 
constant rain, night and day, for more than 
five hundred thousand years, and a period 
followed this when rainstorms were violent 
and almost constant for millions of years more.

Friends, the making of a world is no light 
task. Nature has a • mighty workshop and 
she does her work well. Time is no object. 
“Ten million years to heat the iron, teh mill
ion more to pound,” is nothing in her shop.

Our world being now formed in the shape

THE EARTH AS A SPOTTED, BLAZING SUN.

dying out of a small Sum Engraving No. 2 
shows 'this sun after she was wdl advanced in 
years.? Her once white hot surface had be
come yellow, while mtoy spots obscured her 
fair face. These spots? were vast masses of 
scoria which had become slightly-cooler and 
had in many cases anchored themselves to the

of a ball slightly flattened at the poles, we 
will watch it during its further development, 
for a grand and mighty work must yet be 
done upon her by the forces of Vulcan before 
she can become the abode of life. We have 
left her astronomical history now and must 
begin upon her geological career.

We first behold her as an Azoic earth twen
ty million years later, during which period 
mighty changes have taken place. The crust 
has cooled slowly until the white hot core is 
covered with many miles of stone. But the 
pent-up fires within are constantly heaving 
and gushing upward through vast rente in the 
warm rock. Were it not for this, the level 
earth; would be covered with water, impreg
nated to saturation with carbonic acid gas, to 
the depth of hundreds of feet But the con
traction of the crust under the cooling process 
has folded up great ridges of rook and has 
thereby lifted it above the terrible. abyss of 
waters so that dry land appears. ,

But what an inhospitable shore it is. A 
great, diy, hot granite rock a thousand miles 
long marks the birth of a ne w continent, the . 
first one south of the Arctic Circle.

America, called the “New World,” is geo
logically the old.

“We may walk,” says Agassiz, "along its 
summit, and feel that we are treading upon 
the granite ridge that first divided the waters 
nto a northern and a southern ocean, and if

EARLY LIFE STAGE Oji JS(tRTH.—-THE ISLAND 
. . p^biod. ' ■ ' ■
gether with a few inlands widely scattered, anc 
all the rest a wilderness of black waters. -.That 
is the Azoic earth twenty-eight million years 
ago.

Although the parte of the earth’s frame, 
explorable at present by man, yield no traces 
of organic life in the Azoic rocks, we canno i 
say but that early forms of vegetablq. life 
might have been in existence at spe 'pf 'the 
poles, probably the. North, even at^tjjat. parly 
period. We cannot examine the .TQcks: thaii 
now lie hidden beneath five hundred? fept of 
ice, but we can examine the lands bordering 
upon the vast polar region, upon all sides, 
and such examination has exhibited a world 
of evidence of an exuberant life at the north. 
This is in the shape of shiploads of ivory 
tusks from Siberia and Alaska, while borings 
in the north of our own continent have re
vealed hundreds of feet in depth of coral form
ations which could only have been laid down 
in warm seas. ' :

Life is natural to all conditions that favor 
it. Therefore we must reason that between 
the point whpre the temperature became low 
enough to allow life to exist and the point 
where it was too low to allow it, there must 
stretch a tremendous period of time, even at 
our poles. .

THE PALEOZOIC EARTH.
Our next view shows the earth after another

In England there are immense . bejis of 
chalk; also in Frahce wé find the same forma
tion.' Now^ (he'microscope fqveals to us that 
every in¿h(óf'this stratdm ispomposed'óf 'tiny,1 
indestrúétible. shells. Indestructible, that is,’ 
by ordinary convulsions „of nature, because 
they ■ áre sp^e^ceedingly small. One cubic 
inch of c.halk;cqptains over fifty-eight thousand 
microscopic shells. The. chalk beds, thous
ands of feet thick, were Iqid down under water 
at the rate of the thickness of a sheet of tissue 
paper annually. ,

During the Mesozoic titae, vast mountain 
chains were forced upward and then slowly 
degraded or worn down, leaving the upturned 
edges of the strata of preceding ages exposed. 
Upon these edges the. newer formations were 
laid down. Ap one geologist exclaims, “The 
surface of the eartiwseems to have.teetered up 
and dbwn as if the land rested - upon a water- 
soaked bog!’’ That exactly expresses the 
facts as revealed by an examination of the 
rocky leaves from the Silurian upward. It 
was a “water-soaked bog," but the bog rested 
upon a thin crust of rock, which in turn 
pressed upon a mass of white hot semi-liquid 
earth material. '

The thinness is only so by comparison with 
the size of the earth,, however; • for it is esti
mated that at this period the crust averaged 
about thirty-eight' miles in thickness. Many 
miles of this crust would be red hot, though 
consistent. "

We must not linger longer with this fascin
ating earth, but hasten'onward to the age of 
J^ammals, those forerunners of man.

TRE CENOZOIC EARTH.
The great, continental areas are bette; de

fined. The United States is still nearly bi
sected by an .enormon&iSTm of the Northern 
sea, while in South) America the valleys of the 
Amazon and the Rio de la Plata are united in 
a vast sea which divides the continent into two 
parts.

It was during this long period that some of 
the most stupendous changes took place in the 
configuration of the globe, as far as the sur
face was concerned. Previous changes were 
mostly beneath the waters, but a grand fash
ioning of the land must now take place.

The Cenozoic time is divided into two great 
periods, the Tertiary and the Post Tertiary. 
The Tertiary is subdivided into three grand 
periods called the Eocene, Miocene and the 
Pliocene.

The Post Tertiary extends upward through

SECOND LIFE STAGE OF EARTH.—INCREASE OF 
CONTINENTS.

tremendous period had elapsed, estimated at 
six million years.

The first Palaeozoic period was characterized 
by terrific convulsions, .during which thou
sands of mountain tops were, thrust upward 
through the waters, forming islands. Thus 
the earth might be said to have been in its 
“island period.”

This period is divided for convenience of 
study into the Silurian, Devonian and Carbon
iferous ages. To .whatever conclusion geolo
gists may arrive regarding earlier forms of 
life, there is no doubt whatever that the Silu
rian age developed billions upon billions of 
mollusks, while the Devonian age following it 
found the warm seas literally swarming with 
fishes. These animals existed in such im
mense quantities during the two periods 
named, that their fossilized remains build up 
thousands of feet of rocky formations. The 
third part of the Palffiozoic period, called the 
Carboniferous Age, abounded in such a 
growth of arborescent forms of life, that we 
cannot even grasp an idea of what it was. 
Plants, that are now simple tiny spores, 
scarcely to be seen by the passer,by, were in 
that age gigantic trees. The massive coal 
beds laid down upon our continent show plainly

the changes that took place in the three grand 
sub-divisions mentioned, some assigning three 
million years to the Devonian alone; but we 
must take into consideration that geological 
work went on much more rapidly when all was 
nearly hot and chemical action correspond
ingly active within the crust of the earth. In 
the same manner we reduce the estimates for 
the Carboniferous period, for reasons which 
will be obvious to all who consider the rank
growing vegetation of that age.

THE MESOZOIC EARTH. •
Our next view exhibits the earth as it ad

vanced into the Mesozoic stage of existence, 
or middle life of history.

We are surprised to note how few are the 
changes produced in the great time that has 
passed, but upon reflection we conclude that 
the mightiest part of the work is below the 
surface, only the smallest portion appearing 
as additions to the embryo continents.

The framework of the Americas has been 
filled out more completely from the vertebrate 
of rocky islands shown in the previous view. 
The Carboniferous area has been added. The 
great Appalachian chain has been uplifted 
above the sea.

New England was a peninsula. The Gulf 
of Mexico washed the sides of the Sierra Ne
vada. The great United States was a vast 
basin of Balt water dotted with islands, while

RIVERTHE EARTH IN THE ALLUVIAL AND 
PERIOD.

MXVV1W. .

that an enormous amount ;of carbon must 
have been precipitated from- the air, as well as 
laid down in the form of vegetation, in order 
to form the great bed? of coal, in some places 
more than twenty-five feet thick and covering 
in one State, Missouri, , a hundred thousand 
square miles.

Prof. Winchell says, in his Geological

FOSTGA4KCÌRV

the Northern Atlantic was filled with a mass 
of land which was afterwards to be hurled by 
gigantic currents and upheavals upon the sur
face of the North American Continent Meso
zoic time is divided into the Triassic period; 
the Jurassic period, and the Cretaceous period, 
each of which lasted long enough to develop 
the ifipst remarkable' class of animals of 
which imagination could possibly conceive. 
Reptiles of all patterns and sizes ruled the 
earth. Gigantic lizards, “with eyes two feet 
in diameter;” turtles nearly large enough to 
lay out into city lots, and numerous other 
reptiles, some of them with wings, and all of 
them having Greek names long enough to 
paralyze any modem animal to carry. Nature 
had a partly-made earth, warm and dank, with 
the air filled with carbonic gas; so she devel
oped a lot of monsters to fill in the time and 
keep things moving. .

We estimate the time during this period at 
six million years, although there ¿re grave 
reasons for assigning pari of this time to 
the preceding period. But the New Red Band 
Stone period which is assigned to the Devoni
an by some geologists,'belongs in this forma
tion. When we consider the vast chalk d'epos- 
its laid downbÿ microscopic, animals, together 
with numerous other strata, such as'tiie rock 
salt beds of the- Triassic period'and the sand 
stones of the Jurassic, interstratified with gold- 
bearing quartz, we must concede a very long 
period to the Mesozoic. \

the Glacial epoch ami the Terrace epoch.
We cannot stop to examine the wonderful 

animals which developed upon the land dur
ing the Miocene and Pliocene periods, but we 
will examine the geographical changes. Dur
ing the millions of years which supervened, 
we find that the great sea arm of North Amer
ica was cut off by the rising of great walls of 
rock in the North. Then the sea grew smaller 
and smaller by slow degrees while its salt was 
deposited slowly in layers upon its bottom, 
until after an enormous time had elapsed the 
great sea became a comparatively small lake, 
still somewhat impregnated with salt and other 
soluble minerals. But, though small in com
parison, it occupied an area five times the size 
of Lake Superior, at the close of the Miocene 
period. It covered the spot where Golden 
City and Denver now stand, and the “Bad 
lands” and sage brush plains of the west, over 
an area of 150,000 square miles. (Steel, 
Hayden, Denton.)

The Mississippi and Ohio rivers then emp
tied into thé gulf of Mexico near where Cairo, 
Illinois, now stands. In addition, we notice 
that the islands of the North Atlantic had 
risen into a broad continent which was a con
tinuation of the older North-polar continent 
and was, with its outlying islands at the south 
of it, destined to become a great highway over 
which the early races of men could flee from

IDEAL VIEW OF THE EARTH, THREE HILLION 
YEARS IN ADVANCE—EQUATORIAL

. LAND PERIOD«fe

। The Eocene period. 1,400,000
’ The Miocene period ..... 1,600,000

. The Pliocene period. 2,000,000
The great Quarternary epoch 1,000,000
Total Cenozoic time. 6,000,000

This brings us down to the great glacial pe
riod of the earth,, which i§.reckoned as belong- 
geologl^1*6)-.quarternary period 'by most 

/We-aHEr thsWrth at the beginning, or near 
the beginning- UKthat time. Ouf poor, tortured 
earth ^as beMpitrled by fire, by water and -by 
carthquSkfrshoeks, for ages upon,, ages. But 
now she must pass the ordeal of\.1 air. For 
the air.now. conspired with all tiK -' :there to
gether to bring upop her the mostw tjaordt- 
nary series of experiences that couldS v con- 
celved. V'i.

First, we ask you to dismiss from yourYi^iJs 
the idea that the glacial perod was brought 

. about through extreme cold. Cold could 
»ever have, done it »Jone, nor couliheat, but a 
combination of the two coul(l. What is needed 
to make enormous quantities of snow? Plenty 
of steam or water vapor. What is needed to 
generate this vapor? Plenty of heat.

8o we have, as so ably shown by Prof. Don
nelly, the conditions for a glacial epoch: 1st, 
a place where much aqueous vapor could be 
generated; 2nd. winds to carry ft to a colder 
place on the globe; 3d, cold air to turn the 
vapor to snow. All these conditions eame 
when the air above the poles became cold 
through the shutting-off of the Internal heat of 
the.earth by the thickening of the polar crust 
and the lessening of the sun’s effectiveness by 
reason of its diminished size, and the polar 
angle of the earth to the sun's rays.

¿few years ago we held, with others, that 
the* glacial period only lasted some 588,000 
years, or about twenty-eigijt “geological win
ters” of twenty-one thousand years each; but 
we have enlarged our Ideas since then and 
now believe that although the earlier glacial 
action has been hidden by the later, and much 
the larger portion of it covered by the present 
ice seas, the real ice epoch must have lasted 
some two and one-halt million years.

When the geologists examine the terrific evi
dences of the plowing down of vast mountain 
chains, the gouging out of large lakes like 
Lake Michigan, the filling up of great valleys 
and then running the immense ice plows 
through them again and again, they cannot 
curtail the glacial epoch much, if any, beyond 
the period named. And what is the use of it, 
any way ? It has been demonstrated by care
ful experiments In the cooling of granite and 
basaltiprpek, Jhgt'the crust of the earth would 
require, at the least, fifty million years to cool 
down to its present average thickness of be
tween forty eight and fifty-one miles.

Therefore, the geologist need not cut down 
his needed time to bring about the evolution 
Of the earth. The astronomer deals in cosml- 
cal changes requiring such enormous reaches 
of time that the paltry fifty millions asked for 
by geology can be accorded without a murmur 
The great glaciers of piled-up snow and Ice 
crushed toward the equator from both poles In 
stupendous ridges of ice many miles In depth; 
but the hot earth-belt of the torrid zone melted 
the Ice and sent It upward In steam, to be again 
caught by the “powers of theair,”and hurried . 
to the snow-clad poles, to once more pass, at 
the rate of a few feet per year, towards the 
equator.

During this awful period, life, both vegeta
ble and animal, had a hard struggle for exist
ence. It was driven first to the north, then to 
the south, In waves or vibrations correspond
ing to the “great astronomical year” of the 
eartji. But the work of evolution went on 
slowly, step by step, to more perfected forms, 
as the environments would permit. While 
this tremendous work was going on, Pluto 
had not ceased his labors by any means, for we 
find that our continent was lifted bodily and 
again dropped down beneath its load of ice, 
several times.

After the “Champlain epoch" came the 
great period called the Terrace Epoch (Steel),' 
during which period the land all over the earth 
oscillated up and down, like a ship at sea. It 
was during this time that the gigantic terraces 
or stair-like ridges were formed, sucn as those 
we see at Mackinac and elsewhere. This 
feature is especially noticeable in the west or 
Rocky Mountain region, where the great lakes 
are shown In the engraving.

The Atlantic continent is seen almost sub- '' 
merged, to again uprise, while its mate sinks, 
on this “continental teeter.”

The mouths of the Mississippi, Amazon and 
Rio de la Plata are still several hundred miles 
Inland from their positions at a later period. 
The State of Michigan and part of Wisconsin 
are under water, forming one large lake.

We might say that the terrace and glacial 
epochs are going on even at this day, as they 
are, in a mild and restricted way, but for 
convenience those designations are confined 
to ancient energetic conditions long past.

We next come to the period called the “Post 
Glacial,” and give a view of tbo earth during 
that period. The Americas have assumed 
$n appearance nearly tile same as the present, 
yet there Isa great difference in details, too ' 
small to be shown. The river systems have ■ 
changed a great deal, also the lake systems.

Atlantis, the “gem of the ocean,” has be- . 
come well defined during this period, while the 
Atlantic continent has been broken up and . 
partly washed away, leaving numerous islands.

Greenland has retreated farther northward, 
leaving the place where the Atlantic continent ' 
stood, with Its millions of beings, to become 
the great submarine ocean plateau of our day.

There has been much controversy had over 
the question as to the particular point In ge- : 
ologic time when man first became a develop
ment which could be distinguished from the 
quadrumana. Scientific authorities differ very 
widely upon estimates, and every, new dlscov- i'; 
cry has a tendency to place the accepted esti- ' 
mate farther back. Taking all the evidence 
at hand from various sources, we are of the 
opinion that the first distinct type of men ap
Beared upon the earth about 650,000 years ago.

here was a great and distinct change in tke 
animal life during the glacial period, where 
the mammoth and cave bear seem to have ex- 
Istsi with early man.

Long ages of time elapsed, during which 
tremendous vicissitudes occurred to our earth 
and its Inhabitants. Man was obliged to fight 
his way upward, even as his progenitors had 
done before him, step by step, sometimes ret- 
rogradlng for a time, then advancing.

We give another view of our earth, in the 
alluvial or present stage of time, when the 
rocks over a large part of the continental dl- 
visions are deeply covered with the rich debris 
from former lands, now pulverized and scat
tered. -

“America Is one vast cemetery of burled 
and forgotten forms of life, man being in
eluded among them." ;

Other nations have arisen upon this con- ■ 
tlnent, fought the battle of life, and have 
fallen Into oblivion. .

Fourteen thousand years ago a flourishing ; 
nation occupied the soli where we now strut : 
about as upon the stage of life. ,;

Other nations will follow us, and still others; 
lands will sink and lands will rise, as step by . 
step the cold of the arctic regions will drive 
men south.

Lake Michigan will dwindle gradually to a 
river. Chicago, after attaining the grand po- 
sltlon of a leading city of the world, with six ■ 
million inhabitants, will sink beneath the
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quicksands, inch by inch, and will disappear 
from the sight of man. New York City will 
be nrder four hundred feet of salt sea water, •] 
and Boston will be a memory.

Tha IrVpr and rivers become alnwlv mn. • ’-xThe lakes and rivers become slowly con
gealed as the great ice walls of the arctic sea 
press downward over our devoted and doomed 
country, step by step, until the whole is cov
ered with the crystal pail.

But, while this change is going on, kind na
ture provides a home for her children. She 
raises vast bodies of land from the broad bo-

-•Ji

■land. (See
.1 ‘Religion of the Stars, ” pp?W to 21.)

In addition to the immense quadrupeds, 
such as the terrific monster exhibited in the 
AmtMopological building at the World’s Fair, 
Prof. Dana Says that 25,00(f specimens of fos
sil fruits have been found, 'as well as over 
3,000 species of shells in the Tertiary rock 
alone. ? ' ...... - .

The estimate of time we make as follows:

som of the Pacific, whose thousands of islands 
become continents. Although our sun is di
minished in splendor at this far-off date, the 
loss of heat is compensated for by its perpen
dicular rays upon the land surface of our 
globe. . ,

Friends, dare we lift the veil of the future, 
aS we have of the past, and take one more 
view of bld. Terral We Will take on e look at 
her three, million years ahead.

Send Stamp for CfHOenXKs of the 
Order of the Magii and m'fgtit! books by 
the author of tabove lecture '■ Address 
O. H. Richfaondi, ‘4W0 -fWaihingtr 
boulevard, Chicago
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Progress of the Planet Terra from 
a Ringed Sun to an In

habited Globe.

Our lesson this evening is to be upon a sub
ject thatds'of great interest to all. The evo
lution of the earth from the point where it 
ceased to be a part of its mother sun, up to 
the time when it is a full-fledged world, in its 
prime, cannot but be an interesting theme to 
persons of intelligence.

; We'will take tuis infant, however, after a 
few millions of years had elapsed. The ring 
of matter which parted from the sun about 
sixty-six million years ago, had slowly gath
ered itself into a disk, thick in the middle and 
thin, comparatively, at thé outer edges; ready 
to form itself, under the unerring law of nature 
into a small system, Of but little importance 
to the universe was the forthcoming insignifi
cant pobe and satellite, but 0f the greatest 
importance to the countless millions of beings 
who were destined to evolute upon the surface 
of one or the other of these tiny specks.

We need no engraving to present to our 
sight the thinly distributed mass of matter, 
for the placé was as near being a dark void 
as we can conceive.

This disk, when a million miles wide in its 
diameter, must have contained matter attenu
ated to at least one eight-hundredth the den
sity of air. In other words, the space occu
pied by it was a greater “void” than the most 
perfect vacuum producible by our air pumps. 
Yet, strange as it may seem, this state repre
sented a condensation of matter that had been 
going on for thousands of millions of years; 
extending back to a period long' anterior to 
the birth of Neptune. Our first view of Terra 
exhibits her as a ringed planet, somewhat like 
Saturn, except that the ring is not compound 
as with Batum and the planetary matter had 
not condensed to near the extent

more condensed material of the core of the 
body. .

Around these “islands of red-hot lava," gi
gantic cyclones of fire swept and swirled, while 
the war of elements was so great that a mass 
of basaltic rock the size of Rhode Island 
might have been tossed about as a pea in a 
boilibg pot It has been thirteen million years 
since she parted from the parent Sun; still 
she is an infant.

Five million years must pass and we view 
her once more in No. 3. Ahi what a change. 
The blemishes we saw so long ago have in
creased until they have enclosed her melted 
interior within a shell of lava; red hot about 
her equator; grey and dark about hey slowly 
turning poles. Why is this? you ask. Let 
me explain.

Under the well-known principles of gravity, 
centripetal and centrifugal force, a floating 
body on a circularly moving surface will seek 
the parts that move with the least velocity, 
even as chips floating in a tub of water will 
seek the center of motion when the water is 
whirled about the tub with a stick. There
fore the poles became loaded with masses of 
cooling rock, ages before the equator became 
cool enough to become dark red. Up to this 
time, the central Sun, although blazing away 
with twice its present power, had but little 
effect upon the earth, because her own heat 
was so great. But now the cooling process 
was to go on more, rapidly at the poles by

OUR EARTH AS A RED-HOT GLOBE.—THE FIRE 
STAGE. '

THE EARTH IN A GASEOUS FORM, WITH THE 
1 RING OF LUNA.

The ring contained the matter which was 
destined to become the earth's satellite, Luna. 
We see Saturn to-day with his three rings, 
slowly preparing for the birth of new satel
lites to add to the number he already pos
sesses; but the work goes on so slowly that 
we can see but the most minute displacements 
occurring during the long periods of time it 
has been under observation. These great 
cosmical changes are slow but sure.

Our earth, at the stage shown in engraving 
No. 1, was about 445 times greater in bulk 
than at present; so its density must have been 
still far less than that of water. The moon 
having parted from this infant earth we will 
leave her to fulfill her own destiny; to become 
an inhabited globe, with seas and continents, 
mountains, lakes and islands; to afterwards 
die out to a cold and airless rock as we now 
behold her, a fit type of what our earth is to 
become in the fullness of time.

While our gentle attendant was passing 
through her cycle of life, she possessed sev
eral brightly shining luminaries to warm and 
vivify her. The brightest and largest of these 
suns, apparently, because so much nearer to 
her was the one upon which we now reside.,

“A Sun?” Say you? Yes, a Sun. For we 
are living and moving upon the ashes of a 
dead Sun—upon the storm-beaten and earth
quake-shaken mass of cinders left from the

reason of the slant rays of the sun upon them. 
80 the crust gradually thickened and hardened 
at those points, while it was constantly cracked 
and fissured by enormous upheavals and the 
bursting forth of the pent-up matter within.

The engraving shows the earth in this stage 
of fire as a belted planet like Jupiter; the belts 
being composed of dark masses of aqueous va
por mingled with carbon and other gases. 
These formed a belt about the equator a thou
sand miles in thickness and extended nearly 
to the poles. That belt contained the future 
seas and oceans, the coal beds and rich earth 
that were millions and millions of years later 
to render the earth a fit abode for man.

These carbonic and hydrogen vapors were 
constantly condensing, as they came in con
tact with the extreme cold of outer space, 
thereby becoming precipitated to the hot earth 
below, to'•again be sent flying upwards in the 
form of steam and gas. This produced a 
constant rain, night and day. for more than 
five hundred thousand years, and a period 
followed this when rainstorms were violent 
and almost constant for millions of years more.

Friends, the making of a world is no light 
task. Nature has a mighty workshop and 
she does her work well. Time is no object. 
“Ten million years to heat the iron, teh mill
ion more to pound,’’ is nothing in her shop.

Our world being now formed in the shape

OUR GLOBE IN ITS EARLY STAGE OF LAND FORM
ATION.
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
our imaginations carry us so far, we can look 
down to its base, and fancy the. sea washed 
against this earliest shore of a lifeless world,” 
A little land at the poles, a V shaped strip 
extending '"from' the north polar} land'down- 
ward to yWJft Lake Superior now is ahd’fitom 
thence porffitvfesterly to the Arctic'’ S6a’,L‘to-
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EARLY LIFE STAGE 'O^RUM®.—THE ISLAND 
. '. ■ . PEjribD. ' . •

gether with a few islands widely scattered, and 
all the rest a wilderness of black waters. (That 
is the Azoic earth twenty-eight million years 
ago.

Although the parts of the earth’s frame, 
explorable at present by man, yield no traces 
of organic life in the Azoic rocks, we cannot 
say but that early forms of vegetable,. itf,e 
might have been in existence af ppe of the 
poles, probably the. North, even ati.tjtat.parly 
period. We cannot examine therock«: that 
now lie hidden beneath five hundred' feet of 
ice, but we can examine the lands bordering 
upon the vast polar region, upon all sides, 
and such examination has exhibited a world 
of evidence of an exuberant life at the north. 
This is in the shape of shiploads of ivory 
tusks from Siberia and Alaska, while borings 
in the north of our own continent have re
vealed hundreds of feet in depth of coral form
ations which could only have been laid down 
in warm seas. • ' ■

Life is natural to all conditions that favor 
it Therefore we must reason that between 
the point where the temperature became low 
enough to allow life to exist and the point 
where it was too low to allow it, there must 
stretch a tremendous period of time, even at 
our poles. .

THE PALAEOZOIC EABTH.

Our next view shows the earth after another

Sketches: “The amount of vegetable matter 
in a single coal-seam six inches thick, is 
greater than the most luxuriant vegetation of 
,the present day would furnish in 1,200 years. ” 

> So long were each of'these “ages,"into 
which geologists divide the Palaeozoic time, 
that they 'subdivide the- Biluriah age into the 
upper and lower, which are again subdivided 
into three divisions each. The Devonian age 
is subdivided into four great periods and the 
Carboniferous into three. The one called the 
Permian being the third.

We could write an entire book upon only 
one of those divisions, and then not exhaust 
the subject, as Hugh Miller wrote a large 
work upon the Devonian alone.

As an inkling of the wonderful formations 
during this period, we will say that the Hamil
tonian series of the Devonian subdivision of 
the Palaeozoic formation, in the State of New. 
York, comprise more than five thousand feet 
of rocky strata—nearly one mile in thickness I

The estimate of time for the Palaeozoic 
period is as follows:

Six periods of the Silurian, 2,650,000 years; 
four periods of the Devonian, 2,1'50,000 years; 
thre,e peribds of the Carboniferous, 2,200,000 
years; total Palaeozoic time, 1,000,000 years— 
bringing us down to about sixteen million 
years ago. .

We are aware that,many very eminent 
scientists have maintained that seven million 
years is much too short a time to allow for
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DRIFT PERIOD, ORTHE EARTH IN THE GREAT
THE LAKE AND IOE EPOOH.

In England there are immense.. beds of 
chalk;. also in Frahce wé find the same forma
tion; ' Now', the'mierqaeope. reveals to ^s that 
every inéh óf'this stratdm is composed'Cf tiny,' 
indestructible, shells. Indestructible, that is,’ 
by ordinary convulsions ,of '.nature, because 
they áre so,, exceedingly small. One cubic 
inch of chalk Contains over fifty-eight thousand 
microscopic shells, The , chalk beds, thous
ands of feet thick, were laid down under water 
at the rate of the thickness of a sheet of tissue 
paper annually. . . ,.

During the Mesozoic titoe, vast mountain 
chains were foTOOd upward and then slowly 
degraded or worn down, leaving the upturned 
edges of the strata of preceding ages exposed. 
Upon these edges the. newer formations were 
laid(lown. Ar one geologist éxoíaims, “The 
surface of the earth seems to have teetered up 
and dbwn as if the land rested - upon a water- 
soaked bog!’’ That exactly', expresses the 
facts as revealed by an examination of the 
rocky leaves from the Silurian upward. It 
was a “water-soaked bog," but the bog rested 
upon a thin crust of rook, which in turn 
pressed upon a mass of white hot semi-liquid 
earth material.

The thinness is only so by comparison with 
the size of the earth,, however; for it is esti
mated that at this period the crust averaged 
about thirty-eight' miles in thickness. Many 
miles of this crust would be red hot, though 
consistent. '

We must not linger longer with this fascin
ating earth, but hasten’onward to the age of 
Jiammals, those forerunners of man.

TRE CENOZOIC EARTH.
The great continental areas are better de

fined. The United States is still nearly bi
sected by an .enormonaarm of the Northern 
sea, while in South America the valleys of the 
Amazon and the Rio de In Plata are united in 
a vast sea which divides the continent into two 
parts.

It was during this long period that some of 
the most stupendous changes took place in the 
configuration of the globe, as far as the sur
face was concerned. Previous changes were 
mostly beneath the waters, but a grand fash
ioning of the land must now take place.

The Cenozoic time is divided into twp great 
periods, the Tertiary and the Post Tertiary. 
The Tertiary is subdivided into three grand 
periods called the Eocene, Miocene and the 
Pliocene.

The Post Tertiary extends upward through

THE EABTH AS A SPOTTED, BLAZING SUN.

dying out of a small Sun. Engraving No. 2 
shows this sun after she was well advanced in 
years. Her once white hot surface had be
come yellow, while many spots obscured her 
fair face. These spots were vast masses of 
scoria which had become slightly cooler and 
had in many cases anchored themselves to the

of a ball slightly flattened at the poles, we 
will watch it during its further development, 
for a grand and mighty work must yet be 
done upon her by the forces of Vulcan before 
she can become the abode of life. We have 
left her astronomical history now and must 
begin upon her geological career. *

We first behold her as an Azoic earth twen
ty million years later, during which period 
mighty changes have taken place. The crust 
has cooled slowly until the white hot core is 
covered with many miles of stone. But the 
pent-up fires within are constantly heaving 
and gushing upward through vast rents in the 
warm rock. Were it not for this, the level 
earth would be covered with water, impreg
nated to saturation with carbonic acid gas, to 
the depth of hundreds of feet But the con
traction of the crust under the cooling process 
has folded up great - ridges of rock and has 
thereby lifted it above the terrible abyss of 
waters so that dry land appears. ,

But what an inhospitable shore it is. A 
great, dry, hot granite rock a thousand miles 
long marks the birth of a new continent, the 
first one south of the Arctic Circle. ,

America, called the “New World,” is geo
logically the old.

“We may walk,” says Agassiz, “along its 
summit, and feel that we are treading upon 
the granite ridge that first divided the waters 
nto a northern and a southern ocean, and if

EARTH.—INCREASESECOND LIFE STAGE OF OF

MESOIOTG
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' CONTINENTS.

tremendous period had elapsed, estimated at 
six million years.

The first Palseozoic period was characterized 
by terrific convulsions, -during which thou
sands of mountain tops were, thrust upward 
through the waters, forming islands. Thus 
the earth might be said to have been in its 
“island period.”

This period is divided for convenience of 
study into the Silurian, Devonian and Carbon
iferous ages. To .whatever conclusion geolo
gists may arrive regarding earlier forms of 
life, there is no doubt whatever that the Silu
rian age developed billions upon billions of 
mollusks, while the Devonian age following it 
found the warm seas literally swarming with 
fishes. These animals existed in such im
mense quantities during the two periods 
named, that their fossilized remains build up' 
thousands of feet of rocky formations. The 
third part of the Palseozoic period, called the 
Carboniferous Age, abounded in such a 
growth of arborescent forms of life, that we 
cannot even grasp an idea of what it was. 
Plants, that are now simple tiny spores, 
scarcely to be seen by the passer .by, were in 
that age gigantic trees. The massive coal 
beds laid down upon our continent show plainly

the changes that took place in the three grand 
sub-divisions mentioned, some assigning three 
million years to the Devonian alone; but we 
must take into consideration that geological 
work went on much more rapidly when all was 
nearly hot and chemical action correspond
ingly active within the crust of the earth. In 
the same manner we reduce the estimates for 
the Carboniferous period, for reasons which 
will be obvious to all who consider the rank
growing vegetation of that age.

THE MESOZOIC EARTH. •
Our next view exhibits the earth as it ad

vanced into the Mesozoic stage of existence, 
or middle life of history.

We are surprised to note how few are the 
changes produced in the great time that has 
passed, but upon reflection we conclude that 
the mightiest part of the work is below the 
surface, only the smallest portion appearing 
as additions to the embryo continents.

The framework of the Americas has been 
filled out more completely from the vertebrate 
of rocky islands shown in the previous view. 
The Carboniferous area has been added. The 
great Appalachian chain has been uplifted 
above the sea.

New England was a peninsula. The Gulf 
of Mexico washed the sides of the Sierra Ne
vada. The great United States was a vast 
basin of salt water dotted with islands, while
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TET! POST-GLACIAL.

RIVERTHE EARTH IN THE ALLUVIAL AND 
PERIOD.

KUMVl’KiS

the Glacial epoch and the Terrace epoch.
We cannot stop to examine the wonderful 

animals which developed upon the land dur
ing the Miocene and Pliocene periods, but we 
will examine the geographical changes. Dur
ing the millions of years which supervened, 
we find that the great sea arm of North Amer
ica was cut off by the rising of great walls of 
rock in the North. Then the sea grew smaller 
and smaller by slow degrees while its salt was 
deposited slowly in layers upon its bottom, 
until after an enormous time had elapsed the 
great sea became a comparatively small lake, 
still somewhat impregnated with salt and other 
soluble minerals. But, though small in com
parison, it occupied an area five times the size 
of Lake Superior, at the close of the Miocene 
period. It covered the spot where Golden 
City and Denver now stand, and the ‘ ‘Bad 
lands" and sage brush plains of the west, over 
an area of 150,000 square miles. (Steel, 
Hayden, Denton.)

The Mississippi and Ohio rivers then emp
tied into thé gulf of Mexico near where Cairo, 
Illinois, now stands. In addition, we notice 
that the islands of the North Atlantic had 
risen into a broad continent which was a con
tinuation of the older North-polar continent 
and was, with its outlying islands at the south 
of it, destined to become a great highway over 
which the early races of men could flee from

STAGETHIRD
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OF.LÎFE—THE GREAT INLAND 
SEA PERIOD. '

CEMOI.O^.

.that an enormous amount ¿of carbon must 
have been ptecipitated feonu the air, as well as 
laid down in the form of vegetation, in order 
to form the great beds of coal, in some places 
more than twenty-five feet thick and covering 
in one State, Missouri,a hundred thousand 
square miles. ’

Prof Winchell says, in his Geological

the Northern Atlantic was filled with a mass 
of land which was afterwards to be hurled by 
gigantic currents and upheavals upon the sur
face of the North American Continent. Meso
zoic time is divided into the Triassic period; 
the Jurassic period, and the Cretaceous period, 
each of which lasted long enough to develop 
the most remarkable" class of animals of 
which imagination could possibly conceive. 
Reptiles of all patterns and sizes ruled the 
earth. Gigantic lizards, “with eyes two feet 
in diameter;’' turtles nearly large enough to 
lay out into city lots, and numerous other 
reptiles, some of them with wings, and all of 
them having Greek names long enough to 
paralyze any modem animal to carry. Nature 
had a parfly-made earth, warm and dank, with 
the air filled with carbonic gas; so she devel
oped a lot of monsters to fill in the time and 
keep things moving. .
■ We estimate the time during this period at 
six million years, although there are grave 
reasons for assigning part of this time to 
the preceding period. But the New Red Sand 
Stone period which is assigned to the Devoni
an by some geologists,'belongs in this forma
tion. When we consider the Vast chalk depos
its laid downby microscopic, animals, together 
with numerous other strata, such as'the rock 
salt beds of the Triassic period and the sand 
stones of the Jurassic, interstratified with gold- 
bearing quartz, we must concede a very long 
period to the Mesozoic.

IDEAL VIEW OF THE EARTH, THREE MILLION 
YEAB8 IN ADVANCE—EQUATORIAL 

LAND PBRIOIMjfc
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the gathering cold of the. jgga-land. (See 
“Religion of the Stars,” pp.wBto 21.)

In addition to the immense quadrupeds, 
Bûchas the terrific monster exhibited in the 
Anthïopologicàl building at the World’s Fair, 
Prof. Dana says that 25,OOCTspecimens of fos
sil fruits have been found, as well as over 
3,000 species of shells in the Tertiary rock 
alone. . " ' ’ ’ " •

The estimate of time we make as follows:

The Eocene period................. 1,400,000
The Miocene period.............. 1,600,000

. The Pliocene period.............  2,000,000
The great Quarternary epoch 1,000,000 
Total Cenozoic time.............. 6,000,000

Thia brings ue down to the great glacial pe
riod of the earth, wjiich i$.reckoned as belong
ing towAhe p quarternary period ‘by most 
geologlBj. ' ' '

We'gjKv- taeifflith at the beginning, or near 
the beginmne- afthat time. Our poor, tortured 
earth qas be£igjftl0d by Are, by water and -by 
earthauBkfrshdeks, for ages upon ages. But 
now she must pass the ordeal of the air. For 
the alr.now. conspired with all the others to
gether to bring upon her the most extraordi
nary series of experiences that could be con
ceived, ,

First, we ask you to dismiss from your minds 
the idea that the glacial perod was brought 
about through extreme cold. Cold could 
»ever have.done It a)one, nor could heat, but a 
combination of the two could. What Is needed 
to make euormous quantities of snow! Plenty 
of steam or water vapor. What is needed to 
generate this vapor? Plenty of heat.

So we have, as so ably shown by Prof. Don
nelly, the conditions for a glacial epoch: 1st, 
a place where much aqueous vapor could be 
generated; 2nd winds to carry ft to a colder 
place on the globe; 3d, cold air to turn the 
vapor to snow. All these conditions came 
when the air above the poles became cold 
through the shutting-off of the internal heat of 
the,earth by the thickening of the polar crust 
and the lessening of the sun's effectiveness by 
reason of its diminished size, and the polar 
angle of the earth to the sun's rays.

A few years ago we held, with others, that 
the* glacial period only lasted some 588,000 
years, or about twenty-elgljt “geological win
ters" of twenty-one thousand years each; but 
we have enlarged our ideas since then and 
now believe that although the earlier glacial 
action has been hidden by the later, and much 
the larger portion of it covered by the present 
ice seas, the real ice epoch must have lasted 
some two and one-half million vears.

When the geologists examine the terrific evL 
deuces of the plowing down of vast mountain 
chains, the gouging out of large lakes like 
Lake Michigan, the filling up of great valleys, 
and then running the immense ice plows 
through.them again and again, they cannot 
curtail the glacial epoch much, if any, beyond 
the period named. And what is the use of it, 
any way ? It has been demonstrated by care
ful experiments in the cooling of granite and 
basal tip lock, fhat*the crust of the earth would 
require, at the least, fifty million years to cool 
down to its present average thickness of be
tween forty eight and fifty-one miles.

Therefore, the geologist need not cut down 
his needed time to bring about the evolution 
of the earth. The astronomer deals in cosmi
cal changes requiring such enormous reaches 
of time that the paltry fifty millions asked for 
by geology can be accorded without a murmur. 
The great glaciers of piled-up snow and lee 
crushed toward the equator from both poles In 
stupendous ridges of lee many miles in depth- 
but the hot earth-belt of the torrid zone melted 
the Ice and sent it upward in steam, to be again 
caught by the “powers of the air,” and hurried 
to the snow-clad poles, to once more pass, at 
the rate of a few feet per year, towards the 
equator.

During this awful period, life, both vegeta
ble and animal, had a hard struggle for exist
ence. It was driven first to the north, then to 
the south, in waves or vibrations correspond
ing to the “great astronomical year" of the 
eartji. But the work of evolution went on 
slowly, step by step, to more perfected forms, 
as the environments would--permit. While 
this tremendous work was going on, Pluto 
had not ceased his labors by any means, for we 
find that our continent was lifted bodily and 
again dropped down beneath Its load of ice, 
several times.

After the “Champlain epoch” came the 
great period called the Terrace Epoch (Steel), 
during which period the land all over the earth 
oscillated up and down, like a ship at sea. It 
was during this time that the gigantic terraces 
or stair-like ridges were formed, such as those 
we see at Mackinac and elsewhere. This 
feature is especially noticeable In the west or 
Rocky Mountain region, where the great lakes 
are shown in the engraving.

The Atlantic continent is seen almost sub
merged, to again uprise, while its mate sinks, 
on this “continental teeter.”

The mouths of the Mississippi, Amazon and 
Rio de la Plata are still several hundred miles 
Inland from their positions at a later period. 
The State of Michigan and part of Wisconsin 
are under water, forming one large lake.

We might say that the terrace and glacial 
epochs are going on even at this day, as they 
are, in a mild and restricted way, but for 
convenience those designations are confined 
to ancient energetic conditions long past.

We next come to the period called the “Post 
Glacial,” and give a view of the earth during 
that period. The Americas have assumed 
qn appearance nearly the same as the present, 
yet there Is a great difference In details, too 
small to be shown. The river systems have 
changed a great deal, also the lake systems.

Atlantis, the “gem of the ocean,” has be
come well defined during this period, while the 
Atlantic continent has been broken up and 
partly washed away, leaving numerous islands.

Greenland has retreated farther northward, 
leaving the place where the Atlantic continent 
stood, with Its millions of beings, to become 
the great submarine ocean plateau of our day.

There has been much controversy had over 
the question as to the particular point in ge
ologic time when man first became a develop
ment which could be distinguished from the 
quadrumana. Scientific authorities differ very 
widely upon estimates, and every, new discov
ery has a tendency to place the accepted esti
mate farther back. Taking all the evidence 
at hand from various sources, we are of the 
opinion that the first distinct type of men ap
peared upon the earth about 050,000 years ago. 
There was a great and distinct change in the 
animal life during the glacial period, where 
the mammoth and cave bear seem to have ex
isted with early man.

Long ages of time elapsed, during which 
tremendous vicissitudes occurred to our earth 
and its inhabitants. Man was obliged to fight 
his way upward, even as his progenitors had 
done before him, step by step, sometimes ret
rograding for a time, then advancing.

We give another view of our earth, in the 
alluvial or present stage of time, when the 
rocks over a large part of the continental di
visions are deeply covered with the rich debris 
from former lands, now pulverized and scat
tered.

“America Is one vast cemetery of burled 
and forgotten forms of life, man being in
cluded among them.”

Other nations have arisen upon this con
tinent, fought the battle of life, and have 
fallen into oblivion.

Fourteen thousand years ago a flourishing 
nation occupied the soil where we now strut 
about as upon the stage of life.

Other nations will follow us, and still others; 
lands will sink and lands will rise, as step by 
step the cold of the arctic regions will drive 
men south.

Lake Michigan will dwindle gradually to a 
river. Chicago, after attaining the grand po
sition of a leading city of the world, with six 
million inhabitants, will sink beneath the 
?ulcksands, inch by inch, and will disappear 
rom the sight of man. New York City will 

be under four hundred feet of salt sea water, 
and Boston will be a memory.

The lakes and rivers become slowly con
gealed as the great ice walls of the arctic sea 
press downward over our devoted and doomed 
country, step by step, until the whole is cov
ered with the crystal pall.

But, while this change is going on, kind na
ture provides a home for her children. She 
raises vast bodies of land from the broad bo
som of the Pacific, whose thousands of islands 
become continents. Although our sun is di
minished in splendor at this far-off date, the 
loss of heat Is compensated for by its perpen
dicular rays upon the land surface of our 
globe.

Friends, dare we lift the veil of the future, 
as we have of the past, and take one more 
view of old. Terrat We Will take one look at 
her three, million years ahead.

Send Stamp for CfitoetlAns of the 
Order of the Mach and mystic books by 
the author of -above lecture' Andrei 
O. H. Richmonds -4010--.Washins 
boulevard, Chicago.
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Explanations. .
Spiritualism embraces a multitude of 

persons who have come.out of all the 
various denominations. . Each convert 
to our theories brings along with him 
his preconceive opinions oh various 
subjects. These opinions . are. his indi
vidually, and the policy of The Pro? 
greSsive Thinker has been, and will 
continue to be; to-tolerate these coiifliot- 
ing views to their fullest extent.

The contributors to bur columns are 
alone responsible for their private 
views. We cannot undertake to ask 
them to conform to ours, nor to those of 
any others, for we have no creed or 
standard of thought. . .

In the multiplicity of duties with 
which the publisher is burdened there 
Is a possibility that ideas may creep into 
our editorial columns which may. not 
accurately express his views; for- the 
large amount of matter must necessarily 
flow from many pens, and those who 
wield them may not always agree in 
non-essentials, or even in essentials.; :

And while explanations seem in order, 
it may not be amiss to state that cor
respondents seem to have mistaken thp 
spirit of Brother Bach’s position, and 
also our own in regard to the discussion 
of other subjects, than Spiritualism on 
our spiritualistic platforms. In our issue 
of January 27, under the head of “One 
Thing at a Time," it was' supposed the 
position was so clearly stated all Would 
comprehend it. The gist of the article; 
was combined in these few lines:

WHAT IS HE.
This Notorious Breckinridge

Is He a Man or a Beast?

Another Sad Case to Consider.

“Never, after announcing spiritual 
lectures, so far depart from the subject 
as to lug in other issues on which the 
outside world, whethe'r orthodox or 
heterodox, is with ns,"

If parties wish to discuss, other issues, 
let them do so as freely hs Jthey ywiph; 
but when they Ipyltq’tWf,people to 
listen to a discourse ;0n;’HpfrltpallSm 
only, then to 
flops is a seepjing frajia, one comm'oflto 
the churches, of whi<jh, w/nroppsO they 
shall hold an excluslvq'ijibnppbly.

History Still Repeating Itself.
Juvenal says the principal occupation 
the Roman jewelers, after the wor

ship of Isis and her son Horus was intro- 
duoed in that city, was the making of 
statuettes of the virgin mother and her 
child. This business became so great 1 
and monopolized so much capital, it is 1 
claimed the principal opposition to the 1 
spread of the gospel came from those ’ 
whose vocation was imperiled. (

We quoted quite recently in these ■ 
columns some expressions from Dr. • 
Harper, the president of the Chicago 1 
University, in recent public addresses, 
in regard to Bible fictions. In the 
Record of the 14th inst. was published a ' 
letter from Geo. A. Shufeldt, of Oak 
Park, which directs attention to the 
conclusions which must follow from the 
Doctor’s positions, conclusions which 
are legitimate, to which the thinking 
world arrived many years ago. Our ' 
readers will be glad to see his deduc
tions. We quote at length:

“Dr. Harper and the Bible.—The 
eminent head of the University of Chi
cago is undermining the foundations of 
the/Bible. He is sapping the faith and 

' belief of the Christian world. While 
professing to criticise only the historical 
and scientific statements of the book, 
and designing to preserve its religious 
and moral teachings, he is yet destroy
ing all the vitality upon which the book 
rests for its authority with Christian 
people. A few more of Dr. Harper's 
Bible lectures, and there will be nothing 
left of it as the word of God.

“He has already shown that the 
Mosaic account of the creation is a 
fiction built up out of the imagination of 
some unknown writer, and that no such 
event ever could or did occur. That a 
creative act per se, the making of ‘some
thing out of nothing, belongs to the 
realm of final causes, and can have no 
realization in the human mind, is an af
firmation which is not now disputed by 
scientific men. Consequently, the 
Mosaic account of a beginning, when 
nothing existed, and God made the 
whole visible universe out of it, is some
thing less than a dream.

“Dr. Harper next questions the time 
within which this act of creation is said 
to have been performed, and claims 
that it is conclusively shown by 
scientific revelations that the world was 
not made in six days.

“This position has been many times 
stated, but it is one of the refutations of 
Biblical verity.

“The deluge came next, and the emi
nent scholar and critic proves that it 
was not a universal deluge by any 
means. The whole thing was born of 
the ignorance of the writer of the ac
count, and the impossibility of the oc
currence of such a catastrophe, as has 
has been repeatedly «.demonstrated by 
others. '

“With the destruction of this theory 
came another, and a still more im
portant one, and that is the biblical doc
trine of the unity of the human race. 
Ethnologists have long since concluded 
that the race never descended from a 
single pair; the story of Adam and Evo, 
the garden of Eden, the temptation and 
the fall is but a fairy tale, which can 
only be told for the purpose of amusing 
children. And thus the conclusions of 
Dr. Harper are upheld by investigators 
outside of theology.

“If Adam and Eve never existed, 
never were tempted of the devil, never 
ginned or fell from grace, what becomes 
Of the doctrine of original sin, and the 
subsequent scheme involving the atone
ment and redemption?

“The possible consequences of such a 
thought as this are too great for con
templation. And it cannot be tolerated. 
What? No fall for man? No redemp-

What Sort of a .God.
The silliest thing sillyobigots ever ate 

tempted was to put God in the Constitu
tion. Would such an addition to the or
ganic law of the United States add 
power, glory, honor or fame to the 
creator of the universe? Has he been 
so often lauded in prayer that he now 
covets this national acknowledgment to' 
tickle his vanity? or is it a device of 
priestcraft to regain departed power, 
and prolong its own existence?

President Lincoln well said in his im
mortal Gettysburg address: “This is a 
government of the people, by the peo
ple and for the people.” Christian dem
agogues wish to amend this clear 
enunciation of great truths so as to read: 
“This is a government of God, by God 
and for God.”

The divine right of kings and control 
of human governments was controverted 
by the fathers of the American Revo
lution, and a Republic, based on the 
rights of the people, followed. We' 
trust the day will never oome when this 
system will be changed to a hierarchy.

If the ruler of the world is all-power
ful, and he desires to make a display of 
himself, is it not probable he would 
write his name in the skies so each in
dividual can read it in his own tongue, 
rather thap on parchment which time 
will destroy?

If the law-making powers shall so add 
to the Constitution, then the courts 
will have to determine what God has 
been enthroned. Each sect, and nearly 
every person, has a peculiar God. What 
sort of a God will the courts evolve? 
This is a more important question than 
many suppose.

'tion, atonement Or salvation?
“Dr. Harper, in his last lecture, 

opened his batteries on the famous 
Tower-of-Babel story, and when he got 
through, there was not much of it left. 
What is to be assailed next?”

The principal opposition to the recep
tion of truths which modern criticism is 
¡unfolding, comes from the pulpit and 
the publishers of biblical literature, 
whose craft is endangered, as was the 
case with those who made idols of Isis, 

: ' with her baby son on her knee—the 
A originals of the Madonna and child 

whom Catholics.adore. ..

SPIRITS AT WORK. KIND WORDS;

They Come from a Humanitarian.
This Time in Minnesota.

A FEW FACTS.
In a Wonderful Experience.

our

She is

the

his widow in her dire distress, 
old and feeble.

*■

AN APPARITION—A HAUNTED HOUSE— 
STRANGE PHENOMENA.'

Prof. Silas W. Edmunds is still ¿at 
New Orleans, La.; and can be addressed 
for engagements at No. 452 Tulane Ave.

Many Mlles.
Since Jan. 10th, Hudson Tuttle has 

traveled 4,600 miles to attend funerals.- 
Certainly that may be considered genu
ine devotion to the cause.

Mrs. E. V. Wilson.
We call the especial attention of

Between Two Fires, 
A. V. Weston, a boòkkeèper in

MAGNETISM-SPIRIT.
^1H ■.■rr-i-.... ■ ■■ ■..^■.1. HJH, sw
itualist. This condition of affairs must 
be changed and Spiritualists must be 
the first in humanitarian work.

.. . Jus Tice.
" -, —-—■—» ---------- ■ - ■

THE PUTY OF SPIRITUALISTS—THEY 
.SHOULD LEAD IN HUMANITARIAN

WORK—AT PRESENT, SUCH IS NOT 
THE CASE.

There is a man—a resident of Ken
tucky—by the name of Breckinridge. 
He is eminent as a lawyer, as a member 
of Congress, and as a devout Presby
terian. »He is a prayerful mqn. Being 
a very mean man, he is undoubtedly ex
ceedingly “pious,” and excessively 
“God-like,” When Briggs was tried 
for heresy, Breckinridge appeared 
against him, it is said, in the interest 
of good, sound orthodoxy. This “Chris
tian;” while his wife was living, made 
the intimate acquaintance of a .beautiful 
young lady, the daughter of an esteemed 
friend, who. had just died. Her name 
is Madeline Pollard;. She is said to. be 
very beautiful and accomplished. This 
'subtile man, under the pretense that he 
would soon be able to marry Madeline 
(his wife then sick and feeble and not 
expected to live long) succeeded in 
bringing her to succumb to his bash 
passions, and the result was—two chil
dren! There you have it all, the ulti
mate pf his base villainy. He.,is now 
on trial at Washington, D. C< and aided 
by the ablest lawyers in the land, he 
expects to completely crush his poor 
Victim. .
' Here is a problem' for the churches to 

solve—a problem overflowing with' filth 
and the vilest kind of meanness. During 
the trial Major Butterworth, Breckin
ridge’s attorney, asked Miss Pollard for 
the second time, if Colonel Breckin
ridge 'had not endeavored to break off 
the relations he sustained with her 

■ Miss Pollard leaned forward, struck 
the witness-box with her-'-openhand, and 
efclaimed:

“No, never, never! There was never 
such a word hinted on his part,” and 
she continued, in a voice choking with 
sobs: “I gave up my babies for him, 
because he insisted on it. A woman 
can’t do more than that. She can’t do 
more than give up her children. I laid 
my baby in its coffin, because it needed 
a mother’s care, which I had not been 
able to give it, because he made me put 
it away from me. I—never—let—him— 
see—me—cry—over—it. I never—, ” the 
sentence was not finished, for Madeline 
Pollard’s head was bowed on her arms 
on the' witness-box; her slender frame 
was shaking with great sobs. Tnere 
was suspicious moisture in many eyes. 

. No man in the court-room broke the 
silence' by a whisper until Mr. Wilson 
suggested that the court should adjourn. 
Mr. Butterworth, speaking in a low tone, 
said that he had but a few, more ques
tions, but perhaps they had better.be 
asked in the morning.

What an exceedingly sad picture the 
above presents. On one side a high 
official and a church member. On the 
other side the woman he had ruined 
when an innocent, confiding girl, the 
daughter of his friend now in Spirit-life. 
Was ever a sadder picture presented for

Evidences of Fraud Everywhere.
Prof. Edwin Johnson makes a painful 

revelation in regard to the translation 
of the Koran from the Arabic. He 
says:

“Owing to the fact that the Benedic- . 
tine monks first mis-translated the 
Koran in the interests of church dogma, 
the prejudice so created has never since 
been removed. . .■ . The gross and 
wilful mistake has been made by the 
translators—that they who had resolved 
to denounce Mohammed as an impostor 
and false prophet have introduced the 
name of Jesus Christ into their transla
tion. Now, neither Jesus, nor Christ, 
nor the dogma of the person of Christ as 
held in the church, is to be found in any 
part of the Moslem Word of God. To 
this day every true follower of Islam de
nies, and must deny with the vehemence 
of faith and of intelligent conviction, 
that there is aught in common between 
Isa, son of the virgin Mariam, sister of 
Harun, the glorious prophet, last in 
succession before Mohammed, and the 
crucified one of Catholic tradition.

“A further wilful blunder consisted 
in the rendering of the phrase ‘People 
of the Book’ in the Koran by “Jews 
and Christians.’ . . The only class of 
men who can historically explain the 
term ‘Christiani’ is the great Basllian 
and Benedictine confederacy. The 
word is their own coinage. The Koran 
knows nothing of Christiani. A fresh 
and exact rendering of the book is 
sorely needed in the interests of liter
ary science."

Prof. Johnson is a voluminous author. 
He was for long years a professor in one 
of the great institutions of learning in 
England. He wrote in the interest of 
teachers, he tells us, in'his introduction- 
to the “Rlseof Christendom,” and every 
page of his book sparkles with the evi
dence of honest conviction, and an earn
est determination to tell the truth;

What does it mean that every book 
which passes through the hands of the 
Roman monks on its way down the cen
turies to us, bears positive evidence of 
their forgeries. and interpolations? 
Nothing, however sacred, escapes their 
infamous frauds. Disguise it as we may,, 
the alteratiou^feditions and suppress
ions are so dSfigous and radical we

, cannot knowWttt the original con
tained—if -there^Was any original, of 

' which many scholars are now in doubt.

' Delicacy is to the mind what fra
; grance is to the fruit.—Poincelot.

. Eat to please thyself, but dress to 
please others.—Franklin, ,

On earth the broken arcs, in Jieaven 
the perfect round;—Brownings ‘

It ‘is United the Red 
Flag-

Ab time passes on much of the super
stition and ignorance > connected with 
the life of Christ is being removed, and 
he is relegated to his proper status— 
that of a liuman being subject to all 
the infirmities that usually accompany a 
mortal on earth. If his spirit ever visits 
that Romish cursed country, Italy, it will 
have a gloomy feeling cast Aver it when 
he sees the use to which the “cross” 
is put. "An English newspaper says 
that , in the recent socialistic demon
stration in Italy the crucifix, was often 
found fastened among the folds of the red 
banner of the Fascip. The priests were 
the only persons who came in contact 
with the peasants on friendly terms, and 
their influence was paramount to every 
other on the island, except only the 
influence of the new- brotherhood. 
Thirty, years ago the Bourbon reign in 
Sicily was described as 'the negation of 
God On earth.’ That reign has passed 
away, but that which it has left behind 
appears quite as far removed from 
Christian standards. The sufferings of 
the' peasantry were heVer more severe. 
Sig. Comandlni, who lately visited the 
island on a tour of inspection, has made 
a report showing a most horrible state 
of affairs. He says the natives fled from 
him and his companions at first, be
lieving them to be tax-gatherers, the 
authors of all their ,woes. But when 
they could be drawn into conversation 
the extent of their sufferings was re
vealed. ‘In the midst .of-that crowd,’ 
says Sig. Comandlni, ‘oL poor peasants 
dressed inyags, yet clean,haggard and 
trembling with hunger,and with anger, 
I felt a deeper impression of sorrow 
than I have felt in all my life.’ He 
asked some questions of one of the 
crowd, in answer to which he said that 
he had a wife and four children. They 
lived in one room,sleeping on straw with 
their mule. His- work lay far from the 
town, and his wages amounted to 260 
francs or 270 francs ($52 to 854) for the 
year, out of which he paid 111 francs for 
focatico, or family tax, and 5} francs tax 
on his mule to the municipality. When 
he had work he and his little ones ate 
bread; when out of work they ate weeds 
and any wild herbs which they could 
pick. In such circumstances the 
peasant declared he had no recourse but 
to join the socialistic Fascio, whose 
leaders preached the brotherhood of 
man and defended him against the ex
actions of the landlord and tax-gatherer. 
In his simplicity he had joined the 
emblems of the earthly and heavenly re
deemer—the red flag and the cross, as 
tokens at once of his despair and his 
hope.”

The race will advance to a plane some
time when every individual will have 
an opportunity to earn his own living; 
but it will not be until all religious sects 
are banished from the face of the earth, 
and then the cross will be regarded as 
an emblem of superstition and ig
norance. H. R. S.

the contemplation of the American 
people?

Here Is another sad picture in this 
“enlightened” nineteenth century, from 
the Atlanta Constitution. It is presented 
under this head: "A Woman for Sale— 
A Betrayed Girl Offers to Sell Herself 
to the Southern Medical College.”

With a pale, haggard face, with a 
wild, despairing look and tears literally 
streaming down her hollow, sunken 
cheeks, Maud Fambro, an innocent 
country girl, entered the Southern 
Medical College and, approaching Uncle 
Robert Pierce, the kindly-disposed old 
janitor, she asked for the ladies’ recep
tion-room.

After having seated herself, the 
young woman, in a dazed sort of a way, 
surveyed the room and its contents with 
evident fear and dread. After a mo
ment’s hesitation she inquired of the 
; anitor if the college wanted to buy a 
subject. If so, she had one to offer for 
sale, which, although alive now, would 
in the course of a month or two be at the 
disposal of the college if terms were 
agreed upon.

Janitor: Wherp is the subject, Miss?
Maud Fambro: Why, here it is— 

right here. Do you see me? I am the 
one. Do you think they will buy my 
body? I am going to die and I know it, 
and what I want to do is to arrange for 
the future. My history, I will say at 
thebeginning, is familiar to all where I 
live, and rather than go back and face 
my degradation and shame, I prefer to 
die! Won’t they buy my body?

Medical Student: Upon what terms 
would you make the disposition?

Maud Fambro: I will sell it for most 
any price. What I, want to do is to 
make a future provision for my baby. I 
haven’t but one copper in the world and 
am here without a place to shelter my 
head. I thought by coming to Atlanta 
I’d make. a trade, by the college agree
ing to take my .body after I am gqne.- I 
do not know where to go or what"to do.

It is the same old story of man’s 
perfidy and woman’s weakness. Six 
months ago she was a happy girl, loving 
and loved by all—now a wanderer upon 
the face of the earth, seeking to make a 
horrible and ghastly disposition of her 
corpse that she might make proper pro
vision for her future offspring. It is 
indeed a sad ease.

The girl not meeting with what she 
'thought proper consideration, left the 
college, saying she was going to carry 
put her intention or commit suicide. 
She was entreated to go home and was 
given enough money to pay her rail
road fare to the little town from which 
she- came. It is not known where she

■ went after leaving, the college. ■
Here are two sad pictures. There is 

much for, Spiritualists to do in order to 
redeem 'the world, and place >it on a 
higher plane. It can only be done by 
practical hunianltarian work. If a «step 
is made to feed the destitute hungry, 

' clothe the naked,'to shelter the home
less; to furnish employment for those 

1 seeking work, you -will find as a general 
rule that the prime mover is not a Spir-

Saying and^IeaRing.
It was once said of Horatio Seymour, 

formerly governor of. New York and 
candidate for the presidency, that he 
was called “Saymore” by the Irish “be
cause he could say more and mean less 
than any other man in the country.”

We are reminded of the saying by the 
recent address of Archbishop Ireland at 
St. Paul on St. Patrick’s day. To all 
seeming the Archbishop plants himself 
squarely on the patriotic platform of 
the A. P. A. “We seek no interference 
with a man’s politics so long as the 
party to which he belongs does not an
tagonize American institutions,” says 
the A. P. A. Says the Archbishop: 
“The church has suffered from lack ‘of 
Americanism. One nationalism is and 
must be supreme in out civil and social 
matters, and that is American national
ism,’’etc. .

This saying of the Archbishop seems 
fair and bright on its face—if it were 
meant and lived up to in good “honest 
Injun” style; there would be no reason 
for the .existence of the A. P. A. But 
it is, when examined closely, a case of 
“say more and mean less.”

Does Archbishop Ireland intend to in
clude the Church of Rome in the terih 
of “nationalism” as he uses it? Would 
he dare to place "American national
ism” as superior in authority and in 
patriotic claims to every citizen fealty 
and obedience, to the Pope and the 
Catholic church?

Nay! If he should he would run coun
ter to the mandates, decrees and ex
cathedra teachings of the church; and 
he knows it. He cannot be permitted 
to hide his Romish meanings under a 
deceptive robe of blarney sayings. The 
decrees of the church, and the doings of 
its adherents in our land today are of 
far greater value as evidence of what 
Romanism means, than all the fine and 
seemingly patriotic.phrases of the Arch
bishop. The church—and the Pope as 
its head—are first in authority—su
preme over all national t governments, 
princes, powers and potentates, and 
with paramount claims to the obedience 
of all men. This is Romanism, always 
and ever; and every priestly utterance 
with a seeming meaning different from 
this, is merely a case of “say more and 
mean less.”

Is There a Kinship Between
: Them?

A. E- LIoJbear Cites Mysterious.
■ '<;- j ^-'-Results.
' t/J ■.•.frJIHr -- ----------- .

To the Editor:—As set forth by the 
Scientist A. E. Dolbear, in the Cosmo
politan, when a magnet so acts upon a 
iiiece of iron as to pull it towards itself 
t is evident that virtue in some way has 

gone out from it, for the effect upon the 
iron is noticeable when it is quite a dis
tance away from the magnet. Indeed, 
there is good reason to believe there is 
ho limit to this distance, but that a mag
net attracts a piece of iron« no matter 
how far apart they may be, only the 
strength of the attraction becomes less 
as the distance increases. The space 
about a magnet within which such ef
fects take place is called the magnetic 
field, and there is reason to believe that 
this field consists in a particular kind of 
a stress in the ether which fills the 
whole of space and the effect at any 
place depends upon the degree of this 
stress at that place. The degree bf 
other-stress produced by a magnet de
pends upon its shape. A straight bar 
magnet has the weakest field, and the 
field becomes stronger as the magnet is 
bent so its poles approach each other, 
and it may be so great as to produce a 
pressure upon'a piece of iron a thousand 
pounds a square inch. It has also been 
proved that there is rotary motion in 
the magnetic field; right-handed like 
the motion of the hands of a clock if 
one looks towards the south pole of a 
magnet, and left-handed if one looks to
ward the north pole. One may easily 
picture to himself the physical condi
tion of this space between the poles of 
a magnet by imagining it filled with a 
great number of spiral springs running 
from one pble to the other, each one in 
a state of tension tending to pull the 
poles together, and all together repreJ 
senting the tension or stress in the re
gion about. A single one of these Ib 
often called a line of force, and as they 
are measured there may be as many as 
300,000 to the square inch. When a 
wire is carried across such a field elec
tricity is developed in it. If a sheet of 
metal be moved edgewise through it, it 
is resisted as if cutting through soft 
butter, and if it be made into a disc and 
rotated rapidly it becomes hot, though 
it touches nothing, apparently. With 
all this, nothing can be seen and the 
hand can perceive no difference pe- 
tween the iron magnetized and unmag
netized. It has been claimed that some 
eyes are able to see a luminousness 
about the poles of magnets, and pictures 
of what is said to be seen represent 
flames apparently issuing from the 
poles. Such forms are so different from 
the shape of the magnetic field as found 
in other ways as to render it highly 
firobable that the so-called flames are 
maginary. Some persons have claimed 

to be affected by the presence of a mag
net, that it produces an indescribable 
sensation in them, but wooden imita
tions of magnets were found to produce 
the same symptoms. A few years ago 
some large and powerful electro-mag
nets -were made of old cannon. No ef
fect upon the body was perceived by 
those who worked with them,even when 
the head was thrust into the open 
mouth, when the magnetism was strong 
enough to support tons of cannon balls. 
So it appears that a common magnetic 
field is incapable of affecting the nerv
ous system in any appreciable way. The 
case is different, however, with an al
ternating magnetic field where the po
larity is reversed many times a second 
by alternating electrical currents, for 
local anaesthesia or insensibility is pro
duced so complete as» to allow surgical 
operations to be performed without sur
rendering one’s consciousness, as hap
pens when one takes ether or chloro
form. This discovery seems to be very 
important, as it may revolutionize the 
surgical practice with anaesthetics.

These thoughts by Prof. Dolbear are 
worthy of careful consideration, and it 
may be •possible that there is a close 
kinship between these atomic or molec
ular vibrations which are called mag
netism, and those spirit forces which 
are in a measure the basic structure of 
every material body. I await patiently 
for more light. - Si Ence.

A late issue of the Windom (Minn.) 
Reporter contains the following items: 
“We understand that sometime ago Mr. 
Van Horn and son were going home 
from Windom one night after dark, and 
when going up the hill north of the old 
red barn an apparition appeared, and 
that it was so distinct aS to frighten the 
horses. It was in the form of a woman 
dressed in white, and Mr. Van Horn, in 
order to get his horses along, got out of 
the sleigh or wagon, took them by the 
head, and fought off the apparition with 
the other hand. It instantly disap
peared, when the team proceeded on its 
way without further disturbance. Some 
time after this a daughter of Mr. Van 
Horn was taken sick and died. The 
apparition had been forgotten, but. ac
cording to the report we have, a little 
while before the death of his daughter, 
it appeared again, remaining some time, 
and then vanishing from view. While 
we have not seen Mr. Van Horn, to 
verify the report, we receive it from a 
gentleman who has it from Mr. Van 
Horn direct. Mr. Van Horn is not a 
man likely to be looking for ghosts, and 
would probably go as far to see one as 
any of the rest of the boys, but he is a 
reliable farmer, a member of the Metho
dist church in this place, and if he says 
he saw the apparition on those two oc
casions, we would be Inclined to believe 
it. Such things are frequently reported 
by mbn of standing and truthfulness 
and the writer is unable to dispute 
them, though he is an unbeliever in 
such things.’’

Windom Reporter, March 1,1894: "Dr. 
Allen is not in the least superstitious, 
but he would like to have someone tell 
him what it is that he and his family 
hear so frequently around the house, 
He says that for a year or more past, at 
intervals a sound like sleet striking the 
house will be heard, sometimes on one 
side of the house and then on the other, 
and sometimes all around the house. It 
will sometimes last for an hour or so and 
then again for only a few moments. 
The doctor thinks it is some electrical 
phenomenon, but would like to have 
some one explain it. He is no believer 
in ghosts and is not built to be at all 
frightened by spooks, but he can hear 
the peculiar noise, and simply wants to 
know what it is.”

Windom is a town of 1,500 inhabitants, 
situated about one hundred and fifty 
miles from St. Paul, on the Omaha road. 
Perhaps if the parties were inclined to 
investigate the phenomena of modern 
Spiritualism they would find the ex
planation sought. To us who have in
vestigated there is no mystery about it; 
it is simply another evidence of the 
wonderful demonstration of spirit power 
that is being made manifest all over the 
land, and also evidence that the spirits 
are trying any and all means to attract 
the attention of those whom they wish 
to interest, or to warn of approaching 
calamity, and are making their pres
ence and power felt in places where not 
a believer in Spiritualism exists.

We are told that we are entering into 
an era of wonderful development of 
spirit manifestations, and that new and 
startling things will attract our attention 
constantly; and how well and truly this 
prophecy is being fulfilled is witnessed 
by the fact that scarcely a day passes 
that the daily papers do not mention 
some new and startling experiences of 
some good orthodox brother who has 
never had any such experience hereto
fore.

The writer has been personally ac
quainted with Dr. Allen for many years, 
and knows him to be a man of sterling 
integrity, whose word is as good as gold. 
If I mistake not, he has been a member 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church for 
many years. There is no doubt that 
what he tells actually occurs, and 1 
sincerely hope and believe that he will 
be led to investigate; and I have no 
doubt that his spirit friends will open 
the way for him, and that the phenom
ena referred to have been adopted to 
arouse his curiosity and set him to 
thinking. May both these good 
brothers be soon led into the path that 
leads to a knowledge of the truth.

Wm. A.’Peterson.
St. Paul, Minn.

To the Editor:—In reading what 
Gaza accomplishes, in The Progreb- 
sive'Thinker of March 10, I am 
much interested, as a humanitarian in 
what Mr. F. H. Brigg says about hitch
ing a horse to a vehicle. I have often 
thought that the manner of attaching a 
horse to a loaded wagon was wrong, nut 
I did not know, of any better way than 
the present way of doing it. I hope 
that Mr. Brigg in a future number of 
your paper will explain the method 
fully, and give a diagram that will open 
the eyes .of all owners of horses in a 
pecuniary way, and be a blessing to our 
friends, the ' overworked and often 
brutally-treated equines.

There are very few owners or 
drivers of horses who ever think enough 
about the comfort of their animals to 
make inquiries, but go on in the old 
ruts, like Christians, never dreaming 
that this is a progressive age, and that 
we are in justice obliged to insure the 
comfort of our said-to-be dumb 
brutes—some of whom have more sense 
than many of the superior race. A man 
who will not treat his animals kindly, 
outside of a pecuniary view, is very apt 
to be an unkind husband and a harsh 
father; and all that deters some men 
from being this latter is because they 
dare not, and as they dare not abuse 
their family, they vent their spite on 
their horses and dogs.

Again, a man who abuses his children 
—the children, through fear, not daring 
to give back to the dad such as he dis
penses to them—is very apt to go out 
of his way to kick the dog or yell at 
and lash the horse. During slavery 
times the hardest overseer was in nine 
cases out of ten a negro; and the reason 
is easily seen: slavery blunted the feel
ings, and so does the cruel father.

Go into a livery stable, and if you 
happen to see a hostler cleaning a horse 
and speaking kindly to him, you are 
struck with amazement. Several years 
ago, while traveling on the big river on 
a steamboat, I was watching the mate 
bossing the roustabouts, and was much 
surprised to seq how kindly he treated 
them; no swearing or unseemly words 
used, and it was very apparent how well 
he got along with them—they obeyed 
his orders promptly, and did the work 
with a will. 1 became acquainted with 
this man a few years after the episode I 
have related, and found him very much 
of a gentleman. At one time I lived 
near him and found him a good neigh
bor, a kind husband and father.

Brutes are like children—the kinder 
you treat them the more intelligent 
they become. Take a dog, for instance; 
treat him somewhat similar to the man
ner in which the family is treated, and 
it is astonishing how much that dog will 
know. One would think, to see laddie 
half asleep, taking It easy, that he did 
not know much; when in reality that 
dog was digesting the conversation.

John L. Moore, J. P.

An'Outrage;
Dr. J. M. Peebles, the well-known 

traveler and lecturer on Spiritualism, 
has recently been subjected to the out
rage of an indictment and arrestp-for not 
going before a Texas Medical Examining 
Board. His case came into court and was 
promptly dismissed by the State—so he 
is plumed in victory. We shall -give a 
more extended account of the matter in 
a future issue. , .

Why Should the Pope Have Fear?
' To the average thinker it would seem 
rather peculiar that Pope Leo XIII. 
should contemplate seeking safety 
for his mortal head in other parts, 
than the seat of the great Roman Em
pire. If he is infallible, will not 'his 
infallibility and his direct intercommu
nication and his interceding pow<y .^9/ 
others with the God of this great uni
verse have some influence in his pwn 
behalf? To have so «important a medi
ator between God and man flee from 
the wrath of his fellowmen and not put 
his trust in the Omnipotent Father, 
neems like doubting the-power he would 
have others believe he possessed in the 
sub-contract pardoning business. 
Where is St. Peter or Others of the 
noted ancient fathers? Where is the 
power of the Holy Virgin Mary, or her 
beloved son Jesus? Perhaps that1 'Elm" 
has again gone into the forsaking busi
ness. At any rate, why should there be 
any fear in Rome, the great center of 
all the world’s Catholicism, or cause 
for fear? Could those heretics be so 
cruel as to attempt the assassination of 
all the infallibility there is on earth, or 
plan for him a bomb in aid of his 
ascension? The only wonder is it hasn’t 
been done long ago by some one upon 
/whom .has been turned the thumbscrew 
of torture for infidelity, for daring to use 
b. natural and universal function of his 
pwn spirit—his mind. The sting is poison
ing the old octopus. Milton says: “Evil 
on itself shall back recoil." And Shak- 
speare puts it thus: “Who then shall 
blame his pestered senses to recoil and 
start when all that is within 
him does condemn itself for being 
there?” Both are quite applicable 
to the present condition of mind and 
relativity of Pope Leo XIII. to the little 
unpleasantness now affecting Italy, and 
that is perceptible all over the world.

Shameful.
The Board of Education of this city, 

by a ballot of nine to five, voted the 
other day to close the public schools on 
the 23d of March because it was Good 
Friday. Here is an Opening wedge to 
introduce ,the, Cethofii; festivals and 
¡sdcred. d,hys. Body politic, in a
feVv yhars tp', pp legalized as holidays, 
After the manher ofjliipgopean countries. 
Out' legal holidays ,'qre already so nu
merous as to seriously interrupt business 
and labor, to the absolute physical and 
moral injury of those who observe them. 
Now comes the proposition which will 
ultimate, unless immediately arrested, 
in scores of others. Every day will be a 
saint’s day, and idleness will become 
universal.

readers to a communication in another 
column, by E. W. Sprague, of James
town, N. Y., in reference to the widow 
of the lamented E. V. Wilson. Par
ticularly do we call the attention of the 
residents of this city to this venerable 
lady. E. V. Wilson was a stalwart 
Spiritualist—an eloquent speaker, and 
one of the best test mediums that ever 
graced the Spiritualist platform. There 
are hundreds of Spiritualists who re
ceived their first knowledge of the har- 
monial philosophy through his medium
ship, and they should now remember

First National Bank of Marshall, Mich., 
was recently dismissed because the' 
Catholics alleged, that he was a member 
of the A. P. A., and threatened to with
draw their funds if he. was not dis-, 
charged. . And now the members of the 
A. P. A. all threaten to take their 
money from the bank.

To THE Editor:—I here relate for 
the first time a few facts which all the 
years that have come and gone have not 
dimmed in the memory of that moment, 
but seem to develop new and more far- 
reaching possibilities. From the fact 
that I had but a few hours before. .July 
12, 1847, taken an important step-in the 
lives of all women considered the most 
important—the following experience 
seems an outgrowth or result.

Every moment that passed after the 
ceremony, seemed to bring to view, like 
large fleecy clouds, 'almost unheard of 
sacrifices; and the shadow of unpleasant 
experiences enveloped me like a pall, 
and, on the instant, I felt too weak for 
such a load alone; but like a flash of 
light from a midnight sky came the idea 
that there was help near, and these 
thoughts seemed pressed out: O Lord, 
give me strength sufficient for my day.

I was listening, and instantly, as a 
ball rebounds when thrown at short 
range against a wall, the answer came; 
“As thy day, so shall thy strength be.” 
The clouds evaporated, the pall was re
moved from my mental vision, and not 
to this day have they returned.

As I was listening, there opened to my 
view the room from which the answer 
came. The door, six feet wide, was 
open, and I will try to give a descrip
tion of its contents, as photographed on 
my brain. The ceiling was low—not 
more than 8 feet between posts; the 
room was 40 feet long, but I could not 
decide as to the width of the room, for 
steel cylinders hid the view; they were 
horizontal, all in order, but like the 
Alps, where "hills peep o'er hills,” they 
were so high that I could not look over 
them one above another, and in that 
view, like the flash of an eye, I noticed 
that the belt which set the whole in mo
tion came from above, unlike some 
shops where the power was below in an 
overshot wheel.-

As it was past the hours for labor, all 
was silent, and only one man was in the 
room; he stood by a low table, such aS 
telegraph operators use at the present 
day, and what I noticed particularly was 
that the answers to all messages were 
all ready, 'prepared beforehand; so, on 
the instant of receiving a request the 
reply was sent at once; there was no de
lay in looking for the right paper; the 
reply seemed at the fingertips.

I have never seen a man that looked 
like the one in charge of that room; if I 
ever do I shall know where I have seen 
his negative. I consider the above a 
very singular circumstance, and ad that 
it may not be lost to the world I have 
penned it. Mrs. A. E. S. Taylor.

The Lyceum Guide. n
George H. Brooks writes as follows in 

reference to it:
The Lyceum guide, lately published 

by Mrs. Emma Tuttle, is the best book 
of its kind in print. It fills a long felt 
want—felt by all workers in the Lyceum. 
I should like to see it in every Spirit
ualist family; its selection of poems 
alone is worth the price of the book, 
and its. directions for Lyceum work is 
complete. ...I have been ofteh asked 
in the past, what book to get for that 
line of work, and I have been obliged 
to say that there was no book published 
that-filled the wants of the lyceumof 
the present day. I trust that all of our 
spiritualist families will purchase a copy 
and thus aid in the good work.

better.be


Alliance. Thomas Lees.

Anniversary Reports.
Don’t delay them, but send them In at 

once. .......
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; z ' The Progressive Thinker.
'7 Last week’s Progressive Thinker 
was a remarkable number. E. O. Get- 
singer had an especially interesting ar
ticle. Articles no less entertaining fol- 
linyed from Mrs. O. H. Hinckley, Nat 
Law,'A. 8, Hudson, M. D., Prof. A. J. 
Swarts, p. F, DeGourn^y, John Ruther
ford, É. T. Washburn, O. S., Poston, 
Charles Nevins, Gorham Blake, Judge 
Rosecrans, and others too numerous to 
mention.

This week’s paper, too, it brim full of 
most excellent things, Hudson Tuttle 
has something intensely interesting.-to 
say of the “Avatar of Vishnu;” C. H. 
Matthews discusses in his trenchant 
style the “Two Illegitimates;” Louise 
Reed follows with “A Study in His
tory;" A. F. Clark has invented a curi
ous scheme -to test inediums. Prof. 
Olney H. Richmond has something es
pecially interesting to say in reference 
to the “Earth’s Evolution.” Moses 
Hull “returns” to earth with his usual 
vivacity. Mahy other articles of great 
value will also be found, that will well 
pay perusal. AU this information costs 
the reader only about two cents. Now, 
look where you will, pan you find such 

> an intellectual feast for such an insig
nificant cost? No other free thought 
paper on this green earth has the space 
in which to crowd so much valuable, 
thoughtful and suggestive matter,

“The Night the Light Went Out.”
All new trial or yearly, subscribers 

will get the back chapters of this re
markable story free. Everybody should 
read it, Send on your subscriptions at 
once,

THE SPIRITUALISTE FIELD 
^WORKERS,  DOINGS, ETC?

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be Inserted If 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
fleisure in publishing the movements of lec

turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of, local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few Unes explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting in a dozen 
lines, giving a •'general survey” of the glori
ous work being done.

0. C. Jones writes of having a very 
satisfactory slate-writing seance with 
Mr. Edward Bailey; various articles also 
were moved, under strong light and out
side the circle.

Mrs. M. Theresa Allen having closed 
her two months’ engagement at Pitts
burg, Kansas, reports having visited the 
Cherryvale Society of Spiritualists and 
Liberalists, which she organized a little 
over a year ago, and found it keeping up 
its meetings, and flourishing finely. She 
is to return and give them a course of 
lectures and seances. At Parsons, Kan
sas, there is no society, but abundant 
material for a flourishing organization 
of Spiritualists and Liberals. She com
menced work March 4th, at Emporia, 
Kansas, a city of nearly 10,000 inhabi
tants. It has not had any regular 
Spiritualist lecturers since the days of 
E. V. Wilson. She hopes to organize a 
society there before her engagement 
closes. ( Her address is 502 Congress 
street,

Hon L. V. Moulton, president of the 
Michigan State Spiritualist’s Associa
tion, announces dates for himself as 
follows: April 1, Port Huron; April 15, 
Lansing; April 22, Bay City; June 10, 
Texas. Kalamazoo County; June 16 and 
17, OrionLake; August 18 and 19, Vicks
burg Camp; August 26, Haslett Park. 
M. A. Root having resigned as secretary 
of the State Association, Dr. F. Scher
merhorn, 74 Bostwick street. Grand 
Rapids, Mich., has been appointed to 
fill the vacancy. ,

F. E.. Knight, secretary, writes that 
Mrs. S. F. De Wolf is creating an in
terest in the minds of many of the best 
citizens of Marshalltown, Iowa, by her 
lectures and slate-writing tests.

Wm. Hart expresses his opinion as 
follows: “Mr, Richmond, in his review 
of Ingersoll, says some good things in 
which there is reason and proof; and he 
says some things in which for a founda
tion, in my judgment, there is neither 
reason nor proof. It is not my purpose 
to criticise the criticiser and show up 
the points void of proof, which he has 
made. Those who read the article can 
sift the matter or judge for themselves. 
These lines are merely to show that at 
least one who believes in, or rather 
knows of a future life, does not look at 
matters entirely as does Mr. Richmond; 
who sets forth some things demonstra
ble of proof, and some things which are 
not. Of course in the absence of posi
tive knowledge, concerning anything, 
we all entertain belief. In all of my 
reading *of Ingersoll’s speeches, and I 
have read nearly all, I have never found 
where he denies the existence of a fu
ture life, but on the other hand, I have 
read where we must infer that • he does 
believe in a future life, and more,where 
he has expressed hope of a future life.”

Mrs. E. J. Squires writes: “A week 
ago a Mrs. Mary Neuman, a near neigh
bor to us, died. Sometime prior to her 
death a much-loved brother living in 
one of the New England States, died 
very suddenly. Fearing the conse
quences, on account of her delicate 
health, her relatives kept her in igno
rance of her brother Benjamin’s death. 
While she was breathing her last, she 
said to her sister: ‘On! Lizzie, I see 
Benjamin; he has come for me to go to 
that beautiful place. He can’t take you 
just yet; he will come for you after 
awhile, you must stay a little longer;

' ' i Mr. and Mrs. Perkins having returned 
from a successful western trip, expect to 
kold meetings Sunday, April 1, in 
Masonic Temple, State and Randolph 
Itreets. See church notices in the daily 
papers for particulars.

J. W. Marshall writes from San 
Diego, Cal.: “Mrs. Sarah Seal closed a 
six months’ engagement with our society 
February 25. Our president, Mr. A. B. 
Coonley, a home medium recently de
veloped as a speaker, began an engage
ment with the society March 3. He has 
spoken twice and we are wonderfully 
pleased with his control, he handles his 
subjects masterly, speaks from thirty to 
forty minutes and closes with an im
promptu poem of eight or ten verses 
germane to the subject discussed, as 
a test of spirit control it is a clincher; 
for Mr. Coonly is well-known in the city 
and no one who knows him will believe 
him able to give these fine lectures un
aided by an unseen intelligence. Our 
audiences are large and respectable.”

E. Armsburg, the healer, has removed 
to “The vr.ark,” 35th street and Wa
bash avenue.

Prof. Turnbull will deliver a course of 
lectures, two each week, Monday and 
Friday evenings, at 47 N. Ashland 
avenue. Single admission to course of 
lectures, 25 cents. He lectures to ladies 
every Friday afternoon. Next Friday, 
March 30, he will lecture to them at 40 
Loomis street, at 2:30 P. M. His lec
tures are exciting a great deal of atten
tion in this city, as he takes his au
dience into new fields of thought.

Mr. and Mrs. Perkins may be found 
at No. 11 Bryan Place, West Side, this 
city. '

Mr. and Mrs. Adrian (formerly Orm
erod) will hold a physical seance at 
Bricklayers Hall, Tuesday, March 27th, 
at eight p. M. Admission fifteen and 
twenty-five cents. .

A. B. Coman, of this city, is spending 
some weeks at Eureka Springs, Ark., 
for his health, and finds it a good place 
for that purpose; a good place for medi
ums to visit to gain strength and scatter 
the seeds Of spiritual truth. He has held 
several meetings in the parlors of the 
Kansas house. Dr. Henry Slade has 
been there, and did a good work. Spir
itualists can find a good home with Mrs. 
Lake.

G. H. Brooks is residing at 1011 John
son street, Bay City, Mich., where he 
may be addressed. He is to be at the 
Orion Camp-meeting which commences 
June 9th; and is to act as chairman again 
at Haslett Park Camp.

Prof. Lockwood’s introductory lecture 
at Bricklayers Hall next Sunday after
noon will be upon “thé Source of Ancient 
and Modern Inspiration,” or, “How Dis
coveries in Physical Science, have Mod
ified Ancient Opinion.” This lecture 
will be of anniversary importance. In 
the evening “Thé Molecular Character 
of Nature, and the Relation of its Prin
ciples to Continued Existence, and the 
Philosophy of Spiritualism."

O. S. Nick writes that Mrs. S. A. 
Roberts is doing much good in Milwau
kee, Wis. She is to give an entertain
ment at Lincoln hall, on the evenings.of 
April 4th and 5th, and will assist at the 

' forth-sixth anniversary by. the First So
i ciety of Spiritualists of Milwaukee, of 

which she is a member.

THE PROGRESSIVE? THINKER.
D. K, Tammany writes from Denver, 

Col., that Mrs.' Chas. W. Stewart is a 
fine trance and clairvoyant medium, 
Prof. Chas. W. Stewart, who possesses 
many phases of mediumship, has won
derful success in developing. Efe also 
gets spirit pictures without a cimera; 
and prefers that persons should bring 
their own plates. ,

W. E. Bonney writes frofti’Ifi'iAi'L'y- 
vale, Kansas,: “We have kept up a 
regular Sunday meeting all winter, by
using home talent entirely. Our speak
ers have been brother E. N. Price, bur 
ex-president; brother H. P. Dryden, 
iresldent; W. E, Bonney, Mrs. M. J. 

. lonney, Mrs. L. Frisby and Mr. H. H. 
Hutcheson. We have three clairvoy
ants: Mrs. Mary R. Hutcheson, Mrs. 
Shelley and Captain Stanton, who is 
also a good physical medium. Mrs. Dr. 
Kessler is developing as a trance me
dium; also Edward Stanton, and Mrs., 
Bonney in automatic writing and psy- 
chometry. We have good musical tal
ent in Mrs. Kessler, Mrs. Price, and 
M. Stjmson. Miss Edna Price is also a 
fine musician and gets splendid manifes
tations on the planchette. We feel it 
would be hard to find a town of the size 
of Cherryvale having more talent than 
ours, Considering that the first circles 
held here only, commenced about two 
years ago. We have good workers in 
Bros. Applegate, Kessler and Campbell, 
all gentlemen of the medical profession. 
Brother Dryden gave a fine address on 
Sunday, March 11th, on 'The Home of 
the Soul.’ On the 18th we had inter
esting addresses by Sister Frisby and 
Mrs. Bonney; both were well received; 
at the close a short article was read by 
myself on ‘How to Advance Our Cause.’ 
We hope soOn to start a Children’s Pro
gressive Lyceum."

N. 0. White, of Port Huron, Mioh., 
writes: "During the exercises of the 
Progressive Lyceum, Mr. J. L. Newell, 
on behalf of the Lyceum presented our 
teacher, Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, with a 
music rack, as a small token of the es
teem in which she is held by the Ly
ceum. Mrs. Robinson responded in her 
usual happy, manner, although oom- 
iletely surprised, thanking all for their 
rind appreciation. To make the occa
sion more pleasant, it happened to be 
the anniversary of her birthday and 
wedding day. Short speeches were 
made by Mr. H. J. Olney, Mr. H. Spar
ling and JVir. Jas. H. White.”

A friend writes that Frank T. Ripley 
has closed a most successful engage
ment at Grand Rapids, Mich., and made 
many friends among both Spiritualists 
and skeptics. It is hoped'that his serv
ices will be secured again soon.

Mrs. J. D. Compton, a fine psychom- 
etrlst and inspirational speaker, and 
Mrs. A. M. Jaquess, a trance speaker 
and test medium, contemplate a tour 
through the West during the summer 
months. They will be ready to start into 
the field by the first of April; would 
prefer the States of Pennyslvania, Ohio 
and Indiana. Any society or person 
desiring to engage, them can do so by 
addressing at 202 Indiana Ave., N. W.,

you can’t go with us now.’ Tell me if 
you think she saw her brother whom 
she thought was still living here?” In
stances of similar import are innumer
able, and that the visions are of real
ities, cannot reasonably be doubted.

A. B. Ormerod, platform, test and ma
terializing medium, is now located at 
324 W. Madison street. Mr. Ormerod 
submits to the most rigid test conditions 
when giving his seances.

The ladies of the Washington Union 
Spiritualist Society, Minneapolis,having 
completed their labors for the winter, 
will continue to meet each Thursday af
ternoon at the several homes of the dif
ferent members, mainly, however, for 
social intercourse. The evenings util
ized by a developing circle, presided 
over by Mrs. C. D. Pruden, aided by 
friends from the Spirit-world. Many a 
heart has been gladdened and home sus
tained by the energetic labors of this 
faithful" band of workers, whom it is 
safe to say will meet an additional re
ward upon entrance into the spiritual 
kingdom, where beautiful homes will 
most surely be possible»

Mrs. M. writes: “The First Spiritual 
Society of the South Side, Auditorium 
hall, 77 Thirty-first street, Chicago, is 
progressing finely. Having arranged a 
course of lectures for the season of 1894, 
we like to let our friends of the West 
Side know what we are doing: and ask 
them to come and share some of our 
good things. So far in the course, Mrs. 
A. H. Luther and Mrs. Adah Sheehan 
have filled their engagements. Mrs. 
Jefferys finishes her’s yyith the closing 
Sunday in March. last Sunday even
ing Mr. Hammond,insbmti'onal,speaker 
held a large audience ApSll^ohhd by his 
vivid wort-painting?’jMr)‘ Frank i. 
Ripley, the well-knowiPtest" medium of 
Boston, Mass., will be ^ith' Us during 
the month of April; and the well-known 
Mrs. Ada Foye during May, after which 
future announcements will be made. 
The social side of the society is finding 
entertainment in a series of socials, held 
at private houses, where a regular pro
gramme of a musical and literary char
acter is provided and enjoyed—to judge 
by the very large attendance. Our 
president, Mr. Charles Secknor, has 
made us all glad by appearing in our 
midst once more. He had been absent 
since the last of December.”

G. C. Stoll, of Dayton, Ohio, writes: 
“Farmer Riley, of Marcellus, Michigan, 
the noted materializing medium,is to be 
early here in April and give six seances 
which are being looked forward to with 
great anticipation. Mr. Charlie Barnes, 
a Dayton favorite, is in the city meet
ing with fine success. His demonstra
tions of spirit return a?e unusually fine. 
Mr. Barnes remains here until April 
1st, leaving for Muncie, Indiana. F. N. 
Foster, spirit photographer, will reach 
this city April 15th. Dayton Spiritual
ists are not a unit in the great work 
which lies before them. Dayton is a 
creed-bound city.and there is ample op
portunity for a progressive work. The 
writer addressed the Library Associa
tion on the 11th inst.: subject: ‘Spirit
ualism and the Church.’ The First So
ciety of this city will celebrate the 
Forty-sixth anniversary. Sunday even
ing, '25th inst; Geo. C. Stoll will deliver 
the address. The committee of ar
rangements promises an elaborate pro
gramme for the occasion. Dayton has 
a number of child mediums of whom a 
brief sketch with their phases would be 
of interest to readers of The Pbo- 
GREssiVE Thinker.”

Washington, D. C.
J. A. B. inclines to the opinion that 

there has been too much rubbish piled 
on Spiritualism for the good of the 
cause. Not all reforms belong to Spir
itualism proper; but through the 
spiritual unfoldment of man all wrongs 
will be righted. Give us pure Spiritu
alism and reforms will follow naturally. 
While the meetings at Clinton Camp 
have been comparatively successful, they 
would have been more so but for so 
much “radical” thought on the sex

ship do not follow hisibrthodox-reputed 
followers of to-day. ■

James F. Reynolds, president, men
tions an entertainment given by the 
Children’s Lyceum, connected with the 
Washington Union Minneapolis, un
der, the direction of Miss Hattie E. 
Shephard. A beautiful gold enameled 
badge was presented tb Mrs.’ C. D. Pru- 
den, the lecturer of tb^soolety.

Mrs. N. Barrett'« open for engage
ments with societies as; speaker and 
isychometrist. Address her at 158 E. 
3t. Joe St., Indianapolis, Ind,

A subscriber writes from Manhattan, 
Kans.: "We would like to have any me
dium visit Manhattan. We have a few 
Spiritualists anda good many churches.”

The Fort Worth (Texas) Daily Tel
egram of March 15 gives an extended 
account of remarkable tests given by 
Geo. D.,Search at a select circle in that 
city, composed in p^rt of prominent 
citizens and business men. The Article 
concludes by saying that those present 
were compelled to confess that the 
seance and the manifestations were a 
most strange and wonderful occurrence.

Married: Mrs. Belle Gilman, ot 
Buffalo, N. Y.( and W. G. Dobie, D. M., 
were married in Pittsburg, Pa., on Mon
day, March 12. They have gone to San 
Francisco, Cal., for some months, and 
during their stay the Doctor will take 
Dr, J,, Rodes Buchanan’s course of lec
tures bn Anthropology andSaroognomy. 
Address until further, notice, care of 
Dr, J. R. Buchanan, 1236' Market St., 
Murphy Building, rooms 93 and 94, San 
Francisco, Cal. ’

Mrs. R. Roscoe, missionary worker 
in the cause of Spiritualism, can be ad
dressed at Butte, Montana.

M. L. Carter writes that there has 
been quite an excitement caused at 
Ellensburg, Wash., by spirit faces ap
pearing, on photographs'of Mrs. Dur- 
gan, a medium, taken by an artist who 
was an unbeliever, but Who has now com
menced to give bis- attention to the 
matter, and the more he investigates, 
the more he is convinced.

0. 8. Butler writes that Mr. and Mrs. 
Bartfaolmes came to Sacramento, Cal., 
expecting to remain six or eight weeks, 
and the demand for their services has 
been so great that they still remain, and 
have had to discontinue their public se
ances to attend to their private practice. 
Mrs. Bartholmes is a very fine clair
voyant and test medium, and Dr. Bar
tholmes is a first-class magnetic healer. 
Many people have been set to thinking 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Derrill, 
trance and test medium, and Mrs. 
Reynolds, materializing.

A. S. Warn writes of very satisfactory 
test seances-with Miss May Bangs of this 
city. Questions written and folded by 
himself and placed on the table were 
answered on closed slates held by him
self. Sealed questions sent by a friend 
were placed between two slates and 
were hung on a chandelier; and in about 
twenty minutes both slates were written 
full, with satisfactory answers to the 
sealed questions.

Harrison Ogborn writes from Indian
apolis, Ind.: "Mrs. Helen Stuart-Rich- 
ings served the First Spiritual Society 
here for January and February, speak
ing to large audiences. She lacked one 
week of finishing her engagement, when 
she was taken violently sick with 
nervous prostration; and we feared the 
worst. But she is now.much better and

question, marriage relation, etc., which 
prejudiced people's minds, retarded in
vestigation and turned thousands away 
from studying our beautiful philosophy.

Dr. J. C. Howes has removed from 
Omaha, Neb., to Council Bluffs, la., 
1822 Broadway. .

The trend of modern religious thought 
Is shown in the utterances of Dr. .1. L. 
Jackson, a Baptist pastor of Grand 
Rapids, Mich. He endorsed the 
theories of President Harper, of Chi
cago University, and said the time 
would come when as much respect and 
reverence would be rendered to the 
scientist as to the theologian—and more 
too, he might have added.

Geo. C. Stoll addressed a large au
dience at Day ton, Ohio, on “Spiritu
alism and the Church.” His lecture 
was highly complimented.

B. McKiernan writes: “Stockton, Cal., 
is having a Spiritualist revival under 
the influence of Mrs. Georgie Cooley, 
who came unannounced in our midst and 
has not only won the respect of all, but 
through her honesty and patience has 
made many converts. Her inspirational 
lectures, which she delivers every Sun
day evening, are of the highest order 
and are .followed by tests which are 
satisfactory to all. Sne also reads char
acters and gives tests from articles left 
on the table while she is not present in 
tho hall. If honesty and modesty has 
anything to do with spiritual develop
ment, she will certainly be in the front 
ranks. If Mrs. Cooley stays in our city 
another month I am sure that we will 
organize and be prepared to keep some 
good medium on our rostrum to keep up 
the good work already begun."

J. H. Sands Jr., feels aggrieved be
cause his views concerning tne “anoint
ing of Christ” have not been sufficiently 
set before the readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker. We have not con
sidered it a matter of vital importance 
to Mr. Sands or our readers. He quotes 
Matthew xxvi: 12, as proving that the 
anointing by Mary, the sister of Martha 
and Lazarus (see John xii: 1 to 7), was 
done for Christ’s burial. We do not 
know that it was customary to anoint 
people for burial who were yet alive; 
out taking these passages as they read, 
and as stating the real words of Jesus, 
they would indicate that in some spir
itual sense the anointing of Jesus’ feet by 
Mary might be accounted as applicable 
to his forthcoming death. Yet in Luke 
xxiii: 56, the women who came from 
Galilee prepared spices and ointments 
for his dead body. Acts x: 38 says: 
“God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with 
the Holy Ghost and with power; who 
went about doing ^good and healing all 
that were oppressed of the devil.” In 
Luke iv: 18, quoting Isaiah xlvi: 1, Jesus 
says: “The spirit of the Lord is upon 
me, because he hath anointed me to 
preach the gospel to the poor,” etc., etc. 
These words Which Jesus quoted as be
ing fulfilled in himself, indicate to a 
Bible believer that the real “anointing” 
referred to a fullness of spiritual en
dowments by which he was enabled to 
speak words of spiritual wisdom to men 
and to perform “mighty acts of healing," 
which acts also were to be the insignia of 
his true followers in the ages to come 
after his-death. It seems needless to 
say that these । “signs” of true disciple-

ou the road to full rewivary. Dr. Adah 
Sheehan is ’filling the rostrum for 
March. She has large audiences, and, 
strange to say, the daily papers are now 
giving, for the first time, fair reports of 
our .meetings. A second spiritual so
ciety has been organized. 1 read with 
interest the pros and cons as to intro
ducing anything into our lectures but 
Spiritualism. 1 don’t want a religion 
that forgets the woes and sorrows of my 
fellow men and women; ■ and I do not 
care for an attenuated spiritual phil
osophy that is always hunting for tests 
on the one hand, or that sails among the 
clouds and sings of bliss beyond while 
forgetting the wrongs and woes of our 
fellowmen here.”

Bishop A. Beals, who has been doing 
a most excellent work on the Pacific 
Uoast for some time', will lecture in 
Milwaukee, Wis., the Sundays of April. 
During June he will beat Muskegon, 
Mich. Address him for engagements 
at 603 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

C. H.' Goodwin writes that during the 
winter a Dr. Greg visited Fall River, 
Kansas, and a circle was started, with 
Mrs. Mary Goodwin as medium. They 
are now having good sittings, and have 
had some very fine tests. Others would 
make grand mediums if they were only 
déveloped. The members are all like 
the fishermen of old—poor people; but 
any good medium would be welcomed 
and taken care of while there.

Mrs. Matilda Cushing-Smith will an
swer calls to deliver platform lectures 
and also to attend funerals. Societies 
wishing to "Communicate with her will 
address her at Rookland, Maine, P. O., 
BoxM. M.

Henry Fortier writes: “W. S. Hooser 
is in Salt Lake City, and is doing a 
great work for a young medium. He is 
a platform test medium, and gives some 
of the finest tests I have heart; and his 
circles are superior to any I have ever 
known before." ■

Mattie E. Hull writes from Mechan
icsburg, Ind.: “Meetings are booming 
here; .. it is quite a stronghold for the 
Adventists, and they had-been pitching 
into Spiritualism at’ a fearful raté. 
Moses was sent for, and on reaching this 
place we find the men who have been 
firing at dur friends were converted to 
Adventism and baptized by him into the 
church. He told them last night hé 
made Adventists of them, and he knew 
of what stuff they were. I am to assist 
in the work during the week; we have 
meetings every night. We had. a 
church full last night—it is thought that 
all cannot get in to-night who vnll want 
to hear. Spiritualism is on a boom in 
this part of the country. I don’t believe 
there was ever a time when Mr. Hull’s 
work was so much needed as now. He 
doesn’t believe in spiking the gun of 
Christianity (the Bible); he fills it with 
spiritual ammunition, and fires at the 
Christians every time. They must 
either give up the Bible or swallow 
Spiritualism; there is no alternative.”

A paper published at Allegheny, Pa., 
says:' “The hall in which the First 
Church of Spiritualists, Allegheny, 
meets, was crowded last Sabbath night 
to witness the novel ceremonies eon-( 
nected with the baptism of infants. ( 
After an explanation of the Spiritual-’ 
ists’ mode of baptism by Frank T. Rip
ley, the speaker, four children were 
presented. As introductory to the 
actual ceremony, it was explained that 
Spiritualists do not believe in water

baptism, but that the ordinance consists 
mainly in committing the subject tb the 
care of spirits and spiritual influences, 
which exert a constant influence over 
the subsequent life of the child. When 
all was ready the speaker took a rose 
and dipping it in water, said; ‘I baptize 
you to-night, and pray to the angel 
bands to guard you through life.’ He 
then sprinkled the head of the child 
with the water falling from the rose. 
The other three children received a 
similar baptism.- The chanting of the 
Lord’s prayer concluded the baptismal 
service.’’ '

The Dubuque Daily Globe ol March 
20th contains the following: “A very 
large and attentive audience enjoyed 
the last meeting held by Mr. and Mrs. 
Perklhs before their departure for Chi
cago. The following testimonial was 
read before the audience: ‘To the 
friends of truth, wherever found: We, 
the officers and members of the United 
Spiritualist. Society of Dubuque, and 
also the members of the Ladies’ Aux
iliary Band, and those of us who have 
attended the public lectures, test meet
ings, and classes conducted by Mr. and 
Mrs. G. F. Perkins during their four 
months’ stay with us, do utilize this 
opportunity to express our earnest and 
heartfelt appreciation of these faithful 
workers, who ha’ve instructed and 
assisted us mentally, spiritually and 
financially. »The generous donations of 
time and money, as well as labors, in 
decorating oqr hall and assisting in en
tertainments, are all remembered by us. 
We, therefore, endorse them as com
petent speakers, mediums and organ
izers in the cause of Spiritualism. A 
cordial invitation is extended to them 
both to make haste to return and remain 
with us.’ Signed by P. S. George, 
president, and some seventy-five friends 
of these people. Mr. and Mrs. Perkins 
go tb Chicago; thence east, to continue 
their evangelical work, expecting to 
return to renew their efforts in this city 
in the near future.”

Her many friends in this city will be 
glad to learn that Mrs. Cora L. V. Rich
mond will be at home again the second 
Sunday in April. The subjects for Sun
day, April 8, will be: Morning: “Greet
ing; Work at the Capitol.” Evening: 
“Portent."

James Monroe writes that he attended 
a seance by Maggie Waite, at Los 
Angeles, Cal., recently. The hall was 
well filled, and she gave messages with 
full names and relationships, and pick
ing out the parties in a crowded hall, 
nerer once making a mistake.

A. St. Clair writes of a seance with 
two sisters, young ladies, whose names 
are net mentioned, who reside about 
fifty miles from Dallas, Texas. The 
elder of the two is a very fiae speaker, 
and the younger is a medium for physi
cal manifestation. The light was turned 
half down. Large bright lights ap
peared and a bell and a violin played 
Independent of mortal hands. Slates 
were written on. The elder sister at
tributes her success to the-guides of W. 
H. Bach.

The Spiritualists of Southwestern 
Michigan will celebrate the forty-sixth 
anniversary of modern Spiritualism at 
Longwell’s Qpera house, PawPaw, Sat
urday, March 3lst., and Sunday, April 
1st, 1894, commencing on Saturday at 
2:30 P. M. and continuing over Sunday. 
Mrs. Jennie H. Jackson, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., will address the meeting.’ Good

The committee on Stgte organization 
of the Spiritualists of ,Ibwa, composed 
of E. N. Pickering, Marshalltown; A. 
Davis, M. Di, pf Ottùmwa; Wm. 
Chiquet, Fort Dodgéiî »nd F. E. Knight, 
secretary, No. 0 N; Up street, Marshall
town, fraternally invite every true 
Spiritualist in Iowa, to meet in con
vention, at the Spiritual Temple, in 
Marshalltown, Iowa, upon the 31st day 
of March, 1894, to celebrate the forty
sixth anniversary of modern Spiritu
alism, The meeting to be called to 
order at eleven o’clopk on the morning 
of that day. A most cordial Invitation 
Is extended to.all mediums of Iowa and 
other States to assemble at this meeting 
and assist by the exercise of their gifts in 
making the occasion g memorable one 
in the nistory of Spiritualism in Iowa. 
It Is desired that all spiritual societies 
and harmbnlal Circles, mediums, 
and Spiritualists intending tobe present, 
will advise the committee at Marshall
town, Iowa, of such intention, that suit
able arrangements mky be made. The 
meeting for organization will be held 
at once upon the opening of the conven
tion, at 11 a. M.,. March 31, as the first 
event of the celebration.

Prof. Lockwood will commence his 
course of scientific lectures at Bricklay
er’s hall, next Sunday afternoon, April 
1st, These lectures are thought by 
many to be the ablest ever presented tb 
the progressive and thinking public 
upon the philosophy pf continued exist
ence, based upon principles of nature. 
Prof. Lockwood .takes into this discus
sion a long training in chemical and 
natural physics, and lays the foundation 
of his argument in the molecular char
acter of nature. He instructs that all 
types of crystal and plasmotio life are 
the result of molecular accretion or Im
press. Plants and everything that 
grow in the ground or on its surface, 
no less than Hip .beautiful colorings of 
fruits and flpw^rç, (we in accord with a 
rhythmic principle of molecular struc
ture. Hq dépjphgffate? tjiat the mental 
relationship exft'vjng pfetween man and 
man, eras witnessed in the animal king
dom is of molçpgla/.-j:l;aràcter. Having 
established this thêsis as to the molecu
lar character of nature and the evolution 
of her poems, he deduces that thought 
transference between mind and mind, 
whether in or out of the form, is in abey
ance of this great principle of molecular 
induction; that this key unlocks the se
crets of ancient occult teaching, and the 
seeming mysteries of modern physics. 
The physical experiments brought into 
these discussions, are extremely inter
esting and instructive, covering a wide 
field of scientific research. If you desire 
to know what evidence Spiritualism can 
furnish to support its claims, don’t fail 
to hear these lectures.

music will he rendered, initial steps are 
being taken for organization, and a com
mittee previously appointed for that 
purpose will be prepared to report. A 
cordial invitation is extended to all per
sons interested in organization and free 
thought to be present and assist in the 
work. All friends from away will be en
tertained. The T. & S. H. R. R. will 
sell tickets from all stations on the line, 
at one fare for the round trip, commenc
ing on Friday and good to return until 
Tuesday. H. A. Sortore, Sec’y.. W. R. 
Sirrine, Pres.

Father Lambert has renounced the 
Romish Church and written his former 
ecclesiastical superiors a statement of his 
reasons for so doing. It will now be in 
order for his former brethren in the 
Catholic faith to denounce him as every
thing vile and wicked.

Clara Watson and the ministers of 
Jamestown, N. Y., are enjoying a hot 
battle pro and con about Spiritualism, in 
the columns of the Jamestown Sun.

A Rambler writes of the three o’clock 
meeting last Sunday at Schlotthauer’s 
Hall, on the corner of Sigel and Sedg
wick streets, this city: Mrs. Failing read 
a very ably written essay, and Mrs. G. 
Partridge gave eight or nine psychomet
ric readings, which were acknowledged 
correct in every part by those who re
ceived them.

Mary L. Frink writes: “The Lyceum 
known as the Sons and Daughters of the 
Progressive Thinkers of the United 
States, Cleveland, Ohio, celebrated its 
second anniversary Sunday, March 18th, 
in Weiber hall, 483 Pearl street, in a 
very pleasant manner; music, songs and 
recitations were pleasingly and credit
ably rendered by the children. At the 
close of the exercises the Lyceum began 
its third year by being equipped with 
the ‘New Lyceum Guide,’ edited by Mrs. 
Emma R. and Hudson Tuttle."

On Sunday, April 1st, the Congress of 
Religions under the auspices of the 
First Society of Spiritualists will hold 
their last conference at 19:30 A. M., at 
their hall corner Washington boulevard 
and Ogden ave.', and at 7:30 p. M. their 
last evening meeting. The exercises will 
open with a paper from Mr. Griffin, 
followed by fifteen minute speeches from 
Mrs. Mary Haire, Prof. Turnbull and 
others. The society will give a ball and 
reception, April 11 to Mrs. C. L. V. Rich
mond. on her return from Washington. 
This party is given at the earnest solic
itation of many of the members of the 
society and members of the temple of the 
Magi. Mrs. Musser, of the Temple, will 
give the welcome address. A good turn 
out of the mystics and friends & expect
ed. Mrs. Richmond will resume her 
ministratihns the second Sunday In April 
(the Sth).

F. Cordon Wliite will be with the 
North Side Spiritual Society, corner of 
Sigel 'and Sedgwick streets, this city, the 
Sunday evenings of April.

Bishop A. Beals has made an en
gagement for the month of May with the 
Progressive Spiritual Society of Chicago. 
His engagements are: At Milwaukee for 
April; May at Chicago: June at Muske- 

। gon, Mich. .
A Mrs. S. F. DeWolf has been doing an 

excellent work at Marshalltown, Iowa.
! Good reports come from there. She has 
। now returned to her own home, 450 Van 
> Buren street, this city, whore she will 
• bo glad to receive her friends.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
After a lingering illness, of consump

tion, the well-known medium for ma
terialization, Harry Archer Wild, or as 
he was better known in Cleveland, 
“Harry W. Archer,” passed to Spirit
life from 630 Lorain street, on Sunday, 
March 20, a happy, peaceful spirit, from 
his poor, emaciated oody. All was done 
the past year that could be done to 
alleviate his suffering. The funeral 
services were held at the home of his 
friends who had done much for him in 
life; Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Thomas, 11 
Mlles avenue, Newburg, and was largely 
attended by Spiritualists and mediums 
of the city.

The obsequies were conducted by Mrs. 
Anna Orvis, of Chicago, who gave a 
most beautiful exposition of the spiritual 
philosophy. Brief remarks were also 
made by Mr. Thomas Lees, and Mrs. E. 
W. Pfvntner, the inspirational and test 
medium. The impressiveness of the 
services were greatly heightened by the 
beautiful singing of Mrs. Zetta F.ise, of 
Galion, Ohio, accompanied by Airs. 
Belle Wilson of the Cleveland Spiritual
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Departed to a higher life, at his home 
in Florence. Ohio, Wilbur Mason, in the 
74th year ot hie age. He was a zealots 
advocate of Spiritualism, having been 
convinced by wonderful teats, and a 
sympathetic friend of tbe poor, who 
sought him in their distress. The fu
neral held in the Congregational Church 
was attended by one of the largest au
diences assembled there. Hudson 
Tuttle delivered the address, eloquent 
with the spiritual belief of the deceased, 
and eulogized the pioneers of whom 
Mr. Mason was almost the last remain
ing. Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle sang, and 
the services at the grave were that fur
nished by the Lyceum Gnide, which was 
pronounced by even non-SpiHtualists to 
be highly' impressive and of great 
beauty. ' ' b'; X.

Tbe Leading Paper of its Class.
C. O. Courtright, a resident of this 

state writes: "The Progressive 
Thinker comes a most welcome visitor 
to me. In my opinion it is the leading 
paper of its class published to-day, each 
number .containing gems of thought from 
the brightest minds, that no Spiritualist 
or liberal-minded person could afford to 
miss. It is all its name implies—pro
gressive in a high degree, entertaining, 
and instructive.”

We are constantly rfec“iving such tes
timonials from the leadihg minds all 
over the country.

By EDWIN D. BABBITT, -
Author or “Principles of Light ud Color."

This la a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt Is A 
born critic, a thorough scholar and a comprehenalva 
thinker.

CONTENTS:
Cbaptxb Fiebt—Existence and General Character 

of God.—Preliminary thoughts. Is there auch a being 
as God? Is God a Creator? The Argument from Dal 
sign. Is God Unknowable? Is God absolutely In, 
finite? • ■« 1

Cbaptxb Second—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot undeastand the God Idea. Argument of the 
Atheist. Argument of th« Spiritualist. The Author's 
Experience.

Chapter Tntiio—TheDelfio Location and Mode of 
Worklug.—Tbe Location of Deity. Can Infinitude 
have a Centre? Dues God control the Universe through 
Law? How does God control the Universe? A. J, 
Davis's Theory of the God Centre. The Dual Centre 
of the Universe. Cuu the lullnitely Flue act upon the 
Coarse?

Chapteh Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is God 
Being of intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes?

Chapter Fifth—The Delllc Greatness and Glory.— 
The Greatness of God. An Angel's Conception of the 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil nod Delfic Perfec, 
tlou—Tbe Perfection of God. Has God created Evil? 
Is Man depraved? Is anything Innately Bad? Is an 
endlos. Hell possible? le absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution.

Chapter Seventh—Delllc Law end Human Inter
cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Healing. How God Interposes to answer Prayer. 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influence 
God? Hudson Tuttle's View of Prayer. The Central 
Principle of Delßc Action. Prof. Wallace’s View of 
Prayer. Prayerfuluoss Is not necessarily Goodness.

Chapter Eighth—How Man helps Govern the Uni
verse.—Mau a Co worker wit It God. How Spirits con
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-forming by Judge Edmonds. Spirits rejoice It» 
this work. Countless worlds yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain In Spirit Lite, A 
Miltonic Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practices of Chrtstt« 
anlty.—Terrors of Creedal Theology. Cburchlanln 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright
er Dawn approaching. Scleucu and Religion. Salva
tion by Faith.

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Stand
ards.—ChurcUlanlc Infallibility. Infallibility of a 
Boek. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.— 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecies. 
The Bible tested by Its Teachings. Bald to be the only 
Book which gives any correct conception of God. Said 
to present the only true Foundation of Ethics in the 
Decalogue. Claims for the Golden Rule, Love to 
Enemies, etc. Is It safe to build on Falsehood? Has 
only one Nation been Inspired? Shall we waste time 
and ntouey on Falsehood? Do numbers prove tho 
Truth of a System? Bhull Policy rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by thetr 
Fruits.—Church Stuntlards t.oo low. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of Religious 
Systems. Borne great Point» In Buddhism. Moham
medan and Hindoo Achlevemeuls. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
tbe Parseo Religion. The Parsec Bible. Tho High 
Priest of Slain. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
Progress of Mohammedanism. The Religious of to-day 
lusutllclrut.

Chapter Thirteenth—The Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.-A Diviner Bible presented. Tho uttered 
Teachings of a Lottf. Of Flowers. Of «Tree. Of a 
Forest. Lessons from tho Shells. Tho Teachings of 
CrystftlltaiUion. Tenchlngs of tho Human Form. Of 
the Great Maasesuf the Universe.

Chapter Fourteenth -Life under the Old Re- 
Hgloui.—Importance ot Historic Truth. Roman Ca
tholicism. Influence of Catholicism In Spain. Gal
vanism. The Five Points of Calvaulsm. Presbyterian
ism in Scotland. Puritanism In New England. 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. Tho Spirit of 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chapter Fifteenth—Life under a Spiritual Ro- 
Hgton. -General DI visions of tho Human Faculties. Tho 
Higher Realm u( tbe Brain. Spirituality la Ennobling. 
Spirituality beautifies the Countenance. Must bo 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com- 

mnlon tli« Bafels ot all Religions. Spiritualism 
founded upon Fads. Tbe only Religion which demon
strates Immortality. Robs Death of Its Terror. Tba 
most.Joy lusplrliigof Religions. Promotes Civil and 
Religious Freedom. Lead« off in Human Reforms* 
Perfecta tbe Pliyslcal System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents KuperMitlon. Leads to Nobler Living. Re
veals a Grander Universe. All Great Geniuses havo 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus in Spirit 
Life. iVIll the Sew Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth—Death under tbo Old Re
ligions.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death made 
terrible through Church Kungs. Made Gloomy by1 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dnrk^ 
ened Death. Deal h Bed of a Christian. Of an Immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scenes under tho Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under tbe Old to those who loso 
friends.

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Religion.-A Spiritual Mind is not uver-attached to 
this Life. Departed Ones a*.tract, tho Spiritual Mind» 
Tho Spiritualist understands Death,so dues not fear 1c. 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
Jung Stilling and hi« Grandfather. Beautiful Incidents 
in tho Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Unlversallsfc 
Minister, .hevtul Transition of a Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experienced 
of Various 1’erfrvus. Power to Sustain tho Lobb q\ 
Friends.

Chapter Eighteenth—The Future Life —Location 
snd Character of the Spirit Realms. The Clothing of 
Spirits. Children in Spirit Life. A Spirit Child fronf 
Humble Life. Tho Wealthy in Spirit Life. Politician! 
In Spirit Life. Clergymen In Spirit Life. Editors 1rt 
Spirit Lift. The Power of Spirits to Commune witty 
MortMs.

Final Remarks.—Tbe Basic Principles of a UnP 
Versa! Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

This work contains Forty Illustration». Tbef 
are In hartnonv with the facta conveyed. It Ig a rarfl 
book throughout.

THE GOSPEL OF NATUREJ
JAGERS OIL'S JOEVESS BEFORE 
I tbt Kev York Vnttxrlan Club, Tbe ant time In 
the hlitory of tbe world.tl’at x Cbrletlan Aeeoclatlon 
erer Invited a noted tntdol to lediure before them. 
Tie lecture It s erena one, <nd *»» received by the 
Club with conttnnone tpplenee from beginning to end. 
the pimpblet ccnulne u pagee, beautifully printed. 
Price, Scentei ten copies,» cent».
MEMORIAE 0RATI0M BY COLO- 

LVL nel Ingertoil on Roeboe Coaling. Delivered 
before tbe hew York Legislature, Meyi; 1888. Price, 
I cents.

GOD IM THE COMSTITITTIOK. B F
Robert G. Ingersoll. One of ths best papers Colo

nel Ingersoll ever Wrote, In piper cover, with like- 
hessvf author. Price, lO centS; twejve copies forSl.OO. 
TT/IIAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
Vr Effacement of Chflittasltyf By’George Jacob 

Holyoake. Thle le a most valuable contribution to 
Freettiought literature.' Bound In' paper with good 
tlkenese ot author, price, 10 cehte: twelve copies 
forel.W. ........................
TMGERSOLL'S GREA T ADDRESS OH 

L Thomas Paine, at the late Feiba celebration In 
New York City. Price,Scent»; ten copies tor so cents. 
VTAMDIKG UP FOR JESUS; OR 
O what the editor ot Ihe Vrbethlnker’a Magatlne 
thinks ot blm. Price, 4 cents; twbpty-nve copies for 
SO cents. ' .
rrHE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 

'JL: Adapted to Moderi Civilisation,-with the True 
Character/ot Marr Magdrtsha. -By Geo. W. Brown,

Pi ?Moi H 0«».. ‘ - -

IT IS A MOST EXCEL
LENTWORK.’

ThU work 1b by DR. M. L. SHERMAN. auUtefl 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It bat been told tot. 
•2, but tbe price now bat been reduced to <1. It Is a1 
book that will Interest and Instruct. It containt 4-80’ 
paget, and It full of tuggettlve thoughts. Dr. Sber-I 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bit work It aJ 
reflection from tbe celestial spheres It treats of tbe| 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In* 
lellecta; Parity; Salvation; Dlscordt; Good and Evil;1, 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inhere 
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles ar<r. 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The, 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; Tbe Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Site and Distance; Sptrituj 
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogra«! 
pby; Goel to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc. J

The author says: “Each Individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual aliment fur him*! 

, self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pnplL* 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and hour« 
Irhment of which I Individually partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of tbe soul essence- 
which I individually gather and comprehend or digest." 
For sale at this office.

TMRLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY 
JD Alien Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 
<5 cents. .
RESEARCHES LH OR/EXTAL

tory, embracing tbe origin of tbe Jews, the Rise 
and Development of Zoroastrianism find the Meilva** 
tlonof Christianity; to which is added; UbcnceOc? 
Arran Anovstonf By <?• w, Brown, m.d, od»oc 
thimoit valuable wwkierw pubilshei Price UM
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AN IMPORTANT

SPIRIT COMMUNICATION.
Moses Hull Comes Back from His “Home

Over There,’’, ari&pi'Sasses’’ His Good 
Christian MndfrMVho Have Lied 
About Him. ' 1 , ...

fe

&

To the Editor:—Emanqel Swedenborg 
found many spirits in the Spirit-world, who 
could not be made to believe that they had 
left their bodies. I find he was right in that; 
indeed, I could not have believed I was dead 
if I bad not seen it with my own eyes in so 
many reliable newspapers. I believe whpn 
papers lie over and over again they may justly 
be termed re-liable; also I have seen letters 
addressed to my better half, filled with condol
ence and Christian consolation. No one, ’to 
my knowledge, has yet offered to take my 
place in the family.

Jhpve not yet, since 1 came over to this 
side, been greeted by my good friend John C. 
Bundy; and so far, I have found nary a gold- 
paved street. I must be in t'other place. 
Really, Mr. Editor, I don’t yet believe I am 
real dead. ' I fear the wish has been the father 
to the thought with most of the ministers who 
have announced it from the pulpit, and the 
newspapers which have published it. •

David said in his haste; “All men are 
liar's.” The old Scotch divine said, “if David, 
had lived in this congregation, he could say 
the same thing at his leisure and with deliber
ation.”

It beats all how much life there is in a real 
plump lie told “for Christ’s sake.” Note 
those told concerning Ethan Allen and his 
daughter; those told about Thomas Paine’s 
life and death, and those told about Robert 
G. Ingersoll's conversation with his daughter, 
and others.

Lizzie Doten said:
“There are black lies and white lies, and lies 

feebly told,
By those who delight to peck filth like pigeon; 

But the oldest and far more respectable lies
Are those that are told in the name of relig

ion.”
I come to earth now to refer to two bap

tized and sanctified lies which are like the 
fourth person in the orthodox trinity, “let 
loose for a little season. ” I have no hope of 
stopping them; they have started on their 
journey down the ages, and my grandchildren, 
down to the tenth generation, will hear them. 
One of them was. started over thirty years ago; 
and, though it has been refuted dozens of 
times through the press, and hundreds of times 
from the rostrum, it is a perennial affair, and 
comes up blooming and fresh with all the 
regularity of the seasons. No Canada thistle 
ever enjoyed its work or was harder to stamp 
out than this “servant of the church."

In the summer of 1864, I met a couple of 
good, honest Adventist sisters—“lies in the 
name of religion” generally originate with good 
zealous Christians—and they plead with me 
to come back into the church. I told them I 
could, if I had no conscience, get back into 
the church easily enough, but that I could 
never get back into Adventism; they asked 
me why? Just then a rooster flew up on a 
fence near by and crowed, and I said: “For 
the same reason that the rooster cannot get 
back into the eggshell he broke over a year 
ago.”

It was not long before my good old father 
was telling that his son Moses had said that 
he would give his right arm to get back into 
Adventism. As. my father was partially de
ranged from having his skull broken by the 
kick of a horse, I let the story go witlmut re
ply. I very soon, however, learned that he 
had heard it at the Adventist General Confer
ence, at Battle Creek, Mich.; and that from 
that conference, where it appears they had 
met to praise the Lord and lie about Spiritual
ists, “the sound had gone out into all the 
earth, and their words to the end of the 
world." I immediately, just for the fun of it; 
began to refute it, and have kept it up ever 
since. The lie has taken deep root, however, 
and is, in its persistence, the best argument 
for tee-total depravity I ever heard. Indeed, 
it is one of the few items of Christian faith 
carried out by a few of them in all their prac
tice.

A young Adventist minister, much younger 
than the lie is to which he so religiously clings, 
met me in Grand Rapids, Michigan, and said: 
“Mr. Hull, do you still feel as you did when 
you said you would give your right arm to get 
back into Adventism?” When I told him I 
never had seen a moment when for both arms 
I could be induced to shrink myself down to 
the proper dimensions to make a good-sized 
Adventist, he disputed my word, and said he 
had heard several Adventists talk who had 
heard me say it

Since that I received a letter asking me if I 
had ever made such a remark. The writer 
had been attending an Adventist revival, 
where they were getting ready for .the imme
diate coming of the Lord; the event is just 
now, for the first time, nearer than since the 
event was adjourned in 1854. In that meet
ing the people were particularly warned 
against Spiritualism, and I was held up as an 
awful example of the folly of meddling with 
it. I would willingly part with my right arm 
to get back where I was before.

When my right arm was paralyzed a few 
weeks since, it looked a little as though I was 
to be taken at my reputed word; that is, I was 
ito give up my arm and take Adventism in 
stead; but as almost my first duty, after I got 
upon my feet, was to go to Indianapolis and 
reply to an Adventist minister, it is concluded 
that God heard that reply and thought it best 
to let me keep my arm and my Spiritualism. 
My arm has recovered, and my Spiritualism is 
brighter than ever before.

The last lie I have heard of is as active as a 
young turkey among grasshoppers; it seems 
tome a good lie to keep going, and after I am 
sure enough gone a little can be added to it 

' and it will serve the great-grandchildren of its 
inventors. It easily found its way into many 
of the daily and weekly papers; it has been
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THE MEDIUMISTIC 
Experiences of John Brown, 

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction by 

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should bo In the hands of every one inter»

eeted In Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 3, Removal to 
California; Return of Ills Guide. Chapter 4, Remark’

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RS- 

view of the Buni&y Question, with Replie. to u 
Objector, by G. W. Brown, M. D. A pamphlet tbit 
■bonldbe In tbe band! ot au. Price 15 centa. Fol 
sal. at tb!> office.

no EMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 
Jr By Lizzie Daten. Theie poems are as staple^ 
sogar. Price $L Od .

D£YOND THE GATES. BYELIZh 
JD betb Stuart Phelpi. A Highly eptertalalng vmR. 
Price 11.00. ■

~JI7HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL, 
ri' 1st. Twelve lecture». By Abby A. Jbdion. 

Tbl« bookahauitl be read by erezy Splrltuallit Frlca 
M.OOs poitagu 10 centa

in Idaho, at least 300 miles fròm

sept tb nje - from " every direction. The par
ticular copy J paste ip here cpme from the far- 
'thest kfoofyfy ’ of. California. ‘ Truth would 
hardly hhvei gd't its 'boots op while this lie 
traveled 'twice across the continent, accom
plished itsMnisSiim -and ireturns to the one 
“struck with death." Here it is;- ,

, STRUCK WITH DEATH.

A 'BLASPHEMER SUDDENLY STRICKEN WITH
. - ( PARALYSIS.

Anderson, Ind., Feb. 13.—Perry Hull, a 
well known .Spiritualist speaker, was stricken 
with paralysis while speaking in the Spiritual
ist temple,-this ¡city,, yesterday.'

He bad entered into a fearful tirade against 
the Bible/ and against all Christianity, and 
while in the midst of his awful speech, the 
stroke cajne. He fell to the floor as if dead.

The service wad dismissed and the speaker 
taken to a house near by, where be yet is. It 
is said he cannot recover,

These are the. kind of guns the church fires; 
I am thankful that I stand at their muzzle 
rather than at their breech: I always want to 
be in a safe place. Let the ‘»blasphemer" 
reply to the above, seriatim- ;■

1. There fwas no Peijry Hull in Anderson.
2 He is not a Spiritualist speaker.
3 . He was not stricken down with paraly

sis while speaking. .
4 .Hejiad not, in his speech, qntered on a 

tirade;, against the Bible and against the 
church.’ . 1 ' , ■

5 , The stroke did not come in the midst 
of his'awful Speech. .

6. . He.dJd not fall on the floor.
7. Th^'rijd pot take him to a house near 

by' '"7;w^0^- ; '
8. “Ifte whabUhere yet.
8, RAIFas Recovered, 

?<the above points the 
most'of this 'clipping is true. Mr. Editor, 
as Artemus Ward would say: The above is 
“sarkafem," but seriously, the only founda
tion for these wholesale lies is the fact that 
from overwork I had nervous prostration 
which, for a time, weakened me much, espe
cially my right arm and leg. It occurred on 
Saturday night in my room, after having writ
ten from five in the morning until after five 
in the evening. The next day I knew I was 
very weak, but, hoped I would be able to 
speak, but for the first time in forty-two years, 
I was not. “Behold how great a matter a 
little fire kindletb.” •

.“Give Me Bread.”
“Give me bread!” ’Tie theory of thousands to

day, - ■
The cry, ofttimes, of those in despair— 

When the cloud of gloom rises dark o'er the way, 
Not lost like mist that floats on the air.

There was golden grain enough in the fields 
To feed the wanderers out on the street;

For the broad-breasted bosom of earth ever 
yields

Enough for all of God’s children to eat.
Who owns those broad acres that lie on yon slope. 

And face the bright sunshlneall the daylong?
And the plains below, where the wind has full 

scópe,
When in autumn they sing their harvesttoome 

song? .
The golden grain waved in its billowy pride, 

And bloomed the wild flowers 'in wayside and 
. field:

While orchard and vine, on every side, 
Rich treasures in purple and gold ever yield.

In the springtime I followed the plow, and did 
sow:

I planted the seed with scrupulous care;
’Twas God’s sunshine and shower that caused 

, ■ them to grow,
And only in justice I ask for my share. 

To their warm sunny home the birds fly away,
Ere winter has spread its white counterpane: 

But I, as the guardian of loved ones, must stay
In that rude'hovel just down in the lane.

In.that mansion of splendor just over the way, 
Where meteor-light through the darkness 

gleams, .
Methinks there are joyous songs all the day— 

Then slumber at night with fanciful dreams;
Yet, ’twas I who builded that home over there! 

Material, God in his wisdom supplied—
Then will you, in justice, these dwellings com

pare, ■
And tell why here I must longor abide?

And where shall I go? for the stock in our store 
Already has dwindled eo nearly away

That in fapey I see the wolf at the door, 
Where once the children delighted to play;

And I hear the bleak winds of our northern 
. • clime,

As zero’s breath is sweeping the plain; ‘ 
While the silvery notes of the Christmas chime

Float, only to me, like a sad refrain !
In the churchyard close by, in a corner obscure. 

Are mounds, only marked by a rude headstone!
But ’tis said, that is good enough for the poor; * 

For soon will they be among the unknown—
There the weary of earth will rest from their toil, 

„And the grass grow • green, and violets bloom!
There, too, they will own just as much of the soil 

As the rich when they are laid in the tomb. '
There are songs that are sung, and anthems Of 

praise, •
. And harps that are swept: by an angel hand; 
Still the long winter nights, and the stoi-m-fleet-, 

ing days,
Leave the impress of want on life’s dreary 

stran'd: .
And the time we must wait seems weary and 

long— '
While over the desert plains we shall roam! 

So murmur—then mingle again with the throng;
To-morrow we’ll be one day hearer home.

When the mirage is lifted, and we shall awake 
On the beautiful evergreen shore “over there,”

Oh, spirit immortal, how much shall we take 
Of this world so fleeting and yet so fair?

It may be that teays, like the dew of the morn, 
Will add more beauty to flowers that bloom;

And the garments we weave, far better adorn 
Theèoul that has passed thro’ earth-clouds of 

gloom.. H. P. Tallmadge.

“The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with 

introductory, circular setting forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G. • F. Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred, to close the edition. Send at once 
to Ths Progrkssivk Thinkrr,' 40 Loomis 
street ......

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed RUd illustrated, and sells 
or $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

The Best Motto. ;
Outside the winter wind piled high the drifting 

snow; ■ 1 '
Inside was warmth and comfort in the firelight's 

ruddy glow. ...
Beside the table, in her easy chair,, toe mother 

sat and read ‘ : K
Aloud unto her children of brave'kfif^ht«,* long

-since dead; . .*>1 to- ■
Read how they counted life as naught.’gainst 

honor, love, or fame, • - _ ■ . .
And deemed man’s greatest heritage a fair, un

tarnished name; • ' ■
Read how fair ladies cheered their knights and 

sent them forth to strife,...................
Saying: “Better to die a hero’s death than live a 

coward’s life.” ' . ;
At last the book was finished, and then the 

. mother said:
“Now, dear ones, ere we say ‘good night,’ let’s 

talk of what I’ve read; • - . - ■■ : -
These stories of the knights so bold,- and ladies 

tfair and brave, -
Are meant to point a moral—to teach a lesson 

grave.
We still must wage a warfare, and many a bat

. tie fight, , ■ . ■■ - -
If we would conquer evil, and live our lives 

aright,” .
Th,en spoke the eldest daughter, sweet Maud, sp 

. calm and true, . . ..
And said: “I’ve noticed one thing which we 

must also do: “
Each had a motto of their own, which they must 

keep unstained; < ,. .
Countall things else of earth well lost,'so honor 

still remained.”
The mother smiled in each face, and said: “Sup

pose that you .
Each choose a motto of your own, to which you 

must be true.
You, Maud-, as eldest, shall choose first; and care

ful he,, my dear, :
To chbose one that may guide you WeirthrbUgh 

many a coming year." r''; ' ■
Maud" ppndered deeply for awhile; then „said, 

'• ‘With voice.serene, i . y .••• ■
“I’ll'shiin the evil, seek the good, and 'keep mine 
- ■ own-soul clean.” ;
“A motto good for self alone, but then, remem

ber, Maud,
We must not live for self alone,while evil stalks 

abroad.” '
The mother turned then to the next, Nan, saucy, 

bold and free,
And said: “My untamed nestling, what shall 

thy motto be?”
Nan tossed her mane of golden hair, and cried, 

in accents clear: .
“Do what seems right arifi pleasant, and never 

pause through fear.”
“Remember, Nan,” the mother said, “true 

pleasure oft may be :
Hidden beneath some duty which, at first, seems 

hard to thee.”'
Sweet lisping Dot, the household pet, crept up 

on mother’s knee,
Saying: “Now listen, all of you, 'dis sail my 

motto be: , '
I love all you—my Mamma best—and minds ’des 

what she say;
Be ddod dirl all the long daytime, and den at 

night I’ll pway.” '
Closer the mother drew her babe, and kissed her 

snowy brow,
Then prayed: “O Father, keepher always pure 

and sweet as now.” '
“There still remains our one true knight,” the 

mother said with pride,
As she drew an earnest, grave-faced lad still 

closer to her side. - I
“I’ll try to be your,good boy, now and when big, 

a true, good man; ’ (t ,
This the only motto I shall have: ‘Always do the 

best I can.’” ■ F* '
Ere springtime came, they gathered 'roiind Ry

land’s dying bed.
And checked their sobs'of bitter grief, to list to 

what he said.
“Oh, loved ones, all, I’m going soon to a land so 

bright and fair,
Where sweet flowers bloom on every side, and 

birds flit through the air;
Don’t feel so bad, fm not afraid, for dear, ones, 

don’t you see
You all forgave when 1 was bad, and surely God 

must be ■
As kind and loving as you are. He Who all 

things doth know
Will know I did the best I could, and so I'm glad 

to go.” .
A parting word,a kiss for each,and Ryland's soul 

had fled;
And they knew his motto was the best, ■ as they 

. kissed their sinless dead.
Clara Elbertie Peterson.

I'd Rather Be There than Here.
Tho’ the earth be as fair as fair can be; 

Tho’ its pleasures and joys be dear;
I long for the beautiful unknown world 

And I’d rather be there than here.
Tho’ the flowers of summer be bright and sweet, 

The winters are cold and drear;
’Tis summer al way in that unknown world, 

And I’d rather be there than here.
Tho’ some we love may be left behind, 

We can leave them without a tear;
We shall meet again in the summer land. 

And we’d rather meet there than here.
There are mansions fair in that beautiful world, 

There’s no sorrow, nor pain to fear;
There’s a welcome to all who enter in, t 

And I’d rather be there than here. '
Tho' some fainthearted may fear to die,

When they’ve passed thro’ the gates so fair, 
There’s notone happy soul will ever say,’

It would rather be hefe than there.' 
■ Mabel A. Van Hise.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond's 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

All About Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
traces the history of the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents. ,

Old Testament Stories, commercially illus
trated, by Watson Heston. : A series of sinus 
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price in strong, board covers $1. Cloth, 
$1.50. ' '

Woman, Church and State. A noble work, 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It. cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages,doth 
bound, $2.

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modem and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull.. Price, 10 cento.

“God in the Constitution.” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents;; twelve 
copies for $1.00. For sale at this office.

Honor to Whom Honor Is Due.

THE WONDERFUL DISCOVERIES BY MR. BERNARD 
HOLTUM, THB YOUNG MEDIUM FROM

•' CAilirORNIA.

Tq the EpiTDjij^he writer of' this is a' 
businesa man,’wor^gi for a large company 
that constructed,» omiaUin Idaho and Utah 
and is settling some 200,000 acres of laud. 
Any man here in Logan can inform you about 
me, . But here is what I have to say:

In July, 1893, business called me to Salt 
Lake City. There I had the good fortune to 
meet Mr. H. Bernard Holtum.from San Jose 
in California, Re had already astonished the 
people by strange revelations concerning lost 
or stolen' things, locating good prospects, pro
phecies in lawsuit matters that since came to 
pass, and remarkable healings. He was about 
to leave for the East. He had given to my
self and others such marvelous proofs of his 
abilities, that I induced the gentleman to come 
North with me and spend a few months there. 
I showed him our mining prospects; he tojd us 
which prospects to work, and which ones to 
leave for later times, and he located forme 
and some friends of mine several new claims. 
In one place he ordered us to roll away a huge 
boulder, Mr. Holtum at once began to dig 
where the large rook had lain, and soon un
earthed the small beginning of a gold-bearing 
vein. Re told me that this little vein would 
soon widen out to a ledge some eight or nine 
feet broad and two feet thick, then it would 
almost, disappear; but four or five feet behind 
that ledge there would commence another vein 
about the size of a fist, which vein would lead 
in and down into the mountain to a large and 
rick deposit. A tew weeks of work gave proof 
that Mr. Holtom’s vision was correct; we have 
already the second vein; but the severity of 
winter and deep snow made work impossible 
for a while.

For miles and miles the hills and mountains 
were explored, and we have some of the best 
prospects ever fduud in America. It is un
derstood that our esteemed friend, Mr. Hol
tum, is a large shareholder in several of our 
best claims; we would not send him off with 
only a few dollars for his services; he shall 
reap the fruits of his knowledge, his kindness 
to us, and his labor for us, since he opened 
the doors unto hidden millions. And to show 
my thankfulness still more, I will tell to the 
astonished world what this young and extra
ordinarily-gifted gentleman has done for us.

In another place, after a close search, he 
ordered a big cedar tree to be hewn down, and 
there right under the roots, appeared a mineral 
vein. In another place, 35 miles from here, 
where we had several claims, he told me: 
Twenty feet to the west from your prospect 
hole commences some indication, but the de
posit lies some 200 feet in the earth; leave 
this prospect for awhile and drive that one 
(about half a mile away) and by going about 
twenty feet deep, you will strike silver and a 
trace of gold. I went to work with dynamite 
and two men, and indeed at eighteen feet the 
vein appeared.. It was already late in fall, 
and in an altitude of 7,000 feet, storms to be 
expected any time, so we built a good cabin 
for next year and made ready for earnest work 
in spring. Thirty miles from there Mr. Hol
tum unearthed another good ledge. During 
his stay in Salt Lake City he told several par
ties about locations, and we learn that in the 
very places where he advised them to prospect, 
good mines were found. For several years I 
had one or two men at work in a prospect 

trees close by, and the direction of a little 
creek not far. away. Many a man, especially 
at his age, 26, would become dizzy 
and proud haring such gifts, and such prospects 
before him: but Mr. Holtum has a stronger 
mind. “We are here below to do the work 
of the ethereal people of our starry skies; we 
must do our duties.” That is his desire.

During this winter I had the pleasure of 
being much in Mr. Holtom's company. If he 
is not at work with his patients he is studying 
or writing essays. It is a treat to hear him 
talk about the better days that are dawning 
upon humanity, and the lofty destiny of man
kind, and of the ways and means to acquire a 
higher standard. Re is one of those mediums 
that are realizing their terrible responsibiijiy,’! 
and he shuns anything that savors of hum.bug,,’ 
ging or getting the best of his more ignorahi 
fellowbeings. ' .

I could add many more facts that show Mr. 
Holtom’s extraordinary gifts as a test medi
um, and every statement can be proven, but I 
am afraid of intruding on your space and 
patience. JaOob Spori.

Logan City, Utah.
— $ »Hi

An Important Announcement

ADDED TEACHINGS ON THE SOUL—THE ENTIRE 
SERIES TO BE PUBLISHED BY SUBSCRIPTION. 

Mrs. CoraL. V. Richmond desires to an
nounce, in response to many inquiries, that 
her guides have now consented to the publica
tion of the entire series of the Soul Teachings, 
which will make a volume of five or six hun 
dred pages, and will include all the series of 
lessons given to private classes up to the 
present time.

To enable her to publish this work, many 
members of her classes have already sub
scribed for, or promised to take copies, thus 
affording a guarantee fund.

The volume will be $5.00 in cloth, and will 
be issued as soon as three hundred names 
have been subscribed. ' ■ ■

Paine’s Age of Beason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cts.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
to $1, doth.

Memoranda of Life, 
How swift the years since I, a boy, 
Romped and played with childish joyj 
Chased o’er the fields the butterfly, . 
Helped father bind the sheaves of rye.^ 
I played at tag and spinned my top, 
And used to call my father “pop;” 
Asleep in bed when it was dark, 
Apd up next morning with the lark. 
Gliding years brought the bloom of youth ’ 
Withit, struggle of love for truth; 
Oft fell in love with pretty girls, 
Charmed with their laughing eyes and curls: 
Youth changed to be a bearded man; 
I racked my brain for brilliant plan 
By which to win the highest fame, 
And carve on history’s page a name.
I dreamed of wealth' and dreamed of love— 
Ne'er gave one thought to life above;
I sought for pleasure in the dance, 
Whilst beauty did my soul entrance.
I married one so sweet and fair, 
With rosy cheeks and auburn hair, 
Ere long there came a baby boy, 
My heart’s delight, its mother’s joy.
I builded castles in the air, 
And longed to be a millionaire; 
Kind fortune smiled in some degree, 
From pangs of poverty I’m free.
Our blue-eyed twins soon came along, 
Sweet baby girls, with cooing song, 
Another boy, so lusty, strong, 
Was added to the household throng. 
Then came the measles, whooping-cough-— 
A twin in spirit floated off— 
Closing in death its bright blue eyes— 
To join its grandma in the skies.
To manhood grew the baby boys, 
We saved their books and tops and toys; 
They died their country’s flag to save— 
At Gettysburg each found a grave. 
Again the reaper swung his scythe; 
The other twin, with heart so blithe, 
Departed to the land of light, 
Of shining hosts, one winter’s night
I’m wedded forty years to-night: 
In yonder parlor’s dim twilight 
A shrouded form in casket lies— 
My wife has left me for the skies.
How desolate is home alone, 
When those who made it sweet have flown! 
Four score years rest on my head; 
Fifty have passed since I was wed. " 
Hark! The Greenwood bell now rings, 
Oh, the happiness it brings;
Through the mist and through the gloom, 
Faith sees a land of beauty loom.
My wife, the girls and boys are there, 
In dreams I see their forms so fair; 
My barque is drifting fast to land, - 
Where loved ones wait me on the strand.

Leander Thompson.

Thin Children Grew Fat 
on Scott s '
Emulsion, 
because 
fat fo o d s 
make fat 
children. 
They are
thin, and remain thin just in 
proportion to their inability to 
assimilate food rich in fat.

Scott’s Emulsion 
of Cod Liver Oil is especially 
adaptable to those of weak diges
tion—/? is partly digested already. 
Astonishing how quickly a thin 
person gains solid flesh by its use!

Almost as palatable as milk.
Prepared by Scot t & Bowne, N. Y. All druegista.

i
RurlUKE UuiitUl

FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.
Hilgaud, Ohxgun, June 28,1893.

>b. PiKBCg ft Son.—Gentlsmbn: I um happy u in* 
ni you tLu^ ;ha Trust I bought of you 1 “»c April hna 
plrtily cuhko mo of a wry aeverc ca»u of Hv-rula, 
t which I have suffered for ovau 18 ysars. I was 
er sceptical about your Truss wheu I bought It. as I 
riedao veral so culled blast> o Truaxes wiilioutdcrfv- 
ay benefit from them; but utter ustug your 1 i u»ifor 
t time I was convinced that It was tbobest lever 

«•U, it was easy to wear, and aeeiued to stop the severed 
pains that often prostrated me while weuHug the oldl 
Sprint truisea; and uow.inspitoof my scepticism, I ami 
PsarscTtr Cukxd, aud can work with cho Trussoff Itjjg 
feel so disposed, but I still wear It loosely as it is notB 
inconvenient. You may add tbe above to your otberB 
testimonials.* Gratefully your*, FRED. HANSEN. 4g| 

CTTbe above euro was effected in less than TitBtxMfl 
months tjms. ulo total costof|12. Thousands of almi-JBa 
lar cures have been made tor froinglOto f iSeuch. Es.MS 
tublhhed 1875. Cali or eend 8c for free

No. 1. AddrcsaMagnetic Elastic TrusaMM 
Company, N. W. corner Kearny acd^SH 
Suor&mouto streerj, 8au Franciaco, Cal.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT^ 
uallsm—ao-called—from its inception at Hydei* 

ville, N. Y., Including the experiences of the Fox Fam
ily, spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to ba 
very Interesting, and the interest is intenslded when 
that account 18 written by one of the Fox Slaters, 
Such is the fact in this instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox. after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated in a most entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is & 
moat Important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK’’
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume is enriched with a number of tine en» 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $l»60» For sale at thie office.

The Lyceum Guide.
Mrs. Sarah A. Underwood pays the follow

ing tribute to the “Lyceum Guide,” in'a re
cent review of the same:

“This convenient and sensibly bound vol
ume fills a genuine public need for Spiritualists 
and Liberals in the education of their children. 
The author, Mrs. Emma Tattle, unlike the com
pilers of many attempts in this and like lines, 
has had many years of practical experience 
in the lyceum work, and is besides a mother 
who has entered into the joys, needs and de-

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW
Or Self-Justice.

DY LOIS WAISBROOKER—MANY 
D have read thia book, many have re-read It, 
and many others ought to read It. It should be read 
by everyman and womau in the land. Asa story It la 
finely written,and teems with Interest,and at tbe same 
time It educates, elevates and inspires. It shows the 
Injustices to which women are subjected in the pre«» 
ent status of society—thelnequaHties In tbe measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of the 
same moral quality performed by men and women re» 
apectlvely. It shows the faliltles rampant 1n society 
in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs 
that tlow therefrom to innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness ot the author. 
Fine cloth, 290 pages. Price. 81.25-

v VM. — • -« — — — — _ _ _ - . -- —  ,   , .
modus operand! by which spiritual societies 
can be started, in even the most isolated lo- «.
calities, bv those inexperienced in the work of ■. the Atlantic Cablo Shown to John Brown. Chaptel 

. , J 14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.organizing and carrying on public meetings, j For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, price d
The forms are so clear, the directions so plain 
and easily understood, that this manual must 
greatly simplify the work of spiritual and lib
eral organizations for mutual help and growth, 
even where societies are already organised, 
since many original ideas are herein advanced. 
Forms of burial services for those who have 
no affiliation with old dogmas of tbe orthodox 
churches, have been greatly needed in the 
cases of the funerals of. Spiritualists and Lib
erals, and .the form gi.vau in this book, though 

;iqpre .especially, d^sig^g. for those who believe 
ifl.. ttie‘ continuity Jian’s existence after 
death, can stilj "ba^m ’̂iSed and changed to 
suit the ideas of lese.iopeful thinkers and be
lievers. The book contains also a practical 
system of calisthenics, every motion being il
lustrated by engravings. Illustrations and 
descriptions are given of the different banners 
to be used in lyceum work, and a system of 
marches is described. A number of original 
and interesting congregational readings and 
choral responses for the opening and closing 
ceremonies are very suggestive and uplifting; 
hints are given as to the proper observance of 
various anniversaries such as Christmas and 
Memorial days, and the most necessary parlia
mentary rules guiding such assemblages are 
clearly and succinctly stated. The greater 
part of the volume is devoted to the words and 
music of songs full of beauty, love, good cheer 
and pure spirituality—quite a number of these 
are the original work «of Mrs. Tuttle, with 
music by James G. Clark and others. In 
conjunction with rules given for organizing 
children's “Bands of Mercy,” are many 
choice gems of song inculcating kindness to 
animals, etc. The songs and music make the 
work also an excellent assistant for home 
circles where music is welcomed.

-

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
J\ Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “ Tbe Clock Struck One. Two, and Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s 
ong connection with one of tbe large«! and most Influ

ential religious organizations in this country, together 
with his well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract tbe at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains tbe principal records oi a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of splrlt-manlfe»< 
tatlon through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was tbe •• prince 
of humbugs.” and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
with a conviction that it 1« a truth far transcending all 
others tn value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place In the bands of those whose attach
ments to the faiths and form« of the Church incline 
them to have nc“'“.ug to do with the subject upon 
which it treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. 423,11.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at this office.

STtlDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS 
OFPSYCHIC SCIENCE.

Thia work, by Hudson Tuttle, essays to utilize and 
explain tbe vast array of facts in Ite field of research, 
which hitherto have bad no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to tbe law« and conditions of man’s spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follow«:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What tbe Senses teach of 
tbe World and the Doctrine of Evolution: Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and tte Results; What Is 
tbe Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 

•Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; iLtimatlons of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Condition« on tbe Sen
sitive; Prayer, In tbe Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—Whet tbe Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Facts and Con» 
elusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science: Mctsphvslcs— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from tbe Sphere of Light.

It Is printed on fintf paper, handsomely bound, 253 
pages. Sent, post paid, 81.25.

Thia work may be called tbe first attempt to corre
late tbe phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It Is a vade mecum, 
ai^d answers about any question which may arise In 
tbe minds of tbe investigator« of spiritual phenomena. 
For Bile at thli office.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, 
50 cents; doth, $1. .
’ W ayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull. Es
says,'sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1. .,

The Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth. $1.
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SADIE CARR’S DOLLAR,

How an UnbelieverWas Converted

(CONTINUED HIOJI LAST WEEK.) '

Now, with some reluctance, I am going to 
refer to the famous “Sadie Carr Dollar,”—aa 
I have been asked and bored about it a great 
deal. One evening there was a circle formed 
at Mrs. Thompson's for developing the me
dium, 1 cannot tell all the members of that 
circle, but I know there were in it G. M. Law 
and Mrs. Gladys Law, myself and wife, Mr. 
0. Phillips and Mr. Hughes, of Mt. Pleasant, 
Iowa, and Mr, and Mrs. John Garretson. I sat 
next to Mr. Law, and we had not sat long 
when Mr. Law said: “Doctor, don't you see 
that young lady standing in front of me?”

I said: “No, what ia the matter with you? 
Are you sick?" For in the dim light he looked 
very white—I thought pale.

"O,” said he, “she is gone. O, she has 
come back. She says she is Sadie Carr, and 
that she jumped off the Keokuk and Hamilton 
bridge and committed suicide, ”

Just then jny wife whispered to me and 
said; ‘‘Pay no attention to him—he is lying."

Mr, Phillips Spoke up and said: “Law, de
scribe her."

"Why, she is plump-built, dark-haired and 
dark eyes, with a kind of blue dress; not very 
tall." ■

“That is a good description of her. She 
hap been to my house several times,” said Mr. 
Phillips.

“Oh, she says she wants to tell me where 
she put some money before she jumped off the 
bridge; she says she walked out on the bridge 
and ner heart failed her, and she walked back 
to the Keokuk end of the bridge and put a 
dollar in the little post that they fasten the 
gate to to keep the teams off the bridge while 
the cars are crossing over."

The next morning, about half-past nine 
o'clock, Mr. Law came into my office and said: 
"Doctor, come, let us go down to the bridge 
and see if we can find that money.”

I said: “Are you crazy, or are you a phan
tom-flend?”

“Well," said he, “if you won't go,I will go 
and get Mr. Garretson and Mr. Hughes to 
go."

I was just finishing a letter I wanted to send 
to St. Louis, and I saw it was too late to get 
kt in the postofflee in time for the south-bound 
train that morning; so I said: “Wait till I 
finish my letter, apd I will go down and put 
my letter on the train and then we will look 
for the money," expecting to only get him to 
take me to the train. Well, he waited and I 
finished the letter and went with him to the 
depot and put it oh the train, then got in the 
buggy with him to ride back to my office, when 
he said: “Now we will go and look for the 
money.”

I said: “Law, you are the worst phantom
chaser I ever heard of. I will bet you fifty 
to five there is no money there, and it is a good 

■ bet if you lose."
“Well, let it go, then,” said he, and 

reined his horse to go up town. I reached 
over and caught the opposite line and pulled 
the horse’s head toward the bridge, saying at 
the same time: “Go and relieve your mind. ” 
He drove right over to the bridge, and I said: 
“Now,where did she say she putthe money?"

“Bight in the little post they fasten the 
gate to," said he.

“Well, there is the little post,” said I, as 
he stopped his horse in front of it We got 
out of the buggy, and Mr. Law began to dig 
in the post. The little post spoken of con
sisted of two cedar posts set about two or 
three inches apart, with a cross-piece fastening 
them together on the top; between them there 
was dirt, hayseed, mud and rotten wood packed 
in tight, which Mr. Law began to dig out with 
his fingers. I stood looking through from the 
Opposite side, laughing at him when he stepped 
back and said, “I believe it is there, but 
I can’t find it.”

Just about this time I saw what looked to 
me like the edge of a dollar. “I can get it, ”

it was Sadie Carr’s spirit tipping it So I 
asked: “Do you want me to have the dollar?" 
to which she answered: “Yes."

"Well,” I said, “will you go down to Law 
and tell him you want him to have the dollar?"

Then the following was written on the slate: 
"You go down to Mr. Law's and I will go 
with you and tell him in your presence who I 
want to have the dollar, ”

I said to my wife: “Come on;" and we 
went right down. I rang the door-bell and 
Mrs. Law came to the door. As we stepped 
in Mr. Law ¡stepped from the dining-room to 
the sitting-room and stood there while I stood 
in front of the door leading into the sitting
room from the hall. I said: “Mrs. Law, I 
want you and Mrs. Fisk to sit down to the 

’table and see what you can get from the Spirit
world.” >

They had hardly touched the table before 
it began to tip. I said: “Sadie, is this you?” 
It tipped three times very quickly.

I Haiti: “Do you want Mrs, Law to have the 
dollar?" One tip came, indicating no. '

“Do you want Mrs. Fisk to have it?” One 
tip came—no, again. ' '

“Do you want Mr. Law to have it?"’One 
tip—no, again. ■

“Do you want me to have it?” Three tips, 
yes. . ....... .

I said; "Are you satisfied, Mr, Law?"-

I said. Poking from the opposite side of the 
post, I forced it out into my right hand, with 
the remark that the one that put the dollar 
there would never get it again, and put it in 
my pocket. The dollar bore the date of 1884. 
Sadie Carr jumped off the bridge into the river 
in July, 1886. The dollar looked to be as 
much corroded as silver can get, and the dirt 
between the posts looked as if it had not been 
disturbed in a long time. Mr. Will Douglas 
was publishing the Chief at this time, and had 
published some long articles in regard to 
Spiritualism. So we took the dollar up to him 
and I called his attention to its being so cor
roded, and he said: “Yes, it must have been 
there a long time. ” I do know I got the dol
lar. Each of the city papers published a short 
account of the finding of the dollar, which 
created considerable excitement, and I was 
annoyed by parties wanting to see tire dollar, 
and by friendly and by unfriendly remarks. 
Mr. Law or some other mortal may have put 
the dollar there. But Mr. Law, with uplifted 
hand, makes oath that he did not put the dol
lar there. He also offered me two dollars and 
fifty cents for it Mr. and Mrs. Thompson 
both went before a notary public and made 
affidavit that they knew nothing about the 
matter and had not been near the approach of 
the bridge for a year. If it was done for a 
joke, it was a small matter to perjure them
selves about.

The strange part of the circumstance comes 
now. At this time myself and wife were get
ting physical ,inanifestations at home^—such as 
table-tippings and automatic slate-writing. 
When I went home for dinner I told my wife 
I had the dollar that Sadie Carr told of at the 
seance last nightr She said: “What right 
have you to it? She did, hot tell you where she 
put it—she told Mr. Law; so it belongs to 
him.”

I said: "He is a dandy if he ever gets it," 
She said: "Maybe Sadie Carr ie following 

that dollar Mound." So we sat down to the 
table and it immediately began to tip and said

1 ‘I suppose I will have to be, " he said. ' 
The next evening after the piece appeared 

in the paper reporting the finding ,of the dol
lar, appeared a statement setting forth that 
there must have been some mistake about the 
dollar being put there bÿ Badie Carr, as the 
posit, had been set after Badie jumped off the 
bridge. I called my wife’s attention to the 
piece, when we got the following message 
written on the slate: * 'That piece in the paper 
is not true. I put the dollar right where you 
found it, " signed ‘ ‘Sadie Carr, ”

I got the dollar out of the post on Thurs
day. The same day an account of it was pub
lished in the Constitution-Democrat.

The following Saturday Mr. Law was over 
to Hamilton on business. Several ladies who 
had read the piece invited him up to Mr, 
Carr’s for the purpose of seeing if he could 
select Sadie's picture from a number of other 
pictures of young ladies; which he did. Mr. 
Law related the circumstance to me, and said 
he knew the picture as quickly as he would 
have known the picture of an old acquaintance. 
A few days otter this some men in town told 
me Law ha'd lied about picking out Sadie 
Carr’s picture, for Mrs. Carr told them so. 
I told this to Mr. Law the next time I saw 
him. He said: “Now;I won’t ask you to bet, 
mt if you will get into my buggy I will drive 
over to Mr. Carr’s, and if Mrs. Carr says I did 
not pick out the picture I will give you $60."

That evening I told my wife what the men 
had told me about Mrs. Carr’s saying that 
Law did not pick out Sadie’s picture; when 
the following was written on the. slate: “You 
go over to Hamilton and see my mother and 
get her story about whether Mr. Law picked 
out my picture or not," signed, “Sadie Carr.”

I said: “Now, Sadie, if this is your spirit 
writing, and you want us to go and ask your 
mother, you must tell us something to tell her, 
so she will know it is you that does this writ
ing. " Then the following was written on the 
slate: “A short time before I-committed sui
cide I was going down town and I told mother 
to get my veil out of the bureau drawer. I 
did not wear it; there were holes in it.”

I said: “Describe the veil."
“It was a tan colored veil with little specks 

in it." .
“Beads?" I asked.
“No, specks.”
Some time after this we received an invita

tion to attend a masquerade ball at Hamilton. 
1 said to my wife: “We will go over to the 
ball, and call on Mrs. Carr and see what she 
says about Law's picking out the picture, etc.” 
Mr. and Mrs. Law went along, and Mrs. Um- 
sler accompanied us to* Mr. Carr’s. Mrs. Carr 
acknowledged it was a fact that Mr. Law 
picked out Sadie’s picture; and when asked 
about the veil, Mrs. Carr got a bandbox and 
said: “I have a box with some of Sadie's 
trinkets in. ” As she reached into the box to 
pick up the veil, Mrs. Fisk said: “It was de
scribed as a tan-colored veil.” When Mrs. 
Carr picked the veil out of the box I was 
more surprised & great deal than I was when 
I poked the ddHarout of the post; for iHere 
had been as gb^d■ ’-a^descrilitibn of the-fveil 
written on a B&te'ln «¡ttr'^'tise, ¿A u&iieen 
power, as I côtilffwfïfe àftër^èin^ft? '

There was nÿ-obe présent ât thè tithe of the 
slate-writing but myself and wife, both unbe
lievers in Spiritualism at the time. I do not 
suppose we would have ever believed in Spirit
ualism if we had not gotten so many things 
at home. To tell one-half of the tests we got 
would extend this narrative much beyond its 
prescribed limits. '

Before I express my opinion, I wish to re
late our experience with two' more seances; the 
first one was soon after the expose made by 
Mr. Fox, a very good account of which ap
peared in the Constitution-Democrat the next 
morning. I had seen some very strange phe
nomena, but still thought perhaps it might be 
a trick played by the medium; so I was invit
ed to come and hold a test circle at Mrs. 
Thompson's. I told Gibson Brown I would 
like to have him meet me at Mrs. Thomp
son’s that evening; I thought we would not 
only catch the Indian that wore the feath
ers, but catch the turkey that he got them out 
of. (At seances previous to this a tall Indian 
would come out of the cabinet with his head 
dressed with turkey feathers. ) '

Mr. Brown said: “Do you think she is 
playing fraud?"

“That is exactly what I am trying to find 
out.” . r •

He thanked me, and said he would be there. 
In the meantime some carpenters, *1 am told, 
had been.invited in to examine the room used 
for a cabinet I also went in the aftentoon to- 
examine the cabinet. The carpet was taken 

• up and everything taken out . pf .the cabinet.
Before the seance began a .committee of ladies' 
examined the medium and reported that there

was nothing concealed about her person nor 
her clothing of any kind or description. I 
then, with ten-penny nails, nailed up the back 
dqor of the cabinet, also fastened up the 
back door of tl^i^jise. In fifteen or twenty 
minutes after tb,e. Binging began, a bald-headed 
man with a wWtfeTjiiouBtacha stepped out of ? 
the cabinet andWmcPTiver to me, reached out 
his hand, and sfiHj as 1 took him by the hand 
to shake: “Doctor, I am glad you are investi
gating this; you see you can’t nail us out. 
You see I have a f nil suit pf men's clothing 
on; and turned around three or four times for 
me to examine them. . Several present said : 
“How do you do, Captain?''., others said: “O, 
it is Capt. Mackey. ” ■

I said : ‘ ‘Mr. Brown is here, Captain. " .
‘ ‘I know it, ” said he. » ‘Gib, come here.

At which Mr. Brown came fórward and said: 
“How do you do, Captain?" After a few 
passing remarks about a future life, he 
asked: “Are you materialized, Captain?” '

"No," replied; the Captain; “I have just 
got the old lady transfigure^. " ’ - !

Aftèr a number of questions had been 
asked by Mr. BroWn, the captain returned into 
thé cabinet, arid itf a few minuter à tall, slim 
lady sfèppéd but and eatà: ‘‘I have no friend 
in this city. • I- have been in Spirit-life 366 
years, ana l just came to help this medium. ” 
She then stood’ right under the lamp ih the 
Center of the circle and began to motion her 
hands over her head, and a kind of lace fab- 
ricbegan to --materialize,; and- It grew longer 
and longer till it nearly trailed on the floor 
all around her. She walked over toward Mr. 
Brown and he asked it he might handle It, 
and she banded one end of the materialized 
fabric to tòri»;' and several -others to feel of.

Now I cotìieito òhe óf the most satisfactory 
seances I have ever witnessed up to this time, 
It was at my own house—the chance for fraud 
to be practiced was very small. I had invited 
Mr. C. M. Chown and wife, Mr. Green, from 
Vermont, and Mr, Thompson and wife, telling 
Mrs. Thompson that Mr. Green was going to 
act as medium for materialization. Our cabi
net consisted of a small bedroom with every
thing removed in the shape of clothing. It 
was situated up stairs, so the only way it could 
be entered was from the room we sat in at the 
time. Mr. Green had hardly-taken his seat 
in the cabinet till Mrs. Thompson was en
tranced and her Indian guidé, White Fawn, 
tìaid: “Old Chief not materialize”—meaning 
Mr. Green was not a medium. ; Mrs. Birney, 
another of her guides, then camè ftnd requested 
that the ladies present come into the bed? 
room and take everything white off the medium ; 
Which they dici; leaving her with a black wrap- ‘ 
per on. ■

Mrs. Thompson had been in that room used 
for a cabinet but a few jninutes when a form 
stepped out with a lunar, diadem with three 
stars in it, and a long, white lace veil which 
nearly trailed on the floor, and stepped over to 
Mr. Chown, and said she was Joan of Arc 
(the Maid of Orleans). After talking to Mr. 
Chown’s folks, she stepped back into the cabi
net, and another lady' stepped out, dressed; 
in White Wlth lace over some material like W,h(|te. 
serge, and said she Was Emma Abbotti' and" 
came to Mrs. Chown. She handed her clotb-( 
ing to Mrs. Fisk and Mts. Chown to examine, 
and they handled the garments.

After she had stepped back into the cabi
net a heavy voice sounding like that òf a man 
said: ‘ ‘You have taken so much strength from 
the mèdium by handling the clothing that we 
can not do as much as we hoped to;” Ina 
very tew minutes, however, another form 
stepped out and beckoned to me. I walked 
up to her; she seemed to be a woman about 
twenty to twenty-five years old; I asked: 
“Who are you?” ■ •

She said she was Frankie Lambert, a girl 
that died in Pennsylvania, in 1862, with diph
theria. We had played together when chil
dren. • . •

I said; “Frankie, you were a small girl 
when last I saw Jou. " . ' i r>

“You don't suppose we remain children al
ways in Spirit-life, do you?” She then spoke 
of a spring on my father's farm, and described 
the little yellow flowers that grew around it. 
I had never spoken of Frankie Lambert to any 
one in the State of lows. I do not think Mrs. 
Thompson jknew I ever Jived in Pennsylvania.

When Frankie returned to the cabinet a 
man stepped out and measured with me. He 
was about an inch and a half shorter than I. 
He said he was my brother—one that was 
drowned some twenty-eight years before, He. 
had on a suit of black broadcloth. Surprised 
at the clothing he had on, and knowing there 
was no such clothing in the house, I said: 
“For God’s soke, where did that suit come 
from? If I did not know there was no such 
clothing in théltouBe, I would think it was 
the medium stretched out and 'dïéBSed up in 
men’s clothes. " - - >

Jie had told us that he wore a moustache,- 
and had appeared at other seances with, a 
moustache.. My wife noticed the absence of 
it, arid remarked; ; < ‘I thought you always wore 
a moustache.” . , . ■ " ... .

He said: -“Haven’t I-got it? I made up the 
best I could”—at the ■. same .time , making a 
pass before his face, when there-appeared a 
heavy moustache on his lip. Now, it was not 
put on in the cabinet,/butcame there standing 
before us in the light -Now, if I have made a 
misstatement, I odi on the witnesses present 
at the different seances to censure, me. . ■ ...

Now for the conclusion I’- hare arrived at, 
from my investigation. I àm aware opinions 
are cheap and often worthless; and the .opin
ion of one who has not investigated a BÌibjéct 
ought to be and necessarily -ie worthless. I 
find those who hâve not investigated Spiritual
ism the most apt and ready: to. express their 
opinion on the subject, I think the force is 
the underlying principle of all religions, If 
it is not,' why whs it necessary to have iah- 
diems like Buddha, Jehovah, Christ, Moham
med,'Conf ucius';and Joseph Smith? Now, 'if 

■ God wished’ to get the ■ children. of ' Israel out 
of the .land of Egypt, why did 'hemot ‘go dL 
reetiy to -Pharoâh? No, he. had.to uBe Môses 

■ as-a'médìuìfiì and have himperfonn a number 
of tricks, such as turning a rod to a serpent,1
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changing water, into blood, dust and ashes 
into lice, etc. It is not hard to believe that 
Moses got Independent slate-writing on Moynt 
Binai, when here in the United States thpre are 
hundreds of mediums who get writing on. 
fables of stone by unseen power. : No oue will 
^oubt that Jesus was transfigured on the{ 
mountain, after they have attended a few good' 
seances and seen the mediums - transfigured 
and black garments turned as white as the 
driven snow; and their friends that have been 
in Spirit-life for years appear and talk to them 
face to face. > ■ <; ■ ,

"Jesus taketh Peter, James and John, his 
brother, and bringeth them up into a high 
mountain and was transfigured before them- 
And his face did shinè as the sun, and his rai
ment was as white .as the lights. And behold 
there appeared unto them Moses and Rljas 
talking with him. ” Mat. xviii. i to 4. Pe
ter wanted to build three tabernacles; one for 
Jesus, one for Moses, one for Ellas. Now,.if 
Peter apd James had tied Jesus,; and put John 
to hold the rope and Stood -ready with a dark 
lantern to throw on a light 'as soon as they 
hèttfd a stir, dò you suppóse thpy woul^hW^ 
htkd. the pleasure, pt seeing Moses and Elias? 
I think the Nest mediums that: Ayer live.cl cap 
be expoBed~or; in other words,: the cPÀditiòPs 
can be made so that the spirits cannpt jpan.: 
ifest. When you see an keepput pf some good 
medium like Jennie Moore,Mrs. Thompson pr 
Harvey Mott written up as frauds; it simply, 
proves to those who* have investigated the 
philosophy that history, repeats itself. Then 
it is easy to understand that all mediums may 
be .exposed, when we rempabet that Jesus 
was taken and crucified. / CCC : .,

. , Thpre are a great many Spiritualists at' the' 
present time like Judas—they fjiirik the me- 
dlumicannot be arrested-or-éxpópad, -Judas 
had seen his master periorm wiiat they .calle.(| 
miracles in those days, such as-healing thè 
sick, materializing the dead (for Lazarus 
must have been materialized—for we do not 
hear of his death or burial after his first fu
neral).

Judas was one of Christ’s most devoted 
apostles, and if our salvation depends on the 
death of Christ, then it; is to Judas that we 
are indebted for our salvation, for, had he 
not exposed him-.by that kiss,. Ohrist would 
not have been crucified, and wé would have 
been lost, Whep Judas saw that Christ could 
be arrested, he thought he had been deceived, 
and lost all hope in man and God, and went 
and committed suicide. But, thinking Christ 
was God, or the son of God, he had no idea he 
could be arrested or crucified, and thought 
he could give thè thirty pieces of silver to thè 
poor, and Ohrist could show his great power 
to the high priests and the ignorant multitude 
that were crying “Crucify him.” .

In conclusion I want to say:’'AU who wish 
to understand Christ (and be saved) should 
study the philosophy of Spiritualism, and 
learn what Jesus, meant when he said: “And 
these signs shall follow them that believe : In’ 
my name shall they cast out devils; they shall 
speak With new tongues; they shall take Up 
serpents, and if they drihk any deadly thing- 
it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands 
on the ..sick and they shall recover. ”—Mark 
xvi, 1?, 18. I hav e never known any pro
fessed Christians with faith enough to perform 
any of the above feats; but have known 
plenty of Spiritualist mediums that could.

And those who disbelieve because they do 
not know, we would remind of the saying ot 
the ancient Hindu philosopher: "Never utter 
these words:. I do not know this, therefore it 
is false, One must study to know, know to 
understand, understand to judge."

Keokuk, lovya. C. R, Fisk, M. D.
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Letter from the Blind Medium.
To the Editor:—We are again on the 

wing, but pause to send à few items to the 
hosts of progressive thinkers who are furnished 
with food for thought from your editorial 
sanctum and from the many contributors who 
add their mite to help along thecause. For 
three months it has been our privilege to dis
pense the 1 ‘bread of life, ’’ as presented by our 
guides, to the good people of Rockland, Maine. 
We have found thenl ready hearers and per
sistent travelers on the high road of progress. 
As a confirmation of this, they have had the 
courage to elect a lady president; her husband, 
Mr. Freeman W. Smith, had previously ful
filled the duties of that office, and has also 
gained some literary celebrity in a local con
troversy with several clergymen of the most 
orthodox type. It is needless to say that Mr. 
Smith is a true Spiritualist, with years of ex
perience that have well fitted him to meet the 
attacks of dogmatism, and vanquish them with 
the arrows of truth. He is now, since Dr. 
Ware’s transition, the head officer of Verona 
Camp-meeting -Association, of which his wife, 
has for several years been secretary and re
porter. ' . - .........
' : Mrs Cushing-Smith, by direction ; of her 
guides, prepared and delivered a series-: of 
lectures at Verona, .three years ago. They 
were enthusiastically received1 by large and 
appreciative audiences at that time. She'has 
this year given-another series here,.. Her dis
courses are stamped with the undoubted in
spiration of those who frequent the temples of 
wisdom and truth in the higher spheres. We 
feel impressed to say that she has been called 
and chosen by these teachers to voice their 
Spiritual teachings on the public platform.

With the advantages of education and -cul
ture joined to undoubted’ inspiration, plleasing 
in manner, sympathetic and logical,- she will 
prove a successful speaker wherever employed, 
and we unhesitatingly recommend her to bo- 
cieties who wish to reach the thinkers who are 
now investigating our philosophy and testing 
the phenomena.

We also desire to express the pleasure we 
have had in listening to the sweet original

^THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH; OR DEATH 
1 and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This little 
pamphlet 1» devoted to an exposition of the spiritual
istic idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with the common churcbly idea on the same subject. 
The name of the autborls a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject is well handled. For sale at this office. 
Price, 10 cents»

BIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY 
D Gravel. It will well pay perusal. Price 11.75 
rrHE ^QUESTION SETTLED~A 

J Careful Comparlton of Biblical and Modern Spir
itualism. By Moses Hull. An invaluable work. Prio< 
•1.00._________________________________

5EERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC
ing Spiritualism, past and present. By <7. M. Pae* 

bics, M. D. Ah encyclopedia of interesting and In
structive facts. Price 12.00. • "

UPSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH* 
\J er tales and sketches. By a band of spirit intel* 

llrences, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Snelhamer. An excellent work. Price I1.2&.

pEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRITLAND. 
LX. Given inspirationally by Mrs. Marfa M. Kluft 
You will not become weary while reading this excw 
lent book. Price 75 cents. ’ ,

STUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE. IN 
kJ valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle. Price 91.25.

OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR~
O Ituallsm. past and present. By J. M. Peebles. M. D. An cm 
oyoiopedla of interesting and Instructive facts. Price $2,00.

piBLE MARVEL. WORKERS. BY AELEN 
JLl Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cents.

piBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KERSE Y GRA VES, 
JTl It Win wen.pay perusal. Price 91.75.

pESEARCHES lA^ORIENTAL HISTORY, 

embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to which la 
idded: Whence, our Aryan Ancestors? By G.W. Brown, M. D. 
One ©i the most valuable works ever published. Price 91,50.

^EAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN
inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. You will not become 

weary while,n-.uding this excellent book. Price 75 cents.

pOMANISM AND 7'1 IE REPUBLIC. BY 
xk Rev. Isaac J. L&nslog, M. A, Every patriot should tead it. 
Price tl.QO. «

nSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
1 Life. Leiter« to tie Seybert Comrnl««(on. Br 
Fnincle J. Ltpplit. An lUaetnted psniplilet. Worth 
It« weight In goM. Price 25 cent«-- - -

JJ/HltE MAGIC., TAUGHT IN 
rr •• Three Sevens,” a book of 271 pages, It1s*re« 

ally a very Interesting and Suggestive work. Price 
M.25.. . - • •  ' '
T IFE IN THE STONE AGE; -THE 

JLt History of Afbaraol, Chief Priest of a Band of Al 
Aryans/ AnOntiifioHlttory of Written through
the medlumwilp of- V. G. Flgléy.' Tuu should read 
this work. Price 80 cents. . -, ~ .
TEÀFLÉtS OF THOUGHT, GATH- 

L* cred from the Tree of Life. Preiented to human« 
tty thconghibe mediumship of-B. E. Litchfield. Ex
cellent throughout. Price tl.25. ■

-'TWiTdIAKR'aCaND THEIREARTH- 
L ly Victim«.. Dy A. J. D»vl«. A worku lntere«t- 

Ins M It 1» ourlqu». Trice W cent*. • ■

IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND > 
I dwelling places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book 01 rare 
merit, interesting to every body. Price 11.50.

T IFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD^ 
JL^t vanced thought, and is fascinating. Price 50 ccnu.

POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DQTEN^ 

<1 They are really valuable. Price 11.001

TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OP 
ljL the Sunday question. It is Invaluable. By G. W, Brown, 
M. D. Price 15 cents.
TJOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 

JTx Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists In Amer« 
lea. Anolent and modern miracles explained by meimerliih. Aa 
Invaluable work. Price, paper, 50 cents.

pROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
.L Tuttle. Abehuttfin book of poems of rare merit. Prlca 
•2,50..
JJTFTY YEARS IN THE. (CHURCH OF ROME, 

Jl By Rev. Chas. Cblnlquy, ¿¡¡¡Beit. A remarkable book. 
FagM-832, Price 12.25.

A N AMERICAN' 
Pl rtea. by Mrs. M. A. F. 
powerful Illustration of man*! 

î nun. Price40 cents. <

^^¡7D OTHER STO- 
S/ít&e sketches are a most 

IçltyjÇld Injustice to his fellow
I.';'-.- 7 > *- '

''T'HBRBLIGIGN 0FMAN.~ BY HUD- . vT-rrM-iT-t- j -.-rrP kt-tL »on Tuttle. 01« worta.»re »lw»yi Inteuely In- i /J^TLQLLTl U.\IFLCED. A. C7FAT J O7CBS 
iB«e«tlne Prlceil.50:________________________________ -¿A from Hie spirit reslm«. DlgOMlng t lie inoititartllUK revels

. _ ____ u-■_____ __ — . - „ done, provingCBrletlanlty to be’Of iK-atlien origin. Antiquity
TMMORTALITY. OR FUTURE HOMES Vsvelled bu 625 page», s fine engraving of .1. M. Roberta, K»q.,

. . . —. ——— ——- - • t u
TMMOR TALI.TY, OR FUTURE HOMES V

1 indDwelllngPl»ce«. Bj.J-M. Feeble«, M. D. X e 
book of rare merit, Inlereiiing to every body, price 
♦1-&0-  . . ■• . . . .

edltorof Mind and Matter. Price fldW. Postage 12 cents,

ABOUT DBVIES. BY MQSES \ 
Hull. A work you should read. Price 19 eenta. -

Z'HE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUGl- 
fled Sartors. By Xersey.-Gnra-.Xouaitoald 

read It, and be the wiser, price 11,50, 
FROMSOUL TcCSOUL. BY EMMA 
l’ Rood Tuttl*. Abeautlful bbokof poem« of rare 
merit. Price 11.50.

A RYAN SUN MYTHS. B\ SARAH E. TIT- 
Lj comb. An explanation of where the religion» of our race 
originated. An Interesting and Instructive book. Price »1.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO- 
Cz uwmlesl and astrologies! origin of ail religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

TTELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF JUS- 
1 J. tice. By Lòia Walsbrooker. Price »1.50. .

¿IFE OF THOMAS PAINE, LTIS ÏN- \ 
untely inteteBttng. Price 11,00. ■ . , : - •.

EWT’K YEARS LV THECHURCH GF
r Rome. By Rev. Chat. Chtnlquy» ex prink. À 
remarkable book. Pages 882. Pripe 12.25.••

songs and organ improvisations oï Mrs. Gena । " j"LECTURES., B Y tt.i B.
8. Fairfield. - Her psychometric readinès also L. FrencUP¥iier--«r«.wttfli tMt-.niMikMaEti«.. 
have given general satisfaction^ and in many ji »:—....
cases have been remarkable delineation^. • ! ‘ APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. ■

TMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
L. a man die, shall be Ih«.’ fully answered. By M« 8. 
Bnrluw, author of Voices. Privi* W.» cent».

KfABAL RAYMONIIS RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
1VL Wahbrovker. Price »; ML Mrs. TYalsbrooker.s book« 
should be read by every woman in the land.

,1 MIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
1VL A. Hover 200 page», with Illustrano:» of the Bubjetita 
treated upon. Price »1-25, .

POEMS. - B Y EDITH WILLIS LINN. A . 
-IC volume-of sweetoutpourlngfl of a gentle naturO, whd-. haA’uo ■ 
tliought'ofthe bittercrueltyofcartli-llfe. Tbcee are sweet, wln« ’ 
iom-andwsUul. Prlce »1.00. , ;

a .. a a .... a . av ^a ~ . “ •   < ^a a ... • • . — ,

May the Rockland society grow-in/numbers identified "as the Christian Jesus,
■and may prosperity be engravfld ■ Vm-its--ban- A Wonderful ~c6m’i»iwie«u<m,"ttoiiMM bow s». ।riers, i- A. B;Tte»AM. w

DELIGION. .BYE. D.. F AB BITT, M. D. IF • 
<V all could b» led to. brille hi Mieli n rriîgiuri lîtoVBMû ! 
• -...........— ito fottìil.H* *nuht Mb lUhi’lit lb powvr ‘
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THE SPIRIT WORLD.
Spiritualism-r-What Is It, and

Who Beliey^g in It? ।
To the KpiTOiuffiSlfcinterview of a 

reporter of the Herald with
Dr. T. A. Bland, yi.^li&bwn in scientific 
and literary circles ' of "Washington, D. 
C., illustrates the fact that the secular 
press is beginning to open its eyes. The 
interviewed goes on to say:
. Spiritualism is simply the science of 
the soul. Its phenomena are not new. 
The religious literature of all ages de
rives its chief interest from the-fact

r'rsir' rir. i,',‘T' ■■■ 1 r \ 
facts whíéh Wpeal to the scientific-mind.

From tae amfYd, your numerous read
ers, can,.rt»$) W&6.■world is^advapcing 
along theTÍght lines, and that the' sec
ular press is moving with the tide..

New York.- S-. M. T.

THOUGHT'TRANSFERENCE. '

. A Curious Case in Chicago.:

A TELESCOPE con&ived. by the scien
TIST AND .NOVELIST AT THE SAME 
TIME—LOUIS. G4THMANN, 
FLEX LENSp-I.. E. DEMENT’S jtEIRD 
NOVEL. '• • • ; '■ , ’ ' ■

To the Editor:—The Daily, Inter 
Ocean gives an incidènt of great impor
tance to thoughtful minds, setting fdrth'

that it contains records of phenpmena 
similar to that upon which modern 
Sniritualism is Used. The Jewish and,,, . , . r - , • - . ..■2 -. Christian scriptures are fuU of histories < that-what Ignorance at tañe, tinte, re-, 

■ and legends of just such phenomena. < «arded as acoinciflence, Qeqult Science 
The nronhets were the mediums now gives the name of “telepathy” or 
between the Spirit-world and,this world | ’ bought transference.” These coin- 
under the old dispensation. Jesus of' oidences were of bo startling a character 
Nazareth and his apostles were the sometime? th^t reasoning. intelligence 44a>^ai. Q paa »* tu. .,, u/flciinwi)liD(7 fn jj/v’Ant, -flAAmfmnvmedia through whom the spirits com
muned with the people on - earth
eighteen centuries ago.

In the twelfth chapter of the first 
letter to the church at COrinth St. Paul
gives a catalogue of spiritual gifts.

• < > J , ' . . . . • K
was unwilling to accept two seemingly 
related facts, as independent products of 
isolated and insulated conditions, and a 
mighty eight of thinking began amorig 
the doctors of the ■ esoteric. Invegtiga- 
tion and coipparisop have corne pretty 
close tb;.demonstration of .the theory'The priests opposed the prophets, and to - demonstration or tpe tneory, 

finally succeeded in suppressing medi- that a mind intensely, absoi^pd'in 
umship about five hundred years before. thought radians influence that may af- 
Christ The five centuries from Mala- (feet another mind pi a distance vand oj)- 
chi to Christ may justly be -termed the 6tate upoh.it with pll the subtle gpergy 
dark a-es of Judiism. It was an avowed. of onginal thought, so that two or moie 
mission of Jesus to reopen communica- minds may, be engaged to the same pur-. 
tion with the SpiriUorld, and thus with anjdea unconsciously thrown 
bring the fact of a future life to light, off by ope of them and received by the 

: The priests denounced him as a heretic, othersj ■ Frgpoflitions of this kind are po 
■and through their connivance he was longer laughed at. Indeed, science sqes 
“““. 6, „. . . . . -----------*, m theories of this sort . explanation input to death. They triad to stamp out 
the heresy of spirit cgnpnunication by 

'persecuting the dis<np.tefl.-9^ Christ, (who 
possessed and exercised medial gifts..

. Saul of Tarsus, a ’brilliant young law
yer, was the chief attorney for the pros
ecution in the early, days. But Saul 
■possessed latent gifts of mediumship, 
• and Jesus appeared to him in a vision, 
and converted him. Saul saw Jesus; 
clajrvoyantly, and heard him clair-
audiently.
' The spiritual phenomena recorded in

VOICEFRDM BEYOND
Romo Will Be Routed,

THE DAWN IS COMING—THE LIGHT IN 
THE, EAST' IS APPROACHING—THE 
SPIRIT-WORLD IS \ WATCHING AND 
GUIDING—A- MESSAGE. FROM SPIRIT 
DOCTOR TOLAND. ! ' ‘
To the Editor!—I' enclose ’ a, conir 

miinication purporting .to be from a Dr‘.. 
Toland, who’ lived-.years ago in San 
Francisco,- Cal._ If considered worthy of 
a "place in’ your columns, y°u sr® at 
liberty to publish it. • 1 Very truly,

Chas. Hines, M; D.

THE MESSAGE FROM SPIRIT • DOCTOR 
. ;.TOLAND., i '

)

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

OR
MIND FORCE. -

PABULUM OF LIFE OR MIND FORCE 
i electrltlea and Hlumlnates the inlndj reitorciloH 
harmony and lost vitality.

Pabulum of Life lb lu no case a medicine, buta 
metaphysical niitrlmeutal and life generator of great 
power., . ., ■

Pabulum of Life Is a new creation and divine In* 
splraiion, and will purify the moral and spiritual no* 
tureofmau. .

Pabulum of Life will Increase the vital force, slim 
ulate the mind toactlou, awake the slumberiug fac- 
ultics.of .the soul, and re-vltolize the whole being.

Pabulum of Life coutalusa spirit essence or Nutri
ment of great power. For1 Instance, every time a 
dose tajaken, -the person, whether sickly or healthy* 
will gain in proportionna certain amount of natural 
force or energizing power.

Furthermore, it clears the Intellect, and invigorate» 
the .mental faculties, and how It does all thlp, and 

; even more, Is a~ mystery, which no science can ex
plain, excepting on the grounds of electrical vital 
action, resulting from the absorption of a new com
bination Of elements, or force generated aud diffused 
throughout the constitution.

Pabulum of Life I- exclusively derived from the 
active principle of the herb of tbe field, tbe flowers 
of the forest, and the leaves of the trees, and harmo
niously compounded at our laboratory.
' Pabulum of Life is palataffie aud pleasant harm

less as the dew drop, of eminent utility, and for genera
ting a general inward vital energy, is without ex* 
ample Ip the. whole domain of medicine.

Pabulum of Life Is equally adapted for all persons, 
mule or female, and is especially valuable to persons, 
of frail constitution, or where there is a loss of nerve 
or vital force.

It .will animate the weak and weary, invigorate tbe 
young, and rejuvenate the old*

Pabulum of Life is a condensed combination of 
cryatallzed essence or force and must be attenuated or 
diluted In about fifteen times its bulk of water, 
aud may be taken as often as three times a day.

Trial package by mat] 41,00. Prepared only by

DR. JR. GREEK,
137 La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.

FORSTER. DR. W. M. “

7'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR
voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis aud terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—in their own bandwriting—

pELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
ZV 2-cent stomps, lock of hair, name, age, box, one 
JeadlfijpymptDin, and J will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. b. 8. Williams, 
Lake Geneva, Wis..227

INVALIDS
LT HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
VV BtampB, their disease, dr symptoma, will receive 

pamphlet and advice FBEEto cure themselves without 
drugs. The THUM Ab BATTERY COMPANY, Card» 
iugton, Ohio tf-

These are the months when every one 
a. spring medicine, owing to the 
p in temperature and the changed 
-'of the body, which become nec- 
with the approach of warmer 

er. For the feeling of exhaustion 
- ebility which always accompanies 
the opening of the season nothing'equale 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It seems .to make 
one all over-new',' giving a good appetite 
and good digestion in place of dyspeptic 
feelings, strength and vigor for weak
ness and lassitude, and sweet, refreshing 
sleep in place of the restless and sleep
less condition caused by the tired nerves 
and enervated body. Everyone' knows 
that it is on account of its debilitated 
condition that the body is more liable to 
attacks of disease in the spring than at 
any other time, and by its influence in 
building up the system at this season, 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the . means of 
saying ■ thousands from the grip, pneu- 

xuoiuo» —.r—™> — mqnia and typhoid fever. Those who
remarkable story (just finished) | ^ave flV.led to take it 4s a preventive of 
7h°»■111RBiSWJWiShSSS? 

rA t.hviiHnc ttorvarA need!,to .renew- their, strength,’ which 
the. grip, especially, seems to jiave. to
tally destroyed, , .. . .

\“I had. the^grip, from which f did pot 
fully recover'. J ,iyas all run. down, ¿nd 
epffered' with, .severe/headaches. > Fains 
in' the hack, and such a; tired:feeling, 
made me wish for . death to relieve me 
from my intense sufferings., Like . a 
drownipg person grasping at a straw, I 
bought a bottle of Hood’s Sarsaparillla, 
and Before it was gone ! noticed a great 
change. I purchased a second and third 
bottle, and wish I could' convince every 
ofie'What an excellent medicine Hood’s

Special Gifts to New Sub 
\ •’ spribers.

’'"'i”-. Jr-—’ 1 '
DujfipgDiateli and April. :

The Progressive Thinker is.de- 
■siròhs of doing a phildntlirophic work; 
hence it has had a special edition of the 
following numbers .of The Progress
ive ; Thinker..¡..struck- off in order to 
present them free-ip all new ' trial and 
new yearly subscribers sent in during the 
months of March and April. The three 
papers combined; ai’P as valuable as any 
two-dollar book-now published in the 
■United States. In fact, they constitute a'

les 
’w
ta

'THE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
A three 2-ceut elatnpa for private letter of »dvtoe 

from tlieBpIrlt-world. W. P. Phelon, M. D., 61S Jack
ton Boulevard Chicago III. 120tt

The Spirit:world!‘is making every 
effort possible to libeyate the world from 
the curse of'selfishness and greed!, and 
needs the ¿o-opqrat|6n of every, good 
man and wotnan on Barth who desire to 
see t-fre race yfree from1 the: influence of 
beggars and- pauperg.' The: spirit cause 
is making. , great;, progrsss.'and will sodn 
be known.far arid near; All religions 
will- try to conform: themselves uuougeu w owm mo uuuBo, muy.
new stateof-iaffairs and-, will vie offcerwfoi. Everybody should read

: each other in .making the1 masses .be-. . •
lieve they recognized the. great truths tt. . i ,
lirst and are the sole possessors of the '■ The secondpaper (our Tract Edition) 
.“divine.arcana/’ .br tfiesecrots ofheaven Contains eight' solid pages. It is a thine 
.itself.; :Spiritualist8riwill he ignored, ;of y^iuabie inihrmation. The'flrstpage 
■pushed -by^W Bpiritualisni will .live . 0”tainB a b Swami Vive-
forevpr. andcwill beckon-humanity up- r • . / „
ward and ohward . to a higher destiny, kapanda, on “.Hinduism,”-before the 
where earth conditions and selfishness Congress of Religions. .

mine of valuable information, that every 
Spiritualist or Liberal should read. 

The first paper contains, complete, the

the details of this thrilling story are 
absolutely true,, only' paihei' being 
changed to avoid the danger th^t wpiild

where earth conditions and selfishness

a physical way< Qf.¿;iuany phenomena 
tha$, formerly ;w?P?ifi®314hed to sùpeb-' 
natural forceB^añáycSuses.' .

A rather 'n^glis^’lcoincidence” has

The second page is devoted tb the 
“Arts ofrth,e .Spirl^i’1 and copiously 
illustrated., ; . ..

The third anH. ¿fourth pages arb de
voted. to ilifeu'-^oets and • Poetry of

do not obtain. . .
■ The Spirit-world - is- watching this 
great : struggle for .supremacy and is 
sometimes in-; doubt,: but the onward 
march of t-fte great cause will not now 
be turned back:; noi’ Will the hosts of evil 
be able to stem the tide that is setting 
in against them. "How strange it au 
seeing to mortal minds; but the time is 
qot far distant whenthe battle will be . _ .

। fought. with the enemies of liberty and I the “Passage to Spirit-life Is - Most De-

SpiritualisiiJi” fjhpwJng that there'is no 
death.

. The fifth page (illustrated) shows that

Sarsaparilla has. proved to be in my 
casé.” . ¿Mrs. Wilfred Johnson.

Box 4, KeUogg, Minn.

for telescopic uses in great observa- 
therooT^Zcte^m^to^Vh;^ tories. Hiinlan was to avoid the un- 
nomena occurring iq spiritual circles all certainty and c.ogt of casting a piefe of 
over this country and Europe now. I glass,large enough and faultless enough 
Medial gifts were encouraged by the be ground into a forty-inch lens and 
— . .. & ... ... ._________ tn RflniirA t.nA o-refl.t.ARt nnwnr. Tn that

JUbu, Uutplr ULU.; cuvWUUlUii}
which is the ipOTeciftteresting for the 
reason'thif it Jii^gflifictlon and sqlence 
intoaccord'for' bnpe. Two weeks ago 
S^won©ulTicivery ' lightful.” It is very valuable.
Mr. Louis Gathmann of a multiplex lens the rout will be as,complete as it is de- The slxth page (illustrated) contains 
....................................................... »—<• ■“>“»« 

priftsts of Rome and their secret _
the Jesuits. ... ■ ; familiar with them.

They are combined to destroy every I

’ Another Wonderful Cure.
, ( advertisement, )
.Made in Maquoketa, Iowa, by Dr. 

Ai B. Dobson and his band of spirit 
doctors.

•My wife, who has been sick for several
' years with a disease called by physicians 
¿Giviilvuo wuSuuzptwii, was taken 
worte, and doctors .were employed for 
months, she all the time growing worse,

ret friends Romanism.”' Every patriot'should be sorofùlous consumption, icu ijxciiUD y r ■ WArbû_ flriH riHAtnra WAM

church of Christ was dehvered over to ?e%gr®“ rounS each leM with a rest-assured that their day of judgment should read it. - ■ 
the pagan emperor, Constantine. From .tens, sunpupdmg each lens with a .g near àUanâ) and eat wU1 be tbé The eighth page (illustrated) contains 
then till the rise of the Protestant ^rk boidw to prevent the leflection of fall thereof. Tbey hav6 the mask an article by oue. of the leading joffrnal-wen un ww riBo ui uw a iuwjuwju . _■ - nA jalrtnereot. rney win nave ine masaReformation, spiritual gifts and phenom- ■ °ne “f8 ^“to havj muohhmoie power tom from their hypQcritical faces, and 
ena were held as a close monopoly by ‘ens^s found to have giuoh more;powe; tfae worfd w[)1 them ag thgy are and 
the priesthood. Immediately an era of with the results o" have been for the last fourteen cen-
mental and spiritual, darkness began taries It is strange that their diabol-

tQe . s. i. .... i whfimAR wniiln bft fnl^rand for more than a thousand years of his favorite science.
But while he was working in this way

and humanity that they will, hide theirthe moon 150 feet apart focused to a

“The Night the Light Went Out.M
All new, trial or yearly subscriber's will 

get the back chapters of this remarkable 
story free. Everybody should'read it. 
Send on your subscriptions at once;

'ut a/c bu cvuuuuocu at luol cueuo aa iaj .. * . . ... . - .,produce a cylinder in each pieci, which ‘he attempt will prove futile, as the 
is in and of itself a lens. I said the ! f'-lell<is °f, PfW8 and liberty never 
blocks are fitted closelv together:!mean i s‘e9P-. Theie vili be no rest until inis

services were conducted by the writer,- 
and the earthly form was laid-to rest in _
Mount Albion c&tnetery, a- beautiful 
“city of the dead.” CLARA-WATSON; I ’

-Jamestown, N.”YJ - - - . - -I -

r.tkmini the world will see them as they are andGatnmann , ,— , ,

'S

it'

world lay beneath the shadow? of super
stition and despotism. This era is pop
ularly known as the “Dark Ages.” 
a new spiritual era has dawned. 
heavens have again been unsealed, and 
the communication between the two,the name
worlds re-established.

Modern Spiritualism diSers from 
ancient Spiritualism in no important 
particulars as to its phenomena; but 
modern Spiritualism comes in an era of 
great mental activity, and freedom; an 
era of literature, of science, and of phil- 
sophy; hence, while in olden days the 
.people regarded spiritual phenomena as 
; miraculous, and spirit communications 
as divine truth not to be criticised

CiOfU QU XUDU given up bp die, her physi
cians stating that she could not live, 
three weeks. Then we called Dr. D6b

The eighth page (illustrated) contains 
an article by one. of the leading journal- 
istsof Rochester, N. Y., on a “Cloud
of Witnesses—thk.Truths of Spiritual 
Phenomena Endorsed by Science.”1)^11 I. 10 OU ail^O HUW. mull uinuur . .e .

i ical schemes would be tolerated, but the' -i The third paper consists of facts con
chains they have forged through the “ - - - ...

’But Mr. Isaac Strange Dement."of this pity, ®eanB of that abominable curse, aurio- 
The was dqually busy writing a weird and 1 «larg cRon eB810n- has put hem in al- 
tnd wonderful novel to whicri he has given absolute power over all thmr Pen- 

■ the name “Baron Kinatas,” the nameof it®nt,s-, ^ler5 «ftho^hni-ph
his principal personage, the type of the . do °ot know the iniquities.of the church 

I anti-Christ who is to rule tffe world, ac- aad would immediately l®be! against 
cording to the scriptural propheoy. Now nefarious schemes o the priests and
this Baron Kinatas constructed Ln ex-1 Je^> 
traordinary palace ip which he has a puests aie cunning and ciafty,and kno 
prodleious leus on the built up plan that ‘ «J»» u c““al l“’ 1 hollj good durtug March aui April only.

h U >h.l .hi. o«er i., 

might come into the point of concentrar I Jhe Jesuits is the very worst. No one Omy made to, new subscribers, sent in 
tion. In the thirty-fifth chapter of the kn°ws thom °r what thelr ^vilish March and April,

he Baron explains this glass to a i schemes, are; they are in every pommu- B —--------
Thus is it put- k Dlty spying out the sepret thoughts of all passed- to Spirit-Life. 

। good people, and are a]-------  ------- '

necting the Romish Octopus with the 
assassination of'President Lincoln. It 
is intensely thrilling and contains gome 
appalling facts. This paper has been 
read undoubtedly by over ONE MILL
ION of people. ' Our aim is to do a

sdn; be came to see her (at this time, 
She could only speak in a whisper); her 
face, and arms were covered with large, 
running scrofulous sores! She was a 
complete skeleton, coughing and raising 
all-tne time.

He told her he believed the sph-its 
could cure her (of course she or I could 
not believe that sheever would recover). 
However, we commenced giving her his 
so-called spiritual magnetized medicines, 
and instead of her dying in three weeks 
she.was out of bed. and in a few weeks 
out riding in a buggy. It has now been 
over a year, and she has never had bet-

- - ter health, with the exception of some
philanthropio work, and to reach a new stiffness in the knees, she is well. She 
class of readers and get them interested - - - - - -
in spiritual literature. This offer will

book the Baron explains this glass to a i
aro Uno8tmore miracSÎthaÎ ph°S i ^‘‘You SoteeÎvmmy.dear Heljner,” | aD.df ar.® »PP^ntlÿ as con-
phenomena. an^tae rubkn^ his hands in 1 tentai as any with the existing order of
are subjected to the same critical anal-, higb.gjee, “the peculiar constructibn of 
ysis that the words of mortals have to i the great lens. .Flammarion intimated 
bear. Superstitious reverence has no years and years ago that a lens con
place in the Spiritualism of the nine
teenth century; hence, there is no creed,
no priesthood. It is a religious democ
racy.

The communion of the saints is a 
cardinal doctrine of the Catholic Church 
and also of the Episcopal, Methodist and 
other churches. Some churches, - how
ever, are thoroughly materialistic, 
while others admit the facte of Spiritu
alism, but assert that only bad spirits 
can come and commune with us of earth.’ 
The vieW of'the Roman Catholic Church 
or rather the priesthood of that church, 
is very clearly set forth in a boflk bj- 
Rev. John Gmieuer, a professor of 
theology in St. Francis Seminary, Mil
waukee, who says: “The Bible and the 
church teach in unmistakable terms, 
that such a spirit world (as Spiritualists 
believe in) really exists, and that the 
spirits both good and bad take a lively 
and active interest in the affairs of man
kind? In the Bible we read not only of 
good angels who are sent to minister to 
who are to receive salvation, but also of 
evil spirits that, as far as Providence 
permits, use their cunning and power to 
delude and ruin man.

This eminent Catholic divine says 
that: “The belief in Spiritualism is by 
no means confined to the so-called lower 
or ignorant classes of society; we find 
it snared by rulers and subjects; by 
millionaires and beggars; by philoso
phers and savages; by soldiers and ec
clesiastics.”

The writer reviews and confutes the 
objections to Spiritualism presented by 
Dr. Carpenter and other scientists. He 
says that: “Their explanations are no 
explanations.” Carpenter’s objections to 
Spiritualism have been successfully re
plied to by Prof. Alfred Russell Wal
lace, F. R. S., Prof. George Cooke, F. 
R. S., and other eminent scientists.” In 
the chapter on phenomena of modern 
Spiritualism, this JjBHBent priest says: 
“The famous me&t®ome, when in 
the trance state, red-hot coals
from the fire and ejaitytaetn about with
out being hurt, l^oiput: his face into 
the middle of the flre, and not even his 
hair was singed.” Very interesting are 
the apparitions caused by the spirits. 
Sometimes globes of light, sparks, 
clouds, human heads, faces or entire 
human forms appear.

This writer holds to the opinion that 
Spiritualism is a dangerous thing for 
the laity to meddle with. Spiritual 
phenomena and spiritual communion 
should, in his opinion, be controlled by 
the church. In this opinion the ma
jority of Spiritualists do not concur. 
They hold that we should welcome our 
spirit friends to our family circle and 
enjoy communion with them. .

The progressive spread of Spiritualism 
is as marvelous as its phenomena. It 
is not confined to professional medium
ship or public circles, but is rapidly 
gaining a place in private families among- 
the best class of people. Where the 
matter hab been tested it has been found 
that there is scarcely a family without 
a medium among its members. i 

_ Spiritualism is the only form of re
ligion that can meet scientific- materi
alism and vanquish it on its own ground; 
for it is the only religion bounded upon

Robert Ramsdale, of Franklin, Pa.,

CPIRI7UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
fJ can And coiy room», equal to thoae at hotel», with 
»BpMtuallMf -nilly, at 88 St. John’» Place near tjulon

Z'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W
Sinclair, will aend you by letter a Ute reading ot 

tne pait and future with dates. Mall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prqt. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 
West Ave.. Jackson, Mich. 237

^N“lLSTpNISHiNG OFFER
CEND THREE 2-CENT SIA MPS 

►J lock of hair, nee. name, sex, one leading symptom 
and your disease will be diagnosed free by apTrlt-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson. San Jose. Cal.

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
A Reading or tlx questions answered, 60 cents and 
three stamps. Mxrquebite Bubton. 1472 Washing, onstreet. Boston, Masa. 232 8

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
the Eyes, tbe Catarrh, and, In fact, the entire

, B/“d 2 ,tw°-cect stamps, and I will send 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my spirit
guide who revealed this knowledge to me. B E 
Poole, Clinton, Iowa. s

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES,

[Formerly N. Y„ College of MagnetlcB.l
/IN INSTITUTE OF REFINED

, meraputlcBIncluding the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, uud a higher science of 
¿ni, ,9h|Bln,co1 ’^nlty and baste principle^ developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students In four 
continents have Uken the course. The collec» 1« 
chartered and confers the degree of D.M., Doctor of MflirnpHra. Rv U uvutam nf _____ _ ’ . . * Ul

with postage stomp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist of Dec. 80, 1898 says of Dr. Forster:— 
‘tsince bls coming here he has made UlffiBelf highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, bls humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his straight- Magnettc8’“By’tt7vatem“of nr?nt'ZrtUn»w,H1'’ 1JOC^rof 
forward course of integrity and honor.” Address 'take the course Ind

“““ bs?

TRIAL PACKAGE ONLY S1.12. Deau'5 PulasklSL'Ka“
The Morphine, Liquor and To- f will develop you ibacco Habits | PCVf [If

1 UT V11V purpose ever made— bar v none. Send for Circulars
This marvelous cabinet ry j ut j • 
^p^x^ Costs Nothing 
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicsaa

Price, Ji.00 delivered, In City, ~

SAFELY AND SUCCESSFULLY 
O treated in the privacy of your own home. Eight 
years' experience In a large city practice without a
failure. Thousands of bur best people cheerfully 
testify to the above. Full Instructions mulled with 
each package of the.untidote. Address with stamps 
Dr. Bartlett, 167 Deurboru street, Chicago. 22’»

SECRET ROWER OF MIND OVER 
mind-an4 Low to cultivate and strengthen thia 

God-given force, innate Jn every human being. Won* 
dei ful book si. Circulara free. Prof. Anderson. P. T.,
2—482 State street, Chicago. 2IÖ cow

JLJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
jLI in youb own homk. Will send a pamplftet con
taining Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a splritdal song book and copy of a 
s^lrltoal magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 1901 Wabash avenue, Chicago, Ill. 249

you CAN NAVE GOOD EYESIGHT, 
JL Melted pebble spectacles restore lost vision 

write for Illustrated circular and bow to be fitted 
by my new clairvoyant method. Spectacles sent bv 
mail, B. F. POOLE. Clinton, Iowa. 1

gained in flesh, and never weighed more 
than she does now, and has an excellent 
appetite.

I call this a miracle, and Dr. Dobson 
was the one that performed it by what 
he-calls his spirit band. We are not
Spiritualists, but we know Dr. Dobson 
personally; he is one of our townsmen, 
having lived here for many years. He 
is an honorable man in all his dealings, 
and a very popular man in Maquoketa,things when in realitv the vare nlottU aged 73 years, left his mortal body on and a very popular man m Maquoketa, 

for the "rorthrow of toe ver^Hberty Friday morning, March 16th. Stricken : andjecan truly recommend him to a 
that thev so loudl v orofess “ to loveY I two years ago with paralysis, Mr. Rams- that are sick and suffering. We can’t

---------iT-r-N I Their hatred° oftae nubile8 s'choolsvs-■ dale^ has been really from that time ! help but believe>he has a power outside 
structed of yarious segments might pos- ta undvih »rande vS^ waiting.” He and' his invalid .°! himself that can cure when other

t a^a nossfb lltv Bv tatóntr Sis smaH ascendency in America. Every Ameri- ‘ insure the most beneficial treataent, 
it a= a possibility. ®y taking tnis small . anv attempt to knowing it was only for a time. Gladlyglass and observing the structure you c«» »uuuiu. u own uuw u auj aiutiuyu w . „ which'freed -his
Will Rea thnf the lenR is nf in-1 Place any barrier in the way of the dif- ! was ine messenger wnmnwill see.that the lenBjs composed of in I iugion know)ed the common spirit from bondage welcomed. Serv-

____ i_.lL. .. .1.1:. L n______ * into« htorfl xvftrA • «nnnufttad bv Mre.

doctors fail.

■ ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

Z'HE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN
habited but now submerged part of this globe 

Known as Atlantis, 1s one of much Interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea lovestlgHtlooe of 
modern scientists and antlquurian researches in the 
m «unds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—ure here arranged tu compact, 
literary form. In this very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Intere-t to Spiritualists be
cause of Ite affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Ailnntlnua concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and. a great people of the 
name, once existing on this emli. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.tXi.

numerable parts. What you cannot fusion ot knowledge aipong t ne common e were ■ conducted by Mrs
WP hi,» whnt will he flnnnrent tn vnn people; the public schobi is the most ef- J™® nere were _eonauciea oy mro.see, out wnat win oe appa ent to you r A- eppnn, « rreneml edu- Stearns and Mrst Paine, and his bodyeven from this inspection, is the pecu- tective metnoa to secure a general eau J
liarity of their arrangement. The ca,1,on “d ^ouid.be upheld-at all haz- taken to his Home, Fp . 
blocks of glass'are fitted closely together zards: attempts wi 1 be made in many : Mmi,r/uat
but are so condensed at their edg?s as to unsuspected .ways to overthrow it, but - ----- r ; ■■> • . . « . ® ... 1 ina ot+omni wi11 nnnra fiirltA t>Q fhfl YfnWVinrn TTnlzi on-an t\£ rraara waaMatthew Hale, aged 64 years, was 

found dead in hjs kitchen, early Sunday 
morning, Maron ti, 1894. ’ Mr. Hale was 

tne single and lived alone on his farm in the 
iwuuco wum ,auu. wc a, c the । vicinity of Encinitas, Cal.. Deceased 
only people who tolerate the Jesuits, ] was an honorable, upright man, a good 
a,nd should be the first lo give them such citizen, a staunch Spiritualist and a

blocks are fitted closely together;! mean i ,e9P-. iP^re.''’j £ie. n° res’ Uflit'u 7?ls ® 
by that that they are joined by a porous vlP®r 13 throttled and driven from the sij 
pigment of dense black. The porous- °f flurJalr and^ Ta„r„e.i le !V1 
ness prevents the sweat of the lenses un- who tolerate the Jesuits, j
der changes of temperature. You can a.nd should be the first to give them auch । C1 
readily understand tnatdirect rays from a punishment for their sins against God | pi

v ■»-a», . r *■. q nd nnmfl m t.v t.n a E tnav wil 1 n id a t.n Air 1 fl

given point must produce a magnificent 
picture on $ grander scale than any 
heretofore.conceived of.”

And wit&this lens the Baron expected 
to detemOe Cppolnslvely whether or 
not th6*?mobh is .inhabited. Messrs. 
Dementaand GSthmann njay settle it be
tween themselves as to which charged 
the other’s mind with discovery.

Is it not possible—yea, probable, that 
a brain rightly attuned is brought in 
sympathy with the knowledge of exalted 
spirits, feels' their vibratory influence, 
and gains valuable information there
from? And it may be possible that 
Gathmannls and Dement’s brains are 
“keyed’1' ¿like,' ahd equally receptive 
to advanced ideas.

■ Divine Wright! '

One Hundred and Fifty Thousand.:
We have issued 150,000-of-that tiumber 

of the paper containing -.the account of 
the assassination of President Lincoln, 
compiled from the writings of Father 
Chiniquy. No other Spiritualist paper 
ever struck such a wonderful vein of- 
suecess. That .edition has been instru
mental in helping- thp A. P. A. carry 
several elections.’. It.has influenced pub
lic opinion everywhere against the 
Catholics, and done a world of good 
thereby. It will be sent’ to any address 
for one cent,per coi>y. ' ’ ' r_

slimy forms and forever disappear from 
the earth.

Americans, beware! You cannot let 
the matter rest. You need no A. P. A’s: 
let the fight be open and above-board; 
by so doing you will gain the support of 
many noble men and wòmen in the 
Catholic .church. By secret means you 
would drive them to "the support of the 
church under the cry of religious perse
cution. The cause is safe in your hands 
and the dawn is coming when all can 
rest in peace and security; but the eyes 
must never close until this is an accom
plished fact. ■. Look well to the East, for 
a grand light is approaching that will 
envelope all mankind in its effulgent 
glory and transcendent beauty. '

The earth will run red no more with 
religious wars. No heretics will be 
burnt - Science will not need to hide st 
fact from scorn. Peace and happiness 
will ever abide by and- be with the hu
man race. Look for. the-, light, for it is 
surely coming. The light of heaven will 
not be brighter or mòre'radiant. No 
Magi will herald the homing; it will: 
come like a- bridegroom, stealing away, 
the bride frpm the unwilling keepers of 
human.liberty; Keep the light burning: 
and -the ;day-dawn of humanity's. era. 
will be blest by the everlasting joy bf a; 
liberated and blessed race.- The dark 
past will not returù;- it has been decreed 
to remain forever gone. May heaven 
bless all who are engaged in the great 
work of liberating human souls.

' I will sign my-name as, 
.. .. -Toland.

SPIRIT LINCOLN.

VlllAQU, <* ötauuuu k3pJ.XXLUprl.X9U txiiu a 

pioneer, having'come to California In 
1849. 'J. H. Van Emon.

Alonzo Brewster, 
Sarah J. Brewster.

Maquoketa, Iowa.
(See ad,‘in another column).
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

A/fRS- CONNELLY'S IMPROVED RE- 
1V1 mptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver- sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair suit, glussy, clean and 
natural. It la nut a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It cu'.ora at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. All 
ready fur use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two* 
ci nt postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly.
1843 Ktdgo Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 229

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to Spirit-life. March 1,1894, 

at South- Berry, N. Y., Mrs. Estella 
Carpenter, aged 37 years. ,She was~an 
estimable, woman',', and had been' a 
Spiritualist, a- number of years. The 
summons to depart had in it nothing-of 
fear or terror to her’. - The- funerAl

.: continued from first page. - 
unsolicited, it must be', encouraging to 
her ’ anddier .controls,tahd must tend to 
strengthen the confidence of all Spir
itualists. ' In fact, theye is no limit to 
the cumulative evidence being brought 
forth ¡from day to day. ¿to prove that the 
grand, consoling facts and principles of 
Spiritualism are based, upon the bed
rock of eternal truth, . . •

S’. -M. Baldwin.’

Expiring Subscriptions.
Subscribers can easily tell when their 

subscriptions will expire, by noting the 
number printed just over the right
hand column on the first page of the 
paper, and comparing it with the num
ber on the address-tag of their paper. 
The number on the paper is changed 
every week consecutively. The number 
this' week is 226; next week it will be 
227; next week 228, and so on. Your sub
scription will expire with the number 
indicated on yo.ur tag.Thus, “John 
Smith, 269,” indicates that his subscrip
tion will expire-'when the number of 
the paper corresponds to the number on 
his tag, Thus,.if the tag on your.paper 
is. 250, and. the . present number of the 
paper being 226,.then you ;will"havh.24 
more papers before your subscription 
expires. Keep watch of the tag; • 
' _ :,ii •»» । - ' ~ ' ~ .

36,000! 36,000! 36,000!
The edition 'of the Christmas' number 

of The Progressive Thinker has 
reached 36,090^-a larger numberthan 
ever issued at onb time by -any other 
Spiritualist or liberal paper, on thegreen 
earth.' We' will send them out at ONE 
CENT per copy!' The eight pages are 
equivalent to a book of 159 pages. If you 
have not read it, then you should send 
for it at one.

- High Priced Magazines.
They can not boast, of. any great 

superiority oveF -THE Progressive 
Thinker. Not. only is this number 
grand; but every number is, and is worth 
ten times the . price, of . subscription. 
We invite critical and. painstaking an
alysis of each paper. All . will be sur
prised at the great value of the contents 
contributed by so many different minds.

"Mrs. 'WlnBlow’i- Soothing' Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces ipflsma 
tion,allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle.

YES YOU CAN
(~'ET WELL, SEND $] FOR A BOT- 
\J tie of Blixib or Lifb. A spirit remedy. Purely 

vegetable, and Magnetized. Positively renews life 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailments there Is no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. B. K. Myers Cllntoi 
I0WB- ________ __________________________ 230
y0UR PRESENT AND FUTURE.— 
I Ask three questions. Give age. sex and com- 

plexlon. Encloses!, agses a. Millkb, Diamond
Arkansas. -¿jq

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N, W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( Incorporated Nov. 1, 1893.)

nrilE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 

L National Spiritualists’ Association 1« now open 
at all times, and all Spiritually* are invited to visit 
their official home. A register win be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who ur. requested to send in their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of tlnse. and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies In al! foreign countrle« 
are also requested to confer with us. and Information 
is desired respecting nil new phase» of devel pment 
Id all purta of tbe world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters arc earnestly 
solicited for tbe National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Robert A. Dimmiok. 
Secret.gr,>.  y ] j if

Good News for Spiritualists.
(ADVERTISEMENT).

Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 
kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy ‘free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion,' la.’grippe and its after effects, or 
seven weeks' treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
Ki two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. C. Batdorf, 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad
vertisement in.- 233
rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send 
LULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex, 
I ||Lt handwriting or h ading symptoms; you 
1 • """win receive a corrert diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading bv psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Head. Box :i5S, Lansing, Mlcb.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN-■ TUC niAVVÀ ’ £• imeme. By Anârew Jattoon D»vll. A ne» .. I Mt tUIAKKA. , 
.-work IChöuu»»eigre.imerli.'-Fric»I1JI5. - _—T_ nT . mortr

. 'THE PRIEST, THE- WOMAN- AND TAEPIAN^
- th^^ÂÎL^5»TÎ«thM' C1ÜaIW’
'THEMYTHOF THE LREAT DEL boayUgtrawttmporcMtrecintlnMwlewvrtthJainH A u««...8omeüUngyou4tíoal4h»ve to refer IO..BJ- Vjctorwll»on, » re»14«aiot the Bununer-Liaû. Mot 

w.-r-jiiB -------- --------¡tocent».- For «elenchi» otilo*- - ■ ■ ■ .

M

THE COLLEGE 
■ OF 

THERAPEUTICS.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

San Francisco—Transferred from 
Boston.. . . ...........

'THE SEVENTEENTH SESstò^ÓF' 

JL six weeks begins pn the first '
1894. Thia Institution occupies the foremost .posi
tion In medical science and philosophy, being the 
Only Institution in which the entire pbyfiology of 
man (Including body, brain aud soul) to understood and 
taught, and in which alone tbe new practice is pre
sented, based upon the complete ' understanding of 
human life and the location of Ite organic forces, .
-The entire Instruction is new, being bared upofi 

original discoveries which have stood thetest of half 
a* century. It glvee the student a commanding 
position, enabling him cto appreciate at their real 
vaine au the incomplete sectarian systems now recog. 
sized, and hence ebòuJd precede an other medical
studies and magnetic or electric practice. It gives to 
Ah aqcomplhhed graduate^hc ability co treat sQcccss- 
fnllybrnow methods, many cases In which tbb best 
physicians now fall, it gives an essentially new sys
tem bf ELEiTTRO-TniBAPEUTics, with new apparatus 
ailunknbwn in medleal colleges, and trains Its pupils 
in tbe exact diagnosis and discovery of diseases and 
rémedles; whiqh wfien mastered makes the healing 
a'rt as reliable as any other.practical*science. 'An 
efficient non-medlca! practice Is taught, and. ability 
also given to apply medical remedies skillfully when
ever desirable. Psychomotry,- Sarcognomy, Psyphlc* 
healing, and the management of spiritual conditions, 
and .powers are'made familiar, and the diploma of the 
school expresses the attainments of Its graduates.
‘The language of students who have attended tbe 

sixteen past sessioni is full of enthusiastic eulogy of 
the new era. in the healing art introduced by the In
struction of this Institution. The elisi of 1892 said: 
“.We have been enrprlBed and delighted by what we 
have heard, as It so far exceeded our anticipations.’' 
' The fee forthécòurae 1b <25. For a second course, 

<15. The course should be attended by all who wish 
to understand their own constitutions for the attain
ment of health and longevity, and the mastery of a 
{Tofound and demonstrated philosophy of all that re
ste! to man.. Tbe doctrines of tbe college are em

bodied In “Therapeutic Saecognomt” which is sent 
by mall ior 15. For further information address the 
President, Dr. J. R. Buchanan, 123G Market street, 
San Francisco, California. *' - •

TEND ONE DOLLAR, AGE; SEX, 
O lock of b»lr, «nd one leading »ymptom. and gel a 
Diagnosi» tram Dr. Benjamin Ruth, vbo has made 
many wondertnl cures through the medium. Sarah A. 
Dan.kln, widow ot Washington A. Dan.ktn, 1510 N. 
Gllmorettreet, Baltimore, Marylttd. 230

h/fRS. S, F. DE WOLF, INDEPEN- 
L.V1 dent Slate-wrltlng and test tnedfum; 450 W. 
Van Buren street, Chicago. • • • .230

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
¿L Song?, Golden Chain Recitations. . Ictnory Gems, 
Chora! Responses. Funeral Ser Ites. Frocrmns for 
sessions. pHrUatnentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganizing ahd conducting Lyceum?. Instructions for 
physical Culture. Calisthenics and Marchini;: Ban
ners. Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; ’» book by 
the aid of which a_Prpgresslve Lyceum, n Spiritual or 
Liberal Society mffv be organized and conducted 
wlihoul other açsltpinoe. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual ÇôcJéUBa^Or frosh Spiritual songs, with 
inuslc free frojfl tjte^tsmal tone of tlie old hymnology. 
Il fumÎBbcyff-ûfltÿjçiclectlon of choice readings and 
responses selection contains. It gives
a pracfcàt^fèDFJJFgracefu) calisthenics, every step 
of which is inode plain by engravings. It gives in
structions .bow -tq^nakc the badges and banners and 
instructs in marching. It shows howto establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor In the 
Lyceum. The book Is the result of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While Intended for tbe working Lyceum, tbe guide 
is admirably adapted io the needs of tbe family, sup
plying 7G pares of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except In »beet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at tbe 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tvttlb & Co., Publishers, Berlin 
Heights. Ohio, or ottico of The Progressive Thinker 
where the work may be bad wholesale and retail.

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this tcstlniuijhil: ••Pf>y<' he arrived two weeks 
ago and to eay 1 was pleased doos not express my ap
preciation. My boy. twelve years uld. Is developing 
most all ibe physi' tii phenomena of bplrltuallsm with 
It. Indcpendt.nl writing came dm sitting We now 
get l.’.-ipplng, kinging of Belis, Trumpet Speaking, 
juo\imf uf bodies without contact, etc. Helias also 
devcl ped Clairvoyance anil CHIrauulencc.—M. Y. 
Tho.mi m'N. Arkadelphia. Ark.” 1’ricr, si,00. Postage 
20c«-nts. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
tttatiinonfals. W. B. Bach. Mfr. >i. Paul, Minn.

Free to the Weak and Sick.
Hi O N'T SUFFER ANY LONGER, 

LN but send to A. M. Caldwell, clairvoyant and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under 
especial instruction of a spirit band of electro-mag
netic doctors. Lose no time, but send at once lock of 
hair, age, one leading symptom and three 2-cent 
stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Bux 244. San Jose, Cal.[227

"7 SYCIIOMETRY. CONSULT WITH 
i Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
Eractlcal life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 

air, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wis. 228

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
T)LATFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 
i business medium. Readings personally or by 
letter $1,00. Brief reading by mail 25 cents. 291 Og
den avenue, Chicago, Ill. 222 if

Ai

MRS. S. J. CUTTER, SI N. ASH- 
J.VJL land Avenue. Clairvoyant, tcst^fcnd buslneea 
medium. 2d flat. 227

PROF, J. PAYNE. MEDIUM. CLAIR- 
-L voyant and Astrologtst, can be consulted on all 
the affairs of life, spiritual and business matters, at

PSYCHOMETRIC.
r\O YOU WISH AN UNPARALEL- 

.Ls led reading, examination or advice on business, 
write to Dr. .J. C. Phillipa, the noted platform Teat 
Psychometrlst. Enclose ono dollar and three 2-cent 
stamps, giving age and sex. Three questions an
swered for 25 cents. Send stamp for statements of 
wonderful cures. Address 471 W. Madison etreet.
Chicago, Ill. 228

24 Btobop Court, FlatB. . 228

MY^8»1MICC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
"• IteflLgy.fc IT ANO PAY FHEI8HT.

Bayvonr S drawer walnut or oab tn* 
▼ rTprorM High Ana Blagerar«lnrmacMoa 

Wt3 yT RKa finely finlahed, nickel plated,adapted to light 
a»d heavy work; ruaranteed for 10 loara; with 

t4 Nr JW AutoMitleBobhla Hinder, Rilf-ThrendlajCyll»- 
JjjMrajL|der Shuttle; Beir»8ettlnf Needle tod a cnnplete 

g C^^ja^Vetof SteelHlaehtMBli;tbipped any whereon 
• SO Day’» Trial« No money required tn advance. 

75,000 now In we. World’» fair Medal awarded tnachlne and attach* 
tnenta. Boy from factory *»d tave dealer^ and ayenl’» profits. 
FDCC C*1* Thl> Out and »end to-d»r for machlct or large free 

ilhC catalogue, testimonial» and GlImpMi of the World’s Fab. 
OXFORD MFG. 00.8« WrtMh Aw. CHICAGO,ILL.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T)R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

JL/ Mass., and bls band of powerful ancient spirit« 
are effecting tbe most wondcriul cures that hare 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the Icear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by bls marvelous spirit 
forces combined with his magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal tbe sick. Try him. Send him sex. age. name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cect stamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn’t want any 
leading symptoms. Address De. J. S. Loucks. Shir-
ley. Mass. 287

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
. AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a lew thoughts on how to reach that altitude

►here spirit la aupreme and all thlnga are auhject tolt
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper, 25 cents. For sale at 
thta offlee.

nn OVI/rO CURED himself in la 11K \ I I !■ \ The medicine has cured thou- UI II UI l\UU sands since and will cure you 
of Catarrh. Send for free Book, “Common Sense 
Talk.” Dr. Syeb« °vre Curb Co., Caxton Building. 
Chicago, Ill. ' 229

■MR. AND MRS. PERKINS, DEMON 
1VL stratora of Spiritual Thllo»opliy; platform 
sm-akera and test-medium»,' trance, clairvoyant, clalr- 
uddlent, paehometrlc,- writing, healing, developing, 
ahd-astroloi^cal phases. Private consultation dolly, 
at Ro. 11 Bryan rl., :WesVfllde,: Chicago; Randolph 
atreetcarsja»«.thedoor»-------------- - -..... -7- ^ELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF TRi.

' ’ - O Bible. 144 Propositions, Theological, Moral, Hb-

DR. S. RANDALL’S
T TNION PARK SANITARIUM, SS OG
. (_✓ den avenue, Chicago, Ill. 229BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS;

(V?ÁTáTrrPF fíV M r O Bible. 1«Propositions,Theological, Moral, Hit- £er Cl"--*' *v tortetiSpeculative;eachproreiaffinnatlTelyand ties- \J SheniitpandWjïj^FjXyfln. À bOQXrtpiBiewlta^e^tiveiFbrquotatíoM from Scripture, without com» ( epiritualtruths. Frice 11,00. | menu Price 15 cent* | offl<

AND THE WONDROUS' POWER 
¿1 which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired 'words, together with some 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos
tles, and Jesus, or.New Readings of ‘'The Miracles,” 
hyALLKSPtiTSait. -Price75 cent*.. For sale at IM. _ .
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ergyj that we .ffiay note the order of its I from this sensation or ffiode of knowing, 
spectra carefully. Now w are in a In a similar/manner we find the sense

what he calls

1Í

1
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BERLIN, GERMANY—RESULTS AT A CIR
CLE-WATER MEDIUMSHIP—VISIONS 
IN A GLASS. .

of smell, hearing, taste and touch have 
their especial order of nerve structure, 
and to disturb any of these mentis to im
pair the lines of observation and sensa
tion connecting the objective world to

causation are more • generally under
stood, man will not bend the knee to the 
priest_OM)relate of any system of theol
ogy. He will know that he is the.right- 
ful heir to all of the progressive changeslaw, or the expression of law, for that! fui heir wall of the progressive changes 

domain* of nature, where no norm or within nature’s laboratory .pf art, in
rule of nature has been established, | eluding continuity of life;_because he is

WHAT GOD HATH MADE.
Atavie and Evolutional Crim

inality.

How to Improve the Human Baoe.

WAVES ROLLING ON THE INTELLECTUAL OCEAN.

To the Editor:—Our courts of law ev
idently do notpenetrate beneath the sur
face of incentives, reading their causes 
with a view to avert human miseries 
and sorrows. Not but that the judge, 
lawyer or jury is able to discern crimin
ality delineated in the physique, in the 
face, voice and flash of the eye, but do 
they consider that criminality is but the 
’materialization in form and correspond
ing act of inherited and acquired tend
encies perfectly natural to the make
up?

In his "Descent of Species” Darwin 
calls attention to a law of heredity, tl^t 
where some strongly impressed incident 

’has occurred to an animal or bird, be
coming fixed in its constitution, it recurs 
In the offspring in like manifestation and 
In regular periodicity down the chain of 
generations.

The same law obtains with human be
ings, which1 accounts for revolutionary 
upheavals, such as anarchy and war. 
Criminality comes under the same head. 
It is not the result of environment alone, 
v iat mere circumstances may engender. 
7' (eternal influences are but the hatching 
Lfrocess, so to speak, of what is latent In 
the unfortunate man or woman. Crim
inality is a species of its own; is a type; 
is true to itself. The Review of Reviews 
classifies it as atavic and evolutional.

By atavic criminality is meant “the 
return of certain individuals, whose phys
iological and psychological constitution 
is morbid, to such means, of the struggle 
for existence" as civilization has sup
pressed, such as murder, robbery, etp.”

By evolutional criminality is meant its 
normal development under the influences 
qf our social system, quickening. its in

' ' brent g' V,' manifest' hot so much in 
violence as- htrigue, fraud, astuteness, 
passing for respectability when gilded 
by.the glitter of wealth or talent.

All of us are at best but the fruiting or 
re-embodiment of ages of civilization ad
mixed with its .savageism. How to erad
icate the savage quality is the question. 
That the popular methods employed are 
abortive of the ends sought is obvious to 
every thoughtful observer. Criminality 
tnultiplies under the lash, in the shadow 
of the prison, at the foot of the guillot
ine. at the' mechanism of the gallows. 
Our appliances are not corrective: they 
are generative of the evils we would 
suppress, By retributive punishment 
we are unfolding the germs of criminal
ity to be more hideous than before. The 
artifices of criminality keep pace with 
bur artifices of progress. As our civiliz- 
at$© widens under invention, so crimin- 
B’^jkrirds itself with new and more 

- Hfltetible missiles.
- responsible for the bomb, the 

tr. '^j^jks, the bank robbery, the un- 
pro " ¿d murder of a Mayor or Presi
dent. Ask ancestry; ask society, that 
tolerates a robbing monopoly, that in
spires another murderer to stab by 
murdering the murderer who is caught, 
and then allowing the presses of the land 
to charm a new installment of murderers 
to like deeds by graphic pictures of the 
murderous scenes. Who is responsible? 
•Ask the struggle for existence under a 
republican government. Ask the im
poverished home, the saloon; the luxur
ious mansion. Ask the fashionable pul
pit with its vaunted self-righteousness.

And yet none of these institutions, 
transmissions, and conditions, single or 
in unity, can fully answer the serious 
questions.

The responsibility should not weigh so 
much in our minds as ways and means 
by which to evolve society out of its evil
breeding conditions. Certain it is that 
these ways and means must be different 
from the customary. Let no good instru
mentality be ignored. Employ wise 
legislation, a purer press, a freer pulpit, 
poetry, fine the arte; all these instru
mentalities, but chief among them are 
the home and the school. And yet all 
these instrumentalities combined are 
not sufficient to the task. Use them all, 
and yet we shall’fail to eliminate the. 
taint of criminality in the very blood of 
men and women unless a purer, positive 
blood, polarized to the spiritual, is in
tromitted in marital life. Reform must 
begin at the fountains of life. If we 
would improve the human type, all mock 
modesty about what God hath made must 
be put aside, and the laws of the human 
being be taught in their simple, beauti
ful, righteous, fullness, and marriage in 
love be defined on the principle of the 
"fittest" to evolve nature’s nobility of 
manhood and womanhood.

J. O. Barrett.

They Were Sei iMo (¡Wild Commotion. 6y Hoa.
8. Richmond, the Eminent Philoso

pher and Jurist.
And They Are Now Surging Mountain-High, and Many 

Are Sorely Troubled.
Prof. W. M. Lockwood, the Scientist, Pours the Oil of Beason on 

the Troubled Waters.

realffi bf colorrmotion, not one color; but 
several hundred beautiful lines of vary
ing colpl' shoot¡across the object-glass of 
aur.«jpeotroscope, no two of which are 
•próffiBé.ly alike. - But . where is that 

classified knowledge?” Where the ex- 
.wèirioiDjQt-^'Kiflnite Intelligence” that 
Btothei ¡Richinttad affirms inheres in 
thè atom? Thus far it has eluded our 
vision. ■ But I- am certain that it is

He Presents Many Interesting Statements for the Consideration of 
Spiritualists.

We have read with a degree of pleas
ure the criticism on R. G. Ingersoll by 
A. B. Richmond, and the replies of sev
eral writers to Mr. Richmond, including 
that of Charles Dawbarn; and confess 
ourself in mental and logical dilemma in 
tracing the thought of these writers to 
legitimate conclusions from premises 
chosen. Evidently we do not under
stand what Mr. Richmond means by the
terms he uses ri
matter, force and intelligence. These 
terms seem to convey to his mentality a 
very different meaning than that. held 
by the physicist, chemist and experi
mentalist. He seems to regard matter 
as a fixity, which the materialist has a 
patent right on, and is in full possession 
of hence lawyer-like, although admitting 
its co-existence with time and space, he 
refuses to admit its potentiality in evi
dence, calling it cold, crude and sense
less-necessitating an “over-ruling 
mind” to make it potential, respectable 
and useful, or of any special value to the 
spiritual-minded investigator of cosmos.

The question is not so much what 
school of ethics, logic and mental 
science Mr. Richmond represents, but 
rather, is his .position tenable from what 
is already known regarding nature’s or
der -.wad formqla..pf ..expression.^Qur. 
first.objection .to the. position takBjf'by : 
him, is his mistaken estimate of what is- 
called matter; and his seeming assent 
that it is material in a materialistic 
sense. . A thousand years before Lavoi
sier discovered the' chemical balance, 
the ancient alchemist declared “the po
tentiality Of matter” and its seeming in
destructibility. The terms applied to 
all of those elemental energies of nature 
that were known up to the time of Sir 
Humphrey Davy, were names indicating 
an inherent function, rather than mate
rialistic quality. Thus, hydrogen, from 
hydro-water—and gennary, to produce, 
means the water producer. Oxygen 
from oxus—acid—and gennary—to pro
duce—means the acid producer. These 
terms imply potentiality, because they 
imply inherent power or, function. In 
addition to this very ancient ideal re
garding the potentiality of matter,every 
physicist since the time of Sir Humph
rey Davy has declared the elements of 
nature to be not only self-existing and 
indestructible, but potential. To-day 
the schools and colleges where chemical 
science is taught, instruct this truth. 
Yet we witness Spiritualists of Brother 
Richmond’s order of thinking, while ad
mitting the self-existing qualities of 
matter as demonstrated in the analysis 
offered by physical science, knowing 
this truth to be taught in our schools, de
manding its exact application to the af
fairs of social science—yet when’ the 
question of moral rectitude, of religion, 
or causation arises, they in^ \upon the 
introduction of another factoí-\a sort of 
Sunday platitude—which science no
where discovers.

This they call “Infinite Intelligence,” 
“Overruling Mind,” “First Great 
Cause,” “Designer,” “God,” etc., etc. 
At the risk of being called an atheist, 
we will point out the mental mistakes óf 
those who support this claim:

mind, but in these elements of nature 
superior to it, because they refuse to 
combine to form water upon any base of 
molecular rhythms save that of eight 
parts of oxygen to one part of hydrogen.

Let us now point out that an Over
ruling Intelligence has no part or place 
in molecular combination, in the pro
motion of any cosmic form. In musical 
art, what we call pitch of tone depends 
upon the number of vibrations in a given 
time. Suppose the middle C of the pi
ano has a definite number of vibrations. 
Now, we do not understand this pitch of 
tone to be a product of Infinite Intelli
gence, but the result of a stated number 
of vibrations. If we sound E—the third 
or mediant note in this scale of C—we 
find a larger number of vibrations in the 
same moment of time; and we also find, 
that when we strike these two notes—C 
and E—together, we have what is called 
a rhythm, or blending of tone. To get 
down to scientific accuracy of measure
ment of these respective tones, let us at
tach our. dynamometer to each of these 
strings, and we find that not only is 
there an arithmetical relationship be
tween the number of vibrations, but a 
measurement of the length of these vi
brations discovers asimilax' arithmetical

•• .¡Now, we ask, what ’h'as’’ “Infinite 
Mind” to do with this mathematical 
fact? Did Infinite.Mind make mathe-

His Majesty of Portugal, in considera
tion of the small size of his kingdom, 
contents himself with $634,440 a year.

The food of German miners consists of 
bread and vegetables. . It is very Seldom 
that they can afford a bit of meat.
' An Italian miner receives 8 shillings a 
Week; a cotton mill hand, 10; a dyer, 12; 
a stone-cutter, 13: a mason 14; a tailor/ 
15. •' . . ■

German editors receive an average of 
$6.71 salary per'week; proof-readers, 
$5.22; compositors, $4.06; the devil gets 
8L42.

An Italian laborer, has soup in the 
morning; soup, bread and potatoes at' 
dinner; bread, wine and macaroni for

First, if matter has always existed, 
designing intelligence did not create it. 
If the sixty-five or more elements of 
cosmos have always existed in some 
form, then the matter or energy of 
which these are composed is potential, 
as each of these have inherent power 
and function; hence this inherent power 
has always been apart of its self-exist
ence, ana is as old as Infinite Intelligence 
or Clod. Indeed, we may deduce with 
logical exactness that time, space and 
potentiality preceded an infinite intelli- 
fence, admitting, for the sake of the de- 

uction, that there is such a being; for 
a being, in any form, or character, can
not construct space or time, without 
space and time as .the workshop. Ad
mitting,'then, the' self-existing' power 
of matter, God as an Infinite Intelli
gence was not and is not a creator.

Let us apply this deduction.. Oxygen 
and hydrogen are self-existing element
áis and potential energies of 'nature. 
Richmond’s God desires to formulate 
water; and so he is obliged to get a lit
tle oxygen and hydrogen, ■ which is as 
old and self-existing as he is,’ and the 
experiment commences, and is success
ful only when these elements combine 
in the arithmetical order of bight parts 
of oxygen to ofie partof.hydrogen. Why 
didlnfinite Intelligence have to employ 
these elements in this arithmetical rela
tionship? Why did he not say: “Let 
water now come’ out of' hydrogen,” and 
have it so? .

If, then, water can only be evoked by 
the arithmetical combinations • of oxy
gen and hydrogen, where, please,- Is the 
omnipotence pf “God,”, or -“Infinite 
Mind,” greater than that of. a common 
schoolboy? The omnipotence in this 

| combination, - then, is not in infinite

matics? or is mathematics only a deduc
tion from, and an induction to, eternal 
p inciples of nature? Where the musi
cal physicist finds arithmetical rhythm 
and principle the order of musical art, 
in analogous manner the chemical phys
icist finds molecular rhythm and arith
metical order the formula of cosmic 
art. Every form of matter subject to 
chemical analysis discloses this rhyth
mic order in molecular structure, also 
an arithmetical blending of the elements 
composing it.

Our second objection to the position 
taken by Mr. Richmond is, the misap
plication of words and terms used, and 
a seeming misapprehension of nature’s 
order and formulé Foremost among 
these terms we note the word intelli
gence. What is intelligence, please? 
Lexicographers inform us that the word 
is from (Latin) inter and lego, which 
means to collect within. It means ‘‘in
formation communicated,” “understand
ing,” etc. Where do you find that in
tellectual factor of understanding in a 
kernel of wheat? Where is the store
house of its information per se? Accord
ing to the derivations of the word as 
employed by modern scholars and 
linguists, intelligence means “classified 
knowledge.” Where amid the molecu
lar structures of a grain of salt do we 
find classified knowledge? Come with 
me into the laboratory of the chemist 
and let us take a grain of salt apart.1 
We will provide ourselves with a chem
ical balance to aid us ih the accuracy of 
measurement. We soon .find chlorine 
35J parts, and sodium 23 parts, but no 
form or feature of a permeating intelli
gence is seen. We put these elements 
of salt on our chemical balance, and find 
they weigh precisely what the grain of 
salt weighed before we tore down its 
structure. But as intelligence is one of 
those accumulations that cannot be 
weighed on scales that weigh other in
visible factors of nature, let us continue 
our investigation.

We will make a microscopic negative 
of the tiny crystal, and place a suitable 
micro-objective of it in a powerful cos
moscope; this being done, we will pro
ject a picture of this crystal magnified 
ten thousand diameters, upon a suitable 
screen. We seem to be enveloped in an 
atmosphere of crystalline grandeur; and 
we noté the.regular mathematical order

’thdre,'; nevertheless—says Mr. Rich- 
tnond, It is only an expression of pure 
inattorr-prtes the materialist! It is all 
ap1 indication of- spirit—yells the spirit
ist!' Peace, gentlemen, peace! Nature 
will ¡afford us an eternity of time to get 
at the truth of thjs; hence we can afford 
to be calm and dignified in so important 
research. ■ .
'First, we will not count the the

ological chicken before it is hatched. 
Let us npt unload a fetich that possibly 
may only exist in our shrouded mental
ity. Let us bp logical and consistent 
with known factors. Thus far, then, to 
recapitulate, we have taken apart this 
crystalline:speok, and found its structure 
to'be cpmposed of those elemental en
ergies Of nature-known as chlorine and 
sodium. The ancient and modern 
physicists affirm that they have eternally 
existed in some'form. Our leading text
books’ now in upe in schools and colleges 
affirm-the same truth. Modern experi
mentalists dowered with the history of 
past experiences, and aided by the in
strumentalities of modern invention and 
discoveries in electrical science, lend 
their affirmation to the equational char
acter obnature’s forms.

A certain plpotro-state pf the chlorine 
and sodium,' they- affirm, seems neces
sary for the union. When the molecules 
of chlorine and sodium have been raised 
by electro-action,to a certain molecular 
,or vibratory frate of activity, they seem 
to blend intoeach other in a manner not 
dissimilar "to the rrhythmic blending of 
the musical vibrations of C and E, before' 
alluded to; and have as a product of 
this blending'or union, a speefc pf com
mon salt; And toils result we find to be 
in -exact acpord lvith the well-established 
postulate and’la w of . chemical combirnto 
tion, that “the,. Central" tenddhey’"of all ‘ 

’elements of. iWatiu’e is to combine-and 
form something entirely unlike either 
factor.”

Here, then, we..deduce, is the first in
dication that matter possesses within 
itself an inherent automatic tendency to 
.rise to higher forms. Inherent, because 
the power to promote these forms seems 
to be a factor of their respective 
molecular structure, and automatic be
cause these energies of nature blend to 
promote other forms of visible matter 
when combined in suitable arithmetical 
proportion, and under no other con
ditions. '

Having failed, then, to find “all-per
vading intelligence” in this speck of 
matter, let us turn our attention to the 
investigation of our mental laboratory, 
and see that the process by which the 
human has knowledge and understand
ing, and, perhaps, intelligence, is cor
rectly denned, mapped out, analyzed 
and demonstrated. Let us see that

of its wonderful structure. A magnetic 
rhythm pervades the .entire surface of 
the picture,-and a deep sensation of 
what is meant by “potentiality” grows 
upon our awakened senses; Now, we 
can’t help reflecting that if God, or In-, 
finite Intelligence, made this specimen 
of crystalline art, he was obliged to get, 
as a chemist would, 35i parts of chlorine 
and 23 parts of sodium. Imagine, if you 
please, an omnipotent God or an Infinite 
Intelligedce being obliged to chase 
around the cosmic hencoop, to find ;an 
extra half volume of chlorine before he 
could build or Create the tiny speck; and 
where within •.the order of molecular 
combination, please, did he leave his 
picture or the. “classified knowledge”- 
that is supposed to comprise “intelli
gence?” • • ■ '

Thus far we have- not discovered it. 
But we will not be discouraged in our< 
search after so important a factor. Let 
us make use of the spectroscope and see 
if this method of analysis brings out the 
picture we are looking after. - We will 
arrange the atom of salt in suitable po
sition in our instrument and - run 
through it a current of electrical en-

there lurks within the storehouse of our 
own consciousness no fetich as a product' 
of past antiquated opinions, no cobweb 
of prehistoric mythology, no schisms of 
theology, invented to catch mental flies— 
in brief, no tendency to an abuse of the 
imagination, which formula comprises 
the principal stock-in-trade of every 
form and type of Theism.
, This investigation will take us direct 
into the citadel of consciousness and her 
mental workshop. Here we will exam
ine the avenues which connect con
sciousness .to :the. outside or objective 
$órld;.’ rWe?.iyjlÍ :hót^.;as closely as we 
canf ifi. fhé,b'ríél:“‘ttófe.iallotted us, the 
strhcture’biid:'Iunctidn"of • those nerve 
tlssues'whfiffi-seeni to' be the vehicle of 
.conscious sensation, and which lead di
rectly to the objective world.

This is called the realm of the se^ny 
system.’ through' its varying avenues 
the conscious ego recognizes something 
Of it?' outside environment. Note this 
bundle of nerves connecting the eye.1 It 
is called the optic nerve. It is not 
one 'nerve, but many; seeming to 
suggest that vision requires a variety of 
optic wires to express the completeness 
of this sense. See how they branch off 
as they enter the sensorium, and their 
roots; like fingers, bury into the grey- 
ánd-white matter of the brain. What 
is this fob? you ask. Is the white and 
grey matter of the brain a kind of magr 
hetic pile? . Does one’s ability to see 
depend upon the character and structure 
of this.pile? ¡ 1

■ Not too? many questions at once. In
vestigation shows that , the grey-and- 
white. matter possess several functions; 
among-which is that of a kind of battery 
or nerve stimuli. Our' ability to see de- 
pendanót only upon'-the'normal struc- 
■ture- of the grey-and-white matter, but 
upon, the.entire structure, of the optic 
nerve and éyé also. If any of these con
necting nerve organisms become de- 
■rángéd along the Unto of vision, no less 
than, in their connecting'extremities, 
impaired .vision follows.- . Something 
like’paralysis of vision occur?, when the 
electro-state of these nerve cells is de
pleted.' ■ Impaired vision'is not because 
an Infinite Intelligence got. mad at this 
Particular eye, and withdrew, his sup
port; or because the “speck” of. intelfi- 
gence that Brother Dawbarn thinks 
exists in this particular cell, has beeh. 
jostled out, of its home; ■ but because 
physical or chemical, changes have im
paired the homogeneity ot the structure 
per se. The molecular character of. 
those modes of motion promoting vision 
has been disturbed, the nerve vehicle is 
outorf molecular rhythm, and the citadel 
oL consciousness more , or less cut off

consciousness. 1
In addition to these special avenues of 

sensation the human body is enveloped 
in a network of nervous structure, 
which, centering in spinal or cerebral 
matter, convey to the conscious1 princi
ple of man subtle sensations, promoting 
feeling, perception, impression. Hence 
we conclude that it is consciousness that 
sees, hears, smells, tastes and has the 
sensation we call touch. And through 
these avenues of special sense, and the 
general avenue of impressions, man be
comes acquainted with his environment.

Since, then, mau can have no thought, 
sensation or impression that does not 
promote cerebral or molecular change, 
it follows that these are the only ave
nues promoting thought; hence, what 
we call mind is only the result of sensa
tions projected upon consciousness 
through some of these avenues. So we 
conclude that thought is caused by some 
volition within man. or some factor from 
without, impressing consciousness. 
Mind, then, is an aggregation or ac
cumulation of thoughts. .

Knowledge is an accumulation of 
mind-action, upon facts and principles of 
our environment, and intelligence is an 
orderly classification of knowledge; and 
this orderly classification implies . not 
only logical premises but logical deduc
tions. To make this apparent, let us 
suggest that what Mr. Richmond knows 
about common law is not the result of 
impressions upon his mind, but rather 
of impressions upon his consciousness, 
hence, his mind or knowledge of law is 
the result of such impressions.

This being a self-evident truth, it 
follows that a classification of this 
knowledge in the various departments 
bf civil jurisprudence makes for him an 
intelligent order of knpwlng. This 
being a logical deduction from 
well-established data in mental-» phys
iology-' and philosophy, we affirm-that 
mjfld, knowledge or intelligenctow^Jiot 
the entity that knowa -oV thinks,, designs 
or .governs, but rather the result of- the 
process of knowing. Intelligence) finite 
or infinite, does not direct and control 
anything-in the cosmic system; nor Is it 
found as “specks” in the molecular 
structure of nature, or stand as an om
nipotent spirit or energy behind matter 
to control it. At most, it is only a term 
expressive of an orderly and systematic 
formula of knowing; and we can but 
think that the term, as used by 
Brother Richmond, arises from a mis
comprehension of -mental science, both 
physiologically and philosophically, 
hence, is illogical and ambiguous in the 
extreme.

Before closing this article we will 
point out the misuse of one more term 
frequently met in his communication, 
and in use by very many writers. The 
term is “law,” “law of nature,” “natural 
law,” etc., etc. At the risk of being 
called by a name indicative of mental 
imbecility, I shall affirm that from well- 
established data, there is no such thing 
as law inhering in nature as an in
finitude. No such thing as a “natural 
law,” or “law of nature.” The use of 
the term in this connection is a misap*. 
plication of the true meaning of the 
word, and a fruitful source of disagree
ment and mental conflict among 
thinkers.

Ptolemy declared his “Primum Mo
bile” to be in accord “with the eternal 
law of God and Nature." Galileo dis
covered with his telescope, and demon
strated to the progressive thinkers of 
his time, that Ptolemy’s “eternal law of 
God and Nature” was an eternal humbug, 
set up by ignorance, and carried out by 
a constant misconception of nature and 
an abuse of the imagination.

Theology and the priesthood of New
ton’s time declared that “the stellar 
world was controlled by God’s law." 
Newton demonstrated that a principle 
of dynamics, a principle of cosmic math
ematics regulates the order of stellar 
space, and so God’s law," as described 
by priests, gave up the ghost. The 
shrouded intellect of Benjamin Frank
lin’s time claimed that “Franklin was 
meddling with the laws of God and 
nature,” in his experiments with elec
tricity; yet he succeeded in bottling 
some of the “law of God,” and as a prin
ciple of molecular energy, it is now ap
plied in carrying on the commerce of 
the world. ■ .

First, let us understand what the 
word means in our search after truth. 
Webster defines law to be in it, appli
cation to nature “the regular method of 
sequence by which certain phenomena 
or effects follow certain conditions or

oversteps the claims of accurate ex
pression, and begs the question in the 
interest of schism, rather than that of 
truth. 1

This careless method has been the 
formula of all religions' and creedal 
beliefs the world has ever known. 
Priests and their apólógìsts have tried 
to hold the mental Vision of man in 
servitude,by an endlessrefererice to the 
laws of Gpa, which' always, mind you, 
were in the interest of the affirming 
party. ScientlficinvestigatiOhS dispelled 
these laws of God in every instance, and 
are sending the gofis themselves to an 
eternal roast in the caverns of Olympus. 
The schismatist of our time begs the 
question under discussion, in bis favor, 
by frequent allusion to “natural law,” 
and “law of nature,” inferring, of 
course, that these laws, of which he 
knows nothing, support and demonstrate 
hiselaim.

Wait, gentlemen, until these laws 
are ascertained apd formulated, and 
when their rule of action is known and 
“regular sequences” are demonstrated 
to follow “certain causes or effects” 
the chances are that your schism will 
disappear ¡with the discovery and your 
mental idols go to roost in thé caverns 
with the Gods. Laws are the result of 
Investigation and study, a product of 
man’s reasoning faculty, and the term 
can only be appjjed to principles or at
tributes of nature, such as laws of gravi
tation, of dynamics; of chemical forma
tions, of musical motation, -etc. Nature 
as an infinitude is’ considerable of a 
cosmic chunk, and we will give our op
ponents a year to formulate a law of 
nature which will incorporate the “reg
ular rule of action” by which effects 
follow cause in “regular sequence” in 
the various departments of her activi
ties. The laws of chemical equations 
may be briefly stated, but the law of 
cosmic equation will elude man’s mental 
effort for a long time to come.

If man would study these principles 
of nature more, and leave the world’s 
prehistoric platitudes and phraseology 
out of his investigations he might attain 
to. mora accurate . premise for the-phil
osophy of continued existence, and make 
more- logical., deduct ions, ..with- .¡less am-, 
biguity of -thought. The philosophy of 
Spiritualisti does hot need thè bolster
ing of any “theory of design,” or the 
illogical speculations of Berkeley and 
Reid.' Intelligence in’ matter, or in
telligence behind it, is a mental vagary, 
which, like the Mosaic hypothesis of 
creation, will ever elude analysis.

We think that Brother Richmond, 
while claiming infinite intaUóxance and 
design in sex structure, wi|gl®Smit, upon 
careful reflection, that the hermaph
rodites found among the human 
species must be a slip of the infinite 
designer, and that the lavish use of a 
score of spermazobn in the projection of 
a single human life, or the disintegra
tion of a million fish ovum to every 
hundred hatched, is a waste of raw 
material, if not of “Infinite Intelli
gence.” '

Nature alone is infinite, and in her 
laboratory of omnipotent energies, with 
Inherent tendency toward higher form, 
we find the promises of every type and 
condition of life. In the polarity of 
the molecule we -find an expression of 
the automatic character of nature: polar 
action and reaction, promoting rhytnmic 
equipoise. Nothing being created or 
lost in the infinitude of nature, it fol
lows that all of the various energies of 
time and space, whether styled physical 
or psychical, are projected into the 
structures and forms, promoting the to
morrow. Conscious energy, being the 
real ego that has been evolved from 
potential energy, through the inherent 
tendency of matter to higher form, is a 
factor of indestructibility. '

Its continued existence per se is be
yond thecontrol and designs of priests, 
Of,schisms, of creeds and beliefs. Con
sciousness is the formative principle of 
man, the ego; and the mental relations 
this conscious ego holds to the human 
When disembodied are precisely the same 
as that correlating man to man in the 
form; the same in principle as that unit
ing anfi - correlating all conditions of 
matter or energy, the same as that unit
ing star to star, or system to system. 
This factor of correlation in modern 
physics, is known to be molecular. 
When we speak to a friend or to the 
human,in whatever language we choose, 
he only understands us when the molec
ular changes projected through the 
auditory nerve upoh his consciousness 
evoke a rhythmic sensation of what we 
are saving. Analogous changes take 

I place in the promotion of every sensa
tion man has.

causes, as the law of gravitation; a ge
ological law; the laws of physical de
scent,' of trade, etc., the uniform 
methods of relations, according to which 
material and mental forces act in pro
ducing effects, ór-are manifested in 
phenomena; a norm or rule for thé 
working of force; hence, any force, 
tendency, propension or instinct, 
whether natural or acquired; as the 
law of self-preservation, etc." Lecturers, 
and essayists transcend this definition, 
by declaring law for allot the unknown 
universe, ignoring the fact that, before 
law is formulated we. must understand 
the “norm; or. rule,”, and “regular 
method, of sequence,” producing the 
effector phenomena. Hence law is the 
expressed or written order of thought 
that agrees , with the order of fact in 
nature; in other words, it is the ex
pressed or written agreement of-an or
der of thought with truth. To claim

of Jhor b°ne> ttnd fleBh her 
flesh,” and qonscious energy of her po
tential energies, based upon net inexora
ble principles of evolution. He will 
neither fear nor respect the incestuous 
gods humanity has invented, nor the 
moral platitudes and hells found within 
pious and hypocritical inclosures.

We believe Brother Richmond will 
yet sense this incoming wave of pro
gressive truth, apd hewillftlsoisense that 
any system of mental philosophy is dan
gerous that sneers at an Ingersoll for 
saying that “happiness is the only good, 
that the time to be happy is now, and 
the way to be happy is to make others 
so,” and which apologizes for a Jesus 
Christ who said; “Take no thought of 
the morrow, what ye shall eat or drink, 
or wherewithal ye shall be clothed."

If the true philanthropist, in hie de
signs for the good of mankind, lives and 
acts for the future as well as now, as our 
friend asserts, the Nazarene, measured 
by the Quotation nbove, certainly was 
not a philanthropist. But if the time to 
be happy and to make others so is now, 
then this sentiment will be found to be 
not only good philosophy, but excellent 
logic, since the to-morrow and future 
have not yet arrived. W. M. L.

MEDIUMSHIP.
A Curious Case of Develop 

ment.

Impressions, however subtle and 
silent, coming from any source, Visible 
or invisible, only become impressions 
through molecular change; and this 
truth more widely. disseminated, would 
dispel the vagaries and speculations hu
manity conceives regarding life present 
and future. The correlation of force, 
the conservation of energy, the con
struction of all forms afid types of life, 
will, upon a close analysis, be found to 
be in accord with a continuous principle 
of. molecular induction—a principle of 
nature not operated by the gods, or 
“God,” or by .designing intelligence.” 
A principle .automatic and potential. 
Automatic, because of the universal po
larity of matter, visible or invisible; and 
potential because its inherent, tendency 
is tb; promote higher, form, which is 
fully dethohstrated in’the progressive 
order of cosmic structure, • ■ ■

When these principles of । elemental

To the Editor:—An article lately 
appeared in a spiritualistic paper pub
lished in Berlin, Germany, which was 
commented upon by the editor, who 
said the case was a very rare phase of 
mediumship. As the article was in
accurate in some minor points, and may 
be' interesting reading to English
speaking Spiritualists; I will give a true 
version of the communication referred 
to as it happened in our little home. 
■One evening, last fall, my wife and my
self went to attend the circle at a 
friend’s house, where resided at the 
time a trance medium, a. Mr. Rhenart. 
Six, were, in the circle. After a while 
Mr. Rhenart went into a trance. His 
controls made themselves known by 
writing their names, gave messages to 
each in the circle, and wrote answers to 
questions. Among other questions Mrs. 
O. asked the control—Dr. Feisel— if she 
would ever deve op as a medium, to 
.which he wrote: “Yes.” When asked 
if it would be in materialization, he 
wrote, “Partly:” if a clairvoyant, he 
wrote, “Yes.” Asked for his advice how 
to become a clairvoyant, he answered: 
“She might develop by using water." 
The other word was thought to be foam. 
The answer caused some hilarity in 
the circle, and Mrs. O. laughingly re
marked in that case she feared she 
would never have her wish of becoming 
mediumistic. She then asked Dr. 
Feisel to write the message over, as the 
word foam must be incorrect, which he 
did by writing for her to look into a 
glass of water. To a certain extent this 
information was satisfactory, but as de
tails were wanting, she asked the con
trol how to proceed, when he wrote in a 
clear and bind hand: “Take a tumbler 
of water in which you will put a piece 
of silver, and look in the water for ten 
minutes every evening.” That was 
plain enough. Now for results: Be
ginning the next evening, Mrs. O. did 
as directed, and continued for two 
weeks without seeing anything. While 
beginning to doubt of success, she per
sisted, and one evening was rewarded by 
seeing a brilliant triangle, with a face 
at each apex. The next evening; be
sides the triangle, a hand appeared, 
then a foot, and as time advanced she 
saw faces of departed friends, and 
strangers, flowers, landscapes, birds; she 
has also developed as a clairvoyant, not 
fully as yet, but is improving every 
day.

This question arises: Is there not a 
spirit intelligence in the answer given 
by the control, Dr. Feisel? None of ub 
sitting in the circle knew or ever heard 
of water mediumship, and consequently 
the information could not have been the 
effects of mind among the sitters. 
When the medium awoke from his 
trance, he was asked, before being told 
of the occurrence, if he had ever heard 
or known of “water mediumship.” He 
did not, and was surprised when told. 
The control, Dr. Falser; in a previous 
message wrote that he had left Germany 
for America in the ¿hip St. Mary, in 
April, 1602, giving date of departure, 
arrival, death and other information.

Occasional.

-During the thirteenth century in 
France an archer received twelve shil
lings a month, a knight £4.10, a field 
marshal £15. '

The laborers in every occupation are 
paid from two to five times as much In 
the United States as in any country in 
Europe. ’

Bank clerks-in Germany receive from 
$142 to $1,100 salary. For the first 
three or four years they serve without 
pay- . - ■

Clerks in wholesale and retail stores 
in Dusseldorf'receive from $9 to $14 a 
month; women-oterks from47 to 810.

On many railroad^ pi'iS&fffiany the 
station agents are- .permitted’.to keep 
bees, which thus form a small.source of 
income. •. v,. •

Station laborers on the German rail
roads are required to be on duty from 
5:30 a. M. to 10:30 P. M. seven days in a 
week.
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the visionary: “and it shall come to pass!'.’ " 
Then, leading Isabel to the entrance of the
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CHAPTER VIII

Th© Myrtle Grove.
[“The Hight the Light Went Out" was a most 

remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of this city. 
We commenced in no. 225 the 'publication of its 
companion piece, the scenes being laid in Eng
land. It is bv Hammopd Hills, of the Agnostic 
Journal, London. Wè are sure it Will prove of 
great interest to our numerous readers. All new 
yearly or trial subscribers will get “The Night 
the Light Went Out" free.]

At twilight’s hour the maiden quitted the 
castle by stealth, and turned her footsteps in 
the direction her lover had indicated. As she 
approached the Myrtle Grove soft strains of 
music fell upon her ear; soft strains so sweet, 
so weird,, as for a moment held the listener 
spellbound. And when, like a timid fawn, 
as fearful of discovery, she was about to bound 
away, a spirit-stirring blast as of exulting vic
tory arrested her, which anon melted into 
plaintive cadence, and slowly died away. 
Awhile she waited, hoping the strains would 
be renewed, that so ;hèr memory might recall 
the time and place She first had heard those' 
strange, wild notes of melody, for WCH'she 
knew such strains for her hùd '’been okanted 
onçe befbre, in her.dreama perhaps;, for sùireïy 

' spirit-hand hacl swept the lyre/ since mortal 
power, the maiden thought, could nevér im
provise such lay. Thus pondering, Isabel bf 
Kirton stood, until her attention becahié ar
rested by a rustling. of . foliage near, when, 
turning, she found herself folded in Roland de 
Brabanoon’s arms; and time, place, music, 
were alike forgotten, for love chased all other' 
passions from her breast. -

And the knight pleaded his cause as only 
they can plead whose hearts are in the enter
prise; but, finding Isabel loath to disobey her 
father’s •wishes, and fearing fpr the snocfesrof ■ 
his suit, he represented to her the danger in 
which she stood through they^y favor with' 
which the king regarded her—the .remorseless' 
king, who spared neither friend nor enemy; 
ami he exhorted her to give him the right to 
protect her from the snares of one whose love, 
ere yet, had proved more terrible than hate;

“But pledge to me thy troth," he urged, 
“nor man, nor demon, nor even king, shall 
ever wrest thee from me. "

“Nay, nay,” said Isabel, when thus ad
jured; “I dare not openly defy my father’s 
will. Ask me not thus to break my faith, De 
Brabancon; ask me not, I implore thee. "

“Not to break thy faith, 0 Isabel, do I en
treat thee, but only to transfer it unto one 
whose heart beats but in thy smiles. If I seek 
to remove the blossom from the home in which 
it was reared, it is but to transplant it in my 
heart, where I, with fostering care, may cher
ish it through weal, through woe, while life’s 
short day-dream lasts. Consider, it is the lot 
of each true heart to quit the friends to whom 
its childhood clung: to forsake mother, sister, 
all of kin, for aye to share the lot of one be
loved over all. I ask but for a simple promise, 
Isabel; dost thou love me and yet refuse to 
give it? I ask of thee thy plighted troth; dost 
ttiou love me, and shrink from even such sac
rifice as thy own mother made for the Lord of 
Kirton's aakeT'

“But my sister, Roland; tempt me not to 
break my vow to her. I have pledged my 
troth I will return to Kirton, and share with 
her the cloister’s gloom.”

“The cloister!” interrupted the excited 
youth. “Maiden, Svhat mockery is this, and 
what the influence, and by whom exerted, that 
could induce thee for one moment's space to 
meditate upon a future for which thou hast no 
vocation?’'

“No vocation, and alas! no desire, Braban
con. But woman, in these days, is a creature 
of circumstances, not of will, and the irresis
tible wheel of destiny crashes on with a force 
no woman can control."

“Yet with a force less strong than that of 
man. Against thy destiny, Isabel, I will op
pose my love, and pledge myself to conquer. 
Dost thou not know that it would be an out
rage against the very heaven thou Wouldst pro
fess to serve for youth and beauty like to 
thine—a hea^t like thine, beating with human 
passion; a soul like thine, craving for mortal 
happiness and for mortal freedom—to be im
mured within the convent cell?”

“All this I know, and yet dare’not with
stand the ordained future, Roland. "

“Dare not withstand it! Dost thou dare 
commit thyself unto a greaterevil? Dostthou 
dare take upon thyself vows—not from choice, 
but from mistaken duty—vows which will en
force thee to dwell for aye a living 'sacrifice 
within the pale of what should be sanctified 
and holy Church?" . .

“It has been so ordained, my Roland,” 
sighed the maid. .

“So ordained by whom? By mortal like 
thyself! No, not like thee, for thou art pure 
and gentle,' but by some priest whose stony 
nature well accords Arith the «stony prison to 
which he would consign thee. 5 Look into -thy 
heart my Isabel, and then tell me if ttiou dost

think fol such a death-in-life thou wert or
dained by heaven?" -,

“I dare not look into my heart, 0 Roland 
de Brabancon; full well thou knowest that 
My heart should aspire to things beyond this 
fleeting world, yet it clings here to thee. My 
heart, it should reflect my Saviour's love, yet 
much I fear that oh it only thy image is en
graved; yet will I trust that time and prayer 
and penitence will teach my soul submission. 
Let it be enough for thee to know thou hast 
my love; but for myself, no matter how my 
sinful heart rebel, I will redeem my promise, 
and become a living tenant of a tomb."

“To whom was that promise given, Isabel; 
to Whom hast thou pledged thy word?”

“Ùnto my Bister, ere I left her side. I will 
not now forsake her. " ,

“And such," exclaimed tki,e knight bitterly, 
“such is the decision of a woman who pro
tested she loved none but me!" ,

“Aye, Roland, beyond my hope of heaven 
I do love thee. " , ,

“Beyond thy hope of heaven, ‘ but less than 
‘thy Mister,’maiden. I thank ,thee , that thou 
teaehest me how shallow is a woman's favor; 
and it is for love like thine that ,I have wor
shiped thee .with all the ^tferigth qf manhood. 
Ohjjsabel, when first ! gazed ihtp thine eyes 
love took deep root within my soul, and I, I 
cherished the new-created passion, dreaming 
not that tfiiné would be the£ hand that Would 
ruthlessly scatter thè bloàsom and destroy ite 
growth 0h! we are the veriest slaves of .des
tiny. We grope in the darkness when we seek 
to pierce the mystery which enshrouds the 
marble' men calla woman’s hearL Oh, Isabel, 
thy smiles, were unto me the very lamp of life, 
for on my path they shed the only ray ofjight 
I cared to fpllpw! And’thou, 0 mockery, 
thod iqvest rhe beyond thy hope of' héaVen, 
butless than thou.dost,-love thy sister!” '■

But what would it avail us to reebfd1 (heir 
lengthened interview, ' sjnee the language Of 
lovejs pot the'langhagè of the’ UméSy nor is 
eloquence that of the lips? ' Enough the knight 
pleaded, and the* maiden ' listened, had heart 
to heart was pledged in earnest faith.

“By daybreak,” said the knight, as he 
clasped within his arms the maiden of his 
choice; ‘ ‘by daybreak, Isabel, I must away, 
for I would see the Archbishop before he quite 
London. At eventide tomorrow I will return; 
here in the Myrtle Grove, my own love, wilt 
thou meet me?”

“Canst thou ask me, Roland? Oh, rathèr 
teach me how to live until the hour when we 
shall meet again.” » t ■ '

Hastily, then, Roland de Brabancon bade 
adieu to the Kentish blossom he hoped soon 
to wear next his heart, for each must return 
to the castle by a different path, lestrthe King 
should learn they had disobeyed his will.

And as they parted, the fond youth mur
mured low: “To morrow, dear one; we shall 
meet again to-morrow. ”

on the green sward when Oyvrangon the Druid 
stood before her. .

“Cyvrangon," gasped Isabel, in terrified 
accents; “Cyvrangon the British Paid!"

“Aye, maiden," he returned; “did I not 
tell thee we should meet again? Yet fear me 
not; I would befriend^ but never harm thee. 
By my presence here thou mayest know that 
thou hast passed the first epoch of thy destiny: 
Cyvrangon the Druid bids thee beware the 
second. Shortly thou wilt need a friend; when 
three days shall have passed away; and the 
third eventide have dawned, soon as the moon’s 
disc shall silver the tree-tops, and the glitter
ing stars smile upon thee from their hotae in 
thé Mue vault of heaven, turn thy footsteps 
once more in the direction of the Myrtle 
Grove. Cyvrangon there will meet thee, 
maiden, to offer, thee the counsel thou; wilt 
then so sorely need." '

1 ‘What terrible calamity is about to happen?" 
asked,the frightened Isabel. “A strange pre
sentiment of coming evil hath hold upon me; ; 
it chills my heart even in its hour of new-, 
created joy! Oh, Cyvrangon—thou who hast 
power to read the future in the starry firma
ment, tell me, what have I to fear?" .

“All things!" ,
“AU things! But, Cyyrangbn, I know, for 

my heart tells me, he whom I love wiU aye 
prove true. "

“He whom thpu lovest will prove true; but. 
he whom thou dost not love, and yet who lov- 
eth thee, hath power to conquer truth!"

“The king! But Do Brabançon wUl be my 
shield against his base advances."

“Can simple knight shield thee from mon
arch's will?"

“Aye, surely, since I have pledged my troth 
to him.” ,

• “And the lady pledges her troth to him who 
must leave ere the dawn of light!" quoted the 
Briton impressively. ‘

' And, as a new fear arose in Isabel’s breast, 
she said, as though unwilling to lose her slight 
hold upon hope:

“He will return, Cyvrangon; he promised 
me a few moments’ converse to morrow, and, 
let all others fail me as they wiU, Brabançon 
will keep his word. " -

“Long will it be, O. maiden, ere that mor
row's dawn shall smile upon thy meeting with 
thy lover." ,

“Hath, then, the Archbishop quitted Lon
don, and will De Brabançon follow him to his, 
ecclesiastical abode at Canterbury?” . J

“Roland de Brabançon hath been the victim, 
of his monarch’s treachery. To-morrow’s sun, 
shall rise upon hie prison.”

“Alas, alas!” sobbed the unhappy maid;. 
‘ ‘then I am indeed lost “Oh ! my father, why 
didst thou bring me hither—why leave me thus

arch's mercy, whose heart had never throbbed 
with-pity, whose lips had never voluntarily 
uttered the gentle word “forgiveness”?
h Then, too, had not his resistance to the 
mandate John .had issued been in itself a 
crime, and one the monarch would not be slow 
to take advantage of, and to magnify into an 
act of treason? Well he knew it would, and 
the unhappy knight found himself not only a 
prisoner without hope of liberty, but a pro
scribed traitor. And Isabel, what would she 
think of his absence? Could he but send in
telligence to her of his imprisonment, he felt 
some ray of hope might still illume his fate; 
|?ut might she not—the thought maddened him 
—might she not deem that he had gained her 
plighted troth but to cast it aside as worthless 
i—might She not be led to believe that he had 
apqrned her’ love, and flown to another’s 
arms?

But it would be impossible to depict the an
guish of the qavalier as he paced, a caged lion, 
mis prison cell; and; even in his sorrow and his 

. desperation,, we must leave him for awhile, 
and return to the castle at Windleshore.

(TO BE CONTINUED.) .

íBenéficent Action of the Church as 
! Shown by Its History.

alone without .one friend?”
“Not without a friend, lady; thou should^ 

pot thus early in life despair. 'Tia true thoq 
hast much to suffer, but thine innocence will 
.guide thee safe through all;, and in thine kow 
of tribulation thou shalt .find a irjend even 
moi# powerful thau tkeflKi<ig of England, " ,

“Even more powerful than the King? of 
England!" echoed the astonished maiden. “ ?'

“Cyvrangon the Paid hath said it,” replied

;• The pope was born! Else how could he 
have a birthday? It he had no birthday, how 
could Re celebrate it? The press reports that 
on the second day of March Pope Led celebra
ted his 84th birthday and the 16th anniversary 
of his coronation. Was he born a pope? Or 

1 whs lie made one by the action of men? If 
the, former, did he display the qualities of 
papal infallibility in his baby kinks and colics 
and when he scratched his mother’s face and 
bit the nurse to vent his pent-up divinity? 
WaS he so different from other babies that his 
infallibility could be detected by all who saw 
hiih? If he was made pope by men, who or 
what endowed him with the function of inf alii- 
Jiilify in spiritual things?
' ’"Were the men who made him pope infal
lible? ' If so, wherein is the difference in their 
authority now? If he were a plowman earning 
Ins bread by. the sweat of his brow, would he 
lie distinguished from all other toilers by the 

! .stamp of authority on his brow? Would 
Wheat grow any better, or the soil be any 

; more sacred or prolific because his feet had 
' pressed the furrow? If he really occupies the 
(position accredited to him by his worshipers, 
the evidence of his divine commission and su
preme right to rule ought to be plainly mani
fest to all who look at him or hear his voice.

’ It should shine as a perpetual presence in his 
life which no one could mistake. .
Bis words as reported on that memorable 

(Birthday are important because of the position 
(he holds and the blind millions that bow be- 
(fdte'him as,. God’s, vicegerent on earth. He 
Vin a position to give them weight in these 

' 'tiansitional times. They are an index of the 
present attitude of the church as interpreted

grove, he gently said: ' ’
‘ ‘Fear nothing, 0 maiden, fear nothing; but 

leave me now, 1 pray thee; Oyvrangon the 
Briton hath work before him; Cyvrangon the 
Draoi would be alone!"

And the maiden returned to the castle with 
a heavy heart, while ever the words rang on 
her ears: .

“Oh I have a care, lady! Oh 1 knight have 
a care!

Of fraud and of ambush, beware! beware 1” 
And, in the darkness of night, Cyvrangon 

the Druid, mounted op a fleet and gallant 
steed, was far on his road to Canterbury. ' 

Had he, then, left the maiden to struggle 
alone against the dangers that encompassed, 
her? Time will prove.

by One of its most advanced authorities from 
'tifé spiritual throne of the world. As repeated 
in the Cleveland Leader for March 3, 1894, 
it reads thus: “We are in the decline of life; 
but'shall continue to the last day of our life to 
devote ourself to making the beneficent action 
of the church universal. The need of this is 
great, for all the old conceptions of honesty, 
justice, authority, liberty, social rights and 
social duties, have been overthrown. The 
church must seek to recall the nations to the 
principles of moral faith, point out the true 
causes of the existing evils, denounce the de-

CHAPTER IX

The Druid’s Warning.
Slowly and thoughtfully Isabel retraced her 

steps towards the castle; but, as she was about 
to emerge from the Myrtle Grove,•’ once more 
the strains of the mysterious harp saluted her 
ear, this time accompanying words which well 
she recollected, having heard them in her 
honie at Kirton, on the eve of Cyvrangon's de
parture:
“A knjght and a lady hold converse sweet in 

the shade of the myrtle grove:
The lady lists as her cavalier breathes the 

sweet, sweet tale of love; :■
And their troth is plighted beneath the rays of 

the glowing queen Of night,
And the lady pledges her faith to him who 

must leave ere the dawn of light.
“Oh! have a care, lady; Oh, knight have 

a care!
Of fraud and of ambush beware! beware!" 

And as the maiden listened, well she knew 
that the first epoch of her career had passed 
away; that her day of splendor, her hour of 
love, all the fair part of her destiny, as fore
told by Cyvrangon the Draoi,* had been ful
filled; and she strove in vain to unfathom the 
mystery of the strains to which she could not 
choose but listen. That it was Cyvrangon the 
Druid, Cyvrangon the Prophet-Bard, who was 
re-awaking strains which he once improvised 
for her in her Kentish home, she scarcely 
doubted; but, all the same, she thought it 
might not be the music of earth or mortal that 
she heard. His mysterious advent at Kirton, 
and his so strange disappearance after his 
prophetic words to her and to her sister, all 
combined ^ foster the belief in the guileless 
maiden?? .heart that Cyvrangon was not a being 
of mortal mould; and the feeling that even 
no w he might be near her, though rendered in
visible j)y some occult power, caused a strange, 
cold fear to pervade her heart; which, added' 
to the excitement of the past hour, proved too 
much for her delicately-organized nature, and, 
her footsteps faltering, r she was .about. to. sink

♦Magician

Arrested in the King’s Name.
Let us now turn to Roland de Brabancon. 

In spite of his efforts to render their interview 
a secret one, the lovers had been traced by the 
emissaries of King John, who at once des
patched spies with orders to seize a^di 
De Brabancon in secrecy to Dover; ¡ 
where they were to produce the klng’|,.,- wajf, 
rant for his imprisonment. No sooner, (then,’ 
had the cavalier whispered farewell to the' lady 
of his heart on their betrothal eve than he was 
surrounded by armed men, who bade him 
“surrender in the King’s name."

“Of what am I accused?" demanded the 
knight.

"That we know not,” said the foremost of 
the grpup; "enough we have the King's war 
rant to arrest thee."

“This is no arrest, it is a snare; and, unless 
thou givest reason for the outrage, I will not 
surrender, to thee nor to the King,” said Bob 
and de Brabancon defiantly, at the same time 
unsheathing his sword, and closing with the 
ruffians.

The fiery youth made a desperate attack, 
for well he knew that Isabel’s safety depended 
on his freedom; but the odds against the 
knight were heavy, opposed as he was single
handed to overwhelming numbers, and hé was 
speedily disarmed, overpowered, and conveyed 
to the shore, where a boat lay in readiness to 
bear him to the Tower, there to be confined 
until the following morning, when arrange^ 
mente would be completed for despatching him 
to Dover, where it was designed that he should 
await, a prisoner in the castle, the king’s com
mand to proceed on his journey to Bruges.

Full soon did Roland de Brabancon realize 
the fact that he was a captive—a captive with 
no hope of reléase, no hope of opportunity to 
make his position known to friends.who might 
exert their influence with John, or sue to him 
for pardon. Pardon for what? He had com
mitted no crime. In that lay the. danger. 
Had he not been an obstacle in that monarch’s 
path, and was he not a prisoner at the mdn-

signs of. Freemasonry, imbue the different 
classes of society with a feeling of equity and 
charity, inspire rulers with rectitude and 
the governed with submission, and instill in 
all ardor for peace.

“It is for the church to revive study in ac
cordance with the dictates of Christian wis
dom, as advised in the recent encyclical inter
pretation of the scripture. We pray that the 
germ sown by the action of the church may 
bring forth abundant harvest. In token 
whereof we give you our benediction. ”

In what does the ‘ ‘beneficent action of the 
church" consist? That many noble deeds 
have been done under the impulses inspired 
by,thp reljgipuB faith of the church, no one 
agjyiiP l|^ay deny; but does the history of 
’Bomanipmasawhole indicate “beneficentao- 
.tipn”? 7’Pope Leo may regard the Spanish In
quisition, the dungeon, the rack, and all the 
infernal methods of torture that stained the 
church with, blood and covered it with the 
ashes and smoke of its tens of thousands of 
murdered victims, as exquisite samples of the 
“beneficent action of the church. ”

He now bewails the fact that “all the old 
conceptions of honesty, justice, authority, lib
erty, social rights and social duties have been 
overthrown;" and he wants the church to “seek 
to recall the nations to the principles of moral 
faith;” that is, restore the authority of the In
quisition, compel every student of nature to 
submit everything in science to the inspection 
of the “Inquisitoria expurgatorius,” and give 
nothing to the world that these spiritual hier
archs do not approve. The old ideas of hon
esty, justice, authority, liberty, etc., burned 
Bruno,, murdered Hypatia, imprisoned and 
virtually murdered Galileo; intimidated Coper
nicus and withheld his great work on the new 
astronomy for seventeen years; drove the 
Moors from Spain in the most inhuman man
ner, after they had shown the Catholics and 
all others the most generous toleration and had 
done more for the country than the church 
ever had done or ever will do; and these same 
“old conceptions of justice, liberty,” etc., 
fought with dungeon and fagot, with cunning 
treachery .and; devilish malice, . every discovery 
in science,; (every advance in knowledge and 
humanitarian ideas, all for the glory of God 
and the sovereignty of the church. Now dear 
old Mother Leo wants the church to denounce 
the designs of Freemasonry, and revive study 
ijiaccordance with the dictates .of Christian 
wisdom, as advised in the recent encyclical in-

terpretation of the scripture. That is, compel 
science to obey her mandates and allow her 
inquisitors to burn manuscript or burn their 
authors. Is this an unjust interpretation of 
the pope’s words? When and where has the 
pope or any high authority in the church ever 
condemned the murder of Bruno or Hypatia, 
or the savage fiendiehness perpetrated upon 
helpless and innocent thousands under the 
murderous reign of Torquemada?

Where is the evidence that Roman Catholi
cism has reformed since these atrocities were 
perpetrated under its rule? When and where 
have the Church authorities avowed disap
proval or recalled the world-wide claim of the 
divine right of the pope to rule the political as 
well as the spiritual destinies of all nations? 
When such recantation and reform are fairly 
proven, we can justify a new interpretation to 
the present expressions of the pope, and all 
they say and do in connection with our free 
institutions. But the genius of this govern
ment is against all of those 1 ‘old conceptions 
of honesty, justice, liberty, duty,” etc., which 
Pope Leo wants restored. It tolerates Free
masonry, free speech, free schools, and free re
ligion. It may tolerate those dear “old concep
tions’’ so long as their votaries keep hands off, 
but they must not dictate to a free, progressive

Are the Children at Home.
Flach day when the glow of the sunset fades 

in the western sky,
And the°wee ones, tired of playing, go tripping 

lightly by,
I steal away from my husband as he sits in the 

easy chair,
Anu'watch from the open doorway their faces 

fresh and fair. ‘
Alone in the dear old homestead, that once 

was full of life,
Ringing with girlish laughter, echoing boyish 

strife,
We two are waiting together, and oft as the 

shadows come
With tremulous voice he calls me: 1 ‘It is night; 

are the children home?"
“Yes, love," I answer him gently; 

all home long ago,"
And I sing in my quivering treble a 

soft and low,
TUI the old man drops to slumber 

head upon his hand,
And I tell to myself the number home in the 

better land—
Home where never a sorrow shall dim their 

eyes with tears,
Where the smile of God is on them through 
- all the summer years.
I know—yet my arms are empty that fondly 

folded seven,
And the mother heart within me is almost 

starved for heaven.
A breath—and the vision is lifted away on the 

wings of light,
And again we two are together, all alone in 

the night
They tell me his mind is failing, but I smile 

at idle fears—
He is only back with the children, in the dear 

and peaceful years,
And still, as the summer sunset fades away in 

the west,
And the wee ones, tired of playing, go troop

ing home to rest,
My husband calls from his corner: “Say, love, 

have the children come?"
And I answer, with eyes uplifted: “Yes, dear, 

they are all at home."
Margaret E. Sangster.

My Creed.
You ask me to what church I pin my faith; 

To none, and yet I love God’s temple, and
My life is shaped and molded by a creed 

So simple that a child may understand.
I love the living source of all that’s fair 

And beautiful on earth, in sky and sea:
I love my fellow-beings, and I try 

To do as I would have them do by me.
I am not orthodox in all my views.

I cannot shout his praises to the skies;
Yet I am sure we are his children all, 

And that he shapes our lives with purpose 
wise.

1 think if we reach out a helping hand 
To those who faint and falter by the way—

If by our sympathy and kindly aid
Some sorrowing heart finds happiness each 

day;
And if we ever carry in our hands 

The mantle of sweet charity and grace, 
To shield the weak and erring ones of earth 

And lift them up to a securer place,
Then I believe if our incautious feet

Should wander out where thorns and thistles 
grow,

He still would follow us with boundless love, 
And lead us where the living waters flow.

For I am sure he planted in our hearts 
The impulse that moves us day by day,

And all our weakness he can understand; 
He will not let us drift too far away.

And I believe if by this simple creed, 
That any little child may understand,

Our lives are molded, we at last shall find 
Beyond the sapphire sea a happier land.

—Boston Transcript.

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them, By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 eta.

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois Waisbrooker, Paper, 
50 cents. ;. •

The' Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and HelL By Moses 
Hull. Price 10 cents,

The Question' Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, IL

Carrie Orene King

Save theChildren
By Purifying Their Blood

Hood's Sarsaparilla Makes Pure 
■J Blood, Cures Scrofula, Etc.

“My experience with Hood’s Sarsaparilla baa 
been very effective. My little girl, five years 
old, had for tour years a bad skin disease. Het 
arms and limbs would break out in a mass ol 
sores, discharging yellow matter. She would 
scratch the eruptions as though it gave relief, 
and tear open the sores. ° ° —

Two ©ottles of Hood's
Sarsaparilla caused, tlie eruptions to heal and 
and the scabs pealed off, after which the skin 
became soft and smooth. As a family medicuiii 

HOOD’S

Sarsaparilla
CURES

we believe Hpod’s Sarsaparilla bas no equal and 
I recommend it.’’ W. L. Kura, Bluff Dale, Tei.

Hood’s Pills are the best family catbarttib 
gentle and effective. Try a box. 25 cents.

If You Want Work
that («pleasant and profitable «end a yonr addre, 
Immediately. We teach men and women how to earn 
from IS per day to ISOGO per year without having had 
previous experience, and furnish the employment at 
which they can make that amount. Capital unnecM 
aery. A trial will cost you nothing. Write to day an 
address, '

E. C. ALLEN & CO., 
Box 1001. Augusta, Mo.

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the *'A str&l 

Guide," It contain^ a lec
ture on Astro-Magnrtjc 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It la 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imfonn you -where to 
i>rocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 "Washington Bou J.
Chicago, Ill.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This is a most valuable book. It comes from an Er* 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, and who 
knows what he is talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, 11.00. U contains the following chap
ters:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Belt« 

jeepect in the Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Beep Pit of Perdition for thf 
PrlesL

CHAPTER III. 
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests is made easy 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated and refined Woman tn the Com 
■ fesslonal—What becomes of her after uncondRlon* 

al surrender—Her Irreparable Buln.
CHAPTER VI.

Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties of 
Marriage and Human Society.

CHAPTER VII.
Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Clvlh 

ixed Nations?
CHAPTER VIII.

Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 
CHAPTER IX.

The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegioui. 
Imposture.

CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church of Rome to confess tb< 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
t CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France.
a . CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hus

bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question Uis Penitent-

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

SOMETHING USEFUL.
OUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE 

llflUT. By Samuel Bowles; Mra. Carrie E. 8.
Twin», medium. Thia little book will be read with 
intenee Interest by tbouiands. It contain, Mr. Bowie»’ 
Interviews with the Inhabitants of the Helle of Spirit- 
life—a dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
»ufferlns and wrath of the million» who hare sone 
from earth-life with the damning effiectaof debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. The book Is made up of fifteen chapter». 
Some of the title» of the chapter» are a» follow»| 
The Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—Th, 
Home oi Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
Slot to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 

(»section and revenge—The War Department la 
the Helle of Splrlt-llfe—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moted by the low spirits in the match maktnglicit of 
Splrlt-llfe—The Negro Hell—The Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—The Hell for Dishonest Spiritualist, 
end mediums—Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting In th» 
light. An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirits 
sal Congress. Price,25 cents.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
DOEMS EROM THE JNNER LIFE. 

L By LIzEle Doten. New edition. Thia bandeome 
rolame opena with the wonderful experiences of the 
author, who la peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and publlo speaker. -Her platform labors have for a 
'ong time bees i oceaalng, and the deep religious and 
iplrltual tone af her discourses bare extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the Instrumentality ef the preaA But It Is chiefly for 
her medlumlstlc power to ghe utterance to poema 
noble, exalted ano thrilling, pervaded with a aplrlt 
religious and elevating, that she la most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the inspir* 
atlooal hzteraDbes, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under dlrectsplrit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of his productions tn earth-life, out far surpass these 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tb> Inspiration of Shakespeare, Burna, 
A. W. Sprague; 0ut in many cases the author’s name 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poemt- 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and slgnlflcence or thia 
higher phase of spiritual communion is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from tL50 to 
Postage X) cento. For sale at this office.

TIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE 
L* Hittory of Athirael, CMet Frteitof a B»n4 of Al 
Aryio«. An Outline Hlfton- of Min. Written through 
the meillumablp of U. G. Flgley, You ihoOld rent 
thia work. Price 80 cent».

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as.the Christian Jesus.

A wonderfol comtnuntcatton, explaining how U* 
Hfe and teaching» wore utilized to formulate Christi- 
enlty. Price IS centa. For eale at thia office. '



THE QUESTION SETTLED

Researches in Oriental History.

One

Í

BY DB. R B. WESTBROOK.
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BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. 12mo, 407 Paget, Cloth, $1.60, 

GENERAL DIVISION.

RIL 7 1894 THE PRO6RESSIVE THINKER.*

Seance with Two Fine Mediums. HITTING RIGHT AND LEFT.
Mediums’. Protective Union. -

vincing tests. Observer

She was followed by Mrs. . 
delivered a short and stir!

Materializations, Slate-wrjting, Etc.— 
Farmer Riley and Mrs. Coliman.

IMPORTANT MOVEMENT.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expoe* 
Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine senaation. 
Price 11.50.

For sale at this office.

e City White Beside the Inland
• .■ . Spa. .■ ■

Before the Pyramids uprose to view, 
Or London’s site upon the map was found;— 
Before the fated walls of Troy were razed, 
Or lost Atlantis sank beneath the deep;— • 
Before all these, were mighty cities built, 
And men went up and down their busy marts— 
A clamor wild did rise upon the air, 
And wealth untold their coffers strong did fill; 
But strife arose and bloody wars ensued, 
And thousands fell beneath,the sword of fate, 
And fate at last those cities swept away; 
When other cities rose to' take their place 
Whose, day and-destiny was. like the first— 
Whose lust for gold did carnage bring, and 

death.
And since those ages of the ancient times, 
In modern days, have cities grand uprose— 
In Asia, and on Europe’s fertile soil, 
-Beneath the glow of wisdom’s burning ray— 
On Albion’s shore, and fair Lutetia’s strand 
They flourished, mid the glare and sheen of gold; 
For love of gold has built those cities fair, 
And all this grandeur, pomp, and show, and 

pride
Is but the power that gold on all bestows; 
And all the cities of this fair New World 
Do likewise worship at the golden shrine, 
And proud Columbia holds her head aloft 
And vainly follows in the Old World’s ways, 
For love of gold, and power obtained therewith, 
Has reared her cities in a single day; 
And one upon the borders of a sea 
That inland lies, with walls that pierce the sky, 
Where multitudes are rushing madly on 
Amid the roll and roar of flying wheels, 
That day and night are ceasless in their whirl; 
Is like a mighty giant in his strength, 
Or Hercules just from the earth upsprung.
Four hundred years of toil and strife, 
In which progression spanned a thousand 

years
Since first Columbus touched these golden 

shores, .
On which the radiant air at once foretold 
Achievements far beyond the prophet’s ken— 
'Tis here a people’s found, of valor great, 
Whose blood ¿as coursed the veins of many a

race,
But swiftly now is mingling into one 
That now is master of this western world.
And then uprose, like magic in a night, 
The City White beside the inland sea, 
Transcending all the wildest dreams e’er heard 
Of bold Aladdin’s wondrous lamp of gold— 
Surpassing all the splendor found in Ind 
Or Persia’s gilded cities grand and old: 
Then all the world was asked to come and 

bring
Their richest gems of art, and choicest works 

of skill,
And place them on the shrine of peace and 

love,
And thus a friendly strife of skill and worth.

The wonders of the world flowed in and filled 
From base to dome those classic temples grand; 
The rarest, richest treasures of the earth 
Were piled in gorgeous heaps—in grand array, 
Almost dazzling and bewildering to behold; 
And people came from all the nations 'round 
And filled the space within the City White; 
And many tongues and tribes did there abide; 
An11 yers walked and wooed beneath the 

\hade
Whs ' gorgeous trees and flowers unfold their 

a.'sen—
Where luscious fruits displayed their colors 

bright
And beauty smiled on every object round— 
And music, sweet as angel’s dreams of love, 
Arose and fell upon the pure, sweet air.
And little dark-skinned people from the isles 
Did come and build their homes so quaint and 

~~ weird
Amid this dazzling scene of beauty rare, 
And for a season there in wonder dwelt; 
And savage tribes from forests grand and old 
Did also come and build their lodges rude 
Beneath the shadow bf imposing domes, 
And there with wonder-laden eyes did rest— 
And Afric’s children rude and dark did come 
And dwelt in awe, beneath their huts of .bark— 
The lonely people from the frozen north 
Came also, clad in skins and furs the while, 
To learn how grand and wide this world of 

ours. '
And Arabs from Sahara’s burning sands ■ 
Did ride their camels through the busy throngs, 
Or through the streets upon their coursers 

wild
Did range, dad in fantastic, flowing garb, 
And men did rise like eagles in the air 
To gaze in wonder on the scene below, 
Or swiftly run on flying wheels around;— 
So came they from the regions far away 
Till three score tongues were spoken freely 

there.
Ami those of Buddha’s ancient faith did come, 
And Parsees with their faith so old and strange, 
And Hindoo, Brahman, Shinto, also came 
And those who follow in Confucius’ steps— 
Mohammedan, and Greek, and Jew did come, 
And all whose faith is in the Nazarene, 
And many more whose names are more ob
, scure, 
And here in friendly parliament did meet 
To learn at last that men are brothers all.

And many a dusky face will light with joy 
Within their tar-off homes ’neath sunny skies, 
When memory, like a golden dream, recalls 
The dazzling wonders of the city white, 
And oft in many tongues the fade be told 
Where wondering, listening ears are never 

tired.

To the Editor:—A week ago it was my 
privilege to be a guest at Farmer Riley’s, and 
I want to let my friends know some of the 
wonderful things I witnessed. -

Those who have been there know that his 
cabinet is a bedroom. Slates are for the use 
of those who wish to write questions, and then 
when written on, are placed on the bed with a 
pencil. Mr. Riley sits inside the room, the 
doorway being covered with black cloth. The 
light was turned down, but at no time so low 
that we could not see the time by our watches. 
In fact we all thought it was too light. After 
singing a verse of a hymn, the curtains parted 
and Mr. Benson, Mr. Riley’s principal control, 
appeared. He is very fine-looking, tall, and 
commanding in appearance, He wore a low- 
cut vest, displaying the white shirt front; the 
cuffs and collars were plainly seen as he 
bowed; he was clothed in black.

Several slates were handed out between the 
curtains, and the messages were welcome in
deed, as were the answers to questions.

I had written a question for myself and an
other for a son, both of which were answered 
by our controls, who, it seemed, could not 
reach us before, although they have been try
ing for a long time to do so. It was wonder
ful how plainly the forms appeared. You did 
not have to ask them who they were, unless 
you wished (I mean if they were relatives). 
A gentleman sitting next to me was violently 
agitated as the curtains parted and a dark-whis
kered gentleman appeared. He,my neighbor, 
said: “Will! is that you?" and we all knew it 
was a relative by the strong resemblance. The 
gentleman came there a skeptic, but departed 
a believer. He also got communications in 
his brother’s own handwriting.

One very pathetic scene occurred. We 
were singing that beautiful hymn, “Where 
is my boy to-night?” and just as we com
menced the third verse: “Oh, could I see you 
now, my boy," the curtains parted and a hand 
appeared, then a face was seen and a youth
ful voice said: “Here I am, mother.” It was 
a son of Mrs. Riley.

I must not forget to mention the coming of 
my own dear father, whom I recognized the in
stant I saw him. He looked exactly as I saw 
him last in earth-life—tall, but stooped 
slightly, feebly, white beard and moustache. 
He had on a dressinggown which looked 
familiar, and his eyes were quite natural.

He reached out his hand to me, but I could 
not move. It was such a surprise, seeing so 
plainly one who preached against spirit return. 
I want to say that the eyes of all who appeared 
were distinctly seen.

We heard a great deal of scratching on the 
slates and some one wondered why we could 
not just as well get writing outside the cabinet. 
The question was hardly asked, when the cur
tains were parted by Mr. Benson with a slate 
in his mouth; then in full view he took the 
slate in his hands and wrote: “I have forgot
ten what,” and handed it to the lady,who had 
already ceased to wonder.

No one can doubt Mr. Riley’s genuineness 
after they have seen him; and for their hospi
tality and kindness too much cannot be said. 
I hope to test them again soon.

A few evenings ago Mrs. C. W. Coffman, 
the well-known test medium, gave to my fam
ily and a few invited friends at Muskegon, 
Michigan, one of the greatest treats we ever 
enjoyed. Mrs. Coffman is very delicate in 
appearance, and one gets the impression that 
after giving readings all day there would not 
be much strength left wherewith to satisfy 
the many who expect great demonstrations 
at the evening circle. However, appearances 
are deceptive, or spirit help is wonderfully ef
fective, for our medium talked continuously 
for three hours and showed not the least sign 
of weariness. She has six controls. The first 
who came was Ouina, an Indian girl, who 
seemed very bright and intelligent, and won
derfully accurate in describing people, places, 
etc.; and like her white sisters, finds it hard 
to keep a secret.

The next to come was Prof. Wilbur, with 
a most eloquent address, but alas! when Har
ris, a circus clown, entered the ring, we forgot 
the professor, and, I am afraid, a great deal 
of what he said; for Mr. Harris seemed to 
like the company and stayed quite a long time. 
I am naturally generous, and am longing to 
write some of his jokes, they were so original, 
but am afraid they would be spoiled coming 
from me, so the best way to get them will be 
to hear them, as we did, through his medium, 
and I am sure you will laugh heartily, and 
perhaps get some political pointers.

Next came an Egyptian lady, a poetess. We 
each and all expressed the same regret, when 
this lady left us, that we did not write short
hand, to be able to read again those beautiful 
words of poetry as they were given us. They 
were the finest we ever heard, without any ex
ception. But our circle could not close with
out a visit from Pat Murphy, and although 
there was not an Irishman present, he seemed 
to be—in fact said he was—quite at home, and 
it was a “pretty foin company he was in in
dade.” He did not seem to regard the late
ness of the hour, but held his own until eleven 
o’clock, and even then we said good night with 
regret. It was the most pleasant circle I ever 
was in, and I hope that there are many more

The grandeur of the Orient Jias paled before 
The grand achievements of the Occident, 
And caste, and creed, and. war been blotted

The race been lifted to a higher plane!
, Manteno, Ill. O. W. Barnard.

Woman, Church and State. ■ A noble work, 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com- 
■aended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth 
bound, |2. ■ ’ ... • :

such in the future. E. G.

A Little Caustic, with Gentle Re' 
minders; < ,

Spiritual News frbm the Pacific Coast. <
Spiritual societies in San Francisco seem to 1 

be in a ferment of activity, and there are from . 
twelve to fifteen meetings held every Sunday. 
The largest of these is the Humanitarian, 
which holds meetings at Metropolitan Temple 
on Fifth street and is presided over by Prof. < 
Fred Bell. These meetings are free, and the ’ 
collections, after paying expenses, leave less i 
than fifty dollars per month for the speaker, < 
which is very little for so able; a man. This i 
society has reached a Jarge number who were i 
strangers to Spiritualism, but has had a very : 
hard struggle to njake their meetitigs pay: but । 
Pi of. Bell has been veiy fortunate in having : 
such a zealous helper as M. B.; Dodge, who is ' 
a rustler for raising coin. The society is badly 
in debt and may have to close the meetings or 
take a cheaper hall unless they strike a wind
fall pretty soon. .

The oldest and next largest in numbers is 
the Society of Progressive Spiritualists, which 
meets at Washington Hall, 3& Eddy street., 
and is presided over by Wm. H. Yeaw. This 
society and the former were W .for about 
three months, when Prpf. Bell and a number of 
the member seceded. Mr. Dodge was then pres
ident of the society, and brought, suit against 
it. The society won the suit, but it was a 
barren victory, as the society had to pay the 
expenses of both sides, and . the lawyers were 
the only ones to profit by it, .the costs being 
over twenty-six hundred dollars. Since then 
there has been an unpleasantness between the 
two. *

The Progressives have been unfortunate in 
having what so many cities have, only in this 
case it has been two bosses instead of one. 
Ten years ago the society was very prosperous, 
and had a large membership, and mediums 
and speakers worked for the public good for 
little or no pay. About that time a noble 
soul (Mrs. Eunice Sleeper) donated property, 
the proceeds of which were to be used in 
building or aiding to build a Spiritual Temple 
and promoting the cause: This property 
brought in an income, and there the trouble 
commenced, for people found it easier to pay 
out money that came that way than out , of 
their own pockets, and the old lady who acted 
as secretary had herself elected a life member, 
with no dues to pay, but wjth '-a vote to assess 
others, and settled herself down permanently 
with a sinecure salary as secretary and libra
rian. By the use of proxies obtained months 
before election she Has kept herself in power, 
and any director who tried to assert his inde
pendence was promptly fired at the annual 
election, and new ones put in, who in turn got 
their eyes open and in turn were firqd. The 
other boss is the treasurer, Mrs. Julia Schles
inger, editress of the defunct Carrier Dove 
and Pacific Coast Spiritualist The members 
of the society are now making an pnusually 
determined effort to regain some of their 
rights, which are now vested entirely in the 
board of directors, and they are run t entirely 
or nearly so by the bosses. A year ago the 
bosses could not find words to express their 
dislike of Prof. Bell and Mr. Dodge; but now, 
with the prospect of losing their positions and 
grip on the society, they are working day and 
night with Mr. Dodge to elect a majority, or 
perhaps the whole board of directors, from 
Prof. Bell's society, leaying the Progressives 
no rights at all, except the right to be swal
lowed up. This annual election takes place 
on April 15th and bids fair to be the most ex
citing one they have ever held.

It has been customary for the officers to 
give bonds, but this year the secretary and 
treasurer, who handle over two hundred dol
lars per month of the society money, persist
ently neglect to give them, although they were 
prepared and taken to them many months ago 
by the attorney for the society. By decree of 
the court the society could use one hundred 
and fifty dollars per month of the income of 
the property donated, but the boss boomers, 
under the leadership of N. F. Ravlin, ran the 
expense up as high as three hundred, and the 
conservative members then tried hard to call a 
halt, and succeeded.

Mrs. M. T. Longley, of Boston, is the 
present speaker, Mr. Longley accompanying 
with song; but for such ’ gdbd sjpeil^iig^'H'id. 
singing the meetings for the '.idsr. six; months 
have been very slimly' attended, sometimes

A Rare Offer.—Secrets of the Convent of 
the Sacred Heart.

The remainder of the bound edition of the 
above book, to extend its circulation, will be 
sent for 25 cents per copy; postage 5 cents, 
or four copies for $1.00, postage paid. Many 
in ordering have expressed a desire for the 
muslin binding, but contented themselves with 
the paper on account of price. They can now 
please themselves. Silver may be mailed at 
publisher's risk. As the number of copies 
is quite limited; orders should be sent at 
once. Hudson Tuttle, Publisher, Berlin 
Heights, Ohio. '

ment with the Progressives. Mrs. Ladd 
Finnican has succeeded her and is drawing 
well. . .

The gifted inspirational speaker, Mi's. E. L. 
Watson, comes from Sunny Brae Ranch about 
once a month and lectures for a favored few.

Last, but not least, the celebrated John 
Slater has just returned from Denver; he al
ways draws well here and gives the most con-

Seances with C. E. Winans.
Mrs. A. J. Davis writes of the good work 

done by C. E. Winans, materializing medium, 
who has recently been giving a series of re» 
markable seances at Lafayette, Ind. Twenty
eight to thirty-five persons attended the se
ances. He goes to people’s own homes to hold 
seances. He has aroused much interest, and 
many hearts have been gladdened by the tan
gible return of loved ones. From thirty to forty 
forms appeared at each seance, often two or 
three at a time. One evening a father, mother 
and child came—a family reunited in Spirit
life. Nellie, a daughter of, Mr. and Mrs. 
Davis, came night after night, with messages 
and love greetings, one night passing out into 
the room and embracing them. At another 
time she passed to the organ and played an 
accompaniment to what her father was playing 
on the violin. On one occasion she went and 
touched pieces of fancy-work on the wall, 
things that? she had made. A soldier brother 
of Mrs. Davis came, dressed in his blue and 
brass buttons, and who had passed over in ’64. 
He shook hands, and gave messages forborne. 
One night beautiful flowers were brought and 
passed out among the sitters, such as had 
never been in the house, and no mortal brought 
them there. Mr. Winans submits to strict 
test conditions. After being put under control 
a committee sews his sleeves through and 
through, and around the arms of the chair he 
sits in; his pants-legs are sewed together at 
the bottom, coat at top, and oatmeal placed in 
his hands.' The room is inspected, and the 
doors sealed. At one seance new slates were 
cleaned before the whole company; when one 
of the controls, Jim Bunnell, tied them to
gether and then tied them to a hanging-lamp 
and left them. At the close of the seance they 
were found filled with messages to those in the 
circle, in all colors; also there were several 
pictures on them—one an Indian with feathers 
and war paint, a control of Mr. Davis, and who 
repeatedly materialized here. One evening 
C. J. Barnes was present, his control Honto 
materialized and came to him, followed by 
Mrs. Sarah Graves of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
sharking hands with ail. To to, Mr. Winans’ 
control, is a fine-looking, powerful, large In
dian. Bunnell comes out and makes lack in 
great profusion; also talks in independent 
voice. Maudie Barnes, another control, joins 
in the singing, plays upon the harp, and keeps 
up a lively conversation. One evening, while 
sitting in social chat, Mr. Winans was taken 
with an itching and burning sensation on his 
wrist. On examination the name Nellie, in 
large, red letters, was found on his wrist.

only twenty or thirty being present
Mr. Ravlin is now lecturing at Los Angeles.
The First Spiritual Church, under the lead

ership of Mrs. Fleming, though small in 
numbers is doing much good and seems to 
have perfect harmony. The Progressive Me
diums’ Society meets every Thursday evening 
at 111 Larkin street, and has large and very 
interesting meetings, and peace in the family. 
Mrs. Scott Briggs has also presided over 
meetings every Wednesday evening for years, 
at the same place.

Mrs. F. A. Logan’s “Circle of Harmony” 
meets every Sunday morning at the“ Alcazar 
building, and it seems to be her mission to 
bring forward the undeveloped mediums, and 
convert skeptics.

The Rev. H. E. Howland, alias Bev. Henry 
Eddy, who has been masquerading here as the 
singing evangelist and Spiritualist, has left for 
parts unknown and his many creditors are 
grieving—not for him, but for their money. 
His brother, so called, turns but to be a boy 
by the name of Joseph Hòlden. For farther 
particulars see the San Francisco Chronicle .of 
March 19 th, 1894.

The Society at St George’s Hall, under the 
direction of Dr. Riness, seems to be doing good 
honest work in the cause. Mrs. Maggie Waite 
has just closed a series of very successful 
meetings, the hall being crowded to the doors. 
The sisters Mrs. Shrinerand Mrs. Griffin hold 
meetings every Sunday night, and are giving 
the best of satisfaction. ■

Mrs. D. N. Place is steadily improving in 
mediumship, and has just closed an engage*

His Hearty Endorsement.
To the Editor:—Please allow space in our 

most excellent Progressive Thinker to ex
press my heaity endorsement and commenda
tion of the communications of H. H. Hutche
son and M. T. C. Flower in reply to Brother 
E. Bach in the Match 17th number of The 
Progressive Thinker. I am free to say that 
if Spiritualism has anything in it worthy the 
attention of mortal man, it is to so educate 
him to better his condition here on earth; and 
first of all are our political and social relations 
and how best to improve them, that children 
may yet be born who can fully comprehend 
what life is, whether on earth or the spirit side. 
I have been a> gleaner from the great fields of 
Spirit unfoldment for some forty-eight years, 
and I have yet to learn that broad-minded men 
or women are fools and cranks because they 
comprehend more of the philosophy ot life 
than they who have but just taken the entered 
apprentice degree in the art, who have just 
broken the bonds of orthodox superstition or 
awakened from the nightmare of materialistic 
agnosticism.

And now a word to “Violet" in the same 
issue, and I quote “Let us purge our ranks of 
all these cranks; stand on our own broad plat
form and leave them the world to reform, 
while we spiritualize the people in it, and 
make it a fit place for angels to sit.” Oh! 
how these pure thoughts make my back ache, 
when I know how we poor “fools and cranks” 
must work to reform the world while these 
goody-good reformers so lovingly with spirit
ual meekness sit with angels. Violet con
cludes with “These are the thoughts that come 
to a modest little spiritual flower growing by 
one of the hidden paths of life;’ Yes, dear 
Violet, too long hast thou been hidden from 
the rugged paths of real life, all old florists 
know well how tender are such hidden plante, 
grown where the- sunshine of love, of humanity 
never penetrate the shadows that cripple and 
distort the most lovely of all the garden, and 
even refuse them the fragrance that otherwise 
would be theirs. A. A. Davis, M. D.

Ottumwa, Iowa.
-- --- -W • *

The Progressive Thinker.
. Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three 
months.

MRS. , CORA L. V. RICHMOND—DEVELOPING OIR-’ 
’ CLE—PROMINENT WORKERS—OPERATIC SE-

LEOTIONS, ETO. ■ . ■ . . 7;
To the Editor:—Some time has elapsed 

since we have addressed you by letter, so now 
we hasten to fell A little something of the prog
ress of Spiritualism as it now is: in our city.

First, we want to have our friends know 
of a good work that we have begun here, 
a work that promises to, be ofgreat good to 
the'workers in the cause of Spiritualism—the 
mediums. In fact, we have established a 
Mediums’Protective Union. ,‘j,n .sorting this 
movement we found that' we had a task which 
required a great deal of energy, enthusiasm 
and courage. W e naturally found many ob
stacles in the way of progress ip this direction, 
but we have overcome .nearly all the impedi
ments which handicapped us in the beginning. 
Mrs. Katy Rowland [recently ordained by 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond at the request of 
the First .Society of Spiritualists of this cityj 
was one of the first to inaugurate this move
ment here, and be it said to the credit of all 
of the mediums in the city, they were quick 
to respond to the movement. They readily 
perceived the great advantage in banding to
gether as a union for mutual protection. The 
main objects of the Union are, first, to work 
together in a brotherly and sisterly spirit of 
perfect harmony and kindly feeling towards 
one another.

Second, by the payment of a nominal sum 
each month, in order to build up a fund which 
cap be utilized in case of the illness or trouble 
of any member. These are the fundamental 
principles involved in the movement. It is 
our purpose to becoipe incorporated under the 
laws of the District of Columbia, also to ob
tain a charter from the National Association 
of Spiritualists of the United States of Amer
ica. Any one can become a member of the 
Union, either as a medium, or honorary mem
ber, who is in good moral standing, and who 
accepts our constitution. Like every other 
great movement which is beneficial to the 
human race, there are those who stand outside 
the gates and wait until success is achieved.

By the way, there is nothing that attracts 
people, and claims their interest, like success, 
and it is a well known fact that to insure it 
mush sacrifice must be made and hard work 
be accomplished. We are happy to say that 
the Mediums’ Protective Union, of Washing
ton, D. C., is so far a most successful at
tempt in the direction of aiding the mediums, 
upon whom rests much of the foundation of 
this our most beautiful religion.

A pleasant feature of the Union is the de
veloping circle, which is held once a week un
der the direction of Mrs. Jaques, Mrs. Row
land and Miss Simmons.

In connection with our work the mediums 
who arp members of the Union give an enter
tainment each month, for the purpose of rais
ing funds, in which many mediums take part, 
each one giving his or her particular phase, 
making a most interesting and attractive pro
gram.

An entertainment was held on the 15th of 
March in the Mediums’ Union hall, 609 F 
st. N. W.; where most all phases were given, 
including materialization, with Mrs. Mary 
Keeler as a medium. We venture to assert 
that outside of this medium it could scarcely 
be possible, even with the best conditions, for 
this phase to be given in a public hall, and 
with such success as attended the manifesta
tions.

Miss Helen Simmons (controlled by Dr. 
Ward) gave an able and intellectual talk, fol
lowed by psychometric readingsof a high order.

“The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with 

introductory circular setting forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred, to close the edition. Send at once 
to The Progressive Thinker, 40 Loomis 
street . ‘

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents.

A CAREFUL COMPABISON
. . . —OF-:----  • • .

Biblical and Modern ¿-Spirit- 
. ualism.

t By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,” “Which,” “Letters to Eldlt 

Mlles Grant," “Both Bides,” “That Terrible
Question,“ “Wolf in-Sheep's - 

- * Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

This book Is what its title Indicates—“The Question 
Settled, au Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Splrl llsm.” Wo give below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chapter: '

Chaffer I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to the 
• Wants of Humanity.—No argument 90 good a# that of 
Adaptation. Jlcligiops must adapt themselves to Men. 

i Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate au 
After-Life, Two contradictory Chains of Thought in 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with tho 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers in Doubt as to a 

.Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Mln* 
Ister of bls Immortality. Dying Minister In Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future. '

Chapter II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 

"and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. What Good has Splr- 
ItifilUm done. Opponents unfair. Immorality in the 
Churches. Religious System# not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All arq 
Godrinakcrs. Men worship their own Opinions, 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tea* 
timony of Jeremiah. / .

Chapter III—Bible Doctrinesof Angel kfntstry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Term# 
“Man" and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Manoah's wife; is introduced to Manoah. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars pf'Splritualtim.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man ha# a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit cot Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence, Biblical TesUpiopy. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer all. Spiritual Senses, Blind and Deaf Mao. 
Illustration. Man Double; TwojFfttajet»,^Two Sources 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. JTwo Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subjects 
Important. “Ye mupt be born again.” Nicodemus' 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author's Objection, 

esue' Tests. Must be borh out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible 
against It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body, 
Opinion <#f the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objection# answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ’s Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are We Infidel#?—Rapld*Growth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad'Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceed# from Ihfidel Heart#. Truths and Error# In 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister want# a Bible. All be* 
Heve Part«, and no one believe# AU. of the Bible. 
Illustrative Case#. How shall we decide who the Be* 
lievers are. The true Test. Works. The Commission. 
End of the World not yet. Jewish and Christian age. 
Preaching. Baptism, and Sign# go together. Is Christ 
In the Church?

Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?. *A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire Into each other. “Kettle Story.” Resultofche 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? Is it just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
do it? Case of Jeremiah ana Eceklel. Ezoklel'a Ex« 
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op* 
position (?). Spiritualism will not “down.” “Old 
Splitfoot,"

Chapter VIII—Objection# Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tion# to Abolitionism. God legislated against Bpirttu* 
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
prove# Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to the 
Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of tbl# Law not 
binding. Jesu# violated Chi# Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Law good In 
It# Place, and for it# Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite Ged. lie Incited the Jews to Crime.

Price« $1.00. Sent Post-paid.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

DY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed* 
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self-improvement or cho good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who arc to be mothers; and secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compoa* 
tag society as a whole. The book is trenchant, instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and Is especially commended to “women 
everywhere,“ to whom it Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains 845 pages, neatly bound In 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, «1.25.

control. Mrs. Mary McDonald, a compara
tively newly-developed medium, also contrib
uted largely to the successful issue of the en
tertainment, all of her tests being recognized. 
She was heartily applauded by the audience. 
Mrs. Rowland made a few remarks, through 
one of her controls (Blue Flower), in which 
she told the people some plain truths in re
gard to materialization, urging upon them the 
fact that there was very much to learn in a 
scientific sense, as well as with spiritual under
standing, in order to perceive the grand truth 
underlying the phase of materialization. She 
then followed with some of her well-known 
and accurate tests. By request, Mrs. Rowland 
also gave, for the first time in public, some op
eratic selections under the influence of a for
eign songstress. This is a most beautiful 
phase of mediumship on the part of this lady, 
who is not a singer at all, and knows nothing 
whatever of music. Mrs. Julia Golding and 
Mrs. Herbert Henderson, two mediums who 
are fast developing, gave proof of their me
diumship.

Altogether this was a most interesting 
entertainment, both as to manifestations and 
to finance as well, the hall being crowded to 
the doors, many outside pleading for standing 
room, but they had to be turned away. We 
hope, however, the next time to make arrange
ments so that all may be accommodated as 
well as gratified.

From this letter you will see that Spiritual
ism in this city is not, only becoming very 
popular, but that very much of the odium 
that has been attached to Spiritualism and to 
mediums A becoming a thing of the past.

It is the avowed purpose of our Union to 
advance the cause of Spiritualism in every 
possible direction, and we hope, as time goes 
on, to be able to establish a home not only 
for the mediums who need such, but for the 
Spiritualists who are worthy,-' and 'who need, 
either in their old age or adversity, to be 
cared for. This may sound like a dream—a, 
bright one but we feel 'confident that with 
earnest effort and pure purpose, combined 
with harmony and love, all things may be en
compassed for good. To tbht/fend wo most 
earnestly aspire! J. 0. Rowland«

1. BFSKXHOHFS XF JEWISH HISTORY* 
», RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM* 
3. DERIVATION OF CBRISTIANITY. | 
4. WBENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS*
The whole comprile, an earneat but trultle.s ««« ' 

fora Historical Jesus. . , t . .
In this volume the Jews aro clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Me«,tante Idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Phlloeophf 2350 years B. C„ and Its history 1> 
outlined, following the wares of emigration, until It I. 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
ofthe ChHstfan era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity ami Its cen 1 
trai hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
It# rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without iastruction and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author on 
otherwise. For sale at thla-.offlce.

THE ELEMINATOR 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T)EATH AND THE AFTH LIFE, 

JL/ The “Stellar Key” fa the phUosopi&al Intro
duction to the revelation# contained in thia book. 
Some idea of thia little volume maybe gained from the 
following table of content#: 1—Death and the After* 
Life; 2—Scene# tn the Bnmmcr-Land; 5—Society In the 
Sammer-Land; 4—Social Centre# la the Summer-Land: 
6—Winter-Land and Summer-Landi S-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate# in the Summer-Land: &—Voice 
from James Victor Wilton. This enlarged edition con« 
talna more than double the amount of matter In fan 
mer editions, and la enriched by a beautiful front!* 
6fece, illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 

ody." Cloth 78 cenu. Postage 5 cents. For sale 
at this office. . - _ —___ .

SOMETHING GOOD.
J/IE WS OF O UR HE A VENL V HOME, 
v ' A Sequel to “ A Stellar Kev.” Hluur&ted. Thli 

work 1# not merely descriptive or what the author cal]« 
the “ Summer-Land,” but It I# Illustrated with din« 
gram# of celestial objects anti views ot different por* 
tlona of the Celestial Home, Mr. Davis bains only the 
clairvoyant or clearseetog instrument of higher and* 
stronger power. Contents: statements in regard to 
“individual occupation,” “progress after death,” 
“eating and breaking In the spirit-Hfe,“ “disappear 
ance of the bodily Orga-* at death,” “domestic enioy- 
menta and true conjuga. «alone,” “origin of the doo* 
trine of the devil,“ etc Cloth 70 cants. Postage 
8 cents. For tale at

f)UTSIDE THE GATES,- AND OTH. 
1/ er tale« and «ketebei. By « b«pd ot ,plr!t Intel, 
licence«, through the ratdlnmihl» ot Mar? There« 
Bhelhataer. An ejcellut work.; Friel ILS.

TDEAL LIFE IM .THE. SPfRIT-LAND. 
Zl GironImplratlonally by Hr«..Marli M. Hint 
You trill not become weary wUlolwidlM thia exci 
lent book. Price <5oenU. ..¡Ji -
CROMSOUL TO SOUL, B1I EMMA
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No. <0 Loomis St., Chicago, Hl.

OL(UjBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-five cents for Tub Pboobbbbivb Thinkbb 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those whnreeelve 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from «1 to «10, or oven 
more than the latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and uaefulncsj. The same Bug- 
gestlon will apply In all cases of renew»! of subscrlp 
tlons—eoHclt others to aid In the good work. Yon wfn 
experience no difficulty whatever In Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Tub Pboobbbbivb Tbinhbb, 
for not ono or them can afford tube without the valua
ble information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

1 A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Gents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we <an 

give you for 25 cental JuBt pause and think for a mo
ment what an Intellectual feast thst small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tbb Pbo- 
gbbssivb Tihnkbb thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
eentsl For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages ol solid, substantial, soul-elevatlng and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, eculvalent to a modi- 
um-aUed book!

-Take Notice.
GF" At expiration of aubacrlptlon, If not renewed, 

the paper la discontinued. No dJUb will be sent for ex« 
tra number*.

PF“ If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to u*, apd error* in addres* will be promptly 
corrected, and mleslng number* anppllad gratt*.

O" Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
It Is then sent, or the change cannot be made.
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God in the Constitution.
An Associated Press dispatch from 

Washington says: '
"Thousands of petitions have come 

through the malls within the past fort
night from religious societies and others 
interested, asking that favorable action 
be taken ppon thejoint resolution now 
before the House Judiciary Committee 
to insert the name of the Deity in the 
federal Constitution. Some of the 
petitions are several yards long, and all 
are numerously signed. They come 
principally from the States of Ohio and 
Pennsylvania. They are addressed to 
the two houses of Congress.”

There are always Congressmen ready 
to play the puppet to the church power 
and gain brief notoriety by presenting 
Its petitions. Repeated defeat does 
not discourage the bigots, but, rather, 
increases their zeal. That the country 
has Ijeen prosperous without this ac
knowledgment of God in its Constitu
tion has no force with them. That its 
founders declared that it was not a 
country for the especial benefit of the 
Christian Church, but as free for the 
Mohammedan, the Jew and the Buddhist 
as for the followers of Christ, is re
garded as a fatal blunder, which these 
narrow-minded priests are impelled to 
correct.

In some unguarded hour, at the close 
of a session, or attached obscurely to 
some other measure, they hope to crowd 
it through. Should they ever succeed, 
there would come a conflict they reck 
not of. Mark: It is the Bible God they 
want, whose son is Jesus Christ, whose 
third person is the Holy Ghost, and 
having these there is equal necessity 
of recognition of the Devil. The Devil 
in the Constitution would be a fitting 
complement to the Devil in the laws, 
made for selfish purposes; to rob one 
class for the benefit of another, and 
make life a burden to the many, that 
the few may wantonly waste. Having 
these, the Bible must be declared 
by law to be the supreme word of God, 
and the ministers of the gospel its infal
lible interpreters.

Then we shall have returned to the 
ideal times of the bigot, when God is 
everything, and man created only to be 
his slave and do the bidding of the 
priests. ’

There are object-lessons of what such 
a government is, and what it makes of 
its subjects. Spain is an instance where 
long-continued torture and death de
stroyed the best thinkers and sup
pressed their progressive thoughts; 
allowed the tamely-obedlent to increase, 
until superstition became inherited, and 
resistance and advancement ceased.

Not until Italy shook off this vampire, 
which drank its bravest blood, did she 
begin her advancement from the state 
of beggary and brigandage to which it 
had reduced that once glorious nation.

It is easy for the churches to send up 
cartloads of petitions, for the ministers 
have only to transcribe their church 
lists and Sunday-school rolls, without the 
trouble of consulting each individual. A 
million names can be rolled up, or two 
Or three millions, to order.

It behooves the lover of freedom to be 
vigilant, and when the hour of immi
nent danger comes to be in readiness.

That Manna.
In order to explain or gloss over the 

miracle of the manna which fed the Is
raelites, commentators have supposed 
that it was the same as that of com
merce, which is a yellowish-white sweet 
gum from a species of ash tree growing 
in Italy and Sicily. The quantity is 
limited, and as a food it would be one of 
the most undesirable. Admitting that 
it was a natural product, the manna 
which is said to have fallen on 
a single day was more than the nat
ural product since the creation. The 
•falling of the manna was a miracle, or 
it was nothing. The issue must be fairly 
met, and the argument based on the 
declaration of the Bible. The story is 
simply unbelievable, and a child’s tale, 
like that of Jack the Giant-Killer, or 
Jack and the Beanstalk.

. - -- - -------j' .---T--- ;-- --------- ------
A Temperance Note.

Spiritualists believe in temperance. 
They may not go to the extreme of 
prohibition—the substitution of force for 
moral power—but not a true believer 
but regards temperance in all things 
as essential to the true conduct of life. 
They look on the vice of the drink 
habit from a physiological rather than 
moral standpoint, and deal with the 
causes which bring it about. Improper 
and scanty food is the cause of nine- 
tenths of the intemperance of the land. 
This, connected with overwork of muscle 
and brain—the over-strain on the vitality 
—creates the thirst for stimulants.

When the dinner of millions of hardest 
laborers contains nothing better than 
nondescript sausage and baker’s bread 
from which the life ‘Is fermented, the 
gnawing hunger , such diet does not ap
pease will seek gratification in alcoholic 
beverages. Workmen will demand 
“beer time”—an intermission when 
they can send out for beer, and often 
when the day’s work is over they will 
indulge in stronger stimulants, So long 
as the workmen are badly fed, the 
brewery will be the sure road to wealth.

Nutritious food of the right kind, in 
its variety balanced as to its ingredients 
so that muscle, nerve, bone and tissues 
shall all be generously nourished and 
the vital forces sustained, is the remedy 
for the drink habit, worth more than all 
the Keeley cures, or invented nostrums. 
Let the wife whose husband indulges in 
drink add to the force of her moral 
suasion that of well-selected, well- 
cooked food, amt see that the dinner
pail has material that will satisfy and 
not create hunger.

Until she ha?- done this she has not 
exhausted the means she holds in her 
hands for reform. Nor need this food 
be costly, Fortunately the best food is 
the cheapest. Well-made bread, beans, 
peas, oatmeal, Indian meal, with ra
tions of meat, form a diversity rich in 
nutrition. Ail of these require as ac
companiment a small portion of oily or 
fatty matter, aa butter, or fatty meats. 
To this, as a relish, fruit should be 
added, as the fruit-acids are essential,

Coxey the Reformer.
In these days, thought is intensely 

active, and whether rightly or wrongly 
directed, makes itself felt in the briefest 
space of time. When a well-known and 
wealthy citizen of Massillon, Ohio, by 
the name of Coxey, proposed to raise an 
army of 100,000 men and march to 
Washington, to ask Congress and the 
President forredress.everybody laughed 
at the suppoaed joke as the aberration 
of a crank, and even the newspapers 
were for a time silent. Not so Coxey. 
With him it was not a joke, nor did he 
show any of the weakness of the com
mon order of cranks. He had been 
trained in business ways, and he meant 
business.

Coxey will march across Ohio to 
Pittsburg, where he expects to be rein 
forced by some 10,000 men, and then 
every town will furnish recruits until 
they reach the Capital.

This army intends to be supported by 
the country through which it passes. 
But the country may refuse its support 
and then the army will become nothing 
more than a band of marauders. What
ever may become its strength as to 
numbers, its purpose is puerile, and 
nothing will be or can be gained by it» 
demonstrations.

It furnishes, however, a lesson to 
those who will pause to read. It shows 
the seething currents of the sea of our 
national life. That there are so many 
idle, and so many who are ignorant and 
thoughtless that they may be led astray 
after the most absurd and preposterous 
issues, clearly shows the dangers which 
menace the national existence. We 
laugh at the so-called cranks, and 
mingle horror with pity at the deeds of 
a Guiteau and Prendergast, as though 
such were individual affairs, or national 
only as the victims are affected; yet 
deeper insight would reveal to us that 
they are of far greater significance, and 
indicate a diseased condition of the 
masses.

We are repeatedly told of overproduc
tion. Wheat never sold at so low a 
price; far below the cost of production. 
Wool and cotton are almost given away; 
yet with all this abundance, there is 
starvation—pale women, unable to give 
their children bread, and strong men by 
the million( begging for work to earn 
food for their nelpless families. Per
ishing in the midst of abundance, like a 
swarm of bees dying because a few of 
their number say they shall not have 
the honey they have gathered!

The people’s eyes are blinded by the 
politicians to the real issues. They are 
kept interested or amused, much after 
the fashion'of European peasantry, by 
their rulers. The inconsequential gov
ernment of the Sandwich Islands ab
sorbs attention, while the welfare of our 
own nation receives no further atten
tion than the passage of special laws for 
class advancement. We have been 
deafened by the cry of “Tariff Reform,” 
“Free Trade,” “Free Silver.” “Protec
tion,” and “Gold Basis,” until we have 
become partisan and olind to all other 
issues, led,«by the .cunning of dem
agogues, like dumb animals,to the altar 
of their greed.

The race of statesmen are dead, and 
their places are taken by pettifoggers, 
men of expediency and cunning

Such are the,conditions which make a 
Guiteau, a Prendergast, a Coxey possi
ble, and send an' army of nondescripts, 
ready to march anywhere they are led.

; Buried.
The House Judiciary Committee has, 

with but one dlssentipg vote, tabled the 
proposition for an amendment to‘ the 
Constitution expressing a recognition 
of God according to the orthodox idea. 
Though the schemers thus buried for 
the present, the orthodox cranks will 
doubtless feel that .they are called of 
God to resurrect ifi »again. Though 
buried it is not- dead—simply comatose.

The Ones »Who Save 
manity.

Potent Thoughts Clearly 
Tersely Expressed.

RELIGIOUS DOGMAS—THE DISCOVERIES, 
INVENTORS AND MECHANICS—TESLA 
—MARVELOUS DISCOVERIES--LAWS OF 
VIBRATION—BLASPHEMY:

We'again present one of Col. R. T. 
Van Horn’s remarkable productions as 
it appeared as an editorial in the Kan
sas City Journal. It will prove exceed
ingly interesting to all thoughtful 
minds:

There is no saving grace, no potential
ity in a theory. The Hindoo race haye 
been and are to-day the most profound 
metaphysicians of whose thought we 
have any record, yet they are a subject 
race, because there is no executive 
power in a hypothesis. The same fact 
exists in our own case—our religious 
dogmas have never made two blades of 
grass grow where there was but one. 
The hoe of the veriest clod is of more 
potency in practical life than the whole 
powers of scholastic exposition. Why? 
Because the man who knows the condi
tions of the growth of a potato and puts 
them in force is nearer God than the 
man who invents a creed.

So it is, as we run back over the his
tory of the race, we find that the men- 
who have emancipated mankind have 
been the discoverers, the inventors and 
the mechanics. These people have in 
a half century transformed the world- 
have been the saviors of humanity. 
Steam, electricity, steamboats,railways, 
telegraph, light, labor-saving machin
ery, have revolutionized everything. 
All these have come from outside the 
schools, from humble men. These are 
simple facts.

Now, what has been will be. We have 
our patent remedies for social ills, for 
political disabilities and for moral dis
eases, as well as economic distress and 
labor wrongs. To name them would be 
but to fatigue the memory. But it has 
been all agitation. We never go to the 
root of the evil. Suppose we had, once 
on a time, organized societies or parties 
to denounce nint-and-steel as a method 
for striking .light or making fires, or 
against the pack saddle as a common 
carrier, or the word-of-mouth as a pos
tal convenience? We might have re
solved and howled to the day of doom, 
for all the good. But the inventor of 
the match, the man who got up the lo
comotive, and the genius that devised 
the postofflee, the mail car and the wire 
message have been the men who wrought 
this transformation—the saviors in 
these directions. They have recreated 
civilization. x

Now we may just as well try to run 
the world on the old conditions in these 
departments as to hold the ethical man 
of to-day on the creedal lines of the past 
centuries, when flint-and-steel, pack
saddles and human pack bearers were 
the material forces of social economy. 
The man who wrote Pilgrim’s Progress 
had never seen a railroad, or instead of 
his hero going along with a pack on his 
back, like men did the transportation of 
that day, he would have been trying to 
work his way by free rides in “empties.” 
These two conditions describe the dif
ference between the hardships of the 
two eras. And they are used as plain 
illustrations and without any attempt 
at light treatment of a grave subject.

This is but a preface to a more practi
cal view of the subject. As invention 
and discovery have been the emanci
pators of the race so far in its history, 
the order of God’s providence is not 
likely to change in the future merely to 
gratify the theories of reformers. Agi
tation simulates thought and aspiration, 
and these active conditions inspire in
vention and discovery. We are the 
children of the planet, the product of 
its laws and the instruments of its forces. 
Common sense should teach us that our 
conditions depend in exact ratio with 
our knowledge of those forces and our 
use of or relation to them. All our pro
gress, that we call modern civilization, 
has been from our increased knowledge 
of them. The discovery of Franklin 
has led to a new world almost in the 
transmission of intelligence, the crea
tion of a new era in light and a univer
sal motor of power. So as to the steam 
engine and machinery. Franklin, Watt, 
Morse and those who followed their dis
coveries have been the saviors of the 
race—have done more for humanity 
than all the dogmatists since dogmat
ism was born.

Now, the wrongs and disabilities of 
to-day are to be cured in the same way. 
No political party, no social or other or
ganization, no ecclesiastical subtlety or 
pretense is or can be potential. It will 
be discovery and invention on new lines 
and in new fields. The forces of the 
planet will be made practicable in use, 
and abolish present disabilities, just as 
those already availed of have superseded 
the older methods. Are there any indi
cations of this good time coming? Let 
us see:

Take Tesla’s discoveries as to the 
electric force. A current of 2,000 volts 
kills a condemned murderer at Sing 
Sing instantly. Tesla passes a current 
of 200j000 volts through his own body, 
throwing streams of incandescent light 
from his person and actually envelop
ing himself and filling the room with 
light without a wire for .conduction 
even. He says he will soon be able 
to envelope himself in a sheet of electric 
light that will keep him warm at the 
North Pole without injuring him. 
With this discovery reduced to economic 
conditions by the inventor, what will 
become of the Standard Oil trust? 
Again, these tremendous potencies can 
be transmitted without the existing 
Circuit, doing away with trolleys, stor
age and sub-conduits. What effect will 
this have on transport for the masses?

And here is a still more startling pos
sibility. A young man, a simple work
man, who has not had the environment 
of educated routine to shackle thought, 
but another green boy like Edison, has

new investigators in the glorious cause 
of Spiritualism can find books, papers, 
etc., the whereabout of mediums, meet
ings, rooms temporarily or permanently, 
or any information pertaining, to this 
most important event of the nineteenth 
century, at short notice. Open, from 9 
a. m. to 10 p.m. Titus Merritt.

New York. . . '*

Pleasant Reception. .
Dr. Thatcher and his estimable wife 

gave the Mystics another pleasant re
ception at their elegant home on Aber
deen street on Thursday evening of last 
week. Dr. and Mrs. Thatcher have the 
happy faculty of always doing the right 
thing at the right time and place. The 
occasion will long be remembered by 
the many Mystics present.

thought out a machine in harmony with 
the law of vibration that seems as in
credible as the telegraph and telephone 
were when their first inventors mooted 
them. The basic idea of this machine 
is musical vibration. The theologian 
will tell you that this is no new thing; 
that the walls of Jerichq were crum
bled by the same force; but that doesn’t 
change the fact that Joshua used the-' 
occurrence to increase his power over' 
his unscientific followers. This boy 
lays no claim to any miracle in his 
machine. This age will use the fact to 
overthrow all despotic authority. But 
to return to the boy and the machine. 
The writer of the account, whq wit
nessed the wonderful experiment says: 
“The force produced through the ma
chine in an incredibly brief interval of 
time, by means of a fiddle bow, was so 
enormous that there seemed to be no 
way of measuring it, and the • chief 
difficulty in its practical application lay 
in the regulation of this force, which if 
directed full upon a human body, the 
inventor held, would instantly vaporize 
it. A single drop of water confined in. 
a ^hollow steel tube was resolved by a 
small fraction of this possible ■ energy 
into a motor sufficient to run an engine.

Now science tells us there is sufficient 
energy in a cubic, foot of atmospheric 
air to kill a thousand men if invoked, 
Vibration seems to be the method of set
ting free this latent or contained force, 
and the resources of the vibratory con
dition are infinite, that of musjq being 
simply one of them, and the one to us 
most readily available. When this vi
bratory motor, so to speak, is once reg
ulated, which is only a thing of in
ventive detail, it will be the simplestand 
most inexpensive way of doing all work, 
because no heat is required. And in 
the presence of such a motor, accessible 
to the universal intelligence—the work 
of our public schools—what becomes of 
the gigantic monopolies that now hold 
the masses by the throat through owner
ship of the coal in the mines ?

What do these things point to? Simply 
a wider knowledge ancLuse of the forces 
of the planet we live on and belong to. 
We find that instead of looking away 
out beyond the most infinitely distant 
star .for .the creative power, and feeding 
armies of idle men to tell us what they 
don’t know of that power, that our 
Franklins, our Morses, our Edisons, 
Teslas and like humble sons of the 
workshop are pointing us to the real 
seat of this power—Mother Earth—and 
that the miracles of discovery and in
vention are the real revelations of God 
to man, and that they are the real 
Messiahs of the race. Then we can 
understand and see, as though a great 
light shone round about us, that the 
nineteenth century has been the great
est Messianic 'period, in which the 
Creative Power has been revealed to 
man as never before in the history of 
the race as known to us.

But this revelation is not to be con
fined to a knowledge of our own planet 
alone, but we are on the eve of a cosmic 
knowledge to which that of the past has 
been guesswork. The improvement in 
telescopes by the invention of Gathman, 
of Chicago, an account of which, was 
printed in a recent issue of the Journal, 
by which the most distant planets can 
be brought to close inspection, is gojng 
to clear away a vast fog-bank from the 
minds of men and enlarge our concep
tions to a degree that no dogma born in 
the age of a flat world; concept can 
longer live in the mind of humanity,

Now let us sit down calmly ana try 
and think out the condition of the 
human race under the effect of all this 
knowledge. The utilization of the 
elemental forces of the planet destroys 
at once all monopoly and all ownership, 
direct or indirect, of the producing 
power of labor. The basis of monopoly 
today is the control of the motor power 
—the means of transportation. On this, 
too, hinges the monopoly of vast labor
saving machinery, coal mines, etc. For 
in all things economic heat is the origi
nal factor. Nobody can corner the air 
or the water courses of the continents. 
When other elements are rendered free 
in degree as these are, their use will be 
free and as economic in kind. The capa
bilities of the soil will not be lessened, 
but the access to it will be multiplied 
And cheapened beyond anticipation.

And after all, these are the only con
ditions, the only elements of human im
provement, happiness and salvation. 
We cannot even worship God without 
using the organs of the body. We can
not make known that our souls are 
saved without using the tongue, and to 
utilize it properly we must have had 
our regular meals and digested them. 
So it is that human happiness in the 
last analysis depends first on the normal 
health of the body, and this is the first 
duty of life. What we call crime is at 
bottom but the satisfaction of the de- 
mand'of the body in some direction. 
It may be a perverted or diseased con
dition, but it is that. The science of 
social life, of economic regulation, is to 
allow this normal satisfaction 6f natu
ral needs to every one.’, Then drime dis
appears because theris- -is ¿¿thing to 
gratify by its employment. To keep 
one part of society in idleness and 
luxury and another part in toil and 
want and then preach morality and sub 
mission to them is blasphemy against 
the common Father instead of worship. 
The salvation of the soul is in direct 
ratio—we had almost written ration— 
with that of the body, and all depends 
on the perfect freedom of each individ
ual to take care of it and save it for 
himself. The last and first term of the 
soul’s salvation is self-ownership. And 
this is to come when each one shall have 
his- just share of the store of our com
mon mother, as the air and water is ac
cessible to all organic life. .

Visitor of III Omen from the 
Spirit-World.

To the Editor;—“Everybody laughs 
in these days at the old story of the Irish 
banshee,” said a gentleman of national 
reputation lately, as he chatted with a 
friend or two in the office of the Conti
nental, "and I am not saying but that it 
was but a superstition alter all, though 
there is a little thing connected with 
«ny family that is a strange coincidence, 
to it call even that.

“Once, when I was a boy, I woke up 
during the night weeping bitterly, and 
when my mother came to my bedside I 
told her that I had dreamed that a 
queer-dressed old woman had come to 
me under a large oak tree and had 
warned me that my brother Leonard, 
who was my senior by several years, 
was going to die very soon. I noticed 
then that instead of calming my fears 
my mother listened to me without say
ing a word, and presently I saw that 
she, too, was crying as hard as I was. I 
asked what was the matter, and though 
she put me off I, did not forget the 
strange effect pn her that > my dream 
had produced.

“It could not have been a week after 
that that my brother came in one after
noon from school, and said he was go
ing to join a party of young people in a 
sleighing excursion to the next town. 
My mother was very unwilling for him 
to go, and confessed to all sorts of nerv
ous fears, very unlike her usual calm 
and self-reliant self, but my brother in
sisted, and at last went off, followed by 
my mother’s anxious eyes. Within 
three hours we received a telegram say
ing that he had been killed by the 
horses attached to the sleigh becoming 
frightened, and, running away near a 
railroad track, had thrown my poor 
■brother under the wheels of a train.

“When his mangled body came home, 
my mother met it, saying to her sister, 
who was vlsitingat our house for the 
day, ‘I knew it, Fanny; H-----here saw
her the other night,’ and for a long 
time I wondered who the ‘her’ referred 
to could be. I was nearly grown when, 
I again saw the old woman of my boy
hood dream. I was about to graduate 
at our home university, and was study
ing hard for the final examinations, and 
was sitting up late one night reading 
over some questions in<mental philoso
phy, when I dropped off to sleep in my 
chair.

FOREKNEW HIS FATHER’S DEATH.

“Then I dreamed of standing once 
more under a large oak tree, which was 
particularly marked about the bark by 
a ring about three feet above the 
ground. Here I was facing an old 
woman in a servant’s dress of the thir
teenth or fourteenth century, I should 
judge, and this old woman was telling 
me that I would see my father no more 
in life. I was a good deal worried over 
this dream, remembering my former 
one and its tragic sequence, but had 
ceased to think of it in the hurry and 
anxiety of the examinations, when one 
day old. Professor B. called to me as 
I was passing from one class-room to an
other, and asked: ‘H---- , isn’t your
father in Switzerland?’

“I replied that he was, for his health 
had failed so alarmingly for months 
past that he had been ordered abroad, 
and had been rapidly getting well in the 
mountains of Switzerland. He had re
cently joined an English party in an ex
pedition to Mont Blanc, and had writ
ten in fine spirits regarding the trip. 
Professor B----- said no more, but I
came across in a few minutes a newspa
per containing an account of an Amer
ican who had just been killed by falling 
down a crevasse in the Swiss Alps.

“No particulars were known or given 
by the paper, but I knew, oh, yes, I 
knew that the American was my father, 
and so it proved. I told my widowed 
mother of the strange coincidence of 
my second dream, and she replied that 
the warning would never fail, that it 
had gone with her through her life, and 
that her mother had told her that this 
strange phantom had also given her 
warning of every disaster she had expe
rienced. The old woman, whoever she 
was, was always accompanied in her 
missions of woe by the oak tree marked 
as I have said. The whole thing is a 
mystery to us, but it is'true, every word 
of it. '

“As far as I am concerned, this is all I 
know of it personally, though I have a 
cousin, the son of my mother’s only 
sister, who tells an extraordinary part 
of the affair. My own mother talked of 
this queer figure from dreamland, or, 
■wjho knows, perhaps from that of spirits, 
in her last illness, but she was delirious 
much of the time, and when she would 
seem to see the old woman in the room 
we set it down to her fevered brain. My 
cousin's story runs that when my aunt 
lay dying she several times addressed 
herself to this mysterious personage as 
if she was actually sitting beside her, 
and would appear to pause for an answer 
to questions she would put.
PLAINLY SAW THE GHOSTLY VISITOR.

"Her son, who was in the room with 
his mother, saw nothing, and endeav
ored to speak to her about it as if he 
know it to be only a figment of the im
agination, but she would silence him 
with a gesture and pursue her low-toned 
conversation with the phantom that she 
supposed sat near her. When the .day
light faded from the room Tom would 
have had lights brought, but his mother 
requested that the apartment be left to 
the twilight shadows, and presently the 
moon rose and lighted the room to some 
extent. '

“Presently, to mend the fire or to at
tend to some such duty, Tom got up 
from where he had been sitting and 
passed to the other side of the room, 
and, happening to turn his head, he 
looked across the broad sheet of the 
moonlight that came in at the unshut
tered window. He declares that he was 
notin the.least disposed to fancy such 
things as ghosts and the like» and that 
there, was no touch of superstition 
aroused by my aunt’s sick allusions 
about him on that occasion, but that as 
he looked across that moonlit space he 
saw in a< chair by his mother’s bed a 
dim figure sitting half bending towards 
the sick woman. •
. “Still staring at this figure/ and won

dering if it could really be there, Tom 
walked back to his first seat and then 
found that he could not discern any
thing whatever in the chair. He arose 
again and strolled back to where he was 
able-to have the moonlight between 
him and the figure, and from that point 
could again see it plainly.

“Taken in connection with the hour 
and the stories which we had both heard 
of this singular family possession, this 
being able only to see the phantom 
from the one point has made me doubt 
if Tom really was not deceived by some 
shadow thrown or distorted by some
thing in the room. But he contends 
that he actually saw the woman who 
acts as our banshee, and I give you his 
story for what it is worth, Altogether 
it is a queer coincidence, as I said be
fore, if it is nothing else.

“If the thing is something supernatu
ral, none of us have any idea who the 
woman could have been, or why she 
came like a bird of ill-omen to prophesy 
evil to a plain American family, sans 
castle, sans legends, sans romance. And 
I, for one, am particularly interested in 
why the oak tree should have come 
down to us in connection with the ghost. 
I would somehow hate to think that 
some doughty ancestor of mine had, af
ter the playful little manner of the good 
old times, put some faithful servant to 
death in a way in which an oak tree 
took a prominent part, but I should not 
be surprised if he did; indeed, I have a 
sneaking belief that that is the true ex
planation of the whole thing, though I 
am sorry that same servant is so unfor
giving as to take it out on me by bring
ing me bad news which, if she’d only 
wait long enough, would reach me with 
proverbial rapidity.”

The above is extracted from the Phil
adelphia Times, and illustrates the fact 
that the secular press is ever ready to 
publish any extraordinary occult mani
festations. Doremus.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Andrew D. White, LL. D., has a very 
fine article indeed in tbe April number 
of the Popular ¡Science Monthly, on “From 
Creation to Evolution—Theological 
Teachings Regarding the Animals and 
Man.” We make this extract:

THE DATE OF CREATION.
In the seventeenth century Dr. John 

Lightfoot, Vice-Chancellor of the Uni
versity of Cambridge, the great rabbini
cal scholar of his time, attempted to 
reconcile tne two accounts in Genesis by 
saying that of the “clean sort of beasts 
there were seven of every kind created, 
three couples for breeding and the odd 
one for Adam’s sacrifice on his fall, 
which God foresaw;” that of unclean 
beasts only one couple was created; and 
finally, that “heaven and earth, center 
and circumference, were created all to
gether, in the same instant, and clouds 
full of water,” and that “this work took 
place and man was created by the Trin
ity on October 23,. 4004 B. c., at nine 
o’clock in the morning.” Here was. in
deed, a triumph of Lactantius' method, 
the result of a thousand years of biblical 
study and theological thought since 
Bede, in the eighth century, and Vin
cent de Beauvais, in the thirteenth, had 
declared that creation must have taken 
place in the ' spring. Yet, alas! within 
two centuries after Lightfoot’s great 
theological demonstration as to the exact 
hour of creation, it was discovered that 
at that hour an exceedingly cultivated 
people, enjoying all the fruits of a highly 
developed civilization, had long been 
swarming in the great cities of Egypt, 
and that other nations hardly less ad
vanced had at that time reached a high 
development in Asia.

THE NUMBER OF NOAH’S ANIMALS.
As far back as the seventeenth cen

tury far-sighted theologians had begun 
to discern difficulties more serious than 
any that had before confronted them. 
More and more it was seen that the num
ber of different species was far greater 
than the world had hitherto imagined. 
Greater and greater had become the 
old difficulty in conceiving that, of these 
innumerable species, each had been 
specially created by the Almighty hand, 
that each had been brought before Adam 
by the Almighty to be named, and that 
each, in couples or in sevens, had been 
gathered by Noah into the ark. But 
the difficulties thus suggested were as 
nothing compared to those raised by the 
distribution of animals.

Even in the first days of the Church 
this had aroused serious thought, and 
above all in the great mind of St. Au
gustine. In his City of God he had stated 
the difficulty as follows: “But there is 
a question about all these kinds of beasts, 
which are neither tamed by man, nor 
spring from the earth like frogs, such as 
wolves and others of that sort, . . . as to 
how they could find their way to the 
islands after that flood which destroyed 
every living thing not preserved in the 
ark. . . . Some, indeed, might be thought 
to reach islands by swimming, in case 
thes$ were very near: but some islands 
are so remote from continental lands that 
it does not seem possible that any creat
ure could reach them by swimming. It 
is not an incredible thing, either, that 
some animals may have been captured 
by men and taken with them to those 
lands which they intended to inhabit, in 
order that they might have the pleasure 
of hunting, and it cannot be denied that 
the transfer may have been accomplished 
through the agency of angels, com
manded or allowed to perform this labor 
by God.”

Victory Again.
From Montana comes the news of an 

overturning effected by the A. P. A. 
and the P. O. S. of A. in Silver Bow 
County. Catholic commissioners had 
been running matters in the interest of 
the Catholic Church, sending all 
orphan children to Romish institutions 
to be educated according to Romish 
ideas. For ten years Romanists had run 
the county and schools. A controlling 
majority of non-Catholio commissioners 
and trustees have been elected. Three 
more good American citizens—none 
else—will soon be elected school 
trustees. The commissioners have of
ficially ordered that the orphan children 
be transferred from the Romish institu
tions to the State Orphan Asylum and 
the Women’s'and Children’s Home, and 
that they shall be educated in the pub
lic schools. Thus are some of the 
orphans rescued from the greedy clutch 
of Romish priests. Naturally Spiritu
alists and friends of the pubfio schools 
are jubilant over this victory.

rr, • •

DR. J. M. PEEBLES.
His Experience with the 

Doctors.
He Is Arrested, but Gains ‘a Vic

tory. .
Dr. J. M. Peebles, of San Antonio, 

Texas, prominent as a physiciap, trav
eler, author and lecturer, was. lately 
arrested by the "Regulars,” who were 
jealous of his great success in connection 
with his Sanitarium. The Express 
of that city has a spicy interview with 
the Doctor, from which we make a few 
extracts:

Reporter—Anything new, Dr, 
Peebles?

Dr. Peebles—Yes; and I am glad to 
see a reporter of the JJaily Express. I 
believe in newspapers; they are the 
great public educators of the country, 
But you ask for news. Well, I have just 
been arrested.

“For what, pray?”
“Well, while sitting here the other 

day, reflecting on my beautiful san
itarium in ruins, a paralyzed patient in
cinerated, a magnificent library within, 
roses and ornamental shrubbery with
out—all in ashes; and sadly mourning 
over the disappointments and sorrows 
and uncertainties of life, the deputy 
sheriff entered with a warrant for ar
rest; I having been (causes and reasons 
all concealed from me) indicted by the 
grand jury. Arrested for what? I asked. 
Malpractice? Have I unconsciously 
committed robbery, perjury, abortion, 
horse-stealing? Nothing 01 the kind. 
Listen: I was solemnly charged with 
not getting a ‘certificate from the board 
of medical examiners,’ or for ‘practicing 
medicine without a diploma.’ False! I 
exclaimed. False as the perjury of 
devils! And right here, let me say, as 
for going before a board of medical ex
aminers, I never did and never will. I 
defy all this unconstitutional red-tape 
business. Moreover, it would be in
finitely more appropriate for some of 
these liliputian light-weight examining
boards to come before me for •certifi
cates, considering the fact that I 
graduated and began the practice of 
medicine long before half of these medi
ocre doctors were born. But in pres
ence of this sheriff, warrant in hand, 
and meek as a lamb being led to the 
slaughter, I pathetically inquired, 
‘What must I do?’ Quickly Jay E. 
Adams and another well-known gentle
man signed my bond, and so I escaped 
pacing the rough dungeon floors of a 
city prison.

"Consider the facts, citizens of San 
Antonio. Long, weary years ago I read 
medicine, attended the prescribed two 
courses of medical lectures, graduated 
from the Philadelphia (Pa.) University 
of Medicine and Surgery and com
menced practice in the City of Phil
adelphia. Later I received a diploma 
from the University Hospital of Phila
delphia, and later still, I attended lec
tures and received a diploma from the 
Philadelphia Polyclinic College—a 
college for graduates only. I am a 
member of the New Jersey State Med
ical Society and of the National Eclectic 
Medical Association, holding diplomas 
from both. All of these above-named 
certificates and diplomas are framed and 
suspended in my office. Settling in San 
Antonio, I promptly registered in both 
the city clerk’s 'and district clerk’s 
office, being introduced to the latter by 
our present worthy mayor, Hon. George 
Paschal. And yet with this array of ■ 
medical diplomas (one of which was 
duly registered) open to the inspection 
of the grand jury and to all gentlemen, 
Iwas indicted without any hearing in 
my behalf—indicted and arrested, and 
why? Was it gross ignorance, was it 
vicious persecution, or villainous 
malice? The future will tell.”

“What did the court do with the mat
ter, doctor?”

“Do with it? Dismissed it—promptly 
dismissed it, of course, but, mark you, I 
have not dismissed the case. As soon 
as I can secure justifiable evidence I 
shall commence legal proceedings 
against those underhanded, sly, sneak
ing slanderers who delight to waylay 
and mislead grand jurymen.

“Consider further, citizens of San 
Antonio, a gentleman, a physician, 
comes to your city, who has traveled ex
tensively in foreign countries: who is 
the author of a(dozen volumes, one of 
which has been translated into Hin- 
dustanii, Norwegian and German, who 
held a United States Consular position 
in Asiatic Turkey under General Grant; 
who was one of the Northwest Indian 
Peace Commissioners, duly appointed 
by Congress; who was sent in 1881 to 
Berlin as a representative of the Na
tional Arbitration League in the inter
est of peace; who is a Fellow of the 
Academy of Science, New Orleans; a 
Fellow of the Anthropological Society, 
London; an honorary member and Pel- 
low of the Psychological Association, 
London; a Follow of the Academy of 
Arts and Sciences, Naples, Italy; a 
Fellow of the American Akademe, 
Jacksonville, Hl.; a member of the Na
tional Hygiene and Health Association; 
a member of the American Institute of 
Christian Philosophy; a member of the 
Victoria Institute and Philosophical 
Society of Great Britain, and who, since 
coming to San Antonio, has received 
the Ph. D. degree—Doctor of Phil
osophy—and yet was indicted—was ar
rested! Ye gods! Again I ask who 
were these sneak-informers, these vile 
slanderers, afire with envy and jealousy 
at my medical success and lucrative 
practice, that waylaid and misled the 
grand jury? Just as soon as the proper 
proofs and evidences can be procured I 
shall commence legal proceedings and 
compel them to pay roundly for the 
questionable luxury of slander. The 
Scriptures say that God ‘exercises just
ice and judgment in the earth,’and I 
believe in working with and helping 
the Almighty to execute justice and 
judgment in the city of San Antonio.”

“You seem a little sharp and pungent 
on some of our doctors, do you not?”

“Granted. I am an old physician, 
pushing a pointed pen for the press, and 
working an incisive, scathing tongue, 
if necessary, upon the public rostrum. 
My breast bears the scars of many a 
well-fought moral battlefield. The bat
tle is on. There is fun ahead for the 
people, and rich fees for the lawyers. I 
know all about the ‘code of ethics’of 
the American Medical Association, its 
present struggles to revise and recon: 
struct the instrument, broadening the 
rule of consultation with other schools, 
the proper attitude toward corporation 
physicians, medical contract services, 
etc., and I further, know all about these 
doctors’ laws, doctors’ trusts, and med-
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leal examining boards—all, all, bits of 
pitiable class legislation; and will not 
stand a moment when brought, as they 
will be, before the highest judicial 
tribunal of the country. Further, the 
doctors’ laws, so-called, are not, as pro
fessed, for the protection of the people. 
They are for the protection of the doc
tors themselves. They do not seem 
willing to stand manfully upon their 
own merits. No, they want protection. 
How long will these doctors plead the 
baby-act, saying, ‘Oh, legislators pro
tect us.’

“California had the good sense, as 
well as some other States, to appoint 
three medical examining boards—ec
lectic, homoeopathic and allopathic. 
But were I in California, a medical 
practitioner, I would not go before 
either of these boards, Why? Because 
I am a physician, a graduate from a 
legally-recognized medical college, and 
am so registered, and the practice of 
medicine is my profession—my busmess, 
and the Constitution of the United 
States does and will protect, me and 
every man in the proper exercise of his 
legitimate business. Further, I plant 
my feet upon the platform of personal 
liberty, insisting that legislatures have 
no more right to specify a certain school 
of medicine, or a certain kind of medical 
treatment, oga sort of. a side-show ex
amining board, than they have to de
clare that a man shall take a Turkish 
bath every Thursday, have his hair cut 
twice a month, and go to a particular 

-church every Sunday. The State has 
its province, but its province does not 
consist in interfering with the honest 
and legitimate business of a physician, 
or the private affairs of law-abiding 
pe°Dqyou Intend building.again on the 
West End foundation?” , , ,

"As yet I am undecided—undecided 
as to the future. My plans were so 
ruthlessly thwarted in the destruction 
of my sanitarium, rare curios and 2,000 
volumes of books, that I have not felt 
capable of settling upon a fixed plan. A 
thousand pleasant associations naturally 
draw me to the West End. On the 
other hand, Jay E. Adams offers to 
give me »large, magnificent lot or lots 
if I will build upon Laurel Heights. 
Mrs. Dignowity offers to give me four 
beautiful lots for q building a little east 
of her residence. Col. Mackey and 
others have made me similar offers, 
which munificent offers are exhibitions 
of a liberality and a generosity unex
pected, yet most highly appreciated. 
P "By the way, while I hold in profound 
esteem the few cultured, well-educated, 
liberal-minded and gentlemanly physi
cians of San Antonio, I look down with 
a dignified contempt, mingled with pity, 
upon very many of them. Within the 
past four weeks I have had three pa
tients call at my office suffering from 
mercurial salivation, Their gums were 
sore, their teeth loose, and stomachs 
highly inflamed. Shun, oh, ye people, 
shun these blister-plastering, calomel
dosing, drug-poisoning doctors. They 
experiment. They kill more than they 
cure every year. I wonder they are not 
haunted every night by the sheeted 
ghosts of the graveyards they so rapidly 
populate. And then, while administer
ing their drastic, poisonous drugs with 
one hand, they will rifle your pockets 
with the other. Dr. Bliss, who doctored 
¡tncL probed a pus cavity in President 
Garfield, instead of skillfully treatl“g 
the track of the bullet, wanted $20,000 
tor his mistaken probings and prod- 
flings. I repeat, as you prize the health 
and happiness of yourselves and your 
families, shun these semi-quack doctors 
as you would the dehsof adders or the 
rough, rocky hiding-places of rattle
snakes.” •

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short Items only will be Inserted ft 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure In publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local Interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that A few Unes explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
peat deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 
lines, giving a “general survey" of the gloM- 
ous work bring done.

Geo. 0. Stoll is now at Dayton, Ohio, 
and can be engaged for parlor lectures 
or public talk. He Is followed by Mrs. 
Stoll, who is an excellent test medium. 
He can be addressed for engagements 
at 231 W. 5th street, Dayton, O.

Referring to mission work among 
dark spirits, J. A. Harris writes of some 
experiences of himself and wife—both 
being mediums. He says: “Sometimes 
they come as if iust awake from a long 
sleep; asking whose place this is? and 
how did they get here? if they slept 
long? etc. Some are hard to convince 
that they are dead; some realize the 
fact and ask our help."

Mr. M. Bitters, a prominent Spiritu
alist of Rochester, Ind., writes: “On 
behalf of the Rochester Society of Pro
gressive Thinkers, I wish to express our 
appreciation of the work of Will 0. 
Hodge, inspirational speaker, who has 
occupied our rostrum during February 
and March. ' This is the second time

Mrs. Caroline F. Stevens writes: "As 
we study Christianity in simplest form, 
it .is impossible not to see how Christ 
tried to assimilate himself with the 
Father, as all were to be assimilated as 
children of God, of whom his mission 
was to teach. He gave no credit to him
self, was meek and lowly of heart, and 
through.his love to his kind endeavored 
to assimilate with all the love of God to 
the human race, that the yoke of life 
might be made easy, and the burden 
light. Nowhere does he. express him
self as the different religionists would 
fain have us believe; and why should 
we discard him? why not unite ourselves 
with him in our teachings, accept his 
tender words, and leave the creeds and 
the churches to fight out their battle in 
their own way; taking the joy from our 
belief that as Spiritualists we are simply 
proving the possibility even of his 
miracles, through the phenomena which 
even now is’ looking towards science to 
help us into clearer light in this new 
teaching. This church has endeavored 
to make Spiritualism disreputable; let 
Spiritualism develop its hidden spirltu- 
lity, and united with true Christianity, 
what will it not be able to conquer.”

Anti-CathQllc Bureau of Lectures.
Friend P. A. Seguin, who was for 

fourteen years a priest of Rome and 
who has been engaged for the past four
teen years in the grand work of reform, 
ation and progressiveness, has opened 
a Bureau of Lectures in this city.. Mr. 
Seguin needs no other introduction to 
the public or recommendation in this 
work than what he has done in the past 
fourteen years as a preacher, a writer, a 
publisher, and a lecturer. Since last 
January he has organized four councils 
of W. A. P. A. and A. P. A. He has 
addressed multitudes of men and women 
in Wisconsin and Iowa States. An ex
monk, known in religion as Brother 
Rupert and in the world as Harry A. 
Sullivan, has joined Brother Sequin in 
his noble work. Mr. Rupert is a young 
man,with a large experience in the Con
vent of the Holy Cross, Notre Dame, 
Indiana. He has been out of the 
monkish life for over a year, which he 
has spent in Canada. Re comes well 
recommended by those who heard him 
lecture. Both the ex-priest and the 
ex-monk will gratefully accept invita
tions for the lecture-field. All they re
quire is a hall and protection against 
Romish thugs wherever they may be 
found. Mr. Seguin will attend to the 
rest. Address Box 552, Central Park, 
111.

Brother Hodge has filled a two months’ 
engagement with this society, and we 
cheerfully bear testimony to his ability 
as a speaker and his character as a man, 
and can conscientiously recommend 
him to any society needing the services 
of an earnest and practical teacher of 
spiritual philosophy.” Mr. Hodge can 
be addressed for engagements for 
April, May and June, at 471 W. Madi
son street, Chicago, Ill.

Geo. C. Stoll, writing from Dayton, 
Ohio, says: “Incorporation papers were 
received here this week by the mem
bers of the society formerly known as 
the Library Association. Under the 
incorporation papers the new organiza
tion will be known as The Mystic 
Circle Association of Spiritualists. The 
petitioners were: Dr. D. M. Murray 
(who is president); John M. Clark; H. 
B. Swarts: Thos. Peacock; B-. E. Hauser; 
W. E. E. Kates (secretary); R. A. Boner; 
M. Z. Watson and Mattie E. Lawrence. 
The purpose is to organize, support and 
maintain upon a progressive religious 
and scientific basis; to establish and 
promote the methods of collecting and 
teaching the facts and scientific truths 
of a true spiritual development of all 
mankind in accord with the expressed 
objects and purposes of the National 
organization of the Spiritualists of the 
United States of America, and to con
struct such a code of ethics therewith 
as may be commensurate with the need 
of each State and local organization 
having like purpose in view, and co-op
erating with each by adopting such 
forms, ceremonies and proceedings as 
shall be deemed to best subserve the 
cause of what is now generally known 
as modern Spiritualism. Secretary 
Kates, who is an indefatigable worker, 
is also superintendent of the Lyceum to 
which the parents of the First Society 
send their children. A great field is 
open here for a unifaction in pushing 
forward the work which is hindered by 
too much individualistic authority. The 
new society promises to become a potent 
factor in this community, since its mem
bership is composed of earnest workers 
and substantial business men, who hope 
in the near future to place the society 
on a basis looking to aggressive work. 
The First Society of Spiritualists cele
brated the forty-sixth anniversary on 
the 25th with a neatly arranged pro
gramme, its pastor, Dr. Martin, having 
charge. Instrumental and vocal music 
and recitations enlivened the occasion. 
Remarks appropriate to the occasion 
were rendered by the pastor,Dr. Martin, 
and the writer. Mr. Charles Barnes 
was at his best, in the giving of tests, 
every one of which was recognized, 
three-fourths of them being given to 
investigatingvisitors. Mr. Barnes gave

Mrs. Annie Wagner is recovering her 
health in St. Paul, and finding warm 
friends and all the business she can do 
in her chosen line in the interest of 
Spiritualism. Her address is 607 Wab
asha street, St. Paul, Minn.

The Milwaukee (Wis.) Sentinel pub
lishes accounts of public seances' given 
by Mrs. L. A. Roberts at Fraternity 
•Hall in that city. A committee of men 
tied her hands behind her back and 
locked her in a box, with two locks, one 
man keeping the key. In a few mo
ments, as the organ was being played, a 
bell and harmonica were heard and 
soon the medium drew back the curtains 
and appeared with her hands still tied 
behind her back. The knots in the 
cords remained as tied by the committee 
and the box was intact as before. 
Again, under full lights, with the box 
locked and a clothes-line tied around it, 
after about four .minutes she was fount 
outside the box, her hands tied and the 
box apparently undisturbed.

Dr. F. P. Bitters writes that he will 
speak at Rochester, Ind., the first and 
second Sundays in April. He would 
like engagements thereafter. He is 
willing to go to any place to ido good in 
the cause he loves.

A. H. Maynard writes from Victoria, 
B. 0.: "The Spiritualist Society here 
spent a very pleasant evening on March 
12. Afy mother, Mrs. R. Maynard, has 
been visiting the Midwinter Fair at 
San Francisco; she also had sittings 
with a number of mediums. She told 
her experience with the phenomena; 
eight slates gotten from Mr. Fred Evans, 
the independent slate-writer, were read, 
which were very good indeed. A great 
number of the audience knew the Hand
writing of the spirit friends and were 
greatly pleased. One of the slates con
tained a message to myself; it was 
written on both sides and signed by my 
wife in spirit. My mother cannot 
speak too highly of Mr. Evans; also of

W. L. Gage, of Kane City, Pa., writes 
of many being seized with a spontaneous 
desire to investigate Spiritualism; sev
eral circles were formed and mediums 
developed. E. W. Sprague came and 
jave a lecture and tests. At the even- 
ng service many were turned away for 

want of room, though the hall will seat 
two hundred. The tests given were 
remarkable, and intensely interesting 
and convincing, The medium was di
rected to one gentleman in the house, 
with a message from his wife, telling 
him of his doubts and atheistic views, 
but now she came that the light of 
truth might dawn upon him.

W. 0. Potter writes concerning the 
Romish Church: “With unparalleled 
magnanimity the American people suf
fered this far-reaching religious an
aconda to wrap itself around our most 
cherished institutions, insinuate itself 
into the control of politics, and with 
its boundless untaxed wealth to menace 
and control our public schools. It has 
all these years been throwing cold 
water on the altars of liberty, until the 
American people have almost forgotten 
Independence Day, with all it means. 
It is now educating us to substitute a 
Columbus day and bow our headsand 
glorify a man whose highest aim was 
religious zeal and whose greatest ambi
tion was not to establish liberty.”

J. H* Sands, Jr., thinks that the 
anointing of Jesus by Mary was “of an 
embalming purpose.” We have never 
read or heard of a person being em
balmed alive, but if it will please our 
friend and quiet his nerves, we are 
quite willing to allow that such may 
nave been the case in the Instance re-

John Lux writes of a very satisfactory 
seance with Mrs. Ada Foye, at Brooklyn, 
N. Y. Some 159 names of departed ones 
were written on slips, which were folded 
and placed in a basket. Mrs. Foye read 
the names without opening the slips— 
in every instance correctly. While 
reading them, she turned to one side and 
said: “Here is a spirit giving the name 
of John Lux, and with him comes Mary 
Lux.” John Lux was his cousin (whose 
name he had not written), and Mary 
Lux was his daughter, whose name he 
had written. No one present knew 
him.

Mrs. Carrie W. Miller, one of the fore
most workers in Michigan, writes: “The 
Michigan friends are urging us to pub
lish a little Lyceum paper for the chil
dren, there being a great lack of 
literature in that line of work. We now 
have the project under consideration; 
have written to, and received favorable 
replies from many of the old Lyceum 
workers throughout the country, but do 
not feel justified in starting the project 
unless assured that it could be made to 
pay for itself and would be supported 
and 'patronized by societies at large. 
Our plan would be to begin on a small 
scale, publish lessons each week, bright 

stories, both for Lyceum children 
ier ones with poems, etc.; and en

large as it progressed. This, with Mrs. 
Emma Rood Tuttle’s excellent Lyceum 
Guide book, if properly conducted, ought 
to serve as an Impetus for the Lyceum 
work so much in need of encouragment.

with whom she had a

Dr. H. V. Sweringen writes from 
art. Wn vna Ind. : “I wish we had in

Spiritualism many more 
such men as Brother C. H. Horine, of

The Clergy Not Wanted as Lead
ers.

There never were truer words than 
those we find in a leading magazine, by 
a writer who has had large experience 
In organized work with clergymen. He 
confesses himself utterly disgusted with 
their inefficiency and impracticality. 
He says that if any one thing more than 
another was proved, it was how little is 
to be expected of . the ministers of the 
gospel. “Even in church movements, 
the preachers should be kept as far as 
possible in the background. Their help 
is valuable, but bn every committee, 
and in every progressive organization, 
they should strictly be kept in the mi
nority, if such committees are to accom
plish any practical results, or the move
ment is to gain permanent success.”

The clergy are too busy “saving 
souls” to attend to the practical affairs 
of this life. They are unfitted by their 
college training for business success,and 
their minds narrowed into too limited a 
yftngfi to deal with the wants of human
ity. The only thing they are successful 
in is begging—a faculty cultivated 
through all thé ages past, for the whine 
of the priést was as loud three thousand 
vears ago for the firstlings and fattest of 
the flocks “for the Lord” as it now is 
for the “heathen.” .

In all movements the çnest has ms 
place, and that is as chairman of the 
Begging committee. ...

a light seance in Mystic Hall for the 
benefit of the children attending the 
lyceum Sunday morning, which was 
highly appreciated by the people and 
teachers as well as the directory of the 
association. From here Mr. Barnes 
goes to Muncie, Ind., remaining there 
the first five days of the month.”

Moses and Mattie E. Hull have gone 
to San Jose, Cal., to fill a two months’ 
engagement there under the auspices of 
Dr. A. B. Dobson. All will join in wish
ing them abundant success financially, 
physically and spiritually.

Geo. Wolf writes from Spokane, 
Wash., that Spiritualism has had an 
awakening there, through Mrs. Flora 
A. Brown of Portland, Oregon, who has 
attracted large audiences, who have 
shown their appreciation by their close 
attention. The subject of her first lec
ture was, “Superstition, Faith and 
Knowledge,” which was treated in a 
masterly manner. The lecture was 
followed with spiritual and psychometric 
tests that were convincing. The fol
lowing Sunday the hall was filled. 
Questions from the audience were an
swered, and tests given—followed by 
independent slate-writing, which was of 
a satisfactory and convincing character.

Mrs. Jefferys, of Chicago, recently 
gave the people at Clinton, la., a treat. 
Mrs. Jefferys is a trance speaker, 
singer and test medium, and is good in 
each phase of her mediumship. Her 
controls are fine—but when “Shake 
Miller” is in command, his onslaught of 
sound common-sense—pith, point and wit 
—all coming so rapidly in broken English 
—is convincing and mirth-provoking in 
the extreme.

W. H. Bach has an engagement at 
Pender, Neb., during April.

your city; what a boom the cause would 
receive! Your readers will remember 
that we had in our city, a few 
weeks ago, quite a spirited fight or 
discussion between Spiritualism and 
orthodoxy; the Rev. Dr. Moffat, of the 
First Presbyterian Church, having de
livered three successive Sunday evening 
lectures against Spiritualism, which 
were answered by a few members of tho 
Fort Wayne Occult Science Society. 
The Spiritualists came out on top (as 
they invariably do), a fact which is ad
mitted by many of Dr. Moffat’s parish
ioners. Now comes a letter from Brother 
Horine urging us to print in pamphlet 
form the discussion for general distribu
tion, promising that he himself will take 
one hundred copies.”

M. H. Van Buskirk, of Buffalo, N. Y., 
writes: “Sunday evening Mrs. H. S. 
Lake, of Cleveland, Ohio, closed a most 
successful month’s work for our society. 
Her last lecture was considered the 
finest ever delivered from our platform. 
The subject was: ‘The Meaning of Me
diumship and the Necessity of Or
ganization.’ It is not within the scope 
of your correspondent to do justice to 
her discourse; it had to be heard to be 
fully appreciated. We are having 
large gatherings at our hall; it has a 
seating capacity of three hundred and 
it is taxed to its. utmost. Mrs. Lake 
has a strong magnetic influence, and 
when she speaks to an assembly she 
holds them spellbound. We hope some 
time in the future to have her with us 
again. On the first of April it is our 
intention to have anniversary exercises 
in the afternoon, and in the evening 
Mrs. Celia M. Nickerson will be in
stalled as pastor of our society by Geo. 
W. Taylor. We are in good condition 
and our meetings are progressing 
finely.”

E. R. Keech, president, writes from 
Rockford, Mich.: “While we are not as 
able financially as many societies, we 
keep pushing along in our own quiet 
and independent way, and let our Eight 
so shine that many are learning the 
truths of our grand philosophy. We 
hold our own little.home talent meeting 
every alternate Sunday, at which 
many good things are presented. Mrs. 
M. P. Berry and Mrs. Mqry Roberts, 
two writing mediums, frequently favor 
us with poems filled to repletion with 
noble thought. Mrs. S. Pratt, a healer 
and test medium, helps nobly to make 
our meetings interesting; also Mrs. C. 
Dockeray and others. New mediums 
are being developed, and altogether we 
feel that we are slowly climbing the 
up grade to higher and. nobler attain
ments. On Saturday and Sunday,March 
10 and 11, at our quarterly meetings 
we had J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw 
City, and he gave us some grand lec
tures. On Monday evening. March 26, 
Frank T. Ripley gave us a lecture, fol
lowed by tests which were acknowleged 
to be correct, or proven to be. Mr. 
Ripley made many friends here, al
though his stay with us was of only» 
few hours’ duration.”

ferred to. Let it stand, then, that 
Mary’s anointing of Jesus was ’‘of an 
embalming purpose” simply, and no
thing else.-

C. L. Siple writes enthusiastically of 
the grand awakening at Kane City, Pa., 
through the labors of E. W. Sprague.

Mrs. M. J. Crilly writes that after a 
successful season at Pittsburgh during 
February, Mrs. K. R. Stiles was en
gaged by the Allegheny society for two 
lectures. Mrs. Stiles was taken ill, and 
was compelled to leave for Watertown, 
N. Y. She is a good medium and her 
remarkable tests have converted many 
to Spiritualism.

James Wren writes that Mrs. Maggie 
Waite is doing a good work at San 
Diego, Cal. She has large audiences of 
the most intelligent people of the city. 
Her tests are wonderful, and she has in
stituted a regular revival of Spiritual
ism.

F. Corden White, the platform test 
medium has just returned from a suc
cessful trip South, His location in the 
city will be announced next week. He 
can be addressed for engagements in 
care of this office.

Frank T. Ripley has just closed a 
most successful engagement with the 
Grand Rapids, Mien., society. Dr. J. 
0. Batdorf, the president, stated to the 
large audience present that Mr. Ripley 
had given some of the most remarka
ble tests ever given in that city.

Taylor Archibald thinks Dr. Brown is 
right in his view that the teachings of 
Jesus are not adapted to modern civil
ization, and the reason is: Modern 
civilization is imperfect,, while the teach
ings of Jesus are di vino., and perfect, 
and far in advance of tne present status 
of civilized man. Society today cries 
“Get! Get!” Jesus cried “Give! Give!” 
Jesus taught the great .brotherhood of 
man; modern civilization-cries,Cain-like: 
“Am I my brother’s keeper?” When 
the world recognizes the teachings of 
Socrates, Plato, Confucius and Jesus— 
men who were willing to die for their 
philosophy—then will love, and not 
hate and greed, sit on' the throne. 
Love alone can uplift humanity into the 
religion of Jesus or Universal Brother
hood. The great mistake is in mistak
ing churchianity for Christianity.

Dr. A S. Hudson, of Stockton, Cal., 
writes: “There are many Spiritualists 
throughout this country, but, like those 
of other countries, only a few of them 
take or encourage liberal literature. 
A Mrs. Cooley has been speaking before 
our society. She began with a few 
hearers, but soon the house was filled 
and all seats occupied. That shows 
that the country is full of material for 
liberal inquiry. In The Progressive 
Thinker, number 224, is an account of

W. H. Eddy writes that Hugh R, 
Moore has been giving the people of 
Jacksonville, Fla., a treat with his 
etherealizing and trumpet seances, and 
some of the most skeptical investigators 
have been convinced, Eliza Lamb 
Martin, of Boston, has been doing a 
quiet but effective and glorious work, 
which will be of permanent benefit. 
Dr. Juliet H. Severance, who has been 
further South for a few weeks, will re
turn this week.

the power of a medium, ‘Gaza,’ her 
acts being 'duplicated by . one Brigg. 
There is one discrepancy in Brigg— 
where this little woman lifted by the 
palm of lier hand against the chair, 
Brigg did it differently. He got his 
energized thumb under the chair eeat for 
his lift. A few years ago Mrs. Abbott 
gave here in Stockton the same kind of 
public exhibit. An opulent skeptic, 
Mr. Gage, offered to bet $100 against 
her assumed powers. The bet was taken 
and the money put up. A week or two 
later the trial came off. Eight or nine 
prominent men of the city went on the 
stage as a competent umpire. The trial 
was carefully .and fairly, ■conducted, and 
Mrs. Abbott won the money..,-.Mr, Gage 
paid the forfeit without objection. He 
admitted her ability and his own mis
taken opposition. Mrs. Abbott lifted 
her load clean from the floor. Not so 
with Brigg. He merely tipped it over 
and raised one side only—as I read the 
article.

W. W. Rice favors fair criticism in 
the spirit of kindness. Let progressive 
thought be uttered rather than sarcasm. 
“If our spiritual speakers are controlled 
by the higher intelligences, they should 
be willing to speak as the spirit glveth 
utterance—whether on Spiritualism or 
on the dangers that are staring the 
American people in the face, with one 
foot on the ocean, the other on the land 
—with one hand in the United States 
Treasury, and the other in our ballot
box, controlling our elections.”

The new Society of Ethical Spirit
ualists at 44 West 14th street, New 
York, held a meeting on Sunday, the 
18th, in memory of Mrs. F. O. Hyzer, 
whose last public work in this part o: ' 
the country was done in thé hall. 
Many words of praise and love were 
spoken by Misa B. V. Cushman, Mrs. 
Austin (an old and true friend of our 
arisen-sister) and Mrs. Helen Temple 
Brigham. Mrs. Harriet Farnsworth 
read an original poem full of beautiful 
thoughts fittingly expressed. There 
were many friends present who will 
hold forever in their memory the life 
and teachings—always in harmony—of 
one who made Heaven seem nearer 
and dearer.

This society will celebrate the anni
versary of the advent of modern Spirit
ualism on April 8th, as the First So
ciety has chosen the 1st; and as it is the 
event we celebrate, and not the*day—we 
call this our Spiritual Easter. The pro
gramme is sufficiently attractive to 
please everyone. .

It could be circulated in the Lyceum as 
the Sunday school papers are, and the, 
; )enny collection could be made to pay 
or it, probably.” All who are inter

ested in this project should address Mrs. 
Miller at Chesaning, Mich. She is a 
noble woman, and if anyone can make a 
success of a Lyceum paper, she can.

Mrs. S. O. Scovell, who for the past 
six months has been giving lectures and 
public tests every Sunday afternoon and 
evening, and holding classes in psychic 
science every Tuesday night at Lodge 
Hall, No. 11 north Ada street, will hold 
her farewell meeting Tuesday night, 
April 3d. After which she goes to 
Brodhead, Wis., where a large class in 
isychic studies are awaiting her coni
ng. In addition to her class work, 

public lectures will be given every Sun
day at Broughton's Hall. Her home 
address, 282 West Madison street, Chi
cago, will remain unchanged.

Mrs. C. Partridge is engaged by the 
North Side society to give readings at 
the afternoon meetings during the month 
of April.

Chester Rouse, of Minneapolis, Minn., 
writes: “Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly has 
just closed his two months’ engagement 
with the Society of Modern Spiritual 
Thought of this city. He has made 
many warm friends here, whose good 
wishes will follow him wherever he 
goes. His closing discourse upon ‘The 
Forty-Sixth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism,’ was a masterly effort. 
He is scathing in his denunciation of 
priestly fraud and ecclesiastical domi
nation, and just in his criticisms of the 
petty arts of the opposers of Spiritu
alism. He is ever ready to accord to 
many of the Christian festivals and ob
servances their proper measure of 
beauty, and as a strong factor in spiritual 
unfoldment. He goes from here to 
Baltimore, where We bespeak for him a 
cordial welcome. The Progressive 
Thinker is keeping pace with the 
foremost thought ana scientific demon
stration of the age, and easily holds the 
first place in the hearts and minds of the 
Spiritualists of this city. It is the 
champion of truth and a terror to that 
climax of hypocrisy and intrigue, the 
Roman Catholic religion.”

Mrs. R. W. Bowman writes that the 
course of lectures given at Pennville, 
Ind., by Moses and Mattie E. Hull was 
very successful; the audience increased 
every time. All are anxiously waiting 
for the time when they will come again.

E. W. Sprague reports having re
turned from a trip through the oil 
country, speaking |in Lottsville, Tidi
oute, Kane City, Pa., and holding one 
seance in Oil City. At Tidioute he 
gave the first lecture ever given there. 
His bills were torn down, and when 
others were posted they were mutilated, 
and false reports were circulated. But, 
with all this lying and meanness, 175 
people turned out, among them the 
Methodist minister of the place, who 
wanted to see what there was in it. The

Dr, M. J. Palmer, of Toledo, Ohio, 
thinks: “Spiritualists like other peo
ple need to become more spiritual and 
less absorbed in the egoism of their 
cherished ism or dogma. Grand, pos
sibilities are within touch of Spiritu
alists if the subtile influence of the 
divine light and love of the soul of the 
universe shall bind them in one earnest 
longing for-the higher power whose 
light inspires and whose strength girds 
the loins of the world’s messiahs of past 
and present, the touch of whose master 
handsis never lost.”

A friend in this city writes: “A few 
days ago while talking with a gentle
man on Catholicism, ne told the ex
perience of a friend only a short time 
before. It seems this young man was 
born and christened a • Catholic, but as 
he grew older he left them and attended 
other churches. As the priests are al
ways anxious to bring back into the 
fold any stray sheep, they besought this 
young man to return to the church. In 
due time he made an appointment to 
be at one of the churches, and was 
received very cordially by the priests 
and conducted about the church. 
When they descended to the basement 
it was filled with fire-arms and ammuni
tion. He naturally thought that rather 
strange, and afterward spoke of it to 
others, and found there were other 
churches iu the city with arsenals in 
the cellar. The thought comes to my 
mind: What does this mean? If the 
sixty-three Catholic churches in the 
city of Chicago are arsenals, and the 
city government in the Catholic ele
ment, is not the time near at hand when 
the people should wake up to the fact 
that we may have trouble?”

J. Frank Baxter will speak at Wells 
Post Hall, Columbus, Ohio, April 8.

L. Storr writes: “I have made a num
ber of selections from “The Lyceum 
Guide,” which cannot be equalled for 
beauty of sentiment combined with the 
music: pages 14,18, 42, 54 and the second 
chant on page 65. I should say that the 
last two verses of that chant are sub-

meetings were a grand success in every 
place he visited. Mr. Sprague’s address 
is Newland and Forest avenues, James
town, N. Y.

Gorham Blake writes that “John 
Chinaman’s Turn at the Bellows,” pub
lished in No. 226, was written by a 
medium in New York many years ago, 
and copied by himself.

John A. Wagner writes: “The social 
held by the Spiritualists of Saginaw on 
March 21 was a grand success in every 
particular. We were particularly fa
vored with having with us Dr. H. 0. 
AndrdWs, of Bridgeport, Mich. He was 
in his happiest mood as he rose, and 
under the inspiration of Robert Burns 
gave a beautiful poem of greeting; 
after which, a fine address was given 
upon the subject of immortality, and 
questions answered, propounded by the 
audience. The Doctor is an eloquent 
speaker.”

J. M. Phillips writes from Eagle 
Bend, Minn.: “By invitation Mrs. C. D. 
Pruden, of St. Paul, came and gave us 
three very interesting lectures, such as 
all truthseekers love to listen to. The 
fourth evening she organized the 
Washington Union Spiritualist Pro
gressive Society, of Eagle Bend, 
with twenty members. Officers: J. M. 
Phillips, president; Miss Kincannon, 
vice-president; J. H. Strong, secretary; 
H. Michaels, treasurer. Meetings are 
held Monday .evenings of each week.”

Frank T. Ripley, the platform test 
medium and lecturer, who is engaged 
for April at the hall 77 Thirty-first 
street, has secured a room at 15 Bishop 
court, where he will give private sittings 
to those who desire, during his sojourn 
in this city.

Mrs. Jaques, a trance speaker, can be- 
addressed at 202 Indiana avenue, Wash
ington, D. 0., and Mrs. Compton an in
spirational speaker and psychometrist 
can be addressed at 736 10th street, N. 
W., Washington, D. C. They will make 
engagements together or separately.

“Parcells” writes that Dr. H. T. 
Stanley has done a good work in Mil
waukee. The Lincoln Spiritual Society 
has now seventy-five members with a 
charter from the National Association. 
The hall is crowded with listeners to his 
addresses and tests. The advent of 
modern Spiritualism will be duly ob
served, with noted speakers from 
abroad, and agood time is expected.

«
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itoHectlon of* FLOWER SEEDS 
vaS, FREE! An Unparalleled Offer by 
an Old and lieUable Pub« 
lltlitns House! Ths LadikP 
Waaw U » Ura. 20-p«., SO- 
column HluitriiUa Mifurns far 
talk« Md tbe i.U'Py 1» 
b de vokd to Uoriu, poemu, hdlea^ 

/«hey uark, home decoretion, houM- 
kttphg, feihlous, hjgiMie, jaTenlls 
iuJIuk, elUuetl», •> To lulrodiyc» 
thle aharmU)|r ladles’paper Into tW,0W 
home» where 11 b Dot already takes, ws 

eorv nuke the following upon
rtuipi cft'uly IS Cenle in tihtr or liampt, 

‘"A TlieLadle»’ World/or 
Three Months audio each subscriber wa will ata Kila

of Oholao Flower Seeds» ¿09 varleita, IDclqdlog Pansies» 
Verbenas. Chrviiuihemunu, Abler», Phlox DnuninoodU, Balaam, 
Cyprras vine, Stock», DigUalb, Double Zlucla, 1‘ioka. etc., etc. 
R.tuunkir twel.e t.ol.io> <b. ».(..Io. tur<« mooli, »ndIM. 
.utU. n>nli»ot Collection t.t Choke /lower teed., put up b,» 
flrit-da*»Bied House and warranted freihand reliable. Nd !uy can 
afford to mil» this wonderful opportunity. Wi guaxaotoo ayery 
aubscriber luaay tliueatbe value of money sent, sod will refund 
your money and mate you a praent of both seedr and Magudustf 
youMeuotMtbfled. Do Dot confound this offer with 
iha catchpenuy scbeuica of unacrupaloua persona. 
FFrihio-aoy. Don't put it off! Six aubacrlpuons and 
lix Seed Colleclioni »ant for <0 ceub.

SPECIAL OFFER! M 
cants for above offer, and naming Us 
paper tn uAtcA the »aw (hit adierliie- 

«• ““d('“• 
all tbe above,one racket of the celebra
ted. Harauurit. C.rnutl«» (bJM»«tf.. 
variety), the only Carnation that will bloom 
bom «ed tt. fir.l .em-ott- Il produce. In gre.1 
.bund«»«, u™, enuteltely fromui Hower, of lb. . 
moat brilliant hues, lu the various abodusof white, red, 
pink.»nd »orlepied, tally 60 per cent, being double, 
hot. beglu to bloom In tour moulh, otter planting, mid 
continue in great profusion until froat comes. This packet 
of Beedi b alone worth the price charged for the entire combination» 

ANOTHER GREAT OFFER! KM»« 
subscription price) we will send Tho Ladles* World for Oue 
Year» together with our magnificent Collection of Choice 
Flower Seeds above described, likewise one packet of the ex
tensively advertibid and popular Marguerite tarnation, Address t 
8. II. MOORE A CO..27 Pori- PlnPH. N«%rV«rt-. 

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SENNETT.
This excellent work treats of the following subjectil

lime; and those chords—well, I am 
satisfied if I never hear any grander 
when I reach the other side.”

The next quarterly meeting of the 
Saginaw Valley Spiritual Association 
will be held at Bay City, Mich., April 21 
and 22, 1894, in Odd Fellow’s Temple, 
Washington avenue. Programme: Satur
day, 2:30 p. M., conference meeting led 
by Prof. Geo. H. Brooks. 6:30 to 7:30 
P. M., reception to delegates and friends 
at the Temple. 7:45 P. M., address of 
welcome by Melvin A. Root, Bay City. 
Response by Mrs. Carrie W. Miller, of 
Chesaning. Address by D. P. Dewey, 
of Grand Blanc, followed by psycho
metric readings by Prof. Brooks. Sun
day, 10:30 A. M., address by Mrs. Martha 
E. Root, Bay City, followed by a special 
session for lyceum work. 2:30 P. M., ad
dress by Hon. L. V. Moulton, Grand 
Rapids. 7:30 P. M., address by L. V. 
Moulton, followed by psychometric 
readings by Prof. Brooks.

Prof. Lockwood speaks next Sunday 
April 8, at 2:30 P. M., at Bricklayer’s 
Hall, upon “Consciousness, thought and 
Mind, their Relation to Mental Pro
cesses.” Lecture illustrated by psy
chometric readings. At 7:30 p. M., a 
discourse upon the relation of conscious 
energy to matter. Illustrated by the 
telephone. Don’t miss these lectures.

Owing to the delicate condition of her 
mother’s health, Mrs. Jennie Hagan- 
Jackson would be pleased to engage to 
speak for liberal and spiritual societies 
near enough to Grand Rapids for her to 
go on Saturdays and return on Mondays. 
Terms reasonable. Her address is 399 
S. Lafayette street, Grand Rapids, 
Mich.

C. M. S., writes that the Spiritu
alists of Lottsville, Pa., secured the 
services of E. W. Sprague, who gave a 
lecture that was magnificent in every 
respect. Character reading and tests 
followed which were wonderful in their 
correctness. Investigators received 
plenty of material for thought. The 
mediumship of both Mr. and Mrs. 
Sprague is genuine and of a high order, 
and both are true, honest ana earnest 
workers in the cause of truth and right.

N. Florence Johnston writes that Dr 
Lucy Barnicoat is on her way to Cali
fornia, and will lecture and give tests on 
the route. She is a most estimable lady, 
a fine inspirational speaker, a good test 
medium, and a splendia magnetic 
healer—has cured eases in Kansas City, 
Mo., that had been pronounced in
curable.
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IX.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Big« 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of thia admirable work le 11,23. AU bOOkl 
advertised In Tub Pboobbssivb Thxhkxb are

For sale at this office.
VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Ism. By Epes Sargent, author of “ Planohette, off 
the Despair of Science, ‘‘Tbe Proof Palpable of Im
mortality etc. This is a large 12mo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
a great amount of matter, of which the table of con* 
tents, condensed aa It Is, gives no idea. The author 
takes tbe ground that since natural science Is con« 
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeab 
Ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically imparted, out are directly presented in the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to it, under the Ignorant pre« 
tense that it Is outside of nature, Is unscientific and 
unphilosophlcal. All this Is clearly shown; and tha 
objections from “scientific,” clerical and literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1B17. arc answered 
with that penetrating force which eiiuy argumentSi 
winged with Incisive facts, can impart Cloth, 12mo» 
pp. 396. Price 61.60. Postage 10 cenu For sale m 
thia office.________________________________

Origin, Development and Destmy 
of Man.

A Scientific and. Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: The Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
pies; Formation of ConeceDatlonB, Systems, Suns 
planets and Satellites. The Origin of Meteors and 
Comets; The Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man} 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge: How the Soul Be« 
celres Its Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ: The Summary: 4What 
Must We Do to Be Saved.’’ For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 50c.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

ZHIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE
beet Poem» of tbe author, and acme of ber moat 

popular songs, -with the mu«lo by eminent compoiera 
Among the Poem» which have attracted wide notice 
are: "Budding Rote," "Incident» of Life Under the 
Blue Law»," "Parson Smith'» Prophecy," "From the 
Highland» of Heaven," "The City of Sorrow,” "Solllo 
quy of Fulvla at Slcyon," " The Holy Maid of Kent, • 
-.to.

Tbe Musto includes “The Unseen City;" “Clarl- 
ael," a June Song; “We Shall Meet our Friend» In the 
Morning”; Meet U» at the Crystal Gate».”

Many of the Poems are admirably- adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the author In ber public read
ings.

Pnxss Notrox«.—Mrs. Emma Bood Tuttle Is master
ful In ber prolific poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Ga? 
JclJ’s brightest scholars.—Cbnnsanlng «.zgus. k 
rijted poet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is weU known as 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat- 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our waUs to recaU us dally to our bettei 
«elves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetic talent—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light She is 
one of nature's poet».—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, sotting itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel Is exquisitely beautiful—D. D. 
Home.

The volume contains 225 pages, is beautifully printed 
wd bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gilt. Pric. 
11.50, post-paid.

F or sale at tbit office, g .

WAS
LlNCOLTf

A SPIRITUALIST?
-0R-

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

—BY—
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

This book wllfbe found peculiar, curious, stgrtUngl 
—more eo than any work iaaued since Uncle Torn1» 
Cabin. It breathe» forgotten whlepera which the ruat 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deala 
with high official private life during the most moment* 
one period In American History, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and mon understood— 
"Abbaham Linooln."

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp. 264, ilASOf 
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.
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RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Masi,Chicago* 
TOOUND IN CLOIH WITH GOLD 

LJ ilde, and containing 820 pages. Thli splendid 
book, just Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
ture» upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cle» from ration» newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contain» all the old Temple lecture» Issued 
In 1892, and three other» on the Huhxs 6oul, which 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder
ful book 1» unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price 11.25, poitpaid, to any address. For sale 
atthisoffin*.

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN
r teroonrse. Contents; Guardianship of Sptrltai 
Discernment of Spirit«; Stratford Mysteriest Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sound»; Concerning 
SymputhetlcSplrltelFqrmationof Circle»; Regurreo- 
tionof the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work hai been trantlated into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the home 
of Ber. Dr. Phelpi. Stratford. Conn., and similar case» 
tn all parts of the country. Thia volumn 1» the first 
from the author directly on the subject of “ Spiritual
ism," and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 

PoVago to cents. For Bale at this ofllcs.

•THE DIANKA f A ND THEIR EAR TH- 
X ly victims. By A. J. Davis. A work as Interest- 

Inga» It ¡»curious. Price 50 cent*.

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold,
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH 'was wrlten to 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and it, reincarnation 
tn a chain of new beings, whoee successive Itnki are 
unrolled In the bo»om of etherlal apace. "Bitoxd 
thb Threshold" continues on tho same lines on* 
larging and expanding tho Idea by reasoda and con* 
ilderatlons drawn from science ana philosophy; claim* 
Ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness tn the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of tho existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It Is Interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much wlU have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed in its perusal. Price ,1,25.

pSYCHUi 4THY; OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
i Ing. Being a series of lessons on the relations of 
the spirit to Its own organism« and the interrelations 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by tbe spirit of Dr. Benjamin Bush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora II V. Richmond. No 
physician should be without thia booh. No magnetic 
healer should bo without it, and no family should 
be without its valuable eld. It le a valuable all 
to the physician tn determining tho relation of his pa
tient's spirit to fta body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies are necessary to perfectly adjust the 
same to each other; to the magnetic healer It is inval
uable, because It illustrates the actual magnetic poles 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To the geu 
ersl reader It will prove a boon because It explains the 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the influence 
of food, raiment, and tbe surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth) 
11 JO. For sale at this offico. . •

'THE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL- 
J ism and Spiritualism Compared. By Mosoâ Huit 

A. wort oí raro merlu Price $1.00. .

'THE SCIEtfTfFÏC BASIS OF SPIRIT-
1 uallsm. By Fpcs Sanrent. A work oí profound 

research» bv one rf the ablest, moti of the 
11.50} pottAec in cents.
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The price of thia admirable work la 11,23. All bOOkl 
advertised In Tun Pnoonnaaivs Tmion are

For sale at this office.

'THE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL- 
1 Ism and Spiritualism Compared. DyMoBCSHult 

A. work oi rare merit- Price e|JM. . ,

OTra scientific basts of sftxtt- 
J. uallBm. By Epes Sargent. A work of prufonhi 

research« liv one of the ablest man of the Pried 
11,50t postAxa 1(1 cents.

'THE DIANNA A ND THEIR EAR TH- 
L Ir Vittimi. By A. J. Davit. A work as Interest 
lag Hit is curions. Price ri cent*. .
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with whom she had a

is

Sweringen writes from 
Ind.: “I wish we had in

Mrs. Waite, 
sitting.”

Dr. H. V. 
Fort Wayne, 
the ranks of Spiritualism many more 
such men as Brother C. H. Horine, of

leal examining boards—all, all, bits of 
pitiable class legislation; and will not 
stand a moment when brought, as they 
will be, before the highest judicial 
tribunal of the country. Further, the 
doctors’ laws, so-called, are not, as pro
fessed, for the protection of the people. 
They are for the protection of the doc
tors themselves. They do not seem 
willing to stand manfully upon their 
own merits, No; they want protection. 
How long will these doctors plead the 
baby-act, saying, ‘Oh, legislators pro
tect us.’

"California had the good sense, as 
well as some other States, to appoint 
three medical examining boards—ec
lectic. homoeopathic and allopathic. 
But were I in California, a medical 
practitioner, I would not go before 
either of these boards, Why? Because 
I am a physician, a graduate from a 
legally-recognized medical college, and 
am so registered, and the practice of 
medicine is my profession—my business, 
and the Constitution of the United 
States does and will protect me and 
every man in the proper exercise of his 
legitimate business. Further, I plant 
my feet upon the platform of personal 
liberty, insisting that legislatures have 
no more right to specify a certain school 
of medicine, or a certain kind of medical 
treatment, or a sort of . a side-show ex
amining board, than they have to de
clare that a man -shall take a Turkish 
bath every Thursday, have his hair out 
twice a month, and go to a particular 
church every Sunday. The State has 
its province, but its province does not 
consist in interfering with the honest 
and legitimate business of a physician, 
or the private affairs of law-abiding 
Pe“Dqyou intend building .again on the 
West End foundation?”

“As yet I am undecided—undecided 
as to the future. My plans were so 
ruthlessly thwarted in the destruction 
of my sanitarium, rare curios and 2,000 
volumes of books, that I have not felt 
capable of settling upon a fixed plan. A 
thousand pleasant associations naturally 
draw me to the West End. On the 
other hand, Jay E. Adams offers to 
give me a large, magnificent lot or lots 
if I will build upon Laurel Heights. 
Mrs. Dignowity offers to give me four 
beautiful lots for q building a little east 
of her residence. Col. Mackey and 
others have made me similar offers, 
which munificent offers are exhibitions 
of a liberality and a generosity unex
pected, yet most highly appreciated.

“By the way, while I hold in profound 
esteem the few cultured, well-educated, 
liberal-minded and gentlemanly physi
cians of San Antonio, I look down with 
a dignified contempt, mingled with pity, 
upon very many of them. Within the 
past four weeks I have had three par 
tients call at my office suffering from 
mercurial salivation, Their gums were 
sore, their teeth loose, and stomachs 
highly inflamed. Shun, oh, ye people, 
shun these blister-plastering, calomel
dosing, drug-poisoning doctors. Iney 
experiment. They kill more than they 
cure every year. I wonder they are not 
haunted every night by the sheeted 
ghosts of the graveyards they so rapidly 
populate. And then, while administer
ing their drastic, poisonous drugs with 
one hand, they will rifle your pockets 
with the other. Dr. Bliss, who doctored 
and probed a pus cavity in President 
Garfield, instead of skillfully treating the track of the bullet, wanted $20,00$ 
(or his mistaken probings and prod
iings. I repeat, as you prize the health 
and happiness of yourselves and your 
families, shun these eemi-quack doctors 
as you would the dehs of adders or the 
rough, rocky hiding-places of rattle
snakes.” .

Anti-Catholic Bureau of Lectures.
Friend P. A. Seguin, who was for 

fourteen years a priest of Rome and 
who has been engaged for the past four
teen years in the grand work of reform, 
ation and progressiveness, has opened 
a Bureau of Lectures in this city.. Mrt 
Beguin needs no other introduction to 
the public or recommendation in this 
work than what he has done in the past 
fourteen years as a preacher, a writer, a 
publisher, and a lecturer. Since last 
January he has organized four councils 
of W. A. P. A. and A. P. A. He has 
addressed multitudes of men and women 
in Wisconsin and Iowa States. An ex
monk, known in religion as Brother 
Rupert and in the world as Harry A. 
Sullivan, has joined Brother Sequin in 
his noble work. Mr. Rupert is a young 
man,with a large experience in the Con
vent of the Holy Cross, Notre Dame, 
Indiana. He has been out of the 
monkish life for over a year, which he 
has spent in Canada. He comes well 
recommended by those who heard him 
lecture. Both the ex-priest and the 
ex-monk will gratefully accept invita
tions for the lecture-field. All they re
quire is a hall and protection against 
Romish thugs wherever they may be 
found. Mr. Seguin will attend to the 
rest. Address Box 552, Central Park, 
ill.

THE SPIRITUALISTC FIELD 
WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC. Í

Kemember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short Items only will be Inserted It 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure In publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A few Unes explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting in a dozen 
lines, giving a “general survey” of the glofl- 
ous work being done.

Geo. 0. Stoll is now at Dayton, Ohio, 
and can be engaged for parlor lectures 
or public talk. He Is followed by Mrs. 
Stoll, who is an excellent test medium. 
He can be addressed for engagements 
at 231 W. Sth street, Dayton, O.

Referring to mission work among 
dark spirits, J. A. Harris writes of softie 
experiences of himself and wife—both 
being mediums. He says: “Sometimes 
they come as if lust awake from a long 
sleep; asking whose place this is? and 
how did they get here? if they slept 
long? etc. Some are hard to convince 
that they are dead; some realize the 
fact and ask our help.”

Mr. M. Bitters, a prominent Spiritu
alist of Rochester, Ind., writes: “On 
behalf of the Rochester Society of Pro
gressive Thinkers, I wish to express our 
appreciation of the work of Will C. 
Hodge, inspirational speaker, who has 
occupied our rostrum during February 
and March. ‘ This is the second time 
Brother Hodge has filled a two months’ 
engagement with this society, and we 
cheerfully bear testimony to his ability 
as a speaker and his character as a man, 
and can conscientiously recommend 
him to any society needing the services 
of an earnest and practical teacher of 
spiritual philosophy.” Mr. Hodge can 
be addressed for engagements for 
April, May and June, at 471 W. Madi
son street, Chicago, Ill.

Geo. C. Stoll, writing from Dayton, 
Ohio, says'. “Incorporation papers were 
received here this week by the mem
bers of the society formerly known as 
the Library Association. Under the 
incorporation papers the new organiza
tion will be known as The Mystic 
Circle Association of Spiritualists. The 
petitioners were: Dr. D. M. Murray 
(who is president); John M_. Clark; H. 
B. Swarts: Thos. Peacock; B'. E. Hauser; 
W. E. E. Kates (secretary); R. A. Boner: 
M. Z. Watson and Mattie E. Lawrence. 
The purpose is to organize, support and 
maintain upon a progressive religious 
and scientific basis; to establish and 
promote the methods of collecting and 
teaching the facts and scientific truths 
of a true spiritual development of all 
mankind in accord with the expressed 
objects and purposes of the National 
organization of the Spiritualists of the 
United States of America, and to con
struct such a code of ethics therewith 
as may be commensurate with the need 
of each State and local organization 
having like purpose in view, and co-op
erating with each by adopting such 
forms, ceremonies and proceedings as 
shall be deemed to best subserve the 
cause of what is now generally known 
as modern Spiritualism. Secretary 
Kates, who is an indefatigable worker, 
is also superintendent of the Lyceum to 
which the parents of the First Society 
send their children. A great field is 
open here for a unifaction in pushing 
forward the work which is hindered by 
too much individualistic authority. The 
new society promises to become a potent 
factor in this community, since its mem
bership is composed of earnest workers 
and substantial business men, who hope 
in the near future to place the society 
on a basis looking to aggressive work. 
The First Society of Spiritualists cele
brated the forty-sixth anniversary on 
the 25th with a neatly arranged pro
gramme, its pastor, Dr. Martin, having 
charge. Instrumental and vocal music 
and recitations enlivened the occasion. 
Remarks appropriate to the occasion 
were rendered by the pastor, Dr. Martin, 
and the writer. Mr. Charles Barnes 
was at his best, in the giving of tests,

The Clergy Not Wanted as Lead
ers.

There never were truer words than 
those we find in a leading magazine, by 
a writer who has had large experience 
In organized work with clergymen. He 
confesses himself utterly disgusted with 
their inefficiency and impracticably. 
He says that if any one thing more than 
another was proved, it was how little is 
to be expected of the ministers of the 
gospel. “Even in church movements; 
the preachers should be kept as far as 
possible in the background. Their help 
is valuable, but bn every committee, 
and in every progressive organization, 
they should strictly be kept in the mi
nority, if such committees are to accom
plish any practical results, or the move
ment is to gain permanent success.”

The clergy are too busy “saving 
souls” to attend to the practical affairs 
of this life. They are unfitted by their 
college training for business success,and 
their minds narrowed into too limited a 
range to deal with the wants of human
ity. The only thing they are successful 
in is begging—a faculty cultivated 
through all the ages past, for the whine 
of the priest was as loud three thousand 
years ago for the firstlings and fattest of 
the flocks “for the Lord” as it now is 
for the “heathen.” _ h

In all movements the .priest has his 
place, and that is as chairman of the 
DeHgiiig conimittos* ■ >

Mrs. Caroline F. Stevens ■writes: "As 
we study Christianity in simplest form, 
it is impossible not to see how Christ 
tried to assimilate himself with the 
Father, as all were to be assimilated as 
children of God, of whom his mission 
was to teach. He gave no credit to him
self, was meek and lowly of heart, and 
through his love to his kind endeavored 
to assimilate with all the love of God to 
the human race, that the yoke of life 
might be made easy, and the burden 
light. Nowhere does he. express him
self as the different religionists would 
fain have us believe; and why should 
we discard him? why not unite ourselves 
with him in our teachings, accept his 
tender words, and leave the creeds and 
the churches to fight out their battle in 
their own way; taking the joy from our 
belief that as Spiritualists we are simply 
proving the possibility even of his 
miracles, through the phenomena which 
even now is looking towards science to 
help us into clearer light in this new 
teaching. This church has endeavored 
to make Spiritualism disreputable; let 
Spiritualism develop its hidden spiritu- 
lity, and united with true Christianity, 
what will it not be able to conquer.”

Mrs. Annie Wagner is recovering her 
health in St. Paul, and finding warm 
friends and all the business she can do 
in her chosen line in the interest of 
Spiritualism. Her address is 507 Wab
asha street, St. Paul, Minn.

The Milwaukee (Wis.) Sentinel pub
lishes accounts of public seances' given 
by Mrs. L. A. Roberts at Fraternity 
•Hall in that city. A committee of men 
tied her hands behind her back and 
locked her in a box, with two locks, one 
man keeping the key. In a few mo
ments, as the organ was being played, a 
bell and harmonica were heard and 
soon the medium drew back the curtains 
and appeared with her hands still tied 
behind her back. The knots' in the 
cords remained as tied by the committee 
and the box was intact as before. 
Again, under full lights, with the box 
locked and a clothes-line tied around it, 
after about four .minutes she was found 
outside the box, her hands tied and the 
box apparently undisturbed.

Dr. F. P. Bitters writes that he will 
speak at Rochester, Ind., the first and 
second Sundays in April. He would 
like engagements thereafter. He is 
willing to go to any place to ,do good in 
the cause he loves.

A. H. Maynard writes from Victoria, 
B. C.: "The Spiritualist Society here 
spent a very pleasant evening on March 
12. My mother, Mrs. R. Maynard, has 
been visiting the Midwinter Fair at 
San Francisco; she also had sittings 
with a number of mediums. She told 
her experience with the phenomena; 
eight slates gotten from Mr. Fred Evans, 
the Independent slate-writer, were read, 
which were very good indeed. A great 
number of the audience knew the hand
writing of the spirit friends and were 
greatly pleased. One of the slates con
tained a message to myself; it was 
written on both sides and signed by my 
wife in spirit. My mother cannot 
speak too highly of Mr. Evans; also of

W. L. Gage, of Kane City, Pa., writes 
of many being seized with a spontaneous 
desire to investigate Spiritualism; sev
eral circles were formed and mediums 
developed. E. W. Sprague Came and 
gave a lecture and tests. At the even
ing service many were turned away for 
want of room, though the hall will seat 
two hundred. The tests given were 
remarkable, and intensely interesting 
and convincing. The medium was di
rected to one gentleman in the house, 
with a message from his wife, telling 
him of his doubts and atheistic views, 
but now she came that the light of 
truth might dawn upon him.

W, O. Potter writes concerning the 
Romish Church: “With unparalleled 
magnanimity the American people suf
fered this far-reaching religious an
aconda to wrap itself around our most 
cherished institutions, insinuate itself 
into the control of politics, and with 
its boundless untaxed wealth to menace 
and control our public schools. It has 
all these years been throwing cold 
water on the altars of liberty, until the 
American people have almost forgotten 
Independence Day, with all it means. 
It is now educating us to substitute a 
Columbus day and bow our headsand 
glorify a man whose highest aim was 
religious zeal and whose greatest ambi
tion was not to establish liberty.”

J, H. Sands, Jr., thinks that the 
anointing of Jesus by Mary was “of an 
embalming purpose.” We have never 
read or heard of a person being em
balmed alive, but if it will please our 
friend and quiet his nerves, we are 
quite willing to allow that such may 
nave been the case in the instance re
ferred to. Let it stand, then, that 
Mary’s anointing of Jesus was “of an 
embalming purpose” simply, and no
thing else.

C. L. Siple writes enthusiastically of 
the grand awakening at Kane City, Pa., 
through the labors of E. W. Sprague.

Mrs. M. J. Crilly writes that after a 
successful season at Pittsburgh during 
February, Mrs. K. R. Stiles was en
gaged by the Allegheny society for two 
lectures. Mrs. Stiles was taken ill, and

every one of which was recognized, 
three-fourths of them being given to 
investigating visitors. Mr. Barnes gave 
a light seance in Mystic Hall for the 
benefit of the children attending the 
lyceum Sunday morning, which was 
highly appreciated by the people and 
teachers as well as the directory of the 
association. From here Mr. Barnes 
goes to Muncie, Ind., remaining there 
the first five days of the month.”

Moses and Mattie E. Hull have gone 
to San Jose, Cal., Jo fill a two months’ 
engagement there under the auspices of 
Dr. A. B. Dobson. All will join in wish
ing them abundant success financially, 
physically and spiritually.

Geo. Wolf writes from Spokane, 
Wash., that Spiritualism has had an 
awakening there, through Mrs. Flora 
A. Brown of Portland, Oregon, who has 
attracted large audiences, who have 
shown their appreciation by their close 
attention. The subject of her first lec
ture was, “Superstition, Faith and 
Knowledge,” which was treated in a 
masterly manner.' The lecture was 
followed with spiritual and psychometric 
tests that were convincing. The fol
lowing Sunday the hall was filled. 
Questions from the audience were an
swered, and tests given—followed by 
independent Blate-writing, which was of 
a satisfactory and convincing character.

Mrg. Jefferys, of Chicago, recently 
gave the people at Clinton, la., a treat. 
Mrs. Jefferys is a trance speaker, 
singer and test medium, and is good in 
each phase of her mediumship. Her 
controls are fine—but when “Shake 
Miller” is in command, his onslaught of 
sound common-sense—juth, point and wit 
—all coming eo rapidly in broken English 
—is convincing and mirth-provoking in 
the extreme.

W. H. Bach has an engagement at 
Pender, Neb., during April

your city; what a boom the cause would 
receive! Your readers will remember 
that we had in our . city, a few 
weeks ago, quite a spirited fight or 
discussion between Spiritualism and 
orthodoxy; the Rev. Dr. Moffat, of the 
First Presbyterian Church, having de
livered three successive Sunday evening 
lectures against Spiritualism, which 
were answered by a few members of the 
Fort Wayne Occult Science Society. 
The Spiritualists came out on top (as 
they invariably do), a fact which is ad
mitted by many of Dr. Moffat’s parish
ioners. Now comes a letter from Brother 
Horine urging us to print in pamphlet 
form the discussion for general distribu
tion, promising that he himself will take 
one hundred copies.”

M. H. Van Buskirk, of Buffalo, N. Y., 
writes: “Sunday evening Mrs. H. S. 
Lake, of Cleveland, Ohio, closed a most 
successful month’s work for our society. 
Her last lecture was considered the 
finest ever delivered from our platform. 
The subject was: ‘The Meaning of Me
diumship and the Necessity of Or
ganization.’ It is not within the scope 
of your correspondent to do justice to 
her discourse; it had to be heard to be 
fully appreciated. We are having 
large gatherings at our hall; it has a 
seating capacity of three hundred and 
it is taxed to its. utmost. Mrs. Lake 
has a strong magnetic influence, and 
when she speaks to an assembly she 
holds them spellbound. We hope some 
time in the future to have her with us 
again. On the first of April it is our 
intention to have anniversary exercises 
in the afternoon, and in the evening 
Mrs. Celia M. Nickerson will be in
stalled as pastor of our society by Geo. 
W. Taylor. We are in good condition 
and our meetings are progressing 
finely.”

E. R. Keeoh, president, writes from 
Rockford, Mich.: “While we are not as 
able financially as many societies, we 
keep pushing along in our own quiet 
and independent way, and let our tight 
so shine that many are learning the 
truths of our grand philosophy. We 
hold our own little.home talent meeting 
every alternate Sunday, at which 
many good things are presented. Mrs. 
M. P. Berry and Mrs. Mqry Roberts, 
two writing mediums, frequently favor 
us with poems filled to repletion with 
noble thought. Mrs. S. Pratt, a healer 
and test medium, helps nobly to make 
our meetings interesting; also Mrs. C. 
Dockeray and others. New mediums 
are being developed, and altogether we 
feel that we are slowly climbing the 
up grade to higher and nobler attain
ments. On Saturday and Sunday,March 
10 and 11, at our quarterly meetings 
we had J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw 
City, and he gave us some grand lec
tures. On Monday evening. March 26, 
Frank T. Ripley gave us a lecture, fol
lowed by tests wnioh were acknowleged 
to be correct, or proven to be. Mr. 
»made many friends here, al- 

his stay with us was of only a 
few hours’ duration.”

W. H. Eddy writes that Hugh R. 
Moore has been giving the people of 
Jacksonville, Fla., a treat with his 
etherealizing and trumpet seances, and 
some of the most skeptical investigators 
have been convinced, Eliza Lamb 
Martin, of Boston, has been doing a 
quiet but effective jand glorious work, 
which will be of permanent benefit. 
Dr. Juliet H. Severance, who has been 
further South for a few weeks, will re
turn this week.

was compelled to leave for Watertown, 
N. Y. She is a good medium and her 
remarkable tests have converted many 
to Spiritualism.

James Wren writes that Mrs. Maggie 
Waite is doing a good work at San 
Diego, Oal. She has large audiences of 
the most intelligent people of the city. 
Her tests are wonderful, and she has in
stituted a regular revival of Spiritual
ism.

F. Corden White, the platform test 
medium has just returned from a suc
cessful trip South.. His location in the 
city will be announced next week. He 
can be addressed for engagements in 
care of this office.

Frank T. Ripley has just closed a 
most successful engagement with the 
Grand Rapids, Mion., society. Dr. J. 
C. Batdorf, the president, stated to the 
large audience present that Mr. Ripley 
had given some of the most remarka
ble tests ever given in that chy.

Taylor Archibald thinks Dr. Brown is 
right in his view that the teachings of 
Jesus are not adapted to modern civil
ization, and the reason is: Modern 
civilization is imperfect, while the teach
ings of Jesus are divine., and perfect, 
and far in advance of the present status 
of civilized man. Society today cries 
“Get! Get!” Jesus cried “Give! Give!” 
Jesus taught the great .brotherhood of 
man; modern civilization cries,Cain-like: 
“Am I my brother’s keeper?” When 
the world recognizes the teachings of 
Socrates, Plato, Confucius and Jesus— 
men who were willing to die for their 
philosophy—then will love, and not 
hate and greed, sit on- the throne. 
Love alone can uplift humanity into the 
religion of Jesus or Universal Brother
hood. The great mistake is in mistak
ing churchianity for Christianity.

Dr. A. S. Hudson, of Stockton, Cal., 
writes: “There are many Spiritualists 
throughout this country, but, like those 
of other countries, only a few of them 
take or encourage liberal literature. 
A Mrs. Cooley has been speaking before 
our society. She began with a few 
hearers, but soon the nouse was filled 
and all seats occupied. That shows 
that the country is full of material for 
liberal inquiry. In The Progressive 
Thinker, number 224, is an account of 
the power of a medium, ‘Gaza,’ her 
acts being -duplicated by one Brigg. 
There is one discrepancy in Brigg— 
where this little woman lifted by the 
palm of Iter hand against the chair, 
Brigg did it differently. He got his 
energized thumb under the chair seat for 
his lift. A few years ago Mrs. Abbott 
gave here in Stockton the same kind of 
public exhibit. An opulent skeptic, 
Mr. Gage, offered to bet $100 against 
her assumed powers. The bet was taken 
and the money put up. A week or two 
later the trial came off. Eight or nine 
prominent men of the city went on the 
stage as a competent umpire. The trial 
was carefully .and fairly, conducted, arid 
Mrs. Abbott won the money., ...M?, Gage 
paid the forfeit without objection. He 
admitted her ability and his own mis
taken opposition. Mrs. Abbott lifted 
her load clean from the floor. Not so 
with Brigg. He merely tipped it over 
and raised one side only—as I read the 
article.

W. W. Rice favors fair criticism in 
the spirit of kindness. Let progressive 
thought be uttered rather than sarcasm. 
“If our spiritual speakers are controlled 
by the higher intelligences, they should 
be willing to speak as the spirit glveth 
utterance—whether on Spiritualism or 
on the dangers that are staring the 
American people in the face, with one 
foot on the ocean, the other on the land 
—with one hand in the United States 
Treasury, and the other in our ballot
box, controlling our elections.”

The new Society of Ethical Spirit
ualists at 44 West 14th street, New 
York, held a meeting on Sunday, the 
18th, in memory of Mrs. F. O. Hyzer, 
whose last public work in this part of 
the country was done in the hall. 
Many words of praise and love were 
spoken by Miss B. V. Cushman, Mrs. 
Austin (an old and true friend of our 
arisen -sister) and Mrs. Helen Temple 
Brigham. Mrs. Harriet Farnsworth 
read an original poem full of beautiful 
thoughts fittingly expressed. There 
were many friends present who will 
hold forever in their memory • the life 
and teachings—always in harmony—of 
one who made Heaven seem nearer 
and dearer. '

This society will celebrate the anni
versary of the advent of modern Spirit
ualism on April 8th, as the First So
ciety has chosen the 1st; and as it is the 
event we celebrate, and. not the*day—we 
call this our Spiritual Easter. The pro
gramme is sufficiently attractive to 
please everyone.

John Lux writes of a very satisfactory 
seance with Mrs. Ad a Foye, at Brooklyn, ■ 
N. Y. Some 150 names of departed ones 
were written on slips, which were folded ' 
and placed in a basket. Mrs. Fbye read । 
the names without opening the slips— i 
in every instance correctly. While । 
reading them, she turned to one side and । 
said: “Here is a spirit giving the name 
of John Lux, and with him comes Mary 
Lux.” John Lux was his cousin (whose 
name he had not written), and Mary 
Lux was his daughter, whose name he 
had written, No one present knew 
him.

Mrs. Carrie W. Miller, one of the fore
most workers in Michigan, writes: “The 
Michigan friends are urging us to pub
lish a little Lyceum paper for the chil
dren, there being a great lack of 
literature in that line of work. We now 
have the project under consideration; 
have written to, and received favorable 
replies from many of the old Lyceum 
Workers throughout the country, but do 
not feel justified in starting the project 
unless assured that it could be made to 
pay for itself and would be supported 
and 'patronized by societies at large. 
Our plan would be to begin on a small 
scale, publish lessons each week, bright 
pretty stories, both for Lyceum children 
and older ones with poems, etc.; and en
large as it progressed. This, with Mrs. 
Emma Rood Tuttle’s excellent Lyceum 
Guide book, if properly conducted, ought 
to serve as an Impetus for the Lyceum 
work bo much in need of encouragment. 
It could be circulated in the Lyceum as 
the Sunday school papers are, and the 
penny collection could be made to pay 
for it, probably.” All who are inter
ested in this project should address Mrs. 
Miller at Chesaning, Mich. She is a 
noble woman, and if anyone can make a 
success of a Lyceum paper, she can.

Mrs. S. O. Scovell, who for the past 
six months has been giving lectures and 
public tests every Sunday afternoon and 
evening, and holding classes in psychic 
Boience every Tuesday night at Lodge 
Hall, No. 11 north Ada street, will hold 
her farewell meeting Tuesday night, 
April 3d. After which she goes to 
Brodhead, Wis., where a large class in 
psychic studies are awaiting her com
ing. In addition to her class work, 
public lectures will be given every Sun
day at Broughton’s Hall. Her home 
address, 282 West Madison street, Chi
cago, will remain unchanged.

Mrs. C. Partridge is engaged by the 
North Side society to give readings at 
the afternoon meetings during the month 
of April.

Chester Rouse, of Minneapolis, Minn., 
writes: “Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly has 
just closed his two months’ engagement 
with the Society of Modern Spiritual 
Thought of this city. He has made 
many warm friends here, whose good 
wishes will follow him wherever he 
goes. His closing discourse upon ‘The 
Forty-Sixth Anniversary of Modern 
Spiritualism,’ was a masterly effort. 
He is scathing in his denunciation of 
priestly fraud and ecclesiastical domi
nation, and just in his criticisms of the 
petty arts of the opposers of Spiritu
alism. He is ever ready to accord to 
many of the Christian festivals and ob
servances their proper measure of 
beauty, and as a strong factor in spiritual 
unfoldment. He goes from here to 
Baltimore, where We bespeak for him a 
cordial welcome. The Progressive 
Thinker is keeping pace with the 
foremost thought ana scientific demon
stration of the age, and easily holds the 
first place in the hearts and minds of the 
Spiritualists of this city. It is the 
champion of truth and a terror to that 
climax of hypocrisy and intrigue, the 
Roman Catholic religion.”

Mrs. R. W. Bowman writes that the 
course of lectures given at Pennville, 
Ind., by Moses and Mattie E. Hull was 
very successful; the audience increased 
every time. All are anxiously waiting 
for the time when they will come again.

E. W. Sprague reports having re
turned from a trip through the oil 
country, speaking (in Lottsville, Tidi
oute, Kane City, Pa., and holding one 
seance in Oil City. At Tidioute he 
gave the first lecture ever given there. 
His bills were torn down, and when 
others were posted they were mutilated, 
and false reports were circulated. But, 
with all this lying and meanness, 175 
people turned out, among them the 
Methodist minister of the place, who 
wanted to see what there was in it. The 
meetings were a grand success in every 
place he visited. Mr. Sprague’s address 
is Newland and Forest avenues, James
town, N. Y.

Gorham Blake writes that “John 
Chinaman’s Turn at the Bellows,” pub
lished in No. 226, was written by a 
medium in New York many years ago, 
and copied by himself.

John A. Wagner writes: “The social 
held by the Spiritualists of Saginaw on 
March 21 was a grand success in every 
particular. We were particularly fa
vored with having with us Dr. H. C. 
Androvs, of Bridgeport, Mich. H&was 
in his happiest mood as he rose, and 
under the inspiration of Robert Burns 
gave a beautiful poem of greeting; 
after which, a fine address was given 
upon the subject of immortality, and 
questions answered, propounded by the 
audience. The Doctor is an eloquent 
speaker.”

J. M. Phillips writes from Eagle 
Bend, Minn.: “By invitation Mrs. C. D. 
Pruden, of St. Paul, came and gave us 
three very interesting lectures, such as 
all truthseekers love to listen to. The 
fourth evening she organized the 
Washington Union Spiritualist Pro
gressive Society, of Eagle Bend, 
with twenty members. Officers: J. M.

1 Phillips, president; Miss Kincannon, 
vice-president; J. H. Strong, secretary; 
H. Michaels, treasurer. Meetings are 
held Monday .evenings of each week.”

Frank T. Ripley, the platform test 
1 medium and lecturer, who is engaged 

for April at the hall 77 Thirty-first 
Btreet, has secured a room at 15 Bishop 
court, where he will give private sittings 

1 to those who desire, during his sojourn 
, In this city.

Dr. M. J. Palmer, of Toledo, Ohio, 
thinks: "Spiritualists like other peo
ple need to become more spiritual and 
less absorbed in the egoism of their 
cherished ism or dogma. Grand pos
sibilities are within touch of Spiritu
alists if the subtile influence of the 
divine light and love of the soul of the 
universe shall bind them in one earnest 
longing for.the higher power whose 
light inspires and whose strength girds 
the loins of the world’s messiahs of past 
and present, the touch of whose master 
hands is never lost.”

A friend in this city writes: “A few 
days ago'while talking with a gentle
man on Catholicism, ne told the ex
perience of a friend only a short time 
before. It seems this young man was 
born and christened a • Catholic, but as 
he grew older he left them and attended 
other churches, As the priests are al
ways anxious to bring back into the 
fold any stray sheep, they besought this 
young man to return to the church. In 
due time he made an appointment to 
be at one of the churches, and was 
received very cordially by the priests 
and conducted about the church. 
When they descended to the basement 
it was filled with fire-arms and ammuni
tion. He naturally thought that rather 
strange, and afterward spoke of it to 
others, and found there were other 
churches iu the city with arsenals in 
the cellar. The thought comes to my 
mind: What does this mean? If the 
sixty-three Catholic churches in the 
city of Chicago are arsenals, and the 
city government in the Catholic ele
ment, Is not the time near at hand when 
the people should wake up to the fact 
that we may have trouble?”

J. Frank Baxter will speak at Wells 
Post Hall, Columbus, Ohio, April 8.

L. Storr writes: “I have made a num
ber of selections from "The Lyceum 
Guide,” which cannot be equalled for 
beauty of sentiment combined with the 
music: pages 14,18, 42, 54 and the second 
chant on page 65. I should say that the 
last two verses of that chant are sub
lime; and those chords—well, I am 
satisfied if I never hear any grander 
when I reach the other side.”

The next quarterly meeting of the 
Saginaw Valley Spiritual Association 
will beheld at Bay City, Mich., April 21 
and 22, 1894, in Odd Fellow’s Temple, 
Washington avenue. Programme: Satur
day, 2:30 p. M., conference meeting led 
by Prof. Geo. H. Brooks. 6:30 to 7:30 
p. M., reception to delegates and friends 
at the Temple. 7:45 P. M., address of 
welcome by Melvin A. Root, Bay City. 
Response by Mrs. Carrie W. Miller, of 
Chesaning. Address by D. P. Dewey, 
of Grand Blanc, followed by psycho
metric readings by Prof. Brooks. Sun
day, 10:30 A. M., address by Mrs. Martha 
E. Root, Bay City, followed by a special 
session for lyceum work. 2:30 P. M., ad
dress by Hon. L. V. Moulton, Grand 
Rapids. 7:30 P. M., address by L. V. 
Moulton, followed by psychometric 
readings by Prof. Brooks.

Prof. Lockwood speaks next Sunday 
April 8, at 2:30 P. M., at Bricklayer’s 
Hall, upon “Consciousness, thought and 
Mind, their Relation to Mental Pro
cesses.” Lecture illustrated by psy
chometric readings. At 7:30 p. M;, a 
discourse upon the relation of conscious 
energy to matter. Illustrated by the 
telephone. Don’t miss these lectures.

Owing to the delicate condition of her 
mother’s health, Mrs. Jennie Hagan- 
Jackson would be pleased to engage to 
speak for liberal and spiritual societies 
near enough to Grand Rapids for her to 
go on Saturdays and return on Mondays. 
Terms reasonable. Her address is 399 
S. Lafayette street, Grand Rapids, 
Mich.

C. M. S., writes that the Spiritu
alists of Lottsville, Pa., secured the 
services of E. W. Sprague, who gave a 
lecture that was magnificent in every 
respect. Character reading and tests 
followed which were wonderful in their 
correctness. Investigators received 
plenty of material for thought. The 
mediumsnip of both Mr. and Mrs. 
Sprague is genuine and of a high order, 
and both are true, honest ana earnest 
workers in the cause Of truth and right.

N. Florence Johnston writes that Dr 
Lucy Barnicoat is on her way to Cali
fornia, and will lecture and give tests on 
the route. She is a most estimable lady, 
a fine inspirational speaker, a good test 
medium, and a splendid magnetic 
healer—has cured eases in Kansas City, 
Mo., that had been pronounced in
curable.
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Mesmeric Practice.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 

kJ fsm. By Epes SargenL author of “ Pianchette, or 
the Despair of Science?’ “ The Proof Palpable of Im« 
mortality," etc. This Is a large 12mo of S72 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
o great amount of matter, of which the table of con* 
tents, condensed as It Is, gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science is con* 
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal, 
Ing to our sense-perceptions, and which arc not only 
historically Imparted, dul are directly presented in the \ 
Irresistible form ot dally demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sei- : 
ence, and all opposition to it, under the Ignorant pre* ■ 
tense that It Is outside of nature. Is unscientific and 
unphllosophlcal. AU this is clearly shown; and the 
objections from "scientific,” clerical and literary do* 
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 181?. are answered 
with that penetrating force which cully arguments» 
winged with Incisive facts, can impart Cloth, 12mo> 
pp. 396. Price 11.50. postage 10 cenft\k For Mie m 
this office._______________________ a

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contints: The Beginning!; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Suns 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin or Meteors and 
Comets; The Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—Els Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge: How the Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ: The Summary: “What 
Must We Do to Be Saved.’* For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 50c.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

7'HIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE
beat Poems of the author, and some at her most 

popular souks, with the mualo by eminent composers. 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
are: "Budding Bose," “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Lews,” "Parson Smith's Prophecy," "From ths 
Highlands of Heaven,” “The City of Sorrow," " Solllo 
quy of Fulvla at Btcjon," “ The Holy Maid of Kent, • 
etc.

The Musto Includes “The Unseen City;" "Clsrl- 
jcl," a June Song: “Wo Shall Meet our Friends in the 
Morning”; Meet Us at the Crystal Gates.”

Many of the Poems are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were need by the author in her public read
ings.

Press Honor«.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle is master
ful In her prolific poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gar 
Held's brightest scholars.—Chanaaning wgua. k 
IU— poet, wboae wrlttnga are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle la well known aa 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walla to recall us dally to our bettei 
selves.—Heater M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun
dant talent and veraatlltty.—Banner of Light. She la 
one of nature'a poeta.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting ttself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mra. Bara A. 
Underwood. Claribel la exquisitely beautiful—D, D. 
Home.

The volume contains 225 pages, la beautifully printed 
wd bound, and fiuntahea a fine Holiday Gut. Pries 
11.50, post-paid.

For aale at thia office. - .

Mrs. Jaques, a trance speaker, can he- 
addressed at 202 Indiana avenue, Wash
ington, D. 0., and Mrs. Compton an in
spirational speaker and psychometrist 
can be addressed at 736 10th street, N. 
W., Washington, ,D. C. They will make 
engagements together or separately.

“Parcells" writes that Dr. H. T. 
Stanley has done a good work in Mil
waukee. The Lincoln Spiritual Society 
has now seventy-five members with a 
charter from the National Association. 
The hall is crowded, with listeners to his 
addresses and tests. The advent of 
modern Spiritualism will be duly ob
served, with noted> speakers from 
abroad, and a good time is expected.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By 0. H. RICHMOND, 

G. M* of the Order of the Magi, Chicago- 
ROUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
JJ aide, and containing 820 page«. Thia splendid 
book, just issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cle« from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
tn 1892, and three others on the Humas Bool, which 
are alone worth the price of the book. This wonder
ful book is unique ae an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price «1.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale 
atthlaofilo*.

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN

tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of Spirits) 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries: Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
?ympathetlc6plrlUi_FqmiatIon of Circles: Resurreo- 

Ion of the Dead; A voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work has been transited Into the 
French and German. It contains An account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the bouse 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn.; and similar cases 
tn all pans of the country. This volnmn is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of “ Spiritual
ism,"and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 

.■UN Pottw tn cents. For sale nt thia offles.

WAS 
iWW LINCOLN 

A SPIRITUALIST?
— OR- 

Curlous Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

-BY
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD 
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav* 
ings and Frontispiece of Lin* 

coin, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

«

Thia book wllfbe found peculiar, curlona, BtartUnxl 
—more so than any work Issued sinos Unele Tauri 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the most moment
ous period in American History, and Is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abbaham Lincoln.’*

Cloth, 12tno, illustrated, pp» ¡964,
Paper, 75 cents»

For Sale at this office.

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French«
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH 'WM write» to 

develop the Idee of the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and its reincarnation 
in a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled in the bosom of etherial space. "Bktond 
ths Threshold" continues on the same Unes en* 
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con* 
siderations drawn from science and philosophy; claim* 
Ing that tht certainty of a new birth beyond out 
earthly end Is the best meani of arming ourselves 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re« 
llglons. From beginning to end it Is interesting, en« 
tertalnlng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed in its perusal. Price g 1,25.

RSYCHUI 4 THY; OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
i Ing. Being a series of lessons on the relation! of • 
(Ke spirit to its own organism, and the interrelations 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and . 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rueb, through . 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora 11 V. Richmond. Ho 
physician should be without this boot. No magnetic 
healer should be without it, and no family should 
be without Its valuable aid. It is a valuable aid 
to the physician in determining the relation of bls pa« 
tlent’s spirit to Its body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies are necessary to perfectly adjust the 
same to each other; to the magnetic healer it Is inval« 
oable. because it Illustrates the actual magnetic pole* 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To the gea 
eral reader It will prove a boon because It explains the 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the fnfiuenco 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions and : 
atmospheros upon the human organism. Price (cloth) 
11.50. For sale at ’bis office. •
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ANALYSIS OF MAN.
II Fromthe Standpoint of Mrs. M 

Kline. .

M’
F,

r

I

To the Editor:—In looking over your ex
cellent paper, I was impressed with the fact 
that things rather than man himself receive 
greatest attention. As the analysis of man is 
the chief causeway which affords to humanity 
a better view and understanding of God and 
its relation to Him, my guides propose to give 
such analysis. '

First, when viewed in accordance with the 
science of geometry, man is a regular dynamo, 
rectilinear in form, with the equilateral trian
gle inscribed, and the whole outlined and con
nected according to square root, cube root, 
circles and semi-circles. Then what is man 
but a telegraphic system, of which the brain 
is the battery, the brain cells the magnets and 
the ganglionic centers—yea, the whole mechan
ism—servants to this battery. This much it is 
in the sphere of man to know of himself. If, 
then, each individual is a telegraphic system or 
station, and to this is added the sequel that 
those who leave earth by tHe process of death, 
remain attached to their earthly friends by the 
soul fibres (for the ties of love and sympathy 
are never severed), then communion with them 
is a result as natural in the providential pro
visions as is the order of the seasons; yet we 
know there are many mortals who, even when 
the facts of communion with immortals are 
overwhelming, still raise the cry; “Why do 
not my friends come to me and send me a 
message direct, if this soul-telegraphy is a 
system universally established?" We an
swer:
They do come and find you napping, while 

they are so gently tapping
At your mental chamber door;

Rapping, pleading for admission, for a chance 
of the transmission

Of the facts of life eternal and the treat for 
you in store,

Simply this and nothing more.
Your friends in their new life quickly learn 

this mode of communication, as also some 
other methods of personal convenience to 
which they resort when they can make no im
pression upon you in the other way. They 
send their messages again and again, but you 
pay no beed. The particular switch in your 
brain to which they direct their message is 
open; thus the circuit is not closed, you see, 
and the current cannot impinge upon the mind 
and impress the message, hence it passes off, 
and is lost to you. Study natural telegraphy 
and be convinced that if the operators did not 
attend to their business, opening the switch of 
their instrument when sending a message and 
closing the same switch to receive a return 
message, there would be no communication.

The human brain, however, is a union tele
graph station into which run many mental 
lines, and messages are sent out on all these 
lines and in divers directions. Everything is 
noted along the lines where such mental traf
fic is current, hence, care should be given to 
incoming thoughts and discretion be exercised 
in regard to all thoughts sent out; for it is a 
very common occurrence that meaningless, 
often impure thought-messages are sent out 
from mortal brain centers, and, not being de
finite, often run over many lines, cross and 
re-cross currents which arouse the censure or 
mirth of hosts of beings in the other world, a 
thing the sender little dreams of. Friends, 
do not think the sender is not known, for he 
is, as each message is marked at every turn 
with the stamp of the brain center whence it 
issued.

The tracers keep perfect line order, and the 
recorders perfect records. We trust, there
fore, that all who read will pause and con 
eider and be more careful of their thoughts, as 
this is one of the methods of self-improvement 
and an aid in general progress.

Man is admonished to study how fearfully 
and wonderfully he is made; how each indiv
idual is appointed in the whole system of crea
tion. When once rightly understood, this will 
arouse sincere reverence for the Creator and a 
more earnest effort on the part of every one of

thought-generation and ' vitality for physical 
activity, Food, habits, desires, are,the trin
ity upon which quality of thought and forma
tion of ideas are largely dependent. Conditions, 
environment and association shape ends to a 
great extent. Complacency, truth and a 
sunny disposition smooth. asperities even in 
the currents, and assure a reciprocity of vi
bratory. force of a high : order, which bright- 
ness’nmia'tès from such individuals and is a 
world's blessing. Hence it is that which all 
people should carefully cultivate, for it im
proves self as nothing else will. Be it borne 
in mind-that reason’s whole pleasure—all the 
joys’ ôf sense—lie in. three words—health, 
peace, competence—which can be enjoyed and 
attained by a better knowledge of self and a 
compliance with nature’s own rules.

Van Wert, Ohio.
(to, be continued.)

Mrs. M. Klink.

An Elopement.
Two little bugs in a basket .

Lived very cosy and snug,
With a mass of wool beneath them, ' 

And o’er them a pretty rug,
Until one day in the winter,

When the world seemed frozen up, 
A bug of the world came buzzing by 

And stopped to dine and sup.
When lol these bugs in the basket 

Began to quarrel and fight, 
And the bug of the world kept piping up, 

“The little bug is right!"
And the big bug said, “You may buzz, and 

chime,
And coax my bug, if you will, 

But the wool, and the rug, and the basket
This bug will stick to still!”

The bug of the world walked to and fro 
Over the soft white wool,

And said that he knew that the little bug 
Would pot be the big bug’s fool!

As long as the big bug crowded her, 
And stole her food away,

He guessed the big bug had best move out 
And he and the little bug stay.

But the big bug could not see the point, 
And said in a saucy way,

The bug of the world and the little bug 
Could never drive him away!

So the bug of the world, he flew away, 
And the little bug flew off, too, 

But the big bug lives in the basket yet, 
And now my story’s through.

Emma Rood Tuttle.

His creatures to prove themselves 
His never-ceasing beneficence in 
half.

Friends, when you understand

worthy of 
their be-

yourselves
better you will also rightly comprehend Paul’s 
meaning when he said: “There is a natural 
body and there is a spiritual body,” the divine 

, within the human, the immortal within the 
mortal The brain is a double center of the 
organic life of the 1 am—the seat of the indi
vidual ego with its double constituency of 
worldly and spiritual senses and attributes.
• The brain has consciousness by reason of 
the activity of the senses, of which we will 
speak more definitely at another time. Man 
knows that each center, vital or mental, is a 
vortex of motion radiating its own peculiar 
force by vibrations and impinging upon every 

' other susceptible center. This impingement 
is the telegraphic click announcing the arri
val of a thought-current, and this reciprocity 
is ceaseless, nourishing, by the agency of the 
soul, the twofold system, the natural and spir
itual, both vital and mental, from their re
spective sources of derivation. Truly this is 
the workmanship of a wise and beneficent 
Maker. i ,

Now let us turn and analyze man in accord
ance with the science of geology, and we be
hold his composition to be in essence like unto 
a heterogeneous mass of condensed matter of 
all grades, that reaches out with its natural 
fibre attachments to the atoms from which each 
particle was abstracted, and claims support 
from Mother Nature even, as the inf ant from 
the parent By reason of these attachments 

' man lives and moves in God, is a part of and 
a factor in all universal operations. It is thus 
that he derives his personal and mental mo
mentum for the exercise appointed him, and 
by which is outwrought his individual evolu
tion. Man, however,'"is the chooser of the 
quality of substance furnished the system for

Complimentary to W. A. Mansfield
To the Editor:—Seeing by the papers 

that W. A. Mansfield is to start on a profes
sional tour of the States as a slate writing and 
light seance medium, I wish to say a word for 
him. Mr. Mansfield is every way worthy of 
the support of all Spiritualists and all others 
who would like to hear from their loved ones 
gone before. Honest and upright, without a 
taint or suspicion of fraud, he commends 
himself to all investigators. By his own 
manly efforts he has given largely to the sup
port of his aged mother; has educated or 
helped to educate his brothers and sisters, and 
through the winters is studying at a medical 
college in Cleveland, and has one more term 
before he gets his diploma. For all these 
cares and all this work he has to depend for 
aid on the Spirit-world, through his wonder
ful mediumistic gifts, to gratify his ambition 
and give to the world the results of years of 
labor. And now he has a wife, also, that not 
only lends cheer to his labors, but places an
other obligation upon his generous nature. 

■ My wife and I went to Cassadaga last sum
mer, strangers among strangers, to hear or see 
something from our darling grandchildren 
(/our of them),who had all been buried in five 
days, the winter before. The next day after 
getting there Mr. Mansfield was pointed out 
to us, standing on the street. We had never 
seen him before. Wife went with him imme
diately to his room, and got three slates writ
ten full, with the slates under her feet, Mr. 
Mansfield not touching them after she had 
thoroughly washed and wiped them. I send 
you as a sample one communication of the 
many, on the slates, and that from our grand
son of twelve years of age. He writes:

“Hello, dear Grandma—I don't want you to 
feel bad for me, because I am so happy here. 
You did all you could, dear Grandma, to help 
me; but it was my time to come here. We 
are all where we can see each other, and that 
is so nice. I wish I could have one more 
piece of your good pumpkin pie. Love to 
Granther. Lovingly, Jesse.

“We can only say that we love our papa and 
ma.”

Oh, what a consolation to us, so like a 
child, and coming to us when all were stran
gers. Mr. Mansfield has since been to our 
home, giving slate-writing to all that came in 
proper conditions. His light seances are truly 
wonderful. The showing of. hands, some 
being thrust through the curtains without any 
aperture; communications written on the 
leaves of a tablet, and given to those called up 
to the cabinet—one being written in German, 
from a brother of one of the sitters, who had 
passed over but a short time before, from his 
home in Germany, not one of us knowing 
anything about it until it was read.

Mediumship in Mexico.
It is doubtful if the full numerical strength 

of Spiritualism will ever be evei^approximately 
known. The reasons for this ignorance are 
apparent. Among the many millions of 
earth’s inhabitants are myriads of natural me-, 
diums more or less developed. Wherever 
spirits. excarnate find them, and whenever 
conditipns are favorable, various phenomena 
occur. In civilized centers, where the mate
rial conditions of association and communica
tion exist, these phenomena, and the mediums 
by whom they appear, become more or less 
widely known; but in remote corners of the 
World their light is ofttimes practically hid 
as “under a bushel.” Still they are nqne the 
less interesting, and just as wonderful, and 
just as much witnesses of truth as are those 
which occur in thickly-populated districts.

Such thoughts were suggested to me on a 
recent , visit to an ouhof-the-way corner of 
Mexico, While there I gathered up a few 
items of interest to Spiritualists, which will 
tend to show how widely spread is a knowl
edge of the truth. , .? ,

Away up in the extreme northwestern cor
ner of the Republic is a federal territory 
known as Baja California,. It is a peninsula 
attached only to the mainland of the United 
States. Its length is about 750 miles. The 
width is irregular, varying from 75 to 150 
miles, with an area of about 60,000 square 
miles. The peninsula is separated from the 
Mexican mainland by the Gulf of California. 
The country is mountainous. Numerous fer
tile valley s are scattered along its whole length. 
There is plenty of water, the soil fa fertile and 
bears luxuriantly, especially when irrigated. 
The olimate is semi-tropical. The.population 
is sparse. .

Near an old Catholic mission of Ban Vicente, 
in a beautiful valley, some 200 miles south of 
the international boundary line, is the home 
of the Wasson family. • Last Noyember I was 
their guest. At the time of my visit I failed 
to see Mrs. Wasson, as she was at a distant 
part of their large estate, but her husband, 
William D. Wasson, spent a long evening 
relating interesting incidents of his wife's 
mediumship.

Mr. Wasson is an old pioneer of the Pacific 
Coast, and first became interested in Spiritual
ism while living in Oregon many years ago. 
Afterwards he met his present wife in the San 
Joaquin valley, California. Circles were held 
in the country neighborhood, and Mrs, Was
son developed rapidly as a fine trance medium, 
with strong powers of clairvoyance and clair- 
audience. She has exercised these divine 
gifts now for nearly a quarter of a century.

They have a number of children. One of 
the boys, a youth of about fourteen years of 
age, is a good clairvoyant. A daughter, 
Dora, is a spirit artist. She is a beautiful 
young lady, about eighteen years old, born 
and raised on the frontier, far from educa
tional influences of a literary or artistic nature; 
she paints portraits and landscapes ■■ in water 
or oil with a skill that would be truly won
derful, were it not known that she. is aided 
by her spirit guides. Probably this latter 
fact makes her and her work all the more a 
wonder. She never had a lesson ip' nor has 
read a book of any kind on art; yet her paint 
ings exhibit a delicacy of color and finish that 
would be the envy of many well-instructed 
artists. Her guides instruct her how to mix 
and apply the colors.

Mrs. Wasson is eagerly consulted by neigh
bors for miles, and the counsel of her guides 
has never failed. Her guides have directed 
her husband in finding water, coal and gold; 
so the family are well supplied with all the 
good things of this life. There is not space 
to relate the many wonderful results of her 
mediumship. If all were written, up they 
would make a good sized book, and a very 
readable one at that

I found another medium in the person of 
Señora Dolores Moreno de Flower, wife of 
George A. Flower. He is the owner of 6,000 
acres in Gaudalupe valley, twenty miles north 
of Ensenada bay, and some ninety miles south 
of the international boundary line. Señora 
Dolores is a daughter of Governor Jose Matias 
Mareno, is about forty years old, and is one of 
the handsomest and best-preserved Mexican 
women of her age that I ever saw. She is a 
clairvoyant and clairaudient; also automatic 
writer. She has had' trances, but has never 
taken the trouble to develop her gifts. Her 
powers have never been needier any purposes 
outside of the family, but (36m§^|hespj .,ie.$-. 
tending over a‘period of twenty^^yesrs.-jKiye^ 
been wonderful. I have only space' tS retain a 
short story, as given me by . Mr. Flower, of 
another phase, as manifested on one of their 
daughters.

The little girl came to her mother one day 
complaining that a stocking; hurt one of her 
knees. An examination showed it to be par
tially filled with ground coffee. Benora Do
lores re-clad the child, but in a few minutes 
more coffee was found in the stocking. She 
called her husband's attention to the strange 
circumstances. Fresh stockings were put on 
the child, a strict watch was kept, and again 
mysteriously came' the coffee. They recog
nized it then as the work of some prank-loving 
spirit, who quit after being chided for his 
harmless'mischief. B. A. C. Stephens.

Birmingham, Ohio. N. Wilber.

Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cts. - .

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
toil, cloth.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, $1.

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull. Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1.-

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Haymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. ‘ Dedicated 
to :Woman everywhere, 'that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist. Cloth $2.

All About Devils. By ’ Moses Hulk It 
traces the history u*. thé theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper,, 15 
cents. . ' .

Old Testament Stories, commercially illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus 
fing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price in strong,¿board: covers $1. Cloth, 
$1.50. .... ■ ■ . ■ ■... ; ;

“God in the Constitution.” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for $1.00. For sale at this office. '

Spiritualism Is Flourishing. .
To The Editor:—The cause of Spiritualism 

is flourishing with us in this part of the Lord’s 
moral yineyard like a green bay tree. While 
we.have no, organization here, we have- quite 
a number of Spiritualists, land hold meetings 
end circles every Sunday and Sunday evening 
at the, residence of, Mr. J. C. Hagenbach, 
.with good attendance and results. Mr. Ha-, 
genbaeh is fast developing into a good me
dium, and so is his wife. They have nearly 
all phases of mediumship, including auto
matic and independent slate-writing. Mr. Ha
genbach is a recent convert to Spiritualism, 
having been reared under the teachings of the 
orthodox church,

We have seyeral others here that are sitting 
for development.. Mrs. Maggie Ogden, form
erly of this place, but now at Lawrence, has 
developed into a splendid trance and clairvoy
ant medium.

It is now about one year since the blatant 
Blaylock struck our town with his flaming bills, 
threatening to annihilate Spiritualism, Free- 
thought and Godless Liberal, Missouri. The 
reverend gentleman was received so coolly 
and so completely sat down upon that neither 
he nor any of his kind have since infested our 
quiet little burg. We understand he has been 
conducting great religious revivals in different 
parts of the State, and _now this brings to my 
mind the question: Why is it that great re
ligious revivals, as they are called, seem to 
flourish so much better, like itch, measles, 
mumps apd small-pox, in the winter season 
than they do in the hot weather? One would 
naturally suppose that the warmer the weather 
the more it would serve as a reminder of that 
brimstone country they preach so much about, 
and which they hope to escape, and conse
quently would yield more converts; but, in
stead of that, it seems to work the other way. 
Perhaps they think it will be hot enough for 
them hereafter, and that they will take the 
cold in this life, and that will sort of equalize 
the thing.

Your subscribers here are all well pleased 
with The Progressive Thinker. It comes 
to our souls—thirsting for truth and “more 
light”—like the “heavenly manna" came to 
the famishing children of Israel in their jour
ney through the wilderness to the promised 
land. It is to us the bread of life. We can
not get along without it It is what its name 
indicates.

We read with great interest the articles 
from the pen of our brother attorney, Judge 
Rosecrans, and cannot help admiring the 
plain, common-sense, blunt way the Judge 
puts things. With the average thinking mind 
that way takes. When any system of religion 
or faith is false, as the orthodox is, the best 
way to expose it and show it up is to make it 
appear as unreasonable, nonsensical and ri
diculous as possible, and that is the Judge’s 
style. '

I attended church the other Sunday; that 
may seem strange, but I had nothing else to 
do, and I was curious to learn whether hell 
had cooled off any from the orthodox stand
point since I was a boy; but, alas! as then, 
the preacher moved away the dark curtain 
that intervenes between time and eternity, and 
brought up to the vision of his congregation a 
picture of that awful sea of torment, whose 
billows, upheaved by the spirit of omnipotent 
wrath, roll on and lash its shores “mixed 
with the damned pebbles." He labored hard 
and long to show how much love God had for 
his rebellious children, that he sent his only 
begotten son from the shining courts of heaven 
down to earth to die for them, and said what 
a great plan of salvation it was. It reminded 
me, as he pictured out the love of God in 
sending his dearly beloved son to die for man, 
of the story of the boys and the frogs. It 
seems, as the story goes, that some mischiev
ous boys had been down to a frog pond ston
ing frogs, and when they were reprimanded 
for doing such a wicked thing as that, some 
one remarked that while it was death for the 
frogs it was fun for the boys. Bo in the case 
of God sending Jesus to die for man; it was 
very kind in the old gentleman to do that, so 
far as man was concerned, but it was tough 
on Jesus. If God had such unbounded love 
for -man, and it became necessary for some 
one to die (of course it wasn’t), why did he 
not offer up himself as a sacrifice, instead of 
sending a substitute? They talk so much about 
the love of God and the great plan of salva- 
tiqn—-I fail to see any great love God mani- 
fested'in offering up his son for -man, or any 
woijgerful plan of salvation. They seem to 
think that no one but God could plan such a 
scheme. It never occurs to these fellows that 
it was possible for an infinite being to make 
man so he would not fall, as they call it, and 
need a Savior. From their standpoint 
it looks very much as though God made 
man with a view that he would fall, in order 
that he might show his great love by sending 
his innocent son to die and redeem’him. The 
truth is, man fell upwards and has been going 
in that direction ever since.

The advocates of God’s love to man lose 
sight of the infliction of punishment and injury 
upon innocent individuals, and the great in
justice to them; as in the cases of Abraham of
fering up his son Isaac, of Jephtha’s daughter, 
of Jesus, and of many others mentioned in the 
Bible, The injustice to the individual and 
their rights counts for nothing; it is only 
necessary for God to show his will and power.

Is it not indeed strange that intelligent, 
good, thinking people will swallow down such 
nonsense as the fall of man, the vicarious 
atonement, and the like. They are ready and 
willing to believe anything they find in the 
Bible, whether it is reasonable or not. They 
never stop to think how unreasonable, ridicu
lous and unjust' they are. If the Bible says 
so,; that settles it! If such trash was found in 
any other book than the Bible, they would 
laugh at it and make all sorts of ridicule of it 
Take the case of God, who fa represented as 
our loving heavenly Father, sending his inno
cent sondown to earth to be killed by his ene
mies. If an earthly father were,so inhuman 
and cruel as to do what Christians claim God 
did in sacrificing His son, he would be visited

by the “white caps” or a vigilance committ 
and strung up to the first telegraph pole th y 
came to. Still, the orthodox church believes 
and worships such a being, and says he is a 
God of love. Why cannot Christian church
members apply the! every-day common-sense 
and reason to their religion and the Bible 
that they do to worldly things and other 
matters? But they do not. They take great 
delight in singing that good, old-fashioneid, 
long-metre hymn: “There is a fountain.filled, 
with blood, drawn from Immanuel’s veins,” 
and then they go through the cannibalistic act 
of eating the body of Jesus, spiritually, and 
drinking his blood. What can be more bar
barous, inhuman and cannabal like than that, 
to any one that will give such a matter serous 
thought? Just think of a fountain filled with 
innocent blood. Such a picture is simply mon
strous and revolting to man’s better nature.

Eudora, Kan. Oscar G. Richards.

A Strange Paradox.
To the Editor:—In November last the 

imperial authorities of Koono, Russia, repre
senting the Greek church, ordered that the 
Catholic church at Krosche be closed in 
order that an agricultural college might be 
established on the site. A large number of 
Catholics, with the purpose of preventing the 
order from being carried out, took possession 
of the church and held it, day and night, 
against the authorities. The Governor at 
last sent a troop of Cossacks to dislodge the 
defenders of the church, and a desperate 
conflict resulted. Twenty of the Catholics 
were killed, and one hundred were .reported 
wounded. Some fled from the church, pur
sued by the Cossacks, who drove them into 
a river, where many were drowned.

“AU have not the same gods; and all adore 
those whom they think to be the true ones." 
They not only "adore those whom they think 
to be the true ones,” but do everything con
ceivable to stifle opposition. Strange para
dox!—followers of Christ seeking to destroy 
each other, without thinking about any obliga
tion not to treat a neighbor otherwise than

“Almost as 
Palatable as Milk”
This is a fact with regard 
to Scott’s Emulsion of Cod 
Liver Oil. The difference 
between the oil, in its plain 

• state, is very apparent. In

Scott’s Emulsion 
you detect no fish-oil taste, 
As it is a help to diges
tion there is no after effect 
except good effect. Keep in 
mind that Scott’s Emulsion 
is the best promoter of flesh 
and strength known to 
science.

Prepared by Soott & Bowne, N. Y. All draggtrta.

RUPTURE CURED)
FOR TWELVE HOLLARS.

MgV Hilo ard, Oregon, June 28,1893.
IW Dr. Pikrcb A Son.—Gentlemen: I um happy to la. 
MB form you that the Trust I bought of you lust April bu 
Bcomslktslv cuuhd ure of a very severe osce of H«roh, 
Bfrom which I have suffered for over 18 years. I was 
M rather sceptical about your Truss wheu I bought it, as I 
■ bud tried several ao culled El astio Trusses without derir- 
aing auy benefit from them; but after usiug your Truss for 
fa fuort time I was convinced that it was the best I ever 
had, as It was easy to wear, and seemed to stop the severe j 
pains that often prostrated me while wearing the old 1 
Sprinx trusses; and now, in spite of niy scepticism, I am a 
Perfectly Cured, and can work with the Truss off if 
fol so disposed, but I still wear it loosely as it is not A 
inconvenient. You may add the above to your otherfl 
testimonials. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN.

(M“Tbe above cure was effected in less than thbik^B 
months i iuit. at o total cost of|12. Thousands of 
lar cures have been made for from|10 to 115 each.
lublished 1816. Call or lend So far free Pamphlst^^H 
No. I. Address Magnetic Elastic TrusgflM 
Company, N. W. corner Kearny
Sacramento streets, Sau F.-ulcIsoo, Cal.

GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work is one th&i every one should read. It 

beams throughout with rare gems of thought, practical 
a« well as profound. There Is sunshine and beauty to 
every sentence uttered. The work 1« dedicated to tba

as they would be treated! Here in this si™ an interesting

age of pre-eminent civilization we find individ-

.. .. .. . — '■ . — . —* — '• a a..* —* *. a
author’s favorite sister, barah French Farr, now passed 
to splrlt-Ufe. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights* Ohio* 

‘ ‘ cresting sketch of the author*# Ufe.

CONTENTS:
uals banded together for the destruction of Dedication.
their fellows, acting directly contrary to the [ Sketcfi oftbe Ufo <tf A. B. French, 
tenets of Him whose teachings they profess । wuliam Denton.
to accept When are these civilization-de-1L ds of the Bnddha. 
stroymg conflicts to cease? Are we to have b 
a repetition of history, or are these combats 
but the rumbling of cannon trained and fired 
during the Inquisition?

Provision has been made by nature against 
such horrors. Every individual has a dispo
sition to pity, and is in possession of the 
power of comprehending truth. These two 
gifts, however latent, are innate in all senti
ent beings. Upon whose shoulders devolves 
the duty of bringing these principles to the 
surface? The church? No! for it is through 
her agency that these horrors ensue. Our 
duty as Spiritualists is as clear as a cloudless 
sky. Let us lag not in the march of progress, 
but scatter our truths wherever humanity may 
be found; make every effort conceivable to 
convince man that he ought not to do to others 
that which he would not have them do to 
him, and in the near future the probability of 
such a massacre as reported from Russia will

Mohammed, or the Faith and 
Wars of Islam.

Joseph Smith and the Book of 
Mormon. ‘

Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism ot Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address. ‘

Price $1, postpaid.

Woman, Church and Stale.
not be possible. Robert W. Smith.

He Had Company.

To the Editor:—Some time ago I visited 
a friend for a few days. The room in which 
I was to sleep had been the sleeping-room of 
a young man, one of the family, who had 
temporarily gone from home. The first night 
of my visit, on retiring to bed I was a little 
startled, as soon as I lay down and shut my 
eyes, to see in the astral light two men ap
proach my bed. Each of the astral visitors 
had in one hand a pack of cards, uncut, and 
in the other hand each had a hand of cards, 
dealt, and ready to play. I could see the 
spots on the cards and could tell what cards 
they held. I looked at them for a few mo
ments, and then I mentally remarked: 
“Boys, you have come to the wrong place; I 
do not play.” They turned and walked off. 
The next night they came again, just as soon 
as I lay down and closed my eyes. The idea 
came to me when I saw them the second night 
that they had been there before, helping 
some oue to play. Having come to this 
conclusion, I mentally said: “My friends, 
your partner on this side of life has left 
here; there can be no playing here. ” They 
turned and went away. In the morning I 
asked the lady of the house if the former oc
cupant of my room played cards.

“Ohl yes," she said,. “he is an enthusiast 
at cards. He would play nights, all by him
self, before going to sleep, when he had no 
one to play with. Why?” she asked. “Oh, 
nothing particular. I just asked the question 
—it came to me. ”

She did not know that I had the gift of 
clairvoyance. The incident, with many more, 
proved to me that men and women surround 
themselves with help from the astral world to 
lead them on the downward way. This is a 
valuable fact, which all ought to know—that 
they can have company on the upper or lower

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

7HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN.
formation succinctly and clearly, stated Ln this 

volume of 554 pages 1« amazing. The title, as above 
given, falls to convey an Idea of the fulness and com
pleteness with which the subjects are treated. The 
Matriarchate, or Mother-rule. Is the theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, is brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
This is followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft. Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there is not a chapter in the book that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylnglt; It is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at thia 
office.

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

1 and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Feeble«. This 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of their dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life In the Spirit- 
world.’—Is the constant appeal of thoughtful mind*. 
Death Is approaching. Whither—ob, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? What is their present condition, and what their 
occupation«? In this volume the spirit«, differing as 
they may, are allowed to spenk for themselves. No 
man Is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life: Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Forcglcams of the Future; Testimony of 
Saint«; The Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body; Is it the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In 
the Spirit World: Our Little Ones tn Heaven: The Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In 
Spirit Life: The Home« of Apostles and Divine«; The 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price si.50: postage 12 cents. For sale at thia 
office.

*
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roads.
DeWitt, Iowa.

A. B. Cummings.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, III. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. 
Sinnett. Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically and theosophically. Price $1.25.

The Other World and This: A Compendium 
of SpirituaLLaws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M. D. An excellent work. Price $1.50. '

HOW TO MESMERIZE. ' 
T7ULL Am COMPREHENSIVE IM 

<L «tructlons How to Mesmerize. Ancient and Mod« 
era Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spiritualism 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modern 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the book 
will be found highly Interest4*.? w every Spiritualist. 
It Is the only work ever published giving full instrac« 
Hon how to mesmerize, and the connection this science 
has with Spiritualism. 11 Is pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who have read It, to be one of the 
most Interesting books ever written. du IB 
to cents. For sale at this office.

I

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF1 "COMMON SENSE»

“Bights of Man,” “ Age of Beason," etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of his writings, 
by G. Vale. Ufeose who would know the exact truth 1Q 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re
former should read this volume. Price si, Postapf 
10 cent«. For sale at this office

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE
history of Atharael, Chief Priest of a Band c* Ah 

Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was wiifr 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and Is In
tensely interesting. Price 80 cents. For sale at thil 
tfice.

Z'HE QUESTION SETTLED. A
Careful Ccunparlaon of Biblical and Modern Bplb 

Ituallam. By Mosea Hull. An invaluable trork. Price 
11.00.

Z'HE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCI- 
fled Savior». By Kertey .Graves. You should 

read It, and be tbs wiser. Price *1 JO.
piFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 

X Home. By Bct. Chas. Chlnlquy, ez prieiL A 
remarkable book. Pages 883. Price 83.23.
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“A Cheerful Business Outlook.'’

A. T. Deane.New York City.

remember when

replied, "for I 
and she is now

Righto of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 centojcloth, 60cts.

“I am your daughter.”
"That is a mistake,” she 

never had but one daughter, 
Bitting here.”

"Ah, yes you have; you’ll
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Excellent Results from thePsy' 
chograph.

THE PROGRESSI THINKER
j^far as they are known. I tell those who wish 

to join or investigate, that they had better do 
as we have done; form a circle of their own, 
and allow their home spirits an opportunity 
which they have long and anxiously waited 
for; that they need not go away from home to 
g^t the assurance that Spiritualism only 
can give, that our friends exist over there.

Preston King.

THE HOME HOTEL.
Conducted by ladies for Aged Profes

sional Men-

A Forgotten Daughter Gives Her Name.

Having seen the' psychograph advertised 
and recommended, I sent for one, and invit
ing the family of a neighbor, we formed . a 
little circle of our own with nine members. 
The first night we sat, ■ we received nothing, 
but we promised to meet the next week, and 
to form ourselves into a permanent society. 
We appointed one member to read a selection, 
and one to sing or give instrumental music, 
and we would have some questions to discuss, 
so that it would not be a failure if we did not 
succeed in obtaining communications.

The next evening one member read from 
The Progressive Thinker, and we had in
strumental and vocal music, and expressed 
our opinions as to the editor’s course in being 
so severe on the Catholics, arriving at the con
clusion that his policy is dictated by wisdom.

After an hour thus spent, we gathered in a 
circle, with the exception of one person, who 
sat at the piano and harmonized our minds 
with music. We sat for half an hour, before 
there was a "sign.” Then my neighbor's 
daughter, whom I will call Ella, said her arm 
felt peculiar, and that she was frightened, I 
will here say that her fingers had been resting 
on the table of the ^sychograph, with my 
son’s, who sat opposite. We persuaded her 
to remain, as no harm could follow.

We were surprised after a little time to see 
the index move—in fact, so much surprised that 
our very eagerness destroyed the conditions 
and it ceased. When we quieted down again 
it began to vacilliate from letter to letter, and 
It gave the name Elias—being that of my fa
ther who has been dead over eighteen years. 
I was rejoiced, for I had never heard from him 
since the final day. "Where did you die?” I 
asked.

"At the old farm."
"Of what disease?”
"The doctors said it was typhoid, I say of 

their medicines, but it is all one and the 
same." ......

"Can you answer any questions?” asked my 
wife.

"Possibly not, for we are not infinite. ”
"Are you with us much of the time?" I 

asked.
"No, but I can realize your condition and 

thoughts, although not with you. ”
"At what distance?"
"At any distance.”
"Virtually, then, our spirit friends are al

ways near us?"
"As though connected by the most sensitive 

telegraph. ”
"And by this you recognize our condition 

and thoughts?”
"Yes, when we desire to do so, and turn 

our attention to them. ’’
"Can all spirits thus know?”
• ‘No, they fiave to reach a certain refine

ment or spirituality.”
Other questions were asked, but no answer 

came. The index hesitatingly began to move 
and "Olga” was dictated. My neighbor, who* 
had thus far been a silent observer, said: ‘ ‘That 
is an unfamiliar name,” and his wife, with a 
laugh, responded: ‘ ‘Quite foreign, but a pretty 
one. ” Then she asked:

"To whom do you come?” 
"To you,” was the reply.
"Tome? I know no one by that name.”

To the Editor:—For some time I have 
)een a subscriber to your valuable paper, and 
have been so strongly impressed with a con
viction of its importance and utility, that I 
lave recommended it to my friends and ac
quaintances, and hope it will be introduced 
nto every family in the United States.

With no ordinary pleasure I carefully pe
rused the article entitled, "Public Health, ” and 
cordially endorse the sentiments expressed in 
the following explanation, I regard the move
ment contemplated as one of the most import
ant and useful that could profitably engage 
the attention of humanity.

As one deeply interested in the mental, 
moral and physical welfare of his brothers 
and sisters of all classes, he earnestly hopes 
their mental avenues will be open for the re
ception of truth on this much-neglected sub
ject. I earnestly hope that, with skillful and 
well-qualified physicians (the respected and 
valuable portions of society) and others, will 
ie influenced to unfold the principal causes of 
disease, and relieve, if not entirely free them 
from the demon—disease.

Without apology, I may be excused for 
stating that I am now in my eighty-ninth year, 
in perfect health, every organ in the system 
in good condition—not an ache or painful 
sensation from the crown to the lowest ex
tremities. I mention this not boastingly, but 
with lively emotions of gratitude, and an ar
dent wish that all humanity may be thus fa
vored.

The causes and incipient stages of disease 
seem to be but little understood, therefore 
but little or no precaution is observed to pre
vent them; hence the multitudinous and multi
farious diseases which afflict individuals, fami
lies and the whole human race. In the pres
ent state of artificial (improperly termed en
lightened and refined) society, every phase of 
disease abounds in number, variety, character, 
fatality and painful effects, beyond the power 
of language to describe. These evils affect in
fancy, childhood, youth, manhood, and every 
stage of mortal existence; and it may be con
fidently and truthfully affirmed that lack of 
knowledge or ignorance is the prolific parent 
of these innumerably diversified and disas
trous results. And this deplorable condition 
of the human race must inevitably continue 
to exist until the inhabitants comprehend the 
all-important truth which invariably exists 
between the original causes and their legiti
mate effects. In proportion as this divine 
truth is practically understood by the more 
reflective, intelligent individuals will as
suredly reap the rich reward themselves, and 
become the honored agents of extensively dif
fusing the light of truth to others.

I may mention for your consideration that I 
have been a teacher sixty-five years, with more 
than five thousand pupils of both sexes, from 
five to twenty-five years of age, many of whom 
are now professional men and women, sustain
ing important and lucrative positions under 
the British and American Government. They 
kindly and nobly contributed to place me in a 
haven of rest for the future, and I am now en
joying the comfort of this Home Hotel, origi
nated and conducted by ladies, for aged pro
fessional men—physicians, authors, etc.

While writing for a business reason, it oc
curred to me to make a brief remark anent 
your "Cheerful Business Outlook.^' I muet 
admit that it is pervaded by an'optimistic 
spirit that, cannot be shared by:those of ub 
who believe in and adhere to thé1 Protection 
policy. It is true that depression’ « always 
followed by prosperity. The law of "ups 
and downs” seems so firmly rooted in the 
very nature of things, like summer and win
ter, heat and cold, that no one ever expects 
it to fail. But that is not the point. Has 
there ever been an instance in our national 
history when business prosperity succeeded 
business prostration unless protection was 
first invoked as a sort of deity to preside over 
and crown it with blessings? If there has 
been, please remark it

True, as you say: Consumption still goes 
on, though the workshops are closed. Would 
it be amiss to ask you: Who pays for the 
consumption that has been going on in 
Chicago all winter? Surely not the consumer, 
and they never will under the present policy. 
Further you say : "A few months' the sup
ply is exhausted. The wheels of production 
are again set in motion; labor comes into 
demand; and a little later the clatter of ma
chinery, the roar of the furnace, the ring of 
the anvil, the hum of the spindle, and the 
click of the shuttle, all tell their old-time 
story.” True, but where? In this country 
or in Europe? These notes of joy are surely 
—under the present regime—"not for Joe,” 
but some other fellow. And Joe will be apt 
to continue thus disconsolate unless or until 
he arises in his might and sends a delegation 
to Congress to call a halt in the present 
English policy. I more than . half suspect 
that next fall, if we listen intently, we may 
catch the reverberations of his roar, and see 
the shimmerings from his made. But let that 
be here or there, don’t you know, Mr. Editor, 
(or am I dreaming?) that there is a super
abundance of foreign surplus ready to be 
dumped upon our markets the moment a re
moval of tariff is decreed? This would in
deed be the forerunner of that revival of 
business you have predicted, which is to "in
crease with the season and be brisk with the 
autumn." But again I ask: Who for? 
Clearly, "not for Joe;” unless he is very 
willing to submit to the fare now enjoyed 
by all of the old-world workers, and accept 
prices for his labor that can supply him with 
nothing better. He will then be in com
petition with them on terms of practioal 
equality. But if he is satisfied, I don’t know 
that I ought to complain. We shall see.

O. A Alexander.

EVOLUTION.

The Orthodox Idea Thereof.

I tell you. Sister and I were born at the same 
time," said the inexorable dial

Tears came to the mother’s eyes, and with 
forced accent she exclaimed: "Is it possible? 
Can I believe you? Have I a child in heaven 
I knew not of? True, when Ella came she 
had a companion who lived only a little time, 
they told me; and I forgot in the one who 
lived. Are you that one?"

"I am."
"And your name was given you by whom?" 
"By grandma, who received me.” 
Now all this was a strange revelation to us; 

we could scarcely believe our senses, and in 
our astonishment broke the conditions which 
enabled the spirits to communicate.

At our next meeting we did not succeed in 
getting any messages, for the influence was 
diverted to writing by the medium’s hand. 
The concentration of mind produced condi
tions favorable to this form of intercourse, and 
she held the pencil and her hand automati
cally moved, making lines and cqrves, but not 
clearly readable. -Not until the next sitting 
were we able to read the writing.

We have many applications to join our cir
cle, but have refused all. When the spirit 

T|)ower says we are prepared, we are told, the 
proper ones from time to time will be selected, 

*.an<i thus we are assured the harmony will re
main unbroken. . :

The more t observe the communication, the 
more I am impressed with the delicacy of the 
conditions essential to the best results, and the 
a&re that should be taken to preserve them bo

Taken the Thirty-second Degree 
While in a Trance.

No. 19 of "The Ancient Graft Mason," a 
Cleveland, Ohio, Masonic periodical, attacked 
one of its spiritualistic brethren as follows:

"Brother Lewis J. Kohn, the venerable 
member of Bigelow lodge, is said to have 
taken the thirty-second degree while in a 
trance recently. Brother Kohn’s spiritual
istic proclivities are so well known among 
the brethren, that the truth of his revelation 
cannot be doubted. He says it was very real
istic, and at the caption of the ceremonies his 
cup of satisfaction seemed to be full to over
flowing. This would, no doubt, continue so, 
but as Lewis failed to ascertain to what juris
diction he was indebted for euoh great honor, 
it is still in the future to create a sublime 
prince of the royal secret that has been—but 
is not”

It seems—from the immediate reply made 
upon this ironical attack, that Brother Kohn is 
not so easily frightened, and he answered as 
follows, in No. 20 of said spicy paper:

BROTHER KOHN’S SPIRITUALISTIC) IDEAS.

Dear Sir and Brother:—Somebody has 
concerned hjmself about my spiritualistic pro
clivities, in the last issue of your paper. 
With pride do I affirm the statement, for,' 
without thinking, nobody can acquire these 
beautiful truths, which elevate man above all 
baser tendencies. When man Comprehends 
the philosophy of Spiritualism, life’s battles 
seem a necessity, and no burden, consequently 
he realizes his mission during earthly experi
ences among his fellowmen. If these philo
sophic teachings would take the place of sec
tarian dogmas, all strife, hatred and conceit 
among the human family could no more exist 
and Masonry be made the corner-stone of social 
progression. In every human heart ¡should 
be inscribed the "fatherhood of gods and the 
brotherhood of men,” is the wish of ■ 

Lewis J. Kohn.

A Dream and What Followed.
In 1816 we were living in the town of Hen

niker, N. Y. My mother dreamed that a bpx 
such as she had never seen before, wa§ 
brought into the house, a coffin seton it, and 
my brother put in it A few days after.th$t4i 
the-17th day of August, -1816, my brother. 
Stephen was drowned and her dream was ful
filled to the letter. After he was buried our 
dog stayed on his grave day and night until 
he was nearly starved, before he would go 
home.

In the following October, the family moved 
to Herkimer county, New York. In the win
ter of 1819 orl820,I was at school in the town 
of Schuyler, eleven miles east of Utica, in a 
log school house. One afternoon my sister 
Susannah went out, and came in crying. She 
said that as she was about to open the door 
she saw some one standing beside her. He 
spoke and said: "Don’t you know me?” She 
said: "I don’t know as I do.” He said: "1 
was once your brother Stephen. ” They talked 
for some time. She asked him how he came 
to leave this world so suddenly? His reply 
was: "Hark! don’t you hear the angel shout
ing?’'

She said it seemed to her that his voice 
could be heard through the neighborhood; but 
that she was not frightened in* the least, until 
she looked around. When she looked back 
he was gone; then she was frightened. My 
sister was then about fourteen years old.

N. N. Whitaker.

Dr. Cook, of Boston, and of the Baptist per
suasion of creedism, has just closed a series of 
lectures at Minneapolis, Minn., on "Evolution 
and Evolution"; and he has rendered, perhaps, 
one of the best definitions—best suited to the 
orthodox idea—of any thought heretofore con
ceived upon that subject.

He said, without going into a detailed defi
nition, Evolution is a plank stuck in a fog. 
Had his misty ideas been less murky, he might 
have added some, and defined it thus; "Evo
lution of the orthodox is a plank stuck in a 
fog on a dark night, without the hope of any 
ray of light” Be that as it may, the above 
definition shows the clownish attempt of the be
fogged brain of the pulpit to handle a subject 
as thick to them as is the misty skirts along 
Cape Cod.

It seems amazingly strange to the more in
telligent people how such men as Dr, 
Cook and his cohorts, attacking evolution in 
the style they do, can find dupes enough in the 
ring to support their clownish talent. His 
iouse, however, was not very full. There is 
a perceptible falling away. Soon will we hear 
that ’ prophetic cry: "Babylon is fallen! is 
fallen!!”
- The people of to day are confronted with 
facts; and evolution is unwinding the thread 
of truth at a rate it never did before. There 
is a great commotion in the political and re
ligious elements. Greed and selfishness is 
prominent in hoarded wealth, and starvation 
is staring poverty in the face. Politicians 
are reckless in seeking popularity at the ex
pense of the people, ecolesiasticism is strain
ing every nerve to support its tottering 
structure, and guard the narrow education of 
its deluded victims. In the revolution of 
things, evolution is preparing a great stroke 
to send us up another step in progress and 
knowledge. The clergymen are becoming 
alarmed. They are beholding their victims 
taken by the score with its mighty arm. They 
have long since run out of argument They 
see a little stay of proceedings in epithets and 
comic-side-showdeflnitions. Threats, boycot
ting and the sword will end the final struggle, 
and then will this great, religious amphithea
ter be a thing of the past

■ Open the cloister doors of your seminaries, 
Convents and nunneries, Brother Cook; and 
bring your deluded ones out into God’s pure 
air and sunshine, and let them behold the 
"beautiful transformations in nature wrought 
;by the power of evolution. Teach them the 
unfolding of the bud to develop the rose, the 
bursting of the seed to develop a plant, and the 
bursting of the egg-shell to bring forth a bird. 
Teach them the same power transforms the 
caterpillar into the chrysalis and from thence 
■to the beautiful butterfly; and lifts the tad
pole out of the water, leaves a frog on land, 
aftdihls tall a-sticking in the mud.-- ,
,J When you have learned this, you will be 
able to go back to Minneapolis, and tell your 
befogged hearers that you " made' a mistake, 

‘that instead of evolution being a plank stuck 
ih a fog, it is one that is drawn out.
•; - A ' J. H. Sands, Jr.
i) __________________________

The Unemployed.
To the Editor:—It is, indeed, a sad com 

ment on the boasted free institutions of the 
United States, that an army of .tefi’thouitatief 
starving freemen are driven to the'ijto^'n6ces< 
sity of marching peacefully on die Capital fo 
plead for justice!

‘ ‘Do you deny us justice? audience, even? 
The very leper shrinking from the sun, 
Though loathed by charity, might ask for jus

tice!”
We only ask our rights, as men who know 

their rights, and knowing dare to maintain 
them!

In the .language of a great poet:
"God give us men? A time like this demands 
Strong minds, .great hearte, true faith and 

ready hands;
Men whom the lust of office does not kill;

Men whom the spoils of office cannot buy; 
Men who possess opinions and a will;

Men who have honor; men who will not lie; 
Men who can stand before a demagogue

And damn his treacherous flatteries without 
winking;

Tall men, sun-crowned, who live abovethe fog 
In public duty and in private thinking;

For while the rabble with their thumb-worn 
creeds, . .

Their large professions and their little deeds, 
Mingle in selfish strife, lol freedom weeps, 
Wrong rules the land, and waiting justice 

sleeps!" C. H, Mathews.
New Philadelphia, Ohio. •

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
XX ries. by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful illustration ot man's cruelty and Injustice to his fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

. ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
11 from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela
tions. proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unvejled has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
'editor of Mind and Matter. Price 11.50. Postage 12 cents,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. B> SARAH E. TIT 
Ai comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
Originated. An interesting and instructive book. Price 11.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO- 
Cx nominal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

TTELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS* 
Xjl tlce. By Lois Walsbrooker. Price 11X0. ,

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
J. “If a man die, shall he live?” is fully answered. By W. 8. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price GO cents.

AjfABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
1V1 Walsbrooker. Price 41.50. Mrs. Waltbrooker.i books 
should be read by every woman lu the land.

WIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
1VJ. A. Hovey. 200 pages, with illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon, rrlco 11.25.

T)OEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
JT volume of tweet outpourings of» gentle neture, wbo bu no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of eerth-IIfe. The«e are «went, win
tom »nd rettful. Price »1.00.
RELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IF 

all could bo led to believe In ouch a religion the world would

GRANOLA. |
"Tbo Perfect Health Food." 2

Ready for immediate use. Unequaled C 
for children, invalids and QM0908MM

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
for
persons of sedentary hub- 
its. A delicious diet, un
surpassed for Constipa-, 
tlon and Dyspepsia.

Contains the life-giving 
principle of wheat, easily

Originated by Dr. 
James C. Jackson, 
(founder of the fa
mous Herllh Insti
tution of Dansville, 
H,Y.)87 years ago.

I digested, readily assimilated. friail 
i package 25e., by mail post-paid. Send for' 
l Free pamphlet. Manufactured solely by1 
! Our HomeGranulaCo.,!
| (Box 100) DANSVILLE, N. V. |

They Are for Sale at This Office, 
CTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 

kJ rosary of pearl«, culled from tbs work« of Andrew Jackson 
Parti. Intended for the light and solace of every sorrowin* 
mind end «trlcken heart. Price 50 cent«.

> NNTIQUITY UNVEILED. ;
The tireat Revelatlen of the Nine. : 

teenth Century. Moat Important
Disclosures Concerning the | 
True Origin of Christianity. . I

This remarkable work unfolds the heretofore । 
hidden mysteries concerning the' origin and 
promulgation of Christianity. It appears through < 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu
late the Christian religion. Even the name 1 
Jesus Christ seems to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the names of the 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Christina. Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesus, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should be 
called Hesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name was 
suppressed • We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed the religious «ystem that the Western 
world now knows as Christianity; and it is 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an

tagonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore 
having the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose.C An
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation 
elimination, repunctuation and cremation, all 
to ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
one could have conceived of the deeply 
laid plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into anew system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How and why 
this scheme was carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
at and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
era. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life.- No 
scholar living on earth at the present time, how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world’s religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their lime, rulers, prophets 
and historians. They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This was done because they contained historical 
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. Jn 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
as many other eminent scholars who have the 
courage to publicly express, not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing away from the 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who are looking for truth upon 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ?

’ Price, 8 LUO. Postaffo la Centa. '

UECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
»J Sacred Heart, by Hudion Tuttle, »uthor of ‘‘Arcana of Na
ture.” ‘ 'Ethic« of Science," “Science of Man," etc. Hudson Tot. 
tie was threatened with death for writing and publishing bll 
“Convent," which has had a phenomenal run la Th« Peoanx««. 
ivx Tbihkkb. Post paid anywhere, 50 cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cants.
COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

iD A sclentlflc method of delineating character; dligaoslng 
disease; determining mental, physical aqd business quilldcatlons; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
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SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VQ- 
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M? Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature -with the most crit
ical c»re, free from alt theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principle« and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occaalont, It Is doubtless the moas 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, wltb piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, »2.00. Postage 14 cents. ■
•TYIE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
1 Confessional, by Father Chlnlquy. A stirring account of ths 

diabolism of tbeBomlsh priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price »1.00.
7W CONTRAST. BY MOSES HULL. A 
1 compariion between EvacgellcaliBm and BpIrituaHim, in the 

keenest and moat easy style of lie able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that is sufficient inducement to purchiM 
the book. Price UM

•THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUG& 
1 Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mw 

Cann. Price 15 cents.
THE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. 
£ A manual, with directions for the organisation and manage« 

ment of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
ffideipenifble. Price 50 cents.
•THE SPIRITS' WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 
1 saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Buydtat. It tea 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
I Letter» to the Beybert Comml»»lon. By Franc!» J, Llppltfi, 
An llluatrated pamphlet. Worth It» weight in gold. Price 2d 
cent».
PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRII HEALING. A 
Zaerlea of leaaona on the relation» of the spirit to its own organ- 
lam, »nd the Inter-relation of human beings wltb reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the »trit of Dr. Benjamttn 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mr». Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, pbyalclan and Splrituallat should read. 
Price »1.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
1 course. By Andrew Jackson D»vls. A rare work. It por 
arts» great merit. Price «1.25.

TT/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH
ri' e»,poem« and «ong«; gathered from th8 hlghw»y«,by

way« and hedge« of life. By Mettle E. Hull. It la most excellent; 
Price »l.op.
IIZHITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN "THREE 
rr Beve-'a." a book of 271 pagea. By The Pbelona. It U 

Maliy » very interesting and suggestive work. Price (UM.
IJ/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 
VV Twelve lecturea. By Abby A. J udson. This book ahaiM 

be read by every Spiritualist. Price »1.00; postage 10 cetta.

•THE VOICES. B Y WARREN SUMNER BAR. 
L low. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty »nd 

force. They are most excellent. Prloe (1.00.

•THE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLLi 
1 A pamphlet of <0 pagea. Worth Its weight Ingold. MseM 

cants.

r'OSPEL OFNATURE. BYM. L. SHERMAN 
\J and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with spiritual truth!. 
Price »1.00.___________________________________________________

TEERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISM 
►J Fart and Pre«ent. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of nt 
paies, it Isaneacyclopedleof facts; a mine of rare knowledxei 
a work that should be In tho bands »f every Spiritualist. Pritt 
tm '

5VUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE. Ai, IN
valuable work. By Hudson Tutt] ?. Price |].25.

QEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR- 
kj Itnallam. pa»t and present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. An en
cyclopedia ot interesting and Instructive facta. Price »2,00.

PJBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
JD Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cento.

, n/BLE OF B/BLES, B Y KERSE Y GRA VES. 
Es It will well pay perusal. Price 11.75.

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
L\. embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to which 11 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. 
One of the most valuable works ever published. Price 11,50.

’DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
Zk Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. Ton will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.
DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY 

Zv Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot, should mdlt 
Price »LOO.

TMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 
L dwelling place«. By J. M. Feeble«, M. D. A book ot NN 
merit, Intereetlnj to every body. Price »1.50.

TIFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD
I. vanced thought, and la fascinating. Price 50 centa.

OEMS OFPROGRESS. B Y LIZZIE DOTEN, 
They »re really valuable. Price »1 .<XL

TJISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF 
Ll the Sunday question. It 1» Invaluable. By G. W. Brows. 
M. D. Trice 15 cen'«.

TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 
J A Cadwell, one of the moat succeteful meemerltte in Amer
ica. Ancient and modern mlraclet explained by mumerUa, Aa 
Invaluable work. Price, paper. 50 cent».

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEB,be far better thin now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 

and disposition» apply ths fact« of history »nd science. Price . ,. . _ __ „ n„„,,Ai.M,. Postaie in centa. .. Author of "Helen Hsrlowe Vow,” “The Occult
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¡TtfjT'SIDE THE GATES; AND OTHER 

talé» ud iketchea. Bra band of »plrlt Intelligence» through 
the medlumiblp ot Mary There» Shelhamer. An excellent work. 
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The demand for »‘The Priest,. Woman and 
Confessional”- in - the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel- warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or $1 per copy. For. sale at this office, -

THE FREETHINKERS’ 
PICTORlAL TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 
: CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE
: NEFXOENT INSTITUTION, j
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- 185 Full-page Illustrations, with 
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io« tn Natural Hhtory; 2, The Bible »nd Science; 15, 
TheClerrrand Their Flocke-,1, PletjrtnOurPenlten- 
tlarles; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord »nd 
HU Work«; 2, Prayer; 10. The Creed«: 2, Chrtltien» »nd 
Mohnmmedan»; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
A Missionaries; l,The.Lord'« Imtraments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Prieets and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church’s Idea ot Civilization; 1, The Uses 
of theCrosI;*, Unkind Reflections on tho Church;», 
Penecudons of tbo Church; 12, Some Allegories- 
8,Heaven : 8;Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price»!

For Salo at this office.
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• T IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 
A.World: Being » description of Localities, Employ
menu. Surroundings, and Conditions In the Sphere».

. By member» of the Splr|t-Band of Mt»» M. T. Bhelha- 
' mer, medium ot the Banner of Light Public Free Clr- 
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7UR0MSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
Jl Tuttle. A beautiful book of poemt of rare merit. Price 
»1,50.
JJ'IFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME 
i By Rev. Cha». ChlnHuy, ex-prlut. A rem»rk»bl» book, 
Papea 832. Price »2.2».

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cent*.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

PY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F.
D Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise as 
a text-book» it is as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader will be amazed to see the curious facts 
here combined in support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind« which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain M 
day. and throw light on all the grand subjects lgiv ob^ 
soured by time. __
Soul or Things—Vol. L

Cloth...........................................................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol II.
imutrated. 450 pp. Cloth...................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. in.

Illustrated. 862 pp. Cloth..................
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“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 

Si two world«. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cents; cloth, »1.00. Book« like-“The Dream 
Child" »pur humanity On to make more and more de
mand» of thia nature, and will open up new height» 
»nd depth» of spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. W1U, I believe, take It« place beside Bulwer's 
"Zanonl" and the ".Seraphtta" of Balzac.—"Dally 
Capital,” Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader doles the last page.— 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times "

fJ/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL» 
W lit? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Tranct 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. Thl« curious book 
has do precedent In the English language. Its theme is novel Its 
truth apparent. 1t has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment« 
cue period In history and regarding Its most famous participant— 
the most noted American. It Is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore win live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
Siared care, research or expense in Its verification and produo« 

on, and he stakes his reputation upon the validity of Its co.itenta. 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardleu of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will ba amply 
repaid. Filoe 11.50. ♦

Z'HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
its Phenomena nnd Philosophy. By Kev.!8amuel 

Watson. This work w«b written by a modern Savior, i 
» grand and nobis man. Price »1.1». •

CTUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 
■ J torlcal and practical. A manual for th» people. 
ByW. J. Colville. Valuable to those Investigar'" 
xheotophr- Price Cl-Ou-

-d~Ib'l^~of~bibzes, by
£f wnm nwtuwtu wpwuu. ï

¿IB ER AL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH.
They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 centa,

J IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORY 
L-. ot Athtrael, chief prleat of a band of Al Arrans. An >«tUae 
htstoiy of man. Written through the mediumship of U. G. Fig- 
ley. 1 ou should read this work. Price 80 cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Bhelhamer. It abounds In facta ts refer 

once to the Sumlner-Land. Price 11.00.

T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
I -r from the Tree of Life. Preeented to humanity through the 
madlutruhly of B. 3. Litchfield. Excellent throughon.. ybfeo 
'‘jYIE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 

1 Tuttle. His works are always Intensely Interesting. Price
»1.50.
•THE WORLD'S SIX!EEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
1 loro. By Kersey Graves. You should read it, and be the 

wiser. Price »1,50.
•THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
£ compariion of Biblical and modem SplrltuaUim, By Moies 

Hull. An Invaluable wbrk. Price 11.00. ‘.

7HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
phenomena and philosophy. By Rev. Samuel Wateon. 

Thli work wai written by a modem Savior» a rrand and nobit 
max Price 11.00.
qTY/REE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE- 
£ Ions; the Jesulti, seen and unseen, are banded agalustthe 

circulation of tbii book, because they are afraid they will loie 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held so long. 
In Three Seven!, this knowledge u offered to the people.. Buy 
tt read It carefully, and rp" why’he.IpruKr hate IL Price Cl 75. 
•THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
i «nd Expressions In human Embodiments. Given through 

Mr« Cora L-V. Richmond, by her gnldee. A book that every
body ahould retd wbo are Interested In re-incarnation. Pries 
»1.00. ' .

1
I
Î

H

Z'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM.
By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one of>01». A By Epea Sargent. .A work of protouno reaearcn, 

flag the »bloat men of the age. Price »1.50; postage 10 cent».
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COSPEL OF NATURE. BY. M; L. 
L7 Êbermin and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repiete with

«fice.

tlon, allays pnlp, cures

of 
a

‘.‘Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Cidi- 
drenTeethlng”'softens * ' "

tinguished and brilliant advocate of 
Spiritualism, took part in the trial and 
deposed that he had two pictures taken 
by Mumler. The spirit form in one of 
them he recognized, but not the one in

Between the afternoon and evening 
meetings there will be a social reunion

San Francisco-Transferred from 
Boston.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

• grand magazine, the Arena.
■ Carrie W. Miller, Sec.

after life's brief day, in the morning 
a new life, to which this will be as 
dream.”

ROMANISM AND THE BE- PUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OF 

xjl bli country should bare at baud for oonsnlta*

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

Dr. A. B. Dobson—Dear

("'OLD MINE. WANTED A PART 
ner with 11000 to open a very promising gold 

mine in Montana. Advertiser has experience, Las 
been on the ground for months, and understands the 
situation. Best of references. Address Geo. A. Shu*

ing circumstances spiritually and fi
nancially. As one of the most power
fully-developed speakers on the spiritual 
rostrum, Mrs. Lyman is well known to

The charge against Mr. Mumler was, 
that by means 01 what he termed spirit 
photographs he had swindled many 
credulous persons and led them to be-

E. N. Pickering, lately president of 
the Marshalltown Spiritualists Associa
tion, but now residing- in Chicago, is. 
chairman of these meetings... ~ "

Judge Edmonds, an able jurist and a 
former member of the supreme bench of 
the State of New York, and also a dis-

_ Spiritualists arid Liberalists all over the
the other. He said distinctly: I country, and has always met with great

“I believe that the camera can take a I success wherever she has labored for

prie««. WRITE ro-L_____ _ ____________________
atilocn« eflktertd««lgni aadatylei putllibed.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

photograph of a spirit, for I have seen I the cause, calling together the most in
spirits myself. Only a few days since I telleetual membprs of the places where 
was in a court in Brooklyn, when a suit she has been engaged. She has the 

:------r.... ■ magnetic power of attracting, holding
and combining the various elements of

»thing Syrup for ChU- ÇTUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENC3. 
s gums, reduces Inflama »Jk An invaluable work, by Hudson Tuttle. Price 
wind colic, 25c a bettlo

It Is Demonstrated Fact

HON. JOSEPH A. SHADLE,
A Great Assembly of His 

Friends.
Words of Coinfori and Cheer. By 

Hudson Tuttle.
f

Died suddenly, at the Asylum for the 
Insane (of ' which he was business 
manager), Hon. Joseph A. Shadle, 
March 3d, in the 28th year of his age, 
Tbe remains were brought to the home 
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Allen 
Shadle, Wauseon, O., where the funeral 
was held March 11.

The funeral was one of the largest 
ever held in the vicinity, people coming 
for many miles to express their sym
pathy, for the deceased was not only 
widely connected but had become well, 
known and respected before he went to 
the West, •

The services were impressive. The 
friends from Washington forwarded 
beautiful floral offerings, and to these 
home friends added. Emma Rood Tuttle 
sang the exquisitely sweet spiritual 
songs she has given to the world, in a 
manner that only she cap sing them, 
and recited a tribute to the deceased.

Hudson Tuttle gave the .address, 
fragments of which we report, more 
especially the portion relating to the 
life of the departed.

The service at the grave was read 
from the Lyceum Guide. The most con
servative church members were heard 
to express their admiration of the 
beauty and impressiveness of the whole, 
and the comfort such belief must be- 
Btow.

wines and fly away on the ambient air, 
sipping nectar from the flowers.

When the Apostle Paul' tells us that 
there is a terrestrial body and a celes
tial, that death is the perishing of the 
corruptible terrestrial body, and the 
liberation of the celestial, he proclaims 
no greater mystery.

In the light of this sublime philoso
phy of life, here arid hereafter, the en
vironments of this life’s short day, its 
disappointments, cares and sorrows, sink 
away into the boundlessness of our fu-

THE FUNERAL DISCOURSE.
I come before you to speak words of 

comfort and of cheer, and, if possible, 
Íilace in your hands a staff on which to 
ean in the hour of deepest grief. If 

there be a balm in Gilead for bruised 
and broken hearts, now is your time of 
direst need, when, in the presence of 
your great loss, life seems unworthy the 
living, and hope is crushed.

Suffering friends, you are not alone in 
the bitterness of your sorrow. Every 
one here has drank of this cup, and 
they come to mingle their tears with 
yours in testimony of their common 
humanity.

Only one thing is certain in this world 
of ours. We may lay our plans never 
so cunningly, we'may build our castles 
on what we think the foundation of the 
everlasting, and proudly contemplate 
their towers piercing the heavens; we 
congratulate ourselves on the wisdom of 
our efforts leading to certain results, 
yet in an hour we may find our loftiest 
castles in the dust; our plans thwarted, 
and the results entirely different from 
those we expected. We are certain 
of only one thing, and that is that every
thing will change; that to-morrow will 
not be like to-day. Mountains crumble, 
the earth decays, and the sun will cease 
to shine; life passes, and our efforts to 
hold fast to the things of the present 
are wasted. We are passengers on ships 
sailing boundless seas; ships wafted by 
deep sea currents and tidal waves we 
know not of. We feel as we approach 
the shores of the Infinite, that this is 
not our final home. We long and 
aspire to the ideal home, where care 
shall cease and sorrow be unknown. 
There are hours of loneliness coming to 
every human heart, wherein the best 
this life affords seems as dross, and the 
soul cries in agony for the real life of 
which this is the shadow. Well did an 
ancient prophet express this feeling 
when he said: “Arise ye, and depart, 
for this is not your rest.” Our friends 
leave us, passing through the portals 
which open into the unseen, the silent 
land. Dearly loved ones lie. down to 
sleep, the sleep which knows no mortal 
waking.

We have said when we have watched by 
the couch: We will guard the dear one 
from harm. Death shall not enter the 
doorway. We have bolted and barred 
it. When he comes, we will bid him 
defiance! Ah, when he came he 
touched the portal and it crumbled into 
dust. He seized our beloved, and while 
he left the broken body, bore her away! 
Cruel, remorseless death! We plead, 
we implored, we invoked the mercy of 
God—to be answered by silence! 'Oh! 
could we with our spiritual sight see 
through the mask of death's messenger, 
we would behold a bright angel who 
comes laden with mercy, as a benefactor 
to waft the departing spirit home.

He comes for the aged, for those ripe 
in years, as the harvest bending in 
golden glory iu the"summer sun. They 
have drank life’s cup; have tasted its 
joys, borne its burdens, and received 
its cultivation. As the fruit in autumn 
falls to the lap of mother earth, it seems 
the just course of events that they go 
on into the next sphere of existence to 
carry forward the evolution of life’s 
infinite purposes.

He comes for the child nestling in its 
mother’s armt, and while she presses it 
close, and utters a prayer, such .as a 
mother only can give, that it may be 
spared to her, its spirit passes away like 
a breath, and she holds only the broken 
bars of the cage from which her bird 
of song has forever flown.

IT IS A MYSTERY. •

We do not understand. A great poet, 
on an occasion like this, as he took a 
little child in his arms, that she might 
see the marble face and folded hands 
said: “You do not understand, little 
one; well, we do not understand; no one 
understands.” Death is a mystery, and 
yet it is a natural process, and the gate
way to another existence. We may not 
comprehend it, and are unabft to ex
plain it. How few and simple are the 
things we can explain! Do you know 
how a blade of grass grows? How the 
rose expands its delicate petals? How 
the lily fills the air with perfume?

Do you understand how from indistin
guishable germs subject to the same 
conditions of warmth, from one comes 
forth the sparrow that sings in the 
hedge, and from another the eagle that 
vaults upward in the clouds and screams 
defiance to the lightnings? Still more 
incomprehensible is the transformation 
of the caterpillar, feeding the summer 
day on the coarse herbage, to go down 
into the dark earth at coming autumn, 
weave a silken shroud about itself, and 
lie as dead until the .sun’s return or 
springtime, then to burst through the 
cerements of the grave, expand its

i •
about it as I do: but I will not say but ualism he would' have been elevated to 
what they will know more about it.” It the supreuje bench of the United Stages, 
is a characteristic of many who ,are| for which his legal acquirements us a 
trairied.up to' orthodox notions, to roll juristpve-eriiiiently qualified him, . ., . 
hell “as a sweet morsel under their 
tongues,” for “infidels,” freethinkers, 
Spiritualists, and all who fail to seek

ture. We ascend to the spiritual 
heights which overlook the span of hu
man life, and can more calmly contem
plate the order of the world.

Thus'do we approach the great sor
row which wrings your hearts, with a 
philosophy of Spirit-life which shall 
dry yojir tears. ‘ -, •_

There can be no grander text than a 
noble life given to duty. Such a life 
was that of the dear son, the true friend . 
we meet here to-day to accord the last 
sad offices of our ^fteotions.

, I feel that np weak words of mind are 
required to sound his praise. I read .in 
the shadow on your faces the eloquent 
eulogism you would pronounce. He has 
built in your hearts a monument more 
enduring than marble slab or granite 
shaft. To you the loss is inexpressi
ble.

Well do we remember the day six 
years ago. how in these rooms we gath
ered to celebrate the wedding of Joseph 
A. Shadle and Miss Rose Siebolat. 
You had known him as a school-boy; he 
had taught your children in the schools, 
and his sterling attributes of honesty, 
integrity and unusual intelligence 
caused you to have deep interest in his 
welfare.

He was ambitious, and the great State 
of Washington held-out attractions. He 
was twenty-two years of age, full of life 
and aspiration to achieve name and for
tune. With all its gladness, that wed
ding and reception-day was shadowed, 
for the parents and friends counted the 
great distance that henceforth must in
tervene.

He bade adieu to the parental home, 
and entered tbe stirring life of the west. 
His success was phenomenal. He be
came interested in wide commercial 
business, the manager of the asylum at 
Ft. Steilacoom, and nominated by the 
party in the minority, was elected as 
representative. Wherever he went he 
made friends, and it is said he had not a 
single enemy. The people recognized 
his worth and pressed positions of trust 
on him. In his official capacity his 
record is without spot, and censure has 
been silent, and the opposition have 
been equally loud in sounding his 
praise. Honesty, steadfastness, devo
tion to duty—these he not only inher
ited, they were nourished by his educa
tion and woven into the fibres of his be
ing. He delighted i'n responsibilities 
which would have burdened others. 
Work for others, to him was recreation, 
and the emoluments of office were not 
so much his object as the well-doing of 
the work the people elected him to do. 
Well might his friends predict for him 
a brilliant future, for honors had been 
thrust on him at 28 years that a long 
lifetime is usually required to gain. In 
the years of his youth he was far up the 
difficult heights of fame and fortune. 
Th£ highest honors of the great State 
were within his grasp, and before him 
extended the broad, smooth way, a|l 
obstacles having been removed. Ohio 
sent to Washington one of her noblest 
sons, who gave his life to the develop
ment of that great empire of the North
west.

Six years! Six years of patient wait
ing and watching by his parents, re
lieved every week by the letter that 
came filled with his unfailing affec
tion. Six years, and Washington re
turns to us the broken shard, the inan
imate dust, sacred to us because once it 
was his.

A week ago the lightning brought the 
message that he was stricken down in 
the moment of triumph, and that his be
reaved wife had begun the long journey, 
bringing her dead to us.

Terrific mountains, snow-capped, 
evergreen-robed; abysmal canyons, 
broad rivers, interminable plains, 
changing scenes—how different seen 
through the tears of grief, than the 
fond eyes of inspiring love. To the wife 
the reaches of the continent from Erie’s 
shore to where the Columbia rolls its 
volumes to the sea was hung with the 
gloom of mourning, and the sun was 
dim in the heavens.

Here at the old home we greet the 
body, which reposes in calm and peace
ful sleep, and place it reverently by the 
side of those of his relativesand friends. 
There may it repose, and on the grassy 
mound the tears of love will fall, and af
fection cast the first Howers of spring 
and the last of autumn.

But the spirit will not be there. The 
real presence has gone forth, and this is 
only the broken cage which confined it. 
There can be no place in the universe 
more attractive than the old hearth, the 
presence of his wife and .parents. The 
spirit no bars can confine, no chains 
sufficiently strong to restrain.

Walking with a friend in the church
yard, he said: “This is inevitable, but 
we should be ready when it comes.”

Young as he was, with flattering pros
pects, he had thoughtfully measured the 

, events of time against eternity, and was 
ready to depart at the summons of 
Death’s messenger.

“We shall meet again.” Over the 
cable which spans the abyss between 
heaven and earth comes this message of 
deathless love: “We shall meet again,

and find orthodox, “salvation.” Still, 
they .find nature’s ties so strong that, 
tbev usually feel a “hope” in the case of 
their children and loved ones who pass 
into the Spirit-world.unconverted. This 
hope is an assertion of their better na
ture against the cruel and horrible 
tenets of the orthodox fhith: and if they 
would but follow the leadings of this 
kindly light fixed by nature and God in 
qvery human heart, they would learn to 
nope for better things and rejoice in the 
more generous and lovely arid godlike 
views inculcated by Spiritualism. ' ;

A new God will tend to bring in the 
era of a better humanity, with better 
hopes, better thoughts, a better life, a 
better hell, a better heaven—and a bet
ter ideal of God. Yes, a new God is 
wanted, . , .

SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY.. !

To the Editor:—It Is about two 
years since Prof. R. Hodgson, secretary 
of the Society for Psychical Research, 
of Boston, and Prof. S. W. Fallis, a 
photographic “expert” of Chicago, 
promised us a statement which should 
make good their sweeping assertions 
that spirit photography, as exemplified 
in certain numerous pictures produced 
by Prof. H. E. Chase, of 2650 Broadway, 
Cleveland, Ohio, were chemical tricks, 
entirely devoid'of merit. I have waited 
with impatience for the promised stater 
ment, but it comes not. Should my 
statement meet the lynx eyes of either 
of these gentlemen, I hope they will no 
longer delay, as there are' others besides 
the writer waiting anxiously for it,.

Spirit photography, which cannot be 
successfully controverted, ran the 
gauntlet of a trial by a jury, in New 
York City twenty-five years ago. It 
had gained such a hold upon the public 
mind that the church and the State 
combined to crush it out.

The ease of “the people against 
William H. Mumler,” was so remarka
ble, and without precedent in the 
annals of criminal jurisprudence, that I 
offer no apology for referring to it, al
though a quarter of a century of suc
cessful experiment, well known to sci
entists, has established its truth beyond 
the shadow of a doubt.

There are other, phases of .medium
ship where art displays ¡itself besides 
photography, such, gs.' spirit < .painting 
in oils, crayon drawingijjietb;, and at, 
some future tinje I may c^D,tribqte fjome 
facts front an inexhausti&j4 i^Beryoir of 
material, on hand. , f ' ' 1 ■

? ■ '< ' ' ■ O, H.'Mathews.',
New Philadelphia, Ohio. . ■ .

. ■. ■" —Tt-'T7*1""*“. —~~~ ■ ,
Ojiesaning: «(Mich.) Society.

The Chesaning People’s Progressive 
Spiritual Society started with the. new 
year tp hqve a .speaker at least once a 
month, anc^thus far has kept it up. For 
January we.'had George H. Brooks and 
MpsesHull; for February, Hon. L. V. 
Moulton, of .Grand Rapids, gave a most 
able and pointed rpply to the Evangelist 
who had peen charging Spiritualists and' 
Spiritualisrp with all manner of bad 
things. Hp ¿poke to a full house; not
withstanding the Evangelist sfaid a day 
longer than ¡ne had intended, tp repljr to 
Mr. Moulton.., Thus, both were firing 
hot shot at each other at the same time. 
The audience was very enthusiastic, •

For our March meeting Mrs. Anna L. 
Robinson, Port Huron’s talented pastor, 
gave us a series of week-day meetings, 
and won thp praise and adiriiratloh of 
all her hearers. Her address the first 
evening was on “Bible Spiritualism,” 
and we think from her digest, the Chris
tians present must have nad to swallow 
Bible Spiritualism or give up the Bible. 
She gave a talk at the Ladles’ Literary 
Society on “Motherhood,” that was 
highly appreciated and very instructive, 
At 4 o’clock the hall filled about half 
full of school children, and she gave- 
them a beautiful talk on “Death and the 
Future Life”—picturing the change in 
most glowing terms—and gave many of 
them readings, describing their charac
ters and different adaptabilities for 
business in life. Her last address was 
to a packed house, and from subjects 
taken from the audience; and was even 
better than the night before. Most of 
her tests were recognized, and in many 
respects remarkable. Having been dis
appointed in securing a speaker for the 
anniversary meeting the society will 
observe it through home talent,, with 
readings, recitations, etc. We keep up 
regular Sunday meetings and People’s 
Lyceum; also an aid society known as 
the Ladies’ Progressive Literary So
ciety, meets every Wednesday, for the 
study of different books, poets, etc. All 
bring selections, or enter into discuss
ion. This society has a library started, 
and yesterday voted to subscribe for that

- SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENTS.

.. ■ The Secret of Success.
The great volume of evidence in the 

form of personal, .unpurchased, volun
tary testimonials, telling in words over
flowing with gratitude, of what Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla has actually done, prove 
beyond any possibility of« doullt that 
this great medicine possesses real and 
extraordinary ’ merit. These letters 
come from every portion of the country, 
and they tell of surprising cures of dis
eases which even physicians have pro
nounced incurable and after the patients 
had given up in despair.' Wljat is the 
secret of this great success? Simply 
this': •'Hood’s Sarsaparilla acts qpon the 
blood, and by making good blood it 
gives health, strength and happiness. 
Thus it is that Hood’s Sarsaparilla cures 
When all other preparations fail. This 
is why you should get Hood’s and only. 
Hood’s. •

. “My mother had an abscess frbm 
which she recovered after much suffer
ing/ but every fAll she would have a 
bjlioiis attack which would last two 
weeks. Last summer we induced her 
to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla and this fall 
She had only a slight attack. Hood’s 
has done her much good. I have also 
taken it with benefit myself.”

. ' Miss Rose Wagner.
■Depauville, N. Y.

The following letter is from Mrs. J. 
B. ¡Nickel, 428 W. 49th street, New 
York City: “I was always troubled 
with sick-headaches and could have 
nothing done for them. Finally I con
cluded to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. After 
using one bottle I felt much better and 
before my second bottle was gone I did 
not have any pain in my head, so I am 
entirely cured.”

A Remarkable Cure.

OR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE 

OR
MIND FORCE.

PABULUM OFLIFE OR MIND FOtfCE 
a electrifies and-Illuminates the mind, restores lost 
harmony aud lost vitality. ■ '

Pabulum of Life is In no case a medicine, but a 
metaphysical nutrimental and Ilfo-generatop of great 
power. .

Pabulum of Life is a new creation and divine In* 
«piralton, aud will purify the moral and spiritual na
ture of man. .

Pabulum of Life will increase the vital force, stim 
ulate the'mlnd to action, awake the slumberlug fac
ulties of th© soul, aud re-vltalize the whole being.

•Pabulum of Life 'contains a spirit essence or Nutri
ment of great power. For instance, every time a 
dofie is taken, the person, whether sickly or healthy, 
will gain In proportion a certain amount of natural 
force or energizing power.

Furthermore, It clears the intellect, and invigorates 
the mental faculties, and how It does all this, and 
even more, 'Is a-mystery, which no science can ex
plalp, excepting on tbe grounds of electrical vital 
action, resulting from’’the absorption of a new com
bination of element^, or force generated and diffused 
throughout the constitution.

Pabulum of Life is exclusively derived from the 
active principle of the herb of the field, the flowers 
of tbe forest, and the leaves of the trees, and harmo
niously compounded at our laboratory.

Pabulum of Life is palatable and pleasant, harm
less as the dew drop, of emlnentutlllty, and for genera
ting a géneral Inward vital energy. Is without ex
ample In the wholedomalnof medicine.

Pabulum of Life Is equally adapted for all persons, 
male or female, and is especially valuable to persons 
of frail constitution, or where there is a loss of nerve 
or vital force.

It will animate the weak and weary. Invigorate tbe 
young, and re-juvenate the old.

Pabulum of Life Is a condensed combination of 
crystallzed essence or force and must be attenuated or 
diluted In about fifteen times its bulk of water, 
and may be takpn as often as three times a day.

Trial package by mall ti,00. Prepared only by

DR. R. GREER,
127 La Salle St., Chicago, Ill.

FORSTER. DR. W. M.
'T'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR-
L voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—in their owu handwriting— 
with postase stamp for reply. “Tbe Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist ’ of Dec. 80, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since bls coming hero he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas aud practices, aud his straight
forward course of integrity and honor.” Address 
Dr. W. M. Forster. 1059 Market St., Bau Francisco, 
California. 237

INVALIDS
]X. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
F r stamps, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pampinot and advice free to cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card« 
iDgton.Ohlo . . tf

r

$

Z'HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-centBtainp« lor private letter of »dvlca 

from the Splrlt-world. W. P. Thelen, M. D., UPJaelc- 
ton Boulevard Chicago III. . jaotf

(PPIRIIUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
can And coty room«, equal to tho«e at hoteli, with a Spkltuallett -mily, at 83 St. John'a Place near Ualon

7'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W
Sinclair, will send you by letter a life reading of 

tne past and future wltb dotes. Mall a lock of balr 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 221 
West Are., Jackson, Mlcbt 237

AN ASTONISHING OFFER! ' 
(PEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

kJ* lock of hair, age. name, Bex, one leading aympUnn 
aud your disease will be diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B.Dobsou, San Jose, Cal._______

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
orJIx <lue8tlon8 answered. 50 cent« and 

three stamps. Maboubbit* Bubton, 1473 Washtna- 
onatreet, Boston, M^bs. 2S2 *

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
the Eyes, the Catarrh, and, in fact, the entire 

system. Send 2 two-cent sumps, and I will Bend 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my spirit« 
guide who revealed this knowledge to me? B. F 
Poole, Clinton, low». r

? *

lieve it possible to photograph the im
material forms of their departed friends.

It was through the instrumentality of 
Marshal Joseph H. Tooker that the case 
was brought before the court. He de
posed that he was ordered by A. Oakey 
Hall, then Mayor of New York, to in
vestigate the case, which he did by 
assuming a false name, and by getting 
his photograph taken by Mr. Mumler. 
After the taking of the picture the 
negative was shown to him, with a dim, 
indistinct outline of a ghostly face star
ing out of one corner, and he was told 
that the picture represented the spirit 
of his father-in-law. He, however, 
failed to recognize the worthy old gen
tleman, and emphatically declared that 
the picture neither represented his 
father-in-law nor any of his relations; 
nor yet any person whom he had ever 
seen or known. With this evidence the 
prosecution rested.

New Spiritual Society in Chicago
To the Editor:—Spiritual meetings 

were held last Sunday at 517 West Madi
son street, under the auspices of a new 
organization, called the Society of 
Spiritual Unity, whose platform of 
principles comprises the most liberal 
toleration of every form of spiritual 
expression consistent with truth, reason 
and justice, and whose effort will be to 
unite all honest differences of opinion 
under the .spiritual banner of harmoni
ous fraternity. With the motto of 
“Charity for all and malice towards 
none,” true spiritual growth must re
sult.

The meetings in future will be a me
diums’ conference at 10:30 every Sunday 
morning at which Mrs. Mary C. Lyman 
will prosidebiand at 2:30 and 7:30 P. M., 
inspirational .lectures will be given by 
Mrs. Lyman.

Yours of August 12 just received. In
closed please find two dollars, and also 
the stamps that my wife, Mrs. Emily 
Hopkins, forgot to send in her letter. 
Please send the medicine as soon as 
possible, and we will follow up your treat
ment as long as we can find the money 
to pay for the medicine.

I persuaded a friend of mine, one 
James Kinneman, to send for your med
icine nearly one year ago. He had been 
under the treatment of -nearly all the 
physicians in this part of the State for 
more than ten years, and they finally 
concluded that there was no help for 
him. He is taking your medicine yet, 
and I saw him last week, and he told 
me that he was a well man, and felt as 
well as he ever did in his life.

His is a wonderful cure. I have been 
acquainted with him for about twenty 
years, and I must say that he is the 
healthiest man that he has ever been 
since I have known him. I am an old 
crippled soldier. James M. Hopkins.

Columbus, Pa.
(See ad. in another column).
Address,all letters to San Jose, Cal.

MRS. RUTH A.’COOMBS, 1087 W. 

J.VL Lake street. Clairvoyant, Test and Business 
Medium. Brief Reading, 25 cents. 228

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
J A. in your own home. Will send a pamphlet con
taining Instructions, a letter designating your phase-» 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book aud copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Biles, 1904 Wabash avenue, Chicago, III.________ 249

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y„ College or Magnetics,1 
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

. Ser?P,u!,cs I°clu<Ung the Sun Cure, Vital Maimat.
Ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, aud a higher solenw of 
¡Lui .pbemlcal affinity and boule principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students In four 
continents have token the course. The college la 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
N*ew Si; a d“e‘¿luful suTuTof New“ York“T 

yewAEM D'' Dean’5ral»akl Kaat O^ngi 

TY will ¿eveloFyoFT
P C U? h A Jou tried it f - Thi 
f X V 4 III Finest Cabinet for the ' 
* U J A. A W purpose ever made—bar 
—.. none. Sendfordrculars This marvelous cabinet , MT ., , 

daim^^^^r Costs Nothing 
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St. Chicago

Price, $1.00 delivered, In City, “

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

. Illustrated. you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHI

'T'HE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
J habited but now submerged part of ibis globe 

known as Atlantis, 1b one of much Interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and modern Bources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches Ju (he 
mounds aud the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged In compact, 
literary form, In this very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial interest to Spiritualists be
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantiaus concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

4^5. CONNELLY'S IMPROVED RE- 
LVJ. demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, sliver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. Ills not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A.Connelly,

&“ynBeV7o^^
“yeFyouoan“ 

(-'ET WELL. SEND $] FOR A BOT- 
\J Ue of Elixib of Lifb. A spirit remedy Pnmiv 

vegetable, and Magnetized. PoSdvel? Xwl 1S? 
MvSr8™? w?i0lce.,over bealth restored. For blood 

aPment® there la no better remedy 
made.t Send for circular. Dr. B. K. Myer« Clinton. 
xowa- _______________ _______ 280
"y0UR PRESENT AND FUTURE.-^ 
i » three questions. Give age, sex and com« 

ArkMsks AUXB8 A' M1L1-gn' Dlan!°;d'

The counsel for the defense brought 
forward a number of witnesses, who ,
testified to the genuineness of spirit auguraling a period of fraternity and 
photographs taken for them by Mr.1 good-will which will prove most bene- 
Mumler. William P. Sneed, a photog- ‘ fieial to all present.
rapher, of Poughkeepsie, N. Y., testified ! Mrs. Lyman has just finished.an en
that Mumler succeeded in producing gagement ot six months with the 
spirit photographs at his (Sneed’s) gal- St. Paul Spiritual Alliance, under 
lery in Poughkeepsie, and he was, the most favorable and successful con- 
unable to discover how it was done, ditions, not only relieving them from 

financial distress but uniting two socie
ties in the ¡above society in larger 
quarters, and leaving them in flourish-

TAKE NOTICE.

Z'HE REPORT OF THE NATIONAL
Splrltuallit Convention, Including the celebrated 

paper on Spiritualism presented by Mrs. Cora L V. 
Klcbmond, to the Parliament of Religions, <208 pogos) 
will now be sent postage prepaid, to any address In 
the United States or Canada, on receipt of price. Pa
per ctiver, 25 cents; cloth, red or brown, 50 cents. Ad
dress the undersigned, Robebt A. Dimmick, Secretary 
N. B. A., 510 E. Street, N. W„ Washington, D. C. 231

SOMETHING NEW. .
PERFECTED BY SPIRIT-POWER. 

JT If advice is followed sickness cannot exist. We 
will send to Spiritualists, for examination and trial. 
If you are not pleased, we pay expenses both ways. 
Price $6,00; but If you will send us the address of 
twelve of your suffering friends In different towns, 
wo will send on the plan for $3,00. This appliance will 
last for ten years, and will be worth hundreds of dol
lars to you. As you advance not one cent, you have 
all to gain and nothing to lose. If over 500 miles 
away send 50 cents to pay express one way. Parties 
In the city must call. Dr. C. D. Gulley, 4138 Cot
tage Grove Avenue, Chicago, 111. 229

A TTENTION! SEND POSTAL 
-il Note for 20 cents, (no stamps) to Miss Clara 
Marsh, Rochester, Mich., and receive by return mall 
a handsome picture drape. Extra fine 25 cents, lam 
a medium, and kind spirits aid mo In my work. I so
licit tho patronage of Spiritualists and all lovers of

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

A New God Wanted.
A lady at Milwaukee writes to let us 

know her reasons for not renewing her 
subscription. She says: “I prefer the 
old Bible to your new, for if we want a 
new Bible we want a new God.”

Just so—the lady [strikes the nail on 
the head; the old orthodox God, whose 
characteristics are derived efrom the old 
semi-savage notions of a primitive 
nomad people, has held sway too long; 
he should be set aside for a God whose 
moral characteristics should correspond 
in harmony with the more refined, just, 
pure and righteous concepts of the more 
enlightened people of modern times.' 
And this is surely being accomplished 
by the force of advancing civilization 
and enlightenment, evolving purer con
cepts and higher ideals; and Spiritual
ism is helping most effectually in this 
humane and spiritualizing work.

The good lady says: “Some of the 
freethinkers.have t a gobd deal to say 
about hell—they know. about as much

amount claimed to be due on a certain : 
policy was being heard. Looking - 
toward that part of the courLroom 
occupied by the jury, I saw the spirit of 
the man whose death was the basis of 
the suit. The spirit told me the cir
cumstances connected with the death; 
said that the suit was groundless; that 
the claimant was not entitled to recover 
from the company; and said that he (the 
man whose spirit was speaking) had 
committed suicide under certain cir
cumstances. I drew a diagram of the 
place at which his death occurred, and 
on showing it to the counsel, was told 
that it was exact in every particular,”

A large number of witnesses deposed 
that they recognized the forms of de
parted friends (in some cases of those 
long since' dead) in the photographs 
taken for them by Mumler. .The most 
striking case was that of a gentleman of 
Wall street, whose deceased wife's 
features both he and his friends dis
tinctly recognized in a photograph taken 
for him in that way.

After exhaustive arguments by ■ the 
distinguished attorneys on ■ both sides 
of the case, and a thorough trial that 
lasted some days, Mumler was tri
umphantly acquitted.

The reporter commenting on the trial 
said: “If there is a trick in Mr. Mum- 
ler’s process, it has certainly not been 
detected as yet. To all appearance 
spirit photography rests just where the 
rappings and table turnings have rested 
for several years. Mr. Mumler has 
certainly been very fortunate. He has 
been believed in by a large number of 
people. He has obtained a good price 
for his photographs, and finally he has 
been prosecuted, and thus extensively 
advertised. Beyond this, tbe trial, like 
all legal prosecutions of this nature, 
will amount to nothing.”

It is scarcely necessary to add that 
the case- excited the most profound: 
interest, and thousands of - people -then ! 
believed that the developments in the' 
trial justified the claims made by the 
spirit photographer. - . .

Judge Edmonds,'the leading counsel 
in the case, passed over to the other 
side several years ago, as. also did Mr. 
l^pmler, the artist. It is stated of the 
judge that had it not been for his .Spirit-

a community and interesting them in 
the work of advancing the cause.

She has the affectionate remem
brances and support of thousands of 
leading Spiritualists everywhere, and 
unites in her work many worthy abilities 
which,is the^ecret pf hercon&iual suc- 
cess/iJ^^.^eaul-ipildi ’uhL Alliance 
passedijrssffltrtiop? <?I a-mpsL<!ommenda- 
tory 'oharri^ri’ relatiVe^tff'i^ services 
of Mrs. Jjyman, with their society from- 
October tb. April, 1893-4. which were 
presented to her in type-writing and 
under the society’s seal on March 25, 
1894, and giye ample testimony to the 
value of her, services as a worker, for 
the cause ai well as to her personal 
merit and «forth as a true and noble 
woman. , ' ’ '

After eac|i lecture tests and other 
manifestations, of spirit power will be 
given.

Doctor J. ,C. Phillips gave tests and 
psychometric readings 'last Sunday tb 
the great acceptance of the intelligent 
audiences assembled.

The Society, of Spiritual Unity asks 
the favorable thoughts and good wishes 
of every true. Spiritualist in Chicago 
and elsewhere, and Mrs. Lyman hopes 
to receive the continuance of those 
kind and loving feelings and expres
sions that have been given to her in times 
past. '

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or afew thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

Where spirit is supreme and all things are subject to it 
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper. 25 cents., For sale at 
Ihtaofflce. . .

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW
erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 

three 2-ccnt stamps, lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 418, 
Denver, Colorado. 231

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
<¿1 SougB, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Gems, 
Choral Responses. Funeral Services, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums. Instructions for 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics and Marching; Ban
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society mnv be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies'the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old hymnology. 
It furniBhcsa unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such us no otberselecllon contains, liglves 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of which is made plain by engravings. It gives In
structions how to make the badges and banners and 
Instructs in marching. It shows howto establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful ^ongs which have bedh gathered 
up by that movement.

The author ami compiler of this Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the tusk by years of devoted labor In the

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association, 
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( Incorporated Nov. 1, 1893.)

rTHE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
A National Spiritualises' A88oelstton 1b now open 

linies. and all Spiritualists are invited to vlait 
their official home. A register will be kept of lectur
ers ami mediums, who are requested to send In tlielr 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to u8 of all changes ot 
location. Officer« of societies In all foreign countries 
are also requested to confer with us, aud Information 
Is desired respecting all new phases of development 
In all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Ilouanr A. Dimmiok 
Secretary.______________ __________________ -Jutf

A REMARKABLE OFFER. ~SEND 
Jj. two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. C. Batdorf. 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapid«. 
Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad« 
vertlaement In._______________ £13

Fnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send WI.L Ove two-cent atampa, date of birth, 8ex, I ILL I'audwrldng or leading symptoms; you 
wlllrecelvea correct diagnosis of your dis

ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Head, Box .158, Lansing, Mich.

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Rend thia testimonial: “Psychearrived two week« 
ngo and to any 1 was plepsed does not express iny ap
preciation. My boy, twelve years old, 1« developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlence.—M. Y 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark.” Price, $1,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. IL Bach. Mfr. St.. Paul. Minn.

THE COLLEGE 
OF . 

THERAPEUTICS.

rrHE SE VENTEENTH SESSION OF 
L six weeks begins on the first Monday of May, 

1894. This Institution occupies the foremost posi
tion In medical science and philosophy, being the 
only Institution in- which the entire physiology of 
ifian (Including body, brain and soul) is understood and 
taught, and In which alone the new practice is pre
sented, based upon the complete understanding of 
numan life and tbe location of Its organic forces.

The entire instruction Is new, being bared upon 
original discoveries which bare stood the test of half 
a century. It gives the student a commanding 
position, enabling him to appreciate at their real 
value all the Incomplete sectarian systems now recog
nized, and hence should precede all other medical 
studies and magnetic or electric practice. It gives to 
an accomplished graduate tbe ability to treat success
fully by new methods, many cases in which tbe best 
physicians now fall. It gives an essentially new sys
tem of Electro-Therapeutics, with new apparatus 
all unknown In medleal colleges, and trains Its pupils 
in the exact diagnosis and 'discovery of diseases and 
remedies, which when mastered makes the healing 
'art as reliable as any other practical science. An 
efficient non-medlcal practice Is taught, and ability 
also given to apply medical remedies skillfully when
ever desirable. Psycbometry, Sarcoguomy, Psychic
healing, and the management of spiritual conditions 
and powers are made familiar, and the diploma of the 
school expresses the attainments of it« graduates.

1 The language of students who have attended tbe 
sixteen past sessions 1$ full of enthusiastic eulogy of 
the new era in the healing art Introduced by the in
struction of this Institution. The class of 1892 said:

We have been surprised and delighted by what we 
have heard, as it so for exceeded our anticipations.”

The fee for the course is $25. For a second course, 
•15. The course should be attended by all who wish 
to understand their own constitutions for the attain
ment of health and longevity, and tbe mastery of a 
{»rotouud and demonstrated philosophy of all that re* 
ates to man. The doctrines of the college are em

bodied in “Therapeutic Barcoonomt” which Is sent 
by mall for 15. For further information address tbe 
President, Dr. J. R. Buchanan, 1236 Market street, 
San Francisco, California.

tloni- By_B«v. I>uoJ.Linslnz,M. A. Thlalisoott 
able work, conitstlng of aDiscvMlon ot tbe Parpoaei, 
AMumptlone, Principles and Methods ot tho Boman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains H7 psges, and 

g .yr.- ivni 4^. maybe considered amine ot valuable intonnatlon for
\J Bherman and Wm.F. Lyon. A book repietewftb every patriot la the land. Price 11. For sale at this 

spiritual truths. Price lt.00. 1 «dice.

Lyceum. The book is the result of practical work K'rn I Mr n n ¡\rTr~D k- c-7’ /-zi a r rand tested by tbe Interest awakened tn the actual \ 'U/ 1NIERES 1 IO ALL
session of the Lyceum. k-/who arc sick. Dr. J. R. Craig, physical medium

While Intended for tbe working Lyceum, the guide J I <’hlc Pbyslqlan, bos opened a medical institute 
is admirably adapted to tbe needs of the family, sup- ( *n which only vegetable and spiritual remedies are 
plying 76 pages of uew spiritual music and words i u$ed. My friends will remember the valuable liver 
found nowhere else, except in sheet form at many I an“ Kidney cure that was given to me by my spirit 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the ' controls 1 have placed those new and valuable reme« 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad- ”‘ei* In the reach of »ill. For further information or 
dress Hudson Tuttle & Co., publishers. Berlin ; *rce diagnosis, address Dr. J. R. Craig 1428 Market 
Heights, Ohio, oroffice of The Progressive Thinker i street, San Francisco. California. Enclose lock of 
where the work may be had wholesale and retail. i *la*r and three 2 cent stamps. All letters answered 
------- -------------------------------------------------------------------— ! by spirit control. -228
DAW. J PA YNE MEDIUM, CLAIR-1 ç Z^A/iNEy CLAIRVOYANT; ‘ 

«Cndnbï81nC^U^e?8n, ' ' »Mr for trial re.dU
24 Bishop Court. Flat B.________________________22S i P °' Box 4M' Olsc*°' Michigan.________________ 228

KJR. AND MRS. PERKINS. DEMON 
1VL strators of Spiritual Philosophy; platform 
speakers and test mediums; trance, clairvoyant, clair- 
audlent, pscbometrlc, writing, healing, developing 
and astrological phases. Private consultation dally, 
at No. 11 Bryan Pl., West Side, Chicago; Randolph

SEND ONE DOLLAR, AGE, SEX, 
lock of hair, and one leading symptom, and get a 
Diagnosis from Dr. Benjamin Rush, who has made 

many wondertul cures through the medium, Sarah A. 
Danskin, widow of Washington A. Dansktn, 1510 N.

Uf|EE CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
"IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

vat $ driver walnot or odr la* 
T rTprotrd High Ara Slanriewlng michin« 

iA finely finished, nickel plstea, idtpled to light 
and heavy work; gnarsnteed for 10Tear<| with 
AntonatleBobbin Winder, 8elf*Thr«adln$ Cylin
der Shuttle. Self*8et(lng Needle and a complete 
set of Steel Attachment«; shipped any where on 
80 Day’a Trial* No money required In advance. 

T5,000 now In use« World’i Fair Medal awarded machine and attach* 
mente. Buy from factory and safe dealer’e and agent’a profits. 
FD EC Thli Ont and eend to-day for machine or lente free

REC catalorue, teotlmonhli and Gfltnpeee of the World’s Fair.
OXFORD MEG. CO.3i2W&ua Ave. GHICABOJLL.

5 m

7R Bnp oar $9 Natural Flniih Baby CarrUr«
IV complete with plated steel wheel«, ule, 

nrtaca, aadoatpleo«tteaabenthaadle. Hade ofb««t®ate- 
HaLfioelr flnlihcd.rellehle.an druarant««d for 8 year». Shipped 

oalvdeyi'tTial. FREIGHT PAID; bo money »»quirtA la 
adtanoe. 75,000 In W« an the oldest and beitknovn 
concern efour kind, reliable and ntpcnxibl«. Reference 
fumUhod«tiny Ume. Make aadeell Mthingtat vbatvn

jHYPNOTiSM]
I* SECRET POWER, THB DLHKB IN K&N« Tou possess this 

God-given force Called PERSON AL MAGNETISM, 
I>evelop Hand Soooccdin Life. Hypnotism as a Re
medial Agent and for controlling others, for public 
or surgical demonstrations. Wonderful revelations. 
Worth tlOO forts. If we are strangers send tl, and bal* 
nnce when book arrtve«.'Two pamphletB. 20o. Address 
DR., mEftSOM,

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HI^ 
Zv tory, embracing the origin of the Jews, the Biei 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the Deriv» 
tlonof Christianity; to which 1$ added; Whence Oct 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. One ot 
the most valuable worfci evex published Price tlAfe

7 SYCIIOMETRY. CONSULT WITH 
■I Prof. A. B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your apIrk-frlendB. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Win answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. WIs. 228

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PLATFORMPSYCH0METR1ST AND 
i buBlnesB medium. Readings personally or by 
letter $1,00. Brief reading by mail 25 cents. 291 Og» 
den avenue, Chicago, Ill. 222 tf

PSYCHOMETRIC.
K\O YOU WISH AN UNPARALEL- 

X-Z led reading, examination or advice on buBlno«», 
write to Dr. J. C. Phillipa, tbe noted plotform Test 
PsycbometriRt. Enclose ope dollar and three 2-cent 
stamps, giving age and sex. Three questions an« 
Bwcrcd for 25 centB. Send Btamp for statements of 
wonderful cures. Address 471 W. Madison «treet, 
Chicago, Ill. 228

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
r\R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY,

Mass., and bis band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting the most wondertul cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the Icear 
Bight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with htB magnetic remedies, will 
convince the moat skeptical of bin wonderful power to 
heal tbe sick. Try him. Send him sex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and be will send 
a dlagnoslB of your case free. He doesn't want any 
leading symptoms. Address Dr. J. 6. Loucks. Shir« 
ley, Mass._________________________________ 237 \

nn OVl/rO CURED HIMSELF IN 1870. IIK \ I R P\ Tbe medicine has cured tbou* UI II UI IWfaV sands since and will cure you 
of Catarrh. Send for free Book, “Common Sense 
Talk.” Dr. Stkes Sure Cure Co., Caxton Building, 
Chicago, Ill. 229

DR; S. RANDALL’S
T TNION PARK SANITARIUM, Si OG- 
U den avenue, Chicago, Ill. 229BIBLE MAEVELWORKEKS;
AND. THE' WONDROUS POWER 

Al which helped or made them perform mighty 
work! and otter inspired worda. together with aoma 
Personal Tratta and Characteristics of Propheta, Apo«, 
tlea, and Jeans, or New Reading! of "The Miraclea," 
by ALLXX Putnam. Price 75 conta. For tale at thU
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Protestantism Versus Cath 
olicism.

Or the Triumph and Failure 
the Reformation.

An Address by 
WALTER HOWELL, 

To the Readers of The Progress' 
Ive ThlnUer, the Largest Au

dience of Any Freethought 
Paper.

80 much. has been already written 
upon this subject that one can scarcely 
hope to offer anything in addition to 
that which has been so ably said by 
some of the most eminent thinkers of 
our age. It is not presumption in the 
writer that prompts him to express his 
thoughts upon this theme, but an earn
est desire to awaken more vividly with
in himself and others the need of keep
ing alive that Protestant spirit for which 
our fathers fought and died. Not in 
the spirit of revenge or intolerance, but 
in the interest of that freedom of speech 
and pen which is the right of a free peo
ple. We who have so long enjoyed our 
liberty, think, the battle forever won, 
but those who know the power and are 
»live to the stratagems of the Church of 
Romo»íeel that while wq arebeing thus 
deluded; thé representatives fef that 
church are forking ih every way* to re
gain its hold upon government and so
ciety. Should that pôwer bé supreme 
once moré, “thè last state of our civil
ization would be worse than the first.”

It is difficult for one born surrounded 
by Protestant influences^ to write with
out some tinge of prejudice. The Cath
olic cannot discuss Protestantism with
out feeling of a partisan character. Even 
those who claim to have outgrown the 
theology of their ancestors, find lurking 
in their veins the one-sidedness of the 
sectarian, and unless one be constantly 
on his guard, and possess a well-trained 
intellect, the sect-spirit, will manifest 
Itself. . - ■

The emotional nature within us needs 
to be fed as well as thejntelleotüal, and 
the Catholic church ministers- to that 
side of man’s being more thoroughly 
and in a more cultured way than any 
other religious organization in Christen
dom. However much we differ from the 
Romish church, there are somé points 
we .must concede. When the Roman 
Empire dissolved and- ’-ihreataned the 
destruction of European society, the 
Church of Rome being so well organ
ized, probably saved that continent from 
social dissolution. The Romish Church 
had ever proven her faithfulness, in the 
canonization of her saints, to the ideal 
she offers the world—“the meek and 
lowly”—the suffering and the submiss
ive Christ. In the face of a material
istic world and a rationalistic age, her 
voice declared the day of miracles ever
lasting. In the doctrine of purgatory 
the Romanist is more humane and ra
tional than the Protestât who insists 
upon immediate fixity of state after 
death, and that eternal. Prayers for 
the dead, while a perverted priestly ex
ercise, oftentimes suggest a beneficent 
psychical influence which the kindly 
feelings of the embodied may exert 
upon the disembodied. I never read 
those tender words, “of yòur charity, 
pray for the soul of,”' without tenderest 
emotion filling my breast. The exoteric 
forms suggest to my mind a world of 
esoteric meaning. Through the me
dium of the stained glass windows of the 
cathedral comes the thought that,as the 
pure light of day passes into the sanct
uary through the colored figures of Je
sus, Mary, Peter, James, John or Paul,so 
the pure rays of celestial light from the 
‘.‘sun of righteousness and truth” mani
fest themselves to us through the lives 
of the noblest sons of men, and must re
ceive their hues according to the law, 
that light takes on the tint of the me
dium through which it passes. It is 
impossible, perhaps, for us ever to study 
the naked truth, fot1 that reason, “the 
Lord God is a sun and a shield” in hu-
inanity.

The spiritually-minded igan or woman 
will always interpret the emblems of 
the church according to the language of 
the spirit. The danger lies with those 
who materialize all symbols in their 
thought. To mistake the shadow for, 
the substance, the symbol for that which 
is symbolized, gives rise to modern idol- 
atory and fetichism. ■ - ■ - ■

Children need object lessons; the un
educated mind fails to grasp abstract 
ideas and principles, hence to present 

h these in some concrete form seem ane- 
Icessity. If society, .did not. need the 
fl Catholic church, it would hot exist. If 

Btands'as akind of kindergarten institi’

Jesus is reported as saying: “Ye have 
made the word of non-effeot by ypur 
traditions.” We can scarcely find Jesus 
in our day, for his figure is veiled "be
hind so much ecclesiasticism. A true 
Protestantism would protest against ■ 
hiding the founder of the Christian 
faith beneath forms, traditions and 
creeds, which obscure rather than re
veal the glory of his life and death.

Puritan and papist, Anglican and 
Erastian, have written such accounts as 
suits their party purpose. There is 
room for a history of the Reformation, 
written by one whose intellect is en
grossed with his subject, while possess
ing an admirable indifference.

When a trustworthy history is written 
[he now one-sided policy of the partisan 
will give place to facts. Some of these 
facts will startle the Protestant, others 
will cause the Romanist to blush, while 
the acts of parliament flourished by the 
Erastian and the Anglican whose con
vocation serves as a veil with which he 
hides his confusion, and those who fall 
back upon their Fox or relight the fires 
of Smithfield shall one and all be con
fronted with data that shall reveal to 
each party their weakness and their 
strength in the great religious conflict.

There is something soul-stirring 
about the call: “To arms!” especially 
when that bugle note sounds the battle
cry of freedom—freedom for the souls 
of men. How the bats and owls must 
have fled from their hiding-places in 
the sacred walls of the old catnedral at 
Worms, when Luther accompanied by 
his sympathizers marched thither with 
the Marseillaise of the Reformation upon 
their lips. The echo of ‘that song fills 
the patriotic soul to this hoiir. lt meant 
revolution in religion, as the war-songs 
of France and America meant revolu
tion in politics. Both parties will agree 
in this—one with tears, the other with 
smiles.

Luther probably never dreamed what 
it all really signified in religious his
tory. But here we are, at the very 
antipodes of Rome. Our heads point in 
opposite directions. What brought all 
this about? . What does it mean for us? 
Has it reached its zenith? These are 
pertinent questions to ask ourselves 
here. Luther is not so detached from 
his age and environment as those who 
take a superficial view of human pro
gress think. He was more a product 
than a prodigy of his time. If we wish 
to study the nistory of the Reforma
tion, we must go further back than 
Luther. The thunder-storm that broke 
upon Catholicism in his day, had long 
been gathering. The pent up discon
tent of generations then found vent. A' 
variety of causes operated to bring 
about this marvelous change. Not the 
least of these was the revival of Greek 
letters, and with this the reawakening 
of the heroic spirit of the pagan world.

The Protestant spirit is not of modern 
birth. It has appeared in other forms 
than that of the Christian reformer. In 
India Brahminism became corrupt and 
the system of caste did violence to hu 
man nature, and a Gautama Buddha 
was raised up. At a time when Juda
ism had become ritualistic and needed 
the inspiration of the Spirit, the Chris
tian era dawned. Mohammedanism was 
a wholesale protest against idolatory in 
heathenism and its semblance in Chris
tendom. It denounced the formalism of 
the Jews, and the tri-personalism of 
Christianity. In all these Protestant 
movements, however, there is need of 
further protestation. Reformers often 
blunder, and the real benefit they con
fer is all hidden from their eyes. They 
build better than they know, because 
the power that makes for righteousness 
is behind their aim, though the means 
they employ are often vain.

The spirit of the past counsels con
formity and uniformity; while the 
genius of the present inspires to non
conformity : and differentiation in 
thought. The social conditions of the 
remote past, ho doubt, required uni
formity in opinion to secure the pre
servation and growth of the social or
ganism; but those stages of societary 
evolution are passed; and for this reason 
they who insist upon unity of thought, 
especially in matters of a purely specu
lative character, are enemies to human 
progress. As in the organic evolution 
we observe heterogeneity as the ex
pression of the most highly developed, 
and homogeneity as" registering an un
progressed state; so in the mental world 
we estimate the degree of unfoldment 
in proportion to the ratio of individual
ized mentality. Among the undevel
oped tribes we find similarity of thought 
and sentiment; while accompanying the 
Sess of civilization there goes a 
w lal tendency to nonconformity of 
opinion in matters of a “met-empirical” 
character. [To use 'a phrase of 'Mr. 
Lewes.] ' On the other hand, there is a 
tendency towards greater unity in mat-, 
tors pertaining to;tpe knowable world.

Ue and the continuation as a society. 
The belief in the continuance of life af- 1 
ter death, and the mysterious power 
possessed by the ascended chieftain, 
who, is worshiped as a tutelar deity, 
generates a kind of religious discipline,' / 
fidelity to which brings blessings upon 
the. tribe, while infidelity incurs the 
displeasure of the gods, and causes dire 
calamity to fall upon the society in 
which such infidelity is unpunished. 
Hence arises persecution, or punish
ment for heresy. Loyalty to the faith , 
af the tribe is linked instinctively with 
faithfulness to common interests. For 
if the gods send famine, pestilence anfl 
defeat in battle as evidencing their dis
pleasure at the infidelity of any mem
bers of their people, surely ne who 
cherishes such heresy is an enemy to 
the community, and must be dealt with 
accordingly, that the gods may witness 
the devotion of their worshipers and 
bless them for their unwavering ad
herence.

When clans are conquered and tribes 
are subdued and mighty empires are 
formed, there is comparative peace for 
the community, during which time the 
development of the more social instincts, ’ 
with a wider rangq for their activity, 
are unfolded. The union of tribes in a 
national life modifies the ideas and sen
timents of each until these merge in 
some larger thought and wider senti
ment. Take, as ah illustration of this, 
the organization of the Roman Empire. 
The policy of Rome was to adopt the 
gods of the conquered tribes and give 
them honorable place in the Pantheon; 
and while that policy made the con
quest less galling, the aggregation of so 
vast a people as was comprised in that 
great empire, did the work of dissolv
ing their old ideas, and replaced them 
with new ones.

The larger society needed a more 
universal faith, and the development of 
a higher moral feeling, aided by the 
widening common interests, demanded 
a religion broad as the Roman empire; 
and Christianity met that want in the 
conception of a God as a universal 
Father, and man as a universal brother-, 
hood. The full significance of this 
thought could not be comprehended all 
at once; and it is not surprising- toflnd- 
elements ofbarbariariism remaining with 
us for centuries after the acceptance of 
the Christian ideal. In all the persecu
tions of heresy by the church, the idea 
of ancient times, that God would hold 
the-community responsible for the per
mission of infidelity within its pale, has 
been in some form or other a predomi
nating one. Add to this the thought 
that unbelief would insure damnation,! 
and that infidelity, like disease, is in
fectious, and one can see that it might 
be reasonably inferred from such prem
ises that to put the heretics to death; 
committing them to the mercy of God, 
would probably save thousands from 
eternal doom. We who live surrounded 
by another atmosphere of thought can 
scarcely appreciate this way of reason
ing; but if we will go back in thought to 
those conditions under which our an
cestors lived we shall see how naturally, 
thinking as they did, they came to such" 
shocking conclusions. It is a sad and 
strange paradox that in the name of 
Jesus, who preached righteousness of 
conduct and condemned the ritualism 
and dogmatism of his age—in the name 
of him who prayed forgiveness for his 
very murderers, and simply required 
obedience to the law of right—men 
should burn their fellows at the stake 
because they, like their Master, de
nounced priestly ceremonial and ec
clesiastical. creed. If “great is the 
mystery,” what folly to try to enforce 
unity of belief of a defined idea of the 
indefinable! Shall we not rather manifest 
a profound respect for whatever concep
tion our neighbor may sincerely enter
tain in relation to matters so far beyond 
finite thought.

When we are wiser we shall rejoice in 
differences of opinion rather than la
ment when such opinion relates to him 
of whom Isaiah sayeth: “My thoughts, 
are not as your thoughts, neither are iny' 
ways as your ways. For as the heavens' 
are higher than the earth, so are my. 
ways higher than your ways and my 
thoughts than your thoughts.”

But religion or theology is the last to 
surrender an old conviction, and in the 
most liberal theology there lurks re
mains of conceptions long outgrown in 
other departments of thought. So while 
in the state, man as an individual had 
assumed more and more his-independ- 
ence, in the church he was under'a 
form of discipline which belonged to a. 
tribal state of society—a condition that 
was a necessity for the constant state of 
militancy.

The advent of Christianity and the or
ganization of the Roman Empire were 
favorable conditions in which the senti
ment of 'religious and political freedom; 
unfolded. A well-organized empire,' 
like the Roman, might conquer all Eu
rope; but Christianity must for along 
time win converts. through moral 
suasion. It must face powerful enemies, 
combat strong opposition, and to accom-' 
plish this successfully it must organize a 
Church. The missionaries had to adapt 
their means to > theend—the Christian2 
izing of a pagan world. - J
.In this contact of Christianity with 

paganism,' the pagan "was somewhat! 
Christianized, and the Christian partly 
paganized. This’’ could xscarcely /be 
Avoided,-for the missionary must use 
the language of his hearers, and in 
many ways clothe his gospel in a foreign 
garb. .These different colorings which 
Christianity received under the various 
conditions in which it was fostered, gave' 
rise to much disputation. In the hope 
of' settling these controversies, churchi- 
anic creeds were formed. But there 
were always dissenters... who insisted

that a return to simple Christian prin
ciples; of'right conduct was necessary. 
The church, however, had at length 
grown powerful, and with the old idea 
that the conùnunity was responsible for 
/the opinion qf its unities, felt it to bea 
duty to Gpd .and society to suppress her
esy at any cost; hence the long centuries 
of persecution. Persecution was never 
reconcilable.with the teachings of Je
sus, but found whatever Scriptural sup
port it received from the most barbaric 
.portions òf the Old Testament.

During the Crusades the people of the 
Wèst came Into touch with those of the 
East, and this contact-was not without 
its effect,- The organization of the 
Spanish Inquisition and its bloody work 
tended to quicken the Protestant spirit. 
Thè storm' gathered force as the centu
ries rolled by, and it broke with tre
mendous -results when Martin Luther, 
the “son of ' thunder,” rallied the 
Protestant àr’my around the banner of 
individual religious freedom. Unlike 
the previous; dissensions, which were 
mainly doctrinal, this movement meant 
the right of every man to staqd before 
his God on'his own responsibility. It 
gave to each man the freedom to form 
his own conception of that mysterious 
power behind!the world of phenomena. 
It is true’Protestants have not always 
remembered man’s privilege, for the 
persecuting /spirit still lingers even 
among protestante; and though the 
fires of Smithfield are not relighted, the 
firé Of bigotry-flames, and many a sensi
tive soul has been scorched by it. Hap
pily, the spirit of toleration gains the 
ascendancy, and the full benefits of the 
Reformation ihall be ours ere long.

Luther would have trembled, no 
doubt; had he/foreseen the logical con
sequences of his-position. He demanded 
freedom of conscience for himself, and 
little dreamedhow far from Rome lib
erty of conscience and reason would 
lead posterity, But thanks to that 
reason which iiituitionally prompts the 
trud reformer,it 'hides from his vision 
the logic of his demand, so that the 
ultimate. outcome does not deter him. 
Whereas, .with,such narrow opinions as. 
some entertain, if the results of their 
labor" couldj be.-antieipate<L.it 
ttoisjile whbttier..such: rrieu,as. Lutljer 
and ;his: .contemporaries would nave, 
launched'thelr/bark upon such a limit
less: seal There is • profound truth un- 

‘derlying the proverb: “Man proposes, 
but God'disposes.” .
"Luther's spiritual conflicts are Jamil- 

'iar to us! The delight with which he 
read Eis old'Latin Bible led him to an-

told him to go, plunge himself into the gate.in the halls of, science, and declare 
depths of iniquity, that he might feel the results fearlessly to the world, It 
himself the cnief of sinners, and his 1 ” ' * 1
need of a great savior through faith 
alone. Terribly dangerous advice, if 
offered to one in whom the love of
sensuality abounded. I am not sure 
that the report rests upon authentic 
data.

However perverted the doctrine of 
works may have been in the Romish 
Church, it is certain Romanism never 
taught a doctrine capable of worse 
perversion than that of salvation by 
faith alone! The Protestant ship was 
destined to leave the shores of Rome 
farther behind, under the guidance of 
Luther’s successors, for, as we well 
know, the great reformer never lost 
sight of Roman land. In fact, do not 
high churchmen to this day cruise 
about the coast of Rome! And from a 
doctrinal point of view, there is much 
in common between Catholic and Prot
estant, as the latter remains orthodox.

The condition of the German peasantry 
in Luther's time was deplorable. Their 
bodies were enslaved by the feudal 
lord, while their souls were held in 
bondage by the Catholic Church. At 
this time the peasants wanted a dual 
Protestantism. They drew up their de
mands and their protests in twelve 
clauses. Luther exhorted the princes 
in behalf of the peasants; but when the 
peasantry would have demanded their 
rights and were ready to revolt, Luther 
cast his influence with the princes 
against the peasantry. This might 
have been good policy, but it was not 
good principle. Many of the princes 
could sympathize and ,assist Luther in 
his protest against Catholicism, but 
they could not so easily yield up their 
interests. Serfdom must continue and 
the robbery of the poor by the rich 
must be continued. Luther had fought 
a big fight and won a great victory for 
us, so we must not be too severe in our 
criticism here.

What weary years of conflict and con
fusion followed! What crime and re
crimination! All Europe was ablaze! 
Erasmus within the Romish Church had 
been writing satirically of its corrup- 
"tion over since 1510.—The .first- rtqnb- 
/lings of the Lutheran storm'were heard 
aboiit 1512, In the same year that 
Luther appeared at Worms, Melancthon 
wrote in advocacy of a reformed the-

ticipate the blessing the open Word 
would-be to the laity. We can sympa
thize with his efforts to reconcile his 
course with the spirit of the Romish 
church! For, while .Luther lacked the 
ingredients of an ideal saint, .he was 
not the aggressive man his detractors 
representhim to have been. All honor 
to the man who fights bravely when 
ilothing but a battle will secure the 
rights of man! I .can fancy with what 
defiant glee he burned the pope's bull. 
As the flajmes of that bonfire are con
suming the parchment of tyrannical 
Rome, thé shades of the past, the dwell
ers in the flesh, and the generations to 
come who love liberty, made earth and 
heaven ring with their applause.

Mark the fearlessness of this monk, 
whose latent combativeness had been 
aroused by so much controversy and op
position, when friends, remembering the 
fate of Huss and Wycliff, advised Luther 
not to go to Worms- His reply has be
come commonplace: “I would go to 
Worms if there were as many devils as 
there are tiles upon the roofs of the 
houses.” He went to Worms, and the 
long-enslaved conscience of humanity 
found, voice through him. Your cause 
and mine found there an advocate. The 
year 1521 marks an epoch in our history, 
becausè Luther failed not to confess his 
Lord , and Master before Emperor 
Charles'V;, the princes of Germany, and 
the “representatives of the Romish 
church.- There he stood upon the 
Scriptures, conscience, and his reason; 
willing to be convinced and refuted upon 
thèse grounds; but refusing to recant. 
Rome did not demonstrate to him; she 
damned him—a much easier thing to do. 
B.ut the progressive world blessed him, 
and. will not cease to bless him for 
breaking, the chains that bound us in 
the dungeon of papal darkness.
... Luther.did nbt dissent so much from 
tlie teaching of the Catholic church as 
from the practices of the prelates. He 
hdd seen the inner workings of monastic 
life,'.he:bad visited Rome, and had been 
depressed ..by, the corruption and insin
cerity he .found in high places. He 
hated shams. No wonder that he threw 
his inkstand at the apparition of the 
father of. delusion when he presented 
himself.in Luther’s cell!

It seems, that Luther believed in the 
actual presence of the body of Christ in 
the wafer! Private confession was en- 
couragèd by him. Images and pictures 
were''-not' objected to by him. Like 
Calvin; Luther believed in predestina
tion, .but, unlike Calvin, his conception 
was that .God-predestines because he 
■f^re^nè^s; ^whereas Calvin’s God-fore* 
knows'.'be'cause he had predestined. 
Luther’',proclaims an interior standard 
as opposed to. the formalistic one in his 
•doctpine .of salvation by faith alone. So 
:perverteii"hp!s. .been this thought that 
numan.goodness has been despised and 
à'; theol&giçàl, adhérence/ preferred. 
Luther himself must have taken an ex- 
trème Jviéw ôf salvation by faith, or hd 
nevér.could have made such a reply to 
Melancthon as is reported. It is said that 
on one occasion when talking to Luther, 
Melancthon' observed- in .relation to 
Paul’s utterance that Jesus-had come 
into the world to save sinners, of whom 
he, Papi, was chief, “I do not feel my
Self to be the chief of sinners.” Luther

ology. Calvin seceded from Romanism 
about 1534. Eight years later John 
Knox commenced his reform movement 
in Scotland. In 1550 Bishops Latimer 
and Ridley were burned at the stake. 
Did they not “light a fire in England 
that has not been extinguished?” The 
following year, Cranmer suffered mar
tyrdom, and that his punishment might 
be more severe, the charge of treason 
was withdrawn and the charge of 
heresy was substituted in its stead.. 
We must not suppose that the spirit 
of persecution was confined to the 
Catholics; for this would be an eçror. 
When the Protestants gained pôwer, 
they persecuted the Romanists. Dur
ing 1559 the whole hierarchy of the 
Romish Church in England was ousted. 
Fancy the army of prelates going forth 
in real Christian fashion for once, with
out purse or scrip! except in cases where 
the personal estate saved one from 
mendicancy. In many cases, however, 
the tower offered its hospitable shelter 
to archbishops and bishops, while 
others found lodging in castle custody, 
or within the walls of some bishop’s 
palace who had succeeded to the 
bishopric. The condition of the deposed 
bishops was in no way an enviable one. 
Of course, if we regard political plunder 
as legitimate, we shall acquiescé in all 
this; but if we believe in “giving the 
Devil,” even, “his due,” we shall feel 
that there was something questionable 
about the method adopted by oiir 
Anglican friends.

The Protestant movement in England 
was originally a political one. It was a 
convenient tool in the hands of Henry 
VIII., for as self-appointed head of the 
church, he could obtain the divorce 
which the Church of Rome refused to 
grant. Protestantism in England found 
religious expression in puritanism. In 
France the more spiritual element of 
the movement is embodied in the Hu
guenots. The followers of Calvin and 
Zwingle were the true Protestants in 
Switzerland. One cannot regard the in*.’ 
trigues of Henry VIIL, the character of 
Leo X., as worthy co-workers with Lu
ther, Calvin, and those religious reform
ers whose piety, not policy, prompted 
their Protestantism. In recognizing the 
merits of these reformers we must not 
be blind to their shortcomings. They, 
like many others, were unfaithful to the 
spirit of their own reform; for Luther 
persecuted . Carlstadt, Calvin burned 
Servetus, and the Puritans banished 
Roger Williams, while the Presby
terians of to-day put Professor JIriggs 
on trial for heresy. The Church of 
Rome claims infallibility for a human 
institution, and orthodoxy defends the 
infallibility of a book; afid for my part I 
would as leave believe in the pretension 
of the one as the other. Are they not 
both human? If any man ever received 
an infallible revelation, surely the fact 
makes the existence of an infallible 
church possible! Churches come to con
clusions by. a logical process-of reason
ing, as a rule,' but as we grow in
tellectually, our point of. view changes 
and we reject-the old -premises or .pro
positions from which 'jve'Commence our 
logical process,and the outcome are con
clusions vastly different from those en
tertained by our ancestors. • The modern 
thinker must test the validity of those 
foundations upon which the most sacred 
of our beliefs rests. ’

What are the results of this emancipa
tion from churchianio thraldom? Free 
speech, a free press, liberty to investi-

is not liberty’s fault—the individual 
must be held responsible. Retrogression 
must needs accompany national and 
continental change for awhile, but men 
soon learn that to enjoy the highest 
good of life we must adjust ourselves to 
the new environmefit. When the con
stitution of a country,, or a religion is 
free, there is room for moral and mental 
growth, notwithstanding the abuse of 
that liberty by those who are not suf
ficiently altruistic to co-operate for 
the common good. We must further 
every effort to create those external 
conditions which make progress possi
ble.

An open Bible is the pride Iff 'Protest
antism. This, however, is not an un
mixed good. While it made us familiar 
with the prophets and their usually 
high moral teaching, with Jesus and his 
ethics, so far as the gospels reflect 
these, and early Christian ideas, it re
placed churchal infallibility by biblical, 
thereby tending to foster a form of 
fetichism. Let truth stand upon its own 
authority—it needs no authority to en
force it. This Protestant spirit is revo
lutionary, and he who would be true to 
its commands must follow whithersoever 
its banner leads, provided reason and 
conscience acquiesce.

The immediate effect of the Protest
ant movement was to create a number 
of sects with their various modifications 
of the doctrines held in common with 
the Church of Rome, and in ignoring of 
such tenets as were deemed by them er
roneous. This was to be expected. 
From that time on sects multiplied, 
until the Christian world seemed full of 
discordant voices, and pandemonium, 
not paradise, appeared to reign. Cal
vinists and Arminians discussed the 
question of predestination from opposite 
standpoints. Unitarian and Trinitarian 
advocated each his conception of God. 
And in later days the Universalist pro
tests against the doctrine of eternal 
punishment.

In.the opinion oE.m^nyf bowever, the 
age of sectarian "birth is ended, and the 
period of dissolution is with us. There 
is not so much difference of obinion, on. 
matters theological, between Methodist 
and Baptist, Congregationalist and Uni
tarian, as in former times.

The so-called orthodox Christian 
makes a desperate effort at times to 
prove that his more liberal utterances 
are not heterodox; while to those who 
stand outside and look on, it is obvious 
that their names stand as the only di
viding line; for the real landmarks that 
once defined the boundaries of each one 
are wellnigh faded from view.

The Congregationalists of to-day, Dr. 
Lyman Abbott, for example, are 
preaching what the Unitarians taught 
about fifty years ago. And the thought 
for which the Unitarians virtually ex
pelled Theodore Parker finds utterance 
in probably two-thirds of the pulpits of 
that denomination; while in London the 
Finsbury Church has become an Ethical 
Society.

The question naturally arises: 
Whither are we tending? The criticism 
of the Old and New Testament has 
proven the infallibility of the Bible a 
delusion. At the same time, modern 
criticism has increased our love of these 
writings, and they are revered more as 
our invaluable servants than they could 
be when we were their slaves. "The 
truth shall make you free.”

Our belief in miracles was shaken 
during the last century especially, but 
now the real facts upon which our no
tion of the miraculous was based are 
being investigated. We enlarge our 
idea of the natural, and the so-called 
supernatural is included. While guard
ing against unreasonable credulity, let 
us be careful not to use the word impos
sible without due consideration, when 
the subject of discussion relates to phe
nomena of which we have had no ex
perience.

The thought of the eighteenth century 
was materialistic, and Atheism, even, 
found acceptance with not a few leading 
thinkers. There are still many partially 
educated and a few cultured minds to
day imbued with the materialistic spirit; 
but in taking this position they are cer
tainly a hundred years behind the age. 
These men tell us that we must finally 
come to their conclusion. The Catholics 
have dropped their former shyness, and 
begin to offer an apologetic literature to 
the world. They also bring their his
tories of the Reformation—some of 
them are valuable contributions to his
toric literature, and the student finds it 
easier to form unbiased judgment every 
year. Our Catholic friends think we 
must return to Rome ultimately.

While I do not think we are predes
tined to Rome, it is wise in us not to' 
hold our liberty too loosely, for it cost 
some of the richest blood of Europe to 
obtain it. The Germans, French and 
Italians know well that the Catholic 
Church'is a dangerous element in pol
itics. So while they remain faithful to 
Catholicism in matters of religion, they 
guard well, their political interests, as 
far .aS they can. We! need to be 
awakened to our future welfare. One 
Cannot witness the .attempts to interfere 
with- our school system; to influence,in 
secret.ways our" politics;'and the rapid 
growth through'emigration'Of-its'devo
tees to this .country ,' without alarm. : ■■

The papist, thinks that We shall return 
to the mother church .through, sheer 
weariness of the - efifdrt"io solve Tn the 
light of reason what-faith alone.can re
veal to us. Other chuhches .think their 
forms of faith ultimate,•'no doubt,'but we 
shall behold more wonderful transforma
tions in religious thought in the future

than most of us dream possible to-day. 
Will that change be towards Cathol
icism, Materialism, Agnosticism, or 
some form of scientific Theism, Psychic- 
ism, or Spiritualism? Let us very briefly 
inquire. 1 * ■

That we are not tending towards ma
terialism is obvious to those who think 
clearly on scientific matters. That 
modern pysohology devotes much atten
tion to the study of the brain and nerv
ous system is true, and that Mi course 
has proven invaluable as an aid in psy
chical research is unquestionable. It 
must be remembered that the man of 
science does not suppose the cause of 
thought and feeling to reside in the 
physical brain or nerve; he simply 
recognizes that simultaneously with 
changes in the grey matter of the brain, 
and the vibration of a nerve, there 
occurs the phenomena of sensation and 
thought. That these are not caused by 
physical agencies may be clearly shown. 
Were we to follow the physical energy^ 
which enters the body through the 
entire circuit of its operation, we should 
see that at no point did it depart from 
the realm of physics. It entered as 
physical force, and it comes out as phys
ical energy. We take food into our 
system which contains necessary ele
ments to build up the body and furnish 
the required strength. Now throughout 
the entire changes which the food un
dergoes there is no passage of a single 
atom from the world of matter to the 
sphere of mind. So that we cannot 
affirm the evolution of mind from mat
ter. They who suggest such a thought 
do so in opposition to scientific data or 
philosophical conclusions. The argu
ment here is of necessity brief, but a 
fuller outline would more substantially 
confirm the foregoing. We are evi
dently not becoming materialists.

Positivism will be rejected on materi
alistic grounds. M. Comte merges psy
chology in biology, and, later on, we are 
introduced to Catholicism void of Chris
tianity. The essential difference be
tween positivism and the more advanced 
philosophy is that the latter recognizes 
the phenomena of mind as concomitant 
with that of matter. Psychic phenomt 
end, are regarded as absolutely linmj! 
terial.

Unity of opinion is not essential in 
transcendental matters—in fact, we are 
the healthier for our differences.

Mr. Spencer has pointed out two fund
amental elements underlying all re
ligious systems. These are ethical and 
.speculative. The former is practical 
and presents soluble problems, while 
the latter offers problems which we can 
neither solve nor elude. What can we 
do with purely speculative questions but 
discuss them and recognize in our neigh
bor’s opinion that which commands our 
respect. This attitude develops the 
intellect and unfolds the heart. Surely 
God will not condemn finite creatures 
for the non-possession of infinite capac
ity! To surrender our judgment to 
ecclesiastical authority—which, after 
all, is human and hence finite—is not 
the ultimate goal of humanity. Even 
faith must be reasonable. A renaissance 
of the old theology is impossible. Hence 
Catholicism is not the final home of the 
storm-tossed soul. Institutions grow out 
of the religious and,political needs of 
the race; and the soul in, its onward 
march outgrows the institutions it once 
created. And in the fullness of time 
the spirit of the age will rear an institu
tion better adapted to its moral and 
spiritual requirements than any moss- 
grown institution of antiquity, however 
well such may have suited the needs of 
the past. While we pay the past and 
its institutions the honor they deserve, 
we will not return thither, but press 
forward and upward toward that glori
ous future that contains more blessed
ness than the past ever knew.

During the disintegration of religious 
beliefs which is going on at present we 
may expect a number of converts to 
Romanism from the ranks of the Prot
estant churches. The voyage of the 
intellect is attended by storms, and 
tired souls will seek rest in the still wa
ters of an ancient faith. Ultimately, 
however, we shall come to the con
clusion that ethics concern society, 
while the speculative element in re
ligion concerns the individual alone.

In due time faculties of the mind now 
lying dormant will unfold in obedience 
to the law of evolution. Perceptions as 
yet dimly foreshadowed shall open 
within us, and worlds undreamed of by 
us now shall dawn upon the horizon of 
consciousness. Until then, let us work 
for the reali’ation of our highest ideal 
in society at largò,protect each 
member of the community in his right 
of free thought and liberty of con
science—the right to worship God ac
cording to his soul’s promptings.

In the conception of the universe as 
mind-stuff, in the deeper researches in 
psychology, in the bold speculations of 
philosophy, we see the advancement of 
thought toward a recognition of a 
psychic basis for all phenomena. In the 
formation of ethical societies we see the 
growing interest in moral progress. 
And in the reverent attitude of the phil
osopher in the presence of the mysteri
ous unknown fire,obser,ve«the religious 
spirit, abroad -more reaHy^than when 
boisterous shouts proclaim a so-called 
revival Of religion. .

1 Before you chn be said to know a man 
yoii must haveteaten ter^y. pounds of salt 
in.his oompany.L^liÿjtf^ÎQyèrb.

. : Self-conceit magnifies a. f'ôïii^ beyond 
proportion, and-/swells every „omission 
into an Outrage.2-Jeremy Collier.

Old minds are like èld' horèés: you 
must exercise them if you wish to keep 
them in working order.—John Adams.

• ■ ■ • «
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CHAPTER XI.
fe Slatnam Druidheart.
fe- [“The Night the Light Went Out" was a most 

remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
r testified to by a prominent gentleman of this city. ,
* We commenced in No. 226 the publication of Ite 

companion piece, the scenes being laid ip Eng- 
■ lBnd. It is by Hammond Hills, of the Agnostic 

1 Journal, London. We are sure it will prove of ।
1 great interest to our numerous readers, AU new ■
: yearly or trial subscribers will get "The Night

the Light Went Gut" free.]
Three days after Roland de Brabançon was 

go hurriedly compelled to set Out en route tor . 
Dover Captie, a scene of more than usual 
splendor was presented within the court-yard 
«t Windleshore.

King John sat enthroned amidst his barons, 
while heraldp, pursuivants, and squires sur- . 
rounded him on every side. Nobles and men- , 
at-arms advanced from beneath the archway; 
the portcullis was raised, and each knight, 
gallantly accoutred, led forth his men arrayed 
jn glittering panoply. It was the monarch’s 
will to set out on the morrow for Winchester, 1 
whither he had not repaired since the destruc- 
flop of Angiers and his return to England; 1 
and, ere bidding farewell to Windleshore, the J 

. flower and chivalry of their native isle, “this 
precious stone, set iu the silver sea,"collected 

•; beneath their banners, all equipped with helm 
and lance and cuirass, as though for warlike 
enterprise. Fair damps and maidens graced 

; the scene, among the latter Isabel de Olere, 
; Whose eyes all vainly searched amidst the 

gathering crowd of knights and squires and 
courtiers for the stalwart form of Roland de 
Brabançon, And, though her foreboding 

■ heart oft sank within her, no thought that he 
was false entered the mind of that true and 
loyal maiden; she would have defended his 

v faith, if need be, against the world; but that 
' ' he had been the victim of treachery she felt 
!convinced, perhaps even of assassination; and 

.Isabel de Were, so early called upon to suffer, 
drooped almost fainting beneath the weight of 
her most crushing grief.

Mechanically she performed the task de
volving on her, and waited on the Queen
toother, meanwhile gazing on the glorious » 
cavalcade as it passed by, when the harsh 
voice of Eleanor recalled her to her duty. 
Duty! that stern, inexorable word which ever 
mars the happiness of youth. At length the 
King proclaimed bis will that Isabel should 
proceed to Winchester with the Queen-mother’s 
train of attendants, and scarce the Kentish 
maid knew how to repress the sobs which arose 
jn her aching heart.

The pageant over, the duties of the day 
discharged, Isabel was at last alone. Ahl 
then the anguish of her soul found venU-ah! 
then the falling tears relieved the overcharged 
heart. How long a time she had indulged in 
sorrow she knew not, before the pale rays of the 
moon shone through her casement as if in 
sympathy with her grief; and suddenly she 
remembered the promise Gyvrangon gave, that, 
would she venture once more at eventide 
within the Myrtle Grove, he would be there to 
counsel her. And Isabel de Clere hastened to 
the appointed spot, feeling she had more to 
hope from Gyvrangon, that man of mystery, 
than from the honeyed words and superficial 
smiles of any of the polished crowd with whom 
her lot was. oast.

With beating heart the maiden searched the 
recesses of the glade, when, beholding an ap
proaching form, she quickly advanced, then 
as suddenly she stayed her steps, for the form 
was not Cyvrangon’s. Too late, too late to re
treat; the maiden recognized King John. Had, 
then, the Briton proved treacherous—had he 
but lured her hither to betray her.

’ “Ah! fair one,” said the monarch; “me
thought that hither thou wouldst bend thy 
Steps to-night Art seeking for thy errant 
squire, sweet bird? He is indeed a craven 
knight could prove false to charms like thine. " 

■ “Nay, sire," replied the maid, all vainly 
striving to render her voice «steady; “I but 
thought the air of eventide would cool my 
fevered brow; I but thought”—and the long 
pent-up emotion claimed its course, a flood of 
tears checked the words she strove to utter. 
But neither tears, nor youth, nor innocence 
could evoke one spark of pity from the heart 
(if heart he indeed possessed) of the depraved 
monarch who had so basely entrapped the 
young knight, Roland de Brabançon, and who 
held the honor and the life of Isabel thus 
surely in his power. .

“And so thy lover hath broken faith with 
tliee?” continued the heartless tyrant “Well,

“and suffer me to rest undistinguished and 
obscure, Methinks, your majesty, that sim
ple maiden such as I but ill deserves a reign
ing monarch's thoughts."

“Thy monarch is the best judge of thy 
desert, fair Isabel; and thoughts, which should 
be free unto our meanest subjects, is surely so 
unto their king; and for our thoughts, why, 
John of England tells thee, maiden, thou art 
the fairuobject that engrossest them. Already 
art thou envied by many a proud dame, I war. 
rant tflee; yet art thou top high in favor to be 
injured by their shafts; and they who would 
traduce thy name shall perforce pay thee hom
age, fairest Isabel, when at our court at 
Winchester we do proclaim our favor for the 
beauteous maid of Kent,”*

“Such favor, sire, would crush me with its 
weight; I was not bom for so great honor;" 
ventured Isabel, gathering courage from im
pending danger,

“Thou wert born for such honor as thy

of Koetan.8 hath been entrusted by the self
same hand that gave it him, then snatched it 
at the rising flood from Sir Bedevere, his 
ikntgbt; and bore it back again to the weird 
I/ady 'ot the hake." • . •
rix-»iAnd whereforei man of mystery"-—^

<‘Listen, inaidem In King Arthur’s time, 
six centuries and a half gone by, flourished 
three demi-goflaj Thy Norman-Wallon|| calls 
them simple poets. Yet were they demi-gods, 
who wrote for immortality, and fought for 
Oattraeth's** honor.

“Men called these demi-gods ‘the three im
mortals;1 for in the time they lived Genius was 
awarded honor, lady, and was acknowledged 
to be the priceless gift bestowed on such as 
had in former incarnation earned by deeds of 
virtue and self-sacrifice a higher state of man
hood, tt

“One of these demi-gods,’ the author, of 
‘The Gododui,’was called ‘Aneurin Gwawd- 
rydd/tt and was ‘The Monarch of the Bards.’ 
From him descended—but I will not tell thee 
who it is. Certain thou wilt learn anon, for 
he is great in power. Ambition caught him 
in her toils, and he cast away his boyhood’s 
gods—the institutions which for centuries had 
been transmitted in perfection only to the 
few--to embrace the pernicious doctrines ex
pounded by the Nazarene, uncultured and un

, lettered, an apostate Jew; and the descendant 
of the Bard Aneurin preaches now the Ohris- 

■ tian dogma, that Genins is the brand of Cain, 
and should by man be made unto his fellow-

spot^-to fly—anywhere—nnywhereT-^o I may 
never mere be tempted by the splendid mock
ery,of ft'treacherous court, or be placed ftgftin 
in power bi king whose attentions' but be
trayl"' ' .

“Eeueet maiden," said the Druid in a tone 
of copmnnd; “have I pot told thee by thine 
own fwt thou never const be free? Theij yield 
not thus to vain repining; thy path is marked 
or thee upon the book of Fate; thou canpt not 

escape thy destiny, nor can the king weave for 
hen the meshes of thy future life; it al) is 
wcirdained. Yet have po fear for king or 
court; not Jong—not long—and you will ab
jure them both' forever. Cyvrangon the magi
cian tells thee this, Cy vrangon the Prophet, 
who'; on the eve consecrated ■ by his ancestors, 
the sixth of the moon, entered the mystic cy
cle i|f the-Rholdroryg,* beheld the heavens by 
the flame of the Drui’ lanach,t and, as the 
green vervain and selago all consumed flashed 
high in the sacred light, the Mhior-Bheilt 
pointed ever to the stars floating in infinite 
space, and to the truths which they recorded 
on their azure scroll. Fear not, then, , 0 
maliepi Qyvpapgon the Faid hath read thy 
future; and ere, three more suns shall set thou 
shalt be rescued from the danger that now 
threatens tijeel"

“But who can rescue me?” asked the 
maiden, awed. by the mysterious words the 
Druid bad.uttered. “Ohl much I fear that 
now our monarch would pot yield me even to

monarch chooBsth to confer upon thee,” said 
John haughtily,

“And please thee, sire, I would that thou 
shouidst seek one more deserving than my
self. Of my poor rustic charms methinks 
thou ail too soon wouldst tire. How could a 
simple maid like me, so new to court and 
courtly ceremony, hold long a monarch’s heart, 
when even the beautiful and accomplished 
Hadwisa failed to do bo; when even"-—-

“Listen, maiden,” said the King, interrupt
ing her; “it is not often our subjects venture 
to thwart our wishes, and darest thou oppose 
our will and brave our anger? It were better 
for thee that thou think again ere thou rebel
est, and better too that thou shouidst prepare 
thyself to accept the fate that we ordain for 
thee. Before heaven, shall a monarch be 
bearded in his castle grounds, and by a simple 
Kentish maid? By hawk and hounds, I’ll 
teach thee, girl, how John compels submis
sion.”

Thus Uy tog the depraved monarch seized 
on Isabel, and was about to bear her from the 
grove when a tall form interposed; and Cyv- 
rangon-lt was he-exclaiming, “ Adon 
Sclavonics, Xuchjcr. cuirfidhmetku arcotsde, f 
flashed before the aatonished King the . Slat
nam Drutc[heart,i which, as he waved it over 
his head, straightway became transformed, 
and simple laurel stave* flashed into polished 
blade and glittering hilt hçdeckefl with price
less gems; the Slatnam Drùidheact was meta
morphosed into sword, not of steel, but of 
lightning, beneath the gleam of which King 
John of England reeled back blind, and fell 
heavily upon the green sWard, the clash of his 
armor wakening the echoes of the night, which 
closed around with redoubled glo'oïn as thé 
gleam of the mystic sword passed into the 
ground, leaving rayless darkness behind.

CHAPTER XII.

The Three Itnmortals.
At the moment the baffled monarch sank

blinded by the awful flash of the levin-sword, 
Isabel, dazed and bewildered, yet unharmed, 
perceiving nothing but the lightning bolt, re
alizing nothing, but that the King had released 
her, frantically cried: “Oh, my father, why 
didst thou leave me thus—why art thou not 
here in this perilous hour with me? De Bra- 
bancon, too, who promised to protect me—he 
also gone—I am indeed alone. Oh, heaven; 
hast thou forsaken me—dost even thou deny 
thy aid to one who hath no friend but thee?"

“No,"answered a clear, calm voice beside 
her; “the Christian's heaven may deny thee 
aid, sweet maiden, since when was Sacard* 
known to succor helplessness? but here within 
the Fiodh Aongusa Matharagast fear thou 
nothing. Meigen-i-hwyl Elyo* will, through 
me, protect yon." And Cyvrangon, the Druid, 
onee more stood face to face with Isabel de 
Clere, the Kentish maiden.

‘ ‘Cyvrangon, was it thou—yet I beheld thee 
not—was it thy mystic power released me from 
the King, though F beheld thee not, but only 
flash of gems, and steel, and flame and gpjld; 
and now I see not him? Have I been dream
ing, Cyvrangon, thou unto whom all earthly 
things have surely been revealed, where is the 
King, who late”—— -

“Stricken by E&nltbar, and, till morning’s

well, grieve not for popinjay who coul$ de
ceive thy trusting youth. Thou art beautiful, 
fait maid, and beauty hath great power; al
ready hath it served to sway the ruler of a 
kingdom, and may do so again.; What think- 
estthou, then, wilt thou not withdraw thy love 
from him who doth not covet its possession, 
and bestow it upon one who would set a 
greater value on thy smiles than on the crown 
he wears? The King of England woos thee, 
sweetest lady, and stoops to sue where he 
might Well command.”*’ -

“Ohl spare me, sire,” rejoined the maiden,

man a life-long curse; and the descendant of 
he Bard Aneurin is lost to Druidism—lost to 
honor too; save only such honor as its name 
mplles--the Christian’s honor, lady. ”

“Cyvrangon, shake not the faith in which 
have been reared; I am not learned as thou 

art in the pre-Christian doctrine; destroy not 
thou the hope which bids me bear my present 
woe so J may inherit joy hereafter, I am op
pressed by doubt and fear; oh! let not thine 
jecome the hand shall dash the crystal vase 
away, and leave only the ruined fragments to 
remind me of the once perfect chalice. ”

“Lady, we will pass Aneurin by. The 
second immortal Cenau, of Llywarch Hen, 
' Jywarcb of the bloody lance, fell without is
sue at Cattreath; his lance, or sword, was 
seized by spirit hand even as he expired, and 
was mysteriously conveyed to Koeten, at 
whose death it was regained by Taliesin, from 
the Lady of the Lake, in return for the val
iant song of ‘Cann y Medd.'* "Taliesin of the 
Golden Torque, Taliesin of the Triads, who, 
dying, threw Bxcalibar into Lake Geirionydd 
—from him it is Cyvrangon’s boast he has 
descended; and, lady, by my sidé, behold, the 
sword of Arthur and of Taliesin, Excalibar."

And the British bard waved high'in air the 
Slalnaw DruiJheact, which, under his un
earthly spell word, had resolved iteelf from 
simple laurel stave to jeweled orosshilted 
sword of fire. .

“Dost wonder, maiden,” said the Draol, ks 
he resheatbed the weapon, “that thou hast ¿ót 
learned this mystery sooner? ' I will tell thee, 
and thou wilt listen. 1 ^ave pot, as had Tal
iesin over Arthur’s swoM, unlimited power.« 
My British blood is tainted with the Norman, 
and hath lost thereby certain mystic potency. 
Once only in the cycle of nineteen years may 
I control Excalibar: in this Great Yearf the 
god Apollo visits Britain, and, playing on his 
harp from the Vernal Equinox until the rising 
of the Pleiades, inspires my arm with mystic 
influence, my wand with magic force. "

“And now Excalibar"-----  .
“Shall never more be wielded by my hand." 
“Never, Cyvrangon?"
“No, lady, never. In nineteen years the 

stars complete their revolutions; until that 
time no power is given me to transform the 
Slatnam Druidheact into Excalibar; and when 
that time shall come, lady, this hand will have 
cast the jeweled blade into the flowing. Vaga, t 
Cyvrangon hath wielded for the last time Ar-’ 
thur’s sword in thy defence, fair maiden."

“And the king, thou sayest, shall until 
morn remain invisible, What, then, will be 
his fate?"

“For three days blind!"
“Cyvrangon, thou affrightest me."
‘ ‘In three days, lady, much pan ba done to 

save thee. King John will not, for that he 
cannot, leave for Winchester to-morrow.”

“Then teach me, Cyvrangon, in the mean
time, teach me how I may escape from out the 
palace.”

“Thou shalt quit the palace, lady.”
1 ‘Sayst thou so? And shall! enter oqce again 

my happy home at Kirton? Oh I Cyvrangon, 
rather than linger here, let me ba buried for 
aye within the Cloister’s shade; at least i: 

■ should find rest and safety there, Point on ; 
the way I may find means to quit this hatee

dawn, rendered invisible to mortal eye.”
‘ ‘Invisible I Thou almost makest the blooc 

freeze in my veins; and yet, I trust thee—in- 
visible and rendered so by thee. Then what 
art thou, Gyvrangon?"

“Initiate of such mysteries as the Christian 
wots not of. I am Cyvrangon, the Druid; 
Cyvrangon, to whom Exoalibab, the swore'

* John was the first king of England who 
adopted the royal “we." ,..

t “King, here iu my Hall of Justice I bring 
you to trial,” The Druids conducted their trials 
in uncovered temples or open groves. Coisde, 
op jury of twelve meh, were necessarily present, 
according to their code of laws. . ■;;
| Druidioal magician's wand,
§ Ot which.the Druid's wand was composed. It 

is said that; whenHesiod inspired Homer' to sing 
of the gods, they (the gods) gave him- a staff of 
green laurel “to cut, or shave, and mark."

♦Priest. . j: :

“Not to thy fftther would he yield thaa, 
child,' but y$t, to one who holds a higher am 
thority even than his own, King John of 
;ingiapd will, perforce, surrender ' thee, Go 
pow, and flleep in peace: in abort time thou 
shalt be free from danger."

“Free from flanger! Free from all sorrow 
then!" . . " '

- “No, maiden; I-kaid not that; thou wilt be 
frei? from danger, but—a heavy trial awaits 
thee. ” ■

f‘A heavy trial!" murmured Isabel,
“'Cyvrangop the Paid hath said it," replied 

the visionary, 1 ‘and it shall come to pass. But 
jo now—go—I will not tell thee more,"

Anfl the form of Cyvrangon the Briton was 
: osf amid th® waving trees.'

And Isabel de Clere realized she was alone, 
And the trembling maiden sought her couch 

and wept till morning's dawn,
It would be impossible to describe the scene 

of confusion which prevailed within the castle 
op the morning following the events just nar
rated. King John had been found by his 
bfirons within the Myrtle Grove, to all appear
ance dead, and had been conveyed to the State 
Chamber where, attended by his physicia.ns, 
he was at length restored to consciousness; 
but with returning vitality came not the power 
of sight, It would prove to be a temporary 
RltoflupBa pnly, the physicians said, as the 
craven monarch cursed and prayed in turn; 
bgtt temporary or otherwise, the assemblage 
.fiiiAoSdsnnfl yassals apd retainers, aR ool- 

for departure from Wipflleshore, and 
ascribing to supernatural agenoy the calamity 
which had befallen the king, were overcome 
wl|h reverential awe, and the Myrtle Grove 
WM at once proclaimed an enchanted and un
hallowed Spot; and not a man in all that 
throng was there who durst again set foot in 
it:, ' '

Thus was King John’s projected departure 
for Winchester delayed; thus Isabel de Clere 
obtained a,respite from impending danger; 
tbps England's courtiers learned that God’s 
anointed king was mortal like themselves, and 
subject to mprtal weakness.
< ' (\ro BE CONTINUED.)
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Spiritualism the , Wood’s Qrpat 
. Need. C ' •

Glory to Godi The pry goes forth, . 
From east to west; from south to north} 
For Spiritualism gainpth sway-r- 
Glad herald of a brighter day I 
Tpo lopg have minds in darkness been 
Oppressed with grievous doubts and sin; 
Now light has come dispelling gloom, 
And driving shadows from the tomb, 
While many a spul is glad to see 
The proof of Immortality;
And many more the way win learn, 
By which they will from error turn. 
We hail this grand, auspicious time, 
When Spiritualism’s march sublime 
Is treading error in the dust, 
And learning men in God’to trust 
It is of pure celestial birth, 
Sent down from heaven to blesfi the earth, 
It is the world’s great special need, 
Based on no dogmas stern, nor creed; 
But claims that to all men Is given 
A birthright glorious in heaven, 
In it alone will mourners find 
A solace for the sorrowing mind, 
Assuring them they'll meet again 
Their Lord, where bliss doth ever reign. 
The raps that gave so much surprise, 
Announcing spirits from the skies, 
Were but fee first faint dawning ray 
Of what around us shines to-day. 
Its light to truth eternal wed, 
With a resistless power hath spread, 
And many a weary, fainting soul 
Has felt the joy of Its control.
Creeds, dogmas, superstitions all 
Before its progress grand must fall; 
O'er all the world, from cot to throne, 
Ite power will be felt and known, 
And men will see pome down to them 
The shining “New Jerusalem!” 
Popes, priests and kings are struck aghast, 
To ape thpir day of power past, 
When none will own ft despot’s nod, 
And only bow in love to God.
Proud thrones are tottering to their fall, 
No more to hold the world in thrall; 
God worketh out his purpose grand, 
With his divine, unerring hand. •
Of 9,11 events ho holds the rein, 
And will at last make mysteries plain-r- 
Will lead all wandering feet aright, 

1 Till all will In His law delight.
'■ God speed the time when o’er the world 

Love's banner ever will be furled,
' When wars and murders all will cease, 
| And nations hail the reign of peace.

When through the world God’s will is done, 
And heaven and earth will be as one!

; By mystic wires thoughts will fly 
, From mind to mind, through earth and sky; 
! And spirits will to mortal ken, 

Appear and speak as living men
J And even now on earth they roam 

As welcome guests in many a home!
jWe ape .their forms, feel touch and breath, 
. Assuring us there is no death!
( To us it is a sweet surprise— 
1 To see them thus materialize.
• Men ypt will see, with raptured eyes, 
; The earth become a paradise, 
I When joyful hopes are never crossed, 

And paradise will ne’er be “lost,"
1 And panoplied with truth divine,
1 Will Spiritualism ever shine!

Then bound together men will bp 
1 In bonds of sweet fraternity I 
. Lynn, Mass, M. Pabkeb Russell.
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Rftdsi fQr (leading minds send in their bust 
thoughts,' and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 2& 
cents to J. -R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL’, and try the paper for three 
mqnthfl. ' ;
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“The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetingsand circles, with 

introductory circular setting forth the basic 
principle öf Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred,' to close the edition. Send at once 
to Tk? PkOGBESBIVN TgfNKBR, 40 Lopmis 
street .

+ Grove of the Hero and true house of God.
t The Great Intelligence.
§ King Arthur.
■J Aneurin Gvandsydl, Cenau of Llywaroh Hen 

and Lalleesin. at LlynGeirionydd, poets in peace 
and. warriors in battle, claiming tne title.“Ew 
dorchogion" (warriors of the Golden. Torque), 
were contemporary with Arthur, and were 
called by the Britons of their day .“the three 
Immortals,” •

i| Roman Tongue,
** The great battle, led by the aforementioned 

bards, the Battle of Cattraeth, has been des
cribed as taking place on the Eastern Coast of J 
Yorkshire, the Cataract of Bede;* I lean to the ■ 
more poetical idea that by Cattraeth, from the 
British lad (battle) and'Traeth (strand), was sig
nified Stonehenge. Fop these stones each stone 
a temple (until the Romans and, Phoenicians 
foisted their Idolatrous practices oh British soil 
no sacrifices or images were' introduced into 
Druidic faith; after then the plain stone was 
erected, and the plain, upright, sarsen stone was 
the first material god of Druidism, and the plain 
stone developed into the first idol, and Image
worship and superstition held their own. By 
these means Rome and Greece have, been ena-' 
bled to claim the origin of mythology, while they 
really derived their first, principles Britain, 
which country may claim an Antiquity as great 
as that of Chaldea or Phoenicia—and certainly 
greater than that of Greece or Rome), For 
these stones, each a temple, the bards on Immor
tals would naturally engage in battle, \ .

* Traditionally alleged to bo the village of. 
Catterick, near Richmond, Yorkshire, the still 
distinct castramentai works which we examined

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern apd Biffle Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull Price, 10 cents.

Woman, Church and State. A uoble work, 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, doth 
bound, >2.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Haymond’s 
Resolve,. By Lola Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to' Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to hk aconraed. Price reduced to $1.

The Rationale of Mesmerism, By A, P, 
Sinuett, .Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically andtheosophioally. Price $1.25,

many years ago.—Saladin.

+f The DriiidB held opinions similar to those o:’ 
Pythagoras,-though hot quite the same; for, 
while Pythagoras believed “the soqla of ani
mals infijsed thepselves into the trunks Of men," 
the Dr uide taught a metempsychosis which trans
mitted the soul from one human body only into 
another^-a sentiment of a somewhat higher order 
thiftti the Pythagorean one.

Not pronounced as spelt, but Aneurin 
(Anirid) Gwawdrydd (Goo-ah-so-dreethe). the dd 
in British-bearing the same sound as the Eng
lish eetho. ■ The signification is Batfrlstj; or 
Mocking-Face. ; '
•“‘Gann y;Medd" was the famous song by which 

Taliesin obtained the. release of hie patron Elfin 
from the ; Prince of - North Wales, Maelgwyp 
Gwynedd. ' ? '

f Thé cycle of hlnetepB years was called by the ' 
Greeks the "Great Year," , . -, ,.. , v

t- Yaga was the ancient British name for the 
Medway. ■ ' . f

•Druid’s wheel. ' '• '■■■
1 f The flame of the Druids whloh'is said to have 

blamed' without (Consuming fuel. Drui' launch is, 
doubtless, froth the Gallio De’ lan, lightning.-
t The tìnger of Bel; Celtic for marvel or mira

cle.

. h_

• . Mr. F. IT. Stowell
r__Wilmot, S. Dak.

•i 0. L Hood A Co., Lowefi, Mm?- ■
" About tour yeata ugp my wltq troubled 

with salt rheum. Although we tried nearly 
averythtpz it sot worse lusteadvf better and 
spread over bout of hep hands so that ?hp popld 
hnrdhf USB them. Finally she commenced to 
use Hood’s Sarsaparilla and when she had taken 
two bpttles hpr bands were entirely healrd and 
she has net since been troubled. In December, 
1892, my nepk was covered with boils of a

Scrofulous Nature,
There were sixteen of them at once and pi soon 
as they healed others would break out. My 
spok finally became covered with ridges and 

Hood’s^Cures 
sears, I then coimnenced taking Hood’s Sarsa
parilla, and after taking four bottles the bells 
had all healed and the scars have disappeared. 
I recommended Hooq’s Sarsaparilla to all suf

Hood's Pills act easily, yet promptly and 
efficiently, on the liver and bowels. 2&0.

familiar face so long known among the citi
zens of Omaha, no longer welcomes W, The 
grave has enclosed his body, but his spirit, 
always brilliant and clear as the noonday sun, 
has gone on to meet its reward. He died os 
he lived, a Spiritualist, always as true to his 
convictions as a needle to the pole. He never 
clouded his religion by a veil; but to all men 
was an outspoken apd firm adherent to the 
cause, which be avowed years ago. He 
passed away quietly and peacefully on the 
morfflng of the 26th of March,

He had reached the age of eighty-one years, 
and within a very few days would have cele
brated the golden anniversary of his wedding. 
He was perfectly rational until Bunday morn- 
jpg, and his death came upon him as the sleep 
upon an infant. The General traces his 
descent from the Mayflower, and waft born in 
Lebanon, New Hampshire, in 1813. He has 
filled many positions of honor and trust in the 
State of Nebraska, as also in the State of Wis
consin, from which he emigrated in the spring 
of 1855, He was Attorney General of Wis
consin for a term of two years. He has been 
in clpse accord with Spiritualism for many 
years, and has attended the various camp 
meetings, where bis tall form will be remem, 
bered by many admiring friends. Our cause 
here, and. our little society, has met with a se
vere loss, He always was with us on Sunday’ 
afternoons and always had words of cheer and 
comfort for those who were seeking the new 
light- His mind was remarkably clear and 
logical, and he brought the same acumen to 
bear in the investigation of the psychic laws 
as be had been accustomed to use in his legal 
training at the bar, where he had been very 
successful. He never faltered-in bis faith, 
but lived and died a true Spiritualist.

His wife and two children are left to mourn 
his joss, and surely will have sympathy in this 
their great bereavement, 
; Omaha, Neb. Alonzo Thompson.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Hl. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; ip fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle: TermsoNE dol- 
LAB per year. Sent three months for 25q.

sifeJ

Have a copy of the "Astral 
Guide." It contains a leci 
Ure oq Aqthq-MagnetiH 
Treatment by Pboe. Qp 
ney H. Richmond. It la 
indorsed by advanced Mas* 
TBB-3 if) SPIRIT JjFp 
will ipiform you where to 
iirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Curb of 

all scute gud chronic dis
ease. Astral (/«/¿dsentou 
receipt of stamp. '

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

igiq Washington Boul.
Chicago. IJ1.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAH
r^AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL,
BY FATHERQHINIQUY.

Tbli Is & moat valuable book. It cornu from an Ex, 
PrleeL whose character 1$ ubovp reproach and who 
KQ0W8 what he II talking about. Everybody should 
read II. Price, tJ.OO. it contains tbo following chap? 
terg;

The Struggle before ot Womanly field
rewotla tbe Conievlon«!-

Auricular "ContMItoq^DoepWpt Ferdtllpo Cor tM 

Priest. ,
CHAPTER III. , 

The Conteislopel 1« the Modern Sodom.
‘ CHAPTER IV. ■.

Row the Vow of Celibacy ot the Prleita Is made OM> 
by Aurlcnlw ConteHlon. ’

The hlghly-educatef^anlleanod Woman In the Con. 
fesblonal—;What becomes of ner after uncondltlow 
al (urronder-ijltir Irreparable Bulq.

Auricular Confesslon^esTrpy» all Che Sacred Ties oi 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VH.

Should Auricular CqiiIiis,1oij be tolerated among Civil- 
lied Nations! ' " '

CHAPTER VIII.
Qoes Auricular Contpeelon bring Peace to ths Boult 

1 CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma ot Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Home to confess the 
Abomination» of Auricular Conteulon.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular UontesBlpn |p Austral!». America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XII.

4 Chapter for the Consideration of Legislator., Hus
bands »nd Fathers—Some ot (he matters on which 
the Priest ot Rome must Question bls Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

SQMETHINQ U$EFUl7 
r\UT OF TH£ DEPTHS fNTO THE VZ Light. By Samuel BqwIc«: Mra. Can^e B. 8« 

Twiqg, medium. This little book will be read with 
Intense merest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles’ 
interview» with the Inhabitants of the Hella of Spirit« 
Ilfe—a dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath of tn a millions who bare gone 
from earth-life with the damning effects of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. The book Umada up of fifteen chapters. 
Some of the titles of th'o chapters are aa follows: 
The Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—The 
Home Qi Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
plot to Increase sorrow» debauchery drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—The War Department in 
the Hel)eof Spirlt ilfe—Unhappy Marriage» are pro
moted by tbo low aplrltejn the match-maklpg'bcll of 
8plrit-lifc—The Negro Bell—The Indian Hell—The 
MonpoQ Hell—The Sell for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and mediums—Into (ho Light. The Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-me^lng in the, 
light- An Adyentlst looking for the end. The Spirit 
uaf Congress- Prlce.25 cents,

YOU SHOULD HAVE ITT
TJOEMS FROM THE JHNER LIFE.

By Llzrie Doten. New edition. Th!» hMd«ome 
rolumb open, with the wonderful experience, of th« 
»utbor, who )• peculiarly gifted M a trance medium 
•nd public «peaker. Her pUtforiq labor« bare for » 
'.ong time been, nceai|ng, and the deep religion, »nd 
•plrlfu»! tone •( her dlicouriM have extended her 
Influence f»r beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the Inatrumentality »t the prpsA But It la chiefly for 
hei-Tnedlumlitlc power to-give utterance to poem» 
noble, exalted apfl thrilling, pervaded with a eulrtt 
Sellglopi and elevating, that the Ie moit epecially 

mown. Thia volume contains the gems of the Inspir
ational utterances, given chiefly before public wdl- 
Inces, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
»re ittrlbuted to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
here »11 tbo rhythmic beauty, grandeur and ltn»gery 
of bls productions In eartb-llfe, but far eurpas« tyepg 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity or pni-posa. 
Othera are by th, Inspiration of Shakespeare. Puna, 
A. W. Bpraguej sntln many cases the abtbqri a»m« 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
It succinct account of the means by which these pqetna 
»re given to the world. The peculiar Influence which 
e»efa spirit exercised over the medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and etcnlflcence or thj, 
higher phaie ot spiritual communion Is hesuUtnui 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from 11^0 to C1M, 
Postage 10 cents. For tale at th!» effle»'_____________

r/EE IM THE STOHE AGE: THE 
JL* History of Atharael, Chief Priest of » Bud of Al 
Arrans. An Outline History of Man, Wrjttentbrough 
the medlumihlp of U. G. plgley. yoa fihopld y*M 
this work. Pplce 30 cents.
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THE BIBLE SPIRITUALIST’S CONCORDANCE.
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Ì

stopped in their work by just such 
Paull

«chosen.” • .... .
‘ It seems that ke is through with telling
.what Jesus did and taught while in the mortal

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos
ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price »1.50.

For sale at this office.
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A Digest of Biblical Spiritualism.
■■ >,gY REV. flOSES HULL,

AUTHOR OF" QUESTION SETTLED.”“THE CONTRAST.” ETC
. .• ACTS OF THE APOSTLES,
The Greek word rendered Acts is Proxies, 

and signifies Practice. T acknowledge I like 
the title The Practice of' the Apostles better 
than I do the present titld of the book. The 
book, no matter when or by whom it was writ
ten-, has more Spiritualism in. it than any other 
book I ever read.. Indeedj a person can hardly 
bring out all the Spiritualism there is in it 

• without reproducing the ebtire book.
1 This book purports to. have been written by 

the author of the boofe’ of Luke, and ad
. dressed to the same parfy, It begins with: 

■ “The-former treatise have I made, 0 Theoph- 
■ ilus, of all that Jesus began both to do'and to 

1 k teach, until the day >in which he was taken up, 
t after that he, through the holy ghost had given 

commandments unto the apostles whom he

body: now he is to tell what he did in connec
tion with the apostles aftqr his exodus. He 
continues the introduction partly quoted above 

. by paying: “To whom alsp he showed himself 

. alive, after .his passion (suffering—Greek) by 
< many infallible -proofs, being seen of them 
• forty’ days, and speakjng.of 'the things pertain
’ ing tp the kingdom of .Gpd,imd being assem- 

i bled together, commanded them that they 
should not depart from Jerusalem, but wait 
for the promise of the father, which, saith he, 
ye have heard of me. ”

" Here the evidence.that Jesus was alive was
that he showed himdelf alive after his passion, 
or suffering. These proofs are regarded as 
infallible: Jesus was not only seen but he 
talked with them. Then he refers to the 
“Comforter” promised in Johnxiv., 16, and 

■elsewhere. In verses 9 to 11 a cloud received 
Jesus out of their sight, and two men—spirit 
men—spoke to the disciplesand promised that 
he would return in like manner as they had 
seen him go away. This promise was many 
times fulfilled. The cloud that received Jesus 
was the same kind of a cloud that, in former 
days, rested on and in the tabernacle. See 
Numbers xL, 25.

The manifestations of this book really begin 
with chapter ii., 1 to 4. The account reads 
as follows: “And when the day of Pentecost 
was fully come, they were all with one accord 
in one place. And suddenly there came a 
sound from heaven as of a rushing mighty 
wind, and it filled the house where they were 

j sitting. And there appeared unto them 
cloven tongues like as of fire, and it sat upon 
each of them. And they were all filled with 

' thq holy ghost and began to speak with other, 
tongues as the spirit gave them utterance.”

A brief explanation here might not be amiss.
1st. The thing that came with a sound as 

. of a rushing mighty wind, was the holy ghost 
—the pneumatos hagion—spirit power.

2nd. It lit upon each of them in cloven 
tongues. In the Greek—divided languages.

3rd. Spirits spoke, or they spoke as the 
spirit gave them utterance.

4th. (they had sat ten days in a seance 
before this spirit power came to them.

This power was as marvelous as anything 
in modern Spiritualism, and of course it was 
necessary, as it is now, for its opponents to 
explain it. These Galilean fishermen, un
derstanding no language except the mongrel 
provincial dialect of Galilee, were speaking 
seventeen different languages—were perhaps 
giving everyone tests in their own vernacular. 
No wonder they were, as the writer says, 
confounded and amazed. See verses 6, 7 and 
12. The only explanation they could give 
was the very absurd one that these men were 
filled with new wine. Verse 13.

This brings Peter to his feet, who quotes 
to them their prophet Joel, as follows: “But 
this is that which was spoken of by the pro
phet Joel: and it shall come to pass in the last 
days, saith God, I will pour out of my spirit 
upon all flesh, and your sons and your daugh
ters shall prophesy, and your young men shall 
see visions, and your old men shall dream 
dreams, and on my servants and my hand
maidens will I pour out in those days of my 
spirit, and they shall prophesy.” Verses 16 
to 18. .

Peter declares this to be a fulfillment of 
that prediction, and argues that Jesus was 
the controlling influence. He commences in 
verse 22 by saying: “Ye men of Israel, hear 
these words: Jesus of Nazareth, a man [not a 
god] approved of God among you, by mira
cles, and wonders, and signs, which God did 
by him in the midst of you, as ye yourselves 
also. ”' He carries this same argument on, 
until in verse 33 he says: “Therefore being 
by the right hand of God exalted, and having 
received of the father the promise of the holy 
ghost, he has shed forth this which ye now 
see and hear. ” He argues that Jesus did this, 
and that it is a proof of his anastasis, or his 
having risen out of . death.

In verse 37, the .people were convinced by 
the manifestations and Peter’s arguments and 
cried: “What shall we do?” Many think they 
asked: “What shall we do to be saved?” but 
they did not It was: What shall we do to 
obtain this power? Peter's answer is to the 
point. He says: “Repent and be baptized 
every one of you in the name of Jesus Christ 
for the remission of sins, and ye shall receive 
the giftof the holy ghost. ■ For the promise 
is to‘iyouSand to yodr children, find to all 
that are at« off, even as many as the Lord 
our God shall call. ”. Verses. 38, 39. What 
they were after was the gift. The promise to 
which Peter referred was that found in Joel 
ii., 28, of' the pouring- out of the spirit. It 
will be seen here that baptism was, as in other 
places, for spiritual development The prom
ise was, if they would be baptized for the re^

mission of sins they should receive the gift of 
the holy ghost.

Verse 43 says: “And fear came upon every 
soul: and many wonders and signs were done 
by the apostles.”

Chapter ill., opens with Peter healing the 
lame man. See verses 2 to 8. Verses 4 to 8, 
read as follows: “And Peter fastening his 
eyes upon him with John, said: Lopkon us. 
And he gave heed unto, them, expecting to re
ceive something of them. Then Peter said. 
Silver and gold have I none: but such as I 
have give I thee: in the name Of Jesus Christ 
of J^azareth rise up and walk. And he took 
him by the right hand and lifted him up: and 
immediately his feet and ankle bones received 
strength. And he, leaping, stood and walked, 
and entered with them into the temple, walk
ing and leaping, and praising God."

Here Peter fastens his eyes upon him; and 
thus a hypnotic power was imparted from 
Peter’s eyes. Then Peter did hie work in the 
name and by the power or influence of Jesus 
Christ, as mediums heal in the name of their 
spirit guides. Strength was imparted from 
Peter's hand: he received strength when he 
took him by the hand. When Peter saw the 
excitement of the people over the matter, he 
exclaimed that it was not of his power that 
this was done, but .he, as a medium, did it by 
the power he received from Jesus Christ. See 
verses 12 to 16. ■

They afterward brought Peter to the rulers 
to make an explanation of this cure: which, 
under spirit influence, or under the influence 
of the holy ghost, he gives as follows: “Ye 
rulers of the people and elders of Israel, if 
we this day be examined of the good deed 
done to the impotent man, by what means he 
is made whole; bo it known unto you all. and 
to the people of Israel, that byz the name of 
Jesus Christ of Nazareth, whom ye crucified, 
whom God raised from the dead, even by him 
doth this man stand here before you whole." 
See iv., 8 to 10. Knowing Peter to be utter
ly uneducated, of course the people marveled 
and feared his power. See verses 13 to 18. 
Their answer was: “Whether it be right in 
the sight of God to hearken unto you more 
than unto God, judge ye, for we cannot but 
speak the things which “we have seen and 
heard.” Verses 19, 20.

Verses 24 to 30 contain the prayer made 
in consequence of the opposition they had to 
encounter. As a result great physical phe
nomena occurred. Verse 31 says: “And 
when they had prayed, the place was shaken 
where they were assembled together; and they 
were all. filled, with the holy ghost, and they 
spake the word with boldness. ”

Chapter v., 1 to 10, gives an account of the 
death of Ananias and Sapphira. These two 
persons, if there is any truth in the story, 
were either killed by the spirit power or by 
Peter’s hypnotic power: or they were thrown 
into a trance and buried alive. The hurry 
among that people, in those days, to bury the 
dead, caused them, no doubt, to bury people 
sometimes who were not dead. A postmor
tem on their bodies would at least have killed 
them before they buried them, as it did Bishop, 
the mind reader. ,

Verse 11 informs us that many signs and 
wonders were wrought among the peo
ple by the hands of the apostles. Here 
was also a wonderful development of healing 
power. Verses 15 and 16 speak of it as fol
lows: “They brought forth the sick into the 
streets, and laid them on beds and couches, 
that at the least the shadow of Peter passing 
by night overshadow some of them. There 
came also a multitude out of the cities round 
about Jerusalem, bringing sick folks, and 
them which were vexed with unclean spirits: 
and they were healed everyone.”

Probably no one believes there was any vir
tue in the shadow of Peter, but there are mag
netic mediums who carry an atmosphere of 
healing which circulates within about the dis
tance from their bodies that their shadows 
would reach. Peter carried in his body the 
contagion of health.

The next phenomenon is related as follows: 
“And laid their hands on the apostles, and 
put them in the common prison. But the 
angel of the Lord by night opened the prison 
doors, and brought them forth, and said: Go, 
stand and speak in the temple to the people 
all the words of this life." Verses 18, 20.

This was a powerful physical manifestation, 
but does the reader observe that it was in the 
night? If spirits could take the apostles out 
of prison in the night, as is here recorded, 
why could they not take Luke P. Rand out 
of jail, at Oswego, N. Y., as it is recorded 
they did in 1855? In both instances the offi
cers made about the same report. It is as 
follows: “The prison truly found we shut 
with all safety, and the keepers standing with
out before the doors: but when we had opened, 
we found no man within.” Verses 22, 23.

Chapter 6, in speaking of Stephen’s medi
umship says: "Re was full of faithand of 
the holy ghost.” That is, spirit power. See 
vi., 5. Again, verseS, says: “And Stephen, 
full of faith and power, did great wonders 
and miracles among the people.” '

In verse 10, “They were not able to resist 
the wisdom and the spirit with which he 
spake." ' ,

Stephen was sometimes transfigured. 
Verse 15 says: “And all that sat in the coun
cil looking steadfastly at him, saw his face as 
it had been the face of an angel.” , 
.. In chapter vii., Pfeter preaches the wonder

ful discourse for which they put him to death. 
In verse 2,„he says “the God of glory ap
peared unto our father Abraham;” thus prov- 
ing-that Abraham was a medium. This “God 
of glory.” I have before proved to be the spirit

of a dead man. Verses 30 to 34 throw more 
light on the subject. - Tltëy re#d ¡thus: “And 
when forty years were expired, there appeared 
to him in the wilderness of Mount Sinai an 
angel of the Lord in a florae of fire, ip a bush. 
When Moses saw it he wondered at the sight, 
and as he drew near to behold it, the voice of 
the Lord came to hini," saying; I am the God 
of thy fathers, the God of Abraham, the God 
of Isaac, and the God of Jacob; Then Moses 
'trembled and durst not behold. Then said 
the Lord unto him, put off : tùÿ shoçs from thy 
feet, for the place whereon ’thou standest is 
holy ground. I have seen; thé affliction of my 
people which is in Egypt,, and I have fceard. 
their groaning, and am cóme down to deliver 
them, and now coine and I will send thee 
“into Egypt." ' '

Here Moses’ forty years’ solitude in the 
wilderness had developed hiip a medium. 
He saw the angel, that is, “thq God of glory." 
See verse 2. This angel y»as spep.in abash 
in a flame of fire or a .spirit. light. Next, a 
voice spoke to him tailing hjm what to do. 
This “God of thy fathers,” who ¡ spoke to 
Moses was.an angel. See verse 38,

Stephen concludes , his discourse by telling 
them that they had received the law—that is, 
the Ten Commandments—by tlje disposition 
of angels, and had not kept it._ ’JÎhïs is true: 
the Ten Commandments were spoken by an 
audible voice in the dark.

The last testimony concerning Stephen is: 
“But he being full of the holy.ghost, looked 
up steadfastly into heaven,' apd saw the glory 
of God, and Jesus standing on the,right hand 
of God, and said: Behold; I.see; t^e heavens 
opened, and the Son di jnlln standing on the 
right hand of God.” Verses 55, 56.

As Spiritualists invite spirits to be present 
when they pass away, so. the record says: 
“And they stoned Stephen, calling upon God, 
and saying, Lord Jesus, receive my spirit.” 
Verse 59. The word God in this text is not 
in the Greek text, but is supplied by the trans
lators to destroy the meaning of the text. 
The fact is it was Jesus that Stephen was 
calling upon, as is evideuced by the words. 
“Lord, Jesus, receive my spirit. ” , .

Inviii., 5 to 7, the record says: “Then 
•Philip went down to the city of Samaria and 
preached Christ unto them. And the people 
wiih one accord gave heed upto those things 
which Philip spake, hearing a.nd seeing the 
miracles which he did. For unclean spirits, 
crying with a loud voice, came out of many 
that were possessed with them, and many 
taken with palsies, and that weré lame, were 
healed.” If there were no spirits, or no me
diums, or if spirits never get possession of 
mediums, how in the name of common sense 
could they be cast out ?

In verses 15 to 20, is the history of Simon 
the sorcerer. He saw that mediums were de
veloped i>y the laying on of th,e apostles’ 
hands, and offered money that he might be de
veloped in the same way. He thought as 
many do, that anybody could be ¡developed; 
but Peter was more honest' thap many medi
ums are to-day, who take'ifiohey froTn anybody 
and for any purpose. Some try to make any
one believe that he or she will make a good 
medium: all they have to do is to pay them 
for development. Peter simply |aid: “Thy 
money perish with thee; .because thou .hast 
thought that the gift of God may be purchased 
with money. " Paul’s answer on a similar oc
casion was much more severe than Peter’s, as 
will be shown in its proper place.

In Verse 25, an angel came to Philip, and 
sent him out to preach. On his way he saw 
a gentleman riding in a carriage, and a spirit 
spoke to him and told him to “go now, and 
join thyself to the chariot. ” Philip got into a 
conversation with the man, which resulted in 
the man’s baptism. It is recorded in verses 
39, 40, as follows: “And when they were 
come up out of the water, the spirit of the 
Lord caught away Philip, that the eunuch saw 
him no more. But Philip was found at Azo
tate. ” This was rather a wonderful manifesta, 
tion. If Philip was caught away from Gaza, 
or from between Jerusalem and Gaza, to Azo
tus, he could not have been carried less than 
thirty miles, as the reader can satisfy himself 
by examining a map of that country.

In ix., 3 to 17, is the history of the conver
sion of Saul of Tarsus, afterward the apostle 
Paul. The record is top lengthy to reproduce 
here. Suffice it to say: 1st As they jour
neyed, a light shone from heaven—a spirit 
light which all could and did see.

2d. A voice, a spirit voice, spoke to Saul: 
and all heard the voice. Bee verse 7.

3d. Saul, afterward Paul, saw Jesus, but 
none of his companions saw him. See verses 
7, 17, and 26. This proves that Jesus was 
not there in his physical body: had he been 
there in just such a body as Paul and his com
panions had: all could have seen him. This 
wonderful manifestation made a convert of 
Saul to the belief ia immortality,. and fitted 
him to preach immortality to the people.

4th. Saul was, as a result of this manifest
ation, stricken with blindness—a psychologic 
blindness. Verse 8. ' ' ' ■ . .

5th. A medium iff ' Damascus had a vision 
informing him of Saul and Ris condition, and 
Saul at the same time had a vision of Ananias 
coming to him. Verses 10, to‘12.

6th. Ananias, by putting his hands on 
Saul, caused him to receive thé holy ghost: or 
this spiritual mediumship.' . ■

Inverses 33, 34, Peter heals aman who 
had been sick eight ÿeàrs. The most marvel
ous manifestation is found; in verses ,36 to 40. 
It is the supposed raising of Tabitha, or Dor
cas, from death. They supposed she was dead : 
perhaps Peter’s clairvoyance told him that she 
was not Verse 40 Bayé'. ’ ’.’Bût Peter put 
them all forth, and kneeled down and prayed: 
and turning him. to the body said, Tabitha, 
arise. And she opened her «yes: and when 
she saw Peter she sat up.” '

Does the reader notice that hfere Peter put 
them all out of the house before he attempted 
this great manifestation? Such critical cases 
of healing require very 'subtlb conditions; the 
best way to get them is to be entirely alone 
with the patient

All of the tenth chapter of Acta should be 
quotefl, but I will only give, a synopsis of its 
contents: ,-

1st. When Cornelius was at.jig&ygrj au an
gel came to him and told him to ^end men to 
Joppa, to the house of one Simony# tanner, for 
Peter, who would coine and tell him what he 
ought to do. Verses 3 to 7. .

2d. Peter goes up on the housetop to pray: 
there he fell into a trance, as thousands of 
other mediums have done since. A spirit 
came to him, who claims to be the same angel 
who appeared in the vision to Cornelius. 
Verses 10 to 20. :

3d. The men go to the house of Simon : 
the spirit informs Peter that they are there, 
and Peter knows them by inspiration. Verse 
2L ' ‘

4th. When Cornelius tells the story he, 
says “a man," not an angel or spirit, appeared 
to hjm. This is rather a strong proof that 
angels or spirits are men.;

5th, In Peter's sermon he relates the phe
nomena of Jesns’ manifestations after his 
death, as proof of a future life.

6th. The holy ghost, or spirit power, fell 
on them, enabling them to speak in other lan
guages, as had been done on the day of pente. 
cost. See verses 44 to 48. .

7 th. In Peter’s conduct in this ihatter he 
was led not only by his vision, but by a spirit 
voice. See verses 7, 13, 15.

In chapter vii., Peter was brought to trial 
before a committee of his brethren for intro
ducing these phenomena among the gentiles. 
In defense he says he was moved by a trance, 
voice and a spirit, to do as he did. See verses 
5, 7, 9 and 12. He also took the position 
that the man whom Cornelius said he saw was 
an angel. Compare x., 30 with xi., 13. . The# 
he' relates the manifestations that occurred, 
much as a Spiritualist would describe the oc
currences at a circle.

In verses 27, 28, a medium by the name of 
Agabus was inspired, and prophesied, as fol
lows: “And in those days came prophets 
[mediums] from Jerusalem unto Antioch, and 
there stood up one of them named Agabus, 
and signified by the spirit that there should 
be a great dearth throughout all the world: 
which came to pass in the days of Claudius 
Cassar.”

In chapter xii., Peter was put in prison; 
verses 5 to 11 read as follows: “Peter there
fore was kept in prison: but prayer was made 
without ceasing of the church unto God for 
him. And when Herod would have brought 
him forth, the same night Peter was sleeping 
between two soldiers, bound with two chains; 
and the keepers before the door kept the 
prison. And behold the angel of the Lord 
came upon him, and a light shone in prison: 
and he. smote Peter on the side [a touch] and 
raised him up, saying, arise up quickly. And 
his chains fell off from his hands. And the 
angel said unto him, gird thyself, and bind 
on thy sandals. And so he did. And he 
saith unto him, cast thy garments about thee, 
and follow me. And he went out, and fol
lowed him; and he wist not that it was true 
which was done by the angel: but thought he 
saw a vision. When they were past the first 
and second wards they came into the iron gate 
that leadeth into the city; which opened to 
them of his own accord; and they went out 
and passed on through one street; and forth'- 
with the angel departed from him. And when 
Peter was come to himself he said: Now I 
know of a surety that the Lord hath sent his 
angel, and hath delivered me out of the hand 
of Herod, and from all the expectation of the 
people of the Jews. ”

Permit me, before quoting more, to offer a 
few brief comments on this. Was there ever 
anything more like modern Spiritualism than 
this? I will enumerate a few of the points:

1. Peter was in prison, chained with two 
chains and guarded by soldiers.

2. These manifestations occurred in the 
night, with no light only what the angel 
brought.

3. The angel came in with a light—spirit 
light—shining about him.

4. Peter's chains fell off as quick as the 
ropes or chains ever fell off the Davenports.

5. The prison doors were opened and Pe
ter was let out' In exactly the same manner 
was Dr. Luke P. Rand let out of the Oswego, 
N. Y. jail, in 1855.

6. Peter .must haye been entranced when 
this was done, as modern mediums generally 
are when such wonderful phenomena occur. 
The writer says in verse 11: “And when Pe
ter was come to himself, he said: Now I know 
of a surety that the Lord hath sent his angel 
and hath delivered me out of the hand of 
Herod, and from all the expectation of 
the Jews.” The expression, “was come 
to himself,” is a very common one among 
Spiritualists. '

Verses 12 to 18, tell of Peter's going to 
Mary's house and knocking at the gate for 
admittance. When Rhoda, Clary's daughter, 
went to the door she saw Peter, and said so; 
but they said: •1 The damsel is mad,” and as 
an explanation of the raps at the door, they 
said: “It is his angel. "Did they believe that 
his spirit or his angel had left the form, and 
was there rapping? or did they believe it was 
his guardian angel? No matter, in any case 
they believed in spirit raps.

In xii., 2, 8, Paul and Barnabas were or
dained, or developed by the laying on of the 
apostles’ hands. In verse 8 Paul begins his 
work as a medium. Verses 8 to 12, read as 
follows: “But Eismas, the sorcerer (for so is 
his name by interpretation) withstood them, 
seeking to turn away ' the deputy from the 
faith. Then Saul (who is also called Paul), 
filled with the holy ghost, set his eyes on him, 
and said: O, full of all subtlety and all mis
chief, thou child of the devil, thou enemy 
of all righteousness, wilt thou not cease to 
pervert the right ways of the Lord? And now, 
behold, the hand of the Lord is upon thee, 
and thou shalt be blind, not seeing the sun । 
for a season. And immediately there fell 
on him a mist and a darkness, and he went 
about seeking some one to lead ‘him by the 
hand.”

Here Paul set his eyes on him. The result

was a psychologic or hypnotic blindness. 
Whether it was- done by Paul’s power or by 
the. power of his guides, I cannot say. :

;$%w|es 30, 31‘ contain proof, that Jesus was 
¿rfl^spen by clairvoyants after his resurrec
tion' but of the dead, as spirits are seen to-day. 
They say: “But . God raised him .-from the 
dead; and he was seen many days of them 
which came up with him from Galilee to Jeru
salem, and who are his witnesses unto the peo
ple.”: . .

In xiv., 8 to 11, -the writer says; “And 
there sat a certain man at Lystra, impotent 
in his feet, being a cripple from his mother's 
womb, who never had walked. The same heard 
Paul.speak; who steadfastly beholding him, 
and perceiving that he had. faith to be healed, 
said with a loud voice: Stand , upright on thy 
feet. And hp leaped and.walked. And when 
the people saw what Paul had dope they lifted 
up their voices, saying in the speech of Ly- 
coniai The gods'are come down to us in the 
likeness of men.” Paul was a clairvoyant and 
saw what could be done when “steadfastly be 
holding him,” before he . cried with a loud 
voice: “Stand upon thy feet ”

I have before proved that in the New Tes
tament the word prophet does not necessarily 
mean one who foretells future events, but that 
it means medium. Verse 32 of chapter xv., 
is clear when interpreted in that light. • It 
reads as follows: “And Judas and Silas being 
prophets also themselves, exhorted the breth
ren with many words, and confirmed them."

In xvi., 9, 10 a vision appeared to Paul, 
as visions appear to mediums to-day; and a 
man—a spirit man appeared to him—a man 
from Macedonia—came to Paul and said: 
“Come over into Macedonia and help us.”

In verses 16 to 19 is an astounding mani
festation—it will bear quoting: “And it came 
to pass as we went to prayer, a certain damsel 
possessed with a spirit of divination ihet us, 
which brought her masters much gain by 
soothsaying; the same followed Paul and us, 
and cried, saying, these men are the servants 
of the most high God, which show unto us the 
way of salvation, and this did she many days. 
But Paul being grieved, turned and said to 
the spirit: I command thee in the name of 
Jesus Christ to come out of her. And he 
came out the same hour."

In this instance Paul was evidently the 
Stronger medium, and was jealous of the girl, 
who, under the influence of this masculine 
spirit of divination, preached exactly the same 
doctrine Paul was preaching. Paul, it is well 
known, did not believe in woman’s preaching, 
anyway. Seel Tim., ii., 12. 1 Cor. xiv., 
14. How many good mediums have been
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Passing Away.
There are souls so matured even in young 

bodies that they leave au impress of a short 
life that cannot be effaced. Such was thé life 
of Daisy May Peele, who passed away at In
dianapolis in December, nearly thirteen years 
of ago. I was called to officiate at her fun
eral, and I have never been more impressed at 
a funeral than at hers. The room, in which 
her beautiful body lay reposing among the 
flowers that were the gifts of teachers, school
mates and friends, was filled with the teachers 
and schoolmates who so loved her, save her 
family, consisting of four persons. The class 
of girls with whom she would have graduated 
in February bore her body to the grave, and 
all save the parents, in the room, heard for the 
first time a Spiritual service. The other rooms 
were filled with members of the Society and 
friends of the family. When I reached the 
house the father hau led in a thick package of 
paper containing the poems Daisy had written, 
and asked me to read two of them at the serv
ice, which I did. “Passing Away,” which I 
send you, and, “Do They Ever Think of Me.” 
She has left enough poems for a good-sized 
volume, and not only wrote poetry but prose; 
having already received pay for sketches she 
had written lor the Inter Ocean of Chicago. 
The diy previous to her passing out in the 
night, Her physician said to her, “How are 
you feeling, Daisy?" “Better in my body, 
Doctor, but I feel as though my soul was be
ing crushed out. ” . That night when the phy
sician stood beside the bed and noted nature’s 
last struggle, he sighed as he turned 
away and said: “A light gçne out.” But one 
who knows better says—a light rekindled on 
the heavenly hills, to shine brighter and 
brighter; a light that will never fade, because
all clouds and hindrances to true growth are 
thing.of the past. Carrie E. S. Twins.

PASSING AWAY.

Darkness has come, for the moon has set, 
■And the twinkling stars are dim above: .

The world without seems so dark and cold, 
As dark as life without one to love.

And lying on a couch of pain 
While the weary watchers fall asleep, 

Old things come to my mind again— 
Sad memories that make me weep.

Full well remembered are sunny days, 
Not sad and dark like these lonely hours,

When my heart was astray in the leafy ways 
With the sweet bird-song, and the scent of 

flowers. •
Sweet, memories of such starry nights.

With the fair young, moon; in the heavens 
.above; . . .

But sweeter than all are the laughing lights 
That shone in the eyes of those I love.

Darkness has fallen, for the moon is set, 
The flowers have gone in thè autumn blast;

So my life seems gone, and my cheeks are wet 
With tender tears for the vanished past.

So lying in the darkness all alone, 
Breasting the waves of an unknown sea,

I think of how the loved have flown, ‘
And death is sweeter than life to me.

‘ Darkness hds gone, for the sun hah risen, 
Giving its Splendor to land'and' sea—

Or, is it the open gates of beam, ' • 
With loved ones waiting there’for me? ’

Daisy’May Peele.

- The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared.-.. By . Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, $1, - ? '

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
DV LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 

D a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is uot merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of Idle blessed
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
•elf-lmprovement or the good of humanity. It Is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and' • 
those who are to be mothers; and secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant. Instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and is especially commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whom it is dedicated, it also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are introduced. It contains a flno likeness of 
the author. It contains 845 pages, neatly bound Ln 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, 11.25.

Researches in Oriental History.
BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Vol. l»mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.60.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH BISTORT.
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.} 
3. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY. 1 
4. WHENCE OUR ARIAN ANCESTORS? ] 
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea fs traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2360 years B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following the wares of emigration, until UI» 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tho Christian era. v'-jw- ■ ,

The book demonstrates that Christianity and It« con 
tral hero are mythical; that the'whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facte are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read it without Instruction and.proUt, whether 
he reaches the same conclusion« with the author-w 
otherwise. For «ale at thlamfflcn.

THE ELEMINATOR
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

J-S The "Stellar Key” Is the philosophical Intro
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume maybe gained from ths 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Scenes in the Summer-band; -8—Society in the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social CealreUn tlfe Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land Aird LKdaJ S— Language and 
Life tn Summcr-LUnd: 7—Material.Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultiinates In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. Tbls enlarged edition con
tains more tian double the amount of matter in fon 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautiful front!®» 
piece, Illustrating the "formation of the Spiritual 
Body." cioth 75 cents. Postage 6 cents. For sals 
at this office. . _

SOMETHING GOOD.
T/TE WS OF O UR HE A VENL F HOME. 
V A Soquel to “A Stellar Key.” Illustrated. Thl« 

work la not merely descriptive of what the author calls 
the ” Summer-Land," but It U llluitrated with dia
grams of celestial objects ant views of different por
tions of the Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only the 
clairvoyant or cleqv'ieetng tastrument of higher and 
stronger power. CohUnts: fe&tenrefitt In regard tc 
•‘individual occnplttoti,?; After death,**
"catlngandbreatAlngtathe splrlt-llre,” "disappear, 
ance of the bodily orpr*at death,” "domestic enjoy
ments and true conjuga. pilons," "origin of the doc
trine of the devil," etc Cloth 75 cents. Postage 
5 cents.' Fof sale-atthi»«dce>

fXUTSIDE $HE GATES; AND OTff.
er tele, and ttetehte».-By« bandot Spirit Intel

ligence», through the mcdlninyhln <0t Mary There« 
Shelhamer. An excellent gbHt Price »1.25.

IDEAL LLFE.iN.THE SFlRIT-LAND.
■Z V Given Inuplratlbnally by Mm ltiHi M. King. 
You win not become weary while reading thl» excSr 
lentbook. Prlce.Sccnte. . -'ll.»,- •
TTROM SOUL TO SOUL. BV EMMA 

L Rood Tutu». Abiduittiiboaksl.tvraaot rut 
null, nut ILK.

P
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UDUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION?

Ab there are thoueauda who will at first venture 
only twcflt-y-five cents for The Progressive Thineed 
thirteen weeke, jve would suggest to those whutecelYO 
a sample copy, to boHcIl several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit iron) $1 to $10« or even 
mote t-han the latter sum. A. large number of little 
ai4ouuc3 wniniukeu lerge sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulneiA ’Vbe same Bug- 
gCBtlon will apply lu all cases of renow»l of subacrlp' 
tlyns—solicit others to aid Jn the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever in Inducing Splrltu« 
eHsts to subscribe for The Progressive Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without tlie valua* 
ble information Imparted- therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents.
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than wo i an 

glyc you for 25 cents? Just pause and think fora xio- 
incut what an Intellectual feaet that small investment 
Will furnish you. Tho subscription price of The Fro- 
ORESsiVx Tujnhek thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
foyr pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
pilnd-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi- 
upj-Blredbouk! ’ '

Take Notice.
jRF* At-expiration of fiubecriptlon, if not renewed, 

pie paper is discontinued. No uilla will be Bent for ex
tra numbers.

RF* Jf you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write tQ us.^nd errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, aid missing numbers supplied gratis.

taF* ‘Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
chwiKed, always give the address of the place to which 
.It fa (ben sent, or Lhe change cannot be made.

Tax the Churches.
Is it not a burlesque on common 

sense, in view of daily observation, to 
exempt church property from taxation, 
or to extend to its owners special privi
leges because of alleged moral influence 
in the interests of the State? If the 
church exerts such wondrous allure
ments in behalf of public virtue, why 
does it not show itself in ¿he statistics of 
crime? Why do church; members, and 
persons educated in Sunday-schools, con
stitute a majority of .criminals? And 
why does the gallows yield such bitter 
fruit? Hart, executed, on the 16th ult. 
at Rochford, for the murder of his two 
sisters, surrounded by circumstances so 
foul that much of the evidence was sup
pressed on the trial in the interest of 
public decency, was a Catholic. Thomas 
Higgins, executed in this city on the 
23d, was a Catholic. Prendergast de
clared himself a good Catholic soon 
after his assassination of Mayor Har
rison, Not all murderers are Catholics, 
but nearly all are orthodox in religious 
faith. And so, too, as we have repeat
edly shown from statistics, is the case 
with an overwhelming multitude of 
offenders covering every grade of crime.

These being facts which no well-in
formed person dare gainsay, then the 
interest of good morals is not subserved 
by the churches. Instead of extending 
to them special privileges, it would al
most seem they ought to be placed on 
the restrictive list with intoxicants, and 
if not suppressed, made to share in the
expenses of government, which 
pernicious dogmas increase.

their
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Ruinous to Religion.
Under the above headline the Chicago 

Beeord gave awhile ago the synopsis of 
a lecture by the President of the Uni
versity of Chicago, at the Kent Labora
tory, on “The Deluge." Dr. Harper 
hag never been accused of heresy,but he 
wanders closely by the lines all heretics 
have trod. He tells the truth—some
thing not common to the average sec
tarian preacher. This article was pre
pared several weeks ago, but the crowd
ed state of our columns has prevented 
its earlier appearance. But hear the 
Doctor, as the Record told it:

“The prophets, under the old dispen
sation, did not mean to tell future hap
penings in the way which it is gener
ally believed, but they could tell from 
the way people lived how things should 
turn out in future time and prophesied 
accordingly. Having touched upon the 
different causes of materials from which 
the accounts had been taken, he gave 
the several theories connected with the 
story, 'The Sons of God,’ and ‘The 
Daughters of Men.’ He advanced the 
principal arguments for the reconcilia
tion of all conflicting interpretations 
and then attempted to overthrow them 
one by on«.”

Now, there is practical common sense. 
Judging from the past, the prophets 
could guess at the future. To have 
been strictly accurate the Doctor should 
have said: The prophecies were writ
ten long after the events occurred, and 
was the manner of writing history in 
ancient times. If the Doctor was cor
rect in his account of the materials used 
in writing everything in Genesis up to 
the sixteenth chapter, he must have 
stated that it was made up from Assyr
ian story, by some one who had access 
to Assur-ban-i-pal’s library; that the 
residue of Genesis and all of Exodus 
were adaptations from Egyptian story; 
that Judges, Samuel, and Kings were 
made up from the story of Phoenicia, 
whose people were captured and re
moved to Babylon, to which Ezra had 
access when making ancient history 
for the colonists sent to Jerusalem, to 
repeople that region after its desolation. 
But Dr. Harper did not rest after mak
ing such truthful utterances in regard 
to prophecy. Let the Record continue.

"Having given his reasons for not be
lieving any of them [the arguments] he 
came to the radical part of his address. 
Pausing a moment, he leaned over the 
desk and said:

“ ‘If this story of the Sons of God and 
Daughters of Man be true historically, 
it would prove ruinous to religion and 
play havoc with our belief.

“ ‘Is this account history? No! Is it 
scientific? No. It is simply a story 
and nothing more.’

“In explaining the stand he took he 
said the writer of the story most likely 
lived in an age of superstition, and 
among superstitious people, and if his 
preaching should have any weight with 
the people, he did not wish to change 
the superstitious belief In this particu
lar—a myth handed down from father 
to son for ages."

The position of Dr. Harper is sub
stantially the same as that occupied 
from time to time in these columns, and 
is the one the thinking world is uni
formly adopting. All historians are 
prophets in the same sense the Jewish 
prophets were, with the exception, we 
trust, that they have not stolen so large
ly from others as these sacred plagiar
ists did.

Worthy of Imitation.
The Progressive Thinker delights 

to note progress in the pulpit. It always 
prefers to applaud rather than condemn. 
Within the last few days information 
comes that a young clergyman, of rare 
literary attainments, declines to intro
duce prayer into bis pulpit service. If 
he takes Jesus for his examplar he could 
not pray in public. If guided by good, 
practibal common sense, as all whoknow 
him say he is, then it must appear to 
him very improper to tease God for 
favors in his own special interest, or in 
the interest of his friends.

A test case was on a funeral occasion. 
One of the young preacher’s most de
voted parishioners had lost a loved 
child, and it was hoped he would depart 
from his custom on that occasion. But 
he was inexorable. He did not lack 
reverence for that inscrutable power 
which clothes with life, and folds in
death, but he entertained no faith that 
words of his would change immutable 
Law, so he showed consistency by si- 
‘ ’ ...................bravelence. We honor him for his 
action and wish other thinkers 
copy his example.

would

Did Not Win.
Thomae Bpnacum, a Catholic Bishop 

of the diocese of Omaha, was lately on 
trial for criminal libel. His counsel 
had the impudence to set up a want of 
jurisdiction in the civil courts, because 
the defendant was only subject to the 
laws of his church, and could only be 
tried by that church. The court quickly 
overruled the objection, and directed 
the State to proceed with its trial.

It has long been the position of the 
Catholic Church that its officials were 
superior to civil law; that they were 
only subject to the heavenly powers, 
and, as expounders of the will of God, 
no court outside the Church could call 
their acts in question. The dupes of 
these priests have acted upon this inter
pretation, and only those they designate 
as heretics have the temerity to call 
their authority in question.

Church Attendance.
Statistics show that only 5 to 8 per 

cent of legal voters attend any sort of 
religious services. And yet with this 
disparity in numbers the preachers are 
organizing holy alliances with the ex
press purpose of combining the church 
vote of all denominations to force par

ties to labor and to legislate in their in
terests. The 92 to 95 per cent of inde
pendent suffragists may be driven to 
the wall, and instead of voting to make 
laws in the interest of superstition, 
possibly they may influence legislation 
in (bp opposite direction.

It is not from nature,'but from educa
tion and habits, that our wants are 
ohi"fly derived.—Fielding.

Squelched Again.
The final act in the interest of re-

ligious demagogues has just closed in 
favor of humanity. The House com. 
mittee to whom was referred the God- 
ln-the-Constitution amendment, decided 
to lay the subject on the table and re
port adversely to the prayer of the re
ligious schemers.

We own to a feeling of mortification 
to see the name of Rev. Dr. Miner, a 
Universalist clergyman of Boston, 
among • those who favored this silly 
proposition to enthrone God. The ag
itators will “bob up serenely,” a year or
two later, to be again squelcned, as they 
have been every few years since '
Constitution was first formed.

Svenska Spiritualisten
(The Swedish Spiritualist) is the

the

name
of a monthly paper, of which the first 
number was issued here in Chicago last 
month. The paper, which is printed in 
the Swedish language, is entirely de
voted to the spreading of the knowledge 
of Spiritualism And its beautiful philoso
phy amongst the Swedes. Dr. A. A. 
Alexanderson, himself an inspired 
speaker and spiritual healer, is the pub
lisher and editor of this paper. Heis also 
a member of the First Society of Spirit
ualists in Chicago. "Svenska Spiritual
isten” is the first Spiritualist paper ever 
printed in that language. Mr. Alexan
derson, who has been an editor for 
about eighteen years, partly in his 
mother-country, Sweden, and partly 
here in the United States, is an ad
vanced thinker and fearless reformer, 
and his paper, which is very interesting 
and instructive, should therefore be cir
culated amongst the Swedes all over 
this country as much as possible; and 
we think that it would be a very good 
missionary work for all of our readers 
who have some Swedish neighbors or. 
friends to make this paper known 
amongst that people. The price of the 
“Svenska Spiritualisten,” to be paid in 
advance, is 50 cents for this year; single 
copy, 6 cents. Address Dr. A. A. Al- 
exanderson, 959 Milwaukee avenue, 
Chicago, III. ........... ...........

Memory sometimes acts like an old 
flint gun; it hangs fire, yet ends by 
going off.—Charles Reade.

High stations tumult, npt bliss, create. 
None think the-great unhappy but (he 
great.—Young.

f’Tis expectation makes a blessing 
dear: heaven Were not heaven if we 
knew what it were.—Suckling.

46TH ANNIVERSARY,
AU anniversary reports and items will 

be combined in one paper, and wiU ap
pear next week.. - It will be highly inter
esting; as showing,-jthe status of our 
pause,.- . .." !

, Spiritual Progress. . ' ,
As the time has come and passed for 

anniversary of the advent of spiritual 
manifestation upon the earth, it is per
haps pertinent to take account of stock; 
to inquire of the masters in charge,both 
visible and invisible, concerning the 
condition of the armies of the great 
Spiritual Empire, whose boundaries ex
tend everywhere, and which is limited 
nowhere; to ask the sentinels on the 
watch towers what are the signs of the 
seeming? It is universally conceded by 
aU who know, that there never was a 
time when the truths of Spiritualism 
were more vigorously pressed and 
pushed upon the thoughts of men than 
now, both on thp silent planes and in 
the matter of argument and demonstra
tion. Not only is this true among those 
who are neither afraid nor ashamed to 
be called Spiritualists, but even the 
churches are honeycombed with those 
who are constantly and slily seeking to 
be assured of the conditions of their be
loved, who have passed beyond the veil 
called death.

All students of Christian science,Men
tal’science, Theosophy and Occultism 
are seeking to know of the things of the 
spirit. It matters not how much they 
deny, the fact remains; either they are 
seeking demonstration on the physical 
or the spiritual plane,'«for there is 
naught else. We know they are not 
asking about the visible and material, 
and indeed they would be indignant at 
such a charge but that leaves them 
only the alternative we have stated.

What would the opponents of Spirit
ualism have said twenty years ago, if it 
had been known that an ordinary 
clergyman, president of one of the 
largest universities of che country, was 
taking lessons in Occult science from a 
teacher from the far East. As we have 
said, he is, by so doing, studying the 
laws which govern and control spiritual 
phenomena, in manifestation. However 
strange this may appear, it is a fact.

The ranks of our materialistic philoso
phers are growing less and less, by the 
constant desertions fromqtheir ranks. 
While these changes of heart, may not, 
for the present, increase the active 
fighters and workers in the spiritual 
ranks, it decreases the numbers and 
breaks the force of, the opposition's ac
tivity, and thus brings Spiritualism and 
its friends aid and encouragement.

As we look over the field, broad as 
the world, we are more than gratified 
to see the widening of the great rising 
wave of spirit power, moving forward 
in its irresistible might, to gather to it
self, at no distant day, all nations, and 
tongues, and peoples.

While these things, as mentioned, ara 
too patent to be denied by any intelli 
gent, well-informed mind, it is a singu
lar fact that the renewed activity on all 
lines hap developed since The Pro
gressive Thinker, like an unknown 
knight, threw down its gauntlet on the 
field, for contest to the death, in behalf 
of Spiritualism, then being tortured 
and maligned by traitors, in what should 
have been “the house of its friends.” 
None but our spirit friends even dreamed 
of its wonderfully successful career.

As men read it, and their hearts thrill 
at the sturdiness of its utterances, 
they say: 1 ‘If that be Spiritualism, then 
lama Spiritualist.” It is Spiritualism in 
the broadest, highest sense,of perfect lib
erty of thought and expression,to every 
thinker on the earth. The Progress
ive Thinker has done a work which no 
other paper could do, from the first mo
ment of its first issue, as is fully con
ceded by all who know aught; of its 
work. It certainly deserves the best 
wordsand most active-'supporttof all 
Spiritualists, for thus they support and- 
defend themselves. How will the grand 
jury of our readers decide this matter? 
We get bushels of kind and encourag
ing compliments; but while it Is pleas
ant to know that our work is appreciated 
it should not escape the notice of our 
friends that we cannot buy bread, gro
ceries, phper nor ink with them: some
way, they lack the fiat that makes them 
exchangeable.

Send us subscribers, and cash for sub
scriptions, and we can send you the 
grandest paper on earth, advocating 
the oldest, purest and most beneficent 
philosophy the world has ever known, 
and the one one-dollar paper that has 
not been built up on the fraudulent 
basis of beating stockholders, and sell
ing bonds with no adequate security

Criminal and Pauper Immigra
tion.

The recent publication of the census 
criminal statistics makes the awful dis
closure that of whites, confined in the 
prisons of the United States in 1890, 
there were 28,440 and of these, 
14,715 were natives of foreign 
countries. Terrible as is this revela
tion, the same census reports show that 
51 per cent of the inmates of our poor
houses are importations. Something 
must be done to arrest this tide of pau
per and criminal emigration, and the 
sooner the better.

This is what the Daily News of April 
5th says: "Police Captain Campbell of 
the Adams street station, New York, 
says that yesterday afternoona prisoner, 
Harry W. Miles, a Spiritualist of 59 
Bowery, escaped from his cell and dis
appeared as mysteriously as a'summer’s 
breeze. Mlles was securely locked in a 
new cell, Capt. Campbell says that at 3 
o'clock this morning his man was sound 
asleep. Just before 6 o’clock the door
man made another tour of the cells and 
found nothing more than a bad odor in 
the place which three hours before had 
contained the Spiritualist from the 
Bowery.

\ CALMWORDS.
Showing the Trend pt 

Catholic Church.
Its Position in Politics.

the

Bishop Ireland—The A, P. A,. Peo- 
pie—Cities Grabbed by theOath- 
olics—Democrats Changing Into 
A. P, A.’s—How to Dissolve the 
A. P. A.’s,
Taking into further consideration the 

recent excellent address of Archbishop 
Ireland, in which he inveighed against 
Irish Nationality in American affairs as 
one of the causes of tfae current A. P. A. 
hostility to Roman Catholics, there is 
one serious phase of the question which 
he did not consider—namely: the atti
tude of the members of that church to
wards the great body of the American 
people of the Northern States. In the 
South, except in the cities of Baltimore, 
Louisville, St. Louis and New Orleans, 
there are,very few Roman Catholics, 
while in the Northern cities and towns 
there are six or seven millions. 7

It is quite certain that the principal 
cause for the distrust and dislike of 
Catholics among the A. P, A. people is 
to be found in the fact that nearly the 
entire membership of the Roman Cath
olic Church persistently and ■ clannishly 
acts with and belongs to one political 
party; controls its political organization 
and machinery whenever it ean, and 
nominates as many members of this 
church for office as it can foreq that 
party to concede. In many cities, like 
Chicago, New York, Brooklyn, Boston, 
Albany, Troy, Buffalo, Detroit, Fort 
Wayne, Dubuque, Milwaukee, St- Paul, 
Omaha and Kansas City—in short, wher
ever it possesses the power—it grabs 
about all the offices, elective and ap
pointive—especially those that have 
patronage or big salaries and emolu
ments. Hence the members of this 
church have secured the great bulk of 
the important offices of all the cities and 
towns where they are relatively strong 
in that party. .

This is the undeniable fact and record, 
And it is growing steadily more and 
more into a monopoly of office control 
by one religious organization. It is 
really these manifestations of politico- 
ecclesiastical domination which are 
changing non-Catholio Democrats into 
active A. P, A.’s and are causing such 
disgust and profound dissatisfaction 
among Democrats who are not members 
of the Catholic Church. .

Of course Republicans do not like to 
see the membership of this strong and 
rapidly growing church voting almost 
solidly at all elections against Republi
can candidates, if they happen not to be 
members of the Catholic Church. They 
naturally dislike to see nearly all the 
members of a great church acting in 
Buch an intolerant, proscriptive and 
clannish manner. The Republican 
party has always been the very embodi
ment of liberty in all matters pertaining 
to religious conscience and sectarian 
creed; and its ranks are made up of por
tions of all the Protestant Beets, and 
non-members of any church, together 
with a small sprinkling of liberal mind
ed, intelligent, and Americanized Cath
olics of the Archbishop Ireland sort. 
But if that fraction of Republicans were 
ten times as numerous as tjqey are, they1 
would etili be a handful ' as compared 
with the almost solid mas?' which acts 
with and runs the Democratic party tn 
the North. ’

This banding together in one political 
party continuously is not restricted to 
any European nationality. The Irish 
are not the worst offenders in this re
spect. In point of fact they are about 
the only foreign Catholics, of whom it 
can be affirmed that some .of them act 
with the other parties. Thus there are 
some Irish Catholic Republicans—good, 
active, sound ones, and some of them 
are Populists, and others GeorgeiteS, 
and a few are Prohibitionists, altnough 
95 or more per cent always support the 
Democratio candidates and measures, 
including low wage free trade. But of 
the other nationalities they are solidly 
members of one political party. Thus 
all Catholic Poles* support the Demo-' 
cratic party, almost all Catholic Bohe
mians, all Catholic Huns, nearly all 
Catholic French, German Catholics 
with a few rare exceptions, and all Ital
ian, Austrian, and Swiss Catholics act 
solidly with tne Democratic party. '

Why? Is it because that party is for 
free trade and low wages, and generally 
for a cheap, debased currency? Or is 
the reason something else?

The Tribune has often asked for a so
lution of this mystery and never re
ceived a satisfactory explanation. On 
the other hand, the votes of Canadian, 
English, Scotch, Irish, German, Danish, 
Norwegian, Swedish] Hollandish, Bohe
mian, and other foreign Protestants are 
divided among all the parties. The 
same is true of the membership of all 
the American Protestant sects and of 
the non-church votes. Part of thém are 
Democrats, part Republicans, part Pop
ulists, part Prohibitionists, while some 
are single-tax cranks.

Nothing would so quickly or so de- 
qisively disband and dissolve the rap
idly growing and spreading A. P. A. or
ganization as to have the Roman Cath
olic voters become Americanized politi
cally and divide themselves politically 
among the other parties, as. all other re
ligionists do—each man to vote with the 
party which most nearly represents his 
sentiments on the tariff, currency, pure 
elections, law and order, national sov
ereignty, State supremacy, anti or pro 
election frauds, prohibition, local op
tion, free liquor selling, and .other pub
lic questions. ’ If each Catholic would 
separate his politics from his creed and 
act upon his political convictions as all 
other classes of..religionists do, «the 
A. P. A, movement would soon die out 
and there would be no more Ipprs in the 
Ainerlcan mind of Romanist attacks on 
the American non-sectarian publio 
school system, and no more jealousies or 
animosities created in American minds 
at what looks to them like a Catholic 
political organization domihatihg ' the 
Democratio party for the purpose of 
ruling this country and clutching al
most a monopoly of its offices and politi
cal patronage. It is these appearances, 
and apprehensions which arò causing so 
many thousand of American Democrats 
to flock into the A. P. A.' for self-pro
tection against what they consider for
eign ecclesiastical political domination.

The above from the ChicagqiJH&unc 
contains some truths that it would, tie 
well for everybody to consider. It shows 
conclusively why so many non-Catholio 
Democrats are uniting with the A; P. A.

' Jus Tic®.

Observations . on Very Serious 
. Events. .

Apropos of. the late deliverances of 
Prof, Harper on the mystical and alle
gorical nature of the Bible which pro
duces such a sensation amongst the 
orthodox, we clip the following para
graph from the Boston letter to the 
Chicago Inter Ocean, by Lillian Whiting, 
on Easter services and entertainments, 
in which she says: •

And—not to dwell on entertainments 
unduly, but I must beg to add a word of 
a lecture on “The City of God," by Dr. 
Tucker, president pf Dartmouth Col
lege, before the Lowell Institute last 
week, the closing one of his series on 
“The Influence of Religion Today.” If 
a trance medium, a ‘‘mind-curer," an 
occultist, a Christian scientist, an 
adept, or a master had arisen in some 
hall or temple especially devoted to 
ghostly ministrations and had said some 
of the things that Dr. Tucker said, all 
in sympathy with that trend of thought 
would nave been delighted, but if re
ported to a conservative public it would 
nave made little impression. Mrs. Dr. 
Holmes says it is cranks that turn the 
handle of the universe, but the polite 
world, as a rule, has little regard for 
any individual whom it suspects has a 
leaning toward this character. I am 
told that Professor Totten, of Yale Col
lege, has perceptibly lost caste socially 
because of his late affiliations with the 
debatable borderland of mystery. Be 
that as it may, the same words spoken 
by “Sludge, the medium," or by a dis
tinguished clergyman and scholar, would 
produce very different effects. And so, 
when a man like Dr. Tucker rises on 
such a platform as that of the Lowell 
Institute, of Boston, and announces that 
the time for worldliness has passed; that 
man must now live the life of the soul; that 
the “City of God” is not a dream of some 
far future after death, but that it is our 
responsibility to create it—here and 
now—the impressiveness of the truth 
itself is deepened by the source and 
place.

This shows the trend of thought 
among thinking scholars. No doubt they 
knew these things many years ago, and 
only now are rendered bold enough by 
the change in public sentiment to speak 
their minds: and their tardy acknowl
edgment of the truth may be as much 
in the nature of catering to publio opin
ion as their former cowardly holding 
back the same truth until it became 
respectable.

Spiritualists have suffered persecu
tion and ostracism for promulgating 
the same truth when it was unpopular; 
and now that the people have begun to 
see the light, these cowardly sycophants 
are stealing our thunder and taking ad
vantage of their prestige and position to 
get the credit of bringing in the new 
order of things.

As far as The Progressive Thinker 
is concerned, its sole object is to help 
redeem the world from the direful 
effects of the ignorance and superstition 
which has been more cultivated than 
cured by the churches, especially 
by Catholics and orthodox Protestants; 
and should any of these turn to the 
light, we shall not object, but will re
joice that our end has been so soon and 
so far accomplished that even the 
enemies of the cause which we have 
pioneered against such stupendous odds 
have already become its advocates, and 
we shall willingly give what space we 
can spare to reports- of progress; and 
while we despise obsequious flattering 
of these would-be great men, we advise 
all our friends to welcome and encourage 
every sign of spiritual progress. Any
thing else would not be spiritual; and 
always remember that we are Spiritual
ists and must act accordingly.

Nevertheless, we most strenuously in
sist that the dogma of vicarious atone
ment be not quietly dropped, as some 
liberal Christians do, but that it shall 
be vigorously denounced as a pernicious
error, dangerous alike to present prog
ress and future happiness, and has de-)-
ceived millions of people into a false 
hope of heaven without working out
their own salvation, or unfolding, 
necessary, the inner soul-life.

A Sad, Sad Picture.
Ever since our exposure of the 

tionable methods of what we saw 
designate as the Cincinnati Gang

as is

ques- 
fit to 
in Its

repudiation of stock and in the sale of 
bonds, etc., without adequate security, 
there has been a storm-cloud gathering, 
until at last it has burst. The careless
ness of investigators, the dread of honest 
Spiritualists to question in the least the 
pretenses of -anyone claiming to give 
spirit manifestations, for fear of being 
abused and maligned as a fraud-hunter, 
and the unpardonable gullibility of the 
average incessant phenomena-seeker, 
has afforded the trickster a rich har
vest. Clifton, the fraud, it is claimed, 
took in while here over $2,000 in exhib
iting his "mop-board" spirits. The im
munity from criticism that Spiritualists 
as a rule, wish to extend to mediums and 
mediumistic tricksters, not allowing free 
frank and open discussion of their meth
ods, has floqded the country with villain
ous pretenders and mountebanks, whose 
methods are almost beyond finding out. 
The fact that’many here have recog- 
tflzed their wife, husband, mother, aunt 
and sister, by the appearance of one 
confederate, who came nightly through 
a trap-[arrangement, illustrates what a 
difficult task it will be to so educate the 
masses that they cannot be deceived. 
Other prominent mediums connected 
with Clifton here as well as elsewhere, 
had better be careful—they are known. 
For further particulars, read communi
cations on sixth and eighth pages.

.Just so long as Spiritualists do not de
mand rigid honesty in their papers, in 
their mediums, and in fact in all the 
transactions of life, the ranks will be 
flooded with iffipostiire. Just so long as 
they want no one exposed or criticised, 
,who perpetrates a fraud, there can be 
little hope of- cleansing our ranks of 
crime and criminals. There has been 
a harvest of fraud in this city, but the 
'exposure has come at last.

EUREKA! EUREKA!
Something About the Exist 

enee of God.

LOUIS FIGUEIR—HIS VIEWS ON THE
LOCATION OF
treasures”

GOD—“SPIRITUAL
.IN THE EAST—THE SE-

CHET DOOTINE—BRAHMA
For years there has been wrangling 

among Spiritualists (Bo-oalled) in rela
tion to the existence of God; the very 
expression of the term, as used by those 
who cannot conceive of the existence of 
law without intelligence, being to the 
scientific minds (unwilling to admit that 
there may be an intelligence, Divine 
Wisdom, beyond their comprehension) 
considered as evidence of weakness on 
the part of those who believe in tne ex
istence of a “Divinity that shapes our 
ends.”

These two elements are ever at log
gerheads; the first earnestly asking: 
“Where and what is God?" and the sec
ond, with an air of superior wisdom, 
asserting, “There is no God; such a be
lief is the offspring of weak minds im
bued with superstition.” It is a common 
saying, with many who have no belief 
in an overruling power of wisdom and 
love, that “a man’s God is no larger 
than himself," and this is considered as a 
settlement of the question, in the opinion 
of the wiseacres. Such a conclusion indi
cates shallow reasoning powers, for ail 
earnest thinkers have conceptions far 
beyond their powers of expression, 
pointing to possibilities beyond their 
present power of comprehension. There 
is much that they accept as truth, 
through intuitional teaching, which 
they may be quite unable to make clear 
to those who require all truths to be 
tested in their mental scales or crucibles. 
Many of those who demand a scientific 
demonstration of every spiritual mani
festation] have little intuition and less 
spirituality; they go to the extreme of 
setting up science as a fetich—a God as 
insensate as any the Chinese burn punk 
before in their Joss houses.

The followers of Kardec may be inter
ested in the conclusions of one of the 
scientific astronomers of France, Louis 
Figueir, who presents his views of the 
final destiny of mortals, and theories in 
relation to the existence and location of 
God, in “the Tomorrow of Death." The 
translator’s introduction applauds the 
“purely scientific methods with which it 
(the subject) is treated.” After explain
ing, p. 182, how the human being is puri
fied through successive deaths and 
resurrections, and beedtnes fitted for a 
higher state of existence, a la Kardec, 
the author informs us that:

“Reaching the sun, he is divested of 
all material substance, all carnal alloy. 
He is a flame, a breath; he is all intelli
gence, sentiment, and thought; no im
purity mingles with his perfect essence. 
He is an absolute soul, a soul without a 
body. The gaseous, blazing mass that 
constitutes the sun is therefore set apart 
for these quintessential beings. A 
throne of fire must be the throne of 
souls. Why may we not declare that 
the rays transmitted by the sun to the 
earth and the other planets are nothing 
more or less than the emanations of 
these souls? that these are the emissions 
of pure spirits living in the radiant star, 
that come to us, and to dwellers in the 
other planets, under the visible form of 
rays?”

This scientific surmise may explain 
why mortals are more liable to become 
morbid and depressed in cloudy weather, 
being deprived of the rays emanating 
from the arisen “spirit of the just made 
perfect.” The story of the soldier re
turning from Sheol to Yuma for his 
blankets may be true, considered in 
this scientific light; and the missionary 
who gave as a reason for teaching the 
natives of Africa that hell was frozen 
over, fearing they would strive to go 
there if the climate was genial, for 
aught wq know may have been a pupil 
with M. Figueir. Let us not condemn 
the soldier and missionary for their un
truthfulness until their statements are 
scientifically investigated. .

In tho epilogue to his book M. Figueir 
relates a grave conversation with his 
friend Theophilus, who has censured 
him for not locating God. The situation 
is quite dramatic, but space forbids any 
extracts not strictly scientific: “The 
Author. You wish to know, my dear 
Theophelus, where I locate God? I 
locate Him in the center of the Uni
verse, or, in better phrase, at the cen
tral focus, which must exist somewhere, 
of all the stars that make the universe, 
and which, borne onward in a common 
movement, gravitate around this focus. 
Remember only, to begin with, that I 
locate God at the common focus of the 
stars of the whole universe. But where 
is the common focus? .To know that we 
must first understand the universe, and 
the whole order of its movements.”

Our want of the proper understanding 
may postpone our arriving at a definite 
conclusion as to location, if we wait to 
understand. Perhaps some of the Theo
sophical friends, who have soared to 
the heights of Himalay, may be able to 
give us more light on the subject, for 
Prof. Chakravarti gave us new hope at 
the Theosophical Congress at Chicago 
by the assurance that, “The East con
tains spiritual treasures locked up in 
boxes that have grown rusty with age, 
and the West with new energy and 
youthful vigor succeeds in breaking the 
locks and opening the boxes and rescu
ing the treasures?'

Since the meeting of that congress we 
are delighted to learn that Dr. Heinrich 
Hensoldt, Ph. D., with youthful vigor 
has burst open one of the boxes, ana in 
the March number of the Arena pours 
a flood of light upon a hungering world 
in explaining “The Secret Doctrine of 
the Brahmins.” Let us gather some of 
the spiritual treasures near to the sweet 
flowing fountain, wherein we may wash 
and be clean; for, unlike our learned 
pundits in the Orient, we are 
still of the belief that “Cleanliness is 
next akin to godliness,” not having at
tained the power to free ourselves from 
the dirt of earthly environment by 
moving into our astral forms at will. 
But we must confine our paper to the 
salient points of “The Secret Doctrine,” 
as given by Dr. Hqnsoldt, who passed 
ten years in India, studying its geologi
cal formations, secret doctrines, etc. 
Dr. Hensoldt says:

“We are all particles of Brahma, par
ticles of the universal consciousness, 
which once existed in a very concen
trated form, condensed, as it were, in a 
single point, and in that condition was 
omniscient, but which deliberately 
parted with its consciousness (as an indi
vidual) by distributing itself throughout

space, or what we are accustomed to call 
space. When Brahma is omniscient, o? 
possessed of the most exalted self-con- 
soiousnesB, all the particles of matter 
which are now distributed throughout 
the immensity of space, are together 
once more or united in a single mathe
matical point. Now it will be readily 
understood that if each particle is a par
ticle of consciousness, the coming to- 
gethpr again of all the participe of 
Brahma must result in the attainment 
of the highest degree of divine wisdom— 
Pralayor—This absolute unity (Brahma) 
can have no properties or qualities of 
any sort.” Here we have reached the 
borderland of the knowable, the outer
most limit of the scientific daring of the 
nineteenth centiiry’s closing years. And 
it is just at this very point that thè wis
dom of the Brahmins—even five thou
sands years ago—has raised a veil, has 
solved a riddle, has disclosed a face, 
which, like that of Sais, in Egypt, may 
well startle the boldest by its awful 
grandeur; but then comes the shout of J 
triumph: “Eureka! here is the truth atr 
last!” The writer, quoting from a$ 
Burmese philosopher, says: “In Mir-han- ; 
oya alT things are united, even as Ina, 
single grain of sand; therefore Mir-han-» 
oya is consciousness, or recognition of 
self. There is, perhaps, more philoso
phy in this than in all the libraries of 
our western civilization. There is n 
desire in Mir-han-oya. The writer ha 
thought a great deal over this passage 
and has come ta the conclusion tha 
Varasi is right. There can be no desire 
for anything, consequently no gratifica
tion of desire, and therefore no happi
ness, in our sense, in Mir-han-oya. AU 
is united and complete within itself; 
nothing is external. It would be absurd! 
to attribute a will, such as we possessi 
to this unity—call it Noumenon or 
Brahma. ‘ Brahma cannot want anyJ 
thing, because he is everything. The 
presence of wants would denote imper
fection. Moreover, it would be a mis
take to attribute thought or reason to a 
perfect being. Where no want exists 
enjoyment is utterly impossible. A per
fect being (Brahma) can have no wants 
because want implies imperfection: 
therefore Brahma is obliged to distrib
ute himself, viz., render himself less 
perfect in order to enjoy.”

To use a favorite method of our old 
friend Denton, to illustrate an absurdity, 
I will conclude this article by saying 
that “the secret doctrines of the Brah
mins” eeem to be resolved into the 
doctrine that everything-God, planetary 
system, humanity, not excluding Figu • 
elres’ sun angels—is eventually to be 
simmered down to a point which can be 
covered by a fly-speck. But we are not, 
left without hope, that is, as the frivo
lous-minded who say: “Be good and 
you’ll be happy; but you will have no 
fun;” for even the concentration called 
Brahma, notwithstanding it has no de
sires, in some inexplicable way will 
find a way out of limbo, and in future 
aeons we may hope for a little happi
ness.

Verily, with his little geological ham
mer, Dr. Hensoldt has broken open one 
of the “boxes grown rusty with age,"and 
exposed some of the spiritual treasures 
found therein, to our enraptured gaze. 
We can only stare in our Western stu
pidity and exclaim with Dominie Samp
son, “Prodigious!" Albert Morton.

Summerland, Cal.
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What Alls Father Lambert?
The press dispatches state that Father 

Lambert, a noted Catholic priest, has 
withdrawn from the church. No reason 
is given for his action, neither is the 
reader informed of the disposition the 
father proposes to make of himself. .

This is not the Father Lambert who I 
distinguished himself by his “Tactics of 
Infidels,” and his “Notes on Ingersoll.” 
The last we heard of the latter father 
was several years ago, when his Buffalo 
publisher procured a copy of Dr. 
Brown's “Researches in Oriental His
tory,” for review. The doctor expected 
to be unmercifully slaughtered by the 
polemical priest, who, instead of read
ing the book, should have entered it in 
the Index Expurgatorius.

It is possible the critical father’s 
namesake read the book and found such 
an array of facts marshalled against his 
church system, and such an exposure of 
its crimes, that he retired from the pul
pit on their account in disgust. What
ever the reason, we still have copies of 
the book which are mailed to any ad
dress for $1.50. The demand for the 
book has greatly increased during the 
last few weeks.

Mil ton T. Peters.
Passed to Spirit-life, at 49 Ashland 

avenue, Chicago, Ill., Milton’, T. Peters 
at the age of 71 years. In >1845 Mr. 
Peters went from Ohio to Iowa, where 
he taught school, and was admitted to 
the bar. From Iowa he came to 
Illinois and located at Princeton, where 
he. followed his profession as a 
lawyer. In 1849 he made the journey 
across the plains to California. Return
ing he engaged again in the practice of 
law at Princeton, for a time; then came 
to Chicago, where he followed the same 
profession for ten years, winning golden 
opinions, and then returned to Prince
ton, but discontinued his law practice. 
He was a man of superior abilities, and 
was very successful in his profession. 
He became convinced of the truth of 
Spiritualism, and was not afraid to avow 
his candid convictions. For some years 
his health had been failing, and the end 
came not entirely unexpected; nor was 
his peaceful passing away unwelcome to 
himself. His only surviving child is 
George D. Peters, of Forest City, Iowa. 
His devoted wife survives him. The re. 
mains were taken to Spirit Lake, Iowa, 
for interment.

Married.
Married, April 6th, at 471 West Madi

son street; Dr. J. C. Phillips, of this 
city, and Miss Stella M. Dayton, of 
Fredricksburg, Iowa. Miss Dayton is a 
lady of graceful demeanor, and pleasant 
social bearing, w‘ will bring into the 
home the virtue a well-poised indi
viduality, and/suhny character. Dr. 
Phillips is widely known as a magnetic 
healer an' ¿psyohometrist of superior 
ability, and he has a host of friends not 
only in the city, but throughout the 
country at large, who will join in wish
ing him and his excellent wife the full 
fruition.of life’s blessings and happiness. 
The marriage ceremony was performed 
by Prof. W.M, Lock wood.
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TALMAGE SLUSH!
It Is of the Ridiculous Kind.

IV

THE RESURRECTED LPOUSTS—THB RES
URRECTION DAY—tOBMETBBIES—JE
SUS AND THE DOOR-KNOB.

The Tabernacle acrobat, on Easter 
day, poured forth a stream of words that 
would be the glory of a negro minstrel, 
and quite as amusing as the jokes of an 
"end man.” Why the press publish his 
diarrhetic sermons Ja one of the myster
ies past rational explanation. He has 
Involved hia congregation in hopeless 
debt, which no amount of praying re- 
.Ueves, and the dishonesty of his state
ments is only equaled by his crass ig
norance. He is rabid in his attack on 
Spiritualism, and this is what he has to 
Offer in place of that beautiful philoso
phy of the future life, as presented in 
ids Easter sermon:

“Will it be the game body that in the 
last day shall ba reanimated? Yes, but 
infinitely improved, Our bodies change 
every seven years, and yet in one sense 
it is the same body. On my wrist and 
the second finger of my righthand there 
are scars. I made them at twelve years 
of age, when, disgusted at the presence 
of two warts, I took a red hot iron and 
burned them off and burned them out. 
Since then my bbdy ha? changed at least 
a half dozdn times, but those scare prove 
it is the same body. We never lose our 
identity. If God can and does some
times rebuild a man five, six, ten times 
in this world, is it mysterious that he 
can rebuild him once more, and that in 
the resurrefttion? If He can do it ten 
times, I think He can do it eleven times. 
Then look at the seventeen-year locust. 
For seventeen years gone, at the end of 
seventeen years they appear, and by 
rubbing the hind leg against the wing, 
make that rattle at which all the hus
bandmen and vine dressers tremble as 
the insectile host takes up the march of 
devastation. Resurrection every seven
teen years, a wonderful fact?”

Talmage may be a great preacher, 
but as a scientist he is a dismal failure. 
Just how the seventeen-year locust 
proves the resurrection of the body is 
not plain. The picture of the poor 
granger trembling with fright when 
the seventeen-year locust mounts the 
top rail of the fence and rubs his 
hind legs against his wing, before tak
ing up "the march of devastation," is 
amusing, inasmuch as these locusts do no 
harm by devouring the herbage, and 
are no more held to appear at seventeen
year intervals than they are at seven. 
No doubt, if God made Adam out of 
nothing, he can make him over again, 
and when he comes to Talmage he will 
restore his warts. If he becomes dis
gusted with them, he will have to go 
where he can get a “red hot iron” and' 
burn them out. If he had the same 
body, as he claims, why did not the 
warts come back? Poor Talmage proves 
exactly that which he does not intend. 
Then he burst forth:

“Well, then,” you Bay, “how can you 
make out that the resurrection day will 
beautify the cemeteries? Will it not 
leave them a plowad-up ground? On 
that day there will be an earthquake, 
and will not this split the polished Aber
deen granite, as well as the plain slab 
that can afford but two words, ‘Our 
Mary,’or 'Our Charley?’ Well, I will 
tell you how resurrection day will beau
tify all the cemeteries. It will be by 
bringing up the faces that were to us 
once—and in our memories are to us now 
—more beautiful than anycalla lily, and 
the forms that are to us more grace
ful than any willow by the waters. Oan 
you think of anything more beautiful 
than the reappearance of those from 
whom we have Deen parted?”

Yes, we can think of something far 
more beautiful than being shut up in 
the grave indefinitely, and then have 
all the atoms of this physical body 
called together by Jesus. The escape 
of the immortal spirit at death from the 
wreck and ruin of the mortal body, is to 
ub infinitely more beautiful. The greet
ings are true, but the time is not post
poned: we shall meet at the very mo
ment of death, in the glad surprise 
of recognition.

There probably was never written or 
spoken a more amusing jumble, pro
fessedly explanatory, thin the follow
ing: •

“The idea of resurrection gets easier 
to understand as I hear the phonograph 
unroll some voices that talked into it a 
year ago, just before our friends' decease. 
You touch the lever, and then come 
forth the very tones, the very song of 
the person that breathed into it once, 
but is now departed. If a man can do 
that, cannot Almighty God, without 
half trying, return the voice of your de
parted? And if he can return the voice, 
why not the lips, and the tongue, and 
the throat that fashioned the voice? 
And if the lips, and the tongue, and the 
throat, why not the brain that sug
gested the words? And if the brain, 
why not the nerves, of which the brain 
is the headquarters? And if he can re
turn the nerves, why not the muscles, 
which are less ingenious? And if the 
muscles, why not the bones, they are 
less wonderful? And if the voice, and 
the brain, and the muscles, and the 
bones, why not the entire body? If man 
can do the phonograph, God can do the 
resurrection.” ”

Of course God can make all the parts 
of the body, if he can make the whole. 
If God Almighty can make the jews- 
harp, he can make a hand to play on the 
jewBharp, and if he can make the 
hand, he can make the man who 
owns the hand that plays on the 
jewsharp; and if he can do all that, he 
can, without half trying, place that man 
by the great white throne and turn his 
jewsharp to gold and make it breathe 
glory to God in the highest—hallelujah 
—amen. And if a week or a month 
wearies the harpist, God can endow him 
with such qualities that he will be fresh 
after a thousand years' playing without 
a pause. And God can put wings on his 
saints, and ostrich plumes, if necessary, 
and robes and golden crowns with dia
mond stars, and as a last greatest mir
acle of godliness, tftke the conceit out of 
even a Talmage, and give him an aver
age degree of common sense. One more 
Snotation, as perhaps the most perfect 

lustration of the execrable stuff which 
passes as eloquence.

• “There will be no door-knob on the in
side of our family sepulcher, for we can
not come out of ourselves; but there is a 
door-knob on the outside, and that Jesus 
shall lay hold of, and, opening, will say: 
‘Good morning! You have , slept long 
enough! Arise! Arise!’, And then what 
flutter of wings, whM flashing of rekin- 

It

died eyes, and what gladsome rushing 
across the family lot, with cries of 
‘Father, is that you?’ ‘Mother, is that 
you?’ ‘My darling, is that you?1 .‘How 
you all have changed! The cough 
gone, the, croup gone, the consumption 
gone, the paralysis gone, the weariness 
gone. Come, let us ascend together! 
The older ones first, the younger ones 
next! Quick, now, get into line! The 
skyward procession has already started! 
Steer now by that embankment of cloud 
for the nearest gate!” '

What a task Jesus has before him, to 
stand with hand on the “door-knob” of 
the countless tombs, and when the 
signal is given, to awaken the sleepers! 
Hpw rapidly the "dust” must come to 
gether of those who have been dead, 
say, 500 or 1,000 years, and left no trace 
in the cemetery; some of whose dust 
forms the grass of the field; is in the 
bodies of fish, fowl and beast; blown by 
desert winds or dissolved in the waters 
of the sea! And the wings, pinf^ather- 
ing out into ewanlike beauty in the 
twinkling of an eye.

Just fancy the Brooklyn Tabernacle 
congregation all resurrected, with, 
wings outstretched, like sea-gulls, 
Talmage ahead, and Jesus Christ next, 
all starting "skyward,” past a cloud-em
bankment for the “nearest gate!” •

Lovely? Aye, it would be, like Bar
num’s, “the biggest show on earth,”

And osuch is the eloquence of the 
"great preacher” of a dead cause! By 
his theatrical devices he infuses the 
semblance of life into the dead dogmas, 
and makes them dance fantastically. 
Yet,In the language of the theater, it is 
the dreariest kind of “rot.”

Hudson Tuttle.

Farmer J. W. Riley.
To the Editor:—The Spiritualists in 

and around Marcellus, Mich., are talk
ing of building a 83,500 temple in the 
village of Marcellus. We have plenty 
of earnest, wide-awake Spiritualists in 
this vicinity, and when the time comes 
we will astonish the Gentiles by build
ing one of the finest edifices in the vil
lage. My home is thronged all the 
time by those who are anxious to know; 
“If man die, shall he live again?”

Here is a message received by a lady 
in our village. The spirit Nannie is 
well-known to many here. It was given 
on a Blate, March 18,1894, at my seance.

Marcellus, Mich. J. W. Riley.
SPIRIT MESSAGE.

My Dear Edie:—Again I am per
mitted to write you and tell you of some 
of my mission work. As I was traveling 
with my guide he took me to where the 
low and vile, the licentious are located 
in Spirit-life.

“Oh, my God!” I cried, “is it possible 
we can see and know the sufferings of 
these unhappy ones?” I saw one very 
unhappy woman. I went to her and 
asked her how long she had been bo 
miserable, and the cause. She replied: 
“Twenty years.” She said that while 
in earth-life she destroyed the happiness 
of many homes, by enticing the men 
from their wives and children.

Spirit Nannie.

Note from Hon. A. B. Richmond.
To the Editor:—I have been sur

prised and pleased with the criticisms 
called out by my essay on Ingersoll’s 
lecture on “The Gods."

The various opinions so ably enun
ciated in your paper show that the 
questions discussed are by no means 
conclusively settled; and an open and 
free discussion of them cannot but have 
a beneficial result. I will claim the 
privilege, then, of publishing in your 
paper a criticism of the theories of my 
several critics in the near future.

I am now engaged in the courts, but 
will prepare an essay as soon as possible. 
I desire to make this public statement 
in order that your readers may not un
derstand or think that I acquiesce in 
any or all of the objections that have 
been made to the theories that I advo
cated in my essay on Ingersoll.

These public discussions, when con
ducted in a kindly manner, avoiding 
personalities, cannot but be productive 
of good. Respectfully yours,

Meadville, Pa. A. B. Richmond.

•‘Greeks Bearing Gifts.”
It is all very well for Archbishop Ire

land to talk in laudation of patriotism; 
there are some easy-going, sleepy Prot
estants that will take his words at their 
most apparent value as the expression 
of the sentiments of a sincere .and true 
patriot, and so will be lulled to deeper 
sleep by his sweet lullaby, designed to 
please the ear and soothe to quiet slum
ber.

For the sake of a point, we will allow 
that this Romish ecclesiastic is sincere 
in his patriotic utterances; but—and it 
is a big BUT—the question is not so 
much what is the attitude of certain 
individuals—prelates or others—of the 
Romish communion, but: What is the 
attitude of the Roman Catholic church? 
And this question must be answered, 
not by the mere published or spoken 
sayings of pope or prelate, but by the 
light of history and by the acts of the 
guiding and directing adherents of 
Romanism.

To illustrate: What is the attitude of 
the Roman Catholic church here in the 
United States toward our public 
schools? How, under the inspiration of 
Jesuits and priests, do Roman Catholics 
manifest their proclivities in politics? 
and why so? '

Rome—Rome—the Roman Catholic 
Church and its dominancy over all 
things—civil, social, political, educa
tional, religious—this is the end and 
aim, the object of every move made. 
Even Archbishop Ireland’s patriotism 
has this end in view!

Friends of liberty will do well not to 
trust these ‘'Greeks bearing gifts” of 
fine phrases of love for country and 
freedom. Read history—past and pres
ent—and the smooth talk of oily Jesuit
ism will be judged as of little value.

The enemy of free secular public 
schools is the enemy of our country and 
of liberty. And that the priestly slaves of 
Rome are laboring assiduously to under
mine and destroy our free secular public 
school system is proven by their actions 
wherever-they gat the power.

Rev. A, B. Coonley, trance and in
spirational lecturer, of San Diego,'Cal., 
is visiting his old home in Chenoa, III. 
He will be pleased to correspbnd with 
societies in the vicinity for engage
ments. Will also answer calls for fu
nerals or marriages,. Address him at 
Chenoa, HL " ' • . .

HE IS NOT DEAD.
Death and the Future Life, 

as Viewed by Mpdern 
Thought.

Qharleg Dawbarn Gives Forth 
Sparks of Divine Wisdom.

franklin’s letter a text—the 
TRUTHS OF SCIENCE—THE SUMAN 
HEART—THE NEW WORLD OF GYRUS 
HACKETT,

On Tuesday morning, March 20, when 
Cyrus Hackett, of San' Leandro, Cal., 
was dying,, he made a special request 
that no orthodox service should be held 
over his remains, At the funeral on 
Wednesday, therefore, his friend, Prof, 
Charles Dawbarn, was invited to make 
an address, which was deemed so inter
esting by many who were present that a 
synopsis is given below. Said Prof. 
Dawbarn:

“Our brother, Cyrus Hackett,was not 
orthodox in his belief, and he made it 
his special request that no orthodox 
service should be held over his remains. 
So the friends here present will expect 
that what is about to be said will be in 
accordance with the belief of our 
brother rather than with that of his 
relatives, one or more of whom is a 
member of a Christian church in this 
city. ■ .

“You all know that Benjamin Frank
lin stands in the foremost rank of Amer
ica's favorite sons, So I will commence 
by reading a short letter written to his 
niece when his brother died.

“ ‘I condole with you. We have lost 
a most dear and valuable relation. But 
it is the _ will of God and nature that 
these bodies be laid aside when the soul 
is to enter into real life. This is rather 
an embryo state—preparation for Jiving. 
A man is not completely born until he is 
dead. Why, then, should we grieve that 
a new child is born among the immor
tals—a new member added to their, 
happy socipty? We are spirits. That 
bodies should be lent us while they can 
afford us pleasure—assist us in acquiring 
knowledge, or in doing good to our 
fellow-creatures, is a kind and benevo
lent act of God. When they become 
unfit for their purposes, and afford us 
pain instead of pleasure—instead of an 
aid become an encumbrance, and answer 
none of the intentions for which they 
were given—it is equally kind and be
nevolent that a way is provided bv 
which we may get rid of them. Death 
is that way. We ourselves in some 
cases prudently choose a partial death. 
A mangled, painful limb which cannot 
be restored, we willingly cut off. He 
who plucks out a tooth parts with it 
freely, since the pain goes with it; and 
he wno quits the whole body parts at 
once with all pains and diseases which 
it is liable to, or capable of making him 
suffer. *

“ ‘Our friend and we were invited 
abroad on a party of pleasure, which is 
to last forever. His chaise is ready 
first, and he has gone before us. We 
could not all conveniently start to
gether; and why should you and I be 
grieved at this, since we are soon to 
fallow, and know where to find him?

Adieu, B. Franklin.’
"I deem that a most appropriate text 

for the present occasion. We are 
standing now by a form that is not now 
and never was our brother. From the 
beginning of history man has stood as
tonished as his loved ones have left him 
one by one. The form by which he has 
known them remained in all its com
pleteness, yet something had vanished. 
And the ancient man never believed 
that this change was the end of all. Sci
ence 1b telling us to-day that ancient 
man was right. Let me give you a 
word or two of the truth that science 
has to give you to-day. You have been 
brought up to believe that a belief in 
immortality must rest upon faith. Here 
is the form that our brother has used 
for Bixty-four years of mortal experi
ence. Let me prove to you that it was 
never the man. In this form there is 
to-day a heart that probably has never 
weighed twelve ounces. That heart has 
beat back and forth all these years at 
the rate of sixty-nine beats per minute, 
which is 100,009 times in each day. At 
every beat it has sent six ounces of 
blood over nine feet, or more than 800 
miles in every year. It has used a force 
bo tremendous that it would have lifted 
120 tons a foot high from the ground 
every day of this man’s life. But it was 
a force at work with which this man 
had nothing to do. All over hi8 body 
were little nerves that combined , to do 
this mighty work, and run all the rest of 
the machine besides. Suppose you had 
asked him to do his own Breathing by 
his own will-power, just breathing as 
the pendulum beats. In less than half 
an hour he would have fainted with the 
exertion. Well, this was the house in 
which the man lived. But if he .at
tempted to use this house more than 
eighteen hours out of thé twenty-four 
the machine would soon ’ have to stop 
work. And more than that, he must 
get right out, which we call ‘sound 
sleep,’ for seven or eight hours at a 
time, or there would be trouble. You 
see the man himself was never this 
body. It was just a machine partly used 
by him. He had to use it as it came to 
him from his parents. Suppose he had 
been born, as we say, that is—had found 
a machine—with a forehead that sloped 
right back from the nose, don’t you see 
that he would only have shown himself 
to us as an idiot? But you now Bee that 
would only have meant that the ma
chine was imperfect. Mr. Hackett had 
a machine that by sickness lost the 
nerves of the eye. So of course he had 
to go through life without sight. But 
that does not mean that Cyrus Hackett 
was blind. The true man could always 
see just as well as you and I see. And 
all through his organism it was shaped 
and moulded by his ancestors and their 
sCrroundings, so that hé appeared to 
you and me just what that shape made 
him. • You see that the true man lived 
outside his body all the time, and did 
not need any immortality to be brought 
to him from heaven or anywhere else, 
because he. was never a mortal in any 
sense. He. had a body all the time that 
was very much like this, but was com
posed of finer matter, so that it was in
visible to mortal eye; ; To the eye of the 
spirit, which is opened for many mortals 
to-day, the true Cyrus Haokett was as 
visible, as this mortal form to you and 
me. Now you know that everything 
wears out. EVen this planet will wear 

out one dayi so no wonder that the body 
before us could at last no longer remain 
as a working machine. It just stopped 
work. ihat was all. Just what has 
beep happening all along the ages. And 
then Cyrus Hackett could not use it any 
more. He was outside, and as we are 
still inside, we don’t see the old mani
festation any more. But he was more 
alive than ever, and if you give him the 
Opportunity he will tell you bo. He 
studied this great truth as much as he 
could while he was here, and often 
talked- to me all about it. For many 
years I have made it a study, too. And 
while time won’t permit me to go into 
many details, I will tell you, in as few 
words as possible, where Cyrus Haokett 
has gone, and what he' may find in his 
surroundingB. He has found a world as 
natural as thia, inhabited by men and 
women who once lived here. And in 
the process of the change we call death 
there is nothing that alters the individ
ual very much. But there is nobody to 
take him by the collar and march him 
either into heaven or hell. Those places 
are inside a man, and not the man 
inside the place, as the churches teach. 
And if the man has lived to grab and 
keep all he could while in this life; if 
he has spent his time in fencing off the 
ground into feet and acres branded with 
his name; if he has piled up the dollars 
and sat upon the pile to hatch himself 
into a big man, then his hell is right 
here. Hib bou! is just that size, and he 
remains here till some time in the 
future he discovers how small he is, and 
goes to work, to grow a little bigger. 
But tbe one who has lived as near as he 
could to his own conception of right, 
has a beautiful life of the spirit opening 
to him. He’ finds a world as natural as 
this, with yet greater variety in its 
scenery ana surroundings. He findB 
that man has moulded and shaped his 
world for himself, as he does here. He 
hgs cities, towns, villages, and rural 
homes to satisfy every taste. Colleges, 
schools of art, and even the theater, 
which is here the horror of the the
ologian, is there a means of innocent 
enjoyment. And amidst it all are the 
same differences of taste and of belief 
as in earth-life. So churches abound, 
whose members believe that a great 
judgment day is yet before them. ,

“And there is death there, too, for 
presently the new body grows old, as 
this has done, till by a pleasant process 
It is discarded, and the soul escapes into 
a yet more beautiful life. And for all 
we know, the great father of all’ may- 
have designed that such growth and 
change shall continue through eternity. 
Apd such Is the life of our departed 
brother to-day. He has carried with 
him the memories of all the loving 
kindness that' has brightened his life, 
and will in his turn do his part to guard 
and make happy the lives of those he 
has left behind. All this was the belief 
of our brother, and you now see that the 
reason Cyrus Haokett did not want an 
orthodox funeral was because he 
thought the churches did not tell the 
truth about the future life; and further, 
he believed in a God too big to run cre
ation in the narrow grbove marked out 
for him by the theologian.”

Professor Dawbarn concluded his re
marks, which were listened to with 
breathless interest, by reading a beauti
ful poem entitled “There is no death.”

THE SPIRITI] ALISTC FIELD 
WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC. £

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
oyr large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be Inserted If 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure in publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local Interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that A few lines explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting In a dozen 
lines, giving a “general survey” of the glori
ous work being done.

Annie Slawson writes that after a 
long, busy and successful season in Og
den, Utah, she returned to Salt Lake 
City. At present the whole city is 
“enthused” over the lectures and medi- 
umistio powers of Dr.- A. A. Waite and 
his son Harry, “I have been in Utah 
nearly two years, and was one of the 
first platform test mediums to come 
here. I am assured by my many friends 
that, through my guides, many have 
been led to investigate—which means 
conversion to Spiritualism.” .

C. F. Smith writes: “I visit our home 
medium, James Riley, of Marcellus, 
Mich., quite often, and never fail .to 
have a good time. If all the mediums 
were like Mr. Riley, honest and true, 
how much more happiness and truth 
this world would have.’’

Titus Merritt informs us that the fu
neral expenses of the Fox sisters have 
all been paid.

W. A. Mansfield, the noted slate
writing, light seance and trumpet 
medium, is now on his annual sum
mer tour. He has been enlivening our 
cause at Zanesville, Painesville and 
Willoughby, Ohio. Mr. Mansfield’s 
camp engagements are as follows: For 
July, Northwestern Camp, Minn.; for 
first two.weeks of August, Haslett Park 
Camp. Mich. Permanent address, Wil
loughby, Ohio.

L. O. Robertson writes from New 
York City: “Edgar W. Emerson has 
just closed a very successful engagement 
with the First Society of Spiritualists. 
He came here a stranger, and takes 
away the warm regard of all. At the 
close of the exercises on Sunday even
ing, March 25, a resolution was unan
imously adopted that the thanks of the 
members of the First Society of Spirit
ualists of New York City and of the 
audience be tendered to Edgar W. Em-; 
erson for his beautiful and.helpful work' 
of the past month, and. to., his spirit 
guides for their marvelous, evidence of 
spirit return, etc. We also express 
gratification that he is to return to us 
in March, 1895,”

!□. E. Anderson writes that Rev. Mrs. 
Flora A. Brown, ot Portland, Oregon, 
has been speaking for the society at 
Spokane,- Wash. She is a fine medium 
and an earnest worker in the cause. Af
ter April 1 she is to go east, to Minneap
olis, St. Paul, Chicago and Boston! “;

H. M. F. writes that the Progressive 
Spiritual Society, which meets at 3120 
Forest avenue, this city, has been fortu
nate in securing the services of Mrs. E. 
E. R. Nickless until May. Her talent 
as a medium is unsurpassed, and the 
fine hall/ is well filled with listeners to 
her disdourses. Bishop A. Beals will 
serve the society during May.

Dr, A, L. Foreman writes from Stock} 
ton, Cal,: “We still have Mrs, Georgie 
Cooley with us. She has been here over 
two months, and has awakened a good 
deal of interest, Sh,e gives a lecture 
every Sunday evening, and then follows 
with tests, nearly all of which are rec
ognized, We think she is improving 
rapidly in her lecturing, and also her 
tests. One good thing about her lec
tures, she never says a harsh word 
about any other church or denomina
tion. Her lectures are of a high, moral 
tone, recognizing good, from whatever 
source, and commending everything 
that makes people better; This is the 
coming and winning course to pursue. 
Kindness towards those who differ with 
ub is the winning card in the future. 
But oh, how is it with some of the 
clergy? Rev. Martin,’ of the Christian 
church, is preaching here now, and I 
have never before heard any one slan
der and traduce Spiritualism as he does. 
He is an evangelist from Missouri, so 
he claims. He denounces Spiritualists as 
free lovers, and most everything that is 
immoral and bad; denounces Moses Hull 
and other lecturers and speakers as rot
ten to the core. I hope that where 
Rev. Martin is best known, his record is 
pure, and that he has never been guilty 
of any immoralities. But the fact that 
he denounces the Spiritualists so fear
fully would lead one to think: maybe he 
is not a Baint himself. Who knows? He 
says that Clark Brazen will be here 
soon, and that he his a record of the 
spiritualistic and infidel lecturers, and 
‘iust look out—there won’t be one of 
these scoundrels that can be found 
around then.’ If I remember, a man by 
the name of L. L. Loose wrote a pamph
let entitled ‘Braden Unmasked.’ Where 
can one be had? Cannot some one send 
me a copy?”

Frank T. Ripley, of Boston, lecturer 
and test medium, is open for engage
ments for June. He can be addressed 
in care of this office.

C. E. Winans has an engagement at 
Milwaukee, Wis., to hold several 
seances. He can be addressed at 210 
Mason street, for engagements. When 
he returns to this city he will hold one 
or more seances. For particulars 
address Dr. Phillips, 471 West Madison 
street, this city.

Dr. J. M. Temple, platform test me
dium, has just closed a successful en
gagement with' the First Society of 
Spiritualists of San Jose, Cal., and will 
leave for the East April 1, visiting St. 
Louis, Cincinnati, and other places.' So
cieties wishing his services may address 
him at 503 Turk street, San Francisco, 
Cal,, as a permanent address.

J. L. Reed writes: “The Spiritualistic 
Society of Hastings, Mich., continues to 
attract large audiences at our meetings, 
and much interest is manifest. Dr. F. 
Schermerhorn, of Grand' Rapids, ad
dressed a very attentive audience Sun
day, April 1, afternoon and evening, 
following with many remarkable tests, 
giving names in full, and' many details 
concerning the life and .character of the 
one described, nearly every one being 
fully and readily recognized. The Doc
tor will speak for this society through 
the present month.” . '

F. Corden White, platform test me
dium, is now located at 2973. Cottage, 
Grove avenue, flat B, where he can be 
addressed. • • ' ■

The Milwaukee Spiritual Fraternity 
meets every Sunday at 2:45 and 7:45 
P. M.; qlso every Thursday at 7:45 P. M., 
at Knights of Honor hall, No. 1 Grand 
avenue. ’ Mrs. Emma M. Nutt will con
duct the services during the months of 
April and May. Admission free.

C. J. McCan writes of attending a 
meeting at the home of Mr. and Mrs. 
J. E. Leonard, Fremont, Wash. Many 
were present from Seattle, There were 
splendid materializations of forms, and 
music was played on top of the cabinet.

Dr. S. C. Markley writes from Cort
land, N. Y.: “We have a-thriving 
O. U. A. M. organization here; also 
about a hundred A. P. A., all united, in 
the cause of downing the Roman Catho
lic power in this country.’.'

P. J. S. writes that Wm. Pope, accom
panied by Dr. Weeks and Mr. Latterelt, 
visited Lake City, Ark., and a seance 
was held, with the result that several 
forms materialized: one, Dr. A. J. 
Nelson, came out in full view, and shook 
hands with Dr. Weeks. Later, at a 
dark circle, lights were seen, and sev
eral were touched; several messages 
were written on a slate without pencil.

George L. Will writes from Holstein, 
lowaij that last fall a farmer and his wife 
were robbed and murdered by a party of 
four or five men, who escaped. On the 
tombstone of the murdered ones have 
appeared marks which have kept on de
veloping until at the present time there 
are several distinct faces to be seen on 
the stone. , •

A good, genuine materializing and 
slate-writing medium is wanted at Cot
tonwood Falls, Kansas., Write to Mrs. 
I. E. WatBon, Box 174.

H. L. R. Jongs writes that Salt Lake 
City has been the stamping ground for 
many mediumistic tramps the past three 
years, while it has-been blessed by a far 
less number of-good mediums. Among 
the latter he names Prof. Lockwood, 
now in Chicago, as one among the fore
mast of scholarly and scientific expo
nents of our cause now in the field, and 
one every way above reproach; also Mrs, 
Edith E. R. Nickless, who will meet the 
wants of earnest inquirers in any com
munity. Salt Lake City carries very 
peculiar and hard conditions to be over
come; yet there is a strong spiritual 
element that, awakened by just the fit
ting instrument, would give grand re
sults. He thinks Mrs. Jennie Hagan- 
Jackson is one who would meet the re
quirements, and asks: “Why cannot 
Michigan get along without her for a 
few months, while she labors in this 
wild, but beautiful West?”

J. L. writes that Mrs. M. A. Jefferys 
was at Dubuque, la., April 1st, and her 
speaking and tests were highly satisfac
tory. - ' '

N. L., Vineland, N. J.,has our thanks 
for a large club of subscribers.

».
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Friends of Bro. W. A. King, of 233 
22nd street. Milwaukee, Wis,, who for 
nearly thirty years has been afflicted 
with a cancer, which recently threat
ened his eyesight, will be glad to learn 
of his complete recovery. Mr. King is 
in his seventy-fifth year.

Mrs! Virginie Barrett would like en
gagements for camp-meetings, to serve 
as speaker and psychometrist, Easy 
terms. Will go to any part of the coun
try, or to Europe, if desired. She has had 
experience abroad. Address her at 
once, 158 E. St. Jo street, Indianapolis, 
Ind

Dr. A. B. Dobson, of San Jose, Cal., 
writes: Mattie and Moses Hull are with 
us. Moses spoke Sunday evening. The 
hall was packed from., the door to the 
«. Ten cents admission was taken.

1b only one Moses Hull on earth.
A friend asks the questióni “Whether 

Freemasons are allowed in the Catholic 
Church—or whether Catholics are al
lowed to join the Freemasons?”

Freemasonry has been under the ban 
of the Catholic Church from the time 
of Pope Clement V., in the thirteenth 
century. The present pope—as well as 
his predecessors—has anathematized 
Freemasonry as of the devil, and as one 
of the most reprehensible of institutions. 
And yet there are some Catholics who 
have joined the Freemasons. Whether 
it has been by special dispensation of 
the church—so that she might have her 
spies and informers there, for a pur
pose—as is probable; or whether some 
simple-minded son of the church joined 
them in ignorance of his church’s posi
tion in the matter, we cannot say.

C. O. Smith writes from Ashtabula, 
O.: “Mrs. H. S. Lake, of Cleveland, O., 
lectured here March 27th and 29th. She 
is a grand speaker, and it is astonishing 
how the people are getting interested. 
The Spiritualists here are going to ar
range to have Mrs. Lake come once a 
month.”

B. B. Pegram writes from New Or
leans: “We have been favored for the 
month of March with Mr. F. Corden 
White, of Chicago, who has given the 
cause of Spiritualism some of the most 
convincing tests that we have had upon 
the rostrum. On Wednesday evening, 
March 28th, was his closing meeting; 
the hall was well filled and his guides 
spoke for twenty minutes, and then for 
one hour and a half gave positive proof 
of spirit return. Some received as high 
as fifteen full names, and 170 full names 
were given during the evening, and all 
but two were recognized. The Associa
tion gave Brother White and wife a 
vote of thanks for their untiring efforts 
in the cause which they represent. 
Brother Calvin, a converted Baptist 
preacher, will fill the rostrum for the 
month of April.”

E. Helen Chellis writes that for thirty- 
four years she had been a great sufferer 
from catarrh in the worst form, with 
deafness, and she has been cured by 
spirit power, and her hearing restored.

Mrs. Laura Granger writes that the 
people of Mendon, Mich., were recently 
favored with a visit by Mrs. W. C. Coff
man, of Grand Rapids. She is a line 
psychometric reader and. test medium; 
her impromptu poems are finely ren
dered. She takes subjects from the 
audience, and has set many to thinking.

C. J. Barnes left Day ton, O., April 
2nd, for Muncie, Ind. At Dayton he 
did remarkable work. His public tent 
work was a signal success. On Sunday, 
April 1st, Mr. Barnes gave the children 
of the lyceum, connected with the Mys
tic Circle Association of Spiritualists, a 
light seance which proved a success and 
of great value to the children of tiie 
school. The money taken in was do
nated to the Lyceum treasury by Mr. 
Barnes. Conductor W. E. E. Kate is an 
industrious worker.

Mrs. Emma M- Nutt, trance speaker 
and medium, is open for engagements. 
She will answer calls for funerals. Ad
dress 462 Jackson street, Milwaukee, 
-Wis.

Mrs. E. A. Parker writes that Dr. An
drus is engaged for the Flint (Mich.) 
Society, in April, except the 8th, when 
Dr. Johnson, of Battle Creek, will ad
dress them.

Dr. W. H. Scott writes: Giles B. Steb
bins spoke at Fraternity Hall, Grand 
Blanc, Mich. It certainly was the most 
interesting sermon I ever heard. He 
told all about the Fox family. In the 
evening I attended another Spiritual 
meeting by Mrs. Carpenter. She speaks 
and also sings the most delightful songs 
under spirit influence.' ■

G. W. Kates and wife will re-enter 
the field of active platform labor next 
fall, and desire to hear from societies 
desiring their services for lectures and 
tests. October is engaged with the 
Pittsburg, Pa., society. Address Mani
tou, Colo.

Mrs. W. W. Wheeler, secretary, 
writes from Meriden, Conn.: “About 
two mouths ago a few Spiritualists of 
this place formed the ‘Psychical and 
Liberal Association’ of Meriden, Conn. 
Sibce that time the society has grown 
wonderfully., and now numbers over 
eighty members. Meetings have been 
held weekly, and some of the best 
speakers in the field have been on our 
platform. Mrs. Ada Foye lectured for 
us March 2nd, and has engaged to come 
to us again for one Week in April. She 
had a crowded house, over four hun
dred people being in the hall, and she 
held their closest attention for upwards 
of two hours. Mrs. Tillio Reynolds, of 
Troy, N. Y., has been with us through 
this month, and by her earnest words 
and work has done much ' to help build 
up the society. Spiritualism is taking 
hold upon the people here, and an- in
tense interest upon the subject is mani
fested.”

Mr. C. H. Hinckley, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., writes: Mrs. Reynolds who is 
speaker for the Spiritual Association 
this month, is A. No. 1. We are highly 
pleased with her so far.”

R. Bartlett writes: “We are going to 
have a grand meeting at Orion, Mich., 
this year, for with such speakers as 
Mrs. Robinson,Mrs. Baade,G. H. Brooks 
and L. V. Moulton, you can expect 
nothing but a good feast, commencing 
June 9th, and lasting ten days.”

Carrie Swenson, 248 Cedar avenue. 
Minneapolis, Minn., desires all thé 
Scandinavian Spiritualists, mediums, 
societies and others interested in Spirit
ualising to send her a postal, with names 
and address.

“H. Pettibone is giving grand seances 
at Seattle, Wash., and Mrs. Pettibone's 
‘hearing! and. seeing’. are. wonderful— 
she'alone will hold any. audience , spell
bound.?' Such is the report’ we receive 
from Seattle. '

Frank I1. Ripley, the excellent test 
medium, of-Boston, Mass., is engaged to 
lecture, and give tests every Tuesday 
evening at Lodge Hall, 11 North Ada 
street, cor. Randolph street, for the 
months of April ana May; also every 
Sunday afternoon and evening at 2:30 and 
7:30. i< ' . ... i .

Prof. A. J. Swarts is now on his way 
to Los Angeles,, Cal., where he nan be 
addressed for engagements. '

Prof. Lockwood’s lecture at Brick
layer’s hall, corner of Peoria and West 
Monroe street, Sunday, April 15, at 2:30 
p. M., will be “Mediumsand Psychics, 
the Central Station Connecting Mental 
Spheres of Existence.” Lecture illus
trated. At 7:30 P. M. the subject will 
be ‘(Thought Transference and Psychic 
States,” illustrated by flash-light 
photography. These two lectures are 
of incalculable value to those who de
sire to understand the basic principles 
of mediumship, All should hear him. 
He is intensely interesting.

C. E. Howell writes that Charles 
Barnes is doing an excellent work at 
Muncie, Ind. He gave tests Sunday 
morning at the Spiritualist hall.

Bernard Holton can be addressed at 
Box 391, Ogden, Utah, until April 20,
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rv.XFREE!
Au Unparalleled Offer by 
au Old and Reliable Pub* 
Ihbing House! Tmh
Would is a large 80-page, 80- 
column illuatrsM Maguuie for 
ladles s&d the family circle. It 
is de vuU-tl to fitoriefij posiua, ladles* 

fuucy work, bume decoration, liouae- 
kvrinug, fimhioua, hygirue, juvenile 
reading, etiquette, etc. To introduce 
thia cuanuiug ladles' paper into 100,000 
hointa where it is not already taken, we 

now make (be following culuttal otftr: Upon 
receij'f of ohlv IS Ucut« tu riher or 
u« will ,ena TJio Ladle*’ Worlds» 

Three Months and to each subscriber we wiU alto tt/ni 
fff ' Free and poitjmid, a loroe and maanijiant Collection 
of Cholee Flower Seeds, vanttitt, Including Pansies, 
Vt-rbcnaa, CLryttaulhciuuiua, AbUts, Phlox DruuDiondil. BsUain, 
Cypress vine, Stocks, BlgiulU, Double Zinnia, Pinks, etc., etc. 
Remember twelve cents pays for the tuogaiice three uiontbsand this 
entire tnagrdttcctU Collection ot Choice Flower Seed«, put op by a 
firal-clwuced House and warranted fresh and reliable, h'oluay can 
afford lotuUs this wonderful opportunity. We guarantee every 
•ubscriber maiiv times the value of money «ent, and will refund 
yuur money ana make you a present of both seeds and Magazine If 
you ar« not aaliatied. Do not confound this offer with 
the catt'hoennv acbeijit» of unscrupulous persons. 
Il'rttelo-aay. Don’t pul It off 1 Six subscripUuini and 
llx Seed Collections sent for flu cento.

SPECIAL OFFERS» 
cents for above offer, and tuuaintf tKi 
paper tn which «At saw iht, advertitt- 
tiitHl, we will send fr,tt In addition to 
all the above, one packet of th« celebra
ted Marguerite Caruutlon (half-dwarf 
variety), the only Carnation that will bloom 
fioin seed the nrsl season. It produces in great 
abundance, large, exquisitely fragrant flowers of tbe \ 
most brilliant hues, in the various sbadtsof white, red, 
pluk and variegated, fully 80 per cent, being double. 
Plants begin to ulooin in four months after planting, and 
continue in great profualou uulil frostcomes. Tbtopaoket 
of seeds Is alone worth the price charged for the entire combination. 

ANOTHER GREAT OFFER!
subscription price) we will at nd Tbe Ludles’ World for One 
Year, together with our magnificent Cullecttpn of Choice 
Flower Seeds above described, likewise one packet of the ex> 
tentively advertised and popular Hnrgneiltt- ( aruatlun. Addreasi 
8. II. MOORE A CO.. 27 Pnrt. Pin- «. N-.w Yorii. 

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
Thli excellent work treats or tbe following subject»:
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IV.

V.

VII.
vm.

IX.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMefr 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena,
Curative Mesmerism.
Ansesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

fl

The price of this admlrnblc work Is »1,23. All bookl 
Advertised In TubP«oohbs.!vk Th ; no bii are

For sale at this office.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
,. ''CIENTII'IC BASIS OE SPIRITUAL- 
’¿u) ism. By Enes Sargvut. üutbor of •• Plancbette, or 
the Dcupalr of Science.,'* “ Tbe Proof Palpable of Im
mortality,” etc. This is a large !2nio ot 872 page*, 
with an appendix of 2H page«, and the whole containing 
a great amount of mailer, of which tbe table ot con
tents, condensed r>a It Is, gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our Bcnso-pereeptlons, and which are not only 
historically Imparled, but are directly presented in th« 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to It, under tbe Ignorant pre
tense that It is outside of nature, Is unscientific ant 
unphnosophical. All thia la clearly shown: and the 
objections from “scientific,” clerical And literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since ld17, are answered 
with that penetrating force which (J¡nly arguments, 
winged with incisive facta, can Imparl.. Cloth, 12mo, 
pp. 396. Price »1.50. Postage 10 cent& For ule U 
this office.

WAS
WIW LINCOLN '

A SPIRITUALIST?
“OR —

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium,

—BY—
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav* 
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.

This book win be fonnd ped®MTcurioui, sUrrtUftt! 
—more so than any work isBlfed since Uncle Tom5! 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which tbe rust 
of time had almost covered, ana which hare been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the most moment
ous period In American History, and is a secret page 
from tbe life of bim whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp, 264, $1,56; 
Paper, 75 cents»

For Sale at this office.
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Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrtten to 

develop the idea of the principle ot the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and It» reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whoto inooesilve link» are 
unrolled In the bosom ot cthcrlal apace. "Bbtoxd 
thb Tursshold” continues on the same llnoi en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and eon- 
alderadons drawn from science and philosophy, claim
ing that tht certainty of a now birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming unrselrei 
against all weakness lu the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any ot the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It Is Interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and rnsclosthig, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much win have hecn learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed In Its perusal. Price A1,23.

JJ/ffV SffE BECAME A SPIRITUAL, 
rr 1st. Twelve lectures. Dy Abhy A. Judson. 

This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Prlco
11.001 postage 10 cents. -
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be taken by honest Spiritualists to protect political prejudice. Now, what is it that theA VILE FRAUD. WAYSIDE THOUGHTS.mistaken friends of Spiritualism are doing?

you keep a close eye on him, noting every

the

The Last Words ofE. Bach.

Aberdeen, S. D. E. Bach.

which

day in April. G. H. Brooks.
1011 Johnson street, Bay City, Mich.

inside of the slates.

Hudson Tuttle, Publisher, Berlinonce.
Buffalo, N. Y. ' C. R Pomeroy.

and proper to us, we have to do them 
manner in which society will listen 
enough to accept them.

Now, if I understand the object for

their cherished faith and, belief from the im
position of such frauds in the future?

in a 
to us

Those who claim to be reformers? Those । 
who claim that the Spiritualistic platform is i

him. Politics. rule everything. The most uu«, 
disinterested actions are misrepresented by | Heights, Ohio.

■ Jf you will»permit; toe- space, I .WOuld «uu viniui uuau vuo ppiuuuazwuiu piuuiurui 1» i .. .
like to state my views^cVtfde ap |hey ^re, as the place to preach what they call reforms? । Which Scintillate Like Diamonds, 
to how this might be done. In €be first! place, i Permit me to be plain, ' 

whose duty it; hurt a Spiritualist. It

'0

A Malignant Growth and Its 
Remedy.

At 282 W. Madison street, this city, for the 
past six months, three nights in every week, 
there has been what purported to be the ma
terialization of disembodied spirits. These 
seances, were largely attended, very popular, 
cordially recognized by leading Spiritualists, 
and highly recommended by platform speak
ers. They were conducted by one Harry 
Clifton, whom residents of San Francisco will 
remember as one of a gang which was exposed 
some years ago for fraudulent spiritual manifes
tations. Notwithstanding the popularity of 
these seances, and the exceedingly profitable 
results to the supposed medium, they have 
been abruptly terminated. Why? The an
swer is easily given, and I think in the inter, 
est of pure Spiritualism it should be given.

Clifton tented the front and back parlors at 
the above number. These rooms were con
nected by sliding doors. He then removed 
the base or mop-boards between one side of 
the doors and the side wall of the building, 
thereby obtaining an opening from one room 
to another, about three feet long, and some 
ten or twelve, inches high. The base boards 
were then replaced in such a manner as to be 
easily, quickly and noiselessly removed, and 
yet to appear on ordinary inspection as per
fectly sound and fast in their proper places.

In the front room, which was invariably 
used as a seance-room, the cabinet was placed 
in that corner in which the prepared base
board was, and covered it; and when not in 
use for seances that corner was utilized to 
atore the chairs used, which served to prevent 
the board being tampered with by anyone.

In the rear room, in the corner which cor
responded to the corner in the front room in 
which the cabinet stood, was placed a large 
trunk or chest, which covered and protected 
the base-board behind it from observation.

On eeance nights a cursory examination re
vealed nothing wrong, apparently. The base
boards were so arranged that when the sliding 
door was pushed open, it held the base-board 
with a rope, firmly in its place. With these 
arrangements there, it was easy to introduce 
one or more confederates into the cabinet, 
without the audience having any knowledge of 
it; and in fact that is just what was done.

Mr. Clifton had in his employ one John 
Edber, whose duty it was on seance nights to 
enter the cabinet by way of the prepared base
board and personate the spirits of the dead; 
and this he did much of the time of Clifton’s 
stay. He would “make-up” by the use of 
grease, paint, and such other means as are 
known to the actors’ profession, and, clothed 
in the proper paraphernalia, make his appear
ance as the materialized spirit friend or rela
tive of some one in the audience, and be rec
ognized as such by the person called to the 
cabinet. Sometimes he was a grandfather, a 
grandmother, a mother, sister or brother; and 
sometimes a guiding control or guide, a Ger
man, an Indian, etc. Mr. Edber did not al
ways appear as the spirit, as Clifton had an
other confederate whose name is unknown to 
the writer.

In the corner diagonally opposite from the 
cabinet was placed an ordinary pine box, quite 
high on the wall, which contained the lamp 
that gave the dim, religious (?) light during 
the seance, and was supposed to be raised or 
lowered by spirit power, as desirable. This 
box had a curtain of some light material hang
ing before it. In the center of the room was 
suspended a hanging lamp, which was extin
guished when the seance began., Before the 

.. .sliding doors, which were always tied together 
at the beginning of the seance, was placed a 
square piano. The cabinet itself was of cur
tain material, and had no top. Ranged 
around the front and opposite side of the 
room from the cabinet, were the seats for the 
devotees.

In addition to producing the spirits, so- 
called, of the dead, Clifton gave what pur
ported to be spirit pictures, which were sup
posed to be made by the materialized spirit 
of Mrs. Scott-Siddons, on the spot, but 
which spirit was none but Clifton himself. 
The audience was shown one tablet, and the 

. pictures were taken from another prepared 
beforehand, and introduced into the cabinet 
by a confederate. If any one will cut out 
an outline of a head in profile, then rub a 
lead pencil over one side of it, lay the outline 
on a piece of clean paper, leaded side up, and 
rub the finger over the outline so that it comes 
in contact with the clean paper, they will have 
a so-called spirit-picture.

Another of his despicable tricks was talk
ing through a trumpet or fish-horn which lay 
in full view of the audience, and which was 
accomplished by tallying through a piece of 
rubber tubing, one end of which was at
tached to the mouthpiece of the trumpet. In 
talking through the tube and trumpet the 
voice was effectually disguised, and the trick 
deceived many, and they verily believed they 
were listening to the spirit of “Aunt Jane” 
(whoever she may be). It was always while 
“Aunt Jane" was talking that the confederate 
left the cabinet a

Another of his miserable and fraudulent 
tricks was the materialization of flowers, 
which he apparently plucked from the vacant 
air, but in reality took from the hands of a 
confederate in the cabinet ' Such was the 
materializing of Percy H., or as he is better 
known here, Harry Clifton.

This Clifton left town just after the ap
pearance of an article in the Chicago Dispatch 
in the issue of March 23d last, which ex
posed him. That article was substantially 
correct. The statements in this article are 
simply statements of fact, pure and simple, 
and written with the desire that Spiritualists 
may know the facts as they are, and be placed 
on their guard against such frauds in the fu
ture. Spiritualism has much to contend 
against when it recognizes and endures such 
frauds as this Clifton. Can not some steps

luwy vuu reiurwBr j fnvwiuinviiMwi
The truth should not; n i. . ~~ ~ . ...

establish a supervising board fvfhose duty it; hurt a Spiritualist. It is the hardest thing in i rapsing down Main, street, a few nights since, 
would be to examine and endorse all reputable i the world to bo conduct a commercial club, or ;a ,)rl811b intelligent boy of nine or ten years 
mediums, and let them be put under such j a board of trade, or organizations of that kind, : ca“e o,.on® tae houses on the street 
test conditions as will preclude all fraud. I in the towns, without continually running Iand s^uck ™ Wlth a.B I was °n toe way to 
For instance, if a medium claims to get full against politics. The Farmers' Alliance ended oi lc.0, I 8£>PP 1Dt° conversation with
or part form materializasion, let him give a 
seance before the above-mentioned board. 
Have that board make such conditions» and 
examination of the medium, the rooms, cabi
net, etc.,, as will make it impossible for 
fraud to be practiced. They, might have 
a seance-room for just such occasions. Let 
some member or members of the board sit 
close to the cabinet and prevent the introduc
tion of paraphernalia by a confederate into 
the cabinet, when called, to see a spirit-friend.

Above all, when Spiritualists find a fraud 
in their midst, by all means expose him and 
hi$ methods, and show to the world t|iat 
they will not countenance or uphold, or cover 
up or hush up, any fraud whatever on their 
religion. If the faith of the Spiritualist is 
worth having, it is certainly worth protecting.

In conclusion, I would say that I have seen 
John Edber give the same manifestations 
that were given by Clifton, using the same 
cabinet, and rooms precisely like those used 
by Clifton, and located in the same building. 
Mr. Edber is now engaged in exposing Clif
ton's methods, and after the seance (?) is 
closed, the lights are turned up, and he shows 
his audience just how the fraud has been 
perpetrated.

One word as to Clifton's tests as given from 
the platform of the Ada street hall, and also 
from the platform of Bricklayers’ hall. 
Every one of them was pre-arranged, and 
none of them were genuine. This is a fact 
that can be substantiated as well as any 
other fact given in this article.

Chicago, Ill. A. Nemesis.

The Discussion is Ended for 
Present.

I was somewhat surprised at the interest 
pro and con which my correspondence brought 
out in The Progressive Thinker and also in 
the way of private letters to me. It is some
what flattering that all the letters which came 
to me spontaneously on this question were 
commendatory, except one. There was a good 
deal said about my trying to abridge free 
speech, etc., which nothing said in my arti
cles will warrant. I am the last man to ad
vocate a muzzle for anyone.

Every action of any human being should 
have an object in view—the accomplishment of 
something. We live in a natural world, and 
under natural and limited conditions. We 
are subject’to environments beyond which we 
cannot go. It would be impossible to over
come the law of gravitation. No one could 
build a house and suspend the same in the air. 
No one could build a house and commence do
ing this by shingling. Soin human society. 
In trying to do some things which seem right

Spiritualism is working, it is to spread the 
knowledge which some of us have regarding 
the future life. We are trying to spread the 
knowledge which we, as Spiritualists, possess, 
that there is a continuity of life: that we know 
that departed decarnated human beings can 
come back from the land from whose bourne 
no traveler was ever supposed to return; and 
that these returning excarnated human beings 
are trying to tell us of the conditions which 
they met, and which we shall have to meet 
when we get on that side of life. I think 
these are the fundamental principles on which 
Spiritualism is based. This knowledge is so 
grand; its influence so far-reaching, that every 
Spiritualist who has experienced the benefit 
and satisfaction of it, is anxious that every 
other human being should know the fact. We 
meet together in order to get these experiences 
for ourselves; to exchange experiences, and 
to impart our knowledge to as many of 
the human race as we can induce to 
listen to us. No one who has written and 
talked against me will deny these statements. 
The first and main object of Spiritualistic meet
ings ought to be to make Spiritualists; to im
part our knowledge to others, and 'to induce 
these to experiment for themselves.

But what are we doing? We live in a coun
try where everyone over twenty-one years of age 
is a voter. This suffering country is misgov
erned by these voters. There are two strong 
political parties, another somewhat weaker, 
and a few who amount to nothing numerically. 
The exceptions are so few, that practically it 
can be said that every citizen has a political 
brand upon him, belonging to one or the other 
party. (This does not fit the writer however.) 
We all know that the partisan is a bundle of 
prejudices, preconceptions, and hatred for 
those of the other parties. Partisanship is 
running riot in this party-and-politician rid
den land. Politics are the bane of the coun
try; the canker which eats out our life. The 
present poverty is caused by the dishonest po
litical methods, but the ignorant and dishon
est partisan voter is the cause of' it Every 
reader of this paper must know how preju
diced partisans are; how they look at every 
question which comes up through their party
colored glasses; that partisans do not think 
that any action can be taken by any one which 
has not some political object underneath it 
Politics have entered our family life; put 
father against son; brother against brother; 
neighbor against neighbor; society is rotten 
with politics. Nothing is too sacred to be 
touched by its poisonous breath. Put the best 
man imaginable up for office, and see the 
Blander and abuse which politics will heap on

in politics. The most disinterested actions ^lm' I remarked above, he was a bright 
are continually out under the suspicion of be- poy—Bometimes he Bays “cuss .words’ yet 
ing put forth in order to help this or that. ?? a , taJ,kJ ask him if he “loyed
party, even in such associations, and are fre- ,or he w®nt t® “Sabbath school.’’ I
quently the causes of disagreements or disso- at r1?.1?1 a Cerent way, a way which 
lution. Our friends who claim that the Spir- toterested him at pace, and which he will re- 
itualistic platform should be free to discuss me“J3er foU a8 long. Placing my hand 
everything, are mostly populists. That party f. on.tae C0Par of h}8 jacket, I said to 
claims some sort of a patent on reforms. They . “■A-™”*18 growing inside this little 
claim the right of putting the questipns of fin- jacket—and if. you look ahead four or five 
ance; of labor; of transportation; of land laws, year8_ ia IW imagination you can see this 
etc., freely on the Spiritualistic platform. The growlng mah’. Now, you can make him do 
two other parties are opposed to some or to rig™ or wrong, and everyday in jour life, if
all of these so-called reforms. The two leading 
parties of this country have an overwhelming 
majority of the people in their ranks, as the 
result of the vote shows. The Republican or 
the Democratic party have never (to my knowl
edge) made any effort to preach what they call 
“their principles” on the Spiritualistic ros
trum, while the reform party claims the priv
ilege of using that platform (and abuse me for 
arguing against it) to put their politics forth 
freely and fully. Now, friends, cannot you 
see both tbe injustice and impracticability of 
this action? The people who belong to the 
present minority party may be able to control 
Spiritualism in this manner, but do you not 
see that by so doing you drive away those who 
belong to the other two great (numerically) 
parties? You will do this as sure as you persist. 
People go to Spiritualistic meetings and camps 
'for me purpose of hearing Spiritualism, not 
politics. When any party projects its party 
demands on the people at these places they 
create an antagonism which is death to Spirit
ualism, and right or wrong, the reforms 
preached are looked upon as party measures. 
The result of the present -methods will cer
tainly be that the Spiritualistic platform will 
gather the reform element and exclude all 
others. Are you ready to do this? It is sheer 
madness and you could not do anything which 
would please your opponents better. The 
church has a despotic control of the masses, 
but she knows better than to adopt such a 
suicidal policy. Leading church members ad
mit that if the church should try to suppress 
drunkenness to advocate the work towards pro
hibition, it would be possible to enforce that 
condition, but she dare not do it, because it 
would weaken her. A platform like the Spir
itualistic must be neutral or it will collapse. 
Spiritualism should not be dragged down in 
the arena and mire of politics, but, whether 
right or wrong, quite a respectable number of 
the best Spiritualists think that is what is be
ing done now by the reform element within its 
ranks. Let Spiritualism stand on its own 
merits, and not be a tail to the reform kite.

.An Invocation.
Fount of all life and being, 

Light of revolving orbs, 
Whose breath through space proceeding 

Each human soul absorbs.
God of the brook and ocean, 

Lord of the star and bee, , 
In humble, meek devotion, 

This boon I ask of Thee:
Oh! let new light and wisdom 

Fill all our hearts to-day,- 
That, looking for thy kingdom, 

We may work as well as pray.
Let that divine compassion, 

Which deeds alone express, 
Give to each thought and passion 

A loving tenderness.
Help us to rise in feeling 

Above earth’s cumbrous clod, 
Through faith in Thy revealing, 

Oh God, our father's God.
Help us to feel our weakness 

And Thy sustaining power, 
That we, in love and meekness, 

May praise Thee every hour.
We ask Thee not to alter 

One fraction of thy will, '
But when our footsteps falter, 

We crave Thy guidance still.
We ask Thee not to pardon . 

The wrongs we may have done;
. For we know the sinful burdens 

Each one must bear alone.
But we pray for light to guide us 

Henceforth in wisdom’s way, 
For pure desires to lead us, 

And love to bless each day.
And, oh! if there be any 

Who prove to be untrue, 
Father divine, forgive them, 

“They know not what they do."
Seeking no earthly treasure, 

We kiss the crown or rod, • 
. . Work with us Thy loving pleasure, 

. Oh God, our father’s God. ' •
: Belle Bush’.

Belvidere Seminary, N. J. I 

A Bare Offer.—Secrets of the Convent of 
the Sacred Heart.

The remainder of the bound edition of the 
above book, to extend its circulation, will be 
sent for 25-cents per copy; postage 5 cents, 
or-four copies for 11.00,* postage paid. Many 
in ordering havd expressed a desire for the 
muslin binding, but contented themselves with- 
the paper on account of price. They can now 
please -themselves. - Silver may be' mailed at 
publisher?s risk. As the number of . copies 
is quite limited; orders should be sent at

action, he will thank you for it in the years to 
come. Shouffi you discover him going 
‘crooked.’. catch hold of his collar just so, 
and shake all the crookedness out of him. 
See?” The -little lad looked up at me and 
laughed. “Yes," Baid he, “I see.”

Next day I met him on the street again. 
He bowed pleasantly, as if to say: “I 
am watching the growing man. ”

It is a great study to know how to approach 
the good side of a boy. I am inclined to 
think that many boys are driven away from 
home, out into an immoral life, by constantly 
dinging into their ears too much “good ad
vice.” It gets so it “sours on him." Get 
down intp his soul depths, and the first thing 
stir up something practicable—something he 
can grasp; something for the vital, living pres
ent, and he will pay attention.

A boy’s soul is full of sunshine, full of 
hope, and if |he right means are used it is but 
a short cut down into that garden of flowers; 
and while you are there with him, you have 
the flower in your hands to open up outgoing 
avenues of truthfulness which will bless all of 
his after life. He won’t open this soul gar
den of his to everyone. No. He is shy. This is 
his wonderland, his boy treasure-house; it is 
sacred to him, but when the right one comes 
along he unbolts all .of his little soul-doors 
and says: “Welcome!”

Wonderful, wonderful Boul-landl Treasure
house of pearls—flowerland of - goodness and 
beauty, with mountain peaks penetrating the 
crystalline light of heaven’s eternal dayl 
Throw loving arms about the boy. Approach 
them on the soul-side, and then it is just as 
easy to lead them into the everlasting king
dom of knowledge, into the Eternal City of 
Usefulness—into the never-failing sunlight of 
science, progress and truthfulness; and he 
who teaches a boy “smuttiness” only covers 
the windows of that boy’s soul with the black, 
tarry paint of darkness, whose pitchy quality 
sticks and sticks as the years go by, and the 
sweet child-flowers of his soul wither and die. 
Be careful, then,, what you say to a boy.

One of the leading Congregationalist min
isters in Vermont, and who is pastor over a 
large church, recently said to some members 
who asked him if it would not be best to have 
an Evangelist from abroad to come among 
them and start a revival: “I would much 
rather see a survival. ” Yes, a grand survival 
all over the world of what man knows to be 
good, noble and true, is much better than 
every fall—when the time of year comes just 
right—to “get up a revival" of animal excite
ment, which soon dies out until the next 
“favorable” time appears.

Only a gentle wayside flower 
By the roadside hidden,

Yet it hath a wonderful inner power 
Springing forth unbidden;

And its sweet perfume is a grander, teacher 
' Than any speculative preacher.

The religion that gets a large share of its 
development at the bedside of the sick and 
dying, that goes down where want .and degra
dation have their abiding places, Is worth 
more to the world than all the so-called “arti
cles of faith" that were ever written. It does 
not pay to play too near the vortexes of this 
life, where the swirling waters are rushing in 
mad fury; better *be back a ways safely 
anchored to the firm rock Principle.

The world’s greatest men and women are 
those who, independent of creed and formal
isms, have hewn their way through rock diffi
culties which obstructed their way. They 
have acted from principle and what to them 
seemed right, no matter if all the world said 
they were wrong.

Sometimes children teach us many of life’s 
grandest lessons. See the immortal Lincoln 
when in earth-life, listening, with all the atten
tion his great soul could command, to the 
prattle of a boy by the wayside. That great 
man turns aside on purpose to talk with this 
little reasoner, and as he goes away he has 
one more incident with which he may point 
a moral as he comes in contact with his 
fellowmen.

“Free inquiry” into religious matter is the 
one thing baneful which the church has ever 
fought against. Its communicants “must not” 
wade deep into the waters of religious dis
cussion without a priest or a minister at their 
elbow., ... ’

Who can explain the whys and the where
fores? Yet when we compare the present with 
the . past, we find the church is assuming 
higher grounds; that in going up higher they 
carry, less , “lumber” into the new spiritual 
chambers of their religious life. Education, 
scientific research, and many of the world's 
great and important discoveries have- been 
mighty and important factors in church diag
nosis, and very touch of the past is being 
eliminated as unhealthy to true soul-progress 
and growth. ...... ■ • .. ......

Good principles are life's hitching posts. 
They enable us to avoid the whirlpools of un
certainty and aimlessness. They give us time 
and opportunity, to think, and “to think" is 
simply adding to our previous thoughtcapi- 

tai—every-day thinking in the direct 
truth means mind or soul enlargement.
A day, an age when thought clashes thought, 

When argument sharp, incisive, 
Meets argument, and conclusions decisive

Before the world are'brought, • 
An age when lines are sharply drawn, 

. When truth, with double power invested, 
Says to the creeds:. “Stand up,” be tested;

Gold is gold under the light of heaven’s 
dawn—

All else must fall. ”
Enosburg, Vt. G. 8.-Green, M. D.

The Cause in Michigan,
To the Editor:—The month of February 

we spent with the society in Muskegon. I 
found a very good society, under the leader
ship of Mr. I. Ransom Sanford, who was doing 
all in his power to build up a society. Mr. 
Moulton was with them for three months, and 
created a great deal of interest by his lectures.

He was followed by Mrs. DeWolf, of Chicar 
go. The meetings were held in Odd-Fellows’ 
hall—a very good hall indeed; the greatest 
drawback was, it was on the third floor, which 
made it hard for some people to attend, as it 
was difficult for them to climb so many stainj. 
So the aoeiety secured the Universality church, 
made some needed repairs, and the last Bun
day I was there, they took possession of the 
building. The society now is in better shape 
in the way of a building than many an older 
society, as it has full control of the church. I; 
tried hard to establish a lyceum, but it was 
not responded to as it should have been. So 
many of our people send their children to or
thodox Sunday-schools, for their children to 
learn what it has taken the parents so many 
years to unlearn; the end being, many of these 
children uniting themselves with the church, 
and the enemies of Spiritualism. As long as 
they do so, just so long will the work of the 
lyceum be hindered, and the cause of spiritual 
truth fail to fulfill its mission. I sometimes 
fear our people do not. appreciate the truths 
they have bought so dearly; if they did they 
would make great efforts to do a better work.

Ere I left Muskegon, I went to Bowen's 
Mill (some ten or eleven miles from Wayland) 
to lecture and organize a society. I found an 
earnest people, who were anxious to organize 
and advance the cause. The meetings were 
held in the Union church, and in spite of the 
weather and bad roads the house was full at 
each session. I lectured three nights, and 
there was organized a One society, starting 
out with thirty members; and I have since 
learned it has been increased to thirty-five. 
Mr. A, Abbott, of Wayland, was elected 
president, Mrs, S. Pierson, vice-president; 
Mr. Samuel Walbert, of Middleville, secre
tary. The other officers’ names I have for- 

In the Early Days
of cod-liver 
oil its use 
was limited 
to easing 
those far 
advanced in consumption. 
Science soon discovered in 
it the prevention and cure of 
consumption.

Scott’s Emulsion
of cod-liver oil with Hypo
phosphites of lime and soda 
has rendered the oil more 
effective, easy of digestion 
and pleasant to the taste.

Prepared by Scott 1 Bpwne, N.Y. Alldruggista.

RutTURE CURED!
FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.

Mjw Hilgahd, Orsoow, June 28,1893.
SCT Dn. Pierce k Son.—Qbstlemen: I am happy i j in
mg form yo < tliui the Truss I bought of you l;i,t April hu* 
Mcojjmmi CURED we of u very severe case of ruia, 
nfrom which I have suffered for over 18 vkim. I wu 
■ rather sceptical about your Truss when I bought it, as I 
■ hadtrk'dscFeru'SD called Flat! cTrua-uswithoutderlv. 
■ lug nuy beuefit from them; but after using your Truss for 
’ashort time I was convinced that it was the best lever 
bad, us i t was easy to wear, and seemed io stop the severe! 
pains that of'eu prostrated me while wearing the 
Sprin r trusses; and now, in spite of my scepticlsni, I 
Pkiifkctly Cured, and can work with the Truss off 
!■ I ao disposed, but J util) wear it loosely as It la i 
iucoiiyculcut. You may add the above to your otli 
tesiiuioniaia. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN.

(W“The above cure was effected In leu than Ttmxti 
monthn time, ut aloml cost of} 12. Thousand»of sltui-j 
I ar curcMhuve been Hindu for from §10 to 815 each. Es-R 
lalllished lt>75. Call or send 80 for free pAkivuLErfl 
No. 1. Address Magnetic Elastic Trusgffl 
YOUlPaUy» . ‘ N-W-ccnicr Kearny andfl 
Sacramento si recta, Sa., i-iaucisco, Cal. ffi

GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. 13. FRENCH.
This work is one that every one should read. Il 

beams throughoui with rare ¿einsof thought, practical 
as well as profound. There. Is sunshine and beauty In 
every sentence uttered. The work is dedicated to the 
author’s favorite sister, barah French Farr.now passed 
to spirit-life. Hudson Tunic, of Berlin. Heights, Ohio, 
gives an interesting sketch of the author’s Uie.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of tbe Ute of A. B. French.
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
•Joseph Smith and the Book 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
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gotten, but they are all efficient workers, and .
all are determined to work. This society is Probability of a Future Life, 
to become an auxiliary to the State society, Anniversary Address.
and thus increase its influence. There is a The Egotism of Our Age,
great awakening around that section of the 
country, which, if rightly handled, will build 
up one of the strongest societies in the State. 
The organization of the State society has 
done much to give tone and strength to the 
movement, and if all the societies in the State 
will join the State society, there will be such a 
power for good that many places that are de
nied the blessings of a society will be brought 
into the work, and workers will be sent to 
them.

While I was in Muskegon, the society at 
Bay City desired me to return to them again, 
which I did at the close of my work in Mus
kegon. We began our work with the society 
the first Sunday in March. We were warmly 
welcomed back by the many friends, and it 
seemed good to be with them all once more. 
There has been a remarkably good attendance 
and much interest made manifest. The 
“Ladies’ Aid” is to give a maple sugar party 
the 28th, and bold a fair. They have done a 
most excellent work this winter; also the ly
ceum, which was organized this past season; it 
is not large, yet it is doing a fine work. The 
district association meets with the Bay City 
society April 21 and 22. The society has; 
rented the Odd Fellows’ Temple, which, when ' 
completed, will be as fine an audience 
chamber as there is in the city. We take 
possession the second Sunday in April. We 
are to celebrate the forty-sixth anniversary 
of Spiritualism in a quiet way the first Sun-

ZHE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE TN- 
formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing. Tbe title, as above 
given, falls to convey an Idea of tbe fulness and com
pleteness with which tbe subjects are treated. The 
Matrlarcbate, or Mother-rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, Is brought to view In elucidation of tbe subject. 
This la followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Womanand 
Work, The Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter In the book that Is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. Noone can possibly regret buying It; It Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and trutb-lov- 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

What Is It?
To the Editor:—I have a few minutes to 

spare, so I will write you of something I saw 
while at the home of Mr. F. E. Pierce, Ot
sego, Mich., last night. I learned by Mr. 
Pierce that there are only two or three Spirit
ualists in the place, and one is a clairvoyant 
medium, S. Z. Barney, who is doing much 
good. I bought two new slates, tied them to
gether, sewed and sealed the'knots so no one 
could interfere with them without my know
ing it; nevertheless, Mr. Pierce, with his hands 
filled with flour, produced messages on tbe 

AN INVAlUaoLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

1 and L’welling places By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains wbai r hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of their dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life In tbe Spirit
world’—lathe constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. Whither—oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond tbe tomb? will they know 
me? What 1b their present condition, and what their 
occupations? In tbit volume tbe spirit«, differing as 
they may. are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of tbe 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of 
the River; Foregleams of the Future; Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual 
Body: Is it tbe Soul or Body that Sina?; Clothing In 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones in Heaven; The Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from tbe Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price 8l.rO; vostac” 12 cents. For sale at thia 
office.

HOW TO MESMERIZE?
•pULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN- 

_ r RtructioM How to Mesmerize. Ancient and Mod
I was Bitnnlv Struck with ern Miracle» by Mesmerism. Alao la Spiritualism / Btuipty BbfUCK Wltn True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient aid modern

unutterable awe, for I was watching this thing miracles are explained by mesmerism, and tbe book 
, ,, , ° ® will be found highly Interest".p to every Spiritualist,as Close as any man could, but to no avail; I It Is tho only work ever published giving full Instrnc- 

................................... - - - - ’ tlon how to mesmerize, and the connection this science 
! has with Spiritualism. II Is pronounced by Allen Put

nam and other», who have read It, to be one of the 
most Interesting books ever written. Paaer> PD. 128 
«0 cents. For sate at this office.

could not' explain why writing could appear 
on my own slates that I bought at Kalamazoo 
and put them together there.

Another case was as follows: I had a piece 
of paper—my own—on which I wrote a ques
tion and sealed it in an envelope of my own, 
and put it in my own pocket—Mr. Pierce 
never even seeing paper or envelope for one 

... ... . . .
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re

, ; i former should read this volume. Price «1. Postapr
second, nor did he come near me; but in some 10 cen*8- For sale at this otnee

manner that I cannot explain, the question HISTORY OF ATHARAPP 
was answered between locked slates, and was '
answered right, too. Everything seemed obe
dient to his will.

Mr. Pierce told me to tell Spiritualists and 
mediums he .would like to correspond with 
them, as he is in a creed-bound vicinity and 
does not have the privileges that many do. 
I have seen materializing and other things 
that I could not' understand, but this caps 
them all. I will simply ask: “What is it?”

What is Truth? 
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matrl- 
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE,"

“Rights of Man,” “ Age of Reason,” etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of his writing«, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truth li

TIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 
history of AtbarseL Chief Priest of a Band cf Al<

Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was writ 
ten through tbe mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and Is In. 
tensely Interesting. Price SO centa For sale at tM> 
office.

'THE QUESTION SETTLED. A 
J. Careful Comparison of Biblical and Modern Spir

itualism. By Moses Hull. An lnvaloable work. Pries 
»1.00. .
'THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCt- 
J. fled Saviors. By Kersey Graves. Vnn «hnnM 

lead It, and be the wiser. Price 11.50.
TCIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 

•i Rome. By Rev. Chat Chlnlquy, ex-prlesL A 
I remarkable book. Page» 632. Price »2.25
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HAUNTED HOUSE.
Interesting Particulars 

ènee to It.

Ie a certain village in central 
few years ago, I was 7 informed 
W haupted. Curiosity led me 
flnd out if the report' was true. , . . ..
stranger on the street to give me the location 
thereof; ha shrugged hie shoulders and advised
me to keep away from it, Still I went on in 
search Of the Strange domicile, and asked a 
^ejond man to direct me to it. He replied, 

r with a grunt of surprise at my question:
•‘Don't go near it; keep away; tor the woman 
Jiving there is a witch!"

After persistent inquiry and effort I At 
length found the place. • A middle-aged lady, 
withan attractive appearance, answered the 
ring pf the door-bell, and in rcfipopiie to my 
question confirmed her name and identity. 
Whilst Ippkipg at her, J thought: ‘ ‘She is a 
handsome witch!" a wile Of welcome 
adorned her kind ’and motherly faee; her hair 
of ebony hue, thick and glossy, leflj. a charm 
of beauty to her weU-poleed head. Added to 
these,
"She had winsome graces and a brilliant dark 

eye, ■
With teeth white as sea foam, when the billows 

run high."
I made arrangement for two days’ board, 

and after a little tour of the village, called in 
(or supper, Two small girls—the lady's 
children—approached and made themselves 
friendly toward me, To each I gave some 
candy । ns a alight token of my good inten
tions. In due season I was shown to my 
lodging room in Jhe garret, I locked the 
door, and also braced it firmly with the aid of 
a chair, then secured the' only window at the 
gable end, blew out the candle, and laid down 
fa pleasant dreams.

Everything about the house as well as in 
my bedroom was cosy and comfortable, and 
as I nestled deep in the soft feather couch I 
forgot Ml about the haunted house and began 
to plan business for the coming day.

Suddenly I perceived the room was; aglow as 
with a strange incandescence, neither by can
dle nor lamplight, nor by any exterior reflec
tion from or through the curtained window. 
Whilst trying to solve the matter mentally, I 
saw a tall, dignified and venerable man stand
ing at the bedside, and with a most gracious 
smile, looking serenely down upon me. Even 
then I did not think of the haunted house, 
nor conjecture that the old gentleman was a 
spirit. I simply suspected him to be a boarder, 
nothing more nor less.

I quietly asked: “How did you get into the 
room?"

“By the door," he answered/
“But it is locked and braced,” I said.
“Yet I came in by the dpor, and whether 

locked or braced, it is all the same tp me,” 
was the answer from the strange vis) tor.

“What is you? name?" I queried 
“High—Low; sir!" '
“That is a queer name," I ventured in re

turn, , ,
Next, I was startled to see a young lady 

standing by the side of Mr. High—Low, I 
asked him: “Is this young Igdy your daugh
ter?" .

“No, sir: she is one whom I feel a deep in
terest in, nevertheless."

I was about to ask other questions, when 
the life was nearly frightened put of me by 
the sudden appearance of a stalwart Indian, 
who met my gaze and who rushed towards me 
with a suppressed guttural ejaculation: “Ugh! 
ugh! Indian glad to see white brave come to 
wigwam. Me friend to white brave!”

The Indian planted a brawny hand on my 
left shoulder, and seized my right hand— 
which was out of the coverlet—with a strong 
and viee-like grip. My breath came thick and 
fast, and a nervous tremor now possessed me 
all over. The Indian bent over my now pros
trate form, and looking keenly into my eyes, 
I began to experience a helpless and hypnotic 
Influence. I tried to shake off both the heavy 
pressure of his hand and the hypnotic influ
ence of those basilisk eyes. It seemed all ip 
vain. The situation was dreadful—the spell 
must be broken—I turned suddenly towards 
the right, which threw the Indian's hand from 
my breast, and the infernal gaze of those 
strange eyes from my view. I raised myself 
op my elbow, and shouted: “Get away! get 
put of the room! For God's sake, don’t come 
here any more to frighten folks to death!”

At this demonstration of will power on my 
part, the Indian calmly backed off, and stand
ing at a respectful distance, with arms folded, 
in a soothing tone of voice, said: ‘’Me come 
not to frighten white brother—me friend to 
he!”

“Get out, I sayl I've had enough of you, I 
need rest and quiet. Get out, or 1’R"----- but
before I finished the sentence, the peculiar 
Illumination ceased, and the world was left 
once more to darkness and to me,

At the breakfast table the lady of the house 
asked if I had a good night's rest;

“Oh yes, after I got used to the magnetism 
pf the room,” I answered. Some little con
versation occurred, when she informed me that 
PU the following night there would be a seance 
given in the big room on the second floor, I 
was invited to attend?

In relating the incidents of the seance, I 
forbear to give the name of one of the chief 
spirit actors, as well RS that of the medium. 
Suffice it to say that mine host was the me
dium. Ab regards the chief spirit actor in 
this strange drama of spirit manifestation, he 
no doubt has passed through a purgatory of 
mantel disquietude for a certain great crime 
committed against the laws of God and man,

On the night of the seance my position was 
'in the center pf the circle, and four teet from 
the cabinet. One more explanation before I 
proceed, The medium shortly afterwards 
married a most estima'bls gentleman, and pos
sibly does not wish her name to appear in

print. ¿She has retired from public • medium
ship. .

Mrs. the medium, hud every vestige 
pf whiteryufferQloteing - item her by a 
committee.of ladies, preceding the seaucq. 
She was next placed in a large sack, and car. 
ried into the cabinet. The sack was nailed to 
the floor, and rope was twined about her per
son and properly secured to staples behind 
her. As soon as the cabinet dcor was closed, 
the mysterious and ■ venerable visitor of my 
bedroom appeared before the audience. A 
buzz of admiration greeted him, especially 
from the ladles. ‘ ‘What a handsome old gen
tleman 1" qne of the ladies said. Thus he 
stood, fully six feet in height, and as straight 
as a flagstaff, He fagd gray h«Ir hanging al
most to his shoulders; his dress was blaqk,

I Informed Dr, 8, op my right, in a whisper, 
that thq spirit was Mr. High^Low. ’

<‘Nq! that te the Professor who murdered a 
fellow Professor in a prominent college thirty 
years ago, He wsa teled for the crime, found 
guilty, and sentenced to he hanged; but he es
caped the ignominious death by taking polspn 
a few days previous to his execution, said 
the Doctor. After this information, the im
port of the peculiar name “High-Low!” 
dawned on my m|nd,

The next spirit appearance was the beauti
ful young lady who came iptp my bedroom. She 
glided towards me, and sat on my lap: her ap
parent weight was sixty pounds.

“Did you ever see me before?" I asked, 
while caressing her.

“Yes, upstairs in the bpdroom,” she re
plied. Before I could ask further questions, 
she was called away by one of the ladles to 
kiss her. I asked Dr. 8, on my right, if he 
knew anything about the young spirit. He 
replied: “She is known by the name of Liz
zie, and was brutally killed by a frantic loyer 
three years ago, in the village hotel."

Before Lizzie retired to the cabinet, there 
was heard a great commotion therein, ‘ ‘What 
is it?" was asked by several in the circle. 
Lizzie rushed to its dark precincts, and hftd 
hardly done so, when the Indian stalked out 
Now that he had proper conditions, he pre
sented a magnificent makeup. Everything 
was there to declare his character and office. 
In face, dress and statue-like repose, he was 
all Indian.

I asked him if he ever saw me before.
“Yes, me see you when you come in house.

You give pappoose candy."
“What is your name?"
“Long-bow."
“Wherp did you live, and to what tribe did 

you belong?"
‘ ‘Me live here. Mo belong to Seneqa tribe. 

Me chief, »nd fight Long-knjte General Sulli
van at battle of Horseheads, one hundred 
years agp, Me live and die an old man, and 
my bones are buried at the head of Lake Ca
yuga!"

After this statement, which was delivered 
in broken English and with great gravity of 
mien, he pointed his flhger at me, and made 
fun of my alarm when, he showed himself in 
the bedroom two nights preyious. I retorted 
by saying that he looked splendidly draped in 
holiday toggery, but in the bedroom he looked 
like old Nick, the Jibenainosay! ,

“Long-bow, give us the warwhoop?” I 
asked,

“Nay, tfle warwhoop will frighten white 
squaws and make them jump like antelope!" 
was the reply.

“Ho something, then, and let us seo that 
you are a real live Indian," I suggested,

“Brave, me give the peace-whoop.” The 
Indian then gave utterance to a yell as ear
splitting as the whistle of a locomotive at 
close quarters. It was a long and sustained 
warwhoop of the most diabolic din:

“As if tfie fields frpm heaven that fell: 
Had raised the battle cry of hell!”

Its startling echoes lifted, so to speak, the 
ladies to their feet, and urged them in head
long flight to the floor below. As they scam
pered in haste, the ladies shouted, “For pity’s 
sake, don’t let him yeU again!” The men got 
nervous also, and admonished Long-bow not 
to play any more such tricks. The frightened 
ladies were assured that no more such pranks 
would be performed, and that tfie Indian had 
gone. After their return the seance contin
ued, with happy meetings and joyous greet? 
ings of the lost and loved of yore. Tbe seance 
lasted for three hours, end the party of twenty 
which composed the circle went away fully 
satisfied of the genuineness of the manifesta
tions. As to myself, I am now so fully initi
ated that I feel ready to attempt at any time 
the mysteries of any other haunted house.

Charleston, B, 0. -Jno. Oakley.

THB FROGRBSSIVB THINKER
principle, the threefold law of action is con
tinually verified in nature," ;

Now, it seems to me that a man who can 
cjipke over that sentence is very much in the 
background, even for a minister. The pas
sages which he would like to have me remove, 
so that the book wiU not offend Christian ears, 
were put there for $ double purpose: first, to 
Show that truth rests upon its own innate law 
and not upon any personal authority, even 
though it is claimed that it came from ft Goff.

Second, I intended to express myself so 
deoidediy that when my body is under • the 
sod the church can neither claim me nor my 
book.- I look upon the suggestion ofMri 
Jones, that I erase such passages, as a propo
sition to sell out to the church in order to sell 
my book. , .

Not if I starve. . LpiS Waisbrooker.

NO BETTER THAN HELL

HUI, when it was decided to obtain a charter 
from the National Association and become 
auxiliary thereto, and to continue efforts for
securing individual members throughout the 
United States, so that Spiritualists anywhere1!1

1 .60

ip tips çoiHjtjy,' whether there is an auxiliary •»':£ f

Heaven According to the gible Idea,

STABTLING IITTEBAHCE 01’ A. FLINT HEOTQB-^- 
BAJfl PE DIDN’T PARE A' FIQ FOB ORTHODOXY 
—DOESN’T BELIEVE HEAVEH IB 4 PFACE, 

According to the Evening News, of Detroit, 
Mich., in his Easter sermon Rev. R. E. Mac
duff, of Flint, made some statements that 
shocked some of the orthodox Episcopalians in 
bls congregation. He said his idea pf heaven 
differed from the common notion thereof, 
based upon the chapter from which he had eel 
looted his text, in that he did not believe that 
henveu could be localized. His thought was 
that heaven was here, there and everywhere. 
He realized the fact that this thought did not 
run parallel with prthodoj; lines, but then he 
did not care a fig for. orthodoxy. What he 
wanted was the truth, and all of the truth; and 
when a person was conscious that he had this 
greatest gift of God to man, and loved purity 
for purity’s sake, virtue for virtue's sake, and 
exercised his God-given strength in behalf of 
and out of love for that strength, be had 
heaven here on earth, and was reasonably sure 
pf the spiritual heaven m the world, to come.

He said he could not accept the common no
tion of heaven as a place, for the reason that 
it permitted of no progress and development 
through tfle endless years of eternity. The 
most enchanting spot in the world he said, by 
way of illustration, would entrance the tourist 
for a time, but the beauties of the place would 
booh begin to wane upon him, and, removed 
from the conditions and companionships nec
essary to his happiness, he would long for a 
change. He drew from this lesson in nature 
the inference that it the common notion of 
heaven held good, it would be little or nothing 
short of hell to progressive spirits; and iu con
cluding his discourse dwelt at some length 
upon the selfishness of the orthodox idea of 
heaven as a place of perpetual idleness and 
happiness, to the utter exclusion of that spirit 
of activity aqd progress that is essential to 
man's development. P.

“Warts, Wens, Lumps.”
To the Editob:—Rev. Jesse H. Jones, 

editor of The Public, North Abington, Mans.,. 
writes of “The Fountain of Lite, or the Three
fold Power of Sex:”

“You ought to wish that there should not 
be on so important a work as ’The Fountain of 
Lite' any warts, wens, or unseemly lumps to 
hinder its usefulness. The work contains 
profound and most important truth which I 
could wish to have known to every human be
ing, but I cannot recommend it to anyone 
without bringing upon myself great and de
served reproach because of the blemishes 
which disfigure it"

Now what are those blemishes? Simply 
those passages which reflect upon church 
claims, and this “Rev." coolly suggests that I 
take these passages out of the book In his 
first letter he says:

“But the manner in which you speak of 
Christianity is untrue, wicked, and only hurt
ful to your cause. When you say; ‘the ChriB- 
Xian trinity is a piece of nonsense, ’ and that 
progress is being made ‘in spite of, not be
cause of Christianity,1 you awaken just re» 
Sgntment"

The full passage, of „Which he quotes not 
even to a comma, reads'thus; .-

“The Christian trinity is nonsense when 
regarded Mt compound personality; but, as a

■
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Mind Etnei Mahatma.

WHAT THEOSOPHY TEACHES—THE MAHATMA— 
WM. Q, JUDGE^-MADAM BLAVATSKY.
To the Editor:—The following clipping 

appeared in the evening World of April 2nd, 
and I thought I would forward it to you for 
publication in The Pboohessive Thinker. 
The Theosophists around New Yprg take 
every opportunity to ridicule Spiritualism, and 
they try to hinder the attendance at spiritual
seances. A, S. COOIJBANE.

Mr. Ernest T, Hargrove, of London, who is 
a way-up Theosophist, says that Theosophy 
doesn't teach anything. It is no more a cult 
than it is a cucumber, and thé men and women 
who believe in it and profess to know all 
about it are simply thinking creatures who 
are trying to find out what Theosophy is.

There’s no inner circle or outer fringe to it, 
and Pink Whiskers Blake, of the Bowery; or 
Wm. Q. Judge, who wears a portion of the 
mantle of the late all-around-Thaumaturgic 
Mme. Blavatsky, can possess his individual 
Mahatma and get messages or beers from him 
by precipitation or otherwise, with equal ease 
and enthusiasm. All either of them has to do is 
to think he has a Mahatma, and it is nobody’s 
business and nobody need believe it. And a 
Theosophist who doesn't believe it is as good 
a Theosophist as one who does.

A neat, agreeable and elastic philosophy, 
isn't it? Every man can do his own thinking 
in his own way and carry the best brand of 
Theosophy under his own hat, and there isn't 
a dogma or even a Marquis of Queensberry 
rule to control or bother him. Pink Whiskers 
Blake can sail into the Toil-Abolishers’ Rest 
on Park Row and ask for a "hearse,” adding 
the announcement that he has $4 in his-pocket 
which his Mahatma gave him up the street, 
but the bartender will not do damage to his 
theosophical conscience by refusing to believe 
Pink Whiskers, and likewise refusing him 
beer.—New York World.

The Spiritual, Educational and Pro
tective Union,

To the Editob:—The many readers of your 
paper who are members of the above organiza
tion, are no doubt desirous of knowing how 
the society is prospering. Owing to the fact 
that we were liable to conflict with the work of 
the National Spiritualist Association, and as 
the members of the board of trustees were de
sirous of doing everything in their power to 
assist and maintain that organization, it was 
decided at a meeting held in Chicago after the 
close of the National Convention, to hold In 
abeyance the work of the 8.E. P. union, un
til a plan of action could be determined upon 
by which the two associations could work to
gether ' harmoniously for the benefit of the 
cause of Spiritualism. - -

The board of trustees recently met in Phil
adelphia, Pa., at the residence of .Mr. B. B.

society in their vicinity or not, may become- 
connected with the National Spiritualists As
sociation by joining the 8. E. P. Union. -

We wiU ?Qon be incorporated under the laws 
of the State pf New York, and will then be in 
good working order. Mrs. Henderson, of 
Erie, owing to ill health resigned from the 
board, and Mr. Willard J. Hull, of Buffalo, 
N. Y., was appointed to fill the vacancy.

There were several sessions of. the board, 
the Mat meeting being held at the’residence of 
Mr. and Mrs. H. OadwftllaiJer, where the mem
bers were officially invited; when after a boun
tiful find ■excellent dinner, a very pleasant and 
profitable evening was passed, one that will 
be long remembered by those present, The 
visiting members owe to Mrs. Cadwallader 
and Mr. Hill, our efficient secretary and treas
urer, many thanks for their numerous acts of 
kindness and hospitality; also to the Spiritual
ist societies of Philadelphia for courtesies 
shown, Frank Walker, Cor. Sec'y.

Hamburg, N, Y,
' " ' !J'.T.-'JU'U MJ 

A Qpmmunication Purporting to 
Gompfrom Daniel.Webster.

Ata sitting today, Amy Post, the “Mother 
of Modem Spiritualism,” and who was for 
ten years, and up to the time Qf her trans
ition, the oldest member of our circle, re
quested me to send to you a message given 
also today from Daniel ’Webster; as she and 
we think it contains truths that ought to be 
better understood. The messages were given 
by control of the medium, Mrs. M. A. Van 
Auken, I acting as amanuensis.

Webster's communication.
Mrs. YauAuken said: There is an elderly, 

fine-looking man standing in front of me. 
He gives me the name Webster—Daniel Web
ster. He seems to address himself to you as 
he says!

“You, sir, by your experience*with me
diums, must know that harmonious conditions 
are most essential for the mediums through 
whom communications are received, as well as 
for the spirit who is giving a communication 
through said medium. However, the injury 
is not as palpable to the spirit as to the me
dium, by having proper conditions disturbed 
or destroyed.

“You can see as well as I, that this par
ticular medium is suffering by having the 
proper conditions broken in upon twenty- 
four hours ago, when Mrs. Rost and her own 
.daughter, and your daughter, had just taken 
from the medium elements that made them 
visible to her clairvoyant sight, and was also 
sufficient for them to communicate to you 
before said communications were given and 
¿he elements restored to the medium.

.“Different phases of mediumship require 
more or less of the interchange of piagnetic 
and spiritual elements between the medium 
and spirits that are in rapport with the me
dium at the time, but all come under the 
same law, whether for clairvoyant purposes, 
mental control, or that most difficult of all 
phases—materialization.

1 ‘Thqre is more exhaustion to the medium, 
of the vital forces, when materialization is 
produced, than in any other phase of Medium
ship; and a disturbance of these vital forces 
before they are fully re-established, after they 
are withdrawn from the medium, is many 
times very distressing to the medium and the 
spirit as well, as was most forcibly demon
strated in the case of the assault upon Mrs. 
Markee, that I think perhaps you remember.

“The weakness and indisposition of this 
medium can hardly be called a parallel case, 
but comes under the same law.

■ “I think my explanation was needed and 
is generally very little understood. You 
have known something of my strict injunction 
when controlling the seances with Mrs. Mar
kee, not to have the current of magnetic 
forces disturbed by even a relaxation of the 
hand grasp.

“I feel that I shall be doing a wrong to 
this medium to draw longer upon her nervous 
forces to communicate with you, although it 
is a theme that is almost inexhaustive, and 
yet so little understood by mortals and spirits 
alike. I am your old and tried friend.”

Rochester, N. Y. A. E. Tilden, M, D.

Gpanqla
e-Perfect Health pood','

. vGxautlla” is one of the 
concentrated forma of food, 1 
and contains in proper proper- 5 
lions of nutrition - 5
needed hy. the human body. ©
It is made from theIt is made from the , 

: best White Winter Wheat grown in the fampMS Geneve i 
- <i-!i_ ...I___i Jt Valley wheat-growing region. $

F It contains cVG)'!/'ii9Ciiscl constituent of the yrciint and, as wheat is considered the
W best single article of |ood, “Griiupia*’ supplies in a palatable form the best and ®
L Tgripst bigllly nutritive ^liincntary principle. J
E SEND FOR FREE BOOK OF RECIPES. ready for immediate.table Use by simply awaking j|
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FTrial paekugt 25e. bymnil po»lpaH« Ad-dfeSB, OIJR HOMECjmAKljbA CO», BflX J00, PsUBTllle, N«Y. *
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The Bevefatlon of the Nine-

teeiitH Century. Mqpt Important 
Diaejosnres Copceri,in|r the 
Trite Origin of Cbrlstidiiity.

. This remarkable work unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning th? origin qnd 
prpnmig’fiQP of Christianity- It spp^s through 
the testimony given from occult soiircds, that 
the fife and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana 
W?re utilized as a basis upon which to formu- 
Ute the Christian religion. Even the npme

Christ seems tope of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the name? of the 
gods Hesps and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishna. Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
bpth these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesus, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should be 
palled Hesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed Character was 
given the credit of the life end teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name was 
suppressed.# We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of (he great sage 
«nd philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed the religious lystem that the Western 
world now knows as Christianity; and it is 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an
tagonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of al] literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore 
having the power, they ¿hanged, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose.^ An
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation 
elimination, repimetuation and cremation, all 
tq ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to Analytical minds that 
Christianity "was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
one could have conceived of the deeply 
laid plan» of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into anew system 
which wa? foisted upon the people as not only 
original bu( divinely inspired. How and why 
this scheme was carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
a; and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
era, The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life.f. No 
scholar living on earth at the present time, how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world's religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians. They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, apd destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
Tips was done because they contained historical 
truths that were inimical ¡o the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as w ell 
as many other eminent scholars wl;o have the 

-courage to publicly express, not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing 'away from the 
old lines of absolutism tbuching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who are looking for truth upon 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi- 
smity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ?

Price, $l.r>O. »'.? -

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WA1SBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlow’s Vow," “The Occult 
Forces of Sex.” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
•thar works. Price £> cents. For sale at this office.
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EXGaiENT BOOKS!
They Are for Sale at Tills Office,

CTARNOS, BY DR. DELLA E, DAVIS. A 
tJ raepry of p»arlz, culled Irum the work* ot A^rev Jcpk«ou 
llavla. Intended for the light uud eolace of every Borrowing 
mind »nd itrlcken heart. Frlce 50 cirnU. ' '

CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT QF THE 
x_J Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author ot “Arcana ot Na
ture." '*El)>lceotScience,’I,“Science ot Mau," etc, Hudson Tut
tle threatened with death for writing and publishing |ill 
“Convent," which has hud a phenomenal run in Tax FkobbesB' 
ivx Ttusxsn. Fest paid anywhere, W cent!, Taper 
edition, 25 c»nts. ’

rOLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER, 
aJ A scientific method of dellueatlug characteri diagnosing 
disease: determining mental, physical and business QuaUfiPMICB»! 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of tbe moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1800 ipcluslye. Large 8ro, cloth iCLO. Foatage JO ponW-

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
kJ cal music for tbe choir, congregation and social circle», by J. 
M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett-, E. H. Bailey, Mqalcal Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide Held of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
Inspiration, embodying the principles end vlrtqej ot the spiritual 
nhllo»opby, set to tbe most cheertul and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft Is doubtless the most 
attractive work of tbe kind ever published. Ite beantitul »pngs, 
duets »Hu Quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment adapted both to public meetings and ths social cade. 
Cloth, »2.00. Foatage 14 cents.
•THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND TH.E 
i Confessional, by Father Chlnlquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through the Cpnteisloual 
box. Fries »1.00.
'THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. 4 
J comparison between Evangelicalism and Bptrltu«ll«m, In tbs 

keenest and most easy style ot Ils able and versatile author, Tp 
those who know him that Is sullkleut Inducement to purohaM 
the book. Price »1.00.

'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DSLUGR^ 
1 Something you should have to refer to. By Jaipee M, Mq 

Cann. Price 15 cents.

7'HE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM, 
A manual, with directions for the organisation ,nd ménage

ment of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Somethin, 
Indespenslble. price 50 cents.

'THE SPIRITS' IVOR IC. WHAT I HEARD. 
1 saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Buydam. It is a 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

jyHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE, 
L Letter« to the Beybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Woitb Its weight in gold. Frias 2d 
cents.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEALING. A 
¿series of lessons on the relations of the iplrlt to He owa organ
ism, and the Inter-relation of human ^elnia with refemoe to 
health, disease and healing. By tbe apirit of Dr. Benjamaln 
Rush, through the mediumsnip of Mrs. Oora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should ie»CL 
Price 81.50. '
■PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
I course. By Andrew Jackion Davi». A rare work, it po» 
SCWCI great merit. Price »1.25.

TZ/A YSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH- 
W es, poems and songs; gathered from t"0 highways, by

ways and hedges of life. By Mattle E. Hull. It la most excellent, 
Price »1.00. '

TJfZHITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN “THREE 
W Bevels," a book of 271 pages. By The Phelons. k 1» 

feally a very interesting aud suggestive work. Price »1.25.

TX7HY rSHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 
!rr Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson, This book should.

read by every Spiritualist. Prlco 81.00; postage 10 wata.
-JDIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
J-J Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 couta.

niBLE OF BIBLES, B Y KERSE Y GRA FES. 
JD It will well pay perusal. Price $1.75.

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
LX- embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to which is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. TV. Brown, M. D. 
One «f the most valuable works ever published. Price 91,50.

IDEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
LX. inspirationally by Mrs. Maria M. King. You will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cento- 

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. B\ 
l\- Rev. Isnac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot, should read It. 
Fries ei.OO-

IMMORTALITY' OR FUTURE HOMES AND
1 dwelling places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book fit rat 
merit Interesting to every body. Price 11.50.

T1FE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD-
JU vanced thought, and Is fascinating. Price50 cent*.

POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOT&N, 
<L They are really valuable. Price 11.04

TTISTOR1CAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW Of 
the Sunday question. It Is invaluable. By G. W, Brow^ 

M. D. Price 15 cents.
TJ0W TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 

JEL Cadwell, one of tbe most successful mesmerists fn Amar* 
ica. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmwiua. An 
Invaluable work. Price, paper, 50 cents.

ZfROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
X Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare merit. I'rloa 
11,50.

JJIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME, 
£ By Rev. CUai. Chlalquy, ex-prleit. A remarkable book» 
Page« 832. Price 12.25.
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• At the Beach.
Oh! come, let me live by the ocean;

Let me sit by the shitting sand;
Let me dream my fond dreams of emotion, 

Oh! pressure of unseen hands,
There’s a voice in the rush of the ocean, 

A song in the surge of the sea;
Oh! that I could tell the sweet story 

That something seems telling to me.
Butthat secret no tongue can disclose it;

That language no mortal translate;
That pathos, I would not oppose it— 

But hush, foolish heart, of thy prate.
What heart equid grow cold on the billow, 

For the wijd winds that play o'er the deep
Would wake dying Love from her pillow 

And lull bitter hatred to sleep.
Then fly, ye proud gulls, o’er the ocean, 

And ride on the foam-crested sea;
Thou surely hast felt the emotion 

That's swelling and throbbing in me.
Yes, go! pretty bird; who would keep thee 

Away from thy haven of rest?
And oh! may life's billows pass by me 
. As light as the foam on thy breast, 

■ IdaE. Peacock.

IKOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cent®.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

TJY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. P.
D Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise as 
a text-book, It Is as fascinating os a work .of fiction. 
The reader will bo amazed to seo the curious facta 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered
power of the human mind, which w|ll resolve a thou 
land doubts and difficulties, make'Geology as plain as 
day, and throw light on ail the grand subjects low ob^ 
scared by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. I>

Cloth...........................................................
Postage 10 cent«.

Soul of Things—Vol II.
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth...................

Postage 10 cents;__
Soul of Things—Vol. HL

Illustrated. 862 pp. Cloth.-.............
Postage 10 cents.

.♦1.50

.11.60
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"THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OB 

Z~L two world«. By Florence Huntley. Prieei 
ptper,50 cents; cloth,»1.00. Book» like "The Dre«m 
Child'' «pur humanity on to make more and more de
mands of thia nature, and will open up now height« 
and depth« of «plritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Will, 1 believe, tike its place beside Bulwer’s 
‘‘Zanoni” bud the "Scraphlta" of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital," Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any - inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the last page.— 
Minneapolis "Sunday Times "

“God in the Constitution;
Ingersoll. . One of the best papers Colonel In-

— 'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM,
_ > 1 iu Phenomena and Philosophy. By R6v,;BiunnBl 

By Robert G.\ wauon. tei»vote»»»yin“"?• modern 8*T1°a - - - ’ a grand and noble warn Fries <1,00- : . ■

gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with QTUDIES /jY theosophy/ his- 
Likeness of autnor. -rnce, 1U cents; twelve 3 topical apd practical, A'manual for tho people» 
copies for SI. 00. For sale at this office. | cv^B,b19 w th0”

f/T/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
Vr tat? or, Curious Revel3U(»uB from the Life of a Tranoffi 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curloup bool 
has no precedent In the English language. Its theme Is novel |t| 
truth apparent. H has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment 
Ous period In history and regarding its most famous participant— 
the most noted American. It is naeed on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense In its verification and produc
tion, and be etakea bls reputation upon tbe validity of its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless or 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be saplf 
ttpaid. nice 81.50.

¿IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. 1!. TRENCH.
They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 cent*, 

TIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HIS FOR V 
L-- ot Atbarael, chief priest of a band nt Al Aryans. An ratlins 
history of man. Writtenthrough the mediumship of U.<». Fig. 
ley. You should read this work. Price 30 cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD, 
By Mrs. Mary T. Sbelhamer. It abounds In fact, lr «fen 

ence to tbe Summer-Land. Price 51.00.

Leaflets of thought gathered 
t from the Tree of Life. Presented to humanity through tbe 
gogituhshlp of B. K. Litchfield. Kxoellant througho»«. pHea 

-THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
1 Tuttle. His works are always intensely Interesting. Price 

<1.50.

‘THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV 
A tors. By Kersey Gravel. You should road It, and be the 

wiser. Price 81,50.

fTHE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
A comparison of Biblical and modern Splrituallim, By Mowi 

Hull. An invaluable work. Price 81.00.

•THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
A phenomena and philosophy. By Bev. Samuel Watson. 

This work was written by a modern Savior, a grand and nobll 
max Price 81.00.
'THREE SEVENS' 7—7—7, BY THE PHE
A Ions: the Jesuits, seen end unseen, are banded anainsttbe 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they will lose 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held bo long, 
in Three Seyem, this knowledge Is offered to the people. Buv 

read U carefully, and see why the.iconiu hate it. Price at .
'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATION» 
J. *pfl Expressions in human Embodiments. Given through 

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by hpr gujdrc. A book tbM every- 
bodj^ould reed who are Interested tn re-incarnatlon. Prloa 

'THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. 
J. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one of 

th» ablest men ot tbe age. Price »1.50i postage 1(1 cents.

t/iews of our heavenly home, by
K Androv Jackson Dsyls, HlgW laWTSsHng. ftiUM A

■MW*, Price 75 cents.
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKEE
AN ARRANT FRAUD. j indorsed Mr. Clifton; but especially 

। hard was tho position of the president 
of the society on whose rostrum the man 
had stpod for.such a long apd.çuçcqssful

His Methods Fully Revealed. engagement. . Sb, on our
. 1 I office we determined to calLon-Mr, Jen-.

~ ; I ifer; and we told him what -we had.
The Greatest Swindle on Earth, learned and what we had seep; ■ 

He asked what he should do. I Of

THE “VILE HEATHEN.”

N. Malcolm.

a

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

Inclose three two-cent

feldt, Oak Park, IU. 229

SOMETHING NEW.

AI^RIL 14 18»

San Francisco-Transferred from 
Boston.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

w. —— — - --- — r -— - —-. — —« —J- V. -■ MAMA «■ AAAAW VPU 1 ram
a medium, and Had spirita aid me In my work. I bo- 
licit the patronage of Splrltnallata and all lovers of 
beauty and truth. P. O. Box, 253. 228t*

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: ‘Tsrcimarrlved two week« 
ago and to say I was pleased does not express my at>* 
predation. My boy, twelve years old. Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
it. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He ba« also 
developed Clairvoyance and Chdraudlence.—M Y 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark." Price, SI,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. II. Bncb. Mfr. St. Paul, Minn

TAKE NOTICE.
'T'HE REPORT OF THE NATIONAL 
JL Spiritualist Convention, Including the celebrated 

paper on Spiritualism presented by Mrs. Cora L V. 
Richmond, to the Parliament of Religions, (208 pages) 
will now be sent postage prepaid, to any address In 
the United States or Canada, on receipt of price. Pa« 
per cover, 25 cents; cloth, red or brown, 50 cents. Ad
dress the undersigned, Roberta. Dimmiok, Secretary 
N. 8. A., 510 E. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 281

f^OLD WANTED A PART-
uer with eiOOO to open a very promising gold 

mine in Montana. Advertiser has experience, has 
been on the ground for months, and understands tho 
situation. Best of references. Address Geo. A. Shu-

FORSTER. DR. W. M.
'T'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLA1R- 
1 voyant of the I'aclfie Coast, will send a tri”

Diagnosis and tenns for treatment to all who win sem 
their name and address—In their own handwriting- 
wilu pusLuge sLiinip iur reply. "1 ne I'aclfie Conal 
Spiritualist" of Dec. SO, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:- 
“Slnee bls coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for bls benevolent work. Ills 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and Ills straight
forward course of integrity and honor.” Address 
Dn. W. M. Fobbteb. 1059 Market St., San Francisco, 
California. 237

ATTENTION! SEND POSTAL
XÏ Nont for a centi, (no «tamps) to Miss Ciar*

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T)R. J.S. LOUCKS. OF SHIRLEY.

J-S Mbsb., and bls band of powerful ancient spirit« 
are effecting tbc most wonderlul cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the Icear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with bls magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal tbc sick. Try him. Send him >ex. age, name 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and ho will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn't want any 
leading symptoms. Address Db. J. S. Loucks. Shir. 
ley. Mass,______________________ 237

t '   — — — — — —— — • — v* l.i %J««■ n ■ r>
and tested by the interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lvceum.

While intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except in sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tuttle & Co., Publishers. Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of The Progressive Thinker 
where the work may be had wholesale and retail.

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y„ College of Magnetic, ]
AE INSIIIU1E OF REFINED 

¿ 1 theraput/csIncluding theSun Cure Vita! Kfatm-i 
ism, Electricity. Mind Cure, and a bigbersclent 
1 (e: Chemical affinity and basic principles devel^n-A 
Mhb tbeli manellous applications. Students in 
continente bave taken the courae. The “liege <1 
-hai tered and confers the degree of D jf n? 

a system of printed questions students 
c-.fi take the course and receive the diplomas at th-l- 
New S a'^Xl“ sXX ^ei^T 

NewS’. ' ' 6 PUtaSk' St" East O2r3““B«

w r DEVELOP Y0ÜÍ

CJ J VAX v purpose ever made—bar 
rills marvelous cabinet J*01*6, 8t“^for^lrcular3 

Costs Nothing

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
T)LA TFORMPS YCHOME TRI ST AND 

I business medium. Readings personally or by 
letter ,1,00. Brief reading by mall 25 cents. 291 Og. 
den avenue, Chicago, 111. m n

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
■L X in youb own home. Will fiende pamphlet con
taining instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual aoug book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 1904 Wabash avenue, Chicago, III. 249

Z SYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
1 Prof. A. B. Severance In all matter, pertaining to 
practical life, and your «plrlt frlenda. Send lock of 
balr, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three question, free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address. 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wls. 232

PSYCHOMETRIST.« j
1\ARS. A. M. LUND (FORMERLY 

■1VJ. Mra. Robinson). 11(2 Wed Harrison etreet- 
Chlcago, will give bitting» by letter. Send lock of 
balr and own bandwriting, with 81.W. All questions 
carefully considered by the guides '

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
ZX two 2-cent postage, .tamp., a lock of your balr. 
a..™’ “4 ,8a. «nd I will send you a clairvoyant

_ ,of 7»?r JU«e««e. Addres. J. c. Batdobf.
The author and compiler of this Guido It eminently Mich" Fleaeelstete Grwld RaPld*.

prepared for the cask by years of devoted labor In the “eruieient ffi. ‘ pwlodlcal »&’O“rsd‘ 
Lyceum. Ihebook La the result of practical work' ■--------------------------— ___
..A ...... .... ...--------------------------  ... .. . rn-- DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send

rnhh five two-cent atampa, date of birth, sex. I imL bandwriting or leading symptom,; yoa 
__ will receive a correct diagnosis ot your dle- 

brSf rt?ai» niil,y PB-'’ch°motrlc clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 358, Lanylng, Mich.

PERFECTED BY SPIRIT-POWER.
I If advice it followed slcknes» cannot exist. We 
will send to Spiritualists, for examination and trial 
If you are not pleased, wo pay expense, both way,. 
Price »6,00; but If you will send us the address of 
twelve of your suffering friend, in different towns, 
we will send on the plan for »3,00. Thl, appliance will 
last for ten years, and will be worth hundreds of dol-' 
lars to you. As you advance not one cent, you have 

To-rz rrz/iArnonrrc nzarxzen 811 ?ot.h,nB M ’®»e- « over 500 mile,
THE WONDROUS POWER away send 50 cents to nay express one way. Partle»
helped or made them perform mights In the city must call. Db. C. D. GtiLBV, 4133 Cot- 
•—- ‘•——-------- I tag« Grove Avenue, Chicago, Hl. '229

BO OVVEO CURED HIMSELF IN 1870. Iln \ I K r A The medicine has cured thou- Mill U I I1LU sands since and will cure you - 
of Catarrh. Send for free Book. "Common Sense 
Talk.” Da. S1-KBS Stritk Coss Co., Caxton Building, 
Chicago, Ill. ppg

DR. S. RANDALL’S
T TNION PARK SANITARIUM, SS OG

den avenue, Chicago, III. 229

INVALIDS,
T/r. IIO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
r V Btampfi, their dlBeaep. or symptoms, will receive 

pamphk't and advice jrBEEto cure themselves without 
drug* The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Card
ington, Ohio u

7HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-cent stamp, for private letter of advice 

irotit the Bpirlt-world. W. P. Phelon. M. D- 61» Jack
ion Boulevard Chicago Ill. ’ j20t,

CPIRHUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO
-^S4.«“F.vooai,, equal to thoae at hotel», with 

»Splrltuallitf mlly, at 88 St. John , Place near tjnlon
.

"T'HE BLIND MEDIUM. PROF H W 
FUI «end you by letter a life reading of 

the past and future with date,. Mall a look of hair 
and ope dollar. Addrea, Prof. H. W. Sinclair. No. 60S 
West Ave., North, Jack,on. Mich. 237

ANTiSTONlSHlNG OFFER! ' 
(TEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS 

lock of balr, age, name, sex, one leading »rmntom 
and your disease will be diagnosed free by splrlt-power 
Vr. A. B. Dobson. San Jose C,1 —

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 

H -nn iff OrJl1 I“0“11»“» anewered. M cent, and out.(i¿e•a‘ito^XUBB,‘IT,, BDBT01'' 1<n W^In*- 

HOW TO LIVE ONE BUNORRn 
years.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
J the Eye», the Catarrh, and-in fact tha anti-* 

eystem. Send 2 two-cent stamps, and I win send 
printed information. Also Photograph of my sDirit> 

revea^d thi8 knowledge to m7 'Fy 
FOOLS, Clinton, Iowa. s

ity and daily life is better than yours, 
provided these allegations are true: but 
as I hope they are misstatements of the 
case on the part of the author, and that 
they are not true, I anxiously await 
your candid answer before enlisting my
self in the cause of exchanging your 
moral and religious condition foi' our

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENTS

Purify Your Blood.
The blood is the life, and pure blood'is 

necessary in order to have good health. 
Medical science has demonstrated that 
many diseases, like scrofula, rheumatism 
and catarrh, which were formerly 
treated with local applications, are 
caused by an impure or an impoverished 
condition of the Mood. This is the chief 
reason for the great success of Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla in curing these diseases. It 
acts directly upon the blood and thus re
moves the cause. This, too. is why the 
cures effected by Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Haj|trikes Back with Vigor.

And Tells Many Unpalatable 
Trutiis. own. Y ours very truly, 

Hassan Danari.fered.the thought that his duty and the
greatest good to our beloved cause 
would como from his stating that he had 
been deceived, with the rest, and, 

To the Editor:—Knowing your pa-’learning that fact by seeing the ex- 
i>er is in the interest of,honest Spiritual- posure himself, ask them to go and see 
am, ever ready to assist our beloved for themselves. (Repeating Ins words 

cause, and therefore ready -to expose used when he honestly but unfortu- 
any fraud that may ■ be fully substan-, nately endorsed Mr. Clifton’s seances.) 
tiated, I called upon you asking1 ti« ».«a. »n»ia Wo
your co-operation in this effort to 
separate the true from the false.

The Methods of a Trickster. BURN NEGROES-YES-300 MEN LYNCHED 
—YES—KILLING UNBORN BABIES— 
YES—BRIBERY OF LEGISLATURES— 
YES—PROSTITUTION—YES, TRULY— 
THIS COUNTRY MUST PLEAD GUILTY 
TO THE HEATHEN CHARGES.

NEW ANNOUNCEMENT!

and thus lift our cause to the honored 
position it should and will occupy in the 
world.

I will give my feelings and experiences 
as they led me to facts I was very slow 
to believe and sore and heavy at heart 
to learn. ■

Drawn to Bricklayers’ hall, amongst 
hundreds of others who felt sorry at the 
thought that it was the last night we 
■would be able to hear Mr. Clifton in his 
talented and beautiful answers to the 
numerous questions asked, I heard him 
state that some parties had published an 
article in the' newspapers which was a 
lie. from beginning to end, and in very 
earnest words defy them to prove their 
assertions.

With nearly everyone in that crowded 
hall I felt that Mr. Clifton was the in
jured party, and determined to do all in 
my power to vindicate him. With this 
thought urging me to learn the falseness 
of the article m the Dispatch, March 
23rd, and that the signer could not sub
stantiate his remarks. Mr. Geo.

He said he would go and see it. We 
immediately went to see the editor of 
The Progressive Thinker: and his 
immediate consent to do all m I”"
power, and to go with us to see ti 
proof, we are very thankful for, es
pecially as we compare this with the 
manner in which prominent Spintual-

To THE EDiTORi-yThe following let
ter, which appeared’in the Detroit Free 
Press, is very significant: it was received

Special Gifts to New Sub 
scribers.

14S from Boyroot, Syria. Every Spintual- 
tne ist should read it, is it contains some

very unpalatable truths: A. Pagan.

During March and April.

are permanent.. Scrofula, ealt rheum, 
boils, pimples and other eruptions and 
sores are danger signals put out as a 
warning that the blood is not right, 
and all of these troubles are speedily 
cuyed by Hood's Sarsaparilla, the “King 
of Medicines.”. Be sure to get only 
Hood’s.

lets have met our attempts to prevent a 
continuance of this fraud.

Mr. Jenifenand Mr. Francis went, and 
both decided with us that this was an 
opportunity that was surrounded by 
such proofs that the pure Spiritualists 
and the world had a chance to see how it 
could be defrauded,and that all who had 
assisted innocently in the work of this 
cruel fraud should now see for thern-

Beyroot, Syria, February 14,1894.
My Dear Friend:—You will perhaps 

remember when you were traveling in 
Syria last year, with another American 
gentleman, of meeting me at the home 
of one of the American missionaries 
here, and of our pleasant conversation 
about America and of your manners and 
customs. I wish to state that I formed 
for you quite a friendship, because of

selves, and assist in preventing a repeti-, your interest in me and the apparent 
tion of the same. ! truthfulness of' your character, and I

Under our advice, the young men 
have consented to give the full exposure 
at 282 West Madison street, third floor, 
for a few days, so that those whose con
fidence is not, or cannot otherwise be 
shaken in their belief in Mr. Clifton,

therefore come to you for information, 
knowing than in the premises I can rely 
upon you for the truth.

I was born a Mohammedan, with a 
firm belief in God as taught us by our 
prophet, and ever since boyhood I have

■Willey and myself went to the rooms at this moment are so numerous that I can 
282 W. Madison street, and there met । hardly expect to write them, but will 
Mr. and Mrs. fccovell, who told us they I try to give some of them. The most 
had known the truth of the newspaper I sacred sanctuary of the true-hearted 
article, and had been trying to let peo- ¡spiritualist—the actual contact and 
pie know the facts for some time before, 
and had received in return, unkind

will go and see—and. every Spiritualist been a seeker after the truth. I have 
that has a doubt should go. | read of your Jesus in the New lesta-

Ihe thoughts that crowd upon me at went and of his life and teachings, and 
i was told by the missionaries here that

words and treatment.
We were incredulous, and could not

touch of his beloved ones awaiting the 
moment of a closer reunion on the other 
and brighter shore—has become the 
most lucrative employment for those 
mediums or others whose hearts are lostunderstand why, if it had been' known,_________ ________________________

it was not given out to protect others;' and dead to every feeling of self-respect, 
but we see now that without proof which ' ' ' ..................
could only be reached by united action, 
and that even now, with full and com-
plete proof, those that so readily paid 
out their dollars do not want to be con
vinced, and seem to oppose the effort 
made to place the truth before them, as 
their feelings are similar to what our 
own were. We try tobe patient and prove 
to them that they can be convinced by 
seeing for themselves—for until we saw 
for ourselves we had some hope that the 
others were wrong.

Being referred to the young man that 
had been known as Mr. Clifton’s manar 
ger, we called on him. He seemed 
willing but afraid to speak, and until as
sured that we were only seeking the 
truth be did not tell us anything. He 
made an appointment with us for Fri
day morning, March 30, when in answer 
to the question, had I seen the spirit of 
my aunt, he told me the truth—that I 
had not; I had seen a man. My feelings 
I cannot describe, and for a moment that 
boy was In a dangerous position. Not 
even then fully believing him, I made 
another appointment for Saturday when 
he promised to produce some of the phe
nomena and make the pictures—hun
dreds of which are cherished so fondly 
by those that had received them from 
the cabinet. He kept his word and 
came, offering to do as he had promised, 
saying that he with another man could 
in the same place and room give the 
exact reproduction of Mr. Clifton’s i 
seance, and under the same conditions; 
and after would show how it was accom
plished; 8 o’clock Sunday morning was 
the time agreed upon. We went, and 
found the young men were refused the 
use of the room in which Mr. Clifton 
had worked, because the landlady re
quired advance rent and the young men 
did not have any money to pay her.

The change of room would not have 
satisfied us had we the young men’s un
supported word, but we had heard the 
same from ’the landlady, Mrs. Vogler, 
and had been permitted to see the room 
and found the conditions as the young 
men had stated. From the landlady we 
learned how she had caught them fixing 
the hole through which her husband 
and friends, with hundreds of other be
lievers' loved ones, had appeared. Oh, 
what a fearful crime that man has to 
answer for! Mrs. Vogler says she was 
very angry with Mr. Scovell when he 
said that it was fraud, and would not 
accept his statements.

The young man—with the knowledge 
in his mind that Mr. Clifton had threat
ened his life if he exposed him—how 
others must feel towards him—he guilty 
of so basely deceiving them. Still, 
when free from the powerful influence 
of Mr. Clifton, and guided by his own 
better nature, remembering many pain
ful things which had occurred at the 
cabinet, one of which was a little child 
seeing her dear mother, he determined 
to give up forever the life he had been 
living, and confessed his desire to undo 
as far as possible what he had done, by 
letting the world know how the wonder- 

• ful phenomena were produced by Clifton 
and Taber. This was and is the young 
man’s claim.

On Sunday morning, April 1, Mr. 
George Willey and myself went to 282 
W. Madison street, third floor. What 
did we see? A complete reproduction 
of what had been given as genuine ma
terialization, under the same conditions, 
even words and actions being used to 
assist the effect, as in Clifton’s seance, 
in such a manner that the question: 
What is it? Where is the fraud? was 
ouly answered when the trap opened, 
and without the cabinet curtains to hide 
it from view, the same was performed.

What is our duty? What shall we do? 
How punish? How approach the public 
and put away this possibility of injuring 
Spiritualism, and robbing those who, 
desiring to hear from their loved ones, 
and knowing that there is truth and 
fact in materialization, become easy 
victims to such frauds?

As we reached the sidewalk, Brick
layers’ Hall, where Clifton had been 
for three months, came to my mind, and

decency or honesty; and their heinous, 
heartless crime against humanity and 
against our cause should be exposed 
and punished to the fullest extent of 
the law. I hope this will be the means
of bringing into existence a society for 
the especial purpose of preventing these 
frauds being repeated.

Wishing for your paper the success it 
deserves, and thanking you, in the 
name of every true Spiritualist, for the 
work you have done and are doing, we 
are yours fraternally,

Chicago, III.
S. C. Burland, 

.Geo. Willey.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to higher life, at his residence 

in New Philadelphia, Ohio, on the 3rd 
day of April, 1894, Mr. John I. Smith, 
aged 84 years and six months. Mr. Smith 
was born in Hagerstown, Maryland, and 
came to Ohio, when quite a young man 
and learned the trade of a saddler and 
harness-maker in Canton, Ohio. He af
terwards engaged in the business of a 
miller and lately in the drug business. 
He was a steady, active, plodding busi
ness man. He early became aware of 
the truth of Spiritualism and never hes
itated to speak of the interview that he 
had had relatives and friends who had

his religion is the religion of your coun
try. They also told me of the wealth 
and prosperity of your country, which 
fact I also read in books. I am almost 
persuaded to become a convert of the 
mission here, not because I think that 
there is any difference in truth and love 
of God as taught me and as they teach 
it, but because the religion of my fa
thers is loaded down with superstitions 
and to me nonsensical practices, and it 
is not practiced as taught by our 
prophet.

Our people, although outwardly relig
ious, are many of them very bad and 
have many bad practices. Now the mis
sionaries say if we will accept Christi
anity all this will be changed, and they 
refer us to the general morality of your 
country and its people as tending to 
show what Christianity will do for a 
people. While still In a doubtful state 
of mind, the more so because I wish to 

! become a teacher of the people, if I"be- 
, come a convert, there was issued a 
pamphlet in Constantinople which has 
been spread broadcast throughout Syria. 
As to the truth or falsehood of the state
ments therein made I wish you would 
truthfully write me, for upon your an
swer depends my future course. Tbe

The Progressive Thinker is de
sirous of doing a philanthrophic work, 
hence it has had a special edition of the 
following numbers of The Progress
ive Thinker struck off in order to 
present them free to all new trial and 
new yearly subscribers sent in during the 
months of March and April. The three 
papers combined :are as valuable as any 
two-dollar book now published in the 
United States. In fact, they constitute a 
mine of valuable information, that every 
Spiritualist or Liberal should read.

The first paper contains, complete, the 
remarkable story (just .finished) 
“The Night the Light Wept Out.’’ All 
the details of this thrilling story are 
absolutely true, only names being 
changed to avoid the danger that would 
arise otherwise. Everybody should read ..x.u^mmucurau,
it I and eyes. We used such remedies and

The second paper (our Tract Edition) I U8U#.11ynad“llnlstered’
. . : u - . /। but without effect. Finally he grew socontains eight solid pages. It is a mine । bad that we called an •al^pat,h?c phy. 

of valuable information. The first page slolan. the best in town, who peed his 
contains a lecture by Swami Vive- medical skill, but to no purpose, as he 
kananda, on “Hinduism,” before the steadily declined. He ’maintained that

“I was troubled with stiffness and pain 
in one of my knees and I used external 
applications without any benefit. Read
ing a testimonial from a sufferer from 
rheumatism I concluded tp buy a bottle 
pf Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I took it and 
the stiffness and pain have left me, 
though I am in my seventy-fourth year.’’ 
Abraham J. Baun, 54 St. John s Place. 
Brooklyn, N. Y.

DR, GREER’S 

“PABULUM OF LIFE.” 
THE WORLD’S GREATEST

REMEDY FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ARISING PROM EXHAUSTED 

NERVOUS ENERGY. OR
LOSS OF VITAL FORCE!

It will strengthen the weak, invig
orate the young, and rejuvenate the 
old;

Try It! Try It! Try It!
By Mail, $1,00. Address Dr. Greer, 

127 LaSalle street, Chicago.

FRANK T. RIPLEY.
TTE WILL GIVE SITTINGS DAIL Y 

J. A »1 No. 15 Bishop Court, during April and May.

PROF. J. PA YNE. AND PROF. ARMS- 
•I burg developing medium». Circle begins at 
Bp. m.. Tuesdays and Thursdays. Spiritual. Electro
Magnetic and Massage Ireatnients given. Night 
call» promptly attended to. 24 Bishop Court. EiutB.
Chicago. ’

A Remarkable Cure.

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

Dear Dr, Dobson;—It becomes
duty as well as pleasure to make due 

- acknowledgment to you of the benefit 
. my husband has received from your

treatment. For six weeks previously he 
had been sick with pain in the head, face 

I and eyes.
appliances

one eye must be removed, to save the
—, ........................................ . other; etc., but his remedies ouly made
The second page is devoted to the him wor6e. Husband himself, friends 

“Arts of the Spirits,” and is copiously and the doctor, all despaired of his life, 
illustrated. as a steady decline at his age, sixty-nine

Tbe.third and fourth pages are de-'yea,’s> terminates usually at the 
voted to the “Poets and Poetrv nf £rave' 1 and one olh°r faithful 

1 fl I Ilf i ’ !r.iend> would give UP yet- So upon 
Spiritualism,” showing that there is no his suggestion I wrote you. A perfect 
death. | diagnosis was given, remedies sent

The fifth page (illustrated) shows that promptly, and treatment begun. He 
the “Passage .to Spirit-life Is Most De- ^a? D0^ ■’.®en. U8in£ your medicine 
1I.IH..1 >i r. . . I*11“ magnetized paper four days till alightful. It is very valuable. change tor the better was manifested,

The sixth page (illustrated) contains and his improvement is such that now, 
some valuable statistics on “Political after two months, he considers himself 
Romanism.” Every patriot should be, well —better, in fact, than for twenty
familiar with them. 5VLyearSk H<3 haS A60me hTS

„ .. , . , . . ., . sight may be in some degree restored toThe seventh fiage is a lecture by that1 hf8 eye. whether it isbor not) you and 
great scholar, M. M. Mangasarian, on your band of healers have accomplished 
the “Martyrs of Liberal Faith.” You great things for him, and we are truly

Congress of Religions.

should read it.
The eighth page (illustrated) contains 

an article by one of the leading journal
ists of Rochester, N. ¥., on a “Cloud 
of Witnesses—the Truths of Spiritual

great things for him, and we are truly 
grateful. He might have been saved 
much suffering had we employed you 
sooner. Blessings attend you.

F. E. P. Malcolm.

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

T/OiZ CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHI 
wmero»^^

pamphlet alleges many things against
Christianity, among'others, as you will .
see by the copy I send you, the follow- Phenomena Endorsed by Science, 
ing: “That Christian people of the m-.u-« a--------- -------
United States burn negroes, after first 
having saturated their bodies with oil. 
More than 300 men were lynched by 
mobs without trial during the last year. 
Little infants are qast into privy vaults 
and vacant lots by their mothers, often 
while still alive. Your women, espe
cially of the upper classes, make it a
practice to kill unborn babes, and thatnone before him. He was a member of .__ , ... „ _ , , ■Lt OOP for 45 voars- and in all m nearly all your cities certain doctors 

his earthly transaction was an honest thrive by performing upon women ope- 
man. His wife, who was also Spiritual- rati°ns to destroy infant life. Ghnsti- 
ist, preceded him to the Summerland a.nlty 18 °nly Poached in churches to

• ’ H the wealthy, and that the masses of
in nnn Ania WnniUN people in your large cities never hear of tonirSe ’ E g | J^us and have ¿o religion only on one

Where nope and joy are kin alike to in the week, and on all other days 
. p J J । in the ordinary business relations of life

»nA «»a Nn.n. i»1 they steal from each other and lie and Farewell, we say. ana tne saa neartis 4u,’„ „ __wrunp- > cnea.t, ana that this is quite common
rv-u. «„X’nniit—rt.n- 1« nn ¡among your best classes, who attend

Hies.Only farewell!—there is no “wieder- ! cbui,efle;
Sthen.’ imuruiwb.

Not so, farewell, the German sailor 
cried\

Not so, good-bye, sad sweetheart into 
swain.

I go to come—he is not dead who dies;
Good-bye, dear friend—but, till we 

meet again.”
C. H. Mathews.

New Philadelphia, Ohio, April 4 1894.

Only a Little Grave.
“It’s only a little grave,” they said;
“Only just a child that’s dead;”
And so they carelessly turned away
From the mound the spade had made 

that day.
Ah! they did not know how deep a 

shade
That little grave in our home had made.
I know the coffin was narrow and small; 
One yard would have served for an am

ple pall:
One man,’in his arms, could have borne 

away
The rosebud—now a freight of clay.
But I know that darling hopes were hid 
Beneath that little coffin-lid.
I know that a mother had, stood, that 

day.
With folded arms, by that form of clay. 
I know that burning tears were hid 
'Neath the drooping lash and aching 

lid;
And I know her lips, and cheek, and 

brow,
Were almost as white as her baby’s now.
I know that some things were hid away— 
The crimson frock, and wrappings gaj'— 
The little sock, and the half-worn shoe— 
The cap with its plumes, and tassels 

blue—
An empty crib, with its covers spread, 
As white as the face of the sinless dead.
’Tis a little grave, but oh, beware!
For world-wide hopes are buried there. 
And ye, perhaps, in coming years 
May see, like her, through blinding 

tears, ‘
How much,of light, how much of joy 
Is buried with an only boy.

Clara Bosworth Peterson.

Good Words from Ohio.

The third paper consists of facts con
necting the Rómish Octopus with the

P. S.—My husband’s recovery is a 
great surprise to his family and neigh1 
bors, and they cannot account for it; but 
to me, a Spiritualist, it is no mystery. 
You are doing a noble work. Continue____ „ ., x Tf ... TI, »vuwouuwBn uuMiewura. vonunue 

assassination of President Lincoln. It working in harmony with nature’s laws.
let t rtrnriOAl tr r-n 11, w r.AvM zv VJxx x.v.1 a 1 J3 T* A — - - — L x V - J. 11. .is intensely thrilling and contains some
appalling factL This paper has been 
read undoubtedly by over ONE MILL
ION of people. Our aim is to do a 
philanthropic-work, and to reach a new 
class of readers and get them interested 
in spiritual literature. This offer will 
hold good during March and April only.

(®*Bear in,fmind that this offer is 
only made to new subscribers, sent in 
during the months of March and April.

People should be taught what those 
laws are and how they operate.

Truly, F. E. P. M.
Glidden, Iowa.

Note.—Having carefully copied the 
above from the original, and read it by 
copy, we can testify to tne truthfulness, 
honesty and intelligence of Mr. and 
Mrs. Malcolm. Moses Hull.

(See ad. in another column).
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
Ai Song«, Golden Chain Recitations, Memory Gema. 
Choral Responses, Funeral Ser. Ices, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Bules. Instruction, for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics snd Marching-, Ban
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.-, a book by 
the atd of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
wlihout other aaslatance. It supplies the wan» of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual aonga, with 
music free from tbe dismal tone of tbe old byuinology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings snd 
responses such as no other selection contains, It gives 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of which la made plain by engravlnga. It glvea in- 
atructlona bow to make tho badges and banner, and 
Instructs In marching. It ahows how to establish a a. , 
Band of Mercy a» auxiliary to the Lyceum, aud has name, ago ar 
all tbo mofit beautiful songs which have been gathered diagnosis of 
up by that movement. j - * - -

B®-» #

YES YOU OAN
(Z^^SL. SEND UFORABOT- 
«1“' Sd^eU^d. pSitWeWi^f 

mode. Send foklrculer. Dn T ¿° % ® 

__ _ . __  280 

national

Spiritualists’ Association
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( Ikoobbobatbd Nov. 1,1393.)

"THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
. „ National Spiritualists' Association I, now onen 

at ail times, and all Spiritualists are Invited to viait 
èïs .ÎmMlîr“'' B register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested to ,end in their 
?i>IaÂ!.?Ild 8<ili1res8es’ also oncers ot all «ocletles, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these and 
Pr?ql?J,t “otArn 8110ulii bo 6ent 10 ue of all changes of 
location. Officer, of societies in all foreign countries 
arc also requoeted to confer with ua. and Information 
a desired respecting all new phase, of development 

m ail part, of the world. Book,, pamphlet, au<TS‘ 
azine, upon Spiritual matters are earnwlr 
jollcltod for the National Spiritual Library For In
formation, address as above. Roiikbi- A. Dimmiok 
secretary.__________________ ____________ 2mf

“Your religious teachers have com
fortable salaries and nice houses and 
only preach to people who come to the 
churches, but never go out to the poor, 
the depraved and the miserable. Brib
ery of-legislatures and judicial officers 
by corporations and rich men is a uni-

Passed, to Spirit-Life.
Passed to Spirit-life from her home in 

Grand Rapids,-Mich., on the morning- of 
March. 26, after a brief but painful ill

’ ness. Mrs. Dr. Hooker-Boozer, formerly 
Dr. L. A. Hooker, of Fond-du-Lac, Wis., 
at the ripe age of 70 years. Mrs. Boozer

Good News for Spiritualist». 
(advertisement).

Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 
kindly offered to inail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach
trouble, sick headache; nervous prostra
tion, la grippe and its after effects, or 
seven weeks' treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming

versal practice in your country, and that 
at the same time these wrong-doers are 
often church members. Prostitution 
and immorality exist in your country on 
every hand, and that the officials in 
your large cities thrive and get rich 
from permitting and blackmailing the 
unfortunate women. Your people make 
religion subservient to the .getting of 
wealth, and often join churches to have

was a graduate from the Syracuse Med
ical College, and practiced her pro
fession for forty years. She lived at 
Fond-du-Lac thirty-six years, where she 
was widely known and greatly esteemed The Progressive Thinker. 
for her many virtues and her brilliant * ’ ’
mentality. About eighteen months ago 
she married Mr. H. W. Boozer and 
came to Grand Rapids, where she has 
since made many warm friends. She 
was an active worker; identified with 
all reforms; an earnest Spiritualist from 
the early days; possessed of marked 
mediumistic gifts; a writer and a seer; 
charitable and kind to the unfortunate;

Free Diagnoses.
Those wishinga free diagnosis address 

Dr. Craig, 1428 Market street, San Fran-

THE COLLEGE 
OF 

THERAPEUTICS.
cisco,
stamps. I will accept no case that I can
not cure. ■

a social standing- as an offset to their , . , . .
rascalities in daily life. ” Ia buoyant and youthful spirit, defying

This pamphlet alleges that Christian- th® ®hafts and ?ym-
ity as preached by many of your sects is Poetic with the young. This irre
no more like what Jesus oí Nazareth Parable,los? tells most heavily on the 
taught than black is like white, and that husband and son bereft, as well as. two 
should he come amono- von and nhw>™ sisters and a brother. Mr. L. V. 
your daily life he would disown you and Mo?lto,n officiated at her obsequies, and 
speak to you as he did to the-Pharisees, spoke feelingly of the soul’s transition 
as people who, having the outward an? hope* The choir rendered appro- 
forms nf reliwion had no relio-ion in tho pnate and beautiful music, and thus, 
heart amid loving hearts and gentle hands,

The author this pamphlet wasat'has Passed from sight but not from 
as he relates, and 

saw all the wickedri— _. one great city, 
Chicago, and he says that “outside of a 
few women who went into saloons and 
sang and preached, called Salvationists, 
he never heard the words of Jesus 
preached outside of achurch, nor did he 
ever see a missionary seeking out and 
preaching to these wicked masses in 
that great city.” He also alleges that 
“there,are localities in your great cities 
where every other house is either a 
place where intoxicating liquor is sold 
ora dance hall,” and that into these 
places your missionaries seldom go.
You know the Koran forbids the use of, 
intoxicating liquor, and drunkenness is 
a vice that does not exist in my country- 
except where the native population has 
come in contact with the vices of Chris-

PROF. JtPAVNE' MEDIUM^ CLAIR. 
JL voyant and Astrologist, can be consulted on all 
the affairs of life, spiritual and business matters, at 
24 Bisbop Court, Flat B._______________________ 228

(TEND ONE DOLLAR, AGE, SEX, 
lock of balr. and one leading qymptom, and get a 

Diagnosis from Dr. Benjamin Rush, who has made 
many wonderful cures through tbc medium, Sarah A, 
Danskln, widow of Washington A. Danskln, 1510 N. 
Gilmore Street,' Baltimore, Maryland. 230

the World’s Fa memory one whom to know was surely 
to love and respect.

Mrs. E. C. Hinckley.

A/[RS. S. F. DE WOLF, INDEPEN- 
1VJL dent Slate-writing and test medium; 450 W. 
Van Buren street, Chicago. 230
T^ELIABLE~OFFER. SEND THREE

A \ 2 cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, one 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. S. S. TiVililania, 
Lake Geneva, Wis. . 282

Mrs. S. E. F. Lander passed to Spirit
life August 6,1893, after a brief illness, 
of neuralgia of the heart. She 
was deeply interested in progressive 
ideas, was a woman of fine intellect, 
with a special genius for music ana 
languages, and was quite mediumistic.

E. M. Forman.

L. W. Sherwood, of Otsego, Mich., 
passed to Spirit-life Feb. 27, 1894, aged 
69 years. He was one of the first 
'settlers in Otsego, and was much re
spected by all who knew him.

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
JSl erful clairvoyant and magnetic bealer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, sox and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413, 
Denver Colorado. 231

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.
BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

'T'HE SEVENTEENTH SESSION OF 
■L six week, begin, on Ibe first Monday of May. 

1894. This Institution occupies tbo foremost posi
tion In medical science and philosophy, being the 
only Institution In which tho entire physiology ol 
man (Including body, brain and soul) Is understood and 
tanght, and In which alone the new practice is pre
sented, based upon the complete understanding of 
human life and the location of Ils organic forces.

The entire Instruction Is new, being bated upon 
original discoveries which have stood the test of half 
a century. It gives the student a commanding 
position, enabling him to appreciate at their real 
value all the Incomplete sectarian systems now recog
nised, and hence should rnBCBDK all other medical 
studies and magnetic or electric practice. It gives to 
an accomplished graduate the ability to treat success
fully by new methods, many cases In which the best 
physicians now fall. It gives an essentially new sys
tem of EiiCTBO-THXBxrKUTiOB, with new apparatus 
all unknown In mcdleal colleges, and train, It, pupil, 
In the exact diagnosis and discovery of diseases and 
remedies, which when mastered makes the healing 
art as reliable a, any other practical science. An 
efficient non-medlcal practice Is'taugbt, and ability 
also given to apply medical remedies skillfully when
ever desirable. Psychomctry. Sarcognnray, Psychic
healing, and the management of spiritual conditions 
and powers are mode familiar, and the diploma of the 
school expresses the attainments of Ite graduates.

Tho language of students who have attended the 
sixteen past sessions Is full of enthusiastic eulogy of 
the new era In the healing art Introduced by the In
struction of this Institution. The class of 1892 said: 
"We have been surprised and delighted by what we 
have heard, as it so far exceeded our anticipations."

Tho fee tor the course is S25. For a second course, 
»15. The course should be attended by all who wish 
to understand their own constitutions for the attain
ment of health and longevity, and the mastery of a 
profound and demonstrated philosophy of all that re
lates to man. The doctrines of the college are em
bodied in "THBBArBirrio Sabcooxomy" which is sent 
by mail for «5. For further information address the 
President, Dr. J. R. Bvchaxan, 1236 Market street, 
San Francisco, California.

ZWE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN
habited but now submerged part of this globe 
known as Atlantis, Is one of much interest. The 

data gathered from ancient and modern sources-1- 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; ¿from the deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the rnlns-of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged in compact, 
literary form, in this very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial interest to Spiritualists be
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantlans concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

Uf ICC CANNOT SEE NOW YOU DO "JK“ «TAND PAY FRHCKT.
$14 Sdnwvr w.ltol OTO«! In-
y. BW’f’U'th.Ara.MapriewtatiMeMD, 
Coriy fichhdd, nlckd p!*led,«dapted to Debt 

and heary work; ruaranteed for tO Years; with 
lotonatleDobblBirinder, 8elf-Threadlnr CyU#. 
dor fihnttle, 8oK»8eUlng Needle acd a complete 
set of Steel ittaehjueoti;chipped any where oa 
SO Day’a Trial, No znoney required Id advance. 

75,000 dow fouse« World** Fair Medal awarded machine and attach« 
meats. Bay from factory and save dealer’s and agCDt’i profits. 
tDEE Cut Till Ont and »end to-day for machine or larre free 
F IlbC catalogue, Uatlmonlah and Gllmptea of the Wcrld’eFalr. 
OXFORD MF8. CO, 3» WatMhAv». CHICABO.IU,, 
SECRET POWER OF MIND OVER

kJ mind and how to cultivate and strengthen thl. 
God-given force, Innate In every human being. Won- 
dclful book 81. Circulars free. Prof. Anderson. P. T.. 
2—182 State street, Chicago.____________ 218 eow

Mrs. Wm. Golden, a highly esteemed 
lady, passed to the higher life - March- 
29th, irony her home m Flint, - Mich., 
leaving a husband and several grown-up 
children to mourn, her absence. She 
was a firm believer in spirit communion. 
Dr. C. A. Andrus officiated. at the fu
neral, held on Sunday, and spoke such 
words of comfort as makes it almost im- 
iiossible to inourn for our loved but not 
ost ones. ‘ Mrs. E; A. PARKER, Secy.

tian countries, and we naturally look 
upon this latter condition as a very bad 
one and wonder if it is a natural adjunct 
of Christianity. There are many other 
allegations against your country, as you 
will see by reading the pamphlet. Now, 
a great many vices and immoralities 
exist in my own country, and the mis
sionaries say it is due to our religion, 
and that the introduction of Christianity 
will'mend matters, but these , are not as 
bad as alleged'against yorir country. If

the position that Mr. Gus. Jenifer as 
president had occupied during that 
time. He had been a frequent visitor. _______________ _  ___ ___ o____
at the seance-room, and recognizing his! more interesting with each succeeding 
dear ones, hfi, meeting after meeting, issue. The 'Spiritualists in this city.।—------c,—
endorsed the facts, as seen and believed have .certainly been doing a good work! Christianity is responsible for this con- 
by us and hundreds of others, , and in the ¿past winter, but we should have Iditipn of affairs, or cannot mend it with 
. . • , ...-.-.-.a zu. ,----- -r . . .... you, but little would be gained to our —-7«.

people by accepting it, for it is not to be ' «omaHays pain, cures wind colic, D5e a bettlo. 
supposed that you could find the mote in'"r~~ ' :-----

To THE Editor:—I can say truthfully 
that The Progressive Thinker grows

hte> words hri < told the large congrega- more outsidb talent; by. that I mean dif- 
tion: . . : ■ ; 1 ferent phases of mediumship, in order

“I have been .there and seen my. dear, to make people think. Still, we have

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, redueesinflama

¿i/TRS. CONNELLY'S IMPROVED RE- 
iVL demptton for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the balr eoft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It is not a dye. It trill not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25* and 50, cents. All 
really for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
centpostegeatampstaken. Address Mrs. A Connelly, 
1343 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 230

• • x AaVB Ueuli.vUCLO UUlJlDCQU Uljf. UCO-l . UU. Uiaikts pcupio tlitua. OULU) nu lldVu vmmv J v*u> vvmu vuv xuuro 1U - n/,rrr« n Zin T ri' a rm a 9 r
ones: but do not take my word for it; go nothing to Complain of ; after all. Wish- our eye as long as the beam is . in your RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL Hlf‘ 
and see for yourselves.” ■ ing you success in the work youhavein own eye, and that so large a beam as. >. 1 ~~ .^11! _ — X u . __ix_ 1—u V.   J T T. —  A * _ — J ..    .1 nil r^ww T h A n.irk Aw I z*in « I-.. .« A . . , . . . . , ». ■ ■ * . *x-. 1 .I saw the painful position in which hand, I beg to remain, yours truly, 
the true facts placed all those who had Toledo, Ohio. C. 2. V:Toledo, Ohio.

ICkLU) jUUifl UL Ulÿf 
C. S. Richardson.

own eye, auu vuut so large a oeam a 
alleged by the author. 1 can honest! 
say that our condition as regards moral

and Development of Zoroastriuusm and tbo Dar. 
Uonof ChrlBtUMty; to which la added: Wheneaq 
Aryan Anoeatoraf By G. W. Brown, M. D. One „ .
the moat TiJuable work» ever pubUBhed. Price fl J*, tenia,

__________________________________________________ work« and utter Inspired word«, together with «oma
~ ~ Personal Traits and Characteristic» ot Prophet», Aso«.

'T'HE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR Ues, and Jettu, or New Reading» ot “The Miracle«." 
’ 1 Death and tta Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic ide»' t? AilekYotnax. • Price 75 cent«. For «Ue at tMfl 
of Death, Heaven and Hell. ByMoses Hull. Price, 1» offloc- 
CeR^8« " ' * ' - --• .. —- —

—     » ■ -W y.—• - -  w XXXBcD Vyl&IA
nr*. cenu>. .............................. ■_... ... .. -. --------------------,, _ l?cc.lre'-T retara mea
Oar AGE OF REASON.. BY THOMAS T\EATHAND'AFTERLIFE. BTÂN- I8“

*1 Paine. A book'that oU ihould read. Price 5Q IM drew Jackson Diri». Something you should
nta- rent*, -. ] tead. Price 75 cent«.
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i- more complete evolution of spiritual per
fection in man’s daily life. Tolstoi said SPIRITUALISM.It would therefore seem that the mod-

An Unqualified Blessing.

KATIE FOX JENCKEN. MARGARETTA FOX KANE.

be resisted. A. Lincoln. •

BATTLE CREEK, MICH

of a

e
There is at present', 

in the Alabama mines 
different languages.

the 
who 
who 
life; 
this

by 
ter-

and ministers are presumed to be con
versant.

Strength is incomprehensible 
weakness, and, therefore, the more 
rible.—Hawthorne. " ,

most religious.
Every poem, every history, every ora-

The cabbage is the development__
common seaweed which grows wild on 
every coast of Europe. .

kill themselves irj sting
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46TH ANNIVERSARY
Spiritualism and Spiritualists

A Paper Bead Before the First 
Society of Spiritualists, at 

Chicago; Bl., by 
A. BL GRIFFEN.

Immortality demonstrated—this is the ; 
great practical achievement of modern 
Spiritualism; but Spiritualism does not 
merely include the scientific and the . 
practical; it reaches out into the wide 
domain of philosophy and attempts the 
solution of all problems of human exist- , 
ence. The spiritual philosophy deals . 
with man entirely and in relation to the 
totality of his environments. It esti- , 
mates him not only as a physical and in
tellectual factor in a world of material 
forms, but it talh'e into account his sub
limer character ¿a a spiritual entity in 
a world of higher essence and of more 
perfect adaptations.

Little did the world foresee the mo
mentous issue when forty-six years ago 
the Spirit-world made itself manifest 
through the instrumentality of three 
littlesahildren, at Hydesville, N. Y. Be
ginning with the Fox sisters, the new 
dispensation spread, undoubtedly by 
Ereconcerted plan of wise spiritual intel- 

gences, well nigh over the Western 
continent, whence it soon found its way 
to England, where again it took deep 
root and shed its effulgence athwart the 
continent of the older hemisphere.

Howevbr much in these advanced 
days we may be tempted to belittle or 
decry the cruder forms of spiritual phe
nomena, the loyal heart of every true 
Spiritualist shall never forget to render 
all honor to the pioneer mediums 
through whom it was made possible for 
all men to know, with the-exactitude of 
scientific verity, that the soul of man is 
indeed immortal. «

I am one of those who believe that all 
forms and phases of manifestations, so 
they be of and from the spirit, are valu
able and have a legitimate place in the 
superstructure of fact which forms the 
basis of the temple. If I do not individ
ually wish to sit at the table and hear 
the tiny rap or. witness like forms of 
manifestation, there are those to whom 
a knowledge;of immortal ' life is by such 
means revealed, and it is this knowledge 
which it is the peculiar office of all spir
itual manifestations to give.

It would, however, be far from the 
truth to say that not until the advent of 
modern Spiritualism had the spiritual 
idea made itself manifest in the moral, 
religious and philosophic thought of 
mankind. It is our claim as Spiritual
ists, and one which we believe to be sus
ceptible of abundant proof, that the im
portant element ’of all the great re
ligions and of many of the leading 
schools of philosophy in the world to
day, as in the past, is identical with the 
fact now so thoroughly established by 
bur spirit phenomena, namely, the per
sistence of the individual human ego or 
entity after dissolution of the physical 
body. It is also to be observed that 
from the very beginning of »human his
tory the most palpable evidences of a 
personal immortality have been given 
at many times and places. The litera
tures of the ancient world, both those of 
the Eastern and of the Western nations, 
and the traditions of the undeveloped 
tribes of mankind, teem with narratives 
of the doings of gods, angels and spirits, 
and of their relations to mankind. It is 
also significant that those characters in 

• history who by their lives and teachings 
have marked the great epochs of human 
progress have been men and women 
who have claimed or confessed a “divine 
afflatus,” or inspiration and guidance 
from the world of spirits. Gautama, re
fleeting rF'„S' the problems of life and 
death, beneath the shade of the sacred 
Bo tree, visited by the archangel Brah
ma, became the Buddha, i. e., the “En
lightened One.” Zoroaster, still more 
remote in time, the founder of the su
perb religion of the ancient Persians, 
entranced, visited the world of spirits 
and communed with its denizens, as also 
did Lao-tse, the most profound religious 
philosopher of China, seven centuries 
before Christ; and Confucius, the great 

• Chinese moralist, whose code of morals 
not only antedates but rivals in excel
lence that of Jesus, was eminently con
scious of the presence, and influence of 
the unseen hosts. Said he: .

"How vast the power of spirits! An 
ocean of invisible intelligence surrounds 
us everywhere. ■ . ■ Identified with 
the substance of all things, they cannot 
be separated from it. They cause men 
to sanctify and purify their hearts. How 
Important w© do not negldct them.

Hesiod, Homer, Pythagoras, Socrates, 
Plato, Cicero and others of the ancients 
distinctly testify to the presence add 
guidance of demons, or spirits, among 
the children of men. .

Lecky the English historian, states 
that belief ih the Spirit-world had be
come universal among the Romans be
fore the advent of Christianity, and so 
with respect to the Greeks.

The mediumistic qualities and powers 
of the Nazarene are familiar to all—ex
cepting the so-called Christians of our 
day—but, none so blind as those who 
will 'not see. That among the early 
Christians many persons were able, by 
baptism,, pray er, and the imposition of 
hands, to speak in foreign tongues, to 
foretell events, to heal the sick and to 
perform other spiritual works, is like
wise a fact not frequently alluded to by 
the Christian pulpiteers of the present 
day, and yet it is a fact which is frankly 
and plainly recorded by Mosheim, a 
most candid Christian historian and 
«holar with whom all Christian priests

ern Christian has inherited only the 
husk of ceremony, while the, Spiritual
ist has appropriated the kernel of spir
itual truth and power, so abundantly 
possessed by the early Christian.

Neither ¿nee the days of Jesus have 
the flood-tides of the Spirit-world ceased 
to flow. Mohammed, in his mountain 
retreat, under ti^e inspiration or at the 
dictation of the angel Gabriel, is said to 
have written the bible of the Mussul
man. Many of the early Christian 
fathers, the gnostics, mystics, monks, 
and friars of the Middle Ages, recog
nized the presence and potency of the 
invisible world in the affairs of men.
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that the essence of true religion con
sists in the free giving of our wealth 
and physical substance for the succor of 
those who are in bodily distress and 
need. Measured by this eminently 
practical standard, many a one who 
knows not how to pray nor with what 
genuflections to approach the sacerdotal 
altar, must nevertheless be considered

derstood byithe term matter in its vary
ing degrees'©! intensity and refinement, 
gives rise oy birth to that positive and 
actual entity, the soul, or real personal
ity of man. . • .

Mark the proposition. Spirit consists 
of principle, latent when not conjoined 
with substance in organic form; active 
when thus conjoined. The highest de
gree of manifestation is reached in the 
human personality; and right here 
comes in the moral law and its penalty. 
That individual who renounces allegi-

the end of his own advancement and 
that of his kind as eternally progressive 
entities. But freedom does not mean 
independence of law. Freedom is law, 
the law of the intellectual and moral 
worlds, the law of the Spirit-world, and 
it is because of this law of freedom that 
the shackles which bind the body cannot 
fetter the mind or soul. John Bunyan 
though in prison could write a "Pil
grim’s Progress;” Torquato Tasso, a 
“Jerusalem Delivered.”

Spiritualism, investing the individual

The Forty-Sixth Anniversary of 
Modern Spiritualism.

George Fox, Swedenborg, the Wesleys, 
and many of the philosophers, scientists, 
literati, poets, artists and divines of the 
eighteenth and of the present century, 
perceived and still do perceive in trance 
and vision, the transcendent glories of 
the spiritual life of man. And if, at the 
present hour, evidence were wanted of 
the tremendous power of Spiritualism 
over the minds of large numbers of per
sons not avowedly adherents of the sys
tem, one would need but to draw aside 
the mask from the so-called “occult 
science" and “secret doctrines” move
ment, prevalent in all quarters of the 
globe, and behold hidden there as the 
wonder-worker, the all-potent factor, 
man as a spirit, endowed with .manifold 
lowers of manifestation, whether in the 
)ody or out of the body. In this wide
spread interest in the occult, that is, the 
hidden and transcendental, there is visi
ble the clear premonition of the univer
sal coming of this spiritual man to claim 
his inheritance as an immortal being 
and to assume all his just responsibili
ties, even those involved in a universal 
spiritual brotherhood.

Considered theoretically and without 
reference to the practical affairs of life, 
Spiritualism, like any other isms,would, 
in my humble opinion, be of not very 
much interest to the average mortal, 
and interesting,, perhaps, as a piece of 
mental bric-a-brac, as any other fantas
tical curio, to the curious, it scarcely 
would be worthy the attention of the 
serious thinker. But Spiritualism, if it 
is anything at all, is a fact. It is that 
stupendous fact which contemplates 
man as a real, progressive, eternally ex
istent being; and as such it possesses a 
vital, present and permanent personal 
interest for every human soul.

Hence it is that the chief importance 
of the revelation of knowledge of a 
spiritual world and of the spiritual na
ture of man is to be found in the ethical 
or moral implication, for this implica
tion touches most intimately the whole 
range of the life of the individual. Not 
only does it affect human conduct in the 
physical and sentient worlds, but it 
ramifies and influences the entire do
main of the subjective or idealistic man. 
Its command to the individual is not 
only: Thou shalt not kill, thou shalt 
not steal, nor do any manner of evil, be
cause of the wrath to come; but it like
wise says: See to it that every moment 
of thy existence, every thought, every 
desire, aspiration, hope, word and deed 
is in full accord with thy destiny, for 
thou can'st never die, nor peace come to 
thee until such time as thy whole being 
shall vibrate in harmonypwith the di
vinity which is in all and through all.

I have said that the import of Spirit
ualism is pre-eminently one of ethics. 
Why not of religion? One reason alone, 
if there were no others, would deter
mine my choice as an individual, and 
that is found in the associations which 
cluster around the word itself. Histor
ically considered, the word religion has 
been put to exceedingly bad uses, and 
even today to the great majority of 
minds who profess it, I am constrained 
to believe that it is little more than a 
synonym for creed and ceremonial. But 
Some may ask, since creed is merely the 
formulated statement of the highest and 
best expression of the faith of those who 
adopt it, have Spiritualists no need of 
such definite and formal enunciation? 
Individually, if they choose to make the 
statement for themselves, yes; but as an 
organized, independent body of think
ers, emphatically, no; because the adop
tion of anything like a statement of be
lief or faith, to be imposed one upon an
other, would be a practical nullification 
of the doctrine of the eternal progression 
of the individual, who, in order to pro
gress, must have and must exercise the 
right of thinking for him or herself 
without any species of dogmatic limita
tion. Then, too, we know that Spirit
ualists are in possession of certain 
knowledge which distinguishes them 
from the rest of the world, and this 
knowledge—not belief or theory—is of 
the fact that spirits do manifest their 
existence and presence to mortals. It 
is not here, at least, then, that the Spir
itualist nfeeds to say: “I believe,” for he 
knows, and belief begins only where 
knowledge leaves off. But no true Spir
itualist, allow me to suggest, stops with 
the bare knowledge of the fact of intev- 
communication between the two worlds; 
for, being progressive, he keeps on add
ing toJiis knowledge until the process 
becomes a habit and he finds in its exer
cise, if he also accustomshimself to the 
imparting of that knowledge to others, 
the fulfillment of other and higher 
needs than those of his intellectual na
ture. .

If, then, Spiritualists do not need a. 
creed, ought they to have a form. of 
worship? Yes, if thereby the soul is 
brought into a higher i harmony and 
made more receptive of truth.-, But let 
us never forget that our true worship 
must ever consist in- labor, labor for the 
production of better conditions upon 
earth as well as of the spirit, to the end 
that there may be a still higher and
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tion, every picture, every statue, is an 
experiment on human feeling.—Mackin
tosh.

Whoever is out of patience is out of, 
his soul. Men must not turn bpes, and

there.—
Bacon.

There is no breathing man to whom 
the alternatives right and wrong are 
not continually/present.—W. E. Glad
stone.

In an age! of semi-barbarism, when 
but few were capable of conceiving uni
versal principles without the aid of the 

 

graven image, there undoubtedly was 
need for the visible and tangible fetich 
in order, that mankind might be lifted 
fve® the level of the brute; hjit with a 
deeper culture of the faculties of the 
soul itself,’ and when in accordance with 
the statement of Tolstoi the divine" pres
ence within shall become wrought into

ance to the higher principle, of which 
he has intimation in nisi highest ideals, 
and gjves adherence to the lower, in so 
far degrades the tone of his personality 
or moral nature.

I may be allowed a brief digression 
here to challenge the correctness of a 
theory which is not by any means new, 
but which seems to possess some footing 
in the ranks of the Spiritualists of to
day. It is the doctinne of philosophical 
necessity, more commonly expressed by 
the word fatality. In the theological 
world it is known as the doctrine of 
election or forebrdination. Couched in 
the language of Alexander Pope, the 
same thought is conveyed by the phrase 
“TYfiatever is. is right." . But that the ” 

■ poet himself did not interpret these 
words in their literal ¡sense we may un
derstand from the “Universal Pi-ayer."

x x . .... ,, “Thou Great First Cause, least under-the texture of the visible world by noble । stood- ;
I Who all my sense confineddeeds, the necessity for the outward | 

form and symbol, the ritual and the 
“visible presence,” most assuredly will 
have passed away

But do not understand me as exclud
ing the religious conception, or idea, 
from my interpretation of the true 
character and scope of Spiritualism; 
for, as far as the word religion connotes 
in the mind of any individual an idea of 
spiritual truth, beauty or perfection, I 
accept that ideal and appropriate it as a 
part of the explication I would give of 
the term Spiritualism. Religion sig
nifies a rebinding; implying also a pri
mary state of unregenerateness, and to 
millions of human beings it is of most, 
sacred significance, denoting the rela
tionship of the human soul to the ineffa
ble source of its being. The word spirit 
is likewise of sacred import, and touches 
not only the relationship of the soul to 
its source,.but also is indicative of that 
source itself. God is a spirit, the spirit 
of truth, the spirit of goodness, virtue, 
love; the spirit or essence of all things; 
and when we have said that man is spir
itual, have we not said all of him and as 
good of him as we can say when we say 
that he is religious? Truly, when man, 
a spirit, becomes spiritual in thehighest 
and truest sense of the word, will' he not 
have reached the ultima ihule oi his 
noblest destiny?

Thus would I define Spiritualism in 
its threefold aspect: First, the phenom
enal or scientific; second, the theoret
ical or philosophic; third, the spiritual, 
which includes the ethical as well as 
the good and true in the religious.

But what is spirit as an abstract qual
ity or power in the world of mind and 
matter? It would seem proper that we 
come to some definite understanding of 
its nature if we are to make the most of 
it as a practical element in our lives. If 
it were something in the nature of ma
terial substance, and possessing tangible 
and ponderable qualities, there would 
be no propriety in denoting it other 
than by*the term matter or substance. 
But this is not my conception of spirit 
in its ultimate analysis. To my mind, 
it is a principle—the principle of all 
that is in the heavens and in the earth. 
Aristotle conceived God in relation to 
the physical universe as analogous to 
the relation of the principle of motion 
to the mechanism which it propels. 
Now, this principle of - motion is ration
ally conceivable, as an abstract possi
bility, everywhere present in space, 
distinct from every and all forms of me
chanical construction^ What is needed
to make an operative mechanism is a 
compliance with the law of the principle 
of motion. This is the spirit of the me
chanical world, and with the world of 
forms completely adapted thereto there 
would be in that world perfect adjust
ment or harmony. Then, also to carry 
the analogy into the domain of organic 
nature, there is there a principle of life 
and organization superimposed upon the 
mechanical; and it is in this principle, 
not in matter, as the late .distinguished 
Professor Tyndal said, that lies the po
tency and possibility of all forms of life, ■ 
Still further, making the same.applica- 
tion to the higher realms of being, and 
invading the mysterious recesses of the 
human soul, there, too, is the principle, 
the spirit, the latent possibility, whose 
law being. fulfilled in the domain of 
substance, that universal special domain 
wherein exists the passive element un

To know but this, that Thou art good, 
And that myself am blind;

“Yet gave me, in this dark estate, 
To dee the good from ill:

And, binding Nature fast in Fate, 
Left free tne human wilL

“What conscience dictates to be done, 
Or warns me not to do,

This, teach me more than hell toehun, 
That, more than heaven pursue.”
I am not going to enter into a discus

sion, of that old, old question, free will 
and moral responsibility,—only to give 
in brief a reason for the faith that is 
within me. If I were to appeal to the 
practical, every-day, common sense of 
mankind, quick recognition of human 
responsibility commensurate with hu
man knowledge would, I have no doubt, 
be universally given, if not by spoken 
word, certainly by conscious or uncon
scious deed and conduct. There is no 
disputing the fact that human society in 
all its relations, its social customs, its 
business life and its governmental poli
cies, is based upon the idea of human 
individual moral accountability. But, 
you may.say, while this is so, is it not 
all wrong? I grant, from some points of 
view, that it may seem wrong, but until 
you demonstrate its fallacy, I shall be 
justified as a logician in holding that so 
universal a manifestation is itself an ev
idence of the validity of the underlying 
principle which actuates it.

I wish, however, to indicate what 
seem to me the substantial, philosoph
ical grounds, if I have not already done 
so, upon which man’s accountability and 
therefore moral progress depend, and 
out of which they spring. .

The ground or basis does not ulti
mately rest in the doctrine of utilitari
anism, which holds that that is good 
which is .useful, but in my opinion it 
lies deeper, and is to be found within 
the nature of the soul itself. This in
deed is a deep question. The soul, in 
the highest conception which I can form 
oi it, is a thing of harmony, not only of 
an inward harmony, which it may 
possess in its highest estate, but it has 
within itself an unconquerable longing 
for universal harmony in and between 
the, universe within and without. With 
quick perception of discord and imper
fection there comes to the soul regret 
that there is .discord, and there arises the 
desire that it may not continue. This 
perception and regret manifests itself in 
the individual by the voice of con
science.

Then again, it is self-evident that man 
has a dual existence; the practical, or 
that which he actually realizes as con
crete life, and the ideal, or that which 
he would embody in the real if he but 
possessed the requisite knowledge and 
the will. If, however, he fails, knowing 
thathe.does possess the power .to realize 
his highest and best ideals, he need not 
be tola, for he is already conscious that 
he- has not attained to that degree of 
moral perfection that he might have 
reached.- : ;
• Btitto resume: An important charac
teristic Of Spiritualism, as I view it, is- 
its freedom—freedom for the individual 
to grow intellectually, morally, spiritu
ally; freedom ever to change his present 
conditions for those which are higher 
and better; freedom to avail himself of 
all knowledge which he may possess, to

with the fullest degree of freedom to 
work out his own salvation from the ef
fects of ignorance, through self-enlight
enment, does not, thenceforth, leave him 
without 'the substantial means for his 
continued progress. It opens wide the 
windows of inspiration and the doors of 
demonstration and gives to the willing 
and appreciative heart the light, love 
and knowledge of the spheres of wisdom 
and harmony. That which the individ
ual sees to be trpe he is to accept at the 
peril, not of his immortal soul, but of 
his own self-respect, and of the good 
esteem of his fellows. He is, however, 
always to do his own thinking, notwith
standing pearls of wisdom are'dropped 
•at his feet. Though we, as-Spiritual»? 
ists, have splendid and gifted teachers 
among us who greatly aid us in the so
lution of many problems, we are contin
ually urged by them to do our own 
thinking, and certainly are we left by 
them to bear for ourselves, the effects of 
our own misdoings and ignorance.

Thus it is that Spiritualists, individu
ally, have a work to do. They are the 
chosen people—not chosen to inherit 
some earthly landl flowing with milk 
and honey, but chosen to bear aloft the 
light of reason, of love, of the moral 
law. and of that knowledge which re
veals man as an eternally progressive 
being, destined to dwell in a world 
whose splendors surpass thè eloquence 
of human tongue to tell.

The Spiritualist has a duty with re
spect to all departfnents of human activ
ities and relatione; and for his work he 
needs to be thoughtful, diligent, sympa
thetic, loving, humane. He knows that 
he is a progressive being, and thàt as he 
passes from sphere to sphere his status 
Is ever to be determined by his ante
cedent motives and deliberative acts; 
that he is the maker of his own destiny 
in so far as that destiny lies within the 
domain of his intelligent will. He 
knows, too, that his only savior is the 
higher resolve and its immediate and 
practical fulfillment. Hence it is that 
the Spiritualist is a practical man as 
well as a searcher for the higher truths 
of the spirit realm; and as ne mingles 
with his fellows, in the neighborhood, 
in business, in society, in the walks of 
science, of art, of philosophy, of politics, 
he stands for the moral principle, the 
best and highest interest, the broadest 
and most generous liberty. He is, there
fore, the uncompromising foe of all 
forms of tyranny, oppression and in
justice. He loves his family, his neigh
bor, his country and all mankind, and is 
ever ready to guard and protect them 
against all that would do them harm. 
He is the particular champion of the 
education of the masses, for he knows 
that the individual can alone through a 
knowledge of the laws of nature ana of 
those of his own being become emanci
pated from the thrall of ignorance and 
all its concomitant evilB.

The Spiritualist is reformatory in his 
methods—iconoclastic, conservative and 
constructive; he would destroy the erro
neous and the evil—preserve and build 
up the good and the true. He is ever 
progressive in his search for the 
truth. He does not believe that 
he knows all that he may know, nor 
that he has risen to the highest com
prehension in science and philosophy. 
If he criticises, primes, dissects, weighs 
and'measures, it is that the truth may 
stand out in the clearneBSi of its own 
light, shorn of the excrescences which 
prejudice and ignorance have laid upon 
it. Finally, he is ever hopeful for the 
best—indeed, an optimist, and believes 
that in the time to come man while yet 
in earthly form will attain to that 
nobler estate wherein he shall fully 
realize that he is an immortal spirit 
who may daily and hourly look beyond 
the shadows of material life and behold 
the iridescent glow of the immortal 
world everywhere present. '

Tiberias, Palestine;, hasameteorolog- 
ical observatory situated 682 feet below 
the level'of the Mediterranean Sea.

An absolutely fire-proof chimney,, fifty 
feet high, has been built of paper in 
Breslau. It is the only one of its kind.
‘Providence, >R. I., is one of the . chief 

cities in the world for the manufacture 
of jewelry and silver goods.

By the Guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond.

In whatever light of individual opin
ion we view the subject, from whatever 
heights or depths1 of personal experi
ence, from whatever breadth or limita
tion of observation, Spiritualism at this 
summing up of forty-six years has noth
ing but blessedness to record.

It has brought no added terror of be
lief, no horror of cruelty, no stern de
cree of blind judgments; but unsealing 
of vision, unfastening of fetters, unlock
ing of prison doors, and an abiding 
spirit of truth that sets men free. .

Nor is there anything to record in its 
history thus far that the most enthusi
astic lovers of humanity can deprecate, 
nothing that the most ardent disciples 
of human progress can deplore.

Viewed from the standpoint of so- 
called “scientific investigation,” it has 

.offered and still offers problems to solve, 
heights to scale, that the most daring 
investigator has not even attempted to 
conquer, and presents a most alluring 
field of psychic research, a most elusive 
yet convincing array of facts and physi
cal phenomena; in fact, a perpetual 
challenge to the materialistic mind: 
“Come and solve me if you can.”

From the ■ standpoint of the scholar 
and thinker there is a still more en
chanting field of research. The reason- 
aWeness of it all; the appropriateness 
and harmony of the whole with all its 
parts; the undeniable logic of both the 
primal proposition and the results, i. e., 
oi Spiritualism as a thing that ought to 
be true, and of the manifestation of it 
as offeripg conclusive evidence that the 
first proposition is true. The answer to 
a need; the solution it offers of vexed 
and continually arising'questions; the 
Opening' of a vast realm—a ■ realm abso
lutely unexplainable by any. other sys
tem of teaching; these and' a thousand 
other equally stupendous and equally 
glorioils propositions force themselves 
into recognition through the open men
tal vistas offered by what is generally 
known as the spiritual philosophy.

No inconsiderable number of people 
have taken the light of this system with 
them into the investigation of the mys
tic labyrinths of theosophy, and the 
more external yet equally uncertain 
term “psychic research.” While what
ever was luminous in “Christian sci
ence,” as a true gift of healing, has un
questionably been made possible by the 
healing power known among Spiritual
ists for forty-six years.

The spiritual teachings that crown 
and make perfect the whole are the 
added unfoldment and perception of 
that which is. No mere hypothesis, no 
theories, no blind beliefs, but the un
veiling to the perception of human be
ings of the realities of spirit states; real
ities that, however far removed from 
the dust (and because so removed) are 
the eternal verities of the universe—of 
the realm of spirit and the inner realm 
of the soul.

Of the blessings brought to humanity 
by this knowledge, probably the most 
manifest one of doing away with the 
terrible meaning of physical death, and 
the demonstration of continued exist
ence of and constant communion with 
those who have passed on, is the least, 
although that alone would bo greater 
than the blessings brought by any other 
system, since they present but belief, 
and this is knowledge. The knowledge 
of spirit (soul) per se, the awakening and 
expansion of the spiritual faculties to a 
normal activity after having been so 
long dormant, or only awakened by 
super-normal methods; the masterful 
manifestation of a purpose in the grad
ually developing forces of the human 
spirit, while still immured in time and 
sCqse, the conquering of the environ
ment, not by the asceticism of the re
cluse, but by individual victory in the 
midst of human surroundings.

The true ethics of Spiritualism is the 
individual victory over personal imper
fections. Every message from spirit 
states is a lesson in this direction. So 
gradually, yet so constantly has this les
son been inculcated, that unless one 
takes a retrospective'glance at the last 
forty-six years, one cannot realize how 
much this has done toward the health
ful activity of man’s moral nature.

While breathing the utmost charity 
for human frailty and failings, while 
teaching that all moral obliquity is 
disease, imperfect unfoldment—or lack 
of unfoldment—while teaching that 
each one should be absolutely free from 
harsh judgments, still there is no scape
goat in Spiritualism. Individual 
strength and responsibility, individual 
victory alone, must be the basis of all 
spiritual attainment.

No helps are denied or withheld; on 
the contrary, every help, 'human and 
Divine (all being Divine) must be of
fered, are already provided.

This forms a. legitimate means of 
spiritual and moral advancement that 
cannot be undermined nor set aside.

■ To enter this freer lair of earth, this 
■ more expansive and comprehensive at- 

Biosphere of mental and spiritual ad
vancement is like admitting the fresh

’ "air Into a long-closed room, or like as- 
1 cending to an altitude when one has 

been ill a narrow gorge.. Spirits note 
! the difference in these ;humaa states in 
j forty-six years and rejoice.

If' the outlook presents what 'may

seem t® be difficulties and clouds, they 
are suchtas are incident to the human 
race in ito present stage of unfoldment, 
and Spiritualists may be thankful 
(doubly so) that they have so shining a 
presence of truth with which to meet 
the “powers of darkness.” Co-opera
tion for that purpose is well, and the ex
periences of the past have taught most 
Spiritualists the difference between co
operation and crystallization. There is 
no danger of the latter for many a cen
tury; never, indeed, for all such tend
ency is rapidly drawing to a close in 
this age of swift culminations.

Adverse legislation, proscription by 
law, everything oppressive can and will 
be met in this spirit of union and indi
vidual freedom.

So beautiful is this light of truth as 
it shines upon the world today, so adapt
ed to the various human states, so do 
individual lives find in it the answer to 
their individual needs; bo does it satisfy 
the hunger with spiritual ’nanna,quench 
the thirst with its waters of truth, 
clothe the bare and repulsive forms of 
materialism and blind external worship 
with the fine raiment of the spirit; so 
give hope to the despondent, strength 
to the weak, courage to the faltering, 
knowledge to the ignorant, love to the 
hated and hating children of earth, that 
even those who know not its name and 
have not heard or seen its revealments, 
still feel, perceive and are affected by 
its presence and radiance. Were its 
light suddenly blotted out they would 
say: “It is night.”

Rejoice, Spiritualists, in this light; 
grow in its growth, strengthen with its 
strength, and make more perfect and 
beautiful its way on earth by the beauty 
and perfectness from within each soul.

„ A. A. Ballou.
(Following this is a brief message 

from Abraham Lincoln, written through 
this medium, that I am requested to 
send.—A. A. B.)

A NOTE OF WARNING.
Spiritualists, a cloud is rising above 

your nation that will eventually spread 
over the whole world. It is larger than 
a man’s hand; it even now extends over 
the entire country. Forget your indi
vidual differences, if you have them- 
forget the unimportant divergences— 
remember only the truth, the light of 
your great and beautiful knowledge.

The cloud contains that with which
you sympathize. On one side are your 
.brothers—you, perhaps—the toilers of 
the land who ask for labor, that they 
may earn their daily bread; on 
other side the hosts of mammon, 
“know not what they do,” but 
blindly combine to destroy human 
on the other (the third" side of
cloudy the hosts of bigotry and oppress
ion. There will be a struggle soon. 
Are you ready? We urge nothing by 
the might of arms, but by the strength 
of moral and spiritual right.

Heed this warning and be united; be 
strong in the love and truth that cannot

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.
The forty-sixth anniversary of modern 

Spiritualism was celebrated by the 
First Society of Spiritualists of this city 
at A. O. U. W. hall,by an all-day meeting. 
From 10 until 12 o'clock a conference 
meeting was held, which was partici
pated in by the.members of the society. 
Dr. P. J. Johnson gave a short inspira
tional lecture. From 12 until 2 o’clock 
a picnic dinner was served.

The afternoon session commenced at 
2 o'clock. The following was the pro
gramme: Reading of a poem by Mrs. 
Joseph Seereiter; recitation by Miss 
Vera Chase; an inspirational song by 
Miss Jessie Johnson, of Yorkville: reci
tation by Miss Fern Chase; recitation by 
Mrs. Rose Kishpaugh; instrumental 
music by Elmer T. Kleckner; recitation 
by Mrs. Edith Fisk: music by Mrs. 
Susan King: song by Miss Jessie John
son; Dr. Johnson gave five short 
speeches by five different spirit controls. 
Following this came a test of medium
ship by Mrs. Lizzie Seereiter. After 
washing her hands in the presence of 
the audience, she held out her right 
hand and in the palm was formed drops 
of oil, which the Spiritualists claim will 
in time be the means of healing human
ity. The audience passed around the 
room in single file, so as to get a view of 
the drop of oil in her hand. Mrs. 
Seereiter also gave descriptions of spirit 
forms that she claimed to see in the 
room and called them by name. They 
were all recognized by friends present.

Mrs. Ed. Piper followed, and gave 
some interesting readings and delinea
tions by taking in her hand some article 
from the person of people present in the 
room. Miss Johnson gave an inspira
tional song, when Dr. Johnson pro
nounced the benediction.

At the evening session an inspirational 
address was delivered by Dr. Johnson, 
followed by tests by Mrs. Seereiter.

The meetings were presided over by 
Joseph Seereiter, president of the 
society.

The morning and afternoon sessions 
were well attended, and in the evening 
the hall was crowded to its utmost ca
pacity. There was much interest in the 
lectures, and especially in the tests.
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Abraham Lincoln is one of the men known 
. in history, the least of whose acts and sayings 

are matters of interest to all lovers of human
ity. There was so much in his life, from 
first to last, that appeals to the tenderer and 
humaner side of human nature, that all hearts 
yield to a feeling of sympathetic kinship with 
him in his adversities, struggles, trials, and 
the varied experiences he passed through in 
his growth to the measure of noble manhood 
and greatness. His early life of privations 
and toil, and his intense battle to surmount 
the untoward surroundings incident to the 
life of one who sprang from the humbler 
strata of society, so situated as to be bereft of 
the more common privileges and advantages 
of education and the refining influences of 
higher social environments—these are the 
things that draw sympathetic feeling to the 
man who arose from these adverse environ
ment«, surmounting all disadvantages, gain
ing in knowledge and in the favor of the peo
ple, until, at length, he is called by their 
suffrages to fill the highest position of honor 
within their gift.

' The humble cabin which was his birthplace, 
and the plain, "but now historic cabin which 
was the home of the Lincoln family in his 
younger days—showing his humble origin and 
the unpretentious beginnings of his career of 
life—how like to the birthplace of modern 
Spiritualism, the modest home of the Fox 
family at Hydesyille. One might have asked 
in either instance: Can any good come out 
of Nazareth? But Abraham Lincoln’s name 
and fame are imperishable; and Spiritualism 
has found a name and home in every country 
upon earth!

Not only to the man himself, but also to 
the things with which his life was asso
ciated, a deep interest attaches. So it is that 
toward the commoner sort of things which 
were his handiwork in his earlier days of man
ual toil, there exists a feeling of loving ven
eration.

The writer of these lines was living near 
Springfield, Illinois at the time of Lincoln’s 
first nomination to the presidency; and he well 
remembers when the “Rail Guard’’—a company 
of men who had armed themselves with rails 
of Lincoln's splitting—marched around the 
old state-house square, each carrying a rail on 
his shoulder, the tall, gaunt form of ‘ ‘Honest 
Old Abe” bringing up in the rear—as they 
had impressed him, with his good-natured 
consent, to do. It did not appear a very dig
nified proceeding, but among his neighbors 
and friends there were none that loved him 
less for it; and “Lincoln’s rails” did good serv
ice in. that memorable campaign. ,

On the occasion of the ratification meeting 
there was an immense gathering from near 
and far, at the fair grounds on the outskirts 
of the city of Springfield. During the pro
ceedings, a carriage in which sat Mr. Lincoln, 
came upon the grounds. He was quickly dis
covered. Like a whirlwind—a human cy
clone—the people went for him. The driver 
tried to speed away, but he was in the storm
center of the vast mass that with loud hur
rahs closed around the carriage, and took out 
its occupant and carried him to a speaker's 
stand near by. When the din had ceased,’ 
Lincoln spoke:

“My friends, I have come out here to sec 
you—and give you an opportunity to see me." 
The demonstrations showed that he was a man 
Whom the people loved to hear and see.

When he came down and passed through 
the throng, with his long, far-reaching strides, 
everyone tried to take him by the hand.

His was one of those natures that, despite 
political differences, drew all men unto him.

It is of interest, in view of the revelations in 
Chiniquy’s book, “Fifty Years in the Church 
of Rome," concerning Chiniquy’s persecution 
by the Romanists, and Lincoln's defeat of their 
purposes, to know that, from the speaker’s 
stand occupied by Mr. Lincoln on this occa
sion at Springfield; the Hon. John L. "Wilson 
made a speech to which Mr. Lincoln earnestly 
requested the attention of the listening people. 
In this speech Mr Wilson dwelt with especial 
emphasis on the dangerous machinations of 
Rome, with regard to our country. Mr. Lin
coln spoke as though he knew and approved 
of what Mr. Wilson was about to utter, and 
considered it of very great importance.

From the mental characteristics of the man 
as exhibited in his maturer years, we are led 
to surmise the interior bent and experiences 
of his mind during the earlier formative per
iod of his life. This sad-eyed man, whose 
gaze seemed like that of a soul dwelling in 
the central secret depths of eternal being, and 
looking far away into the secrets of the ages 
to come—what were the spirit-thoughts he 
heard? What the mysterious reflective whis
pers of that thought-voice, of spirit-source, 
which the ancient Hebrews named “Bath-Koi" 
__as not being an actual objective, vocal utter
ance heard by the physical organs of hear
ing, but rather in finer spiritualized poetic 
phrase “the daughter of a voice,”—the soul 
of a voice—a spirit-voice addressed to, and 
heard and recognized more or less distinctly, 
consciously or unconsciously, by the spirit 
addressed?

Could we but know of those seasons that 
come to all—in his experience, when within 
the deep solitude of his own being, in reverie 
rapt, he listened to the voices of the angels of 
God communing with themselves and with his 
soul—on the deep mysteries of life and being; 
the time when
The soul In solemn silence waits 
Withih the inner temple’s gates:— 
Lo, echoing footfalls! Thoughts that trod 
The whispering-gallery of God— .
The soul!—when human thought meets thought 
Divine, in sacred union brought. ..

These are the things whose realities are
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LINCOLN'S MODESTY.

dered; inspirational poem by Mrs. Temple

at-

man.

Madison C. Peters, who in a late sermon re
viewed the purposes of the order.

“The determination to resist Rome’s ag-

He Feels a Deep Interest on This Oc
casion.

APOLLONIUS OF TYAN A
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful conummlctlon, eipltlnlag how htl 
flt. ua tuehlnga wen utUlted to fonanist. ChrUtfe 
«alt/. PriceDeest*. FortsltsHlilsoaca

visers, through “inediums/L and that such 
advice was largely followed by' him, in sbnj'e 
most important mat^rg that concerned his ... ——,' । ■ '——-U————J-r-»---------

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
wrought into the texture of the.eoul’s being— 
and out wrought in the life, the acts, and 
the meptal, moral and spiritual objectiveness 
of thè ¿an. They cannot be told--nor pol
ished prose nor tuneful poesy cani set them to 
language/that : may be uttered by human 
tongue. ‘

And so Abraham Lincoln became a Spirit 
ualist *

His tragic taking-off was foreshadpw^ppjj 
only by sad impress upon his 
nature, and by Father. Chiniquy, but byvw$itv 
ten warnings received by him from different 
“sensitives," warning him against some fev-

' %.

"ftíí.

Wh«t with him were those influences from 
the unseen—those finer echoes from the world 
eternal and spiritual—that come to all, and 
leave the impress of their silent, moulding in
flpence on the plastic minds of mortals? One 
who heard, knew, and consciously recognized 
their reality, their import and their source, 
said to an inquirer: “The wind bloweth 
where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound 
thereof, but eanst not tell whence it cometh, 
and whither it goeth; so is every one that is 
born of the spirit”—and so, also, are the 
thoughts born of the spirit.

The education resulting from the interior 
promptings, impressions, spiritual enlarge
ment of mental vision—the silent internal ed
ucation given by spirit intelligences unseen— 
the value of this education to one of Abraham 
Lincoln's cast of mind can not be estimated.

What an inestimable revelation would it be 
to us who have some knowledge of these 
things, and yearn for more, could we but have 
a transcript of the spiritual experiences and 
unfoldment of Abraham Lincoln all along the 
inner life-lines of his earth Career! What a 
chapter of spiritual riches in the great, ever
forming Bible of the ages, would be such an 
account of the spiritual forces that^as Emer
son wrote, in his ‘ ‘Over-Souk" A

“Wrought in a sad sincerity—" 
within the mind of this child of wonderful 
destiny! But, if these things are ever made 
known to us, it will only’be by revelation from 
the Spirit-world.

There can be no doubt that Abraham Lin
coln’s earlier spiritual leadings predisposed and 
prepared him for the recognition and accept
ance of the truth of Spiritualism in |hq later 
years of his life* when the mountain burden« 
pressing upon him caused him to feel, as ne ver 
before, the need of the highest attainable ad
vice and assistance in the fulfillment of his 
sacred obligations to his country and to the 
world. And in respect of these later years 
we are not left entirely in the, dark;, for the 
evidence—despite the denials.of ’ some whose 
own asseverations only prove their lack of, 
certain knowledge—goes to establish the ver
ity of the claim that he consulted spirit ad-

ful plot against his life. .
The Philadelphia Timet published an ac

count of
A PROPHETIC VISION 

that came to President Lincoln before his 
assassination:

There were only two or three listeners. Mr. 
Lincoln was in a melancholy, meditative mood, 
and had been silent for some time. Mrs. 
Lincoln, who was present, rallied him on his 
solemn visage and want of spirits. This 
seemed to arouse him, and, without seeming 
to notice her sally, he said, in slow and meas
ured tones:

‘ ‘It seems strange how much there is in the 
Bible about dreams. There are, I think, some 
sixteen chapters in the Old Testament and 
four or five in the New, in which dreams are 
mentioned; and. there are many ; other pas
sages scattered throughout the book which 
refer to visions. If we believe the Bible, we 
must accept the fact that in the old days God 
and his angels came to men in their sleep and 
made themselves known in dreams. Nowadays 
dreams are regarded as very foolish, and are 
seldom told, except by old women and by 
young men and maidens in love."

Mrs. Lincoln here remarked: “Why, you 
look dreadfully solemn; do you believe in 
dreams?"

“I can't say that I do," returned Mr. Lin
coln, * ‘but I had one the other night which 
has haunted me ever since. After it oc
curred, the first time I opened the Bible, 
strange as it may appear, it was on the twen- 
ty-flfth chapter of Genesis, which relates to 
the wonderful dream Jacob had- I turned'to 
other passages,* and ¿earned to encounter s 
dream <?r a vision wherever I looked/ I kfipt- 
on turning the leaves of tbe old book, and 
everywhere my eye fell upon passages record
ing matters strangely in keeping with my own 
thoughts—supernatural visitations, dreams, 
visions, etc. ”

He now looked so serious and disturbed that 
Mrs. Lincoln exclaimed: “You frighten me! 
What is the matter?” ' •

“I am afraid,” said Mr. Lincoln, observing 
the effect his words had upon his wife, “that I 
have done wrong to mention the subject at 
all;but somehow the thing has got possession of 
me, and, like Banquo’s ghpst, it will not

Fac simile of letter written one year before his election:—“I must in candor say I d.o not think 
myself fit for the presidency.”—ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

course of action in affairs of government, and 
notably in the preparation and issuance of the 
Emancipation Proclamation—which alone 
would suffice to make,his name immortal in 
history.' k

A circumstantial account of some of Mr. 
Lincoln’s spiritualistic experiences may be 
found in that very interesting book, “Was 
Abraham Lincoln a Spiritualist?" by Mrs. 
Nettie Colburn Maynard. The instances 
therein recorded demonstrate that, this great 
man did not hesitate to receive and thought
fully and seriously weigh any intelligent sug
gestions for guidance from spirit sources and 
delivered through one whom the spirit powers 
used as a medium. His was too honest a 
nature to reject and ignore what he was con
vinced was the truth. His great soul soared 
far superior to that finical littleness that has 
not sufficiently developed in manly attributes 
to receive and accept demonstrated truth that 
has not received the approving brand of the 
Mrs. Grundys of society. .

The rugged, manly honesty anti sincerity 
that grew with his growth from the days of 
his life in tine humble log cabin built by his 
aid in an Itlinois wilderness, and expanded 
with the/other rugged,. manly traits that 
brought him into sympathetic rapport with the 
great heart of the people—these would carry 
him forward -.to reoeive and accept the truth as 
It should be revealed to his perceptive mind.

down.”
This only inflamed Mrs. Lincoln’s curiosity 

the more, and while bravely disclaiming any 
belief in dreams, she strongly urged him to 
tell thé dream which seemed to have such a 
hold upon him, being seconded in this by an
other listener. Mr. Lincoln hesitated, but at 
length commenced very deliberately, his brow 
overcast with a shade of melancholy.

“About ten days ago," said he, “I retired 
very late. I had been up waiting for impor
tant despatches from the front. I oould not 
have been long in bed when I fell into a slum
ber, for I was weary. I soon began to dream. 
There seemed to be a death-like stillness 
about me. Then I heard subdued sobs, as if 
a number of people were weeping. I thought 
I left my bed and wandered down stairs. 
There the silence was broken by the same 
pitiful sobbing, but the mourners were invis
ible. I went from room to room. No living 
person was in sight, but the same mournful 
sounds of distress met me as I passed along. 
It was light in all the rooms; every object was 
familiar to me, but where were all the people 
who were grieving as if their hearts would 
break? I was puzzled ahd alarmed. What 
could be the meaning of all this? Determined 
to find the cause of this state of things so 
mysterious and so shocking, I kept on until I 
arrived at the 'end room,’ which I entered. 
There I met with a sickening surprise. Be-

lore me was a catafalque, on which rested a 
corpse wrapped in funeral vestments. Around 
it R§re stationed soldiers, who were acting as 

and there was a throng of people, 
ftqjflfligazing mournfully upon the Corpse, 
pUqfte face was covered; others weeping piti
fully., ‘Who is dead at the White House?’ I 
demanded of one of the soldiers. ‘The Pres
ident,’ was his answer. ‘He was killed by an 
assassin.! Then came a large burst of grief 
from the crowd, which awoke me from my 
dream. I slept no more that night; and al
though it whs only a dream, I have been 
strangely annoyed by it ever since."
: “That's horrid I" said Mrs. Lincoln. “I
wish you had not told it. I am glad I don’t 
Relieve .in.dreams, or I should be in terror 
from this time forth. ”
, ••Well/’ said Mr. Lincoln, thoughtfully, 
“it is only a dream, Mary. Let us say no 
more about it, and try to forget all about it.” 
f T<>'(3hiniquy he had said: “Man muSt not 
chre where or When he will die, provided he 
dies at the post of honor and duty. I have a 
presentiment that God will call me to him 
through the hand of an assassin. ”

We may not know how much of his spirit
ual sensitiveness he received from his mother, 
whom he visited at the old homestead after 
his election to the presidency. When she 
bade him farewell she said in parting, and 
wjth tears running down her cheeks: “Ohl 
Abe, my boy; I’ll never git to see ye no more, 
for I know those fellers in Washington ’ll 
kill ye." .

And so it proved. Stricken down by the 
hand of an assassin, this great-souled, tender
hearted man of the people passed on to the 
higher life of those that have loved and served 
their fellowmen. Jas. C. Underhill.

As Celebrated by the First Pro 
gressive Society of Spiritualists 

at Chicago.

The forty-sixth anniversary of the “little 
raps" was celebrated April 1st, by the First 
Progressive Society of Spiritualists, in their 
beautiful hall, 3118 and 3120 Forest avenue, in 
a most approved manner. A large number 
remained at the hall after the three o’clock 
meeting until the evening—the time being 
fully occupied with social converse and gen
eral good cheer, wit and pleasantry, sand
wiched with the choicest delicacies that deft 
fingers and loving hearts could prepare. The 
elegant floral display reminded me of similar 
occasions in the many years agone, of my 
work with and for the angels, in my home of 
adoption—sun-kissed, flower-wreathed Califor
nia. As the participants stepped upon the 
platform to read or recite, it really seemed 
like an enchanted bower, for above, around, 
beneath, on every side were choice exotics of 
every shade and hue, and lilies pure and white 
which seemed to syllable their praises in their 
incense, and their lips breathed forth from the 
petals the Sweet sound of prayer; while angel 
yoices in accord to the melody of the spirit, 
hymned forth the praises of the angel world, 
and no one hade them be silent.
. -The success of the new society is almost 
phenomenal: starting four months ago with a 
mere handful of the faithful, with our gifted 
inspirational Speaker, Mrs. Edith R. Nickless, 
as their leader, they have already found the 
seating capacity of that large hall too small. 
Also we have a Ladies’ Aid or Auxiliary, and 
a Lyceum. The program was as follows, as 
nearly as I can remember: Exercises opened 
with singing, Maud Bouswah presiding at 
the piano; invocation by Mr. Hammond; re
marks by Prof. Perkins, of California; ad
dress by guides of Mrs. Nickless, which are 
always pearls of wisdom, and appropriate to 
the occasion, followed by tests; recitation by 
Miss Florence Lambine, “St. Peter at the 
Gate," very-good; song by Miss Lawrence, 
highly appreciated; recitation by Miss L. Par
sons, “Dawn of the Light of Truth,” which 
was one of the gems of the evening; song by 
Miss Hanson, which was artistically ren-

Taylor: 
spiritualism, 1848—1894. ''

Forty-six'yeara have come and gone, 
Fraught with all that fate to mortal brings— 
To some the rope, the fagot, ridicule *nd 

scorn;
To others, hope, peace and comfort came.
Borne bn the March winds, long ago,
When superstition seemed to fill all minds, 
The tiny raps/ like evangels of light, 
To three sweet children came at night
Oamo when materialism bound, as with

‘ chains,
The brightest minds of every land;
Called a halt, and made us know 
That which blind faith could never do.
Oh! knowledge grand, sublime and true, 
That provéa tills life does not end all— 
But on and on through endless time 
The soul of man doth still unfold.
And higher spheres of existence reach, 
Until but into infinitude. The heights 

tinned,
The finite mind of man cannot, does not, 

comprehend. .
Savants may ask: What good has been wrought 
Provided all that’s claimed is true?
The only answer to be given is: 
We have proved the way to heaven. 

Mrs. Timpli Taylor.

Colorado Springs, Col.
ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

The-anniversary was observed here by hold
ing‘a inefeting Sunday morning, April 1st, in 
G. A, R. htdl. Mr. G. W. Kates -gave the 
address upon “The History of Spiritualism.’’ 
The'meeting was greatly enjoyed by those 
present, and new. energy aroused towards 
holding regular meetings, ' Whit,

Mrs. S. A. Lefeber 
Rossmoyne, Ohio.

A Few Remarks by Brother Jon 
. athan. 7

I congratulate you, Spiritualists, on this the 
forty-sixth anniversary of modern Spiritual
ism, and particularly do I wish to warn you of 
the encroachment of the Jesuits on the earth
plane and on the spirit side of life also. They 
have taken possession of many mediums, and 
their only object is, while telling a few spirit
ual truths and giving tests, to finally disgrace 
your glorious cause. Look out for mediums 
who still attend the confessional. The A. P. 
A. is doing a most excellent work in repel
ling Rome’s invasion, as set forth by Rev.

TerribleMisery
Helpless With Rheumatism 

and Wlthput Appetite
Tired Feeling and Pains Dispelled 

by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
“ I was in terrible misery with rheumatism in 

my hips and lower limbs. I read so muob 
about Hood’s Sarsaparilla that I thought I 
would try it and aee U it would relieve me. 
When I commenced I could not sit up nor evtn 
turn over in bed without help. One bottle ol

Hood’s Relieved Me
so much that I was soon out of bed and could 
walk. I had also felt weak and tired all the 
time; could not sleep, and obtained so little rest 
at night that 1 felt all worn out in the morning. 
I had no appetite to eat anything, but Hood"« 

Hood’ssi>Cures 
Sarsaparilla restored my appetite so that I 
could eat without any distress, and I have 
Sained rapidly in strength. I have taken live 

ottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla and I am as Well 
as ever.” Maa, 8. A. Leebbeji, Rossmoyne, O.

Hood’s Pills cure liver ills, constipation, 
biliousness, jaundice, sick headache, Indigestion.
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seen in scores of anti-Romanist organizations Iand profitable ««nd « your sddr««. 
j. ._____ h ~ ~ ... . mL° x. immediately. We teach men and women bow to earnforming all over this country. The most effl- from IS per day to ISOOO per year without having had 
cient of all these is the A. P. A., an order PreT10UB experience, and furnish the employment t 

’ which they can make that amount Capital unnecci
sary. A trial will cost you nothing. Write to-day antwo years old, numbering upwards of 

1,500, OoO, and steadily increasing at the rate 
of 10,000 a week. The A. P. A. had more 
to do with the result in the recent elections 
than the financial depression. The millions 
are rising in an aroused patriotism that is de
termined that- American principles and not 
Roman shall prevail in this country, and that 
Americans and not foreigners shall rule Amer
ica. Let no one imagine that the A. P. A. 
will soon pass out of existence. This move
ment in its inception made blunders, but it is 
now in good hands and moving on cautious 
and conservative lines, and the Roman hier
archy might just as well learn at once that 
Americans, native and foreign-born, will de
fend their public school system and resist all 
foreign interference, with their lives if need 
be. In last week’s election in Kansas City 
the two parties were arrayed against each other, 
and resulted in some killed and wounded. It 
is worthy of note that every attempt to carry 
out the principle of ‘America for Americans' 
in our history has brought about a fight at 
once. Why should the Irish Roman Catho
lics organize themselves into a great number of 
secret societies? Almost all these societies 
are military ones. The Irish Catholics may 
have their beneficial and civic orders, but it is 
certainly not a good thing that they organize 
into military companies and regiments bearing 
arms.

“The American people, ” Mr. Peters con
tinued, ‘ ‘have become so tolerant of intoler
ance that sooner than defend their rights they 
allow the Corrigans and Crokers to walk over 
them roughshod. Rome has so scared the 
American people with the shout of ‘bigotry’ 
that they have allowed her to fill the offices 
with thieves and thugs, loot the public treas
ury, attack the schools, muzzle the preachers, 
and run everything, from the White House to 
the penitentiary, to suit the Pope. And now 
when Americans awake and organize to defend 
the institutions for which their fathers died 
the cry of ‘persecution’ Is raised.

“People cried ‘No danger!’ before the war 
of the rebellion," said the speaker in conclu
sion, ‘ ‘but when Fort Sumter was fired upon 
it woke them up. And something will yet 
arouse sleeping Americans. Rome would like 
to keep the American people quiet until she 
has complete control of the government, en
acts all needed laws to effect a union of Church 
and State, and then put on Protestants the 
curse for stirring up the rebellion. Abraham 
Lincoln saw the danger threatening the Amer
ican people and said: ‘I do not pretend to be 
a prophet, but though not a prophet I can see 
a very dark cloud on our horizon, and that 
cloud is coming from Rome. ’ ”

Spiritualists, beware, we say, of Jesuitical 
spirits as well as Jesuitical mediums. There 
Is a dark cloud on the glorious cause of Spir
itualism.

Do You Hear the Heavenly Message?

Don’t you hear the heavenly music?
Don’t you hear the joyous sound?

Angels now are all around us, * 
Love and mercy doth abound.

Hallelujah, hallelujah, 
Peace on earth, good will to

Let your lamps be trimmed and burning;
Meet the angels on the way; 

Leave all darkness now, forever.
Seek for that eternal day. .

Hallelujah, hallelujah, 
Peace on earth, good will to man.

Don’t you hefflrthe music ringing, 
Sweet and softly through the air?

Don’t you hear the angels singing, 
Love and mercy eveiywhere?

Hallelujah, hallelujah. 
Peace on earth, good will to man, 

Mbs. C. M, Howard, 
Lansing, Mich.

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the *'Astral 

Guide." It contains a let. 
ture on Astro-Maqnbtic 
Treatment by Phof, Ol*- 
ney H. Richmond. It U 
Indorsed by advanced Mas- 
thus in Spirit Lifb and 
will imform you where to 
fjrocure Specific remedies
of the Absolut» Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis. 
ease. Astral GuidttwA on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J.SHAFRR, 
Chemist, 

xpjo Washington Boni.
Chicago, Ill.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This is a most valuable book. It comes from tn Ex* 
Priest, whoso character Is above reproach, and who 
knows what he la talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contains the following ohan* 
ten:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of‘Womanly Self« 

respect In the Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Plc of Perdition for the 
Priest.

CHAPTER III. . 
The Confessional is the Moderri Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Prlssts Is made eat} 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated and refined Woman In tbe Con> 
fcsBlonal—What becomes of her after uncondltlow 
al surrender*-Her irreparable Rain.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all tbe Sacred Ties of 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VIL

Should Auricular Confession bo tolerated among Civil
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Doe« Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul!

CHAPTER IX.
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels tbe Church <>f Rome to confess tbe 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession lu Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislator«, Hut* 
bands and Father»—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penltenu

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

SOMETHINQ USEFUL.
f\UT ON THE DEPTHS INTO THE 
V/Light. By Samuel BowIcb; Mrs. Carrie E. B. 
Tiring, medium. TblB little book will be read with 
Intense interest by thousand«. It contain« Mr. Bowles’ 
Interview« with tbe inhsblunt« of the Hells of Splrlt- 
Ufe—n dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath of the millions who bare gone 
from earth-life with the damning effect« of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
iring lives. Tlio book 1« made up of fifteen chapter». 
Borno of the titles of tho chapters are as follows: 
The Sphere« of Io«urrectloDl»ta and Prostitute«—Tbe 
Homo of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirit« who 
Slot to Increase Borrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 

Issension and revenge—Tbo War Department in 
the Hella of Bplrlt-llfc—Unhappy Marriage« are pro
moted by tbe low spirit« In tbe matcb-maklogteil of 
Splrlt-Uro—The Kegro Hell-The Indian Heli-The 
Mormon Helt—Tho ¿Heli for Dishonest Spiritualist« 
and medium«—Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting In tbe 
UghL An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirit* 
uaj Congress. Price,25 cent».

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
DOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 

L By Lítale Doten. New edition. This handsome 
volume open« with the wonderful experience» of the 
author. who Is peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public »peaker. Her platform labor« have for a 
,ong time been I ucomIdr, and tbe deep religious and 
spiritual tone <1 her discourses bars extended her 
Influence far beyond tbe limit of ber voice, through 
the instrumentality ef the preaA But It la chiefly for 
ber medlumtstio power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrlUing, pervaded with a spirit 
religion« end elevating, that «be if most specially 
known. This volatile contain! the gems of the tnsplr- 
atlonal tuterancea, given chiefly before public audi
ence», under direct apirit Influence. Several of them 
are attrlbnled to tbe spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
bare an the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of hli productions In earth-life, out far surpass these 
In exaltednesi o' conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tb > Inspiration of Shakespeare. Burna, 
A. W. Sprague; rot In many case» the author« name 
Is not recorded. Tbe Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poema 
are given to the world. The peculiar influence which 
each spirit exercised over tbe medium Is stated, and 
tbs unmistakable certainty and significance of this 
higher phase of spiritual communion Is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, Plain, reduced from 11-50 to 414XÁ 
Postage 10 cents. For sale at this office- -

ZIFE IN THE STONE AGE/ THE
Hliwry of Athami, Chief Prleit or * Bud of Al 

Arran». An Outline History of Mu. Written throort 
the tnedlnmiblp of V. G. rigley. You ahouid nut 
thia work. Price 80 cent*.
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tion,
"Face

•no longer are their interests considered by
nity and impressiveness. our politicians and statesmen. It must be an

R. M. Payne, Esq., president of the Cassa- individual i.work, with each life consecrated

LONG LAKE, MINN.

'Both Sides,’
"Wulf In Sheep's

pure that none but the good can come to us. After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought Inturn,

Ciui'TKR IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.—

TaabaH Viv winHfl Ai iftftA Alii tiUAii HAlinm will f/xwAl" in lifi otatiHaiif Iatict nilar Quandnrj. A Minister a Opinion. Author a Objection,losses oy vdb wjuub oi lave oul upon Hies uaiism wm wwer in ns granueur long aiier jorum'Teat*. Muatbobomout of Fieab. Birth of th<*
the errors of its adherents have passed away. ” Spirit a Rcsurrortlon. Not of Flesh and Blood. Blbloocean,

“Friends have been scattered like roses in Inclosing, Mrs. Agnew impressively said:
'Spiritualists need hearts as well as brains;bloom,"

I called thro’ misty faith; whose feeble light er8> ^rs> ?aine aQd her assistants, Chapter VH I—Objections Ohjpctlonf

Hazel.

forty-sixth anniversary1 of modernThe

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

tuent religious schisms. '

fl

£

when we have religious politicians, who will 
carry with them to the polls the sermon on

tnorc iban Bibira. Lying Spirit? pent out. Bld God 
dolt? Crsu <>f Jeremiah ond Efckkl. Ezeklel'a Ex
planation. Spiritualism aDeluMon. The Lord coming.

Maquoketa, Iowa.
ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

“Letters to Eldel 
‘That Terrible

Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. Tbo Slone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Miles Grant," " 
Question,

U 
&

»

to damn the World for Tobellef. Author lore? God

Perhaps in no department of human re- minded her of a little daughter, Mary, whom 
search is real inspiration so potent as in the she had recently lost, the mother burst into 
philosophy of modern Spiritualism. Here, tears. . •

Let not the discord earthward chain thy spirit. 
Thou hast had thy share of earthly care anol 

pain. ■
Only that I may thy wealth pf love inherit— 

St Fare thee well, dear father, visit me agtflh.

commotion, 
“Some at the bridal, some at the tomb.”

Calumny. Pcraccullon purifies. What Guod has Splr- 
Itaallsm done. Opponents unfair. Jnimoralhy In tbo 
Churches. KfUglouR Systems not responsible for 
Errors of (heir Adherents. Nomi Permit. AH are 
God-maker*. Men worship thefr own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewieh Church. Tes
timony of Jeremiah.

Chapter III— Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.—

Nellie Daemmerle; song, “The Separa- 
t,nn » Miss Nellie Dobson; recitation, 

on the Floor,” Master Fred

ary work. He draws large audiences 
and is liked by Christians and Spiritu
alists. He handles his subjects in a

Clone to Abolitionism. God-4ep4‘-li<tpri ngnlnnt Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of Tin* Objection 
proves Spirt’tHillem'. Hebrews Inclined to apply to the 
bend for Knowledge. Law ludoreod Spiritualism. 
Hila Lawabolished. Other Precept? of this Law not 
binding. Jostia violated thl* Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Law good In 
Its Place, and for Its Time M'*n Inclined to worthlp 
Spirits which communicated Tho Jewish Jeboru 
Dot an Infinite God. He Incited the Jew? to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-oald.

against 11 (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion »‘f tho Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Object Iona answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
cut Christ's J'lcal).

Cuavteii VI—Aro We Infidel??—RaplJ^Orowth of 
Bplrltuallatn. The “Mad-Pog'* cry. charge lenorod. 
proceeds lr<>m Infidel Heart?. Truths»nd Erroraln 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Blb'.e. All be
lieve Parts, and no one believes All, <>i the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. H<»w shall we decide wp.. the Be
liever? (ire, The true Test. Worka. Th«' ' '..«milsslon. 
End of the Wnrld not vet. T 'vrl»n and Christian age. 

' Preaching, Baptism, and Signe go together. Is Christ 
In tbe Church?

Love’s torch is not wasted,-tits fires still parlors of Mr. and Mrs. H. P< Harvey. Mrs. 
burn. . Harvey delivered an able address on “Spirit-

. — — .. ■. . . . . . . . . — . ■ • .
Modern Spiri llatu." We give below only a partialIf we would be in com- Het of the contents of each chapter;

Clothing," Etc., Etc.

Thia book Is what ita title Indicates—"The Qckstion 
Bkttlkü. uu Careful (Jompari-on of Biblical and

A chorus choir, not the least of i the attrac
tions, opened the afternoon session, while hn 

According to an established custom among overflowing hall waited to greet the announced

shone o’er me, t - . , _
'The voipe of love’s melody, oh, where dost evenin6 that was very entertaining and enjoy- 

thou roam?” able, thus closing the anniversary exercises.

-«.Ua.a/I « *-1.1 üMîall.v (he RcìuB oí ìpnorfin'T. A British Lord andr6DQ6r6(l R promiscuous programme in tue ilieStoamboA». Obj^t-lons lo tho Toleprapb. Objec-

A Comimm Doctrine. Angela arc ispirili*. Torma 
“Man" and "Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Hout of the Lord. An Angel apnearato 
Gideon; to Manoab’s wife; Is Introduced to Manoah.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON 

----- OF-----

, O, a, op.i.u out.»™ uuv ucaiu MA uuc m . n , . , . . ill« Billie. Law forbidding Couaultatlon with tboWfianed ont hv a «ime.pRRinn nr Rl»pn1a«R j T . . .. ... , Welcome snirit! min in mv noetic measure— All burlier llvlnei costa enort. but it is a nossi- Dead. iu Effect, nibio writers in Doubt as to avv eanen uui uy a succession oi sieepiess body; we have put man into the crucible and J J 45 g uo . . Future. A Dialogue. Splrliuttikm conviueea a Mln-
,ftpk4-„ ft# ^.,,4-iftP.P. «44™^- 4.^ -—4—4.^ - -- - - - । < <Tne torch when once wasted, oh. how can binty within the reach oi all who earnestly uter or his immortality. Dying Minister iu Despair.

' it burn?” . strive. They complain that the angel moth
ere, whose sweetness and love blessed the A Natural Query. Jesn. regarded us n Hlaspbe.mor
. ’ , and & Devil, kvary new bystem passes an Era of

, - - innocent, receptive days of ounchildhood, no ' ’ ” ---------- -------------- -
,,Q ,8 nes8> longer come to us; have we not raised the
“Splendor now clouded, oh, where dost bar*ier by becom’ing hard(jned and calloug 

ou s me wb;b tbe selfish, mad striving after the things
. , - of a too material life? Would we call back

, t> ^t88’ vi i. . . .. . „ the dear mother from the echoless shore? then
• Thi« u Hr. Br° g0 ’ wa8ted the W,ne- mUBt we become Purified aad pileless, like

. - . _ ground on which science and what is known 1 wander to the oid home oft’ in dreams and untoJ1U£e children. There should lie a
Turning to where the noise was, she snapped ag popular religious dogmas meet. visions, greater striving toward a spirit of toleration— a iiAriKii ix —me inrre rm. . .. _____
r finer»™ «nd noiua «nt- uH™. dn oo t dn|’> ufirn .f fkis Verv nnint.Ir whprp “Many the changes since last (there') we more cultivating of that greatest of all human Spiritual Platform. Three pronordiloDj-.* Man ha« a1 Here at tins very point is where Spiritualism many vue mangeB biuue msv (mere) we : spiritual Kann.-. siMrit not ^material, spiritual

■ • ■ ■ * ■ ■ --- x Virtues, Charity— Sittingon some pale peak in Man. SourceofErldcaro. Ulhlt'-alTfsUmony. Elihu.
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46TH ANNIVERSARY
' Of Modern Spiritualism.

■. • . An Addreps Delivered. 
BXPROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD. 
To the World's Progressive Thinkers.

A lappy combination of circumstances

Olson; selections from “Faust,” Mrs. 
Rose Opperman and Prof. E. Speyer; 
recitation, “Bob-o’-Link,” Miss Nellie 
Smith; song duet "Won't you be my 
Sweetheart? .Master and Miss Nellie 
Daemmerle; piano, “Valse Caprice,” 
Miss Clara O’Neil: recitation, “'Ostler 
Joe,” Mr. Earl Lewis; trio, mandolins

and here only, we find cosmic-science in all Now this recital is of historical character, • ’ ~~
of its departments harmonized by the Spirit- and we ask the world .of unbelief;'whaiWI! Th© Forty-Sixth Anniversary 
ual philosophy. Here, and here only, we find you have to aay when. we demonstrate to’yoli ■■ . Cassadaga Camp,
an analysis of consciousness as the subtle, that the relation between these two spheres of ■ ______ '

, in- sheen upon which objective nature projects life has ever existed in the ■ principles of . .. ....
trbduces us to our .work here on the Spiritual her activities, promoting thought, mind, in- nature’s structure, but has been shrouded • - _ „ ......... - _______________
rostrum, and to the, progressive thinlseraof telligence and inspiration. Here, and here from human vision by the erroneous teachings the adherents and devotees of the faith here speakers.
this age. The dawning of a new era of thought only, we may consider the human and'his in- of theology? That your loved ones have ever at Lily Dale, the forty-sixth anniversary of “Life’s Successes, ” was the subject of a care-
upon the truth of continued existence, we tellect, connected to life visible and invisible, been in touch with you, but your blindness by 11110 blrtl? of modem Spiritualism was cele- fully prepared essay by Mrs. L. M. Shaw,
trust, awaits the world oh this the. first day of by-those molecular modes of relationship popular preaching and its pernicious formula brated with usual enthusiasmand satisfactory clearly proving that “high ambitions are an-
the forty-sixth anniversary of the Spiritual known to connect all factors of time and space, has held you away from your loved, has held reault^ Although the exercises were on this gels of inspiration, which if faithfully followed
philosophy; An awakening made interesting The inspiration that discovered and applied you away from thp truth, h»a hnlH you away o.ccaBlon under the direction of the young so- lead to life’s truest and real success. ”
by discoveries: in physical and mental science the electro-character and quality of cerebro- from the application of natural principles, Clet^ recently organized and christened the Mrs. Inez Hunting ton Agnew, of Water-
of such importance'!as todispel error and idle nervous ganglia, to modes of impression, laid while it could fatten and riot over the most Oassadaga Lake Spiritualists’Association, the ford, Pa., introduced her lecture by reading
speculation, by processed of analytical demon- the foundation of a truth that will grow with sacred relation known to human existence. P®rformers were those most generally active that sterling old poem, “The Present Crisis, ”
stration, showing the unity of nature’s order increasing knowledge, and last as long as the Wo are horn tn 'niirpUima, and in. a11 our public entertainments. Opening taking the same for a text. “Weare,” said
to be the formula of this era. Continuity of Spirit-world impinges on human life audits we challenge the evangelical infidels to meet with a dance Saturday night, the young Spir- the lady, “in the midst of a great human
life based entirely upon knpwn principles of needs. us in discussion. > itualists, and some not so young, except in crisis—with social, industrial and political
cosmos, without the intervention of priest- Hence, it will be seen that the raps at ______ -< >*- ........ ■ - spirit, tread the mazy . steps to melodious wrongs crying out on every side of us, with
craft or theism, is ip the . line of actual pro- Hydesville had an auspicious beginning. 1CTU AIIMIVEDO A DV measures of an imported orchestra, until the hunger and famine stretching out its gaunt
gresaion, freeing every man from schismatic Morse had discovered that through a wire made tDIH ANIliVtllvAni i witching hours. hphds for bread; with enforced idleness ap-
servitude and making him the rightful heir to sufficiently electro, he could transmit the raps _____ Sunday dawned clear and calm, bringing a pealing for employment, with legislated vice
ill progress and growth. at the telegraphic key. Or, more accurately nalivararl -»+ nomarvia °rowd of visitors from the surrounding coun- and robbery holding high rule over all, dnd

Intq this thesis of the Spiritual philosophy stated, the raps of the telegraphic key evoked z'aa’B8S »* _ warnegie try and still more remote cities. On entering unless Spiritualism and Spiritualists com & to
we propose to weave an analysis of ancient and changes of some kind—at that time unknown Hall, New York, Library hall for the 11 o’clock conference, the the rescue and prove the saviors, then, indejd,
modern inspiration and revelation, and to in- —that produced or caused raps at the other by president henry j. newton. beautiful and artistic decorations, the exqui- must the ship of state flounder on the rocls, 
troduce those deductive and inductive argu- end of the telegraphic line. To-day we know Friends we have convened to celebrate ®owers tba11 Perfumed the air, transform- going down amid the wild breakers. Creeps 
ments and experiments that are basic to a this phenomenon of electrical raps to be forty-sixth annivors^ry of the advent of t'ie 1>^aCe 'nt° a bo,wer l°vej'0.eBS, and dogmas are crumbling away, and unless 
true philosophy, and cogent with logical caused by molecular change; and to us, for modern Spiritualism. In inv introductory awal<ene(1 “any exclamations of delightful Spiritualists drop the seeds of truth, faith
methods of reasoning. To enable us to pre- many years, it has seemed to be something remarks I necessarily repeat some of the 8UrPriBe> wblle °’er tbe senaeB swept a wave fully, tilling the soil, then again must the hu-
sent this progression in its real light, we are more than a coincidence that the raps at thina« ™ »imiior nnonnkm« in v«« of peace, and exaltation of soul that will lin- man race repeat the bloody chapters of theobliged to explain what was understood by the Hydesville as well as the raps of the electrical ‘ 0 “egby 1 C° 8 “ y WB g« “ “*“ory. Dark Ages.
term inspiration in ancient theistic thought, key should be caused by the action of con- I make a marked distinction between mod- “Welcome Tidings,”'in green lettering over “Where are we to begin? Hasnotexper- 
apd to note that for centuries it was applied scions energy, upon electro conditions of mat- ern Spiritualism and manifestations supposed a gold®n Bun> suggested the text of the ience proven the utter folly and impracticabil- 
ohly to those writings called ‘ ‘Sacred Scrip- ter, thus demonstrating the actuality and be of spiritual origin in ancient times At occaBlon an(1 tbe inspiration of the hour. ity of attempting reformation in the legisla
tures.” But gradually the evolution of individuality of spirit life, through those elec- the time when the phenomena occurred in the • Bubatantial background of the associa- tive halls of our nation, for know we not that
thought, promoting discoveries in physical and tro molecular changes, that we understand to fox f amily the general belief in the power of ^On truBteeB on 1110 ro^trum (afi members of no longer are the common people represented
physiological science, has dissipated the nar- be the formula for the transmission of energy a 8pjrit fo manifest itself to us mortals had tlie board’ but one> b01Dg Pres6nt) added dig- ’ ............ ‘
row view of theists, and modem inspiration in every department of visible and invisible beCome almost and practicaiiy i might say nifv *"'1 imnrpssiwn/iqfl 
stands forth to-day to unlock the secrete of nature........................................... extinct Such notions had been relegated to o . .7 •, D - . .... •. ... .. ..
nature and reveal the rhythm of cosmic art, The telegraphic circuit now unites a world the domain of “old wives’fables " and church <la^a. Village Spiritualists Society, was by to the cause—each rife preaching its own ser
in its application to life present and future. of commerce, just as a knowledge of these members and materialists were agreed on this unanimouB choice made chairman of the day. mon from the God-given creed of its own

It has ever been the weakness and special cosmic principles unites two realms of con- subject, if on no other. In the fifty years im- His opening address was a brief history of heart " ........................................................
province of theology to instruct that inspira- scious existence. Man in nature is a sen- mediately preceding the raps at Hydesville the b18 °.wn conversion to Spiritualism, proving of “The speakers have asked: Is it practical?
tion is a lost art, having been in times pasta tient central station, when what is called im- aKgreasive attacks of scientific philosophy real “terest to a.11, but more especially to the is it. rational to expect the spirits to do all,
supernatural action of the so-called “Divine pression, or modes of motion or sensation, on works built on the doctrines of mytho s^ePtlcal or »'hose still seeking for the true while, we sit idly with folded hands, indif
Mind," upon the minds of a limited number comprise the formula of physical and mental iogical pbijosophy and fabulous histOry had _ .. , fe™nt our resporiBibilities? We talk
of prophets and apostles of the evangelical growth. These sentient impressions are the been fearfuiiy effective and destructive Itollowing this was a well-prepared paper of the glories of Spiritualism, of the beautiful 
faith, and that its mission ended with the com- result of molecular change in the various aven- Search-lights were being turned on the dark ^r8’ ^ain0> dealing retrospectively work done by the invisible hosts in their home 
pilation of the Old and New Testaments, ues of the sensory system. When the popu- bauntg of superstition and the foul demons of with tlle Bub1ect under discussion, its fruits beyond—bu| it doesn't help us here today to
While it is true that this schism has given rise lar mind can be made to understand and oppression and those lusting for power re and re8ults> A happy hit from Mrs. Davis, know what they do over there. It’s more the
to two schools of theistic thought-the one appreciate this truth the relation between treated before the light, the shackles of men- of Cassadaga Village, a lady noted for her wit utility and less the philosophy of life we
contending that every chapter, verse, word and these two spheres of life will be demonstrated tai bondage became loosened, men and women and ability, was an apology in rhyme con- should learn from the angels.        „„ „U.,JVVVS 1U u
letter of the Bible is plenarily inspired; the by the same kind of inductive evidence that turned away in disgust from the picture re- tamlno an Apnl joke that captured the house. “We must overcome our own weakness, masterly manner and his psychometric 
other, that only particular chapters and verses now determines a conscious, intelligent opera- vealed hv the lio-ht nf seien™ »nd the reanlt ' In g°°d old orthodox style, the chairmad our own petty, selfish narrowness-must take readings are exceptionally good. The 
are inspired, such as relate directly to tor at each end of the telegraphic line. waB that the drift of the human intellect in called for testimonials from the faithful pres- love into our souls—love for all God’s chil- consls!-ed of
religion and revelation—yet each of these fac- Human consciousness, then, is a central sta- all civilized and enlightened countries was ent; prompt responses were the result each dren-and make it our daily companion. SUpper sociable, o.u- society “Keen 
x.--------a— . ... ° . containing a bit of confession, philosophy or “Spiritualism will be a mockery, a travesty, reorganized under the name of Lake

’ wisdom. President Gaston prefaced a brief if it do no more for the real material better- Minnetonka Spiritual society, the
lar change; and it was the following of this Xht"darkness Z^m^atowinir wWch^hX't imPromPfcu testimony by repeating that trite ingof mankind than the churches have done, hL Uk’nnvn Stl'bi’S’ P‘’eslden‘:

gloom of materialism. There seemed n0 111 wat°b my enemies—impressively saying pie—that looks not after the material as well Alice Mather, treasurer: Arthur
con- friendly hand to nointthe wv o oi f lllal 8rea»ier toleration and less uncharitable as spiritual welfare of its poor ditch-diggers? Stafford, executive board. Justice.

hope to lead us towards the light “ ° ®ritici8“ thk “ed °f th® tim68 am°ng heace will be no better than
W This in fact was the situation when those lit- th0880i i -r > . he church0B wage un-
Pro- tie raps first vibrated on the air atthehome The following mspirational poem Jom the less we make ours a practical rehgion and
' - - Navor «in/w mon pen of Mrs. R. M. Payne—every third and keep the divine truth burning on the altar of

' 0 fourth line of Which compose an old and our hearts. We can and must put from our

ANNIVERSARY exercises.
The forty-sixth anniversary exercises 

xjb.tbe Indjapapolis Association of 
Spiritualists was held at G. A. R. hall 
on Saturday, March 31, and Sunday, 
April.1.

The hall was beautifully decorated 
with foliage plants and flowers—friends 
vying with each other in bringing to 
the hall plants, emblems aud out flowers 
for their loved ones. The fragrance of 
the flowers filled the hall ana brought 
with it a great Hood of light and in
spiration. The hall was tilled to over
flowing with an enlightened audience 
that keenly appreciated the rare treat. 
■ A programme was rendered, choice.iu 
quality, comprising musical and literary 
talent of no mean degree, and it did 
great credit to those kind friends who so 
willingly and cheerfully assisted in 
making this occasion the memorably 
one of 1894, long to be remembered by 
those present. The audience was appre
ciative, as encore after encore followed 
the rendition of each number on the 
programme. Mrs. G. W. Kates, who 
was with us, and is serving us during 
the month of April, met with a hearty 
welcome, and her work with our society 
is proving very satisfactory indeed.

Piano overture, Prof. Eugene Speyer; 
address, “Why do we celebrate?” Mrs. 
G. W. Kates; ocarina with piano, Miss 
Alice Halpin and Mr. John Many; reci
tation, "Daisie's Fate,” little Miss

and piano, Miss Alice, Halpin, John 
Many and George Hess; recitation ad
dress, “Greatness,” Mr. Claude Thomp
son; Duet, mandolin and piano, Miss 
Alice Halpin and Mr. John Many.

B. F. Schmidt, president.

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

To the Editor:—Our forty-sixth 
anniversary celebration was successfully 
carried through. We had with us Rev. 
Allen F. Brown, of Minneapolis, the 
State lecturer, three nights. Ba is a 
fine lecturer, well adapted to do mission-

tions maintains that the day of inspiration tion where incoming waves of vibration towards materialism, and on the borders of 
ended with the lives of those who wrote and promote conscious sensation through molecu- this wonderful scientific light a cloud of mid
compiled these special treatises. nhon™. «nJ .1™«. tho +k.„ .... . . .

The word inspiration, as applied to mental order of impression that enabled the 
processes, means, literally, to breathe into, or family to trace the cause of the raps 
more accurately, breathing into; and as used sounds in their home at Hydesville, to 
by theologians denotes the action of the divine scious spirit existence, 
mind upon human mind, whereby the latter is A brief review of these occurrences 
«upematurally informed and qualified to com- prove of interest at this time, and help _ __ _____ __ __
municate the information received. The term gressive thinkers to trace this principle of the the^Fox family Never since u<*u  ___
revelation is used by theologians to denote the molecular character of those impressions, that a conscious being‘and traveied his“ tedious , M - . . F „ , „ t J u
first part of this action, and inspiration to ex- unites hie visible to the invisible. It seems journey from the savage to the civilized man iavorlte son^ frequently sung by her father— souls all envy, malice, hatred, gossip, dishon- 
press the second part Thus it is claimed the the Fox family, consisting of Mr. Fox and has anything come to him oj equal lmportoacei cloSed th® exercifl08 of tbe morninK 0B1y> treachery-all that keeps the pure and
divine mind just revealed to his prophets and wife and two daughters—Margaret, twelve or anything which would for a moment com- T0 MY father. ^oly from dwelling in and with us. If we
chosen ones what he desired to be communi- years old, and Kate nine—had moved into a pare with it in value< Welcome Dear Father for when mv heart is 7-°^ b® 9brist-like 10 our nature we.must
cated, and supernaturally qualified and in- house at Hydesville, in December, 1847. Soon Efforts to reconcile popular religious dog- weary ’ kindly prefer one pother to do the highest L«»» conjrase'.-whi •>;,

spired them to give utterance to his instruc- after they commenced to hear raps and knock- ma8 witb Bcience were made by a few enthu- Thy loving presence my spirit can cheer, thin<?8 ) k ® k g ®n \ « Ca“
tions. It will appear, we believe, to most mgs, which increased in vmlence towards the BiaBts and perBevered in with manifest Even tho’life’s sky be threatening, dark and ang®? ’ 'f-nT? one
thinkers, that the utterance of truth does not end of March, 1848. Supposing that some desperation. The {gravity of the situation drearv “ J1’ lf we wlllfulIy or mahcI°u«Iy wrong
need supernatural qualification more in relig- natural cause of ordinary character would dis- waB apparent and hald be met Science had Clouds j but fflel aew another or remain blind to our own individual
ious or in secular affairs,—in theistic cover the strange sounds, they did not abandon jn the first place disarmed its ancient enemv J responsibilities? .
doctrine, or in the ordinary exercise of the this idea until the last day or night of March, and forced him to the conflict without weanons Tenderly the old song in my heart I treasure, munion with the higher powers, we must make wao\VoAumaniiV-Nu«k'umrni ¿“"a .Tumio? 

human faculties, neither in the interpre- 1848, which was just forty-six years ago last it said to the Driest: “You sav that a man has “Joys that we've tasted may sometime re- ourselves fit temples by living so high and Kcllgiona aud Sciences have lulled to deiiiouatrate an

Biblical and Modern Spirit
ualism.
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human faculties, neither in the interpre- 1848, which was just forty-six years ago last it said to the priest: “You say that a man has 
tation of the Bible, or in the application of nigbt- . a soul, a spirit that survives the death of the
principles of therapeutics. Indeed, we may ........... .. “ y — _ _____ _ __ ___ _____„„„
say that the progressive intellect of the present nights, and of fruitless attempts to penetrate reduced him to "his 71ementary*conditions" and 
era demands accurate methods of reasoning the mystery, the family had retired very early ¡p ^be product of this analysis we find no soul
and inductive demonstration in matters apper- to rest; but scarcely had the mother retired or Bpirit about which you talk so much, and Methinks I hear thee singing with a touch of
taining to continued life, no less than in the when the children cried out: “Here they on which you build your religious structure; 
affairs of life present are again! The night being windy, itisug- we therefore demand from you, before you go

Two factors of human progression have gested to Mr. Fox that the knockings might further, proof of the truth of this assertion."
gradually changed the ancient view regarding be the rattling of the sashes. He tried several, The priest has nothing worthy the name of Aye, well remembered days, once so full of 
the value of the Bible as an inspired volume, shaking them to hear if they were loose, evidence to present. With science assertions 
and is changing theological speculation in its Kate happened to remark that “as often as mu8t be 8u8tained by facts; and without facts 
various creedal aspects, and arranging new her father shook the window-sash, the noises assertion is of no value whatever, 
data as to inspiration perse. One of these seemed to reply.
factors are discoveries in physical, electrical ' _ ...
and cosmic science, and the other equally im- her fingers and called out: “Here, do as I do! _________ _  _ r _____ ___ _ ...............
portent, the advancement of experimental The knockings instantly responded She Ordws a halt to'the Tead'era 'ol^mterialta^ . mBt-” ____ * Z ■ « ze»b.»i.b.'m,. i>e<™. n.rd
physiology in its application to cerebral nerv- tried, by silently bringing together her thumb and presents the proof in a great variety of Yes, since thy spirit passed to spheres elysian, self wmplacency, what right have we to judge answer all. Hpfrltnai Senses, mind and Desi Man, 
ous mental structure. These discoveries and forefinger, whether she could still obtain forms. Science at first refused to take the “Blushes have brightened, cheeks have OT criticise a brother or sister? May not our of Knowicdpc. Peter awakened. Two Contradlttory 

imply that a definite order of ganglions stiuc- a response Yes! it-the mysterious some- iacts of Spiritualism or give them even serious been wet.” %““v-Tb0 wm oi the spfrfl._Aii subject,
fare is the base not only for seeing and all thing—could see, then, as well as hear! She consideration, claiming that the phenomena - .. . .... or heaven than tneir Irauties. true Spirit- importiini. ;v«mu.tj>e iwu .Rain.- sicudemu.'

other modes of sensation, but that the mental called her mother: “Only look, mother,” she presented by Spiritualism were outside of the
poise of what we call good or bad acts, largely said, bringing her finger and thumb together realm of physical investigation, and that the
depends upon the pharacter, quality and func- as before; and as often as she repeated the legitimate field for its investigation did not
tion of brain matter. Hence, what we call noiseless motion, just so often responded the extend beyond the physical universe. - . . •
inspiration depends upon a certain normal raps. This at once arrested the mother’s at- Scientists are, however, learning something; Yea’ 8ome are 8adl? wrecked mid fierce hearU gom* *° be trumP8.ln the. future 
condition and healthy activity of those brain tention. “Count ten, she said; and ten they are not as egotistical as formerly. They 

. cells through which the moral order of life is strokes were distinctly given. are slowly discovering that the most learned , - , , .- .
’ ............................................. ‘How old is my daughter Margaret?" Twelve fiave as yet scarcely entered the vestibule of Once many vearsago I crossed the old home Je mount and cast their vote with a prayer,

■>kes TPHnnndpd .___ i.Z. ™... .. . ...____ . vnee, many years ago, i cruBseu me oia aome then will the poet’s dream be realized, and
AnR in vnn rh.mhnr nno w.« P®“®' i“^®® ®qUity °D °Ur 6arth' ” VH-Are Wu Delude«. A en.nn>on Cry.

Anu, Btooa in yon cnamoer, one was not recitation, “Thomas Paine, ’’ by a young Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They fhprn t ’ J y d ftre Into cacti other. ''Kettle 8t«»ry." Result of themiss, preceded the Closing address of that Warfare. OlnloRnc. God and Medium? deceiving tbo 
Thy’spirit had taken flight, on the wings im- worker, Mrs. Hannah Stearns, who - ! y!^!!1,sl1

mortal, made a plea for peace and political equality.
“Hushed were the lute strings, vacant the The Lyceum children and other talent, un- heaBOninR1„'.arei«. su-e™theoP

cnair. . der ^be direction of the present Lyceum lead- '■! '■ bPlrl,ual,sm W|H no* "down■" o|4

expressed, and upon which genius; skill and “ .
civilization depend. strokes responded. knowledge. They realize that science may be

Viewed in this connection, it will be seen ‘ Kate?” Nine. called upon at no remote day to lay foundar
that the inspiration that discovered the tele- “What could all this mean?" was Mrs. tions upon which to rear scientific edifices on
scope was greater than that which indited the Fox s thought. Who was answering her? entirely new lines of thought
Pentateuch. The inspiration that disclosed Was it only some mysterious echo of her own in Europe, especially, leading scientific
the chemical balance and dynamic law supe- thought? The answers to the next question investigators are acting on this idea, and 
rior to that which instructed a god, or an un- ®be put, seemed to refute this idea. ‘ ‘How paychic and occult phenomena are being in
known and unknowable force or power, behind many children have I?" she asked aloud, vestigated with much care, and, I am happy to
matter, actuating it. The inspiration that, in Seven strokes. Bayj honesty, also. . .
successive stages in our own time, caught and “AhT'she thought, “it can blunder some- 
harnessed electrical energy to the various arts times.” And then, aloud. “Try again.” Still 
of commerce, and to processes of philosophi- seven strokes as before. Of a sudden a 
cal investigation, is of much greater value to thought impressed her mind, 

v   J 1 — - ¿I...-. «.11 «.4 4.L « —1 « xl fill rm 9” ch ft onlxftri .

tudes and postulates formulated by theistic 
speculation in all ages and times: The in
spiration that located the cortical centers of _ _
the human brain, and revealed their i-elation had lost a child. Then she asked: 
to the sensory and motor system, is far more you a man?” No answer.
sublime than all of the rest, since its discov- “Are you a spirit?" It rapped.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat- 
uA„ xv__ ol1 ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. Avery . , , , ,,¿onLd mentsl researcli ttifioall ot the plati. Uiv.r , Arethe'““

--------  ■ Silence for answer. ' * “Never to smile again, never to mourn." 
“How manv are living?” Six strokes. _AU ®evds: ,^080S. I‘ 6 ’ '
“How many dead?" A single stroke. She traces 1110 history c . the theological idea of jfow the veil is rent in twain that once our 
-• .6 . . devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15. hearts divided, _ _ ___

cenliS' / i0^8 IHax we ve tasted will sometime Spiritualism was celebrated by the Progressive
x.iappBu. Old Testament Stories, commercially illus- r?tar“’, , v Club, of Maquoketa, Sunday, April 1st, at the

ery affords not only an analysis of what in- “May my neighbors hear it if I call them?” trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus Into spheres jthereal thy. spirR has glided, narI^ftfMr Md MrB H P Hirvev Mr« 
spiration and revelation really are, but how, It rapped again. ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts. “ - - ..........................
through the divergence of mental structure Thereupon she asked her husband to' call a Trice in strong, board covers $1. Cloth,
and man’s environment, we have the great Mrs. Redfield, who came in laughing. But $1-50-

OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

-ili <l- . ;ualiBm of the Nineteenth Centiiry,” under coQ
- • - - - Oh, may I follow thee in the path of duty, .. f. _ -t,’ . ,

variety of human thought upon life social and her mirth was soon changed; the answers to The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend Where - splendors unclouded eternally ltt01 01 'varrei1 Vflase’ “rer wnicu ma“y of 
religious. The inspiration that reveals the her inquiries were as prompt and pertinent as Them. By Moses Halli A beautiful essay - shine; the club made'remarks which were quite in
order of human thought, through the applica- they had been to Mrs. Fox. P’ ------________________________________11 _1 ’
tion of modern physiological science, dispels with awe; and when, in reply to a question progression. Paper, 25 cents; clqth,’ 50 cte. 
the crude and ambiguous concepts of an- about the number of her children, by rapping A Sex Revolution, by Lotus Waisbrooker.

‘ ’ four, instead of three as she expected, it re- Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents. '

Profoundly reverent, lint tlnirong-hlr radical; expo»
* ««A, jjj AU.WMWW- .• —» *** .. .. I Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism end dog-

She was struck in the line of refined spiritual thought and Fit me to enter the spheres of light'and toreSting. Music by Mrs. Barter's daughter, I slon? never before i ubllsbed. nhowtnfe clearly tbo 

to a Question ncnornwsjnn Pancr 2R nante- ninth ' KI) nta beauty, . . ' . MtS. DegTUSt. Our club meets every Wednes- umen?ewrtne"and ?Lm“?h.'tJe”uB^ M tap“.

There, there to drink oLthe life-giving day evening for reading and discussion. JwSii1»”«“11* not * perMn' A B“U1M 
wine. ’■ . . Mae. M, v. laA»e, [ r
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Our Anniversary.
The Progressive Thinker thinks 

it oan, without overstepping the limits 
of becoming modesty, or of the claims of 
truth, plume itself somewhat on the 
grounds of being not only the most 
widely read, but the most enterprising 
spiritual journal in the world. It is ag
gressive in its Spiritualism, and in its 

' stand as an exponent and defender of its 
philosophy, its phenomena and its advo
cates and honest mediums and co-work
erBin all linesand phases. Its pre-em
inence is recognized and acknowledged; 
ahd its power and influence in behalf of 
Spiritualism is felt and known by both 
friends and foes—the one by its efficient 
aid and defense; the other by its effect
ual opposition to and thwarting of their 
deeply-laid schemes, legislative and 
otherwise.

The Progressive Thinker thinks 
It is entitled to take pleasure and pride 
in presenting this “Anniversary” issue 
toits readers. Spiritualism is a big thing, 
—it is a grand thing—it is a wonderful 
thing. Can there be anything greater 
—grander—more wonderful, or fraught 
with greater import to human
ity? Wo do not qualify the question 
with “if it be true;” for we know it is 
true.

It is well, then, that Spiritualists 
should observe an “Anniversary Day of 
Spiritualism:” and that they should 
make that occasion a great one- 
bringing forth their greatest and best in 
honor and in glad celebration of the 
modern angelic advent, with its new- 
brought song of new and rich meaning: 
Peace, on earth and good-will to man—a 
good will that Spiritualism carries to 
all mankind, on earth and on the other 
shore as well. For great reasons and 
many, it should be made a day of glad
ness and rejoicing. .

Hence it is befitting that The Pro
gressive Thinker, as voicing the 
spiritual hosts, in rapport with the day 
and occasion, should this week devote 
its columns to the Anniversary! It will 
carry an “anniversary” into thousands 
of hearts and homes throughout the 
world—that will read and rejoice, and 
feel to celebrate with us the advent of 
this great light into the .darkness of the 
modern mental and spiritual world.

Look it over, friends; read it, and en
joy the riches of spiritual thought it 
brings to you. No other paper ever 
made such a grand presentation of anni
versary thoughts and doings. As a re
ward for this labor, we ask you to aid in 
strengthening our hands for the work, 
by extending our circulation.

Crowded Out.
All items are crowded out this week, 

inorder to give anniversary reports. 
We devote our entire issue to that one 
purpose.

BALDWINSVILLE, N. Y.

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

To THE Editor:—Spiritualists to the 
number of twenty or more were invited 
to the home of Mrs. Albert Clough, of 
Cold Springs, three miles from Bald
winsville, to celebrate the forty-sixth 
anniversary of Modern Spiritualism. 
Owing to the condition of roads, not all 
could attend, but those who did, after 
partaking of a bountiful repast, assem
bled in the parlor to listen to the voice 
of the dear spirits, through the medium
ship of Mrs. Clough, who is a lady eighty 
years of age, but who retains her bright 
and pleasing powers as well as when we 
first met at her house some eight or ten 
years ago.

We have been well rewarded for our 
constancy to the cause, and today a num
ber of bright spirits came and testified 
to jthe truth of Spiritualism, and of the 
benefit it would be to mankind were 
they willing and ready to accept it. They, 
bade us be of good cheer, and hold this 
day of each year sacred—live true and 
pure lives and not fear so called death, 
as it is only a renewal of life in all its 
beauties and perfections.

Alice Eggleston.

fTHB PROGRESSI VE THINKER

A VISIT TO THE SPIRITUALISTS’ SHRINE
The Plaice (Where Spiritualism First Cast Ils 

Spark of Li^hl oi\ the World.
An Important Question:—If a Man Die Shall He Live Again?

A Believer in Physical Proofs of a Future Life Reverently Ap
proaches a Spot Which Such Believers Hold Sacred.

Hydesville, N. Y.,Mar. 25.—A visit 
to the Hydesville home of the Fox fam
ily, where those world-stirring “raps" 
first heralded the dawn of the grandest 
truth which was ever flashed upon the 
world, has always been my desire, and 
to-day I am enabled to pen these few 
lines (says a writer in the Buffalo Sun
day morning News) to you from under 
the very roof which sheltered those 
dear little gilds (not then in their teens) 
who were chosen by the Spirit-world as 
the instruments through whom was to 
be presented to earth’s children the 
first tangible evidence of man’s exist
ence beyond the grave, as illustrated by 
what is called modern Spiritualism. I 
had always supposed the village of 
Hydesville to be within a few miles of 
the city of Rochester, hence it was that 
my wife and I wended our way thither 
with the anticipation of a short drive to 
the desired spot—but it required very 
diligent inquiry to locate the village 
from Rochester, as it is thirty miles 
away, and two miles from the railroad 
station of Newark—obtaining this in
formation through the editor of a prom
inent paper in Rochester, and wop, by 
the way, expressed himself as positive 
that Spiritualism was correct, and re
gretting that the world, as a whole, was 
so unappreciative of its important 
truths, etc. This editor also furnished 
me with the names and addresses of 
many gentlemen high in business life in 
Rochester, who were firm adherents to 
the doctrine of Spiritualism, and it was 
my pleasure to meet many of these gen
tlemen while in Rochester, and also to 
address a well-filled hall which consti
tuted a spiritual society which is pre
sided over by R. D. Jones, Esq., the 
law librarian at the court-house, and a 
gentleman of marked ability.

THE SHRINE.
But to return. Armed with the in

formation concerning the location of 
Hydesville, we took tue train for New
ark, N. Y., thirty miles away, toward 
Syracuse, and a ride of an hour landed 
us in Newark, where it was but the 
work of a few moments to procure a 
conveyance to the village of Hydesville, 
two miles away. This village of Hydes
ville derives its name from the Hyde 
family, who now and always have owned 
and controlled the country for miles 
around. Artemus Hyde, who owned 
the famous house when the Foxes lived 
there (and in whose will is a clause that 
this historical house shall as far as pos
sible remain intact), died about two 
years ago, and an elegant monument 
marks his resting-place in the cemetery 
which we pass going from the depot in 
Newark to Hydesville. The house is in 
precisely the same condition that it was 
when the Foxes lived there, with tho 
exception of a new set of shingles now 
and then, and replacing the old rail 
fence with a handsome hedge of Osage 
orange. Artemus Hyde many years ago 
caused a large sign (which is easily seen 
from the car windows of the trains on 
the New York Central as they glide by, 
only two hundred feet from the house) 
to be placed over the front door of the 
house, which reads thus, in large black 
letters on a white background: “Spirit
ualism originated March 31, 184H, in 
this house,” and Mr. William Hyde, a 
son of Artemus, who now owns tho Fox 
homestead and the hospitality of whose 
elegant mansion (a stone's throwaway) 
was so cheerfully extended to us by 
himself and his good wife, informed we 
that a great many people from far and 
near had been to see this celebrated old 
house, and he assured me it would al
ways be kept as near as possible just as 
the Fox family left it. I found William 
Hyde a man of more than ordinary in
telligence, and he was much pleased 
with a catalogue of Colby and Rich’s, 
which I happened to have with me, 
which conveyed to him an idea of the 
vast literature connected with the 
movement which has been fanned into a 
flame from the spark emitted from the 
little old house whose outlines are 
plainly visible from the windows of his 
home. Mr. Hyde said he was surprised 
to learn what this catalogue explained, 
and he should peruse it carefully, etc.

SPIRITS TELL OF A MURDER.

Mr. Hyde cheerfully accompanied us 
to the Fox homestead, and introduced 
us to an old gentleman and lady who 
have rented it for fourteen years past, 
and they seemed pleased with the 
notoriety which is attached to the 
house. They ara poor people, and the 
pressure of a silver dollar upon the 
palm of the old lady’s hand gave us free 
access everywhere around the house, 
and she wet the floor of the room where 
the peddler was killed, that we might 
more plainly see the marks of what 
certainly seemed to be blood spatters, 
and then she showed us the place in the 
cellar where the body was dug up. A 
singular fact in. connection with this 
affair (and one with which I was not 
familiar) was that, after the raps had 
explained the presence of the body in 
the cellar they were asked who killed 
the peddler and they spelled out the 
name of John Bell. Well, this man, 
John Bell, was a rough farm laborer 
without family or property, and he Im
mediately disappeared, and was. never 
heard from afterward. The murdered 
Seddler's trunk, which he left-in the old 

ouse, was always used by Artemus 
Hyde to keep seeds, etc., in at his

home, but just after his death this old 
trunk- very mysteriously disappeared, 
and Willinm Hyde tells us he never 
could find any trace of It afterward, and 
has always regarded this fact as a very 
Strange occurrence. It was my inten
tion to call upon David Fox (a brother 
of the Fox girls), who lives a mile away, 
and also a sister who lived two miles 
away: but the roads were bo bad we 
gave it up. But our visit to the scene 
of these tiny raps, as they halve been 
called (but history tells of none half so 
loud, for they have shaken the world, 
and there is scarcely a place where 
their echoes have not been heard), will 
ever be remembered from the pleasant 
associations surrounding it. What a 
glorious revelation were these soul-stir
ring raps and what a revolution they 
have wrought. In the humble home of 
the Fox family came raps, and raps, and 
raps. Editors, lawyers, doctors and sci
entists visited the place.

HORACE GREELEY’S TEST.
Horace Greeley put glass plates 

under the legs of the chair upon 
which the children Bat, to see if the 
current of electricity, or whatever it 
was, could not be shutoff. It was of no 
use, on thundered the raps, and the 
great editor with his friends returned to 
the city, silent, puzzled men. The phe- 
nomenoh they were investigating was as 
clearly within the compas» of natural 
forces and nature’s laws as the blasts of 
winter or the coming of the spring. It 
was an answer to the old, old question: 
“If a man die. shall he live again?” It 
is the great question of the world to-day: 
“Is life continuous?” This the philoso
phy of Spiritualism and its attendant 
phenomena most clearly reveal and 
prove. With the revelation of this great 
truth the darkest shadows of life are 
turned into sunshine, and its bitterest 
sorrows into dewdrops of sweetest hope 
and joy.

SOLVING THE GREAT MYSTERY. 1
Every mortal should, at some time in 

his or her life, put to themselves ques
tions such as these, viz.: Where do I 
stand in this universe? Deeply inter
ested as I am in my own destiny, what is 
that destiny to be? Have I any future 
beyond the grave? Is it wrong to en
deavor to obtain light upon these ques
tions? If not, then to what source shall 
we apply? 1 look around me and see a 
world full of activity, but what is 
gained by it all? Simply that people 
may go through this world from the 
cradle to the grave in comfort and hap
piness. It all pertains to present and 
material things—giving no hint of spir
ituality nor casting a single glance be
yond the grave. But let us look further. 
I call out: “What of the future, ye 
meadowsand uplands,.and all phenom
ena of the globe? Tell me something 
of life beyond.” Not even a whisper 
comes to my appeal. Indeed, all science, 
alL nature, above, around, beyond, is 
silent. 1 turn once more and say, if 
there is any power by which these 
things are mode, will it not speak to 
me, and tell me why, how, and whore?

Hark! I hear the voice of Him who 
created all things. He spreads apart 
the curtains of eternal gloom. Revela
tion breaks the silence of nature, and 
only through revelation and through 
the divine gifts of spiritual phenomena 
can wo know anything of life beyond. 
And it was conditions such as these that 
prompted me in the early part of the 
year 1881 to “knock at the door” of 
Spiritualism, and a noted public me
dium eventually became my wife, and 
well and nobly has she performed the 
duties of wife and mother, her many 
womanly virtues endearing her to all 
who have had the pleasure of her per
sonal acquaintance, and also insuring 
her the respect of the many who have 
sought her services as an instrument 
for an illustration of spirit phenomena. 
Thus it is that for many years I have 
had evidences of the reality of immor
tality right in my own home circle. 
Reader, you ask me to share this evi
dence with you. As a reply to your 
query I would call your attention to an 
article in Harper's Bazar of April 27, 
1889, where Dr. Lyman Abbott, one of 
the brightest theological lights in 
America, and who, as is well known, 
was considered the proper person to 
succeed the late lamented Henry Ward. 
Beecher as pastor of Plymouth Church 
in Brooklyn—where Dr. Abbott clearly 
(over his own signature) places himself 
on record not only as a believer in spirit 
return, but as a medium (though he 
would probably object to the latter 
title). However, in the issue of the pe
riodical wh’ch I have named you will 
read the following: “I am scarcely less 
certain that for some years after my 
mother’s death I was influenced by her 
spiritual presence than that I have in 
later years been influenced by persons 
corporeally present; but if one serenely 
and scornfully skeptical asks me for a 
demonstration of my faith, I should only 
answer him that the evidence is my own 
experience and that I can neither share 
it with him nor do I desire to do so. ”

THE PROOF :OF ANOTHER. LIFE.

And thus is my evidence, dear reader, 
my own experience, and I cannot share 
it with you, but I would urge you to 
“knock at the door” of spiritual knowl
edge, and if you do so earnestly and hon- 

Btly, seeking for truth, you will surely

find it. Before you enter upon youf 
duties an a student of this phenomena, 
see that your prejudices, etc,, have all 
been cast aside, for thuB you will be able 
to carefully and properly weigh the evi
dence presented for your consideration. 
Many persons approach the ’phenomena ' 
with their minds in preeieelji the same 
condition in which they would not be 
allowed to' serve upto^a jury in any 
court in our land, and are,consequently 
unable to deal justly with the fails, • .

WHAT THE GOOD BOOK BAYS.
All through the Bible we find evi

dence of spiritual manifestations and of 
the visits of angels to mankind. You 
will remember where St. Paul says in 
I. Corinthians: “Now, brethren, con
cerning spiritual gifts I would not have 
you ignorant—there are diversities of 
these gifts, but the same spirit.”

In I. Peter, iv,, 10, we find: “If any 
man hath received a'gift, let him min
ister the same one to another.* (This 
is what all mediums are doing, obeying 
this command and ministering their 
gifts.) ' •

Ip I. Samuel, x., 6, we read that “The 
spirit of the Lord shall come upon thee 
and thou shalt prophesy and be turned 
into another man.” (Put in a trance, 
so-called.)

In I. Corinthians, xiv., 1-3, we find: 
“Follow after charity and desire spirit
ual gifts, but rather desire that,ye may 
prophesy, for he that propnesletn 
speaketh unto men for their edification 
and comfort.” In I. Cor., xiv., 22, we 
read: “Prophesying serveth not for 
those who believe hot, but for those who 
believe. If any prophesy and there 
come in one who believeth not, he shall 
be convinced of all, for thus will the Se
crets of his heart be made manifest." 
(Ample evidence exists of the ability of 
mediums to do this.)

In I. Cor., xii., 7, we find that “The 
manifestation of the spirit is given to 
man to profit withal.” (Make a busi
ness of it.)

In Romans, xiv., 6, we find: "Having 
then gifts, differing, according to the 
grace that is given us—if the gift be 
prophecy—let us prophesy according to 
the proportion of our faith.” '

In I. Cor., xii., 8-9, we read: "To 
one is given by God the word of wis
dom; to another the gift of healing by 
the same spirit, and to another the gift 
of prophecy.” In Numbers, xi., 25, we 
find: “The Lord came down in a cloud 
and took of the spirit thatwas upon him 
and gave it unto the elders, and it came 
to pass that when the spirit rested upon 
them they prophesied and did not 
cease."

In Galatians, i., 11-12, we find: “I 
certify to you, brethren, that the gos
pel which is preached by me is not after 
man, for I neither received it of man, 
neither was I taught it, but got it by 
the revelation of the Almighty." In 
Eccles, xii., 7, we read: “Then shall 
the dust return to the earth as it was 
and the spirit shall return to God who 
gave it. In James, li., 26, we find: “As 
the body without a spirit is dead, so 
faith without works is dead also," (A 
severe blow at theology.)

In Job, xxxii., 8, we read: “There is 
a spirit in man, and the inspiration of 
the Almighty givelh them understand
ing.”

SPIRITUALISM IN THE CHURCHES.
Rev. Minot J. Savage, a very able 

preacher of Boston, in a sermon upon 
Spiritualism, spoke to his congregation 
thus: “There has never been one ob
jection made to modern Spiritualism 
that was not made to the, young Chris
tianity. It is in perfect accord with the 
best and highest teachings of the Bible. 
Look at the Bible—it is a spiritualistic 
text book from beginning to end—its 
Spiritualism is its beauty, its grace and 
its interest. Were those Bible-writers 
false historians? You all believe Paul 
saw Jesus on his way to Damascus. Then 
why not believe that spirits are Visible 
to some men here now under proper 
conditions? Spiritualism has certainly 
proved itself the most practical, whole
some solvent of the ancient ideas that 
has yet been discovered.”

Rev. Heber Newton, the pastor of All 
Souls’ Church, New York City, said to 
a World reporter Feb. 10 last when dis
cussing the subject of Spiritualism: 
“My health has prevented my maklnc 
a personal investigation of the claims of 
Spiritualism, but 1 have investigated 
largely at second hand through the vast 
literature connected with the move
ment. Certainly an investigation of its 
merits landed Prof. Alfred Russell Wal
lace, Prof. Crookes, Cromwell F. Var
ley and Prof. Zollner, all plump into the 
lap of Spiritualism. They are now firm 
believers in the phenomena and they 
are educated men. It will not do for 
the average man to turn up his nose at 
these facts.” And so I might no on, did 
space permit, with such facts as I have 
quoted.

Less than 100 years ago a commission 
composed of the most eminent scientists 
in our land pronounced “Mesmerism” a 
stupendous fraud—today not a scientist 
in the world but indorses all the claims 
of that wonderful power. So it will be 
with Spiritualism, in a little while it 
will be an accepted truth.

“HEARD ROUND THE WORLD.”
Those simple raps given through the 

mediumship of little Margaret ana 
Katie Fox caused their mother, who 
was a good Methodist, to inquire: "Who 
are you?” The answer was promptly 
spelled out by the raps: “I am a spirit." 
For forty-six years the answer has been 
the same. It has been repeated in all 
parts of this habitable globe, no nation 
exists but has some knowledge of this 
truth, either by the raps or by some 
other phase of spirit phenomena? and 
never once has the truthfulness of the 
facts revealed through the mediumship 
of the Fox girls, or through other reli
able mediums, been disproved. .

John Eggleston.

The Progressive Thinker.
Look over this paper, full of anni

versary reports, and containing more 
reading matter than any pther free- 
thought paper on this earth, and write 
to us what you think about it, It is 
certainly entitled to an additional sub
scriber from every locality where it 
now circulates. Induce your neighbor 
to take it, and renew your subscription 
promptly. ‘
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CLEVELAND, OHIO. CLEVELAND, OHIO,
anniversary exercises.

On account of the lateness of the hour 
when Rev. Dr. Hahn’s services were 
brought to a close at Army and Navy 
hall, Sunday morning, the Spiritualists 
did not hold their usual conference 
meeting, as announced. After a few 
remarks from the chairman, Mr. 
Thomas A. Black and Mr. D. M. King, 
of Mantua, the meeting was adjourned 
until 2 p. M.

In the afternoon Mrs. H. S. Lake de
livered an appropriate anniversary ad
dress, supplementing it with psy
chometric tests. Prof. C. C. Pfuhl, the 
astrologer, followed with a short address 
on the influence of the stars in shaping 
human destiny. As showing the inter
est Horace Greeleylook in Spiritualism, 
Mr. Thomas Lees read from a letter 
written by Mr. Greeley in 1850, when 
Kate Fox (then fourteen years old), was 
an inmate of his home. The reading of 
the letter created considerable interest. 
The instrumental music was under the 
direction of Professor Hackman and 
Mr. Eise, of Galion, and a quartet, led 
by Mrs. Frank G. Wilso», sang several 
lino selections.

In the evening the scholars of the 
Children’s Progressive Lyceum gave a 
highly enjoyable entertainment. Con
ductor A. D. King opened with a short 
address, followed by Mrs. G. W. 
Pfuntner on “The Lyceum and its 
Work.” The orchestra, composed of 
Professor William Bahr and his pupils, 
rendered some line selections. Miss 
Mabol McCaslin, little Katie Leibs- 
ehuertz, and Miss Lillie Root carried 
off the elocutionary honors. Miss Eva 
Davies and Master Walter Kriteh dis
tinguished themselves as singers. The 
Diadem Mandolin Club, under the lead
ership of Mr. B. W. Lance, received 
two encores. Mrs. H. S. Lake, during a 
stage wait, gave a capital little speech. 
Seven young ladies of the Lyceum gave 
fine displays of club swinging and dumb 
bell exercises. The programme con
cluded with a tableau representing the 
"Past, Present and Future of Spiritual
ism.”

BELFAST, MAINE.

CELEBRATION IN WEST CLEVELAND.
It is not generally known to many 

Spiritualists outside of the City of Cleve
land that we have a flourishing society 
of Spiritualists on the west side of Cleve
land, known as Progressive Thinkers. 
They meet every Sunday P. M. at three 
o’clock in a line large hall on the 
corner of Pearl and Jay streets. It has 
adopted a free platform, open to all who 
may wish to advance any topic tending 
to scientific research and knowledge 
that is of real benefit to mankind and 
the advancement of Spiritualism. The 
meetings are always well attended and 
often eminent speakers and lecturers 
are present. Hudson Tuttle and his 
talented wife are frequent speakers.

The forty-sixth anniversary of the 
modern advent of Spiritualism was 
celebrated Sunday, April I, and to a full 
house. A great amount of genuine 
enthusiasm was elicited. A number of 
local speakers responded to the call of 
the chair. The oration of the day, how
ever, was delivered by Mrs. Pfuntner, 
of Cincinnati. She la an able and 
energetic speaker.

But what we wish to say particular.! 
is in reference toourlycenm established 
by our society. It has adopted the 
name of “The Sons and Daughters of 
the Progressive Thinkers.” It holds 
its sessions at one o'clock, preceding the 
meeting of the society. Its meeting on 
April 1st was also devoted to the 
glorification of the advent of the 
greatest of all sciences, modern Spir
itualism. We have a thoroughly or
ganized, permanently established and 
independent children’s lyeeum, guided 
principally by the rules and usages 
given by Andrew J. Davis, with varia
tions. We are using the “Lyceum 
Guido” (recently issued) by Hudson and 
Emma Tuttle and find it well adapted 
to our work and can recommend it as a 
useful book for all children’s organiza
tions. It is couched in language mostly 
beyond the comprehension of the 
smaller grade of children and needs a 
great deal of explanation, but the 
teachers are expected to explain, and 
should be well posted and able to make 
everything understood by the little

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.
A very pleasant company assembled 

at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. 
Staples April 1, at 2 p. m., to com
memorate the forty-sixth anniversary 
of modern Spiritualism. The meeting 
was conducted by Mrs. A. E. Clark, 
president of Belfast’s Progressive 
Spiritual Society, who after an invoca
tion by Mrs. M. J. Wentworth and 
singing by the choir made some very 
interesting remarks on the advent of 
this new-found knowledge..

A fine inspirational lecture was then 
delivered by Mrs. Wentworth, one of 
our oldest and ablest speakers, in her 
usually clear, intelligent manner. A 
beautiful inspirationol poem, by Mrs. 
Mira W. Emerson-entitled, “Not Yet,” 
was read by Miss A. A. Hicks, which 
was followed by many interesting re
marks from mediums and friends, inter
spersed with -singing by the newly 
formed choir who sang selection from 
the "Spiritual Songster and Celestial 
Sonnets," to the enjoyment of all. 
Grateful thanks were tendered the 
frldnds who so freely opened their 
doors for this ever memorable event. 
.And thus closed another successful 
anniversary of this most natural and 
beautiful science, modern Spiritualism.

. Horatio Mears.

ones.
We have 

bers mostly
about seventy-five mem- 
below the age of twelve

years. One large group however, is 
composed of young people of more ma
ture age.

As before stated, the 1st of April was 
devoted wholly to the day we celebrate. 
The following is a partial programme 
of the efforts of our little ones on the 
occasion, under the direction and 
leadership of our. faithful and efficient 
guardian, Mrs. Edith May Brown and a 
full corps of leaders. [This part of the 
report is omitted for want of space].

N. B. Dixon,

HYDESVILLERAPS-1848
An Anniversary poem—1894.

Jfo bard hath waked hie tuneful lyre 
To theme more great or grand 

Than that which now doth bouIb inspire 
All o’er this favored land.

No hist’ry writ in days of yore, , 
Recording great events, 

A grander message ever bore 
Than that onr theme presents.

No great event has yet occurred 
In any age or clime,

That human thought so deep has stirred, 
Or brought such truth sublime.

Of all the annals of the past 
Which future pens shall name, 

This one in glory shall outlast 
With e’er increasing fame.

Year eighteen hundred forty-eight, 
The thirty-first of March,

Will ever be a sacred date 
On Time’s memorial arch.

A dispensation then was born
Like that which gave "the law,” 

Beginning the “New earth and heaven"
Which John on Patmos saw.

No Sinai quaked, inspiring fear 
Of some dread presence nigh;

No Moses then, as prophet, seer, 
Revealed the message high;

No bugle blast, nor trumpet’s peal 
Announced it o’er the earth;

No flaming star did then reveal 
Its humble place of birth.

But, quiet as the gath’rlng dew 
Distils in midnight air,

The spirit host, concealed from view» 
To lift the veil, were there.

No sound they made, but tiny raps, 
Like raindrops on the roof,

Like muffled drum-beats, frequent taps, 
Or distant, olatt'ring hoof.

As lowly as the “Son df’Man,” 
In Bethlehem’s stable born, 

The dispensation new began, 
To save a world forlorn, 

“The weak and foolish” were again 
The “chosen to confound”

The wisest of the mighty men 
Who heard the feeble sound.

The “still, small voice” of those faint 
raps

Had meaning vast and deep— 
They deepened into thunder-claps

That waked the world from sleepl 
They heralds were of mighty things

The angels had in store,
Which soon were borne oa lightning 

wings
And spread the wide world o’er.

They tokens were of changes' vast
With all the human race; 

For revolutions they forecast, 
Great evils to efface.

They were the knell of "powers that 
he,”

And direful signs of fate 
To all in high authority

Misruling Church and State.
They were the slogan of reform 

In every rank of life,
Presaging many a coming storm 

With which the world is rife.
False creeds and dogmas, now outgrown, 

They doomed to pass away,
And social wrongs, now on the throne, 

They hastened^to decay.
No “voice from heaven,” or prophet’s 

word,
So much of truth revealed

Ab those weird raps, at Hydesville 
heard,

In tiny sounds concealed.
Behind them were the powers above 

With garnered wisdom vast,
Who sought, at first, their life to prove, 

And gave all truth at last.
Across the boundless crystal sea 

Their tiny signals sped!
And from the great eternity

Brought tidings from the “dead.” , 
The Sphynx of death to life they woke, 

And moved his silent tongue, 
Then from his lips in love they spoke 

To hearts with anguish wrung.
Swift ether-waves vibrated o’er 

The boundless blue abyss, 
Uniting heaven’s eternal shore 

By viewless lines with this.
And friends who loved us long ago, 

When dwelling on this side, 
Dispatched their thoughts to us below 

Whom space doth not divide.
“There is no death,” their message said, 

’Tis life's escape from earth—
Those whom we falsely call “the dead” 

Have had a second birth;
In other realms they have their home— 

There love and labor still, 
But often to our earth they come, 

Our hearts with good to fill.
Our spirit friends all round about 

Wo hear, and feel, and see, 
And they have proved beyond a doubt 

Life's immortality;
No more our souls are filled with dread 

Of what life hath in store,
We know our loved ones are.not “dead,” 

But only “gone before.”
And since we know the Hydesville raps 

Eternal life have proved,
No more we say, with a “perhaps,” 

They live whom all have loved.
Rejoicing that from doubt we’re free, 

In triumph let ub sing:
"O grave, where is thy victory?” 

“O death, where is thy sting?” 
Dr. Dean Clarke.

JACKSON, MICH
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ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.
The Progressive Spiritualist Associa

tion held anniversary exercises Sunday, 
April 1, with services appropriate to the 
occasion; with recitations and short 
speeches, utilizing home talent, as we 
have done all winter—Prof. Sinclair, 
Virginia Rowe and others. The society 
has been very successful, having large 
audiences since early fall, and we feel 
our efforts have been crowned with suc
cess beyond our expectations! Spiritu
alism is booming in this city as never 
before. We have a charter from the 
State Association, and are equipped 
with a good set of officers, ready for all 
emergencies. We have held socials 
every two weeks, which have been quite 
remunerative. We also held memorial 
services in honor of Thomas Paine, the 
author-hero of the Revolution.

Mrs. Emily P. Beebe, 
Presiding Officer.

Lyman C. Howe will answer calls for 
May and June, also September and 
January. He has one week yet free for 
camp work, between July 25 and Aug. 
3. He speaks in Boston, Mr. Ayer’s 
Temple, the Sundays of October and 
November, and in New York in Decem
ber, 1894, and Philadelphia, February, 
1895.

During the present month Oscar A. 
Edgerly is filling an engagement with 
the Religio-Philosophical Society, 
Baltimore, Md. Mr. Edgerly solicits 
correspondence with secretaries of so
cieties desiring to engage a trance 
speaker and test medium for the months 
of December, 1894 and January, 1895. 
Address during April, 1922 East Pratt 
street, Baltimore, Md. Home address, 
43 Market street, Newburyport, Mass.Will O. Hodge is spending a few days 

with friends in Beloit, Wis. He would 
like engagements for May and June, and 
will make reasonabe terms with parties 
desiring his services. Address 471 West 
Madison street, Chicago, IU. He writes: 
“I notice that Prof. Lockwood is trying 
to help Mr. Richmond out, and hope 
somebody will corral the Jewish Je
hovah, now that theÿ have failed to get 
him into the constitution. He may get 
lost entirely.”

The deepest ice which evec froze can 
only o’er the surface close; the living 
stream lies quick below, and flows, and 
cannot cease to flow.—Byron.

Human wisdom is the aggregate of all 
human experience, constantly accu
mulating, selecting and reorganizing its 
own materials.—Story.

Germany produces more zinc than any 
other country,

»The Cloister and the Beacon?’
This remarkable story gives jtlace 

this week to anniversary reports.- It is 
exciting widespread interest; everybody 
should read it. .

The Progressive Thinker repudi
ates no bonds, sells no fictitious stock, 
and. does not swindle advertisers by 
grossly misrepresenting its circulation. 
Those who are in- harmony with our 
bumness methods are requested to work 
to extend our circulation.
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To mourn a mischief that is past and 
gone is the next way to draw new mis« 
chief on.—Shakspeare. '

A Paper Read at Moncie, 
Indiana, 

BY J. MENDENHALL, 
To the Association of Spiritualists.

Mr. Chairman and friends: Forty- 
six years ago this day the chasm be
tween time and eternity was bridged, 
heaven and earth’s inhabitants brought 
into conscious rapport, and the bugle 
of Immortality heralded its gospel notes 
to an awakening world. And though 
but in the form Of a feeble rap it came, 
clad in the habiliments of humility 
and childhood innocence, it was as 
startling as a crashing peal of thunder 
on the face of a clear, summer sky; 
and its vibrations soon assumed the 
ponderous proportions of mighty tidal- 
waves that swept across the boundaries 
of the inhabitable globe. A long slum
bering people wa$ at. once aroused as if 
by the voice of a mighty Archangel 
whose words of life touched the world’s 
great sensorium and demanded Reason 
to once more resump her throne, for the 
dawn of a general resurrection was at 
hand. It was a momentous hour—one 
to mark an epoch in the eternities of 
thought; for a brighter star than that 
that lighted up the plains of Judea and 
her Bethlehem dropped its brilliancy 
down from celestial hilltops to illuminate 
the {leepest ravines in earth's low val
leys of sorrow.

Friends, that little rap was a summons, 
as it were, to the “quick and dead;" for 
the long-expected hour had come—the 
hour seen and foretold by the great 
seers of the ages, and sung in Immortal 
strains by the grand old bards in cycles 
gone by. Yes, it was a signal-blast 
from that trump that was to stir the in
tellectually dead in their graves; tor 
NOW it was that “old things were to 
pass away;” death, hell and the devils, 
together with vicarious atonements, 
total depravity and other of clerical or 
priestly paraphernalia were to be re
moved from, thd mpral horizon, and a 
“new heaven and a new earth" were to 
appear. Friends, the new heaven is 
rapidly developing into visible form and 
gigantic powers, and the angel who in
troduced and guides it in its onward 
and invincible march is known by the 
title of modern Spiritualism.

The birth of this new messianic babe 
—modern Spiritualism—has aroused the 
“Herods” all along the line of church- 
ianity, and as the dream of the priest
hood materializes Into visible fact that 
"Othello’s occupation’s gone,” and the 
bread and butter therefore likely to 
come up meagerly, the clergy en masse 
have summoned his majesty the “devil” 
and all his imps, in the form of wizards 
and witches, necromancy, jugglery and 
billingsgate, as their last and only hope 
for orthodoxy in her. dying struggle; and 
could they out recall the "good old 
times, ” no doubt stones would be thrown. 
But, like Banquo’s ghost, Spiritualism 
"will not down;” but as a David with 
smooth stones in his sling, marching on 
to Goliah; or rather like the "little 
stone cut out of the mountain”—the 
mountain of truth, rolls forward its in
creasing mass with a gravity that levels 
its foes (priestcraft, superstition and 
sectarian bigotry) to the grave of 
oblivion. Yes, friends, modern Spirit
ualism is the angel seen flying swiftly 
through the heavens, as recorded by 
the ancient seer, having the everlasting 
gospel to preach to all nations, kindreds 
and peoples. Withojit the aid of hell, 
devil or priest (the gnawing worm) it 
floats with boundless sweep its own im
mortal argosy over the broad ocean of 
the mental deep, and earth’s people 
everywhere, where thought, reason and 
intelligence rule, hail the new era with 
songs of joy.

Modern Spiritualism, though of 'hum
ble birth—a mere rap at the portals of 
Reason’s temple, through the psychic 
channels afforded by the two little Fox 
girls—Margaret and Katie—who re
cently put off the mortal and donned the 
immortal—has, in the brief period of 
less than half a century, assumed a 
status colossal in its embodied themes 
for thought. It is not only the subject 
of astounding wonder and attraction 
in its phenomenal aspects, which, by 
the way, have thrown into eclipse the 
stories of the so-called “miracles” of 
ancient times, but it has put on the sun
ny livery of philosophy, pervaded the 
richest, brightest and profoundest fields 
of scientific thought, and is today the 
grand central force around which cluster 
the leading minds of broad and liberal 
education; especially those whose men
tal proclivities incline them to the stud
ies of the occult in nature—the higher 
and the finer forces, culminating in 
schools of psychical research, and are 
destined to resolve the same into one 
grand science of universal life.

In the ranks of Spiritualists and 
spiritual students are to be found 
thousands of earth’s brightest intellects, 
embracing every element, feature and 
quality of mental genius, from that of 
the plain, prosy thinker, up to that of 
melody and poesy divine.

Modern Spiritualism has her quota of 
scholarly writers and authors in every 
department of literature that crowns 
with fame the human brow and re
dounds to the honor and glory of a 
civilized world. She has within the 
pale of Her literary attainments her fine 
historians, her geologists, naturalists, 
mathematicians, scholars in natural and 
mental philosophy, her masterly as
tronomers, electricians, magnetists, psy
chologists and psychometnsts, her lin
guists, elocutionists and bards, whose 
poetical genius enables them to write 
the great world's1 history in rhythm and 
sweetest song. In short, Spiritualism 
being the science of all sciences, the 
philosophy of all philosophies and the 
very basic principles as well as the 
crowning revelations in ethics, liberty 
and equality, she is the culmination of 
all branches of learning known to the 
thinking world. Yes, her great theme 
is life immortal, and angels of ex
alted nature and culture condescend to 
commingle their voices and wisdom
thoughts with those of earth’s true and 
faithful students. Within the. sphere 
of national jurisprudence Spiritualists 
have occupied every position, filled 
every station, post of honor and trust 
from that of the judges’ bench to the 
chair of the chief ruler of the nation. 
Kings and queens, emperors and em
presses, with the lords of the old Orient, 
have bowed at her shrine in acceptance 
of her grand and mighty truths; which, 
in their vast tidal waves of inspirational 
sweep, have gathered into the fold of 
spiritual thought and enlightenment 
millions upon millions of earth’s noblest 
sons and daughters., And still they

come, like newborn stars out of the 
nebulous sea—from every quarter of the 
globe—asking admittance to the se
ance room, to consult the clairvoyant, 
clairaudient, the psychometrist ana the 
rostrum inspirational lecturer. Every 
day, every hour, enlists pew and earnest 
investigators—every lecture and every 
seance given by the hundred thousand 
mediums and lecturers in the United 
States adds new converts—who take 
their rank and file among the mighty 
phalanx of students in the science of 
life immortal. ,
_ Among the media who serve as the 
instruments or agents for the angel or 
spirit-world, by and through which the 
life, character and wisdom therein is 
communicated and made known to mor
tals, are those possessing every phase 
and quality of .mediumship, extending 
along the line of phenomenal facts from 
the tiny rap up to the crowning wonder 
of re-materialization of loved ones 
gone. And the grandest thing of all is 
that in the very least of these phe
nomena there is proof of man’s con
tinued existence beyond the grave. 
The conceded fact that all effects are 
characteristic of the causes, respect
ively, whence they proceed, shows why 
these raps, when properly interrogated, 
convey human intelligence other than 
that of the investigator. The simple 
act of moving a chair, for instance, 
across the room without physical con
tact, in plain view of the investigator, 
in answer to his special request, implies: 
intelligence outside his own conscious 
organism; and if there are no other 
persons present in visible form, then the 
act is the work of one who is invisible, 
and is able to comprehend the intelli
gence of the query and respond thereto. 
Who is the responding character ? .

Now, the argument applied in the: 
statement and solution of the problem 
just stated, will apply with equal force 
to every physical movement in like phe
nomena, whether in the rope-tying 
feats, the levitations of furniture, mu
sical instruments floating through the 
seance-room, or lifting and conveying the 
medium, entranced' from place to place 
without physical, visible contact or con
federate agency. The phenomena of 
automatic writing, using the hand of 
the medium with pencil, wholly un
conscious of what is being written, and 
even untrained in the art of penman
ship, bespeaks a writer who cannot 
possibly be the medium. The still 
greater feat of writing between and on 
the inner surface of folded slates, duly 
magnetized by the medium’s hand—the 
drawing of flowers and other figures 
of artistic character on the same sur
face, together with the portrait, name 
and handwriting of one who has passed 
out of view through the change called 
death—all of which said phenomena 
points to the identification of the one 
who is specified and recognized by the 
investigator, speaks emphatically, fa
voring the presence of some invisible one 
as the author and producer of said phe
nomena; especially so when the slates 
upon which the work is wrought are 
taken out of the medium’s hand or 
carelessly thrown aside, yet kept in 
plain view of the skeptical investigator 
while the work is being done.

And yet more wonderful, with wider 
grasp of mental energy, does the phe
nomena become when performed with
out the agency of visible pencil, paint 
or brush. Thus to see a pencil, ap
parently of its own accord, raised and 
positioned for writing, and a beautiful 
message thus written upon the internal 
surface of a slate, shows the skill and 
intelligence of a second person present 
though wholly invisible to the looker- 
on. Who, we ask, is this second person? 
If, in the same exercise, a visible hand 
appears, minus arm or other parts of 
a human body, who, we ask, will at
tempt to account for the source of the 
phenomenon upon other grounds of rea
son and sense than that offered by the 
spiritual philosophy? Should a guitar, 
whose strings are not in accord, be seen 
and put in tune without visible agenoy; 
or a music-box, without physical touch, 
be heard in the process of winding up; 
or an accordeon under like conditions 
be seen and heard to play familiar airs 
in the broad light of day; or a piano 
be made to discourse the most sweet 
and exquisite music of the kind that 
ever charmed the ear of mortal, and 
all this done in the absence of a visible 
operator, we ask, does it not proclaim 
in strongest argument the presence of 
an invisible musician? Who or what 
is this musician? Who will dare betray 
his own insanity by denying the pres
ence of an invisible human intelligence 
as the operator, in view of such phe
nomena? None, we answer, but the 
self-conceited. What shall we call him?

The phenomena known as that pro
duced under the auspices of media 
known as Spiritualists—for instance, the 
painting of landscape scenery with ex
quisite finish, developing all the beauty, 
grandeur and loveliness that flowery 
vale, sloping hill, verdant plateau, or 
snow-capped mountain peak afford— 
blooming heath or forest dense and tall, 
flowing stream; silvery lake with float
ing boat encircled with wreaths of 
vernal green; flocks aud herds of ani
mated tribes with here and there a 
sketch of the human form divine; we 
say, when we behold such artistic work 
as this—all performed with medium 
blindfolded aud sometimes rendered 
unconscious by trance—we naturally in
quire, where and who was the real 
artist? To heighten the importance as 
well as wonder in the production of such 
phenomena, we ask, when the sketch 
presents portrait-likenesses of loved 
ones gone, rich in lineament, feature, 
color of hair and eye; in short, general 
physiognomy and contour of bodily 
form; at the same time the sensitive 
through whose medial powers said 
sketches are produced never saw, 
heard of nor had any acquaintance 
whatever with the parties thus repre
sented, while those for whom the work 
was done fully identify and recognize 
the same in every particular as being 
complete likenessess of their loved ones 
transported to the sunny lands of souls; 
who, we repeat, is so blind, ignorant 
and bigoted as not to be able to pro
claim instinctively, if not otherwise, that 
in the production of said phenomena 
some one of the grand old masters in 
the invisible realm of immortality was 
present and is in reality the artistic 
author of the sketch?

But should another medium be 
present whose special gift is that 
known as clairvoyance, and with this 
unfoldment of his visual powers behold, 
standing near, a group of the loved ones 
specified in the- sketch, together with 
a skillful spirit operator manipulating 
the medium’s hand with, brush or pencil 
in every movement made from the com
mencement to the completion of said.

work—what then? And echo answers 
“what then?” ■

Let us now transfer this work to 
another class of media known as the 
spirit-photographer» In this case the 
embodied professor prepares his plate 
in the sensitizing solution, places it in 
the tablet and then In the camea; all 
this in the presence of the keenly dis- 
earning skeptical investigator, A mo
ment more and the plate is removed to 
the chemical developing department, 
thence to the washing and drying pro
cess, when, lol and beholdl on its sur
face is seen .an exact likeness of one 
known to have passed to spirit-Jand; 
sometimes a group, every one of whom 
is readily recognized. Who are these 
parties thus captured by means of the 
camerarbox? Where did they hall 
from? Why were they there? Let sci
ence answer.

But we are reminded of the necessity 
of brevity. We pass by, then, numer
ous phases of phenomena, all of which 
are equally interesting in proving the 
fact of spirit return. We come now to 
the crowning phenomena in ‘the line of 
physical manifestations. It is the sig
nature and seal from the eternal world, 
a transcript of immortality itself. We 
mean the appearing of spirits in fully 
developed materialized bodies, recog
nizable to the investigators in every 
respect that they were' thus known pre
vious to making the change called 
death. We mean visible, tangible, 
moving forms, recognized by the senses, 
respectively, of sight, hearing and 
touch—the three principal powers by 
which we learned to know them as 
mortals. This class of spirit phenomena, 
friends, has been known, observed and 
accepted as fact for the full period of 
the last twenty years. Our personal 
experience with this phenomena, in all 
its phases, has been continuous during 
all these years. Thousands of said 
forms have thus appeared in our pres
ence. Tens of thousands of persons1 
throughout our country as well as in 
Europe have witnessed these manifes
tations. They have become ebnimon 
among investigators of unbiased minds. 
Fools and bigots never investigate,

Among the feats performed in this 
class of phenomena are the following, 
to-wit: The voicing of their sentiments 
distinctly and intelligently, by means of 
a trumpet, in the absence of light. 
Spirits appearing and disappearing in 
light mellowed down, yet sufficiently 
strong for the parties thus acting to be 
fully recognized by the investigators. 
Often, under proper conditions, they 
can* walk out among the investigating 
audience, shake hands, seat themselves 
beside their friends, and with them hold 
sweet converse; deliver brief speeches 
and write intelligent communications 
in plain view of the entire audience; 
lock arms, waltz to musio, and walk the 
floor gracefully with their friends who 
are present; develop flowers and other 
articles, and leave the same with mor
tals; cut pieces from their own beautiful 
apparel and flowing tresses and leave 
them as souvenirs with those they love. 
Discourse music on Buch instruments as 
they can control, join the audience in 
song, or sing alone when so requested; 
pass fruit and other edibles to the audi
ence, and join them with a relish in the 
consumption of the same ; narrate 
beautiful descriptions of their “home 
over there,” and then disappear from 
view in a way better known to them than 
us. All this and numerous other feats 
belong with that class known to Spirit
ualists as the materialization phenom
ena. All this your speaker has wit
nessed in person. The world is teem
ing with such phenomena. The wise 
and the brave observe and understand; 
fools and idiots shun it, and in the bliss 
of their ignorance cry “devil!” Per
haps this is all right with them so long 
as they are unable to distinguish an 
ideal devil from a real angel.

Our time is up and we must close, 
leaving the profound principles of the 
philosophy of our subject untold. Facts 
and philosophy systematized make 
science—even the science of Life Im
mortal. At present we must forego 
the pleasure of dealing in this grand 
and useful feature of our subject. We 
trust enough has been said, however, 
to demonstrate the continued life of 
man in worlds far brighter, more glori
ous and lovelier than earth with, its 
low valley of sorrow. Yet, Spiritual
ists, we are blest in the midst of our 
sorrows and tears. We know that life 
immortal awaits us. Let us be true 
and faithful in our high and sacred 
calling—first do our duty here, and 
then over there. Mediums and lectur
ers, stand firm; the battle is upon us, 
but soon the storm-clouds will roll by. 
Even now the pearly gates are ajar— 
angels are watching and waiting; soon 
we will join them on the Ever Green 
Shore.

An Address Delivered
BY DR. T. WILKINS 

■ .. T—arv- k
At Bedford, Iowa, ip £omine>ppr#tion 

. of the Birth of Modern Spiritual
ism. ' ■

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

The First Spiritual Union of San Jose 
celebrated the forty-sixth anniversary 
of modern Spiritualism on March 3lst 
with an all day meeting. A good pro
gram was presented both afternoon and 
evening to an appreciative audience, the 
hall being crowded full. Sister R. Cow
ell, of Oakland, and Dr. J. M. Temple, 
of San Francisco, were with us and gave 
many fine tests. At the regular elec
tion of trustees in the morning the.fol
lowing directors were elected to serve 
the present year and who chose as 
President, Wm. Vinter; Vice-president, 
A. J. Butterfield; Secretary, W. D. J. 
Hambley; Treasurer, Mrs. Bicknell; 
Trustees, Ed. Pomeroy, Dr. Dobson and 
R. T. Young. We are looking forward 
to a grand truth while Moses Hull is 
with us. Mrs. H. L. Bigelow.

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

Anniversary day was celebrated by 
the Spiritualists of this city, assisted by 
Mrs. Clara Watson of Jamestown, N. Y. 
Mizpah hall was appropriately decor
ated, and was a veritable bower of 
beauty. '

An excellent literary and musical pro
gram was greatly enjoyed by all, on Sat
urday evening. The address of welcome 
was responded to by. Mrs. Watson’s 
guides in a manner which received de
served praise. Two excellent lectures 
on Sunday, and an afternoon conference, 
all of which were well attended, will be 
long and pleasantly remembered by 
many. - - ' • E. A. DOTY.

Spiritualism is as old as humanity, but 
what'is known as modern Spiritualism 
began to come to light back in the 
forties, through such wonderful me
diums as Andrew Jackson Davis, War
ren Chase, T, Z. Harris, S, B. Brittan, 
R. P. Ambler, Wm. Fishbough, John 
M. Spear and the Fox sisters; and when 
wo look back to those days, in the his
tory of this great truth and see the eyes 
of those old pioneers filled with delight 
at the dawning of a new religion, a new 
philosophy, a new science, a real, 
demonstrable truth of the immortality 
of the spirit and its great and grand 
possibilities for unfoldment beyond the 
tomb; when in the spirit we go back to 
those days along the line of history, oh, 
how we can feel the hot blood of anxiety 
as it courses through the veins of those 
brave defenders of truth, and how we 
can feel'it sprinkled by the dews of 
spirit inspiration, as the chords of wis
dom from on high were touched, and 
the musio of our divine truth swelled 
out in that superstitious and phosphor
escent New England air; and since that 
time no religion, no philosophy, no 
science was ever fought with more en- 
awith more determination of total 

Ration than Spiritualism has been.
We need not here rehearse the many 

persecutions, and by those to whom it 
should have come as an angel of love 
and peace, instead of being denominated 
the voice of the devil; but as that per
sonage always thwarted God’s plans, 
this, his new advent, must be stopped; 
and straightway the priests and the 
preachers behind their pulpits smote it 
On the right side and the left; but, like 
every other science that they had 
assailed, the more they preached an.d 
prayed against it the more the inde
pendent minds wanted to investigate, 
and as that is all the truth asks in its 
vindication and in its strength to con
vince, the clergy only advertised it to 
the world, .

When we look back to those tiny little 
raps that took the form of intelligence 
and began the positive proof of the re
turn of our friends to converse with us 
and to instruct us, giving us the key to 
science, the key to the real life, it 
makes us almost worship—as a relic of a 
great change, the greatest era in human 
existence—those raps. We love to hear 
them yet; and when they come, as they 
often do, in our silent moments, we 
silently think or feel them back, in 
‘.'thanks,” and “God bless you, dear 
ones.”» We should recognize and wel
come them any time and anywhere; and 
I would rather be duped occasionally 
than ever fail to recognize the genuine.

In the forty-six years, what has been 
done? Our numbers have run away up 
into the millions, and our phenomena 
have taken on phases enough to appeal 
to the reason of all people of the world 
—and still a new phase springs up every 
few days.

Ministers of the orthodox churches 
are investigating and preaching this 
truth, without any brimstone accom
paniments; creeds are being destroyed; 
God is being more closely analyzed, and 
seldom referred to except as a God of 
love; a more universal God in his deal
ings with humanity; little children 
have been taken out of hell, and those 
passing out in their innocence are con
signed to a very lovely place, where the 
climate is perpetual summer, among the 
green trees, where the little ones can 
bask in the shade and be kissed by the 
gentle zephyr and receive the peach
paint of the warm sun upon their cheek. 
We have not taken their bibles from 
them; but let them revise them and 
bring them along, as they would a very 
decrepit old companion, to look into the 
face of for consolation.

If they wish to, they may hang to the 
old relic of superstition, of wars and of 
Mormonism, the old fable that still de
clares that the earth is flat, that a ser
pent talked, that Adam, through a 
surgical operation, the like of which has 
never since been performed—and that, 
too, when there was not a man or 
woman on earth but himself—gave birth 
to a full-grown woman; that Noah took 
into the ark two of every living thing of 
the earth and enough to eat for about 
sixty days, all told—a mathematical im
possibility; that Joshua caused the sun 
to stand still, and many other great, big 
impossibilities that combat science.

Forty-six years, and we have just 
organized. Forty-six years and still we 
are persecuted; we are hated for daring 
to tell the truth; but did ever a truth, 
so antagonistic to the popular world, 
arise with any more rapidity? and all 
because it is demonstrable. It began to 
be demonstrable in a little farm house 
near Hydesville, N. Y., and has been 
discovered in many beautiful phases of 
mediumship since, until at the present 
time the world is all ablaze with enthu
siasm over its beaming beauty, over the 
consolation it brings to every human 
heart.

When we reflect upon the grand 
march, the great progress made by 
Spiritualism in the last twenty years; 
when we see the churches being liberal
ized by its magic touch; when we see 
its long arms reaching out into every 
land on the face of the globe, and scat
tering its seeds of brotherly love every
where; when we see it in the highways 
and by-ways of life, consoling the grief- 
stricken parents with words of peace 
and love from their dear departed; when 
we see it in sweet harmony in the home 
circle opening the pearly gate between 
the mortal and the immortal worlds; 
when we see it unbridling, as it were, 
the higher arts and sciences and un
horsing the egotist, the bigoted skeptic; 
when we see It unskackling the poor 
slaves of priestcraft; when we see it 
teaching men and women how to be and 
do better, and why they should; when 
we see it banding us together, not in 
creedal bondage, but in universal bro
therhood, we are proud to own the name 
of Spiritualist.

When the laws of spirit control or 
spirit communion are. properly under
stood and appreciated by humanity, then 
will surely come the reign of perfect 
peace and harmony. When the true 
laws of justice can be grasped by mor
tals as they irobeingiaught from the 
higher spiritual spheres, then, will man 
to man be just and the weaker be made 
strong, the unfortunate helped along.

Spiritualism teaches us not to think, 
speak or act evil toward our fellowman; 
teaches us to be unselfish and even self*

sacrificing; teaches us to look upon 
every man as our brother and every 
woman as our sister; teaches us that 
to.unfold the highest principle within, 
that divine principle of love, is the prime 
object, the real motiveln the creation 
of man; teaches us the beauty pf a strict 
obedience to the. laws of nature; both 
Kcal and spiritual, and. what those

ire. This is not all it teaches, but 
to live up to all mentioned, one might 
truly be a Spiritualist. We,' as a body, 
knowing the ultimate result, accept 
people into- fellowship as soon as they 
begin to investigate, and call, them our 
brothers before they lose the scales of 
prejudice. We call them brother while 
they stand in their pulpits and misrep
resent God and the holy angels ta their 
fallowman; we call them brother and 
sister when fortune frowns them into 
woe or smiles them into weal; we call 
them brother and sister because the 
earth is our home, and theirs, and be
cause the same God is our father, our 
creator and theirs—because we are all 
brothers and sisters.

Spiritualism teaches nothing incom- 
iiatible with the laws of Justice, the 
awa of nature; and as it comes to us as 

a science, and science means the law 
by which a problem is solved, or a 
demonstration of a fact in it: we have 
that which appeals to the reason, that 
which appeals to the man in his highest 
unfoldment, instead of a mere faith in 
the records of past events. ,

We have no scapegoats, we have no 
scavenger-box, we have no special idols 
in human form; but each one must bear 
his own sorrows, must make amends for 
his own wrong-doing, and strive to help 
others; but if you are a criminal you 
must serve under the law of justice in the 
great eternity: a father or mother, a 
sister or a brother, a loved one of earth 
might meet you and give you your first 
lesson in spirit-life; might teach that 
when you had suffered enough torture 
of conscience—^aguish of soul—to begin 
your refinement, to be admitted among 
decent spirits, they can lead you out 
into new pastures, into the society and 
surroundings to which you become 
adapted only through education—and 
through development.

Our philosophy permits no sluggards, 
no shirks, no cowards to hide behind 
the form of a brother and escape jus
tice. It may be temporarily postponed, 
but will be. measured in time, and no 
bible, nor Paul, nor David, nor Joshua 
nor Jesus can prevent it.

Hannibal, Mo.
Bethlehem hall could not accommo

date the great number last evening that 
went there to hear the- girl preacher, 
Rev. Cora Myrtle Carpenter, the noted 
Spiritualist. The hall was literally 
packed and more than one hundred were 
turned away on account of not being 
room. The occasion was the celebration 
of the forty-sixth anniversary of Spirit
ualism in this country. The hall was 
beautifully decorated with plants and 
flowers and presented an inviting ap
pearance. Miss Carpenter, s theme was 
“The Angels’ Message,” and she spoke 
just one hour aud ten minutes, during 
which time she held the audience in 
rapt attention. Miss Carpenter is cer
tainly a wonderful young lady, and she 
bids fair to become one of the most noted 
Spiritualist lecturers of the country. 
Last evening she took the position that 
communications are constantly going on 
■between those of the spirit and the in
habitants of the globe and that Spiritu
alism is yet in its infancy. She predic
ted that there would be a disruption 
between church and state inside of two 
years and that then “free thought” and 
scientific investigation will be better 
recognized.

New York City.
The new society of Ethical Spiritual

ists of New York celebrated the forty
sixth anniversary of modern Spiritualism 
at Knickerbocker Conservatory hall, on 
Sunday April 8th. The place was made 
beautiful with many choice flowers, and 
there were original poems, musio and 
addresses. The chief address was by 
Brother Chas. J. Rose, and was full of 
brave and earnest thoughts, which were 
fully appreciated by the large audience. 
Mr. Wm, Booth, a relative of the well- 
known tragedian Edwin Booth, and 
bearing a most remarkable resemblance 
to him, favored us with a recitation from 
Shakespeare's play of Hamlet, which 
from the perfection of its* delivery de
lighted all listeners. Mrs. Farnsworth’s 
poem was a most graceful expression of 
noble thought. Our president, Miss 
Belle V. Cushman, presided in her usual 
graceful and dignified manner, and in 
response to a request from the audience 
recited one of her practical gems, which 
we are always glad to hear, The oele; 
bration closed with a brief address by
Mrs. Helen Temple Brigham, and an 
improvisation which of itself gave proof
of the power of inspiration,

Riverside, Mich.

H.

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.
To THE Editor:—April 8th we met 

at Coloma Grange hall, and celebrated 
the anniversary of modern Spiritualism 
by reorganizing. We have got a char
ter from the State, and have elected a 
full set of officers. We have a member
ship of thirty-two to begin with, and 
will hold meetings regularly at Coloma 
once a month, on the second Sunday, 
with other meetings at different places 
between times. In the evening Joe 
King gave us a grand seance, twenty-six 
forms appearing, from a little child in 
long dresses to old bald-headed men. We 
have several mediums in our midst, so 
we can use home talent, which will help 
■us and our mediums too.

Ida Damon, Cor. Secretary,

Milwaukee, Wis.
■ The Lincoln Spiritualists Society cel
ebrated their forty-sixth anniversary at 
their beautiful hall, which was well 
filled at all the meetings, March 31st 
and April 1st. H. T. Stanley delivered 
an address fitted for the occasion; he 
was ablyassisted by Mrs. Emma Nick
erson Warne, of Chicago and Mrs. 
Emma Nutt of Philadelphia. The hall 
was decorated with beautiful flowersand 
mottoes. It is needless to say anything 
in regard to the tests given by “Big 
Wolf,” the Jndian guide of Dr. Stanley. 
Dr. Stanley is now filling his fifth month 
and has been re-engaged for May and 
June. . Geo. E. Haines,

•Every duty which is bidden to wait 
returns with seven, fresh duties Ut its
back.—0. Kingsley. •

BOSTON, MASS. PHILADELPHIA, PA.
l ■1

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.
" Boston Spiritualists yesterday cele
brated with enthusiasm the forty-sixth 
anniversary of Modern Spiritualism, 
says the Boston Globe.

March 31st is the date of the Roches
ter knockings, arid the celebration in 
Boston was begun in some of the halls 
on Saturday, continuing over Sunday.

Yesterday the' all-day celebration, 
with three services each in nearly a 
dozen halls, was attended by avast num
ber of persons? dreading Spiritualists 
say that this, the forty-sixth celebra
tion was the most successful one for 
years. - • z

Every variety of tast^ was consulted by 
the managers of the meetings.

In Some high-class speaking prevailed 
almost exclusively, by promirient lectur
ers: in others, brief addresses were sand
wiched in between musical selections 
and mediumistlc phenomena; while in a 
few cases, especially at the Casino build
ing, the exercises were largely musical 
and literary. .

The Berkeley temple society had the 
largest audiences, and the next largest 
were at the First Spiritual temple in the 
Back Bay.

At Berkeley hall the following were 
the speakers: Mr, B. S. Lillie, Mrs. 
Clara H. Banks, Mrs. Colby-Luther, Dr. 
A. B. Richardson, Dr. H. B. Storer, 
Eben Cobb, and Prof. A. E. Tisdale, the 
the blind inspirational medium. Mrs. 
Emma Miner was the poetess of the oc
casion. Miss Lucette Webster the elo
cutionist, and the musio was supplied by 
the Winnepurkett male quartette of 
Lynn, Miss Amanda Bailey. John T. 
Lillie and George B. Cutter, tne accom
panist being William H. Boyce.

, In the afternoon Dr. Storer presided. 
He spoke of the birthday of Spiritualism 
for a few minutes. In tne evening Mrs. 
Ada Foye, of California held a seance 
for spirit messages. This was Mrs. 
Foye's farewell seance in the city, and 
special musio was provided.

An interesting all-day celebration with 
three services was held in the Casino 
building. This celebration was under 
the auspices of the Children’s Progres
sive Lyceum, which is under the direc
tion of J. B. Hatch, C. T. Wood and 
■Mrs. W. 8. Butler. At these services 
excellent programs of vocal and instru
mental music were rendered.

Hon. Sidney Dean said that the ex- 
[lenience of the past forty-six years had 
ustifled the presence of modern Spirit

ualism in the world. It had brought 
together all classes of religious belief.

The spiritual - fraternity had large 
meetings all day in the First Spiritual 
temple.

In the morning W. J. Colville de
livered an inspirational address. At 
noon there were exercises by thelyceum 
school. In the afternoon there was a 
seance for raps and materialization.

On the platform was a cabinet impro
vised with bright red curtains. On the 
center table were three vases of cut 
flowers, almost hiding tho opening of 
the cabinet. On easels at the right were 
paintings of Hydesville, the village 
where the raps were first heard, and the 
temple building in the Back Bay.

The seance for raps was successful 
only so far as those on the platform were 
concerned.

In the evening Rev. T. E. Allen, sec
retary of the American Psychical Soci
ety, gave .an address on “The Kind of 
Religion the World Needs." The ad
dress criticised the religions of the day 
and set forth the basic affirmations of a 
universal religion.

There were three services in America 
hall, under the direction of Dr. Nelke 
and Mrs. A. Peabody. Dr. Nelke made 
an address at each service on the birth
day of Spiritualism. Large audiences 
were present during the day. Besides 
a great deal of Spiritualistic phenomena 
by prominent mediums, there were 
songs, piano recitals, readings, dramatic 
selections and cornet and zither solos. 
The people seemed highly pleased at 
the varied manifestations presented.

In Knights of Honor hall, Eben Cobb, 
the veteran Spiritualist, had two ser
vices, afternoon and evening, in which a 
large number of mediums and singers 
took part. '

There were also celebrations in Park 
Square hall by the society of Spiritual 
Endeavor, with psychometric readings 
and tests in Rathbone hall, where 
there were a number of test mediums 
present, and in Hollis hall by the soci
ety of Ethical and Spiritual Culture, 
where there were addresses, tests, read
ing and a spiritual baptism service.

There were at least 10,000 persons 
gathered at these various meetings. At 
nearly all tho halls there were decora
tions by flags and bunting, and on the 
platforms were collections of cut flowers 
and growing plants.

CELEBRATES THE FORTY-SIXTH ANNI
VERSARY OF MODERN SPIRITUAL
ISM.

No society in the country celebrates 
the anniversary of modern Spiritualism 
with pbr§ ‘ 'enthusiasm than does the 
First Association of Philadelphia. For 
weeks/ preparations are made to do 
honor'io ojir cause, This year the hall 
was,decorated in a manner that called 
forth praises from every participant. 
All day services were held, beginning 
with a conference at 9:30 in the morn
ing, which was opened by Mr. James 
Breen, the treasurer of the Association. 
At 10:30 the congregation joined in 
singing “Joy to the world.” This was 
lowed by a selection by Willard J. Hull, 
who is our speaker for the month. Then 
followed the address of the morning, 
entitled “Spiritualism'. The Light of 
the World.” It was a revelation to 
many. Many a faint heart might well 
take on new courage and go forward in 
the struggle of life could they but take 
home the lesson of that hour. The hall 
was crowded. It is a peculiarity of the 
Philadelphia Spiritualists that no mat
ter what the weather, they are always 
at the hall on anniversary day. One 
thing that served to make the day 
enjoyable was the excellent dinner and 
supper served to all who came from a 
distance. This feature was presided 
overby the ladies of the Progressive 
Union, who are always at the front of 
all movements to help the cause along. 
In the afternoon the Lyceum exercises, 
were held. One hundred members with 
new badges, in honor of the occasion, 
took part. The conductor, Mr. C. 
Smith, and his assistant, Mrs. C. 
Fullmer, may well feel proud of the 
showing of those under their oharge; in. 
fact, all the teachers deserve great 
praise. Philadelphia is doing all in her 
power to make the Lyceum attractive to 
the children. The exercises consisted
of recitations, drills,
mental music. Supper at b o'clock was 
followed by another conference, and at 
7 the evening services commenced with 
singing by the congregation the Anni
versary hymn. This was followed by a 
reading: “The Covered Bridge,” by Mr, 
Hull, who afterwards delivered the 
beautiful discourse entitled “The 
Democracy of Death,” which has won 
him so many words of praise from all 
who were privileged to hear it. It is 
indeed a masterpiece, and analyzes in a 
startling manner, “Death the great 
autocrat, the ubiquitous guest, who 
creeps like a snail, and robs like a 
king.” “Every grave,” said Mr. Hull, 
“is a pathway edged with flowers, ana 
watered with tears, leading to the 
beatitudes. Not alone the rustle of a 
wing which the noble Ingersoll hopes 
may reach the palsied ear of the 
mourner, but the familiar faces, the 
voices and presence of the departed, at> 
test the complete victory of lotfe, and 
leaves the husks and stones for the 
worms and vultures. If modern Spirit
ualism carried no other message to the 
ear and understanding of man than the 
naturalness of death and the naturalness 
of the life beyond, it were worthy to 
adorn, as its brightest gem, the crown 
of human experience. It is the heart
aches and voids which no promise can 
assuage that call for knowledge.of life 
and reunion beyond the grave. Th 
apex of faith is reached when moistene 
eyes gaze upon lifeless mortality. Th' 
is the test which the church puts upon ■ 
its devotees, and the strain often breaks 
the last hope of the heart. The world 
needs more mediums. There should be 
no more wonder in seeing people with 
slates on their way to the mediums than 
to see them with their bibles on their 
way to the church.”

The above will give you some idea of 
the treat we had in being fortunate 
enough to bo present with the First 
Association of Philadelphia on Anni
versary Day. I would like every Spirit
ualist to have a copy of the above
named lecture.

I must close, but uot before referring 
to the services of the choir on that occa
sion. Mrs. Haslam, the leader, assisted 
by many others, rendered that part of 
tho services in a manner long to be re
membered. Over one hundred dollars 
was the amount of the collection, thus 
testifying that the friends were gener
ous as well as enthusiastic.

M. E. Cadwallader.

Mediums’ Conferences.

Minneapolis, Minn.
The Washington Union Spiritualist 

Society of this city celebrated the forty
sixth anniversary of modern Spiritual
ism on March 31st with appropriate 
services. At the afternoon meeting, 
after the opening remarks by President 
Raymond, Mrs. Carrie Tryon gave an in- 
eresting address on the development 
and progress of modern Spiritualism, 
followed by Mrs. Shepherd, Mr. Hoyt 
and Mr. McDonald, each of whom gave 
a personal reminesence and testimony 
appropriate to the occasion. The clos
ing remarks were given by Mrs. C. D. 
Pruden, the regular speaker of the so
ciety, who also delivered an anniversary 
address in the evening before a large 
and interested audience, dwelling espec
ially upon the progress in our beautiful 
faith since that first tiny rap at Hydes
ville, N. Y., forty-six years ago. The 
hall was beautifully decorated with lil
ies. palms and ferns, this being the 
Spiritualists’ Easter. '

At the back of the speakers' platform 
was draped the beautiful flag of our 
country, and above the altar a snowy 
white dove hovered, bearing in its beak 
a white bud, the whole symbolical of the 
never-dying hope and belief we feel in 
immortality. The musio at the two 
services was particularly. appropriate 
and was rendered most delightfully, the 
whole musical program being under the 
direction of Prof. Watson whose ability 
is too well known to need further com-

THEIR BENEFIT TO MEDIUMS.

It will be generally admitted that con. 
ferences of all kinds tend to the 
strength and harmony of any cause, and 
this is especially true of Spiritualism. 
Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, of the Society of 
Spiritual Unity, now holding meetings 
every Sunday at 517 West Madison 
street, in this city, has formed a Me
diums' Conference, to be held every 
Sunday morning at 10:30, to which all 
mediums will be welcomed. The pur
pose of these conferences is to unite and 
harmonize the powers of mediums for 
their unfoldment and general improve
ment. Every medium can continue to 
develop their medial gifts, and often ac
quire new phases, by attending these 
conferences, where the union of devel« 
oping forces is an element of great 
benefit to all who attend.

The experience that Mrs. Lyman has 
acquired and exercised in meetings of 
this character heretofore, and her suc
cessful work in this direction, will ba 
sufficient endorsement of what may ba 
expected of these conferences. There 
are also meetings on Sunday at 2:30 for 
questions and tests, and at 7:30 for lec« 
tures and tests. P.

Mr, and Mrs. Perkins’ Meetings.
Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Perkins have 

changed their course of procedure, 
and have decided to remain in Chicago 
for a few weeks at least, and have so 
cured an elegant hall, fourth floor of'the 
Masonic Temple, corner state and Ran
dolph streets. These meetings com
mence Sunday evening, April 22d, at 8 
o’clock. Cars from all points of the city 
take you to the temple. Private ad
dress, No. 11 Bryan Place.

and inatru-

ment from us. J. B. Me.

Bishop-^. Beals writes; “I am glad 
you have commenced cleaning house: it 
is springtime of the ’ year,.and there is 
an accumulation of filth in our front 
yards and. back yards that needs to be 
cremated; keep on, the process of spirit
ual growth will ’ warrant you in the 
needed' work of pUrltifaurin of our 
oauH,” ... . • : ■

Prof. Lockwood will lecture at Brick, 
layer’s hall Sunday next, at 2:30 P. M.( 
upon “Psychometry, Considered in the 
Light of Molecular Induction.” At 7:30 
Prof. L. will introduce the phonograph 
to illustrate principles of molecular im
preghations. Scientific tests will follow 
each lecture, to demonstrate the princi
ples discussed. These lectures ar< 
Warth mor« than gold U> the iuvMti. 
gator u wall m tow* Spiritualist
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ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES, 
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Comment is unnecessary.
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ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

To the Editor:—In the course of human 
existence our birthdays come and go with 

/ , yearly regularity; so it is with special events, 
, I' and Modern Spiritualism has' just passed the 

: forty-sixth year of its birth, or I, might say, 
'... “its christening"—the date of .its birth is so re

mote that the most ancient history, while con-

n »
i

taining ample proofs of its existence, gives us 
no clue.

The First Spiritual Society and Ladies’ Re
lief Association of Lansibg, Michigan, duly 
celebrated the forty-sixth anniversary of the 
christening of Spiritualism by a two-day’s 
meeting. Saturday, March 31st, 1894, the 
ladies took possession of Good Templar’s hall 
on Michigan avenue East, from 5 to 9 p. m., 
and served a splendid supper for the small sum 
of. ten cents. About 100 people availed them
selves of the generous offer. At 8 p. m. the 
hall was arranged with seating capacity for 
several hundred, and the following . program 
rendered, with Charles Schooly as chairman:

Opening address by A. J. Champion, Grand 
Magea of the Lansing Temple of Magic; song, 
solo; Miss Mabel Martin; mandolin selection, 
Mr. Rudy; recitation, Miss Daisy Schooly; 
song, Mrs. Dr. Marvin, Miss and Master Mar. 
vin; recitation, “The Ragety Man,” Miss 
Blanche Notman; song, solo, Master Marvin; 
address, by Mr. Jno. Bush; recitation, Miss 
Notman; song, Miss and Master Marvin; ad
dress, by Dr. Marvin; song, Mrs. Dr. Marvin; 
and psychometric readings and tests by Mrs. 
E. P. Blake, of Grand Rapids, Mich. The 
exercises closed by raffling off a quilt made by 
the Ladies’ Relief Society. The occasion was 
a success both socially and financially. Sun
day, April 1st, at 10:30 a. m., conference 
was opened by Bro. Bush, who gave a very 
interesting talk. He was followed by a num-

Anniversary at South Haven, Michi
To the Editor:—Qur society met at the 

usual hour, on April 1st, to celebrate the fqrty- 
sixth anniversary of modern Spiritualism. Mr. 
Woodruff began the exercises with a very ap
propriate and effective speech which was highly 
appreciated. After listening to music, orig
inal poems, and a recitation, Mr. J.. Wright 
took the floor arid, with the aid of his spirit 
guides, made a very impressive speech, spark
ling with gems of thought and replete with 
instruction,for. investigators, of which class 
we had a goodly number. Just before clos- 
ing-the morning session,.’the secretary read 
the remonstrance to the bill now pending in 
Congress, to put God in the Constitution. 
During the noon hour, which was spent at our 
hall, nearly, fifty adults signed it. I hope all 
societies .will make a special effort to aid in the 
defeat of 'p bill sb disastrous to our liberty.

During tlie afternoon session we had music, 
and recitations from the'young1 people. Then 
Mr.-Ludwig, with his usual wit and sound 
logic, held.the audience, in rapt attention; he 
having beqn a worker in the church for fifty 
years, can portray the comforts derived there
from; and contrast them with those found in 
Spiritualism, Mrs, Horace Griffin followed 
with a very fine essay which was a credit to 
her talent, as well as instructive to the audi
ence.

The secretary read the report received from 
Secretary Robt, A. Dimmick showing the ad
vantage of the National Association, and also 
the Gems of Thought from the same report. 
The session was closed with a vocal duet, 
“Transfiguration," from the ‘/SpiritualHarp." 
All were pleased with the exercises, and felt 
that the day had been well spent.

' Louise p. Scofield, Sec.

MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA.

vin delivered a fine lecture, the subject being: 
“Modern Spiritualism and Proofs of Spirit 
Communion.” He was followed by A. J. 
Champion, after which Mrs. Blake gave a 
large number of readings and tests which were 
recognized. Thus we closed a very success
ful and enjoyable two days’ celebration. The 
daily papers gave us good local notices, which 
called out a large number of earnest investiga
tors, who seemed pleased and anxious to learn 
more of our beautiful philosophy. Soon our 
semi-centennial anniversary will be here, and is 
it not advisable that the Spiritualists through
out the world should make' one concentrated 
effort to have a grand jubilee, March 31st, 
1898? It is never too early to plan; so let us 
have some suggestions on the subject.

Dr. E. A. Read.

Anniversary at Paw Paw, Mich.
The forty-sixth anniversary of modern 

f .'^Spiritualism convened at Paw Paw in Long- 
^¿kireH’s opera house, March 31st and April 1st 
L Saturday afternoon the meeting was called to
£ order by the president, W. R. Sirrine. Music
r by the sisters, Mrs. Butler and Mrs. Buskirk. 
“ The committee heretofore appointed on organ
; ization gave their report. After this our ami

able speaker, engaged for the whole session, 
v Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jackson of Grand Rapids, 

took the rostrum and opened her lecture with 
an invocation; and closed with an improvised 
poem on organization, the subject being given 

;i by some one in the audience. Saturday even
ing, after music by the sisters, our speaker, 
taking subjects from the audience, gave a very 

5/ fine lecture that pleased all. Sunday morn
ing, first a piece of music, then a sort of a 

V conference meeting, several giving some good 
’ ideas on organization, and as a goodly number 

were interested in the matter, it seems that is 
what they will do in the near future. A poem 
by Mrs. Headley, piece of music by the sis
ters, then our speaker took the rttstrum and 
delivered a fine lecture on ‘ ‘The Growth of 
Spiritualism.” closing with a poem, and music 
by the sisters.

Sunday afternoon the talk was still on or
ganization; then our speaker, taking subjects 
given her by different ones in the audience, 
handled them in a way that seemed to please 
all present; and while she was talking a paper 
was circulated through the audience for any 
one to sign, who wished to become a member 
of the society. About fifty names were put 
on the paper; which I think is a very promis
ing step for the near future toward organizing 
into a legal society. Sunday evening, after 
music, our speaker talked about two hours on 
subjects handed her from the audience, inter
esting all present The attendance was quite 
large all through the meeting. All felt that 
they had enjoyed a feast of good thought, 
making many of us wish that our meetings 
would come oftener, ‘so as to help those that 
are just starting to see the true light of spirit 
return. I must not miss to speak of the hos
pitality of the Paw Paw people in caring for

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

On Sunday, April 1st, the Spiritualists of 
thip beautiful city celebrated the anniversary 
of the birth of modern Spiritualism with ap
propriate and impressive exercises. Mrs. 
DeWolf lectured, morning and evening, and 
at the close of each lecture gave many con
vincing tests of the immortality of the soul, 
by her independent slate writing. The temple 
was modestly decorated with bunting, cut 
flowers and potted plants, which diffused their 
perfume throughout the hall. There were guests 
from adjoining towns to enjoy our love-feast 
with us. Both morning and evening services 
were well attended by representative thinkers 
as well as church-goers, and the Spiritualists 
were all there.

Mrs. DeWolf has opened many blind eyes 
and caused the deaf to hear, while here with 
us. A grand, noble-souled medium—a re
fined, cultured lady—a loving, tender-hearted 
friend. May the Spirit-world with its richest 
gifts and priceless treasures ever be hers, is 
the earnest wish of her hosts of friends here 
in this city.

One of the most touching and beautiful 
tests given on Sunday night was the drawing 
on the slate of a full-blown red rose and green 
leaves. This was done in less time than it takes 
to write it; also, a long loving, message from 
a father to his son. Friends everywhere, be
come receptive and responsive to the great 
wave of spiritual knowledge that is surging 
over us, as it is falling so harmonious around 
us, a great, loving, working body for spiritual 
progression. Mrs. E. T. Reynolds.

IONIA, MICH.

anniversary exercises.
Carnegie hall was packed to the doors, and 

hundreds were unable to get in,¡-so * gr^t was 
the interest on the occasion ,ot ¿he. fort^-sixth 
anniversary on Sunday afternoon last.; The 
capacity of this hall had been tested on recent 
occasions, on Sunday afternoons, and the 
pressure ip becoming so great that on this.oc- 
casion one of the speakers, Mrs. M. E. Wil
liams, forcibly called attention to the necessity 
of securing a larger one, If is plainly to be 
seen that Spiritualise is advancing in New 
York far beyond the capacity of the leaders to 
comprehend. Yet for this they have long 
been waiting and working, and will not be un
willing for the oncoming tides to place the 
high-water mark away beyond its present 
lines. .

Mr. Henry J. Newton, who has seen the 
glories of the past and watched the movement 
with parental solicitude, must have been the 
happiest man in ‘New York yesterday. His 
introductory remarks were vivid and histori
cal. He drew the line up to to day and joy
ously participated in its triumphs. .

Mr. Walter Howell was filled with the en
thusiasm of the occasion, and pursued most 
eloquently the career of Spiritualism, “that 
path," he said, “hot unshadowed by persecu
tion. Like the oak, it was now firmly rooted 
in the soil, in the deepest recesses of human 
nature, and its branches are bathed in the 
sunlight of the human world from earth to 
heaven.”

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond's oration was 
grand in inspiration, and most appropriate to 
the oeqasion. “Spiritualism, ” she said, “was 
a perpetual anniversary. Every instant of 
time a new thought was born. Each knew 
the anniversary when his own emancipation 
took place from the bondage which Spiritual
ism had set free.” She said that new names 
had crept forward to steal the thunder of 
Spiritualism. Psychic research, Promethe
us like, would be bound at last ' to 
the rocks of materialization. “We rejoice for 
what science has done, but, oh, the bondage 
which Spiritualism has yet to set free. ” In 
speaking of form manifestations, she” said 
science replies; “I find them all true, but I do 
not accept the source from which you say they 
come. Spiritualism is a living light in the 
world to-day, and it breaks in twain every law 
of science and of molecular and atomic life. ” 
No amount of science would supplant the mes
sage—a single thought from the other world 
expressed in the words—“I love you." Mrs. 
Richmond improvised poems on “Light," 
“Spring,” “Excelsior,” “To-morrow." They 
were received with rapturous applause.

Mrs. M. E. Williams preceded her extraor
dinary tests with a brief and inspiring ad
dress. She said that Spiritualism was the 
great power that is before the world to-day, 
that the heart of man was truly yearning, “If 
I die, do I live again?” She gave eighty-nine 
names, with tests, which were all recognized. 
This phenomenal exhibition of power had a 
wonderful effect upon the large audience.

Mrs. Florence White and Mrs. Chas. Ries
enweber also gave ready and numerous tests 
in the most satisfactory manner. The music 
for this occasion was grand and fully appre
ciated. Mr. R. de Leon Myers and Miss

The hall of the First Spiritual Association 
was most tastefully and beautifully adorned at 
our forty-sixth anniversary, with flags, em
blems, flowers and tri-colored drapery. On 
the platform was the. fearless and eloquent 
exponent of our blessed philosophy, Willard 
J. Hull, whose morning and evening lectures 
were appropriate. The hall could not contain 
all who1 wished to listen to him, and-many 
went to other halls. I will mention a few: 
Brother Wheeler’s hall, corner of 8th and 
Spring Garden street; Brother Barry’s, 1325 
Columbia avenue; and Mrs. Mary Crail, corner 
Franklin and Green streets, whose circles 
are well attended.

At this conclusion of Mr. Hull’s morning 
lecture, a commanding-looking gentleman ap
proached me inquiring if Captain Keffer was in 
the hhll. Captain Keffer is one of the oldest 
mediums in Philadelphia, who served his 
country through our war with Mexico, under 
General Winfield Scott, and through our civil 
W, up to the seven-days’ fight before Rich
mond, and although nearly seventy years of 
age, is as erect and nimble as one of fifty. He 
has a strong baritone voice and sings in the 
choir of the First Association every Sunday, 
and,'Strange to say, was pot there that day, 
and I' am sure it was a very great disappoint
ment to him as it was to the gentleman 
who inquired for him, who is Captain Keffer’s 
staunch friend. The party in question, was 
A. P. McCombs, Esq., president of the First Na- 
tippal Bank, and editor of the Havre de Grace 
Republican. Mr. McCombs was an attentive 
auditor to Mr. Hull’s lecture and expressed a 
desire to get the manuscript so that he could 
give it publicity through the columns of his 
paper. Mr. McCombs is originally from 
Philadelphia, and all of his people are Metho
dists. Now, wheq the editor of such a jour
nal is desirous of publishing a Spiritualist lec
ture, it must be a source of inward satisfaction 
to everyone who has Spiritualism at' heart

At 1325 Columbia avenue, I attended the 
afternoon conference, where the following test 
was given, which I deem worthy to meet the 
gaze of the public—and especially investiga
tors. Mrs. Annie Lawrence, a highly re
spected lady, of Philadelphia, though not a 
public medium, possesses rare gifts of medi
umship, and takes delight in dispensing com
fort to humanity, and in this instance she 
arose saying: “Mr. President, there is such 
a peculiar sensation comes over me and an 
odor of coffee—oh! how strong the flavor be- 
comesfit is overpowering”—and with that she 
proceeded among those assembled, and after 
passing from aisle to aisle, and nearing the 
point she started from, she stopped in 
front of a couple and taking hold of the 
gentleman’s hand said: “It is you, sir—yes, 
you. Now, I want you to be careful of your
self next Tuesday; be very, careful and do not 
expose yourself to danger.” She described the 
spirit who impelled her to warn him, which 
proved to be his mother. I forgot to mention, 
she at once addressed him, calling him Wil
liam at the conclusion of the test The 
gentleman arose and stated: “My name is 
O'Kell and I am employed by the firm of J. 
R. Arbuckle & Co., one of the largest coffee 
roasters in New York City, and my wife has 
been worrying much about my contemplated 
movements, and this may be a warning in

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

To the Editor:—The Rochester Spirit
ualists, or at least that portion of them which 
show themselves at our public meetings, 
which we have been holding for the last four
teen months, were out in full force Sunday 
evening to attend the anniversary exercises. 
Owing to illness, the writer of this, who is 
also the regular speaker, was able to make 
only a few remarks; but the venerable and 
genial Hon. R. D. Jones spoke with a vigor 
and fervor which elicited much applause. 
Poems were recited by Misses Beatrice Holt, 
Angie Shaeffer and Lillian Summers; singing 
by the Bright Star Quartette, composed of 
Misses Holt, Shaeffer, Summers and Bingham; 
and a stereopticon exhibition by A. 8. Clack- 
ner—doing great credit to his generosity, ar
tistic ability, and willingness to work for the 
cause—including portraits of the first medi
ums, the three Fox sisters, their father and 
mother, the old homestead, many of the prom
inent first Spiritualists—some of whom were 
present in the form on this occasion—and 
many beautiful representations of natural 
scenery were shown with appropriate remarks 
and quotations poetical and fitting, finishing a 
program to the delight and satisfaction of all. 
We who meet every Sunday evening at the 
little hall on West Main street cannot be boast
ful in regard to numbers, but we have some
thing even better, which is a knowledge that 
we are growing spiritually, and believe that 
the harmony which prevails in our little band 
is some indication that we are en rapport with 
those higher harmonies which our philosophy 
teaches us are so necessary for our spirit

LAWRENCE, KAS.
To the Editor:—The forty-sixth anniver

sary of modern Spiritualism was celebrated by 
the Lawrence Spiritualists at their hall. There 
were short speeches and music, then Mrs. A. L. 
Lull talked of the origin of modern Spiritual
ism and its progress up to and including the 
present time. She said the world was full of 
Spiritualists; every church has them in its 
fold; the knowledge of. spirit return is in 
every land; all life is spirit, and we worship 
God in spirit and in truth.

The supper was the enjoyable event of the 
evening, and all went home with the thought 
that modern Spiritualism was a blessing to hu-

is never en
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Scott’s Emulsion, 
a preparation of cod-liver 
oil almost as palatable as 
milk, Many mothers have 
grateful knowledge of its 
benefits ‘ to weak, sickly 
children.
_Prapftrad Y. All druggist..
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fu hbcirt time I was convinced that It was tbe best I ever 
had, us 11 wav e«»y to wear, uud seemed to stop tbe severe! 
ruins that often pro.-truled uie while wearing the oldl 
Spi in; trnsscs; ana now, in spite of my scepticism, I ami 
f’EKFKCTiy Cubed, and can work with the Truss off tt I fl 
fed bo disposed. bu| I still wear It loosely as It Is notfl 
inconvenient. You muy add the above to your otberM 
testimonials. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN.

Cfl“Tbo above cure was effected In lees than th be* flfl 
woNTUBTiMs. at u total cost of ¿12. Thousands of lirui-flH 
lar cures have been made for from$10to$ioeach. Es-flBH 
tablishcd Wb. Call or send Bo for free 
No. 1. Address Magnetic Blastic 
Company, k N. W. corner Kcaruy andflM 
Sacramento streets, Sau Francisco, Cal.'

GLEANING
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work '18 one that every one should read. It 

beams throughout with rare gems of thought, practical 
as well as profound. There is sunshine and beauty to 
every sentence uttered. Tbe work is dedicated to tbff 
author’s favorite sister, barah French Farr, now passed 
to spirit-life, Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, OhlOi 
gives an Interesting sketch of the author's life.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch oftbeUfo of A. B. French«
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Flint, Mich. -
The anniversary of modem Spiritualism 

Was observed at Flint, Mich., by ladies of 
the Helping Hand giving a supper at the G. 
A- R, hall, March 31st. The hall was beau
tifully decorated with flowers. A picture of 
the house where modem Spiritualism had its 
birth stood on an easel in front of the rostrum. 
A large crowd attended the supper.

Sunday Dr. Charles A. Andrus, of Sagi
naw, gave two fine lectures, the hall being 
full in the afternoon and crowded in the even
ing. Mr. Bert Woodworth, of Meadville, 
Pa., occupied the rostrum after the evening 
lecture and held the crowd spellbound for 

"over an hour by the wonderful tests. All 
seeing him felt he stood in the doorway be
tween the two worlds and proved to many that 
their loved ones were still with them, Mr. 
Woodworth’s seances are full every night and 
he has made many converts.

........... Mbs. Will J. Post.

celebrated the forty-sixth anniversary in A. 
U. 0. W. hall, March 25th. At the opening 
session Hon. L. V. Moulton, after reading a 
chapter in the Bible concerning “spiritual 
gifts,” spoke on the subject of Modern Spirit
ualism, tracing its growth from the tiny raps 
at Hydesville up to the full materializations of 
today, and showing that these modern mani
festations were in harmony with the Bible ac
counts of former days. Mrs. Coffman then 
gave tests from the rostrum, for an hour.

At the afternoon session, officers were 
elected as follows: John Snyder, president; 
Mrs. John Dunham, vice-president; Mrs. 
0. H. Soule, secretary; Mrs. C. L. King, 
treasurer. Trustees: Clayton Colton, 0. H. 
Soule, J. B. Snyder.

Evening brought a full house. The speaker 
held the audience for one hour with a masterly 
discourse, proving Spiritualism the grandest 
teaching the human family ever has received 
or can receive. Then the medium held the 
audience for an hour, and not one test given 
was not recognized. .

The meeting closed With the adoption of 
resolutions in memory of Brother Wm. Bent-

Spiritualism was celebrated Sunday, April 1 st, 
under the most favorable circumstances. After 
the previous cold and snowy days, the weather 
cleared and it was all that could be desired, 
and a general good fellowship prevailed. The 
occasion was one which will not soon be for
gotten. Not only was it the anniversary, but 
it was the beginning of a new year to us, Mrs. 
Celia M. Nickerson taking charge of our soci
ety. The hall was tastefully decorated with 
evergreens and flags, and kind friends fur
nished an abundance of beautiful potted 
plants—‘the air was heavy with their perfume. 
The afternoon was devoted to the anniversary 
exercises. Among the prominent Spiritualists 
who were With us was Geo. W. Taylor, of 
Lawtons, N. ¥., who kindly came to assist us 
in our anniversary and installation exercises, 
also, Mrs. Sarah Anthony Buriis. , In the 
evening Geo. W; Taylor installed Mrs. Nick
erson as our permanent speaker. May peace 
and harmony prevail.

> '• •.M. H. VanBuskirk.

Progressive Spiritual Society, Sum
merland, California.

Our society met at Library hall on Saturday, 
March 31st, at 10:30 a. m. The entertain
ment for the day was as follows: Music by 
the Summerland Orchestral Band; reading of 
a beautiful poem by A. L. Bourquin, secretary 
of the society, followed with music by the 
band; lecture in prose and original poetry by 
M. E. Taylor, part of which was prepared for 
the occasion, prompted by an ancient spirit, 
who gives his name as Emadorgan; followed 
by a beautiful song by Messrs. Edwards; and 
another fine musical effort by the Orchestral 
band, '

At 2:30 p. m. , exercises opened with music 
by the orchestra, followed with the reading of 
a poem entitled “Sitting Bull’s Message from 
Spirit-life, ” by the president, composed by 
Mrs. Kate R. Styles; then another fine orches
tral effort, after which Brother David Davis, 
a grand old man, eighty-five years old, ad
dressed the audience at length on the higher 
and more practical features of Spiritualism.

The social dance and supper gotten up by 
the ladies of the society for the evening was 
largely attended, and proved a social and fin
ancial success; and the day and evening came 
and passed off a Spiritual pastime of pleasure 
and enjoyment. .

The Sunday exercises commenced at 10:30 
a. m., with music by the Williams-Morgan 
Orchestra, consisting of Mrs. Williams and 
her four young daughters and her step daugh
ter, Miss Edith Williams; at the conclusion of 
which our secretary was brought to the front 
by a controlling spirit, who spoke at length in 
a forcible and practical manner.

Miss Roger Morgan sang “Dear Heart,” 
supported by her mother, Mrs. Williams, on 
the piano. After thip sbul-cheering musical 
treat, Brother Taylor’s poem was again called 
for and by him was very happily enunciated. 
The exercises closed with a • beautifully ren
dered overture by the Williams-Morgan Or
chestra, and immediately ’thereafter .all were 
invited to a bountiful repast provided by the 
ladies of the society.

The afternoon exercises consisted of music 
by the orchestra; a brief talk to the children 
by Brother Taylor, it being their time, set 
apart to entertain with songs, recitations, the 
banner march with flags, etc. Then followed 
remarks by several persons, also an original 
poem, by Brother Taylor, followed with an 
orchestral benediction grandly rendered by the 
Williams-Morgan Orchestra. M. E. T.

Summerland, Cal. .

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.

The anniversary exercises held by the Spir
itual Research Society in honor of our forty
sixth anniversary, Mrs. S. C. Scovell speaker, 
were as follows: Opening hymn, “Nearer, 
Oh Truth, to Thee,” followed by the poem en
titled, “Alone with My Conscience." read by 
Mrs. Scovell. Mrs. Dr. Champney, organist, 
sang a' solo. Mrs. Champney is entitled to 
the thanks of the society for her music and 
time devoted to the cause, without money and 
without price. Music is a rare gift, and when 
accompanied by a beautiful voice, uplifts the 
soul of the people, and fits them to enter into 
the inspiration of the hour. Following Mrs. 
Champney Mrs. Scovell gave a brief address, 
or rather synopsis of Modem Spiritualism, 
with added words of love for our ascended 
sisters, the Fox girls. At the close 
of the address a recitation was given by 
Miss Angarite Arnold. Miss Angarite, al
though a child in years, gives great promise 
as an elocutionist. Tests followed by Mrs. 
Scovell, Prof. Max Hoffman, Mr. Wm. Ar
nold, and others. Recitation by Leah Scovell, 
aged five. Little Leah speaks inspirationally, 
and has already demonstrated her gift as an 
instrument for the Spirit-world. The audience 
was large and appreciative, and even after the 
exercises closed, as it was the farewell lecture 
from their speaker, they were loth to leave, 
but lingered, each one bidding her an affec
tionate good-bye, and hoping that in the ever
changing life of a minister, she would again 
be permitted to meet with them. Our anni
versary exercises, were not extensive in pro
gramme, yet the pleasure of the event will re
main an agreeable memory until we can again 
welcome the 31st of March. Wishing The 
Progressive Thinker a long and useful life, 
we remain Fraternally yours,

S.C. s.

A Rare Offer .—Secrets of the Convent of 
the Sacred Heart,

The remainder 6f the bound edition of the 
abovefflook,- to extend its circulation, will be 
sent for 25 cents per copy; postage 5 cents, 
or fdur copies for 00, postage paid. Many 
in ordering have expressed a desire for the 
muslin binding,' but contented themselves with 
the paper on account of price. They can now 
please themselves. Silver may be mailed at 
publisher’s risk. As the number of copies 
is quite limited; orders should be sent at 
once. Hui^on Tuttle, Publisher, Berlin 
Heights, ’ Ohio. •

Anniversary Poem.
Softly tapping, tapping, tapping, 
Came this tiny little rapping, 

Angels standing at the door;
And again, the tapping, tapping— 
Yes, we hear the gentle rapping, 

Only this and nothing more?
Aye, we hear the voice of sorrow, 
Waiting for the dread to-morrow, 

That shall hide their dead away;
Hear the sobs of bitter anguish 
As these souls in darkness languish, 

Fearing for the coming day.
Then again we hear the tapping 
Of this wondrous, wondrous rapping— 

Sounds so strange ne’er heard before;
And they ask: “Is this of heaven, 
Or of hell?” The answer given: 

“ ’Tis the angels at your door."
Then the pain of lamentation 
Turns to joy; this revelation

Opens wide the hidden door;
And they see the dear immortals 
Standing there at heaven's portals, 

And they fear death nevermore.
And the Whole world heard this tapping— 
Caught the echo of the rapping

Given at that cottage door;
Now o’er all the earth resounding, 
Creeds and dogmas still confounding, 

Spreads this light as ne’er before.
Thus they come in gentle measure, 
Bringing us the greatest treasure

Ever given earth before;
Breaking all the chains that bound us, 
Throwing all this light around us, 

Came the angels to our door.
Mary Webb Baker.

Moravia and vicinity held anniversary exer
cises at the pleasant home of Mr. Charles 
Beitz, Friday, the 30th ult., and not until 
the day began to don her evening garb did 
they realize the speed of time and that the 
forty-sixth anniversary^ day had passed into 
history, leaving enough of joyous remem
brance to insure a celebration of the forty
seventh when time on its fleet wings shall 
bring it around.

Last, but not least, Auburn comes in for a 
share of the opportunities of this festive day. 
Saturday evening, the 31st, the friends 
gathered at the commodious home of Mr. 
James VanValkinburg, where the occasion 
was duly celebrated, .calling up memories of 
the past, of faces which can be seen now only 
by the spirit sight; yet the thought is comfort
ing that»we sense their spirit presence in our 
spiritual gatherings from time to time, for, 
having known of their earthly zeal, we know 
it could not be lessened now that they realize 
our expectations and earthly anticipations in 
regard to their ministrations to us who still 
are tenting on these lower camping-grounds of

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

Woman, Church and State.

7'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN. 
formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
given, fafis to convey an Idea of the fulness and com
pleteness with which the subjects are treated. The 
Patriarchate, or Mother-rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, 18 brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
Thia is followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon ¿aw. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To day, Paet, Present, Future; 
and there 1b not a chapter In the book chat Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information. Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. Jio one can possibly regret buying It; It Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

1 and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peeblea. This 
admirable work contains what a hundred spfrf t«, good 
and evil, say of tlrelr dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life In tbe Spirit
world!—Is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. Whither—oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond tbe tomb? Will they know 
me? What Is their present condition, and what their 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing as 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man Is better Qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 

•work of this kind before tbe people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
tbe River; Foregleams of the Future; Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body; Is it the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones In Heaven; The Per- 
«onal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’« 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit Life; Splp‘t Homes of 
Bruno and Others: Many voices from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are trc,at*’d too numerous to men
tion. Price 11.50: postage r.’cenu. For sale at this 
office.

HOWTO MESMERIZE.
pULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN
r structions How to Mesmerize. Ancient and Mod» 
era Miracles by Mesmerism. Alio Is Spiritualism 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, Ancient and modem 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the book 
will be found highly InteresVLg to every Spiritualist. 
It Is tbe only work ever published giving fun Instruc
tion how to mesmerize, and the connection this science 
has with Spiritualism. Ilfs pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who have read It, to be one of the 
most Interesting books ever written. PBPex» PA IM 
to cents- For ¿ale at this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
A UTHOR OF “ COMMON SENSE» 

'* Rights of Man,’’ “Age of Reason,” etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of bls writing», 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truth 10 
regard to this most abused patriot and religion« re
former should read this volume. Price 11. PoatOfp 
10 cents. For sale at this office

hTstory^ofatharael
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

Z-z history of Atbarael, Chief Priest of a Band cf Ab 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 9i pages, wai writ
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and 1b la- 
tensely interesting. Price 80 cents. For axle thU 
office.

The demand for “The 'Priest VVouiftu ntid i Y 'HE QUESTION .SETTLED. A ine aemano lor ine rnest, woman ana, J Csrefnl Comparison of Biblical and Modern Sptr. 
Confessional in the German language has annium. By Moses umt An invaluable wo#. Prie, 
been such that the publishers feel warranted *'T'HE world's sixteen CRUcr- 

ingetting out an édition in, German. you .homa

book is well printed and illustrated, and sells : 'C'ifty years in the church on 
or $1 per copy. For sale at this office. < i cmÎSS:siï priert’ A
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THE 46TH ANNIVERSARY.
An Address Delivered 

BY DR, W. P. PHELON, 
Before the Circle of Isis, of the ller- 

metic Brotherhood of A. L, and E., at 
610 Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.

Saint John; the Initiate, rising to the height 
of trance perception^ has recorded, in what 
was supposed to be the unfolding of mysteries, 
a vision of awomaïï in the heavens, clothed 
with the sun,' arid the moon beneath her feet, 
and a crown of-twelve star's upon her head. 
Upon the earth hé saw a dragon ready to de
vour the woman hnd the result of her exist
ence and exertion. Is "there no interprets- 
tion of the symbol that may bring some 
knowledge of what out1*ancient brothers con- 
ceivèd to be the true meaning and design of 
the apparently opposing conditions of Spirit
ualism and Materialism? The; woman clothed 
with the sun represents the Truth arrayed in 
all the brightness of the primary 'light from 
the Supreme Intelligence, who was, and is, 
and will be the inexorable, fixed law of the 
universe. The moori beneath her feet signi
fies that the woman, the emblem of the es
sence of spirit, With all its tender, loving 
femininity, has no need of reflected light from 
any source whatever, not even the great foun
tain of reflection. Around the magnificent 
head controlling force of the Universe was a 
crown of twelve stars, brilliant reminder of the 
mystic intertwining of the three of the spirit 
and the four of the physical, which constitute 
the perfectness of the ereated-existence, in 
which the Spirit, dominant in , its regal heri
tage, holds dominion and power and glory 
forever and forever, when the man through 
suffering, and trial, and many defeats, has 
finally attained? Does not this woman, amid 
her dazzling surroundings, embody to us the 
glory and beauty of the Ancient Spiritualism, 
with all its promises and certain results? And 
then the awful dragon that awaited the com
ing of all that was of import, or of light or 
life, in the woman’s existence, must typify the 
gross, slimy nolsomepess of the lowest physi
cal, which has wandered bo far away from the 
knowledge of the pure, the true and the good, 
that it has forgotten the very road of escape 
from its impending destruction, sooner or 
later sure to overtake it. It may seek ever 
and anon to overwhelm and smother the very 
life of the spiritual. But it is not so written 
in the fixed law of the creative thought. For 
whether the spiritual sits upon the throne of 
its ancestors or not, or whether it for the time 
being permits a usurper to rule the royal pal
ace, its titles cannot be laid aside, and some
time, somewhere, it will come to its own. 
And they its subjects and dependents will re
joice with an exceeding great joy. Whatever 
is of light, is of the truth. Whatever belongs 
to the distorted, loathsome and misshapen 
dragon form, is a symbol of the weakness 
of the physical, and its erroneous conceptions.

Step by step the dragon has attempted to 
encroach upon the domain of the spiritual; lit
tle by little did the spiritual, almost overcome 
by the fierce persistency of the onslaught, 
gather itself together rind pass from passive 
waiting and resistance to aggressive activity; 
and today, on the anniversary of the re-estab
lishment of Spiritualism upon the earth, we 
find that it is once more in possession and 
exercise of all its prerogatives, and a con
stantly widening scope of influence. But be
fore we attempt to perceive for ourselves the 
issues of the conflict, and the battle itself, let 
us see what can be considered as the status 
and aims of this personified truth and error, 
as thus pictured by John, that marvelous seer. 
Having thus submitted the claims oÇ the two, 
we shall leave to the minds of our apprecia
tive hearers the rendering of a verdict that 
shall be just and proper.

The spiritual heals and controls and directs 
the physical body. The physical blunder
ingly overpowers and overcrowds, and, like the 
dying Samson, crushes itself and its friends 
and enemies in the same dread disaster.

Man is born between the eternal past and 
the eternal future. Endowed with all the 
acquisitions of the past lives, he lays hold 
with one hand upon that which has gone be
yond; and with the strength derived from his 
experiences, with his other hand he lays hold 
upon that which is yet to come as a repetition 
of the elements of the past, but with a new
ness in its kaleidoscopic arranging. These 
very conditions of duality come from the es
sential nature of the developing conditions of 
man's mortal life. That which is of the past 
is incorporated into his essence, and becomes 
a part of the moving springs, to be constantly 
touched by his spiritual nature and condition; 
and out of it necessarily must come whatever 
may be manifested in the slowly unrolling fu
ture. If man were but the waif held by the 
whirling currents, in the crevasse between the 
past and the future, his existence might not 
be especially affected; bnt the spiritual condi
tion of which hets a part reaches forever along 
the infinite track of the past. He, the innate 
force of all forces, because he is an integral 
part of the One, reaches over into the future. 
The conditions of the future will be, because 
he has bridged over the chasm of the present, 
by the sequence of the past as cause and re
sult Whatever the future holds for him, in 
development, moves with more or less rapid
ity, as he perceives, or dares to try to per
ceive, the end from the beginning.

But as we are approaching a period which, 
to all those who believe that the spiritual 
holds within itself all the creative forces of 
nature, and all the potentialities of manifesta
tion—that the spirit is the real, and all else is 
the unreal—is full of untried possibilities, let 
us continually look to the highest and bright
est for the inspiration of our daily living.

That which represents inertia, darkness, 
weakness, death, is the physical. The physical 
has absolutely no strength, and is the unreal 
It is unreal, not because it is not what it 
seems at any particular moment, but because

the atoms are constantly changing their com
binations. The atoms that belong to one man 
today may be the atoms of another man to
morrow. The atoms of a horse may be the 
atoms of a cow next day, next month, next 
year, and so on. There is nothing that can 
be denominated reality of form, from the be
ginning of manifestation to the end thereof. 
The physical is of itself nothing, has no power 
whatever to transform itself, or change itself 
from place to place, or to exert any potency 
whatever. We say that in nature the physi
cal does certain things which indicate de
structive force, and when this power is modi
fied within a lesser degree, there is a chance 
of unfolding, by the knowledge that comes 
through experience. Suppose a man is caught 
in a stream of burning lava rolling down the 
mountain side; the knowledge that he gains is 
that the lava will burn and destroy the physi
cal form. ' If he is overtaken by a cyclone, 
he gains absolute knowledge, by the experi
ence of intense force, of irresistible motion; 
but the force of which he is conscious is not 
in the physical of itself. It lies outside. It 
is the great creative Thought of the universe, 
.by which all motion is produced, by which all 
form presents itself. And life is the junction 
of spirit and matter, the physical becoming 
the vehicle for the manifestation of the spirit 
on the plane of the lower conscionsness. 
Whatever is destructive of life, whatever is of 
itself sheer weakness, whatever is of itself un
reality, is physical. Under no condition can 
the unaided physical produce change of form 
or place.

The spiritual condition from the very first 
is active, strong, all-potent, of itself. And 
whatever it is today, it was yesterday and a 
thousand years ago. Whatever it was a mill
ion years ago, it is today. Whatever it is 
today, it will be a million years hence, and 
the same whether today or forever. It is the 
reality of all existence—the strong, living 
force by which the existent expects to endure, 
and by which experience can be obtained by 
demonstration on the physical plane. The 
spiritual creates, heals the sick, raises the 
dead, and can change any form whatsoever 
that is in the physical. There is nothing that 
appeals to man’s sense of beauty, to man's de
sire for rest, or anything that shall lift the 
race one step higher in its unfolding, through 
experience, that does not belong essentially 
and truly, wholly and entirely to the spiritual; 
and so it is on all planes and in all places, 
under all conditions. The spiritual is the 
rightful ruler.

They who believe these doctrines are true 
Spiritualists, and this doctrine is true Spirit
ualism. All demonstrations in the way of 
phenomena are made by the action of the 
spiritual forces on the physical, dominating 
and controlling the physical, which simply 
proves my position.

In these modern days, perhaps, the picture 
which would represent best the symbol of the 
condition or relation of the spiritual to the 
physical, would be a vestal virgin of the an
cient temple, standing by the bare, unlighted 
altar, with intent to rekindle the never-dying 
fire. To represent the physical, there should 
be an old man; because old age represents best 
the inertia and breaking down of all that belongs 
to the physical plane. Nay, morel he should 
be an old churchman. He should represent 
the oldest church of which you have knowl
edge, groveling at the feet of the vestal vir
gin. He should be striving, with all the ma
lignity of physical inaptitude, to poison

have squarely and honestly set your faces to
ward the light, that you hold thereto, without 
feeling ashamed of your belief. We cannot 
make you upderstand how it hurts our. spirit 
friends when you aré ashamed to own that 
you believe in the only true doctrine of the 
universe. Ashamed of Spiritualism I Ashamed' 
of the mother who bore you I Ashamed of 
the father who cared for you! Ashamed of 
those who have gone hence I Ashamed of the 
silent watchers, who, standing by your side, 
day.after day, assist and direct as you permit! 
They who are' in the invisible, having laid 
aside the selfishness of the physical condi
tions, cannot conceive how anyone, under
standing or having been touched by the ray 
from off the altar, from the brightness of the 
whiteness of the Infinite spirit, can be ashamed 
of that which they truly believe.

Why should you bé ashamed to declare, 
under all circumstances and in all conditions, 
that you believe those whom you loved in the 
life where you yet are—they who have gone 
beyond the veil, who are now waiting for your 
coming-^still live, in all the essentials of liv
ing. Not only that they live and live forever, 
but that they can communicate with you, as 
there shall be opportunity or occasion? Why 
should you blush to affirm that the spirit 
force is omnipotent, and can dominate and 
control as man sees fit, under all circumstances 
and in ■ all places whatsoever. And as the 
spirit moves silently and performs irresistibly, 
so it is not necessary that there should be 
upon the outer surface a great manifestation 
or expression, until that which is sought to be 
done shall be accomplished. These are the 
three fundamental doctrines of Spiritualists of 
the modern days. They are accepted more or 
less entirely by all who have any idea of a 
future state.

Verily, those who are ashamed of those who 
have gone hence into the unseen, may some 
day find that those who are in the unseen may 
be ashamed of these timorous hearts who have 
been so cowardly as to declare that they dare 
not express themselves as believers in immor
tal life and the communication therewith, lest 
some physically-bound spirit of the earth 
might cavil at what they say. Choose you 
this day whom you will serve, and whom you 
will believe; and having thus chosen, look ever 
to the light of Creative Potency and Power, 
and not down into the black ooze of the un
fathomable depths of the physical weakness.

..... ANNIVERSARY BMROISES*

Td 'jfflkEDiTOii:—We engaged Dr. and Mrs. 
8;;Ni'ABpiriwftll, of Minneapolis, Minn., to 
fake charge of and conduct our anniversary 
services; and instead of holding the eervices 
in the hall generally used by us for our meet
ings, we secured the opera house—an audience 
room that seats 800 people—and held three 
services. Our morning audience numbered 
about 250, afternoon 300, and in the evening 
every seat was filled and many remained 
standing during the entire service. This looks 
like progression in the conservative old town 
of Fort Dodge. Many who came said that 
they had never visited a Spiritualistic meeting 
before, and expressed themselves - as well 
pleased with the lectures and tests. Both 
speakers took part in the morning and after
noon services, and were listened to with the 
closest attention. The evening was given en
tirely to the guides of Mrs. Aspinwall, who 
handled her subject in a masterly manner. 
Tests of spirit presence followed each lecture, 
and in every instance, save one, were fully 
recognized. It was a day long to be remem
bered by the people of our city, and shows 
that the people are progressing in the knowl
edge and truths of the life immortal. Mrs. 
Aspinwall’s guides will give us another lec
ture in the opera house next Sunday evening, 
and is then called to Marshalltown for the last 
two Sundays of this month, and in May, the 
Doctor tells me, they are engaged in Chilli
cothe, Mo. They are successful and noble 
workers in the grand cause of human pro
gression, and we have never had anyone visit 
us who drew as large audiences and gave such 
universal satisfaction. May prosperity attend 
them in their work wherever they may be

RANULA:
The Belt pood. :; ' 
The Best Mediciné. ’ 

GRANULA, Originated by Dr. JumeaO. | 
Jackson over SO years ago, is a scien
tifically prepared and twice-cooked food I 
containing all the nutritious properties 
of theuuequaled Geneseo Valley winter ( 
wheat in such form and proportion as <
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vshnllated. - I
1 Xt has been called “ The Perfect Food." 
9 As such it is a remarkable remedy for ( 
1 certain diseases, and jf persistently used 
9 will remove Dyspepsia,indigestion,Con- ( 
\ stlnation and kindred ailments.
9 Granola should be eaten dally by chil- ( 
\ dren, as it builds up the tissues rapidly 
fand clears the system of impurities, i 
i Manufactured by
F Our Hone Granula Co., I 
A Box ioo, Dansville, N. V. , 
r Trial Box, prepaid, 23c. Pamphlet free. I

her with a living serpent, if thereby 
he might overcome, cripple, disable, or, 
perhaps, slay her. But it will be sure to hap
pen that whatever the malice of the vile 
weakness of the church may seek to do will 
come back. Instead of the spiritual being in
jured or crushed, in this modem revival of 
Spiritualism, all efforts put forth by any per
son whatever will only result in the dissolu
tion of the opposing force or power.

Having thus defined the standing of these 
two conditions, and of that which will most 
certainly happen, I appeal to the members of 
our Brotherhood; I appeal to all those who 
can understand and perceive the power and 
far-reaching potency of the spiritual, and who 
can recognize the weakness of the physical, 
that they shall rally for action, in their 
thoughts; in their perception; in their, desire 
for harmony of all believers on this line; so 
that the spiritual force and conditions shall 
move on with constantly increasing potency 
for accomplishment, everywhere, on all lines. 
Wherever there is a center of spiritual action, 
let it be strengthened to its utmost; and when 
it has reached its highest point of efficiency, 
then let the attention be directed to the forma
tion of some other center. Thus the light

The Forty-sfxth Anniversary at 
Spokane, Wash.

To the Editor:—Mr. and Mrs. Flora A. 
Brown held a meeting here yesterday, in 
Oliver's hall, in commemoration of the forty
sixth anniversary of modern Spiritualism, the 
hall being crowded by quite a concourse 
of people of all denominations, both skeptical 
and spiritual. Good management, and con
vincing argument and actual tests proved to 
all who participated that there was a continu
ity of life’s progression. .

Our hall was splendidly. decorated with 
flowers, and the unfurling of America's great 
banner gave .enthusiasm to the occasion. The 
services opened with a song by the congrega
tion, and an invocation by our sister, Mrs. 
Brown, to the Infinite spirit and world in 
which we move and have our being, asking 
the spirits to bless us and comfort those in 
affliction, to be in our midst and to give to all 
that sensibility of the presence of dear friends 
near us, not the far-off vacancy of the teach
ings of childhood, but the ever-present, near 
to that love and truth which cannot separate. 
After the prayer came a song by Miss Laura 
Mueller, a poem by Mrs. Flora Brown, and a 
cornet solo by Mr. P. Driscoll; then a lecture 
by Mrs. Brown, a review of modem Spiritu
alism in all its details since forty-six years 
ago, when the heralded hews went from one 
clime to another with the speed of winged 
messengers, to our ears and senses, awakening 
new thoughts, new ideas, and a revelation of 
the new light, new hope and knowledge. Mrs. 
Brown is a master teacher and thinker, only 
extolling the one principle, Spiritualism; not 
attacking any creed or church, but presenting 
the facts of what the ever-present and the up
lifting now for humanity sake can accomplish. 
A violin solo by Miss Frankie Driscoll, then 
clairvoyant tests by Mrs. Brown, who gave 
some remarkable tests, clear and to the point, 
without hesitation and recognized by all. Her 
prophecies from the preceding meetings are 
being verified already by many. Miss Laura 
Mueller recited “Sister and I” with telling ef
fect. Then came the phenomenaof independ
ent slate-writing by Mrs. Brown. Under 
critical examination by a committee of three, 
under full gaslight and before the whole audi
ence, were given two messages—one from the 
spirit guides, cheering us in our way, the 
other being three distinct full names for those 
in the audience, and all recognized by friends 
as those who had passed this mortal life. We 
are sorry our dear friends Mr. and Mrs. 
Brown are to leave us, to be spreading the glad 
tidings in Minneapolis, whither they are going

fixing the slat®, J was left with no work for 
the anniversary, and stayed in St. Louis, Mo. 
This was my fourth engagement with that 
society within three years, and I have never 
been treated better by any society. Carrie 
Twing follows me this month, and I had the 
pleasure of sharing her impressive ministra
tions at the anniversary jubilee, April 1st. 
She fully met the expectations of her friends, 
and touched hearts with a tender thrill and 
sweet emotion while she illustrated the benefi
cent uses of Spiritualism. Judge Portis, 
Capt. Joseph Brown, Mrs. Carrie Smith and 
Mr. Donovan each added valuable testimony 
and eloquent tributes to the cause. The 
music, both vocal and instrumental, was ex
cellent, and Miss Robs captivated the audience 
with a rare recitation; and two little girls, 
whose names I did not get, eclipsed all the 
adult performances in a unique concert-recita
tion, worthy a flrsb-claBB theatre. Mr. 
Donovan’s tests were a surprise to many and 
quite remarkable. I have never witnessed 
better. If they were not genuine, “platform 
tests” have no value as evidence. His man
ner of giving them was pleasant, straightfor
ward, and pointed, with very little delay, and 
the recognition prompt and sometimes marked 
with manifest excitement. A lady, far back 
in the vast crowd, had recognized a minute 
description, given with name and message, 
when he adfled “the spirit says you have a 
ring”—describing it minutely—“and he says 
you have it on your finger now-” The lady 
held up her hand saying, ‘’yes, here it is," 
and the audience saw the ring as described.

Lyman C. Howe.

Forty-sixth Anniversary at 
Topeka, Kansas.

To the Editor:—The anniversary services 
of the Independent*- Society of Spiritualists 
were of great interest. The hall was crowded 
with an appreciative audience. Lillian L. 
Wood, who has been our regular speaker for 
the past two or three years, delivered the ad
dress. There was a recitation, two solos, and 
a ntimber of excellent pieces rendered by the 
choir. Mrs. Wood in a rapid manner told us 
of the old-time workers—speaking of a large 
number of them individually. She closed her 
address, as she does all of her addresses, with 
an improvised poem.

Mrs. Wood speaks inspirationally, having 
outgrown her'speaking entranced. While she 
could probably make $50 a week by giving 
private sittings, she entirely refuses to give 
for pay. She also refuses while in Topeka to 
take any pay for her services except the col
lections that are taken up each night. We 
hope to be able to help her here—at any rate, 
while her mother stays on earth, to whom she 
is entirely devoted and who occupies much of 
her time in care for her. She edits the wo
man's department for a weekly paper of large 
circulation, and gives satisfaction in that line 
to the publisher and to the public.

P. R. Baker.

' ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. <
Tbe «vest Bevelatien of the Mine.

teentli Century. Hoit Important 
btaelosurea Concerning the 
True Origin of Chriettanity,'

This remarkable work unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning the origin and 
promulgation of Christianity. It appears through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu
late the Christian religion. Even the name 
Jesus Christ seems to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from the names of the 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishna. Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesus, »nd (he other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the two gods into one who should be 
called Hesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this combina
tion as a necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name was 
suppressed.® We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed the religious system that the Western 
world now knows as Christianity; and it is 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been en established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an
tagonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of ell .literature and bis-, 
torical records for'many centuries; therefore 
having the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose.'^ An
tiquity Unveiled gives ample’proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation 
elimination, repunctuation and cremation , all 
to ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
one could have Conceived of the deeply 
laid plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into a new system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How and why 
this scheme was carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
at and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
era. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge^gained in spirit life.i No 
scholar living on earth at the present tinie, how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world’s religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity.. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly firm 
the learned men of their lime, rulers, prophets 
and historians. They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This wasdone because they contained historical 
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
as many other eminent scholars who have the 
courage to publicly express, not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing away from the 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who are looking for truth upon 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ?
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NEW YORK CITY.

THE BANQUET AND DJNNER OF THE 
I "FOX MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION” IN

NEW YORK. .

t £
r

This splendid banquet was -given on 
the evening of the 31st pyoxl, to cele
brate spirit return forty-six years ago at 
Hydesville, N. Y. The idea was so 
novel and appeared to be such an. inno
vation, that it attracted the attention of 
the elite of the New York Spiritualists. 
Mr. Wilson MacDonald, the president 
of the association, sat at the head of the 
table, and when the cloth was removed, 
welcomed the guests in the name of the 
association, in a few well-chosen words, 
and then introduced the invited guest 
of the evening, Mrs. .Cora L. V. Rich
mond, who spoke upon the subject of 
inspiration—“The Mediums of Ancient 
(and Modern Times.” Mrs. Richmond’s 
address was received with marked favor 
and genuine enthusiasm.

Mr. John W. Fletcher, the distin
guished orator and well-known medium, 
was called upon to speak to the senti
ment: “What good has modern Spirit
ualism accomplished for the age in 
which we live?” Mr. Fletcher handled 
the subject in his usual broad and lib
eral manner.
• Prof. Theodore F. Price spoke on 
“The Scientific Aspects of Spiritual
ism.” Prof. Price delighted his audi
ence with the subtlety of his reasoning 
and the clearness of his deductions.

, Mr. John A. Lant, of Tarrytown, the 
old-time reformer, gave some very in
teresting reminiscences of the Fox sis
ters, and exhibited q photograph of the 
Hydesville home, and drew a fine com
parison between the humble cottage 
where the modern manifestations first 
occurred and the birthplace and manger 
in which Christ’s eyes first beheld the 
light of day.

Mrs. M. E. Williams was especially 
requested to speak on “The Trials and 
Triumphs of Full Form Materializa
tion." Mrs. Williams is a lady of com
manding presence, vigorous intellect, 
and seventeen years’ experience in this 
phase of mediumship. Her remarks 
were received with every demonstration 
of favor.

■ Mrs. Florence White spoke briefly on 
“The Cause and Its Progress.” Mrs. 
White, besides being an excellent me
dium, is one of the most beautiful women 

»in the metropolis.
Prof. Ames spoke of the wonderfhl 

and convincing phenomena he had wit
nessed at Chicago during the World’s 
Fair, where the spirits used the type
writer under circumstances which re
moved all doubts as to any human 
agency.

Mrs. M. E. Wallace was called upon, a 
lady whose refinement and intellect 
would be an honor to any cause, she spoke 
tenderly of the obligations that were 
due to each other among Spiritualists, 
and reminded all present that charity 
and forgiveness were virtues that all 
reformers should not fail to cultivate 
and practice.

Frederick Jencken, eldest and only 
surviving son of Kate Fox-Jencken, was 
.present. It has been said that the raps 
occur in his presence similar to those of 

- his famous mother.
The banquet was a most enjoyable af

fair; nothing occurred to mar the good 
feeling of the guests; the dinner closed 
at a reasonable hour. The president 
reminded those present that the next 
celebration would be one of the most 
notable in the history of modern Spirit-

MILWAUKEE, WIS.
ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES. .

The forty-sixth anniversary of modern 
Spiritualism was celebrated by the First 
Society of Spiritualists on Saturday, 
March 31, and Sunday, April 1, with ap
propriate exercises at Fraternity hall, 
216 Grand avenue. The exercises con
sisted of addresses, vocal and instru
mental music, tests, etc. At the close 
of the Saturday evening address by 
Bishop A. Beals, Dr. Rothermel gave 
many tests, which were all recognized. 
The large and intelligent audience was 
delighted with Brother Beal’s address 
and Dr. Rothermel's wonderful tests. 
After the, meeting, supper was served 
by the good sisters, after which all 
joined in a merry dance until after 
midnight, and . .declared the entertain
ment a grand success.

The Sunday meetings were well at
tended, especially Sunday evening; the 
hall was filled with' thé very best people 
of the city; all the seats and extra 
chairs from adjoining rooms were filled, 
This was the grandest meeting known 
in Milwaukee since the opening of the 
spiritual era.

Bishop A. Beals, whose fame and 
ability as an inspirational speaker and 
medium is worldwide, delivered elo
quent and entertaining addresses appro
priate to Spiritualism's natal day. He 
was followed by Dr. Rothermel, who is 
one of the best test mediums on the ros
trum; his remarkable tests, which were 
all recognized, gave entire satisfaction. 
A marked and agreeable feature of the 
meetings was the excellent singing by 
Mr. and Mrs. Scott, whose vocal selec
tions were peculiarly appropriate and 
rendered with grand effect. After 10 
o'clock the meeting adjourned, but it 
was hard to get those comprising the 
audience out of the hall. They seemed 
to feel, like Peter did: “Lord, it is good 
to be here.”

The interest manifested in these 
meetings, as well as the anniversary ex
ercises, has been very gratifying to the 
workers here. The presence of hun
dreds of interested people on this occa
sion proves that Spiritualism has gained 
quite a respectful standing in this com
munity. We are glad that we can stand 
.erect in conscious integrity of purpose, 
and feel we justly merit the respect that 
the community has at last grudgingly 
accorded ub.

There is an interest and awakening 
being manifested in Milwaukee that has 
never been known before. We. are on 
the right track, and any person who 
would Tay a boulder across the track for 
the purpose of wrecking this good work, 
now bo well under way, is not of God, or 
good spirits.

The celebration was a pronounced 
success in every qespect; such gather
ings and hearty co-operation on the part 
of those who wish the movement success 
must always result in good. Bishop A. 
Beals will remain with us during the 
month, and by the great satisfaction he 
gave last Sunday we are confident that 
he will have crowded houses every Sun
day. Dr. Rothermel will also remain 
with us for some time; he is giving
wonderful satisfaction, and is doing 
great work for the cause.

H. C. Nick.

a

ualism. A. P. R.

CHICAGO, ILL.
The First Spiritualist Society of the 

South Side, on Sunday last celebrated 
the forty-sixth anniversary of modern 
Spiritualism in a befitting manner, and 

. as the occasion deserved. The hall was 
tastefully and beautifully decorated 
with flags, bunting, pot plants and cut 
flowers m profusion, which did great 
credit to the ladies having it in charge. 
The platform looked like a bower of 
beauty, with its tall palms, Easter lilies 
and other blooming plants. The hall 
•was crowded to its utmost capacity both 
afternoon and evening, with an appre
ciative audience, who listened and rap
turously applauded a programme of ex
cellence, consisting of readings, recita
tions ana vocal and instrumental music, 
all given by members of this society; 
after which Mr. Frank T. Ripley, of 
Boston, our speaker and platform test 

’ medium, under engagement with our 
society for this month, after a well de
livered and beautiful address on the 
birth and progress of Spiritualism, de
scriptive of its birthplace at Hydesville, 
N. Y., gave some of his wonderful tests 
of spirit presence, both clairvoyantly 
and clairaudiently, closing with a grand 
rendition of Longley’s “Only a thin veil 
between us,” which showed him to be 
possessed of a voice of rare power and 
sweetness.

Mr. F. Gorden White, who has just 
returned from New Orleans, where he 
has been filling a long and successful 
engagement, next took the rostrum and 
gave us a short discourse,, and followed 
it with some of his wonderful and realis
tic tests; in fact, his powers in this di
rection have never been surpassed. The 
evening closed with a grand congrega
tional song accompanied on the organ 
by Mr. Ripley.

This society has under engagement 
for the month of May Mrs. Ada Foye, 
whose reputation is world-wide as a 
phenomenal platform test medium. The 
proofs she gives in her special phases of 
mediumship are beyond dispute and 
most convincing in their reality. J. 
Frank Baxter, another medium whom 
we are proud to acknowledge as a bril
liant expounder of our philosophy, and 
who standspreeminent amongstour best 
platform test mediums, has also been 
engaged for a term of six weeks and 
will appear upon our rostrum later on 
in the season.

We have a few dates left open and- 
would be pleased to hdar from good 
Speakers and mediums desiring to make 
engagements with us.

G. W. Eichelberger.

SHERWOOD, MICH
anniversary exercises.

The anniversary held here on Friday, 
March 30th, was a success in every, re
spect. The house was packed to over
flowing in the evening, and all were 
delighted with the speaker, Mrs. Anna 
L. Robinson. We hope to have her here 
again in the near future; as the people 
in this vicinity are hungry—Oh, so hun
gry for spiritual food. .

J. F. McIntyre.

S'

PORT HURON, MICH
The First Spiritualist Society of Port 

Huron, Mich., celebrated the forty-sixth 
anniversary of the advent of modern 
Spiritualism April 1. Hon. L. V. Moul
ton, of Grand Rapids, was engaged to 
help Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, our regu
lar speaker, do justice to the grand 
occasion. The hall was decorated with 
flags and pictures. The. front of the 
rostrum was filled with potted plants, 
many4of which were the lovely Easte,r 
lilies. . ■. ■ .

The morning services opened with a 
voluntary by Mr. Paldi; after which 
Mrs. Robinson read an introductory 
poem, followed by a soul-stirring invoca
tion from “Alice;” then, after singing 
by the choir, President James H. 
White introduced Mr. Moulton, He 
gave us a lecture which it would only be' 
doing him injustice for me even to at
tempt to give a summary of, .

His subject was: “Modern Spiritual
ism in Its Relation to Science.” <He said 
all the great forces of nature, such as 
the centripetal, centrifugal, gravity, 
electricity, etc., were silent and invisi
ble ones,.and it was no proof of their 
non-existence because we are too ig
norant to understand them; and the 
same was equally true of the spiritual 
forces. Denial was only’ a proof of ig
norance on the subject.

At 12:30 o’clock the Children’s Pro
gressive Lyceum held their regular ex
ercises. They are now using Emma 
Rood Tuttle’s Lyceum Guide, which is 
well adapted to the work, especially for 
the older children; there is still, how
ever, an unfilled want for our wee ones.

At the evening session, after the 
usual preliminaries. Mr. Moulton gave 
us a lecture on ‘‘Modern Spiritualism in 
Its Relation to Theology,” which was 
greatly enjoyed by a large and appre
ciative audience. The lecture was fol
lowed by descriptions of spirits, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Robinson, the 
most of whom were recognized.

On Monday evening we held the 
social part of the celebration, consisting 
of dancing, a banquet and toasts. Pres
ident James H. White was toast-master, 
and gave the following toasts: “The 
day we.celebrate;” responded to by Mr. 
H. J. Olney. “The twentieth century 
Spiritualism;” response by Mr. Harvey 
Spalding. “Our mediums;” response 
by Dr. S. D. Pace, “Science of Spirit
ualism;” response by Dr. E. R. Seely. 
“Our spirit guests;” response by Spirit 
“Alice.” ........

Then she proposed a standing toast to 
our president, to which he briefly re
sponded. .

Dancing continued till a late hour, 
and the forty-sixth anniversary will 
long be 'remembered with pleasure by 
all who were present.

. C. H: Hubbard, Secy.

SIOUX CITY, IA.

The Spiritualists of this place were 
well represented at the court-house at 
3:30 p. m.',’yesterday, to celebrate the 
forty-siadhanfiiyersaryof modern Spir
itualism. Dr. J. Pi Johnson, our-worthy 
president, delivered a fine discourse,! 
and much interest was manifested.

' ; • '' ’ G. W. Seaton.

“Mrs. WlnBlow’A Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” soften« gun», reduces Inflame- 
tion, allays pain, cures wind colic; 25c • bettlo.

CHERRYVALE, KANSAS
The forty-sixth anniversary of mod

ern Spiritualism was celebrated in good 
style by our'society on Sunday, April!, 
1894. A week previous we organized a 
lyceum and elected officers as follows: 
Conductor, W. E. Bonney; guardian of 
groups, Mrs.' M. R. Hutcheson; watch
man, H. H. Hutcheson; librarian, Miss 
Lillie Campbell; treasurer, Miss Maud 
Ransom; secretary, Mrs. Dr. Applegate; 
musical director, Mrs. Dr. Kessler; 
guards, Mrs. Dr. Applegate, Mrs. Mod
est, Edward M. Stanton. - ■

Our first regular lyceum session was 
made a part of our anniversary exer
cises, and was conducted by Mrs. M. T. 
Allen, who is in our city at present. 
We had a good attendance and an in
teresting session. After the lyceuni ad- 
i’ourned we had a picnic dinner in the 
tall, which about twehty-five persons 

attended.
The afternoon meeting was taken up 

by singing, reading of the “sparkling 
gems of thought,” sent out by the Na
tional Association, and an anniversary 
address by Prof. J. M. Allen, which 
was very able and interesting. In the 
evening a good audience attended to 
listen to Mrs. M. T. Allen, who spoke 
on special questions sent up by the au
dience. ' Among the questions treated 

। were: “Do Children Grow in Spirit
life?” “Am I My Brother’s Keeper?” 
“Is There an Unpardonable Sin?” etc. 
Some clairvoyant descriptions were 
given after the lecture. It was an en
joyable day, and we hope will give our 
society a new impetus to go forward in 
the good fight against prevailing super
stitions, and in our work for the right.

A well attended business meeting was 
held on Monday evening, and several 
questions of importance to the society 
were discussed, and new members ad
mitted.

In the future we will hold a Sunday 
morning lyceum session at 10:30, and an 
evening service at 7:30, conducted 
chiefly by local talent. Friends from 
neighboring cities are earnestly invited 
to co-operate with us in our work, and 
their presence at any of our meetings 
will be highly appreciated.

W. E. ^ONNEY, Secy.

DETROIT, MICH
The forty-sixth anniversary of modern 

Spiritualism was well celebrated in this 
city on the first inst. Nearly four hun
dred of our best citizens greeted Mrs. 
Minnie Carpenter at "her afternoon 
meeting in Fraternity hall, where she 
has been carrying on independent meet
ings for the past two years, and doing a 
grand, good work. A portion of the 
program was: Selections by Nightingale 
Musical Club; inspirational address, 
Mrs. Minnie Carpenter; the history of 
the advent of modern Spiritualism, 
Giles B. Stebbins (an old acquaintance 
and neighbor of the Fox family); also 
numerous solos, recitations, etc., con
cluding with teste given from the plat
form by Mrs. Carpenter, including de
scription and full names, all of which 
were recognized and received with 
great applause.

Another meeting, under the auspices 
of B. M. Knowles, chairman, was held 
at Foresters’ hall in the evening, and 
was well attended. A very fine pro
gramme was carried out by Mrs. Car
penter and other local mediums.

The number of investigators and con
verts are becoming so numerous that 
there is a constant demand for organize 
tion, which demand -will, I believe, re
sult in the formation of a society here 
within a fortnight, with at least two 
hundred members. Wo all feel like 
joining hands and voices and shouting, 
let the good work go on. Mrs. Car
penter’s meetings have been a great 
bulwark to the cause here; she has 
interested some of our ablest business 
men. The ladies have also taken a firm 
stand and organized an Aid Society, 
which will help very materially in the 
formation and carrying on of a society
of investigators. G. A. Carr.

GRAND RAPIDS, MICH

To the Editor:—Spiritualism was 
very appropriately observed and -cele
brated by the Grand Rapids Spiritual 
Association on Sunday, the 1st inst. 
Mrs. Tillie Reynolds, of Troy, New 
York, commenced a month’s engage
ment with us. The morning services 
consisted of christening Hazel, the little 
daughter of Mr. I. L. Sanborn. The 
ceremony was both beautiful and im
pressive. The rostrum was extensively 
decorated with beautiful plants and 
floral adornments. The speaker deliv
ered an interesting discourse and fol
lowed with convincing tests. The even
ing’s exercises were listened to by a 
large and appreciative audience; the 
meeting was honored by the presence 
on the rostrum of such noted lights as 
Prof. S. P. Wait, of Fort Edwards, 
N. Y., and Dr. Spinney, of Detroit, who, 
together with Mrs. Reynolds, our able 
president, Dr. J. C. Batdorf, and good 
music by the choir, made the evening’s 
enjoyment complete.

Although Mrs. Reynolds comes to us 
a total stranger, she has already won a 
host of friends, and the association will 
retain her for the month of May. Our 
association is gradually increasing, har
mony prevails, and our growth is sure 
and permanent. Although an admission 
fee of ten cents is required at each serv
ice, it does not lessen the attendance— 
they will come. Why? The light is 
dawning—it is the coming belief and 
only hope to the mourner—they learn 
to know the scripture as never before, 
and Christ as the great medium.

è “Boz.”

New York Psychical Society.

To the Editor:—The New York 
Psychical Society celebrated the forty
sixth anniversary, Wednesday evening, 
March 28th, at Spencer hall, this city. 
The seating capacity of the hall was 
taxed to its utmost, many having to be 
turned away. Walter Howell delivered 
an eloquent address which held the au
dience almost spellbound; it was a rich 
treat to hear him. The president, Mr. 
J. F. Snipes, made a few pleasant re
marks, followed by congregational sing
ing; Mr. Harlow Davis, the phenome
nal test medium, gave some very re
markable tests, which were fully recog
nized in each instance. Mr. Davis’ 
work is highly'appreciated by our so
ciety, and we are pleased to state that 
he will be with us every Wednesday 
evening until the end of the season.

. Dr. Allen J. Campbell,

LOCKPORT, N. Y.
To tjie Editor:—The United Pro- 

gye'a^a^d^lH^of Spiritualists held a 
graiic®piÿq^M'y jubilee here Satur- 
dày'ifg-ati and Sunday night. 
Saturday had a fine musical
andliterary programme. Sunday morn
ing, 10:30, Mrs. Clara Watson, of James
town, N. Y., delivered affine lecture, 
after which the lunch baskets were 
opened, and a large number partook, 
and there was a great plenty for every
one, but there were not twelve baskets 
full gathered up after the feast. At 2 
P. M., a conference was held for two 
hours; many told of experiences which 
had brought them out of thé darkness 
of orthodoxy into the bright light of 
Spiritualism; then at 7:30 P; M., Mrs. 
Watson took the platform and gave us 
another fine lecture. She has won all 
our hearts, for she is a noble, grand 
woman. The meetings all were largely 
attended; again has been scored another 
success for our cause. Our hall was 
beautifully decorated with pictures, 
flowers, flags, and.most of all by bright 
faces and happy hearts, all intent on be
ing in perfect harmony: and now we can 
hardly wait for a whole year to have 
another anniversary.' Our president, 
Mr. George F. Kitredge, is giving a 
course of geological lectures now for the 
benefit of the society. All are working 
in harmony. Your grand paper comes 
regularly here, loaded with glad tidings, 
and is a very welcome visitor.

J. J. Swobe, Vice-President.

SOUTHWESTERN MICHIGAN.

ANNIVERSARY EXERCISES.
The Spiritualists of Southwestern 

Michigan celebrated the forty-sixth an
niversary of modern Spiritualism in a 
two-days’ meeting at Paw Paw, last Sat
urday and Sunday. Mrs. Jennie B. 
Hagan-Jackson was the speaker. The 
meetings were well attended. The peo
ple of Michigan seem to have taken on 
an active condition quite unusual. • Or
ganization in localities where ten or 
more live Spiritualists are found seems 
to be thought just the proper thing to 
do. -

Paw Paw Valley and Marcellus have 
taken steps to organize under a charter 
from the State Association. Other 
places are talking of doing the same.

Farmer James Riley, of Marcellus, 
materializing medium, has done much 
to awaken interest in the cause of Spir
itualism.

Mr. Riley holds seven seances a week, 
the number of sitters only restricted to 
the capacity of the seance-room. Skep
tics are convinced by the hundred. The 
only safety for opposers is to stay away 
—to visit Rilev is to be converted.

The annual grove-meeting will be 
held at Texas, Kalamazoo county, 
Mich., Sunday, June 10. Hon. L. V. 
Moulton, of Grand Rapids, will address 
the meeting. L. S. BURDICK.

DETROIT, MIOH.
The forty-sixth anniversary of modern 

Spiritualism was celebrated in Fra
ternity hall, where Mrs. Minnie Car
penter has held her meetings the past 
two seasons in the, afternoons at 3 
o’clock every. Sunday. An audience of 
some four quhdred was present last 
Sunday, Mrs. Carpenter had arranged 
a fine programme, consisting of speak
ing, tests, and. vocal and instrumental 
music appropriate for the occasion, 
which was rendered to the satisfaction 
of all. .

In the evening at 7:30, the Independ
ent Society, which has lately been 
formed, held a very interesting meeting, 
celebrating the day in a hall rented for 
the Beason at No. 32 Monroe avenue. A 
fine programme was arranged, in which 
Mrs, Carpenter and several other speak
ers and test mediums took part; several 
fine selections of vocal music were ren
dered by a quartette under the direction 
of Prof. C. B. Marsh, formerly of Bos
ton, Mass. This was the first of a course 
of evening meetings to be held by this 
society. The hall was well filled by a 
very intelligent audience. Spiritualism 
has taken a new boom in this city, and 
the cause is progressing finely.

B. M.-Knowles, 
President Independent Society,

TOLEDO, OHIO.
On Sunday, April 1st, exercises were 

held in G. A. R. hall, in commemora
tion of the advent of what is called 
modern Spiritualism. All was in har
mony for tife occasion, and we feel that 
while only a few earnest workers are 
gathered together, to their efforts much 
consideration is due; and the Spirit
world can but feel they were remem
bered by efforts to help one and all for 
humanity’s sake.

We have started a lyceum with faiy 
prospects of a good work by laying the 
foundation for the truth to be inculcated 
in the minds of the forthcoming genera-
tion. Cop.

One

FLINT, MICH.

of the most successful anni-
versary meetings to celebrate modern 
Spiritualism that was ever held in 
Flint, took place last Saturday evening, ■ 
at G. A. R. hall.

The beautiful steel engraving of the 
old home at Hydesville, N. Y., was the 
centerpiece of the hall, entwined with 
flowers and plants. A bountiful supper 
was served to the many who kept com
ing and going until a late hour. It was 
indeed a social, financial and spiritual 
success. Dr. C. A. Andrus, of Sag
inaw, and Bert Woodworth, the trumpet 
medium, of Pennsylvania, were with us, 
and thej concluded the celebration with 
two good meetings on Sunday.

. Mrs. E. A. Parker, Secy.

CHICAGO, ILL
ANNIVERSARY THE

FIRST SPIRITUALIST SOCIETY, SOUTH
SIDE.
Sunday, April 1, being observed as 

the anniversary of Spiritualism, the 
hàll was beautifully -decorated with 
flags, palms and flowers, and a special 
programme, including the children, was 
given in the evening. ;
. Mr. Frank Ripley, who will be with’ 
us this month, draws-crowded houses; 
We feel we have reason to congratulate 
ourselves,on having secured so able and 
eloquent a speaker and test medium.

Mr, Gorden White made his first ap
pearance since hie journey through the 
South, and gave some excellent tests.

■ Mrs. M.
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It’s a delicious medicine—nourishes the digestion,
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SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENTS.

. Hood’s Restores Health.
“About a year ago I became run down 

from overwork and got so weak that I 
could not sleep nights and was about giv
ing up all hope of regaining my health, 
after repeated trials with local doctors, 
from none of whom I gained much if any 
relief. Some of them advised me to stop 
work tor some time, but this to a poor 
man means a great deal, but after many 
months of misery a friend of mine came 
from New York'to see me and advised 
me to try Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I did so, 
and after using two bottles I began to 
regain my health with such rapidity 
that it was surprising to my neighbors 
and even to myself. Now after using 
eight bottles, I am in as good health as 
I ever was and I owe all to Hood’s Sarsa
parilla. I believe that there is no 
greater health restorer on the market 
today and that it cannot be too highly 
recommended to the public. I have in
duced others to take it with equally 
good results.” Patrick!. Brady, 27 
Hampden Street, Boston, Mass.

clears the vocal •'

Dr. A. B. Dobson vs. Old-School 
Practice.

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

Omeral, Holt Co., Neb.
Dr. A. B. Dobson:—Dear Sir: You 

have no doubt recognized my hand
writing in the numerous letters sent you 
by Mrs. Judith Binkerd, of this place. 
She and her husband are neighbors of 
mine, and her husband. Mr. John 
Binkerd, senior, is a minister. Mrs. 
Binkerd asked me before I wrote to you 
for her if I knew of a magnetic healer 
or spiritual doctor that I could rec
ommend. I directed her to you and 
your spirit band, and she requested me 
to write for her. The diagnosis was bo 
truthful that both she and her husband 
believed that your band could cure her, 
but when-the first prescription came she 
was suffering so that it was thought she 
was dying and no use to take the med
icine; but her husband urged to take it, 
and she did, with the happiest result. 
Mrs. Binkerd has had a houseful nearly 
all the time that she has been taking 
your remedies, and she says she feels as 
well as she did when she was a girl; she 
is now over seventy years of age. She 
has recommended your treatment to all, 
and we hear the best kind of reports 
from those that are taking your med
icine according to the direction of your 
spirit band.

Truly-and kindly yours,
A. C. Barnes.

Hickory Station, Montgomery Co., 
Ark. '
Dear Brother:—I feel it a duty I 

owe you to let you know how I am since 
taking your remedies. I hardly know 
how to express my gratitude to the good 
spirits and you for the kind treatment 
I have received. I feel in better health 
than for many years. I must say 
I have been in the eclectic practice of 
physio in this country for more than 
twenty years, and must say again that 
I know but little about the practice 
compared to yours. I will ask a question: 
“Can I be made a recipient of spirit in
fluence, so as to enable me to see into 
these things’?”

Spiritually yours for more truth, 
■ Ben. Johnson, Jr., M. D.
(See ad. in another column).
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

Sherman, Texas, April 3,1894.
B. F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa.

Your letter, photograph of Spirit 
Yarma, and the remedies came safe to 
hand. Thanks for them all, I am glad 
to say that the remedy, Elixir of Life, 
has done wonders for me, and cannot say 
too much in praise of your new system 
of treatment, it is far superior to any I 
have ever known of or used.

Most respectfully your friend, 
Hattie M. Sumner.

(TEND ONE DOLLAR, AGE, SEX, 
kJ lock of hair, and one leading eymptom, and gel a 
Diagnosis from Dr. Benjamin Bush, who baa made 
many wonderful cures through the medium. Sarah A. 
Danskln, widow of Washington A. Danskln, 1510 N.
Gilmore street, Baltimore, Maryland. 230

MRS. S. F. DE WOLF, INDEPEN- 
2 u dent Slate-wrltlfig and test medium; 450 W, 
Van Bnren street, Chicago. 230

RELIABLE OFFER.: SEND THREE 
AV 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, one 
leading symptom, snd I will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. S. Williams, 
Lake Geneva, Wls. 232

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
jlA erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and I will aendyou Afuil and correct dlag- 
nosls Of yOtir case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413. 
Denver'Colorado. ' 231

■tri-' 
S

WIFE CANNOT 8EE HOW YOU 00 ,r AKD freiuht.
CIA Bay« va S dnwer indent or o£ ta>

Storer icwhiff tnuhfa* 
finely finlihed, nickel platen,od&ptedto ItcU 

and heavy wwkt guaranteed for 10 leant with
AntomatleBobbta Wtoder. Belf-Thnadtof CyUo* 
der Shuttle,SHLSetitof Xeedto and a coiopieto 

*• >8etof SteellltachtDenti;shipped any whereon 
80 Day’s Trial. No money required La adrance. 

55,000 Mir In UM. World’« fair Medalaward ed machine «¿attach- 
XDrtits. Bay from factory lodurt dealer’« and agent’« profit*, 
mrr Cwt ThleOot and tend .today for machine or larre free 
r Kbt catalogtie, leiUmoslali and Gltapaei ot the World’« Fklr. 
OXFORDMFG.CO.su Wrt««h Av». C H10 AGO, IU.

PSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
i Life. Letter» to the Seybert Commli.ion. By 

■Frauen J. Llppltt. An Uluitrated pamphlet. Worth 
iU weight In gold. Price 25 cent*.

INVALIDS
TJ. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
VV »tamp», their <U«ea»e, or symptom«, will receive 

pamphlet and advice fbbb to cure themeelve« without 
drug». The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio " tf

(SPIRITUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
kJ can find cosy room», eaual to those at hotel», with 
a Spiritualisti tmily, at 38 st. John’« Place near Union 
park. .

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT 

wma Ha :rseM;e

^ÈSTOUCAN^
GEJ^ELL- SEND ì.\ POR A BOT.

Blixib py Lira. A aplrit remedy. Pumi»

--------------------------- ----------------------------------- mo

MRS- Rurii COOMBS, WS7 W. 
1VL Lake street. Clairvoyant, Ten and Badness 
Medium. Brief Reading, 23 cents. 23a

¿HD MRS. PERKINS, DEMON. 
IVA strator« of Spiritual Philosophy; platform 
speakers and test mediums: trance, clairvoyant, clalr« 
audlent, pscbometrlc, writing, healing, developing 
and astrological phases. Private consultation daily, 
at No. 11 Bryan Pl., West Side, Chicago; Randolph 
street cars pass the doors. 230

ATTENTION! SEND POSTAL
Note for 20 cents, (no stamps) to Miss Clara 

Marsh, Rochester, Mich-and receive by return mall 
a handsome picture drape. Extra fine 25 cents, lam 
a medium, and kind spirits aid me in my work. I so-' 
licit tbo patronage of Spiritualists and all lovers of

national

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. O.
( Inoorpojuted Nov. 1, 1893.) 

'J'HE HEADQUARTERS Of THE 

.n Association Is now openat all times, and all Spiritualists are Invited to v/sftI re«18ter wni be kept of “ecturi 
midLuJni’ wb0 »re requested to send In their 

“presses, also officers of all societies, and 
’®„t0 hyep a perfect register of these, and 

prompt notice should be sent to ue of all changes of location. Officers of societies in ail foreign countries 
arc also requested to confer with us, and Information 
Is desired respecting all new phases of development 
in all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and msg- arines upon Spiritual matters are earn”?ly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In- 
tormatlon, address as above. Robebt A. Dtsraiok. 
secretary. 2i4tf

A REMARKABLE OFFER. ~SEND 
Ki two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair. 
XtaSS'n.1)?6/,.11» »ex and I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosl« of your disease. Address j. c. B.TDoar

S'lnc‘1’i1 .M*B“<>tlo Initltuto, Grand Raplda 
Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad* 
vertlsement tn.___________ ‘ 233

Fnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send Krb j™ two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex, I1UL handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
— a ^iii receive a correct dlapnoBlB of your dll* 

brJff rea(Hng by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 858, Lansing, Mich.

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Road this testimonial: “Pstoub arrived two week» 
ago ana to «ay 1 was pleased does not express my an* 
Pieclatfon. My boy, twelve years old. Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena ot Spiritualism with 
It Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Hinging ot Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving or bodies wlihout contact, etc. He ha» also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlence.—M Y 
Thompson. Arkadelphia.,Ark.” Price, »1,00. Postage 
«cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
tfsttmonlals. W, H. Bach, Mfr. Su Paul, Minn.
7 SYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
i Prof. A. B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will aniwer 
three question» free of charge. Send tor circular». 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee, Wls. 232

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
pLA TFORM PS Y CHO ME TRIST AND 

AT business medium. Readings personally or by 
letter 11,00. Brief reading by mail 25 cents. 291 Og« 
den avenue, Chicago, 111. 222 tf

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
fJR. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 
AS Mase., and his band of powerful ancient spirit) 
are effecting the most wonderiul cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the Icear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with his magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of bls wonderful power lo 
heal the slqk. Try him. Send him sex. age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn’t want any 
leading symptoms. Address Dr. J. S. Loucks. Bhlr- 
ley, Mass._________________________ 287

TAKE NOTICE.
"THE REPORT OF THE NATIONAL 
A Spiritualist Convention, Including the celebrated 

paper on Spiritualism presented by Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, to the Parliament of Religions, (208 pages) 
will now be sent postage prepaid, to any address In 
the United States or Canada, on receipt of price. Pa
per cover, 25 cents; cloth, red or brown, 50 cents. Ad
dress the undersigned, Robert A. Dtmmick, Secretary 
N. 8. A., 510 E. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C. 231

Z'HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-cent stamps for private letter of advice 

from the Spirit*world. W. P. Phelon, M. D., WJaolc« 
lon Boulevard Chicago Ill.

7'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
Sinclair, wIU »end yon by letter a life reading M 

Ue past and future with dates. Mail a lock of pair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 605 
West Ave., North, Jackson, Mich; 237

AN ASTONISHING OFFER! " 
(TEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

kJ lock of hair, age. name, »ex, one leading »ymntom 
and your d isease will be diagnosed free by apTrit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson. San Joae, Cal.

PHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
A Reading or «U Question, answered, M cent* and

Bvbtoh, 1472 Washing, on street, Boston, Moss.

COLLEGE—
OF FINE FORCES,

[Formerly N. T., College of Magnetics.]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

Ji theraputlcs Including the Sun Cure, Vital Mannas. 
Ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a hiehpr «'Un?*

.?Kem*oal affinity and basic principles developed 
wltb their marvellous applications. Students In foSr 
continents have takgn the course. The college <■ chartered and confrf? the degree of D. M„ Doctor ¿f 

“ 6yatelu of Pouted questions students 
cau take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orenae 
New Jersey,- a delightful suburb of New York k’ NeWeraev M' D" De“’ 5 PUltt8kl 6t“ ^ast Orauf; 
lieu u vice J. ________ 234

B a S'11-1- DEVELOP YOU?
ZX Have you tried it?.TheI X V i l|l Finest Cabinet for the 

A kJ y V'kXK/ purpose ever made—bar 
This maiTelous cabinet "°De: ^'“Circular. 

Claim. Prepaid^Ji.s Costs Nothing 
J. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicraa

. Price, {i.oo delivered, in City.

HOW TO LIVEONE HUNDRED4 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
, tn® Eyes, the Catarrh, and. in fact, tha antir« 

system. Send 2 two*cent stamps, and I will send 
printed information. Also Photograph of my snlrit- 
guide who revealed this knowledge to me' B 
POOL!, Clinton. Iowa. b “■

DR, GREER'S 

“PABULUM OF LIFE.” 
THE WORLD’S GREATEST 

REMEDY FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
ARISING FROM EXHAUSTED 

NERVOUS ENERGY. OR 
LOSS OF VITAL FORCE!

It will strengthen the weak, invig
orate the young, and rejuvenate the 
old.

Try It! Try It! Try It! 
By Mail, 81,00. Address Dr. Greer, 

127 LaSalle street, Chicago.

FRANK T. RIPLEY.
TIE WILL GIVE SITTINGS DAILY 

A A at No. 15 Bishop Court, during April and May.

PSYCHOMETRIST.
1\ARS. A. M. LUND {FORMERLY 

1VJ. Mrs, Robinson). 1172 West Harrison street, 
Chicago, will give sittings by letter. Send lock of 
hair and own handwriting, with 81,00. Ail Questions 
carefully considered by the guides.

FORSTER. DR. W. M.
Z'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR

voyant ot tbo Pacific Coast, will »end a tree 
Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send, 
tbefr name and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist” of Dec. 30, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here be has made hlmaelf highly 
respected and beloved for hla benevolent work, bls 
humanitarian Idea» and practices, and bll straight
forward course of Integrity and honor." Address 
Dr. W. M. Fobstbb. 1058 Market St., Ban Francisco, 
California. 237

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
A A nt tovb ow home. Will «end a pamphlet con* 
talnlng InetructlonB, a letter designating your phases 
of medlumablp, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, al! for 2S cts. Address, Mrs. »T. A. 
Bliss, 1904 Wabash avenue, Chicago, HL 249

PROF. EDWIN ADRIAN.
P^OF. EDWIN ADRIAN, M. W. M. 
I P„ trance medium, clairvoyant, a.irologfcal Beer, 
and psychic for physical phenomena. Intricate bust’ 
ness and private affairs unraveled. Heals the sick 
locate« mineral», eta., etc. Tho development of me
diums a specialty. The only medium who has ever 
appeared before a Press Club. Sittings dally. Call 
or address No. 324 W. Madison street, Chicago, III. 231

27 CORDEN WHITE, TRANCE, 
1 • test, business and platform medium. Bitting» 
dally. No. 2973 Cottage Grove Avenue. Mijtf

PROF, / PAYNE, HEALING AND 
1 developing medium. Prof. Payne Is endowed 
with great powers, and treats with never-failing suc
cess. He can be consulted on all the affairs of life, 
spiritual and business matters, dally, at No. 10 Laflin 
street, Chicago, III. 282

TTO W TO DELINE A TE CHARACTER 
A 1 from dfite of birth, very accurately. Only 25c. 
Uriel -Bucbahan, Ph. D., Marionville. Mo. 233

A COMPANION TO GO OUT PROS- 
/1 peering with one that has experience. Call at 
2432 Cottage Grove Avenue, Chicago, W. B. MDlett.

REMOVED. MRS. C. SCOTT, FROM 
L\ New York city, trance and buBlnesa medium—to 
2440 North 17th »treet, Philadelphia, Pa. Sittings 
»*.«., to 4 r. M,, except Saturday» and Sunday». 237

Jtfiss Judson’s New Phamphlet.
From Night to Morn,

-ob
AN APPEAL TO THE BAPTIST CHURCH.
SS page», with portrait One copy, 15 cents; ten copies, 
«1.00: not In »tamps. Send to

ABBY A. JUDSON, Cincinnati, Ohio.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World. 

Illustrated.
• /

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

'THE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
1 habited but now »uhmerged part of thia globe 

known a« Atlantia, la one ot much Interest The 
data gathered from ancient and modem sources— 
from classical author»—from traditions, legends ahd 
mythologies; from the-deep son investigations of 
modem scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the rains of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged In compact, 
literary form. In this very Interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantlans concern
ing the fact of an Atlantia and a great people of tho 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

MRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE. 
J.VJ. demption for gray, faded, or bleached hair 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It Is not a dye. It will not stain the flesh 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. AU 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage »tamp» taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly 
1843 Bldge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. . 230

pRÔF. J. PAYNE, MEDIUM, CLAIR. 
JL voyant and Astrologist, can be consulted on an 
the affairs of life, spiritual and business matters, at 
24 Bishop Court. Hat B. 228

TXTAYSIDE JOTTINGS,. ESSAYS, 
VV Sketches, Poem» and Songs: Gathered from 

the Highways, By-way» and Hedge» of Life. By Mah 
tic E. Hull. It 1« molt excellent, Price »1.00.
(STUDIES IN THEOSOPHYr^IS- 

kJ torlcal and practical. A manual for the people. 
By TV. J. Colville. Valuable to those Investigating 
Theosophy. Price 41.50. ...
JJ7HY SHE BECAME ~A SPIRITUAL 
V V 1st. Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Jnd»on. 

This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Price 
•1.00; postage 10 cent». —

beauty and truth. P. 0. Box, 253. 228tt

HYPNOTISM] 
। SKCBKT POWZB, THE DFHKEIX SIX« You possess this 
'God-glvenforce called PERSONAL MAGNETISM, 
'DerelopHand Succeed in Life, Hypnotism as a Re- 
। medial Agent and for controlling others, for public 
‘ orsnrgical demonstrations: W ondertul revelations. 
(Worth 8100 fort#. If-we are strangers send tl,andba!> 
»ance when book arrives. Two pamphlets. We. Address 
LP^>NDERS0M?B16OHCTKgPLE, p, T, g, CHICACO»

Í 0 7R Buyi our (9 Nshnl Flnhh BiJrr CarriSM 
IpZs IV complete with pkted fled wheel«, ixfo. 
™Hwçt,*aa»ttfeet ttMateothsnäh. Sbd« efbtrtoite.

L^atly Aalih«4,ftlUbi « ja d rututod for S yun. SMppU 
«löavi’tou.1. FBXIOHTPAIDib» nontrTMabuk 
Utmo«. .bfOOOtaosa W«uath« tMtitibabriltaitva 
woatn orear MbA. rvlUbh Md rwpearibU. Behm« 
ftmütMaftty to. Maki ud mU hothtegbatwhitw® 

rste- '*b*«>-tmMi]t»d,»oid at tb« lowtit factor» 
pria*, ri ku* TO-DAY for our itry* rm Hinftrafrd

, i

OXFORD MFC. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, IIL

XFORDMFG.CO.su
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SOLDIERS DRILL

SWEET AND SERIOOS.

- 1

An Address Delivered 
BY M. W. CHUNK, Ph.D.

RELIGION! RELIGION!!
The Humanitarian Element 

In It.

Pastor of Unity Churches, Luverne, 
Minn., and Rock Rapids, Iowa.

One hundred and sixty-four years be
fore the Christian era there was acted 
on the Roman stage the play entitled : 
“The Self-Tormentor.” This play was 
composed by Terence, the famous comic ■ 
poet, or rather, we should say the play 
was an adaptation of one composed by 
the Greek poet Menander, the father of 
the Athenian new comedy, who flour- 
ifihed about a century and a half before 
Terence. In the prologue to the “Self
Tormentor” Terence tells his audience 
fro(m what source the play was derived. 
The play opens with a. scene between 
Chwemes and Menedemus. The son of 
Menedemus had displeased him, and the 
father in anger had driven his son from 
home. Menedemus afterwards relented 
because of this harsh treatment toward 
his son of which he had been guilty. In 
order to punish himself for liis harsh
ness toward his son he labors in the field 
day after day, from early morning till 
late evening. In this opening scene of 
the play Cnremes remonstrates with ; 
Menedemus because of the latter’s con- । 
Btant and useless toil. Menedemus is 
annoyed on account of. thjs^meddling of 
Chromes, and' ha -asksi- “.¿iuv th ytPxo&i 1 
much leisure, Chreme^, from your own 
affairs, that you can-'attend to those of 
others—those which do not concern 
you?’ The answer of Chromes to 
Menedemus’ impatient query is the 
grandest passage in the writings of 
Terence, if not in the writings of any 
classical author. The answer of 
Chromes is: “I am a man, and nothing 
that concerns mankind do I deem a 
matter of indifference to myself.” It is 
said that when these words were spoken 
on the Roman stage the audience which 
filled the theater broke forth in loud 
applause. Every person in that vast 
andience felt the truth of the beautiful 
sentiment: “One touch of nature makes, 
the whole world kin.”

The famous line of Terence won the 
admiration of philanthropists in ancient 
and in modern times. Cicero in the 
first book of his “Offices” refers to this 
passage in Terence in the following 
language: “To concern ourselves in 
other people’s affairs is a delicate mat
ter. Yet Chremes, a character in 
Terence, thinks that there is nothing 
which has a relation to mankind in 
which he has not a concern,”

Augustin, bishop of Hippo, had the 
grana thought of Terence in mind when 
he wrote: ‘“Every man is most closely 
connected with his every fellowman, nor 
should any distance of relationship 
enter into consideration where there is 
a common nature.” And finally, it was 
the beautiful thought in Terence that 
inspired these lines in Cowper’s “Task;” 
“I think, articulate, I laugh and weep, 
And exercise all functions of a man, 
How, then, should I and any man that 

lives
Be strangers to each other?”

I quoted this noble line of Terence, 
making a slightly different translation: 
“I am a man, and nothing that concerns 
mankind do I consider foreign to my
self,” at the very close of my address to 
the Knights of Pythias, that was de
livered here last June. I sent a copy of 
the printed address to an evangelical 
friend of mine in Minnesota. You who 
heard that address will remember that 
it was ethical from beginning to end, 
and contained nothing to which a person 
could take offense on theological 
grounds. But this friend of mine having 
been baptized in infancy with water and 
with that perverse spirit of evangelical
ism which blinds one’s eyes from be
holding good in anything not labeled 
“evangelical,” did take serious excep
tion to the Knights of' Pythias address. 
Among other admonitions, this friend 
wrote that I could have selected a 
passage from the “inspired Bible” as 
appropriate as th is line from a heathen 
poet, to leave with the Knights of 
Pythias. The lady did not object to the 
sentiment in the line from Terence; she 
objected rather to the pedigree of the 
line. It is of heathen, and not of Jewish 
or Christian origin.- Evangelicalism has 
always been the faithful friend of aris
tocracy. It is considered to-day a seri
ous breach of etiquette for an evangel
ical minister to take a text from any 
book save the Bib.’e. Now, I wish to say 
that I challenge this friend of mine, or. 
any other admirer of the .Bible, to find, 
with or without the aid of Cruden’s 
Concordance, a passage-in the Bible, 
from Genesis to Revelations, that 
breathes as much of the spirit of uni
versal benevolence and disregard of self 
as this noble line from Terence. I do 
not believe that if I had searched until

Progress, fije Urjióersal Lav) of ^latóre; TtytágVt tb® SoK>ei)t”of fier Problerrjs

today, with all the evangelical scholars 
of the land at my beck and call, I could 
have found a more appropriate passage 
than the line from Terence which I re
quested the Knights of Pythias to en
grave on the tablets of their hearts. 
And let us remember that this senti
ment of universal brotherhood was ut
tered by a pagan author, and applauded 
by a pagan audience more than a 
century and a half before the Christian 
era. Where, then,, is the proud claim 
that Jesus of Nazareth taught the world 
anything new with his gospel of the 
brotherhood of man?

In continuing the discussion of our 
subject, “The Humanitarian Element in 
Religion,” the fundamental proposition 
I wish to emphasize to-day is: We 
ought to allow nothing to stand 
between us and our duty to all mankind. 
We must set up no other kingdom 
within the kingdom of humanity. It is 
a fundamental principle of our Amer
ican Constitution that the allegiance of 
all citizens to the national government 
takes precedence of their allegiance to 
any other authority. No State govern
ment is sovereign power, but is sub
ordinate to the national government. It 
is a fundamental principle of the re
ligion of humanity that all other claims 
made upon men must yield to the claims 
of the divine brotherhood. We cannot 
hearken for a moment to any gospel 
which has a narrower message to offer to 
the world than the noble sentiment of 
Terence. We cannot pledge our loyalty 
to any church that is not designed to be 
a church for all'mankind. We cannot 
strive to enter a heaven that shall not 
keep its gates open day and night for
ever and forever so that all mankind 
may at last enter therein. Professor 
Philip Schaff, the distinguished Chris
tian scholar who has recently passed 
away, has, on the title-page of his 
Church History, given us a new adapta
tion of Terence’s noble line: “I am a 
man, and nothing that concerns man
kind do I deem a matter of indifference 
to myself.” .

Prof. Schaff substitutes Christian for 
man and Christianity for mankind. His 
adaptation runs: “I am a Christian, and 
nothing that concerns Christianity do I 
deem a matter of indifference to my
self.” Prof. Schaff has stripped the line 
of all its strength and beauty. A line 
that breathes the spirit of love for all 
mankind is narrowed until it breathes 
the spirit of love for only a religious 
sect. The old Roman theater, tilled 
with all grades of humanity, from the 
rabble on the street to the nobles of the 
commonwealth, rang with applause 
when the actor exclaimed: “I am a man, 
and nothing that concerns mankind do I 
deem a matter of indifference to my
self.” What audience, collected from 
the rabble and from the nobility, would 
break forth with applause on hearing 
the sentiment that Prof.' Schaff ex
presses on the title-page of his Church 
History?” The actor in this latter role 
might lay his hand upon his heart, raise 
his eyes to heaven and exclaim, with all 
the power of natural eloquence: “I am 
a Christian, and nothing that concerns 
Christianity do I deem a matter of indif
ference to myself.” But his words 
would have no power to thrill the hearts 
of his listeners and move them to ap
plause. The sentiment of Terence is as 
broad as humanity, and when uttered by 
the most commonplace speaker, it 
thrills the hearts of men. The senti
ment of Prof. Schaff is as narrow as 
sectarianism, and when uttered even by 
the most gifted orator, it fails to stir 
men’s blood. We could make any num
ber of adaptations of the beautiful lines 
of Terence. The Mohammedan his
torian could inscribe on the title-page 
of his “Church History” the words: “I 
am a Mohammedan, and nothing that 
concerns Mohammedanism do I deem a 
matter of indifference to myself.” The 
advocates of all the other religious sects 
could give their adaptation of the line. 
And the believer in predestination 
could bring up the rear with his adapta
tion of the much-abused line: “I am

nations their inheritance, .' When He 
separated the children of men, He set 
the bounds of the people according tp 
the number of the children of Israeli!’

In such language does Moses.proclaim 
to the Israelites that they are the 
chosen people of God. The founder of 
Christianity is reported as saying to the 
Syrophoenician woman who’ requested 
him to cast out a demon from her daugh«-. 
ter: “Let the children first be filled, 
for it is not meefto take the children’s 
bread and cast it to the dogs.” In the 
eyes of Jesus the Jews are the children, 
while the Gentiles are the dogs. It is 
true Jesus at last yields to the prayer 
of the Gentile woman, but not until she 
humiliates herself to the dust. “Yea, 
Lord, even the dogs under the table eat 
of the children’s crumbs,” is the ac
knowledgment the Syrophoenician 
woman has to make before her request 
is granted.

Why should I wish to adorn myself 
with the name of a sect that, by its 
claim to have in its inspired bible the 
revealed will of God, and in its founder 
the only genuine Son of God, virtually 
declares that all other of the world’s re
ligions are false, or at least are of hu
man and not of divine origin? I shall 
swear allegiance to no kind of sectarian
ism, be it Jewish, Mohammedan, or 
Christian sectarianism. Christianity 
pitches its tent, but it shuts out mors' 
truth than it shuts in. At a little dis
tance from the Christian tent the Mo
hammedans pitch their tent. Yonder 
is the Jewish tent. Each of these sects 
would shut in all the truth. But each 
of these sects shuts out more truth than 
it shuts ih. 1 shall seek refuge in none 
of these sectarian tents. I prefer to 
stand outside, shut in by nothing save 
by the bounds that shut in all mankind. 
I miss the faces of many of my friends 
of other days. I listen in vain for their 
benediction: “God speed you in your 
work.” Friendships that were once 
supposed to be lifelong are broken. To 
these friends of old am I not an infidel? 
A.m I not in their eyes one who has1 de
nied the Lord who'bought him ? Am I 
not in their eyes a sheep that has wan
dered from the fold and is in danger of 
perishing in the mountains? Well, it 
meant death for me to remain within 
the Christian tent. It meant death from 
sufljpea^pn. It meant death from burn
ing, wasting, agonizing fever. God 
knows, if there be a conscious God, that 
I could stand the torture no longer. If 
I must die, then let me die with my 
limbs all free, and not bound fast1 with 
the fetters of traditionalism. If I must 
die, then let me die .with my lungs 
breathing in the pure atmosphere of 
truth, and not the foul miasma of theo
logical dogma. If I must die, then let 
me die with my vision bounded by noth
ing save by the horizon beyond me and 
the stars above me. I beseech you,dear 
friends of olden days, not to send out 
your shepherd to search for me and take 
me back to the fold. Come toil, hard
ship, loss of friends and loved ones— 
anything rather than an abode in the 
tent of sectarianism. But you are mis
taken, my dear friends of olden days, if 
you think 1 am lost and perishing from 
cold and hunger in the wilderness. I 
am indeed lost to Christianity, but what 
is Christianity’s loss is humanity’s gain. 
My nature is fuller of the milk of hu
man kindness than it ever was before. 
There is more of the sunshine of true 
heaven in my heart, than ever before. 
I know as well as I know that I breathe, 
that if there is a life beyond the grave, 
heaven will be my portion there—not 
the heaven that is won for us by the 
merits of another, but the heaven that 
is won by every man who lives in obedi
ence to the moral law and at peace with 
his brother man.

We are told that Christianity was 
first offered to the Jews; but they re
fused to accept it, and so as a last resort 
it was offered to the Gentiles. Paul 

: gives us several intimations to this ef- 
feet. In the thirteenth chapter of Acts 

• Paul is made to say to the Jews: “It

one of the elect, and nothing that con
cerns the elect do I deem a matter of 
indifference to myself.”

I am sometimes asked if I am a Chris
tian. My answer to such a question is: 
“No! I am not a Christian. I used to 
be a Christian, but a year or two ago I 
experienced a change of heart, and now 
I am a man. I stripped off the straight
jacket of sectarianism in order to 
clothe myself in the more becoming robe 
of humanitarianism.”

And, my friends, I wish to say here 
to-day that my religión is not something 
less, "but something more than Chris
tianity or any other revealed and ex
clusive code’ of dògma. Whatever 
moral precepts Christianity sete forth I 
fladly accept and endeavor to practice.

will make the same acknowledgment, 
regarding every other so-called revealed 
religion. Morality is the common 
property of all religions. Christianity, 
can make no exclusive claim to the 
moral code. Both Judaism, the reputed 
mother of Christianity,.'and -Chris-, 
tianity itself are exclusive sects.. Could 
arrogance gp much farther than this:

“When the Most High gave to the

ligions might lay aside their dogmas 
and their spirit o^ intolerance, and unite 
to form the one great church of all man
kind. The day that shall mark the or
ganization of such 'a church will also 
mark the dawning of the millennium. 
But it will never pe desirable' to unite 
all the nations of' the world under one 
great government. What attitude 
ought one nation of the earth to take 
towards the other nations of the earth? 
Shall it take the attitude of friendship, 
or the attitude of hostility? the attitude 
of brother, or the attitude gf stranger? 
Shall each nation regard itself as the 
center around which all the other na
tions ought to revolve, or shall each na
tion regard itself as only a part of the 
great whole of humanity? The nations 
of the earth have too often given the 
wrong answer to these important ques
tions. • '

Ancient Rome.not only had the honor 
of being the birthplace of a poet who 
proclaimed the gospel of universal be
nevolence in the noble passage already 
quoted several times in this address, but 
she had the dishonor of being the birth
place of a statesman who hated every
thing not labeled “Roman.” On the 
shores of Africa, a few days’ sail from 
Rome, was Carthage, the only formida
ble rival of Rome. Two long and hard- 
fought wars had been waged between 
the rival cities, and Carthage, although 
worsted in the conflicts, remained still a 
rival to Rome. Cato, the Elder, could 
not endure the existence of Rome’s fair 
rival that stood just across the Mediter
ranean Sea. Prcjud Carthage must be 
leveled with the dust, and then Cato 
could die in peace. And so on what
ever subject Cato| spoke in the Roman 
Senate he always!ended his speech with 
the words: “In hay opinion Carthage 
must be destroyed.” An act of self-de
fense on the part of Carthage against 
the encroachments of a people friendly 
to Rome gave the Romans the pretext 
they desired for declaring war against 
their hated rival. In the year 146 B. C., 
but three years after the death of Cato, 
Carthage was burned to the ground, her 
citizens sold into slavery, and the grand
eur of the proud City became a thing of 
the past. The student of history could 
cite scores, if not hundreds, of such ex
amples of nations taking the attitude of 
hostility . ¡towards other nations when 
they .should have taken the attitude of 
friendship. For every poet with the 
sentiment of Terence a nation produces, 
it produces its statesman with the senti
ment of Cato. In my earlier life how 
many times do I remember listening to 
Fourth of July orations in the style of 
“We whipped the British once, and we 
can whip them again!" Such spread
eagle harangues do far more harm than 
good to youthful listeners. They sow 
the seeds of hatred and hostility in the 
minds of the American youth. The 
Fourth of July as the anniversary of the 
birth of a nation that was founded 'upon 
the principles, of the divine right of the 
people versus the divine right of kings, 
Isa day worthy to be observed in Amer
ica, until America shall cease to exist 
as a nation. But the Fourth of July as 
an occasion on which to give vent to

my loyalty to the Stars and Stripes. 
Why should I not love America, the land 
in which I was born and educated; the 
land in which my paternal and maternal 
ancestors for more than a century and a 
half have lived and died? Why should 
I not be loyal to the stars and stripes, 
the flag that in 1776 waved over a land 
that declared itself free from the 
tyranny of an English king; the flag 
that for more than a quarter of a cen
tury has been waving over a race of 
freedmen whose wrongs the lovers of 
that flag marched into the very jaws of 
death in order to right; the flag which 
before another quarter of a century 
passes by, I trust shall wave over a land 
of free women as well as over a land of 
free men? But with all my love for 
America, and with all my loyalty to the 
stars and stripes, I do not regard Amer
ica as the center round which all the 
other nations of the world must revolve. 
America is great, but the world is 
greater than America. In larger letters 
than I write the word “America” I 
write the word “world.” .

A young German sails from his 
fatherland to make his home with us. 
We welcome him as a brother, as we 
ought to do. This young German leaves 
a natural brother • in the fatherland. 
This second brother, too, would like to 
come to us. But he is the stay and sup
port of an aged father and mother. He 
has assisted nis brother to emigrate to 
America. He himself must remain in 
the fatherland. Is not the German who 
remains in the fatherland as much our 
brother as the German who sails across 
the Atlantic to our shores? Is the At
lantic so cold and deep and cruel that it 
buries brotherly love beneath Its waves? 
The religion of humanity answers “No.” 
Oh, Thomas Paine, thou whom Chris
tians delight to dishonor, thou concern
ing whom the saints of the church con
eider it a service to their god to lie, 
thou whom the evangelical church has

brother. We do peed to whisper a 
message of sympathy into the ear of 
the degraded sister. We do need to 
rend from our eyes the veil of pride and 
selfishness which prevents us from be
holding in the fallen brother the possi
bilities of regenerated manhood, and in 
the degraded sister the possibilities of 
a regenerated womanhood. The noble 
sentiment of Terence, “I am a man and 
nothing that concerns mankind do I 
deem a matter of indifference to my
self,” is applicable to mankind in all 
grades and conditions of life. It is ap- 
ilicable to mankind on native or on 
oreign shores; to mankind in a state 

of elevation, or in a state of degrada
tion; to mankind in a condition of virtue 
or in a condition of vice. I have endeav
ored to preach to you the gospel of hu
manitarianism. Shall we be found 
slothful in practicing the gospel of 
humanitarianism?

The Conductor’s Little Dead
head Passenger Had 
Found Her Mother.

was necessary that the word of God 
should first be spoken to you. Seeing 
you thrust it from you, and judge your
selves unworthy of eternal life, lo, we 
turn to the Gentiles.” And so the Gen
tiles were honored with a second-hand 
gift—with the gospel the Jews-had re
jected with scorn. One is tempted to 
enquire what would the Gentiles—the 
dogs, as Jesus calls them—have received 
if the Jews—the children—had ¿seen fit 
to accept Christianity. This conception 
of Christianity, which is the true con
ception indeed, as a cast-off Jewish 
garb that was offered to the Gentiles, 
has always been revolting to tine, even 
from childhood. I do not propose to get 
down on my hands and knees like a dog 
and eat the crumbs that fall from any 
man’s table. Neither do I propose to 
eat the food that is thrown to me as to 
a dog after the children of the house
hold have refused to touch it. I believe 
the humblest Gentile in the world is as 
much a child of God as the haughtiest. 
Jew. I do not propose to wear the badge 
of a sect whose founder first offered the 
gift of salvation to the Jewish children, 
and then, for fear the gift, on account of 
the refusal of the Jewish children to ac
cept it, would go a begging, flung it tb 
the Gentile dogs. I shall wear'the badge 
of humanitarianism, but not the badge 
of Judaism, or of Mohammedism, or' of 
Christianity. ■

It remains for us to consider our sub-' 
ject, ‘-The Humanitarian Element in 
Religion,” from the political standpoint. 
Just as the world religiously considered 
is divided into sects, so it is, politically 
considered, divided into nations. Ths 
religious divisions of the world might be 

. done away with,but the-poetical divis- 
'ion of the World must endure. Chris
tians,., Mohammedans, Biiddhists and 

J the advocates of the oth^r historic re*

one’s spleen against the British, and to 
stir up the spirit of war that ought, to 
he left sleeping in its grave, is a day un
worthy of honor and observance in 
A-pieyica. There is not a vestige of 
hatred in my heart towards the England 
flf the nineteenth century, because of 
the-wrongs England's king and people 
in the eighteenth century did to Amer
ica. I still love and honor England as 
our mother, although she has at times 
acted the part of an unnatural mother.

Memorial day, as an anniversary, ob
served in honor of those brave and loyal 
men who gave their lives on the battle
field and within prison walls in order to 
preserve the American Union one and 
inseparable, is a day that will always be 
kept green in tfie memory of every cit
izen of our land.' But if Memorial Day 
shall ever be diverted from its proper 
use, and made a day on which shall be 
fought with the weapons of shallow and 
vindictive, oratory the battles that Were 
fought more than a quarter of a century 
ago, with shot and shell, then every 
true citizen of our land will turn regret
fully aside* from the observance of 
Memorial Day. The time will come 
when North and South will unite to do 
honor to the memory of one of America’s 
greatest military commanders, General 
Grant, who, when the cause had been 
won for which the Union fought, dis
missed the vanquished armies to their 
homes—not as enemies, for the war was 
over, but as brothers and fellow-citizens, 
lor the white-robed angel of peace had 
■come once more to dwell within-fee 
land. The book that did more than any 
other volume ever written to bring the 
.nations of the world to their senses re
garding their obligations to one another 
was Adam Smith’s “Wealth of Na
tions,” published in 1776. In hie 
“Wealth of Nations” Adam Smith 
demonstrated, that theprosperity of one 
nation does not depend upon the lack of 
prosperity of other nations. Nations, 
instead of being the jealous rivals and 
enemies of one another, ought to be the 
sympathizers and friends of one 
another. . ’

The leaven that Adam Smith cast 
into the lump of humanity has been 
working for more than a century, But 
the lump has not yet been entirely 
leavened. France and Germany are 
ready to fly at each other’s , throats and 
fight until the bitter end. la. every 
quarter of the globe we hear of wars, or 
rumors of wars. The ‘boundaries of 
nations are still made the.boundaries of 
human brotherhoods. Each nation of 
the world in its . own eyes is still the 
center round which all the other nations 
of the world ought to revolve. . I yield 
to no one.in my.lQve.for America, and in

cursed and reviled above all other men, 
thou didst strike the keynote of human- I 
itarianism in thy noble words: ‘‘The 
world is my country, to do good is my 
religion." As one who has read thy 
works and been baptized with thy 
spirit, I shall never preach a narrower 
political creed than “The world is my 
country;” I shall never preach a less 
rioble gbspol than “Todo good is my 
religion."' I will quote here two other 
passages that are in harmony with the 
noble sentiments expressed by Thomas 
Paine. The first of these quotations is 
from Kingsley’s Alton Locke: “We 
were all brothers, because we had one 
work, and one hope and one All-Father.” 
The second quotation is from the 
Sanskrit: “Is ne of my country or a 
stranger? Such is the calculation of 
the narrow-minded. The earth itself is 
the family of the noble-hearted.”

It is easier to preach than it is to 
practice the gospel of humanitarianism. 
We walk along the street and we pass 
one of those degraded creatures con
cerning whom the author of Proverbs 
says:

“Her feet go down to death;
Her steps take hold on Sheol!”

Instinctively we draw as far away as 
possible lest the hem of her garments 
should brush against us as we are pass
ing by. We see a saloon and we hurry 
past lest some drunken wretch should 
stagger against us with his filthy cloth
ing and foul breath. Virtue shrinks 
from .contact with vice. But the wo
man from whose touch1 we recoil is a 
sister; a degraded sister? Yes, but still 
a sister. The man from whose presence 
wewouldflee isa brother; alostbrother? 
Yes, but still a brother. The circum
stances under which he was born and 
has lived were less favorable to the de
velopment of temperance and sobri- 
riety than the circumstances under 
which we were born and have lived. 
We have a duty to perform towards the 
lost and degraded classes of humanity. 
Our duty is not to sink ourselves to the 
level of these lost and degraded classes, 
but lift these lost and degraded classes 
to our level. As a society and as indi
viduals are we earnestly striving to do 
our duty in this regard? Some months 
ago I gave an address on the subject: 
“Another Kind of Brotherhood,” in 
which I endeavored to show that there 
is kinship between us and the lower 
animals. The lower animals, the horse, 
the ox, the sheep and the rest are our 
younger brothers; they are simply 
loweq,, down on the road of de
velopment than we. Some members of 
the congregation took offence at this ad
dress.; They would acknowledge no 
kin.ship.with the dumb animals. Their 
kinship was with the gods; not with 
the beasts of the field. On another oc
casion, I remarked in an address: “The 
belief that man is a fallen god fills our 
souls with despair for the future Of the 
race. The belief, that man is a risen ape 
fills our soul with hope for the future of 
the race.” And what a look of pain and 
surprise and contempt, came over, the 
face of one person in the audience! In 
imagination I can still see that look; that 
person I have never seen since in my 
audience. She probably went home and 
told her parents that “that infidel 
preacher” said that a man was no better 
than a monkey. Did I dream this, or 
did the circumstance really occur? 
You must find out for yourselves. It is 
that haughty, nature of man, that “I am 
holier than thou” spirit inherited from 
the past which, having made man loth 

; to acknowledge his kinship with his 
dumb brothers,, also makes him loth to 

■ come into contact with his unfortunate 
and degraded human brothers. We do 

. not neefflo/wallow in the gutter in 
order to lilt up a brother man who has 
fallen intmthe gutter. We do not need 
to barter ourchastity in order to help a 

. sister whois, unchaste: but we.do need 

. to lend, a “helping hand to the fallen

One cold, dreary morning, says the 
Texas Siftings, there was a keen norther 
blowing as the north-bound trait pulled 
out of the San Antonio, Texas, depot. 
As the train sped on its way the con
ductor made his usual tour to collect 
fares. There were not many passengers 
on board, and in the last car there was 
but one. A thinly-clad, ragged little 
girl, with a pinched, white face, occu
pied one of the seats. She was so busy 
talking to a rag baby that she was ob
livious to the kindly-faced conductor, 
who looked at her with surprise and 
amusement.

“Where are your folks, sissy? Who 
came with you to the train?"

“Dolly came with me,” she replied in 
a matter-of-fact manner, holding the 
doll at arm’s length and critically exam
ining her toilet.

“What is your name?”
“My name is Fanny, but mamma al

ways called me ‘Little Pet.’ ”
“Where is your mamma—in San An

tonio?”
“I don’t know where she is, but me 

and Dolly are going to find her. Mamma 
went away."

“When did your mamma go away?” 
“A long, long time ago. They put 

mamma in a long box when she was 
asleep and she went away on the cars, 
but me and Dolly will find her.”

The conductor sat down on the seat 
opposite to his little deadhead pas
senger, and by further questions satis
fied himself that the child’s mother had 
died and the remains had been taken to 
some other town for interment.

“But you don’t know where J’our 
mamma went,” he said.

“Me and Dolly will find mamma; she 
told me so last night.”

“But you told me just now that she 
went away a long time ago.”

“I know; but she came back last 
night. Mamma kissed me, just like 
she did before she went away. She 
looked so white, just like she did when 
they put her in the long box.”

The conductor took one of the child’s 
emaciated hands in his own. Her hand 
was hot, and there was a feverish flush 
on her wan cheeks.

“You are not well, sissy. I’ll send you 
back to San Antonio to your papa."

The next moment-two thin arms went 
around his neck, and the child was 
pleading and sobbing.

“Don’t send me back. Let me go 
with you and find my mamma. That 
woman will beat me again. Don’t send 
me back, and I’ll give you my dolly.”

The conductor understood it all. The 
little half-starved waif, was running 
away from some brutal woman, possibly 
a cruel stepmother. It was only after 
he had promised not to send her back 
that she relaxed Her hold on his neck. 
The conductor fixed her up a nice bed 
with his overcoat and left her happy, 
chatting with dolly about “mamma,” 
but two tears rolled down his cheeks as 
he left the car. Several times during 
the trip he looked'into the car and saw 
his little deadhead passenger sleeping 
peacefully, hugging dollie to her breast.

At last the northbound train .crossed 
the long bridge over the Colorado river 
and halted at the Austin depot. The 
south-bound train had already arriyed, 
for here it was that the trains met and 
the passengers got dinner. The con
ductor hurried to the dining-room, and 
in a fetv minutes returned with a cup of 
coffee and some delicacies for his little 
friend. Just as he was entering the 
oar he was hailed by the conductor of 
the south-bound train, who held a tele
gram in' his hand.

"I say, Tom, is there-a girl on your 
train deadheading her way?” ’

“Why do you want to know?” was the 
gruff reply. -

“Because I’ve got a telegram here 
from, the girl’s father, telling me to 
bring back a runaway child.”

They entered the car where the fugi
tive was still sleeping. ' .

"Wake up, little one. Here’s some 
coffee for you.”

On the little pinched face was a tear 
and a smile. “Little Pet” had found her 
mother.—Alex.' Sweet,

And That, Too, in the Publlo 
Schools.

THE WAR SPIRIT—TRAINED FOR WAR
SPIRIT OF MURDER, WAR SPIRIT OF 
THE PAST—THE RUFFIAN AND BEAST 
—RINGING WORDS FROM HUDSON 
TUTTLE.

Says a New York journal: “The 
cadets drill every Friday evening for 
one hour. They go through all the 
movements with the precision of vet
erans. On Wednesday evening there 
are squad drills for those lately re
cruited For the last month the 
cadets have been drilling in battalion 
and are making great progress in that 
line. A great many of the cadets, on 
attaining the age limit, enter the 
companies of the regiment.”

Who are these cadets who drill so 
admirably and are held up as patterns 
for emulation? Schoolboys in thb 
schools! Why do they put on uniforms 
with all the gaud of gilt buttons and 
braid, and by practice learn to become 
machines, moving at the word of com
mand!

That they may catch the war spirit 
and when men grown become soldiers.

Why do they practice with guns, 
swords and bayonets?

That they may learn how best to use 
them in killing those who oppose them

They are trained for war, which is an
other name for murder. Their training 
engenders the spirit of murder. Con
stant exercise with weapons of destruc
tion fosters the desire to use them, and 
thus the war spirit grows strong.

The introduction of military drill into 
the schools is a relic of barbarism 
This nation has no need of trained 
soldiers. We have no fear of bar
barian invasion. If just, we need have 
no fear of war with other nations. 
Trained soldiers are a menace to our 
liberties; we have no use for them ex
cept as we contend among ourselves.

The war spirit is of the past, and 
should be frowned upon whenever and 
wherever it intrudes. So far from train
ing our children to strut as soldiers, we 
ought to teach them that war is a crime 
against humanity and the glamor and 
renown of the warrior least desirable

Parents give their children toy pistols, 
toy guns, swords and drums, soldier 
caps, and are amused with their 
relish for rude things. The little four- 
year-old boy points his pistol and snaps 
it at this one and that, and flourishes 
his sword as if cutting off arms and 
heads. When grown up the same 
actions would send him to jail. The 
ruffian and beast is cultivated at the 
expense of the gentleness of love, and 
human life made cheap in estimation.

The child has the interests and de
sires of the savage, because it begins 
where the race began and develops 
into civilized estate. Hence it de
lights in the trappings and follies of the 
savage age. To gratify it is to retard 
its progress, or possibly unchangingly 
fix its desires in the savage plane.

The object of true education is to 
evolve the mind of the child to- the 
moral and spiritual as rapidly as growth 
will allow. Hence objects of that 
higher life should be given to attract 
and instruct, and not the bows, arrows, 
«words and guns of the murderous ages 
of the past. These have one suggestion, 
and one only—to use, and their use 
means suffering. The child, aiming his 
toy gun at an imaginary bird, has its 
destruction in his thoughts. He lets 
fly his tiny arrow at a fancied enemy, or 
a twittering sparrow, to give them pain. 
There is not a single retrieving feature, 
or gratification of other than of the 
brutal faculties.

It would be better if all toys of this 
description were forbidden by law, if 
parents cannot be. educated to the 
terrible wrong they inflict on their 
children by such gifts. Then have no 
more training soldiers in the public 
schools, nor as private enterprise^. Let 
children be trained to preserve life, not 
to take it: to administer to suffering, 
not to inflict it; to be spiritual, not 
brutal; civilized, not savage. H. T.

Wheeling, W. Va.,is called the nail 
city, on account of the prominence of the 
nail manufactures.

The purest, treasure: mortal times af
ford is spotless'reputation; "that away, 
men- are but gilded ■;loam of painted 
clay.—Shakspeare.

Maj. Geo. Chorpenning.
Passed to a calm and peaceful rest and 

a happy home “on the other shore,” 
from New York city, April 4, 1894, Maj. 
George Chorpenning, long a prominent 
and earnest advocate of the cause of 
Spiritualism in Washington, D. C., and 
in this city. He was a firm believer in 
the glorious communion of spirit friends 
and the grand fact that there is no death, 
and thus were his last hours blessed with 
a peaceful departure and the glad assur
ance that he would be able to return and 
care for the dear ones left behind. The 
funeral services were held at the resi
dence of our kind and noble sister, Mrs. 
M. E. Williams, 232 West 46th street, 
and were conducted by Brother Wilson 
McDonald, assisted by Mrs. M. E; Wil- • 
liams and MrS. M. L. Wallate,. all pay
ing loving 'and loyal tributes to the 
worth of our departed, ..brother, who, 
“though lost to sight,” sbemed in • “our 
very midst,” and “to memory‘dear,” -as 
through the Spiritual vision of Mrs. Wil
liams we were made aware of his spirit 
presence; Oornie H. Suter. 

| 319 W| 54th street,, New York, N. Y.'
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would send bis daughter thither, and twice soul had nursed of a landtif light and hope 
hath be been refused.” ’had faded for aye!

And indeed it was so, The1 king had re
fused to yield Isabel unto' her father—hud 
despised tile dying request olj the Lady Mai-, 
garet de Olere, who fain would see her child
Little did oitr heroine dream that such had

Isabel Returns to Kirton Manor.
[“The Night the Light Went Out” was a most 

remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of thia city. 
We commenced in No, 225 the publication of its 
coinpanion piece, the scenes being laid in Eng
land. It is by Hammond Hills, of the Agnostic 
Journal, London. We are sure it Will prove of 
great interest to our numerous readers. All new 
yearly or trial subscribers will get “Tho Night 
the Light Went Out” free.]

Three days passed ere John, monarch of 
England, regained his sight; and the craven 
king, who prayed and wept and vowed reform
ation in affliction, in health resumed his for
mer tyranny, and proclaimed his will that he, 
With all his retinue, should straightway de
part for Winchester. -

Then sank the heart of Isabel within her, 
for she feared lest Cyvrangonhad notread her 
destiny aright. Nothing, at such late mo
ment, she argued; could prevent one so pow
erful as John from carrying out his expressed 
determination that she (Isabel) should accom
pany the Court to Winchester. The visionary 
had told her, too, a new trial awaited but its 
hour to strike, and who should say how soon, 
or in what form, sorrow would fall?

■ De Brabançon’s fate was still wrapt in 
mystery; yet not one of the courtiers who 
thronged the gates of Windleshore inquired 
into the cause of his disappearance. They 
deemed his absence to be the consequence of 
their monarch’s will, and prudently forbore 
■remark. Had he not forfeited all. claim to 
their regard in that he had displeased his 
king? Thus argued such as bestowed a 
thought upon him; and he whom many present 
had been prond to call by the name of friend 
might, for all his comrades cared, languish in 
a prison cell even till death might release him 
without one voice being exerted in his cause, 
without one hand being raised to succor him.

And this occurred in a Christian land, at a 
time when priests and prelates vaunted the 
glory of their Church, and boasted its power 
to save and protect. Vain glory and hypoc
risy! If it were asked which of all systems 
that have yet existed is responsible for most 
cruelty and injustice, it must be surely an
swered: The Christian one. If it were asked 
who of all tyrants has inflicted most wrong— 
most sullied human purity; whose hands are 
reddest with the blood of his fellowmen— 
blood poured forth at the altar’s foot beneath 
the shadow of the mocking orozier—it must be 
surely answered: The Christian priest! 
The Christian priesthood has corrupted a 
beautiful world by preaching its own false 
doctrines, rather from the throne than from 
the rostrum and the temple—that Christian 
priesthood has crushed out the laws of nature, 
to substitute its own, the laws devised by 
tyranny and wrong, framed to encompass its 
own ends, to gratify its own pride, and to en
sure its own revenge!

Yet all are not wolves that guard the fold, 
and there are exceptions to the general rule— 
men, even among the priesthood, whose merits 
entitle them to an honorable place in the rec
ords of their country. And, in the cause of 
our heroine, one whose influence had ever been 
exerted on mercy’s side, and whose virtues, no 
less than his abilities, rendered him an exam
ple for his brotherhood, was about to succor 
the oppressed: for the sympathies of Hubert 
Fitz-Walter, Archbishop of Canterbury, had 
been enlisted by an unknown friend in behalf 
ûf Isabel and Roland de Brabançon.

But to return to Windleshore. Isabel, 
well-nigh despairing, was making preparations 
to attend Queen Eleanor to her litter, when 
she beheld her uncle, the Abbot, enter the 
courtyard. Well she knew his errand was to 
solicit the king to yield her to his care, and 
again a ray of hope animated her bosom.

Upon Alexander making known his desire 
' to hold converse with the king, an audience, 

even at the moment preceding John’s depart
ure from Windleshore, was granted; for, 

■ although he had no real veneration for the 
Church, the King of England possessed, in 
common with the times, a degree of supersti
tion Which led him to assume an appearance 
of regard for men and things ecclesiastic—a 
result of policy rather than forbearance.

“What wouldest thou with us, holy father, 
now? Make known thy will, I pray thee; 
albeit methinks the hour we have prepared to 
set out upon our journey is an ill time for do
ing so. ” And the Abbot might have augured, 
as prophesying failure for his enterprise, the 

’cloud which gathered on the monarch’s brow.
“I would eire,” said the priest, “that thou 

¿permit my niece, Isabel de Olere, to quit the 
court, and depart with me for Kirton; the 
Lady Margaret is in extremit, and would bless 
her child ere heaven demand her soul.”

» “Though (much, it grieveth us to deny re
. quest of thine; yet still thou asketh what we 

cannot graçk” replied the king; “already hath 
the Lord of Kirton twice . solicited that we

qauKag^'—LA1-'.1- - ^4-===

And titeetticken maiden awakened from her 
dream of gllfty to find it—a dream indeed!

■..16 I’ . . . • ■ .

Chapter xiii.
The Primate of All England’and 

the' BritishFaicL

Now that We have placed our heroine in 
èafety; wë will leave her for awhile, to inquire 
the cause which led the Primate to befriend 
her. Need we say it Was the mysterious Cyv- 
fangou who had conveyed to the Prelate ip,-, 
formation of the sore straits in which Isabel: 
de Olere languished? -That it was not strange 
the Archbishop should exert himself in the 
cause of an unprotected Inaiden, especially 

‘When that maiden w&s a relative of the Abbot 
of 8t. Augustine, the reader will at once di
viné; but that he should do so at the instiga
tion of pyvrangou the Briton, a man who 
openly expressed his Scorn of the tenets of the 
Çhristian Church, willUpyear somewhat sin
gular. We will, therefore, in ¿this chapter, 

: endeavor to giVBjgome spliitipp pf the mys.

been thè case, even in the sofe straits to Which 
she had been driven. That sorrow had bech 
spared her; in her hour of deliverance it was 
to fall.

‘ ‘Methinks, ’’ continued John, “thy brother 
doth betray presumption, ih that he hath per
sistently endeavored to change our avowed 
purpose. Best caution him, good father, that 
the royal cletnency will not brook his too im
portunate demands.”

“Sira, not the Lord of Kirton, but heaven’s 
humblé servant, jtnportilnes thee now. Con
sider, the Lady Margaret1 hath blit short time 
to live, and grant, I pray thee, that her daugh
ter may quit thè Court”

‘ ‘It cannot be, ’’ replied the king, decisively. 
‘ ‘Thou bast our answer, Abbot; the Lady Isa
bel innst to Winchester with our train. ” And, 
haughtily waving hie hand, John motioned the 
Abbot to depart.

“Yet one moment, sire.’’returned the priest 
calmly, at the same time drawing a packet 
from his breast “Thou hast refused to de
liver Isabel de Clere unto hef father, the 
Lord of Kirton; thou hast refused to yield 
her unto me, her uncle, the humble Abbot of 
a holy fane; wilt thou resign her to the Prim
ate of all England, who here makes known 
his Wish?” And Alexander, the Abbot, pre
sented to John, the King, the missive which 
Hubert Fitz-Walter had written.

The monarch was for a moment speechless 
with rage. In such unsettled times, when he 
had embarked in a quarrel with Pope Innocent^ 
and had found cause to repent his rashness, he 
dared not refuse the Primate’s demand; be
sides—and again superstition served to quell 
his tyrannous nature—might not Hubert Fitz- 
Walter, invested as he was with more than 
usual power, through his (the king’s) folly in 
contending With the authority Of the Pontiff, 
mightnot Hubert Fitz-Walter, if he opposed 
his will, go so for as to compass his excom
munication? All this entered the mind of 
John as he perused the Archbishop’s letter. 
The probability of the last-mentioned circum-. 
stance being effected decided him; for, had he 
been a .firm upholder of the church, he could 
not have experienced a greater dread than 
filled his soul at the thought of the “awful 
curse of Rome. ” And so he consented to 
yield Isabel unto her uncle’s care, on condition 
that she should rejoin the Court when his visit 
to Winchester should end.

Meanwhile the king's retinue had stood 
apart, wondering what could be the urgent 
business that thus induced their monarch to 
grant bo long an audience to the Abbot, at a 
time when His Majesty Was on the point of 
quitting the Castle.

Label, wavering between hope and fear, 
stood from the crowd aloof. She knew, her 
heart told her, that her uncle’s presence was 
connected in some way with his desire that 
she should leave the Court. Would she be 
suffered to do bo? Surely, yes; for had not 
Cyvrangon the Draoi said it? But then Cyvran
gon had bidden her prepare for a new sorrow: 
was this new sorrow connected with her home? 
It must be so, since she had had no opportun
ity of communicating with the Abbot What, 
then, but some terrible misfortune at Kirton 
could have led him hither—sickness, perhaps 
death; and the maiden could scarce repress 
the sighs which arose in her tortured heart as 
she mentally resolved that, should she reach 
once more her peaceful home, no earthly power 
should lure her to the Court again. Better, 
She meditated, better even the cloister than 
this terrible abode. “Ohl .toy sister,” she 
murmured low; “thine, not .mine, Was the 
better choice, and thine the purer hope!”

A t that moment Alexander advanced, bear
ing the joyful news that the king had given 
permission for her to quit the Court. Scarcely 
realizing thè meaning his words conveyed, and 
almost fainting from the reaction caused by 
the sudden news, Isabel de Clere waa- led by 
the Abbot from the courtyard. As one ina 
dream she left it; but When sho realized she 
was indeed safe without the Castle walls, safe 

, on her road to Kirton, the heart so over
charged with grief found relief in a flood of 
tears. ■ ' •’

Thus faded Isabel de Clere’s ambitious 
dreams. ' 'She, who had imagined the Court to 
be the centralization Of happiness, had found 
only misery attending it She, who once be
lieved that only in the gay world could she 
reallzethe light and joy of life, hailed grate
fully the day which enabled her to renounce 
it; and she, who had set out with hope for her 
emblem,-: ambition for her guiding star, re
turned, ere one short year had passed away, 
her childhood fled, the sunshine' which should 
have dawfled upon her early . womanhood all 
clouded itonight, her dream of love dashed- 
ruthlessly from her, and the visions wthiqhjher

.^ry* ill
,When last we;kaw the Dfuid he was on hift. 

wiiy to Canterbury. Arrived there, be at aç 
eurly hour prege^ted himself at' the Arch
bishop's palace, .agd demanded hudience of ,tj)e 
Primate, who had,, he arrived a few 
hours before from a conference at Lam
beth. '

The noble demeanor oi the Briton, ebiji- 
manding as it did the respect of the attendante, 
served to gain him speedy admission; andin 
short time Cyvrangon the Bard, Cyvrangon 
the Druid, Cyvrangon the Astrologer, Pro
phet, and Magician, stood face to face with 
Hubert Fitz-Walter, Primate of all England.

With calm aspect, and eye that flinched not 
beneath the stern gaze of the Chflrchifian, 
Cyvrangon stood the prouder of the twain.

A strange contrast they presented as they 
met together in the archiépiscopal abode: the 
representative of a priesthood whose power, 
long since departed, bad lèft scarce a trace of 
its past mystic rites, except a few stones com
memorating, like gigantic monuments, the 
temples raised in year§vBqdj(®g gone by that 
the date of (notion hoiS. d$h?d< tradition; and 
the Churchman, whose pojy^y at its height, 
reigned like a monarch otyrld8 consecrated 
throne, and swayed all Epgland with the 
symbols of his faith, the unite», aQd the cross.

The Druid broke the silejice, and calmly 
and forcibly related unto his;ppble listener the 
story of Roland de Brabancon’s arrest and Is
abel’s despair, at the same time entreating for 
them the Archbishop’s protection.

‘ ‘And what Is Isabel de Clare to thee that 
thou shouldst constitute thyself her defender? ” 
asked the Prelate. ‘ ‘Methinks, and if the 
Lord of Kirton’s daughter is in jeopardy, she 
hath still friends who hold both the power and 
the will to save her.”

* ‘Not when he that persecuteth her weareth 
a crown, my Lord. The golden scepter can 
repel ,all aid but thine, who only art beyond its 
power. In the Lady Isabel de Clere I see a 
maid oppressed, whose father rendered me; 
when 1 was helpless, the hospitality of hid 
manor; and I would fain, now fate affords me 
opportunity, repay an act of kindness. My 
Lord, for the honor of the Church which thou 
upholdest, let me not plead in vain the cause 
of injured innocence.”

“Enough,” rejoined rhe Archrishop; “our 
interest in the family of De Clere is great, and 
we will succor the maiden. The Abbot of St. 
Augustine shall at- once set iout fqr Windle 
shore, there to make known ùnto the king our 
wish that he shall yield the Lady laàbel unto 
her uncle's care. For the knight we must re
ject thy intercession; fta aught we know, he 
may have transgressed the lalv, and, though 
our monarch may have incused the displeas
ure of Holy Church, she yet will not dispute 
the right he holds tortile faisreuhjects, and to 
uphold his own as well , as; him country’s dig-

'J/R-...... .
FROM MATTIE EoHULL.
■ ■■■'.. j,11 1 j .
Site is at Sail Jose, CHliibrnia..

To the editor:~LI was urgfid, wheh we left 
our recent fields of labor, to report through 
the columias of your widely-circulated journal, 
as soon aS ws, liad reached the “Land of the 
Setting Sun,”' and fairly launched into the 
work.: . "X know how you are crowded for 
space, and that more attractive pens than 
mine are necessarily confined to close quarters 
when making records for your wideawake 
“Thinker,” and I will try to be modest In 
my demands, though much might be told.

i desire to date my notes previous io the 
starting on our journey, which, was in all 
respects, a most delightful one, I want to 
say that the ‘ ‘good speeds, ” and dear words, 
expressed over and over again, filled, our souls 
with thankfulness. and courage, when we left 
the Hoosier State, where our labors were con- 
finbdTor >o many Weeks. Dear friends, many 
times we have sent you our kindliest thought, 
and would maketyou feel that your sympathy 
and edcoutagethient have been- helps to uS in 
more ways than we can express.

: We reached bur destination Sunday a. m., 
April 1st, and considering« that we had been 
nearly five days bu the train, we were in Ex
cellent'condition? We were met, on otif ar
rival, by Dr. ®bbson and family. These 
friends were onoe» co-workers with us ip the 
East, and we did not feel “like orphans 
thousands of miles from home” (as we had on 
some former occasions) when they extended 
the hand of welcome, and made us feel we 
were among old friends.

We had just time to wash, dress, and eat 
our dinner, before It was time to go to meet
ing. I thought, as our Moses started out in 
his work, in two hours from the time we 
reached our field of labor, that the Christians 
who had reported he had been ‘ ‘stricken by 
death, ” would see a lively corpse, if they en
tered the beautiful hall where the Spiritualists 
congregate from Sunday to Sunday.

Much might be said concerning the work 
here, the defflamis. pf the Spiritualists, etc., 
but I will not broach on your time or space. 
Suffice it tosayAhat the work opens gloriously, 
and we trust lypinay have a genuine revival 
during the twftfljpnths of our stay in this 
beautiful city,¡¿wWb were greeted by a fine 
audience in the afternoon, and at night more 
were out than.qpuld be comfortably seated in 
the hall. W.e were accorded a most cordial 
reception, andjwe are sanguine of success, 
as far as the meetings are concerned.

We are thq^aests of the Dobson family 
while here. Dr. Dobson is responsible for 
our work in this city at the present time. He 
is called in your journal “a pmrvelous man,” 
and if your readers were in his home twenty- 
four hours, they would think he was rightly 
named. We knew him when he was in Iowa; 
he had an immense practice, but it has in
creased since he came to California, until, as 
hip books show, he has thirty thousand pa
tients, and every part of the world is repre-
seated on his list There is not a harder

nity.” : • 'J (ili*.
(to be continued.)

The Invisible One,

EMMA BOOD TUTTLE.

“Three?” Four! but the eldest you have not 
seen;

She left this country where we abide, 
One year when the willows were blushing green

And the wild-flowers peeped from the south 
hillside.

It was—more than a round decade ago!
Why, yes! now I reckon it to a day, 

It is thirteen years, when hepoticos blow,
Since the little maiden went away.

“Where?” Up to a safer |apd than this:
There are wiser guides, foy their little souls 

In.that fair county. We^mof'tals miss -
Our aims so ofteh—our^dreatt built goalA, 

We think to rear them to demi-gods,
And sweet M^onnas, like Mary’s self, " 

By some mischance we may'make them clodfc;
Or common divers for^earthly pelf.

“These three are'comelyf’A Indeed they are 
Ab well-llmbedvthildrenikB oft are seen,

Glynn, dark and bdyish, trtr Emmet fair, .
And Madge, she is tallest, in between.., 

The other sister they have not seen, !
So the face of the angel-child must be . 

To their young fancies a heavenly queen
Half veiled in a shining mystery.

They see her chair and her old time toys;
They- know her earth name waa Emma

Clair, . ■
But the thoughts about her of girl and boys

Are vague as lily-dust blown in air.
Her liquid eyes and her flossy hair,-

Her flower like fingers—ah! well-a-day!— 
She keeps her winsomeness over there * .

And my four Will meet,-face to face, some 
day. • • . ■

. , : ...... ...«<1« y - —_ ’ -
Old Testament Stories/ comtnercially illus

trated, by Watson Heston. . A series of amus 
ing cartoons,;-illustrating the Bible:.texts.: 
Price in \«teng, board covers- $1. Cloth, 
$1.50. ' ’
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A Wonderful Healer.

• To the Editor;—There is great excitement 
ih this historicaland unique city over the ap
parently miraculous cures of Pedrito - Jara
millo, a so-called Mexican qpiht, whose won
derful healing power has created quite a stir 
among our citizens, and not only the Mexican 
population, but many Americans of high 
standing. He is commonly called “Don 
Pedro” and is probably between fifty-five and 
sixty years of age. He was born in Guadala
jara, Mexico, has resided in Star county a 
number of years and has been in the city of 
San'Antonio for several weeks, His dwelling 
is a small and very dilapidated hut located on 
El Paso street, about one mile from the center 
of the city. The door is the only opening 
and ropes are stretched from it making a pas
sage sixty or seventy feet long, through which 
the afflicted pass. The street is crowded 
with vehicles, and a solid stream of hacks, 
wagons, carriages and pedestrians continually 
goes back and forth. There are from one 
hundred to two hundred always in the passage 
leading to the door. All kinds of ailments are 
represented in the line, some blind, some crip
pled, some crazy, and others afflicted with 
chronic diseases, and the solemnity which 
prevails shows that all are imbued with impli
cit faith in his power. Many not being able 
to see him the first day remain in line all 
night, sleeping on the cold ground. He ad
ministers to the Americans in the morning, 
and the Mexicans in the afternoon, and 
spends the night visiting those who are un
able to come to him. He makes no charge 
whatever, and attends to the poorest beggar 
even more promptly than the banker, and in
dignantly refuses money when offered him. 
He hardly takes time to eat or sleep, Spending 
about twenty hours out of the twenty-four in 
this grand, charitable work. He never gives 
medicine, and does not ofteh shake hands, 
but tells you to do some simple thing, as eat 
three apples the three succeeding days, drink 
a glass of hot (or cold) water every day for 
five days, a pecan each day of the week until 
a specified time, etc. He emphatically says, 
when asked about his power: “It is God'a 
work, not mine.”

He has effected complete cures of very bad 
cases among the best known citizens in San 
Antonio, and is considered by all his patients 
as a phenomenon. Within the last three days 
he has administered to 962 afflicted people—
409 Americ'ans and 553 
count, and he averages

Mexicans—by actual 
about 300 per day.

He says he will make a tour of Santa Rosa
Hospital next week, and promises to restore

worker in our ranks than Dr. Dobson; he is 
generous with his means; not only has he as
sisted in many ways those of his own faith, 
who needed help, but irrespective of creed and 
belief, he has extended aid without stint to 
those who have been needy, and in many in
stances he has given to those Who sought to 
injure him. Through “good and evil report” 
he has pursued the even tenor of his way, ap
parently caring as little for praise as censure.

Mrs. Dobson, whose name has frequently 
appeared in your journal, is a faithful worker 
in the caus^,She is a fine impressionai me
dium, and ip Ga. quiet way is doing a vast 
amount of ^0^., She will be heard from in 
the future, iq,regard, to a plan she is contem
plating in connection with a mediums’ home.

I believe I gave pot seen a Spiritualist since 
my arrival that has pot made reference to the 
Thinker. .. Yp,u mupt have an immense list of 
Californians^ ahiong 'your subscribers. We 
see its brigfit^face wherever we go, and it al
ways seemSjji^hough we had met an old 
friend. .. -1-

I must draw to a close, but before I drop 
my pen, I desire to thank our friends, wher
ever they are* for their messages (will answer 
as I have time), and say we will serva the 
cause to the best of our ability. Mr. Hull 
seems fully restored, and with renewed inter
est, if possible, were consecrate and rededicate 
ourselves to the great work before ub.
-, Wishing you, Brother Francis, continual 
success, and that your readers may each and 
all ' become progressive in their, thinking, I

to health every afflicted person there.
His home is atPaisano, Star county, Texas, 

and be will prescribe free to every afflicted 
person sending a self-addressed envelope, 
symptoms to be written in Spanish, absolutely 
free. He claims to heal as effectively this 
way as by an interview.

The cures may be attributed to faith, im
agination or spirit power, but they are wonder
ful indeed, and the highest reward must surely 
be his in the world to come for his grand 
*work. R. 8. Taylor.

San Antonio, Texas. •

am as ever Mattie E. Hull.
230 North Sixth street, San Jose, Cal.

« ErV. Wilsòn.
fjSc /j n

To ìrtìa Editor:—ZKte appeal made 
Brother E. ,WiJSprague,>of J amestown, N..Y., 
iti behaltoì Ms» E. V. .1 Wilson, should be

by

met with a hearty response. I wrote Brother 
Sprague to follow up his appeal with a request 
to our. platform speakers to give a talk on, the 
life and work ¿t E. V. Wilson, the proceeds 
to go to Mrs. Wilson from such a benefit. An 
evening With E. V. Wilson would be spent 
most proBtablyr in an intellectual way. Such 
a treat wouldjigt only be enjoyed by Spiritu
alists but would' prove educational to tho in- 
yestigstai, Such speakers as Willard J. Hull, 
Moses.llul), Lyman C. Howe and hosts of 
others throughout the country, besides our 
brilliant array of talent among the ladies, such 
as Helen Stuart Etchings, Dr. Ada Sheehan, 
Mrs. DeWolf, Mrs. Zadie Kates, Mrs. Lillie, 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond and others, to 
voluntefer-their services for this grand under
taking,' which should be encouraged by the 
Spiritualistic press.' Mediums are not for
gotten in this ijoble work; let those Who can, 
hold a seance tor this purpose and remit the 
amount to The Pboqressive Thinker, through 
Which the sum6: received, and from whom, will 
be.acknowledged. Let the movement be in
augurated at once, and entered into withan 
enthusiasm leading to suqq^s. ; , ,

Day ton, 0. Gio. C. Stoll.

A Benefit Seance.
To the Editor:—On the evening of April 

3rd, the controls of Prof. Charles W. Stew
ard and wife tendered a seance for the benefit 
of Mrs. Mary E. Wilson, widow of E. V. 
Wilson, well-known to all Spiritualists either 
in the capacity of a medium during his earth
life, or as a control or guide since his advent 
into the Spiritual existence.

While the financial results are not as large 
as it was hoped they would be, the spiritual 
manifestations were all' and more than ex
pected, and all present were much pleased and 
benefited by the evening’s entertainment.

Among the many spirit friends participat
ing in the demonstrations were E. V. Wilson, 
Robert Dale Owen, James A. Garfield and 
Daniel Steward, father of the medium. This 
last named spirit was during forty years of his 
earth-life a shouting Methodist class-leader, 
and having learned better, he is now doing 
all in his power to prevent others from follow
ing in his footsteps, and takes great delight in 
answering the questions of honest investiga
tors. The comedy features of the entertain
ment were supplied by Grey Eagle, who is 
about the wittiest Indian spirit that ever man
ifested at a seance; and Pat, a galvanized 
Irishman, the two last named being controls 
of Mrs. Steward. Of course the entire seance 
was under the supervision of Johnny Cum
mings, the principal control of Prof. Steward. 
Any one who has attended a seance given by 
Prof. Steward will remember Johnny Cum
mings and his method of conducting a circle: 
“No foolishness and no fortune-telling.”

The spirit friends of E. V. Wilson have 
taken a deep interest in the affairs of his 
family, and are anxious to assist them in 
their time of need; and they earnestly request 
all kindly disposed mediums throughout the 
country' to hold seances for their benefit 
Surely no man ever did more for the cause of 
Spiritualism than E. V. Wilson, and there is 
not h denizen of the Spirit-world who is more 
earnest in his endeavors to enlighten the mor
tal mind regarding the truth of the Spiritual 
philosophy. All true Spiritualists should be 
willing to render assistance to the loved ones 
whom he was obliged to leave poorly supplied
with worldly wealth. 

Denver Col.
G. L. S.

“The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with 

introductory circular setting forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G. F, Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred, to close the edition. Send st once 
to The PaooKXssivx Thinker, 40 Loomis 
street.

SEERS OF TUE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISM 
Part Mid Treaent. By J. M. Peebles, k-* book At!

ptltee. H ta an enovclopeila of faetat argine of fo* toowledgy, 
asrortUSediMtldboUthe haau * every BpIritaxUrt. Frtoa
saw. ■

E. C. ALLEN & CO..
Augusta, Me.Bot 1001.
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in it—it's

costs at
65 ■ your

—freed from their seeds and skins, as 
fresh and sweet as when fresh plucked,

Makes 
one-half

or 
your

Hood's Pills are prompt and efficient, yet 
easy in action. Bold liy all druggists., 25c.

the weakest stomach.
Not a taint of alcohol is 

suited for table or sick-room.
A 
pint

Concentrated land Perfectly Pure.
It's a royal drink and (you wouldn’t 

know it, except by the gdod it does)—a 
medicine. It clears the vocal organs, soothes 
the nerves, purifies the blood and nourishes

that 1« pleasant and profitable send a your addrea 
Immediately. We teach men and women bow to eara 
from <5 per day to 13000 ner year without having bad 
previous experience, and furnish the employment t 
which they can make that amount. Capital uunecu 
sary. A trial will cost you uucblug. Wrice to day au 
address,

bottle cent* grocers druggists..gallon.

HookM about it mailed free.

THE CALIFORNIA GRAPE FOOD CO 
Los Gatos, Cal.

General Eastern Agency. 145 Broadway, N. Y. 
General Pacific Agencry.tfBSutterSU, Ban Francisco.
Chicago Belling Agent, Edwin E. Hills, 70 Slate 8k

If You Want Work

iK 
r

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A vondefful communication, explaining bow hit 
life And teachings were uUlteed to formulate Chriatb 
anlty. Frice 15 cents. Fut Bale at this office. '

Burning Pain
Erysipelas In Face and Eyes
'Inflammation Subdued and Tor
' . tures Ended by Hood’s.

'• I am so glad to be relieved of my tortures 
that I am willing to tell the benefits I have de
rived from Hood’s Sarsaparilla. In April and 
May, I was afflicted vilth erysipelas in my face 
and eyes, which spread to my throat and neck. 
I trifid divers ointments and alteratives, but 
there Was no permanent abatement of the burn
ing, torturing pain, peculiar to tills complaint. 
I began to take Hood’s Sarsaparilla and

Felt Marked Relief
before I had finished the first bottle. I con. 
tipped to Improve until, when I had taken feur 

HOOD’S
Sarsaparilla

CURES
bottles, I was completely cured, and felt that all 
signs marks and symptoms of that dire com
plaint had forever vanished.” Mnfe. E. E. 
Ottawa, Hillsboro, Wisconsin. '

Have a copy of the “J slra! 
Gm'de." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It io 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imfortu you where to 
iirocure Specific remedies 
br the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease, Astral GuidesenlQU, 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER,
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, 111.

are the grapes in

The 
California 
Grape Cure

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT. 
jyiEMS FROM THE IHXER HEE. 
L By Litzle Doteri. tfew edition. This handBorfift 
Volume opens With the wonderful experiences ot the 
luthor. who Is peculiarly Rifted as a trance medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
*otiR time been 1 Qcesalng, and the deep religious and 
iplrltual tone af bei discourses bare extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the Instrumentality ®f the pres?. But It 1b chiefly for 
bet mcdlumlsUc pbwer to give utterance to poem» 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she is most specially 
known. This'volume contains the gems of the Iniptr* 
atlonal uAerances, given chiefly before public audb 
wees, under'direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of bls productions In earth-life, nut far surpass these 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Xthere are by th i Inspiration of Shakespeare. Burna, 

. W. Sprague; ¿tit in many cases the authors name 
Is hot recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. Tbs peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and stgniflcenco or this 
higher phase of spiritual communion Is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from 11.50 to 
PoitagB X) cenu. For sale at this office«

TJFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE 
Lr Hltwry of Athaml. Chief Prleet of . Band of Al 
AryinA An Outline Hlitory of M»n. Written through 
the medlumablp of U. O. FIgley. You should read 
thlivork. Price 80 oentA

fTHE SOUL, :ITS NATURE, rela. 
1 lions and Exjpravloni in Human Embodiment«. 

Given through Mrs. Chra L. V. Rlchmohd, by het 
— .Guides. A book thst everybody should read wto ua 
r |tatete»tedlnre-Uic*n»Uon. ITloe »1-00.
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great credit on the officers of the society for' 
giving so fine a programme. The social and 
dance Saturday evening was attended by a

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, andgivihg Paine’s ideas 
on government. Paper, 25 cents;doth, 50cta.

Wm. E. Wheelock, President, 
Northwestern Spiritualists Association.

large company of old and young, * and the ~ .
banquet served was a great credit to the ladies M ’

was better than sermon or poem can be.
■'nc .Helen Temple Brioham.
I JI ' ' a:___ _ _ _____ ,_____

What I Saw “Over There.”
I read last night of those who went 
Up to the gate; and which was sent 
To in fire, or freeze1 in oold, 
AjjJi’which had crown and harp of gold. 
A»d when! laid my puzzled head 
Upon my pillow, something said: "
“Reverse the glass; now change the scene 
And show what is not might have been." 
Then darkness changed to glowing light, 
And this, strange vision met my sight: 
There came another aged pair;. 
She with pale cheek and snow-white hair; 
No fraud or humbug disguised her, 

’ But dyed his hair and whiskers were;
And there, as here, the man ahead; 
With lordly air his good wife led; 
He thought—I’m sure—to tell the truth— 
Gabriel would like a dashing youth.

1 His voice was very harsh and loud, 
Ae, hurrying onward through the crowd, 
In haste to gain the golcjen crown, 
And with the ransomed sit him down. 
His patient wife, with faltering step, 
Behind.her lord and master crept; 
And not a whisper stirred the air 
From the ‘ ‘weak woman" following there. 
Not even when, with tone of pride, 
He said—just pausing by its side: 
‘ ‘Why don’t the angels move that gate? 
You know I never like to wait 
When I am tired; give me a chair— , 
And, Susan Jane, you stand right therel” 
None offered him the seat desired; 
Nor seemed to care if be was tired. 
A space he paused: then tried again

‘ The shining entrance to attain; 
He spoke once more, but not so loud— 
His manner was a bit less proud. 
His lordliness seemed all in vain; 
Then spoke he thus, in tone of pain; 
“Pray let me pass—I long to rest 
With the redeemed on Jesus’ breast ’’ 
“What did you do? Now tell me straight, 
Before you pass this pearly gate, 
What did you do?” St. Peter cries. 
The man looked up in great surprise, 
“Now, good St Peter, let me in; 
While on the earth I did no sin; 
I led my family through the world, 
Even when Satan’s darts were hurled, 
I went to church, and sang, and prayed, 

. And with the holy brethren stayed:
I never missed one sermon time, 
And took the pastor home to dine; 
I stood a pillar in the church, 
Nor soiled my soul with labor's smirch. 
Who kept me? why, my worldly wife 
And six good children; all my strife 
Was over means to save the soul, 
And how their lives I might control; 
And in my closet every day 
Six hours’ for them, I’d kneel and pray. 
Yes; once I asked my wife to go 
With me to church, but it was so 
That one of us at home must stay— 
Was it not best that I should pray? 
Women should silent be; St. Paul

. 1 Gave us that lesson once for alb 
My family lacked not for food, 
But oftentimes, for want of wood 
My wife would go--t^ap no expense— 
ffind pull the bark from off the fence. 
I’m sure it was no more than right 
For her to keep my linen white. 
I prayed for her at gospel feast, 
And never missed the very least 
Of all the church commands to do. • 
Now, good St Peter, let me through— 
And lest the angels do not know 
Just how I like to have things go, 
Let Susan Jane come in; she’ll work— 
She never yet was called a shirk; 
And she can show them just the way 
I like my Sunday dinner. Say, 
You will let Susan Jane go, too: 
She’s not religions, it is true, 
But I’ve been such a pious man, 
And lived as any elder can, 
Prayed, shouted, sung, exhorted, talked: 
Along the ‘ragged edge’ I’ve walked; 
I know I’m perfect; let me in, 
And give the crown I worked to win.”

St Peter stood without a word
AU through the long harangue, nor stirred; 
But spoke in tone as hard as fate: 
“You’ve testified, alas; too late! 
Joining the church will never do. 
The work it needs to take you through 
Was left undone; by words alone 
The harp and crown were never won; 
You never gave the hungry bread, 
Nor made the orphan smile," he said; 
“You never dried the mourner's tear; 
We do not want such Christians here. ” 
Then caUed an usher from the throng, 
Andbadehim: “Take that man along, 
And as you go, direct him well 
Along the road that leads to H—U; 
We do not want him; go, I say, 
And quickly show him on the way.” 
So, looking neither left nor right, 
He started off, as well he might 
The patient woman started too— 
“Stop!" cried St Peter; “That won’t do! 
Just go within—you need not wait,” 
As open swung the pearly gate.
On entering there, she found a rest, 
And heavenly peace within her breast; 
The starry crown, the harp of gold 
Was hers while “endless ages” rolled, 
For those who labor win the prize— 
That “heavenly mansion” in the skies.

Uol Sb vi.

, THE PROGRESSIVE THINKBR
TIUCIV CllfiQCQTIfiNQ The Northwestern Spiritualists’As- 
I IWItLl OUUUlO I lUltOi lociation at Twin City Park.

_ . _. . camp grounds of the Northwestern
TO Those American Citizens Who Spiritualists’ Association is situated near the 

Think Wisely and Think Well. State Jj^ir Grounds adjoining Como Park, be
-T——tween the cities of St. Paul and Minneapolis, 

There are many sides to .cliques, clans and jijnn. ItUes one half mile of La^e 
creeds, but in our government there should be (jomo, and has a gently rolling surface covered 
but one side, and that should be the true spirit beautiful shade trees, and is an inviting 
of . universal manifestation without regard to spot to spend a month for pleasure and profit, 
individual position. The camp for 1894 will be in session the full

Intellectual liberty is always freighted with month of July.
universal love, as it is the highest gift from The talent engaged for this occasion stand 
God bestowed on mortals, and, as our govern, jjjghas representatives, of Liberalism and pure 
mentis of the divine or diffusion spirit, so our Spiritualism. The Hon. L. V. Moulton, of 
religion and our politics should be based on a Grand Rapids, Mioh., is engaged for the full 
universal scale of administration, and as the month. He will officiate in the capacity of 
offspring of mental freedom is the parent of chairman of the meeting and ’deliver ah occa- 
this government, it is easy to discern why we Bional address upon the higher teachings of 
read on so many standards that “Taxation spirit,„diam, . /
without representation is tyranny, ’ and “Op- Below is a copy of the letter accepting en- 
position to tyranny is obedience to God." gagement ) '

Let us test the true metal of our citizens by qband aApn>8,".Mich., April 5, 1894. 
the constitutional right to adjust the mistakes j m^nth July M
that are made>and many suffer under, by al- eagaged^<the can>p of the, North- 
lowingindmdual interests to destroy the per- I will make hll nec-
petuation of equal taxation of all property m 6BBary arraqgemente -to be with you. I' will, 
our country by corporations, either religious my pQwer to made the meeting
or otherwise. „ a success,-and further the progress of ff cause

We ask that equal taxation be levied on all j the eleffiente of sav
property owned by any mdividual or cor^ra- ing foree ift BOciety) through which only can 
tion, and thereby greatly lessen the burdens we avoid reverting badkward toward barbar- 
of the individual, sharing; equally in the bene- iBm in the nfeaHuture, 
fits of taxation, and enable the government, y respectfully
by the surplus received on property not now J \ V Moulton
taxed, to increase our internal improvements „ „ „ T .„. .'T * „ t,
by governmental work and to give employment a j6?
to the populations that all governments arq niUai*r^1C^nS’ a I Wright, Dr. Adah 
throwing upon us, and to help to save our cities Sheehan and Oscar A. Edgerly are engaged as 
from the flood-tide of idlers and criminals, 0P??7erB,w . XT „

. As our religious teachers and political aspi- °# ^J“lckeBteL ,
rants loudly proclaim their love to humanity, let f;or<ien White, of Chicago,. Ill., will 
us ask them to join in this universal movement. ?.CCttpAy plBtf®rm+“ raediumB- W11: 
If they are sincere and really desire to benefit lla“ A' Mansfield the gentleman, scholar and 
the universal condition of society, let them sUte medium will be with us the full month 
show their zeal by insisting that all property Elsie Reynolds, of Saa Francisco, Cal, and 
be taxed in unison with thf spirit of this gov- Bessie Aspmwall of Minneapolis, will be in 
ernment, and that selfish individual interests atte“da^ materialuing mediums.
shall cease to exist, for the time will soon ^ugh R. Moore possessed of rare gifte as a 
come when individual interests must be turned 18 *°r a*®,montk‘ A*. ®a“P'
into universal equality. We could but notice, bell> “effium through whose organism fine 
in the recent growth of the city through annex- workfl oi arB P^cqd, in a letter says: “I 
ation, the effort of some of our officers to divide am ,en8aged at^aasaxiaga for the full time of 
our city into wards, the individual effort to the>r camp but as yofite is earlier, I will try 
monopolize and to hold certain portions of the and 8Pend t^e m°nt“ with y°m
city subject to corporations regardless of the Pr°f- A. B. Severance, of Milwaukee, who 
interest and wishes of the masses of the peo- 88 a psychometrist is ^flo well and favorab y 
pie in such localities, and this, too, after the known, will be with uW to interest the people 
lapse of years of teachings of the righting of ll?the hne 01 p^eBB ra\be repre’entajt. We 
all wrongs by the ballot. also ann°Qn?e ^kwood for a

The intrigues of individual interest in the oiur88 of scientific lectures. One prominent 
political parties must cease; they should have ln the"ork 8ayB he 18 on® of ?eJ*1?8? “P? 
only the universal good of our people at heart, «sentatives and exponente of the highest 
using their best judgment, free from political phaBe Spiritualism. Home talent from 
intrigue and individual aspirations, with the botb cltle8> which is varied, will assist in the 
true spirit of ’76 firmly imbedded in the men- modinmistw work.
tality of every official servant who occupies a A cho™8 of k“ v.®lceB’ accompanied by in. 
position where the interests of the people are strumental music, will be furnished by the 
involved. With these there should be but ™lland favorably known Professor Paid 
one interest made manifest, and that interest Kurnbach, of.St. Paul, who baa been engaged 
the universal interest of every citizen within Ioi. >4. ,,. ,
our land,. in the perpetuation of a purer admin- behalf of the committee and those qho$en
istration, which shall stand above alU sordid to hupermtend he management oi flW; <WPP>. 
clans, cliques, rings and creeds. a °<®dlal invitation is extended to the midiums

America, in its childhood, possessing the of the Northwest to mee with us and help to 
germs, when once executed in its fullness, will advance the cause of truth, for it te thq uni- 
unfoldthe highest and best conditions for verJBal feehng from all interested tiiat in each 
every individual who may be fortunate enough and eVBry CaB® nothmg b® 18it und°nB *° 
to become a citizen of these United States. make th?B oc?aB1°n one of ™P°rtance to the

Let us move upon our political rights. Let ca^.8e °^, Spiritualism.
us be above the individual power of those who , Tbe ^j8 ^tain_a 
would buy and sell the votes of our brothers kundred thousand wide-awake and progressive 
for individual purposes, looking only to the P«°P?B' _lafge_ _bTg “ ? b
interests of our country; that interest should tbe kberal and spiritual thought, and it only 
be to remove intrigue in whatever place it rema‘nB to be Properly'presented fo gam the 
may be manifest, which would take away free confidence of a larger clajfc of followers, 
thought, free speech and individual liberty. The ne" location is a desirable one for this 

As citizens obeying and loving the beauties PurPosei the grounds aw owned by one who 
embodied in our constitution, let our motto is interested in the progress of the cause, and 
be—America and liberty forever. W caa be ,8acurad '? S

Rufus H. Bartlett, M. D. the Spiritualists of the Whwest The build
ings and tent floors belonging to the Associa

*' * . tion have been moved from the Merrimac

them into mediums. Dr. Temple is well 
liked here, as he is a gopd^edium and also a 
man of good habits and, pleasant disposition.

They have a very fine' society here. Mrs. 
Carrie Twing is filling^ this month’s engage
ment with very good reàults. She is a fine 
speaker and a very good medium, and is very 
well liked here by the people and the Spirit
ualist Society óf-St? Lodis. ' c

C. H. Jellsbtt.

THE TWO CHILD SPIRITS. THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAKEFUL COMPABISON

They Brought Father Walters to 
the Bedside of a Dying Man,

The death this week of the Rev, Father Wal
ters (says a Washington telegram to the Phil-: 

_______ _ _ adelphia Times), recalls not only? his connec-
-x_ tion with the famous Surratt trial, but brings

A rCipe Lire. to mind the strange phenomenon of a visitation
John Otis Bently of North Milton, Saratoga from-a supernatural world, in which he was 

county, N. Y., passed,to eternal youth and the principal actor.
life on Bunday, April 8th, from his old home Probably no point has ever been so much 
on-the farm where he was born ninety-nine debated as the possibilty of a spirit's return 
years, five months and eleven days ago. His from the other world. And most stories of 
father purchased the land from the Indians this kind usually come by a roundabout way 
and cleared it and built a log house, in which that makes it impossible bo, trace the evi- 
he lived, but which was torn down and abet- denceJ The following incident wap. told by 
ter house erected in which the son was bom. Father Walters as his ow& Wpr^nce, to a 
This was in time deserted for a larger and fellow-priest, who is now living in a Virginia 
letter one, and now the son who so nearly town.

Biblical and Modern [Spirit
ualism. ,

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,” “Which,” “Letters to EMet 

Mlles Grant,'* “Both Sides,” “That Terrible 
Question,” “Wolf In Sheep’s 

Clothing,“ Etc., Etc.

This book is what Its title Indicates—“The Question 
Settled, au Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Spirt - Mam.“ We give below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chapter:

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to the 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good ns that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate au 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought in 
the1'Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. }ts Effect. Bible Writers in Doubt as to ft 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Mln* 
ister of his Immortality. Dying Minister In Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System posses an Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. iWnat Good has Bplr- 
ItuaMem done. Opponents unfair. Immorality in the 
Churches. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All aro 
God-makers, Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tea* 
Umony of Jeremiah.

Chapter HI—Bible DoctrJnezof Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Terms 
“Man" and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Muuoah’s wife; la Introduced to Manoah. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Can not 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Sources 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subjects 
Important. “Ye must be born again.” Nlcudemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister’s opinion. Author's Objection. 
Jesus’Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Blbia 
against It (l Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion at the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are Wo Infidels?—Rapld"Growth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mud-Dug” Cry- Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths ana Errors In 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible, All be
lieve Parts, and no one believes All, of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Be
lievers are. The true Test, works. The Commission. 
End of the World not yet. Jewish and Christian age. 
Preaching. Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
in the Church?

Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?- -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Posidons. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story.” Result of the

saw his century close has left the wornout One stormy dark night Father Walters had 
house of tWbody foi!'-one “eternal in the retired, when, possibly about 2 o’clock, there 
heavens.",^' !< came a violent pull at the bell. At the sound

He had seen wonderful changes in' the sur- he sprang up, and opening the window, 
rounding country. Working at one time as a glanced at the doorstep below. There stood 
carpenter he helped'to build the first hotel at two children—a boy of about 11 and a girl a 
Saratoga Springs: 'Always ready to catch the few years younger. Both were thinly clad 
most advanced thought of the day, he became and their dress plainly showed that they be
one of the'faarliest converts to modern Spirit- longed to parents who had small share of 
ualism, and for ovei'forty years its light had this world’s goods.
been in hiB path, brightening all his clouds of “What do you want?” asked the priest of 
sorrow. His wife and seven daughters had his small visitors.
gone beforeliim to thé Summerland, and but <-«oor father is dying and wants you to come 
one child, a son (who bearshis father’s name), to him immediately,” one replied. “We will 
remains in the old home, made sacred by so show you the way." '
many memories. In a few moments the priest was dressed

Although he had lived so long on earth he and, opening the door, stepped out in the 
had never grown old in spirit He had the street where the two children were waiting, 
keenest interest in progressive ideas and all It was cold and the sharp wind seemed to 
affairs of the day. He voted at thé last pres- pierce the thin garmeata of the pair, but with- 
idential election. He lived his Spiritualism out a word they set out, the priest following 
in a life peaceful, clean and true, and the closely behind. After a long walk through 
memory of it, left with those who knew him, lonely streets and dreary alleys they turned
s infinitely better than the costliest monu- up a lane and stopped before a tall, rickety

ment tnat coma pe erectea, tenement house, that stood with only a single worm. Are guj and the d«vii partners? is it just
YJa xvill Iva tyiIdaoîI Íat* xvîfli liiq 4nv\AM jvlaa.nj-j , • j mto damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves Godne wui ne greatly miBsea, ior, wivn ms taper gleaming from a garret window. The more than Bibles. Lying spirits sent out. Did God

activity and hannv spirit, he was always wel- hnv nnanerí tha rinnr hiit. riid nnt ¿»ntrn* dott? casoot Jcremhh üüd Ezekiel. Ezekiel’S Ex-J rr'J F ) J Wj uptJlWU UW UUUT ouu aiQ uOt enter. planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. 1 be Lord coining,
corned and welcoming. Even the children “Mv father's door is the first at th? tnn nf Reasoning iu«cin ie. wonderful success of the op-.n .-ULAIJ. 7 JJ It 1_ 1 J ° UVUI io uiw ursu ail vue bop Ol position (Vj. Spiritualism will not “down.” “Old
will mhtë^hérMleàr great-grandfather who loved the house,” he explained as the priest stepped 
fliAtYi wifli thorn in avaw_ —.mi _ is i_x i • • av , Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objectionstnem anep sympatnizea witn tnem m every within. You will see a light shining through usually the Result of ignorance, a British Lord and 
thing, tfhd' was alwavs ready to sing them the kftvholp Rnd nnnnnt misa if •• the Steamboat. Objections to tbe Telegraph. Objec-©> « * * & . ixcyuuie, allU cannot miBS lu lions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Splrltu-
songs, and tell them stories of the past, which Stumbling ud the dark Biair from flnnr tn *i18,n- Necromancy; Definition of. The objection 11 ’ f. • J 1 1-' mu £ 1 uvumuuug up une urna owux lium WOT U) proves Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to the
all seemed feo vivid to him. The funeral was floor, the priest groped his way toward a faint Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. „»¿„„tKiliU. , I wnamaiami rills Law abolished. Other 1’reeepla of Ulla Law notconauctea'oy the writer m lulflllment or a line of light that shown above like a tiny binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
promise'niàdeïhany years ago; but his life thread in the darkness. -------- vl0^"<1’“1,(1 ^uced^h. The i.sw good in

Bishop A. BealS at Milwaukee. Island to this new location, and operations 
To the Editor:—I find the spiritual cause B00n begun putting the ground in 

here in a healthy and flourishing condition, readiness for the coniing camp. Located as 
under the efficient direction of Brother' Nick, we are between the two cities, with the talent 
whose zeal and earnestness is a power in itself, ye bave engaged, and the interest manifested 
and would insure any .cause of lessimportance this direction, it will secure a large attend- 
than Spiritualism a degree of success not ance- All interested in the cause of human 
otherwise given. He and his good wife are a progress should improve the present oppor- 
host in themselves, and give a healthful im- tunity and spend the month at Twin City 
petus to the cause that lacks the assistance; Park-
and their hospitable home, of which I am a ' Any inquiries upon the matter will be 
guest, is a haven of repose to the pilgrim and cheerfully responded to by communicating 
stranger that comes within their gates. Much R. U. D. Evans, recording secretary, 674 
of the present success of the cause here is di- Edmund street, St Paul, or N. G. Wester- 
rectly due to the earnest work of Brother field, corresponding secretary, 319 New York 
Nick, and to his judgment and tact in securing bife Building, Minneapolis, Minn.
proper speakers and mediums to serve them . Complete circulars and programs will be 
on their platform; and he has won the right issued at an early date, giving. full informa
to the position he occupies as leader. The tion in regard to all matters pertaining to the 
forty-sixth anniversary held here Saturday and camp, and fbfwardeduffo all parties whose 
Sunday was a grand success, and reflects names we have,, on ouYlist.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Hl. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
•would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar, per year. Sent three months for 25c.

of the society. Brother Rothermely the cele
brated phenomenal medium, is here and doing 
a good work, convincing the skeptic and satis
fying the doubters; and his presence on my 
platform as a clairvoyant medium is a great 
assistance in my work here. The factions 
that have sprung up here since the First -So
ciety was organized have done very little in
jury to the First Society, and will no doubt 
be an incentive to more zealous work among 
both parties, and a final coming together in 
good fellowship as one society ; for these broth
ers and sisters in the spiritual cause have no 
just reason to work in opposition to each 
other, but rather to learn to £ear and forbear 
with each other, and to hold up the banner of 
fraternal sympathy and good will to all the 
world as the new religion 6f man. •

Let us, as Spiritualists, learn to practice 
charity and toleration, and to remember that 
the greatest of these is charity. • i

.. , - Bishop A. Beals.

M. Temple’s Wonderfu 
n Tests.

Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediiuns deceiving the

• , < viuiuiea, uuu iifuue ueoei > c uvuiu. 1 ur mw (¿uuu 11.Ana not a souna. 1« Place, ami for 1« Time. Men inclined tu worship
t__-1 _ it. 11 Spirit« which communicated. The Jewlab Jehovahsave D18 fOOtfallS, broke the solemn still- uotan Infinite God. He inched the Jews tu Crime.

ness. At last he reached the top floor and Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.
opened the door from whose keyhole the light 
appeared. THE ELEMINATOR 

OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

. . The Arena. . .
The May Arena closes the ninth volume of Here * P^0“8 met #hlfl The 

this leader among the progressive and reform- f00“’ wh?ch wa8 bare of save1a
ative reviews of the English-speaking world, brok® chair and a ragged pallet, was dimly 
The table of contents is very strong and in- b? tt. ca^le Bt^k “ ,a bottle- 
viting to those interested in live questions ®eble dancedk “ the dark .f0™5«» and 
and advanced thought. Among the import- Bhadows on lmd man be-
ant social and economic problems discussed nea\tr, e rag8. Profoundly roverent, but thoroughly radical; expo.-

j vi k ji j • u v j j j _ . I “Who are you? demanded the man in a tb0f«buiou8claim«of ancient judaium and dog. and ably handled m a b.rave and fundamental . . • Z 7 j matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu-manner? characterise ¿f this review, are “The low -voice “ the Pnest enter^d the room‘ .........................................   ’ ... .. “
First Steps in the Land Question,” by Louis 
F. Post, the ¿eminent Single-Tax leader; “Thé

BY DB. B. B. WESTBROOK.

elons never before published, showing clearly tbo 
n't ~ : Z - mythical character of mom of the old and New Tea. “1 am a priest—you sent for me a few mo- tament atorles, and proving that J esuH was tin Imper- 

ments ago,” Father Walters replied. f“»“1“1 uot “ perBOtt- A Be,,u“ie SL'““dou-

Philosophy taf Mutualism," by Professor 
Frank Parsons, of the Boston University Law 
School; “Emergency Measures for Maintain
ing 8elf-fiespected Manhood,” by the editor 
of the Arena. “The Saloon Evil” is also dis
cussed in a symposium. One of the strongest, 
papers on heredity that has appeared in re
cent years is found in this issue from the pen 
of Helen M. Gardner. Rev. M. J. Savage 
appears; in a very thoughtful paper on “The 
Religion bf Lowell’s Poems;” a fine portrait of 
Lowell ¡¿appears as a frontispiece Dr. James 
G. Cockfad contributes a striking paper on “The 
Power of,the Mind in the Cure of Diseases." 
A strong, feature of this number is a brief 
character sketch by Stephen Crane, entitled 
‘•‘An Ominous Baby." Stinton Jarvis’ series 
of brillifflitl papéis on “The Ascent of Life" 
closes with this issue.

The Arena has made steady progress, its 
circulation having increased during the panic, 
and it has necessarily been enlarged to one 
hundred and forty-four pages. There is, also, in 
addition to this, the book reviews, which 
cover over twenty pages, making in all a 
magazine of over one hundred and sixty 
pages. The steady increase in circulation of 
this $5 magazine during a period of unprece
dented financial depression shows how deep- 
rooted and far-reaching is the unrest and 
social discontent; for this review has stead
fastly given audience to the views of the 
social reformers of the various schools of 
thought.

To the Editor:—It’Was my good fortune 
to be present with the- St Louis Spiritualists' 
Society at Howard’s hijl, last Sunday, and to 
listen to Dr. J. M, Temple’s most wonderful 
tests, and I must say they were as good as I 
have ever heard given from the spiritual plat
form. He was a perfect stranger in this city, 
and could not possibly have known any per
son in the hall, yet he gavb tests for about 
half ah hour, and every one of them was rec
ognized, as he personated the spirits and 
gave their full names and description. Dr. 
Temple has now opened up parlors at 2326 
Olive street, where he holdS test seances twice 
a week. I have been to one of those seances, 
and everybody in the room gqt a most remark
able test, though some of them were very 
skeptical—they have to acknowledge the 
truth when they get it in such a positive way 
as Dr. Tetfiple always gives it. He has also 
formed a=tflrcle of sensitives and is developing1

Haslett’Park Camp-Meeting.
Opens July 25, closes August 27. Speak

ers will appear on the rostrum in the follow
ing order: .Mrs. A,'L. Robinson, Lyman C. 
Howe, MrSj.‘H. S. take, Hon. A. B. French; 
Woman’s Day, Mrs. 'Emily B. Ketchem, Mrs. 
May Stockings Knaggs, Mrs. E. Stranger, D. 
P. Dewey, Edgar W. ^Emerson, Mrs. A E. 
Sheets, Mrs. Julia M.'i! Walton, Mrs. Minnie 
Carpenter,?Hon. L. Vt" Moulton and Oscar W. 
Edgerly. f Dr. A. B.' Spinney will give during 
camp several lectures, some of which will be 
illustrated. Wm. A. Mansfield will be pres
ent during the first two weeks. James A. 
Riley and other ‘fine mediums have promised 
to be with us, Miss Clair Tuttle will conduct 
the literary entertainments.

Effie F. Josselyn, Corresponding Sec., 
- Haslett Park Association.

“You are mistaken, ” the man whispered; 
‘ ‘I did not send for you—I have no one to 
send—I am alone—dying alone. ”

“That is strange,” replied the priest; “for 
two children, a boy and a girl, came to my 
house, told me their father was dying and 
showed me the way.”

For sale at this office.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.1

‘Two children, ” gasped the man as he al-

IT IS A MOST EXCEL
LENT WORK-

■s

; 'S 
' S
'-S

?
!¡- i

most snranff UDrmht GWhat__what did This work la by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted byiXLvou Dpxaug hum—WUUL U1U prof. W. F. LYON. Heretofore it has been sold for
they lOOk like? 1 |2, but the price now has been reduced to «1. it is a

T j • x «1 book that will interest and Instruct. It contains 480In a lew words the priest described their pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher- AwnAAVAn/iA am/) «r. L« ___ j man was a medium of rare qualities, and biswork taaappearance, and as he did SO the man covered reflection from the celestial spheres. It treau of tbe

This work 1« by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted b> 
nnw W V T.VHN it has been «old for

bin fnOA with his' alrAlotnn flnrrora Slnnrl.r Soul of Things; lulelllgence lu Subnunce; Animal In- I11B laue WlUl UlB BKeieirOIl lingers. DlOWly tellucts; Purity; salvation: DJbcohIk; Good and Evil; 
the tears trickled thronorh And rdFr rnnvnlaftd Unnatural Ideas; Church Hlatury; Progression; Inher- LUCUCttiD ULAUJMOU uiruugu ana BOD3 (.onviusea enttn Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particle» are 
his frame. Entities; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The

_ Science of Death: Spiritual Death; Immortality;ulney were my Children, ne cried at last. Mourning: The Confounding of Language; The Splrlfr 
h___j u-. ¿-ii t- r Abodes; Matter Hiid Spirit; Size and instance; Splrltu-M.y pOOr, dead Children, and be fell back on al Organisms: Born Again: The Key; Spirit Biogra- 

hi r Yti 11 ow 0 ImAaf' Avh an st A/i pby; Goes to Hea ven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.niB piuow airnosi exnausrea. Th0 autllor .. Each individual partake» of
When hifi fitrenath had Rnmawhftt rAfnrnAH both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for film-yvaea ms Bvrepgui naa Bomewnai reiurnea BeIf Erc() ono must digest their various kind« of rood

he told Father Walters his story. How, after for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
. , ,, . - , .- i_ « v . t ' . \ . whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puplLthe death 01 his Wile he had taken to drink, My physical expands by virtue Of that food and nour-v xL c’ij _ i_ j v i i 11, Irhmentof which 1 individually partake and digest,how the children had been neglected and had sou) must expand by virtue of the som essence 

fluoll-rr Knnn 1 a i /I kirt-tiAi«. which 1 tudlviduallv gather and comprehend or digest."finally been laid by their mother s Bide, how For sale at tbi» office.
he had sunk lower and lower till now he lay-------------- ---------------------------------
dying a drunkard’s death. He had prayed JOYS

bat ™ no aa. to .e.a g

‘ ‘They were my two dead children who came a Sequel to
for you, father," he said with a broken voice. Tn»IVinRRn\A/ nF HF ATM 
“My poor children were sent by heaven to •'V ur UFA I n.
bring you to their dying father.” And the 
repentant sinner received the last offices of his
church.

By LOUIS FIGUIER. 
Translated from the French.

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wat wrlten to
develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence

mu:« 4a— u_. -____n___ of tbe human f»oul after death, and it? reincarnationIniS Story IS VOUCuOu ror Dy fl gentloznan inacbalnofnew beings, whose succeMive links are 
whnaA VAFftnifrr nftnnnt, ho dnnhtaA and while unrolled In the bosom of cthcrlal space. ••Beyond wnose verauivy cannot oe upuovea, ana, wnue THE threshold" continues on the same lines en-
it. aaaYYiR ft flrtinn TAftllv tzwfir mIupa in nrnaoin larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and com 11 seems a ucuon, really WOK place m prosaic, Btderatlons drawn from science and philosophy; claim* 
everv-dav Washinfirton. It illustrates the im- that the ccruinty of a new birth beyond our 

7i Wv ¿a * .1 v lul earthly end la the best means of arming ourselvespOTtant fact that Opiritualisni IS common to against all weakness tn the presence of dea^b, and 
-- - - - - - - that the help offered by science and philosophy to that

• end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
’ llgions. From beginning to end It Is interesting, on
I tertalning, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
! one accepts it all or not, much will have been learned

all classes of people, and to all churches.
. True Grit.
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Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice, By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
to $1, cloth. . -

The, Spiritual ? Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and HelL By Moses 
Hull. Price 10 cents, -

“God in tif&'Constitution. ” By Bobert G. 
Ingersoll. • One of the best papers Colonel In 
gersoll ever wrote. In- paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price," 10 cents; twelve 
ooplM for $1.00. For ssW^t this often. ’

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond's 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. 
Sinnett. Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically. and theosophically. Price $1.25.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relate 
ed Phenomena^etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist. Cloth $2.

All About Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
traces the history c*. the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents.

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull; A beautiful essay 
in the line Of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts. 
■ ‘ A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas.' Paper, 25 cents.

The Contrast; Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject. Paper, 
00 oent«i cloth, |1. '

> d much pleasure enjoyed in fu perusal. Price 11,25.

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri“ 
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

TY/E AMuUXT OF VALUABLE Ilf- 
J. formation succiDCily and clearly stated In this 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing. The title, as abovo 
given, falls to convey an Idea of tbe fulness and com
pleteness with which tbe Fulijects sr* treatc«. The 
Matriarchate., or Mother rule. Is the theme of the flrat 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curl* 
ous, Is brought to view lu elucidation of the subject. 
This is followed by chapters on cel I bury, canon Law. 
Marquette. Witchcraft, Wives. Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day. Past, Present. Future; 
and there is not a chapter In the book thnt is not 
handled In a masterly manner, nnd that for quantity 
and quality of Information, knot wonb tin* full price 
of the volume. It H'packed wjtu ,'kbo'wiertgb well- 
arranged, and intensely fntertitftftf froifil-bcginhlng to 
end. Ko one can poFaibJy-jiefiret btRlmMi; it is n vab 
uabic addition to tbe library of Kuy Tree r.Ud trnth-iov- 
Ingmlud. • v... _____ .

Pritt, «8,90, Por 
081G«t . ' '
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the offence, he had said:

Public

Duty

greatest province.-^Thömson,

mythology, and that these rude barbar
ian gods, which these sacred people car-

airy 
rules

Indian Jugglers Familiar with the 
Higher Branches of Physics—Ouri- ■ 
ous Feats.

A Literary Revolution.
The librarian of the Chicago 1

. The melancholy .of old age has a 
divine tenderness in it which only the 
»id experiences of life can lend a human 
eoul.—O. Wh-Etolmes. -•

Will Power 93 an Overcoiner Ex- 
traordiuary.

Philosophy consists not in 
schemes or idle speculations; the ___ 
and conduct, of all.social life is7 her

Published every Enturday ut Ko. 40 Loomis Street

J. It. Francis, Editor and Publisher.
JMcytsl at CMeauoVostofflceaeVtlclassmattev

, gravity is not the absolute force, yet it
‘The Uni-1 is not recognized. Newton saw the ap-

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
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Terms of Subscription.
Tub Pr.nntiBSBivH Tuixniit will bo furnished until 

further notice, ut thu followlua terms, Invariably In 
oilvnnee:
<1110 year - - (¡.qq
club-, uf ten (a copy to the ouo settingup

the club, - - - - - - 4T.60
Thirteen weeks - - - - - - 25cts
Single copy - - . - - _ _ jcts

KESIITTANCBS. .
Remit by Postofllco Money Order, Registered Letter, 

ordraftin Chicago or New York. It coats from 10 
to Ri cents to get crafts cashed < n local banks, so don't 
send them unless you with that amount deducted from 
the amount cent, lllrect all lot ten to J. It. Frauds' 
No. iOLoomlaSt.. Chicago. UI.

CLUBS! IMPORTANT HUGGESTIQM
As there uro thousands who will nt first venturi 

AXy twenty-11 vv coins ferTuB I'kogrbssivb Tinxkan 
thirteen weeks, wo would suggest to those who receive 
a sample cony, to solicit sevonl others to unite with 
them, and thus bo able to remit from SI tu «10, or even 
mors than the latter sum. A large number of.little 
amounts will make a large sum total, aud thus extend 
the Held of our labor and usefulntl.'. The saute sug
gestion will apply In all cases of rehewal of subscrln 
ttona—solicit others to aid In tbo good work. Yo-i will 
experience »0 difficulty whatever In Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Tim Pbogubsbiyb Tuinkbu, 
for.uo.t one of them can afford to bo without the valua
ble luformatlon Imparted therein each week, aud at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

A Bountiful Harvest for 2S Cento
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we . an 

give you for 23 cents? Just pause aud tliluk for a t lo
ment wbat an Intellectual feast that email Investment 
will furnlah you. Tbo subscription price of Tub Pko- 
aaBsstvB Tuixkbb thirteen weeks Is only twenty-live 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred aud 
four pages of solid, substantial, aoul-elevatlng aud 
mlnd-retresblng reading mutter, equivalent to a modi- 
um-slaedtmok!

Take Notice.
J3T’ At expiration of aubecriptiou« If oat renewed, 

the paper la discontinued. No uilia will be seat for ex« 
tranumbere.

W* If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to U8, «nd error« In address will be prom/uly 
corrected, and mhalng numbers supplied grads.
ty* Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give tbe address of the place to which 
It is then sent, or the change cannot be made.

What God?
A very earnest orthodox friend, in 

answer to the question; “What God do 
you want in the Constitution?” respond
ed: “The God of the Bible, of course.” 
Our friend seemed ignorant of the fact 
that there are many gods in the Bible, 
so we insisted he should select the one 
which would meet the needs of the 
church at this time. Is it the imbecile 
God who is reported to have made man, 
then “repented” of his task, and who 
swept away by a universal flood all but 
one family, because they displeased 
him? Is it he who tired of his labors in 
making a world, had to rest to recover 
from his fatigue? Is it he who became 
angered at Sodom and Gomorrah, and 
destroyed the cities and all their inhab
itants. save righteous Lot, and lie a 
drunken, incestuous “scalawag?” Is it 
he who rivaled the Egyptian astrologer, 
turned the rivers into blood, the dust 
into lice: filled the land with frogs, and 
slaughtered all the first-born, because 
ho had hardened their heartsand would 
not let his people go; then reversed his 
own laws, opened a passageway through 
the Red Sea for them to escape, and 
drowned all who pursued? Is it 
he whom it took forty days to write the 
ten commandments, and who detained 
Moses all that long time in the wilder
ness while engaged in the task? A uni
verse in six days; two tablets of stone in 
forty days. The latter must have been 
an inferior god. Possibly it is he who 
told Moses to “Put every man his sword 
by his side, and go in and out from gate 
to gate throughout the camp, and slay 
every man his brother, and every man 
his companion, and every man his neigh
bor,” slaughtering “that day about 
three thousand men,” because Aaron 
had made a molten calf which God 
[eared would become his rival? This 
same God, Ex. 22:29, required not only 
the “liquors” as offerings to him, but 
“the first-born of thy sons shall thou 
give unto me.” Moses and Aaron and 
seventy-two others paid a visit to “the 
God of Israel,” and “they saw God, and 
did eat and drink” with him. Ex. 24, 
9 to 12. Would our friend want a god 
of this sort in the Constitution? one of a 
convivial character, who was so intimate 
with Moses, the murderer?

But David, “the sweet psalmist oi Is
rael,” through whom “the spirit of the 
Lord spake,” “danced before the Lord 
with all his might,” yes. even “leaped” 
in his delight, because he got possession 
of the “ark of the Lord.” See 2 Sam. 
6:11 to 17. Amos 5:6, tells us who this 
“Lord,” or, correctly, lords were, before 
Whom David leaped and danced. They 
prove to have been the demon gods, 
Moloch and Chinn. Kitto shows this 
“ark of the Lord” was an ornamented 
box or chest, borrowed from Egyptian

Practical Common Senser ;
It is rarely we meet an article in the 

secular press, particularly if that press 
is tinder t he manageinent of a Congrega
tionalist, which so unqualifiedly .meets 
our approbation;astlie following,clipped 
from the editorial columns of a late is
sue of the daily Secord of this city, fa
voring church taxation. It covers .the 
entire question, and should make a cir
cuit of every press in the country. We 
quote, headline and all, and endorse 
each word; ■

“taxation of church property,
“The question of taxing church prop» 

erty is again the subject of discussion. 
The present movement seems to be car
ried. On and encouraged by some Protes
tant churches. It is alleged, with how 
much accuracy cannot be said, that four- 
fifths of the'Protestants in this country 
are in favor of church property bearing 
its just proportion of the burdens of 
supporting the government, and it is 
true that very ,many declare that the 
church ought not to oe a pensioner on 
the state. . ,

“Every state and territory in the 
union gives churches some exemption, 
most of them without any regard to val
ues, while some tax those worth more 
than a specified sum. About one-third 
of the states exempt parsonages belong
ing to churches as well. Church edi
fices and land alone, exclusive of parson
ages, colleges and the like, are valued 
at $680,687.106, and it is probable this 
would need to be at least doubled to in
clude all other church property. It is 
safe to put the value of church property 
in the United States at $1,361,374,000, 
It is a question which seriously disturbs 
ministers and laymen alike whether an 
element of society that is so rich ought 
to ask any exemption irom the burdens 
that fall alike on rich and poor, espe
cially when the churches receive all the 
benefits of government that the hum
blest citizen can claim.

“It may be said that one of the worst 
obstacles the church has^requently had 
to contend with is the favoritism which 
it has received from the state. A poor 
man likely to lose his home for nonpay
ment of taxes, is justly aggrieved that 
the costly church near him shares no 
part of the burden which, the state im
poses on him, and the wars and disturb
ances that have been caused by large 
accumulations of church wealth mother 
countries show how intense this feeling 
may lie. Confiscation of this property 
by the state has been sometimes the 
only way of restoring peace.

"The feeling is becoming very gen
eral inside of the church itself that, as 
a matter of business, it would be better 
for the church to pay taxes on its prop
erty than to permit it to remain exempt, 
and that it is unwise to permit an insti
tution of such high character to be to 
any extent a public pauper or pensioner 
and not assume duties and responsibili
ties which it regards as essential in a 
good, honest citizen. ‘Render unto 
C'tesar the things that are. Ca-sar'a' is a 
command that many believe is evaded 
when exemption from taxation is asked 
or received.

“Many of the strongest defenders of 
the church in this country heartily fa
vor the taxation of church property. 
The one exemption that could be rea
sonably asked is for hospitals that are 
supported by charity for alleviating hu
man misery and suffering without com
pensation. Public charities are not seo 
tarian organizations, and although they 
may be supported by a sect they are for 
all sufferers regardless of religious be
lief. .

“It may be, as is urged, that taxation 
of church property would put a check 
upon much extravagance in building 
fine church edifices and would prove to 
be a barrier against church debts,which 
are often a greater burden than any 
amount of taxation that could legally be 
assessed against church holdings."

Infidel Charged with Blasphemy,
Lexington, Ky.—The Rev. E. L. 

Southgate has served notice on Charles 
('. Moore, the noted Infidel and editor of 
the Blue Grass Blade, that a suit will be 
filed against him in the circuit court 
for blasphemy.—News Item.

It is very evident that the fools are 
not all dead. The Boston Investigator, 
the oldest and ablest infidel paper in 
the world, was established in 1831, by 
Abner Kneeland, who was prosecuted, 
convictedand imprisoned forblasphemy,

ried with them in all their wanderings, 
were finally deposited in the holy of ho
lies of the temple to whom the priests 
only had access.

And these are only a very few of the 
choice specimens of “the Bible God’’ 
our Christian friend wants in the Amer
ican Constitution for a free people to 
tvorship, and from which the courts will 
have to select when any god is en
throned in organic law.

Will it not be better to try and get 
along awhile yet without any god in the 
Constitution, until we find one who does 
not partake of the rude character of 
those who make them?

Pious Frauds.
Sale’s translation of the Koran into 

English uses the terms Jesus and Jesus 
Christ several times, but Prof. Johnson 
says the terms do not occur in the Ara
bic. They were additions made by the 
early trahslhtors to make appear that 
which does'tibt exist in . fact. Why all 
these inniitferable frauds, which heem 
tohavehtid tieir rise after the Cru
sades? ...

A New Heaven and New 
E,rth- ;',‘S

Lucid Thoughts M' the Headers 
of The Progressive Thinker.

Published by Special Permission,

THE CREATIVE POWER—HAFPINESS-r 
.HEAVEN THE AFTER-HXRTH—QB.EA- 
TION AND LAW—MAGNETISM..

"A NEW HEAVEN AND A NEW EARTH.”

It is a great pity in one respect (says 
Col. R. T. Van Horn, in the Kansas City 
Journal) that the spiritual aspirations in 
man should ever have been trammeled 
by dogma. There ,is nothing so mate
rial, utterly, as the dogmatic concept of 
the creative power and its work. Its 
earth has always been a mere piece of 
slag, and its heaven as material as an 
ordinary sociable. Happiness in this 
world is only attained by what is re? 
garded as sin, and the beatitude ,of, the 
hereafter is realized in an eter^ty of 
ascription to another. Ourselves (must 
be crucified in this life and ignored in 
the next. Is that a rational ideal?. How 
can any happiness come, save as it is 
felt? What is happiness, anyhow^ but 
the harmonious relation of ourselves to 
environing conditions? Comfort,, of 
body consists in health and the balqace 
of bodily conditions jvi th the elements 
surrounding it. Content of mind comes 
from the same balance in what we ealj, 
moral relations. And these constitute 
perfect living, or happiness. If life is 
continuous, the like conditions on the 
new plane of existence is the only ra
tional heaven we can Conceive of. Or, 
in other words, the life hereafter is but 
a continuation of this one as to person
ality and its demands. Aside from the 
sustenance of the physical life, real hap
piness here is through increasing knowl
edge. And that is the pursuit of im
mortality. •

This state attained here in this life is 
the measure of what we call civilization, 
and when fully attained gives us a new 
earth, and of necessity a new heaven— 
for heaven is the after-birth of earth. 
To attain the one we must pass through 
the other. There is only one way to 
anything great or small in organic life, 
anil that is growth. “Creation” was 
not, is not, a thing of caprice,or of coun-‘ 
sei or of will, but of law. To “be” em
braces the all of being, from the unseen 
potency to the seen organism and the 
again unseen but developed individual
ity. It is the temporary organism that 
is what we call mortal—not the living 
self. The house is not the tenant—nei
ther is the body the man. So much to 
get the mind in the right channel of 
thinking.

We have boon asked many questions 
in regard to the invention of the vibra
tory motor mentioned last Sunday, but 
wo gave then in brief all that has yet 
come under our reading as to its details. 
We have to got out of the old ruts of 
thought before we can grasp the idea of 
such an invention. It is a revolution in 
physics. .

The whole science of our age rests 
primarily on the theory of gravity, and 
the hypothesis of vibration, like' many 
other modern discoveries, is not recon
cilable with it. Scientific orthodoxy, 
like its dogmatic sister, is well up in 
that form of knowledge that made the 
grindstone a dinner for the cow, and 
always knew a thing after somebody 
shows it, but still gravity as taught in 
the books is receiving almost as many 
irreverent shocks as dogma itself.

The fact is, the planet is alive in a 
sense that science has not recognized 
heretofore, and it bids fair to minimize 
the vibratory theory by trying to make 
it work in the old gravity lines of think
ing, while it is essentially revolutionary. 
It treats the wonderful discoveries of 
Tesla in the same way, and for a hun
dred years it has done the same thing 
with mesmerism—and is still doing so 
under its now name of hypnotism. Vi
bration seems to be the primary form of. 
motion, or original atomic activity, 
hence the amazing results ot its power 
when it can be invoked. It is like mag
netic force, but little understood, be
cause looked at through the old gravity 
lens.

For now nearly half a century the 
world has had before it the palpable 
demonstration that the so-called law of

versallsts believe in a God which I do 
not.” AU the Liberal papers in Amer
ica and the world have sprung into 
being, and probably owe much of their 
success to the persecution which fol
lowed the enunciation of a simple 
opinion by ex-Rev. Abner Kneeland. 
And not one of them hesitates to repu
diate not only the God of the Uni- 
versalists. but any other God fashioned 
by man in his own image.

A few years ago C. B. Reynolds, 
another ex-clergyman, who had done 
some thinking on his own account, was 
persecuted for blasphemy in New 
Jersey, but Christianity gained no new- 
laurels in consequence. The great 
speech of Col. Ingersoll, on the trial of 
that case, has become a text-book on 
the subject of blasphemy. Mr. Reynolds, 
now at the head Of the Liberals in the 
State of Washington, was spurred on by 
his persecutors, aud has'made, in co-op
eration with others, that new State the 
most liberal of any in the American 
Union. Persecution for opinion’s sake, 
or for the expression of an honest 
thought, has never retarded the advance 
of a great truth.

Welcome.
Prof. Edwin Johnson, of London, 

England, writes he is in receipt of a 
specimen copy of The Progressive 
Thinker, and is much interested in the 
paper. The Professor is a voluminous 
author, and one of the ablest scholars 
of Europe. He is an ex-clergyman, and
if we mistake not, was for long years a 
Professor in one of the allied colleges 
of Oxford University. We shall gladly 
welcome him to'a place in these col
umns, as will allot omr readers. Our only 
regret is the paper has not yet reached 
that circulation which will justify com
pensation to correspondents. " 
done is our present high reward.

pie fall, and he at once recognized a 
fact that upset the old idea of things. 
Now if at this day he saw the apple rise, 
his great mind would recognize another 
force unknown before. Or he might, 
j>y observation and experiment, come to 
hold the hypothesis, as some advanced 
minds now do, that both were true, both 
but the expression of the one force, 
which, by the fall and/the rise of the 
apple, told simply of the change in the 
direction of force.

Here is another fact: Men now with 
almost unvarying correctness predict 
weather changes and earthquake pe
riods of activity. They do not do so on 
the old theory of volcanic action on tbe 
one hand, or the ancient meteorology of 
Halley and Loomis on the other, but 
from electrical or what we tnighj. call 
atmospheric -conditions. That is the 
hypothesis on which their calculations 
are based, and as the happening.qf an 
eclipse or a transit proves the correct
ness of the theory of astronomers, so 
the happening of what their calculations 
foretell proves the correctness of; their 
premises. Here, then, is a new departure 
altogether—and we are on the pve of 
the discovery of an entirely new earth— 
this new earth consisting of a new way 
of reading its phenomena and its laws. 
There is nothing new but newer thought.

And now let us read the familiar thing 
we call magnetism in this newer or 
larger sense: A magnet seems to at
tract iron to it, to hold it when in con
tact and to move it with more or less 
activity as the distance varies. Hence 
we say the magnet attracts. From the 
very same evidence—sight—we say the 
sun rises and sets. Is the one any more 
a fact for that reason than the other? 
There are two things only in the Uni
verse-positive and negative—or force 
and substance. We call them some
times matter and space, ether, and sub
stance. and again spiritual and material. 
Whatever they may be called, there are 
but two. Matter of itself is inertj nega
tive or receptive. Necessarily it is so 
because it is the medium for objective 
expression. Jt may be a sun, a planet, 
a plant or a man—it is the^same—the 
objective of the unseen. .3-

This forqe, or this unseen,, this posi
tive, this intelligence, as we also term 
it, ¿età not arbitrarily or through pa- 
price, but is itself tbe law. How does 
Xt form organisms, or the objective of , 
thought? Remember that a sun is as 
much a life organism as a man, and is 
but part of The All., The dit®Qvery of ; 
this method is knowledge er science. 
The highest concept known to our 
knowledge has been the law or theory 
of gravity. Advanced investigation and 
observation has tended to the insulti- . 
ciency of this hypothesis to account for 1 
all that is known to be, just as the neb- ■ 
ular hypothesis, based upon it, has failed 
to explain planetary formation, wholly; ; 
What dees explain them. more fully? 
The newer concept is the theory of the ’ 
vortex. ■

We see the earth has.an atmosphere— ■ 
a part of it—not a jacket, ■ We have 
tested the same fact as to every organ- ■ 
isin that is on the earth. We; also 
find that from the planet to the raindrop 
everything tends to the globular form. ! 
How can -this be' without a force ek- 
tornai driving this negative element ; 
together—condensing it, as we feiym it? 
And this external force is for con ve- , 
nienoe called the vortex. We see it 
erJtywlwe, in the cphtineiital sweep of 
the byclone or in the smaller but seem- 1 
ingly infinite power <?f the tornado. 
The. magnet is but a more pronounced 
iliiistratwn of this vortex force—for if 
its power was internal, Ite activity 
would not be intermittent. And if the 
theory of gravity whs a low, there 
coqld be no intermittent planetary ac
tivity, but the force would be constant 
and Thè1 result equilibrium, or death. 
It is: to the fact that what we call plane
tary. force is not constant that we owe 
thq seasons and all the variety of or
ganic life upon it. And this variable’ 
ness in planetary force could only come 
from an external one. ■

There being but the two known things, 
the ether and substance, this vortex 
must be the ether in motion—for motion 
is life itself. Take a drop of water on a 
dusty floor. Some force rnqst not only 
round the drop of water, but must cause ■ 
the dust to adhere to it. What is it 
but this vprtex force? To prove it, take 
a piece of cloth and touch the drop of 
water and it instantly disappears in the 
cloth. Why? You have broken the 
vortext but the external force drives the 
water into the cloth till it finds the con
ditions that arrest it or dissipate it. 
This, again, is called polarity—but wq 
will not follow that branch of the sub
ject This is the . law of all form, 
ihitógjioiit the universe, call it gravity, 
vofifo);, creation, òr what you may. The" 
poet .\Was scientifically Tight when he 
said the same power formed thè planet ' 
that the dewdrop. There is no in.-’ 
herent force in matter as we know it. 
WMn,l|l ceases to be objective it ceases 
to be‘ matter in the sense that it enters 
into form—for space in its primal sense is 
one—tlpt is, world substance in solution, , 
It would make thought expression much' 
clearer were we to use the term matter1 
for tifo Visible and substance for its in
visible condition. The subtle thing we 
call ether is the element that in motion 
forms the vortex—it drives substance 
together and condenses it into suns, 
worlds and ail forms of life upon them. 
It is this vortex motion or action that 
forms the raindrop, the snowflake, that 
gives the seeming life to the magnet. 
Sun vortex carries the planets in its sub
vortices, the moon floats in a vortex sub
ordinate to that of the earth, and all 
organic life is but the result of like force 
in degree. By this hypothesis wo get 
a simple but compténènSlve idea of 
what we call force—that it is external 
to all form, and when it is broken form 
dissipates. So, were the vortex of our 
earth to be broken it would, like the drop 
of water on the dusty' floor, Instantly 
disappear.

We have been tempted into this 
rather parenthetical line of mention, 
because most of our difficulties in scien
tific thinking come from the old con
cepts as to the nature of force and its 
varied phenomena. This new theory of 
vibration is not understandable by the 
old hypbtheses, and we must look for it 
along* new lines of exploration. Ev'èijf 
our atomic theory has too material' à 
reading1 for the newer facts discovered, 
Atoms cannot be what the etymology 
of the word calls for. Microscopic life 
tells ilk this will not answer. Atoms 
must Have both circulation of force and 
polpf'lty or they could not give us the 
basis of all form, the crystal. Tbe crys
tal Blithe first visible result of atomic, 
combination, or the primal vortexiàtf 
force. Thus we find the potential-stilb 
beyond—that we stop at by saying it is 
intelligence or spirit. But this side,-or 
in the domain of the knowable, the vor
tex, best of all hypotheses, allows facts 
to harmonize with it. Vibration 'seems 
to bring us nearer to this primal force. 
To say it is powerful enough to vaporize 
the human body if brought to bear upon 
it is but saying it is strong enough to 
break the vortex within which the 
human ego has entrenched itself, and 
like a drop of water it would disappear.

These wonderful things exalt our con
ceptions as to what we are and why we 
are. Such a force and like forces have 
been strong enough to break the vor
tices of dogma, and even the vortex of 
the dogmatic hell has been broken and 
it is gone from the mental vision of' in
telligent mankind, or rather from our 
Occidental mentality—for it is.» child 
of,four infantile conceptions as a rgee. 
Then again, the discussion of these1 
problems gives us better aspirations.' 
and these lead to ' independence of 
thought and bring us into the atmos
phere of mental and spiritual freedom— 
the highest condition of the human soul. 
It is these conditions," now fast dawning 
upoh the race, that constitute the new' 
heaven and the new earth. ’
¡to I R. T. Van Horn.

The Emperor ot Japan*
The emperor of Japan wishes the 

world to understand that his religlotfo 
views are as broad as they make them. 
He has called for an exhibition of all 
the different religions taught in his 
empire. Priests and ministers of all 
sects are invited to attend, and to con
duct such services as will best present 
their religion or form, of worship to the 
public. This is doubtless a direct out
come of the parliament of religions at 
Chicago last summer in connection with 
the Columbian exposition. Such a 
proposition, coming from the head of a 
government often classed among the 
pagans, and certainly not a Christian 
government, is most, significant., ■/

- Dream not thathelm and harness are 
signs of valor true. Peace hath higher 
tests of manhood than battles ever, 
knew.—Whittier.

JESUS $R C/ESAR.
Another Stjep to Be Taken 

; by Civilization. ■

A MIGHTY CRISIS—THE CRUST OF CHAR- 
ITY—THE- THREAT OF VIOLENCE— 
THE POLICY OF JESUS AND THAT OF 
CAISAR.

; A late number of the Arena contains a 
■very excellent, closely-pl'inted, twelve
page paper, bj| that valiant, energetic 
advocate of justice; B. O. Flower, the 
editor, in which he says:

“Europe and America are facing one 
of those mighty crises which are at
tended by the ■ shattering o! old-time 
Ideals and the downfall of conditions 
which humanity has outgrown,

“The awakened thought due to the 
pressure of poverty felt bv the most in
dustrious and, sober on the one hand, 
apd the general intelligence resulting 
from popular education on the other, 
has called forth a condition which it is 
idle for conventionalists to imagine can 
bd overcome by the threat of violence 
oi-’the crust, of charity. The world has 
come to a point where another step will 
be’taken by civilization,

“Thore two ways of meeting the 
grave problems which confront us. One 
may be characterized as the policy of 
Otesar, the other the method of Jesus. 
One finds expression in the iron heel of 
brute fprea and in the reasonless fury of 
Hap savage> and the wild beast. The 
other displays a profound understanding 
of the human soul, and is the expression 
of a wise appreciation of the eternal 
verities of right and wrong and their 
consequences. ” .

These two methods are explained, and 
it is shown that the Caesarean method 
predominates in the rapid multiplica
tion of armories and awakening of the 
savage war spirit by the military drill
ing of school children; the invention of 
such deadly weapons as the police-gun 
for the express purpose of mowing down 
our own people by the police, etc. He 
looks on the policy of pur government as 
a menace to honest industry, and lead
ing to anarchy, revolution and blood
shed; whereas the method of Jesus, if 
properly carried out, would arouse and 
'ijuiekon the'conscience of the people 
¿nd justice would inevitably follow. 
'«’.The black pall of slavery once hung 
.over our fair country, but humanity out
grew it and it had to go. Had the 
Jesus method been adopted, slavery 
could have been abolished without 
bloodshed; but the obstinacy of the 
secular power rendered the Caesarean 
■method unavoidable, and freedom cost 
'thousands of lives and millions of 
money, besides great demoralization; all 
of which could have been avoided by 
•pursuing the moral and spiritual 
method. So it will be now. This great 
crisis is upon us and cannot be evaded, 
because It is in the direct line of evolu
tion and progress and must be met. 
Therefore let us not stop to quarrel 
about trifles, but go forward. Mr. 
Flower says:

“The time has come for all friends of 
high thinking and true living to strike 
hands. The victory will come as sure 
as right is right, but when? That is 
the question for us to answer. Every 
man, woman and child has a mission, a 
work to perform. There are many who 
can influence other lives, and duty de
mands that each individual exert his or 
her utmost power from this moment for 
concerted action in the interest of justice 
and human brotherhood.”

Give us your hand, Brother Flower. 
The Progressive Thinker is with 
you in everything that is for the good of 
humanity.

A, Lesson to Spiritualists—Wordy 
from »Jr. LUrfiardt.

The exposure of the mediumistlc (so- 
called) fraud Harry Clifton-rwho, it 
seems, had several other names as well— 
has had the effect to call out a number 
of communications concerning him and 
the best methods of forestalling such 
characters and of properly recognizing 
and protecting genuine mediums,

It is evident that the ordinary 
method of putting “mediums” before 
the public, the ordinary ways of testing 
their gifts and powers—the ordinary 
way s of testing theta tests—-are viciously 
loose and defective. The case of this un
mitigated trickster, Clifton, is in point. 
Here was a fellow without a shadow of 
genuine mediumship, genuine only as a 
fraud, who for months posed as a great 
medium, and whose “splendid materi
alizations” were “recognized,” and pub
licly and privately certified to by num
bers of people of general good character 
and intelligence, whom he, aided by 
confederates, had made to see and 
“recognize” their sons, and daughters, 
brothers and sisters, fathers and 
mothers, uncles and aunts, and cousins, 
grandfathers, grandmothers, etc., etc. 
They paid their dollars and got their 
money’s worth in materialized forms of 
their uncles and aunts and all the rest 
of them—a la “Pinafore.”

It seems ridiculously ridiculous!
We sympathize with the good, honest, 

confiding people who were “con- 
fldenced” into accepting Clifton’s bogus 
spirit forms as genuine; they were too 
trusting—and that is not a sin; they 
were not keen and qxactingly rigid in 
applying test conditions, and the result 
is unpleasant. The denouement should 
be a valuable lesson to Spiritualists and 
investigators.

And it is well that there should now 
be suggestions and considerations of 
proper methods to investigate and 
establish the mediumship of those who 
pose before the public asmediums. One 
of our correspondents, Mr. E. S. 
Ehrhardt, writes, anent the Clifton 
matter: '

“I have it from good authority that an 
oath-bound college for the teaching of 
fraudulent mediums is in existence and 
flourishing in California.” If this be 
true—and it is not unlikely, since 
graduates like Clifton....can “make
money” out of it—it behooves Spiritu
alists to be watchful, on their guard to 
prevent fraud and deception and to cut 
short the career of the rascals who in 
the sacred name of Spiritualism attempt 
to practice imposition on the public. 
Our cause, the cause of the loved ones 
and friends, who, as we know, do come 
to us and manifest their presence and 
prove their identity in many ways— 
this cause is too sacred, and too im
portant in its nature, to be used as a 
trickster’s device to line his pockets at 
the expense of a defrauded publie.

There is, and should be, no person 
who so thoroughly hates and detests 
fraud in Spiritualism as ft genuine 
Spiritualist.

Terrible Results of a Revival
1 Meeting in Indiana.

An Associated Fress report said :
"John and Charlie Scott, of Har

rodsburg, Indiana, and a Miss Huff
man, of Illinois, are conducting a series 
of meetings in Putnam county, which 
are producing wonderful and terrible 
results. They operate by prayer and 
the laying on of hands; their victims are 
said to go into trances and stay that 
way fora long spell, until it is notun
common to see eight or ten laid out on 
seats for hours at a time. Tuesday a 
committee of justices of the peace was 
held on one case which is very pitiable 
and is the direct result of this strange 
miracle working. Marcus Leucus, a 
prosperous farmer, has gone violently 
insane, the direct resulto! his religious 
oraze. Six men are required to keep 
him in bed and he won’t wear any clothes. 
He followed a star Friday night all night 
in the hope of catching the same, and 
only gave up the chase In daylight, when 
it disappeared. His favorite theme is 
the Bible, and he constantly states “He 
never had so much fun with Jesus 
Christ in all his life.” The poor fellow 
was taken to the Indianapolis insane 
hospital.

In the name .of religion such things 
are tolerated and encouraged, the 
churches; headed by their ministers, 
giving assistance. There should be a 
law to prevent such outrageous preach
ing and .prostitution of mesmeric action, 
which fills our asylums for the insane 
with patients of the most hopeless class, 
and brings ruin and despair. This re
vival preaching, with its lurid rhetoric 
and exciting themes and illustrations, 
is as reprehensible as the most rampant 
anarchism, and should be held directly 

’responsible for its results. It has its 
home with the ignorant, for the edu
cated give it only a pitying smile.

There is one peculiarity about revivals 
worthy of note, and that is that they 
flourish best in hard times—in seasons of 
want and suffering; cold weather is also 
an essential. < They are unknown In 
summer. Given the degree of destitu
tion and of cold and the temperature of 
the revival may be calculated, which 
will he as the multiplication of these 
two factors into each other—plus the 
number of assistant preachers.

HYPNOTIC MYSTERY.

/

/y?2

Throught, or the Fourth Di 
mansion of Space., i ■.

HINDOO^ AND JOCCTJMWc

“These things, O Asclepius, will ap« 9 
pear to be true if thou understapdeth 
them, but if thou understapdeth them 
pot. incredible. For to understand is tq 
believe, but not to believe is not to- un
derstand, —The Divine Pimander.

Nearly every American or European 
traveler who returns after a sojourn ip 
Hindostán adds new and numberless 
mysteries to the already long list of 
marvels concerning the weird and won» 
devful performances in magic given by 
native conjurors for the delectation of 
visitors, and, incidentally, the silver 
rupees that are liberally showered upon 
them, says the Chicago Inter Ocean.

The maximum percentage of travel
ers, however, who visit the cities in

A? 3

He Proved Too Much.
About the only live issue engaging 

the ministerial mind is intemperance, 
unless it be the Quixotic effort to “put 
God into the Constitution!”

Lately a preacher thought to make a 
strong point by showing that intem
perance was a prolific cause of insanity. 
He consulted Dr. Tobey, Superintendent 
of the Toledo Asylum for the Insane, 
expecting to make a sensational sermon 
on the facts thus gathered. He never 
gave that sermon, for he found that re
ligion, not intemperance, was the most 
prolific cause of mental derangement. 
Too much whiskey or beer is bad; but 
too much religion of the orthodox kind 
is worse; as the raving maniacs of the 
worst wards testify.

If Spiritualism sent one-tenth the 
number to the asylum it would be 
suppressed by law, and justly, too.

The only alleviating circumstance in 
the preaching of such awful doctrines 
as are retailed every Sunday from tens 
of thousands of pulpits is that they are 
not believcdj If they were, every 
church-member would become a maniac. 
The preachers do not believe; the laity 
do not believe. The intelligence of the 
age repudiates and condemns all these 
abhorrent dogmas of the past.

British India, are generally content to 
witness these so-called sleight-of-hand 
exhibitions—though in reality a most 
remarkable phase of natural philosophy 
—as merely amusing, and without seek
ing a solution for the seeming impossi
bilities.

This lack of desire to investigate in 
some predominates in others having a 
more scientific penchant, and to this 
latter class is due the credit of making 
or at least attempting an investigation; 
however, it is admitted that owing to 
their varying theories, it is difficult to 
determine their real measure of success.

THE HINDOO JUGGLERS.

During a recent visit to Hyderabad, a 
town about six hundred miles east of 
Bombay, an accident occurred to one of 
our party, and ample opportunity pre
sented itself for making observations of 
those clever follows.

It is not my intention to repeat useless 
descriptions of the manifestations; on 
the contrary, it is presumed that, their 
exploits are sufficiently familiar to ren
der this unnecessary. Taking it for 
granted that such is the case, we will 
endeavor to analyze without delay the 
effect and subsequently discover the 
cause that on witnessing the first per- 
formanco stamps it as being im
penetrable.

Afteu carefully deducting the results 
obtained by personal experiments with 
these so-called jugglers, my former im
pression is strengthened in .the belief 
that they are gifted with a knowledge 
of a higher branch of physics than the 
world is ready to believe or give them 
credit for.
THE FOURTH DIMENSION A POWERFUL

FACTOR.

That the fourth dimension of space is 
within the limits of human possibilities 
is an undisputed fact; not simply be
cause the higher mathematics have 
been able to prove it, but because actual

False.
“The age of democracy must be an 

age of religion,” said Archbishop Ire
land, in a late address to the Loyal Le
gion of New York. And why? Because; 
“A denial of a living God annihilates 
conscience, breaks down the barriers to 
sensuality, sows broadcast the seeds of 
moral death, and is fatal to liberty and 
to social order.”

Tut, tut, your eminence. The statis
tics of crime tell a different tale. They 
who repudiate your triple-headed God 
do not fill our prisons with criminals nor 
are theta necks stretched on the gallows. 
Every man who pays his own debts, and 
has no Jesus to settle his scores, avoids 
wrongdoing, and practices good deeds 
through the pleasure it gives him; not 
from fear of an angry God, or a fiery 
hell. Your nonsense about a belief in 
God being a factor in deeds of virtue 
has filled the world with hypocrites, 
robbed the masses of their hard-earned 
resources, populated our prisons with 
hardened victims, and every gibbet 
bears the fruit of your teaching, and 
brands it a lie.

Library makes the revelation that a 
wonderful change has been made during 
the last few months in the character of 
the reading matter sought after by our 
people, as shown by the books drawn 
from the library. Works of fiction, 
which heretofore were enormous, have 
given place to the most substantial 
treatises on art, science, chemistry, 
physics, language and the higher clas-; 
Sics. This new incentive for practical 
knowledge is traced to the great Exposi
tion; and its influence on the popular 
mind, it is believed, will increase as the 
years go on, AU hail the dawn of a 
brighter day. . •

experiments have been unable to refute 
it; and as the scientist “loves to read 
nature in the language of experiment,” 
the result is that some of the most emi
nent philosophers have come to regard 
the fourth dimension of space as an im
portant factor in solving many of the 
most abstruse problems that find no ex
planation in natural philosophy dealing 
with but three dimensions.

This fourth dimension has been aptly 
termed “throught.” and is more or less 
a combination of the other three
length, breadth and thickness. To ena
ble the uninitiated to more readily com
prehend the theorem of the fourth 
dimension, it will be necessary to begin 
by imagining an animate object whose 
material bpd.V completely fills the cross 
section of a glass tube, yet it is empow
ered to move freely to and fro the 
length bf the tube at will: thus it would 
be a one dimensional being, capable of 
moving in length only, and would there
fore have no other knowledge of space.

A CAPITAL ILLUSTRATION.

To illustrate the second dimension, 
let us suppose Jhe glass tube to be twice 
the breadth of the animate being, but 
that its thickness still remains the same 
as the living object within it; two di
mensions are then at its disposal, i. e., 
length aud breadth. If we suppose that 
the living being within the tube is gifted 
with the power of reasoning, then it 
would be a safe proposition to assume 
that it might , conclude that since it 
could, move with freedom in two dimen
sions, why might there not be a third? 
To discover the third would mean that 
it must escape from its environment, 
that now limits it to move in the two di-
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mirable. It ought to bo 
hands of the children of 
uaíist, and Çhristian, too, 
ter.”

Several of the more influential Ly
ceums have already supplied themselves 
with the Guide and report a remark
able awakening of interest since the in
troduction.

put into the 
every Spirit- 
for that mat-

experiepce has recently been repeated 
at Jamestown, N. Y. The Jamestown 
Sun has recently, published several 
trenchant articles in which Mrs. Clara

at Minneapolis, Minn.”
G. Slater writes: "Dr.

T^ïB FRQGIWSSiVRET^NKBR. I
^nensions. And thus it is with man, 
^who, gifted with ft-clear perception of 

thyee dimensions of space, deduces from 
that knowledge a hypothesis of another, 
or fourth, and possibly a fifth dimension,

Having clearly demonstrated these 
fundamental truths, lot us resolve in|bo 
the first principles or elements the 
fourth dimension of space—throught. 
NATURAL PHILOSOPHY AND hypnot

I . • ISM.
When beginning the study of natural 

philosophy, the first truth impressed 
upon the mind is that no two material 
things can occupy the same space at the 
same time, and as we advance in th© 
science we learn that all substances gre 
composed of atoms, molecules, and 
masses as regards the division of matter. 
The former being too small and the 
latter tpo large for the purpose under 
consideration, our attention will be 
directed to the molecules and the 
peculiar force thatepauses these, minute 
particles to attract one another,

The molecules of any Substance are 
conceded to bo of a uniform size and are 
so small' as to be undeflnable to the eye 
even when aided by the moat powerful 
microscope; their extreme minuteness 
will be better understood when it is 
known that it requires 80,000,000,000 
molecules to mhke a single drop of 
water

. Appealing again to the imagination, 
we will suppose that a drop of water 
has been magnified until it assumes a 
proportion equal in size tQ’ the earth, 
then each molecule in the drop would 
ttain a bulk nearly as large as a base-

ments that he was pleased to state were 
produced by spirit aid and power.

To disbelieve the real existence of , the 
fourth dimension of space is to contra’ 
diet the direct, logical deductions of such 
scientific authorities as Gauss, Newton, 
Faraday, and Kent: the latter once made 
the following statement: ।

"If it is possible that there be de- 
yelopments qf other dimensions in space, 
it is also very probable that God has 
somewhere produced them, for' His 
works have all the grandeur and variety 
that can possibly ba comprised," 
—Archie F, Cqllins, ip Inter Ocean, ■

The Brotherhood of Man.

A PRACTICAL EXPERIMENT.
Notwithstanding the immense num

ber of molecules contained in a single 
¿rop of water, they do not occupy all 
the space inclosed by the circumference 
pf the drop, but are widely separated 
from each other to such an extent as to 
exceed a distance greater than their own 
diameter. To more clearly illustrate 
the spaces that separate these molecules 
Avery has said that if a drop of water 
could be magnified until the molecules 
were as large fta worlds, the spaces be
tween the molecules would be as great 
as the spaces between the planets. A 
practical experiment to illustrate that 
the spaces really exist can ba performed 
in the following manner; A mass of 
sugar as large as a drop of water may 
be combined with it without enlarging 
the external circumference of the 
liquid. The sugar is dissolved. These, 
Unlike molecules, are held together by 
adhesion. The above simple operation 
illustrates partially the great principle 
of the fourth dimension of space.

If the little mass of sugar could be 
forced entirely through, the drop of 
water without enlarging Rs external 
circumference in any way, then the 
fourth dimension of space is fully illus
trated, for this is precisely what hap
pens when two bodies (liquid or solid) 
pass each other as individual molecules. 
This dissolving of one substance through 
another cannot be consummated until 
the barriers of a remarkable force are 
decomposed,'
QOHES1ON A PHASE OF {ELECTRICAL 

PORCH.

Exceptions exist to this rule, as when a piece of cloth passes through a liquid, 
but as cohesion—which is probably a 
phase of electrical force—finds no resisG 
ance in the fluid, they immediately reat
tract one another, as at the beginning. 
This is a natural phenomenon, and 
therefore excites no comment, but to 
cause two solids to pass through each 
other requires another force to react on 
cohesion. Taking the most common ex
periment performed by fourth dimen
sional beings to elucidate this higher 
degree of science, we will refer to 
figure 1. Two leather bands, twelve 
inches in length and a quarter of an 
inch wide, are fastened by any one to a 
table and marked with a private seal. 
The fourth dimensional being’s hands 
are now covered over the bands for an 
interval of two or three minutes, and on 
being removed, are found knotted, as in 
figure 3. The three ordinary dimensions 
of space are overcome- by the physical 
forces, actuated by the mind; the power 
of the mind alone can overcome the 
fourth dimension, or, rather, the co
hesion attracting the molecules.

Why are the hands employed to con
ceal the operations’ Simply as a con
ductor of the will power to the place of 
action, just as a. pipe is employed to con
vey steam from the boiler to the engine, 
or a wire to conduct the electricity 
current from its source of excitation 
thence to where it is consumed.

While the method Of covering the ob
jects is thus generally adopted, yet this 
is not always th’e case, for the phenom
enon is frequently produced without 
any covering whatsoever. See figure 4. 
WILL POWER overcomes cohesion.

It is a delightful but strange sensa
tion to see two pieces of leather or 
other substance literally dissolve one 
through the other, and it can only be 
likened to the dissolving views of the 
Btereoptieon. .

Though the property of the mind over 
cohesion and matter i$ without doubt a 
gift of nature, it is possible tp cultivate 
it to a considerable extent. The Hin
doos are the most generally favored 
race in this respect, but several Euro
peans and Americans have achieved 
considerable renown who either ac
quired this fourth' dimension of space 
or possessed it innately.

Mme. Blavatsky, the late theosophic 
priestess, is generally supposed to have 
known the nature of the fourth dimen
sion of space and to have used it ex
tensively illustrating her theories of the 
new religion. Henry Slade, the Ameri
can Spiritualist, was also considered an 
expert in the utilization of the fourth 
dimension, if Prof, Zoller® of Berlin, 
be considered an authority. Washing
ton Irving Bishop, the late celebrated 
mind-reader, performed some physical 
experiments that could not certainly 
have found an explanation in our mod
ern natural philosophies.

Piogenese, the cynic, , 
One day was seep alone,.

Absorbed in meditation, 
And In each hand a bone;

And as with piercing Vision 
He both did closely scan, 

He learned the old, Old lesspn—- 
The brotherhood of man.

One bone was that of Cyrus, 
The warrior of renown;

The other was a beggar’s, 
Used to misfortune’s frown;

No difference he discovered « 
In texture or in plan;

They taught the same great lesson! 
The brotherhood of man.

No matter what the station, ' 
The poverty or pelf,

Each one upon God’s footstool . 
Possesses in himself

A something ’neath the surface, 
Let it be white or tan, 

That makes of him a member 
Of the brotherhood of man.

He may be French or German, 
Or ignorant Hottentot,

A Chinaman or Negro, 
It verily matters not;

For in their mortal members 
There runs and ever ran 

The same red tide that flowqth 
Thro’ the brotherhood of man.

One may be rich as Dives, 
With good in plenteous store;

The other poor as L'azarus, 
All helpless at his door;

They have a common father, 
pet him deny who can;

Belong to one great family— 
The brotherhood of man.

Then let this truth.eternal
Sink deeply in thy soul, 

That every human being ’ 
Is part of one great whole;

And be he king or peasant, 
Or queen or courtesan, 

They all have lot in common 
In the brotherhood of man.

My dearest friends and brothers, 
In human toil and strife

We’re each and ail another’s
In bejng and in life;

To help a needy mortal 
We all are under ban;

Let us be worthy members 
Of the brotherhood of man.

—J. M. Cavaness in Inter Ocean.

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
mprnfng. .Short Items only will be ineerted If 
received on the previous Saturday. We.take 
pleasure In publishing the movements of lee-- 
turere and mediums, Meetings, which are dp. 
Ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them, They are too numerous 
fox that. A few Unes explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable; l À 
great deal can be said of a meeting: In a dozen 
lines, giving a “general survey" of thé glori
ous work being done. ■ -

Good Words for “Lyceum Guide.”
Alfred Kitson, one of the leaders 

in the Lyceum movement in England 
has the following appreciative notice 
in the Lyceum Banner:

"The new "Lyceum Guide," by Mrs. 
Emma Rood Tuttle, is an excellent 
book. It is arranged on the lines of 
her previous one, and may be said to be 
an amplification of it. There are new 
plates of the calisthenics, illustrating 
the various motions; and also a new de
partment added, under the title of 
"the Band of Mercy,” whose pledge is 
in harmony with the first rule in our 
excellent Golden Group. There are 
some splendid pieces in it, both selected 
and from the gifted compiler’s pen. No 
doubt it will fill a long-felt want in 
America. I hope it will give new life 
to the cause.

Mr. Lew Gleason, for a long time 
conductor of the Cleveland Lyceum, 
and thoroughly informed in Lyceum 
work, writes:

The Lyceum Guide is the right thing 
in the right place, and I do not see 
how it could be possibly improved. I 
only wish that every child of spiritual
istic parentage could be studying its 
beautiful lessons every Sunday.

Miss Marie Sprague, thé talented 
young daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. W. 
Sprague, who have been meeting with 
such marked success as speakers and 
mediums, says:

“ The Lyceum Guide is most ad-

J, J. Hughes writes from Sait' Lake 
City: "Dr, Waite and son are here, and 
seem to be doing a good business. The 
Doctor’ lectures to crowded halls, and 
hundreds have been turned away for 
want of room, and the hall is one of the 
largest in the city.”

8. Butler writes that the meetings at 
Weiber hall, 483 Pearl street, Clevp. 
land, Ohio, every Sunday afternoon, are 
very interesting. AU are free to ex
press their opinions on the subject of 
Spiritualism, so there is variety, and .aft 
variety is said to bp the spice of life, it 
often becomes quite spicy there.

The St. Paul Spiritual Alliance, 
which had the services of Mrs. Mary C. 
Lyman for six months, passed resolu
tions expressive of their high apprecia
tion of her character and work, and rec
ommending her to the favorable consid
eration of all spiritual societies. Mrs. 
Lyman is now holding meetjngs in Chi
cago. at Henshel’s Academy, 517 West 
Madison street.

"White Rose” writes: "Helen Stuart 
Richings. the brilliant inspirational lec
turer, wishes me to say to her many 
friends and the societies that wish her 
services that she has about recovered 
from her severe attack of nervous pros
tration, and that she has been, on ac
count of her-prolonged illness, unable to 
answer the many letters she has re
ceived, and wishes me to express for her 
her thanks for all cordial sympathies 
extended to her. She cannot, by advie'e 
of her physicians, make any engage
ments for societies until September. 
She will fulfill her engagements, how. 
ever, with and at camp-meetings. All 
societies that wish her services during 
the season of 1894-1895 may address her

MME. BLAVATSKY STUDIED IN INDIA.

That the Hindoos are exceedingly 
clever palmers in sleight-of-hand and 
that they follow the routine of practice 
common to all conjurers, I am aware of; 
but when their deceptions are. partially 
grasped by the observers, then da they 
resort to a higher and almost unknown 
branch of physics. :

It Inay be interesting to note that 
Mme, Blavatsky wan A '/stoderit for 
years in India and Other Oriental 
countries.

Whether Henry Slade actually pos
sessed this marvelous but, thoroughly 
scientific property of space or not is be
yond my dictum to say, for it was riot 
my good fortune to witness the experi

An Unfortunate Man and a For
tunate Spirit.

"THESE SHALL GO INTO OUTER DARK
NESS.”

/Uany readers will remember Tom 
(alias Buff) Higgins, who was executed 
for murder on the 23d of March. Hig
gins died brave because Ignorance made 
him reckless; but when he found him
self a living spirit in darkness from 
which he could not extricate himself, 
then he began to realize his condition 
and call for help. He saw the lights 
which emanate from spiritual mediums, 
and his third attempt to reach them 
brought him to two young ladies who 
are quietly cultivating their spiritual 
gifts in the privacy of their happy 
home, as thousands of others are doing 
all over the world, where the enemies 
of human progress and emancipation 
cannot interfere with the silent work of 
the Angel-world.

This being their first experience of 
the kind,they were naturally frightened 
pt the appearance of a murderer; but he 
assured them that though he had been 
an unfortunate man, he was not wicked, 
and would not harm them, but he 
wanted them- to help him out of 
darkness. ’

The offices of these kind-hearted me
diums had the desired effect, and 
opened the way for ministering spirits 
to come to his assistance, and amongst 
them was his mother, whose untimely 
death was, in a great measure, the occa
sion of his misfortune; and he went 
away with her, happy in the prospect of 
progressing in. 8pirit4i(e. and light 
under the guififtnce-of her mother-love. 
He was a fortunate spirit. . ■

Rothermel, who has been lecturing for 
the First Society of Spiritualists of 
Milwaukee for the month of March, and 
holding siiceesful ‘seances for physical 
manifestations and materialization, is 
still with us doing a good work. He cru 
be addressed at tho post office, General 
Delivery, for this month,.after which, at 
Chicago, Ill., until further notice.”

Mrs. Oliver Peters writes that Mrs. 
Emma Nutt, of Philadelphia, is doing a 
grand and noble work for our cause in 
Milwaukee, and has awakened much 
interest throughout the city.

Joseph Meives writes that years ago, 
when ho was a materialist, he had 
several apparitions. On one occasion, 
while living in Arkansas, his mother, 
who had just died in Germany, ap
peared to him; and several other times, 
when absent from home, he had pre
sentiments of trouble in his family, at 
the exact time when it existed. Mr. 
Meives says Sheboygan, Wisconsin, 
has nearly 22,000 inhabitants, and he 
thinks a good lecturer and medium 
could do a great work there. For 
further information address Joseph. 
Meives, box 125, Sheboygan, Wis.

Geo. W. Aldrich writes that Ithaca, 
Mich., has a population of about 2,000 
and would like a visit from a Spiritu
alist speaker. *

Mrs. Kate Wegner writes that Mrs. 
I. M. Sloper, San Francisco, is a me
dium who, although she works quietly, 
is doing much good for the cause, es
pecially among those who are Still In 
the churches. She is also a fine psy
chometric reader. .

J. M. Kennedy writes concerning a 
“Prof. Store’s exposureof Spiritualism,’1 
at Marysville, Ohio, and the account 
thereof by the Marysville Tribune,which 
was not so much an exposure of Spir
itualism as it was the editor’s exposure 
of his own ignorance. Prof. Starr sim
ply gave a sleight-of-hand performance, 
aided by his wife, so-called. He did hot 
even attempt to explain any spiritual
istic phenomena.

Mrs. C. Scott, medium, has removed 
from New York to 2440 N. 17th street, 
Philadelphia, Pa., where she will give 
private sittings. ,

P. Galvin writes that he is op§p to 
engagements at the end of this month; 
would like to lecture in the EaSt or 
West. "I’ve had a kindly reception 
from our brothers here in New Orlqqus, 
and the attention during my lectures 
has been more than good. The officers 
are all new but Brother Brodip, the 
secretary, and an upward move'seems 
to be the motto’ of the' present1 year. 
Mediums can’t ask for a better!place 
them New Orleans. Brother Gorden 
White did some remarkable work here. 
He is a wonder in the way of giving 
tests. He should be kept on the move, 
his circuit being the whole of the

In good style and tone she presents facts I The excelhui^vorkers, E. Wv&irague ■ 
glia arguments which are not merely g I and wife, are Jbpen for engagei$èpts for , 
defense óf ber cause bijt an exposure qf I ^lay and JiiifeJf Address thein.-nitrNew’ ■. 
tho weakness of hey opponents’ positioq. I land and forest avenues, Jamestown, 1 
The discussion, as managed by Mrs. N. Y. ■ i.’ • 1
Watson, pannot fail to spt people to That ‘idolaters’’ of the reguïar per- ¡ 
thinking, and he productive of good. I suasion ought to bp protected, by strin- ' 
.. Our thanks »re specially due to R. F. medicai laws, is made manifest by ; 
Baldwin for a large club of subscribers p case mentioned by D. H. Ropp, of Ot- ■ 
from Granville, N. Y. He is an en- sego,. Mich. Mr. Ropp was recently 
thusiastic Spiritualist and an earnest,iBU'ed tQ. take care of a man whom, as 
worker for the cause. . W- Ropp says, "one of oqr very smart ;

rni, Aj and- precise doctors was tending.” The !Th0 address of Joseph King, the, ma- “¿oetflr" called it a bad case of scarlet 
twftlizlng medium, is as follows. Piped {ever) after Mr. £fOp„ anj several 
stope, JJioh. lie pan be addressed there jla¿ been exposed and taken down,
for engagements, |t Wfts found to be a case of smáll-pox. I

Will C, Hodge, whose lectures are gl-1 The'doctor, being called on, w^S found 
ways well received, and who can inter- sick with varioloid. When told so, he 
est any audience,’ will answer calls to I became very angry and claimed it was 
lecture. He can be addressed at 722 merely chicken-pox. And this doctor 
Parker avenue, Beloit, Wip. 1 bfts been practising (?) mare than thirty

W. -8. Collins writes; "New Orleans I In this instance his practice bas 
is at present in want Of a first-c|a,sp mg' jeath»0 Mo U V^rllv effid^nol^suoh 
terializing medium—one who can afford I etc. Verily, should not smm
proof to skeptics, I am sure he would medical practitioners fee pro
do well here. The city is full of trance I by law against quacks? . 
mediums,” F. W. Fox writes. from Rpçhester,

„ TT , t v„ . Mipp.: "This city is suffering from at'<«rr Howard writes from LeM»r8,bfe. I three kinds of grip. The Catho- 
: Wp have brother L, Kuyfer Wth us, Hjcs bave the first ana main grip on us. 
and op lost Sunday he gave us quite aj Yesterday they dedicated their finely ¡talk on SplrituaUsm, and followed with Lquippedhospital, all for the glory of 
some of the grandest tests I ever had the. t^0 Mír Churph, We feV&y 
Pleasure of Tistening to The haü was l¿he Qf dishonest class
crowded, He will 'fcfitWO; leglelatlóp, Money and land are alto’ 
Sunday. I can aay any gather'too goad for poor fo|ks. Our only
ft tost giedium will find Brother Kuyler, golftoe jé, we won't need them in heaven. 
ftfflop.fr the best. Address him in my,Lnd fts an' indirect result of improper 
Pare’ food arid, care of health through lack of
' "A. H. Buckman, secretary, writes from means tq procure necessities of exist- 
Ffertland, Oregon: "Spiritualism is enep> /domes la grippe, Spiritualists 

i flourishing in this city to such an extent have tod many buzz sgws in their midst 
thftt a new society has been organized, to stop to quarrel with one another 

, which meets in Grand Army hall Sun- about opinioris. Let every camp asso- 
Í day evenings/ Several meetings have dation declare and maintain a free 

been held, with good attendance, It is platform, It is ap insult to any speaker 
the object of this society to he, as its whose guides have some radical 
name signifies: Progressive Spiritual thoughts to utter, to be shut off by the 
Society, Prof. Huyland, the lecturer, I management. How are we to progress 

, is one of the most eloquent orators of I if we never hear new ideas expressed^ 
' day, and a radical Spiritualist. Mrs. Comrades Davis and Hutchinson logb 

Baxter Reynolds, one of Portland’s most I cally state practical pointers. During 
popular mediums, gives tests which are the winter we had several lectures by 
numerous and to tfie point. Miss M. Allen F. Brown. State Lecturer for 
Hunter, Portland’s youngest independ- Northwestern Spiritualist Association, 
ent slate-writing /medium, receives I Mr. Brown is always welcomed a second 
messages in full view of the audience, time and is kept quite busy. Any sub

’ with names signed, which were reeog-1 ject from the audience Is immediately 
nizéd. This medium has a grpnd future taken up by his guides and expounded 
before her.” in sincerity of purpose, and he invites

' The Connecticut State Spiritualist |kin^ «Hticim. I hope the grin of 
Aasbciation will hold its eighth annual L18d(”ÏÏ wh!?h P1“’ spirit friends hold 

/ contention at Unity Hall, Pratt street, I “X®'?11 ,^llJ ,?ver^ ^he .bloody storm 
. Hertford, Saturday and Sunday, Mftyj Wp. .ph.th!’aft^n US’ . . .
. wand 14, 1894. The year of 1803 àridi W- Elizabeth Stronger, formerly of

Ì894 has marked thé greatest progress Muskegon, Mich., desires to say to the 
of'teiigious thought that hfts ever Oq- public that she has removed to 3721 

. curved; and weare drifting toward tye Lake avenue, Chicago.
, cofflmon brotherhood of the children Mrs. Lora H. Hursen’s camp engage
. of men, and the Spiritualists stand in mejits, as musician and medium, are: 
. tbé front rank. We extend a corqlR,| August 4th to 9th, Devil’s Lake, Mich, 
i Invitation to all women and mpq, I (Pleasant Grove Association); August 
, llbm-allsts and freethinkers, to be 1 Ótri to September 2nd, Vicksburg, 
. pneSejit. No person will be barred Mich. The rest of the camp season is

Vflffl patioipating In our meetings, open for engagements. Permanent ad
, Speakers: Mrs. Clfti’a A. Banks, of dress, Vicksburg, Mich., box 109. Mrs. 
; Haydenville, Mass., inspirational; Gèo. Hursen is said to be a musical medium 
• A. Fuller,'M. D., of Worcester, Móss.', I of rare gifts.
• inspirational; Mr. Joseph D, Stiles, of I k. m. Goldsworthy writes from 

Weymouth, Mass., ope of the most wop- ¡port Dodge, Iowa.: “Mr. and Mrs. As- 
deyful test mediums on the continent, I pinwan) of Minneapolis, Minn., are 
giving names in full. J'with us and giving good satisfaction.

Will C. Hodge writes: “Your anni-1 The opera house was filled last Sunday 
versary number is fine.” That is the night to hear what Mrs. Aspinwall had 
opinion of over 40,000 readers. to say in regard to Spiritualism. The

_ _ , ., 11T, ,,, materializing seances pre good and wellB. F. Willard writes: “Knoxville, „Hnn<loa ”
Tenn., is a beautiful city with 40,000 to] .
50,000 inhabitants, arid no organized so-1 G. J. Swalp expresses himself as fol- 
ciety qf Spiritually w even Unftar- <ws:. . As °PP?sed
ians or Universalis^, or liberals of any L*. sleight-of-hand, etc, into a 
sort. It is intensely orthodox; many BPl«t“alB1e1anc%^daml“favo';of ar- 
costly churches have been erected in the resttng all exhibitors that advertise 
last five years, and great revivals have tiian perform. I aip against 
beep going on about six months of the trickery wherever found; and Spirit
year. Local preachers and traveling uallsta skou*d "°.t allow those of their 
evangelists have been and are alinosi 0W!\r,ankSvi?rlnti u,s t0 ,8h(a®°’ ,Mr- 
moving .heaven and earth to get every- and Mrs. Eddy were here last Tuesday, 
body into their folds. It seems to me and Lan ertammen 4 in the opera
here is a wonderful field for mis- h,0U8e- T110*did oae’fouFtk
Sionaries. Since my return from the of what they advertised,Id attempted 
West in November, 1893, we have been ^p^e Slade. They di not exhibit 
visited by one medium only, Mrs. Anna W^ouyth as much as blad;e, and their 
Evr Fay. She drew a fair audience at I attempt was a miserable fddure.”-
50 copta to $1.00 per head. She wtCs.l Dr. JuHet H. Severance, who has 
briefiy noticed by the local press, and ] been performing efficient work at Jack- 
that with ridicule and »arcasm. CÓLI sonville, Florida, during the winter, ex- 
R. : G. Ingersoll gave his wonderfpl | parts to return to her home in this city 
lecture on Shakspeare, and the 'press the first of May or sooner.
treated him with silent contempt. Inope] ’W. 1. Barnett writes that Dr. A. A. 
you may influence some good lectuypr Wftit and son Harry are at Salt Lake 
and.jtest medium to visit us and shake] city; the doctor is giving some excel- 
up dry bones of orthodoxy.” j, . hent lectures, and Harry gives fine tests.

Rrriï. J. Madison Allen and Mrsi' Other mediums are doing some good 
M; Theresa Allen are busily occupied^ Hork. There is great need of organlza- 
present in Kansas. Their recent I tton.
labors have included Golden City, Dr. Lewis Freedman,healer and clair- 
Shéldop, Liberal and Nevada, Missouri, I voyant, is now located at 213 East 89th 
and Pittsburg, Weir City, Emporia, street, N. Y, where he can be con- 
Almire and Cherryvale, Kansas. They I suited.

Jphnny Cumming requests me to say to FIFTY YEARSyou as follows:‘Tell Mr. Francis to say Z ZZ z z j.
Mrs. Wilson, when he gives her this in THE

CHURCH01 ROME.
and if at any time she is in need, and I - - . _ .
will notify my medium, Chas, W-Stew- A Remarkable BOOK, 
ard, we will hold a feance for her bene- # remartaI)Ie ?ort byfather cnmiQim 
fit. We are going to take a Short vaca-I It axpo«CB even to the minutest details the corruption 
tion and from Anril 20th to Mav 10th thW exists In the Church of Rome. It Is a work of 838 lion, auu irpm APG* ■ to ■‘YWV n JJ »nd ehould bB read a8 a matter of history by 
our address will he at 24 boutb Anderson JJery Spiritualist. The following Is a partial list of thd 
street, Aurora, Ill. In Denver we are table of contents: .
at 2245 Welton StrePtf imd I want her to ] glbla URd the Priest ot Ro|np.
let me know whenever she needs assist-............... chapter n. .
ance 1 ” My first Bchool-dwa at St, Tlipmas-Tbe Monk aa<

• .. , I ;T Celibacy. •
JI. Pettibone writes: ‘.‘My wife and chapter hi.

I were sitting together the other even- Confession of 
ing, and the spirit of Wm.' L. Booth, | The Shepherd whipped ny ills ¡Sheep, 
of Hillsboro, Texas, came and grated chapter v.
lie had been in Ppirtewbrld but a short I Tl>a Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow’s Cow. 

time and wished tp wmmuhlcate to his FeBMnt)B8lnBPerion,ge .
friends in Texas, letting them know chapter vii.
that he found ■ things over there just as Preparation tor the First Communion—Initiation to 
he expepted. He wishes to be vemerm W»W> chapter vhi.
bpred to all friends; also .wishes his 1 The First Communion.

Bto
Thinker, and requested Rie to have Moral and Religion«'Instruction ia the Roman Catho- 
him subscribe for • it; also all friends. I 110 Coiiegea. chapter xi.
I Have granted his request, and I trust Protestant Children In the Convents and Nunneries ot
he will do as the Spirit wishes. We I10<ue- chapter xn. •
leave for Spokane for two weeks, then I Rome and Education—Why does Hie Church of Rome
will return to Seattle." I hate the Common Schools of the United States, and

a r> t> a L * „ -.4 I want to destroy them?—Why does BhQ object to
M1*S. A. B. Burt, 60Cr©tary, sends upl tho reading of tue Bible In the Schools? ’

an account of anniversary doings pt chapter xhi, ,
Rattle Creek Mich. There was not Theology of the Church of Romo; Its Antl-Soclal um SAftinn vieBB., irtini, + AntTOlirlstlan Character. -
room for a|l’ who came; all denominu- ¡chapter XIV.
tions, Including Catholics and Advent- The vow of Celibacy. ' ■
ipts, were represented. Dr, P. T. John- The IinpurltleB of theT&w^home. 
gon spoke grandly ana elicited applause; chapter xvi.
Mrs, Lillie Piper gave splendid psycho- Tpo Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers: or, how X 
metric readings; Mrs. ’ Jos. Seereiter Z^ot Meu “ up the W“td °f God “ ioUow th® 
gave platform tests and astonished all ’ chapter xvh.
present; Miss Jessie Johnson gave a Ibee?uQ™0“a?ryth01lP priesthood, or Ancient and Nod. 
grand exhibition of inspirational song ’ chapter xvni-
and music and altiWfithAF thft oeofi.si.on NIdo Consequences of the Dogma of Transubstantlc* ttnu lUUBiy, anu Wie ullubluk uon-Tbe old ragamsw under n CbrisiM nape,
was a notable success. There is talk of chapter xix.
building a spiritual temple, Of which Vicarage, and Life at St. Chines, fiivlerre Boyer, 
there is a demonstrated need, as crowds chapter xx.
had to be turned away 0U this occasion by thecXrltootst. CimrUs.1

for want of room. chapter xxi.
Charles Carter writes that he takes On^eMes“_Th“ MsnUo S1,ter ot 

as much pleasure in sending a new sub- ’ chapter xxii.
scriber as he over took in eating a good
meal. and Perrae.

C. P. Howard queries whether the I Tba Cholera Morbus Of IBS!- Admirable courage and 
world is better today than it was I eelf deulal of the Priest« ot Rome during the epi* 
eighteen hundred yours ago; and what demlc’ chapter xxiv.
the effect would be if Jesus should come 1 am named a Vicar of St. Roch, Quebec City—Th» 
to Chicago? Viewing the social and Rev. Mr-Jeiu-Tertulllau-Ueueral targo-The 

political situation—the strikes, lookouts, ’ chapter xxv.
InHop plots „pop/'lilwm* tlio ftttitnrlo of I Simony.-Strange and sacrilegious .raffle In tho ao. laooi riots, anaicilism, tne aitltuoe 01 sailed Body and Blood of Chrlat-Euormoua auma 
the monied class and the conscienceless Of Money made by the aale of Maaaea—The Society
politicians; and the role enacted by the ?,f al>011’Ue4 “d toe Society of om

popular churches, there is no reason to “ “ chapter xxvi.
believe that the millennium is near. continuation of the trade In Maases.

. CHAPTER XXVII.A. V. Herman, corresponding secre-1 Quebec Marine Hospital—Tim first time I carried the 
tarv, writes that the Spiritualists Of “Bon Dleu" (the wafer god) In my vest pocket •” , V, , , —The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau’t-Tbe
Lincoln, Neb., organized some time Bev. L. Parent and tho "Bou Dleu" at the Oyster 
ago with some forty members, and per- soiree.
fected the organization April 8th, tor nrw» have not space in this notice of Father 
gether with the Udies’ Aid Society
ana the Lyceum. The Sunday even- however, are of thrilling interest:

1 ing^meetings are well attended, having chapter liii.. always interesting subjects for discuss- The immacutataCo^tio^fto“ Virgin Nary, 
ion. There is material in the city for a I The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

are now at liberty to make engagements Mrs. E. W. Bushyhead, a resident of 
with societies and camps anywhere in Santiago, Cal., was in the city last week, 
the United States. Address Cherryvale, having just returned frqm a visit to 
or Wichita, Kans. They will also re- friends in Ionia, Mich. Mrs. B. is a 
ceive calls to lecture on co-operation, leading Spiritualist, and devoted to the 
socjal economics and kindred topics. I cause. She and’ Mrs. Nickless—the

One of the most unfortunate things gu 
orthodox minister or layman can do for 
his beloved faith and church is to Un
dertake with pen or voice to demolish 
Spiritualism. It has been attempted 
times innumerable—by Talmage and 
other reckless and ignorant or con
scienceless demagogues and calumnia- 
tork—and invariably with injurious re-, 
suits to their own side of the case, This

large and prosperous society. “It is chapter lv.
1 í) 11 o"Vi o Vil a li a iwitAB ‘‘to Habí* p I Tbs Ecclesiastical Retreat Conduct of tue 1 rieiwlaugnaoie, 110 wines, 10 near a poor _Tha BlaU ForbldB Me t0 D|,lrlbute tUa 
preacher talking aff^lnst Spiritualism— I chapteh lvi.
yet, if you ask him what he knows Public Act« of Slinouy-Tbeft« aud BrlgandcBO ot 
khnnt, if h« will Iifluailv admit, Hint hn W»bop O’Regan-Oeneral Cry of Indlguutlon-I
aooui II, ne Will usually aurnil inai ne detcrmluu to re«l«t him to bl« face—Hu employ«
never investigated 'It atti and SO in re- Mr. Spluk again to send me to Ouol. and befall«
gard to other questions of most vital wLLÀbr'Lam Ltacoik doffl
importance—or, ll they know anything, me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever iuy
they suppress it.” Light and my Cuuiumtor.

H. S. B. writes from Wawawaij Wash.: bishop O’Regan eells the Parsonage Of tho French 
We have just started a circle of investi- ^TtfeTcXoltaco“w&-HS
gallon hei‘6—nao. fine t^Ple movements determines to turn me out <»f my Colony and scud 
the second sitting. We have two heal- lutoníeS Üe-My%“« .p“nd
ing and one trance medium and several tt Depuunon to the Bisbop-uu Answers-Tho 
clairvoyants, not fully developed, of ÉJhaiuÜxcommunkaiíonbyihreodrunkeuPrlekts» 
course. We have the premise of mater- from ffiyCp«uAp”SH¿e to remam-i am 
lahzations inside Of a month, if an old | sga|n dragged ««a prUoner by the Sberlft toUr
gentleman in the neighborhood cañar- bona—Abraham Lincoln's «nxlety about the Usuogeuueiuaii tu un« tiutg n uut uuuu canai Pro«ecutlon-My Dlslre«s-Tbe Re«cue-
range things SO as to meet With US regu- M1„ yunomena Moffat «ent by God to «ave me—Le-
larly. He 18 a Spiritualist Of over twenty Belle’s Cunfe«»lon and Dl«tre»«-My Inuocenc»

J , j. * "I aoknowlcdged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abrá*years Standing. - Jaul Lincoln—The Oath of Ml«« Pbllomeua Moffat.
Mrs. L. Hecker writes that Mr. and chapter. LIX.

Mrs Qni.nn-ns, nf Inmnnfnwi. IN V n-o vn A moment ot Interruption In the Thread of my ‘F Iftr Mrs. bpiague, Ot Jftmpstown, IX. 1., gave •* years ,n tue Church of Rome," to see how my «M 
two lectures at Oil City, Pa., on Sunday Prevision« about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
April 15th. Their tests were marvelous. tW 1B,I’1“aWB Iuwn1’

A Campbell, the spirit artist, writes chapter lx.
f*»nm Solt T.fllrA pìfv tihnf. Ha ír nn YiírI fho Fundamental Principles of tbu Constitution of trom bati uaxe cuy inai ne is on rus **",urBlted8tate8drawuf%muieGo«peiofChriBt-My 
way East and expects to ba m this city I pr8, vlilt to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of tho
on or about the 25th of this month. He pot’ 1 klH-’w VISTI™ tatui chin*. . , , , , t •! late the news that Lincoln waa born in too vnurcaintends to spend the summer at Lily of ROmc-Lctur of me Pope to Jetr Davu-My
Dale, N. Y., where all letters should be la«t vl«lt to the Pro«ldent-m» admirable refer-addressed to him after May 1st. I &T-“16 w“‘'ugBC88 ‘° “

Dr. C. T. H. Benton is open foren-....................chapter lxi. ___
gagements as an inspirational speaker I ^,rí)*™¿ ®^i,l|j^Bnrait.’Jh1e,>A««»«<irtn:tidntaBOTiK 
and psychometric reader. Any society -The tool of the Prleata—John Surratt'« home—
wi ch i n rr q fiKtAfl Ir Ai* fnt* Si 1 nd n v rpfvi aa Ar* Tho Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of tue Prleatiwisning a SpeaKei lor bunqay service Or _JoUa Surra„ Secreted by the Priest.« after the
funerals can secure his services for his murder of Lincoln—The AB«a«»lnallun ot Lincoln

- ■ - • ■ ■ him known and published In thu town three hour« be-
ftOon foro R® occurrence.CHAPTER LX1I.

Deputation of two Prleata sent by the People and the 
. Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the Side -will of tho Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 

hn)d publicly that the Biahop Is wrong and that we aro 
' right—For peace sake, I conaent to withdraw from

_ the contest on certain conditions accepted by tho
hall, corner"iff Sigel and Sedgwick I
streets, at 3 ana 1:45 P. JI. Mrs. 1'. b. Ly Colony—My la«i imervlcw with him aud Mr:
DeWolf will speak and give tests in the Bra««»rd. CHAPTEli LXIII 
afternoon, and F. Carden White in the Mr. Dcsaulnlerl« named Vicar General of Chicago to 
evening until further notice, crush u.-Our People more united than ever ta de’ «V i lend their right«—Letters of the Blibop« ot Mon-

"Friend” writes: "Marguerite St. .treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
✓-V *• a v * 4. 1 4. forced against bls conscience, to condemn us—MyOmer IS open to engagements to lecture to Mr. Brassard—Ho writes to beg my
for Spiritual and Patriotic societies, and pardon. erttiv
fill engagements for oamp-meatings in .^ltetothepopecfi^Tx, «na ¿ Ñapoicon,Emperor 
the west as lecturer and psychometrist. of France, and send them the Legal and Public 
AdHnooa ( 'inuinnnti Clhin Mis« St Documents proving the bad conduct of BishopAudi eSS cinoinnau, t unw. I'llSS ot. o'Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my
Omer hqs been lecturing very accept- I Victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— I go 
nhlv for tho Sniritual societies in Gin- to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishopaoiy iqr ine opiriiuu,! burieuies m yin _Th¿ a # 8ealed and publicly proclaimed t©
cinnati. She astonishes the oldest Gra„d Vicar Dunn the 28th ut Marcii, ism. 
members, in her psychometric readings chapter lxv.
with Hor ranirHtv from one to another Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat wiin ner rapidity trom one w anowier •- Ylcar 6aurIn and hl8 a56t«iant, Rev. m. 
and correctness, no hairier seems to Ob- Granger—Grand Vicar Duun writes me about the
struct her powers of penetration Her «w;to™7*‘f“l“¡;Xi,8Mjw
patriotic lectUl'CB for tu© A, « A. ar© - and saved—Back.to uyr pooplu. 
highly complimented aud have created chapter lxvi.
quite a revival. Her private lectures to W» solemn 
ladies are pathetic and she never fails I £c¡ve« Christian Calbollcs-DUmay of the Roman
to gain names sufficient to fprm councils Catholic Btshops-My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor of
of W. A. P. A. one, the Marguerite «%» « ta &
council of Cumminsville. O? aeventy-five Authorlty-He IB Ignominiously turned out, and 
members, has been already instituted run« away m the ^t or tuerta, of tae People, 
and she. has a list Of ffve Others ready owe-eye View of the Principal Event» from my Com 
for organizing. Although she is in fee- veraioa to tua dai-^1J’ar,r,™ nXTfcr152
ble health sh°e as strongin the work of «.edlaLT60 tnr°U8h W“
redeeming the country fro® the thral- Price, $2.^5, Post-paid,
ffomof Rome.” _ ' _____________________ '___________ _

H. M. F. writesj -April- 2,9th there] . »ww in thia Aniirftriv 
will be an extra service of the First I IEC IM TWf] xPUhRkV
Progressive Society of Chicago, 3118 anff liirti 111 I IIU VriltntVfl 
3120Forest avenue: qt 1:30 children’s * Coae!na+iniv \AMrlz
Lyceum; at 3 o’clock lectures end tests ” rasoinaung YVOIK,
by Mrs. E. R. Nickless; at 7:30 P. M. Thoreaders of Tbe Pboqre.sivh Tms-XHB Winr*
Jr v«Hi™„ I member tho «tory under the above title, by Hudsoqthere will beanother baptismal service, I Settle, which wa« published in its colorane. Attua 
followed by songs, recitations, etc. This time, constant inaulrlei were made as to Its appearing 
U fÜA loot Rnndav Mrn E R Nirtrlnao inbook form. This wish has now been gratltled. lt 
IS Ine lasi ounuay Airs. n,. ri. IX ICKiess ma]K| tt volume of 243 pages, In style and form like the 
will be with the-BOCiety, as she goes to “Convent of the Sacred Heart," with a finely-engraved 
do li fannia And oh» urill HaIìvav ho» I likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of the Uftiuqrnia, arffl sne will qeiiver ner »* Blteraately Bhlft from earth to the spirit spheres, 
farewell address to the people Of Ohl- and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
CaPTO. The society has been vérv fortu- modes of life of spiritasi beings, are presented tn tbs 

. .....r •£■•.» . y « . ,1 niaasing form of narrativa.nat© to Secure one Of ID© most talented The following are the chapter-titles: Introflactfom 
médiums Of the day, Mb. Bishop A. The House of the Sage-, Home at the Miser; The Low 

»»rni _____ Societies: Hades: Chrlstmastlde In the Spheres ofBeals of Boston, who will sew© the SO- Light; Cbrlstmaslldeand the Golden Gate; The Un
cietv duirnff Mav» ,• ■ hapnv Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; AXisItto

.vArj ¥ •£ . -W . , the Earth; TneChange Called Death: Comlugtolho
H. H. Grabendike^ materializing me- Knowledge of tho Light; The society-Again Visitó 44? 4*. ’4«Éaríh: The Forsaken ami Despised; Discuwlon; A 

Aihlh ftUd lectui er, b$; .addressed at Visit to a Distant Globe: Reunion 1n the Spirit-world; 
Springfield, Hl., ■ (General ' Delivery), CoinentedneSs Not Goodness; Address of the Sage. • 
where hé experts to tetaatt some Weeks 
lecturing auA. ho fiirigvpiflflio/'mqotinffs.

] CcqrtueAeufitM&ftge. - , I iAptiM 4» wtt uw »tout taWMH .

actual expenses only, by notifying 
three days in advance. Address 
Morgan street, Englewood, Ill.

C. L, Clark writes: Th? North

Harvey A. Penney, of Saginaw, Mich., latter having dqne some excellent work 
writes: “There are many wideawake bere fts lecturer and medium—will re- 
and enthusiastic Spiritualists here, as turn to California the last of this month, 
well as a large number of people who Mrs. Kate Blade, the well-known 
are interested in spiritual lectures and independent slate-writing medium, will 
manifestations, who come out when a give seances daily—except Saturday— 
gpod occasion offers. Regular meett fit her home 58 Thirty-third street. 
itigS are pot held, but when there ^re I, .,friend writes: "A great deal of 
meetings which have been properly.ftdM;jntorest is being manifested in South 
vertised a large attendance is assured.! Chicago in the cause of Spiritualism, 
■klT11 r- De.wf7’ ufGrftmi, Land we- feel that this fall will find us
Bltfupi Mich., delivered two of mslwith a lbtge and flourishing society, 
characteristic addresses, clearing up ].Jpj1I,0Ugh efforts of two earnest 

■ mapy questions in ansjyer to those who ^orikers/JU’-e hftve had with us during 
were of skeptical inclination. In the L^e pasffew- months, such able speak
evening Mr. Bert Woodworth, the • *’— ,Dr G. W. Carpenter, Prof, 
tvufflpe't medium from Meadville, Pa., LockwoodpMrs. Nickless, Mrs. Trudell, 
wMapp..t»resent, andga.vft ip. white, and others, Mrs,
which rqther startled his hearers, al- lgansolli ¡3^, Ireland, Mrs, Hughes and 
though at the time being sick ft*’¡iniany mote have'helped with their 
mpit unable to be present. Among the ¿jjferent phases of mediumship.’' 
tegis were the impersonations of several A.
well-known citizens who had long been J.'W. Westerfield, President of the 
decbased, together with the names of State Association, writes: '-The Spirit- 
each one described. He is now giving ualists of Indiana will hold their fourth 
circles, and sittings to large numbers/’ annual qamp-meeting on their grounds,
„ A_____ie’7a at Chesterfield, near Anderson, cormHenry. Hanumm writes. Jn_1870 the monc^g July 19tb ¡¿gq, continuing until 

writer ftnd his frother, X^vi Hammop, August 13th. ¡lecturers and mediums of 
lived bU B1?bt toyP National reputation have been engaged,
southwest of Indianola, Iowa. One day I $$$ speakers are Mrs. Colby Lutner, J. 
Levi said: I see hundreds and. thou-IcieggAiright/Lyman CAHowe and E. 
sands of men and women gomg to Ly. ^praguA speaker and/ test medium. 
Washingtop, and t am with the Gpner tku to eclipse aU previous
ftls; meetings op our grounds, in everypar-

tioular, Jhe ground? Iiavft been i®’ 
pitchforks andsome have lubs. When I „nd we hope to see several new 
they got to Washington they found an Lot^e?. — ^g grounds this year. Ma- 
army fortified. As soqp as they got ;n I terJ^Bzing’ mediums and mediums of all 
reqch they were fired on With artulerj, phases have promised to be with us this 
but they paid no attention; the generals I s) t- 
told them to go on. They did go op— H . ■
went over the works and disarmed ] Geo.,/L. „.Sopris, of Denver, Col., 
those inside; went dp to the Capitol, writes: “Inclosed find mopey order (or

Watson npt merely defends Spiritual’ took the. office Spiders out pt. t^eir 910,’being the financial regmtopf aseaupp 
isni and /Liberalism, but carries the war chairs, dragged them _ with/ ropes given by the controls of Prof.'and Mrs, 
into-the enemies' camp, spiking their through the ’streets until they were ]Chas. W. Steward, of this city/.for the 
guns, or turning them upon'theffiselves. dead.” . • jbehefitpi Mrs. E,V. Wilson, of Chicago.

ftfflop.fr
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ACTS OF THE APOSTLES—CONTINUEp.
I have before proved that in the New Tes

tament the word prophet does not necessarily 
mean one who foretells future events, but that 
it means medium. Verse 32 of chapter xv., 
is clear when interpreted in that light. It 
reads as follows: “And Judas and Silas being 
prophets also themselves, exhorted the breth
ren with many words, and confirmed them."

In xvi., 9, 10 a vision appeared to Paul, 
as visions appear to mediums to-day; and a 
man—a spirit man appeared to him—a man 
from Macedonia—came to Paul and said: 
“Come over into Macedonia and help us.”

In verses 16 to 19 is an astounding mani
festation—it will bear quoting: “And it came 
to pass as we went to prayer, a certain damsel 

‘"possessed with a spirit of divination met us, 
which brought her masters much gain by 
soothsaying; the same followed Paul and us, ’ 

. and cried, saying, these men are the servants 
of the most high God, which show unto us the 
way of salvation, and this did she many days. 
But Paul being grieved, turned andsaid to 
the spirit: I command thee in the name of 
Jesus Christ to come out of her. And he 
came out the same hour." ‘

In this instance Paul was evidently the 
stronger medium, and was jealous of the girl, 
who, under the influence of this masculine 
spirit of divination, preached exactly the same 

. doctrine Paul was preaching. Paul, it is well 
known, did not believe in woman’s preaching, 
anyway. Seel Tim., ii., 12. 1 Oor. xiv., 
14. How many good mediums have been 
stopped in their work by just such men as 
Paul.

Another dark manifestation is recorded in 
xvi: 25, 26, as follows: “And at midnight 
Paul and Silas prayed and sang praises unto 
God; and the prisoners heard them. And 
suddenly there was a great earthquake, so that 
the foundations of the prisons were shaken; 
and immediately the doors were opened, and 
every one’s bands were loosed.” While it is. 
possible that what they may have supposed 
was an earthquake may have opened the 
doors, it is hardly possible that it could have 
loosened their bands. Is it not more reason
able to suppose their bands were loosened by 
power similar to that which afterwards loos
ened the ropes and irons on the Davenports, 
Mrs. Jewell and others?

In xviii: 9, Paul had a vision in which he 
was encouraged, and told to “be not afraid, 
but speak and hold not thy peace." There 
are several of these “visions” in which “the 
Lord” gave Paul evidence that he was with 
him.

In xix: 2 to 6, some had not heard of the 
holy ghost—that is, the power of the spirit. 
“And when Paul laid his hands upon them, 
the holy ghost came upon them, enabling them 
to speak with new tongues and to prophesy.

JTerses 11 to 16 seem to me so ita portant 
fcflat I quote them entire: ‘ ‘And God wrought 
special miracles by the hands of Paul; so that 
from his body were brought unto the sick 
handkerchiefs or aprons, and the diseases de
parted from them, and evil spirits went out of 
them. Then, certain of the vagabond Jews, 
exorcists, took upon them to call over them 
which had evil spirits the name of the Lord 
Jesus, saying, ‘We adjure you by Jesus, 
whom Paul preacheth.’ And there were seven 
sons of one Sceva, a Jew, and chief of the 
priests, which did so. And the evil spirit 
answered and said, Jesus I know, and Paul I 
know; but who are ye? And the man in whom 
the evil spirit was teaped on them, and over
came them, and prevailed against them, so 
that they fled out of the house naked and 
wounded."

I must indulgejin a very few brief com
ments:

1. There were no miracles wrought. The 
word dunamies signifies power, not necessarily 
miracles; it would not be amiss to translate it, 
‘ ‘and God used extraordinary power through 
the hands of Paul. ’’

2. Today mediums send to the sick mag
netized paper, as Paul sent handkerchiefs, or 
rather napkins and aprons. In those days 
they had no paper, and so they had to use 
napkins and aprons. .

3. This power was used to the extent of 
exorcising evil or undesirable spirits.

4. Some of the vagabond, that is, traveling, 
Jewish exorcists undertook to do the same 
thing and failed; this proves Paul to have been 
a greater medium, especially for that form of 
manifestation, than they were. They made 
the mistake of forsaking their own spirit 
guides and using Jesus’ name When they were 
not Jesus' medium. A failure might have 
been expected.

5. These spirits were acquainted with both 
Paul and Jesus, but they did not know these 
exorcists, and one medium while under con
trol of a spirit Samson was too much for even 
seven of them.

In xx: 9, 10, Paul heals a man who had 
fallen out of a window and was supposed to 
be dead. In xxi: 4, a medium under spirit 
influence warned Paul not to go to Jerusalem, 
tn verses 9 to 11, we read of four young lady 
mediums—“which did prophesy,” and a me
dium by the name of Agabus, who, under 
influence of the holy ghost, foretold what 
should befall Paul when he got to Jerusalem. 
Notwithstanding these timely warnings from 
the Spirit-world, Paul would go to Jerusalem;

. there he found that spirits and mediums had 
foretold the thing as it was.

In xxii:6 to 21, Paul preaches a sermon in 
explanation of his change from Judaism to 
Christianity, in which he tells of the light he 
saw, the voices he heard, and that “he looked 
upon Jesus,” as sitters are supposed to look 
today upon materialized forms. In verse 17

he, says he again saw Jesus, when he was en
tranced. In this instance it was not a materi
alization. r . •

In xxii|: 6, Paul confesses> his; belief both 
in angels and spirits. In verse 9 the' Phari
sees acknbwledged Spiritualism, and Paul’s 
mediumship as fpllows: “We find no evil in 
this man; but if a spirit or angel hath spoken 
to him, let us not fight against Glod. ” ,

Verse 11 says: “And the night following 
the Lord stood by him, and said, be of good 
cheer, Paul,, for as thou hast testified of me at 
Jerusalem so must thou bear witness also at 
Ronis. ” The Lord in this instance was Jesus. 
He stood by Paul and spoke to him as spirits 
stand by their mediums today and speak to 
them. . .
' In xxvi: 13 to 16, Paul relates the story of 

his conversion as follows: ‘ ‘At midday, ph, 
king, I saw in the way a light from heavpu, 
above the brightness of the sun, shining 
around about me and them whictf journeyed 
with me? And when we were all fallen to the 
earth, I heard a voice speaking unto me, and 
saying in the Hebrew tongue, ‘Saul, Saul, 
why persecutest thou me? it is hard for thee 
to kick against the pricks.' And I said, Who 
art thou Lord? and he said, I am Jesus, whom 
thou persecutest. But rise, stapd on thy feet, 
for I have appeared unto thee for this pur
pose, to make thee a minister and a witness 
both of these things .which thou hast seen, 
and of those things in which I will appear 
unto thee.” ■

In xxvii: 10, Paul is inspired to warn the 
captain of the vessel in which he is to sail not 
to put ou.t to sea. The captain refuses to 
heed the warning, and as a consequence loses 
his ship.

In verses 23 to 26, Paul says: “For there 
•stood by me this night the angel of God, 
whose I am, and whom I serve, saying, Fear 
not, Paul, thou must be brought before Cmsar; 
and lo! God hath given thee all them that sail 
with thee. Wherefore, sirs, be of good cheer, 
for I believe God, that it shall be even as it was 
told me. -Howbeit we must be cast upon 
a certain island. ” AU tile predictions Paul 
here made were fulfilled? Chapter xxvili: 3 
to 6, reads as follows: “And when Paul had 
gathered a bundle of sticks and laid them on 
the fire, there came a viper out of the heat 
and fastened on his hand. And when the 
barbarians saw the venomous beast hang on 
his hand, they said among themselves, No 
doubt the man is a murderer, whom, though 
he has escaped the sea, yet vengeance suffereth 
not to live. And he shook off the beast into 
the fire, and he felt no harm. Howbeit they 
looked when he should have swollen or fallen 
down dead suddenly; but after they had looked 
a great yrhilp and saw no harm come to him, 
they, changed their minds and said, that he was 
a god. ”

I believe it is possible to live so spiritual 
that even the virus of a viper can do us no 
harm.

The last case in the Book of Acts is in 
verSes 8 and 9 of this chapter, and reads as 
follows: “And it came to pass that the 
father of Publius lay sick of a fever and of a 
bloody flux, to whom Paul entered in, and 
prayed, and laid his hands on him. .So when 
this was done, others also, which had diseases 
in the island, came and were «healed.” Drs. 
Newton, Bryant, and others, some of whom 
are yet with us, when under spiritual powers 
were just such healers as Paul proved to be 
in this case.

Now I am through with the Acts of the 
Apostles, and I leave the reader to judge 
Whether what I have brought out will justify 
the statement made at its opening, that it is 
one of the most spiritual books in the world.

BOMANS.

With the exception of the Apocalypse, we 
are now done with the phenomenal parts of the 
Bible. The Epistles of Paul and other apos
tles contain only the opinions of the writers, 
and though these opinions may be “founded 
in clear common sense," they are not so 
weighty, with those who are seeking the evi
dence of phenomena, as are the records of 
what has been seen and heard.

The smartest and most truthful man in the 
world when expressing a mere hypothesis is 
not taken as authority as he would be in re
lating what he had witnessed. A dozen rnen 
may see .water boil from haying nnslaked lime 
thrown into it. In relating the matter àll 
will agree, and all can be believed as to the 
fact of the water boiling, while no two of 
them may agree as to why the water boiled; 
so ail the biblical writers may agree as to the 
phenomena called spiritual, and in that 'their 
words cannot be doubted; but when it comes 
to explanations, each writes of the impression 
made on himself by the occurrences.

Besides this, thtì Epistles being written to 
those who were already believers, it could not 
be expected that the writers would devote 
much space to the relation of phenomenal 
manifestations. . ,

I have before proved that among Paul’s 
mediumistic gifts was that of developing oth
ers as mediums. In Romans i: 11, Paul says, 
“I long to see you, that I may impart unto 
you some spiritual gifts, to the end ye may be 
established.” That is, he longs to develop in 
them some, mediumistic quality so that they 
can, from time to time, have some confirma
tions •' ' " ' •:'! ■

Passing-by all the indirect references to the 
matter between chapters i and xii, in xii: 6 to.
8, the writer eaya: "Having then gifts dif
fering according to the grace that is given us,

qn teaç^jpg; or he thpt exhorteth, on exhorta
tion; he that giveth, let him do it yvitt|, sim
plicity ¿Ijberality] he that ruleth, with ^ili- 
gencefh^ihat showeth mercy,.with cheerful
ness.” .. ■

• Be it remembered that Paul is pot here 
writing to the apostles, but to the church. All 
the “gifts," such as,‘prophesying, the minis
try, teaching, exhorting, etc., were “gifts” of 
the spirit; or of the spiritual powers. How 
many ministers today regard their ministry as 
a spiritual gift rather than as a trade, they 
have learned as lawyers and doctors do theirs?

In xv: 18, 19, Paul says: “For I will not 
dare to speak of any of those things which 
Christ hath not wrought by me, to make the 
Gentiles obedient, by word and deed, through 
mighty signs and wonders, by the power of 
the spirit of God.’’ /Thus “the holy ghopt,” 
spoken of in verse 16, which enabled Paul to 
do so much, and to preach with such power, 
was nothing more or less than the spirit power, 
or» the power of the spirit. Verse 27 says: 
“For if the Gentiles have been made partak
ers of their1 spirituaL'tfiiftgS, their duty is i^lso 
to administóri'to themi'in carnal things, These 
spiritual things of .wfiich they were partak
ers were only the results of their mediumship- 
It is but just 'that the Cue who gets tests or 
messages the Spirit-world through-the 
mediumship'of‘ others, should impart of fheir 
earthly good sto the médiums, who, by t heir 
mediumship, !Aie deprived of other means of 
support. ■

In verse 30, of thischapter, Paul speaks of 
“the love of thè spirituali" which I interpret 
to be the love of the influence through which 
they were blessed, as described in verse 27.

I CORINTHIANS. .

It will not be wise to pass over this book so 
briefly as we did over Romans; there is more 
that deserves to be quoted and commented on 
than in the book just noticed- In the yyhoie 
of the first chapter, Paul recognized the influ
ence that enabled “the weak things of*this 
world to confound the mighty. " In verse’ 27 
he says: “But God hath chosen the foolish 
things of the world to confound the wise; and 
God hath chosen the weak things of the world 
to confound the mighty." Even Paul’s own 
preaching was not of .man’s wisdom, but “in 
demonstration of .theiMpIrit and of power." 
See ii: 4. ' {n

Chapter xii is from first to last a straight
forward dissertation omispiritual gifts. The 
whole chapter should Be» quoted, but I ifiust 
limit myself to brief extracts. In verse 1, 
he urges them to not be .ignorant of spiritual 
gifts. In verse 3, he talks of “speaking by 
the spirit" Verse 4, speak« of “diversities of 
gifts, but the same spirit ” That is, thé same 
spirit power. Verse 7,- informs his readers 
that ‘ ‘the manifestation of the spirit is given 
to every man to profit withal.” [“Every one,” 
it should read. ]

Verses 8 to 12 read as follows: “For to 
one is given by the spirit the word of wisdom; 
to another, the word of knowledge by the same 
spiritato another, faith by the same spirit; to 
anothêr, the gifts of healing by the same 'spirit; 
to another, the working of miracles [mardis]; 
to another, prophesy; to another, discerning 
Of spirits; to another, diverse kinds of tongues;. 
to another, the interpretation of tongues. But 
all these work that one' and the self-same 
spirit, dividing to every man severally aS he 
will. ” This is simply Paul’s way of describ
ing different kinds of mediumship. One is a 
teacher, another a healer, another a prophet, 
but all under the same spirit power.

Verses 12, J3, read as follows:, “For as the 
body is one, and hath rn.any members, and all- 
the members of that one'body, being many, 
are one body; so also [s,,Çhrist. For by one 
spirit are we all baptized into one body, 
whether we be Jews or Gentiles, whether we 
be bond or free; and have all been made to 
drink into.one spirit.” “So also is medium
ship," would express Paul’s meaning. ' His 
effort is to show that Qftft spirit power works 
through this diversity of organisms, and in 
these diverse ways, ¿oa yet, as all are alike 
dependent on spirit power, the power, no 
matter how it works, or through whom, should 
be recognized. '

Verses 27 to 31, read as follows: “Now 
ye are the body of Christ, and members in 
particular. And God hath set some in the 
church; first, apostles; secondarily, prophets; 
thirdly, teachers; after that, miracles; then 
gifts of healing, helps, governments, diversi
ties of tongues. Are all apostles? are all 
prophets? are all teachers? are all workers of 
miracles? have all gifts of healing? do all 
speak with tongues? ■ do all interpret? But 
covet earnestly the best gifts; and yet show I 
unto you a more excellent way.” Christ, as 
was learned in verse-1?, is the sum total of 
mediumship; therefore, 'apostles, prophets, 
teachers, miracles (that is, marvels), healing, 
tongues, interpretation', all are manifestations 
of the same.. power.__The “more excellent
way," of which he speaks, is charity, ¡which 
he reckons'above all jnediumistic gifts-greater 
than all. ¡J wish mediums and others' could 
realize it, and could yield more to that t great
est,of all manifestations. '

In chapter ^iv ^^esumes his argument 
on gifts, dr irilediuinahip. He begins bÿ ex
horting them to desire.. spiritual gifts. Zn 
verses 1 to 6 he shows the relation of one gift 
to another. He argues that the one who has 
the gift of imparting instruction is mote use
ful than the one who simply, talks in an un
known tongue. Verse 12 saya; “Even ,so 
ye, forasmuch as ye are jealous of spiritual 
gifts, seek that ye may excel to the edifying 
of the -church. ’’ He enjoins upon them again 
to try to get intelligent influences; all of which 
culminates in the statement in verse 19, that, 
“I had rather speak five words with my un
derstanding, that .by my voice I might teach 
others also, than ten thousand words in an 
unknown tongue.”

In verses 29, ,1$, 32 he Bays: "Let the 
prophets speak two, or three, and let the'other 
judge. If anything* be revealed- to anotherVW vuu VUOV io gllVU UD| JUUgU. .JLA «UJVUIUg UV AVIVtUVU W auumvi

whether prophecy, let us prophesy - Recording that q^tteth by, let the first hold his peace, 
to the proportion of our faith; or ministry, let F-- 
ue wait on our ministering; or he that teacheth, may learn, and all may be comforted*

For ykrnay all prophesy, one by one, ¡that all
■' ’ ” ’ ---* * V And
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the spjrite of the prophets', are subject to the 
prophets.’’. Here he urges,‘the mediums, or 
prophets, to wait one for another, and informs 
his readers that “the spirits of the prophets 
are ' subject to the prophets;” that is, the 
spirits which influence the mediums or proph
ets can wait, and thus avoid confusion. I 
have.-often felt that Spiritualists even today 
might profit by this instruction.

Chapter xv relates the phenomenon of the 
resurrection of Jesus, and gives an account of 
the number of witnesses who saw him; and 
makes that phenomenon a pledge that death 
does not end. all. Paulis not here or any
where else speaking of a physical resurrection, 
but of the spiritual. The phrase, “if the 
dead rise not,” in verse 32, should be, “if the 
dead are not raised. ” ‘ ‘Thou sowest not that 
body that shall he,” in verse 37, should read, 
“Thou sowest not that body that shall be 
born,” or “thou sowest not that body that 
shall be prodded. ”

Verse 44 talks of the “natural body and 
the spiritual body.” Verse 50 informs us that 
flesh and bloqd have no part in the kingdom 
of heaven, or resurrection state. Verses 54 
to 57 rejoice, jn the viptory over death.

- II CORINTHIANS.

I have often said that the term Christ sig
nifies mediumship. The matter is very plain 
in chapter i:^l, wherè Paul says: “Now he 
which èStàbïfàheth us with you in Christ, and 
hath anointed us, is Cod. ” This would be 
more easily understood, and would correspond 
with the Greek quite as well, if not better, if 
it read: “Now he which established! us with 
you in mediumship,' and has Ohristed or made 
Christs of us, is God." The next verse says: 
“Who hath seated us, and given us the earn
est of the spirit in our hearts. ” This might 
be interpreted, “who hath sealed us [with 
mediumship,] and given us a little—that is, a 
foretaste of the spirit.

In iii: 6, 7, Paul shows that the ministers 
of today are not to preach the old word—that 
is, the law, but they must deal in the spirit. 
“The tetter killeth but the spirit giveth life.” 
He talks in the same strain all through this 
chapter and the next In iv: 7, he says: “But 
we have this'treasure in earthen vessels, that 
the excellency of the power may be of God, 
and not ofttk" Ôould anything be plainer? 
The poweFte spiritual, though manifested in 
‘ ‘earthen ‘v'ésfiels;’’ that is, mortal bodies.

Verses îfe to 18 read as follows: “For 
which caiM’we faint not, but though our out
ward man perish, yet the inward man is re
newed day by day. For our light affliction, 
which is but for a moment, worketh for us a 
far more ^ceeding and eternal weight of glory: 
while we look not at the things which are 
seen, but at the things which are not seen: 
for the things which are seen are temporal; 
but the things which are not seen are eternal.” 
Here a spiritual man survives the outward 
man; and a clairvoyant power enables the one 
who possesses it to look over the temporal, 
into the eternal.

Chapter v: 1 to 8, calls the body the taber
nacle, and talks of putting it off.

In xii: 2 to 4, Paul describes his own medi
umship as follows: “I knew a man in Christ, 
above fourteen years ago, whether in the body 
or out of the body I cannot tell; God knoweth; 
such an one caught up to the third heaven. I 
knew such a man, whether in the body or out 
of the body, I cannot tell, God knoweth; how 
that he was caught up into paradise, and heard 
unspeakable words, which it is not lawful for 
a man to utter. ” Paul was himself the man, 
as he gives us to understand later on.

In verses 7 to 9 he says: “And lest I 
should be exalted above measure through the 
abundaitfie of the revelations, there was given 
to me a thbrn in the flesh, the messenger of 
Satan, to buffet me, lest I should be exalted 
above measure. For this thing I besought 
the Lord ’thrice that it might depart from me. 
And he skid unto me, My grace is sufficient 
fpr thee; for my strength is made perfect in 
weaknesà! ’ Most gladly, therefore, will I glory 
in my ittfifthitiès, that the power of Christ may 
rest upon,Jme. ” Here Paul had “abundance 
of revelation, ’’ this was the power of Christ, 
or mediumship resting on him.

Verse 12 says: “Truly the signs of an 
apostle were wrought among you in all pa
tience, II signs, in wonders, and mighty 
deeds." These “signs" were what we call 
manifestations.

In xiii: 3, Paul tells them that they seek 
the proof of Christ in him. If the word Christ 
in this instance means mediumship, then the 
whole thing means that they were "hunting the 
proofs of his Mediumship; but if it meant the
man of Nazareth, then Paul claimed 
Jesus used him as a medium. In any 
the whole connection proves Spiritualism.

OTHER EPISTLES.

that 
case

I musfhtaten oyer the Book of Galatians, 
only stopping to bay that in it Paul says: 
“The law was ordained," or as he says in 
another place, “spoken in the hands of* a me
diator,” that is, in the hands of a mesites— 
medium. ' See Gal.:iii: 19.

I find Paul in Eph. v: 18,19, saying: “And 
be not drunk with !wine, wherein is. excess; 
but be filled with the-'spirit; speaking to your
selves in ^ psalms Rud hymns and spiritual 
songs, sinking and making melody in your 
hearts to the Lord. ” These psalms, hymns 
and spiritual songs were to be inspirations or 
improvisations—the direct result of being filled 
with the spirit.

In vi: 12, the writer says: “For we wrestle 
not against flesh aud blood, but against prin
cipalities, against powers, against the rulers 
pf the darkness of this world, against 
spiritual wickedhre8 in high places.” 
That ‘^spiritual wickedness” is in the 
margin rendered, “wicked spirits." Spir
itualism teaches that there are good' and 
there arp wicked spirits on the other 
side of life, as there are good and wicked men 
on this.

In Col. iii: 16, Paul says: “Let the word 
of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom; 
teaching and admonishing one another in 
psalms and hymns and8 spiritual songs, sing-
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ing with grace in your hearts to the Lor’d. ’ I 
have before shown that the term “word” refers 
not to a printed or written word, but to inspir
ation. The term Ohrist many times refers 
to mediumship. The word of Christ, the inspir
ation of mediumship. Here wisdom was to 
be imparted; psalms—that is—poems were to 
be delivered, and songs and hymns improvised 
and sung.

Ini These, v: 19, 21, Pauli says: “Quench 
not the spirit. Despise not prophesyings. 
Prove all .things; hold fast that .which is 
good.” If there were to be no manifestations, 
why say, 1 ‘quench not the spirit?" If there were 
no genuine prophets, why should we not de
spise prophesyings? If all the manifestations 
were to be either tricks or something evil, why 
does he admonish the Thessalonians to ‘ ‘prove 
all things and to only hold fast to that which 
is good?” Why not reject all? The words “all 
things, ” here refer to the manifestations em
braced in “quench not the spirit,” and “de
spise not prophesyings. ”

In I. Tini iv: 14, the writer says: “Neglect 
not the gift that is in thee, which was given 
thee by prophecy [mediumship] with the lay
ing on of. the hands of the presbytery. ” What 
does this mean, if it does not mean that some 
gift was imparted or they were in some way 
developed by the laying on of hands? The 
saine thing in substance is found in II. Tim. 
i:, 6.

Hebrews, i: 14, teaches that all the angels 
are ministering spirits, sent forth to adminis
ter to those who shall be heirs of salvation.

In Hebrews xiii: 2, Paul says: “Be not 
forgetful to entertain strangers; for thereby 
some have entertained angels unawares." If 
angels do not, come how can they be enter
tained? and if they do not look like men and 
women, how could any one mistake one for a 
man? as Paul here insinuates.

That there is probation and progression 
after death, Peter preaches, when he says 
Christ was 1 ‘quickened by the spirit, by which 
also he went and preached to the spirits in 
prison; which sometimes were disobedient, 
when once the long sufferings of God waited 
in the days of Noah. ” Here Jesus as a spirit 
preached to those who sinned in the days of 
Noah.

In iv: 6, Peter expresses the same idea. 
He says: “For this cause was the gospel 
preached also to them that are dead, that they 
might be judged according to men in the flesh, 
but live according to God in the spirit." 
These men are out of the flesh. If man is all 
flesh, bones, blood and breath, as some think, 
then man could not get out of the flesh.

In I. John ii: 20, John says: “But ye have 
an unction [a Ohristing or mediumship] from 
the Holy One, and ye know all things.”

In verse 27, he says: “But the anointing 
[Christing or mediumship] which ye have re
ceived of him abideth in you, and ye need not 
that any man teach you; but this same anoint
ing [mediumship] teacheth you of all things, 
and Is truth, and is no lie; even as it hath 
taught you, ye shall abide in him" (“in it”— 
margin.) This can mean nothing if it does not 
mean mediumship.

In iv: 1, John says: “Beloved, believe 
not every spirit, but try the spirits whether 
they are of God; because many false prophets 
are gone out into the world. ’’ Why try the 
spirits, if there are none to try? or why try 
them if they are all false? why not reject 
them all. .

REVELATION.

We now come to the last and most mysteri
ous book of the Bible—a book which came 
within one vote of being left out of it. Prob, 
ably rivers of blood would have been saved 
from flowing in the gutters if that vote had 
been cast the other way. This purports to be 
a book of symbols. Its very first verse says: 
“And he sent and signified ii by his angel 
unto his servant John.” The word signify 
means to make known by signs. This “Reve
lation, ” whether good or bad, comes directly 
from the Spirit-world.

In i: 4, John tells us that his revelation 
comes from “the seven spirits of God.” These 
seven spirits were seven departed human 
spirits. I do not know who all of them were. 
One of them was Jesus, see i: 5, xxii: 16. 
From the attacks on kings, queens and the 
rich and proud generally, but more particu
larly on Elijah’s old enemy, “That woman, 
Jezebel,” see ii: 20, I infer that Elijah had 
much to do with the origin of this book. Much 
of this book either comes from Daniel, the 
prophet, or from the spirit that controlled 
him. We know that prophets had some
thing to do with it. See xix: 10; xxii: 8, 9.

It would be interesting, did space permit, to 
show the thoughts and spirit of Daniel running 
through the entire Book of Revelation. I can 
only compare onejchapter of each.

In Dan. vii: 2 to 7, is the history of 
the winds , of heaven blowing on the 
sea, and four great beasts coming up. The 
first was like a lion; the second like a bear; 
the third like a leopard, with four wings of a 
fowl and four heads; and the fourth, “dread
ful and terrible. ” Now turn to Rev. xiii: 1, 
2, and you will find the same sea, and one 
beast having every mark of all Daniel’s four 
beasts.

1st He had seven heads. Daniel’s third 
beast had four heads, making qeven in all.

2nd. He had ten horns; so had Daniel’s 
fourth beast

3rd. Daniel’s beast was a lion, a bear, a 
leopard and a terrible beast John’s one beast 
bears all that description. He was like a 
leopard; his feet were as the feet of a bear, 
and his mouth as the mouth of a lion.

To show the further similarity of these I 
will place a few paragraphs in juxtaposition.

: DANIEL VII.
; v’' .• d

Verses 2,”7. “Behold the four winds, of 
heaven strove upon the great sea, and four
great beasts came up from the sea. ”

Verse 6. “And lol" another like a 
paid.” . '
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Ver.se 8. “Behold, in this horn were 
eyes like the eyes of a man, and a mouth 
speakine great things.”

Verse 21. “I beheld, and the same horn 
made war with the saints and prevail d 
against them ” ;

REVELATION XIII.
Verse 1. ‘‘And I stood upon the sand 

of the sea and saw a beast rise up (nA of 
the sea.” . K

Verse 2. “And tfie beast which I saw 
was like unto a leopard."

Verse 5. “And there was given him 
a mouth speaking great things and 
blasphemies.”

Verse 7, VAnd it was given him to 
make war with the saints and to over
come them.”

. Other comparisons might be made, 
but this is enough to show that Daniel, 
like Richard, “is himself again.”

In i: 10, John says: “I was in the 
spirit on the Lord’s day, and heard be
hind me a great voice, as of a trumpet." 
In the spirit, signifies that he was en
tranced, or in a spiritual condition. In 
verse 12 he turned to see the source of 
the voice, and saw and described one 
clothed with a garmen t—one whose hair 
was ho white as wool. The description 
was about as definite as many descrip
tions we get today. In verses 17 and 18, 
ne lays hie hand on John and gives him 
a message. In 19 he commanUs 
him to write a message to each of the 
seven churches of Asia.

It seems that in those days there were 
tricksters as there are now. Chap
ter ii: 2, says: “I know thy 
works, and thy labor and pi 
tience, and how thou canst not bear 
them which are evil; and thou hast tried 
them which say they are apostles, and 
are not, and hast found them liars.”

In ii: 7, 11, 17 and 29, and in iii: 6, 7 
and 22, they are admonished to “hear 
what the spirit saith unto Iha 
churches.”

In iv: 1, a voice speaks to him from a 
trumpet. In verse 2, he was again “in 
the spirit.” In verse 4 he describes four 
and twenty elders whom he saw. He 
even tells how they were dressed. In 
verse 11, he tells what they said.

In v: 2, an angel makes a proclama
tion which causes some trouble until one 
of the elders found that “the lion of the 
tribe of Judah” could open the seals. 
These angels and elders had been re
deemed from the various nations and 
tribes of the earth. See verses 9, 10. In 
vii: 13, 14, John has another talk with 
one of these elders. It would be tautolog
ical to repeat every conversation be
tween John and the angels, hence I will 
not do so.

In xviii: 20, he hears the apostles and 
prophets, and, in fact, all heaven called 
on to rejoice over the overthrow of 
Babylon.

In xix: 10, John is about to worship an 
angel and the angel says: “See thou do 
it not; I am thy fellow servant, and of 
thy brethren that have the testimony of 
Jesus; worship God; for the testimony of 
Jesus is the spirit of prophecy.”

In xxii: 6, the angel says to John: 
“These sayings are faithful and true; 
and the Lord God of the holy prophets 
sent his angel to show unto his servants 
the things which must shortly be done.” 
Is it true that God sends bis angels with 
messages, as this indicates? If so, Spir
itualism is true; if not, the Bible is false. 
Some translations of this verse read: 
“And the Lord God of the spirits of the 
holy prophets,” etc.

Verses 8, 9, read as follows: “And I, 
John, saw these things and heard them. 
And when I had heard and . seen, I fell 
down before the feet of the angel which 
showed me these things. Then saith ha 
unto me, see thou do it not; for I am thy 
fellow servant, and of thy brethren, the 
prophets, and of them which keep the 
sayings of this book; worship God.”

This, patient reader, closes a very im
perfect concordance of the Spiritualism 
of the Bible. While this work has been 
very brief, I realize that it has been too 
prolix for this age of steam and electric
ity. These papers have been prepared in 
snatches, as I could steal the time from 
other duties. Probably not much less 
than a thousand letters have urged ma 
to put this in book form. Some day I 
may find time to give these articles a 
thorough revision, and money to print 
them—if so, I will let the world have a 
book on the Spiritualism of the Bible.

Driving the Brain
the expense 
the Body.

ercise, pure air 
—foods that
make healthy flesh—refreshing 
sleep—such are methods. When 
loss of flesh, strength and nerve 
become apparent your physician 
will doubtless tell you that the 
quickest builder of all three is

Scott’s Emulsion
of Cod Liver Oil, which not only 
creates flesh of and in itself, but 
stimulates the appetite for other 
foods.

Prepared by Scott A Btumo. N V. Ail druggist«.

I
 RUPTURE CURED

FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.
HfLOARb, Oregon, June 28,1893« 

)r. Pierce A Sox.—Gentlemen: I am happy tJ lo
rn you that the Truss I bought of you last April has 
fletily cured me of a very severe case of Heroia, 
i which I hare suffered for over 18 years. I *as 
er sceptical about your Truss when I bought it, as I 
rled several io-c»uedElutleTrui>*et without der|v- 
ny benefit from them; bnt after using your Truss for 
t time I was convinced that It was the best I ever 

«alt wm easy to wear, and seemed to stop the severe 
pains that often prostrated me while wearing tbooldl 
Sprint trusses: and now, In spite of my scepticism, I ama 
Perfectly Cured, and can work with the Truss off lf|fl 
feel so disposed, but I still trear 11 loosely as i t i s notfl 
inconvenient. Too may add the above to your otherM 
tesUmonials. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN.

f^TTbe above cure was effected in less than 
MONrnrfKt. at a total oostof|12. Thousands of sijnL^H 
lar cures hare been made for from|10to |l5e»ch.
tablUhed 1875. Call or send So for free FiMPirLXr^^H 
No. i. Address Magnetic Elastic Trnss^M 
Company, p N. w. corner Kearny 
Sacramento streets, Bau Francisco. Cat.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

Ls The “Stellar Key“ la tho philosophical intro 
Auction to the revelationfl contained in this book. 
Some idee of thia little volume maybe gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After* 
Life; 2-~8ceneB in the Summcr*Land; 3—Society In the 
8ummej>Land; <—Social Centres ia the Summer-Land.* 
fr-WIntor-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life in Summer-Land; 7—Material "Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« In th« Summer-Land: Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con* 
tains more than double the amount of matter In ton 
mor edition*, and fa enriched by a beautiful frontlfr 
piece, Hhutratlng the.“formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Clot»- s® Postage 5 cents. For san 
at thli office . . . . '
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SPICY MISCELLANY.
Sdintlllations from Our Ohio Qor- 

respondent. ’

He Presents Many Thoughts of Great 
Interest.

REMARKABLE DREAMS—-ANSWERING SEALED 
LETTERS—KISSING THE BIBLE—MINSTREL 
PERFORMANCES IN CHURCH—CARDINAL GIB- 
BONS—VANDALS AT WORK.

To the Editor:—I notice that Rev. Dr. 
Bprecher, of Cleveland, 0., has recently been 
delivering a series of sermons largely devoted 
to “The Revival of Scientific Belief that Death

“mixed marriages," rejects the “usurped it is 
thority of the State over matrimony.” 'Itring 
very evident that the Cathblijes are endeavour W 
to bring about a union of Church and Statt-hnd 
rather to usurp the authority of the State. Utab- 
tax the people heavily to'support an “eymed, 
lished Church.” Forewarned, foreai' 
Let all Church property be taxed. station

Cardinal Gibbons has been in exptegard to 
recently of a decision from Rome in t from the 
the removal of the ban of the churc’of Pythias, 
orders of Odd Fellows and Knights by the last 
which was submitted to the pope as, who is re
plenary council. Father Thorlltimore, said it 
garded as good authority in Bpuld ever be per- 
was.not probable Catholics w/ order, Prospec- 
mitted to join the Masonic 'secret orders will

.Does Not end all.” ? I give it, caps and all, 
jkisl as it appears o in the . Cleveland Plain 
Dealer. The reverend gentleman, like many 
others bf his “cloth, " has become much inter- 
ested\ in psychical phenomena. He quotes 
from tl?e New Yotk Evangelist, where the ed
itor received a bushiessletter involving the 
financifiDstanding 6f a friehd, the vice-presi
dent of a'ibank, in which he warned the editor* 
of his possible bankruptcy;.but desired thjbi 
information to bq kept secret, The editext
Bays he burned thé letter; but that “the tivhole 
morning the good Wife repeated the ^ream.” 
contente ofi that letter as,a part of herd? “Mani- 
The learned1 doctor goes on to say: £ without 
festly she gbt thé contents of the lette/then asks: 
the use of aiiy bodily sense:” and /pylth such a 
mHow will materialists get along jrbatim, com- 
fact? Here Is a whole letter, vpB wife through 
ing into the mihd of this editor/of the body.” 
other avenues than the sensespearstrange to the

These phenomena may apujy familiar to that 
doctor, but they ¿re perfecttfiigent body of peo- 
large, respectable and intr/J, and have been well 
pie known as 8piritualistjnturv. The writer has 
known for near half acw^nd answered, with par- 
had many letters read^t the seal being broken, 
ticularity, and wither opened. This phase of 
or the letter being/; established; and answers 
mediumship is wqfed |Q various languages en- 
have been retur^/ to the writers of these answers, 
tirely unknowrmedium for this phase of Spirit

A notable Stations was T. V. Mansfield of’New 
ual manife^ whose ‘ ‘Spiritual gifts” were well 
York Cit’A) the writer. W. P. Reid, of Grand 
known $ Mich., was a medium of this class. 
Rapids^ arrested through spitework, for ob- 
He wjjng money under false pretenses; was tried 
tatythe U. S. Court, found guilty and paid the 
'“/.enalty by suffering a* year's imprisonment 
P This under the villainous postal rules laid 
r down by that Sunday school hypocrite, John

Wanamaker, postmaster-general under Presi-

S
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ton hall.-ïûAlarge number of outside -friehclsi 
united wifh’the society'to do her honor. The 
trail was'ipWttily decorated, and the address of 
welcome, glWn by Mr.'- H, Musser, w&s re
sponded tó’by Oüina in'her usual happy man
ner- ï' . ? ‘ '

The reception oyer, the joyous crowd 
“tripped the light fantastic” till—well, till 

■time warned then! that even religious dissipa-- 
tion must have an end? _

For the next three months we' shall rest in 
peace, and then—'we’ll talk about that in our 
next. ■ - J-!. Catlin.

Christianity and Civilization,
ASSUMPTIONS DENÏÈD.. . ’

tive members of the other the sanction of the 
first be required to receive jarish. If that is not 
pastor of their particular ram much mistaken In 
religlbus tyranny, thenjous arrogance farther 
the term. Can relig,1
go? .. Webster, a Presbyterian

The Rev. S.^eHy of Williamsport, Pa., was 
minister^ kfeW days ago for stealing street oar1 
arreg'ets from an overcoat in a restaurant. He 

was nearly sixty years old, and “Was a type 
of the old Calvinistic preacher?’ But what a, 
Oalvinistic preacher, or any other kind of a' 
preacher, wanted in a Cleveland restaurant is a . 
matter hard to understand. It is that clas^ of 
religious bigots who would edn'sign children fq
hell’s tormenta. “Verily, vètìly, I say untó

“Siiice faith in fl. divltte power, to whom 
men believe they owe ¡service and worship, 
han beefy like the sun, a life-giving and ffucu. 
tying potency in man's intellectual and moral 
development; since religlol?lies back bf Hindu 
literature with its marVelbus ahd mystic de
velopments; of-European1 - art, whether in the 
iorm of Grecinfiitatues bn Gotliic cathedtfilg; 
’find of Ameriefe liberty,'tod the recent Up
risings of men'^IM behalf *ot: a juster social cob-* 
dition; and siuoHzit is; as clear as the lig^t 
that the religiogjpf Christ Jias led to many'pf 
$ie chief and jnoblest developments of ‘ omi 
modern civiliz.atjpfy it dtcCnot. appear that to- 
Jigion, any more J&an AWiofy art, or mec- 
mcity, should »e excluded from the Coldm- 
bian Exposition." [The World's Parliament 
pf Religions, vol. 1, paft first, page 3.]

The laws of ' òùr natureWifets only com
/. mandf .

' DyÌan 0. Howe.
- Fredonia, K Y., April 894.

Passed on to the Summerland.
Mrs. M. C. Pra)ti tester Dr- T. WilkinB, 

jassed to the mgher life, from her home in 
Bedford, Iowa, April - Ì4th, 1Q94. Thè fol
lowing from the Bedford daily Times wè re
produce: . . .

“She leaves a husband, three children, a 
mother, sister and four brothers to mourn he? 
departure, and to look forward to Ah eternal 
réunion in that blest abode of thé faithful, 
where soul will commhne with soul in the full 
enjoyment of that bliss eternal where Buffet
ing, sickness and vexation are things òf thè 
past, and remembered only as a means of çpm- 
parison in order to fathom the fullest depths 
of Spiritual joys. She will be greatly missed 
in Bedford and vicinity. She Was a gòod 
wifè, àn indulgent mother, a considerate 
friended ;

< ‘Thè flowing was .-Wrftten by Dr. T.‘ Wil
kins, her Wot^j Whi^n;wè cèeérfhilly pffli* 
lish: . ; •. ■■ . ',

“Mrs. pPrai^Kate.jai^. ' she was called by 
her family, can. truly b^said to.ffiave llyerf a 
lite from ¿er çhildhoodjyigt yvas fraught wftfi 

, good deeds unwind wÿr^S; in ftiol, shqwojild 
sacrifice her ojsyn, comets and ’ happinew ÏW 
the éòmfofts Of others at all times and m'ho

g,• ...- 3 O«» SJ,»« i

IfaaR ANULARJtr .W.-'W W institution, over 80 yoai-H A
St- “The Perfâ* Héàlth Food.’' ago. It is a scientifically Vevoked rood containing $

I1’’1 the uutrltloua l>ropôrte>» of the “ne'iual«l
in such form atid proportion as to De (jricllj «(i^o^^y v

persistently used will not fall toîremove .
; DYSPEPSIA, »¿DIGESTION AND CONSTIPATION. *
Granfila should he eaten daily by children, as it n"1^8 "P tlBBues ^de^ark

Irialilot 25cti. Book of Hedpes W ttajcrlptlv. Pauiplilet mt._______.

you, they have their reward.” pf Religions, vol. l, patt first, page 3.]
Lobb than a month ago an attempt was ” This is but a repetition of a cominCn 

made to blow Up the office of the Ironclad sumption, generally accepted without question, 
Age, an infidel paper published at No. 6& jb- as if it were axiomatic truth. Is it? What 
diana avenue, Indianapolis. Miscreants en-1 are the evidences that. religion lies back of 
tered through the cellar lighted a lamp and American liberty? In the sense that it 
then turned on the natural gas in two stoves, antedates it ,in chronological evolution jt is 
The explosion was prevented by the arrival of J manifestly true; but is it therefore true that 
the editor. Of course there could be nothing religion—and especially the Christian religion 
wrong in “blowing up” an “infidel” paper, be- ■—was the inspiring cause that led to Amer, 
cause infidels, anyway, have no rights which icon liberty? And is it the animating influ
Catholics and Protestants are bound to re- ence that has led to. “the recent uprising Of
spect, the Constitution of the United States men in behalf of a juster social condition?” 
to the contrary notwithstanding. “Oh, ye of Is it “as clear as the light that the religion of 
little faith! How can you escape the damna- Christ has led to m.anwt^j.e, chief aqd,po
tion of Hell?” blest developments of modern civiliza-

lleidelburg University, the leading institu- tion?” If it be true, ther^fian . fie no uncer
tion of learning of the Reformed Church of the tainty about it, and, no can quest-lop. it 
West, has had a hazing sensation, because I any more than tliey.pan Repute the light of 
one of the students neglected to wash his feet, the sun. But there are, tef^y bright minds, 
Seven of the students got afterhiin and washed well disciplined in theological .lore, and fa- 
and scrubbed his pedal extremities until the miliar with history, jffhd,de^ that Christianity 
skin came off. The faculty should have ex- has added anything fd thq,worlds knowledge

dent Harrison.
During the trial Mr. Reid offered to read a 

sealed letter in the presence of the court, in 
order to prove his ability to do such things, 
but the court, in a tyrannical decision, flatly 
refused to allow himto establish his innocence. 
“Oh, Justice, thou hast fled to brutish beasts, 
and men have lost their reason.”

But to return to our mutton: Dr. Spreoher 
is so very luminous, and throws so pdwerf ul a 
search-light upon the subject, that We cannot 
refrain from giving a paragraph, and letting 
the doctor speak for himself:

“But, scientific men, under the lead of Her
bert Spencer, showed that the reasoning could 
be reversed and that the law of correlation 
would work as well from the standpoint of 
spirit as from the standpoint of matter. The 
believer in mind, setting out with the same 
data, may argue with equal cogency that if the 
forces displayed by matter are cognizable only 
under the shape of those equivalent amounts 
of consciousness which they produce, it is to 
be inferred that these forces, when existing 
out of consciousness, are of the same intrinsic 
nature as when existing in consciousness; and 
so is justified the Spiritualistic conception of 
the external world as consisting 6f something
essentially identified with what we call mind. 
The establishment of correlation and equiva
lence between the forces of the outer and the 
inner worlds may be Used to assimilate either 
to the other, according as we set out with one 
or the other terms."

If the doctor’s" auditors can gather any 
“Spiritualistic conceptions’’ out of the forego
ing, whether “existing out of consciousness, 
or in consciousness," they can do more than I 
can. In closing his sermon the Doctor makes 
the following important admission: ,

“But the recent investigations of theRociety 
for Psychical Research have brought to light 
faculties and powers of the soul which have 
done more, perhaps, than anything in late 
years to prove that the soul is only an inhabi
tant of the body and not a product of the 
body."

Wonderfull Eureka! Eureka!! I hope the 
Doctor will continue his psychical investiga
tions; and I suggest that he go, not as Nico
demus did, at night, but in the daytime, and 
consult some of the many good mediums to be 
found in Cleveland, and he will then become 
enlightened in regard io “.Spiritual- gifts,” of 
which St, Paul said: “Brethren, I would not

pelled a recalcitrant scholar who refused to or civilization. .,.. , A, ;
wash his feet when ordered; bitt students It is true that whrf lit|tej of science and 
should not be allowed to take the law.,into their literature, ethics anc^ai't, .^ention and dis
own hands. It is high time that severe State covery that modified the darkness of tire 
enactments were passed to punish all this Middle Ages, was chiefly within the pale of the 
hazing business, which is sometimes attended dominant church, for it ruled every depart- 
with fatal consequences. I suggest to Grover ment of social, intellectual and political life 
Cleveland that he recommend such legislation wherever its authority was supreme, v But be
in his December message to Congress. cause everything useful must come under the

. C. H. Mathews. shadow of Christianity if it come at' all, and,a
New Philadelphia, Ohio. I few inventions and discoveries struggled Iqto

— »I» --------- , recognition in spite of the vigilance and ire-

Mrs. Oora L V. Richmond in
• UnicagO. not iiave been; but there is much reason for

To the Editor:—Two months ago, when believing that if there had been no church. At 
her guides took their medium our pastor, Mrs. mucb more might have been added to the 
CoraL. V. Richmond, to Washington, it was world’s knowledge, and the moral instincts of 
decided not to engage a regular speaker for race might have been more acute and re- 
the weeks that she would be away, but to in- form8 more active. ’ ■
vite representatives of (as far as possible) all American liberty suffered at the . hands of 
shades of liberal thought to speak from ohr Christian bigots, and the free institutions we 
rostrum. This has been done with the mdst now enjoy, and are trying to protect against 
gratifying success. Dr. Thomas, of the Feo-1 tbe aggressive usurpations of the church, were 
pie’s Church; Mr. Gandhi. Oriental; W. W. founded by freethinkers, directly against the 
Dawson, Psychical Research; Jenkin Lloyd whole trend of sectarian • jJljjlstianity. The 
Jones, Dr. Joseph Adams, Mrs. Mary Dye, pioneerB of the anti-slavery movement were, 
Dr.»----- , Mr. Griffin and Dr. Greer were for most part, Freethir^p, infidels and
amongst those who kindly responded to the in- Spiritualists, while the most? fitter opponents 
vitation; and the valuable gems of thought of their humane endeavor—t^, most determined 
given by each and all of these were listened to BUppdrters of the slav? powqrf-^were orthodox 
by large and appreciative audiences. Christians. Slavery... was .funded on bible

The morning services, or conferences, were doctrines, supported, aqd d^nded as a divine 
mainly carried on by home talent, .and many ordinan0e; and Christian divides, North and 
of the thoughts given and the papers read South, predicated their defuse pt the instita- 
would have done credit to more pretentious tiOn upon scriptural texts.,¿pg the commands 
people. Upon the whole, we have had a of Godl The Old Testa^g^ and the New 
pleasant and profitable time. Nevertheless were in accord in support of human slavery, 
there were but few, perhaps, of our number, The temperance question, too, has found its 
on Sunday morning last, whose pulses did not strongest adversaries entrenched behind scrip
quicken and whose hearts did not throb with tural authority. The influence of Christianity, 
joy as they remembered the hour of reunion L8 interpreted by its Votaries, has been the 
had come again, and our beloved “Water strongest element used against the recognition 
Lily” would once more be in her accustomed nf WOman as a social and political equal of 
place; for whilst (if we believe our own teach- maD) while the recognition of ■ human rights 
ihgs) there is no such thing as .separation, (everywhere, irrespective of religion, sex.or 
these breaks are so nearly like it that practi- coior) has been the watchword of Spiritualism, 
cally it seems to be a distinction without & an(j ^e inspiring animus of anti-sectarian

spirit of hope$>rj$^ird, just for thé saké of 
seeing others'made comfortable.

“She was not a member of any church, but 
was a strict adherent to the spiritual 'religion 
—believing that when the Spirit took its de
parture from the form it only became free to 
be its true self ahd occupied à natural sphere, 
a condition made by its acts while in the body; 
that nothing died in the sense of annihilation, 
-ohly changed, and that the spirit had the power 
under certain conditions to come and manifest 
to its earth friends, She embraced all that 
was good, grand and beautiful in that relig
ion and all other religions, and lived it in her 
family, in her neighborhood and toward the 
whole world. Her relatives all speak and ever 
have spoken of Aunt Kate, Cousin Kate, or 
Sister Kato amen .exemplary mother; a model 
neighbor andipure'anfl loving sister.

‘ ‘For many years Mrs. Pratt. has been a 
great 6ufferéBifrom>disease and bore it all 
Without a murmur, ¿without grumbling, with
out thé usual whihemr complaint. She seemed 
conscious that the end was near, within the

- iffliin nlEi. -, 

The Great Revelation of. the ,THhe.
ieehth Century. Most Important 

piáelosnreB Concerning -tl,e 
. ’jrrtio.firlglnipf Christianity;' '

iJiis-.reniprkftble'W^A unfolds the heretofore 
Jiiddèri niysteries concerning the origin.'an’d 
jirôittùlgation ijf'Christianity. It appears though 
thé tè'Étimonÿ’given froitt occult source’?, that 
tfe life and teachings'óf' ApólldnJuS óf Tjiátiá 
\vétê Utilized as ahasis upon which to formu- 
ïate thé Christian religion. EVeh the hame 
Jesus' Christ W of heatheh origin,-apd
to have Lrt-tó't coftied froñv thé' fiâmes of the 
gods ïdésüs and Krihtos or Christos. Hesus 
was thé nhpie; of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos .was thé .Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrishiifu ' Through the effort;? 'of Con
stantine atthe Council of Niée, thé leäc(eß of 
both these iréligitíus rëôts Were brought together 
apd in¿ined&> Combine theif respective reli
gions, apd whereas.one.sect had worshipped the 
gcól Hé'suV.áhd the Other KristeS, they agreed 
td merge the tivó gods into one Who should be 
Callèd “Hésiis'.Kristos. It is claimed that the
name Jesus Christ originated in this combiné- 
|ion as, a necessary factor in the fofnrition of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit Of the life and teachings of 
AbolldhiuA ofl; Tyanâ, while'his name was 
Suppressed;® We.'are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, ahdby com- 
bitting them with the téaéhingè of thegréat sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed the religious system that the Western 

. world now knows as Christianity; and it is 
further shown that down through the centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction Of all literature which àn-

last Week of iher. sickness; that she was soon 
to go to theJDhome over there” prepared by 
her father aid spirit kindred who had lon’g 
preceded, abdicalled each in turn of her own 
family, brothers, sister and mother, to her bed
side for a last kiss ahd embrace. As she 
was, during the last hours of her earthly ex
istence, unconscious, nothing could be said to 
her of religion, but her own relatives believe 
her to have passed out as she livid here, per
fectly reconciled to trust her. soul in the hands 
of a just judge, whether that be a personal 
God or a universal intelligent creative ¿nd 
correcting force in nature; impersonal orfifil- 
potenoe. • ■ r ' : ' . .
“She has gone to her home over there,

To that mansion of love and light, 
That her loved ones had gone to prepare,

In the lahd of the soul, pure and bright.
We loved her as mortal on earth,

We love her as spirit out there, 
Where the angels did welcome her birth

To the neWoWOild: of beauty so rare.
Farewell ancFgbodbye to the spirit; .

Farewell'to the rorm that expressed.
We shall know^hat’calm voice when we hear

From Out tlie great world of the ble^t. ’ ’ 
■ s - 1 • . Dr. T. Wilkins.

(agonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore 
having thè power, they changéd, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose.U An- 
ti^uitv Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation àfad destruction tot the valuable 
historical records of the’past, by interpolation, 
elimination, repunctuation and cremation,all 
to ensure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
■Christianity was plagiarized frohr other reli
gions which existed before its advent, blit no 
one could have conceived of the deeply 
laid plans of n self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the , more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into a new system 
which was foisted uppn the people a? not only 
original but divinely inspired. , How and why 
this scheme wàs carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unvéìled, by those who lived 
at and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
era. ' T|ie Ught they bring includes not only 
what théy acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life.# No 
scholar living On tarili at the present time, how
ever learned, upaided by spirit -intelligence, 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning
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(TOLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER, 

>3 A scientific method of delineating character: dlagnoslni 
disease:'determining mental, physical and^business qualifications; 
conjugal adantabfitty, etc., from date to birth Illustrated with 
seven plate dlsgrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1900 Inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth «5.00. Postage 20 cents.
CPIRITU/tL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
3 cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
»1 Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Ballfey, Musical Editor. New 
editlor coiled from a wide Held of literature with the most crlt; 
cal care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with the eoul oi 
nsblratlcm, embbdylng the principles and virtues of the spiritual 

ohllOBonby set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all orfelnal). and adapted to all occasions, ft Is doubtless the moft 
attractive wokk of tbe kind ever published. Its beautiful sohgs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetluga and the aoclal circle. 
Cloth, »2,00. Postage 14 cents.
•THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
1 Confessional, by Father Chlnlquy. A stirring account pf the 

diabolism of the Romish prlcBts, worked through the confessional 
box. Price »1.00.
•THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL, A 
1 comnarlBon between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of Its able and versatile author. To 
those Who know him that Is sufficient laducomeU te purchase 
the book. Price 11.00.
mifE M\ ~r}F OF THE GREAT DELUGE^ 
1 Something you should have to refer to. By Jamea M. Mfr

Cann. Prie# 15 cents.
•THE CHILDRENS PROGRESSI VE L YCEUM. 
1 A manual, with directions for tbe organization and manage« 

ment of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
indespenslble. Price 50 cents.
•THE SPIRITS' WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 
1 saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. It lea 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

TjHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
L Letter« to tbo Seybert CoinmlBBlon. By Francis J. Ltppitt. 
An lllmtrated pamphlet. Worth Ite weight In gold. Pride 25 
cenu.
TysYClIOPATHY, OR SPIRIl HEALING, 

x^Berlea of lessons on the relations of the spirit to Itb own orgs 
Ism. and the inter-relation of human beings with reference 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjama 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
book that evert healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price *1.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
i course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work. It por 
scum great merit. Price 11.25.

have you ignorant ” -.
The New York legislature proposes to dis

pense with the kissing of the Bible in .taking 
oaths. It is a silly performance, at best, and 
adds nothing to the sanctity Of an oath; nor 
does it m^e it any more binding than a plain 
affirmation, given ‘hinder the pains and penal
ties of perjury." People Who. desire to enjoy 
religious freedom, and do not wish to be bound 
by Grover Cleveland’s “mandates" of Chris
tianity, should always refuse to swear by any 
god, or all the gods. •

On the evening of St. Patrick’s day, the 
“old original dramatic company” of the An
nunciation church, in Cleveland, ^advertised 
“a vaudeville and. minstrel .performance for 
the benefit of the church." Songs,.dog danc
ing and dialect sketches were the order Of the 
day, or rather the night The amusement 
business may have satisfied St Patrick, but 
what would St Peter think about it? Eh?

Rev. Dr. Farrell, of-St -johh’s Catholic 
Cathedral,Cleveland, in a recent sermon against

difference. movements all along the line.
An unusually large and intelligent audience ^hat are the “chief and noblest develop, 

greeted her both morning and evening. Dur- mento of our' modern. civilization” that owe 
ing the eighteen years of her pastorate here, their origin to “the religion of Christ?” Who 
many times it has been hers to see manifests- can trace them? Who can sustain the claim 
tions of her people’s devotion; but it would be by djrect evidence;<fpm, hifttery-^and make ij, 
hard indeed to recall a time when that testi- dear a9 the^ight?’Aiq4®^r^9n *s nat 
mony was more pronounced than last Sunday, evidence, except .¿jfeibe the,? authentic appeal 
Love beamed in every eye, and a loving wel- ~£*ots establishedcby relive witnesses. -• 
come hung on every lip. The floral tributes Christianity hasj^ine down the centuries in 
were choice and beautiful Surely never Was company with scigncjB, literature, .government 
woman so tenderly beloved as this one; but, progressive oiy[Uizationi;6and ;so has lati- 
accustomed as she has been for so many years g^ge, love, licentiousness,-„drunkenness, de- 
to her people’s devotion, something in the hauchery and Criii®, But .qje do: not there-;’ 
quiet demonstration of Sunday touched her in fore credit sensuality dr,, ¡drunkenness with 
an especial manner, and she was unusually af- „the noblest developments,pf Our civiliza- 
fected. The subject of the morning,* “Greet- tion » . . ..

" —12 —■— ------- -  -;

A Bare Offet^-Seerets of the Content of
■■ ■■ O Sacred Heart.'

The remai^ffli^i'.t'iie bound edition of the 
above bbok, ' to extend its circulation, will be 
sent for 25 cents per copy; postage 5 cents, 
or four copies for $1.00, postage paid. Many 
in ordering have expressed a desire for the 
muslin binding, but contented themselves with 
the paper on account of price. . They can now 
please themselves. Silver may. be, mailed at 
publisher’s risk. As the number of , copies 
is quite limited; orders should be sent at 
once, Hudson Tuttle, • Publisher, Berlin 
Heights, Ohio.

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, THE P&oUREsSiVi: Thinker 

leads, for leading minds Sfenct |n: thblr'best 
thoughts, and By so doing they
reach the largdsVnupoer bf readers. Send 2 5 
cents to J. Ri9iFrehcis,u40 Loomis’ afogjt, 
Chicago, .Ill*, a|^ try paper' for 
™onths' '.-,gX ' oki ■■■

Woman, dhuriffi and diW. A noble ifork, 
by Matilda JoBljti Gage; ^It cafinot be'fiW 
mended too bight#'. 55^ targe pa&es, 
bttun'd, $2?- .. ~

Paine's Age oi?feha9Oiic& irivestigatftO£ 
. true and fabtitoWfctot^9 W;$ell knoiW^ro 
1 need its charaC^r^'ri^Btfifed.'' Paper, 25

the world’s religious history, especially that 
which perthins to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians. They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to thuti- 
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This was done because they contained historical 
truths thit Wire inimical to the dogmitic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds Os Profs. Briggs and Smith, as we)> 
as minj* other eminent scholars who have the 
courage to publicly erpreSs;not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches it-.. 
Biblical history, are drawing away from the 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines bf Christianity. Every student ahd every 
thinker should read this work; ' In fad all 
should read it who are looking for faith upon 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ? f

■' Prlee, 81.BO. Postage 12 Cents.

IL FAYS IDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH- 
Vv ee, poems afid songs; gathered from tt’O highways, bjk 

ways and hedges of life. By Mattle E. Bull. It Is most excelled 
Price »1.00.
JJTTHITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN “ THREE 
Vv Sevens," a book of 271 pages. By The Phelons. M ta 

te&lly a very interesting and suggestive work. Price I1.3& 
tJtTHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
ry Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. Thia book should, 
be read by every Spiritualist. Price 11.00: postage JO cefcto.

~PLBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
-/> Putnam» A. M. A marvelous book. Price75 cents.

TJIBLE Of bibles, b Y KERSE y gra ves. 
Uj II will well pay perusal. Price 61.76.

TTROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
JN Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare merit. Prloa 
11,».
JJTFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 
I1 By Rev. Chas. Chlulquy, ex-prlest. A remarkable boot 
femes 832. Price «2.25.

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
jt\. embracing tbe origin of the .lews, the rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. 
Ond »f the most valuable works ever published. Prlee 11,».
REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
1\. Inspirationally by Mr». Marla M. Klug. You will not become 
Weary while reading thl» excellent book. Price 75 cento.

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY 
IS Rev. I»aac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot should read It. 
rio» m.

fT/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL, 
rr iai? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. Tilts curious book 
ubb no precedent In the English language. Its theme Is novel Its 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment
ous period In history and regarding Its most famous participant-» 
the most noted American, it Is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore win live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense In Its verification and produc
tion, and he stakes his reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will bi amply 
tapaid. FiUe HAO.

ing,” was a resume of work done at the capi
tal, showing there as everywhere increased 
interest and growth in the principles of 
Spiritualism, and an encouraging outlook for 
the future.

It has already been announced in your pa
per that the society there have shown' “their 
appreciation of her" by lagain securing her for 
October ancKJfovember. Permit me, through 
the same medium, in all fraternal love, to as
sure them that we don't one bit appreciate that 
way of showing their appreciation. .

In the evening Abraham Lincoln spoke 
through her; the subject, “Portent” being an 
endorsement of the prophetic utterances before 
given by her guides. "We hope to see this ad
dress published in full. ■ .. ■■

On Wednesday evening the“; more public 
and formal reception was given Iff Washing-

The search-lights of Heaven RM-now on our 
path, - ; " ‘

Anri the puzzles of ages dissòlvè in their 
gleams; - • <

The ages of honor and infinite wrath, ' ’ 
The dogmas of darkness,, thè tlightmare of 

faith, ’ • • •• .
The maniac dread of the Angel-of Death,

Are lost ¡in the light Of the fi8W gospel 
beams. ' ' ' • ' ’

The worship of time-hbhored error in creeds 
Grows cold at the touch of this magical 

wand; • " - , 1 '
The wail of the world, poor humanity's needs,. 
Stir the Botti with'the. deeper.-religion of 
Z deeds,/. '
As love answérenbve in the lone heart that 

bleedtf, u u-"' '

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEB,

Author ot> “Helen- Harlow's Voir," me. Occult 
Forces of Bex.’’ ‘'Perfect Motherhood,0 and many 
•therworka. Price« cents. For sale at this office.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Bdrr.' Price 15 cent»

Sou?of Things; or Psychometric 
Rcsseiirifliefftfnd DiScdYerfes.

ÖF IvMnXN? ELIZABETH M. F.
Jj DeHtatti iA tnkrTelons work. -■ Though concise al 
a text-book. Il 16 ae MMtnatlng ai, ft.woik.ot fiction. 
Thefeaderwilibejwhaied to «Je the tthnon« tact« 
here combined In.support, ot tbl.e.newijraltocavercfl 
noWet bt the hiunkh-tnlnd, which will rcBtflre a thou 
Und doubt« and.djfnpuJtlhB, make Grower ng pnth M 
day, ahd throw light oh all the grand subjects now Ob' 
acured by time, .$£. ; ■ - ' - ’ '
Söul or Tliings-VoL I.

■ Cloth... '....riri.i.t.i.v.:. .......................
. . . -Postage 10 cents.
SOul of Things—Vol II.

ZIBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH, 
They are worth their weight Id gold. Price, paper, 50 cent«, 

¿IFE IN THE STONE ACE; THE HISTORY 
of Atharael, chief prléit of a band of Al Aryans. An «MitUne 

bistort of nun. Writtenthrough the mediumship of U-G. Fig- 
ley. You should read this work. Price 30 cents.

TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD, 
1-^ By Mrs. Mary T. Sbelhamer. It abounds In facts In refer 
ence to the Summer-Land. Price (LOO.

T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
1 from the Tree ot Ufo. Presented to humanity through the 
mediumship of B. E. Litchfield. Excellent throughout.
'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
1 TútÜe. His works are always Intensely Interesting. Price 

«1.50.
'TTIE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
1 lor«. By Kereey Grave«. You should read It, and b« tha 

wl«er. Price 11,50.

•THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
J. comparison ot Biblical and modem Spiritualism, By Motea 

Halt An Invaluable work. Price «1.00.
THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
1 bhenomena and phtloiophy. By Rev. Samuel Watapn. 

Thl« work wt« written by a modern Savior, a grand and noble 
man. Price ti.oo.

\.»r.5o

'cehta; cloth, 50cts. ' .
- Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hulk Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1.

The demand for "The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the -German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition ih German. The 
book is well printed ahd illustrated, and sells 
Or $1 percopy. For sale at this office.

The Other World ahd This: A Compendium- 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M. D. Ah excellent work.- Price $1.50.

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
Bittiilarity., By Moses Hull. Price, lO.cents. 
< The Question Settled. “'By' Moses' Hull. 
A careful comparisdfi of BlblicM and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 c'ents:.Cloth. $1.

• The Fountain of Life,’ dri’iSe "Threefold 
Power of Sex. ••-■By Lois Waistirffiiker. \ Paper, 
60 cents. < ’

Illustrated. 450 np.- Ck-tR...................
rostage lacent«.__

Soul of Things—Vol. HI.
Illustrated. SOS.flp. Cloth..

■ JÇpBt&ge 10 cents. -, 

«---------------------'
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“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF. 

Pl two world«. By . Florence. Huntley, nice: 
paper,»cento;cloth, 11.00. Bookn-llkS "The Dream 
Chudf' epur humanity on to make more and more de
mand, of tblisatttrt.andwlll open ui> new hetebt, 
and depth, of spiritual knowledge.—Elia Wheeler Wil
cox. wul I believe, take Ito place beside-Bulwer’i 
"Zanont” and. the “Seraphlta” of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital," Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and nn- 
varnished with any Inflammable deBCripHoiiB.en- 
WrallS the mind to the exclusion of other Wouthto, 
Until reluctantly the reader closes the last page,— 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times ” .
------------------—a------------- '------
rT'HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
J, Iti ÈbeoomenA and Philosophy. By ïkv.Samuel 

’WátsotciTblk wtrk U'kí wri««nl>ya iiwdcfn 
B grand Aodoobie pan.iJ’rlep II.UO. .

. :—,r. v i -*. *w..- ------------------------- ------- « '  *

'CONTRAST-. 'EV-ANGEÍNaÍ-.
'.jírrUmind Brirtt'nBUtín.ComMired. BÿMoreiàulI

ImieizlatcreiOas- meen.», .

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
/i rle«, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These «ketches are a most 
powerful llluBtratlon of man's cruelty and Injustice to hie fellow 
men. Price 10 cents. •

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
Pi from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela
tions. proving Ohrletlanlty to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
travelled ha« 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberta, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price «1.50. Poitage 12 cento,

AR VAN SUN MYTHS. B Y SARAH E. TIT
pl comb. An explanation ot where the religion« of our race 
originated. An Interesting and instructive book. Price «1.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO. 
O nominal and astrological origin of all rellgV-na. A poem by 
Dr. J. H. Mendenhall Price 50 cents.
TJELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 

Li tice. By Lois WalBbrooker. Price 11.50. • ।

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
Jt "It a man die, shall be liver” te fully answered. By W. S> 
Barlow, author of Voice«. Price 60 cent«.

IhfABAL RAYMOND’S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
1VJ. Walabrooker. Price «1.50. Mr». ValBbrooker,« books 
should bb read by every woman in the land.
S,fIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 

1V1 A. Hovey. 200 pages, with illustrations ot the subjects 
treated upon. Price »1.25. ,
NDOEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
JL Vol Ude of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of cartb-llfe. These are sweet, win- 
stmiMfilrestful. Price81.Q0. .
J^EUGL-ON.: BYE. D. BABBITT^ M - D HF 

■ IX. nllcclildboted jp).slr.vvi:'rncl'nvatlglontjinwori, would 
' -bi hb berier Ifuia b.<fo 1-w wi Iti-H .........Mr. Babbitt In power

and diinnsdlon to apply wa nisi* buwry and svlvtwv. ¡.’riot 
ll.U. roiwc«lO«oa»> *
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TRULY, WHAT NEXT?
The Writer in Somewhat of 

a Quandary.

But Struggles to Get Into 
Light.

the

and

' «J O*

My pen receives a new vigor, 
travels over the paper, pushed appar
ently by the sound waves traveling 
through my brain, after reading the ar
ticle on page four of The Progressive 
Thinker of M-aveh 24tfa, on the tre
mendous force to bp generated by har
monious sound waves, and entitled: 
“What Next?” The millennium will
not be far off when the fiddle-bow takes 
the place of brute force.

Imagine the enraged wife giving her 
husband an unmerciful beating,not with 
the brush end of a broom, but with the 
bow of a fiddle. It would be a mark of 
the eternal progression of things, then, 
to see her fiddling the dirt out of the 
house to pizzicalto music,

We can see the engineer of the near 
future dropping his throttle on an up
grade, and with rigid determination 
grasping his violin bow, and sawing his 
train sately over the divide. '

We can see man's useful friend, the 
horse, browsing away his time on the 
dew-kissed grass, while his once . un
grateful master fiddles in the shafts. 
The tired farmer who, when the plow
handle reaches for his inmost ribs, un-' 
hooking his team, and fiddling the ob
stinate stump into the next county. The 
amateur musician, just as he has made 
everybody in the block miserable, 
“hoist by his own petard."aThe thought 
and peace-destroying young lady piano- 
Ser who, just as she has filled the 

or with the explosive melody of 
•‘‘Who will care for mother now?” and 
her mother in the kitchen over a big 
washing, will be blown into kingdom 
come by the sudden explosion of the un
controllable power she has generated.

The soulful cat, whose inner self has 
made fiddling a possibility, is making 
night a mockery on the next.roof—then 
who can tell but that a well-directed 
boot-jack in the hands of some skillful 
musician, may not so play upon the 
strings of her internal minstrelsy that 
the concussion may leave a peaceful 
void in the moonlit air?

I have read, too, the diagrams en
closed by the walls of an article written 
by a Detroit scientist. I read at the ar
ticle itself, but I fear I was left in a 
more hopeless state of bewilderment 
and chaos, than that in which I found 
myself after reading a nine-fathoms-deep 
article by the S. P. R. 1 could under
stand thè diagrams—1 have heard of a 
man who was a private and a walking 
still, but do not see why our frailties 
should be hurled in our teeth? Is it not 
enough to know that we exist in a state 
subject to all the ills that flesh is heir 
to, without being held up as a gyrating 
corkscrew?

I am willing to let my subliminal con
sciousness slide; I can reconcile myself 
to the possession of a retrocognitive in
divisibility; I can bear the brunt of un
conscious cerebration, but when I am 
told that “this same vibratory energy 
caused figure or form of all life while it 
was animating the protoplasmic mass by 
absorption of earth’s vibratory energy, 
animated inanimate matter the more 
energy it absorbed, the more active it 
became." I am lost!

I had some misgivings when I was 
told I had descended from a baboon; 
that was better than having the baboon 
a descendant of mine; even dust was no 
despicable ancestor; for philosophy had 
taught me that
“The imperial Caesar, dead and turned 

to clay,,
Might stop a hole to keep the wind 

away,”
and through a subtile process of evolu
tion, “A man might fish with a worm 
that had fed off a king, and eat of the 
fish that had fed off that worm; showing 
how a king might go a progress through 
the body of a beggar;”—but on what 
can we build if we believe that, as in 
diagram four, we are the children of a 
protoplasmic corkscrew with the delir
ium tremens?

Anaxagoras was an early expounder 
of the philosophy of the atom, and its 
gradual evolution out of the nowhere 
into here.

Science has done much good for the 
human race. Science has swept away 
from the minds of the multitude the 
cobwebs of bigotry and superstition that 
held them enmeshed for thousands of 
years; but how much more good science 
could have done for humanity at large, 
had it couched its tenets in language 
more easy of comprehension.

We do not think it has worded itself 
so profoundly it cannot understand it
self: but we base our call for simplicity 
on the universal popularity of a book 
that has enslaved tbe minds of men for

eries; whose deeply scientific minds 
grasp the means that make us better, 
physically, morally and ■ mentally, that 
they try to'teach jis through our hearts, 
and if they must penetrate the brain to 
•find them; let It be with a more pleas
ing or a more comprehensive weapon । 
than a thunderbolt.- -

I remember a very learned professor 
who came'to our school to lecture on the 
chemical affinity of light with the oph
thalmic nerve." When he had finished, 
the professors present applauded; the 
students that had not fallen asleep,made 
no demonstration.- “Now, gentlemen,”., 
said thq lecturer, “I am ready for apy 
questions you may. wish to ask.” One 
of the students arpse: ‘-‘Will you please 
tell us whflt yoji. have been talking 
about?” . . ■ ..... .

In reading over the communication of 
Spirit .Sarah E. Butler, given through 
the mediumship of. Geo). W. CTOle, I see 
it is claimed. tnat mistqrians' confound 
the two names, Claudius and Appius. 
Will some one tel! me where, ana- by 
whiOh historian, or historians he is so 
confounded? I - find no. such-' blunder. 
Again: • ’No spirit could be long in the 
company of Claudius and not become 
better.” Adhering to the laws df -pter 
gression,,.we; hope he '(has changed'-for 
the better. But if he is the same wretch 
that had his pander Caius ■Glaudhlsifol1-- 
low tjie'innobeni yirgiqia till he.Wbve 
her father to iminplute her on the altar- 
of virtue to save her hpnor from the'iu’ 
human Claudius, we pity the spirittvhq 
has'to keep him company.- fi’i '

There is too much1 maudlin sentiineht 
wasted over the lives of those whose 
only redeeming feature, in the eyes of 
sentimentalists, w,as their worldly posi
tion; too many lies are carved on tomb
stones; and, vyith all the charity in the 
range of reason, wp wqnt to feel that 
people are mplle better- by casting aside 
this garment .of flpah, .with ail its attend
ant weaknesses^ but none of us are stu
pid enough to. believe that, mortality 
past, we become purified angels:
The thief turned honest merits praise 

he seldom gets;
While honesty, turned thief, gets pity 

ill deserved.
Speaking of the above misstatement 

in regard to Appius Claudius, there are 
too many of our platform and other 
mediums who make erroneous state
ments; whether willfully or ignoranjly, 
the fact remains..

Only the other Sunday I heard a 
prominent medium speak of Victorian 
Sardou, who is known only as a play
writer, as a scientist of most profound 
research, more particularly on the sub
ject of hypnotism; and, after an exhibi
tion of mesmeric power by another, the 
medium first-mentioned said: “Weknow 
all about this, and we don’t want to hear, 
about it; its old!” and, "We should be 
careful how we encourage its use in the. 
hands of an ignorant person." Was 
this not unkind, to say the least?

Ye gods! and must we banish the sun, 
moon and stars; the mountains, valleys 
and streams; and even the writings of 
antiquity, because they pre old? Must 
we, too, relegate to oblivion the shades 
of our ancestors?

As to the dangers of' hypnotism, elec
tricity—that most dangerous of all 
known forces, that most life-giving of 
all fluids—is dangerous, too; yet snail 
we abandon it because it must needs be

centuries—the Bible.
The author of the Shakspearean plays 

was the only writer who was endowed 
with the power of blowing hot and cold 
in a breath; who could write profoundly 
and simply at one and the same time.

I do not wish to cast a stone at the 
learned scientist in Detroit, but I do 
wish that those who have the welfare of 
their fellows at heart; who would reach 
out and enlighten the minds and hearts 
of the many, would do so through the 
more open channel of every-day ex
pression.

We should pay all attention to that 
philosopher who, through years of deep 
research and patient study, has marked 
the milestones of progression; we should 
honor that man or woman whose life
work is to blaze through the forests of 
ignorance, that road that the ages must 
follow: but the blazings should be cut at 

.short distances on the body of the tree 
of knowledge, not at the top, nor under
neath the roots, nor at such immense 
distances that we are lost in attempting 
to follow the marks.

In the great dramas of life there are 
too few “Old • Homesteads," “Uncle 
Tom’s Cabins” and “Shore Acres”—too 
many of the kind whose very unsympa
thetic nature and depth of reasoning 
make them not Only unpopular with the 
masses, but evanescent. . ■

The simplest teachings of Zoroaster, 
Confucius, Mohainmed, Appolonius and 

' Jesus will live when the deeper reason
ings of metaphysical philosophers ^shall 
have been forgotten. ■ \ " '

The very simplicity of the writings of 
Judge Rosecrans mark him as a man of 
deep thought; a scholar of profound 
erudition. And I would respectfully 
submit to those whose learned, articles 
aim at the promulgation of new discov-

PROGRESSIVE THINKBîj
■ P*"...............""ilgow ■ 1 ' •" s— - .Mr.' -----

. 'i.^ssBd.to Splftt^Life. ;
Mr.'iEw D. Nickerson»¿sipd to Spirit- , 
' " ' 1893, ag^ ,life atjAppIeton, Wis., . . ....

82 years, ulle has giveqjns.friends tes
timony :ef-his continued life and work 
in the new’sphere on which he,hgs.en
tered. , i A. R.

Mr. Levi McCain, of Moline,, Ill,, a 
zealous Spiritualist, passed to Spirit-life 
April 3, in the 81st year of his age. He 
was a regular visitor at Clinton Camp, 
where ho had been favored with many 
tests of materialization of spirit friends, 
convincing him beyond all doubt. He 
was a zealous advocate of this truth he 
so.firmly believed, though often met by 
the scorn of unbelievers, He was un
tiring in his energy to cheer, others, as 
he had himself been cheered and com
forted. He often conversed with spirit 
friends in his own home, even up to the 
last hours of his sickness and death. 
Rev. J. C. Grumbine, of Geneseo, Ill.,'

A REQUEST
To All Mediums In the United

States.
FROM THE NATIONAL SPIRITUALIST’S 

ASSOCIATION.
It is of especial importance to the en

tire body of Spiritualists in the United 
States that they should be informed of 
the numerous and varied phases of me
diumship (so-called ■ phenomena). For 
this reason, in connection with the desire 
to be fully acquainted with every means 
of communication and development o'f 
the spiritual element of our natures, we 
are now making .an 'effort, to secure.a 
full knowledge! of all.the differentphnbes 
that have come to light throughput the 
world. In addition to. making a call 
thus publicly through our own spjjliu^l 
press we are .extending this request, fpr 
information to all foreign countries, 
Germany, Holland, Eiigland, Scotland, 
Australia, Africa,.. Brazil, Belgiuhi,

delivered an inspirational sermon on 
the eternibility of mind, as a tribute to 
his memory, at the Unitarian church of 
this city. Airies, nrazu, peigxuiu,

• • ,/ii ¡¡6v-;_^__ js‘ j£, ’pimtfisVraiipe, India, Italy;'Mexico, New Zea-
Passed'Spirit-life frorfP9h6r hdinii'5 ’land,’ Norway, Russia, Spain, Swedeff,

in Covert, Mri.',Buren County,7 Michffl 
gan, . be'aunnd ’ ■ Edith Modie, onW'- 
daughter I1 bl AiL and Mrs. ^Wm. H/ : 
Moore, in./wq tlbth year ofl’Her agd? 
Thus nas’oMiff^sriatqhed irdtH1 the tonal’ 
embrace,'of flonjia and friend^Wrose iff ■ 
full bloom.';'£pto', was knowrf'bfHy' to bbi 
■toyed. The^QnsqjatiOns of SpiMtualisiif;1 
were tendqr^jf 50' the bereavelrparentsf1 '■ 
and a large concourse of sympathizing’ 
neighbors, by Mrs..Levi Wood, df Spilth^ 
Haven, who read- the hearers’aflovftft ' 
message from the newly-arisen spirit.
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Switzerland, Argentine- Republic arid 
ilrelaiid. .
>' have'enumerated' on our Register
pf MeAiums thiis favobtairied the'fdllciWi-^ 

’ing';', 'phases, and.1 - we wish, those Mio 
’have.’ not yet ‘reported to the Nàtidiïal’ 
■Association at the above nümber, wotfld 
<8© so, giving their- full riame -àhd'.'^î 
-dress and their, development in foil. 
We are collecting this Information as 
Rapidly as possible and no medium of 
'any phase should.fail to send in.at qn’çe, 
It will be of extreme interest to have a

Mrs. Sarah A Drake, a venerable 
Spiritualist of Bloomington, Ill., has 
gassed to Spirit-life,- from the home of, 
her daughter, Mrs. O. S. Weaver, 
where the funeral services were held 
on the 9th inst. Mr.s. Akers, pastor of 
the Spiritualist Society, delivered the 
funeral address to a large number of 
friends, many of whom had known Mrs. 
Drake intimately since her coming to 
Bloomington: from Ohio more than 
thirty years ago, and had loved her for 
her no.ble character and sincere de
votion.

Passed to Spirit-life, at Rochester, 
Vt., Feb. 3,1894, James Fletcher,tage,<J, 
63 years. Being ..a member qf, the 
Masonic order, "nd was buried "Under 
their rituah Rp’y.' A. ‘Chase preached 
the sermon, andi-Rev. S. A. Parker, 

‘of Bethel, offered brayer, and led inthe-1 
Masonic ■ rites/1 Several Masons from 
neighboring towns’ were present” ;and, 
joined in the impressive service of the 
occasion.

Passed to Spirit-life, March 28,1894» 
at Washington, Yolo Co., Cal., Mar
garetta, infant daughter of ^Howard K. 
and Anna Smith, aged 1 month and 3 
days.

experimented with? for surely half has 
not yet been harnessed to the car of 
utility. . •

That which has been the salvation of 
the many, has had its birth in the anni
hilation of the few,and because Anaxag
oras met his banishment for asserting 
that the stars were masses of corrupti
ble matter, should we limit the re
searches of a Newton or a Herschel?

And right here another thought in 
connection with mediums.' Would it 
not be better, even if we should resolve 
ourselves into a little or vast mutual ad
miration society, to let each one speak; 
of the good another has done—the con
verts he or she has made—than to hear 
mediums, Sunday after, Sunday, tell of 
the wonderful manifestations that had 
taken .place through his or her instru
mentality? ■

“That good wedo for other’s praise,
Is evil in disguise; . ’

When truly good, ’tie for our own, '
Not for our neighbor’s eyes.”

“Toot your horn, if you don’t sell a 
clam,” may be very good street, but not 
soul-communion policy; and the constant 
tooting of our own horns at spiritual 
gatherings is; as Dogberry says: “Most 
intolerable and not to be endured.”

Let us reform ourselves, and we will 
be astonished with What marvelous 
quickness we will reform the world.

The earnest seeker after truth will 
not find it in the self-laudation of busi
ness-seeking mediums. 1

Let the good we do.be spoken of even 
as the evil we do:—Never.

Nothing' so becomes man or woman as 
modesty; and if, by the help of the an
gels, we are really doing good works, let 
our soldiers rather than ourselves raise 
our standard.

“Good wine needs no bush.” The con-

At Leonidas, Mich., April 9th, 1894, 
passed to Spirit-life, Orris S. Ferris, in 
his 62d year. A Spiritualist for thirty 
years, it was his delight to converse 
upon the beauties of, his belief, on 
every suitable occasion. Knowing for 
weeks that his journeying here was 
nearly over; he waited patiently and 
cheerfully, being fully convinced that 
many loved ones waited his coming. 
The funeral was held at his home. 
Mr. L. V. Moulton, assisted by Rev. 
F. M. Aunk,' officiated at his obsequies. 
Mr. Moulton spoke, feelingly of the 
soul’s transition and future possibilities; 
and remarks were made by Mr. Aunks. 
The services at the grave were con
ducted by the Masons. Thus has one 
passed from our midst—but not from 
memory, Lotta Bishop Nichols.

Departed to the, higher-life, April 10, 
Magnes Olson, aged 22 years, at the: 
home of Mrs. Kristina Anderberg, the 
well known medium in Minneapolis.; 
Mrs. C. D. Prudeh delivered ths .ad
dress—a most beautiful description of 
the higher life and the birth of. the 
spirit into its nbw- home was given 
through her inspired -lips.

Mysteriously Disappear.;
Mr. J. W. Van Gorden, of East- tabi 

erty, O., is in this city, endeavoring to 
-ffnd his wife and little daughter. Mrs. 
Van Gorden left home three weeks ago 
to visit friends at Watseka, Ill. On the 
30th of March, she left Watseka to visit 
her cousin, Dr. Kolbs, at Oxford, Ind. 
On the 3rd of April she wrote to her 
husband that she was not very well, but 
that she was going to Muncie, from 
which place she would return home, via 
Indianapolis, arriving at home by Sat
urday. Since that time the husband has 
■not heard from his~wife or child—a

stant rini the church’s belli is no
proof of the-purity-of tbe religion to he 
found therein. " . ,-

Let us’be earnest, not rabid■■ ’tefekers 
after truth.' Letos “prove all things, 
and holdrfast that which'is 'goddr8!'-Dq 
nothing,-accept nothing in a spiritual 
sense, on a mbmetiVs spur; '’They 
stumble that run fast.” But wheb:0hce 
yon have the truth,' “gTapple it>--to ,the 
soul with hdoks of steel.'” ' .i-.-f-f

Let no rash, misguided hand’wall1 up 
the path, that leads ‘you' neat fo'- the 
angels. .................................

Be firm and unwavering in -the cause 
of truth'/ Give-ear to that celestial 
whisper which says:- <'« .

To fickle.love. .the. heavens are filled 
with stars; constant is-he who,- lost 'in 
the “milky “way,”can never see'butone.

... - "ChA'a Nevins.
145 WestT4th‘St., New'York Cily.

A Schoiafs Opinion.
The Nbw Tert'amcnt/ ia the chief of 

monastic boolfL It- cannot be detached 
from the atmosphere of the monasteries 
and made to fit our modern life without 
glaring contempt of .the fitness of times 
and things.1—Prof. Edwin Johnson, in 
“The Rite Of Christendom.” .

. .—' ....------- »

daughter aged 6 years.
The husband is very much1 concerned 

about his wife, and has telegraphed all 
arOund in the hope of finding her. She 
is a ^ood-looking woman'flf-45-years.- 
Superintendent Brown, of theLafa^^tte^' 
police forpe, detailed an officer io assist'' 
Mr. Van G^f-den in, searching- through^ ■ 
thp city ’fiii*,“.his wife, and’iHfe'in th® 
evening, thjey.Joutid a hackihirti-who sftiidv 
a.woman'dtra child, answe’firffr' the 
scriptfon'qjJiirs. Van Gorden and daugh
ter, emplojte^ him to purfthkfe tickets 
for herself,.and daughter'foif. Chicag|)> 
and tha¥'he',.jiid sb. Gorobn
says hia ¿^ijaestic affairs-Wbre of Jthb 
happiest and tnost contentbdP'bhara'dfejr; 
His wife’s health, he says, is delicate^ 
and he fears that hervifllndr mayz hatA'' 
become temporarily aberrated.

full knowledge of çvery means of com
munication and of .incalculable value to 
the Spiritualists of the country.; Many 
develop but partially in directions ' 
without knowing the important results 
that would follow if patience and 
perseverance were exercised, and for 
lack of these thev lose grand opportu
nities that would be instrumental in not 
only changing the current of their 
lives, but insure ' a higher apprecia
tion of their developments and a better 
knowledge of their own abilities. As 
our Brother Emerson’s guide stated 
when asked the question on last Sun
day: “What are tjie two greatest,51ns 
of'the world?" The reply was: ■“Sin 
and ignorance.” It is by inter-oommuni- 
jh’tion and constant exchange of thlwht 
fi knowledge we more rapidly jfle- 
vejpp those higher and GpaigTYen 
qualities within us that could not GJrfer- 
’wtee be. realized. 'uu 1‘
■ ¡Every medium, and we say this ip the 
.fyglest sense of the word, will profit by 
tending to us the information we sèéli! to 
ï^ord. for their own benefit'and fop the 
world at large; and as it will requiné’-but 
tijfcw moments of time there can'bb no 
reasonable excusé for a failure «) ibn- 
tmijute this much to the pages of history 
that, is now being made up for the en
lightenment of mankind.

' On the Register we have devoted to 
a Record of the Mediums and their 
respective phases, we have the following 
classification of mediumship:

Clairvoyant, Inspirational', Test, Clair- 
audient, Trance, Materializing, Trum
pet, Photographing, Lecturers, Im- 
pressional, Sealed. Letters, Drawing, 
Prophetic, Voiced, Healing, Psycho
metric, .Slate-writing, Business, Music, 
Electro-Plating, Psychologizing of Dis
embodied Spirits 'by Mortals!

In connection "with the important 
work contemplated, we shall as ' soon as 
we receive the information from all 
foreign countries, compile the statistics 
in that direction and publish all that 
may be of interest to the Spiritualists 
of America. We have reason to believe 
that many phases have been developed 
in other lands which have not yet Be
come manifest in this country, and we 
noje that especial localities are more 
Ifiyprably adapted to the development of 
hefiuliar phases that are not demonstra
ble in other sections. When wtë’ have 
çççured a complete response to bft call 
yve shall then make a note of- ilf&’de- 
•jyjjl.opments applicable to different¿iocal- 
.l^es, arid this will be a matter of côhsid- 
erable interest to all Spiritualists and 
^investigators. • : -
j¡.It is therefore to your advantage and 
,Wat of the world to act at onee' in 
accord with our suggestion and r'Sijtfést, 
-by,,returning to us such information'’in 
'this respect as , you may be ante1 to 
impart. ' lll.

Assisting us to complete the. Renter 
of the National Association bÿTurnlsh- 
ing to the undersigned your name, resi
dence, and all phases of mediumship you 
have thus far developed, and from time 
to time we will send you such docu
ments as emanate from the National 
Spiritualist’s Association. Act at once." 
Do not delay. This request is made to 
you personally.

«Robert A. Dimmick, Sec.
• 510 E street, N. W., Washington, 
D. C.

GENERAL SURVEY.
continued From fifth page.r i

Every .tree has “reserve buds”. which 
develop at the point where-the limbhas 
been cut off; - - ’c, .

Losing Its Prey.
In these days, when the A. P. A. and 

other similar organizations are cutting 
so< wide a swath through Romish 
schemes and hopes, we opine that the 
Romish schemers who supposed their 
plans were all working nicely‘for “the 
church,” must now feel like quoting 
sadly. Bobby Burn’s lines: . ■
“The best-laid plans of mice and men

Gang aft aglee.” . • ' -
They see their hopes of' Rome’s uni

versal rule postponed indefinitely. And 
it will tpke more than the help' of all 
the silly Protestant pastors, of whatso-. 
ever flame and hue, to stay,.pjp.tide that

UUÜUVUVVH. I v,--. •
. The earth’s lowest body^obwater is . 

-thé Caspian Sea, which has pe^h sinking 
for Centuries. . ‘ ’

. “Mrs. Winrtow’e Soothing Syruf for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflsms- 
tlon.Bllays pstn. trifid eolie, 25e a be til o.

being'

praises .are sounded by thousands who 
never saw. him, but who ¿hare been 
saved by................................  ’ '
dies.iJ”B

INVALIDS
rj. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
W »tamps, their disease, or symptoms,-WlUTecetTA 

pamphlet and advice xhee to euro tbemeotves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Card
ington, Ohio ••U .

'THE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
J. three 2-cent stamp« for private letter of advloe 

from the Spirit-world. W. P. Pliclou, M. D., 619 Jack
ion Boulevard Chicago Ill. 120tf

APRIL 28 189

. . . . - . - . .
California. 237

214tf

Madison street, Chicago, Ill. 232

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENTS.

BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY,

ley. Mass. 237

1 /[RS. RUTH A. COOMBS, 1087 W. 
1V1 Lake street. Clairvoyant. Teit and Business
Medium. Brief Reading, 25 cents. 232

SOMETHING GOOD.
1/IE WS OF OUR HE A VENL Y HOME. 
V A Sequel to “A Stellar Key.*’ Illustrated. Thia

1 his simple yet Wonderful reme
lé. must be a in thus'i w Chicago, Ill. 233

j. to contribute to-much to the

ttreating. PricatUO.- -

In all parts of 
azines upon 
solicited for tl 
formation, ad< 
Secretary.

'.Of his felloir-mdn,; 
itnltatn.. Tnrtn.’-'

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
11 in your own hone. Will Bend a pamphlet con
taining Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine,all for 2s cis. Address, Mra. J. A. 
Bliss, 2522 Mich., avenue, Chicago, 111. 249

PROF. EDWIN ADRIAN. 
P^OF. EDWIN ADRIAN, M. W. M.
1 P., trance medium, clairvoyant, astrological Beer, 
and psychic for physical phenomena. Intricate busl 
ness and private affairs unraveled. Heals the sick, 
locates minerals, ete., etc. The development of me- 
dlums a specialty. The only medium who has ever 
appeared before a Press Club. Sittings dally. Call 
or address No. 824 W. Madison street, Chicago, Ill. 231

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T)R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

-Z_X Mass., and his band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting the most wonderiul cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the Icear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with bis magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him sex. age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn’t want any 
leading symptoms. Address Dr. J. S. Loucks. Shir*

It AR. AND MRS. PERKINS, DEMON- 
1V1 strators of Spiritual Philosophy; platform 
speakers and test mediums; trance, clairvoyant, clatr« 
andleDt, pBChometrlc, writing, healing, developing 
and astrological phases. Private consultation daily, 
at No. 11 Bryan Pl., West Side, Chicago; Randolph 
street cars pass the doors. Circles Monday and Friday 
evenings 230tf

“ Bights of Man,” ---------------- , .....
critical and explanatory observations of his writing,, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truth Ip 
regard to thia most abused .patriot and religious re
former sbbnld read this volume, price »1. Postapf 
1(lccn<8. For sale til tbl, office, '

HYPNOTISM
SSCnETPOWKtLTHEDjnKEIN KAN. You posseFS this 
God.givenforcecaHedPEK8(>NALMAGNETISja, 
Develop Itand Succeed In Life. Hypnotism as a Rc- 
znodUJ Agentandforcontrolllng others, for public 
orsurglcal demonstrations. Wonderful revelations. 

< Worth 1100 for EL If we arc strangers send 11» and bab 
S ance when book arrives. Two pamphlets. 20c. Address

DIL AKDIRSON, MA80KIC TRHPLE, P. T. Jh.CHlCACp,

A TTENTION! SEND POSTAL 
li Note for 20 cents, (no stamps) to Miss Clara 
Marsh. Rochester, Mich., and receive by return mall 
a handsome picture drape. Extra flue 25 cents, lam 
a medium, and kind spirits aid me In my work. I so
licit the patronage of Spiritualists and all lovers of 
beauty and truth. F. O. Box, 253. 228tf

27 CORDEN WHITE, TRANCE, 
L • test, business and platform medium. - Sittings 
dally. No. 2078 Cottage Grove Avenue. 230tf

PSYCHOMETRIC.
TXO YOU WISH AN UNPARALEL- 

xz led reading, examination or advice on business, 
write to Dr. J. C. Phillips,, ibe noted platform Teat 
Psycbometrlst. Enclose ono -dollar and three 2-cent 
stamps, giving age and sbkrr-Tnree question» an- > 
swered fof 25 cents. BencTStamp for statements of ’ 
wonderful cures. Address:471 W. Madison street.

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A P0W~ 
/i crful’clairrayant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair. age. sex and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full ana correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 418. 
Denver Colorado. 231

'THE CHILDRENS' PROGRESSIVE 
1 Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the or* 

frsnlzatlon and management of Bunday schools. By 
Andrew • Jackson Davis. Something IndespensIbK 
Prine 50 cents.

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Bead tbla testimonial: “Pbxcbb.rrlved Iwo week« 
ago and to say I was pleased does not express my ap
preciation. My boy, twelve years old, Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing cairn- first Bitting We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Dells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving nt bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance end Clatraudlenee.—M. Y. Thompson, Arkadelphia, Ark." Price, ,1,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
teatlinonlala. W. H. Bach. Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

TAKE NOTICE.
'THE REPORT OF THE NATIONAL 
1 SpirituallBt Convention, including the celebrated 

paper on Spiritualism presented by Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, to tbe Parliament of Religions, (208 pages) 
will dow be sent postage prepaid, to any address in 
tbe United States or Canada, on receipt of price. Pa
per cover, 25 cents; cloth, red or brown, 50 cents. Ad
dress tbe undersigned, Robert A. Dlmmick. Secretary 
N. B. A., 510 E. Street, X. W., Washington, D. C. 231

7 SYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
JL Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and ono dollar. Will answer 
throe questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street,Milwaukee. WIs. 282

PROF, J. PAYNE, HEALING AND 
1 developing medium. Prof. Payne is endowed 
with great powers, and treats with never-falling suc
cess. Be can be consulted on all the affairs of life, 
spiritual and business matters, daily, at No. 431 W. A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 

Tl two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair 
name, age and sex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
di&gDosh of your disease. Address J. C. Batdobf, 
M. p., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids. 
Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad
vertisement in.__________ «¿jg

rnrr PeliNEAT1ON AND DIAGNOSIS. Send rKrr Pvc two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex. I IlLiL bandwriting or leading symptoms; you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your dis

ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read; Box 358, Lansing. Mich.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
PLATFORM PS YCHOME TRIST AND 

JF buelnees medium. Readings personally or by 
letter si,00. Brief reading by mall 25 cents. 291 Og
den avenue, Chicago, 111. 222 tf

|V|EE CANNOT 8EE HOW YOU DO 
TO® IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

£|4 Boy. ow Sdr.werw.lMl <» mF ta. 
▼■•proYed High Im Shgeraewlor tnacbln« 
0o*ly finlxbsd, nickel pl*ted,*<Japkd Ie 

a&d heavy work; guaranteed for 10 lean: with 
lotomatle Bobbis »Tinder, Self-Threading Cylin
der Shuttle, 8elf-8ettlnj Needle and a complete 
let of Steel Attaehnenti; ehlpped any where on 
SO Dav’« Trial. No money required in advance, 

15,000 dow (dum. World’« Fair Medal awarded machine ted attach- 
menta. Buy from factory and eave dealer’e and ajent’a profit!. 
FDCC Cut ThliOut and tend to-div for machine or Urge free 

nCE caUlorue, Uetlmonlaliaod Gllmptetof tbe World'*Fair.
OXFORD MFS. CO. 842WrtwliAv». CHICAGO,ILL

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
1\. 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, one 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 

with tbe aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. S. Williams, 
Lake Geneva, Wls.________________________232

to 7E B.r.ou. $9 B»br Cu.l>n
W4i I U complete with phied iteel wheeli, UM, 
Srlagt, ■ndcaspteesiuwDbsDlbuidk, Made ofbetmata- 

LfinelTfinliheAnllsble.wdruirantted for 3 yew. Shipped 
cnludayi’trial. FREIGHT PAID ¡no moner rvqulredla 
adraaae. 75,000ia uae- W« irt th« oUttt u>d bvstkncvn 
ooDWta ofour kta&, «liable and «iponaibla. Rife«noa 
fcrnlibed ataay Uaa. Maks and nil nothtotbut what wa 
ruatMtM tabs M«p«»enttd,told at th« loveit tatorv 
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'*** eatalnfus ofhUrtdeilgM Bodattlc« jnibllsbed.
OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

TTOW TO DELINE A TE CHARACTER 
II. from date of blrtii, very accurately. Only 25c. 
Uriel Buchanan, 1’b. D, Marionville. Mo. 233

Tfiey COme Unsolicited from all parts of --eaungaDaorenuainBiavue epim-mv. uieappean 
the world. Such letters prove beyond »nee of the bodily ore«--at.death,” "domestic.enjoy- 
a-Tub 5a n „net- meats and true conjuga. pitons,” •• origin of tbe doodoubt that Dr. Dobson is doing a vast .I r.yine of the devil,” etc Cloth 75 cents. Postage 
deal of good, performing wonderful teems. Forsaioattw--^ice. ... _
cures, and relieving, sufferers by scores ‘l ¡¡pg OF THOMAS PAINE, 
and hundreds.-His name is a household .TT^rrno

PSYCHOMETRIST.
1\/JRS. A. M. LUND (FORMERLY 

1V1 Mre. Robinuon), 1072 West HarrUon street, 
Chicago, will give Blttiugd by letter. Send lock of 
hair and own handwriting, with 81,00. AJ1 queetious 
carefully considered by the guides. 283

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
'T'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR- 
1 voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
tbefr name and address—in their owu handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. "The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist'’ of Dec. 80, 1898 says of Dr. Forster:— 
"Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his straight
forward course of Integrity and honor." Address 
Dr. W. M. Forster. 1059 Market St., ban Francisco,

b-tothe Philosophy .of - spiritual in.
■¿hi Bec- 1 teroourse. By, AaJrew Jackson Daria. A rare ■ 

work. It DOsseseea'great merit. Price 11.25.
'THE RELIGION OF-MAN. BY HUD- 
JL eon Tuttle. Bit works are always Intensely In-

TDEMOVED. MRS. C. SCOTT, FROM 
LX. New York city, trance and business medium—to 
2440 North 17th street, Philadelphia, Pa. Sittings 
9 x. M., to 4 r. n„ except Saturdays and Sundays. 237

Miss Judson’s Neui Phamphlet.
From Night to Morn,

—OR—
AN APPEAL TO THE BAPTIST CHURCH.
32 pages, with portrait. One copy, 15 cents; ten copies, 
11.00: not instampB. Send to

ABBY A. JUDSON, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Work 1» not merely descriptive of what the author calls,■, 
the " Summer-Land," but it Is Illustrated with dta- *rea 
grams of celestial objects am. views of different por- ° “ 
lions of tho Celestial Home. Mr. Davis being only the 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statements In regard tc 
“Individual occupation,’!.- "progress after death," 
“eating and breathing tirtbe spirit-life," "disappear-

Q. D. President In»". -= 

tlonal Astobiation, is spei^f.^he Na-
&llMeShe.Wr\. P.a; /aking this 

half of May;, he will be in LpThe last 
In June he will give several "Ayan Mass, 
the State of Maine. He siVectures in 
cause is progressing nicely in “The 
City, and I am greeted by lai n’eo-heny 
ences.” Mr. Barrett is an .ge°audi- 
worker. . • , efficient

I. M. Clarke writes from Nash .
Tenn., to tell of the wonderful medr/uje, 
istlc power in independent slate-writ;vm. 
and telegraphy, manifested by hr ng 
Charles Figures, and says: “I have hai.? 
the privilege of two sittings with him, 
apd I unhesitatingly say that they could 
not have been more satisfactory—in
broad daylight, with direct answers to 
every question, and irresistible proof of 
identity shown. He is refined and a 
trite gentleman in every sense.”

- Dr. F. P, Bitters writes that he is en
gaged by Mr. H. H. ■ Fross, of Monon, 
Ina!, to speak for the society at that 
place, the last Sunday of April and the 
month of May. He would like engage- 
mentSifoi’ June. Address him Monon, 
Iijd. ^Ije doctor is highly spoken of 
wherq^g;’ he goes. ’

Mi'/'hnd Mrs. Woodmansee write of ; 
viritifi^JMr. A. Campbell,’and of receiv
ing a-ne'autiful oil painting on porcelain,. 
of rosffs representing thpir children in 
SpiriWife, also a message on a slate and 
a peneli portrait on a slate. They men- 
tion-MK Campbell as a fine, truthful 
meditltti, through whom they have re? 
ceivefl'innoh beautiful work in the form 
of Christmas and New Year’s present 
irpm their children.

Mrs. Jennie Moore writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: “Our grand causer is 
progressing quite rapidly here. There 
a^e at least twenty public meetings here 
,<n Sundays, besides all the circles. I 
Have had grand snccess with my seances, 
besides taking part in three public meet
ings. My health has greatly improved. 
I'^hall return, the last of this month, to 
my home, 757 Warren avenue, Chicago.

Mr. and Mrs. John Lindsay will an
swer calls to lecture. They can be ad
dressed at No. 20 Turner street, Grand 
Rapids, Mich.

That veteran worker, L. V. Moulton, 
has. the following engagements: June 
10,th, Texas, Mich.; June 16th and 17th, 
Orlon Lake Camp, Mich.; July, entire 
month, at the camp of the Northwestern 
Spiritual Association, as president, at 
Cpino Park, between St. Paul and 
Minneapolis; August 4th and 5th, Cassar 
daga, N. Y.; August 13th, annual meet
ing Michigan State Spiritual Associar 
tion, Lansing, Mich.; August 18 and 19, 
Vicksburg Camp, Mich.; August 26th, 
Hazlett Park Camp, Mich.

। Chas. Staglin, president of the Re- 
|igio-Philosophicai Society, of Balti
more, Md., writes: “We nave with us 
as our speaker and test medium for 
April, Oscar A. Edgerly, of Newbury
port, Mass. That our society appre
ciates the work of Mr. Edgerly's guides 
is manifest by the fact that this is the 
third month he has served us within a 
year. As a striking indication of the 
favor in which he is held by our people, 
I will say that at the last business meet
ing of the society, they decided to re
engage him for the month of May, 1895. 
We find, with Mr. Edgerly on our ros
trum,- wo can always depend on having 
practical, concise and instructive lec
tures, these attributes coupled with a 
fine ability as a test medium, make him 
a most valuable public worker in the 
interest of our cause."

k DR, GREER’S 

"PABULUM OF LIFE,”
REWHE WORLD’S GREATEST 

arIiedy for all conditions
NJ0ING FROM EXHAUSTED 

LOSS^VOUS. ENERGY. OR
Itwinstr.0F VITAL FORCE! 

orate the youn^hen the weak, invig- 
old. and rejuvenate the

:-■ Try It! Try It! .. _
By. Mail; 81,00. Address Dk.' 11'

• 127 LaSalle street, Chicago.\reER,

DR. CARL SEXTUS. —
TXISEASES TREATED BY VITA a 

JS magnetism and by hypnotism. Develops latency 
Psychical powers. Conaoltallon by mall 91,00. No.K 
274 Ontario etreet, Chicago. Houri* from 2 to 5 p. m- ' 

231 '
^YEBYMAN AND WOMAN 

ebould know something about their future. Send 
81,00, exact hour, day and year of birth, where born, 
alfio eex, to Prof. Geo. Wilton, Astrologer, 
589 Jackson Boulevard Chicago. 232 v '

FRANK T. RIPLEY?
PJE WILL GIVE SITTINGS DAIL J' 
11 at No. 15 Bishop Court, during April and Muy.

“Peculiar.”
We often hear it said of men who have 

made an unusual record by means of 
their superior intellectual powers that 
they are “Peculiar.” To be peculiar is 
to be different from everybody else and 
if they had not been peculiar they would 
never have been heard of. This prin
ciple holds good everywhere. The best 
piece of machinery, ever invented is 
peculiar, forthe simple reason that it is 
superior. The best medicine ever put 
'oii the market has gained the reputa
tion of being peculiar from the fact that 
it has been found the best. This is why 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is peculiar. It 
cures when all other preparations and 
pyen the best ductors nave failed. The 
reason why it cures is that it has true 
merit and intrinsic virtue. It does not 
consist of a few cheap drugs put to
gether just as it might happen, to be 
offered for sale, but it is carefully com
pounded so as to produce a medicine 
that will make pure blood and thus not 
only remove disease, but, if used when 
the’ system is run down and the blood 
impoverished, will build it up and guard 
it against disease. Hood’s Sarsaparilla, 
in short, is peculiar because it cures.

Amazed at tbe Remedial Powers.

.' Prof. Lockwood will speak at Brick-
layers’ hall, corner of W. Monroe and 
Peoria streets, Sunday April 30th, at 
2:30 P. M„ subjebt:’“Mesmerism, Mfchtal 
Science, Christian Science, DoWlblsm 
and the Healing0 Art, Analyzed aifd’Ex- 
plained by Principles of Moleculatr ln- 
duction.” At 7^30 “From Materialism 
toXKnowledge df 'Continual Existence, 
throng]! an Analysis of Principles of 
Nature.” Theriert wo lectures are affibng 
tjiip-most interesting and instructive, 
.given by Prof. Lbckwqod. . ,

"Chas. J. Barifos, trumpet medium?has, 
oeen holding successful seances at Mun
cie, Inch, and goes flow to Marion?:Ind.

On Thursday of last week ''MrsiCora 
L. V. Richmond, in response tea special 
invitation, addressed a contingent of the 
“industrials,” at .the- headquarters on 
LaSalle streets She was-listened to

-is- settini against the methods,'und. aiins 
of> starlet bag.' A few. sUiy^pas- 
.toiBs-aud-, party-blindjj^ditpra.iiiay'' be 
fooled.,’ by cunning Hf&ish protestetions 
and-pretenses; but.tne8j|eoi)le are wak
ing, jind will not be fooled. They are 
not ready to be Ronifcffited—nor to have 
omrtteehiBtitutioDtgMaanized, So the. 
old Oe.taouB is losing ¡tepoveted prey, I

with respectful deference as she spoke 
tender words of sympathy ; and admon- 
ished'them not.to:jeopardize their cause 
or sully their.flag,-with violence. Thht 
her sentiments, were, well received was 
shown by. the emphatic appreciative 
responses given, and by the solicitations 
for a- personal introduction- to the 
speaker. . . ' ■ ' ■

Mrs. Sarah E. Bromwell, medium, 
has moved from 1^2 Fulton¿streetto 1 
South Hoy ne :a venue, near Lake street. 
Seances Wednesday and Friday , eyen-

A.;J.1 Swarts; is now at Los -Angeles,. 
' Cal. He can lie addressed at 415 Ores

cent avenue. “
Mrs. Isa Wilson Porter will answer 

calls tor giv0^jllp,tforiii tests at camp
. meetings., Shjejcan be addressed a,1540 
IWest Van Buren-street. ’

a .»A&fcfe&aA

TPIRIIUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
O can And coxy rooms, equal to those at hotels, with 
allplrltuallatf tmlly, at 89 fit. John's Place near union 
Park. ______________ ;_______________

'THE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
JL Sinclair, will lend you by letter a Uto reading of 

she put and future with dates. Mall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 60S 
West Ave., North, Jackson, Mich. 237

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
FEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 
O lock of hdlr, age. name, sex, one leading symptom , 
and your disease wHi be diagnosed free by eplrli-power. / 
Dr. A, B. Dobson, Ban Joep, Cal,_______ '_________f
TJHYCHOMETRIO AND BUSINESS

IT Heading or six qneettoni answered, 50 oents/and 
three stamps. Maboukkitm Bustos, 1472 Warming, 
onstreet, Boston, Mus. fasj

“ : COREGE / ~
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y„ College of Magnetics.)
AN INSTITUTE OF RE1FINED

Il tberaputlcs Including the Suu Cure,'vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic prlnclbles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students lu four 
continents have taken the course. .The college la 
chartered and confers the degree of r>. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 

. can take the course and receive the diplomas at their 
, own homes. Institution removed '.o East Orange 
ANew Jersey, a delightful suburb of 'New York E

Babbitt, M. D., Dean, 5 Pulaski tit.. East Orange 
J<ew Jersey._____________ M4

— 1 _ WILL LEVELOP YOU?I VP 17/' M A Have mu trieditfvThe A S.V1/1 ll| Finest Cabinet for the

^«¡SisSCosts Nothing
Pric^ALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicun» 

HOW TO V'°° dellVCfel>|lnCtty- “
Vive one hundred

A NEW ME.. YEARS.
°F treatJNG

primed Information. AV" '? “' an<1’,n fact. the entire 
— - ■ "M stamps, and I will Bend

bo Photograph of my spirit
i knowledge to me. B. F

guide who revealed tbi 
Poolb. Clinton. Iowa.

ipou CAN HAVE GOOD i'
J- Melted pebble spectacles TestmKYESIGHI 

Write tor Illustrated circular ami howV 
by my new clairvoyant method. SpectaV , “’J TJf!on: 
mall. B. F. POOLE. Clinton. Iowa P V° be flUei1 
•----------------------------- - ------------------------------yc« sent by

national V—

Spiritualists’ AssociatiL
Office, 510 1? Street, N. W., Wash-V 

ington, D. C. *!
I Imoobpokated Nov. 1,1893.1

'T'HE HEADQUARTERS OF THE
» ^atloual SpirituuIIbi/ Association Is now open 

“ 1 sPlrllua,l*t8 are Invited to visit 
their official home. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested to send In their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and

«giSter Of tllSSC, and 
prompt notice, should be »ent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 
is’deslrod’ree''81'l'l° C°Dfer W"h U8, an<1 ln,orm‘tlon

ATLANTIS:
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.

'THE QUESTION OF A 0NCE-/N- 
1 habited but now submerged part of this globe 

known as Atlantis, Is one of much interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continentr—are here arranged In compact, 
literary form. In this very Interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient AtUntlans concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

(advertisement.-) '

Dear Dr. Dobson:—We have neg
lected reporting to you the cure of our 
boy by your spiritual remedies. He 
commenced to improve soon after taking 
the medicine, and before the month was 
up he was completely cured. He would 
often say: “That was-a good doctor that 
niiB8b'! me well.” The people here are. 
anffited at the cure, for our best physi- 
ciaSS Said he must die/ Another doctor 
sadd/to us that it was not on account of 
ybut1- being a Spiritualist that you cured 
hittfiit was the magnetic force, and we 
tolffinim we would like for him to per- 
fornTiUch a cure. We will give praise 
¿WhffMPraise is due. Some who hooted' 
at .Spiritualism . when you had that 
seance here now want to see the doctor 
who can perform such a wonderful cure. 
■We send our everlasting gratitude t o 
you for curing our little boy.
',. Webster Ellyson, ‘

Grace A. Ellyson.

Every mail brings letters with just 
such praise of Dr. Dobson’s marvelous 
cures of persons he never saw. Every 
mail carries to various parts of the 
country, to nearly every State, in the 
Union, and to distant lands these mag
netic remedies that restore health.

(SdöföFin another col'ÿmn).
[ Addnaxa.ll 1 etters tccSwtiose, Cal. -
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NATURE’S LAWS EDUCATED HINDU REVIEWS THEAN

NA-

SPIRITS AT WORK.
Sensation in School

Theythe increase of the velocity of falling

1

Presents a Lucid Statement 
of a Perplexing Problem.

Work Through Harley 
Swank.

1
/‘Hi

Progress, the UpWersal Lavd of fiatûre; Tljoâgljt, ffce 3oKei)t of fier Problems
VOL. 8

As Understood by Hon. A. B. 
Richmond.

His Comprehensive Reply to the 
Scientist, Prof- Lockwood.

He Explores with
A MASTER-HAND THE FIELDS OF 

TURE.
“That very law which moulds a tear 

And blds It trickle from Its source, 
That law preserves the earth a sphere

And guides the planets in their course.”
—Samuel Royers.

“Could any but a knowing, prudent cause 
Control such motions and assign such lawsl 
A conscious, wise, designing cause, 
Which freely moves and acts by nature’s 

laws.’'

WHAT IS LAW?

Nearly two hundred years ago one of 
the world’s greatest jurists defined law 
to be: “A rule of action, and it is ap
plied to all kinds of action, whether 
animate or inanimate, rational or irra
tional.” This is the accepted definition 
of both scientists and lexicographers, 

. and on it we base our argument, in the 
following answer to the critics of ray 
article on Ingersoll's lecture on “The

istry, my favorite science—probably 
much more so than I am—and he surely 
is well acquainted with what is called 
“the law of definite proportions,” by 
which it is proven that all the elements 
of chemical compounds unite with each 
other in certain proportions only, and 
that these proportions are invariably 
the same. Thus, in nine grains of 
water there are eight grains of oxygen 
combined with one grain of hydrogen, 
and water could not be formed from any 
other proportions of its elements. 
Again, one proportion of chlorine unites 
with one proportion of mercury, form
ing the “protochloride,” or calomel, a 
comparatively harmless cathartic; 
while two proportions of chlorine with 
one of mercury forms the “bichloride,” 
a most deadly poison; and these ele
ments will combine in no other quanti
ties or proportions.

This is a fixed and rigid rule, without 
an exception.

And so it is with all chemical com
pounds—a certain definite number of 
proportions of one element will combine 
with a certain number of proportions of 
other elements, producing a certain 
result, and no other. This is a natural 
law of chemical affinity; a rule of action, 
that governs all matter in its number
less combinations. if this is not a law 
of infinitude in nature, what is it? It 
certainly prevails in everything we see, 
feel, taste or smell. _

So is the law of gravity a rigid, in
finite rule that governs all matter with
out a change except in so far as it is 
obstructed by other equally immutable 
laws, For instance, all. .mattes,is acted 
upon alike by the attraction of gravity.

In a vacuum, a cannon ball and a 
feather will fall with the same velocity 
to the earth. But in.the open air the 
resistance of the atmosphere will re
tard the fall of the feather more than it

How, then, can it be said that the intel
lectual, conscious ego is the offspring 
of its inherent tendencies towards a 
higher form of being?

Is it not evident, then, that there are 
two kingdoms in nature? one of matter, 
the other the realm of mind—both gov
erned by immutable laws—and that 
“the glory of the one is not the glory of 
the other.” It is true that these two 
sovereignties are not independent of 
each other, yet the tie that binds them 
together is as yet unknown or undis
covered. It is certain that there was a 
time in the remote past when all the 
matter of our globe existed in the 
form of intensely heated vapor or “fire 
mist.” Uncounted eons passed, and it be
came condensed into a flaming orb, like 
our sun, burning with a heat so intense 
as to preclude the possibility of the ex
istence of life germs in its caverns of 
fire and seas of flame. Billions of ages 
rolled on like the waves of the ocean, 
each one carrying in its ceaseless flow 
the radiant heat of the earth and dis
persing it through the regions ol bound
less space, until at last our world was 
cooled to a temperature that would 
permit life to exist on its surface. Then 
life came; but from whence? Not from 
the matter of our globe, for so science 
positively asserts. In vain has chemistry 
by synthesis and analysis attempted to

Gods,” and I cannot but’- admire>his un
boundedconfidence in the great ag
nostic, manifpsted in the sentence 
wherein he says. that my “argument 
would be met and crushed in a few sen
tences by tha doughty orator.” Per
haps .“’tis trui; and pity ’tis, ’tis true;” 
for if Ihgeiwll’s agnosticism shall 
weaken the belief of mankind in a future

He Steps to the Front in De 
fense of His Country.

Gods:” , ’ ..
' “Order is nature’s fundamental law. 
This is tarday an axioij.-Of the l^Jf»ing 
of the world, beyond the da'-il of in
credulity or the denial of agnosticism.

Long centuries ago mankind knew no 
law in the material* universe but the 
caprice of the innumerable gods and 
demons of mythology. All natural phe
nomena as well as the contentions and ' would the cannon ball, but the ratio of 
wars of mankind, were caused by the „<■
direct actions of invisible spirits or ce
lestial beings. On Mount Olympus the 
deities that inhabited the earth, air and 
water assemble to legislate for men and 
nations. From his radiant throne in the 
Olympian palace Jupiter announced his 
edicts, and an awestruck world received 
them with fear and trembling.

Now all is changed, and it is the boast 
of science to-day that her demonstra
tions prove that the material universe 
is governed by natural laws, “inherent 
in nature as in infinitude.”

But of the spiritual world, or the 
realm of thought and consciousness, we 
can only reason from the known to the 
unknown; and as law or “rules of 
action” govern all natural phenomena, 
as far as science has investigated, we 
must logically conclude that law 
governs all things, although many of its 
rules are yet undiscovered. I have here 
stated a logical deduction that seems as 
certain as the demonstration of a prob
lem in Euclid. The axioms on which it 
is founded are to-day self-evident truths, 
and the conclusion inevitable.

PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

I was surprised to read in the able 
article of the truly learned professor, 
W. 1*1. Lockwood, the following »para- 
6r“&efore closing this article we will 
point out the misuse of one more term, 
frequently met with in his (my) com
munication. and in use by very many 
writers: The term, ‘Law of nature,’ 
‘natural law,’ etc., etc. At the risk of 
being called by a name indicative of 
mental imbecility, I shall affirm that 
from well-established data, there is no 
such thing as a law inhering in nature 
as an infinitude: no such thing as a 
natural law, or law of nature. The u-e 
of the term in this connection is a mis
application of the-true meaning of the 
word, and a fruitful source of disagree
ment and mental conflict among 
thinkers.” -

“No such thing as a law inhering in 
nature as an infinitude!” says the able 
scientist, Prof. Lockwood. I do not 
know that I correctly understand what 
he means by the expression.

Surely infinitude ■ means a boundless 
number, encompassing within its em
brace all things in the domain of nature.

Now it must be evident to every mind 
that if there are laws or “rules of 
action” in nature itself, they cannot be 
restricted in their action to a limited 

’ sphere of motion.
They must govern alike all things, 

from atoms to planets. If these rules 
are not infinite they must be finite, and, 
therefore, while, according -to Prof. 
Lockwood, they do not govern the Em
pire of the Universe as a whole, yet 
they control its minor principalities. 
But motion is infinite. _ .

Therefore, if a portion of it only is 
governed by law, can the Professor in
form us what part of nature is law-abid
ing, and what portion is lawless? 
Where are the primordial elements 

• controlled by law, and when and where 
are they unrestricted by “rules .of 
action?” The Professor says: "There 
is no such thing as a ‘natural law, or 
law of nature’—that is, no fixed and im
mutable rules of action. Now, Brother

• i Lockwood is certainly learned inchem-

bodies per second is the same through
out the world. It is a .positive, fixed 
law, without change or variation un
less modified by the interposition of 
other equally unchangeable laws. It is 
a law of "matter in the infinitude.” So 
it is with all the other laws of Nature: 
The certainty of their action and the 
forces they control is the basis of all 
astronomical calculation, and with 
prophetic tongue they predict with 
accuracy the relative position of the 
worlds and suns in the celestial orrery 
for centuries to come.

Yet Brother Lockwood ignores the 
existence of "Nature’s laws” and affirms 
"that from well-established data there 
is no such thing inhering in nature.” 
A morbid curiosity leads me to inquire 
where and what is the data? and who 
has demonstrated that science to-day is 
mistaken in proclaiming the existence 
of the unvarying laws of nature?

Prof. Lock wood save that “nature 
alone is infinite, and in her laboratory 
of omnipotent energies with inherent 
tendencies toward a higher form, we 
find the promise of every type and con
dition of life.”

This may be true, (?) but whence 
comes the promise except from our 
knowledge that the immutable laws of 
nature, acting on the forces and matter 
of the universe, cause progression and 
evolution in accordance with her infinite 
decrees? What does Brother Lock
wood's “inherent tendencies” promise 
but a future result—the accomplishment 
of a future design? And what could 
thus promise with certainty but an 
intelligence with power to fulfill its 
pledges? The very inherent tenden
cies of nature prove the existence of 
a mental force in nature that governs 
matter—“a power behind the throne 
greater than the throne itself.”

Prof. Lockwood further says: ‘ con
scion's energy being the real ego that 
has been evolved from potential energy 
through the inherent tendency of mat
ter to a higher form, is the factor of in
destructibility,” etc. Now, who knows 
that the conscious ego was evolved from 
matter? Science does not even know 
that the lowest form of life is thus 
evolved; and if it is not proven that the 
simplest, feeblest vitality is inherent in 
matter and evolved therefrom, much 
less does it know of the origin of in
tellectual consciousness: when and 
where it was begotten, when and where 
born, or whence its parentage. It is an 
old scientific maxim that “all life comes 
from the living.” This doctrine has 
been denied by a few scientists of 
modern times, and that of spontaneous 
evolution, or what is now known as 
“abiogenesis” has been adopted by 
them, only to be confuted by investiga
tion.

Huxley says: “It may be true of the 
occurrence of ‘abiogenesis’ at some 
time, but if the present day. or. any re
corded epoch of geological time be a 
question, the exact contrary holds 
good.” And he continues: “Of the 
causes which-have led to the origina
tion of living matter, it may be said 
that we know absolutely nothing.”

This is the opinion of one of earth’s 
greatest scientists, who is also a materi
alist, yet he admits that there is no 
evidence of potential life in matter.'

construct even the “protozoa,” or lowest 
forms’ of primordial life. In vain has 
the keen-eyed microscope with almost 
God-like .vision searched among ele
mentary matter for the link'that binds 
the living forces to the dead atom, 
while the origin of the conscious ego 
evades the researches of science be
fore its birth in the human body, and 
defies the investigation of her labora
tories after it has “passed away.” In 
vain do we speculate and reason on the 
whence and whither of the human soul. 
Philosophy alone will not aid us; faith 
is a broken reed, and hope a dream. 
Nothing but the positive proof of Spirit
life and communication will satisfy the 
longing of the human heart.

For weary centuries science has in
vestigated the ego in vain: with sawand 
scalpel she has invaded its supposed 
sanctuary, '
“*thK dome of thought, the palace 

OF THE SOUL,” ■ 
but only to find its portals vacant and 
its chambers desolate. The throne, with 
all its regal trappings of veins, arteries, 
nerves, "gray matter” and cellular 
tissues, would remain, but its seat would 
be vacant. The power that once sat 
there in all the royal splendor of human 
intellect has gone forever, leaving not a 
trace of its former presence. Science 
in searching for the cause of its absence 
finds all the wonderful organism of the 
physical body as perfect as when it was 
a living man; but the mysterious intel
lectual force and vital energy that once 
gave it warmth and motion, and made 
it a thinking, reflecting being, has fled 
forever. In vain do the votaries of 
science search for it among the “poten
tialities of matter or the possibilities of 
its inherent tendencies.” It has gone 
somewhere in the infinitude of space, 
and its pathway is as trackless as the 
rushing keel in the ocean's waters, or. 
the swallow’s wing in the evening air.

A few hours since there lived in this 
inanimate body a wonderful intellect. 
There learning had a home, and poetry 
and music an abiding place. There 
eloquence clothed thought in its splen
did drapery. There vaulting ambition 
sought new worlds to conquer, while 
philanthrophy planned to better the 
condition of mankind. There joy smiled 
in unison with pleasure, and sorrow 
wept in sympathy with suffering and 
woe. There benevolence gave in kind
ness, and avarice coveted more. There 
love beamed forth in kindly glances, 
or hatred frowned defiantly. There 
memory registered the words, forms and 
faces of loved ones long since passed 
away. There hope had kindled its inex
tinguishable fire, and faith fanned its 
flame with gentle wing. We know that 
all these - emotions are not a part of the 
physical body, or the product of the po
tentialities of matter of which it is com
posed; and while they are all caused 
and governed by immutable laws, yet 
they are not of the material world, for 
they have none of the attributes of its 
ponderable elements, and therefore, 
must belong to the realm of thought, or 
empire of conscious intellect, the prov? 
ince of SpiriHife, from whence they 
can yet communicate with- kindred 
spirits in their former home and birth
place, and where the infinite mind that 
pervades the universe has imparted to 
them a portion of its own being; the 
priceless prerogative of immortality.

“If the material universe is governed 
by immutable laws or unchangeable 
rules of action, from whence came they, 
and when and where did they origi
nate?” Ask the inquiring mind. I 
answer, from the unfathomable depths 
of eternity. Coeval with matter, force 
and intelligence, they exist not as an 
attribute and power of a God that pre
ceded creation, but as a part of the in
finite whole, that had no beginning in 
the past, and can have no ending in the 
future—not an anthropomorphic God, 
but an Infinite Spirit, that pervades the 
universe, and of which our conscious 
ego is a part, or as the poet Dryden so 
well .expresses it:
“---- —Who of himself is none - ;
But that eternal Infinite, and one = 
Whb never did begin, who ne'er can

end. t . ’ ■ ' 7
On whom all. beings as' their source de-, 

pend.” ■ . .* ■ " ■
' - • CHARLES DAWBARN.’ : '

I was amused and" interested by 
Brother Rawbarn]s criticism of my es
say .on.-IngergOll'ss.lecture on “The

existence, universal grief and woe will 
cloud the celestial dome now illumined 
by hope,'faith and the demonstrations of 
Spirit-life, and a darkness like that of 
Egypt's curse Will envelop the world.

I am pleased, though not confounded, 
by Brother Dawbarn’s ingenious argu
ment and happy illustrations, yet I do 
not clearly pejreeive the logic of the one 
or the application of the other. Vet, if 
my learned friend can see in his illustrar 
tion of “tie. parrot of New Zealand, 
with a beak like a nut-cracker,” with 
which he attapks the harmless sheep of 
the farmer; Tor the vagaries of the 
western potato bug; or in .the anecdote 
of his “Gordon Setter Watch,” which 
reminds me of the favorite story of my 
childhood, of the “House that Jack 
Built;” if he, can really see in these 
incidents a logical argument against the 
existence of an infinite design in the 
universe, his logic is deeper than mine, 
and I have no,personal objections to his 
affixing “jQuoa erat demonstrandum” to 
the end of his criticism. But my learned 
brother makes a statement with which 
I cannot agret. He says:

“In everything that has been dis
covered within the limits of the micro
scope and telescope, science finds matter 
in close association with force and in
telligence.”

This much is true; but when he goes 
on to say that “every speck of matter 
will have its speck of intelligence ope
rating by A speck of force. That speck 
of intelligence seeks its brother atom. 
It knows *him when it finds him and 
clasps him to his breast with what we 
call the attraction of cohesion.” etc., 
etc., I am afraid that he draws on his 
imagination for his facts, and mistakes 
nature's infinite laws for his speck of 
intelligence,., The atoms of earbon that 
form the diamond are governed by the 
law of crystallization; but when and, 
■what science* ever discovered a “speck 
of intelligence” in their primordial ex
istence?

The laws that govern all crystalline 
substances are fixed and certain even to 
mathematical precision. Different ele
ments differ in their angles of formation 
frqm obtuse to right angles, yet they 
are always the same in like substances, 
and never copy after their neighbors or 
other elements. If, then, Brother Daw
barn’s theory is true, each atom that 
helps to shape one particular form of 
crystal must nave an intelligent mathe
matician of its own, and one who knows, 
no other angle of crystallization than 
the one it controls. .

Now, is it not more logical to conclude 
that there is one great Euclid that 
demonstrates all the problems of crys
talline forms, than that every ultimate 
atom possesses a demonstrator of its 
own? Surely the argument that would 
prove the existence of lesser intelli
gence would be as conclusive when ap
plied to the existence of a greater. Is. 
there one great Euclid in the universe 
that'knows all the secrets of mathemat
ics, or innumerable lesser ones with a 
knowledge limited to their own little 
«sphere of action?

If Brother Dawbarn's theory of “a 
speck of intelligence in every speck of 
matter” is true, it would certainly pro
duce .unique and marvelous results. 
Forty-five years ago, when I lectured on 
anatomy and physiology, in accordance 
with the knowledge of that day, I 
taught my pupils that all the matter in 
the human body changed in ten years; 
that gradually the old physical man 
passed off and a new body was pbt on.

But modern science now declares that 
the change takes place in about three 
years, as follows: There are two kinds of 
absorbing organs in the animal body, 
viz., the lacteals, that act exclusively 
for the growth and renewal of the sys
tem, and are only found in the aliment
ary canal; the lymphatics, whose sole 
functions are to remove the wornout, 
decayed and useless particles of matter 
from the body, to be replaced by new 
ones.- Now, if Brother Dawbarn’s theory 
is true,-.every “speck of matter” that is 
taken into the system‘‘carries with it a 
speck of . intelligence and force which 
cannot decay or die. '

These are taken up by the lacteals 
and built into organism. But as intelli
gence and force do not wear out or be
come useless or diseased, they would not 
be reabsorbed by the lymphatics and 
removed, but remain when the dead 
matter is eliminated. Is it not obvious, 
then, that in every human system there 
is a constant accretion of “force and in
telligence?” If, then, we could live 
long enough, what Samsons and Solo
mons we would become! But unfortu
nately, the facts do not sustain the 
theory, but rather confute it. For if 
intellect was to be measured by the 
quantity and quality of the “speck
laden” food taken into the stomach, it 
ought to change materially the logic 
and mental ability of the orthodox min
istry.
It’seems to me that if the theories 

of * Professors Lock wood tfnd Dawbarn 
el al., are true, it would result -in the 
destruction of our personality in.the 
Spirit-World, which would be equivalent 
to annihilation. I do not caro lo-live 
in the.Iuture. if my personal ego is'to be 

. absorbed in the great infinite' mind of 
the. universe, or resolved into primordial 
‘.‘specks, of ■ intelligence,” to be-again 
distributed through the. ever-changing 
chemical -combinations of matter. I 
have no objectiourto the cast-off matter 
that has clothed my Weary body in this'

life being used to habilitate the mean
est of earth’s formations, but I have an 
affection for the aggregation of “specks 
of intelligence” that constitute my 
mental personality, and I hope to retain 
possession of them forever. This alone 
is immortality.

CONCLUSION.
In all this controversy my critics 

seem to take it for granted that the the
ory of evolution in its broadest significa
tion is an undisputed fact. Yet even its 
strongest and ablest advocates only 
claim that it is a possible or probable 
theory; and we must not forget that 
even in scientific investigations the ap
parent truths of to-day prove to be the 
errors of to-morrow. That which sci
ence demonstrates to be true now must 
remain so forever. But all her theories 
are not demonstrated. The problem of 
life—its origin, cause and parentage, is 
as much a mystery as it was when the 
first protoplasmic cell was formed on 
the surface of the new-born earth.

When the theory of evolution can 
prove that life first originated in and by 
a combination of material elements, 
then, and not till then, will there be a 
solid foundation for its plausible and 
fascinating theory. And then it might 
follow as a logical deduction that a 
future life might evolve from this. 
Now, while science is in doubt, and her 
votaries in contention, how cheering is 
the philosophy of Spiritualism, and how 
convincing are her heaven-born mani
festations.

While all of the mysteries of the uni
verse are not solved, yet from what we 
do know the thinking mind can 
logically reason from "nature up to 
nature's God”—from the finite mind, 
with its almost unlimited capacity, to 
the Infinite mind ol the universe, that 
must have existed before man was made.

I have not attempted to answer all of 
my able critics! I am so much employed 
in court that I have not time to engage 
in controversy. Yet if my articles 
serve to invite investigation, I shall 
read with pleasure all that may be 
written on so interesting a subject as 
the one herein discussed.

Fraternally with all, 
'■ A. B. Richmond.

He Shows Why Christianity Has 
Been a Failure in India.

REASONS WHY THE PHILOSOPHY OF 
CHRIST HAS NOT BEEN MORE READILY 
ACCEPTED IN HIS NATIVE COUNTRY— 
CONVERTS TO THE FAITH FROM AN 
ARYAN POINT OF VIEW—LICENSE OF 
EUROPEANS HAS PROVED AN INSU
PERABLE OBSTACLE TO MISSION
ARIES.

Forum for April: To understand the 
tendency of modern Hindu thought one 
must go to the beginning and follow the 
course of philosophical speculation from 
the Vedic times to the present. Says 
Max Muller:

"If I were asked under what sky the 
human mind has most fully developed 
some of its choicest gifts, and most 
deeply pondered on the greatest prob
lems of life, and has found solutions of 
them which will deserve the attention 
of those who have studied Plato and 
Kant, I should point to India. If I wefie 
to ask myself from what literature we, 
here in Europe, may draw that correct
ive, in order to make our inner life more 
perfect, more comprehensive, more uni
versal, and, in fact, more truly a human 
life, not for this life only, but for a 
transfigured and eternal life, again I 
should point to India.”

This being so, it must be interesting 
to study the progress of the religious 
thought of the Aryans, from its infancy 
to its maturity. Again, every system 
of modern philosophy, excepting that of 
the Aryans [Hindus], is the direct de
scendant of Aristotle, Plato, or Socra
tes. But Indian thought is indigenous, 
and unaffected by any foreign philoso
phy. Nay, it is' highly probable that 
the Greek philosophers borrowed many 
of their ideas from it. On the banks of 
the Ganges the Aryans [Hindus) grap
pled with the knotty problems of human 
existence at a time when their Euro
pean brothers were groping in dark
ness. To understand the philosophy of 
a people so ancient as the Aryans [Hin
dus], to explore the thoughts that de
veloped in a country acknowledged by 
all scholars to be the motherland of re
ligion and philosophy, it is necessary to 
go to her earliest records, which have 
been preserved (considering the foreign 
attacks that have been directed upon 
her mild sons) in marvelous purity—the 
Vedas. Through these Vedic hymns 
runs the idea of the one God of nature, 
not an extra-cosmic creator standing 
apart from the created, and meting out 
rewards and punishments, but a perma- 
mahent essence underlying the whole 
universe, material and spiritual, of 
which the various forces of nature are 
merely manifestations. They were the 
attempts of the growing intellect of man 
to comprehend the Brahma which West
ern [European] philosophy has not yet 
comprehended. Brought face to face 
with the various aspects of nature, sur
rounded by an incomprehensible force 
whose subtle influence they felt, the 
simple-minded Hindus awoke to a sense 
of the.Divine. Colebrook, Bentley and 
others say that the Vedas were ar
ranged in their present shape 1,100 or 
1,2Wyears.be fore Christ: vMux-Muller 
sayétnat the titile was 2,000 years be
fore Christ. Thus they, will make the 
Vedas 3,000 to 4,000 years old, but Rig- 
veda, the oldest, is more than 4,000 
years old.

IN THE EARLY DAYS.

When the various schools of philoso
phy in India were at the height of their 
glory, what we call European nations 
had no existence. The ancient king
doms of Chaldea, Assyria, Babylon and 
Egypt were in their palmy days contem
poraneously with the best times of 
Aryan [Hindu] philosophy. Greece 
and Persia came afterward, and at the 
beginning of the Christian era Rome 
was the mistress oLthe West. The su
premacy of Rome came to an end about 
the third century after Christ, and to a 
certain extent the foundation of the 
modern European civilizations was then 
laid. Christianity, though already born 
in Jerusalem, only at this time spread 
in the Roman Empire (which totteringly 
prolonged its existence to the twelfth 
century), and, mingling itself with the 
older religious sentiments of Egypt and 
Greece, it spread through Roman in
fluence in the whole of Europe. The 
ancient kingdoms of Chaldea, Assyria, 
Egypt, Greece and Rome had accepted 
the spiritualistic philosophy as found in 
the Vedas system. At that time litera
ture and art were flourishing, of which 
the great Library of Alexandria was a 
testimony. It can be easily seen that,as 
long as Christianity followed the line of 
ancient thought, it had in it the essence 
of the older Spiritualism (soul-theory). 
While Christianity was thus continuing 
its existence the Caliphate of Bagdad 
hose into prominence under the influ
ence of Islaintin Arabia. The Pope, the 
representative of Christ on the one hand, 
the Caliph, the head of the Mohamme
dan faith on the other, between them 
extirpated all literature and art. Al
though these were dark times, the spir
itualistic idea was not ■ quite extinct. 
Also, about now, the Crusaders began 
to come to Asia, Genoa, Venice, and

To the Editor:—Quite a sensation 
occurred in the seventeenth district 
yesterday. Harley Swank, a boy eleven 
years old, while studying his lesson, 
heard "cracking” in his desk. It was 
heard all over the schoolroom, and the 
teacher came to him and asked him if 
he was doing that knocking. The boy 
being scared, said, “No, I don't do it!” 
If the boy put his hand in the desk he 
would jerk it out quickly so it wouldn't 
“shoot,” but it would "shoot” all the 
same. The school miss tried to hold in 
subjection the desk, which was screwed 
tiglit to the floor, but it would shake 
when the boy laid his hands on it. 
To-day the teacher kept him in and 
said she was going to investigate that 
‘‘knocking,’-’ and she asked the janitor 
if he ever heard “spook noises” about 
the house. He said that he had not.

Last Tuesday night the boy was sit
ting in a small circdp and got inde
pendent voices the first time, and the 
controls said that he is a fine medium. 
The teachers, who are strict Christians, 
think the schoolhouse is haunted. The 
boy while studying can see white spirals 
emanating from his thumb and fore
finger. Ho can rub a knife-blade over 
his hand and then pick up needles with 
it. * His father, Reuben Swank, is a 
Spiritualist, and is highly elated at the 
boy's mediumistic qualities.

Dr. Toman.
Dayton, Ohio, April 26.

Rubinstein's first teacher was his 
mother, and his first concert tour as a 
virtuoso was made when he was not 
quite 10 years of age.

Raff was a school-teachef who studied 
music after the day's work of teaching 
a country school had been concluded.

Scarlatti, one of the greatest mu
sicians of his day, is now known only by 
the “Cat Fugue,” a comical imitation of 
the mewing of eats.

Mozart's “Requiem” was left unfin
ished at his death, and was completed 
by Schickenader, who repeated the 
fugue found at the beginning.

Meyerbeer could sing popular melo
dies at 2 years of age, at ? he was an 
accomplished pianist, and at 9 was con
sidered the best performer in Berlin.

Bellini was the son of an organist in 
Catania, in Sicily, and began his mu
sical career by playing on the organ 
while held in the arms of his father.

Sullivan’S first effort1 for public per
formance was the music for Shak- 
peare’s “Tempest.” It was first given 
in 1862.

Tartini was a fencing-master, but by a 
lucky quarrel was compelled to change 
his occupation from fencing to music.

Piccini wrote 133 operas, a number of 
oratorios, 32 masses, artd an immense 
quantity of other music for the church 
and stage. . -

Something new iirthe art line is stat-, 
uary made of paper pulp. Mrs. Cornelia 
Shout, of Pittsburg, Kansas,^ the in
ventor. . •
’Ittisa curious fact, as noted .by Sir 

Samuel -Baker; that a negro has never 
been known to. tame-ati-elephant, hr any 
wild animal.

Portugal began their mercantile com 
nections with India. Asiatic thought 
was then brought into Europe. The 
power of Constantinople, which was a 
branch of the Roman Empire, broke 
down; and the library atCpnstantliionle, 
which had been looted, spread philo
sophical thought throughout Europe. 
Commerce was on the increase; people 
were being educated in the warlike arts; 
gunpowder and other blessings of civil
ization, and the art of printing were in
vented. By this time also America was 
discovered.
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EAST AND 

WEST.
The land and climate of the Western 

countries are different from those of In
dia. In the former the climate is cold, 
and people have to wrest from the un
willing soil, fit for cultivation for only a 
few months in the year, a meager live
lihood. Hence it will be seen that the 
very7 conditions of these countries are 
not favorable to the growth of spiritual
istic thought. They are eminently fit 
for bringing out all kinds of material
ism, and they did so. Bacon and Des
cartes,the apostles of new schools,opened 
new paths of inquiry. They would not 
take for granted the older thoughts 
without putting them to new tests. Ma
terialism came into prominence. The 
existence of the soul was doubted. They 
attempted to prove that everything can 
be established by the assumption of the 
existence of matter and matter only. 
Atheistic materialism began to pro
claim itself as an established fact. It 
thrust its head into the social relations 
and political affairs of men. Its cries 
were heard everywhere—in the arts, in 
the sciences and discoveries, and with it 
appeared the glittering civilization of 
the nineteenth century, and from this 
time we may date the relationship of 
the Indian people with European conns* 
tries, and thus the materialism which ‘ 
was reigning in the West set its foot in 
the East.

The dogmas of Christianity—at least 
of Protestantism—are these: That God, 
the creator of the universe, is an extra- 
cosmic being, standing aloof from his 
creation: that Jesus the Christ is hL 
son; that he was incarnated for the pur
pose of saving mankind, and. preaching 
truth, sacrificed himself for the welfare 
of man; that faith in him,and him alone, 
will save man, and that the believers in 
reincarnation, idol worship, and in the 
efficacy of rites and ceremonies, are 
destined to everlasting perdition: that, 
as Christ sacrificed himseif, so must his 
followers sacrifice themselves to spread 
universal love, and that this leads to 
their final salvation, the peace of God. 
Looked at superficially they seem very 
good, and to peouie unaccustomed to re
ligious and philosophical thoughts they 
may appear as lustering the idea of love 
and brotherhood.

It is no wonder, then, that at a time 
when the true spirit of Aryan [Hindu] 
philosophy was obscured by superficial 
rites and ceremonies, the teaching of 
the Christian nrssionaries could find fa
vor with the natives of India. As the 
merchants went there for secular trade, 
so did the missionaries go for religious 
trade. Notwithstanding their great ef
forts, not a singletrue Aryan [Hindu] 
has been converted in 300 years. When 
the early missionaries found they failed, 
which might have been expected had 
they known anything about the mate
rial they had to deal with: when they 
found it impossible to convert the peo
ple to a religion for which they cannot 
possibly have any sympathy, most of 
them wisely abandoned their efforts and 
betook themselves to a more laudable 
undertaking—the education ‘of the 
masses in European culture and science.

The radical differences between the 
Christian and Aryan religions are not, 
perhaps, clear to most people; but those 
who have pondered on this subject see 
the all-sufficing nature of Hindu philoso
phy—how the simplest mind can have 
its cravings satisfied, how the intellect
ual giant can accept their reasonings; 
and they do not wonder that Christ
ianity, with its narrow and intolerant 
dogmas, makes such little progress 
among the Hindus. Christianity has 
ended with the idea of an extrafcosmw 
creator; but Ilie Aryan [Hindu] philoso
phy started with this theory, and soared 
higher and higher till it lost itself in 
the essential identity and oneness of the 
intelligent cosmos. The human mind 
cannot soar higher.

UNIVERSAL LOVE OF THE ARYANS.

Christianity boasts of the time-worn 
saying of the fatherhood of God and 
the brotherhood of man: but what is 
this compared with the universal love of 
the. Aryan? Says the Bhagavad Ghita: 
“The enlightened look with equal love 
upon a Brahmin full of ¡earning and 
righteouness. upon a chandala (the low
est of castes), a cow. an elephant, or a 
dog.” Other religions teach. Love vour 
neighbor as yourself; the Hindoo philos
ophy teaches. Look upon all as upon 
yourself. The philosophy of the abso
lute does not respect caste or creed, 
color or country, sex or society. It is 
the religion of pure and absolute love 
to all, from the tinniest animalcule to 
the biggest man,,, Above all, the Aryan 
philosophy is expressly tolerant of'all 
shades of religion and belief, for it 
looks upon all the different modes of 
thought as so many ways to realization 
of the absolute, devised to suit the 
capacity of various recipients.

The Christian might say that there 
is little difference between the “Essence 
that underlies the universe” and their 
own God. True, the Essence is one; 
but the moment you attribute human 
qualities to this Essenqtt^nd' limit it by 
human conditions you diverge from us.

CONTINUED ON 8TH PAGE.
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CHAPTER XIV

CH APRER XIII, Continued.

enough, I am

Blodgett, slate writing,A.

CHAPTER XV.

cates itself to all who cross ita threshold. ■ a 1

Bangs, of Chicago, Ill., 
and materializing mediums;

to thee—to 
should have 
once again, 

me now?”

still my features are unknown 
thee, who, of all men, methinks, 
remembered them? Gaze on me 
and say, dost thou not recognise

“Remind me not of friendship past, since 
between us the link hath long' been broken;

* Mutual confederation. ■ ■
f “The Gododin" poem written on the battleof 

Cattraeth, was called the British. Iliad.,s, .
' f Aneurin was called the British Romer, and 

the Father of Welsh poetry.
, § Odes of the month.

Vow made on the Druid stone 'nea»r. <he 
grave of the hero. ’ . '

and Cyvrangon, ap-

platform ' test medium, of 
Iowa, and Mrs. S. Ita, of Rock

["The Night the Light Went Out” was a most 
remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of this city. 
We commenced in No. 225 the publication of its 
companion piece, the scenes bfiing laid in Eng
land. It is by Hammond Hills, of the Agnostic 
Journal, London. We are sure it will prove of 
great interest to our numerous readers. All new 
yearly or trial subscribers will get “The Night 
the Light Went Out” free.]

“The knight, my lord, may have trans
gressed, the law!" rejoined the other in bitter 
irony; “aye, such law as king may forge and 
break at pleaaure. His crime is love for the 
maid of Kirton. Stay," he continued, per
ceiving the Archbishop make a sign of impa
tience, “stay, my lord, he is more guilty still: 
he did entertain the crime of shielding her— 
in the absence of her father—against the ad
vances of the King of England."

“The King of England's right to visit his 
displeasure op a subject may not be gainsaid. 
Enough, thy first request shall be attended to; 
for the knight, De Brabancon”------

“His birth is noble, my Lord, and he is”— 
“What?”
< ‘Fit mate for the Lord of Kirton's daugh

ter."
“That is as her father and the King shall 

decide. What is he to thee?" .
“The son of a dear friend, now no more.”
“Thy friends can have no claim on our re

gard, since thou, equally with them, art un
known to us. Our interview is at an end.”

“Not always was the father of De Braban- 
rpn unknown to thee; not always was 1 un
known to tbee, ” rejoined the Briton; “not 
always”-----

“Thy name?" demanded the Archbishop 
with a penetrating glance.

“Men call me Cyvrangon," replied the man 
of mystery; “men call me CyvrAngon now; 
but once 1 bore another name, a prouder one 
to Norman ears; for, nurtured in Druidic faith, 
and descended from a long line of British 
kings, my mother wedded offspring of the in
vader. But we. will not awake the past;

prpaching the Primate, murmured a few words 
in subdued tones, which, upon hearing, Hu
bert Fitz-Walter, almost recoiling, exclaimed, 
“Impossible!”

“Nay, not impossible, my Lord Arch
bishop. Have I, indeed, so changed that

“I do indeed, yet sadly art thou changed; 
grim time hath set its seal on thy once noble 
countenance. ”

“But not so changed as thou; and Time, 
though he hath ploughed deep furrows in my 
cheek, hath left my soul unscathed. Primate 
of all England, canst thou say the same?”

“ ’Tis not forme to boast my soul is pure,” 
rejoined the Prelate, “my soul is God’s to 
judge; ’tis not for me to prate of gentle deeds 
and kindly actions done; but only to repent 
and to confess my great shortcomings.”

“Of which the greatest, perchance, hath 
been thy violated vow. Hubert Fitz-Wa!ter, 
thou and I, in Eadhon Comhceangalladb, * 
were consecrated by Druidic rite to worship 
only the god of Universal Nature! Pride and 
ambition caught thee in their toils, and thou, 
direct descendant of Aj&urin. Gwawdrydd; 
thou in whose veins flows "the same blood as 
that inspired the ‘Monarch of the Bards’ to 
sing his ‘Iliad Gododin ;’t thou to whom the 
honor was given of transcribing from Welsh 
Homer’s Musei the Englynion y Misoedd;? 
thou who. hast allied thyself with a flagitious 
heresy, become a persecutor of that genius 
■whose glory crowned thy ancestor with bays, 
and casts a halo even around thee! Ambition, 
Pride, Power! for baubles such as these thou 
hast compounded with the Christian tyrant; 
for baubles such as these thou hast made of 
thy conscience a retributive fire, broken thy 
sacred vow on Aongusa Pit-an-Druch, Kerig y 
Druidion. V Archbishop of Canterbury, I do 
not envy thee thy sacerdotal power, despised 
though I may be by Christian men! Primate 
of all England, from thy almost regal throne 
thou swayest with thy sceptre a nation’s des
tiny; I tread the earth an outcast, yet I would 
not exchange my lot for thine. No broken 
vows can haunt my path; no fellow-creature 
oppressed by me can dog my steps; no genius 
hunted down can cry for vengeance on me!”

“Oh! do not harrow thus my soul, thou 
who alone mayst dare, my boyhood's friend

And within the hour Alexander the Abbot 
set out for Windieshore Castle; ; • :

And Cyvrangon the Druid , departed from 
Canterbury, in what direction none knew.

And the Primate of all England, in the garb 
of a monk, quitted his palace for Dover.

’twas thou whp severed fii. aud for wojidly;adr 
yapcement?’ ' ■’ . ■

‘ ‘Nay, for the Christian faith, ”; ■ > :
“They both are one, : atid avarice begat 

them! I tell thee, prieSt, the link which once 
united us is broken. To me the laws of Na
ture are still the Jaws of God; thou wouldst 
dwarf Nature to thine own span. To me 
map’s genius is the priceless gjft of. Heaven; 
to thee and tp thy creed it is the brand of 
Cain. Tiie gift is rare, and well indeed it be 
so under Christian dispensation, for in its 
wake follows the torture of a . thousand hells! 
Our paths are different, let me alone; I walk 
the earth unshackled, free, although an out
cast! You kneel within the narrow cell, or 
pace the cloister lone; you chant the Latin 
dirge before the altar, or from the throne pro
claim mankind’s eternal doom. I have all 
nature for my God; thou hast—-what wouldst 
thou more?—thou hast—th}' Carpenter!”

“No.more,” the Churchman said; “no 
more; I am an ordained Christian priest; I 
may not listen to thy heresy: and, for thy 
charge, the Christian Church seeks not to 
crush, but only to put a fitting curb on gen
ius." .

"A fitting curb!” echoed the Druid; “a 
curb on that which hath no limit. Oh, it is a 
crime indeed to possess a noble intellect Take 
thou thy calendar of victims, and place it by 
thy calendar of saints; which is the nobler rec
ord? Arius denied thy Galilean founder was 
divine; for this denial Athanasius, thy charit
able Christian saint, Archbishop, caused him 
to be poisoned. Porphyry and Celsus, two 
more noble men on whom Heaven bestowed 
the gift of genius—pardon me, Primate, I 
mean sealed them upon the forehead with the 
brand of Cain—Porphyry and Celsus, not 
content were thy priestly predecessors, thy 
saintly fathers, with tabooing them, but they 
also destroyed their priceless works; and we 
in Britain, we whose antiquity Celsus pro
claimed to be greater than even that of the 
Jews, and whose learning he declared more 
advanced—we, by thy persecuting Church, 
have lost the record; the Christian priesthood 
has destroyed the key with which we might 
have opened the gates of knowledge, and we 
perforce must stand without and accept tra
dition for our guide, since truth found only 
martyrdom.” ■

‘ ‘Hast done, old friend, hast done, rending 
my feelings thus?” asked the Archbishop, in 
low and broken accents.

“One other name, and I will say no more. 
Hypatia—Hypatia the beautiful, the renowned, 
what was her crime? Genius! What the 
punishment? Death! And what a death! 
Hypatia, daughter of Theon, was martyred 
for being a great philosopher, for holding 
classes, and for teaching mathematics; was 
found guilty—guilty of instructing youth, 
guilty of improving the world’s mental cul
ture—and by a merciful Church massacred, 
the quivering flesh being scraped off her bones 
with oystershellsl Dost tell me, Christian 
priest, thy Christian God gave to Hypatia 
powers denied to millions, in order that she 
might be punished for possessing them? Dost 
tell me, Christian priest, thy Christian God 
looked down and smiled upon the zeal of the 
vicars of his Vicar, and on that mortal tor
ture? But let it pass; close we the record 
now—it isso black. I say to you Archbishop, 
that unto endless time the hand of every 
priest who lives upon the Mammon garnered 
ny the Christian Church shall bear the taint of 
blood."

“True, Cyvrangon, I am an alien from my 
boyhood's faith, and from the faith in which 
your hopes are still embarked. But judge me 
not; thy frailties are not mine, npr-are my er
rors thine. My secession from thy faith thou 
knowest; what the temptation -/ was thkt lurqd 
me to tfee Christian fold' thou knowest not 
Judge thou me not, who darest not judgq.thee. 
Leave me to heaven; man punishes the fault, 
God views the circumstance!”. ... - •

And Hubert Fitz-Walter, Primate of all 
England, and, Cyvrangon the Druid-Bard,/ 
clasped each the other’s Rand in token of their 
re-cemented friendship.

A short impressive pause in the conversa
tion ensued;’ Vfhen the Archbishop, breaking 
the silence, said: “Alethinj^V the present 
claims attention now; and for thyself—say 
why, since thou didst so strangely escape 
death, Why hist thou concealed thy existence 
thus?” ..

“Because in seeming death my life is safe 
from treachery—because in seeming death I 
may fotego my Norman name, the blot upon 
iny British lineage,"

“Britpn or Nornran matters not • I knew 
thee as the‘patriot of thy country-.» As the 
patriot of thy country, then; ahd-ifi. memory 
of our former friendship, I grant thee thy w 
quest. But scant time is there; t would we 
prevent the - Lad| Isabel from setting but for 
Winchester. Farewell, then. ■_ The . maiden’s 
safety looked to, Roland de Brabancon- shall 
be released iropi prison, and - accorded sanctu-i 
ary within the cathedral preciuqtff.”;- » ■

The Archbishop Demands the Re
lease of the King’s Prisoner.

How Cyvrangon the Briton, after his jour
ney to Canterbury, reached Windleshpre in 
time to keep hie appointment with Isabel with
in the Myrtle Grove has been already recorded. 
How Alexander the Abbot accomplished his 
errand is also known. That the Archbishop 
of Canterbury would be equally successful iii 
his undertaking may be premised, especially 
as at the period of which we write, owing to 
John’s quarrel with Pope Innocent, the Pri
mate’s voice waff far greater than the' King’s; 
and Hubert de Burgh, the constable Of Dover 
Castle, hesitated not to yield the prisoner John 
had sent thither, when commanded to do so fey 
the powerful churchman. - ’■

De’ Bfabancon, whose . astonishment ' wks' 
only equaled by his gratitude, and who looked 
upon the interest thus suddenly and mysteri
ously shown in his fate by so exalted a per
sonage as the Archbishop as nothing short of 
supernatural, scarce drew breath until he and 
his protector were well on their road to Can
terbury, Then, his anxiety for Isabel lending’ 
him courage, he ventured to address the Pri
mate.

“80 unexpected was my delivery from 
prison, my Lord and Father," he said, “I 
scarce have thanked thee yet. But thou hast 
saved me from a fate worse to me than death, 
and I would fain devote my future life unto 
thy service; and thou wilt hold me thine to 
command.”

“Enough!” replied the Churchmari; “newly- 
favored recipients are ever rich in thanks. In 
time the service and he who hath bestowed it 
will be alike forgotten. ”

“I will not boast, my Lord, that it shall 
not be so. Since words have little meaning, 
thou wouldst not hped such declaration. I'll 
trust that time will give me opportunity to 
prove my faith, not by promises, but by 
deeds.”

“We like the sentiments thy words convey; 
we, too, will trust that time will prove them 
fair. ”

“Wherefore thou hast displayed such inter
est in my behalf, I know not," continued the 
knight; “I only know thou hast made me thy 
most grateful debtor; but"—here he paused 
awhile, then broke in passionately—“oh, my 
Lord, ill would it seem for one upon whom 
thou hast but nowponferred a favor to ask thy 
aid again; but there is a maiden, fair, inno
cent, and unguarded, at our monarch’s Court. 
Wouldst thou transfer thy protection unto 
her, right willingly I’d yield myself as host
age, and return, to end my life if needs be, 
within the prison from which thy kindness but 
now hath wrested me. ”

“Thou speakest of Isabel of Kirton?” 
“Aye, my Lord and Father!”
“In a few hours she will be safe.”
‘ ‘Safe, my Lord?" questioned the astonished 

knight
“Ere we quitted Canterbury we despatched 

her uncle, Alexander the Abbot, to Windle- 
shore Castle, there to demand her of the King. 
To-morrow will the maid return to Kirton. ”

“Oh, my Lord, I knew not until now how 
great indeed is the debt I owe to thee. Isabel 
safe: heaven hath indeed rained blessings on 
my head! But—pardon my fears, my Lord 
and Father, I pray thee—the king, should he 
refuse to surrender the maiden to her uncle?"

“He will not refuse our demand!” said the 
Primate calmly, but in tones that carried con
viction with them.

And so it will be seen that Isabel and her 
lover were both rescued from immediate dan
ger through the agency of the mysterious be
ing who so strangely entered Kirton Manor on 
the night of the tempest, and who no less 
strangely quitted it.

But the wheel of destiny rolls on, and time, 
&hich heals old, can also inflict new wounds. 
And this from which the youth and maiden 
have been rescued is not the only dark shadow 
which is to fall upon their lives.

dence that works all things tolts own purpose. 
Remember, 'God's will is not our will, nor are 
His ways our ways;’ and, though the morning 
be overshadowed by threatening clouds, yet 
the dawning light cometh like herald to pro
claim the day hath broken—the day which, 
even in -its imperfect, earthly state, points 
ever through the vista of long years to that 
great, glorious one when it shall be eternal 
summer, and when parted friends shall meet 
again in a home of surpassing ’ glory, there to 
be rewarded for trials past and gone, there to 
unite around,the throne of grace, to join the 
heavenly choir where saints and angels sing 
their songs of everlasting peace, where each 
rescued soul shall be adorned with its pure 
■robe Of light, where it shall reap its bright re
ward, the priceless crown—the crown which is 
■everlasting and incorruptible."

“Sister,, sister,” moaned Isabel, “not thus 
can I find solace in religion; it hath no power 
to stifle my great sorrow. I only know my 
mother lived, and she is dead to me; I pnly 
know I quitted her dear side, and have re
turned tooMte—too late!” ■
< “Nay, not too (ate, since Heaven willed it so, 
but at the' proper time. 'Tie thy rebellious 
spirit whispera thoe thou art ten. late; thy heart 
is froward1, sister; but- the sorrow which now 
wrestles with its pride shall lead thee by the 
higher path safe to the Christian fold!”

“Oh, I have strayed too far; the shepherd 
may not find me; yet, at least my punishment 
hath been greater than my sin.”

“Repine not thou, but take thy cross and 
bear it to thy goal, following Christ, thy 
Lord. By sorrows we are chastened; this 
grief will purify thee, Isabel, as I pray it hath 
done me. ”

When the voice of sisterly affection had sof
ten^ the maiden's grief, Isabel felt how great 
indeed must be the consolation of religion 
when it thus enabled her, who had watched 
with patient anguish by her mother's couch till 
death relieved her vigil, to speak words of 
comfort after the cherished spirit had de
parted, whicli could soothe another’s sorrows, 
and, patient to the end, be still the one who 
could sustain the weeping sister.

And the Lord of Kirton—how fared it with 
him? Well nigh heart-broken, he, too, de
pended on the gentle Frances for consolation 
in his hour of trouble. And as she murmured 
low, “Though I walk through the valley of 
the shadow of death, I will fear no evil, for 
thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they 
comfort me!” Geoffrey de Clere bowed him 
to the yoke, and forgot his sufferings in the 
joy he felt that she whom he so deeply loved 
had been welcomed to that land where sorrow 
and tears might not enter, and where there 
should be no more death.

(to be continued.)

Another Visit to Farmer Riley.
To many of the readers of The Progres

sive Thinker the name of James Riley, the 
materializing medium, who resides on his 
little farm near Marcellus, Mich., is more or 
less familiar. Like many others who have 
had the good fortune to attend one of his. 
seances, I feel prompted, from a sense®! duty 
associated with pleasure, not to allow the event 
and results of a seance held on March 30th, 
1894, to pass into oblivion without being pre
sented to those interested in associating them
selves with loved ones in Spirit-life,

Mr. Riley gives everyone the liberty to take1 
his house all to pieces, only asking them to 
put it back as good as they found it. After 
all are Satisfied that everything is as it should 
be, several slates with a pencil are placed 
upon the bed (which is in the room). Some 
have messages written on them to those in the. 
Spirit-land, and some are left blank.

Mr, Riley has a teaspoonful of common 
flour placed in his hands, and then he takes 
his seat inside of his cabinet, at the left of the' 
door, at which time the curtains are dropped, 
leaving him in total darkness.

The light in the parlor where the circle sits 
was then turned about half-way down, and a 
few'familiar tunes were sung; only to he inter
rupted by a rattling of the slates that were 
placed on the bed, showing us that the medium 
has become entranced by bis spirit control, Mr. 
John Benton, who soon parts the curtains and 
makes a polite bow to those present. Mr. 
Benton is about six feet tell and is in full 
dress. Most of those that materialize are 
generally recognized by some one in the

To the Friends and Patrons of Mt. 
Pleasant Park.

Arrangements are nearly completed for the 
twelfth annual camp-meeting of the Mississippi 
Valley Spiritualists’ Association,' to be held 
afiClinton, Iowa, commencing Sunday, July 
29th, and closing Sunday, August'26th, 1894. 
The following first-class talent has been en
gaged for the rostrum, who will interest and 
instruct the people in the higher phases of 
practical Spiritualism and the advanced 
thought of the day:

Prof. J. S. Loveland, of California, presi
dent of the association; Mrs. H. S. Lake, of 
Cleveland, Ohio; Oscar A. Edgerly, of New
buryport, Mass.; Prof. W. M. Lockwood, of 
Chicago, Ill.; Dr. Adah Sheehan, of Cincin
nati, Ohio, vice-president of the association, 
and Willard J. Hull, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Several of the best mediums are secured, and 
others representing various phases have prom
ised to attend the entire month. Among the 
number are Edgar W. Emerson, of Manches
ter, N. H., platform test medium; Mrs. Elsie 
Reynolds, materializing medium, of San Fran
cisco, Cal.; W. A. Mansfield, of Willoughby, 
Ohio, slate-writing medium; Mrs. Mary A. T. 
Barkalow, clairvoyant and clairaudient me
dium, of St. Paul, Minn.; Lizzie and May

slate-writing, 
Mrs. Olive 
trance and 

Davenport, 
Island, Ill.,

circle as friend, relative or acquaint-

One Sorrow More.
We would conduct the reader once again to 

Kirton Manor, whither the Abbot hath arrived 
with his lovely charge.

Kirton Manor! Over its lofty portal is the 
aitoh-ment hung, and shadows darken the slug
gish waters of the moat; a solemnity pervades 
its lofty halls--—a solemnity which commuui-

But Isabel, what of her? With: hope -and 
expectation animating her breast, she espied 
thb dear-cut gables of her manor home; .but, 
as she passed once more beneath its portal, a 
boding fear seized on her, lest over her retiirn 
should hang the shadow of approaching death I 
Approaching death! already had the grim ty
rant entered—already had he snapped the cord 
which bound the soul to its frail tenement of 
clay—and Isabel de Clere had reached her 
home too late to shelter herself upon the bosom 
of maternal love.

“Too late) too late!” the maiden in her an
guish cried. “What matter though I had not 
come at all, since 1 have returned too late— 
too late to hear my mother bless me ere she 
died?” .. ..

And the heart-broken daughter abandoned 
herself to grief; hot' tears welled forth, and 
passionate sdbs burst from her aching bosom? 
Near her her sister stood; the silent calm of 
resignation on her brow, she -looked1 more 
saint than tnortal; her eyes were raised to 
heaven,¿and, though her lips'were mute; ¿’Was 
plain to see her hands were-clasped in preyed-

When Isabel’s grief had somewhat abated? 
the elder sister gently said; . “Murmur ¡not at 
the decrees - of Providence, O. Isabel—d?rovV

clairvoyant and business medium. Many 
other test, business and healing mediums, also 
trumpet and independent voice, will be added 
to the list, affording ample opportunity for all 
investigators to obtain evidence of the grandest 
truth ever given to the world.

Prof. Hoffman’s orchestra, of Clinton, Iowa, 
will furnish the instrumental music, with addi
tional instruments for band music on Sundaj-.. 
A quartette of male and female voices will 
furnish the vocal music, introducing the latest 
'and' most popular songs appropriate for the 
'occasion. ' '
! With the talent engage^, and mediums se
cured, thé outlook for a grand and successful 
meêtihg.iè ùnsùrpassèd. ’

A cordiäi invitation iff hereby extended to 
all friends andinvestigators,- also togobd re- 
•fiablé mediums, to meßt-with tis and be happy 
in aiding to advance the cause of truth. ’■Circu
lars’ with èoiirplete program will be issued at 
an early date. All mediums intending to be 
present and who desire to have their names 
appear therein,’please address,

- , L. P. Whêeloôk, Secy. M. V. S. A.
Moline, III.

ance. When dematerialization takes place, it 
presents a scene to the observer as if a form 
gradually sank down through the floor.

Col. Robert Ingersoll says that from the 
voiceless lips of the unreplying dead there 
came.no answer; that we cry aloud and the 
only answer is the echo of our wailing voice; 
also that the witnesses who taught the immor
tality of the soul have been dead nearly two 
thousand years, and hence his agnostic views, 
that, in my opinion, would vanish like the 
morning dew before a June sun, should he 
visit a seance with my friend Mr. Riley.

The following message, received from a sis
ter of mine who has been in the Spirit-world 
over twenty years, goes into detail in such a 
manner that no earthly power can convince 
me that it is not from the spirit of the one 
who signs her name; and to further substanti
ate the question under consideration, the 
penmanship exhibited is a fac sirdile of hers 
penned while here on earth. My messages to 
her and her replies are as follows:

My dear sister:—Can you tell me about, the 
spirit land a little more? Do the departed 
dwell in spheres, and is your world as real as 
ours? And is it a fact that everything on this 
earth has its counterpart in the Spirit-world? 
Kindly go into detail as much as possible.— 
Charlie.

Dear brother Charlie:—I come to greet you 
and to give information asked for. Dear 
brother, when one comes to our world, they 
are met by some one of us and welcomed with 
a kiss, then escorted to a place of rest, where 
they are permitted to rest aud think over the 
change; then they are guided back to the 
earth-plane to visit their earth home and see 
their loved ones, ¿Yes, we are all graded here 
according to our standing morally and intel
lectually. Yes, everything has its counter
part here. May and I have our work to do; it 
is to help the unfortunate ones who come 
to us. Our mission is one of love. Now, 
my darling brother, as one lives on your earth 
plane they rest Oh, my dear brother, prom
ise me, your loving sister, that you will drink 
no more intoxicating liquors; it will ruin you 
and you will come to me in darkness. I must 
go—good bye. Loving sister, Junie.

My dear sister:—Of course you know that 
that my habit of drinking intoxicating liquors 
will be difficult to overcome, circumstances 
considered; but my word for it, I will make an 
honest endeavor. Try and be with me and 
help me.—From your loving brother, Charlie.

Oh, bless you, my darling brother; May and 
I will aid you. Every time you are tempted 
I will impress you with my presence. Oh, 
my loving earth brother, I know you will suc
ceed.—Spirit sister Junie.

“May” means a niece of mine who died 
about three months prior to the death of my 
sister, about two years old: and I had nearly 
forgotten her, but, as will be seen, they are 
associated. In conclusion, I would say that 
those who have any desire to strengthen them
selves in the belief of an existence hereafter, 
and dislodge all possible doubts, will find that 
a seance or two at Mr. Riley’s will not yield 
negative results. I will bring this to a close 
by saying that I am now a temperate man, 
and intend to stay so the balance of my days. 
Friends on earth may speak to us occasionally 
relative to our weaknesses and imperfections, 
with favorable results; but their influence is 
not to be compared with those who speak from 
the other side of the valley of -death.

’ Dr. Charles D. Gorrum.
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Good Advice
Quickly Followed

Cured of Rheumatism by 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

“C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.:
“ I was taken down with rheumatism over a 

year ago. I was sick for over six months. 
Often I would have such pains that I could 
hardly endure them. A friend came to me and 
advised me to try Hood's Sarsaparilla. I took 
him at his word and got a bottle of it, and «luce 
have taken eight bottles of it.

It Has Cured Me
Whan the doctors equid do me no good what
ever. After being benefited so much from this 
medicine I describe Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a 
wonderful medicine. I also advise every one 
who is troubled with rheumatism not to be with- 

Hood’s^Cures 
out Hood’s Sarsaparilla. I am a farmer, and 
the medicine has given me much energy and 
strength to perform my work.” Gbobgb W. 
Tuley, Benjamin, Missouri.

Have a copy of the "Astral 
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It ia 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imform you where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for the Absolute Curs of 
all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astra/ Guida sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boni.
Chicago. III.
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TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
x Augusta W. Fletcher. M. D., In the thirty-nine 
chapters crt^cusees a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
Joint. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker.

oth in matter of thought and line literary style, ana 
capabity of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing information concerning Splrlualism and its teach* 
^or sale at this office. Price, .$1.50.

THE MISSING LINK ■
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

“The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with 

introductory circular setting forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G; F. Perkins. 
Reduced ifroin 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred, to’-close the edition. Send at once 
to' Ths PhdGBKSSm Thinkir, 40 Loomis 
street. - ■ - • • - ■ ■ .. . ■ .. ..

The** Spiritual Birth; The Spiritualistic 
idea of- Death/ Heaven and Hell. , By Moses 
Hull. 'Price 10 cents, .■> • t

The Rationale’’ of Mesmerism.- By A. P.1 
Sinnett Considered , theoretically^ philosoph- 
icirily-find-thbeffdphically.-:; >Price$h.'.5

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, ID, and try the paper for three 
months.

Woman, Church and State. A noble work,, 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too-highly. 554 large pages, cloth 
bound, $2.

Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; doth,-50cts: -... .
- The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has' 
beemsuch that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated; - and sells 
or $1 per copy«;: For sale at this office. ....

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT- 
¿1. nalisin—so-called—from Its Inception at Hydes
ville. N. T.. Including the experiences of the Fox Fam
ily. spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to be 
very Interesting, and the Interest Is Intensified when 
that account Is written by one of the Fox Sisters. 
Such 1b the fact in this Instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most entertaining mauner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
most important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

"THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of It* earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume 18 enriched with a number of fine en
graved portrait® of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50. For sale at tins office»
7

"DOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.
1 By Lizzie Down. These poems ire u itiple 
sogar. Price si.00

n£YOND THE GATES. BYELTZH- 
D betb Stuart Phelps. A Highly entertaining 
Price »1.00.
DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND, 

£\. Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Mnrtb M. KtnL 
You will not become weary while reading this exer 
lenthnok. Pr'cc -s renra.

¿IBERAL LECTURES. BY (I. B.
French. They era ■worth their weigh'*n gold. 

Price, paper,50cents. -
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in a future letter. H. D. Babbitt.

Subscriber.Bay City, Mich.
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The President ^7 the National As- < 
sociation in the Lecture Field. ; 

Many Spiritualist friends in the East have 
urged us to’write an account of our journey
ings during the past two months, for your 
valuable paper. It has been delayed by cir
cumstances over which we had no control, 
and this is the first opportunity we have had 
to greet our mauy friends, through your ■ 
columns, for many weeks. ’ ■

Late in the month, of. January we were 
called to Boston on important ^business con
nected witlrthe National Association, where 
we found many workers in full sympathy with , 
us and our endeavors to form a closer union 

i among our Spiritualist friends. Mr. James 
) H. Young, of Onset; Mr. F. B. Woodbury, 
I of Roxbury; Mrs. R. S. Lillie, of Melrose; 
'Mrs. Loring, of Fitchburg; Dr. Fuller, of 
Worcester; Mr. James, of Linn, and many 
others were endeavoring ' to complete their 
State organization, which had been so aus. 
pjciously formed in December, 1893. These 
friends were strong allies of the National As
sociation and have done much toward sustain, 
ing it and assisting its officers in furthering 
the work which that association purposes do
ing throughout the union. We were invited 
to address the Ladies’ Aid Society, also the 
Berkeley Hf)ll Society, and the First Church of 
Spiritualists, in Lynn, on the subject of “The 
Aims and Objects of the National Associa
tion. ” We were greeted on all three occa
sions by large audiences, and found much 
sympathy for the cause of organization, in 
every instance. The National Association has 
been misrepresented to our friends in New 
England,'and to have its objects clearly stated 
to them modified their opinions of its merits 
very materially. After we had been made ac
quainted, we could ask for no more cordial 
reception and kindly treatment than we re
ceived while in that State.

From Boston we were called by telegram to 
Skowhegan, Maine, where we addressed many 
friends, upon the subject of organization and 
the principles of Spiritualism. We found sev
eral very earnest Spiritualists in this place. 
Dr. F. S. Bigelow, who for fifteen years has 
been a faithful defender of our faith, and one 
who has endeavored to make it known to the 
people of his resident village, was found on 
deck, endeavoring to discharge his duties in 
the same faithful manner as of old. Many of 
our school friends and associates of bygone 
years Wd disappeared from the mortal plane, 
and gi,l® up to their immortalities, since we 
had laitmisited that place. The audience that 
greeted us was small and contained only a 
few familiar faces. Time works changes 
rapidly, and it has not stood still with the 
friends in Skowhegan. Many of those who 
were outspoken Spiritualists'Ll the olden time 
have either gone into churches, or else are en
deavoring to keep their Spiritualism out of 
sight for fear of their neighbors’ opinions in 
regard to the same.. Yet we found a spirit of 
earnest inquiry among the people in all de
nominations, and we feel that & good speaker 
and medium would create a.great revival in 
Skowhegan.

We next went to Canaan, our birthplace, 
which we had not visited for five years. How 
changed were the facet that were left to greet 
us! Schoolmates and the friends of the other 
days have been scattered, and we almost felt 
as the poet says:

‘ ‘Like one who treads alone
• Some banquet hall deserted,
Whose lights are flecl, whose garlands dead, 

And all but him departed.”
Yet many friends were still found in the 

form, among whom there was manifested an 
earnest desire .to learn something of the truth 
of Spiritualism; W. C. Fitzgerald, T. B. Bar
rett, Geo. W. Johnson, Dr. Ivory Lowe, Mrs. 
M. B. Bragg, C. A. Boston, Frank Rand, 
Henry Johnson, Levi P. Barrett, H. C. 
Gower, Amos Stephens and others were found 
to be investigators and believers in our philos
ophy and religion. We were invited to ad
dress our friends on the subject of Spiritual
ism, and were greeted by large audiences on 
two occasions. We may well characterize it 
as one of the happiest moments of our life to 
greet our old friends in this way after many 
years of continued absence from their midst,

On the first of February, we were called to 
Cornville, Maine, to attend the funeral of Rev. 
Samuel Woodman, who for thirty-five years 
had been an earnest advocate of our cause and 
ah outspoken defender of its claims. He has 
gone up to his immortality at the ripe age of 
88 years and 7 months. His mind was clear 
to the very last, and with almost his last 
breath he expressed his love for and knowl
edge of the religion of Spiritualism which had 
stood so faithfully by him during his earthly 
pilgrimage. He was educated for the Metho
dist ministry, and for thirty years was a min
ister in good fellowship, in that denomination. 
Spiritualism came to him in his own house
hold, and because he was brave enough to 
heed the voice of the angel loved ones he was 
dismissed from fellowship in that body. He 
uttered his convictions in regard to Spiritual
ism freely and fearlessly, and by so doing 
won the respect even of his opponents or 
enemies, if he had any. He was repeatedly 
called to positions of honor and trust by the 
citizens of his native town and county, and 

. was everywhere honored for his honesty and 
integrity. We met him fbr the first time four
teen years ago, and heard him utter some very 
earnest words in behalf of Spiritualism, on 
that occasion. As that was about our first 
introduction to Spiritualism, Mr. Woodman 
took a deep interest in us, and came to us af
ter the meeting was over, and said with emo
tion: “My young brother, no man can ever 
sacrifice anything for. truth’s sake; remember, 
it.” We have remembered it; and those words 
have been with us during' all the years that 
we have been endeavoring to work in the in
terest df our beloved religion. That remark 
was woven into our disequrse at the funeral 
services, which were attended by a large con
course of his friends and neighbors. His wife, 
two sons and two daughters survive him, all

of whom have the comforting knowledge of 
Spiritualism to sustain them as they mourn 
the loss of his physical presence,

From Canaan we went to Portland, where 
we spoke for the First Church of Spirit
ualists on the llrth of February. We were 
welcomed by Brqthers H. C, Berry and Nelson 
Lord, both of whom are pillars in the holy tem
ple of Zion in that city. We were greeted by 
good audiences, both afternoon and evening, 
and honored by the application for a charter 
from the N. S. A. as the result of our labors.

Spiritualism in Maine has no more earnest 
workers than Nelson Lord and Ti. C. Berry. 
The State is ripe for a rich spiritual harvest, 
and it can be reaped by any earnest worker who 
will go there in the spirit of truth, and with' 
the sincere desire to awaken the minds 
of the people to the comforting knowl
edge that Spiritualism alone can give them of 
the after-life, and of their relations to the 
present. If the Spiritualists of the country 
could only be made to realize the importance 
of missionary work, they would be astonished 
to see what great results would follow even 
the slightest effort in this direction. The un
just laws of which so much complaint is now 
being made by our people, and the spirit of 
persecution, so rife among the ignorant in 
other denominations, would disappear before 
the sunshine that would come in from the 
illumination of the spiritual natures of men. 
Men cannot fail to be broad in civil, political 
and social matters when they have come out 
into the larger light of the clearer .truth of 
Spiritualism. They can only be made to see 
this by earnest missionaries who are them
selves touched, as were the lips of Isaiah of 
old, with coals of hallowed fire from off the 
altar of truth. We sincerely hope that 
the importance of this work may be realized 
by our people throughout the country, and 
closer attention given to it hereafter.

Of our subsequent journeyings we will write

services freely, it was decided to give }ier the 
day’s offering, whatever it might be; it proved 
to be five dollars. This was presented her 
by Mrs. Reynolds and was gratefully re
ceived. Mrs. Reynolds gave some beautiful 
remarks on the occasion; a poem was also 
given by the undersigned. A large circle 
was in attendance. Mrs. Reynolds, audiences 
are largfc and appreciative. .

Mbs. 0. H. Hinkley.
Grand Rapids, Mich. ■

Saginaw Valley Association.
To the Editor:—Perhaps a few lines from 

me regarding the quarterly meeting of the 
Saginaw Valley Spiritualist Association will 
not come amiss. The meeting commenced on 
Saturday, April 21st, with a fine attendance; 
on Bunday commenced the rousing feast of 
spiritual things. The first on the program of 
Sunday morning was a masterly solo by the 
Sankey of Spiritualism, P. 0. Hudson, fol
lowed by a charming address by Mrs. Martha 
E. Root, the gifted speaker of our city. The 
address was a feast of spiritual thought. The 
morning services closed with “On the Shore of 
that Beautiful River, ” solo, by Prof. Hudson, 
after which the Lyceum assembled and was 
presided over by Prof. Brooks. Then came 
the sumptuous repast prepared by the Ladies’ 
Aid Society, auxiliary to this society, of which 
all were invited to partake. Then came the 
grand discourse by Hon. L. V. Moulton, of 
Grand Rapids; subjects taken from the audi
ence. Questions were quite numerous, Mr. 
Moulton answering every one in his masterly 
style. During the afternoon session a beau
tiful violin solo was rendered by Prof. Hud
son; also the closing song, entitled: “Roll 
Back Again those Bygone Days.” After this a 
sumptuous.supper was served in the dining
room connected with the new Odd Fellow's 
Temple, at which place our meetings were 
held. The evening services were opened by 
an overture by Prof. Hudson’s orchestra, fol
lowed by the grand flow of oratory by Mr. 
Moulton, his subject being: “Science, Ortho
doxy and Religion," which subjects ho han
dled in his own inimitable style, receiving 
bursts of applause showing how Spiritualism 
filled the space between threadbare, worn-out 
orthodoxy, on one hand, and cold materialism 
and science on the other, scorning several well- 
taken points on Moses, on Mt. Sinai and old 
Joshua murdering the unoffending tribes, 
and the earth standing still while he was per
mitted to continue the butchery. The hall 
was crowded and many were not able to gain 
admission. The musical gem of the evening 
was the closing solo by Prof. Hudson, enti
tled, ‘ ‘Mother Come to Me in Dreams," after 
which the audience was dismissed, all ex
pressing one grand general opinion that the 
meeting was a success in every particular.

Col. Ingersoll and Hon. A. B. Rich
mond. .

In your issue of February 17th, Mr. A. B. 
Richmond has an article under the head “That 
Criticle Review.” The first part of Mr. Rich
mond’s article I regard as able and scholarly. 
I like it very much, but I feel that the latter 
part deserves a few words from some one 
who looks at the matter from a different stand-
point ' *

Social Events of the Grand Rapids 
Spiritual Society.

To the Editor:—The Grand Rapids soci
ety has prospered under the ministration of 
Mrs. Tillie Reynolds, during the month of 
April. Several delightful social events have 
transpired also, at which she has officiated; 
among these, I may mention a threefold 
birthday surprise party at the pleasant resi
dence of Mr. L. A. Austin, commemorative 
of Mrs. Austin's, Mrs. Winch’s and Mr.Stowe’s 
birthday, which all occur on the same date. 
Some forty or fifty friends assembled. The 
opening remarks were made very happily by 
Mr. L. V. Moulton. Friends had prepared 
some simple but beautiful gifts. These were 
presented by Mrs. Reynolds; also the triplets, 
as they were facetiously called, were each 
christened with a full-blown rose given them, 
with poetical and symbolical remarks in Mrs. 
Reynolds’ own inspired and attractive manner. 
She was followed by Dr. Shermerhom, Mrs. 
T. V. Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay and 
your humble scribe, as the inspiration of the 
hour dictated. Music was rendered by Mrs. 
Dr. Batdorf. Refreshments were daintily 
served, and amid laughter and kindly con
verse the evening passed, one long to be re
membered by those who participated. Another 
birthday surprise was held for Mr. Winch at 
his residence a few days ago. Mr. Winch 
has passed his eightieth year. » Friends gave 
him a fine umbrella: ibis also was presented by 
Mrs. Reynolds with a poem, and an enjoyable 
evening followed. । .

At one of the afternoon circles, where our 
good sister, Mrs. Winch, has worked long 
and faithfully as a test medium and has 
charge of the public circles, and has given her

I think Mr. Richmond's argument in sup
port of an immortal'principle, spirit,'or entity, 
which exists in man, yet is independent of him 
which lives on after this form of matter is 
laid aside, and of which this is but its expres
sion—is very fine and affords data for earnest 
thought. . ,

His exposure of the fallacy of that remark 
of Mr. Ingersoll’s about “wonderful chemistry 
by which a loaf of bread is. changed into the 
divine tragedy of Hamlet, " was good. I think 
he is right when he says that we might as well 
talk about that wonderful chemistry by which 
a few shovelsful of coals in an engine that 
runs the printing press is converted into 
those “winged messengers of thought,” filled 
with scientific productions, or evolved into 
eloquence and song. ,

The brain no more produces thoughts than 
the piano produces the melody; in each case 
there must be a player working through the 
instrument, although, of course, the power of 
the player to manifest himself in thought or 
in melody is limited to the capacity of the 
instrument.

In some places Mr. Richmond talks as 
though he believed in God as a sentient being, 
a God who plans and cogitates like man, a 
being possessing intelligence; yet intelligence, 
and the only intelligence we know anything 
about, implies limited faculties, such as mem
ory, benevolence, calculation, etc.; and these 
can only exist in a being confined to locality, 
‘ ‘finite in knowledge and subject to infirmi
ties;” he parallels his work with man’s. Then 
he speaks of creation and a creator. He 
thinks it absurd to suppose a “universe with
out a God." In this he agrees with Paley, 
that prince of orthodox theologians, and com
mentators, for he says all the works of nature 
demonstrate the mind of a designer. Oh! yes, 
certainly. Mr. Ingersoll proves this in the 
case of the cancer. He says: „ “These re
ligious people see nothing but design every
where, and personal, intelligent interference 
in everything. They insist that the universe 
has been created, and that the adaptation of 
means to ends is perfectly apparent. They 
point us to the dunshine, to the flowers, to the 
April rain, and to all there is of beauty and of 
use in the world. Did it ever occur to them 
that a cancer is as beautiful in its develop
ment as the reddest rose? That what they 
are pleased to call the adaptation óf means to 
ends is as apparent in the.canper as in the April 
rain? How beautiful the process of digestion! 
By what ingenious method the blood is poi
soned so that the cancer shall have food. By 
what wonderful contrivances the entire system 
of man is made to pay tribute to this divine 
and ¡charming cancer. See by what admir
able instrumentalities it feeds itself from the 
surrounding, quivering, dainty, flesh! See 
how it gradually but surely expands and 
grows! By what marvelous mechanism it is 
supplied with long and slender roots that 
reach out to the most secret nerves of pain 
for sustenance and life! What beautiful col
ors it presents! Seen through the microscope 
it is a marvel of order and beauty. All th$ 
ingenuity of man cannot stop its growth. 
Think of the amount of thought it must have 
required to invent a way by which the blood 
of one man might be given to produce one 
cancer. Is it possible to look upon it. and 
doubt there is design in the universe, and that 
the inventor of this wonderful cancer must be 
infinitely powerful, ingenious and good?” 
(Gods, p 7.)

Then Mr. Richmond quotes Mr. Ingersoll 
as saying: “The time to be happy is now, 
and the way to be happy is to make others 
so." Is not that a beautiful doctrine? Could 
the highest altruism be expressed in fewer 
words? Would anything more be needed to 
bring the kingdom of heaven to our very 
doors, here and now? Surely, If this were 
done the art of living together in harmony 
and brotherly love would be found and the 
whole mission and purpose of Christianity 
would be fulfilled, yet Mr; Richmond pro
nounces those words as “most pernicious doc
trine, and if carried out would end the pro- 
gréss of civilization and enlightenment.” It 
seems strange to me how a min of Mr. Rich
mond’s ability »can take such a view. I 
cannot believe that all his readers will agree 
with him.

“When a true philanthropist erecto noble 
institutions of learning that future generations 
may reap where he has sown,” is not that the 
way he takes his happiness, here and now? 
When the “husbandman plows and scatters the 
seed that he may reap a future harvest,” and 
the “scientist investigates, that future genera
tions may be enlightened by his researches,” is 
not that their way of taking their happiness, 
here and now? Or when Mr. Ingersoll and Mr. 
Richmond (both iconoclasts from an orthodox 
view) are upon the rostrum preaching the doc
trines that square with the eternal principles 
of right, sending their hot shot of truth to 
pierce superstition’s armor, causing the walls 
of prejudice to crumble before the batteries 
of progressive knowledge, is not that their 
life and their happiness, here and now?, - 

. All men seek happiness. Mr. Richmond 
seeks in doing good to others, in giving them

light and. knowledge, and in preaching and 
writing grand truths (certain portions of the 
article under review excluded) which tend to 
lift up and elevate humanity. Others seek 
theirs by gratifying the propensities of the 
animal man, while others, like Howard, make 
martyrs of themselves, and engage in deeds of 
philanthrophy, here and now. ,

A Jesus suffering upon a cross, or a John 
Rogers and Michael Servetus, expiring amid 
flames and smoke in order that the truth might 
more abide in future generations through their 
sufferings here and now, is the highest possi
ble happiness I can conceive of, when viewed 
with a wider horizon and measured by the 
higher standards; they were only obeying the 
voice of God (speaking after the manner of 
the world) which they heard whispering in 
their hearts—nay, commanding them, push» 
ing them to the glorious consummation of the 
martyr’s sacrifice.

Mr. Richmond continues: “He has broken 
the church and creeds, and on their vacant 
pedestals has set up one of his own, more 
horrible than any ever formed or painted by 
the creeds of the past or the superstitions of 
mythology. ’’ I an sure, all kind-hearted and 
benevolent people will disagree with him here. 
He thinks that to exist forever in torment and 
enduring most excruciating torture and suffer
ing would be preferable to passing into a state 
of unconsciousness, or what he chooses to call 
annihilation. I hesitate not to say that Col. 
Ingersoll has done more toward enlightening 
the world; done the world more good; done 
young men and young women more good by 
teaching them to love, worship and aspire to 
all that is high and noble in human nature; to 
reverence all that is pure and sacred in woman; 
in short, he has done more good by teaching 
them to do right for its own sake, here and 
now, by giving them broader, higher, better 
views of life and living and the way for them 
to be happy here and now, than any other 
man on this round globe.

Mr. Ingersoll does not say: “There is no 
future;” that is Mr. Richmond’s interpreta
tion. He simply says that as he has not seen 
the evidence, he does not know. Mr. Inger
soll is a man who has a heart; be is a man 
who has a soul; he is a man with a large, 
kindly, generous nature, and- broad sympa
thies, and his soul is tuned in perfect accord 
with all nature, and is too thoroughly satu
rated with the spirit of content and sympathy 
with the purposes of the universe, to doubt 
that whatever the future holds In store for us, 
is not wrong—but is best. .

Mr. Ingersoll’s belief as to a future life does 
not accord with my own. I feel that there 
are strong evidences, amounting almost to 
proof, that we live again; yet I do not expect 
Mr. Ingersoll or anybody else to become con
verted by the evidence which came to me. 
It has ever seemed to me that there ought to 
be another life to supplement this, on the score 
of justice; but in the absence of any absolute 
proof of it I have contented myself with the 
thought that as there has been a power which 
has brought us out of the seeming nothing
ness of the grave; there may also exist a power 
that will bring us out of the seeming sleep of 
death; but if we could only know that there is 
a future life, the single item of knowledge 
would, I believe, do more to settle all our 
trouble, all our social, political and industrial 
problems, than all else combined.

I know modern Spiritualism claims to solve 
this problem by demonstration or presenting 
the proofs for which the mind of man is so 
earnestly seeking, and it does appear in some 
instances to give these proofs. I know of 
some people who appear perfectly satisfied 
that they have communed with the spirits of 
their departed friends. That is some evidence 
to me of another life, yet who can say, “I 
know,” and if there should be one having the 
boldness to step forward and say,- “I know,” 
and a few questions to him brings out certain 
experiences, certain phenomena upon which 
he bases his knowledge, may we not be equally 
competent to interpret the phenomena, and be
cause we differ with him as to the meaning, or 
because we draw different conclusions from the 
same facts, or supposed facts, are we to be 
called a 1 ‘visionary idol of Agnosticism. ”

Well does Mr. Richmond ask: “What 
savant has analyzed the elements of the im
ponderable agents of nature, as heat, light, 
electricity—either gravity, or the phenomena of 
attraction and repulsion?” Has he done so, 
that he speaks with such assurance?

I like Mr. Richmond’s reasoning very much 
in the first part of his article; but in the latter 
part there is to my mind a dogmatism pervad
ing it quite as offensive as anything Mr. 
Ingersoll has said. H. L. Hutchinson.
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A Heaven ; 6; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price 12.

For Salo at this office._________
The Coming American Civil War. 
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES 
•L Hustinoton, Is written lu tbe Interest of hu

manity, of liberty, and 01 patriotism—a book written 
for tbe purpose of calling attention to tbe deadly 
dangera that beset us on .every side, and more espij 
clally to the hostile attitude and tbe Insidious wiles ot 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous tee
the Catholics. Washington's words of warplug 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of Genera) 
Grant are all Included In tbe volume. Archbishop 
Byan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon sold: “The 
church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
eo, but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know how she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, uud 
bow «he treats them today wbere she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts thao 
we do of blaming tbe Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
the church for what they have thought flt to do. ’ 
Í¡very one should read this work. Paper, BIO pages.

t will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, For sale at 
this office. *

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
■ ‘ ■....................... —■ "■1

1 They Are for Sale at This. Office.
CTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA 'E. DAVIS. A 

O rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson 
Davie. Intended for thu light uud eoiacu of every sorrowing 
mind anotrlckeD heart. Price 50 ceg^te. .

QECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
O Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of '’Arcana of Na* 
lure," ‘ ‘Ethlce of Science," ‘‘Science of Man." etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened'With death for writing and publleblng his 
“Convent," which has bud a phenomenal run In Tax Prpgrk&s- 
ivk Thinker. Poet paid anywhere, SO cents. Paper 
edition. 25 cents.

rOLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of dellue&Uug character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical ana buelne»» qualifications; 
conjugal-adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1900 inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth «5.00. Postage 20 cent».

CPIRITCIAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M.Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition, Culled from a wide field of literature with tbo most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of tbe spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft Is doubtless tbe most 
attractive work of tbe kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, orggn or melodeou accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 92.00. Postage 14 cents.

'PHE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
J Confessional, by Father Chinlquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price <1.00.

7HE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that is sufficient Inducement to purchase 
the book. Price 41-00. ■■■

rrilE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE^ 
J Something yon should have to refer to. By James M. M> 

Cann. Price 15 cents.

^THE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. 
J A manual, with directions for tbe organisation and manage« 

meat of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Somothmg 
indespenslble. Price 50 cents.

'THE SPIRITS' WORN WHAT I HEAED, 
A saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. IC la a 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cento.

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
L Letters to tbe Beybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppitt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth its weight in gold. ?rico 25 
cenu.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRI7 HEALING. A 
i series of lessons on tbe relations of tbe spirit to Its own organ
ism, and tbe Inter-relation of human beings with reference p 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamam 
Rush, through tbe mediumsnip of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 11.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER
i course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work. It por 
scum great merit, price 11.25.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD ;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

TOY LOIS IVA 7SB RO ONE R.‘' THIS IS 
JD a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away the time lu a state of Idle blessed- 
□ess, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
ablf-itnprovement ur the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: and 
those who are to be mother«; ajd secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect tbe well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tbe child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon tbe mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which ere unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. Tbe book is trenchant, Instruc
tive and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and is especially commended to ^women 
everywhere,” to whom It Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual pbil* 
oeophy are introduced It contains a fine likeness of 
tbe author. It contains 845 pages, neatly bound lb 
cloth. Price by man, prepaid, «1.25.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS^
OFPSYCHIC •> SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttle, essays to utilize and 
explain tbe vast array of facts tn its field of research, 
which hitherto have bad no apparent connection, by re-

Old Testament Stories, commercially illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price in strong, ’ board covers $1. Cloth 
$1.50.

\V ay side Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull. Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1.

The Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusto W. Fletcher, 
M. D. An excellent work. Price $1.50.

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cento.

The Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cento; cloth, $1.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois W aisbrooker. Paper, 
50.cents. .

“God in the Constitution. ” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In 
gersoll ever wrote; In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cento'; twelve 
copies for $1.00. For sale at this office.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. • Price reduced to $1-

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a■;practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

TJ/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH- 
vV es, poems and songs; gathered from the highways, by* 

ways and hedges of llf^ By Mattie E. Hull. It Is most excellent, 
Price 11.00.

JX/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN «THREE 
VV Sevens/' a book of 271 pages. By The Phelomu K ft

really a very interesting and suggestive work. Price (1.25.
]A7HY SHR A SPIRITUALIST.
W Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judsoa. This book should 

be read by every Spiritualist. Price «1.00; postage 10 cent*.

piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
JL) Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cents.

TDIBLE OF BIB LEIS. ’ BY KERSEY GRAVES. 
L) It will well pay perusal. Price ,1.75.

PROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
L Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare merit Price 
11,50. ..

TJIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 
1 By Rev. Chas. Chinlquy, ex-priest. A remarkable booln 
Page» 832. Price 12.25.

nESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
1. V embracing tbe origin of the Jews, tbe rise and development 
uf Zoroastrianism and tbe derivation of Cbrlutlanlty; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By O. W. Brown. M-D. 
One of the moat valuable works ever publlabed. Price «1,50.

pEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
J\ Inspirationally by Mrs. Marta M. King. You will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.

pOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY 
L\ Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot should roadie 
Price 11.00.

ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man’s spiritual being, [
The leading subjects treated are as follows: .

Matter, Life, Mind. Spirit; What the Senses teach of ; 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific

JJ TAS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
vr 1st? or, Curious Revelations from the Life of a T«mo* 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynaid. Thia curious book 
has no precedent In the English language. Ite theme la novel it* 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment» 
cua period in history and regarding its most famous participant— 
the most Doted American. It la based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
snared care, research or expense In Its verification and produc
tion, and be stakes his reputation upon the validity of Ite concents. 

! knowing that it will bea? thorough examination, regardless ot 
I doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
1 veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. xouwUl tot amply 

Repaid. 1'rt cell .50.
Methods of the Study of Man and its Results; WhHt is 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Paycbomctry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer* 
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Condition» od the Sen
sitive*, ‘Prayer, In the Light of ScnslilveneRS and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Faeth and Con
clusions: Mind Cure; Christian Science; Meinphyslcs— 
tbelr Psychic and Physical Relations; personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It Is printed on tine paper, handsomely bound, 253 I 
pages. Sent, post paid. «1.25. |

Thia work may be called the first attempt to corre- I 
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement
from the best thinkers and critics. It is a vadc mecum, 
atiu answers about any question which may arise tn 
the minds of the investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For sale at this office.

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Theories and. Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

Z5"DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK
largely a record of the facts and demoa.tratlons 

which tW author has seen, beard of or presented In

T IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. BRENCff. 
They are worth tbelr weight In gold. Price, paper, SO cent«.

T IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISF0R7 
L-* of Atbarael, chief priest of a band of Al Arran,. An ««tlln, 
btetory of man. Written through tbe mediumship of U.G. Flg
ley. You should read this work. Price 30 ceuu.

T IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. " 
By Mrs. Mary T. Sbelhamer. It’abounds In facto is refer

ence to the Summer-Land. Price «1.00.

¿EAFLF.TS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
from the Tree of Life. PreuAted to humanity 

mediumship of B. K. LLUhfleld. Kx©»U«fil throughout Iwe» 
gl.25. *

HHE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
1 Tuttle. Hl, work, are always lnten,ely InUresting. Price

•1.S0.
rTHE WORLD'S SIX!EEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
1 lor,. By Kersey Grave,. You ihould raid It, ud be tbo 

wl«er. Price 11,50.

7'HE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
comparison of Biblical and modern (Spiritualism, By Moms 

Hull. An Invaluable work. Price 01.00.

7'HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
phenomena and philosophy. By Bov. Samuel Watson. 

This work was written by a modern Saylor, a grand and noble 
max Price 11.00.

his own experiments. The history of the various 
phaaes of the science Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
illustrations add much to the Interest and value of tbo 
book, which will "be found very interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well .as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 900 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, £2.00. For sale at 
the office of Tub Progressive Thinker.

THOMAS PAINE
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Barr- Brie* 15 cent*.

Researches in Oriental History.

Ont
BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.

Fol. limo, 407 Fovea, Cloth, fl.SO.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
The whole comprise« en earneat but fruitless search

AN AMERICAN RING AND OTHER STO- 
/I rles, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These «ketches &re a most 
powerful Illustration of man's cruelty and injustice to his fellow
man. Price 10 cenu. i

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling reyela- 

tlons. proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price »1.50. Postage 12 cents,

/¡RYAN SUN MYTHS. Bi SARAH E. TIT- 
.¿1 comb. An explanation of wbere the religions of our race 
originated. An Interesting and instructive book. Price n.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO- 
Cx nomlcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

TTELEN HARLOW'S -VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
JU tice. By Lola Walybrooker. Price 11.50. t

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS, 
1 “If a man die, shall he live?" Is fully answered. By W. 8. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents.

"h JABAL RA YMOND'S. RESOLVE. B Y LOIS 
1VJ. W*librooker. Price 11.50. Mn. Watabrooker,» books 
should be read by every woman Id the tand.
\JIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 

IVJL A. Hovey. SOO page*, with lllustntlou st the subjects 
treated upon. Trice «1.29.

POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
i volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who hu no 
(bought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These ere sweet, win* 
torn «nd restful. Price *1.00.

for ■ Hfitorlc&l Jeius.
In thia volume th« Jew« are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and farored /eople they claim to 
here been. Tbe Messianic Idea ft traced to tbe Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 year» B. C., and it» history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed into CbrlstlanJty, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, aoon after the commencement 
of theCbrinian era. ______ _ ______

The book demonstrates that Chrtitlanlty ana It® cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that: ----------- w —- - ----
Ito rlteB, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are I pcrDc THF AGES 'EMBRACING SP7R 
but survivals of so-called pagsnftm. It shows vast re- 7.

/search among the records of the past; Its facts are ‘O Itualltm, past and presont. By D. Ad vn-
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and.no per-1 cyclopedia of Interesting and etk 1 Price W.___ ••
son can read It without ixstructien and profit, whether, ■ p v ifZJ/JpjpjrXz dip
bcreacbes tbe same conclusions with the authch <» / HE VUJLES. ii Y n AFaE/v bUfllA ER BAR-.
otherwise. For sale at this office, , . 1 -Z low. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and
—------------- --------------------------------- _— . force. They are most excellent Price tl.oo.
TTFE OF THOMAS PAINE. IT iS IN- „„ z.z,r a a

A. tensely Interesting. Price, 1,00. / NE GODj. BY COL, R. G. INCERSO1
0UTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH. Apsmpnletof <0pages. Kortbluweigbt iugo.1 Ir:,.,.-

er tales and sketches. By a bandot spirit intel- ■
HgonceMbrongli the mediumship of Mary Theresa /-'fi'SPFT nFNATfTPF FIV hr r Vtr'-pv .a, Shelhamer. An excellent mork. i’rlcegl.25. f ZifiT. -
&ELF-CONTRADICJIONS OF Tin. F'L> ’ ’ " ” '

sD Bible. 1« Propositions, Theological, Moral, His- - T.,.r/.DTt r rry? zin ri-vr-c-T- . ~
torlcal and Speculative; each proved affirmatively .and fMMUElALilY,UK rLlUhl:. HOX’/.i A.-.- 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without com* Z JwClng i.sn»-ro Rv j M. l\’cbirs. M p, a ibuoa u u-* 
menu price 15 cent*. - • merit» intereailn^iD every body. rrnMiJuL ' '

RELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IB 
all could be led to believe tn «ueb a religion tbe world would 

be far better than now. Few writer« excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
end dlipoBitlon to apply tb.i fact* of history «nd science. Price 
»1:25. Postage 10 cents.

Studies im psychic .^jrnce. 
valuable work. By Hudson Tutt]*. Price fl.25.

IN-
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JfublUUei every Bsturd.y m No. 40 Loomli Street

J. R. Francis, Editor and Publisher.
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E»ter«4 at Chicago Ponteffice anXddau matter

' Terms of Subscription.
THtPBOBBMBiviTBiMKKBWlllbe furnhhed unUi 

further notice, at tho following terms, Invariably In 
advance: . •
Ono year - - - - - - - F Sl»00
Clubs of ton copy to the one getting up

the club) - - - - . w <7.50
Thirteen weeks - - - - • * 25cto
Sh^lp copy - - * - - - -

i BEMITTAN0E8.

Remit by Postofflco Money Order, Registered Letter, 
or draft on Chicago or New York. It coats from 10 
to J5 cents to net drafts caBbed cd local banka, so don’t 
send them unletp you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount tent. Direct all letters to J. IL Frauds’ 
Ro. 40 JjoomlB St., Chicago, ID.

CbUBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
Aatlioro are thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-ilve cents for Tub Progressive Thinker 
thirteen week«, we would suggest to those whareceive 
a «ample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from si to *10, or even 
more then the latter sum. A largo number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
(be field of our labor and usefulncw The same sug« 
gestlon will apply In all case« of renewal of subscrip
tions—solicit others to aid la the good work. Yon wJD 
experience no difficulty whatever tu inducing Splrltu- 
allata to subscribe for THuPnoGBEeBivs Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, end at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

( A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we <an 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a mo
ment what an Intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tas Pro
gressive Thinker thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refregbfng reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-sized book!

Take Notice.
. tW At expiration of sulucrlptlon, If not renewed, 
the paper I* discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.
W If you do not receive your paper promptly, 

write to us, and errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
W Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give the address of the place to which 
it is then sent, or the change cannot be made.
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I • Ancient Gods.
1 .- An interesting chapter' could be 

written on the making and the capture 
of ancient gods. Incidentally such in
formation would pave the way to a better 
knowledge of modern ones. All who 
are posted in the rise of nations are 
aware that about the first thing neces
sary to secure a stable government was 
the invention and construction of a 
god- who had power to hold his people 
together, and lead them in battle. As 
these gods could not discourse in ordi
nary language, it became necessary to 
have priests to interpret their will.

The priest was prolific in promises so 
long as the subject observed the will of 
the divine being they had enthroned; 
but they never forgot the terrible curses 
that would follow if his commands were 
disregarded.

These priests followed the soldiers to 
the battle-field, and the chaplains of the 
conflicting armies implored the favor of 
his special god, and made him all sorts 
of wondrous promises if he would 
secure them victory. Hesiod, the 
Grecian poet, makes his readers well 
acquainted with the doings of the gods, 
and shows their plots and counter
plots, each striving to make his own 
arms victorious.

In process of time foreign wars were 
waged with the sole purpose of captur
ing a powerful god who had led an op
posing army to victory. When secured, 
with great toil and tardy movements, 
he was dragged in triumph over a path
less desert to his new home, then was 
set up with martial pomp; new shrines 
were erected to his honor, and new 
priests were designated to minister in 
his temples. Serapis, imported from 
Pontuson the Black Sea, to Alexandria, 
during the reign of Ptolemy Lagus, is a 
case in point as to an imported god.

Bible students are sometimes shocked 
when they read Judges 1: 9: “The Lord 
was with Judah, and he drove out the 
inhabitants of the mountains: but' could 
not drive out the inhabitants of the 
valley, because they had chariots of 
iron.” This God, powerless against 
chariots of iron, was probably the one 
who was caged in “the ark of God,” of 
whom we get a good, account in thé 
fourth, fifth and sixth chapters of 1 
Samuel. The Philistines captured this 
God, but he was so intractable he killed 
Dagon, cutting off his head. He smote 
the people with disease, and they were 
glad to get rid of him, so they loaded 
“the ark of God” into a cart, to which 
they tied two cows, and these kine took 
the straight way, lowing and bellowing, 
turning neither to the right nor left, 
until they reached Beth-shemesh— 
house of the sun—where the poor cows, 
So sorely distressed because they bore a 
gòd, were slaughtered and sacrificed to 
“tlte Lord." We are then told 50,070 
m^h wbre also slain, because thej' looked 
into the ark.

This “ark of God”—chest oi God would 
be more correct—finally reached 
the temple, where, according to Bible 
narrative, it remained until the Baby
lonian captivity, when it seems to have 
disappeared. After that the Persian, 
otherwise the Zoroastrian God, seems to 
have been substituted in place of Da
vid’s God, before whom “the man after 
God’s own heart” leaped and danced in 
wanton mirth.

The Process of Translation. '
The world must have been profoundly 

shocked when Father Hardouin, a Cath
olic priest, about 1690, first gave his 
“Prolegomena” to the public, wherein 
he exposed the terrible frauds of the 
Roman churoh, and showed that the en
tire ecclesiastical history of the first 
twelve centuries is absolutely fabulous; 
that the series of popes back of that pe
riod was fictitious; that the pretended 
writings of the fathers of the church, as 
Origen, Augustine, Tertullian, Jerome, 
Clement, etc., are really modern 
forgeries, not older than the fourteenth 
century; that the forgers employed all 
the arts known in their day to give ap
pearance of antiquity to their produc
tions, using parchments and inks in 
imitation of .the earlier centuries, to 
make their fictitious manuscripts ap
pear genuine; that ancient coins were 
ransacked for names, and others were 
forged to aid in the great fraud. 
Hardouin, like Galileo, at the direction 
of his superiors, repudiated his own 
teachinks; but before his'death he re
affirmed his statements with augmented 
force. . .

Prof. Johnson wrote his “Rise of 
Christendom,” in which he maintains 
equally extreme positions, unacquainted 
with Hardouin’s labors until he had 
reached similar and in many respects 
more extreme positions.

The Catholic 'priest's work was 
written in Latin, and has never ap
peared in English, but The Progress
ive THINKER is glad to state that 
Prof. Johnson, at the instance of his 
American readers, is now engaged in 
translating the "Prolegomena” into. 
English, to which he will add copious 
notes. The hope is that thousands of 
copies will be in the hands of English-
speaking people before the year closes.

Aside from short notices of Hardouin’s 
productions, which appear in the Cyclo- 
pædias, American readers are almost 
wholly indebted to our friend, Wm. H. 
Burr, Esq., of Washington, by many ar
ticles in the liberal press, for all the 
American readers know of this Catholic 
scholar. •

WHAT ISJHE USE?
That Is the Important Quesi 

tionl
JL. •

It la Lucidly Answered by the 
Clear-headed Col. Van Horn.

$.■

They Don’t Like It.
•‘I don’t see why this man, who is no

worse than the rest of us, only he has 
been discovered and we have not, should 
be punished, unless we are to be hypo
crites.”

Such was the language of Col. 
Thompson, the leading lawyer of 
Breckinridge.„on ,.the .occasion of hfs 
late trial in Washington. “You are a 
hypocrite,” Colonel, as was your 
client, as are multitudes of church
men who pose as favorites’ of heaven. 
Observation has taught us to distrust 
that whole brood of religionists who 
make a display of goodness for public 
honors, who pray to be heard of .men, 
and who legislate to make other men

ÈÎ. I good.

Preparing for War.
We chronicled the fact awhile ago, 

that Protestant churches were organiz
ing military companies of juvenile Sun
day-school scholars, and were drilling 
them in the use of arms. Now; we note 
the same thing is being done by Catho
lics. In the Rockford, Ill., Star of April 
18 appeared a notice stating:

“The boys of St. Mary’s parish have 
organized into a juvenile military com
pany, to the number of sixty, and had 
their first drill last night.” (

“In time of peace prepare for war,” is 
only saying, “Prepare for war, and you 
will have strife.” When children are 
trained by the churches for mortal com. 
bat, and are loaded with instruments 
and emblems of slaughter, then is the 
time for philanthropists to weep. Let 
no one lay the flattering unction to his 
soul that all these preparations* for war 
are destitute of purpose. It means 
fratricidal strife, in which neighbors 
and friends will meet in deadly array. 
It means a revival of the medieval 
ages, with all their bloody horrors. In
stead of encouraging these military 
drills among children, officered by 
priests, government should lose no time 
in arresting the movement.

Churchmen do not seem content to
trust their future to t]ie State, nor to 
the pacific policy of advancing civiliza
tion, but the opposing church elements 
are marshalling and instructing
cohorts for the clash of arms.

their

Real Merit.
If a more worthy sentiment ever fell 

from human lips than that sublime one 
accredited to Pythagoras, it has not 
been our fortune to see it:

“Those who aim at honors will do 
well to imitate those who are crowned 
in the games. They did not injure 
their adversaries, but strove to gain the 
victory by their own worthy endeavor.”

Merit never rises to eminence 
the back of a fallen foe.

from

The 
stake, 
crime i 
France

Joan of Arc a Saint.
Maid of Orleans, burned at the 
May 30, 1431, for sorcery, her 
the leading of ■ the armies of 

। to victory, has just been
beatified at Notre Dame, Paris, with 
great honors. Cardinal Winchester pre
sided at the terrible execution, while 
numerous bishops and scribes were in 
attendance to see that the orders of. the- 
Vicar of the Inquisition were faithfully 
observed. What does the church now 
say of her priestly representatives?

More Heresy. .
Prof. Garvin of Butler University, 

Indianapolis, Ind., is now the target at 
which bigots are aiming their ecclesi
astical popguns. He is charged with 
being a false teacher, and is asked by 
leading ministers of his sect to resign 
his chair. The naughty manj educated 
in the modern languages, and for what 
passes as Hebrew, twelve years a pro
fessor, it.is alleged had the effrontery 
quite recently, to declare! “The death 
of Christ had no more to do with the 
salvation of men than the death of any 
other good man."

It is very evident the Inquisition must 
be revived, if all men are to adopt a 
common belief. Excommunication does 
not seem -to crush out heresy. Stronger 
means must be employed.

The Spirit Artist Campbell.
The Spirit-artist, Mr. Campbell, has 

returned from California, after sojourn
ing there for several months. Great 
success accompanied him there as well 
as it does everywhere else. The mani
festations given- through his medium
ship are always highly Interesting to 
believers, while they confound the skep
tics. His next stopping-place will be 
at Cassadaga, N. .Y., where he will re
main for some time. He leaves a host 
of admiring friends in this city.

The falls of Niagara are traveling 
backwards at the average rate of nine 
feet a year. ■ ■ ■ -

On the shores of the Mediterranean 
the beets grow wild. . .

Published by Special Permission.
“As a man thinketh so is he,” says 

Goh R. T. Van Horn in the Kansas City 
Journal. People live in their thought. 
You can get a man to change the cut of 
his garment at the caprice of fashion 
any time, but his thought is like the 
fossil in the rock, The teacher has an 
awful responsibility, and the more ego
tistic and narrow he is, the worse for 
poor humanity that takes its first im
pressions from him. ■

. It is a very strong expression to make, 
but it is true nevertheless, that the 
basis of thinking, the formative con
cept in the thought of the mass of 
mind among -us today, is that of a 
thousand years ago. The average in
structor, in all branches of so-called 
knowledge, thinks on the plane of 
Ptolemaic cosmology. Then, again, 
men in the very highest walksof modern 
science gravely tell us that science and 
religion are two distinct “professions,” 
and that they have no connection-—calo
mel and jalap for the one, catechisms 
for'the other. Yet they overlook the 
fact that the one is forced into the 
stomach to make a healthy brain for 
the acquisition of the other—or that 
salivation is a means to salvation. That 
may sound disrespectful, but it is de
scriptive.

We are led to this cynical form of re
flection by the flood of questions, criti
cism and comment induced by our 
reference to the elemental conditions of 
the universe—of space being but a 
solution of world substance and cre
ation but its condensation. The very 
statement takes the old-time concepts of 
matter, time and space out of the prob
lem, yet nine in ten ask and comment 
as though ,the fact was untouched. 
Another will look at it in the Berke
leyansense, of there really being no such 
thing as matter at all. All these seem
ingly radically different forms of 
thought are really from the same basic 
God idea—a personal manipulator of 
things. Even when the idea of an “in
telligence” in nature Is conceded, this 
old form of thought puts that intelli
gence “behind” it—a strictly personal 
relation. So it is that what the priest 
with an ominous air of injured sanctity 
calls pantheism has this personal ideal 
simply homeopathically diffused in cos
mos. Nearly all our formula, as to the 
persistence of force, the indestruc
tibility of matter, conservation of en
ergy, etc., are tinctured with this un
derlying personality in creative activity. 
Possibly this may be inherent in the 
finite condition of our mentality, but 
should be regarded as an equation in 
thinking instead of being by an a priori 
concession made the controlling factor 
in thought.

For example, we have read a long dis
quisition in contradiction of the theory 
of “intelligence and law,” in cosmic 
conditions, as a “mental vagary,” and 
the writer illustrates his position by 
this example: That a grain of common 
salt is found on analysis to be certain 
proportions of chlorine and sodium 
raised by electro-chemical action to a 
certain vibratory rate, when they com
bine, and we have common salt. And 
as this is always so, he claims it as a 
fact of molecular action, and not of an 
intelligence at all. But he totally over
looks his own intelligence that has dis
covered this fact and mastered the 
chemical manipulation that controls it 
forms the salt, or separates it. Or, in 
other words, but for Intelligence he 
would never have known the fact to 
tell it. So, after all, there is but a 
change of terms—words.

The higher knowledge never will 
come as long as we use the old concepts 
of thought. We must oome up higher— 
a new philosophy can never be built up 
out of the old cosmogony bricks of the 
personal creative concept—that the 
world somehow was hand-made. The 
“intelligence” in creation will always 
be more or less anthropomorphic as long 
as this creative idea is allowed to color 
thinking. It is this idea that has 
dwarfed the theory of gravity. That 
theory in the mind of Newton was es
sentially a mathematical one, and in 
that aspect is a working hypothesis yet, 
but as a creative concept it is, as has 
been illustrated in former mention, not 
equal to all demands. Now it is very 
easy for a mere ¡mnemotechnic machine 
to ask or sneer about knowing more 
than Newton, but that is the privilege 
of that class of mind that thinks a 
text-book in the pocket to be knowledge 
in the brain. We are talking for men 
who are students. Gravity is as much' 
a fact Joday as it was in the hands of 
Newton, but it is widening as a fact. 
The. attraction of gravity exists as ever, 
but instead of being the cause of cos
mic phenomena is Itself part of those 
phenomena, or in other words is the re
sult of force in one direction. The fact 
of gravity, so-called, has been too often 
suspended and is of too constant wit
nessing to give it universal control. 
When'suspended, what is it but force 
operatingun a different direction. Now, 
Instead of getting bigoted and abusing 
somebody, let us try as Newton did to 
discover the fact lying back of it.

Thinkers are perfectly aware of the 
fact that from our present methods of 
interpreting thoughts in words, there 
must be a great deal yielded to words. 
The recently buried Kossuth said-words 
were things—a most .trite and truthful 
saying—but .they are things very awk
wardly used sometimes. Did you ever 
think in a dream, or dream whenawake, 
and then try to express in words what 
was so clear to you? We are doing or 
attempting to do that impossible thing 
all the time. After all, these disputes 
and arguments are but different words 
for the same thing. The priest says 
God; the philosopher says intelligence; 
the statesman tells you it is law, natural 
law, and the scientist and chemist in
sist that it is molecular action, while 
the physicist discourses about atoms. 
All are mere words as the field of mental 
activity in each has given birth to. But 
all mean the same thing—the cause im
manent in all things. And so it is that 
tn the end we come back to the starting 
point of all knowledge—the origin, the 
creation, or the nature of suns and plan
ets, because this is the basis of all 
thinking. ... •

And .here we take up the thread 
where it dropped last week—the vor
texconcept—or the idea that instead of

gravity, as popularly , .understood., te 
ganio form is tho result of, external 
force. rather • than’ an;-:outgiwth,vhiit 
this outward, loreeis not. thp whole, any 
piore than gravity is,, huh it'js -ihp 
primal force. Modern science tells 
us that the ether is so subtle that it per
vades everything—that ' it is between 
the particles of graqite as the air is 
between our houses or -between the 
trees of the woods. What is this but 
the current of the vortex—the force 
that is external to all form?1 Will any
body tell us why a block of wood weigh
ing a pound will fall to the earth, while 
a bird weighing ten pounds will rise 
from it? What does the bird do but 
change the direction of force by its 
mechanism? In one case force acts in 
one direction as gravity,' in the other it 
acts different as levitation. The,book 
in the pocket will tell you it is buoyancy, 
but the idea in the brain will tell you 
the force external to both was changed 
by conditions. .

Again, the gravity theory tells you 
that worlds were formed ' by rings 
thrown off from suns, and that moons 
are but rounded rings of £ planet. This 
may Jae all true,, but how can ïa force 
pulling eternally and potentially tqa 
common center thro w off a ring J and 
hold it there for ages, and then by .an 
extra pull in the one direction ■ roll. it 
into a moon and throw it ,off240,000 
miles apd keep it out there foreyer 
against the pull of a body whose masfi is 
80 times greater? Such questions de
stroy scientific dogma, as well ¿s those 
of science dispel théologie platitudes.

Now let us take an ordinary tornado, 
or whirlwind as our fathers called them, 
and see how the vortex acts-J-for they 
are the most patent and potent form of 
th§_vortex known to us. They, are 
formed.in the air, of the air, travel, in 
the atmospheric ooean and display their 
infinite power so palpably that1 there is 
no mistake. They carry everything be
fore them, but destructive as they are 
•over the belt of country covered by 
them, they are calm in the center—for 
animals and persons have beeq .'carried 
distances by them and deposited unhurt 
—being in the center and discharged at 
the end or pole. These tornadoes burn 
even green timber carried in them— 
from the friction gendered. Then they 
are visible because the current forming 
them condenses the saturated atmos
phere into the funnel-shaped cloud. 
Here is present in atmospheric mini
ature as a sign or symbol to Our quick
ened intellectual perceptions the world
creative vortex in the infinite ether or 
space. What made the tornado, or 
rather how was it formed, but from 
cloud substance in solution? Was our 
atmosphere, as is space, undisturbed and 
original as to state, the tornado would 
never be dissipated, for there would be 
no force external to it. Its vortex would 
then be as enduring as that of a sun Or a 
planet. Is there anything in the vortex 
theory that is harder to understand than 
there is in that of gravity? We are not 
urging it as the true theory at all, only 
to point out to the thinking mjnd that 
there is no infallible dogma in ’'science 
any more than there is in religion or 
any other department of human inquiry, 
but that the human mind can and ought 
to reason for itself. The field of knowl
edge is by no means exhausted. We 
have a profound respect for human ac
quirement in any branch of knowledge, 
be it in the field of religious, scientific 
or philosophic inquiry, because all are. 
legitimate and a part of the universal 
field of knowledge, but the ^most unen
durable of all Ignorant people is the 
learned man in any of these departments 
who turns up his nose at a fact outside 
his professional mill. It is this habit 
and almost, rule with the teaching 
class that has banished progress to the 
outside world and to what is called the 
“practical” side of life. .

What the world needs is to look up, 
wake up and think. The first lesson to 
learn is to think for yourself. Let us 
look at our self-constituted thinkers and 
examine their credentials: First, thé 
clergy: They spend their student years 
over books written centuries ago by men 
who didn’t know a tithe as to God’s 
works that our high school children 
know today. And the ideas of those old 
time men are held up to us as infallible 
truth. ' Then take the next most influ
ential class, the physicians: They are 
run through a rigid formula, based en
tirely on experiment, when for 1800 
years they didn’t know the blood circu
lated, and for the last hundred years 
denounced human magnetism as a fraud, 
when every person they shook hands 
with was an object lesson to its truth. 
And even our scientists, who have done 
so much for mental emancipation, are 
too prone to denounce as vagaries any 
knowledge that is outside their curricu
lum. As late as 1893 certàin'papers; by 
two of the most eminent scholars and 
scientists of America, were subjected to 
censorship and mutilation before,.the re1- 
suits of their highest thought çpiiïd be 
printedln the transactions of the Smith
sonian Institute. .

Is it any wonder, in the face of facts 
like these, that the modern indent 
should protest against the conditions 
that make such teachers the ultimate 
educational authority for the people? 
But next comes the highest teaching of 
all—that of the philosophers. They 
have taken the hypothesis of another 
great student, Darwin, and by itheir 
reading of his idea built up a sysfeffli of 
creative morality that would dièbrédit 
the cave man they talk sb much [about. 
It is a curious fact that while we look up 
to these post-Darwlnian. evolutionists 
and endow academies and universities 
to teach their theories, our entire crim
inal jurisprudence and statütoryiénd'ct- 
ment is based Upon the very Opposite of 
their teaching. Instead of recognizing 
the "survival of the fittest” as the eth
ics of creative justice and therefore 
paramount in the adaptation ‘of eternal 
principles to human conditions, our civ
ilization is based upon the idea of pro
tecting the weak against the strong. 
Such a solecism in human theory- and 
practice illustrates the superiority of in
stinct over arbitrary - authority, < or 
rather the superior power of spiritual 
perception over the teachings of hered
itary perversion, through ages of habit 
in allowing others to keep a thought 
market for us, where we bought them 
ready-made, without regard to the qual
ity of the goods. - -

And so it has come about that from 
this habit we have as the- highest thé
ologie conception a forever hell, while 
philosophy as a teaching pursuit has 
gone to seed on a system of natural mor
ality in utter conflict with the primitive 
inspirations of even gregarious ethics, 
to say. nothing of a conscious intelli
gence that nurses offspring. . -And these 
are so far the highest results of. our.sys-

{Continued on<Bth page, „

HOMO-MAGNETISM.
Its Practical Utility Demon 

strated.
Al PAINLESS SURGICAL OPERATION— 

CHLOROFORM AND WHISKEY—A PSY
CHIC PROBLEM—THE YOGI.
To the Editor;—For a surgical 

operation, this ever-present, ever-living 
nerve-psychic commodity (if such it can 
be called) is now happily utilized. ■

The surgeon of the City and County 
Hospital of Sam Francisco of late em
ploys this agent instead of chloroform or 
other antesthetics. Being averse to the 
use of chloroform, he is the more readily 
disposed to adopt any answering sub
stitute. . .

A few weeks or months ago, he ope
rated on a Mr. Gray, who was the victim 
of lung trouble. Mr. Gray wanted the 
surgeon to cut into the thorax, hoping 
thereby some supposed local mischief 
might be got at and removed.

The patient was made ready and 
placed on a table. The surgeon then 
had as many students as could stand 
and form a circle around the operating
table, six feet long. The students joined 
hands, and the members at the ends of 
the line held each hand of the patient. 
This made quite a strong battery, with 
their combined thoughts concentrated 
upon the invalid subject, ,

As the labor of taking out a section 
of two ribs to get a passageway into 
the cavity of the chest went on, the 
patient remarked:

“How is it it does not hurt? I ex
pected it would hurt and pain me, but I 
do not feel the cutting.” ,•

Thus the operation went on and was 
completed without any pain or suffer
ing. It was a happy success.
. My informant, an eye-witnessing 
student, and a fully competent observer, 
said'she had witnessed four operations, 
and most of them were painless. But 
one patient felt the cutting and cried 
out with pain.

These examples show the great ad
vantage of homo-anaasthetics over chloro
form Whenever it can be made avail
able. But some are found to be insus
ceptible to the magnetic influence, 
therefore the operator selects his sub
jects. What rule guides him in this 
seleotlon I know not. Perhaps he can 
scarcely tell himself. However, this 
beginning of a new anaesthesia in 
surgery is encouraging. We may hope 
for improving results. It is an easy 
matter to resort to chloroform when 
magnetism proves inadequate.

Here let me state a fact that should 
be widely known.

Over a quarter of a century ago my 
brother, Dr. A. T. H., discovered that a 
stout glass of liquor, as brandy or 
whiskey, given to the patient a few 
minutes prior to the use of chloroform, 
insures safety to its action, facilitates 
the gentle accession of sleep without 
choking, strangling, or coughing. 
Another point of value is, he adds about 
one-fifth of alcohol to the chloroform 
that is employed.

This method, which was adopted a 
few years before the late war, was used 
throughout his division of the army, 
and up to tho present time not a fatal 
case has been reported when employed 
after this method. Hence we have 
really no fear in using chloroform on all 
needful occasions.
‘The yalue of this drug is seen in the 

fact that besides the release from suffer
ing it protects the patient from the
shock of the operation.

Records show that more patients re
cover under its use than without it.

I-

ANOTHER PSYCHIC PROBLEM.

A few years ago there appeared a 
man upon the streets of the city of 
Stockton who seemed to be a dentist. 
He gathered a crowd of people around 
him and proposed to extract aching or 
decayed teeth without pain, and without 
anaesthetics, and without the usual in
struments.

On approaching the patient he exam
ined the tooth, and with his thumb and 
finger, and without apparent effort, ex
tracted a molar tooth. This surprised 
the spectators. They saw him do it re
peatedly.

In the evening he gathered an audi
ence in a public hall and gave some
thing of an address or lecture. Mean
time he invited members from the 
audience to come forward and have 
their defective teeth removed without 
pain, and without artificial instruments.

Many availed themselves of the op
portunity. But the most astonishing 
marvel was that some of those teeth 
were removed without the patients 
knowing it.

A man brought his daughter, twelve 
years of age, to have a troublesome 
tooth out.

They came upon the stage, and the 
operator examined the molar with his 
thumb and fingqr and made some little 
motion, when he said: “Well, this is a 
pretty bad tooth, you had better go to a 
dentist and have it out.” Soon the dis
appointed parties turned to leave, when 
the operator said: “Here, as you are 
going, you may as well take your tooth 
with you," and handed the girl her 
tooth in her hand. She did not know 
it had been extracted at the time; he 
only seemed to examine it. In like 
manner he took out several teeth before 
the audience.

There was an item in one of our med
ical journals, recently, on this subject, 
though I cannot now put my hand on it. 
The journal reported the instance of an 
American in Japan who had occasion to 
seek the services of a dentist. To his 
surprise the tooth-surgeon, after look
ing ia the inouth, with thumb and 
finger brought forth the aching mem
ber without pain or further motion.

Now. Mr. Editor, we ask: How are 
these things done? Who can explain 
the enigma? This is eminently a prac
tical problem, and it does not look like 
the feats of hypnotism.

To ■ my view, these dentists are like 
the Yoghi of India; they are expert me
diums through whom spirits exert their 
power.

The spirit force which lifted Dn 
Slade up two flights of stairs could ex
tract a- tooth without pain. This is 
merely guessing at the reason. But it 
is a pity this gift, faculty, or whatever 
it be, could not be cultivated and made 
available in everyday life, ’

A. s. Hudson. M. D,
Stockton, Cal. . „

PSYCHIC INFLUENCE.
Sensations, in the Lost Limb.
STRANGE MANIFESTATIONS—THE OAN- 

CER—-THE MACHINIST—JARVIS’ VIEWS 
—THE । NERVES—UNACCOUNTABLE
PHENOMENA.

To the Editor:—Two classes of 
cases of the sensation, of amputated 
members seem to be hopelessly confused 
in the minds of many intelligent people. 
I' have noticed this fact for several 
years and have hoped that some recog
nized physiologist would make the point 
clear. I have avoided the task myself, 
but have at last concluded to make an 
effort to separate these two classes. A 
few years ago “a smart Aleck” in the 
Belujio-Pkilosophical Journal took up one 
of these classes and explained it as ap
plying to the other, and thus were mat
ters rendered still more hopelessly con
fusing. I will now try to make the two 
classes understood.

First class:—A. has his arm ampu
tated, and experiences sensation in the 
flngers---sometimes he endeavors to 
scratch the finger, and is startled for an 
instant to remember that the finger is 
gone. A man was suffering from can
cer in the palm of his hand, the hand 
was amputated at the wrist; he felt this 
cancer for many years.
. A machinist recently had his arm 

literally crushed to pulp up to, or near 
the elbow. The stump was amputated, 
and the entire mass placed in a jar 
filled with alcohol. In this mass there 
was not even the semblance of a hand; 
still he feels sensations at times in the 
fingers and In the hand. I will proceed 
to discuss this, the ordinary class, be
fore presenting the demonstrated cause 
of these phenomena. I say demon
strated because the expei'iments so 
thoroughly elucidate the theory that no 
thinking mind can entertain a doubt of 
it. I will summarize a? much of the 
teaching on this subject as I deem perti
nent to my topic, borrowing the ideas 
from facts proven by scientists. All im
pressions are made on the outer extrem
ity of the sensory nerve implicated. 
This sensation is in the brain. The 
nerve is simply the channel of trans
mission. The brain recognizes no other 
function in the nerve than that of re
ceiving impressions at its outer extrem
ity. Dr. Jarvis says: “It refers all 
feelings and impressions which come to 
it through the nerve to those extremi
ties.” The following I copy from Jar
vis:

“If by accident or disease any impress
ion is made upon the trunk of the nerve 
—if we touch or irritate it in any part 
of its course between the outer and in
ner ends, this impression is conveyed to 
the brain, but that organ refers it not to 
the point where the impression is actu
ally received, but to the end of the 
nerve where impressions should be re
ceived. If there is injury of tho nerve, 
the pain is not felt at the wounded 
place, but at the minute extremities.”

He instances the striking of the elbow 
upon a solid, hurting the nerve that 
leads to the fingers; we feci a tinkling 
sensation in the lingers in that case. In 
some of our books instance is given of a 
lady who suffered much with sharp 
pains in the fingers and hand. Ail ap
plications failed to affect her. Tho seat 
of pain was traced to the spinal column. 
Amputated limbs are discussed in all 
our physiologies so far as the delusion 
of pain in the amputated part is con
cerned and thecause traced to the trunk. 
These facts are demonstrated in many 
ways. I will mention a lew known to 
all reading people. Disturbing the gus
tatory nerve produces a sensation of 
taste; disturbing tho optic nerve, sensa
tion of light; auditory nerve, sensation 
of sound. That is, the irritation is felt 
to be at tho extremity.

Now, if one is suffering from a corn 
this sensation is telegraphed to the 
brain where such molecular changes 
transpire- as are necessary to produce 
the sensation of pain at the affected 
point. If these changes in the brain 
could be produced without the presence 
of the corn, then the patient would feel 
the corn notwithstanding. Now in The 
Progressive Thinker of March 17th, 
the doctor tells the armless patient who 
is Buffering (no doubt) from irritated 
nerve trunks that he must dig up the 
buried arm. This was very silly in the 
doctor; a school-boy should know bet
ter. Several cases are given in our 
books on neurology and medical juris
prudence, where the entire limb has 
been mashed and yet the sensation of 
the extremities is continued. I con
sider, then, that the first class of cases 
is. thoroughly and scientifically account
ed for by our experimenters and ex
perts. ,

Second class:—But observe the strik
ing difference as experienced in class 
number two. A friend of the writer 
had a leg so badly bruised that amputa
tion was found necessary. Two of us 
took the leg to the beach, west of San 
Francisco,and buried it. On our return 
our young friend complained that he 
felt as though the leg were still there, 
and something like a "chair round” 
pressed upon the calf. This sensation 
continuing,two of us agreed without his 
knowing it, to go to the beach and exam
ine the leg; a third (in the secret) re
mained with the patient. We found a 
small cherry limb pressed against the 
calf of the buried leg. We found him 
sleeping and heard no more from the 
leg. On the barque Russell (I think) a 
seaman had his hand so mashed that it 
was amputated. I attended upon the 
surgeon as he performed the operation 
on deck (we were in the tropics); for a 
little while the hand had been suffered 
to remain on dec.k. He complained of 
pressure upon the hand. Examination 
revealed the fact that a capstan bar was 

■ lying upon it. The young surgeon then 
tried three different positions for the 
hand, all unknown to the patient. 
Every position was described by him. I 
am perfectly familiar with one other 
case equally as striking as the last.

The point, then, is that all cases of or
dinary sensation in the amputated part 
are accountable. Those corresponding 
to the actual condition of the limb are 
absolutely unaccountable except under 
the psychic theory.

B. R. Anderson.

A Scholar’s Opinion.
• The New Testament is the chief of 

monastic books. It cannot be detached 
from the atmosphere of the monasteries, 
and made to fit our modern life, without 
glaring contempt of the fitness of times 
and things.—Prof. Johnson. ,
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AN EXPERIENCE.
Vital Interest 

Thoughtful
Spirit Battery to 

i’orce.
LETTER TO SCIe|íTIST, 

SINGER.

to the

Generate

E. C. GET-

Benicia, Cal., April 2,1894.
Mr. E. C. Getsinger, Scientist, De

troit, Mich.:
Please pardon me should I intrude on 

your valuable time. Your letter pub
lished in The Progressive Thinker 
of March -24 seems to call on me to re
spond by writ^pg out a wonderful ex- ) 
perienoe I had in the spring of 1883—at 1 
least wonderful to me. -i

I was stricken with a very severe 
sickness; for twenty-one or more days I . 
lay in an entirely , helpless condition, 
semi-conscious of this life and surround
ings, but hearing and seeing much on 
the borderland of future life. A spirit 
came to me and said; “You will be 
sorely grieved to come over on this side 
of lite and leave your aged mother, who 
so much needs your constant’care, and 
will for some time to come. You must 
exercise your will, forcing the nervo- 
vital fluid to energize the molecules of 
your body to regain their normal con
dition. The blood corpuscles are be 
coming elongated and flat. This passive 
condition is depleting. By exercising 
your will we can help you. Unless you 
do you will be out of life before you are 
aware of the change you call death.”

I said: “Teach me, that I may know 
how. Command me, that I make no 
mistake."

“We will prepare you now. Take 
no drugs whatever, unless we direct you 
what to take." .

My sickness was caused by the poison 
fas from a brewery sewerage, and I was 

irected to take a half wine-glass of 
malt beer every half hour, that the 
microbes could feed upon that and not 
on the blood, there being sufficient 
coculus indicias in the beer to act as an 
antidote, clearing the blood of the 
poison.

“You must be kept as quiet as possi
ble.” Several wires were fastened by a 
south window, in and about the room, 
and were connected to a receiving 
battery which was set on the foot of the 
bed. I saw myself in a spiral wire 
cocoon, so very like diagram 6 in your 
article “Immortality.” Only the wires 
were much closer together.

At the head, a dish about two inches 
in diameter was placed. There was at
tached to the dish a bluish-white sponge 
moistened; a similar dish and sponge at 
the feet. Connecting with the head and 
feet were wires from the battery; also 
two wires on the inside of the cocoon
like battery came to the palms of each 
hand, with a like sponge pressed to 
each hand. On the adjusting battery 
there were five posts; I and 2 were at
tached to the head wire; 3 was a large 
post with a small cup on the top, closed, 
with a wire connected to the apparatus 
and also attached to a device looking 
like a bellows; this had a hose to it with 
a spraying nozzle. A lever was turned, 
and the battery ticked. From a drawer 
blue and white cubes were given me to 
eat. After eating I breathed easier. I 
felt the electricity searching out the 
sore affd painful’ joints, and soothing 
where I had such excruciating pain. 
Then the bellows were worked, and a 
blue-and-white spray, very like the hu
man aura, was thrown all over me. As 
I breathed that, the effect was reviving; 
it was called nervo-vital fluid, or super
refined electro-magnetic nervo-essence, 
the pulsation of causation, which, if I 
rightly understand you, you call energy.

I have written more than I intended, 
but not all I thought or wished to write 
of what I saw and heard.

Fearing I may try your patience, 1 
will close, with many kind wishes. I 
shall be on the careful watch that I lose 
none of your letters to The Progress
ive Thinker.

Margaret Lepper.
Benicia, Cal.

Look at This Paper Critically!
Examine most critically this number 

of The Progressive Thinker. It is 
chockfull of interesting matter. The 
articles are instructive, fascinating, and 
soul-elevating. Commence at the first 
and read Hon. A. B. Richmond's article, 
whose intellectual sword clashes with 
other .scientists and teachers. Then 
read what Virchand R. Gandhi has to 
say about Christianity.

Then pass to the second page and 
peruse the “Cloister and Beacon,” and 
other interesting items.

Then go to the third page and peruse 
that carefully and see what H. D. 
Barrett, H. L. Hutchinson and others 
have to say.

Then on to the fourth page and read 
the charming article by Col. Van Horn; 
the suggestive article by that critical 
thinker, Dr. A. S. Hudson: “Psychic 
Influence," by that careful investigator, 
B. R. Anderson; and the wonderful ex. 
perienoe by [Margaret Lepper. That 
page alone is well worth the price of 
the paper for one year. ■

Then turn to the sixth page and sea 
what that lucid writer, J. O. Barrett, 
has to say. Then peruse that beautiful 
article, an editorial in the New York 
Herald.

The seventh page is fraught with 
great interest also. L. J. Shafer’s 
article is pregnant with suggestive 
thoughts. Other articles of special 
value and significance.

On the 8th page, Prof. Buchanan is 
a little caustic, and somebody may kick 
back in like style.. Other items of 
interest.

In fact The Progressive Thinker 
leads in every phase that characterizes a 
great freethought paper; and particu. 
larly does it lead in building itself up 
without squandering the hard-earned 
money of stockholders, or selling 
fictitious bonds. There never has been 
and never will be a “gang” connected 
with this paper to prey off other people’s 
pocketbooks.

I-

Some of . the largest ocean steamers can 
be converted into-, armed cruisers in 
thirty hours. ■ ; ....

. The Hawaiian Islands have 600 police
men regularly employed as such.

• Four thousand Sioux Indians are said 
to be regular church attendants.
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GONE FORWARD.
A Brilliant Light has gone 

out on Earth.
But it Will Still Illuminate the 

Spirit Spheres.
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DANGERIDANGER’!
The Vaccination Idol.

Some Potent Facts for Conslder- 
' ation.

The Chicago Evening Post of April 19 
tated that: “Dr. Garrott, who is di

rectly in charge of the smallpox work 
under Health Commissioner Reynolds,” 
aid: “There is absolutely no danger of 

tmallpox getting into the schools, par
ticularly those of the tenth ward. Every 
upil in the public schools has been suc- 
essfully vaccinated, and cannot take 
he disease. Of course parents feel 
omewhat alarmed over the possibility 
' at their children may be sitting be

side a cliild who has just come from a 
hbuse where there is smallpox, if any 
such children are allowed in tne schools.

t there is really no reason for fear. I 
hâve been over the schools of the tenth 
ward twice since the beginning of the 
year, and I know every pupil in attend- 
anee has been successfully vaccinated. 
Teachers are not supposed to allow any 
child to attend when there is smallpox 
in the house from which he comes, but 
even if he were to come, there could be 
no danger to. the other children; they 
are too well protected." ■. '

April 21—two days later—the Evening 
Post announced that smallpox had been 
discovered in two of the public schools 
in this same tenth ward, and they were 
closed all day Thursday and Friday.

“We discovered that several children 
who had been taken sick after being in 
attendance at these schools without
being absent had come down with small
pox,” said Superintendent Lane.

April 23 the health commissioner was 
reported by tbe Evening Post as having 
issued the following address:

"To the public: It is proved beyond a 
' ' ‘ vaccination prevents small-doubt that 
pox.

“A scar 
that the 
cessful.

does not -necessarily mean 
vaccination has been suc-

Vaccination, to be effective against 
“ must be repeated until itsmallpox, 

takes.
‘>To our 

has failed
own knowledge, vaccination 
to take until the fourteenth

attempt.
“Vaccination will take on every one, 

If tried often enough.
"Pure vaccinations never have, and 

never will injure any one, and may be 
done at any time through life, from the 
moment of birth to old age.

“It should be done on tne arm, which 
should be clean.

“After vaccination is done, the arm 
should remain exposed until the virus is 
dry.”

There' If you take smallpox after 
vaccination, it proves the vaccination 
was not successful, or else it is the ex
ception that proves the rule! Can any
thing be clearer? If you are injured by 
vaccination, it proves that 'you used 
impure virus, or otherwise you were 
careless! That's plain enough!

As a mother strives the hardest to 
shield and excuse her wayward son 
when his crimes and excesses cry out 
the loudest for restraint and correction, 
so the aflvocates of vaccination cling 
the closer to their idol the more its 
weakness and folly are exposed. • 
- In this city of Chicago, a certificate of 
vaccination is required before a child 
is admitted to a public school, and there 
is also a State compulsory education 
law. Physical force, when used by a 
minority^ is almost universally con
demned. Why, then, should it be right 
for a majority to compel vaccination? 
If we are not to have medical liberty, 
on what ground can religious liberty be 
maintained?

The American Anti-Vaccination 
League has been formed, its address 
being 19 Broadway, Now York City. 
Would it not be well to have a national 
defense fund? Voluntary contributions 
of five cents or upward every week or 
month would finally overthrow all com
pulsion in this matter and dethrone 
medical ignorance and tyranny. "

Alexander.

Shaide! Shame!
Several newsboys have been interfered 

with by “our brave police”-of the Roman 
Catholic persuasion, of course—while 
selling A. P. A. papers on the streets 
in this city. One, at least, was arrested 
and “run in” to the police station, for 
the offense to Romish sensitiveness. 
Boys might sell Romish papers with 
perfect liberty, and no one would even 
think of molesting them; but not so with 
a boy who sells A. P. A. papers—they 
are offensive to -our brave police.' But 
the publicoutcry became so great against 
these petty ponce persecutions ot the 
newsboys, that tne policemen were 
ordered to discontinue their an noyances. 
But it seems they have round another 
wav to down the newsboys, without sub
jecting themselves to reprimand. Rom
ish saloon tnugs do tne work for them— 
timing tlieir assaults to take place when 
the policeman is conveniently absent, as 
occurred on a recent evening when a 
newsboy was brutally knocked down and 
kicked by one of tne Romish thugs.

Well, this sort of thing will increase 
the sales of the American, and make 
hundreds of new accessions to the A. P. 
A. Romish thutrism. even though
participated in by the police, will 
win in this country.

Are They Hypnotized?
Just at the present time-a. Rev

not

Dr.
Dowie is attracting some interest and 
notorietv in this city, as a healer by di
vine power, as he claims. Some of the 
cures testified to by Ins patients are 
scarcely short of miraculous, after the 
old. orthodox idea of miracles. It is 
noted, however, that Dr. Dowie did not 
heal anybody at his faceting in central 
Music hall. In this unbelieving age, 
something more is required to sub
stantiate a miraculous cure than the 
bare testimony of the one on whom the 
miracle is performed. Experiments in 
hypnotism have established the fact 
that what we may term transfusion of 
thought is a possibility, and a strong 
hypnotist or mesmerist may compel his 
subjects to testify to anything that suits 
his purpose. This power has been often 
demonstrated before public audiences, 
where the hypnotized subjects have 
acted out even most ridiculous parts at 
the will of the operator. Testimony 
from a hypnotized subject is of little 
value: and even the throwing away of 
crutches under such influence does not 
prove that a genuine ■ cure has been 
effected. .

h*}

THE PROGRESSIVEi-THINKER.

A light has gone out, but not extin
guished, for modern Spiritualism has 
proved, as well corroborated, ancient 
history, that the death of the body is not 
the end of the man, so our veteran 
friend, Jacob Edson, is now a departed 
spirit—no longer to be moving visibly 
among us. He departed this life on the 
19th of April, His funeral services were 
held in the Spiritual Temple at Berkeley 
hall, Doctor Storer officiating. Brother 
Edson was 75 years old. He was a vet
eran Spiritualist and was a leader in the 
late movement known as the “Veteran 
Spiritualists’ Union" very prominent in 
it and one of its most generous benefac
tors. He was a very modest man, one 
of the best men I ever knew, and that 
was the opinion of every one who knew 
him. He was constitutionally good and 
very practical also,' and he will be missed 
by a great many who have been bene- 
fitted by his generosity. When I be
came a Spiritualist in 1857, he was one 
of the first in the order that I became 
acquainted with. At that time he, Dan
iel Farrar, Dr.H. F. Gardner aud Dr. H. 
B. Storer were among., the then promi
nent Spiritualists in Boston, and I have 
known them intimately ever since, or as 
long as they lived, Farrar passing on in 
his old age a year or two ago, ahd Dr. 
Gardner, a leader and who carried on 
the best meetings the Hub ever had, he 
became a departed spirit about a dozen 
years ago, and now Jacob Edson, whose 
face I have been familiar with these 
forty years is a departed spirit. It seems 
to me that these veterans are growing 
beautifully less every year, and soon we 
all will be only memories, and so when 
any of the old ones drop out I like to say 
a word about them.

Mr. Edson has always been a consis
tent Spiritualist, he would have been a 
credit to any church as a “Nathaniel, in 
whom there is no guile." His business 
was that of'an inventor. He has made 
many inventions, some of which have 
been and are practically useful and re
munerative. I saw the “streetsweeper” 
to-day rolling along the street and I 
thought of him, the city having used 
for many years that invention which, 
like himself, does its work well, and the 
streets are the better for it, as the- 
world is better for his living in it.

I do not know whether he left much 
property, but I do know he distributed 
a good deal of it as he lived his life; 
quite different from most people, he did 
not wait until dehth called him, and by 
will take what he could not carry with 
him, and have it, perhaps, contested as 
to the soundness of his mind. Ho gave 
liberally of his income as he went along | 
through life; saw it done with his own 
hands, and it seems to me it is the 
wise and proper way, and that was 
Brother Edson’s way, and there was no 
ostentation about it. He had a very 
delicate way of doing it, and the in
stances are .legion. To give the idea I 
will mention an instance or two. We all 
knew A. E. Newton, who was the editor 
ef the first spiritual paper which was 
printed before the Banner of Light was 
born. Brother Newton was in straight
ened Circumstances in the latter part of 
his life. Mr. Edson liked him and con
sidered him an able writer, so he more 
than once asked him to writeup some 
article on some special point and would 
pay him $10 for it:" Mr. Edson did not 
care for the article, but it was his deli
cate way of aiding Mr. Newton, who 
thought he was earning the $10, never 
for a moment supposing it was a deli
cate way of making a gift.

1 could mention many such instances, 
but the above will give the idea: he 
was doing it all the time, so I am honest 
in saying he was the best man I ever 
knew. Mr. Edson’s wife and daughter 
were Baptists, and had no sympathy 
with Spiritualism or Spiritualists. Some 
months before he died he arranged with 
Dr. Storer to attend to his funeral 
services, which he did as I have men
tioned, and the services were in the 
highest degree interesting. Dr. Storer 
was his lifelong, intimate friend, and 
mentioned many incidents in his life, 
and his spiritual ideas. His family were 
reluctant to have the funeral at the 
Spiritual Temple. As he was not fond 
ot any display, they thought it would 
please him Petter to have them at ins 
home, but finally gave tlieir consent, 
and the lempie was full; tbe home 
would not have accommodated a tenth 
wno would like to have been present. 
The services were very interesting, and 
Dr. Storer, who is always good at funer
als. was at his best on mat occasion. 
After the services were over, his family 
were highly pleased at the spiritual 
service, and were glad to hear such 
tine tributes paid to tne departed, and 
some ol tlieir Baptist friends who were 
present were also pleased, and I think 
every one present who was not a Spirit
ualist will have higher ideas of bpinti^ 
ualism for their attention to this 
subject. 1- always think Spiritualist 
funerals are very interestingand rational 
occasions, and this was emphatically so.

John Wetherbke.
Boston. Mass.

The "cow tree' of Central America 
exudes a sap which resembles milk. 11 
is both palatable and nourishing and is 
drunk by the natives.

Undertakers in New York and Brook 
lyn. following the examples of their 
brethren yi Philadelphia, have started 
a movement against bunday funerals.

A cab shaped like a bathtub, in which 
the passengers either sit or recline, as 
if in bed. is in use in Berlin. It has- 
three wheels and is propelled by a 
naphtha motor.

The article on "The Day of the Holy 
Three Kings. " in our paper of March 
1 < th. has called forth a note from Dr. J. 
B. Braun, long a resident of Wurzburg. 
He states that the observance of the 
day is peculiar to Wurzburg, and the 
principal object is to transact a lucrative 
business by the sale of myrrh and in
cense. Dr. Braun writes that materi
alism and atheism prevail in at 
■least one-third of the population of 
Germany; skepticism or mdifferentism 
in another third; and in the remaining 
third, consisting for the most part of old 
women and aged men. some "faith” 
may still exist; Catholics and Protest
ants alike share the skepticism.

THE SPIRITUAUSTC FIELD 
/WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC.J

Remember, everyone, that on account of 
our large edition, we go to press early Monday 
morning. Short items only will be inserted if 
received on the previous Saturday. We take 
pleasure in publishing the movements of lec
turers and mediums. Meetings, which are do
ing a grand work, are of local interest only, 
hence we cannot publish long reports with 
reference to them. They are too numerous 
for that. A feyy Unes explanatory of the good 
work being done are always acceptable. A 
great deal can be said of a meeting in a dozen 
lines, giving n "general survey" of the glori
ous work being done. ,

“M—D" writes that Mrs. Anna L. 
Robinson, pastor of the Port Huron so
ciety, has been winning the heads and 
hearts of people at East Saginaw, Mich,, 
where she remained for a week. They 
hope to secure her services again.

Prof. Lockwood is open for engage
ments for May and June. The experi
ments he makes before his audience, 
showing the unity of nature’s formula!’ 
of progression, and tests in physical 
science demonstrating continued life 
have never been questioned as yef> by 
the progressive thinkers of the day. He 
can be addressed at 128 Park avenue, 
Chicago.

Mr. and Mrs. Perkins’ meetings re
moved to Hofer's Hall, 227 E. North 
avenue, Sunday evening, 7:45. ¿!lyburn 
cars, Halsted street, Larabee street, 
and North avenue cars all take you near 
the hall. The Masonic Temple people 
were prejudiced against bulletin boards 
of Spiritualists at the dqor.

The educational department of the 
Spiritual Home and Institute at Liberal, 
Mo., closed its second term on the 12th, 
and the spring term commenced April 
24th, for a twelve week’s session. T)iB 
last term was very successful, and the 
prospects for the future are flattering. 
Every branch of education can be fol
lowed here, that is taught in any insti
tution in the land—besides a special 
psychic departm ”»t where those who 
wish to prepai1iJ1for public work as 
speakers, healers or mediums can re
ceive special course of-training in occult 
law as well as the general sciences. 
The classical and scientific departments 
are entirely free from religious bias, or 
any other. Student? can attend in 
these departments without ever hearing 
anything in favor of, or against any be- 
liefordisbelief. Rev. J, De Buchananne, 
M.D., Ph.D., is president.

Mrs. U. M. Sawyer has recently been 
extremely, almost fatally ill with an 
acute attack of bronchitis. Until able 
to leave she will be at 52 W 26th street, 
New York City.

R. E. C., writes from Palco, Kansas: 
"Mrs. Emma E. Hammon, of Topeka, 
Kansas, has delivered several lectures 
here and at Hill City, with good re
sults. Her lectures and tests were 
good. The public tests were generally 
acknowledged as correct. .The private 
sittings were eye-openers. There are 
a few sanctified Methodists here that 
say it's all the work of the Devil and 
that mediums are devils come as angels 
of light; but the ball has been set roll
ing and everybody is talking Spiritu
alism.”

E. W. Sprague writes: “Mrs. Sprague 
and myself have just been making 
another circuit of a few of the oil towns 
of Pennsylvania. While on this trip 
I delivered one lecture and Mrs. Sprague 
held two seances in Tidioute, Pa. 
From there we went to Oil City, holding 
two meetings on Sunday, April 15, in 
Rich Hall. Seventy-five persons were 
present at the first and one hundred at 
the second meeting. There came seven 
carriages containing sixteen persons 
from Kane City, six miles away, to at
tend our lectures here, and they en
gaged us to go to Kane City, where we
gave one lecture and Mrs. Sprague gave

From there we went totwo seances. 
R e lie 
meeting eve, 
bpimuaiism :

here wc held the first 
held in the interest of 

i that town. There were
about two hundred people present, 
rnence to Oil Guy. where we held two 
more meetings. Ine house was crowded 
in me afternoon, and in the evening 
three hundred people were present, 
about fifty persons having to stand for 
want of seats. Thence to Tidioute, 
where Mrs. Sprague held another 
seance. We took a carriage to Mc
Graw Genter. five miles away, and lec
tured to two hundred people: and this 
morning we find ourselves in Warren, 
where we shall speak the coming three 
evenings, arriving home at Jamestown. 
N. Y.. Friday, to remain and speak for 
our society Sunday next, and Tuesday 
following we win be off for Washington. 
Pa. Our cause is advancing very 
rapidly in these parts."

Alfred. Weldon writes that Mr. 
Frederic Cushman.a medium who is new 
in the field, has succeeded in arousutg 
an interest in Spiritualism at La 
Crosse. Wis., greater than was ever« 
known before. Mr. Cushman does not 
give tests from the platform, but his 
controls are of a high order, and his 
lectures are cultured, spiritual in tone, 
pointed, appealing, especially to those 
who are still creed-bound. iHis happy 
faculty of harmonizing conflicting ele
ments has sufficed to fill Linlokken 
Hall every Wednesday and Sunday 
evening with an audience comprising 
some of the most prominent people of 
the city. His private sittings during 
the week are highly spoken of. It is 
expected a society will be. organized.

A. B. Coman writes that incited by 
the guides of Mrs. Nickless, a "pound 
party -was given for the benefit of Dr. 
Warne, formerly president of the Fi/st 
South Side Society of this city, who is 
stricken with paralysis and is unable to 
care for himself. A large number rei 
¡¡ponded with flour, hams. tea. coffee, 
sugar, rice, fruit, etc., enough to keep 
the wolf from the door for quite a while.

S. Lizzie Ewer reports a prosperous 
condition of the Society of Spiritualists 
at Manchester, N. H., where
centiy occupied the platform.

sho re-

.. Samuel Walbert,secretary, writes that 
a scrips pf lectures given by Geo. H. 
Brooks, of Bay City, on Spiritualism, 
resulted in forming an association with 
thu’ty-five members, known by name as 
Barlow Lake Spiritual Association, with 
A. A. Abbott, president, Wayland,Mich.; 
Samuel ■ Walbert, secretary, Middle
ville, Mich. “We received our charter, 
■Jib. 10, April 5. There will be a grove 
meeting 'June 16 and 17, at Bowen’s 
Mills,, Mich.,- conducted’by Geo. H. 
Brooks/ of Bay City. Would like to see 
as mgny Spiritualists as possible 
present.’’
, Dr. J. C. Howes is now located at 
1303 North 20th street, Omaha, Neb.

Prof; Theodore F. Price lectures on 
the philosophy of Spiritualism and gives 
readings psychometrically, with tests 
of.spirit presence—11 o’clock evbry Sun
day morning—at 323 West 34th street, 
New York. He will answer calls to lee- 
ture in New York and vicinity; also will 
fill camp-meeting engagements the com
ing summer. Besides his lectures on 
the Spiritual Philosophy, Prof. Price, 
who ijas made Orientalism, a special 
Study; has just closed a very successful 
series of twelve lectures, at the hall of 
the Islamic Society, No. 8 Union Square, 
New: York. In the delivery of this 
course, Prof. Price dealt largely with 
■the spiritual aspects of his themes, as 
far. as Such deductions could be made 
from Arabic, Moorish, and Indo-Islamio 
history, from the third century, A. D., 
tpthe sixteenth century. He has just 
received a highly commendatory letter 
from the liberal Arabian thinker, Hajji 
Abdalla, Arab of Alexandria, Egypt. 
Prof. Price can' be addressed for en- 
^agements.at 301 East 19th street, New

Mrs. ;M. E. Cadwallader, a prominent 
Spiritualist of Philadelphia, writes: “As 
for me, I .do not know what I should do 
without my papers. For instance, this 
week’s- Progressive Thinker is full 
of news, both glad and sad. As I look 
over its pages I see notice that Dr. J. 
C. Phillips has taken to himself a wife. 
Having had the pleasure of meeting the 
Doctor ' in Chicago, as well as the lady 
who is how his wife, the item is one of 
personal interest. The transition of 
General Estabrook, whom 1 met al the 
National Con vention,fills me with sorrow, 
not for him, but for the loved ones who 
are left to mourn his loss and who have 
my sincere sympathy. So it is with the 
transition of Mrs. Hooker Boozer, who 
is known to me also. It is such a short 
time ago that these friends were with 
us, and now they are gone from our 
Sight. Every page of tne paper con
tains something of instruction and 
interest. Evpn the ‘Vile Heathen,’as 
portrayed, has something intensely in
teresting, to say to the readei s ot The 
Progressive Thinker, not forgetting 
the excellent article of Walter Howell 
on the first page: but I must close with 
best wishes for all.”

Dr. T. Wilkins has returned from 
Jowa atid will devote one-half of each 
day. from 1 to 9 p. M., treating the 
sick. Address him at 291 Ogden avenue.

“M." writes the Spiritualists at Lan
sing, Mieh., feel that the Lord or the 
Spirit-world is with them, for they are 
doing remarkably well. They are now 
located in the old Presbyterian church 
and are having good meetings Sunday 
morning and evening. Fora few weeks, 
with the exception of one Sunday, Dr. 
J. A. Marviii has occupied the rostrum. 
April loth Mr. Moulton was with us. 
For the last two Sundays Mrs. F. V. 
Jackson, the test medium, of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., was with us and gave 
excellent satisfaction. She is well de
veloped as a public test medium. In a 
seance at Mrs. Bell’s she gave rpitis- 
faetory tests to over thirty dlff&bnt 
parties. We are developing a number 
of mediums here who promise to do us a 
great deal of good.

Mrs. Jennie Moore has returned from 
California, and will begin her work 
again/ May 3rd, and after that seances 
wnU be held every Sunday and Wednes
day evening at eight sharp, until further 
notice, at her home, 757 Warren avenue.

Mrs. G. Partridge has returned from 
her unpleasant trip to South Dakota, 
\vhither she went to the sick bed and in
terment of an only sister. She is again 
ready to give readings. 291 Ogden av
enue.

Mrs. Celia Hughes, the trumpet me
dium, has left the city* on a professional 
visit to South Dakota and will return in 
a short time.

Geo. C. Stoll writes from Dayton, O.: 
"Mr. Dell-A. Herrick, of Columbus, O., 
has been in the city a week giving sean
ces and will remain another week. He 
has turned people away from several 
seances. Mr. F. N. tester, the spirit 
photographer, has arrived in this ciiv 
and is stopping at zi> S. Warren street. 
Benny Foster accompanies ms father. 
Ben gives physical seances in the Lisrht 
which those who nave seen, pronounce 
very satisfactory. Brother Herrick 
gave a very pleasing address before the 
Mystic Association the z2d Inst.

A new society has just been organized 
at biouxFalls. £>outh Dakota, having the 
first regular meeting Sunday. April z'Jtli 
with Mrs. Celia Hughes of Chicago as 
the speaker for the nrst month. Any 
speakers who may desire to nil engage
ments in this part of the country can 
address C. E. I rwin. Cor. Secretary.

Robert A. Dimmlck wishes a correc
tion made in his circular letter to medi
ums. In alluding to the question: What 
are the two greatest sins? the reply 
Should have been: Selfishness and Ignor
ance; instead of "Bin and ignorance."

■Dr.'G. W. Vail writes from Port An
geles. Washington, that the majority of 
Its citizens are Spiritualists and Free
thinkers., They have organized a Psy
chometric Society, which meets every 
Sunday for discussion. April xxd Mr. 
Wm. Ritchie was to lead under control 
he having been a clairvoyant of some 
note m Scotland. There is a demand 
for »materializing or slate-writing me
dium. Dr. Vail has been a firm believer 
for over forty years, and is a psychomet
ric diagnoser and healer.

■ G. Tillotson writes from Hill City. 
Kansas: "For the first time in the 
history of Graham County. Kansas, we 
were favored with a series of'lectures 
and readings by Mrs. Emma E. Ham 
mohj of Topeka. She was with ua one 
week, and gave four lectures. At the 
conclusion, of each lecture she gave 
psychometric readings to parties in the 
audience.;which were all acknowledged 
as correct.- During the days she was 
here she gave private readings to a 
number of parties' that were highly ap
preciated. The trustees of the Pres
byterian Church of our-citv kindly 
gave us the use of their chuych building 
to hold our meetings in." ;

Secretary writes as follows of the ded-; 
ication of Unity Temple, Chicago:“The' 
Society of Spiritual Unity, this city, of 
which Mrs, Mary C. Lyman is the gifted 
inspirational speaker, has obtaihed $ 
permanent home in our city in Custer 
Post hall, G. A. R., No. 85 South Sanga
mon street, between West Madison 
and West Monroe streets, which they 
dedicated with appropriate and most 
interesting exercises on last Sunday af
ternoon, April 29. The hall is a very 
handsome building of brick and stone, 
one story high, and furnished in elegant 
and tasteful style, with all the latest 
improvements. It is a few stops only 
above the sidewalk and very easy of ac
cess from all parts of the city by the 
West Side cable line. Mrs. Mary C. 
Lyman has been engaged as the lecturer 
of this society, and by her superior me
dial gifts and sympathetic nature has 
made many friends. Her address under 
inspirational control at the dedication 
on Sunday will Ion" be remembered by 
all who heard it. There was good music 
rendered' which increased the harmony 
of the occasion. The lecture given by 
Mrs. Lyman’s guides in the evening was 
on the' subject: ‘The Present Outlook, 
by a Spirit, for the Good of the Nation,’ 
and was an able, eloquent, interesting 
and instructive diecourse, which was 
listened to with the closest attention, 
and frequently applauded. The- meet
ings every Sunday will be a mediums’ 
meeting at 10:30, which all mediums 
are invited to attend, and at which Mrs.

; Luoian Carpenter writes: “As I was 
looking over soma of,'my old diaries, I 
found a memorandum of the surrender 
of Gen. Lee’s army to Gen. Grant on 
the 9th day of April, 1865; My brother 
and self had an invitation to hold a 
seance that day, wbiph was Sunday, at 
a neighbor's house in the town of Put
nam, Conn., where ' we resided, my 
brother being the medium. We ac 

cepted, and between five and six o’clock 
ip the afternoon arrived at our neigh
bor’s. Several beside my brother and 
self were seated around a table, my 
brother on the opposite side of me. He 
was soon in the unconscious trance. He 
struck his hands together with great 
force three times, and each time said 
that Gen. Lee had surrendered to Gen. 
Grant. No one present believed it 
could be possible; but the telegrams 
the next day about eleven o’clock con
firmed the statement. Will the oppo
nents of Spiritualism please note where 
the mind-reading came in? I have 
hundreds of as good evidences of spirit 
power through my brother as the 
above. He passed to the other life 
fourteen years ago last June: I find 
that the -people are anxious for facts 
that chnnot be set aside as mind-read
ing."

Mr. A. Campbell, the well-known 
spirit artist, who has been in California 
during the winter, was in the city last 
week for a brief visit and received a 
hearty welcome from his many friends 
here. He has gone tp Cassadaga Camp, 
where he will be permanently located.

«Sri
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Lyman will preside; an afternoon meet
ing at 2:30, ut which short addresses 
will be made, questions answered, and 
tests, or other spirit manifestations 
given; andan evening meeting ttt 7:30, 
with a lecture on some subject, to be 
announced in the Chicago Sunday Inter 
Ocean, and other papers, to be followed 
by tests or other spirit manifestations. 
All Spiritualists and Liberals are wel
come, and those who attend once will be 
sure to go there often, for the charac
ter of these meetings entitles them to 
the generous support of every true 
friend of the cause.”

Frank T. Ripley is engaged at Lan
sing, Mich., for June.

Frank T. Ripley is .having crowded 
houses at 77 31 st street. He gave a 
benefit last Saturday evening to the 
society, which intends to build a hall at 
an early day. Good results, of course, 
were had.

P. D. Merill writes of the lack of in
terest in Spiritualism at Santa Barbara 
and Summerland, Cal., where the cause 
seems to be at a low ebb. He says; 
“While a knowledge |of Spiritualism 
may nut compel any one to he good, it 
certainly will assist every one’ whose 
aspirations are toward goodness and 
truth.” He thinks the places mentioned 
constitute a good field for missionary 
work, and concludes thus: “Romanism 
flourishes here—we might say, holds 
full sway, and as usual where this nox
ious weed thrives so luxuriantly the 
beautiful sunlight flowers of truth and 
spirituality will wither; they will not 
grow together. We yearn for the 
dawning of that glorious day when 
Roman Catholicism, the accursed thing, 
shall be swept from our fair land—we 
believe that the light of that day is al
ready appearing, and we believe that 
the advent and growth of Spiritualism 
has done much to hasten its coming.”

A subscriber writes from Minneapolis, 
Minn.; “Mrs. Aspinwall returned home 
from Marshalltown for a week’s rest 
before filling her engagement at Sioux 
City, and lectured last night to an audi
ence of two hundred people. Subject:

R. R. Bratton writes that Minneapolis 
is wide awake and full of Spiritualists 
and a fair supply of good workers and 
lecturers, including Mrs. Lepper, Dr. U. 
D. Thomas, Mrs. Lowell, Mrs. Dr. 
Aspinwall and others. Mrs. Aspinwall 
is an exceptionally fluent speaker and 
holds her audiences spellbound. There 
is need of a Farmer Riley for a time.

J. S. Widner writes that Dr. A. W. S. 
Rothermel has stirred UP the entire 
community in Milwaukee with his 
lectures, public tests and seances. His 
full-form seances are beyond descrip
tion. He has held seances at private 
residences as well as at his hotel par
lors. ,

V. L. Dial writes of a peculiar and 
most convincing test given by Mrs. 
Wells-Bedell, of Denver, Col., who 
was a stranger. •

W. Jos, Hibbert writes: "The meet
ings of the First Association of Spiritu- 

। »lists of Trenton, N. .1., on Sunday, 
April 15, were under control of Mrs. E. 
Cutler, of this city. She devoted the 
evening service to the memory of de
parted friends. A large number of 
bouquets were placed on the table by 
her- audience, and Mrs. Cutler gave 
readings from them; her tests and read
ings were remarkably clear and direct, 
and out of the entire number, about 
twenty, only one person failed to recog
nize.”

Spirito writes from San Francisco 
good words for many mediums and 
speakers who are or have been working 
for the cause in that city; among them, 
Mrs. Maggie Waite, who is making 

'many converts; Mrs. Jennie Moore, of 
this city; Mr. A. Campbell, spirit artist; 
Dean Clarke, a veteran in the cause; 
Prof. Buchanan, Mrs. Longley, John 
Slater, Mrs. Logan, Mrs. DeRiries, Mrs. 
Scott Briggs, Mrs. J. J. Whitney; Mrs. 
Coleman, the writing medium; and the 
white-haired veteran, Mrs. H endec, 
who is still on the platform with all the 
vim of younger days.

ThU Instrument bee now been thoroughly«tested by 
numerous investigators, and has proved more satlsf&o* 
tory than the piauchette. both in regard to tbe cer
tainty and correctness of tbe communications, aud M 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who wore 
notuware of their mediuirilstlc girt have, liter a few 
sltilngs, been able to receive astonishing conmjunlut- 
lions from their departed friends. '

Cnpt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. y., writes: "I had 
communications (by tbe psyehograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old uetilers whose <nve- 
stones are moss-grown in tbe old yard. They Bare 
been highly satidfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism is indeed true, and the communications have 
?lveu iny hdart the pi-eateat'CPmfort In the severe lOM 

have had of aou, daughter,ibelrwother."
Dr, Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made bls 

name familiar to those interested In psychical matters» 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Pay- 
clmgraph you sent me, and will thoroughly test It tbe 
first opportunity 1 may have. It 1» very simple Id 
principle and construction, and I am sure must oe fftT 
more sensitive to spirit power than tbe one now to Mie. 
1 believe it will generally superaude the latter whoa 
Ila superior meriw become known,’'

A. r. Miller, Journalist and poet, in an editorial no* 
lice ot the instrument in Lia paper, the Worthington 
(Minn 1 Advance, says: "The rsyebograpb !• an tm- 
provemem upon the pi&ncbctu, having a dial «nd let
tere, with a few words, so that very little toower’ Is 
apparently required to give tbe communications, We 
do not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communl- 
cute."

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full directions tor use« ILUX 
For »ale at this office. ______________

LEAFLETSOFTHOUaHf 
FATHERED 1-ROM THE TREE Ol 
\J Life. Containing home of the experiences of s 
Silrlt who haB been In spirit life fifty-seven years. Bj

. E. Litchfield. This work of 237 pages contains s 
vast fund of inform«tion. Jt gives the experiences 01 
a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson is learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless sonft 
of tlmm. His suliloquy, us he enters the dark valley« !i 
very interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him lo the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work is vividly portrayed. Tbit 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable lAfORBIr 
Uoil I‘rluu Fox suu- at this otficu* 

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

DY LOIS WAISBROONER.—MANV 
have read this book, many have re-read It. 

and many others ought to read it. Il bhoulrt be read 
hy every matt and woman in the iand. Abo eto>ylt jj 
finely written,and teem» with Interest,and nt tbcaamf 
time It educates, elevates and Inspires. Jtsbows the 
Injustices to which women are subjected in the pres 
ent status of society—tbelnequallr.es In the measurt 
of condemnation voiced by society «gainst acts of tb‘ 
same moral qmilliy performed by men and women re 
apec’.h ely. It »-hows the faWili- » rampant In aocietj 
in matters <n mor »1 and social I in port, and the wrongi 
that ilow therefrom to Inimcm: victtinc of soefa. 
ostracl-m K c^iiinlusa One IUoecw Ot th<! author.

if. P. Wardell writes that on Friday 
night, April 13, there was a benefit

•Our Homes and Occupations in seance given by the Spiritualists of Lou- 
Heaven,’following with tests from the isvillq, Kv., to Mr. ano Mrs. Hanley and 
platform, every one of which was recog- [ son, on their leaving, that city for Cal
nized. She has a good presence, a won.
derful voice, and a strong magnetic 
power, and seems to hold her audiences
spellbound during her lectures. They 
are having some wonderful develop
ments in St. Paul: stones'are brought in 
and laid upon a table around which six 
persons (new investigators) are sitting. 
No known medium is present. One of

ifornia. Mrs. M. Hanley is a trumpet
speaking medium; her son a very good 
physical medium; whilst the husband is
a good healer. The society by vote 
recommended them to the «Spiritualist^ 
in California. '

HOW TO MESMERIZE.
THILL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN- it1 atrucUons How te MesmerUe. Ancient and Mod

ern Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spirltualisn 
True? By Prof J. W. Cadwell, Ancient and moden 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the book 
will be found highly Interest“.« to every Spiritualist, 
ft is the only work ever published giving full Instrnc- 
llou bow io mesmerize, and the connection this science 
has with Spiritualism. Il U pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who have rend It, co bo one ot Che 
most interesting books ever written. pp, ia 
10 oeuu. For ule ai this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

“Observer” writes from Denver, Col., 
that a goodly number of people assem
bled April 15 to listen to a discourse by 

,. , „ - - : Mrs. Robert Ward on “The Philosophy
particulars. and phenomena of Spiritualism.” It

Prof. H. Hensoldt. author of a series was unquestionably an inspired message 
of able and scholarly articles on India fvom tbe Spirit-world. Mrs. D. Wells
and its mysticism, published in late I Bedell gave tests, messages and de
numbers of the Arena, will speak at scriptions; she has few equals as a plat- 
Dr" W. P. Phelon’s parlors, 619 Jackson ¡form test medium.
boulevard, Sunday afternoon, May 6, . E. Gauss writes that W. S. Kuyler vis- 
commencing at 3:30. Subject of the I itod LeMars, Iowa, where there were 
lecture.* "Ten Y'ears of Travel in I but four or five Spiritualists, and re
Eastern Wonderland." Admission 50 ! J ‘.......

the sitters, an editor, will try and get

mained two weeks. On the first Sunday
cents.

Publishers know only too well, often 
to their chagrin, the wonderful stupidity 
of the little metal type thev use in 
transmitting news and knowledge to
their many readers.
the name of 
contri outer.

>. As a caso in pomi, 
esteemed friend and

Dr. W. P. Phelon. was
omitted. by a dash line, from Mrs. 
uatlin s able report of the doings of
Mrs. Gora 
ci etv in 
THINKER.

Allan G.

Richmond and the hirst So
lasi week's Progressive

Churchwood writes of the
work of Mrs. S. C. bcovell on her recent 
visit to Brodhead. Wis. Two stirring 
lectures, followed with tests, prepared 
the wav for- a class in a two-weeks' 
course in psychic science. The class 
included some of the most intellectual 
and wealthy residents, and the interest

there were about eighty people out: on 
the next there was not standing-room 
for all that came. Mr. Kuyler s tests 
were all recognized. The Sentinel said: 
"One of two things is quite certain—he 
is either a first-class mina-reaoer. or 
else he is assisted by more than the nat
ural power ol mankind.

Lvmun g. Howe, the veteran worker, 
is engaged as follows: July into z,i. at 
Lake Bradv Gamp. Ohio: August 4 to 
10. at Haslett Park Gamp. Mien.: 
August u and lz. at Anderson, ind.: 
August H to zfi. at Gassadava Gamp. 
For October and November he speaks 
at Boston bpiritual Temple: December, 
he is emraaed for the First bocietv. ol 
New York guv; and during January.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: Tlio Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; F.irmutlon of Coustellntlon«, Svstema. Buna 
rhiuetM and KtiteflitcB. The Origin of Meteora and 
Comets: The organic Kingdom; Tbn Origin of Man; 
Man-Bia Attributes and Powers; Tbo Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tbe Bout Re
ceive» Its HiRli<-»t Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tbe bixtb 
Sense; Tbe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do- 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the

1 ble; Tbe Bible and Christ; The Summary: “What 
Must We Do to Be Saved." For sale ut thia office.

Price, Clotb,$l,25. Paper, 5Oc.
ROMANISM AND THE RE

PUBLIC.

A WORN THAT EVERY LOVER 01 
/l his country should have at hand for consults 
tion. By Rev. Isaac J. Lanalug, M. A. Thia Is a moi 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purpotei 
AfsiimDtlnus. Principles and Methods of the Romai
vainone 
may do c 
every pal 
«fflCB.

>y-
meiucred « mino of

Tue work contarne 447 pages, tun
aiu&Uic information ft>

lot m the land. Price li. For «aio at tbll

never failed. The cause as so satis-

I8n.). at Philadelphia. Pa.
G. M. b. writes: -.Mrs. Kingsley Gai 

penter. of Portland. N. Y 
people of Lottsvilie. Pa., one week, be-

was with the

factory that there is regret that Mrs. 
facovell had to fill engagements at 
other places. At Albany she lectured 
to large audiences, and she is under 
engagement at Monroe« and Bellville.
She is 
fanner

Mrs. 
Ohio: 
Mass..

doing a grand work with out 
friends.
M. L. Darrow writes from Milan.
•■J. Frank Baxter, of Boston, 
lectured to an audience of over

four Hundred and seventy people in the 
Milan Opera House a few nights ago. 
Tne theme was. -Facts and Philosophy 
of Modern Spiritualism, and What Good 
Spiritualism Has Done.' Mr. Baxter is 
a fine speaker, a delightful singer and a 
genuine test medium. His large num
ber of tests were entirely satisfactory 
to believers, and perfectly astounding 
to the skeptics. Some of the hearers 
rode thirty miles by private conveyance 
in order to get a share ol this rare 
treat."

Dr. J. A. Marvin, of Lansing. Mich.. 
writes: "At the earnest solicitation of 
many friends m earth-life and m the 
Spirit-world I wish to announce that I 
will fill engagements to speak from the 
Spiritualist rostrum, and respectfully 
refer to the president and secretary of 
the Spiritualists'society of this place.”

Prof. J. Madison Allen and Mrs. M. 
Theresa Allen are engaged at Fort 
Scott. Kansas, until June. Societies or 
camps desiring their united services 
will please addr.ess.at once, at that city. 
No. 11. S. Little street.'

ginning April u. during wmeh time sev
eral open seances were held, and one 
lecture given. Some remarkable tests 
were given through Mrs. Carpenter: 
old friends, whose very names had been 
forgotten, returning and giving their 
names, and incidents connected with 
their lives, so as to be recognized by all 
who knew them."

Mrs. M. E. Dobson, ot San Jose. Cai., 
writes: "We have just returned from 
the hall, where we have listened to one 
of Moses Hun s able discourses. He had 
a very good and intelligent audience. 
He and Mrs. Hull are arousing tne leth
argy of the people of San Jose. T.ait- 
bunday evening he spoke to a crowded 
house. To-morrow they go to San Fran
cisco to officiate at the funeral of a Miss 
Maxwell. On the following day Mr- 
HtiU is to deliver a funeral address over 
the remains of Mr. George Howell, 
formerly of Chicago and St. Paul. 
Minn. , While cleaning the windows of 
their residence he lost his balance and 
fell to the pavement, breaking his neck 
and otherwise injuring his head. He 
passed out at 10 o clock a. m.. April 21."

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond’s subjects 
next Sunday are as follows: Morning. 
-Real Psychic Research:” evening. 
• ’Crystallized Blunders."

The Cloister and Beacon.
All new. subscribers will get the first 

fifteen chapters of « this, remarkable 
story combined in one .paper. It should 
be read by at least 100.000.-

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few tbouguc« on how co taach that altitude 

. frhere spirit is supreme and an tmoga are subject ton
BY MOSES HULL .

Price, cioih. 50 ceais: paper. 25 cents. For aalo »1 
thtB office.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

/J ND THE WONDROUS RO WEI 
jTl Whinh helped or made them perform might; 
works sod utter Inspired words, together with eomi 
PrrenMl Trait« end ciiarecierntics of Prophet«, Apot 
ties and .Imus, or New Heading« of - The Mlracteec 

| bv Atr-ZH Putnam. Price 76 oetrte. IW Mie »1 tN 
office. ____________ ._____

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the MagLOhicago
IDO UNO IN CLOTH WITH GOLL 

• side, and containing 320 pages. This spiendit 
•d. com&inB nineteen fun Temple lec 
iiBunjccw. togcuier vitb other art!

book. J11SL 1881 
IUTC8 upon Out 
cici from van is

tontams ai
¡wspaper«. rotating to the gres 
j iho uid Tempio lectures-imuei

in 1W4 and three others on tne Human Soul, wbici 
arc stone worth the price of tne uook. This wonder 
tui book is unique as an hvangcust of Solace an< 
Truth. Price 11.25. postpaid, to any address. *ror salt 
at this offin-

~THE" ELMINATlR“
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DB. R. B. WESTBROOK.

Proioundiy reverent. bnt thoronghi.v radicai: expo» 
in« tue fabulous claims of ancient «ludoiwi and dog
mauc Cbrisuanuv. eoniaujinp many mai
mods never before publish’ 
mnhicai character of jwoh < 
laineni nortea/mid proving i

mg cot 
IV

Iftl
sonauon and not a person. A 
Puce w..w.

»Wtn« ClOfil 
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__For sale a.t this office.
•THE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL. J ism end Spiritualism Comparen, tty Mote« um, 

A work of rarement. Price C-..00-

society%25e2%2580%2594tbelnequallr.es
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man is the very esse of conscious intelligence;, ren’e Lyceum with an attendance«-of thirty, they whp love each other in this higher way 
Who, what has manufactured the body-house which was increased the-next Sunday to fifty- wm come‘closet- together when they reach the
in which man lives awhile? The answer is, three, and we look for still further increase in shore beyond the-shadow.
spirit materialized. attendance, - We use Tuttle’s Lyceum Guide Thte,;:tben,! js the truth—that we shall know

There js no beginning, and therefore no and think it is very fine. - each .other, .without a doubt; that we shall
ending. As matter is uncreate, ,so is spirit My address until June 1st will be Pender, Jove each.other throughout eternity, provided

From the Status of a Clear-Headed Min- that moves and acts by matter, making it its Neb. ■ , W. H. Bach. our love i^ that of the souls rather than of
.. _r .... mi,. *i.„ -. bOdlQB. '

THAT IS TRULY IT.
The Reverse Standpoint.

nesotlan. instrument of use. The spiritual, not the »• material, is causative.»Who made me, that is, ,,
my body? Spiritually I am. By the divinity AM IMOnDT A KIT nilEOTinM

With much interest have I perused Prof, in nature—call it “polarized molecules” if it Hlv IWII vll I fill I (¿ULOI lull
W. M. Lockwood’s article in your issue of the will help you better—I made the house I . --------- 1 .

I

7th of April, Lwantto thank him for his live in, simply for a temporary residence, pre- cu-u \A/a Ifnnuu Panh ntliar in 
able defense of the materialistic side of the paratory “to a house not made with hands, > ' *"^cn I(|
yet unsettled problem—“Whence came we, eternal in the heavens.” Hence, materially, : MOhVen. .
and whither bound?” I do not undertake a physically, I am not as I was or shall be. 
review for discussion, for my engagements Paul is right: “There is a natural body, and 
forbid, but simply suggest that he apply his there is a spiritual body." ■
analysis from a reverse standpoint, He is a Now, dear brother, take my hand, and let 
dear friend of mine, and however much we us travel on. Matter in living embodiments,
differ, our differences of thought but inter- and lo, this mysterious world, and we rulers

The Spiritualists’ Encyclopedia.

■ . ■ ■ ■ J ■ r: ■ ■ , ■ ■ ' ■■ .

ANSWERED IN THE AFFIRMATIVE—ARINGING

CREMATED.

EMMA HARDINGE BRITTEN’S LAST, BEST AND 
GREATEST LIFE-WORK—STATEMENT AND' FI
NAL NOTICE. ,

.. I ■
For the past two years I have added to my 

other engrossing engagements the writing and 
compilation of the above-named great work— 
sending out thousands of circulars, letters, 
and notices—and receiving in return many 
hundreds of biographies, portraits of medi-

, ‘ t ums, woodcuts, etc. Besides those sent me,
Tnpughts Suggested on Seeing I have collected many records of present-day

the Ashes of a Friend Who 
Was Cremated.

EDITORIAL JN THE NEW YORK HERALD-THE j j' 

great change going on. Containing the ashes of a friend.
_ . . . There is not as much skepticism in the Are ashes all .that are left of man?

link us closer, dating in the principles ofen- of its matter and forms of matter, and other world nowadays as there was twenty years
couragement of free thought for the discovery worlds and suns, a universe of bundles of life,

Do hopes of life thus sadly end?

spiritual workers, whose addresses I have 
tailed to arrive at, and written from personal 
knowledge or other reliable sources, the 
wonderful experiences of the brave and devoted 
pioneers of the noble cause, most of whom have t 
already passed on to the higher life, leaving i 
none, but me,- their friend and fellow laborer, (

’> ago. He thirsted for knowledge and the truth,
of truth. - orderly, true to ingrained law, freighted with A careful survey of the times will- convince . _

If I correctly understand him, his premises immortal intelligences, descending to “pblar- yoU that the old lines of doubt have been aban- He died in the years of manly youth.
on which he tries to build proof of immortality ize molecules” for diviner uses. dOned and that men are thinking affirmatively' “That life in ashes end,” seems wrong,
are, summarily, these: Why so disturbed as to the use of a title to about the future life.

His loye for man was pure and strong,

Beason! thou subtle power of mind, 
- That raises man qbove the brute, 

On the contrary, they are getting fur- Are ashes scattered by the wind,

Scott’s Emulsion I 
of cod-liver oil presents a I 
perfect food—palatable, . 
easy of assimilation, and / ? 
an appetizer; these are I 
everything to those who ' 
are losing flesh and '< 
strength. The combina- * 
tion of pure cod-liver oil, 
the greatest of all fat pro
ducing foods, with Hypo
phosphites, provides a re
markable agent for Quick 
Flesh Building in all ail
ments that are associated 
with loss of flesh.

A

to bear testimony to their dauntless courage 
and terrible trials.

As the progress of my great undertaking 
proceeded, I found it impossible to condense 
the record into less space than two large vol
umes of 500 pages each. To publish the first 
1,000 copies, together with the numerous 
illustrations they were to contain, would in
volve, at the smallest cost, four hundred 
pounds (English) or two thousand dollars 
(American money), and that without leaving 
one penny of recompense for the time, labor, 
and preliminary expenses of the author. 1 

, have hitherto published all my large volumes, 
pamphlets, leaflets; etc., at a financial loss, 
and my last magazine venture has exhausted 
all my available means, and I can do no more 
without such assistance as the work in ques
tion imperatively calls for. i have, hitherto,

Prepared by Scott A Bowop, ObemiiU, 
New York, bold by all druggist*.

There was a time when man as a conscious what we are discovering in our journey in cy. jjot that men are going back to churclrdog- 
beingwasnot cles? Looking at the mysteries neither you ma8i £ • ‘

There was a time when by the evolution of nor I nor anyone else can ever solve, the ther from them, if possible. 1
matter, so-called, the man-elements, or quali- Bioux Indian exclaims, “Wakantonka, the But they are silently formulating a religion
ties entering into his make-up, began the line Great Spirit!" The Christian tries to enlighten of their own—a peculiar kind of religion, which UDOn the Bubie;t still nrevail
that culminated in man. - Poor Lo, but makes halting headway, for he the clergy are inclined to look at askance, but j# >. ¡a nossible to reason out '

/fo put it bluntly and in perhaps plainer (the Christian) exclaims, “Our Father!” which contains the essential principles on which That life exists bevond the veil
words, man evolved from unconscious matter, Poorer than the Indian, for he has no divine an honest life here and the hope of a life here- ’
from tlie “cosmos universe,” to use his favor- mother! Let us inquire of the Brahmin.' He after are securely based. Tell me, clear, star-eyed Science,
ite term. tells us Brahm is avatar, is descent, revealed The people were never more averse to creeds Re.yelator of worlds unknown,

These being his premises, a summary of his on every plane of being. It is not wise nor than now. That is a rather startling charac- On what ^0“ W08»- ^0r0’8 reliance,
argumentation—and it is masterly—is that just to discount these definitions of deific life, teristic of the age. Thoughtful men have Are ashes all of life that’s flown?
human thoughts or conscious minds in sensory Helps they are to humanity. feared that the multitude, after slipping the You tell of matter in fourth degree,
action are resultant of his physical organiza- I like to apply ancient testimony, because moorings of Calvinism, would drift out to sea A substance lighter than air we breathe;
tion. He says: “Matter possesses within it shows all this field has been thought over. on a iea shore, because it frequently hap- Hast seen a soul from form set free?
itself an inherent automatic tendency ’ to rise 1 ‘God is love, and he that dwelleth in love, penB that when one gives- up his old faith H so, thy brow with fame we’ll wreathe,
to higher forms.” I do not doubt the rise, dwelleth in God and God in him." What Jje lives the rest of his life without any faith And Science answered-' Everv truth
because it is acted on or, better, in by a force better science or religion, or security of the at an. . M a81 re8t on facte beyond dispute,
or power higher than itself. As to final re- immortals i Love is equal to all things, is all The danger, however, has been safely passed. My mission is “though in mv vooth’’ 
suits—from his own data—it makes no diffdr- things in form and progress. Love is aflash The tendency is toward a wider and deeper Laws to discover errors refute/*-‘ 
ence as to the highest, descent ensues, and in the crystal, is alive in the plant, strikes faith than we have ever had. If the Church No ray of light have I to give 
“great is the fall thereof," for with the disso- in the animal, “adores and burns” in the hu- w011id recognize this fact and fit itself to the Up^n a question so profound 
lution of his body at death, man, as a con- man kingdom. Love is the pulsing life of the new condition of affairs, it could easily become If after death we yet shall live-’ 
scions identity, ceases to be. If his mind or universe. It is another and Yetter name for the leader of the people in their explorations. Yet hope and faith and love’abound 
better consciousness is simply the evolution of God. And love is inseparable from wisdom, gut if the Church persists in emphasizing the H '
matter, or result of his bodily organization, Here are the uncreate and deifle, the all-pres- formulas of other days, and continues to ig- Ye wise philosophers of schools of thought,
death blots out his conscious identity, and im- ence, the “soul of things.” How childlike, nore a[[ 80Urces of information except those to . Are ashes all of life, its hopes and fears? _
mortality is but a poetic dream. • There, is no yet philosophic, was the prayer of Theodore which it has been accustomed, the people For martyrs, no reward for truth they taught? flrBt i 000 issued. As I am neither versed in
dodging the logic from the premises. Matan- Parker^“Our Father, and our Mother, too!” win g0 on without it and find leaders, among Whose lives went out in groans and blood the art of b in nor Bervile BOiicitations for
alists generally see it, and accept the fatality It is not well, not helpful, not evolutional themselves. and tears. - - ■ - - —
with a serene fortitude. What begins, ends, in its highest sense, to habitually lessen the In illustration of this general statement, The sages answered: “Neither y^Rlor nay
Buch is the inevitable conclusion of the whole historic conceptions of the divine, however and also in proof of it, we may safely assert Have we to say; life is a mystiry
matter. crude they may have been or are. Reverently tbat at no bour ¡n the world’s history has The r^be may 8olv0 80me future day,

Brother Lockwood’s analysis of nerve ac- looking up in faith and hope, in love of - the there been so much interest in the subject of And carve it on the page of history.”
tions as the vehicle of conscious use is admir- better life—ibis is human—this is the fore- man'B immortality' as now. Nor has there Then I thought of death with sadness
able, but I fail to reconcile his happy state- cast of the immortal—and by this spiritual been 80 much legitimate curiosity as to the And of those I loved so dear- ’
ment “that it is consciousness that sees, hears, effluence of our thoughts and affections, our conditions which will prevail in that otjier life And of hopes so full of gladness 
tastes and has the sensations we call touch,” angels glide back to us, teaching us the first to which we are hastening. All turned to grief with bitter’tear
with the spiritual philosophy he defends, and principle of evolution—“I came .down from Whether this is the result of that odd move- Qh! the darkness and the gloom ' 

ment called Spiritualism, which started in the Qn my doubting heart that fell, 
forties and-spread like a prairie fire; which Only ashes and the tomb, 
' „ , ' , .1 . Mournful as a funeral bell.

yet base that consciousness where he does in a heaven.” 
once unconscious matter. The trouble comes
“in spite of pride, in erring reason’s spite.” 
Tq set Brother Lockwood's hypothesis, for it 
is hypothetical, in the light where he dates it,

J. 0. Barrett.

The Cause in the West.
loudly declared that communion between the 
two worlds is a privilege to be enjbyed by

.. _ , . To the Editor:—Things are progressing every shadowed home; or whether it came from
I wish to summarize his line of evolution: smoothly in our work, and we look forward to a combination of other causes, is a matter of 
“Polarized molecules”—scientific this, and tbe 8ummer months when we can meet with inferior consequence. When the thirsty man 
well stated. By some cosmic operation, the tbose friends in the Easf who attend the camp- Jias water to drink he simply drinks it and is 

-unconscious molecules are animalized. Life meeting. • . thankful, not stopping tojpquire from wbat
is born! and its firstborn is a vitalized speck, Since my last report I 'have spent three mountain range the river flows on whose green 
a monera. By the way, chemists have been months in Denver, Col., and my last audience banks he reposes in peace. ’
trying to animate the inanimate, and are sen- was jbe )argest of the engagement I would But besides the bare fact of continued life, 
sible enough of late to give it up. But na- a(jviB0 aQy of our reliable platform workers to we desire to know what our relations to each 
ture sprouts it. Bravo. Does Brother Lock- stop off at Denver on their way East or West other will be after we cross the golden thresh- 
wood say I misapply results? I would not an(j they will be sure of a hearty reception, old. Is our love a merely temporary con
fer any consideration dothat. If I do mis- jjy time was entirely occupied while there, in trivance, a volatile element which will evapo- 
apply, it^is an unintended misconception of tgaching hypnotism and developing medium- rate at death, a bond of union based on the 

■ his premises. Does he say here, that life is 8b[p. necessity of perpetuating the race which will
cognate with matter, and, therefore, uncreate? April 1st, I came to Pender, Neb,, where be broken at the grave, or is it the mutual at
If so, that is all I ask for. We are agreed, £ found some old friends and quite a number traction of souls which have luckily found 
for unoreate life is anterior to “polarized of new ones. Our meetings have been well each other in this life and .which will continue 
molecules, ” and life implies consciousness, attended and seem to be increasing in point of in force in all other lives which may lie ahead 
and consciousness implies deific powers to con- nnmbej-B Bn(j interest. For the second time I of us? ■
struct. I understand him to argue that life is wa8 reque8ted to speak upon “Bible Spirit- Much depends on the»answer to that* ques- 
an evolution, and so all other higher entities ualism," and it was received better than on tion. If love is an earthly convenience, and 
of being. To be true to his premises we must ^b0 gr8t occa8{on. Last Sunday I took up: only that, then practically the end comes when 
tall back again to “dark matter. By “cross- u^hat shall we do to be saved?" looking at the curtain drops on our little drama, comedy 
ing the breed" microscopic infusoria become and comparing the old and new methods of or tragedy, as the case may be. But if the 
progressive bacteriorologists, and at length 8aiyation. There were quite a number of mother’s love or the lover's love, being a love 
metamorphose themselves into semi-animals in orjhodox among our congregation, and the of souls and not of bodies, is a part of the 
the sea; and they fight so bad in the struggle inspirational forces seemed to be directed at soul itself, then both we who remain a little 
.for existence, they crowd out on the land and them especially. Probably they may have longer, and they who go amid our sighs and 
become something. else—plapts now. And gotten an idea. Next Sunday we take up “The tears, can wait patiently, as one waits in Eu- 
the race for a magnificent mastery begins. cauBe and cure of infidelity." rope for the coming of the dear one or waits
By “natural selection” our world is covered The bpiritualists of Pender are among the in America for the return home.
with snakes—our very ancient parentage. A most prominent people in the town. Nearly The problem is not difficult to solve if we 
pair of these monstrosities, smarter than all aj| oj them own their own homes, and quite a face tacts bravely. That we shall recognize 
the rest, evblve at last into monkeys, ourang number of the leading business houses are each other in the life beyond needs no argu- 
outangs, chimpanzees, gorillas, and despite owned by them. . ment. Common sense simply says: “Of
the “missing link" a new type comes forth— One of the worst cases of religious bigotry course we shall,” and that ends all contro
man and woman, who marry themselves ‘ ‘with- wa8 Bbown bere recently. The infant child versy. that we shall know each other better 
out the benefit of clergy.” Considering the of jfr. and j£rs> Charles Warren passed to than we do now goes without saying.. That 
raw material, this is the greatest mir- Spirit-life, and as the room we were using was we shall see through all disguises, even as we
acle under the Bum Darwinian? Yes, and I bardiy suitable for a funeral (being on the shall be seen, seems to be Very'certain. There
rejoice in it, for it has turned the creedal hells 8econd floor), application was made for the will be no deceptions, for bouI will look at
all out loose. use of one of the churches. Although the soul and motives cannot be concealed.

Does Brother Lockwood mean to say this is president of the Spiritualists had given $100 That this clearer sight will alter a great 
the highway to immortality? Jt makes me to help build one of the churches, and the many of our relationships becomes 'perfectly 
tired. It may be, but I don’t see how a father of the child had assisted in building the evident^ just as it is evident that if our hearts 
stream can rise higher than its source. May otter rbe being a carpenter, and donated his were laid bare in this life our relations to each 
bethat feet climb to brains and brains to vrork), we met with a flat refusal! other Wbuld be changed. ■
Gods. Both before and since we have been “catch- If love, therefore, our present love is con

It is a geometric law that the less is not ¡ng them, bo we issued a challenge nected in any way with our physical passions 
equal to the greater. As true this of the life for a public discussion of “The Relative Mer- or is at all dependent on them, then death, 

■ links as of mathematics. In application to ito of Spiritualism and Orthodoxy from a Bi- which deprives ub of our bodies, will bring 
• our subjects, the less is unconscious matter or b;e Basis,” stating that the orthodox side that love to an end. We may know each 
-“polarized molecules," for it is but the serv- might be represented by one or all of other there, but the peculiar attraction which 
Tant of . some masterly intelligence. tbelr miniBt€rB, wbjie j, single-handed, would now binds ub will cease to exist There will

You see, we must begin where the architect look after the Spiritualistic Bide of the ques- be no fuel for ite flame and the flame must 
is. Where? In the realm of spirit involving tion. This was published in the local paper needs die out Clearly that kind of love is a 
(not evolving here) or rather descending from two weeks ago, but so tar no answer has been merely earthly expedient, or incident, or even 
high to low, as does a sunbeam, and lower received. accident, and will have fulfilled ite mission
still and lowest to complete the administra- Dr. Munson, of Maquoketa, la., is stirring when the breath leaves the bqdy. It cannot 
tive cycle. “Polarity of molecules”—well, up the dry bones here by some remarkable go hence when we go, but must be left be- 
but when a body is dead, wbat of the polarity work in magnetic healing. He is kept busy hind, because there is no element of immor
that creates,, or, better,, constructs? Death’s moat of the time and is meeting with the sue- tality in it
sphere, is the antithesis of life’s sphere. But <5d88 he deserves. The day of miracles may be But the other kind of love, which rests on 
you say philosophically: “There is no death.” past, but still there iB a great deal of “energy" unify of purpose, on divine sympathy, on ad-
Right But there is such a thing as depolar- left in the doctor's hands. miration for qualities of character—the love
ization of molecules, and that is equivalent to It has fceen.decided that I am to remain which hw its origin in what the loved one is,
death.' Life precedes polarily, is the crea- here for the month of May, and on June 1st not in what he has—that is as much a part of
tor bo to speak, of polarity. To use a more I will start for the East to attend several of the soiil aS ambition is or courage; 'add can
specific term, polarity is rqsultant of spirit the camp-meetings, stopping for a short time no more die than the soul itsfelt can die.
principle in things, evolving life and thence at several places bn the Why.: ; ThOBe who love in ah' eitthly1 way

V , forms of life, an ingrained principle ^hich in Sunday, April 15th, we organized a child- may soon bebome strangers bver ’yonder, but

. All of our life, all of its fruit? 
And Beason answered: Clouds of doubt

Soft as falling dews of twilight,
Soft as moonbeams on the lake, 

Sweet as slumbers of a babe,
Were the mem’ries that stole o’er me, 

Of a gentler mother's love.
Then on wings of love I mounted,

Far above defective reason, 
Far above imperfect science, 

Far above thè sage’s wisdom, 
Far above the hopeless skeptic, 

Far above the earth terrestrial, 
Into spheres of life immortal

I was wafted in the spirit;
Saw my mother with the angels,

Heaven's pure, white-robed evangels, 
The,n I knew that ashes only

Were not all of life and love.
, Leander Thompson,

A Beautiful Vision.

RUPTURE OUREDJ
FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.

R
 Biloxbd, Oukgup, JUUO 2S, 1693.
>11. Pi.kcb b Sok,—Gii-TLiuew: 1 urn happy l. In, 
Qi you that the Truss I bought of you last April bai 
plxtmly me of * very severe ease of Hrrnia. 
i which I have suffered for ovmb 18 years. I wai 
sr sceptical about your Truss when I bought it. as I 
tied several so-called Elastic Trus»es without dertv- 
ay benefit from them; but after using your Tru«» for 
I time I was convinced that it was the best I ever 

u<mi, suit was easy to wear, and seemed to stop the severe! 
paius that often prostrated me while wearing the old! 
s»in i nc trusses, and now, In spite of my scepticism, I am J 
Plkfactly CvRf-o, and can work with the Trussoff if}K 
let 1 so disposed, but I still wear ii loosely as It Is not J 
inconvenient. You may add the above to your other® 
lesituionials. Gratefully yours, FRED. HANSEN.

(HTTho above cure was effected In less than three JH 
months time, nt a total cost of |12. Thousands of 
lur cures have been made lor from |1 Oto $15 each.
lublhbed 1815. Cull or send 8c for free Si>.l Address Magnetic Elastic Company, ‘ N. W. comer Kearny and^^^H 
Suorameuto streets, Sau Francisco, Cal.

a
sent broadcast cifculars to the alleged “mill- AN EXCELLENT WORK 
ions” of Spiritualists of the age, announcing f/f
simply tne immcnso vftlu© and importance of JL/ The Key” u idj philosophical intro- 
thn wafIt T woh iinHAi'tiiIrintr cnH Anlipifintr flip duction to the revelations contained In this book, me worn I was UnaeitaKing, ana SOllClwng cue Some tdea of thl8 llttle volume may be gained from tb« 
promise of subscribers enough to ensure the | t,hew, Life; 2—Scenes In the Sunimor-Laud; 3-Soclety In the
bare exoenses of Dubhcation. To effect this Summer-Lund¡4-SocIal Centres tn the Summer-Land: uaiu eapcuoco m puumiauvn. xv : 5-Wlnter-I.and and Summer Land; 6-Language and
purpose, 1 have placed the subscriptions at Life In Summer Land;--Material Work for Spiritual f, । . . , . 5 , i Workers; 8—Ultimate« In the Summer-Land: 9—VoicetU6 lOWCSt pOSSlOlC raw, namely, Sixteen snul- from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con

_______________________________ ___ __ _ tains more than double the amount of matter tn fon ingS ilLUgiiSuj, Of four dollars of foreign mer edition«, and 1« enriched by a beautiful front!»' 
mnnav for thft antira two vnhimM_________________ Plece* tllusirating the "formation of the Spiritualmoney, ior me enure two volumes. Body." ciotu 75 cent«. Postage 6 dent*. For mi«

In response to the last circular announcing «tuiuoace. ------------------------------------
the completion of the work, the “millions" ii M CVnCI I CMT lA/CIDIf
have narrowed down to fewer hundreds than “II LAULLLLIc £ ("Ulllll
would suffice to meet half the expenses of the

what I insist on claiming to be a record which 
ought to be invaluable to every true Spirit
ualist, so nothing now remains for me except 
to close up my fruitless and expensive efforts 
to awaken interest in what the Spirit-world 
and its noblest earthly missionaries have done 
for a generation too indifferent to preserve the 
record of their stupendous labors.

The Rationale of Mesmerism 
BY A. P. 8INNETT.

This excellent work trente of the following »ubjectii

I.
II.

hl

IV.

.................... - .................. V.
In making this sorrowful and final announce- yj. 

meat, I am cheered by the hope that when
my own mortal career is ended, this same : 
record (left behind me) will find acceptance Vil. 
from a future and more spiritual age, and yet VUI. 
prove what incalculable blessings the Spirit- IX.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Rig» 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

world has conferred on humanity. In closing, Tbe price oi tbi» «Jmimbie work i. »1.25. au book»
I now kindly request those good friends who »dvert,he'1 *» tub pbogbkssivb thlukeb are 

have sent money for the engraving of their For sale at this office.
portraits to furnish me with such correct ad- YO(J SHOULD READ IT. 
dresses as will enable me at once to return twh.osophy of SPIRITUAL IH- 
their money Safely, by post Office Orders. Z lercourso. Content«; OuardUnetilp ot Spirit»;

L.,«. Discernment ot Spirits; Strntford Myeterle«; Doctrine1O tD6 UOulC lew, but true Oues, Who u8ve Of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning
* Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; Resurrec

tion of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; Truefreely sent in their names as future subserib-
ers, T hnrnhv rntnrn mv warm nnR In vino- This work has been translated Into the1 nereoy reiuru my warm ana lOVlug French and German. It contains nn account of tbs
fhnnlrti nnd nnnpliiHft witli fhft Tprvont wKqIi very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house inaDKB, ana conuuae W1U1 me lerveni WISH of Kev Dr Phelps. Stratford, Conn., and similar caeet
that there were one thousand such, when the _
soirit would no longer have to sav (as they lia8 6to0i'Sc te«i of many year«? cioth

. & «.as ttt . J ' IA-2IL io cents- For Mie at Uii* offleo.
have too often done of late): “We have ---------- __ - _ , . ------------ ■ —........................7 ■ THE DIAKKA.

In All parts of the country. This voluinn 18 the first 
from the author directly on the subject of “ Spiritual»

founded Spiritualism, and all that we need to
make it the world’s religion is—Spiritualists. 'THE F/AFA'A AND THEIR EARTH- 

Emma H. Britten, I ly vlctl“8LbLi?°Aeci'.A- i:(treating and suggestive work. It is an explanation of
Tha T indona TTnmnhrov «front Ohoothom much that 1« false and repulsive In Splrlluallam. emine Jxinaens, numpnrey Street, bueemam bodying a most Importam recent Interview With Jun« 

Will MttnnhoRfor Kncrland Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Lunt Prie,mil, JM.au cues let, juugiuuu. «ceriti-.. For sale at this offic»

WAS
Father Walter and Spiritualism. [ [Mrni id

On the 9th of April, I called unexpectedly ¡J© A.(i 11 fl (1 LlliUULli
To the Editor:-! am so well pleased with p Keeler for a 81ate.writing, Whilo SPIRITUALIST? 

The Progressive Thinker, that perhaps it t A orini I UALIO I I
will not be out of place to send a few facts as waltlnS for 111 tlle funeral of Father Walter -or-
experienced by myself a few years ago, espe- passed. He w^ toe, most popular priest in Curious Revelations from the Life 
cially this one,that happened in the year 1853. Washington. One of several messages Ire- of a Trance Medium.
It happened so long ago, I have forgotten the ceived was this: 
exact date, but think it was in the spring of

-BY-

“I restfrom my labors. J. A. Walter. MBS. NETTXE CODBURN MAYNARD
! eodd ibink »1 »o decs..«! p™ o. Lb.,that year. I was then a member of the Chris

tian church and living in the city of St. Louis. .. . . . . . . .
The minister, Elder Church, took sick and name- About two hours later at my home, 
lay in a critical state for several weeks. He I began to think it might be Father Walter, 
was a man much beloved by every one sad on looking at the death notice I found 
that knew him, and great anxiety was felt by his first name to be JosePh Ambrose. I had ............. ..................

■ u u j • •• i . , . * rvfi on apayi hut nPVPF snoliP tn him And T dn This book will be found peculiar, curloua. »tsi tilug!every one, my husband inquiring about him 0Ilen seen, out never spoae to nim, ana i ao _morefo tt)an anj- work laauc(i (mCe uncle rum-« 
nearly every day as he went in the city to his not be bne^,me- did the message o?btlme had almost covered, amT which have been 
nlftOfi nf hnrinAflfi And r*»nnrHn<r tzi ma in Hia COme to 106? Mr. Keeler 8 landlady 18 & snatched from the very Jaws of oblivion. It deals place OI DUBinesS, ana reporting TO me in tne ~ . J . .. , v , J3 . With high official private Hie during themoBtmoment-
evenine on his return home. Sometimes he Catholic, tne priest naa visited ner, nad met ou» period In American History, and la a secret pageevening, UU1HB AUturu nunie. sometimes ne ¥ r, ,, ,. . , /nr.u^ from the life of him whom time serves only to make
was a little better, and often much worse- and Hr Keeley, and told him that he (Walter) was greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 

so it happened one afternoon about 3 o'clock, fa“iliar wit?.¿P1"! Phe“omena- s^ry of ’ pp- net, $1.50;
I was walking in the yard, and all of a sudden “^tie two child spirits, as printed in the last Paper, 15 cents* '

ings and Frontispiece of Lin
coln, fYom Carpenter's 

Portrait from Life.

I was stopped by a most beautiful vision. Pbogressive Thinker has long been current 
(For sucl^I must call it ). There appeare¿¡ in this city, as told by Father Walter, 
right in front of me a couch upon which lay Washington, D. C. W. H. Burr. 
our Brother Church, and hovering at his head - *^»*- - ■
and feet were two angels, for such I took iO « ’
than) fn hft f.hniicrh t.hAV hnH nn wlnn-O hut —» - -w .. , .. -r. • • ’ IE wnu au apycum* Ui M francs, auu (UC «uv.iv WMWBIM.M»luem to ue, vaougu tuey naa no wings, out <<B,tde Britannia.0 It was originally an a great amount of matter, of which the tabic of con- 
were clothed4ft loose white robes snsnended V . IL I A I J v J . tenta, condenied a« it le. give« no idea. The authorwere uoumjuhu ivub« wuamj roues snspenaea opera song, being the last solo and chorus in take« the ground that since natural science 1« con* 
from the neck. One raised the preacher an- hUnnera Alfred Theonerahas loner been cerned with a knowledge of real P^om^a. appeal*, ,. , U j . ms opera, AAireu. Xue vpwa uus lOug ueeu Ing to our «enae-perceptlons, and which arc not only
qer the snoulaers ana the other under the feet, iArffAttAn hut the snna haname nnnniar and imparted, but are directly presented In theAA ík. í. - J4L 2 lOrgOWÓIl, OUÏ Ule song oecame popular, ana jrreg|lt|ble form of dally demonstration to any faithfulana-oegan to ascena up m tne air, and then i9 only part of long COmOOBition bv iaveitlgaton therefore Spiritualism is a natural scl* 
Mssed thronffh a maffnifinant narrad aat.fi nr v. ? J P . . ¿ U5 D/ euce. and an opposition to U. under the ignorant pre-jjBBsea inrougu a magumcenv caryea gare, or famous musician which survived him his tense mat u is outside of nature, is unscientific and
doftrwAV sai liner on and nrL_it. flAOTtiad lilra ' unphflosophlcai. All this 1« clearly shown; and th©ooorway, saulDg on ana up It seemea line 0^ time. objections from "scientific." clerical rnd literary de
an afe of time. Iwas snellbound. gating at . . Bouncers of spiritualism, ever since 1317. are answered
ai_ i. am i • ua i*. % ii ® j Wealev nenhew of the celebrated John that penetrating force Which enly argumenta»the beautiful Bight, which grew smaller and „ w.esiey, nepuew ui me ueieorawu uoun wlnged with incisive r«cu. c«n impan cioth, umo. 
smiler, qntil it beckme but a small speck and showed great musical talent when ^^,1.50. p0.taSe wc«nt. For Mi. u

disappeared.' Wrhen I came to myself I was ?ny *At 3 Tv Pi&y T psYCHu/ ATHY; oe sptrit heal-
standing in thnrnntarnf the-Vftwî Thntvnrv harpsichord little tunes that he heard, al- JT Ing. Beings «eric« of lesson« on the rentlon« ofBianaing in ine center 01 me yard, inatvery __ twi. kn the «pint to iu own organism, and ths interrelation,hoiir the nrearher died of which 1 learned ways improvising a correct bass. X>otn ne of human helnge with reference to health, disease andnour me preacner dieo, OI wmen 1 learned hft- Rnmnnl were known h»Ung, by the spirit of Dr. Beniamin Rush, throughwhen mv husband returned in the evening, and ins younger oromer, csamuei were Known mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No WIW1A Ml J. uiujuttuu xciuxucu AU Wie uvemug. nrodiffiea before thfiv were IÛ physician «boují b© without this book. Ko magneticHe came in and looked at me. without savins musical proaigies oeiore iney were iv {¡etîer âbOuid be without ft, and no family should - - - - —. ’• - • - - J - " vfiaTS old. be without ii« valuable aid. It is a valuable aid

J to the physician In determining the relation of hl» pa-
Pnloafrina nnAnad a now m ínr nbnmh tient’» spirit to its body, thus enabling him to know raiesirina openea a new era ior enuren whal remedie» are necessary to perfectly idlust the 

Th A rhnrch murió nf hie fWfi had hfi same to each other; to the magnetic healer it4» inv&l. Ill© cuuruu HIUBIL Ul ms ag© uau ue- ntblC| bccaU80 It niustratc» the actual magneUo poles 
and their corresponding ñervo centers. To the geff 
eral reader It will prove a boon because It explains the 
physical and spiritual basis of Ufe, and the influença 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding condition» and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth) 
11-60. For eale at ibis offico. ■

For Sale at this office.

VERY VALUA8LE BOOK.
aciENT/F/CBASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Ism. By Epe* Sargent, author of "Planchette, or 

. the Despair of Science?’ “ The Proof Palpable of Im*
Arne is best known as the composer of mort»uty." tm» i» » i»rge nmo of «2 page». 

T . . ♦» -r . . with an appendix of 23 page«, and the whole containingDwIa ” If: WO a AYimnollv on A nmnnnf mnttrr nfwhlrh fhA tfthlp nf r.fln-

a Word. I said: “The preacher is dead. 
He said: “Yes: how do you know?” And 
then I related What I saw. ■ If that preacher’s music, _
wife is still living, and her eyes should fall on come so trivial that the reigning pontiff was 
these Bnes, she will remember the time, and I about to order, that nothing be sung'in the 
hope will take comfort to know that he is safe churches but the Gregorian tones. Palestrina 
in the Spirit-worid. I have tokens of many interceded for music, and as a proof that suit- 
deathk,'biitnone so beautiful as this one. able music could be prepared composed his 

Mrs. M. A. Qook, celebrated masses. .

I
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~QEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC
ED tug SptrUimllitn, P»st and present. By J. JL IMO* 
bles, M. D. An encyclopedia ot Interesting and In
structive tacú. Trice »2.00.
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\ Protestants a Catspaw for Catholics,
i ' - . ------------ ■
■1 APOSTATE PROTESTANTISM-»~AGGRE88IVE IN- 

V TOLERANCE-PRIESTLY ENEMIES OF LIBERTY— 
i THEIR SCHEMES CATALOGUED—THEIR DEEDS

/ AND AIMS- DENOUNCED. •.

In The Progressive Thinker of March 
10th. an article entitled: “A Priestly Govern- 

^ment." deserves more than a passing notice. 
It begins with the declaration: “-It is not 
Catholics only, who are making aggressions 
on civil liberty. " We may add. “and religious 
liberty." In the early days of this nation a 
statesman said: “The only power to be feared 
by this government, is ecolesiasticism.

Is it not a fact that nearly, if not quite 
every attempt to subvert this government by 
amendments to toe constitution favoring class 
and religious legislation has been made by 
Protestants: that is. organized ecclesiastical 
bodies known as orthodox Protestants I

In “the good old colony days, who perse
cuted by imprisonment, whipping, stocks, 
torture, banishment or death, those who 
differed with them in religious belief and prac
tice?

Who enacted laws that no man should vote 
or hold office unless he belonged to the 
church? -

A historian writing of that time says-. -It 
Is a noticeable and remarkable fact, that when

. ever the conservative party which embraced 
the clergy carried the elections, intolerance 
and religious persecution followed.

After our independence waa gamed, who 
were dissatisfied with the liberal provisions 
and religious restrictions of the constitution?

Who moved heaven and eartii. os it were, 
to induce Congress to prohibit the carrying of 
the United Stales mail on Sunday?

Who. by their persistent determination to 
use toe King James version of tjie Bible as a 
text-book in the public schools, gave Catholics 
just ground of complaint, the dire effects of 
which threaten to destroy the union?

Who made it difficult, and m some locali
ties imoossible. for a person, however well 
qualified, to obtain a position as teacher in the 
public schools unless he or she is a member of 
some orthodox church?

Who discharged an efficient teacher for 
reading the works of Thomas Paine;

Who conceived and presented to Congress 
the iniquitous Blair bills, known as - The 
Sunday Best Bill, and Educational Bill, 
backed by petitions miles m length, with mill
ions of signatures—a large per cent of them 
fraudulent?

Who solicited Catholics to take a part in 
this treason and counted the signature of a 
cardinal as seven millions?

By whose crafty devices and specious rep
resentations was the Supreme Court of>>toe 
United States ensnared into officially declar
ing—“This is a Christian nation?

Who. by petitions, social and political in
fluence and threats of political boycott, 
wheedled Congress into passing the unconsti
tutional act to “close toe gates of toe World's 
Fair on Sunday?”

Who would fain have called out the 
United States troops to enforce toe ordi
nance?

Who are laboring for an amendment to the 
Constitution that shall acknowledge the ortho
dox Christian God and his son Jesus Christ 
as toe head of-this government?

Who desire to be the exponents of their 
authority?

Who are working in every city and town for 
laws to enforce Sunday observance, and who, 
having gained an inch, will take an ell in this 
city of Chicago, when once the municipal 
power is committed to religious legislation?

Who drove D. M. Bennett to a prison and 
to death as a martyr to religious liberty?

Who, within the last decade have caused 
Christian men to be arrested, imprisoned, 
fined, worked in a chain-gang with felons, and 
their property sold to pay costs, for toe crime 
(?) of quietly working on their own premises, 
in their own homes, on the first day of the 
week? these same men—citizens of the United 
States—having observed toe seventh day of 
the week as the Sabbath, as toe Bible and 
their consciences dictated.

Who are industriously grinding this popish 
axe of compulsory religious observances, 
blind to toe probability that it will eventually 
sever their own heads, for the papal creed re
gards a Protestant bishop to be as much a 
heretic as Col. Ingersoll?

Who infest the several State Legislatures, 
when in session, and work for the passage of 
bills inimical to personal liberty? .

Who seek to make laws that shall declare 
Christian Science, meditimship and all spirit
ual phenomena, and the practice of occult 
•cience, a crime and misdemeanor?

Who are breeding a swarm of spies and in
formers—the meanest creatures on earth, trai
tors not excepted? . • /

Who have introduced militarism inti/ the 
Sunday-schools of toe land, Ostensibly to se
cure attendance at anji interest. in Sunday, 
schools? (Strange tactics to win converts to 
the Prince of Peace, and as innocent and 
harmless to contemplate as a-caged tiger!)

Who boast that “In tola city are four full 
regiments, or forty companies of young men, 
who are uniformed, thoroughly drilled in the 
manual of arms, and fully equipped with rifles 
that can shoot, if shooting, should become 
necessary—the companies inspected on West 
Point lines, and toe commissioned officers 
churchmen, and that these Sunday-school 
soldiers could ,be sent to the front at twenty- 
four hours’ notice?" ••••...

The one answer to the foregoing questions 
—orthodox Protestante I > -

Catholicism does not need-to be openly ag
gressive. It can “keep the even tenor of its 
woj',” systematically .'and craftily secure all

•within its reach, while Protestantism is batter
ing away at the Constitution, to make a breach, 
through which Catholicism can enter and take 
possession.

This being a "Christian Nation. - the papacy 
is Christian and prepared to take "the libn s 
share."

If God and Christ are the head of this gov
ernment. who is so well qualified to become 
their vicegerent as the Holy Roman Pontiff I

Protestants outnumber Catholics in this 
country, but the latter have the advantage of 
a rigid organization and a head center whose 
word is law. .

The French minister. Clemenceau, in his 
great speech last summer, said: “What is 
living and very powerful, is the Catholic 
church, the greatest organized, political force 
in existence.

“The pope sees from afar. The pope is in 
no hurry. Serving only one interest, that of 
the church: always seeking for toleration, al
ways working for domination. • ■

- The motto is, "Concede, that you may 
exact/- “Concessions once accepted, the 
principle of intervention becomes an estab
lished fact................. -

For Protestantism in its original and gen
eral sense, which made liberty, progress and 
civilization possible, and without which all 
Christendom would now be plunged in the gross
est ignorance and superstition, the writer has 
the most profound respect and gratitude. For 
that apostate Protestantism which, for politi
cal purposes and worldly aggrandizement and 
power, seeks to affiliate witn Rome and ten
derly calls her "The Mother Church. " and by 
unchristian acts proves the relationship true, 
there is no language sufficiently strong to ex
press his detestation.

If Protestants had been true to principle, 
and instead of working to obtain laws to en
force religious dogmas and observances to 
bind the consciences of men. had labored 
for laws to prohibit emigrants who owe alle
giance to any foreign power from becoming 
naturalized citizens. New York and Chicago 
would not be today in the grasp of Catholics.

The Pope s ablegate. Monseignor Satolli. 
would not be established m the nation s capital 
as vice-pope. Our public schools w<juld not be 
dismissed on a papal holiday, a foreign flag 
would not float over our public buildings, 
while a certain class of citizens celebrate the 
birth of a fabulous, miracle-working saint, for 
whose name there should be no room m an 
American calendar.

Friends. Americans, patriots, liberals, how 
is it? Shall we be unresistingly ground to 
powder between these upper and nether mill
stones of Eoclesiasticism? or shall we unite, 
while we can do so lawfully and peaceably, to 
defend our sacred, inalienable rights?

Let us awake from this lethargy and take a 
hand m this government!

Let us heed the signs of the times which 
forbode evil to this country!

Last, but not least—circulate The Pro
gressive Thinker, the one faithful, fearless 
watchman on the walls of our American Zion.

L. J. Shafer. 
1910 Washington Boulevard. Chicago, Ill.

Coming Spring.
I feel the thrill of a passing breeze, 

And the murmur of-distant streams, 
And the whispered breath from silent trees 

Awakens my boyhood dreams.
The sunshine broods with a golden spell, 

And the earth seems all aglow;
O’er mountain heights and woodland dell 

A spirit moves to and fro.
And my heart seems warm as deXvy May, 

With the old-time fire of youth,
When the sky was clear as a summer's day, 

And hearts were full of truth.
And I seem to hear from memory’s shore 

The voice of an absent one,
Breathing of constancy evermore, 

Trufe as the fadeless sun.
And a world of beauty opens wide, 

Akin to the one of earth, *
When my heart shall clasp my absent bride 

In the land of immortal birth.
Bishop A. Beals.

DANGER SIGNALS!

A POTENT DANGER AHEAD.
A - Decisiorj that Interests ¡Every 

.Clairvoyant in Connecticut.

To the Editor:—Judge Root, of । Water
bury. Conn., this morning decided into® Po
lice Court, in the case oi Helen A8hlan<| Kean, 
medical clairvoyant, versus the city of Water
bury. that "no clairvoyant who uses drugs, 
medicines or poisons. " has any right to prac
tice. without violating the statute, which reads : 
"1 his act shall not apply to the use of pro
prietary remedies, sold under trade marks is
sued by the United States government, nor to 
any chiropodist or clairvoyant who does not 
use in his practice any drugs, medicines or 
poison. •

T his is. of course, a test case. Upon Judge 
Root s decision hangs the future of every un
licensed. unregistered clairvoyant, chiropodist 
or healer of any description. W e must not 
use drugs, medicines, poisons. As herbs are 
medicines, we are restricted from using them: 
even in our own particular families, we are 
not allows^ to prescribe an herb. We must 
decide between the privilege of dying or of 
calling in a licensed practitioner, with or with
out experience (no matter, if he is licensed and 
registered: he bears the stamp of approval), 
who may cut. bleed, purge, saw. hammer or 
poison, ad libitum ad wjiuitum. He is the 
autocrat of the hour! He can compound offi
cinal preparations. We can swallow them at 
our pleasure or not. If we die. he can give us 
a permit to go back to Mother Earth, and he 
has the right to call the disease that ushered 
us into eternity by any name he wills. It is 
all right He is authorized. The fiat goes 
forth: Doctor with us. or die! Clairvoyants, 
this interests you. Have you. for the benefit 
of mankind, used in your practice any herb. 
Beware! you are violating the statute. God 
doubtless designed these herbs to counteract 
the "ills to which flesh is heir. " but the medi
cal profession, and the law which is the hand
maid ot that learned body, says: "Don t touch 
it unless you have a license. " Is it not lika. 
“meting and vending the light and air?" Is it 
not like Portia s decklion for and against Shy
lock. “Take the pound of flesh, but with it 
shed not one drop of Christian blood. ■ That 
is, penorm an impossioimy. ira sick man is 
thirsty, my dear nurse, don’t prescribe even a 
glass of water. The majesty of the law must 
be sustained, if the heavens fall and humans 
perish. Doctors must be sustained in their 
imperial prerogative to alone kill or preserve, 
as it pleases or is possible.

With thirty years’ experience in hospital and 
in families, I am not, by Judge Root’s decis
ion, as competent to diagnose disease or pre. 
scribe treatment as the fledgling who, caress
ing his downy mustache or sucking his cane, 

(looks down from the sublime height of his 
tender years and from behind the barricade of 
his “license” invokes the law and his compat
riots to sustain his weak knees and the record 
of his failures. .

An appeal has been taken from Judge 
Root’s decision, and the ease will be tried in 
the Superior court early in June.

Helen Ashland Kean.
Waterbury, Conn. .

Locating God.
To the Editor;—A writer in the late num

ber of The Progressive Thinker locates 
God in the “center" of the universe but fails 
to locate the * “center” of the universe. Now, I 
wish to ask if it isn’t a fact in philosophy, 
corroborated by common sense, that if there 
is a center, there is a circumference surround
ing it, and beyond this limit, there is what?— 
nothing, you answer. Well, perhaps, if you 
can form any conception of “ “Nothing. ’’ The 
human mind, in its main struggle 
to fathom and grasp the infinite, has generally 
tried to localize and limit the deity, in 
order to produce a correspondence with its 
its finite conception; but isn’t it more ra
tional to consider the deity as being 
the soul of,the universe, utterly unknowable 
and inconceivable, except in a minute de
gree—beginningless, endless, boundless and 
formless, but existing in the universe as the 
soul and life of every molecule in all the lim
itless expanse of being? 0. W. Barnard.

Remarkable Experience • of Two 
Allegheny Families

THEY RENT A HOUSE AND ARE MUCH DISTURBED 
<" WITH MYSTERIOUS MAPPINGS. —-THEY CALL 

■■ IN NEIGHiORS AND A SUQOESS^UV SEANCE 18 
HELD—-THD SPOOK BECOMES-SO AGGRESSIVE 

' THAT THE FAMILIES LEAVE THE HOUSE.

. To the Editor:—According to the Pitts
burg (Pa.) Ttmts. there is a genuine hauuted 
house in this city. It sets forth that if the 
Spiritualists of this community are anxious to 
secure a proving ground for the weak of that 
faith or. to convince skeptics, they will find it 
at the corner of Wiley avenue and Brighton 
road, in the lower part of Allegheny. Raps, 
bumps and even materializations are there 
without the aid of darkened cabinets, or jug
glery ot any description. Doubters are re
ferred to the families of Raoul Johnson and 
Arthur B ussier, bookkeeper for Bovard. Rose 
& Co.. now living In Bellevue borough.

Until about a week ago they lived in a house 
at the location named, and left it only because 
¿hey could not see their way to be continually 
associating with spooks. The men of the 
families were more amused than otherwise by 
the spirit rappmgs. but the women were af
fected quite, differently. During the day all the 
curl was soared out of their bangs, and at 
night they were thrown into faints by the 
rude conduct of “it. During the five weeks 
the two families lived in the house there was 
not a night and very few days that they were 
not made aware of the presence of the spook, 
usually by loud raps on the floors and doors. 
The climax of the situation was reached when 
the wife of Mr. Johnson fainted one night 
when the spirit was rapping noisily at the head 
of her bed.

Johnson. "At that declaration all the women 
in the house covered their faces, fearing to 
look around through fear of seeing the ghost, 
and demanding unanimously that the trouble 
cease at once.

THE AGENT'S EXPERIENCE.
The rest of the night was spent iu discus

sing what had been heard, and no explanation 
covered the case. A thorough search was 
made for some electrical contrivances that 
would produce the raps, but nothing was 
found. There was no possibility that any liv
ing person could have been in the house with
out being, detected by some of the many 
watchers on the look-out. At another time the 
agent Who was in charge of the property called 
in the evening with the lease to be signed. 
While he was-talkmg the spook began to rap. 
bringing out the question from him as to the 
cause. He was informed of the annoyance to 
which the two families had been subjected 
since they moved into the house, and he re
mained to hear more.. He stayed until mid
Right, and during all the time he was there the 
raps continued. . When he Lad assisted in an 
investigation he told them that if he were In 
their .position he would.,ref use to sign any 
lease. The lease was not signed, and as soon 
an possible both families moved away.

Mr.. Johnson says that the raps would fol
low him and members of his family to their 
bedrooms, where the noise would be greater 
than in the rooms down stairs, fie added 
that the raps took place every night and some
times in. daylight. Mr. JoKuson is not a 
Spiritualist, and takes no stock in the doc
trines of that belief. He xioes not now admit 
that the raps were, made by spirits, but says 
whatever the cause, it is beyond him to ex
plain or detect.

It would be well for Spiritualists of this

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AKD— .

THE CONFESSIONAL.
. BY FATHER CHINlQUY.

Tuts is a most valuable book. It comus from an Kx* 
Priest, whose character is auovc reproach, and who 
knows wnat lie is talking auout. Everybody sbouid 
read it. Price, ei.oo. it contain* the following chap* 
ten;

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before tue Surrender of Womanly 9aK> 

respect m tuo uoufcbBionui.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for IM 
Priest. .

CHAPTER III. .
The CoufesBipnai is tue Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy ot the Priests is made 0MJ 

by Aunauiar LoufesBiou.
CHAPTER V. •

The iiighiy-educateu aua reflnea Woman In the Con*, 
fessionai—wuat becomeg of her after uncondltlon* 
ai surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys ail the Sacred TIM 01 

Marriage auu Human Society. .
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular confession be tolerated among CltH 
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Poes Auricular CoafesBion bring Peace to the Soul?

CHAPTER IX. '
The Dogma of Auricular Conteesion a SaorHegtovi 

Imposture. * -
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Cuurcii of Rome to confOM the 
’ Abominations of Auricular Confession. »

CHAPTER XI.
Auncuiar (jonfesBion in Australia. America, and 

Franco. ■.
. , CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the consideration of Legislators. Has« 

oands and Fatuera—Borne of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent- ■

Sent Post-paid, Price. $1.00.

aamiruuie work coaiams wnut a hundred »pirita. good 
ana evil, bay of meir dwelling piavea. Give us details 
—decans unu uccuruie aeiiueailoos of ata id the Spirit« 
world:—is me constant aimeai of tUougDtfai mladi. 
Death la anproacuing. W metier—oh. whlthen Slistl 
I know my fnonas beyond tue tomb? Wm they know 
mo? wnat ib tnuir Preseuicondition, and what their 
occupations? m tnia volume tue SDirite. differing as 
they may. are allowed co sneak for themselves. Ko 

.er Quaimed tnun Dr. Feeuies, tp piaoa A 
is kma oerore tne peome. lie treats of the 

Double and Hopes; Tue Bridging of 
b or the Future; Testimony of 
tnd Perfection ot the Spiritual 
t Body mat Sins?: Clothing In 
Littie Ones in lie&rni The Per* 
Aaron Kuignt; The BedMaira 
u: Testimony of Fhysiolgns In 
•a of Apostles and Divines: The

Rossini was so lazy that in his younger 
days he was accustomed to compóse in bed. 
Once he was writing a trio, and had it 
ihost completed when the sheet fell out of his 
hand and went under the bed. He could not 
reach it, and rather than get up he wrote an
other.- ■ ■ ‘ '

■ : \ . f ■ ’ :
Sppntini’s uncle, who adopted him, in

tended him for a priest ¿nd', thjashed him for. 
trying to learn music. ■ After.epchrjn^,. much, 
ili-treatment he fan away -from hopae fto . the 
house of another unplé, who took charge .of 
him and- gave him d musical ‘^ucatipjl.
. I. . . * , ” ■. » «

Gluck began his by' playing
the violin at the dances ‘óf thè peasantry in 
the villages near Prague. - Most of his early 
operas, especially th&sb written --for the ' Lon
don theaters, were failures. Handelsaid that 
Gluck knew no-more about counterpoint that

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, Hl. Every Spiritualist should have 
this-paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if " it' could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com
prising an answer .to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government .Paper, 25 cents;cloth,,50ets.

Helen Harlow's Vow, or §elf . Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker.. Price reduced from $1.59 
to$l, cloth. ' . . Z ...

Offenbach was the. Ftench fetimbre. He 
always tried to please rather than instruct, 
and of the sixty-four opeias that he wrote in 
less than twenty-five yeart.'only 6he , had the 
good fortune to last more thai .ibiee or four 
years. His maxim w“A grain, of wit is 
better than a bushel of learning, " and never 
tired of repeating it. , 4 ,,

Schubprtwas precocious. He learned to 
plap both piano and violin at 5 years of age, 
and was put under the care of the .village or
ganist, who soon said: “I can, teach him 
nothing, , Whenever I .wished to- give hint 
something fresh, he .knew it. already. ” Schu
bert wrote over. 1,200 «oflgs and dn enormous 
quantity of other music. ........

AN AGGRESSIVE SPOOK.
During the first few days they occupied the 

place the raps and bumps were not noticed, 
because all hands were buried m the luxury of 

■ "fixing up. " and were too tired at night to 
have heard anything spiritual. But after they 
were ready to be comfortable, the spook was 
on hand aggressively all the time. The noises 
were kept up for some nights, though, before 
either of the families took much notice of 
them. It is not an easy matter for persons 
not believers in Spiritualism to ignore a series 
of raps on the floor at their feet or on the 
doors beside where they were sitting, without 
being startled.

The mysterious rappings become so fre
quent and so annoying that they were unbear
able. When the rappings first began to be 
noticed, if no attention were paid, they would 
be increased so rapidly that it was impossible 
to ignore them. It was as if some one was 
knocking and becoming impatientât not being 
answered. More in a spirit of fun than any
thing else, the two families agreed to make 
some answer to the raps and note the result. 
Every question that had some air of inquiry 
about it was readily answered, but no atten
tion was paid to thoçe that were frivolous. 
After a few days of this experience, Mr. Bus- 
sler and Mr. Johnson concluded that the 
matter was too good to keep to themselves 
and agreed to call in some of their friends. In 
response to invitations to talk to the ‘ ‘spooks, ” 
nineteen persons gathered at the house. The 
whole house was lighted fully from cellar to 
attic, and the party scattered through the 
building and grounds, three men being placed 
in the cellar.

HAD A LIVELY EVENING.

That was bÿ far the most lively evening ex
perienced, the seance continuing until nearly, 
morning. By that time Mr. Johnson had be
come familiar enough with the spook to talk 
rçjth “it” through an arrangement, by . which 
.‘,£t^was;tp Indicate an affirmative . by ' three 
sap.8 tpcL ^negative by,one rap. ; When tlje 
p^ætjyjiaà Ijèen cliatributed..through toe house 
and-grounds, wito eyes welLffiçèd for sebing 
and ^ara'sharpehed for hearing, Mr_ Johnson 
began, to talk. ,.y?hen. he naked' .Ü‘the'“épint 
knew’,jiowmany person^, there ^epp in toe 
House, tfirée ;.,rApjj<.‘ippôweà;ian4 then nine
teen others fa ari evidpnee of thé knowledge. 
In. answer to other questions, “it" said that 
there w'ere three men in toe cellar, and that 
two of them, were old men. All this time the 
qqestipDer was in a room directly over the 
heads of the men in. the cellar, who could dis
tinctly,hear the queries as well as the answers.

It said toatdfwas toe spirit of a woman who 
had died in room number 7 on March 9, 1869, 
was then 72 years of age,'had remained 
in the house ever since, and proposed to stay 
there. , Mr. Johnson replied that he proposed 
too stay there too, and . was answered by a 
series of loud knocks meaning ho. < “It” gave 
the initials of toe owner of the house, “A. W. 
S. , " and, indicated by . raps the number of per
sons in. her family. .. ♦.. . .

The.matter of questioning was concluded by 
asking ii toe spirit would materialize, to which 
thyee raps replied. , s$id-. that ;it • should 
not.materialize in -the ■ presence -.of.‘the ques
tioner or*ny other- man, «but would' gréet any 
wqigan In.roomi?, where,.¡the death had dc- 
c^tedefid wMch-wm, the- bedroonj. of Mrs.

fast! This peculiarity of our people may 
well apply to the matter of Spiritualism. After 
the • -craze of table-tipping, so general in the 
early days of the modern dispensation, the 
reaction was felt here as in other cities, and. 
succumbing to the press and pulpit, the cause 
of truth was relegated to obscurity as a fraud 
and the work of the Devil, with a big G. But 
all of the seed had not fallen upon barren 
soil; cultivated in the privacy of many homes, 
nursed carefully by small associations where 
faith and devotion made up for numbers, the 
seeds have taken deep root, the plant has 
grown, attracting attention by the beauty of 
its foliage and the fragrance of its blossom, 
until, to-day. it is m full bloom and its vital
ity a demonstrated fact. Spiritualism has 
been tried, and now. since it has been found a 
••good thing, the people are flocking to it.

To realize this great fact, one has but to 
drop in Rayne s hall, where Oscar A.kdgerly. 
under the auspices of the Religio-Philosophicai 
Society, lectures to large audiences composed 
in great part of cultured, intelligent people 
who listen with puzzled interest, to the forcible 
and eloquent remarks of the controlling spirit 
of this young medium on questions the most 
varied, propounded by the audiencejor he may 
go and hear Mrs. Walcott, the pastor of the 
First Spiritualist Church and be edifled;he may 
follow the first efforts of the Christian Spiritu
alists' Society, yet in embryo. Or, if the in
quirer be. as yet ignorant of our philosophy 
and wants proof of the return of the spirits, 
let him go to Dn Roberts or Miss Maggie 
Gaule’s crowded seance-rooms and have all 
his preconceived notions of death upset by 
the wonderfully accurate tests given through 
these mediums.

I say nothing of the private investigations 
going on in many homes. I know of manifes
tations thus obtained, of the most startling 
character, the effect of which has been to 
bring comfort to many an aching heart and to 
restore abiding peace to many a troubled mind. 
Then there are the scientists and the minis
ters who are also “asking for the light” A 
few, dazzled by the first flash, retire into their 
wonted obscurity of ignorance, but the greater 
number, interested, attracted, are fast pro
gressing in the way of. conviction. They no 
longer wait for the kindly mantle, of night to 
go ring the medium’s door-bell; they venture 
to walk boldly into a public seance-room, and 
some I have known manly enough to stand up 
and testify to the truth revealed to them. The 
influence of the Spiritualist philosophy may be 
clearly traced in the sermons of many a priest 
or minister, in many a newspaper or magazine 
article. The press knows.a “good thing” when 
others don't, and it has been found out that 
Spiritualism is a subject-matter that pays.

. ■ '■ . ■ • . .'Paul.

A Rare Offër„—Secrets of the Convent of 
the Sacred Heart."

The remainder of the bound edition of the 
above book, to extend its circulation, will be 
sent for 25 cents per cbpy; .postage.. 5 cents, 
or four copies for $I. QO, postage paid. Many 
in ordering have -expressed., a desire for the 
muslin binding, :but Contented themselves with 
the paper oh account of price. ï’iieÿ can now 
please themselves. Silver may. bjs mailed at 
publisher’s risk. As the number, of copies 
is quite limited; orders should be sqnt at 
once. Hudson Tuttle, Publisher, Berlin 
Heights, Ohio. : '

. The’ Spiritual Alps and How-We Ascend 
Thejnl -By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Pipet, 25 cent's; cloth,.50 pts.

•v A $ex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker.’ 
Radical-ideas.. -Paper, 25 cents. । - 

.The'Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit- 
.uaHsm-’■Compared...... By Moses Hull. A
trenchant presentation of the subject.' ’ Paper, 

cloth, $1«- .. .

CONTAINS THE 
or, mid some of ber molt 
ic uy eminent comporr«, 
ivc fiiuMcied wide nonce 
ineniH of Life Luder the 
b J'rupnecy,” "From tho 
etny of Borrow." "Solilo* 
nic Huiy Maid of Kent,’1

ie Unseen City.” “Ciarl
ìi Meet our I Fiend« lu the 
numi UHtea."

ftil In her prolific poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gap 

brightest scholar«.—Charuanfng- ^igm.
gifted poet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mre. Tuttlo 1b well known as 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—bat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to Mug like a 
banner on our walls to recall us daily toNiur bettc; 
selves.—Hester M. Poolo. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun* 
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light She is 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting itself to music.—Progressiva 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Bara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel la exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. 
Hume. *

The volume contains 225 pa era, Is beautifully printed 
it'd bound, and furnishes a nue Holiday Gut. Prict 

post-paid.
For sale at this Ofllco.

“THEMEDIOMISTIC
Experiences of Jolin Brown,

Tho Medium ot the Rockies, with on tntroduotlonby

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be la the hands of every one intafr 

ested tn Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chaptei 

2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal td 
California; Return of Ills Guide. Chapter 4, Remark* 
able Tests. Chapter 5, Tils Work as a Healer. Chap
ter fi. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Bplnt 
Land. Chapter 8. Methods Vend by Spirits to Commit 
nlcate: How to Conduct a Circle. Ohapfgp 9, Mlicet 
laocous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience, 
Chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow* 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break In 
rhe Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Cbapw 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

For sale M this office» Heavy ptpv oom pnM V 
cents._________________ __________________  ,

the To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGULEB.

Translated from the French.
BY S- R- CHOCKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well have been entitled) 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is writtea 
to that peculiarly Interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects to adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author ia not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new snper* 
stltion," etc., etc., In which he manifests the usual 
animus of the “scfcnt-lfio clae«,” yet be says again: 
“There is a true and respectable idea in Splritukllim? 
and regards or proved "the fact of communication 
between superhumans and the Inhabitants of Earth;” 
and be goes on to relate Instances of fact in evidence. 
There is. to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the author’s ideas, but tbo well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange tbo pros and cons, and out Of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable fnfcrm&tloti. The author bolds tbs 
theory of reincarnation. Price tl,50.

For sale at this office._______
SIXTEEN SAVIORS.

TT/ORI.D'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 

vv Saviors:or. Christianity Before Christ Con
tawing new and startling revelations In religious bis* 
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo* 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key fqr unlock
Ing many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprise 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods, fit 
Kersey Gravei. This wonderful and exbsurtlve vflfr 
ume will, we are certain, take high rank m a book of 
reference tn the field which he has chosen for it .Thh 
amount of menu! labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied information contained In It must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It la In 
inch convenient shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print. But th* 
book ii by no mean! a mere collation of views or Sta
tistics; {hrdn<1?oat Its entire course the author-*« 
will be seen by his title-page and chapter heads—uol* 
lows a definite line of research and argument to the 
close, and his conelustoas go. like sure arrows, to tha 
mark. Printed on fine whfn paper, largo 2U1O, BBO 
page»- New. edition, revised nnn corrected, Vrltb got» 
trait of author. Vrlc.* ’ I .*o. Poctnc- 10 cents. For 
Sale at tblaoinre •. ’
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9r. Buchanan to Hudson 
Tuttle.
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A kind-friend has just informed me 1 
of an. essay in which my quondam friend, 
Hudson Tuttle, has assailed a fellow- 

■ laborer in the spiritual vineyard with 
depreciative sarcasm, and with the 
following • language; -which shows the 
very free-qnd-easy style of a professional 

'‘joker, but which was evidently intended 
to be taken quite seriously by the

■. reader:
* ‘ “the prophecies of Dr. J. R. 

Buchanan, which were of the usual 
blood-and-thunder sort. The reitera- 
'tion of the wails of Jeremiah; wars, 
famine, pestilence, earthquakes and 
a turning back of the Atlantic Coast 
into the Alleghany mountains, in a way 
that made one’s flesh creep and each 
hair of his head stand on end. The 
only remarkable thing about this proph
ecy is that not a word of it has yet 
come true, nor is it possible for the 
geological part to be fulfilled.” .

The editor of the Arena, which pub
lished my essay, has not lost any esteem 
for Dr. Buchanan, for he knows the 
foregoing quotation to be a combination 
ef falsehood and burlesque, and so does 
every reader of my essay; but you ex
pect to be read by those who have 
not . seen it, who may rely upon your 
veracity,and therefore you may feel safe 
in such • defamation, though it violates 
the principles of spiritual ethics.

You have made similar slurring re
marks before, and been completely 
answered, and I supposed silenced (al
though you did not apologize), for you 
made no defense.

The essay which you thus burlesque 
is one of the most valuable that I have 
ever written, and excited the deepest 
interest. It showed valid political 
¡reasons for anticipating a terrible civil 
war, arising from the increasing and 
angry antagonism of labor and capital.

• The reasons which I gave then (and I 
believe I was the first in this country to 
set forth distinctly and fully the dangers 
before us) have been greatly reinforced 
by the additional facts developed in the 
last three years, and I am continually 
told, by those interested in politics, that 
my statement was too cautious, and that 
■the . crisis will come upon us much 
sooner than I predicted. I was told so 
to-day by one of our most remarkable 
mediums, as an opinion derived from 
controlling spirits; but I adhere to my 
own calculation, for this is not merely a 
matter of - intuitive foresight, but is 
fortified also by one of the laws of the uni
verse which I have discovered and 
successfully applied to human life foi- 
many year& I have not been eager to 
anticipate wars, but have more than 
once truly predicted peace when states
men and soldiers were predicting war.

You know very well“ that "coming 
events cast their shadows, before,” and

ties, and did;, not accurately get their 
resisting power and spiritual help. ■ - .

No sensible person expects human pre
dictions to be like divine foreknowledge, 
or thinks itaserlousdiscredit to mistake 
the future, even as badly as Secretary- 
Seward in thinking the rebellion would 
besubdped in ninety days. The wonder 
is that any predictions are correct, for 
failure is" the general rule, and the 
prophecy of Cazotte,who pointed out the 
exact fate of ten leaders of French' so
ciety before the revolution,is unequaled 
by anything recorded, unless it be the 
prophecy of Napoleon’s career by Nos- 
tradamusin the sixteenth century.

These things are rare now, but in 
the coming century the prophetic power 
will become the guide of the. enlight
ened; and though far from infallible 
myself, I- expect to convince my friends, 
before leaving this life, that prophecy 
has a practical value. .

■■ J. R. Buchanan.
San Francisco,' April 17.

VIROHANP R. GANDHI.
CONTINUED FROM' FIRST PAGE.

The ways our diffprent conceptions 
of God affect pur conduct, have thus 
admirably been set forth by a learned 
Hindu; .

Let us for a moment try to analyze 
the moral standard of. those who abide 
hy the theory of an. extra-cosmic Su
preme Being, requiring strict obedjenee 
at our hands to his commands.

that prophecy is one of the powers of 
the human soul; if you do not fully and 
heartily realize it, you ought to attend 
one of my lectures and be convinced, 
for my students sometimes make re
markable and truthful prophecies. A 
number of seers have recognized with 
profound sorrow our coming calamities, 
and ' been surprised to find their 
own foreknowledge expressed in my 
essay. ,

My prediction is fortified, too,by a very 
similar prediction made nearly thirty 
years ago by a wonderful German seer, 
along with other prophecies which have 
been fulfilled, so as to warrant some re
liance on this. .

But since my publication, the light
nings and winds that indicate the com
ing storm have become so alarming that 
our country’s best, thinkers, and nearly 
all reformatory political newspapers, 
have spoken in a manner which snows 
that they substantially agree with me. 
All deep thinkers are profoundly con
cerned now, and many have been for 
ten years past. I could show a list of 
very instructive quotations from our 
press, that might lead a foreigner to 
think we were on the brink of a civil

The end and alm of Christianity is to 
satisfy the' emotional by subjecting 
man to a Supreme Being through fear 
of whom he keeps to the path of right 
eousness, in order that, by fulfilling his 
commandments, he may ascend to 
heaven to sit at the right of the eternal 
throne. .. . , .

In India religion has a'' triple aspect. 
It comprises cosmology, ontology, and 
ethics. Religion is that rational de
monstration of the universe which ex
plains the aim and object of existence, 
shows the relation of man to man, and 
supplies that real criterion of being 
which satisfies reason, and ennobles 
emotion. In its passive aspect religion 
addresses itself to reason, and explains 
the nature and relation of God, man, 
and universe, shows the real aim of ex
istence, and lays down the rules of right 
conduct. In its active aspect it reveals 
to the heart of man the supremefct 
ideal of love and bliss—an ideal which 
it ever strives to approach. Religion, 
by the satisfaction of both these essen
tial parts of the natqre of man, leads to 
mental peace, spiritual exaltation, uni
versal «good—all culminating in absolute 
self-realiaation. ■

CHRISTIANS’ LACK OF PRINCIPLE.
These are some of the great differ

ences between Christianity and the 
Aryan (Hindu) philosophy which make 
the former unacceptable to the educated 
in India; but there are other and more 
potent reasons which make it popularly 
disagreeable. The conduct of the 
Christians in India has been anything 
but holy. Steeped in drunkenness and 
debauchery, they horrified the simple- 
minded Hindu by their defiance of the

■ Thus modern' science and modern 
thought, instead of implanting anything 
new in the naturally speculative minds 
of the Hindus, simply destroy the 
seeds of religion already there. But 
one good has resulted—aud that is, it 
has put Aryan philosophy to the test, 
aud stirred the Hindus more generally 
to study their ancient language—that 
storehouse of religious philosophy 
which in comprehensiveness and daring 
speculation defies comparison.

Those that wish to teach a new re
ligion must bear in mind that the first 
condition is that they must have a 
thorough knowledge not only of their, 
own religion but also of the one they 
intend to supplant. They must also 
understand the manners, the customs, 
the condition, the religious susceptibili
ties and sentiments of the people. 
Have the Christian missionaries done 
so? Have they understood the pliiloso* 
phy of the Aryans? Haye they mas
tered their sacred language? Eyen 
when Christian teachings disturb the 
Hindu mind it does.not- fly to Christ
ianity for pest, but takes refuge in 
some of those so-called reformed ,ye- 
ligiqus societies, qf India which haye 
borrowed Christian thought, and dis
played it in Hindu garbs. Fortunately 
the old orthodoxy is reviving and , the 
new-fangled societies ¿re getting much 
smaller in pqm-ber. From what ha£ 
been said above it will be apparent 
that Christian missionaries in India 
have to encounter insuperable diffi
culties and that their labor is wasted 
labor.

Virchand R. Gandhi, a Hindu.

WHAT IS THE USE?

best interests1 of our glorious religion. 
'She spent the greater portion of the last 
ten years4n the city pf Pittsburg, at the 
home of the writer, in order that she 
might associate with Spiritualists, and 
be able to avail herself of the opportun
ity to attend the weekly lectures. For 
three weeks previous to her transition, 
she talked much about the prospective 
change, and looked forward longingly to 
the hour when she could enter the morn, 
ing land of the soul.

The funeral services were of u very 
impressive nature, and were conducted 
by the Rev. F. A. Wiggin of Salem, 
Mass. An impressive song service hy 
the choirs of the Pittsburg and Alle
gheny churches of Spiritualists was 
beautifully rendered, and was followed 
by the reading of a funeral service by 
Mr. Wiggin, after which he gave a brief 
but eloquent funeral discourse. He spoke 
of the beauty and sublimity of a noble 
life, and feelingly referred to the influ
ence of the mother in the home. Even 
the most orthodox were sensibly touched 
by the beautiful service.

. • ' - . • W. Fleming.
809 Bellefonte street, Pittsburg, Pa; ' 

, Xrs, jìlecta Gàffy, e-ged 88, years, 
passed qiiieUy to the supjmerland. She 
had beeij a staunch Spiritualist for over 
forty years. She was a medium, and 
was loved,.by the whole . community for, 
fipr uprigji.t, honest life ¿fid charity, By 
her request, ¿t a séance,' I send this iio- 
tiéé, that it may reach Ker old Spiritu
alist friends pear Beloit, Wis., who, she 
says, would like to have proof that, she 
had crossed the line. If any of her old 
friends wish for particulars, address 
Mrs. H. E. W.f Caro, Mich. . ,

WHAT HAVE WE LEFT.
CONTINUED FROM FOURTH PAGE, 

tem of insisting on setting aside, or al
lowing a few to do the thinking for the 
many—and then to teach their conclu
sions as knowledge.

Now no intelligent beings left to them
selves ever imagined or imbibed such 
an idea as either of these conclusions. 
No savage people on earth ever had 
such an ideal of a future state so horri
ble, or such a code of morals, natural or 
evolved. Both are the result of per
verted conditions of class privilege and 
assumed authority. And they exist 
simply because the mass of mankind has 
been too busy with the matérial duties 
of life to stop and seriously examine the 
subject. That is the special mission of 
this newer age—every man to be his 
own teacher, his own priest and his own 
thinker. Why should one person “boss” 
another merely because he may know 
today what the other can know tomor
row? That is all there is to the whole 
matter. Unless we are free and owning 
ourselves, body and mind, what is thé 
use trying to be? The man only half 
lives, who is not free in mind. ’

Your Blood Needs Cleansing.
Of all the seasons in the year this is 

most emphatically the onq in which to 
purify your blood. ■ _ _

There is a certain tonic in winter air 
which is exhilarating and beneficial, and 
the loss of which when milder weather 
comes; makes us feel tired and “played 
out.” . .

Besides this, our close confinement in
doors, breathing air charged with im
purities, contaminates our blood and 
makes liable thp appearance of unex
pected diseases. • .

Therefore the necessity of purifying 
the blood, and therefore the popularity 
at this season of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, the 
best blood purifier and stengthening 
medicine. The least inquiry will bring 
to your notice well known ^people who 
“think the world of Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla."

If you have never taken Hood’s Sarsa
parilla try it this spring. It will do you 
ROQff-

INVALIDS
JI. HO WILL SEND HOUR CENTS IN 
W stamps, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlet aud advice tree to cure themselves without 
drugs.- .Tbo THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card-
ffigton, Ohio tr

war. - a ,
One of our leading papers has advised 

its readers to prepare for the coming 
Struggle by rigid economy, living as 
cheaply as possible, leaving off tea, 
coffee, sugar, and everything that can 
be dispensed with.
' The millions of suffering and angry 
men.are rapidly increasing in numbers, 
and turbulent strikes, which have long 
been more than one a day, aro continu
ally growing in magnitude and violence.

But Mr. Tuttle claims a very superior 
wisdom when he looks upon all forecasts 
of danger with "pity” for our ignorance. 
He has exactly the wisdom of the se
cession orator who offered to drink all 
the blood that would flow after se
cession. And he is not alone in such 
wisdom. The monopolizing millionaires 
■who have driven and are driving mill, 
tons to the edge of the grave are insensi
ble to these widespread calamities. Aid 
there are millions whose brains are so 
sodden in selfishness that nothing but 
bloodshed on a very large scale will 
make them think seriously of their 
countries condition.

Mr. Tuttle has made his supercilious 
record on this question, and if he ad
heres to it, it will not require a great 
many years to make him thoroughly 
ashamed of it. If he does not retract, 
he can lay no claim to wise inspiration 
or seership, or even sound political 
judgment in this matter. I expect him 
to disagree with me in some things, for 
he leans too much to the materialistic 
and Bundyistic view of life for us to 
harmonize; but gentlemen can differ 
courteously.

As for "turning back the Atlantic

moral codes of God and man. Nor was 
the conduct of the officials of the British 
East India Company exemplary. In the 
Bengali novels, “Maharajah Nandaku- 
mar,” and “Gunga Govina Singh, or 
the Right Hand of Warren Hastings,” 
is drawn a picture of the inhuman 
cruelty and the gross misconduct of 
these brutal wretches—a disgrace to 
their nation and their religion. Well 
may their brothers disclaim any con
nection with them; but they were the 
pioneers of Christianity in Inditu

Again the Christians, being meat
eaters and rum-drinkers, seem to us to 
represent a religion devoid of humane 
practices ; for, to the mild Hindu, 
“brotherhood” does not mean simply 
"the brotherhood of man,” but the 
brotherhood of all living beings. That 
representatives of nations who fatten 
and kill for selfish gratification millions 
of sheep, hogs, steers and poultry a 
day, should preach humanity to an al
ready humane community, is beyond the 
comprehension of the , Hindu mind. 
There is a prevalent opinion in India 
that a person becomes a Christian 
simply to gratify his appetite, to eat 
animal food and to drink intoxicating 
liquor. When a Hindu is seen going 
into a church, his co-religionists say 
nothing; but if he is seen going into 
a grog-shop, his frieAds say, ‘‘He has 
turned a Christian.” Indeed, they 
seem to think that animal food and 
spirituous liquors are inseparable in
cidents of Christianity.

WHAT MISSIONARIES HAVE DONE.

What have the missionaries done to

. Passed to Spirit-Lite.
V. E. Rillieux writes: “In the death 

of our brother in faith, Henry Rey, the 
city of New Orleans loses a good citizen, 
and Spiritualism a most sincere, faithful 
and stout-hearted worker.”

SYNOPSIS OF AN ADDRESS DELIVERED
BY DR. M. W. CHUNN, IN UNITY 
CHURCH, LUVERNE, MINN., BUNDAY 
EVENING, APRIL 15, 1894.
If a person, wandering through the 

forests of Brazil, should see a human 
being wrapped in the coils of an ana
conda he would rush to tjie assistance of 
the unhappy victim, he would sever the 
anaconda’s coils and rescue the human 
being from his dreadful fate.

Priestcraft is the anaconda that has 
encircled humanity in its deadly coils. 
The work of the man that rescues hu
manity from the coils of priestcraft is 
no more destructive than the work of 
a man who rescues a human creature 
from the colls of an anaconda. There 
is no natural right of man that priest
craft has not dared to attempt to 
strangle.

Christian priestcraft in its Roman 
Catholic guise has been bent on sotting 
pp an infallible church that should be 
the tyrannical mistress of all the world. 
This infallible church has buried men in 
foul dungeons, slain men with the sword, 
burned men at the stake for daying to 
think and speak according to the prin
ciples of natural reason. This infalli
ble church has invaded the home and 
dictated to families what kind of food 
they must eat on certain days of the 
week: it has dragged fathers and moth
ers and children into the confessional

Passed to Spirit-life, at the home of 
liie daughter, Mrs. Wm. Sherman, of 
Benton Harbor, Mich., Mr. Alby Emer
son, aged 79 years and 4 months. Mr. 
Emerson was born in Gonessee Co., N. Y., 
in 1815; moved to LaGrange Co., 
Indiana, in 1837, where he married Miss 
Nancy A. Barnes, three years later. 
He was a member of the Baptist church 
seven years; that being too narrow a 
place for the broad-minded man, he 
gradually drifted out of the church, 

' investigated Spiritualism, and for the 
last fortj' years has had the knowledge 
of spirit return. In 1864 he moved to 
this State. The funeral was held at the 
Bundy schoolhouse in Hagar township. 
S. P. Merrifield, spiritual lecturer,
officiated. I. K. Shimer.

I. W. Innis departed to Spirit-life at 
his home in Oil City, Pa., on Tuesday, 
the 10th of April, aged 65 years. Mr. 
Innis was a pioneer Spiritualist of Oil 
City, and stood almost alone for some 
years, but there are now many Spiritu
alists in the city and surrounding 
country. Mr. Innis’ last request was to 
have a Spiritualist funeral; and his many 
friends and people of various religious 
denominations collected to hear an ad
dress from Mrs. H. S. Lake, of Cleve
land, but at the last hour it was dis
covered that a mistake had been made
in the day. The Presbyterian min
ister, near by, was present, and by re
quest made a few remarks, which were,. , . ., Quest maue a ww reinuiH», wmvu weredisabuse the people of this impression? i^ h] SDoken of as doinc Mr Innis Have they shaped their course to suit1 tri™

the true idea of humanity? People of I

coast into the Alleghany mountains,” 
Mr. Tuttle did not add, “This is a joke,” 
and so anybody else is free to add, “This 
is a falsehood.” There is nothing to 
jftstify it in my essay. As for the geo
logical impossibility of the earthquake 
I predicted as a future probability, such 
an assertion is a display of geological 
ignorance upon which I commented 
sufficiently in my former reply.

As for the asserted total failure of my 
predictions, I recognize only Mr. Tut
tle’s total failure to tell the truth. The 
prediction of war is rapidly approach
ing its fulfilment. The prediction of 
cyclones and diseases was fulfilled. The 
prediction of Mr. Blaine’s death was 
fulfilled as I expected, though the news
papers were reporting his fine health. 
All whose deaths were predicted will 
die in a few years. I had good reasons 
for mv prediction, but failed to appre
ciate fully their hold on life by. vital 
force. I see no' reason to be ashamed' 
of the error, for half the diagnoses of 
physicians are either incorrect or totally 
erroneous, as magnetic healers gen
erally know, although they have every 
opportunity of seeing and testing-their 
patients. 'But I had not seen the par-,,

the western civilizations cannot under- : 
stand the disgust apd[unutterable hor- : 
ror which tne-eating of animal food . 
produces in the Hindu mind. Why, 
one of the objections that the Hindus 1 
raise against foreign,travel is the fear, 
almost amounting to a conviction, that 
their young men would contract in 
western countries these irreligious 
habits. It seems strange that Christians, 
who say they are willing to sacrifice 
their lives tor their religion, cannot 
afford to sacrifice the gratification of 
their palate. They say.we are heathens. 
Are the people who believe in the 
eternity of soul, the doctrine of rein
carnation, in the law of Karma and uni
versal justice, and who practice thehu- 
nianity that they preach all the seven 
days of the week, are they heathens? 
Or is it the people who say that the soul 
of man had rts'beginning in Unit, but will 
pass into eternity, meaning thereby ’ 
that it is eternal ut one end without 
being so at the other.(a contradiction 
in terms): who believe that man was 
bound down to destiny by the freak of 
an irresistible being—judge and prose
cutor at the same time; and who 
preach brotherhood Sundays and the 
rest of the week meet in political cabi
nets to cut the throat of their weaker 
brothers, and to ¡grind down poverty- 
stricken nations simply to enrich them
selves? 1 ask: Is it not these that are 
heathens? If to believe in one's own 
deeds as the cause of one's condition: 
if to depend.on one's self for final bliss 
rather than on a constituted attorney; 
if to preach arid practice humanity 
towards all sentieiit beings, instead of a 
small portion of them—if this, is hea
thenism, l ain proUd^-dbubly'and trebly 
proud—to be called a heathen.

5 Moreover“) the-'tendency ‘of • modern 
British university education in India is 
so thoroughly materialistic and- so 
mercilessly - iconoclastic-'that it ^hatters 
not only .the idols “of-/ super5tition( so- 
IcaUedj of.the -Hindu, but- so^ffects -the

, mind that it cannot receive any religion

justice in conceding his right to think, 
his honesty to act, his religious senti
ments before the world; and considering 
the embarrassment of Mr. Corselius ana
the position he was placed in, he did 
exceedingly well. Mr. Innis was a 
progressive man, and he had a big 
heart. He sympathized with the whole 
human race. L. B.

? . Testimonial. •

■' (ADVERTISEMENT.)

Sheridan, Mich., Feb. 18,1891.
DR. A. B. Dobson, Dear Sir:—I feel 

itmy duty te write and tell you what 
ypuKrive done for me. ‘ I first wrote to 
you. two years ago this month, and I 
,'tppk three months’ treatment. I had 
beten sick for one year when 1 com
menced taking your remedies; had been 
treated by four doctors, and had tried 
many patent medicines without any 
benefit, and a friend happened to hand 
pe one of your circulars, and I wrote to 
you for help. It will be two years the 
fifteenth daj' of next May since I took 
thp, last dose of your medicine, and I 
have done all of my work since, and call 
myself a well woman. It is a great 
surprise to everyone around here that I 
got well; they all said I must die; the 
doctors said I could not live, but I thank 
the Lord and Dr. Dobson that I am on 
earth now.

I have written a -great many letters 
for other persons to you; I wrote for 
Mort Rice, and you helped him so fast, 
but he is a i)oor man, and he got hurt so 
he could ’not work and get money 
to keep on doctoring. I have tried to 
help you get patients; you are doing me 
much good. ♦

Your ever faithful friend,
Eliza Hulbert.

(See ad. in another column).
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal..

box and made them proclaim secrets 
that ought tosbe confined within the 
hallowed precihcts of the home. This 
infallible church is the enemy of culture 
and the friend of ignorance; it is the 
foe of the modern spirit of liberty. Pius 
IX., the late head of this infallible 
church, condemned well nigh every 
principle of modern republican govern
ment. .

Christian priestcraft in its Protest
ant guise has sought to bring all the 
world into bondage to an infallible 
book. What the infallible church is 
to the Roman Catholic the infallible 
Bible is to the Protestant. The searcher 
after truth has been checked on -the 
one side by Rortian Catholicism with the 
cry, “Thus saith the church! Stop!” 
On the other side he has been checked 
by Protestantism with the cry, “Thus 
saith the Bible! Stop!”- There is 
scarcely a crime against decency, and 
morality that this infallible Bible of 
Protestantism does not sanction, Lying, 
slavery, adultery, drunkenness and mur
der are crimes commanded or saqctipned 
in the Bible. Christian priestcraft in- 
its Protestant guise has enacted unjust 
Sunday laws. For years it has been 
making a persistent effort to'change 
the republic founded by ' Washington 
and Jefferson and Paine into a' Christ
ian theocracy. ,

The man who is rescued from an ana- 
onda acquires his natural freedom bf 
body. The man who is rescued, from 
the coils of Christian priestcraft ac
quires his natural freedom of mind; he 
is free to think, to reason, to inyesti-: 
gate for himself; he can give his atten
tion to scientific studies without thought 
or care of what Biblical fabulists may 
have written.

Passed to Spirit-life, April 3, 1894i 
Bert, youngest son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Maxfield. [He was accidentally shot by a 
companion while out hunting. Sir. 
Maxfield .passed to the higher life a 
few weeks since, and now the aged 
mother is called upon to bear,this early 
separation in earth-life from her dear 
son. He was a manly, kindhea'rted boy, 
quiet and unassuming in manner, re
spected by his companions and friends, 
and was just arriving at the age when 
he would have been a great support to 
•his mother and sisters. Evidences of 
tender sympathy from his schoolmates 
were shown in a beautiful floral, piece 
representing a broken circle,upon which 
was placed the word, “Classmate,” in 
immortelles. Other offerings of choice 
flowers robbed the scene of much of its
sadness. C. E.

Prophetstown, Ill., April 20, 1894.

Passed to the higher life April 12th, 
1894, from "her home in Wheeling, West' 
Virginia, Mrsl Mary Bender in the 71st 
vear of her age. She was born in Car
lisle, Pa., Feb. 23rd, 1823, and came-to 
Pittsburg in her fourteenth year. A 
few years later she married Robert Ag-1 
new, who1 passed to spirit-life three and 
a-half years i after this - marriage. Her 
second -husband was Charles Bender, of 
Pittsburg.; Mrs. Bender was rehred-.in 
the Presbyterian faith, ■ arid Was an ad
herent of that denomination<i!?i‘ many 
years. About twenty years ago she be
came a Convert to Spiritualism, through 
¡the teachings of such'men-'as E.-V; ¡Wilf 
son and James -M.'Pdeffles; since which 
time-sh&.hafcbeen-jHkearaeslfcftndJaith” 
ful worker in furthering the^cowth and,

DR. GREER’S 

“PABULUM OF LIFE.” 
THE WORLD’S GREATEST 

REMEDY FOR ALL CONDITIONS
ARISING FROM EXHAUSTED

NERVOUS ENERGY, OR
LOSS OF VITAL FORCE!

It Will strengthen the weak, invig
orate, the young, and rejuvenate the 
old.

Try It! Try 111 Try It!
By Mail, $1,00. Address Dr. Greer, 

; 127 LaSalle street, Chicago.
MRS. F. S. DE WOLF. INDEPEND- 

LVJ. eut alate-wrltlug and test medium. Circle for 
ladles, Thursday afternoon. No. 247 Ogden Av. 235

(C F. PERKINS, TEST MEDIUM, 
\JI• No. 280 W. Madison street. Readings daily 

Test circles Monday and Friday, at 8 p. in. Wednes
day afternoon 2:80. Mrs. Perklu's readings dally, 11 
Bryan Place, North of Union Park, We»t •Chicago.

/I COMPANION TO~GO OUJ~PROS- 
xl pecting with one that has experience. Call in 
2482 Cottage Grove Avenue. Chicago. W. B. Millett.

CATARRH SPECIALIST.
T)R. T. WILKINS, MAGNETIC PHY- 

J—a bh-ian, 291 Ogden Avenue, will give attention u» 
the sick, at home ur at his room. All diseases succev: • 
fully treated, but Catarrh is bls specialty. For ref
erences ask bls patterns. 232 if

Four cents sent to John Wanaina-WORT.IVS maker, Philadelphia, Pa., will so- TYV/AvUX/ kJ cure portfolio }\o j of the Magic 
FAIR City, containing 16 large photo- 

Tr-rT'irtrr, graphic views of the World’s'Falr, in VIEWS roval blue, aud the 10u-page lllustra- 
■ ted Store Book. 232

ADVERTISEMENTS,
Good News for Spiritualists.

Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 
kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe and its after effects, or 
seven weeks’ treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

Free Diagnosis.
Thoso wishing a free diagnosis ad

dress Dr. Craig, 1428 Market street, San 
Francisco, Cal. Inclose three two-cent 
stamps. I will accept no case that 1
cannot cure. 235

T7 PANTED—CANVASSERS TO SELL 
W White Clover and Spruce Toilet soap to fain!- 

Ues—exclusive territory given. Big money made by 
canvassers handling our goods. 23

Z’HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND
three 2-cent stamp, tor private letter of edvlce 

from the Splrlt-world. W. P. Phelon, M. D-, 610 Jack
ton Boulevard Chicago 111. |20tf ■

VPIRIIUALISTSWISITING CHICAGOt 
kJ can And coif room«, equal to those at hoteli. with! 
• Bplritualiatf tnilly, at 83 St John’s Place near Union 
Baric r

Z’HE BLIND MEDIUM. PROF. H.
Sinclair, will aend you by Io Iter a life reading of 

the paat and future with datea. Mall a look ot halt 
and one dollar. Addreaa Prof. II. W. Sinclair, No. 60 
West Ave., North,-Jackson, Mich. 237

~AN~ASTONISHING OFFER!
CTEND THREE 2-CENT STAMP kJ lock of hair, age, name, sex, one leading ftymptona 

and your disease will be diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobsoa. San Jose, Cal- ■

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
A Reading or six questions answered, M cents and 
three stamps. Mabsueuite Bubton, 1472 Washing- 
on street, Boston, Mass. . 232

“ COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED

<■ Djetaputlca Including the Sun Cure, Vital Muguet 
jam, Electricity, Mind Cure, aud a higher aolence of

■ ni Ç**t*ilJ**eal affinity anti basic principlea developed 
with their insrvelluus applications. Students in four 
continents have taken the course. The college Is 
chartered and confers tbe degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
cun take the course.and receive the diplomas at tbelr 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York f’ 
n. Babbitt. M. D., Dealt, 5 Pulaski St., East Orange 
New Jersey.--^ 234 8

~ 'L. WILL DEVELOP YOU I X T(* fl A Have you tried it ? . TheX V i III Finest Cabinet for the kJ J Purpose ever made—bar
This marvelous cabinet "0"e; S“dfcrCircular, 

claim. Prepaid, $i.T^Costs Nothing 
«!• it. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St. Chicago. * 

Price, $i,oo delivered, in City.

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
istemhes!i,nis:> 1Ï,® c“tai rl1'“U<1, In fact, tbe entire 
system, be mi * two-cent stamps, and I wtii send 
printed luformation. Also Pbutograpb ot my spirit- 

lhi,i knowledge to mT B F 
rOQLK. Clinton, Iowa. *

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
TySEASBS TREATED BN VITAL 

J—S magnetism and by hypnotism. Develops latent 
psychical powers. Consultation by mall 61,00. No. 
224 Ontario street, Chicago. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m.

231

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT. 
pebble spectacles restore lost vision 

S mvi.w iU?rated cireulsr and bow to be fitted 
ma ?y B F pooVWm ",letb?‘i- Spectacles sent by 
man, b, r. TOOLE. Clinton, Iowa.

PYERYMAN AND WOMAN
-TL «hould know something about their future. Send 
«1,00, exact hour, day and year of birth, where born, 

.also sex, to Prof. Geo. Wilson, Astrologer, 
*589 Jackson Boulevard Chicago. 232

FRANK T. RIPLEY.
TTE WILL GIVE SITTINGS DAIL Y 

JlI al No. 15 Bishop Court, during April and May.

PSYCHOMETRIST.
3/JRS. A. M. LUND (FORMERLY 

LVJ Mrs. Robinson), 1072 West Harrison street, 
Chicago, will give sittings by letter. Send lock of 
halrandown handwriting, with $1,00. All questions
carefully considered by the guides. 233

CECRET POWER OF MIND OVER O mind and bow to cultivate and strengthen this 
God-given force, innate in every human being. Won
derful book Si. Circulars free. Prof. Anderson. P. T.,
2—182 State street, Cblcago. 218 zeow

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lyceum 

and Societies.

A Manual öf Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.-

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

Because I have given myself to .the 
work of rescuing humanity from the 
coils of old Christian priestcraft, the 
thoughtless have declared that I have 
left the people nothing. But I haVe 
left humanity the ethical code. The 
keen-edged knife of reason which cuts 
the coils of Christian priestcraft, and 
sets the' pulèe of freedom throbbing 
within thé human brain, inflicts no 
wound upon thé ethical' code. -.The 
valuable and enduring part of religion 
is its ethical code. It is Christian priest
craft that is "at war with the ethical 
code. According to tjie gospel pro
claimed by Christian evangelists, the 
unbelieving woman who . is chaste and 
modest Mhd loving must make her future 
bed in hell, while the leéheroùs, brutal 
harlot, who shall believe the dogmas Of 
Christian priestcraft at the eleventh 
hour and fifty-ninth minute shall enter 
heaven. This' is the preaching that 
stabs the ethical code. I say to men 
and women we must be temperate, we 
must be chaste, we must be benevolent)- 
■we must discard every vice and practicé 
every virtue if we would live true to thé 
teachings of nature. ■ 1 ■ ■ .

The truth is that we are saved by vir
tue of what we are and do, and not by 
virtue of what we may believe or disber 
lieve, ‘ regarding theological specula- 

‘ tions. ■ To overthrow the people’s • faith 
in Christianity does -not mcan to leave 
the people without moral influence. 
would develop the moral sense of every 
man so that it could discern clearly be
tween right and wrong. I would e’dii- 
cate the people up to the loftiest-stand
ard of morality by showing , them that 
there is a moral law inherent, in the

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR- 
JL voj’&nt of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Dlagnoala and terms for tjAatment to all who will Bend 
their name and addrcss^Ri their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualise' of Dec. 80, 1893 says of Dr. Forster: — 
“Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for bis benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and bls straight
forward course of integrity and honor.’’ Address 
Dr. W.M. Forster. 1059 Market St., San Francisco,
California. 237

national

Spiritualists’ Association
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
(Incorporated Nov. i, isoj ;

"THE HEADQUARTERS ' OF THE 
J. National Spiritualists' Assoobulon Is now open 

y a Spiritualists are Invited ta visit 
tbelt ofBt.lal lionte. A register win be Kept ol lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested to send In tbelr 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 

re,i“ k.et,p, !‘,p',rfect ri'Fl»ter of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of all changes ot 
location. Officers of societies tn all foreign countries 
art-“16° requested to confer with us, and Information 
la desired respecting all new phases of development 
In all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag- 
aZ .n? Spiritual matters are earnestly
Bollcltcd for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Ilonniir A. Drautot 
Secretary. 214tf

A REMARKABLE OFFER. ~SEND 
11 two 2-cent poatage «tamp«, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and «ex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of vour disease. Address J. C. Batdorf.

?’* £PuclPftl Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids, 
Mien. Please state wbat periodical you saw our ad
vertisement In.__________ 233

JJOW TO .BECOME A MEDIUM 
£J )n your own home. Will send o pamphlet con
taining Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
snlrhual magazine, an for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A.
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue. Chicago, 111. 249

E? CORDEN WHITE, TRANCE, 
± • test, business and platform medium. Sittings
dally. No. 2978 Cottage Grove Avenue. 23()tf

PROB. J. PAYNE, HEALING AND 
JT developing medium. Prof. Payne is endowed 
with great powers, and treats with never-falling suc
cess. He can be consulted on all the affairs of life, 
spiritual and business matters, dally, at No. 431 W. 
Madison street, 2d flat, Chicago, Ill. 232

PSYCHE ’
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “Psyche arrived two week« 
ago and to say 1 was pleased does not express my ap* 
predation. My boy, twelve year« old. Is developing 
moat all the pby«lcnl phenomena of Spiritualism with 
it. Independent writing came first sluing We now 
get Rapping. Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He baa also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clniraudlence.—M. Y 
Thompson, Arkadelphia, Ark." Price. «1,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach. Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

A COLLECTION. OF MUSIC AND 
ytl Song«, Golden Chain Recitations, Memory Gems, 
Choral Responses, Funeral Services, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Bules. Instructions for Or*, 
ganizlng and eondtwtlng-Lyceums, Instructions for* 
Physical Culture, Calisthenics, and Marching; Ban
ners, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be organized -and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies tbe want« of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old byinnology. 
It furnishes a unique «electiohof choice readings «nd 
responses such as no other selection contains. It gives 
a practical system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of which.is made plain by engravings. It give« in
struction« how to make the badges and banners and 
instructs in marching. It shows bow to establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to tbe Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement. -

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
prepared* for the task by years of devoted labor In tbe 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical work 
and tested by tbe Interest awakened lb the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

While Intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
round nowhere else, except In sheet form at many 
times the cost. Tbe book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, «ent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tuttle & Co., Publishers. Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of The.Progrebsivb Thinker 
where the work may be had wholesale and retail.

SOMETHING USEFUL.
f\UT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE

Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. 
Twing, medium. This little book will be read with 
Intense interest by tbousapde. It contains Mr. Bowles’ 
interviews witii tbe inhabitants of tbe Hella of Spirit

. life—a -dreadful but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath of the millions who have gone 
frbm earth-life with the damning effects of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying Uvea. Thobooklsmade upof fifteen chapters.. 
Sumo of’tho titles of the chapters are as follows: 
Tbe Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—The 
Home of Corrupt Politicians—Abodo of Spirits who 
plot to Increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—Tbe War Department tn 
tife-Hcllsof Spirit-life—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moted by the low spirits in tbe match-maktnglicu of 
Bplrlt-lIfe-Tbe Negro Hell-The Indian Hell-The 
Mormon Hell—The Hell for Dishonest Spiritualist« 
and mediums—Into the Light. Tbe Redeemed Prince, 
4n Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting In tha 
light An Adventist looking for the end. Tbe Spirit* 
ual Congress. Price,25 cents. • .

Soul of (Things; or Psychometric
Researches and Discoveries.

TTOW TO DELINEATE CHARACTER 
Jrl from date of birth, very accurately. Only 25c. 
Uriel Buchanan, Ph. D., Marionville. Mo. 238

-pEMOVED. MRS. C. SCOTT, FROM 
J\ New York city, trance and business medium—to 
2440 North 17th street, Philadelphia, Pa. Sittings 
9 a. m., to 4 p. M,, except Saturdays and Sundays. 237

7 SYCHOMETRY. CONSULT WITH 
I Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
iractlcal life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
jalr, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send fur circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wls. 282

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
DLA TFORMPS Y CHO ME TRIST AND 
r buBlne«« medium. Readings personally or by 
letter «1,00. Brief reading by mall 25 cents. 291 Og
den avenue, Chicago, 111. 222 tf

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World. 

Illustrated.
BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

'THE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN-
I. habited but. now submerged part of this globe 

known a« Atlantis, 1« one of much Interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and . modern sources— 
from classical author«—from traditions, legends aud 
mythologies; from the -deep sett Investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on tbe 
American continent—are here arranged in compact, 
literary form. In this very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantians concern
ing tbe fact of an Atlantis and a great people of tbe 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00. ■ B

CLAIRVOYANCE CAN BE RAPIDLY 
Cxdeveloped by the Genuine Oriental Develop

ing Mirror. For prices, etc., apply to Prof. P. Dav
idson, Jr.. Loudsvllle, White Co., Ga. Send date of 
birth and three2c stamps for free Astrological test.232
;./IRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 

JKl demption for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, «liver, aulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It Is not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, qp receipt of price. Twu- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A.Connellv,
1848 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 237

BARNEY. CLAIRVOYANT;
« send 12 cents and lock of hair for trial reading.

P 0. Box 465, Otsego, Michigan. 232

Fnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send ULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex, nrr bandwrltlng or leading symptoms; you 
•“"“■will receive a correct diagnosis of your dis

ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 353, Lansing, Mich.

WM. AND ELIZABETH M.
D Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise aii 
a text-booki it Is as fascinating as a work of Action'. 
The reader will be amazed, to see the curious facts 
:hfere combined in support -of this newlyrdlspoveted 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology us plain as 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects oP 
soured by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. L
.ciotii........................... . ...............

■ ' Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol II.

-Illustrated. 450pp. Cloth.....'.........
' -•••-' Dostage 10cents.

Soul of Things—Vol. III.
‘ Illustrated. 362 pp. Cloth....... .

■ Postage 10 cents.

..»1.50

.»1.50

■ .11.50

constitution-'“of -the universe.. This
Imbral'ihw i* the highest law. The ethl- ~ -v.r--,-;-—„ v.,;--
। »rtf tWSpirlt toit« Own Organism, and tbo Inter-Relation
jCAl COdc3 yncn. tile Giopinent--Ol of Human Being« with Reference to Healtti Disease 
itfhich dùghVto be the aim and the end and’Heaiing. By the spirit m Dr; BèhjatntnBuih.

alLpreaching, I-haveleft intact to the *” " ’...........  ““

YCHORATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
ng. A Series of Lessons ontbö Relations of the

ihouldrpadv-Trice *1.59,

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T)R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

.Ls Mass., and his band of powerful ancient spirit« 
are effecting the most wondcrlul cure« that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the clear 
light of clairvoyance, aided by bls marvelous spirit 
forces combined with bls magnetic remedies, will 
convince tbe most skeptical of bis wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him fcx. age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and be will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. lie doesn’t want any 
leading symptoms. Address Dr. J. S. Loucks. Shir-
lev, Mass. 237

TAKE NOTICE.
'T'HE REPOR'T OF THE NATIONAL 
J Spiritualist Convention, including tbe celebrated 

Jiaper on Spiritualism presented by Mr«. Cora L V.
Richmond, to tbe Parliament of Religions, (208 pages) 

will now be sent postage prepaid, to any address in 
tbe United States or Canada, on receipt of price. Pa* 
per cover, 25 cents; cloth, red or brown. 50 cents. Ad
dress the undersigned, Robert A. Dimmiok. Secretary 
N. 8. A., 510 E. Street, N. "W., Washington, D. C. 231

MRS. RUTH A. COOMBS, 1087 W.
LVJ. Lake street. Clairvoyant. Tost and Business
Medium. Brief Heading, 25 cent«.

HVIFF'CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
awlTC IT AND PAY FREIBHT.

£|ABnys oar 2 drawer mloat or oat Ia- 
▼ rTproved High Ann Blngeraewhig aachlna 
finely tinlahed, nickel plated,adapted to light 

and Heavy work; guaranteed for 10 lean] with 
AutomatleBobbln Winder, Self-Threading Cylin
der Shuttle. flelf.Setling Needle a-d a complete 
set ot Steel Attaehmrnl,; shipped any where on 

" • 30 Day’« Tria!. No money required in adrance.
Y5,000'nowinnse« World’« Fair Medal awarded machine andattach- 

. menu. Day from factory and aave'ueaier’a and agent’s profit«, 
rnrr Cut This Ont and send to-<JAy for machine or large tree 
r n E E caUlOgve, testimonials and Glimpse« ot tbe World’s Fair. 
OXFORD IflFG. GO.342WaUshAv9.CHICAfiO,m, 
^pHE^SOUL, zrs NATURE, RELA- 

1 tions and Expressions in Unman Embodiments. 
Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. A book that everybody should read Who 
Interested In re-incarnation. Price *1.00, ,

RESEARCHES IN.. ORIENTAL HIS
tory, embracing the origin of the Jews, the BIm

282

A TTENTION! SEND POSTAL
XJ. Note for 20 cent«, (no stamps) to Miss Clara 
Marsh. Rochester, Mkb.. and receive by return mall 
a handsome picture drape. Extra line 25 cents, lam 
a medium, and kind spirits aid mein my work. I so
licit tbe patronage <»f Spiritualists and all lovers of 
beauty and truth. P. O. Box, 253. 228tf

pE LI ABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
LX. 2*cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex, one 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. S. S. Williams, 
Lake Geneva, Wis.________________________ 232

PSYCHOMETRIC.
T\O YOU WISH AN UNPARALEL- 

Jy led reading, examination, or advice on business, 
write to Dr. J. C. Phillips, the noted platform Test 
Psycbometrlst. Enclose one dollar and three 2-cent 
stamps, glvlng-age and sex. Three questions an
swered for 25 cents. Send stamp for statemenu ol 
wonderful cures. Address 471 W. Madison street. 
Chicago, Ill, 233

YES YOU CAN
CETWiLL SEND 9,f FOR A BOT- 
(_7 Ue of KnunorLin. A spirit remedy. Purely 

vegetable, and Magnetised. Positively renews life 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney aliments there Is no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. E. K. Myers Clinton.
Iowa. ÎB3

SOMETHING OP INTEREST TO ALL 
who arc sick. Dr. J. K. Craig, physical medium 

and Ptvchlc Physician, hns opened a medical Institute 
In which only vegetable and spiritual remedies are 
used. My friends will remember the valuable liver 
and kidney cure that was given to me by my spirit 
controls. 1 have placed those new and valuable reme
dies In the reach of all. For further Information or 
a free diagnosis, address Dr.. J. R. Craig 1428 Market 
street, San Francisco, California. Enclose lock of 
bnlr and three 2-cent stamps. All letters answered 
by spirit control. ■ 235

tplrlt M Dr.’ Bthlamtn'Buth, and Development ot ZoroattrlanlBtn and the iJarlva. “Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chll- 
IpotMrs. Cora L.-V. Richmond; tlon ot Christianity, towhloh_is added! AwhcnceOg lAren-Teethlne” softens gums, reducesInSkmii iierZ^lcian-m^pmiwtu--Aryan■Tw^isfsr^iG.nr.'BKws.itrDr-ose« -a«“««““«¡ ° ~.““«°“““» 
SQj' ..K-- ... I the moat valuable worki ever nubUahed Trice »Ui, tlon, allays pain, cures wina couc, ¿oc aoettlo.

■T^W^'S
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ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.

A Factor in tbe Inauguration of 
the New Era.

Four Facts Regarding Christianity.

To THE Editor:—We are entering 
upon a new era; old things are passing 
away. What the new state of things is 
to be can be best understood by the 
trend of modern thought and the evils 
against which we fight in the march of 
progress. In other words, it will be 
what we make it.

“This world is full of beauty, , 
As other worlds above;

And if we did our duty
It might be full of love."

The hinges • turn on this little word 
we did. our duty.” Never did 

a poet say truer words. ■
A Christian brother at my elbow says: 

“That is God’s work.” True, but who 
and what is God, and how does he work? 
God is universal life, love, light, truth, 
etc.,—the soul of the universe. His at
tributes are potentially in His child
man, and the work done by man is 
God’s work, more or less perfect’ in the 
ratio of the unfoldment of the divine 
attributes within him. “The Father 
.that dwelleth in. me, He doeth the 
work.” .

Being, then, co-workers with God— 
the God within—we do not need to sit 
down and wait for some outside power 
to work for us, but get up and work for 
ourselves and for one another.

■ The divine element in man’s nature 
has been unfolding ever since he had an 
existence; and although very imperfect 
in its manifestations, it is never wanting. 
His religion has been, for the most 
part, superstition, with a small modicum 
of truth and love—the essential elements 
of true religion. In this respect Chris
tianity is no exception. Indeed, it is 
but a composite of older pagan systems, 
and, like them, mixed with priestcraft, 
the curse of all religions.

In that wonderful book, "Antiquity

Progress, ífee Upntersal Lav) of fíafáre; Tfyoúgfyí, fbe ÍSoh>er)t of fier Probaros
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SPECTRAL THEORIES

Are Mediums Gifted with the 
Fourth Dimension?

Unveiled,” we have a well-defined ex
position of the establishment of this 
system, which may be epitomized in a 
fewfirords as follows:

R^stna in Sanscrit, alias Christos in 
Greek, was the Hindoo 'Savior, born 
8,333 B. 0., the first in history and 
the original, or. pattern, of dll modern 
saviors. He was simply a moral re

' ' ly object was to make
country happy. For 

'as worshiped and re-

HOW

Psycho-Physical Tests.

MATERIALIZATIONS ARE PRO-

claim the manifestations the work of 
spirits, if it is nothing more nor less 
than a natural law?

Genefally they are as ignorant of the 
nature of, spectral phenomena as of the 
construction of their own physical and 
psychical selves. As the forms that em- 
-anate with a phosphorescent glow from 
the cabinet assume a human shape,

Therp.’ ai;e. several points to, recoms 
mend it; first of which is the hypothesi
that ip the reflection the features are 
recognized .by the person by whom the 
electrical;radiation waves are repelled, 
and if1 tlie person have deceased rela
tives, they are at once attracted by the 
familiarity of feature.

To devise? am apparatus to illustrate

DUCED—A SCIENTIFIC EXPLANATION 
OF MARVELS THAT PUZZLE MEDIUMS 
AND SPECTATORS.
The measure of impossibility is lost in 

the present age.—Charles Reade.
In a reCent issue of the Inter Ocean. I 

am asked by Via ..Media "if the test of 
dematerializing a person is due to the 
medium’s being gifted with the fourth 
dimension of space."

This certainly is an easy question to 
ask, but a most difficult one to answer 
properly with anything like brevity, 
and in a popular manner, for the reasgfc 
that all real materializations and dem/r’ 
terializations are the result,of numerous 
combinations of animal magnetism and 
electric phenomena, together with in
nately possessed fourth dimension of 
space.

I agree with Hudson when he says 
“that we have no right to seek a super
natural explanation for anything so long 
as there remains an explanation within 
the reach of natural law,” and as all 
miracles can be explained without delv
ing into the esoteric sphere of super
stition if we chpose to exert ourselves 
sufficiently to turn with untiring hand 
and gaze with steady eye in the great 
book of nature, why seek beyond?

Of events beyond human power, Bab
bage says, in the ninth Bridgewater 
treatise: “Miracle^ are not deviations 
from the laws assigned by the Almighty 
for the government of matter and of 
mind, but they are the exact fulfillment 
of much more extensive laws than we 
suppose to exist.” This being the case, 
my object is, then, (1) to describe the 
phenomena of force and space combina
tions as concisely as possible; (2) to pre
sent the method employed by which the 
theories herein set forth were arrived 
at; (3) to illustrate the apparatus em
ployed in such investigations. ’

' MATERIALIZATIONS. '

Before dealing with dematerialize, 
tion, we will begin with the psycho
physical phase that always precedes it- 
viz., materializations.

Those bright, luminous forms that ap

former whose®' 
the people of 
this service 1)^ 
garded as an|.;, 
the spirit of 
ligion, Christo»' 
future religions.

Apollonius of Tyana was a follower of 
Christos, a very learned man. and • a 
great and highly-developed medium. 
He brought from India nine epistles 
containing all that is in the Pauline 
epistles and the Christian gospels. 
These he translated into the languages

carnation of Brahma, 
universe; and his re

i, was the germ of all

FIG. 3—THE SPECTROSCOPE.
they, top, are misled by appearances, 
and conclude that the luminous forms 
are of spiritual origin. *

ETHERIC OR ELECTRIC WAVES.
All space is permeated by a subtle 

fluid called ether, but this ether is 
really electricity in its static state: we 
will see, then, how the radiation of 
etheric or electric waves can act 
upon the molecules of oxygen and nitro
gen composing the air immediately sur
rounding the medium.

Energy, heat, light, and electricity 
are identical, but each has its own pe
culiar phases, and is capable’ of uniting 
one with the other, so combinations are 
formed that in their extravagance al
most defy the persistency of man’s curi
osity. That such magnetic sensitives 
could cause the force of magnetism to 
actin such a manner as to transfer it 
into a high frequency of electro-etheric. 
current is admissible, and it is with the 
hope that .it will not be considered pre
sumptive’, on my-part .to. state that hav
ing sifch a-foi’ce .at qpmmandpit would 
then be a comparatively easy matter to'

this theory, ,fully ,lias as yet proven un
satisfactory, but the nearest approach 
from a physical standpoint is that of a 
Crook’s tube/ ' (Fig. 1;) The tube is ex
hausted to aboutr97.3 degrees. It is 
known as thp, stencil tube, and shows 
that radiant matter alters in some way 
the surface'of the glass where it strikes. 
The two poles A and. B are connected 
with an. induction coil and battery; 
when the current is allowed to pass, the 
shadow of the Maltese cross is thrown 
upon the back of the tube at C. (Fig. 2 ) 

Here is a phenomenon equally as mar
velous as that of - materialization. In 
the one we have a -luminous object pro
duced by the electric current existing 
in man; In the other we have a shadow 
of an Object thrown against a glass 
screen without light, but with a high 
frequency current -acting in a rarefied 
mqdium.
. . MATERIALIZED FORMS.

Materialized forms do not always ap
peal' in. the tame^hape.ndr ■‘do their 
eiildl's tendr^tosi'gimihirity, Very fre
quently a hand alone is materialized,

ent from all other substances. There is 
no dualism in the spectrum of one ele
ment. Phosphorescent bodies are ex
amined by their own light. Fig. 4 is a 
diagram illustrating in monochrome the 
various luminous bodies when viewed 
through the spectroscope. No. 1 gives 
an idea of the solar spectrum, which is 
taken as a standard. Aluminum, When 
phosphorescent, emits a bright red 
ight, and its spectrum (No. 2),exhibits 

four bands between the lines C and II of 
the solar spectrum.

. The lines are not so prominent in the 
diamond when rendered phosphorescent, 
but present an almost continuous 
spectrum, stretching from B in the red 
to beyond 0 in the dark blue, No. 3.

The phosphorescent light of a vacuum 
tube shows distinctly the colorings from 
A to E, No. 4. The spectrum of the ma
terialized spirit form contains one more 
color than that of the tube, and so satis
factory was this comparison that I ven
tured to make the statement regarding 
their similarity. In view of the compli
cated nature of the calculations involved, 
no attempt was here made to treat of 
materializations mathematically, but 
such as are interested in this science 
will find numerous references to it by 
consulting Newton's “Principia," and 
the treatises of Laplace and Babbage.

Archie F. Collins, in Inter Ocean.

THE “DIVINE” OCTOPUS.
Papal Divine Rights.

Significant Statements Showing 
the Danger that Confronts Us.

A Critical Examination 
Spirit Communications.

INTERCOURSE WITH DEPARTED SPIRITS
—PROVE ALL THINGS—A HUNDRED
MESSAGES—THEODORE PARKER
SPIRITS WILL NOT DO OUR WORK.
I feel impressed to say a few words 

about “spirit phenomena,” more par
ticularly on the message phase, of which 
I have had a wide experience. The in
telligence in connection of both physical 
and mental phases is all that interests 
me; much of the latter, though intelli
gent, .is so unreliable that I have come 
to some conclusions that' I think worth 
recording, both for my own further con
sideration, and also for others who may 
read this article. I believe in being 
careful in our Intercourse with departed 
spirits, and always respectful. I do not, 
however, believe in being unreasonably 
captious in our examination of what 
mrports to come from the Spirit-world: 
: think the better way is to be hospit
able to all that come. The apostle Paul 
gives good advice when he says: 
“Prove all things, hold fast that 
which is good,” and it is always wise to 
act on that principle. I have always 
endeavored to do so, and this, I think, 
should be our attitude to everything 
that purports to come from the Spirit
world, and in a respectful manner give 
the message the benefit of any doubt, 
not always acting upon it, but waiting 
respectfully until tne advice or com-

alistic, and all felt, whether they ad« 
mitted it or not, that death was the 
end, Faith and hope were “lost arts” in 
tfie educated world, and modern thought 
was full of doubt. The warm churches 
were superstitious and the colder 
liberal and intellectual ones had 
outgrown bibles and revelations and 
were agnostic, and the Spirit-world, 
like an overruling Providence, feeling 
for this lack of faith and hope, came to 
its rescue and finally succeeded in mani
festing an intelligence, a spark, as it 
were, after many times trying, caught 
in the “tinder-box” of human life, from 
which came the “dawning light” that 
has given us a knowledge instead of a 
dying faith, and from the children in 
Hydesville it has spread all over the 
world—so that wonderful religious 
teacher, Theodore Parker, who died in 
1860, said that though only nine or ten 
years old, it looked more like being the 
religion of this country than Christianity 
did in A. D. 150 of being the religion of 
the ROman Empire.

I have the impression that the Spirit
world, in doing all this for humanity, 
succeeded in giving us intelligence from 
over the river, but did not intend to do 
our work for us. So giving us light 
enough to know that if a man dies he 
shall live again, it wanted to put obsta
cles in the way of our depending upon 
the Spirit-world, as we certainly would, 
could we communicate with the Spirit? 
world as reliably as we can with the 
dwellers of this world. 1 think the 
spirits manifested an intelligence to 
prove that they had survived death to 
supply a demand: men were hungry for 
lost faith and hope, and knowledge came 
to supply that need, »nd it seems to me 
it was wisdom for the Spirit-world to 
overflow us with unreliable messages; 
they will not hurt the one reliable test 
which every careful investigator will 
get, but will make us cautious in de
pending upon our departed ancestors 
'and old familiar faces, as we certainly 
would' if we could reach them as 
definitely and in detail as we can our 
fellowmen, or them when they were 
living with us in the form. It seems to 
me they have intelligently done two 
essential things—made us aware of their 
continued existence, and mixed enough 
of the unreliable with it not to impair 
our manhood.

It would seem as if the spirits who 
are managing this great religious move- 
ment'of the. nineteenth century had two 
things in view: first, to prove to us 
sensuously, and intelligently that death 
was not the end; and second, the 
method of doing so, making-the bulk of 
the messages impractical and unrelia
ble, was to make us human beings de
pend upon ourselves and not them for 
aid, so as to make us, as we have said, 
strong men and women. The time may 
come when we have reached the safe

munication commends itself, or proveg 
itself of no value. J have had some 
messages that were prima, facie bogus, 
that afterwards proved themselves genu
ine and tests—hence, before condemna
tion I would, pigeon-hole the doubtful 
ones for further intelligence in the 
hereafter. I say give the message the 
bepefit of the doubt,. for we cannot al
ways foil the refraction that there may 
be in a transit of a message from the 
Spirit-world to this. We should not be 
too hasty in our conclusions; always re
member that many messages which are 
considered tests to the careless investi
gator are by no means tests, and may 
not have come from the Spirit-world. 
People are very differently constituted, 
and what would be tests to some would 
not be toothers. 1 think every one who 
gives respectful attention to this subject 
and investigates carefully will get in 
his experience a satisfactory test. That 
there are tests from departed spirits I 
am as absolutely certain as I am of my 
part in the realm of physics. There 
have been people converted to Spiritu
alism by bogus tests who have had 
genuine ones afterwards and learned 
then that they were converted by bogus 
ones, but the one in my mind became a 
good Spiritualist and was not sorry for 
his earlier deception, for it led him to 
the truth and he was better and happier 
for it. The bogus test was from his 
departed brother, giving name and

Pope Gregory the Seventh, commonly 
called Hildebrand (A. D. 1075), caused 
to be drawn up a declaration of inde
pendence in all' things, temporal and 
spiritual, expressly specifying the 
pope’s divine right of disposing of all 
princes, giving away all kingdoms, ab
rogating existing laws, and substituting, 
in their place such as the pope for the 
time being may approve. These ex
travagant.and' absurd pretensions have 
become incorporated in the papal doc
trines: qrid 'are daily . taught, by the 
church’s leaders. ■ . .

For the benefit of those who think the 
papal church and its adherents are loyal 
to the Constitution of the United States 
of America (as mpny claim) we offer the 
following declaration of papal “Divine 
Rights.” which certainly ought to speak 
for itself:

1. The Romish church is the only one 
that God has founded. ,

2. The title of universal belongs to the 
Roman pontiff alone. '

3. He alone can depose and absolve 
bishops.

4. His legate, presides over all the 
bishops ‘in every council, and may pro
nounce sentence of deposition against 
them. ’

. The pope can depose absent 
persons. ‘ ■

(J. It is not lawful to live with such as 
have been excommunicated.

7. He has the power, according to cir
cumstances, to make new laws, to create 
new churches, to transform a chapter 
into an abbey, and to divide a rich bish
opric into two, or to unite two poor 
bishopries. .

8. He alone has the right to assume 
the attributes of empire..

9. All princes must kiss his feet.
10. His name is the only one to be ut

tered in the churches.
11. It is the only name in the world. .
12. He has the right to depose empe

rors (or presidents).
13. He has the right to remove bish

ops from one see to another.
14. He has the right to appoint a 

clerk (priest) in “every” church.
15. He whom he. has appointed may 

govern another church,.and cannot re
ceive a higher benefice' from any pri
vate bishop.

16. No council can call’itself general 
without the order of the pope.

17. No chapter, no book, can be re
puted canonical without his authority.

18. No one can invalidate his sen
tences; he can abrogate those of all 
other persons. ,

19. He could not be judged by any 
one.

20. All persons whatsoever are for
bidden to presume to condemn him who 
is called to the apostolic chair.

21. To this chair must "be brought the 
more important caused of all the 
churches.

22. - • The Roman church is never 
wrong, and will never fall into error.
• 23. .Every Roman pontiff canonicklly 
ordained becomes holy.’. ’

24. It is lawful to accuse when he per
mits, or when he commands.

25. He may, without synod, depose 
and absolve bishops. -.

26. He is no Catholic who is not 
united to the Romish church.
’ 27. The pope can release the subiects 
of bad princes from all oaths of allegi
ance. ; • 1

From the above it can be seen what 
are the aims of the; papal church in 
America, and as the church claims-to. 
be infallible, and to never, change, it is 
easy to see what the 'result will be, if 
not checked in her. plotting against our 
liberties. ’ .:, : .

- If certain editors of our daily papers 
would only turn their1 batteries ' and 
their search-lights onto' this hydra
headed; . monster—popery—instead of 
trying to crush; the A. P. . A., 

■ P~O. S. A.,-O. U.; ATM?, and other kin
dred organizhtioris,""who 'are' bravely 
battling,for human' liberty,’ they woulc

: show their,loyalty And good sense. ; . 
Emanuel M. Jones. ■’

‘ Camden, N. J.
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spoken in lie Boman Empire. • 
Then, as now, there was great agita

tion of thought and a strong desire for 
more unity amongst religious sectaries. 
A movement was ’made by some of the 
best men of the age to consolidate into 
one grand scheme the best of all ex
isting systems of philosophy and re
ligion. This seems to have been a wnse 
conception if properly carried out. But 
the fact that no contemporaneous history 
outside of the New Testament gives any 
account of the Jesus of the gospels, and 
the further fact that the Christos 
epistles and the teachings of Apollonius 
of Tyana furnished the data for the New 
Testament Scriptures, is to many ad
vanced minds prima /acie evidence of 
fraud. This proposition is confirmed by 
the confessions of the spirits who were 
actors in the drama of church-making 
at that time. .

A third fact is that in the makeup of 
tlhat scheme, which is how known as 
Christianity, the primitive superstition 
of offering sacrifices to the gods, which 
culminated in human sacrifices and 
vicarious atonement, was retained,which 
condemns it to the doom awaiting all im
perfect systems.

A fourth fact is that although this 
scheme was inaugurated by the best men 
living at that time, and for a laudable 
purpose, yet, in the hands of such men 
as Eusebius and - his coadjutors, the 
bishops and popes and the Emperor 
Constantine, in the fourth century, 
whose sole object was to establish a 
powerful church at the expense of 
truth and human freedom, it became an 
instrument of cruelty and caused more 
blood to flow—more widows to weep— 
and more children to be fatherless, than 
have all other religions on the earth 
to-day. Millions bn millions of ruined 
souls in the after-life and untold millions 
on earth weep, when they reach the 
finality of common sense and reason over 
what they reaped from the teachings of 
Christianity. -

It sunk Europe in midnight spiritual 
darkness for more than a thousand 
years, and it is yet straining every 
nerve to maintain ite power over the 
world. «
' My original plan in writing this 
article was to cite the passages on which 
thesestatements are based; but as “An
tiquity Uriveiled” will' necessarily[ be a 
prominent factor in the'inanguration of 
the new era, I prefer'to let every one 
read it for himself, and I hope that 
among, them the proper party may be 
found at the proper time to search for 
the documents said ’ to exist that will 
confirm ; the communications.Contained 
in the book. ' : •

Having exceeded the prescribed 
limits for > this • letter, I; reserve . for an
other occasion .what I intended to say 
»bout the part we should take-in con
structing the new era of salvation for 
the world. R. N.

FIG. 1—CROOK’S STENCIL TUBE, WITH 
OUT SHADOW.

pear in all the effulgence of phos 
phorescent brilliancy, are some or. the 
most potent agents to-day in the con
version of skeptics to the religion of 
Spiritism, for they not only present to 
the greatest degree a remarkable ap
pearance, but are apparently the most 
tangible of all the phases pertaining to 
the works credited generally to the dis
embodied souls of men.

■ As the vacuum tube stands pre-emi
nent as a beautiful illustration of the 
wonders of physical electricity, so, also, 
does materialization surpass all other 
tests in the psycho-physical science as

FIG. 2.—CROOK’S STENCIL TUBE, WI^TH 

SHADOW.
an elegant illustration Of the varying 
marvels, distributed throughout nature.

When I state that there is a striking 
semblance in'the, light projected upon, 
through and in space, in the -form of 
materializations, and the variegated 
phosphorescence of those fairy tales of 
science known as Geissler tubes, I ex
pect that. some of our scientific authori
ties will criticise“ my opinion, but as my 
investigations; have led to this compar
ison, it is only' fair to produce the evi
dence proving, this statement .correct.

The existence of-magnetism .in. the 
human body has been’.known for some 
years, though few possess it. Just as 
limited- a number possess the! true .talent 
of painting, and some of those who do 
possess this force are quite unaware of 
its presence. The question is often 
asked: Why do mediums themselves

MS

FIG. 4—SPECTRUM ANALYSIS.
pass it through a space several meters, 
in length, even though; the actual 
current produced would be insufficient 
to deflect the leaves of an electroscope, 
for the force.wpuld find no resistance oy 
air, as thè foui'th dimension of space 
represents a highly rarefied’ medium. 
Electricity, of a very high tension, when 
discharged on the surface of a body hav
ing a low conductivity, forms a luminous 
image. .

When the electric waves issue forth 
from the medium they come in contact 
eventually with a certain small propor
tion of oxygen and nitrogen atoms of. 
the air and dust’ particles,’ and as the 
waves approach- and (fling to these 
atoms, molecules and masses,’ the power 
composing the latter is set into vibra
tions at the rate of two or three thou
sand billion oscillations per second, and 
it is then'that they affect our retina.' If 
wé -could produce, vibrations seven oh 
eight thousand billion .times per second, 
we would have a light equal to sunlight? 
But materialized forms’never exceed 
the number as stated, above; The vL 
brations in a Geissler tribe exceed twice 
the number of oscillations as produced 
by the; projected radiant matter, of 
materialized. ’form, he’qce its greater 
bl-illiancy. ' ’ ‘

INTERESTING EXPERIMENTS. '
Ths-.strangest part Of the phenomena 

of materialization is why the oscillatory 
vibrations of 1 light .should assume in' 
many cases the human form. . .

The exact reason is not known, arid- 
probably will never be known to a cer- 
tairity, if it is due to the junction of the 
mind alone, as some psychologists claim! 
From th,e results- of, several experi
ments made in1892-in' San Francisco by 
myself and colleagues, we were partially 
convinced that the forms were- 'due to 
the current waves passing, to some person 
present as a spectator, and . then ,re- 
polled by virtue of, the law that causes 
equally electrified bodies to repel each 
other. By ‘this electric repulsion- the 
light waves were : reflected at ari'angle.- 
This theory ; caused more or. less-com
ment ”in psychical ’societies, finding 
favor with some and ungropitious. .re
gard with others.,. .. ■

then perhaps a foot, sometimes a face 
appears, ana as often a sphere. In color 
they change from an olive green to a 
brilliant crimson; when only a portion 
■of a human form is materialized it is 
supposed io be due to the concentration 
of' magnetism to one local point. The 
change in color is caused by the varying 
rapidity of the electro-etheric waves.

■ Dematerializations are the direct re
sult of the final dissipation of the sensi
tive electric force, when- the atoms 
cease to vibrate, and gradually but 
purely the phosphorescent form “van
ishes into thin air.” '

In eliminating the darkness overhang
ing1 the knowledge of materializations 
I’have’employed the same instrument 
that has proven so valuable to the 
chemist/in detecting minute traces, of 
gases and. other substances; to the as- 
'trdriomei' in determining"ffie elementary 
substances -existing in the' stars; to the 
miperalQgist in discovering new metals; 
to. the ¡optician, the electrician, and all 
physicists who require an instrument of 
extreme nicety and precision to gain a 
knowledge •' of some hidden mystery. 
The instrument is in its simplest form 
but a piece of .glass with five sides and. a 
'few'centimetres in length: it, is called, a 
prism; it was first employed by Newton 
to decompose the rays of sunlight. . . In 
combination with the tubes, lenses, 
sbale and l&ht it is termed the spectro
scope (Fig.?3) and is a capable instru
ment ' to sound in all directions the 
illimitable abysses of the universe.

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS. '■ ’
; ■' Specfrunranalyeis stands as a sdntinel 
ready to signal, when1 the balance, the 
microscope, and every ¡other, means of 
research fails. - One. glance in the spec
troscope.'is sufficient in most cases to re
veal1 the presence’ and ■ nature • of a 
siibstance? :To describe the workings of 
this instrument would require far more 
space .than .this article, has• taken; but to 
make file connection-clear in relefprice 
to its u4e. in investigating'materializa- 
tions.a- few: words will- be' ‘necessary. 
Every different elementary, substan'ce 
when- burned and its flame inspected, by 
the spectroicope-showa certain lines ¿rid 
colors bounded by themsstitat'-are differ-

circumstances that no one knew
himself, but afterwards he got a test 
from his brother that was genuine, and 
he learned his brother had never com
municated before: the test was from the 
control of the medium, who got the 
facts from his mind. The object of this 
spirit claiming to be his departed 
brother was to do good and did do good, 
but it was not an honest message. I 
mention the fact to show how mixed 
the messages may be. There are identi
fications and there arc spirit messages 
claiming to come from special friends 
when they are not such spirit friends, 
and tests also come that are from this 
world instead of the other. The me
dium may be sensitive to mind-reading 
and not get the test from the Spirit
world. When one gets a satisfactory 
test, one that will hold water and stand 
the absolute proof.it proves a continuous 
life after the death of the body, and one 
such unmistakable test is as good as a 
thousand, if the one is absolutely un
mistakable. I was very fortunate in 
getting a perfect test in, my first ex
perience—one that was an absolute test 
Of an identified spirit. I have had many 
since, and I have had a great many that 
many would call good tests, but which 
vyere not tests in my estimation, and 
ifiany that come from the Spirit-world 
ate not tests or reliable in what they 
say. I treat them with respect for their 
source, but I pass them by; and it has 
made me wonder what is the use of un
reliable spirit messages.- I do not think 
my experience will warrant my saying 
that out of a hundred messages more 
than one or two of them are reliable, 
even from spirits who were reliable 
when they were mortals. ■

I once hoped that spirit evidence 
would be received in our courts. A 
man once told the eminent lawyer, 
Jeremiah Mason, that an angel told him 
so and so, it would have been important 
evidence if it had been mortal testimony. 
Mason said: “Summon the angel;” but 
the angel never appeared. '

I have long ceased .to expect or hope 
that spirit evidence will ever be used in 
jurisprudence, because of its general un
reliability and ignorance of facts that 
the spirits ought to know, and while it 
is; evident that spirits mean'to let thé 
law take care of its own affairs, except 
to impress or inspire some’ of the talent 
of the .bar at times, I have come to 
some conclusions which I . will briefly 
state, which explain satisfactorily to me 
the wisdom, in-unreliable.messages.'
.£' think it is themission'of spirits or 

modern. ■ Spiritualism- to make human 
beings Spiritualists."' Science had killed 
faith, and faith growing weak, hope 
waned and mankind had grown materi-

point we may understand these things 
better and the unreliability grow less 
and less, until they become practical for 
the world's use.

I always like to quote what Wm. 
Stainton Moses,the late editor of London 
Light, said on this point. He, however, 
spoke of the physical manifestations. I 
think what he says will apply with 
equal or more force to the messages, for 
I have been astonished at the ignorance 
and lies that, have come from “departed 
spirits” who wee men of character and 
truth when they were with us in the 
form, so I am forced to think the 
authors have assumed the names, rather 
than think it possible that truthful men 
here have become untruthful spirits.

I am finding no fault with the ism. I 
know it rests on fact and truth, and I am 
happy in it as my religion; I am thank
ful for the rational light it gives us, and 
hope and expect it will grow brighter 
and brighter unto the perfect day. I 
am sure it has come to stay and be the 
universal religion. I will now close 
with the words of Moses to which I 
have referred as being both true and 
sensible:

“The spirits who are able to deal in 
gross matter so as to produce physical 
manifestations are beings who are not 
possessed of high moral consciousness. 
Whether they are instruments in the 
hands of more advanced intelligences or ’ 
not, the fact remains that they cannot. 
be relied on, as judged by the laws of- 
human integrity.” •

John Wetherbee.

Mount Sinai, in Arabia, Is 6541 feet in 
height.

The common horse fly has 16,000 
facets on its eyes.

The mummy cats unearthed in Egypt 
have red hair.

The kestrel has bpe’p. known to fly 150 
miles an hour. ' .

Female frogs have no voice; only the 
males can sing.

A flea’s mouth is placed exactly be
tween his fore legs.. . ■

Human WKfltfftiMtHhfe' Segregate of al 
human experieaot,'Oonstantly accumu 
lating, perfecting and reorganizing its 
own materials.—Story;

Only experience can show how salt 
the savor is of other’s bread, and how 
sad a path it is.to climb and descend an
other's stairsi—«Dante. a r»..

Cherubini copied all his own scores, 
and that with such care that the man
uscript looks as though printed. He 
even copied all the orchestral pari s. (or, 
as he said, “there is always something 
to be learned in copying-music. ”

Handel and Bach were .contempo
raries. Born about the.sajno time, in 
houses almost ih sight.of eaqh other, de
voted to the tame branch-of the same 
art, and. each famous and justly so in his 
profession, these two great men new 
met.

proof.it
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CHAPTER XVI.

The Army of God and Holy; Church.

bride

CHAPTER XVII.

shriek of agony, the already widowed 
fell motionless before its holy shrine.

? 4 1 r , ' n. t n ’ r - * cP y y J i , < » t > , * j ' *■ ' !

THE FRöGRESSWfeiTHINKER.

[ The Night the Light Went Out” was a most 
remarkable atory, founded on absolute facts as 
testified tp by a prominent genttomaa of thia city. 
We commenced' in No. 225 the publication of its 
companion piece, the scenes being laid in Eng
land. It is by Hammond. Hills, of the Agnostic 
Journal, London. We aré sure It will prove of 
great interest to ovm numerous readers. All new 
yearly or trial subscribera .will get "The Night 
the Light Went Out" free.]

The long winter, passed away—the long 
winter of mourning for the bereaved husband 
and daughters of ttjo Lady Margaret; and Isa
bel had all this time been suffered to remain 
under the protection of the Lord of Kirton, in 
her own Kentish vale; the consequence, doubt
less, of King John’s attention being distracted 
by affairs of State, he having quitted Win
chester to engage in battle against Philip of 
France, at the Ville de Bouvines.

Poland de Brabancon had all the time re
mained with the Archbishop at his palace at 
Canterbury; but, although the lovers had been 
permitted to communicate with each other, 
they had not met since they were so suddenly 
and strangely parted on their betrothal eve in 
the Myrtle Grove at Windleshore.

The gratitude which the knight felt for his 
benefactor had ripened into affection—an af
fection which was reciprocal; for the Primate, 
whose failing health betrayed itself in his 
almost palsied footsteps, had learned to look 
greatly for physical aid to his young protege, 
whose arm supported him in his daily exer
cise, and whose thoughtful care anticipated 
his every wish. Thus a firm and njutual re
gard became established, and the prelate and 
the knight were seldom long apart

In the interchange of confidence the Arch
bishop saw plainly that the future happiness 
of him whom he had learned to love almost as 
a son depended on his union with thei maid of 
Kirton, and this conviction led him to make 
known his wish to Geoffrey de Olere, that the 
nuptials of Roland and Isabel might be suf
fered to take place. The Lord of Kirton, who 
witnessed with dismay the influence Frances 
was rapidly gaining over her sister, and fear
ing she might induce her to embrace a life of 
seclusion—a life for which he well knew she 
possessed no vocation, and in which only mis
ery could await her—lent a willing ear to the 
Churchman's proposal, only stipulating that, 
in consequence of the Lady Margaret’s recent 
death, and more particularly lest the anger of 
the king should be aroused by so flagrant a 
breach of his commands, the ceremony should 
be a private one, and that their nuptials should 
be, for a time, concealed. To this the Pri
mate, acknowledging such an action to be but 
politic, at once agreed. His only wish was, 
he said, to see Roland de Brabancon, in whose 
future he took so great an interest, united to 
the maiden of his choice, and thus to render 
two young people happy: urging also the ne
cessity of matters being hastened, as he who 
wished to bless their union felt the hour to be 
fast approaching when he should be called 
upon to deliver up his soul to God.

The Lord of Kirton, who, although taking 
an active part in the government of his coun
try, being about to become one of the pro
jectors who designed to moderate John’s arbi
trary rule, and to subdue the tyranny he 
exercised over his kingdom—yetielt his health 
and spirits waning, realized how necessary it 
had become that protection should be provided 
for his daughters, which might replace his 
own, should he be taken from them. He 
therefore gladly arranged for Isabel a speedy 
marriage, and acceded to the wishes of her 
sister by surrendering her to the care of Holy 
Church. And so, in a marvelously short 
space of time, Frances found herself an inmate 
of the convent at Davington Abbey, where she 
awaited in patient hope the day for which her 
soul from infancy had longed—a longing 
which the priesthood lost no opportunity to 
foster, for the Lady Frances was a richly-dow
ered maiden—the day when she might bid 
farewell to earth, and become the Bride of 
Heaven!

The reception-room at Davington Abbey 
witnessed the parting of the novice with her 
father and her sister, joy beaming on the 
countenance of the one, and regretful sighs 
they all vainly sought to stifle rending the 
hearts of the departing twain.

From Davington De Olere proceeded with 
Isabel to Canterbury, where the happy De 
Brabancon awaited with impatience the advent 
of his lovely bride.

Beneath the holy fane Augustine founded 
the knight and lady met Within the - taber
nacle which represented the centralization of 
the Christian faith, for the first time since 
they plighted their troth beneath the moon
beams in the Myrtle Grove, the lovers stood, 
hand clasped in hand, heart beating against 
heart, .together. .

With joy beaming in his smiles, hope ani
mating his eye, Roland de Brabancon led unto 
he altar Isabel de Olere, the Kentish maiden,

And a happihejspphhath not power to 
deScribe, norpenCjl fo. portray, illumined-with 
rays of glory the path their footsteps1 trod.; 
There is a hajd &rbund the first pure love; of 
hearts like theirs more sacred than that which 
gilds the brow of him to whom the Christian- 
zealot knees, as they stand upon the threshold 
of the new life which is about to dawn upon 
them.

A- little while, only a little while, and the 
wish of the Archbishop was accomplished. 
Within his own private chapel he pronounced 
the benediction, and, united two young, loyal 
hearts in the holy bonds of wedlock.

And the twain who knelt before the Primate 
at the altar arose one!

Scarce was the ceremony concluded when 
tidings reached the little assemblage that the 
king had returned to England; for, spite of 
the secrecy of De Clere's movements, it had 
been discovered that he had journeyed to Can
terbury on a visit to the Primate. At thia 
news, so unexpected, and so disastrous to 
their future, the: young wife and husband were 
indeed,dismayed; biit when William, Earl of 
Pembroke,, advancing, called upon the Lords 
De Glere and. De Brabançon, as true patriots, 
to join at oncé “the army of God and Holy 
Church,” they, equally with nil others present, 
acknowledged immediate action was necessary, 
that the time had arrived when their country 
needed brave men and true to take up arms in 
its defence, to array themselves upon the side 
of liberty and right, . and to teach John he 
might nd longer be “King and Lord of Eng
land." And Isabel de CJere, stifling the 
yearnings of her woman's heart, stepped no
bly forth, and bode her knight array himself 
for conflict,acknowledging, even in that trying 
hour, that his first duty was to his country. 
And so De Brabançon quitted the cathedral 
with the Lord of Kirton, and, together with 
the knights by whom they had been sum
moned, set out for London, leaving his new
made bride alone with grief. Thé tnomentary 
excitement over, her patriotic ardor quelled, 
Isabel felt the full force of the calamity which 
had separated her once more from all she 
loved. Even in her hour of joy had the blow 
fallen, and hope once more gave place to fell 
despair. At the very altar’s foot had her 
husband been torn from her, and, with a

Isabel Soothes the Dying Moments 
of the Archbishop.

Scarce had the events recorded in the last 
chapter transpired ere a new duty devolved 
upon Isabel, that of tending the dying Pri
mate, for the end he had himself foretold was 
indeed advancing with rapid strides.

‘ ‘Ambition, glory, fame, power I how tran
sient and mutable are they,” murmured the 
Prelate faintly to Isabel, as she watched by 
the sick man’s couch. “Oh! I have run the 
gamut of them all, and the world for that has 
envied me; yet could it know the heart-burn
ing and misery those same possessions carry 
in their train,, even Envy’s self would shed a 
tear of pity for his lot whose path of glory arid 
of power Jay so far away from 1 the road of 
happiness. Glory, fame, power! they hung 
within my reach; I clutched the golden fruit; 
I thought I was the oracle of God and ruled 
mankind, when I was ,but a slave, the slave of 
vile Ambition.” ’

‘ ‘Yet grieve thou not, ” returned the gentle 
Isabel; “for in thy high estate thou hast at 
least held power to smooth the path for others; 
in many a lowly cot thy name is blessed, for 
deeds of mercy done, and many an anxious 
heart relieved by thee shall Wing its orisons to 
heaven, petitioning for thy future peace.”’ ■

“Aye, something, gentle maiden, have I 
done, but all too little, for I sought a Church's 
welfare rather than the truth’s advancement, 
I ministered to a rapacious priesthood, when 
the great cause of humanity should have 
claimed my care. I decked the Christian 
temple and the Christian altar with solid bars 
of gold wrung from the earnings of downtrod
den men, and crushed out that purer metal 
Which, fused, might transform its possessor 
into a demi-god—the immortal intellect The 
immortal intellect, oh! it cries out against me, 
and bids me ask myself: Is all one vast mis
take?” ’ '

“Is all what a mistake?” asked Isabel anx
iously. ,

“The Christian creed, which points unto 
the Tree of Knowledge, and forbids aspiring 
man to taste itsfruit—which tells of an im
mortal mind far nobler than the mortal' clay in 
which that mind is set, yet bids man nourish 
the decaying principle, and starve the portion 
which hath eternity for its broad heritage. Is 
all of Christian life a fraud-—its doctrine a 
mistake?" ! . • ■

‘‘are' 'we :hot told there is but1 "one true 
iaito*'— - " " ■

‘»Aye, we are told, but we we told by.^mor- 
tals like.ourselves, The mighty ifuturp'is 
behind the veil, nor man nor priest m*y lift, 
it. Only death can solve toe mystery, and 
from its bourne no man, nor priest, nor saint 
may-whisper unto mortal oar that Death hath 
taught him. Farewell, lady; the hour is fast 
approaching when thou wilt be deprived of 
even my poor core; but in these hours preced
ing dissolution! have learned a lesson vigor 
and health had never taught me. Creeds and 
system» shall puss away, for they are value
less;.but from their ashes shall arise a grand 
religion—the religion of Humanity and Free
dom, whose only temple shall be the mind, 
and whose only shrine shall be set in toe heaj't 
of man.” . 9

A little while, and the last few moments 
came. And well indeed Isabel de Brabancon’s 
gentle care brought her its own reward; for in 
the presence of approaching death her sorrows 
were, for a time, forgotten; and, as she wjpbd 
the death-damps from the noble brow, some
thing of her-sister's saint-like: resignation aiii- 
mated her breast, and led her thoughts jn.sen 
sibly to dwell on purer hopes than earth could 
give, and on.a purer world, until at last Isabel 
resignedly, took up her croels and bowed to ^e 
willofHeavem ;

; Only one short week from the time he joined 
the hands of those whose hearts had long beep 
united—only a week, and the shackled soul, 
bursting the fetters which conflned.it to earth, 
had escaped from earthly sorrow! Only a 
week,' and the Archbishop of „Canterbury had 
cast his glory and his power into toe Christian 
lottery. where lesser bishops raffled for the 
prize, and where priest encountered priest, as 
each endeavored to place the Pagan symbol of 
the Fishgod on his brow.* Only a week and 
the Fitz-Wal ter, Primate of all England, had 
gone the path which humblest mortal treads.

CHAPTER XVIII.

The Lady of Kirton Manor.
The Archiepiscopal see vacant, toe moqks 

of St. Austin contended for toé right to elect 
the Archbishop. Hitherto the ecclesiastics of 
the Church had refused to acknowledge that 
the inmates of the Abbey held power to judge 
their mer'ts who aspired to arohiepiscopal dig
nity; but in this case such opposition was set 
aside, and the monks, though secretly under. 
Papal direction, chose Stephen Langton (ut
terly ignoring John de Grey, whom the King 
had nominated Primate-elect), and not only 
enthroned him Archbishop of Canterbury 
without the Royal sanction, but caused him 
to be created Cardinal, under the title of 
Saint Chrysogone, whereat King John was so 
enraged that he forbade him to enter. the 
realm, following up his displeasure by seizing 
the Abbey at Canterbury, banishing the 
monks, and, what was a far more important 
matter to both Church and State, appropriating 
the revenues. - , • .. .,;ju

The Abbot, With whom our heroine > hail 
found refuge during the enforced absence of 
her father and husband, conveyed bis niece, 
in the midst of all this turmoil, to the Abbey 
at Davington, where she was at once granted 
asylum, and where, but for the irksome and 
tedious routine of convent life so opposed to 
her natural tendencies, which were animated 
and free, she dwelt for a time in peaceful 
companionship with her sister.

But Alexander the Abbot and his colleagues 
were not inclined to yield tamely to the mon
arch's vengeance, especially as a principle was 
taking root'in England which was calculated, 
to diminish regal power, to curb monarchical 
tyranny, and to spread the blessing of (com
parative) freedom throughout the land.*

The monks, therefore, appealed to that 
erafty and ambitious pontiff, Innocent III., 
who at once protected them and ratified their 
choice, at which John was so enraged that he 
forwardéd messages of defiance to the Pope, 
who. in consequence, placed the whole king
dom under an interdict

It was in turbulent times like these that the 
crushing news was communicated to Frances 
and Isabel that the Lord of Kirton (who had 
never entirely recovered from the shock of his 
bereavement) had succumbed beneath the 
fatigue and excitement under which he labored 
as a Baron in the “Army of God and Holy 
Church." . 1

. Ttoé sisters.were holding .converse together, 
when.’live blow fell; and simultaneously realiz
ing they were orphans, each clasped her arms 
about the other in mute assurance of protect
ing love;:and as they wept—the elder with 
restraint, as befitted one who, though a novice, < 
was yet under conventual discipline—the 
other, yielding to passionate grief, sobbed 
put: .,. • .... . ’ . ■ ..■■ . - .. J.,;-

“He, too, is lost to me. . FxancesL sister, 
have only thee; let us be all-in-all unto each 
other now.” , : >

These words recalled Frances to her duty. 
In an instant; she realized, thp, sacredness of-b^r, 
vocation, and, suffering religion to triutaph 
Over nature, shé relaxed Ret embrace,--and 
coldly repulsed Isabel; and she, whom the 
sudden and disastrous tidings had caused to 
betray that in her heart still lingered a women’s 
weakness and a sister’s love, fell upon her 
knees and entreated pardon for the crime.

Then, rising, with all traces of her sorrow 
gone, except toe sorrow for her recent sin, she 
coldly said:

“Not all-in-all unto each other, Isabel, for 
that were worldly affection, and we are taught 
to break away from earthly ties and to renounce 
our kindred. For this, our father, it is our 
duty to bear his loss as befits followers of 
.Christ, who hath prepared a mansion to which 
we may not enter unless we give up all for His 
dear sake.. Isabel, take up thy cross, and dry toy 
sinful tears, or shed them but in penitence for 
thy guilty sorrow. I teÚ thee thou and I must

* The bishop’s mitre, as-worn to this day, is the 
symbol of the iïsh-goas, Dagon and Óaunes, and 
is one of the thany pagani emblems which have. • . . ' .. .. . au vs a«Mv UU1VU

.. “Fret not thyself with doubts and fears, my been patehed on to the garment of Christianity.' 
lord and father" rejoined' his - companion: «i'alhide, or course,*to Magna Chart*.: ‘•i'alluâe, of'coiinte/to MjçÔb Chart*.

bp no mop unto each, other tbap’ twin-culpnts 
seeing, jwoy,., AK-ImU , until ^each other! 
toon hjujt forgotten, p’uply, I am on probation 
to become the. bride of Christ!?. . ■

“Let it content thee .that thy bridegroom 
awaiteth for thee. I, too, , have hoped; but 
most delusive to me hath been the spell. I 
was Roland de Brabancon’s bride; but woe is 
me; oven at the altar's foot I lost; him, as I 
have lost all I held most dear. ” 1

“Then, down on thy 'knees, my sister, and 
thank jHhaveh for that loss which saved thee 
from a crime!” . ,

“A crime! Nay Frances, not——"
“Knowest thou not, Isabel, it is, a sin to 

love, a greater sin to wed?" „
“I cannot, dare not think so. To believe 

it were.to cast .reproach upon our parents’ 
names, Nay, .sister——” t

“Be silent thou. That our parents by their 
marriage did offend Heaven and Holy Church 
we know; but it is not for sinners such as we 
to be their judge«.” . .... . ... .
.'“Marriage"an offence to Heaven! Nay, 
sister, all .the laws, ot Nature—” .
'“The laws of Nature are the laws of man, 

add are directly opposed unto toe laws of Holy 
Church, which ap the:laws of Heaven!" 
, . “Do, then, the laws of Holy Church decree 
tiiat thou, and I banish pur father from our 
memory without one fond regret—he who loved 
us so Well?”

“Even so, Isabel; but it, too, promises a 
mercy, p bright hereafter."

“And do the laws of Hply Church bid thee 
refuse thy sister comfort in this most crush
ing grief?”

“Except that offered in a future life. 0 
cling, my Isabel, even as I do, to the hope 
which hath eternal joy for its inheritance, and 
banish all the fleeting cares of earth,"

‘ ‘I cannot, -sister; thy holy laws but mock 
my sorrow; I cannot yield me to their harsh 
decree. Thou, in thy Christian pride, may 
trample all toe laws of Nature down, but in 
my breast they reign triumphant; to me they 
form a holier creed than that thy faith pro- 
claimeth, for they sanctify and bless the 
heart’s affections, the purer part of man. ”

“No more, sister, no more: thy words to me 
•re blasphemy. Time will soften thy heart, 
and faith will reign whereHow jt sadly wavers. 
Anon thou wilt repent the storm of human 
passion thou dost suffer to rage within“ thy 
breast ”

And Frances, coldly waving her sister away, 
applied herself to her devotions. ‘

At this juncture Isabel was called upon to 
quit Davington, in order to take, her position 
as the Lady of Kirton Manor.

Bowed by her sorrow, the youthful heiress 
entered the baronial hall of her ancestors, and, 
as she trod its lofty corridors and heard no 
footsteps save her own, beheld no face smile 
on her, she for the first time realized how utter 
and complete toe loneliness of her future life 
must be.

“Alone! Oh, must I ever be alone?” she' 
moaned. “Alone! no human- being to look 
brighter at my approach, np kindred soul to 
cherish or to love! Why, then, the world 
hath surely winged its keenest shaft; in all its 
quiver it hath no arrow can pierce more deeply 
now!”

All hope of her husband’s return had long 
vanished from Isabel’s breast, since he had 
again disappeared; and well she knew it was 
by John’s treachery. But what had been his 
fate, or even if he were still living, she could 
not discover; and as she contrasted her fate 
with that of her sister Frances, her splendid 
solitude with the retirement of the cloistered 
nun, she forgot the passion which had agitated 
her-spUl before she quitted Davington; and, 
remembering'only the calm and peace she 
found within its walls, she involuntarily 
sighed:

“Yes, my sister, thine, not mine, was the 
better choice, and thine the purer hope!"

Then, turning in the direction of the Fair
ies’ Dell, that spot so long neglected, and 
which she last visited, holding loving con
verse with her sister, Isabel of Kirton onoe 
more entered the arbor in which she had spent 
so many happy hours; but entered it alone— 
from all the world, alone! And— ’ -..
“The lady sits in her lonely bower, while the 

perfume-laden air
Fans her soft cheek, and the sunbeams play in 

her wealthtof golden hair. -
Her thoughts are beyond the ocean wide, with 

her cavalier so gay; ’
She lists for toe tramp of toe charger bold, 

her knighterrant’s gallant grey. .
‘Ah, lady, in vain-you listen and wait;

’The daylight is fading, the hour grows 
late!" .

Long did the Lady Isabel, toe Lady of Kir
ton, sit within her bower, wondering on the 
word? which had. been recalled to her 
jpempry—the words of. tfae ballad; in which 
Oy vrangon had foretold her destiny. Three 
of the visionary’s prophecies had been fulfilled 
.ere yet scarce womanhood had dawned, She 
had indulged in her brief day of splendor;, and 
the bitters had far—oh, how far!—outnum
bered the sweets. , Herhour of love was past, 
■and in her heart only, the void remained—the 
void nd other sentiment, no other joy, could 
ever adequately fill. The shipwreck of all 
her hopes—-ah,. indeed she had foundered 
there; Yet still remained a night of terror. 
She feared it hot. “Let it come when it 
may, " she murmured; “for naught can harm 
me now. I am past hope. A broken heart! 
Ahl did I say she was past hope?" she widely 
cried.' “In CyVrangon’s last prediction, a 
broken heart, there is still hope for me I 
Oyvrangon^Faid, Draoi; oh! why is he not 
here to tell me how soon toe end will come; 
how great the suffering must be ere a woman’s 
heart can breakl” ...

Not until toe shades of night .closed around 
her did the Lady of Kirton quit the arbor 
within the Fairies’ Dell; thence, waiting, ever 
waiting for the end to come, she wandered 
restlessly the paths familiar to her childhood, 
murmuring still: “Oh, why is Oyvrangon not. 
hefe to tell me how great the suffering must be 
ere a woman's heart, can brdhkl” Suddenly 
she arrested her steps, for she perceived she

had ranched the moat; and yet oaa other 
stanza of Cyvrangon's prediction rushed to Her 
memory with minute distinctness:
“The lady walks by the castle moat with silent 

step and slow;.........
Naught is heard save the screech of the distant 

owl, and the wail of the waters low.
She pauses a moment; she fancies she hears 

his footstep, his voice again; ;
It. is but an echo borne on the breeze; she waits 

, for her lover in vain.
‘Haste, lady, forsake the bank’s glittering 

sheen; ’
The water is dreary, toe night air keen? ” 

(to be continued.)

The Lesson.
A soul went drifting away, away, 

Ai ths close of day, when the tide was low,
From the night of earth to the heavenly day, 

And that shore where the tides forever flow.
Oh, long had that dear soul served on earth, 

With Ipye arid prayer, and a steadfast faith, 
'Til the time was ripe for the heavenly birth, 

. And he came to his own o'er the sea of 
’ death. *

And now he is nearing the blessed land 
That his earthly visions had long foretold, 

His faith looks out toward a silver strand
And the city whose streets are gleaming 

gold.
But what is the scene that his spirit greets? 

A crystal river and pearly gate?
And shining beyond, the golden streets 

Where glorified angels his coming wait?
Ah! just as he touches the gleaming sand

He wakes from his glittering earth-born 
dream—

He feels the grasp of a friend's warm hand; 
The faces of dear^nes upon him beam!

All the loved and lost of the bygone days 
Are gathered to meet him upon the strand;

There is gladness and love in their raptured 
gaze,

As they welcome him into the Summer
land. '

And among the friends of the long ago 
Are souls Who had fallen along life’s way;

Yet their robes are pure, and their eyes aglow 
With the light of a heavenly peace to-day.

And clearly ’mid notes of the happy song 
That welcomes him unto the Spirit-land,

And sweetly their voices are borne along;
And true is the clasp of each loving hand.

And that soul was mute with a great surprise, 
And he pondered deep: In that blessed 

throng
There is never a wing—nor a shining guise— 

In their chorus no word of redemption song.
And over that beautiful Spirit-world

He walks with the loved of his youthful 
days;

But never a glimpse of the gates empearled, 
Or golden pave, met his searching gaze.

No sparkling crowns, and no hajps of gold— 
Nor gleam of a city’s jew,eled walks—

But a land whose beauty can ne'er be told, 
Where the golden light forever falls.

Now up from the shore of the jasper sea 
There cometh a spirit whose earnest face

Speaks love and pity beyond degree, 
Alight with a tender, majestic grace:

“Thou wert long in the vineyard, brother dear;
I had welcomed thee first to our happy 

shore,
But the cry of a lost one reached my ear, 

And I hastened to pilot her safely o’er.
“Oh, deep was the night of her grief and pain, 

And high did the waves of her Jordan roll;
But none ever calleth for help in vain— 

And I left the saved for the sinking soul.
“Dark, dark is her robe with the stains of 

sin—
By endeavor and tears shall the cleansing 

be;
For none to my glory may enter in 

'Til their spirit is laved to sweet purity.
“To the height of the wish is the measure 

given
Of knowledge, of love, and service, and 

truth;
And the dead of earth are the angels of 

heaven-— • .
Their wings are the swiftness of eternal 

youth.
“Arid who shall the pathway of wisdom tread, 

Hath entered already the golden street;
Who doeth good deeds, too, around his head 

Their halo appeareth, a crown complete.
“Who leadeth the sin-blinded unto the right— 

Who ceaseth from doing and thinking the 
' .wrong—

That soul is enrobed in his garment of light; 
His joy is the swelling redemption song.

“And the beautiful stones on the nether wall— 
Of Jerusalem, heavenly city fair,

Are delved upob earth,* and mortals all ’ 
Must bring for its building a jewel rare.

“Now rest thee, my brother, and soon shall 
come

Thy strength and the lightness of youthful 
days;

Thou shalt find thy task in the heavenly home, 
For work is the heavenly song of praise.

“When cometh the call, thou wilt rise and go, 
If it cometh to thee from the sphere above, 

Or cometh to thee from the earth below;
For thine be the errands of heavenly love."
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Concerning Clifton, Who Duped 
Hundreds in Chicago.

To the Editor:—A recent iBBue of The 
Progressive Thinker contained an article 
relating to one Clifton, recently engaged in the 
wactice of fraudulent mediumship in the city 
of Chicago. Some years ago this man was 
known in San Francisco by the name of Wild. 
At the time of our introduction to him he was 
exercising some phase of mediumship other 
than materialization, and in our conversation 
with him we asked his opinion of materializa
tion. His answer was that at some previous 
time he had been a materializing medium; he 
also Baid that if ever there was such a thing 
as genuine materialization he had not seen it. 

’his frank acknowldgement of fraudulent 
practice he laughingly attempted to justify 
by saying that he had found, it almost impos
sible to quit this practice, for, notwithstand
ing he tried to convince the multitudes who 
sought his services in this way that there was 
nothing in it, still they would not be con
vinced.

(Subsequently, perhaps about a year, we 
found him again at work as a' materializing 
medium. We attended one of his circles, and 
will say that if that exhibition was a fair spec
imen of his work, we cannot understand how 
anyone in full possession of his senses could 
require further evidence that Wild, alias Clif
ton, is a fraud of the first water. Surely his 
dupes deserve great pity for their unusual

I then began to cast about for an antidote, 
procured a Banner of Light, and on looking 

over the list of mediums my eyes lighted upon 
mtting in from a month to six weeks’ time, 
n addition to much material aid for the cause, 

i Ie was the unanimous choice of the meeting 
for a renomination, but for business reasons 
declined.

As I am concluding this recital, my mue- 
ngs carry me back to the date of the first 

convention, twenty-six years in the past. My 
thoughts bring vividly into view the genial 
faces of the many pleasant acquaintances 
formed there, and were it not for the knowl
edge acquired through investigation, of the 
continuity of life, Bad indeed would be the re
flections, so few remain upon the earth plane.

And in a few closing remarks I would call 
attention to one whose acquaintance I have 
cherished all these years as one of’the most 
pleasant during the years of my long life, 
Mrs. 8. M. Lowell, of Anoka, this State, of 
whom I speak, is a lady of refinement whom it 
is a pleasure to meet, and not only a pleasure 
but an advantage, as through association in 
her atmosphere there can be but spiritual ad
vancement. Within the past five years she 
has been forced into the field work through 
spirit influences, and is to-day a very .able 
platform speaker, capable of handling sub
jects presented by the audience, in a masterly 
and satisfactory manner, and is. as well, a 
fair test medium. Spiritualists through the 
southwest, the west, and the northwest: You 
will make no mistake in making engagements 
with the good sister. M. T. 0. Floweb.’

St. Paul, Minn.

Muritt

SmALISM IN MINNESOTA!other aiderman.) .
< v \ ■. 1 the name of Mrs. Addie L. Ballou at Menom-

* . . . .. inee, Wis. I immediately wrote her for :
A Historical viewr-An Interesting terms to come to Mankato for a course of lec-

Account- tures; the answer came speedily, with terms
. at eighty dollars and expenses. The terms
rr • u j u were accepted. She came, and on her arrival 

the largest hall in the city was engaged, and number of friends both m St. Paul andI Mm- b terB j thyoroughiyb pasted the
neapolis to write up a.short history of the ad- ad%AiBing the lectures. When torn 

k vent of modern Spiritualism into Minnesota, down or m j ( frequently were by 
for publication in The Pbogregsive Thinker ChriBtian BatelliteB? j repfaced them.
I will in aB condensed a form as possible re- At the inteJ tim0p for thb firBt lecture
ate some of the circumBtances and facts the haU packed and trano6 Mrg. Bal-
hich led up to the calling of the First Spirit- lotl (god ble^B herk a d intellec_ 
aiist Convention.ever assembhng m the tualand 8cientiflo 'j*ourBe Bghe remained 

a^arJb?'ul.t> P.eple^be.r,1 , with UB several weeks, giving a series of lec- 
Settied m Mankato in the fall of I860, just toeB Jn midst ’ofs hefs lectur0 on the

evious to the outbreak of the war of rebel-1 enj f A n 15th she used and quite 
on opening and conducting a hotel bdsi-1 faimed: Aj BeeH t excitement
ess in those tames that tried men s। souls k WaaIiin ton)_a tragedy is being enactedl 
ben preparations for war was the topic. at _-tin ^nnection wibth tJhe Whi^ House.” 

tiie front everywhere, and religion and kin- TWb waB tfae evenj and hour oi thfl a(J. 
dred subjects were relegated to the rear; 8aPr6Bid6ent Lincoln. 
having first commenced the investigation Of After her engagement,
the phenomena at Laporte, Ind.,m 1849, con- she retumed to he* famil in but
tinuing my jnyestigations at Lasalle, Ill., and later removed her Jiamil to Mankato, 
afterwards at Chicago until emigrating to this goon her Bettlement there; on conBUiting 
State. During those turbulent war timenSpir- di beBt me^od8for a gen
itualism was unheard of so far as the writer ib introduction of Spiritualism in the State, 
aware of, m the State of Minnesota, Towards it’waB thou ht be8t h notlceB in the 
the close of the war, by mere accident, I \Banner anf Rdigio.Phil°eophicai journai. 
learned that Maj. Evans and family, of Garden I request correspondence with Spiritualists 
City, were Spiritualists, and at our earliest yybQ3e attention had been attracted by said 
convenience making their acquaintance, an in-1 notices relative to calling a State mass con- 
timacy sprang up between the families, and I.mention. The method adopted proveda suc- 
vieitfl »were frequent. On the occasions of cess. The convention was called to meet in 
their visits to our place we began to hold pri- Faribault, in September, 1&68, and proved a 
vate circles, the Major being a medium. rea) success

I have now reached the point in this history At thiB co’nvention a gtate organization was 
the circumstances of which led to calling the Lffected under tbe)awfl of the gtate, with a 
convention. The Rev. Mr. Marshall, a Con- memberBbip of sixty, and Brother Bangs, of 
gregatiomd minister, was a boarder' at the Mankato flrat president Arrangements 
hotel—had been a guest, as nearas my memory I ere conBummated tft State agent at 
serves me, about one year-when the circum- work jn the field to travel thr0ugh state 
stances I am about to relate occurred. The giving lectureB) BOiiciting membership and 
Rev. Doctor being of a rather genial and so- genera[ work for the cause. After the failure 
cial nature, often visited us in our family 0J, tbree agente to successfully carry on 
rooms, and had become so much one. of the theworh, Mr. J. L. Potter was secured ¿a 
family as occasionally to enter our room with- Bal of fift doUarB mohth and eXpeilBeB. 
out the usual warning signal. On one of these Brother pptter Berved with
occasions on opening the door he beheld Maj. I emjnent success six years and a half, never 
Evans and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Flower, and & calling upon the officers for a single dollar, 
young lady, seated at a table with.hands having collected his salary and expenses, 
joined, holding a spiritual circle. Discover- tbrough collections at his lectures and sub
jug his mistake he politely apologized and scri tion8 bom memberfli The years oi 
retired. A few days subsequently thereto he Brotber Potter.B Berviceswere years of great 
approached Mrs. Flower, requesting her to BuccegB showing at the date of his resignation 
become a member of his church stating as a L membership of twelve hundred, and $800 
reason for making the request that as she was due the relation from members, 
occupying a prominent position in the com- At juncture arose, in connection with 
munity she could be of great value to the affairs of the society, circumstancesnot 
church. She evaded a direct reply to his pieasant to write of or think about A little 
request, and referred him to Mr. Flower Com- priorto the resignation of Mr.' Potter, and 
ing direct to the office, he approached me wbBe Spiritualism was in the heyday of its 
fhus: prosperity, Mrs. Victoria (Blood) Woodhull

‘ ‘Brother Flower, you are a stumbling-block came among ub, claiming to be the all and in 
in the way of your wife. ” I an of Spiritualism, preaching her pernicious

I replied as follows: “Is that so, Doctor? free-love doctrines to packed houses (mostly 
If I could know wherein, I would step down of the male persuasion), and by her magnetic, 
and out of the way?" To which he replied; hypnotic powers led astray many good people, 
“Your wife would join our church, if you and created discord and dissension in the
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HOME-MADEMEOIUM.
Spirits Write Latin and Pass 

Flower Pots Through Solid 
Bodies.

would also become a member.” Spiritualist ranks, the effect of which was
To this I answered promptly that I could not the final collapse of the association. Thus 

attach myself to the church and look upon my- for a number of years there was hardly to be 
self as an honest man. Not satisfied with this seen the breath of life in Spiritualism in this 
answer, he was desirous of learning the causes State.
that prevented my taking so important a step. About seven years ago a few of the olc 
An appointment was arranged for a meeting workers in St. Paul (and, I believe, in Minne
at a later hour, at which time I unfolded to apolis, at about the same date), believing the 
him my views, fully setting forth the princi- time for public action had arrived, organizer 
pies of the Spiritualistic philosophy as I un- the St. Paul Spiritual Alliance, under the laws 
derstood it, without giving it a name. of the State, as a corporate body, and have 

After listening attentively until T was since been laboring quite successfully for the 
through, he rose to his feet and in a very sol- promulgation and upbuilding of the cause, 
emn manner interrogated me in this wise: Later, some three years ago, the subject of a 
“Mr. Flower, am I to understand that you are camp-meeting association was agitated at Min-
a Spiritualist?' neapolis by Dr. S. N. Aspinwall, Dr. T. Wil-

My answer was: “Doctor, I have given you kins and others, whose names I cannot now 
my honest views, arrived at through honest recall. As a result of this agitation a tempo
research and investigation; you can apply such rary organization was effected, through which
name as your judgment dictates." a call was issued for a mass convention to

On retiring he remarked: “I will talk with meet at Lake Minnetonka. At this oonven- 
, you again on this subject” tion a permanent organization was effected,

Within a few days thereafter the Doctor and Dr. T. Wilkins elected president 
came into the office, in a pleasant-appearing I The two following seasons the meetings 
mood, saying: “Mr. Flower, it seems to me were held at Merrimac Island, some nine 
that it is hardly proper for a clergyman to be I miles below St Paul. This island not being 
living at a hotel; not that I have any griev- very accessible (though the meetings were a 
ances to complain of, but that propriety would success), and being very inconvenient for the 
seem to dictate that I should remove to a pri- people of the upper twin-sister, resulted in the 
vate family. ” organization of the North Star Camp Associa-

“Very well, Doctor,” said I, “you must be tion, with grounds at Prospect Park, situated 
the judge of your own actions.” about equal distance from and between the

The change was effected, yet the world con- twin cities, and under the management of 
tinned to move—the earth to revolve upon its Mrs. C. D. Pruden and N. 0. Westerfield, 
axis—though quite earjy thereafter was observ- two of the most energetic workers in the 
able a change in the atmosphere. A daughter Spiritualistic field. These two camp-meetings, 
teaching a select school reported a falling off, separated by about fifteen miles, and running 
without apparent cause, of her pupils—young at the same dates (a thing unheard of in the 
ladies—nnembers of the churches, who pre- annals of Spiritualism), though partially buc- 
viously were intimate at the house; and when cessful, was evidence conclusive, from a busi- 
this daughter dropped out, the school was I ness standpoint, that a union of the two ssbo- 
discontinued. For a time there was a percepti- ciations was only necessary to make one grand 
ble falling off in the business at the house. successful enterprise for the whole northwest.

At about this juncture a neighbor friend The union has been effected, with Dr. Wm. 
called and requested *a private interview, the Wheelock as president—the right man in the 
object of which was to warn me of impending I right place. New grounds have been selected, 
danger. “Don’t think,” said he, “for a mo- and it is hoped to make it permanent, at Lake 
meht that I care a continental what your re- Como Park, a beautiful grove adjoining the 
ligious opinions are, for I do not, but I come park and within three minutes, walk of the 
as a friend. The report is rife through town lake, where there will be good boating ant. 
that. you are a Spiritualist; and from what I good music. Street cars will carry the peo- 
see and hear on the streets, your business will pie from either city for a five-cent fare, 
be ruined unless you make a public denial ” In concluding this sketch, allow reference

After listening respectfully until he had to be made to the efficient efforts of the offl- 
concluded, I thanked him for acting the part beers of the Northwestern Association in plac- 
of 8 friend, and in reply said: .“I have come ing it in its present sound and popular stand- 
honestly by my religious sentiments, and if 1 ing among the camp associations of the United 
cannot enjoy them and maintain my business States.
here, I shall be under the necessity of emigrat-1 Without wishing to appear invidious where 
ing to more congenial fields; but I will say all are entitled to the meed of honor in their 
this: I am going to stay with you, and am devotion to the best interests of the association, 
going to live this thing down.” I feel that as a matter ot justice the name of

(Here allow me to digress a little from the I Brother E. Bach is entitled to special mention.
' direct tenor of this history, that I may point As the president whose term expired oh the 

a moral. I-stood like a rock by my colors—I closing of the camp season, July 31st, 1893, 
maintained my religious sentiments and my Brother Bach was an indefatigable worker, 

business_and four years later was elected al- leaving an extensive business in South Dakota,
german of the first ward—the most populous— several hundred miles distant from camp, and

gullibility. P. D. Merill, 
Santa Barbara, Oal.

Where Grapes are Choicest
»-sweeter and juicier than anywhere else—they’re 
taken from the vine, pressed and their succulence 
concentrated—the origin of SANITAS GRAPE FOOD—. in« California*001^

. —unfermented—absolutely pure.
It’s a delicious medicine—nourishes the digestion,

strengthens the nerves, clears 
organs. A refreshing 
beverage — non-alcoholic 

—suitable for table and sick
room use—keeps fresh for years..

A pint bottle (75c.) makes one-half gallon of the 
fo^d.

Your grocer or druggist sells it Booklet free.THE CALIFORNIA GRAPE FOOD CO.,

THEY JOIN IN SINGING AND WHISTLE AOCOMPA- 1 
NIMENTS—A MESSAGE PREDICTING THE ; 
DEATH OF SENATOR CPLQUITT. '

To the Editor:—As set forth in the Dal
es Morning Newt, by F. F. Foster, this city 

has a regular home-made medium in thé per- 1 
son of Mr. R. C. Travers, who resides at the 1 
corner of Crutchfield street and Cottage Lane. 
Mr. Travers had been an out-and-out mate- ! 
rialist all his life. He never had any use for ' 
spirits, but now he is a thorough believer in 1 
them. The cause of this great change in his 1 
belief in regard to the beyond has not been 
without good and sufficient reasons, at least 1 
to Mr. Travers himself and a large circle of 1 
iis friends. By advice of Capt. J. C. Wat- 1 
kins Mr. Travers began about two months 
ago to investigate the phenomena of Spiritu
alism. With only his wife and two friends 
and himself to form a developing circle, sit
ting around a table in his own house, remark
able manifestations were obtained. At the 
first Bitting he went into an improvised cabi- , 
net. Spirit hands were materialized and mes
sages were rapped out by unseen intelligences. 
At subsequent sittings some very notable 
things were done. One evening two flower 
pots were brought into the room from the ' 
outside, the doors being closed at the time. 
Spirit forms have been repeatedly materialized 
and come out of the cabinet, wherein Mr. 
Travers was entranced. They were spoken 
to and were recognized by friends. Messages 
were written in Latin to persons present, none 
understanding that dead tongue, and when af
terwards translated by those not at the sittings 
were found to be correct Other messages 
gave numbers of residences, street and city 
where the spirit control had been engaged in 
business before passing to the beyond, and 
these were found upon investigation to be 
true.

“One of the most wonderful phases of this 
medium is the passing of solids through solids. 
A particular circumstance occurred one 
evening last week in this wise: A circle 
of twenty-five ladies and gentlemen were sit
ting in one room. The cabinet occupied the 
space of an open arch-way into another room. 
The cabinet was composed of a cloth-covered 
frame and it filled the door to within about a 
foot of the top. In the next room was an or
dinary dining-table. This table was brought 
by the spirits into the room where the circle 
was being held without moving the cabinet 
It was utterly impossible to have brought the 
table through the open space of a foot above 
the cabinet Then a table-cloth was brought 
from still another room, all the doors being 
closed. Napkins and dishes, bake-pans, one 
of each kind for the sitters, were brought by 
the same power from different closets. All 
the while this was being done the sitters never 
let go of each other’s hands and the medium 
was sitting in a dead trance in the cabinet, 
which itself was not moved nor disturbed. 
Every one present was convinced of the gen
uineness of the phenomena. .

“Slates locked up in a refrigerator are by 
the same power brought out and written upon 
independently. Those sitting in the circle 
are touched by unseen hands. ' A tin trumpet 
is carried around the room and voices are 
heard through it. A tambourine floats 
through the air and is vigorously thumped by 
spirit hands. Spirit voices also join with the 
singing of the circle or whistle an accompani
ment. Materialized forms come • out of the 
cabinet and unite their voices with the singing. 
There are/ also many wonderful phases exhib
ited.

“Mr. Travers is a quiet, modest, unassum
ing gentlemen, not given to boasting of his 
new-found powers. Recharges nothing for 
attendance at his seances, which are free to 

! every honest investigator. Although he 
, works every day at hid business, he holds se

ances twice a week at his residence.
, “Among many remarkable things hehas 

foretold was a message predicting the death 
of Senator Colquitt, of Georgia, which hap-

To the Spiritualists and Liberal 
.Thinkers of Chicago.

Dear friends, realizing that the time 
ias come when our beloved cause should 

take its place with the foremost of advanced 
thought, The First Society of Spiritualists 
iave decided to remove to some central loca
tion, accessible from all points of the city, 
and there hold one service (Sunday morning) 
for the promulgation of the philosophy or 
Spiritualism, and as we have already united 
in a National Organization, it is sincerely 
ioped that locally we may be able to carry 
out the same spirit, and make this a union 
service of all the Spiritualists in Chicago.

This will in. no way interfere with the 
existing arrangements of our friends who 
hold their meetings during the afternoon and 
evening; but we feel that it will extend the 
spirit of investigation, and add materially 
to the success of each of these, for with the 
greater knowledge of the philosophy must of 
necessity come the demand for proof, and this 
must ever be found in the phenomena.

Thus, shoulder to shoulder in fraternal 
unity, we can teach and benefit the cause so 
sacred to us all.

Thus far the committee has met with unex
pected success, and feeling sure that this 
movement is in the hands of the unseen world 
we look encouragingly forward to a realiza
tion of our higher hopes.

. In order to bring this matter before yon 
In a more tangible shape, you are especially 
invited to attend the morning service on Bun
day, May 13th, at Washington hall, Washing
ton Boulevard and Ogden avenue, where at 
the close of the lecture by the guides of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond (subject of which will 
be, “After Coxey, What Next?”) a detailed 
statement of the plans and prospects of the 
committee will be laid before you.

In thus co-operating with us, we do not seek 
to interfere with any other meeting, but 
unitedly to labor, for the extension and 
growth of the cause generally.

And not only to the Spiritualists do we 
thus address ourselves, but to qll interested 
in Psychial Research; to all friends of lib
eral and advanced thought; to all interested 
in this great subject impinging as it does, 
upon every pressing question of the day, we 
extend a cordial and hearty welcome, and es
pecially so to the leaders of our sister soci
eties. To these we would say: Co-operate with 
us, dear friends, in this grand rally for the 
truth. Everywhere the spirit of inquiry is 
around us. Hearts are yearning for more 
light, and as instruments of the unseen pow
ers, let us prove ourselves equal to the needs 
of the hour, and by thus uniting our forces 
prove to the world we have a truth of which 
we need not be ashamed. C. H. Catlin.

Chairman of Committee.

A MISSIONARY TRACT
What is Spiritualism? How to investigate. 

How to form circles and develop and cultivate 
mediumship. Names of eminent Spiritualists; 
their testimony. An eight-page octavo tracts 
to give to investigators or any one who desires 
to know what Spiritualism really is. Price 
three cents, or $1.50 per hundred. Address 
the publisher, Hudson Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio. '

pened near the time set. 
Dallas, Texas.

,M.
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Radical* ideas. Paper, 25 cents,
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tret work, large music cabinet, swinging front fall board, two lamp 
stands, convenient handles for moving. It ia entirely new in design, 
and is us illustrated in cut. The case standson castors.
INTERIOR COHSTRUCTIOH- 
easily adjusted in case of any disarrangement; working parts are free 
from friction and will neither break nor wear. Nothing but the best 
of material used, and you will never find in one of the Oxford organ« 
blotting paper instead of felt; cloth instead of leather; oll-doth in- 
ctead of rubber; co mmon board instead of three-ply stock.
THE TONE which is the moat important part of an instrument, is 

full,sweet,round, sympathetic, and harmonious, with 
volume, variety and brilliancy, combined with great power.
TUK RFII nWR— very important part of a good organ, are of the 

very best and strongest material. beLt quality 
of rubber doth and best quality of felt, with perfect Hop action. 
They have an immense capacity and furnished, with i' «i automatic 
valve for preventing an oversupply of air. will never k-a.- or wear out. 
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The Coming American Civil War.

7'HIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES 
Huntington, Ib written in tl^p interest of hu
manity. of liberty, and oi patriotism—a book written a«.. zif natlfno, atftantlnn fhfl fl^ndlV

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
for the purpose of calling attention 
dangers that beset us on .every side, 
dally to tbe hostile attitude and tho i- - .   * • .. M V. W ■ ■ I ■ .
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church tolerate, heretics where she le obliged to do 
BO, but ehe hate, them with a deadly hatred, and 
u,ei all her power to annihilate them. Our enemie, 
know bow ,he treated heretic. In tho Middle Agee, and 
how «he treat, them tod,y where ehe ha, the power. 
We no more think of denying theie hletorlc fact, than 
we do of blaming tho Holy Ghoit and tho prince, of 
the church for what ther have thought fit to do." 
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The secretary bird of South Africa can 
whip any snake twice its size. Stanley used to 
aver that the reptiles would crawl away from 
the bird’s shadow in wild fear.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject. Taper, 
50 cents; cloth, $1.

Robbing the ostrich of its feathers is a cruel 
operation. The feathers are embedded so 
tightly in the flesh that each quill is covered 
with blood when it is wrenched out '

All About Devils. By Moses Hall. It 
traces thé history c*. the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents. .

Frank Russell, of Cheboygan, Wis., has 
succeeded in domesticating a sea gull, which 
is now running about his farm with a brood of 
chickens, Of no earthly use to anybody.

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 cants;cloth, 50ots.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

DY. LOIS WAISB ROOKER* THIS IS 
D a novel written with a purpose, end that 
purpose U not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed
ness. devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It Is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to ne mothers; and secondly, tbrough 
tbe mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view tbe 
result upon tbe child of proper surroundings and inllu- 
euces bearing upon tbe mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally tbe author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos
ing society as a whole. Tbe book Is trenchant. Instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
u a novel, and is especially commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whom It is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Cburch; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are introduced. It contains a fine likeness pt 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound in 
cloth. Price by mail, prepaid, 11.25.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS^ 
OFPSYCHIC ■> SCIENCE.

T
This work, by Hudson Tuttlb, essays to utilize and 

explain tbe vast array of facts in its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What tbe Senses teach of 
tbe World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and its Results: What is 
tbe Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psycbometry; Sensitiveness during Bleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, In the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What tbe Future 
Life must be, granting tbe Preceding J'acts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence-from tbe Sphere of Light.

It is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 258 
pages. Sent, post paid, <1.25.

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late tbe phenomena usually called occult and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from tbe best thinkers and critics. It la a vade mecum, 
aud answers about any question which may arise in 
tbe minds of the Investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For sAle at this office.

Researches in Oriental History.

They Are for Sale at This Office.
C'TARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS, a 
O rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jacksoi 
Davis. Intended for the light and solace of every sorrowlai 
mind and stricken heart. Price 50 cents.

5FCRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE
Sacred Hearty by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na

ture.” “Ethics of Science,” “Science of Man,” etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing and publishing bit 
“Convent,” which has had a phenomenal run In Tub Progress
ive TniNKEit. Post paid anywhere, 60 cents. Fapei 
edition, 25 cenu.

(TOLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and business Qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of tho moon and planets, from IRQ 
to 1900 inclusive. Large Svo, cloth |6.00. Postage 20 cenu.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal music for the choir, congregation and soeial circles, by J. 
IL Peebles and J. O. Barrett; B. H. BaHoy, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with tho most crit
ical care, free from al) theological blah, throbbing with the soul of 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most Cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft is doubtless the most 
attractive work of tbe kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon acoomyanl- 
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 12.00. Postage 14 cents.
'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
1 Confei.lonsl, by F.tlior Cblol«uy. A Hlrrinx «count ot tho 

diabolism ot the Bomisk priest., work.t through the oooteuioaal 
box. Frlce tl.00.

'THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
1 comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, tn the 

keenest and most easy style of ns a^le and versatile author. To 
those who know him that Is sufficient inducement to purchaM 
the book. Price 1140.

mHE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUG& 
qL Something you should have to refer to. By James M. ¿3 
Dann. Prico.15 cents.

Z'HE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
K manual, vfrtb directions for the onulietlon an< menace

meat of Buniay «choola By Andrew Jacksoa Davie. Something 
tndespeulble. Frleo W cents. '

rTHE SPIRITS' WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 
I sew, end felt et OMsedsgs Leko. By H. L. Buydam. It 1« a 

pamphlet that will well »ay peruul. Pric. 16 cent,.

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF AFTOTHER LZFR* 
L L«tUr* to the Seybert CommluloD. By Francia J. LlppJtt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth its weight in gold. Prion 20 
jenti. >

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRE? HEALING. A 
l aeries of lesioas oa the relations of tbe spirit to its own organ* 
lain, and the inter-relation of human beings with reference th 
health, disease and healing. By the aplrit of Dr. Benjamain 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs, Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 11.50. .
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
L cour«e. By Andrew Jeckion Davti. A rare work. It por 
icum great merit. Price ,1.25.

On*
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

Fol. limo, 407 Pag**, Cloth, $1.SO.

general division.
1. RESEARCHES EV JEWISH HISTORY, 
2. researches nr zoroastrianish.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS?,
The whole comprise« an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus. - ’ __
In this volume the Jews are de»rly shown not to 

have been tbe holy and favored people they clatm to 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea Ie traced to tbe Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C„ and Its history s 
outlined, following the wares of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tbe Christian era.

The book demonstrates that ChrlsttenRyana its cen 
tral hero arc.invtblcal; that the whole system is based 
on fraud/falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions, are 
bitt survivals of so-called paganism. It shows last re
search among the records of tbe past, its facta are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority« and no peF 
son can re»d it without I ratruction¿nJ BTOj«.

i

TT7AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH, 
rr ea.poem, and long«; gathered from tho highway«, by 

way, and hedge, ot Uto. By MatUe E. Hull. It 1, most excellent, 
riice »1.00.

T7/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN "THREE 
r r Bevr-'«,” a book tA ift page,. By The Phelona. It 1« 

really a very Interesting and suggestive work. Frlceyll.3S.
1X/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 
Vr Twelve lecture,. By Abby A. Judsoa. This book should 

be read by every spiritualist. Price »1.90; postage 1» cents.

piBLE marvel 'Workers, by allen 
U Putntm, A.M. A i.Prl.eTt «ent«.

DIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY GRAVES, 
U It will well pay peruul. Price <1.76.

TfROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOB 
L Tuttle. A beautiful book .1 >e«ta« ef rare merit. Price 
11,60. .
piFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 

L By Rev. Chae. Ch!nlq«y, A ramarkable book,
Hiceauz Price ISIS. .. , ..
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 

L V embracing tbe orlktn ot the Jew«, tbe rlie and development 
ot Zoroaitrlanlim and the derivationot Christianity; te which Is. 
added: Whence our Aryan Anceitore? By G. W. Brown, M. D. 
One .1 tho most valuable works ever pnbUAed. .Price 11,00.

^EAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. Kin«. Ton will not become 

weary while reading this excellent book. Price 76 cents.
DOMANISM AND-THE REPUBLIC, BY 
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What Shull the End Be?
Great anxiety very generally prevails 

to know the outcome of the popular up
rising in all pjurts of the country, with 
the watchword of, “On to Washington!" 
It is apparent there is a concealed 
motive tor this action, else the leaders 
are destitute of ordinary intelligence. 
If they are Americans, they know that 
thousands or even hundreds will not be 
permitted to enter the halls of Congress 
to present their grievances. They 
know the Constitution has made pro
vision for their being heard by petition, 
and that it has provided peaceful means 
through the ballot-box for a change of 
rulers: that any other method is treason, 
and the penalty death,

The attempt to overawe government 
by a display of numbers would require 
the assembling of the majority of the 
legal .voters of the nation to make the 
movement effective; for the dominant 
party was inducted into office a little 
more than a year ago by a large ma
jority of the people legally expressed.

These popular uprisings usually end 
in blood. The French revolution of 
178!) commenced with a cry for bread 

■ and a march of the rabble to Versailles 
to lay their grievances before the king. 
It ended with the life of the popular 
leader, Robespierre, .by the guillotine— 
they who raised him to power were his 
executioners. •

At'the close of the war between France 
and Germany the laboring classes found 
themselves, out of employment, and 
destitute of the means of support. Like 
idle men at all times,pinched by hunger, 
they thought to gain relief by extreme 
measures, with a readjustment of re
ligion, science and government. They 
proposed a division of the coin, the 
wealth and the lands among associations 
of laboring men. Prisons were thrown 
open; the criminal classes, native and 
foreign, joined the mob. The leaders 
seemed to be governed by principle. 
They were soon discarded, and were 
succeeded by desperadoes, adventurers 
and outlaws. Resisted by the military, 
they set fire to the public buildings, 
pulled down ancient monuments and 
destroyed the choicest treasures of art. 
Explosives were called into requisition. 
They had everything to gain, nothing 
to lose by the revolution. In two 
months the strife was ended,, the ring
leaders were put to death and order was 
restored.

We have a heartfelt sympathy for 
the laboring classes, and that was one of 
the principal factors that impelled us to 

- start The Progressive Thinker, that 
wo might be instrumental in giving 
work to a certain number, and thus in a 
measure assist in solving the problem 
that is now confronting the American 
people—by lessening the ranks of [he 
unemployed. But while the Dagos of 
Italy and the depraved and dangerous 
classes of other parts of Europe, are al
lowed to flow into this country by the 
thousands, any effort to afford perma
nent relief to the laboring classes will 
prove unavailing.

Well Received.
The address of Rev! Dr. Chunn, pub

lished in these columns two weeks ago, 
seems to have been received with great 
satisfaction by most, if not all of our 
readers.’ The age is a thoughtful one, 
and .th® people want strong utterances 
•along the lines of modern knowledge. 
There is not a churchman in all the 
land who is not trying to adapt his 
thought, even if too cowardly to give 
expression', to the revelations which 
science is unfolding. Another age, and 
the vampires who made death agate
way to endless woe will have given 
place to those who see it an unfolding to 
a more glorious life, else, with the 
Buddhist, an eternal Nirvana.

“Donizetti was his own librettist, Sev
eral acts of Lucia and La Favorite, as 
•well as of other operas, were written by 
him, the libretto furnished not suiting 
his views of whatit should be, ■

What Is Truth?
If there is one question paramount to 

all others, it :lsi the one which heads 
these fines, »nd the oqq which all would 
like to have correctly answered. Turn 
which way we. may, take UP whatever 
subject we will, and the inquiry; What 
is truth? stares uq squarely in the fuco, 
Infinite' wisdom alone can solve the 
problem.

Iii the every-day affairs of life we ar6 
frequently shocked to note the diversity 
of views on any subject. Entering party 
politics, there is the tariff. It has been 
an issue dividing the people ever since 
the Government was formed, and the 
solution seems as distant as the day it 
was first broached. .

The money question has also en
grossed the earnest thought of Oflv 
ablest statesmen, as 'well as the common 
people, Sundry parties have had tlieir 
rise »nd fall, growing.out of the subject, 
and it is a vital question still. One 
party wants gold as a standard of value; 
one would prefer silver, and still an
other would prefer a mixture Of each; 
while a fourth class favors a paper cur
rency. Each party fa alike honest in 
support of its favorite measure',

During slavery days one party favored 
universal freedom; another thought the 
black race wag fit only for slaves; a 
third tolerated slavery because the 
fathers of the Government had made p 
compromise copceding to those who 
claimed property in his fellowman. All 
parties were conscientious; but the ar
bitrament of battle has settled the mat
ter, it is hoped, forever.

In religious matters, we have a thou
sand varying sects.' Who shall say 
which is absolutely right? Each has 
learned authority in its favor; each 
draws its arguments from a common 
source; and yet the wide discrepancy. 
Not a single issue between all these 
conflicting sects is settled. Wo are met 
at the very threshold of inquiry with a 
controversy as to the existence of a su
preme, intelligible power.

Advance all along the lines of thought 
as far as we may, and we arc confronted 
with conflicting views, and each, in
quirer wants to know: What is truth?

Not one is capable of answering the 
question to his own satisfaction, so the 
Inquiry must go on, and as the investi
gator wants to be tolerated, we propose 
all the world unite on the platform of 
universal toleration,-and leave all per
sons free to think, to speak, to write, to 
print, his best thoughts; that he shall 
not abuse nor impugn the motives of 
another for entertaining a conflicting 
thought.______ _ _________

Fountain of Monkteh Forgeries.
Monte Casino is a celebrated Bene

dictine abbey, about midway between 
Rome and Naples. It is a large, square 
building ot three stories, standing on the 
San Germano mountain. A temple of 
Apollo formerly occupied the site, and 
it was surrounded by a grove sacred to 
Venus. It is claimed that sometime in 
the thirteenth century it assumed Its 
present importance; that now it has a 
library of 40,000 printed volumes, and 
1,000 manuscripts, with 30,000 bulls, di
plomas, charts, etc, It is a great school 
of learning for Catholics, the seat of a 
monastery, and here, it appears, were 
fabricated nearly all the early church 
histories, the production of the Christian 
Fathers. Here the classics were either 
written or interpolated in the interest 
of Christianity, and nearly all of our sa
cred literature was either manufactured 
there or reconstructed so as to bear fow 
If any of the original earmarks. Schol
ars who wish to investigate this subject 
will read Prof. Edwin Johnson’s “Rise of 
Christendom," and his“AntiquaMatera 
Study of Christian Origins,” with de
light. _______ y_

Statistics of Illegitimacy.
Statisticél tables make sad revelations 

to those who study them understand- 
Ingly. The whole country stands aghast 
with the disclosures growing out of the 
Pollard-Breckinridge trial at Washing
ton. It is a case to make angels weep. 
The defendant, a member of Congress, a 
leader in church circles, the special 
champion of the closing of the World's 
Fair on Sunday, because it was in 
conflict with a law of God, and yet there 
has been no case since the great 
Beecher trial which has so debauched

THE HIGHER CRITICISM.
A Lucid Analysis of ths 

S£me. . 
An Important Question Answered.

Published by Special PsrmUnjion.

THE ETHICAL TEACHINGS OF JESUS-
OLD MANUSCRIPTS—THE CLERGY— 
ECCLESIARTICAJ, AUTJIORITY.
When the Minister’s Alliance of 

Kansas City takes up and discusses in 
tolerant spirit the question of the Bible 
and its inspiration, the.critics of these 
Sunday mentions are answered, says 
Col. R, T- Van Horn in the Kansas City 
Journal. All liberal and earnest minds 
will hail this action and accord to the 
clergy all honor for the example af
forded. It matters little in t|iq larger 
sense what arc the individual views ex
pressed, and it is not the purpose here 
to approve or criticise what was said by 
any one. The important consideration 
is that the question was diseussed in a 
tolerant spirit, and treated as a subject 
for hopest religious difference, let alone 
on grounds of scholarship and historic 
accuracy. ,

That is all the intelligent and Pro
gressive qoq-churchman ha? been con
tending for. The ethics underlying the 
teachings ascribed to Jesus have never 
been opposed, for they are the common 
property of the good in fill ages. 
Neither does any " intelligent person 
deny the great importance of the Old 
Testament as a record of a great and 
extraordinary people, of their religious 
unfoldment and material civilization, 
as well as their remarkable culture in 
an age that, to our conception, was 
crude in development.

It has been the teaching that these 
old manuscripts—collected and edited 
in an age when the art of printing and
preservation was unknown—must now 
be taken i ‘ ' ....

for fffteen centuries only served ¡finally 
to banish the belief ,iq hejj utterly from 
the,minds of all peoples ‘ who possess 
spelling-books. Nor has the terror of: 
the law stopped the other crimes de
nounced in the decalogue- Is it nn|; 
time, then, .that teachers should try 
some other influence? Hell is a myth/ 
Jonah and the whale a joke, , but the 
Sermon on the Mount is qjoy forever, 
coming more and more into thp procti,« 
cal thought of men than ever before, 
Is there not a lesson of higher criticism 
in this? ■ >

But there is another good result to 
flow from this spirit of criticism and 
charity: The world will get rid of 
sectarianism just in degree in which 
this spirit spreads. The sects have 
been the bane of progress. There ds 
no sect in science, no creed iq knowl
edge, and these are but another name 
fop religion, It is oqly ,wheii they be
come professional that we have bigotry 
and intolerance, The only objection, 
urged against Paul’s teaching at Ephe
sus was from the professional image- 
makers—the bread and butter brigade 
of Diaqa—and so it is at this day In re
gard to these sects, Ones ’ introduce 
the spirit, the broadened culture and 
the fellowship of literary taste into 
these topics and the' religion of the 
age is freed from its greatest disabilities, 
Man is by nature religious, just as much 
so as he is gregarious. Morality is» 
bprn instinct, not a thing of revelation 
nor cultivation merely, and all that Is 
requisite to its ascendancy , is to give it 
natural expression- Asceticism Is the 
mother of hypocrisy and the suggestor 
of unoleanness- The idea of salvation 
by suffering was born of barbarism, 
just as bravery with the savage is culti
vated and exemplified by mutilation of 
the body and the self-infiiction of tor
ture. The two are twins and inspired 
from, the same primitive ignorance. 
And it is really out of these conditions 
that the “sins” of luxury and dissipa
tion are born. The one is the extreme 
of the other. For centuries inen -have

WHAT GOOD DOES IT DO?
The All-Important Question 

Is Answered.
And in a Manner to Oheer the 

Heart.

been taught that happiness consists in
as absolute truth and enforced idleness and the enjoyment of its 

by all the sanctions of even physical1 pleasures. The heavens as well as the 
power as an inexorable rule of life and hells of the world’s sects and creeds arc
conduct, that the educated world has, the crudest and most childlike of all in
objected to. For a hundred years these.......................... .. . -
objections have been denounced as in-'
iidel, as skeptical and as inspired by 
that medieval sacreoroiv—the Devil. 
But now, when, under the auspices of 
“The Higher Criticism," the clergy 
give tolerance and hospitality to the 
same question, we can see how far the
world has really moved along the lines 
of rational culture and ethical

spirations—for all were the outgrowth 
of these barbaric conceptions of virtue
and its opposite.

The higher criticism is the first step 
of the new dispensation within the 
ranks of the clergy—for it is an effort 
in the reform of the church. It has
been the idea of the ehuroh in all ages 
and under every form of organization to

common | reform the people—now the people are 
sense. That some still refuse to yield | about to reform the church. And when 
is not in discussion, but it is the fact' we use the word church in this con
that a man may insist on reading the 1
Bible in the light of historic, phil- 
osophio, scientific and literary knowl
edge without “losing his soul,” and that 
the ecclesiastical profession can discuss 
the question like gentlemen who 
honestly differ upon any other subject.

What is the first result of this tolera
tion? That the clergy may think for 
themselves. In our civilization—our 
Christian era—the clergy have been the 
great teachers of the people—the 
shepherds in tho real ¡¡heap-meaning of 
the term, Yet these shepherds have 
never been allowed the liberty or luxury 
of thinking tor themselves. They have 
—all of them—been first trained to ac
cept certain defined doctrines and 
dogmas, and then “ordained” to teach 
that, and that only, as truth. And 
whenever there was a revolt or “re-

nection it is in the widest sense: We 
do not mean sects or Christian churches 
alone, but all—Brahmin, Buddhist, 
Christian, Mohammedan—for all have 
had one organic idea in common—to 
reform the people and to save them 
from “sin.” The new age is to reform 
the church and lift it up to the plane of 
a common humanity, of which it is part 
—not apart. We will in another age find 
“sin” an obsolete word and the good old 
terms right and wrong once more as-
sume their proper places. “Sin” is
essentially an ecclesiastical word, and 
cannot appropriately be used except 
with that coloring. It does not belong 
to the layman or the non-ohurchman. 
It is in its use like the word “treason" 
in political parlanceKtit is meaningless 
unless used in one sense. It is a the- 
ologic word to conjure with and has had 
its day. ■formation,” the reformers imposed;

their new ideas upon their own fol- The world is growing better, because 
lowers. There has never been any | jt growing wiser, and no one can 
individual freedom among ecclesiastics < deny that as it grows In knowledge the 
—all have hud to teach some prescribed bonds of its priesthood relax and the 

faster the old terrors of the law disap
pear. The character of God, as to 
popular conception, has radically 
changed within half a century. The 
words “father” and “love" are now the 
terms of endearment where “judg
ment" and "wrath” were once spoken 
with apprehension. And the higher 
criticism has been born of this progress

dogmatic authority. Some people 
never could understand why the mother 
church should be repudiated as the sum 
of all that is wrong, and yet the Scrip
tures that had been in her sole keeping 
for more than a thousand years be and 
remain the infallible revelation that is 
claimed for them. Yet it is such things 
that intelligent, conscientious men have
been burned at tho stake for thinking, 
and in the last deeadqof the nineteenth 
century ostracized for teaching. Th; 
fact of tho higher criticism is thebe-!
ginning of tho end of the intolerance i
and bigotry—and it is a blessing.

But it is going to have another re
sult: It will admit the clergy into the 
ranks of modern progress and to fellow
ship with the controlling intelligence 
of the age, from which, professionally, 
they are now debarred. Let us not fee 
misunderstood: We recognize at once 
the educational eminence of the clergy 
and their special rank as cultured and 
accomplished members of the Intellect-

and change. 1 • .
There exists to-day one great obstacle

The question is often asked, in regard 
to spirit communication; “What good 
does it ati do? If our departed friends 
can and do return to us and communicate 
with us, why do they not tell us what is 
to happen In the future? Why don't 
they toll us how to get rich?” eto. As 
to the first part of the question—“What 
good does it all 40?’’ Ask yOli sorrowing 
mother if it did her any good, after she 
'had laid her darling boy, the idol of her 
life, he for whom her prayers had been 
sept up, pq whom she had lavished the 
•whole great mother-love of her heart of 
hearts, to rest ip the cold, cruej grave, 
to find that her boy was not in the cold 
ground, '

“Where his pale form was laid, with 
many tears;” :

that he was not in some remote far off 
heaven, where she could not reach 
him until she passed beyond the dark 
river; but that hq was right beside her, 
Invisible, perhaps, to her, but could and 
did place his soft, loving hand upon her 
cheek, her hair; that sho could feel his 
:|ov;ng arms around her neck,
: Ask yoq husband it ty did him any 
good, when he attended a materializing 
seance, and the adored wife of his 
bosom, who had passed on before, came 
to him and kissed him, whispered loving 
words into his ear, said words to him 
that no person but himself would under
stand, that he might have proof that 
it was surely bis departed wife, Ask 
yoq despondent daughter if it did any 
good, when she visited a kind, sympa
thetic medium, to have her ascended 
mother send, through the medium, 
messages that no one else cotild under
stand but she, giving her words of lov
ing counsel and advice.

Ask yon loving brother if it did any 
good for his deeply-mourned slater, 
whom he had adored, to come to him, 
and thoroughly convince him that she 
had not left him forever, but that though 
her physical form was gone, she was 
beside him, his constant companion, as 
solicitous for his welfare and happiness 
as ever, and that now she would never 
leave him, but would stay by his bide 
until he, too, laid aside the mortal for 
the spiritual body,

I had the good fortune once to be 
present in a materialization seaqee 
when a Scandinavian gentleman was 
called up to the cabinet, and u young 
and lovely woman appeared, kissed and 
caressed him, conversing with him in 
whispered tones for five or more min
utes (in broken English). When she 
dematerialized he turned to the audi
ence and sobbingly said: “Ladies and 
gentlemen, that was a girl that I was 
engaged to marry, in the old country, 
hut she died bhortly before the time 
set for our marriage. She not only told 
me her own name, the names ot places 
we had visited together in the old 
country, but she talked to me in my own 
language." Did it do that young man 
goon to know that his once affianced 
bride, his heart's idol, was his constant 
companion ? ■

The knowledge of the proximity and 
companionship of our loved ones gone 
before, whom wo know have entered a 
higher plane of life, and are being con
stantly taught and advanced by those 
who have been long in spirit life, makes 
better men and women of us. It creates 
within us an ambition to keep ourselves 
pure and moral, so that when our.time, 
comes to pass to spirit life, we may not 
be too far below them in the immortal 
plane of life. We are restrained from 
evil thoughts and passions by the 
knowledge that such would grieve our 
loved ones, and while we were careful 
to grieve them as little as possible while 
still in the mortal life, we are much 
more ckrcful when we know that our
every thought is known to them. AndThe to the ranid unread of this new evnnupl bvery thought is known to them. And ’ '-llnd theXrtshofi! be to En tTse ‘hen )th,e T^ih^^not’sleUSr 

obdurate lumps of intellectual inertia, knowledge they a'® not 8‘®®P 
We mean the endowed colleges and 1 Ul®. w.ld'' ^a*?’B

universities where the old bigotry and the blowing of a hoin in the Resui- 
7 < ''action Morn,” ages hence, nor in a

ual class—but they are not allowed to lehem, but which is not found among 
teach us such. They associate with the the endowed institutions of the nine-

intolerance are entrenched behind the '!’0CL10n nioln> ,W®.® J10”®®!,,™nn*ann 
statutes of corporate doseent. To get' '1?tt.ven ™ ^“2
tho salaries attached to these endowed ' ?l?eoVBfl v^ni' On„ninhfid hv 
“chairs” men must teach what the en-lll*ke, °{ b.u™n”, b e.’, 
dowers believed. Abolish these Dark . 0,;l'el'.B
Age citadels and educate the pulpit in «ntnuf from our brainthe colleges of the people, and the instant a call is sent out from oui. biain 
higher criticism will become the new
gospel that wo read about at Beth-

the public mind. - __  _______ _________ __ ______ _
But,casuists who trace wrongdoing to learning, the culture, the science and1 teentli century, '

its proper source, see in al) these social the thought of the age, but they teach I Still it is at work, and it comes like 
outrages the natural outcome of a false I dogmas out of harmony with our science । all other blessings to the race, through 
system of theology. Possibly American and civilization to the people. Tho 1.........................................................,

to summon them, ready to console, ad
vise and counsel us, warding off evil in
fluence when possible.

Now, as to the latter part of the ques
tion: It seoms almost an impossibility

system of theology. Possibly American 
statistics have furnished no direct re-
ports on the subject of illegitimate 
births, but foreign countries have done 
so. In Prussia the reported illegiti
mates are one to 10.78 among Protest
ants; one to 16.36 among Catholics: and 
one to 40 among Jews. The less super
stition, the less crime,

A Sad Lesson.
Max Muller, in his “India; What Can 

It Teach Us?" page 53, of Lovell’s edi
tion, says: '

“According to statistics, the number 
of capital sentences [annually] was one 
iq every 10,000 in England, but one in 
every million in Bengal."

Prof. Muller, in a note on the same 
page with the above, citing Elphin
stone’s “History of England,” says:

“Of the 232 sentences of death, 84 
only were carried out in England, while 
the 59 sentences of death in Benga 
were all carried out." .

Instead of our teaching India Chris
tianity, with such .results as statistics 
show follow in • England, should not 
India teach us humanity? A lytindred 
times' more crime in model England, 
with its Christian civilization, its 
schools and churches, than in what is 
stigmatized as semi-barbarous India, 
makes the opjiosers of crime sympathize 
with the Orient, and wish they would 
-flood the Occident with missionaries 
who would teach us to honor God less 
and man more, provided' bur crime has 
its root in a false theology, as facts 
seem to indicate.

Frank T. Riply will lecture and give 
tests at 11 Ada street, Lodge Hall, each 
Sunday,Rvt 2:30 and 7:30, and Tuesday 
evenings at 7:30, during the month of 
May. . .

higher criticism will soon allow them to
the freedom of individual mind and con-
science—freo manhood, Much of the 
“infallible truth" and “revelation" wobe eclectic in the pulpit, 

The underlying fact of ecclesiastic _________ __________________ ____
authority is that the people, the pub- ing on humanity by men who could not
lie, are ignorant—and like children, to .-•.-. ..................
be Instructed. This mistake must be 
discarded. It will not be long until 
we hear a preacher begin his sermon 
with: “My brethren, if I am correct in 
this assumption," or “if you agree with 
ino," etc. Wbat vast centuries will 
have been travailed with when he hear 
such expressions; yet it is just what the 
higher criticism means, and preaching 
then will be such that people will not 
have to pay fifty cents and a dollar on 
lecture nights to hear the truths or 
speculations of science and philosophy, 
when they can get it through pew rents. 
This is one way of presenting to the 
hunger of modern society something 
that the mental pepsin craves to not 
upon, and it accounts for the dearth of 
congregations on days when gossamers 
take the place of feathers. There is 
nothing in nature that is not religions— 
for it is the work of the Creator. Then 
why should the public- teaching be con
fined to the question of “sin?” Is it not 
after all a human instead of a Divine 
Ideal—a conceit instead of an obligation 
or duty—held to be imposed?

There is a widespread inquiry now 
agitating thé minds of thinkers, and it 
has a profound .philosophy involved in 
it. It is this: Why .should the .young, 
who, in the atmosphere of a moral and 
refined home, never hear an allusion to 
or discussion of “sinful” habitsor topics, 
be introduced to them in sermons and 
in the name of religious instruction? 
That portion of the decalogue directed 
to' social acts is for police regulation 
rather than ethical teaching and spir
itual culture. Yét they tpo often form 
the staples of the discourse against 
“sin.’j Denunciation, whether applied 
to a class or an individual, never 
brought out reform or ever saved a soul. 
The everlasting burnings proclaimed

road about was decreed and made blnd-

even read it themselves, The intelli
gent world knows these facts to-day, 
and will not submit to the dictation 
longer. And so it is that the higher 
criticism has been born, which is to 
bring-tije-elergy and people into sympa
thy, and abolish forever the aljnses that 
have grown up out of that relation— 
when bigotry ruled by sanction of ■ ig
norance; A mutual intelligence begets 
mutual respect.

Very Complimentary,
Watt’s Literary Guide, Loudon, Eng

land, has this to say of Pr. .prown’s Re
searches in Oriental History,.. copies of 
which The Progressive Thinker 
still mails to any address on receipt of 
«1.60:

“The book is carefully got up find studi
ously conceived, The method' is care
fully but remorselessly critica], and the 
matter is obviously harvested by pro
longed investigation. The literary style 
is vigorous, alert, and dignified. The 
author is to be congratulated upon pro
ducing a soundly erudite and effective 
book which merits an individual place 
among the anti-Christian classics.”

Bishop A. Beals is now lecturing .for 
the South Side Progressive Spiritualist 
Society. Good reports come from the 
labors of Mr, Beals.

• ................................ , > I* ■ I. . •
Mozart was small and slight. His face 

was very thin and pale, and his nose, al
ways prominent, became much more so 
from the extreme emaciation of his later
year». f

to get the idea into people's heads that 
tiie change called death is simply a dis
posal, a laying aside of this mortal 
body; that the passing out of the soul 
from the mortal makes neither a saint, 
a seer nor a prophet of anyone. The 
Statement of the Apostle Paul that 
“We shall all be changed in tho twink
ling of an eye,” seetns to carry the idea 
to them that we are to be made into 
something else, something .wonderful. 
What else does he say? “This.mortal 
shall put on immortality; this corrupt
ible, Incorruption.'' In other words, we 
go to sleep in the mortal world and 
awake in tile spiritual; we lay off the 
mortal body and assume the spiritual. 
Ho says nothing about our becoming 
angels with huge, awkward wings that 
we would, not know how to use, saints, 
Beeps, or prophets, in “the twinkling of 
an eye.”

Fix firmly in your minds the thought 
that we go to sleep, or lose conscious
ness, in this mortal world, and awake, 
or regain consciousness, in the Spirit
world, not one whit different from what 
we were here, and you will at once find 
the reason why we are not told all these 
things that human curiosity and avq- 
rice would prompt us to ask.
’«How many of our friends could fore
tell the future while here?

. ¿Any one of us can reason from cause 
to effect, and predict that, under certain 
conditions, such and suerran event will 
take place;’ just so with those on the 
other side, only they have, probably, 
better facilities to see cause and effect 
than we.

How many of us would be happier or 
better could) we know what the future 
■has in store for us? How much hap
pier would that mother have been had 
the medium ten or twelve years ago told 
her that her darling boy would go on 
before at the age of about twelve years ?

“Oh!" you say, “she mighthave taken 
means to prevent It, had she known 
such an event was to come.” How could 
she have prevepted what was to be, and 
what was revealed to the entranced, pro
phetic vision of that medium? She

glad

—Washington Star.

And Coxey's army on the march 
Inspire no trace of fear,

The country's wrapped in one 
thought—

The baseball game is here.

Bishop Ireland’s Allegation that’. 
The Roman Serpent Is not En-/ 
twining Itself Around Our Pub
lic Schools a Lie.

THÉ ROMAN OCTOPUS/would have been in misery all those Jong 
years, whereas, as it was, “Where ig- 
iioranoe is bliss 'tis folly to be wise." 
How many Ot US would be better or 
happier with tho knowledge and power 
of gaining vast wealth? Aly observa
tion teaches me that the accumulation 
of vast wealth has a tendency to make 
men cold, sordid, selfish and cruel, and 
for my part, I would not exchange gene
rosity, benevolence, a sunny, sympa
thetic temperament, a love for mankind 
—the glorious brotherhood ot man—for 
all tha wealth of the Rothschilds, Van
derbilts, Jay Goulds and John Jacob 
Astors in the world, Nine men out of 
every ten throughout the country who 
are living in straightened circumstances 
would be mourned, sincerely, more than 
Jay Gould, with all his many millions, 
should they pass over at once, We are 
better as we are. Those on the other 
side can see that the knowledge of how 
to accumulate vast wealth' would .only 
be detrimental to ue- Let us be con
tented with our lot, and then we will 
sea what “good it all does.”

P. W. Arthur.

MlB, Adeline M. Glading.
No doubt the many friends of Mrs« 

Adeline M, Glading will be pleased to 
learn that she has successfully under
gone, at the private Sanitarium of Dr. 
Joseph Taber Johnson, Washington, 
D. 0., a very painful surgical operation 
—thfttof the removal of a large abdom
inal tumor of twenty-five years’ growth.

It was her intention not to have it 
performed until September, but during 
her Washington engagement, after a 
careful examination, the Doctor advised 
her not to delay it until then,'but have 
it done as soon as possible, as she was 
liable to pass over at any moment on the 
least excitement. Consequently, un
known to her family, she canceled her 
Anderson (Ind.) engagement for April 
and May, and left home to fulfill her 
March engagement, having in the 
meantime made final arrangements to 
undergo the ordeal. ’

Her family thought she was in Ander
son until notified on March 20 that the 
operation had been successfully per
formed on the 23rd. For ten days her 
life hung by a thread, but her other
wise healthy condition and stoic nature 
pulled her through, and on April 20, 
less than a month, she was able to leave 
the institution a new woman physically.

Dr. Johnson is one of the most skill
ful surgeons in tho country, and only to 
his skill and kind nursing, and by the 
help of the band of unseen friends of 
Mrs. Glading on the other side, is due 
her presence with us to-day.

On Friday, September 21, which will 
be the fourteenth anniversary of the 
first control of her main guide, “HooJah,” 
Mrs. Glading, in gratitude for her re
covery, will give a public reception to 
her friends in Philadelphia, when she 
will re-dedicate herself anew to the 
work of tho Spirit-world and begin her 
labors with renewed vigor and health.

The operation was a very dangerous 
one, and few surgeons would undertake 
it with any hopes of ultimate success of 
saving the patient's earthly life. Her 
quick recovery has been pronounced by 
the medical faculty as miraculous.

She was two hours and a quarter 
under the knife, which in ordinary 
cases requires but about one hour at 
the utmost.

In a few days, or as soon as it is safe 
for her to travel, she will return to her 
pretty country home near Doylestown, 
Pa., where she intends passing her 
summer vacation, and in the fall will bo 
ready to resume her labors on the 
rostrum. November and December, 
January and April are the only open 
dates she has for the season of 1894 and 
1895.

In the Heart.
If no kindly thought or word 

We can give, some soul to bless;
If our hands, from hour to hour, 

Do no deeds of gentleness;
If to lone aud weary ones

We no comfort will impart— 
Though 'tis summer in the sky,

Yet ’tis winter in the heart:
If we strive to lift the gloom

From a dark and burdened life;
If we seek to lull the storm

Of our fallen brother's strife;
If we bid all hate and scorn

From the spirit to depart— 
Though 'tis winter in the sky, 

Yet'tis summer in the heart!
George Cooper.

The Return.
Once more the sun-kissed crowd we find 

Upon the bleaching boards;
Once more the gladiators come

With bats instead of swords.
The clouds are quivering with the shock 

Of that spontaneous cheer
Which wakes the world and lets it know 

The baseball game is here.
Unheeded must our sages now

About the tariff talk;
The festive quorum may, unwatched, 

Kick up its heels and balk;

Romish Patriotism. "
Mr. Bourke Cookran, a tool of Tam

many and the Pope, recently came from 
New York to Chicago to enlighten our 
people concerning the nature of “True 
American Patriotism.” After giving 
due attention to his fine oratorical 
phrases and glittering generalities, wo 
feel impelled to arise and ask the orator: 
Is true American Patriotism compat
ible with allegiance to a foreign poten
tate—the pope—whose behests are to be 
obeyed in preference to the laws and 
government of the United States, or 
any other country?

Romish patriotism always has a 
string to it, and the pope holds 
the string. Romish oaths of allegiance 
are always with a mental’ reservation— 
in fact according to the teaching and 
decrees of the Romish church, such 
oaths are of no binding force pn a good 
Catholic. .

Romanism and true American patriot
ism are incompatible. .

Mr. and Mrs. Perkins’s meetings have 
been removed to hall at the corner In
diana Ave. and 31 st street, at8 F. M., 
Sundays.

It Has Possession of Public I 
Schools.

The Sisters In Their Ungraceful , 
Toggery Teach the Catechism, <t

ACCORDING TO The BIEL IN EQUITY
FILED BY THE JR. O. U. A. M., IT I 

C ALLEGED THAT CHILDREN WHO AR
NOT OF THE FAITH CANNOT BE IN- 
6TUCTED EXCEPT UNDER THE GUID
ANCE OF A NUN—SOME SENSATIONAL 
CHARGES .

The action of State Councilor W. T. 
Kerr, of the Jr. O. U. A. M., in carry
ing bis crusade against nuns teaching In 
the public schools into the Cambria 
county opurts, as reported in yesterday’s 
Leader, was freely commented upon in 
Pittsburg last evening. Various opin
ions were expressed upon it, but all 
were more or Jess colored by th« 
person’s religious views.

The petition on which the injunction 
was granted was presented by Attorney« 
T. H, Baird Patterson and A. D. 
Wilkins, Esq., of Pittsburg, and H. IV. 
Storey, of Johnstown, representing 
seven citizens and taxpayers of Gab 
litzin borough, who appear as plaintiffs 
in the suit. The application was pre
sented before Judge Barker, at Ebens- 
burgh, Cambria’s county seat,

The bill differs from the Riversid« 
school case and recites:

That the defendants are the school 
district of Gallitzin borough aforesaid, 
a corporation, under the laws of th« 
commonwealth of Pennsylvania; 
Michael Fitzharris, president; Jamei 
G. Bender, secretary; Charles Qninn. 
treasurer; T. y. Troxell, J. I. Campbel] 
and William Cristo, the school director! 
of tke said school district: and Slstei 
Mary De Sales, whose worldly name w« 
are informed is ClaraClark; Sister Mary 
Colletta, whose worldly name we hav'« 
been unable to ascertain: Sister Mary 
Marcella, whose worldly name we ar« 
informed is Mary Preston; Sister Mary 
Gonzaga, whose worldly name we hav« 
been informed is Elizabeth Cunning, 
ham; Sister Mary John, whose worldlj 
name is Mary Keenan: and Sister Mary 
Sebastian, whose worldly name we could 
not obtain, are not citizensand resident« 
of said borough, but formerly itinerant 
teachers of the parochial schools of th« 
Roman and Holy Catholic church, and 
now engaged, employed or acting ai 
teachers in the public schools of said 
distinct, in said borough, under th« 
eircmstances hereinafter set forth. 
That said sisters are all sectarian or re
ligious sisters of the order of the Sister
hood of St. Joseph, of the said church 
and have taken vows whereby they 
have renounced the world and have 
given up their worldly names and 
worldly interests, and largely such com 
neetions, associations and pursuits at 
ordinary individuals usually have is 
secular communities end society.

That the said school district and the 
said school directors thereof, in disre-’ 
gat’d of their duties and in violation of 
the law requiring public schools to be 
controlled, managed and conducted on 
a purely non-sectarian basis, on various 
days and at various times up to and 
prior to tho time of the filing of thia 
bill, have resolved that the said direct
ors would employ no teachers for six of 
the rooms in the said public schools oi 
the said district, except sisters of tha 
Sisterhood of St. Joseph, of said church, 
and up to this time have employed and 
are employing the said six sisters afore
said, who are also defendants, as teach
ers and instructors in said public 
schools, who, prior to said employment 
in said public schools, were religious 
teachers in said religious order in the 
parochial schools of the said Roman or 
holy Catholic church, and who are now 
in the employment aforesaid, receiving 
or claiming, the right to receive 
monthly pay as teachers in the public 
schools from the public school funds of 
said district of the Staffe of Pennsyl
vania for the use of said Sisterhood of 
St. Joseph, and said sehooL directors 
have actually paid, and do claim the 
right to continue to pay said religious 
teachers out of tho public school funds 
of said district aud of said State for the 
purposes aforesaid. That the said 
teachers, defendants above named, are 
members of said religious order of the 
Sisterhood of St. Joseph, of the Roman 
or holy Catholic church, wearing dis
tinctive, characteristic and known re
ligious garbs or habits as emblems 
marks or insignia of tho religious order 
and church to which they belong, con
sisting of such bhick Presses, white 
capes, white coronets, crucifixes, ro
saries, and waist cords, with tassels, as 
are peculiar to their religious order. 
That they still Continue, while teaching 
in said public school, to wear said re
ligious garbs or habits during school 
hours, and in tho discharge of their 
duties as said teachers, and do teach and 
use their said garbs, insignia and 
emblems in such a manner as to impart 
to tho children under their instruction 
certain religious and sectarian lessons 
and ideas peculiar to said Roman or 
h’oly Catholic church. That the said 
sisters, teachers as aforesaid, in viola
tion of the school" laws and Constitution 
of this State, applied for and received 
their certificates as such teachers;in 
their religious or sectarian names as 
aforesaid alone, and were contracted 
with and employed as teachers by said 
school directors in their said religious 
or sectarian names, and keep their 
school records, make i their reports and 
perform their duties as teachers in 
their said religious or sectarian names, 
and the said board of directors and the 
said teachers have adopted rules for the 
government of said public schools and 
announced the same to the children in 
said public schools, whereby the chil
dren are required to address said teach
ers as “Sister,” and call them by their 
religious names, with penalties for the 
enforcement of the said rules, and by 
similar rules the resident and other 
priests Of the Roman or holy Catholic 
church are encouraged then, and do 
visit the said public, schools very fre- 
0, and take the books and hear 

tation of lessons by classes, and 
go around in the school-rooms and in
spect tho studies and work of the schol
ars individually, and the scholars are 
taught and required to rise and ad«

sI
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dress the . said priests as *‘Father” and 
thank them for their visits, and request 
thejn to come again. That the cate- 
chispis of the Roman or Holy Catholic 
church and other religious instruction 
are studied and taught in said public 
schools before, during and after school 
hours, and that the catechisms aforesaid 

, are furnished to the pupijs of said pub
' lie schools and placed in gaid public 

schools by authorities or representatives 
of the said Roman or Holy Catholic. 
Thqt the said religious teaching is 
carried oq under the supervision and by 

1 the said religious teachers, defendants 
’ \fore&aid, and is permitted and allowed 
ubv *he said school director, aforesaid 
V de- Manis, and in a similar manner the 
/said'' religious teachers aforesaid un
' lawfully use the public school building 
and the musical instruments therein, 
all of which being the property of said 
school district, for the purpose of teach
ing private pupils instrumental music 
for a money consideration, for the use 
of the order of the Sisters of St. Joseph 
before, during and after school hours. 
v That in pursuance of the control and 
management of the aforesaid schools in 
the manner as herein set forth, Grace 
Hysong,, aged 13 years, Maud Hysong, 
aged 10 years, daughters of John. Hy
song, one pf the plaintiff’s aforesaid, are 
deprived of the use, benefit and educa
tion in said public school, for the rea
son that the said defendants will not 
permit the said children to attend the 
said schools unless they go to a school 
department taught by one of the said 
sisters; and that Frank WiHianison and 
other children of David Y. Williamson 
and of other plaintiffs aforesaid, and of 
other residents, citizens and taxpayers, 
are deprivecl of the use, benefit and 
education of the said public schools by 
reason of the said sisters being employed 
as aforesaid, and teaching in their re
ligious garb, emblems and. insignia, and 
the use of the said catechism, and other 
religious instruction in said schools, 
against the protest of said plaintiffs and 
parents. That the said teachers, de
fendants above named, being members 
of the Sisterhood of St. Joseph, of Bald 
religious order, are by the rules, re
quirements, seclusion and training of 
eaid sisterhood disqualified from fully 
performing all the duties of teachers in 
common schools, as follows: That the 
same prevent and ■ disqualify a ssster 
from associating or conversing with a 
male over the age of 14 years, and con
sequently the scholars in room number 
seven, of said public school building, 
are all males, and taught by a male 
teacher, and in room number eight, 
taugljt by a sister, all are females; and 
in the other rooms taught by Bisters 
there are very few boys and very im
properly distributed, the result being 
that the scholars in all rooms are ■ not 
properly classified and graded, so that 
the males, aged from ten to twenty 
years, are taught in the third, fourth 
and fifth reader in room number seven, 
and other branches in the like manner. 
And that from the same causes the said 
teachers are disqualified from teaching 
hygiene and physiology efficiently, and 
more especially to males over the age 
of fourteen years, as is required by the 
laws of said State. And said defend
ant directors, knowingly approve of said 
improper system and neglect of legal 
requirements in said public schools.

That the result? of the management of 
said schools of said district by said di
rectors and sectarian teachers is illegal, 
a transformation of the public schools 
into sectarian schools, and the main
tenance and support of private sectar
ian schools out of the public school 
funds of said school district and of said 
State, and in furtherance of this illegal 
■purpose the said defendants propose and 
have arranged after the present public 
school term closes to replace the same 
by parochial schools in said public school 
building, taught entirely by said sectar
ian sisters, defendants above named; all 
of which is in derogation of the rights 
of children, parents, citizens and tax
ilayers of Baid district and said State, 
n violation of laws aforesaid, and more 

especially in violation of the rights of 
conscience of said plaintiffs ana their 
children.

That your orators allege that all said 
improper management, illegal actions 
and violations of the public school laws 
and constitution of this State on part of 
the eaid defendants cause and produce 
continuous and continuing, and will con
tinue to cause and produce irreparable 
and irremediable injury and damage 
to them, for which they have no 
adequate remedy at law, wherefore 
your orators need equitable relief and 
therefore pray the court:

That a preliminary injunction, after
wards to be made perpetual, be granted 
against said school district and said dis
trict directors and each of them and 
their successors, restraining them and 
each of them from employing and con
tinuing to engage and allow said teach
ers in said public school, and from per
mitting said teachers to remain in said 
public school as teachers, or otherwise, 
while wearing said garb, habit, emblems 
or insignia, or in a known religious or 
sectarian capacity, and restraining 
them and each of them from permitting 
the use of said sectarian catechisms, or 
any sectarian books, as books of instruc
tion in said public schools, and restrain
ing them and each of them from the use 
of said public school property, in any 
way for sectarian purposes, and restrain
ing them and each of them from contin
uing to employ said teachers under said 
certificates, issued as aforesaid in their 
religious or sectarian names.

’ That an injunction be in like manner 
granted against said teachers, and each 
of them restraining them and each of 
them, from continuing to act in the ca
pacity of teachers, or. otherwise, in said 
public schools while wearing said garb, 
habit, emblem or insignias, or in a known 
religious or sectarian capacity, and re
staining them and each of them from 
using or furnishing for use the said 
catechisms, or .other methods of sec
tarian instruction in eaid schools, and 
restraining them and each of them from 
causing or permitting the pupils un
der their charge to address them or 
others by any sectarian title or name 
whatsoever, and restraining them and 
each of them from using or permitting 
the use of said public school property 
for any other than, free, common public 
school purposes.

That an injunction be in like manner 
granted restraining defendants and each 
of them from in any way or manner, 
/’.reetly or indirectly, appropriating Di
susing the money raised for the support 
of the public schools of said district 
for the support of any sectarian schools, 
or any sectarian school purpose, or for 
any purposo'other than the support of 
the free, common public schools of said 
district. ...........................

That an order be granted compelling

6aid defendants to answer this complaint 
under oath. ,

The preliminary injunction was 
granted,

From the above clipping from the 
Pittsburg Leader, of Sunday, April 20th, 
it would appear that there are those 
who are not inclined to hand over the 
public schools to the Romish Octopus 
without a struggle. The cry of religious 
bigotry, no danger, etc., is losing jts 
force, and the people are beginning to 
think and act. It is a source of wonder 
that the cunning, crafty Jesuits could 
have made the fatal mistake of springing 
their plans too soon, and that, too, in 
such a Protestant stronghold as Western 
Pennsylvania. It has aroused public 
feeling and will strengthen the A. P. A. 
and Jr. O. U. A. M. to a very material 
extent. It is a case of cunning over
reaching itself, and coming so soon after 
the Riverside school affair of Pittsburg, 
has set Romanism so far back that it 
may never patch up with the procession. 
“So mote it be. M. R. Chilly,

DOWIEISM.
As Manifested in Chicago.

The advent of Rev. JohnAlexander 
Dowie, alias Dr. Dowie, furnishes the 
data for a new ism, which, for conven
ience and to give the discoverer due 
credit, we call Dowieism. The main 
features of this new ism are, that all 
evil had its origin in a personal Devil; 
that the only way to cure that evil is 
by faith; that Dr. Dowie can so cure all 
except Spiritualiste, and that all other 
healers, including Christian Scientists, 
Spiritualists, Regulars and un-regulars, 
are no good. He differs ateo from the 
society that knocks the Devil out of 
their wives by thrashing them, for he 
does nothing but pray.

It is not our object to antagonize Dr. 
Dowie. If he does any good, we re
joice in that good; and if any persons 
are relieved from the evil which,accord
ing to Dowieism, the Devil has brought 
upon them, we sincerely congratulate 
all such persons; but we despise that 
narrow partiality and egotism, not to 
say ignorance, which this man has so 
arrogantly and maliciously displayed.

Every well-developed mind knows 
that the law of nature through which 
man is evolved and to which he is sub
ject, is one and inviolable. To live in 
harmony with that law is health, but to 
live out of harmony with it is.sickness. 
The science of healing consists in bring
ing back the sick or inharmonious into 
harmony with nature. This is one and 
the same thing, no matter how or by 

■ whom it is done. The sad thing is that 
so few, even of those who are instrumen
tal in doing it,understand how it is done, 
because they do not know the laws by 
which spirit and matter are united and 
how the physique should subserve the 
spirit. But man is growing up to that 
and will, some day, be able to so live in 
accord with the-law of his being that he 
will not need the physician.

The regulars, so-called, have been 
dealing with the physical regardless of 
the spiritual; therefore their success has 
been limited, while their charges are 
enormous. Occasionally à physician 
properly constituted gets in range with 
the mental, and it adds to his success. 
The divine side of some persons begin 
to develop as it were, unknown to them
selves, and they do things that they 
cannot explain, and they Bay it is the 
power of God, which is absolutely true 
whether the instrument be a Christian 
Soientist, a Spiritualist or a Dr. Dowie; 
but not in the ordinary sense of that 
aphorism. The divine attributes are 
potentially in man and the work he does 
is God’s work; more or less perfect, ac
cording to the degree of unfoldment of 
the divinity within. “The Father that 
dwelleth in me, He doeth the work.” 
But why should these people, in the in
fantile state of their knowledge and 
with such potentialities in their organ
ism beginning to unfold, be so foolishly 
egotistic and selfish as to slander and 
ignore one another.

Did time and space permit we could 
take Dr. Dowie through Paul’s Epistles, 
and Bhow him how that apostle taught 
the oneness of spirit, notwithstanding 
all the varieties of spiritual gifts 
whether healing or anything else.

It is a well established fact that with 
the advent of modern Spiritualism came 
also the revival of spiritual healing: and 
you may call it spirit-power, God-power, 
or the Devil as many unspiritual peo
ple do call it: but it is one and the same 
thing and Spiritualists are the only ones 
who nave any approximate understand 
ing of it, and if Dr. Dowie’s spiritual 
pride would allow him to do so he might 
sit at the feet of many a humble Spirit
ualist and learn truths that would do 
him good. Those ladies whom he re
fused to try to heal and turned them out 
of his house because they were Spirit
ualists, have more of God in their souls 
than he has. We do not read df Jesus 
ever having done such a thing-

Pedrito Jaramillo, alias Don Pedro, 
the Mexican saint, heals dozens, if re
ports be true, where Dr. Dowie heals 
one, and does it in one of the smallest, 
meanest Mexican cottages, indignantly 
refusing money, whereas, Dr. Dowie 
asks our citizens to contribute $3,000 for 
building a healing institute.

Christian Scientists, although they 
adopted a name in accordance with pop
ular religious tastes to avoid the "odium 
Spirituausticum,” are no worse than the 
man who calls them anti-Christian, and 
if they help any one they are as worthy 
as the doctor, for he too caters to con
ventional religion, and sneers at those 
who have outgrown primitive foolish
ness. Poor childish humanity in its 
novicity continués as of old to cry, “The 
temple of the Lord, the temple of the 
Lord, the temple of the Lord are 
these.”_______ _________

Gounod received his first instruction 
in music from his mother, who was a 
distinguished pianist. He won the 
grand prize at the Paris Conservatory 
when he was 21.

Frederick the Great was ambitious to 
be thought a composer of music, Over 
120 of his pieces have been found, and 
are now in the Imperial library of Ber
lin. They are, if possible, worse than 
his poetry. _ ■

Lizst when studying the piano, was 
accustomed, as a regular occupation, to 
practice ten hours a day. To thè end of 
nis professional career he every day 
played the scales, as ho said, to limber 
nis fingers. .
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W. E, Bonney of Cherryvale, Kansas, 
writes: "Prof W, S. Gray, of Spring
field, Mo., has been doing grand wprff 
for thecause in this city of late. He 
has lectured several times to good 
audiences and created a good impression 
among many peopjp outside of our own 
ranks. Many orthodox f¡lends have at
tended and some have received grand 
evidence of this medium's power in 
reading their life-history. He has also 
held several seances and given quite a 
number of private readings. He ex
pects to return here very soon, and we 
have no doubt of his receiving good en
couragement from the public, should he 
do BQ,” .
. D. Brucq, secretary, sends the follow
ing notice: The Ladies’ Hepling Hand,' 
auxiliary to the Progressive Spiritual 
Society will hold a May-pole dance at 
the Masonic Home Temple, 3120 Forest 
avenue, Wednesday, May 30. Tickets, 
50 cents a couple, '

J. H. McMillen writes from Oregon: 
“Your paper, like a good and tide 
friend, is always received with great 
pleasure by all our family. As I scan 
its columns I mark many of the re
markable passages and then pass them 
on for other persons to peruse, In doing 
thus I fulfill the Bibi« injunction, to 
cast bread upon the waters. I am 
pleased to inform you that to-day Spir
itualism on this Northwest Coast is con
sidered by orthodox critics as more 
respectable then some years ago. Old, 
prejudices die hard, buttruth is mighty 
and will prevail. I know many orthodox 
people who hold circles (on the sly) and 
are receiving beautiful demonstrations.’’

J. L. Reed, of Hastings, Mich., writes: 
“Dr. Schermerhorn, of Grand Rapids, 
has just finished a five-weeks’ engage
ment as speaker for the Hastings 
Spiritualist Society, He is a fascinat
ing speaker and a logical reasoner. He 
has dispensed the bread of life freely 
to an interested audience each Sunday 
during April just past. He has aroused 
an interest which we are sure can 
result only in much good. Any society 
who may desire his services will do well 
to secure him. He goes to Muskegon 
during May. We are arranging to hold 
a mass-meeting of Spiritualists in this 
city June 2 and 3. L. V. Moulton and 
Dr. Schermerhorn are engaged as 
speakers. In addition to these we shall 
have two good test mediums from 
abroad, who will give public tests after 
each lecture, from the rostrum. We 
are preparing to entertain all who may 
come from out of town and we cordially 
invite all who are interested to attend 
this convention. We guarantee a most 
profitable meeting." ■

W. P. Sanford, of Defiance, O., re
cently celebrated his 72d birthday. 
He is still hale and hearty find preach
ing Spiritualism as it were from house
tops and mountain tops. On the 11th of 
next AuguSt he expects to celebrate 
the fiftieth anniversary of the wedding 
of himself and his better-half, and he 
writes that he want^lots of Spiritualists 
present on the occasion. We would gladly 
accept his invitation, did our ruling 
planets eo mark out oiir pathway.

Mrs. J. D. Palmer, of Hillsdale, Mich., 
who has recently returned from Florida, 
writes that Dr. Juliet H. Severance has 
done a good work at Jacksonville, Fla., 
and has made many friends by her 
earnestness and eloquence. The Doctor 
is much improved in health. ,

Mrs. J. W. McJilton, of Ogden, Utah, 
writes: ‘^All mediums going to the 
Coast by way of the S. P. R. R. have 
to pass through our city, and we will be 
pleased to have them call on us. Drop 
a card to Wm. Adams, 2350 Washing
ton avenue. We are only two squares 
fromUnionDeuot.”

L. E. D. writes from Watseka, Ill.: 
“A. B. Coonley, D. D,,of Santiago, CaL, 
who is visiting for a few weeks ip 
Chenoa, 111., was with us a short time 
ago. He worked with our developing 
circle two evenings and was very suc
cessful. The third evening he gave a 
beautiful inspirational lecture by one of 
his controls (Mr. Lowell), on ‘The 
Spiritual Home,’ including a poem, 
‘There Is No Death;’ after which little 
Flossy (another control) came and an
swered questions to the satisfaction of 
the whole company, consisting of about 
thirty persons, among whom were old 
Methodists, Presbyterians,Campbellites, 
Spiritualists, and ‘worldly people.’ Dr., 
Coonley, though coming to us an entire 
stranger, soon became a warm, com 
genial friend, as he is bo unassuming 
and pleasing in his manners and conver
sation. So well was he liked that we 
talk of hiring a hall arid having him 
with us again for a few evenings for 
the good of the cause and benefit of the 
public.” ■

The West Braintree Spiritualist .As
sociation of Vermont commenced meet
ings for the coming season Sunday, 
April 29. In the forenoon Dr. Gould of 
West Randolph, Vt., delivered an able 
address; subject, “Charity Covers a 
Multitude of Sins." Able and timely 
remarks were made by Mrs. George 
Pratt. In the afternoon choice selec
tions were read by Mrs. Geo. Tarbell; 
poem by the president, Mrs. S. N. Gould: 
“What I Saw Over There;" and, inter
esting descriptive tests by Dr. Gould, 
May 6 and May 13, Mrs. Emma Paul, 
one of our ablest speakers,' will speak 
for the society. ■ Officers elected for 
the-coming year are: Mrs. S. N. Gould, 
president; Airs. Geo. Tarbell, vice-presi
dent; Mrs. George Tarbell, S. N. Gould 
and S. R. Batcnellar, board of mana
gers; S. R. Batchellar, secretary; Airs. 
S. R. Batchellar, treasurer; George 
Pratt, auditor. The society is doing 
good work. ,

Airs. Temple Taylor writes that at1 
the last meeting of the Progressive 
Spiritual Society of this city, prior to 
the departure of Mrs. Nickless for tho 
Pacific Coast, the hall, was crowded. 
There were musical and literary ex
ercises. Air. Yates presented to Mrs.

Niokless a beautiful tegtiinoplal, and 
Mrs. Wright, president uf the Ladies’ 
Auxiliary, also presented to her a well- 
filled envelope as a token of their appre
ciation. The society is in a flourishing 
condition; funds have been pledged bo 
that no . admission fee will be required 
at the door. Mr. Wm. Yates, who has 
been. most zealous in his efforts as 
trustee; was presented with a testimo
nial from the society, tilled with ap
preciative words. Mrs. Nickless will 
he the guest for a while of Mrs. 
George Perkins, whom she accompanied 
to thè coast.

G. E. Irwin, secretary, writes: “The 
new society was fully organized last 
night and starts off with a good mem
bership of some of the best citizens of 
this place. The following officers were 
elected, viz: II. J, Eager, president; 
George Adkins, vice-president; C. E. 
Irwip, secretary; Mrs. Adrian L. Peck, 
treasurer, Mr. H. G, Hourn, Mr. Thos. 
J. Vreeman and Miss Sadie Gee, as 
trustees! The K- of P. hall in Temple 
Court, Main street, was secured and the 
first meetings will be held on next Sun
day afternoon at 3 o’clock; evening, at 
7:80, Mrs. Celia Hughes, of Chicago, 
has been engaged for the first month. 
Any medium open'for engagement and 
desiring'to come to . this part of the 
country paq commqnlcate with G. E. 
Irwin, secretary, care Phillips House, 
Sioux Falls, S. p,"

A. Cramer informs us that the great 
apd only Hagaman—who once posed as 
a mèdium, and now poses as an exposer 
of Spiritualism, and who by bis own 
confession is a Bar and contemptible 
rascal—recently gave one of his shows 
under the auspices of certain good 
Christian ministers and people, at Grand 
Rapids, Mich, He exhibited several 
mechanical contrivances which be now- 
olaimswere used by mediums in pro
ducing manifestations. Being of the 
Clifton §ort of mediums, it is quite 
probable that Hagaman did use some 
such or-other means of deception—but 
that- only proves himself ft fraud and 
rascal, aqd none the less one in his 
present role, Before he finished hie 
exposure, some wide-awake Spiritualists 
began 'to ask questions, and soon put 
him to confusion and Bilenco, Tfie 
several ministers present did not feel 
that his exposé Of Spiritualism was the 
howling success they had anticipated.

Charles Barnes has been holding both 
light and trumpet seances at Marlon, 
Ind., and all express themselves well 
satisfied.

• Frank T, Ripley is engaged for the 
Lake Brady camp-meeting. He will be 
there July 2. He goes to Lansing, 
Mich., during Juno. During May he 
will remain in this city.

We are glad to announce that Mrs. 
Jennie Hagan-Jackson has in a measure 
regained her health, and during the 
month of May will lecture at Sturgis, 
Mioff She is making engagements in 
Michigan until the middle of July. Ad
dress her for engagements. 399 Lafay
ette street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

E. N. Pickering, president, writes: 
“The Society ot Spiritual Unity dedi
cated their new Spiritual Temple at 
Custar Post, G. A, R. hall, 85 South 
Sangamon street, this city, on April 29, 
1894, at 2:30 P, M. Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, 
the gifted inspirational lecturer of this 
society, gave an address of dedication 
which, was enthusiastically received. 
Mrs. Hamilton Gill, Mrs. Coombes, 
Mrs. Preston, Mrs. Isa Wilson Porter, 
Mrs. Perkins, Dr. Phillips, and others, 
madq appropriato remarks, or gave 
spirit manifestations. Mr». Simmons and 
Prof. Clark rendered a number of fine 
•vocal selections. In the evening Mrs. 
Lyman’s control gave an eloquent and 
prophetic lecture upon “The Present 
Outlook for the Qood ot Our Nation,” 
and Mbs, Dr. Preston, Mrs. Bromwell, 
and other mediums, took part. This 
society gives a Unity Harmonial Circle 
every Thursday evening, at 8 o’clock 
sharp, at the Temple. The prac
tice of i this society will be to en
courage a greater unity and fraternity 
among mediums and members, by har
monizing, encouraging and improving 
the gifts of all mediums and bring
ing them into cither touch with all true 
believers and investigators, and to this 
end wfll announce the gifts and ad
dresses of any medium who may desire 
it, at all meetings, and will give them 
opportunity to exercise their gifts in the 
presence of the audience, when • de
sired.”

Mrk Elizabeth Watkins writes that a 
young medium, Edward Major, of Jack
sonville, Ill., recently gave some seances 
in Petersburg, III. There were very 
fine tests in slate-writing and photo
graphs. Mr. Major would like engage
ments, and will make reasonable terms.

Moses and Mattie E. Hull arc kept 
busy in San Francisco, their services 
being in demand for all sorts of spiritu
alistic occasions, meetings, funerals, etc.

C. H. Horine, Union Stock Yards, 
has for sale photographs of a spiri, 
painting of Azur, guide of A. Campbell, 
the spirit,artist. The price is 50 cents.

G. H, Brooks closed his second two- 
months’ engagement at Bay City, Mich., 
April 29, with a full house. His four 
months’ work there have been of the 
very pleasantest, and there is the great
est of harmony among the friends. He 
returns home for a much-needed rest. 
Ho48 open for engagements for fall and 
winter work. Address, 144 North Lib
erty street, Elgin, Hl. He speaks for 
the society in South Chicago Sunday af
ternoons during the month of May.

The eighth annual convention of the 
Connecticut State Spiritualist Associa
tion, .will be held at Unity hall, Pratt 
street, Hartford, Saturday and Sunday, 
May 12 and 13,1894. Speakers for the 
convention are: Mrs. Clara H. Banks; 
Dr. Geo. A. Fuller; test medium, Mr. 
Joseph D. - Stiles. Programme; Satur
day, May 12,11 A. M., business meeting, 
■Where business of importance will be 
transacted, namely, organization; semi
annual convention; report of committee 
and election of officers; 2 p. m., address 
of welcome by the president, Mrs. E. C. 
Bingham; lecture by Mrs. Banks; 7:30 
P. M., invocation by Mrs. Banks; lecture 
by Dr. Fuller. Sunday, May 13, confer
ence will be held at Good Will hall, 38 
Pratt street, at 10;30 A. m; 2 p. m., lec
ture by Dr. Fuller; 7:30 P. M., lecture by 
Airs/Banks. After each lecture Mr. 
Stiles will Improvise a poem and give 
tests. Singing will be furnished by the 
■R. M- E- Male Quartette, of Norwich, 
and Mrs. Ida Buntin, of Hartford, with 
Mrs. J. R. Messinger, accompanist. 
Secretaries of societies or individuals 
interested in conducting, meetings are 
invited to Bend in reports of the year's 
work. Mrs. J. E. B. Dillon, secretary, 
Hartford, Conn. ■

• An. inspirational pignq : and organ 
player would- like- engagements for 
camp-meetings,. July ¿r August; also 
lady inspirational speaker and business 
test medium, is open for camp-meeting 
engagements, Address R., Box 432, 
Grand Rapids, Mich.

Will C. Hodge, inspirational speaker 
is engaged for the month of May with 
the First Society of Spiritualists of 
Milwaukee, Wis. He would like to 
hear from any society desiring a 
speaker tor June, and is open for en
gagements for the fall and winter 
months. Terms will be made very 
reasonable. Address for May, No. 093 
Flat 2, Grand avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

S. D. Gray writes: “My son, who is 
a sea captain, wanted me to go with 
him to Boston to consult a specialist in 
regard to his eyes, He was told hy the 
Doctor that the only remedy would be 
in having an operation. No one Could 
have told by the looks of the eyes that 
anything, was wrong with them, and 
the trouble was attributed to other 
causes by some of the best doctors in the 
country. It was on Friday that he con
sulted the doctor, and the operation was 
to bs performed on Monday. On Sunday 
we went to a materializing circle. After 
several forms had come out, a young 
lady came to us, took each by the hand, 
and placed her hands on each side of 
my face, saying: ’This is my grandpa 
and that ia my uncle. ' She then directed 
her conversation to my son, saying: 
‘You are going to have your eyes oper
ated on to-morrow and the doctor that 
belongs to your band has fixed me up 
and sent me out to make a connection 
between you and Kim, so that he can be 
present and help on the operation to
morrow, as he could not materialize 
himself.’ She then put her hands on 
his eye? and held them there several 
minutes, when she said, the connection 
was made and the Doctor would be 
present on the morrow. My son then 
asked if she thought it the proper thing 
to be done, She replied that it was the 
only thing that would give relief. 1 
then asked how long she had been gone. 
She replied: ‘A good while, I was little, 
little, little, when I went.’ She was 
the only granddaughter that has ever 
gone out of the family, and she died in 
infancy. The operation was performed 
the next day, and my son is now at sea.”

Lyman G. Howe, the veteran worker, 
is engaged as follows: July 19 to 25, ut 
Lake Brady Camp, Ohio; Augusti to 10, 
at Haslett Park Camp, Mich.; August 11 
to 12, at Anderson, ìnd.; Augusti! to26, 
at Cassadaga Camp. For October and 
November he speaks at Boston Spiritual 
Temple; December, he is engaged for 
the First Society, of New York City; 
and during January, 1895, at Philadel
phia, Pa. Mr. Howe's permanent ad
dress is Fredonia, N. Y., where he can 
be addressed for engagements.

H. C. Nick writes from Milwaukee, 
Wis., in reference to the First Society 
of Spiritualists: “With the closing Sun
day of last month, Bishop A. Beals com
pleted his engagement with our Society, 
and we cordially extend a tribute of 
gratitude for the valuable services ren
dered us. We can only revere and love 
him for his disinterested, unselfish de
votion to the work, and we predict for 
the Spiritualists of Chicago, where he 
is now speaking, a rare, intellectual 
treat. Our society, feeling grateful for 
the good he has rendered us, expressed 
the sentiments.entertained by the reso
lutions offered him,, a copy of which 
please find annexed.” The resolution 
extends to Mr. Beals the gratitude of 
the society, and a rising vote of thanks 
was extended him, “it being the senti
ments of those who are ready to recog
nize his ability as a medium and bene
factor, and a true exponent of Spiritual
ism, believing, as we do, that the good 
he is accomplishing by his work is of 
priceless value to the cause and man
kind in general: his departure is deeply 
regretted by all. He carries the best 
of wishes for his happiness and success 
with him until we shall meet him 
again.” •

Charles Steward, of Denver, Col., 
is in the city. He will return to Denver 
to 10th of May. His trumpet seances 
are said be very interesting.

Dr. T. Wilkins officiated at the marriage 
of George A. Marshall and Ella Wil
liams at their newly-fitted-up residence, 
597 Indiana street, on the evening of 
April 28th. A feast of delicious fruits 
and edibles followed and the dreams of 
many of their friends Were inspired by 
slices of the wedding cake on that night.

A lady writes: "It was my privilege 
to’listen to a lecture to ladies by Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood, on Tuesday of last 
week. The Professor illustrates his 
teachings with charts, making them 
plain to everyone as to why there is so 
much suffering among woman today: 
why so many children never live beyond 
the age of three years, and how, with a 
knowledge of the laws of life, we could 
have happy marriages and healthy chil
dren. Thè lecture was a most valuable 
one, and I wish that hundreds and thou- 
sands'of women could have heard it.”

The Cleveland Citizen says: "Mrs. H. 
S. Lake’s sermon before the Spiritual 
Alliance at Army and Navy hall, was 
an oratorical effort worthy of an Inger
soll. This lady is, in the opinions of 
many competent to judge, easily the 
leading public speaker in the city. Her 
ideas on the labor question are sound, 
and better still, she is not afraid te ex
press them. In her sermon Sunday 
evening Mrg. Lake preached upon labor 
and reform matters, and her forceful 
handling of the subject was thoroughly 
appreciated.”

Samuel Clegg writes that on his invi
tation E. V. Wilson once stayed with 
him at his home nearly two weeks. “I 
have read about his being at various 
seances, and thought it strange that he 
could forget me. Without any invita
tion to any medium, he turns up and 
sends me a communication through a 
strange medium, Mrs. Maggie Stewart, 
Piqua, 0.. every word of which is true.”

Dr. W. F. Lay writes that on Sunday, 
April 22nd, Mrs. Morris celebrated the 
forty-sixth anniversary of modern Spir
itualism, also the third anniversary of 
her work in Denver, Col. She was as 
sisted by Mrs. Wells-Bedell, and Mr 
and Mrs, Ward, of New Yorjf. Many 
were turned away from’ the hall for 
want of room.

A. O. Brown, of Oregon, has special 
words of praise for Dr. W. P. Phelon’s 
address in our anniversary issue. .

Dr. A. B. Cooper writes that they are 
having quite a revival of spiritual in
terest at Marshalltown, Iowa. Mrs. S. 
AL’ Lowell is to remain with the society 
during May. Her lecturesand tests are 
good. She would like to make weekly 
engagements within forty or fifty miles 
of Marshalltown. Address in care of 
Dr. A. B. Cooper, 115 N. 2d street.

Nellie S. Baflde writes from Detroit, 
Mich.: “Our meetings are to be dis
continued at Barnes’ Hall, as it is being 
torn dpwn to give place to a large store. 
We shall continue the meetings for the 
time being at our Home, 411 13th street. 
Our parlors are crowded with as in
telligent and refined a class of people as 
there is in the city. Several new mem
bers have lately united with us, and as 
this is the first spiritual society char
tered bi' the State Association of Michi
gan in this city, we feel certain of its 
success. Our president, O. B. Eaton, is 
one of God's noblemen, who always 
works heart and soul to advance what 
he believes to be right, and with an 
efficient corps of officers and mem
bers we expect spiritual success. 
Our anniversary passed off in good style. 
Dr. Clinesden of this city, spoke upon 
the amendment of the Constitution of 
the United States, and the subject pre
sented by the audience for our guides' 
consideration was: ‘Half a Century of 
Spiritual Development and Its Results,’ 
The audience seemed well pleased and 
satisfied with the manner in which the 
guides handled the subject- We ex
pect to be at Lake Orion Camp for a 
couple of daysand hope to meet many 
of the friends there, as everything is 
being done to make the meeting a 
success. Lake Orion Camp ground is 
one of the best in the ^tate, the island 
is beautiful, the scenery grand, and the 
attendance is always goop.’’

Prof. Lockwood’s address will be here
after 105 Warren avenue, where he will 
be pleased to see any of his friends.

Dr. A. B. Dobson, of San Jose, Cal., 
writes; “Moses Hull is filling our hall 
to overflowing with a class of thinking 
people. He is doing a grand work, He 
speaks here every Sunday in May. 
Week-day evenings he is called to 
neighboring towns to speak. He is a 
grand good man, and Mattie is an angel 
in the body.’’

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader writes from 
Philadelphia: “The past week was an 
unusually eventful one. The meeting 
of the Women’s Progressive Union on 
Wednesday evening was well attended. 
The president, Mrs. S, Benner, read an 
interesting paper written by the late 
Lucy Stone, bearing upon the injustice 
of the laws relative to women, after 
which a discussion was held in which 
both sides of the suffrage question was 
well presented. Our Sunday meetings 
were saddened by the announcement 
at the morning service that Mr. B. P. 
Benner had been stricken almost blind. 
Mr. Benner is president of the First 
Association and has so long been identi
fied with it that his affliction brings 
sorrow to the hearts of all who know of 
his earnest work for the cause of Spirit
ualism.” “The Purposes of Life,” was 
the subject of the morning discourse at 
the First Association hall; Mr. Willard 
J. Hull, speaker. The evening lecture 
was well attended. Mrs. Minnie Brown 
gave some wonderful and convincing 
manifestations of the presence of 
spirit friends after the lecture. At 
the Spiritual Conference Association, 
Dr. McElrey’s subject for the afternoon 
was: “Mammon, not Christ, the God of 
the Christian Church." Dr. McElrey is 
a forcible speaker.”

The afternoon meetings at this place 
seem to bring many earnest investiga
tors to the front, because of the pres
ence of good mediums who give tests 
after the conference. Mr. John Eggles
ton was present at the meeting and gave 
an interesting account of his visit to the 
shrine of Spiritualism in Hydesville, 
New York. The evening session opened 
with reading of a poem by Mr. Eggles
ton. The subject of the discourse by Dr. 
McElrey was: “The Social Condition 
of the Country, and the Right of Wo
men to Equal Representation and Citi
zenship.” Platform tests were given 
by Mrs. Dr. Newman.
•'Much of the success of these meetings 

is due to the indefatigable labors of 
Mrs. Locke. She is ably assisted by 
the Ladies’ Aid Society, which has 
lately been instituted as an adjunct to 
this association. Philadelphia has two 
good societies, both of which are char
tered under the National Association. 
We don’t propose to be in the rear, so 
instead of waiting to see whether the 
National Association was going to be a 
success or not, we took an early oppor
tunity to become members of it and 
thus do our share in making it so. It is 
to be hoped that the societies generally 
will follow our example, as that is the 
only practical way of establishing a 
National Association which will meet 
the requirements of Spiritualism at its 
present stage.”

A Correction.
To the Editor—In The Progress

ive Thinker of the 28th ultimo, on the 
8th page, appears an item which reads 
thus: ‘‘The veteran worker, L. V. 
Moulton, for the entire month of July 
will be at the camp of the Northwestern 
Spiritual Association as president, at 
Como Park, between St. Paul and Min-

I? *7# Z-FR
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WONDROUS POWERND Till'

BY DR. B. B. WE8TBB00K.

___ which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Trails and Characteristics or Prophets, Apos.. _ ~ . * •   _ * ■■ « w ■ I - . a - - »0.. ,,„d Jesus, or New Readings ot “The Miracles.”

Allsk Futkam. Price « cent*. For tela at ta»

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. .RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*
nowvz) ¿V CLOU! WITH GOLD 

JD side, and containing 320 pages. This splendid 
book, just Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
ture« upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures issued 
In 1892, and three others on the Human Soul, which 
arc alone worth the price of the book. This wonder
ful book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address, for sale 
at this offioA

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical । expop 
Ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startlingconclu
sions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jeans was an Imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price »1.50.
____For sale at this office.
77fE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL, 
J • ism and Spiritualism Compared. .By Moses Hull

A work of rare merit. Price 11.00. ■

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude

Ivhere spirit Is supremo and all things are subject to it 
BY MOSES HULL

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Pletcher.

Cohtknts: The Beginning«; Fundamental Prlncb 
plei; Formation of OonsteiiftttoHB, fiyatema, Suns 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of Meteors and 
Comet*:The Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—Uis Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tho Soul Re* 
coIves Its Highest Impressions; Tho Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; The Summary: ‘‘What 
Must "We Do to Bo Saved.” For aala at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 50c.
ROMANISM AND THE. RE

PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OI> 
T~I his country should have at band for consults' 
don. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Mcibods of tbo Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. Tbc work contains 447 pages, and 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information for 
every patriot in the land- ITlcoSl. For sale at thU 
effice.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
OR 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory tUap the plauchette, both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a meEmsQt developing niedlmiiBhlp. Mapy who were 
not aware of their medlumistlc gift have, after a few 
sltilaga, been able to receive asttmlehlng couupynRup 
tiuns from their departed friends. '

(Jiipt- D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes* bad 
communications (.by the paycbograplij from many 
other friends, even from the old aettlers whoso grave* 
atones are moss-grown in (he old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit* 
ualism is indeed true, and the coinmuDlcationa have 
given my heart the greatest comfort in the severe loss 
I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bla 
Dame familiar to those interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “1 am much pleased with th& pay-1 
cbograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test it th a 
first opportunity I muy have. It ia very simple in 
principle and construction, and I am sure must ne far 
more sensitive inspirit power than (he one now in uae. 
I believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
its superior merits become known,**

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, in an editorial no
tice ot rhe instrument io bls paper, (he Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, Bays: “The rsyebograph is an im
provement upon the Blanchette, having a dial and let
ters. with a few words, so that very little ‘power* IB 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend it to all who oare to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communit 
cate.’1

Just what Investigators want. Homo circles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full dlreciluus tor use« $ItUV. 
For sale at this office.______________________

LEAFLETSOF THOUGHT
FATHERED FROM THE TREE OR 
CZ Life. Containing some of the experiences pf » 
spirit who has been lu spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contains a 
vast fund of information. It gives tho qjtperlences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an lnipor{unt lesson is learned, 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless soma 
of them. Hla soliloquy, as be enters the dark valley, I* 
very Interesting. Ho accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him Co the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa- 
Hon. I’rloe 11.25. For map at LbU office-

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW
Or Self-Justice.

nr LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MANY 
£> have read this book, many have re-read It, 
and many others ought to read It. It should be read 
by everyman and woman in the land. A* a story It Is 
finely written,and teem» with Interest,and at the same 
time It educates, elevates-and Inspires- It shows the 
Injustices to which women are subjected In the pres
ent stetus of society—tbrflnequaHllcs in the measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of tho 
same moral quality performed by men and women re
spectively. It shows the falsities rampant In society 
In matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It containsn fine lik’mus£ ot the author- 
Fine cloth, *:‘M 1 • M

HOW TO"MESMERIZET 

'CULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN
i structlons How to Mesmerize. Ancient and Mod« 
prn Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spiritualism 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modern 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the took 
will be found highly Interest”.g to every Spiritualist. 
It Is the only work ever published giving full Inetruo* 
tfon how to mesmerize, and the connection this science 
has with Spiritualism. II Is pronounced by Allen Put- 
(jam and others, who have read it. to be one ot the 
most interesting books ever written. Penar, pp. 128 
tQ centei For aale at this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

neapolis.” This article is far from the
truth, and is misleading. With regard I Price, cloth, 50 cents: paper. 25 cents. For sale at
for friends who unanimously elected me ;11118 ________________________
S'X BIBLE MABVEL WUKKJSKB,

adjoin Como Park. I have not resigned A 
as president of tho association, and will ^4 
fill the duties of the office to the best of

wi
\v ability. The Hon. L. V. Moulton tics. «mi 
ill act as chairman of the meeting. !

Wm. Wheelock. !-------

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Accountofthe Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

7'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
formation succinctly and clearly stated tn this 

volume of 5M pages is am&zLug. Tbo title, as above 
given, fails to convey an Idea of tho fulness and com- 
Sletenesa with which the subjects are treated. The 

Patriarchate, or Mother-rule, is the theme of thé first 
chapter» In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, is brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This 1» followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, 'Witchcraft, Wives,‘Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day. Fast, Present, Future; 
and there la not a chapter In. the book that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely interesting from begiunlng to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylnglt; It Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and' truth-lov- 
Ingmind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office. .

THE ELEMINATOR 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.
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DERELICTIONS OF DUTY.
They are Appalling in Their Nature.

pers rarely ever censure them, but endeavor to

mother did request me to look out for

most contemptible, most

good behavior.” 
sacred trust has 
scribes him thus:
“Most wretched, 

• vile,—

A HORRIBLE MURDER—A BEAUTIFUL GIBL SE
DUCED BY A PRIEST—SOMETHING PULLING AT 
HIS HAIR—DEFECTION AMONG CHURCH MEM
BERS EVERYWHERE.

ticularly of the Catholic priesthood, seem to 
call for condemnation from public opinion and

How well he fulfilled 
been seen. The poet

And Like Birds of Ill Omen, Come from 
the Churches.

MISSIONARY WORK.
it Is Among Needy Spirits.

smiles,

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
could I not speak while that first spirit had, The Rationale of MeSlWlsm 
nAODaaaiAn nt vna? U/hnr nn vtau rhinb nh/M.f- _____ _possession of me? What dò' you think about
it, Mr. Martin?

Think?
a perfect spirit
of

IV.

Dimondale, Mich. H. E. Martin.

MICHIGAN STATE ASSOCIATION.
Mattib E. Hull.has always done.

Letter from Dr. F. Schermerhorn.

Db. F. Schermerhorn,March.
74 Bostwick street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

510 E. Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.

Mbs. A. E. Sheets.

such 
part

medium 
control

under 
loses 

the

“God in the Constitution.” By Robert G. 
i Ingersoll. One of’the best papers Colonel In

her individuality for

IM. E. Church at Wellsville. This ^>ious per
sonage, Burt, is the same man whq made a 
great splurge twenty-five years ago in New

BY A. P. SINNJETT.
Thia excellent work treats of the following subject«:

Why, a

RUPTURE CURED) 
FOB TWELVE DOLLARS.

j''

Yet Btrewetbthe path that led to hell with trouble threatens the entire disruption of the
tempting flowers; , 

And yet, when any would have turned 
out, he cried:

‘Touch not the priest of God I' 
He was a wolf in clothing of the lamb, 
That stole into the fold of God."

him

I will here leave this priest to the tender 
mercies of the courts and the law he has vio
lated, He tells the reporters the significant 
story that he ‘ ‘felt something pulling at his 
hair" during the first night in jail. Shouldn't 
wonder. •

________________ I Thirteen priests of the Lincoln diopese have 
m_______________________________ ,. I preferred charges against Bishop Bonacum,
To the Editor:—The numerous derelictions |or «miBfldminqstratron of office, tyranny, and

of duty and the crimes of the clergy, par- oppresBion in8ubordination, indting to strife; 
4-irtnlnwlYT fha i’afhrtfin nrioGiT.hnnri doom tn * * . _ _ ’ ■ . ° . *

personal slander, arbitrary use of power, vio-
lation of ,tbe statutes, misappropriation ofthe press; but as the so-called religious pa- funds, s^En >ith

«akaItv nrrax nanonrij rhflrn nnr onfinnunr fra . ' • _ ’ 7. x . ..
church funds, perjury and many others.”

show in sermons “where Protestants and (Archbiahop ¿ennessy; of Dubuque, presides 
Catholics join hands,” I deem it proper to over the ecclesiastical court. The case will
show why they ought not to join hands. A 
majority of the. Catholic priesthood is com
posed of men not only devoid of religion, but 
destitute of principle. Let a few instances 
this truth unfold:

Last Wednesday, April 2 5 th, the annals of 
crime in Cincinnati were stained by a cold
blooded murder in the streets of that city, that 
eclipses in its enormity anything that has 
happened for many a day; and yet, beyond 
printing the bare facts in the case, no promi
nent newspaper, so far as I -have read, has 
dared to denounce in fitting phrase this mur
der of an innocent girl.

Last November Rev. Father Dominick 
O'Grady left Dublin for America. Miss Gil
martin had come in October. She was an in
nocent girl, of a good family, Mary Gilmartin 
by name. I let an extract from the diary of 
this lecherous priest, written by his own hand, 
tell the foul story of the beginning of his 
criminal career:

“November 17, 1893,left Springfield,Mass., 
with M. 0. Gilmartin. Arrived at Albany. 
Spent first night together. Both resolved to 
quench It forever. We were so happy."

“November 21st, left Buffalo for Detroit, 
and we traveled as brother and sister in the 
western hotels, but lived as—etc.”

His qym confession is that they both 
changed their names, and had their clothing 
in the same trunk, traveling sometimes as 
brother and sister, but cohabiting together as 
man and wife. In this way they visited Buf
falo, Niagara Falls, Detroit, Toledo and finally 
reached Chicago, Dec. 1, 1893. On the 16th 
he sails again in the “Etruria” from New 
York for Ireland, fearing, perhaps, the ven
geance of the girl’s priestly brother, who lived 
in Chicago; the other brother being at a theo
logical institute in Baltimore.

He had rather a stormy time on the ocean, 
and says in his diary: “After walking several 
rounds of the vessel, I said my beads and 
went to bed and rested well." Certainly, why 
not? This shows the moral turpitude of the 
man. He seduces a young, innocent, inex
perienced, handsome girl, who had been 
placed in-his care by her mother on her death
bed. The poor, deluded mother had full 
confidence in the oily priest, who had prom
ised to protect her daughter. “Yes, such 
protection as vultures give to lambs, covering 
and devouring them."

“Can these things be, and overshadow 
us like a summer cloud, without our special 
wonder?”

This unholy passion of the priest for a young 
and innocent girl began in one of those hot
beds of vice and immorality, a convent 
□His victim is described as pretty, about 
nineteen years old, and fairly accomplished. 
This priest had charge of a church in Sligo, 
Ireland. After his following the girl to 
America and effecting her ruin, he had the 
effrontery to try to get her to sign a state
ment saying he had not eloped with her, and 
it is said that she did write a letter to the 
Biehop in Ireland to that effect.

She arrived in Cincinnati several months 
ago, probably estranged from her brothers by 
her liason with the priest After returning 
to Ireland and endeavoring to fix things up, 
he came to Cincinnati on Saturday, April 21.' 
He at once searched for the girl and found her 
living on the south side of Chestnut street, 
where she had been employed. Suddenly the 
people saw O’Grady appear on the scene and 
roughly seizing the girl by the hair with his 
left hand, with his right hand he fired five 
shots at the girl and then fled. The girl died 
instantly. The wretch was at once arrested 
and placed in jail. There was much feeling 
manifest among the spectators and the trial 
will be looked for with interest The shoot
ing occurred between 6:30 and 7. o’clock on 
Wednesday evening, and for a time a lynching 
scrape seemed imminent The priest is thirty- 
two years old.

The girl was an accomplished linguist, a 
musician and a violinist.

This wolf in sheep’s clothing bore a letter 
of recommendation from Bishop Robert Mc- 
Wade, who was trying to get him a diocese in 
in Philadelphia, Pa. On the 9th of January, 
1894, he was given ‘ ‘permission to celebrate 
mass for ten days," by Patrick John, Arch
bishop of Philadelphia.

Since the murder, Father O'Grady, in the 
style of Father Adam, blames it all on the 
poor girl, Eve: “I want to say that she was 
not as good as some people seem to think. 
She was weak and yielded to temptation. Her

probably go before Mgr. Satolli, and may be 
appealed to Rome.

Father Corbett, one of the complainants, 
has been restrained from drawing money de
posited in his name from the bank, it being 
alleged the cash belongs to the Palmyra 
church, over which he presided until removed 
by Bishop Bonacum. A pretty kettle of fish, 
indeed. /

* ‘Pray, Father friar, I came to confess/ ” 
“What is it, my pretty little nun?" 
“The cat stole my fish last night." 
“Oh, you shall do penance for that" 
“Pray, Father friar, what penance must I 

do?” .
“Kiss your father, kiss your father, pray 

now do!”, ‘
Harry Hill, a well-known swell of Atlanta, 

Ga., was arrested in Cincinnati on the charge 
of forgery. He is now serving a four years’ 
sentence. It is said now, that he has experi
enced “a change of heart” since his penal 
servitude. He has become deeply religious, 
and wants a pardon so that he may devote him
self to the service of the Master. He is a well 
educated, brilliant fellow, and it is believed 
that he would be a success from the start as an 
evangelist, and could easily convince sinners 
that “the way of the transgressor is hard,” 
with a few chapters from his own life.

William Knox, a well-to do young man of 
931 Plymouth avenue, Buffalo, was engaged 
to a beautiful and accomplished girl, Miss 
Emma Stanley. Knox was a Presbyterian 
and the girl was a Catholic. The irate father 
forbid the banns, and declared that they must 
be married in the Catholic church. They 
planned an elopement, which, however, was 
circumvented by pater familias. The belief 
that Knox had deserted the girl “preyed on 
her damask cheek," and now she is in the 
Buffalo state hospital a raving maniac. The 
doctors have little hope for her recovery. Oh, 
religion! what base crimes are perpetrated in 
thy name! '

The A. P. A. of Toledo have been pur
chasing guns of fine quality to the amount of 
$250 to,$300. It is said that some Catholic 
churches in Ohio have boxes of guns hid away 
under the church buildings. If this is so, it 
is no wonder that the A. P. A. are also arm
ing themselves. From this it would appear 
that the millennium is not yet.

The New York conference of the M. E. 
Church, in ninety-fifth annual session, April 4, 
postponed until after the next general confer
ence action upon the proposition to qualify 
women to sit as delegates. In strong con
trast with this is the action of the present 
general assembly of Ohio, in conferring the 
right to vote in school affairs upon the women 
of the State of Ohio. All honor is due the 
legislature. But the Methodist women must 
wait; as all things finally come to * those who 
patiently do so.

Rev. Louis Bethelt, pastor of the German 
Lutheran Church, of Mansfield, Ohio, “is in 
disgrace from a too ardent love of the flowing 
bowl." Last Tuesday night he officiated at a 
German wedding, and partook very freely of 
refreshments in general—the liquid refresh
ments in particular. He continued his spree 
for a day or two after the wedding. Now the 
church council will take action on their pas
tor’s peccadilloes. His predecessor, Rev. L. 
Leimhuss, was discharged two years ago for 
a similar offense. L. was a bachelor, and 
when the sisters went to give the church par
sonage its annual renovation, they were horri
fied to find about four dozen beer bottles and 
a number of whiskey bottles in the pantry.

By the way, this reminds me of a similar 
circumstance that occurred in a little village 
three miles from New Philadelphia about 
forty years ago. The priest, of the Catholic 
church, was the Rev. Father Winans, ‘ a jolly 
good fellow;" so considered by his parishioners. 
When he wound up his business preparatory 
to leaving the church, accompanied by his 
pretty housekeeper (a beautiful German girl 
of eighteen years, whom he afterwards mar
ried), he got me to print him some sale bills 
of his goods and chattels. Among other ar-

Philadelphia preaching against Spiritualism 
and denouncing Spiritualists as “frauds." It 
is noteworthy that his intention topreach 
against Spiritualism Secured him a large audi
ence; but it Js also a fact that his audiences 
grew less and less after that, and he was al
lowed to leave “unwept, unhonored and un
sung." If this article meets his “sanctimon
ious” gaze, I will inform him that we have in 
New Philadelphia a great many more Spiritu
alists than when he shot his pop-gun at them 
nearly a quarter of a century ago.

My magazine of facts is not yet exhausted, 
but I must not tire the patience of the gentle 
reader. I will close this somewhat lengthy 
letter by remarking: If Spiritualists felt as 
deeply the necessity of extending their knowl
edge as the churches do theirs—if they as 
liberally responded to the calls for money, how 
rapidly would their religion extend its em
pire! While the churches circulate tracts by 
the ton, nauseatingly filled with their dogmas, 
Spiritualists, in comparison, have done almost 
nothing in the direction of gratuitous publica
tions. They still, many of them, continue to 
contribute to the cause which scorns them, 
and subscribe toward the building of churches 
with tall steeples, and bells and organs, and 
the salaries of preachers; churches from 
whose pulpits a Spiritualist teacher cannot de
claim, and preachers whose forte is abusing 
the miserable infidel. This should not be. 
We should stand firm, and not give money to 
the old cause of error. Let us all say with 
one voice: We are Spiritualists; and every 
dollar we can spare goes to the aid of our own 
religion, and not to that which scorns us as 
infidels. When we unite our scattered forces, 
then, and not until then, will it become a 
power in the land. When the church fears, 
it will respect it. 0. H. Mathews.

New Philadelphia, Ohio,

Contributions to Spiritual Library 
at Washington.

Important contributions to the National 
Spiritual Library at Washington have been 
made by Brother Joseph Usher of Loinpoc, 
Cal., of two very interesting works; one being 
a book of 900 pages entitled * ‘Oahspe,” a new 
Bible in the Words of Jehovih and his Angel 
Embassadors, a Sacred History of the Higher 
and Lower Heavens on the Earth for past 
Twenty-four Thousand Years, being from the 
Submersion of the Continent of Pan in1 the 
Pacific Ocean, commonly called the Deluge, to 
the Kosmon Era. Also a brief History of the 
Preceding Fifty-five Thousand Years, together 
with a Synopsis of the Cosmogony of thé Uni
verse; the Creation of the Planets; the Crea
tion of Man; the Unseen Worlds; the Labor 
of Gods and Goddesses in the Etherean 
Heavens; with the New Commandments of 
Jehovah to Man of the Present Day. With 
Revelations from the Second Resurrection, 
formed in words, from the Thirty-third Year 
of the Kosmon Era. Anno Kosmon forty- 
three.

It is divided in parts as follows: The Voice 
of Man, Book of Jehovih, Book of Sethantes, 
Bon of Jehovih; First Book of the First Lords, 
Book of Ah Shong, Second Book of Lords, 
Synopsis of Sixteen Cycles; Book of Aph, 
Son of Jehovih; Book of Sue, Son of Jehovih; 
Book of Apollo, Son of Jehovih: Book of 
Thor, Son of Jehovih; Book of Osiris, Son of 
Jehovih; Book of Fragapatti, Son of Jehovih; 
Book of Divinity, Book of Spenta Armij, 
Daughter of Jehovih; First Book of God; 
Book of Wars against Jehovih; Book of Le- 
ka, Son of Jehovih; Book of the Arc of 
Bon, God's Book of Ben, Book of Cosmog
ony and Prophecy, Book of Saphah, Son’s 
Book of Praise, God's Book of Eskra, Book 
of Es, Daughter of Jehovih; The Book of 
Judgment, Book of Inspiration, Book of Je- 
hovih's Kingdom on Earth, Book of Disci
pline.

This peculiar book has fine illustrations of 
several of the prophets, bearing the appearance 
of spirit photographs with additional spirit 
forms. The names are spelled in most in
stances slightly different from the English 
Bible. There are also illustrations of the 
Creation in the original formation, and while 
we are not able to vouch for the authenticity 
of the revelations contained therein, we are not 
certain but that it may be as truthful as the 
Bible on which the Christian religion . is 
founded. The precepts are worthy of com
mendation. ‘

The second book from Brother Usher is en
titled “Spirit Eona’s Legacy to the Wide, 
Wide World, or the Experiences of Spirits Eon 
and Eona, in Earth-life and Spirit Spheres, in 
ages past in the Long, Long Ago."

We are gradually increasing our valuable 
stock of books in the National Libraiy,' and 
trust that all who have any works they wish 
to contribute in this direction will have the

A Sudden Transition.
: From San Francisco, Cal., April 21st, 

George T. Howell, formerly of St. Paul, later 
of Chicago, passed to Spirit-life, aged forty- 
five years.

The announcement will carry surprise and 
sorrow to many Spiritualists to whom Mr. 
Howell and His estimable wife have been so 
long and favprably known. Brother and Sis
ter Howell have Ipng been identified with our 
cause. He was for some time president of a 
Spiritualist Society in St. Paul. He was ener
getic, and gave without stint his time and 
means on behalf of the society. He had the 
courage of his»convictions, and never hesi
tated, when called upon, to utter them.

Mr. and Mrs. Howell came to this coast 
soon after the closing of the World’s Fair. 
Mr. Howell had been in poor health for a long 
time, in consequence of pneumonia, but the 
invigorating sea air proved beneficial and he 
recuperated rapidly. With returning health 
and good prospects they were happy, though 
in a strange land, and were about to settle 
down in this land of sunshine and flowers. 
How fortunate that we are unable to raise 
the curtain of oui- future and read what lies 
beyond. Mrs. Howell returned from the fair 
bn the evening of the 21st ult, expecting to 
find her George well and happy in their home. 
Imagine the shock it must have been to the 
dear wife and little son, when they learned 
after searching for him in their room, that he 
had fallen from a second story window to the 
pavement, and, in a state of unconsciousness, 
been taken to a hospital. His loved ones 
were soon by his side, but he never rallied, 
and passed away the following morning.

Mr. Hqll was wired the morning after the 
accident took place, but he, did not 
reach the city until the spirit had been re
leased.

The. funeral services were held on the after
noon of the 24th. The departed had long 
been a close friend of the two M’s; we had 
worked on numerous occasions under his ad
ministration; it was but natural the bereft 
companion should want us to officiate at the 
funeral. We did so. Mr. Hull delivered an 
impressive address, setting forth the Spiritual
istic idea of death. We opened and closed the 
service with appropriate songs, “Will you 
come to meet me, darling?" and “I wait, I 
wait at-the’golden gate.” The floral offer
ings were many and beautiful beyond descrip
tion.

Mrs. Howell was completely prostrated at 
first, but is slowly recovering. She has been 
chiefly attended by Mrs. Hoskins, of St Paul, 
an old friend and a fine medium. She has 
been as A tower of strength to the stricken 
wife. Mrs. Howell, like the rest of us, is hu
man. Her tears must flow, yet through her 
tears a light appears, and she knows the help
fulness of Spiritualism.

Did she know I was writing this, she would 
desire me to say, for the gratification of their 
many friends in the East, that new friends 
came to her in this trial. She is hopeful and 
grateful, and with an increased love for and 
Interest in the cause, she will endeavor to 
take up the old lines in life, and with trust in 
the Spirit-world, strive to do her duty as she

THE YOUNG FOLKS’ CLUB. -

A member of the club, living way down in 
Texas, and a young medium, has written in 
part as follows: ,

“Bells are rung, the violin is played, and 
independent writing comes, all done independ
ently. I speak from impression and get im
pressions! songs and poetry. The spirits tune 
the violin, carry it all about the room, and 
when through always give it to mother. We 
have no cabinet."

This is good for a young medium, and she 
gives psychometric readings by letter.

We young folks would like to hear from 
other young mediums, from Maine to Cali
fornia, as well as from the sunny South and 
the pine-dad hills of the North.

Another member writes: “Now I will tell 
you what we get at our sittings, though we do 
not get near as much as you do; but it is of 
such a different nature it may be interesting 
to you. We have our sittings on Thursday 
evening. My controls call them missionary 
meetings; they seem to bring spirits to us that 
are in darkness and need help; then they thank 
us for what we have done for them. I some
times am controlled by an Indian and talk in 
their language, but I do not know one word 
I say.

“At our last meeting I was influenced by a 
spirit who claimed to be blind, deaf and dumb, 
and it made me act in the same way, for a 
medium must act out the thoughts and feel
ings of the controlling spirit. I could not speak 
a word. I tried to speak for myself, but I 
could not utter a sound. It all seemed so 
strange. I was conscious of my surroundings. 
The sitters gave me a slate to write on, as 
they observed that the influence made me feel 
of every object on the stand and seemingly to 
measure the size of the hands on the stand.

• ‘As soon as this spirit left me, another 
took possession, explaining that the former 
spirit was brought to us to be healed of her 
defect, and thanked us very much for what 
we had done in helping the Spirit-world in its 
missionary work. Now, the question is, why

time being, and she must act out the charac
teristics of the controlling spirit. These phe
nomena help to prove the identity of the con
trolling spirit. Other spirits doubtless helped 
in controlling.

I further think that missionary work among 
dark spirits, ignorant spirits or mortals, aiding 
them or reforming them as the case may be, 
is the grandest and most beneficent work 
known to mortals or to angels.

her 
his 
de-

Stood the false priest, and in his conscience 
' felt

The fellest gnaw of the undying worm. '
For he had on his hands ■
The blood of souls that would not wipe away.
He swore in sight of God and man, 
To preach his master, Jesus Christ; ' 
He swore that love of souls ’ 
Alone had drawn him to the church,. ‘

Signs of Health
You don’t have to look !:

twice to detect them—bright | 
eyes, bright color, bright»?

bright in 
every ac
tion.
Disease is 

overcome 
only when 
weak tissue

SCOTTS

EMIH5101*.

is replaced by the healthy 
kind. Scott’s Emulsion of 
cod liver oil effects cure by 
building up sound flesh. It 
is agreeable to taste and 
easy of assimilation.

Prepared by Scott & Bowne, N. Y. All araggtrt».

- Hilgabd,Orkgun, Juue 28,18M.
Mf Dr. Pierce & Son.—Gentlemen: j uui happy t> tn- 
■Kforiu you thut the Truss I bought of you last April has 
^■completely CURED me of a very severe caso of Hi-ruii, 
Wfrom which I have suffered fur oves 18 reas«. J wai 
■ rather sceptical about your Truss when I bought it, as I 
■ hud tried several so called Elastic Trusses wlthoutderlv- 
■ tug any benefit from theta; but after using your Truss for 
ffa»horc time 1 was couvluced that it was the best I ever 
I'bad, us 11 was easy to wear, and seemed to stop tho severe 1 
palus that oficn prostrated me while wearing the old! 
Spiiu r trusses; und now, tn spite of luy scepticism, I am J 
PtHn.CTLy (kiiiip. and cud work with tho Truss off tftJ 
feel no disposed, but I still wear It loosely as it is not» 
inconvcnicut. You may add tho above to your otberfl 
teaiiiuonials. Gratefully yours, FRED. HAN8EN,

O^Tho above cure was effected in less than three^H 
MONTireiiMK. utatoial costofSi'j. Thuusaudsofstmi-^H 

Ilar curt'shuve been made for fromJlOto flieach. Es-^^H 
tubltshcd 1875. Cali or send 8a for free 
No. 1. Address Magnetic Elastic 
Company, k n. w. corner Ketruy 
Sucramcuto streets, Beu Francisco, Cal.

AN EXCELLENT W0RKÍ
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

JLy The “Stellar Key" la tuo philosophical intro
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some idea of thia little volume may be gained from the 
following table of cuntenu: 1—Death and the After
Life; ‘¿—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 8—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres hi the Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life in Bummer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultímales in the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con* 
tains more than double the amount of matter In foft 
mer editions, and is enriched by a beautiful front!» 
piece. Illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 6 ccnu. For «all 
at thia office. .

I.
IL

V.
VL

VIL 
vm.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anesthetic Effects and Rig« 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

kindness to forward them to the secretary, on 
tides not too tedious tomention, were three ^eipt of which they will be acknowledged 

n „«o : “d the name of the donor attached on card inhundred empty wme bottles. 1 here was no. ea(jh book R DimjucK)
concealment of the wine-bibbing proclivities of 
this well-equipped expounder of morality and 
religion! It was rumored that he kicked one 
of his parishioners down stairs one day, be
cause he demurred to the priest’s exorbitant 
demands for money.

A terrible tragedy occurred at Big Springs, 
Gallia county, Ohio, on the 26th of April, 
1894: Floyd Radabaugh, .aged 24, hung his 
two children and himself to a rafter of a barn. 
He had had some trouble with his wife and 
wrote her a note saying, “I am sorry I fetched 
you to trouble.” Radabaugh was considered 
a good Christian, and had held family prayer 
thè evening before, as was his custom, re
turning thanks at the table the morning of the 
tragedy. ■

Seven members of the M, E. Church at 
Wellsville, Ohio, were recently expelled for 
insubordination. Some of the “unsanctified

A Rare Offer.—Secrets of the Couvent of 
the Sacred Heart.

The^remainder of the bound edition of the 
above book, to extend its circulation, will be 
sent for 25 cents per copy; postage 5 cents, 
or four copies for $1.00, postage paid. Many 
in ordering have expressed a desire for the 
muslin binding, but contented themselves with 
the paper on account of price. They can now 
please themselves. Silver may be mailed at 
publisher’s risk. As the number of copies 
is-quite limited; orders should be sent at 
once. Hudson Tuttle, Publisher, Berlin 
Heights, Ohio. • ■

An Excellent Medium Passed On.
On the morning of April 15th, 1894, Emma 

J. Bliss, wife of Dr. George E. Bliss, passed 
to Spirit-life from her home at Maple Rapids, 
Michigan. She had had but thirty-eight years 
of life's experiences, yet through ‘her fine me- 
diumistic gifts, manifested in clairvoyance, 
clairaudience and the trance phase, she devel
oped her spiritual nature, so that when the 
summons came it found her ready for the 
new birth. No discordant words marred the 
happy home life, and the three years of her 
union with her husband were such as will live 
in the memory to brighten his life as time 
rolls on. A young daughter also mourns a 
mother’s physical loss, yet, is comforted by a 
knowledge of the faith that sustains where all 
else fails. The guides of the writer gave the 
words of consolation according to Spiritualism 
in the Christian church, which were listened 
to by a large assemblage. Shortly before her 
transition, the following words were given her 
in poetical form, showing that she realized the 
nearness of the change:
“O, take me, my darling, close, close to your 

breast^
In thy loving shelter again let us rest, 
That I may look into your fond loving eye— 
Or methinks I shall never be willing to die. 
Then tenderly kiss me, my loved one, and 

see!
The heavenly sngels are calling for me.
“Great will be thé sorrow that sweeps o’er thy 

breast,
As the last earthly kiss on my pale lips you 

. press,
And you feel the vain search of my fast-fad

ing eye,
As it strives'to meet yours, ere your loved 

one can die.
I know you not, darling, ’tis darkness and 

- night,
But I hear your lbw sobbing, tho’ gone from 

my sight.
“The angels are ready to bear me on high, 
Yet our love cannot end, and tor me do not

' .sigh; ‘
I will wait for you there, but tarry not long, 
Lest the grief of your absence might sadden 

my song.
My spirit is weary and longs for its rest— ’ 
Let me sink into silence clasped close to thy 

breast"

To the Editor:—I am desirous, as secre
tary of the Michigan State Spiritual Associa
tion, of securing the name of every Spiritual
ist in the State. We are making an effort to 
advance the cause of Spiritualism, and in 
order to effectively accomplish this, we ear
nestly solicit the influence and co-operation of 
every liberal-minded Spiritualist in Michigan. 
All local societies are cordially invited to ally 
themselves with the State Association, by 
securing a charter, as there is urgent necessity 
for a combined effort if we would successfully 
combat the numerous attempts at persecution 
by the enemies of liberal thought

I can see a marked advancement in the 
spread of our beautiful philosophy in Michi
gan during the past few years, and never be
fore was there a more earnest desire mani
fested by the public to know the truth con
cerning man’s future life. The Grand Rapids 
Society is holding large and enthusiastic meet
ings, and the good they are accomplishing can 
not be estimated. The same earnest efforts 
are manifested “by our people” in Muskegon, 
Hastings and throughout the entire State.

I am engaged as lecturer and platform test 
medium, during April, by the Spiritualistic 
Society of Hastings, and will officiate during 
May in Muskegon, where I lectured through

The price of thia admirable work is 11,25. All booki 
advertised In Tub Progbebbive Thimker are

For sale at this office.
YOU SHOULD READ IT/ 

'PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN- 
£ tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of SplrlUi 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrloi 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of circle«; Resurrect 
tfonofibe Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work ha« been translated into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Development» at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases 
in all parts of the country. This volumn is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of •• Spiritual* 
ism,” and hae stood the test of many years. Cloth 

Postage io cents. For Bale at UiU office.

THE DIAKKA.

Z'HE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH
ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davis, is a very in* 

terestlng and suggestive work. It is an explanation of 
much that 1b false and repulsive in Spiritualism, em
bodying a most Important recent interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Pricf 
50 cants. For Mie at this offic*

WAS 
LINCOLN

A SPIRITUALIST?
-OR-

Curlous Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

—by—
MBS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

members” had disagreed with .the pastor, Rev. j gersoll ever wrote; In paper cover, with 
Mr. Burt, and he had succeeded in having likeness of author. Price, 10 cents;' twelve 
them expelled after a regular trial. The copies for$1.00. f ................................

Old Testament Stories, commercially illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus
ing iiartoons illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price- in-strong, board covers $1. Cloth, 
$1.50.

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. HulL Es-
For sale at this office. ' I says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1. 

: . V « ■■■ . I .

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, DI. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses 
Hull Price 10 cents,

The codfish is the most prolific fish of the 
sea, yielding 45,000,000 eggs each season. As. 
many as 8,000,000, 9,000,000 and even 
9,500,000 eggs have been found in a roe of a 
single cod. .

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

A boy of 15 was arrested at Richmond, 
Va., fpr having in his possession $50,000 
worth of confederate money. He declared he 
had no intention of putting it in circulation 
and was released, '

Mount Hercules, Island of Papua, is the 
highest in the world, its-altitude being 32,786 
feet Mount Everest, India, was until re
cently put down as the largest, but it is only 
29,092 feet'high. '

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling I 
—more eo than any work issued since Uncle Tom a 
Cabin. It breathea forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almoat covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deal! 
with high official private life during the most moment
ous period In American History, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
"Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp, 264, $1,60} 
Paper, 16 cents.

For Sale at this office.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC EASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Ism. By Epes Sargent, author of “ Blanchette, ot 
the Despair of Science," " The Proof Palpable of Im* 
mortality," etc. This 1« a large i*2mo of S<2 page«, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
a great amount of matter, of which the table of con* 
tents, condensed as It is. gives no idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science is con* 
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our senae-perceptlons, and which are not only 
historically Imparted, but are directly presented In the 
Irresistible form of daily demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism is a natural scl* 
ence, and all opposition to it, under the Ignorant pre* 
tense that It 1« outside of nature, is unscientific and 
unphllosophical. All this is clearly ahown: end the 
objections from “scientific,’’clerical r-od literary de* 
Bouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1817, are answered 
tvlth that penetrating force which c:»ly argumenta. 
winged with Incisive facts, can Impart Cloth, 12mo* 
pp. 396. Price 11.50. Postage 10 cent '. For sale at 
this office. _________________________ ___________
-pSYpHUi A THY; OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
i Ing. Being a series of lessons on the relations of 
the spirit to Its own organism, and the tnterrelationi 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L V. Richmond. No 
physician should be without thia book. No magnetic 
healer should be without It, and no family should 
be without its valuable aid. It la a valuable aid 
to the physician in determining the relation of hit pa
tient’s spirit to its body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies are necessary to perfectly adjust the 
same io each other; to the magnetic healer It Is Inval
uable, because It illustrates the actual magnetlo poleg 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To the gar 
eral reader it will prove a boon because Itexplatnathe 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the Influence 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth) 
11.50. For Bale at this office.
~SEER:s~0F, THE~~AGES~EMBRAC-. 
O Ing SptrlluallBm, put and preienL By 3. M. Fn> 
klea,M.D. An encyclopedia of interesting and t» 
■tractive facta. Price <2.00.
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ANALYSIS OF MAN
Mental, Physical and Spiritual.

eyes fill <

light.

, AN EARNEST APPEAL

C&AQK.

cents. For sale at this office.

ably controlled by Jesus Christ or one of the 
apostles, though they say it Is more than

covered the fact of his mediumship. Now, I 
am not prepared to controvert this claim of

A NUT FOR CHRISTIAN--äPIBITUALIS^., to

do, to-wit: to hold men and'women to the law . x.____ , __ _D_ _ _____ ____
of true spiritual growth as connected with the probable that the preacher hasn’t yet. dis. 
creative life of their own bodies. Price 50 7 ' J ‘ ‘ ......” 'T— T

Kissing'a Sunbeam. 1
The sunjahines in'glory- o’er valley and. hill’ 
When up.:\tbrough .the meadow and ¿yep trie 
. i sill • ■ - >) 1 t r
There dances a bright little sunbeam astray/

< Chieago, but right herd in. this' wicked city of 
' Denver we have a 'gentleman who' has for the

n - the'Christian'; Spiritualists! I t may -be per
” fectiy correct; and Jesus "or one of'his apostles 

*may f'be bontrollifig ’ thè good. ■ Safnaritan - of

A STUDY OF MAN FROM THE SPIRITUAL STAND
POINT—WITH LESSONS OF PROFIT TO THOSE 
THAT WILL LEARN.

Viewed in the light of, dynamics, he is a 
regular steam engine. His motive power, 
will power and mental volitions are verily 
great. No wonder G6d is mindful of him, 
for man is his greatest creative achievement, 
differing from the angel only in attainment of 
purity, spirituality and perfection, to attain 
iwhich he is exercised and .disciplined. The 
/mechanism of man is a masterpiece of scien
tific art, and it is expected of him by his ma
rker to learn more about himself, so as to be 
[better able to devise such methods for all his 
,exercises as will blend harmoniously with all 
that he is privileged or called upon to meet 
and be active in, both mentally and physically. 

: Itis pleasing to the guardians of mankind, 
that scientific efforts are becoming common 
and । being rewarded with such grand results. 
By analytic reasoning and the aid of the 
search-lights angels are .flashing upon their 
projects, man to day oan discover the relation 
of. parts composing problems, and where, 
heretofore, breaches have occurred in scien
tific . investigation, the remedies are found, 
the missing links produced, and both substance 
and force receive their proper places for sim
ple and complex services.

To invent machinery for the generation 
of superior electricity and superior and more 
satisfactory service, is one of the marks of this 
period. Men are born for it, to receive im
pressions for these and kindred purposes, Bo 
men and women are especially endowed for 
the reception of new ideas to educate the great 
principles which belong to all humanity, and 
how beautifully all parts blend as they are 
better understood and properly classed. 
Cause and effect are more clearly discovered 
and presented from day to day in every line 
of thought and exercise.

Viewing man, as we have said, in the light 
of dynamics, and comparing him to a steam 
engine—thought generation is equivalent to 
the generation of electricity, the steam engine 
that runs the dynamotor that purpose fur
nishes proof that material—as in similar ma
chinery—is required to transmit energy and 
generate electricity. The mutual fitness of 
all this machinery makes the result possible. 
Bo with man—while the brain is the battery, 
the nerves the system or apparatus through 
which the soul is enabled to vitally inform 
man, yet is the whole mechanism needed, and 
in the fatigue he experiences, in the food he 
needs, he has the gauge of his expended en
ergy that has had transmission, has gone out 
as thought, as labor, and filled its assigned 
place, with the result that the world is moved 
onward in progression even by the power of 
the spirit in man that manifests itself in 
thought and ideas.

Thus, we see, man does not live by bread 
alone, nor can he live without it. His spirit
ual nature requires nourishment from its own 
source and is dependent upon conditions to 
receive it; as much so as a wage earner is de
pendent upon his earnings to provide his bread. 
But while man is So wonderfully made and 
•highly gifted with powers and possibilities, 
we behold yet so many, many groveling in 
darkness, indulging in unprofitable actions, 
nursing evil thoughts and moving in a circuit 
of low mental exchange; many men and wo
men, too, whose system, constituency and at
tachments are far-reaching in their empyreal 
greatness, but only that part of the brain can 
be impinged upon by force-vibrations directed 
thither, where desire causes motion and nat
ural action sends out and prepares for return
ing force-currents.

Giving and receiving is the inexorable law 
of progress, because all vibrations to and from 
brain centers must blend. Hence, if desires 
are of a low order, lofty ideas and noble pur
poses are out of question until a change takes 
place in mind and heart—a change by which 
the sub-conscious deeps, are stirred, or man’s 
better nature, so that tidal forces of that 
quality can gain ingress on the superior nerve
lines of this individual telegraphic system, 
Such superior inductions make their impres
sion on intuition by vibration. It is what we 
call soul-telegraphy that vibrates through 
space, is recognized by the immortals, and 
lodges wisdom and strength, as much as these 
feeble attributes can bear, from time to 
time, to insure healthy unfoldmerit and growth. 
These superior force-inductions are also a 
means to ends for man’s regeneration from 
the crude to the. angelic state.

Here it may be well to state why so much 
spontaneous thought passes from the mind 
without properly shaping itself. When an 
extraneous force-current, especially from the 
worldly level, impinges upon the brain, so 
that It touches the ihental camera sufficiently 
to form the thought-negative for an idea, it is 
then always dependent upon another force-cur
rent of superior quality, in the. light of which 
it is exposed to the senses, then to reason, and 
thus beoomes a well-defined thought or idea; 
but when, between that negative and the nec
essary brighter current, there rushes in an
other, darker, or iriferibr current, it results in 
thought-abortion, as there is no light in which 
the negative thought-form can be developed 
to any definiteness for recognition. When 
thought is not properly developed in this or
der and does not receive the sanction of the 
mental court, it is then unlawful thought 
Certainly such has been the greater portion of 
the output of the world's brain, and it needs 
create no wonder that the world has been just 
as it has been and is now. The arduous la
borers in the honest way perish too often now, 
as they always have done, because these busi
ness lines of mind traffic on worldly levels 
are all connected and so inter-relatively active 
in the exchange of force vibrations, that the 
senses of the true workers are so constantly 
impinged upon that the expenditure of energy 
is greater than the' possible measure of vital

supplies, while ^e idle brains allow all cur
rents to pass by... So, even in these relations, 
a few always bear the burdens of the-many. 
A remedy for this evjl is a knowledge. of 
these facts, in order that regulative methods 
can be devised by which at least the expendi
ture of energy can be . not only gauged but 
guarded. . . ■

Man’s efforts to devise such methods will 
receive heaven’s aid by reason of inspiration, 
or the said superior force inductions. ,

The contest« and conquests of Spiritualism, 
with and over deep-rooted errors, have only 
begun, and many triumphs are marked for it, 
which will gain the attention of the people 
and insure their confidence that .it came into 
the world as a blessing, an ally to aid in every 
department of mortal exercise, to be in all 
walks of life an uplifting power. •

The world will ere long realize that thjs en
thusiastic dream or delusion, as they are 
pleased to term, it, is catching the thoughtful, 
who realize in t what it reveals material for 
their use, to give stability to their vague ideas 
and Solidity to their alr-castles of heaven. It 
becomes the dream of more and more people.. 
This, then, will cause the force-currents to 
become more sympathetic and to blend har
moniously, It will result in rendering intelli
gible all obscure sayings and things which 
concern human welfare. Encumbrances can 
be removed and troubles avoided by a better 
knowledge of conditions connected with cause 
and effect; and Spiritualism by its diversified 
revelations furnishes the greater part of this 
knowledge. Mrs. M. Kune.

Van Wert, Ohio. , ' '

Spirit Message from a Daughter 
to Her Father.

To the Editor:—At a seance at Fanner 
Biley’s, near Marcellus, Mich., Sunday night, 
April 22nd, 1894, I asked my spirit daughter 
Ellen, who has been in Spirit-life thirty-five 
years, and passed out at two years of age, to 
give me a good message to carry home with 
me. I think this message should be read by 
every father and mother in the world. Will 
you be so kind as to give it a place in your 
paper, so that the many thousand readers of 
the best Spiritualist paper printed in the world, 
may read it and profit thereby.

. SPIRIT MESSAGE.
“My dear papa, I come from my beautiful 

Bummerland home to greet you with a daugh
ter's love, and to tell you I live far away from 
your world of strife, for all is love and peace 
where I live.

My mission is one of love. I help the little 
ones that are sent to ns by their unnatural 
mothers, who have killed them; but, -dear 
papa, they will be confronted with their folly 
some day. Good bye, your Ellen.

Ionia, Mich. Jerry Bricker.

Maple Dell Camp.
It is approaching camp time, and it is with 

pleasure that Maple Dell Camp is taking a 
stride forward and is destined to become one 
of the representative camps of the country.

True, the money panic of the country will 
prevent ub from building as much as was an
ticipated, but we learn of some cottages to be 
erected, and that many tents will dot the 
grounds among the grand old maple trees.

To all Spiritualists let me say we have a 
true spiritual camp here, where the divine 
truths of the Spirit-world are expounded by 
the best speakers of this or any other country.

Our camp opens on the 21st of July, and 
closes August 13th. We have a full schedule 
of'speakers and platform test mediums, for 
the whole term; also we have engaged the ser
vices of the best mediums of all the phases, 
even to full-form materialization in the light, 
so you can see them in their formation, and 
see them dematerialize, all in full light—thus 
breaking down the creedal howl of darkness, 
We expect a large attendance this year—much 
larger than ever before, and we believe our 
program will be such as to gladden the hearts 
of all.

We extend a hearty invitation to all who 
seek for truth. Come, and we will try to 
make you comfortable, and we are sure those 
engaged as speakers and mediums will give 
you a feast of truth and knowledge.

Hon. A. B. French has donated fifty dol
lars’ worth of trees and shrubbery, which have 
been tastily set on the grounds. .

A steamer is being built for the river, 
which will play between the grounds and 
island and other points of interest. A new 
boat-house has been erected and new bar-boats 
have been added. So all oan have a ride on 
the old, historic Cuyahoga river.

Mantua Station, Ohio. W. F. Ball.

“The Fountain of Life, or the 
Threefold Powfer of Sex.”

The Pacific Coati Spiritualist alludes to the 
above work as follows: r ;

This is another new book by Mrs. Wais- 
brooker, and whatever may be said of her 
conclusions as to conquering death through 
the right use of the creative forces of our owif 
bodies, she sets before *us a pure and high 
ideal of a true life.

Every Spiritualist should read this book. 
It is a complete refutation of the idea’ that so 
many have attached to Spiritualism, to-wit: 
that it favors mixed or irregular relations be
tween the sexes. While claiming for woman 
the control of her own person, she shows, 
both from nature and science, that only the pure 
love relation is conducive to soul growth. 
She contends that animal natures may be con
tent, may seek variety, but those who have 
reached the plane of spiritual love cah never 
be satisfied with anything less.

Every reason that can be brought to bear 
is here given to show the value of pure, true 
relations, with the hope, as she says, of ac
complisiring what “Thus saith the Lord,” and 
Thus saith the Law," have never been able to

THE THINKER.

Till it reaches a fair, blue-eyed baby at play. 
“How pitty,” says baby, and'laughing with 

joy> '•
She casts from her hand her most cherished toy, 
And over the carpet phe creeps with delight, 
To grasp this new toy that now dazzles her 

sight •.
There! her plump little hand has come down 

with a will, . .
And she sits back in triumph; but now her

With a strange baby awe, as her fingers un
close, * /

And there, to her wonder, they nothing dis
close! 1 . ‘ : ■ •: • .

Again and again does she strive to secure 
This prize of all prizes; but who can allure, 
With charms howe'er potent, or ?will of whpt 

might, v ' ■ 1 • ,-
A'sunbeam to stray from the path .of its 

’ . light. i-.- ■

She soberly watches it play on the floor;
Till with tears her blue , «yes »to at last run

. ning o’er; . . ■ ’
But her quivering lips soon part with to smile 
That out-rivals the sunbeam, as free from all 

guile,
And she bends her bright head In a transport 

of bliss, -
And imprints on the sunbeam a sweet, baby 

kiss, , .
Ah, little one, thou hut a secret revealed,. 
The best way to conquer sometimes is to yield. 
Though sunbeams can never be brought by 

oqr will ' , .
To leave the straight paths of reflection, yet 

■till '
We may enter their warmth, we may live in 

their light,
And see them dispel the dark shadows of 

uight. •
The sunlight of truth unto mortals does yield 
A ray from the all of truth still unrevealed.
You must enter it, for it will not come to you, 
As truth never can to itself be untrue.

Mattie Mineb-McCaslin.

past ten or twelve years been engaged iu the' 
business of keeping a beer and whiskey dis
pensary, and during that time he has per
formed many. cures quite as remarkable as 
any reported in behalf of the minister of the 
gospel of Jesus Ohriat in Chicago, and our 
dealer in liquid refreshments appears to be 
quite certain that neither Christ nor any of 
his ancient followers are concerned in his 
work, either as a mixicologist or healer. Mr, 
Editor, you no doubt grasp the problem which 
has for some time been interfering with my 
mental digestion, A» nay friends, the Chris
tian Spiritualists of this city, are unable to 
extract the meat from thia nut, I appeal,: 
through your widely circulated journal, to those 
who dwell in less benighted regions: Give us

G. L. S..

It Ie Made in Behalf of Honest 
Mediums.

VISION OF DEATH.
Mrs. Frederick Kelly Has.a Dream 

of Her Mother.

■ ....................... . ■“ i. l" ;

To the Liberal Press and Friends 
of Free Thought,

Ab a worker in this great field of reform, I 
am glad to be able to address you individually 
and collectively, bo that you may know what 
the needs and progress of bur work are, and 
what the few earnest workers in the vineyard 
of free thought are doing in the far west As 
a licensed speaker under the Oregon State 
Secular Union, I began my work in Forest 
Grove, February 11. The liberal-minded 
people here ore very-earnest workers and no
bly rally around the banner qf universal men
tal liberty, and render everyasBistance in their 
power to make our work a success. Forest 
Grove has >U population of about l,50Q<4n- 
habitantB and is the most creed-bound village 
I ever was in in the west. The Congrega
tional church governs the Pacific University 
and high school, and all the churches are 
very much incensed because I am a regular 
speaker here. They are not afraid of the 
lecturer who comes and goes, who leaves noth
ing but a little enthusiasm behind him, but 
they are afraid of organized free-thought. We 
organized under the name of Forest Grove Seo- 
uiar Union, auxiliary to the O. 8. 8. U-, and 
established a Sunday-school where lessons in 
secular science are systematically taught, also 
a kindergarten class,and class of adults where 
various topics are discussed; likewise calisthen
ics, singing, declamations, etc., are engagedin 
to the advancement and edification of all. '

Where in this world could a Free-thought 
reading-room and circulating library be estab
lished more effectually than herd? Owing to 
the depression of the’finances of our country, 
it is quite probable that among the few liberals 
here it would be Impossible to raise a suffi
cient sum to start a library and reading-room; 
but if each one who is willing to help ub 
will send a book or periodical they may have 
read that treats on current topics, the sciences 
and all subjects that are designed to crush 
superstition and -enlighten the people, speci
mens in mineralogy, entomology, fossils, bot
any, etc., for our cabinet-^-in, fact that which 
you can spare to give -us a start, it will be 
thankfully received. Secularists, Liberals, 
Free-thinkers,. Spiritualist^, all, let us each 
bend to the oars and work and help, till we see 
the ship of progress, with every sail unfurled, 
plowing through the sea of superstition and 
putting in port at every home. . .

Address all contributions to '
Forest Grove, Ore. ; ? A. E. Barker. ?

v ■.•• - U-I.. ••.AT 5 ; ’ 5~:¿ ■

A Beer and Whiskey ;DI|pehsary.:

TO thé Editor1:—The Chicago ‘ Inter Ocean 
has recently contained several well-written re
ports of the wonderful doings of a minister of 
one of the many Protestant denominations in 
that city, who causes the deaf to hear, the 
blind to see and the lame to walk, by. means 
of a combination treatment consisting of laying 
on of hands and prayer, and all that he ac
complishes he claims is done through the 
power of Jesus Christ I have conversed with 
several Christian Spiritualists.concerning this 
Christian doctor and his grand work, with a 
view to obtaining, if possible, a little light 
upon the matter of healing without medicine, 
which I had been led to believe was one of the 
phases of Spiritual phenomena or medium
ship. The Christian Spiritualists are unani
mously agreed that the reverend gentleman, of 
Chicago, is a powerful medium and is prob-1

HARRY CLIFTON, THE INSATIABLE FRAUD, SEEK
ING NEW QUARTERS—A WAY TO EXTERMI
NATE THESE" VIPERS—OUR PLAIN DUTY.

To the Editor:—la looking over the col
umns of a late issue of your paper I read with 
sorrow and shame of the vile tricks practiced 
upon thè public by one Harry Clifton, claim
ing the same to be manifestations of spirit 
power. Now, Mr. Editor, must we as Spirit
ualists, stand idly by and allow this thing to 
continue without making a mighty effort to 
stamp it out of existence?

These exposures are becoming the order of 
the day, and instead of acting as a warning to 
the trickster, he, for a short time, ceases his 
operations, and we hear no more of him un
til, presto, change! again pur feelings are 
shocked by reading of another exposure; and 
go the scene is re-enacted over and over again; 
the principal actor, bloated by long success, 
but bides his time until public indignation has 
somewhat subsided, then pastures new are 
sought, and again we find him plying his 
nefarious trade. Mr. Editor, jn the name of 
humanity, let us deal with this question seri
ously. Let us put an end to the miserable 
farce, and deal out justice to those who take 
port in it. Spiritualists are too lenient while 
dealing with these monsters who outrage de
cency and, by their unholy methods, cause 
the finger of scorn and contumely to be pointed 
at them. They are largely to blame for the atti- 
tue in which they stand before the public. 
They do not protect the cause they profess to 
love. They are more apt to sit down with 
the calmness of despair and bewail the sad 
state of things, without so much as raising a 
finger to remedy them. This very apathy 
serves to embolden the trickster; well aware 
that no punishment worse than an exposure 
awaits him, he again dons the mask of hypoc
risy and counts his victims by the score.

Now, Mr. Editor, in my way of thinking, the 
best and most effective way of exterminating 
these vipers is to set on foot a movement to 
investigate into the methods used by physical 
mediums to produce phenomena; if pure and 
true, they will gladly submit to be put to a 
test; if guilty of using fraudulent means, 
boldly denounce them os frauds. Let no 
false delicacy prevent them from doing their 
duty—a solemn duty we owe to our beloved 
cause. Hundreds stand ready to aid you in 
this most important step toward a reforma
tion.

Our next duty is to put the different soci
eties on their guard against these invaders. 
Behd personal description and phases of pre
tended mediumship, so there.will be no chance 
of obtaining an engagement. Shun them as 
we would a leper, and we will find our ranks 
will become purified; but as long os we are 
willing to throw the mantle of charity over 
their sins, we must expect no deliverance. If 
it were a possible thing to do, I would say, 
with a-host of others, do away with the dark 
circle—the public circle where the medium 
has no higher thought than raking in the dol
lars. It is the birthplace of much that is evil; 
do away with it entirely. If that were impossi
ble, and we must have darkness ^to produce 
phenomena, why, then let us have ample 
proof that the producer of said phenomena is 
above reproach. '

Now, Mr. Editor, I trust you will give this 
article space in your paper. It is written in 
behalf of members of the First South Side 
Society, who have-suffered much at the hands 
of one of these tricksters-^myself being the 
greatest'sufferer. - We can do' but little else 
than exclude them from our society. Our 
president, ó Charles Secknor, must accept 
thanks for that act He and his people would 
desire nothing better than to aid the committee 
in sifting the chaff from the wheat

Mas. J. F. Beybold.
3240. Cottage Grove avenue.

JN THE THROES OF AGONY THE SLEEPLESS MIND 
• TRAVELED MILES'OF SPAOE-h-SCENE WAS AS

CLEAR AS DAY—THE WIFE’S HASTY LEAVING 
AND HER HUBBAND’S TROUBLED BLUMBER-— 
THEIR STORIES BOTH VERIFIED,
Although Mrs. Frederick Kelly is a staunch 

Baptist, which denomination she joined when 
a mere girl, and is a sincere , believer jn the 
orthodox teaching, no argument from a bibli
cal or literal standpoint could convince her 
that dreams count as naught. Mrs., Kelly’s 
pathetic and characteristic narrative of a won
derful dream which proved literally true is 
highly interesting and astonishing.

The 13th of March, while doing her usual 
housework, Mrs. Kelly becaine weary, pecu
liarly weary, she says, and lay down on the 
bed to rest She had hardly touched the pil
low when she fell into a doze and dreamed 
of her mother, Mm. Beulah Williams, who 
lived in Glouster, O.

MRS. KELLY'S VISION-

Says the narrator: “I saw her as plainly as 
I did the day I left home. She was lying on 
a bed writhing In the throes of death, the re
sult of a congestive chill. I saw friends 
crowding around her and saw my sister kneel 
down by hef bed and, in a sobbing, tear-bro
ken voice, exclaim: ‘My God! she is dead.’ 
This exclamation awakened me, and my dream 
was so thoroughly impressed pn my mind 
I hurriedly dressed myself and hastened for 
the depot. I was so agitated I didn't even 
write a note explaining what had occurred to 
my husband.

“I reached home nt midnight," continued 
Mrs. Kelly, “and, as I had anticipated, found 
mother cold in death. She had died at the 
exact hour I dreamed she passed away. I 
told my relatives that by a vision I had seen 
mother die as plainly as those who stood by 
her bedside or held her feeble hands."

KELLY ALSO HAS A DREAM.
Upon Mr. Kelly’s arrival home he found 

his wife missing, with no message for him. 
He naturally was greatly agitated and was at 
an utter loss to account for her disappearance. 
The following night Mr. Kelly had a strange 
dream, in which his wife was pictured sitting 
beside her mother’s death-bed weeping. The 
dream impressed him so thoroughly that he 
left for Glouster to learn, if possible, the 
whereabouts of Mrs. Kelly. When he reached 
there he found his wife sobbing and his moth
er-in-law's funeral over. Though he never 
saw the body after death, he described the 
clothing worn by hia, wife’s mother in his 
dreams, and, strange to say, it tallied exactly 
with the attire in which Mrs. Williams’ body 
was clothed,

As the Kellys are highly reputable, the story 
of these dreams baq created a sensation, espe
cially in their church. Local newspaper re
porters and curiosity seekers have actually 
traced the story down and found it to be just 
as related by Mr. anfi Mrs. Kelly.

Brazil, Ind. X.

THE WEST, THE WOMAN
'... - nr AND—■

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thia is A moat valuable book. It coma« from an Et. 
PrjMt, whoeo character la above reproach, Aad who 
kuows what ho Is talkies about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, »1.00. It contains tho following chap
ters! '

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Bun euder of Womanly Self, 

reppect Jn the Confesslonul, - ,
_ CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep pit of Perdition for th» 
Priest. . .

■ CHAPTER in.
The Confessional Is the Modern Sudom: -
„ CHAPTER IV. '
How the Vow of Celibacy of tho frlssts Is made MIJ 

by Auricular Confession.
' CHAPTER V. '

Tho highly-educated aud reined Woman In tb»C 
fesslonal—What becomes of her after unoondltl 
>1 surrender—Her Irreparable Bulu.

. CHAPTER VI. 1
Auricular Confession destroys all the Stored Tie» ol

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII. '

Should Auricular Coufesalou be tolerated amopg OlTib 
lied Nations?

„ , „ CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Couresslou bring Peace to the Boul»

„ CHAPTER IX. '
The, Dogma of Auricular Confession a Baorllegfpus 

Iinposture.
„ , CHAPTER X. .
God compels tho Church of Rome to confess the 

Abominations of Auricular Confession. •
. , . , CHAPTER XI-
Auricular Confession Iu Australia, America,. anil 

France. .
, „ CHAPTER XII. " .
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislator», Hus

bands and Fathers—Some of tho matters on which 
the Priest of Homo must Question bls Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00»
AN INVALUABLE WORK.
TMMORTAUTY. OR FUTURE HOMES \ 

1 and Dwelling placet By Dr. J. M. Feeble». T^l» 
admirable work contains wbat a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, any of tbelr dwelling placet Give u$ detail» 
—details and accurate delineation» of life in the Spirit-“ 
world J—lathe constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death fa approaching. Whither—ob, whitbort fibnlf . 
I know my frlenda beyond Lbe tomby Will they know 
me? What la their present condition, and what their 
occupations? Jn this volume tho spirits, differing aa 
they may, are allowed to speak for thspselvee. No 
man Js better qualified than Dr. J’eebles, to place ft 
Work of this kind before the people. Ik* treats Of the 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Forcgleanis of the Future: Testimony of ' 
fi&ints; Tho Growth and Perfection of the spiritual 
Body; Is It the Soul or Body that SIiib'?; Ciotulpe in 
the Spirit World; Our Little Oues In Heaven; The Fer* 
aonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’ll 
Testimony; Evil Splrite; Testimony of Phyalplsns la 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Tho 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price »1.50; postage 12 cents. For sale at this 
office.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

TTELIGION OP SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
.ci Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “Tbe Clock Siruck One. Two. and Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’» 
ong connection with oue of the largest and most Influ

ential religious orguuUailons fu this country, together 
with bls well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness iu the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render ill« a book that will attract tho at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of »criti
cal investigation of nearly all phases of spirit-manifes
tation through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced wlUi a belief that Splrliualism was the “ prince 
of humbugs," and a purpose to expose it, and endlug 
with a conviction that it is a truth far transcending ali 
others iu value to mankind. It is eminently well 
odapted to place in the bands of those whose attach
ments co the faiths and forms of the Church Incline 
them to have nc‘ .‘.ug to do with Um subject upon 
which it treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, i2mo, pp. 423, $1.00. Po>tuge 10 cents. For sale 
at »bls office.

“Thé Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetingsand circles, with 

introductory circular setting forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred, to close the edition. Send at once 
to. The Progressive- Thinker, 40 Loomis 
street. .

Beyond the Cates.
From the residence Of Mrs. D. N. Maxwell 

Colby, San Francisco, Cat, her sister, Maj’e 
MacDonald, recently from Niles, O., passed 
to Spirit-life, on the 21st ult., after a pro
tracted illness. *

A few months since, the departed came to 
California, thinking the change might prove 
beneficial to her, but instead of rallying, she 
gradually weakened, and left the house but 
once after her arrival on the- coast. She had 
been in her sister’s home but a short time, 
before her real condition was shown to Mrs. 
Colby elairvoyantiy, and she knew her suffer
ing sister was beyond the reach of medical 
skill; nevertheless, the best counsel was .ob
tained, and all was done that could- be to re
lieve her sufferings, but to no avail, she was 
wasting away with consumption, and although 
she was confined to her bed for weeks, not a 
complaint passed her lips; she only said to 
her loving attendants ■when suffering the 
most: “I am so weary.’* When the hour of 
transition came, she was surrounded by her 
sister and husband, and several mediums, who 
endeavored to make the best conditions for 
the spirit as it rose out of the poor, emaciated 
body and passed beyond the gates.

The subject of this notice was born in Lees
burg, O., and had gathered the experience of 
thirty-three years in this life. Her sister said 
to the writer: “I am so glad she came to me 
to make her exit from this world in my home. 
She commenced her experiences in Spiritualism 
with me, when we were in our girlhood, but 
her associations took her into other lines, 
and though' a medium herself, she had grown 
away from the work and cause. She went 
out a happier spirit for coming to me. ” .

The services were conducted by Mr. Hull 
and the writer. Mrs. Colby needs ho words 
of consolation from db; she has a knowledge 
that surpasses all faith, she is in constant 
communication with the Spirit-world, and her 
spirit friends are as tangible to her as mortals. 
In times of trial, nothing ever has, or ever 
mm, bring the help and consolation that is 
proffered In the name of Spiritualism. .

Mattie K. Hull.

From Boui to Boul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

'pIIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
JL best Poems of the author, and some of her most 

popular songs, with the music by eminent compot'ere. 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Robe,” “incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Law»," ••Parson Bmitlfs Prophecy,” “From tho 
Highlands of Heaven," “The City of Sorrow," “fioMlo* 
quy of Fulvla at Blcyon," “ Thu Holy Maid of Kent'* 
ate.

The Music includes “The Unseen Cltyf* :’CJarl« 
bel,” a June Song; “We Shull Meet our Friendi la the 
Morning"; Meet Vs at the Crystal Galea.”

Many of the Poems ere admirably adapted for recita* 
tion, and were used by the aatbor in her public read
Ings.

Pabm Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle la master
ful In her prolific poetical genius.—Tho Two World» 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gar* 
Icid’s brightest scholars.—Cbansanlng -a./gui- k.

poet, wboBG wrJilnga are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle la well known a» 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hung like
banner on our walla to recall us dally to our better J 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with raid'd 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A puot with abun- ) 
(taut talent and versatility.—Banner of Light Sho 1» ' 
one of nature’s poets.—American. Intuitive« spiritual, 
daintily refined, uettliig itself to music.—Progressive ■ 
"hinker. Strong, (rue etui beautiful.—M?«. Sara A. < 
Underwood. Claribel 1b exquisitely beautiful—D. D. •' 
Home. I

The volume contains 225 pages, Is beautifully printed I 
•ind bound, and furnishes u Une Holiday Gifu Price । 
il-’io. poU-pald.

'■'nr aale at thia oflice. ,

;The Bationale of Mesmerism'. By A. P. 
Sinnett. Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically and theosophically.-Price $1.25.

Woman, Church and State. A noble work, 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, doth 
bound, $2.
,,, Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
tpie and fabulous theology, too well known to 
jimed its character here stated,. Fsper, 25 
centafcloth, ÏOèts. ’

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from 11.50 
to$l, doth. '

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex By Lois Walsbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents. •

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER’S 
<E|O AND AGENT'S PROFITS. . 
YlLbuyotirOxford Ross Bicycle.suit- 

~_ablc for either ata, made ot beslnut- 
Z teriul, strong, substantial, accurately 

usted andlully warrantim. Write* to-cuy for out 
large complete catalogue of bicvcles, parts, repairs, eto.» 
trte. OXFORD MV<3. CO. -

238 Wabcuh Avenue, - CH.ICAQO» ILL.

~THETlEDlliMiSTlC
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of tho Rocklei, with an Introductionttf
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

This book should be in the hands of every one Inter* 
ested in Splrituallsin.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 
2, Tho Heavenly ManMon. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of 111* Guide. Chapter 4. Remarfe 
able Tests. Chapter fi. Bls Work as a Healer. Cbap< 
ter6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the BpIriV 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Umi by Spirits to Comma» 
nioate; How to Conduct'b Circle. Chapter 9, Mfscet 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience* 
Chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pova 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 13, The First Break la 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. ChkPtei 
14. Uuaeen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrlda.

For sale at tali offleo. Heavy paper oovbr, pnoo fit 
oenu..________________ _

The To-Morrow of Dsath.
, OR THE .

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROCKEE. , .

A Very Fascinating Work.
Thii fine volume might well have been entitle# 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It li writtea 
in that peculiarly interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize soißQtlfid 
subject» In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mention» Spiritualists ns “devotees of anew^uper* 
stltion,'* etc., etc., in which be manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class,'’ yet be says againi 
'•There Is a true and respectable idea in Spiritualism, 
and regards as proved “tho fact of communication 
between superhuman» and ttib inhabitants of Ranh;'1 
and be goes on to relate instances of fact tn evidence« 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy ia 
the author's Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange tho pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author hold» th! 
theoryof reincarnation. Price »1,50.

For sale at this office.
SIXTEEN SAVIORS.

TJ/ORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
vr Saviors;or, CbrUtlanlty Before Christ. Coa« 
tailing new and startling revelations 1n rellglöu» hit* 
lory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doc« 
trines, principles, preccpu and miracles of the Chris« 
tian New Testament, and furniching a key for unlock« 
Ing many of Its sacred mysteriös, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. By 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful nnd exhaustive vol« 
umo will, we are certain, take high rank ns a book of 
reference in the field which he has chosen for it Tba 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied Information contained In It most have 
been severe and arduous indeed, and now that tt is In 
such convenient shape tho student of free thought 
will not willingly Mlow it to go out of print. But the 
book Is by no means a mere collation of views or sta
tistics; throughout It» entire course the author- as 
will be seen bj’ bls title-page, end chapter bends— ,oL 
lbwsadefinitellne dt research and argument to the 
close, and his conclusion» go. like eqre arrows, to the 
mark.' Printed on Une wlike psprr, lur;(o 2mo, »«0 
pages. New edition, revltad atm uorractnd, wirb pof^ 
trait of author.» Price ii.Su. Postage 18 ccnia» rot 
»ale at this office.
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A NEW PARABLE. tention;
A HEARTLESS FATHER’S GREETING.

►services.

street. How dare you come back here

• L. V. Moulton.death.IT IS FULLY ANSWERED.

Why They Eat Dried Apples.

An Allegory by a Spirit.

as a

of apples kept better there. Bouncer 
thought this suspicious and being afraid

quired,, approaching 1.1 
stretched hands to which

WHY THEY EAT DRIED APPLES—AN 
ALLEGORY. er solicited the privilege of investigat

ing Spook's apple barrel. He was

to flaunt your shame!” •
“Where is my brother Tom?” asks 

the woman, grown very pale. “Can I 
not see him?”

Once upon a time, so long ago that no» ing apooK s appie oarrei. tie was 
man knows when, a great king, said by | kindly told that he could do so, but 
some to be all-wise artd powerful,planted ' that it was in the cellar, as that kind 
an orchard, the like of which is now un- of apples kept better there. Bouncer

za.

A Prodigal Daughter.
A Touching Comparison that 

Should Make an Impression 
on the Heart.

*" ' ' ' '¿s' 1 ‘ , ’ i ’1 ’ <' } ' ’ ' ‘ ' ’ ‘ ’ ’ ’ f, V i ’ ,' ' ’ ' ' J ’ \ !

“The Prodigal Son” has had more 
than his rightful share of ministerial 

1 attention, and it is high time that “the 
prodigal daughter” should have a show. 
There is no reason nor justice in feast
ing the returned “prodigal son” on the 
best of veal and other |jood things, and 
clothing him in fine raiment; while the 
prodigal daughter is pushed into the 
Street and left to shift for herself as she 
may.

There is neither justice nor reason in 
■looking askance in scorn, and drawing 
aside lest the touch of the prodigal 
daughter’s garments should contaminate 
with moral defilement; while the prodi
gal son’s moral delinquencies are over
looked and he is welcomed in families 
and in society. ’

Verily, I say unto you, of a truth there 
can be no female prostitute without a 
companion male prostitute. •

Verily, I say unto you again, whoso
ever spurns the prodigal daughter, and 
makes her a social outcast, and yet wel
comes the prodigal son and puts lightly 
aside his immoral lapses and derelictions 
does a grievous wrong and is guilty of 
outrageous hypocrisy, .

Thousands of daughters have gone 
astray by stress of necessity to avoid 
starvation and rags; but a male prosti
tute never! Verify they had strong ex
euse, but he had none; therefore is his 

- sin greater than theirs, and his punish
ment should be greater, also.
. Yet do y.e banish the prodigal daugh
ter from home; ye make her an outcast 
and vile unto you; but her prodigal 
brother, though viler and more guilty 
than she, him he receive and to his sins 

. ye shut your eyes.
O, ye nypoorites and unjust! how can 

ye escape the damnation of, conscience 
when it sits in strict judgment upon 
you?

Hear the parable written by Amber, 
to the readers of the Chicago Herald, 
and learn to act wisely:

I sat in a fashionable church the other 
day and listened to a sermon on “The 
Prodigal Son.” How often have I heard 

. the same old story in the same old way.
How familiar I have become with the 
kind father, the bad son, refreshingly 
human heir, the veal and the ring! But 
the last time I heard the story I felt an 
almost uncontrollable impulse to rise up 
in meeting and ask the question, “How 
does the treatment accorded the prodi
gal son match the treatment we mete 
out tq the prodigal daughter?”

How far out of our way do we go to 
accompany his sister on her homeward 
faring after a season spent among the 
ewine and the husks?

■ Do we put an 18-karat ring on her 
poor little soiled finger and place her at 
the heaH of our table, even if by good 
chance she gains an entrance to the 
home? . Do we not more often me.et her 
at the back door when nobody is looking 
rush her through the hallway and con
sign her to the little third story rear 
room, taking her meals to her ourselves, 
on the sly, that the neighbors may not 

' find'Ont the dreadful fact that she is at 
home again?

“Keep yourself very close," we say to 
her, “and by no manner of means be 
seen at any of the windows, and you may 
stay here. You can wearsome of your 
virtuous sister’s castoff clothing, and 
sleep on the lounge in the nursery, 
where the servants never think of going 
Binoe the little folks have grown up, but 
you must be very penitent, and very 
humble, and very thankful to God for 
the mercy you bo little deserve.” x

I think somebody had better write a 
new parable and call it “The Prodigal 
Daughter. ” Perhaps a sermon might be 
preached from it to touch the unmoved 
heart. •

After all there are two sorts of prodi
gals—the prodigal who oomes home be
cause the cash gives out, and the prodi
gal who comes because his heart turns 
back to the old home with such longing 
as the thirsty feel for water. Neither 
boy nor girl who comes back for the 
first named reason should find a maud
lin love awaiting, or partake of any 
banquet that the old folks have had to 
pay for, but the prodigal who returns 
because there is something left in his ot
her heart like the music in a shell, which 
nothing can destroy or hush away to si
lence, be that prodigal, sinful man or 
erring woman, should find not only the 
home doors swung wide in welcome, but 
every doorway in the land wreathed 
with flowers to bid them enter.

While I think of it I believe some
thing like the following would do for a 
new parablp:

PAKABLE OF THE DAUGHTER.
Once upon a time there was a little 

। girl who inherited a sinful disposition, 
from whom it doesn’t matter. Enticed 
bv evil companionship she could not re
sist, and tempted through passion she 
was not responsible for, she went away 
from home at an early age and became 
■exceedingly horrid. She wore fine 
clothes and was very beautiful for a 
time, but suddenly her beauty began to 
fade and her fine clothes could no longer 
enhance her waning charms.

She remembered her mother one day, 
and drawn by an impulse she could not 
resist she donned her plainest gown and 
went back to the home she had quitted, 
suing for pardon.

But the mother she had remembered 
had’died and nobody was left to welcome 

• her but her stern father, who was a dea
con in high repute, a younger brother 
and a sister who was secretary of a re
lief and aid society. As she approached 
the mansion, made sacred by childish 
memories, there was nobody standing at 
the front gate to watch for her. So with 
something of a new experience—timid- 
ity—she ascended the stone steps and 
rang the bell. To the servant who an
swered the door she gave no name, 
merely saying, “tell your master that a 
lady desires to see him in the parlor.

Taking her seat in the decorous apart
ment she noticed that several pictures 
of the Christ hung upon the xyalls,.and 
that an elaborate motto bearing the in

' scription, “Come Unto Me.” occupied 
the niche over her mother's old loung
ing chair. Little was changed, and 
someway the old antagonism against so- 
called goodness and piety began to as
sert themselves in her wicked heart.

In a few moments her father entered. 
He had grown portly, and it seemed to, 
her as if the gold watch-chain had har
der work than ever to stretch itself 
across his waistcoat. ----- -—
""Father.'don’t you'laiow me?" she’m-

THB PROQRESSIVB THINKBR
him with out- dealers in these made great profit at j. • Passed to Spirit-Life. ' 
ih he paid no at- 6Uch times. This suggested to them the ;

idea of monopolizing the business; they I:' ^S6!l ,P° Lyman Aldrich,
.—Z-:.-.«. • - finally succeeded in cornering the ¡0* beneca, Michigan,--,1'or•.sixty-teven 

“Perfectly,” was his answer,’ “what apple trade by buying up or de- had been conning earth 8 le»
’ ’ ' “ stroying all the apple trees, and b°ns- He was an.admirer of our philose-

lavlnrr in • nn immonso atmlr 'ftf dried P^J'- ^y his request Ml'S. B. G. Hoig,of 
Morenci, Mich., officiated at his funeral

are you doing here?” । stroymg all the apple trees, and
“I thought! would like to come back laying in -an immense stock of dried 

home and stay, if you would allow me to apples, so that now for many hundred 
do so; ! only heard lately that mother. years they have had the only apples to 
was dead.” , - ' | be sold. After a time' no more apples

“Think you can turn the place where grew on their trees and the stock of 
she died into a brothel, do you? Later dried apples being all in the hands of a 
to contaminate the air breathed by your । well-organized monopoly, they became 
pure and virtuous sister with your vile-1 very dear and were held in great 
ness! Out with you befoi’e I call for an esteem, even being labeled holy, sacred, 
officer and have you thrown into the etc. Splendid boxes were also made 

.— —------ i------1 to keep them in; these also were rev
erenced, and those who owned the ap-

“No, ÿou cannot,: because he is not 
here in the first plàço, and if he was he 
wouldn’t countenance your sin by recog
nizing you.” . ■ .

“Where is he?” again asks the prodi. 
gal.

“Down at Dwight, if you must know,” 
was the answer; “he has gone to the 
devil, too.” .

“And yet you give him a home,” said 
his sister. “Can I see Annie?”

“No,” her father makes reply, “you 
can’t see Annie, not if you were dying 
and prayed to see her with your last 
breath. Your sister is out at a Wednes
day night prayer meeting doing her 
master’s work. She cannot be contami
nated by such as you.”

“Then I must go back again to where 
I came from? You will not take me in? 
I think I am going to die and will not 
trouble anyone very long; it would be 
pleasant to die in mother’s bed.”

“There are charities for such as you. 
I have endqwed them with my own 
money,” was the father’s answer as he 
opened the door for her retreat. “Go 
back to the life you have chosen, and 
may the curse of the father you have 
disgraced follow you all the remainder 
of your life.”

As the prodigal one turned into the 
hallway a hand touched hers in the 
darkness, and an old servant, who had 
nursed her in her wayward youth, put a 
trifling gift into her hand and with the 
words, “God bless you, Miss Fannie,” 
turned weeping away.

Her own sister met her at the gate 
and refused to recognize her, lest the 
young man who was her escort should 
find out the family secret, and so, with 
a two-fold repulse to harden hpr heart, 
thé no longer repentant prodigal daugh
ter went back to her husks.

“WENT BACK TO HER HUSKS.”
Where else had she to go? Poor thing. 

The dives ‘are always ready to receive 
her. There are places—gilded palaces 
of sin—maintained by prodigal sons— 
where, if not too old and faded, she can 
find a home. Such a home—but a better 
is denied her. Thither she can wend 
her hopeless way and there she can get 
money and sustenance from the purses 
of prodigal sons, till, sinking lower and 
lower inhopelessness—and wretchedness 
—the poor, abused body finds a home 
under the sod.

“Oh it is pitiful”—
Jas. C. Underhill.

And in a Comprehensive 
Manner.

To the Editor:—Recently a Baptist 
reverend in Muskegon, lectured on 
Spiritualism after having, it is alleged, 
successfully exposed Joseph King, a ma
terializing medium. In his lecture he 
admitted that there were phenomena 
that were not tricks of the mediums, but 
all such were works of “demons,” etc., 
closing his lecture with a farcical rep
resentation of a “fake” materializing 
seance.

A spirit friend gave me the inclosed 
allegory shortly after, which explains 
itself, and perhaps is worth a place in 
your paper. Very respectfully,

* L. V. Moulton.

pies were thought to be superior beings. 
After a time, as the stock of dry apples 
got old, mouldy and wormy,people began 
to find other, and better food in the 
substitutes they had discovered long 
years ago, and some even scoffed at 
these ancient dried apples, saying that 
they never were of any account anyway. 
Others even said that no apples ever 
grew, and that they were a fraud. 
Such was the influence of the apple 
monopoly ■ that laws were now passed to 
compel people to eat dried apples, and 
some even had them poked down their 
throats by force. The King, seeing 
this, and being somewhat sorry about 
his tiff at the snake affair, sent his 
oldest boy to distribute apples and seeds 
among the people, that they might raise 
their own apples again, and have plenty 
of fresh fruit. The dealers in dried 
apples sent up a hue and a cry that these 
were the forbidden apples; that the 
king was a snake in disguise. So the 
people killed the king’s son and de
stroyed the young trees. They had 
eaten dried apples so long they felt safe 
in doing so, but were afraid of the new 
and untried fruit, and dried apples were 
in great demand again. After some 
time some of these dealers took grpat 
pride in eating dried apples and then 
soaking themselves- in tanks of water, 
whereby they swelled greatly. Some 
of their customers thought them very 
great and wise in consequence, and there 
was strife to see who could swell the 
most. .

One Rev. Bouncer, in the town of 
Gullible, was quite successful in this 
line, and quite popular.

A few years ago a farmer who had 
bought dried apples of one Rev. Shouter 
—who sold at auction with great noise— 
had two girls who discovered a curious 
bush, which grew and bore fruit that 
was very strange-looking, and called 
their mother's attention to it. The 
neighbors examined it also, and it was 
finally decided by some familiar with 
ancient history that the fruit was ap
ples, such as the famous dried apples 
were originally made from. Some peo
ple were greatly delighted. Apples 
would be cheaper and possibly free for 
all. No more apple dealers or costly 
holy boxes need be provided, but each 
family might have their own apple 
trees, and plenty of fresh, juicy fruit, in 
place of musty, dry, and wormy ancient 
stuff at high prices. Some thought they 
were humbug apples, such as they con
sidered the dried apples to be; others 
believed them to be devil-tree apples, 
which it was supposed th» apple dealers 
had destroyed root and branch, when 
they secured a monopoly of the trade 
and murdered the King’s son. Some 
were afraid the King would be angry 
if they should eat them, as he was be
fore. However, no one had interviewed 
him on the subject for a very long time; 
so long, in fact, that some even doubted 
his existence.

The dried apple dealers took alarm 
at once. They would be financially 
ruined and obliged to work for a living, 
like other folks. They held a consulta
tion and Rev. Bouncer volunteered to 
devise a plan of procedure. Once it 
was very simple; they could burn all 
their apple trees, and force people to 
eat dried apples—but they had found 
out so many substitutes for dried apples 
that they were quite independent of late, 
and that had made, them bold. The 
notion had also become prevalent that 
everybody had a right to have any tree 
they saw fit, if they did no one any 
harm thereby, and if force was tried 
the people would resist and possibly 
overturn their holy boxes. Finally this 
plan was broached by Rev. Bouncer; 
he would have a great “expose.”

In the town of Gullible was a Mr. 
Spook who had some of these new ap
ples. He had been giving these to his 
friends to introduce them. Rev. Bounc-

known.
The fruit thereof was very good, and 

in great variety. He had two little 
children whom he permitted to run 
naked in this garden and eat apples. He 
had planted one queer tree, in the mid
dle of this orchard, which is now called 
by some “the Devil’s apple tree;” and 
the fruit of this tree, it would seem, the 
king did not eat, he believed it to be 
poisonous, and so he cautioned the chil
dren not to eat of it. He also made a 
curious snake, the like of which has 
never since been seen, that could run 
about on its tail, and talk, and sent it 
into the garden to play with the chil
dren. Some say he knew what the 
snake would do, but there seems to be 
some doubt about it. At all events it 
appears that the snake was very wise, 
probably because of eating of these for
bidden apples. This snake told the lit
tle girl that these apples were very good 
to eat and were not poisonous. She tried 
one, and finding it as he said, gave some 
to the boy to eat also. .

Instead of killing them, or even giv
ing them the colic, the apples of this 
particular tree seemed to have astrange 
stimulating effect on their brains, for 
that, though heretofore they had been 
fools, now they began to reason and 
make discoveries, and thus finding 
themselves naked, they pinned fig leaves 
together to cover themselves. The 
king finding out what had happened, 
got very wroth at'the snake and chil
dren; destroyed the garden; turned the 
children out to die from the poison; re
modeled the snake to run on his belly, 
and made It dumb and went out of the 
garden business.

The children, however, were now 
sharp enough to live by their wits, and 
discovering other things that would 
serve their purposes, got along very 
nicely without apples. They also had 
saved some of the apple seeds and plant
ing them, after a lime had apples of 
their own, they thus prospered and 

1 multiplied.. . ■ •
; .■ As-the apples were perishable and 
: sometimes scarqe, they were:often.com-_ 
•• Tfetled'to resort to dried-fippleonTtfie

of the dark—or something else—took 
along matches. He was also cautioned 
that he should not be in too much haste, 
or grab quickly, or at random, as the 
children nad picked up some potatoes 
with the apples; he should take time 
and examine carefully; also that there 
were’several kinds of apples in the bar
rel. and some might be more to his taste 
than others. Bouncer took along a 
friend called Grabber to help him and 
make him brave. They proceeded to 
sneak up to the barrel as though afraid 
of scaring the apples, and seeing a small 
potato in the dim light, Grabber made 
a lunge, and Bouncer struck ‘a match. 
Grabber missed his grab but after 
three trials succeeded in bringing ofi: 
the potato in triumph-

The next day a great lecture at the 
Opera House was announced. Rev. 
Bouncer would tell what he knew about 
the new kind of apples, from personal 
investigation, and ' exhibit a sample. 
He told of his great exploit and exhibi
ted the potato: he further said that he 
had no doubt that there were many fine 
apples left in the barrel, but he did not 
look to see, because they were the kind 
that grew on the Devil’s apple tree in 
the King's garden. He had read in a 
book made and sold by the dried-apple 
dealers that it was dangerous to ex
amine or handle such apples. Some 
people he knew were said to eat them 
and thought them good, but he had 
heard one such called “Noise,” that at 
one time had the colic awfully on ac
count of eating such apples, and he was 
not fool enough to take any further 
chances, especially as he had got what 
he went for—that little potato1. He had 
said that there were, potatoes in that 
barrel, and now he could prove it. '

Rev. Bouncer had now adopted 
trade-inark for his dried apples:

A potato—eouehant. . , -
Gap and bells^rampaut. ? ;

. A haloabove -thesè-knd the motto, 
where “ignoranceÀs bliss,-Más fôlly-to be 
wise. ’’-^;And-tbi_s is why they - 
applès in'tEë’town oTGùlIïble?

^Testimonial.

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

Honor to Whom Honor Is Due.

Charles R, Hutchins, of Mount 
Clemens, Mich., passed to spirit-life, 
March 30th; in the 77th year of his age. 
He had been an outspoken Spiritualist 
for more than forty years, and made 
the transition with the positive knowl
edge that “there is no death.”

. April 27, 1894, at Clarksville, Iowa, 
Mrs. Peter Valentine passed to iSpirit- 
life, She had been in poor health for 
some time. She wks a Spiritualist for 
many, years and lived her profession to 
the last. She selected Mrs. Niece, of 
Shell Rock to speak at her funeral, 
which took place on Sunday. - 'Although 
away from home and old neighbors a 
large audience; as$ej$bled. tp pay their 
last respects to "a, noble woman, faithful 
wife, and an affectionate mother. Her 
regains were interred ht- Waterloo. •

Passed to SpWit^li^froin?’'the. home 
of her daughter’ in’ Sioiik City, on 
March 12,18!)4, uged 71 years, 2 months 
and- 20 daysj Carmolia Page, - wife, of W. 
S. Page, of Decatur, Nebraska, affer. an 
illness of two weeks. For the last 
twenty years she was a firm believer iri 
Spiritualism. It was her delight to 
talk on the subject. She said that if 
her work here was finished she was 
willing to go. The funeral was . held 
from her home on March 17. The choir 
rendered beautiful music, and thus amid 
loving hearts and gentle hands her 
mortal body was-Iaid from sight,'but 
not from memory. Services were con
ducted by Mrs.. Getty Drury. E; L. F. .

When at Vandercook’s Lake, Jackson, 
Michigan, I met Mrs. Young, of Albion, 
Michigan. This lady is the wife of the 
Mr. Young whose advertisement ap
peared sqme time since in New Tliouqtt. 
she stated the same in substance as ap
peared in the testimonial; her husband 
was pronounced beyond recovery; Dr. 
Dobson restored him to health. She 
said: “It seemed almost like a miracle.” 

. Mr. Fenner, of Linesville, Penn,, in
formed me at our last meeting that at 
one time he was given up to die. He 
ran down rapidly 'for weeks, No one 
understood his case. He made applica
tion to Dr. Dobson, and two months’ 
treatment fully restored him, He said 
he had thought many times of writing 
the doctor, and telling him of the valu
able service he had rendered him, but 
had put it off until some more conven
ient nine, and would like me to do as 
Aiuch. .

Mr, Fenner told me of a case of insan
ity in Linesville (I used to know the 
young lady) that was most distressing. 
After employing the “regulars,” Dr. 
Dobson was applied to, and under his 
treatment the young lady was restored 
in a short time. Mattie E. Hull.

(See ad. in another column). 
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

DR. GREER’S 

“PABULUM-OF LIFE.” 
THE WORLD’S GREATEST 

REMEDY FOR ALL CONDITIONS 
ARISING FROM EXHAUSTED 

NERVOUS ENERGY. OR 
LOSS OF VITAL FORCE! 

It will strengthen the weak, invig
orate the young, and rejuvenate the 
old.

Try It! ' Try It! Try It!
By Mail, $1,00. Address Dr. Greer, 

127 LaSalle street, Chicago.
pH ARLES STEWARD, 2239 WEL

ton street, Denver Col., holds trumpet sespoes 
Bunday, Tuesday, and Friday evenings. All Invest!« 
gators must be recommended. 286 □

Samnel Billingham passed to Spirit
life from his home in'Volinia, Cass Co., 
Mich., April -29, 1894, aged 29 years, 10- 
months and 20 days. Mr. Billingham 
was a son-in-law- to James Riley, the 
famous medium of Marcellus, having 
married the eldest daughter, Emma, 
about nine years ago. He was a 
thorough Spiritualist,, being a frequent 
sitter in Mr. Riley’s seances. The fu
neral address was delivered by the 
writer, and was very largely-attended. 
The evening after the funeral Mr. Riley 
held a seance at the residence of the 
deceased, with a few invited friends and 
relatives, at which the writer was 
privileged to be present.- Mr. Billing
ham materialized and was plainly seen 
by all, and was able to give his wife 
many cheering and comforting messages 
and some advice as to some unsettled 
business matter of which he bail no op
portunity to speak before passing out. 
Quite a number of other friends and rel
atives bf -the various sitters appeared 
and communicated, and altogether it 
was the most interesting seance the 
writer ever attended, and demonstrated 
in a most striking manner the practical 
and substantial value of Spiritualism in 
time of bereavement and separation of 
the physical relations by so-called

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMEN TS.

Day Unto Day
Uttereth speech concerning the good be
ing done by Hood’s Sarsaparilla. By the 
cures it is accomplishing, by the good 
health restored to men, women and 
children, Hood’s Sarsaparilla wins its 
way more and more into the confidence 
of the people. . •

• Its army of friends tell of scrofulous 
and impure blood made rich and pure, 
of the relief it gives from the itching 
and burning of salt rheum, of the satis
faction at meals experienced by the 
former dyspeptic, of the happinesss of 
those cured of malaria, rheumatism and 
catarrh, of excellent spirits and good 
appetite enjoyed by those recently weak, 
tired and run down. .

It is by such results as these that 
Hood's Sarsaparilla makes its hosts of 
friends and does its own most effective 
advertising.

Its record of cures and the good it 
has done others are sufficient to warrant 
your giving this excellent medicine a 
trial.

Free Diagnosis.
,Those wishing a free diagnosis ad

dress Dr. Craig, 1428 Market street, San 
Francisco, Cal. Inclose,three two-cent 
stamps. I will accept no case that I
cannot cure. 235

DEVELOPING CIRCLES TUESDAY
X-Xand Thursday, 8 p. m., 835 West Adams street, In 
brick house, C. 0. Shoberg, Mesmerist, 233

MRS. F. S. DE WOLF. INDEPEND- 
LVJ. ent slate-writing and test medium. Circle for 
ladles, Thursday afternoon. No. 247 Ogden Av. 235

CATARRH SPECIALIST.
T)R. T. WILKINS, MAGNETIC PHY- 

J-Aslcian, 291 Ogden Avenue, will give attention to 
the sick, at home or at his room. All diseases success« 
fully treated, but Catarrh Is his specialty. For ref
erences ask his patients. 232 tf

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
ry ISE ASES TREATED BY VITAL 

JES magnetism and by hypnotism. Develops latent 
psychieal powers. Consultation by mail 41.00. No. 
224 Ontario street, Chicago. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m.

234

FRANK T RIPLEY.
TJE WILL GIVE SITTINGS DAILY 

J- 1 at No. 15 Bishop Court, during April and May.

PSYCHOMETRIST.
1\ARS. A. M. LUND (FORMERLY 

J.VL Mrs. Robtnaon), 1072 "West Harrison street, 
Chicago, will give sittings by letter. Send lock of 
hair and own bandwriting, with 41,00. All questions 
carefully considered by the guides. 283

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
7'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR

voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 
Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—in their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist” of Dec. 80, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his straight' 
forward course of integrity and honor." Address 
Dn. W. M. Forsteb, 1059 Market St., San Francisco,

Mrs. Mary A Biiayton’s second birth 
occurred on the 27,jn day of February, 
1894—seventy-three years from the date 
of her first birth. The mold of Mrs. 
Brayton’s mind was intensely spiritual. 
She became interested in Spiritualism 
forty yearsago, by reading Judge Ed
mond’s spiritual experience published 
in the New York 'Trtoizne. '

The 8th day of November last oc
curred the fiftieth anniversary of her 
marriage with the writer. During this 
period the light of her love has illumi
nated every dark place in our path. A 
spiritual circle was her family, institu
tion that she would not allow to lag for 
fifteen years; it was her family altar 
upon which she laid her offerings of 
love to her dear friends-out of the body, 
among them a son who manifested him
self at nearly every sitting. .

Receiving word that a brother in 
Glenwood, Mo., was dangerously ill, 
and eager to impart the consolation of 
spiritual truth, she left her home in 
Minneapolis and hastened to his bed
side. When she arrived he had left the 
material form. While there she con
tracted a cold which her tired body 
could not resist, and in a few days her 
white spirit joined her brother's in the 
realm of celestial light. Just as she 
embarked for the other shore she made 
it known that her spirit father was the 
messenger escorting her beyond the 
river. GEORGE BRAYTON-

Minneapolis, Minn '

The highest mountain in Europe is 
Mount Blanc—15,732 feet.

The original inventor of paper wa 
the wasp. ; :

Clementi’s father was a silversmith, 
but, observing his .son’s turn for music, 
gave him the necessary advantages, 

before the boy was 14 he had produced 
several considerable works, ' among 
them a mass which made a great sensa
tion in Rome. . ' • ■

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup tot. Chll 
tan Teething” softens gums, reduces Inflama 
tlon,allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c.a bottle

THE WHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK. ’■ . *. ’ . — 1 - - ' ■ • - • ’ ! ‘
SHOWING ' THE. ABSURDITY .¿ND’jJN- 

TRUTHFULNESs OF THE CHURCH’S
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND ¿E-

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,^ • ' 
AND REVEALING THE

ABUSESOFA UNION .
OF OffUKOH AND 8TA.TX.

185 Full-page illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND THE' 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST. / ;■

Designs by Watson Heston, , with por
trait of Designer. . . "

The niuBtr&tloDS are classified as follows: 16 rep 
resents Uncle Sam and the Priests; 2, The Church 
Robbing the People; 8, Thanksgiving; S, ‘Sabbath 
Laws; 14 Children and.the Church; 16, Woman and 
theCburch;6, The Church and Thomas Paine; 4, Stud
ies In Natural History; 2, The Bible and Science: ¡5, 
The Clergy and Their Flocks:!, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
His Works; 2, Prayer: ]0. The Creeds; 2. Christians and 
Mohammedans; 2. Samples of Christianity's Work; 
B, Missionaries; l.The Lord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
DoctrlbCB and Their Results: 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Pulidos: 4. Ireland Mud the 
Church; 2, Church’s Idea of Civilization; 1« The Uses 
of tbeL'ru»A;4, Unkind --Reflections on the Church; 9,- 
Persecndbhs of -thtf" Church; 12, Borne Allegories* 
8, Heaven j &; HeHi7rMiscellaneous.. Trice42.-.. -

For Sate .at thl?,.office..- —1~< Tit i’./J:

7R Boy* our $9 Natural FlsUh Baby CarrlaM 
IU completa «Ith platad ateel wheel», Ute, 

apriap, Md mi pbw ataunbant hudle. Mad. of baatmte- 
rld4MfrfiaUbed.nUkbleMd<urMUid for 8 yun. Shipped 

••lÓdeji’trUl. PRXIOHT PAID ¡no b«mj requindl* 
adttece. T4.ÛM in um. We ere (he oideaCaaa Unknown 
wooers ofour Usd, tellable ud naponalblo. Referenoe 
funiUhedateny time. Make aadwll nothing but whet wo 
runrunee lebe narepHeeaiod.Kld nt the loweat futory 
price». WRITE TO-DAT for eut targo PUBI UloMraM 

’***r oatniofuo oftatertdeelna andatile» publUhed.
OXFORD MFO. CO., 3e0 W«ba«h Av«., Chicago, III.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.

California. 237

For the Home, the Lyceum 
and Societies.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

COMPILED BY EMMA ROOD 
TUTTLE.

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 
Xi Songs, Golden Chain Recitations, Memory Gems, 
Choral Responses, Funeral Services, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or- 
ganizlng and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Physical Culture. Calisthenics and Marching; Ban
ners, Standards. the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may bo organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Sfdrltual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
niuBlc free from the dismal tone of the old hymnology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
responses such as no other selection contains, It gives 
a nractlcal system of graceful calisthenics, every step 
of .which Is made plain by engravings. It gives In
structions bow to make the badges and banners and 
Instructs In marching. It shows howto establish a 
Band of Mercy as. auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up-'by that movement.

The author and compiler of this Guide is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor in the 
Lyceum. The book la the result of practical work 

‘and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum.

. While intended for the working Lyceum, tbe guide 
is admirably adapted to the needs of tbe family, sup
plying 76 pages of new spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else, except in sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tvttlb & Co., Publishers. Berlin 
Hqrgbts, Ohio, or office of Ths Progressive Thinker 
where the work may be bad wholesale and retail.

SOMETHING USEFUL.
f\UT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE 
V/ Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. 
Twing, medium. This little book will be read with 
Intense interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles' 
Interviews with tbe Inhabitants of tbe Hells of Spirit« 
Jlie—a dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath of tbe millions who have gone 
ffom earth-life with tbe damning effects of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lyfnglivcs. Tbo book Is made up of fifteen chapters. 
Some <»f the titles of tbe chapters are as follows: 
The Spheres of Insnrrectlonfsta and Prostitutes—The 
Home of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
plot to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension'and revenge—Tbe War Department in 
tbe Hcllfiiof Splrit-llfc—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moted by the low spirits In tbe match-maklng*beil of 
Splrit-llfc—The Negro Hell—The Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—The Hell for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and mediums—Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince. 
An'Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting tn tbt 
light-. An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirit* 
,ual Congre». PrJce.25 cents.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Tiesearches and Discoveries.

Dy WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F.
Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise u 

a text-book, It Is as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader will be amazed to see the curio is facts
hero combined in support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sabd doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain as 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now otb 
soured by time.
Soul or Tilings—VoL L

Cloth.......................................... .........
. Pottage 10 cent«.
Soul of Things—Vol IL 

illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth..............
, • Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. in.

Illustrated. 862 pp. Cloth.................
„ Postage 10 cents.
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11.50
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TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM
J. L in your own home. Will send a pamphlet con
taining instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. j. A. 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue, Chicago, Hl. 249

27 CORDEN WHITE. TRANCE.
JL • test, business and platform medium. Sittings 
dally. No. 2978 Cottage Grove Avenue. 230tf

TTOW TO DELINEATE CHARACTER 
Ll from date of birth, very accurately. Only 25c. 
Uriel Buchanan, Ph. D., Marionville. Mo. 233

^DEMOVED. ~MRs7c. SCOTT, FROM 
JX New York city, trance and business medium—to 
2440 North 17Ch street, Philadelphia. Pa. Sittings 
9 a. jl, to 4 P. except Saturdays and Sundays. 237

HYPNOTISM] 
। SECRET POWER, TRE DIVINE IN MAN. You possess this 
God-given forcecailedPERSONALMAGA-ETlSM, 
Develop Itand Succeed in Life. Hypnotism as a Re
medial Agent and for controlling others, for public 

'or surgical demonstrations. Wonderful revel étions. 
। Worth 4100 for 4Ê. I f we are strangers send 11, and bal* 
। anc.e when book arrives. Two pamphlets. 30c. Address 
’DR. ANDERSON, MASONIC TEMPLE, P. T. ««CHICAGO.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.
BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

'THE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN-
I. habited but now submerged part of this globe 

known as Atlantis, Is one of much Interest. The 
data gathered from anodent and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sen Investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—are here arranged tn compact, 
literary form. In thia very Interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Interest to Spiritualists be
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantfans concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

K/fRS. CONNELLY'S IMPROVED RE- 
1V1. demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. Ills not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 
1843 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia. Pa. 237

Z. BARNEY. CLAIRVOYANT; 
O « send 12 cents and lock of hair for trial reading. 
P O. Box 465, Otsego, Michigan. 233

F
nrr> DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Bend 
UL L fire two-ccnt stamps, date of birth, sex, 
jlLL handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
•“""wlllrccclveacorrect diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Road, Box 858, Lansing, Mich.

Notice of .Removal to St. Paul, 
Minnesota.

r\R. W. YATES, MAGNETIC HEAL- 
XX xr. Medical Electrical and Masseur (Dr. TFeir 
Mitchell's system) will shortlyremove from Chicago 
and reside in St. Paul, Minn. Dr. Yates thanks hts 
friends and patrons for their kind support during bis 
residence In Chicago. He hopes to meet many new 
friends and patrons in St. Paul. Call and see testimo
nials and letters of reference. 234

PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
•L please remember that Water of Life Is one of 
the best remedies for Stomach, Liver and Kidney dis 
eases. Large pamphlet free. 34 B. Main SL, Wilkes- 
barre. Pa. J. R. Perry, Manager. 258
^ F. PERKINS. TEST MEDIUM. 

\J * No. 280 W. Madison street Readings dally 
.Test circles Tuesdarand Friday, at 8 p. m. Wednes
day afternoon 2:30. Mrs. Perkin's readings daily. 3710 
Cottage Grove Avenue.

228tf

by spirit control. 235

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW
erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 

three 2-cent stamps. lock of hair, age, box and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413. 
Denver Colorado. 231

A TTENTION' SEND POSTAL 
¿I Note for 20 cents, (no stamps) to Miss Clara 
Marsh, Rochester, Mich., and receive by return mall 
a handsome picture drape. Extra tine 25 cents. 1 am 
a medium, and kind spirits aid mein my work. I so
licit the patronage of Spiritualists and all lovers of

YES YOU OAN
S'ET WELL. SEND 81 FOR A BOT- 
\J Ue of Ki-txia or Lint A spirit remedy. Purely 

vegetable, and Magnetized. Poaltlvely renew« Ute 
Thouaand« rejoice over health tutored. For blood 
Uver, and kidney ailment« there 1, no better remedy 
made. Send tor circular. Dr. E. K. Myen Clinton, 
Iowa. 233

PSYCHOMETRIC.
T\O YOU WISH AN UNPARALEL- 

JL/ led reading, examination or advice oh business, 
write to Dr. J. C. Phillips, the noted platform. Test 
Psychometrlst. Enclose one dollar and three 2-cent 
sumps, giving age and sex. Three questions an
swered for 25 cents. Send stamp for statements of 
wonderful cures. Address 471 w. Madison street. 
Chicago, Ill. 233

Z SYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
■* Severance In al] matters pertaining to
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or bandwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge, bend for circulars. 
Address. 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wis. 232

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PLATFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 
L business medium. Readings personally or by 
letter 41,00. Brief reading by mall 25 cents. 291 Og« 
den avenue, Chicago, Ill. 222 tf

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
Xk 2-ccnt stamps, lock of hair, name, age, aex, one 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with tbc aid of spirit power. Dr. S. 8. 'Williams, 
Lake Geneva, Wis. 236

IVfRS, RUTH A. COOMES, 1087
LVL Lake street. Clairvoyant. Test and Business
Medium. Brief Reading, 25 cents. 234

beauty and truth. P. O.Box, 253.

INVALIDS
IT, NO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS ZVll 
v v stamps, their disease, or symptoms, will receive w 

pamphlet »nd advice free to cure themselves without t 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card* I 
lngtoD,Ohio tf f

Z'HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-cent »tempi for private letter of advice 

>,01111 the Spirit-world. W. P. Phelon, M. D., 61» Jack-i 
ion Boulevard Chicago III. ’ jsotf ‘

kJ can find cozy roomi, equal to those at hotels, with 
Hark? “-wily» at 83 BL John’s Place near Union

Z’HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H, Wf
Sinclair, will «end you by letter a life reading of 

inepait and future with date«. Mall a look of halP 
and one dollar. Addrea« Frof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 605 
Weat Ave„ North, Jackion, Mich. 237

“ AN-ASIONJLSHING OFFER!- 
QEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS.

lock of hair, age, name, «ex, one leading anno tom and your disease will be diagnosed free by spfrlt-powdr. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose, Cal._______  »p.nvi.uwor.

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
qu6‘tloni answered. 50 cent« andBnBT01''iin w^‘ng‘

COLLEGE =
OF FINE FORCES.

X r" CoIIeg8 of Magnetics.]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED -

own homes. Institution removed to H Oranre 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New Ydrk 
New Jersey.M.D., Dean, 5 Pulaski St^East mange

HOW toliveone hundred 
years.

A UU?0D 0F CREATINGffte“d ’ ^’o.cC»X W ‘Ml

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHI

bmy«i?.yry.»
national

Spiritualists’ Association,
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( Incorporated Nov. 1,1393.)

^NE HEADQUARTERS OF THE

wTdX u kr^nM; a?°,offloe« oi «11 «ocleuea? »nd 

location. Officers of societies In all forehm countrlel 
are also requested to confer with us, and information 
nadXXW “S'7 f1“8'' of

solicited for the National Spiritual inmr. »«“. ?6°e™‘ta?yD.' addreB' 88 »»bveP.,r,kUoai?B?Tb.Mmot

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND
X J. two 2-cent pottage stamp«, a lock of Four hafpI will »¿ndyouaciyt"oy»nl 
dl«rco«lj of rour dlaesae. Addrea. j“ c. bIwoS 
vii" Principal Magnetic Inatitute, Grand Bspldi!ffhat perlodJcal “’¿«a

PSYOHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Bead th!« testimonial: ‘‘Pstohb arrived two weeks ago and to say I was pleased doe? not exp«., my’^. 
preelatlon. My boy twelve year, old, Is developing 
most all the Physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving nt oodles without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlence.—M Y 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark." Price, «1,00. Postage 
20 cents bend stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach, Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T)R- J. S LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

IS Mass., and his band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting the most wonderiul cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the clear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with hts magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him sex. age. name 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn’t want any 
leading symptoms, Address Dr. J. S. Loucks. Shir« 
ley, Mass. ¿37

WIEC CANNOT SEE NOW YOU 00 
"J. j IT AHD PAV FBEIBHT.

CIA B&yg our 2 drnrer walnut or on!* ta- 
TITprertd High Ana6in£erMwlnf mtchint 

_ finely finlihcd, nlclel plated, tdipled to licit 
and heavy work; ruaranteed for 10 leant with 
XtttomalleBobbln Hinder, Self-Threading Cylla* 
der Shuttle, Reir.Settln; Needle nod a complete 
eetof BtertAtUebnenta;shipped any whereon 

w 80 Day’s Trial. No money required in adrance.
75,000how foDse» World’i Fair Mfrdalawarded machine and altsch- 
tnenls. Buv from factory and eave dealer*» and agent’s profit». 
Fq rr Vil Tbit Out and »end to-day for machine or lame free 

vrnBnuTn’ ‘iin” e« w! SiT.'nmrncn’n'i'-
J. son Tuttle. His works are aiway. Intensely In- wXF0BD MFG' C0> 342 iT’' CHICAGO,ILL

terestlng. Price ti,50. __________ , pSYCHOPATHY, OR'SPIRIT HEAD.
C’J7 A C TTiT FIDTDhTT'lT * log. A SCTlCB Of LCEBODS OU thG Rel&tlOUB Of thC

fJESEAACilES IA UR1EN1 AL HIF* the Spirit to its Own Organism, and the lntcr-Rc^tfon 
aI toiy, embracing the origin of the Jews, the RIm of Human Beings with Reference to Health, Disease 
and Development'of Zoroastrianism and the Darlvo» and Healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rosh^ 
tionof Christianity; to which Is added; Whence Oaf through tbe mediumship of Mrs. Cora L.V. Rlchmondl

YE SUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
i/ ' ChrlBt find Mediumship. By Moses Hull, A p&n> 
phJetwel) worth reading. Price 10 cents.
TyT/A YSIDE~~JOTTINGS,~~ESSA YS, 
I'Y E,ketches,' Poem«’and Song«; Gathered iron 

the Hlshwajra. By-weand Hedgea of Life. By Man 
tie E. Hull. It lernoet excellent. Price«1.00.

(TOME THING OF INTEREST TO'ALL 
O who arc sick. Dr. J. R. Craig, physical medium 
and Psychic Physician, has opened a medical institute 
In which only vegetable and spiritual remedies are 
used. My friends will remember tbs valuable liver 
and kidney cure that was given to me by my spirit 
controls. I have placed those new and valuable reme
dies in the reach of all. For further information or 
a free diagnosis, address Dr. J. R. Craig 1428 Market 
street, San Francisco, California. Enclose Jock of 
hair and three 2-cent stamps. AU letters answered

tbe moat valuable vrorö ever iubllehei Price »1JB. ( tóoùld read« Price 11,50.

'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DED. 
JL nge. Something you should have to refer to. Bj 

Jame« M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

IX V WILL DEVELOP YOUT 
IS Y T/» rl A Have you tried it?-The 
I \ V 4 III Finest Cabinet for the 

JL 1 VllV purpose ever made^bar.. y. none. Sendforeirculars
This marvelous cabinet» ’ j. —•«^tt^^Costs Nothing

ETCALP, Agent, iBj SlGreemSt 
Pita, {i.uodellvcred.tnCtty;
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The Devil-God still rules theology in

war

' As I have not time to enumerate the

i-must • dismiss: that terrible subject.
And I must say a few words 

before.'.. I- close €-.opoa the beauty.
they confess their ancient origin—for 
out of credulous and cruet ignprancp

The Protestant church co-operated 
W.ith Galvin in burning. that noble- 
hSSrted and learned Unitarian, Michael 
ServCtus, a faithful follower of Jesus—XWUHur \jri uuco uui avuujvj dui v wiac., u> aw**«..-»

noir India, nor China, nor Japan, nor|and I have heard a Scotch follower of 
Scandinavia, nor any of the savage I Calvin, a minister of the Presbyterian 
Indian tribes of the American Continent, church, say: "I adore Calvin."

r. I'! ■

Progress, tl)e Upntersal Lav? of fiatare; Tl^oúg^t, lb© 3olx>er)t of fier Problems
ÌSTO1/.8..

BARBARIAN CHURCHES.
.They Are Contrasted with 
i the Pure Christianity of 

Modern Spiritdalisrn. —

The Spiritualism of Jesus.

' The Old Testament Portrayal.

An Address Delivered 
BY PROF. J, B. BUCHANAN-

factually handcuffed that he can swal
low that silly story as a piece of divine 
wisdom, it is very doubtful whether he 
will ever recover the use of his reason
ing faculties; and the convention that 
condemned Dr. Briggs for making a 
very small effort to reason a little says 
we must accept it all as divine wisdom.

But if I wanted a little barbarian the
ology, I would get a fresh article by 
going to the Sioux, Pawnee or Co
manche Indians, who know just as much 
as the barbarians who manufactured 
that garden-of-Eden story.

If- we examine our common sense, we 
cannot go away back thousands of years 
to the ignorant and superstitious fools 
who manufactured such childish stories 
as this, and a thousand others equally 
ridiculous, that have died a natural 
death and disappeared because they 
were not embalmed and mummified by 
a church.

Some conservative people who do not 
keep up with progress may think this 
language is too much like the brilliant 
Ingersoll for them, but there is a world
wide difference; for when he batters 
down the old church theology he leaves 
only its desolate ruins, and the mother 
mourning in darkness for her lost chil
dren, but when the true reformer de
molishes the old barbarian theology he 
finds something hidden behind that the
ology—and uncovers before the world 
the true religion that would make a 
heaven on earth—the religion for which 
Jesus lived and died—the religion 
which springs from the divine element 
of humaanity—the religion which the 
angels endorse' to-day as they did when 
Jesus was- the brave champion of 
heaven.

Jesus was the marvel of. thia ages, be
cause he looked forward, not backward, 
at so early an age, when he was sur
rounded by superstition. He is the one 
solitary light gleaming in all past his
tory, and aside from him, I see nothing 
in the past that we should seek—and 
that is the wonder—the one star 
shining out in ten thousand years of 
darkness, giving out truths far in ad
vance of modern civilization.

We cannot go back for any correct 
knowledge—not even to the time of Co
lumbus, for our geography or our 
geology.

We cannot go back further than to 
the time of Galileo, of the seventeenth 
century, for our astronomy. We cannot 
go back of the present century for our 
geology and palaeontology—we cannot go 
back even fifty years in chemistry, in 
biology, in medicine, in electric science, 
without plunging into ignorance and 
error.

If we cannot go back to early times in 
any form of knowledge without plung
ing into ignorance and falsehood, it is 
pre-eminently true that we cannot go 
back into the thick darkness of a remote 
past for our religion—for a true religion 
is the very highest achievement of the 
human soul, and the world has not yet 
really attained it, although they, the 
very few whose lives are most in harmony 
with heaven, do begin to understand 
what is the true nature of the heavenly 
life on earth, and that is what religion 
means—but I would not dare to say that 
any man does entirely understand it to
day. ‘

It is interesting and curious to read 
the old works of the last two centuries 
upon medical science,, zoology, chem
istry, geology and astronomy, geogra
phy ana history, and see how mankind 
were struggling out of ignorance into 
true knowledge, but it would be very 
unprofitable and tiresome to go back a 
thousand years and read the books that 
were in fashion then, which were as 
positive and dogmatic as our scientists 
to-day, and it seems to me an act of 
idiotic insanity to go back three thou
sand years for any kind of knowledge.

We look back now to the very old 
time when this globe was considered a 
flat, four-cornered affair, with starry 
lights hung above it, and the infinite 
power and wisdom we call God was as 
completely engrossed in managing it as 
a farmer would be in managing and 
cultivating his kitchen garden, and the 
whole of it could be seen from the high 
mountain where the Devil carried up 
Jesus, as the old fable tells us.

That was all the biblical writers 
knew of the size and shape of the earth, 
and as the General Assembly says this 
was written or inspired by God, then the 
Presbyterian God did not know the 
earth that he had recently manu
factured. according to the old traditions.

But not content with making him an 
ignoramus, they make him. more feeble 
minded and shortsighted than the aver
age Jew or Yankee, irresolute, fickle, 
inconsistent, angry, and a familiar asso
ciate of Jewish criminals.

Did. these writers know anything of 
true religion? or-had they the faintest 
conception of the power and wisdom of 
the Deity? . •

Hence, I say they and all who build upon 
their false and blasphemous foundation 
alienate themselves from true religion, 
and when true' religion, the religion of 
freedom, appears in the world, they are 
its deadliest enemies. The Protestant 
will agree to this, as regards Romanism; 
but on their interior principles, Protest

At San Francisco. Cai.

I presume you are aware that I am an 
©rigipal explorer of nhture, traveling 

- Outside of all that is known in universi
ties and libraries, in churches and 
among social leaders. It is a laborious 
and unprofitable career té the explorer. 
When Socrates tried it he was rewarded 
with the poison of hemlock.

All reformers have an arduous strug
gle, and therefore ambitious men keep 
away from reforms and reformer; but 
if there were not a few brave and disin
terested men to take the lead in the 
vanguard, the world would stagnate. I 
take my place as a pioneer because I am 
not willing to be the bond slave of ig
norance and of the old falsehoods born 
of ignorance.

Hence it is > that I am here to-night, 
and do not stand in the oldtime fashion
able institutions. I am here to speak 
the truth, ajid.I appear before you with 
very great pleasure, fori feel that it is 
my duty-to be here, as I Jboliq'fj. that 

'this is'a church in reality,~as-"fsr as Is 
practicable at present. >

-■> It is a struggle to escape from ancient 
falsehoods and superstitions—an effort 
to move onward toward the “good time 
coming,” in which all mankind ought to 
be engaged, but from which they are 
kept back by hereditary ignorance. And 
it differs from all the great religious 
movements of the past, for they all—all, 
without exception—look backward, 
while this movement looks forward.

There is no church, no system of re
ligion to-day in the whole world which 
is not rooted deep down in the past. 
And when any system of science, re
ligion or philosophy identifies itself 
with the ignorant past, that alone is 
enough to condemn it.

When it professes to bring us the 
highest truth, the grandest philosophy, 
the most perfect understanding of earth 
and heaven, from that dark and dismal 
past, from ages of barbarian ignorance 
and ferocious war, when the people of 
that age and the great teachers of that 
age were profoundly ignorant—not 
knowing thè structure, geography and 
geology of this globe; knowing very 
little about the starry universe over
head, knowing very little either of the 
body or soul of man, and above all, 
knowing nothing of the infinite spiritual 
world, where millions on millions of 
angels and archangels dwell in bliss and 
wisdom—that world to which we are all 
going soon, concerning which our teach
ers should be able to tell us something— 
yet knowing nothing of our relations to 
heaven, ana very little of our relations 
to life, health and progress in this 
world—not even the principles of po
litical freedom and justice, I say with 
emphasis, and I wish my words could re
verberate around the world, that all 
systems which come to us from that 
darkness and profound ignorance of the 
past are self-evidently condemned by 
their ignorant origin, and unworthy of 
our confidence.

I shall discuss these religions with 
iconoclastic freedom, but I discuss them 
historically, as they have been for 

1 eighteen centuries, and I do not refer to 
the individual church members of to
day, whose personal virtues adorn the 
church, and who are lifting up the 
church into the spirit of humanity, and 
if they cannot lift it up, they will leave 
it—and I can tell them where to go when 
they throw off the load that holds them 
down.

You know, my conservative friends, 
that I am* telling the truth—that in all 
the churches of all the religions, all 
around the world, there is no knowledge 
of the heavenly life above us—no knowl
edge of the world to which We are 
going, and although the Unitarian is 
considered the most. enlightened and 
progressive of the churches, a very em
inent Unitarian priest of Boston, who 
ought to have been an honest man, but 
was not, thanked God that we are en
tirely ignorant of our future life. He 
was a fraud, for he knew better; but I 
will not name him, for the world is 
sprinkled all over with frauds just like 
him: .

You know, my friends, that all great 
religious systems run back to an origin 
in an age of childish: credulity, when 
any kina of a marvelous story would be 
accepted, and our orthodox theology 
rests upon that little, silly, childish 
fable about God and the snake in the 
garden t>f Eden, which is much sillier 
than thé Santa Claiis stories.with which 
we amuse our children to-day.

When à man’s reason has been so ef-

divine wisdom - ¿annot r come, and never 
has ■. come. •; Gafises and effects corre-, 
sponci. . i.;'

If: ybu ‘know -that the parents of a 
child are African negroes of a charcoal 
complexion,. you' cannot believe that 
child ds of. the bite Caucasian race to 
which, we. belong—and if you know a 
message .comes from ignorant fools, you 

‘cannot accept itas divine. I know that 
it is asserted that all these ancient re
ligions,¿excepting the .Confucian, had a 
diviné origin, but I deny the competency 
of the witnesses. ■

If an idiot should present you with a 
message, saying he received it direct 
from ,God, you would ;pay no attention 
to it, knowing that the idiot was not 
competent to judge,, find would be very 
easily imposed on.; Hence I deny that 
ignorant, credulous and barbarous races 
are capable of testifying to the divine 
origin of any system of theology, and 
such' pretended revelations from God 
never come except from ignorant, super
stitious and credulous "barbarians.

Hence I repudiate: the entire past and 
say that' the present age alone is capable 
of developing a trud religion and the
ology. "

The God of the Old Testament, who 
showed his hinder parts to Moses and 
was the very familiar companion of the 
Jews,in their scandalous history,as a sort 
of élder brother on high helping them 
along in their villainies, was certainly 
nothing more than the familiar, warlike 
spirit of that race, upon a far 
lower plane morally than the spirits 
that coiné to us to-day, and to say that 
he was the Almighty Father is but 
vulgar blasphemy.

The barbarians of that day had no con
ception of a Deity.

In all theévorld’s religious literature 
there ispo book more essentially irre
ligious, more debasing to just con
ception of the Divine power that rules 
five hundred millions of suns—the Divine 
power that neither men nor angels 
comprehend—nothing, I say, has ever in
fluenced civilized nations so debasing 
to all religious conceptions of the Deity, 
as the Old Testament. If there is such

antism and Romanism are so nearly the 
same that Protestants are continually 
going over to the Roman church. >

There are some easy-going and super
ficial-thinking people who think we 
ought not to look into the basic princi
pie of the church or relate its horrible 
history for eighteen centuries, and I 
would gladly drop this subject if the 
church did not shut its eyes to history : 
and philosophy. Its history and its 
crimes are so completely ignored that 
its innocent dupe grows into the belief 
that the church is and always has been 
a body of holy men following in the 
footsteps of Jesus, saving the world 
from ■ its sin and corruption. The 
neophyte is never taught that the 
church has always been the fiercest an
tagonist of progressive civilization, the 
firmest ally of despotism and war—and 
the mighty source of the greatest 
crimes that have blackened history.

And it is not all this to-day because 
the humane civilization which the 
church trampled down in blood for a 
thousand years, has been revived by 
science, and is conquering the church, 
and is not only subduing and refining it, 
but threatens to exterminate it, for all 
well-informed people on this subject 
know that a dark cloud of skepticism, 
an ice-age of skepticism, is chilling the 
church to its marrow; and it will have 
to look to the spiritual movement to 
save it from annihilation and bring it 
into harmony with Jesus Christ.

What puzzles and deceives mankind 
is this—that human nature will not be 
debased to the moral level of the 
doctrines of the church—and good men 
and women in all ages professing Chris
tianity have taken Jesus for their guide 
and he has inspired them to deeds of he
roism and unselfish love. There are thou
sands on thousands of these unselfish men 
and women in all ages, but they were 
heretofore the bond slaves of supersti
tion, and gave their influence to sustain 
the church in its crime. They would 
toil for the sick and suffering and risk 
their lives against the pestilence, and 
yet help the church in its murder and 
torture of heretics, as to-day they help 
the church in its warfare against pro
gressive science and freedom. Never
theless the church contains many good 
mpn and women—too good .to be debased 
liy''-41sl' Tiai-barian creeds;' and some of 
these good men and ministers are among 
my best friends and sympathize with 
my aspirations, and there are many 
faithful and ill-paid Methodist and 
Universalist elegy men for whom I have 
a warm sympathy, and I would delight 
to lead them into the freedom of true 
religion and make them better ac
quainted with Jesus than they can be 
under the teachings of the church.

I have shown that the church leads 
men into the darkness of barbarian ig
norance, and we ought not to overlook 
these things, because all these evil 
tendencies of the national church sur
vive in some degree to-day, although 
held in check by our progressive civil
ization.

The horrible treatment of the Moors, 
who brought civilization to Spain, re
appears to-day in the terrible persecu
tion of the Jews in Russia, showing that 
hate, instead of love is the spirit of the 
church—and Stoecker, who has been 
carrying on the crusade against the 
Jewa in Germany, has been brought over 
as an ally by Moody, the pre-eminent 
leader in church revivals of this country.

The Romish church still thinks that 
the burning of Bruno was right, and 
confesses that it would put down all 
heresy by the sword and dungeon, if it 
had the power, and the Protestant 
church, which was compelled in the last 
century most reluctantly to stop burning 
witches alive, still talks about witch
craft and recognizes the killing of 
witches as a 'divine command.

When I was presiding'over the Med
ical College in Cincinnati, the leading 
clergyman in the leading Presbyterian 
church, with a hand on its spire pointing 
up to heaven, preached a sermon against 
mesmerism as witchcraft, which the 
Bible forbids.

About fifty years ago the authorities 
of the Roman church pronounced animal 
magnetism unlawful. And' witchcraft 
is still believed in many places. In 
Mifflin county, Pennsylvania, they be
lieve in it, and think that all witches.; 
ought to be killed. ■

A young man in that country had an 
aunt whom he did not like and believed 
to be a witch who ought to be killed. 
He consulted the witch-doctor, who 
advised him that the next time she' 
turned herself iqto an animal, he should 
shoot the animal, and the witch would 
be killed. She was away from home, 
and he thought she must have turned 
into an animal. He saw a deer and 
'thought it was his reincarnated aunt, 
and shot the deer and ate the venison, 
and supposed the old lady was finished 
because she had not yet come back. ■

Now, I would ask, why should any one 
who is not afflicted with superstitious 
ignorance go back to that juvenile age 
of the world for any kind of science or 
wisdom when such insanity as this was 
considered divine wisdom and is still 
recognized by the ultra-orthodox as. the 
very word of God, and being so recog
nized by the Church of England and the 
government of England, and the great
English -jurists, caused - many thousands 
to be cruelly murdered by aw, byoiir 
own ancestors. . ■ 

a crime as blasphemy, insulting and de
grading the Dêityy and thereby giving 
us a base model,for imitation, the Old 
Testament , is tyee-unost .blasphemous 
boolrovèr accepted by civilized nations;

Neither Greece nor Rome, nor Egypt,'

ever developed so repulsive a concep
tion of the Divine Being; as a being of 
Infinite malignity—the Infinite Father 
Of innumerable millions of children 
created only that he might waste them 
forever.

If there were such a man here, built 
exactly in imitation of the Old Testa
ment idea of God, there would be no 
difficulty in railroading him quickly into 
a California lunatic asylum. But our 
church Stands on that old basis, and this 
is .the system of so-called religion which 
had power to crucify Jesus and to over
whelm his followers, and to keep them 
■crushed through seventeen centuries, 
and has the power to defy all heaven to
day. It stands before us and says, 
“You shall.not investigate.”

Its advent and growth has been a 
calamity to the human race, for it 
superseded the better religion of 
the more enlightened Egyptians, re
corded in a volume'written 3,350 years 
before the time of Jesus, a religion ex
isting long before the fabulous creation 
of the world, with a Garden of Eden and 
a snake to settle its eternal destiny. 
Egypt had then a far nobler mon
otheistic religion, and it is clearly re
corded in the oldest book of the world, 
written by the Prefect P’Tah Hotep, of 
Egypt, which is preserved to-day in the 
Bibliothèque Nationale, in Paris, 
France.

It was a great calamity to mankind that 
this pure ancient religion which carried 
Egypt to the highest summit of ancient 
civilization, and gave to woman the 
highest position that she ever held, had 
passed away, for it would have wel
comed Jesus and welcomed science— 
whereas the barbarian religion mur
dered Jesus and crushed science for 
1,400' years, and if any one believes the 
old stereotyped falsehood, that the 
church has elevated woman, he ought to 
read that powerful volume of Mrs. Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage» entitled, “Woman, 
Church and State;!’- .
- It is marvelous:, to me that in this 
frée country this gigantic deliision 
should hold its power so long—but if I 
can forecast the future, its power will 
be; broken by ‘the end of the next 
century.

Such is the barbarian theology under 
which the world has been growing for 
two thousand years through’the terrible 
agonies -of despotism, war, • pestilence 
and-famine, and we cannot rejoice too
much.in . knowing that we are escaping 
from thé dominion of the God of hell to 
thé . blessed realms of the God of love, 
wisdom.and power to which this church 
is dedicated.

For we are escaping from a legion of 
falsehoods. As one truth fraternizes 
with and assists all other truths, so 
does one falsehood fraternize with and 
help innumerable other falsehoods, and 
the - gigantic falsehoods • upon -which 
Ch'urchiamty is founded have-generated, 
a brood of social falsehoods, and hence 
itis that Ghurchianity fraternizes with 
thé debàsèd Chinese and-says we shall 
not relieve ourselves from the Chinese 
curse, and this social cancer will be 
fastened on us, if. the church has power 
to do it. ■ .

And I ask again, do not all bur re
ligions alike,'that appeared in the 
Parliament of Religions, at Chicago, 
date back to that very ignorant time 
when these barbarisms originated— 
whether Confucian, Brahman, Buddhist, zxo ± uavo w cuumoiaw mo
Mohammedan or Christian—and do they other moral falsehoods of - Ghurchianity 
not all stand alike condemned when I- must • dismiss : that terrible subject.

of true religion and the' lovely 
time that we might have right here, if 
even one dozen can be drawn together 
to unite in.tryipg to realize heavenly 
life on earth—the life of love and 
harmony. My good friends, this is 
possible, and I want to see it established 
before I leave this material world, and 
I hope the wise and eloquent pastor of 
this church will be able to stimulate 
such a movement, and my right hand 
is ready to clasp all hands that desire 
the reign of love on earth.

And oh, what a change it will be—a 
life of harmony and of united strength, 
when these principles shall cover the 
earth as the waters cover the ocean bed. 
It is possible to-day, but it was not 
possible until the despotism of theology 
was broken, as it is in San Francisco, 
and the imaginary God of hell, that has 
frightened mankind for nineteen cen
turies, was discovered to be only a 
ragged old scarecrow, with no resem
blance whatever to the Almighty and 
Allwise whom we adore. And if we 
love and adore our Father in Heaven, it 
is our duty to tear up and burn up all 
the hideous scarecrows which the bar
barians have erected as his image.

We can do that to-day, but in the 
last three centuries you and I and all 
who speak as we do would have been 
mobbed and imprisoned and probably 
lashed in public, until the blood ran 
from our backs; and in the centuries be
fore that we would have been very 
certainly killed and very probably 
burned alive, for that was the spirit in
spired by the Devil-God of the ancients, 
and never until the American Republic 
was established under the auspices of 
the three Democratic saints, George 
Washington, Thomas Paine and Thomas 
Jefferson, was the power of the Devil
God broken, who in early times had his 
throne in New England and his mouth
piece in Jonathan Edwards, and the 
surviving representatives of that regime 
areseen to-day in Rev. Joseph Cook and 
his companion, Anthony Comstock, who 
is represented here by the notorious 
Bennett of the Vice Society.

The Roman church burned the noble 
philosopher, Bruno, and has never 
repented of that crime.

Scotland, and it was quite lately that 
men were arrested at Glasgow for 
whistling in the public park on Sunday.

Show me the Sabbatarian who wants 
to enforce, not religion, 'not the 
doctrines of Jesus, but tbe edicts of the 
murderous Emperor Constantine, for 
whom he shows more respect than for 
Jesus Christ—by shutting up the park 
and the fair, the library, the Sunday 
newspaper, stopping the cars and milk 
wagons and Sunday mails and ostracis
ing the fiddle as an ungodly instrument, 
and 1 will show you a fanatical wor
shiper of the ancient Devil-God—a 
survival of the Dark Ages, as much out 
of place to-day as the dead mammoth 
and ichthyosaurus. His religion is not 
tolerated In heaven, for the whole Sab
batarian movement is anti-Christian. 
Ho is deluded enough to believe the Old 
Testament to be the word of God, and 
under that authority he is just as much 
bound to kill all the witches as to stop 
everything on Sunday. “Thou shalt not 
suffer a witch to live” he believes to be 
a divine command, but civilization has 
stopped him from witch-murder, and 
has not yet stopped him‘from invading 
other people's rights and dictating to 
his superiors. Hanging and burning 
are stopped, but there are several 
thousand people in San Francisco who 
would be hanged or burned alive if the 
old fanatics of former centuries were 
living in power to-day, with a State 
obedient to the church, which many 
fanatical churchmen still demand.

But the wordsof Washington,Jefferson 
and Paine cut church and State apart, 
and thus the Devil-God lost his sceptre; 
and freedom has many other victories 
yet to achieve, in which, my friends, 
you will help, so that the despotism of 
the church shall not be succeeded by 
the despotism of the millionaire and the 
demagogue.

But that old scarecrow, the Devil
God, of the barbarians, is still a power, 
for he is still worshiped in this free 
country by the Sabbatarian churchmen 
who trample down the teachings . of 
Jesus Christ and his apostles to enforce 
the Sabbath doctrine of the barbarians 
before Jesus, which he repudiated—the 
barbarians by whose power he was 
crucified.

The ' church of the past eighteen 
centuries is substantially the church 
that crucified Jesus, and substituted 
hate for love, war for peace and millions 
of witch murders for the kingdom of 
heaven, and then masqueraded in his 
glorious name, making a wonderful 
commingling of the spirit of heaven 
and the spirit of hell, and by this union 
it rules the'world, for it wins the good 
women and the good men by the name 
and the doctrine of Jesus, while by its 
stern ferocity and hell-fire it holds on to 
all the world’s despotsand all the world’s 
bloody-minded rabble, and to-day : it 
holds ten millions of men in Europe 
ready for the. work of slaughter, and 
taxes the people into starvation and 
bankruptcy to pay-the expense. ’ . '

The church which claims to be the 
Christian church is not the church of 
peace but of: war; for Christendom is 
Europe, andjEurope is dominated by the 
church, and:the church could put a stop 
to all this, war if it had even half the 
zeal it shows in collecting its tithes and 
stanqlipg up for the divine rights of 

kings. It could soon bring about dis
armament and peace, but it never lifts a 
finger for this, and always keeps its 
hand on the sword, ready for battle, 
and its most pious men rush madly into 
battle, which is a battle of nominal 
Christian against nominal Christian, 
and church against church, just as 
the Hessians who fought for hire against 
Washington had a so-called Christian 
priest with them praying for their 
success.

And I say that this is not Christianity, 
but is the barbarian superstition which 
Jesus could not overcome, and which 
crucified him.

To me it is a mysterious moral 
blindness that intelligent men cannot 
see this—and I have not stated more 
than half the ways in which the old bar
barian spirit has trampled upon Christ 
and Christianity.

And I stand here to-day and call my
self a Christian because I uphold the 
true principles of Jesus, the original 
founder of true religion, the great pio
neer of humanity in its upward progress, 
and therefore the great predecessor of 
modern enlightenment and spiritual 
philosophy.

And I am doing in my own way the 
work that he would be doing in a better 
way if he were here, and I know that he 
approves my work, and of all men that 
ever lived on this globe he is my ex
emplar and idol.

And because I stand for that heavenly 
religion of which he was the pioneer 
martyr, I am compelled to stand firmly 
against all the great systems of theol
ogy that have ruled mankind, which 
originated in the midnight ignorance, 
the crazy superstition and the untamed 
ferocity of the early barbarian ages. 
Systems that he came to overthrow, but 
died a martyr in his courageous battle.

And thus stands the conflict to-day— 
on the one hand the vast power and 
multitude of the ignorant and credulous 
followers of ancient barbarian-born 
superstitions, and on the other the in
spired reformer and martyr of Jerusa
lem, who spoke for the heavenly hosts, 
around whose spiritual doctrines of close 
intercourse with heaven, which we are 
practising to-day, apd ‘ rallying multi
tudes in all lands—the most en
lightened of tife “earth, .-who are toiling 
for truth with the grand co-operating 
and inspiring power of the heavenly 
hosts who endorsed and blessed him as 
they to-day endorse and bless the 
work of spiritual enlightenment in 
which we are engaged, and the moral 
and political reforms that are moving 
the people of this country.

if I did not positively know that 1 
have the endorsement, the co-operation 
and the inspiring presence of the holy 
ones who reach down to us from heaven, 
I could not be standing here proclaim
ing the modern gospel of salvation, 
which is a widespreading echo to the 
clarion tones of divine inspiration that 
sounded in Jerusalem near twenty cen
turies ago—ec hoing, though faintly, far 
and wide in this world, as the hunter’s 
horn reverberates among the echoing 
mountains.

I stand for Christianity—the Chris
tianity of Jesus—the Christianity of 
that high heaven in which he leads the 
noblest souls of all ages, and smiles 
upon what we are doing.

But 1 do not stand for Ghurchianity— 
for the two are and ever have been an
tagonists. The one is of the heavens 
heavenly, and has consoled its martyrs 
in all ages, and the other is of the 
earth earthly, and has kindled the fires 
of deadly persecutions in all ages, when
ever the inspired followers of Jesus 
strove to emancipate the souls of men 
from the fetters of the apostate church, 
which disguised its apostacy by assum
ing the name of the Jesus whose urinci- 
ples it trampled on, and whose followers 
it hanged and scourged and burned, and 
slaughtered with sword, bullet and 
bayonet, by tens of thousands.

The St. Bartholomew slaughter of the 
Protestatits in France, the slaughter of 
the Albigenses and Waldenses, are the 
most horrible crimes that history has 
recorded, and called forth from Milton 
the agonizing carol:
“Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered 

saints, whose bones
Lie bleaching on the Alpine mountains 

cold.”
And these were but a few of the 

bloody crimes recorded. Wherever the 
'spirit of Jesus—wherever the hosts of 
heaven endeavored to move and inspire 
the souls of men, there stood the 
church, sword in hand, with fire and 
fagot, to destroy and burn the quivering 
flesh, and as if that was not enough, to 
inflict tortures in the dark dens of the 
Inquisition which were never equaled 
by the fiercest savages upon this 
continent.

The rebellion against Romanism was 
not in the interest of true religion, for 
Calvin and all his contemporaries of the 
Protestant movement carried on the 
deadly work against the wisest and 
purest that sought to follow the religion 
of Jesus, and fiercely burned the good 
'and wise Servetus with a slow fire of 
green wood, which Milton called:

“That thrice accursed flame 
Which Calvin kindled by Gunnis’ lake.’

The grander the inspiration, the 
hotter was the fire that the. chut'ch 
kjndled to burn it up.

History gives us no grander illustra
tion of heavenly inspiration than when 
a girl in France, just blooming into wo
manhood, the famous Joan of Arc, led 
the armies of France and drove out the 
English land-pirates. ;

The flames with which they burned 
the body of that pure, noble and angel- 
inspired Woman will testify'to all ages 
that the church has always been at war 
with heaven, whenever, wherever and 

however the heavenly hosts may strive 
to uplift humanity, and be recognized by 
thé church sentinels in their holy work.

The Protestant church of to-day is not 
responsible for these horrors; but it is 
the lineal successor of the guilty par
ties, and still recognizes them as 
leaders.

But I must leave this subject, for it 
would require a very, long discourse 
indeed, and more than one discourse, to 
tell the dismal history of the war of the 
earth-born church against the hosts of 
heaven—a war which will never end 
until one or the other is conquered, or, 
rather, until the earth-born system‘is 
conquered which is to-day arraying its 
power to drive away the angels and'to 
drive away or persecute the seekers of 
heavenly wisdom. You all know it, you 
have all felt it, the antagonism of the 
church to the spirit, but you know that 
the old falsehoods are dying outa-the 
night is passing—the new-born day is 
shining all around the world, and we 
are free for the missionary work that is 
going on to enlighten those that are sit
ting in the dark shadows of the past,and 
it is our duty to be active in missionary 
work and bold in speech before the be
nighted, to show them that the gospel 
of love and of heavenly inspiration is 
more charming than the gospel of hate.

For it is the gospel of hate that has 
ruled the world by the power of the 
church, and wherever it has been 
strongest there has been the sternest of 
despotism, the greatest' poverty and en
slavement of the industrial classes, the 
greatest oppression of woman, the 
greatest ignorance of the multitude, the 
greatest hostility to progressive sci
ences, the greatest readiness for war, 
the largest armies, and the most tre
mendous cannon.

I call this a terrific and worldwide 
moral paralysis; and only in the most 
progressive countries is the church be
ginning to recover from this moral paral
ysis, and every great reform still finds,as 
it always has found, the church its most 
formidable antagonist until the reform 
becomes popular. ,

The life of the world is like a troubled 
dream with the church as its nightmare, 
and to-day the Church of England sits 
in the House of Lords, where with devil
ish stubbornness it has ever resisted all 
progress, showing that church to be the 
enemy of mankind, and it opposes lib
eral legislation to-day so firmly that it 
is quite probable the people will tumble 
down the entire House of Lords and 
Lord Bishops, and the whole despotic 
church establishment.

The great 'reform of to-day which is 
agitating all nations and threatens to 
convulse all nations with war unless the 
reform can be carried put, is that which 
concerns the right of labor to the enjoy
ment of what it produces. Mr. Pow
derly is the head of the Knights of Labor, 
and has long been, and knows all about 
this question. He says in a letter to Mr. 
Frank Herriott, of Baltimore:

‘‘Your belief and impressions that our 
organization ‘does not get the help from 
the church and ministers that they 
could easily give’ are correct. You can 
count on the ends of your fingers all of 
the clergymen who take any interest in 
the labor problem. ' We seldom hear 
a word in condemnation of child and 
woman labor, from the pulpit; and while 
it may be true that we have the mere 
‘passive sympathy’ of the clergy, they 
take particular pains not to allow that 
sympathy to become known to the em
ployers of women and children.”

The church is such a dismal failure as 
to doing anything to establish true 
Christianity that everybody recognizes 
the fact, and the Chronicle, of this city 
says: “Humanity piust look beyond re
ligious doctrine for a solution of the 
problem of the age.”

If the church has ever done anything 
for the prevention of war, of pestilence, 
or of famine;, if it has ever done any
thing to increase the progress of science 
or of freedom, I do not know it; and 
therefore I say the church has no just 
claim to the name of Christianity, for it 
never has put Christianity in practice. 
The true Christianity of the followers of 
Jesus in Jerusalem was before the mod
ern church was born—for Jesus was not 
its father—he founded no church and 
claimed no divinity. If Jesus could 
come to-day as a giant, with his long lash 
of cords, into the temples of Europeas he 
came into the temple of Jerusalem, be 
would find mpre to scourge than he 
found in the temple. They would be 
his hereditary foes who take his name in 
vain—for the Holy Alliance of Europe 
which professed to be in the name of 
Jesus, was an alliance of despots to per
petuate despotism and. hypocrisy—the 
profession, pf Jove, .and' the practice of

Against all this we -do protest when 
we re-establish a society of love and 
heavenly inspiration which Jesus did 
establish for a few years while his apos
tles lived, when tjiq power of the spirit 
was felt by all in thb Pentecostal days, 
when St. John, the b&dved, and St. 
Peter and St. James were there—when 
the meetings were full of mediums, 
through whom the angels spoke, who 
healed the sick with their hands, and 
made miraculous cures; who spoke as 
the angels gave to them; who often 
spoke in strange languages, and who 
often gave forth prophesies. All this 
was fully established in the early times 
under the Apostles, as described by St. 
Paul, as fully as it is among us to-day, 
and yet to-day all this primitive Christ
ianity is . fiercely opposed by, the church 
that was born out of ancient barbarism 
before Jesui,’ and if the ‘ Christians of 
that day could return they would find 
themselves at. home, not in the fashion
able churches,' butin our Spiritual meet
ings, where they would be warmly wel
comed. .

CONTINUED ON EIGHTH PAGE.
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The Message of Fire.
['‘The Night the Light Went Out” was a most 

remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of this city. 
We commenced in No. 225 the publication of Its 
companion piece, the scenes being laid in Eng
land, It 1b by Hammond Hills, of the Agnostic 
Journal, London. We are sure it will prove of 
groat interest to our numerous readers. All new 
yearly or trial subscribers will get "The Night 
the Light Went Out" free.]
“The lady reclines on a silken couch within 

her ancestral hall,
Nursing her sorrow in dreary state, while the 

heavy raindrops fall;
Night closes around. ‘Sleep, lady, sleep; re

tire, for the hour is late!’
She heeds not the warning, she recks not the 

gloom, still, still doth she listen and 
wait.

‘Sweet lady, you wait and you listen in 
vain;

Alone In the darkness no longer remain. ’"
Day followed day, week after week rolled 

On, and month succeeded month, till in all a 
year had passed since the lonely Lady of Kir
ton returned to her baronial hall, and still no 
tidings had reached her of her husband. Yet 
there were moments when her heart whispered 
he was living still, and so, fearing to relin
quish her one last hope, but clinging ever to 
the mere shadow which it cast, she waited, pa
tiently waited, until the dreary November 
blasts set in. Then, when the very atmos- 
Shere seemed tainted with her melancholy, the 

iady Isabel still watched, through the long, 
silent hours, for the coming of Brabancon. 
And when the bell within the tower proclaimed 
the hour of midnight it fell upon the listening 
ear of its ever-wakeful mistress, as, unheeding 
the chill, the mist, and darkness—
“The lady leans from her casement wide; she 

fixes her longing eyes
Beyond the gloomy forest’s bounds, where the 

mountains dimly rise.
She strains her ear for the welcome sound of 

human footsteps near;
‘Alas! be comes not!' then she moans, nor

Kistvaen, Bryn y Gotten Quoit; fy a oenguh 
oengutb, di chwarae gaur Adni,*

This strange scroll bore no signature; none 
was needed, for well the Lady of Kirton knew 
that the writer was none other than the mys
terious Oyvrangon, with whose ancient Ion- 
guage she had made herself familiar that so 
communication might, if necessary, pass be
tween them, which, if intercepted by others, 
might be read certainly, but scarcely under
stood, since in the days of John the ancient 
British was a virtually forgotten tongue, its 
last expiring flame but feebly fanned by the 
songs of the few remaining bards, whose lofty 
strains Were destined-to be silenced forever ere 
six decades should pass, t

Again and again the Lady Isabel perused 
the letter which had been so mysteriously 
heralded by flame and conveyed to her by fire; 
then, soothed by the assurance that she should 
once more meet her husband—for on Cyvran- 
gon’s promise she placed implicit reliance— 
she retired for the few remaining hours of 
early morn to rest, close clasping to her heart 
the precious missive which, ere she slept, the 
Lady of Kirton bedewed with tears.

About midday, being refreshed by slum
ber, Isabel arose. It were needless to Say 
her first impulse was to read again the mys
terious message which summoned: her, in a 
language no longer extant, to meet her hus
band at the Pit-an-Druoh.t Hurriedly she 
unfolded the precious missive, when, instead 
of the clearly-traced characters which a few 
hours since she had perused, only a plain

r—- '• : ■■■ .'.-yiwi.aiaas!»;=; 1«»;—aj- 
endowed from tlien unto all future time with, 
moderate heat possessing the properties, of 
certain5 cure.* ' / . ;

This stream being kt no great dlstanoe from 
: lochester, John thought the time a fitting ope 
o put his project Into execution; he, there

fore, set out with the sdbtliBayer, his only per
sonal attendant, but followed at a distance, as 
was his wont, by a guard of bowmen.

On nearing tlie mystic water in which he 
Was to plunge and come out healed, the feats 
of the superstitious monarch became Aroused.

“If," Said he, “it is by the agency of the 
Evil One himsejf these waters have been ren
dered curative, what warrant have I that by 
redeeming health I do not sell my soul?"

“Sire, when I prescribed a remedy for thy 
disease, I carefully devised a plan by whicn 
thou mlght’st escape the consequence attendant 
Oh that remedy. " ■' . ■

‘ ‘And that.----- "
“I will relate, Short distance from this 

lake unholy is a consecrated grove; near it a 
tomb raised centuries ago by one of Britain’s 
kings.' A little way beyond that tomb a lofty 
oak uprears its hep.d, majestic and imposing 
still, though with all its , branches lopped-r 
stive two." And the last words were uttoreq 
with solemnity and awo. . ,

“Save two!" repeated the monarch, turning 
to discover if his cross-bowmen were in sight.

“Two, sire," responded he of Pontefract,, 
“thus forming a gigantic cross; for crosses by 
the Pagans were held sacred, and entered into 
their antique worship." -

“And thou wouldst have me----- " hesitated
the King.

“Sire, that no malignant influence follow 
thee when thou hast dipped in the Unholy 
Lake, I do entreat thee take the path which 
leadeth to the cromleh raised by Vortimer; 
there lay thy hand upon the upper stone, or 
architrave; then, turning to the east, follow 
the outline of the saored grove till thou dost 
reach the towering oak which Pagans formed 
into a cross and consecrated unto Hesus, the 
Pagan god. Touch also with thy right hand 
that oak tree; then, let the evil influence which 
may rest upon thee be never so great, thou 
wilt be free from all pollution. Only, sire, 
thy hand must rest upon both tomb and cross, 
for one without the other hath no power."

And King John of England, and Peter of 
Pontefract, followed by the train of archers/' 
proceeded in the direction of the Unholy Lake.

CHAPTER XXI.

“Have beeh a prisoner, my. Isabel, in Ro
chester’s grim fortress. That I was deprived 
of liberty Was King John’s act, his last com
mand ere he set sail for France: that I am ires 
' owe to John's first action on returning to the 
shores which he so basely rules; for, when he 
made hU onslaught upon those Ancient and 
time-honored walls which formed my prison, 
the brave D'Albiney, at whose hands I had 
received, many ah overt kindness, opened my 
dungeon door; and bade me take my choice— 
there to remain inglorious, awaiting destiny, 
or, buckling on a warrior's armor, mount with 
him the ramparts of the castle which he gov
erned, array myself against, the treacherous 
King and speed to him the lightning shaft that 
should bear my bold defiance. Need I say 
what was my answer, dearest?”

“Nor how’ quickly thou didst make thy 
resolution, my own brave lord. But now— 
oh! Roland—thou art free, and what care I 
,whose cause hath triumphed, or if king or 
subject has lost in battle’s fray? I am so self
ish in my love forthee, compared unto thy 
Safety a nation lost or won to me is of but 
little moment. I have thee safe—<1 have thee 
safe; at once let us depart. We will together, 
Roland, unto thy home at Kirton. ”.

“Nay, dearest, I am pledged——”
“Aye, thou.art pledged to me.”
“In love’s sweet fetters, yes;, and, too, in 

wedded faith: but honor’s qiaim must be 
obeyed. I have pledged my loyal troth I will 
return to Rochester."

“Dost thou, my Roland, place honor in the 
scale with thy wife's love? Honor, it is but 
dross; thou const not find on earth a gem so 
pure, So unalloyed, but love will weigh it 
down. Honor! Roland, husband, lord, hon
or hath kicked the beam; thou shalt not leave 
me for that ignite fatuui which thou dost honor 
call!”

“Thou ravest, Isabel. Thou art a very 
woman, sweetest, and can see no farther than 
thine own true heart; but man must let his 
judgment wait on love. Bethink thee, did I 
follow love's behest, I should prove traitor to 
him who made me free. This eve he suffered 
me to quit the camp, relying on my knightly 
word I would return ere morning. Thou art 
a soldier's bride, my Isabel, and should’st cul
tivate something of Spartan courage. Bid 
me depart; say that thou wouldst not have me 

5 break my faith', even for love of thee. It is 
but for a little time, my dear one, and, were 
thy lord dishonored, he would be unworthy 
thy true heart. ”

“Thou speakest truly, Roland; I am a wo-

simultaneously sprang to earth, wherq each 
evolved into a tiny imp in manhood's sem-
ilanoe, and formed an outer circle with the । 

' ting'* bowmen, And, as her lord departed,
¿sabel, supported by het mystio guide, beheld 
he tiny imps each hurl an archer to the earth, 

and snap his bow asunder. Then they rushed 
lack, and in one vast body leaped into the 
glowing furnace, nnd became again a crowd 
Of glittering salamanders.

The thunder echoes ceased, the flames 
burned low, the cromleh again revolved, and 
all around was dark. And M ho wrapped her 
mantie around her the visionary said: “Y mis 
du, lady, y mis du. ”*

And the heiress of Kirton, and Oyvrangon, 
the Druid, prophet, and magician, quitted the 
circle of tne Drui-each’d.

(TO BM OOMTIiiCED.)

* It is November, the month of grief.

sheet of parchment, containing no word, 
cipher, met her view!?

CHAPTER XX.

no

checks the falling tear.
‘Sweet lady, thy lattice till 

light close;
Rest safe on thy pillow, and 

pose.' "
But calm repose seldom visited

morning’s

calmly re

tire Lady
Isabel in her sad retirement: and, unwilling 
to seek that rest so often sought in vain, 
through the Jong hours of night she only 
watched and waited. Then, when at break of 
day tired Nature sank beneath the strain, and 
her eyes were closing under slumber’s spell, 
the weird notes of the British harp fell on her 
ear with piercing, though distant, vehemence. 
With a wild energy the strains commenced, as 
though the hand that struck the harp sought 
to celebrate in song some great, exultant vic
tory. Anon they trembled low, yet still dis
tinct and clear, until they melted into a long, 
final dirge which might have formed a war
rior's funeral psean. So distant was the min
strel the strains he awoke would have passed 
unnoticed by ordinary ears; but upon Isabel, 
whose senses had been quickened by long 
hours of silent grief, they fell with prophetic 
and minute distinctness.

“Oyvrangon, prophet, bard," she cried as, 
rising from her couch, she threw open her lat
tice, and beheld, upon a distant hill, a tell 
form standing amid a blaze of light As she 
hesitated, bewildered, awe-stricken, a phos
phorescent dart disengaged itself from the 
surrounding flame, and, like a lightning shaft, 
came whizzing through the air until, beneath 
the casement where she stood, it struck the 
earth, and the mystic flame expired. With 
eager eye the Lady of Kirton scanned the 
range of distent hills to find some beacon 
light where all had been enveloped in vast and 
lurid flame, but only darkness reigned. She 
listened for the strains which had arrested 
sleep; all was silent as the grave.

Yet well the lonely lady knew no dream or 
fancy had her senses cheated; and, gathering 
hope from each mysterious circumstance, she 
descended, and, swinging back the heavy hall 
door, went out into the gloom to search the 
spot where the tongue of flame had fallen. 
She stooped; close at her feet an arrow lay, 
and attached to it a missive. Ahl well she 
knew Cyvrangon’s hand had sped the ’ fiery 
shaft which bore his message with it

Hastening into the Manor, with trembling 
hands she tore open the packet, which, her 
heart whispered, contained news of her absent 
lord. The words of the strange scroll ran:

“Caddy Owm Glas:—Am bryd hir myn’y, y 
drych ab cilidawr yt Wybren glir y glegar gan 
ogham ceard. Cyntaf Ofyddes a serengeddion 
ym Ynys Prydain y a defod y govrando athra- 
vaeth gan fy hu het Dyrac buth-in-ai-i-senged 
ooh, Aon y du ab myn'd. Cwym Gorph- 
wysra, y Carig Croith don dagh,. cwym ygw- 
ych pryderi dp. Diesul y trydyold dimeur dij

¡.Aylyn ai farsaidh senged fy Kerenedh Claes

The Unholy Lake.
The temporary cessation of hostilities by 

which England had been blessed during the 
absence of its monarch was about this period 
destined to be replaced by renewed aggression 
and civil strife; for, landing at Dover, King 
John obtained reinforcements, and, at the 
head of his troops, marched on to Rochester, 
where he designed to besiege the castle. A 
gallant defense was made by the Governor 
William d'Albiney, and the King found his 
invasion to be beset with more difficulties than 
he had anticipated. For a period Of two 
months, during which time John sustained 
great loss, the brave Governor held his castle; 
but, suffering, like his opponent, from the 
diminution of his forces, and being, moreover, 
distressed for provisions, he found himself 
compelled at length to surrender.

Ilie victory gained, King John had leisure 
to turn his thoughts to other matters, one of 
which he had designed to put in practice im
mediately on his return to England, but which 
had been delayed by the lengthened siege. It 
had happened that during the time the Eng
lish monarch bad been engaged in warfare with 
Philip of France he (John) had been smitten 
with leprosy: and, having among his followers 
a soothsayer called Peter of Pontefract, he 
besought him to dispel by charms the terrible 
scourge which the skill of his physicians had 
failed to destroy. *

In order to effect a cure, Peter of Pontefract 
had declared it to be necessary that his royal 
master should bathe in the stream which had, 
by the immersion of Satan after Archbishop 
Dunstan had seized him by the tongs, been

* “Heroine of the Vale,—For time lone past I 
searched the mysteries of the glassy sky, and, by 
occult science aided, read the stars. As first 
Ovate and Astrologer of Britain’s Isle, I was 
privileged with instruction from the mighty 
heavens. The road of thy Manor I may tread 
but once. That once, I gi'ieve, is past. From my 
resting-place I from the sun’s house kindle flame 
that I may Iura thee from anxiety. Alone, on 
the third day, Wednesday: follow the ancient 
road unto Kitt’s Cotty House; near to the heap 
of stones by the tomb of the hero thou shalt meet 
thy lord."

(Kitt’s Cotty House is a Kistvaen, or Cromleh, 
situated between Maidstone and Rochester, in 
Kent. Kitt's is a corruption of the British Koe- 
ten, or Arthur, and of Cotty, which means Quoit.
This Koeten-Quoitis composed of four vast stones 
of Kentish ragg: the dimensions of the upright 
stones being eight feet high by seven and a half 
broad, and two feet thick; the weight about 
eight tons. Kentish ragg is found in large quan
tities in the vicinity of Maidstone; but the near
est quarry from which these stupendous stones 
could have been obtained is six miles distant

L-

from the Quoit. The Kistvaen is supposed to 
have been raised as memorial bf the burial-place 
of Catigern, brother of Vortimer, King of the 
Britons, who fell at that spot while engaged in 
battle with the Saxon foe.)

+ By the massacre of the Bards In the reign of 
Edward I. . '

J Grave of the Druid.
§ Everything within the circle of Drui-each’d, 

or magic, was known to the Druids, the art o 
writing mysterious or vanishing letters being 
often employed. : ’ . ; ; .

* There is an old Kentish- legion which says 
that when SU Dunstan seized the Devil by-the 
nose with his red-hot tongs, he (the Devil) leaped 
from Canterbury to.Tunbridge’Wells,. .Where he 
plunged Into the stream in order to cool his flam
ing, proboscis, and that from that day the. .waters 
have continued warm, and have been possessed 
of healing properties.

At Kitt’s Cotty House.
Return we again to the fair flower of Kent 

and of the barony of De Clere., The auspi
cious day for which she waited had arrived, 
and Wednesday eve beheld the heiress of the 
broad lands of Kirton alone upon the damp, 
dank grass, braving the mist and sleet with no 
more discomposure than a peasant maiden 
might have displayed, within the circle of the 
Drui-each’d, near to the hero’s tomb. Ap
proaching Goeten's Quoit, Isabel placed her 
hand upon the careen slab,* which formed the 
architrave over the Druidic tumulus. BcarBeJ' 
however, had she touched the stone when she 
beheld another hand than hers resting upon it, 
and, raising her eyes, fixed them upon him 
whom of all men she had most cause to dread', 
for, separated from her only by the massive 
tomb, stood John, called Lackland, King of 
England. ’

With a scream of terror Isabel strove to 
pieroe the misty darkness, hoping to discern 
her husband, or at least Oyvrangon, near. In 
vain, no form except the King's was visible; 
no footstep fell upon her listening ear; no help 
was nigh to save her from despair. And, as 
she sank half-fainting on the sward, Kin; 
John rushed forward, and would have claspec 
her in his arms, when a terrific explosion, 
resounding along the range of distant hills, 
burst from the tomb of Catigern; and, as the 
monarch started back in horrdr, flames rushec 
from the cavity beneath the tomb,. and envel
oped the Kistvaen in a mantle of lurid flame. 
Again the thunder pealed beneath the solid 
earth, and again the crash reverberated around, 
above, below them. Amid the glare of light, 
a red, right arm was thrust towards the king; 
it dashed the flaring flambeau in the monarch's 
face, and John of England fell at the same 
moment as the trembling Isabel found herself 
clasped in Roland de Brabanoon’s arms.!

“At last, at last!” exclaimed the knight. 
“Oh, I have lived for this one moment, it hath 
come. Open thine eyes, my dear one, that 
may drink deep draughts of love from them, 
Isabel, my own, my wife!"

‘ ‘Oh, husband mine, I dare not raise my 
eyes; the terrible flame------”

“Hath vanished into air; and, were it not 
so, what then, my timid bird? Detail eternity 
burst on us an’ it will, I’ll pit this moment’s 
rapture against immortal bliss!”

“And I, too, Roland, since thy happiness'Ik 
my own; but I still fear—the King------” ;

“Lies at my feet a senseless block, the 
victim of the Drui-lanach and his own cravjeii 
spirit------” '

“But thou, Roland? What to me tqe 
kings and empires now? Speak to me of thy
self, for thou art worth a hundred monarchs’ 
ransom, though each one bring the wealth of 
all his nation in his train. Thou, all these 
long montlis----- ”

* What iii now understood by sarsen is a stone 
drawn in its rude state from the quarry, ftnd thus 
fixed. Custom, therefore, sanctions that the 
stones of Kitt’s Cotty House be called sarsen, al
though the word is Phoenician, and signifies a 
rock.

t Among the arcana of nature which the Druids 
were acquainted with, there are many presump
tive, if not positive, proofs for placing the art of 
making gunpowder, or artificial thunder and 
lightning; though, like all their other mysteries, 
they kept the invention of it a secret. Some 
learned men allow that the priests of Delphos 
were in possession of this art; though, for the 
interest of their own order, .they kept it a mys-. 
tery. The storm of thunder and lightning which’ 
in three several attempts made to rob their tem
ple, kindled in the face of the invaders as -they, 
approached it, and drove back, with loss and ter- 
orrboth'Xerxes and Brennus, cannot be imagined 
any other than this (Temple's ‘‘Miscellany of An- 
dent and Modern Learning”).

man; I cannot argue against iny woman’s 
btart—I cannot bid thee go. But be it as thou 
wilt; thou tellest me a stronger claim exists 
than that of wife, and I must fain believe thee. 
Thou tellest me a nobler sentiment than that 
of love bids thee desert thy love—I will be
lieve thee; only tell me, Roland, lord, oh! tell 
me, what is this honor which thou speakest 
of, whose very name rendeth my heart in 
twain? I do not know its meaning. ”

Scarce had Isabel breathed these words ere 
a voice from the tomb announced:—

“The King’s archers are upon theq. Haste, 
Roland de Brabancon; hasten thy departure 
ere it be too late. ”

And the heavy cromleh, revolving as upon 
a pivot, disclosed the majestic form of the 
Draoi, Cyvrangon. Stepping forward, the 
Briton pointed to a not very distant hill, 
where, even through the mist, the train of 
archers might be seen approaching past the 
towering oak-tree, the emblem of Druidic faith, 
the cross of the Druidic trinity, Belenus, Tar- 
amis and Hesus. ~ .

“Away, away!" the lady cried, all other 
sentiments dispelled by her anxiety; “back to 
thy noble comrades. Oh! I will trust thee 
to the fate of. arms once more, will gird thy 
sword upon thee with my own hands, and place 
thee in the foremost rank of battle, rather than 
thou shalt meet new danger from the King."

“1 must in very sooth away. Thoufearest 
not?” questioned the knight, tenderly.

“I—fear!" and the Lady of Kirton empha
sized the words. “Fear! hast thou not re
minded me I am a soldier's bride? Something 
of Spartan courage rushes through my veins 
and bids me say, Let danger threaten only 
me, then fear and I are strangers; but a king's 
vengeance dogs thy steps; thou art more than 
self, my husband, and for thee I fear. Haste, 
haste away—oh, how I fear for thee!"

“Too late; we are surrounded!" exclaimed 
the knight, as the archers advanced, forming 
a oirqle around the great Rholdrwyg.

. “No, not too late!” Cyvrangon said; “the 
archers’ is a mortal circle; ere they formed it 
they stepped within the consecrated grove, 
thus defeating their own ends! They ad
vance; they tread the immortal cycle of the 
Neuodh Dwrg,* they tempt their fate! The 
Dustif will avenge this desecration. In the 
midst of the tumult do thou depart. I will 
protect thy lady.’’

And as Qytrangon received the trembling 
and confiding Isabel from the arms of her 
lord, peal after peal of thunder issued from 
the tomb of Catigern, and flames burst forth 
with renewed- and resistless fury; when lol 
amid the ambient fire, a myriad salamanders 
sparkled and ctirvetted; a moment, and then

* Druidio temple.
f Little men of three feet, more powerful than 

giants, who carry about the huge Druidic stones 
some of which weigh several tons. These Duel. 
are also called Gorlcs, and in Ireland Crions. 
Should a traveler pass when they are dancing 
among the stones, they compelhimto dance with 
them until break of day, when the Dusii disap
pear, and the mortal (usually) falls exhausted. 
Concerning the huge monuments at Carnac 
(without doubt Druidic) the people of Auray, 
among numerous other legends, have one whicn 
describes the Gorics, little men or demons, as 
having carried in their hands , these unhewn 
granite blocks of such colossal magnitude, and 
whose numbers, either from their position or 
their mystio qualities, or both, defy calculation. 
.Godfrey Higgins (Celtic. Druids) is of opinion 
that the stones were placed as an .astronomical 
problem, which, “for, .the immensity of labor, 
must have left even the pyramids at a distance. 
When I qonslder the system- of letters, tbeTau- 
rio ¿Festival,.and the general character of .these 
temples, I cannot separate them; but believe 
Carnac, Stonehenge and other Druidic remains 
to be of the same era with the caves and crom- 
lehscf India, and the pyramids of Egypt,”

Portland, Oregon.
Of the many worthy, well developed, reli

able mediums that have hitherto successfully 
contributed to the promotion of the higher 
phases of Spiritualism, embracing scientific 
demonstrations of continuous life—here in 
Portland and vicinity-—none have proven su
perior—in fact, hardly equal—to Mrs. Alice 
M. Warnock, late from Chicago. She is pe
culiarly endowed, being well developed in the 
several phases of materializing, independent 
slate-writing, automatic writing, rapping, pel
let test and flower-painting. To define her a 
pre-eminently superior medium does no injus
tice to the other good ones in Portland, where 
all worthy ones are properly appreciated, cor
dially welcomed and courteously treated by 
the intelligent, progressive, fraternal Spiritu
alists of the city.

I enjoyed the wealth of a seance with her 
on March 28th. Cleaned (magnetized) slates 
were used, I holding two together in my hands. 
At my right sat the medium, reaching her left 
hand across the table, lightly clasping between 
thumb and finger the edges of the slates near
est her, so aiding in pressing the slates jnore 
closely together, when I plainly heard the 
mysterious, spirit mechanical writing on the 
inside surface of the slates, on one of which 
were four brief messages, three of which were 
in different colors, one being as if written by 
a slate-pencil with a very fine point, the 
letters being fine and uniformly perfect. The 
messages in colored pencilings were specimens 
of excellent penmanship, but of larger style 
thag that of the slate-pencil one; but all were 
in varied hands or styles. One was signed 
by my mother’s name, one by a sister, one by 
“Jane"—presumably for my daughter Emma 
Jane—no visible signature to the other. Sev
eral small flowers were drawn on one of the 
inside surfaces, one' a budding rose, perhaps 
one a pansy; the others were not recognizable, 
as the slftteswere too small for so much as was 
sought to be put upon them.

After this the medium’s arm was automati
cally used and upon paper was written me a 
long, important message, and while this was 
being given I was mentally questioning some 
of my friends present, who responded through 
or by distinct, well-controlled “raps,” giving 
tests of identity. Besides the medium gave 
the names of several relatives—mother’s and 
two sisters, etc., all true. I did not have op
portunity to test the merit of her materializing 
phase development, but learn from others that 
her materializing seances are a grand success, 
giving entire satisfaction. R. T. Lockwood.

ADDITIONAL.
On April 7 th and 10th I had sittings with 

Mrs. Warnock, and I received satisfactory 
messages from father and mother, these stat
ing names of other relatives present. I also 
received drawings of several flowers, one a 
large, beautiful lily, having much greater ar
tistic finish than that of the others, one of these 
being a rose in budding. All these produced 
on the inside surfaces of two slates, no pen
cil Being put between the slates. I have 
framed my beautiful lily; I highly prize it.

Mus. Mary C. Lookwood.

A Man’s Life Saved by a Dream.
In the spring of 1892 I dreamed one night 

of seeing a certain man (some fifty miles away) 
in terrible distress, and as I went nearer I 
saw near him a dark hole that they told me 
was death. As 1 looked upon him he turned 
to his wife and said: “For mercy’s sake, get 
me something'for my stomach.”

Her answer was- this: “I would not lift my 
finger to save you ftom h---- ” She then
turned and left the room; and I said: “For 
God’s sake, has she poisoned him?" I wrung 
my hands and repeated: “For God’s sake, has 
she poisoned him?”

In the morning the dream worried me so 
that I went under control of my Indian medi
cine man, to see if he could explain it. He 
said I must at once Write out my dream and 
send it to the man in question. You can im
agine that I was not very fast to do so, but he 
said I must. 1 wrote out the dream just as 
I remembered it, and sent it to him; and as I 
did not dare to send it direct to his address, 
for good reasons, I wrote my sister that lived 
in the same place, requesting her to hand him 
the letter and tell him to burn it as quick as 
read.

I did not expect to hear from it again, but 
in a little over a week this man was taken sick 
as I dreamed; he also called his wife to help. 
She made the answer referred to, and left the 
house. He managed to hobble down a few 
rods to where my sister lived, and she went in 
haste after the doctor.

The man recovered.
Now, if this man was doctored for the effects 

of arsenic, what could I do but head the dream
as I have? Fbsd. F. Hackett.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago,UL Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should
subscribe tor it; in feet the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be
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If You Want Work

YOU SHOULD

I

that fa pleaaant and profitable send i your addres 
Immediately. We teach men and women bow to earj 
from 15 per day u> 13000 per year without having had 
previous experience, and furnish the employment c 
which they can make that amount. Capita! unnecaa 
»ary. A trial will coat you nothing. Write to-day an 
address,

(or my daughter, It Is a wonderful medicine aong,. 
and I cannot recommend it too highly, Sarah, 
who Is fourteen years old, has been '

E. C. ALLEN & CO., 
Box 1OO1. Augusta, Me.

Only a Scar Remains
Scrofula Cured —Blood Purified by 

, Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
" 0. I. Sood & Co., Lowell, Masa, i

11 It Is with pleasure that I send a testimonial 
concerning what Hood's Sarsaparilla has dona

‘ Afflicted With Scrofula
ever since she was one year old. For five years 
?he has had a running .ore on one side of her 
Me. we tried every reinedy recommended, hut 

nothing did her any good until we commenced 
using Hood’s Sarsaparilla. My married daughter 
ad vised me to use Hood’s Sarsaparilla because 

Hood’ss;>Cures
it had cured her of dyspepsia. She had beea 
troubled with that complaint since childhood, 
and since her cute she has never been without a 
bottle of Hood's Sarsaparilla In the home. We 
commenced giving it to Sarah about one year 
ago, and it has conquered the running sore,

Only ai Scar Remaining ' 
as a trace of the dreadful disease, previous to 
taking the medicine her eyesight was affected 
but now she can see perfectly. In connection 
with Hood’s Sarsaparilla we have used Hood's 
Vegetable Pills, and find them the best." Mbb, 
Mabia Gbifpin, Xenia, Illinois. f

Hood’s Pills oure nausea, sick headache, 
indigestion, biliousness. Sold by all druggUth

arahl GriFFiix.

Have a copy of the * 'Astral 
Guide.” It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It la 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will Imfortn you where to 
firocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Curb of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. 6HAFKR.
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, Ill.
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HELI6I0N OF MAN
AND

ETHICS OFSCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

jt, ..-A'-A’. -- ——
" The past bae been the Age of the Gods and the Rft* 
llglon of Pain; the present 1» the Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust in the Gode, but 
knowledge In the laws of the world, belief In the di
vinity of man and bls eternal prugrua» toward perfec
tion is the foundation of the Beligjon op Man and 
system of Ethics a» treated In this work. _____

The following are the titles of the chapters:
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.1

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monotheism; Phallic worship; Man'» Moral Progrew 
depends ou his Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo
logical Problems—the Origin of Evil, the Nature of 
God; the Future State; Fall of Man ana the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man’s Position, Fate, Free 
Will, Free Agency, Necessity, ResponsIMUty; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself. <
PART SECOND--The Ethics ofScicnce

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit:i 
The Law of Moral Government; Tbu Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart: what 1» Good? .What U 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; The W|ll| 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of the Will: 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Bin; Punishment—Present and ^Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Boot* 
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligation^, to So 
clety; Right» of the Individual; of Govertnmenti 
Duty of Self'Cultun; Marriage. » ’

820 Pages. Finely Hound In Muslin, Bent poatate free 
for <1.50. For tale wholesale and retail at UtbMPifltob 
The Other World and This.

A. Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

■ TifTHIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR 
i Augusta w. Fletcher, M. IL in the thlrty nlae 
chapters dlscufises a wide variety of subject* per* 
t&lnlng to Spiritualism, from a *plritualistic manA- 
eofnt. She evinces tbc powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and line literary style, anti 
capabity of thought expression. The subject* arp 
well-handled with cdnclaoncsn and yet with clearnei* 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, nnd a most excellent book for any one seek/ 
Ing Information concerning Splrtuallsm and Ita teach»

^or sale atthisoffice. Price, $1.50.)

THE MISSING LINK <>
In Modern Spiritualism. ,

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AM ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT* 
nallsm—so-called—from Its Inception at Hyde»* 

ville. N. T.. Including the experiences uf the Fox Fam* 
lly. spiritualistic and otherwise, could nut full to be 
very interesting, and the Interest It* Intensified when 
that account Is written by one of the’Fox Sitter». 
Sncli Is the fact in this Instance, tbe volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox. after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experience trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated in a most entertaining manner, and wlthmort 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
most important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votanei by 
million». Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume Is enriched with a number of fine en* 
graved portrait» of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50, Por fiale al this office.

D0EMS FROM THE INNER LIF& 
X By Lltzle Doten. Tbe«e poemi are ai atipia 4» 
auger. PrlcclLOO
DE YOND THE GA TES. BYELIZh- 

JD betta Stuart Fbelpa. A Illgtaly entertaining voett
Trice •l.’OO. ..

DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. 
JlV Given InspIr&MonMIy by Mrs. Mafia M. Ktn& 
You will not become weary while reading this exo* 
lent hook. Price cent«.*» • v • __ . irm iHR'h. 1 • '.«o »’• • •

read by each family circle. Terms onedol- TIBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B, 
lab per year. Bent three months for 25a. *ortU ttelr

h.
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BARBARIAN CHURCHES.

'> The Old Testament Portrayal.

At San Francisco, Cal.

The Devil-God still rules theology in

« 1war

An Address Delivered 
BY PROF. J. R. BUCHANAN*

non’India, nor China, nor Japan, nor ¡and I have heard a Scotch follower of 
Scandinavia, nor any of the savage j Calvin, a minister of the Presbyterian 
Indian tribes of the American Continent, church, say: “I adore Calvin."

They Are Contrasted with 
the Pure Christianity of 
Modern Spiritualism.

The Spiritualism of Jesus.

foctually handcuffed that he can swal
low that silly story as a piece of divine 
wisdom, it is very doubtful whether he 
will ever recover the use of his reason
ing faculties; and the convention that 
condemned Dr. Briggs for making a 
very small effort to reason a little says 
we must accept it all as divine wisdom.

But if I wanted a little barbarian the
ology, I would get a fresh article by 
going to the Sioux, Pawnee or Co
manche Indians; who know just as much 
as the barbarians who manufactured 
that garden-of-Eden story.

If- we examine our common sense, we 
cannot go away back thousands of years 
to the ignorant and superstitious fools 
who manufactured such childish stories 
as this, and a thousand others equally 
ridiculous, that have died a natural 
death and disappeared because they 
were not embalmed and mummified by 
a church.

Some conservative people who do not 
keep up with progress may think this 
language is too much like the brilliant 
Ingersoll for them, but there is a world
wide difference; for when he batters 
down the old church theology he leaves 
only its desolate ruins, and the mother 
mourning in darkness for her lost chil
dren, but when the true reformer de
molishes the old barbarian theology he 
finds something hidden behind that the
ology—and uncovers before the world 
the true religion that would make a 
heaven on earth—the religion for which 
Jesus lived and died—the religion 
which springs from the divine element 
of humaanity—the religion which the 
angels endorse to-day as they did when 
Jesus was the brave champion of 
heaven. '

Jesus was tho marvel of- theages, be
cause he looked forward, not backward, 
at so early an age, when he was sur
rounded by superstition. He is the one 
solitary light gleaming in all past his
tory, and aside from him, I see nothing 
in the past that we should seek—and 
that is the wonder—the one star 
shining out in ten thousand years of 
darkness, giving out truths far in ad
vance of modern civilization.

We cannot go back for any correct 
knowledge—not even to the time of Co
lumbus, for our geography or our 
geology.

We cannot go back further than to 
the time of Galileo, of the seventeenth 
century, for our astronomy. We cannot 
go back of the present century for our 
geology and palseontology—we cannot go 
back even fifty years in chemistry, m 
biology, in medicine, in electric science, 
without plunging into ignorance and 
error.

If we cannot go back to early times in 
any form of knowledge without plung
ing into ignorance and falsehood, it is 
pre-eminently true that we cannot go 
back into the thick darkness of a remote 
past for our religion—for a true religion 
is the very highest achievement of the 
human soul, and the world has not yet 
really attained it, although they; the 
very few whose lives are most in harmony 
with heaven, do begin to understand 
what is the true nature of the heavenly 
life on earth, and that is what religion 
means—but I would not dare to say that 
any man does entirely understand it to
day. ’

It is interesting and curious to read 
the old works of the last two centuries 
upon medical science,, zoology, chem
istry, geology and astronomy, geogra
phy and history, and see how mankind 
were struggling out of ignorance into 
true knowledge, but it would be very 
unprofitable and tiresome to go back a 
thousand years and read the nooks that 
were in fashion then, which were as 
positive and dogmatic as our scientists 
to-day, and it seems to me an act of 
idiotic insanity to go back three thou
sand years for any kind of knowledge.

We look back now to the very old 
time when this globe was considered a 
flat, four-cornered affair, with starry 
lights hung above it, and the infinite 
power and wisdom we call God was as 
completely engrossed in managing it as 
a farmer would be in managing and 
cultivating his kitchen garden, and the 
whole of it could be seen from the high 
mountain where the Devil carried up 
Jesus, as the old fable tells us.

That was all the biblical writers 
knew of the size and shape of the earth, 
and as the General Assembly says this 
was written or inspired by God, then the 
Presbyterian God did not know the 
earth that he had recently manu
factured, according to the old traditions.

But not content with making him an 
ignoramus, they make him more feeble 
minded and shortsighted than the aver
age Jew or Yankee, irresolute, fickle, 
inconsistent, angry, and a familiar asso
ciate of Jewish criminals.

Did these writers know anything of 
true religion? or -had they the faintest 
conception of the power and wisdom of 
the Deity? •

Hence,Isay they and all whobuildupon 
their false and blasphemous foundation 

I presume you are aware that I am an 
original explorer of nhture, traveling 
Outside of all that is known in universi
ties and libraries, in churches and 
among social leaders. It is a laborious 

’ and unprofitable career to the explorer.
When Socrates tried it he was rewarded 
with the poison of hemlock.

All reformers have an arduous strug
gle, and therefore ambitious men keep 
away from reforms and reformer; but 
if there were not a few brave and disin
terested men to take the lead in the 
vanguard, the world would stagnate. I 
take my place as a pioneer because I am 
not willing to be the bond slave of ig
norance and of the old falsehoods born 
of ignorance.

Hence it is ■ that I am here to-night, 
and do not stand in the oldtime fashion
able institutions. I am here to speak 
the truth, and ! appear before you with 
very great pleasure, for I feel that it is 
my duty-to be here, as I bcliQ'Üi. that 
this is a church in reality, asfar as Is 
practicable at present. ■

It is a struggle to escape from ancient 
falsehoods and superstitions—an effort 
to move onward toward the “good time 
coming," in which all mankind ought to 
be engaged, but from which they are 
kept back by hereditary ignorance. And 
it differs from all the great religious 
movements of the past, for they all—all, 
without exception—look backward, 
while this movement looks forward.

There is no church, no system of re
ligion to-day in the whole world which 
is not rooted deep down in the past. 
And when any system of science, re
ligion or philosophy identifies itself 
with the ignorant past, that alone is 
enough to condemn it.

When it professes to bring us the 
highest truth, the grandest philosophy, 
the most perfect understanding of earth 
and heaven, from that dark and dismal 
past, from ages of barbarian ignorance 
and ferocious war, when the people of 
that läge and the great teachers of that 
age ) were profoundly ignorant—not 
knowing the structure, geography and 
geology of this globe; knowing very 
little about the starry universe over
head, knowing very little either of the 
body or soul of man, and above all, 
knowing nothing of the infinite spiritual 
world, where millions on millions of 
angels and archangels dwell in bliss and 
wisdom—that world to which we are all 
going soon, concerning which our teach
ers should be able to tell us something— 
yet knowing nothing of our relations to 
Heaven, and very little of our relations 
to life, health and progress in this 
ivorld—not even the principles of po
litical freedom and justice, I say with 
¡emphasis, and I wish my words could re- 
iverberate around the world, that all 
¡systems which come to us from that 
darkness and profound ignorance of the 
past are self-evidently condemned by 

, their ignorant origin, and unworthy of 
: our confidence.

I shall discuss these religions with 
.’ iconoclastic freedom, but I discuss them 
, historically, as they have been for 

eighteen centuries, and I do not refer to 
; the individual church members of to
i day, whose personal virtues adorn the 

■ church, and who are lifting up the 
/ church into the spirit of humanity, and 

if they cannot lift it up, they will leave 
it—and I can tell them where to go when 
they throw off the load that holds them 
down.

You know, my conservative friends, 
that I am' telling the truth—that in all 
the churches of all the religions, all 
around the world, there is no knowledge 
of the heavenly life above us—no knowl
edge of the world to which we are 
going, and although the Unitarian is 
considered the most enlightened and 
progressive of the churches, a very em
inent Unitarian priest of Boston, who 
ought to have been an honest man, but 
was not, thanked God that we are en
tirely ignorant of our future life. He 
was a fraud, for he knew better; but I 
will not name him., for the world is 
sprinkled all over with frauds just like 
him.' .

You know, my friends, that all great 
religious systems run back to an origin 
in an age of childish credulity, when 
any kina of a marvelous-story would be 
accepted, and our orthodox theology 
rests upon that little, silly, childish 
fable about God and the snake in the 
garden of Eden, which is much sillier 
tii an the Santa Claus stories with which 
we amuse our children today.

■ When a man’s reason has been so ef-

alienate themselves from true religion, 
and when true religion, the religion of 
freedom, appears in the world, they are 
its deadliest enemies. The Protestant
will agree to this, as regards Romanism; 
but on P’""4"*'-1----------1 ■

Tee to.this, as regards Romanism; they confess their ancient origin—for 
them interior principles, Protest* out of credulous and cruel ignorance

antism and Romanism are so nearly the 
same that Protestants are continually 
going over to the Roman church, ■

There are some easy-going and super
ficial-thinking people who think : we 
ought not to look into the basic princi
ple of the church or relate its horrible 
history for eighteen centuries, and I 
would gladly drop this subject if the 
church did not shut its eyes to history 
and philosophy. Its history and its 
crimes are so completely ignored that 
its innocent dupe grows into the belief 
that the church is and always has been 
a body of holy men following in the 
footsteps of Jesus, saving the world 
from ■ its sin and corruption. The 
neophyte is never taught that the 
church has always been the fiercest an
tagonist of progressive civilization, the 
firmest ally of despotism and war—and 
the mighty source of the greatest 
crimes that have blackened history.

And it is not all this to-day because 
the humane civilization which the 
church trampled down in blood for a 
thousand years, has been revived by 
science, and is conquering the church, 
and is not only subduing and refining it, 
but threatens to exterminate it, for all 
well-informed people on this subject 
know that a dark cloud of skepticism, 
an ice-age of skepticism, is chilling the 
church to its marrow; and it will have 
to look to the spiritual movement to 
save it from annihilation and bring it 
into harmony with Jesus Christ.

What puzzles and deceives mankind 
is this—that human nature will not be 
debased to the moral level of the 
doctrines of the church—and good meh 
and women in all ages professing Chris
tianity have taken Jesus for their guide 
and he has inspired, them to deeds of he
roism and unselfish love. There are thou
sands on thousands of these unselfish men 
and women in all ages, but they were 
heretofore the bond slaves of supersti
tion, and gave their influence to sustain 
the church in its crime. They would 
toil for the sick and suffering and risk 
their lives against the pestilence, and 
yet help the church in its murder and 
torture of heretics, as to-day they help 
the church in its warfare against pro
gressive science and freedom. Never
theless the church contains many good 
icon and women—too good, to be debused •.

W’Larbarian creeds? and some of 
these good men and ministers are among 
my best friends and sympathize with 
my aspirations, and there are many 
faithful and ill-paid Methodist anil 
Universalist elegymen for whom I have 
a warm sympathy, and I would delight 
to lead them into the freedom of true 
religion and make them better ac
quainted with Jesus than they can be 
under the teachings of the church.

I have shown that the church leads 
men into the darkness of barbarian ig
norance, and we ought not to overlook 
these things, because all these evil 
tendencies of the national church sur
vive in some degree to-day, although 
held in check by our progressive civil
ization.

The horrible treatment of the Moors, 
who brought civilization to Spain, re
appears to-day in the terrible persecu
tion of the Jews in Russia, showing that 
hate, instead of love is the spirit of the 
church—and Stoecker, who has been 
carrying on the crusade against the 
Jews in Germany, has been brought over 
as an ally by Moody, the pre-eminent 
leader in church revivals of this country.

The Romish church still thinks that 
the burning of Bruno was right, and 
confesses that it would put down all 
heresy by the sword and dungeon, if it 
had the power, and the Protestant 
church, which was compelled in the last 
century most reluctantly to stop burning 
witches alive, still talks about witch
craft and recognizes the killing of 
witches as a 'divine command.

When I was presiding over the Med
ical College in Cincinnati, the leading 
clergyman in the leading Presbyterian 
church, with a hand on its spire pointing 
up to heaven, preached a sermon against 
mesmerism as witchcraft, which the 
Bible forbids.

About fifty years ago the authorities 
of the Roman church pronounced animal 
magnetism unlawful. And' witchcraft 
is. still believed in many places. In 
Mifflin county, Pennsylvania, they be
lieve in it, and think that all witches. < 
ought to be killed. ■

A young man in that country had an 
aunt whom he did not like and believed 
to be a witch who ought to be killed. 
He consulted the witch-doctor, who 
advised him that the next time she’ 
turned herself into an animal, he should 
shoot the animal, and the witch would 
be killed. She was away from home, 
and he thought she must have turned 
into an animal. He saw a deer ana 
thought it was his reincarnated aunt, 
and shot the deer and ate the venison, 
and supposed the old lady was finished 
because she had not yet come back. ■

Now, I would ask, why should any one 
who is not afflicted with superstitious 
ignorance go back to that juvenile age 
of the world for any kind of science or 
wisdom when such insanity as this was 
considered divine wisdom and is still 
recognized by the ultra-orthodox as the 
very word of God, and being so recog
nized by the Church of England and the 
government of England, and the great 
English jurists, caused - many thousands 
to be cruelly murdered by aw, by our 
own ancestors. •

And I ask again, do not all bur, re
ligions alike, ‘ that appeared , in .’the 
Parliament of Religions, at Chicago, 
date back to that very ignorant time 
when these barbarisms originated— 
whether Confucian, Brahman, Buddhist, 
Mohammedan dr Christian—and do they 
not all stand alike’condemned when 

divine .wisdom ■ cannot, come, and never 
has, come; ■; Causes and effects corre
sponds -;i .

If you‘know .‘that the parents of a 
child are Afrié^q negroes of a charcoal 
complexion,; yoty1 cannot believe that 
childds of-the yfhite Caucasian race to 
which, we. belong—and if you know a 
message comes from ignorant fools, you 
■cannot accept it as divine.' I know that 
it is asserted that all these ancient re
ligions, ‘excepting the Confucian, had a 
diviné origin, but I deny the competency 
of the witnesses.

If- an idiot should present you with a 
message, saying he received it direct 
from .God, you would pay no attention 
to it, knowing that the idiot was not 
competent to judge,, and would be very 
easily imposed on.' Hence I deny that 
ignorant, credulous and barbarous races 
are capable of testifying to the divine 
origin of any system of theology, and 
such ’ pretended revelations from God 
never come except frjm ignorant, super
stitious and credulous barbarians.

Hence I repudiate ,ithe entire past and 
say that’ the present age alone is capable 
of developing a true religion and the
ology.

The God of the Old Testament, who 
showed his hinder parts to Moses and 
was the very familiar companion of the 
Jews,in their scandalous history,as a sort 
of elder brother on high helping them 
along in their villainies, was certainly 
nothing more than the familiar, warlike 
spirit of that race, upon a far 
lower plane morally than the spirits 
that come to us to-day, and to say that 
he was the Almighty Father is but 
vulgar blasphemy.

The barbarians of that day had no con
ception of a Deity.

In all thetvorld’s religious literature 
there is no book more essentially irre
ligious, more debasing to a^ just con
ception of the Dfvine power that rules 
five hundred millions of suns—the Divine 
power that neither men nor angels 
comprehend—nothing, I say, has ever in
fluenced civilized nations so debasing 
to all religious conceptions of the Deity, 
as the Old Testament. If there is such
a crime as blasphemy, insulting and de
grading the Deity and thereby giving 
us a base model .for imitation, the Ola 
Testament, is t^a-nmost .blasphemous 
book'ever accepted by civilized nations;

Neither Greece nor Rome, nor Egypt,

ever developed so repulsive a concep
tion of the Divine Being; as a being of 
Infinite malignity—the Infinite Father 
of innumerable millions of children 
created only that he might waste them 
forever.

If there were such a man here, built 
exactly in imitation of the Old Testa
ment idea of God, there would be no 
difficulty in railroading him quickly into 
a California lunatic asylum. But our 
church Stands on that old basis, and this 
is the system of so-called religion which 
had power to crucify Jesus and to over
whelm his followers, and to keep them 
crushed through seventeen centuries, 
and has the power to defy all heaven to
day. It stands before us and says, 
“You shall.not investigate.”

Its advent and growth has been a 
calamity to the human race, for it 
superseded the better religion of 
the more enlightened Egyptians, re
corded in a volume'written 3,350 years 
before the time of Jesus, a religion ex
isting long before the fabulous creation 
of the world, with a Garden of Eden and 
a snake to settle its eternal destiny. 
Egypt had then a far nobler mon
otheistic religion, and it is clearly re
corded in the oldest book of the world, 
written by the Prefect P’Tah Hotep, of 
Egypt; which is preserved to-day in the 
Bibliotheque Nationale, in Paris, 
France.

It was a great calamity to mankind that 
this pure ancient religion which carried 
Egypttothe highest summit of ancient 
civilization, and gave to woman the 
highest position that she ever held, had 
passed away, for it would have wel
comed Jesus and welcomed science— 
whereas the barbarian religion mur
dered Jesus and crushed science for 
1,400 years, and if any one believes the 
old stereotyped ¿falsehood, that the 
church has elevated woman, he ought to 
reíd that powerful volume of Mrs. Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage; entitled, “Woman, 
Church and State,’.’
■ It is marvelous: to me that in this 
free country this gigantic delusion 
should hold its power so long—but if I 
■can forecast the future, its power will 
be’. broken by ‘the end of the next 
century.

Such is the barbarian theology under 
which the world has been growing for 
two thousand years througlrthe terrible 
agonies. :of despotism, war, -pestilence^ 
and -famine, and we cannot rejoice too'' 
much.in knowing that we are escaping 
from the dominion of the God of hell to 
the .blessed realms of the God of love, 
.wisdom.and power to which this church 
is dedicated.

For we are escaping from a legion of 
falsehoods. As one truth fraternizes 
with and assists all other truths, so 
does one falsehood fraternize withand 
help innumerable other falsehoods, and 
the- gigantic falsehoods • upon which 
Churchianity is founded have-generated 
a brood' óf social falsehoods, and hence 
it is that Churchianity fraternizes with 
the debased Chinese and • says we shall 
not relieve ourselves from the Chinese 
curse,'and this social cancer will be 
fastened on us, if the church has power 
todo it. -
' As I have not time to enumerate the 
other moral falsehoods of ’ Churchianity 
I must dismiss .- that terrible subject.

And I must say a few words 
before 1.I-- close ¿-.upon- the beauty,

of true religion and ther lovely 
time that we might have right here, if 
even one dozen can be drawn together 
to unite in. trying to realize heavenly 
life on earth—the life of love and 
harmony. My good friends, this is 
possible, and I want to see it established 
before I leave this material world, and 
I hope the wise and eloquent pastor of 
this church will be able to stimulate 
such a movement, and my right hand 
is ready to clasp all hands that desire 
the reign of love on earth.

And oh, what a change it will be—a 
life of harmony and of united strength, 
when these principles shall cover the 
earth as the waters cover the ocean bed. 
It is possible to-day, but it was not 
possible until the despotism of theology 
was broken, as it is in San Francisco, 
and the imaginary God of hell, that has 
frightened mankind for nineteen cen
turies, was discovered to be only a 
ragged old scarecrow, with no resem
blance whatever to the Almighty and 
Allwise whom we adore. And if we 
love and adore our Father in Heaven, it 
is our duty to tear up and burn up all 
the hideous scarecrows which the bar
barians have erected as his image.

We can do that to-day, but in the 
last three centuries you and I and all 
who speak as we do would have been 
mobbed and imprisoned and probably 
lashed in public, until the blood ran 
from our backs; and in the centuries be
fore that we would ’ have been very 
certainly killed and very probably 
burned alive, for that was the spirit in
spired by the Devil-God of the ancients, 
and never until the American Republic 
was established under the auspices of 
the three Democratic saints, George 
Washington, Thomas Paine and Thomas 
Jefferson, was the power of the Devil
God broken, who in early times had his 
throne in New England and his mouth
piece in Jonathan Edwards, and the 
surviving representatives of that regime 
areseen to-day in Rev, Joseph Cook and 
his companion, Anthony Comstock, who 
is represented here by the notorious 
Bennett of the Vice Society.

The Roman church burned the noble 
philosopher, Bruno, and has never 
repented of that crime.

The Protestant church co-operated 
with ¿Calvin in burning that noble- 
he'arted and learned Unitarian, Michael 
Servetus; a faithful follower ’of Jesus—

Scotland, and it was quite lately that 
men were arrested at Glasgow for 
whistling in the public park on Sunday.

Show me the Sabbatarian who wants 
to enforce, not religion, not the 
doctrines of Jesus, but tne edicts of the 
murderous Emperor Constantine, for 
whom he shows more respect than for 
Jesus Christ—by shutting up the park 
and the fair, the library, the Sunday 
newspaper, stopping the cars and milk 
wagons and Sunday mails and ostracis
ing the fiddle as an ungodly instrument, 
and 1 will show you a fanatical wor
shiper of the ancient Devil-God—a 
survival of the Dark Ages, as much out 
of place to-day as the dead mammoth 
and ichthyosaurus. His religion is not 
tolerated in heaven, for the whole Sab
batarian movement is anti-Christian. 
He is deluded enough to believe the Old 
Testament to be the word of God, and 
under that authority he is just as much 
bound to kill all the witches as to stop 
everything on Sunday. "Thou shall not 
suffer a witch to live” he believes to be 
a divine command, but civilization has 
stopped him from witch-murdcr, and 
has not yet »topped him ’from invading 
other people’s rights and dictating to 
his superiors. Hanging and burning 
are stopped, but there are several 
thousand people in San Francisco who 
would be hanged or burned alive if the 
old fanatics of former centuries were 
living in power to-day, with a State 
obedient to the church, which many 
fanatical churchmen still demand.

But the words of Washington, Jefferson 
and Paine cut church and State apart, 
and thus the Devil-God lost his sceptre; 
and freedom has many other victories 
yet to achieve, in which, my friends, 
you will help, so that the despotism of 
the church shall not be succeeded by 
the despotism of the millionaire and the 
demagogue.

But that old scarecrow, the Devil
God, of the barbarians, is still a power, 
for he is still worshiped in this free 
country by the Sabbatarian churchmen 
who trample down the teachings of 
Jesus Christ and his apostles to enforce 
the Sabbath doctrine of the barbarians 
before Jesus, which he repudiated—‘the 
barbarians by whose power he was 
crucified.

The church of the past eighteen 
. jeenturies is substantially the church 
that crucified Jesus, and substituted 
hate for love, war for peace and millions 
of witch murders for the kingdom of 
heaven, and then masqueraded in his 
glorious name, making a wonderful 
commingling of the spirit of heaven 
and the spirit of hell, and by this union 
it rules the world, for it wins the good 
women and the good men by the name 
and the doctrine of Jesus, while by its 
stern ferocity and hell-fire it holds on to 
all the world’s despotsand all the world’s, 
bloody-minded rabble, and to-day it 
holds ten millions of men in Europe 
ready for the.work of slaughter, and 
taxes the people into starvation and 
bankruptcy to pay-the expense. ' . ’

The church which claims to be the 
Christian church is not the church of 
peace but of war; for Christendom is 
Europe, and Europe is dominated by the 
church, and the church could put a stop 
to all this, war if it had even half the 
zeal it shows in collecting its tithes and 
standjpg up fop the divine rights of 

kings. It could soon bring about dis
armament and peace, but it never lifts a 
finger for this, and always keeps its 
hand on the sword, ready for battle, 
and its most pious men rush madly into 
battle, which is a battle of nominal 
Christian against nominal Christian, 
and church against church, just as 
the Hessians who fought for hire against 
Washington had a so-called Christian 
priest with them praying for their 
success.

And I say that this is not Christianity, 
but is the barbarian superstition which 
Jesus could not overcome, and which 
crucified him.

To me it is a mysterious moral 
blindness that intelligent men cannot 
see this—and I have not stated more 
than half the ways in which the old bar
barian spirit has trampled upon Christ 
and Christianity.

And I stand here to-day and call my
self a Christian because I uphold the 
true principles of Jesus, the original 
founder of true religion, the great pio
neer of humanity in its upward progress, 
and therefore the great predecessor of 
modern enlightenment and spiritual 
philosophy.

And I am doing in my own way the 
work that he would be doing in a better 
way if he were here, and I know that he 
approves my work, and of all men that 
ever lived on this globe he is my ex
emplar and idol.

And because I stand for that heavenly 
religion of which he was the pioneer 
martyr, I am compelled to stand firmly 
against all the great systems of theol
ogy that have ruled mankind, which 
originated in the midnight ignorance, 
the crazy superstition and the untamed 
ferocity of the early barbarian ages. 
Systems that he came to overthrow, but 
died a martyr in his courageous battle.

And thus stands the conflict to-day- 
on the one hand the vast power and 
multitude of the ignorant and credulous 
followers of ancient barbarian-born 
superstitions, and on the other the in
spired reformer and martyr of Jerusa
lem, who spoke for the heavenly hosts, 
around whose spiritual doctrines of close 
intercourse with heaven, which we are 
practising to-day, and ‘ rallying multi
tudes in all lands—the most en
lightened of the earth, who are toiling 
for truth with the grand co-operating 
and inspiring power of the heavenly 
hosts who endorsed and .blessed him as 
they to-day endorse and bless the 
work of spiritual enlightenment in 
which we are engaged, and the moral 
and political reforms that are moving 
the people of this country.

If I did not positively know that I 
have the endorsement, the co-operation 
and the inspiring presence of the holy 
ones who reach down to us from heaven, 
I could not be standing here proclaim
ing the modern gospel of salvation, 
which is a widespreading echo to the 
clarion tones of divine inspiration that 
sounded in Jerusalem near twenty cen
turies ago—ec hoing, though faintly, far 
and wide in this world, as the hunter’s 
horn reverberates among the echoing 
mountains.

I stand for Christianity—the Chris
tianity of Jesus—the Christianity of 
that high heaven in which he leads the 
noblest souls of all ages, and smiles 
upon what we are doing.

But 1 do not stand for Churchianity— 
for the two are and ever have been an
tagonists. The one is of the heavens 
heavenly, and has consoled its martyrs 
in all ages, and the other is of the 
earth earthly, and has kindled the fires 
of deadly persecutions in all ages, when
ever the inspired followers of Jesus 
strove to emancipate the souls of men 
from the fetters of the apostate church, 
which disguised its apostacy by assum
ing the name of the Jesus whose princi
ples it trampled on, and whose followers 
it hanged and scourged and burned, and 
slaughtered with sword, bullet and 
bayonet, by tens of thousands.

The St. Bartholomew slaughter of the 
Protestatits in France, the slaughter of 
the Albigenses and Waldenses, are the 
most horrible crimes that history has 
recorded; and called forth from Milton 
the agonizing carol:
“Avenge, O Lord, thy slaughtered 

saints, whose bones
Lie bleaching on the Alpine mountains 

cold.”
And these were but a few of the 

bloody crimes recorded. Wherever the 
spirit of Jesus—wherever the hosts of 
heaven endeavored to move and inspire 
the souls of men, there stood the 
church, sword in hand, with fire and 
fagot, to destroy and burn the quivering 
flesh, and as if that was not enough, to 
inflict tortures in the dark dens of the 
Inquisition which were never equaled 
by the fiercest savages upon this 
continent.

The rebellion against Romanism was 
not in the interest of true religion, for 
Calvin and all his contemporaries of the 
Protestant movement carried on the 
deadly work against the wisest and 
purest that sought to follow the religion 
of Jesus, and fiercely burned the good 

‘and wise Servetus with a slow fire of 
green wood, which Milton called:

“That thrice accursed flame 
Which Calvin kindled by Gunnis’ lake.’

The grander the inspiration, the 
hotter was the fire that the .church 
kindled to burn it up.

History gives’ us no grander illustra
tion of heavenly inspiration than when 
a girl in France, just blooming into wo
manhood,. the famous Joan ot Arc, led 
the armies of France and drove out the 
English land-pirates.

The flames with : which they burned 
the body of that pure, noble and angel- 
inspired woman will testify ’to all ages 
that the church has always been at. war 
with heaven, whenever, wherever and 

however the heavenly hosts may strive 
to uplift humanity, and be recognized by 
the church sentinels in their holy work.

The Protestant church of to-day is not 
responsible for these horrors; but it is 
the lineal successor of the' guilty par
ties, and still recognizes them as 
leaders.

But I must leave this subject, for it 
would require a very long discourse 
indeed, and more than one discourse, to 
tell the dismal history of the war of the 
earth-born church against the hosts of 
heaven—a war which will never end 
until one or the other is conquered, or, 
rather, until the earth-born system‘is 
conquered which is to-day arrayingits 
power to driveaway the angels and'to 
drive away or persecute the seekers of 
heavenly wisdom. You all know it, you 
have all felt it, the antagonism of the 
church to the spirit, but you know that 
the old falsehoods are dying out—the 
night is passing—the new-born day is 
shining all around the world, and we 
are free for the missionary work that is 
going on to enlighten those that are sit
ting in the dark shadows of the past,and 
it is our duty to be active in missionary 
work and bold in speech before the be
nighted, to show them that the gospel 
of love and of heavenly inspiration is 
more charming than the gospel of hate.

For it is the gospel of hate that has 
ruled the world by the power of the 
church, and wherever it has been 
strongest there has been the sternest of 
despotism, the greatest poverty and en
slavement of th© industrial classes, the 
greatest oppression of woman, the 
greatest ignorance of the multitude, the 
greatest hostility to progressive sci
ences, the greatest readiness for war, 
the largest armies, and the most tre
mendous cannon.

I call this a terrific and worldwide 
moral paralysis; and only in the most 
progressive countries is the church be
ginning to recover from this moral paral
ysis, and every great reform still finds,as 
it always has found, the church its most 
formidable antagonist until the reform 
becomes popular. ,

The life of the world is like a troubled 
dream with the church as its nightmare, 
and to-day the Church of England sits 
in the House of Lords, where with devil
ish stubbornness it has ever resisted all 
progress, showing that church to be the 
enemy of mankind, and it opposes lib
eral legislation to-day so firmly that it 
is quite probable the people will tumble 
down the entire House of Lords and 
Lord Bishops, and the whole despotic 
church establishment.

The great reform of to-day which is 
agitating all nations and threatens to 
convulse all nations with war unless the 
reform can be carried out, is that which 
concerns the right of labor to the enjoy
ment of what it produces. Mr. Pow
derly is the head of the Knights of Labor, 
and has long been, and knows all about 
this question. He says in a letter to Mr. 
Frank Herriott, of Baltimore:

“Your belief and impressions that our 
organization 'does not get the help from 
the church and ministers that they 
could easily give’ are correct. You can 
count on the ends of your fingers all of 
the clergymen who take any interest in 
the labor problem. ’ We seldom hear 
a word in condemnation of child and 
woman labor from the pulpit; and while 
it may be true that we have the mere 
‘passive sympathy’ of the clergy, they 
take particular pains not to allow that 
sympathy to become known to the em
ployers of women and children."

The church is such a dismal failure as 
to doing anything to establish true 
Christianity that everybody recognizes 
the fact, and the Chronicle of this city 
says: “Humanity pnist look beyond re
ligious doctrine for a solution of the 
problem of the age.”

If the church has ever done anything 
for the prevention of war, of pestilence, 
or of famine; if it has ever done any
thing to increase the progress of science 
or of freedom, I do not know it: and 
therefore I say the church has no just 
claim to the name of Christianity, for it 
never has put Christianity in practice. 
The true Christianity of the followers of 
Jesus in Jerusalem was before the mod
ern church was born—for Jesus was not 
its father—he founded no church and 
claimed no divinity. If Jesus could 
come to-day as a giant, with his long lash 
of cords, into the temples of Europe as he 
came into the temple of Jerusalem, he 
would find more to scourge than he 
found in the temple. They would be 
his hereditary foes who take his name m 
vain—for the Holy Alliance of Europe 
which professed to be in the name of 
Jesus, was an alliance of despots to per
petuate despotism and hypocrisy—the 
profession. p( love.And the practice of

Against all this we -do protest when 
we re-establish a society of love and 
heavenly inspiration which Jesus did 
establish for a few years while his apos
tles lived, when t|iq power of the spirit 
was felt by all in the “Pentecostal days, 
when St. John, the beloved, and St. 
Peter and St. James were there—when 
the meetings were full of mediums, 
through whom the angels spoke, who 
healed the sick with their hands, and 
made miraculous cures: who spoke as 
the angels gave to them; who often 
spoke in strange languages, and who 
often gave forth prophesies. All this 
was fully established in the early times 
under the Apostles, as described by St. 
Paul, as fully as it is among us to-day, 
and yet to-day all this primitive Christ
ianity is fiercely opposed by,the church 
that was born Out of ancient barbarism 
before Jesu^ and. if ’the’Christians of 
that day could return, they would find 
themselves at,home, not in the fashion
able churches; but’in our Spiritual meet
ings, where they would be warmly wel
comed.
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Controlling Inanimate Objects 
Without Touching Them.

THE MYSTERY OF ST0RED-UP ENERGY—PIANO, 
SLATE AND BOOK EXPERIME'ntS.

In a re,cent letter from London my corre
spondent and co-worker in the not new, but 
certainly interesting field of spiritualistic in
vestigation, describes some apocalyptic mat
ters pertaining to the phenomena of action at 
a distan oa, The Inter Ocean.

The experiments'were performed by a Par. 
islan sensitive at a private seance for the

case the pointer followed as closely and pre
cisely as if it had been attracted by a piece of 
iron or steel. Continuing these experiments, 
it was found that the attraction ceasedat a 
distance of three meters, but that the intercep
tion of walls, glass or other insulating devices 
were, of little consequence. The medium’s 
clothing and physique underwent a thorough 
examination and no trace of any kind of metal 
was found.

After several different tests and failures, 
one was tried to prove that the sensitive was 
really magnetic, and this succeeded. The scheme 
was similar to the device Faraday employed 
when he discovered that electricity could be 
excited ‘by the influence of magnetic action.

Figure 1 shows the apparatus. For those 
unacquainted with the action of the instrument 
we will say that A is a spool containing sev
eral hundred feet ef excedingly fine wire, the 
two terminals of which are connected to a re
flecting galvanometer B. If a bar magnet be 
inserted at (J, a current of electricity is excited

REFLECTING GALVAMOMETER,
benefit of some scientists, for the express pur
pose of testing the young man from a mag
netic standpoint, and from the account given 
I should say that the manifestations were 
equally as remarkable as those formerly pro
duced through the agency of Eglington, Slade 
or Colema n. \

Before entering into explanations of the 
laws that govern such effects as come under 
ths head of tests depending upon the nature 
of action at a distance and without physical 
contact, it would be better, perhaps, to first 
enumerate some of those essays, exhibited by 
the sensitive or medium.

They range from the simple trial of the 
compass to the complex and intricate tests of 
moving heavy objects at a great distance, and 
may be summarily disposed of as follows:

1. A compass needle moves in the direction 
of and follows the sensitive's finger.

in the vicinity of the soil and magnet and by 
induction the current is formed on the wires 
and is at once detected by the swinging mir
ror so arranged that it is controlled by the elec
tor magnetic action, however slight it may be.

The light reflected by the concave mirror is 
thrown upon a scale. When the se nsitive’s 
finger was brought near the aperture instead 
of the bar magnet, the mirror gently oscillated, 
proving the sensitive to be possessed to a con
siderable extent of that property called mag
netism, and generally accepted as a quality in
herent in certain metals only.

Having solved the enigma concerning the 
relation of the sensitive and the compass, my

slate was necessary to cause the book to as
sume motion, and by its efficacy of stofed-up 
energy or momentum, it shot forth with great 
force until it was intercepted by the wall long 
before its stored-up energy was exhausted, the 
difference in electrical potential producing the 
abnormal attraction and, causing the book to 
remain in place until jts energy was dissipated 
and the electrical equilibrium restored.

And in a like manner are the experiments 
performed written by my correspondent con
cerning the moving of chairs and piano.

‘ ‘While the young Frenchman had not been 
out of sight for a single instant, yet we found 
the chairs and even the piano overturned in 
another room."

Such remarkable phenomena are very rare, 
but the same tests have been performed by 
other sensitives.

While I have never witnessed such marked 
manifestations as those just described, I would 
say to those who may perchance think my 
friend a victim of deception, that this Would 
hardly be possible, for at the present time he 
is connected with the Egyptian Hall in the 
Capacity of maker of magical apparatus for 
Maskelyne and Oook, and is probably as well 
versed in the art of prestidigitation as any man 
living; added to this he is a graduate of 'Ox
ford, and was for some months a tutor of ma
thematics in a well-known private school on 
the Strand. :

Professor Zollern once said:' “It is peculiar 
how rational skeptics renounce all explanations 
of either a spiritual or scientific nature in these 
matters. After a remarkable display of latent 
electrical potential in a sensitive an observer 
claimed that the medium employed dynamite 
for the purpose of producing strong mechani
cal manifestations, concealing in a clever 
manner in the furniture, and then with equal 
dexterity exploding it. ”

When we look back to the time of Galileo, 
and witness the Grand Duke attempting to 
tear away the planets with logical arguments, 
we marvel at such ignorance. Yet such are 
the conditions under which we seek the truth

'SI

2. A stick of wood, a decimeter in length, 
laid horizontally on the hand, rises until it 
assumes a vertical position of-9O«degrees.

3. A wooden ball, weighing two hecto
grammes, suspended in a glass tube, from 
which the air has been exhausted, oscillates 
violently.

4. A book is projected in a straight line 
and adheres to the wall.

5. Objects move about, chairs and the pi
ano are overturned in a distant room.

While the latter effects are quite startling 
in their essential qualities, yet they but illus
trate the same force to a greater degree, as 
exhibited in the more simple ones.

PRETERNATURAL MARVELS.
Quite a number of investigators have been 

attracted by the brilliancy of the darkness (if 
this seeming paradox may be used as an illus
tration) surrounding the exact causes of these 
apparent preternatural marvels.

Beginning with Sir Isaac Newton and Mi
chael Faraday—those supreme experimental
ists—and followed up by many other explor
ers in the dark region of the darker science of 
occultism, I believe that the results herein 
given prove that all things can be explained 
in a logical manner without seeking recourse, 
in the considerations based on the latent psy
chological sense which upon the liberation of 
the soul from its material bondage is at once 
developed and capable of acting on objects 
through the will of a mind in thraldom, nor 
that the phenomena are always attributable to 
the skillfulness of the medium as a sleight-of- 
hand performer.

If we accept the latter theory as a reason
able explanation of the precise point at issue, 
i. e., that of objects moving without physical 
contact, the principles argued by those who 
term themselves materialists would be well il
lustrated,for they reason that as a conjurer de
ceives the ordinary observer, so the medium, 
with a higher branch of trickery, deceives the 
conjurer.

But while the greatest precaution is neces
sary to exclude deception, to accept such a 
paralogism as final is absolutely fatal to sci
entific progress, for what was renounced as 
beyond the limits of human possibility yester
day, is discovered, analyzed and explained 
by a natural law to-day.

If, then, the greatest and highest experience 
of mankind affords us sufficient testimony, the 
evidence of probability is this, that the new, 
the strange and the paradoxical is probably 
true and not probably false.

I prefer to take this view of the subject, 
and to let those who cry trickery at all phe
nomena difficult to understand remain in dark
ness if they wiqh. But to the experiments 
themselves.

THE COMPASS TEST.
My correspondent refers to a test accom

plished with the aid of a compass owned by 
himself. It was about a centimeter in diame
ter, inclosed in a German silver case. The 
length of the needle was a fraction less than 

, the outside circumference of the case and was 
balanced on agate pivots. When the sensi
tive’s fingers were passed around the compass

No. 4.
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friend’s attention was then directed to the lit
tle stick of wood (No. 2) and to the influence 
of animal magnetism over a non-magnetized 
body. (Fig. 2.)

“There are several great laws of nature,” 
he writes, “that make it possible for' such 
phenomena to exist, inertia and momentum 
being among those of the most importance. ”

MYSTERY EXPLAINED.
My theory is that the stick is magnetized 

or rather electrified to a considerable extent, 
and as the sensitive’s hand becomes equally 
electrified they gradually repel one the other, 
until the stick rises to a vertical position; then 
the repelling forces on both sides are counter
balanced, and thus the stick remains in equi
librium, as the upward movement is so grad
ual that the momentum acquired is infinitesimal

The next experiment, that of the oscillatory 
ball in vacuo (No. 4), showed a remarkable 
combination of forces at work.

The ball was at perfect rest prior to the 
test; the sensitive placed his finger near the 
glass cylinder when the ball began to swing 
in concentric circles, until he withdrew, when 
it described ellipses that grew in length until 
it would strike the sides of the tube with con
siderable force.

jfo. 3-

BALL IN VACUO.

tion I received on the slates last August, at 
Lilly Dale, N. Y., through your mediumship. 
On the 14th of that month, while my wife 
was sitting with you for-.independent slate
writing, you passed into a peculiar trance and 
told her ’that a spirit giving his name as 
“Henry,” who had committed suicide and 
was a friend of hers, was present. My wife 
could not recall such a friend, and said it was 
none of her acquaintances. While she was 
at your room I went to the post office and re
ceived our home paper. In it was published 
a letter, which was then of recent date, from 
the hand of Henry Woodruff. Henry Wood
ruff did business here for many years, but 
some time ago he moved ’ to Independence, 
Kansas. His strange letter was dated at 
Little Rock, Arkansas, in which he notified 
his friends and relatives that it would tie use
less for them to ever expect to see or hear 
from him again, because he was tired Of life. 
I thought that and what you had told my 
wife might have some relation to each other, 
and went to investigate. The result was the 
following message between slates in your 
presence: “Well, Tom, you think you are 
d----- n smart, don’t you?, I am here, but I
shall not tell you how I got here. Don’t 
worry any more about Henry Woodruff. ”

The message is what I would expect from 
this old friend of ours, if I attempted to, in 
any way, meddle with his business. 1 have a. 
letter of his written in March, and if the letter 
had been photographed on to the slate the 
two handwritings could not be more alike.

Now for the sequel: In October a man going 
a little way back from Little Rock discovered 
in a lonely forest the body of a man hanging

The Idea of a God.
As the idea of a God, or some overruling 

power of the universe, is being pretty freely 
discussed at the present time, I feel an incli
nation to give my personal views on tbat sub
ject, as the result of my investigations of the 
phenomena of Spiritualism, and the study of 
the harmonial philosophy, to which my atten
tion was attracted in 1853, at which time I 
was on the very threshold of rank materialism.

I realized that all nature was governed by 
and through the unerring law of cause and 
effect. ‘ The change of the seasons came with 
regularity by the revolution of the earth 
around the sun. The days and nights were 
caused by the rotary motion of the earth. All 
the planetary system was kept unerringly in 
proper order, and each planet in its proper 
sphere, by the law of centripetal and centrifu
gal force or gravitation. AH organic forms 
upon our earth, both animate and inanimate, 
could be traced back from their present forms, 
through their various gradations, to the mollusk 
or the protoplasm—all by and through the 
law of cause and effect-—all a manifestation 
by and through matter of preceding cause.

Then, when we enter upon the study of the 
imponderable gases, we find that they are but 
matter in an exceedingly attenuated form, as 
illustrated by the compound of oxygen and 
hydrogen, which produces water, and water 
by evaporation deposits sediment, which is 
earth-matter. Then as we follow back, by 
intuition, from effect to cause, we inevitably 
come to a (or the) first cause. To try to find 
a cause for the first cause would be futile, and 
a paradox. And if supposed to be successful 
(which is impossible), we would only be at, or 
in, the first cause still. It is impossible for 
the finite mind to go farther. All attempts 
to proceed farther would be mere assumption 
and illogical.

Now we receive and impart ideas through 
language. Each word has its specific and 
definite meaning in the line of thought in 
which it is used. Now, then, cause implies 
action, force—not upon itself, for that would 
be an equilibrium, an even balance; not upon 
nothing (as per orthodoxy), for then there 
could be no effect; but upon “something” on 
an inferior scale or plane.

Now, as we cannot conceive of any
thing higher or anterior to first cause, it 
(cause) must have acted upon matter; that 
being on the immediate plane below. Hence, 
this first cause, or force, must have been 
spirit, that being on the next higher plane 
above matter. Hence, spirit, cause, or force, 
acted upon matter coeval with itself, and as 
cause implies action, force, motion; motion 
generates heat—incipient organic life; evolu
tion; and progressive development goes on 
with its work through the succeeding 
countless ages, until physical nature, with all 
its varied organic forms, animate and inani
mate, with man at the head, endowed with 
thinking, reasoning faculties, and inherent as
pirations for a future and eternal life; of 
which, in this most auspicious time, we have 
the most positive proof; all the doubts, scoff- 
ings and denials to. the contrary notwithstand
ing, This great first cause (call it by what
ever name you choose), the Great Spirit, the 
Great Positive Mind, the Great Architect of 
the universe, or God, if you choose, to my 
feeble perception is the embodiment of all 
goodness, power, wisdom and truth, and whom 
I venerate, adore and implicitly trust, as the 
all-loving Father—Mother—Author of the 
whole brotherhood of man. I wish it to be un
derstood that I do not offer these ideas dogmat
ically, nor as conclusive, nor to invite discus
sion (let every one be persuaded in his own 
mind); but if they will help any seeker for 
truth to formulate for himself a faith or be
lief, in which he can rest serenely, then I shall 
feel happy in the thought that I have done

Matter and Spirit.
A few years ago, when the subject of “Mat

ter and Spirit" was being profusely discussed 
by the formost minds of the day, I was ear
nestly impressed by the invisibles to write out 
what appeared then the true solution. I give 
it as I received it:

“WHAT IS SPIRIT? WHAT IB MATTER?”

Spirit and matter are not distinct entities, 
as is commonly supposed, but correlative 
principles, one the evolution and the involu
tion of the other; co-existent and co eternal, 
so far as can be comprehended by mortals to
day; infinitely one, at the opposite extremes
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The Coming American Civil War. 
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMRS 
A Huntington, la written In tha Interest of hu

manity, of liberty, and 01 patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers tbat beset us on .every side, and more espe
cially to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles ot 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous too
ths Catholics. Washington’s words of warning 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: "The 
church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
so. but the hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know bow she treated heretics tn the Middle Ages, and 
bow she treats them today where ehe has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts tlion 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
the church tor what they have thought lit to do.’ 
Every oue should read this work. Paper, 800 pages. 
It will be «ent, postpaid, tor fifty cents, For sale al 
this otfice.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

PY LOIS WAISBROOKER^ THIS IS 
D a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of Idle blessed- 
nose, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
aelf-lmprovemeot or the good of humanity. It Is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and 
those who are to be mothers; a ad secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and Influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant, Instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and Is especially commended to “women 
everywhere.” to whom it Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. H contains 315 pages, neatly bound In 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, »1.25. _________

'si^DIESlNOUTLYINGFIjELDS'
OFPSYCHIC -^SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttlb, essays to utilize and 
explain the vast array uf (acts In Its field of research, 
which hitherto have bad no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man’s spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are us follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and Its Results; What is 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psycbometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Drcams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer. In the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics-- 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper* 
lence and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It Is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 258 
pages. Sent, post paid. 41.25.

This work may be called tbe first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It Is n vade mecum, 
and answers about any question which may arise In 
the minds of tbe Investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For aile at this office._________________ _ ____________

Researches in Oriental History.
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

O»e Fol. 13mo, 407 Paget, Cloth,

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IF JEWISH HISTORY. 
2. RESEARCHES Ilf ZOROASTRIANISM. 
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
Tbe whole comprise, an earnest but fruitless search 

tor a Historical Jesus.
In this volume tbe Jew, are clearly shown not to 

have been tbe holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. Tho Messianic idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher. 2350 year, B. C.. and Ite history Is 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until It la 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
of tbe Christian era. —

The book demonstrates that Christianity and It, cen 
tral hero are mythical; that tbe whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It show« vast re
search among the record, of the past; It, facta are 
mostly gleaned from Cbrlfitlan authority; and no per
son can read It without li,traction and profit, whether 
be reache, tbe same conclusion, with tbe author on 
otherwise. For sale at thls.offlce. -______________ ___

They Are for Sale at This Office.
OTAR NOS. BY DR,' DELLA E. DAVIS. A 

sJ rosary of pearls, culled from the work« of Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended tor the light and solace ot every aorrowluf 
mind and stricken heart. Brice CO cents.

CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
sJ Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of "Arcana of Na
ture," "Ethics ot Science," "Science of Man,” etc. Hudson Tut
tle waa threatened with death for writing and publishing lili 
"Convent," which has had a phenomenal run in Tbs Fboubi:««- 
tvs Thinkkb. Post . paid anywhere, CO cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cunt«.

COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of delineating character; dlagnoilng 
disease; determining mental, physical and buBlneesquaHficudon»; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 18110 
to l£>00 inpluilyo. Largo 8vo, cloth 45.00. Postage 20 cents.

(SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO? 
u) cal music for the choir, congregation and »oclal circles, by J. 
M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with tho most crit
ical cure, tree from all theological bfat, throbbing with tho soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
alj original), and adapted to all occasions, ft is doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Ite beautiful songs, 
duets and Quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompant* 
ment, adapted both to public meetings and tho social circle. 
Cloth, |2.00, Postage 14 cents.

'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
1 Confessional, by Father Cblnlquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Romish priest«, worked through tho confessional 
box. Price «1.00. •
'THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
1 comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, in tho 

keenest and moat easy style of Its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that Is sufficient inducement to purohaM 
the book. Price 41.00. .
'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE^ 
1 Something you should have to refer to. By James M. M<> 

Cann. Price 15 cents.

7'HE CHILDREN'S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
A manual, with directions for the organization and manage« 

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Bomethfiig 
indespenslble. Price 50 cents.

•THE SPIRITS' WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 
1 saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. It il * 

pamphlet tbat will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.
PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE< 
1 Letters to the Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth Its weight in gold. Price 23 
cents.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRI1 HEALING. A 
1 series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to Its own organ* 
Ism, and the Inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamam 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 11.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 

L course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work, it por 
sOHto great merit. Price 11.25. .
TJ/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH- 
W es, poems and songs; gathered from the highways, by ■ 

ways and hedges of life. By Mattle E. Hull. It is moat excellent* 
Price >1.00.

1X7HITE TAUGHT IN THREE
W Bevels,” a book of 271 pages. By The Phelona. X I* 

ireally a ver^mterestlng and suggestive work. Price41.25.

Iff THY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 
VV Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judsoa. This book Bhoulil.

be reed by every Spiritualist. Price «1.00; postage 10 Mat* 
piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
ID Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cents.

piBLE OF BIBLES. B YKERSEY GRA VES. 
ID It will well pay perusal. Price 01.75.

pROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
I Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare merit. Price 
»1,50.

PfIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 
L By Rev. Cha«. Clilnlquy, ex-prlait. A remarkable boob 
Psge« 892. Price «2.25.
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
11 embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity, to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. 
One ef the most valuable works ever published. Price 11,50.
pEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRtT-LAND. GIVEN 
L\ inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. You will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY 
Zk Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot, should read U. 
Price ei.00..
fJ/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL 
W 1st? or, Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent In the English language. Its theme la novel 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the moat momtaK 
cub period In history and regarding Its most famous participant— 
the most noted American, it is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
npared care, research or expense tn Its verification and produo* 
don, and be stakes bls reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 
knowing tbat ft will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a reinarxable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
ctpald. Price 41.50.

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
/I rles, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful illustration of man’s cruelty and Injustice to his fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
LjL from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela
tions, proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Jnvelled has 625 pages, a fine cugravlng of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 

editor of Mind and Matter. Trice 41.50. Postage 12 cenu,

A RYAN SUN MYTHS. Bl SARAH E. TIT 
Il comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
originated. An Interesting and Instructive book. Price 41.25.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO- 
Vz nomlcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. 11. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

TTELEN HARLOTS VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
il tlce. By Lois W^prooker. Price 41^0. ।

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
L “If a man die, shall ho live?" is fully answered. By "W. S. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price Go cents.

T\/[ABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
IVI Waisbrooker. Price 41.50. Mrs. Waisbrooker,» books 
qhould be read by every woman tn the land.

\jfIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
LVJ A. Hovey. 200 pages, with illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon. Price 41-25.

POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
L volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of tho bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, win* 
som and restful. Price 41.00.

RELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IF 
I\ all could be led to believe in such a religion the world would 
be far better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt in power 
and disposition to apply tbjfacu of history-and science. Price 
41.25. Postage 10 cents.

7'HE VOICES. B Y WARREN SUMNER BAR.
low. Tho Voice» contain poem« of remarkable beaut; and 

force. They are most excellent. Trice ,1.00.

•THE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
J. A pamphlet of «0 page* Worth lu weight Ingold- Er5ce20 
cent*

Studies im psychic science, ai. in
valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle. Price ,1.25.

OFERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR
O ItualJsm. past and present. By J. M. Peebles. M. D. An en* 
eye1 opedla of Interesting and Instructive facts. Price 62.00.
r'OS PEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN 

and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with spiritual truth* 
Price «1.00.
TJISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF 

LJ. the Sunday question. It Is Invaluable. By G. W. Brown. 
M. D. Price 15 cents.

TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 
Li Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists in Amer* 
lea. Ancient and modern miracles Explained by mesmerisxa. Aa 
invaluable work. Price, paper, 60 cents.
TMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 

1 dwelling place«. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of rara 
merit. Interesting to every body. Price 11.50.

7'HE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
Tuttle. His works are always Intensely interesting. Price 

»IM

•THE WORLD'S SIXIEpN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
X lor«. By Kersey Graves. Ton thoiiid read It, and be the 

wiser. Price «1,50.

That this result was produced by electro
magnetic waves acting through a rarefied, 
medium, i. e., the fourth dimension of space, 
I have no doubt, but cannot say that any pos
itive evidence has been gathered to prove this 
statement. The law of inertia, which causes 
all bodies to remain at rest when at rest, and 
to keep in motion when in motion, is of vital 
importance in this case, for when the electro
magnetic waves are thrown off by the sensi
tive, it is this law that causes the force to be 
carried to a distance and there act upon the 
ball or other body. (Fig. 3.)

The sensitive now laid upon a small slate a 
book with one edge projecting about three 
centimeters beyond the edge of the slate. 
(Fig. 4.) The slate he held in one hand by 
its extreme edge. Suddenly the book was im
pelled forward through a distance of four 
meters, and on coming in contact with the 
wall, adhered tenaciously to it for at least 
three minutes. Natural philosophy teaches 
that momentuni is accumulated energy, but it 
does not teach what that increased force is. 
To ascertain the exact nature of momentum, 
J. R. Collins and myself made several experi
ments during the past winter, and have been 
able to prove to our own satisfaction that the 
force accumulated by any object in motion is 
electrical. . i

This being a fact, it is in the regular course 
of things for the book to accumulate electrical 
force under the influence of the sensitive, al
though at rest When the charge became 
great enough, but a slight movement of the

appearance of having hung there two months.
This is rather a long letter, but I am sure 

you will be pleased to know that our experi
ence with you, which seemed so mysterious, 
has been cleared up. It is having an effect 
upon the people of this place that will help to 
swell the attendance at Lilly Dale camp next

A Bare Offer.—Secrets of the Convent of 
the Sacred Heart.

The remainder of the bound edition of the 
above book, to extend its circulation, will be 
sent for 25 cents per copy; postage 5 cents, 
or four copies for $1.00, postage paid. Many 
in ordering have expressed a desire for the 
muslin binding, but contented themselves with 
the paper en account of price. They can now 
please themselves. Silver may be mailed at 
publisher’s risk. As the number of copies 
is quite limited; orders should be sent at 
once. Hudson Tuttle, Publisher, Berlin 
Heights, Ohio.

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. 
Binnett Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically and theosophically. Price $1.25.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that : children may 
cease to be Accursed.. Price reduced to $1-

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
toll, cloth. . .

evolved from a lower plane, that of the min
eral, until man, the highest form of the physi
cal—objective or material—development is 
attained. But it does not stop here. We 
now leave the first or primary stage of con
scious existence and gain the second, or spir
itual, of which there are many before we gain 
the ultimatum, which is spirit absolute, the 
opposite extreme of matter (mineral), but the 
same, differing only in degree of refinement.

“God (good) is all and in all, and is spirit, 
the ever-pervading life principle The Ego,

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional’’ in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

The Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By’Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M. <). An excellent work. Price $1.50.

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents.

The Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. HulL Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1.

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

TTY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
JD Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise as 
a text-book, It Is as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader will bo amazed to Bee the curio ib Tacts 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
Band doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain m 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects row 
scared by time.
Soul or Things—VoL L

'THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
Jl comparison of Biblical and modem Spiritualism, By Mosea 

Hall. An Invaluable work. Price il.00.

7HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
phenomena and philosophy. By Rev. Samuel Wataon. 

This work was written by a modem Savior, a grand and noble 
max Price 41-00. '

¿IBER AL LECTURES. BY A. B. I-KENCH. 
They «re worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 cent*

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORY 
ot Atharael, chief priest of a hand of Al Arrans. An 'Titltne 

history of man. Written throagh.the mediumship of U. G. Fig- 
ley. Ton should read this w'ont Price 80 cents..

¿IFE AND LABOR fN -T^E. SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T.’ShelhamCT. -It abound« laActa It rcter- 

i ence to the Summer-Land. Prfcd'MW. —

interview, with tbe Inhabitant, of the Hell, of Spirit- 
life—a dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath or the millions who have gon, 
from earth-life with the damning effect, of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lylngUvcs. ThobookHmade up of fifteen chapter,. 
Borno of tho title« of the chapter« arc as follow,: 
Tbe Sphere«of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—The 
Home of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of spirit, who 
Slot to increuBe eorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 

lesebBion and revenge—Tbe War Department in 
thé HellBof Spirlt-llfe—Unhappy Marriage, are pro
moted by the low spirit« in the match-maMngbell of 
Spfrlt-llfe—The Negro Hell—Tho Indian Hell—Tho 
Mormon Hell—The Mell for Dishonest Spiritualist, ’ I.’..”' '
andmedium,—Into the Light. Tho Redeemed Prince. T EAFLETS OF t'HOUGHT GATHERED 
An Indian Camp-fire-A Negro prayermoeUug In ths from In*, xtm ■>{ Ufa. IMtaM roMtmanur
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Seneca’s Morals.
F The Stoic philosopher, Seneca, was a 
native of Oordova, in Spain. He was 
one of the ministers of Nero, and died 
about A. D, 60. His “Morals” survives 
to our times, and is a monument of 
noble sentiments. We make a few ran
dom quotations:

“You may stealthily find heaven from 
any corner by a leap and bound. . . •i 
You need not raise your hands to 
heaven; you need not ask the chapel
keeper to let you pour your prayers 
into the ears of the image, that you 
may be heard the better. God is near 
at hand, is with you, within you. I tell 
you, Lucilius, a sacred spirit sits within 
us, observer and guardian of our good 
and «vil. ... It is Idle to say that 
we are under debt to Nature, and not to 
God, because these thoughts are in
separable. If you had received a good 
offer from Seneca, you would say you 
were indebted to Annæus, or to Lucius 
[other names by which Seneca was 
known]; the creditor would be the 
same, though the name were changed. 
Seneca is the same man, whether you 
pronounce his name, his forename, or 
his surname. Just so Nature, Fate, 
Fortune: all are names of one and the 
samejGod, who makes a various use of 
his power. And so in morals, justice, 
probity, prudence, fortitude, frugality, 
are the goods of one soul. If you are 
pleased with any of them, you are 
pleased with the soul. . . The main 
thing is to live well, and'to die well; 
the question of sooner or later is an im
pertinence. Wo should live as in a 
tent, expecting to migrate. To die well 
is to escape the risk of living ill. . . . 
That day you dread as your last is yôur 
eternal birthday.”

These are but a very few of the thou
sands of good things from the pen of 
this great pagan philosopher. To copy 
them all would be to copy his entire 
work of many hundred pages; and yet 
there are those who want us to believe 
that all the good in the world originated 
with Christianity. ,

Prof. Edwin Johnson, in his "Rise of 
Christendom,” well says: "The ‘Epistles 
of Seneca’ are a more precious gift to the 
human race than all the mediæval 
books of the church, though never pro
claimed as something sent down from
heaven."_________ ________

Origin of the Golden Rule.
The learned Prof. Johnson, in his

Antigua Mater, has traced the origin of 
the Golden Rule. He says: “It has 
been ascribed to many masters—to Con' 
fucius, to the Buddhists, to the great 
Rabbi Hillel, in a striking anecdote. 
Isocrates gives utterance to it. It is a 
principle of the Stoics. The Emperor 
Alexander Severus got this saying from 
certain mon, Jews or Christians, and 
loved it as so truly divine he ordered it 
to be written up in the Palatum and on 

V public works.” The Professor con
cludes: “We should do injustice to the 
simple universality of the thought if we 
ascribed it to any but an anonymous 
source. It is an oracle of the human 
heart, an expression of the nature in 
which self-regard and sympathy are 
never divorced, and which identifies in 
imagination the individual with his 
kind." ____ , , , . ._____ L

The Earth Recedes.
To say that there was no Jewish na

tion, no Jews as .such, no Jerusalem, no 
Jesus, no apostles, no Paul, no early 
Christian Church, no Pope until after 
the tenth century, no Christian crusad
ers against Saracens, no fathers of the 
church as Origen, -Jerome, Tertullian, 
Eusebius, and no Josephus; that all 
these people, organizations, historians 
and teachers are myths or monkish for
geries, is Gfily“ repeating what the 
learned Prof. Johnson has either fully 
proved, or made to appear quite prob
able. The very earth seems to recede 
under our feet as we read his facts, 
gleaned from numberless sources, with 
the inferences he draws from them.

Spohr always declared, that he owed 
his knowledge of composition and har
mony to the study of Mozart’s scores, 
who, in turn, admitted his obligations to

Mumbo Jumbo.
Mungo Park, the African traveler of 

an earlier generation, tells his readers, 
while noai* the town of JColor he ob
served hanging on a tree a sort of 
masquerade costume, which he was told 
on inquiry belonged to Mumbo Jumbo. 
He says: “This is a strange bugbear, 
common to all the Mandingo towns, and 
much employed by the Pagan natives 
to keep their women in subjection; for 
as the Kaffirs are not restricted in the 
number of their wives, everyone mar
ries as many as he can conveniently 
maintain—and as it happens the ladies 
frequently disagree among themselves, 
family quarrels rise to such a height, 
the authority of the husband can no 
longer preserve peace in the household. 
In such cases the Interposition of 
Mumbo Juin bo is called in, and is al
ways decisive. This strange minister 
of justice, disguised in the dress men
tioned, and armed with the rod of pub
lic authority, announces his coming by 
loud and dismal screams in the woods 
near the town. He begins the panto
mime at the approach of night. As soon 
as it is- dark he enters the town, and 
proceeds to the bentang, at which all 
the inhabitants immediately assemble." 
Of course justice is promptly admin
istered.

Is it not possible some of the earlier 
prophets had a character similar to 
Mumbo Jumbo In mind when they were 
describing their God as a great man, 
whose “eyes were as flames of fire,” 
“his feet like unto brass burned in a 
furnace,” who had “horns coming out of 
his hand,” while “burning coals went 
forthat his feet,” and was “girtabout 
the paps with a golden girdle,” having 
in “his right hand seven stars, and out 
of his mouth went a sharp, two-edged 
sword."

These quotations are all from the 
Bible, employed In description of the 
Jewish God, and forming a character 
seemingly as hideous in aspect as the 
veritable Mumbo Jumbo of darkest 
Africa. And yet there are bigots who 
want this aggregation In the American 
Constitution.

Another Heretic.
Rev. C. A. Poage, of San Francisco, 

a Presbyterian preacher and editor, has 
lately renounced a belief in an endless 
hell, and has withdrawn from the min
istry. Ina late interview he is reported 
to have said:

“The more I think and study the more 
I recoil from the doctrine of a hell of 
everlasting torture. I do not feel, in the 
first place, that as a matter of justice it 
is right for the Almighty to punish a 
soul with everlasting torture for the 
sins committed in the brief period of 
years allotted to this human life. In 
the second place, I feel that a God of 
infinite benevolence could not maintain 
an everlasting abode of misery, wretch
edness and pain. In the third place, I 
feel that a God of infinite holiness could 
not tolerate the everlasting continuance 
of sin and its punishment. Fourthly, 
there may be something in sin itself 
that carries with it the element of de
struction.”

That is only one step toward Liberal
ism, but it is enough to brand the rever
end with the opprobrious title of Infidel, 
and to set him to thinking of other por
tions of his barbarian creed. The doc
trine of total depravity and vicarious 
atonement will soon disappear, followed 
one after another by the whole brood of 
monkish nonsense, until he will find 
himself a man, no longer thinking and 
teaching as a child.

Liberty of the Middle Ages.
Cornélius Henry Agrippa, born at

Cologne, In 1486, of a noble family, a 
distinguished writer, philosopher and 
physician, was a teacher of theology at 
Dole, and became famous because of his 
lectures. He was so bitter on the monks 
he was accused of heresy, and he was 
compelled to vacate his chair. He was 
afterward made Doctor of Laws, also 
Doctor of Medicine. He wrote:

“In almoste al places of studie a 
damnable custom is grown, in that they 
binde with an othe the sehollers which 
they receive, never to speake against 
Aristotle, Bcetlus, Albert, or any other 
of their sehollers being accompted a 
God, from whom if a man differs a 
finger's breadth in thought, immediately 
they will call him herltiko and worthy 
to be burned.”

Though imprisoned by Charles V., 
Agrippa, through the influence of 
friends, escaped the stake. He was a 
voluminous writer and his books survive 
to our times.

Such tacts show how liberty of 
thought was imperiled when the church 
was dominant. The God-in-the-ConStl- 
tution party wish to restore these “good 
old times” and relegate civilization to
the Middle Area.

Sleep to Be Abolished.
The inventor of sleep, on whom 

Sancho Panza bestowed blessings, is 
now to be loaded with anathemas. It is 
said Edison insists that sleep is an ac
quired habit, inherited from a long line 
of sleeping ancestors, who had no other 
way to spend the hours of darkness 
which the diurnal revolution of the 
earth necessitated.. In substituting 
electric light for the rude appliances of 
Other times he intimates that the civil
ized world will grow into new habits, in 
which sleep will not be required.

Mr. Edison’s invention will prove suc
cessful when the food supply to rebuild 
waste is no longer required; possibly 
when Winwood Reade’s suggestion is re
alized, that chemistry will ultimately 
manufacture food direct from natural 
products, without the intervention of 
animal or vegetable growth.

Our List in the East.
Our list of subscribers in the East is 

increasing. H. L. Simmons of Oam- 
bridgeport, Mass., has our thanks for 
sending us a large olub from that town.

Why Do You Not Go to Church?’’

One of our city dailies, Jn its last Sun
day’s issue, asks this question of its 
readers, and then devotes a broadside to 
the replies. In summing up the sub
stance of these replies, two points are 
specially promlnent—one, an unbelief in 
the dead and dusty dogmas of the 
church, and the other, the inability of 
the priests and preachers to tell their 
hearers anything new or helpful for the 
meeting of the great crises of living, 
that are constantly presenting them
selves to. this generation.

It is bad enough for the active, vigor
ous, American mind to waste hours lis
tening for the thousandth and one time 
to the same cut and dried exposition of 
fossilized thought; but when that 
thought has been proved, over and over 
again, to have been on lines of error, 
and sometimes willfully stated by the 
narrow minds of cruel bigots of hundreds 
of years ago, the effort to listen passes 
from endurance to positive torture.

It is singular that the preachers, with 
their keen, business, money-making 
scent, do not see and adopt the only 
remedy for the fading out of their 
power, and its cause. Occasionally we 
find a man who is energetic and indus
trious enough to do a little thinking for 
himself) his church Is thronged. His 
utterances stir the people, as the storm 
stirs the stagnant pool. His associates 
on the old clerical lines envy and 
malign him. He is cast out into the 
region of the heretical cranks, who have 
been the living, vitalizing, impelling 
force of the world’s unfoldment through 
all the ages. But he goes on preaching 
in just the same way, and doing more 
good a thousandfold than it were possi
ble under the old conditions.

There are unfortunately but a few of 
these as yet. Their voices can reach 
only a fraction of those who might 
under favorable circumstances go to 
church. The vast remainder are forced 
to stay away.

Our spirit friends who speak|thorugh 
various instruments perceive all this 
and more. They dare to speak what 
they know, on all and every subject. It 
is rarely when in full control they 
deliver themselves of platitudes or inan
ities, and whenever this does happen, 
they are sensibly compared with the 
pratings of the preachers. But our 
spirit friends, choosing from the whole 
unfolding of the truth in the spirit 
realm, are sure to find the key-note of 
sympathy from their hearers, and are 
constantly able to produce out of their 
endless stores things that are new, both 
in their statement and application.

We advise those who find an uncon
querable repugnance to going to church, 
and still feel a necessity for keeping the 
indefinable something they name con, 
science in order, to spend the necessary 
hours on Sunday they must devote to 
a sermon to perusing the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker, which never 
lacks in vigor, variety nor freshness, 
from the opening line to the closing 
word

■uJealous Guardians Needed.
Dr. Nathan C. Schaeffer, State Super 

intendent of Public Instruction, of 
Pennsylvania, has apparently no objec
tion to turning the schools into Roman
izing institutions where nuns as teachers 
may practice all the deft Romish ways 
of engrafting Romish thought, Romish 
ideas, Romish bias, Romish cult, into 
the plastic minds of not only Catholic 
but Protestant children. Dr. Schaeffer 
is very liberal—after his kind, and it is 
a very weak and foolish kind of liberal
ity—a liberality by which Rome has all 
the gain and American idea? and Amer
ican institutions sustain' all the loss.

He says: “When we are in the major
ity, Protestant directors may order the 
Bible to be read in the school, and the 
Catholics must submit or establish paro
chial schools of their own.” By parity: 
Where Catholics are in the majority 
they may order their Romish version of 
the Bible to be read, and the Romish 
catechism taught, and Protestants must 
submit or establish parochial schools of 
their own! And so, between the two, 
down goes our American public school 
system.

The greatest danger to our public 
school system, aside from the steady, 
ever-watchful plotters with Jesuitic 
Instincts, is the care (?) of natnby- 
0, wishy-washy Protestant super- 

snts and school directors, of the 
Schaeffer stripe. A man who is ready 
to kneel, or crawl on his belly, in the 
presence of the pope, is not a tit and safe 
person to be a State Superintendent of 
our public schools. The safety of our 
Subtle schools demands that superinten- 
ents and directors shall be watchful and 

jealous guardians and not whiffling, 
spineless temporizers.

Some questioning having arisen as to 
the correctness of the formula of chem
ical combination in the evolution of 
water, as stated by Prof. Lockwood in 
his reply to A. B. Richmond in The 
Progressive Thinker of April 7, the 
Professor informs us that there are two 
methods in vogue—one by volume, or 
measure, as employed in modern 
formula, and one by weight, as used by 
many analytical chemists. Thus the 
modern formula by volume would be 
represented by the symbol H’O, while 
the analytical, as stated by chemists 
who resort to the chemioal balances 
would be O’H1, by weight. Prof. L. 
used the latter formula since he intro
duced the chemical balance in his 
analysis. '

Haydn was fond of imitating animae 
sounds in his symphonies. In these 
Compositions will be found imitations of 
the cat, horse, cow, cuckoo, grass
hopper, and donkey. : .
. Schumann’s father was a book-seller, 
who gave his son all the assistance he 
could in the musical studies the boy 
adopted almost from infancy. At 5 
young Schumann began the piano; at 12 
he was writing operas. •

THAT CATACLYSM.
The Special {Ownership of 

Which Rests with Prof. 
Buchanan. ’

As Proprietor of Said Cataclysm 
He Is Open to Criticism.

Which Is Freely Indulged In by 
HUDSON TUTTLE.

Prophecies Unfulfilled and Predic
tions Unverified,

ONE DROP OF WATER DOES NOT MAKE 
A shower; NOR DOES ONE LITTLE 
EVENT, OUT OF A HUNDRED ‘ PRE- 

DIOTBD, PROVE THE GIFT OF PROPH
ECY—MANY FAILURES, FEW FUL
FILLMENTS — EASY TO PREDICT, 
NEITHER SCIENCE NOR FORESIGHT 
REQUIRED, BUT GUEBSING * IS NOT 

PROPHESYING, NOR' IS IMAGINATION 
PROPHETIC INSTINCT. '

I regret that I could! not have replied 
to the criticism of Dr. Buchanan im- 
médiately, while his effusion of epithets 
and invectives was fresh in the minds of 
the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker. I pass them by, for they are 
not arguments, and do not strengthen 
his case. I do not wish to cpmbat him 
with such weapons, for I have fpr many 
years felt a profound respect for him. 
When a mere youth, struggling to un
derstand the strange influence of my me
diumship I recall with pleasure the 
strength received trom the reading of an 
artole in “The Journal Man,” In which 
he indorsed the then most unpopular 
spiritual phenomena. Since that eventful 
moment I have read with interest every
thing he has published: always finding 
admirable thoughts, which were real 
food for the mind—not only the truth, 
but suggestive statements, which led to 
wide fields we may hope to enter in the 
future.

With this appreciation of his merits 
as a fearless investigator and a brilliant 
writer, I acknowledge I read with a 
feeling akin to pain his article in the 
Arena on “The Coming Cataclysm in 
America and Europe.”

I hold that it is wrong to publish such 
fearful prophecies unless they are 
absolutely certified, to disturb the 
reader's mind with impressions of ruin: 
and disaster. If demonstrable, we must 
not complain, for the truth, however 
unpalatable, needs make no apology.

The cheapest way to gain a reputation 
is by propnecy, and the religions and 
mountebankisms of all times past have 
supported their claims by the pretense 
to the ability to unseal the future which 
is concealed from ordinary mortals.

Now Dr. Buchanan comes with the 
key, he says, given him by science. 
He has made great discoveries and 
unraveled the law of “periodicity.” If 
he has, he should be able to demon
strate every step and every assertion. 
The said article on “The Coining 
Cataclysm” called out a torrent of 
criticisms, much of which was anything 
but complimentary to the magazine in 
which it appeared. Prophets from 
earliest times have. wailed over the 
coming of wars, famine and pestilence, 
which have been bugboars of their 
trade, to frighten and awe the rabble 
and rulers. Even now the weather 
prophet predicting storms and floods of 
which he knew nothing, has a hearing 
by the credulous, and even by those who 
know that it is impossible to predict 
with certainty the weather a day in ad
vance. The ignorant are disturbed, and 
breathe freer when the dread days of 
predicted cyclones have passed. .Jer
emiah set the example for nis Christian 
following.and between denunciation and 
oalamlty-nowling he ,piads the life of 
his enemies and the countless genera
tions since his time miserable.

Dr. Buchanan says: “I have already 
said that my conviction is based on a 
positive scientific law of periodicity, 
tested for over thirty years, but not pub
lished or taught, th'óugh I expect to 
place it on record for' posterity; but bo 
tremendous an announcement should 
not be made from any limited data.”

Again: “Our convulsionary,period is 
approaching. The next presidential 
election will develop enough of the 
riotous elements North and South, but 
especially in the North, to give us warn
ing.”

This was written before the last elec
tion, and perhaps there never has been 
a presidential election attended by less 
riotous display.

The dreadful picture of war and car
nage at the going out of this century
race wars, religious wars, and wage 
wars—yet to be fulfilled, is supplemented 
by predictions of dire disasters on land 
and sea.' The Mississippi is to refuse 
to be restrained by its levees and over
flow, converting all Ite bottom lands into 
a lake. Engineering skill will Surely 
defeat this prediction. Again:

“And formidable, too, will be the 
power in the air, the terrible Cyclones 
and the strange seasons that are coming 
among our calamities when the Warmth 
of summer shall fail,'and the bounties 
of agriculture be déírtbd us. The outer 
world Ib disordered,'¿nd if a huge me
teorite should fall in the 'Wabash 
Valley this summer,;’recollect that'I 
have said it is probable! The coming 
summer will be marked by destructive 
cyclones, especially In the West, and 
the neighborhood of Kansas pity will 
suffer. The cold seasbns coming’twelve 
or fourteen years hence, and crushing 
agriculture, will add greatly to our 
social calamities, and the fierce discon
tent that prepares men for war. Í 
venture to predict also a very sickly 
summer this year and great increase of 
mortality, fully doubting the usual 
harvest of death, mainly by prostrating 
abdominal diseases, with some tendency 
to paralysis. Those who fall' to“Wké 
good care of themselves will suffer."'-

It is observable in the face of these 
positive assertions, the “huge meteorite” 
did not fall in the “Wabash Valley;” 
cyclones were not more destructlve than 
usual, and the summer did hot prove 
“sickly,” nor the death rate increase. 
No unusual number of cases óf “pa
ralysis” or ^'abdominal diseases/’ were 
reported. The prophecy was a fiat fail
ure in all these particulars, and no 
amount of special pleading can make it 
otherwise. It íb in fact asking too much 
Of a prophet to go out into the unknown 
depths of space and predict when one of 
the wandering meteqrs, whose orbit is 
uncalculated because the unknown body 

has never been observed, will cross the 
earth’s path and be drawn under its irre
sistible influence; ;.

Now, coming to the calamities which 
overshadow the Atlantic coast, Doctor 
Buchanan stirs the Imagination of his 
readers by lurid pictures of the earth’s 
crust, like a thin scum floating on the 
boiling lava beneath.

He mixes the known with the un
known; the speculations of scientists 
with facts, and sketches lurid, hair-rais
ing' pictures, which find their counter
farts only in the fantasies of Dante’s 
nferno.
“The continent llesifloatlng on a bed 

of fire, and exists only because there are 
no storms to disturb the fire."

“But the sea of fire beneath our feet 
has no such solemn and poetic associa
tions. Its agitation brings nothing but 
an infinite horror in which a sudden 
death is our happiest fate. If the order 
of the astronomic universe permits the 
near approach of any wandering body to 
the earth, the sea of fire must be dis
turbed and the continents wrecked, and 
we have no assurance that it will not 
occur. It was some such an astronomic 
event that whirled the earth from its 
position, changed its poles, and over
whelmed its tropical ‘climates in ice 
over 100,000 years ago. If any such dis
turbance occurs now it will be in our 
time of calamity from 1910 to 1916. Let 
astronomers observe.”

The doctor is here unfortunate in his 
Scientific statement of facts. It is as 
certain as the laws of mathematics, that 
the poles of the earth have never 
changed position since the globe rotated 
in a spheroidal form. No force could be 
brought to bear to make such a change, 
and further the "Ice age,” so far from 
being 100,000 years ago, has been quite 
certainly fixed at least three millions of 
years gone by.

What will be this dreadful geological 
calamity? Let us read:

“The great mass of our continent, and 
especially its northern portion, are com
paratively safe, but our Atlantic sea
board is not. It is safe to say that OUR 
Atlantic coast is doomed ! ! When
ever I am on the Atlantic border a 
strong foreboding comes to me that our 
countrymen living there only a few feet 
above the ocean level are in a perilous 
position. A tidal wave might destroy 
the entire population of our coast, and 
a slight sinking of the shore would be 
still more fatal. For ten years I have 
been looking to such possibilties, and 
their imminence has compelled me to 
study the question profoundly.

"Permit me now, without giving my 
chief (and private) reasons after showing 
the possibilities and probabilities I have 
mentioned, to announce my firm convic
tion that in the midst of our coming civil 
war, the Atlantic Coast will be 
wrecked by submergence and tidal 
waves from tne borders of New England 
to the southern borders of the- Gulf of 
Mexico. There will be no safety below 
the hill's.”

To this blood-curdling prediction the 
fundamental facts of geology are 
opposed. It is well determined that 
where the cooling crust wrinkled into 
folds, these folds outlined the mountain 
chains which were age after age pushed 
higher, and by these the continents were 
defined, and that all of the changes of 
surface have conformed to this primal 
expression.

If there is one spot more safe than 
another, it is "our Atlantic coast.” Asi 
have stood on the rugged ledges which 
wall in that ocean, and seen its mighty 
billows break harmlessly at their base, 
I have felt a conscious security in the 
stability of the present order. Those 
Laurentian rocks, with the underlying 
and oft-protruding granite, were above 
the waves in the early ages, while the 
sea sported only the lowest fishes. The 
great tract of country along the Appal
achian ranges of Labrador, and west by 
the course of the great lakes is the old
est land on the globe. It was above the 
seafirst and has since so remained. | No 
earthquake has submerged it; no vol
cano has thrown out its fiery flood dur
ing a length of time measured by the 
whole depth of the fosslliferous strata. 
That is an unusually safe coast which 
shows no depression or elevation in a 
length of time in which a million years, 
more or less, would not be taken into the 
computation. I think I am justified In 
stating that the destruction of this coast 
is among the Improbabilities if not im
possibilities within the next score of 
years. The next prediction is special, 
and more unfortunate, as its fulfillment 
is more readily determined. '

Turning to Europe, he says:
“Every throne will be destroyed ex

cept that of the “sick man in Europe.” 
The Sultan will remain, and the German 
Emperor will yield slowly to the prog
ress of constitutional government. Vic
toria may not survive 1890; but it is pos
sible her vitality will carry her into 
1891. Her physicians will not be able to 
understand her conditioner to overcome 
it. ' The tendency will be to an apoplec
tic shock and comatose condition, in 
which she will pass away. Thé gentle
manly Wales will have a short reign, 
for England is ripe for a change and he 
will realize the propriety of an abdica
tion, Ten years after his mother’s death 
will probably end his life. England will 
be more fortunate than the continent, 
on which the situation will be grandly 
melodramatic, for after torrents of blood 
and demolished thrones have aroused 
the world,—the limitless power of the 
globe introduces the GRAND climax in 
a terrific convulsion of the entire Medi
terranean region, the coasts of Africa, 
Spain, France, Italy, Egypt, Palestine, 
Asia Minor, and the Archipelago. Ex
hausted nature and exhausted humanity 
will then end their struggles. Long be
fore that time arrives Pope Leo and 
Czar Alexander will have disappeared. 
July will be a dangerous month to the 
health of the Pope. He will not last 
two years, probably not one. Neither 
will Alexander be in existence two 
years from now,—a death by violence 
seems to be his destiny. Less than 
three years will end the official career 
and personal existence of the two who 
stand at the head of this administration 
Of the Republican party. The Presi
dent will be the last of the two to take 
his departure.”

The Doctor Bays Victoria may not 
survive 1890, but to hedge and makfe 
Sure, he extends her departure to 1891, 
and carefully fixés the nature of her 
disease. It is now 1894 and she remains 
hale and vigorous, and the probabilities 
are the Prince of Wales will have a 
“short reign”—not because “England is 
ripe for a change” and he will “abdi
cate,” but there will be so little space of 
his life remaining after he comes to the 
throne.

i Pope Leo and the Czar have not yet 
“disappeared." The former has passed 
the “dangers" of tour or five “Julys,”

and the latter has escaped “violence" 
and is more safely seated on his throne 
than five years ago. '

Less than three years is fixed for 
the end of the existence of two who 
stand at the head of this administration 

i of the Republican party. This is a 
safe prediction, as no names are men
tioned. But in his reply Dr. Buchanan 
eaya he meant Blaine, and Blaine did die! 
And then did he mean Harrison by the 
other, and Harrison is not dead, but 
quite alive! I hope he did mean Blaine, 
for in this network of horrible things, 
just for his own satisfaction and peace 
of mind, I would like to have one pre
diction verified.

To return to the beginning of the 
articles on “Calamities,!’ where the war 
between capital and labor is predicted, 
there is a show of fufillment in the 
present disturbed state of the country, 
but the Anglo-Saxon reverence for law, 
the reign of order and existing govern
ment, will as surely triumph as the sun 
will rise in the morning. If anything 
will precipitate war it is this inflamma
tory talk, and disparagement of the 
Government. Dr. Buchanan is one of the 
Government, every citizen is a part of 
the Government and responsible for its 
laws and actions. If the officials do not 
make just laws or execute properly those 
already made, a single election may 
relegate them to private life, and give 
the power to those who will execute the 
will of the people. When the people 
curse the Government they curse them
selves.

And yet Dr. Buchanan does not hesi
tate to quote as commendatory from 
Brick Pomeroy, wherein he character
izes Congress as “the gang that calls 
itself the government." In any other 
country such expressions would be 
treason. They are treasonable, and 
weaken the power of the State. It is 
not for the true lover of his country, 
under whose flag a thousandfold more 
privileges are enjoyed than under any 
other, to join the ranks of the anarchists 
and raise his voice In the hue and cry 
against it. This element is foreign to 
our institutions and forms a class who do 
not comprehend the meaning of a free 
Government of the people, and take 
liberty for license. History runs 
smoothly when the nation obeys the 
law of evolution, and only when this is 
obstructed comes revolution, the syno
nym of "cataclysm." If the wealthy 
are more wealthy than fifty years ago, 
the poor are no poorer. There never 
was a time in the history of the race 
when the laborer was so well clothed, 
fed, and housed, or enjoyed life's luxuries 
as the present. There is inequality of 
wealth.for inventive genius has evolved, 
as by Aladdin’s lamp, millions of willing 
and tireless slaves, in the form of ma
chinery, and these, necessarily con
trolled by wealth, give manifold 
returns. The wage-worker, often dis
placed by these machines, or obliged to 
acquire new habits and methods, only 
indirectly receives the benefit at first, 
and a length of time is required to 
adjust the new and often antagonistic 
conditions; yet such adjustment will 
come and thè benefit be equally divided. 
Instead of berating the Government for 
the existence of these new conditions, 
it is the seeming part of wisdom to work 
for the bringing about of justice to all, 
and this can be done by and through the 
Government, by the evolution of its 
laws and methods. There are enough 
true Americans to hold in cheek the 
foreign element until it can be assimi
lated.

Why must prophets always be pro
phets of evil? Why must they be 
Jeremiahs, weeping and walling? This 
world and human life is not all storm 
or despair. The sun shines in the 
heavens; if it does not, we have the stars. 
The presentís not balanced on the brink 
of Niagara; the dogs of war are not as 
fierce as they were yesterday; pesti
enee is held at bay by the instructions 

of science.
Man’s average life growslonger. The 

future is full of promise. We are held 
in hands of unchanging laws and work
ing for the common Weal.

There undoubtedly is a law of pro
phecy., whereby the future may be 
known. The prophet, however, must 
be able to rise above the particular to 
the general and remain in the clear at
mosphere of all-applying principles. He 
must eliminate nis own desires, fore
bodings and conditional knowledge. 
Yet too often these false and treacherous 
elements are the source of his inspira
tion. He is affected by his own mental 
condition, and the color of his glasses 
gives hue to his predictions.

Such reminds one of the folk-lore 
tale of Chickendiddle, who ran in ¡¡from 
the garden and crying in terror to its 
mother that the “skies are falling!”

“What makes you think so, Chibken- 
diddle?” .

“Because when under the pea-vines a 
great piece of it fell on my tall!”

What did fall on Chickendiddle that 
made him think the skies were tumbling 
down? Only a pea-leaf!

Brutality of a “Sister.”
Word comes from Yanktown, S. D.,

that considerable indignation has been 
aroused there over the discovery of the 
brutal treatment that is accorded the 
pupils of the Academy of the Sacred 
Heart, a Catholic seminary and convent 
for novitiates. Sister Florentine was 
in the police court, where she was fined 
for assault and battery upon a six-year- 
old child. The child’s bare body «’as 
exposed in court, showing that an un
merciful whipping had been inflicted 
with a buggy whip. An older sister of 
the girl who was punished, stated to a 
reporter that severe beatings were 
administered daily to the various pupils, 
many of whom are orphans, whose ages 
range from two to twelve years. The in
terview developed the fact that Sister 
Florentine was the general whipper for 
the institution, and that little Joe 
Westand, two years old, was treated to 
a lashing regularly every day. Gerty 
and Mary Souvenir, of Sioux Falls, 
Margaret MoVane and Teresa O’Brien, 
are four other children who were regu
larly beaten, and it Ib said that on one 
occasion Margaret McVane was whipped 
until it was thought she was dead.

Lowell, Mass., the Spindle City, uses 
the water power of the Pawtucket Falls 
on the Merrimac, and makes 145,000 
miles of cotton cloth every, year.

The site pt .old Boston is now given up 
to the poorest residents in the city. 
Fashionable Boston is built on the Back 
Bay, on land made by filling up the 
harbor. ■
“Portland, Me, is the winter port for 
all Canada, which sends out and. re
ceives over $50,000,000 worth of goods 
every winter.

c

MATERIALIZATION.
And That, Too, in the Light 

' of Day.
DARKNESS NOT ALWAYS ESSENTIAL TO 

MATERIALIZATION—A SPIRIT MOTH) 
ER’S STRANGE ACTIONS—SHE RE
PROVES THE STEPMOTHER, AND

, MAKES THINGS LIVELY.

To THE EpiTOR:—It appears from & 
Philadelphia newspaper that the wife of 
Cornelius'Boyle, of Wilkesbarre, Pa., 
died about two months ago, leaving four 
small children. A few weeks ago he 
married again. Mrs. Boyle No. 2 spent । 
a very happy week with her husband 
while on their wedding tour. But since 
their return she has led a most un
happy existence. She has been haunted, ( 
she says, by the first Mrs. Boyle, who 
during the last week visited her almost , 
every day. After these visits Mrs. 
Boyle has remained unconscious for sev
eral hours.

A reporter found Mrs. Boyle in the 
house of a neighbor, the visit she re
ceived from the spirit of the first Mrs. 
Boyle last Saturday having caused such 
a serious shock to her nerves that she 
says she will never enter the house 
again. Her husband, an intelligent 
young man twenty-eight years old, was 
with her, and two of the children were 
playing about the room.

Mrs. Boyle is very young for a wife, 
being hardly seventeen years old. She 
is a pretty girl. Sha was Miss Sarah 
Cullings before she was married two 
weeks ago, and lived in Ashley, near 
here. Sne met her husband last St. 
Patrick’s day, and not quite a month 
afterward they were married in Phillips
burg, N. J. The week following they 
spent in New York, and last Monday 
arrived at Boyle’s home.

“I was washing Borne clothes in the 
kitchen, Monday afternoon,” Mrs. 
Boyle said, "when I experienced a most 
singular feeling, as though somebody 
were in the room with me. I looked 
around, but could see nobody. Then I , 
went into the parlor, but no one was 
there. When I returned to the kitchen 
all the chairs and tables were upset, and 
my washing spilled on the floor. I set 
them right again. Immediately they 
were thrown down. At that instant 
there swept by me a figure of no particu
lar shape, except the head, ana that I 
saw distinctly. The face was a woman's, 
and had such a peculiar look about it 
that 1 can never forget. It was gone 
in an instant, and I fainted,

“The children called in the neighbors, 
and after some time I was revived. 
When my husband returned home I 
told him the story. He called it a joke, 
and said I had imagined It all. I tried 
to think no more about it.

“The next day," continued Mrs. 
Boyle, “I was alone in the kitchen mak
ing some bread when I again felt the 
dreadful, overpowering sensation of the 
peculiar presence. It gradually grew 
in shape until the head was fully visible. 
Then I could seo tho face. It was the 
same as on the day previous.

"Then it gradually faded away, and 
again I fainted from fright. This time 
some of the neighbors who were brought 
in by tho children thought I was crazy.

“Fearing to be alone the next day I 
sent for my sister. That night I again 
told my husband about the ghostly vis
itor. My nerves were unstrung and I 
was very much excited. Mr. Boyle got 
'some books to quiet mo and we began 
looking them over. Among the books 
was a photograph album. He was 
turning over the leaves and explaining 
who the persons were.

“Finally he turned a page and there 
before me was the face of that ghost I 
I had seen. So suddenly was the face 
presented before mo that I shrieked 
with horror. My husband, startled, 
sprang to his feet, and asked what was 
tne matter. All I could do was to point 
to the album, which had fallen to the 
floor, and say, ‘That face, that face !' 
l, “ ‘What about it?’ cried my husband.

“ ‘It is tho same as the ghost’s,’ Iman- 
aged to say.

“He was very much horrified at this 
and startled, too.

“ ‘Why, that's the face of my first 
wife !’ he exclaimed. C3

Then he believed what I had said re
garding the apparition, for he knew I 
had never seen her or any photograph 
of her until he showed me the one in the 
album.

"My sister came the next day. I did 
not tell her of the ghost, merely saying 
I was not well. That day—Wednesday— 
I stayed away from the kitchen. My 
sister did the work, and nothing hap
pened. So I believed the visits of the 
ghost were ended. On Thursday my 
sister and I were in the kitchen cutting 
carpet rags. Among theiold clothing 
was a jacket of 'Jamsey's,’ who is my 
husband’s oldest boy. I took it out of 
the bag to give to Annie, my sister.

“1 leaned over to hand it to her; as I 
did so it was pulled from my hands and 
thrown on the floor. At the same in
stant I felt the presence of the ghost, 
although I could see nothing. My sister 
then picked the jacket from the floor.

“As she did so the jacket was torn 
from her hands and the ghost stood be
fore US| the eyes blazing as though in 
anger. My sister shrieked with terror 
and fell Into my arms. I managed to retain 
consciousness, find the apparition van
ished. Both Annie and I then went out
side, and would not go in until my hus
band returned home. Then Annie went 
out to Ashley. She was afraid to stay 
with me.

"The next day was Friday, and my 
husband remained at home all day. In 
the evening my husband went down to the 
store and I began undressing ‘Jamsey,’ 
who is older than the others,and had been 
allowed to stay up longer. He was very 
naughty, and I had to scold him. Then 
I put him to bed and returned to the sit
ting-room. As I entered the room the 
ghost stood before me. I was becoming 
less afraid of it, and though greatly 
frightened I managed to say:

“ ‘What do you want?’
‘The ghost pointed one of its hands 

at me, and although I could not see the 
mouth move, it spoke and said: ‘Treat 
my children well,' three times and very 
slowly.
“When my husband returned a few 
ornan ts later I was in a faint on the 
floor. That visit decided us, and we 
agreed to leave the house as soon as we 
could find another. I did not want to 
stay another day, but my husband per
suaded me to stay In order to pack 
up some of the goods. This last 
day was Saturday. In the afternoon 
‘Jamsey’ was a naughty boy again.

"I caught his arm and began to shake 
him. Immediately the ghost appeared.

ItJ 
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It seemed to coma from behind the 
kitchen stove. One hand caught the 
boy and pulled him from me, while with 
the other she struck me on the head. 
It was all over in a few seconds, and as 
the ghost disappeared I snatched up the 
boy and ran out of the house. I went to 
Mrs. McLaughlin’s across the street.
“1 ¥oq look ill, Mrs. Boyle,’ she said. 

‘What is the matter? Why, your head is 
all covered with ashes!’

“I put my- hand on my head and there 
were ashes there. They must-have come 
from the ghost’s hands.”

The boy, “Jamsey," was then called. 
He is a bright-little fellow, about five 
years old. I asked what had happened 
Saturday afternoon. "Me was bad noy,” 
he said. "She shake me.” pointing to 
Mrs. Boyle. “Then my mamma—not 
my new mamma, ..my old one—come out 
from behind the stove and pull me 
away. I haven’t seen my old mamma 
tor a long time,”

Mr. Boyle said he did pot believe in 
ghosts, but he believes what his wife says, 
and will not allow her to go into the 
house again.

The above illustrates the important 
fact that darkness is not absolutely 
essential for materializations, and it is 
a harbinger of that day when dark cab
inets—where there is so much fraud 
practiced—will be a thing of the past. 
It Is a well known fact that a large pro
portion of so-called materializations are 
iraudulent—and no mistake In that.

The Doctors Call It Sus' 
pended Animation.

THE PROGRES SIVB! THINKER.

Chemistry and the Millen 
nium.

he Brothers of the Cosmic 
Temple..

A DREAM THAT IS NOT ALE A DREAM— 
OF WHAT WILL BE IN YEARS TO OOME 
—FIDDLING ONE’S WAY TO THE STABS 
AND PLANETS —AND MANUFACTUR
ING ONE’S WARMTH AND PROVISIONS 
ON THE WAY.

Some time ago an article In The Pro
gressive Thinker called attention to 
some recent wonderful discoveries in the 
field of science, and outlined some of the 
possibilities opened to human progress. 
By means of the musical strains of a vio
lin the propelling power to carry one to 
the stars and planets could be generated 
by the traveler through space.
' And now comes another .scientific 
genius, M. Berthelot, a Frenchman, who 

idulges in the rosiest visions concern
ing the benefits which chemistry will 
heap upon the human race in the course 
of another oonturv or two, says the New 
York Droning Post. In an address 
before the manufacturing chemists of 
France, delivered the other evening in 
Paris, he said that he looked to chemis
try for deliverance from present social 
evils and for the possibility of realizing 
the socialists’ dreams—that is, if a spir
itual chemistry could be discovered .to 
change human nature as deeply as 
chemical science could modify the globe. 
This change, he declared, will be greatly 
due to chemistry utilizing the neat of 
the sun and the central heat of the

To THE Editor:—According to the 
Daily JVetos of late date, it remained for ( 
an Indiana man to first tell the world , 
bow it really feels to die. Levin P. j 
Otis, of Hammond, Ind., was stricken , 
with pneumonia a few days ago in ChiJ < 
eago and was taken to the hospital- , 
After a prolonged illness he was pro. j 
nounced dead, and in due time was bur- , 
led. He had been permitted to rest but ( 
one day and part of a night, when sev- , 
eral medical students dug him up. They ( 
shipped him bock to Chicago and placed , 
him in the dissecting-room in the col
lege of which they were students, and 
after getting out their knives,rolling up 
their sleeves, were about to proceed to , 
cut him up after the most scientific 
mode, when he opened his eyes and 
asked them for a drink of water. The 
students, in spite of their calloused 
nerves, were horrorstruck and fled from 
the room, leaving Mr. Otis In full pos
session. He, in a moment, sunk again 
into insensibility, and would, no doubt, 
have died In earnest in a short time had 
the frightened students not re
covered themselves and returned to ap
ply restoratives.

In speaking of his horrible experiences 
and sensations while sinking into the 
grave and from thence to the dissecting 
table, where he so narrowly and mirac
ulously escaped the keen and eager 
knives of the students, Mr. Otis said:

“I was sick and in great pain. Once 
I thought that I might die, and then, 
fearing to invite death, I dismissed the 
idea. But my sufferings increased, and 
I was becoming weaker and weaker day 
bv day. Oh, the dreariness of the long 
nights! 1 lay sketching plans for future 
work, and I.looked back upon the skele
tons of good resolutions. But my life, 
my misdeeds, did net pass before me in 
review. I simply pronounced myself a 
failure in the aggregate, and regretted 
it, and now I am constrained to think, 
that no mutter how much a man accom
plished, he must, as death draws nigh, 
regard himself as a failure.

“One night all pain suddenly ceased. 
This was hopeful and I thought I’d tell 
my attendants aboqt it, bi^jk -when I at
tempted to speak I found thfit I could 
not. This, however, did not worry me 
any. But why should so heavy a weight 
be placed upon my breast? I looked 
down to see what it was, but could see 
nothing. Oh, how tired I was, but I 
suffered no pain; It was the rest that 
must come after so long and exhaustive 
a fight. 1 attempted to ralsq my hand 
and couldn't. I couldn’t raise even a 
finger. This was strange, but not alarm
ing. What was that Ilieard? The doc
tor had said that I could last but a few 
moments longer. That was nonsense. 
I would show him. How quiet were my 
nerves and I had been so nervous! What 
a relief! The heaviness was gone, but I 
couldn’t move.

“Why had they put out the light? 
What was that? Some one said: “Pull 
down the shade: the sun was shining in 
my face.’ Sun shining in my face? Why, 
the sun had gone down hours ago. Oh, 
how the human family persisted in ly- 

-’•Ing! What was that drop? They had 
taken the pillow from under my head. 
What was that faint sound away off 
yonder?—a voice that said: ‘How he 
must suffer.” Suffer? I wasn’t suffer
ing at all. But I couldn’t remain much 
longer in this condition. And I mused 
that if I could only turn over I would go 
to sleep. I couldn’t move, though, and 
I lay there thinking.

“Suddenly I thought: ‘This is death. 
Why didn’t I think of it before? When 
did I begin dying? Oh, it must have 
been years ago! Why, I have been dy
ing ail my life!’ Well, I was glad it 
was all over. Then I mused: ‘I won
der if I am dead now. How am I to 
know when I am dead? I will put it all 
aside. 1 will sleep.’

"The next thing I knew was a feeling 
of thirst and that was when I asked 
those carvers for a drink of water. And 
I want to say that thev may call it sus
pended animation and all that sort on 
thing, but I know that I have beet 
dead.”

That hundreds have been buried alive 
and finally passed to Spirit-life after 
awakening to consciousness in the 
grave, can be easily established by un 
questionable facte. Justice.

globe. The latter can be obtained by 
shafts 3,000 or 4,000 meters in depth, 
which modern engineers are equal to 
the task of sinking. The water down so 
deep will be hot and able to keep all pos
sible machinery going. By natural distil
lation it will furnish fluid free from 
microbes and be an unlimited source of 
chemical and electrical energy. This 
could be everywhere developed and 
thousands of years might pass without 
any noticeable diminution. With such 
a source of heat all chemical transforma
tion would be easy. The production of 
alimentary matter will be one conse
quence. This production is resolved in 
principle, and has been for forty years, 
ly the syntheses of grease ana oils. 
That of hydrates of carbon Is going on, 
and that of nitrogenous substances is 
not far off.

When energy can be obtained thus 
cheaply, food can be made from carbon 
taken from carbonic acid, hydrogen 
taken from water, and nitrogen from the 
air. What work the vegetables have <■> 
far done science will soon be able to do 
better, with far greater profusion and 
Independently of seasons or evil mi
crobes or insects. There will be no pas
sion to own land, beasts need not be 
bred for slaughter, man will be milder 
and more moral and barren regions may 
become preferable to fertile places as 
habitable, because they will not be pest
iferous from ages of manuring. The reign 
of chemistry will beautify the planet. 
There will then be no need to disfigdre 
it with the geometrical works of the 
agriculturist, or with the grime of fac
tories and chimneys, it will recover its 
verdure and flora. The earth will be a 
vast pleasure garden and the human 
race will live in peace and plenty. Bo 
we must look to chemistry, It appears, 
for the millennium.

Thus, it seems, according to the trend 
of scientific invention and discovery, 
the traveler of the future will not only 
be able to discard railways and clumsy 
balloons, but, should he wish to take a 
rip'to Mars or Jupiter, he need nott 
take the trouble to pack his valise with 
canned fruits, dessicated food prepara
tions, Liebig’s Beef Extract, etc., but 
he can take along an apparatus that will 
enable him, by violin power, to manu
facture his victuals as ne files.

Malthus will be relegated to the rear— 
the question of over-population of the 
earth will no longer haunt the imagin
ation of the political economist—and 
“free trade,” “protection,” "single tax” 
and all will be relegated to limbo.

With such prospects before him in the 
way of physical comforts and appliances, 
it only nqeds a like advance in spiritual 
evolution, adapting man to higher and 
purer spiritual conditions and enjoy
ments, to open up a vista of human hap
piness and achievements that is beyond 
our imagination to conceive. Spiritual
ism, by bringing man on earth into 
closer rapport with spirit intelligences, 
is aiding in this future of man's pro-

Beethoven liked to work either in the 
fields or in a beer garden. In summer 
time he always wrote in the open air, 
when the weather permitted, and gen
erally with a glass of beer at his elbow

Salt Lake City is one of the most 
beautiful in the United States. It was 
laid out when land was worthless, the 
streets are wide, and each has a rivulet 
running through, it.

St. Louis is the greatest mule market 
tn the world. The mules that-trans
ported the baggage of the British army 
during the last Egyptian war were 
bought in St. Louis. .

A movement is on foot to incorporate 
in this city and "throughout the entire 
world a new society, to be called the 
Brothers of the Cosmio Temple. It 
is to be at once charitable, literary, 
social and aggressive, its leading ideas 
being to teach the truth as it exists 
throughout the universe, and to combat 
the errors which have come from the 
great mistake of regarding the earth as 
the central and principal object in nature 
The originator of this movement is the 
well-known writer, Leon Lewis, who 
has been for thirty years elaborating a 
work which is about to see the light 
under the title of the “One True Re- 
llgion, as Revealed in the Organlza. 
tlon of the Universe, being the Basic , 
Facts and Principles of the Cosmic 
Temple.” This work is to be published 
by the Cosmic Temple Publishing Com- 1 
pany, which is to be one of the executive 
branches of the new society. The 
doctrines of the new brotherhood are to 
be thoroughly spiritualistic, and at.the 
same time sufficiently liberal to unite 
all seekers after the truth; but Mr. ' 
Lewis has jotted down a few of its lead
Ing ideas in the following statement;

“We call ourselves the Brothers of 
the Cosmic Temple (from Cosmos, the 
universe). The fact conveyed by this 
name Is, that our Ideas and Ideals are 
not confined to the earth, but reach out 
to the worlds around us, taking into do- 
count the whole body of truth, facts, 
history and phenomena, as it exists In 
nature and especially as it is revealed to 
us in the starry heavens. In other 
terms, we have removed the earth from 
the false and ridiculous position It has 
so long occupied—that of being regarded 
as the central and principal object in 
nature—and have relegated it to its 
proper place as one of infinite millions 
of similar worlds, thus giving to the 
Cosmos that vast preponderance it so 
unmistakably possesses.

“The duty we have undertaken is to 
inaugurate upon the earth the ideas and 
institutions which obtain upon the 
older and wiser worlds around us.

“This duty leads necessarily to the 
abrogation of all the errors and impos
tures which havo resulted from the 
Ptolemaic view of things in mat
ters pertaining to religion, and to the 
organization of life, duty, belief and 
labor upon their proper basis.

“This evolution implies the recognition 
of the one true God, the great 
master of life, the infinite spirit 
of the universe, or whatever we may 
call the power revealed to us in nature, 
and the absolute rejection and sup
pression of all those pretended ‘Deities' 
which have been invented by Ptolemaic 
superstition,

“This advance also implies the substi
tution Of THE ONE TRUE RELIGION 
for the countless superstitions by which 
our race has so long been debased and 
divided.

“In the name, threfore, of the infin
ite SPIRIT OF THE COSMOS, whose gOV- 
érntnent is everywhere immanent and 
actual, and in the name of the eternal and 
universal brotherhood of man, in which 
all the inhabitants of our globe are in
cluded, we proclaim a general uprising of 
the nations against all the ideas and in
stitutions of Ptolemaic priestcraft and 
the definite incorporation of our race 
into the limitless and eternal TEMPLE 
OF THE HEAVENS.”

The address of Mr. Lewis is tem- 
porarlly at 38 St. John’s Place, where he 
will be pleased to see all who are in
terested in these brief suggestions, and 
explain the matter more fully.

Kindly Solicitude.
We suppose it falls to the lot of every 

editor of a liberal, freethought, or 
Spiritualist journal to receive occa
sionally such messages as the following 
from well-meaning, kind-hearted per
sons of the orthodox persuasion, solicit
ous for the editor's eternal salvation:

“My Fellow Brother:—Let me most 
kindly say to you that you are in error; 
and I know that unless you repent before 
God, the work of the paper you are 
publishing will meet you hard in the 
great Day of Judgment. Yours in true 
kindness, . A Fellow Man.”

We answer our kind “fellow brother’ 
that we reciprocate his kindly feelings 
When we become convinced that ortho' 
dox views and beliefs are the truth, we 
shall “repent before God" and hasten to 
make The Progressive Thinker an 
exponent of orthodoxy. At present we 
do not nor can we believe that orthodoxy 
is true—there is no evidence to prove it, 
to our minds; indeed, all the evidence 
that appeals to reason, morals and com
mon sense, goes to prove the contrary. 
So, as yet, we will hang on to Spiritual
ism. whichj besides being in accord with 
reason, brings indubitable evidences to 
prove its philosophy and religion. We 
cannot do otherwise and be honest, nor 
can we believe otherwise, even though 
we he “damned" for it. Our "belief 
is as the evidence—or our perception of 
truth. We cannot change our belief by a 
mere mental determination to do so, and 
it were hypocrisy to pretend to.

THESPIRITUALISTC FIELD

Will Hodge, inspirational speaker, 
would be pleased to hear from any 
society desiring a speaker for the month 
of June, and is open for engagements 
for the fall and winter months. Address 
during May, 195 Fourth street, Milwau
kee, Wisconsin..

An old subscriber writes: “The 
attention of your many readers is 
respectfully called to a very interesting 
senes of meetings Which Is now being 
held, every Wednesday evening, com
mencing at 8 o’clock, at 1 National 
Hall, No. 681 West Lake street. The 
Venerable Father Williams has been 
and is now giving a recital of his experi
ences in the Spiritualistic field, covering 
a period of over forty-five years. 
Through his efforts that celebrated 
medium, Maud Lord Drake, was first 
introduced to the general public. Many 
other mediums ana speakers now prom
inent owe their public recognition to 
him. His own experiences as a healer 
are being graphically set forth and are of 
a singularly interesting character. Prof. 
W. M. Lockwood, the noted scientist,

Mary A. White, of San Diego, Cal., 
writes: “I am glad to state to the 
Spiritualists wherever your excellent 
paper goes that the cause is in a pros
perous condition in this southwest 
corner of the land of sunshine and 
flowers. Mrs. Frank Johnson ha? been 
speaking to crowded houses in Lafayette 
Hall for the past month and the Interest 
is increasing. She ishot only developing 
fine Inspirational powers; but she adds 
to this the gift of a clairvoyant and test 
medium, giving names and dates in full, 
rapidly as the words can flow from an il
luminated brain. Our city by the sea Is 
also blessed with the ministrations of 
some excellent spirit healers, fore
most among whom are the Horton 
Brothers. Doctors George and Ed
ward Horton have not taken up 
healing merely as a profession. They 
were born that way, having the mag
netic and electric temperaments har
moniously combined for the building-up 
of waste tissues and restoring exhausted 
life forces in others.” ■

M. H. Garland has our thanks for a 
large list of subscribers from Engle
wood.

A correspondent speaks in high terms 
of Susie Johnson as a lecturer. Miss 
Johnson is now a permanent resident 
of California. She has a host of friends 
in the East, who still remember her.

gives short talks upon Spiritualism from 
a scientific standpoint, and establishes 
he fact of continued individual exist- 
mce after the change called death, 
upon a scientific basis. The independ
ent slate-writing produced through the 
organism of Mrs. L. J. Jaques, also pres
ent at these meetings, is of the most con
vincing character. Communications fre 
qnently occur in two colors, red and 
white, and a recent manifestation con
sisted of the production of natural flow 
era between the leaves of a double slate" 
while closed. This manifestation 
occurred at a public circle. The slate 
with the flowers upon it will be shown 
to any one who desires to see it at the 
close of each meeting. Mrs, Ruth A. 
Coombs, Mrs. Emma J. Hanson and Dr 
J. C. Phillips, whose descriptions oj 
spirit frldnds and delineations of charac
ter possess that vividness which insures 
almost Constant recognition, will also be 
»present. Others of like high standing 
will, from time to time, also contribute 
to the Interest of these occasions. To 
say that the music will be under the 
direction of Mrs. L. P. Simmons is to 
afford a sufficient? guarantee of its pleas
ing and excellent quality. All are cor
dially invited to attend.

Mr. Arnold gave a seance on Monday 
evening, April 30th, for the benefit of 
the North Side Spiritualist Society.

F. Cordon White gave a seance at 695 
Larrabee street, Tuesday evening, May 
Sth. Well attended. His spicy tests 
made many look and wonder, when he 
got the names of living and departed. 
Mr. White is officiating for the

A good materializing and test medium 
is wanted for camp-meeting during 
August. Address, giving terms, J. C. 
Marple, Elm Grove, W. Va.

Mrs. Jennie H. Jackson lectures the 
Sundays of May for the society at 
Sturgis, Mich. She would be glad to 
make week-evening dates, or dates for 
the first and second Sundays of July; 
also for dates after the middle of 
August and for the fall mouths, in the 
vicinity of Grand Rapids, or where she 
can go and return each week. Address 
her at 399 S. Lafayette street, Grand 
Rapids, Mich.

Mrs. 8. J. Andrews, of Mukwonago, 
Wis., has a fine wooded lot near the 
Wisconsin Central R. R. depot, five 
acres of which she desires to deed to the 
Spiritualists for a camp-ground, so long 
as they will use it for that purpose. It 
is a very desirable spot, and convenient 
for the purpose. Mukwonago is ac
quiring a wide reputation as a summer 
and health resort. Mrs. Andrews would 
be glad to have Spiritualists take hold 
of the matter at once.

G. E. Irwin, of Sioux Falls, S. D., 
writes: “The meetings of our new Pro
gressive Spiritual Society are growing 
very rapidly in numbers and interest in 
the truths so plainly and ably given 
through the guides of Mrs. Celia 
Hughes, of Chicago. Many strangers 
are coming to our meetings, and the 
seed is being rapidly sown, and by fall 
will be ready, for the reaper. Mrs. 
Hughes’ principal control, Dr. Sharkey, 
is very proud of his medium, and justly 
so, as she has developed to be a very 
fine platform speaker, and last Sunday 
evening gave some excellent readings, 
all of which were recognized. The field 
is broad here, and many are hungering 
for soul-satisfying food. Any speaking 
mediums—especially those giving plat
form tests—with open dates, may find it 
to their advantage to write.”

P. C. Mills has returned to his old ad
dress, Box 5, Edmonds, Snohomish 

। county, Wash.
Rev. G. C. Love, of Portland, Oregon, 

1 writes that the First Spiritual Society,

Heretics Everywhere.
A telegram from Sprinfield, Mo., of 

the 6th Inst., says Revs. Higgenbotham 
and Boltz of the Baptist church at 
Bolivia have been expelled from the 
ministry for preaching that man was 
born pure and sinless.

If the preachers had been sustained 
in teaching such damnable heresy, the 
doctrine of total depravity, the atone
ment, and man’s redemption through 
the suffering of a crucified God—all' 
would have had to go by the board, and 
the articles of faith would have required 
amendment. There is but one way to 
amend a creed, and that is to leave the 
church to the bats and vampires which 
inhabit it.

Serious Charges.
li is said that some of>the parishioners 

of a Portland (Me.) Methodist clergy
man have formulated charges against 
him. Among other things, they say 
that he once went to a picnic wearing a 
pair of “white pants," that he played 
baseball while at the picnic in a way 
that indicated his enjoyment of the 
game, and that he once drank half a 
bottle of ginger ale, and remarked that 
be would like some more. The accusa
tion of wearing “pants” is a most serious 
one, and it is to be hoped that the mat
ter will be sifted to the bottom. .

St. Louis has twenty-two railways, 
and is one of the foremost cotton cen
ters, the receipts exceeding 600,000 
bales a year.

Baltimore Is called the Monumental 
City, from the great number of statues 
and monuments in its public squares 
and streets. ■

Jeannette Fraser writes: "The annual 
camp-meeting of Vicksburg, Mich., will 
open Aug. 10 and close Sept. 2,1894. 
The following array of talent has.been 
engaged for the rostrum: E. ,W. 
Sprague, Jamestown, N. Y., speaker 
and platform test medium: Hon. L; V. 
Moulton, Grand Rapids, Mich.; J. Frank 
Baxter, of Boston, Mass., speaker and 
platform test medium; Helen Stpart- 
Richings, of Minneapolis, Minn.; and 
Mrs. E. C. Woodruff, ofSouth Haven, 
Mich., president of the meeting. 'The 
well-known materializing medium, 
James Riley, always attends the meet
ing. Mrs. L. H. Hursen will have 
charge of the music the entire season. 
Reduced rates have been secured of 
one and one-third fare for round trip,.on 
the Grand Trunk R. R., and on the 
Grand Rapids & Indiana R. R., between 
Grand Rapids and Sturgis, on the 10th 
and 11th, and Tuesdays and Fridays 
throughout the meeting.” • .

Cincinnati was formerly called Pork 
opolis, from the prominence of its pack
ing industries. it is no longer entitled 
to the name. . . . ., .

Society every Sunday evening. The 
proceeds of the seance went to the 
society, which helped to swell the treas
urer's account. The seance closed at 
9:30, after which the society proceeded 
to elect officers for the balance of the 
year. The following were elected: C. 
H. Clark, president; E. Beiderinan, vice
president; Mrs. E. Becker, secretary; 
J. C. Peterson, treasurer; W. Lohmann, 
Mr. Wilkins, and Mr. Baker, trustees.

Mrs. Elizabeth Stranger desires to 
say to the many friends who attend 
the camrf-meetlngs in Michigan that she 
will not be at Haslett Park this year.

Secretary writes: "The Society of 
Spiritual Ünity met at their Temple, 85 
South Sangdmon street, this city, last 
Sunday, and the exercises were of a 
most interesting character. Mrs. Mary 
C. Lyman presided at the mediums’ 
meeting, and after a stirring address, 
gave fully-recognized messages to all 
present. Prof. Chaney and others made 
remarks upon the praiseworthy mission 
of this society. At the afternoon meet
ing Mrs. Lyman lectured on ‘Thought 
Transference,’ and Dr. Perkins, Mrs. 
Johnson and others, gave tests, messages 
and remarks. In the evening Mrs. 
Lyman’s subject was ‘Practical Hypnot
ism,’ followed by very able and approv
ing words frpm Prof. Lockwood and Dr. 
Carpenter; and Dr. Phillips gave some 
of his characteristic, satisfactory psy
chometric readings. A varied pro
gramme of good music added much to 
the harmony of the meeting, all pres
ent singing a verse of ‘America’ to close 
the evening session. The rapidly-grow
ing interest of .Spiritualists and investi
gators in these meetings, and the grand 
and worthy mission of the workers, is 
encouraging.”

W. L. W. writes of the progress made 
in Spiritualism at Webb City, Mo. Three 
years ago one .could seldom be met 
who would acknowledge a belief in 
Spiritualism. After talking to the 
people, and exciting some interest and 
a desire to investigate, he sent for John 
H. Dister, Jasper, Mo., who came and 
held B circle, and the change that has 
resulted is astonishing—men and women 
who'thought they could not believe such 
stuff are-now mediums and are holding 
circles three and four nights in each 
week, and they are bold un the cause. 
Mr. Dister comes occasionally and adds 
to their strength.

M. • T. C. Flower writes that there 
were printers’ errors, such as substitut
ing "vthen” for “with,” etc., that 
marred the sense of his article on the 
‘^History of Spiritualism in Minnesota.”

Owing to sickness, Bishop A. Beals, 
we regret to say, was unable to fill his 
engagement witn the Progressive Spirlt- 
uallst Society of the South Side on Sun
day, the 6th Inst. He has now recov
ered sufficiently to go on with the good 
work. • George H. Brooks, of Elgin, and 
G. F. Perkins interested the audience 
the Sunday Mr. Beals was unable to 
officiate.'
. L. V.. Moulton, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., ;• writes: “The process of organ' 
ization is going on finely in this State", 
and we hope to be the banner State of 
the Union before long. I go to Marcellus 
On thé $0th of the month.”

of Portland, has a large attendance at 
Its meetings. The clairvoyant and 
sealed-letter tests of Ben M. Barney 
have drawn the attention of people of 
all denominations and creeds. No me
dium could be put to severer tests than 
he has. Mr. and Mrs. Barney and their 
daughter are goo I singers also. Mr. 
and Mrs. Thompson, ot Philadelphia, 
on a tour of the Co; st, visited the meet
ing recently. Both are fine speakers. 
“July is fast approaching, with our 
camp-meeting, which we are striving to 
make the best ever held in the State. 
A number of blocks twelve inches 
square, of crazy-work for the quilt, have 
come in. Five States have sent in do
nations. Tidies, pin-cushions, aprons, 
hand-paintings, etc., will be welcomed 
from those wishing to assist the Clacka-J 
mas County Association of Spiritualists.”

Frank H. Carr writes under the head: 
“Another Star Appears:” "Some of the 
liberal-minded people of the village of 
Mecosta, Mich., and vicinity, called a 
meeting, the object of which was to set 
a time and plan to organize a spiritual 
society. The services of L. V. Moulton, 
president of the Michigan State Spirit
ual Association, of Grand Rapids, were 
solicited. On April 8, the appointed 
time for our meeting, he assisted us in 
the morning to organize a society with 
thirty-four charter members. The 
name of this society, as shown on our 
charter (No. 11), is the Progressive Lib
eral Spiritual Society of Mecosta. In 
the afternoon and evening the K. O. T. 
M. hall was filled with eager listeners 
to the very scientific and long-to-be-re
membered remarks of Mr. L. V. Moul
ton. We humbly beg an interest in the 
invocations of sister societies, also to be 
mentioned in the gleaming columns of 
The Progressive Thinker.”

Prof. Lockwood can be addressed at 
105 Warren avenue, by those who may 
desire his services as lecturer, and where 
he can be found by his friends.

Mrs. L. F. writes from Monroe, Ind.: 
“We are enjoying here the first public 
awakening of the grand truths of Spirit
ualism. Dr. F. P. Bitters, our lecturer 
for the month, is the right man in the 
right place. He is kind and persuasive; 
a scholar and a gentleman in every 
respect. Mrs. Isa Wilson - Porter, 
daughter of E. V. Wilson, was with us, 
giving tests. She also gives fine psy
chometric readings, ana handles fire 
wonderful to all. Societies engaging 
either one of these workers will not be 
disappointed. Our hall is crowded at 
every meeting.”

P. C. M., of Homer, Hl., writes: “I am 
a Spiritualist of thirty years’ standing, 
and strange to say, I never saw a copy 
of The Progressive Thinker until I 
was presented with one by Rev. L. C. 
Goodrich yesterday. I consider it a 
grand paper, and the number of April 
28th worth a year’s subscription to any 
thinking man. It suits my notion 
exactly.” Nothwlthstanding the circula
tion of The Progressive Thinker is 
larger by far than that of any other 
Spiritualist paper, yet there are thou
sands of believers in our philosophy 
-whom it has failed to reach. Hence th 
necessity of the friends dping all they 
can to extend our circulation into thise 
“unknown region.” , .
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BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, |

by Al: 
•alca-

AND THE WONDROUS POWER. 
,/a which helped or made them perform might,. 
work« and utter Inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Tralu and Characteristics of Prophet*, Ap4» 
Ues, and Jesus, or New Reedings of •‘Tho Mlrsclejj* ; 
by Allbu Putnam. Price 7S cents. For sale al IM ,

ROMANISM AND THE RE

PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOUER OE 
/i his country should have at hand for consulta
tion. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a molt 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purooaaa, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, tnd 
may be constdereo a mine of valuable Information fat 
every patriot In the land- Price |l. For sale at tul 
effica*

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND .

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on how to roach that altitude 

frhero spirit Is supremo and all things are subject toll
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 cent«; paper. 23 cent*. For a*l* M 
this office.
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BOOKS OF TODAY

Books of Sppial Progress
Books of Modern Science 

Books of Rational Religion 
Live American Novels, etc.

Ambrt BMdfl. By Martha Evarts 
Holdin C'Ambf n”) Briaf essays on people 
fend tblngf, full of humor and pathos. 
Paper, fiO ceatoi ’

A Modern Love Btorr, whtoh does 
hot«idatthe altar. By .Harriet E. Or
cutt. Highly originalj widely discussed.Paper, flftanU; dJofh, 11.00.
. Aa Ouut \of Prevention, to save 
America from having a government of the 
few, by the few and tor the few. By Augus- 
tua Jacobson* Paper, 50 oento.

A Pure Bottled Liar. An anonymoua 
hovel, “terse, compact, rapid and intense,” 
scene in. a pottonkut school. Paper, 80 
cents.

Asleep and Awake. By Raymond 
Russell. A realistic story of Chicago; at
tacking the double standard of mdrals.
Cloth, 91.00. e

Blessed be Drugdery, By William C. 
Gannett. The most popular sermon of the 
decade. A hundred thousand sold. Pa
per, 10 cento, .

Browning’s Women. By Mary E. 
Burt. Essays on the women portrayed in 
Robert Browning's poem and dramas.Cloth, 81.00. * ■

Elilet a Christmas 8tory. From the 
Norwegian of Alexander Kjelland. Trans
lated by Miles Menander Dawson. Cloth, 
50 cents.

Essayg. By James VRa Blake. Familiar 
subjecta. but masterly treatmaut. Re
markable tor purity of style. Cloth, 
library stylo, fl.00.

Evolution and Ohrietlanlty. By J, 
C. F. Grittnblne. A etudy of tho relation« 
of modern science and popular religion. 
Cloth, 80 cents.

Faota and Fictions of Life. Dy 
Helen H. Gardener, Essays on live topic« 
by one of the torptno«! women of the time. 
Paper, 50 cento/ cloth,yl.00,

question«: What is Matteri What Is Duty I 
Cloth, 11.00.

From Bartb’g Center. By 8. Byron 
Welcome. A novel picturing a society 
living tinder the Single Tax. Paper, 28 
cento.

From Over the Border, or Light on 
the Normal Life of Man. By Benj. G. 
Smith. A book of prophecies and fanoles 
of she Uto to oome. Cloth, 91 -OO.

History of the Arguments for the 
Bkiatenoe of God« By Dr. Aaron Hahn. 
An Important work Cor student«. Paper, 
80 o«nu. '

Information for Nurses, 1n Home and 
Hospital. By Martin W. Curran. Practical 
and «cientltioi not a quack “Homa Physi
cian.” Cloth, 81.75.net.

Inquirendo Island* Ry HudorGenone. 
A wltiy but not irreverent ptory of a coun
try where tho Arithmetic! was the Bible. 
Paper, 25 cents,- cloth, 9l.OO.

John Auburutop, Novelist. By Anson 
Uriel Hancock. A story of a western col
lege boy and college girt. Paper, 50 cento; 
doth, 81.25.

Laurel Blossoms, or “My Fortune.” 
Compiled by Della E. Billings. Poetical 
selections arranged tor fortune-telling. 
Cloth, plain edges, fl XX); gilt edges, 11.50,

Legends from Storyland. By James 
Vila Blake. Stories, new and old, illus
trating how the idea of miracles arises. 
Cloth, illustrated, 50 cento.

Lessons from the World of Matter 
and the World of Mun. By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent pa»sagos from unpub- 
Habed «ermons. Paper, So c. ,* cloth, 91.25.

Liberty and Life- By E. P. Powell.
Cnsp, popular lectures on the evolution 
theory as related to religion and life. Pa
per, 60 cento.

Money Found. By Thos. E. Hill. Advo
cates national ownership of banks. Full 
of information on finance. Paper,25 cents; 
doth, 75 cents। leather, 11.00.

Moro Than Rin. By James Vila Blake. 
A delightful book, half story, half essay, 
all refreshing. Cloth, pa-

OutUne Studies in James Russell 
Lowell: Hie poetry and Prose. By Mrs. 
Busan B. Beals. Endorsed by Mr. Lowell. 
Paper, 10 cento.

nett, Topics for conversation and refer* 
ances tor reading. Paper, W cents.

People's Party Shot andL Shell» By 
Dr. T. a. Bland. A concise statement of 
the principle now advocated by the Pen* 
pie's Party. Paper, 10 cents.

Poems of Jame* Vila Blake* Ro* ■ 
mantania tor depth of thought and purity 
of style, Cloth, paper label, red burnished 
top, 81.00.

Proofs of Evolution. By Helion O, 
Parshall. A conalie. popular amntnary of 
the proofs from geology, embryology, re* 
version, etc. Cloth, 50 cents.

*■ Religion and Science as Allies, or 
Similarities of Physical end Religious 
Knowledge. By James Thompson Bixby, 
Ph. D. Cloth, 50 centsi paper, 2Q penta.

Bight Living. By Busan H. Wixon. 
Sixty chapters or practical hintructlon tor 

011 Pr°bluiiiB duty. Cloth,

St. Solifer. with Other "Worthies 'and 
Unworthies. By Jarnos Vila Blake. Btory- 
essayo, subtle and onteruining, Paper,¿0 
cents; doth, 11.00,

Seed Thoughts from Robert Brown« 
Ing. fiolecteo and arranged by Mary E. 
tort. Imitation parchment, daintily 

printed, Oonta,
Sermons of Religion and Life. By 

Henry Doty Maxson, with biographical 
sketen by K. M. Blnunons; the sermons 
edited by Jamoa Vila Blake. Cloth, Si.00.

Silhouettes from Life. By Anson Uriel 
Hancock. Stories or the backwoods and 
the western prairies. Paper. 35 cents । 
doth, 11.00.

The Auroraphone. By Cyrus Cole. 
Telegraphic communication established 
with the planet Saturn. Paper, U6 cents, 
cloth, 50 cents.

. The Beginning. A novel of the future 
Chicago us It might be under socialism. 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomas, Judge 
Tuley and others. Paper, 35 cents.
rThe Evolution of Immortality, or 

' Suggestions of an Individual Immortality, 
based on our Organic and Life History. By 
Dr. 0. T. Stockwell. Cloth, 60 cento.

The Ralth that Makes Faithful. By 
William O. Gannett and Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones. New edition from new plates. 
Paper, 50cento; doth, ll.UO.

The Flaming Meteor. Foetloafl works 
of will Hubbard Kernan. Unique and re
markable poems by a brilliant though 
erratic author. Cloth, 11.50.
„31«. Qo-pe* ot Matth.w ta Orert. 
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing Tolman. Special vocabulary tor 
beginners. Paper, ¿0 cents; doth, <1.00.

The Last Tonet Imposed upon the 
Kham of Tomathoz. By Hudor Genons. 
An Instructive story of & non-elect infant. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, (1.25.

The Morals of Christ. By Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison of Chri^tfaft 
ethics with contemporaneous systems. 
Paper, 50 cento{ doth, 11.00.

Theodore Parker. By Bamusl John
son. Not a detailed biography, but a com* 
prehensive sketch of Parker1« life and 
work. Cloth, fl.00.

The Russian Refuges. By H«nry R. 
Wilson. A delightfully entertaining story, 
full of action and Intervet. 61S pages. 
Paper, 50 cento.

The Balling of King Olaf and Other 
Poems. By Alice Williams Brotherton. 
Kull of melody and variety. Cloth, with 
handsome cover design in direr, 91.OO.

The Unending Genesis. By H. M. 
Blmmoni. A simple yet thoroughly scien
tific story of the creation, or rather the 
evolution, of the world. Paper, 26 cento.

Washington Brown, Fanner. By 
LeRoy Armstrong. Bow the farmers held 
their wheat and the Board of Trade was 

t beaten. Paper, 60 cents; doth, 91.OO.
Where Brooks Go Softly. By Charts« 

Eugene Banks. Klmple poems of nature 
and life. White antinue paper cover, 60 
cents; vellum doth, gfh, fLOO.

Woman, Church and State. By Xa- 
tlldaJotljn Gage. A historical account 
of the of woman through the Chris
tian ages. Cloth, <2.00.

Any book or books In this list will be milled promptly to any address on receipt of 
price. For <5.00 cash with order, books to the amount of »6.60 will be sent prepaid. 
Postal note* and currency are at senders’ risk; remittances should be made by bank 
draft or postal or oxpreu order. Address the publishers of this paper.
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OB

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous investigator«, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the plaucbette, both tn regard to tho cer* 
talnty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means oi developing mediumship. Many who were 
notaware of their inodlumlstlc gift have, after & few 
siltings, been able to receive astonishing communlca* 
lions from their departed friends,

Cepe. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “1 had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit' 
nallsm is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe lose 
I have had of son. daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested tn psvthlca! matters, 
writes as follows: “I &m much pleased with the Psy* 
cbograph you sent me. and will thoroughly test It the 
first opportunity I may have. Il la very simple In 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now in use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter whan 
Its superior menu become known.”

A. P. Miller. Journalist and poet, in an editorial no
tice of the Instrument tn bls paper, the 'Worthington 
(Minn.) Advance, says: “The Psychograph is an im
provement upon the planchette, having a dial and let
ters. with a row wards, so that very little ‘power* is 
apparently required to give the communications, We 
do not hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate.”

Just what investigators want Home circles want 
Price, by mall, free with fall directions for ue. il.00. 
For sale at thia office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man. .

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Tbos. P. Eletcber.

CoiiTxsT*: ThB Beginning»; Fundamental Princi
pié«; Formation ot Conitéllatton«, Britemt. Bun» 
Planeta and Satellite«. The Origin of Meteor« and 
Comet»;The Orlenlo Kingdom; TheOrtgln ot Man; 
Man—Hie Attrlhutea Md Power»; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Impart« Knowledge; Bow the Soul Ite 
celredte Highest Impression«; The Record Book, or 
The Hearentr Ether; Ho* to Cultivate the Sixth 
Seme; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bib)«; The Bible and Cbrlet; Tho Summary: "What 
Hast We Do to Be Sored.’' F or cale at this office.

Price, Cloth, -S5- Ko^>.
'THE CONTRAST. EYA^GELLCAL- 
1 lim and Splrltuallim Compared. By Moiea Hail 

A work of rare merit* Erica 81.00.

'THESPIRITUALBIRTff; OR DEATH 
Ji tni It».To-morrow. -TheSpiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Hetven and‘Holl. By Motes Hull. This little 
pamphlet Ji devoted, to an exposition of the spiritual* 
is tic idea of death, heaven and hell, ns contrasted 
with the common cburcbly Idea unthe nme subject. 
The name of the author la a sufficient guarnotco that 
the nhjectu well bandied* • For tala at ihii office. 
Prioe^lOceata» . . .

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND, j 

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago ! 
jOCiWZ) LN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

JD Iide, and containing 820 pages. This splendid 
book, lust Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other arti-i 
clot from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
in 1892, and three others on the Human Soul, which 
are alone worth the price of the book. Tbit wonder
ful book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth.' Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale 
at thia offln«.

THE ELEMINATOR 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DB. R B. WESTBROOK.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expos
ing the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog- 
matib Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character or mo«t of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an Imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine lenaauon. 
Price 11.50.

For sale at this office.
HOW TO MESMERIZE.

TTULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN. 
r structloM How to Meimerlxe. Ancient and Mod« 
ern Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Spiritualism 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modern 
miracles are explained by mesmerism, and the book 
will be found highly lntereit‘'.g to every Spiritualist. 
It Is tho only work ever published giving full Instruc
tion bow to mesmerize, and the connection thlisclecce 
baa with Spiritualism. Il IB pronounced by Allen Put
nam and others, who hare read It, io be one of tba 
most Interesting books ever written. Paper. D& W 
K) cestA For sale at this office.
ralAWnowj

Or Self-Justice.
nF LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MANY 

ID have read this book, many hare re-read IK 
and many others ought to read lt. It should be read 
by everyman and woman In the land. Asa Story It Is 
finely wrltten,aad teems with lntcrcst,nnd nt the same 
time It educates, elevates and Inspires. It shows tbs 
Injustices towhlch womennre subjected In the pres« 
ent status of society—the Inequalities la the measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of tho 
satnemorslquality performed by men and women re
spectively. It shows tho Tahiti esrampant In society 
In matters of moral and sosIrJ Import, And the wrongs 
that How therefrom to innocent victims of «oclel 
Ostracism. ItcoDtalnsn fine hkruawt ol the uuihur. 
Fins cloth, 290 litfni. Prtn* SI4L>
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He Was a Remarkable Prophet

Translated from the German of Stilling 
by Dr. H. V. Sweringen.

. LA HARPE, A EREE-THINKER—A REMARKABLE 

PROPHECY—THE SCENE ONE OF BEAUTY— 

EVERY PREDICTION MADE BY CAZOTTE FUL
FILLED.

- In Prof. Buchanan’s interesting paper on 
“Human Foresight” as printed in The Pro- 
0RE88IVE Thinker for October 14th, 1893, 
he refers to the remarkable predictions of 
Oazotte, The whole narrative is so interest
ing that it will bear reproduction. It was 
found among the papers of M. La Harpe, in 
his own handwriting. La Harpe was a mem
ber of the Royal Academy of Sciences, in 

. Paris, that storehouse of satire on religion 
and Voltairian absurdity. La Harpe, himself, 
was a free-thinker, who believed nothing, but 
who, before his end, had changed his opinions 
in regard to a future life. He relates the nar
rative as follows:

It seems to me as if it were but yesterday, 
although it happened at the beginning of the 
year 1788. We were dining with one of our 
colleagues of the academy, a man of genius 
and respectability. The company, which was 
numerous, was selected from all ranks—cour
tiers, judges, learned men, academicians, etc., 
and had done justice to the ample, and, as 
usual, well-furnished repast. At the dessert, 
Malvasier and Constantia heightened the fes
tivity, and augmented in good society, that 
kind of freedom which does not always keep 
itself within defined bonds.

The world was at that time arrived at such 
pitch that it was permitted to say anything 
with the intention of exciting merriment. 
Chamfort read to us some of his blasphemous 
and lascivious tales, and noble ladies had lis
tened to them even without having recourse 
to their fans. After this followed a whole 
host of sarcasms on religion. One person 
quoted a tirade from Pucelle; another re
minded the company of that philosophical 
verse of Diderot’s in which he says: 1 'Strangle 
the last king with the entrails of the last 
priest!”—-and all clapped applause. Another 
stood up, elevating a bumper, and exclaimed, 
“Yee, gentlemen, lam just as certain that 
there is nd God, as I am certain that Homer 
was a fool;” and, in reality, he was certain of 
one as the other, for the company had just 
spoken of Homer and of God, and there were 
among the guests those who had spoken well 

' of both the one and the other.
The conversation now became more serious. 

The revolution that Voltaire had effected was 
spoken of with admiration; and it was agreed 
that it was this which formed the principal 
basis of his fame. He had given the tone to 
his age; he had written in such a manner that 
he was read in both the ante-chamber and the 
drawing-room. One of the company related 
to us, with a loud laugh, that his hair-dresser 
while powdering him said: “Look, sir, al
though I am a poor journeyman, yet I have 
no more religion than another!” It was con- 

■ eluded that the revolution would be completed 
without delay, and that superstition and fan
aticism must make way for philosophy. The 
probable period was calculated, and which of 
the company would have the happiness of liv
ing during the reign of reason. The more 
aged lamented that they dared not flatter them
selves with the idea; the younger ones rejoiced 
at the probability that they would live to see 
it, and the academy in particular was congrat
ulated on having prepared the great work, 

■ and for being the focus, the center, and the 
prime mover of liberty of thought.

A single individual had taken no part in 
all this conversation, and had even very gently 
scattered some jokes upon their enthusiasm. 
It was M. Cazotte, an amiable and original 
man, but who, unfortunately, was completely 

. taken up with the reveries of those who be
lieve in a superior enlightening. He now 
took up the discourse, and said in a most 
serious tone: “Gentlemen, rejoice; you will 
all become witnesses of that great and sublime 

' revolution which you so much desire. You 
know that I apply myself a little to prophesy

, ing: I repeat it, you will all see it. ”
“There requires no prophetic gift for that 

purpose,” was the reply.
“True,” rejoined he, “but perhaps some

thing more for what I am now going to tell 
you. Do yoi^kuow what will be the result 
from this revolution (that is, when reason tri
umphs in opposition to revealed religion)? 
What it will be to you all, as many as are now 
here? What will be its immediate conse- 
quenoes, its undeniable and acknowledged ef
fects?”

! • “Let us see!” said Condorcet, putting on an 
air of simplicity; ‘ ‘it is not disagreeable to a 
philosopher to meet with a prophet ”

“You,M. Condorcet, ” continued M. Cazotte, 
> “will give up the ghost, stretched out on the 
-floor of a subterranean prison. You will die 
of poison, that you will have swallowed in 

.order to escape the executioner—of poison 
which the happiness of those times shall com
pel you always to carry about with you!”

This st first excited great astonishment; but 
it was remembered that the worthy. Cazotte 
sometimes dreamed waking, and the company 
burst out into a loud laugh. ‘ ‘M. Cazotte, ’’ 
said one of the gnests, “the tale you relate to 
us is not near so amusing as your ‘Devil in 

’ Love. ’ [Le Diable Amoureux is a pretty little 
romance written by Cazotte.] What devil 
has suggested to you the dungeon, the poison, 
and the executioner? What has this in com
mon with philosophy and the reign of reason?"

“This is just what I tell you,” replied Ca
zotte.' “In the name of philosophy, in the 
name of humanity, liberty, and reason, will it 
come to pass, that such shall be your end: 
and reason will then certainly triumph; for she 
will have her temples; nay, at that period, 
there will be no other temples in all France 
thaw the temples of reason.” - .
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CAZOTTE

The price of this admirable work 1b $1,25. AU bookl 
advertised In The Progressive Thinker are

For sale at this office.

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER

AN EXCELLEin WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. SINNETT.
Tbla excellent work treats ot the tollowing aubjectai
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“Truly,” said Chamfort, with a sarcastic 
smile, “you will be no priest of these tem
ples. " . ;

Cazotte answered; “I hope pot; but you, M. 
Chamfort, who will be one of them, and are 
very worthy of being so, you will open your 
veins by twenty-two incisions of the razor, and 
yet you will die only some months afterward. ”

The. company looked at each other, and 
laughed again.

Cazotte continued: “You, M. Vicq d’Azyr, 
will not open your veins yourself, but will af
terward cause them to be opened six times in 
one day in an attack of the gout, in order to 
make the matter more sure, and you will die 
the same night!”

“Zou” M, Nicolai, will die upon the scaf
fold. You, M. Bailly, on the scaffold! You, 
M. Malesherbqs, on the scaffold!”

“God .be thanked!" exclaimed M. Rancher, 
“it appears that M. Cazotte has only to do 
with the academicians; he has just made 
dreadful havoc among them. I, Heaven be 
praised-—^’’

Cazotte interrupted him: “You! you will die 
on the scaffold also!”

“Ha! this is a wager,” resounded from all 
sides; “he has sworn to exterminate us all!”

Cazotte: “No, it is not I that have sworn 
to.”

The company: “Shall we be then under 
subjection to Turks and Tartars? and yet-^-”

Cazotte: “Nothing less. I have already 
told you that you will then be under the gov
ernment of philosophy and reason. Those 
that will treat you in this manner will all -be 
philosophers; they will be continually making 
use of those very expressions which you have 
been mouthing for the last hour; they will re
peat al! your maxims, and, like you, will 
quote the verses of Diderot and Pucelle.”

The guests whispered into each others' ears: 
“You see clearly that he has lost his reason," 
(for while speaking thus, he continued very 
serious). “Don’t you see that he is joking, 
and in all his jesta he mixes something of the 
wonderful?”

“Yes,” said Chamfort, “but I must confess 
his wonders are not very pleasing; they are 
much too gallows-like. And when shall all this 
take place?”

Cazotte: “Six years shall not pass over 
before all that I have told you shall be ful
filled.” . .

“You tell us many wonderful things." It 
was tijie time I (La Harpe) that spoke. “And 
do you say nothing of me?” •

“With respect to you,” answered Cazotte, 
‘ ‘a wonder will take place that will be at least 
quite as remarkable. You will then be a 
Christian!"

A general exclamation. “Now I am at 
ease," said Chamfort; “if we only perish when 
La Harpe is a Christian, we are immortal.”

“We of the female sex,” said the Duchess 
de Grammont, * 'are fortunate in being reck
oned as nothing in revolutions. When I say 
as nothing, I do not intend to say that we do 
not interfere in them a little; but it is a gen
erally received maxim that we, and those of 
our sex, are not deemed responsible on that 
account ”

Cazotte: “Your sex, ladies, will be this 
time no protection to ypu; and however little 
you may. be desirous of interfering, yet you 
will be treated precisely as the men, and no 
difference will be made with respect to you.”

The Duchess: “But what is it you are 
telling us, M. Cazotte? You certainly are an
nouncing the end of the world!”

Cazotte: “That I know not; but what I do 
know is, that you, my lady duchess, will be 
drawn to the scaffold—you, and many other 
ladies with you—upon a hurdle, with your 
hands bound behind you. ”

The Duchess: “I hope, however, in that 
case, that I shall have a mourning-coach. ”

Cazotte: “No, madam! Ladies of higher 
rank than you will be drawn upon a hurdle, 
with their hands bound behind them. ”

The Duchess: “Ladies of higher rank? 
What, the princesses of the blood?"

Cazotte: “Of still higher rank!"
A visible emotion now manifested itself 

through the whole company, and the master 
of the house assumed an air of displeasure. 
It began to be evident that the joke was car
ried too far.

The Duchess de Grammont, in order to 
dispel the cloud, let the last reply drop, and 
contented herself with saying in a most jocular 
tone: “You shall see he will not even leave 
me the consolation of a confessor. ”

Cazotte: “No, madam, none will be given, 
either to you or to any one else. The last 
sufferer to whom the favor of a confessor will 
be granted. (Here he paused a moment.)

The Duchess: “Well, who will the fortu
nate mortal be to whom this privilege will be 
granted?”

Cazotte: “It will be the only privilege he 
will retain, and this will be the King of 
France!” -

Tho master of the house now hastily arose 
from the table and the whole company with 
him. He went to M. Cazotte, and said with 
deep emotion: “My dear Cazotte, this lament
able joke has lasted long enough. You carry 
it too far, and to a degree in which you en
danger yourself, and the company in which 
you are. ”

Oazotte made no reply, and was preparing 
to depart, when the Duchess de Grammont, 
who still endeavored to prevent the matter be
ing taken in a serious light, and labored, to 
restore hilarity, went to him and said: “Now, 
Mr. Prophet, you have told us all our fortunes, 
but have said nothing of your own fate."

He was silent, cast his eyes downward, and 
said: “Have you ever read in Josephus, 
madam, the history of the siege of Jerusa
lem?”

The Duchess: “Certainly; who has not 
read it? But do as though I had never read 
it" ■ ■ ■ .

Cazotte; “Well, madam, during this siege 
a man went seven successive days upon the 
walls round the town, in the eight,of both the 
besiegers and the besieged, and' cried out in
cessantly -with a ' moUniful voice: ‘Woe to

Jerusalem! Woe to. Jerusalem!’ On the sev
enth day he cried: ‘Woe to Jerusalem, and 
woe to myself also!' and in the same moment 
he was crushed to death by an immense stone, 
hurled from the enemy’s engines. ”

After these words, M. Cazotte made his 
bow and departed. Thus far La Harpe.

Here everything depends upon the whole of 
this narration being true, or fictitious, and 
written perhaps after its fulfillment; for it is 
certainly true that all those who were present 
at the dinner lost their lives precisely in the 
manner here predicted by Cazotte.

The person who gave the entertainment, to 
whom Cazotte prophesied nothing, and who 
was most probably the Duke of Chajseal, was 
the only one. that dieij a natural death. The 
worthy and pious Cazotte was guillotined.

I ask every candid connoisseur that knows 
how to distinguish that which is ideal from 
a true copy taken from nature, if this narra
tive can be a fabrication? It has so many 
little shades and peculiarities which would 
never have occurred to an inventor, and which 
he would not have regarded as necessary. And 
then, where would have been the object J of 
fabrication?

A freethinker could not have invented it; 
because, by so doing, he would have been 
acting in complete opposition to his principles; 
for he would thus be disseminating views to 
which he is a mortal enemy, and which he re
gards as a most stupid superstition. If it be 
supposed that a fanatic or an enthusiast had 
invented it for the purpose of saying some
thing striking, the nature of the narrative it
self, which bears no resemblance to fiction, 
contradicts such a supposition, to which must 
be added the certainty that M. La Harpe 
wrote it with his own hand. It may be found 
in the Oeuvres Choisi.es et Posthumes, of M. 
La Harpe, celebrated member of the French 
academy, published at Paris, by Mignerol, in 
four volumes octavo, in 1806.

H. V. Sweringen.

The Potter.
1 watched a potter at his wheel one day, 
For he was making pitchers out of clay— 

Thefeetof beggars and the heads of kings—- 
Dust blown from old, dead cities far away.

Not heaven itself more splendid is and high 
Than was this palace when its kings went by

Race after race. The turtle sits here now. 
“Where? Where?” she cries, but there is no 

reply. '
They who, endowed with wisdom, are like 
. ' light— ;
Torches to guide their followers’ feet aright— 

They have not taken one step beyond
This night of mystery—this awful night.
Speak of these wise ones, then, with bated

The most that of the wisest wisdom saith 
' Is: They bequeathed you fables, nothing 

more,
Before returning to the sleep of death.
The great wheel of the heavens will still go 

round
When you and I, my friend, are under ground, 

, At once creating life, conspiring death, 
With death and life inexorably bound.

Come sit upon the grass and drink your wine 
And quickly, while the suns of summer shine, 

For other grass than that you sit upon
Will soon be springing from your dust and 

mine.
When you and I are gone, for we must go, 
They will raise,bricks above us, and I know

That other bricks for other tombs than ours 
Will out of us be molded. Be it so,
I do not fear the world. I do not fear 
The leaving it, though I confess it dear, 

We should fear nothing but not living well 
In the only life and world we know of—here] 
But come, my friend, since we must pass 

away, ? ,
Since all our dust goes back again to clay, >

What does it matter whether we remain 
A hundred years or but a single day?
Be it our care, since pitchers we began,
To hold the heart’s good wine long as we can, 

Before the potter molds our dust again
Into new shapes that are no longer man.

Richard Henry Stoddard.

Utopia.
Of better days that mortals sing, 
When all were happy as the spring; 
When none knew want or discontent; 
No back by selfishness was bent; 
When hearts were pure, and hearts 

sound;
When not a grumbler could be found, 
If folk were wiser—better—then, 
Pray tell us where it was and when.
For brighter days let mortals sigh 
And hope for fortune by and by— 
Prosperity to fill the land, 
With plenty strewn on every hand; 
When all men shall be wisp and good, 
Bound up in one grandbrotherhood; 
But point out now some of the men 
Who are to be contented then.
’Tis in. the future or the past 
Ambitious man must live at last 
He looks behind or hopes before, 
Despising all his present store; 
Forgets the blessings of to-day 
And follows fancy far away. 
What man has not he magnifies, 
And pleasure with possession dies.

“The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with 

introductory circular setting forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred, to close the edition. Send at once 
to The Progressive Thinker, 40 Loomis 
street. . •

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Mob'bb 
Hull -Price 10 cents, . ■'

Rolling on the Intellectual Ocean.

To the Editor:—In the article bearing the 
above caption, by Prof. W. M. Lockwood, 
being a criticism of Hon. A. fy Richmond’s 
criticism of R. G. Ingersoll’s . philosophy, I 
recognize a masterly production of a mind 
well-trained in the materialistic school; but 
that school always has seemed to me to be de
ficient in one vital point; and I hope Brother 
Lockwood will pardon my presumption in dif
fering with him in his conclusions, but I 
presume he is used to being differed with, and 
has withstood the shock of more than one in
tellectual tilt heretofore, without experiencing 
any very serioiis damage. Therefore, with 
the greatest admiration of the Professor, and 
a consciousness of my own temerity, I enter 
the lists, and face, this complete champion of 
materialism! There upon her throne sits his 
mistress; she is beautiful as a statue of ivory 
and gold, all her appointments are complete 
and orderly, and in every outward appearance 
she seems to be a mistress worthy of the 
splintering of many intellectual lauces; but as 
I look more closely I fail to see that charm 
which only a vital soul can give; and that she 
lacks, for she js but the representative of a 
soulless philosophy and an incomplete con
clusion.

As a physicist, as an experimentalist and 
champion of his school, Prof. Lookwood pre
sents his.ideas in a clear and forcible manner, 
and as far as their physical application is con
cerned, they are doubtless correct; but the 
great principle which stands at the head of all 
other principles eludes him as it eludes all 
materialistic teachers—as we shall attempt to 
show:

First, as tq matter, he cites it as self-exist
ent, indestructible and potential.

The first two premises are correct, but as to 
its potentiality: all it possesses of that qual
ity is its inertness—its only power is its power 
of resistance—its only function is the negative 
one of being the objective of force and 
mind—it is the basic or lowest principle of 
the universe, and above it stands force. We 
will number it as the third great principle or 
elemental, with force as second; now what is 
the first?

It-is that elusive quantity, or quality rather, 
which always escapes the notice of the mate
rialist, but which is, nevertheless, present 
everywhere and is the superior of the other 
two of the great triad of principles of which 
all there is of this universe is composed. 
Without it, all else would be useless, sense
less and void.

It is the great soul of infinite wisdom of the 
universe.

How it produces its results no mere physi
cist will ever discover, but that it enters into 
every department of organic existence there 
is no doubt; it is there, and there to stay, as 
we shall endeavor to show; and in order to il
lustrate by contrast the difference between the 
two systems or methods of analyzing these 
abstruse questions, we shall quote from Prof. 
Lockwood's article. In it he says in describ
ing the physical organism:

1 ‘This is called the realm of the sensory 
system; through its various avenues, the con
scious ego recognizes something of its sur
rounding environments. ”

Now, then, what is this conscious ego? Is 
it the effect of molecular structure?

Can the infinitely superior be the creature 
of finite and inferior conditions? can the wa
terfall create the water-wheel? or the stream 
the engine which uses it?

Can the thought create the mind which gives 
it birth?

Manifestly not The ego is the canse, not 
tte effect. Without it there would have 
been no structure, molecular or otherwise; 
without it there would have been no aven
ues of thought, no sensory system. These 
organisms are not the creators; they are the 
created, the servants of the ego, growing with 
its growth and strengthened with its strength 
from its earliest inception through conception 
and birth, up to a conscious existence; and at 
its dissolution takes its conscious self into the 
.spiritual realms, where it finds its congenial 
home.

■ That it needs and uses its material organ
ism bpth here and hereafter by which to gather 
and to express its various and expansive ideas 
is true; and that those environments can bring 
to the ego greater or lesser emotions, is also a 
fact; hence we conclude, as Prof. Lockwood 
does, that thoughts are caused by some voli
tion within man, or some factor without, im
pressing consciousness, but we do not conclude 
with him that the mind is simply an aggrega
tion or accumulation of thoughts; but is, 
preferably, a conscious factor of them, where
in memory may store them for present and 
future uses. But then, memory is only a part 
of the mind; an idea must first be formed, be
fore it can be remembered; but any idea, once 
within its store-house, can be used as a pro
perty by its creator, or lost altogether without 
in any degree impairing the mind which con
ceived it. Hence, thoughts do not constitute 
the mind, as Prof. Lockwood would have us 
believe, but are a product of it.

Man. is a microcosm of the universe, and 
contains'within himself all the principles and 
all its elements.

He Fas soul, forcé and material or matter, 
wherein bouT is the living principle, force 
and matter are its servants; in man the soul 
attains to a consciousness of consciousness, 
whereby he can. analyze his own emotions and 
surroundings/ • .■

The first-single conscious thought of the 
human mind was worth more at it» birth than 
all the evolutions which had taken place in the 
seons of ages; which preceded it upon this 
globe. .

For it was the first fruit of a soul emanat- 
ing’from that divine principle which pervades 
the universe, a . soul placed here by divine 
purpose, for:a divine purpose, viz., to learn 
the'firit lessons of its existence ;,m the only

way it could properly learn them, by experi
ence;, and one of the lessons it has already 
learned is, that first of all, and greatest of all, 
stands the infinite soul, the life, the infinite 
wisdom of all the organic universe.

And man is the direct descendant of that 
infinite soul, that divine principle; and in in
tellection and life is a finite part of his infinite 
progenitor; first of all he is creative.

That man is creative, the whole enlightened 
world attests. The telescope, the microscope, 
the spectroscope and the many other instru
ments of precision and accuracy made for 
specific purposes, and countless other things 
which man has made are creatures in as true a 
sense as anything nature has produced.

Now, are we to believe that an unconscious 
arrangement of molecules produced these won
derful results? Molecules are but matter, and 
very small matter at that, made so by a mind 
which knew how to do it in that manner; to 
enable a very small thought to move a very 
small group of molecules perhaps, or for some 
other equally sensible purpose; but, let that 
be as it may, the brain and nerves are com
posed of them for a special purpose.

The brain is but a battery which supplies 
the nerves with their electric energy, whereby 
to do the bidding of their master, the soul, in 
gathering intelligence, or sending it forth, or 
to use its complex but perfect organism in in
venting and making spectroscopes, steam-en
gines, war ships, submarine batteries, rail
roads, locomotives and other similar trifles, 
which the conscious ego sometimes does as a 
pastime between the intervals when its mighty 
powers are put forth in writing articles like 
the present, and trying to explain its own ex. 
istence to kindred egos, many of whom think 
they are mere molecules all the way through. 
Do you? P. H. Yates.

“The Dream Child.”
This is a charming, well-written story of 

the occult by Mrs. Florence Huntley and pub
lished by the Arena Co., in the unsurpassed 
mechanical neatness and typographical per
fection of that establishement, making a beau
tiful little volume of 229 pages; fine paper, 
clear, large type, and very readable.

The story is written in the biographical 
style, purporting to be the life history of a 
beautiful and highly-cultured woman who was 
married to Frank Varien, and Jived happily 
till the death of their child at one and a half 
years of age, which affected her so that her 
life was despaired of for a time. Six months 
later began the dream which continued nightly 
for sixteen years until her death, and gives 
the name to the story.

This dream; so-called, will be recognized on 
our side of the house as trance. In this con
dition Mrs. Varien passed her nights with her 
departed child Stella (Star of Hope), witness
ing her growth and education, and all the 
spiritual realities necessarily accompanying it, 
until the child matured. She also meets her 
true soul companion, and his instruction, 
which she relates on her death-bed, constitutes 
the principal part of the book and is highly 
interesting and instructive.

Mrs. Huntley must have been either in
spired, or her mind well stored with knowl
edge of the occult and the spiritual, for we 
see behind her fascinating tale the truths to 
the promulgation of which we have devoted 
our life and journalistic labors. There is one 
part of this story that will touch many a sore 
heart, made so by that great and general mis
take of earth-life—false marriage. This 
comes in in the illustration of love, of which 
she says: “This is the law of laws. Love is 
the secret of creation and all visible power. 
Love is the core of life. It is the golden cord 
binding child to parent, lover to his mate, and 
all to God.”

To show the prominence she gives to this 
subject she puts on her title-page these words 
from Romans 13:10: “Love is the fulfilling 
of the law,” and dedicates her bo®k “to all 
seekers after truth. ” To all such we most 
heartily recommend it as worthy of their best 
attention.

Love and Truth are the two great factors 
of a true life. “The panoramic view of the 
ascent of two souls through the ages in quest 
of love and truth," says the Arena, “is one 
of the most dramatic, superb chapters in the 
book.” Some will not like this part of it, be
cause it involves the disputed doctrine of re
incarnation; but we cannot see how else we 
can account for the different status of souls 
if they all start from the same point

But the great topic of the book is ‘ ‘Mar
riage,” which when true makes heaven on 
earth; but when false makes—shall we repeat 
the terrible yet common saying—hell upon 
earth.

Everybody should get this book and read 
it, and learn by it the secret of happiness, with, 
out having to wait till they get to a far-off 
heaven and be disappointed thele too. Espe
cially should women read it and be proud that 
the author is a woman.

In paper cover, 50 cents, and nicely bound 
in cloth and gold, one dollar. All orders 
sent to this office will be promptly filled.

Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cts.

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 cents;cloth, 50 cts. 
- Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

Old Testament Stories, comically illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price in strong, board covers $1. Cloth, 
$1.50.

The Spiritual. Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

'MAN

R
 Hilgaud, Oregon, Jwno 28,1893,
>b. Fierce & Son.—Gentlemen: I uai happy to In
ai you that the Truss I bought of you lust April hu 
flktely cured me of a very severe case of Hirais, 
i which I have suffered for oveh 18 yeailk. I wan 
sr sceptical about your Truss when I bought It, as 1 
rlod several so cuHvd Elastic Trusses wlthoutderir« 
iy benefit from them; but ulcer using your Truss for 
t time I was convinced that It was the best I ever 

uuu,iUit was easy to wear, and seemed to stop these tore, 
palm that often prostrated uio while wearing the oldl 
Spring trusses; and now, la spite of my scepticism, I am A 
FEtiracTLY Cuutp.aud cun work with thoTrussoif 
feel so disposed, but I sell! wear it loosely as it It noiB 
Inconvenient. You luay add tliQ above to your otherfl 
testimonials« Gratefully yours, J'RED. HANSEN.

O^Tbe above cure was effected in less than thhkx^H 
months time, at a total cost of $12. Thousands of siml*lM 
lor cures have been made for from$H*to$15each.
Ublished 1875. Call or send Bo for free Pamphlkj^^H 
No.l Address Magnetic Elastic Truss^H 
Company, J N. W. corner Kearny 
Soorameuto streets, 8au Fraaolsco, Cal.

.an Xx<

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

Js. The “Stellar Key" la tbo nhllosophlcal intro
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of thia little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1-Deathand the After 
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 8—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer-Land; 6-Language ana 
Life in Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimates in the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con« 
tains more than double the amount of matter In ton 
mer editions, and is enriched by a beautiful fronti»< 
piece, illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 
Body.“ Cloth 75 cents. Postage 6 cents. For salt 
at this office.

I.
II. 

in.

v.
VI.

vn. 
vin.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes* 

merism..
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig« 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

YOU SHOULD READ IT.' 
"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN. 

JN tercourae. Contents; Guardianship of Spirit«; 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Soundti; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; Resurreo 
lion of tbo Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work baa been translated into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the bouse 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar cases 
In all parts of the country. This volumn is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of “ Spiritual« 

and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 
Pwiage 10 cents. For sale at UU office.

THE DIAKKA -

7'HE DIAKR'A AND THEIR EARTH
ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davis, is a very in« 

terestlng and suggestive work. It Is an explanation o| 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most Important recent interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Price 
50 cent«. For sa-le at this offic*

WAS 

ABKAHATI LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OR-

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

-BY
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and. 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav 
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—moreso than any work Issued since Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had .almost covered, ana which have been 
snatched from the very Jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the most moment
ous period In American History, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom lime serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lixooln.”

Ctot/i, illustrated, pp. 364, $1.50;
Paper, 75 cents»

For Sale at this office.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
(SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Ism. By Epes Sargent, author of “ Blanchette, or 
the Despair of Science?’ ” The Proof Palpable of Im
mortality,” etc. This la a large I2mo of 3T2 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
n great amount of matter, of which the table of con
tents, condensed as It la, gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science Is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal« 
Ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically imparted, but are directly presented In lb« 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to It. under the ignorant pre« 
tense that It is outside of nature, is unscientific and 
unpbllOBopblcal. All this Is clearly shown; and the 
objections from “scientific,” clerical and literary do« 
Bouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1317, are answered 
with that penetrating force which caly arguments, 
winged with incisive facta, can impart. Cloth, I2mo, 
pp. 896. Price 11.50. Postage 10 ceni'i For sale al 
this office.

pSYCHC/IATHY; OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
i Ing. Being a series of lessons on the relatione of 
the spirit to Its own organism, and the Interrelation! 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No 
physician should be without this book. No magnetic 
healer should be without it, and no family should 
be without it» valuable aid. It is a valuable aid 
to the physician In determining the relation of bls pa« 
dent's spirit to its body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies are necessary to perfectly adjust the 
same to each other; to the magnetic healer It 1» Inval« 
uable, because it Illustrates the actual magnetic pole* 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To the getr 
eral reader It will prove a boon because it explains the 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the influence 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (clotW 
|1.50. For Mie at this office.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 

L By Lizzie Doten. New edition. This handsome 
volume opens with the wonderful experiences ot the 
author, who Is peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
;ong time been i Degasing, and the deep religious ani 
spiritual tone cf her discourses hare extended her 
Influence tar beyond the limit of ber voice, through 
the Instrumentality ef the pres?. But it is chiefly for 
her medlumtstlc power to give utterance to poema 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she is most specially 
known. This volume contains tbe gems of the Insptr« 
atlonal n,.terance8. given chiefly before public audb 
•nces, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
Are attributed to tbe spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have ail the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and imagery 
of his productions lu eartb-Hfe, out far surpass these 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tbb Inspiration of Shakespeare, Burna, 
A. W. Sprague; Butin many cases the author's name 
fa not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of tbe means by which these poema 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium 1« stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and slrnlflcence this 
higher phase of spiritual communion 1s beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, ¿lain, reduced from 11.50 to $LCft 
Postage 10 cents, for sale at thia office

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT 
f'ATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
\J Life. Containing some of the experiences of a 

spirit who has been In spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contains a 
Vast fund of information. It gives tbe experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson is learned. 
Be visits the homes of tbe fallen. Becking to bless soma 
of them. His soliloquy, as he enters the dark vs]]eyr1i 

’very interesting. Be accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work is vividly portrayed. Thli 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable tafortn^ 
tion. Frio« tut Vqk Mir at thU office. '
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UNDER A SAILOR’S RAN.
I ' . •

The Story of an Accursed Ship.

A SPELL PUT UPON THE WHALER BY AN INDIAN 
WHO HAD BEEN ABANDONED ON AN ISLAND 
—A CREW UNOBTAINABLE FOR YEARS AND 
THE CRAFT FINALLY BURNED.

To the Editor:—As set forth by the Globe
Democrat, twenty-five years ago one of the 
staunchest whaling crafts that sailed from New 
London, Conn., was the schooner Franklin. 
She was new and able. She made several 
successful voyages to the Antarctic and then a 
sailor put a hoodoo on her that resulted in her 
being tied up at a wharf, and there she re
mained until a few nights ago, when she was 
destroyed by fire.

The story of the Franklin is one of the most 
interesting yarns that the old whalemen relate. 
In 1871 the Franklin was in charge of a man 
named Holmes. While cruising around the 
Antarctic Ocean for seals he one day landed a 
boat’s crew on an island for the purpose of 
killing what seals they could while thé schooner 
kept on prospecting for rookeries. The cap
tain told the men that he would return in about 
ten days, and provisions sufficient to last the 
men that length of time Were given theip. 
The vessel didn’t pome back, and the men 
concluded that she was lost, Two hundred 
and fifty miles distant was a locality known as 
Potter’s Cove, where the whaling bark Nils 
had headquarters. With the idea of reaching 
that point in time to take passage on the Nile, 
the men took the carcasses of several seals and 
started in a small boat. They arrived at Pot
ter's Cove the day after the Nile left

From an old try-works that had been left 
there they made a shelter for themselves, liv
ing on the oil of seals and sea-elephants until 
the next spring, when they concluded to go 
to Cape Sheriff and kill all the seals they could 
find before the vessels began to arrive. They 
got jammed In the ice and were obliged to re
turn. Three of the crew refused to make an
other attempt to cross the straight and were 
left behind. The four men that went were 
lost The three remaining passed through 
terrible hardships. Finally two of them died, 
and, according to the story of the survivor, a 
Montauk Indian named Garby, he ate the 
flesh of his companions. He was found nearly 
dead. He was finally brought back to New 
London on the schooner P. Simmons. 
Garby learned that the Franklin had returned 
all right. The captain told him that he didn’t 
return for the men on account of head winds 
that made it impossible. The Indian sued 
the owners of the vessel, with the idea of re
covering damages, but the case went against 
him.

This infuriated the man, and he ran 
down to the wharf where the Franklin was 
moored, and, standing in the midst of 
the deck, called down a curse on the craft 
The man was arrested and locked up. He 
was called crazy. This charge was not 
sustained and Garby was set free. He sud
denly disappeared, and has not been seen 
since, It takes but little to arouse a sailor’s 
superstition, and when the story of Garby's 
strange action ran along the water front there 
was an ominous shaking of sailor heads. Con
siderable trouble was experienced in getting 
a crew for the Franklin, but one was 
finally secured through the medium of a 
shipping office, and the craft started for the 
sealing grounds. . Everything ran along 
smoothly until the vessel was in the vicinity 
of Cooper Island, in the south Atlantic Ocean. 
One night a sailor on watch ran into the fore
castle and aroused his mates. The man 
was laboring under excitement, and told the 
men that while pacing the deck he had seen 
six skeletons grinning at him from the bows 
of the vessel. The men ridiculed the sailor's 
fears, but he refused to return to the deck. 
The mate was told the story and he ordered 
the sailor back to his watch. The man, under 
a threat of punishment if he refused to do 
duty, went on deck again. He had been 
alone but a short time when he rushed into the 
forecastle again with the same story. This 
time the man was hysterical, and within an 
hour was a raving maniac. - He was secured, 
but before morning managed to get free, and, 
running on deck, jumped overboard and was 
drowned.

Two days later the men in the forecastle 
went to the mate with the story that they had 
seen the night before six skulls in the forecas
tle hatch. They wanted him to land them on 
Cooper Island. They had already had enough 
of the Franklin. The captain refused to do as 
the men requested. The following morning 
the second mate told the captain that about 
midnight he had seen six skeletons in the rig
ging and that they shifted about from one 
part of the ship to another. The captain rep
rimanded the man warmly. A few hours later 
the second mate, at the head of the men in the 
forecastle, demanded to be set ashore on 
Cooper Island. The captain refused, and the 
men, by force, took possession of the vessel. 
They landed on the island, and, telling the 
captain to ship another crew it he could, left. 
The first mate remained Joyal, and they man
aged to pick up twelve men on the island who 
were willing to face the spooks of the Franklin. 
No trouble was experienced with the new crew 
for two weeks, and the captain congratulated 
himself upon having so easily got rid of the 
drunken crowd that he had shipped at New Lon
don. One evening a sudden storm came up 
and two men were sent aloft to furl the main 
topsail. They had hardly begun their work 
when they both cime sliding down the throat 
halyards and fled to the cook’s galley.

The mate, surprised at the course of the 
men, asked the reason of their strange action. ' 
They told him that while they stood on the 
crosstrees at work a skeleton slid down the 
topmast and stood between them. That was 
as far as they investigated. They got to the 
deck by the quickest route, and they intimated 
that if the topsail was furled some other mem
bers of the crew must do it Two other men 
were sent up, but they Lad not gone more

than half way up the shrouds when they came 
back, saying that |hey had seen three skele
tons on the crosstrees.. Once more the men 
of the Franklin were demoralized and at Cape 
Sheriff she was abandoned by the crew. The 
captain and the mate had seen nothing of the 
fleshless shapes reported by the sailors and 
they stuck to the vessel. The captain decided 
to return home just as soon as lie could ship 
a sailing force, as it would be impossible to 
find there a reliable working crew. He man
aged to find half a dozen men who wanted to 
get home, that were willing to leave the other 
vessels, and with this crew he turned the nose 
of the vessel north. Good weather and fair 
winds brought the vessel rapidly along until 
she reached the vicinity of the Falkland Is. 
lands.

One night, about midnight, a sudden wind 
arose and all hands were called on deck to 
shorten sail. The wind rose to a hurricane and 
kicked up a heavy sea. The captain stood at 
the wheel and the men were scattered about 
the decks doing their best to keep .from being 
blown overboard, Suddenly one of the men 
cried out in a terrified voice for the others to 
look over the windward quarter, All eyes 
were turned in that direction and a phantom 
boat containing six fleshless bodies was Seen 
hovering on the crest Ct a wave, headed for 
the vessel. The captain watched the strange 
craft until it passed out of sight across the 
bow of the Franklin, The occurrence was too 
much for the nerves of the sailors, and when 
the storm abated they insisted upon embark
ing in a small boat and starting for the Falk
land Islands. The captain tried to. persuade 
them to remain aboard.and agreed to take the 
schooner into port, but the men were terror
stricken and, with the exception of one man 
who refused to go, took one of the boats and 
left the vessel.

With but two men at his command the cap
tain kept the Franklin on her course, He 
had never been able to explain the phantom 
boat. Its appearance had proved to him that 
the fear which had scattered his crews was not 
altogether unfounded. He was a man of good 
nerve, but he was considerably shaken one 
night, while he stood at the wheel, to see a skel
eton suddenly appear on the opposite side of 
it and grasp the spokes with its bony fingers. 
The captain stood his ground until be got the 
Franklin safely back into New London harbor. 
Then he left her. Many attempts were made 
to get a crew for the vessel, but without suc
cess. Finally she was tied up and gradually 
fell into decay. The fire that consumed her 
was. of unknown origin, but the sailors say it 
was the result of the curse of Garby.

The above facts are among thousands that 
can only be explained by bringing into requisi-
tion spiritual agencies. Justice.

Remarkable Seance and Wonder
ful Manifestations by 

James Riley.
On Friday evening, April 20th, I visited 

Mr. Riley at his home, finding fourteen per. 
sons present when I reached there. After 
thoroughly examining the bedroom adjoining 
the parlor, which was used as a cabinet, 1 was 
seated directly opposite the door to the bed
room, and over said door two curtains were 
hung; back of these and to one side sat Mr. 
Riley.

Very soon after being seated the curtains 
parted and the tall, graceful form of Mr. John 
Benton appeared and bowed to us all; follow
ing this several forms materialized, and 
walked away from the curtains. These forms 
were all recognized by those present But 
what was most important and convincing of 
anything I have ever witnessed—that which 
no skeptic can explain or overthrow, I will 
now relate: A gentleman, thicker set and 
taller than Mr. Riley, with black beard and 
mustache, appeared at the curtain, and parted 
the same, in whose hands was a music box 
weighing 4J- pounds. He walked half way 
across the room and placed it in the lap of a 
young lady who sat next to me. He stepped 
back, parted the curtains, and I distinctly 
saw Mr. Riley at the same time, Mr. Riley 
sitting in his chair as the form dissolved. At 
another time the same form materialized, 
walked rapidly out of the room with a slate in 
his hand and broke the slate on the stove— 
stepped back, parted the curtains and again 
Mr. Riley could be seen sitting in his chair. 
Following these manifestations a slate was 
so handed me with the following upon it, the 
writing being in a bold, plain, gentleman's 
hand:

“Brother:—I gave you that phenomena in 
order to assist you in giving this light and 
truth of spirit return. It exhausted my me
dium. I think I have the finest sensitive in 
tnis man in your country. John Benton."

Following this a slate was sent out with the 
name Margaret Fox Kane. Very soon after 
that she materialized—opened the curtain and 
was distinctly seen by all Her face, shape 
of head and features were in perfect keeping 
with her picture, the hair being' combed plain 
and parted in the center. 'The dress was 
natural and the whole physique womanly. She 
dissolved and moved clear down to the floor, her 
head being the last to disappear. Following 
this a slate was sent out covered with the fine 
handwriting of a lady. This is the communi
cation. No words of mine can add anything 
to this beautiful message, or those wonderful 
manifestations:

“Doctor, I come here by request of many 
to tell you of my experience when I passed 
through the change called death. I lost con
sciousness, and when I awoke I found I had 
left my physical form. Many met me—ex
tended to me a kiss of welcome and escorted 
me to a beautiful palace built entirely of 
sweet flowers, and sang, ‘Welcome, Bister, to 
home of rest ’ ' Margaret Fox Kane. ’’

Detroit, Mich. Dr. A. B. Spinney.

“God in the Constitution. ” By Bobert (L 
Ingersoll? One of the best papers Colonel In 
gersoll ever wrote.' In paper cover, with 
likeness of author/ Price, 10 cents; ' twelve 
copies for *1.00. For sale st this office.
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The Michigan State. Spiritual Aesooia- 
. : i tion. ■

Circular Letter No, 2

To ALL whom it MAY CONCERN: The Mich
igan State Spiritual Association was duly or. 
ganized and incorporated under the provisions 
of Chapter 147 of the General Statutes of the 
State, on August 26th, 1893. Since that time 
the organization has grown beyond the most 
sanguine hopes of its projectors.

It needs no argument to satisfy anyone that 
many advantages may be gained by associated 
action; and, to this end, we hereby solicit the 
co-operation of all who may In any wise be 
Interested in the matter of Spiritualism, or 
any of its kindred subjects.

Thé details of the organization have been 
carefully considered, and the purpose of this 
letter is mainly to explain the same, and thus 
induce others not now members to join us.

The State Association is a représentative 
bodyi according fo Bec. 3 of the Act . under 
Which it was incorporated. . Ite headquarters 
are fit Lansing, where its annual meetings for 
election of officers and other business are held 
on the first Monday following the second Bun. 
day in August of each year, It is expected 
to hold at least one semi-annual meeting eaoh 
year, which may be held at any desirable 
point in the State, as may be determined from 
time to time. Al! persons desiring to unite 
with the State Association directly may be
come honorary members by paying one dollar 
per annum and adopting the constitution and 
by-laws, which entitles them to all privileges 
and rights, except voting. Persons who, for 
any reason, do not belong to chartered locals, 
or who belong to societies not connected with 
the State Association, can thus aid and be
come interested. t

LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS
Are chartered by the State Association, and 
should be organized in accordance with sec
tions 1 and 2 of the Act above referred to. 
The effect of the charter is to make such soci
eties part of the State Association and entitle^ 
to one delegate for each ten members or 
major fraction thereof, which delegates are 
voting members and elect the official board 
and control the affairs of the 'State Associa
tion. ,,

Not less than seven are required to apply 
for a charter, which must be approved by a 
majority, of the official board of the State As
sociation.

If a local society desires to hold property, 
or do business as a body corporate, it must in. 
corporate according to law.

The locals are free to adopt any constitu
tion they see fit not in conflict with the consti
tution and laws of the State Association, but
it is recommended that they adopt 
tially the one furnished in blank by 
board.
THE OFFICIAL BOARD OF THE STATE

TION

su batan- 
the State

associa-

Consists of seven persons, elected at each an
nual meeting by the delegates from chartered 
societies, and they have control of the affairs 
of the Association, in the intervals of meet
ings, and are empowered by law to hold prop- 
perty in the name of the Association by be
quest, gift or otherwise,

The secretary and treasurer are bonded in 
such sums as determined by the board.

CERTIFICATES of ordination

Will be issued to persons making formal ap
plication, which application must be endorsed 
by a chartered society and approved by the 
official board of the State Association.

The certificates affirm confidence in the 
bearer and appoint him or her as a “minister 
of the gospel of Spiritualism,” and authorizes 
the. solemnization of marriages, burial of the 
dead, and the performance of all acts and the 
enjoyments of all privileges authorized to be 
enjoyed and performed, under the law of the 
State, by “ministers of the gospel. " Ail ap
plicants should become familiar with the law 
and understand their rights and duties fully. 
The certificates may be cancelled by the board 
for sufficient cause, upon proper hearing, and 
are under seal of the State Association.

the revenues

Of the State Association are ten cents per 
capita per annum from the locals; five dollars 
for each charter and each ordination, and hon
orary membership fees of one dollar per 
annum.

IN THE FUTURE.

As soon as practicable it is intended to es
tablish funds for missionary work, to aid weak 
localities in maintaining meetings and other
wise; to establish circuits for speakers and 
mediums, to save traveling expenses and time; 
and a Special fund to care for ordained minis
ters and others who may need assistance or 
defense. ’ .

It is also expected, as soon as our member
ship and chartered societies show enough 
numbers and financial strength, that we will 
be abletomake excursion Tates and special 
terms with railways. ,

We will also more readily command a hear
ing before legislative committees when adverse 
legislation is pending, and in various ways 
command greater respect on the part of some 
who now hold uh in cdntempt, largely because 
we are not in shape to show and exercise our 
power due to numbers and organization.

BLANKS AND. DOCUMENTS

Will be furnished on application to the secre
tary, as follows: Constitutions of the State 
Association; blank local constitution (recom
mended); articles of incorporation; applies; 
tions for charter, applications for ordination; 
application for honorary membership; creden
tials of delegates. L. V. Moulton, Pres.,

- Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Dr. F. Schermerhorn, 8eo. , 

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

• The Fountain ot .Life, or- the Threefold 
Power of Sex. ■ By LoîsWaisbrooker. Paper, 
50 chai». , - ' .

HEROIC MEASURES.
How to Abolish Fraudulent 

diurne.
Me

HOW THE INDIANS MANAGE—TOUGH ON PRE- 
TENDERS—NOT MANY MEDIUMS COULD STAND 
THE TEST. .I ■ . . '
A writer in The Progressive Thinker 

suggests a plan to weed out the fraudulent 
mediums who travel about thé country de
ceiving the people, thereby bringing the spirit
ual philosophy into contempt. I have learned 
that the nearer we live to nature’s laws, the 
better our condition is. The Indians were 
nothing more than .children who obeyed the 
laws of nature. They had their mediums, 
called them medicine men, and were con
trolled by spirit power. Their government 
was far ahead of ours at this- date as regards 
the criminals of the human family. It did 
not want court-houses, jails, sheriffs, police
men or constables; no poor-houses, lawyers, 
priests, doctors—all of thebe pests were em
bodied In their medicine men; each one was 
self-supporting; was his own jury, judge and 
jailer; always told the truth, except in rare 
cases; but'when the medicine man was called 
he invariably spoke the truth, then was sént- 
enced by the chief to be a “squaw-man” tor a 
certain number of moons. Hé could not go 
outside of certain bounds, and when he had 
complied with the law his errors were atoned 
for, except In cases of murder, when the near
est relative had the chance to shoot at the 
offender at the same distance the culprit 
stood from his victim, with the same 
weapons, if they could be found. The rela
tives of the murdered one were the judges and 
the jury in the case, and had the power to 
spare the murderer’s life if they wished 
to do so.

The Indian government could not exist 
without the medicine man; maintained he was 
influenced by the Great Spirit, and treated his 
missions as sacred. It had a sure way to 
test any who claimed to have communications 
from the spirit power, and it seems to me 
that it would be the right thing to adopt their 
plan and find out who have the gift of spirit 
control.; . ..

After reading this test, all must admit it is 
à sure one; and no one from the churches will 
attempt to deceive people if they know that 
thpy must prove they have the gift of medU 
umship.

Any one in the Indian nation who said he 
was a medicine man was treated with gréât 
respect. He was called into the council tent, 
seated in the center, a circle formed around 
him, the pipe of peace and good-vtill to all 
was smoked, and passed around while the 
candidate chanted and called for his control 
to take possession, and when under the influ
ence, the spirit called, “all is well.”

They then raised up the flesh of one of his 
limbs about one inch high, thrust in a small 
stick sharp at one end, about the size of a 
pipe-stem, then turned it slowly around, while 
three warriors watched his countenance, and 
if he did not wink' or show that he realized 
the operation until the flesh was broken and 
the stick free, he was termed a medicine man 
at once.

He then lived a life of torture. He was 
not allowed to kill any game. He had to give 
away all his property; only had a knife and a 
tomahawk. He lived all alone from three 
to five miles from the camp. . He never came 
except when called for. He cured the sick, 
but got no pay except what was given him to 
eat, or wear, and if he had one suit he could 
not have another, or else the Gredt Spirit 
would leave him. He could always tell which 
way to go to find the buffalo and* other game 
they subsisted on. He could tell where lost 
goods were, and in all disputes could tell 
which told the truth. • .

Now, when strangers claim to be mediums, 
let them stand this test, and I will assure all 
our people that the fraud business will be set
tled forever. Any medium can stand this 
test, but all deceivers will surely be de
tected at once. I believe in heroic measures 
to cure bad diseases, and this test will pever 
fail. Yours respectfully, Nelson Gould.

Port Huron, Mich. t

The Fourth Dimension.
To attempt to explain spiritual phenomena 

by such an absurd conception as the “fourth 
dimension of space” is to mystity a mystery. 
We can conceive of the process of materializ
ation and dematerialization, though we possi
bly cannot comprehend it; buta “fourth di
mension” is beyond sane conception. One 
writer refers to it as a “thoroughly scientific 
property of space. ” On the contrary, it is 
thoroughly-unscientific, as is also his reference 
to it; for "space has no properties. Space is 
the absence of everything—a term used to ex
press thé idea of non-existence. Probably 
there is no absolutely void space, but the term 
is used in that sense. Length, breadth and 
thickness embrace all the possible dimensions 
of matter. A “fourth dimension” is the con
ception of an unbalanced mind. It was this 
crazy notion which, more than anything else, 
prevented other scientists from giving Zoll- 
ner’s careful experiments the attention they 
deserved. W, N; Slocum.

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number Of readers. Send 26 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three 
months.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, *1. v . -

All About Devils, By Mosgs Hull. It 
traces the history c* thé tiiebldgicsl idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents. ’ * * . •

........ To Mothers.
In the name of your ages of anguish!

In the name of the curse and the stain!
By the strength of your sorrow I call you!

By the power of your pain!
We are Mothers. Through us in our bondage, 

Through us with a brand in the face,
Be we fettered with gold or with iron, 

Through us comes the race! '
With the weight of all sin on our shoulders, 

'Midst the serpents of shame ever curled, 
We have sat, unresisting, defenceless,— 

Making the men of the world!
We were ignorant long, and our .children 

Were besotted, and brutish, and blind;
King-driven, priest-ridden---who were they?

Our children—^nankind,
We were kept for our beauty, our softyess, 

Our sex;—what reward do ye find?
We transmit—must transmit—being mothers', 

What we are to mankind!
As the mother so follow ttys children!

No nation, wise, noble and brave,
Ever sprang,—though the father had freedom- 

Fronj the mother a slave!
Look now at the world as ye find it!

Blench not! Truth is kinder than'; lies!
Look now at the world—see it suffer!

. Listen now to its cries!
See the people who suffer, all people!

. Ail humanity wasting its powers
In a hand-to-haad struggle—deathdealing— 

All children of ours!
The blind millionaire—the blind harlot— 

The blind preacher leading the blind— 
Ohly think of their pain, how it hurts them!

Our little blind babies—mankind!
Shall we bear it? We mothers who love them?

Can we bear it? W e mothers who feel
Every pang-of our babes and forgive them 

Every sin when they kneel?
Little stumbling world! You have fallen!

You are crying in darkness and fear!
Wait darling—your mother is coming! 

Hush darling—your mother is here!
We are here like an army with banners I 

The great flag of our freedom'unfurled!
With us rests the fate of the nations, 

For we make the world!
Dare ye sleep while your children are calling?

Date ye wait while they clamor unfed? ' 
Dare ye pray in the proud pillared churches 

While they suffer for bread?
Jf the father hath sinned he shall answer, 

If he check, thee laugh back at his powers!
Shall a mother be kept from her children? 

These people are ours!
They are ours! He is ours, for we made him! 

In our arms he has nestled and smiled!
Shall we, the world-mothers, be hindered 

By the freaks of a child?
Rise now in the power of The Woman!

Rise now in the hour of our need!
^The world cries in hunger and darkness!

We shall light! We shall feed!
In the name of our ages of anguish!

In the name of the curse and the stain!
By the strength of our sorrow we conquer!

In the power of our pain!
Charlotte Perkins Stetson.

The Popular Science Monthly-
Under the title “The Final Effort of Theol

ogy,” an account of the opposition to Darwin 
that was made by misguided theologians will 
be given by Andrew D. White in The Popu
lar Science Monthly for June. Now that not 
only Darwinism but the whole evolutionary 
doctrine is generally accepted, the violent dec

, tarnation against it of a generation ago reads 
like a .chapter of history from witchcraft 
times.

Very timely just now is anaccountof “Nica
ragua and the Mosquito Coast," which Dr. 
Robert N. Keely, Jr., will contribute to the 
June Popular Science Monthly. It ris fully 
illustrated with views in Bluefields and vicin
ity, pictures of natives, etc., and is written in 
a very readable style.

The well-known physiologist, Dr. Austin 
Flint, will contribute to the June Popular 
Science Monthly an account of ‘.‘The Eye as 
an Optical Instrument, ’’ in which some recent 
discoveries as to the functions of this organ 

' are given.
Those who have read Mr. G. P. Serviss’s 

. “Astronomy with an Opera-Glass,” will wel
come a series of articles by the same author, 
which will begin in the June Popular Science 
Monthly. “Pleasures ot the Telescope,” is 
the general title of the aeries, and the first 
article deals with the selection and testing of 
a glass suitable for an amateur. The differ
ence between a reflecting and a refracting 
telescope is also very simply explained. .

Under the title “Dairy Schools and Dairy 
Products,” an account of the- dairy depart
ment of the Wisconsin Agricultural College 
will be given by Prof. T. W, Woll in The 
Popular Science Monthly tor June. Founded 
three years ago, this was the pioneer dairy 
school in the United States, but tye idea has 
been rapidly adopted in other States. Four 
full-page views of the class-room illustrates 
the article.

The Popular Science Monthly is, in fact, the 
leading scientific magazine of the world. Pub. 
lished monthly at *5 per year; single number 
50cents. Address D. Appleton & Co., 3 
Bond street, New York.

A MISSIONARY TRACT.
What js Spiritualism? How to investigate. 

Howto form circles and develop and cultivate 
mediumship. Names of eminent Spiritualists; 
their testimony. An eight-page octavo tract, 
to-giye to ihvestigatora or any oiie who desires 
to know what Spiritualism really is, Price 
three-cents, or $1.50 per hundred? Address 
the publisher, Hudsoh Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
onto. -
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BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

THE PRIESTJHE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHERCHINIQUY.

This Is a moat Valuable book. It cornea from an 
Priest, whoso character la above reproach, and who 
kpowa what be la talking about. Everybody ahould 
read It. Price, 91.00. It contains the following cbap- 
terei

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before tho Surrender of Womanly Belt 
' respect U the Confessional. ■

CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for till 

Priest.
CHAPTER HI. 

Tbe Confessional la the Modern Sodom.
CHAPTER IV. .

How tbe Vow of Celibacy ot the Priests la mad* aaaj 
by Auricular Coufeaslon.

CHAPTER V.
Tbe highly-educated and relined Woman In the Cott 

taaaional—What becomes of ber after uncondttlon1 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

, , CHAPTER VI. .
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tita ol 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII. '

Should Auricular Confession bo tolerated among ClrtP 
Uad National

CHAPTER VIII.
Doea Auricular Conteaaion bring Peace to the Boull 
-, _ CHAPTER IX, .
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confesalon a Bacrllegtoni

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels tbe Church of Rome to confess thl 
Abomlnatloni of Auricular Confeaalon.

CHAPTER XI,
Auricular CoBfeaalou tn Australis, America, aid 

France.
. m CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for tbu Considération ot Legislators, Hus

bands and Fathers—Souse of the matters oh which 
the Priest of Rome must Question hU Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1-00.

AN INVALUABLE WORK. 1
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES

JL and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Feeble*. This 
admirable work contain* what a hundred spirit*, good | 
and evil, pay ot their dwelling places. Glveu* detail» 
-•detail* and accurate delineations of life In the Bpirtt-* 
world!—lathe constant appeal of thoughtful mind*. 
Death 1* approaching. Whither—oh, whither! ShalV 
I know my friend* beyond the tomb? Will they know' 
me? What i* thefr present condition, and what their 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing a» 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man Is better qualified than Dr. Feeble*, to place & 
work of this kind before the people. lie treats of the 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Foregleams of the Future: Testimony of 
Balnea: The Growth «nd Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body; is It the Soul or Body that Bins?; Clothing la 
the Spirit World; Our Little One* In Heaven: The rer- 
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man'» 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony ot Physicians la 
Spirit Life: The Homes of Apostles and Divine*; Th» 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life; BpIrSt Homes ot 
Bruno and Others; Many voices from the Spirit Land, 
Many other matters art) treated too numerous to men«, 
tion. Prioe *1.W; postage 12 cent*. For *ale at thl* 
office.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
JLl Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watao», 
author of “The Clock Struck One, Two, andThree.” 
Tbirty**ix years a Methodist minister. Mr. wataon*» 
ong connection with one of the largest and most influ

ential religious organizations in this country,' together 
with his well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness in the dlichargeot every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that Will attract the at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal record* of A criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phase* of splritananlfe*- 
tucton through a period of twonty.-eeven yean, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism waa the “ prince 
of humbugs.“ and »purpose to expose it, and ending 
with a conviction that it i* a truth far transcending ell 
others tn value to mankind. It I* eminently well i 
adapted to place in the hands of those whose attach- I 
mente to the faiths and forms of the Church Incline 
them to have n<~ Jug to do with tbo «abject upon . 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. 428, «1.00. Postage 10 cant*. For Ml* 
at »bls office. i

From Soul to Soni. i

THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE' 
J. best Poem* of the author, aud tome of her moat 

popular »ongi, with the music by eminent compobtnk 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notlo» 
•re: “Budding Koee,” “Incident* of Life Under the 
Blue Law«,“ “Parson Smith’s Prophecy,” “From tho 
Highland* of Heaven,” “The City of Sorrow, “Bolllo- 
quy of Fulvla at Slcyon,” “ The Holy Maid of Kent.'* 
etc.

The Mu*lo Includes “The Unieen City;” “Cltrl- 
6ei,” a June Song: “We Shall Meet our Friend* U CbO 
Morning”; Meet us at the Crystal Gates.”

Many of the Poems are admirably adopted for recita
tion, and were used by the author In her public read
ing*.

Pbkbb Notiobb.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle 1* master
ful la her prolific poetical genius.—The Two 'World* 
[Eng.) A talented writer, and one ot President Gap« 
field's brightest scholars.—Cbaneanlng x*rgus. 
rlf^iipoet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is well known M 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Bat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our better 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rai> 
poctlo talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun- 
dsut talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She tt 
one of nature’s poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual» 
daintily refined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbcl U exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. 
Hume.

i ho volume contains 225 pages, is beautifully printed 
md bound, and furnishes a flue Holiday Gift Prlo* 
U.50, post-paid.

For sale at thi* office. ____________ _ ;

~THEllEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of Jolin Brown»

Tbo Medium of the Rookies, with tn Introduction Ip

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be In tho hands of every one lot* 

ested in Spiritualism.
Chapter I, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chant«» 

2, Tho Heavenly Mansion. Chapter S, Removal w 
California; Return of Hfs Guido. Chapter 4, Remark! 
able Tests. Chapter \ His Work as a Healer. CbUM 
ter 6, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Spirit* 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods feed by Spirits to Comm» 
nlcatet How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mlace* 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience 
Chapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit PotK, 
er. Chapter 13, New Experiences—Illustrative of . 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter IS, The First Break in 
tho Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptef I 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlda.

For solo at this offleo. Heavy paper cover, price W1 
cent*. 1

The To-Morrow of Death,
OR THE

Future Life According to Science. 
By LOUIS FIGUIEB.

Translated from tbe French.
BY 8. R. CKOCKEE.

A. Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well bare been entlliefll 

Spiritualism Demonstrated byScleoce. It la wrltUB 
in that peculiarly interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subject* In adaptation to the needs of tbe general 
reader. Ths author is not a Spiritualist—be aven 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition,” etc., etc.. In which be manifests tbo usual 
animus of tbe “sclcntlfio class,” yet he says anlnt 
“There ta s true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,” 
and regard* as proved “Ui? fact of communication 
between superhuman» and the Inhabitants of Earth;” 
and bo goes on to relate instance« of fact In evidence. 
There is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
tbe author's ideas, but tbe well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange tbe pros aril cons, and outot the 
whole will find not only gobd mental culture, but 
much valuable information. Tbe author bold* the 
theory of reincarnation. Price Si,GO.

For sale at thia office._____
SIXTEEN SAVIORS.

ri/ORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
VV Saviors; or. Christianity Before ChrliL Con* 

taiu'.ng new and startling revelations In religion* hl*- 
tory. which dfacloae the Oriental origin of all tbe doc* 
trine*, principle», precept* and miracle* of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock* 
Ing many of it* sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified God*. By 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol
ume wilt we «re certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference in tbe field which he ba* chosen for Ik Th* 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied Information contained In It must bar* 
been severe end arduous Indeed.'and now that it is ln 
such convenient shape tbe student of free thought 
will not willingly allow it to go out of print. But th* 
book Is by no means a mere collation of view* or *to> 
tlltlcs; throughout its entire course tbe author—** 
will be seen by bls title-page and chapter bead*—Joi- 
low* a definite Une of research and argument to th* 
close, and hfs conclusions go. like sure arrows, to tbe 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large 2mo, SM 
page®. New edition, rrvisfil nrul corrected, non 
trait o? author. Price *i.5D. postage 10 cent*. For 
Bale at thia office. • . •

ZV tory. embracing tho origin of the.TewMhe 
and Development ot ^orosfirlsulim nnd Hit Jerina
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UNDER A SAILOR’S BAN
I ' ■ ■

A SPELL PUT UPpN THE WHALER BY AN INDIAN 
WHO HAD BEEN ABANDONED ON AN ISLAND 
—A CREW UNOBTAINABLE FOR YEARS AND 
THE CRAFT FINALLY BURNED. .

To the Editor:—As set forth by the Globe
Democrat, twenty-five years ago one of the 
staunchest whaling crafts that sailed from New 
London, Conn., was the schooner Franklin. 
She-was new and able. She made several 
successful voyages to the Antarctic and then a 
sailor put a hoodoo on her that resulted in her 
being tied up at a wharf, and there she re
mained until a few nights ago, when she was 
destroyed by fire.

The story of the Franklin is one of the most 
interesting yarns that the old whalemen relate. 
In 1871 the Franklin was in charge of a man 
named Holmes, While cruising around the 
Antarctic Ocean for seals he one day landed a 
boat’s crew on an island for the purpose of 
killing what seals they could while thé schooner 
kept on prospecting for rookeries. The cap
tain told the men that he would return in about 
ten days, and provisions sufficient to last the 
men that length of time Were given theip. 
The vessel didn't come back, and the men 
concluded that she was lost. Two hundred 
and fifty miles distant was a locality known as 
Potter's Cove, where the whaling bark Nile 
bad headquarters. With the idea of reaching 
that point in time to take passage on the Nile, 
the men took the carcasses of several seals and 
started in a small boat. They arrived at Pot
ter’s Cove the day after the Nile left.

From an old try-works that had been left 
there they made a shelter for themselves, liv
ing on the oil of seals and sea-elephants until 
the next spring, when they concluded to go 
to Cape Sheriff and kill all the seals they could 
find before the vessels began to arrive. They 
got jammed in the ice and were obliged to re
turn. Three of the crew refused to make an
other attempt to cross the straight and were 
left behind. The four men that went were 
lost The three remaining passed through 
terrible hardships. Finally two of them died, 
and, according to the story of the survivor, a 
Montauk Indian named Garby, he ate the 
flesh of his companions. He was found nearly 
dead. He was finally brought back to New 
London on the schooner E. P. Simmons. 
Garby learned that the Franklin had returned 
all right. The captain told him that he didn’t 
return for the men on account of head winds 
that made it impossible. The Indian sued 
the owners of the vessel, with the idea of re
covering damages, but the case went against 
him.

This infuriated the man, and he ran 
down to the wharf where the Franklin was 
moored, and, standing in the midst of 
the deck, called down a curse on the craft 
The man was arrested and locked up. He 
was called crazy. This charge was not 
sustained and Garby was set free. He sud
denly disappeared, and has not been seen 
since. It takes but little to arouse a sailor’s 
superstition, and when the story of Garby’s 
strange action ran along the water front there 
was an ominous shaking of sailor heads. Con
siderable trouble was experienced in getting 
a crew for the Franklin, but one was 
finally secured through the medium of a 
shipping office, and the craft started for the 
sealing grounds! . Everything ran along 
smoothly until the vessel was in the vicinity 
of Cooper Island, in the south Atlantic Ocean. 
One night a sailor on watch ran into the fore
castle and aroused his mates. The man 
was laboring under excitement, and told the 
men that while pacing the deck he had seen 
six skeletons grinning at him from the bows 
of the vessel The men ridiculed the sailor’s 
fears, but he refused to return to the deck. 
The mate was told the story and he ordered 
the sailor back to his watch. The man, under 
a threat of punishment if he refused to do 
duty, went on deck again. He had been 
alone but a short time when he rushed into the 
forecastle again with the same story. This 
time the man was hysterical, and within an 
hour was a raving maniac. - He was secured, 
but before morning managed to get free, and, 
running on deck, jumped Overboard and was 
drowned.

Two days later the men in the forecastle 
went to the mate with the story that they had 
seen the night before six skulls in the forecas
tle hatch. They wanted him to land them on 
Cooper Island. They had already had enough 
of the Franklin. The captain refused to do as 
the men requested. The following morning 
the second mate told the captain that about 
midnight he had seen six skeletons in the rig
ging and that they shifted about from one 
part of the ship to another. The captain rep
rimanded the man warmly. A few hours later 
the second mate, at the head of the men in the 
forecastle, demanded to be set ashore on 
Cooper Island. The captain refused, and the 
men, by force, took possession of the vessel. 
They landed on the island, and, telling the 
captain to ship another crew if he could, left. 
The first mate remained Joyal, and they man
aged to pick up twelve men on the island who 
were willing to face the spooks of the Franklin. 
No trouble was experienced with the new crew 
for two weeks, and the captain congratulated 
himself upon having so easily got rid of the 
drunken crowd that he had shipped at New Lon
don. One evening a sudden storm came up 
and two men were sent aloft to furl the main 
topsail. They had hardly begun their work 
when they both efime sliding down the throat 
halyards and fled to the cook’s galley.

The mate, surprised at the course of the 
men, asked the reason of their strange action.' 
They told him that while they stood on the 
crosstrees at work a skeleton slid down the 
topmast and stood between them. That was 
as fa/ as they investigated. They got to the 
deck by the quickest route, and they intimated 
that if the topsail was furled some other mem
bers of the crew must do it. Two other men 
were sent up, but they had not gone more

than half way up the shrouds when they came 
back, saying that (hey had seen three skele
tons on the crosstrees. Once more the men 
of the Franklin were demoralized and at Cape 
Sheriff she was abandoned by the crew. The 
captain and the mate had seen nothing of the 
fleshless shapes reported by the sailors find 
they stuck to the vessel. The captain decided 
to return home just as soon fit he could ship 
a sailing force, as it would be Impossible to 
find there a reliable working crew. He man
aged to find half a dozen men who. wanted to 
get home, that were willing to leave the other 
vessels, and with this crew he turned the nose 
of the vessel north. Good weather and fair 
winds brought the vessel rapidly along until 
she reached the vicinity of the Falkland Is. 
lands.

One night, about midnight, a sudden wind 
arose and all hands were called on deck to 
shorten sail. The wind rose to a hurricane and 
kicked up a heavy sea. The captain stood at 
the wheel find thé men were scattered about 
the decks doing their best to keep from being 
blown overboard. Suddenly one of the men 
cried out in a terrified voice for the others to 
look over the windward quarter. All eyes 
were turned in that direction and a phantom 
boat containing six fleshless bodies was seen 
hovering on the crest of a wave, headed for 
the vessel, The captain watched the strange 
craft until it passed out of sight across the 
bow of the Franklin, The occurrence was too 
much for the nerves of the sailors, and when 
the storm abated they insisted upon embark
ing in a small boat and starting for the Falk
land Islands. The captain tried to.persuade 
thenjito remain aboard , and agreed to take the 
schooner into port, but the men were terror
stricken and, with the exception of one man 
who refused to go, took one of the boats and 
left the vessel.

With but two men at his command the cap
tain kept the Franklin on her course, He 
had never been able to explain the phantom 
boat. Its appearance had proved to him that 
the fear which had scattered his crews was not 
altogether unfounded. He was a man of good 
nerve, but he was considerably shaken one 
night, while he stood at the wheel, to see a skel
eton suddenly appear on the opposite side of 
it and grasp the spokes with its bony fingers, 
The captain stood his ground until he got the 
Franklin safely back into New London harbor. 
Then he left her. Many attempts were made 
to get a crew for the vessel, but without suc
cess. Finally she was tied up and gradually 
fell into decay. The fire that consumed her 
was. of unknown origin, but the sailors say it 
was the result of the curse of Garby.

The above facts are among thousands that 
can only be explained by bringing into requisi
tion spiritual agencies. ' Justice,

Remarkable Seanoe and Wonder
ful Manifestations by 

James Riley.
On Friday evening, April 20th, I visited 

Mr. Riley at his home, finding fourteen per
sons present when I reached there. Alter 
thoroughly examining, the bedrqoffi adjoining 
the parlor, which was used as a cabinet, 1 was 
seated directly opposite the door to the bed
room, and over said door two curtains were 
hung; back of these and to one side sat Mr. 
Riley.

Very soon after being seated the curtains 
parted and the tall, graceful form of Mr. John 
Benton appeared and bowed to us all; follow
ing this several forms materialized, and 
walked away from, the curtains. These forms 
were all recognized by those present But 
what was most important and convincing of 
anything I have ever witnessed—that which 
no skeptic can explain or overthrow, I will 
now relate: A gentleman, thicker set and 
taller than Mr. Riley, with black beard and 
mustache, appeared at the curtain, and parted 
the same, in whose hands was a music box 
weighing 4| pounds. He walked half way 
across the room and placed it in the lap of a 
young lady who sat next to me. He stepped 
back, parted the curtains, and I distinctly 
saw Mr. Riley at the same time, Mr. Kiley 
Bitting in his chair as the form dissolved. At 
another time the same form materialized, 
walked rapidly out of the room with a slate in 
his hand and broke the slate on the stove— 
stepped back, parted the curtains and again 
Mr. Riley could be seen sitting in his chair. 
Following these manifestations a slate was 
so handed me with the following upon It, the 
writing being in a bold, plain, gentleman’s 
hand:

“Brother:—I gave you that phenomena in 
order to assist you in giving this light and 
truth of spirit return. It exhausted my me
dium. I think I have the finest sensitive in 
tnis man in your country. John Benton. ’’

Following this a slate was sent out with the 
name Margaret Fox Kane. Very soon after 
that she materialized—opened the curtain and 
was distinctly seen by ¿1. Her face, shape 
of head and features were in perfect keeping 
with her picture, the hair being' combed plain 
and parted in the center. 'The dress was 
natural and the whole physique womanly. She 
dissolved and moved clear down to the floor, her 
head being the last to disappear. Following 
this a slate was sent out covered with the fine 
handwriting of a lady. This is the communi
cation. No words of mine can add anything 
to this beautiful message, or those wonderful 
manifestations:

“Doctor, I come here by request of many 
to tell you of my experience when I passed 
through the change called death. I lost con
sciousness, and when I awoke I found I had 
left my physical form. Many met me—ex
tended to me a kiss of welcome and escorted 
me to a beautiful palace built entirely of 
sweet flowers, and sang, ‘Welcome, sister, to 
home of rest.’ Margaret Fox Kane."

Detroit, Mich. Dr. A. B. Spinney

< ‘God in the Constitution. ” By Robert G\ 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In 
gertoll. ever wrote. ‘ In paper cover, with 
likeness of author.1 Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for 11.00. For sale at this office,

The Michigan State Spiritual Associa
. . ■ . ■ tion. ■ ■ ■ ■■■ - ■

To all whom it may CONCERN: The Mich
igan State Spiritual Association was duly or
ganized and incorporated under the provisions 
of Chapter 147 of the General Statutes of the 
State, on August 26th, 1893. Since that time 
the organization has grown beyond the most 
sanguine hppes of Ite projectors.

It needs no argument to satisfy anyone that 
many advantages may be gaiiied by associated 
action; and, to this end, w6 hereby solicit the 
oo-operation of all who may in any wise be 
interested in the matter of Spiritualism, or 
any of its kindred subjects.

The details of the organization have been 
carefully considered, and the purpose of this 
letter is mainly to explain the same, and thus 
induce others not now members to join us.

The State Association is a representative 
body; according to Bee, 3 of the Act . undei’ 
which it was incorporated. Ite headquarters 
are at Lansing, where its annual meetings for 
election of officers and other business are held 
on the first Monday following the second» Bun
day th August of each year. It is expected 
to hold at least one semi-annual meeting, each 
year, which may be held at any desirable 
point in the State, as may be determined from 
time to time. All persons desiring to unite 
with the State Association directly may be
come honorary members by paying one dollar 
per annum and adopting the constitution and 
by-laws, which entitles them to all privileges 
and rights, except voting. Persons who, for 
any reason, do not belong to chartered locals, 
or who belong to societies not connected with 
the State Association, can thus aid and be
come interested. v

LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS

tions 1 and 2 of the Act above referred to. 
The effect of the charter is to make such soci
eties part of the State Association and entitled 
to one delegate for each ten members ór 
major fraction thereof, which delegates are 
voting members and eleot the official board 
and control the affairs Of the State Associa
tion. ,

Not less than seven are required to mpply 
for a charter, which must be approved by a 
majority of the official board of the State As
sociation.

If a local society desires to hold property, 
or do business as a body corporate, it must in
corporate according to law.

The locals are free to adopt any constitu
tion they see fit not in conflict with the consti
tution and laws of the State Association, but

Consists of seven persons, elected at each an
nual meeting by the delegates from chartered 
societies, a&d they have control of the affairs 
of the Association, in the intervals of meet
ings, and are empowered by law to hold prop- 
perty in the name of the Association by be
quest, gift or otherwise,

The secretary and treasurer are bonded in 
such sums as determined by the board.

CERTIFICATES OF ORDINATION

Will be issued to persons making formal ap
plication, which application must be endorsed 
by a chartered society and approved by the 
official board of the State Association.

The certificates affirm confidence in the 
bearer and appoint him or her as a “minister 
of the gospel of Spiritualism,’’ and authorizes 
the. solemnization of marriages, burial of the 
dead, and the performance of all acts and the 
enjoyments of all privileges authorized to be 
enjoyed and performed, under the law of the 
State, by “ministers of the gospel. ’’ All ap
plicants should become familiar with the law 
and understand their rights and duties fully. 
The certificates may be cancelled by the board 
for sufficient cause, upon proper hearing, and 
are under seal of the State Association.

THE REVENUES

Of the State Association are ten cents per 
capita per annum from the locate; five dollars 
for each charter and each ordination, and hon
orary membership fees of one dollar per 
annum.

in the future.
As soon as practicable it is intended to es

tablish funds for missionary work, to aid weak 
localities in maintaining meetings and other
wise; to establish circuits for speakers and 
mediums, to save traveling expenses and time; 
and a special fund to bare for ordained minis
ters and others who may need assistance or 
defense. ' .

It is also expected, as soon as our member
ship and chartered societies show enough 
numbers and financial strength, that we will 
be able to make excursion Yates and special 
terms with railways. ' . - '

We will also more readily command a hear
ing before législative committees when adverse 
legislation is pending, and in various ways 
command greater respect on the part of some 
who now hold us in contempt, largely because 
we are not in shape to show and exercise our' 
power due to numbers and organization.

BLANKS AND. DOCUMENTS

Will be furnished on application to the secre
tary, as follows: Constitutions of the State 
Association; blank local constitution (recom
mended); articles of incorporation; applies; 
tionsfor charter; applications Mir ordination; 
application for honorary membership; creden
tials of delegates. L. V. Moulton, Pres.,

- ’ Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Db. F. Schermerhorn, Bea, .

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

The Fountain of .Life, or- the Threefold 
Power of Sex. - ByLoisWaisbrooker. Paper, 
60 cbnU.

How to Abolish Fraudulent 
diurne.

HOW THE INDIANS MANAGE—TOUGH ON PRE- 
TENDERS—NOT MANY MEDIUMS COULD STAND 
THE TEST. ,

A writer in The Progressive Thinkeb 
suggests a plan to weed out the fraudulent 
mediums who travel about the country de
ceiving the people, thereby bringing the spirit
ual philosophy into contempt. I have learned 
that the nearer we live to nature’s laws, the 
better our condition is, The Indians were 
nothing more than children who obeyed the 
laws of nature. They had their mediums, 
called them medicine men, and were con
trolled by spirit power. Their government 
was far ahead of ours at this date as regards 
the criminals of the human family. It did 
not want court-houses, jails, sheriffs, police
men or constables; no poor-houses, lawyers, 
priests, doctors—all of these pests were em
bodied in their medicine men; each one was 
self-supporting; was his own jury, judge and 
jailer; always told the truth? except in rare 
cases; but when the medicine man was called 
he invariably spoke the truth, then was sent
enced by the chief to be a “squaw-man" for a 
certain number of moons. He could not go 
outside of certain bounds, and when he had 
complied with the law his errors were atoned 
for, except in cases of murder, when the near
est relative had the chance to shoot at the 
offender at the same distance the culprit 
stood from his victim, with the same 
weapons, if they could be found. The rela
tives of the murdered one were the judges and 
the jury in the case, and had the power to 
spare the murderer’s life if they wished 
to do so.

The Indian government could not exist 
without the medicine man; maintained he was 
influenced by the Great Spirit, and treated his 
missions as sacred. It had a sure way to 
test any who claimed to have communications 
from the spirit power, and it seems to me 
that it would be the right thing to adopt their 
plan and find out who have the gift of spirit 
control. _

After reading this test, all must admit it is 
a sure pne; and no one from the churches will 
attempt to deceive people if they know that 
thpy must prove they have the gift of medi
umship. .

Any one in the Indian nation who said he 
was a medicine man was treated with great 
respect. He was called into, the council tent, 
seated In the center, a circle formed around 
him, the pipe of peace and good will to all 
was smoked, and passed around while the 
candidate chanted and called for his control 
to take’ possession, and when under the influ
ence, the spirit called, “all is well.”

They then raised up the flesh of one of his 
limbs about one inch high, thrust in a small 
stick sharp at one end, about the size of a 
pipe-stem, then turned It slowly around, while 
three warriors watched his countenance, and 
if he did not wink" or show that he realized 
the operation until the flesh was broken and 
the stick free, he was termed a medicine man 
at once.

He then lived a life of torture. He was 
not allowed to kill any game. He had to give 
away all his property; only had a knife and a 
tomahawk. He lived all alone from three 
to five miles from the camp. . He never came 
except when called for. He cured the sick, 
but got Do pay except what was given him to 
eat, or wear, and if he had one suit he could 
not have another, or else the Grefit Spirit 
would leave him. He could always tell which 
way to go to find the buffalo and other game 
they subsisted on. He could tell where lost 
goods were, and in all disputes could tell 
which told the truth.- .

Now, when strangers claim to be mediums, 
let them stand this test, and I will assure all 
our people that the fraud business will be set
tled forever. Any medium can stand this 
test, but all deceivers will surely be de
tected at once. I believe in heroic measures 
to cure bad diseases, and this test will never 
fail. Yours respectfully, Kelson Gould.

Port Huron, Mich. t

The Fourth Dimension.
To attempt to explain spiritual phenomena 

by such an absurd conception as the “fourth 
dimension of space”- is to mystify a mystery. 
We can conceive of the process of materializ
ation and dematerialization, though we possi
bly cannot comprehend it; but a “fourth di
mension” is beyond sane conception. One 
writer refers to it as a “thoroughly scientific 
property of space. ” On the contrary, it is 
thoroughly-unscientific, as Is also his reference 
to it; for ■” space has no properties. Space is 
the absence of everything—a term used to ex
press the idea of non-existence. Probably 
there is no absolutely void spafce, but the term 
is used in that sense. Length, breadth and 
thickness embrace all the possible dimensions 
of matter. ' A “fourth dimension” is the con
ception of an unbalanced mind. It was this 
crazy notion which, more than anything else, 
prevented other scientists from giving Zoll- 
net's careful experiments the attention they 
deserved. W< N; Slocum.

The Progressive Thinker.
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinkeb 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, I1L, and try the paper for three 
months. ,

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation :of the subject Paper, 
50 cents; cloth,“ 11. . v ’

All About Devils. By Mosjps Hull. It 
traces the history c* the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research, Paper, .15 
cents. ■ ' . ■■ ‘y ■ ■ ■

To Mothers.
In the name of your ages of anguish!

In the name of the curse and the stain I
By the strength of your sorrow I call you!

By the power of your pain!
We are Mothers. Through us in our bondage, 
. Through us with a brand in the face, 
Be we fettered with gold or with iron, 

Through us comes the race!
With the weight of all sin on our shoulders, 

’Midst the serpents of shame eVer curled,
We have sat, unresisting, defenceless,— 

Making the men of the world I
We were ignorant long, and our-children 

Were besotted, and brutish, and blind;
King-driven, priest-ridden—who were they? 

Our children—‘inauklnd.
We were kept for our beauty, our softness, 

Our sex;—what reward dp ye find?
We transmit—must transmit—being mothers', 

What we are to mankind!
As the mother so follow the children!

No nation, wise, noble and brave, 
Ever sprang-r-though the father had freedom- 

Frpnj the mother a slave!
Look now at the world as ye find it! 

Blench not! Truth is kinder than^lies!
Look now at the world—see it suffer!

. Listen now to its cries!
See the people who suffer, all people!

. All humanity wasting its powers
In a hand-to:hand struggle—deathdealing— 

All children of ours!
The blind millionaire—the blind harlot— 

The blind preacher leading the blind—
Ohly think of their pain, how it hurts them! 

Our little blind babies—mankind!
Shall we bear it? We mothers who love, them? 

Can we bear it? We mothers who feel
Every pang of our babes and forgive them 

Every sin when they kneel?
Little stumbling world! You have fallen!

You are crying in darkness and fear!
Wait darling—your mother is coming! 

Hush darling—your mother is here!
We are here like an army with banners! 

The great flag of our freedom-unfurled!
With us rests the fate of the nations, 

For we make the world!
Dare ye sleep while your children are calling? 

Dare ye wait while they clamor unfed?
Dare ye pray in the proud pillared churches 

While they suffer for bread?
If the father hath sinned he shall answer, 

If he check, thee laugh back at his powers!
Shall a mother be kept from her children? 

These people are ours!
They are ours! He is ours, for we made him! 

In our arms he has nestled and smiled!
Shall we, the world-mothers, be hindered 

By the freaks of a child?
Rise now in the power of The Woman! 

Rise now in the hour of our need!
The world cries in hunger and darkness!

We shall light! We shall feed!
In the name of our ages of anguish! 

In the name of the curse and the stain!
By the strength of our sorrow we conquer!

In the power of our pain!
Charlotte Perkins Stetson.

The Popular Science Monthly-
Under the title “The Final Effort of Theol. 

ogy," an account of the opposition to Darwin 
that was made by misguided theologians will 
be given by Andrew D. White In 77ie Popu
lar Science Monthly for June. Now that not 
only Darwinism but the whole evolutionary 
doctrine is generally accepted, the violent dec
lamation against it of a generation ago reads 
like a chapter of history Jrom witchcraft 
times.

'Very timely just now is an account of “Nica
ragua and thp Mosquito Coast," which Dr. 
Robert N. Keely, Jr., will contribute to the 
June Popular Science Monthly. It‘is fully 
illustrated with views In Bluefields and vicin
ity, pictures of native?, etc., and is written in 
a very readable style.

The well-known physiologist, Dr. Austin 
Flint, will contribute to the June Popular 
Science Monthly an account of ‘.‘The Eye as 
an Optical Instrument, ’’ In which some recent 
discoveries as to the functions of this organ 
are given.

Those who have read Mr. G. P. Serviss’s 
“Astronomy with an Opera-Gla»s,” will wel
come a series of articles by the same author, 
which will begin in the June Popular Science 
Monthly. “Pleasures of the Telescope,” is 
the general title of the series, and the first 
article deals with the selection and testing of 
a glass suitable for an amateur. The differ
ence between a reflecting and a refracting 
telescope is also very simply explained. .

Under the title ‘ ‘Dairy Schools and Dairy 
Products,’’ an account of the-dairy depart
ment of the Wisconsin Agricultural College 
will he given by Prof. T. W. Woll in The 
Popular Science Monthly tot June. Founded 
three years ago, this was the pioneer dairy 
school in the United States, but tpe idea has 
been rapidly adopted in other States. Four 
full-page views of the class-room illustrates 
the article.

The Popular Science Monthly is, in tact, the 
leading scientific magazine of the world. Pub
lished monthly at $5 per year; single number 
50 cents. Address D. Appleton & Co., 3 
Bond street, New York

What is Spiritualism? How to investigate. 
Howto form circles and develop and cultivate 
mediumship. Names of eminent Spiritualists; 
their testimony. An eight-page octavo tract, 
to-give to investigato» or any oAe who desires 
to know what_ Spiritualism really is. Price 
three cents, or $1.50 per hundred.1 Address 
the publisher, Hudsoh Tattle, Berlin Heights, 
Ohlb. .
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THE PRIEST,THE WUHAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER_CHINIQUY.

Th!. 1» > moit taluiblo book. It come, from an lx. 
Priest, whose character ii abor. reproach, and who 
kooiri what be Is talking about- Everybody ibuuld 
read It. Price, »1.00. It coatalu» the /oilowing chap
ters!
_ CHAPTER I. .
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womtnly Belt 

respect in the Coulcssloual. .
CHAPTER II. .

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for th. 
Prieit,

CHAPTER HI.
Tbo Confessional is the Modern Bodom.
_ - . _ chapter IV. . .
How tbe Vow of Celibacy of the Prints ta mad» taay 

by Auricular Coufeislon. .
CHAPTER V. ;

Tbo highly-educated aud relined Woman in tha Cow 
feisional—What becomes of her after uncondition
al lurrender—Her Irreparable itulu, 

, CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all tho Sacred Tlaa of 

Marriage aud Human Society.
t CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Coufusiion bo tolerated among Clrti 
UcdNulloui?

CHAPTER TOI.
Doei Auricular Confession bring Poact to the Boult 

CHAPTER IX. .
Tbo Dogma of Auricular Confession a Bicrllegioul 

Imposture.
_ CHAPTER X.
God compel, tbe Cburcb of Rome to confeM th» 

Abominations of Auricular Confenlon.
. CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confenlon In Australia, America, aid 

France.
. _ CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Leglilatori, Hua. 

band, aud Fathers—Some of cho matters on whlM 
tbe Priest of Rome must Question bls Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
TMMOR TALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

1 «nd Dwelling place*. By Dr. J. M. Feeble*. Thlf 
admirable work contains what a hundred apiri ta, good i 
and evil, pay of their dwelling placee. Give ui detalla! 
—detalla and accurate delineations of life in the Spirit« 
world!—lathe constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death la approaching. Whither—oh, whither! filial^ 
I know iny friends beyond the tomb? "Will they know 
me? What is their present condition, and what their 
occupations? In iMb volume the spirits, differing as 
they may, are allowed to epeak for themselves. No 
man la better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of thia kind before the people. H a treats of ths 
Mysteries of Lite; Doubts and Hones; The Bridging of 
the River; Foregleams of the Future: Testimony of 
Batuta: The Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body; Is It the Soul or Body that 81ns?; Clothing tu 
the Spirit World ; Our Little One? tn Heavenj The Per* 
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians it* 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; Ths 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many voices from the Spirit Land» 
Many other matter* aru treated too numerous to men*, 
tion. Price ii.po; postage ucent*. For Miu alibi* 
office.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM! ITS 
L\ Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Wattot, 
author of “ The Clock Struck One, Two, find Tbrftft.” 
Tbirty-slx years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’» 
ong connection with one of the largest end most Influ

ential religious organizations in this country« together 
with his well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render tbii a book that will attract the at
tention Ind command the studious perusal of thought* 
ful minds. It contains tho principal records of ¿crith 
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of eplrit-manlfes- 
cation through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism '’as the “prince 
of humbugs,” and a purpose to expose it, and ending 
with a conviction that It is a truth Ur transcending nil 
others in value to mankind. It is eminently well 
adapted to place in the hands of those whosft attach- 
moms to the faiths and forms of the Church Incline 
them to have nc'-hig to do with the subject upon 
which h treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. 428,11.00. Postage 10 oontl. Ver Ml* 
at »bls office.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

"PHIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE- 
J, best Poems of tbe author, and some of her moth 

popular longs, with the music by eminent composer». 
Among the rooms which have attracted wide notice 
ire: “Budding Kose,” “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Laws,” “Parson Smith’s Prophecy,” “From tho 
Highlands of Heaven,” “Tho City of Sorrow,” “Bolilo 
quy of FulvlaatSlcyon,’’ “ The Holy Maid of Kent'» 
etc.

The Musto Includes “The Unseen City;" “Clarf* 
¿el,” a Juno Song: “We Shall Meet our Friends la the 
Morning”; Meet Us at the Crystal Gates.”

Many of the Poem* are admirably adapted for reolta* 
tlon, and were used by the author In her public read* 
Ings.

Pbbsb Nottoxb.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle Is master* 
ful in her prolific poetical genius.—Tho Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gar* 
fic’itTs brightest scholar«.—Chansantng .urgus. U 
Slfhid poou whose writings are familiar to many.— 

etrolt Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known aft 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like ft 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our bettey 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rar* 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun* 
daut talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She U 
one of nature’s poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting ituelf to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mts. Bara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbcl is exquisitely beautifuL—D. D. 
Home.

The volume contain* 225 pages, is beautifully printed 
nnd bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gift. Price 
11.50, post-paid.

For sale at this office.

~THE1REDIUMISTIG
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction If

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be in tho hands of every one Int* 

ested in Spiritualism.
Chapter t, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 3, Removal W 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Rematta 
able Tests. Chapter 5. His Work as a Healer. Cham 
ter 0, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Bplrfa 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Bpirlte toCommttf 
ntcate; How to Conduct & Circle. Chapter 9, Mlsce> 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Expcrlenclii
Chapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit PoW , 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 13, The First Break Im j 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. ChapUF 1 
Li, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida. j

For a&lo at this offico. Heavy paper cover, price 
cent*. I

The To-Morrow of Death.
OB THE

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIEB.

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A. Very Fascinating Work.
This fine vol urns might well bare been entitled* ' 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. ItlswrlttftM I 
In that peculiarly interesting style In wbtcb French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—be even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super* 
stitlon,” etc., etc., tn which be manifests the usual 
animus of tbe “scientific class,” yet benysanlnt 
“There Is a true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism/’ 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superbumans and the inhabitants of Earth;” 
and he goes vn to relate instance« of fact in evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy tn 
tbe author’s Ideas, bet the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros atity cods, and out of the 
whole will find not only gofid mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. Tbe author bold* the 
theory of reincarnation. Price tl.W.

For sale at this office._____ ,
SIXTEEN SAVIORS.

TT/ORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
Vv Saviors: or. Christianity Before Christ. Con* 

taulng new aud startling revelations In religious hie* 
tory. which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo* 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament-, and furnishing a key for unlock)» 
Ing many of it* sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
tbe History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods, vy 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol« 
□me will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference In tbe field which he has chosen for IL The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com« 
pile the varied Information contained In it must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It ts tn 
such convenient shape tbe student of free thought 
will not willingly allow it to go out of print. But the 
book Is by no means a mere collation of view* or fta> 
tittles; throughout Ils entire course tbe author—<s 
will be seen by bls title-page and chapter head*—Job 
low* a definite line of research and argument to the 
close, and his conclusions go. like sure arrows, to tbe 
matk. Printed on fine white pnper. large 2mo, SBG 
pages. New edition, revised and corrected, iwlth pon 
tratt ol author. Price si.50. Postage w cent«. For 
sale ai this office. - ■

'D^EARC^syNr~ORiENTAZ'ff^ 
Zi. tory. ombnclog the origin of the .Terr«, the Bi< 
»<1 Development of Zorouirlanllm nni th« JarlVk
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BARBARIAN CHURCHES. MYSTERIES OF INDIA. questions put to him by members of the 
audience. cen. •

¡ But when the Apostles passed away 
, the. ambitious priests, the. bishops and 
■tb« political, rulers came in with the 
fashions of . heathenism and political 
jugglery and all was changed, and the 

.■Written records of the time. of Jesus 
weremutyated and translated and cor
rupted with interpolations and forgeries 

Ito suit the churches of priests and poli
ticians, until all the essentials of the 
religion of early Christianity were de- 
etroyed, and the church became the 
church of mammon, the church of des
potism, the church of intolerance, perse
cution and war; and from this profound 
apostacy it has never recovered, al
though it has been improved by the out
side, power of modern civilization so 
much that all the virtues of humanity 
may blossom out in individuals in the 
church to-day, in spite of the dead 
weight of ancient barbarism which it in- 
herfts, as flowers will grow in the most 
barren places. Hence I believe that 
the churches are destined to be re- 

1 formed by the spirit of humanity which 
is abroad to-day ; but in proportion as it 
lis reformed it will-drop its ancient the
ological creeds, cut off and bury the 
anti-Christian Old Testament, and ad- 

■ here to the teachings of Jesus in the 
New Testament, omitting the things 
which Jesus never said and never did; 
abandon entirely its dying-out hell-fire, 
which is half dead to-day; adopt nobler 
views of the Deity, and cease to fight 
against science and progress.

But it has not yet ceased to fight 
against science. That has been its busi
ness for eighteen centuries, but it has 
been so entirely defeated in every battle 
that it makes only a feeble fight to-day. 
You cannot fully realize this without 
reading the “Warfare Against Science,” 

■ by that profound scholar, President An
drew White, of Cornell University, and 
Draper on thé' “Intellectual Develop
ment of Europe.”

The Reformation did not change this, 
for Luther was no more enlightened 
than the Roman Church, and spoke bit
terly of Copernicus and the new astron
omy, calling Copernicus “an upstart 
astrologer,” and saying “the fool wishes 
to reverse the entire science of astron
omy; but sacred Scripture tells us that 
Joshua commanded the sun to stand 
still,.and n°t tbe earth,” and the church 
still maintains that this old falsehood is 
divine.

■ The Bible contains so many self-evi
dent absurdities that reason must be 
crushed and paralyzed in youth before 
they can be received, and it seldom re
covers from that paralysis. Hence, I 
hold that the old theology is responsible 
for the general credulity of the human 
race, and for the majority of the follies 
which have ruled the world; for the 
youth who has been thoroughly drilled 
in theological follies Is ready to believe 
other absurdities, and is just in the condi
tion of a donkey turned loose, saddled and 
bridled, waiting for somebody to ride 
him. The desire of the theologian is to 
have some supreme authority to guide 
him and save him the duty of reasoning. 
That was the feeling of Cardinal New
man, which led him into the Catholic 
Church.

Spiritual science—the science of the 
Boul—is not only the grandest of sci
ences, but among the most perfect in its 
demonstrations. The demonstration is 
going on daily and nightly all over the 
world, and its demonstration is recorded 
in a hundred weekly and monthly publi
cations and deeply-interesting volumes 
that make a considerable library, With 
evidences as complete as any science; 
hence the man who professes to deny the 
truth is utterly without excuse, for he 
shows a willful indifference to truth, re
fuses to investigate, and makes himself 
a willful ignoramus, who ought to blush 
when he meets more intelligent people, 
and wait to be instructed.

We have no more occasion to discuss 
the truth of spiritual science than to dip- 
cuss the truth of astronomy, and we 
should hold the press responsible when 
it commits the crime of assailing these 
sacred’ and demonstrated truths. If 
Spiritualists had the manly spirit that 

■they ought to have the insolence of the 
press would soon be checked.

In its steady and slanderous warfare 
against this science the church has been 
guilty of the same crime as in its war
fare against astronomy and geology, 
against phrenology, and against animal 
magnetism, and against political free
dom, for the divine right of kings—the 
more utterly inexcusable when we 
recollect that the church has had ample 
evidence in its own borders—ample evi
dence in the experience, the unques
tionable experience, of Rev. John Wes
ley, the founder of Methodism; and the 
experience of Rev. Dr. Phelps, of Con
necticut; all of which it has tried to con
ceal and suppress, and thus exhibited a 
moral paralysis in reference to truth. 
' What else could be expected when 
men are taught in their helpless infancy 
that this barbarian book is a revelation 
of divine wisdom;'when, in fact, it is but 
a revelation of' htiinan Ignorance, and 
does, in several passages, deny the fu
ture life of man; and nowhere does It 
give any conception of the heavenly 
world, which we to-day fully under
stand in spite of the church’s at
tempt to perpetuate ignorance. The 
church knows less to-day of future life 
than Socrates did more than 400 years 
before the advent of Jesus, and instead 
of showing the truth it presents a pic
ture so false, so crazy and so horrible 
that it has drivmi thousands to insanity 
and is to-day ole of the leading causes 
that fill our asylums. But this is not 
exactly the fault of the people who to
day make the church. They are the un
fortunate victims of a superstition. 
They are caught young, In their tender, 
ignorant and helpless Infancy, and made 
to believe that a terribly angry God 
wrote that ignorant and absurd book 
and will snatch them down to hell if 
they dare to think about it rationally, 
and that their souls are in danger of the 
miseries of hell-fire whenever they 
listen fo rational talk on this subject. 
In some cases strong-minded men and 
women recover their senses, but the 
majority never learn any better until 
they pass to the higher world, and from 

-that dear home they tell us how sadly 
mistaken they were in their earth
lives, and how different heaven is from 
what they supposed, and that the only 

- hell is the self-condemning conscience.

- Vicksburg is no longer a river town. 
Except in high water, the boats are 
obliged to land nearly three miles be
low, and a . railroad carries passengers 
and'freight to the city. •

Professor Hensoldt Talks of 
the Wonders of the Orient

SAW BUDDHA’S TOOTH—MIRACLES OF 
HINDOO PRIESTS WORKED BY hVpNO- 
TISM—THE PEOPLE OB' THE WEST 
HAVE TO LEARN FROM EASTERN PHIL: 
OSOPHY. ( ,
Professor Heinrich Hensoldt, of New 

York, lectured May 6th, before a select 
audience at the residence of Dr. W. P. 
Phelon, No. 619 Jackson boulevard, on 
“Oriental Mysticisms." It appears from 
the Inter-Ocean that Professor Hensoldt 
spent eleven years in India and the'far 
East engaged ,in the study of. the ad
vanced*,philosophy, of the Orient. He 
.has embodied his'researches in a series 
of articles which have appeared in the 
Arena, and which haye attracted consid
erable attention. < t

In his introductory remarks Professor 
Hensoldt .told how. he was fortunate 
enough to have seen the famous sacred 
tooth of Buddha. It was. in 1876 during 
the visit of the Prince of Wales to India, 
Under ordinary circumstances the relic 
is only exhibited to the faithful once in 
a hundred yeays. The chief priest.made 
an exception in favor.of the English heir 
apparent. . .

The exposition of the sacred tooth was 
accompanied by. great pomp and cere
monial, The tooth, according to Pro
fessor Hensoldt, is the tusk of a wild 
boar. It never did service in the mouth 
of Buddha. It has been palmed off on 
generations of credulous beings by the 
crafty and unscrupulous priests, much as 
in the same way in later and more civil
ized times other alleged relics have been 
sanctified and multiplied. There was 
enough of the wood of the erras, he said, 
scattered through the catnedrals of 
Europe to furnish firewood for, the city 
of Chicago.

Notwithstanding the deception noted, 
Professor Hensoldt has some good woi'ds 
to say of Buddhism, which ne asserts 
has served as a model of Christianity. 
He said:
CONTRASTS THE OLD AND THE NEW.

Buddhism is the religion of. tolerance 
and humanity. It is the equal if not the 
superior of Christianity. It holds animal 
life sacred, thus presenting a higher 
form of altruism than is possessed by 
any of its assailants. Christ is the 
Buddha of a later time. Both had 
twelve apostles and were born of vir
gins. I believe their doctrines to be a 
survival of sun worship. The twelve 
apostles are the twelve signs of the 
zodiac. The birth of .the Redeemer is 
simply the rising of'the sun; the death 
and descent of Christ into Hades is the 
sun’s decline; the resurrection or the 
Savior is only the rising of the sun to 
give another day’s life and light to the 
world. ■ See how many parallels between 
Buddhism and Christianity. The Cath
olics have borrowed the holy water, the 
tonsure of the priests, acolytes and Cen
sers, and rich vestments from the 
ancient rites of the Hindoos.

Professor Hensoldt continued to com
pare the beliefs and practices of the old 
and new religions. He ‘said the stories 
of tbe Bible, commencing with Adam 
and Eve, were recorded in the religious 
history of the East many centuries be
fore they were known to the Jews. He 
said the God of the Jews was an Eastern 
potentate idealized. He had his favor
ites, the chosen people, like an earthly 
monarch, and for his enemies he decreed 
punishment and destruction. The most 
interesting portion of the parallel 
traced was when Professor Hensoldt 
contrasted the methods of teaching pur
sued by Christ and those now used by 
the miracle workers of India. He said:

FEATS THAT ASTOUND.
The miracle workers of the East who 

have caused so much wonder'among the 
scientists of the West are divided into 
three classes; the Yoghis, the Rishis, 
and the common fakirs. The first two 
classes are in possession of the real 
higher philosophy of India, and are the 
masters of the occult; they are the 
adepts. They come of a race of people 
who for fifty centurieshave subordinated 
matter to mind: whose physical wants 
have been reduced to a minimum; who 
are all brain; whose knowledge of the 
mysteries of the mind of life is far su
perior and in advance of that in our 
possession; to whom speculative philos
ophy is a specialty and has been for cen
turies; who are given to years of total 
abstraction and brooding over the se
crets of the occult and the mysteries of 
life; who have an advanced knowledge 
of telepathy such as we cannot under
stand or appreciate, and whose knowl
edge of the possibilities of what we call 
hypnotism is far ahead of anything we 
can now even conceive of. These men 
come down from their hidden retreats 
and mountain caves - at irregular inter
vals and suddenly appear in the cities. 
They seem to be the missionaries of their 
faith and their power to perform mira
cles is their credentials. When they ap
pear they are at once surrounded by an 
interested crowd of spectators: a miracle 
of some kind is performed in broad dav 
light, is-seen by maybe 5,000 people, and 
then they deliver a sermon ot amost im
pressive character. They will receive on 
money under any consideration. These 
miracles are the wonder of the world 
and cannot be explained unless it is by 
the theory of a higher form of hypno
tism which we are not acquainted with. 
In the middle of a street they will stand 
in the open day, wave their hand and in 
three minutes a huge tree will grow 
right before the eyes of all. I myself 
have seen this several times. Then the 
tree will disappear in the same way as 
mysteriously as it came. In- the same 
way they will throw a rope into the air, 
where it will hang, and up this they will 
climb and disappear. This I have seen 
at four different times done in the light 
of open day and thousands would witness 
it. .
■ Professor Hensoldt spoke at length of 
the Hindoo idea of reincarnation, and of 
the advanced form of telepathy, or mind 
reading, as exhibited in the mysterious 
way in which important news flies al
most instantaneously from one end of 
India to the other. He concl uded as 
follows: ;

We are indeed in a dark age compared 
with tlje advancement of the Hindoo. 
Theosophy may lead to some enlighten
ment in the future; but it will be a long 
time before we canacquire the jealously 
guarded secrete of the Hindoo as -to the. 
mysteries of life and his-power over the' 
laws of nature by means of his esoteric 
philosophy. . .

The address was followed by a general 
discussion, the professor replying to

• - I ‘ ’ A * * ’ ' ■» K

GENERAL SURVEY.
' CONTINUED FROM FIFTH PAGE.
Bishop A. Beals, who is now with the 

Progressive . Spiritual -, Society. South
side, Chicago, writes thus’pleasantly and 
feelingly concerning the closing events 
of his stay in Milwaukee; "My farewell 
with the good friends of Milwaukee, 
Wis., was the most expressive of good 
will and hearty appréciation of my work 
there, of any society I ever served, and 
it all comes back to me now like a sweet 
benediction from the chimes of bells at 
eventide. Their kind hospitality and 
generous appreciation for my spiritual 
work, and taelr more than liberal re
numeration for my labors is a pleasure 
to think of. I wish once more as I de
part from their kindly midst to send 
back these ’words of heart thanks with 
the bud and bloom of spirit thoughts 
where they grow perennial in the gar
dens of the soul.”

.Stockton, Cal,, has beep..regarded as 
A hard place for Spiritualist lecturers, 
but there has been somewhat of a 
change wrought of lato. ,Jj. M. Bowdoin 
writes that Mrs.. Georgia Cooley, of 
Portland,. Opegbni came, there four 
months ago, and her success has been 
phenomenal. She is a good trance 
speaker and an excellent platform test 
medium, anc) her.. audiences have in
creased from the beginning. A "Chris
tian" evangelist gave his aid by giving 
two lectures to kill off Spiritualism, the 
result of which was to kill off his “re
vival" and give Spiritualism a stronger 
hold than ever. The Mail published re
plies to the Rev. Martin, and Moses Hull 
finished him wjth three lectures on 
“Bible Spiritualism.” Mrs. Sloperand 
Mrs. M. E. Aldrich follow Mrs. Cooley, 
who has started for San Francisco and 
Summerland, and will make the tour 
fo the camp-meetings east of “the 
Rockies" this summer.

G. C. S. writes that ^Ir. Dell A. 
Herrick recently gave some very satis
factory materializing seances at Dayton, 
Ohio, at the homes of Mr. O. Lawrence, 
and Mr. E. Good. The Identifications 
were most positive. Independent voices 
were heard at the same time that two 
trumpets were being used; a guitar 
floated around the room while the keys 
of apiano were touched. F. N. Foster, 
spirit photographer, who is in the city, 
is quite elated over a picture he obtained 
of Mrs. Geo. Stoll, upon which are three 
faces. Ben. F. Foster has been giving 
fine-seances in the light: At one, at 
the home of Mrs. Williams, the trumpet 
was useçl under a subdued light. Ten 
or twelve spirits came out and talked. 
The Fosters will be at Cassadaga camp 
this season.

Moses and Mattie Hull go from San 
Jose to San Francisco, Cal., where they 
have an engagement with the Society of 
Progressive Spiritualists the Sunday 
nights of June. They have engaged to 
work for the Spiritual and Liberal So
ciety of Oakland Sunday afternoon June 
3d and 11th. They are both engaged 
for the New Era (Oregon) camp-meeting 
from July 6th to 22nd, inclusive. Mrs. 
Hull is under engagement for the 
Cowliz River camp, Catlin, Wash., from 
July 28th to August 12, inclusive. From 
the Washington camp she goes directly 
to the Ashley (Ohio) Camp-meeting and 
remains until the close. Probably Mr. 
Hull will attend the Washington camp 
and then go the eastern camps. He Is 
billed for Lake Brady, O.; Onset, Mass., 
and Ashley, O. Thus far their work on 
the Coast has been eminently success
ful. The San Francisco Society were 
in hopes they would have secured Mr. 
Hull’s services for three months. They 
are speaking before crowded houses in 
San Jose.

Dr. W. Yates, a prominent Spiritu
alist of this city, has removed to St. 
Paul, Minn.

Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Perkins were to 
commence meetings in the Lakeside 
Hall, corner 31st street and Indiana 
avenue, May 13. .

Prof. T. Glass, of Chicago, would an
nounce to the managers of camp
meetings that he is prepared to furnish 
the best of music for spiritual gather
ings, at reasonable rates. Address 
Thomas Glass, 82 W. Walnut street, 
Chicago.

A. B. French, of Clyde, Ohio, one of 
the finest speakers before the public, is 
engaged at camps from July 20 to Sep
tember 10. -

H. C. Nick, cf Milwaukee, writes 
that the society there was highly 
pleased with Bishop A, Beals and his 
work. -

W. H. Bach will remain in Pender, 
Neb., until May 28th. He then has an 
engagement at Kansas City, Mo.

In a private letter Moses Hull says: 
“I tell you, Dr. Dobson is made of the 
right kind of stuff. He has his way of 
doing things, but it is generally the 
right way. Strangers do not often get 
into the room where he does, his work, 
for the reason, I presume, that anything 
that distracts his attention, or anything 
that brings a different influence, hin
ders him in his work. But during my 
many weeks’ stay here I have got into 
the habit of running into the office, to 
read the, daily paper, and for other rea-

Harvey A. Peeny; of Saginaw, Mich., 
writes: “Anna L. Robinson, pastor of the 
Port Huron (Mich.) "Spiritual Society, 
was here for four days, and gave some of 
her very entertaining lectures, followed 
by tests which seemed highly satisfactory 
to those, who received them.:' Hon. D.; 
P. Dewey, of Grand Blanc, Mich.; now 
ordained as a Spiritual preacher, has 
also delivered a number of very interest-( 
ing lectures. There are prospect's favor
able toward securing his permanent 
location at this city.” ; ,,

Dr. F. P. Bitters has been -having 
large attendance, twice on Sunday .and 
midweek, at Monroe, Ind., and without 
any test medium. He will probably go 
to Lafayette for June. ! ■

Mrs. M. E- Courtright, of Topeka; 
Kan., will receive application for trance 
or inspirational speaking, platform tests, 
psychometric reading, messages, auto
matic writing, forms of materialization, 
and healing the lame. Her controls are 
said to be of the highest allegiance,.

T. C. writes that the People's Spirit
ual Alliance of Cleveland is now a char
tered organization • with Mrs. -H. S. 
Lake as pastor. A; full complement of 
pfficors have been elected, and' the new 
organization starts oat with a determin- 
ati,oh to use every endeavor to bring the 
Spiritualists of Cleveland into harmon- 
(oils Accord, Mr. Thbs, Black, to whose 
efforts during the -past 'year, in uphold- 
ir;g'-Jhe cause, the'..'Spiritualists of this 
eity .are much indebted;'has been chosen 
president of the • new organization, 
Meetings will continue to be held in 
Army and Navy hall, where every Sun
day evening the philosophy of Spiritual
ism will be enunciated by Mrs. Lake. 
The speaker will also present psycho
metric readings at the close of each lec
ture, in which she gives ample evidence 
of her fully developed mediumship. 
Much interest is being manifested by 
the public in Mrs. Lake’s lectures, and 
the prospect for a steady growth in the 
membership of the society is very gratis 
fying.

Mrs. Laura Granger writes from Men
don, Mich.: “Mrs. W. C. Coffman, test 
medium, of Grand Rapids, is with us 
again, holding circles and giving tests. 
She has made many converts to Spirit
ualism by her wonderful tests. She is a 
refined, noble-souled medium, a stanch 
advocate of the cause; all who meet her 
are impressed that she is an honest me
dium.”

G. V. Cordingly has an engagement 
at Bricklayers’ Hall. •- He has rooms at 
483 Washington boulevard.

The Ladies’ Helping Hand, auxiliary 
to the Progressive Spiritual Society, will 
hold a May-pole dance at the Masonic 
Home Temple, 3120 Forest avenue, May 
26th, instead of-the 30f)i, as previously 
announced. Bear the change in mind. 
Tickets, 50 cents a couple.

Dr. Juliet H. Severance has returned 
from her southern trip. Her many 
friends will be glad to learn that she 
comes home with renewed health and 
vigor, after having done most excellent 
work for the cause at Jacksonville, Flor
ida, during the winter. The temporary 
change of climate and her work while 
there seem to have been beneficial to 
her health. She resumes her former 
residence and office at No. 2 Warren 
avenue, Chicago.

Eldora E. Mills writes: Willard J. 
Hull, of Buffalo, N. Y., under the aus
pices of the Society of Modern Spiritual 
Thought, Minneapolis, - began a course 
of lectures on the scientific and practical 
exposition of the philosophy of Spirit
ualism, Sunday, May 6th. These lec
tures will occupy the entire month of 
May, and Minneapolis is already con
gratulating itself on being the recipi
ent of such broad, liberal and intelli
gent ideas as those with which Mr. Hull 
greeted his audience last Sunday at their 
hall in the Masonic Temple. His sub
jects, “The Insistence and Persistence 
of Spiritualism,” in the afternoon, 
and "The Evolution of Truth,” in the 
evening, were received by a crowded 
house and with great interest.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed over to Spirit-land, May 5th; 

1894, James Martin, resident of San An
tonio, Texas. He was about forty-six 
years old, a native of Ireland, which 
country he left soma forty years ago and 
came to America, where he has since re
sided. He came to this city from Dallas 
three years ago and was engaged in the 
shoe business. He leaves a wife and 
many friends to mourn for him. He was 
the very foundation of the Spiritualist 
society here, and it has lost an earnest 
worker and a good man. He has gone 
before only to prepare the way, ana we 
will meet him in the golden summer of
another life. R. S. Taylor.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chll 
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama 
tion,allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

sons, ten I feel inclined to do so.

D Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK _ 
largely a record of the facts and demonstration«

IS

To be there and see him at work is to 
be inspired with his honesty. The Doc
tor is very much over-worked, some
times writing, I presume, a hundred let
ters a day. He gets very tired and 
nervous. I have heard him- say to the 
spirits, ‘I. am very tired and nervous. 
Can’t I go and take a walk and rest 
awhile?’ The raps would immediately 
come, ‘No;’ and he would then buckle 
into the work again. I asked the reason 
why thej; would not let him off. The 
Doctor said: ‘When they get their bat
tery fixed, they don’t like to let go until 
their work Is done.’ As a physical 
medium, the Doctor, if he had the time 
and deposition to attend to it, is not 
easily beaten.” . .

The book and news department of the 
First Society of Spiritualists of New 
York City - is meeting with deserved 
success under the courteous manage
ment of Mr. Howard F. Tower, who was 
appointed at the beginning of the year. 
Mr. Tower shows enterprise in keeping 
a large assortment, of the best liberal 
literature of all kinds, as well as that 
especially Spiritualistic, which he has 
on sale or will send by-mail at publica
tion prices. He is agent for The Pro-' 
gressiveThinker. Heis also agent 
for the Lake George Camp Association, 
at Lake-George, N. Y^iFor particulars 
regarding lots write or call on him at 
Carnegie Hall on Sundays, or at his 
home, 257, West 126th-street, New York 
City, during week days. ■

J

Who is this Marvelous Man, Dr.
A. B. Dobson? •

•' '■ • (ADvi&TISEMENT.)

- This question has been. asked by 
many. The following lettei' will throw 
some light bh the question:
Dr. A.; B. Dobson, Dear Doctor: '

Your remedies and picture received 
all;right. I have been using your reme
dies for two weeks, and thank God I am 
getting well. ’

For five months I was confined to my 
bed, unable to turn over without as
sistance; but since taking your remedies 
I can sit up to have my bed made. I 
had been given up to die, The doctors 
said consumption had set in, and I had 
my burial clothes made, but thanks to 
you and the good spirits, I will not need 
them yet.

I did not believe in spirits nor Spiritu
alism, but I do now.
,1am gaining so fast that the neigh

bors can hardly believe it is myself.
I have sent you a great many patients, 

and will send many more.
I had twenty calls on Monday to see 

yoiiB picture, and' to See if I was really 
gaining as fast ■ as reported. They don’t 
know what to make of it, as they were 
all expecting me to die. They say: 
“Surely this is a miracle. Who is this 
man who can work such wonders?” and 
rnany mope , such questions. Send 
remedies soon, so they will reach me be
fore this month’s medicine is gone. '
' I. wish I could tell to the sick of the 

whole world what you have done for mb.- 
God bless you is my prayer.

. Truly yours, Helen Mason.
Long Lake, Minn.
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

(See ad. in another column.)

DR, GREER’S 

“PABULUM OF LIFE.” 
THE WORLD’S GREATEST 

REMEDY FOR AUi CONDITIONS 
ARISING FROM EXHAUSTED

NERVOUS ENERGY. OR
LOSS OF VITAL FORCE!

It will strengthen the weak, invig
orate the young, and rejuvenate the 
old.

' Try It! Try It! Try It! 
By Mall, $1,00. Address Dr. Greer, 

. 127 LaSalle street, Chicago.

F. GORDEN WHITE.
*TRANCE, TEST, BUSINESS AND 
L platform medium, sittings dally. No. 29,8 Cot

tage drove ave. 23ltf

^SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENTS.

Dr. J.C. PHILLIPS, 
(CLAIRVOYANT AND PSYCHOME- 
Lx trlst, will send one month's medicine (highly 

magnetized by Spirit-power) for «1.50. For 50 cents 
will give reading, business advice or examination. 
Send lock of balr, age and sex, with stamp enclosed. 
25 years'practice. Address 471 W., Madison st. Chi
cago, Ill. 237

Free Diagnosis.
Those wishing a free diagnosis ad

dress Dr. Craig, 1428 JJarket street, San 
Francisco, Cal. Inclose three two-cent 
stamps. I will accept no case that I

(^HARLES STEWARD, 2239 WEL- 
V* ton street, Denver Col., bolds trumpet seances 

Sunday, Tuesday, and Friday evenings. All invest!-
gators must be recommended. 286

cannot cure. 235

-Hood’s Cures.
In saying that Hood’s Sarsaparilla 

cures, its proprietors make no idle or 
extravagant claim. The advertising of 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is always within the 
bounds of reason, because it is true; it 
always appeals to the sober common 
sehse of thinking people, and it is al
ways fully substantiated by endorse
ments which in the finanèlal world 
would be accepted - without a moment’s 
hesitation.

Read the testimonials published in 
behalf of Hood’s Sarsaparilla, all from 
reliable, grateful people.

“I have been afflicted with neuralgia, 
catarrh of the head and nervous head
ache for a number of years, and could 
get nothing that would do me any good, 
until about two years ago, I began 
taking Hood's Sarsaparilla. I have 
taken five bottles, and no longer suffer 
with my head, and the neuralgia seems 
to be a thing of the past."

Mrs. Ada R. Smith, 
Millhousen, Ind.

Special Notice.
Dr. W. M. Forster, the California 

medical clairvoyant, desires to intimate 
to his numerous correspondents, that 
owing to the large demand made upon 
his services for clairvoyant diagnosis, 
there is necessarily some delay in 
receiving replies to their communica
tions, as only a limited number can be 
given each day. All communications 
will be attended to as promptly as pos
sible. Communications from persons 
under or desiring treatment will take 
precedence. Dr. W. M. Forster.

1059 San Francisco, Calif.
(See advertisement elsewhere.)

“To Spiritualists.”
Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, Ohio, is 

treating all manner of diseases success
fully by mail on a new theory, at trifling 
cost. All diseases diagnosed free. Send 
stain p for private question blank, in
structions and testimonials. Four to 
five hundred cases treated every month. 
One week’s treatment of the famous 
Australian Electric Pill remedy free, 
for nervous prostration, kidney, liver, 
and stomach trouble. Address as above, 
naming The Progressive Thinker.

Des Moines, the capital of Iowa, 
stands on the site of Fort Des Moines, 
a United States post from 1832 to 1837, 
and then the most remote garrison on 
the northwest frontier.

Cheyenne, Wyoming, is 6,000 feet 
above the sea, is 1,918 miles from New- 
York, 1,348 from San Francisco, and 
1,432 from Galveston.

Buffalo has a city hall which cost 
$1,350,000. Over 90,000,000 bushels of 
grain have passed through Buffalo 
going East in a single season.

THOMAS PAINE
• Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Prle« 15 cents.
rjSYCHOPATHYCoirSPIRiT~^AL.

which the author ba. seen, beard of or presented Ip ’ of Human Being, 
his. own experiments. The history of the various) tnd' Healing. By
phaecj of the science is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated; Many of the expert* 
menu described occurred la Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value of the

X fug. A Series of Lessons on tho Relations of th« 
the Spirit to Its Own Organism, and the Inter-Relation 
of Human Beings with Reference to Health, Disease 
and'Healing. Bribe aplrtt of Dr. Beniamin Rush., 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond! 
A book that every healer, physician and Splrltualli 
ihouldread. Price 11,50.

book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as belpfiil and instructive to the 
student. The work is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound in cloth. Price, $2.00, For sale at 
the office of The Progressive Thinker.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OP 

<1 two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper. 50 cents; cloth, 11.00. Books like “The Dream 
Child" spur humanity on to make more and more de
mands of this nature, and will open up new height« 
and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Elia Wheeler Wil
cox. Win,! believe, take Its place beside Bulwer’s 
••ZanouP and the ’‘Seraphita" of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital,11 Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and Un
Varnished with any inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the last page.— 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times *’ . ■ .

(PEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC
ED Ink Spiritualism, past and present. By J. M. P«o- 
Mes, M. D. An encyclopedia of Interesting and In- 
ttruct|va facts. Brice »2.00.
T.IFB IN THE STONE AGE; THE 

JLf History of Atharael, Chief Priest of a Band of Al 
Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Written through 
the mediumship of U. G. Figley. You should read 
this work. Price 80 cento.

¿EAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH
ered from the Tree of Life. Presented to human

Ity through the medlurnihlp of B. E. Litchfield. Ex
cellent throughout. Price «1.25.

JESUS AMD THE MEDIUMS, OR 
\J Christ »nd Mediumship. By Moses Hull, A pu> 
phlet well worth resdlng. Price 10 cents.

'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUD- 
J. »on Tattle. HI« work» are alwayi InWnaelJ in- 

tereitiok. Price (1,50.

1URS. F. S. DE W0LFi INDEPEND
IVA ent slate-writing and teat medium. Circle for 
ladies, Thursday afternoon. No. 247 Ogden Av. 285

CATARRH SPECIALIST.
T)R. T. WILKINS, MAGNETIC PHY- 
jy&tclan. 291 Ogden Avenue, win give attention to 
the sick, at home or at his room. Al) diseases success
fully treated, but Catarrh la hla specialty. For ref-
emees ask bls patients. 232 tf

1\/ÍRS. RUTH A. COOMBS, 1OS7 W\ 
IVI Lake street. Clairvoyant. Toit and Business

234

235

Costs Nothing

TT/ffYSHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL. 
W 1st. Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson.

WILL DEVELOP YOU! 
Have you tried it The 
Finest Cabinet for the 
purpose ever made—bar 
none. Send for Circular»

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
/I erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps. lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and 1 will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413, 
Denver Colorado. 231

A TTENTION! SEND POSTAL
II Note for 20 cents, (no sumps) to Mias Clara 
Marsh, Rochester, Mich., and receive by return mail 
a handsome picture drape. Extra fine 25 cents, lam 
a medium, and kind spirits aid me In my work. I so
licit the patronage of Spiritualists and all lovers of 
beauty and truth. P. O. Box, 233. 228tf

INVALIDS
IX/HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS L 
Vr - stamps, their disease, or symptoms, wliirecel« 

pamphlet and advice free to euro themselves wltbotl 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Car J 
togton, Ohio tf

'THE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
¿L. {^’HhhtutBiDpBforprivate letter of advice 
from theSpIrlt-world. W. B. Bhelon, M. D., 61» Jack- 
»on Boulevard Ohtcaco Ill. ' 120«

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
PLATFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 
L business medium. Readings personally or by 
letter «1.00. Brief reading by mall 25 cents. 291 Og
den avenue, Chicago, 111. 222 tf

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
Xk 2-cent stamps, lock of batr, name, age, sex, one 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with tbe aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. S. William«, 
Lake Geneva, Wls. 236

'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEL. 
A uge. Something you should have to refer to. Bj 

James M. McCann. Price 15 cc&u.

rrp

Medium. Brief Reading, 25 cents.

by spirit control.

Psyche
This marvelous cabinet

SO¡tí

toJS???.d.?oiyZ00“’;,®Sualtotl*o»eat hotel».with 
pSljtotuhUiif tinlly, at 89 st John1» Place near tlnlon

"THE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
•V Blnclaln will »end you by letter a lire reading or the pa»t and future with date.. Mall a lock of lair 
Wo.t1exS.011w- Fro'/ H' W. Sinclair, No. 80S 
West A^e., North, Jackson, Mich. 237

AJi ASTONISHING OFFER! ‘ 
CEND THREE g-CENT SI AMPS: 

2? half’ age. name, sex, one leading symptom 
and your disease will bp diagnosed free by spirlUpower. 
Dr. A. B.Dobson, Ban Jose, Cal, ••vyvw«.,

A^ BUSINRSS 
4bi*A& fltAiTmfl r, ^1 j~i. , — ered,50 cent» and?
Bo.M&, Bobton, Sutton A,

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORCES.

» rly N' Y'* Coile«e at Magnetics.] 
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

ism Heotrloltv* the Su? Cure’V1U11 Magnet
Cure, and a higher science of

Bni conferfl the degree of D. M. Doctor of 
a 8),8te!n of printed Questions students can take the course and receive the dlnloma. at thii! 

own homes. Institution removed to Ewt Or±l 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York It 
D. Babbitt, M. D.. Dean 6 Puissiri «t i-.f. If' h" New Jeijsey. " St- ta8t

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDItim
. _____ years.A OF TREATING

» ?^Mr^SVaV^
d Information. Also Photograph of my snlrta &W^n^aI1:dw.‘hli ^‘eUto0^ «

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
ryiSEASES TREATED BY VITAL 

LN magnetism and by hypnotism. Develops latent 
psychfeal powers. Consultation by mail si,00. No. 
224 Ontario street, Chicago. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m.

. 234

FRANK T. RIPLEY.
ITE WILL GIVE SITTINGS DAILY 

11 K No. 15 Bishop Court, during April and May.

PSYCHOMETRIST.
1\ARS. A. M. LUND (FORMERLY 

1VJ. Mrs. Robinson), 1072 West Harrison street.
Chicago, will give sittings by letter. Send lock of 
hair and own handwriting, with $1,UO. All questions
carefully considered by the guides. 285

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
ZYIE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR

voyant of tbe Pacific Coast, will send a free 
Diagnosis and terms for treatment to ail who will send 
their name and address—in their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist" of Deo. SO, 1898 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here be has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for bls benevolent work, hts 
humanitarian ideas and practices, and bls straight
forward course of integrity and boiior." Address 
Db. W.M. Fobsteb, 1059 Market St., San Francisco,

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGH1 

wiu. Wu.?xe c’arLXT ¿° v&i

. f national

Spiritualists’ Association
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( Incorporated Nov. j, 1893,)

"THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE

names and addresses, also officers of all societies and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these aid 
prompt notice should be sent u> us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies hi all foreign coumrle. are also requested to confer with us. anrinformatioS 
is desired respecting all new phases of development 
In all parts of tbe world. Books, pamphlets and mag» 
azine» upon Spiritual matter, are ’ earaSuJ 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library For tn^ 
£mn'*ddrtbi as “bove' Ro«8«'A^bi^re'k. 
DvLICLUi y. ____  214tt
A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND

P°8taf8 stamps, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Addre,, J. C. Batbobv, 

, Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapid», 
raSu.«!« to’tete wilat P’ri«xUc»I Xou saw our »4- 
Yeruscuieni iq,

... .. . ■
California. 237

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
£jL in tour own home. Will send a pamphlet con- 
tainlng Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 ccs. Address, Mrs. J. A.
Bliss. 2Ô21 Mich., avenue, Chicago, Ill. 249

TDEMOVED. MRS. C. SCOTT, FROM 
JX New York city, trance and business medium—to 
2440 North 17th street, Philadelphia, Pa. Sittings 
0 a. m., to 4 P. m.i except Saturdays and Sundays. 237

MRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
1VJ. demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached ti^ir. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It Is not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 
1848 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 237

Ç Z. BARNEY, CLAIRVOYANT;
O • send 12 cents and lock of hair for trial reading.
P O. Box 465, Oteego, Michigan. 234

F
nrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send 
ULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex, 
IILL bandwriting or leading symptoms; you 
1'•“"will receive a correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief roading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 358, Lansing, Mich.

Has .Removed to St Paul, 
Minnesota. ___

r\R. W. YATES, MAGNETIC HEAL- 
L/ er. Medical Electrician and Masseur (Dr. Weir 
Mitchell's system) will shortly remove from Chicago 
and reside In St. Paul, Minn. Dr. Yates thank« bis 
friends and patrons for their kind support during hie 
residence In Chicago. He hopes to meet many new 
friends and patrons In St. Paul. Call and sec testlmo-
Dials and letters of reference. 234

DERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
JL please remember that Water of Life Ie one of 
tbe best remcdle® for Stomach, Liver nnd Kidney dis 
eases. Large pamphlet free. 84 S. Mato SU, Wilkes- 
barre. Pa. J. K. Perry. Manager. 258

p F. PERKINS, TEST MEDIUM, 
\J• Readings daily. Test circles Tuesday and Fri

day. at 8 p. in. WedDes-day afternoon 2:30. Mrs. Per
kin's readings dally. 8710 Cottage Grove Avenue.

SECRET POWER OF MIND OVER
mind and how to cultivate and strengthen this 

God-given force, innate In every human being. Won
derful book Si. Circulars free. Prof. Anderson, P. T.,
2—182 State street, Chicago. 218 eow

CANNOT 8EE HOW YOU DO 
'InsanirC IT AND PAY FREICHT.- • ■ > mhw «hi ■ nbiHii la

Onr s drawer walnut or oat In- 
3 ’I »proved High Ana Blnper •• wfog machlua 

finely fiulahed, nlckal plated, adapted to light 
and hfiry work; ruaranteed tor lOTeara; wllh 
Antomtie Bobbin u'loder, Self-Threading Cjlla- 
der Shuttle, Self-Selling Needle and a complete 
set of 8toe! Attachment«} chipped any where on 

- «0 Dav’» Trial. No money required In advance,
ti,000 now fn use. World*« Fair Medal a warded machine and aUach- 
tnenta. Buy from factory and eave dealer*« and agent'» profit«, 
pnrp Cnt Th!» Ont and »end todav for machine or large free 
r fifat catalogue, tectftnoalali and Gllmpmof tbe World'» Fair. 
OXFORD MFD. CO. 342 W»b»iUvi.CHICAGO,ILL.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE 
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tized, but may find truth and righteous
ness and liberty all-sufficient to lead 
the conquering hosts of freedom 
peaceful and wonderful ways.

From the Standpoint 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

Progress, ílje Universal Lavi) of ]f4ator^j Tljoûgbt. ibe 3oli>ei)t of fier Problems

Important Statements
Your Consideration

DELIVERED AT CHICAGO, ILL., APRIL 
8th, 1894, AND SPECIALLY REPORTED 
FOR THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

Portentous clouds are in the sky, 
Though the sun shine never so fair, 

And in the summer that will come fleet
ing by

Strange rumors and voices are on the 
air.

Every few years is not only a decade— 
which is ten—but there are cycles of 
lesser and larger magnitude; and no 
sooner has human history completed 
some great triumph or arrived at some 
great victory for a portion of the human 
race, than you hear the murmurings in 
anotner direction of added disturbance, 
of deeper struggles and higher victories 
to attain. This is because of human 
progress.

Whoever wishes for a peace that shall 
settle permanently upon the world be
fore there is perfect freedom and justice 

K and love, wishes for death; but whoever 
, A hopes that peace shall be born ere yet 

the unfolding of freedom has reached her 
perfect height, must hope in vain, and 
he reckons without his host who believes 
that the world is ready for universal 
peace to-day. There are many lives 
great in direction of human thought 
that are valuable, who so love peace and 
are so wedded to freedom and justice 
that, they cannot see how human affairs 
can be governed other than by peaceful 
means, and the number is constantly in
creasing of those who prefer peaceful 
measures, who would like to see the 
armaments of war set aside, who would 
wish that governments might be carried 
on without violence, and wlio think that 
the highest ideal of all existence is an 
international congress of arbitration for
ever in session to adjudicate upon possi
ble differences that may arise. Next to 
human brotherhood ana the millennium 
this is no doubt the most desirable. But 
when you recollect that in all the civic 
display and grandeur of an inter
nal world-wide exposition, an exposi
tion that celebrated the great
est discovery of modern times, 
the discovery of a continent, the expos
itions that commanded the most atten
tion were not those incident to peace 
but to war; that the advance in the 
naval force of nations was more notice
able than in the commerce of nations, 
and that the Krupp guns received more 
attention than the greatest sentiments 
of peace; that if to-day there were a 
civic display in your streets it would 
attract attention and all the small boys 
and youths and maidens, and perhaps 
even staid citizens, would pause in their 
search of gold to attend upon it; but if it 
were a military display the populace 
would throng to see it; that to day an army 
would command more attention than any 
similar number of peaceable bodies, and 
that in your annual parades of various 
civic societies there is less of interest 
than in any military review; that even 
those who love peace so well that they 
cannot afford to part with their millions 
nor their pleasures for war, nevertheless 
take great pride in the veterans of an 
army and in the rising generation of 
those who, perhaps, may be heroes for 
another army, and that those who have 
served in preserving the welfare and 
existence of the nation still do not com
mand the universal homage that the 
trained soldier does—you must remember 
that ninety-nine one-hundredths of the 
world still rely on the arbitraments of 
weapons of war; you must remember that 
all inventors and discoverers of more tea- 
sible and destructive methods of warfares 
receive a larger compensation than the 
discoverers or all the methods of peace, 
and that even agriculture, which should 
be the basis of civilization, and com
merce, which should be the - hand
maiden of agriculture, bend before the 
forms that can create the most destruc
tive weapons. It is scarcely two sleeks 
since a piece of ordnance was tried near 
the nation’s capital that cost six hun
dred dollars for one sound, to display its 
powers of destruction. That, which 
would have fed for more than six days 
the starving poof must be expended that 
in case of war the amount of destruction 
could be tested.

This is only stated to prove to you 
that the majority of numan be
ings are not only npt ready 
for peace, but that they have 
not arrived yet at dreaming that it is 
possible for the difficulties of nations to 
be adjusted by peaceful measures. -

Not only are there difficulties in the way 
of this universal peace to-day, but the dif
ficulties are seemingly insurmountable 

i without recourse to- war in case there 
I shall be human progress, No one con-

templates that Russia will become a 
peaceful, liberty-loving nation without 
revolution. It is not probable that a 
Czar will be born who will abdicate his 
throne in favor of a republic. Even 
England, which has been taking lessons 
in peace while she has been steadily 
enforcing aggressive conquest upon 
other nations, nas not yet contemplated 
the possibility of changing her nominal 
monarchy to a more real republic; and 
not one step could be taken except by 
such slow and tortuous methods as cause 
hope to almost cease and become de
spair, so tardy is the progress toward 
the final fulfillment. Yet England is a 
free country comparatively, and the 
ideal of all European nations.

This Western continent, vast in terri
tory, dominant in its spirit of aggression 
and potent in its peaceful measures, still 
is nowhere near the realization of the 
Utopian idea of peace in perpetual and 
absolute reigning power. That which 
it contemplates is finally the arbitration 
that may ensue when weapons of war 
are so destructive that nations will fear 
annihilation.

You are now. upon the verge of many 
possible crises—"of one great crisis. It 
is not enough that the nation in its unity 
was saved and at so great cost, nor 
enough that four millions of human be
ings were set free. The nation itself 
was set free from the bondage of enslav
ing people. But there are other ques
tions. Human life is at stake. The 
possibilities of existence for more mill
ions than ever were chattel slaves is 
now in the air. Twenty-nine years ago 
that was an over-brooding question, 
but it was overshadowed by the 
question that was then more immin
ent. To-day the question of the world 
is all-concentrating upon this subject 
and it needs no prophetic spirit or vision 
to discern it, but it does need the spirit 
of wisdom to meet it. The excuse for 
this discourse is therefore in the latter 
proposition, and the pointing out of the 
importance of the indication! that are all 
along the line on the question of human 
economies, and most fervently does your 
speaker deny that this is merely a polit
ical question; but if it were it would be 
none the less important, for there comes 
a time when nothing but politics can be 
discussed either in pulpit, upon rostrum 
or anywhere else in the land. You have 
had such a time only a few years ago, 
and it is within the recollection of most 
of you of middle age and past that there 
could be no other subject discussed ex
cepting that which impinged upon poli
tics, if by politics you mean the exist
ence of the nation. Whatever relates to 
human well-being beneath any form 
of government is worthy of being dis
cussed at any time and place.

When the one wbose organism youj 
present speaker now controls was at the 
nation’s capital, the contrast between 
thirty years ago and now was very dis
tinct. Then it was the broken lines of 
scattered yet enthusiastic armies. It 
was the cementing of States. It was the 
renewal of pledges of unity. It was the 
starting out on a grander basis of hu
man freedom. There was chastisement, 
sorrow, victory and triumph born of 
pain. There was a united purpose, and 
a united grief, and a united nation, and 
the people were of one accord. Self
interest, the affairs of daily life, the 
great augmentation of wealth, the pur
suit of what must be called mammon 
have swept in. A quarter of a century 
of prosperity has taken the people away 
from that danger, away from the lesson 
of their grief, and away from 
the baptism of blood and tears, and 
away from the spirit of that larger free
dom. There has swept into the country 
a large increase of foreign elements, and 
there was then an indication of what 
the jeopardy now is. That indication is 
more than fulfilled, and you are now 
upon the very verge of this jeopardy,

It was asked: ‘‘What do you think of 
Coxey’s army marching toward Wash
ington?" If it were such an army as 
it might be, and if men were not cow
ards, it would mean peace next year, be
cause it would he a peaceable, strong 
army, marching without weapons, to de
mand that which they cannot find by 
any peaceable measures and which they 
do not wish to obtain by force—legiti
mate labor for willing hands. If it were 
such an army as could be gathered, were 
it not for the intermediate distances and 
obstacles in the form of local laws, in the 
form of municipal bodies, in the form of 
State governments that may feel called 
upon to intervene and at any time to pre
cipitate a conflict,—if it were such an 
army as could be gathered of the unem
ployed, willing laborers from every city 
and county in the land, it would cer
tainly mean a peaceable conquest for 
peace. But it is not such an army, 
.although it is an indication of it. It is 
one of the signs of the times, one of the 
dreams of the dreamers. It may be a 
forlorn hope. It may result in a catas
trophe like that at Harper’s Ferry. It 
may present another John Brown to the 
world—who knows? Whatever it does, 
it is an indication of that which is in 
the air, and the other end of it is that 
no one seems to look upon it as other 
than a stupendous joke, as something to be 
laughed at and set aside with the sneer 
of tne press, the gibe of tjie piauof bus^ 

ness and the indifference of the rest of 
mankind. However, Coxey’s army is 
not all on the march. They are some 
of the® in this very room, some of them 
in every street of .this city. Some of 
them are unemployed but are waiting 
and watching every turn of a possible 
wheel that may bring them something 
to do. They are in New York, in Bos
ton, in Philadelphia, in every city and 
town throughout,the country. They 
are not marching to Washington in per
son but in spirit, and. there is slowly 
arising that spirit or indication which 
points to one of two results. Either the 
National Government must meet the 
proposition of endeavoring to find em
ployment for these hands that are un
willingly idle, or they must find it for 
themselves; that various institutions, 
manufactories—affairs that are governed 
by corporations—either will not or can
not do it. If they will not, then they 
must be educated to do so—and the edu
cation may not be of a persuasive kind. 
If they cannot, then it snows that there 
is somewhere a failure in the methods 
of commerce that prevail in the world. 
If the people have been growing rich in 
impossibilities, it is well to know it, that 
the system of economics may be 
changed; but meanwhile these people 
cannot starve. When one honorable 
member of Congress introduced a bill 
the other day asking that the Govern
ment provide labor for these men upon 
the highways throughout the entire 
country, employing them where they 
are, out in Colorado, in Kansas, in Ne-' 
braska—wherever they are and are 
idle—because some one says: “Why, 
that is a support of Coxey,” this poor, 
faint-hearted philanthropist withdrew 
his bill and the Government was not 
implored to do anything for these peo
ple. Nationalism may be taught, possi
bly, by more severe measures than the 
introducing of bills into Congress, and 
the sooner it is found that the Govern
ment should provide labor for all that 
private enterprise does not provide for, 
the sooner will the question be settled. 
Yet both that bill at one end of the line 
and Coxey’s army at the other, indicate 
what is passing in this country.

Meanwhile, other elements are alive 
and alert;- other subjects are in the 
air; other propositions will be upon 
you before another election of the 
chief executive of the nation, and all 
the tirpe you have will be needed to 
prepare you for it.

The present incumbent in the execu
tive mansion is blamed, always has been 
blamed by his opponents, is now blamed 
by his friends. In the first four years 
he was praised more by those who had 
been his political opponents than he was 
by those who were supposed to be his 
political friends. He is now praised by 
nobody. But when a man is taken pos
session of by a power outside of any 
party and is thrown into a dangerous 
place, to fill that place and stop a possi
ble disaster, it is not to be supposed 
that he can do much of anything ex
cepting stay there, like a rock that may 
stop a crevice, like a gate that may pre
vent a flood. He is there. When he is 
removed the flood will come. No won
der that he can do nothing to please 
either friend or foe. No wonder that 
he can do nothing that will carry out 
the promises of his previous administra
tion. There is absolutely nothing that 
he can do. Standing as he does, with 
this knowledge, those who are above 
wonder how long he can stay there. It 
is simply a question of endurance; sim
ply a question of resisting this pressure 
behind and before; the tide on tne other 
side betokening that which we have 
indicated in the air, and on the other, 
the clamor of the world, of accustomed 
powers of mammon, of the usual office
seeker, and the one who has purchased 
his right of position by ¿is political 
allegiance—all this to which he .not 
only gives no heed, but with which he 
does not interfere. That which is 
going on now is what usually transpires 
in a change of administration. That 
which went on before was what then not 
usually transpired in a change of admin
istration, and that which will go on 
from this day forward is simply that 
which will test the power of endurance 
until the change shall fully come. You 
who ard outside of the great body of 
voters in a nation, those who perceive 
the issues that are now in the air, are to 
determine what will be the next result. 
The clouds that rise sometimes come 
toward the culmination swiftly, and 
these outlying clouds of indication point 
to only one existing political party—and 
you have scarcely considered it a party 
—that can save the country at this 
issue. I do not mean the old-line Be- 
publican party; I do not mean the Dem- 
ocratio party. I mean the new Populist 
party, that does not contain, perhaps, 
many of the essentials of final freedom, 
but because it is new, and because those 
enlisted in it have the larger view of 
the subjects that are now under consid
eration. But even this may fail. It is 
not wide-reaching, extensive enough. 
It is the forlorn hope in the West, ana in 
some extreme localities, but has no hold 
in all the great vital and commercial 
centers.

And the next question will be, I fear, 
a religious one; and when it comes to 
that, there is. no difficulty in deciding 
that there will be conflict If there 
shall be introduced into the political 
contests of the next ten years the.ele-, 
mént of religion—theology—which shall 
really take an active - part,. as it Kas 
from necessity in some localities, as.it 
will from necessity in other localities, 
then I see no way excepting by conflict. 
I know how little it takes to precipitate 
a quarrel upon the street, how little ’it 
takes to precipitate a conflict at the 
polls upon a vexed and sensitive ques
tion. We know what elections were 
proverbially w^ersf the Of htn 

man slavery whs involved. We know 
what the eleonons will be where the 
subject of human worship is involved, 
and where the test question means pri
marily the existence of your free insti
tutions, ydur sflhools, your privilege to 
worship according to the dictates . of 
conscience and' all that a century of 
time has brought you. On the one side 
is the Romish.'church unquestionably, 

mpd such other! organizations as choose 
to ally themselves with that power. On 
the other side must be those opposed to 
the Bomish. church—I do not mean 
necessarily opposed to Roman Catholic 
worship/hiit opposed to the power of 
State, which the Romish church claims 
wherever ’it can! And if this comes to 
be the question at issue—you know how 
populous the cities are with Boman 
Catholics—there is not the slightest 
doubt but what there will be difficulty 
and bloodshed—not the least doubt of it.

There is one hope, and it does not exist 
in the purely American organizations 
that have been formed and cemented 
in this country.’ That may be a strong 
hope and perhaps that may also be one 
of the largest. But where do you sup
pose this hope will be found? There is 
a large and ever-increasing population 
steadily encroaching in commerce, in 
all the lines of small and finally of large 
trade. There is an overflowing multi
tude that increases far more rapidly 
each generation than you imagine, com
ing from a despised, persecuted people; 
and if it comes io conflict between Catho- 
lie and Protestant, there is but one 
power, and that is the power of the 
Jews, that can,save you. The children 
of Israel, despised, outcast, driven hence, 
and driven from every land to this 
country, where they have free access 
to all methods of making wealth—their 
money and their anti-Romanism will 
save ypu. No one has said this before, 
but as clearly .as that a Rothschild holds 
one of the golden keys of Europe, by 
which even a Bank of England could be 
shipwrecked, so are these despised chil
dren of Jerusalem the ones that will hold 
the golden key to your success. And 
whether you have foreseen it or not, the 
privileges that they . enjoy in this 
country-and.t^vasta^ulpyer-increasiiig 
number» Tn ypwfc-cbwiTOercial centers 
will make it possible for them to be your 
friends in the hour of your final peril. 
Note it well-as the time approaches, and 
more and more are these people driven 
to your shores; you will find their so
briety, their industry—not their penuri
ousness, but their thrift—will be of the 
greatest possible value. There are very 
tew intemperate people among them. 
There are very few who are willing 
participants in any broils or quarrels. 
There are very few of them who en
gage in any unlawful business, unless 
usury is an unlawful business, and that 
you always have on ’change. There are 
very few of them who consent to great 
personal excesses, and their religion is 
such that it demands of them a great 
deal of temperance, a great deal of 
sobriety, and when well advanced in 
pecuniary circumstances they are strong 
in themselves. Time is coming when 
that strength and that love for a country 
that has given them larger shelter than 
any other country, will be put to the 
test. In forming your societies, see to 
it that you do not leave out your friends, 
for Americans are only Americans by 
inheritance of one or two or four cen
turies at most, and all were aliens here 
who robbed the red man of his rightful 
home, and drove him from his fair hunt
ing ground, planted the seed of national
ity and civilization, leaving him out
side of it, and then, by treaties that 
were made to be broken, drove him 
farther and farther away, until the 
remnants of the race remain only to 
tell the sad tale.

Time is coming when pure American 
blood will scarcely be found, even if you 
mean the Puritanical, even if you mean 
that blood that wps supposed to be nearly 
royal—full of the chivalrous boast of our 
southern friends, and time is coming 
when all that is supposed to constitute 
the pure, original American stock can 
scarcely be traced. Let us have an 
American spirit and let us have freedom 
that is the resultof a perception of what 
is bom rather in the soul than in the 
body, and let us remember that Italy, 
Hungary, France, all the nations that 
have sought for freedom, have found in 
this land their ideal, and that toward 
this country they finally look as toward 
the promised land, as toward the true 
Canaan of human freedom and human 
happiness.

All this must be remembered, and 
before narrowing down our statements 
to those of purely American birth or 
extraction you must find a spirit of 
America in the living law of freedom, in 
the truth that leaps from heart to heart 
and sbul to soul, and in every life 
beneath the sun that is willing to con
fess that human brotherhood is greater 
than kings, and human individual 
liberty the highest boon that any nation 
can bestow. Our America is in that 
host, wherever they are found. Your 
safety is in that brotherhood, wher
ever it abides; and not more do your 
hearts throb with delight over the pos
sible fulflllment finally of the perfect 
dream and hope of freedom than do 
those—some of them—waiting amid the 
.wastes, of Siberia, bound in chains be
neath the empires of the old world and 
struggling to be free—for what pur
pose? That they may become citizens 
of this ideal land. Beware, and not 
refuse them, for by that .refusal you are 
measured, by the common scope of your 
broaid humanity you are to be judged, 
and the Nemesis of this hour that is now 
upon you is the.one who bears, in his 
memory- those whom you have driven 
from their native land.
■■ Let the light of this coming truth, of 
th^^uth that is y^t to boro intj

lives, although it has been born into the 
thoughts of men, so enkindle your spirits 
that, looking out upon the aggravated 
condition of affairs in your land, you 
shall not only rise above preconceived 
prejudices and bitterness that is born 
of limited view, but shall rise to the 
real spirit and real emergency of the 
hour, putting on the armor of as regal 
a right as you can find, the right of 
each individual to life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness; which means that 
America cannot afford to withhold her 
extending arms to any people who are 
Americans in spirit, but that she cannot 
afford to foster in her bosom for one 
instant any people, any class, any in
stitutions that are not American; and 
that means that whatever would impair 
the liberty of one individual life, what
ever would hamper one individual con
science, whatever would interfere with 
the legitimate pursuits of any individual 
laborer must be set aside.

It is Httle over thirty years ago since 
the one from whose thought this ad
dress now comes warned the nation that 
the next great conflict after the war of 
the Rebellion would be the very ques
tion that is now rising—rising through 
poverty and want, rising through unem
ployed hands, rising because of idle 
mines, rising because mills no longer 
give them employment—the question of 
labor. You hove the autocrat; you 
have the despot; you have the king in 
your midst. It is predicted, it is fore
shadowed, and that is concentrated 
wealth. The millionaire is the poten
tate. He is not to blame. But the most 
un-American institution of all things 
possible in an American soil is the 
crystallization of wealth in the hands of 
the millionaires. If you do not know it 
by this time, you will learn it with such 
lessons of individual suffering as I dread 
to point out to you, for whatever 
hampers you in the pursuit of earning 
your daily bread to-day is born of that 
which you had nursed here, supposing it 
to be one of the indications of freedom. 
Having thus nursed it until it has grown 
to be the monster that you find it to be, 
you do not know what to do. You can
not change places with the millionaire, 
or perhaps you would forget all about it. 
But there are several millions of’peopTe 
who cannbt even hope to; and to solve 
that problem that' lies at your very 
doors and threatens the daily bread 
which you must have or starve is the 
meaning of this portent.

The bread of life comes to man 
through trial and difficulty. The spirit
ual food is often moistened with tears, 
and the deeper baptism of human blood 
accompanies sometimes the manna from 
the skies. God grant that you learn this 
lesson before such dread sacrament is 
yours, and that you need not taste of the 
blood nor eat the bread that is so bap-

HE WHO DIED AT AZAN.
We here reproduce Mr. Edwin 

Arnold's beautiful poem entitled, 
“After Death in Arabia.” Mr. 
Arnold is an English barrister by pro
fession, but is a high authority in San- 
crit literature, and a poet who writes by 
far too seldom. His “Light of Asia’’ 
has made him favorably known to the 
American public, though his shorter
poems, “She Is Dead,” “Come Away,” 
and that here quoted, published anony
mously, were so beautiful as to be copied 
into almost every American newspaper. 
He said that this poem is a paraphrase 
from certain Arabic verses quoted in 
“Palgrave's Travels in Arabia.” One 
word more by way of preface necessary 
to a full understanding of the poem. 
Azan is the hour of the afternoon
prayers in Moslem communities, 
not the name of a place.

AFTER DEATH IN ARABIA.
He who died at Azan sends 
This to comfort all his friends.

Faithful friends! It lies, I know, 
Pale and white and cold as snow; 
And ye say: “Abdallah’s dead!” 
Weeping at the feet and head.
I can see your falling tears,
I can bear your sighs and prayers, 
Yet I smile and whisper this: 
1 am not the thing you kiss: 
Cease your tears, and let it lie; 
It was mine. It is not I.
Sweet friends! what the women lave 
For its last bed of the grave 
Is but a hut which I am quitting, 
Is a garment no more fitting.
Is a cage, from which at last, 
Like a hawk, my soul hath passed. 
Love the inmate, not the room— 
The wearer, not the garb—the plume 
Of the falcon, not the bars 
Which kept him from the splendid 

stars!
Loving friends! Be wise and dry 
Straightway every weeping eye;
What ye lift upon the bier 
Is not worth a wistful tear. 
’Tie an empty sea-shdll—one 
Out of which the pearl has gone. 
The shell is broken—it lies there; 
The pearl, the all, the soul, is here. 
’Tis an earthen jar, whose lid 
Allah sealed, the while it hid 
That treasure of his treasury, . 
A mind that loved him; let it lie! 
Let the shard be earth’s once more, 
Since the gold shines in his store! 
Allah glorious! Allah good! 
Now thy world is understood; 
Now the long, long .wonder ends!
Yet ye weep, my erring friends, . ' 
While the man whom ye call dead, ' 
In unspoken bliss, instead,

They Bear Upon the Dere' 
fictions of “Pious” Ones.

PRIESTLY SEDUCTION—THE FATHER’S 
DYING WISH—THE RUIN OF A CON
FIDING GIRL—THE MOTHER AND HER 
DENUNCIATIONS—BRECKINRIDGE.
To The Editor:—Last week I gave 

your readers a history of a cold-blooded 
murder committed by a Catholic priest, 
Father Dominick O’Grady, in Cincin
nati. I have now to relate a pitiful story 
of female weakness and priestly deprav
ity, which, although it appeared in 
some of the Chicago papers a few weeks 
ago, has, nevertheless, not received the 
censure and condemnation which it de
served. In Aurora, Wis., a few months 
ago, lived one Pearct^ Cummins, an 
honest, careful, frugal man, who had a 
comfortable sum of money. He died, 
and as his fleeting breath came more 
slowly, he called his priest to his bed
side and gave into his keeping his three 
beautiful daughters, aged respectively, 
15,18, and 20.

“Protect them,” said he, “and save 
them from all harm." The priest paused 
in his prayer and said, unctuously, “I 
will.” Cummins left two hundred 
dollars in his will to the Driest, Father 
Leydon by name. Thus rewarded, it 
might have been expected that the 
priest would keep his solemn promise, 
made on bended knee, but he didn’t. 
He had cast his lecherous eye on th e 
prettiest of the flock, Steasea, aged 
twenty, a bright and clever girl, and 
accomplished her ruin. The girl’s con
dition was observed, and when ques
tioned, after much hesitation, she said 
Father Leyden had ruined her. The 
mother assailed the daughter for her 
weakness. At last, in despair, the poor 
girl sent for the priest, and at his ex
pense she was brought to thchospital of 
Dr. B. F. Colwell, at 3014 Calumet av
enue, Chicago, where she was carefully 
treated. The priest, as a matter of 
course, denied the crime, and taking ad
vantage of the girl's superstition and 
physical weakness, he secured from her 
a statement exonerating him from all 
blame for .her condition, and charging a 
young man of Aurora with her ruin.

The priest had had every opportunity 
at the confessional to effect the ruin of 
the girl, but armed with her denial, he 
expected to defy public opinion. During 
the time he was effecting her ruin, in 
August, 1893, he wrote:

“Fear not, my dearest love, for I will 
stand by you through thick and thin, in 
joy and in sorrow. There is no one on 
earth I love and cherish so much as I do 
you, my dearest Steasea. It makes my 
very heart bleed when I am compelled 
to say anything to you but words of ten
derness and love.”

Her unsuspecting parents had urged 
her to go to tne priest as often as he had 
sent for her, little thinking of the 
dangers to which they were subjecting 
their daughter. She began staying out 
until late in the night. Then came the 
death of the father, and then this wicked 
priest told the girl that unless she did just 
as he bade her she would forfeit all her 
money by her misdeed and would soon 
be in the poor.-house. To clear his own 
priestly garments from the impending 
shame, he obtained the promise of a 
young man to marry the girl for her 
money. The time was set and the mar
riage license was procured: but “the 
nice laid plans ’o mice and men gang aft 
aglee.” The marriage did not take 
place.

Shortly after this a dramatic scene 
was acted at St. Mary's Church. The 
great organ founded, and the choris
ters were sweetly singing the pro
cessional music, when a shrill scream 
sounded above the heavy notes of the 
organ. The mother of the injured girl 
had invaded the sanctuary and wildly 
exclaimed to the priest as he ap
proached the altar: “Keep down, you 
shall not hold services. You ruined my 
beautiful daughter, and no such false
hearted man can step into this sacred 
place!” The priest called for an officer, 
and fiercely resisting, the white-haired 
mother was led from the church, a 
prisoner.
“Oh, holy nature! thou dost never plead 

in vain.
There is not, of our earth, a creature 
Bearing form and life, human or savage, 
Native of the forest wild or giddy air, 
Around whose parent bosom thou hast 

not
A cord entwined of power to tie them to 

their
Offspring’s claims, and at thy will to 

draw them back to thee. •
On iron pinions borne, the blood-stained 

vulture cleaves the storm,

soft as the cygnet’s down, 
And o’er her unshelled brood the mur

muring ringdove sits not more 
gently.” >

Silence being obtained, this priestly 
hypocrite faced the audience and 
charged the Cummins family with a 
conspiracy to blackmail him; and, like 
Father O’Grady, he alluded to his ward 
as “a weakling.” On Monday a brief 
statement was made in a newspaper; 
but, as usual with the secular press in 
such cases, the dramatic details of the 
scene in the church were not alluded to. 
The priest was served with a warrant 
for his arrest, charged with the pa
ternity of the child. The poor girl con
fessed to a reporter that she had loved 
the priest) and would love him still, had 

he not thrown her over so ruthlessly. 
The priest tried to have the matter sup
pressed by the press, but it was so 
sensational that the news-gatherers 
would not yield. He said he had laid 
the whole matter before Archbishop 
Feehan, who had told him to “vindicate 
himself if he could.”

The Dispatch says: “A home has been 
blighted. A fair life is shattered. The 
trust of a dead man is thrown to the 
winds. Two young women are 
borne down by a sister’s shame. A 
mother’s heart is broken. A congrega
tion is divested of its confidence in a 
well-loved pastor. A supposed holy ‘ 
man is shorn of his cloak of righteous
ness. A taint is cast upon escutcheon 
that can but illy afford to give up its 
surface to anything but that which is 
fairest” Oh, shame, where is thv 
blush?

These outrages will not cease un til a 
healthy public opinion puts its seal of 
condemnation upon a pernicious system 
of religion thatdemoraliz.es its ministers 
by making unnatural demands of 
celibacy upon them, that human nature 
has not strength to fulfill. “The Age of 
Reason” must assert itself, aud the re
demption of humanity must follow as 
surely as the night follows the day.

W. C. P. Breckinridge, the pious 
Congressman, the seducer of a friendless 
child, is making a stubborn campaign 
to get another term in Congress. The 
Patriotic American tersely says; “If Mr. 
Breckinridge, as a private individual, 
will perjure himself to accomplish the 
ruin of a trusting woman, he will not 
hesitate to foreswear himself to his con
stituents and country to obtain a per
sonal end. A man cannot be a liar in 
private life and truthful in public office. 
Honorable, patriotic and moral legisla
tion cannot come from a dishonorable, 
unpatriotic and immoral source. We 
neither need nor want such men as 
Breckinridge to make laws for the na
tion.” Amen!

Rev. E. L. Southgate, of Lexington, 
says: "No decent Christian can afford to 
vote for this man.”

At a meeting at Mount Horeb Church 
on the 6th of May, Col. Breckinridge 
“confessed his guilt and prayed for
giveness, saying he had repented and 
wonld live a new life in the future.” 
After a consultation he was forgiven 
and taken into the church again. This 
is the second Kentucky statesman who 
has embraced religion in the past two 
months.

"When the Devil was sick, 
The Devil a monk would be; 
But when the Devil got well, 
The Devil a monk was he.”

At Spring-field, Mo., May 6, the Revs. 
Higinbotham and Boltz preached that 
man was boln pure and sinless; for such 
preaching they were expelled. Both 
sides held on to the church property, 
we are told, and the majority brought a 
motion for a restraining order to keep 
the "heretics” from using the church. 
The judge decided in favor of the 
majority.

The P. 0. department will be called 
upon to decide whether the publication 
of the Breckinridge trial in book form 
is not "obscene literature,” and as such 
liable to be excluded from the mails. 
The decision of thp P. M. G. will be 
awaited with interest. Nothing equal 
to it has transpired since the Beecher- 
Tilton trial.

There is a novel and interesting in
struction for the guidance of the clergy 
in the rule laid down by Bishop Vincent 
at the M. E. Conference of New York: 
“Between 8:30 o’clock in the evening 
and 1 o'clock in the morning, no min
ister ought to be seen on the street, 
unless he has been called to a funeral 
or something equally urgent.” The 
theory of the bishop's precaution is to 
prevent “caviling tongues from attribut
ing reckless dissipation to the clergy.” 
Or, perhaps, prevent the “domestic rav
ages” that Rev. Talmage attributes to 
Spiritualism. Why not? The Pittsburg 
Dispatch thinks that "the experience of 
a secular people kept awake at two or 
three o'clock in the morning by the 
wild whoops of the clergy enjoying their 
liberty would be too harrowing for 
toleration." Because— '

“The minister never swore before, 
But had cause this time, you see,

He wanted to write it '94
And he wrote jt ’93.”

Of the nineteen wives whom the great 
head of the Mormon church, Brigham 
Young, married, nine are said to be now 
living at Salt Lake City, Utah. The 
seventeenth wife, Amelia Folsom 
Young, who is now fifty-six years old, 
says that “the ill-feeling that'has here
tofore existed toward the Mormon 
church is fast dying out, and the people 
of Utah have learned to treat the Mor
mons as any other religious body.” The 
Spiritualists can now take hope, Rev. 
Talmage to the contrary notwithstand
ing, -

A pious, well-meaning lady, writing 
from Bevier, Mo.. calls upon Gov. 
Lewelling to appoint a da.y of fasting 
and prayer in Kansas, “for the purpose 
of interceding with Divine Providence 
to remove the industrial troubles which 
hang over the country.” She remem
bers. she says, when the Governors of 
Kansas and Missouri appointed such a 
day for the expulsion of grasshoppers, 
and it wag.so effective that she is sure - 
that present evils may be overcome in 
the same way. Why not? Does not the 
Episcopal prayer-bqqk give prayers for 1 
rain, prayers for dry weather, prayers 
for women id'traVkilj "ihe writer 
remembers to have been- compelled to. 
memorize these • dry platitudes under 
fear of punishment, . when, attending 
school in England. ; ? yi

C. H. Mathews.
New Philadelphia, Ohio.

thatdemoraliz.es
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CHARTER XXII.

■ ■ ' ' ' . '
Isabel Seeks Refuge in Davington 

Abbev-
[“The Night the Light Went Out" was a most 

remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of this city. 
We commenced in No. 225 the publication of its 

. companion piece, the scenes being laid in Eng
land. It is by Hammond Hills, of the Agnoetic 
Journal, London. We are sure it will prove of 

. great interest to our numerous readers. All new 
yearly or trial subscribers will get “The Night 
}he Light Went Out" free.]

Oyvrangon, who attended Isabel to thé bor
dera of her demesnes, on the way advised her 
of many matters concerning the Kin g’sde- 
signs, and her own and her husband’s welfare.

' “Andwonldat thou Boland de Brabanoon 
should escape a tyrant’s hate," he said, “thou 
must wear a semblance of forgetfulness, as 
though thou didst believe him dead, nor 
mourned too greatly for it; and wouldst thy
self escape a tyrant’s love, more terrible than 
hate, thou must quit thy manor, and without 
delay. Go to thy sister at Davington, for 
only in the cloister wilt thou be safe. Take, 
too, the vows of the novitiate upon thee, for, 
unguarded by such vows, King John would 
defy even theOhurch’s protection. But, lady, 
let thy zeal end there; become a novice, for 
that perforce thou must; but, as thou vainest 
thy earthly happiness, oppose all efforts, all 
persuasion, which would make thee a nun 
professed. As thou valuest thy purity of 
heart, become no member of a sisterhood un
der domination of a frith which, compelling 
its priesthood to make the vow of celibacy, 
yet demand no vows of chastity. As thou 
valuest thy eternal soul’s salvation, forbear to 
sacrifice'thyself, thy youth, tby beauty, thy 
fortune, and thy pure womanhood upon the 
altar raised by vain, lascivious tyrants, upheld 
by greed and rapine, and dedicated to a deity 
who, if he be, aa these same Christians say, 
infinite God, is drily, hourly insulted by his 
ordained priests, who describe him as a God 
of vengeance and a God of war, whose devilish 
thirst can only be appeased by blood and sac
rifice and wrong, who for his own glory hath 
devised hell’s torments on this earth, and hath 
sent willing executioners in the persons of his 
own chosen few—his Christian ministry. ’’

‘ ‘Oh ! cease, Cyvrangon, I pray thee, cease, ” 
exclaimed the terrified Isabel, crossing her- 
»elf. .

“Forgive me," rejoined her companion; 
“my language is too forcible for gentle lady's 
ears; but I could not refrain from expressing 
the great horror with which I hear'the Ohris- 
tian priest defame the god he oalleth his. 
Even I, Cyvrangon, initiate of the mysteries

• of Nature and of Nature's god, would not 
offer to any deity another worships—false 
though I might deem that deity—the indig
nity with which the Christians insult their 
god. I, who doubt—nay, more, who disbe- 
lieve—in a personal Jehovah or half-mortal 
Christ, am still more just than they, his most 
rigid followers, for I do not blast his name.

- Lady, I would think better of the Christian 
creed did It portray its founder os a god of 
mercy and a god of love.”

“Cyvrangon, thou dost not know our faith, 
our priesthood, ever teach of the groat mercy 
tad loving kindness of------"

‘ ‘They tell thee, lady, that their god is mer
ciful; they prove his mercy by his thirst for 
blood. They tell thee of his loving-kindness 
onto sinners; they prove his loving-kindness 

’ by pointing to a pit of flame prepared by him 
for his own children's punishment They tell 
thee of the joy and happiness he hath pre
pared for the dissembling few; they prove its 
truth by teaching thee that happiness will be 
intensified canst thou but see a brother or a 
sister writhing among the damned. Lady, 

. whoever be the deity, and be he true or false,
I still will bow to the great name of God, and 
honor it too much to truckle to the Christian’s 
blasphemy; for here, beneath the vaulted arch 
of heaven, I do proclaim the Christian slander 
of its god a lie!"

And as the prophet stood, with arm up
raised, his words Would have carried con
viction with them to a less, romantic heart than 
that which beat within the breast of Isabel.

With a sudden change of tone and manner, 
Cyvrangon said:

“Pardon me, lady, if fear lest thou might 
be induced to take tlie irrevocable step, which 
would forever rob thee of thy freedom and thy 
purity, caused me to forget thy Christian 
scruples.”

“Fear not I will dû that, Cyvrangon; while 
my husband lives I have a talisman would, 
protect me from a thousand priés!», tad from 
a thousand nunneries; while he live», no act 

- of mine shall sever what God and the Arch
bishop have made one.” ‘

“ ’Tis well, for thou ..art rich in worldly 
treasure; thou wilt be tempted, lady."

Thus saying, the visionary strode in the 
silent gloflffi; tad Isabel,/with a heavy heart, 

- entered the royal abode which. claimed her as 
Lite mistress. That she was again in danger

CHAPTER XXIII,

YOU SHOULD

Christ, saith

fray in the welkin’s

steeped in blood be

virgin-born Saviour,
God’s son,

Isabel; “thine aspirations now should be .only, jjjhalj never by Orient Crescent be won I 
for the glory of thy faith, _...Let.what. wjll wh'ite. heavv Btone of thfiFor the white, heavy stone of ■ the tomb is up-tall, it should not arouse within thy bosom one

in-

bock, and coldly said: •I

“Thou shouldst not suffer aught ot earthly 
hope to influence thee,” she said, in answer to
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from the advances of the King she knew; and 
so, retiring for the few . remaining hours of 
early morn,to rest, she resolved, ere another 
night should fall, to make her way to Dav
ington. ■■

‘•Better,"she said, “far better to dwell in 
seclusion, with a sister's love to cheer my 
path, than,to linger here alone, ever alone, 
hoping against hope, waiting fpr the dav 
which, much I fear, will never dawn for me.5’

But scant rest had Isabel, for well she knew 
she had been suffered to dwell in uninterrupted 
peace at Kirton only in consequence of the 
unsettled State of the ’ times. The Druid's 
warning, combined with the knowledge that 
John himself was in the near vicinity ot Kir

. ton, filled her heart with dread, and convinced 
her of the necessity of immediate action; she, 
therefore, biide her retainers prepare to ac
company her to Davington with all despatch, 
Scarcely had she done so when an edict from 
the King was brought her, bidding her with
draw from her retirement, and return unto the 
Court she had so suddenly quitted through the 
late primate’s intercession. In three days, the 
monarch wrote, escort befitting the heiress of 
Kirton should be sent, when he charged her 
to be prepared to set out for Dover Castle.

“In three days,” she murmured, “and John 
is even now in near proximity; what if he pre
cede the escort?" and, stimulated by the 
prospect of this new danger, Isabel quitted 
with all possible speed her manor home, and, 
never loosening rein until she reached Dav
ington, sought refuge within the convent's 
sheltering walls. Heaven help the stricken 
mortal who, flying from worldly danger, be
comes entangled within the circle of the 
Church, caught in the snare which is bated 
by hypocrisy, and exposed to the “tender 
mercies" of the Christian ministry.

It was with grief the Abbess of Davington 
(for Frances had already, young as she was, 
been elevated to that high estate; but the 
reader must remember that Frances de (Here, 
when she became the Bride of Christ, brought 
a rich dower with her; and wealth, which is 
commercially so powerful a lever, contrives to 
hold its own even among such as have for
sworn the world and Mammon)—it was with 
grief the Abbess of Davington heard that 
Isabel and De Brabancon had once more met; 
for she feared such interview would tend 
greatly to shake her sister’s religious stead
fastness, and she at once sought to dispel the 
hope to which Isabel still dung, that she 
should meet her husband yet again.

But all the eloquence of the sister, all the 
specious sophistry of the nun, failed to de
stroy the faith which lived in that young, 
trusting heart, and, living, had supported her 
through her career of sorrow.

So Frances professed to yield the point. 
She was pot the only abbess who has assumed 
a virtue in order to gain a soul; and, willing 
for the time to suffer Isabel to nurse her hope, 
she ceased to argue on the subject, only beg
ging her, for the sake of her immortal soul's 
salvation, to renounce the world and all its 
vanities, to relinquish all earthly ties, to be 
henceforth but in heart a wife, and to await 
within the convent the bright day when, all 
her troubles over, she should be again united 
to the loved one, only in a better land, and 
purified from that degrading sin to which fal
len mortals give the name of conjugal fidelity.

Thus, under a sister’s auspices, but one too 
pure and good to feel a sister's love, Isabel 
entered upon her novitiate.

One foot within the snare!
Scarcely had Isabel become a novice ere 

King John sent to Davington an imperious 
message, charging the abbess to yield her sis
ter into his hands. But the usually gentle 
though firm nun, strong in the power she held 
by the dispensation of Providence, refused to 
comply with the King's command, asserting 
that she was responsible to Heaven for the 
soul thus placed under her care, to be qualified 
for entrance to the Holy Cloister. .

The baffled monarch, beside himself with 
rage, at once committed the messenger to 
prison who bore the nun’s defiance; and, 
maintaining his ill-fortune to be the conse
quence of having bathed in the Unholy Lake, 
he caused Peter of Pontefract to be brought 
before him/ and accused him of having, by his 
black art, submitted his monarch to the “Or
deal of Hell;” for hell and all itehost of devils 
he was convinced he saw on the night he be
came paralyzed with tear at Goeteris: Quoit 
It was in vain, the luckless soothsayer pro
tested innocence, and reminded the King that 
he had specially enjoined him to lay his hand 
upon the consecrated oak, for that the oak and 
tomb were both required to remove the De
mon’s spelt King John maintained that, in
stigated by him, he had plunged info. the . 
Devil’s bath, and had come out a .thing ac-; 
ciirsed. And, experiencing no spark of glfk- 
itude for the cure which had been effected?!-- 
for the soothsayer's remedy had removed all 
traces of the leprosy—the monarch signed an 
order for his immediate execution; tad Peter 
of Pontefract was removed by the guards and

hanged within the Cutie grounds of Roches
ter. .

Left to himself, the tyrant muttered: “Isa
bel de Clere shall join my Court at Dover, 
even if I tew her from the sanctuary with my 
own hands, Fine odds, forsooth—a pack ot 
cackling, bead-telling women against the 
monarch of broad England. Let prating 
priests jabber their Latin curses at me as they 
will; they cannot launch me deeper into hell 
than I already am through Innocent’s vile inter
dict. He hath usurped my prerogative of kingly 
power, and shall I suffer him to step between 
me and my love? No; the Pope of Rome 
hath yet to learn John, King of England, fears 
neither priest nor devil. ”

1 The Holy Sepulchre.
“The lady crouches in cloistered «hade, within 

' the convent walls; •
Renounced are all her fair domains, hercas- 

ties, and her halls. < ,
Yet oh! how oft the sad recluse will think on 

happier days . . ''
Of him who now tor evermore hath vanished 

■ from her gaze. ■ - , (
‘Oh! list, lady, list to the convent bell; i 1 
Forget the world in thy grated cell.’"

That song! it was Oyvrangon’», Ahi well 
the novice knew the strain, and deemed th6 
Briton bad brought tidings of her love. Her 
lovel involuntarily she paused. “Ohl what 
have I to do with love,” she moaned—“I wh^ 
am tb cloistered novice? and what is song 
British bard to me, dead to the world as. t 
must soon become—against my will, against 
my will—for I," and the hot tears welled 
forth, “I have not that sweet purity of nature 
which blds weak mortal yield earth’s pleasures 
for the glories of. self-sacrifice?” And then 
the weeping novice strove to close her ear .to 
the music of earth, to listen only to the sol
emn chaunt of the nuns as they kept their 
lonely vigil in the cloister. In vain, in vain; 
Isabel de Brabanoon had not, struggle to de
ceive herself how she might, entirely subdued 
her woman’s heart or conquered her woman’s 
nature. Isabel de Brabancon had attempted,, 
but had failed, to make of herself a mere 
slave to follow, ‘without one wavering though^ 
tbe rules of priesthood first invented for the 
glory of its faith—the death-in-lifo ordained 
in mockery of Nature’s laws, the human sacri
fice which is an outrage to the laws of Go^. 
All honor to such failure!

Again Cyvrangon’s song pierced through 
the silent gloom, and Isabel, unable longer to 
restrain emotion, hastened to her sister's celt 
Her sister?—no, the Abbess of Davington; 
for beneath that holy title the name of sister^ 
sinks to nothingness; the Abbess of Davington 
hath no sisters now, save only the sisters of 
the cloister.

and raised it from the tomb, then noiselessly 
departed, leaving the Abbess and her sister 
alone by the sarcophagus.

“Thou now beholdest, sister, the great 
blessing which our order owns, Before Saint 
Mildred founded this holy abbey she was sum
moned in a vision to the spot. Being a devout 
woman, she obeyed the, summons, and op a 
mound of earth where now the altar stands 
she, kneeling, watched from the morning’s 
dawn till midnight, when a sheet of lightning 
cleft the skies, and the great miracle was 
wrought which hither bore that massive tomb; 
as light as bird on wing it floated through the 
air, and, passing gently over Saint Mildred’s 
kneeling form, so near she almost felt the 
{treasure, it rested on the spot where now it 
s, whence'nor map nor time may ever move 
ft Then caine a mighty noise as of a thou
sand’cymbals, clashing, followed by a voice 
like to the rushihg wind, sonorous, deep, which 
sang: ;.- - ,/■< .
’Mid the clashing'of cymbals, the ringing of

' mail, ' ‘
. And thpbrayof the war trump, to Pales

. tine's eHM,
O'ér the foam-crested wave shall the warrior 

Bail .
: To rescue GM'S tomb from the Saracen 
,v -, ■ ;bàfld, ■■: -
The dark-browed Byzantine, the infidel horde, 
Who have wrested great Calvary’s tomb from

the Lord. ‘
They ride ihebjoad billows, they scud through 

the foain,
' 'With L&barom unfurled, and with armor 

-■ ^ bedight: . . - -
Hallelujah! for yonder.is Christ’s Holy Tomb, '

Adorning the summit of Calvary's height; 
’Mid t®kb|r scream, havoc, and carnage, they 
' gain
Foothold-on the mount where their Saviour 

was slain.
On, on press the knights of the Christ and 

the crons;
On rushes the Paynim with fire-flashing eyes, 

Each pillar and temple, each rampart and 
fosse;

Is bristling with scimitars, guarding the 
prize.

And the war-horses snorted as wounded they 
' lay -
On the blood-spattered sand, ’mid the carnage 

that day.
Ah! the cohorts lie low upon Calvary’s strand, 
, All wounded and mangled and trampled in 

g°re,
Yet the Cross that was planted by Tankred’s 

mailed'hand

thought or one emotion." -
“Ahl sister mine,” responded the unfortun

ate Isabel, “didst thou but know the struggle 
in my heart; didst thou but know how I have 
striven to check each rising sigh—to repress; 
each thought of him whom now 1 dare not' 
love; yet who"------and a flood of tears almost
choked her utterance, “y?t who still loveth 
me!"

“Thy love! how different is it in ite kind to 
mine,” the Abbess sighed.

“Thy love!” said Isabel, “I did not 
know"------

“Thou didst not know I loved! Ah! sister 
Isabel, not mine the love fanned by alternate 
doubt and fear; but mine the certain hope! 
Not mine the love, one-half of sorrow and 
one-half of joy; but mine the promised bliss! 
Not mine the love depending upon mortal 
for its sustenance, seeking for mortal smile to 
fan its glowing flame; but mine the love of 
heaven and the shield of faith—the smile 
which cheers me on, the smile which is the 
herald of a glorious immortality!”

And the Abbess placed her hand upon her 
sister’s brow with gentle, kind solicitude, and 
sought to assuage her grief. Then, as the 
recollection of her stem duties once more over
came the gentle ties of kinship, she drew

“Sister, learn to subdue thy erring nature; 
let thy heart be dead, henceforth, and suffer 
but tha soul to survive within the polluted 
temple of clay. ” 4

Ahl then the Abbess, not the sister, spoke; 
and the weeping Isabel,' immured, not from 
choice, but from compulsion, within those 
cloistered walls, shrank like a guilty thing be. 
neath reproof from one who had not power to 
guage her suffering, ;

“Sister, how is it,” she continued, “thou 
seekest to reject what I have been too thank
ful to receive? Why dost thou repine at a lot 
which I have found more blessed than any, lot 
of mortal?" >

“It is because,” eaid Isabel, her rebellious 
spirit rising, “it is because thy lot is the lot 
thy free will chose—it is because thou wert by 
Nature framed for solitude. Thou hast’thy 
choice; I have not mine! Thou art like the 
prisoned bird who hath never known how 
sweet it is to roam on freedom’s wing; thou 
const not judge the torture that prison is to 
me,, whom circumstance hath fettered with an 
iron chain, but whose hope hath been to soar 
aloft, to traverse apace, to gaze upon the arch 
of Heaven, and feel that in its vast expanse' 
lay the only bar of liberty!” ,
• “Sister,.the offering which thy heart shall 
make upon the shrine of faith will be more 
acceptable that it hath cost thee suffering. 
Come with me now unto the chapel, for well 
jnethihks the time a fitting one for thee to 
view the holy tomb which standi»- within its 
center, and which thou hast not hitherto been 
permitted to see, save covered by the sacred 
pall." . j. . ’

And the Abbess led. the way unto the 
chapel; when, motioning four of the sisters 
present, sack took a corner of the linen cloth

rent,
And flows, as blood flows 'neath the edge of 

the sword,
The red blood of the Christ on Gethsemane 

spent,
And the marble’s upheaved by the arms of 

the Lord.
Hallelujah! rejoice! with miraculous sweep, ' 
From the sands of the East o’er the cavernous

deep,
The sepulchre rides on the wings of the bl«at, 
To the God-hallowed shrine of Saint Mildred 

’tie cast.
Hallelujah! rejoice! and belaud to the skies 
That fane where the tomb of the Saviour lies.

After thè Abbess had recited, in dear, im
pressive tones, the legend of her order, she 
fell upon her knees beside the Holy Sepulchre, 
motioning Isabel to do the same. For a long 
time they knelt in silent prayer. At length 
Isabel, who might not speak or move while the 
Abbess remained prostrate, found her attention 
arrested by hieroglyphics on the tomb, which 
she observed were Celtic; and, hardly knowing 
how to restrain speech until the Abbess rose, 
she profited by her knowledge of the British 
tongue by , in part deciphering their meaning. 
When permitted, to break silence, Isabel im
petuously exclaimed:

“Sister, sister, thou hast been deceived; 
this,is not the sepulchre of Christ our Lord; it 
isa Cymric toxqb.”

Overwhelmed/with astonishment at Isabel’s 
blasphemy?—fó? blasphemy of the most fla
grant order she believed it to be—Frances 
lost for a time, the power of . speech and mo
tion; and‘Isabel, continuing, said:

“Here,, traced in Celtic characters, is re
corded the death of King Cunobeline, the date 
the year.16, Cunobeline, sister, was a Briton, 
an upholder of the Druidic faith. He had no 
knowledge Of that great light which just had 
dawned,, and which has spread its blessings to 
our hearts. Abbess^ we desecrate the Chris
tian faith by kneeling at his shrine. Believe 
me thoti hast been deceived; for, though I may 
not tiape. rii of these mystic signs, not being 
a skilled translator of our country’» ancient 
tongue, yet do I something know, of Celtic 
characters, and inoro than most in this our 
age, may do;, and Ì haVe spoken truth"-—-

. “Sistpr, thou hast spoken falsely!" said the 
Abbess, .regaining self-possession.. “The 
something thou float boast thou knowestof 
myatlc Bigns, that something I call sin; and, 
if thou art not skilled in ancient tongue, why 
thou art skilled in blasphemy.”

“Nay,.Bister, speak not thus’’------ -
.."Be siientl ' I am.Abbess here, , and, wert 

thou nun professed instead of simple novice, 
I wopld submit thee to »uPb penance as might 
wtan thf^inB awoy. : i must trust that peni
tence qjBy:ntonè; for. the most blasphemous 
speech that ever has been uttered within these 
holy walls. ; ‘Sister, thou must pass thè night 
•lone within this chapel, and neither food nor 
Water shall be given thee." .

“Nsy, Abbess, not alone," shrieked the 
affrighted Isabel; “thou dost not—cannot mean 
it. Ohl I shall die with fear,"

“Sister, I have Baid; and better were it thou 
should die with fear than live to brand as false 
the Church's holy records.”

‘ ‘Ob! Abbess, I knew not that I had sinned. 
I will do penance, but not here, not here alone; 
I cannot bear it. Ohl would that I had never 
learned one word pf British tongue.”

“As many au erring mortal hath wished 
before thy time, and will do after. j We are 
forbid to pluck the fruit from off the Tree of 
Knowledge, and he who disobeys must bear 
the consequence, Are not we told that priests 
alone should seek to penetrate the past, and 
only they because they are our guides, and any 
knowledge which they do not teach is sinful 
knowledge; that thou knewest, sister. I can
not withdraw my mandate. Here thou must 
remain. ”

“Ohl but I fear! That tomb—oh! cover 
it! I cannot live and gaze on that all through 
the darksome nightl"

“Thy fear will purify thee, sister,” said 
the Abbess calmly, as she turned to quit the 
chapel.

- “Sister, sister, by all the joys our early 
childhood brought us, when we were twins in 
heart as well as twins, by birth, let not thy 
holy office turn thee into stone! I dare not 
stay—oh! by the memory of our mother’s love, 
condemn me not to pass the night within this 
gloomy vault-—alone, alpne! Frances, Ab
bess, it is thy sister pleads, thy paly, thy 
twin-sister!” And the weeping Isabel upon 
her knees was clinging fast to her Superior's 
robe.

And the Abbess—was she stone? Ah! no, 
a. tear was in her eye, and struggling in her 
heart was all a sister's love so long repressed 
by her pure Church’s rigor. But. she was an 
Abbess, and she might not yield. Condemn 
her not; her sufferings, though calmly borne, 
were as great as those of Isabel. As soon as 
she had repressed emotion she said:

‘ ‘Thou again forgettest that I own no tie of 
kindred; 1 have no sisters, save only the sis
ters of the cloister. I am the Bride of Christ, 
I would thou wert so too. I tell thee that 
thou must remain. What is thy fear to me? 
I have thy soul to save!" And the Abbess 
slowly passed from out the chepel, locking the 
door on Isabel.

With a shriek of despair Isabel cast herself 
upon the chapel floor, and in distracted ac
cents cried: “I shall be mad ere morning; 
what if, in the darkness of the night, a dead 
man come from out that tomb, and clasp me 
in his cold embrace. Oh! am I in the vault of 
death, or do I live? Oh! reason, reason, thou 
art tottering on thy throne!”
“The lady crouches in cloistered shade, within 

the convent walls;
Renounced are all her fair domains, her cas

tles, and her halls;
Yet oh! how oft the sad recluse will think, on 

happier days,
Of him who now for evermore hath vanished 

from her gaze.
‘Oh! list, lady, list to the convent bell;
Forget the world in thy grated cell.' ”

That song! it was Cyvrangon’s and hope 
once more animated the breast of Isabel.

“Cyvrangon," she cried, “Oyvrangon, now 
redeem thy promise, and teach my heart to 
break.”

Even as she spoke a packet—whence she 
knew not, but well she knew from whom—fell 
at her feet. To open it was the work of a 
moment.
. “Lady, ” the letter ran, “fear nothing. I 

saw thy danger recorded on the scroll which 
is the roof of freedom, and have provided for 
thy rescue ere the shades of evening fall; and 
while the daylight penetrates thy prison thou 
wilt not, for thou art brave, suffer fear to en
compass thee,"

And the Lady of Kirton banished her ter
rors, for she knew she would bqxeleased ere 
night and danger should togetheri®.

(TO be continued.) '

quiries concerning Lily Dale as a health re
sort, that I have decided to answer through 
the columns of your valuable and widely-read 
paper. I have been resident physician here 
during the last seven years, and therefore have 
had abundant opportunity to know something 
of the sanitary conditions of the place. I 
have practiced in several States of the Union, 
including world-famed Florida, yet have found 
no place so admirably adapted to the needs of 
summer health-seekers as Lily Dale. Lying 
at an elevation of over 700 feet above Lake 
Erie gives us what might be termed a moun
tain air, while the water clear as crystal, pure, 
and almost ice cold, has medicinal properties, 
and acts as a tonic, producing appetites that 
serve the butcher much better than the doc
tor. Patients representing almost every vari
ety of disease—pulmonary, cordial, hepatic, 
neurotic, arthritic, etc., often find relief here 
without the aid of a physician. A new health 
feature has been lately added to the place in 
the form of a sanitarium, Mrs. C. L. Todd, 
proprietor, who gives salt and vapor baths, 
and other treatment under medical direction. 
Add to the above a natural scenery that hints 
of Switzerland and Italy for picturesque effects 
and LUy Dale can be truly recommended as a 
Nationri Mecca, which it is tut becoming.

E. C. Hyde.

A Messenger of Truth.
Louisa Barstow writes: “Ypur paper comes 

as a messenger of truth to every one who is 
fortunate enough to have it placed in their 
hands, whether they acknowledge the pres
ence Of the light or not.”

“Tha Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with 

introductory circular setting, forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred, to close the edition. Send at once 
to Tax Pbogmssive Thinkib, 40 Loomis 
street. . .

Jit ChCllVTOtlt
Leonard, Mo,

In Agony
IB Year« With Salt Rheum >
Hood'» Sarsaparilla Cave a Perfect

■ . ■ Cure, .■ -, •
" O. L Hood & Co., Lowell, MMa. t

" Hood's Sarsaparilla is an excellent medicine. 
I had eczema in my left leg' fòr fifteen years, 
Fart óf the time my leg was‘ eñe mass ot scabs, 
and about every week corruption would gather 
under the skin and the scabs would slough off.

The Itching and Burning 
sensation made me suffer Indescribable agonies. 
I spent a great deal of money for different rem
edies but did not get relief. About a year ago, 
leading physicians advised me to take Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla. I did so and have taken five het- 

Hood’s^Cures 
ties. Now all the sores, scabs and pain have 
vanished and X am enjoying perfect health. I 
think Hood's Sarsaparilla is second to none and 
gladly reoommend ft to ul) suffering humanity.’’ 
Ki. L. Chkuvront, Leonard, Missouri.

Have a copy oftbe “Astral 
Guide.*' It contains a lec* 
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Trbatmbnt by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It te 
Indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imform you where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for the Absolute Cure of • 
all acute aijd chronic dis- ; 
ease. Astral Cui^scnton ; 
receipt of stamp. ,

L. J. SHAFER,
Chemiitt . 

1910 Washington Boul.
4 Chicago, m.

RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICS ORSCIENCE. ,
BY HUDSON TUTTLE. !

----------
’’’ The past hu been tbe Age of tbe Gogs and the Be« 
Hglonof Pain; thepresenjlii the Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servila trust in tbe Goda, but 
knowledge tn the laws of the world, belief in tbe di
vinity of man and hie eternal progress toward perfec
tion fi the foundation of the Religion of iixN and 
system of Ethics as treated In this work. 1

The following are the titles of the chapters: ••'*'***« 
PART FIRST—Religion and Science?

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monetbelim; Phallic worship; Mau’s Moral Progress 
depends on his Intellectual Growth: The Great Theo
logical Problem»—the Origin of Evil, tbe Nature of 
God; the Future State; Fall of Man and the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man’s Position, Fate. Free 
Will, Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself. ,
PART SECOND-The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
Tbe Lavr of Moral Government; Tbe Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; WlsJom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Reart; What Is Good! What la 
Wrong! Happiness; Tbe Path of Advance; Tha Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of the Will: 
Tho Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; film Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of tbe Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Culture; Marriage. s

820 Pages, Finely Bound In Muslin, Sent postage free 
for »IM For tale wholesale and retell at this ofltok

The Other World and This.

TH THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
JL Augusta W. Fletcher. M. D„ tn the tblrtx-ntne 
chapters discuss« a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
point She evinces the powers of n trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and Une literary style, and 
capablty of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist’» 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning Bplrtnsllsm and tts teach- 
^or sale at this office. Price, $1.50.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AHACCO UNT OF MOB ERM SPIRIT.
uUlwn—■Ky-called-from Its Inception at Hydes« 

vllle. N. Ym Including the experiences of the Fox Fam« 
lly, splrlwtUBtlc and otherwise, could not fall to be 
very Interesting, and the interest 1» intensified when 
that account Is written by one of the Fox Sisters. 
Such is tbe fact In this Instance, tbe volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated in a/most entertaining manner, and with more 
eompleteneM than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
meat important part of the hlBtory of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every Bplrituallst should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to »Id to »full underetandlng of Spiritualism, »nd » 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume is enriched rrltb a number of fine en
graved portrait» of members of tbe Fox F»mlly.

Price, $1.60. For »ate al thii office. ■

DOHMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 
JL By Little Doten. These poemi are u stejta 
iufrar. Plica'll.Ofc

TDEYOUD THEGATES. BYEUZk^ 
£j betb Stoxrt Phelp». A nimbly entuulalag wodL 
Price >1.00. - ■ a‘ .
DEAL LIFE IM THE SPIRIT-LAMO, 

ZV Given tnijjlrallonslly by tire. Marla M. Kin* 
You will not become weary while rftidlng this exc7 
lenlhnok.. Priced cent«.. .
TFBERAL LECTURES. BY d. B. 

JU French. Thay are vorth their weUhbtarold. 
Prion, paper, »cent». • *
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At
Will C, Hodge,

A SPIRITUAL PICNIC.

food. »

EXCELLENT BOOKS!The Coining American Civil War.

been an ardent Methodist and prominent inW. F. Peck.

fJ/AS A BRA ¿LAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
V V lit? or, Curious Revelations tropi the Life of a Trane«

A MISSIONARY TRACT.
What is Spiritualism? How to investigate.

vx «• uiiKuv c»uu QpaxAviAMA v*mv*s * v v«m«v * , - . . « , luiieringana wraiQ or tug millions wno nave gone
wea dckltahtari /Inoa r>M fnllir oYnrAaii mv faaL fiDOY© BOOK, tO BXuBnCl ItS Circulation, Will DC from earth-life with the damnin? effects of debauch- was delighted does not fuuy express my reel- > ?v.js<»?!««e4 ambition, uu.au.aed revenge »d33 East avenue, Rochester, N. Y. ings. I showed my picture to a friend, who

The Progressive Thinker.

VERY INTERESTING,

says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1.

Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

that denomination, but through the philosophy 
and phenomena of modern Spiritualism, he 
has become an earnest worker and supporter

for a Historical Jesus.
Id thia volume the Jews are clearly shown not to

A NOTABLE EVENT, SPIRITUALISM, ITS WORKERS

GENERAL DIVISION.
I. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH BISTORT.
H. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
Tbc whole comprl.e. an earne.t but frultle«. search

piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
J-J Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cents.

piBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KERSE Y GRA VES. 
U It will well pay perusal. Price «1.75.
'pE~SE~ARCliES~ IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
ZV embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
of Zoroastrianism and too derlvatlonof Christianity; to which It 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. 
One ef the mow. valuable works ever published. Price 11.50.

'DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 
A Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. You will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Trice 75 cents.
DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY 

£\. Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, if. A. Every patHot should read ft 
Price <1,00-

TI/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH* 
Vv es, poems and songs; gathered from ti’o highways, by» 

ways and hedges of life. By Mattle E. Hull. It Is most excellent. 
Price 11.00.

TX/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN '-THREE 
rr Sevens," a book of 271 page.. By The Phelont X ta 

really a very Interesting and .ugge.tlve work. Price «1.25.

Your grocer or druggist sells it Booklet free.THE CALIFORNIA GRAPE FOOD CO,,
Los Gatos, Cal.

General Eastern Agency, 
145 Broadway, N. Y.

General Pacific Agency, 
408 Sutter St., San Francisco.

Chicago Belling Agent,
Edwin E. Hills, TO State St,

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF •PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

*’ * . suggested I should take it to an art store and
The Progressive Thinker. see whafl could get a match piece painted to 

Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker it for. The proprietor said it could be done

given through th$ , trance mediumship of should be met by the overpowering force of To the Editor:—The Springfield 
W. P. phelon, M. D. the physical, urged on by spiritual conditions; Aid Society, with a large contingent

■. .. ,£‘ that was a part of the discipline of the race, pathisers, went to Suffield, Oonn., ohI fi T.Hh Auo Thor will ono -mnnn non -v > ■« « •» .« >. '« _ _ • > »

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE, 
i Letters to tbe Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Llpplft. 
Ao Illustrated pamphlet. Worth its weight Id gold. ?ri.pe 35 
cents. -

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRII HEALING. A 
i series of lesions on the relations of tbe spirit to Its own organ
ism, and the Inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamain 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price «1.50.

PH IL OSO PHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER
I course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work, it pos' 

great merit. Price 11.25.

'piIE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGED 
1 Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mfr

Cann. Price 15 cents. ,

'THE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
J- A manual, with directions for tbe organization and manage« 

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis, fiomarhlqg 
indespenslble. Price 50 cents.

'THE SPIRITS WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 
1 saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. It 11 a

pamphlet that wlli weli pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

one period in history and regarding Its most famous participant— 
the most noted American. It is baaed on truth and tact, and 
therefore will Uva from this time forth. The publisher has nol

Soul of Things; or Psychometric
RpRearches and Discoveries knowing that it will boar thorough examination, regardlexoiivesenrcues unit xyiscoveries. doctrine or creed or .ect. It Is a remarkable picture-?, page of

TOY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. r®“wlU be amply
D Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise as 1_______ “ .______________________________ _________
a text-book, U Is as fascinating as a work of fiction. A ^»rr» ^^•rr^nTbe reader will be amazed to see tbe curloas facts A N AMERICA A A.f.\G AND OTHER STO- 
here combined in support of this newly-discovered ¿1 ries, by Mrs. M. A. Frccnmn. These sketches are a most 
power of tbe human mind, which will resolve a thou powerful Illustration of man’s cruelty and injustice to his fellow 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain as man. Price 10 cents, 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now ol> _ .. ......................... _
.cured by time. _ ________ ANTIQ UITY UNIFILED. ANCIENT VOICES

’ ’’ from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revels-
,«1.50 lions, proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 

Unveiled has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price 11.50. Postage 12 cents,

They Are for Sale at This Office.
UTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 

O rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jacksow 
Davis. Intended for the light and solace of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. Price 50 cents.

5ECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE
Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na> 

ture,’’ ' ‘Ethics of Science,’’ “Science of Man,” etc. Hudson Tut« 
tie was threatened with death for writing and publishing bli 
“Convent,” which has had a phenomenal run in Tbe PnoaHssa« 
ive Thinker. Post paid anywhere, 50 cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cents.

COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER.
A scientific method of delineating character,* diagnosing 

disease; determining mental, physical aud business qualification.; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of tbe tnoun and planets, from 182« 
to 1900 Inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth »6.00. Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO~
cal music for the choir, congregation aud social circles, by J. 

M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition, Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias throbbing with the soul of 
Inspiration, embodying tbe principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to tbe most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
uli original), and adapted to all occasions, It is doubtless the molt 
attractive work of tbe kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the BOclal circle. 
Cloth, «2.00. Postage ¡4 cents.

'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THB 
J. Confessional, by Father Chlniquy. A stirring account of th« 

diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price 11.00.

'T'HE CONTRAS!, BY MOSES HULL. A 
J comparison between Ermjgeik'aliera and Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of Its nble and versatile author. To 
those who know him that is sufficient inducement to purchMt 
the book. Price «1.00.

Jyf/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 
vV Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book should 

be read by every Spiritualist Price «1.00; postage 10 cents.

CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO
VA nomfcal and astrological origin of all religion.. A poem by 

COIUI Cr*^U I KI O I II Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.
v J TTELEN HARLOW'S vow, or self-jus.

s. received* message from mv husband, who , — ~ „ .. n . B f J, ihb, tice. Bytoi« wai«brooker. price,i.so. ,this . . . ° ’ A Offer —Secrets of the Convent of Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8.had passed over a year ago, and also mes- •a-iwueuHei. oeuicw vi vuc vuuvvuv ui medinm. Thuutuc took wm be reed win TMMORTALITY. a POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
al j . ,, tnA Nfleren HAA.rt intense interest by thousands. It contain, Mr. Bowles' / ...., „-„o.. .. n« w asages from other dear friends—all messages . , c£eiV1 j-u • I Interview, with the inhabitant, of tbe Hells of Spirit, I Rftri04\^i?or of Voices6 Prius so Answered. By W. 8.

—J t The remainder of the bound edition of the nte-a dreadtnl, but apparently true report at tbe »»now. *<*“•“ «voices, price w cents.
of a bright and spiritual order. To say that I xjtabal raymondls resolve, by lois

or R ery, misdirected ambition, umtlsded revenge and 4« Walsbrooker. Price 11JO. Mrs. Waisbrooker.s book,sent for ZO cents per copy; postage O cents, lying Ures. Tbo book Is made up ot fifteen Chapters. ‘hollld 8® read l,y cvpry woman In the land.
/irininc i/Yi* ill ftA ■ wiottacrA naiA M<nv 8omo of tho titles of the chapter, are as follows; * d c a nihTD a \~t\ d e- tz/i ary-» n rr tmror lour copies lor tl.vu, postage paia, Jnany TbeSphere.of Insurrectlonl..’.aDd Prostltutes-Tbf A^jIND READIArG AS D BE YOND. BY WMt

in nrd^nncr havfi ATnrSRflfid & fifigirfi for ths Homeof Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirit, who ZKZ A Hovey. 209 page., with Illustration, of tbe subjects
Hl Oiuermg uavc exprewwu a xur Uie plot t0 increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, treated upon. Price «1.25.
muslin binding, bat contented themselves with S«??1},00 rcvenge-Tbe War Department in r„7„rr turrrro rrvir .. m, the HeHaof Spirit-life—Unhappy Marriages are pro- TjOEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LL\ N. A
the p&per on account Ot price» Aney C&n now -I volume of sweet outpouring? of a gentle nature, who ha. no
nloftoo fhamflplvpR Silver mar ha mailari at, cJ1?! —uh»Q thought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, win-piease tneniseivcB. Oliver luoy ue maiiuu at Mormon Hen—Tho .Hell for Dishonest spiritualist, «¿m ana Pri^AEiiin
CmKHnh-w.’« A a nBrnhw of **d medlums-Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince. refiUttI‘ *«ce«i.w.pUDllBuer 8 riSK. AS tuC numoeror copies 4n Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting In the TJFIIGIOK RY F D RABBITT M D TR
is quite limited; orders should be sent at JS? Co^ewdVprile1S>“nta,0r tUe end‘ TllaBp,rt,|• /t all cocld be ied to believe In ,»cha religion the wond'would

.ITnncnv T’rrmfnr •» DnhlialtAf' "Dcrlln  ____________________ !______________________________ be far better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In poweroncC« .HUDSON aUTTLE, xUOllSuer, xSerlin and disposition to apply Lb» fact« ot history and .clence. Price
Heights .Ohio, VFRY INTERESTINO. | »1.23. Postage 10 centa.____________________________

1 » DEYO ND THE GATES. BY ELIZA- ’™nw»3 -s -a jo <!ntranjp»m■ ' ■ ■ w Ai . C A it , „ «nit»no«n-ft mratu o; pa,u0B».y Bjn >o "JI eui raon r-rU keth Sttiarl Phelps, author of “Rates.Ajar.’ r-r-r-rr.R-r /The Question Settled. Tty Mnaaa -Trull. "The Story of Avis," etc. Cloth «1.25. For sale at this CTEEt-HLVD LIIODOHJ. JO SJ.J7HVH x
A pttipful cnrnOarison of "RihlicAl and Mndnrn ------------ —---- — 'oo'ts "|j<i -pus-ijouiiungsm03eonscarezui comparison oi moiicai ana inoaern wqhld<s SIXTEEN CRUCI- “W ’i B| «panoqt> >j -MutsqisuB 1 ’«it is *-r
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, «1. / ae4 Savloni. By Kersey Graves. Youslomd 'Q7S0M-J.ISMS 3HJ. NIJ03V7 UNV SHI 1

Way side Jottings. ByMattie E. Hull. Es- •81000 os Tt-ioa vttioHB nox -ftt., 6 ” 1 p., .. ALL ABOUT DEVILS. BY MOSES »la’B-n. ¥> drasoinipara eqt tymozm usnitM ®«tn jo xioisra
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth ¥1. ,/jf Hull. A work you ahdmd read Price iseeats. -buumv lv;opn»qsyo}B9Ufl./?)qo.‘|a»wq,vjo r-f

A Sex Bevolatlon, by Louie Wsi.hraota. iuu ■st»’3/fQJ.S mu Kiwi
Britto» ftmumi»

Mat 26 1894

TUI« VHlPC HC TUC QDIDIT itself in wave after wave, until it reached
I nla lUlUL Ui I HL Ul 111111 India, and there that which has repeated it

. . Belt upon your continent took place thousands
_ < of years ago.1 The same vigor, the same
Dogma Is Not Essential to Under- spiritual dominance left bellied it traces as we 

Standing. find them today in the marvelous cities, pal
' _ ■ aces and temples of that country. It was

■: • ■■ ■■ ■' R '' N ..f: r.. necessary that the rawness of the physical

the Home of ;an Artist Spir- As Seen by the Veteran Vvorker. 
nuaiist.

, Where Grapes are Choicest
—sweeter and:juiejer than anywhere else—they’re 

’ taken from the vine,' pressed ■ and their succulence 
concentrated—the origin of ,. Sanitas Grape Food

—unfermented—absolutely pure.
It's a delicious medicine—nourishes the digestion, 

strengthens the nerves, clears the vocal organs. 
A refreshing beverage- 
non-alcoholic—suitable for 
table and . sickroom use
keeps ftestj for years.

A pint bottle (75c,) mak^ one-half gallon of tbe a

Ladies' Presuming that anything relating to the 
of sym- gr°wth of Spiritualism is of interest to all lov- 

Ta . -H t. ” u v“*”u“w “‘ou*pi*“a *“iv paunseiB, went 10 oumeiu, uonn., on the 2nd er8 cause> and fispœidlyso to the read-
«1.ÏSL.ve It passed on, reached the point where spirit of May, at the invitation of Mr. Willis Adams era of Progressive Thinker, I wil give 

TÎu dominance had achieved, and where it began for the purpose of celebrating an important your readers a fe^temB of interest gathered
_'êl?^g8t:®l8!Îer® fQr “ to look for new worlds to conquer. That which event in that gentleman’s history. Mr. Adams' ^ythe way. After leaving Rochester, Ipd.,

th eye often an idça,-sometiines oppressive happened to the race then and there is tak- is a long-time Spiritualist and medium- he is BPent a fey days in your city, and then
th fwhdv’ th8t^e^?l.be.1d0-tr'1? ®av® ing place now here; it is physical against phy- also an artist of rare merit, and his fine paint- to Wis-, for a visit with oldtime 
tiiat which conies from the outer, m its final sical, and they who, seeking knowledge from ings have attracted much attention and favor- *riendB' Notwithstanding the fact that this 
demonstration; while the fact remains there is the conclusions of the East, suppose it anec- able mention at varions nyhihifinna in Spring. 19 one of the strongholds of orthodoxy, 
no truth whatever except that which comes eB8ary condition that the Eastern methods field, New York and elsewhere. He has there 616 many who are interested in the new 
from and is prqyed to the inner. must also be transferred, err most vitally, traveled and studied in France Germany and S0BPeb a“d are honestly and conscientiously

The whole universe in all its modifications The wave of energy is passing on, and in a Italy, and with the aid of his’ spirit guides inveBtlgat*ng i*8 claims. While there is no
is ever in a process of change, This change shorter time than our-brothers of the far East hid« fair tn » noHnnwl ranntAtipn public demonstration, still the leaven is. 
is visible to us in proportion to the keenness were able to accomplish, shall you who dwell Tha avant, tw. wa« calahrafari On the 2nd working, end-will in the near future 
of our perceptions. It makes 110 difference to upon this continent reach the same point of of this month was thé first anniversary of Mr. l£oduceJP°d results. Going from there to 

actually ^ei1 development, in the same number of progrès- Adams'complete possession of the old home- °v T1Dgu’ * remamed a
ft Æ-eÎ 'flfLn °“8earohing sive steps. But you will bring to this point stead, the house ii which he first saw the light week wdth Dr T. Babcock who is now per- 
for tenth for five, fifteen or twenty-five years greater staying power, more vigorous activity, Of day. The fine old estate passed into other manentÿ located at that place, and who has 
has brought about a change within ourselves and more oneness of the whole. It is but the hands in his boyhood and for years it has aBBumed charge of the Andrews House for 
în our perceptive faculties. flowing and the ebbing of the tide. . been the aim of his life to redeem the home the BeaBOn- TJie doctor is one of our very
JL It iB inglorious to flee from your enemy, of his fathers. His tenacity and persistence, L“4 “d
adjustment of the teuth. but that we have and the achievment of those who are fighting aided by his brush was at length crowned with and uRassumin& 18 doing excellent work m 
come into new relations with the teuth. It the battle of your civilization; they who seek success and the dear old place with itshal- removing the diseases to which the mind and 
may be expressed, perhaps, by saying, “that the true path amidst the rush and clash (of lowed Memories is again restored to its proper desh iB heir- There are a few earnest souls 
our alignment has become more perfect on the contending elements shall attain for them ownership. here who are rejoicing in the knowledge which
spiritual plane. ’’ Being thus in harmony, the selves spiritual insight and potency, thus win- During the years of toil and effort the SP^toalism affords, and one lady who bids
vibrating force can be transferred to ns more ning glory that even an Atlantic might de- spirits assured Mr. Adams that he would be f^ to develop as a fine medium for physical

_ a, . Bke- He who wins glory, caring not for it successful, and revealed to him their desire to
The unfolding of ten h is a constan pro- personally, wins it for his race, wins it for make of this place a spiritual center, a healing ?e.re for *w0 ™eks 1 ha™ beea Sueat of

cess It is like the building of the coral reef the whole. institute for mind and body. They have pro- A> s®™e, the noted psychom-
a little every hour, in a thousand different di- No man living could dispose of a single phesied great things for the future and the lit- well-lmoTO all-round reformer. . ................................ .......
reckons, and the work of the microbe at last atom of his body without being less than tiie Llfolflffmentnf thoir nMtnLïi<iinnBinsnir«B xt « P^ant to note the fact that he is kept

'THIS BOOK BY BURTOIf AMRS 
JL Huntington, le written in the interest of hu

manity, of liberty, and o: patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on .every side, and more espe
cially to the hostile attitude and the insidious wiles of 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of warning 
Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of GenerS 
Grant are all Included tn the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, in a recent sermon said: “The 
church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
so, but she bates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
knowhow she treated heretics in the Middle Ages, and 

- ___ —— — •—B----------- — — -w uuuBiuu Miunu luiumd LUL Liin inuurn aim tun hl. _ . how she treats them today where she has the power.
recttouB and toe work of the microbe at last atom of his body without being lees than toe oral fulfillment of their past predictions inspires P1B<«ant to note toe f set that he is kept
reaches from the rock ribbed floor of toe ocean Creative Idea, and thereby becoming imper- great confidence in that which is to come busy' and that POW85 a8 a Poyohometrist ^e~blonrMW?e® ¿«k

to the upper surface; so, little by little, all foct No single atom of all the universe can The old homestead is delightfully located ba8 n0^ waned> bu^ 011 toe contrary his work ft wiiibe sent, postpaid, tor any cents, For sum at 

men who live are gato^ng, hour by hour, be dispensed with, without impairing the commanding an extended view ofvtoe Conned “d “ nrnrrnT iinf iTmiinnH
minute by mmute, that which shall give firm- wholeness of toe One. Not one single atom ticut River and valley, and is high enough to gmag to his numerous pa- Of DCCPT MOTUCDUOnn 1
ness and rounduesa to their whole character; of man’s body could be destroyed without in- avoid all danger of malaria ’ 11 we had the Batl8tocti<?n of greet- I Ulll UU I mu I IH.IUIUUU j
Again, it is often the habit of those who hear juring the perfection of the One Itself, for in The house is filled with anecim«"« of *ng and hearing for toe first time the veteran Or Mabel Raymond’S Resolve, 
toe different Bhades of opinion expressed or the perfection of the Creative Thought there Brother Adams’ artistic work, both in oil and ^rker, Bishop A. Beals, who closed his en- Q waisbrooker. THIS is 

diverse ideas upon any particular point, or the couid be no surplus. Then, every single water-colors The of all howavar is the gage“«« with toe First Society on toe last a novel written with a purpose, sod .that fhpnriAH that miiaf fnllnw diffprAnt nninh» nf J. * 1* \ • u Waber-COlOFfl. 4.110 gem OI8U, However, 10 tae aundftV jn An :i tt:s wnpu in AfilwAiikRA purpose is not merely to enable Sn unthinking, idle-80 . . , xu x • Wxl , xn P™tsoi atom, every aggregated atom, is absolutely tanctum sanctorum, or “spirits’ room,” which v _ « , , . k ¡7 . u mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed-
view, to feel that because toe last speaker ad- necessary to the wholeness of the One either on «rfi«» ««nW u.,™ waB beneficial to the society and the cause he <>«•* devold oi “™“»H.maMtJ'V1!116!’ . ... , ucRCBBaiy uw wuuuninott ui me vue, eicuer only an artist could design Or describe. Hung . ,, j.. ... ,, n «elf-improvement or the good ot humanity. It 1b a
Vances something entirely different from what nr> nr tha aniritnol nlon« Thorn _-xu A ,• X A • I I . .. ? represents, as well as a credit to himself. Dr. book designed especially, primarily, tor mother: and
xC^ u a xu ux J u x xu u a on tne PflyBlcal or tR® spiritual plane, mere with delicate draperies, lovely paintingsand n8m o ’ . ____ .. ■ . those who are to he mutters; and secondly, throughthey had thought, or from what they had re- can be no one-gided denendencc. and the inter. --x .»j 1. btanley has for some time been running j tbe mothers, to effect tbe well-being and happiness of.J J - & , 1 ¿v a. 11. tan ue QU uue-siuea uepeuuenoe, ana uio IQLOr- specimens OI art ana vertu gathered from _ J, r- I yt 1> therace. It brings Btrongly and clearly to View tbe
ceived from some former teacher, that they relation between man and the One is exactly various parts of the world it gives even the an indePendent meeting in Lincoln Hall, resuituponthecbiid ofpropersuiTouniingBandinflu- 
miwt Amhrnna «« nnfhnrihr thnJ whir>)> waa loof u > a J vnnyuB purus ui me wuiia, Il gives e vtm me after whioh thnv w«rn nrrraniznd an nn anvil ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity,must embrace as autnonty tnat which was last balanced. moat unimnresBional a fap.lincr of devoutness aiier wnicn tneJ "ere °rganizea as an auxu IncWenUlly t|,e author touches upon various things
nffnrad v • ». a-«» n • a mosi unimpressionai a reeling or aevousness . B0G:„x 0* xu„ hjar;ona[ Association The in modem social »nd business life, which are unjuat,onerea. your wlBe men have no difficulty in under- and spirituality. ¿J i O * K***« 1U0 Lndfix unequal burdens upon tbehrilvlduals compos

Men are not chameleons: they are not ex- atandinff and halievfnff that the l&wnf aetinn society has discontinued their meetings for ing society as a wboie. th« book u trenchant, tnstruc-
, , . . . I . J , BuuMliUg uUU ueiltJVUlg vliau Wie law Ui acuuil come 61£htv or ninety KUCStB honored the H. J -ar .» - . .. » . . dye and very interesting, even when regarded merely

pected to change their opinions &b the little and reaction ia true: but when the aame law nnrtnQiA« the season, with the intention of reopening in »■ a novel, and is especially commended to “womenv j j ¿4.- i x r j ... ttUU reauuun w true, uuv wueu vue same raw occasion with their presence: among them were tx- _______ i C«. everywhere," to whom n is dedicated, n auo tbor-lizard does its color, to correspond with the ia AYtonded to tho sniritual condition thav DAAMAHMAnir ««/i September, Dr. rtothermel, who has been ougbiy stowe up the Jesuitical spirit of’tbe catholichue of the last object it may be in contact Me lost If I am bound to another, then that othlr Xoenttowns.^ The dSwas most de- lab°ring h®re the past four months, intends osopby are Introduced. It contains a tne likeness ot
with PprnnRO A nnta forth « rortnin atata xu '-x. v a x • xi ’xl OUier aujacem towns. lUO day WSB mOBiae- . dpnart for Colorado in the near future tl)e <‘ulll0r- It contains 345 psges. neatly bound inwitn. Because A puts rortn a certain state- other is bound to me, m exactly the same lightful, and after partaking of a bountiful re- 5 ° ^010,ra<d0 in Jne near luture. clotb. Prlce by msn, prepaid, ________________
ment, and B offers an opposite^ it does not proportion, whether it be an equal, an angel, past in picnic Btyle, appropriate exercises were ^bde be frigid«
follow that either is wrong. They may be »n nmhnntrai nr hi«r«nrh nr th« On« Tt«eif u„ia „ xu i __ u i__ :xu u . l*ne of work, and he has made many friendsxvuv„ vxx„. v vxxvx x» „x^ug. j-“-j md an arcnangei, or meraern, or me une iiseix. held on the lawn, beginning with a number of v •„ , ai t ¡J x
viewing the same object from diametrically And at toe same time, we cannot, must not, vocal selections by the Musical Club of the wbo W1 S'adv welcome him on his return
opposite standpoints. Wars have been fought, forget, that the part can never equal the Springfield Society A very feeling and ne™. fl^on\ , ,, -
hundreds of toouBands of lives have been sac- whole, and therein lies the supreme condition touchtag address by Mrs. Holcomb, president . n vU
nficed, because some men maintained the doc- of the One who is the sum of the All. Be- nfthnTAdiaa’ Aid wan follnwAd hv «.nnrnnri 10n °f ^resident H. 0, Nick, has continued wbicb bithertobave bad no »pparem connection, byre
, . _ a »___ j»» __ j _ »1 WW JjcIUWd zxiu, W<L0 lUXLUWcu Dy Buprupri- . 4k. ferrlng them to & common cause and from them arisetrine of free-will, and others were equally cause of this action and reaction of the spir- ate and wittv remarks hv H A Bndingfon flourish in spite of the malcontents, and a o, tbe iaw( an(j conditions or mau'a spiritual being. 
ntreniiAUH that them wan nnlv nredeatirmfiAn -x t / x xt • -ut , a• ale ana W1Ky remaTKB By H. A. BUOingtOn, division in the ranks and their hall is filled Tbe leading subjects treated are as iollows:strenuous mat mere was only predestination, itual force, so constantly visible, every indi- speeches by the writer and others. , mvieion in me raQKB, aUU lueir UaLI IS uuea Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What the Senses teach ot 
These two classes were both correct. It is vidual has his influence, to a greater or less de- Thefa-followed the ceremonv of" nlantlnrr a each 8unday toght.wlto an earnest and intelli- ^e°tKld“d0 gudyor M?Londfu01R«u^-swuuS 
not necessary i6r OUT argumeilt that we SO o-Ma nnnn PVi>rv/M4>«rin?HviHna] Thft nowor u« 4,«> I — i u 4k V J« 'iU - k* < gunt audience, many OI Whom are new investl- the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Bom- uui "u gu gree> upon every oiner inaiviauai. me power beautiful rock maple by the ladies, in which , Vi i. r ,. nambuiism; clairvoyance; sensitiveness proved by
into anv explanation of this assertion: but if I thaf a^f-o ic ih« anirit fowto whinh u • IJ j H. x «At? 4 gators Of our pnilOBOpny. 1 am engaged to Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams:? A ¿717^ UAK ¿4. T 7u tUat 8X318 COBStaaNy IB tne spirit lorce wnicn each one Wielded the spade in turnwithade- ® 6M|,W Sensitiveness Induced by Disease. Thought 'Branster-stand at the right hand of a statue, I see the binds, holds and guides under all conditions, otm of otrpp and «kill that wm a rpvAlatinn 0CCUPy their platform for the month of May, ence; ir.ttmattonn of an intelligent Force superior 
-¡„hf hond orm nr atria If T rrn fo f-ho loft- ■ ’ x ax- tt r. . x x o“50 0C glace and Skill mat W8S ,.a.revei8U0n j .. .. attendance and infpi-fist manifested 10 the Actor; Effect ot Physical Conditions on tbe Sen-rignt nana, arm or side. K 1 go to the left circumstances and times. He who forgets not to some of the “lords” who viewed the oner- , , ine aw®naance ana interest mannesiea altlve; Prayer, In tbe Light of Sensitiveness and 
flidp T nen th« nnnnnifa hand and nrm Thoan x i I a • -x a « • • tu buuic UI uuu luma wuu VlUWCU tale uper- . SundaVB is anv Criterion the Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Futuresiae, i see me opposite nana ana arm. xnese to acknowledge spirit power and force ib wise, ation. , , , any onvcrion, me ! Life must be, granting’the Preceding Facta and Con
are over against each other, and both belong _______ _ _______ mu’ x j j- i j -it . . work for the month will prove an unqualified ciuaioM-.Mindcure; Christian science; Mctaphysics-

« - 7? , - \ . Mcxwug ------------------ ------------------------------- The tree was dedicated with appropriate Th al kt« 1 5 J «.U 2» A tbelr Psychic and Pbyaica; Relations; Personal fcxper«to the fullness and perfection of the whole a \kt^A 4^»» Cwime tt i l. j t 5« •* success. Brother Mick ana other officers o* lence and intelligence from the sphere of Light,xx mt x t1. ;UD . A Word Tor Mrs. tmma Hardinge remarks by Mrs. Holcomb and the Indian con- „„ . , __ „x;xi„a ___ x „„„¿¡x it i. primedon an. paper, b.Ddwme)y bound, 253statue. The contrariness does not exist in Q_;++«„ the society are entitled to great credit for pages. Sent, poet paid, «1.25. *
the thing, but in our idea of it. If we tell oriuen. «01or Mrs uowa. .... building up a society in the face of opposition la£ we7&S^vmv vuiug. »^mv **-*. vv** auvw v«. av« nV bv** _ - _ _ .. M oritt pit rno rrtmarci >arnairmn r1iiv»i»ir rho or- J rc laic vuo pucuuuicua unuaiiy vunvu uul-uiu, uuu ouujcvl
vnn nf rflvtein rAnditinns and thinaa A-riatincr To THE EDITOR:—1 Cannot forbear tO lift many OI me gUeBIS remamea auring me A m nv discouragements and it must be a u>emtoi»w. It has received unqualified endorsementyou OI certain conaiuons ana mings existing . . nvanincr tohold a rirnlfl in t.hn unru-tum. which “uu uiBLUuragemeuuj, auu n 00 “ rrom tbB best tinkers and crlttes. !tls a vade mecum,under the law of the spiritual, and another my voice m protest, after reading Mrs. Brit- g . . . rAH„uB ah whn Bource of gratification to themselves and the aud answers about any question which may arise in
man tells you of those existing ’ under the law ten’s letter in your issue of May 6th. It was marked by excellent results. AU who ̂ ds generally that they have succeeded so ^r^»h^TtlgaW80faplfltM^ pheai)m^

of the physical, they may seem to be opposed seems to me suicidal for American Spiritual- participated dunng the day departed feeling u At the preBenfc writing I am stopping PnfiPar(.hPs in Oriental Historv
m mc pupitai, Lucj dcuux vu uo uppuBuu ■ t Xf. f h neffleetinc to send in their that it was good to be there, and filled with M \ KesearcncB in vneniai XLiaiory-to each other, but it is in the seeming onlv. 1818 w reiuse, oy negwcung w senainbueir , © ’ , with Bro. N. L. Kneelana, at his elegant „ „ wEven when you listen to him who, efrneBtiy names and money> the Sreat helP which her bnfht. hoP“: for,the,fature of Brother Adams home in Wauwatosa He haa for many yearfl BY O. W. BROWN, M. D. 

and candidly, puts forth his own experience great work will be to Spiritual literature, and and h« spiritual objecte and efforts. ° been an ardent Methodist and prominent in °M ™- 13mo’ 407 Faae1’’ ou>,ht 91M' 
or ideas of that which has come to him, in the BeeDaB a P0“ repayment for one who has __ ,•••■
living, it is not for you to receive it to the ex- given her whole life for the benefit of the ¡Torii vi.xTT
elusion of all else that you have matured and caUBe> and.1B. P0rhaP8 more competent than A Spirit Painting.
accepted as reasonable within yourselves; any other individual to compile such a book To the Editor—I was fortunate enough of oiir cause. He is a member of the Mil- 
neither is it necessary that you build up a —a book which m time to come will be price- while traveling in California last winter, to waukee society, and finds time to attend the 
wall of dissent. He who speaks earnestly le8B tot »pintualiste. Cannot an effort be meet Mf_ Oampbell and at once Mked him to meetings, though living seven miles distant 
within himself, to himself; bears toe stamp of “iade,to 888184 “ tbe Publication?I believe annointment for a sitting He told me irom tbe bal1, haVebTeitbeboiyandfavorid ¿eojiii they ciaim to
truth so far as his perception is capable of re- that if «ne good stirring, energetic person ^ Fr^c^ Ztlv but if There i8 nothing di8COuraSinK in the out-
ceivingiL He carries you to a certain point would take ho d at the coming camp-meetings he was ‘eavxng Ban Francisco next day bu if lo0k for Spiritualism; on the contrary, there 
by the strength of his conviction, but if it —one ln eacb camP—enough subscriptions it was agreeable to me, he would sit for me are many signs of progress and much to cheer at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
does not become conviction to you, ’ it is not c0ldd be obtained to warrant its publication at once. It suited me better then than any all earnest workers for the grandest truth ever The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen

necessary for you to retain it as a part of your this present year. I do not write this be- other time, so I gladly accepted his offer. He given to mortal man. I am open for engage- Jifnud, uw?h^?orge?^
mental furnishing. Itisnot necessary that 08080 J bav0 ^0 togrind by the public Bat at a 8imple pine table, with four slates, a ments for the month of June and the fall and ,,     lue WIO m B raae.
you deny, but simply hold it as not proven to tl0n of to« work, for though a life-long me- porcelain, and a vessel of water, a towel and winter months, and would be pleased to cor-
your own self. This is the condition in which dium and possessing occult power from m- Bome Dftints in a small glass After washing respond with societies desiring an inspira- .on c»n read n without ia.tpction »nd proat,. ’}>«•>« ?TOtb apparent, h has«®peci>i?.r bLing'npfo the m<Umom«l” 

those who are seeking truth are constantly be- ^“cy, my name or expenences ao not aPPfar nnd drying the slates and thoroughly examin- tional speaker, and will make terms reasonable | otherwise. For saiem tui«.oiBca, 
tag placed. That what is being given out ta her work; but mediums are human,and like ¡ng the porcelain, I thought if anything comes as possible. Will 0. Hodge.
may confirm that which has come from other the rest of humanity, feel, after a life spent i Bkall never doubt again. Mr. Oampbell and 195 Fourth street, Milwaukee, Wis. 
sources, or it may fill in gaps, which until for the advancement of toe cause, that Spirit- i banded the slates securely, and I held one 
that time have been simply assumed as filled, uahsts ought to do a little to show their ap- of them, wWle he held the otker. j most 
This is true also of the spiritual conditions of prociation. Spiritualism would be a phi- po^tiv^y afflrm they never left my hands, 
revealment In this only the prominent neither could Mr. Campbell have painted
points are sketched. If you have examined a “d 1 th ak’ t ^he [ea8t’ duty oi 8?int,“a. ’ them had he desired to do so. While I held 
plan of a building upon paper, you founds ists should be to cheer, encourage and uplift, the elateg myself Mr Campbell was en- „ . . . . , , . , «««i»,™.
number of straight lines, of angles, and of every means in their .power those who tranced and gave me some of thia most beauti- H°wto fo5“ c ^nddeJel°? “T Soul or Thtags-Vol. L
certain dimensions. To the unpracticed eye have gwen up friends society and ambitions, fui and ^Ltory tests I had ever received. Names of eminent Spiritualist ; com.. ...

it conveys very.little information; but to the to become instruments for excamate inteUi- After 8-ttin aboufcJthirt Mr c their testimony. An eight-page octavo tract, soul of Thlngs-Vol IL
hnildpr’H Tnindthern cornea a nicture not nnlv gences to manifest and prove to the world im- .. a® . ;. ..J . . to give to investigators or any one who desires ni,i»tra‘«d • «° S’-0'®“*•¿,- H-50 ARYAN SUN MYTHS. Bi SARAH E. TITbuilder s mind mere comes a picture, not only e v bell desired me to open the slates, and to my . P Rniritnaliam reallv ia Prien «nni nf Thi™«lvni ttt..................... Zi comb. An explanation otwher. the religion, of oW raw
of the outline plan, but of the whole building, mortality. , . great astonishment and delight I saw on the 7? know fnat »Pmitoaiism really is. Frlce Soulor/Tilings Vol. ID. originated. An interesting »nd in.traecive boot Price»i.25.
from the corner-stone to the cornice, with all ButardenfrT 1-iSp!7 40 b6’ Por001aia a beautiful bunch ot “tea roses,” nST fcuge weinti:........................ -—
the interior finishings and decorations. The 88 we believe the religion of the future, can wer0 htt8band.B favorite flowers, aid PubllBher> Hud80n Tuttle- B0rhn Heights.
same is true of toe details of whatever thought you not see how necessary it is that the gen- 6ome delicate maiden-hair fem; bn the slate I 0hl0‘ 
spirit force impresses upon those who dwell orations to come shoffid require proof concern- - - ’- - - -
within the range of the visible. W ,lts beginning? And it seems to me th»

Along the materialistic lines, and along the wor}£ B ve]y bible a holy book
lines of metaphysical development and unfold- to tbe Spiritualists of the future.

. . . Mary B. Bingham.

;

tag, there often comes confusion. They who 
have power to see beyond the veil, but lose the 
perspective of time. A picture drawn correctly 
in perspective follows a certain sequence, in 
its order, because time measures distance, and _ . . .
those who see into the invisible, cannot always leads, for leading minds send in their best for about twenty dollars. Having paid" only 
tell, unless their attention is particularly called thoughts, and they know by so doing they a quarter of that sum for it,, both myself and 
to it, whether the stream flows in one direc- reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 friend felt satisfied in relation to it and its 
tion or another; or whether there be an end or cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, production. I was delighted with Mr. Camp
a beginning. That which is, has been; that Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three bell’s gentlemanly riianner, and have every 
which is, also will be. The civilization of the months. reason to be grateful to the “Spirit-world”
world, as has been stated again and again, *'*. . and to him as a.medium through whom our
did not come from the East, but from our The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit- loved ones can manifest unto us. ■ 
own continent, when the glories of Atlantis, ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A . Mrs.-E. Sinclair.
city and continent, made themselves the be- trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, ■ \
ginning and model of all future civilization, 50 cents; Cloth, $1. .
leaving traces in Egypt, in Chaldea, and in AU About Devils. By Moses HuU. It Woman, Church and State. A nobleworkt 
India. The thing you call civilization is the traces the history cf the theological idea of by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com 
result of the surplus energy developed in the devils. - Shows much research. Paper, 15 mended too highly. 554 -large pages,; cloh- 
conqueringof a new country.' This expended cents. , bound, |8, 7 ■
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eaid to possess “Instinct," and the beaver

The account of the affair continues:

SATURDAY MAY 26, 1884

terially as no other nation. It has ef-—------- *y — — - ------- --------vvao |jj.uuucu vui uu uoui u t/i
faced the damning disgrace of chattel । tion system, and so regulated, 
slavery, which our Christian ancestors the “law” stage of cosmogo:

drink and forget his poverty, and. re- inclined to subordinate the idea to the, eat possible conception our highest pos- 
member his misery no more." Prov. 31: ‘ word. We say God. and then think of sible knowledge could apprehend. WeBible knowledge could apprehend. We 

would'find the law of all life compassed

our 
the 

of

They say man is the reasoning animal. 
Is he? That question is, sometimes at 
least, debatable. A pig that carries a 
straw in his mouth to make a bed a few 
hours before a blizzard begins to blow is

BY COL. It. T. VANHORN, 
Of the Kansas City Journal.

of knowing how mad some of us are. It 
is only by the grace of God that is In us 
that we have been able to endure what

.... law” stage of cosmogony. Later 
has come the advanced concept of this

tlons of the origin of things with the 
facts of modern knowledge? The child

having been watching the arrangement 
of particles in the uniform lines of crys
tallization he calls that phenomenon“po-

department, 'and it is called evolution. 
But all are methods, like the straw and 
the dam, to reach a common purpose— 
or use—to account for what is. .

There is one limitation to all these—a

law. He is equally ready to accept the 
fact that in all its phenomena of form or 
activity it follows the lines of chemical

matter of caprice or to be doing some
thing on the part of a “creator,” and 
thus nature, or cosmos, or the universe, 
was planned out on a sort of quarter-sec

' ' ’ ' ‘ This was

to know ourselves, if we would only try. 
I Then we would find God to be the high-

His Place Obscw-lty.
In the interest of good morals 

sympathies go out to the people of 
Ashland Congressional district

dwarfed conception of the Infinite. An 
idea cannot be expressed without the use 

, of a sign, a symbol or a word, and we are
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Sllghtly Veneered Paganism.
“The Sacred Scarabs. A Queer 

Jumbling Up of Christian and Heathen 
Symbolism,” is the head-line title to an 
article in a late issue of the Gomitili 
Magazine, an English publication of 
great merit. Such revelations of the 
deep past give great force to the 
opinions ot scholars who have directed 
special attention to the subject, that 
the Christian myth is but a survival of 
ancient paganism. A cmicifix—a cross 
with a human body on it, 1750 years 
before our era—is mightily suggestive 
that the biographers of Jesus made 
heavy drafts on ancient Egyptian menu. 

: ments for the facte they wove into their 
1 Btory. We quote:
i "One of the most interesting exhibits 
i in the museum of Ghizeh is the jewelry 
of Queen Abotpou, of the seventeenth 
dynasty (Bay about B. C. 1750), taken 
from her majesty’s person when her 

¡ mummy case was opened by Mariette 
' Bey. Among the most beautiful objects 
in this very ancient collection is a gold 
chain or necklet, with a scarab pendant 
as its central ornament."

"On the other hand, if the kings had 
theL-iiames engraved on sacred beetles, 
the sacred beetles in return gave their 
names to mighty kings. The very 
word for beetle was so holy that it en
ters into the .composition of many royal 
titles. Just as elsewhere great princes 
describe themselves as lions, or wolves, 
or bulls, oi' deerhound, so in Egypt they 
described themselves as beetles of the 
sun god."

"Strange to say, some of the latest 
scarabs bear Christian emblems. 
Several of them are inscribed with the 
cross, and one in Mr. Loftie’s collection 
is adorned with a well-marked crucfix. 
This queer jumbling up of Christian 
and heathen symbolism may seem in
credible to those who do not know 
Egypt or early Christian art, but to 
studente of the first few centuries of 
Christendom it is no isolated example. 
In the Ghizeh museum there are many 
other works of the transitional period 
quite as strangely mixed as these— 
paintings with the ankh or crux ansata, 
the symbol of immortality, combined 
with the veritable Christian cross: 
emblems of which it is hard to tell, dt 
first sight, which, are heathen and 
which Christian; Madonnas that can 
hardly be discriminated from Isis with 

i the infant Horus, and Isises that fade 
¡.off by imperceptible stages into Ma
I donnas and Bambjnos.

“The fact is, scarabs had been buried 
with corpses in Egppt for centuries 
until they had become, as it were, part 
of the recognized ceremonial of burial; 
people no more liked to dispense with 
them as marks of respect to the dead, 

! than our own people would like to dis- 
■ pense with plume and mutes, and all the 
other wonted accompaniments of Chris
tian burial. So, when the Egyptians felt 
they must adopt the new creed instead 
of the old, they endeavored to Chris
tianize and convert the scarab by in
scribing him with a figure of the crucl- 

: flxion, just as the priests in Brittany 
: have Christianized and converted the 
old heathen standing stones by putting 
a cross on top, to which thè modern 
worshiper now, nominally at least, 
directs his prayers. There is more ot 
this substitution everywhere in Europe 
than most people suspect; a large part of 
what passes as modern Christianity Is 
nothing more than very slighly veneered 
antique paganism."

í ■' ' ■ r
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Rich and Racy.
Even Universalista, have their her

etics. The other day, at Englewood, in 
the Church of Our Father, the occasion 
a session. of thé Women’s Association, 
Rev. P. A. White, of the Stewart Ave
nue Church, in the course of his ad
dress said: ,

“In my opinion, we have not had 
enough of Buddhism, Brahmanism, Em
erson and Garrison. Much has been 
said regarding the growth of Universal
ism. The reason that the world does 
not embrace Universalism is that the 
denomination is not in touch with the 
times. The trouble is that when we 
meet there is too much twaddle about

THE LOWER CRITICISM.
it is Carefully Analyzed , 

And Its Correct Status Defined.

the faith of our fathers, and this loyalty
to ancient creed is nonsense. Tn these * • .
days of advanced thought we must step, who fells trees, makes a dam, constructs 
out of the swaddling-clothes that were' lodges, etc., is credited with a higher in
put upon the Universaljsts of three huu- Btinct Some men ave etraw-gatherers 
dred years ago. I, for one, am not wil,- atld some are hydraulic engineers—coin
ing the denomination shall dictate to me, parativelv. It is sometimes a question 
what I shall preach. If we are going to whether after all the difference between 
gather in the brainy men and women of । the higher and lower is but one of de
to-day we must make our church a gree> There are minions of menteaoh- 
creedless one, in a measure. We will T™ science who could not with the same 
not only have to change the statement tooi8 ussd build a beavei. village.
of our belief, but follow different — ■ • ■ ............
methods.” This comparison forces itself when man 

begins to exhibit himself as a world 
builder. And the average man is noth- 

"Dr. J. S. Cantwell, editor of the ing if not a builder of suns and planets, 
Uhivenalist, arose. Looking straight at' This average man, who gravely tells you 
Mr. White, he said: ‘You have no means ' how this world of ours was made and 

■' ’ ’ ’ ‘ how it is maintained, could not, if his life

you have said. I have expected for 
some time to hear such sentiments from 
those same lips."

Now that Is quite too funny for any
thing. The Universalists have been | 
recognized as the heretical sect, par 
excellence, for a hundred years. Col. R. 
G. Ingersoll acquired the art of “kick
ing hell” while he was a member of 
that denomination at Peoria, in this 
State. But heretics are bobbing up ev
erywhere. Says the couplet:

“Fleas have other fleas to bite ’em, 
And so on, ad infinitum.”
Next the Agnostics, who war on all 

creeds, will generate a hybrid species, 
and they will be branded heretics. How 
long before Spiritualism will develop a 
class whose tendency will be to subvert 
the true faith? The Catholics first bor
rowed this Greek term to designate 
those who did not acknowledge their 
teachings, but it has expanded with the 
growth of sects until it now seems to 
mean any person who is more liberal in 
hie religious views than another.

depended on it, put in and harvest a suc
cessful crop of potatoes. Is this what 
you call learning?

We have been reading lately a contro
versy between two very able men on the 
origin of things—a lawyer and a chemist 
—and somehow this instinct illustration 
suggested itself. The one says every
thing is “governed by law.” The other 
says “there Is no such thing as a law in
hering in nature as an infinitude; nosuch 
a thing as a natural law or law of na
ture.” Now, some people will see here a 
direct radical .difference, but both are 
correct—from their respective outlooks. 
Both are protecting themselves from the 
rigors of climate, but one uses straw, the 
other builds a dam and a lodge. The

think and teach according to premises 
that have governed his thought.

The lawyer’s "law” is his conception 
of the harmony of the univèrse, but ft 
has in his mind the “rule of action” be
hind, which is the author of thé 
“statute,”—for to him law lias a stat
utory coloring. The chemist’s law is 
affinity, polarity, because he sees all 
things objective marshaling themselves 
into form in this way. There. is no 
color of a statute to him in this process. 
The evolutionist Bees a crab-apple anti a 
Ben Davis side by side, and goes into a 
learned apostrophe as to how Borne crab
tree by innate vigor got a hold ou a 
sympathetic soil and worked itself into 
tne big red wonder—and calls thia 
science. Then he goes to work and tells 
us tVat the story of Eve is all right—be
cause God knew we couldn’t'understand 
the matter .just then, and so made us 
think for ages that the first apple was 
the best. And eVen in 1894 we are told 
that this is both science and religion—
or that {his is the wav by which the con
flict between religion and science is 
shown to be no conflict at all. It is very 
true, there can be no conflict without 
there is something to stimulate it. The 
lawyer would say there must be a rule 
of action resisted before there can be a 
conflict, and the chemist would say that 
there must be something with positive 
polarity to set up opposite action— 
neither are present in this evolutionary 
zero. . .

What is the lesson of all this seeming 
contradiction? It can only be to open
eyed common sense that they are all 
honest efforts to read a common riddle 
from the special standpoint ot each', 
reader. Neither of these schools is ig
norant; aliare able, all are'honest, ail 
are sincere, but each is a specialist. We 
have left out in this last illustration the 
theologian, for he Is no longer - in this 
modern debate. To him is primarily 
due all this confusion, because for ages 
hetaught thia narrow idea of creation 
—the very word itsblf being an assump
tion without a faet in the whole cosmos 
to stand upon for centuries, compared

SLATE-WRITING TESTS.
Experiments by Spiritual 

ists and Hypnotists.

Force , of Magnetism

It Cannot Be Excluded by Any 
Substance.

THE PLANCHETTE AS AN ILLUSTRA
, TION—RESULT OF TESTS BEFORE THE 

PSYCHICAL SOCIETY. .
To the skill of scientists, the per

severance of philosophers, and the pe
culiar knowledge wrested from the 
dark recesses of occultism by the serv
ants of psychology, with the aid of in- 
igenious electrical apparatus and other 
instruments utilized as a sounding line 
of truth, are we indebted for the infor
mation herein given pertaining to the 
fourth phase of psycho-physical appear
ances known the world over as the inde
pendent slftte-writing tests.

As there are many who believe that 
the remarkable results attained by the 
direct association of the intellectual 
principle of man and the external prop-

the table, as they are in some cases, the 
writing could be accomplished through 
the agency of magnetic attraction, act
ing op the pencil through the slate, just 
as a steel magnet draws a magnetic ore 
to itithrough a piece of glass or other 
substance. (Fig, 3.) Matter does not 
exist that excludes the force of magne
tism. Inventors have sought such a sub
stance as diligently as any physicist 
ever sought the philosopher’s stone, or 
the alchemist a formula for transmuting 
the baser metals into gold, for then the 
secret of perpetual motion would be 
given up to man. There are numberless 
tests on record where a person, however 
distant, writes through the mind of an
other such communications as the for
mer wishes.

Mr. Stead, in the North American Be- 
view, explains how he could become the 
medium for another on the basis of the 
fourth dimension of space. I think 
there are other elements than the one 
just mentioned necessary to perform 
such feats. My impression from col
lected evidence is that the law that 
causes intelligent words to be written 
on the slate is the result of minds here

Tye writing of the planchette and that 
propped on slates are identical, being 
baspdon the same principle, the only 
difference being that one is more diffi
cult to/accojnpliah than the other. In 
the planchette we have an instrument 
that renders all more or less susceptible 
to the influence of one mind upon 
the other.

That this influence always exists 
there is no doubt, but without the 
proper method of reproducing them by 

. chirograph y we are usually unaware of 
its presence. This is not always neces
sarily the case, as we have seen in Mr. 
Stead’s case, where he wrote with an 
ordinary pencil.

In procuring messages inside of locked 
and sealed slates the conditions under 
which favorable results may be ex
pected differ widely by various me
diums, some going so far as to demand 
the lights turned low or entirely out.

As light is a phase of electricity, or 
rather due to electrical action, I can 
readily understand why such conditions 
should be exacted, for under certain 
circumstances the force of one would de-

lawyer calls order “law,” the chemist o _
calls it “polarity.” It is very funny to , differences we 
hear a man apply Blackstone’s “rule of'- ■ ‘— 
action” to cosmic order, yet he can’t con
ceive of it in any other light. The chem
ist, on the contrary, may have never 
looked into the black letter lore, but

with present knowledge, he was ^tensely 
ignorant, but he had fire and sword be
hind him, and they were so potential as 
arguments that even in this age these 

i -my-----..„3 we have been quoting
are from attempts to think things as 
they are along their old lines of cos
mological thought. It can be readily

larity,” __
Now, law in its application to human law. 

affairs is a thing of dictation, or of agree- * ' 
ment—authority or legislation—its very 
essence being control. In that sense it 
is nonsense to the chemist, while wisdom

seen that a common concept as to the 
universe or nature is not attainable as 
long as men contend over how to look 
at a common thing.

The all-round student admits at once 
that in one sense nature is t'he result of

FIG. 1.

on this earth, acting through the sensi
tive, as a negative medium, and how
ever distant apart they may be, the 
thoughts are reproduced in the sensi
tive’s mind. Au argument in favor of 
this theory is that nearly all mediums 
who possess the power of slate-writing

traot or neutralize the energy of the 
other.- uwier.

'-Il here is one more feature io be noted 
e in connection with independent slate-

wrlting tests, and one that should not be 
overlooked. During various seances the 
slates would be found to have several

The God Question.
If our orthodox readers are distressed 

because of the discussion of the God 
question in these columns, let them -be 
content with^our Federal Constitution as 
the fathers made it, without constantly 
trying to change it in the interest of sec
tarianism. The old instrument has 
served thia country pretty well for more 
than a hundred years. It has advanced 
us morally, socially, politically and ma-

imposed on th^e country. If let alone, 
with advancing knowledge, it will ban
ish Intemperance; but never while full 
faith is placed in an “infallible bible," 
believed to be inspired of God, and that 
God teaching the use of intoxicants, to 
those of a heavy heart saying: “Let him

to the lawyer. This is the etymology of 
law. and it is forcing the argument to 
apply meanings that have been ascribed 
to the word by those who had no other 
to express their idea of uniformity in na
ture. Since chemistry was born a new 
word, “affinity” or “polarity,” better ex
presses the same idea to specialists in 
that department of knowledge.

We had, long before “law” was born, 
“dogma”—that “created” all things as a

affinity or polarity. And he is just us 
free to assent to the hypothesis that the 
history of the planet, as written in the 
rocks, and from investigation and ob
servation, has been a steady process of 
evolutionary unfoldment, each era, or 
age, leaving the planet,as a whole, upon 
a higher plane of progress and develop
ment.

And now, what next?—for the ques
tion will come up at the end of all intel
lectual processes—what is the first 
cause? We have seen how the the
ologian has failed, that the lawyer doos 
not answer, nor has the chemist dis
covered, neither has the evolutionist 
explained. What then? Can the all
round student read the riddle? No, 
yet: Only one thing he has demon
strated—that the Creator, or the All, 
is neither a theologian, a lawyer, chem
ist, or evolutionist, per se, but more 
than either, and greater than all. Is 
not that a very logical, rational and im
portant conclusion?

But what can we know? It is possible

ertles of nature are due to spiritual 
origin, and others to the necromantic 
ability of the spirit media, who assists 
at such seances, so will the former 
cling with more tenacity to the eccles
iastical theory and the latter to the idea 
of prestidigitation, after a description of 
the independent tests in slate-writing 
have been recorded.

To those gifted with the finer percep
tions of the mind and soul I would say, 
to quote a theosophic phrase, Jhat 
f'there is no religion higher than truth," 
and that they should therefore seek a 
true solution for such complex problems 
as those I have previously described in 
the material world first.

If all men had accepted all phenom
ena as belonging to the category of 
trickery, the world would etill be in a 
state of barbarism, equally as degraded 
as the inhabitants of Northern Europe 
were during the glacial period.

CONCEPTION OF SPACE.
In studying metaphysical phenomena 

for the purpose of finding thd exact

assume a state of insensibility, and so 
the mind, being void of any original 
conceptions, is well adapted as a recep
tacle for the reasonings of other men.

MIND AND ELECTRICAL FORCE.
The power of the mind over the em

anation of electrical force from the sen
sitive's body has been shown by experi
ments in hypnotism; this force is ex
pelled in a ratio proportionate to the 
strength of the thoughts that occupy it, 
and acts on the pencil in a like manner.

The medium intuitively feels that 
thought alone could not express the 
ideas he receives to any but himself, so 
traces the letters in his mind’s eye, gen

; erally without the conscious knowledge 
of it. Another reason to induce belief 
that the communications are not produc-

sentences written on them in different 
languages. The theory set forth by Dr. 
Hare (vide his life) ib that the sensi
tive’s mind is exactly In harmony with 
several men at the same time, although 
the latter may be removed from the 
medium by a distance exceeding the 
diameter of the earth, and that as long 
as their minds are In sympathy the 
action is the same as with one man.

Whatever the general opinion may 
be of the accuracy of these speculations 
in slate-writing tests, it must be ad
mitted, at any rate, to be valuable as a 
guide to other investigators in the laby
rinth of Spiritualistic phenomena.

Archie F. Collins.

FIG. 3.
tlons of spirit power is the fact that a sim
ple instrument was contrived some years 
ago that gave results more or less satis
factory to every one who made use of it. 
The name of this mystifying apparatus

To the Editor:—I wish you would 
publish the above as an illustration of 
the almost unpardonable ignorance of 
some “scientific” men, who attribute all 
occult jphenomena to the plane of earth, 
instead of referring any portion of it to 
a force emanating from spirits. They fail 
to recognize this important faet, that the 
hypnotist or mesmerizer may be on the 
spirit plane, and it is from that plane 
alone that all independent Blate-writing 
phenomena originates.

Divine Wright.

A CELEBRATED CASE.
Mrs. Maud Lord-Drake,

6, 7. “Thou shalt bestow money for God as a lawgiver or a builder or a maker 
whatsoever thy soul lusteth after: for things, thus dwarfing the infinite to 
oxen or sheep, or for wine, or for strong our limitations. This is the natural tend- 
drink, or for whatsoever thy soul desir-1 ency of the lawyer, to whom the ere- 
eth." Deut. 14: 26. “Drink no longer I ator « a, hiphei- being than to the mira- 
water, but use a little wine for thy stom- °'° thinker, yet not so high as to the 
aeh’s sake and thine often infirmities.” i chemist. We use the term chemist, pre- 
I Tim. 5: 23. ferably, because in the domain of form-

The wisest course for sectarians is to life chemistry is first. Still, thinking in 
be content with the organic law as it is. aJl departments .s hindered by the an- 
The more these impractical questions , thropomorphic concept of the creative 
which have been formulated into creeds power. The effort of modern thought is 
are discussed the more obnoxious they , to *’*Je above these disabilities.
become. Human governments are made I, hat can be more lame than the at- 
for humanity. If God is too feeble txi tempttorbconcilethese childisbconcep- 
make and enforce laws for his own pro- t’An““f thB n'‘,IT'n nf ‘hinwn with the 
tection, it is well to let him pass into in
nocuous desuetude.

Kentucky, who held a mass convention, 
largely attended by women, on the 14th 
Inst.,and solemnly protested against the 
re-nomination of Col. Breckinridge for a 
Beat in Congress. He would be the gainer 
were he to voluntarily pass into ob
scurity. His prominent position hi church 
Circles, the leader in the attempt to 
Close the World’s Fair on Sunday, the 
leading church attorney for the prosecu
tion of Prof. Briggs for heresy, the 
silver-tongued orator on a hundred festi. 
val occasions, the special favorite among 
the ladles of the church, and then the 
flagrant character of his offense, should 
induce him to,humble himself in "sack
cloth and, ashes” and retire from 
public gaze. No election by the people, 
can whitewash' his character, and give 
him an honorable position in social 
circles. | c

Where God Dwells.
Photius, who is represented to have 

lived and wrote near the close of the 
ninth century, and who, professedly, 
catalogued the various Greek classics 
then reputed to be in existence, Prof
Johnson shows was a Basilian monk 
who lived but little earlier than the 
fourteenth century. Photius suggested 
that the angels do not inhabit heaven: 
that their home is on the earth side of 
the firmament; that Christ, rising from 
the earth, passed through this blue 
vault, and entered the one above; that 
this upper region is “the kingdom of 
heaven,’’ where God and the saints dwell. 
Ambrose and Basil, Prof. Johnson 
states, taught substantially the same.

The firmament, with the ancients, 
was that arch which seemingly bounds 
vision and which the telescope has re
moved to Infinite distance. But it was a 
real substance long enough to build the 
popular theology on the baseless fabric; 
while hell was under the earth, and ac
cessible through the volcanic openings, 
which revealed living fire, and'emitted 
a sulphurous odor.

“It is the Lord.”
"Three times, and always on Sunday,” 

said the Rev. Talmage, on the 13th 
Inst., while the fire was converting into 
smoke and ashes the great Brooklyn 
Tabernacle, and adjoining buildings, 
with full $2,000,000 of mostly untaxed 
wealthl "It is the Lord,” said the blath
erskite, "Let Him do what seemeth 
good in his sight.” How good of the 
pulpiteer, to let the Lord have his own 
way. "Three times and out," used to be 
a boyish aphorism. Three costly 
churches, built in rapid succession, and 
all destroyed by God, should suggest 
that the Great, Ruler ot the universe 
does not appreciate the puny structures 
which churchmen rear for his dwelling
place, though stones are brought from 
Jerusalem and are built into its walls to 
add to its'glory.. .

feels that the cause or author of nature 
is beyond measurement, yet we continue 
to use its fables as “inspired wisdom.” 
The story told the questioning child that 
his new sister was found in a hollow 
stump satisfies him for the time, but not 
for all time. So the simple tale of the 
creation of man and the world he lives 
on sufficed for the infancy of the race, 
but to call it the etory told by the cre
ator is like the stump story when the 
second generation had to be accounted 
for.

This apology of science to dogma 
makes common sense nervous, and belit
tles the creator and the created both. It 
is the lower criticism. The ‘ ‘six days 
story,” as the symbol or a dramatic pre
sentation of the primitive innocence of 
men, or an allegorical representation of 
the progressive order of natural unfold
ment, ie a beautiful thing. But when it 
is made to be a “revelation” from the 
Creator, misleading mankind for ages 
and ages, only to be read by a new key 
found by a man named Darwin, and is 
now to be read by an infallible inter
preter named Spencer, it is taxing intel
lectual patience to the very limit of 
courteous expression. Such a hiding of 
a fact by a physician would be called 
quackery, and a like suppression of truth 
by a philosopher would be regarded as 
empiricism. It is essentially the lower 
form of criticism—and a still lower con
ception of the character of Infinite good
ness.

The mental man, despite all these lim
itations, is rising to a higher and truer 
concept.on of nature, of the creative 
power—of God. This power ie not al
ways to be measured by specialists— 
whether in dogma, in jurisprudence or 
in science. As long as we measure or 
attempt to interpret the All by the one 
or the other, it is only a change of 
words; “law” is as good as “polarity" 
and "foreordination” as available as 
“molecules.” A little learning is a 
dangerous thing, is as true in things 
philosophical as in other affairs. But it 
is dangerous only when it becomes a 
thing taught or enforced upon others. 
That is the line upon which criticism be
comes legitimate and necessary. A man 
must think according to what he knows, 
for that is all he can do. He may be as 
wise as Solomon, as able as Aristotle, 
yet if he has been confined to one leading 
specialty as a profession in life, he will

by living in harmony with nature. We 
would discover that the fact of polarity 
was but the process by which all form, 
motion, life, activity, is created and 
maintained. And we would come to re
alize that evolution is the method by 
which the progress of the planet and its 
progeny is registered for the instruction 
and guidance of maniu wisdom, and in 
his place in nature. Instead of the 
apple being but a survival of the fittest, 
it is the product of man’s manipulation 
of nature, understanding its soils and 
forces, and modifying it from its for
bidding type. Man of all form-life has 
a mission on the planet—to help in its 
progress and unfoldment—to so control 
its forces, modify its conditions, as to 
produce higher forms of life and dissi
pate the cruder noxious conditions of 
its primeval grossness.

The order of life is from lower to 
higher—the same as in criticism.- 
Drain the swamp and you “evolute” 
frogs, snakes, turtles and garfish out ot 
existence, replacing them with sheep, 
cattle, grain, flowers and song-birds. It 
is the survival of the fittest in its highest 
sense, but it has been from the action of 
man in modifying for the locality the 
planetary conditions. But the law of 
swampshad polarized an alligator, while 
that of a fertile soil had directed these 
ever-present conditions in a new direc
tion. This is in miniature a history of 
the unfoldment of the planet and man's 
relation to it. Misdirected effort, owing 
to man’s ignorance, has worn out the 
soil in the ancient seats of civilization, 
yet the fact has never been utilized in 
practical things. '

The coming age is to do away with 
all sects, schools, professions or systems 
that assume to teach by any authority 
save that of individual knowledge, to be 
conveyed to the individual man. The 
same chemical conditions that once 
made the ancient world a garden, exist 
to-day—only caste has degraded the 
individual, rendering him incompetent 
to use them. ?

The new age is to restore man, to 
himself, to make him hie own^master, 
and to have him understand that God 
rules through nature, which is the 
divine, and that the highest service' is 
through the highest individual develop
ment. Banish as blasphemy ', the idea 
that man is a sinner and bad by nature.- 
Of all the crimes against the Greater 
this is the greatest—for out of it has 
come the fall of man, if such a thing 
could be. To postpone happiness to a 
future life is to take away all motive 
save to feed the animal in this. To 
beautify the body by temperance. and. 
health, fitted for the expression of a" 
cheerful, contented and normal mind, is 
the very highest duty on this planet. 
To crucify it is but the morbid ex
pression of unclean and unhealthy 
thought. It is only by the highest cul
ture and development of the individual, 
as the image of the Creator, that the 
order of creation can be achieved. - —

fig. 2,

truth pertaining to transcendental mani
festations, it would be well, en passant, 
to state that all are based on our ex
tended conception of space and the ex
istence of a force endowed with a highly 
subtle constitution that is at once infin
ite in nature. I do not assume the 
reader to be ignorant of the fundamen
tal principles concerning these two 
agents; but, on the contrary, I shall 
enter into the heart of the subject with
out detailing facts already known.

In this city, on the morning of Feb. 
20th. a private seance was given by a 
medium to three men who formed a con
tingent of a local psychical society. 
These men differed materially in opin
ion regarding the causes that produce 
writing on slates; the first firmly be
lieved that the messages written on 
slates without visible aid were accom
plished through spiritual agencies; the 
second claimed that he would prove it to 
be a mediumistic deception of the rank
est kind, while the third endeavored to 
reconcile affaire bj’ looking through the 
“magic glasses of science, thus seeing 
the results as the outcome of a natural 
law.

The second man took two slates of 
equal size from among those he had 
brought and thoroughly cleansed them. 
The sensitive desired that the slates 
should be placed above and below the 
table and held in contact with it with 
the left hand (Fig. I). A piece of pencil 
was laid on the under slate. The sensi
tive held with both hands the left hand 
of the skeptic. A moment later a slight 
scratching could be heard, and we all 
listened with ears near the slates to be 
sure that the noise really came from the 
space between the slates and the table 
and not from some other point in the 
room.

is known in every household. It re
ceived the name of “planchette,” a word 
meaning a little board. It is formed in 
the shape of a heart, with a pencil at 
its apex, with two wooden supports 
attached to the rear to keep it in a hori
zontal position (Fig. 4). When the tips 
of the fingers are lightly laid upon the 
surface of the board the instrument be
gins to move to and fro, back and forth, 
reminding one very much of the 
intricate movements of the receiving 
pen of the telautograph. But the force 
here at work is at once more difficult to 
comprehend, more wonderful and more 
subtle than the current of electricity 
supplied by chemical action or dynamic 
force. Yet it is related to it probably as 
closely as frictional electricity is related 
to galvanic electricity, or induction to

FIG. 4.

Her Fight for Her Hights in Kan
sas City.

THE TEST.
After the Writing had discontin

ued for some moments, the slates were 
removed and the following words were 
found written upon the lower slate in a 
c|ear hand anfl in the English language:

“Who can comprehend the magnitude 
of time, or the stupendousness of space? 
When these two factors of the universe 
are understood by mortals, then will 
they know-the laws of the spiritual 
world.” (See Fig. 2.)

Without commenting on this apothegm, 
strange as it is, we will bend our ener
gies to show the writing to be the effect 
of the correlation of active forces.

magnetism. Many who have examined 
the planchette and made experiments 
with it claim the action to be due to 
muscular contraction and expansion in 
the finger tips. If it responded to the 
slight pressure of the fingers by crude 
marks only, this would be a reasonable 
explanation, but as intelligent words 
and sentences are written by it, the mus
cular theory is evidently lacking in 
scientific argument.

THE PLANCHETTE AND HYPNOTISM.
I have seen the planchette used under 

the guidance of a hypnotic subject, .and 
the words written by it through the sub
ject were the same as those proposed 
by a committee of men, who in secret

A VERDICT IN HER FAVOR—UNITED 
STATES JUDGE PHILLIPS’ SCATHING 
REBUKE OF THE COUNTY OFFICERS. 

The gallant fight that Mrs. Maud 
Lord-Drake, one of the ablest represent
atives of Spiritualism of the age, has 
been making in the United States Court 
at Kansas City, has culminated in victory 
for Mi's. Drake, and a vindication of her 
rights under the law. The readers of 
The Progressive Thinker are 
doubtless familiar with the facts in this 
case: how Mrs. Drake was traduced by a 
reporter who subsequently called and 
added insult to injury, who, when 
ordered out of the house by Mrs. Drake, 
refused to go, and struck Mrs. Drake on 
the arm as she opened the door to order 
him out. Finally, when ejected from the 
house by Dr. F. A. Kimmel, at whose 
house Mrs. Drake was stopping at the 
time, he went and swore out warrants for 
the arrest of Mrs. Drake, Mrs. Kimmel 
and of Dr. Kimmel. How they were ar
rested at a late hour of the evening, when 
the conspirators thought it too late to ob
tain bail—how bail was denied them by 
the officers at the jail, and they were 
imprisoned until morning. Mrs. Drake 
and Dr. Kimmel commenced suits in the 
United States District Court at Kansas 
City lor $20,000 each against Henry P. 
Stewart, county marshal, for conspiracy 
and false imprisonment. Mrs. Drake’s 
case was commenced before Judge Phil
lips on Wednesday, May 9, and was not 
concluded until the loth. No case has 
been tried in the courts of Kansas City 
since the famous Mott trial, some years 
ago, that has attracted such widespread 
interest in the city and all over the 
country as this case.

From beginning to end the court-room 
was crowded with prominent men and 
women from all over the State, and 
many from other States. Leading mem
bers of the bar, legislators and profes
sional men crowded all the available 
space within the bar of the court, 
watching the progress of the trial, and 
noting how, step by step, the plans and 
acts of the conspirators were made plain 
to the court; how the officers manipu
lated grand juries, made a farce of 
justice, let the guilty escape, and op
pressed the innocent. The suppressed 
excitement when these things were 
shown up showed the deep interest the 
people had in the case. While Mrs. 
Drake was fighting for her rights, the 
people felt that it was exposing to pub
lic view a deplorable state of affairs in 
the criminal practice of the officers in 
Kansas City.

The interest culminated in the charge 
of the judge to the jury. The best 
lawyers at the bar pronounce it the 
finest analysis of evidence, and the best 
exposition of the law involved, that has 
been delivered from the bench. The 
defense used all the Catholic influence 
possible in the case, and sought at every 
opportunity to appeal to the prejudices 
of the jury. The verdict is a costly one 
to the county marshal. The costs and 
verdict aggregate about five thousand 
dollars, with the prospect of very much 
larger expense attaching to the case.

The next suit is that of Dr. Kimmel 
for the same. amount, with the same 
evidence as in this case.

H. M. Robinson. 
Kansas City, May 16,1894.

communicated it to the hypnotist, who 
in . turn imparted it mentally to 

- -, , , . „ thesubject. . -
without physical contact’« possible. If] Such proof as this is good evidence in 
the sensitive's hands were placed under the slate-writing phenomena.

. In the Sunday Inter-Ocean of May 6th,' 
I explained how action at a distance

C. H. Goodwin, of Fall River, Kansas, 
writes: “Our circle is getting along very 
well. There are always some new ones 
that want to sit with us. If any good 
mediuin passes through this way and 
would stop over a few days, the Spirit
ualists would take good care of them at 
least. With many good wishes for The 
Progressive Thinker, long may it 
live to tear-the scales from off the 
blind." ■
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MEDIUMSHIP.

THE SPIRITUALISTE FIELD

Jesuitical Influence Graphically 
Displayed.

From the National Associa
tion.

catholic control of sensitives— 
PSYCHOLOGIST AIDED BY SPIRITS— 
JESUITICAL SPIRITS CONFINED—PHO
TOGRAPHS WITHOUT EXPOSURE OF 
THE PLATE ;J, , '

In accordance with our request for 
the mediums of the United States to 
furnish the National Spiritualists’ Asso
ciation with a complete account of the 
various phases of their development, we 
are in constant receipt of answers 
thereto, and it would be of great inter
est to the Spiritualists of the country if 
they could be made aware of the varied 
experiences of those who have become 
mediumietio (in a private as well as u 
public way). Some of these have been 
developed tin a very high degree, 
although circumstances have kept many 
from placing their remarkable phases 
before the world, while others are wait
ing to further ascertain tho capabilities 
that they feel will result from continued 
application for advanced stages of de
velopment. A few who are verging on 
the spirit realm from, extreme age, have 
in their experience passed through most 
wonderful transitions, even so far as 
traversing the spirit world and seeing 
the glories and beauties of the advanced 
and higher states of spirituality. We 
trust in time we shall be able to fur
nish many of these experiences, as we 
have confidence that such action will 
redound to the benefit of a large num
ber of those who are seeking light under 
clouded conditions and enable them to 
emerge therefrom into a knowledge 
that would relieve them of the difficulty 
arising from adverse influences.

In addition to the developments allud
ed to in our former statement, we have 
to record others equally important, viz.: 
telegraphy in the human organism, 
poetry, foreign and dead languages, 
short-hand, character delineation, psy- 
chographio writing, diagnosing disease, 
and locating minerals. We find that in 
very many cases the subjects are limited 
in intellectuality in their normal condi
tion.

It has been impossible to answer the 
numerous communications we have re
ceived, but to those whose letters invite 
a reply we shall give attention at the 
earliest moment, and respond to the 
wishes of those who have made request 
for enlightenment upon matters affect
ing their conditions, as far as we are 
able, and by comparing the experiences 
of different mediums it is possible that 
we may glean knowledge which will be 
of inestimable value to many who are 
now subject to adverse influences. In 
some cases we have been questioned as 
to the best means to overcome the 
Jesuitical spirits who interfere .with 
their development, which otherwise 
promise grand results. As many spirits 
pass over to the other side and tenac
iously hold to their peculiar character
istics of belief until they grow out of 
these conditions, we are subject to their 
Influence, and contention with this class 
often results most seriously to the disad
vantage of the investigator or medium. 
Some claim that they are most perfect 
in special phases, but they are unable to 
ward off the evil or obstructive influ
ence, and they are often deceived. We 
have found that it may require extraor
dinary means to accomplish a satisfac
tory result in completely overcoming 
such conditions. When the great and 
unfathomable power of psychology is 
more completely realized and under
stood, it will then be an easier matter to 
cope with this condition. It is demon
strable that some possess this power to 
a considerable degree, and they are able 
to overcome and even to confine _ spirits 
of evil tendency within limitations 
which render them powerless to inter
fere with the progress of mediums. We 
do not believe that many have yet 
acquired this knowledge, yet they may 
be possessed of power sufficient to meet 
the conditions successfully.

It is within our personal knowledge 
that some Jesuitical spirits, who, before 
their exit from the earthly plane, were 
of a very high order, and who for a year 
or more were annoying an extremely 
sensitive lady, who is not a professional 
medium, at one time knocking the 
watch out of her hand to the floor; at 
another time, when engaged in arrang
ing her hair before the gas-jet, thrust
ing her hand into the fire so that it was 
severely burned; also pushing her down 
against the furniture, and at another 
time to the floor, and in many other 
ways annoying her; at times controlling 
her to the extent of forcing 
her into the Catholic church, where she 
went through the formulas, crossing 
herself as a Catholic; so that it was with 
the greatest difficulty, with the assist
ance of her spirit guides on the other 
side and two strong psychologists on this 
side, that she was able to be rid of these 
infernal Jesuitical influences. We did 
so, however, with good result, so that 
she was immediately free from annoy
ance, and has the satisfaction of know
ing that the evil spirits on the other 
side are safely confined and unable to 
interfere with her any further.

We have been solicited by some old 
persons who have been thus afflicted to 
state how to overcome these spirits, who 
still retain their Jesuitical beliefs in the 
Spiritrworld and are constantly annoy
ing and deceiving them so that they 
at times bear the appearance of deceiv
ing others in giving communications. 
From the experience we have gained in 
this direction we can only reply that 
you should call on your reliable spirit 
guides, but as it is possible, as in the 
case alluded to, that the Jesuitical influ
ence may be ready to spring upon the 
medium when the higher spirit guides 
are not at hand (which is sometimes the 
case), or be so strong and powerful that 
the spirit friends are not able to control 
the medium, it is important that these 
influences should be captured and con
fined, and only in this way is the me
dium safe from further persecution.

Secure, if possible, a Spiritualist 
friend who is of strong.physique and 
powerful as a psychologist, and when 
the Jesuitical spirit is drawn to the me
dium, the psychologist should obtain 
the assistance of strong spirits on the 
other side, to take the influence from 
the medium and away where they could 
confineit until it became eo improved that 
no further harm would result from its 
freedom. This may seem singular to 

‘ feme of our Spiritualist friends, but we

recently passed through a struggle of 
this character, where.two médiums, in 
different places, a mile or more apart, 
(a psychologist with each medium) a 
Jesuitical spirit of high degree was seen 
by both mediums at nearly the same 
time, and whose name is historically 
known throughout the world, and they 
both saw the pontifical vestments, and 
this influence was drawn to the medium 
in one place and then through the help 
of one on the other side this Jesuit 
spirit was taken to a place of confine
ment where others of a lower degree 
were already secured who had been en
gaged in persecuting those in the body 
who are extremely sensitive, to the detri
ment of their welfare.

Some may ask, “How do you know that 
the spirits were captured and confined, 
as you state it?” We reply that no 
better evidence is desired than the fact 
that the reliable spirit guides on the 
other side all certify to the fact, so far 
as that condition 4s referred to, and 
their affirmation is borne out by the 
entire absence of any further difficulty 
or annoyance to the mediums from those1 
who were the cause of their trouble.

We have been definite in making this 
statement for the reason that we believe 
many who are developing often expe
rience this same difficulty, and they are 
often deceived, and when giving testi
mony, as they believe, from spirit 
friends, they are, in fact, making false 
statements ignorantly. They are thus 
liable to be brought into disrepute when 
their intentions may be of the most 
laudable kind. We hope this may be of 
benefit to some who are struggling to 
develop their natural abilities in a spir
itual way against contending influences 
on the other side.

We shall soon present a statement of a 
medium relative to the matter of obtain
ing photographs without exposure of the 
light or the use ot a camera, but in 
these cases we know of no results except 
as to the fact of spirits disembodied ap
pearing on the plate. A case of this 
kind occurred at Pierre Keeler's (the 
noted slate-writing medium) in Wash
ington, and we have received from Ala
bama, also, a fine photograph of Edwin 
Booth and his friend Grady, of Georgia, 
on the same card, which picture was ob
tained in the same way. We trust at
tention will be given to this special feat
ure of development, as it will be a strong 
addition to the numerous proofs of spirit 
influence in connection with the affairs 
of the world.

At our annual convention in October 
next, to be held in Washington, we ex
pect to have some important exhibits of 
spirit development, and we shall then 
have many mediums present who will 
display their remarkable phases, and 
the best oratorical power from the 
spirit world, as well as other manifest
ations of a character that must excite 
the wonder of Spiritualists as well as 
those outside of our ranks.

All mediums who have not yet sent in 
their names and addresses, with their 
special developments', should do so, for 
record on the National Register. .

Robert A. Dimmick, Sec’y.
510 E. street, N. W. Washington, D. C.

Prospects of the Lily Dale 
Camp.

To the Editor:—Your readers, so 
many of whom come to Lily Dale, will 
be pleased to know. thg.t prospects are 
betteV than ever before fo? a successful 
and well-attended camp session. The 
program, always attractive and interest
ing, is unusually so this season, with 
several new speakers upon the list. The 
grounds, under the direction of Super
intendent Fuller, are looking beautiful. 
Several new houses are in process of 
erection, and more are to be put up be
fore the season opens. The call for cot
tages began in February, and at present 
but few are unengaged. Mora people 
are hero already for the season than 
ever before at this early period. A. 
Campbell, the noted spirit-artist, and 
his friend, Mr. Shourds, came last week 
and are snugly domiciled in their new 
and handsome cottage on Buffalo street. 
P. L. O. A. Keeler and family are com
ing next week. Prof. A. C. Pfuhl, the 
genial astrologer, who won so many 
friends here two years ago through his 
knowledge of the stars, and his marvel
ous way of telling the past and future, 
will be here in June to conduct a class 
in astrology. A number of other me
diums are on the grounds for the season.

Mrs. J. E. Hyde.
Its High Standard.

Mrs. C. H. Hinckley, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., writ^:

“The paper keeps fully up to its high 
standard, fearless and free—a torch in 
the darkness, a voice for the voiceless, 
the champion of legions both in and out 
of the flesh. Long may it wave!”

It is this characteristic of The Pro
gressive Thinker that has given a 
larger circulation in Michigan than all 
the other Spiritualist papers combined.

Frank T. Ripley closes his engagement 
with the Progressive Society, 11 Ada 
street, Chicago, the last Sunday of May, 
and goes to Lansing, Mich., for the 
month of June. He can be engaged for 
the Sundays of July; and is engaged at 
Lake Brady Camp, Ohio, from August 
15th to September 3d. He can be now 
engaged for the fall and winter months, 
to lecture and give tests, His address 
is 40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill., at pres
ent; or 2762 Broadway, Cleveland, O., 
until August 3d; after that write to 
Lake Brady, via Kent, O.

Virginia City, Nev., is 6400 freet above 
the sea.'

Providence is known as Roger Will
iam’s city.

Detroit is the City of the Straits, from 
its position. ‘

Vibksburg was during the war named 
the Key City.

SPECIAL’NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.
A Grand Feature

Of Hood’s Sarsaparilla is that while it 
purifies the blood and sends it coursing 
through the veins full of richness and 
health, it also imparts new life and vigor 
to every function of the body. Hence 
the expression sb often heard: “Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla made a new person of me.” 
It entirely overcomes that tired feeling 
so common at this season, cures head
ache, biliousness, dyspepsia, scrofula,, 
and all humors.. It accomplishes won-' 
derful Cures where Other medicines fail 
to do any good. ..'Such success proves 
merit. If you are sick, is it not the med
icine for you? :A fair trial guarantees a 
complete cure. ■■ •

FHE PROGRESSIVE? THINKER _____ ________ _ . - - "• - .

L. V. Moulton writes: “It should be 
^chairman of the camp,’ instead of ‘pres

, ident of the camp.’ I am not an officer 
of the Northwestern Spiritual Associa
tion, or even a member—merely hired 
help. Mr. Wm. E. Wheelock, of Min
neapolis, is president of the association. 
The camp is near Como Park, instead of 
at Como Park. Please notice these cor
rections, as misunderstandings have 
arisen that I very much regret.”

The Spiritualists of Rockford, Mich., 
have engaged the celebrated test me
dium, Frank T. Ripley, for their next 
quarterly meeting, which occurs on 
Saturday and Sunday, June 9th and 
10th, 1894. E. R, Keech, President.

The surrogate of Erie county, N. Y., 
will be compelled to pass upon the ques
tion of the immortality of the soul, by 
reason of a will contest, now brought in 
his court. The circumstances are that last 
January Mrs. Catharine Backus, a resi
dent of the East Side, Buffalo, died, 
leaving $1,000 in the bank and several1 
adult children. In her will she be
queathed the whole sum in trust to 
Nicholas Dashman, to be used by him to 
pay for masses for the benefit of the 
soul of the deceased and her husband. 
The children contested the will, the at
torney raising the point that the soul of 
Mrs. Backus cannot receive any benefit 
from masses; that even if it could, a soul 
has no standing in a temporal court, and 
that the trust is illegal because it is not 
for the benefit of any human being; that 
the existence of a soul is not subject to 
proof, and that any trust for thd benefit 
of something which may not even exist 
is not warranted in law; that in any 
event the money will not actually go to 
the soul, but to some church, and that 
not even the church is designated, thus 
giving the trustee too much discretion
ary power. It is expected that Judge 
Stern will hand down a decision that 
will settle the standing of a soul in the 
courts of Erie County.

Prof. J. N. Yakes, phrenologist and 
mind-reader, has returned to Chicago, 
he rooms at 68 Throop street, near Jef
ferson Park, West Side.

M. E. P. writes of her experience in 
circles formed for the purpose of assist
ing such spirits as have met the change 
by unnatural means.. In such cases they 
have been found and brought in by in
telligences on the other side who claim 
it is their mission to find and assist them. 
They have presented themselves most 
successfully through personation. For 
instance, one evening a man controlled 
one of the sitters, throwing her into the 
most frightful convulsions, biting, snap
ping and in every way personating a 
mad dog. Being reasoned with kindly 
but firmly, after a while he seemed 
to show some intelligence. The follow
ing week he came much better, being 
able to give his name, and showing that 
he was beginning to realize the change. 
“We reason with them as we would 
with anyone in a dazed or half-con
scious condition. They awake to con
sciousness and have a desire to know 
their surroundings; then higher intelli
gences assist them to come into earth 
conditions to gain strength and magnet
ism to help them to clearly realize their 
condition.” '

The annual June picnic of the 
Cassadaga Camp Association will be 
held at Lily Dale, Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday, June 8, 9,10.

Carrie M. Smith, trance and inspire- 
tional speaker and public test medium, 
will be at Maumee Valley Camp, Ohio, 
August 10 to 25; Rustic Montpelier, 
Ind., June 10 to 24. She has a 
few open dates for societies and camps. 
Correspondence invited. Terms reason
able. Address 254 N. Van Buren street, 
Frankfort, Ind.

A subscriber writes that a good me
dium would meet with a warjn reception 
at Fall River, Kansas. Fall River is on 
the line of the St. Louis and San Fran
cisco R. R.

H. H., of Jacksonville, HL, writes: 
“Dr. H. H. Grabendike, formerly of 
Topeka, Kansas, has been with us four 
days,giving three materializing seances. 
He is a good medium; his seances were 
very satisfactory, sixteen people being 
present each night. Ten or twelve 
spirits appeared at the aperture during 
each evening, some in full form, giving 
messages by voice and in writing; some 
were recognized and some not. In our 
Sunday meeting he delivered a fine, 
twenty minutes’inspirational talk which 
was highly appreciated.”

T. H. writes: “ ‘Deacon' George 
Daniels, the spiritualistic evangelist, 
of Hamburg, Conn., a man whose faith 
in Spiritualism is as staunch as the 
rock of Horeb, entered the matrimonial 
net for the second time April 23, taking 
for his wife Miss Alice DeWolfe. For 
seventeen years Mr. Daniels ]*d the 
life of a widower. He went out in 
search of a housekeeper, met Miss De 
Wolfe, had an impression that she 
would make him a good wife, and within 
six days the marriage ceremony was 
performed. The ‘Deacon’ is preaching 
liberty of thought and action m.Ore; 
earnestly than ever. The Progressive 
Thinker is his Bible and his library. 
Next year he will turn the seventieth 
milestone in the journey of life, but he 
is as full of spirit and good cheer as a 
man of .twenty-one. A few years ago we 
had A lyceum here, presided over by J. 
S. Loveland. Those were good times, 
but the young folks moved away, and a 
good many of the old ones died, and the 
interest waned; but the ’Deacon’ keeps 
the water in motion, and undoubtedly 
will until he reaches the other side.”.

. Geo. H. Brooks during 'May will lec
ture at South Chicago; June 9th he will 
he at the Orion Lake (Mich.) meeting, 
and will rerdain five days. The 16 th and 
17thhe will be at Bowen’s Mills. From 
Bowen’s Mills he goes to Muskegon. As 
Usual he will be Chairman of the Haslett 
Park Camp Meeting. . ;

Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jackson is to lec
ture June 3d, at Marcellus, Mich,; June 
9 and 10 she attends the annual June 
meeting; at North Collins, N. Y.; and 
will be at Battle Creek, Mich., June 
17th. She would like engagements for 
June 24, July 1,8 and 15, and the coming 
fall and -winter ninths. Her address is 
399 S. Lafayette street, Grand Rapids, 
Mich,

E. of Jacksonville, Pla., writes: “Sum
mer quietude has taken the place of the 
active work which has been accomplished 
here this winter. Dr. Juliet H. Sev
erance, the last of the ‘outside’ workers, 
left us for her home in your city about a 
week ago. Her work was most accepta
ble. Her happy faculty of presenting 
the truth in a manner at once clear, con
cise, logical and impressive renders her 
a very entertaining lecturer, best appre
ciated by the deepest thinkers. She 
gave us a course of fine lectures before 
her visit to Orlando, and two after her 
return. Happily, she has a very favor
able impression of Florida Spiritualists, 
as well as of Florida climate, so We hope 
for her return next winter. The substi
tution other natural hygienic method of 
treating disease for tfie ‘poison’ method 
of the'regulars’would be a'coneummation 
devoutly to be wished for,’and would re
lieve afflicted humanity of a vast deal of 
suffering. I trust that none of the worthy 
ones who have favored us with their 
presence and assistance will feel that 
their efforts have not been appreciated. 
The work accomplished has produced 
effects which can never be obliterated. 
Impressions, not yet openly acknowl
edged, have been made which will come 
to the surface in due season, to widen 
with the coming cycles of time.”

“The Prodigal Daughter" has stirred 
Mrs. L. Starr to write: “I do not know 
when I have read anything that has so 
pleased me as the article in the last pa
per entitled ‘The Prodigal Daughter,’ 
and I just ache to say what I think about 
it. I enjoyed the writer’s independent 
way of expressing the truth. It is truth, 
every word. How often I have heard it 
remarked: ‘Men can commit any kind of 
immoral offense against society, and yet 
be respected; but woman is straightway 
condemned, and by her own sex, while 
the author of her folly and misfortunes 
is made much of, and you would think 
they considered his course smart and 
cunning. While there are women who 
are so sensible and high-minded that 
they scorn a coxcomb and consider his 
bold looks of admiration no compliment, 
carrying themselves in such a manner as 
to quell all farther advance, yet there is 
a class that likes flattery and admiration 
—females who are considered respectar 
ble, too, but who are so vain, so frivo
lous, so silly that they will throw them
selves in the way of any conceited idiot 
of a man who by, his smiles and admiring 
gaze attracts and probably traps some of 
these poor, simple things. Oh, how sad 
and yet contemptible! and from this 
class come the wretched outcasts of so
ciety. But he is not an outcast—not he. 
He laughs and triumphs over her down
fall. Oh! if women could only realize 
that whenever or wherever she sees one 
of these beings she sees one who is with
out conscience or moral principle. Oh 
for the time when woman will be true to 
herself—when men will admire her for 
her true, pure mind and gentle dignity 
of conduct.
‘How beautiful will life be then, 
When Earth can cry: Behold my men! 
And woman in her perfect state, 
Be womanly and yet be great.”’

From a communication sent us by J. 
Montgomery we quote: “The Spirit
world is around us; we are to-day stand
ing in its very midst, surrounded by an 
army of loving workers who are. often 
grieved because of our indifference to 
their entreaties. Why should' we let 
the love for that which is transient dom
inate over our natures, when the real 
life is but a step in advance of all of us? 
If our spiritual natures are not quick
ened by angel visitations, if our philos
ophy is not woven into our practical 
eatth-llfe, we are no better example for 
the generations to come after than 
those who have preceded us. The ob
ject of Spiritualism is to educate the 
people and lead them up to a higher 
plane of morality, npt to drive them, 
neither to ask them to be reliant upon 
anything that does not explain itself to 
the reasoning faculties of man or wo
man.”

Maria L. O’Dell, secretary, writes: 
“The Paw Paw Valley Spiritual Associ
ation was organized with a charter from 
the State Association on May 13,1894, in 
the little village of Paw Paw, Mich., ; 
with forty-five members, and elected the 
following officers: President, E. L. War
ner; vice-president, E. C. Towers; sec
retary, Maria L. O’Dell; treasurer, Ce
celia Nelson; trustees, John Sherman, 
B. O’Dell and Nellie Phillips Raleigh. 
We seem to have a very harmonious so
ciety, with prospects of more members 
in the near future.”

E. Klotz writes: “I am sorry to say 
that Mrs. Carrie Smith, of Frankfort, 
Ind., who was engaged by the First Spir
itual Church, of Allegheny, Pa., has 
been obliged to leave us ahead of time 
owing to ill health. As a parting word, 
let me say that the lady is a good speaker 
and a conscientious test medium, and 
quite able to do justice to her calling.”

Miss Lizzie S. Bangs, the slate-writing 
and materializing medium, of Chicago, 
will visit Geneseo, Ill., June 1, 2, 3 and 
4, to fulfill an engagement there. She 
will give writings, general phenomena 
and materializations. She will give sit
tings before ocafterthis visit at 10South 
Elizabeth street, upper flat. Friends in 
Geneseo will please report the above 
fact to the friends and Spiritualists of 
Cambridge and adjoining towns and let 
there bo a grand rally and much good 
done.

C. E. Irwin writes from Sioux Falls, 
So. Dakota: “Our Progressive Spiritual 
Society meetings are growing every 
Sunday, and were surprisingly ■ large 
yesterday, considering the excessive 
heat. Mrs. Celia Hughes’ controls 
answered questions in the afternoon, and 
in the evening lectured on the great 
subject of ‘Life,’ Dr. Sharkey handling 
the question in an exceedingly able man
ner. After the lecture, a number of 
psychometric readings were given fròm 
.handkerchiefs, etc., and all were ac
knowledged to be correct. The Society 
expects to give a dance in 'the near fu
ture to swell the funds. _ The ladies met 
in the parlors of the Phillips House last 
Thursday afternoon and organized a 
Helping Hand Society, and will hold the 
first.social on Saturday evening next at 
the residence of Mrs. Thomas L. Smith, 
and a large attendance is expected. Mrs. 
Hughes is doing a good work here in 
bringing many to the light, the trumpet 
phase being entirely new here.”

The tenth annual convention of the 
Michigan Equal Suffrage Association

was held at Grand Rapids, May'8, 9 and 
10, 1894.

John W. Beebe, of Grand Bapids, 
Mich., writes: “We all like The Pro
gressive Thinker very much. All 
mediums ought to organize into a M u- 
tual Protective Association in order to 
become better acquainted and to do 
away with the petty rivalry that some
times exists, and for the assertion of 
1'ights and mutual benefit.” '

H. C. Nick writes that they have never 
had anyone in Milwaukee that gave such 
general satisfaction as was given by 
Bishop A. Beals. At the directors 
meeting Tuesday evening, seventeen new 
members were taken in, and several 
more were expected to join the following 
Sunday.

E. writes that a certain, dealer at Jack 
sonville, Fla., was recently convicted of 
exhibiting and offering obscene pictures 
for sale. A copy of one of Rubens'paint
ings was put in evidence. And now gro
cers there are talking of abandoning the 
sale of naked hams, undressed chickens, 
etc., and one of the oity papers, having 
an especial eye to the fitness of things, 
suggests “that if the verdict was ren
dered upon the ‘naked facts,’ the jury 
ought to be ashamed of themselves, even 
if not arrested under the same law."

W. E. Bonney, of Cherryvale, Kan., 
writes: “A debate has been arranged be
tween myself, a Spiritualist, and T. P. 
Bryan, of Hutton Valley, Mo., a member 
of the Church of Christ, on the following 
propositions: First proposition, Resolved, 
that the teachings of Modern Spiritual
ism are a revival of spiritual truths as 
taught by the Nazareno and His follow
ers. I take the affirmative and Bryan 
the negative. Second proposition, the 
Holy Ghost completed its work on earth 
during the natural lives of Christ and 
His apostles. Bryan takes the affirma
tive and I the negative. The discussion 
will be carried on through the pages of 
T/ie Primitive Christian, a Campbellite 
paper published at Wellington, Kan.”

Prof. Lockwood will reply to his 
critics in the very near future, calling 
attention to some immutable principles 
of nature for explanation of which no 
laws have as yet been formulated, or 
“rules of action” demonstrated. His 
address is 105 Warren avenue, Chicago, 
Ill. ■

Mrs. M. B. Gillette will be in Chicago 
by May 18th and will be glad to see her 
friends at 47 Campbell Park.

A correspondent writes from Sioux 
City, Iowa: “We have had Mrs. Bessie 
Aspinwall, of Minneapolis, Minn., with 
us for the last two weeks, and such an 
outpouring of people to hear her lectures 
and tests has never been equaled in this 
city before. Our hall seating two’hun- 
dred was filled to overflowing, and for 
the Wednesday night and Sunday lec
tures thereafter we secured the large 
audienoe-room in the court-house and 
still we could not seat the people. She 
has a strong, positive magnetic force in 
her lectures and every testis recognized. 
We hope to secure her services for Sep
tember and October.”

H. Handrich writes “that tho music 
trance, rapping and~materialization me
diums, Mr. Heasman and his daughter, 
have removed from Flushing to Brook
lyn, N. Y. Their home is at No. 1232 
Madison street, near Hamburg avenue.

M. B. of Vassar, Mich., writes that 
Dr. H. C. Andrews, of Bridgeport, spoke 
for the First Society of Spirituallstej of 
Vassar, May 13th, and his speaking, im
provised poems and songs were highly 
satisfactory.

Mrs. M. F. Phillips writes that she 
has been a medium for about six 
months; has table-tippings, rapping, 
drawing flowers and photography; also 
relieves people of headache ana rheum
atism.

On Sunday, June 3, under the auspices 
of the Children’s Progressive Lyceum 
of Cleveland, Ohio, a special train will 
leave the Cleveland & Pittsburg R. R. 
Union depot at 8:30 A. M., standard 
time, for the Spiritualist Grove Meeting 
at Lake Brady. Friends along the line 
are invited to join.

J. M. C. writes from Nashville, Tenn.: 
“We in Nashville are having a feast of 
fat things. Brother C. H. Figuers, of 
112 South High street, this city, has a 
stated meeting for spiritual growth and 
harmonic mutual development. Spirit 
telegraphy, independent slate-writing 
and psychometry are among the gifts 
vouchsafed to our singularly favored 
leader, who, to the gifts already men
tioned, adds the polish of a gentleman 
and the magnetism of a loving heart. 
Tests are continually given, dissipating 
doubt and disarming skepticism. Peace 
and love seems as a Baptism of joy, to be 
felt by us all.”

Will J. Post writes from Flint, Mioh.: 
“On the 29th of April we organized a 
lyceum with forty members, and we 
now have over fifty, and a strong in
terest manifested. The following of
ficers were elected: Charles Bentley, 
conductor; Mrs. Effie M. Post, guardian; 
Harry Dame, watchman; Miss Maud De- 
lonjay, librarian; Will J. Post, secre
tary; Mrs. Mary Gordon, treasurer; 
Miss Florence Hempstead, musical di
rector; J. Gordon and Albert Parmer, 
guards. The leaders of groups are: 
Harry Dame, Lucien Hempstead, Bert 
Porter, Harry Cook, Wm. Cook, Mrs. 
E. Dye, Mrs. E. A. Parker and David 
Serbush. A lyceum is a great help to a 
spiritual society. Every society should 
have one, and teach the children what 
we know to be true, and not send them 
to Sunday-schools and fill their young 
heads with lessons they will have to 
outgrow. All will find Emma Rood 
Tuttle’s Lyceum Guide of untold value 
for starting a lyceum. It is a grand 
good work.

M. E. Hursen writes: “I am glad to 
read all the good words for Farmer 
Riley, as I know him to be a genuine 
good medium, and reliable.”
.A friend at Chesterfield, Ind., writes 

to express her appreciation of the me
diumship ot Mr. Albert A. Finney, of 
Anderson, Ind., whom she mentions as 
the best trumpet medium she has ever 
met She writes: “In my happiness at 
the results through his mediumship, 
my soul goe§ out to all those who have 
laid the form of ¿ome dear one away in 
the cold grave; and I say: Grieve not— 
they are not dead, they have not left 
you. What can be more cheering to the 
sorrowing soul than a knowledge of this 
fact?”

The Society of Spiritual Unity meets 
every: Sunday at 85 South Sangamon 
street, this city. Mediums’ meeting at 
10:30 a, M,; afternoon, meeting at 2:30; 
evening meeting at 7:30. Mrs. Mary C. 
Lyman lectures and gives .tests. Last 
Sunday' afternoon Mrs.' Hamilton Gill, 
Dr. G. A. Bishop and Mr. Smith also 
took part in the exercises.
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Blessed be Drugdery« By William 0. 
Gannett» The most popul&r sermon of the 
decade. A hundred thousand sold. Pa
per, 10 pents.

Browning’s Women. By Mary E. 
Burt. Essays on the women portrayed In 
Robert Browning's poems* and dramas. 
Cloth, 11.00. '

Blsle: a Christmas Story. From the 
Norwegian of Alexander Kjelland. Trans
lated by Miles Menander Dawson. Cloth. 
50 cents.

Essays. By James Vila Blake. Familiar 
subjects, but masterly treatment. Re* 
markable for purity of stylo. Cloth, 
library style, 11.00.

Evolution and Christianity. By J. 
O. F. Grumbine. A study of the relations 
of rnbaern sclen.ce and popular religion. 
Cloth, SO cents.

Facta and Fictions of I4fe. Dy 
Helen H. Gardener. Essays on live topics 
by one of the foremost women ot the time. 
Piper, b0 cents; cloth, 91.00.

First Steps In Philosophy. By Wil
liam Mackintire Balter. Discusses the 
gUMtlons^What is Matter I What b Duty!

From Earth’s Center. By 8. Byron 
Welcome. A novel picturing a society 
living under the Single Tax. Paper. 25 
cents.

From Over the Border, or Light on 
the Normal .Lite ot Mun. liy Benj. G 
Smith. A book of prophecies and fancies 
of the life to come. Cloth, fl.00.

History of the Argument* for the 
Existence of God. By Dr. Aaron Hahn. 
An important work for students. Faner, 
50 cents.

Information for Nurses, in Home and 
Hospital. By Martin W. Curran. Practical 
andselentinc; note quack "Home Physi* 
clan." Cloth, 51.75. net.

Inquirendo Island. By HudorGenone. 
A witty but not irreverent story of a coun
try where the Arithmetic was the Bible. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 11.00.

John Auburn top. Novelist. By Anson 
Uriel Hancock. A story of a western col
legeboy and college girl. Paper, 50 eenu; 
cloth, 81.25.

Laurel Blossoms, or “My Fortune.” 
Compiled by Della E. BHUngs. Poetical 
selections arranged for fortune-telling. 
Cloth, plain edges, 11.00; gilt edges, SI.50.

Legends from Storyland. By James 
Vila Blake. Stories, new and old, illus
trating how the idea of miracles arises. 
Cloth, illustrated, 50 cents.

Lessons from the World of Matter 
and the world of Man. By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent parages from unpub
lished sermons. Paper, ¿0t\; cloth, $1.25.

Liberty and Life. By E. P. Powell. 
Crisp, popular lectures on the evolution 
theory as related to religion and lite. Pa
per, 50 cents.

Money Found. By Thos. E. Hill. Advo
cates national ownership of banks. Full 
of information on finance. Paper^J5 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents; leather, $1.00.

More Than Kin. By James Vila Blake. 
A delightful book, half story, half essay, 
all uplifting and refreshing. Cloth, pa
per side, 51.00.

Outline Studies in James Bussell 
Lowell: His poetry and Prose. By Mrs. 
Busan B. Beals. Endorsed by Mr. Lowell. 
Paper, 10 cents.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order ofthe Magi, Chicago.

TOOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
ID tide, and containing 3% pages. This splendid 
book, |ust issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspaper*. relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures issued 
In 1S92, and three otliers on the Human Soul, which 
arc alone worth the price of the book. This wonder
ful book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale 
at this offin«

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

ill which helped or made them perform mighty 
Work, and utter Inspired words, together with »ona 
Personal Traits and Characteristics ot Prophet., Apo., 
tics, and Jesus, or Now Readings of “Tho MirsclaL" 
by Alles Putkam. Price 75 cent». For sale at UM 
office.

ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OE 

¿1 his country should have at hand for conaalts* 
lion. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A- This Is a moat 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the BomtQ 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, end 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information toi 
every patriot In the land. Price 11. For sale at thll 
tfflee.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

(There spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to It
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. For sale at 
thia office.

Amber Bead». By Martha Everts 
Holden (“Amber.^Bnef essays on people 
and things» fuU of humor and pathos. 
Paper, 50 oanty ploth, 11.00.

A Modern, ¿bve Story, which does 
not end at the altar. By Harriet E. Or
cutt, Highly original; widely discussed. 
Paper,25cento; cloth, fi.00.

An Ounce of Prevention, to save 
America from having: a government of the 
few, by the few nnd for the few. By Augus
tus Jacobson. Paper, 50 cents.

A Puro Settled X4ar. An anonymous 
novel, “terse, compact, rapid apd intense," 
scene in a Boston ¡art school. Paper, 80 
cents.
_Asleep and . Awake. By Raymond r Religion and Science aa AUlea, or 
Ruaaeli. A reahstic story Qf Chicago; at* Similarities of Physical and Religious 
tacking the double standard of morals. Knowledge. Dy Jwucb Thompson Bixby. 
Cloth, 91.00.. Ph. D. Cloth, 50 cento; paper, 80 cents.

BOOKS OF TODAY
Boojct" of Social Progress

Books of Modern Science 
J Books of Rational Religion 

Live American Novels, etc.

Outline Studies in Holmes, Bryant, 
Whittier: Their Poems. By w. 0. Gan
nett. Topics for conversation and refer
ences for reading. Paper, 10 cents.

People’s Party Shot and Shell. By 
Dr. T. A. Blond. A concise statement of 
the principles now advocated by tho Peo
ple's Party, Paper, 10 cents.

Poems of James Vila Blake. Re
markable for depth of thought and purity 
of style. Cloth, paper label, red burnished 
top, 11.00.

Proofs of Evolution. By Nelson C. 
Parehall, A concise, popular summary of 
the proofs from geology, embryology, re
version, etc. doth, 5u cents.

Bight Living. By Busan H. Wixon. 
Sixty chapters of practical instruction for 
the young on problems ot duty. Cloth. 
91.00.

Bt. BoUfer. with Other Worthies and 
Unworthies. By James Vila Blake. Story- 
easays, subtle and entertaining. Paper.50 
cents; cloth, 91.00.

Seed Thoughts from Robert Brown- ' 
ing. Beleoteu and arranged by Mary E. 
Burt Imitation parchment, daintily 
printed, 25 cento.

Sermons of Religion and Life. By 
Henry Doty Maxson, with biographical 
eketch by H. M. Simmone; the sermons 
edited by James Vila Blake. Cloth, 01.00.

Silhouettes from Life. By Anson Uriel 
Hancock. Stories of the backwoods and 
the western prairies. Paper, 25 cento; 
cloth, »1.00.

The Auroraphone» By Cyrus Cole. 
Telegraphic communication established 
with the planet Baturn. Paper, 25 cento; 
cloth, 50 cento.

. The Beginning. A novel of the future 
Chicago as it might bu under socialism. 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomas, Judge 
Tuley and others. Paper, 25 cento.
*The Evolution of Immortality, or 

Buggestiotoj of an Individual Inimortality. 
boded on our Organic and Lite History. By 
Dr. C. T. StockwHil. cloth, 00 cents.

The Faith that Makes Faithful. By 
William O. Gannett and Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones. New edition from new plates. 
Paper, 50 cento; cloth, 11.00.

Meteor. Poetical works 
of Win Hubbard Kernan. Unique and re
markable poems by a brilliant though 
erratic author. Cloth, $1.50.
„The Gospel of Matthew In Greek. 
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing Toiiuan. Special vocabulary for 
beginners. Paper, 5U cento; cloth, 11.00.

The East Tenet Imposed upon the 
Khan of Tomathoz. ByHudor Genone. 
An instructive story of a non-elect Infant. 
Paper, 25 cento; cloth, 11.25.

The Moral« of Ohrist. By Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison of Christian 
ethics with cojjusnjporajieous 
Paper, 50 cento; cloth, 11.00.

Theodore Parker. By Samuel John* 
son. Not a detailed biography, but a com
prehensive sketch of Parker's life and 
work. Cloth, |1.00.

By Henry R. 
Wi son. A delightfully entertaining story, 
fuli of action and interest. 618 Daaes. 
Paper, 50 cents.

The Sailing of King Olaf and Other 
Poemg By Alice Williams Brotherton. 
pill of melody and variety. Cloth, with 
handsome cover design in silver, IIXK).

The Unending Genesis. By H. M. 
Simmons, a simple yet thoroughly scien
tific story of the creation,or rather the 
evolution, of the world. Paper, 25 cento, 
r T*il?inFtoQ Brown.. Farmer. By 
LeRoy Armstrong. Bow the farmers held 
their wheat and the Board of Trade was 
beaten. Paper, 50 cento, cloth, SI.00.

Where Brooks Go BofUy. By Charles 
Eugene Banks. Simple poems of nature 
and life. White antique paper cover. 50 
cento; vellum cloth, gilt, |l.O0.
» Church and State. By Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. A historical account 
of the status of woman through the Chria- 
tian ages. Cloth, 12.00,

Any book or books In this list will be mailed promptly to any address on receipt of 
price. For »5.00 cash with order, books to the amount ot 10.00 will be sent prepaid. 
Postal notes and currency are at senders’ risk, remittances should bo made by bank 
drat» or postal or express order. Address the publishers ot this paper.
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
OR 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Thio Instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the planchette, both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumtBttc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Co.pt. D.B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old seeders whose grave
stones are mosa-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism Is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort 1n tho severe loss 
I have bad of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made his 
Dune familiar to those interested In psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy- 
cbograpb you seat me, and will thoroughly test it the 
first opportunity I may have. It is very simple In 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now in use. 
I believe it will generally supersede the latter-when 
its superior merits become known."

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, In an editorial no
tice of the Instrument in bls- paper, the Worthington 
(Minn.) Advance, says: “Thorsycbographls an Im
provement upon the plancbette, having a dial and let
ters, with a few words, so that very Httlo ‘power’ io 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
du not hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate."

Just what Investigators want Rome circles want 
Price, by mall, tree with full directions for use, Sl.uo. 
For sale at this office. .

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. fletcher.

Contsntb: The Beginnings: Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems. Sons 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of Meteors and 
CometsjThe Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; Tho Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether: How to Cultivate tho Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; The Summary: “What 
Must We Do to Be Saved.” For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 5Oe.

'THE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL- 
1 Ism and Splrituallim Compared. By Korea Hatt

A work ot rare merit. PrlcoH.OO. ,

Bi/vOtRECr A«d SAVE DEALER'S 
«6 ANO AGENT’S PHOFITS.
pl&niyourOxftnl Boss Bicycle,suit
able for either sex, made of best dhi- 

_ . , _ terinl.sirohg,substantial,accurately
osted and rally warranted.; Wine to-day for our 

tgc complete catalogue of bicycle«, rwte, repairs, etc.«
trafc oauF'onx) co»

M Wabtrt ATMM, » DMXOAflO, XU»

THE ELEMINATOH 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical;
frig the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu- 
alone never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an Imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine senaauom 
Price 11.50.

For sale at this office.

HELEN HARLOW'S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

DF LOIS WAISB ROOKER.—if ANY 
JD have read this book, many have re-read IL 
and many others ought to read IL It should bo read 
by every man and woman In the land. Asa atoiylt 1« 
finely written,and teems with Interest,and at the same 
time It educates, elevates and Inspires. It shows the 
injustices to which women are subjected tn the pres* 
ent status of society—tbelnequalltles in tbo measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of the 
same mural quality performed by men and women re
spectively. It shows the falsities rampant In society 
1n matters of moral and social Import-, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of- social 
ostracism. It contains a tine likeness ot the author« 
Fine cloth, pages, price, s* V- '

HOW tomesmerizet
CULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN
tP structloM How to .".esmerlze. Ancient ant Mod- 
jrn Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Splrliu»llsm 
Irue? By Prof. .1. W. Cadwell, Ancient nnd modern 
miracles nre explained by mesmerism, snd tbo Holt 
»UI be found highly Interest''.u to every SpIrltuettsU 
It Is the only work ever published giving full Instruc
tion how to mesmerize, and the connection this set-nce. 
bu with Bplrltnsllsm. It |a pronounced by Allen Put-' 
t>»m and others, who have read <t, to i,B on. of cm 
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IMPORTANT OBJECT LESSON

What Humanitarian Work Can 
Point to as Evidence ot the 

Beauty of Your Religion.

That Spiritualists May Read with 
Profit.

What Have You Done to Practically As- 
fiist the Unfortunate, While 

Talking About the 
Good Angels?

You

“This is Ida," says the matron, añd she in- Foieman, Mrs. C, 0. Lake, Mrs. M. W. 
troduces the visitor. - " ~~ ’. Mabbs, Mrs. Allen Vane and Mrs. E. P. Vail.

Thè girl shakes hands smilingly and with The present board consists of Miss Alice
the candor of a child shows what she has in

I 
Î'

I;

IEB0UE FALLEN GIRLS—NOBLE WORK OF A CITY 
INSTITUTION—THE FLORENCE ORITTENTON 
ANCHORAGE HAS SHELTERED SIX HUNDRED 
UNFORTUNATE WOMEN DURING THE PAST 
YEAR—STORIES OF SOME OF THE VICTIMS.

To the Editor:—As a devout Spiritualist, I 
learn from the Chicago Herald, that right in 
the midst of one of the many infamous quar
ters of Chicago, surrounded by shameless re
sorts of the ribald and the impure, flanked on 
either side by saloons, and crowded close by 
opium dens and houses of ill-fame, stands a 
modest two-story building bearing above its 
portals the inscription, “Florence Orittenton 
Anchorage.” Located as it is in the center 
of darkest Chicago, this unpretentious edifice 
offers a shelter for young women and girls 
who wish to leave a life of moral degradation. 
It is a home, in the sweetest and truest sense, 
for those grown weary of the hard exaction of 
a life of shame, where without money and 
without price they may remain until work is 
offered them or until they have grown Strong 
enough to withstand the besetting temptation 
of a foregone cause of vice. Hither many a 
despairing young creature has turned in the 
dark hour of a woman’s sorest need and found 
succor and deliverance, and, in many cases, 
absolute conversion from evil courses. The 
anchorage has been in operation since 1886, 
although it has occupied its present quarters 
less than seven years. Under the persuasive 
perseverance of Miss Willard the mission was 
first organized at 40 Fourth avenue as the 
“Rehoboth" (still there’s room). Much good 
was accomplished here, but as the home was 
small and totally inadequate to provide right 
shelter for ten applicants, it was speedily 
found necessary to enlarge its borders and in
crease its scope. After considerable search 
the present quarters were found and set in 
readiness. In the window of the little parlor 
which cheerily fronts the street a lily is al
ways blooming, mute invitation to the dark
ened souls without, submerged in the shadows 
of sin and shame.

APPROACH TO THE HOME.
The approach to the home is by a broad 

flight of steps, from which a glimpse of a 
sunny basement discloses a table spread in a 
dining-room that is both comfortable and 
homelike. The summons at the door is speed
ily answered by a pleasant-faced woman with 
a pale and rather careworn face, redeemed 
from plainness by a sweet smile and an aure
ole of pretty hair. The visitor is ushered 
into a cozy parlor, with an open fire-place and a 
quantity of books to make it attractive. The 
furniture is worn, but has a look of home that 
must appeal quickly to a wanderer’s heart 
The couch drawn up before the fireplace 
seems comfortable, and the clock that ticks in 
musical cadence the passage of the hours has 
an air of pleasant antiquity that tells its own 
•tory of repose. On the rug before the fire
place an unspeakable dog is lying at full 
length, the ugliest, most depraved-looking 
pug that man ever cast adrift Seeing the 
glance of the visitor fixed upon this dreadful 
brute, the matron will probably apologize for 
its presence something after this fashion:

“We don’t know what to do with that dog. 
It came here in the arms of a poor creature 
whom we took in from the streets and who is 
now desperately sick. The dog seemed very 
dear to her, and we couldn’t bear to turn it 
out into the street. I wish somebody would 
take it off our hands. ’’

And if you are a true humanitarian you 
will say: “Madam, the succoring of that hid
eous brute proves the unalloyed gold of your 
heart and sets a truer value upon your profes
sion than you know. The soul that is big 
enough and broad enough to hesitate to turn 
aven a dog into the streets may be relied upon 
to do grand work for humanity. ’’

Sitting within the little parlor, mindful of 
its shabbiness and total lack of ostentation, 
your heart warms more and more to the spell 
of good Mrs.. Kelly’s simplicity as she nar
rates incidents of life at the anchorage.

MARRIED AT THE ANCHORAGE.
“You should have been here to attend the 

pretty little wedding last night," she says, 
turning to the Herald, representative; “one 
of the inmates, to whom we have all become 
greatly attached by reason of her gentle ways 
and patience, was married to the father of her 
little child. I gave them a bit of a wedding 
spread and everybody had a good time. ”

“How did you bring such results about?" 
questioned some one.

“I always set to work to fry and find the 
author of each girl’s ruin and, if possible, 
lead him to make the only restitution possible, 
even though late," is the answer; “you would 
be surprised to know how often I am success
ful and in how many instances the plan works 
happily to both concerned. ’’

“But is it wise to force an issue of this 
kind? Are a woman’s best interests conserved 
if forced into marriage with a man who has 
already proved himself lacking in honor?”

“That is a difficult point to decide,” replied 
the matron; “but I think more of saving fu
ture shame to the innocent baby than I do of 
the present happiness of its erring parents. 
The poor little kid must be protected anyway. ” 
Presently the door opens and a round-faced, 
plump girl enters with her arms full of bun
dles. You see at once that she is not up to 
the average standard of brightness. Her 
smile is ready and vacant Her eyes sire blue 
but soulless. ■■

her bundles, The contents prove to be a 
faded green felt hat with yards of gaudy rib
bon, a good pair of laced; shoes, a shabby 
print dress and some underclothing,

“Where did you get them, dear?” asks the 
matron,. .

- The girl replies that one of the managers of 
the anchorage had sent for her and given her 
the things.

“She is going to a place in the country to
day," explains the kind matron, and as the 
girl gathers up her treasures and smilingly 
leaves the room Mrs. Kelly proceeds with her 
story.

“The child is only 17, and we found her in 
jail, where she had been a week on the charge 
of stealing. Perhaps she was guilty and per
haps not. She says the latter, and we give 
her the benefit of* the doubt. Anyway, it was 
a cruel thing to keep her there in the company 
of worse women than she, to be turned out fi
nally to the wolves that prey on witless lambs. 
We persuaded her to come with us, and have 
already secured her a good place in the coun
try, where she is delighted to go,”

“Shall you allow her to take the situation 
offered, without any caution as to her past 
record?"

The kind matron hesitates. “It is the 
hardest thing I have to do,” says she. “I 
suppose I must give her new mistress a hint, 
but I shall say nothing about the-jail." You 
wonder a little to yourself whether the course 
adopted be entirely just to the other party, 
but say nothing. Perhaps the taking in of 
such a member to a olean country home may 
work other results than the girl’s reforma
tion.

Presently you are asked to step upstairs 
and see the babies. Poor little rootless 
blossoms. 8ad little mites turned out into an 
unfriendly world without a welcome. And 
yet the matron tells us that these babies are 
often, indeed almost invariably, dear to 
their mothers,

“Up to the time of its birth,” she says, “the 
mothers will show no emotion toward the com
ing stranger but that of abhorrence, but when 
the first tiny cry greets her ears the mother 
love surges full into the desolate heart and 
the child becomes as dear as yours or mine. 
In most cases we encourage the keeping of the 
baby, sure that the strongest hope of reform 
lies that way, but occasionally we deem it best 
to procure foster parents for the little one.

“There is with us now a young girl of ex
cellent family, whose child we have taken 
from her. She will never see it again, but we 
know it is well provided for. The case is an 
interesting one and is only one of many. The 
girl came to this city for work. She fell into 
evil company and was betrayed. Her father 
is a minister in a distant town, and her 
mother is an incurable invalid. The least 
shock would kill that frail mother, and the 
girl is an only daughter, She came to us 
and told her story, which is a peculiarly sad 
one. We advised her to keep the record se
cret in order to save the hearts and lives of 
others. She will return to her hon^e shortly 
and nobody outside of the anchorage and the 
hospital will ever know of her dreadful expe
rience.” ’

“Did she dislike to part with her baby?”
“It tore her very heartstrings; but she felt 

that the story of her shame Would kill the fee
ble invalid at home, and so sacrificed her 
child to save her mother."

‘ ‘You must become inured to histories of 
terrible grief," says the visitor, and turns 
away to look at the occupahts of the. nursery. 
The air of the room is warm and painfully 
close. The good matron, like many another, 
is somewhat ignorant of the hygienic laws 
which .should be maintained in all . living 
rooms. On couches propped up with fresh
looking pillows, five babies lie aimlessly cross
ing and recrossing their mottled fists. They 
all stare at the ceiling with the attentive air 
usual to very young sprigs of humanity, and 
do not differ in anything but plumpness from 
the little ones that happier mothers, love to 
kiss and fondle.^ There is an air about the 
place something like that of a deserted garden, 
where only weeds and forgotten blossoms 
bloom. A young woman, tidily dressed in a 
pretty wrapper and with her brown hair caught 
up with a gUt dagger, lays claim to the fattest, 
jolliest baby of the lot, a sturdy boy of six 
months, who grows red in the face over the 
difficult problem of “patti-cake. ” “That 
girl,” whispered the matron, “is more than 
commonly smart. She adores her baby and 
means to work for it. The child’s father 
wants to marry her, but she detests him and 
will not even see him. He sends her money 
and implores her at least to name the baby 
after him, but she is relentless. We hope to 
bring her around, though. I think she is 
changing. ”

‘ ‘Would it be wise?” asks a visitor.
“For the kid’s sake,” again replies good, 

kind Mrs. Kelly. Thrown listlessly upon a 
chair, her steely blue eyes, hard as stone; an 
insolent look struggling for supremacy with 
the forced smile with which she greets the vis
itors, a woman regards ns attentively as we 
make our rounds from couch to couch.

“That baby's mine," she says, “and the 
doctor thinks it’s going to diet”

We look at the mite that is swathed in flan
nel and laid in a warm comer by the fire and 
almost cry aloud, “God grant it may!” The 
tiny face is drawn with pain and the email 
mouth is stained like a pomegranate bud with 
the wine of fever.

< ‘Take it gently back into the realms of the 
great unknown, O, kind and merciful Father,” 
we whisper, “that the fangs of those two gaunt 
wolves, want and vice, may not destroy the 
delicate blossom of its soul too early. ”

The anchorage that bears his child’s name 
upon its walls is only one of nine already es
tablished. The committee, by whose , brave 
efforts the Chicago mission has been made a 
success, is composed of the following women: 
Mibb Alice Bond, Mrs. I.D. Evans, Mrs.

Bond, chairman; Mrs. Robert Greenlee, treas
urer; Miss Kate Jackson, secretary, and Mrs. 
Mabbs and Mrs Vail. Miss Bond is an inde-

A PATHETIC STORY 
Of Some Veteran Home Workers 

In the Spiritual Vineyard.

fatigable worker, and to her unflagging ener
gy is due much of the success of the mission., 

six hundred sheltered.
During the past year six hundred girls 

have been sheltered at the anchorage and over 
3,000 temporary lodgings have been furnished. 
Many wandering ones have been returned to 
friends; many have found homes; some have 
been married; two are running a large and 
prosperous laundry; one who had tried to 
drown herself when rescued, is carrying on a 
fine fruit farm in the State, and one is keeping 
a large, respectable boarding-house, with 
hundreds of dollars already saved.

The vast amount of good that an institution 
of this character can accomplish will be known 
only in the ages yet to come. If the grand 
cause that we so much love, now reputed to 
embrace all religions, all reforms, and a mem
bership reaching into the millions, can but be
gin the establishment of like institutions of 
succor and upliftment, those beautiful angels 
we hear of will give the workers a much 
higher standing on their private page of the 
great record of advancement, than if they 
poured a whole vocabulary of praise and hol
low invocations in their ears. Practical en
deavor is needed in our cause along the line 
of. uplifting those whom we claim are the vic
tims of the false teachings of other so-called 
religious institutions. . Dr. T. Wilkins.

A Vivid Picture of Reverses as Drawn by 
Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle.

God Knows.
From out his over-full coffers

The rich man has given a part 
To build a church for the people— 

’Tis a wonderful work of art 
Now every one speaks of his merits, 

The world gives him loud applause, 
That the riches which he inherits

Are given for such a cause, 
And I wonder, while I listen, 

If he missed from his princely store 
The sum that he gave, 
Which to us seemed so brave, 

Or could he have given much more? 
God knows.

Then I sigh as I think of my neighbor, 
Whose cottage is humble and poor, 

And whose life is filled wjth hard labor 
To keep back the wolf from his door;

Yet I know thatfrom out that small pittance, 
Gathered patiently, day after day, 

The most goes to succor some lost one, 
And help him along on his way;

That the xwanderer receives a glad welcome 
At the door of his cheerful hut;

Yet nobody cares 
That his all he shares, 

And the world heeds it not—but, 
God knows.

Yes, God knows—and weighs in his balance 
The gifts of the great and the smalji’

And he notes—not the deeds, but the mo
tives, -, .

That are prompting the hearts of them all. 
And the gift—be it ever so humble—-.

If offered with good will and prayer, 
I's worth just as much to our Father

As the one that is costly and rare. 
Never falter, because you are lowly, 

And your efforts seem feeble and small, 
. For in God’s sight 

The widow’s mite
•Was the grandest gift of all.

Mary F. Whitford.

A Soul Reflected.
Just as the sun peeps through the casement 

vine , .
And softly creeps, upon her face to shine 
Ite golden welcome—e’er so gently tries, 
Joy whispers low to laughter in her eyes. 
When her dolls much discipline she’d bring, 
Her voice yet holds a mellow, happy ring, 
And tho’ her merriment she’d well disguise, 
Love’s song accords with music in her eyes.
Sometimes, should accident her way befall, 
No weakling she, for sympathy to call— 
A little grit all misery denies, 
While fortitude finds courage in her eyes.
A hungry dog, just there beneath the sill 
She spies; humanity is first to thrill 
Her little heart; kindly to him she cries; 
And tears bedim the sweetly tender eyes.
Straight from her plate the better, tempting part 
She takes to him—well deems it pleasant art, 
Poor fellow! note his pitiful surprise, 
While pathos finds contentment in her eyes.
Thus all the day the changing lights reveal 
A shining soul no method may conceal, 
Until within my arms she softly lies, . 
Peace kisses then and veils the precious eyes.

George E. Bowen.

This Only Hope.
Dr. GHe, of Pueblo, Colorado, writes: 

“The’ only hope - left for a native of Amer
ica is in the brave, outspoken men; they are 
few, but, vyith the God-sent, A P. A. at their 
back, light is streaming in. My vote is for 
yob, with both hands'up, the palm out. En
closed please find one dollar for continuation 
of paper, with ho God in the constitution. In 
‘Union’ there is strength, and ‘Liberty’ for 
all.” . ■

Ahead of Them All.
E. M. Jones,, of Camden, N. J. ^writes: 

“We take several Spiritualist papers, but The 
Progressive Thinker is far-ahead of them 
all in our estimation.”

“God in the Constitution.” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In 
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover,-with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for |1.00. For sale at this office.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents. '

“Let us pause in life’s pleasures and count 
its many tears,

While we all sup sorrow with the poor; 
There a song that will linger forever in our 

ears,
0! Hard times come again no morel
How often, in these days of want and vicis

situdes, the wail of sorrow and poverty comes 
plaintively to our ears. Often the plaint iS 
so bravely uttered that it reminds one of a 
starving robin singing cheerily above a snow
bank. These are times when we should be ps 
helpful as we can, in justice, to one another.

In the early spring I received a letter from 
a woman who did not know which way to turn. 
I had never seen her, but she knew me 
through the little I have done for our cause. 
I knew she was kind and true, and needed a 
helping hand.

She and an invalid sister, who had been a 
well-known teacher in Warren county, Ohio, 
together with a brother who is afflicted with 
hernia, had lived for sixty years on an upland 
farm of one hundred and fifty acres, to which 
they were strongly attached, as well as to 
things they had gathered about them. They 
had made a home for the unfortunate relatives 
of the family, having taken care of four aged 
people; brought up three children, left by a 
brother who was killed in the last war, and 
also three left by a deceased sister. There 
being so many helpless ones and the workers 
not strong nor many, the old farm was mort
gaged, and after fruitless struggles, sold for 
it

Thinking it almost impossible for them to 
endure leaving the dear old place, they rented 
of the landlord their own old house and kept 
their pets about them.

When she wrote me they had been ordered 
to leave and a home in the Poor-house seemed 
inevitable. The ones they had helped were 
dead, or scattered, and battling with hard 
times; but one young nephew said they should 
not go torthe infirmary. So he got a little 
place which is in a railroad station, and so 
noisy that it was cheap, and the sisters and 
brothers bade good-bye to their old home and 
went in their infirmity to “stay” in their new 
quarters. In writing of it one of the sisters 
says:

“The moving seemed a wild nightmare 
dream, packing, selling, parting with things 
we did not need, clinging to old things, of 
which we had so many; old furniture, old clocks, 
mirrors, and many things our grandparents 
owned. I have a clock that our grandfather 
Cleaver brought from New York, that was made 
in 1800. My chickens, which were named, 
and which I petted as many do their birds, 
had to be sold. But our little dog, ‘Dr. 
Dick,’ who came to us a stray waif five years 
ago, we took with us, and a cat that has since 
run‘away, frightened by her new surround
ings. My sister Carrie is very sorry, for she 
was her special pet. A kind friend brought an 
easy carriage for us to ride away to our new 
place in, and be offered our dog a place in it 
toó. He never rode in a carriage before, but 
behaved like a gentleman. I am glad he did 
not know all I did when he took a last look 
at the old orchard and the hill-side, dotted 
with cedars and wild roses: his free play
ground. . Now we have to keep him shut in
doors, away from boys, dogs and cars.

“We Live very plain—do not want cake or 
delicacies, and aré willing to live on substan
tial food, of Which bread and potatoes are 
chief.

“I have had a great deil of experience in 
spirit control, clairvoyance, clairaudience, 
etc. I havq a peculiar gift of seeing land
scapes and faces in lamp chimneys, but my 
chief gift comes under the head of psycho
metric reading. Before I received, your letter 
I read a number of sentences which I found 
in it when it came. I have so far answered 
letters satisfactorily, and although I have al
ways given my gifts and work freely, my 
friends advise me now to set the price of one 
dollar on my readings. I am sorry to, but it 
may relieve others from burdens. I cannot 

ar to be a burden, or a beggar, but am 
; ced to fry to do what I can for those I love 
heo are helpless. Your sister in truth,

“Lucy Myers.
“Waynesville, Warren county, Ohio."
I send this glimpse of life that any kind 

friend who wishes-to fry Miss Myers’gifts, 
and thus aid a burdened sister, can do so by 
addressing her as above.

Or, if you wish, to give, asking nothing in 
return, may afigels bless you for so-doing.

- Emma Rood Tuttle.

And we know that she is living, just as calm 
and true and strong -

. As when her earthly presence, dear, was 
• with us day by day;

And we feel that she still holds them, the 
ones she loved so long,

With a strength which death’s sad parting 
has no power to take away;

For she’s happy with her trusted friend, the 
truest of mankind,

Till they, their life-work over, their rest shall 
also find.

Ethel M. Colson.

She Is Not Dead.
'She is not dead, though we with hearts unruly 

Feel that our hearts have lost a loyal, stead
' fast friend,

Who, though her lips were silent,, loved us 
’ truly

With that still depth which knows no change 
. or end. ■

And though we mourn her passing, and grieve 
that she has gone,

Yet deep within our hearts we know that she a 
crown has won. .

To the beauty of ‘that kingdom where ’tis al
ways joyous day, 

And the morning reigns forever, her sweet, 
true soul has fled; -

But her smile was so exquisite when that soul 
had passed away <

That we cannot feel despairing; we know, 
she is not dead, . . , , •

But resting from her labors in a dream of 
perfect bliss, .

Which knows no pain or sorrow, and no happi
ness can miss. .

The Inspiration of God.
. It is self-evident that “every scripture in

spired of God is also profitable," etc., 2 Tim. 
4:16/of the New Version. Ver. 17.—“That 
the man of God may be complete, furnished 
completely unto every good work.”

What do we learn in this new version of the 
Bible called scripture?

Taking Timothy for authority, and his rea. 
soning seems good, we learn, first, every 
scripture inspired of God is good; second, that 
every good thing in bibles or out of them is 
inspired of God; third, this portion of scrip
ture unlocks and reveals the truth in all bibles— 
all scriptures—showing, that that which is not 
good is not inspired of God, and we should 
reject it if found in bibles or out of them.

The man of God, or the God-man—both 
terms mean the same—and everything inspired 
of God and lived in our lives tends to build 
up and complete our God-character in the love 
of goodness, purity and truth. I do not be
lieve God ever inspired such scripture as Gen
esis xx, 1-38; Numbers xxxi, 1-54; Hosea i, 
ii, hi, 1-2, 4: 13; Gen. xix, 31-38; Eze. xxiii, 
1-3; Malachi ii, 3; Eze. iv, 12-15; Job xl, 
15-17; 2 Kings xviii, 27; and a good many 
more, too numerous to mention.

Men have upheld drunkenness, slavery, 
prostitution and every known crime in the 
name of God and religion. The Bible is full 
of just such characters—men who have said: 
“ ‘Thus saith the Lord,’ when the Lord hath 
not spoken. ” There are those to-day who are 
repeating this libel of antiquity, and mislead
ing many, or still worse, making infidels of 
them. To do good and disbelieve the inspira
tion of cruelty is not infidelity, but to do evil 
while professing fidelity is the worst kind of 
hypocrisy and crime.

There is still another class, who, having be
come disgusted with the present doctrines of in
spired folly, have plunged themselves into every 
evil indulgence. God and religion have been 
presented to them in such a ridiculous manner 
and being inclined to seek pleasure only in 
this life, pot stopping to consider carefully 
these matters pertaining to their future wel
fare, we find ourselves surrounded on every 
hand, all over the world, by victims of all 
manner of vices.

Vice is the legitimate offspring of the doc
trine of the inspiration of evil. I stand on 
the wall of Zion to defend God and the truth, 
not because either God or the truth needs a 
champion to defend them, but because many 
people believe everything told them by false 
priests in the name of religion. This is the 
class of people I wish to reach.

Do not believe that God ever did or ever 
will inspire evil. Do not lose faith in good
ness. Do not accept infidelity for what some 
people have said of God’s character.

To condemn a person from hearsay is not 
only unjust but cruel.

The same applies to God, the author of all 
truth and goodness.

You will find the best definition of infidelity 
to all that is pure and good, in the lives of 
those who say and do not—who profess and 
believe not. The worst enemies of God and 
religion are and have been found mostly among 
their advocates and champions.

You may think that I am getting away from 
my text, and to keep pace with the same I will 
return to it at once. “Every scripture in
spired of God," etc., what is the meaning of 
that term scripture? The time was when 
everything was written on script and could have 
been properly called scripture. From these 
old musty scripts or manuscripts the Bible 
was compiled. When paper was introduced, 
script was no longer useful, but^its memory 
and significance were perpetuated by priests 
and so-called religionists, by applying the term 
scripture to their particular compilations and 
writings. Scripture was at one time any
thing written on script, therefore my text is 
very appropriate to the case in hand.

In speaking of this great mass of miscella
neous writing on script the writer of my text 
chooses the good from all, and gave you and I 
the same privilege in his statement that “ev
ery scripture inspired of God is profitable,” 
etc.

Look well, my friend, that you choose that 
which is inspired of God. Do not tell me that 
God inspired murder, rapine and cruelty. 
Men for selfish gain, or to usurp authority 
over others, have charged God with every 
known crime their beastly natures could in
vent You hell-fire-priest, you etemally- 
damned-advocates, get down out of the pulpit 
and hide your faces in shame for representing 
our God to be such a monster. Leave His 
sanctuary; go search and learn that ■ ‘God is 
love” and inspires naught but good. Thus 
all true goodness is the inspiration of God in 
us and we in Him forevermore. Amen.

Dr. 0. T. H, Benton.

Yhe Progressive Thiriker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chcago, IU. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has
been such that the publishers feel warranted, 
in getting out an edition in German. ' 
book is well printed and illustrated, and 
or SI per copy. For sale at this offiqp.
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 RUPTURE CURED

FQR TWELVE DOLLARS.
. „ ' _ HiLGAkD, Okequm, Juue 28,1883.

Pixbc» & Son.—Gentlemen: I mn happy io in* 
ai you that the Truss I bought of you last April has 
hbtely cured xuo of ft very levero case of Hcrula, 
> which I have suffered for ovxu IB years, J was 
er aoeptloa) about your Truss wheu I boughtit, as I 
rled several so-cRlledElmioTrusscswlthoutderlv. 
oybenefltfrouj them; but after using your Truss far 
t time I was convinced that it was the best I ever 

—, u It was easy to wear, and teemed to stop the severe! 
pain* that often »rostrated me whilo wearing the oldl 
Spring trusses; ana now,in spite of my scepticism, I amfl 
Perfectly Cured, and can work with thoTrussoff iflfl 
feel so disposed.,butl still wear it loosely at it la aorfl 
Inconvenient. You may add the above co your other® 
testimonials. Gratefullyyours, »RED, HANSEN. M 

(W*Tbe above cure was effected In less than turkk^H 
MONTusTiMB.atatotalcostoffl2. Thousaudsofeimi-^H 
lar cures have been made for from $10 to $15 each.

tablluhed 1876. Cali or send 8o for free Pampulet^^H 
No. I. Address Magnetic Elastic Xruas^H 
Company, N. IV. corner Kearny 
Sacramento streets, Bau Francisco, Cal.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

-LA The “Stellar Key" fa tbo Philosophical intro
auction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from th* 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After- 
Lite; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 8-Soclety in the 
Summer-Land14—Sociai Centres in the Summer-Land; 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life in Summer-Land; 7-Materlal Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—intimates in the Summer-Land: 9-Volce 
from James Victor Wllecn. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In ton 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautiful front!* 
piece, Illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 cent«. Poetaga a «eau. For Ml, 
at thia offlee._________  .

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism

BY A. P. 8INNETT.
This excellent work treats of the following subjects:

L 
II. 

ILL

IV.

V.
VL

VIL 
vm.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Anaesthetic Effects and Rig. 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this admirable work Is $1,25. AU bMkl 
Advertised la The Pbooeessivb thineeb are

For sale at this office.____ _
YOU SHOULD READ IT.' 

"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN
T Cercourse. Contents; Guardianship ot Spirits, 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; ResurreJ ; 
lion of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work has been translated into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
vent wonderful Spiritual Developments at the houae 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford, Conn., and similar cases 
In all paru of the country. Thia volumn Is the drat । 
from the author directly on the subject of “ Spiritual- I 
Ism,” and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 
M-Sh. Po«t«g. 10 cents. For sale at thu, office

THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
i ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davis, h a very In

teresting and suggestive work. It is an explanation of 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most Important recent Interview with James 
Victor Wilson, & resident of the Summer-Land. Price 
30 cents. For sMe at thia office

WAS

A8RAHAPI LINCOLN
A SPIRITUALIST?

- OR —

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

-BY
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits. Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Bin

coin, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more bo than any work Issued since Uncle Tom's 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, ana which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the most moment
ous period in American History, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth, 12mo, Illustrated, pp, 264, $1,50} 
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O 1pm. By Epes Sargent, author of •• Plancbetle, or 
the Despair of Science,” “The Proof Palpable of Im
mortality,” etc. This Is a large 12mo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
ngreat amount of matter, of which the table of con
tents, condensed as it Is. gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science Is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically imparted, but are directly presented In the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism is a natural sci
ence, and an opposition to It, under tbe ignorant pre
tense that It Is outside of nature, 1s unscientific and 
unphllosophlcal. All this is clearly shown; and the 
objections from “scientific.” clerical and literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since ISH, are answered 
•with that penetrating force which only arguments, 
winged with Incisive facts, can Impart . Cloth, 12mo» 
pp. 396. Price 11.50. Postage 10 centi. For sale it 
Chis office. .

pSYCHCHATHY; OR SPIRIT HEAD 
JT Ing. Being a series of leasons on the relations of 
the spirit to Its own organism, and the interrelations 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No 
physician should be without this book. No magnetic 
healer should be without it, and no family should 
be without Ite valuable aid. It is a valuable aid 
to the physician In determining the relation of bls pa
tient's spirit to Its body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies are necessary to perfectly adjust the 
same to each other; to the magnetic healer It is Inval
uable. because It Illustrates the actual magnetic poles 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To the gen 
eral reader It will prove a boon because It explains th# 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the influence 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth) 
11.50. For Mie at this office.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 
I By Lliile Doten. New edition. This handsome 
rolume opens with the wonderful experiences of the 
author, who Is lycullarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
iong time been i nceaslog, and the deep religious and 
spiritual tone ef her discourses have extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the instrumentality ef the presc. But It Is chiefly for 
her mcdlumistlc power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she Is most specially 
kupwn. This volume contains the gems of the Insplr* 
atlonal u.-terancea, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of his productions In earth-life, but far surpass these 
in exaftednesi o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tb, Inspiration of Shakespeare. Bums, 
A. W. Sprague; smt In many cases the author's name 
is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and aignlficence o' this 
higher phase of spiritual communion Is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from 11.50 to I1.Q& 
postage X) cents. For sale at this office

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT; 
f'ATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
(_Z Life. Containing some of the experiences of « 
spirit who has been In spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B-E. Litchfield. This work of 28? pages contains» 
Vast fund of InfonMtIon. It gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson la learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, as he enters the dark valley, Is 
veiy Interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa
tion. Price IL25. for Mio at this office.
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intellect» in every department of life.

LIGHT! LIGHT!
Fort Wayne, Ind, H, V. Swebingen.

TAIMAPC^Q TA DE DM AOI E than to truth; that I had wantonly slandered IALIHAUl U InDLilTInuLEi the memory of theman whosaid: “The world 
io.____ i..., is my country, to do good my religion," and

For the Third Time It is Destroyed “any ?tber equally 8°?d “en and.
hv FirA 1 ^a^ 1 bad been as in00U8,Bteni>118 self-contra
Dy rire, dictory.as the Bible I preached, if not more
. " ’ ‘ . so; that I had turned too many lofty pulpit-

WhM S the Matter with DeWitt somersaults, jumped through too many
AflyhOW?. . hoops while riding bareback, and performed

.......  too many pulpit-tumblings and other acrobatic

I

Galileos; Haeckels,, Tyndalls, Humboldts, DUTY OF THE CHURCH. I TWO SEANCES. (THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
Davises, Spencers, Hares, Wallaces, Crookeses, ______ ____ - ■ _AND_
Flammarions, Owenses, Richmonds, Jacksons, An Ar+;riA c9Pk WardAf U/hi«4i 1«'u.... • □. . - . , rur rAMCrcuinNAIOrrises, Lakes, Lillies, Baxters, Emersons, An Article tach Word qt Which Is House-Warming at Joseph King’s. THE CONFESSIONAL. 
Howells, Rileys, Reynoldses, Sawyers, and a Torchlight Leading tO Higher —---- J BY FATHER CHINIQUY.
many others of a most>brilliant galaxy of J Truths. , The materializing medium^ Joseph. King'
spirits both in and out .of £e form. . --------- • formerly of Benton Harbor, recently pur

In this the evening of toe nineteenth cen- ft ghoWS the Tendency of the Times. Chased a home in the country, nine miles tr“'!lt- Price' •t00' “contelu*th0 i»'10w1»« <*»»• 
bu? exSdinAn6 proportions tol^of'the » ' ■ " from Benton Harbor, and after taking posses- Tlli6truggie boioro^su&r of womanly sei*
SooSSSriiTSd be made of all The * of the Spirit-Ephesiani, iv, 3. sion of the same, iqvited some.twenty-five of „

old ecclesiastical , rubbish, creeds and dogmas We are aU agreed that the Christian church his friends and relatives to have what they Aur^" confeaaionaDeapPitof Partition tor im 
which will not bear the search-light of reason, is an indispensable factor of our civilization, called a house-warming. TMconfeaaionaiu^be^oder/soaom.

so that the twentieth century may be entered However critical we may be of its defects, we The medium's new residence is commodi- How th» voWO( cXlcyoAuVprta.uiimadaMij

upon'with cleaner hands, hearts, souls and must needs admit that it is the most cbnspic- ous, with a aeance-room on tile second floor, a by Aurloulsr c“chapter v
. uoub and important element of buman pro, rO0m about sixteenfeet square, containing two

cress. rows nf chnirn in n sominirz>la foninrr fl. a nah al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin. ■ -gavse« . iuno ux vuaUD UI U 0cUUUirC18 Wie LUU- nnAPTrnuT 'v
It has encouraged our aspirations, defended met (a closet about 6 bv 7 feet) emntv to Auricular confession destroy» an tbe sawed ri«» cl 

... , ; , ' o l'"J, w Marriage and Human Society,
a high standard of public and private virtue, ths naked floor and plastered walls, except chapter vii.
., • , . , . . . , . . , ,, r ’ r Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civib
denounced the vices.and vicious tendencies of three small slates which lay on the floor, and uedMaUons»

society, organized a thousand charities for the a small tin pail containing water The black Do»« Auricular confession bring Peacct» th»scull 
1 • - CHAPTER T*xr 1

relief of tne unfortunate, given comfort to the curtains, hanging at the entrance to the oabi- The Dogma of Auricular Confefirion a Baorlleflotl
: x 4-k 4 a j • . »1-7« ~ . IwpoeLure.

DUTY OF THE CHURCH.

»0
• uuu *«,vu*u.uvOO *u kUv «Iscbarge of every known duty» 

as hana-flhakinil was not in orcter—-nothin? combine to render thl# a book that will attract the at* , MK/u ***' uxuw UVUUÌX15 tention and command tbe studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of acriti
ca! investigation of nearly all phases of splrlvmanlfei*

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Is Not His Preaching Acceptable to feats-
Almighty God? In his contribution to the subj’ect of future

■; . , , • punishment, which appears in a book entitled
HAD COL. INGERSOLL BEEN PREACHING the be- ^hat Unknown Country,” 1883, Itev. Dr 

o.»» m.„„„ Talmage teaches the old orthodox doctrine of
LIGION OF REASON IN THIS SAME TABER- br¡mBtone bell,” for the finally
NACLB all these YEARS, THB BEV. tal- impenitent. More recently, however, when 
MAGE WOULD BAVE DEVOTED THBEE 8EBM0N8 interviewed by a reporter in Grand Rapids, on 

< upon the judgments of god being visited the subject of future retribution, he replied: 
- UP0N HjMi , “No one, now, believes in a lurid, brimstone
U mj m A heli." In view of the fact that he has thus 

7° THE Editob: For the third time m the expresBed tff0 opinions directly opposed the 
hmtoiy of Tahhage s tabernaole in the city of to otb aud that the Presbyterian Something1 in Reference to It 
churches, ite destruction by fire is announced confeB8ion of falt¿ yet teacbe8 that “the pun- Something in Reference tO It
to toe world. In »“city of chinches, "as Brook- fn Hhaii hfi BanMatió n from God • . s . , - - , _ owpoHure.
lyn is called, it would seem that there’must bé It may surprise some ot you when I say L sorrowing, Btrength to the tempted, resigna- net were hooked.bitek at either Bid,e, exhibit- ooa eompel8 the c^«^. t0
some special causq fo? the special selection of witbout intermission, in hell-fire forever,” it Propose to expiate toe philosophy of light and ton to the bereaved. It represents our no- ing a hghted temp, which was. resting on the ia^.o^ -..
the destructive elenfent, If it ip Gpd who be jnb3restinKto know iust what theheat on a ^ew pnncijale.or tew, which,I be-blest impulses, our loftiest ambitions, and floor in the cabinet. I was requested to look Awiowar confess™ iu Australia, America, wrf 

rtees the elements, Wy has he three súcoessive hfR.tnoiti tbja nulDit fttblete jg Itia Heve you will agree with me, looks far.more those hopes w hich in their upward flight are for trap-doors, loops mop. boards, etc. I did . ____chapter xh. <
times directed toe ojteof fire to thadestruc-. ^VyOub time that he perform aback somersault plausible than the old theories thatthe fun.is sodaring that they search for another life sq, but was ashamed to doit, . While the older baT£and Fathers-sor»é“ofqftie matterà on which
tion of Reverend Doctor T. DeWitt Talmage’s ¿ iüon ofP the late Spurgeon, who ® bufttinS «^5* f*hXttteeírfiSímmton¿ when the resources of the present ehall be ex- peopte occupted the,frontqeate, a number of
church? nreached- “In fire exactly like that we have mu8t sen^ lts ^eat trough ninety-five millions ... young ladies and gentlemen were seated back, —..J  E—’ -

It does make some difference, after all, L eartb thv bodv will lie asbestos-like, for- ofniilesof space that is colder than we have ■ harmonizing all present during the evening AN INVALUABLE WORK,
“whose ox is gored." Had the Brooklyn tab- UncoJumed: all thy veins roads for the any conception of. All who have gone any ButthechurchJias .^tey^lorta^ with their soul-inspiring songs. -The medium, JMMORTALITYt OR FUTURE ffOAÌE'3
Gmoclo been occuoied fill those veers bv Col. - . - . x ¿ 1 i 4. • distance from our earth toward the sun, have its prestige. The world has learned the w- Josenh Kiner is a madiiim «ízaíí man * and Dwelling piace«. By Dr. j. m. Peebles, tmiT.7T T 11 J u- X 11 J J¡ .V, J- feet of pain to travel on; every nerve a Btring , . I „ „ Usunn whinh it nfnratima t.«nahf and in Innlrinir “ oii-cu uitui, admirable work contoInB wbat a hundred spirita, goodR. G. Ingersoll and his followers, for the òp- „uiA, aliali fnra-nar ni»v Lia au found it, as a law, a continual increase of lesson wmen it aioreume taugnt, anu is looxing 0| dar|£ complexion, with heavy, dark beard *nd evii,aay of tiwir dwelling places, aire us detainot progrewíve SSf!“^. d‘“- «M, ¿ BO» Wb « «atta.»! .b- -tar .Uta truth, or . ?.w apptatta ot ¿e, WMpu¿0„' Ufe Set 2 ¿«fe
waaoa, phllowpby, the religion ot humanity, ,„ch pence ot heat, and ntthe earn rnUoorrate ot ancient truths. Neither hl. Mr religion » placed „n n ehelt at the back ot th. room. HJ.VE2ÍSJÍHHHH
of the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood * arauoxictu « way bobw, jb »uuu o dimintttioU in less than one thousand miles quite tho same thing that it was to our goon the medium without r thread of white rae? Wbat latbeirnresenccondition, »nd wb.t tb#ir Ut me mtuwuouuui uuu auu <uo uiumciuuuu thina as nulnit dishonesty and if there IS anV- . rUDE> cuu ya.« a>MVM«Mww ■uuuu J * . DUOLI lye mCHHlUl, WllHOUl a uireau OI wane occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing as
of man who does not know the Rev. Dr. Tai- B , K 1 „ j yVu-7( . from the earth ice would answer for a cooking fathers, for both life and religion are more about bis ner8on W1,|ked into the cabinet or tlie>' w. «• mowed to speak for tbemúive.. -NoVI UltUl, wuv UW3 uvv auurr J/UÜ xvev. Atti thiUff ÌD th© BO-Cfilled exhibitions OÍ God 8 • uwvutw ”, , "lì b auuub JUB person, waixea mw,me caomev, or- maQ is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a
mage well enough to know that he would have stave* But it would take differently organ- valuable, more significant than they have ever Bering Mr. Shimer. his curtain-tender/ to let work of this kind befoj-e tbe people. He treats of theinage weu enuugu liu auuw CUBI, uo wutuu UHVU di8piea8Urei the Tabernacle pulpit was selected ’Tr* 7* , hppn Thev shnníd therefore nrnduea lareer g r,ululer> n‘s curwn-tenaer, to let My,terie.ofLifeiDoiibiaan!iHope.;Tbe Bridgingot
created and embraced the earliest opportunity M Le m0BUnsoicnous renreBentative of toat teed tangs to do-the cooking m such surround- Deen iney^^^^ down the curtains and lower the light to a the River; Foregleams of the Future; Testimony ofto attribute, ta bis ueuul meiodrsmaao; vocub- ¡*£ioucuerepteueutotoe st M « s .... result, „diumebu. with gtradermceaUve;. coudltou that .irta tbe room .upiy HMRM3
ulo-diarrhcetic style, those destructive fires to p jP. recentlv heard of an orthodox nastor Now you wil1 Mk’ How do.wget ?ur heat mU8^ ,recognize these facts and fit seen. All were requested to oin hands, aonal^Experiencea of Aaron Knight; The Ùed Man’!
thA riffhtonnR indionatinn and indumenta of an 1 nuve reocuuy uearu Ui ttu urwiuuui piwwi , light? Tn answerinff this Question VOU itself to the crucial emergency, or it Will fall -hiU thA a<niTArfl o familUi* Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians Inrue ngnieous inuignauon ana juugmems ui an who mnvpd out of his narsonaffa on account auu iiguir xu.wimruig ww jvu ... , . ,6 wnue tne singers commenced a laminar song, spirit Lire; The Homes of ¿posties and Divines; tub
offended God? He would have lost no time ... «A j*a* *a.u : < J mil st bear in mind that-1 fftU taWug taft position into innocuous desuetude. Hardly WAR thfì firat verse ended when the Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life; Spirit Homes of
in sounding the key-note of God’s retributive yeDUtatiOn of being an unhealthy habitation ^at the sun is not a combustible globe, but> Wh^ is needed above everything else is familiar form of Miss Lewis, the medium’s
justice to infidels, heretics, liberals and free- fnpRnmeveara bv\i8 nredecessors It was likeour eartta is governed by the universal unity of the spirit, There are too many main control, appeared at the curtain, viewing " ’______ ' '________  .
thinkers, which would have been taken up by * de8irabie o/the Dart of the congregation tew that governs all globes in space, and con- theological standards for an.age that takes no ior a momenti as it seemed, the -welcoming A MOST EXCELLENT 
every pulpjt in Christendom. A few months the house as som as nossible in-order trols and Keeps all the planets in place by the pleasure in theology, aud there is too much eyes that were directed towards her. She WORK
ago, while upon the platform lecturing in the J* * faSí^vXXX1^ XS sefmed to be pleased with the appearance of ™L/GI0N ^”?^UALISM; m.\
interest of rational religion apd progressive _ indue time a ladv house-hunter who great power of that ethereal ele- nrmtyiniwmeriylovetnanwey nave aone all> and disappeared only fora second, when KPhenomena and Phllonophy. By Samuul WaUon.
thought, Moses Hull was stricken with paresis, ^t ¿e XS waX un- ™nt of which we know only by its effects and any previous historic epoch. The tend- the curtain ^rted the well-built form of my
or nerve-tire the culmination of years of ove’-- oeen mia inai we parsenage was an un tbat ¡g CaUed magnetism. ency is toward a minimum of creed and a brotber whom I recognized came forth No ou? connection with ooe ot the n.™» and mo.t tota- .
uiuvivcuiV| buu vuiuniw v v J • hfìfilthv hnUBB. there havinor been considerable ' —. . . ® - ..... . aLa.:«-.« nr« h««« yiuuiw*, wuuuj ± reLuguj¿t;a, ttiwo lurm. entlal religious orpanlzadons in this country, together ¡work, and straightway the fact thereof was given „«„in.™ ;n u made inouirv concerning it of This exchange of magnetism is the only maximum of charitj . We have more faith in time was lost until we were in close embrace, with his well-known character for integrity of purpof“ ¡ to .to¿ Associated Press and héralded bj‘the honest life. in a“ acceptance u <n?chWpf every ínawn¿t

Christian pulpit as a judgment sent from God waBPy ri’bt and that he moved out of it only from the P°sitive Planèt> which is the sun, of the five institutes of Calvin, and but hugging and kissing would do. Of course
for blaspheming the Bible and orthodox theol- . . ‘ f & ¿ and it is the only way we can .account for the worid feel aafei: at the Mgment bar j wiU t attempt to glye ia detail tbat OC- I tatlon through a period of t wenty-seven’ye &M, cold-
ogv A. ne migil . . A _? , J «»uuy. bi f p]anet8 not bejng jn a teue oircle- Of God with an honorable business record be- curred, i „in oniv 8Deak of that which seemed mADCet wltl,1,»be11i<=i that BPiriiu»ium was tue “ pria»

Occasionally, however, the destruction of But as they approach the positive sun they tend us than with all the theological decisions the most gratifying. There werethirty seven I 11 euuv^c^uu Lhat it U a truth far transcending in IUCLHHiuuauy, uunuvei, uuo upduuvuuu vx NOW, VOU Bee, to those who know the truth “ . A . < thn UteanA rnnnnil Thorei« Airtenf nn . W grauiyiug. ±ueru were imny-BCven olhcra ln value to mankind, li I, eminently well I
one church is quietly enjoyed by the members .,. „„„j are receiving positive magnetism, and when at oi tne JNicene vounciL mere is extant no formsappeared, and all were recognized. adapted to piace in ti>e hand, oí tnora wi».. .«Mil- ।uuuuuluuu»^ X.J J , Of the matter, this pastor S influence for good ... .. °. I.. , , rAnnrH.Hnn nf iihrfaHnnftv hnt. nn thA nth nr ... “** icugowcu. menu to tbe faltlia and term, oi tbe Church inolln.
of another. Some years ago the Episcopal is hardlv worth mentioning And a dlBtance the earth or negative planets repudiation oi unnstianity, put on tne otner After several forms had appeared for differ- them to have to do with tbe subject uponchurch in Fort Wayne, Indiana, was stuck by «3 te 1 receive enough positive force tom the sun to hand a wide and deep loyalty to the moral ent the curtains parted again, and out ffiSSXWW
lightning. While the damage done was slight, stionltíSd^s^at oXdox gatiierings be equal in magnetism, it is then by the work-'tew as announce dby Christa It is not an age waiked the perfect form of George Thorp, of «‘hlBoaioe- ----------
yet one good Methodist brother remarked in p f T anmewhat digressing again ^Tn tag of that mysterious law of equal force of of doubt, but it is a thoughtful age. No jj^khart, Ind. He passed out some fifteen 
all candor and earnestness: “Well, that __.:piB nn nTft.nbBrs f^mnsVstíek to mv “»g^tism that causes all bodies to be forced men, smee the sun shone on Eden, have ever year8 ag0< Being a brother-in-law of mine, I ------------------------------------ ,
proves clearly what the good Lord thinks of ““tide on preaoners i must suck to my from each otber) and whep they are of equal had a more biting hunger or so unquenchab e instantly recognized him, as he was so Ufe- Tms volume contains TNE ¡ 

fu A 4. Ak«-Ak >» text». -frtYno nr Anf nf nnniUhrinTYi <n TnofrnnHflTn fhnt A thlTSt ÍOF God fi truth, both respecting thlfi i;u Ua4>»aaM «a-í ¿La aaU •* best Poema of tbe author, and some ot her molt 1that church. As another illustration of Rev. Talmage's Torce or out or cquiiiDnum in magnetism tnar > r° & like. We met between my seat and the cab- popular Bonus, with the muslo by eminent compotera. I
In one of Rev. Talmage's sermons, preached gt. same mysterious law brings them together. life and the other, than now. met, locked in close embrace. He immedi- ’ “

in 1886, he describes an instance of God’s g . aDiJLaiiam which he makes it his Now, this exchanging of magnetism is going .,T^re_^a a.!^ ™ ’J5Í atelytookme into the cabinet, where the
swift wrath as follows: “Last August a man b L to attack wtterlv about onceavear P“ <»teteually, and as it travels with the vep P11“®}1’ ?Jich has bepn so brave ta times illumination tom him revealed to me plainly
flourished a knife toward heaven and dared b ,,N t am nn Rniritnalist hnt avátv in'- tecity of thought, you may have some idea q|| Ite8^ mayte-ke the leadership of the people, as his form, the floor and walls, the medium, Joe
God to come down, threatening to cut him if __ nJteA<l that thnre are «h^ngÀ the friction it would cause when it rushes sbow tbem the way through the Kingt 8eated in his chair stretched out, with
he did. That man himself was cut down, and ^vsterious things which indicate to him through the matter that composes our atmojfc desert of hard work, and give them pro“«e his feet crossed, his hands clasped, his head
smoke poured tom his mouth and nostrils, that nlrhans the sniritual world is not so far Phere, and by such friction gives us its heat of resting on the back of his chair, apparently
and he was dying for days, while nobody could \ P_nmP.;mM AnniActnrAd and that and light, and for the same reasons it is always Why should the church allow itself to be 8leeping, while my brother-in-law stood by my 
go near him." =5 lid WveriJ warmer where the atm°8Phere * the densest, «pUt into factions by theological differences, Bide^h$ding my feít band) and telüng h¿

Mr. Talmage was asked for a circumstan- .. thp_A’ hp _ demonstration nnnn nnr all other things being equal So you find on when every faction has the same general pur- sister was not there, but he would bring her
tiri account of the blasphemer who was mir- .. f .. be^terment. we cali ¡Unagne- the h’ghest mountains perpetual snow where pose in view and all are working for the same the following evening. After playfully pull-
acriously burnt to death, and his response was .. .. .. or WB Plfn u tbe sun has all his power, yet fails to melt ite world asks for the bread of ¡ng at my ring, be demater¡alized by my side,
as follows: “I appreciate the desire for fur- _lonZ_.„Hw want aoma term tn onwr snow-capped peaks, because the friction of the Christ, and receives the stone of sectarianism going down out of sight, while I stood looking
ther details in the matter, and I purposely iZinmnnA ” lighter atmosphere is so much less than in the m its stead. It longs to hear of heaven, and aj bjg bead and BbolliderB a8 tbBy vanished,
avoided locating the event, and the reasons pv ?*... 4. n m_ln._trBnfnnd nnin valley. Again, in winter we are much nearer will listen witìh patient ears to the proofs of iretumed to my seat to ponder and to look
that actuated me then impel me now to keep .. .. ... ond Mid hiJkn 8ua tban summer> an<^ theory of immortality, but it has no interest in the com- at tbe digerent forms as they came, one by
the affair tom the public. Such an event is _P L f h Rnirihmltet and thnt if tbe’ sun being a bot b°dy was correct, we pebtion and nyriiy of secta, or the dogmatic on0) to be greeted by some loved one. 
a terrible thing for the family and friends of .. «... . .. certainlv tauirht sbouldhave the hottest weather in winter, and doctrinal side The sister that my brother-in-law spoke of
the man who was punished, and it is out of trnih ^niriH^Lm-thAt. it. war foil n/ir notwithstanding the oblique rays. But the If we could relegate all creeds to the back- wasmy wife, who passed out some twenty years 
consideration for them that I omitted to state . AV nni;,t qAnoWi <n OVBZ reason we give for having colder weather in “P^on them witiun tbe limits of ago; nor had I been able to see her as yet
where the scene was laid. That it is strictly b {P £ nh.«e winter than summer is because the earth re- theJ^dent s Some twelve lady forms came that evening
true, however, I have conclusive evidence. I m “ R ? ° { VV/in Rli. ceives the magnetic cúrrente obliquely, and, dressed in white robes, all varying in height, I
forget just how it was brought to my atten- . ., Pte fnnnfl in iLa ríMa And font ii therefore, a less quantity for a given surface, gation, but not necessary to the moral pro- Bize and general appearance. The most won
tion. I heard it reported by somebody, or I .J7 . .. «i,-«!. inñcrAr LaIíava As the surface of the earth becomes more at gross of the community; if we corid bring into derfui of them was a very tall lady, who de
got my first information tom a private letter, , ¡ oorno hrenfh thA^mAnU right angles to the magnetic currents of the the foreground, as tiie only important matter mat0rian2ed in front of the cabinet, going
I cannot say which, but I am inclined to think nnnn fllB H11htiA anMtntii Bun> of course a given space receives more t.01 consideration, the best way to embody the down tkroQgk ber white robes out of sight;
it was the tetter. But no matter. I asked a J b .,e will flpppnt P fri ■ magnetic rays, and will be as much warmer as S“?°,n on,the robe doubling and wrinkling on the floor
trusted friend of mine to investigate for me, . . ’ , n._oH_-a nt on,-Ti*.noi mnri;fpato tbe increase of rays are to a given space. of God and love of brother man in our public M tbe lorm down. a portion of the robe
and he did so. Some correspondence ensued, H ., pnnnnl. pnnniatentfo dmv tho Now, if we allow our minds to travel to- °P^nJ®n> church would really represent remaining for some seconds after the form 
which he turned over to me, and from it I am ’ . y f wards the sun, we find that we lose about the Ohnst and revelations of the New Testa- WRB gone. An ancient Scotch spirit by the
AARnred thAt. th a AffAir did Afituallv and ex- same pnenomenaTO-aay, inat sciennsra who tbr6B deOree8 of heat everv mile we co in that ment would become startlinglynew and fresh narna nf MnQrPcrnr fiftinfi And ¿Annfid fnr nnito BSSureu LUab vu« auau uiu bvwouv uuu ca- ,___iil,; —»uv imw ucgivoo vmcouvvciy muo no xu iu uhrv __ . name ui jnuureKur uauw auu utmueu ior quive
actly take place as I described it. I have the it ah « Lhva hAPnm» direction, and if we could travel one hundred t° UB- The clergy would find thrilling topics a iong t¡me. jje waa ¿teased in knee pants,
correspondence still, but I think I had better PnJ^;nP|a nf +hP truth nt it« nhn mdeB we should find at that ratio three hun- our dfljly life—topics which would force |ong askings, with buckles on his shoes. He
keep it to myself." ÍZ ÜZrív í« Sth dred degrees colder thanit worid be on the from their lips the eloquence of warning or wa6B}n hte shirt rieeves, with a Masonic sash

The miracle was said to have occurred in surface of the earth. But as we have never Prauie' , Conuption worid ^d in toe pulpit aroundbim) and a small Masonic apron; also
Mercer county, near Lima, Allen county, "J “T. “*?*..y ^_ A . "J been outside of the atmosphere which sur- lb» ^1Bntí^ enem^ ^d °fflctel honor its SOme glittering jewels on his person. My 
Ohio, and the victim of the Almighty’s wrath p , .. y „¡..i,?,,* h-reJ h,o nthor rounds our earth, andas it is impossible for mightiest defence. Religion would no longer brother came arm-in-arm with my mother, and
was said to be Sylvester Redyan. But the ® ... . nW5„pj anhRnifhA tnaiithl anyone to go, we have only to be governed by be in the clouds, but would walk the earth at another time brought our little one in his
postmaster of Lima wrote in reply to an in- H atpaHr at HaIìaTh nf aìOiai- thAf truth tbe Iaws tbat we know control matter, and wé armed aip-a-pie to do battle in the name of tbat we ]08t four years ag0 ,
quiry as follows: “The story is false from , ;a’fiPPPnrea u «„thnritv not «nthnritv have a right to be governed in our reasons by God and man. ... a.. The next evening my brother-in-law came
beginning to end. No such man ever lived . . .. .h ' .ninioter nreooh inteiif what we know, and it is a fact well established In an orchestra there may be forty or fifty aga¡n beckoned me to the cabinet, and told 
in this plrt of the country.’’ LÌ nJìn that the tew is, the farther we go from the inhúmente, and they are rii necessary to the tb’at 81flter bad j tba;ked him,

But to return: Brother Talmage finds that 8®““ya® nat bp^.,“ . surface of the earth towards the sun, thè production of effective music.____  and expressed a wish to see her. He stepped
his church was destroyed by electric lights in- . ? .. u ® pon colder it grows. And another reason that is t Suppose the , first and second yi°bns> back inside the cabinet and instantly came
stead of God's wrath, and even sees a . mani- ? - fl 2 ovnnnn j m. hWa with mH nnnpntin ffuite ^8’ tbat any g!obe *n a Btate of com- instead of following the baton of the leader, with my wife. As soon as he had
festation of divine mercy in the fact, that J°T|y “J X nr te to bustioa would be in agaseous condition' and B^uld enter ÍUt° * riVíy P»8^ berto me he departed. I can only I
those electric light£postponed their work of J ’.. ..In2„ P » nnaa^nr,a how long it has been since our sun has been and play the score according to tiieir personal 8ay that these were the happiest moments of
destruction until the close of the services and !, , . Ponitni and hLr nvnrii giving light and heat to us, is a question we preference, not according to instructions; sup- my so real—-the same fece, the same
the departure of the congregation. What a nUDO lo^ui «Hah ’íLaL-a can ask, but not answer; although we can say posethe cello and the bass viol should exer: ,iovejthe same kisses—it is useless for me to
pity that the great diviné mercy which -„teiAo «.Ji oil Là as long as history has been, we know not of a ^i®8 the same privilege; suppose the drums 8aymOre. One cannot realize without the ex-

dnoromo in thia aIIao-pH Ha. » ’ » single instance where any philosopher has- and the cornets and the flutes should demand per¡ence. I was. also introduced to the spirit
__*j ai__ ____ i____ jt-ÍÍMÍ-.V-.Í! -M ‘-ìù-mI-. L.iwi. An Anna! ritfhf—whAt.wnnld rABiilt? Nnt. rnnnlfi •* . ■« ihm. -n____i.r____ » ou?____ r »

popular songa, with the muslo by eminent compotera. 
Among tbe Poema which have attracted wide notice 
are: ‘‘Budding Kose," “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Laws,’* “Parson Smith’s Prophecy,” “From tho 
Highlands of Heaven," “Tbe City of Borrow.” “Solilo* 
quy of Fulvla at Blcyon,” “ The Holy Mntd of Kent, *
etc.

Tbe Music Includes “Tbe Unseen City;” “Clarb 
del," a June Song: “We Shall Meet our Friend! Ln th! 
Morning"; Meet us at the Cryatal Gatea."

Many of tbe Poems are admirably adapted for reclta* 
tion, and were used by the author in her public read*
Inga.

press Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle Is master*
ful In her prolific poetical geniue.—Tbe Two World! 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President GM* 
¿Gid1! brightest scholars.—Chansonlng j.rgus.
gifted poet, whose writings aro familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is well known a! 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Bat, 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems aro worthy to hang like 9 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our bette/ 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun* 
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She 1! 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual« 
daintily refined, setting itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mra. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbcl is exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. 
Homo.

Tbo volume contains 225 pages, Is beautifully printed 
ind bound, and furnishes a ¿no Holiday Gift. Prie! 
11.50, post-paid.

For sale at thia office.
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THE MEDIUMISTIG
Experiences of John Brown, 

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be In tho hands of every one Inttf» 

ested in Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2, Tho Heavenly Mansion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4, Remark* 
able Tests. Chapter 5, His Work as a Healer. Chap* 
ter 6. Leaves tbo Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit* 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commw 
nfcate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mlscel* 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience, 
Chapter it, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow^ 
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative ol 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 18, The First Break 10 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrida. —

For sale at this office- Heavy paper cover, price H 
oenu.

I

Tbe To-Morrow of Death.
on THE

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIER. •' 

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well bare been entitled! 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is writ Left 
Id thatpocnllarly Interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularise scientific 
subject!-In adaptation to the heeds of tbo general > 
reader. The author la not a Spiritualist—be even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super* 
etltlorijV etc., etc.. In which he .manifests the usual* 
animus of‘the “scientific class,0'yet bo says again: 
“There 1s a true and respectable idea In Spiritualism»” 
and regards as proved “tho fact of communication 
between superhumans and tho Inhabitants of Earth;” 

’andbe goes onto relate instances of fact in evidence, 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the author's ideas, but tbe well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author holds the 
theoryof reincarnation. Price <1,50.

For sale at this office.
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Brother Talmage desceras in this alleged de- . consequent upon the inequal- .-j u A. - .... ,
ferred electro-conflagration; could not have . . J“ y in the main struerie for ex- sald the sun hflB « single haws
been sufficiently great to have deferred it in- y n .. n„OB«nno ahnnia^hn nottio» breadth.
definitely!—Particularly so inasmuch as he pit d¡8cus¡j doc Now, if we should bé told that a large fire
had Already suffered twice from such dispen- Pand missionary expedients; of on some distant mountain was going to warn
sations of divme mercy. If I behoved (as the what avail be latter Without the set- u8 he™> wek should doubt the assertion, al- 
Rev. Dr. Talmage believes, or affects to be- f & f ? - Uteh though much more plausible Üian that the sun
lieve, and preaches) m these special mamfes- K ,, ., could warm us by hiS own,heat,'as it would
tations of God’s wrath, it occurs to me that 2 not have to travel but a short distance.com-
after three churches of mine in succession had J hich th salvation depends wiU Parod with that traveled by the heat from the 
been utterly destroyed by fire; I Would begin I sTv h^ the Itev enn- and not through bo cold a space; for we
to‘smell a mice’somewhere about myself ; I Dr Tahn nreached his nulnit minis'- have every reason to believe that space outside 
would suspect that probably there was some- P.n_i,, mm.P of toe atmosphere is quite rarefied ether or
... .. u __ trations would, no doubt, have been more ., r ttthing rotten nearer home; that possibly my a table to ¿e spiri^ria and ¿erhap8 void .... M. H. Garland.
reputation for truth and veracity was pot so would ¿ bave BUCCWXBOPoften 332 Maple street, Englewood, HL
good in the angdic community in tort in.fe devouring element. Who knows? . :
whichl lived and.preach , When next I am in communication with the The Spiritual rBu^i' .The^ Spiritualistic
catered tothedemands of the ^asses^to be 5^^ j will make taquiryideao£ Death, Éeaven ahd Sell.By Moses 
humbugged, I had m<^ toan B cause of the repeated misfortunes Hull. Price 10 centó. , - ■
demand from Christendom; that my ministry v ®BTOoklvn Tabernacle ■ ■ ,
had signally failed of being an honest ministry °1™®"rooxiyn uaoernacie. . T Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigaron of
of honest thought; that I preached what I did What the. whole of Christendom needs, true and fabulous theblogyj too well known to 
not myself believe; that I was more loyal to badly to-day is more Briggses, Smiths, Swings, need its character here -,stated. Paper, 25' 
dogma, creed, and Orthodox Presbyterianism Thomases, Farrars, Castellos, Servetuses, cents; cloth, 50eta '

an equal right-what would result? Not music, wife and little daughter of Mr. Shimer, who 
but intolerable discord. The capacity to ren- are now a part in Mr> King.0 seance8< 
der a symphony of Beethoven or Wagner is in nappy Charley also requested me to come to 
the orchestra, and if its members are subject cabinet where we had ».pleasant chat, tel- 
to the leader they will charm and inspire the bng he had visited our circles at Petoskey, 
audience. But if each one plays as he pleases of which fact we were already acquainted. I 
the auditorium will soon be emptied. bav0 not a qaarter of wbat occurred dur-

The simile is not too strong when applied inK those two seances. C. N. Shaw.
to the church. The different sects are play-  
ing the same melody, and the worid 1b anxious t • r •
to listen. But each plays as he thinks best— Rights òf Man, by Thomas Paine. 0 om 
the Presbyterian in one key, the Methodist in prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
another and the Baptist in another. Men French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
hope for harmony and find only discord, on government. Paper, 25 cent s;cloth, 60 eta. 
Little wonder that complaints of indifference Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
are heard and churches are empty. ■ ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very

If the clergy will forget everything'elite and interesting presentation of a most- interesting 
Teinémber only this one thing--that men are object, by a practical hypnotist. Cloth -Il- 
hard pushed and need hejp qnd comfort .and. ?. -Stories, comically illus.
good cheer—then creeds will be whistled down ^7 n a~®n - A Be~L9, ani^8- 
toewind, sectarianism will be banished and the c^tobnS illustrating, thè ^ible 
world be all the bolter for it.-A’ditorW tn £»« “ Btrong> board «»vera $1. • Cloth, 
iftio York SMii IL0»i - \

•SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TJ/OR7.D'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
vv Saviors: or. Christianity Before Christ. Con* 

tatulng new ana startling revelations In religion! hi!* 
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo* 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of tbe Chris* 
tian New Testament, end furnishing a key for unlock* 
Ing many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. By 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive rob 
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book Of 
reference In tbe field which be has chosen for It Th! 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com,* 
pile tbe varied Information contained tn It must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It Is In 
such convenient shape tbe student of free thought 
will not willingly allow iito go out of print. But th! 
book is by do means a mere collation of views or fita* 
tittles; throughout ita entire course the author—u 
will no seen by bls title-page and chapter beads—¿oh 
lows a definite line of research and argument to the 
close, and his conclusions g<\ like Mire arrows, to the 
mark. Printed ou fine white paper, largtrimo, ttO 
pages. New edition, revised and tM*-trcfod««wi(ii pp^ 
trait of author. Price. 1'ostt^ lu ctenta 
jaie sc :utn office. • . •

ttESEARCNES IN ORIENTAL NIK 
A tory,cmbracingtheori^inof the Jews, the Rtat 
and Development of ZoronBirmnlRtn and .the riorfnk .
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After Death in Arabia.

PHENOMENAL
Through the Mediumship of 

George Cole.

à

To the Editor:—Owing mainly to 
the condition of the medium’s health, 

, and partly to other causes, the Carrie , 
Miller Circle held no sessions tor a , 
period of four months, prior *be 
middle of March. It is, however, grati- 
tying to me to be able to state that at 
that date our weekly sessions were re
sumed, with 8'very good prospect of 
being regularly continued. '

Considering the fact that the spirit 
cirole of which Mr. George Cole is the 
medium has reached that period of de
velopment and advancement that spirits 
of all ages and eras can come into our 
seance-room, and with their own spirit 
hands write elaborate essays upon 
public topics—upon whatever subject 
they may select for discussion—leaving 
in mortal life their well-written man
uscript, the evidence of their presence 
and power—in view of spirit manifesta
tions of such beauty and excellence and 
of such transcendent importance, I 
have never had but one thought and 
purpose, and that purpose was and is to 
sustain the circle (on the mortal side) 
to the extent of my poor ability, and to 
give the widest possible publicity to the 
able and eloquent papers which the 
visiting spirits are so persistently and 
generously giving to the iportal world.

Of independent spirit writing I am 
impressed to say that this phase of 
spirit manifestation is not properly ap
preciated or sustained by even the 
Spiritualist public. Not only is this 
true of independent spirit writing, but 
it is also true of its companion mani
festations, spirit photography and spirit 
art.

The only remedy for this unfortunate 
state of things is for earnest Spiritu
alists to give more attention to these 
neglected phases of spirit phenomena; 
and especially by giving adequate en
couragement and support to the medial 
instruments of spirit writing, spirit 
photography and spirit art.

Henry Kiddie’s anniversary address 
was written the second week following 
the 31st of March—conditions not per
mitting the holding of a seance on anni
versary week.

Though Prof. Kiddle has been living 
more than ten years on the spirit side of 
life, his anniversary address (written 
with his own spirit hand) shows that 
there is no loss of interest in earth-life 
affairs, nor in the cause of Spiritualism, 
with which his mortal erreer was so 
disinterestedly and so gloriously associ
ated.

The Kiddle address is a clear, well- 
written piece of manuscript, and is in 
the characteristic handwriting of its 
author, while the signature is an exact 
reproduction of the mortal one.

In the closing paragraph of Prof.
Kiddle’s address he says:

“Forward and onward should be your 
watchword, and your forty-seventh anni
versary will witness the progress of the 
spiritual cause far beyond what you are 
capable of conceiving.”

I will add a word of interpretation to 
this prophetic prediction. Our ascended 
brother means that the predicted re
sults will transpire if the great body of 
Spiritualists will awaken to a true com
prehension of their duties and responsi
bilities—those duties and responsibilities

side it has been attended with-much sac
rifice and persecution.

The instruments or media of- such 
manifestations have been denounced as 
frauds aiid knaves and their patrons re
garded as dupes .and fools. Neglect, 
criticism and ostracism have character
ized their more' material neighbors, 
while the pulpit.and public press: have 
been busily engaged manufacturing a. 
false and adverse public sentiment 
against the followers of ■ Spiritualism 
and at '.the same time Ijaye pretender 
with pious fraud to advocate the freedom 
of copscience anà thé rights of every 
sect apd creed.

■ CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.
Lives and loves you; lost, ’tis true, 
By such a light as shines for you; 
But in the light ye cannot see 
Of unfulfilled felicity— ।
In enlarging paradise, 
Lives a life that never dies.
Farewell, friends! Yet not farewell; 
Where I am, ye, too, shall dwell; * 
I am gone before your face 
A moment’s time, a little space; 
When ye come where I have stepped 
Ye will wonder why ye wept;
Ye will know, by wise love taught, 
That here is all, and there is naught.
Weep awhile, if ye are fain— 
Sunshine still must follow rain: 
Only not at death—for death 
Now I know is that first breath 
Which our souls draw when' we enter 
Life which is of all life center.
Be ye certain all seems love, 
Viewed from Allah’s throne above.
Be ye stout of heart, and come 
Bravely onward to your home!
La Allah, ilia, Allah, Yea! - 
Thou Love divine! Thou Love al way!

He that died at Azan gave 
This to those who made his grave.

Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, of the Society of 
Spiritual Unity, conducted very touch
ing and appropriate services 'at the 
home, 666 -Ogden avenue, this city, on 
Saturday, May 12.

GENERAL SURVEY

Passed to Spirit-life, at Chicago, Ill., 
May 16,1694, Mrs. Lottie Gray, wife of 
Charles C, Gray, aged 40 years. Funeral 
services by Frank T. Ripley. . ■

Sensation in Albion, Michigan.

(advertisement.)

« # * *

Such have been the difficulties with 
which Spiritualistshave had to contend, 
while the slaves of theology, engaged in 
business and professional pursuits, have 
gone opt of their way to vilify and injure 
neighbors, for no other reason than that 
they believed in an active, intelligent 
immortality of the soul; that departed 
friends were not dead nor asleep in cor
rupting graves but were near and within 
call; tand, whenever conditions would 
permit, would manifest their state of 
continued existence, practically demon
strating the truths which Spiritualism 
taught.-

It must be within the memory of some 
that for my convictions and advocacy of 
the cause of Spiritualism, I was removed 
(compulsory resignation) from the Su- 
lerintendenoy of Public Instruction in 

‘ 'lew York City, and I am now proud 
I was made the victim of malice, big
otry and ignorance.

Over such obstacles has the Spiritual 
cause irresistibly advanced, gathering 
adherents as it progressed over the civ
ilized world, until now from two or three 
mortal converts forty-six years ago it 
counts among its followers millions of 
people, and among the latter, some of 
he most advanced and scientific minds

being greatly augmented by the ad
vanced and advancing stages of the 
spiritual movement.

The Plato address was spoken at the 
Carrie Miller Circle, April 18. The 
medium, whose clairvoyant as well as 
clairaudient powers are excellent, re
peats the exact language, as spoken by 
the visiting spirit, and I report, word 
for word, as the address is spoken.

The Plato address is not only of pro
found interest, but it is in partial fulfill
ment, another link in the chain, of the 
promise repeatedly made by the an
cients, -who so frequently manifest at our 
circle—that through the return to earth 
of ancient and prehistoric spirits, 
through the law of spirit intercourse 
and return, the whole history of past 
ages is to be he-written by the exalted 
spirit intelligences who were actors in 
tnescenes and events that they narrate.

Nothing is more important for Spirit 
ualists to remember than that Spiritual
ism is a progressive movement, its line 
of advance being in multiplied, widen
ing and perfected channels of communi-. 
cation. .

The address from the controlling 
spirit of the circle was written April 
25, and Orondo, the Atlantian, was the 
attendant spirit, standing beside Carrie 
during the half-hour of tne writing.

Charles R. Miller.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

of the age.
In this country the Spiritual cause has 

become of National importance and has 
a National organization, which has at
tracted attention, giving it a standing to 
be respected even by its enemies.

The great and phenomenal growth of 
modern Spiritualism is attributable to 
the purity of life and freedom of con
science; it teaches the love and fraternity 
it practices, and the undying existence 
of family ties and social relations it dem
onstrates.

Modern Spiritualism has unveiled the 
mystery of death. It has rung un the 
curtain on a life of which every mortal 
has intuitive conceptions, but which 
had been falsified and concealed by 
sophistry and jugglery and made sub
servient to the priests and potentates, to 
frighten poor deluded mortals into sup
porting a system of repression that had 
deprived them of the God-given rights 
of equality and freedom of speech and 
conscience.

The raising of the curtain of life re
vealed loving friends who had been 
counted as dead and lost; relatives were 
found standing upon the broad stage of 
eternity, amid scenes of beauty and 
glory. Imaginary friends had no place 
there; they only existed in the false pro
fessions of priests and their unctuous 
imitators in theology.

No! upon the stage of spiritual life 
there is nothing but joy and happy re
unions of sundered families and friends 
who but await the opportunity to return 
to earth scenes and assure their surviv
ing mortal friends that the open grave is 
but the portal to a higher and better 
state of existence, where life is progres
sive and equality something more than 
a mere name. _

It is from such scenes and conditions 
that departed friends are returning to 
earth scenes on missions of love and 
light, and modern Spiritualism has made 
it possible for those friends to manifest 
through various phenomena, make com
munication and exhibit their material
ized forms In demonstration of a life, 
which had progressed from the terres
trial to the celestial spheres and had not 
died, been buried, become food for worms 
or had not been consigned by an angry 
and jealous God to endless punishment 
for having been born, having lived, and 
having died.

Is it a matter to be wondered at that 
so great a truth should have so devel
oped and progressed among mortal men, 
a truth that teaches the highest possible 
attainment accorded to the intelligence 
and welfare of man. ‘

The most sacred ties of families are 
here embodied in this great truth—this 
preservation is being constantly demon
strated at every manifestation, while 
this bond (family ties) becomes stronger 
as their un severed chains become more

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to the higher life, Chase J. 

Parrish, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. K. 
Parrish, aged nearly 21 years. On the 
morning of April 22 our community was 
greatly shocked by the news that this 
young man had accidentally shot him
self. He had grown from childhood to 
manhood in our midst, was a true and 
firm Spiritualist, a consistent member 
of our society, usually present at all our 
meetings. He possessed more than 
ordinary mental ability, but his greatest 
worth was in his spotless character—no 
oath h.ad ever befouled his tongue, to
bacco had never soiled his lips, liquor 
had never poisoned his brain, obscene 
words had not polluted his soul.

Mrs. H. B. Houghton, M. D.
Palmetto, Fla.

Rany Fox passed to Spirit-life May 4, 
aged 78 years, 2 months and 19 days. 
The funeral services were held on the 
afternoon of May 6. He had poor health 
for some time, suffering from cancer. 
He* bore his suffering patiently, and 
longed for the time to come to pass to 
Spirit-life. The day before his death 
he chose ‘ his pall-bearers and gave di
rections about his funeral. He was a 
good neighbor, honest and truthful. He 
was born in Wayne county, Ind., Feb. 
15, 1816, came to Marion county, Ind.; 
in 1821, his parents settling on a farm 
five miles west of Indiaaipolis, and 
there he was raised and continued to 
reside until his parents removed to Mis
souri. He was married to Mary Pugh 
in 1844. He lived fifty years on the 
farm where he died, six miles north of 
Indianapolis.

One of the most remarkable an(l won
derful cures that has been performed 
since the Christian» era is in the case of 
Mr. George Young, a highly respect
able citizen of Albion, Calhoun county, 
Michigan. Following is what Mr. 
Young says:

“For many years I was stricken with 
a disease of so serious a character that 1 
could not walk or stand.' I was reduced 
in,flesh from 180 to 100 pounds. The- 
local physicians called my complaint 
liver, heart and kidney disease—in fact, 
all manner of diseases—but after I had 
paid out a great deal of money they said 
I must.die, and that very soon. Just at 
this time one of Dr- Dobson's circulars 
fell into my hands (I did not believe in 
Spiritualism), and I thought I would 
send to him and make a trial, for there 
was nothing else left for me. He sent 
what he called spiritual magnetized 
remedies. I commenced to take them, 
and in a very sjiort time I began to 
improve, and today I am as healthy a 
man as there is in Michigan, and can do 
as hard a day’s work, and I know that 
Dr. Dobson cuj-ed me. I took four 
months of his,,.treatment, two months 
after I was well, and it has nearly, if 
not quite, made me a Spiritualist. 
Since I got well, Dr.. Dobson has been 
here to see me, and I attended one of 
hie slate-writing seances, which to me 
was wonderful.

“My cure made an excitement in our 
town, and by its means Dr. Dobson has 
had over 100 patients here, and has 
been successful in curing or greatly 
benefiting nearly every one. “Myself 
and wife will never tire in doing every
thing we can to induce the sick to send 
to Dr. A. B. Dobson, of Maquoketa, 
Iowa, for assistance, the man that saved 
me from a premature grave. It is 
nearly a year since he cured me. It is 
through liim and his spirit band of doc
tors that lam alive. Geo. Young.”

Albion, Calhoun Co., Mich.

CONTINUED FROM FIFTH PAGE.
J. M. .writes from Pittsburg, Pa.: 

“During the. present month Oscar A. 
Edgerly is filling an engagement with 
the First-Spiritual Church of Pittsburg. 
His work Is giving excellent satisfac
tion, the lectures being eloquent and 
practical, the tests plain and convincing 
—attributes that make of any medium a 
valuable worker for our cause. He goes 
from here to Anderson, Ind., for June.”

Dr. C. T. H. Benton writes: “Brother 
Nelson Gould, of Port Huron, Mich., in 
his ‘Heroic Measures’ seems inclined to 
go to barbarian times for conditions 
whereby to test the physical endurance 
of our mediums. I know of men who 
can endure torture without flinching; 
and where thousands of dollars are at 
stake some people can endure a great 
deal of it if it is to give them credentials 
of recommendation to a credulous, 
stupid public. There are those outside 
of Spiritualism who would, if they had 
the power, start a little ‘Inquisition,’ all 
their own, to torture people who differ 
with them in opinion and practice, but 
Spiritualism does not propose to enter 
into the torjure business. It ‘the Indians 
were nothing more than children who 
obeyed the laws of nature,’ why have 
they so degenerated? If eating flesh of 
wild beasts, living in indolence, and not 
tilling the soil, sleeping on the ground 
and roaming the country over without a 
permanent abode, seeking the lives of 
enemies and relentlessly torturing each 
other, make them more the children of 
nature than we, I prefer not to be a 
child of such a nature. I suppose such 
flattery is very pleasing to the Indian, 
but does not, in my opinion, speak very 
well for the flatterer.”

Bishop A- Beals is now lecturing be
fore the Progressive Society of Spiritu
alists, with excellent results. All the 
societies on the South Side seem to be

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

The World’s Greatest Remedy for
All Conditions Arising from Ex
hausted Nervous Energy or

Loss of Vital Force!
. , It .will strengthen the weak, invigorate 

the young, and rejuvenate the old.
TRY IT!—TRY IT!—TRY IT!

By Mall. «1.00. Addreis DR. K. GREER, 
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago.

Mr. Charles Garner passed to Spirit
life from Waverly, Bremer county, 
Iowa, Dec. 24, 1893. The subject of this 
sketch was born in Cheshire, England, 
April 23,1816, came to America in 1840, 
and became a Spiritualist soon after its 
advent. Mr. Garner lived the religion 
he professed. He was known to all as 
an upright, true and pure man. His 
later years were cheered by glimpses of 
his future home and friends. His visible 
iresence is missed by the companion .of 
lis life and three sons.

Mrs. Charles Garner.

Dr. John Robinson passed to Spirit
life at New Orleans, La. He was the 
oldest Spiritualist in the city, a faithful 
friend, an honored citizen and honest 
man. He lived and died a Spiritualist, 
and was a giant in the cause.

From her home in Rochester. New 
York, Mrs. Jane B. Godfrey passed to 
the higher life on May 1, after a tedious 
illness of several months. Mrs. Godfrey 
was a woman of noble character and 
good deeds—widely known as a medium, 
and many will remember gratefully the 
comfort received through her ministra
tions. She was held in high esteem, not 
only among Spiritualists, but by persons 
of different faiths. Mrs. Godfrey is one 
of the personalities whose sweetness and 
light and steadfastness are a blessed 
memory, and shed lustre upon hu
manity.

Benjamin Franklin, husband of Mary 
A. Franklin, of Clarkdale Junction, 
passed to the higher life in a cyclone at 
Melrose Park, Cook county, Ill., May 
3,1894. He was the oldest son of eight 
children of John W. and Martha A. 
Franklin, natives of Louden county, 
Virginia, who emigrated to Missouri 
when he was eight years old. He was 
born March 17, 1848. His father was a 
Baptist minister. He joined the Pres
byterian church when seventeen years 
old. He has been a faithful and true 
Spiritualist for fifteen years. He was 
an affectionate husband, father, son and
brother. Mary Franklin.

The foregoing is but one of many 
similar testimonials voluntarily furn
ished Dr. A. B. Dobson, of this city. 
His disciples number thousands, scat
tered from Maine to Oregon, and from 
Dakota to the Gulf. It is quite likely 
some may be found who have derived 
no great benefit from his treatment, 
though we are free to say that we have 
never heard of such a case—the uni
form testimony being “entirely cured,” 
or “greatly benefited.” “The lame 
walk, the deaf hear, the blind see." Dr. 
Dobson’s career has been a wonderful 
one, and certainly he is richly deserving 
of all the success that has crowned his 
work during the last few years of his 
residence in this city. He is warm
hearted aqd generous with his friends, 
while for those disposed to deride or op
pose his work, he is not afraid to an
swer a fool according to his folly.—Ma
quoketa (Iowa) Record. ■

(See ad. in another column).
Address all letters to San Jose. Cal.

oSpecial notice advertisements.
WONDERFUL GROWTH AND POPU 

L ARITY.

How Enterprise When Guided by 
Honest Methods Is Bound to Suc

. ceed. --

, FORTY-SIXTH ANNIVERSARY ADDRESS 
WRITTEN BY SPIRIT HENRY KIDDLE.

Another anniversary of the advent of 
Modern Spiritualism has been cele
brated.
, As each succeeding year marks a mile 
stone of progress in this great cause it is 
well that we should derive from the past 
'what may be expected of the future.

The past forty-six years have been 
' eventful to Spiritualists. From a small 

beginning at Hydesville, of manlfesta- 
tions which arrested the attention of the 
wise and learned among mortals, those 
manifestations of knocks upon the doors 
of reason awoke responsive answers 
from but few, yet the manifestations 
have grown until at this period spirits 
communicate with their earth friends, 
and stand before them, forms and- feat
ures familiar, to memory, and giVe lov
ing assurance of life and -happiness-be- 
yond the lonely tombs and graves. -

Though so much has been accomplished 
from my side of life, on the mortal

and more- apparent. ■ . ■ '
The forty-sixth anniversary of mod

ern Spiritualism should have indeed 
been a celebration of victory, an occa
sion for much congratulation.

Spirits now return and manifest to 
mortal friends in almost every civilized 
community, in and on every continent 
on the face of the round globe; and 
though much opposition will yet be met 
by the advance and progress of *the, 
cause, yet such opposition is growing less 
and will finally cease as the great truths 
taught by Spiritualists will overturn 
every obstacle and restore to man that 
light of reason, that freedom of con
science and fraternal love, of which he 
has so long been.deprived.

Do not cease your exertions, be vig
ilant and guard your media, for through 
them are the practical demonstrations of 
this truth made. .

Be harmonious and united, and let no 
bickerings nor jealousies divide your 
councils. ; Forward and onward! should 
be your watchword, and your forty-sev
enth anniversary will witness the pro
gress of the Spiritual cause far. beyond 
what you are capable of conceiving.

Henry Kiddle.

Passed to the beauties of the higher 
life on May 2, 1894, from Rockford, 
Mich.,' where he had resided.since 1851, 
Mr. William Hicks, who was born on 
June 2,1817, thus lacking one month of 
completing seventy-seven years on the 
mortal side of life. Brother Hicks was 
one of the pioneers of this place, and of 
Spiritualism here, having renounced 
Methodism and embraced Spiritualism 
when it tried men’s souls to stand up for 
our grand philosophy. He was a me
dium for many years, and to the last 
enjoyed sweet converse with the friends 
gone before.■ His sickness was of short 
duration, and he passed quietly, to the 
better life,, surrounded by friends here, 
and was received by friends there, as 
we were assured before he went. Even 
before he was taken sick the loved ones 
told us of his early demise. The last sad 
rites were held in the R. P. hall that he 
helped to build many years ago, and 
were largely attended by.'loving and 
sympathizing friends. Mrs. M. J. Kutz 
delivered the address, and also a poem 
written for the occasion.

The communications from Carrie Mil
ler and Plato will appear next week.- -

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKJEB,

Author of • “Helen Harlow'! Vow," “The Occult 
Force! of Bex," “Perfect Motherhood,” end rneny 
ether work«. Price d cents. For isle st this office, .

On the 11th of May, the lovely spirit 
of Rose Vincent, only daughter of Henry 
and Vee Vincent, passed beyond, the veu 
to her spirit home. She was an instru
ment of the Angel World, and saw and 
conversed with her spirit friends, al
though she was but little over two and 
a half years bn this planet at the time of 
her transition. Particularly lovable in 
her disposition, she endeared herself in 
in many ways to all who knew her, and 
her sweet presence will -be greatly 
missed by both . parents and friends.

A MANUFACTURER WHO SAVES THE 
BUYER THE DEALER’S ENORMOUS

PROFIT.

We have been running for some time 
in another column the advertisement of 
the Oxford Mnfg. Co., of 338 to 334 Wa
bash Ave., Chicago, Ill. A few years 
ago they conceived the idea of selling 
their goods direct to the consumer at but 
a slight advance above cost of making 
and thus increase their sales and enable 
them to add to the size of their factory. 
With a bright, pushing and upright 
manager at the head of this establish
ment the plan proved a most successful 
and popular one. Thousands of their 
machines were sold annually—sale in
creasing each year—and are now to be 
found in every city, town and hamlet of 
the United States. The name “Oxford” 
has become a byword in the household. 
There is no greater -help to a woman 
than a good sewing machine. To be 
without it is to be willfully deprived of 
the immense ad,vantage of one of the 
greatest of all inventions. A machine 
once bought is a perpetual treasure. It 
demands no wages, occasions no expense 
or trouble and is. always ready at a mo
ment’s notice to render the work of the 
laborious housewife tenfold more effi
cient and expeditious. Some machines 
combine the best ideas and suggestions 
which have been so abundantly, intro
duced in this remarkable mechanism.

A machine which exhibits in liberal 
combination all the best features intro
duced is the Oxford Sewing Machine, 
with lock-stitch, shuttle running light 
and quiet. These machines have the 
following important features: Cheap
ness, perfect, self-adjusting and gradu
ated tension, are under control of the 
operator and are always positive in their 
working. They are entirely self-thread
ing in all points, including the shuttle. 
The needle is self-setting, the attach
ments are quickly and easily placed and 
fastened. The shuttle has an easy oscil
lating motion, causing' it to keep f 
proper place against the race. Their 
Oxford No. 14 and Columbia machines, 
with attachments, were awarded the 
medal premium at the World’s Colum
bian Exposition, Chicago; . ■

A description of their Baby Carriages, 
ranging in price from $2.75 upward, and 
their Bicycles, rimging from $12 up
wards, also their Organs at lowest prices 
proves equally interesting and can be hat. 
by applying for one of their free cata
logues, which is sent on application, and 
quotes both cash, and time prices. Those 
buying from these people take no 
chahces, for. they are not compelled to 
keep goods if not satisfactory or strictly 
as represented,: ■ They are thoroughly 
reliable and w6 . recommend them to 
you. ■ • ■ ., ■. . . ■ . . .
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RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
XL, 2-cent stamps, Jock of balr, name, age. sex, one 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. S. S. Williams,

A TTENT ION! SEND POS TAL
<il. Note for 20 cents, (no stamps) to Miss Clara 
Marsh, Rochester, Micb.. and receive by return mall 
a handsome picture drape. Extra line 25 cents. I am 
a medium, and kind spirits aid me in my work. I so
licit the patronage of Spiritualists and all lovers of

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW. 
¿1 erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, aex and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
T)LATFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 
i business medium. Readings personally or by 
letter 81,00. Brief reading by mail 25 cents. 2910g. 
den avenue, Chicago, 111. 222 tf

7 SYCIIOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
£ Prof. A. U. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your splrlt-frlends. Scud lock of 
hair, or handwriting, «nd uno dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulara. 
Address, 195 4lh street, Milwaukee. WIs. 286

n^îT^S&’V rr

ley. Mass. 237

Denver Colorado.

beauty and truth. P. 0. Box, 253.

Lake Geneva. Wis. 236

235Iowa.

Medium. Brief Reading. 25 cents. 238

HYPNOTISM
or surgical demonstrations. Wonderful revelations. 
'Worth 8100 for 82. If we arestrangers send Bl, and bab 
> mneevrhen book arrives. Two pamphlets. 20c. Address 
'DE. AKDXKSOM, KAB0W1C TRIPLE, P. T. t, CHICAGO.

'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEL. 
■Z uge. Something you should have to refer to. By 

James M. McCann. Price 15 cents.

MRS. RUTH A. COOMBS, 1087 W. 
JVÍ Lake street. Clairvoyant, Test and Business

YES YOU CAN
("ET WELL. SEND $1 FOR A BOT
ICI Ue of KnrxiB or Lira. A aptrlt remedy. Purely 
vegetable, and Magnetite!. Positively renew, life 
Thousand! rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailment, there is no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. K. K. Myers Clinton.

8KCKETPOWER, THB DIHKIS MAS. You possevs this 
God-given force called PERSON ALMAGKETISM, 
][»cveIopltandSacccedlnLife. HypnotismasaKo- 
medial Agent and for contrcrtling others, for public

INVALIDS
7X HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
r V lUunpa, their dlapu.e, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlet «nd advice fbee to cure themselve# without 
drug!. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Card
ington, Ohio tt

Z'HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-oent itampa lor private letter of advice 

noni the Splrltworld. W. P. Phclon, M. D-, Mi Jack- 
eon Boulevard' Chicago Ill. 120tf

P, S.—Dr. Greei* has been in active 
practice in Chicago for 28 years and. 
is well known as a most successful 
physician in all mental and nervous 
diseases. He is s till in active practice.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
TTAVING PURCHASED OF JOHN 

J. 1 William Fletcher the complete outfit used by 
him in presenting bls famous Illustbated Lecture 
vpoh SWBiTUALieM. and having made large and valu
able accessions thereto, I am prepared to negotiate 
with societies and camp-meetings for giving one or all 
of my lour Illustrated Lectures upon this Interesting 
subject. My friends well know that for some years I 
have been gathering material for this work, and I can 
assure tjjem that no expense has been spared in at-, 
ranging tbe details of the Exhibition so as to please 
«nhinBtructaii. JOHN EGGLESTON. -

Box 848, New York,

109 West 48d St., New Yobk City, May 10,1894. 
To WflOM it May Concern :

I have sold the Lecture “Is Spiritualism True?” 
with all the Illustrations, Transparencies, etc., to 
John Eggleston, of Newark, N.. J., and have no fur
ther control over it. J. W. FLETCHER.

285 tf

fipiooxy roonu, eau«l to tho!« at hotel!, with 
Pari*tUW 8t 88 J»1“1'* K“« near Union

*T'HE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
wU1 “6n4 yoa tv letter a life reading of 

the pant and future with datei. Mall a lock of hair 
wi.uA’ .Ad?re,“ Prof- H' W.Sinclair, No. 605 
Weat Ave., North, Jackson, Mich. 287

an ASTONISHING OFFER!- 
VEND THREE S-CENT STAMPS 

lock -r’ a£ei «ex, one leading symptom 
and your 'disease wftl be diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose?Cal, 

Psychometric and business 
Arefi SliSS or Questions answered, 60 cents and
Bo”ui Mmb. Mas8dmit» Bbbto* Sten™ A,

prospering splendidly; in fact, all the 
meetings in the city are well attended.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond desires to 
inform those who have sent in their 
names for the new book—Entire Series 
of Soul Teachings—that about one-third 
of the names necessary have been sent 
in. If those interested would each se
cure one or two added names it would 
facilitate the work of publication.

Mrs. Lottie Fowler’s present address 
is 326 Courtland street, Baltimore, Md.

C. S, writes of wondeqful demonstra
tions occurring at seances by Mabel 
Aber. - There were many materializa
tions of forms, besides physical demon
strations of marked character, such as 
lifting a piano, One form appeared ar
rayed in robes of ethereal light and 
wearing a crown of light, on which was 
inscribed the name Hypatia, in letters 
of brilliant bluish hue.

W. T. Moifett writes that plots to 
interfere with Mabel Aber's seances 
were discovered and foiled through in j 
formation given by her cabinet controls. 
It was found necessary to establish a 
guard, to protect the meetings from dis
turbance by evil-disposed persons. This 
at Jacksonville, Ill.

C. M. Hovey writes from Bay City, 
Mich.: “There has been a decidedly 
progressive movement in Spiritualism in 
our midst this season, due very largely 
to the very efficient work of Prof. Geo. 
H. Brooks, who has held continuous 
meetings since December 1st, last, with 
only one month’s absence from the work. 
We now have a perfectly harmonious 
society of over sixty members, organized 
and chartered by the Michigan State 
society, and numbering among our mem
bership some of the prominent business 
men of Bay City and West Bay City. 
The society has held two sessions each 
Sunday and sustained the work very ac
ceptably, entirely by subscription. The 
society has also just entertained the 
Saginaw Valley District Convention, 
carrying out a very interesting pro
gramme, lasting two days, the success of 
which was very largely due to the un
tiring efforts of Mr. Brooks. He leaves 
us now for his home in Elgin, Ill. We 
wish him as complete success in all his 
efforts wherever his labors may call him 
as we have enjoyed while he and his 
most estimable wife have been with us. 
We shall' continue our work for another 
month, our rostrum being filled the first 
and second Sundays in May by Hon. D. 
P. Dewey, of Grand Blanc, the third and 
fourth Sundays by our own Mrs. Martha 
E. Root, of Bay City. At the close of 
these engagements our society will 
adjourn all meetings until October 1st.

ARE YOU GOING
To Cainpineeting?

IF 80 YOU WANT A

Spiritualist Badge 
Electro-plate, 75 cents. Roll-plate, 
»1.25; Solid Gold,«1.75.

Do not ssnd stamps, W. H. BACH, Mfr., Saint 
Paul, Minn.238

ZRANCE MEDIUM, PSYCHOME- 
trlst, clairvoyant, magnetic healer, and develop

ing medium. Send -lock of hair and one dollar for 
reading. 548 Chicago avenue, Chicago, Ui. 236

T\R. STEVENS’ OBESITY TABLETS 
d-/ —Will reduce superfluous ficeii, cure rbeuma- 
Ism, bean disease and Bright’s disease, have a won

derful physiological effect in various ailments; they 
are efficient and harmless; sent by mail. Price <1.00 
>erboxof 200 tablets, six boxes for 85.00. Address 
drs. M. W. Hllliker. sole agent, No. 15 Prospect st.,
Kansas City, Kas. 236

F. GORDEN WHITE.
'T'RANCE, TEST, BUSINESS AND 
1 platform medium, sittings dally. No. 2978 Cot-

tage Grove ave. 234tf

Dr. J. O. PHILLIPS,

CLAIRVOYANT AND PSYCHOME- 
trist, will send one month's medicine (highly 

magnetlied by Spirit-power) for 81.50. For 50 cents 
will give reading, business advice or examination. 
Send lock of hair, age and sex, with stamp enclosed. 
25 years* practice. Address 471 W., Madison st. Chi-
cago, 11!. 237

rWARLES STEWARD, 2239 WEL- 
V/ top street, Denver Col., bolds trumpet seances 

Sunday, Tuesday, and Friday evenings. Ail Invest!-
gators must be recommended. 286

COLLEGE
OF FINE FORGES,

^Formerly N, Y., College of Magnetic«.]
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

km eSMvBthe Su? Cure'Vlul Magnet- 
jbui, jueutriclty, MlndtCure, and a higher eclenrAnf 
with basic principles developed
continents Students In fSur
convinentB nave taken the course. The i>

aaJ waters the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
canBS.eksCthoBy * “yuu™ printed questions students 
“n„u?6 thB course and receive the diplomas at their 

5onjes- Institution removed to East Orange 
ndelUrUtrul suburb of New Yolk 
Ke»Zry'.M'D'' De«», d Pulaski St., East O^nge 

HOWTO LIVE ONE HUNDRED
YEARS.

A METH°D OF TREATING 
oEyxfl'n the Catarrb, and, in fact, the entire 

i 2 two-cent stamps, and I will send 
Also Photograph of my snirit- ioodL/cHnr,T“ied thla toowledge’“to me7 ‘j? 'F 

rooLE, Clinton, Iowa.

1\/JRS. F. S. DE WOLF, INDEPEND- 
LVJ. ent slate-wrltlng and test medium. Circle for 
ladles, Thursday afternoon. No. 247 Ogden Av. 235

CATARRH SPECIALIST.
T\R. T. WILKINS, MAGNETIC PHY- 

J-s blclan. 291 Ogden Avenue, will give attention to 
the sick, at home or at his room. All diseases success
fully treated, but Catarrh is his specialty. For ref
erences ask his patients. 232 tf

PSYCHOMETRIST.
Mrs- a- m- TEND (FORMERLY 

1VJ Mrs. Robinson), 1072 West Harrison street, 
Chicago, will give sittings by letter. Send lock of 
hair and own handwriting, with <1,00. All questions
carefully considered by the guides. 235

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT 
Wrtte Wu.Pt?ffl KWX’

8ent by

^national

Spiritualists’ Association
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( iNOORrOHATMD Nov. 1, 1893.)

"THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
«An i;,atlonsl SplrltuallBtB’ Association Is now open 

l!S!1S’i^nd “ Splrltunllsu are Invited to visit 
i™ .,. re«16tcr will be kept of lectur
ers and medluuis, who are requested to Bend In their 

“d<i^'iS6eB. “l«o officers of all eocletlee. and 
l,t!Mect register of these, and 

OtAm Bbou .d bo “e”t 10 ui oi ebenges of 
ocation. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 

requested to confer with us, and Information 
Is desired respecting all new phases of develonment 
In all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets ant^msg. 
azines upon Spiritual mattek are c“n£uy 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Robot A. Diujhok, 
necretary._______________2HW

REMARKABLE offer. ~send 
two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair, 

name, age and sex, ana I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. c. Batdobt. 
M. D., Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids 
FX£lun,tMe WUt Per‘Qdlcal i0U

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: •'Psychearrived two weeks 
ago and to say I was pleased does not express my ap- 
predation. My boy, twelve years old, Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of tjplrltuallsm with 
It. Independent writing earn» llrst sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlcnce— M. Y 
Thompson, Arkadelphia, Ark." Price, ,1.00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Buch. Mfr. St. Paul. Minn.

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR- 
J voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—In their own bandwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist'’ of Dec. 80, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since bls coming here be has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for hie benevolent work, his 
humanitarian ideas and practices, and bls straight
forward course of integrity and honor.” Address 
Dr. W. M. Forster. 1059 Market St., San Francisco,
California. 237

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
XX in tour own home. Will tend & pamphlet con
taining Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy ot a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue. Chicago, III. 249

Fox Memorial Association.
On Monday, the 14th of May, a special 

meeting of the Fox Memorial Associa
tion was held at the studio of the Pres
ident, Mr. Wilson Macdonald, 119 W. 
41st street, for the annual election of 
officers,, and the following persons were 
elected for the ensuing year: Wilson 
Macdonald, president; S. S. Gordon, 
first vice-president; Joseph La Fumee, 
second vice-president; 8. S. Gordon, 
treasurer; Mrs. Mary A. Gridley, re
cording secretary; Titus Merritt, libra
rian. ■

A proposition was made to decorate 
the graves of the Fox Sisters at Cypress 
Hill cemetery. The motion was carried 
with enthusiasm. The members and 
friends of the Association will meet at 
the cemetery Sunday, rhe 27th inst., at 
3 o’clock, and hold services at the 
graves. Persons at a distance who can
not attend the ceretnony can send 
flowers, either to the office of the pres
ident, 119 West 41st street, New York, 
or Cypress Hill Cemetery.

Any persons desirous of donating 
books to the library of the Association 
can send them to my address.

- Titus Merritt.
323 West 34th street, New York City.

Passed to Spirit-life.
David Oaks, aged 70 years, passed sud

denly to Spirit-life, from heart disease, ■ 
while visiting his sister and nephew, 
Mr. H. B. Wright. The funeral was 
held at Mr. Wright’s residence, 3116 
Indiana avenue, the 18th. instant, and 
attended by a select number of friends. 
The departed brother had been a wid
ower some years, and had found consola
tion in the philosophy of Spiritualism,

"Mrs. Winslow’s. Soothing Syrup for Chil 
dien Teething” soften« gums, reduces infiuns- 
tlon,allsyspsln, Cttres wind colic, 25c a bottle.

TJEMOVED. MRS. C. SCOTT, FROM 
£\. New York city, trance and business medium—to 
2440 North 17tb street. Philadelphia, Pa. Sittings 
9 a. m., to 4 p. Ko except Saturdays and Sundays. 237 
MRS- CONNELLY'S*IMPROVED RE- 

<iVl demption for gray, faded, or bleached balr. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It Is not a dye. It will not stain tbc flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 
1848 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 237

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
7JR. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY,

Mass., and bis band of powerful ancient «pirlti 
are effecting the most wonderlul cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the clear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by bls marvelous spirit 
forces combined with his magnetic remedies* will 
convince the most akeptical of bls wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him sex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-ccnt stamps, and he win send 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn't want any 
leading symptoms, Address Dn. J. 8. Loucks. Shir*

rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send LULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex. f nrr handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
■ ■•■■■iwjllrecc|vea correcl diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 358, Lansing, Mich.

PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
i please remember that Water of Life Is one of 
the best remedies for Stomach, Liver and Kidney dis 
eases. Large pamphlet free. 84 8. Main SL, Wilkes- 
barre, Pa. J. R. Perry, Manager. 258
p Ft PERKINS, TES 'FMEDIUM, 

C7• Readings dally. Test circles Tuesday and Fri
day, at 8 p. tn. Wcdncs-day afternoon 2:30. Mrs. Per
kin's readings dally. 3710 Cottage Grove Avenue.

tí 
S

g oonoeni of our kind, rtliabU tad reipoaslbl«. Refenno« 
fttnüshid itiny time. Make and «eU nothtojbetwhu we 
yuarantM tob» Mnpre*ented,«old *t the lowest factory 
price*. WRITS TO-DAT for our larp FREE HluittiUO.

C9 7R 0Dr Natural Flnlth Baty Carriage 411 V complete with plated ttee) wheels, ixle, 
rprin^B, and onepkeet itoanbeotbuSte. Madeofbeetnnte- 
rul,fiMlYCniebea,KU&blt^adru&rMteed for 3 year*. Shipped 

»»«ia.j.’M.l, rnilouVMrm.o nn,{n«<ilnil. 
advance. 76,000 In um. Bean the oldest aoabeetknoirn

’ cataloga« us 4 it y lei pabUtbtd.
OXFORD MFC. CO., 340 Wabash ¿ve., Chicago, III.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 

Z1 tures given by the Spirit Band through the me
diumship of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. This volume con
sists of & series of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered in public through the mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some Ideas that differ from those he has held, yet be 
will find much to please, benefit and instruct. The 
reverence with which Jesus’ Is mentioned will please 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for 81.50. For sale at this office.

g

WIFE CANNOT SEE HOW TOO DO WlrC IT AND PAY FREIGHT.
ClABoya our 9 drawer waluul cr oat Tm* 
YrTproved High Ina Slngerctwlng muhlne 
finely finished, nickel pit ted« adapted la llrhi 

sod heavy work; guaranteed for lOYeartt with 
AutotnalleBobhln Winder, BelMhreadlag Cylin
der Shuttle, 8eir»8eltint Needle and a complete 
ertof Steel4ttaebment*iah!pped any where on 

■ 80 Dar’s Trial. No money required tn adnnce. 
f. World’i Fair Medil awarded machine and attach*

YY ~ 1 ' WILL DEVELOP YOU!
IL> C' Y T/"* o Have y°u tried il? tm fl \ V í 11 ( Finest Cabinet for thd JL kJ J JLX V purpose ever made—bar. 
. . •/ none. Send for Circulars
This marvelous cabinet zi , . •Nothing
I. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago 

Price« $1.00 delivered, in City. .

IT IS INTERESTING.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ* 

menta. Surroundings, and Conditions in tbe Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelha*- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 81.00. Postage ¡0 cents. For sale at 
tils office.

’tithyshebecameTspiritual. 
VV lit. Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson.

This book should be read by every Spiritualist, Price 
•1.00: postage 10 cents.

giving it some attention the. few last 
years. To the writer, who was called to 
officiate at the house just before regular 
service, .his spirit manifested' its pres
ence, assuring the friends that death, 
did not end all, but true to a changeless 
law, his spirit now free from the tram-1 TSYCHOPATHY, 
mels of clay, had found the freedom of a ¿Tji^.^ASerie^ofLeB» 
resurrected life. The floral offerings LfHutnanBelngBWIth fieferenco to Health, Disease 
were beautiful and were expressive Of «nd Healing. By the iptm of Dr. Benjamin Rush., 
Inwlnrr hnndc snd honrta " throughtliomedfmiiihlpofMn.CoraL. V.RIchmondlloving nanus ana hearts. A book that every healer, phjllclM «nd Bpiritulla

- BlSHOFA. Beals. ttouldroad, Prlcetl,».

75,000 now in use,--------------------—.------------ ——----------
meats. Buy from factory ^nd uve cetler’i and a^eaPa profita, 
pn rp Cat Thia Oat and «end to-day for nachte« or larr« free 
TnEC catalogue, testlmoalale and Glimpses bf the World’s Fair.
OXFORD MFG. CO.SiaWabaihAve.CHICAOO.ILl.

OR SPIRIT HEAL.
of LeBBOm on the Relations ot the

the Spirit to Ite Own Organlim. and the Inter-Relation 
------------------- with Reference to Health, Dleeaee

ttouldrcd, Price,1,so.

I
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mighty thoughts and purposes that are arily the great stress which1 is upon the 
horn of the present hour. laboring man who cannot find employ- THE DESIGN DOGMA.
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ATFER COXEY, WHAT?
A Discourse Given Under the 

Inspiration of 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

By Mu. Cora JL V. Richmond.

DELIVERED before the first society 
OF SPIRITUALISTS OF CHICAGO, SUN

. DAY EVENING, MAY 13,1894.
What .do these signs portend? Are 

they of battle, or do they come like arm
ies of peace bearing promises of future 
greatness?

No subject, perhaps, could be offered 
for the consideration of the one address- 
^iu that seems so full of suggestion 

t of the present hour—not that the 
-name of the individual which bears it 
may have any manifest meaning or any 
particular object that entitles him to 
distinction or consideration; not that a 
movement which seems to be the laugh
ing-stock of many in high places, and 
has until recently been the subject of 
ridioule of the public press and the pub
lic mind generally throughout the 
country, is particularly entitled to con
sideration, but because every sign indi
cates something,.and the signs that áre 
abroad in the- world' to-day indicate an 
underlying state which it is not well to 
ignore. However ludicrous fanaticism 
may seem, its very earnestness precludes 
th$ possibility of turning it aside with a 
sneer, end any man with an interested 
purpose- huvingú« -his coadjutors1.:««! co-' 
workers those who áre equally' earnest, 
can arouhe attention; but when a man 
who his at the foundation of his purpose 
that which pertains to the welfare of 
his fellow-beings,‘even though it be a 
«mall portion It must receive consid- 

4 eratioú from whatever powers are ap- 
Íiealed to, and when he claims to have 
or his purpose the welfare of a major

ity of his fellow-beings, one cannot ig
nore it. In precisely that position is the
movement w’
Coxey army.

Six months ago—three months ago, 
even—it was passed'off lightly even by 
serious-minded people, who foresaw that 
something was pending. No one 
dreamed that a man on foot with a few 
hundred followers could ever achieve 
access to the capital of the nation, be
cause, they said, the men will not go; 
they will drop by the wayside; they will 
desert. But a sufficient number to prove 
a purpose, has arrived at the capital of 
the nation. Now it turns out that sim
ilar men, or similar bodies of men, ani
mated by a similar purpose, are press
ing toward the capital of the country 

„ from all parts of this nation. There is 
no lawful way to prevent their approach 
dr prevent their traveling, unless they 
violatp the laws of the community 
through which they pass. Every de
vice seems to have been tried, either to 
induce them to pause in their marching 
and not go, or possibly to detain them 
with technicalities which have been in 
the various parts of the country , tried in 
vain. A purpose that animates even a 
hundred men that are able-bodied, who 
are not criminals, ¿who are not vagar 
bonds and who have intelligence enough 
to know what they are asking for, is a 
purpose to think of, and when there are 
several hundred men and several thou
sand men who are precisely animated by 
a similar motive, at a similar time, and to 
whom impetus is given by the great 
stringency and stress of circumstances 
in different parts of the country, circum- 

1 stances that impinge upon one great 
crisis, it certainly behooves all thought
ful people who have at their heart the 
welfare of the nation, and who consider 
the liberties of the nation worth preserv
ing, to think seriously, not only before 
laughing, not only before scorning, but 
especially before acting, to lay one im
pediment in the way of this petitioning.

We have been informed that those ad-
dressing you usually in this place have 
foretold froin time to time of great 
stringency that 'would be upon the' 
country; have predicted the financial 
straits that hre everywhere confessed 
throughout the country, and have stated 
that the struggle, which was impending 
must necessarily be upon the subject of 
industrial questions, questions that im
pinge Upon the great problem of the 
rights of labor.

Of course it is not my place to enter 
into a full discussion of the monetary 
schemes of this country or the world, or 
to show where they may be fallacious or 

at way they might essentially be 
3, since that is likely to be dis- 

ery important place of every 
‘ litical meeting for the 

s or years or until the
cu
fina
next seVL.<_ _ 
question is fis.«;, ;;.

The propositit. 
it not a wonderful. 
hour of peace, when the«,., 
unusual strain upon the puu^ . 
upon the "financial resources' . . ; 
country, when apparently everL. 
was moving on . .prosperously, there,, 
should have been a sudden check in all 'iv< 
industrial pursuits; that commerce theui,-, 
Should have been nearly at a standstill, they are :«.

no 
or

and that even the national and interna
tional jubilee of last year was not suf
ficient to check this tide or to produce a 
reaction against it; that the great peace 
jubilee of all nations, the Columbian 
Exposition, did only for the time being 
divert the people from that which was 
inevitably coming; that in the very midst 
of it the financial straits were such as to 
sometimes almost interrupt commerce, 
and that following it those straits have 
continued up to the present time, when 
there can be said to be no general re
vival of commercial prosperity?

Finance is the surest guage of the 
public pulse. It means something in 
any time of peace—without preparation 
for war, there having been no famine, no 
depletion of the population or any of the 
resources of the country—that this should 
occur. People often say, according to the 
political party to which they belong: “Oh, 
it is the discussion of the tariff,” or It is 
this question or it is that question. The 
discussion of the tariff it but one of the 
incidents resulting from the state of 
affairs. The entire question relating to 
the tariff is one of the incidents result
ing from this state of affairs, and the wis
est financiers in this country as well as 
abroad saw with prophetic vision that 
something must be done, not only to 
unify the commercial relations and the 
monetary basis of the world, but possibly 
to change it. It is not the same h ere as in 
Germany, Russia, France and England. 
Questions do not impinge upon this that 
there are permanently associated with 
it. The Republicanism of Germany may 
have its origin In far other causes than 
merely the interests of the laboring 
classes. Nihilism in ..Russia means far 
other causes than simply .the . right to 
toil and receive , the recompense .for 
daily toil. It means the right to breathe, 
the right to think and the right to 
speak and' act according to individual 
dictates of conscience. There the na
tions are grappling with the primary 
propositions of freedom that were sup
posed to be settled here one hundred yehrs 
ago. There the people are struggling 
with those problems for which the war 
of the Revolution was fought and which 
it was supposed were fully settled. 
There, even in England, the laws of 
promogeniture and entail and various 
other statutes, together with the com
plication of the partially republican 
monarchy and the state church, keep up 
discussions that are entirely impossible 
here, unless you retrograde. But what 
is it that confronts you at the very door 
of the citadel of freedom, threatening 
that citadel and stronghold more, possi
bly, than a mighty army, when in the 
history of a nation one man or one body 
of men is called upon to stand confront
ing a great proposition with the great 
welfare of the people upon his spirit, 
with all the precedents of history 
spread out before him, with a 
nation looking for a crisis and 
with a people asking for free
dom? If, perchance, he shall not hear 
the voice; if he, occupied with what he 
considers to be his duty, may not know 
the meaning of the whisperings that 
urge him from within; if he,.wlthamind 
that from established precedent, judges 
what the nation’s, welfare is by what 
it has been, shall refuse to listen, and if, 
as has been the case with the one ad
dressing you, he shall turn toward that 
infinite power, knowing that human 
thought and human judgment must be 
utterly unavailing in a crisis.like that; 
and then if he fail to hear the one small 
voice that speaks for freedom, woe unto 
his spirit and unto the nation! If he 
shall let any small technicalities arise; if 
he shall allow any prejudices to inter
vene: if he shall be governed by poliqy 
where duty calls upon him, then is he 
unfaithful to his trust and the voice 
passes him, perhaps resting upon a low
lier mind or raising up a strong arm 
that is the Nemesis to enforce it. .

You know what the nation passed 
through from which» through a genera
tion of time you have scarcely rallied, but 
with a triumphant spirit of that weakness 
which was the result, the nation has suc
cessfully gone forward., There are new 
issues in the world to-day. Nations and 
people travel faster than they did when 
we were young and in boyish days. 
In those days of ancient time, when slow, 
moving methods and thoughts were suf
ficient, it could not have been dreamed 
what would be in the world at this hour 
of science, art, mechanism, riches, 
wealth and power. Thought also trav
els faster to-day, and the people who are 
thinking with the thoughts of twenty- 
five or thirty years ago make a great 
mistake. There are new themes to be con
sidered, new propositions are before the 
people, new religions are being inspired,' 
new expressions of humanity are being' 
outwrought and the state will not rest 
where it was. Questions of this hour, 
are not to be answered by the answers 
of that time, excepting that duty and 
freedom are paramount at all times. 
The welfare of the people may require 
yery -different legislation. The emer

ies of the hour are not born of war

teach people that they should spring with 
all their might to the achievementof the 
highest manhood, and then not remove 
the impediments that are in their way, 
is of course to stultify the very sources of 
freedom.

I do not see that any particular meas
ure now proposed'is the ultimate meas
ure to be adopted; but let me say most se
riously that the one question that has 
arisen to the magnitude of being the 
paramount question for this part of the 
century, is the question of the settle
ment of industrial problems; and that 
heretofore that question has been studi
ously ignored by the legislative body 
that professes to make the laws and to 
keep all laws for the nation.

What Mr. Coxey wished to do he has 
already accomplished; he has brought 
the matter to the notice of Congress, 
but bringing it to the notice of Congress 
may be a different thing from bringing 
it to the action of Congress; and what 
the summer means with its impending 
armies of peace, beggars though they 
may be called, tramps, men out of em
ployment from necessity, is this: it 
means that some action should be taken; 
not only that the industrial problems 
that have been insisted upon by associa
tions of labor for the last ten years and 
probably for more—for fifteen years— 
not only that these shall be considered, 
but that they shall be acted upon. Is it 
a question for legislation? Is it a prob
lem that can be adjudicated by Congress? 
Is there a duty? Without one shadow 
of doubt the one addressing you says 
there is a duty. It is a question that 
shall be acted upon, and before the Con
gress is over it must be acted upon.

This is not said from the standpoint of 
any fanatic, nor is it said from the 
standpoint of those who have thought 
that possibly before these matters could 
be adjusted there would be violençe and 
revolution. I do not see any need of it, 
unless these earnest men ata' interfered 
with, and unless their brothers in all 
the departments Of labor shall make it 
a question that relates tb.them also, and 
unless the Government unwisely consid
ers that it is too insignificant a matter 
to be brought before the consideration 
of so august a body as the Congress of 
the United States. Any matter that 
pertains to the welfare of those who 
must be citizens of the republic in the 
highest sense must certainly be digni
fied enough for the consideration of 
Congress, and any question that will 
solve that which has for years been the 
most knotty problem for this people to 
meet, is a question worthy of all study 
and serious consideration.

Every law that has been enacted for 
the last thirty years has necessarily 
been a law favoring capital. I refer 
you to the records. Necessities of the 
war made an appeal to capital necessary. 
In order to make an appeal to capital 
there must be something offered; and 
that system, inaugurated as a necessity 
of war, has been borne forward in time 
of peace, and this is the result.

Now the reaction comes and the legis
lation must be for the people. The 
capitalist is one of the people, but his 
millions are not of the people, and the 
time is now come to reverse that action. 
If it is reversed by the studious, thought
ful and earnest minds of the country, 
seeking for the welfare of the whole, 
all is well. If it is met with sneers and 
scoffs of derision and thrown into 
partisan politics as a part of their stock 
in trade, it is not well. The people will 
not be housed or fed, and farms will not 
be tilled; the works of industry will not 
go forward by any such methods. 
There must be. a way by which the 
hands of the laborer in turning the 
wheels.of the mill and governingihe vast 
arms of power, shall feel that he is an 
integral part of that which is produced; 
that he, more than the wealthy, is to be 
considered, and that the vast fields now 
lying idle, the farms groaning under 
the heavy weight of mortgages; the pro
ducts of the land which are abundant, 
gradually growing less from lack of 
labor—that these must yield to him a 
commensurate portion for his toil. '

It is the system, born of war and 
carried forward in time of peace, and 
the high pressure of the financial con
dition of the country that, as I say, 
brought about this reaction. But is the 
system itself right? Do you not care to 
change the ancient systems of com
merce, and is not the name of the Re
public a synonym for doing that which 
shall be finally for the best good of all 
And if doing that which shall be for the 
best good of all means an entire change 
in the financial policy of the nation, who 
shall complain? Can monarchies dictate 
what your laws shall be, though the 
custom of the old world is such, and if 
monarchies cannot dictate your politics, 
shall they dictate your finances? Are 
you still under the control of the counsels 
that are born of a system of laws that 
you have rejected? India, all the 
tributaries of England, still pay tribute. 
Shall you? Whether you will or not 
depends upon the degree of intelligence 
with which you meet this question. I 
do not jadvise any wild schemes of 
finance that ard not born of the'actual 
resources of the government of the land; 
but land'and wealth, of territory, all 
that the country produces, must be con
sidered as valuable as. gold, and when 
the products of a man’s hand cannot be 
offered, and gold is the substitute—I say 
when grain is burned, when stock brings 
nothing, when the labor of a man’s hand 
counts for naught, there is time for a 
change.

What Mr. Coxey seemed to have con
ceived is a plan for relieving tempor-

ment where he? lives, and these pil
grimages betoken no wild scheme. 
Droves of men . walking on foot large 
distances, and even coming from the 
Pacific Coast to the capital, do not 
mean those that are on a holiday ex
cursion, or who are professional tramps, 
or who are worse, but mean that there 
is something ■ deeply : seated that is to 
bring about .an entire change in the re
lations of human beings; and if that 
change shall, be brought about in the 
proper way; if those in power can listen 
to that voice, not knowing what to do; 
if they shall consult with that inward 
voice that tells them to do for humanity 
the best thing, then may it be solved in 
one month; but if they do not listen; if 
those in power or in the executive de
partment of the present Government can 
pot see; if Congress, busy with making 
plans for the future politically, cannot be 
enlightened, then what? Who is to take 
up this mighty plea? Who is to bear 
forward this voice that relates to every 
one of you individually? The proposi
tion relates to every citizen of the
United States, and if yotf count the 
millionaires and leave them out of the 
proposition as millionairei, but consider 
them, as individuals, whose millions will 
fly away the’moment this question is 
ignored, then it relates to' the entire 
population of the United Statesand the 
world. It is this: if you have a country 
where every man has an equal right to 
cast a,ballot, then every man should be 
equally represented in all interests for 
which he gives pn equivalent. The in
terest .for which the laboring man 
gives an equivalent is his labor. 
If you give it with your brain or 
with your hand’it makes no difference. 
The salaried clerk fn the Government 
office at Washington has just as much 
interest in this'proposition as the man 
who works for three or four dollars a 
day or less. lie does not know it'. He 
thinks that his position is more secure. 
He favors the party or the politics that 
gave him his place in looking to the 
future, and he does not understand that 
his salary is just as much jeopardized 
by the favoritism which gives to .capital 
control, as.is the. labor of the very, hum
blast man. Wlffin .IKis^'wterttood" 
the proposition will be very simple, apd 
there will be the uprising of that new 
party, that is, meaning the party that is 
prophesied in the People's.or Populist 
party, in- the Farmer’ Alliance, or in 
whatever shall include and - represent 
the people who earn their daily bread 
by offering an equivalent for them to 
receive. There is no other sound 
financial basis in the world, and the 
sweeping out of all superficial specula
tion. of everything that places a fictitious 
value upon any of the necessities of life, 
is what must eventually come, whether 
it comes this session of Congress—but it 
will not—or whether it comes after 
months or possibly years of bitter ex
periences in which the nation is trying 
to climh to the heights of perceiving 
that which is before it.

Friends, this is no idle holiday speech. 
This is no utterance to alarm you. It 
is simply that which confronts you. 
Where the spirit abides above the storm 
and turbulence of human life, beyond its 
hopes and fears and ambitions, where 
souls are not bartered and human lives 
are not sacrificed for policy, one can 
look with calmness upon scenes that in 
human life are often seen but blindly 
through selfish vision. And now, the 
solemn injunction of the one addressing 
you is, for everyearnest purpose, to bear 
forward the testimony that will settle 
this difficulty, give it your serious con
sideration. To every sincere man, con
sider that proposition, and to this vast 
body of people that are swarming about 
your doors in wintertime, asking in vain 
for labor and then asking for bread— 
which we trust you give—give to them 
the incentive that there will be some
thing to do that is not dependent upon 
the prices on ‘Change;’ something to do 
that is not dependent upon the. syn
dicates who rule capital; something to 
do that is not dependent upon any com
bination of moneyed men; something 
that will yield their livelihood, if all the 
various combinations should perish in 
the land. '

I know that under certain emergen
cies and conditions a certain amount of 
capitalization may be necessary, for the 
sake of' bearing forward enterprises. It 
is known now. that all these plans must 
ultimately yield the very fruitage that 
is in ; your country at this. hour, and 
bring about the very difficulties that are 
now before your doors, and that we are 
creating, as a people outwardly Cassars 
tb rule the people; that instead of gov
erning, the very power which is in
trusted in these people by the force of 
the systen^that is admitted, makes that 
power ultimately oppressive. You have 
intelligence. There is placed in your 
hatids the machinery of a migh'ty nation 
and the weapons are all at your com
mand. Why are not the people, then, 
represented? If it is true that your in
terests are suffering this day; that your 
small business cannot succeed, and that 
you cannot find labor as an artisan, as a 
mechanic, skilled though ■ you may be; 
if it is .true that thousands of hands are 
idle when there is abundance of work 
that might be done, then, is it. not also 
true: that the Government; holding the 
keys of this mighty power, should see tb 
it that no such state of: affairs exists? - 
do'not ‘favor anything like the revolu 
tion that.is. sometimes predicted .by 
those, who have seen in other lands 
great crises and revolutions. I know 
there can be no distribution of existing 
Wealth.! I know of no labor association 
that favors it. But the Government can 
makeLit sb . very expensive -to. be a 
millionaire that a. millionaire cannot 
affordit; and the Government can make

it so tery easy to be a laboring man, and 
to receive the daily reward? for daily 
labor, that it will be for every man’s in
terest to be a laborer, and this is the 
only way it can be settled peaceably. If 
there is to be a nationalization of the 
various resources of the country, it 
must be by very careful and gradual 
lines; but this one act incidentally 
adopted would change the whole tide of 
events and place affairs upon a different 
basis, and cause the nation to go for
ward in unity unto the divine f ulfillment 
of a perfectly free nation.

You do not suppose that Henry 
George has lived in vain. You do not 
suppose that Bellamy has written his 
prophecy of the future in vain. You do 
not suppose that the many thousands of 
men who now, with silence or with 
prayerful hearts and earnest minds, are 
looking to the solution of these prob
lems have thought in vain, The people 
have actually-come to think about these 
things and the relations of human lives 
to each other, the duty that men owe to 
oue another. This conserving merely 
mine and thine, the mine being all that 
you can lay hold of, all this is changing, 
and the hour is upon you when a man 
shall possess, not what he inherits, 
which is not his at all; when a man 
shall possess not what is bequeathed to 
him, which is not his, but what he 
earns. If he enriches the soil, its riches 
are his; if he produces pictures, statu
ary, inventions, the results are his; if 
he labors and beautifies a place, that is 
hjs; but air and sunshine and earth is 
the work of nature, and belongs _ to na
ture and God and to God’s children. 
Time is coming when every human life 
will be cared for, and when people who 
ate helpless will not be paupers but the 
wards of civilization; when those who 
are imbecile will not be thrust away 
into shadow and darkness, but will be 
made to feel the light and beauty of 
sunshine, provided by the public bene
factions, and when all other people, 
excepting the aged, the infirm, the 
hopelessly- enfeebled and the young, 
shall bear their own daily part of the 
daily toil and receive their part of the 
daily reward. The sowing of the seed 
shall yield to them the harvest; the 
-Eippning fruit shall be theirs, and the 
beautiful homes springing up-where 
now there is but desolation shall be the 
result; no swarming to crowded cities, 
-for the Government will see to it that 
there is labor provided elsewhere; that 
it is to the inducement of all to seek 
the fresh air; to have possession of that 
which will be home, health and happi
ness to themselves and their children.

Of course -this cannot be done arbi
trarily, and if the human race has 
grown to it, then Coxey in front-of the 
capital means more than you know, and, 
in answer to one question offered here 
to-night, the millennium may be nearer 
than you dream of. For if these plead
ing lips, these tattered men, these 
earnest hearts do not make impress to 
bear forward this mighty message, 
then, as thirty-five years ago and more, 
the answer came up ■ from every town 
and hamlet and village in the remotest 
part of the country; “We are coming, 
three hundred thousand more,” so will 
they come from the farms, from the 
shops, from the villages, from the mills, 
from all parts of the country, besieging 
the capital with white flags of peace, 
and with one voice asking that the Con
gress of the United States shall consider 
the needs of the hour, and make it pos
sible for these men to earn their daily 
bread. No idlers will be there, for a 
vagabond only walks to the nearest cor
ner grocery with the five cents given 
him as alms; no outcasts will be there, 
for outcasts do not seek the company of 
honest men subsisting upon the fare 
they can get by. the wayside, with an 
honest purpose in their heart. No, as 
many as the leaves of the forest, as 
numerous as the great tides of spring 
that sweep toward you to-day, will be 
these people. Do you doubt it? Then 
behind the human power is a mightier 
power, and the voice that stirs the peo
ple from the depths that are within, and 
tongues of flame and eloquence will go 
forth over all the land, until no states
man can be so deaf and no politician so 
dull but what he will hear the sound of 
these voices coming.

Have you ever stood upon the sea
shore, and when all was still, heard, far 
out. a something like a rising wind, and 
on and on it came until you could see 
the whitecaps rolling, ana at last the 
great waves breaking at your feet, with 
their banners and crests of peace? Have 
you ever heard the approach of the 
wind that, sweeping through the tr.ees, 
seemed far away on the outermost 
branches of distant trees, then at last 
came near and • near, surging as it 
came, with- a mighty human voice? 
Even so is the voice of th e people. It is 
rising like the tide of the sea. It is 
rising like the sound of the winds. It is 
rising, like the spring tides that leap, to 
glory through the trees., Friends, citi
zens of the republic, members of the 
larger fraternity of humanity, you will 
do well to heed this rising tide. ‘

A PROBLEM.
H. F. Cooley, of Omaha, Neb., writes, 

on renewing his subscription:
“And your paper is indeed a thinker. 

-It is a problem to me why anyone once 
reading a copy should be without it, 
when by merely reading the ideas and 
thoughts therein brought forward, a 
knowledge of truth, demonstrated by 
science, is right at hand. I feel .proud 
of a cause that commands such talent , as 
is represented in The Progressive 
Thinker.” •

It is Critically Analyzed by a 
Californian.

Thoughts ^Presented Worthy of 
Careful Consideration. *

THE NAKED BUSHMAN—WILLIAM PENN
—REAL ENTITY—SPACE—ATTRACTION 
—WHERE IS SPACE?—SPENCER AND

FISKE.
In The Progressive Thinker, No. 

221, the Hon. A. B, Richmond, the noted 
jurist, alludes to what I have seen fit to 
designate as the “design dogma," inti
mating that this design implies Deity 
or Goa. Of all superstitions this God 
Idea is the climax and the most difficult 
to avoid and the last to forsake.

In his infancy man had a fatal facility 
to guess the reason of things.

The 'paucity of proofs indicate that 
Deity, Devil and Fetich are naught but 
figments of the imagination. They re
main the terminology and dominating 
outgrowth of man’s ignorance. Igno
rance, not passive but potential; the ten
tative reach in the dark, the multiple 
1’eflex of himself.

As a rule the human race is taught, 
these ideas in infancy. Mothers instill 
them into the child’s mind as soon as it 
begins to ask questions. As the confid
ing mind of the child never or rarely 
doubts the word of the parent,the lesson 
is not often questioned and never for
gotten. We see the Deity superstition 
rests on a monument of conjecture, the 
apothesis of ignorance.

Ask a naked Bushman of Africa how 
came this river, this forest, these ani
mals? The ready answer is, his “Fe
tich made them.” Ask the orthodox 
devotee the same question, and you get 
the same answer, only substituting God 
for Fetich. Both stand upon the same 
irrational, platform of senile supersti
tion. Both portray the childish attitude 
of grown infants sucking thumbs.

The first volume of Bryant’s History 
cf theUhited States furnishes' this item 
of personal history:

“William Penn’s mother- very early 
began to impart her religious feelings to 
her ,son,' ahd to awaken the instihct 
which he had plainly inherited from 
her. When he was five years old she 
asked hinl a great question: “Who made 
you, William?” “Sure enough,” said 
the eager boy, “was it not God?”

“But how do you know?”
“You have told me so a hundred 

times.”
“But suppose I had not told you, could 

you have found it out for yourself?”
“I don’t know.”
“Why, William, nothing is easier.” 
“Tell me, mother.”
“Do you see that stone lying there?” 
“What of it, mother?”
“It is something, is it not?”
“Yes.”
“But how do you know?”
“Why, I can see it, I can feel it, and 

lift it.”
“Then do you think it made itself?”
“I do not see how; it is a senseless 

thing, and no thing can make itself.”
This experience of young Penn is very 

likely to have been the experience Of 
the Hon. Mr. Richmond. It is that of 
millions of mankind. This conviction of 
young Penn, the matter of which “was 
told to him a hundred times,” doubtless 
staid with him all his life; and he most 
likely never took the pains to disprove 
or verify it. Note a most profound 
point: “A great question was asked of a 
child five years old.” The answer to 
which, says the mother, “nothing is 
easier.” Guessing is always easy. A 
ready assumption is apt to be self-decep
tion. How else but the lesson should be 
a life-long conviction when told to the 
infant mind a hundred times?

Mr. Richmond must admit that every 
real entity or thing that has existence 
can be defined. This proposition can be 
accepted without controversy. Touch
ing this point we have the self-evident 
statement of Prof. Max Muller, who 
says: -

“The definition of God is an impossi
bility.”

Must we not say the sama thing of the 
Devil? Then follows this major amount 
of proof in hand, that there is no' God, 
and no Devil. If there- were, it or they 
could be defined with specific precision, 
like other entities.

If we tolich upon the particulars of 
this subject, the so-called creation, we 
note in the outset the theme of space. 
The elements of space are three in num
ber: length, breadth, and thick or thick
ness. • Where would the, supposed Cre
ator go to find the needful amount of 
length, an equal amount of breadth, and 
quantum sumcientof thick or thickness? 
These when mixed and spread'out, make 
the space of the universe,

But these Supposed preliminary steps 
are too absurft for our theme.

The rational fact is ■ space was never 
“created.” It always was. ■

“Matter,’* says Prof.’ Tait, “is What
ever can occupy space.” We can con
ceive of no time when matter'with its 
properties did not’ exist. ■ These consti
tute the predicate of all material forms. 
Thus far we have, got along with the 
universe void of creation. ■ ■ :

Our honorable .friend says: “Given 
the eternity of niind and what becomes 
of the dogmas of Ingersoll?” A better 
and' more philosophic axiom is this: 
Given matter and.motion, or the persist
ence of force, and-what'becomes of or
thodoxy? Or, again, what is more mod
ern, given two words, variation and se
lection, commonly called “natural selec-

tion,” and what becomes of the cosmo
gony of Genesis?

Grant AUpn says: “The doctrine of 
evolution of life disposes of the dogma 
of creation. ” As everything is evol ved 
nothing can be created. If no creation, 
then no creator. No creator, no Maker, 
Father or God. ’

That the universe is a thing of crea
tion is in contravention of reason. If 
we address ourselves to the supreme fac
ulty of reason, we may escape disastrous 
conclusions. ■■

Mr. Richmond says:
the vast domain of nature, 

there is not and never has been the 
movement of a single atom of matter, 
that this force that moved it was gov
erned by an intelligence that directed 
its motion.” .

Of two masses of iron, one large and 
the other smaller and somewhat separ
ated, it will be noticed that the larger 
attracts the smaller. Where is the 
mentality or intelligence here?
J^he earth’s magnetic current moves 

ttie metallic needle of the compass. 
There is no intellection or thought here. 
The particles of crystalline matter move 
to form crystal. Where is the mental
ity about this motion? The sun lifts the 
water in vapor from seas and land to the 
clouds, but the motion is devoid of in
tellection. A carriage-wheel rolling 
over a muddy road throws fragments of 
earth from the rim of the wheel. Like
wise the sun, ages ago, threw off parti
cles of matter—by its centrifugal mo
tion—from its surface into space. These 
particles formed our earth. Where was 
any room fqr. mind to act; on the wheel 
and mud,or the sun and its particles? No
where. Nol nol> There is as much de
sign or intellect in cart-ruts, or water- 
ruts,on a side hill as in any of the above, 
which is none at all. Where is the in
telligence in tides, in the wind, torna
does, cyclones and earthquakes?

Talk about wisdom, knowledge, and 
designs of God! Where is the normal 
habitat of mind and intellect? No one 
knows anything about mind-and its 
functions but such as is set forth in man 
and animals. . ,

We know nothing about God or Gods, 
and still less about the mind of them.

Mr. Herbert Spencer ^and Prof. John 
Fiske have shown us how impossible it 
i s that there should be mentality in 
Deity or the-universe outside of animal 
organism. .

A prime characteristic of mind is that 
it is circumscribed .‘by limits. It has 
limitation. 1 It is finite. Where is the 
limit of thednfinite? How circumscribe 
the supreme?
• Mind and intellection, as we know 
them, are based on brain and brain mat
ter. Brainis joined to a body. Where 
is the brain nr brain matter to furnish 
the mind of God? or the Devil? Can 
Mr. Richardson point to any? No. The 
universe is as devoid of brain and men
tality as a granite rock is of arterial 
blood. The idea of mind in Cosmos, out
side of living organisms, is a mistaken 
idea altogether.

If one living being has come into ex
istence outside of "creation,” may not-« 
others do the same? Is there such an 
Instance? There is. This leads us to 
speak of the horse. The horse was never 
created, s He was evolved from a five
toed aniindl 'called Phenaeodus primevus, 
which was not a horse; the size of a fox 
or larger. Flan has the same progeni 
tor, but he has retained the plantigrade 
foot, and the five toes and fingers; while 
the horse has eliminated all the digits 
but one, and altered the foot from a 
plantigrade to a digitigrade.

The different animals on the road-way 
of evolution of the horse from Phena- 
codus to Equus, embraced Eohippus, 
Orohippus, Mesohippus, Bathmodon, 
Miohippus and Pliohippus. The last is 
Equus the proud, distinguished horse of 
our day. Like man, he. is the conspicu
ous produbtbf evolution and the action 
of the law o'f variation and natural se
lection.

As the horse was never created, but 
evolved from a pre-existing animal,why 
may not the balance of the animal world 
have been produced in the same way?

Since Spiritualism has shown the 
agency of disembodied ego in the affairs 
of mankind, the superstition of “special 
providence” has died out. .

Mr. Richmond resorts to the old watch 
and clock argument in support of the 
theory of design in nature. It seems to 
me a few words will show the clock 
view of the subject, before it ran down, 
struck the logic of it dumb. ’

As the mother of William Penn asked 
him, “who made you?” the prime error 
in the creation dogma is in supposing 
the universe and its denizens were ever 
“made.” Noting'in nature was made. 
All things were evolved;-: they grew, or 
unfolded. The man who springs from 
an.infant at birth and grows to manhood 
is not made; so the universe from pri
mordial matter to a more mature form ii 
not’ or was not madei'.jit^unfolds, devel- 
opes, matures. Thbreforfe, because man 
makes certain products of Kis hands, as 
machines and clocks, it is assumed mun
dane forms were made. How easy this 
mistake! Or, as Mrs. Penn said, “noth
ing is easier.”

There is another great, radical mis
take. Nature’s products and those of 
man cannot be compared. It is illogical 
to so regard them. The powers of the 
one are-so out of proportion to those of 
the other as to render a likeness be
tween them violent, contorted, .strained, 
and irrelevant. What stultifying folly 
to compare the finite With’the infinite! 
to put them even on a level, and at par! 
to put the puny on a level'with- the om
nipotent! There Is nd telhtipi|\.iio fitness, 
no comparison.; Iftw- are,incongruous 
and conflicting." . . ' ” / .. ,

The clock may not strike an attitude,
CONTINUED
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ATFER COXEY, WHAT?
A Discourse Given Under the 

Inspiration of 
ABRAHAM LINCOLN.

By Mrs. Cora JL. V. Richmond.

DELIVERED BEFORE THE FIRST SOCIETY 
OF SPIRITUALISTS OF CHICAGO, SUN

. DAY EVENING, MAY 13,1894.
What .do these signs portend? Are 

they of battle, or do they come like arm
ies of peace bearing promises of future 
greatness?

No subject, perhaps, could be offered 
for the consideration of the one address- 

that seems so full of suggestion 
t of the present hour—not that the 

name of the individual which bears it 
may have any manifest meaning or any 
particular object that entitles him to 
distinction or consideration; not that a 
movement which seems to be the laugh
ing-stock of many in high places, and 
has until recently been the subject of 
ridicule of the public press and the pub
lic mind generally throughout the 
country, is particulurly entitled to con
sideration, but because every sign indi
cates something,.and the signs that are 
abroad in the-world' to-day indicate an 
underlying state which it is not well to 
ignqre. However ludicrous fanaticism 
may seem, its very earnestness precludes 
thq possibility of turning it aside with a 
sneer, and any man with an interested 

schavingte-his coadjutirs^dco- ’ 
irs those who are equally' earnest, 

can arduse attention; but when a man 
who ¿¿sat the foundation of his purpose 
that which pertains to the welfare of 
his fellow-beings,’even, though it be a 
small portion it must receive consid
eration from whatever powers are ap
pealed to, and when he claims to have 
for his purpose the welfare of a major
ity of his fellow-beings, one cannot ig
nore it. In precisely that position is the 
movement which is now known as the 
Coxey army.

Six months ago—three months ago, 
even—it was passed'off lightly even oy 
serious-minded people, who foresaw that 
something was pending. No one 
dreamed that a man on foot with a few 
hundred followers could ever achieve 
access to the capital of the nation, be
cause, they said, the men will not go; 
they will drop by the wayside; they will 
desert. But a sufficient number to prove 
a purpose.has arrived at the capital, of 
the nation. Now it turns out that sim
ilar men, or similar bodies of men, ani
mated by a similar purpose, are press
ing toward the capital of the country 
from all parts of this nation. There is 
no lawful way to prevent their approach 
or prevent their traveling, unless they 
violate the laws of the community 
through which they pass. Every de
vice seems to have been tried, either to 
induce them to pause in their marching 
and not go, or possibly to detain them 
with technicalities which have been in 
the various parts of the country , tried in 
vain. A purpose that animates even a 
hundred men that are able-bodied, who 
are not criminals, ¿who are not vaga
bonds and who have intelligence enough 
to know what they are asking for, is a 
purpose to think of, and when there are 
several hundred men and several thou
sand men who are precisely animated by 
a similar motive, at a similar time, and to 
whom, impetus is given by the great 
stringency and stress of circumstances 
in different parts of the country, circum
stances that impinge upon one great 
crisis, it certainly behooves, all thought
ful people who have at their heart the 
welfare of the nation, and who consider 
the liberties of the nation worth preserv
ing, to think seriously, not only before 
laughing, not only before scorning, but 
especially before acting, to lay one im
pediment in the way of this petitioning.

We have been informed that those ad
dressing yon usually in this place have 
foretold from time to time of great, 
stringency that ‘would be upon the' 
country; have predicted the financial 
straits that ¿re everywhere confessed 
throughout the country, and have stated 
that the struggle which, was impending 
must necessarily be upon the subject of 
industrial questions, questions that im
pinge Upon the great problem of the 
rights of labor.

Of course it is not my place to enter 
into a full discussion of .the monetary 
schemes of this country or the world, or 
to show where they may be fallacious or 
in what way they might essentially be 
improved, since that is likely to be dis
cussed at every important,place of every 
financial and political meeting for the 
next-sev.eral months or yearsor until the 
question « finally solved; . '.

The proposition .now before you is, is 
it not a wonderful spectacle that.in an 
hour of peace, when there lias. been no 
unusual strain upon the public funds or 
upon the financial resources of the 
country, when apparently everything 
was moving on. prosperously, there 
should have been a sudden- check in all 
industrial pursuits; that commerce 
should have been nearly at & standstill,

mighty thoughts and purposes that arei 
born of the present hour.

To teach men. that they are equal, 
and not allow them to be so, is of course 
an inconsistency that cannot possibly 
thrive under the name of freedom, To 
teach people that they shpuld spring with 
all their might to the achievementof the 
highest manhood, and then not remove 
the impediments that are in their way, 
is of course to stultify the very sources of 
freedom.

ment . where he; lives, and these pil- 
§ rimages' betofen nb wild scheme.

troves of men .walking on foot large 
distances, and even coming from the 
Pacific Coast tp the capital, do not 
mean those that are on a holiday ex
eursion, or who are professional tramps,

and that even the national and interna
tional jubilee of last year was not suf
ficient to check this tide or to produce a 
reaction against it; that the great peace 
jubilee of all nations, the Columbian 
Exposition, did only for the time being 
divert the people from that which was 
inevitably coming; that in the very midst 
of it the financial straits -were such as to 
sometimes almost interrupt commerce, 
and that following it those straits have 
continued up to the present time, when 
there can be said to be no general re
vival of commercial prosperity?

Finance is the surest guage of the 
public pulse. It means something in 
any time of peace—without preparation 
for war, there having been no famine, no 
depletion of the population or any of the 
resources of the country—that this should 
occur. People often say, according to the 
political party to which they belong:“Oh, 
it is the discussion of the tariff,” or It is 
this question or it is that question. The 
discussion of the tariff is but one of the 
incidents resulting from the state of 
affairs. The entire question relating to 
the tariff is one of the incidents result
ing from this state of affairs, and the wis
est financiers in this country as well as 
abroad saw with prophetic vision that 
something must be done, not only to 
unify the commercial relations and the 
monetary basis of the world, but possibly 
to change it. Itisnotthe same here as in 
Germany, Russia, France and England. 
Questions do not impinge upon this that 
there are permanently associated with 
it. The Republicanism of Germany may 
have its origin in far other causes than 
merely the interests of the laboring 
classes. Nihilism in ,Russia means (ar 
other causes than simply -the right to 
toiland receivq .the recompense .for 
daily toil. It means the right'to breathe, 
the right to think and the right to 
speak and- act according to individual 
dictates of conscience. There the na
tions are grappling with the primary 
propositions of freedom that were sup
posed to be settled here one hundred ye'ars 
ago. There the people are struggling 
with those problems for which the war 
of the Revolution was fought and which 
it was supposed were fully settled. 
There, even in England, the laws of 
pramogeniture and entail and various 
other statutes, together with the com
plication of the partially republican 
monarchy and the state church, keep up 
discussions that are entirely impossible 
here, unless you retrograde. But what 
is it that confronts you at the very door 
of the citadel of freedom, threatening 
that citadel.and stronghold more, possi
bly, than a mighty army, when in the 
history of a nation one man or one body 
of men is called upon to stand confront
ing a great proposition with the great 
welfare of the people upon his spirit, 
with all the precedents of history 
spread out before him, with a 
nation looking for a crisis and 
with a people asking for free
dom? If, perchance, he shall not hear 
the voice; if he, occupied with what he 
considers to be his duty, may not know 
the meaning of the whisperings that 
urge him from within; if he,, with a mind 
tiiat from established precedent, judges 
what the nation’s, welfare is by what 
it has been, shall refuse to listen, and if, 
as has been the case with the one ad
dressing you, he shall turn toward that 
infinite power, knowing that human 
thought and human judgment must be 
utterly unavailing in a crisis , like that; 
and then if he fail to hear the one small 
voice that speaks for freedom, woe unto 
his spirit and unto the nation ! If he 
shall let any small technicalities arise; if 
he shall allow any prejudices to inter
vene; if he shall be governed by poliqy 
where duty calls upon him, then is he 
unfaithful to his trust and the voice 
passes him, perhaps resting Upon a low
lier mind or raising up a strong arm 
that is the Nemesis to enforce it. .

You know what the nation passed 
through from which« through a genera
tion of time you have scarcely rallied, but 
with a triumphant spirit of that weakness 
which was the result, the nation has suc
cessfully gone forward., There are new 
issues in the world to-day. Nations and 
people travel faster than they did when 
we were young and in boyish days. 
In those days of ancient time, when slow, 
moving methods and thoùghts were suf
ficient, it could not have been dreamed 
what would be in the world at this hour 
of science, art, mechanism, riches, 
wealth and power. Thought also trav
els taster to-day, and the people who are 
thinking with the thoughts of twenty- 
five or thirty years ago make a great 
mistake. Thereare new themes to be con
sidered, new propositions are before the 
people, new religions are being inspired,' 
new expressions of humanity are being' 
outwrought and the state will not rest 
where it was. • Questions of this hour 
are not to be answered by the answers 
of that time, excepting that duty and 
freedom are paramount at all times. 
The welfare of the people may require 
very different legislation. The emer
gencies of the hour are not born of war 
nor the struggle of any particular class 
'legislation, but they are the result of 
the outgrowth of a mighty human need: 
they are the result of the inpouring of

I do not see that any particular meas
ure now proposed'is the ultimate meas
ure to be adopted; but let me say most se
riously that the one question that has 
arisen to the magnitude of being the 
paramount question for this part of the 
century, is the question of the settle
ment of industrial problems; and that 
heretofore that question has been studi
ously ignored by the legislative body 
that professes to make the laws and to 
keep all laws for the nation. '

What Mr. Coxey wished to do he has 
already accomplished; he has brought 
the matter to the notice of Congress, 
but bringing it to the notice of Congress 
may be a different thing from bringing 
it to the action of Congress; and what 
the summer means with its impending 
armies of peace, beggars though they 
may be called, tramps, mien out of em
ployment from necessity, is this: it 
means that some action should be taken; 
not only that the industrial problems 
that have been insisted upon by assooia- 
tions of labor for the last ten years and 
probably for more—for fifteen years— 
not only that these shall be considered, 
but that they shall be acted upon. Is it 
a question for legislation? Is it a prob
lem that can be adjudicated by Congress? 
Is there a duty? Without one shadow 
of doubt the one addressing you says 
there is a duty. It is a question that 
shall be acted upon, and before the Con
gress is over it must be acted upon.

This is not said from the standpoint of 
any fanatic, nor is it said from the 
standpoint of those who have thought 
that possibly before these matters could 
be adjusted there would be violençe and 
revolution. I do not see any need of it, 
unless these earnest men are interfered 
with, and unless theii- brothers in all 
the departments Of labor shall make it 
a question that relates to-them also, and 
unless the Government unwisely consid
ers that it is too insignificant a matter 
to be brought before the consideration 
of so august a body as the Congress of 
the United States. Any matter that 
pertains to the welfare of those who 
must be citizens of the republic in the 
highest sense must certainly be digni
fied enough for the consideration of 
Congress, and any question that will 
solve that which has for years been the 
most knotty problem for this people to 
meet, is a question worthy of all study 
and serious consideration.

Every law that has been enacted for 
the last thirty years has necessarily 
been a law favoring capital. I refer 
you to the records. Necessities of the 
war made an appeal to capital necessary. 
In order to make an appeal to capital 
there must be something offered; and 
that system, inaugurated as a necessity 
of war, has been borne forward in time 
of peace, and this is the result.

Now the reaction comes and the legis
lation must be for the people. The 
capitalist is one of the people, but his 
millions are not of the people, and the 
time is now come to reverse that action. 
If it is reversed by the studious, thought
ful and earnest minds of the country, 
seeking for the welfare of the whole, 
all is well. If it is met with sneers and 
scoffs of derision and thrown into 
fiartisan politics as a part of their stock 
n trade, it is not well. The people will 

not be housed or fed, and farms will not 
be tilled; the works of industry will not 
go forward by any such methods. 
There must be.a way by which the 
hands of the laborer in turning the 
wheelsof the mill and governing the vast 
arms of power, shall feel that he is an 
integral part of that which is produced; 
that he, more than the wealthy, is to be 
considered, and that the vast fields now 
lying idle, the farms groaning under 
the heavyweight of mortgages; the pro
ducts of the land which are abundant, 
gradually growing less from lack of 
labor—that these must yield to him a 
commensurate portion for his toil. '

It is the system, born of war and 
carried. forward in time of peace, and 
the high pressure of the financial con
dition of the country that, as I say, 
brought about this reaction. But is the 
system itself right? Do you not care to 
change the ancient systems of com
merce, and is not the name of the Re
public a synonym for doing that which 
shall be finally for the best good of all 
And if doing that which shall be for the 
best good of all means an entire change 
in the financial policy of the nation, who 
shall complain? Can monarchies dictate 
what your laws shall be, though the 
custom of the old world is such, and if 
monarchies cannot dictate your politics, 
shall they dictate your finances? Are 
you still under the control of the counsels 
that are born of a system of laws that 
you have rejected? India, all the 
tributaries of England, still pay tribute. 
Shall you? Whether you will or not 
depends upon the degree of Intelligence 
with which you meet this question. I 
do not advise any wild schemes of 
finance that ard not born of . the actual 
resources of the government of the. land; 
but land'and wealth of territory,. all 
that the country produces, must be con
sidered as valuable as gold, and when 
the products of a man’s hand cannot be 
offered, and gold is the substitute—I say 
when grain is burned, when stock brings 
nothing, when the labor of a man’s hand 
counts for naught, there is time for a 
change.

What Mr. Coxey seemed to have con
ceived is a plan , for relieving tempor-

or who are worse, but mean that there 
is something deeply seated that is to 
bring about .an entire change in the re- ’ 
lations of humdn beings; and if that 
change shall be brought about in the 
proper way; if those in power can listen 
to that voice, not knowing what to do; 
if they shall consult with that inward 
voice that tells them to do for humanity 
the best thing, then may it be solved in 
one month; but if they do not listen; if 
those in power or in the executive de
partment of the present Government can 
not see; if Congress, busy with making 
plans for the future politically, cannot be 
enlightened, then what? Who is to take 
up this mighty plea? Who is to bear 
forward this voice that relates to every 
one of you individually? The proposi
tion relates to every citizen of the 
United States, and if yotf count the 
millionaires ¿nd leave them out of the 
proposition as millionaire^, but consider 
them,as individuals, whose millions will 
fly away the" moment this question is 
ignored, then it relates to the entire 
population of the United States and the 
world. It is this: if you have a country 
where every man has an equal right to 
cast a, ballot, then every man should be 
equally represented in all interests for 
which he gives pn equivalent. The in
terest for which the laboring man 
gives an equivalent is his labor. 
If you give it with your brain or 
With your hand’it makes no difference. 
The salaried clerk jn the Government 
office at Washington has just as much 
interest in this'proposition as the man 
who works for three or four dollars a 
day or less. He does not know it'. He 
thinks that his position is more secure. 
He favors the party or the politics that 
gave him his place in looking to the 
future, and he does not understand that 
his salary is just as much jeopardized 
by the favoritism which gives to .capital 
control, as is the. labor of the very, hum
blest'man. '’■Wont 'this3*’m rnb.derStdod;' 
the proposition Will be very simple, apd 
there will be the uprising of that new 
party, that is, meaning the party that is 
prophesied in the People’s.or Populist 
party, in the Farmer’ Alliance, or in 
whatever shall include and ■ represent 
the people who earn their daily bread 
by offering an equivalent for them to 
receive. There is no other sound 
financial basis in the world, and the 
sweeping out of all superficial specula
tion. of everything that places a fictitious 
value upon any of the necessities of life, 
is what must eventually come, whether 
it comes this session of Congress—but it 
will not—or whether it comes after 
months or possibly years of bittqr ex
periences in which the nation is trying 
to climb to the heights of perceiving 
that which is before it.

Friends, this is no idle holiday speech. 
This is no utterance to alarm you. It 
is simply that which confronts you. 
Where the spirit abides above the storm 
and turbulence of human life, beyond its 
hopes and fears and ambitions, where 
souls are not bartered and human lives 
are not sacrificed for policy, one can 
look with calmness upon scenes that in 
human life are often seen but blindly 
through selfish vision. And now, the 
solemn injunction of the one addressing 
you is, for every earnest purpope, to bear 
forward the testimony that wijl settle 
this difficulty, give it your serious con
sideration. To every sincere man, con
sider that proposition, and to this vast 
body of people that are swarming about 
your doors in winter time, asking in vain 
for labor and then asking for bread— 
which we trust you give—gnje to them 
the incentive that there will be some
thing to do that is not dependent upon 
the prices on ‘Change;’ something to do 
that is not dependent upon the. syn
dicates who rule capital; something to 
do that is not dependent upon any com
bination of moneyed men; something 
that, will yield their livelihood, if all the 
various combinations should perish in 
the land. '

I know that under certain emergen
cies and conditions a certain amount of 
capitalization may be necessary, for the 
sake of bearing forward enterprises. It 
is known now. that all these plans must 
ultimately yield the very fruitage that 
is in your country at this hour, and 
bring about the very difficulties that are 
now before your doors, and that we are 
creating; as a people outwardly Cassars 
to rule the people; that instead of. gov-' 
erning, the very power which is in
trusted in these people by the force of 
the system^that is admitted, makes that 
power ultimately oppressive. You have 
intelligence. T’here is placed in your 
haiids the machinery of a mighty nation 
and the weapons are all at your com
mand. Why are not the people, then, 
represented? If it is true that your in
terests are suffering this day; that your 
smallbusiness cannot succeed, and that 
you cannot find labor as an artisan, as a 
mechanic, skilled though you may be; 
if it is true that thousands of hands are 
idle when there is abundance of work 
that plight be done, then.; is it. not also 
true.: that the Government; holding the 
keys of this mighty power, should see to 
it’that nd such state of affaire exists? - 
do not favor anything like the revolu 
tion that, is sometimes predicted . by 
those. who have seen in other lands 
great crises and revolutions. I know 
there can be no distribution of existing 
Wealth.1 I know of no labor association 
that favors it. = But the Government can 
make : ■ it so . very expensive • to. be a 
millionaire that a. millionaire cannot 
afford it; and the Government can make

it so f ery easy to be a laboring man, and 
to receive the daily reward? for daily 
labor, that it will be for every man’s in
terest to be a laborer, and this is the 
only way it can be settled peaceably. If 
there is to be a nationalization of the 
various resources of the country, it 
ipust be by very careful and gradual 
lines; but this one act incidentally 
adopted would change the whple tide of 
events and place affairs upon a different 
basis, and cause the nation to go for
ward in unity unto the divine fulfillment 
of a perfectly free nation.

You do not suppose that Henry 
George has lived in vain. You do not 
suppose that Bellamy has written his 
prophecy of the future in vain. You do 
not suppose that the many thousands of 
men who now, with silence or with 
prayerful hearts and earnest minds, are 
looking to the solution of these prob
lems have thought in vain. The people 
have actually-come to think about these 
things and the relations of human lives 
to each other, the duty that men owe to 
oue another. This conserving merely 
mine and thine, the mine being all that 
you can lay hold of, all this is changing, 
and the hour is upon you when a man 
shall possess, not what he inherits, 
which is not his at all; when a man 
shall possess not what is bequeathed to 
him, which is not his, but what he 
earns. If he enriches the soil, its riches 
are his; if he produces pictures, statu
ary, inventions, the results are his; if 
he labors and beautifies a place, that is 
h;s; but air and sunshine and earth is 
the work of nature, and belongs to na
ture and God and to God’s children. 
Time is coming when every human life 
will be cared for, and when people who 
are helpless will not be paupers but the 
wards of civilization; when those who 
are imbecile will not be thrust away 
into shadow and darkness, but will be 
made to feel the light and beauty of 
sunshine, provided by the public bene
factions, and when all other people, 
excepting the aged, the infirm, the 
hopelessly’ enfeebled and the young, 
shall bear their own daily part of the 
daily toil and receive their part of the 
daily reward. The sowing of the seed 
shall yield to them the harvest; the 
.¿ipqjiing fruit shall be theirs, and the 
beautiful homes springing up where' 
now there is but desolation shall be the 
result; no swarming to crowded cities, 
-for the Government will see to it that 
there is labor provided elsewhere; that 
it is to the inducement of all to seek 
the fresh air; to have possession of that 
which will be home, health and happi
ness to themselves and their children.

Of course this cannot be done arbi
trarily, and if the human race has 
grown to it, then Coxey in front. of the 
capital means more than you know, and, 
in answer to one question offered here 
to-night, the millennium may be nearer 
than you dream of. For if these plead
ing lips, these tattered men, these 
earnest hearts do not make impress to 
bear forward this mighty message, 
then, as thirty-five years ago and more, 
the answer came up ■ from every town 
and hamlet and village in the remotest 
part of the country: “We are coming, 
three hundred thousand more,” so will 
they come from the farms, from the 
shops, from the villages, from the mills, 
from all parts of the country, besieging 
the capital with white flags of peace, 
and with one voice asking that the Con
gress of the United States shall consider 
t¿e needs of the hour, and make it pos
sible for these men to earn their daily 
bread. No idlers will be there, for a 
vagabond only walks to the nearest cor
ner grocery with the five cents given 
him as alms; no outcasts will be there, 
for outcasts do not seek the company of 
honest men subsisting upon the fare 
they can get by. the wayside, with an 
honest purpose in their heart. No, as 
many as the leaves of the forest, as 
numerous as the great tides of spring 
that sweep toward you to-day, will be 
these people. Do you doubt it? Then 
behind the human power is a mightier 
power, and the voice that stirs the peo
ple from the depths that are within, and 
tongues of flame and eloquence will go 
forth over all the land, until no states
man can be so deaf and no politician so 
dull but what he will hear the sound of 
these voices coming.

Have you ever stood upon the sea
shore, and when all was still, heard, far 
out, a something like a rising wind, and 
on and on it came until you could see 
the whitecaps rolling, and at last the 
great waves breaking at your feet, with 
their banners and crests of peace? Have 
you ever heard the approach of the 
wind tiiat, sweeping through the trees, 
seemed far away on the outermost 
branches of distant trees, then at last 
came near and ■ near, surging as it 
came, with- a mighty human voice? 
Even so is the voice of the people. It is 
rising like the tide of the sea. It is 
rising like the sound of the winds. It is 
rising, like the spring tides that leap to 
glory through the trees.. Friends, citi
zens of the republic, members of the 
larger fraternity of humanity, you will 
do well to heed this rising tide. ’

A PROBLEM.
H. F. Cooley, of Omaha, Neb., writes, 

on renewing his subscription:
“And your paper is indeed a thinker. 

>Itds a problem to me why anyone once 
reading, a copy should be without it, 
when by merely reading the ideas and 
thoughts therein brought forward, a 
knowledge of truth, demonstrated by 
science, is right at hand. I feel , proud 
of a cause that commands such talent , as 
is represented in The Progressive 
Thinker.” ■

It is Critically Analyzed by a 
Californian.

Thoughts cPpesented Worthy of 
Careful Consideration. -

THE NAKED BUSHMAN—WILLIAM PENN
-REAL ENTITY—SPACE—ATTRACTION
—WHERE IS SPACE?—SPENCER AND 

FISKE.
In The Progressive Thinker, No. 

221, the Hon. A. B. Richmond, the noted 
jurist, alludes to what I have seen fit to 
designate as the “design dogma,” inti
mating that this design implies Deity 
or Goa, Of all superstitions this God 
Idea is the climax and the most difficult 
to avoid and the last to forsake.

In his infancy man had a fatal facility 
to guess the reason of things. _

The 'paucity of proofs Indicate that 
Deity, Devil and Fetich are naught but 
figments of the imagination. They re
main the terminology and dominating 
outgrowth of man’s ignorance. Igno
rance, not passive but potential; the ten
tative reach in the dark, the multiple 
reflex of himself.

As a rule the human race is taught, 
these ideas in infancy. Mothers instill 
them into the child’s mind as soon as it 
begins to ask questions. As the confid
ing mind of the child never or rarely 
doubts the word of the parent,the lesson 
is not often questioned and never for
gotten. We see the Deity superstition 
rests on a monument of conjecture, the 
apothesis of ignorance.

Ask a naked Bushman of Africa how 
came this river, this forest, these ani
mals? The ready answer is, his “Fe
tich made them.” Ask the orthodox 
devotee the same question, and you get 
the same answer, only substituting God 
for Fetich. Both stand upon the same 
irrational, platform of senile supersti
tion. Both portray the childish attitude 
of grown infants sucking thumbs.

The first volume of Bryant’s History 
cftheTJriitod States furnishes this item 
of personal history:

“William Penn’s mother- very early 
began to impart her religious feelings to 
her .son,’' ahd to awaken the instinct 
which he had plainly inherited from 
her. When he was five years old she 
asked him a great question: “Who made 
you, William?” “Sure enough," said 
the eager boy, “was it not God?”

“But how do you know?”
“You have told me so a hundred 

times.”
“But suppose I had not told you, could 

you have found it out for yourself?”
“I don’t know.”
“Why, William, nothing is easier.” 
“Tell me, mother.”
"Do you see that stone lying there?” 
“What of it, mother?"
“It is something, is it not?"
“Yes.”
“But how do you know?”
"Why, I can see it, I can feel it, and 

lift it.”
“Then do you think it made itself?”
“I do not see how; it is a senseless 

thing, and no thing can make itself.”
This experience of young Penn is very 

likely to have been the experience of 
the Hon. Mr. Richmond. It is that of 
millions of mankind. This conviction of 
young Penn, the matter of which “was 
told to him a hundred times,” doubtless 
staid with him all his life; and he most 
likely never took the pains to disprove 
or verify it. Note a most profound 
point: “A great question was asked of a 
child five years old.” The answer to 
which, says the mother, “nothing is 
easier.” Guessing is always easy. A 
ready assumption is apt to be self-decep
tion. How else but the lesson should be 
a life-long conviction when told to the 
infant mind a hundred times?

Mr. Richmond must admit that every 
real entity or thing that has existence 
can be defined. This proposition can be 
accepted without controversy. Touch
ing this point we have the self-evident 
statement of Prof. Max Muller, who 
says:

“The definition of God is an impossi
bility.”

Must we not say the same thing of the 
Devil? Then follows this major amount 
of proof in hand, that there is no1 God, 
and no Devil. If there were, it or they 
could be defined with specific precision, 
like other entities.

If we touch upon the particulars of 
this subject, the so-called creation, we 
note in the outset the theme of space. 
The elemehts of space are three in num
ber; length, breadth, and thick or thick
ness. Where would the. supposed Cre
ator go to find the needful amount of 
length, an equal amount of breadth, and 
quantum sufneientof thick or thickness? 
These when mixed and spread'out, make 
the space of the universe,

But these Supposed preliminary steps 
are too abshrfi for our theme.

T¿e rational fact is space was never 
“created.” It always was. 1

“Matter,” says Prof.' Tait, “is What
ever can occupy space.” We can con
ceive of no time when matter' with its 
properties did not exist. -These consti
tute the predicate of all material forms. 
Thus far we have got along with the 
universe void Of creation. ■ ,'

Our honorable friend says: “Given 
the eternity of mind and what becomes 
of the dogmas of Ingersoll?” Abetter 
and' more philosophic axiom is this: 
Given matter and motion, or the persist
ence of force, and-what becomes of or
thodoxy? Or, again, what is more mod
ern, given two words, variation and se
lection, commonly called “natural selec-

tion,” and what becomes of the cosmo
gony of Genesis?

Grant Allen says: “The doctrine of 
evolution of life disposes of the dogma 
of creation. ” As everything is evolved 
nothing can be created. If no creation, 
then no creator. No creator, no Maker, 
Father or God. ’

That the universe is a thing of crea
tion is in contravention of reason. If 
we address ourselves to the supreme fac
ulty of reason, we may escape disastrous 
conclusions.

Mr. Richmond says:
the vast domain of nature, 

there is not and never has been th® 
movement of a single atom of matter, 
that this force that moved it was gov
erned by an intelligence that directed 
its motion.”

Of two masses of iron, one large and 
the other smaller and somewhat separ
ated, it will be noticed that the larger 
attracts the smaller. Where is the 
mentality or intelligence here?

The earth’s magnetic current moves 
the metallic needle of the compass. 
There is no intellection or thought here. 
The particles of crystalline matter move 
to form crystal. Where is the mental
ity about this motion? The sun lifts the 
water in vapor from seas and land to the 
clouds, but the motion is devoid of in
tellection. A carriage-wheel rolling 
over a muddy road throws fragments of 
earth from the rim of the wheel. Like
wise the sun, ages ago, threw off parti
cles of matter—by its centrifugal mo- 
tion—from its surface into space. These 
particles formed our earth. Where was 
any room for mind to act on the wheel 
and mud,or the sun and its particles? No
where. Nol nol. There is as much de
sign or intellect in cart-ruts, or water- 
ruts,on a side hill as in any of the above, 
which is none at all. Where is the in
telligence in tides, in the wind, torna
does, cyclones and earthquakes?

Talk about wisdom, knowledge, and 
designs of God! Where is the normal 
habitat of mind and intellect? No one 
knows anything about mind-and its 
functions but such as is set forth in man 
and animals. . ,

We know nothing about God or Gods, 
and still less about the mind of them.

Mr. Herbert Spencer .^and Prof. John 
Fiske have shown us how impossible it 
i s that there' should be mentality in 
Deity or the-universe outside of animal 
organism. .

A prime characteristic of .mind is that 
it is circuihscribed. by. limits. It has 
limitation. It is finite. Where is the 
limit of thednfinite? How circumscribe 
the supreme?
• Mind and intellection, as we know 
them, are based on brain and brain mat
ter. Brain is joined to a body. Where 
is the brain or brain matter to furnish 
the mind of God? or the Devil? Can 
Mr. Richardson point to any? No. The 
universe is as devoid of brain and men
tality as a granite rock is of arterial 
blood. The idea of mind in Cosmos, Out
side of living organisms, is a mistaken 
idea altogether.

If one living being has come into ex
istence outside of "creation,” may not - 
others do the same? Is there such an 
instance? There is. This leads us to 
speak of the horse. The horse was never 
created,» He was evolved from a five
toed anifnkl called Phenacodus primevus, 
which was not a horse; the size of a fox 
or larger. Man has the same progeni 
tor, but he has retained the plantigrade 
foot, and the five toes and fingers; while 
the horse has eliminated all the digits 
but one, and altered the foot from a 
plantigrade to a digitigrade.

The different animals on the road-way 
of evolution of the horse from Phena- 
codus to Equus, embraced Eohippus, 
Orohippus, Mesohippus, Bathmodon, 
Miohippus and Pliohippus. The last is 
Equus the proud, distinguished horse of 
our day. Like man,,he is the conspicu
ous product/of evolhtion and the action 
of the law of variation and natural se
lection.

As the horse was never created, but 
evolved from a pre-existing animal, why 
may not the balance of the animal world 
have been produced in the same way?

Since Spiritualism has shown the 
agency of disembodied ego in the affairs 
of mankind, the superstition of “special 
providence” has died out.

Mr. Richmond resorts to the old watch 
and clock argument in support of the 
theory of design in nature. It seems to 
me a few words will show the clock 
view of the subject, before ft ran down, 
struck the logic of it dumb.

As the mother of William Penn asked 
him, “who made you?” the prime error 
in the creation dogma is in supposing 
the universe and its denizens were ever 
“made.” Noting'in nature was made. 
All things were evolved;- they grew, or 
unfolded. The man who springs from 
an infant at birth and grows to manhood 
is not made; so the universe from pri
mordial matter to a more mature form it 
not' or was not made; .jitCunfolds, devel
oper, matures. Therefore, because man 
makes certain products of his hands, as 
machines and clocks, it is assumed mun
dane forms were made. How easy this 
mistake! Or, as Mrs. Penn said, “noth
ing is easier.”

There is another great radical mis
take. Nature’s products and those of 
man cannot be compared. It is illogical 
to so regard them. The powers of the 
one are so out of proportion to those of 
the other as to render a likeness be
tween them violent, contorted, strained, 
and irrelevant. What stultifying folly 
to compare the finite with'the infinite! 
to put them even on«' level. ¿nd at par! 
to put the puny On a levehwith; the om
nipotent! There Is nd tplhtipn,iip fitness, 
no comparison.; .T^^are^incongruous 
and conflicting. '

The clock may not strike an attitude, 
CONTINUED
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CHAPTER XXIV.

CHAPTER XXVI.

Father Ambrose.
["The Night the Light Went Out" was a.most 

remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of this city. 
We commenced in No. 225 the publication of, its 
companion piece, the scenes being laid in Eng
land. It is by Hammond Hills, of the Agnputic 
Journal, London. We are sure it will prove of 
great interest to our numerous readers. All new 
yearly or trial subscribers will get "The Night 
the Light Went Out" free.]

“Methinks the Abbess is somewhat over- 
zealous in the Church’s cause," saij Father 
Ambrose, as he and Brother Martin, who had 
brought despatches from the Abbey of St. 
Badigund, stood together in the refectory. 
“If I mistake not human nature, our worldly- 
minded novice will break away from her Bis
ter’s rigor; she is inclined to push the Church’s 
claims too far.”

< ‘Aye, and vanity is at the root of all- ” 
“Vanity! Nay, though rigorous, she is sin

cere, and never knew I nun who more despised 
a world’s allurements."

“Or more desired canonization. The fruit 
which she aimg„at hangs high, good tatirer; it 
is not of the world. ” ‘ •

“Thou hast guessed rightly, brother; for the 
Abbess Frances would suffer all the tortures 
ever Holy Church invented—aye, and without 
flinching, too—to hear men call her saint.

“Mayhap her bow will be too firmly drawn, 
her arrow fly beyond the target, father. The 
patron saint of Davington will hardly suffer to 
he canonized the nun who scares the wealthy 
novice from its walls. ”

“Aye, she has blundered. Her severity 
should have been reserved until the heiresshad 
been fairly snared. Still," and the priest 
rubbed his hands with unction, “our Church 
possesses the ample fortune of the Abbess— 
no jot or tittie^id she withhold; it will forgive 
her much." j

“And praise her much if she but add her 
Bister’s fortune to her own. ”

Thus did the priests converse, blending the 
gossip of their separate order with spiritual 
argument—spiritual argument not so high as 
to cause forgetfulness of temporal self, and of 
the viands set before them. -

When Brother Martin had taken his depart
ure, the priest of Davington turned his foot
steps in the direction of the chapel, resolved 
to set the gentle novice free. But alas for the 
resolution of the priest when the passion of 
the man steps in. Father Ambrose had been 
deeply interested in his gentle charge from the 
first time she knelt to him at confessional; and, 
as each day she breathed avowal of some tri
fling sin beside his chair of sanctity, feelings 
too strong and deep for mortal to repress arose 
within him, and proclaimed the priesthood's 
boasted power to govern nature a mockery and 
u lie!

The pitying priest, resolved to set the gentle 
novice free,, entered the chapel where Isabel 
was immured for penance; the sensual man be
held her in his power, and closed the door of 
egress.

“Benedicite, my daughter,” murmured 
Father Ambrose, advancing towards the altar 
rails, near which the novice calmly sat await
ing her release, 1 ‘the Holy Abbess telle me 
thou dost fear to pass the night alone in dark
ness beside the tomb of thy Redeemer here.”

“Yes, truly; but I knew that you would 
come to set me free ere night,” said Isabel, 
simply.

“Thou knewest it!" exclaimed the priest, 
inflamed by her words; “and hadstthou, then, 
such confidence in my priestly regard?’ .

“I meant, father, that I believed I should 
be set free by—someone—I did not know by. 
whom," the novice tremblingly replied.

“Right willingly would I suffer thee to re
turn unto thy cell, and might I do so," re
turned the priest, 1 ‘but the convent’s discipline 
must be maintained, my child, and the Ab
bess, whose stern decree even I may not dis
pute, wills thou shalt stay. ” Then Changing 
the churchman's hard, cold tones for those of 
eloquence and love, he softly said: “Thou 
wouldst not fear if I, thy priestly father and 
confessor, remain with thee?"

In an instant the new danger to which she 
was exposed revealed itself to Isabel; and the 
warning Cyvrangon gave that she should place 
no trust in priest pledged to a celibate life, but 
whose creed demanded of them no vow of 
chastity, wrought conviction in her heart that 
her peril within the silent convent walls was 
not less great than that which threatened her 
in a vicious court.

Yet, feeling how necessary it was to retain 
self-possession and to disguise her fears, Isa
bel strove to render her accents steady, as She 
replied: “It would be better to be alone, 
father; and, for my fears, be it my task to 
overcome them." , <

‘ ‘As thou wilt, for I will leave thee if it.be 
thy wish,” rejoined the subtle priest, “but; if: 
thou fearest midnight’s terrors, and all the 
horrible spectres which then will issue from

that, tomb, and throng about thee—if thou 
fearest these things, I will stay." •

But Isabel de Brpbancon was of Kentish 
stock, and. all her native courage rising with 
occasloh, she boldly confronted her confessor.

“I have no fear,” she said, “for surely,, 
helpless as I am, God and Saint Mildred will 
protect me:"1 ,

And still the priest stood by, the hot blood 
coursing through his veins, and the passion he 
had no power to stifle each moment growing 
stronger.

Finding he ?did'.^pt;inove, Isabel, relaxing 
no jot^'.Qt ^er:-itotirege,'motioned him away. 
“Go,” said the novice, “alone I'll watch the 
livelong night by the Redeemer’s tomb.”

But defiance only added a new charm to 
beauty, and the priest, exclaiming, “I will 
not leave thee, and, if this night shall be my 
last, my Isabel, it should still be spent with 
thee!" rushed forward, and would have clasped 
the novice in his arms, but she, evading him, 
threw herself upon the steps of the altar, ex- 
clainjing: “Thou darest not pollute God’s al
tar! Back, back, I say, lest Heaven in its 
wrath do strike thee dead!"

“And let it do so—nay, let it apportion me 
eternal torment, I will earn that torment by 
one night of bliss. ” Thus saying, the mad
dened priest dragged the novice from the altar 
rail, and clasped her to his heart.

. And as she struggled in his powerful em
brace the unhappy Isabel, shrieking for help, 
exclaimed despairingly: , . •

“Ohl surely, surely, ere I be victim to thy 
foul designs, the very tomb they say I did 
blaspheme will yield its dead to save me!"

But not the dead, the living were about to 
save. Cyvrangon had proved true.

The heavy ohapel-door swung back, and Al
exander, Abbot of St Austin, entered; the 
prjest released his prey, and Isabel, rushing 
forward, sank fainting in her uncle's arms.

CHAPTER XXV

The Priest Removed from Daving
’ ton*

Within the reception room of Davington 
Nunnery sat Alexander, Abbot of St Augus
tine, and his niece, Frances. That the former 
had administered reproof may be surmised by 
the Abbess saying:

“And; if I am rigorous, holy father, it is 
that I may glorify His name whose servant I 
am. I-may not temporize between God and 
His frail creatures. I have been given the 
task to save the soul of Isabel; I cannot reach 
that soul until I have subdued the contumacy 
of her spirit in whom it hath been lodged.”

“Thon shouldst seek by gentle means to do 
so: then, if thou err, at least thou wilt be err
ing upon mercy’s side"------

“And what would mercy's plea avail me at 
the judgment-seat when I am asked where is
t h ould have been my privilege to
save?"

“It would avail thee more than our Church 
doth teach thee, daughter!”

- “Father, dost even thou suggest the falli
bility of our Church? Oh! that all might see 
as I do, that it cannot err.” .

“Daughter, I have seen much, and have 
studied more; and, though our faith is fixed 
on the unalterable, the infallible, it doth not 
follow that our system is infallible too. Onr 
faith is in heaven, where perfection is; our 
system is of earth, and no earthly system ever 
has been, or ever will be, perfect, Abbess.”

“It grieveth me to hear thee speak in 
worldly strain like this, thou who wert the in
structor of my childhood. Remember, though 
the times have sadly changed, .Simper idem 
is still tiie motto of our Holy Church. ”

“Abbess, Trevereour Holy Church as thy
self, and much I think less sternness to thy 
sister will oast no blemish on its fame. Dost 
think the consequence of thy late harsh decree 
will prove as harmless?" ' “ .

“Abbot, let <tome what will, the sinful in
tent of Father Ambrose must be concealed; 
our Church must .be preserved from scandal."

“At all risks—yes; since Isabel is saved. 
But, 1 enjoin thee, deal in future more gently 
with thy sister.”.

“Why doth she ever reject the blessing of
fered her?"' ! . .

“I have not time to discuss again that 
question, since”——

“Thon must leave so soon?"
■ “I indst; for, though I promise sCdrecy that 

no scandal may fall upon the Church, its err
ing priest shall hot pass another night within 
the walls of Davington. He shall toi Can
terbury this hour with me to answer for 
his sin at great Augustine'S shrine. . I have 
thy promise, to deal, gently with thy sister?"

“Thou hast, good uncle.”
And within the hour the Abbot of St Aus

tin and the disaffected priest of Davington set 
out for Canterbury.

Cyvrangon Makes a Revelation to 
, th$ Sisters.

A month pasted away, during which time 
Isabel bore patiently the fate allotted her; for, 
though her sister lost no opportunity of urging 
on her the necessity she was under, would she 
preserve her soul from perdition, of becoming 
a nun professed, yet she did so with some 
gentleness and consideration; and the unfor
tunate novice, thinking that her recent danger 
had once more caused the heart of Frances to 
beat with sisterly affection, felt comforted in 
her sorrow.

During an interview between the sisters, 
when Frances was describing the unutterable 
joy which filled the heart of mortal at the mo
ment of becoming the Bride of Christ, a nun 
entered, and whispered the Abbess that a 
Strenger craved admission, and an interview 
with sister Isabel. Hope suddenly lent its 
glow to the pale cheek of the novice, and 
lighted her eyef with a fire akin to that of 
earlier, happy days; but, perceiving her sis
ter's glance, and remembering the vows of her 
novitiate, which forbade all earthly sentiment, 
all earthly hope, she speedily repressed emo
tion.

After giving orders for the visitor to be ad
mitted, the Abbess turned to Isabel and said:

“Thou must not see this stranger until I 
learn what is his errand. Stay thou here; I 
will return anon. ’’

“Abbess," exclaimed the despairing Isabel, 
* 'Abbess, if it be Cyvrangon, I implore thee 
grant me audience with him, for he, per
chance, doth bring me news of my—of—him 
—I dare not name!" and a passion of sobs 
choked further utterance.

Was it from fear lest, if controlled too 
strongly, Isabel might refuse to take the vows 
which would bind her forever to the convent— 
was it the recollection of the Abbot's wish that 
she should treat with kindness the novice in 
her care, or was it that a spark* of pity lin
gered yet within her heart, and caused the sis
ter’s love to triumph over the austerity of the 
recluse? Enough, the Abbess relented; let 
that fact vindicate her better nature.

“Sister," she said, “thou hast suffered 
much, and hast not yet learned to school thy 
heart to bear its cross with Christian resigna
tion. Thou shalt accompany me to the stran
ger who is waiting.”

And when the Bisters entered the apartment 
designed for the reception of visitors, there 
stood before them Cyvrangon, the British 
Faid.

Without ceremony or prefatory remark, the 
visionary addressed Isabel “I have come 
hither," he said, “to warn thee of impending 
danger. King John designs to drag thee forth 
from this thy peaceful home, and take thee to 
his court Which is assembled now at Dover 
Castle. Ere to-morrow's sun shall sink below 
the dim horizon he will, with armed men, 
force an entrance into the Abbey, into the 
chapel if needs be—nay, to the very altar’s 
foot, r

“Briton," the Abbess said, “I thank thee 
for the information thou hast afforded, since, 
doubtless, it was well intended; yet would I 
have thee know thy mediation is but little 
needed here; the Abbey can protect its sister
hood without extraneous aid."

“Could it do so four weeks since?" inquired 
the Briton, fixing his penetrating eyes on 
Frances.

“Thy meaning?" demanded the Abbess, 
curtly.

< ‘A month ago, lady, what protection did 
thp Abbey accord unto thy sister, and what 
would have been her fate had I not foreseen, 
and warned thy uncle, the Abbot, of her dan
ger?" .

“Thou knowest”------
“All! Fear not, I will be secret as the 

grave, Only, Abbess, do not boast of the 
protection thy walls accord, nor scorn such 
warnings as may be in my power to give. I 
Seek to save thy sister from the King, as I did 
cause her to be preserved from Davington’s 
ruffian priest, when thou—hear me, lady,” 
continued Cyvrangon, as the Abbess sought 
to speak, “when thou didst prison her for 
speaking truth. That tomb, which priestly 
records tell thee is from Palestine, miraculously 
brought hither in Mildred's time, is the Kist- 
vaen of a British king, and was erected by the 
Druids” (here the Abbess crossed herself) “be
fore Mildred lived, who caused these walls to 
be raised around the shrine of orfe more noble 
than all her calendar of saints conld boast 
Thy Holy Sepulchre was held sabred by the 
Druids as long ago as in the year 16, when 
the father of the great Caractacus, Cunobeline, 
the first in Britain to place his brows within a 
golden crown and call himself a king, was 
there, by Druid rite, entombeb.” ■

“Briton,” tire Abbess said, “thou canst not 
shake the faith I have in the records of my 
order. More than they teach me I seek not 
to know. Speak of thy mysteries no more; I. 
do refuse to listen. For this, my sister, in 
whose cause thou comest, if, as thou sayst, 
these holy walls are not sufficient to protect 
her, I will appeal for aid even to the Papal 
throne, where prayer of simple nun may never 
be denied.”

“Lady, thou forgettest; even the Pope lacks 
power to save from monarch's authority a nun 
as yet unprofessed."

A cloud darkened the usually calm brow of 
the Abbess as she realized the truth of Cy- 
yrangon’s words. A moment only did she 
waver.

"Then to-morrow's sun,” she said, “shall 
rise upon the ceremony that shall make my 
sister here the Bride of Heaven. I will at 
once communicate with the Cardinal, then let 
King John come hither if he will; let him des
ecrate with his presence the walls of Daving
ton Abbey, but it shall be to find sister Isabel 
protected by the Abbey’s saints.” <
- And Frances forgot awhile her sacred call-' 

ing, as she drew herself up with all the dig
nity of noble womanhood, and breathed defi
ance of a king.

“And is there no other way in which I can

escape?” moaned Isabel. “My sinful heart 
rebels against the convent’s living tomb. ”

“Thou must not take the veil; thy sister 
can devise some means------" began Cyvran
gon; but he was interrupted by the Abbess, 
who said: ' ’

“8he must, she shall! the convent walls are 
her only certain shield. One of two things 
must be; choose thou, my 'sister: wilt thou be 
the bride of Christ, or the mistress of a king?” 
And the harsh tone of the Abbess grated on 
the ears of the peeping Isabel, as, crossing her 
hands upon her breast, she murmured resign
edly, “Sister, my choice Is made!” Then, 
turning to Cyvrangon, she said:

‘ ‘One word before thou goest hence. Fear 
not, my sister, I will not question doth my 
Roland live; all ties of earth I willingly re
nounce. Not long, not long, and a greater 
power than that even of Church shall claim 
me. This is the last time, perchance, Cy
vrangon, that thou and I may meet on earth; 
wilt give to me thy real name, and the reason 
thou hast befriended me?”

“Lady, " replied the Briton gently, “once 
more, once only, we shall meet again. When 
next my form is seen by thee I shall come as 
herald to proclaim thy husband near. When 
thou shalt hear my voice again, as, ere thou 
dost behold me, thou shalt do, then wilt thou 
know the night is not far distant when thou 
and Roland de Brabançon shall once more 
meetl"

“And on that night my heart shall break!" 
rejoined Isabel, in prophetic tones. “Pray 
Heaven the night Is near! and thou, Cyvran
gon"—

“I am a man proscribed; yet am I not what 
I have seemed to thee. I am descended from 
the race of Cymry. My mother, the daughter 
of the Druid and the Briton, was lined de- 
scandant of the great bard, Taliesin, Taliesin 
of the Golden Torque; but she forgot her no
ble ancestry, renounced her people and her 
faith, and wedded the invader of her country. 
Thus I—within whose heart blazed the Dru
idic fire—I bore the hated Norman name. 
That name, however, when I grew to manhood, 
became obscured beneath the appellation Cœur 
de Lion gave me, and by which I sought gen
erally to be known, ‘William of the Long 
Beard.’ As William of the Long Beard, then, 
with fifty thousand patriots at my back, I 
sought to free our realm from civic oppression 
and corruption. Enough—I failed! and the 
title ‘patriot, ’ which would have been freely 
meted me had success rewarded my efforts, 
was exchanged—through failure only—for 
'conspirator. ’ As a conspirator I was seized 
in the church of Saint Mary Bow, at Cheap, 
where, it was rumored, I was assassinated. 
Men thought me dead, and, as is usual after 
death, justice was accorded me, my virtues 
were extolled, I was proclaimed innocent of 
sedition, andiny name was reverenced. Yes; 
when they believed me dead, the knaves and 
fools who rule the world could brush away the 
sting of calumny themselves had placed upon 
me, as if an act of justice after death could 
atone for the wrongs that had been inflicted 
during life. And so men worship mÿ effigy 
now, as that of ‘a holy man and martyr,’ little 
dreaming that he who is dead to all the world 
lives unknown, obscure, his country’s patriot 
still."

“And wijt thou never," asked the Abbess, 
interested in spite of herself, ‘ ‘wilt thou never 
proclaim unto the world that thou art living?"

“Never!" replied the visionary. “Men rev
erence my memory now—they call me ‘holy 
man and martyr;’ I may not earn a better epi
taph. Only to thee, sweet ladies, only to 
thee, and to Roland de Brabançon, doth Will
iam of the Long Beard—William Fitz-Osbert, 
his country's patriot, live!"

“Only to us," rejoined Isabel, “since 
Roland de Brabançon, they say, is now no 
more.”

“They say is now no morel since men will 
oft say what they wish were true. They say 
is now no more! Believe them not, oh, lady,” 
said the visionary, “believe them not! Cy
vrangon, the Magician, hath consulted the 
Rholdrwyg,* hath beheld the Nwatat shining 
over the Oenguh Oenguth, down by the sea
shore where once a Druid temple stood, and 
where Nature forms a fitting monument over 
the barrowf of the mighty brave: there, lady, 
at the third watch of the night,! did Cyvran
gon the Faid trace upon the heavens thy des
tiny, and” (here the Abbess, who had been 
visibly shuddering as the visionary alluded to 
the Druidical rites, crossed herself) ‘ ‘that of 
him thou lovest Lady, his hour hath not yet 
come! But it is meet that thou shouldst 
know who Roland de Brabançon, thy husband,

“How didst thou know he was her hue* 
band?" asked the Abbess imperatively. “The 
marriage hath been kept secret from all '*

“But not from me," rejoined the Druid, 
“since by my magic art all -things are to me 
revealed. Lady, I knew the hour thy sister 
became a wife; and knew, though she and you 
knew not, that' in Roland de Brabançon, the 
simple' knight, she wedded the son of Richard, 
late King of England!"

“The son'of Richard, King of England!" 
echoed ,the startled nuns.

“The son of Richard, the Crusader, who, 
when taken by his enemies, tore out the heart 
of the raging lion they had let loose upon him, 
and «hurled it .at his captors’ feet! The son of 
Richard, and the nephew of John. Dost thou 
now wonder he is persecuted by the reigning 
monarch?"

And before the nuns could recover from 
their astonishment Cyvrangon said:

“Fare thee well, oh! sisters Of Kirton; my 
mission at . Davington Abbey is accom
plished.” < •
, And William Fitz-Osbert passed from the 
convent gates. ■

And the love of the sister once more pre
dominating over the. dignity of the Abbess, 
Frances and Isabel ' stood for a few moments

♦ Druid’s wheel. ' > '■
| Omens. ■■ . .
j The burial-places of the Druids were called

barrows.
^Midnight

f
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clasped in each other’s arms, and mingled 
their tears together.

(to be continued.)

Pettibone at Spokane.
To the Editor:—We have had in our city 

Mr. H. Pettibone, medium, for one month, 
during which time he gave three public seances, 
and from two, to four seances in his priv
ate rooms. Im both public and private his 
seances were eminently successful, giving gen
eral satisfaction. The almost general verdict 
rendered was that he was honest, and his con
duct at all times gentlemanly, commanding re
spect. '

The phenomena presented were wonderful 
to those who had never witnessed the materi
alizing of hands, keeping time to music, slate
writing, handshaking with those called up to 
the cabinet, passing out flowers, passing out 
slates over the top of the cabinet, writing on 
slates held by those getting slate-writing, 
while the individual saw the hand that did the 
writing, and, on more than one occasion, a 
table placed in the cabinet was put out over 
the head of the medium and one person sit
ting on each side of the medium, sitting out
side of the cabinet. All of these were light 
seances.

Four dark seances were held. In these the 
manifestations were very pronounced. The 
sitters joined hands, sitting with their hands 
placed on a large extension table. Upon the 
table were placed a violin, tamborine, guitar, 
a silver knife and fork, and slates. The mus
ical instruments were played or thrummed on; 
All were touched by hands patting them on 
the head, slapping them on the back, drum, 
ming on the tamborine or table, etc.

Objections were interposed by one or two 
persons as to the sufficiency of evidence and 
as to the genuineness of some portions of the 
phenomena on account of conditions making 
it .possible for fraudulent intervention. I am 
happy to say that under strictly test conditions 
in the light seances, upon the medium's own 
motion, he submitted to have his hands tied 
with a tape, the knots drawn hard, the ends 
sewed to the knees of his pants, his feet tied 
and drawn back to the legs of the chair, taking 
particular pains not to have his wife come 
near to the cabinet, precluding the possibility 
of fraud. Hands came out drumming with 
the knife and fork, and, in fact, all the usual 
manifestations were produced.

’ In the dark seances objections were made 
because Mrs. Pettibone and another lady sat 
in the cabinet with the head of the table placed 
against the entrance to the cabinet

This was disposed of by forming a circle 
where all sat with hands joined, a light was 
flashed at intervals showing continuity of the 
circle, showing perfect harmony and good 
faith upon the part of all the sitters; and they 
were liberally rewarded; Spirit lights floated 
over the circle and back of it; messages of 
love and kindly assurances that those named in 
messages were present and of their constant de
sire to benefit their friends in earth-life. All 
the usual manifestations occurred, and, at the 
conclusion of the seance, -a portion of the in
struments were shown on the arms of persons 
in the circle, precluding the possibility of even 
the appearance of fraud. Mr. Pettibone and 
wife have gone to Portland, Oregon. They 
propose to return to Spokane in five or six 
weeks, remaining with us a limited time, and 
then continue on their way east

Mrs, Pettibone is clairvoyant and clairaud- 
ient; she gave excellent tests at public se
ances, giving names in full.

• Dr. N. 0. Boatman.

Evolution of the Cod Idea.
All thoughtful men that earth have trod 
Have pondered much concerning God; 
For man requires a Great First Gause 
To give to nature form and laws.
The God idea we find expressed 
According to the light possessed; 
When man was but a savage rude, 
His thought of God was just as crude.
The fetich and the idol show
How much of God man-then did know;
And that in every clime and age 
Man’s worship doth his eoul-growth gauge.
Old Moses claimed that God he saw 
In human form, ordaining law;
And many yet expect to scan 
Their “Heavenly Father” as a man!
But Jesus taught: No man can see 
The One who fills Immensity;
And he was right, or very near it;
How can we see a Boundless Spirit?
The poet Pope came near the truth 
When thus he taught to age and youth: 
“All are but parts of one great whole, 
Whose form is Nature—God the Soni"
But Pope’s idea is yet too small, 
To show that “God is all tn all;” 
Ahd bo his language we will change 
To give our thought a wider range: 
We worship God at nature's shrine, 
For nature is His form divine;
Her forces are His active soul, 
But He tn being is the whole.

_______ _ Dean Clark.

Sunapee Lake Camp-Meeting.
The Sunapee Lake Spiritualists’ Camp

meeting, at Sunapee Lake, New Hampshire, 
Commences July 29, and doses September 2d. 
The speakers and dates are as follows: July 
29 and 31, Mrs. Kate R. Stiles; August 3 and 
7, Mrs. R. S. Lillie; August 8, 11, 12, J. 
Frank Baxter; August 14, 15, Ladies’ Aid 
Fair; August 17, Mrs. Abbie W. Crossett; 
August 19, Association meeting; August 19, 
21, Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing; August 22, Mrs. 
E. B. Craddock; August 24, Mrs. Marcia A. 
Strong; August 25, Mrs. Sarah E. Wiley, 
August 26, 28, 29, Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock; 
August 31 and Sept 2, F. A. Wiggins.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to 11.
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If You Want Work

K. C. ALLEN & CO.,
Angusta, Mo.Box 1001.

YOU SHOULD
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I Hood's Pills ue hand made, and perfect 
In proportion and appearance. 25c. per box.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful eommunlMtlon, explaining bow bit 
life and teaehinga were utilized to formulate Christi, 
anltj. Price 15 uenta. Fox sale at this office.

that Is pleasant and profitable send a your addres 
Immediately. We teach men and women how to earn 
from 15 per day to ISOOO per year without haring had 
prerlous experience, and furnish the employment t 
which they can make that amount. Capital unnocot 
eery. A trial will cost you nothing. Write to-day an 
address, ,.

JT/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, 
Vr Sketches, Poems and Soagi: Gathered trng 

the Highways, By-waysand Hedges of Life. By Mat 
tie E. Hull. It is moat excellent. Price *1.00.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wn. Henry Burr. Pries 15 cents.

J EAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH. 
mA trma the Tree of Life. Frezented tn human. 

Uy through the medlumzhtp of B. E. LttcUfleld. Ex
cellent throughout. price *1.25.

- . DoitaaeJO cent».
Soul of Things—Vol II. 

lUiutnled. «Oro. Cloth....... .
_______ Pottage 10 cent«. 

Soul of Things—vol. III. 
Ulif'raUl 862 ro. cloth.......

Pottage Wcenu.

TIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE 
Lf Hfcwry of Athtrael, Chief Prieit of & Bend of Al 
Arrist An Outline HUCory of Mm. Written through 
the mediumship of U. G. Flgley. You should read 
this work Price SO cents.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
J Chrirt and Mediumship. By Moses Hull« Apsn> 
phlet well worth reading. Price io conta.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORB 
JL the New York Unitarian Club. The first time tn 
the history of the world Uwi A ChrUtisp Aispcletlon 
er er invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed« 
Price, 6 cents) ten copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL 0RATIOV BY COLO- 

LVl Del Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
Sefore the New York Legislature, May*, 1881. Price» 
I cents.
f'OD IN THE CONSTITUTION. B V 
\J Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo 
del Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like* 
Qeu of author. Price, 10 cents ; twelve copies for *1.00.
rr/zr/fr would follow the 
try Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Rolyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freetbought literature. Bound in paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copiei 
tor *1.00.
TNGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON 

L Thomas Paine, at the late False celebration tn 
New York City. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 60 cents« 

STANDING UP FOR JESUS? OR 
O what the editor of the Freethinker's Magarino 
thinks of him. Price,* cent*} twenty-five copies for 
SO cents.

7HE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 

Character or Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown« 
M.D. Price. 15 cents.

'THE.-DIAKKAy AND THEIR EARTH. 
J ly Victims. By A. J. Davis. A work as interenb 

Ing u it is curious. Price 50 cents.

Eight Years of Buffering
Perfect Cure by Hood's Sarsaparilla 
" 0.1. Hood b Co., Lowell, Mass. :

“ Dear Sirs:—We have tried Hood’s Sarsapa
rilla and find it to be all you claim tor it My 
nil » was poisoned by ivy whan a young woman, 
•nd tor eight years was troubled every season 

Hood’s’s>Cures 
with the breaking out and terrible itching and 
burning. I thought hers was as bad a case .as 
anyone ever had, She was in this distressing 
condition every year nntH she began to take 
Hood's Sarsaparilla, which has effected a per
feet cure, without leaving any soars, and she 
hashed ■

No 6lgn of the Polson Since.
She is well and hearty, I have taken Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla after die grip with good results, and 
have also given itto our four children. We are 
all pictures of perfect health and owe it to 
Hood's Sarsaparilla." J. C. Fbbbmah, Van. dalle, Illinois. T s

N. B. u you decide to take Hood's Sarsap» 
rllla do not be induced to buy any other instead.

'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUD* 
J. .on Tuttle. Hit works ere always intensely 1» 

teresUng. Price ^1^0.

JDY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
LJ Denton. A msrrelonB work. Though concise at 
a text-book, It 1c ai taBctnntlng as a work of Action. 
Tbo reader will be amaxed to ace tho curio 1» : facta 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a then 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain M 
day, and tbrow light on all the grand subjects cowoW 
■cured by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. L

Cloth,

'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND 
J the Confessional. By Rev. Chas. Chlnltiuy.

Every one should rod It. Price «1.00.

TTIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 
r Rome. By Bev. Chas. Cblnlquy, ex priest. A 
remarkable book. Pages 832. Price 12.25.

Ivy Poisoning
SæÆlEaTFrêSâS

Nave a copy of the ‘ 'Astral 
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It U 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imform you where to 
iirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide »ent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington BquI.
Chicago, HL

5EERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC.
Ing Spiritualism, past and present. By J. M. Fe»> 

hies, M. D. An encyclopedia cf Interesting and tn> 
strnctlve facta. Price n.00.
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WHITHER ARE WE DRIFTING?
Statistics That Speak.

will give us more than 1,100,000 criminals TUM| VlllVEE inVCIITIIBEDQ 
and paupers, costing taxpayers of the nation | ffU I AN MX AU Y Lil I UllElldi 
more than $20;000,000 annually, and this is 1 '-■■■' ■
largely the resuit of our enormous liquor traf- They Explore Heaverrand Hell, 
fle and its influence upon our people. To —L-—

. .—.— extent that liquor traffic owes its enor-
th^ commonweal—a good wokd fob them mou8 increase to the various national or po

from DB.’8WEBINGEN—the LiQUOB tbaffio. litical obstructions to the life, liberty and 
. This is most emphatically a day of unrest pursuit of happiness of the masses, to the do- 
and strife, , A glance at the headlines of our tog of the greatest good to the greatest num
great daily papers -and those of lesser promi- her of the citizens of this republic, isaques- 
nence throughout the land, at once reveals the tion for serious consideration, Whither are 
unwelcome truth thatthia boasted land of ours we drifting? H. V. Swebingen.
is not in peaceful possession. As I now write
General Randall’s army of the commonweal is Inter-State Spiritual Camp at Lake 
passing my office. Contrary to the more com- Harbor,'Mich.
mon report, it is composed in most part of men This camp will be held from the 6th to the 
of intelligence and respectability, of men who 16th of July inclusive at Lake Harbor, a beau- 
realize that there is something radically wrong tiful resort at the mouth of Lake Mona, ad-
somewhere; something obstinately opposing joining the celebrated Hackley Park Assembly 
their rights in the main chance of comfortable Grounds, on the shore of Lake Michigan, four 
existence, of men who would be only too glad miles from Miiskegon, connected therewith by 
to work if an opportunity was presented them, rail or boat.
and that, too, at an unjust compensations I The attention of Spiritualists generally is 
have been informed, upon the most reliable called to this new camp to be established this 
authority, that skilled mechanics of all classes season at Lake Harbor, Michigan, on the 
are represented in this army. It is therefore shore of Lake Michigan. Lake Harbor is sit
useless to longer ignore the fact that the la- uated about four miles south of the city of 
boring classes from the Atlantic to the Pa- Muskegon, whence it is reached by steam and 
cific, and from the great northern lakes to the electric railroad, or by boat It lies along a 
gulf, are dissatisfied with their extremely beautiful channel connecting Mona Lake, a 
small share of the profits of their labor when most picturesque body of crystal water, with 
employed, and almost desperate when such Lake Michigan. It is here that the famous 
employment altogether ceases. Hackley Park Assembly Grounds are located,

“Are not my ways equal, are not your ways and visitors to our camp will have free access 
unequal?” is the burden o f their grievance to to these romantic grounds. The arrangements 
their employers. . , this season are of a temporary character, as it

While labor is in a state off erment, capital is the design of the projectors to effect a per
is quietly waiting for its effervescence to cease, manent organization, with a representation 
but is doing nothing to aid in the speedy ac- from several States upon the managing board, 
complishment of that object. When men of The Lake Harbor Improvement Company 
families are obliged to work for fifty cents a has excellent hotel accommodations, at which 
day In order that their employer may reap a reasonable rates will be given to attendants at 
net income of twenty millions of dollars a this camp. Tents will be provided for thpse 
year, as Jay Gould is reported to have done, who wish, and other ample accommodations of 
it is high time to ascertain, seriously whether a superior order will be provided all who 
or not “the laborer is worthy of his hire. ’’ come.

No matter how wealthy a man may be, how No better boating or fishing' can be found 
many times a millionaire he is, he is not ab- than is provided by the two lakes, and a large 
solutely independent; he cannot wrap him- boat livery is constantly at the disposal of vis
self up in the exclusiveness of his riches and itors at moderate rates. The Lake Michigan 
consider himself or his posterity safe in the beach slopes gradually to a long distance from 
existing state of affairs. The limit of endur- shore and is composed of pure white sand, 
ance is not yet reached, and the salvation of free from rocks, pebbles or weeds. No better 
the nation lies in the hope that it may not be bathing beach can be found on any coast, 
before our affairs are amicably settled; for The high hills and deep vales that skirt the 
if the period of desperation be soon ushered beach are covered with a heavy and majestic 
in, it will play sad havoc with this country; timber growth of beech, maple, oak and hem
life and property will be alike jeopardized; lock, and afford the very ideal of natural park 
the mob, the torch and dynamite will reign su- scenery. .
preme. I am not an alarmist, but it certainly Spiritualists and others from all over the 
occurs to me that there is danger ahead if land are cordially invited to attend the camp, 
something is not done to avert it. There will be three daily sessions in the audi-

It is a serious question how far insanity, torium, and season tickets admitting to all the 
crime, suicide, the use of intoxicating liquors, meetings will be sold for $1.00. Singlead
intemperance and gambling reaches as an ef- missions 10 cents. We are not able as yet to 
feet rather than as a bause. To what extent announce our list of speakers and mediums, 
the intemperance and gambling of the present but can give assurance that the best of speak
day figures as an effect, as a natural conse- ers and mediums will be present 
quence of the disheartening inequality of the We desire all workers in the cause, both 
questjon of-capital and labori, the laborer and speakers and mediums, who will, to come 
his hire, the daily struggle for existence. I whether specially engaged or not, and assure 
cannot believe that for the year 1893, thirty- them that they will receive every possible 
four million, five hundred and fifty-four courtesy, and opportunity to contribute to the 
thousand, three hundred and seventeen bar- interest of the occasion. As this is the first 
rels of beer, one hundred and thirty-one mill- attempt at a camp here, its location is so in
ion, ten thousand, three hundred thirty gal- comparably superior to most sites for such oc- 
lons of spirituous liquor, and twenty-three casions, and it is so easily accessible by rail 
million, seven, hundred and twenty-four and water from all directions, that its tempor- 
thon«and gallons of wine were drank simply ary managers feel that it is certain to become, 
to satisfy a natural desire for such liquor, if properly organized, an annual gathering of 
How much of it was drank for the sole pur- national magnitude. The temporary manage
pose of enabling the drinker to forget his ment will welcome all voluntary assistance that 
troubles arising out of the vital questions may be tendered.
of the day, or to satisfy an appetite originally Dr- F. Schermerhorn, of Grand Rapids, 
formed tor the same purpose, will never be Michigan, Secretary of the Michigan State 
known. Spiritualists' Association, will preside over all

‘ In a statistical article by Dr. L. P. Harris, the sessions at tbe camp, and we assure you 
published in the Fort Wayne Daily Newt, that all will go well under his able manage
May 19th, 1894, I notice the following sur- ment. Address all communications to W. S. 
prising data: Decker, corresponding secretary, 185 W.

The wholesale price of the beer and liquor Western Ave., Muskegon, Mich, 
production of the United States for 1893 ------- ■ *«^ ■■ ■■ -
amounts to $337,500,199, to which must be Communication Between Earth
added the revenue tax of $127,269,243, and ^nc| Mars
the difference between the imported and ex- To the EDITOa:_A ye„ Ia8t BUmmer 
ported liquors, which is $12,065,238, and proi Richmondi of the Temple of the Magi, 
we ave $ , , predicted that communication would be an fis
hT tablished fact between the Earth and Mare

Now we will assume that this placed in the ... . . Th followine.
hands of more than 240,000 wholesale and re
tail liquor dealers ^gregate at least four how mi ¿t be established: In
timesasmuchas the wholesale pnee and we eakin of the of future, Mr.
have the enormous s^f$ 907,328,709 as / « markJ th h had
our nation s liquor traffic for 1893. ............... ......................° - - . .

The valuation of the entire State of Indiana, 
with all its taxable property, which amounts 
to many millions of dollars, will not begin to

himself to a description of a simple practical 
system of communicating across terrestrial 
space .without using wires, ' ‘ one cannot help

wthJ th.
in.ieaQ Tho Q nuHnnal hanks in t.hn planetary space. strange, mysterious sounds 

“.Ito « •« >»8 BM. W. tte 
of capital, could not pay 40 cents on the dollar ^th is used as a return, especially in the 
vx«»Fxv<»,vv x r ■>oao calm stillness of the night Earth currentsof our nation s liquor traffic for 1893. ,. , . . . ° .. ,v • a. a«. ooi enn are found in telegraph circuits, and the aurora We have in ffieUmted_Btato22^60^mdes u hfaj norther^ fik
£ h^ i’ J™S55sun’8 ph0^8pere is distnrbed by 8pote- The
«d mati coaches and 1’, 168^849 ®t T? ,BUCth time8 .viole^1y
cars, in all numbering 1,201,630 cars, ^8turbed b? and.li 08C1U.a'

u- tlons are set UP and radiated through space in. making a train long enough to extend more w:thr thoaa rfinnirfia ^1«
than half the distance round the earth. The 8{mPatllJ mose required to affect tele- 

“ „„x j phones, it is not a wild dream to say that we
T hear on this earth a thunderstorm in the
to $368,618,520 in 1892, not equating by ' If anv of the nlanets be nonnlated with
more than $118,000,600, the wholesale liquor “J“y 01 , e p1“ . De.pop 
mule «mu«« v , > >__ __ u v beings like ourselves, having the gift of lan-
traffie for 1 9 . _ gi gs a gUage the knowledge to adapt the great
he railroads in 1892 imlhLdof nature to their wants, then if they 

¿niTonn8®0 m ' cou^ oscillate immense stores of electrical en-
400, 000. . j ergy to and fro in telegraphic order, it would

The records of divorces, crimmriitr and for UB to hold commune by tele
pauperism augment jjan .with। thein- the le of Manj „ *
crease of the liquor traffic, and, also, our taxes r । r e  ■
swell accordingly. * ——,

In the State of Ohio alone, in 1892, there A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
were in asylums 12,431 pauphrs, costing the Badical ideas. Paper, 25cents. .

x , F 6 «God in the Constitution.” By RobertG
State $684,399. Paupers out of asylums, 43,- . One Oi the- best papers'Colonel In
301, costing $434,577. Total paupers,55,. gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
732, costing $1,118, 977. .¡There were 11,253 likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
criminals, costing $151,119.r Total paupere copies for $1.00, For sale at this office, 
and «iminals, 66,985, costing $1,270,896. The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 

This illustration, applied to all the States Power of Sex. By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper, 
•«cording to thefe o^nparative population* 0 cents.

An old song has it written—
“The gates that stand ajar, 

And through its portals gleaming 
The radiance streams afar.”

It represents a heaven , 
Walled up secure and tight,

With streets of beaten gold, ■ • 
And throne most wondrous bright 

A few saints stand around , .
And play on golden strings, 

And sing their wailing songs 
And flap their clipped-off wings.

An enterprising Yankee 
Said: If ajar, he knew

It might be opened wider 
So others could go through.

And so he thought am} pondered 
The subject o’er and o’er, 

A thousand ways considered, 
A thousand, aye and more.

i

He thought upon it daily, 
At length a plan matured 

By which approach would happen 
And entrance be assured, .

He gathered all the people 
Who wished to know the truth

About the great hereafter— 
The place of eternal youth, ।

And banded them together;
And pledged them all to stand

Firmly by each other; ' '
Placed crowbars in their hands.

Then with himself as leader 
Ascended high the mount

From whence the gates were seen, 
., The pearly twelve they count

Their ladder now is lifted;
They’ve seen by no one there 

They soon the distance bridge;
They’re past the waste of air.

They stand before the gate, 
’Tls open but a crack, 

The Yankee inserts his crowbar 
And prys till he strains his back.

So little force won’t budge it, 
A dozen next they try.

The hinges they are rusty, 
The oil is old and dry.

More crowbars yet are needed.
One says: “But what’s the use? 

There’s passing-room for one there, 
The gate’s solid from disuse.”

But the Yankee blood was up. 
Said he: “We still will try, 

And passages for the whole world 
We will either make or die.

The whole crowd brought their levers 
And placed within the crack, 

And great the force they applied, 
Then slowly the gate swung back.

And there before their vision t .
1 Seemed streets laid out in gold, 

And golden harps with jewels, 
And crowns with gems untold.

But straight their greed had risen, 
And no one rested there

Till of the gold and jewels 
They each one had a share.

Then back to earth they clamored 
(There was no market there)

And sold all they had gathered 
Among the saints down there.

Then when their trade had run out 
They all went back for more.

They passed within the gateway 
And then began to explore.

But, lol the gold had vanished;
No jewels there were found;

They all were so amazed 
They sank upon the"*ground.

And when they gazed in wonder 
Around on every side, 

They found that little heaven 
Stretched forth both far and wide.

The only walls around them 
Were those through which they came.

What wonder that these wanderers 
Could do naught but exclaim.

Landscapes fair were before them, 
And earth itself seemed there, 

Only far more beautiful, 
Refined and bright and fair.

And friends who’d left the earth-life 
Came to them therein health, 

And everything was joyous, 
And health and joy are wealth.

They wished to stay forever, ' 
But the angels, they said “No, 

You entered here by stealth 
And now you’ll have to go.

“But take this message with you, 
And tell to every friend: ‘

What seems to them as death there, 
- Is by no means the end.
“For every one lives on here 

In life and perfect bliss, 
And those who’d know true happiness 

Must learn to. live for this. ”
So saying they slowly faded— 

Passed from the earth ones’ view, 
And they, with greed disgusted 

And higher ends in view,
Went back to earth with their message 

And told their friends all ’round, 
And, Yankee-like, took much credit 

To themselves, too, I’ll be bound.
So they lived and watched and waited, 

And worked for the life to come, 
And their work was felt in the earth-life 

And heard from, too, through some.
But one day the Yankee was thinking- 

Of .the first, trip to heaven they made, 
“I’d like to make just one more • -

If the others are not afraid,
And go to that other region 

And see what there we’d find,

Perhaps from what they tell us . 
, ’Twould not be to our mind,

Yet what they said of heaven .
At last we proved untrue, 

And it may be so of ’tother— 
• . I’ll see what I can do."

He gathered the crowd together, , 
The same as once before, 

And told them his intention, 
And what he would explore.

At first they seemed but frightened: 
At last they all agreed, 

And-got their things together, 
Whatever they might need.

Their clothing, light and s'canty;
“So1 very warm!” ’twas said, 

Then they followed their old leader 
Who once to victory Igd.

They came to the place of brimstone,: 
So well prepared were they

They stood the heat, and' car-lp|ds 
Of brimstone took away.

. Their Yankee thrift now stood them 
In good stead as before.

As «soon as they sold their haul 
They started o’ff for more.

And so before they knew it;
The devil and imps around, 

Owing to Yankee shrewdness, 
Once more stood on dry ground. 

And out from their burning prison 
They wandered far away, 

Till, in the course of the future 
They came into light of day.

• And the sulphur taken from hades, 
In other words called hell, 

Now answers another purpose, 
And answers that purpose well.

Instead of burning and torture, 
It helps the world to light, 

To shed bright beams on pathways 
Once as dark as night

8o, in the words of the speaker, 
Hell has burned clear through, 

And science Jias found another 
Use tor sulphur, too.

EXCELLENT BOOKS!

Marion, Ind. Carrie M. Smith.
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A MISSIONARY TRACT.
What is Spiritualism? How to investigate. 

Howto form circles and.develop and cultivate 
mediumship; Names, of eprinent Spiritualists; 
their testimony. An eight-page octavo tract, 
to give to investigators or any one who desires
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Advent of Heretic«. ' "
The secular pres^ almost daily an

nounces the withdrawal or expulsion 
from church circles of some sectarian 
leader who ha« discovered the falsity of 
his foriper teaching, and his retirement 
from tfie pulpit, else is teaching a more 
consistent faith. ■ Creeds, formulated by 
ignorance in the dark past, or by 
monks to gain, an ascendancy over the 
people, do not fit this age of intelli.

PROPHECY ILLUSTRATED
How the Future Ie Foretold.

The Original Prophet Never Bees 
the Future, but Calculates It;

gence.
This constantly increasing number of 

heretics recalls the forcible lines of 
Longfellow, on his Hiawatha:

“Never stoops the sparing vulture 
On his quarry ip the desert, 
On the sick or wounded bison. 
But another vulture, watching 
From his high, aerial, lookout, 
Sees the downward ?plunge, and 

lows: • • -

Not to Be Trusted.
1 ' The only safe way to jud|e of a party 
or a sect is to Inquire of its past. If its 
history has been marked by.blood and 
slaughter, surrounded by similar con
ditions, its earlier characteristics will 
be repeated, it may profess reforma
tion; but the incentives which governed 
it when dominant will be repeated on 
the first favorable occasion.

We know the character of the lion 
and the tiger. Their natural food is 
the victims they slaughter. They can
not be trusted save when in chains; and 
then their ferocious habits are fre
quently exemplified. Woe to the foolish 
wight who trusts to their apparent gen
tleness. However pacific his intentions, 
the hand extended in kindness will be 
crushed by their ponderous teeth, else 
torn in pieces by their velvet-covered 
claws.

Every page of church history betrays 
its sanguinary character. Its footprints 
are marked by crime and oppression. 
Good deeds have not been stepping
stones to its greatness. “All that be
lieve are justified by all things,” Acts 
13: 3!h “Every spirit that confesseth 
that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is 
of God,” 1 John, 4, 2. These, with the 
church, are cardinal teachings.

The early bistory of eccleslasticism is 
obscured by forgeries and pious frauds. 
Its later history is known of all men 
whose eyes have not been blinded by 
early teaching.

The Protestant churches profess to be 
reformers. But they inherit the creeds, 
the crimes, the products of their ma
ternal ancestor. They owe their exist
ence to that mother who waded to 
empire through seas of flame andpoeana 
of blood.

Every struggle to revive Sunday wor
ship, to cut off laudable secular 
pleasures, to enthrone a barbarian God 
in our national Constitution, to suppress 
the smiles which light the baby’s face, 
or stay the ripple of laughter which 
illumines the brow and sparkles in the 
eye of virtue, is only a revival of the 
Phoenician Moloch worship, whose 
brazen arms, heated to redness, were 
ever extended to receive the guileless 
infant whose priest-deceived mother 
was sacrificing to the senseless demon 
god. .

And a third pursues the second, • 
Coming from invisible ether, .
First a speck,' and then a vulture, 
Till the air is filled with pinlops,’’ , 
The difference: A heretic never goes 

back to hie former perch. It was the 
carrion fie left when he. went out from 
the church, to enter wider fields of wis
dom. , * ■ ’

Inflexibly Stubborn. '
A meeting ot the unco’ pious in this 

city, e few- days ago, decided to suppress 
Sunday baseball games. Rev.v W. G, 
Clarke was commissioned to wait on 
Mayor Hopkins úBd Inform him of the 
will of God in. the premises, as det 
termined by his collected ealnts. The 
Mayor expressed the opinión that Sun
day baseball games were not altogether 
bad; that those who elected him to office 
expected a liberal government at his 
hands, and he designs to give them one. 
© The pulpiteer, after vainly laboring 
with the Mayor, finally announced that, 
they would elect pn executive next year 
who would regard their wishes. His 
Honor did not -seem distressed because 
pi this threat, but is reported in the 
dailies to have Baid: .

“I sometimes play base ball on'Sun
day, I do not think it has made me 
vicious. I have not done so since I was 
elected Mayor, bpcause I am working in 
this office. I sometimes go to a ball 
game on Sunday, and I do not think it 
is very bad. There would be no use in 
my telling you that I would close the 
grounds and not do it. I know we can
not agree on this subject. The liberal- 
minded people put me in office, , and as 
they are in the majority, I shall regard 
their wishes."

Still Advancing.
The most recent, as well as the most 

noted, withdrawal from church restraint 
is that of Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, of 
this city, a gentleman well known in 
liberal and social circles, and of dis- 
tingutehed literary ability. Mr. Jones’ 
name'is familiar throughout the North
west,' having frequently ministered in' 
he various Unitarian pulpits, to the' 

great satisfaction of all who heard him.
At the Western Unitarian Conference,, 

in session in Chicago on the 17th of 
May, Mr.-Jones said the creed af” the 
Unitarians was too narrow for him. He 
preferred to be untrammeled. A reso
lution was presented declaring that the 
Conference was in hearty sympathy 
with Mr. Jones; but on the request,of 
the latter it was withdrawn, though 
well understood to express the views of 
the association.

Gentlemen of the' cloth, we welcome 
every one of you to the broad platform 
of universal mental liberty, on which 
every genuine Spiritualist proudly 
stands. But, please don’t rush, the 
movement too fast; for if, as: some 
claim, a belief in an endless hell has 
any restraining Influence on the Breck
inridges, and the clergy of his ilk, why, 
let them tarry at Jericho. They would, 
add no luster to the religion , of 
humanity. .■

THE'MATHEMATICIANS AND HALLEY'S 
COMET—THE ASTRONOMERS ARE AL
READY PREPARING FOR IT, AL
THOUGH IT IS YET 2,500,000,000 MILES 
AWAV—THE COMET’S PREVIOUS VIS

ITS—MATHEMATICS PENETRATING
THE FUTURE—THE WONDERS QF 
FIGURES.

To the Editor:—The following, in 
reference to Halley’s comet, from the 
New York Sun, illustrates an important 
fact—the law of prophecy—that it would 
bp well for Spiritualists to consider, The 
astonishing announcement is made that 
Halley ’s comet is coming back, the comet 
which in the year 1066 shed a celestial 
splendor over the Norman conquest, and 
Whose terror-inspiring visit was com
memorated by the hand of Queen Ma
tilda in the Bayeux Tapestry: the comet 
that tn 1456, the year of the battle of 
Belgrade, scared Turk and Christian 
alike, and was anathematized by a bull 
from the Pope; the comet whose 
strange scimitar form still chilled the 
marrow of the ignorant and super
stitious at its latest return in 1835. It is 
yet far away, but the eye of science sees 
it, already within the orbit of Neptune, 
rushing sunward and earthward, with 
constantly-increasing velocity as it falls 
along the steep curve of its orbit. And 
a call to ayms, a call for preparation, 
has jupt been issued from one of the 
chief watch-towers of astronomy:

Sunday Desecration.
What is the church accomplishing in 

its persistent efforts to stay the flood-tide 
of Sunday desecration witnessed on 
every hand? A few years ago an a t 
tempt was made to stop base-ball play 
ing on “God’s holy day.” It was then 
only practiced in retired localities, far 
remote from the hum of business. Now 
the game is played everywhere, even 
under the shadow of the church-steeple. 
The museums and art galleries were 
shut when the people had the only leis 
ure to visit them. Now they are thrown 
wide open, and the idler rushes there 
Instead of to saloons and vice-resorts. 
The theatres and opera-houses in all 
the metropolitan cities are now as wide 
open on Sunday evening as on any other 
evening in the week, and their finance 
reports show they are better patronized 
than at any other time. Parks and pub
lic resorts are filled with the lovers of 
nature, and no one is made worse for it 
save the preacher. Ah, there is the rub. 
His salary is abridged. His influence is 
waning. He loses his opportunity to dis
course on hell; to make his people fa
miliar with the devil. The tree of 
knowledge not only bears larger fruit, 
but all thepeople are eating ofit, and the 
God who used to walk abroad in the cool 
of the morning to watch the conduct of 
his people has ceased that class of 
duties. A wiser, better and more trusty 
God has taken his place, and we are 
glad of it. _ _ _________

The beaten paths of literature lead 
safeliest to the goal, and the talent’ 
pleases us most which submits to shine 
with new gracefulness through old 
forms. Nor is the noblest and most pe
culiar mind, too .noble or peculiar for 
working by prescribed laws.—Carlyle.

Death in the Communion Cup. ■ 
The medical journals are now reveal

ing the fact that the communion cup is 
the parent of disease. A consumptive 
person will leave the germ of tubercu
losis on the goblet, which the next com
municant will swallow, and reproduce 
the disease. Thus from generation to 
generation this frightful disease has 
been extended and perpetuated. At a 
ministers’ meeting in Rochester, N. Y.. 
on the 5th of March, it was determined 
to substitute a multiplicity of small 
tumblers in place of the single cup as is 
the general practice.

Wny not strike at the root of the 
whole question? If the wine used in the 
sacrament is truly converted into blood, 
then It is cannibalism to drink it. If it 
remains wine, then it is forming an ap
petite for an intoxicant which may end 
In inebriety..

The Devil Vindicated.
Rev. David Devine, D. D., has es. 

poused the defense of his supreme 
majesty, the Devil, and has shown that 
his royal highness is a greatly slandered 
Individual. Indeed, the learned Doctor 
details numerous interviews he held 
with the prince of hell, wherein he 
showed he was only an instrument in 
the hands of God Almighty for the ac
complishment of ulterior good. He 
shows it was the bnly plan of salvation 
that was devised; Had there been no 
fall of man there would have been no 
savior, and no redemption. Tho author 
of the 200-page pamphlet has worked up 
a very readable volume, which he 
mails to the^ public for 50 cents a copy. 
Address R. M. Orme, Savannah, 
Georgia. '

Sensible.
OnSunday, May 13, Talmage’s Taber, 

naole in Brooklyn, N-. Ÿ., was burned. 
This is the third,time the like incident 
has occurred. Following thé usual or
thodox and Talmagean style of reason
ing, we should say that God has a spite 
against Talmage and takes this method 
to intimate, by this special dispensation 
of His providence, that He is tired of 
Talmage, his doctrines and his harle- 
quinisms. and wants no more of his ser
mons. Il this, should be the case, we 
should be inclined to say that in this 
matter He shows himself a very sensible 
God.

Prof. Glasenapp announces that the 
computing bureau established by the 
Russian Astronomical Society has un
dertaken the calculation of the true 
path of • Halley’s comet, with a view to 
predicting the exact date of the next 
raturn. He hopes that astronomers 
acquainted with unpublished observa
tions of the comet will communicate the 
information to the society.

Halley’s comet is not one of the in
significant crowd of little comets, so 
many of which are discovered by in
dustrious star-gazers every year, and 
■Which nobody outside the observatories 
ever sees. On the contrary, it furnishes, 
or at least has done so hitherto, a 
splendid spectacle in the sky. Of 
course, in speaking of ordinary tele
scopic comets as insignificant, I refer 
only to their apparent size and bril
liancy; in a scientific sense they fre
quently possess the highest interest and 
significance. But Halley’s comet is one 
that, when favorably situated, com
mands every eye, ana does not need to 
be looked for. During at least eighteen 
centuries it has periodically astonished 
the inhabitants of the earth. In 1456 
its tail was 60 degrees long. In 1835 it 
had a tall 20 degrees in length.

It was after its appearance in the 
time of Newton, in 1682, that the fact 
came to be recognized that this comet 
is a regular visitor to the neighborhood 
of the sun;in other words, that it travels 
in a long elliptical orbit, as shown in the 
accompanying diagram. When nearest, 
it is about 56,000,000 miles from the sun 
and far inside the orbit of the earth; 
When most distant, it is about 3,370,000,
000 miles from the sun and beyond the 
known limits of the planetary system.

Edmund Halley discovered the peri
odical character of the comet. It had 
made its appearance in the year of his 
marriage, and it powerfully excitqd his 
interest. Upon calculating the elements 
of its orbits he noticed that they re
sembled those pertaining to comets 
which had been seen in the years 1607 
and 1531. “Perhaps they are all the 
same comet,” he thought. Finally, 
.after elaborating his calculations, he 
gathered confidence and ventured to 
predict that the comet would return in 
1769. Halley had been born in 1656, 
and, in the course of nature, he could 
hardly hope himself to see the accom
plishment of his prediction. But he be
sought his countrymen, in case the 
comet did come back, not to allow the 
world to forget that it was an English
man who had predicted its return. His 
countrymen, .however, have never air 
lowed the world to forget a fact of that 
kind. It almost seemed1 as if nature 
intended to assist Halley in the fulfill
ment of what could not but have been a 
longing wish of his, to see the return of 
the comet, with his own eyes, for he 
lived ;,to the ripe age of eighty-six 
years, dying in 1742, only seventeen 
years' before his comet reappeared, and 
.when it had reached nearly the same 
point ou its return journey which it 
occupies to-day. : .

When the time grew near ¿for the 
reappearance of the Comet, if Halley’s 
bold prediction was to be fulfilled, the 
astronomers of Europe began to watch 
for it. Thby 'knew that the attraction 
of the large planets must disturb the

comet’s motion, and 'they calculated, as 
accurately as they were able, what the 
effect of such disturance would be upon 
the period of its return to perihelion, or 
nearest approach to' the sun. Two 
celebrated French mathematicians,. 
Olairault and Lalande, labored continu
ally for six months, hardly stopping for 
their meals to complete the calculations, 
and they were so effectually assisted by 
a woman astronomer, Mme. Lepaute, 
that without her aid they would prob
ably have been unable to. finish their 
work-before the comet itself came to 
interrupt it. Lalande never recovered 
from the strain of the labor he then 
performed. The result of their calcula
tion was that, having been delayed 518 
days by Jupiter and 100 by Saturn, the 
comet would return to perihelion on the 
13th of April, 1759, and that it might et 
any moment be detected on its way to 
perihelion. Immediately the astrono
mers of Europe began to search for the 
comet, but, singularly enough, they 
were all beaten by a farmer,’ John 
Palitsch, living near Dresden, who, 
having provided himself with a small 
telescope, was cultivating astronomy on 
his own account, and obeying the in
struction of Virgil:
“Nor must the ploughman less observe 

the skies • .
When the Kids, Dragon, and Arcturus 

rise." ' • ;
Palitsch discovered the comet on the 

night of December 25,1758. The pro» 
fesslonal astronomers followed- more 
than- three weeks later; and even after 
they had found the comet at the obser
vatory of Paris on the 21st of January, 
1759, they kept the fact a secret, not 
knowing that the unpretentious farmer 
astronomer had so completely distanced 
them that they were no longer in the 
race. It may be said in justice to the 
astronomers that those at Paris, at any 
rate, were much troubled by cloudy 
weather in their search for the comet, 
The perihelion passage occurred on the 
12th of March, one month earlier than 
the time predicted. But in announcing 
the result of the calculations made by 
Lalande, Mme. Lepaute, and himself, 
Olairault had remarked that the comet 
might come to perihelion a month 
earlier, or a month later, than the pre
dicted time, because they had unavoida
bly neglected in their calculations 
certain sources of disturbance that 
would affect the comet’s motion. After 
its perihelion the comet presented a 
fine appearance.

The next return was due in 1835. As 
early as 1817 the astronomers began to 
pesar themselves in order that the mo
ment of perihelion passage might be 
more accurately foretold than it had 
been in 1759. Baron Damoiseau won a 
prize by his calculations, which fixed 
the return to perihelion for Noy. 4, 
1836. Ponteooulant predicted that the 
return would occur a week later than 

.the time set by Damoiseau. But Prof. 
Rosenberger of Halle made the most 
elaborate calculations of all, and his 
prediction named Nov. 11 as the critical 
date. Besides allowing for the influence 
of all the great outer planets, except 
Neptune, which had not then been dis
covered, Rosenberger found that the 
attraction of the earth would shorten 
the comet’s inbound journey fifteen and 
two-third days; that of Venus five and 
one-half days, and the combined attrac
tion of Mars and Mercury one day. An 
outlook was begun for the approaching 
comet nearly a year in. advance of the 
predicted time of its perihelion passage. 
Sir John Herschel, then at the Cape of 
Good Hope with his huge telescope, 
joined in the watch. But the comet did 
not come into view until the 6th of 
August, 1835, when it was seen from the 
observatory at Rome. It became visible 
to the naked eye late in September; 
then a tail was developed, and during 
October it was watched slowly sweeping, 
with constantly-increasing splendor, 
across Ursa Major, Herculps and 
Ophiuchus, down to its perihelion meet
ing with the sun. The perihelion pass
age occurred on Nov. 16, five days later 
than the time predicted by Prof. Rosen
berger. The appearance of the head of 
the comet in October excited the aston
ishment of all observers. On Oct. 12 
Prof. Struve described it as resembling 
“the stream of fire which issues from 
the cannon’s mouth after discharge, 
when the sparks are driven backward 
by a violent wind.” Some drawings that 
were made of the tail show that it as
sumed, at times, the most extraordinary 
forms. .

After its perihelión the comet was 
watched retreating out into space until 
May, 1836, when it was finally swallowed 
from sight. It will be in perihelion 
again about 1911, but with the great tel
escopes now in existence, and tho 
greater ones that may then have been 
constructed, it is probable that the 
comet will be detected coming sunward 
a year or more earlier than that. The 
fact that the labor of computing the 
precise time of its return is already 
about to begin gives assurance that the 
next time it will not be a question of 
how many days even, but rather of how 
many hours, or minutes, the calcu
lations will be in error.

A glance at the diagram above will 
show, as indicated by the arrows', that 
Halley’s comet travels around the sun 
in a direction contrary to that in which 
all of the planets move. We can hardly 
suppose, then, that it originated out of 
the same nebulous mass from, .which the 
sun and the planets were created. We 
are rather led to believe that it must 
have come into our system from outer 
space,and that the influence of Neptune, 
perhaps, has been effective in making it 
a permanent member of the retinue of 
the sun, but still only an adopted mem
ber, whose foreign origin is indicated 
by its independence of the great law of 
revolution that no planet disobeys.

Now that astronomers have under
taken the prediction of the exact period 
of its return, it will be interesting to 
see who will first complete his calcula
tions, and who will nit nearest to the 
mark. And those of us who actually see 
the great comet on its return will surely 
find it doubly interesting, because it is 
like a slowly-revolving hand upon the 
dial of history. It passed across the sky. 
twelve years before the birth of Christ. 
It passed again when Nero was Em
peror; again when the first of the Anto
nines had just begun his pacific reign; 
again when the Goths were preparing 
to attack Rome, and yet again in the 
days of Diocletian. The advancing Huns 
beheld its transit in the year 373; and it 
was blazing in the sky when their great 
King Attilla was defeated at Chalons in 
451. Belisarius may have watched It as 
it swung across the heavens just after 
he had begun his victorious career in 
630. It passed again while Mohammed 
was still worshiping the idols of. his 
fathers in 608. The world saw the great

index in the firmament «gain in 684, in 
760, in 837, in 912, and in 989. It was on 
the noon-mark for William the Con
queror in 1066. It returned in 1146; in 
1223 it was thought to have predicted 
the death of Philip Augustus; in 1301 it 
waa watched with astonishment from 
Iceland to China; in 1378 Chinese and 
Europeans once more recorded its tran
sit in their annals. We have seen how 
Islam and Christendom were terrified 
by it In 1456. It was back again in 1531 
pnd 1607, and when, in 1682, it shone 
once more in the sky, the man had come 
who was to read its riddle and solve its 
mystery.

Is it possible to look forward to the 
return of a comet having such a history 
as this without feeling that the proper 
field of human interest is not limited by 
the narrow round of this earth?

The above, by Garrett P. Serviss, 
Illustrates a very important fact, that 
the future can be predicted through the 
instrumentality of mathematics. In 
astronomy it is the only agency used in 
connection with certain laws of nature, 
to foretell the movements of comets or 
planets, and it never fails, unless there 
is an error. in the computation. Now 
let us come down from the starry 
heavens to man, and the same law holds 
good in reference to man. His future 
can be predicted with absolute cer
tainty through the aid of mathematics, 
in connection with certain laws of na
ture or vibratory forces, and what he 
will do in a test case, one month hence, 
or ten years hence, can be exactly told. 
To see the future as one sees a land
scape is an Impossibility, unless Borne 
wise spirit has figured out the results 
and presente them to the clairvoyant 
vision. Scientific prophecy is a fact, 
easily demonstrated, in connection with 
planets or with man, and the spirit who 
hands down an absolutely true prophecy 
to a medium has either calculated the 
same himself, or obtained it from some 
exalted source. These facte are demon
strated every week in the Temple of 
the Magi, Chicago, by Olney H. Rich
mond.

The following remarkable dream
prophecy, as related by a New York 
paper, only illustrated the fact that 
Bérne wise spirit had made a calculation 
in accordance with certain well-defined 
laws, and the result was as stated, justi
fying Colquhoun’s theory that there is 
an original spiritual energy expressed 
in dreams which has nothing to do with 
the state of the body and is beyond the 
power of the soul when it has been reab
sorbed by the material organization on 
awakening.

Prior to his embarkation for America 
at the outbreak of the revolutionary 
war Major Andre went to vielt a friend, 
Miss Rebecca Steward, who lived in 
Derbyshire. During his stay it was ar
ranged that they should ride over to 
view1 the wonders of the famous Peak. 
It was also Miss Steward’s desire to in
troduce the Major to some friends in the 
neighborhood, including a Mr. Newton 
and the curate of the parish, Mr. Cun
ningham. She had given both of these 
gentlemen notice of her intention, and 
while awaiting their arrival Mr. Cun
ningham took occasion to tell Mr. New
ton the circumstances of a dream he had 
had the night before, which affected 
him so thathe could not shake off the 
recollection of it.

He said that he was standing in the 
midst of a forest that was entirely 
strange to him. After gazing listlessly 
around him for a few moments he per
ceived a horseman approaching at great 
speed. As the latter came opposite the 
spot where the dreamer stood three mon 
who seemed to have been lying in am
bush sprang from their places of con
cealment, and seizing the bridle of the 
horse ordered the rider to dismount. 
They then carefully searched his person 
and led him away. The face, figure and 
bearing of the horseman made so deep 
an impression upon Mr. Cunningham’s 
mind that he awoke, but falling asleep 
again presently dreamed that he was 
one of a throng of spectators near a 
great city; that he saw the same person 
that-he had seen seized in the wood 
brought out before files of soldiers, who 
marched him to a gallows and there 
hanged him. When Major Andre and 
Miss Steward arrived, Mr. Cunningham 
was horror-struck to discover in the per
son of Miss Steward’s friend the very 
man whose seizure and execution he had 
witnessed in his dream.

Here was an accurate anticipation of 
events that actually happened within 
twelve months from the date of the 
dream. The capture of Andre, the 
search of his person for documents that 
convicted him for acting the part of a 
spy, and his public execution, constitute 
one of the most dramatic episodes of the 
contest with the mother country. How 
is it imaginable that so definite a vision 
of coming events could arise from the 
influence of any physical condition on 
the mind of the sleeper? What possible 
state of the body could confer upon the 
soul the power to describe future occur
rences with such exact fidelity to details?

This remarkable prediction was made 
in accordance with nature’s divine laws, 
mathematically considered, and was im
pressed upon the soul of the passive 
sleeper. Jus Tice.

A Good Tonic.
One of our dailies recently invited its 

readers to reply to the question: 1 ‘Why 
Don’t You Go to Church?" It has re
ceived replies filling several broadside 
pages of fine print, which should be 
especially commended to ministers, 
whb would find it of spiritual profit as 
well as intellectual enlightenment to 
put aside their accustomed routine of 
theological study for at least one week 
and devote themselves to a candid study 
of the offered reasons why people do not 
go to church.

Many reverend gentlemen who shut 
themselves in their libraries, and pore 
over musty tomes of antiquated the- 
olo glcal lore until their brains are en 
meshed in dusty cobwebs of. past ages 
of human ignorance and 'superstition, 
would doubtless be rudely shocked were 
they to come into contact with the 
electric current of modern living 
thought; it might even prove the death 
of their long-believed notions, but it 
could scarcely prove otherwise than 
healthful to all who are not dead and 
buried in theological tombs, or victims 
of the mental paralysis induced by over
cultivation of religious ignorance.

Better than any text-bbok of theology 
—better even than a course in any theo
logical seminary—would be ,a course in 
this earnest expression of many minds 
concerning the churches, the preachers 
and their work. To the old-style ortho
dox ministers the medicine would be 
exceeding bitter, but. an excellent 
tonic.
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DEAD ONLY FOR A DAY.

The Repentant Congressman Re
admitted as a Member of the 
Church. „

Lexington. Ky., May 6.—At a meet
ing last evening of the session of the 
Mount Horeb Presbyterian Church, of 
Which Col. Breckinridge is a member, 
and over which his father once presided, 
he was summoned to appear.

Col. Breckinridge confessed his guilt 
and prayed for forgiveness, saying that 
he had repented and would live a new 
life in the future. After a consultation 
he was forgiven and taken into the 
church again.

This is the second Kentucky states
man who has re-embraced religion in 
the past two months, Joe Blackburn 
having been converted by Moody, the 
evangelist. This move, it is believed, 
will put Breckinridge in good standing 
with the church people again.

Breckinridge has been forgiven. 
His big pool of sinful rot 
Stands against him no longer a blot. 
He is now amply fit for heaven, 
From his head to his socks— 
The heaven orthodox.
What a powerful disinfectant 
That church must have used! 
What a gigantic faith expectant! 
What a stream of blood infused! 
The great hydrant fount 
Must have rested high on Horeb's 

Mount
To have cleaned such a Devil’s lake, 
And out of black, white to make.
Carbolic acid and acid boracic. 
Running from a mammoth faucet, 
I-a-trol and I-o-do-form, 
Tar, creosote, and acid sulphuric, 
Until you can't endure it, 
Falling all mixed, 
Wouldn’t make an impression 
On such a religious confession, 
If they were all at full strength.
Such a seething dish of rot, 
Such a foul, immoral blot; 
One week a sickening stench 
From court-house bench; 
The next washed in a flood 
Of red, forgiving blood— .
Isn’t it just too funny, 
Now he's as pure as honey.
Bah! Boo! hickory, dickory, dock, 
A black, black mouse ran up the 

olook!
The clock struck one— 
The deed was done!
A pretty white mouse ran down, ' 
But where will poor Madeline be 

found?
No matter, since the man is forgiven. 
Now let him fly to heaven 
Ere he get another chance 
To be led so far astray
By some “little girl" in life’s dark 

way.
And be careful what you feed him.

He Went to a Far Off 
Heaven.

Than what in court he has admitted.
For him the best ovation
Would be to placehlm “on probation."
Let him hear an hundred years of 

“preach,"
It will take all that time for him to 

“bleach.”
And Mr. B., don’t you forget it,
Even then you'll be in the world’s 

debit,
That must be a mammoth fount
On Horeb’s Mount, 
A lightning “preachery,” 
A monumental bleachery.

A-u-nty Blood.

Especially Hard Times.
That times are especially “hard’ 

at this date is evidenced by the 
numerous “quarters” now being re
ceived, with the complaint that the 
small mite from each is all that the sub
scriber can possibly send. Others write 
that they are out of employment, and 
have been for many months, and will be 
compelled, with many regrets, to dis
continue the paper for a time. The 
first thing affected by the hard times is 
a Spiritualist paper; it is considered a 
“luxury” that can be dispensed with. 
It is probably true that not a single 
Spiritualist paper, with the exception 
of The Progressive Thinker, has 
been self-sustaining during the past 
year; that is, that has been self-support
ing from the daily receipts. The Pro
gressive Thinker is founded on the 
“new method”—the only true method. 
It does not and will not squander the 
money of others. If it could raise thou
sands of dollars by selling stocks and 
then repudiate the same, neither pay
ing interest nor principal, as has been 
done by several Spiritualist papers—a 
species of robbery—it could luxuriate in 
“clover,” while the unfortunate stock
holders could dress themselves in crape 
over their dead stock and philosophize 
as to the kind of “angels" that are at
tracted to such papers. We ask 
Spiritualists everywhere who are in 
harmony with this “new method” to 
co-operate with us and extend our circu
lation. ’

Elizabeth and Eliza are of Hebrew 
derivation, meaning the oath of God.

Camilla is Latin. The first Camilla 
was a female attendant at a sacrifice.

Theodore is Greek, the gift of God. 
Several Greek emperors bore this name.

Gertrude was first used among the 
Germans, and means all truth.

Salome was common among the He
brews, and means the perfect one.

Lilian, Lily and the compounds, are of 
Latin derivation, and mean a lily.

Rhoda is Greek, the rose. Rosaline 
is its Latin derivation, a little rose.

Orlando is Italian, signifying the 
counsel for the people of the country.

Never divide yourself from any man 
upon a difference of opinion, or be 
angry with his judgment for not agree
ing With you; within a few days you may 
dissent yourself.—Sir Thomas llrowne.

Barbara is of Latin descent. The 
first Barbara was a foreigner or 
stranger.

Letitia was a very common name 
among the Romans, it means gladness.

A physician’s account of his - OWN 
EXPERIENCES IN WAR TIMES.

Dead for one day only, and during that 
time his spirit penetrated beyond the 
heights into eternity and saw the plains 
of light and happiness; saw the spirit 
forms of those whom he knew in earthly 
life; saw the mighty gulf 'beyond where 
aimlessly wandered unhappy spirits; and 
then back to earth again. Such is the 
remarkable story in brief told by Dr. 
W. H. Kendrick, an aged and respected 
citizen of Indianapolis. He is a man 
whose word is “as good aa gold.” He 
tells his story simply and without exag
geration.

“Early in the war,” he began, as he 
stroked his gray beard and leaned back 
in a chair, ,lI left this city with the 
Nineteenth Indiana Volunteers. We 
went direct to Washington City, and 
Calqb Smith, Lincoln’s Secretary of the 
Interior, with whom I was personally 
acquainted, secured my appointment as 
army surgeon in the qiilitary hospital 
there. While doing service in that ca
pacity, I was taken sick with typhoid
pneumonia. As I was alone and danger
ously ill, Mrs. Smith sent a carriage to 
the hospital and had me conveyed to 
their home in Washington, where I was 
cared for by that lady and her sister, 
Mrs. S. W. Parker, who now lives on 
Ohio street in Indianapolis. I grew 
worse and my wife was summoned. She 
came on from Indianapolis and was at 
my bedside when I died—or was pro
nounced dead. What transpired in that 
death-chamber subsequent to this I will 
leave for Mrs. Parker to tell. Suffice it 
to say that I was treated like any other 
corpse would be and arrangements made 
to ship my body to Indianapolis.

“But you want to know of my passing 
out of the body?” continued the Doctor, 
reflectively. “Well, it was strange in
deed. I remember everything dis
tinctly. When death came three an
gels stood about my bed. 1 said nothing 
to them; they said nothing to me. They 
were beautiful and wore robes that I 
recollect saying to myself were very ap
propriate. My spirit left the body—at 
least something seemed to go out. With 
the angels as my escort, one on each side 
of me and the other leading the way, we 
left the bedroom where I bad died. I 
saw no mourning, I bade no one good-by, 
but I remember turning around and say
ing to my body, as it reposed on the bed: 
‘There, I am through with you.’ We 
did not depart through the door or win
dows. There seemed to be no obstruc
tion. We just passed out, and although 
the human form and identity were plain, 
we seemed to be devoid of substance—of 
flesh

“Reaching the open air with my an
gelic escort, we started up a terrific rate 
of speed. Distances were nothing. The 
immeasurable space was all known to 
the angels. We passed a planet. I re
call my thoughts at the time. It struck 
me that it was the moon. I glanced at 
it as we shot ahead and I could see that 
it was cultivated. On its surface I saw 
a stone quarry that was being worked. 
After we passed this planet we were 
met by three other angels. My first es
cort fell back, returned to earth, and I 
went on with the second escort, we 
covered a distance beyond comprehen
sion and were met by a third escort of 
angels, who took me up and led me on 
until we finally landed on an immense 
plain. Myriads of spirit forms appeared 
before me, but I asked no questions. No 
flowers or trees appeared on this vast 
plain, but everything was light—no 
darkness came there.

“I met a number of persons whom I 
had known in Ohio, and recall especially 
my meeting with a spirit whom I knew 
on earth as Isaac Hawk. He was a wild 
fellow, and I wondered at him being 
there. ‘What, have you got Isaac 
Hawk here?’ I asked in amazement. 
Then one of the spirits took me aside 
and told me of his conversion and death 
on earth, the truth of which I subse
quently learned. All of the persons 
whom I saw there were engaged in 
good works of one kind or another. The 
spirit forms had the human shape and 
the identity was plain, but there were 
no decrepit persons—all were full of life 
and vigor.

“I could not understand how they all 
lived there," continued the Doctor, “but 
made no inquiries about it. I was shown 
over the plain, and, as the spirits di
rected my gaze across a great gulf to 
where countless numbers of people were 
wandering aimlessly about, one of them 
said to me: ‘They have sold their salva
tion for naught.’ Every one on the side 
of the gulf where I stood was happy and 
contented and peculiarly adapted to the 
atmosphere and conditions of the plain.

“Suddenly I found myself returning 
to earth and I remember nothing more 
until my spirit again entered the body 
in the room where I had died at Wash
ington. I did not object to coming back 
to the earth—in fact, I was rather 
pleased about it. At this moment I 
came from the trance, or whatever it 
was, and startled the attendants by 
showing signs of returning life, although 
all the mourning had been done and I 
had been laid out as dead. That trip 
from earth covered a space of about 
twenty-five hours, and I shall never 
forget it.”

Mrs. Parker was seen at 192 West 
Ohio stret. She is a little woman, 
bowed with age, but her intellect is as 
sound as when the events above related 
transpired.

“Yes, it is an interesting story,” said 
she. “I had prepared Dr. Kendrick’s 
army clothes, and we were about to 
start ior an undertaker, when signs of 
returning life were noticed. Restor
atives were applied, and, to our great 
astonishment, he came to life. He did 
not immediately regain consciousness, 
but when he did he told us the story of 
the vision, or trip which his spirit ‘had 
taken. Mrs. Kendrick had mourned 
over her husband’s death until she was 
ill, and his recovery was a pleasant as
tonishment to her, of course. Scott 
Parker, my son, who had been at the 
bedside of Dr. Kendrick until he died, 
as was supposed, left us as soon as the 
corpse Was prepared for burial. He was 
a soldier, and a few months later, when 
Dr. Kendrick had gotten well enough to 
start for home, the latter took a train 
for Indianapolis. Near Washington my 
son boarded the same train, and ap
proaching Dr. Kendrick, said: ‘You put 
me so much in mind of a friend of mine 
named Dr. Kendrick, and if he hadn’t 
died in Washington at toy uncle’s home 
I would say that you were he.’ ‘lam Dr;
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Kendrick,’ was the reply, ‘and you are 
Scott Parker.’ The latter, troubled be
yond control, left the train, and Dr. 
Kendrick did not see him again. He was 
killed in the war.”—From the Indianap
olis Sun. .

The above illustrates the important 
fact that the soul can leave the body and 
travel in the regions of space, and take 
full cognizance of what is going on.

Divine Wright.

In the Fourth Dimension of 
Space.

After sincere, persistent and deter
mined efforts to gain some definite idea 
from the wandering attempt at a tran
scendental exposition of pertain laws 
and phenomena RSt presented in two 
articles over the same signature, re
printed from the Inter-Ocean in the last 
two numbers of The Progressive 
Thinker, I am forced to the conclusion 
that the writer has drifted so far out to 
sea as to have lost his bearings and be
come enveloped in so thick a fog as not 
to be able to see the difference between 
two things which bear no more relation
ship to each other than does mesmer
ism to mathematics; the decalogue to 
dynamics or geology to galvanism or 
green gooseberries. The first is the 
"Fourth Division of Space," a shibbo
leth so frequently mouthed by tyros in 
philosophy; a nondescript creature of 
the overwrought brain of the renowned 
Russian, Professor Zollner, which in 
one of his dreams he got by the tip of its 
tail, but which in his waking .moments 
he could never draw out to the light of 
day that it might be seen of mdn; an 
idea which no words in any of the thou
sand and more languages of the world 
can state or clothe in a form compre
hensible to the deepest thinker on this 
side of the vale.

That -such a thing may exist or bp com
prehended in another stage of existence, 
I have no right to deny. Probably most 
personshave met with experiences in 
their dreams, which seemed perfectly 
clear and logical, which upon awaking 
to normal consciousness it became ut
terly out of the power of their minds to 
grasp. Perhaps that is the question 
the writer means to ask as to mediums 
in a state of trance being gifted with the 
"fourth dimension’’—a meaningless and 
futile question in the absence of a defin
ite statement of the meaning of the 
term. If there be a fourth dimension, 
there may be a ftfth or a tenth—who 
knows? The other thing which the 
writer in question has confounded with 
this “fourth dimension” business, is the 
“fourth condition of matter,” the honor 
of the discovery of which sppms to be 
divided between Professor Faraday and 
Crookes, the latter of whom has shown 
it to be not only a thing clearly compre
hensible to the weakest intellect, but a 
veritable entity to which he has given 
the name of “Radiant Matter,” and the 
existence and some of the properties of 
which he has proved by a series of very 
ingenious experiments.

Now, the writer of the article alluded 
to, under one of the headings, “Spectral 
Theories," makes use of the following 
language:

“It would then be a comparatively 
easy matter to pass it (magnetism) 
through a spacesaveral metres in length, 
even though the'actual current 'prtF- 
duced would not deflect the leaves of an 
electroscope; for the force would find no 
resistance by air, as the fourth dimension 
of space represents a highly rarefied 
medium !” Again, under the heading, 
“Acting at a Distance,” he says: “This 
result was produced by electro-magnetic 
waves acting through a rarefied medium; 
i. e., the fourth dimension of space.” I 
fear your well-informed readers would 
feel insulted at any further remarks on 
this line. J. C.

Retrenching Somewhat.
Mrs. Retta S. Anderson, a brilliant 

writer, in a note to this office says:
“A card from you a few days ago re

minds us that our ‘time is up,' or nearly 
so, for The Progressive Thinker,so I 
write in haste, inclosing a dollar for 
renewal, and seventy-five cents for a 
nine months’ subscription. We talked 
about retrenching during this stress of 
hard times, and have done so to a cer
tain extent, but feel that it will be going 
a little too far to deprive ourselves of 
The Progressive Thinker, it being 
the only spiritual paper which we take 
now."

“Be Just Before You Are Gener
ous.”

This principle of moral law would be 
a very excellent and commendable one 
if it would work two ways—generosity 
after justice resulting as a consequence. 
But daily experience and observation 
teaches me that generosity is practiced 
only by those who are themselves in 
limited' circumstances, irrecoverably 
involved, if not nearly destitute; a fact 
which no doubt gave birth to the princi
ple.

The wealthy associate with the 
wealthy in nearly all the relations of 
life, and consequently do not come in 
contact with objects of charity.

The poor associate with the poor, and 
are in daily contact with those toward 
whom the exercise of generosity be
comes a necessity if not a justice upon 
the part of those who practice it. 
Charity must be dispensed, and if the 
rich will not dispense it directly and 
voluntarily they must, in a great 
measure, ‘do it by proxy, or indirectly 
and involuntarily. The miserly cred
itor who is constantly preaching this 
principle of moral law to his more 
charitably-disposed but poverty-stricken 
debtor, would do well to profit thereby.

H. V SWEHINGEN.

Good Words from an Editor.
. Frank J. Luick, editor of The Times, 

Dorr, Mich., writes:. -
“Enclosed find P.!O. money order for 

one dollar, for Which continue sending 
The Progressive. Thinker for an
other year. In my opinion, any level
headed person who cannot get his 
money’s worth out of a year’s subscrip
tion to The Progressive Thinker 
is a hard person to please.”

Nothing is more hateful to apoor man 
than the purseproud arrogance of the 
rich. But let the poor man become 
rich, and he runs at once into the vices 
against which he so feelingly declaimed. 
There are strange contradictions in hu- 
Bian character.-. Cumberland,- .
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THESPIRITUALISTC FIELD

Will O. Hodge is doing an excellent 
work at Milwaukee, Wis.

Mrs. Laura Holton-Hursen will an
swer calls to hold parlor musical and 
psychometric seances, also give private 
readings. Address her at Vicksburg, 
Mich., box 109.

Mrs. Dr. Haskell writes: “Readers 
of The- Progressive Thinker in 
‘The Twin Cities,’ who are interested 
in the phenomena of Spiritualism, and 
her many personal, friends, will be 
pleased to learn that Mrs. Elsie 
Reynolds, of California, is again hold
ing seances for materialisation at the 
home of Mrs. Dr. Haskell,’ 419 Iglehart 
street, St. Paul.”

Mrs. M. E. Oadwallader, of Phila
delphia, Pa., writes: “Mr. Dimmick, 
secretary of the N. S. A., is with us for 
a visit. Ho believes in hard work. If 
‘keeping everlastingly at it brings 
success,' then truly the National Spir
itual Association will be a grand success, 
for from good authority I learn that 
Mr. Dimmick works about eighteen 
hours out of the twenty-four for the 
good of that body." ’

L. S. Burdick writes: “The Spir
itualists of Texas, Kalamazoo Co., Mich., 
will hold their annual picnic grove 
meeting, on Sunday, June 10, in Burdick 
Grove—not Parsons, as formerly. Hon. 
L. V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
will be the principal speaker. After 
dedicating the grove to universal 
mental liberty, Mr. Moulton will speak 
on ‘The Present Status of Modern 
Spiritualism,’ and in the afternoon his 
subject will be, ‘What of Its Future?’ ”

Mrs. M. writes: “Mrs. Ada Foye still 
lectures for the First South’Side So
ciety at Auditorium Hall, 77 31st street, 
drawing such large crowds for the even
ing lectures that hundreds have been 
turned away. The society has moved 
into a more commodious hall (same 
building) which has been newly reno
vated for its use, but still cannot ac
commodate the many who wish to hear 
her. To give all an opportunity to hear 
and see this wonderful medium,the time 
of her engagement has been extended 
into June. Mr, F. Corden White has 
kindly consented to give tests at the af
ternoon meetings, after Mrs. Foy’s lec
tures, she giving tests only at night."

Mrs. E. ft. Cowley writes: "Mr. and 
Mrs. E. W. Sprague, of Jamestown, 
N. Y., have favored our little city of 
Washington, Pa., with their presence 
for the past three weeks, lecturing, 
holding seances, developing circles, giv
ing" character readings and private 
sittings. I had never before been fortu
nate enough to witness such grand 
demonstrations of spirit return, and too 
much in their favor cannot be said. 
They have been doing a grand, good 
work in this orthodox town, and by 
their untiring devotion to this grand 
cause we have been able to organize a 
society which numbers eighteen mem
bers, and promise of many more, and is 
to be known as the First Society of 
Spiritualists of Washington, Pa. We 
have already received our charter, and 
the cause is booming, and we believe 
our society is destined to grow and be
come a solid body of earnest workers. 
The Sunday evening lectures delivered 
by Mr. Sprague deserve more than a 
passing notice, the subjects being 
handled in a masterly manner. Follow
ing the lecture, tests were given in such 
a startling manner as to convince the 
most skeptical. Brother and Sister 
Sprague have made many true friends 
while here, who will be glad to welcome 
them back in the not far distant future. 
They left here en route for Allegheny, 
Pa., for a brief stay, expecting soon to 
be at their home in Jamestown, N. Y.’’

C. F. H., of Toledo, Ohio, says that 
the Progressive Thought Society met 
in the G. A. R. hall May 20. The hall 
was well filled, with Mrs. Carpenter, of 
Detroit, Mich., as a speaker, who gave 
excellent satisfaction. Mrs. Curren is 
president of the society, and the regular 
speaker, and is doing a grand work.

The Port Huron (Mich.) society con
sider themselves very fortunate in hav
ing secured the services of Mrs. Anna 
L. Robinson for another year, the so
ciety volunteering to double her salary. 
A house has also been built for her oo- 
oupation, into which she has just moved, 
and it is the heartfelt wish of every 
Spiritualist there that she and “Alice” 
will preside over this society for long 
years to come.

Mrs. C. R. F. writes from Keokuk, 
Iowa: “We are much pleased to say that 
our Spiritualist Society is still manifest 
in this place. We held our annual 
meeting and'election of officers the first 
Monday in May. The officers elected 
were: President, Mrs. S. W. Tucker; 
vice-president, Mr. I. W. DeMoss; sec
retary, Mrs. C. R. Fisk. Mr. and Mrs. 
Ricker, of Cincinnati, who have been 
visiting here, have both spoken most 
acceptably for tho society.”

J. W. Riley, of Marcellus, Mich., 
writes: “L. V. Moulton gave us three 
of the finest lectures last Sunday ever 
delivered in Marcellus on the subject of 
Spiritualism. We are expecting a feast 
mentally on the 3d of June next, as our 
sister and co-worker, ■ Mrs. Jennie 
Hagan-Jackson, will address us on that 
day. We have a lovely grove, with 
pure well water. We expect a large at
tendance.”

Mrs. Isa Wilson Porter officiated at 
Rochester, Ind., outlast Sunday, lectur
ing and giving tests. She will give the 
fire test at the Band of Harmony, Chi
cago, on Thursday evening of next 
week. Her permanent address is 554 
West Van Buren street, Chicago.

A happy medium I On May 21, 1894, 
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Mansfield, at Will
oughby, O., were the recipients of a 
charming, nine-pound boy baby. We 
congratulate the nappy pair

Portland, Ore», is said to have 120 
millionaires. ,

Mrs. Harriet L Gwynne writes 
from Taylor’s Falls, Minn., that 
should a medium visit that place there 
would be a good turnout—many from 
curiosity, others from a desire to know 
something of it, others to show up the 
fraud, etc. Many are glad to listen, and 
she has been the means of making some 
few converts, but they are ones to be 
proud of, ad they are educated, reading, 
thinking people, and are outspoken.

Mrs. E. Coverdale, a fine clairvoyant 
and trance medium, is now located at 
4312 Langley avenue, corner 43d street, 
this city. She gives sittings daily, ex
cept Sunday, from 9 A. M. to 5 P. M.

A. B. Coonley, D. D., of San Diego, 
Cal., delivered a series of trance and in
spirational discourses on the “Spiritual 
Philosophy,” at Watseka, III., May 22d 
to 26th. .

D. P, Kayner, M. D., writes from 
Sacramento, Cal.: “We have had with 
us for a few months Mrs, and Dr, Bar
tholmes, of Denver, who have been 
doing a noble work for Spiritualism. 
Mrs. Bartholmes is one of our best 
clairvoyants, and the' Doctor is a fine 
healer. They are now visiting át Los 
Angeles, and expeot soon to be on their 
way towards Denver, stopping for a time 
at Salt Lake.” ,,

Miss Lucy Burton In speaking of 
charity says: “The subject I have 
chosen to write about is Onarlty, which 
we sometimes call love. You will find 
in the Bible a chapter In First Corinth
ians that has to do with our subject, and 
in the revised edition you wiir find the 
word love substituted for the word char
ity, which means the same. How are we 
to interpret this? It means love to our 
fellowmen, and love to ourselves, for are 
we not all brothers? Ara wo not all 
children of a common father? Some of 
uá may be more spiritually developed 
than others, and many may not be de
veloped at all, but that Is no reason why 
any should revile and condemn. It is 
all the more essential that we who have 
spiritual light should show it by doing 
our undeveloped brothers some kind
ness, by heaping coals of spiritual fire 
upon their heads, and turning the left 
cheek to them wnen the right one has 
been smitten. Do not understand me 
that we, who have knowledge of spirit
ual truths,^are to subinit to the asser
tions of ignorance and intolerance! No, 
stand your ground. Do not show the 
flag of truce, but wjn the battle with 
the weapons of charity, rather than by 
the sharper means of oppression arid 
ridicule. In other words, if you 
brothers, the churchmen, oppress and 
revile, you must remember that it is the 
oppression of ignorance and the revil- 
ings of undevelopment. Remember that 
you, who have studied spiritual things, 
have not been wise very long. You 
were formerly in the same boat as your 
brother Christiane. Yes, I am inclined 
to think you were first-class pas
sengers."

Mrs, W. McAboy writes from Louis
ville, Ky.: “The First Spiritualist 
Church of Louisville, Ky., havejust had 
their tenth annual election of officers, re
sulting as follows: President, Dr. H. J. 
Wileon; vice-president,Chas. Stauferibili 
financial secretary. Dr. Thos. McAboy; 
treasurer, Mrs. T. C. Wilson; corre
sponding secretary,Mrs. Willie McAboy; 
trustees, Mr. Chas. Hoffstetter, Mrs. 
Lizzie Cane and Mrs. Mary Marshall; 
ushers, J. H. McAboy, Mrs. Clara 
Byrns and Miss Nettie Green; librarian, 
Mrs. Mary McAboy. The society starts 
out on its tenth year under favorable 
circumstances, and all the officers form
ing new resolutions to make the next 
year more profitable for the cause and 
good of the people in general than in 
any year past. For the present month 
we have Mrs. Anna L. Kemp, speaker 
and platform test medium, from Dayton, 
Ohio.”

Brother W. H. Murphy writes: ’‘In 
reading your paper I fail to see, so fur, 
any communication from one of the 
African race. I have a little curiosity 
to know if , they áre ever heard from 
after they leave this world.” Certainly.

Mrs. 0. A. Bishop has removed from 
79 S. Peoria street to 191 Warren 
avenue, corner of Lincoln, where she 
will be pleased to see her old patrons.

C. N. Nute writes in reference to the 
position assumed by Nelson Gould, in 
reference to testing mediums, and says: 
“Let Mr. Gould have a furnace heated 
after the manner of that in which Neb
uchadnezzar had the three Jewish me
diums cast. If mediums came out of 
that without even the smell of fire upon 
their garments, I suppose even Mr. 
Gould would be satisfied. If mediums 
were so unreasonable as to refuse to 
submit to this test, he might have them 
blindfolded, and struck on the face, and 
asked to ‘prophecy, who is it that smote 
thee?’ And if the answer is not correct, 
he might proceed to crucify them, as 
was done in one ease. But Mr. Gould 
does not seem to think that any test for 
the persons sitting with the medium is. 
necessary. Perhaps he does not con
sider that even Jesus, in the presence of 
certain persons, could not do many 
mighty works, except to put his hands 
on a few sick folks and heal them. By 
all means, Mr. Gould, let us have a test 
for the sitters, too.”

We learn from Brother Richardson 
that Spiritualism at East Aurora, N. 
Y., is gradually gaining ground. The' 
society, now a little more than a year 
old, has its charter from the National 
Association. Regular meetings' are 
continued with increasing interest. 
“Mediumship is being developed and we 
are encouraged in the belief that we 
shall soon be supplied with home talent, 
that shall present our cause .before the 
public so clearly and so beautifully that 
it will receive the recognition and re
spect which is its legitimate due. ’A ter
mon on ‘Charity’ was given at one of our 
circles through the mediumship of Mrs. 
Lucy Burton, while in an unconscious 
trance. The controlling intelligence 
was the spirit of a well-known clergy
man, and the sentiments therein ex
pressed contain instruction and advice 
worthy of the consideration of any indi
vidual. whether he be Spiritualist or 
Christian.” '

Mrs. M. J. Wentworth, of Knox Cen-, 
ter, Maine, has just closedja successful 
meeting with the Rockland society, Me. 
Her lectures are characterized by depth 
of thought and poetic feeling, and her 
tests give general satisfaction. She is-a 
favorite with our people, and her genial, 
sympathetic manner,-and earnestness in 
presenting the truths of the spiritual 
philosophy win her hosts of friends.

Mrs. G. Partridge, the psychometriet, 
has removed to 4o St, John’s Place, to 
more commodious rooms, .

Under date of May 19, A. W. S. 
Rothermel writes: “I .am now on my 
way to Battle Greek, Mich., where I 
shall be for one week or ten days, after 
which I expect to visit Jackson for a 
short time. Any one desiring my 
services can address tne at Battle 
Greek, Mich., during May, and until 
further notice.”

Dr.' Nathaniel H. Eddy and Celia A- 
Starr were united in marriage on the 
evening of May 23, at the home Of Mrs. 
E. Coverdale, 4312 Langley avenue. 
Bishop A, Beals officiated on the occa
sion.

Bishop A. Beals speaks at Muskegon, 
Mich., during the mouth of June, ana 
will attend the camp-meeting there 
commencing on the 6th of July and 
closing o» the 16th of that month.

Mrs. Bessie Kemp Roberts, of the 
Dalles, Oregon, writes that she has 
lately discovered the gift of thought
talking to the spirits—she can- hear 
them sing, and hear what they wish to 
tell to their friends. She hopes to do a 
great deal of good before she experi
ences her transition to the higher life,

Tho Ladies’ Aid Society will hold a 
strawberry festival at Adelphi hall, 52d 
street and 7th avenue, New York City, 
on the evening ot June 6. A fine pro
gramme is offered, professional and am
ateur, and there will also be dancing. 
Much pleasure is anticipated. Ad
mission will be only twenty-five cents, 
which will include refreshments. Pro
ceeds to go to tho, society’s fund.

E. Armberg, healing medium, fyas re
moved to No. 6321 Maaisou avenue. Ho
tel Gray, where his friends can find him.

Sunday, May 20, Dr. O. Harding lec
tured at Beverly, Mass. The society 
thepe is to unite with the Lynn Spiritu
alists and hold meetings at Camp Pro
gress, oo Mr. Dennett informs us.

We cannot publish weekly reports of 
meetings. Whenever a change is made 
in speakers, or anything of special in
terest,send us a brief item, please. A 
great deal can be expressed in a dozen 
Unes; but long reports will not be used. 
Meetings are of local interest only, and 
reports of them are rarely read. We 
extend a cordial invitation to all speak
ers to send in their appointments to lec
ture, and general movements, which 
will ba read by at least 40,000.

Moses Hull writes us that on account 
of a certain grove meeting where he 
was engaged to speak failing to materi
alize, he has the time on his hands from 
the 23d of July (when his engagement 
closes in New Era, Oregon), until Aug. 
9, when he begins at Lake Brady. He 
■would be glad to spend a part or all of 
that time somewhere en route from Or-, 
egop to Ohio. Also, he has only just 
learned that he ie not engaged from 
August 20 to 26. August 20 closes his 
work at Onset. August 29 he'begins 
with camp at Ashley. Ohio. Those 
wishing his services for either of these 
dates should write him at 906 Market 
street, San Francisco, so he will get it 
before June 25, or at New Era, Oregon, 
so he will get it between J uly 4 ana 22. 
A letter written to his regular address, 
29 Chicago Terrace, will always reach 
him. ___

Dr. Juliette H. Severance has re
moved to Waukesha Building, corner of 
Grace and 64th streets, Chicago, where 
she can be addressed" for engagements.

Dr. H. V. Sweringen, of Fort Wayne, 
Ind., writes: “I desire to say a word in 
behalf of Mrs. Anna Orvis, who has 
ministered unto us in spiritual and sci
entific things for the last two months. I 
say a ‘word.’ because I realize how 
futile fifty thousand words would be, 
and how inadequate to the expression of 
the appreciation in which she is held by 
the Occult Science Society. We are all 
sorry, very sorry to have her leave us. 
Her ministrations are of the very high
est order. I think I can best and most 
truthfully describe her by saying that 
she is a second Cora L. V. Richmond. I 
never hear her speak but I am reminded 
of the fact that they are both working 
on exactly the same plane.”

A. G. Athesocn writes: “Spiritualism 
in Buffalo, N. Y., at the present time is 
just as we want to see it—steadily on 
the increase. We need no protracted 
meetings to keep our courage up, for, 
with the knowledge we possess of the 
existence of the after-life, and of the re
turn of the loved ones who have gone on 
before, to bear us witness, we have the 
strongest incentive for purer and more 
noble deed and thought. Our last an
nual'election of officers for the society 
was most harmonious. The officers who 
are the choice of the society for this 
year are: President, Samuel Newman; 
vice-president, Mrs. J. Hooker; record
ing secretary, Ernest Lincoln; financial 
secretary, Charles Behrens; treasurer, 
James lionovan; trustees, Wm. Pfeiffer, 
Edward Lincoln, Mrs. Dr. Matteson, 
Mrs. E. Nugent. Mrs, Ella Atcheson; 
ushers, J. Sheu, A. G. Atcheson; organ
ist and leader, Mrs. J. . Hooker. . Our 
lyceum is also in a very flourishing con
dition,' under the earnest leadership of 
superintendent J. J. Grant and his as
sistants. Mrs. Nickerson has taken a 
very earnest part in the advancement of 
our lyceum work."

We learn that since Mrs. Adeline M. 
Glading’s return* home in Doylestown, 
Pa., she has been in receipt of so many 
congratulatory letters from her friends 
op her recovery to health, that she finds 
it impossible to answer each personally, 

’and adopts this method of thanking 
them for their kind words and good 
■wishes. She will resume her work with 
renewed vigor. November, December, 
January and April are the only months 
disengaged. •.

The camp engagements of A. E. Tis
dale are as follows;' Lake Brady, Ohio; 
Niantic, Connecticut; Ocean Grove and 
Onset Bay, Massachusetts; Temple 
Heights, Verona Park, Island Park and 
Hayden Lake, Maine. Societies wishing 
his services for the months of October 
and November, 1894 and the lecture 
season of 1895 may address him at 547 
Bank street, New London, Ct.

F. W. S. writes: “Mrs. M. Cushing- 
Smith, -ot Rockland, Maine, held two 
services in the Universalist church at 
South Hope, Maine, Sunday, May 13. 
The subjects treated were; ‘The Voice 
of God,’and ‘Heresy«as a Forerunner of 
Truth.’ The audience, composed of 
Liberalists of various beliefs, and of 
Spiritualists, were much interested in 
the new presentation of old truths, and 
Mrs. Smith was earnestly requested to 
occupy the pulpit again at an early 
date. ’The 20th, the Universalist church 
at Hope Corner was placed at Mrs. 
Smith’s disposal, and . her lectures 
therein received much commendation.

Her rending of the Bible was n pleasing 
feature of the services, and thejeotures 
were broad and liberal while permeated 
with true Spiritualism. Another call 
fora future date was given here also. 
She has open dates for the fall and win
ter, and her services may be secured by 
addressing postoffice Box M. M., Rock
land, Maine.” ,

W. E. Bonney, of Cherryvale, Kansas, 
writes that he is to hold a discussion in 
the columns of the Pnmiiws Christian 
with T. P. Bryan, of Hutton Valley, 
Mo., a member of the Church of Christ. 
Mr. Boifney says: “We are working 
hard to keep up a regular lyceum 
session every Sunday morning. We use 
the Lyceum Guide, compiled by Emma 
Rood Tuttle, which we find very valua
ble, aa it contains many grand thoughts, 
beautiful lessons of truth and wisdom, 
which are calculated to benefit the adult 
members of the lyceum as well as the 
rising generation of children. There is 
also a nice selection of music within its 
covers, and we heartily recommend it to 
those wishing a guide to assist them in 
starting and conducting this very neces
sary adjunct to every body of Liberals 
or Spiritualists, viz., a well-conducted 
lyceum. It is a grand work to educate 
and train the mind of the young, to take 
up the study of nature iu all its varied 
manifestations; to teach them to search 
afte? truth among the rocks, the min
erals, the animals, the birds and fishes, 
the flowers, the starry universe above 
us, and last, but not least, the human 
family itself. The lyceum work is one 
which can be carried on anywhere if 
two or three families will join together, 
and it will help both old and young."

A correspondent writes: “The Pro
gressive Spiritual Society, of Chicago, 
which meets at Masonic Home Temprn, 
3120 Forest avenue, has been served 
very acceptably by Bishop A. Beals, 
whose guides have thoroughly proven 
their amlity to demonstrate the truths 
of Spiritualism, and through the influx 
of inspiration there seemed to be no lack 
of words to elucidate and explain the 
theme of discourse. The evening of the 
13th, his subject was, ‘The Progress of 
Spiritualism,’ of which his guides gave 
due consideration, and at the close of 
the lecture, tests of spirit presence, were 
given. His song of inspiration was 
finely rendered, vibrating harmony to 
the souls of listeners. The evening of 
the 20th, after invocation, poem and 
song, the subject, ‘The Religion of Spir
itualism,’ was discoursed upon, outlining 
its structure, showing it to be the relig
ion of nature, and comparing the same 
with the old theological teachings of 
the past, showing the fact that the re
ligion ot Spiritualism taught humanity 
progress here, and also , in the future 
existence: whereas old theology teaches 
a hopeless condition, unless a belief in 
its teachings is accepted. The 
guides spoke of the work that had been 
done in liberalizing the minds of the 
people through such men as Ingersoll 
and others. He gave a warning to Spir
itualists regarding the education of their 
children in the church Sunday-schools, 
instilling in their minds what would af
terwards have to be unlearned. The in
spiration throughout the lecture was 
grand, giving a spiritual influx of intel
ligence above the ordinary mind. After 
the lecture there were tests of spirit 
presence given through Mr. Beals and 
Mrs. Wilson Porter. Mr. Beals will be 
with us Sunday, the 27th. We hope he 
will find a hearty welcome wherever he 
is called to labor.” '

A correspondent writes from Port An
geles, Wash.: “A large and apprecia
tive audience met under the auspices of 
the Psychological Society of this place, 
on Sunday, April 20tb, at 3 o'clock P. M., 
when the guides of William Ritchie 
delivered a stirring address on ‘Spirit
ualism, Its Aime and Objects,' which 
was listened to with marked attention; 
they also gave some clairvoyant descrip
tions of spirit friends, giving, 1b some 
instances, the full name, which were all 
recognized but ohe. We hope to con
tinue the meetings and bring the truth 
of Spiritualism home to many here in 
this city.” •

■ G. A. Eichelberger writes: Mrs. Ada 
Foy, one of the grandest and truest me
diums that the spirit world has ^ver 
used to demonstrate the fact of spirit re
turn, is Alling a two months’ engage
ment with the First Spiritualist society 
of the South Side, at“ Auditorium Hall, ’ 
No. 77-31st street. With an experience 
of over forty years as a platform test 
medium, with phases of mediumship bo 
wonderfully, so,thoroughly truthful, and 
convincing, Which have stood the scru
tiny of the most scientific adepts for 
years, and which the most skeptical can
not but admit are from a source divine 
and not of human origin. She is, there
for, entitled to all the praise and lauda
tion we can bestow upon her, to hear 
her in one of her Sunaav evening pub
lic seances. If you are the most skepti
cal and incredulous person living it will 
certainly Bet you to doing some great 
thinking if it does not convince you on 
the spot. There is nothing in any of 
her tests that requires any parapher
nalia, dark oabinets and utter darkness 
for the spirit to manifest itself. She 
sits alone upon the rostrum, with a plain 
little stand in front of her which holds 
the names of spirit friends writtenon 
small slips of paper, the members of her 
audience desire to hear from. The hall 
is lighted in full electric light. She 
?;ets answers by rapping, hearing, see
ng and automatic writing; gets full 

names and personal characteristics of 
the spirits manifesting, and another pe- 
cullar thing about it, too, all of her tests 
are recognized. We cordially invite all 
who are investigating our beautiful 
philosophy and its attendant phenome
na, to attend our Sunday evening meet
ing, and you will witness some thor
oughly genuine manifestations of spirit 
power.

W. H. Bach’s address in Kansas City, 
Mo., Will be “General Delivery.” His 
city address will be announced through 
the daily papers, so that those wishing 
to see him while there can do bo.

June Picnic at Cassadaga*
The Annual June Picnic of the Cassa

daga Lake Free Association will be held 
on their grounds at Cassadaga Lake, 
N. Y., on June 8, 9 and 10. Speakers, 
Mrs. Inez Huntington Agnew, LymanC. 
Howe, Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing( and 
Willard J. Hull.

Patrick came to Ireland through the 
Latin, and signifies a patrician or noble
man. • ______ . ' - ‘BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
r^l -which helped or m»de them perform tnlehty 
■work» »nd otter Inspired -wort», together ylth «offi« 
Pcrwn*l Trelta «nd Charectarlnlc» of Prophet«, Apo«- 
tie«, »nd Jeni, or New Be»dtag. of ’’The MlreclM. 
hr ALLXX PvraaM. Price 75 ctnu. Tot Ml* »1 Um 
effioe. - - ' .

BOOKS OF TODAY
Books ofSocial Progress

. Bppks of Modern Science 
Books of Rational Religion 

Live American Novels, etc.

AmUW JB»»d». B/ n*rth* Evert» 
per.!') Brfct euxjr» on people »nd thùic iull of humor «nd p»Uio». 

P*»er.60 SwiU; cloth, «1.00,
A Xoder» DpV« Starr, which doM 

BÓtandntth« *IUr.. Bjr lUrrlct E- Or
cutt, Highly original; widely dUcuued. p*per,Wointf) piotali,00.
.in Òuhm »of, HrevenUon, to »«• 

AltUrta frpm fcaviR&agoreracueat of the 
taWiby the.fow an4 LprlheCewr, By Angus* 
tus JaeoLiojj./i^ri&O centa.

A Pura: Spulaà Lian ,4n anonymous 
novel, Mterse, compact, rapid and intenBe,” 
soene ina poston »ftf school. Paper, 30 

^Aaleep and Awoka. By Raymond 
Rupell, A realUtlo story ot Chicago; at
tacking the' double standard ot morals, 
Olotb, »1.00, • ..

Bleaseà be Drugdery« By William 0. 
QannetL The rooafpopular sermon ot the 
decade. A' hundred thousand sold. Pa
per, 10 pants, , , . . '

BrowniD»’« Women, By Mary B. 
Burt., Jistayi'On the ufomen portrayed in 
Robert Browning’s po»m» and drama». 
Ciotti, 11.00. s - '

1 Miài«: 4: Christmas Rtory. From the 
Norweglan of Alexander Kjelland. Tran», 
luted by Wie» Menander Dawson, Cloth, 
M) cents.- . •

X4MFA DyJames'VilaBUke. Familiar 
subjects, but mapteriy treatment. Re
markable for purity of style, Cloth, 
library style, I1.Ó0.

Bvpluùon and ‘Christianity. By 3. 
C. F, Grumbloe. 'A studyor the relations 
of modern sciedoo ahd popular religion. 
Clotty OOoóntf.’^^ ’’
Helen H. S3riIe?e^0£!ay^oifive topica 

by one of the foremost women of the time, 
faper, 60 cènU;'cloth, 11.00,

jue^ip^nkLWhatipMafUrl What UDuty!

Marth’» pentar. By 8. Byron 
Welcome. A noyel picturing a society 
living under tho;2tngte Tax, Paper, 25 
copte. - .

From Over the Border, or Light on 
the Norjnal Life pf Man. By Benj. G. 
Smith. A'book of prophecies and fancies 
of the life to come,. Qloth, Si .00.

History of thè .Aygumeuta for the 
XxiBtence dfw£ ■ W Dr. Aaron Hahn. 
An Important work fpr. students. Paper, 
60 canta- .

Information for Nnraep, in Home and 
HospitaL By Martin W. Curran. Practical 
and wienUflm not a quaok “Home Physi
cian.0 Cloth, <1.76, net.

Ipquirondn By Hudor Genons.
A wRcybut not irreyerent story ot a coun
try where the Arithmetic was tho Bible. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 81.00.

John Aubumtop,'Novelist* By Ancon 
Uriel Uahauok. ,4 Hoti of a western col
lege boy and college giri. Paper, 60 cenu; 
Cloth, 11.23. ,

Laurel BlosipmA or “My Fortune." 
Compiled by Dèlia È* Billing^, poetical 
selections arranged for fortune-telling. 
Cloth, plain edgta» ILOO« gilt edges, »1.50.

Legends from Storyland» By James 
Vila Blake. Stories, new and old, Ulus- 
tr&ting how, the idea of miracles arises. 
CJotb,illustrated, 50 conte.

Ifcssonsjrom the World of Matter 
and the World of Mutt. By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent psvsages from unpub
lished sermons. Paper, 5Q c.; cloth, IL25.

Liberty and Llfet By E. P. Powell. 
Crisp, popular lectures on the evolution 
theory as related to religion and life. Pa
per, 50 cental

Money Found. By Thea. E. Hill. Advo
cates nationU ownership of banks. Full 
of Information op flnanee. Paper,25 cents; 
cloth, 75 cental leather,

More Than Kin» By James Vila Blake. 
A delightful book, half story, half e&say, 
all t®^re3bing. Cloth, pa.

Outline. Studies in James Bussell 
Lowelb Hta poetry and Prose. By Mrs. 
BusahB, Bfals. Endorsed by Mr. Lowell. 
Paper, 10 cento.

Outline Studies In Holme«. Bryant, 
Whittier i Their Poems. By W. C. Gan
nett. Topics for conversation and refer
ences for reading. Paper. 10 cents.

People's Party Shot and Shell. By 
Dr. T. A. Bland. A concise etateinent ot 
the principles now advocated by tho Feo- 
pie's Party. Paper, 10 cents. :

Poems of James Vila Blake. Re
markable tor depth ot thought and purity 
ot style. Cloth, paper label, rod burnished 
top, 11.00.

Proofs of Evolution. By Nelson C. 
parehall. A concise, popular summary ot 
the proofs from geology, embryology, ro- 
version, etc. Cloth, 50 cent«, ■

“ BeUgionland Science a* Aille«, or 
Slmllarltle« ot physical and Religious 
Knowledge. By Junes Thompson Bixby, 
Ph. D. Cloth, 60 cents; paper, 50 cents.

Bight Living. By Susan H. Wlxon. 
Sixty chapters of practical Instruction tor .
We^ouug on problems ot duty. ■ Cloth,

St. SoHfer. with Other Worthies and 
Vnwprthles. By James Vila Blake. Story
essays, subtle and entertaining. Paper. SO 
cents; cloth, »1.00.
. Heed Thoughts from Hobart Brown, 
tog1. Belectea and arranged by Mary E. 
Burt IjuIuuîqj) parchment, daintily 
printed, 35 cenu.

BermoDB oX Beliarion and Life. By 
Henry Doty Maxson, with biographical 
pketch by H. M. SliDtnonsi the sermons 
edited by Jamw Vila Blake. Cloth, >1.00. -

Silhouettes from rife. By Anson Uriel 
Hapcpok. Stories ot the backwoods and 
the western prairies. Paper, 25 cental * 
doth, 11.00.

The Auroraphone. By Oyrui pole. 
Telegraphic communication eaUblbhad 
with tho planet Saturn. Paper, ¿5 oentat 
doth, 50 cents. •

The Be/rlnalng. A norel ot the future 
Chicago as it might be under socialism. 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomas, Judge 
Tuiey and others. Paper, 25 cents.
»The Evolution of Immortality, or 

Suggestions of an IndivlduaTlmmorwity, 
based on our Organic and Life History, By 
Dr. O. T. Stockwell, Cloth, 60 cents,

The Faith that Makes Faithful. By 
William C. Gannett and Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones. New edition from new plates. 
Paper, 50 cents) cloth, 11.00.

Meteor. Poetical work, 
of Will Hubbard Kernan, Unique and re* 
markable poems by a brilliant though 
erratic author. Cloth, 91.50.
wife 9osp.S1 of Mettbew ta Greek. 
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing Tolman. Special vocabulary for 
beginner*. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, 91.00.

The JLast Tenet Imposed upon the 
Khan of Tonmthoz. By Hudor Genone. 
An Instructive story of a non«eleot infant. 
Paper, 25 cents) cloth, 11.25,

The Morals of Christ. By Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison ot Christian 
©thlee with contemporaneous systems. 
Paper,60cents; cloth,gl,00. -

Theodore Parker. By Samuel John
son, hot a detailed biography, butaeom- 
prehensive sketch of Parker’s life and 
work. Cloth, »1.00/

The Russian BefUffee. By Henry R. W ¡son. AdelighffuUy%netertain“ngstory 
full of action and interest, 618 pages. 
Paper, 60 cents.

Ba,lllnF..of SlP.F Olaf and Other 
Poems, By Alice Williams Brotherton. 
lull of melody and variety. Cloth, with 
handsome cover design iu silver, »1.00.

The Unending Geneele. By H. M. 
Blinmons. a simple yet thoroughly scien
tific story of thy creation, or rather the 
evolution, of the world. Paper, 25 cents.
, Br?.wn,. Fanner. . By
Lelloy Armstrong. How the farmer, held 
their wheat and the Board of Trade wa. 
beaten. Paper, 50 eenta, cloth, »1.00.

Where Brooke Go Softly. By Charte» 
Eugene Banks. Simple poems ot nature 
and life. White antique paper cover, 50 
cents; vellum cloth, gilt, »1.00,

Woman, Church and State. By Ma. 
tilde Joslyn Gage. A historical account 
of the statu« of woman through Che Chris
tian ages, doth, »2.00.

niLPIT, PE IC AND CRADLE, BY 
i Sklen II. GaRdbnkk. One of her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against tho Bible. 
Every woman should read it, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price lOcents.
riBSESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 
tz Influence mortals. By M. F*r»d*y- F. 28,prl<;o 
Wccnta.
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 

1 Carrie E. 8. Twlng, medium. Price 60 esnt». ' , ■' 

7'HE HISTORICAL JESUS AND
Mythical Obrtat. by Gerald Mutey. 280 paiei, 

22 mo. Price 60 cents.
A CHS A SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 

ta the Sphere». Price 30 eent».

7TIE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT
cat. to the M«cerlal Unlverie; end the l»w of 
control. New Edition, enlarged »nd reviled, Of M. 

Faraday. Price, 16 cent»
'THE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 
JL By Charle» Dawbarn. Price 10 cent».

V

THE PSYGHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Th!» Inurnment hsljiow been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the plancbett«, both Itf'regard to the cer
tainty and correctness ot the communications, and aa 
» means of developliigtaedlumihta Many who were 
not »ware of their medlumlstlc gift have, after a few 
altitage, been able to receive astonishing communica
tion« from their departed friend«.

Capt. D. B. Edward«, Orient, N. T., write«; “I bad 
communication» (by the perebpgraph) from m»ny 
other friend», even from tbo old settler» wbo»e grave- 
atone» are tnowgrown In the Old yard. They have 
been bigbly aatlsfactory, and proved to me that Spirit* 
nallim 1» Indeed true, and tha .'coflimtmlcatlons nave 
flven my heart th« greatest coimbrt ta the «erere lore

have bad of Son, daughter, and their mother.’’
Dr. Eugene Crowell, tybose writings have made hl« 

name familiar to those Interested In psychical matters, 
write» »s follow»: “I un much pleiacd wlth tbe Pay- 
cbograph you tent me, and will thoroughly test It tbo 
•nt opportunity I may hive. It la very simple ta 
principle and construction, and I am sure must bs tar 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now tn u»e. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
lu superior merlta become lmo*n,” ■ ■ '

A P. Miller, journalist and poeh.ta an .editorial no
tice of the instrument In bts paper, the Worthington 
(Minn.) Advance, saya: ''The Psyobognmn •» an *">- 
provement upon the nlsnchette, having a dial and lev 
ten. with »tow word», so that Very uttle •power' ta 
apparently required to give the communication». We 
tin not bealtate to recommend It to alt who care to test 
the question whether spirits cita return and communi
cate.” . I . ■ '

Juttwhnt Investigators want; Rome plroles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full directions'for use. «1.00. 
For sals at thU office- .HUMANISM AND THE EEPUBLIC*

zf WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OP 
XjL bts country should hsvs at bond foretrnnlta* 
tton. By Reylsaac J. tanslng, M. A. This Is a most 
this work; com! attar of »Dlscwltffi. of the Purpe««», 
Aaanmntlons, Principles and Method« 61 the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work cbntaltu M7 pans, and 
may be considered a mine of a aluabla Information tat 
every patriot tn the land. Frlce ji. For sal« at th* 
office. ____ _ ; ■ . . .______ .

7HE CHILDRENS' PROGRESSIVE
Lyceum. A manuil, with direction» for tho or- 

Ïinlutlon end management of Sunday «chool». Bp 
»drew Jack»on Davis. Something tadespensfhle. 

Price 50 cents. .

STUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCBe 
«3 An invaluable work, by Hudson Tutt!». PrM 
«l.W._______________________ ■ •__________ ' • ,

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL,
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE, TH^

L» history of Athsrsel, Chief Priest of s Bind of Ah 
Aryan». TW»pempMet,oontatolMS^«es,w*aw»l» 
ten through tho medlnmtalppf U. G. Flgley, and is In», 
tenaely interesting. Price 80 cents. For sslo Si thll 
office.______________________________________ ■

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TJISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE* 
Li view of the Sunday Question, with Bepltes to sn 
Objector, by G. W. Brown, M, D. .A pamphlet th»l 
should be in tho bands of all. Price 15 cenU* F<X 
salo at this office.

•THE CANDLE FROM UNDER-THB\ 
1 Bushel; or Thirteen Hundred and Six Question»! 

ta the Clercy. By William Haru Price, <0 cent«.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT. 
world. oyMtsa Mary T. Sbelhamer. It »boundi 

tn facta ta reference to the Summer-Land. Price »1.00.

¿IFE OF THOMASPAINBnITIS IN- 
tesMly tnwrwtlng. Pr)c»«l,W,

•THE QUESTION SETTLED. A 
1 Careful Cornp»rlFon at BiNfol »nd-ModeraSpIr 

ItualUm. By Moie» Unii. An tav«lu»W* work, mw
Sim. • " '

QELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THii 
O Bible. 144 Proposition», Theological, Moral, Blu 
torlctl u< Speculative; eicbproved affirmatively «a* 
hcgstlrdiy hr <^aoutiomi from scripture, without eMr
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Qne a Dazzling Luminary—The 
Other an Unlettered Deer- i

Stalker. :

Which Was the Author of the Great 
Plays.

Volume II of Bacon’s cipher story is fresh 
from thé presses of the Howard Publishing 
Company, Detroit, Mich., and is, if possible, 
more astonishing than the first. And both 
first and second contain stories that only ah 
experienced dramatic author could have in
vented, if such could have been an invention 
of Bacon, for in them there is a certain recog
nizable and inexplainable complication and se
quence, which I am loth to credit even the 
learned Dr. Owen with—

1 ‘All writers are literary heights, in a cer
tain degree—from the great solar luminaries 
that haVe lighted the world since the far East 
paled to vomit Homer forth, down to the faint 
phosphorescent glow emanating from the rank 
fungi of the literary swamps. ”

On Sir Francis Bacon, that dazzling lumi
nary of the sixteenth and seventeenth centu
ries, Dr. Owenhae brought his spectroscope 
to bear; has subjected it to a most critical 
and exact chemical analysis, and found that 
it contains the following metals in a state of 
fusion—not dimming, but adding to the lustre 
of this luminous body: Green, Peel, Marlowe, 
Spencer, Burton and Shakespeare—a golden 
compound truly; a dear alloy, apt to overawe 
investigation, and resolves the firmament sur
rounding it into stars of the fourth and fifth 
magnitude.

Other astronomers prior to Dr. Owen’s 
time have been struck with the singular and 
striding appearance of this great orb; have 
discovered through their imperfect instruí 
meats evidences of a polychromus fire; and 
this may have prompted him to point his tele
scope towards that part of the heavens where 
it, burned; and with the aid of a more perfect 
lens to resolve it into its component parts and 

, iw its rays read a complete history of its age.
“And then the rabble threw up their greasy 

.nightcaps."
The first promulgator of the rotundity of the 
earth was looked upon asmad. Pythagoras, 
who taught that the st^rs were masses of cor
ruptible matter, was banished for his impiety. 
What great problem might have engrossed 
the mind of Archimedes, when he was killed 
by the bloodthirsty cohorts of Dionysius? 
The proposition of Cyrus W. Field to fulfill 
the prophecy of Puck: “I’ll put a girdle round 
the earth in forty minutes,” was laughed at; 
and when poor Delia Bacon dared to assert 
that Sir Francis Bacon was the author of the 

^Shakespeare plays, she became almost an Ish- 
mpelite. But the train had been fired; ’twas 
but a spark, to be sure, that might have died, 
as it was but imperfectly laid, had not other 

.. hands, such as Nathaniel Holmes, W. D.
O'Connor, Edward Gordon and Ignatius Don
nelly taken up the almost extinguished brand 
and touched the train again.

But Dr. Owen has done more. When sac
rilegious hands had damped the train that 
Bacon laid in the stream of public ridicule and 
prejudice, to his credit be it, he not only kept 

, the train alight, but fired the magazine, and 
the world has heard the report; and the “ha
ha” of the ignorant is like- the judgment of 
the ass on the singing of the nightingale— 
“Hethat steals my purse steals trash; 'twas 

mine,
’Tis his, and has been slave to thousands. 

But he
■ That filches from me my good name, róbeme 

of that
That not enriches him, and makes me poor 

indeed. ”
r That this would apply equally well to the 

wearers of stolen literary garments, no one 
could have known better than the ’ author of 
the above lines; nor no one less than that 
mighty genius, whose greatest authenticated 
brain effort was to bequeath his best feather
bed to his wife, and whose utter repudiation 
of all attempt at written recrod may be traced 
in his voluminous chirograpby, wherein he 
signs his name with a labored scrawl that a 
three day practice school-boy would have 

■ blushed at
Till the third crow of the cock, Simon Pe

ter cried out: “I know him not!” Till Bpirit- 
ualism had honeycombed tbe church, there were 
many Simon Peters. Now that from a babe 
in swaddling jMhes it has grown to be a rug
ged man of brain and brawn, that cannot be 
put down, fefr are ashamed to openly acknowl
edge his leadership and enroll under his ban
ners. So also with this cipher child. When 
dull tiers of senseless laughers tire, they will 

'find that in Dr. Owen’s church, “Those that 
came to mock have remained to pray. ”

There is a mysterious fascination to some 
'in 'solving the seemingly unsolvable. ’Twas 
that that made Sir Isaac Newton immortal; 
has woven a halo about the life of Thomas 

’■ Edison, and it is that will crown the unrav- 
■ eler of Sir Francis Bacon’s inspired crypto

, ■ gram with an undying fame.
William Shakespeare, the unlettered butch- 

er’s'son, an-author! Shakespeare the deer
italker, whose untutored mind,- when the di
vine inspiration seized it, delved into the 

' realms of classic lore, and unearthed a Hám- 
" ’ let? This confidante of Bandello, on whose 

tales he builded his Tempest—Winter’s Tale, 
and Romeo and Juliet; this boon companion 
of Cyathio, Gerardi, Ariosto, Boccaccio and 

: of- one other obscure Italian author whore 
name has slipped my memory, and who fur
nished him the argument of Mb Othello; this 
wool merchant who knew “little Latin and 
less Greek;” an intimate of Euripides, Plu-,

»

contain their names; this härterer, whose 
Midsummer Nights’ Dream fed Spencer for 
his Fairy Queen, and whose Fairy Queen fed

•- :-------------
him for bis Much Ado; this “upsUft crow,” 
whoso quotations from the #qojente bristle 
in tphalunxes 'from , all his' «works; and who: 
stood with one of his fefet on Parnassus’ 
heights," the other in Stratford, that Bacon

1 might creep between hls legs and $nd himBelf. 
diihbnorable sepulchred; “this man has now 
become a god, ” seated serenely on a pedestal 
that is crumbling to its base, ;gnd soon he will 
be left to the mercy of a ru(ie stream, that 
Mall bear'Kim to the sea ot oblivion,, unless 
fie can adduce most convincing proofs that he 
is not only the author of the plays .which bear 
his name; but' the father and' creatorj of the 
entire Biepn progeny. .

Buckingham, Shakespeare’s intimate, was 
so overawed by the wonders of his mighty 
genius that he forgot to mention him in his. 
works. . .

On the other hand, Bacon, the human spi
der, whose enmeshing web caught every sci
encein ite tangles; the . grasp of whose intellect 
was boundless as space, as minute as the atom.

This' engulfing philosopher, whose foster 
mother, Anne Bacon, was fanaed for her per
fect Italian and. Latin translations; whose 
foster father; Sir Nicholas Bacon, was one of 
the learned men of his day; and whose own 
mother, ‘ Queen Elizabeth, of England, had 
Latin, Gteek, French and Spanish at her 
tongue's end, and whose own father, Dudley, 
Earl of Leicester, was no less renowned in the 
firts of war than she in subtle strategem; this 
Sir Francis Dudley Bacon, or what you will, 
being so fathered and mothered, so fostered 
and, so reared, hemmed in by walls of court, 
and nurtured amid the refining influences of 
Anne Bacon’s life—which, he or Shakespeare? 
/‘Look ,on .this picture and on this.” Then 
with a:. jury of twelve reasons give an unbiased 
verdict, ' ■

There is no class who have more tangible 
evidences of inspiration among them at. its 
fullest bent than Spiritualists. They see and 
hear mediums every day who1 claim to be either 
inspired or controlled by spirits of themas- 
ters who have preceded them into the great 
beyond, and who are so interested in sublunary1 
affairs that they return and fill the dull lips of 
their instruments with living fire. They hear 
bursts of eloquence that electrify—burst from 
what instruments? The unlettered, the un
refined? Never I The harp ttie gods play must 
be finely strung; and Spiritualists, though 
they may be loth to admit it,. know that un
tutored mediums, when claiming to be under 
the complete and perfect control of a Cicero, 
utter, the meaningless platitudes of their own 
unlettered personality, .

Spiritualists from that very prima facie evi
dence Should be capable judges as to whether 
this uneducated country lout, whose lawless 
life drove him to seek immunity in London, 
Was so nearly in touch with the angel choir 
that from his harp came no discordant note, 
his voice no jarring sound.

Sir Francis Bacon bore a weakly body; but 
strong of body is not always strong of soul; 
for it seems to be a paradox in nature that 
weakly bodies are often blesty^ith an indwell- 
ingioultof. steel; as if witnessing the frailty 
of her «bode, the soul filled it out strongly, as 
if to rib it well. Like to a vessel made of 
thinnest, lightest wood, it must be doubly 
stayed with staunchest ribs, so that its very 
buoyancy helps it to override seas that would 
engulf a heavier craft.

What is the multum in parvo? This tiny 
globe fast to the shrunk shoulders of a man? 
This thimble that can contain an ocean? That 
can drink and drink and not be filled; can 
flow and flow, and gain the more by flowing; 
this water-wheel that drinks the sea? This in
satiable anamalbulse that devours Olympus in 
ita minutopiouth, yet like the seven lean kine 
of Egypt still is lean?

Who is he that limits the possibilities of a 
Bacon? Let him study the habits of this in
sect, smaller than a grain of milk, that can 
contain the’Milky Way; yet all confined in 
tfiisfiny globe fast to the shrunk shoulders of 
a man. What marvelous mechanism would 
it disclose could, we but stand without and see 
its wheels infinitesimal revolve? ■

0 man! a part of one stupendous whole, 
By God create, and of that God a part;

He meant not death to such a fearful soul, 
That holds ite tenure from the busy heart;

For soul’s a part of Him, and He of it a part 
Those -whose time is too occupied to gether 

the prettiest posies in the fields of literature, 
and those that are constantly flying from the 
pureuantofithe gaunt-sided wolf, and can only 
stop to gatherhere and there a flower, will be 
thankful for this second grateful nosegay of 
Dr..Owen’s.

The eant culottei of thought may ridicule 
him and his discovery, but truth is thick
ribbed,'and Dr. Owen is in the majority. He 
has the .support of all lovers of justice, who 
will look on with satisfaction while he buries 
an impostor; removes the misleading legend— 
Shakesppare-from each storied urn and monu
mental bust, and carves in ite stead in unfad
ing relief—Sir Francis Bacon.

. Charlks Nkvins.

How The Progressive Thinker is 
Sustained.

Ths Progrxsbivx Thinkir has always re
lied uponiits weekly income from subscriptions 
and advertisements to pay . its expenses. It is 
the only dollar paper in the United States that 
has not squandered money - derived from the 
sale of stock, and then refused to pay the 
principal' or interest Such being the case, it 
should receive the cordial Support of all Spirit
ualists who desire that business should be 
conduced along strictly honest lines. Renew 
your subscription at once, and if possbile Bend 
in.an additional subscriber.' The paper will 
be sent three months for 25 cents.

The Progressive Thinker
Spiritualists, Ths /Progressive Thinker 

larf^-ior ìéading minds send in their best 
thonghtej-and they know by so doing they

tarch, Dion, Appian, Ovid, Homer, Virgil,
Platns, Seneca, and bo many other classic —-b-«, —j —
writers of antiquity a pamphlet only could reaebttie largest number of .readers. Send 25

cente to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago,- HL, and try the paper for three 
months. ’

SEGONDÄNNUALCONVENTION
Of the Spiritualists of the 'United 

States,

October 9th and 10th, 1894, at Wash
ington, D. C.

The board of trustees and officers of the 
National Spiritualists’ Association propose by 
all just means within their power to make this 
occasion a success that will glorify and exalt 
the cause of Spiritualism beyond any and al 
Other convocations that ever assembled, anti 
with the intention of securing recognition by 
the outer world and our sympathizers yet not 
allies in the churches who properly belong in 
our ranks, and by the means at our command 
produce an impression upon the ignorant of 
high social degree, the officials in power who 
prostitute their official positions by pandering 
to.the prejudices of society, and the persecu
tors who, under the Christian name, vent their 
spite born of jealousy, ignorance and hatred 
of a cause which they fear is destined to sound 
the death-knell'of their own pet religion,, by 
allowing the free exercise of thought and un
limited investigation.

As one of the means to accomplish this re
sult it is proposed to congregate at the con
vention as many as possible of the most noted, 
reliable, highly-developed mediums for espe
cial demonstration of the principal phases, in
cluding inspirational lecturers, clairvoyants, 
clairaudiente, test mediums, slate-writers, and 
many of the recognized characteristics of con
trol by spirit influence, It is designed to have 
a systematic and impressive display of these 
powers in conjunction with the Spirit-world, 
which will define the necessary conditions to 
secure the highest manifestations, and of such 
character that the effect on the skeptical will 
far overreach any other effort that has ever 
been made. Measures will be taken to insure 
a widespread and truthful account through 
Buch of the press as will throw off the shackles 
of prejudice, and a disposition to pander to 
public sentiment, regardless of honor or truth. 
In this way we would be certain to create a 
more exalted impression upon the liberal ele
ment, who are those from whom we expect the 
first advancement and investigation of the oc
currences which are so frequently manifested 
through chosen mediums. In the past there 
has been too much chance and hap-hazard in 
the methods of presenting the various phases 
of development, and it has been too common 
for our mediums to advertise themselves when 
they were but imperfectly or but partially de
veloped, thus at times bringing reproach upon 
themselves and the cause, having no proper 
knowledge of the requirements which are nec
essary to enable them to render in all cases 
entire satisfaction. The most successful me
diums have carefully and persistently tried the 
spirits in order to ascertain if they be good or 
evil, and after receiving full satisfaction that 
they are of the former class, rely on them at 
all times for a knowledge of the necessary 
conditions to govern their manifestations. In 
so doing they are certain to insure the best re
sults. -

AU who participate in a convention having 
for its interest the adoption of principles and 
action calculated for the promotion of a cause 
and its advancement to higher conditions, 
should foster the best disposition, and avoid 
being captious on matters of consideration, by 
submitting with good grace to the will of the 
majority, trusting if any errors are discovered 
they can in this way be corrected to much bet
ter advantage and the profit of all concerned, 
than for those who are in a minority to branch 
off in individualism and create different fac
tions. An insignificant number of those who 
participated in the National Convention held at 
Chicago last September were disposed to find 
fault with the results of that convocation, al
though to the point of adjournment they ac
cepted the conclusions which it reached in 
creating a National Association. Instead of 
allowing, the will of the majority to prevail, as 
expressed by the convention, and have a fair 
trial, they subsequently sought to destroy the 
organization by puerile attacks. Notwith
standing such a condemnatory policy the As
sociation has been constantly progressing and 
effectually gaining ground, so that it is a fixed 
and permanent institution, and is now taking 
steps to solidify the interests of the Spiritual
ists throughout the world. It is extending its 
Call to aU foreign countries for the most com
plete information respecting developments that 
have taken place within their borders, and thus 
prove the unlimited and rapidly increasing in
tercourse of the earthly and spiritual realms 
through its intelligences wherever humanity 
abounds.

Spiritualists, why should not you, who olaifo 
to have become possessed of a knowledge 
which is beyond all price, show that yon are 
worthy of the light which has been vouchsafed 
to you and throw aside the narrow views which 
are so characteristic of humanity, and combine 
as a force under the universal principle which 
prevails in exemplifying the fact that the ag
gregation of integers produces multiples and 
consequently an increased power. For it is 
only by such action you will more rapidly com
pel a respectful recognition of the great, grand 
and glorious truths and principles which ani
mate us to progress to a constant higher de- . 
velopment.

Rise above narrow, selfish and conceited 
opinions and broaden out your methods; and 
be disposed to acknowledge that you.may pos- ' 
sibly be in error in regard to the most perfect 
system or plans as well as your neighbor, and 
by the constant agitation of reasoii from Cause 
to effect, we shall the sooner realize the high
est and best results attainable. . • '

Lay aside all supineness and let it be sup- I 
planted with activity in the right direction, 
and, if you do this, there is no Spiritualist 
who has a proper conception of his duty but 
will most generously and earnestly lend his or 
her effort towards a culmination of our highest 
hopes in pushing forward the work of this ‘ 
Association for the ennobling principles which

animated those who were the means of ite cre
ation. • r ■

Each and all, and especially every partici
pant in the action of the last convention, 
should1 lend tljeir aid to make the success cer
tain of the next convocation of Spiritualiste, 
which is to take place in Washington, D, C., 
next October, and that it sha!l be satisfactory 
in representing the number of societies in ex
istence, business ability, enthusiasm, order, 
and the growth of Spiritualism, and if all per
form their duty by contributing their efforts to 
accomplish this end, there will be no cause for 
regret, but an impetus will be given to the 
promotion of the highest knowledge to which 
we can attain in earth-life, that will redound to 
our credit and an accession such as has never 
before marked its progress in numbers, influ
ence and attraction of the liberal element of 
every faith, as well as those who have kept 
aloof from the various objective causes which 
have heretofore prevailed.

Wait no longer to perform the duty which 
confronta you, but act now and use your indi
vidual influence to make the coming conven
tion all that you desire it, and the fruitage 
will be of benefit incalculable to the cause of 
Spiritualism. Robert A. Dimmiok, Seo’y.

SHE SOUNDS AN ALARM.
Stirring Words From Mrs. A. H 

Luther, Now at Washing
ton, D. C.

“BLASPHEMY ”
As Defined in Kentucky.

THAT STATZ REPRESENTING A HELIO OF BAR-
BABISM—IMPRISONING A MAN FOB EXPRESS
ING HIB OPINION. '

Some time ago thegrand jury in session at 
Lexington, Ky., preferred the following in
dictment against 0. 0. Moore, editor of an in
fidel-prohibition paper called the J3fo« Grata 
Blade, as set forth by The Independent Pul
pit:

Fayette Cibouit Coubt. 
The Commonwealth of Ken-j

tucky, vt. >■ Blasphemy.
’ 0. 0. Moore. )

The grand jury of Fayette county, in the 
name and by , the authority of the Common
wealth of Kentucky, accuse 0. C. Moore of 
the offense of blasphemy, committed as fol
lows: That said 0. 0. Moore, in the county 
aforesaid,« being then and there the owner, 
controller, proprietor and editor of a certain 
newspaper in the city of Lexington known as 
the Blue Grate Blade, did in the issue of said 
paper of Bunday, March 18,1894, unlawfully, 
wickedly and maliciously and blasphemously 
publish of and concerning the Christian reli
gion, and concerning Jesus Christ and God 
and the Holy Scriptures, scandalous, false, 
malicious, wicked and blasphemous words as 
follows, to-wit: “When I say Jesus Christ 
was a man exactly like I am, and had a human 
father and mother exactly like I had, some of 
the pious call it blasphemy. When they say 
that Jesus Christ was born as the result of a 
sort of a Breckinridge-Pollard hyphenation 
between God and a Jew woman, I call it blas
phemy, so you see there is a stand-off," there
by meaning that pious and religious persons 
stated and believed that the birth of Jesus 
Christ was the result of an unholy and illicit1 
alliance and connection between Almighty God 
and Mary, the mother of Christ, and intend
ing thereby to treat with offensive levity and 
ridicule the scriptural account of the divine 
conception and birth, and to bring contempt 
and ridicule against Almighty God and his di
vine purpose and wisdom in causing the birth 
of Christ for the redemption of the world and 
the salvation of sinners, to tbe contempt of 
the Christian religion and the laws of this 
State, to the evil example of all others in like 
manner offending, and against the peace and 
dignity of the Commonwealth of Kentucky.

0. J. Bbonbton, 
Commonwealth's Attorney.

Witness, Rev. E, L. Southgate.
The editor of the Pulpit objects to the 

coarse— “almost obscene language”—used by 
Mr. Moore, yet he says:

“We have our doubts as to whether such a 
man as Jesus ever existed, but if he did, we 
feel perfectly sure he was the son of a natural 
human father as are all other men.

“The Christians, at whore instigation this in
dictment was found, profess to believe in the 
oneness of God, Christ and the Holy Ghost, 
and in the almightiness of the combination, 
then why could they not leave Mr. Moore in 
his or their hands? If God- does not like 
what Moore believes and says about him and 
his son, let him revenge himself in his own 
way. It is only another example of what we 
have long objected to, that is, the preachers 
attending to the Almighty’s business Instead 
of their own.”

We are very much of the opinion of Mr. 
Moore, that the blasphdmy is on the side of 
the advocates of miraculous conception. It is 
one of the names of blasphemy of which the 
scarlet colored beast was full. See Bev., 17, 
3, and will be obliterated in the great judg
ment to which the present crisis is the pre
lude, and the finale will be the triumph of 
rare spiritual religion—love to God and love 
to man—over all superstition and dogmatism.

. ■ . ■ R. N.

As the Indiana State Association of Spirit
ualists’ camp-meeting at Chesterfield is so near 
at hand, I ask the privilege of your columns 
to talk with the Spiritualists of Indiana and 
contiguous States. As each year opens to us 
a different line of thought, hence of action, 
and this year is the fruitage of the seeds which 
through ignorance or knavery have been year 
after year sown broadcast over the soil of our 
Republic, destroying the liberties which dis
tinguish Americans from all nationalities of 
the globe, therefore I ask the united action of 
the friends in these States to investigate the 
alarming conditions now confronting us upon 
all sides. I know of no place for such inves
tigations equal to our camp-meeting, which 
opens July 19th, continuing till August 14th. 
Our grounds are spacious, opportunities ex
cellent, platform as free as the atmosphere 
we breathe.

That liberty is trembling within the fangs 
of our national diplomacy and aristocracy, 
and paling as it approaches the cemetery in 
which our present administration will find 
its grave, if we remain silent, needs no further 
proof, than the unrest of the millions of peo
ple. The preamble of our Constitution, which 
wm designed as a brief interpretation of its 
spirit, declares that it was ordained and estab
lished for the purpose of transmitting to pos
terity the blessings of liberty, to establish 
justice, to insure domestic tranquility, and to 
promote the general welfare of all. Where, 
oh! where is loyalty? What has become of 
Americanism? Shall liberty longer remain on 
the faro table, for gamblers, and the people 
continue the dupes of the game? Oh! for a 
Patrick Henry to hurl the clarion notes of jus
tice through our Union of States! Shall the 
intelligent, toiling millions longer be slaves, 
that a dogmatic religion may control our Gov
ernment, and destroy the last vestige of intel
lectual unfoldment, change the human brain 
into a cave of mental darkness, and reason and 
liberty into exilpd monarchs. I have from the 
galleries of the nation’s Senate and House of 
Representatives tried to listen to the discus
sion of such questions as millions of our peo
ple are anxiously waiting the result of; I have 
been in the camp of the Coxey army, talked 
with its leaders, and I know much that you 
should, but I cannot even allude to it in the 
space allotted to correspondence in these col
umns. But come to our camp-meeting and I 
will tell you all. The crisis is close upon us. 
We must move in one solid body; not an en
ergy must be lost. Traitors are manipulating 
our Government; but we know that the soldiers 
who died for love of country on the fields of 
battle, or from- torture in the traitors’ prisons, 
still live, and with their united action we will 
stay the hands of power—coming from the 
Rothschilds of the golden calf and the Roman 
pontiff of the dough God—from strangling the 
Goddess of Liberty, and the fair face of free
dom shall grow more beautiful under the in
fluence of the liberties of the citizens, and 
not be distorted by the dogma of a church. 
Oome to us all that love Americanism better 
than creeds, and liberty better than their God, 
and we will counsel together—think, reason 
and act in a direction that will save our coun
try from the power of traitors.

Mbs. A. H. Luther.
Home address: Muncie, Ind. 9

The Oak and Its Roots.
“The oak

Shall send his roots abroad
And pierce thy mould.”

These words of the lamented Bryant were 
forcibly illustrated some time ago in an old 
graveyard in Fort Wayne, Ind. Owing to the 
growth of the city and the encroachments of 
business interests, it had long been deserted 
as a burial-place, and the work of removal of 
its occupants of spirit-deserted dust had been 
in progress for several years.

Strolling in one day while the exhumation 
of the remains of a gentleman buried twenty- 
four years was being enacted, it was dis
covered that a root from a neighboring “oak”

An Important Notice.
To all societies of Spiritualists connected 

with the National Spiritualists’ Association: 
Any society or individual member of a society 
identified wjth the, National Spiritualists’As
sociation, wishing to offer any amendment to 
the Constitution adopted by the First Annual 
Convention of Spiritualists, held at Chicago, 

11., in September, 1893, is ¡required, under 
Article 9 relative thereto, to present the same 
and file it with the secretary on or previous to 
July 10th. It'Will then receive consideration 
by the convention to be held in Washington, 
D. C., October. 9th and 10th of the. present 
year. Robert A. Dimmick, Secretary.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. Byr Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, |1.

J
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The true Test. Works. TheCMovers are. ^iiiuilsslon.
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Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?- -A Common Cry. 
Contrafficterv Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story.” Reaultofthe 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? la it just 
to cUmn the World for Unbelief. Author lores God

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THE

ABUSES OF A UNION 
OF OHUECH AND STATE.

Full-page Illustrations, with

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Itemlnis- 
cendes.

DKCJÆZ SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
JLJ largely a record of the facts and demonstrations 
which the author has seen, heard of or presented In 
his own experiments. The history of the various 
phases of the science is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert* 
meats described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
illustrations add much to the interest and value of the 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student.- The work is a handsome volume of 300 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, For sale at
the office of The Progressive Thinker.

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God leglsluted against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to the 
Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
Ibis Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and bence deserve death. Tbe Law good In 
Its Place, and for its Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite God. He Incited tbe Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.

THE FREETHINKERS' 
PICTORIAL_TEXT-BOOK. 
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S , 
CIAIM TO BE A DIVINÉ AND BE-

Spiritualism will not “down.” “Old

I
 RUPTURE CUREffl

FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.
Bilgaup, Okbgon, June 28,18&3.

Ik. PtKocc & Bo#'—GicitrLKMKKi 1 udi happy to lo* 
u you that tbe Trust I bought of you last Anri) baa 

cured we of a asvcie ca>a of Herai«,

t which I have suffered for over IB ykam. I wm 
ir fOfptlcfi} «bout vour Truss when I bought It, m J 
tied several so-culled ElMtioTrusseswitboutdcrlv* 
if beaofltfrooi them; but «fiar usingyour Trusafor 
t time I was convinced that it was tbe beat I ever 
11 was easy to wear, and seemed to stop tbe severe 

pains that often prostrated me while wearing the old! 
Spring trusses; and now, Io spite of my scepticism, I amfl 
Pkbfkctly Cured, and cm work with tbe Truss off if ifl 
fei-1 so .disposed, but I still wear it loosely as it is potfl 
inconvenient. You may add the above to your otherfl 
lestidoaials. Gratefully yours, PILED, HANBEN,

G^Tbe above cure wu effested in less than thrks^H 
months TiMx, at «total cost of |12. Thouiandsofsinii’^fl 
lurcureBhuvebcenmadeforfronxflOtoilSeaob. £s-^H 
tabliahed 1875. Call or send So for free 
bo, i. Address Magnetic Elastic Truag^H 
Company, F N. W. corner Kearny and^^H 
Sacramento streets, Sau Fraucisoo, Cal.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and Modern ISpirit- 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of ‘‘The Contrast,*’ “Which,” "Letters to Eldet 

Mlles Grant,” “Both Sides,” “That Terrible 
Question” “Wolf in Sheep’s

Clothing,” Etc,, Etc, .

This book Is wbftt Its title indicates—“The Question 
Settled, an Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Spirt Hsin.” We give below only & partial 
list of the contents of each chapter:

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to the 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought in 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with tbe 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers In Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min* 
later qf his Immortality. Dying Minister in Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every now System passes an Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. Wfiut Good has Splr* 
Itnattsm done. Opponents unfair. Immorality in tbe 
Cburcbes. Religions Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tes
timony of Jeremiah.

Chapter III—Bible Doctrine.of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are bpirlis. Terms 
“Man” and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of tbe Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Mano&b's wife; is introduced to Manoab. 
Writing on tbe Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
tbe Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—Tbe Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propo^ltlou». Man has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immatrrl.'d. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Qiic&tLms. Cannot 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind nod Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fat her«. Two Sources 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subjects 
Important. “Ye must be born again.” Nicodemus' 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Au! hor’s Objection. 
Jesus’ Tests. Must bo born out of Flesh. Birth of tbe 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible 
against It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion 4f the Woman of Tekoa!). Of Job. Ot Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are We Infldcla?—RapldTGrowth of 
Spiritualism. Tbe “Mad-Dog” cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths end Errors in 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. AH be* 
Heve Parts, and no one believes All, of tbe Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How «ball we decide who tbe Be*

, uu'ciaaio. l uc vi uu iv*i. n vi &a. t -zvuiuiidoivu. 
I End of the World not yet.. Jowhn and Christian are. 

Preaching, Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
in the Church?

more than Bibles. Lying Spirit« cent out. Did God 
• do It? Cana of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex* 

had “pierced” through the whole extent of the
position (?). -------------- - ............ — ” — *
Splitfoot."spinal column, completely stringing all of the 

vertebra thereof and extending quite a dis
tance beyond. The exhumer, taking advan
tage of the situation, had nothing further to do 
than to cut the root at each end and lift the 
entire bony canal from its resting-place of a 
quarter of a century.

While pondering thus upon what my eyes 
beheld, little wondering why physicians as a 
class leaned toward materialism and agnosti
cism, and why Bishop Foster confessed hon
estly that he did not know that death did not 
end all, I thought of other words that have 
come reverberating adown the centuries from 
a most celebrated Spiritualist: “Thou fool! 
that which thou so west is not quickened ex
cept it die, ’’ and then methought where in the 
universe of worlds is the essence, the germ, 
the quickening spirit, the eternal entity or soul 
of the being whose material remnants were 
being gathered before me.

H. V. Bwebingen, M. D.

A Rare Offer.—Secrets of the Convent of 
the Sacred Heart.

The remainder of the bound edition of the 
above book, to extend its’circulation, will be 
sent for 25 cents per copy; postage 5 cents, 
or four copies for $1.00, postage paid. Many 
in ordering have expressed a desire for the 
muslin binding, but contented themselves with 
the paper on account of price. They can now 
please themselves. Silver may be mailed at 
publisher’s risk. As the number of copies 
is quite limited; orders should be sent at 
once. Hudson Tuttle, Publisher, Berlin 
Heights ,Ohio.

COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 
HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND THB 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

Tbe Illustration» ere classliol *■ follow*: It rep
relente Uncle Sam and tbe Prteit»; 2. Tbe Church 
Bobbins tbe People; 8, Tbanktsirlng; e, 'Sabbath 
Law»; 14 Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
thoChurch-,6, The Church and ThomaiPalne; 4, Btnd- 
lei tn Natural Hlitory; % The Bible and Science; IS, 
Tbe Clergy and Their Flock»; 1, Piety In Our Penlteti- 
liarte»; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord ud 
lit»Work»;2. Prayer; 10.TheCteed»;2,Chr!itlani and 
Mohammedan»; 2, Sampica of Chrlttlanlty'a Work: 
5, MiMlonarle»; l.Tho Lord'» Instrument»; 25, Bible 
Doctrine* ud Their Remit*; 1, The Church ud 
Slerery; X Priests ud Politics; 4, Irelud ud tbe 
Church; 2,Church'*Ide* of Clvlltutlon; l.The Uae* 
of tbe Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections oa tbe Church; >, 
Persecution* ot tbe Church;: 12, Borne Allegoriee- 
Í,Heaven;6;Hell;7, Mtacellueou*. Price 11

For Sal» at this office»
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NOT MATERIALISTS.
A Correction and Vindication.

To the Editor:—I request permission to 
express the satisfaction and great delight 
which the Hon, A. B. Richmond's reply to his 
critics (issue May 5,1894) affords myself and 
Spiritualist fribnds, It was a much-needed, 
logical and scientific refutation of that strange 
anomaly, materialistic Spiritualism. Is it pos
sible to conceive of anything more contradic
tory than atheistic Spiritualism? And, ohl 
how sad to see avowed Spiritualists arguing in 
this way! As this philosophical perversion 
sedms to derive support from a misconception 
of the views of some yery eminent scientists, 
I venture to offer a correction as to this im
portant matter, and which may be the means 
of saving many a spiritualistic friend from 
falling into this very common error, tor 
to many wavering materialists in their early 
stages of spiritual investigation it is a most 
grievous and distressing stumbling-block.

Mr, Richmond quotes Prof. Huxley as say
ing: “It may be true of the occurrence of 
‘abiogenesis’ at some time, but if the present 
day or any recorded epoch of geological time 
be a question, the exact contrary holds good." 
And Mr. Richmond says: “This is the opin
ion of one of earth's greatest scientists, who is 
also a materialist, yet he admits that there is 
no evidence of potential life in matter, ”

Now, as Prof. Huxley is not chargeable with 
this glaring inconsistency, I trust Mr. Rich
mond will excuse me for correcting the mis
take. In his article, ‘‘Science and Morals” 
(Fortnightly Nevieur, Nov., 1886), Prof, Hux
ley says: “Mr. Lilly's third thesis runs that 
1 put outeide as unveriflable everything 
which cannot be brought intoa laboratory and 
dealt with chemically, -and again I say, no!” 
“And assuredly I have never given the slight
est grounds for the attribution to me of the 
ridiculous contention that there is nothing true 

' outeide the bounds of physical science. ” “M;. 
Lilly says that with whatever ‘rhetorical orna
menta I may gild my teaching,’ it is materi-

A VOICE FROM OHIO.
The Regulars Were pefeated All 

Along the Line. •
To the Editor:—The Legislature of this 

State has adjourned, after four months of law
making and unmaking, and once more the con
stituency of this memorable body feels the 
greatest relief in being left alone to enjoy 
the pursuit of their own business and happi
ness, outside of law-makers. For four long 
months the stiff-back-regular doctors have 
worked, spent money, and met in Columbus 
and held a three days’ convention long before 
the general assembly met, and formulated a 
bill to regulate the practice of medicine, or, in

alism." “If I believed that I had any claim 
to the title of Materialist, as that term is un
derstood in the language of philosophy and 
not in that of abuse, I should not attempt to 
hide it by my gil^jng." “But to repeat what 

•UI have more than once taken pains to say in 
the most unadorned of plain language, I repu
diate, as philosophical error, the doctrine of 
Materialism." “It seems to me pretty plain 
that there is another thing in the universe, to 
wit, consciousness, which I cannot see to be 
matter or force, or any conceivable modifica
tion of either, however intimately the mani
festation of the phenomena of consciousness 
may be connected with the phenomena known 
as matter and force."

This, Mr. Ed|tor, ought to be sufficient to 
silence the accusers of Prof. Huxley as to the 
false charge of being a Materialist, for its at 
tribution to him is odious. The same is 
equally true of Prof. Tyndall, and can easily be 
seen by reference to the 1 ‘Belfast Address," 
and of whopi M.r, Herbert Spencer, in. speak
ing of his death, recently said: “Prof. Tyn
dall was much more conscious than physicists 
usually are, that every physical inquiry, pur
sued to the end, brings us down to metaphys
ics and leaves us face to face with an insoluble 
problem.” And in a letter to Dr. Jones, 
dated London, May 4, 1891, and read at a 
meeting of the Brooklyn Ethical Association, 
about that date, Mr. Spencer, in speaking of 
himself, says: “I have had to rebut the 
charge of Materialism times too numerous to 
remember, and I have now given the matter 
up. It is impossible to give more < emphatic 
denial or asftign more conclusive proof than I 
have repeatedly done, as ypu know. My an
tagonists must continue to villify me as they 
please. 1 cannot prevent them. Practically 
they say: ‘It is convenient to us to call you 
a Materialist, and you shall be a Materialist 
whether you like it or not.’ ”

Many advocates of the current blatant Ma
terialism claiming these eminent scientific au
thorities in support of their “philosophical 
error,” as Huxley pronounces it, will see cause 
to lower their heads when they find the highest 
science of the age affording them no support 
whatever, but which, on the contrary, utterly 
repudiates it as false doctrine. The publica
tion of this fact in The Progressive Thinker 
may have the effect of encouraging many 
earnest but wavering spiritual investigators 
who, in this matter, have been laboring under a 
grievous mistake. J. F.

San Bernardino, Gal.

its true meaning, to regulate magnetic heal
ers, and clairvoyant-examining physicians, out 
of existence, and all others also who are exer
cising their rights to do good to their brothers 
and sisters in distress. Had not the Spirit
ualists of Ohio, by the warnings given 
through The Progressive Thinker, heeded 
the alarm, this State, with all its grand medi
ums, wquld have been cut off, or suffered no 
end of persecution. So you can score another 
victory for our cause through the untiring 
vigilance of our Spiritualist workers, who 
fought these medical hydra-headed monsters, 
from their first conception till they went down 
in defeat.

Now, whilè the Spiritualists have accom
plished a good work in defeating,these medi- 
jal monstrosities, there is much to be çlone to 
place our cause on a solid footing, and in or
der to protect our healers, our true mediums, 
from legislative enactments in the future, 
they should organize in some legal way for 
their mutual protection, in order to stem the 
tide of opposition that is always coming up in 
legislative form. Sixteen or seventeen ses
sions of the Ohio General Assembly have been 
bothered with those medical bipeds, to get 
laws passed to regulate their practice, and at 
the last session the projectors of the monster 
anaconda thought that by combined effort of 
all the schools of medicine they would crush 
out all healers and irregular physicians from 
the'earth. Such is not the case, however. 
Spiritualism with its- advanced thought has 
become too deeply rooted in the minds of the 
people to be shut off' from its grand work by 
a few pretentious doctors who have no prac
tice. We should be glad to learn the opin
ions of some légal minds in regard to organ, 
ization, through The Progressive Thinker, 
which has been the chainpion of our Cause, and 
every Spiritualist should be a subscriber.

Columbus, Ohio. W. 8. Clemens,

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
AH ORTHODOX PLEA.

Religious Congresses 
Become a Fad.

Have

Religious congresses having become a fad, 
in lieu of the success of those held in this city 
during the progress of the World’s Fair last 
year, a convention of that order convened on 
Thursday of last week, wherein was conspicu
ously manifested the pitiable weakness of or
thodox theology and the stagnant condition of 
the orthodox argument. One Prof. Small, 
inexplainably human and surnamed Albion, 
whose mental quantity may have been meas
ured by the name expressing his identity, rose 
solemnly from his seat. while his brethren of, 
the congress were halting, under the impression 
that somebody ought to pass the hat, and sur
prised the assembly by shouting: “I am here 
as a member of an orthodox church to plead 
for a broader liberality." .

Instantly there was a tremendous shout of 
applause from every quarter of the chamber. 
It was obvious at once that the “broader lib
erality" which the professor desired to plead 
for was a popular sentiment in that vast or
thodox assembly, and every member shouted 
lustily: “Me, tool" supplementing thereupon 
a vigorous “amen," for it is one of the funda
mental principles of orthodoxy (though un
written) to plead for $ broader liberality. The 
orthodox church has never failed to plead for 
a broader liberality, and wherever pleading 
was unavailing it effected a broader liberality 
by force, if favored by the circumstances of 
power and opportunity. . • .

The applause which greeted the good pro
fessor's remark occasioned so strong an emo
tion in his’breast that 'U ,was a f ull moment 
ere he could proceed, when, swallowing very, 
bard several times in rapid succession, he

A Remarkable Medium.
To the Editor:—This city ia about to lose 

for a time one of the most remarkable women 
of this age, Dr. Nellie Beighle, who; for the 
last fifteen years, has practiced her wonderful 
gifts among our people, and who has wrought 
many of the most astounding cures known to 
the present age. ;

The “little Doctor," as she is generally 
called here, possesses an electric hand and arm 
which is the marvel of all who have tested its 
powers. Her right hand and arm, nearly to 
the shoulder, is thoroughly electric, and by 
placing her hand on any part of the body a 
itrong shock of electricity is felt The power 
in this arm. which is bared while traveling, is 
a perfect puzzle to electricians, as it will pen
etrate glass and be conducted by a single hair, 
The records of ancient cures contain none 
more miraculous than many which have been 
been achieved by this little lady during her’ 
faithful service in this city. In diagnosing 
she depends entirely on the voice of the invis
ible operators to tell her the seat of disease. 
She never asks a question, nor allows a pa
tient to tell her anything, but she goes right 
along minutely describing the esse, often tracv 
ing back twenty and thirty years to the first 
cause. She never makes a mistake in her di
agnosis.

Her powers have been verified by various 
commissions of physicians, metaphysicians, 
psychical research societies and various organ
izations, before the public, and otherwise, and 
in every instance she has demonstrated her 
singular gifts, and that they ere of spiritual

A Worthy Brother.
To the readers of The Progressive 

Thinker:—We, the undersigned, unite in tes
timony commendatory and approvingly on be
half of Mr. J. Wheeler, as an excellent char
acter reader and psychometrist He has 
read for each of us to our entire satisfaction, 
giving greatest possibilities, helpful sugges
tions, etc. We are united in our pleasure of 
pronouncing his powers of a fine order. Mr. 
W. is a Spiritualist, and stands up to his 
highest convictions of the truth thereof. He 
is now getting pretty well along in years, and 
haa not many summers to stay on this side of 
life. He is , destitute of the comforts of a 
home, and has to.combat in life’s struggles as 
best he can. His only means of support is 
by the exercise of his gifts. Dear readers— 
especially those in Michigan—this brother is 
worthy of any patronage’ you may bestow upon 
him How many of the vast audience of The 
Progressive Thinker’s readers will assist 
him by sending to him for a reading, and thus 
do good to a needy and deserving one. The 
price asked for a.written chart is only 50 
cents, and can be sent to him by postal note, 
together with your own Handwriting, name 
and address; send lock of hair, and address 
him as follbws: J. C. Wheeler, General Deliv- 
eiy, Grand Rapids, Michigan. , 
' Signed:—E. E. W illiams, A D. - Rayner, 
Mr& A. 'D. Rayner, Hattie Bright, JohnRox- 
enberg, D. Sibert, D. H. Powers, M. E. 
Free, A. W. Birkholtz; all of Grand, Rapids, 
Mich. ■■ ' .

Prolific of Good Things.
To the Editor:—The past month has been 

prolific of many good things, both spiritual and 
material, at Lansing, Michigan. First, Hon. 
L. V. Moulton occupied the platform one Sun
day and gave us a grand spiritual feast, as
sisted by Mesdames Jackson and Blake, test 
mediums of Grand Rapids, Michigan.

Qur spciety nojv occupies the old Presby
terian church, which has a capacity of six 
hundred, and Brother Moulton’s audience 
about filled it to its best capacity.

The past three Sundays have given our lo
cal talent an opportunity to be heard, the 
principal lectures being delivered by Dr. J. 
A. Marvin, who has some very powerful and 
iutelligent controls, and his lectures have 
been a revelation to investigators as well as to 
friends of the cause. Dr. Marvin is new in 
this line of work, but old in the cause. He 
is open to engagements, and societies needing 
a good lecturer can do no better than engage 
him. He will give satisfaction to the most 
critical.

Mrs. E. P. Blake, the test medium of 
Grand Rapids, is again with us, having re
turned from her visit to Fort Wayne and 
other points in Indiana.

The young people of the society have or-: 
ganized a literary society with a membership 
of about twenty, ftn<i on April 27 th they had a 
“hard times” social, which was enjoyed by a 
large number and the rags and woe that ap
peared would put a professional tramp to flight 
On May 11th was given a lilac supper, and 
May 16th a strawberry and cream festival, 
the socials all terminating with a musical and 
literary program and all proving a success 
financially and socially, The young people 
have proven themselves great hustlers and will 
be of much assistance to the parent society in 
raising funds to carry on the meetings hereaf
ter.

I have started a psychometric class for their 
benefit, and they take great interest in the sci
ence. I have found some good material 
among them and will undoubtedly graduate 
a number of excellent psychometrists. The 
Temple of the Magi is flourishing and Brother 
Champion is the right man in the right place; 
he not only keeps the Temple moving along,- 
but puts his shoulder, to the wheel to help 
push the Spiritual, society to the front. His 
good wife donated all the cream for the* 
strawberry festival, which saved one large 
item of expense. 7

Brother Ripley will be with us during the 
whole of June, after which we will begin our 
annual trip to the mecca of Michigan Spirit
ualists, “Hazlett Park Camp-meeting.”

Da. E. A. Bead.

went on:
“Until people are born with such tempera

ments that they can be comfortable in a single 
church, we may as well consider a multitude 
of sects as naturally an expression of essential 
social economy. Unity between some people 
is inversely as their distance. „From the soci
ological standpoint, religion and union for the 
promotion of human weal are but different 
phases of thè same fact A first principle .of 
sociology Is the recognition of the economy of 
functional differences in society?" .

A man who can talk like that is worthy of 
an prthodox pulpit; and thift man who can 
afford to wait until people are born “with such 
temperaments that they can be comfortable in 
a single church, ” and has not the courage Jo 
denounce that which he knows to be wrong 
even from an orthodox standpoint—1 refer to 
the evil of sectarianism—deserves to become 
so eflated with conceit as to forget the signifi
cance of his own name and its appropriate ap
plication. He expresses, by implication, an 
utter hopelessness of ever abolishing the vari
ous sects that fleece poor, gullible men and 
women while attempting to respond to the 
pleading of the pastors fora “broaderliberal
ity." He goes still farther, however, when 
he says that ;“we may as well consider a mul
titude of sects as naturally an expression of 
essential social economy,” wherefore I con
cede him to be as great a philosopher as he 
is a logician, and accuse him of being neither. 
A true philosopher would find no use for the 
various schisms wherewith the church is di
vided; while a logician could not reconcile the 
bitter sectarian confusion of to-day with the 
love and unity taught by Christ. But this re
markable orthodox professor, despairing of 
ever abolishing the barriers between the vari
ous sects, attempts to make excuses for their 
existence, and thereby impeaches the necessity 
for his own. To designate each sect a func
tion of the church is to claim that each sect is 
an essential part of the great whole called the 
church. From an ordinary human standpoint 
this hypothesis is ridiculous to the verge of 
disgust With Professor 8mall, however, it 
may be perfectly applicable to the case—he is 
an orthodoxist. It is the province of an of- 
thodoxist, by the will of God, to make any 
statement that he sees fit, and whomsoever 
dares to dispute or gainsay such statement 
runs a very serious rjsk of being damned. 
But Professor Small's idèa of each.sect as a 
function of the church may have been derived 
from his familiarity with his own functions— 
each member of his physical corporation is 
likewise endowed, each has a little brain of its 
own—one is not more especially favored than 
another, they each perform the same office; 
each has . a little stomach. Upon second 
thought I have concluded that the professor 
could not have procured the simile from that 
source, and that we are therefore entitled to an 
explanation in full in the matter.

Conceive of a something with a great many 
legs or a great many heads, but no body, or 
anything else, and you have Professor Small’s 
idea of the church and ite various functions; 
Each function performs the same office as 
every other function, It is all Head, all stom
ach, all leg, all hand or arm, all feet, or what 
you will. . There is Hodifferencèin the func
tions excéjjt that of èize.. That is the church 
according to Professor Small. The professor 
still pleads for a “broader liberality” at the 
old stand. Bailey Kay Leach.

origin. She is, to-ejay,, probably the moit' 
;if ted medium in ths world, and is herself‘ a 
jerfect fountain of perennial health, and het 
spirit is in touch with all who love, humanity, 
and in sympathy with all who suffer.’

Hie Doctor expects to leave Sao Francisco 
on the 25th inst for Chicago, Jjhere she will 
tarry a short while before, continuing her 
eastward journey. We commend her to the 
readers of The Progressive Thinker as, We 
formerly did to the readers of the
Gate.

Ban Francisco, Cat
J. J. OWEN.

Herrmann as a Hypnotist.
To the Editor;—As stated in the daily 

Newt, it is not generally known that Herr
mann, the magician, is a mesmerist as well, 
and that he has made hypnotism a life study, 
It has often .stood him in good fttead, too. 
During his last engagement in Brazil, several 
years ago, he was presented by Dom Pedro 
with a magnificent solitaire diamond ring.' 
While doing his famous gold fifth trick one 
night in the midst of the audience this ring 
slipped from his wet finger and rolled out oi 
sight under the seats. A thorough search was 
instituted and large rewards offered for the 
missing gem, but without avail. Finally the 
thought struck Herrmann that he would resort 
to his mesmeric powers, put a subject to 
sleep, and try to locate die lost jewel in that 
manner. Accordingly he advertised for p 
clairvoyant and found ’one in the person.of a 
beautiful Spanish lady. With a few passes of 
his hands he put her to sleep and then pro
ceeded to question her in Spanish. The lady 
put her hand to her forehead in a bewilderec 
manner, and after a short pause said:

f‘ The diamond was stolen by a man who 
had charge of horses. ”

That was absolutely all the information 
Herrmann could get from her, but the clew 
was sufficient He thought of a brigandish- 
looking Spaniard from whom he had often 
hired horses, and whom he recollected was in 
the auditorium the night he lost the ring. He 
went straight to the stable, looking the sus
pected man straight in the eye, said:

“You stole my ring. Produce itl”
The fellow turned as white as a sheet, but 

protested his Innocence. The next day, while 
at breakfast, Herrmann was handed a package 
which he found contained the missing ring. 
He does not pretend to explain how the clair
voyant knew of its whereabouts or who had it, 
but it was a wonderful case of mind-reading.

' M. Glbanob.

“The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with 

introductory circular setting forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred, to close the edition. Send at once 
to The Progressive Thinkeb, 40 Loomis 
street.

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven-and Hell. By Moses 
HuU. Price 10 cents,

Paine’s Age of Beason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character. here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cts - .

Bights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com 
prising an answer to Burke's attack on the 
French Re voltition, ■ and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government. Paper, .25 cents;cloth, 50 cts.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat 
ed Phenomena;. etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

' Old Testament Stories, comically illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus 
ing cartoons illustrating, the Bible texts. 
Price in strong, board covers. $1. Cloth, 
$1.50..........................

A Blind Girl Sets Type.
To the Editor:—A remarkable case of 

what can be done by a blind person is now be
ing exemplified at Swaledale, near Salein, 
Iowa. Some twelve weeks ago, 8. B. Angell 
purchased the Swaledale Bee, and not having 
enough assistance his blind sister, Misa Hattie 
Angell, prevailed upon him to allow, her to go 
into the office and assist in the work. For the 
first few days she found occupation in folding 
papers, etc., and she soon became so proficient 
in that that she asked to be allowed to set 
type, and was given a case to see what she 
could do. In less than an hour she had the 
boxes learned and her first stickful of type 
was set in fifty minutes. What is still more 
remarkable, she can now set as much type as 
the average compositor and do it with greater 
accuracy. She experiences but little trouble 
with her copy. She is expert in writing the 
language of the'blind, and matter is dictated 
to her. Writing it down in her. language, 
she goes to the case and gliding ■ her fingers 
over the raised surface she retains in her mind 
entire sentences and accordingly can set with 
great rapidity. In order to get the type right 
side up her middle finger is used in feeling 
the nicks, and this is done while the type is 
being lifted into position in thè stick. She 
has not yet attempted to distribute type, but 
she expects to soon become master of this art 
as well. Miss Angell is a very intelligent 
young woman and is a fine player on the piano. 
She has also achieved quite a little fame as a 
singer. • '■ ;

Really, how little we know of the possibili
ties of the human mind. .

AU About Devils. By Moses Hull It 
traces the history c* the theological idea .of 
devils. Shows much research; ■ Paper, 15 
cents, - '

o-. -r •

Mason City, la. 8.

. . Ahead of Them AIL« .
E. M. Jones, of Camden, N. J., writes: 

“We take several Spiritualist papers, butiTni 
Progressive Thinker , is far ahead of them 
all-in our estimation."

- iNïimiiïï ura: < 

Tbe Re«cl»ti«n or the .Nine«
leenth Ceutary. Moat latporlMi* - 

Hl«<eloM»M. CoaeeralBg tbe .
- ’T»tt« Origin of Cbr^itlanity.

- This remirkabl* work unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning the origin and 
promulgation of Christianity. It appears through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
the life and teachings of Apollonius of Tyanli 
were utilized'as a basis upon which to formu
late the-Christian religion. Even the nemo- 
Jesus Christ seems (o bq pf heathen ongin.and ,
to have beep coiue‘4 from the nanjes of the . 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos, Hésus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god ChrTshna, Through the efforts of Con
stantine at th» Cpuncil of Nice, the Jeaderf of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hfisns, epd the other Kristos, they agreed 
to merge the fwo gods into one who should be 
called Hesus Kristos. It is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in this copibina- 
tion as • neçèssary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was. 
given the credit of the li/e and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while liis name was ' 
suppressed.* We are told in this volume where • . 
the early Christians found the xnylhs and rites

- which they adopted and relabeled, and by com- . 
bintijg then; with the teachings of th? great saga 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyans, they . 
formed the religious System that tjie Western 
world now knows as Christianity ; and it is’ 
further shown that down through the centuries,. 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, n 
there ha»'been‘ an established system for '

• the destruction of ill litératürÿ which ’ail- 
tagonized the interests of thé religious bigots

. who were in power, they having ha4 almost 
. 'the entire control of af| literature and his-.......
’ iorical records foir many centuries; thereforé

having the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose.'-.'>An1 
tiquity Unveiled gives ample proof df the 
mutilation and .destruction oft t‘‘Ç ^valuable 
historical records.pf the past, byjinteipolation, 
elimination, rejiùnctuation arid ’'crémation, ill 

' to ensure the success of • religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries «nd mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
lias long been known to analytical rninds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from', other reli

t ginni which exister! before its idverit, but no 
one eould have conceived of thé deeply 
laid plans of « self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systeins and combining them into a new system 

ÿ. whi.ch was foistpd upon the people as not only
“ original but',divinely inspired, JIow and why 
' this-scheme w.i< carried 'ont is fully explained

in A'NTtQtiiTY UNVElLEIij bÿ thbse who lived 
at and «obsequent tn the periodofthe Christian . 
era. The fight, they bring includes fiat only 

, wfii1 they »ciiuiredjri earth life, but also the 
• clearer knowietlge gamed in’1 spirit life.!> No 

scholar living oh earth àttbe prisent tifeie, how
ever learned;'nnaidtd by spirit/ intelligence, 
COttld thus have.ljud pare the f?cts concerning 

“ the world's religious .h.l’lory, especially that
' which pertains’to Christianity. The startling 

revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time; rulers, prophets 
^nd historians. They step to the front in the 
nLiuteerab century to ppmt .put the criminal 
rarors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends, 
bi doing this they nave fearlessly laid bare the 
vrjidalistn which prompted the bigots to muti- 
J.&; the literature pf past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This was done because they contained historical 

• truths thft werr inimidal to the dogmatic reli- 
giotts system that was to; be established. In 
-reading this work it is easy to understand why

. such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith,as well 
as many other eminent scholars who have the 

' courage; to publicly express, not only thelr con
victions, but’the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are -drawing away from the 
old Unes of absolutism touching the Bible doc

. trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who are looking for truth upon 
this most important'question. viz : h Chnsti- 
anity a divinely inspired, religion, or is it the

■ offspring of Snore ancient religions ? '■
: -' -paiae, tl.se. Poatace » Cepta. f

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Eayiüoud’s Resolve.
D F LOIS WAISBROOKER. ' THIS IS 

• novel written with « . purpote, end that 
purpote la not merely to enable *n unthinking, idle 
mind to while sway the time In a atate of Mio hletaed- 
neu. devoid of earnest thought or cere for either 
«elf-improvement or tho good of humanity. It li a 
V/ok designed eapeclally. primarily, for mothers and 
faoae who ere to do mothers ; and aocondly, through 
ibe mothers, to effect the wen beiog and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly an^ «learly tQ Y.lçw the 
result upon the child of proper surroundlngi and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant, Inatruc- 
tive and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
sc a novcL ena 1« especially commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whom It is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced id«ai relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are introduced. It contains a fine likeness. 9f 
tbr author. It contains-„845 piges» neatly bound in 
cloth, price by mall, prepaid« 11.2».

GLEANIWtii
FROM THE_ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
Tbit work II» one that every one should read. II 

beams throughout with rare gem» of thought, practical 
•» well a» profound. There u sunshine and beauty u 
every sentence uttered. The work la dedicated to |to 
author’s favorite sister, barsh French Farr,now pusM 
.to «plrU-llfe. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
give» an interutlng »ketch of the autboFfi Ute-

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of tUB ®f A> B. French«
William Denton. ‘ c; ■
Legends of the Buddha» .
Mohammed, or the Faith and'

Wars of Islam. >
Joseph Smith and the Book of

Mormon. ; ■
Conflicts of Life,
The Power and- Permanency, of

Ideas. ; - -: ।
The Unknown. . . ■ . . ...
Probability of a Future Lift. 
Anniversary Address. .
The Egotism'of Our Age. .« 
What id Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-' .
Tbl» work 1» by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, aulltM bj, 

PROF. W. F. LYON. H.ratoXon« IC Ji#. beea told for 
IX but tho price Bow hM been reduced to 41. It I* • 
book that will tntereit tod tuitruct It contoliw 480 
page«, and M full of iu£gestlve tiwughU. Dr. fiber* - 
man was a medium of rare qualities« and his work le a' 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal In* 
tellects; Purity;Salvation;Discords;,(Jood and Evil; 
unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progresaion) Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles ato 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Th« 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; ImmUHtw 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodei; Matter and Spirit; 81m and Dlstancei Splrltu-' 
al Organisms; Bprn Again; The Key; Spirit filognt’l 
pby; Goes toHeaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc. • ■ J

the author says: “Each Individual partages ot 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him* 
aeit. Each one must digest their various kind« of foot 
for themselves, and that ie all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman« teacher or puplL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour* 
hhinent6f which 1 individually partake and digest« 
My soul must expand by virtue of the souj esMSca. 
which 1 individually gather and compreUendor digest»*] 
For sale at this office.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Thu PBoaniurvaTsmu wlljr* t 
member the atory under the above title, by Hudsoi | 
Tuttle, which was published In its columns. At ths - 
time, conatsut Inquiries were made as tq its sppearlnff 
in book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume ot 243 pages, in style and term like tbo 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,“ with a finely-engraved 
likeness ot the author on the cover. The scene« of ths 
•tory alternately ehltt from earth to the spirit «»here«, । 
and th« philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation ana ( 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented In the i 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following sre the chapter-tltleai Introduction; 
The Houae of the Sake; Homo of the Mlaer: The Low - 
Boctetlea; Hadeat CUrlitmaitlde In the Sphere«lot [ 
Light: ChrlitmMttde and the Golden Gate; The uh- 
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; AVlaltto 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; DIscuHlon; A 
VUlt to,a Distent Globe: Reunion Inihe Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It is a book the Spiritualist will bo delighted with; • 
book in which the investigator will find anssersto 
evir-recurring questions; a book which will intereil 
the church member, nor repel .the most prejudiced. 
The price In paper 1« to cents; muslin ri; postpslfc 

__ joyS— ;

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to .

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH 'was writen tk 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the num&n soul ofter death, and Ite relncemaucNI 
tn a chain of new beings, whose successive links st« 
unrolled in the bosom of etberlal space. “BktoiTO 
Tint THazenonn" continues on the same lines en. 
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con. 
alderatlons drawn from science and philosophy; claltfif 
Ing that thi certainty of a new birth beyond out 
earthly end la tbo beat means of arming ouftelves 
against all weakness in the pretence Ot death, and . 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to thse 
end Is far superior to that of any or the exuting re
ligion«. From beginning to end it la mtereatlng, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether' 
one accepts it ail or not, much wtU have been learfiM 
d much pleasure enjoyed In its perusal. JTIce «has.

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Accountof the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris* 
tian Ages, with Berninis* 

cences of the Matri* 
archate.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A 'FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 

two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
toper,« denU; cloth, ei.00. Book« like:“Tbe Dream 
Chlld’,ipttr humanity on to make more tnd more de- 
manO.iif thtsaatnre. and will open UP- new height« 
and depth« of aplrltnal knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Wil), I believe, take'Its place beside BulWei*« 
“Zanonl" and the “Seraphlta" of Balzac.—“Daily 
CapltU,fiTepeka,Kanaas. Although simple and.Un- 
varnished with any Inflammable descriptions, 'en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thought«, 
until reluctantly. the reader close« the last page.—

' Minneapolis "Sunday Time«." . .. .

SOMETHING USEFUL.
OUT UN THE DEPTHS- INTO- THR 

Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E-. B.
Twlng, medium. Thia little book will be read with 
Intense interest by tboutands. It contains Mr. Bowles’ 
Interviews with the Inhabitants of the Hells ot Bnjrll- 
llfe-La dreadful, but apparently true report of ths 
suffering and wrath of the million« who bar» sone 
from earth-lite with the dimulr-y effect» of debauch
ery, mlidltected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. The book Is made up of fifteen chapters. 
Some of the titles of the chapter* are as follows: 
The Sphwesbf Ituurrectlofilsm and Prostitutes—Th« 
Homeof Corrupt Politician»—Abode of Spirits whs 
Slot to lucre»«, »orrow, debauchery, drunkcnneia 

l«»enslon and revenge—The War Department in 
the Hell«of SpirlUlfe—Unhappy Marriage« are pro
moted by the low «ptrita in the match-maktng'beil of 
Bplrlt-llfe—The Negro Hell—The Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—The Mell for Dishonest Spiritualist« 
and medium»—Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prarer-meeUng tn th. 
Ught An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirit 
«al Congreas. IPricaSS cent*. ' ' >' ' '

The Coming American Civil War. 
'THIS BOON, BY .BURTON AMRS” 
J. HUrmrsToa, lc written In the )ntere»t of bn- 

manttr, of libWty. and ot patriotism—a took 
for tbo purpose of calling attention to the deadly deMsH tbatbeset us on .every ride, end more esp& 3S& to the bMtile attitude and thelnsldlona wiles cd 
en erCT-present,-though secret unscrupulous foe- 
the .. Catholics. Washington a words of warnina 

- - Eltcolua apprehension and the,prophecy of General 
’ Orant ^ all fncludednn the-volume. Archbithop

Hyatuef PhlladeWs, in a repent sermon Aald: Tto , 
‘ ‘ehhiebtoleratesTieTettc» Vriierfi ehsils obligedtofio 

'W, bn: ahe hateg them With.-o deadly - -hatred, aud . 
mi. «ri her power to ennllillato them. Cut-enemies 
hnwW«hetrcatathem today where she h** Utopon'i-r.

■■ Wbrl'morethlnkof denylngtbosefitstorlcftwn ihto 
we doof blaming the Holy Ghost and too irlpccs pl . 
toe chhroh’for what they bare thought rft to do.” 
EvetvtmeMionld readtW» work. Paper, W0 pages. 
It will to sent postpaid, tor fifty cent., For »ri. it
HdsoBto. ' , - .

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGB'

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN* 
formation »uccluctly and clearly stated tn thli 

volume of SM page« la amazing. The title, «» above 
given, fail« to convey an idea Of the fumes» end com- 
plateneu with which the «objects are treated. Tbo 
Matrlarchate, or Mother-rule.!«the theme of the first 
chapter, tn which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, la brought to view In elucidatiun of the Bubject, 
Thia la followed by chapters on Celibacy, Canon-Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft,Wives, Polygamy, Woman end 
Work, The Church ot To-day, Past, Present, Future) 
aud there Is not a chapter In the book that la not 
bandied In a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, ia not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well, 
arranged, and Intenaelylntereatlng from beginning to 
end, No one can possibly regret bnylnglt; it Is a va> 
uabie addition to the library of any tree and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.OU. For sale at this 
office. :

SOMETHING GOOD.
TSTEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME.
V A Sequel to “A Stellar Key." Illaatnted. ThU 

work 1« not merely deacripttve of wbat the antbar call, 
the •• Bummer-Land," but It 1« llluitrated with die- 
cratna of celettlal object« and view, of different por
tion« ot tbt Celestial Home, Mr. Davi« bling only tbfi 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statements In regard tt 
“Individual occupation," “progress after death;" 
“ eating and breathing in the «pint-lire,” “disappear, 
once ot the bodily orge— at death,” "dome»tlo enjoy- 
tnenta and true conjnga. ^atons," “ origin of the doc
trine ot the devil," etr Cloth 75 cento. Poata<t 
I cents. For cole at tbl* ^Ice.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
A UTHOR OF " COMMON SENSE,"

“ Bights of Man,” “ Age of Reason," «to., with 
critical and explanatory observations of hie writings, 
by G. Vale- Those who would know the exact trutnto 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re
former should read this volume. Price SI. Postal 
10 cents. i°r sale at this office

iMOWTO^l^SMERiiE^
TfULL AND:: COMPREHENSIVE IN*

»tractions How to Me«merlze. Ancient and Mod- 
!rt Miracle, by Mesmerluni. Also 1» BpIrltn&Hnn 
true* By Frol. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modern 
miracle» are explained by -rnnstnerlim, and tto took 
will be tonnd htgbly Interest“.« io every 6ptrltnalt«L 
It 1» tbe only work ever pubilsbed pvlnjt full In.trao- 
Ron bnW to meimertze, and the connection tbl» seleno* 
baa with Bplrltasllsm. II Is pronounced by Allen Pto- 
nam and others, who bate read It, to to o«a ot tto
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MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD QLAIRVDYaNTLY.

PHENOMENAL.

THE OTHER WORLD.

cago. Ill.

BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.

the
•first

This subject has occupied, 
thoughts of mortals since man 
walked the scenes of earth-life existence.

' The past has been the Age of the Gods and the Re. 
Itglonof Fains the presantis the Age of Maa and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile , trust In the Gods, but 
knowledge In the laws of the world, belief in the di
vinity of man and hie eternal progress toward perfec
tion fl the foundation of the Bkliqion or Matt and 
system of Ethics as treated In this work.

The following are the titles of the chapters:
PART FIRST—«Religion and Science.

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monetarism; Phallic Worship; Man’s Moral Progress 
depends on his Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo
logical Problems—the Origin of Evil, the Nature of 
God; the Future State; Fall of Man and the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man’s Position. Fate, Free 
Will. Free Agency, Necessity, Resjunalblllty; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND—The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genests and Evolution of Spirit: 
The Law of Moral Government; The Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom: Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart; What is Good? What Is 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; The Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of the Willi 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Bln; Punishment—Present and Future; 
:Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength: Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of the Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Culture; Marriage.

820 Pages, Finely Bound In Muslin, Sent postage free 
for «1.SO. For sale wholesale and retail at this office.

“Mrs. Winslow’« Soothing Syrup for Chll 
dren Teething” soften« gums, reduces Inflama- 
tlon,tìlayspstnr<mT»a wind colic, 25c a bottle.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT- 
aa uallBm—8o-called—from Ite inception at Hyde** 
vine, N. Including the experiences of the Fox Fam* 
Uy,spiritualisticsDootberwiBe,could not fall to be 
very interesting, and the interest is Intensified when 
that account is written by one . of the Fox Sisters. 
Such 1* the fact in this Instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. ‘ The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated in & most enterUlnlogmsnner, and with more 
completeness tUpn can elsewhere be found. It is a 
molt Important part of the history of the great Spirit* 
oal movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every-Spiritualist should have

"THE MISSING LINK”
to «Id to «fall obdertta&dtag ot Bplrltnallzm, and a 
better knowledge of Ita earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume la enriched with a number of flno en
graved portrait« ot membera ot the Fox Family
. Price, 81.60.. For salo at this office.

Remarkable Cure.
. ’’J
(ADVERTISEMENT.)

1 Through the Mediumship of 
George Cole.

■ That there was another world—an
other sphere of life, beyond the mortal- 
has been the intuitive conviction of the 
ignórenlas well as the learned; a con
viction that the sophistries of an agnos’ 
ticism, the logical reasoning of mater
ialistic philosophy, or the observations 
of a Darwin, have never been able to re
move. • •

’ • This conviction arises from an intelli
gence that is not a development of men
tal association and education, but. is á 
being in itself, invested with all the 
light and knowledge peculiar to its own 
characteristics, and dominate« all that Is 
useful to man through the instrumental
ity bf the mortal body. In other lan- 

■guage, this intelligence, this being, is a 
spirit-that has come from the other 

. world and cannot forget its origin and 
destiny and it is this spirit which. 

, through all the trials and cares, the pains 
■and sorrows of earth-life, will not permit 
; man to forget that there is another world, 
a higher and better sphere of life, to 
which every relative and friend who 
has passed from mortal gaze has gone, 
and to which every relative and friend 
in an appointed time must go.
’ It is this spirit abiding in mortals 
that, in times of peril and danger, afflic
tion and sad bereavement, lift the mor-
tai gaze heavenward and implants in the 
heart the hope of happiness and re
union with friends in another world, 
where life shall never cease nor sorrow 

■ever come. The other world is filled 
with the>relativeB and friends of mortals 
whose earth-lite experiences were sim
ilar, dear mortals, to those you are suf
fering or enjoying, and their memories 
linger of those earth friends from whom 
they were the recipients of affectionate 
regards or kindly consideration, but de- 
vdlop and ripen as year succeeds year.

Nor can mortals forget those who 
were near and dear who have now 

'passed from their midst; there are al
ways some ■ little mementoes, some ob- 
iecta held sacred by association, remem- 
lerBd worts, or acts of kindness which 

carry the mind back todays or events 
with which they were identified.

The granite shaft, the infigured stone, 
testify to the fact that departed 
friends are not forgotten, and the fun
eral urn has never contained ashes of 
the mortal dead without the clustering 
memories of loving regards. The bonds 
and ties of friends are never severed— 
the bolted door of the tomb can not 
separate nor shut out the memories of 
those who are left behind; such memor
ies are the whisperings of the spirit, 
they express.a regard that is as immortal 
as the spirit who whispered it.

The other world is intimately united 
with the mortal world; the people' of 
both are related by every tie of rela
tionship or friendship, while the indi
vidual characteristics which signalize 
spirits as mortals also signalize mortals 
as spirits. ..

Mortal life, as viewed from the other 
world, is regarded as an episode, an in
cident, in the course of time, an expe- 
•riepce to be taken up and laid down in 
fulfillment of a predestined mission, arid 
even mortals must be cognizant of the 
great truth as they observe brilliant 
and eminent mortals constantly in suc
cession appearing upon the stage of 
mortal life, each performing the part to 
him or her assigned, and then disap
pearing to be remembered by a grateful 
mortal world as brilliant stars, that have 
illuminated the social, professional or 
political firmaments, but have disap
peared behind the clouds of mystery 
w,hich yet envelope the theological 
world.

There is something more than mem
ories tp bind the other world and the 
mortal world—there is an intercourse, an 
inter-communication, between them 
that is rapidly elevating mortals from 
the, mists of ignorance in which they 
«have fallen and revealing the great sig
nificance of mortal life. It requires not 
the .electric wires with sounding boards 
'and-ear trumpets in either world for 
mortals and spirits to hold intercourse;, 
on the contrary^the conditions have be-' 
come such that spirits visit, their former 
earth-homes tend'hold sweet commun
ion. with their surviving mortal 
friends, caress and embrace therii as 
when they were mortals in the full pos
session of womanhood and manhood, and 
yet there are mortals so lost to intelli- 
pdneo and enlightenment as to deny the 
immortality of life and profess a faith 
in agnosticism without even understand
ing the significance of the term, .

Finally—the other world is the Mecca , 
purity and beauty, in the unending plains 
of every mortal; it is the oasis of love, 
of time, a paradise of grandeur and 
splendor, of vast works and great spirits; 
the scene and world of every intelli
gence, of light and glory, fruition of 
highest hope and acme of every accom
plishment. Carrie Miller.

speculative calculations of the wise. The 
possession ..of this knowledge can only be 
obtained, through the positive demon
stration of those, beings in the possession 
of an-immohtality above and beyond the 
spheres ofhfe imwhich the mortal stu- 
dentm^y reside. :. .

It is a very unfortunate condition 
which presents itsSlf to a spirit mani
festing, from epochs of- antiquity, that so 
little fhoul.d be known ot the eras with 
which, such .manifesting spirits wer?, 
as mortals, ¡identified; Vandalism and- 
destruction/. .and consequent ignorance, 
have rendered: traditional what should 
be authentic history; for your common 
schools.' ., ■ ■ ■■ '. ■ ' • ■ •

It'is’ this condition.with' which spir
its pt my earth-life days have to contend; 
and, though- the clouds of mystery and 
ignorance are dark in a historical sense, 
yet there . ar6 names,. which glep.ni 
through them as stars in distant skies, to 
remind modern mortals that there are 
peo'ples.'arid places, learning and philos
ophy,. science ap'd art, almost, if not 
quite, equal- to those of modern -times. 
Therefore, those, to-day among yoii who 
honestly1 believe that the glories and' 
grandeur of antiquity are fables ahd 
myths; but let me say that the Par
thenon at Athens and many works? of • 
art still exist to attest a height of 
magnificence'.such as the modern world 
has not achieved. '

Is it hot possible, that the spirit ex
pressed on the infigured stone survives 
Its crumbling wreck? Is it presumptuous 
to claim that the great artificers of an
cient times'still live in the noble works 
which, survive their portal memories?

Let' the . antiquarian in his searches 
explore the; nations of old, and-see if 
there are not. innumerable objects to 
teach him that nothing but an undying 
spirit and ah. immortal; soul could have 
conceived,', ^planned ,'apd accomplished 
works which are as yet- unknown to this 
age. ■ ..... I, .

It is the immortality of the soul, the 
undying; nature of’-;ttiie spirit, which 
makesit possible for works and events 
to linger for. such long periods, in the 
memory of* men,, I .speak more particu
larly now of evenfe’Of the nineteenth 
century, with which ¿11’should be famil
iar; and yet, if the;date of your noblest 
works can be recalledlin historical ree-

CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.

THE PESiQN DOGMA,
but it ought to strike the difference be
tween man who makes things and nature 
which make? nothing. Hence if these 
differences is found the main-spring of 
•the clock-argument is broken, and the 
machine is fated to run down and stop. *

Mr. Richmond is a lawyer. Law is 
said to be the perfection, of reason, 
Therefore the legal njind should not mis
represent the footing of his opponent 
and thus do him an injustice. I am sorry 
to say this the article in question has 
done. It says: /■ , ,

“The monster, annihilation does In
gersoll place on the pedestal of his creed 
and smilingly invites all mankind’to fall 
down and worship ip”

This is pushing the 'argument too far. 
Col. Ingersoll smiles .äs' did Voltaire. 
Both these gigantic enemies of supersti
tion favor smiles over sobs, But all the 
world; has reason to know Ingersoll 
never had limber knees. , He abjures 
worship too profoundly to’invite it in 
any manner. He is one of a trinity of 
leaders who pronounce strongly against 
the belittling, and self-degrading act of 
■worship.' . Long' ago Apollonius of Ty- 
ann enjoined this: “Worship no embod- 
¡iment of triith, however exalted.” 
■ There is another item of proof—iron- 
|01ad—which goes to show the design 
theory not only in distress, but such an 
utter fallacy as to put it out of court,and 
.out. of existence. ' •

. God is .called our Maker. ..If • he made 
man, ne made, the organs of inan. If he 
made or rijakes, a thing, it is beyond 
question, that he should turn out the best, 
and the perfect. This equation Mr. 
Richmond cannot controvert. What are 
the facts? > i . . , .

In the outset we oner this impeaching 
statement pf positive fact: that in the 
human eye, this so-called handiwork of 
“God our Maker,” there are seven de
fects. -

, One big detect is a black or blind spot 
in front of the orbit arid behind the pu
pil. This is where the optic nerve en
ters the globe of the eye and spreads out 
to form the retina. This blind spot, 
though ever present in all eyes, of both 
man and animals, from custom and habit 
is unnoticed during the exercise of its 
function. . .■

y 4«,

“PLATO! THOU REASONEST WELL.”
This is a tall man, full six feet; has 

short black hair and has round black 
eyes, straight nose, wide mouth and 
prominent cheek bones. He looks to me 
like-a powerful intellectual spirit He 
has broad shoulders, a deep chest and 
wears a white robe—no ornaments. Now 
he speaks:

PLATO’S COMMUNICATION.
This is not the first occasion on which 

I have manifested in the. cause of Mod
ern Spiritualism, and, therefore,' I feel 
somewhat more familiar with mortals of 
the present age than I would have felt 
under other circumstances. \.

The same question which agitated the 
public mind during my earthly career 
agitates still the public mind.of this day 
and age. . . .
। The:importance.of the. knowledge of 
an immortality brthe’soul is‘beyond" the

ord, why not thé vast monuments of the 
Atlantians,. the Pyramid .of Cheops in 
EgyP1: which still stands in all its sub
lime grandeur, to testify to the great in
tellects of a racé which- has now, to a 
great extent, beepme extinct.

This brings us. to a . state in this dis
course where thé question may be asked, 
what . has become'of. these people of all 
peoples of pre-historio and historic 
times? The constructors of the temples 
of old (the mbriuments, works of art) who 
in their successive days developed and 
advanced their kind from the' savage to 
the civilian?,. . . .

I.wiH tell.jfou what has become of all 
this vast host of eminent and pre-emi
nent mortals. They are great and ad
vanced spirits, in Spirit-life—immortal, 
never.todie;. „arid they are carrying on, 
through their successes in earth-life, the 
works interrupted by .'their changed con
dition. , . - ’

I may without. vanity,state that I, ex
emplify', ip; à : measure,; smalla though „it 
be, the fact bf continued existence—as a 
spirit ’ obntiriuedo labor- (though from ; a 
spiritual standpoint)' in: a field-which was 
peculiar' to me as a mortal. - This pre
supposes pri’ interest■ ■'entertained , by 
spirits for-mortal'affairs, 'and the suppo
sition ’is Correct; 'as: departed 'spirits -are 
educators-and preeeptoW to. the mortal 
race, though invisible'they may be; nor 
is it necessary for the,presence of media 
to carry on . by, impression and control 
the work, whether intellectual or qje- 
chanical, though mortals: for spirits are 
constantly manifesting'and demonstrat
ing the immortality of the soul through 
the reproduction ot works peculiar to 
the ages of antiqulty. .

This may best be illustrated by calling 
to your mind the architectural works of 
renaissance which adorn your beautiful- 
and highly-favored country. The sem
blance of the Parthenon at Athens may 
be seen in severai of ÿour principal cit
ies. Thè Temple Of Ephesus is repro
duced as a bank 'building in the city of 
New Orleans','' and so .oh ad infinitum.

But for our purpose, suffice it to say 
that there is nothing of that nature; 
possessed by; the moderns which was not 
also, possessed by’ the ■ ancients; which 
proves that , an inspiration, a contro! 
from somé outeide fOrce or being, must 
have by suggestion rind guidance made' 
it possible for antiquity to' be unveiled 
in the mbderh;years bf this age. ' "

It is not given to mortals to create; 
they can only ' make' from something 
which already exists,-and hence -it fol
lows that - the conceptions which have 
developed grand and magnificent pro
ductions, eventuated in great and im
portant discoveries, have not originated 
with the.• mortal, bùt from an outside 
sburce; thè spirit,with which such Works 
In his mortel âàfs were familiar. - •

In conclusion; ..perihit me to assure 
modern Spiritualists not only of the im
mortality of the soul, but of an active, 
intelligent state 'of being, which can 
span the ages;feproducing through mor
tal instrumentality ' any ,work with which 
he was identified in his earth-life ca
reer. . t: ■.

These are;grèat truths,, and though to 
many they may.be incredible, yet they 
were comprehended and taught by a 
Swedenborg in a manner that should 
have sècürédrünivérsal conviction. .

This is Spiritualismrthaconditionpre
requisite to. an understanding of mortal 
life; and let.it not be' sàìd in.,these days 
of enlightenment arid;; civilization, that 
mortala can be.found- bo dull and obsti
nate as to rejeett a truth- which' they 
should cherish above every other-, con
sideration. ’ ■ PLATO.

Hagar is bellevedjto. la; from the He
brew, and means the stranger. :• ■■■■ ■ t 

’■ ■ Josiah, the name: Of a- greafHebrew 
king, meaht-the fire, of the Lord;

Lavinia, a name ‘ .of Latin /origin, 
means a feminine native •ofc-Latium.

Bella.comeb frinfifthe Latin through 
the Italian; .the-beautifirl onwi - •

There is another defect caused by the 
blood-vessels emerging from behind into 
the globe on the inner side. These 
spread out aud ramify on and over the 
retina and stand in the way of clear vis
ion, like h network of opaque ropes. 
Sight is only exercised by looking past 
them as best it can.
. Again, there are fibres and spots in the 
crystalline lens which impair the dis
tinctiveness of vision.

A fourth defect is that of specks float
ing in the vitreous humor, minute cor
puscles and folds of membrane. These 
produce that, flickering annoyance al
most baffling when working with the 
microscope. 'They are called musca vola- 
tantes. . ■

Without enumerating the other three 
defects, the foregoing answer the object 
in'our argument.

These defects or blemishes falling 
from the hand of God, a supreme master 
workman, frôm whom not the' «lightest 
imperfection, it is assumed, can be pos
sible, is the omnipotent enigma for or
thodoxy fo solve. What shall we say? 
What flo they mean?

The essential fact is they decide a 
great question—the question of “de
sign.” Everybody knows that had but 
one of these defects been found in the
great glass eye of the Lick observatory, 
it would have been condemned, rejected 
and sent back to the makers, as a bung
ling piece of work. This shows that man 
can make a better optical instrument 
than'God, if God be the eye maker. Mr. 
Richmond makes this remark:

. “Surely if man can do so much by an 
intelligent manipulation of the forces of 
nature, a creator can do more.” We 
would suppose so. But the above ocu
lar facts successfully impeach and con
fute the claim our opponents make. 
They show God to be an inferior work
man: to man. -One of two conclusions 
must bear, rule—either the so-called God 
is a failure at optical instrument-making 
or creating, or this so-called creating 
business is,a falsehood, and man was 
never created or made, as orthodoxy 
claims. The latter is the only tenable 
and rational conclusion. It in effect af
firms that man was slowly evolved 
through nature’s persistent forces. This 
leaves the design dogma utterly barren 
of proof and the case is thrown out of 
court.

Man’s labor bears some resemblance 
to that of nature. The Clarks made 
nineteen failures in. the Lick glass be
lote success was reached. It is more 
than probable that nature made over 
nineteen million failures before the 
present success in animal optics was at
tained. It is found the‘eye had its be
ginning in Aurelia, the jelly-fish, in a 
mere<apeek of pigment that received the 
impression of light. . • , ' ■

Thus the ancient dogma of design, and 
the mentality of Deity and. Devil, fade 
and disappear before the light of sci
ence and the breath of reason. But peo
ple smitten from childhood with ances
tralfaith, cling to them like children to 
their playthings. .

A. S. Hudson, M. D.
. Stockton, Cal.,

Maumee Valley Camp.
The second annual meeting of the 

Maiimee Valley Association of Spirit
ualists will be held in; Betts’ Grove, near 
Bailey Station, Ohio, on the Toledo, St. 
Louis & Kansas City Bailroad, about 
twenty miles west of Toledo, commenc
ing Friday, August 10th, and closing 
Monday, August 20th.

The following speakers are engaged: 
Mrs. Nellie Babcock Smith, of Cleve
land, Ohio; Mrs. Carrie M. Smith, of 
Frankfort,.Ind,; Mr. M. Knight, of To
ledo, Ohio; Mrs. Letta Vantassel and 
Miss EmmaSeits, of Wood County,Ohio; 
Mrs. M. E.. Jameson, the well-known 
psychometrist, of Toledo, and Mr. J. B. 
Johnson, physical and trumpet medium, 
will also oe present during the meet
ing- .

■ Arrangements will be made to care 
for all wno wish to attend. For partic
ulars regarding . tenting privileges, 
board, etc., address G. C. Betts, Esq., 
Fancher P. O., Ohio. Other speakers 
and. mediums intending to be present 
will please notify W. M. Smith, chair
man, t254 North . Van* Buren street, 
Frankfort, Ind., in season, so that proper 
announcement can be made.

Passed io Spirit-Life.
A babe of eighteen months, George 

Edward, only child of William and Kate 
Graver, passed to the bright beyond on 
Wednesday night, May 16th, at the 
home of its grandfather, ■ George- C, 
Marker. Duquesne Heights, Pittsburgh, 
Pa. The child had been suffering for 
three weeks, but now it is in a world 
where pain cannot enter. Many hands 
were beckoning for the bright little one, 
and it is the knowledge of the friends in 
earth-life that it will be taken care of 
and taught the lessons of Spiritualism as 
it would have been taught had it re
mained in earth-life. , ’ •

Oscar Edgerly, medium, officiated at 
the funeral, after which Mrs. M. J. 
Crilly read a poem, entitled, “Only a 
Little Grave.”

J. C. Edward Marker.

Passed to Spirit-life, after a long and 
painful illness, Sister Lucinda Call. 
Sprague. She was born in Trumble 
Co., Ohio, and passed to the higher life 
May 6th, 1894, from Santa! Anna, Cal,, 
beijag 64 years old. She leaves an aged 
husband and a little granddaughter, 
with the sweet , assurance of a lite 
beyond. Brother and Sister Sprague 
were both firm believers in Spiritu
alism, and she passed out knowing to 
the last that the time for the change 
had come. She bade all good-by and 
closed her eyes in death, with the 
words “sing, .sing," going out with the 
spirit. Mrs. Gilbert Arnold. ,

We have tp record the transition of 
another of our mediums, Mrs. Oliver, a 
great sufferer for the last eighteen 
months. Her carrier was most promising, 
but she was cut down in the prime of 
lite. .Only those who have seen their 
Ipved ones laid' away with the cold 
comfort that the church offers the sor
rowing hearts, could appreciate the vast 
difference that was in the service oyer 
her remains. Nothing but love was 
there. .Mr. Wheeler, Mr. Day, Mtb. S. 
Benner, Mrs. K. R. Stiles and the writer 
were the speakers at the service. It 
was most impressive. Then was voiced 
through Mrs. Stiles messages of love 
from the departed. Not one present 
but seemed to feel the spirit presence. 
She leaves two little ones besides her 
husband to mourn her earthly loss; but 
they are not alone, as one speaker said: 
“No mother in earth-life ever watched 
her darlings with more tender care than 
does this mother now. From her home 
in the Spirit-land, she will come to 
guard over them and bid them be strong 
and brave in the battle of life.” How 
beautiful is the knowledge of Spiritu
alism at this trying moment. No longer 
a faith that the dear one is Bate, out 
.absolute certainty. The deceased being 
a member of the Woman’s Progressive 
Union, the form of services of that body 
were carried out in full. Not a dry eye 
was in the house'as one after another of 
the members placed upon the casket the 
ribbon-bow of the union, which was a 
token that the bond of sisterhood was 
not severed by the crossing of one of 
their number over the river of life. 
The choir of the First Association ren
dered efficient service.

M. E. Cadwallader.
Philadelphia, Pa.

DR. GREER’S 
PABULUM OF LIFE

Dear Doctor Dobson, San Jose, 
Cal.:—I must thank you for what you 
have done for me. Last June I took the 
medicine that you so kindly sent for one 
month, and am now well. I cannot 
thank you and your band of spirits 
enough for what you have done for me, 
as I suffered for five years and couldget 
no relief until I heard of you in THE 
Progressive Thinker. As I am a 
firm believer in spirit-magnetism, I be
lieved that if any one could cure me, 
you could. May God and the good an
gels bless you and help you always is 
my prayer. I remain yours,

Edwin Schmidt, 
107 S. Monroe st. Baltimorer Md.

Address letters to San Jose, Cal. See 
ad. in another column.

0SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENTS.
That Tired Feeling

Ib a dangerous condition, directly due 
to depleted or impure blood. It should 
not be allowed to continue, as in its 
debility the system is especially liable 
to serious attacks of illness. It is re
markable how beneficial Hood’s Sar
saparilla is in this enervating state. 
Possessing just those elements which 
the system needs and readily seizes, this 
medicine purifies the blood, and imparts 
a feeling of strength and Belf-confldehce. 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is the remedy for 
that weakness which prevails at the 
change of season, climate or life. A 
point for you is that, if you want a blood 
purifier or strengthening medicine, you 
should get the best. Ask for Hood’s 
Sarsanarilla and insist upon having It.

Good News for Spiritualists.
Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 

kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous; 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, ior 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick.headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe,., and its after effects, or 
seven. weeks’ treatment for only $1.00. 
Ourreaders sbopld send atonce, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

An Orthodox Exhibit.
Dr.' John Robinson,' who recently 

passed to Spirit-life at New Orleans, was 
a staunch and faithful Spiritualist. Prior 
to his transition he requested Dr. D. D. 
Clark to speak at his grave, and this was 
consented to by Dr. Clark. But the 
services of an Episcopal clergyman were 
called instead, and Dr. Clark was crowd
ed out Dr. Robinson lived and died an 
avowed Spiritualist; , and we can imag
ine his feelings as he stood, by in spirit
form and listened to the reading of the 
stale old orthodox creed, drawled in sol
emn tones: believe in the' resurrec
tion of the body,” etc., which is a part 
of the Episcopal faith. We wonder if it 
was supposed that an orthodox burial 
service performed over the. mortal re
mains of a ^confirmed Spiritualist,, who 
lived and died aS such, would somehow 
and in some way save his soul from hell? 
We see no other reason for forcing such 
a eervice over the lifeless body of one 
who 'had- expressly. requested ‘ a' service 
in accordaface with his-own ■ honest con
victions, of the truth.- The occurrence 
is, however, but another sample ortho
dox exhibit. ■ -

. MEDIUMSHIP..
How to Investigate Spiritualise 

or, Rules for the Spirit Circle.
The Spirit Circle Is the assembling together ot Q 

number of persons seeking communion with the eplrlw 
who have passed from earth to the world ot souls. Tht; 
chief advantage of euch an assembly Is the mutual ln> 
partatlon aud reception of the combined magnotlsmr 
of the assemblage, which form a force stronger thug 
that of an Isolated subject-—enabling spirits to'com- 
taune with greater power and developing the Iatan! 
gifte of mediumship. , ■

The first conditions to be observed relate to the pep 
eons who compose the circle. These should be, ns fa: 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, as positive end 
negative; of moral characters, pure' minds, and nof 
marked by repulsive points ot either physical or men 
tai condition. No person suffering from disease, or ot 
debilitated physique, should be present at any circle, 
unless it Is formed expressly for healing purposes. 1 
would recommend the number of tho circle never to be 
less than three, or more then twelve. The best num
ber Is eight. No person of a strong positive tempera
ment should be present, as any such magnetic spheres 
emanating from the circle will overpower that of the 
spirits, who must always be positive In the circle in 
order to produce phenomena.

Never fet the apartment be over-heated, the root» 
should be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion In the atmosphere, disturbs the 
manifestations. A subdued light is the most favora
ble tor spiritual magnetism. .
, I recommend the seance to be opened either with 

Srayer or a song sung ta chorus, after which subdued, 
ermonlzing conversation Is better than wearisome si

lence; but let the conversation be directed towards the 
purpose of the gathering, and never sink into discus
sion or rise to emphasis. Always have a pencil and 
paper on the table; avoid entering or quitting the room, 
irrelevant conversation, or disturbances within or 
without the circle after the seance has commenced.

Do not admit unpunctual camera, nor suffer the alt 
of the room to be disturbed after the sitting common- > 
ces. Nothing but necessity. Indisposition, or Impres
sions, should warrant the disturbance of the sitting, 
WHtoa should Ngvss exceed two hours, unless an 
extension of time be solicited by the Spirits.

-Let the seance alwaye extend to one hour, even If no 
results are obtained; It sometimes requires that time 
for splrlte to form their battery. Let It be also remem
bered that circles are experimental, hence no one 
should be discouraged if phenomena are not produced 
at the first few sittings. Stay with the same circle for 
six sittings; if no phenomena ere then produced you 
may be eure you are not assimilated to each other; ta 

. that case, let the membera meet with other persons 
until you succeed.

A well-developed test medium may sit without In
jury for any person, but a circle Bitting for mutual de
velopment should never admit persons addicted to bad 
habits, strongly positive or dogmatical. A candid in
quiring spirit Is the only proper frame of mind In 
which to Bit for phenomena, the delicate magnetism of 
which Is made or marred as much of mental as physi
cal conditions.

Impressions are the voices of spirits or the monitions 
of the spirit within us, end should always be followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong tn act or word. At the 
opening of the circle, one or more are often Impressed 
to change seats with others. One or more are Impressed 
tp withdraw, or a feeltag of repulsion makes It painful 
to remain. Let these impressions be feltbf ully regard
ed, and pledge'each other that no offence shall be taken 
by following impressions.

If a strong impression to write, speak, sing, dance, 
or gesticulate possess any mind present, follow It out 
faithfully. It has a meaning If you cannot at first rea
lize It. Never feel hurt In your own person, nor ridi
cule your neighbor for any failures to express or dis
cover the meaning of the spirit impressing you.

Spirit control Is often deficient, and at first imper
fect. By often yielding to It, your organism becomes 
more flexible, and the .spirit more experienced; and 
practice In control is necessary for spirits as well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drive them away, but always strive to ele
vate them, and treat them as you would mortals, un
der similar circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to “lying spirits," or deceiving mediums. 
Many mistakes occur in the communion of which you 
cuntiot always be aware.

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to hold sittings with the same parties for more 
than a twelvemonth. After that time, If not before, 
fresh elements of magnetism are essential. Some of 
the origlnel circle should withdraw, and others take 
their places. . .

Never seek the spirit circle In a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only, have you cause to fear It.

Nover permit any one to Bit in circles who Buffer 
from it in health or mind- Magnetism In the 
case of such persons Is a drug, which operates perni
ciously, and should be cerefully avoided.

Every seventh person can be a medium of some kind, 
and become developed through the Judicious opera
tions of the spirit circle. When once mediums are 
fully developed, the circle sometimes becomes injuri
ous U> them. When they feel thle to be the cose, let 
none be offended If they withdraw, and only use their 
gifts In other times and places.

All persons are subject to spirit Influence and guid
ance, but only one In seven can bo externalize this 
fiower es to become what Is called a medium; and let 
t ever be remembered that trance speakers, no less 

than mediums for any other gift, can never be Influ
enced by spirits far beyond their own normal capacity 
In the MATTza of the Intelligence rendered, the mag
netism of the spirits being but a quickening Are, which 
inspires the brain, and, like » hot-house process on 
plants, forces into prominence latent powers of the 
mind, but creates nothing- Even in the case of merely 
automatic speakers, writers, rapping, and other forms 
of test mediumship, the intelligence of the spirit li 
measurably shaped by the capacity and Idiosyncrasies 
of the medium.' ‘ All spirit power Is limited in exprea 
slon by the organism through which it works, and 
spirits may control, Inspire, and Influence the human 
mjnd, but do not change or re-create it.—Emma Ha» 
nntox Bbittzn.

RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICS OF SCIENCE.

The World’s Greatest Remedy for 
All Conditions Arising from ” 
hausted Nervous Energy or

Ex-

Loss of Vital Force!
It will strengthen the weak« invigorate 
the young, and rejuvenate the old. !

TRY IT!—TRY IT!—TRY IT!
By Mail. 11.00. Address DR. R. GREER, 
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago.

. * * 1 1 ,
P. 8.—Dr. Greer has been in active 

practice in Chicago for 28 years and 
is well known as a most successful 
physician in all mental and nervous 
diseases. He Is still In active practice.

DR. SYKES.
He cured hlmeelf In 1870. The remedies have cured 

thousands since, and might cure you of catarrh. Send 
for freo book, “Common-Senie Tftlk.” Pkge (for one 
Pint) per mall, 91.00 Act.to-day ¿nd save suffering.
Dr. Sykes Sure Cure Co., Caxton BlOg. 
Chicago. 236«

INVALIDS
JJL HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN

Ä,0hiS 'rH0MAtä ba^ÄompS£‘cW.

aICK AKE HEALED, send 
ofadvfoa 

«on Boulevard Chlongo in. üeloa' D“

CHICAGO

"The blind medium, prop. h. w

ANTSTONiSfflWÖFFEET- 
SE,^.D. JH^BE 2-CENT S2AMPS

Boston. Mass. Boston, Station A,

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
, . years.

A METHOD OF TREATING 
system, ’send’b two-cent rBtamSd' S“r'the #DÜr’ 
printed taformetton Ä pS ““I* 1 wll> «md

V
J

XJ

A H, E, F. HASENCLEVER, TES1 
Kl . Medium, holds developing circles (at 25 cents) 

SM°fdBy evening at 8 o'clock-at bls residence, 
«27 M. Washtenaw ave. Private readings 60 cts. 289
C O. SHÖBE RY, ■ DEVELOPING 

. Medium. Circle« 10c. Call 670 Fulton et., even- 
’M“'______________________________ ___________ 236
MBS. N. L. PIERCE, CLAIR VO Y ANT, 

J.VJ. Test and Business Medium. ?7d W Madison st.
239

Ç Z. BARNEY CO. INDEPEND- 
Ux » ent alate-writing. Send slates sealed, by ex*, 
press prepaid and 91.00 a communication, or we will 
returnmoney. P, O. box 465, Oatego, Mich. 286

YOU WISH TO HAVE GOOD 
I-A health and live one hundred years? We csd as* 
sist both. Ellxer No. 1 and 2, one pint of each remedy 

ftud .fcyigorate the entire system, am 
with Spirit Varma s directions how to take care of the 
body, will enable you to have good health and live a 
century. All sent post-paid for 91.00.

B.F. POOLE, Clinton Iowa.
Refbhenobs: B. B. Hart, Clinton, Iowa; Hattie M. 

Sumner, Sherman, Tex.; Mr. H. Harmon, Jacksonville, 
Iu> _______________________________ 236

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
TTAVING PURCHASED OF JOHN 

I I William Fletcher the complete outfit used by 
him in presenting his famous Illubteateh Leotubk 
upon Spieitualisk, and having made large and vaiu* 
able accessions thereto, I am prepared to negotiate 
with societies and camp-meetings for giving one or all 
of my four Illustrated Lectures upon thia Interesting 
subject. My friends well know that for some years I 
have been gathering material for this work, and I can 
assure them that no expense has been spared in ar
ranging the details of the Exhibition bo as to please 
■nd instruct *u. JOHN EGGLESTON.

Box 848, New York,

ARE YOU GOING
To Campmeeting?

IF BO YOU WANTÁ

Spiritualist Badge 
Electro-plate. 75 cent«. Roll-plate, 
9J.26jßolid Gold,91.76.

Do KOT SEND STAMPS, W. H. BACH, MÍP., ßfilnt 
Paul, Minn. _________________________ 238

Z'RANCE MEDIUM, PSY CHOME- 
trlet. clairvoyant, magnetic healer, and develop

ing medium. Send lock of hair and one dollar for 
reading. Prof.Groeach, 548 Chicago ave., Chicago. 236

r)R. STEVENS OBESITY TABLETS
—Will reduce superfluous flesh, cure rheuma- 

lam, heart disease and Bright's disease, have a won
derful physiological effect In various ailments; they 
are efficient and harmless; sent by mall. Price 91.00 
per box of 200 tablets, six boxes for 95.00. Address 
Mrs. M. W. Hilliker, sole frgent, No. 15 Prospect st., 
Hansa* City, Kas. 236

F. GORDEN WHITE.

Z'RANCE, TEST, BUSINESS AND 
platform medium, sitting« dally. No. 2973 Cot
tage Grove ave. 234tf

Dr. J. C. PHILLIPS, 
CLAIRVOYANT AND PSYCHOME
L' trlst, win send one month's medicine (highly 

magnetized by Bpirlt-power) for *1.50. For 50 cents 
will give reading, business advice or examination. 
Send lock of batr, age and sex. with stamp enclosed. 
25 years' practice. Address 471 W„ Madison st. Cht-

237

(MIARLES STEWARD, 2239 WEL- 
V' ton street, Denver Co)., holds trumpet seances 

Sunday, Tuesday, and Friday evenings. All Investi
gators must be recommended. 233

CATARRH SPECIALIST.
T)R; T. WILKINS MAGNETIC PHY- 

JLAlctan. 46 St. John's Place, will give attention to 
the sick, at home or at his room. AU diseases success
fully treated, but Catarrh is bls specialty. For ref
erences ask bls patients. 282 tf

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
7WE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR

voyant of the Pacific Coast, vili send a free 
Diagnosta and tarma for treatment to all who will Bend 
tlielr name and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage «tamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist ’ of Dee. SO, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here he has made hlmscU highly 
respected and beloved for hts benevolent work, hi« 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and bls straight
forward course of Integrity and honor." Address 
Db. W. M. Fobstbb. 1059 Market St., San Francisco, 
California. 237

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
JAL in tour own home. Will tend a pamphlet con* 
raining instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, al) for 2H cts. Address, Ura. J. A. 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue, Chicago, I1L 249

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL. 
One of the Fox Sisters.

T)0EMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.
1 Hr Lizzie Dates. New edition. This handsome 
volume open« with the wondertur experience« of the 
author, who 1« peculiarly git ted a> a trance medium 
and'public apeaker. Her. platform labors bare for a 
long time been r nceastag, and the deep religions and 
spiritual tone a? her discourses hero extended ber 
Influence far beyond tho limit of her voice, through 
the Instrumentality af the presa But It Is chiefly for 
her medlnmUtlc power to give utterance to poema 
noble, exalted fend thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious snd elevating, that she is most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the Inspir
ational nAerances, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under dirtet spirit influence. Severs! of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of bls productions In earth-life, but far surpass these/ 
In exahedness o* conception and purity of purpose.' 
Dthere arety thy Inspiration of Shakespeare, BurnsA 
A. W. Sprague; nt In many cases the author’s nsme 
Is not recorded. The Biographies! Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
areglven to the world. The pecullsr Influence which 
eaih spirit exerclaed over the medium Is stated, and i 
the unmistakable certainty and 'algnllcence of this . 
blgher phase of spiritual communion1 is besutlfull 
portrayed. .Cloth, Plata, reduced from ,1.50 to ,ir

। Postage » e«Ma. For sale at this offica. " _

REMOVED. MRS. C. SCOTT, FROM 
Zv New York city« trance and bualnew medium—to 
2440 North 17th street, Philadelphia, Pa. Sittings 
9 a M.,' to 4 f. M., except Saturdays and Bunday*. 237 
^^sTcOtmELLrSIMPROVED RE- 

1VJ. demption for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leave* the hair soft, gloisy, clean and 
natural. It Is not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 centa. All 
ready for use. PoBtpald, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage sumps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 
1848 Ridge Avenue, Philadelpbla, Fa. 237

Z-. F. PERKINS, TEST MEDIUM, 
CT*• Readings dally. Test circles Tuesday ¿nd Fri

day, at 8 p. m. Wednes-day afternoon 2:30. Mre. Per
kin's readings dally. 8710 Cottage Grove Avenue.

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
TV SEA SES TREATED BY VITAL 

JLy magnetism and by hypnotism. Develops latent 
psych lea] powers. Consultation by mail 91,00. No. 
224 Ontario street, Chicago. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m.
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EVERLASTING GOSPEL,
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC

tures given by tbe Spirit Band through the me
diumship of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. This volume con
sists of a series of lectures, messages and poems, 
■written and delivered in public through tbe mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone fs excellent: 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some Ideas that differ from those-he has held, yet he 
wlll-flndmuch to please, benefit and Instruct. Tbe 
reverence with which Jesus Is mentioned will please 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jesng 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
Thë book,contalns’488,large pages, and will be sent- 
postpaid for 91.50.1 For sale st this office.
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you lUouli read. Price 15 eeats.
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Costs Nothing
I. H. METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago, 
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CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T\R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY 

JS Mass, and his band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting the most wonderiul cures that have 
been recorded and are bo acknowledged. By the clear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by bin marvelous spirit 
forces combined with his magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal the s ek. Try him. Send hip sex. age, name 
lock of hair, and four 2-ceut stamps, and he will eend 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn't want anv 
leading symptoms. Address Db. J. S. Loucks. Shir
ley, Mass. 237
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rT'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT- 
L uallem. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound 

research, by one of the ablest mu of the ago. £riss 
«1A0; postage 10 centa

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
ZI 2-cent stamps, lock at hair, name, age, sex, 00« 
leading symptom, and I will dlagnoie your disease 
tree with the aid of spirit power. Dr. B. S. Wtlltama, 
Lake Genera, WIs. 236

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW
erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 

throe 2-cent stamp., lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full-and correct dlag. 
no.I. of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay. Box 411 
Denver Colorado. 237

ATTENTION! SEND POSTAL 
Zi Nori for 20 cents, (no stamp.) to Mis. Clsra 
Marsh, Rochester, Mleh.. and receive by return mall 
a handsome picture drape. Extra fine 23 cent., Ism 
a medium, and kind spirit■ aid me ta my work. I so
licit tho patronage of Spiritualist, and all lovers of 
beauty and truth, p. O. Box, 233. 22Stf
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ington, D. C.
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PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read thia testimonial.' “PfiYOHKarrived twn waaIt« 1¡le‘?cd »■»•St 5-
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it. Independent writing came tirat Rittin<y wa » get Rapping, Ringing of Ben., Trompef'spYaU^ 
moving of bodies without contact, eta. He SS 
Tkompsok , Arkadelphia® A?k.'^

7 SYCHOMEI’RV, CONSULT WITH 
^of; jb.li' Se''erance ta all matter« pertaining to 

Kta Unj >, f s' your ‘PWt-MendB. Bend loci of
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will anewer 
three question« free of charge, fiend for circuit 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wi«. 236

MRS. C. PARTRIDGE,
~pLATFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND

1 medlum. Readings personally or byí¿Ieí rea/,n‘-’ “al‘»c“ta 46 si 
John s Place, Chicago, Ill. 222 tt

MRS. RUTH A. COOMBS, 1087 W. 
LrJ. Lake Street. Clslrvoyant, Test and Business 
Medium. Brief Reading, 25 centa. 238

'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEL. 
■J. uge. Something you should have to refer to. Bj 
James M. McCann. Price 16 centa.

IT IS INTERESTING.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ* 

menu, Surroundings, and Conditions In the Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelba- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 91.00. Postage M cents. For sale at 
this office.
~TX/HYSHE~BECAME~A~SPIRITUAL. 
VV 1st. Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. 

This book should be read by every Spiritualist Pris» 
ll.00| postage 10 cents.

VERY INTERESTING.
TDEYOND THE GATES. BY ELIZA- 

J_J heth Stuart Phelps, author ot “Gates Ajar,’’ 
“ The Story of Avia,” etc. Cloth <1.25. For sale at this 
office.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL. 
AUng.A Sericeo! Lessons on the'Relation, ot the ' 
the Spirit to Its Own Organism, and the Inter-Relation 
st Human Being, with Reference to Health.' Disease 
'and;Healing.; By the spirit ot Dr. Benjamin Ruih, ।

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

Author of “Helen Harlows Vow,” "The Occult 
.Fortes of ■Sex,” “Perfect. Motherhood,” and many 
•ther works. -Price accents. For sale at this office.

'THE \ W.ORLD’S, SIXTEEN CRUCL
J. fled. Saviors. By Eeraey Grave«. You Bbopld

'tbrough'tbB'raedium.MpofMra.Cor»L.V.Richmond} "
[¿K A book tbit ere'ry healer, phyalctan and Spiritual!» ALL ABOUT DEVILS. . L - ------------

' • lirould read, Eric» «1,60. - -----------....................... XAHulL A work you ihould read.
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CASSADAGA CAMP.

It Is a Leader in the Grand Work.

MAIN ENTRANCE TO GROUNDS AT CASSADAGA CAMP ) MEETING.

Eqüality Club.

CASSADAGA.
Its Social Attractions.

An

& k

lodepepdMl Slate Writing al CASSADAGA GAMP MEETING Through the Mediumship Of Pierre L 0, A. Keeler.

September. Elnora M. Babcock, 
Vice Pres. Chautauqua Co. Political

Progress, tb® Universal Lavi» of fiatare: Tt»oágl)t, flje Solder)! of Jier Problems

THE CASSADAGA GAMP MEETING
It is a jyieeea for Tfyoûsarçds of 

¡Bpiritúalists.

H Its Attractions Are as Varied as They Are Charming.

Its Programme for this Season Is ATT that Can Be Asked

And The Progressive ¿thinker Takes^PÍeasure in Presenting Ite 
Claims to its 40,000 Readers.

CASSADAGA.
Its Natural Beauty Proverbial

The Famous Spiritualist Summer 
’ Besort.

The natural beauty of Cassadaga has 
become almost proverbial. “It is such 
a lovely spot,” ie the praise heard often- 
est upon strangers’ lips, while to those 
more familiar with its myriad charms it 

’ is no less fascinating. .
The retired little island which fate 

long ago decided should become the 
most famous spiritualistic summer re
sort in all America is inevitably asso
ciated in the minds of its frequenters 
with a picturesque blending of high 
hills, sloping meadows, grand old trees, 
rippling lake waves, glinted with golden 
sunshine, a bracing atmosphere, laden

ft k

with the healthful breath of mountain 
pine, which has come to be looked upon 
as an harmonized haven of rest, where 
nature spreads a carpet of green for the 
feet and a heaven of blue overhead.

It is the uniting of aU these individual 
witcheries that goes to make up an ideal 
whole, but if a beauty-dissector were to 
attempt an analysis of its component 
parts, he would be more than likely to 
seize upon the charming trio of lakes, 
connected by romantic and tangle- 
banked channels, which lovingly wash 
its shores as the chief contributor. The 
placid surface of these waters, which no 
storm has ever been known to lash into 
fury, is freely dotted with nattily-dec
orated pleasure-steamers, wee sister 
crafts, with white sails unfurled, and 
numberless rowboats, attractive alike to 
athletic youth and dreamy age.

Here comes to mind tire rhythm of a 
jot of improvised commemorative verse 

rI
a

& 

it ;

RAILROAD STATION AND CAMP.

which runs something like this:
ON CASSADAGA LAKE.

I launch my little boat, and drift 
With gentle winds and rippling tides, 

Where sphinx-like hills shutout the din 
Of that far world where strife abides.

My sonl expands, as with the breath 
Of hew-born hope. Slow fade the

cares
That, pierce, my heart, till naught re

mains
But (the smooth calm which nature 

wears;..  ,
Twilight descends. The silent stars 
“Woo me to h^ppy . thoughts. A bong ‘

Of tender faith floats faintly to
Mine ears. My lonely heart beats 

strong
With gracious memories of one

Who sang to me through one glad 
year

So fraught with manifold delights
That heaven itself seemed strangely 

near.
The full moon dips the water’s edge— 

Across the lake its soft sheen roams.
Anon comes night, and from the shore 

Shine out the lights from cottage 
homes. /

Then there are so many invitingly- 
shaded walks, such varied driveways 
amid scenery good for the eyes to dwell 
upon, such a waste of mysterious forest 
to explore and such a multiplicity of 
cosy nooks that invite to restful.repose, 
that even a beauty-dissector- is be
wildered, and attempts no further prob
ing into the constituent factors of this 
bewitching effect, but is content to class
ify it as altogether sui generis and name 
it Cassadaga.

A pronounced book-lover is apt to find 
his keenest enjoyment in Library hall, 
with its long rows of well-stocked 
shelves and its reading-room, with 
tables covered with the leading and 
latest magazines and periodicals. He is 
also likely to chance upon the fact that 
additional care has been taken for his 
comfort in the provision of lounging- 
chairs on a roomy verandah command
ing a view which cannot fail to be a 
source of gratification to his aesthetic 
taste and artist’s eye.

All who are in any degree interested 
in the subjects of plants, minerals, in
sects or birds, easily search out those 
distinctive attractions which make the 
place ideal from their own particular 
standpoint. Indeed, the observers and 
admirers of our feathered friends find 
unusual opportunities and advantages 
here in noting the habits and peculiari
ties of a surprising variety of these tiny 

songsters, whose spontaneous matin and 
evening carolings are attractive fea
tures not to be ignored. A story, half 
whimsical and half pathetic, is told of a 
little girl who came last summer to 
Cassadaga from a great city where bird 
songs are barely heard. The next morn
ing after her arrival the tiny maid 
awakened her mother at an early hour 
with the extravagant information that 
some little bird must' have told all 
the other birds of her presence, for they 
had all gathered together under her 
window to give her a serenade. And 
all the season through that happy little 
girl imagined, herself ,an. object of 

special attention from every bird that 
sang within her hearing.

While within the gates of fair Cassa
daga the student of human nature stores 
away whole volumes of observed facts 
for after consideration. It would be un
safe to hazard that any resort on the 
continent welcomes to its hospitalities a 
more complex and oppositely individu
alized aggregation of men and women 
than here come and go during the sea
son of annual assembly.

Taken as a whole, the crowds form 
themselves into an interesting study in 
cosmopolitanism, and they are so de
lightfully unconventional; so free from 
narrow pride and petty jealousies; they 
have so wholesome a disregard for 
Madam Grundy and her satellites, and 
of the social barriers that are supposed 
to exist between people of wealth and 
the less favored class who possess it not.

All this by no means implies that it 
would be unwise to “put money in thy 
purse” when about to depart for a so
journ at this unique retreat, but the 
unaccustomed guest is strongly advised 
to drop any arrogance or intolerance to 
which he may be the unfortunate heir, 
and come to Cassadaga simply as an in
dividual who feels himself to be just as 
good and not one whit better than those 
he may chance to meet. The favorites 
at Cassadaga are the men and women 
who are most intelligent, most liberal- 
minded and most spiritual. Position 
and riches count for . little, but brains, 
originality and helpful ideas for much. 
For these and kindred reasons that class 
of ■ people who live Simply, think pro
foundly, and act fearlessly, declare it to 
be an outing place after their own 
hearts.

The pleasure-seekers come to Cassa
daga for a “jolly good time,” and are 
rarely disappointed. The semi-weekly 
hops in the large, Cool auditorium, after 
perfect dancing music, are something of 
which they never tire. Hunting and 
fishing are said to be excellent, and 
make a favorite supplement to euchre 
and whist parties, bathing, boating and 
flirting. A noticeable number oLpretty 
S women and pleasant-mannered

-girls spend their annual vaca
tions at this shaded retreat among the 
Chautauqua hills, and their bright 
faces and jaunty costumes have been 
found sufficiently captivating to inspire 
the following rhymings:

Here’s to the Cassadaga maid
Of many fads and fancies;

Whose sun-kissed face and airy grace 
The passer-by entrances.

’Tie here we find the modish girl 
Who dotes on sports athletic;

The dainty girl, the dowdy girl, 
And she of taste aesthetic.

The timid girl, afraid of ghosts, 
And she who shakes their hand;

The rustic girl, the traveled girl 
Arrived from a foreign land.

The nervous girl, the self-poised girl;
The girl who dabbles in art;

The loving girl, and yes; alas!
The girl without a heart'

The giggling girl, the clinging girl, r 
And the girl who wants to vote; ■

The hopeful girl, the languid girl, 
And the girl who rows a boat. . • ; ■

The haughty girl, the bashful girl, . 
Who looks on a man with dread;

The homespun girl, the simple girl, , 
And her sister, college-bred. : 

The witty girl, the jolly girl, ’ 
And one who loves the gloaming;

The smiling girl, the tearful girl 
Over the dale is roaming.

Here’s to the Cassadaga maids, 
Of naught that is sweet bereft;

For each and all, from first to last, 
Are girls that never get left.

The philosophical element, that drifts 
to Cassadaga while groping for a key to 
to solve the riddles of life and its con
trasting environments, is rewarded by 
the pertinent helps afforded by the va
rious lectures by gifted men and women, 
who frequently speak to the multitude 
upon timely topics of its own choosing, 
and succeed in unraveling many tangled 
skeins of thought. There are no bound
aries to the discussions. “Free thought 
and free speech,” is one of Cassadaga’s 
earliest watchwords, and one which, 
happily, remains unabused. Woman 
suffrage enthusiasts, the advocates of 
nationalism and the adherents to any 
known cause which has for its object 
the honest desire to better the condition 
and enhance the happiness of mankind 
are sure to find congenial spirits and 
able exponents of the principles they 
are striving to uphold at Cassadaga 

Its Attitude Toward the Suf
frage Movement.

CHANNEL AND UPPER LAKE AT CASSADAGA.

during the months of yearly congrega
tion.

A goodly percentage of transient as 
well as regular attendants visit Cassa
daga for the avowed purpose of investi
gating its-promised occult phenomena.

Many surprises are in store for the 
initiate into these -psychic manifesta
tions, and all who engage to witness 
these illusive but alluring demonstra
tions find every known phase of me- 
diumistic development at ready 
command.

It will be readily gathered from this 
writing tiratCMsadaga’s beauty and at
tractiveness are of diverse qualities, 
and too copious for explicit enumeration 
There are but; few eyas: »blinded to 
nature’s loveliness, and but tewearsso 
du&b to her enchanting harmonies, lab 
to allow 'their owners to pass by this 
little island without an expression bf 
'genuine admiration; and there are np 
sonls' so dumb but that fair Cassadaga! 
if they have. once felt its beneficent in
fluence,.appeals to them in some onerof 
these various ways and awakens a glad 
response. - Ida Worden Wheeler.';

Crowds of people from all parts go there 
to listen to some of the most prominent 
speakers in the country upon the subject, 
and to show their interest in the cause 
and express their appreciation for what 
the management is doing toward the 
education of public sentiment in the di
rection of woman suffrage.

From the grand archway over the 
gate to the farthest extremities of the 
camp, it is a perfect bower of beauty; 
mottoes appropriate to the occasion are 
scattered about the grounds, every cot
tage is profusely decorated with the na
tional colors combined with the yellow, 
the emblematic color of the suffragist.

Over the entrance is hung an im
mense motto, in ’ large golden letters: 
“Cassadaga’s Welcome to Political 
Equality.” The auditorium is most 
profusely decorated; pictures of Lucretia 
Mott, Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Lucy 
Stone and Susan B. Anthony, the 
sainted martyrs of the cause, are ar
ranged on the platform. '"

Altogether the scene presented can
not other than inspire the feeling that 
there must be a grand principle back of 
all this enthusiasm. If there happens 
to be any present these days ¡who do not

Nowhere in the wide world does the 
cause of woman suffrage receive such a 
hearty welcome and encouragement as 
at Cassadaga Camp. It is our storage
battery; we go there for a fresh supply 
of strength, encouragement and inspir
ation. Those of our workers who have 
been struggling for years for some rec
ognition of the principle of equal rights 
and opportunities for all, can most fully 
appreciate the consideration given their 
cause at Cassadaga.

Not only is every day “woman’s day” 
there, but each year there is one special 
day set apart for the discussion of equal 
suffrage, called “woman’s day.” These 
occasions are by all odds the greatest 
days of the season—in fact, they have 
more the appearance of a grand Fourth 
opJuly celebration than anything else

believe in the principle, they do not let 
it be known—in fact, they are quite apt 
to find themselves loudly applauding the 
very sentiments which they previously 
did not believe. These are in every 
sense “woman’s days.” They have a 
woman to preside, closing the day with 
a grand ball and reception where the 
gentlemen take the part of “wall-flow
ers” until some woman comes gallantly 
to the rescue, which they are very 
thoughtful to do, owing, no doubt, to 
their own past unpleasant experiences 
in filling the same position. The wo
men act as floor managers, reception 
committees, and pay all the bills, etc. 
So readily do they fall into this new line 
of action, that no doubt is left in the 
minds of most people that they would 
perform the duties of full citizenship 
just as effectually and with as much 
ease, grace and dignity as they do all 
these other new duties in life.

To Mrs. Marion H. Skidmore, mother 
of Cassadaga Camp, as she is called, 
principally belongs the honor of in
augurating these days at the camp. An 
ardent believer in the principle of 
equality,she has ever stood ready to help 
on the cause with her sympathy, 
labor, and above all with her means. 
Her purse has always been open for the 
cause, and never a meeting or conven
tion where she goes (and she attends 
nearly all of them), that is not made 
richer by a large sum from Mrs Skid
more.

Some five years ago she conceived the 
idea that it would be very appropriate 
for the women of the country to hold a 
mass-meeting on the Fourth of July, as 
did our forefathers over a hundred 
years ago, and formally state their 
grievances and announce their declara
tion of rights. Accordingly, invitations 
were sent to all the Political Equality 
clubs in the county, of which there are 
twenty, and all others interested in the 
cause, inviting them to participate in 
the rally. A large number responded 
to the call, and a grand impetus was 
given to the cause in Chautauqua, even 
then known as the banner county in the 
United States in the suffrage movement. 
The meeting was a grand success and 
resulted in the permanent establish
ment of a “woman’s day” at the camp. 
Among the speakers at this first suf
frage rally was Rev. Henry Frank, Mrs. 
R. S. Lillie, Mrs. H. T. Stearns and Miss 
Kate O. Peate. It has been found there 
is no question before the American peo
ple today in which so much interest is 
taken as in the political emancipation of 
one-half the race. You will hear all 
over the country the question asked: 
“When is woman's day at Cassadaga 
Camp? We are going to wait until that 
week before going, that we may be 
there on that day.” Among the many 
prominent leaders in this reform who 
have spoken on these days, are Susan B. 
Anthony, Rev. Anna Shaw, Mary Sey
mour Howell, Clara B. Colby, Isabella 
Beecher Hooker, Hon. O. P. Kellogg, 
and others from the Spiritualistic ranks.

The attitude taken by the manage
ment at Cassadaga on the equality of 
man and woman in every department of 
life, and the practical application made 
of the same, has done more to make con
verts to their philosophy, and to estab
lish a kindly feeling toward them 
among disbelievers, than any amount of 
preaching could.have accomplished.

Woman’s day this year comes on Au
gust 22d, and will be more enthusiastic,if 
possible, than those preceding it, owing 
to the fact that the women are making 

every effort for full suffrage in "Nevi 
York State through a revision of th« 
State constitution which is taking place 
this summer and is to be ratified at ths 
polls this fall. The speakers this year 
will be Rev. Anna Shaw, who has so de
lighted the audiences for the past three 
years at the camp, and Henry B. Black
well, who worked side by side with his 
wife, Lucy Stone, for the emancipation 
of woman from the prejudices of the 
past.

Cassadaga Camp has one of the larg
est political equality Clubs in the 
county, numbering some 154; it was or
ganized last summer, with Mrs. Skid
more as president. An invitation has 
been accepted to hold the annual conven
tion of the Chautauqua county political 
equality club at Cassadaga Camp next

Interesting Feature of the 
Camp.

In presenting a programme unusually 
brilliant in its literary attractions, great 
effort has been made to secure a suf
ficient variety of speakers to meet the 
growing demand and please the critical, 
the cultured, philosophical and scienti
fic.

While no deficiency will be found in 
this direction, we are equally certain 
that our evening entertainments, always 
of the highest order, will surpass in 
merit and fine quality any ever given 
before our footlights in the past, having 
with this purpose in view secured some 
of the leading dramatic talent of the 
profession.

Fred Emerson Brooks, of California, 
author and personator, whose wide rep
utation does not necessitate eulogistic 
lines—having, with his wonderful abil
ity, wit and pathos, captured untold 
numbers of hearts—will give three en
tertainments during August.

Gertrude Andrews, the chartaing and 
versatile actress, who in the presenta
tion of classic dramas last season, won 
the flattering plaudits of the apprecia
tive, will put on two plays, assuming the 
leading role. Mrs. Andrews will be as
sisted by her husband, Fred G. An
drews, whose dramatic star is of equal 
magnitude, both having gained an envi
able reputation as the result of fourteen 
years’ successful public work.

Then there will be Mr. Charles Sulli
van, humorist, of Boston, whose quaint 
characters always create a ripple.

An old-time favorite, Miss Clara 
Clark, the elocutionist, will present a 
varied programme of light dramas, vo
cal music and readings.

Miss Edna Sprague, of Denver, Colo
rado, highly endorsed by the press for 

• histrionic gifts and personal grace, will, 
during the season, make her first cour
tesy before a Cassadaga audience.

A delightful innovation and rare 
musical treat will be a grand cbncert 
given by Mrs. Caldwell,Çanada’s“Queen 
of Song,” whose unrivaled- rendition of 
the Bird Song has given the possessor 
of thrilling notes an •enviable national 
reputation. ' V'' ”''1 ‘

For those who were unable to visit
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CHAPTER XXXI.

If You Want Work

E. O. ALLEN Ä CO.,
Box 1001. Augusta, Me.

YOU SHOULD

.4L»

that Is pleasant and profitable send s your addrea 
immediately, We teach men and women bow to ear* 
from IS pet day to 18000 per year without having had 
previous experience, and furnish the employment s 
which they can make that amount. Capital unnecoi 
s&ry. A trial will cost you nothing. Write to-day an 
address.

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A woaderrul commnnlcadon. explaining how hl, 
Ute end teaching* were utllUeS to formúlete Chrtitfc 
unity. Price IS cent*. For .Me at thl* office.

here combined In anpport of tbl* newly-dlscovertd 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubt, and difficulties, make Geology «a plain m 
day, and throw light on all the grand subject* noarob1 
soured by time.
Soul or Things—VoL L 

Cloth....................................................

* Now called Broadstairs.
(THS IND.)

THOMAS PAINE
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Prtc« 15 cent*.

'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUD- 
JL bob Tattle. Hl« work* tn Mmyi intOMlf to- 

Serening. Price 11,50.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

BK WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
JL? Draton. A mirrelons wort. Though coficJne ar 
& text-book, it Is ai fascinating as a wort of fiction. 
The reader will be amazed to see the cmrioji facts

TT/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, 
Vr Sketches, Poem* »nd Bongi: Gathered Iron 

the Highways, Byway*and Hedge* of Life. By MU 
Ue E. finil. Ill* most excellent, Price 11.00.

CEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC
O log Spiritualism, put and preicnt. By J. M. Pofr 
blea, M. D. An encyclopedia of interesting and in
structive facta. Price t'2.00.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS. OR 
J Cbrirt and Mediumship. By Mose* Hall» Aptn> 
phlet well Worth reading* Price 10 cent*.

TNFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 
r Rome. By Bar. Cbafl. Chiniquy, ex prleaL A 
remarkable book. Pates 832. Price 12.25.
~'f&E PRIEST* THE WOMAN AND 

J the ConfossJoniU. By Bev. Chat* Cblaiquy. 
Fvery one should read It. Price *1.00.
'^THE.DIAKKA^AND THEIR EARTH- 
J. ly Victims. By A. J. Devli. A work aa Intereafr 

tog It li curious. Price 50 cent*.

Postage 10 centa.
Soul of Things—Vol II. 

Illustrated. Cloth.................................. liso
Poetage 10 cent«.

Soul of Things—VoL IH.

THB PRQGRBSSIVEl'THINKBR2

là à prison lone; but the tyrant soon shall an-

CHAPTER XXX.

The Shipwreck and the Rescue.

CHAPTER XXIX.

as the sisters stepped on deck; the vessel was

away she steered until she reached the open,

CHAPTER XXVIII

mortal.

banished slumber, as he ever sung:
“The knight hath escaped from a

.... loosed from her moorings, and sailed tran- 
fnreiofl‘ iWW over P^d waters. Away and 
7T®? awav she fltAAFAri until flhA raftfthart tha nnan_

0T

About this period the ever-mysterious 0y- 
vrangon embarked for Boulogne. Scarcely Lil 
had he reached the harbor when Roland de ■ r '

JüXE Ô, 1804

CHAPTER XXVlL

The Bride of Heaven.

["The Night the Light Went Out” was a most 
remarkable story, founded on absolute facts as 
testified to by a prominent gentleman of this city. 
We commenced in No. 225 the publication ot its 
companion piece, the scenes being laid in Eng
land. It is by Hammond Hills, of the Agnoslw 
Journal, London. We are sure if will prove of 
great interest to our numerous readers. All new 
yearly or trial subscribers will get “The Night 
ihe Light Went Out" free.]

Scarce had the sun arisen on thé day follow
ing that on which Cyvrangon had warned the 
sisters of the impending visit of the King of 
England, when a tumult was heard without 
the Abbey gates, followed by shoute of “The 
King! the King!” And when, a short time 
after, John’s command was acceded to, that 
the convent doors should be opened to him, 
the monarch, followed by his esquires, entered 
Davington in triumph, and demanded of the 
trembling nuns that they would bid the Ab
bess yield unto the King her sister, Isabel de 
Clere.

After some delay, at which the monarch 
chafed, Sister Frances, Abbess of Davington, 
stood before him, pale, resolute, commanding, 
as one invested with authority direct from 
Heaven, and, cognizant of its responsibility, 
prepared to defend her cloistered home from 
the invasion of earthly monarch, and from in-. 
cursion of earthly power.

With scant courtesy John made known the 
reason for his visit. “We have come hither, 
Lady Abbess, for thy sister Isabel,” he said, 
“whom we would have to grace our Court 
again. We must desire thou yield her in
stantly.” Then, perceiving the Abbess was 
not inclined to render him obedience, he added 
proudly: “It is the King of England who 
commands thee!”

And still the recluse regarded him with un
flinching gaze, as she answered: “I am com
manded by a greater King than thou to oppose 
thy mandate!”

“A greater King!”
“Aye, greater! The King of Heaven for

bids me yield my sister to thy hands. ’’
“And darest thou to disobey”------
“Thy unjust demand? I dare! Besides, 

methinks a temporal king hath no authority 
in home devoted unto heaven, and but 
usurps"------

“Enough of this!” cried the Irate monarch, 
“we came not hither that nuns might prate to 
us.” Then, turning to the men-at-arms, he 
•aid: “Search every cell—burst every door, 
if needs be—and secure the Lady Isabel of 
Kirton; and if the stubborn Abbess will not 
yield, she shall submit to force. ’’

“I bid thee stay,” demanded the nun, with 
dignity, ‘1 thou darest not touch the novice, 
Isabel; safe from all earthly power, she is en
gaged in prayer before God’s altar!”

The men-at-arms drew back, superstition, if 
not religion’s power, causing them to hesitate; 
but the remorseless King, setting all laws, 
human and divine, at defiance, bade them en
ter the chapel and wrest the heiress from the 
altar's foot.

“Let cowards bend the knee to cloistered 
priest and nun professed, we can do without 
their aid; they who are men among ye, obey 
your King's command,” urged the sacrilegious 
tyrant.

Thus stimulated, the men-at-arms pressed 
on towards the chapel, while the affrighted 
nuns rushed hither and thither with tearful 
eyes; one only (the Abbess) retaining her calm 
•erenity. She, with her hands clasped upon 
ber bosom, her meek eyes raised as if in ap
peal to Heaven, resembled more the picture of 
•ome martyred saint than form of mortal 
woman, as she followed to the chapel the des
perate men, who, upon thrusting open the 
gates, beheld not, as they expected, the novice 
kneeling in solitude before the altar, but a 
scene which caused them involuntarily to draw 
back, and, for the first time, to realize how 
great was the sacrilege they were committing.

At the altar stood Stephen Langton, Pri
mate of all England; at his right hand was 
Richard Nethershed, Chancellor of Lincoln; 
he, in his turn, being supported by the Pro
vost of BeVerley. At the left of the altar 
knelt the Bishop of Ely, and Alexander, 
Abbot of Saint Austin; all these digni
taries, having met at conference in Canterbury 
Cathedral on the preceding day, gladly ac
companied the Cardinal in his expedition on 
behalf of the unhappy Isabel.

In front of the mitred prelates and states
men, and surrounded by the sisters of the ab
bey, she was keeeling who was about to be a 
nun professed—who was about, unwillingly, 
to take the vows which would sever her from 
the world to which her heart still clung, for
ever. Beautiful in her despair she looked, 
the youthful heiress, decked tn the habiliments 
of a bride, with her wealth of golden hair 
flowing in profusion from the fair head it 
crowned, and from which it was so Soon, as 

,109e of the world’s vanities, to be shorn; and 
i Wth the bridal veil floating around her, and 
r>

but partially enshrouding her lovely form; in 
sooth, the Lady Isabel de Clere of Kirton 
looked, eVen in that hour of sacrifice, more 
fitted for the throne than for the cloister— 
adapted rather to be the consort of a king 
than to become the Bride of Death!

King John, advancing, stayed the Cer
emony, which had but Waited for the pres
ence of the Abbess and the nuns before com
mencing.

“This haste,” he shouted, “we do pro
nounce to be illegal; the Lady Isabel’s noviti
ate hath pot' yet expired., We will not thus 
be foiled, nCr stand unheeding by, while sub
ject of Our realm be sacrificed to a covetous 
priesthood's plots. Thou, Cardinal, wouldst 
exalt thy Church with Ota lath courtier's gold; 
we wodld adorn our realm with this, his 
daughter’s beauty. Oh! thou, who dost pro
claim our motives base, say what are thine?"

“Back, thou rash King”-—
“We will not. The Lady Isabel shall be 

rescued from thy Cfihrch’s mummery, and 
though a hundred cardinals did bid us back. 
Secure the pun,” he commanded, turning to 
the men-at-arms.

“But advance one step to do so," said the 
Cardinal, addressing them in clear, calm 
tones, “and I launch Upon thy heads the 
curse of Rome!”

At these words, more terrible by far than 
Was the anger eVen of the King to them, the 
soldiery retired, With one accord leaving their 
monarch's side.

The disaffection of his subjects—knights, 
esquires, and men had alike abandoned him— 
but served to inflame the passions of the des
perate King; and, heedless of all consequences, 
he pressed forward towards the altar, and, 
standing by the Holy Sepulchre, claimed alike 
by Christian and by Pagan, shouted: “Car
dinal Langton, I defy thee! If thy Church 
hath the power, as it so vaingloriously boasts 
it hath, to accomplish miracles, let it work 
one now, for nothing short of miracle shall 
stay thy monarch’s will. Be the Lady of 
Kirton novice or nun professed, it matters not 
unto the King of England. Of the orphan 
subjects of our realm we are the undisputed 
guardian. Here, as her guardian, then, John, 
King of England, claims her!”

And the infuriated monarch, stepping for
ward, was about to raise the unfortunate nun 
from her recumbent position when his senses 
were arrested by a vibration of 'the ground on 
which he stood; at the same moment a crash, 
as though the very skies were being rent in 
twain, burst on his ear, anon reverberated 
above, around, about him; then, as its echoes 
died away, with one last harsh, discordant 
crash, the king beheld the solid block of stone 
which crowned the summit of the Holy Sepul
chre miraculously divide; a moment more, 
and from its yawning breach issued a voice, 
distinct and clear, which said: “Behold the 
miracle, John Lackland, for which thyself did 
call! Traitor, usurper, murderer, parricide, 
lay not thy guilty hands upon the Bride of 
Heaven!”

And the craven King sank upon his knees, 
trembling with fear, while from his blanched 
lips came the scarce audible words:------

“What art thou, mystery? and who art thou 
that speakest?”

Amid a stillness as of death rang out the 
answer:

“Thy father, Henry Plantagenet, England’s 
King!"

Still all was silent as the grave, till yet 
again the calm, clear voice Was heard:

“Who art thou, John? Thou art a traitor! 
for thou hast sold thy country!

“Thou art usurper! for thou didst proclaim 
thy brother dead when well thou knewest he 
was living, and did take illegal possession of 
his kingdom!

“Thou art a murderer! for thou didst kill 
young Arthur, whose claim did place thy 
throne in jeopardy! ’

“Thou art a parricide! for thou didst break 
thy father’s heart—this heart that only beat 
for thee, my sons, and England!”

The reproachful voice was silent; the tomb 
with a mighty clang had closed, and Cardinal 
Langton, motioning the affrighted men-at-arms 
to remove their monarch, now almost sense
less, from the scene, suffered the veil to fall 
over the form of the still kneeling and but 
half-conscious Isabel, while simultaneously 
two nuns advanced, and severed the beautiful 
tresses from the bowed head. The consecra
tion was complete, and the Cardinal, in im
pressive tones, pronounced the Lady Isabel de 
(Here to be dead, and gave to the convent of 
Davington a new life in that of Sister Isabel, 
the Bride of Heaven!

Rficulver.
A year, an uneventful year, passed on, and 

Isabel still dwelt in Davington Abbey, per
forming. her irksome duties as one of the sis
terhood of Benedictine nuns; her noble aspira
tions dwarfed and stunted by the routine 
of * hopeless death-in-life, Just a year, and 

the sad recluse had almost ceased to ponder on 
the days when she hod hoped for earthly hap
piness. geeking strength to bear her fcffiio- 
tions where her sister had ever,found consola
tion, though happiness she might never know, 
a sense of holy calm and resigp^tioh had been 
her sure reward,

Brabançon sprang forward to meet him.
“Isabel,” he exclaimed, “my Isabel, oh! 

tell me”----- - . .
“Was well when last I saw her," returned 

the visionary, < ‘thou art but now released from 
yonder fortress"-—

“Within this hour, Thanks to thee, old 
friend, the seneschal set me free. I must at 
once to England”----- - i

“To singe thy wings again!"
“Not so, but to dare all, defy all, once 

more to clasp within my arms the noblest 
woman ever bore the name of wife! God. bless 
her!” .

“Amen! for, Druid though I be, I’d ohant 
a Latin prayer to Christian God for her, the 
truest of all womankind. "

“And thou didst leave her within Kirton 
Manor?” .

“She is with her sister at Davington,”.
“Safe from the King, then, and I—I soon 

shall see her once again!”
“Thou shaltl Cyvrangon the Magician hath 

prophesied thy meeting; it shtfll wffie to pass. 
Thou shalt see thy wire again; but, I conjure 
thee, let not hope gain too strong hold on 
thee—hope js a passion most delusive, boy,’’

“Cyvrangon, thou hast some hidden mean
ing in thy words. Deceive me not, but say 
how much, how little, may I trust to hope. 
My wife livetbi”

“Thy wife liveth, and thou shalt see her— 
thou art too late to claim her!”

‘ ‘Too late! What do thy words import? I 
do not understand. ”

‘ ‘Listen. King John designed to bear the 
Lady Isabel from the protection of the Clois
ter. One only method waa there left by which 
she might evade his deep-laid schemes. That 
method, at the last moment;: BhU embraced, 
and, almost in presence of the ruthless King, 
became the Bride ot Heaven!”

“The Bride of Heaven!” shrieked the fran
tic knight. “Say, rather, the victim of Hell’s 
legion of perjured devils—prieste; but I will 
wrest her from them. They shall learn an 
outraged husband's right is more powerful 
than all the creeds or Christendom. When 
does the boat depart?"

“Ifl one hour for Reculver."
“For Reculver?”
“Aye;* there thou mayst safely hide thee 

from the treachery of John. At night we 
will to Davington."

And within the hour Cyvrangon the Briton 
and Roland de Brabançon, the monarch’s son, 
set sail.

Safely they reached their bourne, but With 
the knight so weakened from long imprison
ment and hardship that he was conveyed to 
the dormitory of the monastery immediately 
on his arrival. Unable himself to travel, he 
begged Cyvrangon to leave him to his fate, 
and to seek his wife, that so he might comfort 
her with the assurance that he for whom she 
had braved so much still lived.

“Though not for long,” he murmured, 
‘ ‘not for long; but only till I see her—once 
again!”

“Once again!" rejoined the visionary. 
“Cyvrangon hath predicted thou both shalt 
meet again; and it will come to pass!”

And Roland de Brabançon sank once more 
upon his couch; and Cyvrangon, the British 
Faid, set out for Davington.

The Lady Sinks on th£v;Convent 
Floor. ’

Another long day’s toil wks over, its rigid 
discipline endured, and the sisters of the con
vent had retired to rest. ‘Isabel was alone 
within her cell, when suddenly the voice of 
Cyvrangon the Briton fell upon her eu. She 
strove, by murmuring prayers, to shut out (he 
strains; she pressed her hands upon her ears, 
to drown the sinful song of mortal. In vain, 
in vain; she could not choose but listen, for 
all through the long, silent night his voice

shore, where his soul hath languished 
long .

In a prison lone; but the tyrant soon (shall an
swer to Heaven the wrong—

The years of hate, and the brave young hearts 
he severed in life's bright spring.

Though the cloister over the lady spread Its 
dork and shadowy wing,

Yet Heaven will bind them true heart 
to heart,

The knight and the lady no more to 
part.”

Ever, ever, the British Paid repeated those 
words in song, and never, until night's shad
ows passed away, did the strains of melody 
cease.

Again the day, with its dull routine, passed 
on, and the pale nuns sought their cells, and- 
forgetfulness in sleep. But for sister Isabel, 
soon as she pressed her weary head upon her 
pillow, the British harp was struck—Cyfran- 
gon's voice again pealed clear and sweet in 
song. Ever, ever, the low, subdued, yet clear 
and echoing channt; ever, ever, it fell upon 
her ear, and calm and slumber banished with 
its potent spell.

“Oh, why,” murmured the nun, as she 
paced her narrow cell, “why strike for me the 
British harp again? What have I now to do 
with earth, and what doth it concern me if 
Roland de Brabanoon be living or bedead?”

So argued Isabel the nun; bnt not so did 
Isabel the woman argue, spite of her stern en
deavors to crush the spark of love which an
imated her breast, and proved she still was

At length another morning dawned, and the 
recluse begged leave to spend the day jo-fat

Ing and in prayer, that so she might be 
strengthened to withstand the temptations of 
earth, to close her ears to song of erring mor
tal. Night came, again she heard the well- 
known voice, singing ever through the watches 
of the silent night:
“The knight hath escaped from a foreign 

shore, where his soul hath languished

’ < " swer to Heaven the wrong—
Thè years of hate, and the brave young hearts 

ne severed in life’s bright spring,
Though the cloister over the lady spreads ite 

dark and shadowy wing,
Yet Heaven will bind them true heart 

to heart,
- ' The knight and the lady no more to 
’■■■■■' part."

“Oh, is he free?” she sobbed, “and doth 
he seek for me? Ah, sinful thought, I am a 
nun .professed, and yet I suffer my erring 
minflTto dwell on mortal. Heaven shield mel 
Mary, Mother, lend me thine aid," she wildly 
cried, “tor I—I shall never know rest again!”

And still “the notes pealed high and clear, 
and still the wakeful nun listened and pon
dered until, the strain too much for her en
durance, the tension snapped, and— 
‘ ‘The lady sinks on the convent floor, o’er- 

powered by a strange, cold fear;
The chill of the grave is round her cast, the 

presence of death seems near;
Yet still on him her thoughts are fixed, on 

whom she vainly calls,
A» vainly now amidst the gloom as erst in her 

, castie halls:
‘Oh! come to me, Roland, as here I 

wait;
. - Be you living or dead, I would know 

your fate.’ ”

On the cold stone floor they found her, the 
once beautiful heiress, who in her early girl
hood had entered a gay career under such au
spicious circumstances; on the cold stone 
floor, senseless and rigid, but living still, the 
wavering pulse in motion, the overcharged 
heart beating, feebly beating, but unbroken 
yet And the stern Abbess, motioning the 
other sisters from the cell, raised the drooping 
form. Stern Abbess? callest thou that woman 
stern who, clasping the Inanimate form within 
her arms, pillows the head on her own aching 
breast, as through fast falling tears she 
moans: “Sister, forgive me; I would have 
loved thee still, but my religion taught me 
affection was a sin. I would have left thee 
free to compass mortal happiness, but my 
Church taught that only through great tribu
lation couldst thou hope for perfect peace. 
Arouse thee, sister," she murmured low; 
‘ ‘arouse, and say thou dost forgive my seem
ing harshness, for, let the. end come when it 
Will, I have saved thy soul alive!”

And when, with loving words and gentle 
care, the Abbess had succeeded in restoring 
animation, she with her own hands smoothed 
the couch to which the stricken nun was borne, 
and daily, nightly, ministered unto her every 
want; and as she kept her lonely vigil by her 
side, who languished between life and death, 
praying that health might be restored, she 
vowed that, should the danger pass away, a 
costly present should be offered at Mary’s 
Shrine, in the chapel of the Blessed Virgin at 
Bradston.*

At length a naturally good constitution tri
umphed over the ravages caused by mental 
suffering; and Isabel’s recovery, to the joy of 
her sister, was effected soon enough to enable 
her to present her offering to the Virgin-Mother 
on the day of the feast of the Invention of the 
holy cross.

She accordingly arranged to set out on her 
devout errand on the evening of the first of 
May. Her sister, who had a great desire to 
visit file shrine, and whose convalescence it 
was hoped the sea voyage might serve to 
hasten, she decided should accompany her.

On the first of May, as the shadows of eve 
were falling, the nuns embarked in a vessel 
which was used for conveying passengers from 
Faversham to various parts of the Kentish 
coast Calm and serene was the atmosphere

when a sudden squall arose, followed by indi
cations of a coming violent tempest, thus ren
dering it necessary to run on shore at Reoul- 
ver, inorder to avoid the terrible Goodwin 
Sands, which lay in the direction of Bradston, 
the very name of which was sufficient to strike 
terror to the boldest seaman’s heart. A dense 
fog quickly gathered, and, surrounding the 
vessel before Reculver could be gained, caused 
it to drift on to a sandbank, and thus to shat
ter the last remaining hope of running into 
safe harbor. Destruction was inevitable, and 
the sailors, gladly hailing the beacon-light 
that shone at Reculver, were preparing the 
boat for the reception of the passengers and 
crew, when suddenly the feeble spark to which 
the .seamen looked for guidance flamed high 
and bright and clear, and, penetrating the 
mist and gloom, lighted the scene with burn
ished flame. At that moment, high over the 
pealing storm, arose the voice of Isabel, as, 
leaning heavily upon her sister for support, 
and pointing in the direction of Reculver, she 
shrieked: “Cyvrangon the Draoil"

Meanwhile the passengers, too busily en
gaged in securing their own safety, paid no 
attention to the excited nun. Had they done 
so, they would but have attributed her wild 
gestures to. the effects of fear; but Frances, as 
she gazed upon the spot where her sister indi
cated, , behtld, standing upon an. eminence 
which had. been erected on the seashore, in
deed Cyvrangon'—Cyvrangon enveloped in a 
blaze of tight, , beneath whose rays his giant 
form assumed almost colossal proportions.

Scarcely less, agitated than her sister was
the usually undemonstrative Abbess, as she I A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbroofcer. 
recognized the mysterious heipg ^ho yy'^ad^gj td$ai^ fapei^ 25 oeg^.
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guiding into haven that shipwrecked crew. 
Involuntarily she gasped his name, “Cyvran- 
(foul” Again, high above the tempest’s din, 
it was repeated by her sister, “80," she said, 
but In somewhat more subdued tones, “so, 
even as he prophesied hath the night of terror 
come, Soon, soon,, shall morning dawn, and 
then my heart may break, for behold! he 
beckons me to yonder ruined tower; he waves 
bis torch on high; it is to guide me to him, 
Perchance my husband doth await me there;
it is enough. Roland, I cornel I cornel"

And with a wild shriek Isabel de Brabanoon 
tore herself from her sister's arms, and sought 
to plunge into the whirling tide, but was ar
rested by one of the seamen, who placed her 
senseless form into the boat to which the pas
sengers were being lowered. A few moments 
and the vessel was deserted, the boats were 
filled and making for the coast of Reculver, 
on the ruins of which still stood Cyvrangon, 
waving his torch on high, a beacon of hope to 
the drifting, shipwrecked crew.

“At Last Reunited in Death and 
Night.”

“Are they all safe?”
“Aye, aye, all safe," was the response, as 

the boats grounded at Reculver, and placed 
the passengers and crew upon the ¿tingle, 
while willing hands bore the inanimate form 
of Isabel within the half-ruined chapel, guided 
by the mysterious Cyvrangon, and followed 
by the weeping Abbess, who all vainly nought 
to restore the unconscious nun, until, when 
the trio were alone, in clear, piercing tones 
the Druid chanted:

“Ohl come to me, Roland, as here IWralt;
Be you living or dead, 1 would know your 

fate."
The words, the voice, acted like a spell 

upon the prostrate nun, her strength appeared 
to be miraculously restored, and, rising to her 
feet, she almost shrieked: “Thy promise, Cy
vrangon, fulfil it now; bring thou my Roland 
here but once again, that 1 may clasp him in 
a last embrace, then bid my heart to break.”

“Come hither, lady, come," the Draoi said, 
as he advanced towards the door of the ohapel, 
beneath which rolled the angry sea; then, as 
the nuns strove to pierce the darkness, which, 
since their rescue, had again set in, he waved 
the.Slatnam Druidheact on high, which, in its 
contact with the elements, flamed like a fiery 
serpent, beneath whose glittering flash the sis
ters beheld approaching, borne by two men, a 
dying knight Listless in their arms he lay, 
a scarcely-breathing burthen, till, dazzled by 
the glowing wand, he turned his head impa
tiently towards the spot whence the flame pro
ceeded. Beneath its rays the face, the form 
of Isabel de Brabanoon stood revealed. For 
one moment the eyes of the knight and lady 
met; only for a moment, for ere the next had 
come Roland, with superhuman strength, had 
leaped to his feet, and was clasping close, close 
to his heart the willing nun; and, as he pressed 
warm kisses on her lips, which she rapturously 
returned, he reverently said:

“My God, I thank thee; I thank thee that 
in this parting hour thou hast given me my 
wife! Isabel! look up; smile on me, dear one, 
smile even as thou takest from me my dying 
kiss; for oh! this moment of death’s rapture 
far outvalues all that ever life bestowed.”

And, the excitement passed, the dying 
knight, unable longer to support his tottering 
limbs, sank on the chapel floor.

With a joyful cry Isabel threw herself be
side him, and, pillowing his head upon her 
breast, she murmured in soft, low tones: “My 
husband! at last, at last we meet! Oh I heaven I 
and, had I never prayed before, I thank thee 
now!”

“Excalibarl Excalibarl Excalibarl” High 
above the raging sea a clarion voice was heard; 
thrice and thrice more it called, “Excallbar! 
Excalibarl Excalibarl" and Cyvrangon obey
ing the voice, swung around his head the flam
ing brand three times in quick succession, 
then tossed it far away across the foam, where 
a white hand caught and grasped it Arthur’s 
sword had once again been given to the Lady 
of the Lake; and, as for him who for so long 
a time had worn it, his work was done, and 
the spot whereon Cyvrangon had so lately 
stood saw him no more. '

Gently the weeping Abbess approached the 
spot where lay the belted knight and cloistered 
nun close clasped within each other’s arms, 
lips pressed to lips, and cold heart resting 
against cold heart And, as she gazed, she 
thanked her God for the great mercies he had 
vouchsafed unto the twain before her. “How 
manifold hath been thy loving-kindness unto 
these sinful souls, ” she said, “thy ways are 
ways of pleasantness, and all thy paths are 
peace.”

And the stricken Abbess bowed her head in 
thankfulness, and glorified that kindly hand 
which had so gently chastened those she loved, 
and who had so deeply erred.

All through the long night, beside the forms 
of Roland and Isabel, she knelt in prayer. 
At length— ‘
“The morning dawns, the sun’s soft beam 

mantles the convent grey,
The beacon tower, the cloistered cell, the 

chapel where they lay,
The once brave knight, and the lady fair, in 

the robe of her order clad,
The veil enshrouding her lovely form—fit end

ing to life so sod.
With her lover her spirit «hath winged 

its flight,
At last reunited in death and night.”

Hammond Hills.

W. J. Baker 
North Pembroke, Maas. \ .

After the Gripf
Relief from Hood’s Sarsaparilla 

Wonderful and Permanent.
“0. L fiood & Co., Lowell, Mass. :

“I had kidney trouble and severe pains in 
xny back, which was brought about by a cold 
contracted while in camp at Llnnfield in 1S62. 
I have been troubled more or less since that 
time and have been unable to do any heivy 
work, much less any Utting. I received only 
temporary relief from medicines. Last spring 
I had an attack of the grip, which left ma with

A Bad Cough, Very Weak 
physically, in fact my system was completely 
run down. I tried a bottle of Hood’e Sarsapa
rilla and It made me feel so mneh better that I 
continued taking it, and have taken six bottles. 
It has .done wonders for me, as I have not been 
so free from my old pains and troubles since the 

Hood’s^Cures 
war. I consider Hood's Sarsaparilla a God-sent 
blessing to the suffering." William J. Baker, 
North Pembroke, Mass.

Hood’s Pills cure Constipation by reston 
tog the peristaltic action of the alimentary canal.
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1910 Washington Boul.
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STANDING UP FOR IESUS; OR 
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Z'HE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
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JIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE 
L, Hiewry of AtbaraeL Chief Priest of a Band of Ai 
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the mediumship of U. G. Flgley. You ehoald read 
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Leaflets of thought, gath. 
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All About Perils, By Moses Hull It 
traces the history c* the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents.
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¡1. Different Subjects Trenchantly 
Treated.

To the Editor:—How doctors of divinity 
differ was forcibly exemplified by Dr. I. H. 
MoGifferth, who read a paper before the Pres
byterian club, at the Forest City house, May 
7th, in Cleveland, Ohio. His subject was 
“The Millenium,” and I am told that he spoke 
interestingly of the various views that had 
been advanced on Christ’s second coming. 
He quoted Biblical accounts of “visions” with 
reference to the subject, Dr, Hall said that 

, “probably ten thousahd articles and books 
had been written on the subject and scarcely 
two of them agreed."

The' Methodist ministers met at the First 
Church, when Bev. Geo. W. Pepper, ex-consul 
to Milan from the U. 8., compared religion 
and politics in the United States with religion 
and politics'in Italy. He said that, on the 
whole, this country was superior, with the ex
ception of three subjects: He thought “Eu
ropean countries superior in municipal govern
ment, the cultivation of the fine arts, and tbe 
devoutness of religious worship." When it is 
considered that in many of the European 
countries religion is “established" by law, the 
superiority of the “devoutness” of religious 
worship may be readily accounted for.

“The influence of the bible on western civ
ilization,” was aired by Dr. Jones, of Kent. 
He gave notable occasions, where'the Bible had 
had “great influence" on the.battle-field, and 
spoke of the influence exerted'by the Bible on. 
criminals. How the “Prince of Peace” could 
have any influence on the igttj’e:field is some
thing the soldier could not discover, and the 
number of Bunday-school scholars in the pris
ons is alarming. The idea of sending an army 
chaplain at a salary of ten or fifteen hundred 
dollars a year to offer up a prayer to God be
fore opening the batteries to slay their fel
lows, always seemed to me a travesty on re
ligion and an insult to the Deity.

“Rome in her original depraved condition 
was gradually overcome by the introduction of 
the Bible. The Bible was the basis of poli
tics. A democratic form of government is 
provided by the Bible, and all civilized laws 
are based upon that book,” This assertion 
lacks the elements of truth, and_every intelli
gent reading man or woman knows that the 
“divine right of kings” had its origin in the 
“good book.” To credit the Bible with pro
viding a democratic government anywhere, is 
an insult to Washington, Jefferson, Paine, the 
Adamses, Lincoln, and many other patriots, 
who took no stock in the Bible-democracy of 
Doctor Jones.

Per contra, the Constitution of the United 
States was adopted in “order to form a more 
perfect union, establish justice, insure domes
tic tranquility, provide for the common de
fence, promote the general welfare and secure 
the blessings of liberty.” Here was where 
democracy originated, at least in America, and 
I can see no Bible in it Do you?

And when, at a later day, religious fanatics 
attempted to enthrone the “King of Kings 
and the Lord of Lords” (and engraft Him into 
the Constitution, which these bigots are still 
attempting to do by law), the People in their 
sovereignty, which is above all kings, adopted 
an amendment to that instrument providing 
that:

“Congress shall make no law respecting an 
establishment of religion, or prohibiting the 
free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom 
of speech, or of the press." ,

This amendment is in full force and virtue 
in law, and is a stumbling-block in the way of 
religious fanatics, who would legislate to 
abridge the dearest right of the people, to en
joy civil and religious liberty.

Hon. William Allen, ex-governor and ex-U. 
8. senator of Ohio (and who could have been 
president in 1848 but-for his fidelity to a 
friend), many years ago, in response to a toast, 
paid a tribute to the democratic principle, 
which beats the Bible-democracy all hollow. 
I quote his eloquent language:

“Democracy is a sentiment not to be ap
palled, corrupted, or compromised. It knows 
no baseness, cowers to no danger, oppresses 
no weakness. Fearless, generous and hu
mane, it rebukes the arrogant, cherishes honor, 
and sympathizes with the humble. It asks 
nothing but what it concedes; it concedes 
nothing but what it demands. Destructive 
only of despotism, it is the sole conservator 
ot liberty, labor and property. It is the sen
timent of freedom, of equal rights, of equal 
obligations. It is the law of nature pervading 
the law of the land. The stupid, the selfish 
and the base in spirit may denounce it as a 
vulgar thing; but in the history of our race 
the democratic principle has developed and 
illustrated the highest moral and intellectual 
attributes of our nature. A noble, magnani
mous, a sublime sentiment, which expands 
our affections, enlarges the circle of our sym
pathies and elevates the soul of man until, 
claiming an equality with the best, he rejects 
as unworthy of his dignity any political im
munities over the humblest of his fellows. 
May that spirit which animated our fathers in 
the revolutionary contest for its establishment, 
continue to animate us, their sons, in the im
pending struggle for its preservation!”—Will
iam Allen, of Ohio, before the war.

I commend these sublime sentiments to the 
doctors of divinity (!) who are attempting to 
hoodwink and mislead the people, alike in re
ligion and politics.

The Pullman employes were on a strike last 
Sunday, and I am told the men “accepted the 
advice,given them to. either attend church 
service or remain indoors, and very few of the 
strikers were to be«eeenon the streets.” This 
is said to be one of the largest industries in 
the world. It seems to be powerful enough 
to dictate to their employes how they shall 
disport themselves on the Christian Sabbath. 
“What fools these mortals be.” •

The occupants of the White House had a

vacation. Grover started away fishing on the 
evening ot'the 12th of May. Of course he 
fished all day Sunday. Mrs. Cleveland, with 
her daughters, went to Buffalo on Sunday, 
May 13, to visit relatives. I cannot help re
minding Grover C. that he must have forgot
ten his announcement to us .a year ago, that 
‘ ‘we still profess to be a Christian people, and 
will find our safety and welfare in enforcing 
upon our public servants the observance of 
the mandates of Christianity. ” One of these 
mandates is to “remember the Sabbath day to 
keep it holy.” The president was accompan
ied by his secretaries Gresham and Carlisle, 
for another of the fishing trips, which are his 
principal recreation. We don’t find fault with 
him so long as his professions and practice 
agree.
"Ex-Vice President Morton has built a barn 

on his farm. The N. Y. Herald, says it is 
300 feet long, 65 feet wide; no expense has 
been spared to make it a model barn. It is 
lighted with incandescent lights; blinds on 
the windows, and the accommodations for the 
horses are more complete by far than many, 
yea, thousands of human beings can boast of 
in their humble dwellings. This I regard as 
one of the evidences of our much vaunted 
Christian (!) civilization; that while thousands 
of human beings are starving, Morton’s horses 
are “fat and sleek," like Henry Clay’s ante 
helium slaves. ,

In March, at Poughkeepsie, N. Y., a set of 
fourteen paintings, 'Very valuable, from Borne, 
from “the stations of the cross,” by Over
beck, in the Vatican chapel, were blessed by 
Mgr. Batolli, the apostolic delegate, in St 
Peter’s church. An admission fee of fifty 
cents was charged. Archbishop Corrigan 
and a number of prelates were present; ves
pers were chanted, and a dinner in honor of 
Archbishops Satolli and Corrigan was given. 
To suppose that blessing tbe paintings added 
anything to their beauty, to their value or 
durability is simply ridiculous. But such 
“superstitions” are very common in “the 
mother church," and our common schools are 
asked to aid in disseminating such arrant hum
buggery and deception. Shall we allow it? 
Emphatically, NO!

The Rev. Wm.sC. Dodd, who has spent 
seven years in the north' of Siam, has been 
talking at the Second Presbyterian church in 
Cleveland, Ohio, and says: “The native peo
ple are very loving, warm-hearted, and hospit
able,’ and always welcome strangers heartily. 
Their politeness of manner is not affectation, 
but warm and sincere. They are very com
panionable, and their friendship, once secured, 
is lasting. It is as lawful to be a Christian 
there as to worship the Buddhist gods. Po
lygamy is a thing unknown to them. The 
chastity of the women is of as high a standard 
as any country he ever knew. ” If this state
ment is true, and I have no reason to doubt 
it, is it not a work of supererogation to send 
missionaries to that country, as the supercil
ious Christians have been doing for twenty
seven years past? They boast of nine 
churches, with four more in course of con
struction; 2,700 converts; numerous schools 
established; and printing done in the Siamese 
language; a number of native ministers; a 
corps of missionary helpers, etc., etc. It is 
no wonder to me that “the heathen rage, and 
the people imagine a vain thing," as of old. 
After such admissions, by an experienced 
missionary, it seems like arrogance to send re
ligious instructors to teach the Christian relig
ion to a people who “consider the head the 
seat of personality,” and to assert dogmatic
ally that “their own religion does not satisfy 
either intellect or heart; that the vagaries of 
the Buddhist religion have Jed many Budd
hists into the church of Christ”

If it is doubted by any Spiritualists that 
many so-called ‘ Christian preachers are in full 
sympathy with the Boman Catholic church, I 
can undeceive them: Rev. Dr. EL H. Steb
bins, pastor of the Central Presbyterian 
church, Rochester, N. Y., said: “It must be 
remembered that the Romish church is a 
Christian church and she has contributed very- 
much to the literature and life of the church. 
* * * God bless every bishop and priest of 
the Romish church." This laudation is given 
knowing that the head of the Roman Catholic 
church is bent on supplanting the free institu
tions of America with the “curse of Borne." 
Shall it be? Every true American answers 
NO! '

The Rev. Dr. Sprecher, of Cleveland, is 
still groping about with a dark lantern, en
deavoring to discover whether there is any 
“scientific proof that the soul continues to ex
ist after the body is dissolved,” and adds that 
‘ ‘we do not need the theory of the dual nature 
of man in order to feel the probability which 
psychical facts [Spiritualism] give to the truth
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session of the soul when it is out of the body 
there must be oblivion of all that occurred in 
this life, but the brain was the substratum in 
which memory made its records and that is de
stroyed and that, therefore, memory cannot 
persist. It is said that without some such or
gan as the body, the soul cannot act, cannot 
express itself. •

“But if there be this spiritual body, all 
these difficulties are met. The spiritual body 
bridges over the chasm between the • death 
of the natural body and the new life beyond. 
The law of continuity is not broken. The 
spiritual body preserves the record of the ex
periences of this life, supplying the organ of 
memory. This spiritual body is also the or
gan of the soul’s activity and manifestation. 
The doctrine of the spiritual body was formu- 
latod before the theory of sub-self was ipueh 
talked of. Now the two are connected in psy
chical discussion and the spiritual body is 
thought to be the house of the sub-self. ’’

This great religious teacher says that the 
objections of the materialists to the doctrine of 
the immortality of the soul are “plausible." 
I do not think so. Such religious instructors 
should not be tolerated, and allowed to prey 
upon the people.

I suggest to the Bev. Dr. Sprecker that he 
enlighten his hearers next time from the 12th 
chapter of 1st Corinthians, and first verse. 
Also that he preach from the 15 th chapter and 
44th verse. Those two chapters furnish texts 
for sermons on “spiritual gifts," with “line 
upon line, and precept upon precept" I 
make the same suggestion to our local clergy, 
if they desire to fill their churches with atten
tive listeners. As our Lutheran minister said 
at a funeral a few months ago,' ’“the people 
want facts." Now let the learned clergy fur
nish the < ‘facts," if they can.

Coxey and his followers went to Washing
ton bearing the “banner of Christ,” and hav
ing neither purse nor script; and yet the au
thorities of a Christian government (!) put him 
and his lieutenants under arrest for walking 
on the grass. Why is this thus?

The “superstitious" people who believe in 
the fatality surrounding the number 13, can 
point to the destruction of the Talmage taber
nacle in support of their predictions of evil. 
Thrice, in the history of Dr. Talmage and his 
tabernacles, have the buildings been destroyed 
on the 13th day of the month, and in both 
cases on Bunday. Had these fires destroyed 
any temples devoted to Spiritualism, the pious 
clergyman would have pronounced it a judg
ment of God upon the wickedness of the 
Spiritualists. A few weeks ago Dr. Talmage 
denounced Spiritualists as frauds and shams, 
on account of the “domestic ravages” which 
their teachings are responsible for. But now 
I can whisper in the Doctor’s ear, poetically;
“So shall they build me altars in their zeal, 
Where knaves shall minister, and gods shall 

kneel,
Where Faith may mutter o’er her mystic spell, 
Written in blood—and Bigotry may swell 
The sail he spreads for Heaven with blasts 

from Hell I * * *
And though 1 die, my spirit, still the samg,, 
Shall walk abroad in all the stormy strife, 
And guilt, and blood, that were its bliss in 

life!!"

not approach its portala with higher motives.
Our meetings at this hall continue through

out June. The spiritual papers are for sale. 
Last Bunday every paper was sold before noon 
to the disappointment of many.

The spiritual conference at Eighth and 
Spring Garden streets, as weir as the one pre
sided oyer by Mr. Barry, at 1325 Columbia 
avenue, hold meetings through June, and pos
sibly all summer. Both tests and lectures are 
given every Sunday to appreciative audiences. 
Mrs. Lillie will be the subject of my next let-

In another part of his sermon, this learned 
D. D. elaborates as follows, and I am tempted 
to let him speak for himself, in order to show 
how the great Christian church flounders about 
when preaching on the immortality of the soul 
and the continuity of life; things that are per
fectly familiar to Spiritualists, and which they 
have been teaching and preaching for over 
forty-six 'years:

“Connected with this doctrine of the sub
self is the doctrine of the spiritual body, sup
posed to be the dwelling of the soul or sub
self. This spiritual body is believed to be a 
non-atomic fluid permeating the whole atomic 
structure of the body. While the particles of 
the natural body are in constant flux, flowing 
like a river and all changing in a few years, 
this spiritual body, the dwelling of the soul, is 
intact. This theory was postulated by emi
nent scientists, such as Stewart and Tait, to 
meet the objections of materialists. These 
objections are plausible. There is, for exam
ple, the law of continuity. There is a princi
ple of continuity in nature, a principle which 
has become the guide in all modem scientific 
investigation. According to this principle 
there is needed an organ connecting the indi. 
yidual with the past in order to (have) a con
scious individual future existence. But there 
seems to be a break at death. The continuity 
of things is not maintained. Again, it is ar. 
gued that unless certain records remain in pog-

Spiritualism in Philadelphia.
We meet and part It seems only a few days 

since Mrs. Kate R. Stiles came to us, yet it is 
in reality a month and she must depart for 
new fields of labor.

Sunday, May 27, the meetings of the First 
Association were well attended notwithstand
ing the fact that so many of our people have 
gone to their summer homes in Parkland. We 
miss their familiar faces and their words of 
greeting while we carry on the work as best 
we can in their absence.

The morning meeting was devoted to the 
answering of questions given to the speaker 
by the audience. In my test letter the advis
ability of separating the phenomena from the 
philosophy was touched upon, and on Sunday 
the subject was given to Mrs. Stiles for her 
consideration. Mrs. Stiles said it was impos
sible to do without the phenomena. 
Spiritualists were never too far adwrtSSKo 
not be gratified with a message fronra loved 
one, even if it were given at the dose of a most 
philosophical discourse. However, it might 
be best and give better results if one meeting 
was devoted entirely to messages from the 
Spirit-world; that is, in cases’ l‘tWlere the 
speaker was also the test medium. Other 
questions were handled to the entire satisfac
tion of the most critical

The evening discourse was intensely inter
esting. It consisted of the recital of the 
means taken by the Spirit-world to lead her to 
the light “From Doubting to Knowing, or 
Why I am a Spiritualist,” was the subject 
dwelt upon. No one present but felt the 
earnestness of Mrs. Stiles as she told of her 
experiences. We are led so differently, no 
two alike. Experience is the only teacher 
whose lessons are indellibly impressed upon 
us, and yet how many of us. refuse to profit 
thereby. We were sorry to part with Mrs. 
Stiles, who made many friends here.

Mrs. R. S. Lillie is in the city. She is 
quite a favorite here. The mention ;0f her 
name called forth much applause. June 3 we 
are to have the pleasure of listening to her as 
she will occupy our rostrum on - that day both 
morning and evening. r

What strange methods some people take 
when they try to investigate Spiritualism. 
Some try to prove that the soul is immortal by 
asking their spirit friends to manage their 
earthly affairs. If this is not dqnhW ihe sat
isfaction of the inquirer, then it^SiWs that 
Spiritualism is not true and that there is no 
communication between the two worlds. A 
lady who said she was investigating Spiritual
ism, came to me and asked me where to find a 
medium who would tell her about some busi
ness affairs and was surprised wuen she was 
informed that that was not the proper thing 
to go to a medium for; The Spirit-world will 
yet teach us a lesson on this point if we do

Mother’s Old Rocking-Chair.
It stands out there in the woodshed, 

Battered and old and worn,
With the varnish gone from the arms and bars, 

And the cushions ragged and torn;
And it seems to be sadly waiting 

For a woman with silver hair, 
For this friend of a scattered household

Is mother’s old rocking-chair,
It used to stand by the fireside 

In the sitting-room warm and bright, 
And it rocked each succeeding baby 

To the haven of sleep at night.
It hushed the noisy to silence, 

It comforted those who cried, 
And it never was still of an evening 

Till the night when mother died.
And when she lay in the parlor, 

With her still, inscrutable face
Turndd-ttp to the God she worshiped, 

The saddest thing in the place
Was the empty chair she’d sat in, 

From the time when, young and gay, 
She came as a bride to the homestead 

Till the night when she went away.
And by and by, when the children 

Had gone and the house was bare
Of its old-time noise and laughter, 

The “new folks” sent the chair
Out to the dim old woodshed

Where the rest of the rubbish went, 
As though, with its work-days over, 

It might idly rest content.
But still, like a faithful soldier, 

Wfith spirit as true as gold, 
It keeps on steadily rocking 

As it did in the days of old 
When its load was the treasured center

Of a family’s life and love, ’ 
Ere the well-loved mother had entered 

On her rest in the world above.
Sometimes when the sky is cloudless, 

And the thrush in the apple tree
Is singing for very gladness, 

The chair seems wild with glee 
As it gayly rocks in the sunshine 

Which creeps through the cracked old walls, 
And dances its battered burden 

Of worn-out old dolls and balls.
Sometimes when the wind is wailing 
’ With a dreary, desolate moan, 
The chair creaks low and sadly 

As it rocks in the dark alone;
And the sound is so grim and eerie

As it comes through the open door 
That it seems like a weary mourning 

For the children who are no more.
And then, when the dew is falling, 

And the dusk comes softly down 
And covers with kindly shadows 

The chair so old and brown, 
It gently sways in the moonlight, 

Which in through the roof will peep, 
As though it were tenderly rocking

Some bygone baby to sleep.
And so through the changing seasons, 

Through summer and rain and snow, 
It utters*its mingled story

Of the sweet dead long ago, 
When life was a merry pastime 

And the whole world wondrous fair— 
When the end of all joy and sorrow 

mother’s old rocking-chair.
■ —Ethel M. Colson,

In the reign of Emperor Hiong Wang, two 
astronomers; Hoy and Yun-Tsi, predicted an 
eclipse-of the sun, and were sentenced to 
death for blasphemy. The Emperor had, a 
personal interview with the stargazers and 
was inclined to commute their sentence, but at 
the suggestion of a learned Mandarin, and at 
their own request, he remandelk them to pris
on to await the outcome of their prophecy. If 
tifKi^prediction should be justified by the 
event they were to be dismissed with honors 
and rich presents; otherwise they were to be 
beheaded as blasphemous impostors. At the 
appointed time the people of Nankin crowded 
their housetops, and all eyes were riveted on 
the sky, but the sun shone all day with un
dimmed splendor, and at night the Emperor 
consented to let the law take its course. The 
sentence of death was accordingly executed; 
tjg|(tte very next morning, when the manda
rins assembled to bum the books of the blas
phemers, the ceremony was interrupted by a 
total eclipse of the sun.—North American 
Review.

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com 
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Belat 
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of is most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth *2.

Old Testament Stories, comically illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus 
ing~'Cartoons‘ illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price in strong, board covers *1. Cloth, 
*1.50. <

Woman, Church and State. A noble work 
by Matilda-Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth
bound, *3.

strengthens the nerves, clears the vocal 
A ‘ refreshing beverage- 
non-alcoholic—suitable for 
table and sickroom use— 
keeps fresh-for years.

A pint bottle (75c.) makes one-half gallon of the 
• food. ■ ■. ,

Your grocer or druggist sells it. Booklet free.THE CALIFORNIA GRAPE FOOD CO

11 NECESSARY STOPS- All thatcanbeputonaasetreed action 
without attaching bogus stops, via.: 

Diapason. 1 zinclpal, Melodla, Dulcet, Cremona, Vox-Angelica, Echo 
Horn, Celeste, Treble Coupler. Bass Coupler, Grand Organ and Right 
Knee Swell and Left Knee Swell. The above 4 eet reeds and 11 neces
sary stops are placed at the disposal of the performer and the action 
1b characterized by Greater power, variety and brilliancy of tone.com- 
blned with tbe most exquisitive purity and sweetnesa, in addition to 
the music contained in an ordinary organ.
DESCRIPTION OF CASE— Constructed of the best gradeofwlid 
Ilin ■. i IM ■■■■«BW—— black walnut, handsomely finished, 
band-rubbed with oil, durable and strong, thoroughly seasoned, 
kilpdrled, and made on scientific principles, each component part ba* 
ing paneled to prevent warping or splitting, with veneered panels, 
elegantly carved and ornamented; center panel on top fitted with a 
large beveled French plate glass mirror, with veneer panels on each 
side; exquisite fret work, brocade silk velvet trimming* back of all 
fret work, large music cabinet, swinging front fall board, two lamp 
stands, convenient handles for moving. It is entirely new in design, 
and is as Illustrated in cut. The case st&ndson castors.
INTERIOR COHSTRUCTIOH- 1b simple yet scientific anddinable. nmniun uunwjnuwiiun nQtHabtetQ get Qut order 
easily adjusted in case ot any disarrangeznenl; working part* are free 
from friction and will neither break nor wear. Nothing but the best 
of material used, and you will never find in one of the Oxford organ* 
blotting paper instead of felt; cloth instead of leather; oil-clotliln. 
stead of rubber; common board instead of three-ply stock.
THE TONE- which is the most important part of an instruments to 

full, sweet, round, sympathetic, and harmonious, with 
t volume, variety and brilliancy, combined with great power.
ATUt AFI i nWR— a very important part of a good organ, are of the 
— very best and strongest material, best quality

of rubber cloth and best quality of felt, with perfect stop action. 
They have an immense capacity and furnished, with tbe automatic) 
valve for preventing an oversupply of air. will never leak orwear out. 
THE WARRANT-' By our warrant we pledge ourselves In caseour 

organ should prove defective in material or

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument ha* how been thoroughly tested by 

numerous investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the planohette. both in regard to tbe cer
tainty and correctness of the communication*, and a* 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlatlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tion* from their departed friends.

Cap*. D. B. Edward*, Orient, N. T., writes: “I had 
communications (by tbe psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from tbe old settlers whoso grave
stones are moss-grown in tbe old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart tbe greatest comfort in tbe severe loss 
1 have had of son, daughter, and their mother.“

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made hts 
name familiar to those interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: *T am much pleased with the Psy- 
chograpb you sent me, and win thoroughly test |t tbe 
first opportunity I may have. It la very simple in 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now In use. 
I bellevo it will generally supersede tbe latter when 
It* superior merits become known."

A. P. Miller, journalist *nd poet, In an editorial no
tice of the Instrument In bjs paper, tbe Worthington 
(Minn) Advance, says: “Tbe rsychograph is an im
provement upon the plancbette, having a dial and let
ter*. with a tew words, so that very little ‘power* is 
apparently required to give tbe communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
tbe question whether spirits can return and communi
cate."

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for use. 11.00. 
Fofsale at this office.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago-
T)0UND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
D side, and containing 820 pages. This splendid 
book, Just Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to tbe great 
work. It contains all tbe old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others bn the Human Soul, which 
are alone worth tbe price ot tbe book. This wonder* 
ful book 1* unique a* an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale 
at this off«*

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contxntb: The Beginning!; Fundamental Princi
ple*; Formation of Constellation*, System*. Buns 
Planet* and Satellite*. The Origin of Meteor* and 
Cometa;The Organic Kingdom; Tbe Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; Tbe Soul—How It 
Receives and.Impart* Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; Tbe Record Book, or 
Tbe Heavenly Ether ; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, SplrittfaMsm Proved by the 
Bible; The Bible and Christ: The Summary: “What 
Must We Do to Be Saved.1* For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 50c.

They Are for Sale at This Office

7HE FOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATION» 
.nd ExpreBBtODB In human Embodiments. Given through 

Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her guider. A book that every
body should read who are Interested In re-incarnation. Brio«

Z'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM.
By Bpes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one ct 

the ablest men of the age. Price »1.50; postage 10 cents.

T7IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
V Andrew Jackeon Davis. Highly Interesting, Postan S 

centA Price 76 cents.

5'EERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISM 
Pact and Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of STI 

pages. It is an encyclopedia of facts; amine of rare knowledge, 
a work that should be In the hand, it every Spiritualist. Prfcl 
14.00. .

SELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE.
144 Propositions, theological. moral, historical and epeculcv 

Ire; each proved affirmatively nod negatively by qnMAtloas from 
Scripture, without comment. Price 15 conta.

'THErRELfGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
J. Tuttle. Hl* work* are alwayt UxUaiely interesting. Brio*

“*1.50.
THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
1 lor*. By Keruy Grave*, You should raad it, tad be the 

wiser. Price 11,50.
THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
1 comparlibn of Biblical end modern Spiritualism, By Mose* 

Hull. An Invaluable work. Price *1.00.

Z'HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
phenomena end philosophy. By Rev. Samuel Watson. 

This work was written by a modern Savior, a grand and Mbl* 
mas. Price *1.00.

CTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
O rosary of pearl*, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson 
Davi*. Intended for tbe light and solace of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. Price 5Q cents.

SECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
O Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tdule, author of “Arcana of Na
ture, " “Ethics of Science,’’ "Science of Man,""etc. Hudson Tot
tic was threatened with death for writing and publishing his 
' Convent," which ha* had * phenomenal run In Tbi Progress- 
ivb Thtnixk. Post paid anywhere, 50 cent*. Paper 
edition, 25 cento.

rOLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 18M 
to i960 Inclusive. Largo Svo, cfoth *5.00. Postage 20 cento.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. B&Uey, Musical Editor. Not* 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with tbe moet crib 
leal care, free from theological bias, throbbing with tho soul of 
Inspiration, embodying tbe principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, »otto tbe most cheerful and nopnlar music, (nearlj 
all original), and adapted to all occasion*, ft ft doubtless the nos 
attractive work of tbe kind ever published. Ito beautiful song* 
duets and quartet*, with piano, org&n or melodeon acoompan! 
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the eoclal circle. 
Cloth, *2.00. Postage 14 cento.

7HE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
Confessional, by Father Cblnlquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Bomlsh priests, worked through tbe confessional 
box. Price (1.00.

THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
1 comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, tn the 

keenest and moat easy style of it« able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that Is sufficient inducement to purcha** 
the book. Price tl-OT.
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Organized.
The Liberal Religionists held their 

congress'at Sinai Temple, as stated last 
week in these columns, and determined 
on a permanent organization. Their 
creed is condensed into one word—Hu
manity. They will become a body cor
porate, with the name of American 
Congress of Liberal Religions, under 
the State laws of Illinois, so as to per
petuate a succession. Rev. Dr. Thomas 
’was made president. Among the several 
vice-presidents we notice the names of 
Col. Higginson,. of Massachusetts; Dr. 
Hirsch, of Chicago; M. J. Savage, of 
Boston; J3, F.,Underwood, of this city; 
and.Susan B. Anthony, of Rochester. 
Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones was made sec
retary. . .

It was proposed to adopt a resolution 
inviting Spiritualists and Theosophlsts 
to join them, but it was objected that it 
was not the intention to go about asking 
others to join 'them; that they were 
ready to welcome to their numbers suoh 
as held liberal religious beliefs who 
asked for fellowship.

Why should not Liberals of all .faiths 
band together for self-protection and 
for culture, when the evangelical 
churches are conspiring and exerting 
every possible influence for their 'de
struction? >

f
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The Jewish Scriptures.
An inquiring friend desires to know 

the origin of the so-called Jewish Scrip
tures. He finds in them strong evi
dences of imposture; but he says his 
reading is not sufficiently extensive to 
satisfy his own mind in the premises. 
The subject is too lar^e to be reviewed 
in brief. Large volumes have been 
written, and others will be, to wrest 
from oblivion the few traces that remain 
of the origin of the rude records which 
have been adapted and many times 
amended to fit a barbarian people, real 
or'fictitious, who are now known to us 
as Jews. The probability now is 
that the people themselves are as 
mythical as their history is imaginative.

The Phoenicians were a Semitic race 
who originally came from Chaldea, and 
who emigrated, or were removed, to the 
Mediterranean, and who from thence 
peopled both shores of the Great Sea, 
with numerous colonies in Spain. We 
know they mined for tin in England, 
and for gold in Mashonaland. They 
were a commercial people, and are 
credited with the Invention of letters, 
though very late discoveries show that 
they were borrowed from an. older 
people who inhabited Arabia.

The parents of the Phoenicians, with 
the same racial characteristics, are now 
found in the mountainous regions bound
ing the Persian Gulf on the East, and 
are known as Fars, their country 
Faristan.

The Phoenicians who were so widely 
scattered, employing the same language 
and alphabet as that credited to the 
Jews, disappeared from history, and 
ceased to be known to the world just 
when the Jews began to be known. 
From our knowledge of the Phoenicians, 
they had the same customs, worshiped 
the same gods, had the same heroes, 
were engaged in the same wars, fought 
the same nations, had the same cities 
occupied the same country, and were 
in every respect the same people who 
are now posing as Jews, and who are 
so numerous, and so widely diffused.

Taking up the pretended Jewish 
Scriptures: The lately deciphered 
Assyrian Pantile records show that all 
of Genesis, up to the sixteenth chapter, 
is but an adaptation of those records. 
Beyond this it seems to be compilations 
from Egyptian story. Their wander-

A Confirmed Heretic.
The General Assembly of the Presby

terian Church, in session at Saratoga, 
N. Y., has just heard the appeal of Rev. 
H. P. Smith, of Cincinnati, who was de
clared a heretic last fall by the Ohio 
Synod, and the decision is re-affirmed 
403 to 62. So the Professor is now a 
confirmed heretic, and must take rank 
with Professor Briggs and other ad
vanced thinkers. A move was made to 
white wash the Professor, and retain 
his services in the church, in considera
tion of his distinguished ability. Will 
he subordinate his own honest opinions 
to the views of a majority of his inferi
ors? or retire and do work like an hon
est man, where conscience directs him?

The Higher Criticism.
The Congregational Association, lately 

in session at Oak Park, III., resolved 
“That the treatment of our Lord Jesus 
Christ by many of the so-called ‘higher 
criticisms' is irreverent and sacri
legious.” They farther declared that 
this higher criticism was destroying the 
force of the Bible as a revelation from 
God.

When the people shall learn the fact 
that all books are man-made, and that 
the Bible is no exception, then the oc
cupation of its expounders will be gone, 
hence these tears. . .

Lack of Faith.
Says the Boston Invutigaior:

ings in the deserts of Arabia are prob
ably an exaggerated account of per.

I-
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HISTORICAL 'REVIEW—THE CAUSES 
THAT HAVE LED TO THE PRESENT 
STATUS--OAPITAL AND LABOR! 7 17

ON TO WASHINGTON.

JHt SrIRITUAUSTC FIELD;
WORKERSaDOINGB.ETC'i

Thoughts for the Thoughtful,;

The Views of a Veteran Jour 
nalist and Author*

The “on to Washington” movement 
can only be understood by a brief survey 
of the past. During all the early his
tory of this country labor was its great
est need. The forests were to be 
cleared, the soil cultivated, homes and 
cities were to be built, canals dug, and 
railroads constructed, and human mus
cles were requisite to do the labor.

As machinery multiplied; one doing 
the work of many men, labor ceased to 
be in demand; but commerce made large 
drafts on the toiler. Then the war with 
Mexico was precipitated on the country. 
Idle men and the adventurous enlisted 
in government service, and the battle- ' 
cry was: “On to the halls of Monte
zuma.” It was a fatiguing march, end
ing in the addition to the United States 
of the vast territories on the Pacific 
slope and the Salt Lake and Rio Grande

Then came the discovery of gold in 
California, followed by the toilsoma 
march across the plains to this new El. 
Dorado, of the brave, the idle, the disso
lute, and the criminal. The surplus 
population found in this retreat all they 
desired, labor, sacrifice, destitution, and 
often death. It drained the over-popu
lated States of the East of their surplus 
labor, and lengthened the hours of toil 
to those who remained. ‘

to still further increase their riches, sra 
pleased to dole out to them." .

Do we wonder, then, at this thought! 
less; senseless, almost criminal cry of 
“On to Washington;” this crazy move
ment of the unemployed, whose stom
achs cry for food; whose half-naked 
limbs »sir for covering against inclem
ent skies; who, with no just conceptions 
of.whatthgj^ant, are madly rushing 
onwardw new dangers and sufferings of 
which they little dream?

G. W. Brown, M. p. ,

A Library at Cassadaga.
Probably there is no one feature at 

Cassadaga more worthy of mention than 
the free circulating library, the especial 
project of Mrs. Marion Skidmore, who 
several seasons ago: recognizing the 
feasibility and growing demand for such 
an enterprise, with indomitable purpose, 
ignoring discouragements, started with 
a very limited stock of: books in a 
small tent, the nucleus .>0^ what has 
evolved into a collectioii'pf over eight 
hundred volumes from the best authors 
in secular, spiritualistic, historic, scien
tific and classic works, besides the lead
ing-lighter literature of the times, :

The1 library and reading-room is 
unusually Inviting, being large, airy, 
well-lighted, artistically and comforta
bly furnished; with surrounding beau* 
tlfully-shaded balcony that commands a' 
fine view of parks and lake. .

Mrs. Tillinghast,“ who has been con-: 
nected with the library since its begin* 
nlng, is the courteous and intelligent 
librarian, who kindly welcomes all visit- 
ore and daily frequenters, and whose 
cultured personality has helped to make 
thia one of the most attractive andpopu- 
lar-nesontirakCaesadaga. S. B.

man were paid for praying according to 
the answers to his prayers, he would 
not get enough in ten years to buy a 
pint of peanuts.” '

Teasing God for special favors is not 
a portion of that editor’s duties, and 
yet in another editoral he tells his 
readers he has never had any trouble 
with God—never quarreled with him— 
and that they are at peace, so far as he 
knows.

Strongly Put.
The dean of Yale college addressed 

the students who had planned a recep
tion to a branch of Coxeyites who were 
about passing through New Haven, in 
this gentle manner:

“I have just heard it has been sug
gested that you, young gentlemen, take 
some steps towards receiving and enter
taining a lot of soap-fearing, vermin- 
haunted vagabonds, who are expected 
to reach New Haven shortly, and whom 
the newspapers call Coxeyites. It is 
certainly not necessary to remind any
gentleman of the unjustness 
couraging any band of beggars. As for 
receiving them, no gentleman would 
think of such a thing.”

haps the first Phoenicians who, with no 
•pecial point in view, were hunting a 
new home in the west.

The narrative of events told in 
Samuel, Kings and Chronicles, mostly 
copied from the same common source, 
cannot be received as authentic history 
of any people. That they are adapta
tions from the defective history of other 
peoples is plainly apparent to the care

' fu.1 student. Take tne book of Esther: 
It is found to have been originally a 
Persian tale. It was adapted to the 
pretended Jewish captivity, and was 
written by some person who had lived 
in Persia not earlier than the third 
century before our era. See for con
firmation of this statement Encyclopedia 
Britannica, article “Thousand and One 
Nights."

It is very generally conceded that the 
book of Job is either of Assyrian or 
Persian origin. The Ency. Brit, article 
Job, well says: “Many books of the Old 
Testament nave been several times 
written over.” So has Job. which was 
adapted as far as possible to the Jewish 
thought, and now seems to reflect Jewish 
belief, as held some two to three cen
turies before our era.

Ruth is an adapted love story from 
the Persian, accommodated to fit a people 
who had no literature of their own, just 
as was Jonah, a Munchausen which no 
historic people care to claim.

If Prof. Johnson's opinion shall be 
fully sustained, which we think more 
than probable, then Jewish history and 
Jewish Scriptures will prove to be’ 
rude attempts to manufacture a people 
who never had an existence in fact; 
that they are parts of a plot, dating no 
earlier than the tenth century of our 
era, to impose a new religion on the 
world; that these Scriptures were the 
predicate of the New Testament, and 

. the writings of the pretended fathers of 
the church, wh'o'wetd’cloistered monks, 
ever ready td irdpose their falsehoods on

Hedging.
Notwithstanding Mr. Talmage, in ac

counting for the third burning of' the 
Brooklyn Tabernacle, said “God did it,” 
his associate' churchmen are trying to 
shift the responsibility to'lncendiaries. 
The point probably is, if God has burned 
these several costly structures in which 
Talmage has ininistered, then the 
chances are he will destroy the fourth; 
so, not to discourage contributions to 
the building fund, it Is deemed best to 
relieve Divine Providence of the 
charge, and let the censure rest on un
known parties. Either God or the Devil 
is made responsible for all the mean
ness of which churchmen are guilty.

School Children Free.
By provision of the State law, pupils 

of public schools will have free ad
mission to the Field Columbian Museum 
of this city. This is a beneficent enact
ment, and will add largely to the educa
tion of the youth. Now some old-granny 
priest will insist on closing the doors of 
the museum on Sunday.

Not Saved.
Name nor parentage did not eave 

Martin Luther Knapp, a son of Elder 
Knapp, the well-known revivalist of 
other days. He was convicted in the 
District Court at Rockford. III., a few 
days ago, of a felony, and his punish
ment was fixed at one year in the pen
itentiary.

Bather Pointed.
The editor of that sacrilegious Boston 

paper which repudiates prayer, says:
“The church wants us to believe that 

God will go out of his way to strike a 
blasphemer, and will work a week to 
save a murderer.”

Oh, the infidel, and the perversity of 
human nature.

The Cassadaga Camp.
We give special prominence this week 

to this . favorite place of ‘ resort. Its 
numerous .attractions will be . brought 
to the attention of our 40,000 readers, 
pnd they will take especial pleasure ih 
seeing the same spread forth conspicu
ously in the columns of The Progress
ive Thinker

The territories of Kansas, Nebraska 
and Minnesota were opened to settle
ment. The slavery question played its 
full part so far as Kansas was concerned. 
Thousands on thousands, inspired by a 
love for freedom, rushed to this em
bryo state and made it free.

The war of the rebellion followed, in 
which millions were engaged. 'The 
Government needed men, the manufac
turers and the agriculturists needed la
borers. There were no idlers, no 
tramps, no strikes.

Released from service, the soldier 
turned into the fields of productive in
dustry; there was an excess of labor. 
Much of this poured into the new terri
tories of the West. New states were 
quickly populated. But there was a 
class who seemed unfitted to battle for 
new homes in mountain, forest and prai
rie. They became tramps, roving from 
place to place, and subsisting on little 
short of beggary. They multiplied 
with the years, and were found every
where. Many of them became crimin
als, finding rest in the penitentiaries.

During all this period capital was aug
mented as never before. It organized 
and concentrated its powers. Mines 
■were opened, factories were built, new 
forces of nature were called into service, 
old ones were made more productive. 
Monpy was abundant, and those in pos
session of it were enabled to double it in 
a little more than seven years, by high 
interest, compounded semi-annually.

Labor being largely rewarded because 
of the many drains upon it, the over
flowing hive of Europe was emptied 
into the Atlantic sea ports. From 
thence it has spread all over the 
country, and entered every place of in
dustry. It has crowded out the native 
population, the humble miner, the ar
tisan, the mechanic. It has introduced 
an anarchic class, who supposed free 
America meant a license to do as they 
would without restraint. This element 
is daily increasing by foreign additions, 
the intruder growing louder and bolder 
in assumption as its numbers increase. 
The real American has been compelled 
to withdraw from the contest, leaving 
the field to the alien aggressor. Once 
in power this foreign element has grown 
insolent, and now makes demands on 
employers which to grant would end in 
ruin. From this foreign element, stim
ulated to come here by Jesuitical influ
ence, with the ulterior purpose of mak
ing this a Catholic country, has come 
most of the strikes for higher wages, 
and a retaliatory warfare on those who 
attempt to labor.

The Government, forgetful of its duty 
to the entire people, has legislated in 
the interest of the capitalistic manufac
turer. It has driven the small producer 
from the field. Fifty years ago nearly 
every family made most of tne cloths 
it consumed. The hand-cards, the spin
ning-wheel and the loom were found in 
most homes. The shoemaker lived 
alongside the village blacksmith and 
cabinet-maker. These have left us. A 
million spindles, driven bv steam, do 
the work then performed by girls. 
Power-looms are doing the work of the 
home weaver. Populous cities are in
habited by those who superintend the 
looms and spindles. The knitting nee
dles, which the matrons of a recent gen
eration kept actively employed, produc
ing at leisifre moments warm clothing 
for the feet, have been laid aside, sup
planted by power machines, supplying 
nose in endless profusion. Save a hum-, 
ble cobbler here and there, eking out a 
half-starved existence mending old: 
shoes, the race of skilled shoemakers, 
has mostly disappeared. Even the col-; 
fin, which the village carpenter or cab- , 
inet-maker made to order, is now the: 
production of the factory, a dozen inter-’ 
mediates lying between it and the ceme-: 
tery, each doubling the price, until 
death has become so costly only rich 
men can afford to die. .

With all these facts, and a thousand 
others which suggest themselves, what 
is the outcome? :

The new States of the West and South 
have become overpopulated with labor.: 
There is nothing in which it can 
engage to successfully compete with 
machinery. The tireless forces of na

, ture are doing their work. Even the 
, falls of Niagara, whose waters have 

flowed peacefully onward to the ocean 
for million8 of years, unvexed by man, 

, are now bein£ harnessed to the car of 
progress,, to drive other millions of la
borers from the fields. To all this the 
cynic would add:

“Worse than all these, pesky humani- 
• tarians have made such‘advances in the 
: propagation of their views, they have 
: substituted arbitration for war, and the 
. countless multitudes who would bther- 
i'wise have, been slain in battle and for- 
• gotten, leaving only names to those who 
. commanded them, are now left to con

sume the substance which the wealthy;

Independent Slate-writing.
The reproductions" uNiamarkable in

dependent slate-writing in this week’s' 
issue of The Progressive Thinker 
are two of a series) .occurring through 
the mediumship of; Pierre L. O, A. 
Keeler, at the Cassadaga Lake Camp 
grounds. The slates were thoroughly 
cleaned and tied together by Mrs. Skid
more, Mrs. Pettengill, and Mrs. Huff, 
who, with Mr. Keeler,, the medium, 
held them in full daylight and in plain 
sight. The slates were regarded as 
remarkable because of the large num
ber of autographs written and the ex- 
CBllerih ii^eiiesses drawn in a most in
credibly short space of time.

O. Z. S. writes, from Durand, Wls.; 
“Rev. Allen F. Brown, who lately reí 
moved from Minneapolis to St. Paul 
and is State lecturer of the North
western Spiritualist Association, tarried 
with his friends here from the 11th to 
the 21st of May, and delighted them 
with his eloquence and logic in handling 
all subjects presented. We were loth 
to see him depart, but upon his promise 
:o be with us again during a part of 
August, we were obliged to submit. 
The space between these dates will be 
filled by a careful perusal of the columns 
of The Progressive Thinker. Bro. 
Brown is a pioneer worker, and any so
ciety engaging him will find no room 
for doubt of his abilities. As a psy- 
chometrist he has few, if any, equals."

The First Society of Spiritualists and 
Liberals of Cherryvale, Kan., will hold 
their second annual grove meeting some 
time during the month of September. 
Societies or individuals in Southern 
Kansas, Indian Territory or Southwest 
Missouri, who would like to assist in 
making this meeting a success, please 
correspond with H. P. Dryden, presi
dent, or W. E. Bonney, secretary, Cher
ryvale, Kan. .

Mrs. Celia Hughes, trumpet medium, 
trance speaker and psychometrist, is 
now in the city and can be found at Mrs. 
A. E. Martin’s, 3133 South Park avenue.

The Grand Rapids Spiritual Associa
tion held its annual meeting on Tues
day, May 22, for the election of a board 
of managers for the ensuing year. The 
reports of the secretary ana treasurer 
showed a membership of 119 and a satis
factory financial state. The following 
persons were elected to act as managers: 
L. H. Austin, Dr. J. C. Batdorf, J. M.

Too Much “Crowing.”
If the Cincinnati Spiritualist organ 

would devote the energy which it spends 
each week in “crowing" for the Nar 
tional organization, in paying off the 
repudiated stock of the Beller Wag, 
honesty and spirituality would be much 
better subserved. That is the way it 
looks to every honest man. A Nations 
organization should not be served on 
the basis of repudiated stock, some of 
which has been filed away in this 
office, and on which we would like the 
money. Honesty and spirituality go 
hand in hand, and one without the 
other is only very imperfect. Let our 
present National organization repudiate 
its sacred obligations, and how soon it 
would go under in the estimation of the 
people. It should atop this senseless 
“crowing” In Its behalf. It doesn’t need 
it from such a source.

Automatic Writing.
The Inter Ocean devotes a half-column 

editorial to this subject, and winds up 
by saying:

“There is no denying the fact of this 
writing. The question Is as to whether 
it is automatic, the result of a sub-con
sciousness, or is inspirational, the 
prompting of occult forces controlling 
the passive muscles of the subject. 
Each one may answer this question ao- 
cordiffg to his own beliefs or theories. 
There is something verv consoling in 
the idea that this sort of thing may be 
done, and its general acceptance will 
perhaps give us a quality and .character 
of composition that would relieve men 
of a gre^|‘taad of responsibility. If 
certain writers would confine themselves 
strictly to the plan of waiting until 
their pens and pencils move without 
their conscious direction,the world would 
be vastly their debtor.” , ,,

And so every part of our phenomena 
is coming into repute as the inevitable 
result of truth and evolution; and so 
also the beautiful philosophy based on 
this phenomena is working its way into 
popular acceptation.

Prof. Svying, in one of his logical ser 
mons, says:

“Old names of churches,wiU die, not 
by violence, but the mdftitig touch of a 
new era. Under the same intellectual 
action the word Christian will at last 
imply a human character like that of 
Christi’” In the history of our 
race the words Protestantism and Ro
manism will disappear, both displaced 
by the power and beauty of a Christian 
manhood and womanhood.” ,

By the samp logic, he will have all 
námes go when the Jause that produces- 
.them goes. . V .

The Progressive Thinker. .
•/'it is appreciated ^everywhere, And in 
tought fbrfflvthose Who wish to reach 
tljte peOpÜSwEhe Cassadaga Lake CarnjK 
meeting ilramratiohB will reach at least 
40,000 readers. - ■■ ' /

S. J. M. writes from Mi&iliilkee, Wii.: 
“Will C. Hodge has' jl^rH&sed'.iiB en
gagement for the first/SjiritualSociety 
of Milwaukee. He hWdone good worlt. 
'Mr. Hodge is one of :the . grandest in
spirational speakers bf;the day. He is 
one that should be kept intfie field. He 
is not only a speaker of the highest or
der, but is a grand, good man, one who 
will be missed by the jnany friends he 
has made in his short stajiihere.’’ >

. — ■.. .«» „hub
Mrs. Emma Blake, test medium, of 

Grand Rapids, Mich;, has been engaged 
by the. Fott^Wayne society for the 
month of June, and Vicksburg the first 
.Sunday in July. Then she goes to Has
lett Park camp, to remain during the 
Season. She can be addressed for dates 
for the fall and winter months at 749

i Fifth avenue, Grand Rapids, Mich.

Moses Hull, in a business letter, writes: 
“Our meetings closed up grandly last 
night. From seventy-five to one hundred 
were turned away from the last meeting 
for want of standing room. As the 
friends filed, by to give us the parting 
hand, the word with almost every one 
was,‘Come again as soon as possible.’ 
AU thank Dr. Dobson for getting us here 
and, particularly, for standing in the 
financial gap. We are to be followed 
here by Mrs. Cowles, of Oakland, Cal. 
She has been here many times and is a 
favorite. We go to San Francisco, 
where they would like our labors for 
three months, but Mattie can only stay 
two weeks, and I' only through June. 
Everybody likes The Progressive 
Thinker; a lack of money is all that 
prevents your having hundreds of sub
scribers here.”

Katie Kehm Smith writes: “Free
thinkers, attention! The First Secular 
Church of Portland will give its annual 
excursion Sunday, June 24, from Port
land. through the Oregon City looks, to 
Castle Kehm, and thence to New Era, 
where the future camp-ground of the 
Oregon State Secular Union is situated. 
On this day, Mr. and Mrs. David Wit
tenberg will present to the O. S. S. U. a 
deed for ten acres of land, to be known 
as the Oregon Secular Park. One of 
the finest steamers on the Willamette 
will be chartered. There will be music 
and dancing, and amusements of all 
kinds. Addresses will be made by Pres
ident W. W. Jesse, of the Oregon State 
Secular Union; Thomas R, Kemp, presi
dent of the Portland Secular Church Un
ion; Mrs. A. E. Barker, of the Forest 
Grove Union; Henry Addis,of the Ranier 
Union; Nettie A. Olds, superintendent 
of the P. S. S. S.; Katie Kehm Smith, 
lecturer of the Portland Secular 
church; D. W. Smith, and other mem
bets of the executive committee of the 
O. S. S. U. At this time; th'h. State 
Union will also consider the proposition 

Ì of Mr. and Mrs. Wittenberg to donate 
, additional land for a Secular College. 
, Watch liberal papers for a full report.”

R, H. Weeks, of North Dakota, sends 
an account of the passing over of two 
young sons of Mr. John Emerson, from 
scarlet fever. The boys were both great 
sufferers during their illness. The 
younger became totally deaf, and was 
partially unconscious. The elder re
tained his senses to the last, and seemed 
to realize bis danger, but expressed his 
faith that Jie would go to heaven. When 
the end drew nigh the scene was very 
pathetic; the dying boy gave to his 
younger brother and sister his little 
personal possessions. Among these pos
sessions was a black ewe, in reference to 
which a remarkable circumstance oc
curred the day previous to his death. 
He told his father that the black ewe 
had a new-born lamb in an unoccupied 
house at some distance from home, on 
another farm, and that the lamb was 
cold, and that his father should send and 
take care of it. J ust to satisfy the sick 
boy, some one was sent to the old house, 
and the sheep and lamb were found, as 
he had said. When the hour came he 
said: “It is getting dark; light the 
lamps. I am going. Now I am going 
up the stairs. Take hold of my hand,

Butler, W. W. Howe, Mrs. F. V. Jack
son, Chas. Wilsey and S. B. Johnson. 
The officers are: Dr. J. O. Batdorf, 
president; W. W. Howe, vice-president; 
J. M. Butler, treasurer, and S. B. John
ston, secretary.

Dr. Juliet H. Severance will be at 
home to friends during the month of 
June, every Tuesday and Friday, at her 
residence, Waukesna Building, corner 
Grace avenue and 64th street.

A. M. Stanley writes: Mrs. A. H. 
Colby-Luther has just closed an ex
tremely successful engagement in Wash
ington, D. C. A host of warm friends 
regret her departure and wish her great 
success in her new fields of labor. The 
audiences were the largest and most en
thusiastic of the season, and showed 
their appreciation of the sterling worth 
of this speaker, by defraying the expen
ses and leaving a balance In the treas
ury. Several of the lectures were re
ported and a synopsis of one, “The Ori
gin of the Bible,” has been published; 
in a few days four to five hundred copies 
have been sold and the demand for them 
still continues.

A note from Hays City, Kansas, indi
cates that they are in want of a good 
medium. Any one journeying East or 
West across the plains on the U. P. rail
way will meet with a hearty welcome 
and moderate remuneration by tarrying 
two or three days. Call on Brother 
Allen, a leading Spiritualist.

H. C. Nick, president, writes: “Will 
C. Hodge has just closed a successful 
month's engagement with the First So
ciety of Spiritualists of Milwaukee, 
Wis., and they cordially render tributes 
of gratitude for his valuable services. 
Feeling grateful for the good he has 
rendered them, they express their senti
ments by the following: ‘We desire to 
express in some manner our gratitude 
for the valuable services we feel that 
Mr. Hodge has rendered this society 
and the public generally, while with us, 
therefore, a rising vote of thanks was 
given him; it being the sentiments of 
those who are ready to recognize his 
ability as a true exponent of Spiritual
ism, believing, as they do, that the good 
he is accomplishing by his work is of 
priceless value to the cause and man
kind in general. His departure is 
deeply regretted by them all. He 
carries their best wishes for his happi
ness and success until they shall meet 
him again.’ ”

E. V., of Indianapolis, Ind,, writes: 
“Mrs. Virginie Barrett, of this city, de
livered a lecture upon mediumship to an 
interested audience last Sunday, In 
Tempition hall, which we feel was 
much needed for the enlightenment of 
the many young mediums present. The 
subject was handled scientifically, 
touching upon that which is of most 
benefit to the hearer. Mrs. Barrett is 
herself an intelligent and sincere 
worker, and specially fitted fitted as a 
teacher of our beautiful cause. Her 

’{Isychometrlo readings are pronounced 
correct, and often produced laughter at 
¡the expense of tne individual being 
Jtjead. We hope to have the pleasure of 
bearing her again.” • ‘
í'. W. E. B. writes: “On May 20 we held 
the first spiritual meeting ever held in 
the town of Burlington, Mich., with 
Mrs. Emily D.'King, of Butler, Mioh.', 
as speaker.'' Mrs. King iá' a noble 
woman and a splendid speaker. Her 
lectures in the forenoon and evening at 
the G. A. R. hall were largely attended. 
She delivered a funeral address here 
last winter, and every oné was aston
ished at her kind words and excellent 
discourse. The people here say: ‘If 
that is Spiritualism, give us more of 
it.’ ”

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday inj 
order to have, immediate insertion,.

Dewdrop writes: “The Society of 
Spiritual Unity held their usual Sunday 
meetings in their Temple, 85 South 
Sangamon street, and, in spite of the 
inclemency of the weather, there was a 
good attendance. At the mediums’ 
conference in the morning Dr. J. C. 
Phillips gave psychometric readings. 
Mrs. Ellison gave a poem, and Mrs. 
Lyman spirit messages and descriptions. 
In the afternoon, after a brilliant dis
course on ‘The Future Life,’ by the 
guides of Mrs. Lyman, Dr. Phillips, Dr. 
Bishop, Dr. Palmer of Lookout Moun
tain, Tenn., Brother Smith and Mrs. 
Ellison took part. Mrs. Lyman gave, In 
conclusion, a number of Well-recognized 
spirit descriptions and many loving 
spirit messages. At the evening meet
ing Mrs. Lyman’s control rendered an 
instructive lecture upon ‘Birth, Edu
cation and Environment’ to an appre
ciative audience, and afterwards gave 
quite a number of very satisfactory de
scriptions of spirits present, with mess
ages and improvised' poems. We wish 
to correct an erroneous statement that 
has been circulated about the purposes 
of this society. It does not purpose to 
attempt the union of all Spiritualists in 
one society in Chicago or elsewhere, 
but it does propose to teach, to en
courage and to effect a more harmoni
ous feeling among mediums and mem
bers, a greater spiritual unity wherever 
Spiritualists may be found, knowing 
that suoh a course will result in great 
good to the cause, to every medium fol
lowing it faithfully, and to every Spirit
ualist bringing greater happiness. 
Mediums’ conference every Sunday at 
10:30; afternoon at 2:30, and evening at 
7:30. Everybody invited and welcomed 
by the president, E. N. Pickering.”

Walter Collins writes from New 
Orleans of the seances of Aaron Willis, 
whom he mentions as possessing the 
phases of trumpet speaking, matter 
through matter, independent slate-writ
ing, materialization and various physi
cal manifestations.

Mrs. M. E. Shall, trance lecturer, test 
and healing medium, is now located at 
St. Louis, Mo., 3924 Easton aveque, 
where she can be addressed for engage
ments. She has a guide who delivers 
lectures in the German language.

C. S. Butler writes that Mr. and Mrs. 
Bartholmes made many friends during 
their stay at Sacramento, Cal., and did 
a good work for both body and soul.

Mrs. W. C. Coffman recently paid a ten 
days’ visit to Ithaca, Mich., where she 
lectured, held circles and gave readings 
and tests. She was kept busy all tne 
time. There is no society, but several 
devout Spiritualists; and it is a good 
field for mediums and spiritualistic 
work.

The Grand Rapids (Mich.) Spiritual 
Association speaks in high terms of Mrs. 
Tillie Reynolds’ two months’ engagement 
with the society. They recommend her 
as giving fine tests, fine inspired 
utterances and uplifting thoughts, and 
cordially recommend her to other so
cieties.

John H. Knight writes from Pittsburg, 
Pa.: “Mr. Oscar A. Edgerly has just 
closed another successful month’s en
gagement with our church, and carries 
away with him the best wishes of all who 
have been fortunate enough to listen to 
his masterly discourses and his uni
formly successful readings. This is the 
second visit Mr. Edgerly has paid us, and 
he has been successful in making himself 
quite popular and well-liked. His con
trols are of a high order, and his public 
lectures have been listened to with 
great interest. The subjects chosen, 
while covering a wide range, were all

another to Spiritualism and well calcu
lated to keep alive and spread an 
interest in the philosophy of our faith. 
Some of the lectures were particularly 
fine, and it is a pity they could not be 
preserved in book form, many of the 
passages being full of burning eloquence 
joined to sound, logical reasoning. We 
take great pleasure in recommending 
Mr. Edgerly to any society who desire 
the services of a thoroughly’ honest, ca
pable and talented exponent of the phil
osophy and phenomena of Spiritualism. 
Our public services now are closed until 
September, but we propose to hold a 
series of conference meetings similar to 
those carried on last year, which were 
quite successful.”

We regret to announce that Mrs. Ruth 
A. Coombs, oh account of ill health, can 
give no more sittings at present.

Mrs. Amelia Weller writes from Co
lumbus, Ohio, speaking in high terms of 
the ministrations of Mr. Colby, Mr. C. 
M. Peters, F. N. Foster and his son Ben
nie, • .

Tommy.” It Is supposed that he meant 
Tommy Ferguson, a young playmate, 
who was killed several years ago. The 
two bodies were taken to Pembina on 
Sunday for burial. '

Weare informed that Dr. F. Scher
merhorn will take the place of Mr 
Ripley at the meeting at Hartford, 
Mich., the 9th and 10th of June, the 
latter being unable to attend.

Mrs. E. H. F., of Plasa, Ill., writes: 
“Dr. Mrs. M. C. Schall, of St. Louis, was 
at this place and gave a public lecture. 
Her theme was: ‘If a Man Die Shall 
He Live Again?’ which was nicely il
lustrated by her guides. Many tests 
were given and every one was recognized 
and the audience being intensely skeptic. 
We hopoj. this grand medium will visit 
us agaW-iahd give us more light on the 
grand philosophy.”

Prof. Clark writes that on the eve of 
Decoration Day an interesting meeting 
was held in Father Williams’ National 
Hall, 681 W. Lake street. There was 
singing by Mrs. Simmons, a discourse 
by Mrs. Mary A. Lyman, independent 
slate-writing messages through Mrs. L. 
J. Jaquith, signed by James A. Garfield, 
M. Carpenter, and G. Colfax, Mrs. 
Cutter described spirits. Prof. Clark 
gave a short address. Father Williams 
made interesting remarks. Meetings 
are held every Wednesday evening, and 
public circles every Monday evening at 
8 o’clock. .

The meetings of the Progressive So
ciety, held every Sunday at Lodge Hall, 
11 N. Ada street, at 2:30 and 7:30 P. M., 
will be continued through the month of 
June. Mrs. Hamilton Gill, the well- 
known test medium, will conduct the 
services.

Mrs. 8. M. Scovell, whose ministra
tion has given excellent satisfaction at 
Marshalltown, Iowa, has been engaged 
there for the month of June. She can 
be addressed for engagements in care of 
Dr. A. B. Cooper, 115 N. 2d street.

Dr. A. B. Dobson, of San Jose, Cal., 
writes: "Moses Hull has had uie 
pleasure to speak to overflowing houses 
ever since he has been here.”

W. Arnold, psychometrist and plat
form test medium, is open for engage
ments in neighboring towns. His ad
dress is at 452 Larrabee street, Chicago.

F. H, Tegtmeyer writes that a circle 
was formed about a year ago at the home 
of Mrs. H. C. Miller in Fort Wayne, 
Ind., meeting twice a week with good 
results. At a recent meeting, when all 
were ready to sit, two ladles, strangers 
to all, came. As it was a circle for de
velopment, they were requested to wait, 
and did so, in another room. Very soon 
Mr. L. J. Miller, who is becoming quite 
a medium for clairvoyance, said he saw 
a spirit who claimed the name of Mrs. 
Howsley and pointed toward the room 
where the two ladies were. One of the 
ladies, on being told of the circum
stance and to whom Mr. Miller described 
the spirit, recognized her mother and 
had quite a talk with her at the table 
afterward.

C. S. Butler writes of attending some 
very fine materializing seances through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Reynolds.

H. Pettibone, the materializing me
dium, will soon be at Omaha, Nebraska. 
He will be in Ohio in July, during the 
camp-meeting, and expects to make a 
call at Chicago, on hie way.

Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel is holding 
very successful seances at Battle Creek, 
Michigan. He will be in Jackson after 
June 5th. For the present all mail will 
reach him by addressing him at 118 
Hillsdale street, Hillsdale, Michigan.

L. Kirtland writes: “Barbarian 
Churches, by J. R. Buchanan, is one of 
the best things 1 have seen in print; full 
of common sense, and just the thing to 
put in pamphlet form for general circu
lation. It is seldom so much truth is 
put in one article and in such plain 
language that even a Christian cannot 
but comprehend it. The Progress
ive Thinker is just full of good meat, 
and we love to digest it every week.”

A pretty home wedding took place 
at the residence of Mr. and Mrs. J. H. 
Robinson, Port Huron, Michigan, May 
24th. The contracting parties were 
Miss May Reid, formerly of Lockport, 
N, Y,, and George Stanley, of Merriton, 
Ontario. The ceremony was performed 
by Mrs. Anna L. Robinson in the pres
ence of a few interested friends, the 
bride having lived in Mr. Robinson’s 
family since a child. The wedding 
party were gowned in white. The bride 
carried lilies of the valley, and the 
bridesmaid and maid of honor pink 
roses. The parlors and dining-room 
were handsomely decorated in pink and 
white cut flowers. The best man was 
Fred Manchester, and Mark Manchester 
was page. A dainty lunch was served 
and Mr. and Mrs. Stanley left immedi
ately for their home in Merriton, fol
lowed by a shower of rice and best 
wishes ot their friends.

A. J. S. writes from Sioux City, Iowa: 
“Mrs. S. N. Aspinwall has just finished 
an engagement with the First Society 
of Spiritualists of this city. She is a 
fine trance lecturer, and closed each 
lecture with many good and acknowl
edged tests. Her second lecture com
pelled us to hire a larger hall; we then 
procured the Court House, and we had 
the largest turnout ever given to a me
dium visiting our city."

Dr. Nellie Beighle, the wonderful 
electric lady, from California, is now 
stopping at the Great Northern, Dear
born, Jackson and Quincy streets, suite 
12 and 14. She can be consulted there 
each day from 12 to 3 o’clock.
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manhood passed in unthinking, unre
flecting mental bondage. I
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Camp was Founded Through 
Mediumship,

Interesting Particulars for All to 
Consider.

Our beloved camp was founded 
through mediumship. From the time 
that Jeremiah Castor heard the spirit 

.voice commanding him to go to Cassada
ga Lake to arrange for a camp-meeting 
in 1877, down to the present hour, Cas
sadaga has been favored with the pres
ence of some of the finest media in the 
ranks of Spiritualism. It has been these 
sensitives, the beautiful scenery and 
health-giving atmosphere, that have at
tracted the thousands of visitors each 
succeeding season to the shores of these 
charming lakes among the hills of west
ern New York. The visitor hoped Cas
sadaga would open to him a window- 
through which ne could look into the 
world of souls to see if his loved ones 
were there. He has always found this 
window in one or more of the media at 
Cassadaga. Through them he has even 
passed beyond the gates and supped at 
celestial tables, a guest of the angels. 
The stones from the door of the sepul
cher of hundreds of human hearts have 
been rolled away forever by the Heaven- 
endowed mortals, and life beyond the

Prof. W.. A. Mansfield, then a sickly 
youth from the wilds of Michigan, first 
came to the camp. Each' succeeding 
season has found him In our midst, to the 
great delight of many friends. Prof. 
Mansfield has made a record by means 
of his gifted mediumship that has made 
him famous the world over. The Crum- 
rine and Reynolds writings through 
Prof. Mansfield constitute two of the 
most remarkable tests on record in 
Spiritualism. The wonderful messages 
relating to Cassadaga’s material and 
spiritual growth, through Mr. Keeler, 
have been none the less remarkable, 
and have done much to make our camp 
what it is to-day.

A. B. Campbell, the spirit artist (than 
whom no more wonderful psychic 1b 
working for the cause to-day), has be
come a permanent Cassadagan, having 
built a fine cottage with the intention 
of occupying the same during the sum
mer months. This new phase of medi
umship attracts great attention on ac
count of its unique character and beau
tiful results, as well as the convincing 
test.

Hugh Moore, the trumpet and physi
cal medium, well known at camp during 
past seasons, will be on the grounds this 
summer. We are reliably informed 
that his psychical powers are greatly im
proved along the lines that have made 
him famous.

Dell Herrick, Frank Collins, Mrs. 
Mott Knight, Mrs. M. J. Gillette and 
the Bangs 8isters,as slate-writers of note, 
have given many remarkable tests to

their fainting hearts and healing for ¿11 
pain through the heaven-endowed me
dia who annually assemble there. From 
the never-failing fountains of truth, liv
ing streams of inspiration flow to quench 
the thirst of all who drink from the 
golden goblet of love.

To the weak, the faint-hearted, to the 
.sorrow-laden and the afflicted the media 
of Cassadaga open the portals to the 
life beyond the shadows, inviting all the 
children of men to enter and rejoice in 
freedom and joy everlasting.

Come to Cassadaga, O sorrowing 
mortal, and find this doorway for your
selves. H. D. BARRETT.

As Presented by the Great 
Jurist, 

HON. A. B. RICHMOND.

“Slave to no sect, who takes no private 
road,

But looks through nature up to nature’s 
God.”—Pope. •
I was reared and educated under the 

influence of the strictest sect of the 
Puritans. At the age of eighteen, at a 
so-called revival, I thought I was “con
verted,” and became a member of the 
M. E. Church. I never for a moment 
doubted the theories enunciated from 
her pulpits. Hell, with its horrors, to 
my mind was a necessity in the “plan 
of salvation;” good works availed naught 
with the Divine mind, while faith or 
belief in the creed of the church was a 
saving grace that deserved and insured 
salvation. Th,e logic and justice of the 
edict: “He that believeth and is 
baptized shall be saved, but he that be
lieveth not shall be damned,” was as 
apparent to me as the truth of a dem
onstrated problem in mathematics. 
Thus fettered, the. early years of my

Inquire of railroad ticket agents for 
excursion rates to Lily Dale.

Persons residing at points where ex
cursion tickets cannot be bought to Lily 
Dale can purchase Chautauqua Lake ex
cursion tickets to Jamestown or Dun
kirk, N. Y., and from thence direct to 
Uly Dole,

same, and as good as ever, so those who 
love the dance may be sure of having a ’ ‘
good time. In fact, I may say the man» 
agementhae thought of everything tq ;i 
promote the welfare" and pleasure oi in
the visitors; so let me say to my many 
dear friends in Chicago and other
places, come and enjoy the good things

LINCOLN PARK.

CASSADAGA CAMP.
As Viewed by the Spirit Artist

grave positively demonstrated to the 
sorrowing ones of earth. Life has been 
made endurable to every grief-stricken 
soul who has sought an introduction to 
the angels through the media, who have 
made Cassadaga the land of promise 
and of joy to those who have longed to 
know the truth.

It is impossible for us to name all the 
gifted workers through whom have come 
the demonstrations of life immortal. 
The first medium for physical manifes- 

' tatlons in the way of independent slate
writing who came, to Cassadaga, was R. 
W. Sour, then of Titusville, Pa. He 
was induced to come to camp by Major 
M. R. Bouse, then Chief of Police of 
Titusville, than whom Cassadaga has 
had no more devoted worker and loyal 
friend. Mr. Sour gave one public 
seance, and the slate-writing received 
contained a remarkable prophecy of the 
camp's future, which has been fulfilled 
to the letter. The slates were cleaned 
and inspected byQ.F. Kellogg, and oth
ers, and the writing was ¿iven under 
absolute test conditions. The slates are 
yet in the possession of Major Rouse, in 
Titusville. The next prominent slate
writer was Charles E. Watkins, now an 
M. D. in Salem, Mass. Mr. Watkins 
gave many marvelous writings and was 
the means of converting thousands of 
people to the knowledge of the after
life. Mr. Watkins has not visited Cas
sadaga since 1887, but he will find many 
warm friends there should he ever drop 
into the camp at any future time. '

About twelve years ago Major Rouse 
succeeded In interesting P. L. O. A Kee
ler in Cassadaga’s meetings. With him 
came A. W. S. Rothermel, who was an 
annual attendant for several seasons 
thereafter; Mr. Keeler found Cassadaga 
so attractive that he has become a per
manent resident there, and by his genial 
bearing, splendid mediumship and up
right character has endeared himself 
to thousands of people from all sections 
at the country. About ten years ago

the soul-hungry mortals seeking their 
aid.

Hon. A. B. Richmond’» experience 
with Keeler and Dr. Watkins and Mans
field has furnished the world with an 
able work from that gifted writer's pen.

The clairvoyant test media and mag
netic healers are too numerous to men
tion; all have found a work to do, and 
been welcomed by Cassadaga's able 
managers. The platform test mediums 
such as J. Frank Baxter, Edgar W. Em
erson and Miss Maggie Gaule astound 
and convert thousands of people each 
year. These able media give scores of 
positive tests, opening the eyes of the 
spiritually blind to a recognition of the 
nearness of the Spirit-world, turning 
scoffers and skeptics into worshipers 
at the shrine of truth. The work done 
by these noble mediums can only be ap
preciated by those witnessing the re
sults.

All media have filled their places 
well, adding their quota to Cassadaga's 
ever-in creasing audience. Psychome- 
try, materialization, spirit photography, 
spirit telegraphy, have all been repre
sented by excellent media in past 
years, and many convincing tests 
given to those who have crossed the sa
cred portals of the seance, room. We 
would gladly name all these media if 
we could, but space forbids and memory 
fails to record the names of many of 
those who should be mentioned. To 
their presence Cassadaga owes much of 
its fame. Each medium has made his 
mark upon the minds of the people, sow
ing seed that has brought forth good 
fruit. Cassadaga could not lose one of 
its mediums; If it did, one stone of the 
temple would be missing. Hence all are 
necessary to Cassadaga’s future welfare. 
The bread, of heaven is being dispensed 
by them to the starved souls of earth, 
and the gates of the kingdom of peace 
swing wide open to their magic 
touch.

At Cassadaga the weary find rest for

doubted, for I never reasoned or re
flected on the religious creeds of my 
ancestors. It was an heirloom that had 
been transmitted from parents to chil
dren for a number of generations, and 
for that reason it was cherished as a 
sacred legacy endeared by the recollec
tions of home and the family altar. To 
doubt was treason to God and rebellion 
against the teachings of honored parents 
whose sincerity I had never doubted. 
And even now I can well remember the 
thrilling words of prayer of my vener
able father, as kneeling with an open 
Bible before him he earnestly beseeohed 
a loving and merciful God to save his 
children from “the never-ending tor
ments of an eternal hell, where the 
worm never died and the fire was

learned for the first time that infidelity 
disbelieved and had cogent logical argu
ments to sustain that disbelief. I well 
remember my astonishrhent when I 
discovered that there were two sides to 
the question, and that the celebrated 
English divine, to my mind, failed to 
confute the infidel logic he sought to 
confound. I resisted the doubts that 
for the first time crept into my mind 
through the crevices made by “Paley’s 
Evidences" as I would now resist the un
lawful entrance of a burglar in my 
dwelling-house. I was told by my 
preceptor, the late Bishop 8., that it 
was un-Christian to enquire, wrong to 
listen to the arguments of the "adver
sary," and a sin deserving damnation to 
doubt. “But,” said I, ‘mow can I con
trol my mentality? How can I believe 
unless I am convinced; or how prevent a 
disbelief that comes to me unasked and 
unwelcome?" “Oh, yes, you can,” he 
replied. “You can believe if you ask 
God in prayer to help you, and if you 
desire to believe.” Faithfully and 
fervently I did as he directed; but my 
prayers were unanswered, while my 
doubts increased, until at last the little 
cloud which at first was no larger than’ 
a man’s hand enshrouded my mental 
horizon with the darkening shadows of 
disbelief.

My scientific studies increased the 
uncertainty of my faith in the book that 
I was taugnt to believe was inspired in 
every line and sentence, and which I 
reverenced as the undisputed word of 
God. Geology with its demonstrations 
positively refuted the Mosaic account of 
creation. The ascertained laws of re
fracted light denied the story of the 
covenant and the rainbow; while as
tronomy so far expanded the fields of 
stellar space as to make manifest the 
absurdity of the claims of our little 
earth to being so much the especial care 
and favorite of the Creator that it was 
made the birthplace and scene of the 
murder of his only-begotten son.

And then the cruel injustice of the 
theory of everlasting torment for the 
many, with only hope' tor the few; 
which made salvation almost impossible 
and damnation the almost certain fate of 
mankind, This horrible libel on the 
.name of a loving Creator became so ap
parent that my reason rejected it against 
my will. Faithfully and prayerfully I 
tried to believe with “Holy Willie" that 
all mankind

“Deserved sic just damnation 
For broken laws,

Five thousand year» 'fore their crea
tion,

Thro’ Adam’s cause.”
But I coulfl not. My sober reflection 

rejected, aU|$S, a myth, a fabulous tale 
that, like the stories of mythology, had 
no foundation save in man’s imagination. 
•Then my mind, like a tempest-tossed 
■wreck, buffeted by the winds and waves

of life; you have passed away and live 
only in the recollection of those who 
•herish your memory.”

Oh, the weary solitude of years that 
succeeded, and the gloom of the shadows 
of dread annlhiliation that followed me 
day after day, until at last the uncertain
ty was almost maddening, and I longed 
for oblivion, Even the grave, with Its 
horrible Inmates for companionship, 
would have been a welcome retreat from 
the dread uncertainty that enveloped 
me.

But there came a time when all was 
changed. An influence I have fre
quently described in my writings led me 
to the beautiful camp of the Cassadaga 
Association. I went to Lily Dale be
lieving that my knowledge and experi
ence in the art of the magician would 
permit me to detect the frauds pro
claimed by the Seybert commissioners, 
and which they published to the world 
with the sneers of imbecility, while 
they enjoyed the noble bequest of the 
generous dead who only desired acandid 
investigation of his cherished faith.

The phenomena that I saw at Lily 
Dale has been witnessed by thousands, 
among whom are many able scientists, 
as well as men and women of education 
and prominence in the world of litera
ture. To doubt its existence is to 
doubt the testimony of our senses The 
evidence of an unseen Intelligence that 
has all the mental characteristics of 
those who once lived and loved by our 
side, but who long since passed away, 
is clear and apparently conclusive, and 
needs only to be witnessed by a candid, 
thinking mind to bring conviction 
stronger than would the “proof of Holy 
writ,”

The beautiful camp at Lily Dale is un
equaled In Its attractions and opportu
nities to those who desire to investigate 
and solve the mystery of the end of life 
here, and to learn from conclusive tes
timony that:

“There is no death! What seem* so is 
transition.”

To me, Lily Dale is truly my “Alma 
Mater,” for to my visits there do I owe 
the great solace of rny declining years— 
a firm conviction that there is a Spirit
world—and, as the great founder of the 
Methodist church taught his early 
disciples, “that the spirits of the dead 
can and do communicate with the 
living.” It has nourished this belief by 
repeated phenomena, and no mother 
ever lulled her restless child to sleep 
with stronger assurances of future 
awakening than the weary, careworn 
souls of earth will there find, in the 
realization of the great truth: “That 
though we may sleep in death, we will 
awake to immortality.”

ci

Hotel and Accommodation at Cas 
sadaga.

The Grand Hotel is now in fine con
dition for the reception of guests, hav
ing been newly furnished throughout, 
and fitted with modern conveniences.

The hotel will be open this season 
under the management of Cook & 
Gregory.

The prices for board with room are 
$1 to 82 per day, according to room. 
Transient meals, 50 cents; lodging, 50 
cents.A:

Ca 
tents and co

d regular occupants of 
s can get their meals 

at the hotel by the week at 25 cents 
each.

Lodging can be obtained at cottages 
at reasonable prices.

The daily admission to the grounds is 
15 cents per day, and for campers inside 
the gates, 10 cents per day.

Ground for tenting purposes can al
ways be had free of cost by application 
to the authorities.

Groceries, provisions, fresh meats and 
milk can be purchased on the ground».

never quenched." In all my youthful 
supplications to the “Throne of Grace” 
the love of God was an intangible emo
tion, while the fear of the fate of the 
sinner, and of the lake of fire to which 
they were doomed forever, was thè 
terror of my waking hours and thè' 
nightmare horror of my dreams. ;. A

During the last year of my college 
course one of my studies was “Piley’s 
Evidences of Christianity.”. It was 
intended to confirm my belief in the 
theology of orthodoxy, which with me 
until then needed no confirmation. - But 
how different was the result! I then

of a stormy sea, found no harbor of 
safety, no haven of rest, and at last 
drifted into-materialistic infidelity and I 
saw no future beyond the grave. I saw 
human .life first manifested in the cradle, 
developed in youth, ipatared in man
hood, and then apparently .dead in the 
coffin, , mid I could see nothing beyond 
thè grave. The pall, the casket and 
even thè tomb were not more dark and 
impenetrable than was the veil that 
hung, between me and a future life. 
Amr as I stood successively by the 
graves of father, mother, brother and 
sister», alone in my bereavement, I said 
in inconsolable grief; “This La the end

How to Get to Cassadaga Lake.
Passengers over the Lake Shore & 

Michigan Southern railway, Nickel 
Plate railway, Western New York and 
Philadelphia railway, and Western Di
vision of the New York, Lake Erie & 
Western railway, change oars at Dun
kirk, N. Y., and take the Dunkirk, Al
leghany Valley & Pittsburg railway to 
Lily Dale station.

Passengers over the Erie system, in
cluding the New York, Pennsylvania 
& Ohio, and the Buffalo & Southwestern 
railway, change cars at Falconer Cross
ing, three miles east of Jamestown, 
N. Y., and take the Dunkirk, Alleghahy 
Valley & Pittsburg railway for Lily 
Dale station.

To the Editor:—Knowing you are 
willing and anxious to advance the 
great cause of truth, and to help in 
spreading the new# that shall bring to 
the many seekers a knowledge of where 
they may find the opportunity of having 
a noh banquet spread for them to par
take of, I must say the coming camp 
season here offers the greatest possibili
ties for such seekers, and while seeking, 
they may enjoy the beauties of nature 
and a glorious time, and enables them to 
escape the heated cities and breathe the 
cool air and see nature in her most 
glorious dress.

Fortunately, there are many camps 
now in different parts of our great con
tinent, that enable the members of 
Spiritualism, and the seekers into 
Spiritualism, and also the seekers for 
health, to spend an advantageous and 
also a most enjoyable time at a very low 
rate; in fact, cheaper than any other re
sort that furnishes the attractions of
fered by the committees of our camps.

I myself have traveled far and wide, 
and seen many beautiful places, but 
when I reached here early in May, I 
stood alone and quietly gazed on the 
sloping emerald turf and the glorious 
trees, shrubs and flowers, and thought: 
No doubt there are many grand and 
beautiful places about that appeal unto 
us with a sense of beauty and grandeur, 
but Lily Dale, thy quiet beauty and sim
plicity speaks directly to the heart.

Here the cares of the world seem left 
behind: here the spirit of rest seems at 
once to welcome you with smiles and 
lead your thoughts to higher and to 
holier things; and if the spiritual part of 
your nature seems touched, the thought 
also rises in your mind, what great im
provements have been wrought by the 
board of management, and also by pri
vate individuals, since last season. We 
see new and beautiful cottages have 
risen in different parts of the grounds, 
and one that 1 must mention was built 
by Mr. Fuller, on the corner of Third 
and Cleveland avenues. It is large and 
charmingly decorated; its porch is a 
dream of beauty, and being entirely 
finished in white, it shows to great ad
vantage. From the cottage down to the 
avenues it is terraced and beautifully 
sodded. Mr. Fuller, I believe, intends to 
embellish it still further with flowers in 
stands of white and gold, which will add 
greatly to its already beautiful appear
ance.

This description could be repeated in 
a less degree of many other charming 
Ïdaces. Of course Mrs. Pettingill's 
ovely cottage is ever receiving fresh 

touches of adornment, and flower-beds 
are being formed everywhere.

That quiet but grand old friend of the 
camp, Mrs. 0. Henderson, is ever 
stretching forth a helping hand to 
further the usefulness of the spot and 
cause she loves so much, and again, like 
a loving and over-watohlul mother, 
Mrs. Skidmore may be seen tending and 
seeking to add to the many attractions 
of the spot she has been termed the 
mother or. I could go on speaking of 
each and every one, but 1 must not tres
pass on your valuable space too much. I 
will dispose of the male members of the 
board and camp by saying that 1 find 
them courteous, self-denying and gener
ous—in fact, a band of workers for the 
cause of Spiritualism and for the benefit 
of their fellowmen, from the president 
(Mr. Gaston) down to the one who works 
patiently with the knowledge iu his 
heart that he Is working for the right.

I must also mention the very great 
improvement in the stores and the 
goods supplied. I feel that our stores 
here will shame many stores held in 
places that have a population many 
times greater than claimed by Lily 
Dale. Nothing seems wanting, and priées 
are all right. Amoi|| the many im
provements is the greirt one of the lake 
front—no more swampy places, but a 
solid embankment - reaching from the 
landing-place around the Lake Park 
Front, and the Lake Park itself is being 
embellished.

There are earnest workers in the cot
tages, planting and doing all they can 
to improve the place for the benefit of 
the expected visitors^ who promise 
to be numerous this summer—far more 
so than ever before. There are already 
and through the season, and, , no doubt, 
many visitors who have come to stay un
til after it, for they wisely say they can 
live cheaper here and enjoy themselves 
better than elsewhere! so the cottages 
are being rented and rooms being 
taken. Still, there are several desirable 
cottages to be had, and many charming 
rooms to be rented reasonably for those 
who desire them.

The hotel is to be in the hands of 
good and competent gentlemen, who 
will see that the guests receive every 
attention they can desire. Thé facilities 
for boating and fishing are better than 
ever. The programme is varied and 
excellent, as usual. The phenomena is 
very well represented, and the number 
of mediums larger than ever before. 
Mr. Pierre L. O. A. Keeler, the slate
writing and phenomenal medium, with 
his family, are now located here, an 
many others are now on thé grounds 
resting before the coming-season. Ex
cellent entertainment oy fir»t*alM* 
.talent i* promUed. Tito band U the

provided for you, both spiritual and 
temporal, and while enjoying them, lay 
in a good stock of health, that will enal 
ble you to bless Lily Dale, and long fo> 
next year’s season.

I dare write all this, dear Brotheu 
Francis, because I know your good wife 
and daughter will be here ana bear out 
all I have written when they return to 
your city, and not only bear this out, 
but tell of many of the good things] 
have omitted. A. CAMPBELL.

CASSADAGA CAMP,
Programme tor Season of 1894k

LIST OF SPEAKERS.
Friday, July 20, Mrs. Carrie 8, Twin» 

Westfield, N. Y.; Saturday, Julv, 2R 
Mrs. C. M. Nickerson. Buffalo, N. Y.| 
Sunday, July 22, Mrs. Carrie 8. Twlng 
and J. Frank Baxter, Chelsea, Masa.} 
Monday, July 23, conference; Tuesday 
July 24, J. Frank Baxter; Wednesday, 
July 25, J. Frank Baxter and Hon. W» 
J. Bryan, Nebraska; Thursday, July 26, 
Mrs. Celia M. Nickerson; Friday, July 
27, Mrs. Carrie S. Twing; Saturday, 
July 28, Mrs J. B. H. Jackson, Grand 
Rapids; Rev. W. H. Houton, Bradford, 
Pa.; Sunday, July 20, Rev. W, W, 
Hicks; Rev. W. H. Houghton; Monday, 
July 30, conference; Tuesday, July 31, 
Mrs. J. B. Hagan-Jackson; Wednesday, 
August 1, J. Clegg Wright, Cincinnati, 
O.; Thursday, August 2, Mrs. J. B. H. 
Jackson and J. Clegg Wright; Friday, 
August 3, J. Clegg Wright; Saturday, 
August 4, Hon L. V. Moulton, Grand 
Rapids, Mich.; Sunday, AugustS. Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond, Rogers Park, Ill., 
and L. V. Moulton; Monday, August 6, 
conference; Tuesday, August 7, Rev. 
W. W. Hicks; Wednesday, August 8, 
Labor Day, Miss Kate O. Peate: Thurs
day, August 6, Willard J. Hull, Buffalo, 
N. Y.; Friday, August 10, Hon. A. B, 
Richmond, Meadville, Pa.; Saturday, 
August 11, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond; 
Sunday, August 12, Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond; Monday, August 13, confer
ence; Tuesday, August 14, Lyman C. 
Howe, Fredonia, N. Y.; Wednesday, 
August 15, Memorial Day; Thursday, 
August Ki, Rev. W. W. Hlcjvs; Friday, 
August 17, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond; 
Saturday, August 18, Lyman C. Howe; 
Sunday, August 10, Mrs. H. S. Lake, 
Cleveland, O., and Hon. A. B. French, 
Clyde, O.; Monday, August 20, confer
ence; Tuesday, August 21, Mrs. H. 8. 
Lake; Wednesday, August 22, Woman’s 
Day, Henry P. Blackwell, husband of 
Lucy Stone, New York, and Rev. Anna 
Shaw: Thursday, August 23, Hon. A. B. 
French; Friday, August 24, Mrs. H. 8., 
Lake; Saturday, August 25, Lyman C. 
Howe and Mrs. R. S. Lillie, Melrose’ 
Mass.; Sunday, August 20. Mrs. R. S 
Lillie and W. J. Colville, Boston; Mon
day, August 27, conference: Tuesday, 
August 28, Willard J. Hull; Wednesday, 
August 20, Peace Day, W. J. Colville! 
Thursday, August 30, Mrs. R. 8. Lillie! 
Friday, August 31, W. J. Colville; Sat* 
urday, September 1, Willard J, Hull 
and Mrs. Ida P. Whitlock, of Boston; 
Sunday, September 2, Hon. A. B. Rich*- 
mond and Ida P. Whitlock.

Edgar W. Emerson will be present 
from July 20 to August 5, inclusive, 
giving tests from the platform each day.

Miss Maggie Gaule, of Baltimore, 
Md., has been engaged to give public 
tests from the platform from August 
Kith to August 31st inclusive.

IV. J. Colville will give a course of 
six lectures in Octagon Building at 8 p. 
m., August 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th 
and 31st. He will also open regular 
classes Tuesday, September 11th, to con
tinue during the month, and conduct 
Sunday services September 16th, 23d 
and 30th.

A partial list of mediums that will be 
on the ground will include A. Campbell, 
the wonderful spirit artist, and Pierre 
L. O. A. Keeler, the well-known me
dium for independent slate-writing and 
physical manifestations in the light; 
Mrs. Gillette, medium for independent 
slate-writing and materialization; Hugh 
Moore, trumpet medium; F. Cordon 
White and Charles Sullivan, trance and 
clairvoyant mediums. We also expect 
W. A. Mansfield the latter part of Au
gust, as well as many others, making a 
stronger array of mediumistic talent 
than Cassadaga has ever known before.

The Hon. W. J. Bryan, of Nebraska, 
who will be with us (if Congress is still 
in session), is an orator of national repu
tation, and our people have a rare treat 
in store when this brainy man gives 
them his views on the subject of money.

H. D. Barrett will act as chairman 
during the whole season, and the North
western Orchestra will furnish music 
as in fomer years.

C. M. Hovey writes: “At the annual 
meeting of the Bay City Spiritual Soci
ety Sunday, the 27 th inst., Frank Ross 
man was elected president; Hattie M. 
Hovey, vice-president; C. M. Hovey, 
secretary and treasurer; and L. M. Sim
mons, Emma Russell and M. T. Forcé 
trustees. After an able lecture, de
livered by Mrs. Martha E. Root, of Bay 
City, the society adjourned until the 
first Sunday in October next, having- 
held continuous meetings since Decern- 
ber 1, and increased our membership to 
over sixty. We close our meetings 
with all satisfied witn the work.”
-7WÄMYTH"of1'HE~GXSAT DBñ, 
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

CENTER SHOTS.
Who Is .My Teacher?

And What Is Truth?

THE MINISTRY OF ANGELS. Its

H. 0. Nick.ship, if any.
603 Grand Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

53. ■ (j« To!

presence known to io reason

Bishop A. Beals.year.

and souls congenial greet, so shall our future

The Other World and Thia.

i

HYPNOTISM;
Facte, Theories ánd Related

TH THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
1 Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D., In the thirty-nine 
chapters discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand
point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and flue literary style, and 
capablty of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning Splrtuallsm and Its teach-

■- sale at this office. Price, $1.50,

Who is my teacher? How can I know when 
I possess what is called truth? Of what value 
to me are the steps made by other brains, in 
searching for truth? Nay, what is this thing 
called truth? In these interrogatories, there can 
be an expansion that would wear out the read
ers’ patience, were the present methods adopt
ed—that of words, words with no special mean
ing—darkness and discouragement is given the 
earnest seeker for that which is called truth, 
when indirect verbiage is used in teaching.

Let us strip the poetry, the ghsh of elo
quence, the sentimentality and the useless 
shrubbery from the word truth; in doing this 
we can absolutely know truth, what it is, and 
what its real value in the development of the 
thing called mind; another word without light!

Listen: Truth is nothing more nor less than 
a consciousness of the relations which objects 
of the external world hold to each other. 
When these relations are incorrectly seen, we 
have falsehood, the opposite relation, and in 
this way the mind may hold falsities, does 
hold them, and the relations of the external 
world do not change. To hold the notion that 
the earth is flat does not change the true re
lation as to its spheroidal state. Ahl can I 
be conscious of error and hold it as true? 
Reflect I

Again, all knowledge possessed is a growth 
of truth; that is, an increase of the amount, 
numerically speaking of the relations seen by 
the mind which are accurately cognjzed by 
the brain. Tares grow with wheat!

The relations which objects of the external 
world bear to one another are only limited by 
the absolute limitations of the objects of the 
external world. The capacity of the brain is 
the limit that will check the expansion of true 
knowledge, and this is the only barrier which 
prevents man from seeing truth at once, and 
the whole truth; for truth is not infinite, un
less the objects of the external world are infi
nite, a term not comprehended in my defini
tion of truth.

Furthermore, a false relation seen and held 
as true, is the source of all man’s falsities; 
that is, step by step the present state of knowl
edge was reached by seeing false relations and 
teaching them as if they were true. This fact 
shows these steps to be wholly experimental, 
and that what is called truth has always been 
built upon the others of the false; a conse
quence of brain limitations and the absolute 
method of mind expansion in a brain.

Am I understood? Look! The relation our 
earth holds to the sun and the other planets 
is the same now as at the inception of the so
lar organization; yet it was believed and taught 
and taught as holding a different relation to 
the sun, known as the Ptolemaic theory, so 
with reference to hundreds of relatione, now 
seem to have been false. This is the method 
of growth into truth. Shall we continue to 
war with each other all the periods of our ex
istence, and never know when we have the 
truth, nor what it is when it comes to us in 
our poverty and ignorance. ”

Look one moment! The removal of the tan
gled underbrush and larger perpetuated 
growths of error is a more difficult task than 
defining what truth is, and teaching it, except 
the incapacity of the mind to know truth at 
sight Battle, interminable tumult, is the 
process by which the brain becomes clearer 
and more competent to see and discriminate 
between truth and error. When truth is seen 
the war ends and peace dwells among men. 
Let ns pray to see more and know more truth; 
then man ceases to war with his fellows, but 
will the world of mankind stagnate, for want 
of a battlefield?

Let ns look a little deeper into this field. 
Behold the fact that the capacity of the brains 
of nations and individuals is wonderfully 
different, notwithstanding the schools of learn
ing constantly taught that all could be edu
cated alike; and they yet do not see the error 
of their teaching, as all are passed through 
the same outline of studies in order to gradu
ate. The brain capacity was not considered 
when the curricula of schools were formulated. 
They could not see that an Indian could make 
no poetry; they could not see that the Esqui
maux is incapacitated to evolve a science or a 
philosophy, as the falsehood of man’s origin 
has always been a blind board. If all origi
nated from Adam and Eve, how could such 
differences exist? ,

A consequence of different brain capacity, 
aside from its useful purpose, has been to fill 
the knowledge which man holds to-day with 
falsehoods, by the incapacitated always copy
ing and perpetuating falsehoods by teaching 
it among the truths taught.

Now, who am I to believe, and who is my 
teacher? The relation of belief to the mind is 
such that none can believe without testimony, 
though thousands assume to do so, and ask 
for no testimony. Many times the testimony 
itself is baseless, and in this way these thou
sands are the dupes of false teachings and live 
false lives. This stage of mental weakness 
can be avoided only by individual labor be
stowed in the search to know what is true and 
what is false? The element of falsehood 
abounds more abundantly as we leave funda
mental concepts which do not demand evidence 
or testimony for their acceptance by the mind.

There is a special capacity of the brain 
which appears to be dormant in most people, 
that recognizes the true relations of things at 
a glance. The dominancy is a consequence 
of false education giving an atmosphere to live 
in that obscures truth. This special capacity 
to see clear through all the tangled web of 
theories, speculations‘and teachings, is in 
possession only of the few. He who has this 
power is your teacher, is the leader in the 
coming new order of society, now at our doors.

How am I to know this teacher? That de
- nds upon how much of the false you pos- 

and how much you love tenth more titan

living dn false conditions, and how much ca
pacity ishad. However, at this stage of in
tellectual development, an index is plainly 
seen by all who are searching for truer knowl
edge.' ' Itis'the fact that all the teachings of 
men are. brought into question; government, 
religion, and smence.are all being dissected and 
laid bare by the knife of a larger and newer 
perception of what constitutes truth. He 
who teaches the old speculations of these sub
jects of man’s knowledge is only a fossil, 
awaiting a burial by the coming onslaught of 
truth.

The writer of this is only awaiting the time 
when the old passes out, that gives him a 
hearing. Obscurity means no authority; 
fame gives readers and hearers. Cranks, reb
els, backsliders and outcasts from the old 
teachings of church,. government and science, 
can only await the clearing of the atmosphere 
by their united efforts before they can enter 
into the new order and find peace, The ranks 
are daily filling and the tread of the hosts of 
heayen will soon.be heard, then the crushers 
of the national rights of men are doomed; 
then the falsehoods of church religion and 
education are buried in .the ruins they evolved 
and a new heaven and earth are seen.

L. Emerick.

Bishop A. Beals in Chicago.
To. thb Editor:—My engagements with 

tiie Progressive Spiritual Society of Jyour city 
closed last evening, the last Sunday of May. 
The meetings have been well attended and by 
a thinking class of people, many coming from 
their different churches to bear the gospel of 
Bpiçitualism, The society has the use of one 
of the finest halls in thé Masonic Home 
Temple, and the elegant surroundings give an 
inspiration to the speaker, and inspire the 
mind with lofty ideals and poetic imagery, 
leading both speaker and hearer into realms 
of principles and infinite causes. The Spirit
ual cause on the South Side has received an 
impetus and new awakening the past few 
months, and the added numbers to the cause 
have been larger than at any previous time 
for many years. The society I have been 
speaking for has not been organized many 
months, but has prospered under the minis
tration of their former speaker, Mrs. Nick
less, and is now well officered, and has in ad
dition to its platform work a lyceum for the 
children, and this in itself speaks well for the 
healthy growth of the society. Mr. Camp, 
the present chairman of the meetings, is a 
young man, full of enthusiasm, and holds his 
positfon with dignity and great credit to the 
society.

The ladies are not lacking in their sphere 
of active work, and each one seems to vie 
with the others to render service to the work 
of the society. Some of these ladies—Mrs. 
Burt, Mrs. Huntoon, Mrs. Wright, and others 
I could mention—have aided very much in 
building up the cause they so generously es
pouse, and give life and moral strength to the 
work. At my first meeting I had in my au
dience Prof. Lockwood and F. Gorden White. 
At the close of my afternoon .lecture, Mr. 
White, by request of the chairman, was invited’ 
to give some tests, to which he kindly com
plied and gave some very satisfactory ones, 
and to the writer described and gave the name 
of my friend George Howell, who died recently 
by accident in San Francisco. He described 
the cause of his death, and sent a message to 
his wife Nettie. Mr. White is a fine clairvoy
ant, and reminds me of the celebrated clairvoy
ant John Slater, of San Francisco. '.

Too much praise cannot be given to the 
founder of this society and former speaker, 
Mrs. Nickless, whose influence seems to have 
left a trail of light and to have impressed her 
personality on the minds of all the members 
of the society. That I, with the aid of my 
spirit-band, could make a favorable impression 
following such a speaker, is complimentary to 
the writer and gives me the assurance that I 
may hereafter feel I have a place in their 
hearts; and whether I have the pleasure of 
ministering to them again or not, I shall be 
remembered as a faithful worker in the cause 
of spiritual truth. I speak at Muskegon, 
Michigan, the Sundays.of June, and remain 
to take part in the July camp-meeting there, 
commencing the 6th of that month and closing 
the 16th. I can be addressed at Muskegon 
for fall and winter engagements of the coming

The Connecticut State Spiritualist 
Association.

The eighth annual convention of the Con
necticut State Spiritualist Association con
vened at Unity Hall, Hartford, May 12th and 
13th. The following officers were elected for 
the ensuing year: President, Mr. E. 0. 
Bingham, Cheshire; vice-president, Mrs. A 
E. Pierce, Hartford; secretary and treasurer, 
Mrs. J? E. B. Dillon, Hartford. Solicitors 
and collectors, Mrs. M. A. Dwight, Stafford; 
Mrs. Nora Dowd, Hartford; Miss Carrie Bill, 
Willimantic; Mr. H. W. Hale, Meriden; Mrs. 
A. E. Mills, Plainville; Miss Barbara John
son, New Britain; Mr. E. B. Parsons, Win
sted; Mrs. J. A. Chapman; Norwich; Mr. 
and Mrs. E. B. Kenyon, New Haven; Mr. R. 
R. Callender, and Mrs. Ida Kingsley, Water
bury; Mrs. N. H. Fogg, Southington; Mrs. 
John Walters and Mr. James Wilson, Bridge
port; Mr. Gep. Burlingame, Somerville; Mrs. 
W. J. Lamberton, Poquonock; Mr. G. W. 
Payne, Unionville; Mrs. E. R. Davis, Put
nam; Mrs. Geo. Reed, New London; Mrs. H. 
A Wheeler, Bristol; Mr. Horton Clark, For
estville; Mr. Gad Norton, Comprance; Mr, 
Francis Burnham, Cheshire. A committee on 
securing speakers was appointed: Mr. E. C. 
Bingham, Mrs. A E. Pierce, and Mrs. J."E. 
B. Dillon.

It was voted to, hold the next convention in 
Hartford the first Saturday and Sunday in 
May, 1895. A committee of three on resolu
tions was appointed: Dr. Geo. Fuller, Mrs. J. 
A. Chapman, and Mr. Geo, W. Burnham. 
The following auditors were appointed: Mrs.- 
A E. Pierce and Mrs. E. 0. Bingham.

The afternoon session was; opened "by a 
rousing address of welcome from the presi-

joue s, i»m

vention a success.
Mrs. J, E. B. Dillon, Beq’y.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

'THE . SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
JL Death tnd Its Tomorrow; the Splrltuallgtlc Idea 

of Death, Heaven sod Hell. By Mom* Hull. Pries, Q 
cents. .

that they believe in the continued love and’ .... -
helpfulness of the departed. They have reZPBSiprc^Ci^erefragrantflowers eternal bloom,

ibihSMU8 th® doctrine of the Bible, and if you 
' Pte|pto Jiped it you blindly neglect one of the 

most important revelations of God.

W'1'

dent, Mr. Bingham., .Sunday, May 13th, the 
conference meeting was held at Good Will 
Hall.

The committee on resolutions presented res
olutions, concerning the Bible, woman suf
frage, mediumship and public schools, which 
were adopted. .

It was voted to continue thejState iwork on 
organization, and the following committee was 
appointed: Mrs. J. A. Chapman, Mrs. J. E. B. 
Dillon, Mrs. Horatio Bill, Mrs.-John Walters, 
Mrs. Ella Bacon Bond and Mr. E. B. Wal
lace.

The above committee are empowered to raise 
the number to ten at their discretion. The 
officers of the convention were authorized to 
incorporate the State Spiritualist Association 
under the laws of the State. The speakers 
for the convention were Mrs. Clara H. Banks, 
Haydenville, Mass.; Dr. Geo. A. Fuller, of 
Worcester, Mass. Their lectures were filled 
with grand truths and ennobling thoughte. 
Both speakers were frequently applauded. 
After each lecture Mr. Joseph D. Stiles,, of 
Weymouth, Mass., gavé one oû'tifti remarka- 
able seances, astonishing and delighting all 
by the many names Which he gave, nearly all 
being recognized, Another pleasing feature 
of the convention was the fine singing of the 
R. N. E. Male Quartette of Norwich, with 
Mis, J, R. Messinger,’’pianist. The conven
tion was adjourned Sunday evening, May 
13 th, A vote of thanks was extended to the 
speakers, musicians, and to the spiritual press 
for so kindly •printing the call for-the conven
tion. The weather was beautifhYand &e'con-

sands and tens qf thousands find shelter from 
the storms of life. The great mass of people 
in this hard, work-a-day world need all the 
comfort and encouragement which religion can 
afford. Their burdens are heavy, and too 
often their eyes are red with weeping. There 
are cares and anxieties which gall the shoul
ders; and bereavements which break the heart. 
Tell it how you will, the story has a line of 
tragedy running through it, and one goes but 

little way before he stumbles on a disap
pointment or a grave. ’

In other words, men and women must have 
help. If their only company is stern doubts, 
if they walk alone, laden with many negations, 
they sing few songs, and not even those with 
n merry voice. There is not much difference 
between a doubt iand a viper if you must cany 
either in your bosom.

Qn the other hand, to know that above 
yo|i are multitudes of spirits,'some, perhaps, 
the spirits of your dear ones of long ago; that 
it is a part of God's providence that they 
fehould accompimy you in order “to keep thee 
in all thy way»;'.’ that their mission is to lov
ingly influence, you, though by subtle means 
beyond your ken; that they now and again 
creep so close to your consciousness that you 
are aware of their presence, and that at all 
times and in every straight they will serve you 
—what other affect can such a truth have 
than to check your mad impulse, give you se
renity of mind amid disturbing experiences, 
enable you to bear inevitable sorrow with res
ignation and render the other life so real that 
you will sometime say your farewell without 
regret?

As Portrayed in an Editorial in the 
New York Herald.

For he shall give his angels charge over thee; 
to keep thee in all thy ways.—Psalms, xci., 11.

And, behold, angels came and ministered unto 
him.—Matthew, iv., 11.

Thinkest thou that I cannot now pray to my 
Father, and he shall presently give me more 
than twelve legions of angels?—Matthew, xxvi.,

The ministry of unseen beings is One of the 
most important doctrines of the Christian 
Church; it is also one of the most neglected.

A great many, even among the thoughtful, 
will .be surprised at the statement that the' in
tervention of angels in human affairs is a very 
conspicuous element in the Sacred Books, and 
that hardly a great event is recorded there in 
which they have not been prominent actors.

There is even a widely-prevalent prejudice 
against the doctrine, especially among Protest
ants, which is perhaps the result of a reaction 
from those mediteval days when the providence 
of- God was almost lost sight of in the activi
ties of His agents.

It is not difficult for us to believe that the 
Father is within reach of our prayers and that 
Christ can keep His promise to come and take 
up His abode with us in seasons of stress apd 
dismay; but for some reason we falter in:our 
faith that round about us are multitudes bf 
angels who are not only able, but ready to do 
us a great service, are watchful of our inter
ests and eager to impress our minds with what 
it is right ahd best to do.

And- yet that is a natural, if not a necessary, 
inference from the general tenor of the Bible. 
If it is logical to assert that God has not with
drawn into the eternal solitudes, but is as close 
to-day as in the olden time, when his voice of 
warning or command rang through the history 
of the Jews, it is equally logical and not more 
daring to declare that His angels are our 
guardians, as they were the guardians of our 
ancestors. No change has taken place either 
in our human needs or in His methods. What 
infinite wisdom and goodness decreed for our 
fathers holds good for us. If messengers from 
on high could visit Abraham and make their

intellectual and Moral Develop' 
ment. -

to suppose that they are unwilling to come to 
our assistance; and if they offered their min
istrations to our Lord, why may they not be 
expected to do us a like service, since we have 
been made heirs of the Lord's privileges?

A whole sect of curious folk has arisen 
within the last fifty years, whose only ground 
for existence is the possibility of some kind 
of communication between the earth and the 
upper air. They call themselves by the unique 
name of Spiritualists, for the simple reason

THOUGHT6 THAT JINGLE IN POETIC MEASURE— 
“KEEPING TIME, TIME, TIME, IN A SORT OF 

'RHYTHMIC RHYME.”

This age, the advent of a time requiring 
solid facts, when superstition’s thraldom shall 
our minds no longer tax, for the limits of 
man’s intellect is broader far, to day, than 
ever has been since the world received the 
light of day; and broader fields of Nature he 
is able to explore, than any he has yet sur
veyed, or ever known before.

While generations thus succeed from in
fancy to age, each stamps its history on each 
leaf, in lines from page to page; and as the 
wheel of progress rolls from Earth’s primeval 
state, through all the changes undergone 
down to this present date, the fields of Earth 
assume by far a more exalted phase, and man 
aspires to moral worth, and seeks more godly 
ways. All animated nature shows the prog
ress of its kind, in physical perfection wrought, 
likewise in power of mind, and vegetation, 
too, assumes a far more high degree than 
did ¡tin those early days, we evidently see; 
for in comparison with mind, the very food 
is made more pure for each existing kind, to 
render progress aid. Thè fruits on which 
we now regale, in luscious flavor show devel
opments which were not known five hundred 
years ago. Into the surface of the earth im
bedded riches rise, and to the increase of all 
life, comes for increased supplies; and man is 
mightier far than the ancient past, for Nature 
in her progress saves the best until the last.

Therefore the times demand for man rich 
intellectual food, and flavored high with skill
ful lore, most dearly understood; with prin
ciples of equity most firmly underlain and 
paths of moral ethics mapped for righteous
ness to reign.

We note behind the many years of evil un
restrained; the groveling ignorance of man, 
to superstition trained—the grossest bondage 
for the mind, in wild delusion led—the low 
depravity of thought on which the people fed; 
and all the evil that a base and vile designing 
clan was used to fetter human mind, and 
measured out for man.

And still the clergy, stubborn in their aw- 
f pl line allied, hang like a load of garbage, 
to withhold progression’s stride; and only 
yield when the demands, like a dramatic play, 
call for attractions different, for a more en
lightened day; nor yet the days of martyr
dom forever more are past, or prosecution of 
the great, on Earth, has breathed her last.

• Then let us sing our righteous strains, un
fettered and with love, while conscience 
guides o’er velvet lawn, through cool, refresh-

vived the ancient faith, and boldly assert what 
every personage bf the New and every prophet 
of tiie Old Testament would*’?,¿Sbelrt^ that 
heaven is within speaking distance and that 
the conscious companionship of angels is one 
of the inalienable rights of aspiring souls. If 
Christians had thoroughly believed the Bible 
and accepted its revelations in this regard 
Spiritualism would never have been born. 
There would have been no more demand fol it 
than for a class of scientists who should an
nounce their faith in the law of gravitation.

This sect has spread;’with wonderful ra
pidity. Its organized membersliYp''makes'a 
remarkable showing so far as numbers and 
literature and influence are concerned, and its 
unorganized membership is to be found in 
every church of every denomination, and in 
every village and hamlet throughout the 
earth.

We may not agree with some of the wild ex
travagances of this body of men and women, 
and may close our ears to many of the incred
ible experiences which they relate, but the fact' 
remains that they are a necessary element Of 
our present religious life, because they satisfy- 
a spiritual longing which the Church has either 
ignored or refused to foster. If they were not’ 
wanted they would not remain; if their doc
trines were unwelcome or unreasonable they 
would diminish in numbers and after a little 
fall to pieces. ;

But the truth is they, have appropriated one 
of the mostexcellent and needful truths, which, 
for some reason or other, our pulpite have 
.thrown aside, and on th& ope truth have built 
an enormous structure under whose roof thon-

The Cause in Milwaukee, Wis.
The First Society of Spiritualists, Milwau

kee, Wis., has just completed a most success
ful season and entered on the annual vacation. 
Notwithstanding the many discouragements 
and obstacles we have had to meet, we have 
overcome them, and, our society has met with 
marked success, and is on a better footing in 
every way than ever before. Our member
ship has increased, and our meetings have 
been better attended than ever. The follow
ing speakers and mediums have served our so
ciety the past season: Mrs. Ada Foye, W. J. 
Colville, A. W. 8. Rothermel, Bishop A. 
Beals and Will C. Hodge, all giving entire 
satisfaction, and whom we will gladly welcome 
to our rostrum at any time, and cheerfully 
recommend them to Spiritualists everywhere. 
We also had with us for a short time, H- R. 
Wardell, Mrs. Nutt and Dr. Stanley. Our 
philosophy has taken firm hold of the very 
best people of the city; men' and women of 
high intellectual culture and good social posi
tion being found in the foremost ranks of in
vestigators. This society has some splendid 
workers, and rare elements of intellectual and 
spiritual refinement. The number of such 
competent and earnest workers taking hold of 
the cause, and carrying it forward and upward 
out of the old ruts of personal vanity and do- 
nothingism, seems to be rapidly increasing. 
The future seems bright and hopeful to our 
society, and we hope on the dawn of another 
year to spread the power of this glorious truth 
abroad with bountiful effect May the good 
work go on. May truth and knowledge undo 
the machinations of priestly intolerance and 
superstition, and may the bright morning light1 
of the dawning day see humanity metre noble, 
more true, more charitable and self-sacrificing, 
anfl may all become united in fraternal bonds 
of universal love. . ’

We would be pleased to hear from anyflrst- 
class talent to fill our rostrum any month of 
next season, with terms and phase of medium

spheres be grand and future joys be sweet.
A word encouraging our chief, who stands 

with sword in hand; he may not know the ar
dent hosts he holds at his command,—he may 
not know the millions yet unlettered on his 
list, and for what future patronage he’s grind
ing out a grist Then let us ardently sustain 
this grand progressive sheet, “which is a light 
upon our path and lamp unto our feet ”

Francis D. Laoy.

The Spiritual' Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 eta.
...The Other World and This: A Compendium 
qf Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M, D, An excellent work. Price $1.50.

Jesus and the Mediums. A. comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents.

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A P, 
Sinnott Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically,'ahd theosophically. Price $1.25.
0 f j|eieu Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
to$l, cloth. . 1

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accurted. Price reducedto $1-

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death,¿Heaven and HelL By Moses 
Hull Price 1Ó cents,

t
RUPTURE CURTDr

FDR TWELVEDDLLAR8.
HiloabP) Oukoum, Juno 28,1893« 

la. Plane» & Son,—QutiTLaumn 1 nui happy to In
ai you tUm tho Trues I bought of you last April Um 
j-lxtkly cuakDUioof a verybek'crecsieofHcnils, 
i which I have suffered for ovxa IB ykam. I»u 
:r hwIIobI «ur Truu when I bouzblll, M l

rledsoTerulso-oanedElaBtioTrussoswltboutderlr- 
ly benefit from them; but after using your Truss for 
t time I was convinced that it w&a the best I ever 
j! t waseasy to wear, and seemed to stop the severe! 

pain's that often prostrated me while wearing tbe oldl 
spring trusses; and now, in spite of my scepticism, I am ■ Pkuwh.t Cunao, and can work with theTrussoff ifIB 
feel so disposed, but I still wear it loosely as it is notfl ■ 
Inconvenient. You rosy add the above to your otberM 
testimonials. Gratefully yours, iHED.HANBEN. M .

O^Tbe above ours was effected in less than thrix^H 
Movrasr/MC. at a total oostoffl». Thousaudsofsiml-^M 
lar curechavc been made forfromflOto llftesch. 
labihbed 1875. Cali or «end 8d fae free PAwraur^^S 
Ko. 1. Address Magnetic Blastic Trus$^H 
Company, N. w. corner Kearny 

maaramantostreeU.BauVranoiico, Cal. M|H

MEDIUMSHIP.
How to Investigate Spiritualist« 

or, Bules for the Spirit Circle.
Tbe Spirit Circle 1» tbe assembling together of « 

number of persons seeking communion with tbe spirlMl 
who have passed from earth to tbe world of souls. Tho 
chief advantage of such an assembly Is the mutual in> 
partation and reception of tbe combined magnetlsmp 
of the assemblage, which form a force stronger tbag 
that of an Isolated subject—enabling snlrlls to com* 
mime with greater power and developing the latent 
gifts of mediumship.

The first conditions to be observed relate to the per. 
sons who compose the circle. These should be, as far 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, as positive and 
negative; of moral characters, pure minds, and not 
marked by repulsive points of either physical or men
tal condition. No person suffering from disease, or off 
debilitated physique, should be present at any circle, 
unless It Is formed expressly for healing purposes. I 
would recommend tbe number of the circle never to be 
less than three, or more chan twelve. The best num
ber Is eight. No person of a strong positive tempera
ment should be present, as any such magnetic spheres 
emanating from the circle will overpower that of the 
spirits, who must always be positive in tbe circle In 
order to produce phenomena.

Never let the apartment be over-beated, the roorg 
■bould be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion in the atmosphere, disturbs the 
manifestations. A subdued light is tbe most favora
ble for spiritual magnetism.

I recommend tbe seance to be opened either with 
prayer or a song sung In chorus, after which subdued, 
Harmonizing conversation is better than wearisome sb 
lence; but lot tbe conversation be directed towards tbe 
purpose of the gathering, and never sink into discus
sion or rise to emphasis. Always have a pencil anfl 
ftaper on the table, avoid entering or quitting tbe room, 
rrelevant conversation, or disturbances within or 

without the circle after the seance has commenced.
Do not admit unpunctual comers, nor suffer the air 

of tbe room to be disturbed after the sitting commen
ces. Nothing but necessity, indisposition, or Impres- 
slons. should warrant tbe disturbance of the sitting, 
which should never exceed two hours, unless an. 
extension of time be solicited by tbe Spirits.

Let tbe seance alway» extend to one hour, even If no 
result are obtained; It sometimes requires that time 
for spirits to form tbelr battery. Let It be also remem
bered that circles are experimental, hence no one 
should be discouraged if phenomena are not produced 
at the first few sittings, stay with tbe same circle for 
six sittings; If no phenomena are then produced you 
may be sure you are not assimilated to each other; In 
that case, let tho members meet with other persons 
until you succeed.

A well-developed test medium may »It without In
jury for any person, but a circle sitting for mutual de
velopment should never admit persons addicted to bad 
habits, strongly positive or dogmatical. A candid in
quiring spirit Is tbe only proper frame of mind In 
which to sit for phenomena, the delicate magnetism of 
which is made or marred as much of mental as physi
cal conditions.

Impressions are tbe voices of spirits or the monitions 
of tbe spirit within us, and should always be followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong (n act or word. At tbe 
opening of tbe circle, one or more are often Impressed 
to change seats with others. One or more are impressed 
to withdraw, or a feeling of repulsion makes it painful 
to remain. Let these impressions be faithfully regard
ed, and pledge each other that no offence shall be taken 
by following impressions.

If a strong impression to write, speak, sing, dance, 
or gesticulate possess any mind present, follow it out 
faithfully. It has a meaning If you cannot at first rea
lize it. Never feel hurt In your own person, nor ridi
cule your neighbor for any failures to express or dis
cover the meaning of the spirit Impressing you.

Spirit control is often deficient, and at first Imper
fect. By often yielding to It, your organism becomes 
more flexible, and the spirit more experienced; and 
practice in control Is necessary for spirits as well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drive them away, but always strive to ele
vate them, and treat them as you would mortals, un
der similar circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to "lying spirits,’* or deceiving medluma. 
Many mistakes occur In the communion of which you 
cannot always be aware. , .

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to hold sittings with the same parties for more 
than a twelvemonth. After that time, If not before, 
fresh elements of magnetism are essential. Borne of 
tbe original circle should withdraw, and others take 
tbelr places....................................... ... ......... ............ . .....

Never seek tbe spirit circle in a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only, have you cause to fear It.

Never permit any one to sit In circles who suffer 
from It in health or mind. Magnetism in the 
case of such persons is a drug, which operates perni
ciously, and should be carefully avoided.

Every seventh person can be a medium of some kind« 
and become developed through the Judicious opera
tion» ot tbe spirit circle. When once mediums are 
fully developed, tbe circle sometimes becomes injuri
ous to them. When they feel this to be the case, let 
none be offended if they withdraw, and only use their 
gifts In other time» and places.

All persons are subject to spirit Influence eno gnta- 
ance, but only one In seven can so externalize Ibis 
power as to become what Is called a medium; and let 
ft ever be remembered that trance speakera, no less 
than mediums for any other gift, can never be Influ
enced by spirit« far beyond tbelr own normal capacity 
In the MaTTxn of the Intelligence rendered, the mag
netism of the spirits being but a quickening Are, which 
Inspires the brain, and, like a hot-house process on 
plants, forces into prominence latent powers of tbe 
mind, but creates nothing. Even In tbe case of merely 
automatic speakers, writers, rapntng, and other form, 
of test mediumship, the intelligence of the spirit li 
measurably shaped by the capacity and Idlosyncraslei 
of the medium. All spirit power Is limited In expres
sion by the organism through which It works, ant 
spirits may control, Inspire, and influence tbe human 
mind, but do not change or re-create lu—Ekma Hxw 
nniez Barms.

Piienomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip- 

ifiqns and Reminis- 
■ cences.

"DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
JD largely a record of the facta and demonstration! 
which the author bus seen, heard of or presented to 
his own experiments. The history of the varloui 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and th! 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert* 
ments described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to thd Interest and value of th« 
book, which will be found very Interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound in cloth. Price, $‘¿.00» Yor sale at 
the office of The Pbogbesbiye Thinker.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and : Modern LSpirit
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “Tho Contrail," “Which,” “Letter« to EJdfj 

Miles Grant," “Both Bide«," “That Terrible 
Question," "Wolf tn Sheep’s 

Clothings" Etc., Etc.

This book Is what its title indicates—“The Question 
Settled, an Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Spirt Msm." Wo give below only a partial 
Ust of tire contents of each chapter:

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to the 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good ae that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men, 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought in 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. Its Effect Bible Writers in Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of his Immortality. Dying Minister In Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System passes ah Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. What Good has Splr- 
Huaibm done. Opponepts unfair. Immorality in the 
Churches. Religious Systems not responsible for' 
Errors of their Adherents. Nono Perfect. AU aro 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. .Jewish Church. Te*- 
Umony of Jeremiah.

Chapter III—Bible Doctrtne.of Angel Minister.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirka. Term», 
“Man” and "Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Manoah's wife; Is introduced to Manoah. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
GabrlM both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from - 
the Sepulchre by a Man. ,

Chapter IV—Tho Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Thrive propositions. Man has « 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Can not 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Source» 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus. .

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—AH Subject» 
Important. “Ye must be born again," Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister's Opinion. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus* Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of tho 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible 
against It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion af tho Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh. . ' ’

Chapter VI—Are Wo Infidels?—Rapld*Growtb of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths aud Errors in 
tbe Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be- 
Heve Parts, and no one believes All. of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall wo decide who tbe Be
lievers are. Tbe true Test. Works. The Commission. 
End of the World not yet. Jewish and Christian age. 
Preaching, Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ ' 
tn the Church?

Chatter VII—Are We Deluded?- -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire Into each other. “Kettle Story-” Retultofthe 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? Is It just 
to damn tbe World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
doit? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s Ex- 
glanatlon. Spiritualism a Delusion. Tbe Lord coming.

Masoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op- 
gositlon(?). Spiritualism will not “down." "Old 
plfcfoot.”
Chatter Vin—Objections Answered.—Objections 

usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. -Objections to tbe Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
Broves Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to tie 

»end for Knowledge, Law indorsed Spiritualism. , .
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law .not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John - 
violated, and hence deserve death. Tbe Law good In 
lu Place, and for Ite Time. Men inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
not an Infinite God. He Incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 
. CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND .BE

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSES OF A UNION 
or OKtmoH AKD STATU.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

The niuetratlona are classified as follows: 16 rep
resents Uncle 8am and the Frleats; 2, The Church 
Bobbing the People: »,--Thanksgiving; «, 'Sabbath 
Laws; 14 Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
the Church; 6, The Church and Thomas Paine; 4, Stud
ies In Natural History; 2, The Bible and Science; IS, 
TheClergyand Their Flocks; 1, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
His works; 2, Prayer; 10. The Creeds;2, Christiana and 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples Of Christianity's Work; 
B, Missionaries; l,The Lord's InstrumenH; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, The Church and . 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; I, The Uses 
of tbeCross;4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 8, |
Persecutions of the Church; 12 Some Allegories- 
»,Heaven ;«;Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price42

For Salo at this office.
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Â WORD IN EXPLANATION.

JUNE 9, 1804 >
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The American Protective Associa 
tion.

Several of our political editors are becom
ing unduly alarmed at the rapid growth of the 
A* P. A. । and are doing all they can to atop 
Its progress. The republican editors do not 
seem to be In such, dread of its destroying the 
country, and have but little to say on the sub- 

’« jeot-
-The editor of the Philadelphia Record, in a 

late, long-winded article, disputes the asser
tion of ah A. P. A. champion, that "a man 
cannot be a good Catholic and a loyal citizen,” 
and cites in rebuttal that not long ago Pope 
Leo had advised the Catholic Bourbons of 
France to loyally support the French Ilepub- 
11c, and further along refers to the loyal sup
port given the United States Government dur
ing the Revolution, the war of 1812 and the 
civil war, by Catholics, and before he geta 
completely,exhausted, he Calls the American 
Protective Association a treasonable one, as it 
subjects Catholics to political ostracism and 
consequently provokes civic strife.

The editor evidently does not understand 
the objects of the A. P. A. movement, or he 
Is afraid of losing subscribers if he does not 
defend the papist, and for the information of 
those not in the secret, I will briefly quote 
the A. P. A. principles as given to the press 
on May 4th, by the Supreme Council, at Des

^zoan find any treason in tyid principles, lei 
them speak out at once, if / '

"Loyalty to pure Americanism, which 
knows neither birth, place, race’,' creed npr 
party. A n.,

“It is not a political' party and does pot 
control the political affiliations of ite members.

"While tolerant of all creeds, it holds that 
subjection to and support of *any ecclesias
tical power not created and controlled by 
American citizens, is not reconcilable with 
American citizenship,

"A firm upholding of the Constitution of 
the United States, with its guarantee of relig
ious liberty to individuals; but that under its 
protection no un-American eccoleslastical 
power can claim absolute control over the edu

- cation of children growing up under the Stars 
and Stripes. A non-sectarlau free school, the 
bulwark of American institutions. No sub
ject of any un-American ecclesiastical power 
to be employed as officer or teacher of our 
public schools.

“No appropriations from our public treas
ury to any sectarian school, reformatory or 
other institutions.

"No public or personal property to be ex
empt from taxation, the title to which is not 
vested in the National or State Government, 
or in any of their subdivisions.

"No enHstment in the United States army 
and navy, or the militia in any State, of any 
person not an actual citizen of the United 
States.

"The prohibition of the importation of pau
per labor.

"That no alien shall be naturalized or per
mitted to vote in any State in the Union Who 
cannot speak, the language of the land, and 
who cannot prove seven year's continuous 
residence in this country from the time of his 
declaration of intentions.

"That all hospitals, asylums, reformatories 
or other institutions in which people are under 
restraint, be at all times Subject to public in- 
speotion, whether they be maintained by the 
public or by private corporation or individual.

"That all National or State legislation af
fecting national, commercial or industrial in
terests be general in character, and in no in
stance in favor of any one section of the coun
try, or one class of people.”

Many demooratio papers express alarm at 
the rapidly growing order of the A. P. A__
claiming that they vote with the republicans 
to overthrow the democratic party. As will 
be seen, the rules of the association place no 
embargo on a man's politics, nor do they dic
tate who he shall vote for—that is his own 
business. If the democratic party wishes to 
save itself from total annihilation, it must 
nominate for office others beside papists and 
their sympathizers.

If the papists in the United States are such 
loyal citizens, why is it that everything per

' tainlng to their business and welfare (temporal 
or spiritual) is referred to the pope at Rome 
(a foreign source) or to his Ablegate—Satollt 
—who can only speak Latin, and why is the 
papal church held in such awe and reverence— 
and such defiance shown to the laws of the 
United States, whenever they conflict with the 
dictum of the papist church?

A loyal citizen's first duty is to his country 
—to defend its liberties and its laws even to 
the giving up his life in their defence. We 
have no God to rule over our destinies, and 
we desire none, therefore owe him no duty or 
allegiance. State first, last and always. . . . 
..... It is truly wonderful how the long- 
hidden beauties of popery, and the loyalty, 
of the papal church, are being displayed by its 
champions ever since direct opposition to her 
underhanded workings in the United States 
has been organized. Americans can hardly 
realize that they have such a "blessed beauty” 
gristing among them.

Popery’s opposition to secret societies is 
truly amusing. What are her monasteries, 
Jesuit’s colleges, convents, priest-houses and 
confessionals, where not even an officer of the 
law is allowed to enter, but the very essence 
of secrecy, and if the united word of her ex
priests be true, are the very hotbeds of crime. 
Popery’s main object is money-getting, to 
support a lazy, worthless, lecherous, lying 
priesthood in idleness. Her churches are 
the custom-houses of the propaganda at Rome, 
and the mere threat of excommunication will 
cause its ignorant, superstitious dupes to give 
up their* last cent The following clipping 
from a late daily will partly prove our last as
sertion: • ■ ■

"Impartial writers are quoted as saying

that the gold contained in the medals, vessels, 
chains and other objects preserved in the 
Vatican would make more gold cóin than the 
whole of the present European circulation. "

Camden, N, J. E. M. Joos,
■ i - , i jO i ~

Seeln" Things. ...
I ain’t afeird uv snakes, or toads, or bugs, or 
1 worms, or mice,
Ah* things ’at girls are sheered uv I think are 

awful nice I .
I’m pretty brave, I guess; an’ yet I hate to go 

to bed, . ,
For, when I’m tucked up warm an’ snug an’ 

When my prayers are said,
Mother tells me "Happy dreams!’' and take« 

away the light .
An’ leaves me lyin’ Mil alone an' seeln’ things 

at night!
Sometimes they’re in the coiner, sometimes 

they’re by the door,
Sometimes they’re all a «landin’ to thè Middle 

uv the floor;
Sometimes they are a siltin' down, sometimes 

they're walking ’round *
So softly an' io creepy-like they never make a 

sound! .
Sometimes they are as black as Ink, an’ other 

times they’re white—
But the color ain't no difference when yon see 

, things at night! '
Once, when 1 licked a feller 'at had just moved 

ion our street, ,
An’ father s^nt me up to bed without a bit to 

eat, .
I woke up to the dark an’ saw things standin’ 

, in a row, '
A lookin' at me orotis-eyed an' p'totin’ at me— 
'sol

Oh, my I I wuz so likeerfed that time I nevef 
slop’ a mite—

It’s almost alluz when I’m bad I see things at 
night!

Lucky thing I ain't a girl, or I’d be skeered to 
death!

Bein’ I'm a boy, I duck my head an’ hold my 
breath;

An’ I am, oh, «o sorry I'm a naughty boy, an' 
then

I promise to be better an’ I say my prayers 
again!

Gran'ma tells me that’s the only way to make 
it right

When a feller has been winked an’ sees things 
at night!

Ah’ BO, When other haughty boys would coax 
me into sin,

I try to skwush the Tempter’« voice 'at urge« 
me within;

An’ when they’s pie for supper or cakes ’al's 
big an’ nice,

I want to—but I do not pass my plate f'r them 
things twice!

NO, ruther let Starvation Wipe me slowly out 
o’ sight

Than I Should keep a livin’ on an’ seein' things 
at bight I

*v>
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AUXILIARY SOCIETIES.■ ■ ■ .H- '

To the Rational Spintualists Asso

—Eugene Field.

The Society at Sioux Fhlle, S. t>.
To thb Editobi—The Progressiva Spiritual 

Society hag closed the season here, and a 
number of the members expect to take in the 
various camp« in the West. Mrs. Celia 
Hughes, of Chicago, has given entire satis
faction as a speaker, and it was the earnest 
wish of the society to have her remain during 
June, but she had made other engagements 
which prevented.

A dastardly attempt was made by some un
principled fraud-hunters to expose her trum
pet seances, which utterly failed, there being 
nothing to expose, as was shown by the fact 
that all those present, excepting the fraud
hunters, signed a statement that there was 
not the slightest evidence of any fraud at
tempted or perpetrated, and the vice-president 
of the society completely exonerated her in 
the hall on the Sunday following, he being 
present at the circle at the time tha alleged 
expose was made.

The matter will be thoroughly settled in the 
courts, when a suit for libel and defamation of 
character is brought against the Sioux Falls 
Preee, for the malicious publication on infor
mation given by two persons only, and refus
ing to publish the statement of the others 
present, except on the payment of advertising 
rates—15 cents a line.

Mrs. Hughes intends putting the case in 
the hands of the National Association, and 
thinks after one or two cases of this kind are 
settled by the courts, the daily press will be 
more careful, when offered such news by such 
persons.

Mrs, Dr. Emerson of Santa Monica, Cat, 
expects to locate here or at Sioux City, Iowa, 
and can do a great work as a magnetic healer 
and trance speaker.

It is expected that the society will open 
its meetings regularly in the early tall

’ 0. E. InwiN.

Prayer.
Lol at my feet a lark with such glad flow 
Of soul-entranolng music rose on high, - 
Methought he hoped to soar to heaven, the 

sky. »
A sudden tempest burst, and to and fro 
Swept him to earth in helpless overthrow.
The storm passed by. Once more, with rapt

ure caught.
He sang, and soared from sight as tho’ once 

taught
By some bright angel passing on below
Bent on blest ministrations.

Spirit mine!
Thy prayers when vexed by anger cannot rise 
Into the realm where storms ne’er cloud the 

skies, '
But when the heart is calm, impelled by 10ve 
They .soar until they reach the inner shrine 
And swift return in blessings from above. ■ i

Cecil P. JPi7«on.

ciatioh.

It may be of interest to many oijthe readers 
of your paper, as well as officers of Societies' 
of Spiritualists, to publish the naines of tile 
Auxiliary Societies comprising the National 
Spiritualists’ Association bt ttíiB'Lime? . We 
therefore present the name aid1 location of 
such Organizations. In addition, We have had 
notice of Societies which have re.BolVêd to 
become identified with it, and it is believed we 
shall have at least 70 or 80 Societies repre
sented at the coming National convention in 
October, and the action of such Convention 
will no doubt cause very many more to’apply 
for charters during the coming year. < :

Wa have received notice bf Bôvefàl amend
ments to thé Constitution which will bb pro
posed for consideration at the convention, and 
especially with reference to the apportionment 
of delegates to thé Annual Conventions, and 
it id probable that this matter will be consid- 
cred fully, and we have confidence will be ma
terially changed.

The Auxiliary Sbdtettes to the National 
Association are;

First^Society of Spiritualists, Chicago, Illi
nois; Summerland Progressive Society, Sum
merland, California; First Spit itualibt Society, 
C&nton, Illinoiáj'.First Spiritualist Society, 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; Progressive and 
Liberal Society, Columbus, Ohio: First Spir
itualist Society "Voices Calling,' Lexington, 
Kentucky; First' Society of Spiritualists, Han
nibal, Missouri; First Spiritualist ‘ Society, 
Leavenworth City, Kansas; Progressive Spir
itual Unión, Williamsport, Pennsylvania; 
Progressive Spiritualists’ Association, Bloom
ington, Illinois; First Society of Spiritualists, 
Topeka, Kansas; Evansville Society of Spirit
ualists, Evansville, Indiana; Spiritual Union, 
Chicago, Illinois; Spiritualist Friends pf Prog
ress, Vineland, New Jersey; First Church of 
Spiritualists, Alleghany, Pennsylvania; Pro
gressive Club, Maquoketa, Iowa; First Spir
itual Society, Owosso, Michigan; First Chris
tian Society of Spiritualiste, Cincinnati, Ohio; 
Progressive Spiritualist Society, Houston, 
Texas; First Spiritualist Society, Jamestown, 
New York; First National Association of 
Spiritualiste, Washington, D. Ü.¡ First Spirit
ualist Society, Willimantic, Connecticut; 
First Spiritualist Society, Bonaparte, lOWa, 
First Spiritual Society, Geneva, Ohio; Inde
pendent Society of Spiritualists, Topeka, Kan
sas; First Spiritual Union, Norwich, Connect
icut; Massachusetts State Spiritualist Associ
ation, Boston, Massachusetts; Cassadaga Lake 
Spiritual Association, Lilly Dale, New York; 
First Spiritualist Society, Lookport, New 
York; First Spiritual Church, Louisville, 
Kentucky; Ionia Spiritualists’ Society, Ionia 
City, Michigan; Spiritual Conference Asso
ciation, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; First 
Spiritual Society. Warren, Pennsylvania; 
Fixât Spiritual Cnuroh, Elmita, New'York; 
First Spiritual Society, Portland, Maine; 
Northwestern Spiritualist Association, Minne
apolis and St Paul, Minnesota; Lincoln 
Spiritual Society, Milwaukee, Wisconsin; 
First independent Free Thought Bible Spirit
ualistic Society and Church, San Francisco, 
California; First Society ot Progressive Spir-. 
itualists, Troy, New York; New Orleans 
Spiritualist Association, NeW Orleans, Louisi
ana; Progressive Spiritualists’ Association, 
Dubuque, Iowa; Religio-Psyohlc Association, 
New Orleans, Louisiana; First Society of 
Spiritualists and Liberals, Pender, Nebraska; 
Progressive Spiritualist Church, Washington, 
D. C. ; First Society of Spiritualiste, Wash
ington, Pennsylvania; Psychic Research 
Society; East Aurora, New York; First So
ciety of Bible Spiritualists, Cincinnati, Ohio; 
Christian Spiritual Chain, Erie, Pennsylvania; 
Spiritual, Educational and Protective Union, 
Lilly Dale, New York. ■ r <•

Other Societies will now be applying for 
Charters, as we have been notified, and we 
trust all who have the interest of. Spiritualism 
at heart will lend their aid In. multiplying the 
number. The association has-been ¿formed 
of a legacy for its fund, and others will no 
doubt remember that they can in bo .better 
way secure satisfaction in the . disposition of 
their surplus means than to make a generous 
bequest for the promotion of the pause of 
Spiritualism through the National Association.

While many delegates weiB-iptoSent to cre
ate the National Association atfggeago,\sotne

tion with the /efficient help from the spirit 
world, make an invincible host, capable of 
meeting all adversaries, in Whatever guisé they 
may appear.

To all Societies now standing aloof and 
aloné, endeavouring to convert thé world lii a 
manner that would never accomplish the ob
ject, we advice the abandonment of such à 
BÈffi^hbtì)tee, w raàBOii Will teach that "In Un
ion There Is Strength.” r

RopEtvr A. Dihmick, gee. Ñ. 8. A?
Washington, D. C. ,

Another Veteran Spiritliàliet Hàe 
Passed to the Higher Life.

Daniel Birdsall, the subject of these me
moirs, was born in Pellham, Niagara district, 
Canada, in the year 1807, where he grew to 
manhood, Hie parents were Friends, or Qua. 
kero, as they were more commonly called. In 
his early manhood he taught school in his na
tive town, also in the State of New York. In 
the year 1829, he was united in marriage to 
Qulielma Willson, also of Friends’ parentage: 
being,of progressive minds, they were triarrieij 
‘ tout of meeting, " for which the Friends read 
them Ottt of their church, or "society,” as 
they Btyle their organization. He thfeh united 
with the Universaliste, who accorded moté 
with his progressive views. He remained With 
that progressive church, often lecturing on 
eternal lire, and debating with members of thé 
more orthodot churches against the doctrine 
of eternal punishment, which was very much 
outof harmony with his ideas of justice. 
’ When he hçard the report of the first tiny 
rap upon the headboard of the young Fox 
girls, conveying the positive intelligence that 
our friends Still live and could communicate 
that fact to mortals, it found him ready to 
grasp and believe the blessed and immortal 
truths of modern Spiritualism, in which com
forting knowledge ne was happy to remain 
during all the remaining years of his earth life, 
often receiving the most absolute tests of thé 
continual presence and watchful care Of de
parted friends, and, On One Occasion, seeing and 
conversing with a materialized son who had 
passed to thè Spirit-world. His companion, 
also a firm believer in the comforting knowl
edge of eternal life and inter-cotamUnication 
of spirits and mortals, preceded him to the 
Summerland about ten years. Father and 
mother celebrated their golden wedding in 
Minnesota, surrounded by over forty descend, 
ante. ■

Father passed away In Yellow Medicine Co,, 
Minn,, on the 4th day of May, 1894, in the 
full possession of his faculties and his firm 
belief of a pleasant reunion on the shore of 
the bright Summerland, aged 86 years, 9 
months, and 22 days. He was well acquainted 
with many prominent Spiritualists, amongst 
them, in tne early years, Judge Edmonds of 
Terra Haute, Ind. ; also, in mote reOent years, 
with many workers in the cause so dear to hie 
heart, in Minnesota, who will miss his snowy 
hair and beard and pleasant presence in their 
annual campineetings, and frequent gather
ings in his adopted State.

In memento morí.
By His Loving ühiluhîn.

Items of Interest from a Worker.
To thi EdItob:—I have been glad to note 

that in spite pf the depressed financial condi
tions, all of our workers haVe been as busy, if 
not more so, than ever, and the reports from 
our various workers all testify to the great in
terest that has been taken in the subject 
everywhere; and if the times had only been 
better we should have seen such ah awakening 
all over the world as we have never seen be
fore.

My time was largely spent in Michigan the 
past season, and that too, in Bay City, where 
there has been h good society established and 
the utmost of harmony prevails. It was one 
of the pleasantest seasons of my life. There 

class of people brought into the work 
Jq^^ave never been interested in Spiritualism 
before. What is true of Bay City seems to 
have been true of other points all over the 
State. Michigan is blessed With a number of 
most excellent speakers. Among those of re
cent date, who have come into our ranks as 
workers, should be mentioned the names of 
Mr. D. P. Dewey, of Grand Blanc, who, be
fore he came into Spiritualism, was a rank 
materialist, but who now Shows to the most 
casual observer the work of spirit power. 
Then Mrs. Martha E. Root, of Bay City, has 
recently taken up the spiritual line of work. 
For years she has been an active worker in the

• mmin ni m ■ 
Wht> Ureat BeveHtlwn ot tbe MUae. 
\ ieenfb teniurjr. Moat laajwrrént

Dlneloanrta Conceruinff lbe . 
Tr tie Origin ot CbHttlanliy, •

Tliis remarkable work unfolds the hetetofore 
bidden mysteries concerning the origin mo 
fcroipulgittion of Christianity. It topeits through 
the testimony given from occult sources, that 
thé lite and teaching» c^ ÀphlIoniu» of Tyâna J 
Were utilised as a basis upon which to formil- ■ 

' late the Christian religion.’ Even the home 
Jesue Christ seems tobh of heathen origin, and 
to have be«' Coined from the name» bf the 
jjods Hesus and Kristos or Christos, Hesus 
Wai hi name of à gôd ôf thé Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
gt>4 Cnriihna, , Through the efforts of Con- 
ManHtW Itl the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
both Ihisti religion«éctç were brought together 
and induced lb iolnbine their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sedt had worshipped the 
jod Hesùs, and thé éther Kristos, they agreed 
¡0 merge the ,wo gods iiitè onfe rVho should be 
called Hesus Kristos. It Is claimed that the 
name Jesus Christ originated in tbit combina
tion as a necessary factor in the fbrmàtion of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
ffive.b lhe credit of the life and teaéhtagsof 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name, was 
eùpjmétséa J& We are told in this volume where 
thé early Christians found the inyliis »nd rites 
Which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining thétn with the teach (tigs of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollohitis of Tyaha, they 
fortttdd thé religious iysteiri that the Western 
World hOW knows as Christianity j and it is 
farther shown that down through the centuries, 
beginhing with the so-called Christian era, 
there hàs been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an
tagonized the Interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records For inaby centuries, therefore 
having the power, they ehLnged, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best Suited their purpose.C An- 
tiquitv Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation and destruction of, the valuable 
historical tèéords of the past, by interpolation, 
elimination, tepunctuatloit and cremàUOh.all 
to éniùfé the suceeïs of à religious System 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings Setracted from Phgan mythology. It 
hks long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity Was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
ohe could have fconceived of the deeply 
Uid piths Of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus déceivè the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the rtroté ancient religious 
Systémk and Combining them Into a new system 
which Wts foisted upon the people as hot only 
original but divinely inspited. How and why 
this seheme Was carried Out is fully explained 
in AliTIQUitY ÜNVKILF.D, by those who lived 
at and subsequent to the period of the Cliristian 
tta. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired ih éarth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life,th No 
scholar living on earth at the present time, how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
éould thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world’s rtligious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found ih this work were mostly from 
tie learned tftin Of theit time, rulers, prophets 
aid historians. They step to the front in the 
nineteenth Céhtüry to point out the criminal 
errors ehacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlesslyUid bare the 
v mdalism which prompted the bigois to muti
late thé lltéràtiirt of past Centuries, and destroy 
iibrafies of unspeakable value to the world. 
This wasdohe because they contained historical 
truths that were inimical to thé dogmatie reli
gious system that wa» to be established. In 
finding this Wk it is easy to understand why 
Such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
ts many bther eminent scholars who have the 
Outage to publicly evpréss, not only theit con- 
vlcdohs, but the ieslilt of their researches in 
Biblltll! history, àtè drawing away from the 
old ti&ei pt absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines Of Christianity. Every student and every 
t linker should read this work. ' In fact all 
should read it who are looking for troth upon 
this most important question, viz: Is Christi- 
t.iity a dlvlnêiy inspired religion, or is it thé 
< ffsptiag of more ancient religions ?

" Pria*, ll.S». Factage is cents, c

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
DY LOIS WAISBROOXER.* THIS IS 

t novel written wltb * purpose, «nd that 
purpose knot merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
nifnd thvrnllb the time in a state of idle bleBsed- 
qbéb» dfttoifl of earnest thought or care for either 
Belldmprovement or the good of humanity. It ¡8 a 
book fleBlgbefl especially, primarily, for mothers and 
tbOeo Who Are to be mother« ; and secondly, through 
tbe mothers, to effect tbe weil-being and happiness or 
tbe rade. It bHhrt itrongiy and clearly to view the 
result Upon the child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which arc unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a Whole. The book Ib trenchant, Inetruc- 
tinahdVêry intercnlng. even when regarded merely 
u a novel, and Ib especially commended to “women 
•verywhere,“ to whom It 1b dedicated, it also tbor* 
oughly shoWi up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church’, advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine HkenesB of 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound In 
cloth. Prtce by mall, prepaid, «1.2S.

cleaning
FROM THE ROSTRUM.!

BY A. B. FRENCH.
Thill work'1b one that every one Bhould read. If 

beams throughout with rare gemsof thought, practical 
as welt as profound. There b sunshine and beauty ID 
every sentence uttered. The work is dedicated to thf 
author’s favorite sister, barab French Farr.now passed 

, to splrltrllfe. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Halghte, Ohio, 
gives An Interesting sketch of the author's Ofc.

■ CONTENTS!
Dedication. t

BketchoftimiUtooiA. B. French.
William Denton. '
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of

Mormon. ’
Conflicts ot Life.
The Power and Permanency of

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism ot Our Age. 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

THE GOSPELOF NATURE,
IT IS A MOST.EXCEL-

LENTlWORK-^
A- -------- >-•••■*» \ •

This Work !s by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted bf. 
PROF. W, F. JjYOX. Heretofore it has been sold for 
12, but the prfoe now has been reduced to el. It Is & 
book that vriU interest and instruct. It contains 48®. 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Shew 
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bls work is v 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of thti 
Soul of Things: Intelligence Ln Substance। Animal In-i 
téiiectsi Pbrtty; Salvation; Discordai Good and Eriig, 
Unnatural Ideasi Church History; Progressioni Inhere 
entta Substance; The Nebulous Theoryi Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of thè Virgin; Ths 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death) Immortality/ 
burning; The Confounding of Language) The Spirit 

Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Site ana Distance*, BplrltuH 
al Organisms; Born Again; The Hey; Spirit Blogtvi 
pby; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Masten etc., «to, I

The author says: “ Each individual partakes o< 
both physical and mental or spiritual aliment for hlsH 
?elf, Each one must digest their various kinds of fooA 
or themselves, and that Is all they can possibly da 

whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil' 
My physical expands by virtue of that food And noqr* 
Isnmentof which I Individually pattate aha digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of thè soul bssefldk 
which I individually gather and comprehend or digesti*} 
For sale at this office.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The renders of Ths Pboorewive Twhkw? vIU re
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published in Its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified. Ic 
makes a volume of 243 pages, in style and form like tha 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engravel i 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of tht 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation an«' ‘ 
modes of Ute of spiritual beings, are presented in the 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction) 
The House of the Bage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Bocletles; Hades: uhrlstmastMe in the Spheres of 
Light; Christmasttde and the Golden Gate; The Un- I 
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to th* 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visit« 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Spirit-world) 
Contentedness Not Goodneas; Address of the Sage.

It is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which the investigator will find answers to 
eter-recurrlngqueBtlonB; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper la oO cents; muBilnih postpaid«

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A. Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated froip the French.
THS TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrtten to 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
ST the human aoul after death, and its reincarnation 
i a chain of new belnge, whose successive links are 

unrolled In the bosom of etbcrlal space. “Beyond 
the Tkbeshold" continuée on the same Jines en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that tht certainty of a new birth beyond ouf 
earthly end Is the best means of arming otirtclvts 
against AU weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any or the existing tà- 
Uglons. From beginning to end It is interesting, en« 
ttjrtelnlng, Instructive and fascinating, and whethM 
one accept! it al! or not, much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed In its perusal. Price |L>2&

Woman, Church and Stale
A Historical Accountof the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris* 
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matri
archate.

I

/

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE

of them being very enthusiastic up to the 
adjournment of the Convention, they have al-

suffrage Hue of thought, and she and Mt. 
Dewey are destined to reach a great many

lowed their grand perorations of praise and, their spiritual power. t5’
thankfulness in having assisted to aocom- We and I returned home the fiftt of this

Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents) doth, BO eta

plish a grand purpose to die out, and they 
have subsided into nothingness, or seem to 
have lost their energy; but in their places we 
have enlisted many who have taken hold in 
earnest, so that we are constantly gaining 
ground, and in another year we shall more 
than double the number of Societies now. con
stituting the National organization. When 
the National fund shall be increased to. a sat
isfactory condition, it will then be profitable 
to have workers constantly on the move organ
izing new Societies where good results are 
promised, as we ate continually receiving 
word of localities where it will require but a 
small expenditure of meahs* arid energy to 
plaoe many Societies where they may be made 
self-supporting and progressive. ■ .

We hope in another year to be able to de
vote some time towards allaying factional dis
turbances and uniting societies where such no
tion is deemed profitable, to form plans for 
more aggressive action, ' and securing Spirit
ualists who ate in the churches tos lend their 
support where their sympathies !^ and in all 
ways promote the cause Which we know to be 
transcendent above all others in importance 
to the Welfare of humanity. . - ’v

■ As sure aS great ■ oaks are produced from 
little acorns, and large streams from small 
springs ■ flow, so in time will the National As
sociation become a power in the land for the 
greatest good, anA^tiie consolidation of the 
forces whioh’are ywt/jaGattared will, la odfinec.

month, Mid It seems good to be there once 
ihore, as it is yearly a year siate I was at home
to remain afiy.

I have been serving the good people on 
Sunday afternoons in South Chicago, and re
turning to iny home during the week Mrt. 
Snyder has been largely instrumental in the 
work there and she has kept the ineetings up. 
During Jtthe I return to Michigan for a short 
Shen to Taylor Ridge for a Berles of 

gs; then homa/where I shall remain 
until camp time. Jgl&ust that the summer's 
work, all along w^llne, will be as full of en
thusiasm as it has® been during the Winter. I 
am open for the fall and Winter Work. My 
address is 144 N. Liberty St., Elgin, HL

. G. H. Badbss.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chicago, III. Evety Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
road by each family circle. Terms ome non- 
LAAjger year. Sent three months for 25o.

The demand for "The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” In the German language has 
been such that thfe ^abiishere feel warranted 
to getting but ¿in edition in German. The 
book is well printed sad illustrated,. and Selle 
tor Bl per copy, . For sale at this office.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING romance of 

Jtl two woHdB. By Florence Jlnhtley. Prine: 
S, BO cent: I ninth, 11.00. BOOK) like "Tne Dream 

11 spur hntnknlty on to make more and more de- 
■ 6f this nature, and will open nn new height, 

and depthB ot eplrlttihl knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wtl- 
tM. wilt, I believe, takt Id place beeide Bulwer’e 
‘‘ZWöhrt tad the "Séraphin," of Baliac.—"Dally 
Capital,"Topeka, Kanias. Although simple and nn- 
varnished with any Uillatnmabie descriptions, en- 
tlMjla tbo mind to the exclusion of other thoughts. 
£111 feluetahtly tha leader closes the lut page.— 

nneapolls "Bunday Timos."

SOMETHING USEFUL.
Otir OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE 

iiGirr. Ö? Bttouei Howlee; Mfb. Cattia E. 8. 
Twïfifc tacdluni. Tain little book will be read with 

Ititeaia i&UHUt by tbonundB. It contains Mr. Bowlet’ 
iôtêfvi6W! Ith thö Inhabitants of the HoIIb of SfitHt- 
llfe—a arudfttl, hot apparently true report of the 
»ufferltiR afld Wrath bf the million« who have gone 
from earth-life with the dnmnin? effects of debauch
ery. Atffitfêcted ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying Uvea. The book là made up of fifteen chapters. 
Gome of the titles ot tbo chäpUra are as foilora: 
TbeSpheresot Insurrectionist end Prostitutes—Th* 
Hoffia Of Corttipt Politicians—Abode of Spirits wbo 
plot to Increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
aiBifefibllrti and revenge—The War Department in 
the HOllaof ßplrit-Ufe—Unhappy Marriages are pro* 
mqWdby the low spiritsJh toe ffiatcb-makingliell of 
BpJrït-nie—The Negro Hell—The Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—The Hell for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and.medltiixii—Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince, 
An Indian Campfire—A Negro prayer-meeting lathe 
light. An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirit* 
sal Congress. Price,25 cents.

The Comins American Civil War. 
'THIS EOOK\ BY BURTON AMRS 
J. HtrirtlKOVon, 1« written In the Interest ot hu- 

tninUr. of liberty, kbd ot p»lrlotlBm-4 book wrtttek 
for the fctitpote’of calling MUmtloh to the deadly 
diumm thMbeMt UB on .every side, and more espe
cially to tne hOBttle attitude Und the 1 nsldlotiB wile, of 
u eter-prueat, though Beeret, unscrupulous toe- 
tue CMhollo». WaBhlngtoa'B wordB of warning 
Ltacolh’a apprehension and the prophecy ot Genet® 
Gftat »M aft Ilicltlded tn the Volume. Arcbbiihop 
arab, ef Philadelphia. In a tteent sermon eald: “The 
ebtttta tolerate« heretic, where she Is obliged to do 
¡a bat me hates them with i» öesdiy hatred, and 
bios Oli K»r power to annihilate them, Ourencmici 
know bow she treated heretics In the Middle Ageo, tad 
M» the tftistii them today wnett ehe h*i file power. 
We Bo more think of denying these historic tacts thaï 
Wtdohf bltaitngtbe Holy Ghost and thojirlnces of 
the dhufeh for khat thor lunp tbyäöht fit to do." 
■tow tat ihoaia retd this wntlv Paper, joo rçgci. «jf^sl*11**1 ,er Mtr ** "

ZYL£ A MOUNT OF VALUABLE IN* 
formation succinctly and clearly stated In thia 

volume of 5M pages la amazing. The tide, as abova 
given, falls to convey an idea of the fulness and com
pleteness with which the subjects are treated. Thef 
Matrlarchate, or Mother-rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curb 
ous, Is brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
This Is followed by chapters on Oellbacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette. Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy. Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day, Past, Present. Future: 
and there Is not a chapter in the book that is not 
bandied in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buying it; it is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-loy- 
Ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

SOMETHING GOOD.
TSIEWS OF OUR HEA VERTLVHOME.
V A Sequel to “A Stellar Key.” Illustrated. Thlt 

work It not merely descriptive of wbat the author calif 
the “ Summer-Land,” but It Ib Illustrated with dt&< 
grams of celestial objects am. views of different pon* 
tlons of the Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only th< 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher anq 
stronger power. Contents: statements In regard tc 
•‘individual occupation.” “progress after death," 
"eating and breatalng tn the epirlt-llfe” “disappear* 
once of the bodily orgs~* at death.” “domestic enjoy* 
meats and true conjuga. ^zions,” “origin of the ao> 
trine of tbe-devll,” etc Cloth 75 cents. PoBtagt 
6 cent». For sale at th!« vZca. 

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
A UTHOR OF " COMMON SENSER 

^JL “ Rlgbts-Of Man,” “ Age of Reason,” etc., with 
critical and explanatory observattonB of fall writing!, 
by G. Vale. Those wbo would know the exact truth 14 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re* 
former Bbonld read thia volume- Price 11. Posters 
10 cento. For sale at this office

HOW TO MESMERIZeT 

TIULE AND COMPREHENSIVE IN. 
i* BtructfotH How tc Mesmerize. Ancletit an J Mod. 
,rn Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Ib Splrltnalliin 
fraei BV Prof. J. W. Cadwell. Ancient and nbdero 
miracles afentMatned by mtamerlsm, and tbe took 
»111 bp found highly. lutercBt,'.E ro every SnlrltoallBt. 
It It the ohly work tvet published Ri Unit full Ihstnie- 
Uon how w meBtnorlte, nnrt the ronnectloU this aelete. 
biBWltb Bnlrttnalliin, Ib prohouttcudBy Atlth pit.
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CLEVELAND AVENUE AT CASSADAGA.

a man.-Jwt. hspoilv. one who

a

CASSADAGA CAMP.
. Our Platform, as Presented 

by
LYMAN C. HOWE.

- A. Glowing Tribute to the Gamp.

“Facts are stubborn things;" but with
out an Interpreter they are nothing

mental affiliations bring them to Cassa
daga are moved and inspired by thp 
same hosts' who Remonstrate their co
operative presence through special me
diumship, and' there is every shade of 
variatlonB. from the profound trance to 
the apparently normal speaker. Lead
ing the'list is Carrie E.- S. Twing, of 
Westfield, N. Y., “the silver-tongued 
orator of Chautauqua,” whose ready wit 
and pleasing humor, ■ versatile talent 
and eloqùent pathps, supplemented by 
various phases of 'mediumsnip, make her 
a popular favorite wherever she is 
known. ■ "Next follows Mrs. C. M. Nicker-

la#,1

of a first-class revivalist, and inspire» 
enthusiasm without the comforting 
promise of an eternal roast for al! whb 
dare to reason. Then come J. ■ Clegg 
Wright, of Cincinnati, and Hon. L. V; 
Moulton, of Michigan, twin masters of 
Ipgic and eloquence, fearless ■ and 
forcible, before ■ whom hoary error 
quails and human destiny rises in prim
eval prophecy and looks to the time 
when truth, snail pettle.all disputes and 
tyrants' cease to trouble.' The two Rich
monds—Cora L, V, and Hon. A. B.— 
present another contrast, she the oldest 
and most widely known of all trance

THB LOWER LAKE AT CASSADAGA.

more. Mediumship is the bed-rock on 
Which Spiritualism rests, and from its 
exhaustless stores fresh facts constantly 
confront us, with new problems and a 
wider field of suggestive wonders. The 
lessons thus presented to reason make 
unprecedented opportunities for think
ers, and the platform and press are the 
twin magicians by which cumulative 
phenomena are translated into mental 
pabulum and become the vitality of 
feason, thrilling the world with the 
voice of truth and the moving pathos 
«nd poetic eloquence of natural oratory. 
Without the facts there would be no 
peed of a spiritual platform. With
out the rational interpretation of phe
nomena there would be no value in facts.

Happily the Spirit-world, in presenting 
the evidence to the senses, at the same 
time ordained a ministry and fitted its 
Of inspired agents to proclaim the truths 
the new revelation with such analytical 
"reason and attractive common sense 
that only bigots and imbeciles can resist 
the conclusions after witnessing the 

'¿acts.
Cassadaga combines the various at

tractions in a well-balanced order and 
!Invites the thinkers and all who ap
preciate Intellectual life to one of the 
finest attractions on the continent. The 
platform is the great educator, the aegis

'a

■J

son—Buffalo’s favorite—and J. Frank 
Baxter and W. J. Bryan. Here ig con
trast and mediumship. Mrs. Nickerson 
is a lady of attractive appearance, 
genial temperament, social vivacity and 
intellectual sparkle, and her free, spon
taneous inspirations charm and delight 
her audiences and make’ her a leader 
among women, while J. Frank 
Baxter strikes the intellect with cold 
steel, and cuts his way through celestial 
fog in a manner that compels the theo
logical footpads to halt and listen while 
he carves their sacred bird. His music 
attracts many, and his seances after his 
lectures are, with many, the chief at
traction, and often present phenomenal 
wonders startling and bewildering to

mediums, possessing remarkable gifts, 
and perhaps the most subtle system of 
metaphysical reasoning of any speaker, 
and combining a deep religious sym
pathy with a generous liberalism of 
thought, is permanently popular, and 
her style pleasing and attractive. He, 
an eminent lawyer and author, a 
student, a thinker, critical and earnest, 
carries a strong personal impression, 
and inspires enthusiasm with ardent 
people, and wins applause and admira
tion wherever he goes. Kate O. Peate 
is mistress of Labor Day. The daugh
ter of a clergyman, she has the in
tellectual vigor of the profession turned 
to account in works of larger meaning 
and nobler devotion. Original In style

¡the companionship and inspiring 
counsels and gentle,genius of one of-the 
world’s greatest women—Lnoy . Stone 
Riackwell; and she may attend- his 
■efforts and represent the cause to which, 
her beautiful life was dedicated as an 
angel of light, while he pours down the 
great tidal: wave of his ' masterly elo- 
quence'riupoB'rihe enthused thousands 
who delight in the sentiments, that pre
side over Woman's Day at Cassadaga, 
A. B. French, the goldenjfongued or,ator 
of Ohio, the Demosthenes of Spiritu
alism, the intellectual peer, of-Robert 
Ingersoll, completes the. sandwich with 
Mrs. Lake and Henry B. Blackwell, 
This would seem to bo enough for one 
year, but Cassadaga adds feast to feast 
and glory to glory, and seems toystore' 
up a winter supply to keep the whole 
year around.’ What more can be said.? 
Who else can be found to extend the 
interest and enthuse aw alpeady overfed 
people. The supply is abundant, and in 
the absence of a call will create a de
mand, as the inspiring echoes thrill 
from world to world through the me
diumship of W. J. Colville and Mrs.’ 
JS. S. Lilliepp Here again is contrast andi 
agreemepfcH. Mrs. ,Lillie has a style of 
¡her own and moves as moved upon; hep 
discourse growing in strength and! 
eloquence as she advances, her queenly, 
ifigure and attractive manner, in happy' 
accord' with her wonderful womanly: 
.voice, add, much to. the beauty of her 
.speech and the charm of her intellectual 
genius and poetic originality. Her; 
personal presence carries great force, 
and her intense earnestness and de-, 
«ration to the cause to which her life is. 
dedicated, .impress her audiences with 
adndratw, awhile her masterly inspira
tions educate the mind and exalt the 
emotions until there seems to be nothing' 
left to be said or desired. W. J. Col
ville is a world by rhlnjHelfi t A cy
clopaedia set to music, aqd plhyod by the 
hosts of heaven; a winged harinometer 
that echoes the breathings from all re
ligions and all ages; and applies , his 
spiritual solvents with masterly genius 
to every problem they present. After 
him comes the brilliant Boston favorite 
Mrs. Ida Whitlock. , She adds. the 
strawberries and cream at the close of 
the feast. A charming.woman, excellent 
medium, vigorous and eloquent speaker, 
forcible and magnetic, educating, the 
intellect and carrying the glow of sweet 
moral affections to every hungry heart, 
her closing work must leave a tender 
benediction ¿0- every soul that comes 
under the magic of her inspirations.

Since the above was written the 
management has secured the additional 
attraction of Rev. Anna H. Shaw for 
Woman’s Day—a lady who needs no in
troduction to Cassadaga, or the public, 
having by her flashing wit and bright 
versatility gained a national reputation 
in the suffrage work.

Mrs. Helen M. Gougar, the brilliant 
temperance advocate, will occupy the 
platform August 15, turning her match
less eloquence and unanswerable logic 
on that very live and eminently impor
tant question, “Why the Saloon?"

The Hindu scholar, Virchand R. 
Gandhi, who took a prominent part at 
the World's Parliament of Religions 
and assisted in dispelling the prejudice 
existing against the Hindu faith, will 
teach Cassadaga that the advanced 
thinkers and leader?: of the oriental 
religions are in touch । with the modern 
dispensation. ~

Cassadaga.
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.

THE DOCK AT CASSADAGA.

skeptics and novices.
He feeds the intellect and gratifies 

curiosity and sings his religion into the 
lives of his admirers, and his appearance 
at Cassadaga for the first time in five 
years will be equivalent to a new dis
pensation of his genius. The Hoa. W 
J. Bryan, of Nebraska, who will be with 
us (if Congress is still in session), is an 
orator of national reputation, and our 
people have a rare treat in store when 
this brainy man gives them his views 
on the subject of money. Jennie B. 
Hagan-Jackson is in good company here. 
Her common-sense, spread by the acre

of «11 camp-meeting enterprise, the 
sine qua non of Spiritualism as a public 
movement, and no camp in the country 
presents more intellectual and spiritual 
attraction than Cassadaga, and few, if 
any, equal the educational work thus 
accomplished. .

To appreciate the opportunities now 
offered one needs to study the list of 
speakers and observe the wide range of 
talent and the variety and contrast they 
present.

The programme' for 1894 presents 
variety and ability unprecedented. 
Among the speakers there is a full 
dozen who draw direct from the Spirit
world—adding inspiration and various 
phases of mediumship to superior 
natural abilities ’ and a high order 
of culture. Itis prob"’»’” all

;i ... ‘ , j ; •
spirit and mortal have contrived to ■cre- 
atean ideal summer home, not only for 
tjioae seeking a solution of the greatest 
of all questions—“If a man die. shall 
he live again,”, but also for those on 
health or pleasure bent.
, . .. ■ Shirley Belle.

A Miracle—Dr. A. B. Dobson 
■ ’ ■ • 'Again. ; ■!?;

(ADVERTISEMENT.) .

If the following cure had been per
formed in Èible times, it certainly 
would have been called a miracle. We 
will leave the father and mother of the 
little girl to tell the story:
• “Our little girl, twelve years old, had 
the diphtheria, of a malignant type, and 
it left her in such a state that it affected 
her mind and spine; and-she was in such 
a'condition she could not walk, talk or 
feed herself. She was continually in 
motion; her hands, head ■ and limbs 
could not be kept still a moment.

•‘We employed the best physicians, 
and they could do nothing for her, and 
advised us to send her to the University 
at Ann Arbor, Mich. As we were pre
paring to send her to that institution, a 
Mrs. Potter, of Albion, Mich., came to 
pur house and gave us one of Dr. A. B. 
Lohson's circulars, stating that he had 
ppred, her, and she believed he could 
cure our little girl. We then said we 
.would not send little Gertie to Ann 
Arbpr till we had first counseled with 
the ‘humbug’ at Maquoketa, Iowa. We 
wrpte to Dr. Dobson; he answered im
mediately: he calling her disease a fear
ful case of St. Vitus’ dance. We lost no 
time in sending for his so-called spirit
ual remedies, and in two weeks aftei 
she commenced taking them she was 
perfectly well, and we soon commenced 
sending her to school. This naturally 
created an excitement, and the sick 
floqked to us, asking ue who cured our 
child. We told them, gave his address, 
and we wrote him many letters for the 
sick of this place ourselves, until his 
patients numbered hundreds, and many 
inore wonderful cures were performed 
by him tn this place.

“We heard Dr. Dobson was going to 
Jackson, and we wrote and asked him if 
he would not call on us, for we did so 
much want to see the man who had 
saved the life of our little pet. He said 
he would. We procured the best suite 
of rooms at the Donnelly House, and 
told our friends that Dr. Dobson would 
be there on the 14th of November, to 
remain two days. He came, and so did 
the sick; his rooms were full all the 
time of his stay. Over one hundred 
took his treatment. Our little Gertie 
met the Doctor several times—she and 
we naturally would love the one who 
had cured her. Whether this cure was 
done by spirit power we know not; but 
one thing we do know: Our little girl 
was terribly afflicted, even at death’s 
dopr, and now she is as well as any 
member of the family; and by her 
getting well it has been the means of 
many more in this town sending to him 
and getting cured. If you have any 
doubts of the above facts, write to us 
direct; or to any responsible person of
this place. J. C. Kimmel, 

Mary Kimmel.

and logically intense, her oratory is 
alive with stirring appeals, sarcastic wit, 
and saucy independence and resolute 
purpose, and she is a chosen instrument 
for the work that engages her thought. 
Willard J. Hull, though not a cranky 
phenomenalist, is a phenomenon as re
markable as any we witness. The grasp 
of his mind and the wonderful genius 
displayed in his style, the rare ana terse 
parables, striking metaphors and in
vincible syllogisms abounding in his 
sternly poetic speech, has much the ring 
of Ingersoll. He strikes to kill and 
spares nothing that he deems noxious or

the “White Clty”during the weeks of its 
brief duration, likewise those who would 
enjoy a return, there will be illustrated 
stereopticon lectures of the World’s 
Fair and noted points of interest, under 
the management of B. D. Jackson, Esq., 
assisted by his wife, Jennie B. H. Jack
son.

To lovers of music one of the most de
lightful features of a sojourn at Cassa
daga Camp is the daily open-air con
certs given by the North-Western 
Orchestra, the glorious melody of which 
is in itself sufficient attraction, were 
none other offered.

Semi-weekly dances in the open pa
vilion, whose polished floor will accom
modate twenty, sets, are always popular 
with old and young. , So well conducted 
are these parties, that large numbers of 
pleasure-seekers from adjacent cities 
and towns are regular attendants on 
these occasions; where, like a gorgeous 
flock of gay birds of passage,mortals, for 
getting thè somber things of life, under 
flashing lights, fanned by the lake’s soft 
breezes, float to pulsing measures of 
witching waltz or stately quadrille.

Physical culture and elocution, no 
longer considered a passing, fad. but 
recognized as a necessity by those de
siring to renew youth, .restore health, 
be strong of body and graceful of move
ment, will again be taught byri'Mrs. An
drew, whose efficiency iprtìasj direction

Mr. Kimmel is a prominent clothing 
merchant, and he and his wife are mem
bers of the Presbyterian Church of Ma
son, Ingham county, Mich.

Hundreds of such cases as this, Dr. 
Dobson and his band are curing 
monthly, among them many old-school 
physicians.—Macuoketa, Iowa, Record.

See ad. in another column.
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

The World’s Greatest Remedy for
All Conditions Arising from Ex- 
haueted Nervous Energy or

Loss of Vital Force!
It will ytrengthen th. weak, Invigorate 
the young, and rejuvenate the old.

TRY IT!—TRY IT!—TRY IT!
By Mall, tl.w. Address DB. B. GREER, 
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago. .

P. S.—Dr. Greer has been in active 
practice in Chicago for 28 years and 
is well known as a most successful 
physician in all mental and nervous 
diseases. He is still in active practice.

DR. SYKES.
He cured himself in 1870. The remedies have cured 

thousands since, and might cure you of catarrh. Send 
for free book, “Common-Sense Talk." Pkge (for one 
iint) per mall, 61.00 Act to-day and save suffering.
)r. Sykes Sure Cure Co., Caxton Blcfg. 

Chicago. 236tf
A H. E. F. HASENCLEVER, TES?

• Medium, holds developing circles (at 25 cents) 
every Saturday evening at B o'clock at his residence, 
927 N. Washtenaw ave. Private readings 60 ot®. 289

MRS. N. L. PIERCE CLAIR VO YANT, 
1VJ, Test and Business Medium. 778 W Madison st. 
__ _____________________________________________ 289

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
TJAVING PURCHASED OF JOHN 

H William Fletcher the complete outfit used by 
him tn presenting his famous Illustrated Leotube 
upon Spiritualism, and having made large and valu
able accessions thereto, I am prepared to negotiate 
with societies and camp-meetings for giving one or all 
of my four Illustrated Lectures upon thji interesting 
subject. My friends well know that for some years I 
have been gathering material for this work, and I can 
assure them that no expense has been spared In ar
ranging the details of the Exhibition- so as to please 
and Instruct all. JOHN EGGLESTON.

Box 848, New York, 

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.

A Modern Medicine.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is a modern med

icine, originated by experienced 
pharmacists, of to-day, under whose 
careful supervision it is prepared from 
the most valuable medicinal ingredients 
by a combination, process and propor
tion peculiar to Hood's Sarsaparilla. It 
combines economy and strength, “One 
Hundred Doses, One Dollar,” being 
original with and true only of this rem
edy. It costs more, even if you pay less, 
to buy a medicine to experiment with, 
than it does to get Hood’s Sarsaparilla. 
If you are suffering from impure blood 
in the form of scrofula, salt rheum, 
rheumatism or catarrh, or if you are 
“all run down,” it not only makes you 
feel better, but if persistently used, it 
will thoroughly eradicate all the im
purities from your blood and make you 
well.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chtl 
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama- 
tlon,allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle.

ARE YOU GOING
To Campmeeting?

IF 80 YOU WANT A 

Spiritualist Badge 
Electro-plate. 75 cent®, Boll-plate, 
61.25; Solid Gold,61-75.

Do mot sehd 8TAMFB, W» H. BACH, Mfr., Saint 
Paul, Mino. 28«

7'RANCE MEDIUM, PSYCHOME- 
trlst, clairvoyant, magnetic healer, and develop

ing medium. Send lock of hair and one dollar for 
reading. Prof.Groesch,.548 Chicago ave., Chicago. 236

T\R. STEVENS' OBESITY TABLETS
—Will reduce superfluous flesh, euro rheuma- 

Ism, heart disease and Bright's disease, have a won
derful physiological elfect in various aliments; they 
are efficient and harmless; sent by mall. Price «1.00 
per box of 200 tablets, six boxes for es.oo. Address 
Mrs. M. W. Hllllker, sole agent, No. 15 Prospect st., 
Kansas City, Kas._____________________________ 236

F-GORDEN WHITE.

Z'RANCE, TEST, BUSINESS AND 
platform medium, sittings dally. No. 2978 Cot
tage Grove ave. 234tf

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetic,.]

AN 'INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
pl theruputlcslncludlng the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet- 
km, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students In four 
continents have taken the course. Tho college Is 
chartered and confera the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Msguetlcs. By a system of printed questions students 
can tpke the course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East. Orange. 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D.. LL.D,, Dean, 5 Hollywood Ave. 
(formerly called Pulaski St.), East Orange. New 
Jersey. S3»

Dr. J. C. PHILLIPS, 
pLAIRVOYANT AND PSYCHOME- 
Cz triet, will send one month's medicine (highly 

magnetized by Bplrlt-power) for 61.60. For 50 cents 
will give reading, business advice or examination. 
Send lock of hair, age and sex, with stamp enclosed. 
25 years’ practice. Address 471 W.» Madison st. Chi

cago, Ill.  237

pH ARLES STEWARD, 2239 WEL- 
O ton street, Denver Col., holds trumpet seances 
Sunday, Tuesday, and Friday evenings. All investi
gators must be recommended. 286

CATARRH SPECIALIST.
T)R. T. WILKINS, MAGNETIC PHY- 

.LSMtn. 46 St. John’s Place, will give attention to 
the sick, at home or at his room. All diseases success
fully treated, but Catarrh Is his specialty. For ref
erences ask his patients. 282 tf

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
Z'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR

voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 
Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist" of Dec. 80, 1898 says of Dr. Forster:— 
"Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his straight
furward course of Integrity and honor." Address 
Dr. W. M. Fohsteb. 1059 Market St, San Francisco,
California. 237

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
JlI in your own home. Will «end a pamphlet con
taining Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
snlrltual magazine,all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue. Chicago, 111. 249

in versatile rhymes, logic set to music, 
religion and reason rollicking together 
in the music of her voice, immediately 
preceding and following two eminent 
divines, makes a spiritual sandwich that 
will be a great feast for intellectual 
kings. Rev. W. H. Moughton, of 
Bradford, Pa., is a genius of the broad
gauge theology. Vigorous, scholarly, 
magnetic and manly, he pours the light 
of his soul into thrilling speech and 
wins the head and inspires the heart of 
thinkers, and adds "hew zest to our faith 
in the divinity in man and the goodness 
of God.

And Rev. W. W, Hicks, physically 
well-equipped, full of magnetic fire, 
fearless and free and thoroughly com
mitted to the spiritual philosophy, car- 
rfp.fi »he impulse and moral psychology

none can gainsay. .
The children’s lyoeum, a morning 

drill of pretty exercises and music, will, 
as formflnlm' reepive the personal super
vision andleadership of an experienced 
teacher.- . .
: iThe growth of Cassadaga Camp, and 
Increased number of little folks in at-' 
tendance, has resulted, in the establish-, 
ment this year of a kindergarten school, 
with a hope on the part of the projec
tors that it will become a permanent 
feature during future seasons.

A portion of Forest Park is to be ded’ 
icated to the use of the children for a 
play-ground: ■
. ¿.The Ladies’Fair Club, a product of 
^93, met-Twith" suohiflatterlng success, 
financially and otherwise, that the in
stigators of the same have arranged to 
locate in more commodious quarters,' 
confidently anticipating increased pat
ronage and profits. - ‘ ‘

Those desiring instruction ;■ in the 
terpslchorean art wili'- flnd. ■ a: ;mad- 
mofeeUe under whose magic, guidance 
intricate steps are easily acquired by. 
untutored feet, and those accustomed to: 
the mazy measures will be afforded • opr 
portunity of learning all recent fads -and 
fancies of newest dances. Besides there, 
trill be dally classes (for children . and. 
adults in the octagon^ assisted by an 
accompanist. ' s.Ti.-u»? V.

Every hour a steampr: pliestheijvateji: 
between the camp and Cassadaga vil
lage, while row-boats innumerable are; 
for rentatimoderate rates. •. . ' :

Chillicothe, Mo.
S. N. Aspinwall writes from Chili- 

cothe, Mo.: “We have been in this city 
the last two weeks of May. and have 
given five lectures and three test 
seances and development circles. Spir
itualism was almost unknown in this 

,city, but Dr. Cooper, a prominent cit
izen and good Spiritualist, engaged us 
to come down here and try and wake up 
the people to its truth. The opera 
house has been used for the lectures, 
'and good audiences have attended, ana 
much, interest is manifested. I think 
this is an excellent field for a good test 
iand business medium to locate, a city of 
'8,000 people. We visit Topeka from 
here, and expect to reach home by the 
middle of June.”

. Memorial Day.
□Mémorial Day, one of the grandest of 
all days, was duly celebrated in this 
State. The spirits of the illustrious 
“dead” were glad to see this remem
brance of their patriotism.

unsound. Mrs. H. S. Lake is a race by 
herself. Having high ideas of life and 
its meanings and duties, and a contempt 
for shams, and being moved by a 
strong band who share her views and 
urge her, to battle, the force of her 
vigorous intellect attracts the world 
like a “judgment day,” and the ring of 
her spiritual tocsin echoes in the 
caverns of sin, and 'the guilty tremble 
and repent She impresses the intellect ... .
and inspires the spiritual nature with a furnish equipages of all styles to those 
fervid eloquence and poetic thrill, and- wishing a drive through the.'Surroilnd' 
holds her. audiences enraptured to the s—+•— • •
last word, and then usually supplements' • bicycling, croquet, lawn-tennu 
her discourse with psychometric read- the toboggan .slide figure amoni 
Ings of a high order and remarkably many spor" '!-----
correct ; golden nc

Woman’s Day is to be n

A well-equipped livery is prepared .-to 
urnish. equipages of all styles to those.

ing country. • ¡i • .- .
Bicycling, croquet, lawn-tennis and 
' ’ „„ ” ' ong the

irts to be indulged in ■ while the 
’ fleetest wings at-

INVALIDS
7X HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
j their disease, or symptoms, will reoeiv®
pamphlet and advice fees to cure themselve® without taXiOhio TH0MAS BATTERY COMPANY. C«d‘

•yiKE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND

SPPP<UAL1STS VISITING CHICAGO

"THE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H W 
.h. ’i?rJ Y1" ,end you bV Utter a life reading of
the past aad future with dates. Mail a inrt 
^Vest^v^e?yNort^llJacksou.rMtc^.'^ ^^nOla’r'

“ AN ASTONISHING OFFERS 
VEND THREE t-CENT S7AMPS 

k-r lock of hair, age. name, sex, one leading ¡vmntnm

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 

taree«tam«or ’ue8U°n* answered, 50 cents and 
Bobtoh. stall» a,

~T\O YOU WISH TO HAVE GOOD 

and live one hundred years? We can na 
ft wH?chan« i’?'1 <“I"i 2' One p,Dt ot each «aiedy ; 
wUl Snh-it tlle entlra »ystem, andbody % rail m “? r?Io“8 hon t0 “ke care of the

SnmKrEK«raE8: E' B' Hwt^CUnto^iOT^HB’u^M 
Sumner, Sherman, Tex.; Mr. H. Haraoi”Jacksonviui; 

---------------------------------------------------------_

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A 0F treating^emh<,B»T'a

Pri^eUniormatIon- ■A1bo Photograph of my

M0U CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGH?
Writ- fc!1?" Pebbl? BPeotacle« restore lost vision 
Write for illustrated circular and how to be fittA/i 
men y B F boot“«, 7“1?4' ’»t“by
mm. a. r. FOOLE. CUaton. Iowa. 9

. t national

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, BIO E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
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'T'HE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
. 11 ^’atlonal Spiritualists’ Association Is now open 

nm < 1 tn< “ 6Plr|taallsts are Invited to visit 
tljelr official home. A register win be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested to send in their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 

rekl"tar or these, and 
prompt notice ahould be sent to ua of an changes of 
location. Officers of societies in all foreign countries 
are also requested to confer with us, and information 
is desired respecting all new phases of development 
in all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag- 
szln?? 8P|r|lua) matters aro earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. IloBCnr A. Djmmiok. 
Secretary. 214tf

A REMARKABLE OFFER. ~SEND 
K~L two 2-cont postage stamps, a lock of yonr hair, 
name, age and sex, ana I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of your disease. Address J. C. Batdobv. 
M: ?'• FftaolPol Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids, 
Mich. Please state what periodical you saw our ad« 
vertitement in. jiq

PSYCHE
Is Develcping Mediums.

Read this testimonial: "1’stohk arrived two weeks 
ago and to say I was pleased does not express my ap
preciation. My boy, twelve years old, Is developing 
most all the Physical phenomena of Splrltuallam with 
it. Independent writing came first sitting. Wc now 
get Happing, Hinging of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudtence.—M. Y. 
Thompson, Arkadelphia, Ark." Price, »1,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach, Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE, 
PLATFORMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 
1 business medium. Headings personalia or by 
letter 61,00. Brief reading by mail 25 cents. Mag* 
netic treatments given; obsession removed. 46 St, 
Jolin's Place, Chicago, Ill. 222 tf

IDEM OVED. MRS. C. SCOTT, FROM 
L\ New York city, trance and business medium—to 
2440 North 17th street, Philadelphia, Pa. Sitting® 
9 a. m., to 4 p. m,, except Saturdays and Bundays. 287

MRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
IVl dtmptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It lesres the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. Ills not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 cents. All 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly. 
1843 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 23?

P F. PERKINS, TEST MEDIUM, 
(JT. Readings dally. Test circles Tuesday and Fri

day, at 8 p. m. Wednes-day afternoon 2:30. Mrs. Per
kin’s readings daily. SilO Cottage Grove Avenue.

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
PASEASES TREATED BY VITAL 
/ z magnetism and by hypnotism. Develops latent 

psychteai powere. Consultation by mail «1,00. No. 
22i Ontario street, Chicago. Honra from 2 to 5 p. m.
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rjZ ARNOLD. PSYCHOMETRIST*
VV • Platform and Test Medium. Open for en 

gagemente in neighboring towns. 453 Larrebee st. 
this city. 2)4.0

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILA T/ON OF THE LEC- 

jri tares given by the Spirit Band through the me
diumship of Mrs. Magdalens Kline. This volume con
sista of a series of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered In public through the mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone 1b excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some Ideas that differ from those he has held, yet he 
will find much to please, benefit and Instruct. The 
reverence with which Jesus le mentioned will please 
many. Bitbough the Ideas advanced concerning Jeans 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for 61.50. For sale at this office.

'PSYCHOPATHY* OR SPIRIT HEAD. 
Xing. A Serie® of Lessons on the Relations of th* 
the Spirit to its Own Organism, and the Inter-ReMtlon 
of Human Being® with Reference to Health» Dlieue 
and Healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush., 

! through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond! 
A book that every healer, physician and Spirituali®

, _ ihouldread. Frlce|l,50.
4f- not a. subscriber already, you’-

Subscribe for The Progressive 
: , Thinker.

should boome one at once. The paper 
has been built up on personal enterprise 
alone, and not by selling stocks and 
bonds. Those who are in fayor of this 
method are cordially invited to co-op
erate with us, and extend our sphere of 
usefulness, by getting subscribers.. This 
number of the paper alone is well 
worthy of your careful perusal..' .
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; golden hours speed on fleetest wings at' 
represented by this beautiful - resort among the, green 
vho has sharedrhiila of old Chautauqua county, where4,t
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THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 

11 Tlovr of the Sunfliy Question, with Replle« to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown, M. D. A- pampWet that 
sboalibe & the bends of SOI. Price IS come. Pal 
sale at this office.

7" 'ffE QU^STTON SETTLED. A
Careful Comparltcm of Biblical and Modem Bplr- 

ItuallKXL ByMoieaHoU. An inraluable work. Prioi 
IIXXL

■ T IFE AND LABOR 'iN THE: SPIRIT- T IFE ANP LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 
JLeWorit: Belüg »detcripUono! Local!ttes,Imploy- world. «y Miss Mary T. Bhelbamer, 1t abound»
Bisita, Burroundlnn, an4 CcBditlot» In the Bpherea, - * ‘ 
Bf ¿Stabers cf the BptrivBanfi et MIu M. T. Bhelb» 
feer, medium of tb« Bumer cf Light Public Free Ctr- 
iat- Cloth »LOO, Feetage » centa, For aal» Bt
i this affiea.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
PjR. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

J-S Maes., and bla band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting the most wonderlul cures that have 
been recorded and aro so acknowledged. By the clear 
sight oi clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with bis magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power io 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him sex. age, name, 
lock of hair, and four2 ceDt stamps, and be will send 
a diagnosis of your case free, lie doesn't want any 
leading symptoms. Address Dr. J. 6. Loucks. Shir-
Icy. Muss.

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A ROW- 
¿I erfu! clairvoyant and magnetic bealer. Send 
three 2-ccnt stamps, lock of hair. age, sex and one 
symptom, and 1 will Bend you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. AY. F. Lay, Box 418.
Denver Colorado,

A TTENT/OM SEND POSTAL 
.¿i. Note for 20 cents, (no stamps) to Miss Clara 
Marsh. Rochester, Mich., and receive by return mall 
a handsome picture drape. Extra fine 25 cents, I am 
a medium, and kind spirits aid mein my work. 1 so
licit the patronage of Spiritualists and all lovers of
beauty and truth. P. 0. Box, 253.

Fnrr delineation and diagnosis, send ULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex. FlLl handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
ita"""will receive a correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Head, Box 3.53, Lansing, Mich.

WILL DEVELOP YOU! 
Haxe you tried it? Th« 
Finest Cabinet for thi 
purpose ever made—bar-. 

, w none. Send for Circulars
This marvelous cabinet A i mt n • 
fir it fails to do what we I fiCTC iinininP* 
Claim. Prepaid, $1.20. vvuUo

I. H. METCALF, Agent. 184 S. Green St. Chicago: 
Price, $1.00 delivered, in City.

JJTHY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL. 
VV IbU Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson 

Tbi» book should be read by every Spiritualist. PrlO« 
11.001 postage 10 cents.

WIFE CANNOT SEE HOW TOO 00 WlrC IT ANO PAT FREIGHT.
^YCIA Bnra onr 2 drawer w»lnnt OT o*r &>■ 
0 Tl • proved Hlph Ana SlDgtraewingtnachlno 

finely finished, nichel plated,adapted to light 
and heavy work; guaranteed for 10 leart; with 
Aotomtle BobbinWinder, Belf-Thrvadlng Cylin
der 8hnttle, fieir.Setllng Ifrcdleaod a completa 
set of Blfel Attachment*;shipped any where on 
80 Dav’i Trial. No ainey required in advance. 

TS,000now louse. World’s Fair Medal awarded machine and attaeh- 
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rnrr Cut ThlaOit and »end to-day for machine or large free 
P Ktt catalogue,lecHmontalg and Glimpse» of the World’» Fair. 
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VERY INTERESTING.
PEYOND THE GATES. BY ELIZA- 
D heth StuBrt Phelps, author of "Gates Ajar.” 
•• The Story of Avia,” etc. Cloth 61.25. For sale at this 
office. _____________________________ ____ _

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,

----- ——  Author of "Helen Harlow’s Vow," “The Occult 
_______ : Forces of Sex.” "Perfect Motherhood,” and many 

. _ ..abound. Mber works. PH'”’ r-r- r™ sale at thl"
pt7oct*Inrefer^nc" tnri"anrnmfr-Landl Price»1.00, [ ALL ABOUT DEVILS. BY MOSES 
TIBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B.\PL Hull. A work you ibould read- Price 15 eesta 
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Price, paper, 50 cents, ] A. teiuely lnte»p»tlng. Price »1,00,
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CHICAGO, JUNE 16, 1894
I of divine grace. For. that which - is 
taken in with the body only goes out
with the soul: in other words, faults

Were, born, they would begin at the

himself constructed with amazing in

own feelings, and I regard it as a per

in this illuminated- state he could
A Surprise to Moses and Mattie trayel wherever he wished to. F U/-> nb-r. 0.1 >11 all t h A alnofrHe also saw all the electric Street-Hull. cars run without that wire overhead,

rally there will be no cause for jealousy,

be something radically wrong 
torn involving so much jealoui

Edmund J. Brose.
Tacoma, Wash.

fully ’ and elaborately decorated with

id purity.
Ierren that time comes the conjugal

then ‘ will invoke the man. Then the

McMeekin.

bruted minds in imbruted bodies repro-

a smart

generation to another, and nò one can

great radical reform, still, 1 believe we 
are at the dawn of a brighter and better

derful inventions of which it is a pre
vision:

Mr. J. C. Underhill: In The Pro
gressive Thinker of March 24,1894, 
I find an article headed: “What Next?”

“WHAT NEXT?”

day—a day of radical change, when 
marriage will be a pattern of perfection

have been a spring conception, for he 
was born in the winter, and he was a 
precocious ybuth, a brilliant child, and

Keely motor fame? I should like to see 
these two minds brought together!

powerful impressions! Indeed, it is well 
known that the various. qualities of 
mind and body are transmitted from one

pear beautiful in the photograph taken 
by the spirit kodak.

Read thls'letter, and ponder the tvon-

foliage and flowers. At an early hour 
the guests began to assemble, and not 

----  ---- ----- ------—until the house'was well filled did Mr. 
embrace will only be for reproduction.: and Mrs. Hull know what was in store

And as there is a time for everything, 
there must be a time to marry, and I 
presume the springtime, the sprouting 
and budding time, would be the proper 
time to marry. Jesus of Nazareth must

kind of people. If his father was not,, 
his mother was... Had he been conceived 
and borii at any other time, his parents' 
.would not-have-been so smart. Whether

duce a living reflex upon themselves. Ia perfectly natural man.
’* ’ ’ ' incompatibilities and! His parents must have been

strated active force produced by 
so-called intangible entities proving 
themselves possessed of intelligence and 
claiming to be spirits of those once 
known as mortals on earth. In view of

tages of the poor. But the burning mat.rlag.( 
shame that binds low the bereaved J au(j pUpj 
parents is a consciousness that they are H 
suffering retribution—that their child

•________ .... The aura-kodak, as foreshadowed
. _ : .i. ? by this psychic genius, being operatedsurprise to the honored guests and one-J ¿Wn aura automatically, must 
seemingly thorough y appreciated by,^ icture the exact tp(fth It 
them. The beautiful parlors were taste...........  - - -

v. square, with delicate works, more so
sonal matter, affecting alike everyone than those of the finest watch. This 
of us. • i machine would stand in a house facing

I do not argue, remember, that mar- the door and as soon as a person would 
riages-of the sexes should be abolished, come in it would start to work. The

Progress, íl)e Upi^ersal Lavi) of fJatóre; T^oúgtjt, tbe Solvent of fier Probleros
VOL. 8. NO. 238

SEARCH-LIGHT FLASHES
They Are Thrown Upon Sins 

of Ignorance in Married 
Life.

And Their Mischievous Effects 
Upon Offspring Viewed from a 
Medical Standpoint.

BY DB. ROBERT GREER.

Being an address from the rob- i 
trum of The Progressive Thinker 
TO ITS 40,000 READERS. ,

We live in an age of reason and ob
servation, and as guardians of the public ; 
health, true to our trusts, it is our duty , 
as physicians to consider all matters of 
vital importance affecting human life 
and human happiness. A. spirit once 
said: “Woe to him who comprehends 
the truth and speaks it not.” As a phy
sician, therefore, and student of Nature, , 
1 claim a right to discuss all questions 
relative to the vital interests of the hu
man race, and for that reason 1 shall 
offer no apology for projecting upon the 
air, at this time, the sins of ignorance in 
married life. .

Marriage, to the thoughtful, is surely 
more than mere pecuniary gain, mutual 
advantage or companionship; for upon 
it is founded the inexorable law of 
heredity, which stamps upon all the in
delibly seal of its own creation, whether 
good or evil. Heredity has no mercy— 
in human nature it makes no mistakes; - 
therefore, as we plant so we'must reap; 
consequently there is no subject of such 
vital importance, none so far-reaching 
in its effects upon mankind, as that of 
marriage.

If marriage was better understood, 
and love and harmony cultivated in the 
home, better children would be born; 
tor marriage is the lever which would 
elevate mankind, diminish hereditary 
disease, lower the death-rate, and re
duce the breed of criminals. For if the 
law of heredity operates for the trans
mission to posterity of moral obliquity, 
the same law also works in the trans
mission of good and noble qualities of 
character.

The mission of Spiritualism is to dis
cuss all great questions, in the light of 
reason, with a fearless regard for truth, 
and to serve the best interests of hu
manity. ‘

With this object in view, I offer for 
the public good this plain talk on mar
riage and heredity, believing that the 

■time is fully ripe among Spiritualists 
for an advanced movement along this 
line of practical thought, in the science 
of life.

Emerson says: “To reform a man you 
must begin with his great-grandmother, 
or one hundred years before he is born;" 
therefore, to promote social reform in 
the next generation, you must begin 
with the present.

The mawkish false modesty which 
made other generations ashamed of the 
creative functions—the holiest functions 
of our nature—and even afraid to listen 
or speak of the responsibilities involved 
therein, is, thank heaven, gradually 
wearing away under the influence of 
physiology, psychology, and hygienic 
intelligence. Surely, what the Creator, 
in the greatness of his wisdom and love, 
has created, no man or woman should be 
ashamed to learn and know. The sexual 
law is indispensable to every form of 
life, and is the great creative principle 
of the universe; without it there would 
be no life, and all intelligent disserta
tions on sexual science, Dr causation of 
life, from an educational standpoint, are 
in tne highest degree important. ' • ’.

In this review of the sins of married 
people there are none of the insane doc
trines of “free love,” or an unnatural 
promiscuity; but the reverse. It gives 
no legal sanction to human improprie
ties, either in or out of married life. On 
the contrary, it inculcates the very 
highest order of . virtue among women, 
ana chastity among men. In fact, it is 
the study of matrimony from a new 
standpoint—religiously maintaining the 
rights of the unborn—the coming ones, 
who have the right to ba born well, but 
have no voice to demand it.

Is it not strange that while man has 
made some rapid strides in inventing 
new devices for rapid transit, for labor
saving and time-saving purposes, and 
other great and useful discoveries, he 
has done nothing in the way of effort to 
discover the best nutrition for the pre
vention of disease, or-the support of the 
body; nor has he labored.in the tight 
direction to reform or improve human 
nature. ' .. :

■ To attempt the improvement of hu
man naturd is the grandest and rioblest 
effort that-can be made by man. It may 
appear impossible, but ,Wje,should aim at 
it by regular gradations! Florists and 
fruitgrowers have tried their skill on 
flowers and trees, and working with 
nature, have succeeded in rendering 
them more beautiful and more lukcibus.

Our farmers, too, have steadily im- 
¡moved and are still steadily improving,

the breeds of domestic animals; but I 
confess that my best hopes for solid 
aid in the direction of improving human 
nature depend more on woman than on 
man. It is to woman, therefore, I ap
peal, and implore her to consider well 
the nature and effects of the marriage 
bond and the marriage relation.

But, unfortunately, the woman who 
dares to call into question the wisdom of 
the world’s order of matrimony will find 
more lions in the way than in "any other 
line of reform; therefore, let her pre
pare herself for the martyr's cross and 
crown of tauntsand jeers, for whoever 
she may be—maid, wife or widow, and 
however pure and noble, the finger of 
scorn will be raised against her.

Now, I do not wish it understood that 
I want to repudiate marriage; I only 
object to it as a matter of method.

True marriage I believe in with all 
my heart. \ regard it as the foundation 
of society and the basis of all solid 
worth, virtue and intelligence, and con
sequently the most useful and sacred in
stitution of human social life; but our 
present marriage laws, customs and 
habits are in many respects terribly 
cruel, unnatural and revolting, and need 
reform.

The proper object of the conjugal re
lation of the sexes should be none other 
than child-building, or the creation of 
souls. Such, indeed, is woman’s mission 
and the object of her existence by the 
Creator; and for that object woman 
should ever maintain the most natural 
conditions favorable to the accomplish
ment of her divine mission.

Compared to this work of child-build
ing, all other work or building sinks 
into insignificance. If he who builds or 
invents a useful machine is a benefactor, 
how much more so the woman builder 
of him who Invents the machine. , The 
work of child-building, ànd all its re
sponsibilities, devolves entirely upon 
woman; and woe to the woman who of 
her own accord fails to secure to her un
born child the best conditions possible 
to enable it to be well-born; for one 
child well born and well cgred for after 
it is born is worth ninety-and-nine not 
well born and cared for as they should 
be.

But what woman can properly endow 
the child she is carrying while com
pelled to expend her energy in a life of 
toil and drudgery, in pain and weakness, 
poorly clad and poorly fed, and with not 
vigor enough to serve her own purposes?

But this is not all. What are the 
causes of so much infant mortality? The 
mortality among infants is simply 
frightful.

A glance at the vital «statistics Of any 
city or State is appalling. Why is in
fant life so precarious? This, a prac
tical questiou, 1 will answer.

If hereditary transmission is a law of 
nature, as every naturalist knows it to 
be, then the defects of children—the 
physical defects—mirror the defects of 
their parents; and one of the leading 
causes af so much infant mortality is the 
defective constitutional endowment of 
offspring, by the parents, in the trans
mission of constitutional diseases, such 
as syphilis, scrofula, consumption, etc. 
It is simply impossible to estimate the 
ravages of these deadly diseases. Their 
victims are everywhere—in the man
sions of the rich as well as in the cot-

contracted with birth disappear but 
with death. .

Woman, indeed, forms the character; 
she stamps the quality of her thought 
and photographs the characteristics of 
her own mental physiology as truly as 
the camera of the artist transmits the. 
features of the human fape.or as clearly 
as the chisel of the sculptor carves from 
the crude marble the figure of the 
human form divine. ,

A true marriage, therefore, might not 
only be a model human factor, but a 
high school of morals,, ranking foremost 
among the educational institutions of 
society; for the intelligent, pure-hearted 
mother could impress upon hbr unborn 
child more real talent and genius and 
more real exalted moral character than 
could be otherwise done in an ordinary 
lifetime. Such a primary and normal 
school would extend an influence of 
everlasting good, and confer upon its 
graduates many degrees.

It is said that labor well begun is labor

of matrimony, fqr matrimony then will 
be solely for reproduction, and woman 
wjll independent and free and 
rightly appreciated.

That ' nation. ;.or. -people is blind to 
its best intçreste which does not guard 
'with' jealous .cqre the natural law of 
reproduction, pnd make the most ample, 
provision -for -woman s competency and 
woman’s independence to that end.

Woman should have the broadest 
liberty and the greatest “freedom of 
mpral action in tne choice of a man 
worthy to be the father of her children; 

; and bping. independent of man and self
sustaining,. such 1 a woman’s children 
wojild.be strong as well as healthy. 
They would not be the delicate and 
helpless little creatures they now are, 
shorn of their vitality, but like the 
young of other animals, they, too, would 
be able to arise and help themselves as 
soon as they were born.

■ Under present1 circumstances, they 
pre . unable so to do for lack of vital

THEY WANT THE TRUTH.
Wonderful Inventions Fore1 

Shadowed.

A PSYCHIC’S VISIONS—AN AURA-CA'M- 
ERA AND PRINTING-MACHINE THAT 
TAKES YOUR PICTURE AND PRINTS 
YOUR THOUGHTS AUTOMATICALLY— 
EDISON WILL BE A BACK NUMBER 
AND SPIRIT PHOTOGRAPHY OUTDONE. 

Folks should hurry up. to become good 
—good in thoughts, intents, purposes, 
desires—in all the innermost recesses 
and in the outgoing influences—the 
mental and moral immanence and em
anations of their being. For their very 
selves are to be photographed and 
printed by the action of their own 
positive telltale aura, that wid never 
tell a lie, never flatter, never deceive. 
Each paints his own likeness, true to 
life; true to truth. Others will see 
and read us as we are, and we, too, shall

And Not Bogus Spirits.
And So They Caught on to the 

Trick of the Wire Cage.

And Mrs.Etta Roberts’ Occupation 
of Fooling People is Gone.

energy, and this is why the human babe 
requires more nursing care than do the 

. „ . young of other 4¿l®«>ls-
half finished, and if the human race did I So.like the inevitable law of cause and .
but understand these antenatal laws, and । effect, is, also .the inexorable law of find the fulfillment of Burns’ prayer: 
live in accordance with the laws of । hereditary transmission. Hereditary - 
nature, we would develop a more 4------- — •- - a
healthy and harmonious generation of 
mankind, a generation which would not 
require regeneration. ,

It is a great mistake that human

transmission uTfl^I'Uw o7'the”unf- 8°m? U8’
verse. • It belongs to all the kingdoms of T° 666 ourselves as ithers see us, ■ 
niture, and all the (kingdoms of nature and the sight may not be pleasant, nor 
ar^ goYei'ned by it. In a word, heredity j flattering to our vanity or pride. Only 
is the key which unlocks its own an-¡those wno constantly wear the white 
Central' history. It simply means and clothes of purity and goodness will ap- 
declares- that are just what our .................................. ’ ' ’
parents made us.' - -

beings are not educated in natural 
science and made to follow the example 
of nature in an important matter which, 
underlies the weal or woe of all society. 
Our laws should be made to compel 
human beings to live naturally, and if 
present marriage laws or other laws 
conflict with the. laws of nature, the 
sooner we repeal such laws the better; 
for no human laws should be ever al
lowed to conflict with natural laws or the 
laws of nature.

Under our present marriage laws we greater good; for a universal knowledge 
are not made right; we are many of us of ’the Iqws of procreation would help 
ill-formed and defective. Conditions to stay the diseases which have so long 
for our creation are not natural. We ruled, supreme throughout the world, 
are thrown into existence.at random, (But Christianity, like other reforms, 
without any intent or design on the part ¡begins atthewrpng end. It deals only 
of our parents as to what we shall be.. wit^ .effects and- not with causes. It

•If the. ,100,000 pulpit orators of the 
United States would go to work upon this 
line of investigation, and consider well 
its dread consequence, and talk more 
about the creation of souls before 
they were born, and less about 
■the salvation of .souls after they and signed by you. It interested me 

, „ ........ ! very much, where you speak of a writer
right end, and "they would "perform a in the Boston iransaipt whosays: A few 

' ' ' '' ' ' days agoa young man living iu the vicin
ity of Boston took him to his room and 
showed him an apparatus which he had

. - — — — —

We are only partially’ endowed with 
life, because, perhaps, of ,tiii ill-health 
or inbirtperance of ,pur -parents; and 
when wd come, a little stranger, we 
are often considered an untvelcoina 
¡presence. ' '

What I argue is that all women aspir
Ing to matrimony should be educated in 
practical science and made self-sustain
ing. All trades and occupations should 
be open to her, and she should rceivee 
for her labor equal compensation to 
man. Woman would then be .equal to 
man in every department of life. She 
would not then be compelled to marry 
for the sake of a home. When woman 
is untramineled bv want and poverty, 
and is not compelled to sell herself or 
give herself away to avoid starvation, 
she will then be independent and ex
ercise more care and judgment in select
ing among men the future father for her 
children. ’

The object of this article is not to dis
organize the present social world, for 
that would be impossible, but it is my 
solicitude in behalf of the rising and 
.future generations. I would, however, 
advise all persons in the married rela
tions to live naturally and teach their 
rising sons and daughters to do the 
same. When human beings live natu-

genuity and skill. The fundamental 
priinum mobile of this simple machine' 

................ was musical vibration—and the force 
ministers only to the patient, but not to produced was so enormous that there 
the disease. When thfel^w of heredity, seemed-'to-be no way of measuring it, 
becomes .universally-known and re- qte. ,1s not) Ihis young, man on -the 
spqcted, .then .will come the long-ex-' same thought plane as Mr. Keely, of 
pected millennium. ... . . .. r .

In conclusion, the intent of this article 
is to agitate the marriage question and 
to. draw attention to its monstrous 
effects upon the human race, and 
thereby awaken public attention to the 
cause of human suffering and to the 
necessity of a remedy.

The article is an expression Of my

There is a young Swede living here 
who some two years ago was in an illu
minated state of mind, and while in this 
condition he understood the spirit lan
guage, or universal language. At this 
time he could see far ahead of time; and 
see a little machine not as big as a foot

Marriages are,an established fact. They starting was caused by that person's 
could not-be dispensed with. 1 ask not magnetism or aura; it would first pro- 
that they be suppressed, but that they duce his picture, then a “ticker” would 
be. regulateds What I want is, that start and print all his thoughts and 
wise and just taws be enacted to govern deeds, in fact give his entire character, 
our marriage institutions, and that man- By that time the people would be much 
kind and womankind be compelled to better, as there would be absolutely 
.live in accordance with natural law for nothing that they could conceal. He 
the sake pf reforming and improving told me far more about this machine, 
the human race. । but I could never repeat it all. When

A FRAUD AND IMPOSTOR OF THE LOW
EST TYPE —AFTER SUCCESSFULLY 
FOOLING THE PEOPLE FOR NINE 
YEARS—AMONG WHOM WERE SOME 
OF THE MOST EMINENT MEN IN THIS 
COUNTRY—SHE GOES TO WATERTOWN 
AND IS EXPOSED AS A TRICKSTER.
Recently I sent you a copy of our daily 

paper, 2'he Watertown Standard, which 
contained the complete exposure of Mrs. 
Etta Roberts, and according to my 
promise I now send you a personal de
scription of the affair, for publication, 
and the statements contained in this 
article will be substantiated by any num
ber of people, if necessary, who were at 
the exposure.

Early in April, I, as corresponding 
secretary of the First Progressive Spir
itual Society, whohold meetings in their 
temple on Davis street, in this city 
wrote a letter to Mr. Allen, of Buffalo, 
N. Y., making inquiries about Mrs. Rob
erts, who was said to be a wonderful 
materializing medium of wide reputa
tion. Later a letter was received from 
Mrs. Roberts, offering to stop off at 
Watertown, on her way to New York, 
and give a seance which, if satisfactory, 
we could make arrangements for some 
more after she had returned from New 
York, where she was going to hold a 
seance at the residence of Mr. Henry J. 
Newton. We had heard in the mean
time all about her being addicted to 
drink; but were told that if we were 
careful, and did not allow her to get 
liquor, she would give good and reliable 
manifestations, and that in her sober 
state she was a wonderful and successful 
materializing medium, and that two and 
sometimes three forms at once had been 
seen in her seances, and at the close she 
was generally thrown through the wire 
cage in which she sat. As. there were 
many here who had never seen such 
phenomena, and who were anxious to 
witness them, we finally wrote to her to 
come, which she did, arriving here on 
the 20th of April. On the same evening 
of her arrival she proposed to hold a 
seance, which on account of short notice, 
etc., was not under test conditions: but 
at the close of the seance her so-called 
spirit guide, General Slough, asked the 
chairman of the board of trustees, Mr. 
F. R. Mattison, how he was satisfied 
with the manifestations. He replied, "in 
some respects he was satisfied.” The 
general then asked “how he could better 
suit him,” and he said: “By putting the 
medium under test conditions.” to which

was proposed by some that we invite a 
committee from the daily papers, and as 
she raised no objection, they were in
vited to witness the covering of the 
cage with new wire, which was put on 
differently and more firmly, and in such 
a way that Mrs. Roberts would have no 
chance to tamper with it without its 
showing.

Mrs. Roberts insisted upon draping 
the cabinet herself, and while draping 
it she loosened many of the staples on 
the back frame that held the wire 
covering over the top. This was discov
ered and securely fastened before her 
eyes, just before the seance Monday 
night. Seeing this, she knew she was 
dished in her fraudulent practice for 
that evening. However, she took her 
seat in the cage, and was locked in. 
Sitting some thirty minutes, she began 
coughing, and claimed to be sick, 
whereupon the door was unlocked, and 
she was let out and treated by Dr. 
Burnham (magnetic healer), after

, An enjoyable social event occurred on in place of which was an apparatus on 
anger or revenge. Friday evening at the residence of Dr. top of the car that drew the electricitv

There is too much jealousy associated' and Mrs. A. B. Dobson, -36 North Sixth right out of the air. This time, he said", 
with the married relation. There musti street, San Jose, Cal., the occasion being was not so far off. 
be something radically wrong in a sys-1 a farewell reception in the way of a sur- 
torn involving so much jealousy and so prise to Mr. and Mrs. Moses Hull, of' 
much tragedy. J ealousy spoils intensely Chicago, who have been ministering to 
all social sweetness in married life. the Spiritual Union Society here for the 

Although the present aspect may last nine Sundays.
•look gloomy and discouraging for any .....................

which she re-entered the cage, but 
with no better results than before. Af
ter awhile the voice of her so-called 
spirit guide, General Slough, said:

“We think it better to postpone the 
seance until Wednesday evening than to 
try to get manifestations through a tick 
medium.” ‘

All of the friends acquiesced cheer
fully, we being convinced in our own 
minds of the cause of her sickness. The 
seance was then postponed until 
Wednesday, May 2.

The next day Mrs. Roberts removed 
the drapery from the cabinet in order 
to hold a seance at the residence of Mr. 
Paddock, to a select party. This seance, 
like the former ones, was rather a dead 
give-away on Mrs. Roberts. Mr. Burn
ham, who was with her at the 
Paddock’s, discovered her handkerchief 
in the room she used for a cabinet, with 
the corner tied up, which, upon examin
ing, disclosed several staples, which 
might have been extracted from the 
wire stretched across the door, or some 
she had to use when necessary. Nothing 
wassaid or done, however, to arouse her 
suspicions, but a final test was decided 
upon for Wednesday night.

Wednesday morning Mi-. Burnham 
met Mr. Paddook, and qsked him “if he 
.was going to attend the seance at the 
Temple that evening.” He replied, 
saying: “1 guess not."

•‘You had better come,” said Mp. 
Burnham, “for we think' the woman is' 
a fraud, and are going to expose her to
night, if she is,” to which Mr. Paddock 
replied that "perhaps he would.”

1 state this because the Standard 
takes the credit of the exposure, and 
claims that the Spiritualists all swal
lowed her manifestations as gospel, 
when in reality wo are the ones that 
brought about tne exposure.

At 5:30 Wednesday Mrs. Roberts went 
to the Temple with her curtains and 
draped the cabinet for her farewell 
seance. After draping it, she sewed the 
drapery over the top and onto the sides, 
draping off the back, making it difficult 
to discover where she had tampered 
with the wires. She then thought she 
had an open door through which to 
make her silent escape at the evening 
seance; but as soon as she returned to 
her stopping’-place (which, by the way, 
was at F. R. Mattison's, 26 Main street), 
1 went to the Temple to make an exam- 

u.Tm»>,’<,> it ...ill ha Imnnmihl« ination of the cage before the seance. I build a cage that 1t wilLbe impose ble t t
for vou to get out of, unless you are wnat ..... ■ ’
you claim to be. a genuine materializing I that she had been removing the staples 
medium.” She replied, “Make it,”

the so-called spirit guide said: “Well, 
you prepare the cage and we will pro
duce the manifestations just the same,
as wire and solids are no hindrance to 
spirit.” Mr, F. R. Mattison candidly 
told Mrs. Roberts, after the seance, that 
if she was a fraud, she was the biggest 
fool he ever met, for said he: “We shall |

has paid the penalty of their vices, or 
the vices of their ancestors.

But this is not all. There is the cre
ation of a faulty constitution, as a result 
of the improper care of the mother 
during pregnancy.

Human ^improprieties at that sacred 
time in a woman’s life are a direct viola
tion of natural law, and I say to parents 
or persons contemplating matrimony, 
that it is a crime—unpardonable crime 
—to bring children into the world, if 
they cannot properly endow them with 
vigorous vitality; and the sooner these 
facts are forced home to married people 
the sooner there will be a decrease in 
infant mortality.

Unfortunately, the influence of the 
matrimonial compact of the sexes is not 
understood. Diseased parents daguerre
otype their infirmities upon their off
spring. The scrofulous mother poisons 
the blood of her infant, while it is yet a 
part of her own organism; the consump
tive father bequeaths to hie child a 
heritage of woe: depraved habits and 
depraved appetites, as for intoxicating 
drinks and tobacco, like disease, are 
transmitted from father to son; im-

Human disease and pain and sorrow 
will be unknown, and human life will 
be greatly lengthened. Labor then 
will be emancipated from the thraldom 
of capital, and there will be no wealth 
save personal perfection, moral ex
cellence, intellectual ability, and the 
highest culture of reason, for nature 
and reason will rule supreme.

When that time comes, too, it will 
not be proper for man to propose to 
woman; on the contrary, he will have 
to wait until he is asked. The woman

, Matrimonial 1—w.»—u. 
marital infelicities, as well, as matri
monial irregularities, and'other-ante
natal conditions, ire. responsible for 
many of .the perversities of mankind 
that now. exist, as it is from th at. source 
we receive much of our’ first ‘ and most

for them. They were stopping with 
Mr. and Mrs. Dobson's son-in-law and 
daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Ringlep. Promi
nent among those present were Dr. and 
Mrs. Dobson; Mr. and Mrs. Hull, Mr. 
and Mrs. Ringlep, Mr. and Mrs. Frost, 
Mr. and Mrs, Unglish, Mr. and Mrs. 
Garnett, Mr. and Mrs. Wissman, Mr. 
and-Mrs. Owens, Mr. and Mrs. Stone, 
Dr. and Mrs.. Bentley, General and Mrs. 
Gage,- Dr. and Mrs. Hunt. The follow
ing programme was extemporized and 
carried out: Instrumental solo, Mrs.

..... —...... ...j Frost; instrumental piano duet, Mrs. 
scripture will be fulfilled which says: Fj-ost and Lola Frost; vocal solo, Miss 
“In that day seven women will take Ray Young; piano solo, Miss Daisy Gar
hold of one man, saying: We will eat nett; .vocal solo, Miss Ada Unglish; 
our own bread and wear dur own ap- j songs and remarks, Mr. and Mrs. Hull; 
parel, only let us be . called by thyJ remarks, Mrs. Griffin; piano solo, J. 
name.” The women then will do all the -' ‘ ' * ' ’ ' 
courting. ,

“will naught extenuate, nor set down 
aught in malice.”

That this1 young Swedish psychic has 
received spirit-given previsions of com
ing inventions may well be believed. 
Inventive geniuses in Spirit-life im
press mortal sensitives with their ideas, 
and where one with the capacities of an 
Edison is found possessing suitable 
mechanical ingenuity as well as recep
tivity of thought, invention sometimes 
leaps forward with amazing bounds and 
the outcome seems like a new creation— 
like the making of a new world.

Wonders have been wrought in the 
field of electrical inventions; sound, 
heat, light have been proven to produce 
physical effects—to possess force—that 
once would not have been within the 
range of human belief. The experiments 
of Professors Hare, Crookes, Wallace, 
Zollner and other scientists have demon

At the conclusion of this programme 
GeneralGage stepped forward and with 
a few appropriate remarks on behalf of 
Mrs. Dobson, presented Mr. and Mrs. 
Hull each with an appropriate souvenir 
of the Golden,State. Mr. and Mrs. Hull 
each responded, assuring the friends of 
their appreciation of the gifts and of the 
reception, and courtesies they had re-1 rbj chinch-bugs. He inoculates a few 
ceived since they had sojourned in this of tbem vrith an infectious disease, and 

Mr' Sull assured the friends ^rnin„ them loose, thev convey the in- 
fhatalong acquaintance with Dr. and fectlons others of their kind-and 
Mrs. Dobson had taken much of the sur-’ tbereb the chinch-bugs'1 are ex- 
.pnsemutoflthiB party-and'the good time torminatea: Now,, if some one will dis- 

n0> ng n6iY’cover ‘a- way to inoculate sparrows, lo- 
I’i’L -- J?1:“ jousts, miefrj eoekroaches,. fleas, bedbugs,

what has been done—the little-machine 
of the Swedish psychic's dream must 
not be regarded as an impossibility, nor 
even an improbability in due time—and 
then “What Next?”

By the way, I notice that some, scien
tist genius has discovered a way to get

the same human pair will unite for one «re vnu «ni mic6ï ««^rûtohe^ fleas, bedbugs,vear only or for^more-that will be etc., §o that they would carry destruc-
wholly optional with,the woman; for. tl°n their fellow-kind, there will be
woman thenwUl reign as queen over; y * Q - fmeahdloriiihe for him. “This process
her own person: she will not then, as] Jose Penury- ' might not accord with -thé teachings of

______  .. ,__  .. _____  now, be subject to the .man; woman will ' ; • Buddha« but it would be eminently' 
overcome the innate depravity, of .¡his ..not then be held a slave in the bonds.of ,;1.The <?r§eks„had two forms of divorce; Christian, and „would . commend itself 
nature without a'terrible'effort on his matrimony, nor in any other bonds; law ' sending away, going away; in the first t° orthodox and liberal alike. What 
part or, as the pious superstitionist I then will not give legal sanction to un- tho wife being dismissed, in the second, 1 ext? ■ J. C. Underhill. 
would say, without the special assistance natural lust and passion under the name her leaving was voluntary. ■ Chicago, Ill. '

which we did.
The cabinet was constructed by mak

ing a regular frame of pine strips and 
nailing them together, making when 
finished a frame 6 feet long. 3 feet wide 
and 6 feet high, with a partition in the 
center of wire, so that one of the com
partments were entirely’ covered with 
wire, including a door in front.

At the first seance held Saturday 
night, April 21,: everybody seemed to bo 
satisfied with the phenomena as being 
wonderful and of a large variety, from 
one to three forms appearing at the 
same time (either one of which might 
have been made by simply holding up a 
piece of white cloth, and which many at 
the time thought to be the case). At the 
.close of the seanee the medium was ap
parently thrown through the door of the 
wire cage; but I was not satisfied. The 
next morning (Sunday) I reached the 
temple in good season, determined to 
thoroughly Investigate the cage before 
it was removed from the temple. My 
first discovery was a bone hair-pin, 
which came to light when 1 removed the 
curtains from the frame of the cage, 
where it was carefully tucked away. 
Being- rather suspicious by that time, I 
made a closer and more careful examina
tion of the wire which I had put on, and 
found where it had been tampered with; 
but not having proof enough to convict 
her I concluded to wait until I had.

Following Mr. Grimshaw’s lecture 
Sunday afternoon, April 22, she gave an 
exhibition of her So-called slatewriting. 
At the time it whs thought by many, 
and is now, to be genuine: but although 
we furnished the slates, and I can dis
cover no way whereby she could have 
practiced fraud, yet I am positive such 
was the case, and I have reasonable evi
dence in the writing itself, which, pur
porting to come from different spirit 
friends, and claiming to have material
ized at one of the seances, etc., and 
would again . the following evening, we 
now know lo be false..' In fact, the wrjtr 
ing is no more or less than indorsing 
Mrs. Robert s materializing. We now 
know, and possess the proof, that she is' 
an unmitigated fraud as A materializing 
medium, and why may we not reasona- 

• bly suppose frohuthe evidence that her 
slate-writing is the same? .
. Mrs. Roberts proposed to’-go to New 
York, and comeback and give a public 
seance, and divid» with the society. It

from the frame on the back of the cabi
net which had secured the wire netting 
to it, and which permitted it to be 
raised with the hand, disclosing an 
opening through which she could make 
her escape to the other compartment, 
where she could easily personate differ
ent forms, with the aid of the para
phernalia which she possessed. Upon 
finding this, I took some staples and 
fastened it down, determined that if 
she got out that night it would have to 
be by spirit power or by breaking out, 
which if done would of itself convict her 
of fraud.

At the hour appointed she went to the 
Temple, and when the moment arrived 
she took her seat in the cage, and was 
locked in, the curtains let down and the 
lights lowered, making it very dark. 
Tne singing commenced, and she 
started on her journey for the other 
compartment, but when she at
tempted to open her skylight she found 
it once more securely fastened with 
three quarter-inch staples. If she then 
had the common sense to have given up 
the 'attempt, claiming, as she did 
before, to be ill, and have taken the 
first train in the morning for Buffalo, to 
recuperate, with the promise of return
ing to give a seance later in the season, 
she would have saved herself an ex
posure, for awhile at least; but being 
under the influence of some narcotics, 
she was bold enough to continue the 
seance.

Everybody in the room distinctly 
heard her tearing out the staples, in hei 
frantic efforts to get out. This of itself 
exposed her, but there was another sur
prise awaiting her, and the bpiritualists 
as well, for one of the newspaper men. 
hearing the noise, and knowing that she 
was breaking loose, unbeknown to the 
audience, crept behind the cabinet, and 
just after her first appearance in the 
circle as an Indian maiden, be grabbed, 
not a spirit, but Mrs. Roberts, who was 
out at the back of the cabinet, trying to 
fix-the wirjs where she had got out. The 
lights -were then turned up, and there 
stood Mrs. Roberts half dressed. Some 
of her paraphernalia was afterwards 
discovered, composed of wigs and gauze' 
gowns, etc. . ■- ,’#/ •

~ Her game has been -to. break out of 
the cages, by drawing staples, qr other
wise, and fixing the.same afterwards, 
before the close of the seance, and de

CONTINUED ON iJGHTH PAGE.
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH. I. What shall it be about?

V.

I,

I.
»■

*•

I.
'L

I.

I.

Do you know more about God than¡we

I.

I.

If You Want Work1.

A.

E. C. ALLEN Ä OO„
Box 1001.

Is the Christian religion, as now taught, YOU SHOULD

most

L What was your occupation?
Soldier.A.

head being

Aug. 23.

A. As you sow, so shall you reap.
I.

How many years since you departed
this life?

I.

I.
A.
I.

I.
A.
I.

I.
A.
I.

The' Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modem 
Spirjtqalism. Paper, 60 oepts; doth, $1.

gle scratch, or a hair of my 
harmed.

I. 
tion?

Indian chief?
Yes.
What is the communication?

Yes.
Who?
A. B.
Please ask it

I. 
do?

Any friends present?
Yes.
How many?
Nine.
Does any one wish to ask me any ques-

Haslett Part Gamp-Meeting.

The /Contrast: Evangelicalism, and.. Spirit
ualism Compared. ‘ By Moses Hull?. "A 
trenchant presentation of the subject.: * Paper, 
Consents,cloth, $1.

Who next can communicate? 
Big Sow, an Indian chief. 
What can you do for me? 
I can elo-quote for you.
Anyone else?

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Win. Henry Burr. Prie* 15 conti.

t j * > 3 \ v I , # #

A. Spiritualism and mediums.
I; Js there any truth in mediumship?
A; Yes. , ■

I. 
A, 
I,;

Where?
I. T.

I.
A.
1.

A. No. .
I, Is the world progressing?
‘ Yes.

I. Who, please?
A.. E—— H—- [name in full], 
I. . Who are you?

. A. • Mother of A. 0. H.

I.
A.

I.
A.
L

A. Fortv-two.
I. Shall I communicate this to him?
A. No. • - ■ •

Aug. 27, 1893.
Bitting as usual with planchette and psy. 

chograph and pencil. -
~ AxkJ spirits present?

Can anyone communicate with me? 
,A.Yç|.

I. 'WjllitbeagoodsfeanceT' 
A. Yes. ■ ■ ■

i

It Communicates with an Investi 
gator, ......

And Gives Some Startling Answers to 
Questions.

To the Editor:—Some time ago I promised 
you to give “Some Experiences with the Psy- 
ehograph," which I have neglected to do, 
owing to lack of time. I now send you here
with some cullings that I have gleaned from 
jny memoranda, made from time to time, 
Which you are at liberty to publish all or 
in part, in The Progressive Thinker, 
iMb you may see fit. But before I proceed 
<Wlth the psychograph I wish to make a pre
liminary statement to same.

Less than’three years ago I was startled into 
Independent methods of seeking for truth. 
Prior to that, 1 was a “skeptic and unbe
liever,” with no positive knowledge of immor
tality, although I would have considered my- 
lelf an average Christian, but not identified 
with any church.

In the month of September, 1891, I heard 
the Rev. Dr. Minot J, Savage, of Boston, 
Mass., deliver his lecture, in this city, on 
“Immortality and Modern Thought." I at 
once became much interested in his startling 
utterances, and began to quietly investigate as 
thoroughly as my time and limited means 
would allow. I attended some meetings to 
get rid of my surplus prejudices, and soon be
came a student in the school of “seeking im
mortality” here and now. In October, the 
same year, I attended one of Miss Fay's 
famous public seances, which was very inter
esting to me; but all this time 1 was longing 
for some test, some proof—that, and that 
alone, would be conclusive evidence to me, no 
matter how plausible the philosophy seemed, 
nor what others saw or heard. In March, 
1892, I attended the meetings of the forty
fourth anniversary of modern Spiritualism, in 
this city. Mrs. Ada Foye, of San Francisco, 
formerly of Boston, delivered lectures and 
gave tests. There were about five hundred 
people in the hall—the medium a total 
stranger; in fact there were not more than two 
persons in the hall that I knew, and those only 
Slightly. On two succeeding evenings I was 
given tests that were all-convincing and un- 
dlsputable. I became intensely interested. 
The next day I called on a traveling medium, 
then in the city, a total stranger, by the name 
of J. G. Leonard, who told me what I had 
seen and heard the evening before was true. 
He gave many other tests.

I began to read and study and try various 
tosts. I visited several mediums. I tried to 
be as independent in my search as possible, 
and was none too anxious to grasp every husk 
or chaff that seems to blow in the way of 
every seeker of truth; for, if there ft any other 
thing a student in this school of knowledge 
needs and must have, besides good common 
sense, it is patience and perseverance.

With all these experiences I was not yet 
quite satisfied, because of “certain scientific” 
explanations of these phenomena; so, in De
cember, 1892, I got the names of some liberal 
and progressive papers, and sent for some 
sample copies, in which I noticed the cards of 
a number of mediums. I wrote to several at 
different times, on plain paper, enclosed in 
plain envelopes, and from these I got some 
remarkable readings; from one, a physician 
and healer, I received a diagnosis of my ail
ments, and who, for a small fee, cured me of 
catarrh and liver trouble. He also aid's# sev
eral of my friends, who were very reluctant in 
following my “silly advice."

In the meantime I attended several seances, 
one of which was given by J. Stanley Brown 
and wife. I had, however, attended one of 
Washington Irving Bishop’s remarkable mind 
readings some two years prior; but it was not 
until June 8, 1893, I attended my first mate
rializing seance, at the home of Mrs. Mabel 
Aber, in this city, she being the medium. 
This was a very remarkable and intensely in. 
foresting event in my life. There were from 
thirty to fifty forms which appeared on the 
floor during the evening, both male and fe
male, and several at a time. They walked 
and talked, danced, made lace, perfumed the 
atmosphere, and did many remarkable things.

Was I in fairyland or in heaven?
One, both, either or neither?
I simply saw a glimpse of life—this, eter

nal life. And I said to myself, I never before 
knew what life is. I was just beginning to 
realize a profound truth. The dawnings be
came actual facts, and this last was the cap- 
aheaf in this vital shock of knowledge.

I then said, what others can do, I can do, 
and I began sitting in a darkened room all 
alone, three times a week, and it was not long 
before the table at which I sat began to tip, 
and I could hear a few tiny raps. One even
ing in a totally dark room I saw a number of 
bright outlines come and go, appear and dis
appear, etc. 1 then got a planchette, and, 
soon after, a psychograph, and continued the 
sittings. I would frequently use both in the 
same evening—first the planchette, then the 
psychograpli. it was not long until I wrote 
With the planchette, first making zigzag lines, 
then some initial letters, and finally some 
words and sentences. I then discarded the 
planchette and wrote with the pencil alone, 
doing quite well. ■

On August 13, 1893, I began with the psy
chograph, from which I now give you some 
extracts.

Inquirer. Any spirit friends present? 
Answer. Yes.
I. How many? •
A. Nine. .
L Who?
A. Bister A------ [and others who gave

full names]. < ■
1- How old are you now according to 

time? . >
A. Foriy-four years. .

. £ Can anyone-else communicate, with me? 
LA.«* ■ ■ '

What age did you pass .out?
Sixty-eight. .
Where is your son now? ' 
In Chicago.
Is he married or single? ' 
Married.
What is his age? '

I. -. Are the phases clairvoyance and clair- 
audience fabts?

A. ‘Yes.
; I, ■'Is materialization real and true? ; ’
■'•¿A. t Yes. ■■

• I. Can yon come to earth when you wish?
A, .Yes. ■■ ■ ■■■..■ ■. .

A. M. C. [Gave full name. Had passed 
out.recently. Had seen this spirit only a few 
months before in the east before passing out.]

I. Can someone else communicate?
■ A. T. M., of this city. [Had passed out 
about a year before.] *

I. Can A.' give me a message?
A. Yes.
I. Please do so. ,i4.
A. Be a good man; be faithful.
I. Can you give another?
A. Eat good food.
Inquiry on own accord; Can't you go to 

Chicago? Be sure and go next week.
By way of explanation I wish to say that 

the first communication was from my sister, 
who had passed out about eighteen years ago, 
and who answered many questions, all cor
rectly. I kpew all tlxese parties except E. H., 
and the Indian chief, I knew E. H.’s son 
well, and what she said was true, although at 
the time I did not know Where he was, neither 
did I know her age, nor her given name. In 
reference to the food message, I will say that 
I had been reading up on proper food and 
diet; and in reference to the last inquiry, I 
hod been debating about going to Chicago to 
attend the “World's Congress of Psychical Re
search. ” I am only giving a few hints, as 
many of the communications are of a private 
nature.

I. Gan you go anywhere in space?. 
,A. Yes, ,,
I. Can you go to the other planet^-' 
A. Yes. . ......
I. Are the other planets Inhabited^-* >
A. Yes, , . . ■ ...'
•I.-Canyon see God?..........  .....

..A No¡ • •• t • . > ■ ,
I, Can you see Jesus Christ?
A. No. ............... ’ .. . . . ..
I.. Can you see St, Paul and. 8t .Peter? 
A. ¥es. .

Yes.
Is there a heaven?
Yes.
Where is it?
Did not say definitely,] 
a there a hell?

I. Is Spiritualism making great progress?
A. Yes; we will learn more about it in the 

next fifteen years-than we did in the last fifty.
I. Is Theosophy true? . .
A Yes. •
I. Is the Boman Catholic religion a proper 

one for humanity in this age?
A. No. .

I.
A.
I.
A.
I.
A.
I.

Aug. 19, 1893.
Can anyone communicate with me?
Yes.
Can you give your name?
A. B. [Full name.]
Any communication?
Yes, 
Please give it.

A. Start for 0. September 12.
Then followed in detail where to go and 

what to do, which was explicitly predicted 
and closely followed in this journey, which 
lasted about six weeks. The advice was re
markably good, and worthy of all acceptation. 
The trip was extremely hazardous and fear
fully dangerous, yet I escaped without a sin-

A. B. Do you believe there is a god?
A. Most assuredly; why do you ask that?
A. B. It seems to me you doubt there is 

one.
I. No, indeed; I do not. Can anyone else 

communicate?
A. Yes; Big Eldorado.

Can anyone else communicate?
Yes; C. B.
Did I know him in life?
Yes.
Where?
In Illinois.
In what place?

A.
I.
A.
I.
A.
L

I.
A.
I. 
A.
I.
A.

Four.
How old were you?
Thirty-two.
Did you attend my school?
Yes.
Where?
B------
Were you a sister of May’s?
Yes.
What was your other sister’s name?
Emma.
Were you the youngest?
Yes.

I was not aware that this person had passed 
out when these communications were given; 
neither could I at first locate nor identify her, 
but afterwards fully identified and verified the 
above. The same form came to me in a ma
terializing seance about three months after. 
Several others were identified in the same way 
and information given to me that I did not 
know at the time, and which I verified after
wards. These are matters that each one can 
test for himself. Of course, as I stated before, 
it requires patience and perseverance, but it is 
easy, simple, and practical, when once you 
understand what to do and how to do it. The 
proof‘'comes to you as natural and real as life 
itself. If there is any reality in the universe 
these proofs are some of the realities.

L 
A.
1.

Yes.
How many?
Six. .«

I. : 
right?

A. :
I.
A.
I. I
A. '
I.
A. '
I. ’ 

likely?

No.
Is Spiritualism the true one?
Yes.
Shall I continue these sittings?
Yes.
Will I ever be a medium?
Yes.
What phase would I develop

A. Clairvoyance.
I. Any communications from anyone else?
A. D. W. F. [Name in full]
I. Where did I know you in life?
A. N------, Illinois.
I. When did I first meet yoh?
A. Eleven years ago. '
I. How long since you departed this life?
A. Three years ago. .

The above was a classmate of mine and the 
answers are correct. There were a number bi 
other communications of a private nature 
given which were practically verified; but it Is 
useless for me to take time and spacb in 
cording something that thousands, if not’mill- 
ions, are to day verifying for themselves. As 
stated before, anyone who is interested, and 
willing to seek, can find. But I think it best 
that each one should seek for himself or her
self, and that is so much more satisfactory 
than hearsay evidence. ‘ ‘The proof of the 
pudding is in the eating." The proof of im
mortality is in the reach of all. Whether you 
will make this proof your own or not is for 
you to decide. As forme, I am satisfied of 
the truth; but this does not end my labors. 
In fact they have just begun. We all need to 
know more of the laws that govern our lives 
on the various planes of existence, so that 
better and more harmonious conditions may 
be effected, and the uplifting of humanity be 
more speedily accomplished. This today, 
perhaps more than ever before, is our mission.

J. B.

The. Twelfth -Annual Oamp-Meetlng of the 
Hasletf Park Association will be held at 
“Haslett Park," commencing Wednesday, 
July 25, and closing Monday, August 27, iu- 
eluding five Bundays.

, . PROGRAMME.

July 2g; 2 p. M. , address of welcome by 
Ml G, H. Brooks; 2:3o p. m., opening lecture 
by Writ A. L. Robinson; July29, 10:30 a, m., 
Mrs. A, L. Robinson, lecture and tests; 2 
K.M.j Mrs. A. L. Robinson, lecture and tests; 
July 31,10:30 a. m., conference; 2p.m„ Mrs. 
A L- Robinson; Aug. 1, 10:30 a. m., read
ing circle; 2 p. m. , Dr.. Fred Schermerhorn, 
lecture and. testg; Aug. 2, 10.30 a. m., confer
ence; 4 !’■ At, lecture !by Mrs. A. L. Robin
son; Aug. 3, 10:30, A. M., reading circle; 2 
P. M., lecture, by Lyman 0. Howe; Aug. 4, 
10:30 A. M., children's lyceum; 2 p.m., Dr. 
Fred Schermerhorn; Aug. 5,10:30 a. m., in
spirational lecture by Mrs. A. E. Sheets; 2 
p. M., inspirational lecture by Lyman 0. 
Howe; Aug. 7,10:30 A.M., conference; 2 p. m., 
lecture by Lyman 0. Howe; Aug. 8, 10:30' 
a. M., reading circle; 2 p. m., lecture by Ly
man 0, Howe; Aug. 9, 10:30 a. m. and 2 
p. M., memorial service, Lyman 0. Howe; 
Aug. 10, 10:30 a. M., reading circle; 2 p. m., 
lecture by Mm. H. 8. Lake; Aug. 11, 10:30 

;A. M., children’s lyceum; 2 p. m., lecture by 
Hon. A- B. French; Aug. 12, 10:30 a. m., 
Mrs. H. S. Lake; 2 p. m., Hon. A. B. French; 
Aug, 14, 10:30 A. M., State Asssooiation; 2 
p. m., Mrs. H. B. Lake; Aug. 15, Woman's 
Day—10:30 A. m., Mrs. May S. Knaggs; 2 
P. M., Mrs. Emily B. Ketchum; Aug. 16, 
10:30 A- m. , reading circle; 2 p. m., lecture by 
Dr. A. B, Spinney; Aug. 17, 10:30 a. m., 
conference; 2 p. m., lecture by Mr. D. P., 
Dewey, Aug, 18, 10:30 a. m., children's ly- 
oeum; 2 p. m. , Edgar W. Emerson, the noted 
test medium; Aug. 19, 10 a. m., Edgar W. 
Emerson, lecture and tests; 2 p. «., Edgar W. 
Emerson, lecture and tests; Aug. 21, 10:30 
a. h., reading circle; 2 p. m., Mrs. Julia A. 
Walton; Aug. 22, Pioneer Day; Aug. 23, 
10:30 A. si., conference; 2 p. si., Mrs. Minnie 
Oarpenter; Aug. 24, 10:30 a. m., reading cir
cle; 2 P. m. , Mrs. Julia A. Walton; Aug. 25, 
10:30 A. m., children's lyceum; 2 p. m., Mrs. 
Minnie Carpenter; Aug. 26, 10:30 a. m., 
lecture by Hon. L. V. Moulton; 2 p. m., Os- 
oar W. Edgerly, lecturer and test medium.

TRE READING CIRCLE.
Borne seven yean ago there was inaugurated 

at the camp that which was called a “Reading 
Circle. ” Some one chosen each day by the 
chairman, who would be appointed to read a 
selection from some author, and then invite 
criticism on what was read. The authors 
chosen were largely Emerson, Ruskin, Bella
my, Carlyle and other writers whose names 
have slipped my memory. From the first 
there was much interest manifested, and there 
has never been any meeting on the grounds 
that has been more productive of good than 
the reading circles. It has given all a taste: ■ 
for a high class of literature, and there has 
been evolved from the circle clearer thoughts 
and a wider acquaintance with authors that 
are not only spiritual but historical. The last 
summer there was not quite as much time de* 
voted to the reading circle as usual, owing to 
the pressure of other meetings, but it is hoped ' 
this season there will be more time devoted to 
that line of work, and greater good, than ever, 
done.

The Departed.
How at times they gather ’round me! 

Not the mortal, no, not they;
Only those who have departed, 

Whose frail forms were laid away 
With such gentleness and sorrow, 

Covered o’er with yellow clay.
How I love their sweet communion! 

For to me they are so true, 
Bo divinely true, and tender, 

Those that long ago I knew, 
When the morn of life "Was glowing 

And the grass was wet with dew.
And on me they smile so sweetly, 

And they move their lips in speech;
Th?’ I do not hear their voices, 

Yet a thought for me has each, 
And some lesson pure and holy 

They seem prayerfully to teach.
Truly death is not extinction, 

’Tis not even present loss;
Narrow, oh, extremely narrow 

Is the bound’ry line they cross, 
They whose precious dust is sleeping 

Underneath the velvet moss.
George W. Crafts.

That
Tired Feeling 

fio common at this season, is a serious 
opadltlon, liable to lead to disastrous 
reaulU. It is a sure sign of declining 
health tone, and that the blood is im
poverished and impure. The best and 
most successful remedy is found in

HOOD’S 
Sarsaparilla

Which makes rich, healthy blood, and 
thus gives strength to the nerves, elas
ticity to the muscles, vigor to the brain 
and health to the whole body. la 
truth, Hood's Sarsaparilla

Makes the 
Weak Strong

Be sure to get Hood’s and only Hood’s

Hood's Pills are purely vegetable, per
fectly harmless, always reliable aud benetolaL

Practical Ethics.
It doesn’t pay to be too good— 

But, then, few of us are, 
In f act, most of us do not reach 

The standard mark by far.
We criticise our neighbor’s faults— 

Mostly behind their baoks—
But who sets out to find what he 

Himself most sorely lacks?
It doesn’t pay to be too good— 

But, then, who ever knew
A man who really was too good? 

Such folks are mighty few. ‘
In most of us there is a streak— 

As fat is streaked with lean—
Of something that unprejudiced 

Observers would call mean.
It doesn’t pay to be too good— 

Just good enough will do,
It answers pretty well for me, 

And it will serve for you. - 
Don’t fret about your neighbor's faults— 

It isn't right you should— .
And, bear in mind, they try as hard 

As you do to be good.
—Somerville Journal.

The demand for "The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional" in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. JThe 
book is well printed and illustrated, And sells 
for $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

A Rare Offer.—Secrets of the Convent of 
. . the Sacred Heart, 
The remainder of the bound edition of the 

above book, to extend its circulation, will be 
sent for 25 cents per copy; postage 5 cents, 
or four copies for 11.00, postage paid. Many 
in ordering have expressed a désire foi the 
muslin' binding, but contented themselves with 
the paper on account of price. They can-now 
please themselves. Silver may be mailed at 
publisher’s risk. As the number of copies 
is quite limited; orders should be sent at 
once. ' Hudson Tuttle, Publisher,- Berlin 
Heights ,Ohio. "

THE LYCEUM.
It is the aim of the camp to make Haslett 

Park an educational center, and certainly there 
is no better field for that work than the chil
dren, in the line of lyceum work, where all 
parents who can are requested to bring their 
children, and let them enjoy the advantages 
of the lyceum. The lyceum has improved 
from year to year, and is gradually gathering 
material to do with. It is not as yet quite 
complete; but will be ere this season of the 
camp closes. The officers, as far as remem
bered, are: G. H. Brooks, conductor; Mrs. 
Tillie Higbie, guardian of groups; Mrs. Lucy 
Owen, secretary; Mrs. Nellie Roe, musical di
rector; Mrs. Titus, Mrs. Owen, Mrs. Martin, 
Mrs. Skeets and Mrs. Chappel were the lead
ers of groups. The other names of officers 
are forgotten, but you can see by this the ly
ceum is well officered, and will, as it has done, 
do a most excellent work, The lyceum is for 
the old ks well as for the young, and let us 
this year work to make the lyceum a_ greater 
success than ever.
ENTERTAINMENTS AND CLASSES FOR PSYOHO

' PHYSICAL CULTURE.

The management have engaged Miss Clair 
Tuttle, daughter of Hudson and Emma B. 
Tuttle, to manage the dramatic entertainments 
at the camp the coming season, and to give 
instructions in physical culture. Miss Tuttle 
uses the psycho-physical system, founded by 
Julia and Annie Thomas, of New York City. 
Its object is to make the body the graceful, 
competent servant of the soul for everything 
which it may be called upon to express. Any 
one desiring to enter a class can obtain partic
ulars by writing Miss Tuttle at Berlin Heights, 
Ohio.

Miss Tattle is an experienced actress and 
will appear in leading roles in all the plays 
presented. She will be supported by volunteer 
talent and will be pleased to hear from those 
who will render aid for this work by taking 
part in the dramas. Those who write will 
please give descriptions of themselves, not 
omitting height.

Every effort Will be made to make this„en- 
gagement one of the drawing attractions of 
our camp. Who desires to aid in making it 
so? Inform Miss Tuttle as soon as conven
ient. Entertainment at Auditorium every 
Saturday evening. A W._ Edson, E

. Manager, Lansing, Mich.

Religion to Suit All Men.
Truly “the world do move.” The combusti

bles are in readiness for the touch of the fagot, 
to fire the souls of men with a new something, 
and they think it is a new religion. Theology 
is fast dying; the mildew of its own stagnation 
is fast smothering it to death and it craves 
something, but is grasping the wrong straw. 
It is not a new religion that is wanted, but a 
broader liberality, a little spirituality, some 
philosophy, and a higher unfoldment of the 
brain into a condition of independent thinking. 
They want to throw off the shackles of creed 
and preach and live the truth that keeps 
pounding at the door of reason. They need 
to make their field for research for knowledge 
limitless. Their spirit is outgrowing their 
hidebound shell, and they feel lame, and blind, 
and full unto bursting. Like the unborn 
chick whose tender beak can be heard rubbing 
inside the shell, they want out into this broad 
beautiful world, to mingle with the free and 
intelligent kindred upon this plane of action, 
and they are crying for a new religion, and 
that stepstone is bound to be reached; and 
many more also.

The following from the Chicago Record 
speaks for itself;

“At the morning service at All Souls’ 
church yesterday the Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones 
spoke on the subject: 1 ‘Is There a New Re
ligion? If So, What Is It?” After acknowl
edging his indebtedness to all existing relig
ions and ascribing to them much virtue and 
inestimable good accomplished, Mr. Jones 
said in part:

• ‘A new religion is no more improbable or 
wonderful than a new light in the heavens. 
New things are to be suspected, but new oc
casions teach new duties and require new 
methods of treatment It will take more 
-than-a hundred years to estimate and realize 
the enormous magnitude of the late congress 
of religions held in Sinai temple. There is a 
new religion coming in upon us, the scope of 
which is as wide as from Christianity to Buddh
ism, as from Catholicism to Protestantism, 
as from Methodism to the established church 
of England.

“Weare comingjjpon a conception of re
ligion as a new-born babe. Time alone will 
bring out its characteristics to the old. The 
first prominent feature of this new religion 
is a new estimate to nature. Nature includes 
human nature. And this new religion is on 
a plan as wide and as various as human needs. 
We hold that man is not less teachable than 
the lion or more controlled by his passions 
than the tiger. These have by careful, pa
tient training been taught to become as peace
able as a lamb. The new religion looks upon 
man sympathetically and measures him by 
his ideas and is tender toward his shortcom
ings. Its teachings are as wide as the gap 
between Darwin and Plato, or between Inger
soll and St. Paul.

‘ ‘This church will be a home for the infidel, 
the atheist and believers of every description, 
who will come in to work for the good of hu
manity. This church seeks to rise within your 
midst It is no longer an absolute or a sub
jective dream, but it is a concrete fact and al
ready stands rapping at the door of every 
heart and begging for your support ”

Their hope to catch the infidel or atheist 
with any kind-of religious lasso with a wor
shipful God in its twist or fabric will be seri
ously blasted in the first swing. Their “re
ligion” is the breeder of atheism, agnosti
cism and infidelity, and to all minds that 
dare to think, these are names that mean 
much of that liberty and freedom that has 
brought this world out of its chaotic blank
ness into a living, moving planet of progress. 
Thought-freedom means advancement Re
ligion means mental and spiritual bondage, 
but this cry for a religion to suit all men, 
while an utter Impossibility, as its contradic
tory title would suggest, means a craving for 
something else, and that craving is but a com
ing event casting its shadow before.

Dr. T. Wilkins.

An Important Notice.
To all societies of Spiritualists connected 

with the National Spiritualists’ Association: 
Any society or individual member of a society 
identified with the National Spiritualists’ As
sociation, wishing to offer any amendment to 
the Constitution adopted by the First Annual 
Convention of Spiritualists, held at Chicago, 
Ill., in September, 1893, is required, under 
Article 9 relative thereto, to present the same 
and file it with the secretary on or previous to 
July 10th. It will then receive consideration 
by the convention to be held in Washington, 
D. 0., October 9th and 10th of the present 
year. Robert A. Dimmiok, Secretary. '

thit 1b pleMant and profitable «end i your iddre» 
immediately. We teach men and woman how to ears 
from 15 per day to 19000 per year without having had 
preylooi experience, and furnlih the employment t 
which they can make that ampunt Capital uaaweg 
lary. A trial will coat you noUiiug. Write to4ay at 
addresa,

Augusta, Ble.

A

Have a copy of the "Aitra! 
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on AaTRO-MAOltBTtC 
TB.EATMMNT by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It la 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will Imform you where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for the Absolute Cure of 
all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral tzuiifesenton 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER.
Chemist, 

:gio Washington Boul.
Chicago, Ill.

INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS BEFORB 
1 th® New York Unitarian Club. The firat time la 
the hlitory of the world tl\at a Chrlitlan Aiaoclittoa 
ever lavlted a noted Infidel to lecture before them» 
The lecture la a grand one, and waa received by the 
Club with oondnuoui appiaute from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet containa 12 pagei, beautifully printed. 
Price, 6 cental tencoplea, 50 centa.
MEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 

LVJL nel Ingersoll on Roacoe Conkling. Delivered 
before the New York Legislature, May fi, 1888. Price, 
i centa.
pOD THE COHSTITUTIOH, BY

Robert G. Ingeraoll. One of the beat papera Colo* 
ne) Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like* 
nees of author. Price, 10 centa; twelve coplea for ILOO. 
TJ/HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
Yr Effacement ot Christianity? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. Thia la a moat valuable contribution to 
freethougbt literature. Bound In paper with good 
llkeneaa of author. Price, 10 centa; twelve copies 
for a LOO.
fWCERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS OH 
Z Thomae Paine, at the late Paine celebration la 
New York City. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for SO centa. 
STA1WLNG UP FOR JESUS; OR 

what the editor of the Freethinker'» Magazine 
think» of him. Price,! centa; twenty-five copies for 
SO cent».
'THE TEACH/MGS OF JESUS HOT 
J. Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 

Characterof Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
MD. Price. 15centa.

TNFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 
I Romo. By Kev. Chai. CMnlquy, ex prleit A 
remarkable book. PagMB32. Price ,2.2S.

Z'HE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND 
the Confeiilonol. By Rev. Chai. Chlnlqug. 

Every one ehould reed it. Price ,1.00.

-THEDIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH. 
A ly Victim«. By A. J. Daria A work ai Intereeb 

Ing an It la curlouo. Price SO centa.

IX TA YSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSA YS, 
VV Sketches, Poems and Songs; Gathered fron 

the Highways, By-ways and Hedges of Life. By Mat 
tie E. Hull. It is most excellent, price «1.00.

SEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC
O Ing Splrltuallim, put and preaent. By J. M. Fro- 
blei, M. D. An encyclopedia of Interesting end tn- 
•true; Ive facti. Price »2.00.

¿1FE IN THE STONE AGE; THE
History of Atbarael, Cblef Priest of & Band of A) 

Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Written throngh 
the medtomsblp of Ü. G. Figlsy. You should read 
this work. Price 80 cents.

ZEAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH
ered from the Tree of Life. Presented to human

ity through tbs mediumship of B. K. Litchfield. Ka- 
cellent throughout. Price 11.25.

JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
J Cbrlat and Medlumiblp. By Moiri Hall, A pam
phlet veli worth reodlng. Price 10 Sento.

'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUD
A .<m Tuttle. HI. work, in alwayi IntoajBiy 1» 

teruUug. Price «1.50.

APOIiLONIUB of tyana.
Identified as the Christian Jesus.

A wonderful communication, explaining how hie 
Ute and teaching, were uttllied to formulate Chrlatf- 
salty. Price 15 cento. For aale at thia office.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

TJY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
ID Deaton. A marvelous work. Though eonclie u 
a text-book. It la M fascinating u a workof fiction. 
The reader will be amazed to tee the curloli fact»
here combined tn support of this newlrdlicoTered 
power of the human mind* which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts end difficulties} make Geology u plain «. 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects nc* ob
scured by time.
Soul or Things—VoL L 

Cloth....................................................
Footage 10 cento.

Soul of Things-Vol H.
Illustrated. 450 np. Clotb...................

Footage 10 cento.
Soul of Thlngs-Vol. III.

IU titrated. 862 pp. Clotb..................
Footage 10 oanU.

,»L50

-S1J»

,....eUv

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O lim. By Epei Sargent, anthor of •' Planchette, or 
the Despair of Science," 11 The Proof Palpable of Im
mortality." etc. Thia II a large 12mo of STS pagei, 
with an appendix of 2S pages, and the whole containing 
a great amount of matter, of which the table of ton- 
unto, condemed at It 1«, gfvei no Idea. The anther 
take» the ground that alnoe natural eclence li con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our lenie-percepttona and which are not only 
blitorlcaUy Imparted, but are directly presented In the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to wy faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to It, under the ignorant pre
tense that it Is outalds icf nature, is unscientific and 
unpbtlosophlcat All thia Is clearly shown; and the 
objections from '‘sclenttie,” clerical and literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since HIT, are answered 
with that penetrating force which «inly arguments. 
Winged with Incisive facts, can Impart. ClotKlSmo,- 
£&s<i%c&r>M 10 cen** R« ■*** *(
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MAPLE DELL PARK HOT EL.
power to do the like. . . Life, lib-

MAPLE DELL CAMP.
At Mantua Station, Ohio.

•to.

G. M.of the Order of the Magi, Chicago' ^qu.
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Maple Dell Camp for 1894 will have the 
finest mediums of the land:

Truth. Price *1.25, postpaid, to any address. Porgale 
at this offi«“*

excuse and explanation or 
gether.

Deaths from vaccination 
reported, though it is usual 
cases to some other disease.

man on wholesome and tn genic food, well 
cooked and plenty of it, neatly and tastefully

Believing that the people are now ready to 
receive the phenomena and then judge for 
themselves, we have been to great expense to

TO ALL HONEST SPIRITUALISTS.

To the Editor:—I am one of those

And jou who have become convinced of the 
folly of vaccination, is there no obligation rest-

cies from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lecture* issued

in an additional subscriber. The paper 
be sent three months for 25 cents.

Tbli book will be found peculiar, curloua, itsrtllng! 
—moreao than any work Issued since Uncle Tom’a 
Cabin. It breatbei forgotten whtopere wbicb the ruat 
of time bad almost covered, and wbicb have been 
snatched from tbe very jaw* of oblivion. It dealt 
with high official private life during tbe moat moment
um period In American History, and la a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp. 964, $1.50;
Paper, 75 cente.

For Sale at this office.

BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.
Vol. ISmo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.30.

GENERAL DIVISION.

—freed from their seeds and skins, as 
fresh and sweet as when first plucked, 
are the grapes

Tbe price of tbts admirable work 1« 41.25. AU b*0kl 
UrerUMdtn TbsPbocbxsbiVxTiIiAx*» w.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolva By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicatee 

_ to Woman everywhere, that children may
ing upon you? Can you sit with folded arms1 cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: Tbe Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Suns 
planets and Satellites. Tbe Origin of Meteors and 
Comets;Tbe Organic Kingdom; Tbe Origin of Man; 
Sian—His Attributes and Powers; Tbe Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tbe Soul Re
ceives Ite Highest Impressions; Tbe Record Book, or 
Tbe Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tbe Sixth 
Sense; Tbe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De 
Sene ration; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 

Ible; The Bible and Christ ; The Summary: "What 
Must We Do to Be Saved." For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1 »25. Paper, 50c.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SINNETT.
Tbt« excellent work treat* ot the following anbjecte:

T10UND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD' 
ED side, and containing S2U pages. This splendid 
book, fust Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lee-

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

L-r history of Atharael, Chief Priest of a Band cf Al- 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was wilt, 
ten through the mediumship of U G. Flgley, and Is In
tensely Interesting. Price SO cent*. For Mie at thU 
office.

WAS

LlNCOLfi
A SPIRITUALIST?

— OR —
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
— BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD

Together with Portraits, Letters and 
Forms. Illustrated with Engrav

ings and Frontispiece of Lin
coln, from Carpenter's 

Portrait from Life.

the instruments in the hands of the angels in I care^u^ co workers, and being a true and 
producing such of the phenomena as may in ' kighly-oultured Spiritualist, he believes that 

.................... - ! the highest spiritual unfoldment and growth 
can best be attained by feeding tbi physical

Exposure of ’¡[he Weakness of 
Vaccination.

CHICAGO’S HEALTH COMMISSIONER ADMITS ITS 
INEFFICIENCY, VET ENFORCES ITS PRACTICE 
—AN EARNEST APPEAL FOR ACTION.
The spirit of liberty is having a hard strug

gle to keep its footing nowadays. What 
with having to wield its sword for honest la
bor and against both religious and medical 
bigotry, not even the smallest fraction of 
“eternal vigilance” can be waived.

The most successful attack on liberty by 
medical bigotry has been in the field of vacci
nation. Directly or indirectly this folly and 
evil has been forced on people to an unlimited 
extent. In some places it is now a crime to 
refuse to be vaccinated. Recently in Brook
lyn two men were quarantined for refusing to 
be vaccinated. They secured a writ of habeas 
corpus, and Justice Gaynor, of the supreme 
court, in deciding in their favor, said: “lithe 
commissioner had the power to imprison an 
individual for refusing to submit to vaccina
tion, I see no reason why he could not also 
imprison one for refusing to swallow some 
dose. But the legislature has coferred no 
such power upon him, if, indeed, it has the

erty and property are inviolable, except as 
affected by express law and due process of 
law. Arbitrary power is abhorrent to our 
system of government ”

In Wisconsin last April a Christian Scien
tist secured a writ of mandamus compelling 
admission of his children to school without vac
cination. There was also a successful case 
in Indiana.

To those who have become convinced of its 
utter folly it is remarkable how the advocates 
of vaccination cling to their theory. As an 
instance of the extremes to which people will 
go before giving it up, one physician states 
that he vaccinates himself every year; he 
knows that smallpox occurs after vaccination, 
but still he continues the practice. <

It is a monstrous theory that introduces 
disease into the system to prevent something 
that may never have existence.

The health commissioner of Chicago ad
mits that there are “hypersusceptible individ
uals whom neither repeated vaccinations nor a 
previous attack of smallpox will protect” 
Yet he implies that the lack of vaccination is 
the cause of smallpox, as he places greater 
stress upon this than upon anything else. He 
further says: “Without such stringent govern
mental control of the individual as obtains in 
some European countries vaccination cannot 
be made compulsory," and forthwith proceeds 
to invoke the aid of the police to enforce vac
cination. He also declares it to be necessary 
to be vaccinated every five years. How long 
will it be before this will be reduced to one 
year? It was at first claimed that once would 
last a lifetime, but this has been gradually 
changed, until now it is actually being prac
ticed once a year! What blind and foolish 
men there are] ' ' '

It is difficult to see how sensible people can 
believe in vaccination. Those of fine sensi
bilities should intuitively know what a "vicious 
practice it is; while those of a more physical 
mould, who require evidence before accepting 
anything, can find no proof of the truth of 
vaccination, and should instantly and com
pletely reject it. The favorite method of 
proving vaccination effective is to point to 
some unvaccinated person having smallpox, 
as if anyone claimed that an unvaccinated 
person could never have smallpox. But when 
smallpox occurs after vaccination it calls forth

while others are ignoraptly suffering from 
their own folly, when you might so easily lead 
them aright by a little effort? Do you desire 
at the close of life to look back and Say: 
“How much good I- could have done and how 
much happier I should have been if I had 
striven more to assist dthers to the light?” 
Far better it is to be able to say: “I have 
done the best I could according to the light 
that was given me. ”

Harlyn Hitchcock, M. D., President of the 
Brooklyn Anti-CompulsoryVaccmation League 
and director of the American Anti-Vaccina
tion League, is engaged in self-sacrificing 
work and desires to start a sixteen page 
monthly paper to enlighten the people on vac
cination. He says that if enough people will 
agree to give $2 monthly for 100 copies the 
paper can be,made a success. With $300 
to begin with and $200 monthly afterward a 
great deal of good can be done. Now, how 
much can you contribute to this important 
work? If it be only 50 cents, send it to Har- 
lyn Hitchcock, M. D., 19 Broadway, New 
York City. Here is a glorious opportunity I 
If you can afford to subscribe for several 
thousand copies it is your duty to do so. It 
has been wisely said: “He who makes use of 
that great engine of power—the printing-press 
—to give to his fellowmen what the angels 
have brought to his life by way of instruction, 
of enlightenment and of elevation becomes a 
benefactor to his race. ’’ Think how you may 
speak with able and eloquent tongues for the 
purifying and the uplifting of humanity. Is 
it nothing that it is within your power to as
sist in abolishing disease?

Whether you can aid the monthly or not 
you can at least afford to become a member 
of the American Anti-Vaccination League, 19 
Broadway, New York City, the dues being 
only one dollar a year.

Another way in which you can aid the good 
work is by means of the defense fund of the 
American Anti-Vaccination League. Even 
those who believe in vaccination can aid in this 
if they are against compulsion. It is simply 
an effort to secure individual liberty. Are 
you for or against liberty?

Alexander Spencer.

At the Grave.
Back to earth must each return;

In this let us rejoice:
That in the change we can discern 

The tone of nature's voice;
Here, free from pain we lay to rest 

The lifeless bones and clay, 
Through which a spirit has expressed 

And gained eternal day.
Let tears now shed be tears of joy, 

Let flowers be strewn around, 
As we deposit this alloy

Beneath its native ground;
Let smiles succeed the bitter woe 

At parting with this one, 
When in the parting we do know 

Their bitterness is done.
No crape to speak of future dark 

Let mingle in this rite,
Nor words of mourning ever mark" 

The great beyond as night;
Oh, let us now, with loving song, 

Deposit dust to dust,
And let the spirit join the throng, 

And gain whate’er is just
Dr. T. Wilkins.

VRAM

Concentrated and Perfectly Pure.
It's a royal drink and (you wouldn’t 

know it except by the good it does)—a 
medicine. It clears the vocal organs, 
soothes the nerves, purifies the blood and 
nourishes the weakest stomach.

Not a taint of alcohol is in Sanltas Grape 
Food—it’s suited for table or sick-room.

A ooati at or Make,
pint 75 your your one-hall
bottle cents grocer's druggist’s, gallon.

'Booklet about it mailed Free.

THE CALIFORNIA GRAPE FOOD CO., 
Los Gatos, Cal.

Genera) Eastern Agency, 145 Broadway, N. V, 
General Pacific Agency, 4u8Sutter8t., Ban Francisco. 
Chicago Belling Agent, Edwin E. Hills, 70 Blate Su

Thiiy Are fo’’ Naie at This Office ■

7'HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
and Expressions In human Embodiments. Given through 

Mrs. Cora L, V. Richmond, by her guide*. A book that every
body should read who are interested in re-incarnation. Pride 
11.00.
q’HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM, 
J. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one of 

the ablest men of tbe age. Price *1.50; postage 10 cents.

T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
V Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly interesting. Postage 8 

cents. Price» 75 cento.

It Is Under the Management of Enter
prising Spiritualists.

• 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Clairvoyants. 
Inspirational. 
Clairaudients. 
Trumpet. 
Physical phenomena. 
Etherializations. 
Independent writing. 
Personation. 
Transfiguration. 
Materialization.

their opinion be of the most advantage to the 
honest-minded people.

Phenomena are given alike to those who be
lieve and to the skeptic. Not believing in the 
cause or phenomena is no detriment, provided 
the sitter is honestly.seeking truth. Remem
ber, if your heart is full of deception, if you 
go into a seance with your mind filled with 
evil and deception it will draw the evil spirit^ 
to you and you will get deception. But come

SAKITAS 
GRAPE 
FOOD

5EE RS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISM
Pant and Present. By J, M. Peebles, M. D. A book of 871 

page*, it h an encyclopedia of facto; a mine of rare knowledge* 
* work that should bo in the bands if every SptoituaUs*. PnM 
mo.______________________________________ r

'PUREE SEVENS, 7—7—7", BY THE PHE- 
1 Ions; the Jesuits, seen and unseen, are banded against tbe 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they will lose 
tbelr monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held so long. 
1d Three Sevens, this knowledge to offered to the people. Buy 
U» read it carefully, and see why tbe Jesuits hate IL Price »1.25

CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE 
O 144 PronoBltlons. theological, moral, historical and epeculrv 
Ive. each proved affirmatively and negatively by quotation* from 
Bcrpture, without comment. Price 15 cents.

would not be far behind. We want the very 
best on August 4 th, as Sunday, the 5th, is 
the great day we celebrate, and hold a reunion 
of all the old pioneer Spiritualists of Ohio. 
Let it be remembered that everybody is in
vited to Maple Dell on August 4 and 5. No 
one should miss it, so come and enjoy a feast 
of good things.
THE LANDLORD OF MAPLE DELL PARK HOTEL.

Mr. W. N. White is the landlord of Maple 
Dell Park Hotel, at Mantua Station, Ohio. 
The excellent satisfaction given by him and 
his amiable wife, in running the camp hotel 
last yea'', resulted in securing them first on 
hotel committee for the coming season. No 
better choice could have been made. He is 
the right man in the right place. Their large 
experience in keeping the Ladies’ Boarding 
Hall at Hiram College for years gives them a 
prestige in this special line of work. We have 
no doubt but many of his last year's guests 
will be glad to see his picture and will cut it 
out of our paper and give it a prominent place 
in their album.

Mr. White is also secretary of the National 
Spiritual and Religious Camp Association, and 
is deeply imbued with its principles and pur
poses. He is one of the most prudent and

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

(VJTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTHER 
tales und sketches. By a band of spirit Intelligences, through 

the mediumship of Mary Theresa Bhelhainer. An excellent work. 
Price , 1.25.
C'ROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY^~EMMA ROOD 

A Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems ot rare merit. Brice 
»1,5°. , _ ,

■piFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 
L By Rev. Chas. Chlnlguy, ex-prlest. A remarkable boot 
Pages 882. Price ,2.25.
ZqHE~RELfGION OF APAN~BY~HUDS0N 
1 Tuttle. Hi* works are always Intensely Interesting. Price 

•1.50.
"THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
1 tors. By Kersey Graves. You should read it, and be tha 

wiser. Price (1,50.

7HE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
comparison of Biblical and modern Splrltuallsl i, By Moiea 

Hull. An Invaluable work. Price *1.00. i
qilE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISE. ITS 
I phenomena and philosophy. By Rev. Bamueh Ratoon.

This work was written by a modern Savior, a grand and nobit 
raa:i. Price *1.00.
~qiIE VOICES. BY WARREN SUMNER BAR. 

I. low. Tbe Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and 
force. They are most excellent. Price 11.00.

qHE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL} 
J. A pamphlet of 40 pages. Worth it* weight i&golda frfce*)

5TUDIES IM PSYCHIC SCIENCE. IN
valuable work. By Hudson Tuttle. Price *1.25.

CZERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR. 
wurn. 1. vuuwiuo n.i mo u.u .c.up.c .cu.uic. la.u.'u J <»...11™ nn.r »nd nrrsent Sv .1 M Peebles M. D Au anIn 1892, and three other»on tbe Human Soul, which “a'.'™;
are alone worth the price of the book ThU wonder-, cy0 opeilla 01 lnlere“lnK ana Inttructire racut. rrtce w,w.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
oi Man.

;< 
j

Is itself a disease, that may take immediate 
effect or only develop in later years.

Dr. Charles F. Ely, of Chicago, says: “I 
don’t believe in vaccination a little bit. I be
lieve that many and terrible diseases are in
troduced by this means and that it is not a 
preventive of smallpox I was once connected 
with a smallpox hospital where twenty-eight 
out of the thirty-two nurses were not vacci
nated and not one of them took the disease. 
Fumigation and absolute cleanliness are the 
best safeguards. It is time a halt was called 
in the vaccination business. ’’

Dr. John Pickering, F. R. G. S., F. S. S., 
F. S. A., etc., says: “Wherever you have 
no vaccination you have the best health. The 
moment you give up vaccination you do away 
with smallpox; it will die out”

Dr. A. Wilder, of New York, says that scar
let fever, measles and diphtheria are much 
more common and deadly, but they are not 
feared as is smallpox “If vaccination has 
any influence, it is that of changing the body 
from a natural and normal condition to an 
unnatural and diseased one; in which case, 
repeated vaccinating can be but an en
deavor to make this unnatural and diseased 
condition permanent The individual is thus 
rendered sickly, and placed in a state of 
chronic aptitude tocontractother diseases.”

Dr. H. Hitchcock, of New York, says: 
“The vaccinator deliberately makes a wound 
for the express purpose of introducing into it 
blood-poison, the effete product of a virulent 
sore. ”

Dr. Johnson, of Newburyport, Mass., says: 
“We have five children, all of whom have 
been exposed to the disease. The only one 
who took it was the one who had been vacci
nated.”

Wake up, ye slumberers, and learn the 
wrong you are doing, by vaccination, not only 
to yourselves and to your children, but to tbe 
whole human race! Send to the American 
Anti-Vaccination League, 19 Broadway, New 
York City, for pamphlets' and study them. 
It is your duty to lessen disease, not to in
crease it

How The Progressive Thinker is 
Sustained.

The Progressive Thinker has always re
lied upon its weekly income from subscriptions 
and advertisements to pay its expenses. It is 
the only dollar paper in the United States that 

as not squandered money derived from the 
sale of stock, and then refused to pay the 
principal or interest. Such being the case, it 
should receive the cordial support of all Spirit
ualists who desire that business should be 
conduced along strictly honest lines. Renew 
your subscription at once, and if possbile send

What is Spiritualism? How to investigate. 
How to form circles and develop and cultivate 
mediumship. Names of eminent Spiritualists; 
their testimony. An eight-page octavo tract, 
to give to investigators or any one who desires 
to know what Spiritualism really is. Price 
three cents, or $1.50 per hundred. Address 
the publisher Hudson Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio. '

The Progressive Thinker
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, I1L, and try the paper for three 
months.

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascent 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought anc 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M D. An excellent work. Price $1.50.

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses HulL Price, 10 cents.

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P 
Sinnett. Considered theoretically, philosoph. 
ically and theosophically. Price $1.25.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker, Price reduced from $1.50 
to $1, cloth. . '

with honest purposes of mind, willing to ac
cept truth only, and do not believe anything 
only what your better judgment tells you is 
truth. Then do not be afraid to express your 
opinion in an honest way, remembering that 
honesty of purpose will bring to you good 
influence and wise counsel.

This year will be the best Maple Dell Park 
has ever seen. Lift up your aspirations to God 
to teach you through his wise counsel truth 
only and protect you from evil. Come to 
camp with this spirit and heaven will reward 
you.

To the church people we will say, do not 
live on blind faith, for Christ hath said, “faith 
without works is dead, availeth nothing. ” 'Tie 
your duty to embrace the opportunity we now 
offer you. You are to be the judge, and we 
pray you may use a wise judgment. You will 
here get absolute proof of immortality. You 
will then have a knowledge of truth divine and 
will be better church members. We don't ask 
you to leave your church, but we do ask you 
in all candor to seek for light in an honest 
manner and it shall be given.

Remember that Maple Dell Camp opens in 
full blast on July 21st, 1894, and closes Au
gust 13th. Everybody cordially invited.

SPEAKERS ENGAGED.

The following speakers have been engaged 
for the coming season at Maple Dell Camp:

Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Sprague, of James
town, N. Y., will arrive in camp on July 21. 
Mt. Sprague will remain until the 27th, but 
his wife will no doubt stay through the entire 
session; also their amiable daughter, Miss 
Marie.

Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grand Ledge, Mich., 
will arrive July 27th and remain until August 
3d, possibly longer. Sunday, the 29th, Ly
man 0. Howe will undoubtedly assist Mrs.

rive and remain in camp until its close. On 
the 6th or 7th George P. Colby will arrive and 
remain until the close. August 13th Hon. O. 
P. Kellogg and other speakers are expected. 
First-class mediums for the various phases 
have been secured.
MAPLE DELL ENTERTAINMENTS AND AMU8E- 

MENIS;

There will be three social dances in the 
OpeYa House during the season, for the young 
people. .

The Mantua Dramatic Club, with John 
Force, president, and, ProL Crain, manager, 
will furnish two entertainments of the finest 
in their line. , . ,

Miss Clair Tuttle will, have three evenings 
for entertainments, assisted by the best camp 
talent Also Mrs. Dr. Tuttle will no doubt 
join with Miss -Clair,and perhaps Emma Rood 
Tuttle might be induced .. .to. take, part on this 
special occasion, and the Doctor, or Hudson

fortunates called materialists. 1 am able to 
conceive life and death, but wholly incapable 
of conceiving death and life. 1 am unable to 
comprehend any other God save nature and 
her inexorable law. I think intelligence, 
mind, spirit and soul are but resultant forces 
of organism, and viewing matters in this light, 
I see just as strong argument and presumptive 
evidence for the immortality of the horse as I 
do for the driver, and such a conclusion as 
that leads a man out into a wilderness of en
tanglement that would make even a priest sit 
down and wring his hands in despair.

I am not of the opinion by choice or voli
tion, by any manner of means; but nature, 
observation and analogy drive me to it.

Am I not to be pitied? I have tried to in
vestigate tbe religions of tbe day, and I fine 
all priestly dogmas, both Roman and Protest
ant, mere puerilities when you eliminate tbd 
element of Spiritualism from them—mere 
moral Santa Claus stories that melt away 
from the search-light of investigation, like a 
skift of snow before the April sun; but invest 
them with this convincing, potent factor of 
argument and they are not without some 
reasonable force. Inspire them with this 
present, active demonstrating power and their 
hidden and otherwise meaningless mysteries 
are somewhat elucidated.

To say that men doubt a future life through 
perverseness, is very unjust and unkind. 
No, I have too many dear friends and rela
tives numbered among the silent dead, (?) 
among whom is a dear wife—my life, my 
light, my all—to willingly and gladly believe 
they have sank into' the grave, cruel oblivion. 
On the other hand, I’d give worlds, were 
they mine to give, did [ but know they yet 
lived and I’d meet them again. ,

I have investigated modern Spiritualism, 
and must say its philosophy is harmonious 
and beautiful. It lacks nothing in my mind 
but honest, open demonstration. This I’ve 
never been able to see to my full satisfaction, 
and to this end I’d be glad to address two or 
three questions to a departed friend, and 
send to any one who says he or she can 
answer them. I pledge they shall be 
plain, practical questions pertaining to events 
that occurred in our natural, united life, 
which the so-called dead will not only be able 
bpt only too willing to answer, and if all or 
even one be answered correctly, I will publicly 
acknowledge the same in the columns of The 
Progressive Thinker and pay the person 
gve times the usual fee. The questions shall 
not be asked through any cynical or carping 
spirit, but are born of an honest doubt that 
our dead still live. You must know I ask 
demonstration and phenomena because I am 
naturally incapable of credulous faith.

Should any one feel disposed to write me 
on the subject or think he can throw some 
light in a dark mind, I would be pleased to 
have him. My address can be had from the 
editor. Yours for truth and-right,

CTARNOS, BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
O rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jacksoa 
Davie. Intended for the light m.d «olace of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken bean. Price 5u cents.

OECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE
Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na

ture,” ‘Ethics of Science,” “Science of Man,” etc.» Hudson Tut
tle wss threatened with death for writing and publishing bls 
“Coin ent." which has had a phenomenal run In Thx Progress
ive. Thinker, fuse paid anywhere, 5<J cento. Paper 
edition, 25 cents.

POLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
dlseHse; determining mental, physical aud buslnessquallfleatlons; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagram«and table« of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 190u inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth *5.00. Postage 20 cents.

PPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
ii. Peebles und J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with the soul of 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful und popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions. It is doubtless the most 
«llractlve work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartet«, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment. adapted both to public meetings and the social circle, 
‘doth, ?2.0U. Postage U cents.

q-HE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
J. < onfesslonal, by Father Cblolquy. A stirring account of tbe 

■Haholtom of tbe Romlsb priests, worked through tbe confessional 
hox. Price €1.00.
qilE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
J, comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, in the 

keenest and most tasy style of its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that Is sufficient inducement to purch&M 
the bouk. Price 01.00.

1. RE8BABCBES IN JEWISH HISTORY. 
», RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS?
Tbe whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have boon tbe holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic Idea 1» traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C.. and Its history Is 
outlined, following tbe wave, of emigration, until It la 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, tn Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. _ . , ............. ...............

Tbe book demon«trate« ib«t Clirlitlanlty and It« cen 
tral bero are mythical; that the whole system la baaed 
on fraud, falsehood. forgery, tear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonial*, dogma* and superstitious are 
but survival« of «o-ctlled paganism. It shows vast re
search among the record« of the past; Its fact« are 
mostly gleaned from Cbrlatlnn authority: and no per
son can read It without t mtructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches the «sine conclusions with tbe author cr 
otherwise. For «ale at thia office.

qilE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE} 
1 Something you should hare to refer to. Dy James M. Mo

Cann. Price 15 cents.

qiIE CHILDREN S PROGRESSIVE L YCE UN.
JL K manual, with directions for the organization and manage

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
Indespenslble. Price 50 cents.

qWE SPIRITS’ WORN. WHAT I HEAicD, 
J. saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. fiuydam. It is a 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price I5_cents. ________

L 
IL 

ILL

V.
VL

VIL 
VHL

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Aneesthetic Effects and Bigu 

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

AN AMERICAN RING AND OTHER STO- 
¿1. rles. by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful illuptratlou of num's cruelty and injustice to his fellow 
nun. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
A~L from i bo spirit realms. Disclosing tbe most startling révéla
tions. proving Christianity to bo of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has 625 piges, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq.., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price *1.50. Postage 12 cents,

. ARYAN SUN MYTHS. Bi SARAH E. TIT- 
/1 comb. An explanation of where Æho religions of our race 
originated. An interesting and Instructive book. Price *1.25.

(CHRISTIANITYA FICTION. THE ASTRO- 
Cz noralcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

TTELEN HARLOW’S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
fl tlce. By Lois Waisbrooker. Price *1.50. ।

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
1 "If a num die, shall h« live?" la fully anawered. By W. 8. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents.

TUIABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
1VL Waisbrooker. Price *1.50. Mrs. Waisbrooker,* book* 
should be read by every woman In the land.

\qiND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
Jri A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of the subject* 
treated upon. Price *1.25. ’

POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
1 volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who bas no 
t hough» of the bitter cruelty of cartb-ilfe. These are sweet, win- 
som and restful. Price *1.00.

RELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IP 
I\ ail could be led to believe in such a religion tbe world would 
be far better than now. F ew writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
and disposition to apply th »facts of history and science. Price 
•1.25. Postage 10 cents.

iJf/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SP/RITUAD 
VV 1st? or, Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance 

Medium. By Mr«. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
bas no precedent In tbe English language. Ita theme la novel. It* 
truth apparent. 11 has a peculiar hearing upon the most moment
ous period in history and regarding Its most famous participant— 
the most noted American, it Is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from tbts time forth. The publisher baa not 
spared care, research or expense In Its verification and produo 
tfon. and be stakes bls reputation upon the validity of Ito contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading, xdu will ba amply 
Repaid. FiloellJO.

T IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. IRENCH.
They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper. 50 cent*,

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HIS TOR?
of Atharael. chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. An ‘"Qtlln* 

history of man. *lVrlucu through the mediumship of U.G. Fig- 
ley. iou.should read this work. Price30 cento.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Sholhamer. It abounds tn facto to refer 

ence to the Summer-Land, price *1.00.

ZEAFLF.TS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
from tbe Tree of Life. Presented tu humanity through the 

jyjMumship of B. B. Ulchdeld. Excellent throughout. FHM 

(RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
£\. embracing the origin of thé Jews, the rise and development 
t»f Zoroastrianism and tbe derivation of Christianity; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G W. Brown, M. D. 
One ef the most valuable works ever published. Price *1,50.
'DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 

Inspirationally by Mr.. Marla M. King. You will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.

DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY
Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot, should read It.

Price «1.3Û ____ _ ____ ___________ . ’ _
f'OSPEL OF NA TURE. BYM.L.. SHERMAN 

and Wm. F. Lyon. A botrtt rdjtfetd with tyfritual truth*.
"HcellBO. • . • •.

. IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES
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Vutlwbl IMFuiilaa 1 bUGGtsSTIONI
Ab there are thousands who will at first venture 

oniy twpnty-flve ceata ZurTwx Proghkbsivs Thinhed 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those wlmrecelve 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from |1 to HO, or even 
more than the latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large Bum total, and thus extend 
rhe field of our labor ana usefulncg^ The same sug
gestion will apply in all cages of renewal of subscrlp 
tjons—solicit others to aid in the good Work. Yoq wtil 
experience no difficulty whatever In Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Tub Progressive thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

, A. Bountiful harvest for 25 Cents
Doyon want a more bountiful harvest than we • an 

give you tor 25 cents? Just pause and think for ano- 
ment what an Intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Thb Pro- 
GBESfrvs Thinkkb thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-shed book I

Take Notice.
W Al expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 

the paper Is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.

ty* If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ns. and errors in address will bo promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
W Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

changed, always give the address of the place to which 
It Is then sent or the change cannot be made.

Terms of Subscription.
Tux Fboobibbiyb Thotbb will be furnished until 

further notice, at tho following terms, Invariably In 
tflvance: .
Ooeyear - ------- >1.00 
Cluba of ten (a copy to the one getting up

the club;.................................................... <7.60
Thirteen weeks - - - - - * gsets
Single copy.......................................- - Beta

BXMITTAN0B6.
Remit by Poetofflce Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or draft on Chicago or New York. It cost» tfom 30 
to 16 cents to get drafts cashed ru local banks, so don’t 
send them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct d)J Jciters to J. R. Francis' 
No; 40 Loomis i*t.. Chlcayo. IB.
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Crime and Education.
Our brother, J. C. Patterson, of New 

Orleans, has placed The Progressive 
Thinker under obligations for an 
article from a correspondent of the New 
Orleans Picayune, giving the cost of 
crime in Louisiana, and how it is in
fluenced by education. The communi
oation is full of interest and instruction, 
besides being suggestive of great re
forms. We have not space to do the 
subject quarter justice, for what are 
facts in Louisiana are probably true of 
every other State in the Union, as every 
country on the globe, and that 
crime is lessened by education, and is 
increased by ignorance.

Gov. Foster, in his late message to 
the Legislature of Louisiana, gave the 
figures on which the statement is based. 
He showed that in thirty-seven parishes 
from whence he had full reports, where 
$115,716.54 were expended for school 
purposes, there were paid to magistrate, 
court and sheriff fees connected with 
the punishment of crime $205,866.54. 
He found the largest amounts expended 
for punishing criminals were in those 
parishes where the least money was ex
pended for education.

It is noteworthy that in districts 
where few indictments for crime were 
found, the people were the best edu
cated, and the school system was well 
developed.

The writer estimates the cost of 
criminal prosecutions, thp maintaining 
of penitentiaries and the support of con
victs throughout the United States, at 
$400,000,000, while he places the total 
cost of public schools, colleges and uni
versities at $160,000,000. With such 
disparity in cost between educating the 
people and the punishment of crime, 
does not common sense suggest that 
knowledge be pressed upon youth to 
the fullest possible extent?

One very discouraging aspect of the 
educational question in Louisiana is re
ferred to by our correspondent. He 
says the population is largely made up 
of French and Spanish. They are 
chiefly Catholics, and the public school 
system, through the action of the 
priests, is made to play second fiddle to 
the parochial schools under church 
patronage.

These parochial schools, whether 
South or North, are purposely designed 
to suppress knowledge, and enhance the 
interests of the church. General educa
tion and priestcraft are incompatible. 
The masses educated and the wiles of 
religious demagogues are of no avail. 
They complain of the banishing of God 
from the public schools, but it is the 
priests only who are banished, and re
tired to private life. The prospect of 
being relegated to labor and usefulness 
is what distresses them.

Damnable Laws.
Though the Inquisition, with all its 

bloody horrors, is silenced, so far as the 
general public is concerned, both Cath
olic and Protestant churches have so de
bauched legislative bodies that they 
have filled the statute-books of all coun
tries where they are dominant, with 
laws fitting the age of the Inquisition. 
In our own District of Columbia, at the 
capital of this proud nation, there is a 
law still in force, inherited from the 
State of Maryland, making it a penal 
offense, punishable by fines, imprison
ment, and even branding on the forehead 
with the letter B, for “wittingly, ma. 
liciously, and advisedly, by writing or 
speaking, or denying our Savior Jesus 
Christ to be the Son of God, or shall 
deny the Holy Trinity, the Father, Son 
and Holy Ghost, or the Godhead of any 
of the persons thereof.” For a third 
conviction he shall suffer death, without 
benefit of clergy.

Clothed with power, such were the 
methods the church employed to perpet
uate their damnable creeds. God in the 
Constitution and all these obnoxious, ob
solete laws would be revived to punish 
heretics.

Dr. Jose Llunas, of Barcelona, Spain, 
the editor of La Iramontana, has just 
been sentenced to three years’ imprison
ment, for publishing anti-religious ideas. 
The law was a relic Of the Inquisition, 
such as are those of the District of 
Columbia.

Productive Church Property Tax
able.

The city attorney of Milwaukee, in 
answer to a question of the Tax Com
missioners, has ' rendered a very im
portant decision in regard to the taxing 
of productive ' church property. The 
principle may be as applicable to 
other States as Wisconsin, and should 
engage the attention of the tax assessor:

“The city attorney holds that all 
church property from which a revenue 
is derived must be taxed the same as 
any other property. He bases this 
opinion upon thé fact that taxation is 
the rule and exemption the exception, 
and that the law cannot be construed 
as exempting church property which is 
used to gain revenue. ' It.was the case 
of the Summerfield Methodist church 
that brought the matter to an issue, and 
it is understood the congregation and 
church society do not object1 to paying 
taxes. It rents stores in its buildings 
and expects to pay taxes.

“The question, however, involves 
various other institutions, and will 
probably lead to the taxation of such 
Catholic church property as is used for 
school purposes, where tuition is 
charged, It will also bring in the 
Lutheran schools, but it is a feeling of 
a large element in thé Lutheran church 
that these schools should pay taxes. 
Commissioner Brown will make a num
ber of innovations this year, and a great 
deal of property which has heretofore 
escaped taxation will be listed. It is 
expected the assessed valuation of Mil
waukee will be increased $5,000,000 by 
this means alone.”

Churches and Their Builders.
A church structure is in process of 

building in New York, to cost 810,000,000.
If a man could earn and save from his 

labor $1 a day, excluding Sundays and 
holidays, he would accumulate about 
$300 in a year. Them $10,000,000 repre
sent the toil and savings of 33,333J men 
for an entire year. Those who gave the 
money to build that church did not ac
quire it by labor. It has been wrung by 
the greedy hand of Wrong from the 
scanty purse of Want, who is now wan
dering penniless over the country, and 
is begging bread.

If the starving multitude could see the 
facts as they are, millions and thousands 
of millions of dollars piled up in palatial 
churches, paying no revenue to the 
State for protection, idle six-sevenths 
of the time, and the other seventh 
breeding a superstition which is filling 
our insane asylums with wrecks of hu
manity; which is really responsible, be
cause of false teaching, for the great 
mass of crime which fills the peniten
tiary, the large majority escaping pun
ishment because the guilt of the offender 
is covered over by the church mantle, 
then maybe the war would be made on 
the system which breeds such corruption; 
and, as in France during their revolu
tion of 1789, church property would be 
confiscated to the State. It is hoped if 
such shall ever prove the case in Amer
ica that no Napoleon will spring up to 
restore that property to the vampires 
who have been so long preying on the 
property of the people.

Is It a Genuine Quotation?
We find the following quotation in the 

Ironclad Age of the 16th ult., credited to 
the Chicago Catholic News. Is it possi
ble we have a viper so foul, so deadly, 
so hellish, as to pen and publish such a 
bestial article in regard to our public 
schools, and the youth educated in 
them? If there is no law to restrain 
such expressions, would not the out
raged children thus grossly insulted be 
justified in kicking the pious libeler 
from the country? But read: ’

“Let the red schoolhouse peacefully 
remain beside the parochial or private 
school. On every farm there is a ma
nure pile for the disposition of all 
worthless material to be placed there 
for decomposition. There is plenty of 
material amongst the American youths 
which is neither fit to enter a private 
nor parochial school, but there is still a 
good dumping-ground left, the public 
schools, where all this trash and refuse 
offal may be deposited.”

We are glad to learn measures have 
been taken to ascertain the genuineness 
of this quotation. If it proves such, we 
have something further to say in this 
connection.

Since the above was in type we have 
seen a letter from the editor of the Cath
olic !^'ews, wherein he says the above 
item never appeared as an editorial in 
that paper, and that it does not reflect 
the sentiments of its editor. We hope 
the lionclad. from which we copied, will 
take the pains to trace the origin of the 
paragraph to its source. If a canard the 
author should be known. If the Catholic 
News is in any way responsible for it, 
the whole press of the country should be 
aroused and denounce it, for our common 
school system is the pride of the 
public.

Re-

A Doable Lesson.
Deputations from various Masonic 

Lodges in Paris, on the occasion of the 
anniversary of the death of Joan of Arc, 
placed a large floral wreath upon the 
statue of the Maid of Orleans, which 
adorns the street of .the Pyramids. In
scribed on the wreath was, “To Joan of 
Arc, Abandoned by Royalty, Burned by 
the Church." The Catholics were 
greatly incensed, and a riot ensued, 
during which the .inscription was torn 
down. The police interfered and order 
was restored.

This affair shows that the Masons of 
Paris have placed a correct estimate on 
the past history of Catholicism, and it 
reveals at the same time the true spirit 
of the church, who dislike to have tneir 
past actions blazoned to the world.

The Best qf Them All.
Bernard Brady, Esq., of Savannah, 

Ga., writes: •
“I have read Dr. Brown’s ’Researches 

in Oriental History’ three times, and 
can truthfully say it is the most in
structive work I have ever read 
through. I have a large library of our 
ablest Liberal ¿publications. I wish 
every family in Christendom Could read 
the book.”- < ■

The Progressive Thinker is still 
mailing copies to its readers on receipt 
of $1.50. Send orders now.

ON TO WASHINGTON.
The Views of a Veteran Jour

nalist and Author.

Thoughts for the Thoughtfill.

the idle—a suggestion fBr employ
. MENT. -

This industrial revolution mentioned 
in our article of. last week is traceable 
in part to other causes than there given 
While the removal of the forests, the 
cultivation of the soil, the building of 
cities^ the grading and construction of 
railroads, government improvements, 
and service in the army, gave employ
ment to vast numbers in the past, and 
the killing of each other in battle, have 
all been mostly abandoned during the last 
few years and closed employment to 
men, another element has entered the 
ring. It is not so small a one as may 
be supposed at first glance.

Reference is made to the countless 
numbers who throng every place of 
labor, and are known the wide world 
over as lovely woman. She has dis
covered that she has qualifications 
which fit her for other duties than play
things for men. Her easy, winning ways 
have driven the men from behind the 
counter in the salesroom; her deft 
fingers are running the typewriter, and 
making shorthand reports. She sets 
type with “the speed, correctness and 
endurance of the most skilled typos. 
As cashiers and bookkeepers she has 
been found trusty, accurate and faithful. 
For a time she was content to copy the 
lawyer’s brief, but she soon discovered 
that she could expound laws as well as 
her brother, so has set up for herself. 
And though Paul would not allow a 
woman to teach, and the church indorsed 
him, she has filled our schoolrooms 
with teachers and ascended the pulpit, 
and thus far we have heard of no cases 
of seduction being charged to her.

Instead of contriving to furnish sub
jects for the dissecting-table, she has 
determined to turn the tables on man, 
and make him contribute cadavers for 
her anatomical museum. Her soft touch 
with the pencil has converted her into 
an artist. With her pen she describes 
scenes from real life, full of beauty and 
pathos, which the sterner sex culls 
from imagination.

Enter our manufactories: The girls 
are experts at the spindle and the loom, 
wherever faithfulness and skilled 
fingers are required. And, worse than 
all, she has got it in her head that she 
can execute the laws and hold 
office as well as “any other fellow,” and 
has half made up’her mind to try her 
hand at law-making. All these places 
occupied by her have been vacated by 
men, and they are partly at sea in con
sequence. ...

A lesson from the old world: When 
Louis Bonaparte saw the restless, turbu
lent spirits overrunning France and 
threatening a revolution, he precipitated 
a war on Germany. “He went woolling 
and got fleeced.” France did not“' es
cape, as the destructive work of the 
commune followed.

When the rabble appeared at Ver
sailles in 1779, and implored the king 
for bread, had he been the unfeeling 
monster his enemies represented he 
would have declared war against some
body, and enlisted the idle and hungry 
in his service, and bid them pillage 
and slaughter without stint. In that 
way he would have saved his throne and 
head and swelled the list of heroes who 
have waded through flame and seas of 
blood to immortal fame.

Man is a restless creature. He must 
have employment, else he will seek it 
tor himself. If not given an honest task 
he will engage in dishonest pursuits.

Perhaps the building of the great 
pyramids was not so worthless a de
vice as we in modern times have sup
posed. Neither was the great wall of 
China without Its uses. Both gave em
ployment to countless millions of toilers. 
Peru, under the Incas, terraced up the 
mountain sides thousands of feet in 
height and immense distances in length, 
and • constructed gardens, which, 
watered by the eternal snows on their 
summit, but tor this service would have 
been barren rock. This could not have 
been the work of private individuals. 
It represents the labors of many years, 
by an industrious people, under the 
auspices of a parental government.

Much of Holland has been reclaimed 
from the sea, by a system of dykes, and 
the waters were drained by enormous 
pumps which stillcarry back the leakage 
to the source of supply. Many of our 
American States, by ditching and 
drainage, have given the agriculturist 
his most productive lands. The annual 
floods of the Mississippi, so destructive 
in their consequences, must be stayed 
by dykes, and deepening the bed of the 
river. Egypt set the world an example, 
which subsequent ages will copy, the 
building of vast reservoirs wherein the 
waters of the Nile were stored when in 
excess, to be liberated by degrees when 
the soil was parched with thirst.

May we not take these illustrations as 
object lessons, and when we laugh, as 
well we may, at the silly, "On to 
Washington” cry; think of the proposi
tion of Gen. Kelley, we believe it was, 
who proposed the construction of irrigat
ing canals for the great plains of the 
West, and the giving to civilization, 
and the homeless, those boundless 
deserts, as the Mormons did those sand 
plains of the Salt Lake Valley?

Every dollar expended in such an 
enterprise can be returned with com
pound interest to the national treasury, 
by long-time leases from the govern- 
nLnt, else absolute sales; and in that 
way homes can be made and-employ-, 
ment in the interim given to all that 
idle class who give excuse for their 
mendicancy, that they cannot find any
thing to do. G. W. Brown, M. D.

Of 1,549 marriages contracted In 
Prussia in 1889 between blood relations, 
1,422 were between cousins, 110 between 
uncles and nieces, and 16 between aunts 
and nephews.
“in’California a defendant husband was 
adjudged guilty because he did not pro
vide water at his house, neither would 
he repair the house to make it com
fortable. '

The Higher and the Lower, 

A Critical Analysis of the Same.

(PUBLISHED BY 8PE0IAL PERMISSION.)

Our reference to the “Higher Criti
cism” was a passing matter of news com
ment rather than a discussion of the un
derlying questions, but our readers don’t 
seem to be content with that, as letters 
and inquiries disclose! and to please 
them we refer to it once more. We have 
used the contrasted terms higher and 
lower, not in an offensive sense, but as 
the best for descriptive use.

There are two ways di looking at the 
Scriptures as the underlying authority 
of the churches—the letter and the spir
it. Theqlogy, or ecoleslastlcism, began 
in an age when despotism was universal 
in government. So we had a genealog
ical tree, running from Adam down to 
Abraham, and from thence to David. 
And in the New Testament this is fol
lowed down to Joseph. The peculiar 
fact that it seemed necessary to have 
Jesus of a royal, or the royal, line of 
descent, seems to us modern democrats 
as peculiar, without stopping to harmo
nize the strange mystery as to how be 
was of the “house of David,” when it 
was Joseph alone through whom the 
descent could come. But this mystery 
is out of the discussion here. But the 
other fact is plain—it would not do in 
that age of kings to have even the God 
of all born out of royal lines altogether 
—so the human father was of the blood 
royal. ■

Is not this, in view of the lights of 
modern knowledge, a “lower" form of 
thought than that which characterizes 
the so-called higher criticism? It is 
making spiritual things a matter of 
chronology rather than of conditions— 
an almanac religion, based on families, 
days and holidays rather than of light 
and knowledge in harmony with the 
higher conception of an infinite power.

This is the great dividing line between 
the old and the new interpretation. But 
there is one controlling fact, or necessity 
rather, running all through this so- 
called historic part of religion—it is the 
only authority for the priestly class. 
Take it away and there is no ecclesias
tical order left. The hierarchy, the 
“anointed” teacher, is as much a de
scendant from this chronological system 
as is the Prince of Wales of the Guelphs. 
What else than this royal descent can 
authorize a callow youth with a diploma 
from a seminary to be a shepherd over a 
flock of Darwins, Huxleys, Gladstones 
and Salisburys, to say nothing of Harri
sons and Clevelands? But under the 
light of modern knowledge and criti- 
clsm, this is all the bearing the chronol
ogy of the Scriptures can practically 
have on the question. The higher criti
cism relegates all this to its proper place 
—an effort on the part of the compilers 
to meet the universal mind of the age in 
which they were written—that royalty 
and royal descent was an essential of 
greatness and authority.

One of the best illustrations of this 
difference in the two forms of criticism 
is in relation to that remarkable produc
tion, the Sermon on the Mount. The 
higher criticism does not even regard it 
as essential whether it was delivered at 
all as Matthew recordsit, but its sublime 
ethics is the governing fact—that in a 
rude, warring, barbarous age this god
like utterance was made Is the great 
fact, showing that even then a divine 
nature equal to its spirit was possible 
and existed among men. But the other 
criticism leads at once into controversy 
over the literal facts, as recorded, and 
detracts from the higher influence it 
otherwise exerts over the minds of men. 
It is an axiom that real religion cannot 
exist in or through controversy—which 
at best is but mental warfare.

Now, for example, on this very sub
ject—some of the ablest intellects of the 
modern world do not believe it was ever 
orally delivered and reported, and they 
come to this conclusion from the fact 
that as a narrative of the incidents em
braced in the (our gospels Mark is the 
most unbroken and was the groundwork 
of the others—and that it is really the 
oldest. Again, it is held on what so far 
is uncontradicted data that the ethics of 
this wonderful sermon as well as all the 
gospels antedate our era. But the 
higher criticism does not regard this 
fact as impairing either their excellence 
or authority.

These illustrations must suffice to give 
the reader an idea of the differences 
that have grown up in the modern 
church and which are embraced in the 
so-called higher criticism. It is not 
proper here to decide between or to take 
sides, for what is said is in the spirit of 
review and for purposes of recital, that 
the reader may get an idea of one of the 
most important movements in the Chris
tian churches for three hundred years.

The tendency of this movement is the 
important thing, for it portends a radi
cal change in not only the thought of the 
world as to religion but as to civilization 
itself in its social and economic relations. 
The religious idea heretofore has been 
essentially autocratic, monarchic and 
despotic. It is henceforth to be demo
cratic, republican, individual and free. 
That it has been as stated even the 
nomenclature of the Scriptures attests. 
Even their chronology was not needed 
to show that the God-incarnate was of 
royal descent. “Our Lord and King,” 
is the refrain of theology from time im
memorial until today. If the church 
had been born of a "platform” in a free 
government there would have been no 
such literature connected with it. All 
that is needed to bring about this change 
is to have the religious concept based 
on the freedom of the individual and of 
the Creator in a parental relation in
stead of wearing a crown, and the evo
lution is an accomplished fact.

The thinking reader can at once de
tect from this point of view exactly, 
where the heresy of the past and the 
present attaches. It is as to the view 
taken of the Creator or the creative 
power. As long as the kingly idea ob
tained and the attributes connected with 
that concept acknowledged, the entire 
staff organization became legitimate and 
necessary—for a king must' be “ap
proached,” and to be so must have inter
mediates and exponents of his ’ pleasure 
and purposes. But if the despot is 
transformed—in ideal—to the '■ parent, 
these appendages disappear as an ¿ob
stacle or obstruction to the new relation 
of children. This is what the present 
agitation—we had almost written con
flict—in the church means. It is really. 

not the business of those outside to in
tervene, but it none the less interests 
the whole intelligent world.
, In one sense and at times the church 
has been an important factor in human 
progress, and it always will be, for the 
reason that it professes to deal exclu
sively with the sentiments of men—the 
moral, spiritual and emotional in human
ity. The duties of life must ever be 
divided as they are now—the civil and 
the moral, the material and the spiritual 
—for their union in one source of power 
has always degraded humanity, This 
fact above all else in human affairs 
would justify war to prevent—the priest 
with a sword has been the toaster 
scourge of all history. It is of the last 
importance, then, that this religious 
division of society should be in harmony 
with the freedom 'of the individual, and 
as far removed as possible from the 
kingly concept of the creator—for that 
idea is essentially despotic. You cannot 
execute the will of a despot in a demo
cratic spirit, neither can you rule from 
a despotic ideal by the methods of free
dom. Of necessity, theology Is dogmatic 
and decrees written thousands of years 
ago and held infallible to-day must in 
tneir enforcement by irresponsible 
power breed tyranny over the minds of 
men.

And here in the trend of the higher 
criticism we come to the great impend
ing change in the attitude of the modern 
mind to the sanotions of religion and the 
traditions of the spiritual authority, 
Ecclesiasticism has guarded as the cita
del of its power the fact that it holds the 
keys to the interpretation of Scripture, 
and that the evidences on which Abra
ham, Joseph, Moses, David, Jesus, Peter 
and Paul based their teachings and 
authority are no longer available. Once 
let the possibility take possession of 
men’s minds that the providences of 
God—in their manifestations—are as 
eternal and ever active as laws that gov
ern life, and there will be a new the- 
^in the world forthwith. That is 

let under all this agitation, and is 
the very leaven of the higher criticism. 
Ab soon as 'ths average mind gets- to 
know its own rights and responsibilities 
and that a thought it thinks is as sacred 
a thing of property as the dollar it owns 
or the food it buys, it will soon realize 
that its own God is the true one, and 
that the mind is as open to truth by the 
short cut as through six thousand years 
of others’ thinking. Or, in other words, 
it can’t see how the common father of 
all earth’s children should reveal him
self to slaves In Egypt four thousand 
years ago and not to slaves in America 
forty years ago. Nor can it understand 
why Paul should hear voices, see visions 
and heal the sick, and nobody since. 
And why this should be so it cannot un
derstand, when the same principles of 
right and wrong prevail now that did 
then. There being no change in God’s 
laws or in the rules of right and wrong, 
why should there be any in the relations 
of man to the infinite? If Abraham, Saul, 
Paul and Silas could get instruction 
from the sources of truth, why not the 
same providence be open to-day? In the 
last analysis of the present agitation in 
the religious world, that is all that is to 
it. If a future life can once bo demon
strated to anybody who really seeks to 
know, the question of the ages is settled 
and a new civilization is born.

The higher criticism is quickened by 
the scholarship of the age, of which the 
World’s Congress of Religions last sum
mer was one of the fruits. Its influence 
•has not fairly begun. The important 
factisnowthe property of all readers, 
that the ethics of the Old aud New Testa
ments antedate these scriptures as far 
remote as they do the declaration of in
dependence, and are in existence to 
prove themselves. This fact of itself 
does not discredit a single text of the 
bible, nor does it weaken a single sanc
tion of the moral law, but it does affect 
the claim of discovery and exclusive 
authority to teach them. That is the 
one fact of importance and influence.

The time has come for the intelligent, 
upright, moral and respectable member 
of society to treat the assumption of 
superiority on the part of those who hold 
to the despotic form of religious thought 
as it deserves. To be lectured as guilty 
of some offense when looking at these 
questions in this eclectic sense is no 
longer tolerable. If a manuscript is 
found in an old cloister on Mount Leb
anon, which vitally affects the record as 
we have it, or a discovery made to the 
same effect in Thibet or Egypt, there is 
enough of intellectual integrity in a 
scholar or a farmer to read it and think 
about it without endangering his soul. 
And a priest has the same right. Thus 
when Talmage says he is disturbed in 
his mind over thp verities of the religion 
he has been preaching all these years, 
and that he is going to hunt for the 
truth in the home of its origin, and will 
follow the light he gets, lead where it 
may, why should it create a “sensation?” 
The fact that he is in doubt is the im
portant one, and not that he may change 
nis mind.

These things all indicate the influence 
as well as the inspiration of the higher 
criticism, and they also throw a flood of 
light on the limitations of that lower 
criticism that makes chronological order 
in royal descent a factor in the accept
ance of our God as the true one, and 
orders our religion as the revelation of 
eternal wisdom according to dates like a 
thing of the almanac. This is no more 
to be accepted as the finality of the in
finite by the enlightened mind of the 
future race.

“What Is Spiritualism?”
That noble medium and lecturer, E. 

W. Sprague, thus speaks of the above
named tract:

“I think it one of the most useful little 
tracts ever printed in the cause of Spir
itualism. If I was able I would be happy 
to put one of them into every home in 
the United States.”

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader writes en
thusiastically in reference to the minis
trations of Mrs. R. S. Lillie, in Phila
delphia, she being a great favorite 
there. She had been summoned sud
denly there by the sickness of her 
mother. She lectured there June 10th. 
Mrs. Lillie made an.eloquent appeal for 
the National Association. The Spiritual 
Conference Association considered the 
subject: “What shall we do to be saved?" 
Mr. Hugh Moore has kindly offered to 
give a benefit seance at the camp-meet
ing for the National Association, as 
every medium is greatly benefitted by 
that body.

Darwin says that 430 per 10,000 mar
riages among the English nobility are 
between blood relatives, and over 19 per 
cent of such marriages are childless.

The most heartless, cold, merciless 
and unfeeling view of the world and man 
is that growing out of the purely materi
alistic conception of evolution. This 
has been felt by those engaged in moral 
and spiritual culture, and perhaps the 
repugnance felt by the latter for the 
theory may be thus explained. The 
evolutionist coming up from the animal 
meets the moral philosopher engaged 
in researches into the spiritual, and the 
two come into direct and apparently 
irreconcilable conflict. The antagonism 
has been glossed over, and the logical 
inferences which flow from evolution, 
as understood, have not been drawn 
with clearness, or held in the obscurity 
of the background. It has remained for 
Prof. Huxley in “Evolution and Ethics” 
to enunciate the extreme conclusions in 
an incisive manner which none have be
fore dared. He is not troubled about 
the spiritual side, for he has no spiritual 
insight or inclination. Creation to him 
is a machine working for purely ma
terial results, and morality has no part 
or place in the conduct of life.

Confronted by the problem of good 
and evil, which has perplexed mankind 
in all ages, the explanation of suffering 
and pain, Huxley cuts the Gordian knot 
with the sword of evolution with a 
single thrust. He says:

l!Brought before the tribunal of ethics, 
the cosmos stands condemned—but few 
or none ventured to record that verdict.

“As the immoral sentiments have no 
less been evolved (as the morals) there 
is, so far, as much natural selection for 
one as the other. The thief and mur
derer follow nature just as much as the 
philanthropist. Cosmic evolution may 
teach us how the good and the evil 
tendencies of man may have come about; 
but in itself it is incompetent to furnish 
any better reason why what we call 
good is preferable to what we call 
evil, than we had before.

“For his successful progress, as far 
as the savage state, man has been 
largely indebted to those qualities 
which he shares with the ape and the 
tiger, .... his ruthless and fero
cious destructiveness, when his anger 
is roused by opposition.

“Civilized man brands all these ape 
and tiger promptings with the name of 
sins; he punishes many of the acts which 
flow from them as crimes; and in ex
treme cases he does his best to put an 
end to the survival of the fittest of 
former days by the ax and rope.”

Then he goes on to prove that man’s 
ethical progress is the result of direct 
conflict with the cosmos, or creation. 
“The history of civilization details the 
steps by which men have succeeded in 
building up an artificial world within 
the cosmos.”

With complete resignation to these 
views, Prof. Huxley gives utterance to 
the most terrible affirmations—equaled 
onlj- by the dogmas of theology.

"I deem it an essential condition of 
the realization of that hope (to modify 
unpropitious environments) that we 
should cast aside the notion that the 
escape from pain and sorrow is the 
proper object of life.”

Clearly stated, then, evolution has no 
system of ethics. It is as right for the 
tiger to kill as for the deer to crop the 
herbage; it Is as right for the savage, 
the human tiger, to murder as for the 
Samaritan to bind up the bleeding 
wounds. The terrible mandate, as an 
irrevocable decree of fate, is “the fittest 
shall survive.” Victory is for the power
ful, the strong, the fierce, the unrelent
ing. To attempt to stay this order is 
to defy the laws of the world. 
Charities, public or private, are vain 
efforts to avert the inevitable and sus
tain the unfit, who oughtto perish. We 
cannot escape pain and sorrow, and we 
must cast aside the notion that it is possi
ble to do so. Whatever system of ethics 
we fashion beyond these brutal forces, 
must be outside of the cosmos and in 
direct conflict therewith.

It is well that a leading scientist of 
the world,one whose name is often placed 
with that of Darwin and Wallace, has 
boldly expressed the logic of evolution 
and thereby shown its weakness and 
deficiency. Not that evolution is not 
the method of progress, but that its lost 
factor, the spiritual state of man, has 
been ignored or entirely misconceived.

It is all well to refer the advance of 
the animal world to the supremacy of 
brute force—of courage, strength and 
cunning. This may apply to savage 
man. Yet even in savage man these are 
not everything. Awakening intellect 
introduces restraint and control of the 
passions and appetites. In the struggle 
for existence such restraint would count, 
in loncer individual lives, and tribal 
strength.

The cosmos is the all In all, and 
hence there can be no opposing force, 
no existence by man against its laws. 
These laws are immutable and perfect. 
The various processes of creation are 
attempted adjustment to their decrees.

The fact that the ape and the tiger 
have not acquired any faculties beyond 
those which make them obedient slaves 
to environments, while man is in some 
measure the creator of his own char
acter, proves not that new forces are 
introduced, but that he has arisen to 
their sphere of influence.

It may be natural and “right” for an 
animal to display uncontrolled ani
mality, for it has no higher faculty; but 
man having intellectual and moral fac
ulties, these should control the passions, 
and hence, in his case, if they are not 
controlled, and .break away in wild law
lessness, it is a crime. Why? Because 
experience has taught that such action 
of the passions is not for the welfare of 
the community, nor of the individual. 
The law, briefly expressed, is: The 
higher faculties shall control the lower. 
The moral and spiritual shall control 
the animal.

Hence, a different code applies to 
man than to animals. Man is an animal, 
and he is something more—he is every
thing that makes him man; more, out of 
the animal nature by direct evolution 
has come the angel. The spiritual 
being overlaps the brute. Hence in 
anything that goes to make the progress 
of man, the more active the spiritual 
faculties, the more pronounced that 
progress.

There is an escape from sorrow and 
pain. It has been sought through all 
ages, and the myths ol evil wrought to 
account for their presence in a world of 
joy. The escape is through the gateway 
of spirit.

Man fighting against the cosihoB? He 

is a part of it, borne into being by its 
laws; its ripe fruitage, and his spiritual 
being, a still higher and choicer 
product, That spiritual nature makes 
him in part a creator. Having it, he is 
able to change his environments, avail 
himself of advantages, and avoid unfa
vorable conditions.

The laws of the cosmos act as a whole, 
not in part. They sweep from the nadir 
to the zenith and reach out to the coast
lines of space. They reach from the 
foundations of matter to the realm of 
spirit. There is only one universe, and 
there is nothing outside of that. Hence 
it is that the moral and spiritual nature 
of man is a part of it, and it is an error 
to say that the cosmos has no ethics, 
when they are within the organization 
of the human mind.

Prof. Huxley shows what material 
science is at its best, Its floodtide; we 
have attempted to show what this sci
ence becomes when illumined by the 
clear light of the spiritual philosophy. 
Then we have the perfect unity, the 
coalescence of the diverse and conflict
ing phenomena of matter and of spirit 
in one harmonious whole, which may 
with absolute truth be called the 
cosmos.

Shall We Rot or Ripen.
We have a very interesting letter 

from a friend who spent a day in a 
large city cemetery lately, in company 
with a medium. In this city of the 
dead were resident a large number of 
friends and 
respondent, 
many tests 
presence of

acquaintances of our cor- 
Through the sensitive, 
were given of the real 

those whose bodies were 
burled there. Several suggestions 
were made by the unseen, and among 
them a regret that they had allowed 
their bodies to rot into dissolution, 
instead of ripening up to the best and 
most perfect form attainable. Then 
having extracted from life the last 
possible drop, to have quietly put it away 
without the Intervention of disease.

This idea is certainly worthy of 
thought, for it is generally conceded at 
the present time that, as a rule, we are 
making the poorest possible use of our 
bodies.

Incidentally, it might be remarked 
that it seems strange that our spirit 
friends should be found lingering “on 
caM" about so gruesome a place as a city 
cemetery, when there are so many other 
bright, beautiful and happy places the 
freed spirit could travel to if it had the 
option. But perhaps the action of the 
friends in earth-life has deprived it of 
that option, until, as occultism teaches 
us, the bodies have crumbled into the 
dust, if this Is true, then how much 
better to burn the body at once, than to 
have it burn slowly, through all the rot
tenness of slow decay.

Taking for our analogy the fruit 
hanging on the tree, we can see that 
which falls during the process of growth 
Is always rotten. The rottenness comes 
from some abnormal conditions set up 
from outer causes, a bruise, a worm, or 
climatic changes. Rottenness is not a 
result of the inner forces. The whole 
unfolding of the tree tends only toward 
the perfecting of the fruit to its utmost.

So of our bodies; if we In the interior 
dwell on the higher spiritual planes of 
light and life, we do not put forth into 
our bodies anything but the life-giving 
Impulse, that will build up our physicals 
Into lit temples for the whole of our 
spirit (sometimes called the holy spirit) 
to dwell in. in this state we are willing 
to hear the whole of the truth; not pick 
out a little piece here and there, as a 
child picks out plums from a cake, be
cause they suit our fancy of the mo
ment. But we are willing to listen to 
statements of spiritual conditions, no 
matter on what line they may be 
demonstrated. Nor shall we be likely 
to complain of our brother, who does 
not see as we do; and still less likely to 
try to coerce him into such a position. 
Thus we can go on, ripening and spirit- 
nalizing our bodies, until they nave 
yielded up the last atom of energ.v they 
possess, and we can cheerfully lay them 
aside, as one goes to sleep, which is so 
often done.

But If we dwell In the physical, and 
submit to all its changeful caprices of 
the outer, we shall soon find the spirit 
hedged away from the body in its influ
ence, by a screen of thorns, and there is 
set up the reign of excessive indulgence, 
and a living dissolution. It will be well 
for us if our bodies are not, like 
Herod's, “eaten of worms" while we are 
yet alive. .

Continual contemplation of and sur
render to physical conditions will surely 
bring untimely rottenness; while the 
search after the things of the spirit will 
elevate us into the realms of ripening 
perfection for even the body. There is 
no other way to learn to grow old grace
fully.

To be a leader on this pleasant and 
joyous path is the aim of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

W. P. Phelon, M. D.
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A Practical View of Prayer.
A colored brother was interrogated 

as to his opinion whether prayers were 
ever answered. His reply:

“Well, sah, some pra’rs is ansud, an’ 
some isn’t; ’pends on wa’t you axes fo’. 
Just arter de wah, w’en it was mighty 
hard scratchin’ fo’ de cullud brederin’, I 
’bsarved dat w’enebber I prayed de Lo’d 
to sen’ one o’ Marse Peyten’ fat chickens 
fo- de ole man, dere was no notice took 
ob the partition; but w’en I pray dat He 
would sen’ de ole man fo’ de chicken, de 
matter was ’tended to befo’ sun up next 
mornin.’ ”

In Minnesota a decree was given to 
the wife because “the defendant never 
cuts his toenails, and, being restless in 
his sleep, scratches this plaintiff se
verely. ”

There is apparently some ratio be
tween divorce and suicide, as in most 
countries a correspondence is observed 
between the numbers of the two.

A Connecticut man got a divorce be
cause “the defendant would not get up 
in the morning, nor call this plaintiff, 
nor do anything she was told.”

A Michigan wojnan was released be
cause the husband would not provide 
the necessaries of life, saying “he wotdd 
not work his toenails off for any 
woman.” ' __________c ~i
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WOMAN!
She Claims Her Proper 

Place in the New American 
Church.
At the organization of the American 

Congress of Liberal Religious Societies 
which seems to have been projected by 
the dominant sex, Rev. Caroline J. 
Bartlett, pastor of the People's Church 
at Kalamazoo, Mich., was called upon 

> to speak on “What Woman Can do in 
Uniting the Culture and Religious 
Forces of Society.”

Her address, while it was highly 
pertinent to tbe subject, was neverthe- 

, Jess a scathing rebuke to the nqglect of 
woman in the past and the tardy, not to 
say forced recognition of her in the 
present. She said:

“From her obscurity as a seldom- 
commented upon member of the genua 
homo, woman has been suddenly evoked 
by the spirit of the nineteenth century, 
which discovered her, and invited every
where to define herself sharply against 
the background of the regnant sex; and 
it may be confessed that she has re
sponded with no undue coyness and 
reluctance.

“In all the past of theology men have 
been at the front; have led the church 
militant; have led the great controver
sies, made the great schisms, formu
lated tbe creeds, hunted and impaled 
the heretics, set the standards and done 
the preaching of the world.,, And let 
me ask, in passing, have you' ever ob
served that where anyone names the 
qualities of the ideal church (which 
under the present regime we are hope
lessly reaching) they are precisely the 
qualities attributed to the ideal woman? 
Does not this suggest a hitherto unutil
ized means of bringing both nearer to 
the ideal?

“This, this Is tbe solemn truth: that 
we never once have had, and that we 
never will have a natural religion, a re
ligion of humanity, till the two co-ordi
nate elements of humanity mingle to 
create it.

Man and woman may separately strug
gle free from many of the errors of the 
past, but neither sex can separately rise 
above Its innate capacity to express In 
terms of itself the whole of humanity of 
which it is but half.

“If it be time for the various branches 
of liberalism to quit outlining them
selves severally against each other and 
against the background of orthodoxy 
and set at some constructive work for 
the world, Is It not time for men and 
women as human beings to do the same? 
What can woman do to unite the culture 
and religious forces of society? They 
can refuse to talk of themselves and their 
achievements and possibilities (as I had 
determined to refuse in this case until I 
thought of a few things I would really 
like to say). They can resolutely labor 
to make mere sex-distinctions as obsolete 
to the spirit and work of a congress like 
this as are the terms Unitarian, Uni
verealist, Jew—all swallowed up and for
gotten in the task set, the ideal striven 
for by the common humanity in us all 
when touched by the Divine brooding in 
all and over all.

“Shall man execute this long-delayed 
justice? or shall it be that woman must, 
at least, sadly assert her own discredited 
divine prerogative, take up that „crpwn 
of humanhooa and crown herself?

“But men and women are natural 
allies. This artificial separation in the 
higher provinces of life is based on false 
principles which it is the glory of this 

. congress to transcend. And thus, out of 
the logic of the spirit of this congress, 
there will come, as I hope, and also be
lieve, that day—Infinitely better for us 
all—when there shall be no Jew nor 
Gentile, Greek nor barbarian, male nor 
female, but all shall be one In the renais
sance of that Christ-spirit which even 
now dawns upon an expectant world."

The reading of this paper, of which 
we have given a very brief extract, was 
frequently interrupted by loud applause 
from the congress, and the castigation 
which the committee richly deserved 
was publicly acknowledged by the sec
retary. So much for woman.

Now we shall see if she will have the 
moral courage to look on the bible as an 
imperfect record of an Imperfect re
ligion, in which her disabilities are not 
onlyjallowed but commanded; and that 
the rights she claims before this august 
assembly,and which we hope and believe 
it will accord to her, are in direct oppo
sition to the plain letter of the scriptures.

The Position of Prof. Lockwood 
the Scientist, Confirmed. ’

Tn lectures given by Prof. Lookwood 
the distinguished scientist, in 1882-83, 
in various places in Wisconsin, he an
nounced that from experiments made fye 
had reached the conclusion that “every 
human being was a sentient electro-gal
vanometer;" that “any impulse from 
without, or molecular change from with
in, that promotes electro change in the 
nervous structure of the human, would 
influence or deflect the galvanometer 
needle.” This statement made not only 
in Wisconsin but more recently in sev 
eral of the Middle and Western States, 
and in various cities on the? Pacific 
Coast, was received with a degree of re
serve, and in many instances criticism, 
by the scientific mind—the opposing ele
ment claiming that there is no evidence 
that the electro-states belonging to the 
human or to life were of the physical 
character that operates physical instru. 
ments like the galvanometer. But re
cent experiments made at St. Peters
burg, Russia, by Prof. Yaschanoff, in 
the interest ot medical science, discov
ers “that a slight tickling with a brush, 
a breath of warm air, a puff of cold air, 
the prick of a needle, the phenomena of 
sound, light, taste and smell, all gave 
strong deflections of the galvanometer 
needle. Merely opening the eyes, after 
they had been closed for some time, pro
duced considerable deflection, as did 
mental efforts, like calculation." But 
Prof. Lockwood does not stop at this 
point with the analysis and application 
of this principle. He affirms that not 
only do these electro-changes in nervous 
structure deflect the needle of the gal
vanometer, but they promote sensations 
upon the nervous structure of other peo
ple, hence with a correct understanding 
of this fact, the sensitive can not only 
trace the disease or impulse of another, 
of whatever character, to its legitimate 
cause or source, but he can get accurate 
data as to the cause or causes as well. 
This principle applied to psychometry 
will explain how in nature these elemen
tal energies that form rook or stone, 
metal or fossil, or any article of social 
environment, also transmit to the sensi
tive the picture of location, and the 
character of the article with which the 
sensitive comes in touch. Prof. Lock
wood demonstrates this truth in his lec
tures by the introduction of so many 
physical experiments, as well as psychic, 
as to interest and instruct his auditors 
in the application of one of Nature’s most 
subtle energies, viz., how modes of elec
tro-motion evoke thought, and how this 
principle of sentient motion connects the 
spheres of life visible and invisible. 
People who have the opportunity to 
hear Prof. Lockwood at the St. Paul 
and Minneapolis camp, and at Clinton, 
Iowa, will hear something to think 
about, basic to the spiritual philosophy, 
that is grand beyond conception. We 
take especial pleasure in recommending 
Prof. Lookwood to the attention of soci
eties everywhere. His lectures pene
trate new fields of thought, and arc mas
terly productions. He can be addressed 
for engagements in care of this office.

Who Will Imitate the Firefly’s 
Light?

It is estimated by Prof. Langley of 
the Smithsonian that the waste of force 
in producing light by means of gas is 
over 99 per cent, of the energy expended, 
whereas the firefly wastes none at all. 
His light is without heat—a cold light. 
It is the result of some sort of obscure 
chemical action which scientists are try
ing to imitate. They have an idea that 
there is a combustion of a tort of fuel 
secreted by the phosphorescent animal. 
Life has nothing to do with the produc
tion of the light itself. The eggs of fire
flies become luminous if moistened under 
certain conditions. Dried and powdered 
in a mortar, they still give out light 
when moistened. The luminous beetle 
is still luminous twelve hours after being 
killed. The flashing of electricity 
through rarefied gases is our only 

t means of producing a light that resem
bles the firefly’s glow in being unaccom
panied with heat. Ordinarily we re
quire 2,000 ° of heat to produce a white 
fight, but the most delicate thermome
ter detects no heat in the most brilliant 
phosphorescent substance. The chem
ist who can discover a process for the 
manufacture of the Cuban oucujo’s illu
minant has a fortune in prospect.— Bal
timore Sun.___ _ _______

Dr. A. B. Spinney, of Detroit, Mich., 
was in the city last week. He is doing 
a grand work in Michigan, where he is 
constantly employed in the duties of his 
profession. He has engagements to lec
ture at South Haven, Bndgwell, Lake 
Odessa; Grand Ledge and Hastings.

The Progressive Spiritual Society has 
decided to lease the Lakeside Hall, cor
ner Indiana avenue and Thirty-first 
street, for future meetings, and will take 
possession on Sunday, June 17th. All 
first-class speakers desiring to make ar
rangements for any of the fall or winter 
months are requested to correspond 
with the corresponding secretary, O. E. 
Irwin, 3133 S. Park avenue.
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.THESPIRITUALISTE FIELD

GRAND TEMPLE.
Order of the Magi, Chicago,

NOTICE TO MEMBERS.

We hereby notify all members in
terested therein, that the Temple 
closes its regular Convocations on Sun
day, June 17, 1894. This is one month 
earlier than the regular time of closing 
our season’s work, and we fear that 
many persons will be discommoded 
thereby, but circumstances have ren
dered this course necessary.

We have had an enormous amount of 
work during the past year, and our 
officers are completely worn out with it. 
They must rest during the hot weather 
of July.

The exceedingly disturbed financial 
condition of our country renders the 
taking’of degrees somewhat burden
some to many of our less wealthy mem
bers, although they will, persist in ad
vancing at personal sacrifice as long as 
the classes to which they are attached 
are advancing.

Tbe quality of our membership has 
been first-class, as heretofore, we having 
received many eminent Mystics Into 
our ranks. Temples in other jurisdic
tions have been very prosperous. 
Michigan State Temple No. 1, at Lan
sing, has been doing a good work under 
the leadership of A. J. Champion, G. 
M.

Minnesota Temples No. 1 and No. 2. 
are doing excellent work; the former 
with Sister R. A. Wadsworth, in the 
East; the latter, located in St. Paul, 
presided over by Bro. Fred White, late 
of Chicago.

Bro. W. S. Cheney, G. M., is advanc
ing the cause as presiding officer at Los 
Angeles, where a grand work is des
tined to be done in the future.

A great demand for the labors of the 
Chief of the Jurisdiction of Terra has 
arisen both East and West.

Every effort will be made during tbe 
coming year to fill this want, and we 
hope to be able to visit both the West
ern and Eastern coasts.

From the closing announced herein, 
up to July 25th, or even a few days 
later, we shall be able to confer a 
limited number of special degrees. 
Arrangements for these can be made by 
letter or by a call on us "before closing.

Our address remains at 1910 Washing
ton boulevard, as heretofore, under any 
and all circumstances.

Certificates of membership will be 
issued as usual, books mailed and circu
lars sent out just the same as if the 
Grand Temple was open in full.

O. H. Richmond.
G. M. of Temple.

J. B. Siebens writes that James Cop
land held seances during May at Sacra
mento, Cat, at which twelve persons 
were present, all of whom were strangers 
to the medium. He took his seat in 
front of the cabinet, in a good strong 
light, and was scarcely seated when two 
forms appeared, stepped outside and de
materialized in. open view of all; also 
others appeared and came out into the 
center of the room. Mr. Copland con
vinced many that had heretofore doubted 
materialization.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be.expressed In a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
In their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

Mrs. Jennie Hagan Jackson informs us 
that she lectured at Marcellus, Mioh., 
June 3, to crowded houses. We are in
formed that the excitement there is run
ning high, the churches endeavoring to 
crush Spiritualism, and especially do 
they desire to put Farmer Riley under 
their feet. The notorious Hageman has 
been there, but he was fully exposed by 
Hon. L. V. Moulton, who is equal to any 
occasion.

M. K. writes that Aaron 8. Willis, of 
Cincinnati; Ohio, gave some remarkable 
materializing seances at New Orleans, 
whereby many were convinced. A not
able event was the christening of the 
infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs. J. L. 
Mott, Jr., by the spirit band, in full view 
of the large circle, numbering over forty 
people. Mr. and Mrs. Mott were placed 
in front of a small table near the center 
of the room. Mr. Willis and a few 
friends of the parents formed an Inner 
circle about the table. Spirit forms ap
peared, relatives, who caressed the child 
and promised to watch over and guard 
it from evil influences. The infant’s 
grandmother appeared, and smilingly 
dipped her fingers in water and sprinkled 
the child. Then a tall Indian chief held 
the babe lovingly in his arms, floated 
toward the ceiling, and descending in 
graceful curves, handed the babe to Mr. 
Willis. ;

A subscriber writes: Wisdom Seekers 
thought knowledge brought nature’s 
wealth to secure. Progressive Thinkers’ 
Teachers meetings daily. Come, 10 A. M. 
to 4 p. M. All welcome. 277 W. Ran
dolph street.

Mrs. Virginie Barrett, lecturer and 
psychometrist, will serve the New Or
leans Spiritual Association during the 
month'of October, 1894. She has open 
dates for 1895. She would like to cor
respond with societies desiring her serv
ices for summer months. She has July 
and August open. Will make easy 
terms within reach of societies. Address 
for the present, 158 E. St. Joe street, In
dianapolis, Ind.

The third annual Spiritualists’ camp
meeting at Summerland, California, of 
the Summerland Spiritualists’ Associa
tion, will commence on Sunday, August 
26, 1894, and close September 16th. For 
information in regard to tents, lodgings 
or other particulars, address Wm. P. 
Allen, secretary.

Mrs. Jennie Hagan Jackson will be at 
North Collins, N. Y., June 9 and 10, and 
at Battle Creek, June 17; at Lake Cora, 
Mich., June 24; at Paw Paw, Mich., Sat
urday night, June 23. July 4 is still 
open and also fall and winter months. 
Mrs. Jackson writes: “Everyone is re
gretting the illness of our sister, Mrs. 
Sheets, of Grand Ledge, and hoping she 
will soon be well and strong enough to 
do public work. Mrs. Tillie Reynolds is 
still in Grand Rapids, and is open to en
gagements. She is a worthy worker.” 
Mrs. Jackson, who is an untiring worker, 
can be addressed for engagements at 
399 Lafayette St., Grand Rapids, Mich.

W. H. Bach writes that he will be at 
Lake Brady the first three weeks of July 
and at Cassadaga during the entire 
camp. He will hold two developing cir
cles daily and give private sittings for 
development. He would like engage
ments with societies or circles for the 
coming season.

“Chairman” writes from ¡Rochester, 
Ind,: “1 write you to sap that Mrs. Isa 
Wilson Porter, of 544 W. Van Buren 
street, Chicago, occupied the rostrum at 
Temple Hall, in this place, two Sundays 
and gave us two midweek meetings. 
Her brief lectures delighted all hearers 
and her platform tests were superior to 
any similar phenomenal work given in 
Rochester. The temple was well filled 
with good people at each ineeting and it 
was difficult to get the audience out of 
the hall after a two hours’ service. We 
cheerfully recommend her services to 
all societies wishing to attract large 
audiences. We do not intend to employ 
a speaker until in the fall, but should 
any good speaker or test medium come 
our way we will do the best we can in 
the way of entertainment, for a Sunday 
or two.”

A correspondent writes from Mil
waukee, Wis.: “The German Spiritual 
Society here is doing remarkably well. 
It has been organized but a few months, 
yet in that time has been obliged to get 
a larger hall. We wish them all the 
success which their energy and perse
verance deserves. They will continue 
their meetings every Sunday evening 
during the summer at their hall, south
west corner of Third street and North 
avenue. Mrs. Emma M. Nutt has been 
their speaker for the past month, and 
will continue with the society until Sep
tember, Mrs. Nutt’s address is 634 Jack
son street,. Milwaukee. To all friends’a 
happy greeting, and kind wishes for the 
success of our camps this summer.”

Will O. Hodge has just concluded a 
successful engagement with the first, 
society at Milwaukee, and is now open 
for engagements for grove or camp
meetings, and for the fall and? winter 
months. Will attend funerals when de
sired. • ■ Address him in care of this 
office, 40 Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

■ M. H. Prince writes from Onset,Mass.: 
“This bids fair to be one of the most 
brilliant camp-meetings ever held here, 
and those who have not visited this Eden 
of modern times will, when they do, find 
enchantment in every spot they traverse. 
I am Inadequate to the task in describ
ing Onset Bay. The grounds in front of 
the rostrum nave been arranged equal 
to the latest improved open-house or
chestra circle. Benches of the best 
now in use, and capable of seating two 
thousand people comfortably, have been 
put in position. The 17th instant will 
be opening day, when the programmes 
will be issued for the season. There has 
been erected by the Wigwam Associa
tion a fine large building in the form of 
a Wigwam, which will be dedicated 
shortly. It is for the exclusive use of 
healing the afflicted. There is a fine 
lyceum here, with a class of thirty, to 
forty pupils all the year round, which 
compares favorably with any similar 
lyceum it has been my privilege to visit. 
More anon.”

Dr, A. B. Cooper, of Marshalltown, 
Iowa, writes: “Mrs. S. M. Lowell, of 
Anoka, Minn., whose ministrations for 
the M. S. A., of Marshalltown, Iowa, 
during the month of May, has given 
such excellent satisfaction, has been en
gaged for .the month of June. We can 
heartily recommend her to any society 
wanting to engage a first-class« Spiritual 
lecturer during the fall and winter. 
Address during June, 115 N. Second 
street, Marshalltown, Iowa. ”

J. C. Edward Marker writes: “Con
ference meetings are being held every 
Sunday afternoon and evening at the 
First Church of Spiritualists, of Alle
gheny, Pa. Mediumship is being devel
oped and we feel fully satisfied in the 
knowledge that we can be supplied with 
home talqnt that shall present our 
cause before the public so clearly and so 
beautifully that It will receive the rec
ognition and respect which is its legiti
mate due. Miss Emma Utz, the girl me
dium, who possessed so much popularity 
at the camp-meeting last year, is the 
main speakerateach meeting, her guides 
using her most intelligently. The sub
jects which her guides may chose are 
handled without hesitancy. She will go 
to camp-meeting this summer as usual, 
where qer control ‘Daisy’ will prove 
what Spiritualists claim to be facts.”

Dr. J. S. Cooper writes from Mar
shalltown, Iowa: “I wish to say to the 
many readers of your valuable journal 
that we have had Dr. and Mrs. S. N. 
Aspinwall, of Minneapolis, Minn., with 
us for the past two weeks, and have had 
a feast of spiritual truth. Mrs. A. is a 
fine inspirational speaker, and gave us 
four lectures that were simply grand, as 
well as her test circles, which gave uni- 
versal’satisfactlon. They left us Satur
day, the 2d, for Topeka, Kansas, to visit 
the Doctor’s daughter for a few days. 
They then return to their home in Min
neapolis, to prepare for the camp 
season. We hope to have them with us 
again this fall for a short time.”

Bishop A. Boals is at Muskegon, 
Mich. The attendance at the first Sun
day meetings was large, and the ex
pressions of approbation very flattering 
and encouraging. Mr. Beals will attend 
their camp-meeting in July.

S. Walbert writes: “The Spiritualist 
Association of Barlow Lake, Bowen’s 
Mills, Barry county, Mich., will hold a 
two-days’ grove meeting in Briggs’ 
grove (forty rods south of Armstrong’s 
store) on Saturday and Sunday, June 16 
and 17, 1894, commencing at 10 and 2 
o'clock of each day. G. H. Brooks, of 
Elgin, Ill., will be the speaker. Other 
speakers and mediums will be present. 
Refreshments will be furnished in the 
grounds. Everybody invited to at
tend.”

Hurry K. Beard, ot Buffalo, N. , 
writes: “Enclosed you will find a post-

Y.,

office order for one year’s subscription 
for The Progressive Thinker. I 
have bought it at our hall for six 
months, and consider it the best paper 
in America.”

Mrs. J. Lindsey, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich., writes: “My work goes bravely 
on at home, and now I am ready to go 
out again in the field. I desire to say to 
friends who wish to know my in ten2 
tions, that I shall be at Muskegon July 
6, and 19th I go to Anderson, Ina., camp
meeting. I also expect to be at Bowen’s 
Mills grove meeting the 17th of June, 
and will fill engagements to societies. 
Those wishing to engage me can address 
me at 20 Turner street, Grand Rapids, 
Mich.” •

W. W. Ricker and Mrs. Ricker, of 
Cincinnati, Ohio, spent the month of 
May at Keokuk, Iowa. He writes: “We 
went among them total strangers, and 
during the one short month we spent 
with them their many hospitalities and 
the whole-souled feelings of brotherly 
love that flowed forth so spontaneously 
and could not be misunderstood, struck 
a chord of feeling in us that will never 
cease to vibrate whenever we think of 
them, and wherever fate may lead us in 
tbe future, we shall never think of them 
save with feelings of pleasure. We had 
the pleasure of attending two material
izing seances at the hospitable house of 
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Thompson, that 
lady being the medium, and we must 
say that for perfection of form, length 
of time they remained visible, and in 
all the points that go to make this form 
of spirit manifestation so popular, we 
have never seen them excelled. Inde
pendent voices were often heard sing
ing in accord with those singing in the 
circle, and on two occasions voices were 
heard singing alone in the cabinet. 
Take it all in all, the seances were 
very highly appreciated by those who 
attended them. In conclusion we will 
say that we were highly gratified, not 
only with the numbers of the audiences 
that greeted us on each night we occu
pied the platform there, but the assur
ances we heard from all that our labors 
were appreciated.”

There will be a musical and literary 
entertainment, stereopticon exhibition 
and dance for the benefit of Father 
Williams, at National Hall, 681W. Lake 
street, on Thursday evening, June 
14th, commencing at 6 o’clock sharp. A 
very entertaining programme has been 
arranged. It will be under the direc
tion of Mrs. L. P. Simmons and Prof. 
Clarke.- Admission 25c.

A witness of a seance at Farmer 
Riley’s writes that fourteen forms ap
peared.- One old gentleman, a skeptic, 
who was present, received a visit from a 
tnan who wished to shake hands with 
him and who was not recognized until he 
appeared the third- time, when he led 
the old gentleman into the cabinet far 
enough to see the medium. Messages 
on slates were received by several. Mrs. 
Riley sang “Where is my boy to-night?” 
andherlittle son came and pushed the 
curtain wide.

C. O. writes from Sturgis, Mich.: 
“Mrs. A. E. Sheets, of Grana Ledge, 
Mioh., was withusduring February and 
March, but on, account of poor health 
she has had to give up her work here 
and go home. Our society was very 
sorry to think they had tp let her go 
home, as she .was building up pur or
ganization, and she made many friends 
during her stay here. Mrs. Jennie 
Hagan-Jackson, of Grand Rapids, was 
with us during the month of May. She 
is as brilliant a speaker as ever went on 
the rostrum. Our society expects her 
back here through the month of Sep
tember. Prof. Wm. B. Wilds and his 
little family of five children furnished 
the music for our society. They are 
the finest musical talent for their age 
there is. Prof. B. Wilds, first violin; 
Grace Wilds, pianist, 12 years old; Nina, 
second violinist and vocalist, 10; Arthur, 
violoncello, 9; Nellie, cornetist, 7; 
Ralph, triangle, 6. Our society can 
heartily recommend Prof. Wilds and 
his children to any society that wants a 
first-class musics! entertainment. They 
will furnish music for camp-meetings at 
reasonable terms. They are a drawing 
card. Try them.”

Prof. Carl Sextus, of Chicago, 
writes: “I was present at the meeting 
last Sunday evening, May 27, at No. 11 
Ada street, where the well-known me
dium, Frank T. Ripley, appeared as the 
main feature of the programme. The 
hall was packed with an appreciative 
audience: for those that arrived 
later there was no seat, and 
they were glad to get standing-room. 
Mr. F. T. Ripley was a remarkable 
proof of the power of inspiration. Dur
ing a light tranef he delivered an in
structive lecture that kept the crowded 
audience spellbound. In the course of 
the evening he gave still more evident 
proof of his wonderful ability, which 
prevails during his sensitive condition.”

Mrs. Rogers writes: “The friends got 
together and had a very fine meeting at 
Star Lodge Hall, on Sabbath evening. 
Dr. Carpenter gave an address. Some 
speaking followed. Then Mrs. Gillette 
gave slate-writing. Music was inter
spersed. The same programme will 
follow June 10th, evening, 7:45. We 
want to organize a permanent society. 
Come and help us.”

Julius writes from Clinton Camp, Iowa: 
“I found the park more beautiful, if pos
sible, than ever before, with its rich and 
varied foliage. The friends of Spirit
ualism living here seem alive to the 
great questions of the hour. A picnic 
was held on the grounds yesterday (Sun
day), and a very enjoyable and entertain
ing occasion was the result. B. B. Hart, 
an old worker in the cause, gave an able 
address. Subject, “Nature s Divine Epic 
of Man.” It was handled from a scien
tific standpoint. The occasion was en- 
lived with soul-inspiring music by Mrs. 
E. Hulser and Mrs. Frankie Cole, of 
Chicago, and fine recitations by Mrs. 
Davenport and Miss Ruth Poole, of Clin
ton. All on the grounds, including Miss 
Foster, Mr. and Mrs. Smith, Mr. and 
Mrs. Jackson, worked with a will to 
make the entertainment a success, and 
did so financially beyond their most san
guine expectations. Dr. J. C. Phillips 
(psychometrist and healer) and wife are 
now located on the grounds, where they 
may be addressed until the close of 
camp, the last of August.”

Dewdrop writes encouragingly of the 
meetings held in the Spiritual Temple, 
85 South Sangamon street, under the 
management of Mrs.Lymun. “On Deco
ration Day, May 30, Mrs. Lyman deliv
ered a patriotic address at the Memorial 
exercises held at National Hall, and on 
May 31 she addressed the Band of Har
mony, at Brandel’s Hall, North Ada 
street.”

Thomas A. Wheeler, after paying his 
respects to The Progressivethinker, 
writes: “I find the following in regard 
to ‘Persecutions by the Presbyterians 
of Stonington, Conn., about 1742, Joshua 
Morse began preaching in Stonington, 
where he was opposed and abused by a 
bigoted set of gentry who declared that 
his preaching was not according to law. 
At that time every man who opened his 
doors for dissenters to preach was liable 
to be lined five pounds, the preacher ten 
shillings, and every hearerfive shillings. 
The first time Mr. Morse preached ne 
was apprehended, carried before a mag
istrate, sentenced to pay the tea shill
ings, or be whipped ten lashes at the 
public whipping-post. The fine he could 
not pay. He was taken to the post, but 
the constable paid the fine. The magis
trate, ashamed of his conduct, offered 
it to Mr. Morse, but as he would pay no 
money, so he would receive none, and 
his persecutors, finding him unmanage
able, went off and left him.”

J. G. W. Hunt writes from Carter
ville, ddo.: “I can’t do ■ without The 
Progressive Thinker. It is the best 
paper I ever read. There is hardly a 
number that does not contain an article 
worth many times the subscription price 
for one year. In our little city of 3,800 
inhabitants, two years ago there was 
not a pronounced Spiritualist. Now 
there is at least one-hundred investiga
tors, and four circles that meet regu
larly, and several that meet occasionally. 
One circle is developing a first-class 
clairvoyant and clairaudient medium, 
in the person of P. P. Buck a trance me- 
dium.and an automatic writer. We have 
a business organization, with myself as 
president, T. J. Shelton, secretary, and 
Hon. Joseph Fountain, treasurer, and 
would be glad to have a good material
izing medium visit us, or a good inspira
tional speaker, or other good medium. 
We think a good, honest medium could 
do well here, and at Webb City, and 
Joplin. We don’t want any more fakes, 
but believe an honest medium would do 
well. Our city joins Webb City, where 
there are some two hundred of our faith; 
is connected with Joplin (five miles 
distant)«by electric railway, trains run
ning every thirty minutes.”

Mrs. E. H. Evans writes that during 
the past winter seven ladies of Bolivar, 
N. Y., 'have been sitting for develop
ment with Mrs. Kittie Lestre as me
dium. She has nearly all phases ex
cept materialization. At a recent 
circle there were very fine rappings— 
like four hands playing a quartette 
together. This occurred in daylight 
with the shades raised and all sitters 
clear away from the table; Good tests 
are given, and a short address from Mrs. 
Lestre at each sitting. ■

Mrs. Anna L. Robinson writes: “The
following is a list of my camp-meeting 
engagements: Orion, Mich., 9th to 14th 
of June; Owasso, Mich., 25th to 29th of 
June; Haslett Park, Mich., 29th of July
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Riljht Living. By Busan H. Wixon. 
Sixty chapters of practical instruction for 
i^e^young on probleuis ot duty. Cloth,

St. Sollfer, with Other Worthies and 
Unworthles. By James Vila Blake. Story
essays, subtle and entertaining. Paper, 50 
cento) doth, 11.00.

Seed Thoughts from Robert Brown
ing. Selected and arranged by Mary E. 
Burt. Imitation parchment, daintily 
printed, 25 cento.

Sermon« of Religion and Life. By 
Henry Doty Maxson, with biographical 
sketch by H. M. Bimiuonsi the sermons 
edited by James Vila Blake. Cloth, $1.00.

Silhouettes from Life. By Anson Uriel 
Hancock. Stories of the backwoods and 
the western prairies. Paper, 25 cents: 
cloth, 11.00.

The Auroraphone. By Oyrus Cole. 
Telegraphic communication established 
with the planet Saturn. Paper, 25 cents; - 
doth, 60 cento.

The Beginning. A novel of the future 
Chicago as It might be under socialism. 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomas, Judge 
Tuley and others. Paper, 25 cento.
(The Evolution of Immortality, or 

Suggestions of an Individual Immortality, 
based on our Organic and Life History. By 
Dr. C. T. Stockwell. Cloth, 60 conu.

The Faith that Makes Faithful. By 
William C. Gannett and Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones. New edition from new plates. 
Paper, 60 cents; doth, «1.00.

The Flaming Meteor. Poetical works 
of Will Hubbard Kernan. Unique and re
markable poems by a brilliant though 
erratic author. Cloth, «1.50. .

Tho G°«pel of Matthew In Greek.
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing Tolman. Special vocabulary for 
beginners. Paper, &o cents; cloth, «1.00.

The Last Tenet Imposed upon the 
Khan of Tomathoz. By Hudor Genone. 
An instructive Btory of a non-elect infant. 
Paper, 25 cento; doth, *1.25.

The Morals of Christ. By Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison of Christian 
ethics with contemporaneous systems. 
Paper, 50 cento; doth, *1.00.

Theodore Parker. By Samuel John* 
son. Not a detailed biography, but a com
prehensive sketch ot Parker’s life and 
work. Cloth, «1.00.

Eus«i^ Refugee. By Henry R. 
A delightfully entertaining story, 

full of action and interest. 618 pages. 
Paper, 50 cent«.

The Sailing of King Olaf and Other 
Poems. By Alice Williams Brotherton. 
Full of melody and variety. Cloth, with 
handsome cover design in silver, «1.00.

The Unending Genesis. By H. M. 
Shnmons. A tdmpie yet thoroughly Boian* 
title story of the creation, or rather the 
evolution, of the world. Paper, 23 cento.

WaBbtaiton Brown, Fanner. Br 
Lelioy Arnibtrong. How Che rimer« held 
choir wheat and the Hoard of Trade waa 
beaten. Paper, 50 oentii cloth, »1.00.

Where Brooks Go Softly. By Chaldee 
Eugene Banks. Simple poems of nature 
and life. \\ bite antique paper cover, 60 
cents; vellum cloth, gilt, *1.00.
4.^°rm^n‘ Church and State. By Ma- 
tllda Joslyn Gage. A historical account 
of the status of woman through the Chris
tian ages. Cloth, *2.U0.

Amber Bead*. By Martha' Everte 
Holden (“Ainber.’O Brief essays on people 

□ and thing«, full of humor and pathos.
Paper, 60 cento p doth, *1.00.

A Moder» Love Story, which doe« 
not end at the altar. By Harriet E. Or* 
cutt Highly originals widely dlsonued. 
Paper, 25 cento) cloth, *1.00.

An Ounce of Prevention, to save 
America from having «government of the 
few, by the few and for the few. By Augus
tus Jacobsen. Paper, 60 cants.

A Pure Scaled Liar. An anonymous 
novel, “terse, compact, rapid and intense,” 
scene in a Boston ¿art school. Paper, 80 
cento.

'T'HE SCIENTI FTC BASIS OF SPIRIT- 
J nallsm- By Epes Sargent. A work Of profound 

research, bvonc of the ablest m«n of the Frio« 
«1-50; postage 10 cents. .

•THE QUESTION SETTLED. A

Asleep and Awake. By Raymond w Religioni end Science as Allie«, or 
RUiiell. A reallitio Btory of Chicago; at- Similarities of Physical and Religious 
tacking the doable standard of morali. Knowledge. By James Thompson Bixby, 
Cloth, 11.00» Ph. D. Cloth, 60 cents; paper, 30 cents.

f

•THE SPIRITUALBIRTH-, OR DEATH 
JL and It« To morrow. Tbe Spirlui.ll.Uc Ide. of 

Death, Heaven «nd Hell. By Motes Hull. Thl« little 
pamphlet 1» devoted to an exposition of the splrltual- 
1« tic Idea of death, heaven and bell, a« contrasted 
with tbe common chnrobly Idea on tbe tamo subject. 
Tbe name of the author 1« a eufficlnnt guarantee that 
tbe «object la well handled. For sale at thl« office. 
Price, 10 cent«.

^k ^k^k k k^k
to the phyaletao In determining tbb relation of bh pa
tient’« spirit to Its body, tbris enabling "him to know 
what remedies arc necessary to perfectly adjust the 
same to each other; to tbe magnetic healer It Is 1nval-

UELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF 
O Bible. 144 Propoiitlon«, Theological, Moral, KI», 
torlcal and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and ’ 
negatively by quotation* from Scripture, without cod
meat. Frlce 15 cent*. ;
DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. ' 

/k By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every patriot J 
should read It. Prlcetl.OO.

CTUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE. 
kJ An invaluable work, by Hudwa Tuttle. hM 
»1.15.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

JL/ The “Stellar Key” Is tLJ philosophical Intr» 
duction to tbe revelations contained lb thia book. 
Some Idea of thl« little volume may bo gained from th« 
following table of content«: 1—Deathand the After 
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3—Society lathe
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centresin the Summer-Land: 
5—Wlnter-IAnd and Bummer Land: 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate! In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edltioncon- 
tains more than double tbe amount of matter In ton 
mer edition*, and (« enriched by a beautiful frontis
piece, Illustrating the “formation of tbo Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 oente. FoMaga 5 cento. For UM 
at this office.

7JSYCHU/ 4THY;OR. SPPRIT HEAD 
/log. Btlng a series of lesions on the relstioni of 
the spirit to its own organism. ,and the interrelation!

Proofs of Evolution» By Nelson C. 
Parshall. A concise, popular nummary of 
the proofs from geology, embryology, re
version, etc. Cloth, 50 cents.

Bl«Me0 be Drugdery. By William C. 
Gannett. Tbe moat popular sermon of the 
decade. A hundred thousand sold. Pa
per, 10 cento.

Browning'« Women. By Mary E. 
Burt. Essays on tha women portrayed in 
Robert Brownlnff’s poems and dramas. 
Oloth, 11.00.

Elsie; « Christmas Story. From ths 
Norwegian of Alexander Kjelland. Trans
lated by Mlles Menander Dawson. Cloth, 
60 cento.

Essay«. By James Vila Blake. Familiar 
subjects, bat masterly treatment. Re
markable for purity of style. Cloth, 
library style, 11 »00.

Evolution and Chriatianlty. By J. 
C. F. Grumbine. A study of the relations 
of modem science and popular religion. 
Cloth, 80 Cents. *

Facte and Fictions of Life. By 
Helen H. Gardener, Essays on Hye topics 
by one of the foremost women of the time. 
Paper, 60 cento) doth,11.00.

First Steps in Philosophy. By Wil
liam Mackintlre Salter. Discusses the 
questions: What is Matteri What 1« Duty I 
Cloth, «1.00.

From Earth’s Center. By 8. Byron 
Welcome. A novel picturing a society 
living under the Single Tax. Paper, 25 
cents.

From Over the Border, or Light on 
the Normal Life of Man. By Benj. G 
Smith. A book of prophecies and fancies 
of the life to come. Cloth, fl.00.

History of the Arownent« for the 
Existence of God. By Dr. Aaron Hahn. 
An important work for students. Paper, 
60 cento.

Information for Nurses, In Home and 
Hospital. By Martin W. Curran, practical 
and scientific; not > quack “Home Physi
cian.” Cloth, «1.75, net.

Inqulrendo Island. By Hudor Genoa«. 
A witty but not irreverent story of a coun
try where the Arithmetic was the Bible. 
Paper, 25 cental doth, 11.00.

John Aubumtop, Novelist. By Anson 
Uriel Hancook. A story of a western col
lege boy and college girl. Paper, 60 cents; 
doth, <1.25. t ’

Laurel Blossoms, or “My Fortune." 
Compiled by Della E. Billings. Poetical 
selections arranged for fortune-telling. 
Cloth, plain edges, «1.00« gilt edges, 41.60.

Legends from Storyland. By James 
Vila Blake, Stories, new and old, Illus
trating how- the Idea of miracles arises. 
Cloth, illustrated, 50 cents.

Lessons from the World of Matter 
and the World of Man. By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent pa-sages from unpub
lished sermons. Paper, 50 c.; cloth, «1.25.

Liberty and Life. By E. P. Powell. 
Crisp, popular lectures on the evolution 
theory as related to religion and life. Pa
per, 50 cents.

Money Found. By Thos. E. Hill. Advo
cates national ownership of banks. Full 
of Information on finance. Paper,25 cents, 
cloth, 75 centu; leather, «1.00.

More Than Kin. By James Vila Blake. 
A delightful book, halt story, half essay, 
all uplifting and refreshing. Cloth, pa
per side, «1.00.

Outline Studies In James Bussell 
Lowell; His poetry and Prose. By Mrs. 
Susan B. Beals. Endorsed by Mr. Lowell. 
Paper, 10 cents.

BOOKS OF TODAY
Books of Social Progress

I Books of Modern Science 
Books of Rational Religion 

. , / Live American Novels, etc.

Outline Studle* In Holmes, Bryant, !£ 
Whittier: Their Poems. By W. O. Gan- |g 
nett. Topics for conversation and refer* IS 
ences for reading. Paper, 10 cento. |a

People's Party Shot and Shell» By H 
Dr. T. A. Bland. A concise statement ot 
the principles now advocated by tbe Peo- 15 
pie's Party. Paper, 10 cants. |C

Poems of James Vila Blake» Re- . ® 
markable for depth of thought and purity <C 
of style. Cloth, paper label, red burnished 
top, *1.00.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
W0\K.

TDELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
£\ Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “The Clock Struck One. Two, and Three.’* 
Thlrty-ilx years a MethOdlst minister. Mr. Watson’s 
ong connection with one of tbe largest and most influ

ential religious organizations in this country, together 
with his well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will Attract the at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains tbe principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of sptrlt-manlfes- 
tatlon through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “ prince 
of humbugs,” and a purpose to expose it, and ending 
with a conviction that It is a truth far transcending all 
others In value to mankind. It is eminently well 
adapted to place In tbe hands of those whose attach
ments to the faiths and forms of tbe Church Incline 
th6m to have nC*‘~wg to do with the subject upon 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. 423, »1.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at *hls office.

njLPIT. PEW AND CRADLE. El 
xHblkn II. Gardskbr. One of ber brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against the Bible. 
Every woman should read it» and know her friends 
and enemies. Price 10 cento.
TiBSESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 
\J Influeace mortal«. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
lOcenta.
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 

JL Carrie E. 6. Tvlng, medium. Price 50 cent«.
•THE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
1 Mythical Christ, by Gerald Maeiey. 230 pages, 

V mo. Price 50 cents.
/¡CHSA SPRAGUE’S EXPERIENCE 

Xi in the Spheres. Price 20 cents.

7SB RELATION OF THE SPIRIT
van to the Material Universe; and the lay of 
control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 

Faraday. Price, 15 cents.

7HE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN. 
Br Cherie« Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

M A..'....,«.. «amo to eachotner; totuemngt ........................
Of AUgUSt. M8D16 Ueli, UÜ10, Ota | uable. because It Illustrates the actual magnetic pole« 

of Auffust to 12th: Liberal, Mo., AufifUst »4 their corresponding nerve centers. To the ge» 
oa rpk« „n.,nA ' er«l reader It will prove a boon because H explains thr20th to Sept. ¿Q. Lhe caue© IS growing physical and«rtflt®*lbntisof Hie. and the-Influence 

steadily here. , Your paper is popular 
withail. , . iuarf«iMa»ttui»Mu .

THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
OR 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Tht« Instrument hat now been thoroughly Mated by 

nnmerous InTestigators, and hu proved more aatlsfac* 
lory than the plancbette. both tn regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlstic girt have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N, Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by the psycbograpU) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit* 
uallsm is indeed true, and the communications hare 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
i hnve had of son, daughter, and their mother?'

l>r. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 
mi me familiar to those Interested In psychical matters, 
w i nos as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy- 
i lHufruph you sent me, and will thoroughly test it the 
ilrst opportunity 1 may have. It la very simple In 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power tb&n the one now Id use. 
I believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
it* superior merlu become known.”

A.Miller. Journalist and poet, In an editorial no
tice of the Instrument in bis paper, the Worthington 
(Minn ) Advasce, says: “The Psycbograph Is an im
provement upon tbe plancbette, having a dial and let
ters. with a few words, so that very little ‘power’ Is 
apparently required to glre tbe communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate.”

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for use, ik.OO. 
For said at this office.

THE DIAKKA.
•THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
J. ly Victims, by tbe Seer, A- J. Davi*, 1b a very inr 

terestfng and suggestive work. It Ib rd explanation of 
much that It false and repulsive in Spiritualism, em 
bodying a most Important recent Interview with Jamer 
Victor Wilson, a resident of tbe Summer-Land. Friel 
50 cents. For sMe at this offle*

Researches in oriental zmp 
Zv tory, embracing the origin of tbe Jews, the R(M 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and tbe a>erlv> 
tton of Christianity; to which is added; Whence Qtf 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown. M. D. One Of 
the most valuable works ever published Price giJfk 
TH E SUN DAY QU ESTIDN?
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

Elizabeth.

in the Spiritual

The Other World and This.

too much rail};

to betide,

San Francisco, Cal.

in consequence of having turned many toRadical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

i ■

’ r

é:

“God in the Constitution. ” By Robert G 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel I

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

tracts like, and nothing more. He can reach 
the highest perfected state, if he wishes, by

gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for tl. 00. For sale at this office.

H ' IJ ‘ » * * <■

Old Testament Stories, comically illus
trated, by Watson Heston, A series of smns 
ing cartoons illustrating the . Bible texts 
Price in strong, board covers $1. Cloth 
«1.60. '

. It now becomes my please address ns. We remain here the Sun-
pleasurable duty to present this chart to you, days of the present month.
Moses Hull, praying that the father of all We desire to express our gratitude and ap- 
spirits and good angels will be with you and preciation, through your paper, for the many
assist you in presenting the whole truth to favors and courtesies extended us, since we

G I

TUP TRUE SPIRIT community. If his father w»s a ruler and ■ nrII | n 1/1 Hi T nnnniinTinil good wife and yourself at some of them?I nt InUL orinlh the child’s head read a stonemason, for a A ntMAnhABLt rnUUUu I IDNl Ever yours in the cause, /
- - ------ - / stonemason he was educated. In this way Mosss Hull.

As Spoken by an Immortal. ' *bie to,reach such heights of per- ~r— . . I _— f
—faction.; Moses Hull the Recipient of a t wm have the phart meM me atthe T

Received Clairaudiently by Madame, pernor or statesman was notched Great Biblical and Historic Brady camp, and will probably have it with 
JOU » ’ . /. fjiaj MftantTra rA nnnirnl 4-A fPhaw «»♦'_ 1 me, at the Onset, Masa., and Ashley, Ohio,_____ _ the sceptre of control to-morrow. They at- ____ _ - As ’ ’ n™,

„ M , tained that position only hy lifelong study । ’“T ’Have you any idea of the infinite power of■ ¿Pd application. • J < • To the Editor:-! would like to inform • , “ ......
God? Have you ever thought of. the। intelli-. Ho£ s,nation pi0Bper in ito government y°u and tbe world, through your widely circu- MfQQAfJC fRAM TUC UI I 2
gence displayed in creating this world? Ha? ,when ^en are put in the high places who lated Progressive Thimcer, that I have been IWWUHUL IHUill Illi. HULLO
it never dawned upon, you that.it_ was a, be- knQW more about raising hogs and grain, but “«1®J*® custodian of a very fine painting. _ ' .  - _ ...
mgn, all-powerful ruler who designed and w]jO do not understand even the first requi- Mr' H- L- Buydam, of Geneva, N. Y., at They Have Moved Their Forces to
created all this? To create means to have an. glte8 oi a Btftte8njan or ruler_ NothiDg but about the age of seventy years, was made the , San FranciSCO.
intelligence in the background. Answer me C0nfusi0n ever reBult from a government happy recipient of the most convincing evi- --- -----
this: How could an egg produce the bnd if run and founded upongucll a basis,for it lacks dences oi .immortality, and has, per conse To THB EDiTOR--Some weeks have elapsed 
the mother bird, with her intelligence had the governing or controlling true spirit; to Quence, laid his orthodoxy and Adventism Bince I asked space ta your widelybreath»!- 
?n orde^to'pro^hicZ^er^oun^or^that bird? Produce a Bati8factory and only when ^de As an Adventist fie painted a chart of umnB to chroniSe ™
m order to produce her young or that bird? the world begins to understand the spiritual the history of the world—especially those por- d a8 h concluded our nine Sundays’ 
Theprogenyof thattordcan be traced back laws that governed the Greeks will they be tioni of it that were spoken of in the Bible. “Ork in”SaXeTderire to makeareport 
to the beginning of this earth, then God, with able to live ip peace within and without The These historical facts he now, believes to be Communications. from that quarter have g^en 
his own divine intelligence created the first Greeks did not understand these laws perfectly, 88 important to Spiritualists as he thought your readers something of an idea of the in
mate andPIfemae two dtatinct bkdJ Mo y8t with ^as of the truth and they were when he used them to try to prove in tbe cause of Spiritualism in that
male and female two distinct birds. Man, adhering to truth) Jook at there8uit The that all things earthly were about to wind up. baautiful garden 8pot f would onl in 
and every form of animal hfe he created the trouble with the world to day is that it culti- He now sees tbat it was only the event that reference to the meetings that the interest
same, male and female, and from that begin- vateB nothing but materiJityi whicb now he was mistaken in. His chart is a grand apparently increased from first to last Our
mng has the world been populated, not only mostly means selfishness and greed. It is Bacher; it was all the time wiser than ite au- Work wasconcluded Sunday night the 27th
upon the land, but in the air and water as like the groveling worm which is content to thorwhenhe made it With a little altera- ult. on that occasion many were compelled to

birt, 80„ lnto „gi0M
drrine intelligence m creating all animal life, thought unknown. Do not follow or be con- t0 se® bla Panting go where it will do tbe hall ■
and provided them with a beautiful world to to fonow the old of centu. most good; so he has-whether wisely er not In to the two 8eB8ion8 gun
inhabit, which provides for all material wants rie8 Look up and 8trlve under8tand cre. remains to be proven-presented it to me. d duriig April and May in wbicb /

°f b8a8yh8n ,bow caa ation and God, who is love, and learn to know , Tbattb® cbart 18 valuable as a work of art ai; W(JkeJ jointl Mr Hulli(I co‘y 
the Infidel say that God, after displaying such the within of yourselves better. The Gro- «»proven by the fact that insurance compa- ducted the music besides), I addressed •‘The
love and benign forethought, hM not provided cianera will repeat ¡Uelf efe mftny nies have been glad to insure it for 1400. The Spiritual Union Oirole” threeSundaymorn-
a home for the spirits of all that animal world. ries bave rolled around; but it will then be following is Bro Suydam s characteristic let- inPgB Thig meeting is usually conducted as
Do not think that God created this world as a upon a grander and broader scale than that tor> and my reply: a conference and seems to be doing a great

attained by the Greeks, or Ancients. The Geneva, N. Y., April 26th, 1894. amount of good.
such intelligence and ben gn forethought in bew era wijj. morfl thoroughly understand the To Moses Hull, on the wing:—My dear During the past month we conducted a sec- 
provldmg lor tnat man and animal world, 6piritual( bot will( ¿reekfli live,close brotber: Pleaae let the exigencies of my case ond series of meetings in Stockton. We were 
tnat n wo s y. J , l to nature. Then will the misery of the large plead an excuse for my troubling you with hospitably entertained by the Drs. Hudson,

h« cities be le88®ned and done away with, for this communication. For the past twenty- Dr. A. S. Hudson is an able and frequent con- 
Oi« fnii aanit’h i,iu i tb®y ^60 be looked upon as places to be one years, I have passed from the study of tributor to your paper. He hasatwinbroth- 

nas reined tne lull zenitn oi nis power, 1 despiBed< and the greatest perfection will not the old theology, “the hell-fire trust,” the er; these brothers are in the seventies, and 
Ld thus rendsSath to tX dl this from hi tben reiSQ jn tb® but in tb® country. Second Advent, as held at present, and the doing vigorous, intellectual work. Dr. A. T. 
n.. tt . nimniv »¡van him hi.. r>ri 0 088 to nature. “Restitution of all through the two Adams. ” Hudson has a large practice. These men have

. . "J,. ij j ? I predict that America will be the first 1 have fully made up my mind to rest upon the courage of their convictions everywheremary schooling here in tLis world and puts a «mntr} to adopt the new era of enlightenment, the Spiritudistie platform, which says: “Ye and on all occasions.
aSd wrone naidmw”ichhkiep8a tellteg hiLiow ior.Ame,rican8 ar® a re8tle88 people, always are all of God;” and also: “We are the off- The night before we left San Jose we held 
to nrenare for thi”other world forlite bevond 8ee^lngJ°xr 80metblng b®y°nd> and not con- spring of God.” Acte 17:28, 29, and that a meeting in Santa Clara; this is in the sub- 

p p . . - . . ., , ’ . , y. tent with the present; they are quick and keen- “God is no respector of<persons. ” Acts 10:34. urbs of San Jose, but there is a marked dif-
the grave is inherent in the human breast of all Wjtted, and ever ready to adopt anything new Knowing that the person who made these as- ference between the two places. Santa Clara 
nations an colors, o ing ever d es in na- that will better their condition. They are in- sertions had seen Jesus, the greatest medium is almost entirely under the dominion of the 
tore; i simply passes frorp one state or form dependent ftnd wiU not be bamperedJ'by old wh6 ever breatbed tbe’ brea6tb of tbat life CathoU therJfore non.progre88ive. Tbe 

kindlXX f?rmB of. government May God speed the given him by the Father of all Spirits, as well little hall was well filled on the occasion of 
he does^not die- he simniv lavs’asidethe mor- day °r.?e dawmng oi ^¡r new era, when as the spirit of life, 1 for one must believe it; Mr. Hull’s lecture; there was a large delega
. . , . .’ , p .7. ,. , , man will more thoroughly understand that to I do believe it tion from San Jose. A few nights previous
tel or “aerial enyelop of this world to be live in the true BpjrH of God ig a gimple tblng Belng Bometbing of an „1^ j concluded to our departure for this city, we were treated 
Thn wnrkl wHl soon Win tn understand that to do a^ter a^’ Throw off the old material to place some of the results of my study on to a genuine surprise in the Dobson home.

ihof nortnvfs nf life ih th!« wnriri s®^> and «et ^be spiritual of the within dictate canvas, tbat others might see, study, and Our room was in the house of their daughter, 
. j • P i- ti. i • •. , ft» mandates of the true spirit. Look up and learn for themselves as I had done. I pro- next door, and we had received no hint of the
is reproduced m light, e erea or spiritual beyond wbere regions of bgbt are waiting cured a piece of artists’ canvas eighteen feet affair, until about eight in the evening, when 
XX8 snrrnnndfnXtWfl JJtl!7S PrnTfn for y0u to U aad P^ upon, and long and four feet high. I spaced it off into a continuous ringing of the door bell and a 

Aont/ir nt Bn 1« rarirndnnad in that wber® tru® springs of living waters are laved ages, and have placed thereon over one hun- constant inpouring into the Doctor’s house 
„--ij «kn kol-„kta nf nnrfaoHnn out generou81y to the weary seeker after truth, dred Biblical scenes. But here my work as made us know that something unusual was onworld according to the heights of perfection Sir Percival Johnstone, an instructor ceases. I find, on account of the programme. We were called; told a

® spin P at » P r v ey, or jjBmber of fbe House of Peers under Queen failing health and the infirmities of my age, couple of friends wanted to see us, etc.
when man passes to his home beyond, like at- vu,okQtk t uk+u wu , , ’— - ■■ — - Elizabeth. that I, of myself, can do little or no good When we entered the beautiful parlors we

 ----------- with it, and have resolved to place it in the were at a loss to know whether we were really 
. Never Satisfied.--------------- hands of a more competent person. on earth or had been transported to some fairy

worid7Dunaiterabie“f^th“7n GodTVetevate It seems that mortals as they run are mighty To celebrate the forty-sixth anniversary of land; there were flowers everywhere; foliage 
him to that high moral plane hardtoptease, the spirit-rappings at Hydesville, I, m com- hung from pictures and portieres. The rooms

It is not given to man, in his ignorant under- Always finding something wrong, and ever ill pany with my wrie made a pilgrimage to the were filled with people many among whom 
standing of the spiritual, with the most vivid at ea8e> Bhr‘ne’ 8xamin.ed tbe bou8e ln a11 ,ts “in"t,8e- we recognized as those who. had made them-
imagination, to conceive of the limit or height Aan®y®d by P®^ Rifles which are met on took notes, and made a sketch of the dwelling, selves known in our meetings and there were 
of the ¡spiritual world and its perfection. - ®v®ry side, through the kindness of an old gentleman, some strangers. As we looked into their

The Spirit-world represents to a degree We never ce.ise complaining, and are never who gave me his name but t has passed from smiling facesand received their greetings, a 
something akin to the mirage of a city which «‘«sfied. “®- H® said he was the little boy who, when wave of sadness passed over our spirits, as we
one often sees esneciallv in certain latitude« ur x n t k • k only eight years old, had the rope tied under realized how soon we were to exchange “good

u 7ertain latitudes We do not like the frosty air when winter bjs arms, and was let down into the hole byes,” and take up our lines in other places.
Si in a f A ?fteat e® tfetkhlp 18 holdB hiB reign> where the peddler’s body was found. I then An interesting programme was extemporized,
the AviSlie BrenSemi^o/niiinreS We do not like tbe burning 8un when summer pr0CUred from The Progressive Thinker consisting of rocaf and instrumental9music,
a most beautiful eitv mountain and fnmat n co“e8 a8abJ! • the likenesses of the three Fox girls. I have speeches, recitations and songs; games were
and to the eve thev^are anoh » raalitv that Forthen tis sure to be too hot to either walk introduced them all on this cbart I have introduced, and not the least among the good 

a , y iiy 1 ♦V ? real ty that or ride, . concluded to place it where it will do the most things of the evening was the delicate repast
iiX^d Si?eent^eni°rrealClU®B’ And be it sunshine, snow or rain, we are not gOod; and as we are told in the “Beatitudes,” served by the hostess and her assistants. ?On 

I simply draw this picture of the mirage to the lighted candle is of little use under the this occasion Mr. Hull and myself were recip-
explain the spiritual aspect of the other world Tbe fartner knowB bi# croP8 iail wbene’er pUiell are ®ommanded to let our of pretty souvenirs of the Golden State,
to the material senses. Themirage is nothing b® P^t» ?ght 8fine’ 1 to.obey a8 P°™ ^We left San Jose the 29th, and came to
but a reflection, and does not eX ero«nt in There’ll surely be an early frost, too dry, or 1,e8; 1 now kn0" be?®rJay * cel^ city - Our residence while here will be 

brate my seventy-second birthday than to 439 O Farrall street, where our friends will

progression, which means,

MEDIUMSHIP.
How to Investigate 8piritualisn>< 

or, Bules for the Spirit Circle.
The Spirit Circle la the aaaembHog together of £ 

Dumber of persons seeking communion with the eplrlM 
who have passed from earth to the world of soul«. ThQ 
chief advantage of such an assembly Is the mutual lo> 
partatlon and reception of the combined magnetienjn 
of tbe assemblage, which form a force stronger that 
that ot an Isolated subject—enabling spirits to com 
mune wlth greater power and developing the laten^ 
gifts of mediumship.

. The first conditions to be observed relate to tbe pejv 
sons who compose tbe circle. These should be, as tai 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, as positive and 
negative; of moral characters, pure minds, and not 
marked by repulsive points of either physical or men 
tai condition. 'No person suffering from disease, or of 
debilitated physique, should be present at any circle« 
unless It Is formed expressly for healing purposes. I 
would recommend the number of tbe circle never to be 
jess than three, or more than twelve. Tbe best num* 
ber Is eight. No person of a strong positive tempera* 
ment should be present, as any such magnetic spheres 
emanating from tbe circle will overpower that of the 
spirits, who must always be positive In tbe circle In 
order to produce phenomena.

Never let the apartment be over-heated, the room 
should be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion in the atmosphere, disturbs the 
manifestations. A subdued light is the moat favora
ble for spiritual magnetism.

I recommend tbe seance to be opened either with 
{>rayer or a song sung In chorus, after which subdued« 
larmonlzlng conversation la better than wearisome si* 

lence; but let tbe conversation be directed toward« the 
purpose of the gathering, and never sink into discus* 
slon or rhe to emphasis. Always have a pencil and 
paper on the table, avoid entering or quitting tbe room, 
irrelevant conversation, or disturbances within or 
without the circle after the seance has commenced.

Do not admit unpunctual comers, nor suffer the air 
of tbe room to be disturbed after tbe sitting commen
ces. Nothing but necessity. Indisposition, or Impres
sions, should warrant tbe ahturbance of the sitting, 
whiou should never exceed two hours, unless an 
extension of time be solicited by tbe Spirits.

Let tbe seance always extend to one hour, even If no 
result« are obtained; It sometimes requires tbat time 
for spirits to form tbelr battery. Let It be also remem
bered tbat circles are experimental, hence no one 
should be discouraged If phenomena are not produced 
at tbe first few sittings. Stay with tbe same circle for 
six sittings; if no phenomena are then produced you 
may be sure you are not assimilated to each other; In 
that case, let the members meet with other persons 
until you succeed.

A well-developed test medium may alt without in
jury for any person, but a circle sluing for mutual de
velopment should never admit persons addicted to had 
habits, strongly positive or dogmatical. A candid In
quiring spirit 1b tbe only proper frame of mind In 
which to sit for phenomena, the delicate magnetism of 
which 1« made or marred as much of mental as physi
cal conditions.

Impressions are the voices of spirits or tbe monitions 
of tbe spirit within us, and should always be followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong In act or word. At tbe 
opening of the circle, one or more are often Impressed 
to change seats with others. One or more are Impressed 
to withdraw, or a feeling of repulsion makes It painful 
to remain. Let these Impressions be faithfully regard
ed, and pledge each other that no offence shall be taken 
by following impressions.

If a strong Impression to write, speak, sing, dance, 
or gesticulate possess any mind present, follow It out 
faithfully. It has a meaning If you cannot at first rea
lize It. Never fee) hurt la your own person, nor ridi
cule your neighbor for any failures to express or dis
cover the meaning of tbe spirit Impressing you.

Spirit control is often deficient, and at first imper
fect. By often yielding to It. your organism becomes 
more flexible, and the spirit more experienced; and 
practice In control le necessary for spirits as well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drive them away, but always strive to ele
vate them, and treat them as you would mortals, tin* 
der similar circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to “lying spirits,“ or deceiving mediums. 
Many mistakes occur In the communion of which you 
cannot always be aware.

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to holo sittings with tbe same parties for more 
than a twelvemonth. After tbat time, If not before, 
fresh elements of magnetism are essentia). Some of 
tbe original circle should withdraw, and others take 
their places.

Never seek the spirit circle In a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only, have you cause co fear It.

Never permit any one to sit incircles who suffer 
from it in health or mind. Magnetism In the 
case of such persons Isa drug, which operates perni
ciously, and should be carefully avoided.

Every seventh person can be a medium of some kind, 
and become developed through the Judicious opera
tions of the spirit circle. When once mediums are 
fully developed, tbe circle sometimes becomes Injuri
ous to them. When they feel this to be the case, let 
none be offended If they withdraw, and only use their 
gifts 1n other times and places.

All persons are subject to spirit Influence and guid
ance, but only one In seven can so externalize this 
power«» to become what Is called a medium; and let 
It ever be remembered that trance «peakers, no lest 
than mediums for any other gift, can never be Influ
enced by spirits far beyond their own normal capacity 
In the matter of tbe Intelligence rendered, tbe mag- 
netlsm of the spirits being but a quickening fire, which 
Inspires the brain, and, like a hot-house process on 
plants, forces into prominence latent powers of tbe 
mind, but creates nothing. Even In the case of merely 
automatic speakers, writers, rapping, and other forms 
of test mediumship, tbe intelligence of tbe spirit li 
measurably shaped by the capacity and Idiosyncraslei 
of tbe medium. All spirit power li limited In expres 
slon by tbe organism through which It works, and 
spirits may control, Inspire, and Influence tbe human 
mind, but do not change or re-create iL—Emma Had* 
DINOB BbITTJKN.

•RUPTURE CUREDf 
■ F0II TWELVE DOLLARS,

. Hilgabd.Ohecun. Juno 28,1893.
Da. Pikrck&Bon.—Gkntlkmkn: I am happy to in- 

■V win you tbst tbo Truss I bought ofyou lust April bus 
■coMniiiLY cuJixpme of a very severe case ofHi-ruls, 
■from which I have suffered for ovta JByjiaiis. I was 
■ rather sceptical about your Truss wheal boughtit, as J 
■ hudtrlcd several so called Elastio Trusses without dcriv- 
■lug auybencflt from them; but after using your Truss for 
fashorltimo Iwaicpariuccd that it was the best lever 
। had, as It was easy to wear, and seemed to stop the severed 
Ipains that often prostrated me while wearing the old! 
[Spring trusses; and now, tn spito of my scepticism, I am ■ 
Fiarscnr CuHKP.audcan work with the Trussoff ifjfl 
fei iso disposed, but 1 still wear It loosely as Bi« notM 
Inconvenient. You may add the above to your other* 
testimonial«. Gratefully your«, FRED.HANBEN. M 

(V*Tbe altove core was effected In les« than thkbk^H 
[months time. at a total cast of |1'2. Thousand«»? aiml-fM] 
Jar cure*buve-becamado tor from f)0ioi»J5 each. Es-KSi 
tabllshcd 1875. Call or «end So for free P*MFiiLar®H 
Ku. 1. Address Magnetic Elantic Tru$$£KB| 
Company» W. corner Kearny audflWH

‘«aorameuto streets. 8su Francisco, Cal. Kfl

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facta, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

n Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK LS 
largely a record uf tbe facts and demonatratlonB 

which the author ba« seen, beard of or presented In 
hl« own experiments. The history of the various 
pbaaes of tbe science Is succinctly presented, and tbe 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred Id Chicago. The pictorial 
illustrations add much to tbe interm and value qf (ho 
book, which will be found very Interesdiig to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. Tbe work is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, $2,00» For sale at 
the office of The Progressive Thinker.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and Modern ^Spirit- 
ualism.

but a reflection, and does not exist except in There’ll surely be an early frost, too dry, or 
the reflection; but the Spirit-world does exist muc^ ra’1l> a«
and te everlasting. He's always looking far ahead for something c?mm6n“J^

Novy, this idea may seem ridiculous to the .
world at large, but it is nevertheless true. ■^n<^ when his giyners all are full, he's scarce- 

h, tr®®8> assist you in presenting the whole truth to favors and courtesies extended us, since we
otMe dThehArabiof. The tnid“ma0 ?°" day ftnd and wel1 mortal man. This is given in the interest of have been on this coast May we be found
tell mil thnf fhair hnra h matures his plans, truth. Yours truly, H. L. Suydam. worthy of the confidence our friends repose in
tell you that their horses have aspmt, and1 To save his stock, to treat all well, and meet „, P
why do they know that to be so? because they all just demands: --------- Rm Francis I believe without an excen.
are, in every sense of the word, true children And should kind fortune favor him, and he San Joss, Cal., May 28, 1894. . ’ Soiritualiet to whom I have been
of nature, and nature, which is God’s laws, still stem the tide, H. L. Buydam, Geneva, N. ¥.— Dear J, t
shows them that nothing really dies. I lived He should not say, in times like these, he is Brother: I am in receipt of yours of April tlj f j though I know you because I have 
among them when m earth-life, and from them not satisfied. 26. Acceptmy congratulations that you haveI learned maay valuable lessons, which they T ” „ v at this advanced stage of your earth-life been read y0U “,d ?uU,.1° T“^OG“S8-
had derived from studying nature. These In dl various walks of llfe there’B doabt led out of Orthodox and Adventist darkness IVE Thi^er' What a J18t .°* Cal^rlni,an8 
wise old men of the East or Orient, who have . “d dl8content, }nto H ht o( a knowledge of an endless y°^h8k have.°.n yo“ BfckB?I^tio5lbi?okB.
solved the mysteries of life, will tell you that Twould Beem that 1111116 evi1 ho8to are to thia life. You have traveled very much the same T Wlt^ b®8.t Wlshe8' in W^ch jo,nB’
everything has a. spirit, for spirit means life. m Ben‘ road as myself. I am, for the cause, Matt» E. Hull.
Take the spirit away from anything and how strife and anarchy, our laws to over- While I have a brotherly feeling for all who
soon does destruction or disintegration set in. ”de> . walk in the light of modern Spiritualism, I •

AU understand thoroughly that the sun is 00,11,1 8R““d m d° ng thlB’ woald feel especiaUy attracted to all who have trav- “The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book,
the life of the world; hence it is the spirit be 8atlBfled? eled the same road to find it that I did. For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with
that governs and controls the world, and The power that works incessantly to curb the How can I properly express my thanks for introductory circular setting forth the basic 
worlds without number. The sun is nothing rights of man the confidence you have reposed in me, in principle of Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkina
more than the radiance or atmosphere of God Will soon control this government by some making me the custodian of your great Biblical Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or 19 per 
penetrating all life, for its rays of light are concerted plan, and historical painting? Though I have never hundred, to close the edition. Send at once
far-reaching. Nothing that has the spark of And when our liberties are lost, with aU held seen the painting, I have heard that as a work to The Progressive Thinker, 40 Loomis 
life within it escapes the benign influence or dear beside, of art it is very fine, while, as a descriptive street
life-giving strength thrown out by the sun. Will those who sit supinely by be pleased, or and historic painting, it will serve as an aid 

• The present generations look upon the An- mortified? in teaching those who receive truth through
cient Greeks as an idolatrous people, worship- „ x ... ....... their eyes as well as through their ears.
ing the sun as their God, and yet can you May w® not ‘ve to 8ee tbe day wben 0,18 fair While 1 feel my inability, as a public 
show me a race of people that has ever reached „ ,, ,land ?* ou?. . . . ,.. teacher, to do justice to the thoughts you have
the height of perfection that was attained by Sbal be wntrolled by alien hosts, or yield to on canvas, I doubt whether you
them. How well they understood life even „ oker P°were> . could have presented yonr great painting to
in their modes of dress, which are at the Be ey .& or queen> or pope, we want no onewho would have appreciated its lessons 
present time regarded as the classic. Read „ . IorB1^ KuW6> . more, or who would strive more earnestly to
the history of the Ancient Greeks, and you He wbo wOuld from ns Ottr rig“1«» 18 make them tell on the world. As it was said

' ’ ’ - - never satisfied. of Abel that “being dead he yet speaketh,"
A. K. Bennett. j jjQpg through that painting you may 

-***•“---------- talk to the world many years after you have 
A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker gone to “shineas the stars of the firmament,”

will see how well they understood the laws of 
government. With what God-like knowledge 
they ruled and understood life. All of this 
divine knowledge was derived from studying 
and living close to nature. They had their 
seer or prophet, as he was then called, who 
examined the. head of every male child bom, 
and whatever were the indications of the phy
siological formations of that child’s head, he 
was educated to that and nothing else; no 
matter what wealth or standing he held in the

righteousness.
Dear Brother, I accept the gift, in full ap

preciation of the spirit in which it is given, 
and I shall make an effort to make the great 
painting preach at some of the eastern camps, 
even this summer. May I hope to meet your

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois W aisbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents.

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses 
Hull Price 10 cents,.

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine, Com 
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 centsjcloth, 50cts.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat 
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus.', Avery 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject by a practical hypnotist Cloth <2.

T^THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
1. Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D., In the thirty-nine 
chapters discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand* 
Solnt. She evinces tbe powers of a trained thinker.

oth In matter of thought aud fine literary style, and 
capablty of thought expression, Tbe subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist'« 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning Spirluallsm and Its teach
ing«.

For sale at this office. Price. $1.50. 
' ^H E SPIRiTUAC'BIRTH  ̂OR 

JL Death an<J Ite Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic Idea 
of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Motes Hull. Price, U 
cenu.

"studies in outlying fields
OFPSYCHIC -^SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttlh, essays to ntlllze and 
explain tbe vast array of fact« In Its field of research, 
which hitherto have bad no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man’s spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and 1u Results: Whatli 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clalrroyance; Seniltlvesesa proved by 
Psycbometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on tbe Sen
sitive; Prayer, in the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, granting tbe Preceding Facte and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics-* 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Llgbt.

It Is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 258 
pages. Bent, post paid. Il .25.

This work way be called tbe first attempt to corre
late tbe phenomena usually called occult. and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from tbe best thlnkeri and critics. It la a vade mecumf 
aud answers about any question which may arise In 
tbe minds of tbe Investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For axle at this office. ___________  __

HELEN HARLOW'S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

nr LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MANY 
13 bare read thle book, many have re-read IL 
and many others ought to read It. It should be read 
by everyman and woman in tbe land. Asa story ft la 
finely written.and teems with interest,and at the same 
time It educates, elevates and Inspires. It shows tbe 
injustices to which women are subjected tn tbe pres* 
ent status of society—thelnequallties In tbe measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of tbe 
same moral quality performed by men and women re* 
spectlrely. It shows tbe falsities rampant In society 
in matters of moral and social import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contains a fine likeness ot tbe author. 
Fine cloth, 290 page«. Price.

KAUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH
er ule* end ekeUbee. By n bud ot eptrlt Intel

ligence*, tbrongb tbe medlnmiblp ot Mary Theresa 
Bbelhamer. An excellent a ork. Price »1.25.,
'DIBLEMAR VEL~WORKERS.B Y 

J-J Allen Pntnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 
75 cents. J___________________ __  _ _
TDIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY 

£) Graves. It will veil pay perusal. Price I1.7SROMANISM AND THE BE- PUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER Of 

Ki hli country should have at hud for consult» 
don. By Ber. Issac J. Lsnflnr, N. A. This Is a most 
able work, consitUng of aPlscussIon of the Purposea, 
A asnmptlons, Principles ud Methods of the Boinao 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains «7 pages uid 
may be considered a mlns of valuable information for 
every patriot tn tbe land. Price si. For sals st UJI 
•One.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,** “Which," “Letters to EldOT 

Mllei Grant." “Both Sides," “That Terrible
Question," “Wolf In Sheep’« 

Clothing," Etc., Etc.

Thia book la what it« title indicates—“The Question 
Bxttlxd. an Careful Comparison of Biblical und 
Modern Spirt Ham.“ Wo give below only a partial 
Hat of the contents of each chapter:

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe 
Wan La of Humanity.—No argument bo good an tbat ot 
Adaptation. Bellglone must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradlotory Chains of Thought In 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation whb tbo 
Dead. Effect. Bible writers in Doubt ss to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of bls Immortality. DJ Ing Minister in Despair. 
Why thia Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

ChapterII—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. What Good baa Splr« 
lt*!2f*m done. Opponents unfair. Immorality in th® 
^’ircbcs. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of thuir Adherents. Nono Perfect. AH are 
God-makers. Man worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tea* 
tlmony of Jeremiah.

Chapter III—Bible Doctrine.of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Augels are Spirits. Term« 
“Man" and “Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham. Lot, 
Joshua. Tbe Host of tbe Lord. Au Angel appears to 
Gideon; toManoab’s wife; is Introduced to Manoab. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.- • 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has b 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Bard Questions. Cannot 
answer nil. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Sources 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V—The Birtli of the Spirit.—AU Subject! 
Important. “Ye must bo born again." Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister's Opinion. Author'« Objection. 
Jesus' Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible 
against it (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion Af the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Crafter VI—Are We Infidels?—RapldTGrowtb of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors tn 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be
lieve Parts, and no one believes All, of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall wo decide who tbe Be
lievers are. The true Test. Works. The Commission 
End of tbe World not ~eu Jcwiso and Christian ag< 
Preaching, Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Cbrlf j 
In tbe Church?

Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?- -A Common Cry, 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story.” Resultof tbe 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Art God and the Devil Partners? Is it Just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
doll? Case of Jeremiah ana Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. Tbe Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not “down." "Old 
SpHtfoot."

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually tbe Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. Tbe Objection 
Eroves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to the 

>ead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. Tbe Law good In 
lu Place, and for Its Timo. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. Tbe Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite God. Ho incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,' 
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
or OHVXOK AND 8TATB.

185 Fall-page Illustrations, with 
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

Tbe niuetrattone are claeslHed as follows: 16 rep 
resents Uncle Bam and tbe Priests; 2, The Church 
Robbing tbe People; 3, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath 
Laws; It CbUdren and tbe Church; 16, Woman and 
tbe Church¡6, Th? Church and Thoma. Paine: t, Stud
ies In Natural History; I Ttie Bible and Science: 15, 
rhe Clergy and Their Flocks; 1, Piety in Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonenient Scheme; 4, Tbe Lord and 
Kis Works; 2, Prayer; 10. The Creeds; 2, Christians ud 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; 1, The Lord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines ud Their Results; 1, Tbe Cburch and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics: A Ireland and -the 
Cburch; 2, Church's Idea ot Civilization; 1, The Uses 
of tbe Cross; A Unkind Reflections on tbe Church; fl, 
Persecutions of the Church; 12, Borne Allegories- 
I, Heaven : 6;HI>11; 7, Miscellaneous. Price

For Sal« at thia office
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JESUS AND HIS TEACHINGS

A PLEA FOR HONESTY.

A-GIRL’S ROMANCE.

&

Dimondale, Mich.

Spiritual Festival.

fest

fore the great predecessor of modern en
lightenment and spiritual philosophy.” Now, 
will you have the kindness as a great 
teacher, as I consider you to be, '

emancipate mankind, . ■ ,
Jos. Rodes Buchanan.

Cogent Inquiries Answered by the 
Light of Psychometry.

I have carefully and with much interest 
read your address published in The Pro- 
ombbive Thinker of current date in which 
which you extol Jesus Christ. I take one clause 
ah a sample: "And I stand here to-day and 
call myself a Christian because I uphold the 
true principles of Jesus, the original foun
der of true religion, the great pioneer of hu
manity in its upward progress, and there.

THE' PROGRESSIVB THINKER.
■ ... • . . _ , . ,, , _ . - Í

vestlgations, and such a volume will appear of being laughed at and ridiculed. ” Ridicule and correctness of a professional, and dances 
when completed for the press. It .will show has been the lot of all great reformers, dis- with ease and grace. i ,
the true Christianity of the apostolic age, the coverers, and Inventors, but they were men Mr. Palmer, of Greenwich, tendered the 
fates of its founders, of whom all but three who were not afraid of it; not afraid of being thanks of the delegation for the enjoyable en- 
weremurdered, and the origin of that gigantic "laughedat," and the world is better fortheir tertainment furnished them, and invited our 
fraud which crushed Christianity, assumed having lived in it, and been bold, honest and people to be on hand as usual at their annual
its name, and has cursed the world ever since, true to their convictions. festival—which they designate as “Children’s
from which Spiritual science is destined to Let Us, then, profit by their illustrious ex- Day”—on the last Sunday in June. And, as 

ample. ■ we recognize these gatherings and mutual
Let every investigator take a good, liberal visits as a “means of grace” and of cement

paper, read it, study and digest it, retaining ing us together in the bonds of spir^ual fel- 
what he finds that is good, pure and elevating, lowship, we all hope and expect to be there as 
that will make a better man of him, discard- usual. W. F. Peck.

------- -  ing all that is otherwise; lay aside prejudice, —<------ —
Each One Should Show His Col- overcome diffident, fear of ridicule, and of To the Members and Friends of 

óre and Not Hide His Light being Mhed at or called aerazy spiritualist, th© Northwestern Spiritualist
Under a Bushel. ----------■ - _Association, Greeting.

The programmes for the coming camp-meet* 
ing of the association to be held at Twin 
Cities Park, near Como, during the full month

teacher, as I consider you to be, to en- I asked a friend, a short time agp, ‘fit he 
lighten me aS to what true principles he was was a subscriber to The Progressive 
the originator of? What great fundamental Thinker,” or to any other good Spiritualistic 
religious principles? What great humanitarian paper. -
doctrine was original with him? What is <<No,” he replied, “I am not.” ' *■'—'— the association and others whose addresses we
known as the golden rule was old before his ‘<Why not?" said I. "I am surprised. This romance is founded on real fact# with- bave. The programmes give full instruction
time, Confucius,Buddha,and many other pa- You are at least interested in modem Spirit in my own observation. As my mother is a how to reach our camp, and Whilst subject to 
gan philosophers taught the same good things ualism; you attended the camp-meeting; you clairaudient medium and repeats to us the change without notice, practically give a full 
that Jesus taught, though perhaps in a little attend the meetings here in the city; you are somewhat telephonic-like words of tbe com- programme for each and every day of camp, 
différent verbiage, according to the New Tes- interested in the phenomena as shown us municating spirits, we have learned the spirit- and as far as possible it will be strictly ad- 
tament, which is about all the record we have through mediumship; now, why don’t you ual side of this romance, ■ hered to.
of him (if he ever existed at all). These are take a good, liberal paper?” Some five years ago my sister became ao- Our list of speakers and mediums for every
some of his original teachings: "Believe or «Well, to tell you the truth, it is diffidence quainted with a young man, and mother phase will be found, we think, to far exceed 
be damned. “Resist not evil.” “Takeno on my part I did take The Progressive would frequently hear some spirit mention his any previous attempt in the Northwest, and 
thought for the morrow," eto. Are these the Thinkeb for a while, but people would come postofflee address, showing that his controls we earnestly advise all our friends to make a 
teachings you have reference to? jn, notice the paper, look it over, ask ques- were cognizant of the affair and were watching special effort to be with us for the full term of

H. H. Hutcheson. tiona about it, and ask it I read and believed its progress. When he called, mother did not camp. From present indications the atiend-
«----- !— in such stuff, until I got ashamed of having it like his make-up; and, as his visits increased, a“oe will be very large, many friends from

response by prof. BUCHANAN. around, and discontinued it, I like to read it, she disliked him and was not satisfied with distant States having expressed an intention
ni«..rtn «z, .„„b though." him. -Being sensitive, she felt his surround- of being with us. An advance order for one

these though I? thought I had made mv doo- Now> what kiûd of a man lB thatî K haB ingB> hlB controls> and theIr makeuP in g0n- hundred tents has been placed, and we confi- 
trlnen aufflcfentlv intdllcible been my experience, and I presume the expe- oral. She thought that S. ’s love was tinged dently expect to have to duplicate that order

The true nrinclnles of religion and virtue ™noe of nearly every Spiritualist who is bold with a little too much passion; that he was before the close. When you have decided 
anleterS bein/stoiDed on coratitattoî wd honest enough to let his belief be known, quick-tempered, a little spiteful, and that he that you will be with us, and when, write im- 
of i and arfreSd bv those who atteto that many PeoPle coin0 us to ask about would knock even his wife down if she did mediately to the secretary, giving size of tent 
the TuU dwelonment o’th?soul wd the suue these tbings-to learn what we have seen and not yield to his ways and desires. When he required, and whether you wish a floor in it or 
rior brain a^d not bv others Thev S beard, and when you say to them: "There are made his last visit, mother asked him if he not, and your order will be filed and tent ready 
realized bv Jesus when the world was hunk in meetings held so and so; there are such and thought he could not give up her daughter or Jor you on arrival, and then a couple of days 
moral barbarism and therefore he was beloved such mediums, of such and such phases; why any claim to her. Rethought he could, and before you leave home for the camp drop a 
admired and revered bv sniritual men- but don t you 8° to see and hear for yourself?” there was no arguing or pleading. He did postal so that if you should arrive late in the £ySlni InsShSa^nordidSe theyw&l say, “Well, I am curious about not cry orgrieve^visibly.but took his depart. =ng preparations may be made for your 
tolerate that idea. lbese matters, but I don’t like to be laughed ure. Mother had asked my opinion, and I coming.

As Socrates was followed by Plato and Aris- at and o^ed crazy." For shame! Be an told her if she did not like him or was not ®°n’‘^BB^g
tntln mwaB.TMiifl followed hr the A nnstlps bonest man, whatever you are. Out upon any satisfied to tell him bo. I was not very well camp, when Edgar W. Emerson, the noted 
But Jesus was far suDerior to Socrates for he maI1 or woman who won’t investigate Spirit- satisfied with him, but I had refrained from test medium, will be with ub and give dally 

- - - ’ ualism, or any other sublime truth, because taking any adverse step until mother spoke of seances in the large pavilion.
■ - • ~ ~___ j ’ ' ’ ’ ~ complete change of programme every

Would you stop for ridi- As the young man departed we wished him week.
- ............................ .... . . Bring the children along. Special efforts

j . of July, Rte ready for distribution, and wil
The Influence of Wicked Spirits. be forwarded to all those who are members of

was not a teacher of philosonhy, but Ot some- ’ ' . u _ u« .i. t - j j t. ’ » .
thing higher—of ethics—of love,,.courage, In- ke.or she ia afraid of being called crazy or of her opposition; then I seconded her efforts, 
spiration, devotion to duty and heroism. He being laughed at. _
tAiirrhf thfim hv pxamnle and Verv aimnlfi Chis in what you were convinced was a good good luck and happiness. At first my Bister _ „ .
statements and^he insnired a ¡rronn of moral business opportunity that presented itself to was much grieved. His spirit controls came will be made to instruct the young in the beau-

your Mond, did Uu8h .1 .tal ? her la .pile <d our Sb. ££
before them and nersecution round about them yon, call you crazy and ridicule the business? bad a dislike for me; she did not love me as a my having your right address, but send a
until thev met death at the hand of moral Would you hesitate, hide and cringe, and sister should; her feelings, as she was medi- postal card with a request for as many pro
barbarians. A group of twelve such men has want to keeP Jour connection with suoh busi- were intensified by his controls, grammesi as you dosire and they will be tame-
never since appeared, for no such leader as ne8B a eecrefc bGcause Jou were airald of bein« dld ,not hke to 806 haPP7> and they diately forwarded.
Jesus haaeince arisen. We need them sadly laDgbed at? 1 think nofc- how much tried to take revenge on mother and me My W“ J Wheelock Prw. ,
to-dav to save our country from its perils more importance, then, is it that we come out endeavor to play on the organ annoyed my 320 New York Life Bldg, Minneapolis, Minn.

To live in love with ¿1 mankind-in bar. boldly and show our colors in the investiga- sister. Shortly, another medium came to our ” " ” “ ”
mony with heaven, and in possession of inspi- «on of the sublime truths of Spiritualism? hoiue and I played on the organ some. This
ration, fearless of all hostility, was the teach- Let ev6r7 Spiritualist don the badge and medium was controlled byjone of 8. s con
ing of Jesus as no qne ever taught it before wLear H boldly, and p .plain eight. In union trois, and acted out -her hatred of flie, saying
or since He taught it practically by doing ther018 «trength. Let us tell all honest in- that she could rap my knuckles When I tried To the Editor:—On Sunday, May 20th,
it. with the smallest poBBible number of nr¿ quivers our_ experiences-what we have seen, to play on the organ. This spirit control even the Rev. Mr. Pattison, of the First Metho-
cepte and theories. heard and know to be true; and you that have said she could sh<»t me if she had a revolver, dwt Church, of Lansing, Michigan, paid his

Words are cheap and abundant All na- not 7efc become fully convinced, don’t be weak I talked kindly to the revengeful spirit and respects to Spiritualism in a very bitter at-
tione have fine expressions, Jesus could add eQ0U8h to be 01 ridicule‘ . Be boneBt> “ked her ,if ehe h.ad n? better.,Wa7t0 imProV0 I80.11.. uP?n our Ph>losoPhy. denouncing all
nothing new to the fine sentiments bo often t™*5 and uPrigbt We do not ask you to be- ber time than to interfere m the happiness of Spiritualists as workers in the Devil’s ranks, 
expressed in vain; but he taught by example: lie™ wbat canQOt be Proven to you, demon- others I did my best to reform her, and she and all our work as the work of the devil and 
and alas few follow bl« crNinpln ? etrated to your sense of seeing and hearing, soon felt sorry and owned her fault Of his imps, closing his sermon with the remarks:

The expressions to which you refer inthe We invite the closest investigation and scru- course, the medium lent her will power in re- "No good ever has or will come from Spirit
New Testament were never uttered by Jesus, tiny> 811(1 do not ask J0“ to accept what you forming the revengeful spirit ualism and ita teachings are misleading and
Thamia nothing in tha Uvea of .Taruh and tha cannot understand “by faith, ’ nor say to you, Through the medium we were told that the immoral. After this sermon, no doubt the
Apostles that could not bear the strictest scru- “<>, dear sir, that is something.that controle of the young man 8. alBO took a vow Rev Mr Pattison retired to the narrow pre
tiny of modern criticism God> 1111118 lnflnite wisdom, has not revealed; to have revenge. Their - actions showed that cincts of his study and chuckled over the man

In the higher criticism of recent times it but 70U must accePt 7°u muflt not doubt tbey had not yet outgrown their earthly condi- ner in which he had downed us poor deluded
has been shown that the New TaaUment, has ll¡> y°u must believe it or be forever damned, tions, their passions and desires; if they had mortals; but he did not down us worth a cent,
no historical authority—that there is no evi because the Bible (or the preacher) says its been bright spirits, they would not have tried and on Sunday, May. 27th, Dr. J. A. Marvin, 
dence that the gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke true.” Honest investigation is not a thing to to unite a couple who were not adapted to each after thoroughly advertising the fact in our
and John were written by them Davidson be ridiculed; but if it is ridiculed, what of other. Revenge does not linger in the local papers, "that he would reply to Brother
the theological authority of the Énoyclopedú . ............. „ thoughts of good spirits or mortals Pattison’s attack,” proceededin averyable
Britannica believes the gospel of John was Wbo ar0 tW ridlcule Spiritualism? Those revengeful controls of 8. tried to manner to walk upon his coattail. The audi- 
written more than fifty years after the death These cowards are afraid of the ridicule of have my sister elope with him. They worked ence was a large one, and among them was 
of John and various dates are conjectured for such people as the big Irish Roman Catholic upon her mind until she thought seriously of quite a number of leading lights of the Metho- 
the other gospels, after the times of their sup- policeman, who, standing on a corner, was ap- doing so; but we, and friends of the family, diBtohurch. Dr. Marvin gave an eloquent 
posed authors proached by two young ladies who inquired averted any such rash step on her part lecture, full of argument, and made many

Laying aside all such uncertain documents oi him wbere a certain block was located. He Fortuitously, another young man, more de- good points that brought nods of approval 
psychometric investigation brings me into thé politely pointed out the block and the street sirable, of better qualities, and more kind- not only from our friends but from the Metho
real lives of the men of the apostolic age, and entrance; then one of the young ladles asked ness, made her acquaintance. Their marriage diet brethren as well.
I lead my pupils into a personal knowledge of 1111111 uli be knew on which floor was located lessened and in time ended the first trouble. It was conceded to be a complete refúta
seme of them. tbe bft11 in which the Spiritualists were hold- Dimondale, Mieh. H. E. Martin. ...................... .................................

Whoever learns this, the true character of ing meetings. ” Drawing himself up to his 
Jesus, can go through the Testament and find ^ull> majestic, North of Ireland height, he 
a great deal ascribed to Jesus which he could majestically replied: 
not have uttered, and a great deal more as- “No. ma’am, Oi uv ------ ”* 2."T’"L*GT*
cribed to St. Paul much of which is coarse mony cra-azy t’ings in me loife, but Oi never made it a custom to invite the Springfield So- humanity, more than could be accomplished 
»nd vulgar ’ was fool enough, to go among them cra-azy ciety to visit and participate in the annual by any other means or in any other way.,

Whence "came these forgeries? theae inter- Spiritoolists." ' June festival at that place, at which times we The doctor spoke for over one hour, and
polations and frauds? Probably the “Father" had commanded him have been most royally received and enter- his hearer were evidently much interested.

The story is simple—the four evangelists to keeP awa7 from tbem- He was undoubt- talned. In order to reciprocate, in a measure, The control was a powerful one and handled 
did write four books but they were seized by edl7 “cra-azy enough” to go to mass, to par- this kind attention, the Ladies' Aid Society of the question like a veteran, and seemed very 
priests and hidden from the people. J take of “holy” communion, believing, in his Springfield tendered a special reception to the unwilling to give up his medium. The Doc
H Unfortunately a church was started at Rome eubllme ignorance, that the bread he ate and Greenwich friends at our cosy hall in this city, tor has without doubt gathered some very
by St. Paul and St Peter in the time of Nero tbe wine he drank were the actual body and The latter, to the number of forty or fifty, ao- intelligent spirits about him and his band,
when Rome was a foul center of crime and blood of Jesus Christ, transformed miracu- cepted the invitation and were met at the de- doing good work here, making converts and
corruption As soon as these apostles died lously by the touch of the priestly hands, and pot and escorted to the hall where dinner was spreading the philosophy of Spiritualism. May 
and even before the death of John, scoundrel ^e priest had the power to absolve him served. The afternoon was spent in viewing his good work continue. Db. E.' A. Read. 
priests in Rome organized a plan to conquer from “7 and a11 Bin be had committed, no the city and in social converse. Supper was ----------- ----------------
the world by their hierarchy under a Pope and matter how rile, so that, as one Irish woman served at 6 o clock, and the evening was de- «Woman: Four Centuries of Progress."
in the name of Jesus. They suppressed the put it, “It was just the same as though the voted to a musical and literary entertainment a lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’Inter- 
gospels for a hundred years, silenced the had never been committed.” furnished by members of the society; exqmsite natíonal Congress, Chicago, Hl., October,
primitive Christians, never allowing them to And we are laughed at and ridiculed by the violin and piano duets by Mr. Henry White 1893i By guBatt a Wixon. A noble ad
be known by the people, nor even by priests priestcraft, the preachers, and their blind, and his talented little son Herbert; short ad- a nobi0, womanly woman. It should
who were not in the ring—(for even Justin bigoted, ignorant followers. Why? By the dresses by Mrs. Holcomb and Messrs. Buding- be read by every woman and eveiy man. Es- 
MartyrJA. D. 150) knew nothing of them) rank and file of the followers through igno- ton and Peck; Bongs by Mrs. Grace Colby, ped^y excellent to place in. the hands of 
and produced them only in the lastquarter of rance and superstition, mainly, instilled into Miss Lida Kendall, Mr. and Mrs. Wightman women who are members of the churches, 
the second century, for there is no trace of tbem from earliest childhood by the priest- and Mr. Peck; quartettes by the excellent price) 10 cent8j 
their recognition any earlier. bood. By the priest, because it is his busi- Spiritualist Choir, accompanied. by qur excel- ; ,,ThnmbBcrew and r.ok.” Torture Tm-

The gospels thus produced are a set of cor- nesBi bis bread and butter, to keep the masses lent and faithful pianist, Mrs. Merrill; ^mus- Diement8 employed in the XVth and XVIth 
rupted,8 changed, interpolated and forged in ignorance, to pulldown and tear to pieces Ing recitations by Mrs. Bnggs, Mrs. Colby, ® P J nromuliration of ChristiSfr
writings based on the original writings of the anything that is liable to sap his power, to Mr. Peck and Master Herbert White; which, gentancBfor^eP™^Igationof Chnsfa^y 
«osZ, and the Protestant church, with keep them from the honest investigation of with a couple of beautifully-executed fancy X^Tyrith ffiSriS iilustato^f oÆta 
childish credulity, has accepted these literary tbi® sublime truth. He well knows that an dances by the latter, made up a most enjoya- StoitatoBnïïï&ÎliS’ 
frauds upon the authority of the Catholic hier- honest investigation of Spiritualism will result ble programme. It is doubtful if there is convert ordestrov Sretios and inÏÏl 
archy alone, with no evidence whatever of m belief, brought about by .absolute proof, another society of the same size inthe country y ; a infidpls.
their genuineness - - and that unless he keeps the masses well in that can boast of as much first-class talent, •

That gigantic ¿aud was the greatest crime band his occupation is gone. If one of his musical apd driimatic, as can be found among All About Devils. By ^Mqsea.. Hull. It
of all the centuries of recorded time. To followers once begins to investigate, honestly th0 members of this society to which it has traces-the history-1*. the theologicapidea of
that weare indebted for à Catholic church and earnestly,- lie might.as well givehim up, be0n my good fortune to minister for nearly a devils,... Shows much research.^. Paper, 15
which has cursed every country it has been for-be ie lost to his,fold. I ': ( • ye«. : Ï . / . cents. . . .j - • * $-*-
able to control, and now seeks to enslave the , . I have no time for . anyone whó is afraid-to Master Herbert White Is but twelve years of Painels Age of Reason, an investigation of 
United States. standout and show their true colors. Weak age, yet he bids fair to become a second “Ad- true and fabulous theology, too Well known to

You may ask me Now I know all this; but indeed must be the man or woman who gives mirai Crichton. " He plays the piano with need its character here stated. Paper, 2B 
g W0Qld take a- large volume to report my in- such a flimsy excuse as that they “are afraid remarkable skill, recites with the intelligence cents; doth, 60 eta <

R. D. Evans, Secy.,
674 Edmund St, St. Paul, Minn.

Spiritualism Defended.

> mw wa • 
Wl»e «r«Ht Hevelatl.n of the Nine. 
\ teenth Century. Meet importantT

' ' Dleeloturea Concerning the
VrueOrJirinofCbrletfaDlty.

'eii0*'* «“»rkable wotk unfolds the heretofore 
hidden mysteries concerning the origin end 
promulgation of Christianity. It Appears through 
*j*e testimony given from occult sources, that 
the hie and teaching, of Apollonius of Tyana 
were utilized as a basis upon which to formu
late the Christian religion. Even the name 
Jesus Chrtfit teems to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined1 from the names of the 
gods Hesus and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids. 
Kristo» was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chrfshna, Through the ttforts of Con- 
staurine at the Council of Nice, the leadera of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to Combiho their respective reli
gions, and whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesus, and (he other Kristos, they «greed 
to merge the two gods into one who thonld be 
called Hesus Kristos. It is c!aimed that the 
name Jesus Christ Originated in this combina
tion as « necessary factor in the formation of 
Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his name^ was 
»oppressed.* We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled, and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sage 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 
formed the religious system tlikt the Western 
world now knows as Christianity; and it is 
further thowti that down through the Centuries, 
beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established system for 
the destruction of all literature which an
tagonized the interests of the religious bigots 
who were in power, ibey having had almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical reCords for many centuries; therefore

. having the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited their purpose.G An- 
TiQUtiV Unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation uhd destruction of tne valuable 
historical records of the pait, by interpolation, 
elimination, repunttuation and cremation, all 
to ensur- the success of a religions system 
resting largely upon the vagaries end mythical 
teachings exlracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent, but no 
one could have conceived of the deeply 
laid plana of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive the world, by gathering the 
fragments of the more ancient religious 

. systems andcombining them into anew system 
which was foisted upon the people as not oaly 
original but divinely Inspired. How «n d why 
this «chime was carried out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
•t and subsequent to the period of the Christian 
era. The light they bring includes not only 
What they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spiiit life.-’» No 
scholar livingon earth at the present time, how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world's religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelation «found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historiaas.: They step to the front in tha 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errort enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This wa« done because they contained historical 
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 
as many other eminent »cholars who have the 
courage to publicly express, not only their con
victions, bUf the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing away from the ' 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every student and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who are looking for truth upon 
this most important question, viz : Is Christi
anity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ?

Prlee, $1.50. Poatag-e 12 Ceuta. r

GLEANINIiS
FROM THE ROSTRUM. I

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work Is one that every one should retd. XI 

DMms throughout with rare gems of thought, practical 
as well As profound. There is suuslilnu and beauty !□ 
•vary sentence uttered. The work la dedicated to the 
tuthora favorite sister, barah French Farr, now passed 
to spirtt-life, Hudson TunJc, of Berlin Heights» Ohio, 
gives an interesting sketch of the author’s fife.

CONTENTS: 
Dedication.
Sketch of the Uto of A. B. Frenclu 
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and 

Wars of Islam*
Joseph Smith and the Book of 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Lift.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism ot Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid. '

H. E. Martin. tion of the charges made against Spiritualism 
and its adherents; also an unanswerable argu
ment that modern Spiritualism came to the

,_____ ________ To the Editor:—For several years the world as a means of good; that it has and is
‘No, ma’am, Oi do not Oi ’ave done Spiritualist Society of Greenwich, Mass., has accomplishing a great work for the. good of

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
DY LOIS WAISBROOKERS THIS IS 

J~) a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking, Mie 
mind td while away the time In a atato of Idle blessed* 
dobs, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
•elf-improvement or the good of humanity. It la a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: and 
those who are to he mothers: aid secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the wclMclog and happiness of 
therace. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous io maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business }Jfe, which are unjust, 
tod fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book is trenchant, instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and is especially commended to “women 
•verywhero,” to whom It 1» dodlcstted. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine liken«»« of 
the author. It contains 843 pages, neatly 'bound In 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, ei.25.

"THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 
/a two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cents; cloth, «1.00. Books like “The Dream 
Child* spar humanity on to make more and more de* 
mands of this nature, and will open np new heights 
and depths ofisptrltual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. will. I believe, take its place beside Bulwer's 
“Zanonl” and the “Serapliita” of Balzac.—“Daily 
Capital,” Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the last page.— 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times.”

SOMETHING USEFUL.
fXUT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE 
vZ’Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Canto E. 8, 

Twlng, medium. This little book will be read with 
Intense interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles’ 
interviews with the Inhabitants of the Hells of Spirit- 
life—a dreadful, but apparently true report or the 
suffering and wrath of the minions who have gone 
from earth-life with the damnto? effects of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. The book Is made up of fifteen chapters. 
Some of the titles of the chapters are as follows: 
The Spheres of Insurrectionistsand Prostitutes—Ths 

. Homo Of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits whs 
plot to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—The War Department in 
the Hellsof SpIrlHIfe—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moted by the low spirit! in the matcb-Tnakingtiell of 
Bpirlt-life—The Negro HeU—The Indian Holl—The 
Mormon Hell—The jle!l for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and mediums—Into the Light. The Redeemed Prince. 
Ad Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting Intha 
light. An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirit* 
u&l Congress. Price,25 cents.

The Coming American Civil War.
'THIS BOOK. BY BURTON AMES 
1 HrnrrnroTOx, 1» written In tbe Interon of hu

manity, of liberty, and oi patrlotlun—a book written 
for tbo purpose of calling attention to tbe deadly 
eanwr. thatbraet ua on .«rery «Ide, and more rape, 
dally to the holtllo attitude and the Inatdloua.wllea ot 
fin erer-pressnt, though secret, unicrupuloui foe- 
the Catholic«. Washington'« words of warning. 
UnWA’i spprehetuion and tbe prophecy of General 
Grant are ah Included 1n the volume. Archbishop 

1 Brtn, of PblladelphIMn a recent sermon «aid: "The 
tknrch tolerates heretics_whero .sheds oMtaed to do 
an. but th« hates them with a deadly hatred, and 

rases »n her trawor to anblMlate- them. , put enemies 
knowhowihetreatcd heretics IntheMiddle Ages, and 
Sow Hz» trtatatbem today, wlrero «he baa the power. 
Wo no more think of denying these historic facts.than 
wedo of blaming the Holy Ghost and the Minces b! 
the church tor what they have thought fit to do. 
Bene should read this work. Paper, BOO page«.

be sent, piiWMi tor any cents, Fer »> 
log. . ... .

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.:
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-
This work is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted M 

*ROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
3, but the price now has been reduced to !!. It is a 
took chat wlU Interest aud lustruct. It contains 480 

pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher* 
nan was a medium of rare qualities, and his work IS* 
■eflection from the celestial spheres. It treats ot the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal la* 
lellecU; Purity; Salvation^ Discords; Good and Erfi; 
Jnnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inter* 
ent in Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particle* are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Tbe 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality» 
Mourning; Tbe Confounding of Language; The Splr* 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogr*»! 
pby; Goel to Heaven; A Slave Manter; etc., etc.

The author says: •• Each Individual partakes Of 
both physical and mental or eplrltual ailment Tor hits* 
Self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, aud that is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher Or pupfL 

y physical expands by virtue of that food and hour
aliment of which I individually partake and digest 

irfy soul must expand by virtue of the soul esbencô 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend or digest1’ 
fbrsaleat this office.

ÜFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Thk Progressive Thinker wUlf* 
member the story under the above title, by Hudsoft 
Tuttle, which was published in Its columns. At the 
time, constant inquiries were made as to lu appearing 
In book form. Thia wish has now been gratified, re 
makes a volume of 2<8 pages, In style and form like the 
“Convent of tbe Sacred Heart,'’ with a finely-engraved 
likeness of tbe author on tbe cover. The scenes of thu 
story alternately shift from earth to tbo spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modus of life of spiritual beings, are presented in ths 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of the Sage; Home of tbe Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hadqc; Cbrlsiniastide in tbe Spheres of 
Light; Chrtatmastlde and tbe Goldeu Gate; TbeÜn* 
happy Marriage; Faster Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; Tbe Change Called Death; Coming to thb 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the fiplrtt-worid; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

H la a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book in which tbe investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel tbe most prejudiced. 
The price in paper is 50 cents; muslin<1; postpaid. 

’ • JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to 

TO-MORROW OF DEATH. 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated ftxim the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrltcn to 

develop the idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and iu roiucarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled in the bosom of etherlul space. “Beyond 
the Threshold" continues on the same lines en
larging and expanding tbe idea by reasons and con< 
sidérations drawn from science and philosophy; claim* 
ing that tht certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is tbo best mean* of arming ourselves 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that tbe help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any uf tbe existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It Is interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accept« ft all or not, much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed in Its perusal. Price 11,25.

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

cences of the Matrl- 
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

Z'HE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN* 
formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing. The title, as above 
given, falls to convey an Idea of the fulness and com
pleteness with which the subjects aro treated. The 
Matrlarchate, or Mother-rule, is the theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, Is brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This Is followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft. Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To day. Past. Present. Future; 
and there is not a chapter in the book that is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
end quality of information, Ik not worth the full price 
of the volume. It 1« packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buyinglt; it Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office. •

SOMETHING GOOD. 
r/TEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. 
v A Sequel to “ A Stellar Key." Dlustrated. Thll 

Work 1« not merely descriptive of what tbe author call! 
the "BummerLand." but ft Is illustrated with dia- ■ 
grams of celestial objects anù views of different por
tions of the Celestial Home. Mr. Davis being only the 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
Itrongor power. Contents: statemenu tn regard w 
"individual occupation." “progress after death," 
w eating and hreaulng In the aplrti-llfe." “ disappear 
ancaof the bodily orgs“-»t death." “domestic enjoy
ments and true oonjuga. ./rions," “ origin of the doc
trine of the devil," etr Cloth 75 cents. Postage 
5 cents. For sale st tbJ»~d!cs.______ ___________

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE,n 

/i " Right, ot Man," “ Age of Rrason," etc., Witt 
critical and explanatory ob.crvatlon. of hi. writing«, ' 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truthIQ 
regard to this most abused patriot and religions re
former sbonld road this volume. Price SI. Posta^f 
10 cents. For sale at this office

I

HOW TO MESMERIZE, 
TEULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN 
r «tractions How to Mesmerise. Ancient Mid Mod. 
srn Miracles by Mesmerism. Also Is Splrltuilhm 
True? By Prof. J. W. Cadwell, Ancient and modem 
miracle* are explained by mesmerism, and tbe book 
will be found highly lntere«t'-.g to every Spiritualist. 
It Is the only work ever published giving full Instruc
tion how to mesmerize, and the connection this eclenca 
haawltb Spiritualism. It Is pronounced by Allen Put- 
»am and other,, Who bar. read Ik to ba oaa ot M

** * $ -
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MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD CLAIRAUD1B.NTLY.

PHENOMENAL.

THEY WANT THE TRUTH

the ranks of Spiritualism, have laid the

à»®

rhrough the Mediumship of 
George Cole.

THE SIXTEENTH AND NINETEENTH 
CENTURIES, AS VIEWED BY MARTIN 
LUTHER.
The same condition exists at this 

period with regard to the effects of a 
wealthy dominant priesthood and in
tolerant theological requirements as 
existed In the sixteenth century.

Mortal men as that period were 
rendered servile by an overbearing 
ecclesiasticism and tbe bold and un
scrupulous feudal chiefs, who robbed 
the people of what little remained from 
the spoils of the priesthood.

The Romish pontiffs’ ambition lay 
rather In the direction of the glitter of 
worldly possessions than in the direc
tion of spiritual gifts, and every device 
of persecution and torture was resorted 
to to exact the last farthing from an 
impoverished and long-suffering people 
to support a corrupt and monstrous es
tablishment at Rome in the name of the 
Divide Christ.

, It may thus be conceived that from a 
drunken, unprincipled priesthood on the 
one hand, and a dissolute, brutal and 
rapacious nobility on the other, both 
intent upon living from the enslaved 
condition of their fellowmen, the con
dition of mankind at the period of 
which I speak was indeed degraded and 
servile. Well may the a$e have been 
called “dark,” since the wily priesthood 
had inculcated, the doctrine that it 
was a disgrace for a nobleman to be 
able to read or write his own name. 
Was it a disgrace for the priesthood?

It was at this juncture that I raised 
my voice In protest at the Diet of 
Worms, and awakened the people to 
a sense of the position they occupied, 
and attracted a following who were 
termed Lutherans. And this sect ex
ists to-day in refutation of the pre
dictions made by priests and noblemen 
of my day.

The same condition exists to-day, only 
in a more broad and literal sense. 
What the churches do not exact from 
the people to build magnificent temples 
and maintain ministerial princes in lux
ury and idleness, the politicians take 
away to support officeholders and politic
al parasites, through the method of taxa
tion? and thus it, is found the same old 
spoliation of the poor by the rich. Some 
in the name of God, and some in the 
name of governments, whose proselytes 
and representatives are a caricature 
upon humanity.

There can be no Diet of Worms at 
this period, but an intelligent class of 
people awakened by manifestations of 
departed spirits have become awakened 
to a realizing sense of their condition 
and have formed an association termed 
Spiritualists, who will from their growth 
in numbers and importance, reclaim 
through peaceful revolution their de
luded fellowmen, restoring to them 
those rights and privileges of which 
they have been deprived.

Martin Luther.
Eisleben, Mansfeld.

communion in the solitude of the cham
ber, with recollections of happy seasons 
with loved ones who have gone to the 
beautiful shore >

Let every parent, let every son and 
daughter, every relative find friend in 
mortal life devote a few fleeting moments 
to the memories of those who have 
passed beyond the river. '

I speak not thus to those who are in 
communion with their spirit friends, 
who receive communications from them, 
and have thus opened the way to re-as
sociation. though pact may be of one 
life and part another. But 1 speak to 
those mortals who in the -‘battle of life 
are immersed in the cares and trials of 
ambition and who from their material
istic surroundings and associations have 
become hardened and brutalized in a 
spiritual sense, deeming the liner and 
more pure affections of spiritual regard 
as too effeminate for manhood.

Can such mortals not spare a brief 
moment of reflective recollection of some 
relative or friend on the spiritual side 
of hfe to whom they may be indebted 
for much they may enjoy.- Can they lay 
aside the cares pf mortal life even for a 
few hours, visit a neglected grave and 
place upon it even a forget-me-not?

Such mortals in tuim must become 
spirits, and then frivolous excuses for 
neglect will not keep current, the shajns 
and pretenses of mortal jife can not enter 
into spirit life and the insane selfishness 
of the “first person singular” will He In 
the grave, soon to be forgotten.

Mortals occupy a responsibility to
wards spirits that is far greater than 
they can conceive, and the violation of 
the laws of brotherhood or sisterhood
man to man or woman—is as criminal as 
is the violation of the ties of consanguin
ity which bind earth families together.

It is amazing that mortals can, one 
day in the week, in the house of God, 
lift their voices in song and sing “Nearer 
my God to Thee," when other days in 
the week they malign and injure His 
children. But they, possibly, mean that 
they are nearer God when they are in 
God’s house.

Ah! well, it is but an evidence of the 
sincerity of faith they profess; and here 
we will leave them.

Think, mortals, sometimes, of those 
who are near and dear to you, who have 
passed from your midst, who were your 
associates and loved companions in other 
days, and you will be better and wiser 
for such recollections, and at the same 
time cause rejoicing of those friends and 
relatives in the knowledge that they are 
not forgotten.

Washington Irving, 
Sunny Side.

should be assisted, by the spiritual press 
by publishing our former article.
. We see by the Denver papers that 
Mrs. Roberts is giving: seances there. 
If she possesses the finest mediumship, 
and is so unreliable..ehe will do a vast 
amount of harp. We hope you will 
feel it your duty to assist us in guarding 
or warning other societies.

Abel Davis, President. .
F. R. Mattison. Vice-president.
M- B. De Lang, Secretary.

' Mrs. K. N. Mattison. Treasurer.
Chas. Wilson/ A. B. Burnham, 

G. D. Parsons. Trustees.
' Watertown, N. I, June 4, 1894.

T?eLIGIOH
AS REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual
. Universe».

GENERAL SURVEY.
• J -_________ —________ _, ..

CONTINUED FROM FIFTH PAGE.

Frank T. Eipley. test medium and lec
turer, is now at Lansing, Mich., and he 
can be engaged, to.sppak and give tests 
in Michigan during the first part of 
July, on liberal te>’ms. Address him in 
care of Hotel Downey. Lansing, Mich. 
Mr. Ripley will remain there during 
June. • ■

The meetings of the venerable Father 
Williams are held weekly at No. 881 
West Lake street, on Wednesday even
ing. Ihere is always good talent in at
tendance. Mr. Williams is truly a vet-
eran in the cause of truth.

Mrs. Sallie C. Scovell 
Monroe. Wis.. where she

writes from 
seems to be

1 doing an excellent work: "I am at pres
ent located at this place, and find the 
friends verv appreciative of our work. I 
have been lecturing and giving classes, 
circles and tests at Belleville. Brod
head and Albanv. Last Sunday was 
my first meeting here, and I was 
pleasantly surprised by the interest 
shown in( my work. I have held two 
circles this week; they were well atr 
tended’and appreciated. My work here 
will alternate with. Brodhead and 
Belleville. I speak at the latter place 
one week from this ensuing Sunday. 
Mr. Scovell assists in the class work, 
and his efforts meet with the hearty ap
probation of the students. One word 
for a good medium. I refer to Mr. 
Wm. Arnold, whose announcement to 
fill platform engagements I saw in tbe 
last number of The Progressive 
Thinker. Mr. Arnold is one of the 
best all-around mediums in the mental 
phases I have ever met with; he is also 
a physical medium, but I do not know if 
he gives this publicly, but do know that 
if a society desires a reliable trance, 
psychometric and clairvoyant reader, 
Mr. Arnold will give good satisfaction. 
All letters addressed to me at Monroe, 
Wisconsin, will reach me, and when I 
make a chance will inform the friends 
through your columns.”

CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.

ceive the circle in the darkness, by ap 
parently being thrown through the door 
of the wire cage, which was only a 
clever ruse to cover up her modus 
operandi, but she has played her last 
card, and has figured before the public 
as a genuine materializing medium for 
the last time. The society here, who 
are sincere in their belief, and knowing 
how essential it is that such frauds, 
should be punished, and banished from

RELATIONS AND RESPONSIBILITIES OF 
MORTALS TO SPIRITS.

Many thoughts of mortals unexpressed 
in words are pregnant with an import
ance of which they can have but little 
conception.

Thoughts unclothed in the words of 
Expression may be said to be a silent 
language, and past the interpretation or 
even cognizance, if such a term may be 
used, are not lost and forgotten in the 
grave of oblivion, as mortals themselves 
would suppose, but are interpreted and 
Understood by those friends who are 
near, yet unseen, palpable yet invisible, 
who register such thoughts and carry 
tjiem away to the land of peace and rest 
as evidences of tbe continued regard 
and affection of mortals, for spirits who 
had walked the same byways, sat at tbe 
same firesides, and shared in tbe tri
umphs and sorrows of family expe
riences.

Such silent thoughts arfc naniqil as 
pleasant memories ofbygone people and 
scenes, the associations tokens of regard 
that may have passed between friends 
now separated by the lonely toffib—may 
have withered, decayed; been destroyed 
or misappropriated, but the sentiment 
which actuated’tlje donation cam never 
be forgotten, either in the mortal or 
spiritual spheres.

Every act of kindness bears an ex
pression of feeling, silent in itself,""but 
which grows, develops and bears fruit 
that illustrates the relation of mortal to 
mortal, or mortal to spirit. The sense 
of obligation felt for favors, carries with 
it a meaning significant of the condition 
in which mortals are placed one toward 
the other in reciprocal relationship. 
Gratitude Involves a debt which is ever 
liquidated in one form or another, and 
thus the status of mortals demonstrates 
the truth that there can be no cause 
without its effect; no act of kindness 

■ without an obligation, and no reciprocal 
relations without affectionate regard.

Thus as to mortals with mortals. But 
spiritually every thought entertained by 
mortals in the deep silence of solitude is 
noted and conveyed to friends in the 
spirit world, who are rejoiced to hear 
from their dear ones in mortal life, even 
through the channels of unexpressed, 
silent thoughts. A mother will no doubt 
think of bygone days when the bright 
smiles of a’loved child gave sunshine to 
the family home, and the mere sugges
tion will awaken a train of memories 
that will embrace many an act of filial 
affection that will give a longing desire 
to be with the loved one again, to hear 
the pretty speech, to note the confldijig 
manner and. above all, to hear the beau
tiful name of mother, spoken again, as 
onl v a child can speak it. ' <

Such thoughts, though junuttered, are 
not lost: they are carried lovingly to the 
spiritual realm, and given' to that .child 
in token of the remembrance of anearth-

fruitful, haw rwaaL ihAi>-i«.AU*-A

Passed to Spirit-Life.

Passed to the higher life, on May 
189-1, S. S. Arnold, aged 83 years, 
had been ■ a strong Spiritualist for forty 
years, and death had no terrors for him.

16, 
He

He was a straightforward, honest man. 
He leaves a widow and a number of 
children and grandchildren.

O. W. Leonard.

A Remarkable Case.

(advertisement.)
Dear Dr. Dobson:—When I first be

gan to take your medicine I was nothing 
but a skeleton, and did not care to live, 
although I bad a good husband, and he 
did all ne could to please me. I began 
to take your medicine, and now I must 
6ay I feel like a new woman. I did not 
believe that doctor was living who could 
do me any good; but, thank God, I feel 
as if I was on the road to health. You 
were my seventeenth doctor in seven
years, and you have done me so much 
good I want to tell all who are afflicted 
to give you a trial. You can use this as 
a testimonial if you wish. As ever,, . 4t* j • j . <* usaiiiiuuiutu xx yuu wm.case before the grand jury, and expect j t fri6nd death 

to secure an indictment,-which will be v mrs Miniv A Thc
used in case we know of her holding'any 
more of her so-called materializing 
seances. . '

We have received several letters from 
people, some of which were from emi
nent men, stating they had read the ac
count of the exposure in the secular 
press, and inquired if the report was 
true, and if so, how did she get out of 
the cage without detection, and fool the 
people for nine years. This article, I 
nope, will explain the matter.

C. H. Mattison, 
Corresponding Secretary.

We, the undersigned, were present at 
the seance referred to in the above'arti- 
cle; we have heard the same read, and 
swear the report to be true in every de
tail.

Abel Davis, President.
F. R. Mattison, Vice-President.
M. B. De Long, Secretary.
Mrs. K. N. Mattison,"Treasurer.
A. B. Burnham, Second Vice-Presi

dent
G. D. Parsons, Allison Burr, 

Trustees. .
Watertown, N. Y.

LATER REPORT.
To THE Editor:—We have been look

ing for the publication of the article 
sent you by the Spiritual Society of 
Watertown, setting forth the fraudulent 
practice of Mrs. Roberts, to warn other 
societies, so they may not be made to 
suffer as we have.

We know you have to be very careful 
about publishing articles of this kind, 
unless thoroughly satisfied of their reli
ability, but in a case*like this, where a 
whole society, without a dissenting voice, 
comes to you, we cannot understand 
your silence.

In reading over the article sent you 
for publication (again last night) the 
thought occurred to us that there was a 
chance for a misunderstanding of one 
very important point in the expose. The 
articles, consisting of wigs, moustaches, 
gauze gowns, gauve cloth, a man's black 
silk shirt, lady’s black silk under-vest, 
sealing-wax of different colors, phos
phorescent chemicals, small wax tapers, 
tacks and staples, of different sizes and 
kinds, a large number of poker chips, 
probably two hundred. These were not 
found at the Temple, where they might 
bave been thrown by her enemies, but 
were found at Mr. Mattison’s residence, 
under the bed that Mrs. Roberts had 
occupied durlngher.stay, and where none 
but nis family and Mrs. Roberts had 
access.. Besides these MtieleSiihe had 
others of like character on heivperson, ’ 
that she exhibited, .at ' the' Woodruff 
House -that night after the exposé. :' '

Theré certainly could' ngt be stronger 
proof of her dishonesty, from all points, 
than was found here. The object of tbe 
socieiyhere .is, to-.feave.pther societies 
tana Hire troii'ble. ahd it, .néémà-th'ii» we

Mrs. Millie A.. Thornburg.
' Gilbert, La.

Address all letters to San Jose, Cal. 
(See ad. in another column.)

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.
Now Is the Time

When your bodily condition must have 
careful attention. If you are tired out 
from overwork, if your blood has be
come impure from close confinement in 
badly-ventilated offices, shops or homes, 
if you feel indisposed to exertion of any 
kind, if your food does rioVùig-est, if 
your appetite is poor, you should im
mediately purify your blood, and the 
best way to do this is to take Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla. You will be surprised at 
the difference in your feelings when 
you have given it a fair trial. Your 
appetite will be increased,. your diges
tion improved, you will not have that 
.tired feeling any more, your step will 
be elastic, your spirits cheerful, you 
will feel, in the words of thousands of 
.people who have taken Hood's Sarsa
parilla, "like a new person.” Be sure 
to get only Hood’s Sarsaparilla. '

Good News for Spiritualists.
Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, 0., has 

kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe and its after effects, or 
seven weeks’ treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

By EDWIN D. BABBfr?. ' . - 
. Author ot- Prlnclplca ot Light »nd Color." '

Thia fa a moat excellent work. Dr. Bnbbltt to a 
born critic, a thorough scholar and a comprehensive 
thinker. -

: . -• . CONTENTS: ■■
Chajtbb Fibbt—Existence and Genera) Character 

of God.^-Prelhnlnery thoughts. Is there such a being 
as God? Is God a Crcotor? The Argument from De
sign. Is Goa Unknowable? Is God absolutely In 
Bnlte? ■ ; :

Cuarraa Second—Cod as a BpIrtt.T-Maferlallsts 
Otnnot understand the God Idea." Argument of the 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author's 
Experience. ■ ■■

Chapter Tninir—Tba Delflo Location and Itode of 
Working.—The Location of Deity. Can lulUttude 
haves Centre? Does God control the Universe through 
Law? How doe» God control the Universe? A. J. 
Davls a Theory of the God Centre. T he Dual Centre 
of the Universe. ■ Can the Infinitely Fine act upon the 
Coayse? ■ . .

CHAiTKit Fovbth—The Nature of God.—Is God a 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Poraoual Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes?

CHAPTitn Fifth—The Dolfic Grcatnes» and Glory.— 
Tho Greatness of God. An Angel s Conception of the 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphl»m.

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil and Detac Perfec. 
tlon.—The Perfection of God. Ha» God created Evil? 
Is Man ucpravedr 1» anything Innately Bad? Is an 
endle» Hell possible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution.

Chapteb Seventh—Defile Law and Human Imer- 
ceBslon.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Healing. How God Interpose» to answer Prayer. 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. Doee Prayer Influence 
God? Hudson Tuttle » View of Prayer. Tim Central 
Principle of Delllc Action. Prof. Wallace-» View of 
Prayer. Prayerfulnese Ie not necessarily Goodness. •

Chapter Eighth—How Man helps .Govern the Unb 
verse.—Man a Co-worker with God. How Spirits con
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits asalBt Planetary Development. Vlfllop of 
world-formIng by Judge Edmund». Spirits, rejoice io 
tble work. Countless world» yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mlghiy Spirits ever thwart 
God's Purposes? Military Cnlettalu in Spirit Life. A 
Miltonic Absurdity. .

Chapter Nm-ru—Creeds and Practice» of Christi
anity.—Terrors of Creedal Theology. Churchlanio 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A bright
er Dawn approacuing. science ana Religion oaiva- 
don by Faith. ‘

Chapter Tenth—The Danger» of Infallible Stand- 
ardB.—Churchlanlc lufnlllblllty. Infallibility of a 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested!— 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecies. 
The Bible tested by Ite .Teaching». Said to be the only 
Book which gives any correct conception of God. Said 
to present tne only true Fo.mdatlpn of Ethics Ip the 
Decalogue. Claims for the Golden Rule, Love to 
Enemies, etc. 1b It safe to build on FalBehood*? Hub 
only one Nation been Inspired? Shell we waste time 
and money on Falsehood? Do numbers prove the 
Truth of a System ? Shall Polley rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by tbetr 
Fruit».—Church Standard» too low. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruit» of Religion» 
SyatomB. Some great Point» tn Buddhism. Moham
medan and Hindoo Achievement». Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of n Hindoo. liesuits of 
the Parses Religion. The Parsee Bible. The High 
Priest of Slam. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
Progre»» of Mohammedanism. Tho Religious of to-day 
Insufficient. -

Charter Thirteenth—The Ethic» and Religion of 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible pre»ented. The sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flower«. Of a Tree. Of a 
Forest. Lessons from tho Shell». The Teachings of 
Cryitalltxatlon. Teaching^ of tho Human Form. Of 
the Great Masses of the Universe. .

Charter Fourteenth—Life under the Old Re
ligion«.—Importance of Historic Truth. Roman Ca
tholicism. lullueice of Catholicism lu Spain. Gal
vanism. The Five Point» of Calvanlem. Presbyterian
ism In Scotland. Puritanism In New Englund. 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. The Spirit of 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Charter Fifteenth—Life under a Spiritual Re
ligion.—General Division» of tlie Human Fneiilt les. The 
Higher Realm of the Brain. Spirituality 1« Ennobling. 
Spirituality beautifies the Countenance. Must be 
developed through Spirit Conununlou. Spirit Com- 

umlon the Baal» of all Religions. Spiritualism 
founded upon Fuels. The only Religion which demon
strate« Immortality. Rob« Death of Ite Terror. The 
®pst Joy-Iusplrlug of Religious. Promotes Civil &ud 
Relfgloui Freedom. Leads off in Human Refonus. 
Perfects tUn Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Nobler Living, Re* 
veals a Grander Universe. All Great Geniuses nave 
been Inspired. Jesuit of Nazareth. .Teaus 1n Spirit 
Life. A’lH tho New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chaptkr Sixteenth—Death under the Old Re* 
.Iglons.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death madp 
terrible through Church S.ougs. Made Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Chnrett Teachings have dark 
ened Death. Death Bed of a Christina. Of an Immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scenes under the Ola 
Dispensation. .Terror? under the Old to those who lose 
friends.

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under,a Spiritual 
RelLIon.—A Spiritual Mind is not .ovcrattached to 
this Life. Departed Ones attract the Spiritual Mind. 
The Spiritualist understands Death.so does not fear it. 
Dcelb of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 

■Jung Stilling nod hla Grandfather. Beautiful Incidents 
in the Deaths of Children, Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Unlversallst 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a Friend. Triune 
pliant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experience! 
of Various Persuns. I'ower to Sustain tho Loss oi 
Friends. '

Chapter Eighteenth—The Future Life.—Location 
ind Character of the Spirit Realms.’ Th? Clothing of 
Spirits. Children in Spirit Life. A Spirit Child from 
Humble Life. The Wealthy in Spirit Life. Politicians 
In Spirit Life'. Clergymen Ih Spirit Life. Editors In 
Spirit Life. The Power Of Spirits to Uummunc with 
Morula.

Final Remarks.—The Basic Principles of a urn- 
versai Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

This work contains Forty Illvbtrationb. Thej 
are in harmony with the facts conveyed. It 16 u r&rt 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, IO Otfc

~ RELIGION OF MAN“
AND ‘

ETHICS OF^SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

Readers of this paper are respectfully 
invited to a modest advertisement in 
another column in relation to what is 
known as the Water of Life, the propri
etors of which are ready to produce pos
itive evidence that this water is one of 
tbe best remedial agents extant, for all 
forms of nervousness, indigestion, con
stipation, liver troubles, pues, and es
pecially for kidney diseases, which are 
the most insidious and fatal to human 
health and life. Send for a large 
pamphlet tree—full of photo-engraved 
letters from those who have used it. 
Special terms to all who may need more 
than a few gallons. Agents wanted in 
every place. Address J. R, Perry, 34 
South Main street, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

“Mre. Window’» Soothing 8yrup for Chir 
dren Teething” soften» gums, reduce» Inflkm»' 
tion,»U»ys p»in, cures,wlnd coUc, 25c a bottle-

TjVWTQ MESMERIZE. : RY PROF. 
£~1 J.W.C»4vel>, one of the moil «ucMirfal me, 
tnerl.U In America Anclenuna modern tnlrtffifit ex- 
ijUlned by meimerlnn. An Invaluable 'work. Price, 
pnper.bOeeot». . . .... ' ■'

■ 'THE i WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCf.
J. ' ied .Srrion, By Kersey Greve,. YonabuaK 

wtSV. ha tka wUa». Vrlna St .GO.

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science. 
By LOUIS FIQÜIEK.

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A Very Fascinating "Work.
Tbl» fine volume might well have been entitled; 

Spirltualibin DcmoDBLrated by Science. It 1» written 
In that peculiarly interesting Btyle in wnldh French 
writers excel when they would populartae’fcclentifto 
subjeots In adaptation to tbe needs of tbe general 
reader, The author is not a 8plrltualisv-he even 
mentions Spiritualist» as "devotees of a new super
stition,” etc., etc., In which he manifests the usual 
animus of the "scientific class." yet he says again: 
■■•There is a true and respectable idea in Spiritualism." 
and regards as proved "the fact of communication 
between superhumnue and tbe Inhabitants of Earth:” 
and Ue goes ento relate Instances of fact tn evidence. 
There I«. io a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the author's Ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the proa and cons, and out of th» 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price «1.50.

For Bale at tlda oilice._________

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN. 
I tercourse. Contents: Guardianship of Spirit»; 
DlscernmentofSpJrite.’Stratford Mysterie»: Dpctrine 
of Evil Spirits: Origin of Spirit Sounds: Concerning 
Svmpath&tlcbplrits; Formation of circles: Resurreo- 
tion of the Dead; A Voice irom the Spirit-Land: True 
Religion. Thia work haa been translated into tbe 
trench and German. Il contains an account of tbe 
very wonderful spiritual Developments at tbe house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and almllar cases 
In idl parts of the country. This volurnn is the first 
from tbe author dlrectiy on the subject of " Spiritual« 
Ism." and lins stood the test of many year». CkXb

¿Wags to cent*. For ealo at UU» office.

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TJ/OR ID'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
tv Saviors: or. Christianity Before Christ. Con* 
aumg new and startling revelations tn religious his- 
ory. which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo 
rlnes. principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris 
;lan New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock 
ng many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
be History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. by 
Cersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol- 
nne will, we are certain, take h|gh rank as a book of 
eference tn the field which he has chosen for It. The 
unount of mental labor necesaary to collate and com- 
.Mie the varied Information contained In It must have 
ieen severe and arduous indeed, and now that It 1» in 

juch convenient shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow it to go out of print. But the 
nook Is by no means a mere collation of views or sta
tistics; throughout iu entire course Che authore ss 
will he seen by his title-page and chapter heads—Jal 
ows a definite line of research and argument to the 
clbse, and his conclusions go- like sure arrows, to th* 
mark. Printed on fine while paper, large 2mo, 8ft 
pages. New edition, revised and corrected, with pen 
trait of author. Price ii.5O. Postsge W cents. For 

— thlooff/'«*.

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

The World’s Greatest Remedy for
All Conditions- Arising from Ex
hausted Nervous Energy or

Loss of Vital Force!
It will strengthen the weak. Invigorate 
the young, and rejuvenate the old

TRY IT!—TRY IT!—TRY IT!
By Mail. «1.00. Address DR. R. GREER, 
127 LaSalle Street. Chicago.

P. S.—Dr. Greer has been in active
practice in Chicago for 28 years and 
is well known as a most successful 
physician in all mental and nervous 
diseases. ^He Is still in active practice.

THE MEUIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

Th« Medium of the Rocklea, with an Introduction by

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
Th!» book »hould be In the hand» of everf one Inter, 

eated In Spiritualism. ■
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Medlumahlp. Chaptef 

2, Tbe Heavenly Manaion. Chapter 8, Removal to 
California; Return of HI» Guide. Chapter 4. Remark
able Test«. Chapter 5, III« Work aa a Healer. Chap
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit 
Lend. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma 
ulcate: How to Conducts Circle. Chapter «, Mlscel 
laaeous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience 
Chapter It, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative of 
Prophetic Vision«. Chapter 18, The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola podrlda.

For sale at thia office. Heavy paper cover, price R 
oenta.

THE tLEMINATOR
OR SKELETON KEYS , 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

Tbe past has been tho Ago of the Godi and the Re
ligion of pain; the present la the Age of Mun and the 
Religion of Joy. Nut servile trust In the God», but 
knowledge tn tbe laws of the world, belief tn tbe di
vinity of man and bis eternal progrtMiB toward perfec
tion Is the foundation of tbe Religion of Mxn and 
system of Ethics as treated in thia work.

The following are tbe titles of the chapters:
PAJ&T FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction: Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monetbeism; Phallic worship; Man's,Moral Prugrei» 
depfenda on hfs Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo
logical Problems—the Origin of Evil, the Nature of 
God; the Future State; Fall of Man and tbe Christian 
Scheme of Redemption*. Man's Position, Fate, Free 
Will, Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND—The Ethics ofScience

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Moral Government; Tbs' Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart: What 1b'Good? Whit is 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; The Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of the Will: 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—PreBent and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty at a Source of Strength; Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of the Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Cultun; Msrrfage.

S20 Pages, Finely Bound In Muslin, Sent postage Tree 
foril^G. For gale wholesale and retail at this office

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
DOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.

L By Llzxle Doten. New edition. Thia handsome 
volume open» with tbe wonderful experiences of tbe 
luthor, who Is peculiarly gifted as a trance medltui 
sud public speaker. Her platform labors have for • 
ong time been r acossfng. and the deep religious aud 
spiritual tone at her discourses ha?o extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the Instrumentality af the pre»t.\ But it la chiefly for 
her medfumfstfc power to ghe utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she is most specially 
known. Thia volume contains the ge>s of the Inspir
ational utterances, given chiefly before public .audi
ences, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed Ao. the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rtrythmlc beauty, grandeur and imagery 
of hls production» in earth-life, but far surpass these 
In exaitednesa o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others sre by tb , Inspiration of Shakespeare,'Burns 
A. W. Sprague; ¿nt in many cases the author's name 
Is not recorded. Tbe Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of tbe means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence- which 
each spirit exercised over the medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty and slgnlfir.ence <r this 
higher phase of spiritual communion Is beautifully 
portrayed. Clotb, plain, reduced from 11.50 to SLOX 
Poitage >0 c«nts. For sale at this office

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT-

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo»« 
fug the fabulous clalmi of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity,, containing many startling cpnciu- 
Fiona never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus wis an imper
sonation and not & person. A genuine sensation. 
Price »1.50.

For sale at this office. 
From Soul to Soul.

. BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.
■CHIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
A best Poems of the author, and some of her most 
>opular songs, with the music by eminent compoters. 
<mong the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
ire: “Budding Kose," "Incidents of Life. Under the 
(Hue Laws," "Parson Smith’s Prophecy," “From th. 
Highlands of Heaven," "The Clt~ of Sorrow," “Solllo 
iuy of Fuivfa at Slcyon,” “ The ftoly Maid of Kenu 
‘tc.

The Bluato fnclnde# “The Unseen City;“ “Clarl 
. M*l," a June Song: "We Shall Meet our Friends in the 
Morning"; Meet us at tbe Crystal Gates." .

Many of the Poems are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the dhthur ui her public read
ings. .

Pbbss NoTiObi.— Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle Is master 
ful In her prolific poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gar 
aciiTs brightest scholars.—Chansanlng »»/gus. k. 
tffXcd poet, whose writings arc familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known ns 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like » 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our bettq 
selves.—Hester M; Poole. A gifted lady, with rans 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet wltb abun
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light Sbe 14 
one of nature’s poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
laintily refined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel Is exquisitely beautiful—D. D. 
Home.

The volume contains 225 pages, It beautifully printed 
«nd bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gut. Price 
i'.SO, post-paid.

^or sale at this office. .

AN INVALuaoLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

1 and dwelling placet. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains wbat a hundred spirits, good 
and evll, say of their dwelling placet. Glveut details 
—details and accurate delineations of life In tbe Spirit- 
world!—is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. Whither—oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friend« beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? Wbat Is tbelr present condition, and What tbelr 
occupations? In this volume tbe spirits, differing»» 
they may, are allowed to speak for tbem^Jvea. No 
man 1s better qualified than Dr. Peebles, «-ro place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of 
the River; Foregleama of the Future; Testimony of 
Batuta; Tbe Growth and Perfection of tbe Spirit«»] 
Body; Is It tbe Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In 
Che Spirit World; Our Little Ones tn Heaves; Tbe Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; Tbe Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicians In 
Spirit Life; The Humea of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life; Spirit Home.» of 
Bruno and Other»; Many voice» from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price 81.50: postage 12 cent». For sale st thll 
office-

JDEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. 
£\. Given inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. Ktnfc 

; You.wili not become weary while reading this excw
l»rv»k • -r

TyOKMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 
JL By Lltxle Doten. Tbeio poem, ere m itapl. P 
»ugar. Price »LOU

TIE YOND THE GA TES. B Y ELIZ\ 
Jj betb Stuart Pbelpa A Highly entertaining 
P-irr-' O0.
'T'HE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL. 
J jsm and Spiritualism Compered. Rv Mopes Hull 
/ —' tr.—*’ -1t- - ' '• ä
Z'HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELA.

tlonsnnd Expressions In Human Embodiment^ 
Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. A book that everybody should read who are 
Interested In re-lncaraatioa. Price 91.00.

/>/A NLLifaJUN OB SPiKlTUALISM^
its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Saving 
a grand and noble man. Price 81.00.
1A7HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN
Yr ••Three Sevens,” a book of 271 pages, It Is re

ally a very Interesting and suggestive work. Price

M •< *<•

VERY INTERESTING.
PEY0ND THE GATES. BY ELIZA- 

J3 heth Stuart Phelps, author of ‘'Gates Ajar.” 
•• The Story of Arts,” etc. Cloth <1.25. For sale at this 
office.

you CAN HA PE GOOD EYESIG HI 

XXleLdeXaà0,LvlÂ

• ,V- , '• Ar' ' • •’aV;:' ';/' ■ ;

beauty and truth. P. 0. Box, 258. 22W

TX7HYSHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL. 
vV 1»L Twelve lecture». By Abby A. Jud.oa, 
Tbla book tbotild be read by every Spiritualist- PrlM 
«1-00; postage 10 cents.

der Shuttle..Srir».SeU>&r A'eed)» and a coniploto 
«et of Bte-l ItlathDODt«; ablpped any where on 
80 Day’» Trial. No money required tn advance. 

TB,000 now louse. World’» fair Medal awarded machine andattich* 
Beata. Day from factory and aare deaier’i and agent’s profits, 
rngr Cut This Oat and send to-dty for machine or large free 
rnEC catalofn»» testimonials and Glimpses of the World’s Fair, 
OXFORD MFC. CO.3U WUsib Av».CHICAGO,ILL.

WIFE CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO «•rS |T AND PAY FREIGHT.
qAlAhuyv oar 2 drawer walnut or oat Im* 
I vl »prevpd Ul^b Am filnrerttwtaf mschin* 

finely finished, nickel pitted,adapted to Hehl 
aod heavy wurk; rutrapleed tor 10 Te»r»{ with 
Antcmatie Bobbin winder, Relf.'Tbreadinf Cyl[n-

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
[Formerly N. Y„ College ot -Magnetic«.]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED ' 
Pl theraputic,Including the Sun Cure. Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science ot 
life. Chemical sffiulty aud basic principle« developed 
with their marvellou, applications. Students' In four 
continents have taken the course. Tbe oollege Is 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M- Doctor of 
Magnetic,. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diploma, at tholr 
own homes, institution removed to East Orange 
Now Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York E 
D. Babbitt, M. D.. LL.D.. Dean, fi Hollywood Ave 
(formerly called Pulaski St.;. East Orange New 
Jersey. j.g

Fnvalids
IX HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

ttielr disease, or «ymptom,, will receive 
jjamphM aud »¿vice FBKBtocuro cbemseive» without 
tagtoioh" rU0UAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card

SICK ARE HEALED. SEND

son Boulevard Chicago III. “*’ ’‘’¿“A' 

Spiritualists visiting Chicago

AN ASTONISHING OFFER« 
CEND THREE i-CENT STAMPS

P^SE^'c^^TnD business

..  _________ «44
JO IIAVE~GÖÖD

cent^.‘ An'.bènt,po“¿"pab^d,ror»ld(10ealt!, "Ve 8 

SlunnBRs?'0£:8' »^CHnrouawi■ HaUto’M
! III °Der’ ßberiDBD’ Tex-' Mr.If. Harmon. Jacksonville,

— --------------------- ------------- ------- m

HOW TO LIVE OjnE HUNDItEB> 
YEARS.

A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 
~>^Sa2 Mni:

ASTRO-MAGNETIC PADS.
T\L SIGNED FOR I HE RELIEF OF 

X-Zbuman ailments. Lt Is an estslllsbed fact that 
mun covers the entire zodiac, each portion of tbe body 
being ruled l,v a corresponding portion cf tbe heavens. 
Thebe pad> ■ re magnetized upon a scientific Pusls and 
In perfect tco <rd with this law of nature, each pad re
ceiving the magnetic vibration peculiar to that portion 
of the body which Is rulfed by the House in which 4t la 
magnetized. Send date o; birth and 81.00 for package 
of pads and instruction». N. B.—None good unless 
rtarnped by above trade-mark. Address Astro-Mag- 
netio Pad Co., 1212 W. Madison St., Chicago, HL

WATER OFTTfE^
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 

JT please remember that Water of Life is one of 
the best remedies for Stomach, Liver and Kidney dis
eases. Large pamphlet free. 84 8. Main Su, Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J.R. Perry. Manager. 2b2.

T TR1EL BUCHANAN, PH. Z)., TEACH- 
Cz er of Occult and Metaphysical laws. Private In

struction, also type written lessons by correspondence.
Baud stamp for terms. Marionville, Mo. 241

THE ROMANCE OF GOLD.
'T'HE RICHEST GOLDMINE IN THE 
-Z World. Located by Clairvoyance. Contiguous to 

the famous Alder Gulch In Montana, from which a 
hundred million dollars were taken. A few shares for 
sale a} two dollars per shyr to open the mine. Will 
repay fifty for one. For particulars, address Geo. A.

t national

Spiritualists’ Association
Office, Olo E Street, N. W., Wash* 

. ington, D. C.
( Inooupokatbo Nov. 1,1893.)

Shufeldt, Oak Park, 111. 239

DR. SYKES.
He cured himself in 1870. The remedies hare cured 

thousands since, and might cure you of catarrh. Bend 
for free book.-Common-Sense Talk.” Pkgs (for one 
pint) per mall, 11.00 Act to-day and save suffering.
Dr. Sykes Sure Cure Co., Caxton BI g.
Chicago. 236tf

A H, £. Ft HASENCLEVER, TES7 
AFi •' Medium, holds developing circles (at 25 cents) 
every Saturday evenlug at 8 o'clock at his residence, 
927 N. Washtenaw ave. Private readings 50 cis. 239

A/fRS. N. L. PIERCE, CLAIRVO Y ANT, 
1VJL Test and Business Medium. 778 W Madhon st. 
_______________________________ 289 

” IMPORTANT NOTICE.
TTAVING PURCHASED OF JOHN 

JN1 William Fletcher the complete outfit used by 
him In presenting bls famous Illustrated Lecture 
upon Spiritualism, and having made large and valu
able accessions thereto, I arn prepared to negotiate 
with societies and camn-meetinga for giving une or all 
of my four Illustrated Lectures upon this interesting 
subject. My friends well know that fur some years I 
have been gathering material for this work, and I can 
assure them that no expense has been spared In ar
ranging tbe details of the Exhibition so as to please 
andlniiruclall. JQHN EGGLESTON.

•Z National Splrl 
M all times, and all 
their official home, 
era and medium«, ». 
names and addre»»e», also officer» of all sodetlea and 
wb desire to keep a perfect register of these' and 
prompt notice should be «ent to ub of all eiiauae» of location. Offieer« of .oeietle. In all for" Ig countrlis 
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I physics, hence contrary to metaphysical 
deductions, so far made by me. which BAD FOR AFRICANS.
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perience, hence intelligence, plus that 
portion inherited from parents. Each
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Future Existence as Illus

trated by a Detroit 
Philosopher.
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Atoms of Matter and Spirit.

Figures Caused by Sound Waves-

Man an Embodied Sonnd,

A LECTURE BEFORE THE INVESTI
GATORS, DETROIT, MICH., 

BY E. C. GETSINGER.

In previous lectures I illustrated how 
man originated by protoplasmic matter 
in an aggregated state, uniting with 
dynamic force, or vibratory energy ani
mating an inanimate mass. Also how 
this same energy or spirit of matter can 
separate from this mass of matter and 
form an entity of spirit or dynamic force 
plus the intelligence the individual ac
quired through experience; this is his 
soul. The soul of man is the sum total 
of intelligence—knowledge, and thus is 
really the character. His spirit is the 
atomic quantities of energy which each 
atom added to the construction of the 
whole material body. As much as the 
material body is composed of atoms, so 
is the spirit body composed of atomic 
quantities of energy or force, not united 
with matter, which acts in conjuction 
with the soul or mind’s suggestion in ac
cordance with the condition the indi
vidual is at that moment found in and 
grapples with.

This individual, through soul activity, 
forms around him a vortex of "vibratory 
force, and since this is formed by soul 
activity, this vortexian spiral has re
corded on it or in it every act or thought 
of the individual, the same as a Wall 
street ticker has numbers impressed on 
it as it passes through the machinery of 
life. Consequently these acts or thoughts 
are not only recorded on the molecular 
brain as figures representing thoughts, 
but are likewise recorded in spirit on 
this vortexian aura surrounding the man.

This is entirely original with me as 
far as I am able to learn, but I know 
such is the case from the fact that I take 
my deductions from the vortex of earth 
arid every star, and I hold that each 
being is a human sun or star; jt cannot 
be applicable only to a being which no 
other entity is subject to. There are no 
special dispensations in nature. Thus 
when man recalls past deeds, he does 
not recall them from memory of the 
brain faculty named thus, as much as he 
does from the vortex, which will tele
graph back to him just what he is look
ing for. In the case of fright, when the 
brain molecules are all polarized to one 
center of action, this vortex sends in an 
influx of messages that swamps the 
mind for a time. The. brain radiation 
and vortex then immediately turns to a 
greyish color.

When a man dies or changes his state 
of existence into the next higher, the 
vortex, of course, follows and surrounds 
the spirit form in the same manner as it 
surrounded the mortal. The spirit .man 
continues to existi as a conscious indi
viduality, hence, receives continual ex
periences also recorded on the vortex or 
aura. These intensify this dynamic 
aura until the spirit man becomes as 
luminous as a star or a sun. This takes 
thousands of years to accomplish, I 
judge, because a volume of dynamic 
force must be accumulated whose volts 
and amperes equal that of the electric 
power of an arc lamp, for spirit is elec
tricity,'only expressed through, a differ
ent machine. Dynamic force, energy, 
sound, color, spirit, electricity, ether, 
magnetism, light, heat, cold and 
thought are all VIBRATION expressing 

itself differently under various condi
tions. Figure and form are embodied 
sounds, for if you will sing into a cup 
covered with a thin membrane and the 
membrane covered with a film of gela
tine and glycerine mixed, you will per
ceive the molecules forming themselves 
into flowers, ferns, shells, etc., as you 
raise and lower your vôice. Thus man’s 
figure was the result of an intensity of 
action; the cow was the embodiment of 
a different sound, hence different figure 
and thus through all the species of life. 
Man never was a monkey in form—only 
in thought or character.

Man’s spirit is the aggregation of this 
vibration through absorption. The ab
sorption of ether and the aggregation of 
matter forms a mortal man. The sep
aration of matter from ether forms a 
spirit man. Identity is embodied in 
character. Character is formed by ex

being is a note Or a sound, hence corre
sponds to an intensity of action existing 
around him direct, or in the universe in
directly.

It was a sound wave that gave man his 
form;—the centrifugal condition of the 
wave caused a positive male sex—dif
fusive in nature, mind and vortex. The 
reaction of said centrifugal force is cen
tripetal in its nature; this reaction pro
duced the female—involutionary in na
ture, mind and vortex. Consequently 
woman is a natural psychometrist and so 
intuitive. Man is positive in his make
up, consequently generally lives in ac
cordance with the laws as he would 
make them. Woman being receptive 
in nature lives in accordance with the 
laws of nature as they express them
selves to her and impress her intuitively. 
Man has thus formulated laws contrary 
to nature; woman feels them as being 
erroneous, consequently will bring 
about a change. This being the basis of 
my philosophy on man’s origin; origin 
of sex; origin of spirit and soul.

Man as a mass of matter was never 
created, he was only formed. His soul 
was simply an attribute of matter, 
hence a possibility of something (force) 
expressing itself through matter in a 
manner in ratio to his high attainment 
as matter, through the gradual pro
cesses of nature known as evolution. 
Reincarnation is impossible in my phil
osophy, because spirit is as solid to spirit 
as matter is to matter. Man was once 
intelligent as an entity, but by what law 
does he become an intellectual nonen
tity when reimbodied? What law an
nihilates his recorded experience and 
again makes him imbeCilic? - We need 
no great words of Karma, nor wise Ma
hatmas, nor adepts to refutekor build up 
Theosophy. Its very foundation isr con
trary to my positive knowledgeof

knows not of spiritual conditions; hence 
they do not exist to him.- TJhe refined 
mind rebels' against vulgarity; conse
quently sets'’ itself in direct 'opposition 
to that, condition, .and in doing, so is loth 
to giye such bondititions and act any 
thought^. By not thinking, of it, he 
never lives in it; for to live in anything 
is done by. being conscious of his sur
roundings through thought. , If once a 
condition is repulsive to a iplnd, that 
mind breaks the responsive state neces
sary to bringing it en rapport with the 
condition, consequently never enters 
that state mentally; but let a base 
thought be but a twinkling duration of 
time, it dips man into the mire just so 
lone. Man liyes only in his thought, 
hence his condition is the sum total of 
his mind, be it base or refined. Expe
rience educates in the true sense of the 
wprd; books do not educate, but only 
impart to you another's experience and 
the results thereof,: You can teach a 
parrot to talk, but that does not imply 
intelligence, but implies possibilities 
only. Consequently, when you read an
other’s intelligence, you have been 
taught a possibility, and around that 
you revolve. Whatever your book learn
ing has been it does not refine your nature 
or elevate the intensity of your intelli
gence unless your mind responds to the 
idea presented—to the moral it sets out 
in bold relief; to the aim in question; to 
the principles laid forth. Whatever 
the mind responds to must be its true 
affinity or some like idea—attribute; 
otherwise it would not respond thereto. 
Consequently in hearing or reading an
other’s idea presented, and you respond 
thereto, something is simply presented 
which already exists in you, but has not 
found expression; and in hearing it ex
pressed, you simply respond to that 
which already exists within your nature; 
if it did not there exist, you could not 
respond to a thing not a part of you. 
Consequently experiences intensify the 
individuality and expand the character.

All colors are intensities of vibratory 
action. A 1q,v character surrounds him
self with a vortex or aura expressing 
its action as black—dense. A low in
tensity, of action manifesting, itself as 
color, expresses itself us black: to in
tensify mokes it gray; then white, then 
yellow, then pink; red, orange, green, 
blue and purple. Consequently, when 
man's mentality intensities its activity, 
it likewise shows its condition through 
expression—and then it is phenomena. 
If surrounding the earth there exist 
belts of forces whose action measures 
various intensities, then when man’s 
mind likewise rises into these intensities 
of action through experience, then his 
state of mind has a sum total of action, 
and that decides his nature, character 
and individuality. In thus intensify
ing and developing, he comes en rapport 
with all other forces of like intensities, 
and these, in uniting with man's psy
chological force, form a complete whole, 
which, although separated, are yet a 
unity, the same as the sun ray on earth 
is still a part of the universe, although 
far from its fountain.

The man of destiny was formed by 
the unification of ail the elements of 
earth and all the constituents of the 
universe. Whatever are the possibili
ties of earth in its unfold ment, are the 
capabilities of man. But man is a small 
mass, consequently develops fast; earth 
is a great mass, hence develops slowly.

To understand the destiny of one 
means to understand the destiny of all. 
Since science knows so little of man 
himself, whom we can judge, study, fol
low and get statistics on. how much less 
knows science of worlds which they 
cannot dissect. But only through 
molecular construction can we be led 
into the solvency oi the problem of the 
construction of the universe. A 
molecule is a miniature universe. Like
wise is this world, and every star in the 
heavens. The earth is hot in the 
center; the universe must likewise be 
hot in the center, and that center is the 
sun-ring (my system). The world is a 
sphere, as a natural figure; the universe 

‘must likewise have a natural figure, as 
expressed in ev^ry atom. The world 
has stratas of elements and substances 
lying from the center in ratio to their 
weight and density. "The universe must 
be formed likewise, only on a more 
grand scale, and in my cosmic system it 
is thus constructed, in which I have 
mathematically arranged the distance of 
the stratas ranging from the sun 90,000 
years of light to tbe first strata: the sec- 
•ond strata, 270,000 years of light, etc. I 
hope I am the mechanic of the universe 
that I think I am, for then much light 
will be given.

The earth has a brain over which 
reverberate all outside experiences, and 
are transmitted to our brain. It has 
eight faculties, which are conditions 
evolved by time and originating from 
its mother suns as an inherent power. It 
will take a lecture to alone explain the 
brigin of earth’s ethereal planes and 
spheres.

I hold, that the earth is at present 
constructed as the diagram outlines. It 
has near its surface planes of gaseous 
elements, and hence activity of low; de
gree. Outside of these, and farther 
from the equator, lie planes of at
mospheres composed of radiated energy 
not embodied in matter, but energy 
alone. Of these planes there are eight 
in the present state; of the earth’s devel
opment, .and these eight planes cor
respond also to man’s development. The 
first exterior sphere is one whose vibra
tions express the " phenomena of white; 
the next as yellow; the next as pink; 
then red;- then orange; then blue; then 
green; then purple1. Purple is the oc
tave of white, and since we claim white 
is--not a color, it would still leave ;.us 
seven distinct shades beyond it.- The 
spectrum proves these intensities. 
These planes are . the belts of Jupiter,

are in harmony with physics. The phil
osophy is the reverberation of the Pla
tonic and Pythagorean schools of phil
osophy coming from the sphere of philos
ophy— not from the spheres of science 
or wisdom. It is a plausible philosophy, 
indeed, but before we know the destiny 
pf man, his origin must first be known, 
and that in conformity with the laws or 
creation as still operating on animal- 
culae. Because a child’s brain is so
acquatic and subtle that impressions are 
not made on the molecules, and hence 
the child knows nothing of the past, is 
the most flimsy argument of theosophy 
in maintaining re-embodiment, for the 
matured man of 90 years, whose brain 
molecules have become so condensed, 
compact and oxidized by continual use, 
also forgets occurrences of yesterday, 
but he knows that he lived yesterday. 
How do you know the child did not 
know that it lived yesterday, but could 
not concentrate the mind to any occur
rence, because the brain has only 
slightly received an impression? This 
is the main basis for re;embodiment—■ 
because the child knows "nothing of its 
infancy, it need know nothing of its 
previous existence. None of us ever 
was an individual before our present 
birth. From here we begin and con
tinue. Indeed, man is a being of des
tiny, and it has over been a constant 
speculation to him as to where he would 
drift to in the next state of existence- 
how he would be situated—in fact, 
the belief of a future existence has 
tended more to the unhappiness of man 
on account of the uncertainty of it, than 
it has made him happy for his belief in 
the same. It has tended more to make 
him unhappy because those who were 
supposed to know all of the Creator’s in
tents with regard to man ' were found to 
be pretenders only when interrogated 
more closely by an inquisitive mind.

Since man is an entitized note, he 
comes first under the law of vibration 
—for he is a vibratory phenomenon. In 
my researches I have found that attrac
tion is ¡based entirely upon the cor- 
Msppnfiencp.of the object, aim, element, ; 
subMappo. and condition;.that the like 
knd cnslike existing betweeh two beings 
is'eaused by the similarity of thought 
and nature, and the dissimilarity of the 
same. One.is attraction, the other re
pulsion. The mind is everything. It 
is the storehouse of volition, the maga
zine of energy and force; the receptacle 
of all virtues and vulgarity; the seat of 
all satiety and discontent; the prompter 
of war and the home of the peacemaker. 
The mind is all there is of man which is 
really above the elements of his organ
ism. Elements have their correspond
ents, and’mind (an entity which 1 hold 
does not come under the law of matter) 
also has its correspondent. One nature 
demands excitement, burdens and re
sponsibilities. Another mind must have 
peace, tranquility and be free from care. 
One mind aspires to that which lies 
nearest its base and material nature, be 
it a harem, material wealth, debauchery, 
lust, licentiousness or iniquity. Another 
mind aspires to conditions and surround
ings that are refined, cultured and spir
itual; desires seclusion, harmony, educa
tion and respect: is sober, temperate, 
charitable and just. Put the former 
base mind into the surroundings of the 
refined mind, and you at once put him to 
torture, for he is out of his element and 
sphere, his mind is discontented, he 
does not understand how to conform to 
such conditions; in fact, with all the en
vironments that signify refinement, edu
cation and spirituality, you ‘ have placed 
him in a hell of refinement. Put the 
refined mind into the base mortal’s habi
tude, and you likewise find him discon
tented ana outraged, revolting with dis
gust; pained with iniquity, sickened with 
Its licentiousness, You have truly placed 
him in a hell, lacking entirely of brim
stone and fire, yet a nell of torture for 
both. _ But give both of these minds the 
condition to which they aspire, and you 
find at once that they respond to their 
surroundings, become happy and con
tented, would refuse to exchange, conse
quently this condition is a heaven to 
both, one the heaven of the base, the 
other the heaven of the refined. The 
base mind would be entirely oblivious to; 
anything above baseness and vulgarity; 
no spark of refinement scintillates with
in his darkened atmosphere. The state 
of his mind delves entirely in the planes 
near thé earth’s dense gases and low 
vibrations; he is only an animal having 
a human frame, and if he had the form 
of a dog-, you would only perceive a su
perior intelligence over other dogs, but 
no trace of human would otherwise be 
perceptible. According to my philos
ophy, a dog is entitled to immortality, 
be he of the canine form or in human' 
frame. Now, do you really think that 
an animal embodied in a human frame, 
and because of that frame, is entitled to 
any other or better condition than the 
beast is entitled to? I think the human 
animal is not entitled to as much bliss, 
for the canine has not been endowed 
with a nature that can possibly aspire to 
anything higher than animal tastes, but. 
man violates and outrages his high pos
sibilities, consequently wrongs the 
world and himself more than the beast. 
The beast can and does love its bene
factor and master; the base man robs 
and murders his neighbor for a few 
paltry cents. Nature recognizes neither 
man nor beast in any form, but only the 
nature of that embodiment, be it in.the 
form of serpent or of man. • Natiire rec- 
ognizes'not color,'race, religion, belief, 
merchant, prince or beggar; all can only 
be sifted out according to their develop
ment of mind, and whatever the mind 
aspires to, that aspiration will be grati
fied by nature’s first law of response or. 
attraction. That which man is not 
cognizant of, is to him non est—does not 
exist. Consequently the vulgar; man

Saturn and Uranus.
’ As man develops psychologically, he 
intensifies his nature, and this causes 
him to change his manner of expression. 
He thus is as color; the intensity of 
action decides the manner of expression. 
In this manner, I hold, when man's 
low and vulgar state of mind delves in 
the low animal planes near the earth’s 
surface, where light and warmth are 
foreign conditions, that mind responds 
to a low atmospheric vibration which 
expresses itself as black. The mind 
that has become purified, and thus be
come moral, responds to a higher vibra
tion, slightly higher, and farther from 
the earth’s surface and material plane; 
this intensity of action expresses itself 
to us as white, and to this vibration 
does man’s psychological intensity re
spond when moral and more refined. 
From morality man develops a feeling 
or sensation which we call harmony; 
this may as well be harmony of words 
and rhythm of poetry; it may be the 
sculptor's ideal; his symmetry of form. 
It may be a musician’s composition, his 
combination of sounds, that express his 
ideal symphony. All are attributes of 
harmony. The next plane is the phe
nomenon of pink, so expressing itself to 
us, and corresponding to man’s love and 
emotional sensations. These sensations, 
as well as all other sensations and phe
nomena of man’s mind, have their vari
ous phases, the same as there are vari
ous shades of black, of white, of red, of 
blue, and of green. Consequently, the 
various shades correspond to various 
phases of man’s diversified feelings and 
sensations. This intensity of action, 
which expresses itself as pink, responds 
to man’s love nature, from selfish love to 
platonic and disinterested love. Man’s 
progression still raises him to higher 
action, into that of reverence; reverence 
for nobility and sublimity of character; 
for his great learning and genius; for 
his efforts in behalf of the oppressed; 
for his state of perfection and nearness 
to one’s ideal The activity of force 
that corresponds to this state of man’s 
mind manifests itself as red in our at
mosphere and as phenomena. Then we 
reach an intensity of mentality, an ex
pansion of nature, Which corresponds1 to 
orange as phenomenon, and this state of 
man’s mind develops him as a lover of 
truth; then of philosophy, then of sci
ence, then of justice. Each action cor
responds to man's mental state and 
affects him accordingly. And thus I 
hold that since man’s energy alone re
mains an immortal entity, as I illus
trated on March 24, that his intensity of 
energy corresponds and thus unites 
with a like volume of energy—of equal 
intensities, and this is attraction. If 
one is vulgar and base he gravitates to 
the corresponding low intensity of 
action, which is black, darkness, dense
ness, and of low specific gravity—bor
dering nearer matter. From black we 
get to gray, and from gray we get to 
white, which corresponds to man's 
moral nature, in accordance with his 
various phases of morality. Then all of 
this degree of perfection, when em
bodied entities of energy—not matter— 
gravitates to this plane; each kind of 
animal, be he human or other, finds at 
last its like, where all are of one 
nature, intent, thought, taste, aim and 
state of development. Is this not har
mony? And where there is harmony, 
there is heaven—for in it we find our 
nature's highest aims are satisfied. The 
next is that of yellow, or that of har
mony, where the composer, poet, 
musician, artist and sculptor would 
gravitate, for all is rhythm of words, 
symmetry of form Or harmony of colors 
with all of these. Their natural in
tensity of atmospheres corresponds to 
yellow, a color that always harmonizes. 
The next is that of pink, which cor
responds to -man’s love and emotional 
nature in their various phases. Here 
all of that intensity of energy and state 
of mind would gravitate, and all be har
mony and heavenX The next is that of 
reverence; the activity expressing itself 
as red corresponds to this in man’s na
ture.

The next is the plane of the lover of 
truth, the orange phenomenon. The 
next of philosophy, which is blue; then 
of science—green; then of justice, which 
is purple. It is said that man has but 
five senses, but I claim we have seven; 
the other two arax intuition and 
psychometry, and when the mind is 
sufficiently experienced to become sci
entific and coming en rapport with laws 
of nature, then the mind becomes in
tuitive. When still higher developed 
it becomes psychometric. Since very- 
few of our Christian friends aspire be
yond reverence, and since Christians do 
not admire truth only as they would 
present and interpret phenomena, they 
do not reach a higher state than rever
ence. Consequently the five senses cor
respond to their aspirations. The other 
twb come when you deserve them. Con
sequently, my friends, the infidel who 
loves the {ruth, the atheist who loves 
nature! and .science, the iconoclast and 
the just, reach at once higher planes 
than do those who- base ¡their claims 
upon God’s heaven, upon false doctrines 
and artificial principles. Let there be a 
God or not a God, he will, if he is a just 
being, fidmire man’s search for truth; 
his inclination toward the science of 
'cause and effect; his high regard for 
justice; let these embrace God's exist
ence or. not, He will deal out merits and 
rewards regardless of man’s belief, but 
in ratio to the good he has done to hu
manity, and the evil he foisted on the 
world. ■ Some gravitate to the dense 
planes, some to their bright spheres— 
all accountable through nature’s great 
law of attraction—a correspondence of 
the condition in question. The lovers 
of truth will all be united, the lovers of 
science congregate, and then develop to 
that of-justice. You will understand 
that, T p.xnound that, no man or animal nf 

the future or present state remains for
ever in a fixed state, but by experience 
becomes developed and more perfected, 
be it in this life of material embodi
ment or in the next of entitized energy. 
All have a chance of salvation. All re
ceive their reward, rega.-dless of re
ligion, creed, color, sex, nation, race, 
country or belief. All receive heaven, 
which is that condition corresponding 
most to the demands and aspirations of 
your mind and the desires of your na
ture. If man has auy qualities of true 
manhood, a spark of nobility of charac
ter, a scintillation of compassion, a germ 
of love within his bosom, let him be 
where he will, in the sphere of morality 
and light, or the plane of justice, he 
will not let his fellow-creatures here on 
this material plane grope in darkness, 
oppression, ignorance, fear and super
stition, without giving , him a com
passionate thought. Abd when once 
there begins to burn within man’s 
bosom a desire to help his fellow-man, 
to lift the bnrden from his shoulders, to 
give him the exact truth of the con
dition of things, to expose false doctrine 
and erroneous theology, that moment 
will man invent some means of com
munication with us here below. For 
necessity is the mother of invention, 
and there is not a mystery, not a law in 
nature, not a problem in the universe 
but what succumbs to man's inventive 
and analytical mind in time, be it hero 
or in other realms. Should minds in 
other realms not think of us here below, 
then those arc no more angels, but are 
selfish beings, which again charaeter- 
izes them as animals. The wiser a man 
gets, the less selfish he becomes; conse
quently, human nature remains ever the 
same, be it here or in heaven. Hence, 
he will assist us both in happiness and 
in truth, let his abiding-place be where 
it will. The truth of all is here about 
you; it is waiting for you to uncon
sciously step into its realms; it is wait
ing for you to lift aside its curtain of 
mysticism and peer behind the scene. 
You will find it so différent from your 
father’? thought. It is waiting for you 
to become prepared to receive it. It is 
waiting for you to desire its unfoldmont. 
The parchment is written in all the 
languages of the world; aspire to read 
it; aspire to attain it; aspire.to do good 
with it; aspire to give it to others who 
are plodding in the narrow way of theol
ogy, and wounding the soles of the feet 
against the sharp rocks of imaginary 
burdens they carry; outraging their 
own possibilities by neglecting their 
inner aspirations, by fearing to think, 
lest it bo Satan, the tempter: fearing 
thus to die lest they be his own. The 
truth will win in this age or the- next, 
let it be the one doctrine or the other: 
as long as orange is a phenomena of 
nature, so long will human minds re
spond to its enchanting beauty and 
aspire to reach its realms, let the strug
gle cost what it will. The reward of 
truth’s soldiers is the entire lack of 
fear; is the bath of the mind in the 
ecstacy of peace and harmony, good
will toward all, justice infinite. You 
have to-day been presented with the 
scientific solution to man's future con
dition. Let your nature be what it will, 
you will find heaven accordingly. Grav
itation will bring you there, gravitation 
will keep you there. Aspiration will 
bring you out, and aspiration will take 
you upward. You have your choice— 
take it and make it, for you will be what 
you will to be.

Detroit, Mich. E. C. Getsinger.

Lizzie Bangs a Grand Medium.
Geneseo, Illinois, recently received the 

ministrations of Lizzie Bangs, the 
successful slate-writing medium, and it 
is not flattery to say that about a score 
of people were converted to the fact of 
spirit return. The writings received 
through her brought tears of sorrow 
and shame to many eyes, a conviction of 
truth to many agnostic minds. One 
sitter received writings in Egyptian 
and Japanese; all received communica
tions under exacting test conditions 
on their own slates, and while the 
medium was removed from the table, 
not even touching the slates. Such 
tests to the skeptics are overwhelmingly 
convincing, and convert those on the 
spot. The dark circles were a glorious 
success, George Stevens and his helpers 
manifesting the usual and interesting 
phenomena.

Geneseo is a little wiser, and we hope, 
better, for the good work done by Lizzie 
Bangs.

She has now returned to her home, 10 
S. Elizabeth street, Chicago, where she 
may be seen for seances Sunday and 
Wednesday evenings, and sittings for 
writing ' daily. The skeptic should not 
fail to visit her and be convinced.

White Rose.

The emperor Tiberius made an edict 
against the marriage of men over sixty 
and women over fifty, but so strenuous 
were the objections of widows and wid
owers that the law was soon repealed.

An Indiana divorce was some years 
ago granted because “the defendant 
pulled all the covering off this plaintiff’s 
bed, and she likewise ran a knitting 
needle four inches into his arm.”

Divorce in France is regulated by law 
on the theory that a wife isherhus-, 
band’s’equal; she does not promise to 
obey: she retains her own property and 
may dispose of it by will. ■

In Kentucky a divorce was; once 
granted because “the defendant came 
into the bedroom the morning after the 
marriage and’ beat this plaintiff on the 
head with her shoe heel.” ,

The meanest reason ever given by a 
man for marrying was assigned by an 
Englishman forty years ago. He 
married because he wanted somebody to 
nart his hair stright. .

Missionaries and Christianity 
Demoralize the Natives,

EXPERIENCE IN THE WILDS OF AFRICA 

—CHIMPANZEE FOR A CHUM—THE 

NATIVES MORE ADVANCED IN MORAL- 
ITYTHAN THE “NOBLE” WHITE MAN 

—MONKEY LANGUAGE.

In the course of an interview pub
lished in the Chicago Herald, Professor 
Garner said:

“I went to Africa about a year ago, the 
first of last April, and was there a year. 
The place in which I was located is 
about two degress south of the equator 
and a half degree inland in a forest near 
Lake Fernán Vaz. I was in the forest 
112 days, and passed most of that time 
in a cage in a jungle, where I had every 
opportunity in observing the monkeys. 
The cage was a six and a half feet cube, 
made of steel wire for protection from 
beasts. In it I kept my stock of tools, in
cluding a phonograph and photographic 
apparatus, canned meat and canned 
bread, a kerosene stove and a coffee pot. 
Many people have the mistaken idea 
that I lived all this lime in this cage. 
The truth is, 1 would remain in it four 
or live days and would then go to the 
native village or to a Catholic mission 
near by and remain there a few days.

CHIMPANZEE FOR A ('HUM.

“I had my own chimpanzee with me 
and he stuck as close or closer than a 
dog. When 1 would go into the forest 
he would go with me. being sometimes 
in the cage and sometimes on the out
side. What surprised me most was that 
the monkeys seemed neither afraid of 
me nor were they attracted tome. T 
seemed perplexed.

"It would be difficult to tell my metho 
of investigation. 1 observed closely the 
actions of the monkeys around me and 
spoke to them in their own sounds. 
What they say eanrmt be t ranslatefi, 
strictly .speaking, into English. One 
sound, I learned, means different things 
—stands for a whole category of ideas. 
For instance, one sound used by the 
monkey means food, but it is not «'strict 
literal translation of the expression and 
cannot be said to be even ¡iliberal trans
lation. It means as well, ’(live me some
thing to eat.'the act of eating, an ex
pression of hunger, or anythingelse per
taining to food. The meaning differs 
when used in a different, connection or 
under different conditions. The vocabu
lary is comparatively small: each sound, 
1 would say, being susceptible of inter
pretations, the difference being denoted 
by the modulation, the frequency of use 
and, possibly, by the circumstances.

"it was difficult for me to get the in
terpretation of lite first expression to my 
satisfaction and the others did not come 
easily. But 1 think m,' investigations 
now will be easier, evo i though I am not 
hopeful of being ab e io master the lan
guage. it is far more difficult than I 
supposed when 1 first undertook the 
work.

NIGHTS BLACK AND LONESOME.

“The life in Hie wilderness was, of 
course, something of a hardship, but I 
rather enjoyed it. Some of the ¡lights I 
passed in my cage were lonesome, to say 
the least. An African jungle is not the 
most inviting place in the world, even 
in the daytime, and at night it is doubly 
disagreeable. I never saw such black 
darkness as in Africa, but in my cage I 
was perfectly safe from the animals, al
though; on many occasions, 1 have heard 
them near my cage, and in some cases 
they rubbed against it. I had not the! 
least trouble with any of the natives and 
the whites I wot were universally kind.

“Some day this investigation will be 
completed and men shall know in what 
language the monkeys communicate 
with each other. Already the investi
gation has been the cause of making 
men more humane with these animals. 
Men realize all the more vividly that 
tbe animals have feelings, and. gener
ally, I think they consider themselves 
closer to the animal kingdom than be
fore. The monkeys, 1 believe, are un
der all conditions the most intelligent of 
wild animals. Dogs arc nearer to under
standing men, but this is due to their 
long association with men. Give the ape 
the same chance that the dogs have had 
and his intelligence would be shown to a 
remarkable degree.

“I wish I could make my visit and 
work in Africa of value to the Chris
tian people of this country who have 
spent millions of dollars in sending mis
sionaries to that continent. My advice 
would be given to them untainted by 
prejudice, and I would say: ’Don't send 
anymore missionaries there.’ It can
not be said that I, southerner that I am 
and formerly slave-owner, am prejudiced 
in favor of the negro, but I can say that 
I found them contented and happy in 
their native country, and in their lives 
practicing all the virtues that we as 
Christians practice, and not as many 
vices.

RELIGION BAD FOR AFRICANS.

“I can say without feeling, except for 
regret, that the Christian religion has a 
bad effect" upon the African. In the 
towns where missionaries make conver
sions families'become divided and dis
sensions -arise. More thaii this, the 
African upon conversion'immediately 
practices zealously: that portion of the 
Christian creed relatihg to atonement. 
He commits depredations and asks fetr- 
giveness and then believes himself guilt
less. He does not fully ¡ understand the 
meaning of the doctrine. ,-This evil ex<
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Consider.
By LEON LEWIS.

THE REIQN OF IMAGINARY RELIGION.
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The Progressive Thinker.

Nervous
Troubles -J
Originate in u

Impure Blood
Therefore the True
Method of Cure
Is to Take

HOOD’S .
Sarsaparilla

Which cures Nervousness, 
Dyspepsia, Scrofula, Salt Rheum, 
Catarrh, Rheumatism and 
other Diseases, because it

Purifies
The Blood

Be sure to get Hood’s and only Hood's
Hood’s Pills are the best family cathartio. 

gentle and effective. Try a box, 26c,

YOU ¿»MOULD

■ r i r ' il n I 1 also that of the Cosmos,Stem Facts for the People to

Have a copy of the "A lira! 
Guide.” It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Maonbtic 
Tsbatmbnt by Prof. Ol- 
nbv H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imform you where to 
Îirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guidestntou 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER.
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Bout.
Chicago, Ill.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER'S 
d|O AND AGENT’S PROFITS.
TILbuy our Oxford Boss BlcJcte. su li
able for either «ex, made of heal ma
terial, strong, substantial, accurately 

adjusted and dully warranted. Write to-day for our 
largo complete catalogue of bicycle., part«, repair., etc., 
toe. OXFORD MFG. CO.

BSB Wabtch Avenue, - CHICAGO, ILL.

FROM THE EARTH . | Nature—and that a human race occupies every sions. The whole of the bodies whichcom-1 the laws of Matter, and influenced by physical I stars made a complete revolution around ourl
v1 1 world in the Cosmos during the ages in which pose the Solar Systeiy (without taking the Sun agencies, jlji is every instant being continually globe every twenty-four hours, and Bought

TOTUü llhÎTllCDCITI ^at world is fit for such occupancy, we have and the comets into account) contains a mass imparted ito fresh Matter'by purely physical during thousands of years to reconcile this1 Ht U 111 VLKcJL! ».system of Religion which not only limits of matter 2,500 times greater than that of the agencies.’™ The Order of Nature, 468. mistaken theory with the facts of their obser-
• the existence of j^an to our globe and to a few Earth. The Sun itself is 520 times larger “The main conclusion here arrived at," vation. It is now easy to see how completely

. thpusafid yearp, but poulines his authorized than all the planetary globes taken together; says Darwin, “ and now held by many natural- their time and labors were wasted. WithThe Carmi Evolution of find' supervised religious training to a mere and one million three hundred thousand times ists who are well competent to form a sound every new faot of human progress as of astro- 
luïMIUVlULV UI iiandful of the individuals who have existed larger than the terraqueous globe. . . . judgment, is that man is descended from some Domical research there arose difficulties which . 

during this brief period I Every star is, with good reason, concluded to less highly organized form. The ground upon could not be accounted for by these conject-
Instead of recognizing and accepting the be a sun, no less spacious than ours, sur. which this conclusion rests will never be ures and assumptions. At last came Copern- 

triie religious .system of the Earth, which is rounded by a host of planetary globes, which shaken.’’—Descent of Nan, 606. “Lamarck icus, who substituted the real system of As
also that of the Cosmos, just as the Earth’s revolve around it as a centre, and derive from long ago came to this conclusion, which has tronomy for the imaginary system—the cosmic

_ 1 " ‘ ' is also that of the it light and'heat and comfort. Nearly , a lately been maintained by several eminent nat- view of the Heavens for the geocentric view
Cosmos—instead of basing his Religion, as thousand of these luminaries may be seen in uralists and phllosophers—for instance, by —the simple actualities of Nature for the 
Astronomy is based, upon the great actualities a clear winter night by the naked eye; so that Wallace, Huxley, Lyell, Lubbock, Buchner, baseless theories and assertions of men; and 
of being, the facts and principles of Nature, amass of matter equal to a thousand solar Bolle, etc., and especially by Haeckel."— from that moment the mechanism of the Uni
es displayed upon the Earth and in the Starry systems, or to thirteen hundred and twenty Pbid,^. verse stood revealed. No one now accepts a '
Heavens—the Ptolemaic dreamers of our millions of globes of the size of the Earth, may “We might with .equal propriety," says word of that false system of Astronomy—the
globe bave set upan imaginary system, which be perceived by any common observer in the Fritz Muller, “speak of the creation of ohol- imaginary system—by which during many 
has for its basis oply wonder-tales of tilings çanopy of heaven. But all the celestial orbs era, of a conflagration, or of a railway collis- thousands of years man was puzzled and de- 
impbssiblç and non-existent! j which are perceived by the unassisted eight do ion, as of the creation of man. Jenaische luded.

Instead of a recognition of the unity, soli- not form the eighty-thousandth part of those Zeitschrift, v. , 272. The Earth quiescent in the centre of the
-, . . . .. . darity, eternity,’ and universality of all the which may be described by the help of optical “Seeing that the whole animal scheme Is Heavens, with all the other heavenly bodies
the situation of mankind to-day in regard forces and manifestations of the Cosmos, and instrunients. The celebrated astronomer, Dr. bound together by community of plan,” says in motion from east to west around it, and 1 

to Religion is precisely what it was three of the consequent and inevitable association of Wm. Herschel, has informed us that In the Dr. David Page, “ that physiology can trace completing »-■ revolution every twenty-four
nunarea ana flityyearsago or before Cor- a[j the features and events of the Earth with most crowded parts of the Milky Way, when variations in existing life; that palaeontology hours; the entire vault of the Heavens enoai-ed
pernicus—in regard to Astronomy. " those the çO8mo8 —so that it is utterly im- exploring that region with his best glasses, he has demonstrated variation in extinct life, and in a series of concentric solid crystalline
u .Iheir whole theory is wrong. _ possible to have upon the Earth any other true has had field of view which contained no less that ascent from lower to higher forms in time spheres, one to every planet, in the outermost 
rn « •" C°nC hJ18 jreT. . tb 18 Religion than the One True Religion of all than 588 stars, and these were continued for has been brought about by the principle of of which the “fixed stars” were set as so

Btui figuring as the centre of the Universe, the worlds in the Universe—we have a patch- many minutes; so that in one quarter of an adaptive modification of structural parts con- many shining points; the addition of 1 • defer-
just as R formerly figured as the centre of the WqJ.|£ ¡^j ajjd transient dogmas which de- hour’s time there passed no less than one hun- formable to a pre-ordained plan, it is but ra- ents " and ‘ ‘ epicycles " to correct the anomal-
Unlverse in all that pertained to Astronomy, tach the £arth from the worlds around us, and dred and sixteen thousand stars through the tlonal, and in accordance with scientific meth- ies in the motions thus imagined, and the ad-

h }USt mi wi reason, °r reR 'ty' which are consequently refuted by every faot field of view of his telescope. ode, that the same principles of research be ditlon of a new one as often as it became neo
Ine error or the Ptolemaic astronomers, as the g^h’g regj Btatus and history. “ It has been computed that nearly one hun- applied to the genesis of Man as to the genesis essary to reconcile this mistaken theory with
lb. I?8tead a realization of the fact that dred millions of stars might be perceived by of other animals."-Nan, 141, __ _ the facts of observation-such were the lead
the central and principal oojectm their calcu there is between the first and last inhabitants the .most perfect inntriirnanhi worn nil the ra. “Were not Mans origin implicated, ” says ing features of the system of Astronomy which

a N f and i ° e“deavo”n®. "J iorf® Ia®ts of any world a perfect sequence of descent gions of the sky thoroughly explored; and yet Herbert Spencer, ‘ • we should accept without has been handed down to us under the name
or Nature to conform to their mistaken the- an(j development, a perfect unity of being, -all this vast assemblage of suns and worlds, a murmur the derivation of animal and vege- of Ptolemy, he having elaborated it with great
°riwB i'hi fl- ♦ x j . character and purpose, and consequently a when compared with what lies beyond the ut- table life from what we call inorganic nature, diligence and skill from the erroneous ideas
. .e this arrangement responaed to perfect solidarity of destiny, so that the entire most boundaries of human vision, in the im- Thq conclusions of pure intellect point this and conceptions of his predecessors. This 

the exigencies of their undertaking, has been huinan race caa onjy be treated as one man, measurable spaces of creation, may be no way and no other.”—Introduction, 352. system was not merely imaginary, but it
fl i. « we have a system of Religion which detaches more than as the smallest particle of vapor to “ As far as the eye of Science has hitherto bad the fatal misfortune of being indirect -

Hie corresponding error of theologians has the history of mankind during the last few the immense ocean.”—Christian Philosopher, ranged through Nature," says Prof. Tyndall, contradiction with the real system, as well as 
been to assume that Earth ana the race upon thousand years from the history of our race J 2. “ no intrusion of purely creative power into cumbrous and insufficient. Instead of being
it are the only race ana world m the Universe, during the vast ages preceding, and which is As still another result of the Ptolemaic any series of phenomena has ever been ob- quiescent in the centre of the Heavens, the ,

ni ÎL i proven by this very circumstance to have in error of theologians, they are still regarding served. Apology. Earth has many motions, in .two of which—
quarters of the Divine Government—the only fact and in reason no foundation whatever. the inhabitants of our globe as the only Hu- Id accordance with the dogmas of their its translation in space with the Sun and with __________ ____________ __
•Paer® KellS‘oa ln tae entlr® y08®081 And by just so much as the Science of the man Family in the Universe, when the actual Ptolemaic superstitions, the great masses of the Milky Way—it is moving millions of miles INGERSOLL's address before

inTTJK Soul is superior to all other Sciences, by just fact is now known to be that the worlds orthodox believers are still, pretending that daily, or hundreds of times as fast as a can- aclSh.^Mi°i^
. are precisely uie same w-uay in ine case oi 80 mucg ¡s tjjjB great mjBtake of Ptolemalo around us are peopled by unnumbered millions man was called into existence less than six non-ball or other projectile can be dispatched S.X" t0?c‘urB

Religion that they were formerly in the case Religion worse than that of Ptolemaic Astron- of similar races. thousand years ago, when it is now certainly for even a short distance by any agency known ciufcwuhcoBUnuou«appi«ui»Vrom“begeinningtoyen(L

ofrAsfronomy, omy . “Neptune, the outermost planet of our sys- known that man has lived upon the Earth to mankind. Instead of the 8un being in mo- uSwp‘el?5iicenu.1“autl,ul'yilrl““'L
1 he religlonsjcreeas ana institutions of the To believe that the Earth is at rest, that it tem," says Rev. J. Baldwin Brown, “is nearly more than six thousand centuries. tion around the Earth, as was supposed for MEMORIAL ORATION BY colo-

Mrth are still Ftolemmc instead of Corperm- iB a flat BurfacMjiBt it is the centre of the 3,060,000,000 miles from the Bun. But this “The conclusion from all these discoveries thousands of years, it is the exact contrary
, .... > Universe and the principal object in it, that vast space is but as a handbreadth compared —the most important scientific discoveries re- which holds good, the Earth being in motion ‘C8n“-

Imaginary instead of real. the Bun and Moon—“ the - stars also re- with the spaces with which we have to deal in lating to human history, of modern times—is,” around the Sun. Instead of the Earth being QOD IN THE CONSTITUTION. BY

skIttn ct oQS oi tae "art“ mstead of facts vojve aroUn(j r every twenty-four hours, and the great Universe. Dare we carry our spec- says Charles L. Brace, “ that ages ago, in the enclosed in solid crystalline spheres, there are oei ingerîoii ¿»?r8 wrote. ““‘pIp^r’ÏÔ'eL'wkhukei

01 Valver8e-. , . . all those other absurdities and impossibilities ulation further, and believe that these innum- period of the extinct mammoth and the fossil do boundaries whatever to space iu any direc-
T?!ntoJLn„.°£ __ which strike us with amazement, was not half erable worlds, where they may be, perhaps we bear, perhaps before the Channel separated tion. And the great lesson to be now and W£>ri.ti..>iC? BycXg.^

.«jit r ih. Keiigion, man is still B0 hurtful and puerile as it is to believe those may aay must be, splendors of light and color England from France, a race of barbarian hu- here drawn from this dead system of Astron-
atruggling with an imperfect and mistaken baaeless fancies and fallacies which are. to-day such as we can but faintly dream of here, are man beings lived on the soil of Europe, capa- omy is, that the facts and principles of Na- !lke.n,e“ ®f *'“hur- m«. « cettt“ tweivo copie« 

conception of his being and surroundings. accepted throughout the world as the founda- tenantless? Dare we imagine that from all ble of fabricating rough implements. The tore have been hitherto generally ignored mTNG'ERSOIL> ç rRFAT dnDRF^i on
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, righted, and guess-work and speculation are æhe majority of men reputed “civilized” of intelligent praise goes up into the ear of tial and experienced men, and thus far it correspondence between what men believe— York city, price, « cenu ; un copie. lorwcem«.
Hi^elfrioMC’and growth are still ham 816 given oyer totlie domination of falsehood the Creator; that, save here, in this little for- seems complete. TheRacesof the OldWorld, even if all men believe it-and the actual J ^^^^1^.1^^
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pered by “revelations, „“miracles, “three on absurd imaginings, defiling the glorious di- and prayer is dumb? There is something in “The ordinary views,” says Baron Bunsen, as the majority of men form anyadequate TEACIfJNGS 0F tesus not 
uoasin one, salvation, etc., precisely as vjnity of things, ignoring the higher realities our instincts that shrinks from, may 1 not “ as to the existence of our race and the an- conception of the Spiritual Science of the Uni- 1 Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True

u 811(1 privileges of existence, and passing shudder at, the conclusion. We imagine in- tiquity of its records, are as childish as were veese, it is only within six or eight gen- By a‘°' W‘ Browa*
chteged with * deferents and epicycles. through the world in a state of mind and stinctively, and cannot but imagine, thati this the ideas and assumptions current fifty years erations that any considerable body of man- rNKry yEARS Tn the church or
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BPiRiT, the universality and eternity of worlds garding the Earth as the only world in the ^e life which swalms around him on the sixty-seven feet, even supposing that trees by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com- THE, ^GES\
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In a word, the great mistake that was made could take in the whole compass of Nature— as solar systems without planets, or planets mencement of this excavation men were living 50 cents. . tesus AND THE MEDIUMS, OR

In Astronomy, and which rendered that science more than a grain of sand on the seashore. without inhabitants. "—Nore Worlds than One, in Devonshire. . . The ancestors of those “The. Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book. ^jeîVeu ™ “™d“ÊhlpFrB«yioc'^uH°11, A 
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tem of Astronomy—a system which had the “However profoundly," says Mrs. Mary bodies scattered through the abyss of space? Chester Science Lectures, 1875. Reduced from 15 to lO cents each or $9 ner '
Earth for its starting-jxiint and principal ob- Somerville, “ we may penetrate the depths of Surely not to illuminate our nights, which an Instead of taking things as they are—in- Hundred to close the edition. Bend at once Soul of Thinffs’ or Psychometric
ject; an imaginary system; tlie patchwork of space, there still remain innumerable systems, additional moon of the thousandth part the stead of accepting for the Earth the placed to tHjj Progressive ThInker 40 Loomis Research®» and Discoveries,
mistaken astronomers, derived from seemings compared with which those apparently so vast size of our own would do much better, nor to actually fills in the Universe; instead of ac- atre6); ’ WM. AND ELIZABETH M. P.
and speculations, and elaborated in ignorance mustdwindle into insignificance, or even be- sparkle as a pageant void of meaning and real- cepting for it the lawsand forces bywhichit _ . ,, > text-book, It 1« u fuclnating u & wor^c of action,
of the relations of the Earth to the Cosmos— come invisible. . . . Not only man, but ity, and bewilder us with vain conjectures. « actually governed; instead of recognizing its Testament Stories, comically illus- jbn0
just so he now has a geocentric system of Re- the globe he inhabits—nay, the whole system Useful, it is true, they are to man as pointe of actual origin and history, its actual use and tratea, by Watson Re®“11' " series of amus_ i^keGcoiro™«f'I5«“ïï
ligion; a system which begins and ends with in which it forms so small a part—-might be exact and permanent reference; bat he must purpose, its actual characteristics and sur- “8 cartoons illustrating the Bible “xte- ' «u the grand subject, to* ow
our planet; an imaginary system, which ig- annihilated, and its extinction be unperceived have studied Astronomy to little purpose who roundings, and accepting for it the life it has in 8tron£> board covers $1. Cloth, goui or Things—Vol. L 
nores the worlds and human races around us; in the immensity of creation.”—Connection of can suppose man to be the only object of his actually lived—the occupant of our globe has 51.50. cion Kitiiëïoèiïü."’

the patchwork of mistaken theologians, de- the Physical Sciences, 2. Creator’s care, or who does not see in the vast made unto himself a little scheme of fictitious “Woman: Four Centuries of Progress." Soul of Things—Vol II.
rived from ignorance and fear; an arbitrary In accordance with their Ptolemaic error In and wonderful apparatus around us provision history, government, etc., which utterly ig- A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’Inter- uloMr*Ve<L 4S’Ç.l’ort^btio‘ôënt«................ ,l s>
scheme of erroneous conceptions and baseless Religion, men are still regarding the Earth as for other races of animated beings.”—Outlines notes the actual truths of his being, and national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, Soul of Things—Vol. ÏEL
assumptions, which has no foundation iu fact the central and principal object in Nature; as of Astronomy, i 819. , upon these fables he has founded all tfie prin- 1893. By Susan H. Wixon. A noble ad- Iuicfr*“i ^fôtvoïo'cêtiu ,U“
and is entirely at Variance with every sort of the one great manifestation of life and being; Continuing to be led from one mistake to oiples of his present existence, and all his dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should------------------------------------------------ -
icience and knowledge. as the centre of God's dominions; as the sphere another by their Ptolemaic conception of Na- hopes of an existence to cornel be read by every woman and every man. Es- VERY VALUABLE BOOK.

Instead of a realization that the Universe upon Which Time and Eternity are enthroned; tUre, the whole body of churches and church- In s^rt, thé glorious science of Religion, pecially excellent to place in the hands of çcienTific basis of SPIRITUAL-
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superstition-which saysthat. the Cosmos ocean - preciseiy the same process by which he has “The authors of its dogmas have made“ur- By Geo. E. MacdonaJd A concise, graphic
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TWIN CITY PARK.
A Favorite Place of Resort in the 

Northwest.

It Lies Midway Between St. Paul and 
Minneapolis, Minnesota.

Fourth Annual Grand Camp-meeting.

The Camp-meeting of the Northwestern 
Spiritualists’ Association at Twin City Park 
commences July let, and closes July 29th. 
The grounds are located between the two 
cities and consist of ten acres of choice wood
land, well adapted for the purpose and easily 
accessible from either city. Great pains and 
labor have been employed in the selection, 
with a view to their, convenience, and of the 
locality surrounding them. They adjoin the 
beautiful Como Park,of 320 acres, and a stroll 
of half a mile through the Park walks and 
roadways brings the visitor to the charming 
lake from whence the Park takes its name: 
Here runs the Como Electric Line from St. 
Paul. From Minneapolis, the Interurban 
Line connects with the Hamline Line, which 
lands the passengers within a few blocks of 
the grounds. Visitors from St. Paul may 
also reach the grounds over the Hamline Line. 
Arrangements are made with the street car 
company for a one-fare rate from either 
city.

The list of speakers and mediums comprises 
the best talent available in the Spiritualistic 
field, and the association feels assured that the 
presentation of the subjects, and the handling 
of the various topics to be discussed by the 
different speakers, will be fully up to the high 
standard of its ablest exponents.

Abundant facilities will be provided for 
taking care of the people. The Auditorium 
will be commodious, and well-seated. Nature 
has done much in this direction, giving us a 
gentle- rise of ground, at the foot of which 
the speaker’s stand will be placed. Facilities 
for holding seances will be a feature of the 
camp.

We feel safe in assuring the Spiritualists of 
the Northwest that the new camp grounds and 
their improvement will add honor to our cause 
and fill a want in the educational features of 
our Spiritualism.

ADMISSION.
Single or daily admission, 10 cents. Week

ly tickets, 50 cents. Season tickets, $2.00. 
All campers or visitors not provided with 
weekly or season tickets will be required to 
pay the regular admission price of 10 cents 
per day.
- Tents without floor can be rented of the 
Association at the following rates:

10 by 12, 3 feet wall, season, $5.00; per 
week, $2.00. 12 by 14, 4 feet wall, season, 
$6.50; per week, $2.50. 12 by 16, 4 feet
wall, season, $8.00; per week, $3.00. Larger 
tents, at corresponding prices. * • ♦ ' •

Floors intents at an extra expense of $2.00. 
Those who desire may furnish their own tents 
by paying $2.00 for ground rent. All who 
wish to rent of the Association are requested 
to notify the secretary, as early as convenient, 
stating size of tent wanted. Cots, comforts, 
camp chairs and bedding can be rented. 
Bring blankets and pillows when conveinent.

TRANSIENT VISITORS.
Transient visitors will be furnished with 

pure and clean cot-beds for 25 cents.
■ DINING HALL.

A hotel restaurant will be conducted on the 
grounds, with competent and experienced 
managers, where good board will be furnished 
at $4.00 per week. Single meals 25 cents. 
Dinner on Sunday and Fourth of July to 
transient guests 35 cents.

type-writing in the light.
LIST OF SPEAKERS.

Hon. L. V. Moulton, Grand Rapids, Michi- 
gap; Mrs. R. 8. Lillie, Boston, Massachu
setts; Willard J. Hull, Buffalo, N. Y.; Helen 
Stuart Richings, Minneapolis; J. Clegg 
Wright, Cincinnati, Ohio; Dr. Adah Sheehan, 
Cincinnati, Ohio; Oscar A. Edgeriy,, New
buryport, Massachusetts; Prof. Wm. Lock
wood, Chicago, Illinois; Mrs. Mary Leavitt. 
W. H. Harrington, Dr. U. D. Thomas, Allen 
F. Brown, Mrs. Carrie Tryon and Mrs. C. D, 
Pruden, Minneapolis,' Minnesota.

CLAIRVOYANT, TRANCE AND TEST.
Mrs. R. W. Barton, Mrs. C. H, Miner, 

Mrs. H. E. Lepper, and Anna W. Anderson, 
Minneapolis, Minnesota; Mrs. M. D. Talcott, 
Mary A. Barkaloo, and Mrs. Annie Wagner, 
St. Paul, Minnesota.

PSYCHOMETRIST.
Prof. A. B. Severance, Milwaukee, Wis

consin; Dr. U. D. Thomas and Marguerite A. 
Russell, Minneapolis, Minnesota.

GENERAL INFORMATION.
Parties coining from a distance should buy 

tickets and check their baggage to St Paul, 
as arrangements are made to handle all bag
gage from that point.

Take Como or Hamlihe Line from corner 
of Fifth and Roberts streets.

Checks for baggage should be deposited at 
the secretary’s office immediately upon reach
ing the ground, so there will be no unnecessary 
delay in hauling it from the' depot /

All campers and visitors attending the 
meetings are requested to enter their names 
and place of residence upon the association 
register.

The annualmeeting of the Association, 
for the election of officers, will be held on 
Friday, the 20th day of July, at 10 o’clock 
a. m. At this meeting, after the election of 
officers, the matter ot a permanent location 
will be considered. All members interested 
in the progress of the work are especially in
vited tobe present. •

The Columbian Laundry Co., of St Paul, 
will call for all work in their line, from pa
trons of the camp, and give a discount from 
regular prices.

All mail for camp should be addressed 
Twin City Park, Hamline, Minnesota.

For circulars or additional information 
address R. II. D. Evans, secretary, 674 Ed
mund street, St. Paul, Minnesota.

N. C. Westerfield, assistant secretary, 319
New York 
nesota.

Devil’s

Hot coffee, 
all times.

The bazaar

tea and lunch may be had at

THE BAZAAR.
will be under the supervision

of the Ladies’ Department of the Association, 
where a supply of all wares necessary for camp 
life will be kept in stock, Spiritualist litera
ture on sale, and subscriptions for Spiritual
ist papers taken.

An ice cream stand where fresh confection
ery, summer drinks and everything in that 
line can be had, will be managed upon the 
ground.

Groceries and everything in that line will 
be furnished at city prices.

MUSIC.
Prof. Paul Zumbach, of St. Paul, so well 

and favorably known in musical circles, will 
conduct a choir of four voices, accompanied 
by instrumental music, at each and every ser
vice during camp. New and popular songs 
and the latest dance music will be furnished.

Social dances for the pleasure of campers 
and their invited guests will be given at inter
vals during the camp.

CHILDREN’S LYCEUM.

Children’s Lyceum will be conducted 
through the month under the management of 
Dr. Wm. Yates, of Chicago.

The management takes pleasure in announc
ing, as possessed of rare gifts, honesty and 
integrity, the following well-known mediums:

Edgar W. Emerson, of Manchester, N. H., 
inspirational and platform tests.

Elsie Reynolds, San Francisco, Cal., form 
materialization.

Wm. A. Mansfield, Cleveland, Ohio, whom 
the Rev. Minot J. Savage, of Boston, had an 
extended experience with, in independent 
slate-writing. '

A. Campbell, Lily Dale, N. Y., fine works 
of art precipitated in oil colors independently.

Flora A. Brown, Portland, Oregon, inde
pendent slate writing, inspirational, trance 
and test medium. _* .

F. Corden White, Chicago, Ill., trance and 
platform tests. i

Olive A. Blodgett, Davenport, Iowa, inde
pendent slate-writing, inspirational trance and 
tests. ,■■■"

Hugh R. Moore, Dayton,'Ohio, materialized 
hands, music, independent slate-writing and

Life Building, Minneapolis, Min- 
Wm, E. Wheelock, Pres’t.

Lake Pleasant Grove 
Camp-meeting.

This camp-meeting commences August 3rd, 
and closes August 20th. It will be held at 
Pleasant Grove, Michigan, south side of Dev
il's Lake.

August 4, 
come by the

PROGRAMME.

10 a. m., address of' wel
president, Dr. P. J. Curtiss;

music, by Mrs. L. H. Hursen, musical direc
tor; 2 p. m., address, Hon. A. B. French.

August 5th., 10:30 a. m., address by Hon. 
A. B. French; 2 p. m., address by Hon. 
A. B. French, and tests by Mrs. Dr. Virginia 
Rowe.

August 7th, 10:30 a. m., conference; 2 
p. m., address by F. D. Dunnakin; 7:30 p.m., 
musical concert, vocal and instrumental, by 
Mrs. L. H. Hursen.

August 8th, 10 a. m., annual meeting 
and election of officers; 2 p. m., address 
by Mrs. B. G. Hoig; 7:30 p. m., musical 
concert by Mrs. L. H. Hursen.

August 9th, 10:30 a. m., conference; 2 
p. m., address and platform tests by Dr. H. 
C. Andrews.

August 10th, 10:30 a. m., Young People’s 
Lyceum, Dr. Virginia Rowe; 2 p. m., ad
dress by 8. N. Aspinwall.

August 11th, 10:30 a. m., reading circle; 
2 p. m., address by Mrs. 8. N. Aspinwall.

August 12th, 10:30 a. m., address by S. N. 
Aspinwall, with platform tests; 2 p. m., 
address by Mrs. 8. N. Aspinwall, with tests.

August 14th, 10:30 a. m., conference; 2 p. 
m., address by Mrs. Dr. Virginia Rowe.

August 15th, 10:30 a. m., reading circle; 
2:20 p. m., address by Dr. H. C. Andrews.

August 16th, 10:30 a. m., conference; 2 p. 
m., address by F. D. Dunnakin; platform 
tests by Dr. H. C. Andrews.

August 17th, 10:30 a. m., reading circle; 
2 p. m., address by 8. N. Aspinwall.

August 18th, 10:30 a. m., conference; 2 p. 
m., address by 8. N. Aspinwall

August 19th, 10:30 a. m., address by Mrs. 
8. N. Aspinwall; 2 p. m., address by 8. N. 
Aspinwall.

ORGANIZATION.
This association is legally organized under 

the laws of the State of Michigan, and is duly 
qualified to hold property and transact business 
the same as any -other corporation. Dona
tions will be thankfully received from all 
friends of the association.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS.
Dr. P. J. Curtiss, president, Jackson, Mich

igan.
J. B. Allen, 1st vice president, Pleasant 

Grove.
Mrs. L. Palmer, 2nd rice president, Deer 

field, Michigan.
Mrs. Dr. Virginia Rowe, 3rd vice president, 

Jackson, Michigan.
Mrs. B. G. Hoig, secretary, Morenci, Mich

igan.
Wm. T. Trim, treasurer, Adrian, Michigan.
B. G. Hoig, Morenci, Michigan.

A MISSIONARY TRACT.
What is Spiritualism? How to investigate. 

How to form circles and develop and cultivate 
mediumship. Names of eminent Spiritualists; 
their testimony. An eight-page octavo tract, 
to give to investigators Or any one who desires 
to know what Spiritualism really is. Price 
three cents, or $1.50 per hundred.' Address 
the publisher Hudson Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio.

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER.

MAPLE DELL CAMP.
At Mantua Station, Ohio.

BEGINS JULY 21 AND CLOSES AUGUST 13.

Editor Progressive Thinker:—-I am re
ceiving many letters from all parts of the 
country, asking for directions to come to Ma
ple Dell Camp, and in order that all may 
know, I will say that from the Lake Shore & 
Michigan Central, and all the North-Western 
States, come via Cleveland, Ohio, and take the 
N, Y., P. & O. Railroad to Mantua^ To any 
one living near the great line of the N. Y., P. 
& 0. R. R., I will say that it comes direct to 
Mantua, Ohio, where the camp is.

The N. Y., P. & 0. R. R. kindly allows 
excursion rates, and if parties who live on 
other lines will write to Prof. D. M. King, 
they may secure rates over other roads. The 
above railroad lines connect with all the 
main lines of the States, east and west, and 
all parties will find it greatly to their advan
tage to secure their tickets via the N. Y., P. & 
0., as it is double-tracked and has good cars 
and kind conductors.

Mantua is just thirty miles southwest of 
Cleveland, Ohio, and is located upon the 
highest ground in the State, nearly 1,000 feet 
above Lake Erie, and 2,000 feet above the 
level of the ocean, making it one of the best 
resorts for invalids, and for all those who. are 
debilitated, and need invigorating atmosphere 
and pure spring water, a draught of which is 
soul-inspiring and invigorating.

Maple Dell Camp is going to have a larger 
attendance this year than ever before. They 
are coming from the East, West, North and 
South. Cottages are being built and trees 
pruned and planted, flower-beds made, walks 
built, and the place generally beautified. Na
ture has been lavish in her touches, and art 
will eventually make Maple Dell Camp second 
to none.

Brothers and sisters, come to our camp, for 
we have a true spiritual camp, where truth, 
which maketh glad the heart of man, is ex
pounded from our rostrum daily. Brother J. 
W. Dennis, of Buffalo, New York, will have 
charge of conferences, and all true Spiritual
ists know he is a power in that capacity. His 
talks are always good, and he has only to be 
heard to be appreciated.

We have secured the services ot the best 
speakers, best test mediums, and our list for 
phenomena is full, even to full form material
ization in the light, and all are of the best 
money can procure.

With- an altitude of 2,000 feet above the 
ocean, and pure soft water, invigorating 
mountain air, the cool shade of its majestic old 
maples, the historic Cuyahoga and picturesque 
scenery, convenience to double-tracked, well- 
equipped railroad, steamboat, oar-boats, we 
are proud to say we have a home for all; and 
you will find here that the people are open- 
hearted and will do anything to assist each
other and aid in comfort. > •

Our prices are in reach of all, aud much 
lower than is usual at camps.

You can here secure a room for two for $3 
per week, all furnished; board at $3 per week 
for the three weeks of camp, or $3.50 single 
week, or 60 cents a day, or 25 cents a meal.

Two rooming together will cost for room 
and board only $4.50 per week. Mediums 
are not charged any license at this camp.

Lastly, we have engaged the services of the 
best healers, who will be in constant attend
ance during camp; so come and enjoy the 
camp and you will return home with better 
health, and have your mind stored with an un
derstanding of truth which will take away the 
fear of death and make you happy for all 
time.

Any further information will be gladly given 
to any inquirers. I forgot to state the camp 
is at the side of Mantua, a beautiful village 
situated on the Cuyhoga River, of 1,000 in
habitants, which can boast of more beautiful 
cottages than any town in the State

Supplies can be secured for the camp at 
reasonable rates at the stores.

Come one, come all, and let us worship God 
in a temple fashioned by his own hand.

Mantua Station, Ohio. W. F. Ball.

One of the Best Papers Published.
L Sherman Harrington writes: “We con

sider The Progressive Thinker one ’of the 
best papers published—thoroughly up with 
the times. The way you deal with all the 
vital issues of the day is worth more than five 
times the subscription. If I were financially 
able, I’d like to take at least a half dozen 
numbers; but I am noh May God speed 
you in the good work, so bravely undertaken, 
of disseminating the seeds of truth to a hun
gry world, of trying to uproot superstition and 
bigotry. We want to thank you for your bold 
defense of our public schools."

SOUL TEACHINGS.
The entire series of Soul Teachings, by the 

guides of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, will be 
published as soon as the number of names will 
warrant. Those having already subscribed (or 
promised) will hasten the siprk of publication 
by getting one or more additional names.

How The Progressive Thinker is 
Sustained.

The Progressive Thinker has always re
lied upon its weekly income from subscriptions 
and advertisements to pay its expenses. It is 
the only dollar paper in the United States that 
hah not squandered money derived from the 
Bale of stock, and then refused to pay the 
principal or interest. Such being the case, it 
should receive the cordial support of all Spirit
ualists who desire that business should be 
conduced along strictly honest lines. Renew 
your subscription at once, and if possbile seiid 
in an additional subscriber. The paper will 
be sent three months for 25 cents.

Programme of Lake Brady Camp-Meet
ing, Ohio.

COMMENQES' JULY FIRST AND ENDS AUGUST 

TENTH.
July 1st, Geo. P. Colby, Lake Helen, Flori

da, and Mrs. Colby Luther, Crown Point, In
diana; 3rd; Mrs. Colby Luther.

July 4th—we have made preparations to 
celebrate this day in a laudable manner. We 
shall have the usual firing of guns, crackers, 
fireworks, etc.., etc., and in addition thereto 
the wonderful test medium, Miss Maggie 
Gaule, of Baltimore, Md., will appear in the 
amphitheatre, and the Hon. O, P. Kellogg, 
speaker of the house of delegates, of Wyom- 
ming, will deliver the oration. The finest 
music in the State will be with us this day. 
Julyu5th, Mrs. Colby Luther; 6th, Geo. P. 
Colby; 7th, A. E. Tisdale, the blind inspira
tional speaker, New London, Connecticut; 8th, 
A. E. Tisdale and J. Clegg Wright, England; 
10th, J. Clegg Wright; 11th, A. E. Tisdale; 
12th, J. Clegg Wright; 13th, Geo. P. Colby; 
14th, Mrs. Carrie E. S.Twing; 15, Hon. A. B. 
Richmond, Meadville, Pennsylvania, and Mrs. 
H. 8. Lake, Pastor Cleveland Alliance; 17th, 
Mrs. H. 8. Lake; 18th, Mrs. Carrie E. 8. 
Twing; 19th, Mrs. II; S. Lake; 20th, Lyman 
C. Howe, Fredonia, N. Y.; 21st, Mrs. M. C. 
Williams, psychic delineator and materializ
ing medium, New York City; 22d, Mrs. M. 
C. Williams, and probably Henry J. Newton, 
President Lake George, and the New York 
City Spiritual Association; 24th,Hon.O.P. Kel
logg; 25th, Lyman 0. Howe; 26th, H. D. Bar
rett, President National Spiritual Association; 
27th, Ron. 0. P. Kellogg; 28th, H. D. Bar
rett; 29th, Mrs. Celia M. Nickerson, Massa
chusetts, and probably Judge Dailey, of New 
York City, President Lake Pleasant Associa
tion, and H. D. Barrett; 31st, Mrs. Celia M. 
Nickerson; August 1st, Miss Abby A. Jud
son, Cincinnati, Ohio; 2d, Mrs. CeliaM. Nick
erson; 3d, Willard J. Hall, Buffalo, N. Y.; 
4th, Jennie Hagan Jackson, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan; 5th, Willard J. Hull and Jennie 
Hagan Jackson; 7th, Willard J, Hull; 8th, 
Jennie Hagan Jackson; 9th, Moses Hull; 10th, 
J. W. Kenyon, Malden, Massachusetts; 11th, 
Moses Hull; 12th, J. W. Kenyon; 13th Moses 
Hull; 14th, J. W. Kenyon; 15th, Farmers’ 
Day. This day the farmers of Portage and 
the adjoining counties will have a grand pic
nic. I. W. Chamberlain, one of the Associ
ate Editors of the Ohio Farmer, will deliver 
an address to the farmers, their wives and 
children; 16th, B. F. Underwood, Editor 
Religio-Philosophical Journal-, 17th, Miss 
Abby A. Judson; 18th, B. F. Underwood; 
19th, B. F. Underwood and Mrs. Ada Foye 
will lecture and give pellet tests; 21st, Mrs. 
Abby F. Watkins, Ohio; 22d, Mrs. Juliet 
Severance; 23d, Hon. O. P. Kellogg: 24th, 
Mrs. Juliet Severance; 25th, Hon. A. B. 
French, Clyde, Ohio; 26th, Hon. A. B. 
French and Mrs. Ada Foye, lecture and pel
let tests; 28th, Dr. Paul Carus, Editor Open 
Court and Monist-, 29th, Mrs. Ada Foye, lec
ture and pellet tests; 30th, Dr. Paul Carus; 
31st, Miss Abby A. Judson. September 1st, 
Labor Day at Camp Lake Brady. Attention 
will be given this day to the various questions 
concerning labor. Cheap railroad fare from 
all neighboring towns. Dr. Paul Carus, of 
Chicago, will deliver the address of the day. 
Sept. 2d, Mr. W. J. Colville, and Mrs. Cora 
L.V. Richmond; 4th, W. J. Colville; 5th, Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond; 6th, W. J. Colville; 
7th, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond; 8th, W. J. 
Colville; 9th, W. J. Colville and Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond.

MEDIUMS.
Prof. Fred. Evans, the psychographist, of 

Ban Francisco, Cal.; Miss Maggie Gaule, of 
Baltimore, Md., the wonderful platform test 
medium; Mr. Edgar W. Emerson, of Man
chester, N. H., another famous platform test 
medium; Mrs. M. C. Williams, of New York 
City, the wonderful psychometric delineator 
and materializing medium; Mrs. Ada Foye, of 
Cal., who is well known as the best public 
pellet test medium; Mrs. J. S. Donovan, in
dependent slate-writer, Cincinnati, Ohio; Mr. 
0. E. Winans, independent materializing me
dium, Edinburg, Ind.; Mrs. Harry Archer, 
materializing medium; Mr. John A. Johnson, 
of St. Louis, independent materializing me
dium; Mr. Del. Herrick and Charles Barnes, 
trumpet mediums; Mr. Harvey Chase, inde
pendent slate-writer and spiritual photogra
pher; Mr. Frank Ripley, test medium.

THE SESSION.
Commences on the first Sunday in July 

and closes on Sunday, September 10th.

Their Prayers Were Quickly An
swered.

Minneapolis, June 10.—Largely attended 
meetings were held this afternoon at Huron, 
8. D., in the Presbyterian Church and Y. M. 
C. A. rooms topray for rain. A spirit of 
deep solemnity pervaded both gatherings. 
To night the heavens are overspread with 
clouds, indicating rain before morning__ Chi
cago Herald.

The next thing in order is for these people 
to pray for the great distress in the country 
to be abolished. By the way, how many of 
those Christians believe in the Faith Cure?

Alexander Spencer.
. Later.—In a dispatch to the morning 

Record of the 11th the compositor is in
formed that a very promising cloud arose, but 
passed without paying its respects to the dry 
monotones that go up to the rain-god every 
year. It is presumed that the Omnipotence 
paused to examine the record of this town as 
to its integrity, and whether or not a slight 
foretaste of its future destiny would be just— 
the record of its capital campaign is still so 
fresh. This correction is not made in the 
spirit of jocundity, but that the readers of 
this paper shall know that the universe is 
still manipulated by law, and hot by a silly, 
vacillating personality. The scientific rain
maker has proven a success in Kansas while 
the South Dakota orthodox God failed. A 
proof of the efficacy of money and science 
over prayer. '

JESUS CHRIST

BY TH!-: PHE-

The Unknown
Life of

BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 
MANUSCRIPT,

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the French.

Since the writing of the New Testament no 
__£ look has appeared of as great importance to 

Christianity as “The Unknown Life of Jesus 
Christ. ” .

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event
being reported by eye-witnesses. The original inanuscript antedates the four G-ospels, 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians.

The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines । 
having critically discussed it.

“ The North American Review" devotes eight pages of its May number to an 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the 1 ‘ Neue Freie 
Presse," ot Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it. 
at great length, and says, ‘1 Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery.” The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through- 
diplomatic channels.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of ' 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Papej 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

Where Grapes are Choicest
—sweeter and juicier than anywhere else—they're 
taken from the vine, pressed and their succulence 
concentrated—the origin ofSantos Grape Food

—unfermented—absolutely pure.
It's a delicious medicine—nourishes the digestion, 

strengthens the nerves, clears the vocal organs. 
A refreshing beverage— 
non-alcoholic—suitable for 
table and sickroom use— 

keeps fresh for years.

A pint bottle (75c.) makes one-half gallon of the 
food.

Your grocer or druggist sells it. Booklet free.

THE CALIFORNIA GRAPE FOOD CO.,
üWfUWÜÍHB Los Gatos, Cal.

Genera! Eastern Agency.
145 Broadway, N, Y. 

General Pacific Agency,
408 Sutter St., San Francisco. 

Chicago Selling Agent,
Edwin E. Hills, 70 State St,

WAS

LlHCOLli
A SPIRITUALIST?

- OR —

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

- BY —
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD

Together with Portraits, Letters and 
Poems. Illustrated with Engrav

ings and Frontispiece of Lin
coln, from Carpenter's 

Portrait from Life.

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
They Are for Sa'.e at This Office,

7'HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
»nd Expressions In human Embodiments. Given througtx 

Mrs. Cora L. V. Kjchmund, by her gulden, a book that every- 
M‘h0Uld rl‘Od Wh0 Bre In,erc8led :u re incarnation. Price 

'THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. 
J. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one ot 

the ablest men of the age. Price $1.50; postage io cents.
T/TEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
V Andrew Jarknon Devi*. Highly Interesting. Pollan« S 

cents. Price "3 cent*.

'EERS OF THE AGES, OR SIT RITUALISM
3 Part and Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of STS 

’pages, it is an encyclopedia of facts; a mine of rare knowledge! 
1 a work that should be in the hands if every Spirltuallet. Pnet

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! <2.00. r
—more so than any work issued since Uncle Tom's | —3—------------- ------------------------------------------ --------------------------------

Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, and which have beenJ'"“??iron, X verv iawi of obiivlon it <1S 1 ,ons; """ »■><* are bnode.1 i.Bnio>t the

from the life of him whom time serves only to make “ ft.b ref uiiv and lee whVt^ Pvh1a .?S7
creator. more appreciated, and more understood- n cureIullJ1 aud ‘»eothj the Jesuits hate II 1 rice. 11.25.greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
••Abraham Lincoln.” ,

Ctofh, 12mo, illustrated, ppt 264,
Paper, 15 cent«.

For Sale at this office.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
The Rationale of Mesmerism 

BY A. P. SIN NETT.
Tht* excellent work treat* ot the following subject*:

I.

IV.

V.
VL

vn. 
vm.

Old and New Theories.
The Mesmeric Force.
The Real Literature ofMes- 

merism.
Side-Lights of Mesmeric 

Phenomena.
Curative Mesmerism.
Ansesthetic Effects and Rig

idity.
The Nature of Sensitiveness 
Clairvoyance.
Mesmeric Practice.

The price of this admirable work la 11.25. AU bookl 
Advertised In Tan Progbbsstvz Thikkxb are

For sale at this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
ot Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: The Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems. Suns 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of Meteors and 
ComcttiThc Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—H1b Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; The Record Houk, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by the 

Ible; The Bible and Christ; The .Summary: “What 
Must We Do to Be Saved.” For sale at this office.

Price, Clot,b, SI ^15. Paper. 50e.
pOSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. 
CT Sherman and Wm. F. Lyoo. A book r epic to with 
iplrltual truth*. Price n,00.

CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 
k-J 144 PronositloDR. theological. moral, historical and Bpeculct- • 
Ivc. each proved affirmatively and negatively by qn^’-ationa from 
8cr Dture. without comment. Price 15 cents. ?

fVjTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTHER 
Cz talei and eketches. By a band of aplrlt Intelligences, through 
tho mediumship of Mary Theresa Shelhamer. An excellent wont ' 
Price $1.25.
C'ROMSOUL TO SOUL. ßY~EMMA ROOD 

J Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare merit. Prlco 
11,50.

■piFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME.
1 By Rev. Chas. Chlnlquy, ex-prleet. A remarkable boob 
Pages 832. Price 12.25.

~1the"relig7ö'n of~man~by~hui>son 
J- Tuttle. His works are always Intensely interesting. Price

•1.50. t

"THE WORLD'S SIX!EEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
JL lors. By Kersey Graves. You should read It, and be the 

wiser. Price 11,50.

•THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
■X comparlion of Biblical and modem Spiritualism, By Moses 

Hull. An invaluable work. Price »1.00.
'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
1 phenomena and philosophy. By Rev. Samuel Watson. 

This work was written by a modem Savior, a grand and nobl» 
max Price »1.00.

I

'THE VOICES. B Y WARREN SUMNER BAR- 
Jt low. The Voice* contain poem* of remarkable beauty and 

force. They «re most excellent. Price »1.0U.

'THE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL; 
J. A pamphlet of 40 pages. Worth lu weight Ingold, PrZekQ 

tant*.

OESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY, 
Zv embracing the origin nf the .lews, tlio rhe and development 
of Zoroastrianism and the derivation ot Chrlstlsnltj’; to which 1« 
added: TVhencc our Aryan Ancestors? By g. W. Brown. M. D, 
One of tho most valuable works ever published. Price $1,50.
IDEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRITLAND. GIVEN 

L\. inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. You win not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.

’"DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. By 
A Bev. Isaac J. Laming, M. A, Every patriot, should read 1-t. 
Price «LOO
T'OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN 
\J and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with «jdrltuid truth*. 
Price »1.00. , . .
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AND 

L dwelling place*. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A Lhok ot rara 
merit. Interesting to every body. Price »1.50. . •
STUDIES IM PSYCHIC .^tr.NCE. hj, IN

valuable work. ByHudsonTutU .-. 1’rl'co *1.25.
CEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRACING SPIR. 

kJ ttnallsm. past and present. By J. M Peebles, M b An 0«. 
eye. opodla ot interesting and Instructlrc fact* PrIqfett.O!> 3

3$
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

PubUabOp every Saturday at No. <0 Lootnls Street

J. R. Francis, Editor and Publisher.
«i Chicago Portofflee <u£dclaumatter

Terms of Subscription.
Th» Pbobrxsbitb Thikkbb will bl) furnished until 

rurtber^nsiice, nt tbn following terw, Invnrisbly lu 

Oneyew ii.oQ
Olubi ot tap (a copjr to the one getting up 
„u * Uieclub) ------ 17.50
Thirteen ’weeks - - - - - - 25cte

Get# 
EIHLTTAKOES.

Remit V Poitoffice Money Order, Registered Letter, 
orirMton Chicego or New York. It cojta from 10 
to IS cepte to got drafts cached cd local banka, 10 don’t 
pend them unless you w lab that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R, Francia' 
Ko. 40LiX>mU Bu Chicago, in.

PJbUBsFIMFOBTANT SUGGESTION!
Aatheire are thousands who win at first venturi 

only tweniy-fivo cents /ofThr Phogkessivj TgjNjiKi. 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those whu receive 
ft sample copy, to solicit several others to unUe with 
them, end thuibeableto remit, from >1 to no, or even 
more thun the latter sum, A largo number of little 
ftmounti will make a Urge sum total, and thus extoud 
cne field pf our labor ana ueefulnct The same sug 
gestion will apply in all cases of renew«! of aubscrip- 
Cleps^BDllcIt others to aid in the good work, yen will 
Experience no difficulty whatever in inducing Spirltu- 
•llsta to subscribe for TukPhoghkssivb Thinkek, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the value* 
WO Information imparted therein each week, end nt 
the price ot only about two cent« per week

— Illi —i w
I A. Bountiful Harvest for SB Cents

,1)0 you Ytot» more bountiful bwvt»t tbMi we < on 
«WeyoilforSScenUf JustpuuBB and tblnk for » p >u- 
«ent wlut an Intellectual feast that .mall Investment 
vnll furbish yon, The subscription price of Tub Pno- 
tfkgenvB Tuikkbr thirteen weeks u only twenty-five 
ceptsl Fpr Him amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pules of solid, substantial, soul-elevatlpg and 
Wlud'Hilretblue reading matter, equivalent to a medl■ 
Wrt-HMd book l

Take Notice.
UT* At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

wo paper la djacoutinued. No Bills will be sent for ex* 
tfa numbers.

HT* |f you do not receive ytrar paper promptly, 
write f-D us, and error« Id address will bo promptly 
Corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

W* Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
cjianired, Si ways gl ve the address of fbc place to which 
it is then sent, op the change cbduoi ho made.
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What Will the End Be?
The overwhelming question which 

yuts all others in the shade, is: What 
will be the outcome of these great labor 
Strikes, which become more gigantic 
from year to year? In their beginning 
they were local and limited to the few 
dissatisfied employes in a single trade or 
•occupation. Through general organize- pal exponent, Haul, absolutely left 
tions, into which the lesser have been woman a slave at home, and doomed her 
merged, the shibboleth of “one for all to a servile condition until liberalism 
end all for each" is heard from the ex-i came to the rescue and elevated her to 
treme East to the remotest mining camp. a position by the side of and an equal 
in the extreme South and the new North- with her brother.
west.

If the parties with a grievance would 
suspend labor,they would only exercise a 
right which all persons concede them, of London, staje he has completed the 
And if they, or their sympathizers, wish t-—---- >, ,.,.a
to express their sorrow or vexation be
cause a fellow-craftsman is discharged, 
no one has just cause to complain.

But these strikes are of a more serious 
nature. The leaders of the movement 
seem to have set up an independent gov
ernment of their own, not to regulate 
their own members, but those in no way 
associated with them. They insist that 
while they are idle, all others engaged 
in the same occupations shall be, and 
they enforce their mandates by all sorts 
of violence. Even those without a 
grievance, and in no way connected with 
these secret orders, must suspend labor 
and cut off the means of support for 
themselves and families, at the dictation 
of some assumed magnate.

As we write, the entire country is con
vulsed, business is at a standstill, com
merce is crippled, and the fires in our 
manufacturing industries have gone out, 
even the wheels of government are in 
places obstructed, and every family suf
fers because of this almost universal 
strike.

As a laborer, our sympathies are al
ways with the toiler; but we cannot 
avoid looking beyond the contentions of 
to-day, and sorrow for the terrible cul-1 
mination which must ultimate in
revolution, which these labor movemen is 
are surely and rapidly engendering. 
To-day they may be controlled by civil 
law; to-morrow they defy State arms; 
and a little farther on they do not fear to 
measure swords with the federal gov- _
eminent.- ' ized the hew Church of Humanity, of

While boasting the best government i which the speaker is secretary. We 
in the world, having in little more than । copy from the lieewd:
a century, from feeble and disintegrated j "After acknowledging bis indebted- 
oolontes, outstripped all its compeers, Lness to all existing religions and as- 
yet it has in these labor strikes, anhu-fcribing to them much virtue and inesti- 
ally growing larger and involving in-jmable good accomplished, Mr. Jones
creasing millions, the elements of dis-' said in part:
ruption, which at any timé may end in- “A new religion is no more improb-
fratricidal war.

These wheels within wheels, these in
dependent governments directed in the 
interest of the few, at the expense of the 
many, are extremely dangerous devices, 
liable at all times to get out of adjust
ment, bringing on a universal crash, de
structive alike to the machinery and its 
builders. '

Let us hope that patriotism and love 
of country will arouse In full strength, 
and insist that law is supreme, and that 
it shall rule in defiance of the alien mul
titudes who would gladly see these 
States belligerent, to the end they can 
gain a trifing temporary benefit.

Church Taxation.
The State of New York has a consti

tutional oonvention now in session. A 
proposition is before it not to exempt 
ohuroh property from taxation, but to 
make it bear equally with all other 
property the burden of governmental 
protection. The census of 1890 showed 
that in that State alone $140,123,008 
were Invested in church property. The 
real value is probably many times that 
amount; for the estimated' value of the 
Trinity church property in the city of 
New Vork alone exceeds 850,000,000.

Col. Ingersoll |is quoted as citing a 
passage, from Benjamin Franklin which 
seems pblnted:

"When a religion is good I conceive 
that it will support itself. When it can
not support itself, and God does not care 
to support it, so its professors are 
obliged to call for help from the civil 
power, it is a sign, I apprehend, of its 
beinf a bad one.”

Buddhism and Woman.
. The civilized world is everywhere 
turning to Buddhism, to learn what was 
taught by its founder 500 years before 
the Christian era. Whether the motive 
is to learn if Christianity is an Improve
ment on the older religion, or whether 
Jesus taught anything new, it is notour 
purpose in this article to inquire. In the 
“Library of Useful Knowledge,” article 
Buddhism, after an extended notice of 
the cult it continues:

“The element in Buddhism which 
more than any other, perhaps, gave it 
an advantage over all surrounding re
ligions, and led to its surprising exten
sion, was the spirit of universal charity 
and sympathy it breathed, as contrasted 
with the exclusiveness of caste. It was, 
in fact, a reaction against the exclusive
ness and fornjaliem of Bruhminlsm—an 
attempt-to render it more catholic, and 
to thrown off its burden of ceremonies, 
Buddhism did not expressly abolish 
caste, but only declared that all follow
ers of Buddha who embraced the relig
ious life were thereby released from its 
restriotions; in the bosom of a commun
ity who had all equally renounced the 
world, high and low, the twice-born 
Brahmin and the outcast were brethren. 
This opening of its ranks to all classes 
and to both sexes—tor women were ad
mitted to equal hopes with men, and one 
of Gautama’s early female disciples is to 
be the supreme Buddha of a future 
cycle."

Max Muller says: “Buddha addressed 
himself to castes and outcasts, He prom
ised salvation to all, and he commanded 
his disciples to preach his doctrine in all 
places and to all men. A sense of duty, 
extending from the narrow limits of the 
house, the village <and the country, to 
the widest circle of mankind, a feel
ing of sympathy and brotherhood to
wards all men, the idea, in fact, of hu. 
inanity, was first pronounced by 
Buddha.”

It seems then, that it was Buddha who 
started the grand movement for woman’s 
enfranchisement, It was he who gave 
promise that in future cycles she would 
have equal hopes and privileges with 
men. No other great teacher has ever 
occupied so lofty a position. Jesus taught 
no such advanced views; and his princi-

HardQUln Id English.
Late advices'from professor Johnson, 

translation of'Hardoilin into English,and 
is now waiting a publisher. Hardouin 
was one of the most’learned scholars of 
the seventeenth pentury. He was edu
cated in the schools of the Jesuits, and 
for a time was librarian of the college 
Louis de Grand, ivhere he had the very 
best of opportunities for acquainting 
himself with not only classical butsacred 
literature. Says Chambers:

“Hardouin maintained not only that 
the entire body of classical literature, 
with the exception of, in Latin, Pliny’s 
Natural History, Virgil’s Georgies, the 
comedies of Plautus, and Horace's Sa
tires, and in Greek, Homer's Iliad, and 
Herodotus’ History, was falsely ascribed 
to the authors whose various names it 
bears, but that it was all the produc
tions of the monks of the thirteenth 
century. * * He rejected as spurious 
all the reputed remains of ancient art, 
together with the inscriptions and coins 
which are attributed to classical times; 
nay, he extended the same skepticism to 
the Septuagint version of the Old Testa
ment, and even to the Greek text of the 
New, the original language of which he 
held to be in Latin.”

Hardouin died in 1729, but his works 
have never appeared in English, though 
of late years they had attracted the at
tention of the learned. The work will 
command a large sale in America and 
cannot be put on the màrket too soon.

A Broad-Gauged Church.
Rev. Jenkin Lloyd Jones, in All Souls 

Church, two Sundays ago, in response 
to the inquiry, “Is There a New Relig
ion, and If So, What Is It?” clearly out
lined the intention of those who organ-

! able or wonderful than a new light in 
t le heavens. New things are to be sus
pected, but new occasions teach new 
duties and require new methods of treat
ment. It will take more than a hundred 
years to estimate and realize the enor
mous magnitude of the late congress of 
religions held In Sinai temple. There 
is a new religion coming in upon us, the 
scope of which is as wide as from Chris
tianity to Buddhism, as from Catholi
cism to Protestantism, as from Method
ism to the established church of Eng
land.

“We are coming upon a conception of 
religion as a new-born babe. Time alone 
will bring out its characteristics to the 
old. The first prominent feature of this 
new religion is a new estimate to na
ture. Nature includes human nature. 
And this new religion Is on a plan as 
wide and various as human needs. We 
hold that man is not less teachable than 
the lion, or more controlled by his pas
sions than the .tiger. These have by 
careful, patient training been taught to 
become as peaceable as a lamb. The 
new religion looks upon man sympathet
ically and measures him by his own 
ideas and is tender toward his short
comings. Its teachings are as wide as 
the gap between Darwin and Plato, or 
between Ingersoll and St. Paul.

“This church Will be a home for the 
infidel, the athpist and believers of 
every description, who will come in to 
'work for the good of humanity.' This 
church seeks to rise within your midst. 
It is no longer an absolute or a subjec
tive dream, but It is a concrete fact and 
already stands rapping at the doorof 
every heart and begging for your sup
port.”

Shall We Vote as They Do ill 
Spain?

The Woman’s Tribune is usually on 
the right side, and keen-witted to a 
fault, yet in its last issue it publishes 
from a correspondent, without comment, 
a solution to the question of purifying 
the ballot when women vote by holding 
the elections in the churches. This 
they do in Spain, with beautiful results. 
The writer continues:

“On a visit to the island of Fayal, of 
the Azores, one Sunday morning, I saw 
the people leave the high altar, where 
mass had been said, turn towards the 
front door, walk to a table inside the 
church, though close to the entrance, 
and votel And now, why not? Voting 
ought to be a sacred duty! ‘The better 
the day, the better the deed.'11

Why not? For the most cogent 
reasons. In Spain the Church and 
State are bound together, There is 
practically but one church, the holy 
Catholic. In the United States the 
church is secondary, and there are 
often the ehnrches of several sects in 
the same town. Which of these would 
be taken for the voting-place? The 
Catholics would want to go to their
Cathedrals; the Methodists 
els; the Presbyteaians 
sanctuaries. Who would 
shall each vote by itself?

their chap- 
to their 

decide, or

If at this early stage representative 
women talk of holding the future elec
tions in churches, opening with prayer, 
and making voting a religious function, 
to which the “holy Sabbath” is to be 
devoted, the prospects, after free 
suffrage has been gained, are not at
tractive to the liberal thinker.

There is perhaps nothing on earth the 
churches would grasp more quickly, if 
assured they could hold, than this same 
control of elections, and nothing that 
the Spiritualists or Freethinkers would 
more tenaciously withhold from their 
rapacity. It may be the right thing 
for Spain, and the Azores, but for the 
United States, women will wait a long 
time to vote, if they wait until the bal
lot-box is placed within the porch 
the church.

of

Talmage’s Tabernacle.
The trustees of the Talmage Taber

nacle are not disheartened. They do 
not heed the handwriting on the wall, 
which less-believing men would readily 
understand. Three times, as they must 
believe, God has set fire to their 
churches and caused them no end of 
labor and anxiety. They are not dis
couraged, and will build again. Their 
circus performer will go abroad, and 
gather up Blarney stones to frame into 
the walls, and on his return a broader 
platform will be ready for his gymnastic 
exercises.

Now, we have a bit of advice to the 
trustees: Build fireproof! Do not allow 
for a fourth time your faith to be trifled 
with. Build of iron and stone, and have 
not a piece of inflammable material from 
base to roof. Then you will have what 
they call in the west a “cinch,” and not 
expect the periodical visitation.

Secondly, do not contract a debt larger 
than even the drawing card of lurid 
rhetoric and unscrupulous utterance can 
pay. God may press the electric wires 
into his service. He may get the flues 
out of order; but there are many other 
less miraculous ways of redeeming 
mortgages, with heavy insurance.

With past experience, few capitalists 
would care to risk a loan, and it would 
be foolhardy for an insurance company 
to write a policy, in the face of the evi
dent displeasure of the Almighty. Aside 
from this, no building otherwise than 
fireproof would be safe for Talmage. 
His blazing rockets of eloquence are 
liable to set fire to floor or ceiling, or 
dive behind the organ, and blaze up 
when least expected.

Why, when he first saw the smoke, 
did he not trust in the prayers he holds 
so all-powerful, and pray the fire out? 
In his weakness he called on the fire de
partment and thereby failed! Prayer 
was of no usd, and it was a sweet conso
lation that the audience had gone.

A Voice from Ohio.
J. M. Kennedy, attorney-at-law, of 

Marysville. Ohio, writes:
“We could not do without The Pro

gressive Thinker. We regard it as 
one of the brightest lights of the nine
teenth century, and tending to do more 
for human freedom of thought, and to 
disenthrall the world from creed-bound 
slavery, than all the other papers pub
lished.”

A Witty Retort.
At the Standard Club’s reception to 

the Congress of Religious Societies,Rev. 
J. H. Barrows, who made such a fine 
record for himself by his excellent 
management of the Parliament of Re
ligions, was called upon, and made one 
of his accustomed bright and witty 
speeches, full of good will toward the 
union the congress sought to accom
plish, while himself believing that not 
all the restriction of the churches 
should be put aside, reminding them 
that they could not have eggs without 
shells.

Rev. Ida C. Hultin closed by one of 
her characteristic addresses, in the 
course of which she reminded Dr. Bar
rows that to come to the meat of the 
egg we break and cast away the shell.

A. V. Herman writes from Lincoln, 
Nebraska: “Last month we had Mrs. G. 
W. Kates lepture in this city for three 
nights, which was very interesting to 
all. She spoke to quite large audiences, 
and all present seemed to be interested. 
Our society has adopted a resolution to 
call a State convention of Spiritualists 
next September in this city, at which 
time we will make arrangements to 
have Brother and Sister Kates with us; 
in fact, we will try to have them here 
all of September. We wish, through the 
medium of The Progressive 
Thinker, to inform all Spiritualists in 
Nebraska that a convention of Spiritual
ists will be held here in Lincoln, and 
invite all who possibly can to attend the 
same.'. The date decided upon for the 
holding of said convention will be an
nounced in The Progressive
Thinker.”

A DIVINE
LESSON

Scintillating with Grand 
Truths.

And Which Can Be Read with 
Profit by All Spiritualists.

To the Editor:—I venture to say 
that these grand thought®, gleaned from 
an article in the Chicago Jfrnes, will 
be perused with critical care by. every 
one of your 40,000 readers. The Pro
gressive Thinker owes its great suc
cess to the fact that it presents ite 
readers with the best current thought, 
having in view all the time the good of 
all, and not the gratification of a single 
individual. Prenatal, spiritualizing in
fluence is a grand theme, and we advise 
every mother and every father—in fact, 
every thoughtful person in the land— 
to carefully peruse the thoughts herein 
presented. “There will be fewer chil
dren born and they will be better born," 
made into an epigram by E. C. Beall, 
the phrenologist, is the text of thought 
for those sociologists who áre studying 
this problem now. The hopeful view to 
take is that this process of prenatal 
selection has already begun, The 
birth-rate is decreasing in America, as 
it is almost everywhere else. In 1880 
the birth-rate was 30.95; in 1890 it was 
20.08, That meant a deoréase for ten 
years alone of a little more than four 
births per 1,000 of population. Com
prehensive statistics of the years since 
1890 have not been complied, but it Is 
reasonable to suppose that conditions 
have not changed and that the. de
crease in the birth-rate still continues. 
Parents having only a few children to 
care for will be much better able to 
care for them well than if the family 
were larger.

THEORY OF PRENATAL INFLUENCE.

Prenatal influence is the influence, 
physical, mental or moral, of the 
parents upon the unborn child. It is 
safe to say that five persons out of ten 
do not know that such influence exists, 
and that four of the remaining five do 
not regard what small knowledge of the 
subject they possess.

The Greeks and Spartans had some 
knowledge of this fascinating science. 
Among the Spartans—most famous race 
of warriors—it was so thoroughly ap
preciated that observance of its require
ments was compelled. Reference to the 
laws of Lycurgus will show that Spartan 
mothers before the birth of their chil
dren were surrounded by warlike en
vironment. Statues of lino specimens 
of physical manhood were constantly 
offered for theii’ contemplation, while 
martial deeds were persistently re
counted to them and martial subjects 
constantly offered to them for study. 
With the Greeks, beauty of face and 
symmetry of form were the ends striven 
for, but they were obtained as invaria
bly, and by similar methods.
THE AGE OF MENTAL PERFECTION.

Fortunately, humanity has reached a 
point where neither a race of warriors 
nor a race of beauties is ever likely to 
be striven for again. But higher at
tributes are desired, and will be gained. 
The race of the future will be one of, 
first, great mental capability, and, sec
ond, much physical perfection. Whether 
this end oe far or near depends on 
parents. It is generally agreed now 
that crime and stupidity are as much 
organic disorders as' are consumption 
and catarrh. Like these, they are more 
easily and effectively prevented than 
cured. These basic truths (according to 
believers in prenatal influence) should 
be remembered:

First, that the course of his parents 
during the twelve months before birth is 
of more importance to the child than all 
the deeds of all the other years of all 
his progenitors put together; second, 
that paternal influence is at one period 
as important as the maternal; third, 
that the bent of the child is determined 
before birth. Changes may ba wrought 
in it after birth, but they will be, as it 
were, amendments to a bill which might 
have been right in the first plací?.

WONDERFUL POSSIBILITIES.

It is claimed by enthusiasts that the 
direction of a child's mind development 
can, in favorable circumstances, be com
pletely controlled by careful regard for 
the condition of the mother’s brain. Fer 
instance, it is claimed that parents may 
produce children of any marked charac
teristic they may desire by making that 
characteristic the most prominent influ
ence of the mother mind for a short 
period. Sydney Barrington Elliott, 
M. D., in nis recently-published book, 
“Aedoloegy,” has collected what is 
probably the most remarkable mass of 
evidence on this subject that has ever 
been gathered. He says:

"Heredity is that law by which per
manent qualities of the parents or of the 
more remote ancestors appear in the 
child; while prenatal influence sig
nifies the effect produced upon the 
future beings by temporary conditions 
of the parents, as by temporary mental 
states or by temporary physical con
ditions of the parents.

“Who has not observed that children 
of the same parents, born within a few 
years of each other, are often totally 
unlike in disposition, in strength and in 
ability? They may be not only unlike 
each other, but unlike the parents 
themselves. The law of heredity would 
require the constitution of the child to 
be made up of the personal characteris
tics of each parent, altered, perhaps, by 
many streams of influence coming from 
the ancestors on each side. But we find 
virtuous and well-meaning parents, with 
long lines of reputable ancestry, bring
ing forth vicious and obstinate children; 
and on the other hand, the Ignorant and 
vulgar sometimes producing children 
that are remarkable fbr special ability 
or refinement. It must be acknowl
edged that some forces are at work 
other than heredity, as the term is gen
erally understood.

“That these forces which modify or 
distort hereditary tendencies are pre
natal, as we have defined, that term 
above, it is our object to prove. Opin
ions expressed by the ablest and most 
acute observers among the medical pro-, 
fession lift this question out of the realm 
of old women's notions and place it upon 
a footing where it demands investiga
tion by all who presume to become 
parents. Cases will be given in which 

the state of the mother, her emotions, 
her experience and her actions, have 
had an undoubted effect upon the child. 
It does. not seem necessary that the 
mother should possess either the phys
ical or mental power that she can. pro
duce in the child, for in the case of 
Zerah Colburn, the mother had little 
arithmetical' ability, while the son’s 
powers were remarkable, It is merely 
necessary to have intense or continuous 
mental effort on the mother’s part in 
order to stimulate the special growth of 
the child.

instances in point. .
Dr. Elliott submits several hundred 

cases and references in support of this 
theory, and makes his arguments pe
culiarly complete. In many, the influ
ence was accidental, in a few it was in
tentional, and the results in the latter 
instance were not less than marvelous. 
One in particular merits attention:

It was given in a letter from the 
mother herself to Dr. F. W, Moffatt, 
who. sent the communication to the 
Medical Jfyoortl. She wrote: "I put out 
my whole energies to bring forth a 
poet, I read poetry, doted on it, lived 
in it, and when, during the day, Iwas 
unable to read it, I thought of it, and at 
night I dreamed of it, Byron being my 
favorite poet, I devoted to him more 
than a due proportion of my reading. 
My daughter is now a poetess, and her 
poems partake so much of Byron’s style 
that her critics have often asked why 
she did not sometimes select another 
model,” The daughter is the author of 
that well-known French novel, “Mal 
Moulee." '

A WELL-KNOWN-ARTIST'S CASE.

A case In some respects as remarkable 
was recently brought to the writer's 
notice and impressed him because he 
knows of the man personally. Never, 
so far as any one knows, had there been 
any tendency toward art in his family. 
His father was a publisher of not par
ticularly high-class books at the time of 
his marriage, and his mother was a 
country girl. Shortly after marriage, 
however, the father secured a contract 
for the publication of an art book. It 
was the most important work he had 
done, and he was much worried by it. 
His anxiety was shared by his wife,and 
during the ten or eleven months pre
ceding the boy’s birth they constantly 
thought and talked about this book, in 
the meantime devoting much attention 
to such art study as would help in mak
ing the production a fine one. The son 
at a precocious age developed artistic 
ability of a high order, and is now one 
of the most promising of young Ameri
can painters.

That illustrates mental effect, zj. case 
for which Dr. Edward Garraway is au
thority illustrates physical effect: "A 
lady of refined taste was in the habit of 
sitting before a group of statuary, with 
one little figure of which she was greatly 
enamored. This was a cupid reposing, 
his cheek resting on the back of his 
hand. When her baby was born his re
semblance in form and feature to the 
little cupid wak at once striking. On 
seeing him the next day in his cradle 1 
perceived he had assumed the precise 
attitude ‘ of the statuette—the chock 
upon the back of the hand; and in this 
position he invariably, and, of course, 
involuntarily, adopted during sleep, not 
only throughout infancy, but up to ad
vanced boyhood, when I lost sight of 
him.”

An experiment that promises to give 
the most conclusive proof of the reality 
of prenatal influence and to illustrate 
its operation more perfectly than any
thing else ever could is now being car
ried on in New York. It was at first 
intended to keep this experiment abso
lutely secret until such time as its re
sults should be fully apparent and then 
make it public before the College of 
Physicians and Surgeons in New York, 
but the present writer, hearing of it, 
gained permission to refer to it briefly, 
It cannot be considered as other than 
one of the most astonishing efforts in 
the history of science, and its progress 
will be watched with the keenest inter
est by everyone who is in a position to 
learn of it. If it is carried out success
fully it will prove conclusively the truth 
of the theory mentioned at the begin
ning of this article, that in the future 
the mental inclination and development 
of the race will be capable of govern
ment as accurate as that of an engine by 
its engineer.

THREE “WELL-BORN” CHILDREN.

The experimenters are three young 
medical men and their wives, two of the 
latter being also qualified physicians. 
The three men were college mates and 
were much interested in the subject of 
prenatal influence. They married at 
about the same time and have carried 
out their plans carefully by mutual 
agreement. It was decided to bring in
fluence to bear in three widely separ
ated directions, chosen with distinct 
disregard for heredity. The arrange
ment contemplated the development of 
one child of a distinctly studious and 
scientific mind, one of artistic ability, 
and a third of a tendency toward mathe
matics.

In order to bring about the first result 
both father and mother for eleven 
months before the birth of their child 
devoted the closest attention to study 
and discussion of scientific subjects— 
medicine particularly. Every day and 
evening they kent up the most intense 
mental activity in this direction, leaving 
no path untrodden which might influ
ence theirchild in the desired way.

The second couple studied art assidu
ously, visiting picture galleries con
stantly, and making as many acquaint
ances among artists as possible. So 
earnest was their work that, although 
neither had given any particular atten
tion to art before, both were accom
plished art critics at the time of their 
child’s birth, and the mother was able 
to draw and paint with some skill. The 
course of the third couple was as sincere 
in its efforts to develop mathematical 

‘ability in their child. In seven months 
the mother, who had not been “strong” 
on mathematics during her schooldays, 
mastered calculus.

All three children were born strong 
and healthy.

The first, a boy, at the time of writ
ing is 4 years and seven months old. 
He is amazingly studious even now, so 
much so in fact that his parents are re
tarding rather than urging his mental 
development.

The second child, also a boy, is now 5 
years and one month old. Ever since 
he has been old enough to know the 
meaning of pencil and paper he has tried 
to draw pictures. There is no question 
whatever of his artistic tendency.

The third child, a girl of 4 years and 
9 months, has been less fortunate. Her 
mental and physical development has 
been hindered by a severe attack of 

scarlet fever, but there are strong indi
cations of a liking for mathematics in 
her disposition, notwithstanding this.

WHAT A FAMOUS DOCTOR THINKS.

Dr. George F. Shrady, one of the most 
celebrated physicians in the United 
States, expressed himself recently as an 
unqualified believer in prenatal influ
ence, “It is through the study of these 
problems,” he said, “that the race may 
hope to reach perfection."

An interesting interview was had with 
Mrs. Eliza Orchard Conner, ox-president 
of Sorosis, New York’s famous woman’s 
club, and a writer on suffrage and 
heredity, who was asked: ■

“In what time would man reach prac
tical physical perfection if he followed 
the best rules of breeding?”

“I hardly hesitate to say that he 
would reach it in four generations. I 
have made a study of this very point in 
my general study of breeding ana hered
ity. I have applied myself to statistics 
measuring the progressive improvement 
of horses and cattle, and, by analogy, I 
judge that a race of men practically al
most perfection in physical qualities may 
be bred in three or four generations If 
the best rules of hygiene, health and 
breeding are complied with.”

Thus there are the probabilities: Par
ents have it to their power to create 
healthful children; to create mentally 
able children; to direct that ability prac
tically as they wish; to produce moral 
children, bravo children, amiable chil
dren, happy children, AH this through 
regard for most simple natural laws. 
And disregard of them may bring prog
eny burdened and burdening the world 
with ill health, deformity, stupidity, 
sensuality, criminality, cowardice, bad 
temper, unhappiness.

Spiritualists everywhere should pon
der these thoughts well. They impart a 
divine lesson—a grand, uplifting and 
spiritualizing lesson, and should ever be 
uppermost in their minds in the rearing 
of a family. Jus Tice.

HON. A. B. FRENCH.
The Enterprise, of Clyde, Ohio, con

tains the following in reference to the 
impressive oration by Hon. A. B. 
French on Memorial Day:

“The services of our townsman, A. B. 
French, is in great demand always upon 
Memorial Day, not only in Ohio, but in 
other States, and we believe he has never 
missed delivering an address upon the 
occasion of our annual floral offerings 
since the day has been observed. His 
pathetic words of tribute to the dead, 
his charity for the living, his kindly 
sympathy for those who have mourned 
the loss of loved ones, and his glowing, 
burning eloquence as he describes the 
Buffering and sacrifices of the soldier, 
rank him far above the ordinary Deco
ration Day orator.

“Mr. French delivered the memorial 
address on Wednesday last at Mt. Ver
non, Ohio, and the unfavorable weather 
made it necessary to have the speaking 
in the opera house, where only a small 
portion of the number a.-.'-bled could 
hear the address. We quote some kindly 
words from the Mt. Vernon liepublican 
of Saturday last;

"After the graves, which were all 
marked by flags, had been decorated, 
the G. A. R. and W. R. C. Memorial 
services were performed at the G. A. R. 
lot, the former by Post Commander 
Hunt and the officers of the post, and 
the latter by President Mary P. Scott 
and the officers of the corps. The cere
monies, which were impressive and sol
emn, terminated with a 'salute to the 
dead,’ the veterans uncovering, while 
the Vance cadets fired three volleys.

"Returning to Monument square, an 
audience of about 700 assembled in 
Woodward opera-house to listen to the ad
dress by Hon. A. B. French, of Clyde, 
Ohio. Prayer was offered by Rev. C. J. 
Rose, and after a song by the quartet, 
Hon. Mr. French was introduced, and 
for un hour held the closest attention of 
the audience as ho graphically portrayed 
the scenes and incidents of the war, the 
circumstances attendant upon it, and the 
lessons to be derived from it. There 
was no sectionalism, no partisanship, 
no recrimination, in the address. But 
it brought back to the old soldiers, with 
a vividness that was startling, the old 
days, and was a lesson in patriotism to 
the younger persons in the house. More 
than once the pathos and eloquence of 
the orator brought tears to the eyes of 
his hearers. Tne speech was one of the 
finest memorial addresses ever listened 
to in Mt. Vernon.”

Simply a Lie.
The following clipping from a paper

name not given—was sent to us from a 
subscriber in Kansas:

"Dr. Randall is being made to suffer 
in a way he has not counted on. Three 
of his children were employes in the 
office of The Progressive Thinker. 
The eldest asked for a vacation, that he 
might accompany the army and assist 
his father a few days. Upon his return 
he was informed that his place had been 
filled, and more than that, his brother 
and sister were also relieved of their po
sitions, the reason given, that the office 
had no sympathy with the movement, 
nor for any one who had.”

The three children of Dr. Randall 
had employment in the office of The 
Progressive Thinker, but only one of 
them had been in the office very long, 
and the younger boy was only employed 
temporarily, a day or two at a time. 
The oldest soh did not ask us for a vaca
tion. but left the office under the 
pretense of taking care of a sick wife. 
We soon found out, however, that that 
was not keeping him from1 his position, 
but we did not know where he was, 
until one morning we took up a daily 
paper, and found a statement that he 
was in jail in Indiana.

His absence had caused us for several 
weeks a great deal of inconvenience, 
and as he was absent and had not 
notified us of his whereabouts, or of his 
desire to return to work, we took steps 
at once to supply his place. The state
ment that “they were relieved of their 
positions, the reason given that the 
office had no sympathy with the move, 
ment, nor for anv one who had, ” is a 
base and malic'ous lie.

One of the principal reasons why The 
Progressive Thinker is run is to 
give employment to those who need it, 
and it does its share to keep down the 
ranks of the unemployed by giving 
work to about one dozen persons, and it 
is in deep sympathy with any movement 
that can possibly benefit the laboring 
man.

LET US BE THANKFUL
That Leland Stanford Did 

Not Erect a University 
for1 Spiritualists.

HIS ILL-GOTTEN gains ARE BANK 

» weeds.

Let us be thankful that Leland Stan
ford, of California, did not endow a col
lege for Spiritualists. His ilj-gotten 
gains, filched from the Government by 
sharp practices, would be out of place in 
endowing a college for Spiritualists. 
Spiritualists want no college built up on 
fraud; they want no Spiritualist paper 
built up by repudiating its »acred obli
gations—squandering the hard-earned 
money of stockholders. They want the 
spiritual cause sustained by honest 
methods wholly. See what Representa
tive Geary said before the House Com
mittee on Pacific Railroads:

“I do not know,” said Mr. Geary, “why 
we should put poor old Coxey, who troil 
on three or four blades of grass, in jail 
and let go another criminal who filched 
hundreds of millions, and deify film be
cause in his last moments he erected 
with his money and the people’s money 
a university. We of California," Mr. 
Geary continued, "are proud of that uni
versity, but ashamed of the motives 
that built it. We know it was erected 
from meanness and revenge, to destroy 
another university, because the gradu
ates refused to make the founder a trus
tee. Would you wiijk at the crime 
through which that university was 
erected? No respect for men living or 
dead should bind us into leaving monu
ments to criminals that should be monu
ments to the people."

Lines Inscribed to the Progres
sive Thinker.

Progressive thinker?—yes, indeed, 
Progressive teaoher, too.

Such nuggets of amazing truth
As come each week through you;

A magazine of knowledge, 
Of ancient and modern lore, 

A-culling out from every source 
The gems from learning’s store.

Progressive?—yes, in everything 
That aims for human good, 

That throws a light on mysteries 
That were not understood.

From countless ponderous volumes 
You bring the facts condensed;

You save us time in reading, 
You save us great expense— 

You save the arduous labor
Of tracing authors through 

The mazy labyrinths of book 
For treasures old and new.

You bring us gold without alloy, 
From scientist and scholar, 

Such bounteous harvest, rich ani 
rare—

A year for but one dollar.
Thy columns are o’erflowing 

with reasons, tested truths. 
With hope and courage founded 

On facts and not on views
Of ancient Jew or Gentile, 

Or superstitions old, 
But on evidence unimpeachable, 

By nature’s wonders told.
You sunder chains long welded 

On the consciences of men.
You bid the hopeless mourner

Be comforted again— 
Assured of life unending, 

They will meet their loved once 
more,

For they’re just within the portal 
On that bright and peaceful shore.

Bright messenger of gladness, 
Your mission is sublime.

You break the dreaded bonds of fear 
From off the human mind.

You prove that the "sword of Justice1' 
Is not hanging by a thread,

In fearful retribution, 
Over each devoted nead.

And so, Progressive Thinker, 
Speed on your weekly roundè, 

Borne on the wings of progress 
To farms, and mills, and towns.

Dispel the gloomy phantoms 
Of a false religious night, 

And let thy benedictions
Infuse redemption’s light.

Mrs. M. L. Barrington. 
Savanna, Ill.

The Beatrice (Nebraska) Times gives 
the following: “Mr. L. C. Parker de
parted Tuesday for Kansas City, where, 
on Wednesday, he was united in mar
riage to Miss Maude Alberta Lord, of 
Los Angeles, Cal. As is known to our 
readers, Mr. Parker is identified with 
the best business interests of Beatrice, 
and is well and favorably known in the 
community. The bride-elect, Miss Lord, 
is the only daughter of Mrs. Maude 
Lord-Drake, the well-known lecturer 
and representative of psychic science, 
and what is known as the harmonial 
philosophy. The young lady belongs to 
one of the oldest families of Marion 
county, Virginia, and is a great-grand
niece of Stonewall Jackson, and is also a 
direct descendant of the house of De
Coriche, of Spain. She was for some 
years a student of Tilden Seminarv, 
since which time she has studied with 
private tutors and masters, under the 
personal supervision of her stepfather, 
Mr. J. S. Drake, a graduate of Amherst, 
and an old newspaper man, who, of late 
years,, has been engaged in contracting 
and building, and with whom she has 
traveled quite extensively. Miss Lord 
has acquired considerable literary fame, 
and is now engaged in a work of a 
psycho-scientific character. Her home 
has been in New York, Boston, Los 
Angeles, and San Francisco, in which 
cities she was prominent in social and 
literary circles, numbering among her 
acquaintances and personal friends 
many noted writers. She is a young 
woman of grace and culture, and will be 
a desirable acquisition to Beatrice so
ciety, where she has already made many 
warm friends. Mr. Parker will return 
with his bride in about two weeks, and 
they will take up their residence at the 
corner of Eighth and Washington 
streets.”

C. F. Grumbine, inspirational speaker 
and medium, will spend the last two 
weeks with his co-worker, Mr. C. H. 
Horine, at the great Northwestern 
camp, Minneapolis, Minn. His guides 
will have him dó some medial work, 
and will give through him writings and 
spirit paintings in oil, of flowers, land
scapes, faces and symbols. He goeg 
north especially for rest and recreation
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W. T. STEAD.
He Reporte on American 

Spiritualism.
In a late number of his “Borderland,’’ 

the muoh-talked-ot W. T. Stead makes 
a report on what he saw in his tour in 
America, on Spiritualism. He professes 
to be a friend of Spiritualism, yet never 
have its enemies struck a harder blow. 
Evidently he gained his infonnation 
from unreliable sources, yet he ap
parently delights in presenting an in
famous picture of Spiritualism as a 
background to his laudation pf the work 
of the Psychical Society.

The following passage will give the 
readei’ an idea of his method and in
tention:

“Clairvoyants are as much a recog
nized profession as dentists. They have 
their regular heading tn the directory 
and their plates upon the door, Qn my 
way from 14th street tfli the Commerce 
Club in Chicago, I passed three pro
fessional clairvoyants, two ot whom 
were American women, and the third 
had been left over. from the World’s 
Fair. In the Fair, fortupe-teljiug was 
one of the great attractions of the Mid
way Plaisance. Nothing is more com
mon than, when going through the 
streets of an American town, to see the 
announcement ‘Fortunes tojd here,’or 
‘Fortunes told by cards.’ Many news
papers, as I mentioned in the last num
ber of Borderland, advertise these pro
fessors of the occult as regularly as they 
advertise theaters and sales by auction. 
The net result of it all is, that Spiritual
ism has come to be a stench in the nos-

BAD FOR AFRICANS.
CONTINUED from first page.

iste more than would be believed. This 
doctrine of forgiveness is exercised so 
freely by those who have been converted 
that In a community a Christian is 
looked upon as a mean man and is not 
trusted. The people there have nq re
ligious convictions. They have a code 
of ethics which is very similar to ours, 
only it is practiced more generally, and 
infractions are punished more surely 
and severely. Such a thing as murder 
is not heard of among the people I vis
ited. They cannot understand how such 
crimes are committed in this country.

“In one of my trips I went through 
the Esyria country, which is between 
the third and fifth degrees south lati
tude, and I was near the source of tha 
N’Dogo River. The natives there asked 
me about the white men. I was com
pelled to tell them to be careful of the 
man who came to them with ‘God pa
laver,’ as they call it. I felt it my duty 
to tell them to be distrustful of the mes
sages the missionaries might bring. But 
I told them to treat kindly the white 
man who would come to them and ask to 
deal with them commercially. I think 
it is not only a great waste of energy 
and money to send missionaries to Af
rica, but it is absolutely detrimental to 
the people sought to be benefited."

In the above are some pertinent facts 
that it would be well tor Spiritualists to 
consider. Tha .statement that such a 
thing as murder is unheard of among 
tha people Pro!. Garner visited, shows 
conclusively that they should send mis
sionaries to this country.

True Grit.

trils of honest people, and what at one 
time promised to be a fresh revelation . 
ot the other world, full of Inspiration 
and encouragement, has been corrupted _ 
and degraded to the level of conjuring ' 
tricks of knaves, at the expense of fools. . 
It has disgusted people by the imperti- ; 
neace of its mendacity, and the ab- ; 
surdity of its pretensions. It Is sought , 
chiefly for the sake of its marvels, ana Is 
on a level intellectually and morally 
with the flourishing business of dream
book-making.”

The commercial fortune-telling, as 
advertised in the dallies, and genuine 
clairvoyance, as recognized by Spiritual
ists and the Intelligent public,are as dis
tinct as day and night; yet that fortune
telling or clairvoyance is so common in 
the United States as Mr- Stead reports, 
will be news to the American citizen. He 
seems to have fallen, while in Chicago, 
into the hands of those to whom Bundy 
bequeathed his mantle, for Bundy is al
most the only professing Spiritualist 
Mr. Stead deigns to mention.

His libelous assertions need no refuta
tion, for with delightful inconsistency 
he continues:

“Notwithstanding this, the Spiritual
ists of America are a much stronger 
body than thej' are in the Old World. 

“-.JThey have their annual camps in the 
summer in various parts of the country, 
where they meet for the purpose of a 
pious picnic, and to enjoy to the full the 
manifestation of their psychic gifts. 
They have their regular meeting-places 
in all the large towns. There is little 
doubt but that their faith has brought a 
realizing sense of the other world to 
thousands, perhaps millions,- to whom 
the continuanc0_of the soul after death 
would have seemed a very debatable 
hypothesis, possessing a very low degree 
of probability.”

Notwithstanding Spiritualism has 
“come to be a stench in the nostrils of 
honest people:”

The “Spiritualists of America are a 
much stronger body than they are in 
the Old World,” have their “camp
meetings,” “regular meetings,” and 
number by “thousands,” “perhaps mil
lions!” And again he forgets the les
son he learned in the Bundy household, 
which has for years furnished the 
enemies of Spiritualism with weapons 
ready to hand, and reporting the words 
of a passenger on the ship homeward 
bound, says:

“One passenger Baid that he had been 
very much startled in New England to 
find how very widespread was the 
practice of holding private seances. 
He says that his mother-in-law was an 
extremely sensitive medium, but that 
nothing in the world would induce her 
to give a public seance; and although 
he had married her daughter, be was 
onlv admitted on one occasion. This, he 
believed, was rather the rule than other
wise. New England society was honey
combed with seances, but they were 
all strictly family gatherings, from 
which all strangers were absolutely ex
cluded.” ■

Consistency, thou art a jewel; but it 
floes not seem to be among the treasure 
of Mr. Stead. .

As further illustration of reckless 
itatement, the following passage is in
troduced, and we ask if our readers per
ceive a ray of truthfulness in its ex
aggerations:

“Dream-book-making in America I8 
one of the most flourishing branches 
Of the literary profession. There are 
certain portions of great cities where 
dream-books are sold to a greater ex
tent than any other literature. A dream 
book to a gambler; for instance—and 
gambling is one of the favorite amuse
ments of a certain class of Americans— 
is as indispensable as a prayer-book to a 
priest. You see them in' some shops 
in certain districts. I 'at one time

The Home of n Favorite Worker,
The Progressive Thinker is at 

hand, with its budget of news, reports 
of societies and camp announcements, 
all of which we enjoy to the uttermost, 
and the thought came, why not write a 
letter for The Progressive Thinker, 
and tell of the beautiful home of one of 
our most valued workers, Mrs. Adah 
Sheehan, whom to know is to love and 
trust. Myself and mother, Mrs. E. E. 
Barnitt, of Indianapolis, have been 
royally entertained here for ten days, 
and we shall leave with regret, I assure 
you, as every moment has been thor
oughly enjoyed by both of us, and he or 
she who is fortunate enough to get an 
invitation here Is fortunate indeed. 
The house is a large, old-fashioned one, 
situated at 961 Colerain avenue, just out 
of the dust and heat of the city and 
surrounded by, perhaps, two acres of 
ground, giving one all of the advantages 
of the country air, and views of beauti
ful hills, while city water, and gas, as 
well as an electric car line that passes 
the door every five minutes and takes 
you direct to'the heart of the city in 
twenty minutes, afford all the advan
tages of a city residence. As you come 
toward ths house you are reminded of 
the sunny South by the great, wide 
verandah that extends across the front, 
supported by pillars that reach trio roof, 
and again inside by the wide hall down 
the centre, on one side of which we enter 
the Doctor’s office and reception-room, 
and on the other side a drawing-room, 
that takes a hundred yards of carpet to 
cover, and goodness knows how many 
yards to cover the halls and stairs that 
lead both up and down; up to bedrooms 
big and roomy, each of which have wide 
windows that present enchanting views 
of hill and valley, quite in contrast to the 
level of our own city. Down stairs again 
we go, and quite often, too, as here we 
find a big, cool dining-room, with quar
tered oak furniture and big, high- 
backed chairs that hold you so comfort
ably you almost forget to get up. 
Thera is a wide hall, and then the big 
kitchen, with shining range on one side; 
a trim little cook, who is forever busy 
putting things into pots and pans, that 
come out to meet the demands of a lot 
of hungry people three times a day. 
Outside we find more porches, a real 
spring under the hill, and a milk-house, 
where the water runs forever around 
the crooks of yellow milk, and off again 
and down the hill.

Such is the home of a dearly-beloved 
speaker; not only her home, but the 
home of the many who seek her to be 
restored to health; for be it known that 
this is the place prepared under the di
rection of Mrs. Sheehan’s guides as a 
healing resort. Dr. Sheehan diagnoses 
disease, and treats the sick, but the 
greater part of the treatments are given 
by Dr. Frederick Horman, whose work 
is truly wonderful.

I merely want the public to know 
about one of its most valued workers, 
and the work engaged in at her home. 
Dr. Sheehan starts very soon now for 
the various camps, where she is engaged 
to lecture. The work, she tells me, she 
would rather do than any other, and 
surely those who have heard her know 
she does it well, and with dignity to the 
cause she represents, and just so she 
presides over this big home for the 

, sick, making every one feel as if they 
were at home.

The Society at Indianapolis closed a 
successful year’s work with Mrs. Kates, 
and expect to open in the fall with some 
entirely new faces to Indianapolis audi
ences.

Wishing The Progressive Thinker 
a long life and a renewal of strength in 

. the fight against wrong, I am truly the 
i friend of all good men and women 
' everywhere. James L. Barnitt. 
' Indianapolis, Ind.

Bear in mind, please, that ,we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything or special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed In a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday mornings and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate Insertion.

Prof. Lockwood, by special request, 
will repeat his lecture to ladies upon 
“The Physiological Environment of 
Maid and Mother of the Nineteenth 
Century.” The lecture will be illus
trated with excellent charts. It will be 
given at Williams’ Hall, 681 West Lake 
street, on Thursday, June 21st, at 3 p, M. 
Admission 15 cents. Every woman 
should hear this lecture.

There comes up from Toledo, Iowa, a 
call for a good medium; one going east 
or west will find a cordial welcome from 
the Spiritualists there.

Dr. F. Schermerhorn writes as follows 
of the Spiritualists of Rockford, Mich.: 
“For over twenty-five years the Spirit
ualists at Rockford, Michigan, have 
faithfully retained their organization 
and regularly held their quarterly 
meetings. They have harmoniously 
labored to advance the welfare of hu
manity, by spreading the truths of Spir
itualism, and their efforts have resulted 
in bringing peace and happiness into 
many hearts and homes, likewise in 
commanding a respectful consideration 
from all who are inclined to ridicule

ference will ba held at the beginning of 
each meeting. All will be invited to 
give a cheering word. We have- no 
cases of small-pox." i

F, Corden White, of 2973 Cottage 
Grove avenue, Chicago, wishes to an
nounce to liia many' friends »nd patrons 
that he will leave this oity June 24, for 
the Northwestern Camp, and then east 
for an extended trip. ■

Mrs. E. J. O., of Caro, Mich., writes: 
“A new interest is awakened in our glo
rious cause, and our people have just re
ceived a new spiritual baptism. Dr. H, 
C. Andrews, of Bridgeport, Mloh., 
spoke to our society on May 6; also on 
the last Sunday of- May, and the first 
Sunday of June. His lectures were very 
fine, together with his poetry, music 
and tests, while under control of his 
guides, completely surprised many of 
the church people and skeptics of our 
village. His style of speaking is very 
pleasant, easy and forcible. At the 
close of each lecture tests and improvis
ations were given upon subjects chosen 
by the audience. We are now preparing 
to organize, and shall have Dr. An
drews with us frequently after the 
camp-meeting season is over. He will 
lecture for the First Society ot Spiritu
alists at Vassar to-morrow, the 10th 
inst., and starts for the Orion Camp, on 
the 11th, to stay a week. He will make 
engagements to lecture in any part of 
the State, and we can recommend him 
as one of our earnest and best workers

their progressive philosophy. They 
own their hall, and the quarterly meet
ings are largely attended by a large 
farming community, many coming a dis
tance of twenty miles, bringing their 
refreshments with them, and enjoying a 
social picnic dinner between the exer
cises of the day. Although last Sunday 
was an exceptionally hot day, the hall 
was comfortably filled by an apprecia
tive audience, who eagerly listened to 
the guides of Dr. F. Schermerhorn, as 
they demonstrated the truth of. spirit 
return by giving namesand descriptions 
of many visitors from the spirit world. 
For earnest fidelity to their spirit com
panions, and untiring labor for the ad
vancement of truth, harmony and love, 
the Spiritualists of Rockford and vicin
ity deserve the hearty commendation of 
all progressive minds."

, J. H. Taylor writes from Boston, 
Mass.: “Camp-meeting commenced at 
Echo Grove, West Lynn, last Sunday, 
June 3rd. To-day, June 10, a large num
ber was present enjoying a respite from 
the heat of the city. Meetings are said 
to be very interesting.”

Mrs.Virginie Barrett writes: “Friends 
and correspondents, for engagements, 
will please address me at new address— 
No. 850 N. New Jersey street, Indianap
olis, Ind. Have open dates for summer 
and for the year 1895. Easy terms.”

M. S. Beckwith, of St. Louis, Mb., 
writes: “The St. Louis Spiritual Asso
ciation has closed its lecture season, to 
open again in September with W. F. 
Peck. Engagements have been made 
for nearly every month until June, 1895. 
We have had the finest speakers the 
season past, and in engaging for longer 
time have been obliged to drop out some 
of the finest. Witn such men as Dr. 
Fred Willis, the two Hulls, Howe, J. C. 
Wright, and ladies like Mrs. Glading, 
Twing, Whitlock, no society can fail to 
reach the hearts of its members and 
give satisfaction, and it is hard in mak
ing selections to discriminate between 
them. St. Louis has the reputation of 
furnishing thinking critical audiences, 
and what would please us will suit any 
intelligent society. Brother Progres
sive, give us facts. Choke the long- 
winded writer a little, and if he won’t 
stay choked, cut out half of his communi
cation or throw it all in the waste 
basket. New converts are happy and 
apt to be prosy and think every one else 
will be glad to hear from them. They 
will learn some time. Older students in 
Spiritualism think they should be heard 
by virtue of their wisdom, but this is an 
age of brevity in all things.”

Frank T. Ripley is at Lansing, Mich., 
where he appears to be giving excellent 
satisfaction.

Mrs. Jennie Hatch, a materializing, 
trance and test medium, has removed 
from Lynn, Mass., to Hartford, Ct., 449 
Capitol avenue. She holds three test 
circles and two developing circles every 
week. She is a daughter of Mrs. Miller, 
the pioneer medium of San Francisco.

W. T. G., of Unionville, Mo., men
tions several mediums, among them C. 
W. Mace, whose phases are tmpersona-

in the spiritual cause.”
L. H. Walker writes; “By the use of 

The Progressive Thinker I have a 
few of my churchianity (using Prof. 
Buchanan’s expression) friends on 
troubled waters, and I think they will 
become readers of it, and will profit 
thereby, as all readers of It do. In 
sneaking of The Progressive 
Thinker to my friends, I tell them tha 
as to spirit’s return, I know nothing; 
but if it was possible at the time the 
Bible was written, it surely would ba 
possible now. But I do know that for 
morals and Americanism, The Pro
gressive Thinker cannot be ex
celled." t

Z. F, Vallier writes: “Three months 
ago I was a Christian, or thought I was; 
but I have been reading The Pro
gressive Thinker, and can now say 
that! am thoroughly converted. With 
a dial planchette I can readily 
receive communications from my de
parted friends. I could tell things that 
would be simply wonderful even to you. 
I was brought up in the strictest or
thodoxy, ana taught to avoid all infidel 
works, such as Paine’s ‘Age of Reason,’ 
and other similar works. Now my 
mother, who passed to Spirit-life a little 
over a year ago, talks to me.”

Geo. True, of Oakland, Cal., writes: 
“Moses Hull and his wife were with us 
yesterday afternoon. There was noth
ing to indicate that they had lost any of 
the old vim of former days. They 
drew a good house and will be with us 
again next Sunday, perhaps longer. 
Mrs. Nickless has been with us four 
Sunday evenings and I hope she will, be 
as many months to come. She has 
many friends in Oakland."

since overleaping the barriers of ortho
doxy. I regret that I am not able to 
place a copy in the hands of each of my 
many orthodox friends who are slaves to 
the old pagan customs and superstitions 
—blind idolaters. Dr. Brown is one of 
the few writers who understand keeping 
right to the point ot the subject, so 
necessary in this rushing age. Every 
line of his work is instructive; besides, 
ha has the remarkable ability ot making 
his scholarly work entertaining to the 
superficial reader as well*as the erudite 
by frequent explanatory clauses, as: 
Augustine, a bishop of Hippo, in Africa; 
Titus, commanding the Roman army, 
took Jerusalem; Ptolemey Lagus, one of 
Alexander’s generals in Africa; Jose
phus, the Jewish historian; Apion, the 
Egyptian scholar; Pythagoras, the Sa
mian sage, born in Greece, etc."

The golden wedding of Mr. and Mrs. 
John Lee was celebrated June 2,1894, at 
their home at Curtisville, Ind. The oc
casion was very enjoyable. Mr. Lee has 
reached the age ot 77, while his wife is 
68. Their children and grandchildren 
were all present but one, and many 
friends will never forget the pleasant 
home, the roses, and the pleasant day 
and how they enjoyed it.

Mr. Gustav Thiese writes concerning 
his own development by the aid of Mrs. 
F. DeBartholomew and her band work
ing in harmony with his own. Many 
beautiful and wonderful demonstrations 
of spirit power and presence have oc
curred. The spirits speak in German, 
English and Welsh, besides singing 
through the trumpet in different lan
guages.

Mrs. A. E. Baker writes: “I am glad

thought of making a collection of them, 
as a curious phase of American thought. 
But there would have been too many, 
and I contented myself with buying a 
couple, which I brought with me as a 
sample of the religious or quasi-re- 
ligious books of a section of the citizens 
ti the new world." .

Is it true that it is- an American trait 
to consult dream-books? Is it not true 
that it is an exception to find a dream
book on the parlor table or in the 
library? Are we a nation of gamblers? 
American Spiritualists had a warm place 
in their hearts for Mr. Stead when they 
learned that he had to a certain degree 
espoused their cause. They were ready 
to welcome him to America, but he 
gnored them and repays them with 
false accusations which will'be quoted as 
true by their enemies for years to come.

and his associates to incorporate the 
Cosmic Publishing Company, as ■ an
nounced a few weeks since in these col
umns, has attracted such wide attention 
and produced so many inquiries for far
ther information, that we take pleasure 
in presenting to our readers this week 
the opening pages of a work which he 
believes will promptly change the face 
of the world. It will be seen that Mr. 
Lewis proposes to do for religion What 
Copernicus did for astronomy: to take 
our globe out of its false situation, as a 
pretended centre of the universe, in 
matters pertaining to religion, and sub
stitute the Cosmos for it. A movement 
of this sort cannot help but be of great 
interest to our readers and the world in 
general.

The Several societies growing out of 
this movement will soon be “at home,” 
and those desiring further particulars 
will receive the same by addressing 
Mr. Leon Lewis, 38 St. John’s Place, 
Chicago.

tions, clairvoyance and trance speaking; 
J. J. Hopkins, alphabet reading by dial, 
in which he gives great satisfaction: and 
Mrs. R. E. Mace, dial alphabet work and 
materialization, giving some wonderful 
tests.

Moses Hull writes: “It is feared that 
the terrible floods in Oregon and Wash
ington will entirely kill the camp-meet
ings in both of these States.” He per
sonally knows that many good Spiritu
alists, among them the presidents of both 
camps, have suffered much from-the 
floods. Should these camp-meétings 
fail, Mr. and Mrs. Hull will try to find 
work elsewhere ,in the west during the 
month of July. “The harvest” through
out the entire west “is great,” but the 
shekels are few. . ■ '

H. C. Rawson, president, writes 
"The thirty-fifth anniversary of... the 
dedication of the Free Church of Stur
gis, Mich., willbe held in the.church 
on Saturday and Sunday, June 23 arid 24. 
Hon. L. V. Moulton, of Grand Ràpïds, 
will address the meeting. Other 
speakers are expected to be present. 
Good music will be furnished. A con-

John A. Johnston, physical and test 
medium, dark circle trumpet seances, 
independent slate-writing, is now lo
cated at 370 Pearl street, Cleveland, 
Ohio, where he can be addressed for 
engagement.

Dr. H. V. Sweringen writes: “The 
interest in Spiritualism still grows in 
intensity here. Our society will at its 
next meeting take under advisement the 
propriety of adjourning during the 
leated term. Our orthodox friends say 
we are ruining the churches. Two 
German Lutherans were read out of 
church to-day from the pulpit on ac
count of their interest in Spiritualism."

Mrs. M. writes from the First South 
Side Society: “With great regret we 
see the Sundays in June pass by, for the 
last one in the month closes our present 
engagement with Mrs. Ada Foye, an 
engagement that has been pleasant, 
profitable and instructive. The ex
treme variations of our Chicago climate 
affect her health in such a manner that 
she declines any further extension of 
time at present; but we hope she will 
be with us again in the near future. We 
have greatly enjoyed the two months 
she has been with us. Her instructive 
lectures and remarkable tests have done 
much to convince the skeptical, and the 
Sunday night crowds -show how much 
interest in the cause of Spiritualism she 
has awakened. It is our earnest desire 
that her health may be restored, and 
that she may still have many years ot 
active work before her. Spiritualism 
cannot spare so good and true a 
medium.”

All Spiritualists In Oklahoma Terri
tory are requested to correspond with 
B. A. C. Stevens, Oklahoma City, O. T., 
for the purpose of effecting a territorial 
organization. Mr. Stephens will lecture 
at any place in the Territory where the 
way opens.

C. L. Clark writes: “Dr. Hawley will 
lecture and Mrs. Hamilton Gill will 
give teste for the North Side Spiritualist 
Society every Sunday evening at 
Schlotthauer’s hall, corner Sigel and 
Sedgwick streets, during July. F. 
Corden White will finish his three 
months’ engagement the last Sunday of 
June. Mr. White has made many con
verts to Spiritualism.”

Frank T. Ripley is engaged for the 
Lookout Camp-meeting at Chattanooga, 
Tenn., to lecture and give teste from 
July 22 to July 30. New Orleans friends 
please to take notice. He is engaged at 
Lake Brady (Ohio) Camp-meeting from 
August 15 to its close.

Bishop A. Beals is having good audi
ences at Mpskegon, Mich., and under 
the influence of the genia' air and the 
hearty good feeling that prevails, he is 
rapidly gaining his health. Mr. Beals 
says: “I am quite well again, and with 
the settled weather we are having and 
the delightful country here--boat

to learn that our Moses Hull tmd ami
able wife will be in Portland, we., for 
some time. We are making calculations 
and hope to bring him to Forest Grove 
to tell a few plain truths to this ortho
dox community. In conversation with 
the Christian minister he said the infi
dels were not Bible students. We asked 
him if he would take Moses Hull as a 
Bible student? The minister said, 
‘Moses Hull, Moses Hull, he is an an
cient, Isn’t he?’ ’’

Mrs. M. E. Akers, president and pastor 
of the society at Bloomington, 111., 
writes'. “The Spiritualists of this city 
were vouchsafed a soul-inspiring ex
perience fresh from the Angel-world 
through the mediumship of Mr. Fred 
Tabor, materializing medium. During 
the ten days that he was with us, not 
only Spiritualists were blest, but many 
outsiders were confounded and com
pelled to admit they had seen their 
own kindred or friends.”

Prof. A. J. Swarts is now at Los 
Angeles, Cal., and will probably occupy 
Mr. Ravlin’s rostrum through July and 
August, while he is absent. He can be 
addressed in care of box 278.

Dr. G. F. West writes a good word 
for the spiritual society at Bloomington, 
Ill., among whose members he mentions 
Mrs. M. E. Akers, president and pastor, 
“who is also a member of the Public 
School Board, a whole-souled’ lady, a 
bright and shining light, whose power is 
being felt and whose counsel and supe
rior judgment are sought after and ap
preciated, alike by believers and un- 
oelievers. Among the many others may 
be mentioned Miss Thayer, Mrs. G. 
Webb, Mrs. Gay and Mrs. Brooks. A 
number of gentlemen are also deeply 
interested in this work: Mr. Briggs, 
an ex-Universallst minister, Major 
Packard, Mr. Brooks and Mr. A. Lull. 
The society is young. They have a 
nice hall situated on West Street, where 
they meet every Sunday. May 28, Mr. 
Fred Tabor, materializing medium, ar
rived from Chicago, having been in 
Peoria the week previous and giving a 
number of seances under my manage
ment and under strict test conditions. 
I accompanied him to Bloomington, 
where be gave a series of very satis
factory seances, ■ proving beyond doubt, 
to those in attendance, that there is no 
death. I cannot find language adequate 
to express the manifestations of hospi
tality and spiritual sympathy of the 
society, and believe the time is not far 
distant when Bloomington will be bene
fited and blessed with a spiritual 
temple.”

A case of touching interest is men
tioned by X., who writes from Fort 
Wayne, Ind., concerning some seances 
there by Mrs. Seery-Hibbits. She says: 
“Eight years ago, at the age of two and 
a half years, we buried our only grand
child, who was blind, speechless and 
could not walk. Though it grieved us, 
we gladly laid it to rest, hoping to meet 
it again at the last great day (ignorant 
thep of this beautiful philosophy). But 
behold our joy when on Mrs. Hibbits’ 
first visit to our city, in her first seance,

riding, fishing, and plenty to eat, sweet 
butter; rich cream and milk, Dutch 
cheese and buttermilk, I am bound to 
get fat.”

A. J. S. writes from Sioux City, Iowa: 
“Mrs. Dr. Emerson has arrived from 
California and will remain with our so
ciety for a brief time, to assist in devel
oping our circles and to give readings to 
any and all. Mrs. Emerson can ba found 
at Mrs. Sweetser’s, 315 6th street. The 
circle at North Riverside is doing finely 
rind severhl have recently been en
tranced. Our society is open for an en
gagement with some good physical me
dium, and desires correspondence with 
one strongly endorsed.” ■

Mrs. Louisa Reed, prominent as an 
advanced thinker, writes: “! have just 
finished reading Dr. Brown’s Bdsearches 
in Oriental History. It is a revelation 
—just the book I nave been looking for

our darling came to us, saying:‘1 am 
your little Myrtle, no longer blina and 
helpless, but am grown a big girl,’ and 
bringing with her a little brother who 
since passed, away, and together they de
lighted all present, she speaking in 
clear, loud tones, full of wit and wisdom, 
and creating no little merriment with 
her pranks and keen remarks. Mrs. 
Orvis says her name should be Star
beam, as she is such a bright and lovely 
spirit, so we will adopt it, as she herself 
is so pleased with it. Many other very 
striking, wonderful and comforting mani
festations were made to various other 
persons. Mrs. Hibbits has done much 
for the cause in Fort Wayne, from the 
fact that the phenomena are so clear and 
satisfactory." ,

Will C. Hodge, who has been filling 
several very successful engagements 
lately, is now ready to respond to calls 
to lecture at'groves or camp-meetings, or 
in country towns or cities. Engagements 
can now be made for the summer and win
ter months. Address him in care of 40 
Loomis street, Chicago, Ill.

We deeply regret that ill health will 
keep Mrs. Ada Foye from the field for a 
time. He daughter writes: “I regret to 
be obliged to ask you to give notice in 
the next issue of your valuable paper, 
that my mother, Mrs. Ada Foye, nas 
been compelled to cancel all engage
ments up to January, 1895, owing to ill 
health. She has been failing steadily 
since her return to Chicago, the result 
of her long season's work, and is ordered, 
at the close of her engagement here, to 
the Rocky Mountains to regain her 
health. Her engagements were: Lake 
Brady camp, July and August: Water
town, N. Y., September; St, Louis, Mo., 
November and December. Mamma sends 
her kindest regards, thanks» and best 
wishes to all.” -

Prof. J. M. Allen and Mrs. M. Theresa 
Allen have been occupied at Fort Scott, 
Kas., durihg the past two months, and 
have also visited neighboring towns. 
Their next point is Lawrence, Kas., 
where they may be addressed for lecture 
engagements until further notice.
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Amber Beads. By Martha Evarts 
Holden (“jupbef.1’) Britif essay* on people 
and tiitiup, full of humor apd pathos.
Fapsr, 5Q oenhi clptb, 31.00,

A Modem liov® Story, vhtch does 
not cod at the altar. By Han-jet E. Or. 
cutt. Highly original; widely dlscuwed. 
Paper, SScantij doth, 31.00.

An Ounce of Prevention, to iavo 
America from having a Government of the 
tew, fay the few and foruietew, By Augus
tus Jacobson, Paper, ¿0 ccnte.

A Pure Bouled Liar. An anonymous 
novel, “terse, compact, rapid and Intense,'* 
acene in a Boston Jort school. Paper« 80 
cents.

Asleep and Awake. - By Raymond ' 
RusBell. A realistic jtory of Chicago; at
tacking the double standard ot morals, 
doth, 11.00.

Blessed be Drugdery. By-WlUiam O. 
Gannett. The most popular sermon qf the 
decade. A hundred thousand sold. Pa
per, ID cent;.

Browning’» Womeiv. By ME- 
Burt. Ksaays on the women portrayed In 
Robert Browning's poems and dramas. 
Cloth, 31.00.

Bleie; a Christmas Story. From the 
Norwegian of Alexander Kjelland. Trans
lated by Mlles Menander Dawson. Cloth, 
50 cents.

Essays. By James Vils Blake. Familiar 
subjects, but masterly treatment. Re
markable for purity of style. Cloth, 
library style, 31.00.

Evolution and Christianity, By J. 
C. F. Orumbjue. A eddy of the relatione 
of modern science and popular religion. 
Olpth, 80 cent«.

Facta and Fictions of Life. By 
Helen H. Gardener. Essays on live topics 
by one of the foremost women of the time. 
Paper, 80 cents; cloth, 91.00.

First Steps in Philosophy. By WIL 
Mam Macklntire Sailor. Discuses the 
questions: What isMaUerl What is Duty! 
Cloth, 31.00.

From Barth’s Center. By 8. Byron 
Welcome. A novel picturing a society 
living under the Slagle Tax. Paper, 25 
cents.

From Over the Border, or Light on 
the Normal Life of Man. By Bmij. G. 
Smith. A book of prophecies and fancies 
of the Ute to come. Cloth, 91.00.

History of the Arguments for the 
Bxietenoa of God. By Dr. Aaron Hahn. 
An Important work for ptudenta. Paper, 
50 cents.

Information for Nuraaa, In Home and 
Hospital. By Martin W. Curran. Practical 
and scientific; note Quack “Homo Physi
cian." Cloth, 11.76, net.

InQUlrendo Island. By HudorGenon». 
A witty but not Irreverent story of a coun
try where the Arithmetic wag (he Bible. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 31,00.

John Auburn top, Novelist. By Anson 
Uriel Hancock. A story uf a western col
lege boy and coilego girl. Paper, 50 ctmu; 
cloth, 81.25.

Laurel Blossoms, or “My Fortum'." 
Complied by Della E. Billings. Pori leal 
selections arranged for fortune-telling. 
Cloth, plain edge*, 31.00; gilt edges, fj.50.

Legends from Storyland. By James 
Vita Blake. Stories, new and old, ilhnj- 
tracing how the idea of miracles arises. 
Cloth,illustrated, 60 cents.

Lessons from the World of Matter 
and tho World of Man. By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent parages from unpub
lished sermons. Paper, 50 c.; cloth, 31.25.

Liberty and Life. By E. P. Powell.
Crisp, popular lectures on the evolution 
theory as related co religion and life. Pa
per, 60 cents-

Money Found. By Tbos. E. Hill. Advo
cates national ownership of bunk.s. Full 
of information on finance. Paper,25 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents; leather, 9LOp.

More Than Kin. By James Vita Blake. 
A delightful book, half story, half etusav, 
all uplifting and refreshing. Cloth, pa
per side, 31.00.

Outline Studies in James Russell 
Lowell: His poetry and Prose. By Mn>. 
Susan B. Beals. Endorsed by Mr. Lowell. 
Paper, 10 cents.

palo at thii office.

_ . view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to on 
Objector, by G. W. Brown, M. D. A pamphlet that 
should be In the hand, of all. Price 15 cents. Fol

Dealing» oy lue spirit ui ur, ncMjmuuA xiunu, vuruugu 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cota Ia V. Richmond. No 
physician should be without this book. No magnetic 
healer should bo without It, and no family should 
bo without ita valuable aid. It Is & valuable aid 
to the physician in determining the relation of his pa
tient’s spirit to Ita body, thus enabling, him to know 
what remedies are necessary to perfectly adjust the 
lame to each other; to the magnetic healer it is Inral-

'THESPIRITUALB1RTH-, OR DEA TH 
1 and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea ot 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This little 
pamphlet Is devoted to an exposition of the spiritual
istic Idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with the common ohurchly Idea on the same subject. 
The name of the author Is a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject 1s well bandied. For sale at this office. 
Price, 10 cents.

DSYCHOlATHy; OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
JL Ing. Being a series of lessons oa the relations of 
tto spirit to Its own orgauieml and the .Interrelations 

. u----- ------------- „h tefefenfo to health, dlsesse and

THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH* 
i ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davis, Is a very Idj 

terestlng and suggestive work. It Is an explanation a 
much that Is fatae and repulsive In Spiritualism« en> 
bodying a most Important recent Interview with James 
VlotorWUson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Price 
SO cents. For i^e at this office

J^ESEARCHES ZA” ORIENTAL
i\. tory, embracing the origin of the Jews, the Bl* 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the Uflrlvw 
tlonof Christianity; to which is added: WhenceQV 
Aryan Ancestor?? By G. W. Brown, M. D. One ot 
the most valuable works ever published. Price 32^ 

THE SUNDAY QUESTION?

BOOKS OF TODAY
Books of Social Progress

Books of Modern Science • 
Books of Rational Religion 

Live American Novels, etc.

Outline Studies In Holjnee.Brwnt, 
WhltUeriTtielr rooms. W W. C.q»n- 
nett. Topics for conversation and rofor* 
aucaa Cor reading. Paper, 10 cents.

People’s Party Shot and Shell. By 
Dr. T. A. Bland. A oonolse statement ot 
the principles now advocated by the Peo
ple's Patty. Paper, 10 cents.

Poenw of Jamea Vila Blake. Re
markable for depth of thought and purity 
of style. Cloth, paper lube), red burnished 
top,31.00.

Proofs of Evolution. By Nelson (X 
pannail. A concise, popular summary ot 
the proois from geology, embryology« ro- 
veruon, etc.' Cloth, 50 cents.

Religion and Science as Allies, or 
Similarities of Physical and Rellmoua 
Knowledge. By James Thompson Bixby, 
ph, D. Cloth, 50 cental paper, 80 penta.

Bight Living. By Busan H. Wixon. 
Sixty chapters of practical instruction ter 
the^oung on problems of duty. Cloth,

St. Solifar. with Other Worthies and 
Unworthtea By James Vite Blake. Story
essays, subtle and entertaining. Paper, ¿0 
cento,* cloth. >1.00.

Seed Thoughts from Robert Brown, 
fag. Selected and arranged by Mary E. 
Burt. Imitation parchment, daintily 
printed, 25 cents.

Sermons of Religion and Life. By 
Henry Doty Maxson, with biographical 
sketch by H- M. Simmons; the sennons 
edited by James Vila Btake. Cluth,3l.OO.

Silhouettes from Life. By Anson Uriel 
Hancock. Stories of the backwoods and 
the western prairies. Paper, 25 
olothi 31.00.

The Auroruphone. By Cyrus Cole. 
TetegrajJilo communication established 
with the planet Saturn. Paper, 25 centai 
c)othf 60 cents.

The Beginning. A novel at the future 
Chicago as It might be under sociaMum 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomas. Judge 
Tutey and others. Paper, 2d cents.
tThe Evolution of Immortality, or 

Suggestions of an Individual Immortality, 
based ou our Organic and Life History. By 
Dr. C. T. Stockwell. Qlotii, 00 cents.

The Faith that Mak-aa Faithful. By 
William C. tiannetc and Jenkin Lloyd 
Junes. New edition teom new plutei. 
Paper, 60 Genta, elotli, 31.00.

The Flaming Meteor. Poetical works 
of will Hubbard Kernan. Unique and re
markable poems by a brilliant (hough 
erratic author. Cloth, 31.60.

The Gospel of Matthew in Greek. 
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing Tolman. Special vocabulary fur 
btghmers. Paper, 5u cents; cloth, <1.00.

The Last Tenet Imposed upon the 
Khan of Tomathoz, ByHndor Ganone. 
An instructive story of a nou-oluot infant. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, (1.25.

Tho Morals of Christ. By Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison of Christian 
ethics with contemporaneous systems. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 91.00.

Theodore Parker. By Samuel John
son. Not a detailed biography, but a com
prehensive sketch of Parker’s life and 
work. Cloth, 31.00.
...The Russian Refugee, By Henry R. 
Wilson. A delight fully entertaining story, 
full of action and interest. 618 pages.
Paper, 50 cents.

The flailing of King Olaf and Other 
I oeins. By Alics William« Brotherton. 
Full of. melody and variety. Cloth, with 
handsome cover design in silver, 31.00»

The Unending Genesis. By H. M. 
Simmons. A simple yet thoroughly scien
tific story of the creation, or ratner ths 
evolution, ot tbu world. Paper, 25 cent».

Washington Brown, Farmer. By 
LeBoy Armstrong. How ths farmers held 
their wheat and the Board of Trade was 
beaten. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 31.00.

Where Brooks Go Softly. By Charles 
Eugene Banks. Simple poems of nature 
and life. White antique paper cover, 60 
cents; vellum cloth, gilt, <1.00.

Woman. Church and State» By Ma
tilda Joslyn Gage. A historical account 
of the status of woman through the Chris
tian ages. Cloth, <2.00.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

JJ The “Stellar Key” 1b tbo nblloBopblcal Intro
duction to the revelations contained In this book. 
Somo Ides of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Scenes fa the Summer-Land; 3—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land; 
5—Winter-Lan* and Summer Landi 6-Language and 
Life in Bummer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate* in the Summer-Land: 9-Voice 
from James Victor Wilson, This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In ton 
mer editions, end is enriched by a beautiful fronds 
piece, illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For sale 
at this office.__________________________________ ___

PVL777\ PEIF AND CRADLE, 
AHrlzn II. Gardknzr. One of her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against the Bible. 
Every woman should read it, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price lOcenu.

SESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 
\J influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
lOcents.
"INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 

1 Carrie E. S. Twing, medium. Trice 50 oeate.

'THE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
A Mythical Christ, by Gerald Maseoy. 230 page., 

V2 mo. Price 60 ceata.
A CHS A SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 

¿1 in the Sphere». Price 20 cents.

ZHE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT-
VALtothe Material Universe; and the law of 

control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 
Feraday. Price, 15 cents.
'THE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 

J By Charles Dawbarn. Prlcb 10 cent».__________

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
L\. Phenomena and Phtloaophy. By Samuel WaUon. 
author of “ The Clock Struct Ooe, Two, aad Three." 
Tblny-slx years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s 
ong connection with one of the largest and most influ
ential religious organisations In this country, together 
with bla well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this »book that will attract the at- 
teation and command the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal lavestlgatloa of nearly all phases of splflt-manlfea- 
tatlon through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the " prince 
of humbugs," and a purpose to expose (t. and ending 
with a conviction that It la a truth tar transcending all 
others In value to mankind. It Is eminently welt 
adapted to place In the bands of those whose attach
ments to the faiths aad forms of the Church Incllue 
them to have nc*"L<g to do with the subject npou 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. 423, «IXB. Postage 10 cenu. For aale 
at this office.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OB

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous investigators, and bag proved more satisfac
tory toan the planchéete, both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communlcatfons, and ti 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlBtic gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Cape. D. B. Edwards, Orient. N. Y.,. writes* “I Md 
communications (by the psychogrAph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whoso grave
stones are moss-grown In the old yard. They Mvo 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism Is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort in the severe loss 
1 have bad of sod, daughter, and their mother.'*

Dr. Eugene CrowelL whose writings have m&do hta 
name familiar to those interested In psychical mattan, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy- 
cbograpb you sent me, and will thoroughly test it the 
first opportunity I may have. It is very simple tn 
principle and construction, and I am sure most bo far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now tn use. 
I believe it will generally supersede the Latter when 
its superior merits become known,”

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, In an editorial no
tice of che Instrument in hts paper, the Worthington 
(MIud ) Advance, says: “The Fsycbograph is an im
provement upon the nianchette, having a dial and let
ters, with a few worns, so that very little ‘power’ is 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate.” *

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mail, free with foil directions tor UMt 11.00. 
For sale at this office.

7'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT- 
uallsm. Br Epe, Sargent. A work of jirofonnS 

___________________________ ______________________ resetrcb.byoneof the able»t m«a ot tbo ago. Eric« 
uable, because tt lltattratci the actual magnetic pole» ,l-50i postage 10 cents. .
and their corresponding nerre centers. To the gel» ,. __________ - — __ ~
oral reader it wlU trove abodn because n explains th» ' r-r-rj;; nm^TION SFTTTFD A physical and spiritual basis ot life, and the influence / " - . ? i J"j J. N-
of food, raiment, and the surrounding .conditions and A Careful Comparison of Biblical and Modern Spin 
atmoiphere» upon the human organism. Price fcloUi) ftualtau. Bp Moses Hull. An invaluable work. Price 
11.50. For »ale al Ud* office. 11.00. _
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OF COURSE, OF COURSE A REMARKABLE WOMAN
And a Wonderful Medium,Let Us Have the Truth

Mollie Fancher Still Lives.

A

i

t

helpless condition.

BROOKLYN WOMAN WHO FOR TWENTY-NIN.E
■YEARS HAS TAKEN NO FOOD IN THE NATURAL 
WAY—FOR YEARS RIGID AS DEATH,

idea of Death, Heaven and Hell 
Hull Price 10 cent-
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

■ To the Editor:—In The Progressive 
Thinker, Mr. J. M. Peebles, the veteran 
Spiritualist, lecturer and progressive physi
cian, had something to say in ridicule of the 
Idea “that Apollonius was the original of the 
Christ of the gospels." He says it is “un- 
historical and unreasonable,” and that “the 
gullibility of some Spiritists,” who believe it, 
“is only excelled by their ignorance of ancient 
history. ” Since the ancient history necessary 
to give one information on the subject is not 
to be had, one should not be blamed that he is 
ignorant of it. ■

When the historical facts substantiative of 
the personal existence of Jesus the “Christian 
Savior,” are not in, and one fails to fall into 
line with those who believe without them, is it 
to be taken as proof of one’s “gullibility”?

It seems to the writer that the gullibility 
would more properly apply to the other fel
lows.

Brother Peebles need not be, told that the 
growing disbelief of the personal existence of 
the man Jesus does not “all rest upon the 
say-so of some unknown or unidentified spirit” 
It is hot confined to Spiritists by any means, 
though Spiritualists investigate the subject 
more closely than others—having the avenue 
of spirit controls to aid them, which the more 
materialistic do not embrace.

Taking the account as we find it in the gos
pels, saying nothing about the contradictions 
and lack of contemporary corroborative evi
dence, from a rational view alone, and in one 
claim alone—that of being “born of a virgin" 
—is enough to convince the mind of any un
prejudiced freethinker that the character is a 
myth. Real human beings are not born thus 
—only the gods. In this investigation, as in 
every other, our aim should be the truth. 
Truth is more valuable than all else. In truth 
alone is freedom.

Bro. Peebles has traveled extensively, and, 
of course, is well-informed in the “history" 
of which we are “ignorant,” and it would be 
pleasing to many if he will give us some facts 
in the life and character of each of the four 
persons—Matthew, Mark, Luke and John. It 
is very essential that we know something 
about the men who did the recording of those 
events in the gospels, on the belief of which 
depends the salvation of the race. Will he 
give us one fact in proof of the genuineness of 
one of the events there recorded.

As to the dogmas, does he accept as truth 
the story of the “miraculous conception” and 
birth? Does he accept as truth the story of 
the “crucifixion,” whereby Jesus becomes the 
“savior of the world" through a “vicarious 
atonement”? Does he accept as truth the 
“trinity of gods” of which Jesus forms the 
“second person,” who yet are all one?

He accept this? No! he knows them to be 
inventions of ignorant, designing priests. Be
ing capable of the invention of dogmas so un
natural and averse to truth and reason as 
these are, and others connected with them, 
and the character of the savior or god-man 
presented being equally unnatural, a natural 
or reproductive impossibility, we claim that 
he came from the same source—the brains of 
religious schemers. This makes the story or 
plot all of one piece, like any other fictitious 
tale. It saves us from being gulled; it saves 
‘ ‘God, the Father, ” from the wicked plot of 
making a sacrifice of his “only begotten son” 
to “appease his own wrath, ” whicht in his igno
rance, bethought was the “only way” he could 
save the world from the “sin” of the “first 
man, Adam;” and it saves “God the Holy 
Ghost” from a criminal intimacy with a wo
man—the “Mother of God"—to beget the 
“last man, Christ,” for enacting the tragedy.

As the story of the first man was long since 
exploded, that of the last man is sure of be
ing; for they both hinge on the same piece of 
priestly ignorance.

As the human mind becomes enlightened 
and free to think, the ghostly gods of past su
perstitions will vanish like the damp night va
por before the morning sun.

But the gospels were not made up of entire
ly new cloth. They were taken largely from 
existing writings descriptive of some heathen 
god who was born of a virgin. All other 
gods, or the most of them, being born that 
way, the new one must be, Chrishna or 
Kristos, the name of a Hindoo god, was, no 
doubt, the1 original of the name Christ, given 
to. the new god. He had his prototype in 
Heathendom, not in Heaven.

As Apollonius was born near the com
mencement of the Christian era, was a seer, 
philosopher and wonderful medium or oracle, 
and traveled and taught in the places where 
Jesus is said to have visited, there is no doubt 
that he was the original of much of the phe
nomena and general teachings ascribed to 
Christ. This is a natural and reasonable in
ference; it may be unhistorical; if it is, the 
facts disproving would be in order.

It does not make 'any difference with you, 
Brother Francis, Brother Peebles, or the 
writer, whether the person Jesus lived or not, 
nor whether the false dogmas of “salvation 
by. his blood" and “proxy righteousness” are 
preached to millions or none at all; but it does 
make a difference with the millions who accept 
them as truth, and believe that Jesus has 
reaped the evil of their sowing—bearing the 
consequences “in his own body”—and in spite 
of their many .immoral acts will take them to 
unalloyed bliss in the future.

Think of the Bullions over whose minds this 
pernicious doctrine and its attendants—“total 
depravity,” “an angry god,”and “future end
less torment,"—has held,in the past, absolute 
sway. .

It has had its grip on the minds of church 
adherent? nearly two, thousand years, who, be
sides making no progress themselves, have 
applied the thumbscrew, rack and burning 
fagots, where having the power, to any who 
dared express a new thought, or should enter
tain heretical views. And think of the tenac
ity with Which it is holding its grip in this en

By Moses

lightened age? Only about one in a year of 
the fifty thousand ministers of these gospel 
errors gets his eyes partially opened, and they 
are ail the time being qualified with the same 
old dogmas to continue pounding them into 
weak, ignorant minds.

Besides this fearful mental slavery, the 
mind becomes demoralized; the moral sensi
bilities undone; the redeeming qualities of 
love, forgiveness, kindness and charity are 
lost; and bigotry, intolerance, hatred, re
venge and cruelty take their places.

This is proven by the heartless murders 
that have been committed in the name of 
Christ. Even to-day, the Romish church’s 
motto is, “No crime to kill heretics”; and the 
Protestants fine and imprison poor men for 
working on Sunday, and want two of the trin
ity of gods recognized in the Constitution of 
the United States.

Is it not time that the axe was laid at the 
root of the tree of this gigantic evil—-an evil 
that eclipses, to-day, all other evils combined? 
Of all evils, that which enslaves the mind is 
the most damaging, and when it also corrupts 
the morals, all the possibilities of evil are in
curre

Error is a taskmaster that has no parallel 
as a tyrant in any individual specimens, 
whereas truth is the great renovator and sav
ior from evil as well as from error. Therefore 
give us the truth, the whole truth, and noth
ing but the truth. Truth is the Messiah of 
the New Dispensation, and it is incumbent 
upon every comer thereunto that he lay aside 
every idol, false god, erroneous digma and 
superstitious fear, with which erroneous and 
corrupt religious teachings have inveigled the 
mind of Christendom. And it is especially 
incumbent upon our speakers and mediums, as 
soon as they grow to the perception and have 
evidence of the fact that the Christian savior 
is a myth, that they so declare it By thus 
doing, some creed-bound and idol-burdened 
soul may obtain the light whereby he can see 
his way out of darkness. This is laying the 
axe at the root of the tree. •

The men and women in these bonds are our 
brothers and sisters. We should give them 
all the assistance possible. We do not say to 
them as they have been saying to us: “Be
lieve or be damned.” We only ask them to 
investigate that they may learn the truth. We 
wish them to learn that it is what they know 
and what they do, not what they believe, that 
fits them for heaven; that neither God nor 
Christ has anything to do with their acts; that 
the acts have their effects within, not on God; 
that the judge is within, the rewards and pun
ishments are from within, the heaven and hell 
are made within and abide there so long as the 
acts make the conditions of one or the other. 
After having learned these lessons tfiey will 
find so much beauty in them, and feel so free, 
they will see that they have no need of 
Christ's atonement, and are keeping bad com
pany so long as they carry him as an idol for 
worship. Worship nothing; but emulate all 
that is good.

In the collection of sayings attributed to 
Jesus are many beautiful precepts and spirit
ual truths, well worth patterning; but the 
churches have peristently ignored and disre
garded them. It was easier to “come to 
Jesus” and have him do all the saving, than 
strive to live under the Golden Rule of doing 
unto others as they would wish others to do 
unto them.

This has been the fault of Christendom, 
and always will be so long as the scapegoat 
to bear the sins of the ignorant and easily 
frightened is at hand. Therefore, away with 
it! Let the truths of Spiritualism be taught 
and its phenomena studied. They are usher
ing into the world a new science, philosophy 
and ethics, which is fast redeeming it from 
the curse of religious errors and moral corrup
tion. H. A. Bradbury.

Let there be Light.
Ye stricken hearts who, silent, sorrow much, 
Who hourly pray for just one gentle touch 
Of sympathy and love! From Heav’n there 

floats
A voice of peace in silvery, pealing notes— 

“Let there be light!”
Throughout the storm and darkness of earth

life,
When weary souls are sinking 'mid the strife, 
And all seems lost, there peals from yonder 

shore
A voice of triumph swelling more and more— 

“Let there be light!”
Amid the fearful thunder-peals of woe,
Above the floods, and winds which furious 

blow,
There sweeps through every pain and grief a 

strain
Of Pitying Love whose words resound again— 

“Let there be lightl”
When Doubt's incoming waves rise high and 

roll
With deafening roar which terrifies the soul;
When sea and shore seem nought but seething 

foam,
There ripgs a voice from the eternal home— 

“Let there be lightl”
“Let there be light!’’ Life’s morning dawns 

at last
In splendor as the gates of death are passed;
And, from the realms of sweet, immortal 

bliss,
To each sad heart there bursts one message— 

this—
“Let there be lightl"

—George Evatt.
Sydney, Australia.

Paine’s Age of Beason, an investigation of 
true anA fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paptr, 25 
cents; cloth, BOcts ’ ••

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com 
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution,, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 cents;cloth, 50cts.

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic

Whenever any peculiar case of a person ly
ing in a trance is brought to the public notice 
the question is always asked, “What has be
come of Mollie Fancher?” This remarkable 
woman is still alive and is now 47 years old. 
For the past twenty-nine years she has re
mained in her bed, sometimes cold and rigid 
as in death, her room darkened, and her body 
performing none of its natural functions.

It is now over fifteen years since a New 
York paper came out with the story of Miss 
Fancher’s case. This was the first informa
tion the public had of it, notwithstanding the 
fact that the patient had been then in bed for 
thirteen years, and had for nine years been 
rigid as in death, the jaws firmly locked, thus 
preventing her from receiving a morsel of food 
in the natural way for that entire period. It 
was the sensation of the day. The press in 
all parts of the world took it up. Physicians 

who knew naught of the case pronounced it a 
hoax. They in turn were answered by Dr. R. 
Fleet Spier, Dr. Robert Ormiston, Dr. Mitch
ell, Dr. J. 0. Hutchinson, Professor Charles 
E. West, and many others who made tests of 
the case and who pronounced the symptoms 
genuine, but who concertedly and singly ut
terly failed to render the poor woman any re
lief excepting by massage during the parox
ysms, It may be well, saya the New York 
News, to recall the accident which brought 
about this strange disease that has for over a 
quarter of a century baffled all the scientific 
world.

Early in 1865, when Miss Fancher was an 
18-year-old graduate of the Brooklyn Heights 
Seminary, in perfect health but not any too 
robust, she was thrown from her horse while 
riding and had several ribs fractured. She 
had no more than recovered from this when 
she was thrown from the platform of a street 
car, and, her skirts catching in the step, she 
was dragged a long distance and her spine se
verely injured.

TWENTY DAYS WITHOUT FOOD.

She was conveyed to the residence of her 
aunt and in a few weeks she underwent most 
astonishing physical changes. In turn she 
was bereft of sight, speech, hearing and taste. 
From fearful spasmodic contortions, most 
horrible to witness, she would «lapse into a 
trance, her body would become entirely cold, 
her skin clammy and moist as in death. The 
right arm was always thrown back of the head 
and became rigidly fixed, and her jaws were 
firmly locked together. There was no percept
ible heart or lung action, and the eyes were 
wide open and stony. Thus, in the first of 
one of these frightful attacks, she remained 
for twenty days, pnd no attempt was made to 
furnish nourishment A year later her entire 
body became rigid with the exception of her 
left hand, and remained so for nine years, 
during which time she drifted in and out of 
these terrible trances. Daring this period she 
was entirely blind and deaf, but was able to 
speak at intervals. The doctors tried every 
means in their power to open her jaws to give 
her nourishment, but were unsuccessful. Then 
they performed an operation on her, making 
an incision into the esophagus, and endeav
ored to feed her in this way by a silver tube. 
Then they made the astonishing discovery 
that the stomach would not retain food, and 
that the alimentary canal as well as other in
testines was shriveling up and ossifying. 
Since that time, with the exception of fruit 
juice and a little saccharine food, the invalid 
has received no nourishment in this’way, and 
has only been persuaded to submit to injection 
by enemia at long intervals. After she recov
ered from her first trance, twenty-nine years 
ago, she is said to have astonished her attend
ants by her great powers of second sight. Ac
cording to her friends she correctly narrated 
incidents of minor importance which actually 
transpired hundreds of miles away, and she 
foretold tragedies and deaths which it is 
claimed afterward occurred precisely in the 
manner- that she described them. Among 
these is mentioned the great Brooklyn Theater 
fire. Her partial relief from the frequency of 
spasris and trances during the past seven 
years is said not to have blunted her powers 
of second sight, and it is claimed that she can 
foretell the coming of her doctor and other 
friends with a precision that is remarkable.

Having been a close student during her 
school days, she did not, like most young 
girls, spend time at embroidery and other 
fancy work, but during the past decade her 
paralyzed hands, without the. aid of eyesight, 
have turned out marvels of fancy work. She 
carried on a fancy goods store at 160 Gates 
avenue, Brooklyn, and stocked it not only 
with her handiwork, bnt also with all sorts of 

contrivances she had invented for the use of 
invalids to ease their sufferings. She knows 
and distinguishes colors just as though she 
had the most acute eyesight in the world, and 
stye therefore requires no. assistance in produc
ing color effects.

VICE-PRESIDENT OF A CORPORATION.
In her store, which she has now given up, 

were exhibited all sorts of articles for decora
tion. Without any knowledge of botany and 
the formation of leaves and flowers of different 
plants, she has executed wonderful pieces of 
wax. One of the claims made for her is that 
although totally blind, she would recognize the 
photographs of her friends and embroider 
frames for them.

About six years ago she became interested 
in the work of George F, Sargent, an inventor 
of surgical appliances, and it ended in his 
forming a corporation called the Sargent Man
ufacturing Company, and she was made vice
president and a director. She entered into 
the work heart and soul, and toiled probably 
harder than any other member of the concern. 
Mr. Sargent, in speaking about the matter, 
said:

“Miss Fancher is no figurehead in this 
thing, rb many assume. She is of incalculable 
assistance to me, and in my contrivances often 
suggests improvements in different articles, 
which proves that her mind is also of the in
j i

, t

ven tive kind.’’
All the meetings of the company were held 

in her darkened room and occasionally she 
herself would preside, with a display of parli
amentary knowledge that caused surprise to 
her hearers.

Why she does not waste away is the great 
question with medical science. Definite infor
mation in regard to her case and her actions 
is difficult to obtain. She is morbidly sensi
tive to the notoriety her condition has given 
her, and she fears reporters and strange doc
tors alike. No one in her house is allowed to 
talk to a stranger about her, and all the neigh
bors are reticent out of respect to her wishes. 
She has cautioned her physicians also, and 
they guard everything that transpires in her 
room with true professional secrecy. It has 
been learned, however, that Miss Fancher’s 
condition has not materially changed. The 
spasms are less frequent and she suffers less 
pain than of old. Rev. Dr. Duryea, of Brook
lyn, once said that her mind had been freed 
from the bondage of her physical pain and 
that was why she did not die. This has given 
rise to the question whether she will ever die. 
Over fifteen years ago she remarked, “Inas
much as there is nothing of me to die, I don’t 
see how I am going to die.”

Mollie Fancher has lived to see her friends, 
her doctors, and in fact even the pharmacists 
who, in the past, compounded prescriptions 
for her, die off. Years ago these physicians 
were cogitating among themselves what a post 
mortem examination of their patient would di
vulge, but they passed away and she still re
mains. Miss Fancher is supposedly inde
pendent as far as this world’s goods go. She 
now rests over the fancy goods store she once 
conducted, faithfully attended by her friends, 
who care for her tenderly.

The above, from the Chicago Herald, illus
trates one of the peculiarities of nature, in de
veloping the mediumistic powers of one who 
is entirely helpless, and who yet persists in 
living, while others, apparently healthy, pass 
on to the great beyond. She is a grand seer, 
and in every way a remarkable woman in her

Divine Wright,

The Advent of June.
Sweet and low the zephyrs blow 

Down in the field of wheat, 
Flecking the green shimmering blades 

With a glory all complete.
Lol from the vales and sunny dales 

Comes tripping June’s baby feet, 
With a radiant grace and winsome face, 

And a voice tremulous and sweet.
The night shades deep lull to sleep 

The meadows broad and green, 
^.nd luminous waves play bo-peep 

-Through a maze of silvery sheen, 
Bright the light that falls at night 

From the breath of amorous leaves, 
And soft and low, as a rivulet's flow, 

Is the thoughts she gently weaves.
I listen and lol my weight of woe 

Has been lifted from off my brow, 
As flashes the light on dimning sight 

By a hand we do not know, 
And above the boughs where the south wind 

soughs
Floats the strains of a hurdling’s song 

Proclaiming the morn. The earth is new
born.

Clod lifteth the shadows of wrong.
■—Bishop ¿. Beals.

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional", in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
for $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

MEDIUMSHIP.
How to Investigate Spiritualise^ 

or, Bules for the Spirit Circle. ”
The Spirit Circle is the assembling together of 

number of persons seeking communion with the splTtid 
who have passed from earjh to the world of souls. Th© 
chief advantage of fiUch an assembly Is the mutual in> 
partation and reception of the combined magnetisnw 

■ of the assemblage, xvbich form a force stronger tha* 
that of an Isolated subject—enabling spirits to com* 
mune with greater power and developing the latent 
gifts of mediumship. f

The first conditions to be observed relate to the pep» 
sons who compose the circle. These should be, as fa» 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, as positive ana 
negative; of moral characters, pure mluds, and no| 
marked by repulsive points of either physical or men« 
tai condition. No person suffering from disease, or of 
debilitated physique, should be present at any circle, 
unless it is formed expressly for healing purposes, t 
would recommend the number of the circle never to be 
less than three, or more than twelve. The best num- 
her is eight. No person of a strong positive tempera
ment should bo present, us any such magnetic sphere« 
emanating from the circle will overpower that of the 
spirits, who must always be positive in the circle in 
order to produce phenomena.

Never let the apartment bo over-heated, tbe roonj 
ehould be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion in the atmosphere, disturbs tha 
manifestations. A subdued light is the most favora
ble for spiritual magnetism.

I recommend the seance to be opened either with 
Erayer or a aong sung in chorus, after which subdued, 

armonlziug conversation is better than wearisome si
lence; but let tbe conversation be directed towards tbe 
purpose of the gathering, and never sink into discus
sion or rise to emphasis. Always have a pencil anff 
Faper on the table, avoid entering or quitting the room, 
rrelevant conversation, or disturbances witbin or 

without the circle after the seance has commenced.
Do not admit unpunctual coiners, nor suffer the air 

of the room tb be disturbed after the sitting commen
ces. Nothing but necessity, indisposition, or impres
sions, should warrant the disturbance of tbe sitting, 
WHipa should never exceed two hours, unless an 
extension of time be solicited by tbe Spirits.

Let the seance always extend to one hour, even if no 
results are obtained; it sometimes requires that time 
for spirits to form their battery. Let it be also remem
bered that circles are experimental, hence no one 
should be discouraged if phenomena are not produced 
at tbe first few sittings. Stay with the same circle for 
six sittings; If no phenomena are then produced you 
may be sure you are not assimilated to each other: lu 
that case, let the members meet with other persons 
until you succeed.

A well-developed test medium may sit without In
jury for any person, but a circle sitting for mutual de
velopment should never admit persons addicted to bad 
habits, strongly positive or dogmatical. A candid in-' 
qulring spirit is the only proper frame of mind in 
which to sit for phenomena, the delicate magnetism of 
which Is made or marred as much of mental as physi
cal conditions.

Impressions are tbe voices of spirits or the monitions 
of tbe spirit within us, and should always be followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong In act or word. At the 
opening of the circle, oue or .more are ofteu impressed 
to change seats with others. Oue or more are impressed 
to withdraw, or a feeling of repulsion makes it painful 
to remain. Let these Impressions be faithfully regard
ed, and pledge each other that no offence shall be taken 
by following Impressions,

If a strong Impression to write, apeak, sing, dance, 
or gesticulate possess any mind present, follow it out 
faithfully. It has a meanlug if you cannot at first rea
lize it. Never feel hurt in your own person, nor ridi
cule your neighbor for any failures to express or dis
cover the meaning of the spirit impressing you.

Spirit control is often deficient, and at first Imper
fect. By often yielding to it, your organism becomes 
more flexible, and tbe spirit more experienced; and 
practice in control Is necessary for spirits as well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drive them away, but always strive to ele
vate them, and treat them as you would mortals, un
der similar circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to "lying spirits," or deceiving mediums. 
Many mistakes occur in tbe communion of which you 
cannot always be aware.

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to bold sittings with the same parties for more 
than a twelvemonth. After that time, if not before, 
fresh elements of magnetism are essential. Some of 
the original circle should withdraw, and others take 
their places.

Never seek tbe spirit circle in a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only, have you cause to fear it.

Never permit any one to sit in circles who suffer 
from it in health or mind. Magnetism In tbe 
case of such persons la a drug, which operates perni
ciously, and should be carefully avoided.

Every seventh person can be n medium of some kind, 
and become developed through tbe judicious opera
tions of the spirit circle. When once mediums are 
fully developed, the circle sometimes becomes injuri
ous to them. When they feel tills to be the case, let 
none be offended if they withdraw, and only use their 
gifts in other times and places.

AH persons are subject to spirit Influence and guid
ance, but only one in seven can so externalize thia 
flower as to become what is called u medium; and let 
Lever be remembered that iraucespeakers, no lesa 

than mediums for any other gift, can never be Influ
enced by spirits far beyond their own normal capacity 
in the matter of the intelligence rendered, the mag
netism of Hie spirits being but a quickening fire, which 
Inspires the brain, and, like u hot-house process on 
plants, forces Into prominence latent powers of the 
mind, but creates nothing. Even tn the ease of merely 
automatic speakers, writers, nipping, and other forms 
of test mediumship, the Intelligence of the spirit li 
measurably shap/d by the capacity and Idlosyncraslet 
of the medium. All spirit power is limited tn oxpres 
slon by the organism through which it works, and 
spirits may control, inspire, and influence the human 
mind, but do not change or re-create it.—Emma Hab* 
dinge Britten.

The Other World and This.

' Hilliard, Oiiegun, June 28,1893.
Dn. Pisuc« k Son.—Gkmlkmen: X unt happy to in* 

form you that thu Truss I bought of you lust April hni 
^■completely cuatD me of a very severe case of iliTiiia, 
■from which I have suffered for oveh 18 yeahr. I was 
■rather fioepUcai about your Truss wheal bought it, aaj 
■hndtrlcdsovera! so-called HlustioTruf>e» without deri v- 
■lug My benefit from them; but after using your Trues for 
faihort time Iwas convinced that it was the best I ever 
had. as it was cpsy to wear, and seemed to stop the «ererej 
pains that often prostrated mo while wearing the old! 
Spring truascu; and uow, io spite of my scepticism. I ami 
Pkkfxctly Curio, and can work with the Trusaoiflf 
feel so disposed, but I still wear it loosely as it is notfl 
inconvenient. You may add tbo above to your other* 
testimonials. Gratefuliyyours, FRED. HANSEN.

O^Tho above cure was effected in less than thrrk^H 
uoNTUBTtMK.atatotal costof$!2. Thousands of simL^B 
lar curcshavo been made for fromflOto $loeach> 
tabljshcd JB7L Call or «end So for free 
No. 1. Adama Magnetic Elastic Trussj^H 
Company, N. W. corner Kearny andj^^H 
«Mramcuto streets. Sw Francisco, Cal.

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

'RUPTURE OURËDJ 
“ FOR TWELVE DOLLARS.

DY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK H 
I_J largely a record of the facts and deinonatrationi 
which the author has seen, beard of or presented la 
bls own experiments. The history of the various 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly slated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Imereti and value of the 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to tha 
student. The work is a handsome, volume of 300 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, $2.00, For sale at 
the office of The Progressive Thinker.

HYPNOTISM;
Its Facts, Theories and Related 

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

TH THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
1 Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D., in the thirty-nine 
chapters discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand* 
point. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 
both In matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capabtty of thought expression. The subjects aro 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist’s 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek* 
Ing Information concerning BplnuaHsm and its teach* 
Ings.

For sale at this office. Price, $1.50.

spHE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
J Death and 1u Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic Idea 

of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. Price, 1) 
cents.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS
OFPSYCHIC -^SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttle, essays to utilize and 
explain the vast array of facts In Its field of research, 
which hitherto have bad no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a,common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and.the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and its Results; What is 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Drcams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an 'Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, in the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be. granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mina Cure; Christian Science: Metaphysics— 
tbeir Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light,

It Is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 258 
pages. Sent, post paid, M .25.

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late tbe phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from tbe best thinkers and critics. It Is a rade mecum, 
aud answers about any question which may arise la 
tbe minds of the Investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For axle at this office.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

DE LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MANY 
ID have read th!« book, many have re-read IL 
and many other« ought to read It. It should be read 
by every man and woman In the land. Asa story It Is 
finely written,and teems with Interest, and at the same 
time It educates, elevates and inspires. It shows tbe 
Injustices to which womenare subjected fn the pres
ent status of society—the Inequalities tn tbe measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of the 
samemoral quality performed by men and women re
spectively. It shows the falsities rampant tn society 
In matters of moral and social Import, and tbe wrong« 
that flow therefrom to innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It contain^ fine likeness ot the author. 
Fine cloth, 290 pages. Price. S'-T•

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

-----OF-----

Biblical and ModernlSpirit- 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,” “Which," "Letters to Elder 

Mlles Grant,” "Both Sides,” "That Terrible
Question,” “Wolf In Sheep’s 

Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

This book Is what Its title Indicates—“The Question 
Bettlhd. au Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Splrl hem.” We give below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chapter:

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to the 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good hs that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate au 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought la 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with tbo 
Lend. Its Effect. Bibio Writers in Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Mln* 
Isler of his Immortality. Dying Minister In Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.-» 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. WbutGood has Bplr- 
itttSttein done. Opponents unfair. Immorality In the 
CfiUrches. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All aro 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tea» 
tlmouy ot Jeremiah.

Chapter III—Bible Doctrjne.of Angel Ministry.-i 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Tcrmi 
"Man” and "Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham. Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Mnnoah’s wife; is Introduced to Manoah. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Mau has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Con not 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Jian Double. Two Fathers. Two Source« 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus. •

Chapter V-Tho Birth of the Spirit.—AH Subjects 
Important. "Ye must be. born again." Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister's Opinion. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus’ Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of tha 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Blblo 
against U (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion of the Woman of Tckoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Aro Wo Infidels?—Rapfd^Growth of 
Spiritualism. The "Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors tn 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be
lieve Parts, and no one believes All, of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Bo* 
Hovers aro. The true Test. Works. The Commission. 
End of tbo World not yet. Jcwlsu and Christian age. 
Preaching. Baptism, and Sigua go together. Is Christ 
In the Church?

Chapter VII—Are Wo Deluded?--A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions, Order of Batteries. They 
fire Into each other. "Kettle Story.” Rcsultoftbo 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? Is it just 
to dawn the World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
doit? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning in a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not "down." "Old 
Bplitfoot."

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
Broves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to the

•cad for Knowledge. Law Indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated thia Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Lnw good In 
Its Place, and for Ite Time. Men inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite God. He Incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.OO. Sent Post-paid.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

■

OUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH* 
er tales and sketches. By a bend of spirit Intel
licences, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 

Bhelhamer. An excellent work. Price 41.25.
DIBLE MARVEL WORKERS^BY 

MJ Allen Putnam, A M. A marvelous book. Price 
15 cent».'
TJIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY 

JJ Grave«. It will wen p«y peruuL Price 11.75ROMANISM AND THE RE* PUBLIC.
A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OE 

Jrl his country should have at hand for consult*» 
tlon. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a most 
able woflC consisting of aDlscusslon of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Boman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, and 
may bo considered a mine of valuable Information foi 
every patriot in the land. Price «1. For sale at thlf 
•ffica. :

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN* 
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S

CLAIM TO.BE A DIVINE AND BE
NEFICENT INSTITUTION,^ 

AND REVEALING THE
ABUSESOFA UNION 

OF OHUBOH AND STATE.

185 FuU-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston,' with por
trait of Designer.

The IIlustmtfonB are classified as follows: 18 rep* 
rhsents Uncle Sam and the Priests; 2, The Church 
Robbing the People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, ¡Sabbath 
Laws; 14 Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
theChurch;6, TheChnrchand Thomas Paine: 4» Stud* 
les In Natural History: 2, The Bible and Science; 15, 
TheClergyand Tbeir Flocks; J, Piety In Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
Bls Works; 2. Prayer; 10. TheCreeds;2, Christians and 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; l.Tbe Lord's Instrumenls; 25. Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results: 1» Tbff Church and 
Slavery; 2» Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Church: 2, Church’s Idea of Civilization; 1, The Uses 
of theCrou;4, Unkind Reflections on the Church;I, 
Persecutions of the Church; 12, Some Allegoric«’ 
8, Heaven; 6;HelI;7, Miscellaneous. Price $2.

For Salo at this office.
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on
Or a dry wheel grate on an axletree, 
And that would set my teeth nothing

men attend,
And sometimes not, our life steals to 

end."
“Life is as tedious as a twice-told tale, 
Vexing the dull ear of a drowsy man. ”

A Heavenly Shakespeare Perhaps Did 
’ the Work After All. '

r~7‘ h

IRA GALE TOMPKINS
He Takes Up His Pen in Defense 

of Shakespeare

And Illustrates the Power Behind the 
Throne.

To thb Editor:—In The Progressive 
IsiNKEBof June 2d, under the caption of 
“Bacon-Shakespeare" appears an article, 
wherein among bristling adjectives, “dazzling 
luminaries," and much other bombastic and 
“highfaluting" language generally—the old, 
exploded myth of the Bacon cipher story is 
sought to be revived. Aad this time the au

' thor.as this article or advertisement sets forth, 
is the learned and erudite Dr. Owen—who
ever he may be.

When the theory here advanced was first 
sprung upon the world by the poor unfortu
nate Ophelia—I mean Delia Bacon—it fur
nished food for such speculative minds as 
Judge Holmes, Appleton Morgan, and some 
others who wished to exercise their lawyer-like 
propensities upon it, and finally culminated in 
that mysterious cipher business of Ignatius 
Donnelly, which he gave to the world in a 
book which he called the “Great Cryptogram.” 
It should by rights have been called “The 
Great Orib-togram;” as it seems to have been 
a bungling and absurd though abortive at
tempt to steal Shakespeare. Numbers of 
people who undertook to decipher this mys- 

। terious cipher were nearly driven to the verge 
of lunacy, and those who tried to wade through 
its mysteries were more hopelessly bewildered 
than ever were the Egyptians in their fog; 
and after the first curiosity of those interested 
in the theme wi$ gratified, it fell as fiat, stale 
and unprofitable upon the literary world as a 

■ last year's bird's best, and met a similar fate; 
as undoubtedly will other fads having a simi
lar pretense.

Think of the probability for a moment—or 
even the possibility—that the brain from 
which sprang the conception and birth of 
Hamlet, Ijke Minerva froin the brow of Jove— 
the incarnation of wisdom and the exponent 
of the most profound and subtle thought— 
should, in the ardor of composition, have 
deliberately added up his words in order to 
form a canceled cipher that possibly might be 
revealed to some future Donnelly or Owen 
three hundred years hence, and thereby solve 
to the world the conundrum of the author
ship of the plays.

The whole thing seems too absurd and ri
diculous for any serious criticism. But leav
ing entirely out of the question the reference 
to “dazzling luminaries” and “unlettered deer
stalkers," I would like through the medium of 
your valuable paper to discuss this imperial 
theme briefly entirely from a logical, intellec
tual and spiritual standpoint, and principally 
from the internal evidence that the theme 
itself furnishes.

Bacon lived in the world of facts;—he was 
of the earth, earthy. Shakespeare lived in 
imagination's golden realm. Bacon’s mind 
was a storehouse of learning. Shakespeare, 
tho’ he had not the erudition of the schools, 
had something vastly greater than learning— 
intuition, inspiration, genius, Carlisle says: 
“Novum Organum,” and all the intellect you 
will find in Bacon is quite of a secondary or
der, earthly, material, poor in comparison to 
that of Shakespeare. And that great critic, 
commentator and lecturer, Prof. Hudson, also 
says: “Bacon's mind, great as it was, might 
have been out out of Shakespeare's without 
being missed. ”

One of the strongest arguments that the 
advocates of the Bacon theory advance, is 
that Bacon was a learned man and that Shake
speare was not; and here they have sub
orned.’ their own witness against themselves, 
as it is very evident to any formal capacity 
that Shakespeare was no scholar in the tech
nical sense of the word; as his plays are full 
of anachronisms, inaccuracies and mistakes in 
grammar, rhetoric, history and geography, 
that no scholar like Bacon would have been 
guilty of. Victor Hugo says in license and 
audacity of language, Shakespeare equals 
Rabelais; and the Critic Craik also says: 
‘ ‘These audacities of language are the very 
soul of poetry.” Prof. Hudson therefore 
justly observes: “The author of Shakespeare’s 
plays, whoever he may have been, was not an 
educated man; he had something vastly 
greater than learning, but he certainly had not 
that”

The difference between Bacon and Shake
speare is the difference there is between a 
man of learning and a man of genius. “The 
man of genius, or the man of imagination”— 
says the eloquent Ingersoll in speaking of 
Shakespeare—“having seen a leaf and a drop 
of water, can construct the forest, the rivers 
and the seas. In his presence all the cataracts 
ft”'<nd foam, the mists rise, and the clouds 
form and float. To really know one fact is 
tu auow its kindred and its neighbors..............
The imagination hath a stage within the 
brain wherein be sets all scenes that lie be
tween the morn of laughter and the night of 
tears; where his players body forth the false 
and true, the joys and griefs, the careless 
shallows and the tragic deeps of every life. ”

Bacon and Shakespeare had many thoughts 
in common, but they were not peculiar to 
them individually, but were the common prop
erty of the world of thought at that time and 
iniongages before. Voltaire says: “I will 
defy you to find in any book, in any poet, a 
fine thing that is not an image or antithesis:"

“The world is full of glorious likenesses;
The poet power is to sort these out
And to make music with the common strings 
With which the world is strung. ”

Aiid Shakespeare also sayB:
“To.me are nothing novel; nothing strange; 
They are but dressings of a former sight" 
The crude ore of Bacon’s thoughts and facts 

becomes, ih the alembic of Shakespeare’s gen
i if*. pure and sparkling gold; but Bacon’s
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thoughts were not expressed in Shakespeare's 
language and could not be by him. As 
Dame Quickly says: “Hanghog may be the 
latin for bacon, but Bacon is not the Eng
lish for Shakespeare." The true poet clothes 
his thought in garments of grace—

“Not of common tiffany or lawn,
But of ¿ne materials which the muses know, 
And only know the countries where they 

grow"—
In the sense that Shakespeare was, or per

haps in any other, Bacon was no more of a 
poet than a sheep is a go-at. The only poetry 
that he was ever known to have written—if it 
is lawful to dignify it with the name of poetry 
—is a translation or paraphrase of the Psalms. 
And right here in this connection is a crucial 
test that settles the whole business of the au
thorship of Shakespeare’s plays. , .

Before adducing it I wish to call attention 
to a brief extract from an excellent article 
on “Genius" intheJ^orth American Review: 
“In the nature of things men of genius are 
incomprehensible to the ordinary mind, in 
exactly the direction and measure in which 
their gifts and powers excel those of the rest 
of mankind. Nor can genius of one descrip
tion appreciate other genius unless it be of a 
kindred nature. To Carlyle, Lizst was a fool. 
An Edison cannot view an Emerson with 
clearer ken than an ordinary mind. Grant 
might know Napoleon, but neither of them 
can comprehend or grasp a Shakespeare."

The point that I wished to illustrate by this 
quotation is that it is necessary for one to be 
endowed in some degree with that “fine in
stinct cal&d poetic sense"—as Oliver Wendell 
Holmessays: “Before he or she can he con
sidered as good judges of poetry." And now 
we come to the test, which is to take a sample 
of Bacon’s paraphrase of the Psalms and con
trast it with the same thing in Shakespeare. 
David’s Psalms are noted for their epigram
matic brevity; but here they cannot excelShake- 
speare. When he borrows from another au
thor he generally adds something in thought 
or imagery, or both, at the same time con
densing it. As the eloquent Ingersoll says: 
“Heis the master of expression and com
pression. " In the portion of the Psalm quot
ed, and in the context following, the thought 
is continued in giving the allotted age of man, 
and that in adding to our years we are only 
adding to them labor and sorrow. This occu
pies about six lines in the Bible. Shakespeare 
condenses the spirit of the whole thing in the 
two lines here given.

Life is compared to an oft-repeated tale, to 
which Shakespeare has added, as in the con
text, the elements of tediousness and vexation, 
the natural result of hearing an old story re
hearsed.

Here follows the original portion of the 
xeth Psalm, after which is Bacon’s paraphrase 
followed by that of Shakespeare’s:

“We spend our years as a tale that is told. ’’ 
“As a tale that is told, which sometimes

The reader will observe that there is poetry 
in David's Psalm, and in Shakespeare’s para
phrase. Now, could any sane man conceive 
that these two couplets were written by one 
and the same hand? “Could you on this fair 
mountain leave to feed and fatten on this 
moor?"

Notice the striking image conveyed in 
Shakespeare’s verse, which reflects a perfect 
and Instantaneous impression upon the retina 
of the mind's eye; and also observe the 
smooth and limpid flow of the verse in conso
nance with the idea expressed, and then con
trast this pellucid gem with the bungling,con
struction of Bacon’s lines, which are utterly 
devoid of harmony, and are what Shakespeare 
would call “the very false gallop of verse”— 
“Worse than the forced gate of a shuffling

nag.”
As Shakespeare again says; “These lines 

neither savour of poetry, wit nor invention”— 
and are worse than a twice-told tale, and 
would vex the ear of any man—that is, if he 
had the least particle of poetry in him.

As an author again says:
“I had rather hear a brazen caustick turn,

edge,—
Nothing so much as mincing poetry," 

or machine poetry.
To read Bacon's poetry would be, as Silas 

Weggs says: “Too great a strain on the intel
lect.”

“Oh, he is as tedious 
As a tired horse—a railing wife; 
Worse than a smoky house. ” 

A similar parallel passage to Shakespeare’s 
illustrating his peculiar style of versification 
occurs in Henry V. in the lines: 
“What rein can hold licentious Wickedness, 
When down the hill he holds his fierce career." 

Here we have the melodious flow—the 
“golden cadence” of poetry, that charms the 
ear at the same time it impresses the sense 
upon them.

In further illustration of the point here 
made may be cited Addison's beautiful para
phrase of the xixth Psalm, a specimen of high
grade verse that lives to-day in the mouths of 
all school children, while Bacon's doggerel 
has been dead, buried and forgotten for three 
centuries. ,

David’s Psalm is the compact and perfect 
rose with all the elements of beauty and fra
grance within it; Addison’s paraphrase is the 
rose fully blossomed out with all its brilliant 
petals expanded to the sun, while it spills its 
balmy fragrance on the air in mellifluous verse.

An allusion is made in the article referred 
to to the illegible scrawl of Shakespeare’s au
tograph. Let the learned student compare it 
with those of Charles Dickens, Alfred Tenny
son, Henry Irving, as well as many» other 
names distinguished in literature, and see 
which is the most illegible. \ _

It would require too much time and. Space 
to do justice to this imperial theme, and I will 

refer to but one more phase of this wonderful 
authorship; and that is one I am sure-that 
will be fully appreciated by all Spiritualists.

Allowing Shakespeare’s great genius,: it 
seems something extraordinary that one mor
tal man should have been able to produce in 
his brief lifetime all of those sublime works 
that bear his name, without someextraordinary 
help.. What, then, is the'secret of this mar
velous authorship?

We are forced to the irresistible conclusion 
that there was, as there frequently has been, 
and is to-day—“A power behind the throne." 
The great historian, Hallam, probably struck 
the key-note of this mystery, when he ®sid: 
“If there was an earthly Shakespeare, as I 
strongly suspect, there was also a heavenly 
one, and it is of him that we desire to learn 
more."

Pope’s lines which Bay that:
“Man who here seems principal alone, 
Perhaps acts second to some sphere unknown, 
Touches some wheel, or verges to pome good, 
'Tia but a port we Bee and not a whole,” 
probably convey a profound truth, rind'man 
in his individual life and character may fre
quently be supposed but a pole and shadowy 
reflex of the bright angel that hovers above 
him, and he— .

“Like an arch reverberates 
That voice again: or like a gate of atedl 
Fronting the sun, receives and renders back 
His figure and his heat." , 
Shakespeare the successful business man-, 

ager was an entirely different man from Shake
speare, the inspired poet. When the unscru
pulous Arthur Murry was asked his opinion 
of the great Garrick, he replied:

“Why, sir, off from the stage he-was a 
mean, sneakiqg'fellow—but on the stage— 
(throwing up his hands) bh, my great God!”

What js that subtle and mysterious éssénce 
called thought? Is it evolved from the brain 
like electricity from the dynamo? Was it 
Shakespeare’s brain entirely independent and 
self-acting that enabled him to

“Know almost every grain of Plutos’ gold;
Find bottom in uncomprehensive deeps,

. Keep pace with thought, and almost like the 
gods .

To thoughts unveil in their dumb cradles?"
If poets are entirely independent and self

acting, how is it that they can not write as 
well at one time as another? But no, they 
must wait for conditions for the divine afflatus 
—the holy fire—as is well expressed by Rob
ert Herrick:

“ ’Tis not every day that I 
Fitted am to prophecy; ; \ 
No: but when the spirit fills '■ .
The fantastic pinnacles, 
Full of fire then I write „ 
As the god-head doth Indite. ” .

“If there is a power," as poet Taiford Bays, 
“Beyond us, that breathes thro' all its, forms 
The spirit of the beautiful that lives ‘

In earth and heaven," ... .
some such power it was that inspired our 
divine Shakespeare—“God's glowworm!'—to 
write as he did. As say the sonnets: bm 
“His nature was subdued to what it «worked 

in— • ■
Like the dyer’s hand.” ”

That marvelous genius Viator HugasayS: 
‘ ‘God creates by intuition; mon by inspiration. 
This second creation, which »nothing else but 
divine action carried out by man, is ^called 
genius. It is the God within the man, and 
man is his mouthpiece. ”

Perhaps one may gather something pertain
ing to this great mystery in Shakespeare’s 
mysterious sonnets. «; f

How should one interpret this: : 9'. , 
“Your name from hence immortal life shall 

have,
Tho’ I once dead to all the world must die, 

The earth can yield me but a common grave, 
While you entombed in men's eyes shall lie.

Your monument shall be my gentle verse, 
Which eyes not yet created shall o’erread,

And tongues to be, your being shall rehearse, 
When all the breathers of this world are 

dead.” ■' ,
Whose name? The mysterious person to 

whom these sonnets are supposed to be ad
dressed it is even hard to guess at; but when 
they are apparently dictated to and addressed 
to Shakespeare himself they become prophecy 
indeed. -

If Shakespeare is not the real author, the 
legitimate father of all this wealth of thought 
and words^he is at least their godfather, as 
it was through his means and instrumentality 
that they were given to the world. ;

Therefore Shakespeare, in thine own lan
guage: .

“We thank heaven and thee
He was the author—thou the instrument” 
It is our greatest consolation to know that 

this wealth can never be taken from us;, and 
Shakespeare, though these, thine actors, as 
you foretold us, are all spirits and are melted 
into thin air—and though ;
“The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeoqs pal

aces. ' ,
The solemn temples, the great globe itself,— 
Yea, all which in it inherit should dissolve,” 
and like the baseless fabric of a vision/ or the 
insubstantial pageant of a dream, leave not a 
rack behind, yet shall these thine immortal 
children yet live, as long as thought itself ex
ists, and in their brightradiance and collateral 
light shall we be confronted^
“So long as men can breathe, or eyes .can see, 
Sojong lives this and this gives light to thee.”

' —(Bonnets.
' Ira Gale Tompkins.

- - nr ~ / - - •
The Progressive Thinker .

Spiritualiste, The Progressive Thinker 
leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, I11-» tiy .the paper fori three 
months. . ■ . ... ..

Th? Spiritual Alps', and How'We Ascend 
Them,. By Moses Hull.' . A beautiful i essay 
in tite line, of refined spiritual thought? and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; doth, 60 cts.

The; Preacher’s Vacation.
The old man went to meetin’, for the day was 

bright and fair, ...
Though' his limbs were very totterin’, and 

. 'twas hard to travel there;
But he hungered for the Gospel, as he trudged 

the weary way ? •
On the road so rough and dusty, 'neath the 
_ summer’s burning ray..
By-and-by he reached the building, to his soul 

aholy place; . .
Then he paused, and wiped the swéat-drops 

off his ,thin and wrinkled face, .
But he looked around bewildered, for the old 

bell did not toll; .
And the doors were shut and bolted, and ,he 

did not see a soul. .
So he leaned upon his crutches, and he Baid; 

“What does it mean?” ■
And he looked this way and that, till it seemed 

almost a dream;
He had walked the dusty highway, and he 

breathed a heavy sigh— ■ !
Just once more to go to meetin’, ere the sum

moos came to die.
But he Saw a little notice, tacked upon the 

meetin' door,
Bo he limped along to read it, .and he read it 

o’er and o’er.
Then he wiped his dusty glasses, and he read 

it o'er again,
Till his limbs began to tremble and his eyes 

began to pain.
Ab theold man read the notice, how it made 

his spirit burn I
“Pastor absent on vacation—church dosed till 

. * his return. ” ’
Then he staggered slowly backward, and he 

sat him down to think, 
For his soul was stirred within him, till hé 

thought his heart would sink.
Bo he mused and wondered, to himself solilo

quized—
“I’ve lived to almost eighty, and was never so 

surprised
As I read that oddest notice, stickin’ on the 

. meetin' door, <
•Pastor on vacation’—never heard the like be

fore. .
“Why, when I first jined the meetin’, very 
, many years ago,

Preachers traveled on the circuit, in the heat 
and through the snow;

If they got their clothes and wittals (’twas but 
, little cash they got), 
They said nothing 'bout vacation, but.were 

happy in their lot.
“Would the farmer leave his cattle, or the 

shepherd leave his sheep?
Who would give them care and shelter, or 

provide them food to eat?
Bo it strikes me very sing'lar when a man of 

holy hands
Thinks he needs to have vacation, and forsakes 

his tender lambs.
“Did St. Paul get such a notion? did a Wes

ley or a Knox?
Did they in the heat of suminer1 turn away 

their needy flocks?
Did they shut their meetin’ house just to go 

and lounge about? .
Why, they knew that if they did, Seitan cer

tainly would shout. '
“Do the taverns close their doors, just to take 

. ^ little rest? ; .
Why, ’twould be the height of nonsense, for 

their trade would be distressed.
Did you ever know it happen, or hear anybody 

tell.
Satan takin’ a vacation, shujttin' up the doom 

of hell? '
“And shall preachers of the Gospel pack 

. their trunks and go away, .
Leaving saints and dying sinners to get along 

as best they may?
Are the souls of saints and sinners valued less 

than sellin’ beer? .
Or do preachers tire, quicker than the rest of 

mortals here? ’
“Why it is I cannot answer, but my feelings 

they are stirred; . .
Here I’ve dragged my totterin’ footsteps for 

to hear the .Gospel word,
But the preacher is a travelin’ and the meetin’ 

house is closed; '
I confess it’s very tryin’; hard, indeed, to 

keep composed. • ’
“Tell me, when I tread the valley, and go up 

the shinin’ height,
Will I hear no angels singin'—will I see no 

gleamin’ light?’
Will the golden harps be silent? Will I meet 

no welcome there? •
Why, the'thought is most distressing would 

be more than I could bear.
“Tell me, when I reach the city over On the 

other shore, ‘.
Will I . find a little notice tacked upon the 

'golden door ‘ •
Tellin’me, 'mid dreadful silence, writ in words 

that out and burn— '
‘Jesus absent*on vacation, heaven clpsed ’till 

His retumt’ ’’ ’
. ■....

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents.

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P 
Sinnett. Considered theoretically, philosoph 
ically and theosophically. Price tl.25.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
totl, cloth. ,

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull. Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1.

The Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. Bÿ Atigusta W. Fletcher, 
M. D.J /An excellent work. ..Price_$l,50.'

A Bex, Revolution, by r.Louis Waisbrooker 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

■MWIIIfflll'
K«vclutl0u »t tbe Nine, 

teenth Cfeutury. Mo.t important 
' IMsdasnres Couceruiug tho

. 'TrueOrigin of (Rirl.tlanity. '
'< «.• 7h’’ remar'<?N« wk unfolds the heretofore.

bidden piysteries Concerning the origin and 
promulgation of Christianity. I t.appekrs through 
the testimony given from occuft sources, that 
ihft life and teachings of Apdilonius of Tyan*

L were.utilized,as * basis upon which’ to formu- 
lute the Christian religion. Even the name 
JeSus Christ Seems to be of heathen origin, and 
to have been coined from , the names of the 

; gods Hesui and Kristos or Christos. Hesus 
was the name of a god of the Celtic Druids, 
Kristos was the Greek name of the Hindoo 
god Chnshna, Through the efforts of Con
stantine at the Council of Nice, the leaders of 
both these religious sects were brought together 
and induced to combine their respective reli
gions, end whereas one sect had worshipped the 
god Hesus, and the other Kristos, they agreed 
IQ merge the two gods into one who should ba

• called Hesus Kristos, it is claiipedthat the 
name Jesus Christ originated in tills Combina
tion as • necessary factor in the formation ol

■ Christianity, and to this assumed character was 
given the credit of the life and teachings of 
Apollonius of Tyana, while his namav w»p 
suppressed.» We are told in this volume where 
the early Christians found the myths and rites 
which they adopted and relabeled,and by com
bining them with the teachings of the great sago 
and philosopher Apollonius of Tyana, they 

■ formed the religious system that tho Western 
world now knows as Christianity! and it is 
further shown that down through tho centuries, 

’ beginning with the so-called Christian era, 
there has been an established systqn for 
the. destruction of ell literature which an
tagonized the interest« of the religious bigots 
who were in power, they having nad almost 
the entire control of all literature and his
torical records for many centuries; therefore 

■ having, the power, they changed, suppressed, or 
destroyed as best suited thefr purpose.'-'An
tiquity unveiled gives ample proof of the 
mutilation .and destruction of the valuable 
historical records of the past, by interpolation, 
elimination, repunctualion and cremation, all 

. to rpisure the success of a religious system 
resting largely upon the vagaries and mythical 
teachings extracted from Pagan mythology. It 
has long been known to analytical minds that 
Christianity was plagiarized from other reli
gions which existed before its advent; but no 
one could have conceived of the deeply 
laid plans of a self constituted priesthood 
to thus deceive tbe world, by gathering tho 
fragments of the more ancient religious 
systems and combining them into a new system 
which was foisted upon the people as not only 
original but divinely inspired. How and why 
this scheme war cairied out is fully explained 
in Antiquity Unveiled, by those who lived 
at aad subsequent to the period of the Christian

. er*. The light they bring includes not only 
what they acquired in earth life, but also the 
clearer knowledge gained in spirit life.?* No 
scholar living on earth at the present time, how
ever learned, unaided by spirit intelligence, 
could thus have laid bare the facts concerning 
the world's religious history, especially that 
which pertains to Christianity. The startling 
revelations found in this work were mostly from 
the learned men of their time, rulers, prophets 
and historians. They step to the front in the 
nineteenth century to point out the criminal 
errors enacted by priesthood for selfish ends. 
In doing this they have fearlessly laid bare the 
vandalism which prompted the bigots to muti
late the literature of past centuries, and destroy 
libraries of unspeakable value to the world. 
This was done because they contained historical 
truths that were inimical to the dogmatic reli
gious system that was to be established. In„ 
reading this work it is easy to understand why 
such minds as Profs. Briggs and Smith, as well 

’ as many other eminent scholars who have the 
courage to.publicly express,not only their con
victions, but the result of their researches in 
Biblical history, are drawing away from the 
old lines of absolutism touching the Bible doc
trines of Christianity. Every sludent and every 
thinker should read this work. In fact all 
should read it who «re looking for truth upon 
this most important question, viz : Is Christi- 
*nity a divinely inspired religion, or is it the 
offspring of more ancient religions ? ■.

' Price, Postage 1R Cent*. f

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD ;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

JJY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
JD ft. novel written with a purpose,- and that 
purpose Is not merely to enable an. unthinking, Idie 

. mind to while away toe time in a alate of Idle blesscd- 
ness. devoid of earnest thought or care Ton-either 
i^lf-tmprovement or tho good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, fur mother: and 
.those who afe to no mother«; a ad secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being>nd happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tfio child of proper surroundings and Inflib 
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
tn modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos« 
Ing society as a whole. The book is trenchant, Instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
M ft novel, and to especially commended to‘"women 
everywhere,’.’ tu whom It la dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced, It contains a fine likcnCM ot 
the author, it contains 845 pages, neatly bound U 
cloth, Price by mall, prepaid, <1.25.

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINA TING F OMANCE OB 

a! two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cents; cloth, »1.00. Books like “The Dream 
ChlM“*«pur humanity on io make more and more de
mand! of this nature, and win open up new height* 

‘ „and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Eija Wbeqler Wil
cox. Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer*» 
“Zanonl” and the “Berapnlta” of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital,”Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of-other thóügbt!, 
until reluctantly the render closes the last page.— 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times" • '

SOMETHING USEFUL. 
f\UT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE.. 
v/Light. Dy Samuel Bowles; Mri; Carrie E.' S. 
Twtng, medium. This little book will be read with 
Intense interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles* 
Interviews with the inhabitant! of the Hells of Spirit
life—a dreadful, but Apparently true report of the 
suffering snd wrath of tbo millions who have gone
from earth-life with the damnln? effects ot debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and' 
V«8live». Thobooktsmado upotfifteen chapters. 
Borno of the titles of the chapter» are. as follows: 
TbeShbereeof Insnrrectlonlsis find Prbstitiit&s—Tb» 
Borne of Corrupt Politician»-:Abode of Spirit» wbi 
plot to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—The War Department in 
the Hells of Splrit-llfo—Unhappy MaErrages ere pro
tooted by tbe low spirits in the match-meklDg*be]l of ' 
Bpirit-llfe—Tbe Negro Bcll-Tbc Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—The JIcIL for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and mediums—Into tbe Light. Tbe Redeemed Prince.

!

An Indian Camp-fire-A Negro prayermeeting lath» 
light. An Adventist looking tor the end. The Spirit» 
usi Congress. Price,25 cent«.

The Coming American Civil War.
rT'HIS BOOK. B Y BURTON. AMRS 
1 HxnwiKOTOs,.i".written )n tlip intercBt of bn- 

m«nlty, of liberty, endoi patrlotl.m-a book Written 
for tho pnrposo of calling attention to tbe deadly 
dangers that beset us on .every side, end mote espe. 
duly to the hostile attitude and tbe Insidious wiles of 
*n ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics. Washington's words of warning, 
Lincoln's spprobcnslon end the prophecy of General 
Grant are all included tn the „roliimo. Archbishop 
Kyan, of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon aald: "Tbs 
church tolerates heretics where she la obliged to do 
80. but she hates them with <t deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annlbllato them. Our enettue. 
knowhoi’Shc treated heretics lu thcMlddle Ages, and 
how abe treat« them today;where ehp. has .the power. , 
we no more think ot denying these histone facts than- 
we do of blaming the limy Ghost nnH tho irrincc« of 
the Church tot'ffhht they have thought nt? an.' i 
Urcrv one should read thia work. Paper, JIn pages. ,

will be sent, postpaid, for Dfty cents, cur sale rl 
Ihfftffl«. -

GLEANIN55
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work'la on« that ever/ one »hould read. It 

teem« throughout with rare geineotthougbt. practical 
M well aa protouud. There ft aunshtuo and beauty In 
every sentence uttered. The work ft dedicated to th« I 
»utbor1» favorite elster, barah French Fart.now pueed 
(oeplrlpllft.. Hudson.Tuttle, of BerlinHel.ghU. Obto, 
give« tn Interesting sketch ot the author’« Ute.

, ■ CONTENTS: ' .
Dedication. ■
Sketch ofthe Ufo A. B» French«
William. Denton.
Legends of tjje Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.

*

The Power and Permanency of 
Ideas.

The Unknown.
Probability of a future Life.
Anniversary Address. .
The Egotism ot Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

THE GOSPELOF NATURE)
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK/
J • ----- — I*. \

This work is by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, as&lsted 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore it hwUeu told 
»£ but the price now has been reduced to »1. It Ik a 
book that will interest and instruct. It contalui 480 
pages, and to full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work Isa 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progrcwlont Inker* 
ent in Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Panicle» are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality/ 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Splritu-« 
a) Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Blogroll 
pby; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc. ’

The author says: “Each Indlvidaal partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that to all they can poislbly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or puplL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and a our* 
ishmeptof which I individually partake and dl&est. 
My soul must expand by virtue of tbe soul essence 
which I Individually gather and comprehend or digest.*] 
l*or sale at this office.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of The Pbogrrbbivb Thinkeb vlllr* 
member the Biory under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published In Its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
in book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages, in style and form like the 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart," with a finely*engr<red 
likeness of the author on the cover. The acenes ot the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented In the 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of the Sage; Home of tllb Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hadee; Cbrlstuiastlde In the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstinostlde and the Gulden Gate; The un
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; Tho Society Again Visits 
Earth; Tho Forsaken and Despised; Plscueskm; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Bennion in the Spirlt-worldj 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Bage.

It is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; ft 
book In which tho investigator will find answers to 
ever-recorrlng questions; a book which will interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper is &0 cents; muslin 01; postpaid»

JOYS

Beyond tee Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from tho French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was writen to 

develop the idea of the principle of tbe permanence 
of the human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whoso successive links are 
unrolled in the bosom of ctherial space. “Bbvond 
tuk Threshold" continues on the same Unes en
larging and expanding tbe idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that tb(. certainty of a new birth beyond uur 
earthly end to the best means of arming ourselves 
sgaiust all weakness in tbo prciencc of death, and 
that tbe help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligious. From beginning to end it Is Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
ono accepts It all or not, much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed m its perusal. Price 11,25.

JT

'

Woman, Church and State,
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Berninis» 

. cences of the Matrl- 
archate.

jb

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

rpHE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE 1!^ 
J. formation succinctly and clearly stated In 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing. The title« at above 
given, fails to convey an Idea of the fulness and com« 
pletencBs with which the subjects are treated. The 
Matriarcbftte, or Mother-rule, is the tbemp of the first 
chapter. In which much loro, quaint, queer and durb ' 
ous, is brought to view In elucidation of the subject* 
This it followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, ■Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman&M 
Work. The Church uf To-day. Past, Present, Futurei 
and there is not a chapter In the book that Is not 
handled In a masterly manner, and that for quantity, 
and quality of information, la not worth the füll price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regretbuyinglt; Illa ft val
uable addition to tbe library of any free and truth-IoV- 
Ing-mlnd. .

Price, $2.00. For sale at thl*
office.

SOMETHING GOOD.
T/IE WS OF 0 UR HE A VENL YHOME. 
V A Sequel to“ A Stellar Key.” Illustrated. This 

Work is not merely descriptive of what the author call! 
the “ Summer-Land,” but it Is illustrated with dia
grams of celestial objects auG views of different por
tions of the Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only the 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing instrument of higher and 
Stronger power. Contents: statemenu In regard te 
MIndividual occupation,” “progress after death,” 
“ eating and brcatllng in tbe spirlt-Ilfe,” “dfsappeaft 
ance of the bodily ergs'« at death,” “domestic enjoy« 
meats and true conjuga. ^alons,” “origin of the doe- 
trine of the devil,” etc Cloth 75 cents. PoRagt 
t centB. For sole at thU««flc-3.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OB “COMMON SENSER 

jfì ** Right! of Mau.” *’Age of Reason," etc., wittf 
órltlcM and explanatory observation! of hie writing!, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tbe exact truth 
regard to this most abused patriot and religioni rd« 
former should read this volume. Frlco M. Fostoffi 
10 cents. For sale at this office

HOW TO MESMERIZE- 
cull and comprehensive in. 
C »traction« How. tc Mesmerize. Ancient nn ’. Mod. 
jrn Miracle» by Mesmerism. Also 1» Spiritualism’ 
Pro«? By Prof. ,7. W. Cadwell. Ancient and modern 
miracle« are explained by mesmerism, and the book 
«nil be found highly Intercst'-.if to every Spkftnnilst, 
It lathe only worKever published giving full Inatrnc. 
Hon how to ineamerlzo, and the connection thia trbH.ue 
haa with Spiritualism. 11 ft pr-mouiwM by Alien P'it- 
oam andothcro. wn<> have read it. <v be ono >>i - id 
most interesting hooks over written. ta hff 
MW* For aala at thia offle».
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Claudius.
2481 Atlantic Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y,

THE ASCENDANCY OF THE SPIRITUAL 
OVER THE MATERIAL MAN.

Mr. Cole says: “Now the spirit is 
ready to speak and I will repeat what 
he says:”

MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES. OR HEARD CLAJRAUDIENTLY.

PHENOMENAL.
Through the Mediumship of 

George Cole.

• To the Editor:—The Martin Luther 
and Washington Irving communications 
published last week were written inside 
of sealed envelopes, the former in De
cember, 1893, arid the latter on the 12th 
of the current month.

I am honored with the acquaintance 
of a lady, many years a resident of 
Brooklyn, who is in frequent corre
spondence with spirit friends through 

‘the pi’oeess of independent spirit writ
ing (and through the medial instrumen
tality of Mr. Cole), to whom I was in
debted for the privilege of reading the 
original manuscripts of the Luther and 
Irving communications, I was granted 
the privilege of copying the same, and 
sending these eloquent and important 
spirit messages to The Progressive 
Thinker for publication.

The communication of Claudius, “the 
great Roman spirit,” as Prof. Kiddle 
calls him, was spoken at the Carrie 
Miller Circle on March 29th.

Concluding his address, Claudius says: 
'‘At no place or time is the ascendancy 
of the spiritual over the material man 
more manifest than when in harmonious 
company a spirit holds converse with 
his mortal friends.”

In those two words, "harmoniqps com
pany,” spoken in reference to spirit 
manifestations, spirit return and inter
course, there is a whole volume of mean
ing; and one result (such as is continu
ally transpiring .at the Carrie Miller 
Circle) is, that spirits come into our 
seance-room and with their own spirit 
hands write addresses of exceptional 
merit and importance, such as I am now 
sending you from Luther, Irving and

In the recommencement _ of your 
daughter’s seances, I deem it to be a 
distinguishing honor to be the spirit 
selected to make the opening address.

In order that I may speak intelligently 
it is necessary that I should have a sub
ject to discuss; and now, my charge. I 
leave the selection to yourself. (This 
call on me for a subject was wholly a 
surprise, and I gave the following: “The 
Ascendancy of the Spiritual Over the 
Material Man.”—(J. R. M.)

This is a subject which embraces a 
wide field of thought, so extensive, in
deed, that its limits would seem to be 
almost beyond the consideration which 
is commonly known to mortal man. The 
question is, what is the ascendancy of 
the spiritual above the mortal? I an
swer that it is thab intelligence, the 
principle of life, that actuating power 
by which all substances, including the 
mortal, are made subservient to the 
spiritual.

Observe that in the evolutionary pro
cess of life, the spiritual is constantly 
being removed from the material: the 
latter becomes inert, motionless, useless, 
and falls into rapid and disintegrating 
decay; hence tbe spiritual must be the 
ascendant element, since it is the prin
ciple of life by which all objects move 
and are moved, and have their being.

From the first creation of spiritual 
man, before even mortality was insti
tuted, there was an ascendency over all 
which the world contained; but those 
contents were not sufficient for spirits to 
develop matter and bring order out of 
chaos. Heqce the mortal frame was 
made or developed to be occupied by 
the spirit for the purpose of utilizing its 
various functions, as I have heretofore 
named.

■ Thus it will be observed, that every
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THB ' PROGRESSIVE ’ THINKER.—

tricdl wires have been possible.
GO ask the inanimate mortal form of 

your friend which lies in the tomb, and 
since her spirit has fled, that mortal 
form can neither: see, hear nor recog
nize, much less answer you. This ineon- 
testibly proves that spirit is life; that 
without spirit there can be no life in the 
sense of. vital functions, in the common 
acceptatibri’entertained by mortals.

Let those who believe in the vital 
functions Qf the material ask the rocks 
to fall and see if they will be obeyed or 
answered.” The spiritual is so much in 
ascendancy over the material, that 
without7 the power the latter is but 
inert, useless and dead matter.

Another name for the spirit is mind. 
Did any mortal ever imagine that mat
ter governed mind? or was subject 
thereto? I trust not; even the infant 
in the cradle demonstrates the superior
ity of mind over matter. It is not the 
form so' much that attracts the child, 
but it is the life, the soul, the intelli
gence, the spirit, which flashes through 
the mother’s eyes.

When the globe was formed, during 
its first period of a million years all was 
void' and darkness and unfitted for the 
habitation of even the mortal man, 
though dominated by the spiritual. At 
that period, eould a mortal of the nine
teenth century be retrograded so far 
back, and in such condition, so that the 
contrast with the ages would be appar-, 
ent, he would immediately exclaim that 
this was not the same world at all, but 
that he had been translated to some 
other sphere or planet; but the truth is, 
the world has not changed, but its con
ditions have.

Now the question arises, to what are 
we to attribute the great change? Is it 
to the material man who cannot of him
self raise a finger, or is it to the spirit-' 
ual man who has made it possible for 
people on one side of the earth to talk 
with the other? ,

I trust, from the remarks I have thus 
made,the reading public will be enabled 
to understand the difference between 
the material and the spiritual man; and 
what is incomprehensible to a spirit is 
that mortals who have stood beside the 
remains of their departed friends, and 
cognized the fact that the once loved 
form was in the cold embrace of death, 
with all the signs of sense destroyed, 
sightless and speechless; yet the sorrow
ing friends, with such experience, can
not seem to understand that the mate
rial is inert and dead without the spir
itual. _

This is a matter of the greatest im
portance to mortal man in this age, as 
the spiritual cause is growing to such 
vast proportions through the very mani
festations of departed spirits, that the 
recognition of the predominating and 
all-pervading element, life, is necessary 
to an understanding of the life that has 
been and that which is to be.

The spirit is becoming more and more 
recognized as the great fact in mortal 
life. The truth which I have here pre
sented should be apparent even to the 
schoolboy, and the Spiritualists to whom 
has been entrusted the great truth of 
life will be found in the course of time 
to be the true benefactors of mankind.

Give them every possible encourage
ment. Their duties are those of self
sacrifice, but the results are beneficent 
and far-reaching, even to the spiritual 
realm,, for many a spirit has been made 
happy in communicating with their 
mortal friends, through the kindness, 
faith and generosity of modern Spirit? 
uralists.

In conclusion, I will say that at no 
place or time is the ascendancy of the 
spiritual over the material more mani
fest than when in harmonious company 
a spirit holds converse with his mortal

act performed by the mortal body is 
conceived, actuated and controlled by 
the spirit residing within. Not a finger 
of the mortal body can rise of itself un- 

■ less actuated'bjfithe controlling spirit;
and if, my dear charge, you should be 
asked as to what mortal man really is, 
you may answer that, properly speaking, 
there are no mortal men, since man is 
not known of himself individually and 
collectively as an animal, but that 
which issues from him as a spirit.

It is extraordinary, in this age of en
lightenment and civilization, that such 
little consideration should have been 
given to a subject of such vast and, I 
may sav, limitless proportions. In the 
ordinary affairs of mortal life—in the 
commercial, social, political and profes
sional avocations, the one great aim is 
to develop the material to the neglect of 
the spiritual.

This is authenticated by the grand 
and magnificent temples and other pub
lic buildings which cover the earth’s 
surface; by the love of luxury and indo
lence arising from the acquisition of 
wealth, which is apparent in every class 
of society: and lastly, the great ambi
tion of statesmen to build up nations of 
wealth and grandeur, testifying so 
largely to the material considerations 
by which they are governed in these
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E. W. Sprague writes from James
town, N. Y.: “I have been speaking for 
oqr home society the- past two Sundays. 
Next Sunday evening: this society will 
close its meefingB' foit the, season. A 
grand work has been done in this ortho
dox tpwn through the labors of the of
ficers and .members of this society.

A good man has passed away. Peaceful, 
painless, as beautiful as the day, which 
was then dying, was the earthly end of 
Gideon Willis Leake, or January 17. 
He had rounded by more than six 
years the lapse of seventy years allotted 
to man. Religiously unconventional, 
always quiet of life and mild of spirit, 
he simply mtirmured not, and said with 
his wonted smile, “I am happy.’’ Not 
being blessed with children of his own 
he adopted two boys and one girl; and 
never gave one of them a blow or un
kind word. Was it a wonder that the 
children pleaded to be taken to look on 
the dead face of the loving old idan? 
He was satisfied with the least tiling 
done for him—with food and car» *nd 
expressions of affection, and this wù» so 
because he was contented with his con
dition within and without, and thia be
cause he was confident in his faith and 
philosophy of life and the future.

J. M. Leake.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
In Omaha, Nebraska, April 30, 1894. 

Irvin H. Dwelley, aged 31 years, 4 
months and 22 days. Mr. Dwelley was 
born in Lewiston, Maine, and was the 
only child of Horace H. Dwelley, who is 
and has been president of the First 
Spiritual Society of Omaha for a long 
time. Irvin was a good scholar, a thor
ough business man, and beloved by all 
who knew him. He believed in con
tinuity of life and spirit return, and 
often said he would meet his dear 
mother, who passed over some years 
ago, in that bright spirit home. He 
leaves, to mourn his departure, a loving 
wife and four children, one son and 
three daughters; also a father, who has 
been a staunch Spiritualist for many 
years: yet the loss of his only boy, not
withstanding Tris loss wqp his boy’s gain, 
seemed almost too much for human 
nature to endure. God’s ways are not 
our ways. It is well.

O. C. Campbell.

Passed into the higher life, from Wi
nona, Minn., May 31, 1894, Pascal P. 
Rouse. He was a banner-bearer in our 
loved cause. T)je light came to him 
late in life, but qe sehed every oppor
tunity to teach and preach it to all with 
whom he came in contact. We will 
miss the loving physical presence, but 
will be strengthened by his arisen 
spirit, his devoted wife being the me
dium through whom he communicates.

M. E. Miller.

The old doctors have obtained a law 
giving them a monopoly for caring for 
the sick; if they had not, their business 
would have been gone. Read the fol
lowing:

Dr. A. B. Dobson, Maquoketa, Iowa. 
My Dear Friend: I esteem it not only a 
pleasure, but a duty I owe, not only to 
yourself alone, but to the public, to set 
forth some facts respecting my mental 
and physical condition during the past 
year. In the early part of the year 1883 
my nervous system became very much 
affected, so that I was unable to sleep. 
This restless and sleepless condition con
tinued to that extent that many nights 
in succession I was unable to close my 
eyes, all of which was reducing my 
physical powers, and also affecting the 
mental; in fact, the whole structure was 
gradually becoming weaker and weaker 
each succeeding day, and during all this 
time I was seeking the various patent 
medicines and consulting the best med
ical ability that I could find in Michigan 
and Northern Minnesota, but to no 
avail; and finally I was advised to cross 
the continent, and in October I took'a 
trip to Puget Sound, returning home 
about November 1, having received 
little or no benefit from my journey. 
Upon returning! home I again consulted 
an eminent physician, who informed me 
that nothing but temporary relief could 
be afforded me; and thus 1 went on until 
November, the 25th, when a friend, 
hearing of my situation, brought me 
one of Dr. Dobson’s circulars, advising 
and urging me to try the magnetic 
healer of Maquoketa, Iowa.

I finally consented, under protest, to 
send for a diagnosis of my case. This 
was November 25; on the 27th I slept 
some, but from the latter date, up to and 
including December 4, I did not sleep, 
all told, twenty minutes, at which time 
my mind and memory had become so 
weakened, and with a distracted brain, 
I was on the verge of insanity. At the 
time of the arrival of the first month’s 
riledicine, December 5,1 had about fully 
made up' my mind that my case was 
hopeless, and my restoration doubtful in 
the extreme, as it had baffled the skill of 
the most eminent physicians indifferent 
sections of the country. I commenced 
your treatment on December 5, and ere 
I had taken the first month's medicine I 
could readily perceive a marked change 
ih my mental and physical condition, 
and before the second month was ended, 
to my surprise, and that of my friends, I 
regarded myself fully restored, both 
mentally ana physically, to as good a 
degree of health as I have enjoyed in 
twenty years, and for the same I express 
my heartfelt thanks to Dr. Dobson, the 
magnetic healer, of Maquoketa, Iowa, 
to whom I am indebted as the restorer 
of my health.

Very respectfully, 
■ Samuel Maffet.

. Muskegon, Mich. ■
(See ad. in another column.)
Address all letters to San Jose. Cal.

There has been a good attendance 
throughout the whole season, and many 
have advanced in education, and under
standing of our grand philosophy has 
brought a goodly number into the fold. 
We expect when the season opens in 
the fall to do more rind better work than 
ever before. My camp engagements 
are 'as follows: Maple Delh Mantua, 
Ohio, July'22 to 27; Chesterfield, Ind., 
July 29 to August' 10; Vicksburg, Mich
igan, August 12 to 17. I am engaged at 
Indianapolis for September, I would be 
f(leased to make engagements for the’ 
ast two Sundays of August and the 

months ’ following September. Mrs, 
Sprague expects to ■ accompany me." 
Mr. . Sprague can be addressed asipl- 
lows for engagements: ..Corner Newland 
and Forest avenue, Jamestown, N. Y.

$cribe writes frojn Anderson, Ind. 
“During this month (June) Oscar A, 
Edgerly, is occupying the rostrum of our 
temple. We find in Mr. Edgerly a 
trance speaker of excellent ability, the 
lectures given by his guides being elo
quent, practical and instructive. Wed? 
nesday evening, at our regular test 
seanqe held in the temple, Mr. Edgerly, 
while giving psychometric readings, was 
so overcome by the heat that he was 
compelled to leave the rostrum, thus 
bringing to a premature close, what 
doubtless would have been a most inter
esting meeting. We trust Mr. Edgerly 
will nave fully recovered before next I 
Sunday. With best wishes for the con- 
tinue4 prosperity of The Progressive 
Thinker.”

The Sun, of Monroe. Wis., says: “Mr. 
and Mrs. H. Scovell, of Kansas City, 
have taken up their abode in this city, 
occupying rooms in the Syndicate block. 
Mrs. Scovell is a deep student of occult 
philosophy and a spiritualistic medium 
of remarkable powers. She has been 
giving public lectures and talks on psy
chology, ¿theosophy, Spiritualism, etc., 
during the past week and has succeeded 
in interesting a large number of our 
most intelligent citizens. She also gives 
private sittings to those who desire to 
test her medial powers.”
«Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader writes: “Kind

ly allow me space in your paper to cor
rect the statement made in the list of 
societies chartered under the National 
Association, that The Spiritual, Educa
tional and Protective Union is located at 
Lily Dale, N. Y. The S. E. P. Union is 
in no sense a local society, embracing as 
it does members from all over the coun
try. Wehave obtained a charter under 
the name of the S. E, P. Union of the 
U. S. A., and it is our purpose to accept 
members from any locality. By joining 
our society, all can become associated 
with the N. S. A. This will enable 
those who reside in localities where no 
society exists, yet who Are in sympathy 
with the objects of our Union as well as 
the N. S. A., to be represented through 
our society at the convention in October. 
The fee for joining is small, only fifty 
cents per year, and*' together with the 
tax of twenty-live cents for the N. S. A., 
will be given for a worthy cause. Send 
in your name. We give all a cordial in
vitation to join us. Address all corre
spondence for further information to 
Frank Walker, Cor. Sce’y., Hamburgh, 
N. Y., and all applications for member
ship to M. E. Cadwallader, Sce’y., P. O. 
Box 446, Philadelphia, Pa.”

H. L. Suydam writes: “The chart is 
all complete. I do hope and pray that 
Brother Moses Hull will have the health 
and strength to minister to the good 
people for many a day. I, will probably, 
with my wife, meet qim, at Onset Bay.’>

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

The World’s Greatest Remedy for
All Conditions Arising from Ex

, haqsted Nervous Energy or

Loss of Vital Force!
. It will strengthen the weak, Invigorate 

the young, and rejuvenate the old.

TRY IT!—TRY IT!—TRY IT!
By Mall, $1.00. Address DR. R. GREER, 
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
JUL tberaputlceIncluding tbe Suu Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity imd Linde principles developed 
with their marvellous applications, students In fdur 
continents pave tuken the course. The college la 
chartered and. confora the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetica. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course end receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange, 
Now Jersey, a delightful suburb of 'Now York. IS. 
D. Babbitt, M. D„ LL.D., Leun, 5 Hollywood Ave. 
(formerly called Pulaski St.), East Orange. New 
Jersey. jpj

Mr. Jacob Smith, of Romeo, Mich., 
passed into Spirit-life May 10,1894, at 
his home. Deceased was a man of ster
ling merit, and leaves à large circle of 
warm friends who will greatly miss his 
mortal presence. He leaves a wife and 
five children. Services were conducted 
by Mrs. Anria L. Robinson, of Port 
Huron.

respects.
Though such development is com

mendable for the comforts and elegan
cies thev ensure, and, though they 
should be encouraged from every point 
of view, even from a spiritual stand
point, as they symbolize the progress of 
science and art, yet the credit due n’ever 
appears to have been given. . . ,

Were it not for the spiritual presence 
in mortal such vast works could never ------ ------------------- - --------- ------
have been accomplished; nor could , thej the forties, settling, at Oxford,'Ind., 
6t<.am railroad, steam vessels and’elec- then moved to Minnesota a few years

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.

Good News for Spiritualists.
Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 

kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe and its after effects, or 
seven weeks’ treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

The Boils Disappeared.
I was afflicted for a long time with 

boils. After taking. Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
they disappeared very quickly and I have 
had no more since. W. E. Jaquith, 307 
Court Avei, ,Des Moinfes,' Iowa. '

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chi] 
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama 
tlon, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25e a bottle

Daniel Birdsell passed to the higher 
life from Wood Lake, Minn., May 5, 
1894. After nearly eighty-seven years 
of earth-life he rejoiced to go the beauti
ful Summerland of the soul. Nearly, 
forty years he was an able advocate of 
Spiritualism. Every cause of 'reform 
for'the benefit of humanity found iir 
him a faithful companion.,. A naUve’of 
Canada, he emigrated to the States in

Astronomical Law and Vibratory 
Motion Made Attractive.

• A most1 Interesting game fur the parlor, drawing* 
room and club, as well as fascinating educational 
study for the young. It reveals the hidden meaning 
of the stars; It gives their positions and relationship 
for any day during the last seventy-five years of this 
çentury, and enables every person, old or young, to 
easily and quickly find their ruling star and ascertain 
(he fortune which it reveals. The Information here 
»resented has heretofore been only In the keeping of 
JJose who have made thia subject one of vast re

search and study; but, by tbe arrangement of this 
simple device, it places individuals In a position 
where they have the essential knowledge that here
tofore have been only In the keeping of experts, ren
dering Information by which the ordinary Individual 
is- enabled to read character and prognosticate 
relative to human destiny, under this general 
law as clearly as can the expert, who has given long 
years to the mvestigatloa and study of science.

It enables every person, old or yuung, to find their 
ruling star, and that of their acquaintances, and to 
ascertain the prophetic fortune that It reveals,

Mkkouby people have executive power and oratory. 
Venus people make good, true friends.
Maks people are leaders and rulers. 
Jobiter peuple alune make money. 
Saturn people are sickly,.
Uranus people think, work, and advance. 
Neptune people are travelers and statesmen. 
Most people are out of their sphere. Where do you 

belong?
In ancient times the “Wise Men of the East," known 

as the “Magi," were consulted by emperors, kings, 
princes, and learned people generally concerning these 
things.

To-day doctors, lawyers, teachers, scientific re
searchers, business men, children, ladles and gentle
men of learning, consult the New Game. Tbe Play of 
tbe Planets, and lol tbe stars speak to them, and they 
are lifted up and made happy. Such Is the wonderful 
magin In the glory of tbe planets.
Mechanical System and Book of 

the Play, Post-paid, on Re
ceipt of $1.00.

Address: PLANETARY PUBLISHING CO., In owe 
of 40 Loomis St., Chicago, 111.

SiK TO S9G per day at home. Thu work Is easy, 
<ipu iv <p£V pleasant and adapted to both young 
and old of either sex. Any one can do tbe work. 
GEO. STINSON & CO,, Box 1500, Portland, Maine, tf

PROF. M.> WHO LEFT HOME APRIL 
JL 10, will save his family much worry and trouble 
If ho will communicate with them, tit once. His wife 
has been prostrated since be departed, and grave fears 
arc entertained for her recovery. No objection will 
be made to bls present location or business, and if in 
need of it, assistance will be sent him from home. 
Communications to bls son will be confidential.

P. S.—Dr. Greer has been in active 
practice in Chicago for 28 years and 
is well known as a most successful 
physician in all mental and nervous 
diseases. He Is still in active practice.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T\R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

xL/Mass., and bls band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting tho most wonderlul cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the clear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by bis marvelous spirit 
forces combined with bls magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him sex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. He doesn't want any 
leading symptoms. Address De. J. S. Loucks. Shir
ley. Muss. 248

WATER GF LIFE.
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
LT please remember that Water of Life Is one of 
the best remedies for Stomach, Liver and Kidney dis
eases. Large pamphlet free. 84 8. Main St., Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. II. Perry, Manager. 262.

'THE SICR ARE HEALED. SEND

Pl'.v«e lilt« of advica from tile Spirit-world. W. P. Pbelon.-M. D.. 619 Jack. 
.on Boulevard Chicago fa. “’¿a

CWXZZDXZZJZy VISITING CHICAGO

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CAAO 7^^ s.CEifT S1AMPS

PSYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS

&S" s“'“s ■
no mu ms,r to haw good 

elstlboth® fi iS? Uve?fle?«tldied years? We can as- 
<. ,Lii? 1 and 2, one pint of each reinedv-
Wlti tllu entire system, and
wiin Dpirlt Y arm a s directions how to take cure nf th*, 
centirv 11 «"»4 health and live a
century. All sent post-paid for ?1.(X).

Refjskenckr- h n Clinton Iowa,e.fr«. » K5uOK8, B-B. Hart. Cl nton, Iowa: Hattie M Sumner, Sherman, Ter.; Mr. H. Ruriou"jack“o“ vHl“'

HOW TO LIVE ONE HUNDRED 
YEARS.

A metH0D OF TREATING

OF INTEREST TO ALL.
T CURE All. DISEASES BY SPIRIT 

J power and vegetable remedies. No Incurable per
son, accepted. For a free diagnosis, address with lock 
of balr and three two cent stamps, Dr. Craig, 1428 
Market street, San Francisco, Cal. All letters an
swered by spirit controls. 242

NOTICE TO CURE.
POR THREE TW0-CEN7 STAMPS I 

Jy will seud cheap offers to cure at any distance by 
clairvoyance, spirit power and science. Give no 
symptoms until I send full particulars and price. We 
send three scientific lessons ou Memory, Health and 
Mind-reading, for 50 rents, and later, a certificate, 
free. Need not remit until I send circular about It. 
DR. A. J. SWARTS, Box 278, Los Angeles, Cal. 242

GEMS OF KREETH0UGHT.

Mississippi Valley Spiritualists As
sociation.

The twelfth annual cany)-meeting of 
the Mississippi Valley Spiritualists As
sociation will be held at Clinton, Iowa, 
commencing Sunday, July 29th and clos
ing Sunday, August 26th.

The following is the programme for 
the season:

July 29, J. S. Loveland, Mrs. H. S. 
Lake; 30, Conference; 31, Fact meeting, 
Mrs. H. S. Lake; August 1, Conference, 
Medium’s meeting; 2, Mrs. H. S. Lake, 
Entertainment; 3, Conference, J. S. 
Loveland; 4, Fact meeting, Mrs. H. S. 
Lake; 5, Mrs. ‘ H. S. Lake, Oscar A- 
Edgerly; 6, Conference; 7, Memorial 
service, Oscar A. Edgerly; 8, Confer
ence, Prof, W. M. Lockwood; 9, Oscar 
A. Edgerly, Entertainment; 10, Confer
ence, Prof. W. M. Lockwood; 11, Oscar 
A. Edgerly; 12, J. S. Loveland, Dr. 
Adah Sheehan, Oscar A. Edgerly: 13, 
Conference, Prof, W. M. Lockwood; 14, 
Fact meeting, Dr. Adah Sheehan; 15, 
Conference, Mediums’ meeting; 16, Dr. 
Adah Sheehan, Prof. W. M. Lockwood; 
17, Prof. W. M. Lockwood, Mediums’ 
meeting; 18, Conference, Prof. W. M. 
Lockwood; 19, Dr. Adah Sheehan, Will
ard J; Hull; 20, Conference; 21, Fact 
meeting, Willard J. Hull: 22, Confer
ence, Test seance by Edgar W. Emerson; 
23 and 24, W. J. Hull, and Test seance 
by Edgar W. Emerson; 25, Conference, 
Test seance by Edgar W. Emerson; 26, 
J. S. Loveland, W. J. Hull, E. W. 
Emerson.

A partial list of mediums will include 
Mrs/Jennie Moore, Mr. A. Campbell,.. 
Mrs, Nellie E. Bordwell; Mr. J.W. Riley, 
Dr. Martha J. Keller, Mr. Joseph King, 
Mrs.L. J.Jaquet, Dr. À. W. S. Rothermel, 
Mrs. Olive A. Blodgett, Dr. Mary R. 
Hutcheson, Prof. A. B. Severance, and 
Dr. Virginia Rowe. .

Circulars containing full particulars 
will be issued as soon'as the question of 
reduced rates is settled with the rail
roads and will be‘mailed to all friends 
whose address I have, and to any one 
who will appply for’ them. .

L. P. Wheelock, ’
Sce’y M. V. S.'A.

Z'HE CHILDRENS' PROGRESSIVE
Lyceum. A manual, with dtrectidne for the ór* 

Knlratlon and’management of Sunday, schools. By 
idrew Jackion Davta. Something Indeapcnalblo. 

Price 50 conta. ‘ .
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL 7N~- 
I tercoaree. By Andrew Jackion Davi,. A rar» 
work. It poiaenea great meric. ' PrlcellJS. •

TYJRS.N.L. PIERCE, CLAIRVOYANT, 
1YJ. Test aud Busluess Medium. 778 W Madison st. 
__ _______________________________________ 239

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
TIAVING PURCHASED OF JOHN 

JT1 William Fletcher the complete outfit ueed by 
him In presenting his famous Illustrated Lecture 
upon Spiritualism, and having made large and valu
able accessions thereto, I am prepared to negotiate 
with societies and camp-meetings for giving une or all 
of my four Illustrated Lectures upon this interestlnr 
subject. My friends well know that for some years 
have been gathering material for this work, and I can

OU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGH1 
■w..u.,i2t?S pebble spectacles restore lost vision* 
Write for illustrated circular and how to Hr 

“BeWy.C?J^“a,a^odwaSlleCUC1M -

_ _ national

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
(Incoepobated Nov. 1,1893.)

"PHE HEADQUARTERS OF TIIE 
. H Spiritualists* Association la now onen 

a<H tiroes, and all Spiritualists are invited to visit their official home, k register will be kept of lectur 
era and mediums, who are requested to send In their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these,’ Jnd 
prompt notice should be sent to ub of all changes of local on. Officers of societies in all foreigu cvumrles 
are also requested to confer with us, and informattoj 
1» desired respecting all new phases of development 
In all parts ur the world. Books, pamphlets and inug- 
uz Ine, upon Spiritual 'ur0 „„„“X
Bollclled lor tbe Kullunal Spiritual Library. For In- 

“ddre8a “ ab0'e- a/dimu JS.
b< (rotary. 214tf

A REMARKABLE offer, send 
xUL two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock ot your hair.

* w111 Ben(1 you a clairvoyant 41 agnosia ot your disease. Address J. c. Batdokf, 
wi.h' SIr*ncll’lil Magnetic Inatltute, Grand Rapids, 
Mlcb. Please state what periodical you saw our ad« 
vertisement in. Jliti

The Myth of the Groat Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. It la the most com
plete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible 
Story ot tbe Deluge that I have ever read.—B. F. 
Underwood. To read It is to be astonished at 
the possibilities of religious credulity.—T. B. 
Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has 
blown the fallacy to atoms.—A. B. Bradford. It 
ought to meet with a very large Bule.—C.P.Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil.—By Henry 
Frank, the Independent preacher of New York 
City. The most learued. accurate, scientific and 
Shilosophlcal analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 

efore published. Tiie book contains 66 pages, is 
beautifully bound, with likeness of author on title 
page. Price, 25 cents. ‘

JnsrersoII’s Addre«» before the Npw 
York Unitarian Club. Tbe first time in tbe 
history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by 
the Club with continuous applause from beginning 
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, oeautl- 
flilly printed. Price, 6 cents.

The Gods. By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful 
pamphletof forty pages,with likeness of Ingersoll. 
Price, 20 cents. The most profound address 
that Ingersoll ever delivered.

Church and State; the Bible tn the Public 
Scuools: the New “American” Party—By “Jef
ferson.1 Third edition. This beautiful pam- 
iblet of 28 pages Is the most thorough presenta- 
ion of the Church and State question that has 

appeared. Price, 10 cents.

Tbe Religion of Mumanlty! A Phi
losophy ot Life. By J. Leon Benwell. A 
beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likeness of 
author. A most valuable publication to circulate 
among Christian people. Price 15 cents.

memorial Oration by Colonel Inger, 
soli on Boscoe Conkling. Delivered be
fore the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888. 
Price, 4 cents.

The Christian Religion. TFAoi is to be ks 
final outcome f By an Old Fanner. A splendid 
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 15 cents.

God in the Constitution. By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of tbe best papers Col. Ingersoll 
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of 
author. Price 10 cents.

What Would Follow the Effacement 
of Christianity? By George Jacob Hol- 
yoske. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethonght Literature. Bound in paper with 
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.

Ingersoll’s Groat Address on Thomas 
Paine, at the late Paine celebration tn New 
York City. Price, 6 cents.

Standing up for'Jesnst or what the editor 
ol tbe Freethinkert' MagaAne thinks ot him. 
Pri«, 4 cents.

Address, .
' The Progresxivs Thinker,”

Chicago.

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

JL aod Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains wb&t a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of tbelr dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life tn tbe Spirit- 
world!—Is the constant appeal of thougbtful minds. 
Death is approaching. Whither—oh, whither.' Shall 
I know my friends beyond tbe tomb? Will they know 
me? Wbat Is their present condition, and what their 
occupations? In this volume tbe spirits, differing as 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
tnan is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
Hysterics of Life; Doubts and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of 
the River: Foregleams of tbo Future; Testimony of 
Saints; Tbe Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual 
Body: Is it the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones in Heaven; Tbe Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; Tbe"Red Nan’s 
Testimony; Eri!-Spirits; Testimony of Physicians in 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Ftlcndi and Shakers In Spirit Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Land. 
Man/other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price tl.?>0; postage 12 cents. For sale at this 
office. •

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
LJ in your own home. Will send a pamphlet con
taining Instructions, n letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. ,1. A. 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue, Chicago, Ill. 249

DR. CARL SEXTUS.
rUSEASES TREATED BY VITAL 

l.y magnetism and by hypnotism. Develops latent 
psychical powers. Consultation by mall el,00. No. 
224 Ontario street, Chicago. Hours from 2 to 5 p. m.

239

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “Psych k arrived two weeks 
ago and to sny J was pleased does not express my an» 
preelatlon. My boy, twelve years old. Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing come first sitting. We now 
get Happing. Hinging of Bells, Trumpet Speaking 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
den-loped Clairvoyance and Clalraudlence.-M y 
Thompson, Arkadelphia. Ark." Price. Posugo 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. ii. Bn ch. Mfr. sc. Paul. Minu.

MRS. Q. PARTRIDGE
PLATFORMPSYCHOMETRIST . 
1 business medium. Readings personally 
letter 41,00. Brief reading by mail 25 cents, 
uetlc treatments given; obsession removed. 46 St 
John’s Place, Chicago, 111. if

A TTENTION! ~SEND POSTAL

Note for 20 cents, (no stamps) to Miss Clara 
Marsh. Rochester, Mich., and receive by return mail 
a handsome picture drape. Extra fine 25 cents, lam 
a medium, and kind spirits aid me in my work. I so
licit the, patronage of spiritualists and all lovers of 
beauty and truth. P. (). Bux, 253. 228tf

rnrr ^-LINEATION AN!) DIAGNOSIS. Send LULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex. I lllfl handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
■ will receive a correct diagnosis of yourdli- 
ease nnd a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 358. Lansing, Mich.

MY Uf 9EE CANNOT SEE HOW YOD DO «’■¿C IT and pay freight.
oar 2 drnwer wnlnal or o*t Cm« 

El ▼ I* proved High Arm Singer sewlug machine 
i (iDtly finished, nickel pitted, Adapted (• light 

and hetry work; gatranteed far 10 ieart| with 
AtdoButleDobtrinfflDder, Self-Threading Cylln* 
der ßhnttle, fielf.Bettlng Needle and * complete 
«rt ot Steel AtUthtnent«| shipped any where oil

THE ELEMINATOR 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBKOOKEB,

Author of “Helen Harlow's Vow,” “The Occuft 
Forces of Sex,” “Perfect Motherhood," and many 
other works. Prt— r-r- v-n- sale st tbl- - ei—

ALL ABOUT DEVILS. BY MOSES 
Y~L Hull. A work you should read Price 15 cents. 
¿IFE.OF THOMAS PAINE. ITISIN.

tensely Interesting. Price $1,00.
PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRITHEAL- 

i ing. A Serio, of Lessons on the Relations of the 
the Spirit to Its Own Organism, and the Inter-Relation 
of Human Being, with Reference to Health. Disease 
and Healing. • By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush., 
throngh tho mediumship of Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond! 
A book thaterery healer, physician and Splrltualla 
should read. Price 11,50.

itIsiNterestingT-
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT

World: Being a description of Localities, Employ
ments, Surroundings, and Conditions In the Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band otMlse M. T. bhelha* 
met, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth <1.00. Postage • 10 cents. For sale at 
this office.

STUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; 
kY tortesi and practical.. A manual for the 
By W. J. Colville. Valuable co those Invest 
TbeoMUffiv, Prlegsi-Sp- ; .
TTISTORICAEAND CRITICAL RE.

•L JU view of tbe Sunday Miestlon. It is Inyaluubls. 
j By G. W. Brown; M. D. Price 15 cents.
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PSYCHIC PHENOMENA.
As Manifested in Cuba.

AN IMPORTANT QUERY.

SCINTILLATIONS.

Dr. R. S. Ensign.same.

to of him, some eight feet distant, as also 
Pedro and Joaqbina, and he himself
took a seat at th entrance of the room,

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5:

I
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ican aristocracy,and practice charity and 
benevolence by opening our purses. An 
open pubse speaks louder and more 1 
the point than all our words, however 
much we may sugar-coat tnem with

Progress, tl-je Universal Lav? of fíátóre; Ttjoûgbt fte 3ol\>er)t of fier Problenos
VOL. 8

Is Spiritualism Responsible

For the Frauds, Fakirs and Fanat
ics Who Have Disgraced It ?

The following is a synopsis of a lecture 
at Washington Hall, San Francisco, by 
Dr. Dean Clark, May 13th, 1894:

That the great movement known as 
Modern Spiritualism is a gigantic power 
for good or ill throughout the civilized 
world, “goes without saying” with all 
whose ignorance and prejudice have not 
shut their eyes to the most astounding 
facts this age of wonders has produced.

For almost half a century communica
tion between man in the mortal body 
and out of it has been occurring without 
cessation. It is now an established fact 
needing no further confirmation with 
many millions of the human race. The 
important question now to be settled is: 
"Whatis the character of this marvelous 
movement; is it good or evil in its effects 
and tendencies?”

As every tree is known by its fruits, 
what verdict must an impartial jury ren
der after examining the effects of Mod
ern Spiritualism for forty-six years upon 

, the. public mind? “A great cloud of wit
nesses” may be summoned pro et con, who 
can testify both from experience and ob
servation upon this matter. That it is 
not ap unmixed blessing thousands, can 
testify. That thorq are àmany'^eming 
evils incidental to its pjrôgrdbè all candid 
minds must allow. The main point of 
difference between its accusers and de
fenders is as to the source of these evils. 
Probably no great movement' has ever 
been cursed with more betrayers, de
ceivers. charlatans, “false prophets,” 
and adventurers.

It has been scandalized hundreds of 
times by the folly, weakness, or deprav
ity of its pretended friends, who were in 
fact its w’orst enemies.

Spiritualism ought to-day to be the 
most popular fact of ;yi>e age. It ought 
to be tne most sou/pt-for truth now 
known to man. It or (lit to be a house
hold word instead of a by-word in so 
many intelligent families in this enlight
ened laqd. It surely is the most import
ant fact that has dawned upon this or 
any other age. When all of its powers 
and relations are understood, no words 
can exaggerate its greatness and value 
to mankind.

The intercourse it has opened with 
the great Spirit-world is as much more 
important than that which Columbus 
opened, as spiritual things are of value 
above ephemeral things of time. The 
truths that Spiritualism has revealed 
pertaining to man in two states of exist
ence. are of incalculable value. The 
occult powers of nature and of mind it 
has brought to light are valuable beyond 
computation. .

The comfort and joy it has brought to 
a sorrowing world is incomparable, and 
yet such a bitter prejudice exists in the 
public mind against this greatest of 
earthly blessings, that millions shun it 
as if it were a pestilence. _

Why all this prejudice and acrimo
nious hostility to what ought to be the 
most welcome truth yet discovered?

Is Spiritualism per se at fault, or is it 
due to the misconduct of its professed 
friends, and the misunderstanding and 
misrepresentation of its enemies?

Let us fearlessly canvass this matter 
and discover, if we can, the unpleasant 
why and wherefore.

All who know anything of its genius 
know that Spiritualism is a most radical 
movement. It is a reform that strikes 
at the very root and foundation of exist
ing errors and institutions.

It is an iconoclast that ruthlessly de
molishes, the cherished idols of society 
and of religion.

It is a Nemesis that relentlessly 
scourges the wrongs that enable the few 
to fatten upon the many.

It is the revelator that exposes the 
gilded vices and social corruptions or 
Pharisees in church and State.

It is a power of truth and justice 
which deals deadly strokes to every er
ror. falsehood, injustice, iniquity and 
Inequality which curses modern sociftty.

Therefore it disturbs the peace and 
arouses the animosity of all whose self
ish interests it molests, and whose er
rors and vices it exposes. These turn 
upon it in wrath and wreak their ven
geance with the tongue of slander and 
the pen of vituperation. Whenever a 
medium or spiritual teacher has gone 
astray, as hundreds of the, clergy and 
Sunday-school teachers, have done, or 
whenever some weak-mindéd’.fariatic has 
committed some fantastic arid foolish 
deed, .’both pulpit and press have .ex
hausted their vocabulary, of derisive epi
thets and denunciatory diatribes to ex
cite the prejudices of the public • against 
a movement often not. in. the least re- 
sponsible'for such weakness and folly, 
which belong to human nature in. gen
eral. Indeed, no unfortunate cause has 
suffered more from the shafts of ridicule 
and calumny than has Spiritualism up 
to date. Nothing' but an invincible

truth could have survived the withering 
fire of sarcasm and calumny that has 
everywhere assailed it. But no better 
evidence of its heavenly origin need be 
given than the fact that no earthly force 
or filth has tarnished or suppressed it.

Neither mud nor stones hurled by 
press and pulpit have smirched its shin
ing raiment, nor blocked its path of 
progress to power and perpetuity, 
though much they h^ve retarded its on
ward speed!

REAL CAUSES OF PREJUDICE.

But though the enemies of Spiritual
ism, by exaggeration and misrepresent
ation, have created an unjust prejudice 
against it, every honest believer will 
allow that circumstance^ have occurred, 
all along the career of !ihe movement, 
that have given real occasion for much 
that has been said by its opponents, who 
have judged it by these unfortunate oc
currences. Occasionally, some unbal
anced persons have become lunatics 
while investigating its wonderful phe
nomena, and in a few instatjes the ex
citing, though not the primary cause, 
may be traced to sueh investigation.

Some of these unfortunate cases may 
be accounted for as the effect of the in
fluence of the ignorant spirits who do 
not understand the right use of the oc
cult forces employed in control, aud thus 
derange the brain functions of their vic
tims. Others are undoubtedly cases of 
“obsession,” or the persistent control of 
vicious and earth-bound spirits, such as 
Jesus and His apostles frequently had 
occasion to “cast out." These selfish 
and degraded spirits usurp control over, 
versons who by inheritance or perver
sion may have some wflakhess or tendi 
eney'-like their own; Or if ridt,:' aV(j ¿t 
least psychologically susceptible to' uh- 
seen powers, and, in ignorance of their 
nature, permit them to gain hypnotic 
mastery. - ■'

Spirit.T. 'wer, like all great forces in 
natv'.J, is something unsafe to trifle 
with by those easily affected and igno
rant of its nature and possibilities. “A 
little knowledge is a dangerous thing,” 
and none at all is more so still. To know 
that there are “evil spirits,” such as 
wore anciently termed “devils,” but who 
are simply decarnated human beings de
graded by vice and crime, is an indis
pensably necessary safeguard in dealing 
with occult powers

St. Paul, wno wrote to his Corinth
ian brethren encouraging the use of 
“spiritual gifts,” concerning which he 
would not nave them ignorant, wrote 
also to Timothy, warning him to beware 
of “seducing spirits,” etc., and the 
apostle John enjoined upon his followers 
to “try the spirits, whether -they are of 
God.” It should be a matter of rejoic
ing that cases of obsession are far less 
frequent in the present dispensation 
than in the days of Jesus, and statistics 
obtained a few years ago from all the 
insane asylums in the United States 
prove that Spiritualism is charged with 
causing only one eighteenth part as 
many cases of insanity as other religious 
excitements, such as “revival meet
ings,” etc. When all the facte bearing 
upon this matter are known, it will be 
found that Spiritualism has saved an 
hundred from insanity where it has 
caused a single case; and when its heal
ing forces are better understood at d ap
plied, doubtless it will be the means of 
restoring nearly every case of functional 
brain derangements.

FAKIRS, FRAUDS AND FANATICS , 

are, and for a long time have been a 
far greater cause than charges of insan
ity of prejudice and opposition to our 
truths. As before mentioned, no cause 
has ever been afflicted with more de
ceivers preving upon the pockets of the 
public in its sacred name, and in the 
false guise of medial instruments. Ever 
since mediumship was found to have a 
commercial value, our ranks have been 
infested with hordes of pretenders and 
conscienceless fakirs, who have "stolen 
the livery of heaven to serve the Devil 
(themselves) in.”

Some of these, with no mediumistic 
development whatever,have learned the 
tricks of legerdemain, and expertly 
counterfeited nearly all forms of phys
ical manifestations, such as rapping, 
table-tipping, slate-writing, materializa
tion. etc., and fostered in their iniquity 
by the easy credulity of fanatical Spirit
ualists, and encouraged by the morbid 
curiosity of the skeptical public; that is 
always on the qui vine for marvels of any 
kind, these wicked triflers with human 
feelings, and with sacred spiritual 
things, have flourished at the expense of 
a holy cause, and through exposure of 
their nefarious deeds have brought sus
picion, distrust and disgrace upon.the 
true mediumship they have so basely 
but successfully imitated.

Another far more dangerous. class of 
impostors, who have done mdre.t^an all 
others combined to confuse and prejudice 
the public mind, and worfe than all 
else, .to confound Spiritualists , them
selves and set them in hostility with one 
another, have been those who possess a 
greater or less degree of mediumship,' 
but are dishonest and reckless enough 
to mingle fraud with it, or to alternate 
the genuine with spurious spirit mani
festations, whenever it suite their selfish

purposes so to do. . ■
It is one of the anomalous facts con- i 

earning spirit-life which intercourse : 
therewith has brought to light, that 
there is a class of what has been termed 
“Jesuitical spirits," who are themselves 
hostile to open intercourse between 
mortals and spirits. These,it is asserted, 
with many supporting evidences, resort 
to every strategy to deceive investi
gators by personating .their spirit 
friends, stimulating tricky mediums to 
commit frauds, or some disgraceful and 
immoral deeds—anything that their Re
ductive power can cause these suscepti
ble instruments to do to disgust the 
public, and prevent further investiga
tion.

As “like attracts like,” causing “birds 
of a feather to flock together,” so dis
honest investigators, as well as dis
honest mediums, are surrounded more 
or less with similar spirits, and where 
such a triple combination of iniquity 
exists, it is no wonder to a spiritual 
philosopher that so much of fraud is 
found, even when it can be proved that 
some of it is, to speak paradoxically, a 
genuine spirit manifestation. ,

The fact that there are deceiving 
spirits who frequently avail themselves 
of the opportunities which dishonest 
mediums afford them, does not, how
ever, exculpate the latter from their 
share of the responsibility for the 
wicked deception that too often occurs 
in seances. .They deserve severe per
sonal censure whenever they knowingly 
deceive their patrons, or conspire afore
thought to arrange means for such base 
deception. Let it be, however, distinctly 
understood that some of the fraud 
which is charged against mediums is a 
reflex of the suspicion and dishonesty in 
the investigators themselves, who “reap 
as they have sown.”

The following lines of Tennyson are 
pertinent at this point, and peculiarly 
applicable, both ■ to investigators and 
mediums.
“How pure in heart and sound in head, 

With what divine affections bold, 
Should be the man whose thought's 

would hold
An hour’s communion with the dead.”

Not ail so-called -. mediums, . whom 
inhxperieq&id skeptics denounce - as 
frauds, are intentionally or in reality 
such. ■ There are far more of them who 
are imperfectly developed and are hon
estly trying to do more than their un
trained powers warrant. The misfor
tune is that the financial necessities of 
the poor mediums often compel them to 
try to use their occult powers when 
absolutely indispensable conditions for 
success are absent.

I hold it as wrong, however, for any 
medium to exact pay when they have 
made a failure, or Only an indifferent 
success. It would be better for them 
in the long run, and far better for the 
cause, if they would refuse pay when
ever they fail to give just and reasonable 
satisfaction, even when the fault is not 
their own.

Ignorant investigators often stand in 
their own light by going to mediums in 
a distrustful state of mind, and from 
fear of giving the medium any clue 
upon which they suspeet they might 
make a lucky guess, or exercise a very 
rare power of mind-reading, they put 
themselves in such a positive mental at
titude as to disturb the highly sensitive 
medium, unfitting him or her for 
the passive mediumistic function, or 
they (the investigators) disturb their 
own magnetic forces or aural spheres, 
through which their spirit friends must 
approach the medium, so that they 
break the very subtle connection by 
which alone their friends can control 
the medium and give what they seek.

Successful communication with the 
Spirit-world is a science, and novices 
often ignorantly cause the very failures 
which lead them to denounce good me
diums as frauds. '

These needed explanations are not 
offered to screen vile impostors, nor to 
mitigate the. justly-severe censure that 
reasonable people bestow upon such 
miscreants, who will trifle with the most 
sacred feelings of the human soul, and 
makse a mockery of those divine powers 
which unite heaven and earth through 
honest, faithful mediumship.

“FREE LOVE—IMMORAL MEDIUMS.”

Pernicious and blighting as has been 
the effect of the frauds among real and 
pseudo-mediums, and the occasional 
fanaticism of over-credulous Spiritual
ists, upon the reputation of the cause 
itself, by far tbe most, damning accusa
tion of its enemies is their “mad-dog” 
cry of “Free-lovel” “Free-love!”

So frequently and so long have pulpit 
and press indulged in this derisive epi
thet, that they have frightened thou
sands of truth-seeking people from in
vestigation of what they have thus been 
led to believe is a most dangerous and 
demoralizing movement. • Most espe
cially have the clergy,who from, motives 
of self-interest have desired to keep their 
parishioners in ignorance of the wonder
ful facte and highly important truths of 
this new dispensation, hurled this 
blighting epithet at all Spiritualists, 
often assuring their credulous hearers 
that the vile doctrine of sensual license 
is one of the cardinal principles of Spir
itualism! • -

Uriforturiately, in the early: yeans' of 
this great ■ evolutionary ■ movement,; 
which is uprooting and "overturning all 
that is opposed to equal, rights''and. 
equal privileges among men aha women, 
there were some social cranks and ex
tremists who advocated the overthrow 
of marriage itself, in order to destroy 
the many evils -and‘abuses existing- in 
that sacred institution. Many of these 
who .had personally suffered from the 
legalized wrongs sanctioned or permitted 
by “law and gospel,!' honestly believed

that marital reformation, .could come 
onlyiby revolutihp,; ftnd the destruction 
of legal marriage itself. '

Such’ ultra and anarchistic views were 
held, by nearly, ^lll of these misguided 
enthusiasts .before they , became Spirit
ualists, but ' because they found Spirit
Ualism ¿s' arivajl-hmbracing philosophy 
of life, to ,be . a cherishing mother, an 
41ma Mater to all genuine reforms; they 
made .ihemselves conspicuous in the 
movement, and foisted their own vaga
ries and fantasies upon the public as the 
teachings of. Spiritualism itself! Un
doubtedly these half-fledgqd Spirit
ists found sanction for their unwise and 
Unspirlfual ideas of social life in influ
ences and ■ compiuuications from unde
veloped earth-bound spirits, who, as in 
the days Of .Paul and Timothy, taught 
“doctrines of devils—forbidding to 
marry," and sent their foolish mediums 
and their dupes “affinity hunting!”

Unfortunately this class of spirits, 
who by reason of undevelopment, are 
etili “of the earth, earthy, (to use an ap
propriate Bible phrase), gained a domi
nant influence in the movement, because 
most powerful in producing “signs and 
wonders" so much sought after, and 
their influence, in some instances, 
doubtless was, and is, demoralizing to 
those whom they frequently control. 
. But the poor mediums who may, in 
some instances, have imbibed “loose” 
doctrines and been led astray by yield
ing to sùch “seducing spirits,” are not 
half so much to blame as their patrons 
who attract such spirits and not infre
quently add their own lustful hypnotic 
influence to that of their spirits, to make 
the mediums, if posssible (which 
thanks to their noble spirit guardians it 
generally is not), just what they want 
them, and often, unjustly claim them 
to be!

But let it be distinctly understood by 
all fair-minded people, whatever their 
preconceived opinions and prejudices, 
that the vagaries of either spirits, me
diums, or Spiritists, are not Spiritualism!

It is just as fair to charge all the vices 
and crimes of Christendom, and of 
thousands of the clergy, to the sermon 
on the mount, as to lay to Spiritualism, 
as a cause, the weakness and sins com
mon to human nature. • - .. ■ ■ •

Spiritualists‘as u -body, though- far 
from being what they ought to be in 
several respects, are quite as moral and 
as faithful to their domestic obligations 
as the average of their Christian neigh
bors. “Free love” as understood by 
those who hurl it as a rotten egg at 
social reformers, who are inspired by 
exalted spirits to try to establish better 
conditions in marriage relations, is no 
more a. dogma of Spiritualism than is 
the free-lust of thousands of the priest
hood a sacrament from the Decalogue!

If there is any thought that ought to 
be a restraint upon low desires and ani
mal propensities, it is that our sainted 
loved ones are so near us as to know 
every secret of our inner and outer 
lives! While most of them are under 
better restraint, or are more discreet 
than garrulous mortals, we know it is 
no longer true,if ever it was, that “dead 
men tell no tales,” for many an evil
doer has been thwarted or exposed 
through clairvoyance and mediumship, 
by spirit detectives.

This is one reason why some people, 
who are “no better than they ought to 
be,” hate Spiritualism as they do.

When it becomes generally known 
that “we are compassed about by a 
great cloud of witnesses,” as St. Paul de
clared, and that these witnesses are 
rapidly finding ways of communicating 
what they see and know to mortals, as 
Spiritualism now proves, it will become 
the greatest terror to evil-doers ever 
known. Very few enlightened Spirit
ualists dare to commit a crime, even if 
disposed so to do.

A high priest of that strange medley 
of myth, mysticism and Spiritualism, 
callea Theosophy, recently said in this 
city that “Spiritualism has neither a 
philosophy nor an ethical basis” (!)

On the contrary, we who have studied 
it for more than a third of a century 
know that it has the only philosophy yet 
known that reveals the true arcana of 
nature, that is strictly scientific in its 
facts and deductions, and that in every 
department is in full accord with reason 
and.common sense! And as to its eth
ical teachings, it adopts the golden rule 
of ancient philosophers, and makes the 
law of compensation and' retribution in 
Spirit-life, as well as here, so certain 
that we know the sinner finds no possible 
escape here or hereafter, from the conse
quences of evil thinking as well as doing!

It teaches that the moral universe, as 
well as the physical, is governed by im
mutable laws which make suffering the 
inevitable sequence of violation, and 

, moreover, that no person, human or di
vine, can suffer for us, any more than he 
can eat, sleep or be wise and good for us. 

'■ More thqn this, it teaches us to love 
the true, thè'good, the beautiful, as 
touch as we .should fear and shun the 
evil. Todo good for its own sake, not 
to win heaven nor to escape hell. It 
brings'a living baptism of divine power 
directly upon-us, and inspires us with 
loftiest angelic influence. If all this 
will not make us better, what will?

. Granting, as every honest Spiritualist 
must, that deplorable and shameful evils 
exist among Spiritualists, as , among all 
other Classes-of people; in ‘truth and 

; justice we must claim that Spiritualists 
.themselves, and riot Spiritualism,.are at 
Milt. For; as' Ve have shown,-theSpir- 
itfial philosophy justifies'no wrong what
ever. On the contrary, it putsup every 
possible bar to evil, and affords every, 
conceivable incitement to right . living 

••and good deeds; and noble aspirations 
for a better daily life.

। In forming our judgment in this mat
ter, it is but just to remember that the 
great majority of Spiritualists had their

habits and characters already formed 
before they believed in. Spiritualisnj, 
and though it is lamentably true that 
some of them are'no better for their new 
light, it is equally true that all who are 
not mere phenomenalists and wonder
seekers, all who have taken Spiritual 
truths home to their hearts as well as 
heads, have reformed their lives to ac
cord with Spiritualism’s pure, exalted 
teachings. •

All mere Spiritists peed to obey the 
constant call of the angels to “come up 
higher,” and study, adopt and live the 
sublime spiritual teachings which this 
grand dispensation, was inaugurated to 
bring. Until they give up their morbid, 
insatiate, and body and soul-enervating 
pursuit of test-hunting; until they stop 
wasting time, -vitality and money at
tending those seances where they come 
under the influence principally of unde
veloped spirits, and go to work to culti
vate their minds and morals, as all sen
sible people should, they will never be 
the wiser or better for knowledge of 
which they make no practical applica
tion! It is high time that nominal Spir
itualists become Spiritualized, so that 
they will be worthy of their high call
ing—be purer in heart, nobler in 
thought, more earnest to be and do 
good, more zealous to engage in all re
formatory work, first setting their own 
house in order, then with clean hearts 
and willing hands join the noble and 
loving spirits that are pleading for their 
co-operation, and try to make this world 
the better for their living in it.

Thoughts Pregnant With 
Grand Meaning.

One half of this world is just begin
ning to realize how the other half lives. 
The agitation of the burning questions 
of the day is beginning to make ijs in
fluence felt, and no 'thanks to the 
churches, either. They have always 
been in the rear upon all questions , of 
nefprjp, but when, by the efforts, of -lib
erals, independents, free-thinkers, scien
tists, humanitarians, Spiritualists out
side of tbe churches, reforms have been 
effected and become popular, it is 
amusing to hear the pulpit claim the 
credit for the same. I am reminded of 
the question of slavery. A little more 
than a quarter of a century ago no anti
slavery preacher was permitted to air 
his views in a Northern pulpit. Slavery 
was even upheld and preached as a di
vine institution and sanctioned by the 
inspired (?) word of God. But the mo
ment the evidences became manifest 
that slavery was waning in popularity 
and abolitionism was gaining in favor, 
the pulpit remained neutral (at least in 
the North) upon the subject, until by the 
signature of a Spiritualist, the lamented 
Abraham Lincoln, to his never-to-be- 
forgotten proclamation emancipating 
millions of slaves, when it began to 
claim for itself all the credit for the abo
lition of slavery. I heard a Methodist 
minister not long ago repeat from his 
pulpit that the country was indebted to 
the church for the abolition of slavery, 
while at the same moment he knew that 
his own church, North and South, yet 
remained divided'upon that subject.

Abraham Lincoln was a shining illus
tration of the religion of Spiritualism. 
He was not of that orthodox class of 
Christians who, through mere idle cu
riosity, will visit some of the more 
prominent public places of misery, and 
after thanking God that they are not as 
other men are, will return to pursue 
their search for gold, their favorite 
phantom.

What kind of Christianity or human
ity is this? Would we Christianize the 
world? Then let us practice the spirit 
of Christianity, Would we save from 
ruin '■ the children at “Five Points?” 
Would we do good to the inmates of 
Blackwell? Let us practice charity. 
Would we stay the progress of American 
foeticide, which constitutes m great and 
proud part of the high-pressure civiliza
tion of to-day, and which, along with 
some other “liberal” arte and sciences, 
had its rise in New England? Would we 
stop the current of Magdalenism? Then 
let us shake off this cursed codfish Amer-

spurious pathos.
Is there not a striking difference be

tween the aristocratic selfishness of the 
religion of to-day and that example of 
religion left us by the meek and lowly 
medium of Nazareth who went about 
doing good? Is it not bharlty that is the 
great rock upon which all pure religion 
is founded? Can a truly benevolent 
man violate any one of the ten command
ments? Is it not charity, benevolence 
or philanthrophy that is the cap-sheaf, 
the royal crown of them all? If not, 
what did the great Spiritualist of Naza
reth mean when he said: “One thing 
thou lackest; go sell that thou hast and 
give to the poor, and thou shalt have 
treasure in heaven?”

We are occasionally informed by the 
pulpit that the glorious day of the mil
lennium is.almost here; many of the 
clergy can already see it dawning in the 
celestiaFhorizon. This will'do very well 
for a burst of pulpit eloquence or a 
flight of oratory, but until I. can behold 
the rich and the poor, the proudand the 
humble, as well as the lion and the 
lamb, lie down together; until .1 can'-be
hold a man in rags treated with the 
same respect in our Protestant churches 
as the man in broadcloth; until I can be-

Manifestations in a,Haunted 
House. '

Puzzling the Police.

Some of our readers may possibly 
recollect a short account given in a re
cent number of The Progressive 
Thinker, of phenomena that have oc
curred in Sancti Spiritus, a city in the 
eastern portion of the island of Cuba. 
The article was translated from a 
Portuguese journal, which in turn had 
borrowed it from the Bevista Bspiritista 
de la Ilabana, a weekly journal of Spirit
ualism which as yet had not visited 
our sanctum, Since then we have re
ceived the January and February num
bers of this very bright and handsome 
organ of Spiritism in Havana, and we 
find it to be as interesting in its matter 
as it is artistic in its typographical ap
pearance.

Respecting the phenomena already 
mentioned, tne January number of the 
Revisla farther extends as follows:

“The Buena Nueva, an illustrated 
Spiritist review, of Sancti Spiritus, con
firms in its December edition what we 
published in our number of the same 
month, concerning the manifestations 
which took place in the house numbered 
13, of San Felix street, in that city, 
occupied by the colored couple, Peter 
and Joaquina Valle, for about two years, 
and a young woman, Mrs. O. G., who, 
eight or ten days before the oc
currences, had taken up her abode with 
them:

“Stones would fall in the interior of 
the house, merely announcing an invisi
ble presence by the light concussion 
produced from their fall, and the in
dwellers were unable to discover the 
direction from which the projectiles 
came, notwithstanding the repetition of 
the act during both night and day. Vi
olent blows were given On the doors by 
large stones thrown against them, the 
weight of which was not -less thnn'fl re
pounds, as was Afterwards ascertained. 
The touch of heavy bodies was felt as 
they passed by those who were present, 
grazing their garments, but would be 
unseen by them. Such and other phe
nomena gave a wide margin for all 
kinds of comments as to the real cause 
of the same. .

“The Buena Nueva declares that 
these phenomena can have none other 
than a Spiritist explanation, the imme
diate cause being the presence of young 
Mrs. O. G., who is an unconscious me
dium of extraordinary power. The 
proof is, that the moment the young 
woman left the house the manifestations 
ceased.

“In corroboration of its opinion, our 
contemporary copies from Bl Pais, a 
Catholic newspaper of that place, a full 
account of the occurrences:

“ 'The colored woman, Joaquina, re
ported to the Chief of the Municipality 
on Tuesday last, at about six o'clock in 
the evening, that the day before, at 
about 3 o'clock in the afternoon, stones 
began to be thrown around inside the 
house, and ceased at about 7 o'clock in 
the evening, and the same had been re
peated that day, adding that although 
the stones fell in the parlor, dining
room, and other apartments, she had 
not been able to ascertain where they 
came from, for she could only see them 
fall, and they had not injured anybody 
in the house.

“ ‘The Chief repaired to the house in 
question, near the hour of seven, on the 
same Tuesday evening, accompanied by 
four men from the municipal guard, and 
ordered that the numerous persons 
assembled to witness the strange doings 
should disperse, and that only those 
should remain in the house who be
longed there. He then ordered a strict 
search to be made, and that all the 
doors communicating with the street or 
back yard should be hermetically 
closed, but not without first having or
dered that two of the policemen should 
station themselves on the outside and 
watch the exterior of the building. All 
this being done, the chief of police re
mained .Within, having arranged that 
Policeman Rice and the guard, An
astasio Duarte, should be seated in front

chief arranged that she should then 
take her seat in the same room with 
him in one of the cane-seated rocking
chairs that were there. A moment 
after, two knocks, almost imperceptible, 
were heard in the room, as if produced 
by the dropping of some small objects 
in the center of the dwelling. The 
investigators then went to see what had 
happened, and on approaching the door
way between the room they were in and 
the one in which the child was sleeping 
they felt a hard and heavy substance 
gently rubbing over their hands, which ' 
they carried clasped behind them, and 
grazing their legs, fell to the floor with 
a slight sound. It proved to be a part 
of a brick, weighing something like 
three pounds. Another piece some
what lighter touched slightly the cloth
ing of the same parties and fell upon a 
chair. .

“ ‘la the meantime the chief of police 
took a position in the center of the room, 
the young woman, Mrs. O. G. remaining 
seated some four or five feet away from 
him, almost in oonvulsions. At this 
moment Messrs. Bernard, Gomez, 
Mócente, Martinez and young Mr. ■ 
Ignacio Cajate, asked permission to 
come in, and being admitted, took a 
position for observation near the chief.-> 
Some object immediately hit the spur 
of the chief, giving forth a metallic. 
sound—the chief having come on horse-.1 
back and left his horse at the door— 
which object was found to be the bottom ¡ 
of a cup, covered with wet, black mud. j 
A heavy substance also fell, grazing the' 
left shoulder of the said chief and-J 
struck on the floor without making much' 
noise; it was a piece of a brick of about«} 
four pounds weight. Another piece of 
the same size and weight hit his’ 
right shoulder and fell to the floor the' 
same as before. A fragment of a root! 
tile three inches long struck the brim 
of his hat and fell without much noise. 
Other falling bodies were heard in dif- ¡ 
ferent parts of the house, and wheni 
young Mi's. O. G. arose to go to her 
sleeping child, a loud noise was heard, • 
which proved to be the falling qf a 
trunk-lid, and this was followed bv'a 
much more violent blow, as if caused by • 
a heavy body striking against a door. ' 
It.was produced by a rock weighing at■ 
least five poundswhieh had been thrown 
from the interior of lho same room 
against the door, whicli was closed at 
the,time, but which communicates with 
the back yard. The door communicating 
between the said room and tho din
ing-room had been firmly closed. After 
this the chief ordered the young woman 
to retire from the house permanently, 
to another in the neighborhood, aud 
from that moment all demonstrations of 
knockings or flying missiles ceased.

“ ‘Now, what relation exists between 
that house and the presence of the 
young woman in the same?

“ ‘As to the stones which appeared in 
the house, notwithstanding its being 
hermetically closed and guarded, can 
they come from any distance, consider
ing their size ami weight, and hit 
people present without hurting them?

“ 'How did these missiles penetrate 
the house and who threw them?

“'Who violently threw down the • 
trunk-lid in the room in which . 
none of the persons in the house were 
present? and who cast the stone within 
the same against the door that opened' 
out into the back yard?

“ ‘How can one explain the fact tho 
missiles flung against the door were im
pelled by some energetic, extraordinary 
force, while those which hit the persons 
present came lightly, and seemed not to 
come from any distance?

“ ‘Let those who doubt the occurrence 
of this kind of phenomena answer these*! 
questions with the seriousness that the . 
case requires. Doubtless they attribute 
them to a supernatural origin, when the 
fact is that everything of the kind that 
occurs obeys the law of nature. To 
reason otherwise is to judge without 
knowledge of cause, as a child would do 
—superficially, and without reflection.’ ”

having the yOhng Mrs. O. G., child in 
arms, take a feat some six feet away 
from him. The room and parlor had 
been sufficiently lighted. ‘

“ ‘Alter fifteen minutes, more or less, 
of sileiK waiting, two heavy objects were 
heard to fall near the young woman, 
which were found to be two pieces of 
roof-tiling, from five to six inches Ipng, 
without any one present being able to 
tell from what direction they came, and 
withoutother ihdication of their pres
ence than the sound of their falling. 
The roof over where the young woman 
sat was carefully examined, and there 
was not tbe slightest sign that the tiles 
had been removed from that locality, 
and all the less probable, inasmuch as 
their size prechided the physical possi
bility of their having, come from that 
place. . \ .

“ ‘The authority then ordered that the 
young woman shbuldi’etiretoa houfe in 
that neighborhood. • until*• summoned 
again. Another <!hour;pf: observation 
passed by without the occurrence of any
thing worthy.of notice,-when the young 
woman was again called; Who returned 
with her child in her arms and was visi
bly agitated. She placed her child in a 
little bed neat- the wall at the en
trance of the room adjoining. The

He Beads all in it.
To the Editor:—You know that I 

am an old man, and I want to say that 1 
never found a paper until I got The 
Progressive Thinker that I read 
everything there is in it. I read every
thing in The Progressive Thinker, 
and wish that everybody else did the

The Best of All.
Dr. A. B. Dobson, of San Jose, CaL, 

who is deeply interested in all things of 
a progressive nature, writes:

“Please find enclosed a slip cut from 
our leading daily, the San Jose Mercury, 
which I would be pleased for you to 
publish, if you can find space in your and 
our good Progressive Thinker, the 
best Spiritual paper ever published.”

A Grand Light.
To the Editor:—Your paper is a 

great, grand light to me, and I pray the 
Infinite to help you each day in your 
work of spreading the work of Spiritual* > 
ism all over this fair land by the power 
of the pen and press. May the good 
angels guard and guide you, is the 
prayer of your sister in the light.

Lulu D. McCreery.

By Roman law, a married m<jn having , 
three children was entitled to a better . 
seat in the theater than less fortunate 
benedicts; A manned-man having
twelve children was entitled to a robe of 
honor and a pension. ..

Gallus divorced his wife because sho , 
ran about1 With; her head "biire:" Vetus . 
got rid of hl. because he saw her talk
ing with a freed woman: Sophus, be
cause she went to the theater; Amillius 
Paulus, because he did not like her.
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long since overtaken the corieapondiug errors 
ip Astronomy. Mistaken notions of the Di
vine Government of : the ^arth vawr shore the 
fate which has already-overtaken mistaken no
tions of- ite place in the Cosmos and of its 
material laws and forces. The Earth will no 
more be the central and principal object in the 
Religion of the future than it is the central 
and principal object? in the Astronomy of the 
present fust .avcertgihly as we have arrived 
at the Universdl^ind' Eternal in the sphere of 
Astronomy, juMeo certainly shall we arrive at 
the 'Universal andjEternal in the sphere of Re
ligion! < ■
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why th» ancient system of astronomy was 
FALSE, AND WHY IT HAS BEEN REJECTED 
AND SUPPRESSED.

In the ancient system of Astronomy every
thing was imaginary, illusory and unreal.

The Earth was supposed to be stationary in 
the midst of the Heavens—but it actually has 
a very complex system of motions, in one of 
which, its yearly course around the Sun, it is 
moving more than eighteen miles a second.

The Earth was supposed to be a plane or 
. flat surface—but it is really a globe or sphere.

The Earth was supposed to be the only world 
in existence—but it is really surrounded by 
infinite millions of similar bodies.

The Earth was supposed to have come into 
existence alone—but it is now known that 
millions of similar worlds came into existence 
simultaneously with it.

If one should say that our globe is known 
as world No. 2,897,423,025, of astral system 
No. 98,383,987,443, in section 338,621,246, 
of one of the latest renewals of division No. 
8,366,241,000 of the Universe, the idea thus 
given us of the importance of the Earth in 
Nature would be immeasurably too great.
' The Earth was supposed to be the first 
world that ever existed—but it is now known 
that Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, 
and infinite myriads of other wprlds, are thou
sands of millions of years older than our 
planet.

The Earth was supposed to be the only 
world inhabited by a race of human beings— 
but it is now known that the worlds around 
Ki are peopled, at this very day and hour, by 

finite millions of similar races.
The Earth was supposed to be the centre of 

the Universe—but it is no more the centre of 
the Universe than is any one of the infinite 
millions of worlds around us.

The Earth was supposed to be the principal 
object in Nature—but it is now known that 
there are bodies many millions of times 
greater.

Sirius, the “ dog star,” for example, which, 
jn round numbers, is 6,500,000,000 (six 
thousand five hundred million) times larger 
than the Earth, it being twelve million miles 
in diameter. And yet it is moving at the 
Tate of forty miles a second!

The Sun and Moon—“the stars also ”— 
were supposed to make a complete revolution 
around the Earth every twenty-four hours— 
but it is now known that the phenomena 
which gave rise to that error are occasioned 
by the diurnal revolution of the Earth on its 
own axis.

The Earth was supposed to be enclosed in 
• series of solid concentric crystalline spheres, 
all moving independently in separate planes— 
but nothing of the sort really exists.

In a word, the glorious science of Astron
omy, so grand and simple, so clear and 
rational, remained during thousands of years 
an elaborate patchwork of errors, assumptions, 
impossibilities and absurdities.

Its whole basis was wrong.
The ancient astronomers had made the 

gravest mistake possible.
They had taken the Earth for their point of 

departure!
This is why their system of Astronomy was 

Wholly false and imaginary, and why it has 
been universally rejected and swept out of ex
istence.

Jrt .. vn. J;.-;' ■
TH»' IMPRSqaiNG transformation.

. ’4 migEty change is thus seen ¿6 be impend
ing in the sphere of; Religion; a change cor
responding to that jvhich has already taken 
plhcfc in the spheto of-Astronomy; the substi
tution of the Cosmos' for the Earth as the 
basis of our religious doctrines and teachings 
and aspirations; the substitution of the facts 
and principles of Nature for the errors and 
impostures of current systems of ecclesiastical 
mummery; the substitution of the Infinite 
Spirit of the Universe for the “deities" the 
occupant of our globe has made1 in his own 
image; the substitution-of the Real for the 
Imaginary throughout the entire domain of 
Religion, precisely as the Real has already 
been substituted for the Imaginary throughout 
the entire domain of Astronomy; the substi
tution of the Universal and Eternal Truths of 
the Universe for the local and transient errors 
of pur planet.

VIIL
TUB ADVENT OF COSMIC RELIGION UPON OUR 

PLANET.
By what cause or circumstance is this 

mighty change coming? Is it an accident of 
human error, or an inevitability of human 
progress?

Most assuredly the latter.
The world we inhabit is on the eve of a 

unique religious movement which comes, in 
its! own appointed time, to every world in the 
Universe, as a grand ultimation of its religious 
growth, and which has come already in the 
giant History of Nature to more worlds and 
races like our own than there are grains of 
matter in our planet.

This movement is the advent of cosmic Re
ligion upon our planet.

VL
THE GEOCENTRIC VIEW OF THINGS IN THE RE

LIGIONS OF THE PRESENT, AND THE CHANGE 
IT IB UNDERGOING.
The geocentric view of things is still held 

universally in Religion, although it is just as 
erroneous in the case of Religion as in the case 
of Astronomy—just as imaginary, just as ab
surd, just as contrary to Nature. During 
thousands of years the founders and exponents 
of religions have commenced their ‘1 revela
tions " by assuming that the Earth is the first 
apd last and only world in the Universe; that 
the inhabitants of our globe are the only men 
in the Universe; that the Earth and man are 
the principal if not the exclusive objects of 
divine care and beneficence; that they came 
into being by special and exclusive “crea
tions"; that the entire body of Nature is 
merely supplementary to their existence; that 
nothing of any consequence existed before 
them; that they represent in and by them
selves the whole intent and result of the di
vine activity; that they were drawn a few 
thousand years ago from nothingness, into 
which they may at any moment return; that 
they are isolated in origin, destiny, govern
ment, etc., from the rest of the Universe; and 
that the cessation of their concerns would be 
equivalent to the general dissolution of the 
combined human and heavenly kingdoms.

But we how see that these mistakes in Re
ligion are no more a finality than were the 
corresponding mistakes in Astronomy. The 
vast revolution which has been effected dur
ing the last three hundred years in the sphere 
of Astronomy is certain to be effected during

feet and open his “ Holy Book,” and read his 
text-—say: .

“Ephesians, 5th chapter, and let verse:
“Be ye, therefore, followers of God as dear 

children,”
He will tell you of God’s wisdom, . His 

mercy, and His justice, as is set forth, in the 
“Holy Bible,” and admonish you to walk in 
Ris footsteps und imitate His example as dear 
children would regard the conduct and teach
ings of a kind and loving parent.

Now, under the system of jurisprudence as 
taught in schools of human law and justice, 
we will state some vital principles that are 
said to underlie all our systems of jurispru
dence, and upon which are based the best in
terests of society.

First, that every person shall suffer for his 
or her own wrong act; that the innocent are 
blameless, and shall in no case suffer for the 
act of the guilty, if in the power of the law 
and the courts to prevent it; the law maxim, 
or rule, being that, “it is better that ten 
guilty persons escape, than that one innocent 
person should suffer. ”

Second, that no one shall suffer for any act 
that he or she could not prevent or avoid, if 
in the power of the courts to prevent it or 
save them from such consequences.

Third, that the wicked intention to commit 
a crime must be established beyond a doubt, 
before the defendant shall be held as guilty.

Fourth, that a person of weak or unsound 
mind cannot, in contemplation of law, com
mit a crime—this includes infants, idiots, in
sane persons, as well as the brute creation.

Fifth, the crime of the parent does not at
tach to the child of the criminal, and it shall 
never, in any case, be held responsible for the 
same so far as human law and human courts 
can prevent

These principles are right or they are 
wrong. If they are right and just with men 
(and we have never heard the fact disputed), 
would they not be just and right with God, 
the Father of men? Is not justice an abso
lute and eternal principle, alike with all intel
ligent beings, whether those beings are gods 
or men? If it is a good thing for a God to 
do, would it not be a good thing for men to 
do, if they are to follow in His footsteps as 
dear children?

Now, dear, kind and loving mother! you 
that followed the cold and insensible darling 
to the cold and silent tomb—you that refuse 
to be comforted—you that plant flowers and 
weave garlands to adorn the grave of the lost 
one, so cold, bo silent, but once so sparkling 
and brilliant, bo loved and so loving. Come 
with ub to the “Book of Books,” the Christ
ian’s hope for comfort and relief. Come with 
us, ever remembering your Father in heaven, 
in whose footsteps you are to follow as a dear 
child.

Behold the first family on earth, or in 
heaven, composed of but three persons—God 
the Father (full of love and intelligence), re
joicing in his work that it was good, with one 
son and one daughter. God the Father, in 
the fullness of His wisdom, gives birth to two 
simple, silly infants, that yet have a desire for 
knowledge implanted in their natures, as was 
the desire for knowledge implanted in the na
ture of your loved one, derived, no doubt, 
from you as its mother! This Father read to 
these little infants a law they could not under
stand or comprehend, as you would read a 
statute to your infant but a few days old. He 
tells them that in the day they eat a certain 
fruit they should surely die.

What idea had these infante of death?
Why, they had no more idea of the term 

called death than has the tiniest bug of the 
wonders of the universe. Like your sweet, 
simple babe would have done, they tasted of 
the fruit after being tempted by a creature 
wiser than were they.

Need we say, dear mother, that God, this 
loving Father, became angry; that He fairly 
raved like a demon of cruelty; that He turned 
His little, weak infante out of doors—drove 
them away from home and in time killed 
them. He not only cursed them, but mode 
them have children so that He could kill and 
curse the chilren also. Did He weep and wail 
at the tomb as did you over your darling? 
Did he wreathe the graves of His infante with 
flowers? No! He even cursed the earth on 
their account, and instead of flowers he caused 
thistles and thorns to grow to torture and 
harass the human race, His children, and His 
children’s children.

Oh, dear, kind and loving mother! this is 
tfie picture that theology paints for you to 
gaze upon! How dp you like this picture? 
Can you follow this Father and walk in His 
footsteps as a dear child? Is there consola
tion here for you in your love and sympathy? 
Could you in any manner, then, imitate this 
God of justice? 4

No! a thousand times not
And yet this is only one act of the Bible 

God. When we have called your attention to 
the many, many such recorded in that “Book 
of Books," you will turn from the same with 
disgust and loathing; you will cast your eyes 
away into the bright cerulean dome, and there 
find a God in sympathy with His children—a 
God that has taken your flower from the 
rough and uncouth bed on earth, and trans
planted it, to ever bloom in the beautiful gar
dens in the “Land of the Leak”

Oh, dear mother! your sorrow here on earth 
has developed your sympathy and love; has 
opened the avenue for the reception into your 
heart of the glorious happiness that will be 
yours when you meet your loved one “Over 
There” and contrast the Borrows of earth with 
the compensating joys in the world of spirits 
as you cross the portals at the beautiful twi
light hour. M. P. Rosecrans. '

which it records, and the ‘Boheme of redemp
tion' which ingenious theologians have in
grafted upon them, inasmuch as they outrage 
alike physical and moral truth, so they must 
equally be discarded. Who, then, can answer 
the question, ‘ Are we any longer Christians?’ 
otherwise than in the negative, or, at the best, 
in dubious terms,’’-— The Great Problem, 
Prefaçe.

. “We find that the crust of the Earth is 
older by countless ages than the assumed date 
of the Mosaic cosmogony; we discover traces 
of the existence of men long anterior to the 
period which chronology has fixed for the cre
ation of . Adam; we have satisfied ourselves 
that Nature works by laws which are regùlar, 
uniform and immutable; and we ask ' , . . 
What confidence can any longer bea placed in 
the story wbich.the Old Testament tells?”— 
Ibid, 2.

“Physical Science.” says Mr. C. W. Good
win, “ goes on unconcernedly pursuing its 
own paths. Theology, the science whose ob
ject is the dealing of God With man as a moral 
being, maintains but a shivering existence, 
shouldered and jostled by the sturdy growths 
Of modern thought, and bemoaning itself for 
the hostility which it encounters. ‘‘—Essays 
and Reviews,. 211.

“There can be little reasonable dispute, 
then, as to the sense in which the Mosaic nar
rative was taken by those who heard it, nor 1b 
it indeed disputed that for centuries , , . 
its words have been received in their natural 
and genuine meaning. That this meaning is 
prima facie, one wholly adverse to the present 
astronomical and geological views of the Uni
verse, is evident enough. "—Ibid, 223.

“Neither Calvinism," says Rev. Dr. Nor
man Macleod, “nor Presbyterianism, nor 
Thirty-nine Articles, nor High Churchism, 
nor Low Churchism, nor any existing organ
ization, can be the church of the future. ”

What, then, has modern criticism accom
plished on the Bible?” asks Wm, H. Mallock. 
“The Biblical account of the Creation it has 
shown to be, in its literal sense, an impossible 
fable. To passages thought mystical and pro
phetic it has assigned the homeliest and often 
retrospective meanings,. Everywhere, at its 
touch, what seemed supernatural has been hu
manized, and the divinity that hedged the 
records has rapidly abandoned them. And 
now, looked at in the common daylight, their 
whole aspect changes for us, and stories that 
we once accepted with a solemn reverence 
seem childish, ridiculous, grotesque, and, not 
unfrequently, barbarous. ’’—Is Life Worth Liv
ing, 248. ■

“ In so far as church belief is still commit
ted to a given cosmogony and natural history 
of man," observes Rev. Principal Martineau, 
“it lies open to scientific refutation, and has 
already received from it many a wound under 
which it visibly, pines away. It is needless to 
say that the new ‘ book of Genesis, ’ which re
sorts to Lucretius for its 1 first beginnings, ' 
to protoplasm for its fifth day, to ‘natural 
selection ’ for its Adam and Eve, and to evo
lution for all thereat, contradicts the oli? book 
ai every.point; and. inasmuch as it dissipates 
the:dreamof Paradise, and removes the, trag
edy of the Fall, cancels at once the need aiid 
the scheme of Redemption, and bo leaves the 
historical churches of Europe crumbling away 
from their very foundations. "

‘ ‘ The question which is beginning to agi
tate the religious world,” says the author of 
“Modern Christianity a Civilized Heathenism, ’’ 
“is not whether we shall continue to recite 
damnatory clauses in our Athanasian Creed, 
but whether there is any creed whatever that 
is worth reciting; not whether this form of 
Christianity is preferable to that, but whether 
ail forms of Christianity pretending to come 
from God through Christ are not gross impo- 
sitipns from beginning to end. . . . Re
vealed Religion is on its trial before the 
world, not for eonre trifling blemishes which a 
little mild correction may mend, but for its 
very life; and if the clergy, its 'natural de
fenders, can show no intelligible reason why 
it should stand, common sense, in this country 
at least, will very speedily decide upon ite 
merits, after a somewhat rough-and-ready 
fashion. ’ ’—Prejace.

“ The progress of the physical sciences," 
says John Stuart Mill, “is considered to have 
established, by conclusive evidence, matters 
of fact with which the religious traditions of 
mankind are not reconcilable.”—Three Essays 
on Religion, 126.

“Hitherto," says Judge T. L. Strange, 
“we have been accustomed to suppose that 
we had before ub, In an inspired record, a re
liable account, in outline, of this earth’s his
tory, exhibiting to us the manner in which all 
things we observe were put into shape or called 
into being, and the time when this was affect
ed; but as knowledge has advanced, the Bib
lical representation has become exposed as 
untenable, eo that with most instructed per
sons it has become a necessity to frame upon 
the ascertained facte some, other ideal of the 
mode in which the créative processes had been 
carried out "•—Development of Creation.

“Nature does not countenance any theory 
of the original perfection and subsequent deg
radation of the human racé; and the suppqsi- 
tion of a frustrated original plan of Creation, 
and of later impotent endeavors to correct it, 
is as inconsistent with divine omnipotence and 
wisdom as the proposed punishment of the 
human race and the mode devised to save 
some of them are opposed to justice and mor
ality."—Supernatural Religion, ili., 572.

“ The current of free thought,” says Rev. 
Principal Tulloch, “Is running deep and sure 
in all the churches, even within softened and 
exclusive precincts where it makes no noise at 
all. It will make its way towards the light 
by-ond-by, from all quarters of the ecclesiasti
cal horiton; and ,the church which will have 
most chance may possibly not be any of the 
present organizations, but a church more ex
cellent—because at once more liberal and 
catholic—than Any of those now existing.”

We Omit more than three, thousand ; quota
tions to the same purport from .therepreaente- 
tivè leaders of the human race of all nations.

[TO BE CONTINUED.] ’ '

TWILIGHT MUSINGS.
As this is Saturday evening at the beautiful 

twilight hour, will you not come with us into 
our quiet and cosy room, dear reader?

Gome in with us, and sit down and rest!
We know many of you are tired after the 

labor of the past six days, and it will do you 
good to sit down and have a chat with us for 
a while, before you kiss the loved ones “Good 
night I” We wish you well. We want you 
to think with us to night We want you to 
note our words as they materialize on this 
paper into sentences and lines, and see if we 
write one unkind, or one unfeeling word—see 
if we tell you one untruth or falsehood. If 
we do, wè ask you to pardon us, for we do not 
intend tf) wound the feelings of anyone when 
we write these “Twilight Musings."

Will you allow us, then, in the kindest 
manner possible, to call attention to some sim
ple matters to which, perhaps, you have never 
given a passing thought, and yet it would be 
well to ponder and reflect upon them.

We believe the highest, the noblest anò 
the grandest element of human character is 
the spiritual, the sympathetic and devotional— 
the love of our species, of our friends, our 
relatives, OUr companions, with whom we have 
formed loving friendships and familiar associ
ations, What element on God's green earth 
is so pure, so holy, so angelic, as the love of 
the mother for her darling child? For the 
comfort of that child, for its joy or pleasure, 
she will sacrifice all her hopes, her selfishness, 
and even her life.

This child sickens and dies. The mother 
sees it laid away in its little casket; she hears 
the rattle of the clods and the stones as they 
fall upon its little coffin, while her hopes are 
blasted, her eyes blinded with tears, her 
bosom heaving with sobs as she realizes her 
loneliness and desolation, and asks herself the 
question so often repeated (prompted no doubt 
by hope in her bosom): “ Does the dear one 
still live, and still love its sorrowing parent?”

In response to that holy hope and loving 
aspiration, the Materialist answers: “ Good 
woman, one world at a time is enough to look 
after. Your child is dead! Once, it was lov
ing, sparkling, intelligent and beautiful. The 
next transition will be into a senseless weed, a 
speat of grass, or a stalk of corn. Forget 
that it lived and loved. Now it is insensible 
alike to your jqys, or your griefs, your loneli
ness and desolation of heart!"

Then, in her agony and distress, the poor, 
sorrowing mother turns to God's ‘ ‘Holy Word" 
for consolation and relief, but can hear noth
ing from the loved one. The bosom of Jesus 
is far, far away, and notone single echo comes 
to her anxious soul. Then she is told not to 
consult with familiar spirits, or, as the medi
ums of old were called, “ Wizards and Witch
es. ” Oh, the doubt, the despair, the despond
ency and gloom that surrounds that kind, 
that sympathetic, that unselfish and loving 
mother as she plants wreaths of flowers over 
the grave.of thè lost and the loved one. God 
pity her, for we have seen such à mother 
many, many times.

Often have we asked: Is there no solace, 
no balm for her wounded and bleeding heart? 
And aside from the manifestations of Spirit
ualism we hear, but the echo of our own sad 
question, ringing mournfully in our ears.

Now, kind reader, it is to comfort the 
mourner, the sad and sorrowing, that we shall 
sit at our table and write a few more “Twi
light Musings. " We shall try to take your 
eyes off from the foolish fables, called 
“God’s Holy Word,” and place them on the 
true Word of God as revealed at the close of 
the nineteenth century.

We shall show you that the God of the Bi
ble is not the God of the Christian in our day 
and age; that the justice and mercy of the 
Bible Qod would be cruelty and injustice in 
the nineteenth century; that man’s ideas of 
justice and right are not what they once were 
in an ignorant and barbarous age, but that our 
Courts of justice and God’s courts of justice 
are vastly different

Our God does not make one vessel for honor 
and another for dishonor. We tell the sad 
and sorrowing mother that there is no happi. 
ness but by contrast; that misfortunes, so 
called, are-but educators; that her darling 
still lives; that while she is pouring over the 
musty, silly fables of the past ages, the loved 
one is being educated in the schools of 
heaven.

While we do this, let us contrast the justice 
and conduct of the God of the Bible .with the 
justice of mén as taught in our schools of law 
and expounded in our courts of the nineteenth 
century. Or even let us contrast the feelings 
and sympathy of the loving Father of All, 
with the feelings and sympathy of the mourn
ing, sorrowing mother. -

To-morrow is the Sabbath, and it is called a 
“holy day.” Why it should be so called we 
never could see, as the sun shines,* grass and 
plants grow on that day, and people sicken 
and die oh that day the same as on all others, 
Just think! Can you tell what makes this day 
more holy than are all others? On this holy 
day some of you will go to some fashionable 
church—for, in these days, nearly all churches 
are fashionable and even stylish. You will be 
met at the door by a fashionable usher, who 
will escort you to a seat fitted to your style 
and condition of lite. If you fill some grand 
official station, and control riches and patron
age, you will be seated near the pulpit in 
some conspicuous place, the observed of all 
observers; but if you are poor and must 
needs wear ah old coat, or faded dress with 
empty pockets,-and not fitted up inartistic 
style, you will be seated on a back seat near 
the door, in some secluded niche or corner, to 
be sneered at by the vain and gaudy, the dev
otees of fashion. . Such is life in church and 
cathedral, as wèll as in the theater and in, the 
ballrooin. Jfowi when yon go to church to. 
morrow,-'seelf we tell you qjle? - ......

: After sjhging, praying and passing around 
the little cup to take up a collection, even if 
it is a small one, the preacher will rise to his
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IX.
THE CAUSE OF THIS MOVEMENT.

The cause of this movement, in the abso
lute sense of the term, is inhetent in the laws 
of development and progression by which the 
whole fabric of human life is regulated upon 
any and every planet which is called into be
ing; and the movement itself is consequently 
the manifestation of a principle which has ex
isted from all eternity, inalienable and inevita
ble, in the very constitution and course of 
Nature, as one of its universal and eternal 
attributes. In other words, this movement 
comes to the Earth because it is divinely or
dained to come, and it ComeB to us as nat
urally as reason comes to manhood, as nat
urally as water freezes at a given temperature, 
or as naturally as occurs any other c hange 
whatever. .

The apparent or secondary cause of this 
movement is a recognition by the leaders of 
mankind of the profound disagreement which 
exists between the actualities of Science and 
the imaginings of superstition; between the 
popular religious notions of the day and the 
facts and laws of the Universe; or, in other 
terms, between the false and conflicting and 
transitory “churches ” now existing upon the 
Earth and the One True Religion proclaimed 
universally and eternally In the Stafcry 
Heavens.

“Men see plainly enough,” says Rev. J. 
Baldwin Brown; “ that the order of the Uni
verse is a thing much too complex and pro
found to be covered by the narrow, dogmatic 
schemes we think that we draw from the 
scriptures of truth. They . Bay that the dis
covery of the secret of Creation is a thing en
tirely of observation and inference; and they 
regard our scriptural cosmogonies, and views 
of Creation generally, as eo many idols of 
the mind which must be cleared out of the 
track of truth. There is a hardness, a nar
rowness, a selfishness, they think—nor are 
they far wrong—in the popular theology of 
our day, which runs counter to all the best 
ideas and tendencies of society,”— The Higher 

' Life, '62.
“The revelations of Science as to the his

tory df the Earth and its successive inhabit-, 
ante,” says .Dr.?Wm. B. Carpenter, “can"no 
longer be screwed and twisted into conformity 
with a set -of writings, which, however an
cient, can only be taken as representing the 
beliefsof the ancient people whose sacred lit
erature they constituted; and it is not by the 
beliefs of a people so low in the scale of cul
ture as not to be able even to apprehend the 
doctrine of a future life, that the beliefs of 
the highest intellects and most religious na
tures of the present time are to be trammeled. ” 
—Manchester Science Lectures, 1873.

“ It cannot bddenied," says Rev. Stanley 
T, Gibson, “ that a large class of thoughtful 
and well-informed men in this country are 
dissatisfied with the popular religions opin
ions. . ^They at least think that they see an 
opposition between our traditional Christianity 
and modern thought and science. This class 
is, I believb, still larger upon the Continent" 
—Religion and Science, Preface.

“Science, it appears," says Rev. W. R. 
Gleig, candidly stating the Bitnation, “has 
proved to demonstration that the world is 
much older than divines represent it to be; 
and that man, so far from being a distinct act 
of creation, is nothing more than the most 
perfect development,-as yet discovered, of the 
protoplasm, or common germ of life. As to

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

cco unt of modern spirit* 
uallsm—Bo-ctUed—from its Inception at Hydes

ville. N. Y., including the experiences of the Fox Fam
ily, spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to be 
very Interesting, and the interest is Intensified when 
that account 1a written by one of the Fox Sisters. 
Such Is the fact In this instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her maralago with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
most Important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers Its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

"THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a fall understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume Is enriched with a number of fine en
graved portraits of member» of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50» For sale at Uii» office.

Researches in Oriental History.

One
BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.

Fol. 13mo, 407 Page», Cloth, $1.60.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH BISTORT.
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY. . 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? !
The whole comprise» an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messlanlo Idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration. vntH H Is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon alter the commencement 
of the Christian era. .

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its cen 
trai hero are mythical; that the whole system is bused 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism.* It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without instruction and profit, whether 
ho reaches the same conclusions with the author on 
otherwise. For sate at

the Bible, it is .described coining forth so
changed ftpm the crucible of' modern scholar
ship, that to treat it with^greater respect ^n 

________ ____ t___ *___ . . . - We pay to the shcred books of ¿Other religions 
^the Universe must share the” doom which has Is no longer possible. Hence the miracle#

the next three hundred years in the sphere df 
Religion. In due course of human progress 
those religions which have regarded the Earth 
and its occupants as the principal objects in

;as&'Viyh

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
n getting out an edition in German, The 
jook is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
for$1 per copy. For sale at this office.

■ Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison Of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull Price, 10 cents

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

‘'PHIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
A but Poemi of tho author. and tomb of tier mort 
popular wnga, with the mualo bj eminent compoten. 
AmonntbePoema which hare attracted wide notice 
are: Budding Boae," “Incident, of Life Under the 
Blue Law«," “Pareon Smith'# Prophecr." “From tho 
Highland« of Huron.” “ The Ct W of Borrow," " Solti» 
quy of FulvinatBlcyon," "TheHoly Maid of Kent,' 
etc.

The Muilc tncindea "The Unseen City:" "Clarl- 
»cl," « June Bong: “We Bhall Meet our Friend» in the 
Morning" i MoetU» st the Crystal Gates"

Mang of tho Poemi ere admirably adapted for recita
tion, end were uied by the author in her public road
ings.

PBBSa Nonets.—Mrs. Emms Bood Tuttle ts-malter- 
fnl In her prolific poetical genius.—The Two Wbrld« 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of Prutdent Gap 
field's brightest «cholera.—Chansaning „rgus. L. 
rtiiodpoot. whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known u 
a poetess, snd author of many exquisite song«.—Sat 
Ere. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our wall» to recall ub daily to our better 
selru.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rar» 
poetic talent—Warren Tribune. A poet with shun- 
dant Went and rersstmty.-Banner of Light She II 
one of nature'« poet«.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true «nd besutifnl.—Mra. Sara A. 
Ondenrood. Claribel 1» czquliltely beautiful.—D. D. 

-Home.
The volume contains 225 pages, Is beauOfuny printed 

snd bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gift Priu 
UAO, post-paid. . . .

For «ale at thl» office.

•THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEL. 
A age. Bom etblng yonibonia Ere to refer to, BJ 

Jams« *L McCann. Price is cent*.

iäx
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A SUBURB OF CHICAGO.
We

Secretary Inter-State Spiritual Oamp.

The Other World and This.

H. L. Chapman.

J

is trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, 
60 cents; cloth, $1.

Woman, Church and State. A noble work

The Progressive Thinker__
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chicago, Ill. Every Spiritualist should have

again.
Marcellus, Mich.

meet the vast expenses of the Governments 
■L heavy duty must be imposed? There can be

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature. 'Softens the world—and, aa I say: 
Good night! love smiles at peace within cents.

’i‘ '

The Unknown

lem have taken place.

which distinguished them in earth-life.

- u
r X. X

The Light of Peace.
Oh sun so bright, to earth's dense plane 
Thou sendest rays of golden flame!
God of our day, we bow to thjee
And breathe again beside the sea

(z 110 ^ree bade as long as the present conditions 
JJ O'1 O exist. The burden may be shifted from one

shoulder to another, but it must be borne.
•. You may call it another name, but the issue

'■■■■ ■ . ■ ■ -. .. ■ - - -• ——=• ¡a not changed or the burden lessened. In a 
nilRTIOM^ A NR A UQWCDQ very Blight degree is thetariff responsible, 
YULvIIUIiU nltU flllUlVLIIQi and other forces areof vastly more importance

1 --------- in ehaping the course of National affairs.
This Department is under the management of Nearly four hundred million dollars annually 

the distinguished author, speaker and medium, fo Jjg collected means, imperatively, a heavy
Hudson Tuttle, duty on imports, and should be adjusted to '

who will respond to all questions, as far as possi- affect all interests alike, without subsidizing 
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that one at the expense of another. Yet, whatever 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir- the rates determined on, the one vital necess- 
ituallsm, its phenomena and Philosophy, and it ifJ to h h fixed a8 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent .j, ... _____,,____ ,
direct to him on a postal or by letter, and which Bible, with reasonable certainty that they will 
will, in turn, receive attention, Mr. Tuttle has be maintained. It is the uncertainty, more 
consented to act in this capacity until Jan. 1st, than anything else, which is to be deplored. 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio. J e

Lyceum Worker: “ How is the Lyceum
From A. E., Nebraska, comes the follow- cause prospering in England?" ■ 

ing; “I am a Spiritualist in belief, and am Under the zealous management of such able 
connected with the M. E. church. I have had workers as Kersey, More, Kitson and others 
no qpportunity to study your faith. I want Progressive Lyceum has taken an ad
so much to become a medium. What shall 1 vanced position and is the vital organized 
flo?" movement of Spiritualism in England. They

A. E. by no means stands alone. It may have clearly perceive^ that the Lyceum was 
be stated, without risk of refutation, that for adults as well as children, and have made 
there ^re as many Spiritualists in good stand- ¡t what it should be, a School of instruction 
ing in the churches to-day as without, and for all. There is a monthly, The Lyceum 
these are, one and all, standing in uncertainty, Banner, published for the organization, and a 
blinded by the new light; shrinking from its Beries of books. The Lyceum Manual in use 
following for fear of consequences, and held j8 much the same as the Lyceum Guide, with- 
by the strong cords of old belief. To all such out the music, and not as complete in in- 
the private home circle is the place for inves- 8tructions.
tigation. It will take the place of the prayer- According to the report of the ninth confer- 
meeting. It is there the opportunity is offered ence, held May 6, 1894, there are sixty-six 
to investigate and ripen faith into knowledge. Lyceums in vigorous life; forty-three of these

You say, “I have had no opportunity," yet belong to the Lyceum Union, an effort to 
you have the opportunity within your reach. unite all these societies, and thus facilitate 
Around your own table with your own family and harmonize all interests. The difficulty 
and a few sympathetic friends, gather in a cir- felt in -perfecting the organization of the Ly- 
cle, with fervent desire and what may best be Ceum, because there were none educated in the 
called a prayerful attitude. Be not discour- work, has prevented the establishment of Ly- 
aged by failure, but rest assured that your ceums, except in larger towns and cities in 
spirit friends are quite as anxious to comma- America. The publication of the Lyceum 
nicate as you are to receive, and will take ad- Guide supplies a long-expressed want for full 
vantage of every means you furnish. The and ciear instructions, so that by its aid any- 
home-circle is the basic organic movement One of ordinary intelligence can organize and 
of Spiritualism, and in its sacred influence the conduct a Lyceum.' 
most unimpeachable phenomena of Spiritual- ---------- -------------------

Spiritualism at the Home of 
Farmer Riley. t

To the Editor:—During the week ending

The Soul of Things.
Have atoms souls with life endowed; 
With auras to attract allowed;
With power to sense, to feel and know, 
The touch of those above, bplpw, 
Or all around that doth attract, 
Also repel; their own select? , 
Have moths, and mites, and ants, and fleas; 
Have stones and plants, and giant trees, 
Have birds and animals the same 
Aspiring, growing-power—aim, 
Virtue, fragrance, spirit and breath, 
Living, changing thro’ so-called death?
Why not things seen and unseen too 
Have souls when soul is not in view? 
When things unseen have motive power, 
May not the same be in the flower, 
To make it grow and change alway, 
As alternate the night and day? 
May not this force that holds the sun, 
The moon, the earth in place, be one 
And but the same that is within 
The smallest mite, to make it win, 
Attract, adhere to other mites, 
To other forms, as satellites 
Around the sun revolving cling, 
To grow in harmony and bring 
Out the higher from the low, 
Be that which makes all nature grow? 
“Electric force"—by science named— 
A force by science greatly tamed— 
And still the black clouds float in air, 
The lightnings flash in vivid glare, 
The thunders roar, the waters fall, 
And tell us science hasn’t all. 
It has but learned to use the force 
And undiscovered left the source.
There seems design behind the power 
In ocean billows and in flower, 
And if design there is behind, 
There surely is designing mind.
There seems intent and purpose in 
All things, and thus all things begin; 
Then all combined in one great whole, 
Design, intent and power roll, 
And touch all things of earth and air, 
And sea—impart eternal there 
A living and a loving soul, 
To cling, evolve, emit, unroll, 
Attract, repel, unite, divide, 
To do and be, and work, and guide, 
Within all things, without, between, 
Nor felt, nor heard, likewise unseen; 
All things that are have ever been 
Endowed with souls of life within.

Dr. T. Wilkins.

Song of .the Heart.
Where have I heard it—that legend— 

That story so sweet and old?
It has rung for countless ages, 

And by many lips been told; , .
It comes to me now, that story, 

As the twilight shadows throng, 
And may I tell it to you, dear, 

My phantom barque of a pong?
If we put from our mind thope longings, 

And unsatisfied cravings of heart, 
And $nooth out life’s tangles bravely;

F Lovingly doing our part
To make all the dear ones around us 

Forget all pain and strife,
And heartaches, and thank our FathSr • 

For sending us into their life,
Then the twilight bell of the angels 

We may hear so soft and sweet;
It would seem the gates were open, 

As the melodies repeat
Echoes from unseen singers, 

And our faith and hope grow bright
Coming to us in the twilight— 

As out of the dark comes light.
O, weary hearts! Cease mounting!

Are your garments pure and white?
E’en the lightest stain must vanish, 

To be pure in the angel’s sight
The sunset land is before us— 

Beyond is the light-house bar—
We are wading out in the river— 

The shore cannot be far.
Our feet are over the river, 

Life’s broad stream is past— 
.The harp-strings of life are broken, 

Our loved ones we find at last 
Mas. Allie Hovey Abend.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Sparkling with colors of radiant light, 
Symbols of thy glorious might; 
Wisdom, science and philosophy deep, . 
Truth, reverence, love and harmony keep; 
Morality, the central beam of white, 
Shedding on minds the purest light, 
Inspiring all to nobler deeds, 
Revealing many human needs. 
Aspiring souls for wisdom gasp; 
Secrets of science few can grasp;
Yet hearts can thrill and feel the power 
Of love and justice every hour. 
Harmonious forces that silent blend 
Until the Creator writes—“the end.” 
Our spirit floats out to enter the sphere 
Gained by struggle and suffering here; 
Heaven and hell below shall cease 
When the eternal love gives perfect peace.

R. L.: “Is mediumship a dangerous gift?"
It may or may not be, according to the May 26th, the cause of Spiritualism here hai 

manner of its use. If the medium becomes been getting a large amount of (practically) free -------------------------------
ttuM contro^Dassteel^yieMing to ever^influ' idvertiBi^> and we predict a large and rapid Lake Pleasant (MaSS.) the Mother 
itual control, passively yieiomg to every influ- increase in our number. Mr. J. D. Hagemon, no«.» J:»™
ence, it goes without saying that he is in a an ex.medium) and iiving at Adrian. Mich. , °f Camp-MeetingS. 
very dangerous position, If controlled by wa8 here with trick locks, slates, charts, etc., . The thousands who yearly go to this charm
wise and truthful spirits, he would afford a for tbe pilrpose of exposing Spiritualism; but 8ummer home are looking forward with 
channel for their thoughts and his moral char- ¿jOre especially to expose and trap Farmer baPPY thoughts to the coming meeting, 
acter be sustained to their high standard, but RiJ whidh he failed t0 do He b Already a hundred cottages of the five hun- 
when they ceased to influence, and breaks in a 8erieg of ]ecture8 at the cburcb and 6tbe dred are occupied, and the sound of the ham- 
the continuity of any control are not only pos- 8econd one wa8 delivered at the Opera Hall mer ^B beard aB new buildings are going up. _
lible, but sure to occur, principally by the to a k audience< previoug to thig time The management have engaged a generous 
changing conditionsi of the medium, lower and the Spir^uali8ts had made agreement with Mr. of able speakers and mediums, and the me inter-btate Spiritual Gamp, 
indisciplined spirits can come in, and drag Rageman and the ministers of the churches Bame popular band, the “Worcester Cadet 
the medium down to their level. The history tbat tbe former ghould hold a joint di8CU8Bion Band ’’ 
of Spiritualism furnishes too many lamentable wjtb Mr_ L y Moulton of Grand Bapids Lake P1®asant has attractions which are al- 
examples of the wreck of the finest sensitives wbo wa8 Bent jor abd arrjved jn dne tiujK ways sure to draw. 
In 4Ria n-innnzjv- . ...... 1 _ . . ’ *

wish to say, through the much-read
_ ___________ ___ ____ __ ... „„„ . The pure mouqtaiu'air,- Progressive Thinker, which will reach most

In this manner. . ■ but the ministers repudiated their agreement, health-giving water, the pretty lake, with of the Spiritualists in Chicago with whom we
If, however, mediumship is cultivated as a and wou)d not al)ow Mr Moulton to speak. its fairy. boat9’ tbe odorou8 pine groves, the have been in touch through a few thousand 

possession, co-ordinated and controlled by the rpbe next evening) however, the hall was streetH> illuminated at night by electricity, the circulars, that it would be worth trying to get 
other spiritual apd mental faculties; trained pached to hear Mr. Moulton's answer which dancing assemblies, the fresh berries, milk, the monster Christopher Columbus whaleback, 
as a means o^, education, and made subservient wa8 very thorough and logical. A thorough butter, fruits and vegetables from the eur- which is advertised to run to Benton Harbor 
to the spiritual growth, then it is not only presentation of sound logic is Mr. Moulton’s rounding farms—all combine to bring health Saturday nights, to extend her trip to Muske- 
without danger, but the most desirable of all great and fl0 thoroughly did he handle and l°y 10 tbe visitor; while the able ad- gon and take a thousand or so on excursion 
possessions. |be case t’hat we tbought it useless to say dre88es and the comforting spirit messages, tickets, leaving them there over the two Sun-

This higher mediumship should besought more on the subject, so he went home. Mr. from the scores of “open gateways to heaven," days. We will be in session July 8th and 
by all, and when found cultivated with watch- Hageman continued his lectures at the church, educat0 and solace the seeker for truth and 15th, and then they can return on her. It
ful care, not as ameans¡of pecuniary gam, mafcing great promises of exposure, but did “surcease from sorrow. ” would be a great saving of dollars in these
which would be ite death, nor as a marvel to nothing ia the line that an ordinary intellect Reader> are ?ou in doubt where to g° for day8 when tbe5'can,t be shoveled up. We feel
astonish those who stand on the border be- couid aCcept as such. He made manv asser- y°ur summer outing? Come to Lake Pleas- more and more sanguine as time passes that
tween doubt and belief, but for its own in- tions with which his own arguments coiiflicted. Here is resti here is food for the 8oul>’ we sha11 Pa-? expenses this, our first, year, and 
trinsic value. He made wild a8BertiOns regarding science and here 1116 rural sceneB of exquisite beauty; here fill us with ambition to press forward for the

It will mould and be moulded by the char- electricity, but did not demonstrate anything M ^pense of living is very moderate; here future. Mrs. Richmond and other fine talent 
acter of the medium, for its direction depends or tej; ^ow could be demonstrated His mountain air and the balmy pines will will be with us from Chicago, and others from
on the main current of the thoughts of there- 8tatenient regarding electricity was handle/ J°ne u? y°ur depleted body; here you can the East. Will send you our programme when
cipient; that is, if the mind turns to inven- one of our citizens in a manner -iSat Imten to great speakers upon lofty themes, or arranged. We hope to make our campa sub- 
tions, it will attract spirits who have that fac- 8howed plainly to the people that Mr.-'tiage- ?ou can wander int0 tiie forests and hear urb of Chicago, as one can go to bed there on
ulty in excess; if to poetry.it draws those man either did not know what he pretended tbe 8<>ng-birds and squirrels, and be happy the boat and wake up in Muskegon, so no time
gifted in song; if science or philosophy, those or he intantinnnllv m>RrpnrPRnntaa At. with your own thoughts. You should look is lost. W. S. Decker,gifted in song; if science or philosophy, those orthat he intentionally misrepresented. At with Four own Noughts.
gifted in these departments. The medium is QDg lecture he was asked why he did not pay “Bluff, upon Mount Tobey, under
thus elevated into the pure atmosphere of Mr Kiley for the seances he had attended the silvery liBht of the m00n' and watch the 
spirit, and his thoughts vibrate with those in He replied that Mr> Riley had pre8ented no dancing moonbeams upon the lake. You will
the higher sphere. biU and that he would iye him on0 hundred then say “th^half has never been told.”

The very reverse of this may occur, often dollars if he would do so. Mr. Riley was noti- , ^member, Lake Pleasant is situated on 
does occur, when the thoughts of the sensitive fied> and he responded promptiy) presenting the ^hburg Railroad, in the town of Monta- th{g - E -adv-anced thinker ehould 
are on the passional or emotional plane, at- a bill for two spiritual seances and one slate, ^u®> ^a8s-i 8even miles east of Greenfield, 8Ub8cribe for it; in fact the whole world
tracting, by the same law, spirits of like de- giving date of each seance, and demanded his and “mety miles west of Boston Excursion woujd greatly improved if it could be
gree, who intensify and make abnormal the mone}, the $100. but be did not get it Mr tickets can be obtained all along the line from read by eachgfamify cirPcle. Terms 0NK D0L_ 
° uer wi16 “ntro ?fQ the Hageman left town two or three days later, Ti£Y to Boston, and on connecting lines. LA& per r gent montbs for 25(J<

will. While mediumship in its pure and Spir- after publicly stating that he would be back The meeting opens Sunday, July 29th, and _______ ____________
jtual phase is most desirable, uncontrolled sen- On Friday, the 8th, if not before, and would closes Monday, the 27th of August Speakers: *’*
sitiveness, passive to any and every influence, either arrest Mr. Riley or pay him his $100 July 29> Resident Dailey and Mrs. Carrie All About Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
is undesirable and dangerous. Before writing vou I waited to see if Mr’ Twing; Tuesday and Wednesday, Mrs. Twing; traceB history c the theological idea of

------ Hageman would return as agreed, but he haa «> ™ie tbe ^rs. devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15
M. R. C., Altoona: “Are there evil not come yet, and we think the church people jab an<^ Pres»dent' Dailey; 7th cen s.

spirits?" are glad of it; we think so from the fact that ®yrnes’ an<^ 12tb| “God in the Constitution.” By Robert G.
In the sense of demons or devils, intelli- two of the prominent ministers would not sit Willard J. Hull; 12th, in the afternoon, 14th Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In

gences devoid of good and only evil, there are in the pulpit while he was speaking, probably and 16th, J. Clegg Wright; 17th and 19th, gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
not. All spiritual beings were once human because they saw that his efforts, his bluff and ^rB- Billie; 19th, in the morning, 21st likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
beings, and according to the fundamental absurd statements were operating against “d 23d, Dr. Geo. Fuller; 24th, 26th and 27th, copies for $1.00. For sale at this office, 
principles of Spiritualism, by passing through their interests. It has been a grand adver- Walter Howell; 26th and 27th, Mrs. Clara 
the gateway of death have met with no tisement for Spiritualism, and it is not done . r;be Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
change except such as they have gained by yet, for the Methodist minister is giving us a median»8—Mr. Harlow Davis ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A
growth. Hence they are as good and as evil special puff each week. and F. M. Donovan. Mr. Donovan
as they were here, no more, no less. When- Mrs. Jennie Hagan Jackson, of Grand a^80 811 independent alate-writing medium.

- ........................................ . H. A. Budinqton.ever they return and manifest their identity, Rapids, Mich., gave us two fine lectures in 
we note the individual characteristics retained the hall Sunday, June 3d, to a full house— 
and carried into their spiritual lives. The much larger than our regular meetings have 
lover of falsehood and deceit, the envious been, and we believe the extra attendance to 
and hating, retain those qualities, until eradi- be the direct result of tbe free advertisement 
cated by years and ages of advancement referred to above. We must highly recom- 

If there are evil persons in this life there mend Mrs. Jackson as a lecturer, speaking 
are in the next, and if we open the way for from subjects chosen by the audience, and we 
their approach and allow them to influence us, believe that all of the larpe number who heard 
we must expect them to manifest the qualities her would most heartily welcome her here

M. C., Washington: “Is the tariff respon- ----------- -------------------
sible for the present condition of the conn- The Spiritual Alps and How Wb Ascend 
try?” . Them. By Moses Hull,. A beautiful essay

When Gen. Hancock said «'thetariff is a in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
local issue,” he was laughed to scorn, as voic- progression. Paper, 25 cents; doth, 50 cts. 
ing an idiotic saying, yet never was a truth The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
more cogently expressed. Yet why discuss idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses 
the question of free trade, or tariff, when to HulL Price 10 cents,

■ i- ‘ \ . ■ . * : . .

Good-Night.
Two little arms at close of day 
Fold me about with gentle way—■

A find sign of love to win, 
Transporting to bright fields wherein 

The paths are glad with mildest play. 
How kind they are when twilight gray

Two little arms.
Dear angel guides, this tiny fay 
Into your blissful realm would stray;

Charm her with harp or mandolin, 
Smooth every path she dances in— 

Bring to my own at dawn, I pray, 
Two little arms. ' '

George E. Bowkn.

by Matilda Joslyn Gage. -It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth
bound, 12.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat 
ed Phenomena; etc. By Gari Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper,

“Tke Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with 

introductory circular setting forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or$9 per 
hundred, to close the edition. Send at Once 
to Th« Progressive Thinker, 40 Loomis 
street' ' . . ....... > ”• '

JESUS CH RIST
BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 

MANUSCRIPT,

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the French.

Since the writing of the New Testament no 
book ha» appeared of as great importance to 
Christianity as “The Unknown Life of Jesus 
Christ”

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians.

The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
»way, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

. The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it

“ The North American Review" devotes eight pages of its May number to an 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 
Fresse,” of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery.” The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICS OF^SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE. 

. f-----------
r The past has been tbe Age of the Gods and the Re
ligion of Pain; the present is the Age of Man and tbe 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust In tbe Gods, but 
knowledge in the laws of tbe world, belief In tbe di
vinity of man aud his eternal progress toward perfec
tion is the foundation of tbe Religion of Man and 
system ot Ethics as treated In this work. m

The following are the titles of the chapters: •<
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monotheism; Phallic Worship; Man's Moral Progress 
depends on his Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo
logical Problems—thf Origin of Evil, tbo Nature of 
God; the Future St/'.. , Fall of Mau aud tbe Christian 
Scheme of Redemption*, Man’s Position, Fate, Free 
Win. Free Agency. Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God aud Himself.
PART SECOND—The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Moral Government; Tho Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility, Change of Heart; What Is Good? What Is 
Wrong? Happiness; Tbe Fath of Advance; The Will; 
Is Mau Free? Culture and Development of the Will: 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Dudes and 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of the Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Culturt; Marriage.

820 Pages. Finely Bound in Muslin, Sent postage free 
fqy 11.50. For safe wboIesMe aud retail UUs office 

VERY VALUABLE BOOK. 
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- O ism. By Epes Sargent, nuthor of •• Plancbette. or 

the Despair of Science,” ” The Proof Palpable of 'Im
mortality.” etc. This is a large l2mo of 872 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containlug 
& great amount of matter, of which the table of con
tents, condensed as it is. gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science Is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically Imparted, but are dlrectlv presented in the 
irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is u natural sci
ence, and all opposition to it, under the Ignorant pre
tense that it Ijb outside of nature, Is unscientific and 
unphllosopblcal. All this Is clearly shown; and the 
objections from "scientific," clerical ».nd literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 19l7.'*-sV 
with that penetrating force which a.-iiy argunieL.c' 
wlnged with incisive facts, can Imparl Cloth, 12m<\ 
pp. 396. Price 11.50. Postage 10 cent-'. For sale at 
this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
‘oi Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contents: Tho Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Suns 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of Meteors and 
Comets;Tbc Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; Tho Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How tbe Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impression' , The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate the Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by tho 
Bible; The Bible and Christ; The Summary: "What 
Must We Do to Be Saved." For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth. $1,25. Paper, 50c.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
A UTHOR PF ** COMMON SENSE,'- 

jTl " Rights of Man." " Age of Reason," etc., w(tb 
critical and explanatory otwervatlon, of hl, writing^ 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tho exact truth In 
regard to thia most abuied patriot and rellgiour re
former ahould read tbl» volume. Price »1. rostiff 
10 cent«. For aalo at thia office

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

Ths reader» of Tna PBooenstvx Tkiskeb will re
member the story under tbe above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which wa« publl»bcd in Its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries Vere made as to Its appearing 
tn book form. Thia wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 2« pages, In style and form like tho 
•'Convent of tbe Sacred Heart," with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on tho cover. The scenes of tbo 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation ana 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented la the 
pleasing form of nsrratlve.

Tbe following are the chapter-titles: Introduction: 
The House of tho Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hade:; Chrlstmastldo In tbe Spheres of 
Light; Chrlstmastlde and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
tbe Earth; Tho Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of tbe Light; The Society Again Visit» 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Kot Goodness; Address of tho Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist Wlll be delighted with; s 
book tn which tho Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will interest 
the church member, nor repel tbe mbit prejudiced. 
The price in paper la 50 cents; muslin 111 postpali.

TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
1 Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D., .In the thirty-nine 
chapters discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Sp.rltuallsm, from a spiritualistic stand- 
poltit. She evinces tbo powers of a trailed thinker, 
both in matter ot thought aud fine literary style, and 
capabtty of thought expression. Thi subjects orc 
well-handled, with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any: Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent bottle for .any; one s-.-ck- 
Inglhformatlon concerning Spirtuallsm and its teach- 
inij. -’;1 ■ •

For sale at this offlCe; n-ltie, $1.50.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT, 
f'ATIIERED EROM THE TREE OP 
\J Life. Containing some ot tbe experiences of n 
Bpirlt who ha« been lu spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 28? pages conjoins a 
vast fund of information. It gives tbu experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson is learned, 
lie visits the homes of the iulJeu, seeking to bless soma 
of them. His soliloquy, as be enters ihc dark valley, la 
very Interesting. He accosts a «sorrowingspirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the. Temple of Progress, 
HU philanthropic work is vividly portrayed. Thia 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuablelAfOHXMk 
tlon. Priceil.25. Forwik ut this office-

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE WONDROUS TOWER 
Zl which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together with som® 
Persona) Traits and Characteristics of Prophets. Apoa« 
ties, and Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miraclea,** 
by Allen Futnaii. Price 75 cents. For wUe at this

1 YOU SHOULD READ IT.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL TAL 

X tercourse. Contents: Guardianship of Spirits; 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
flympathetJc Spirits; Formation circles; Resurrec
tion of the n«*»d; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work na« been iran.ihitod Into tha 
French and German, it ‘ ontiilns an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford. Conn., and similar cases 
in all part»of the country. This volinnn is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of •• Spiritual
ism.’’ and has Mood the test of many year*. QMh 
p.,25. JPostAgo ’.n cunts- For sale at

FROM THE ROSTRUM.
BY A. B. FRENCH.

Tbfs work 1b one thnt- every ope should lead. II 
beams throughout with rare ¿cnisol’thought, practical 
as well as profound. There i& punshlue aud beauty tn 
every sentence uttor<*d. The work it dedicated to tbQ 
author's favorite sister, barah French Farr, dow passed 
to splrlt-ltfe. Hudsuii Tuttle, uf Berlin Height* Ohl$ 
gives an luteresiiDg sketch of tbe authoria flic.

J CONTENTS:
F xlication.
Sketch oftbeUfo Of A. B. French»
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book ot

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life. ,
Anniversary Address. .
The Egotism ot Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.
STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDsT

OFPSYCHIC <2 SCIENCE.
This work, by Hudson* Tuttlf., essays to utilize anfl 

explain tbe vaet array of facts in Its field of research» 
which hlchertohavebad no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arlao 
to the laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated arc as follows:

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evqjntlon: Scientific 
Methods of tbe Study of Man and its Results; Athalia 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism. Som- 
DambuBim; Clairvoyance: Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease: Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to tbe Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, in the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—Whnt the Future 
Life must be, grantfug the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science: Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light. /

It is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 25T 
pages. Sent, post paid. $1.25.

This work may be called the flrst attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It is a vndc mccum» 
&tiu answers about any question which may arise tn 
the minds of tbe Investigators of spiritual phenomena» 
For sale at this office.
FOSPEL OF NATURE. PY M. L. 

xET Sberman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repieie vtth 
tplrltual truth». Price »1,00.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

OF LOIS WAISBROONER.—MANY 
JD have rend this book, many have re-read It, 
RndmAUjT others ought to road it. It should be read* 
by every man »nd wunin i Inthc lsn<l. Asti story It 18 
finely wrhten.snd teem« with Imermj'.ml ntth-.tmme 
tlmelt educate*, elevates and 1nsj»ln-s Itriiuv.s the 
Injustice's to which wonu'D.-irc Mib’cctrd in the pn-j»- 
ent status of society—tbeluequnllt:cs In tbo measure 
of condemnation volec.i by soefety acnln't ncu of ihe 
samemor.lMunJIty performed by men and women re« 
spccMvely. h*h»»w.» the faNtf caramon: in wdety 
In matters of mor ¿'nndsochl tmtw. and wmnrs- 
that flow thnrefrmn to Innocent victims uf toclil' 
ostracism. u «umtMnsn One likcncsa ot the cutter. 
FiiecloUu pages. Price, r -
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J, R- Francis, Editor and Publisher.
Jf.lfrt'ed at ChicagoPosiofflceatSdclasamatler

Terms of Subscription.
, Tat PBOOJIZ66IVK Tbihkek will bo lurnfahed until 
Svte0“”’ac toiiowiDs Mna*' iav“i»bii 
Onofeir. - - - - - 1 ■ _ _ (100
Club« ten (u copy to the one gettlpg up ' | 
_.. . thoelub) ------ t;.K) 
Thirteen week« - • - .- - • - - 25Otl
Single copy - - - - - . - Cots

■ BEMimnoB«.
Remit by Fosioffice Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or draft on Chicago or New York. It co«t» from 10 
to IS cent« to get <lr«f IB cuebed <u local bank*, eo don't 
tend them unices you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct nil letters to J. R. Francis' 
No. <0 Loomll St.. Chicago, III.

UIAIHS' IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there nro thousands who will at first venture 

only iwouty-flvo cents for The ITiooiiebuivb Tuibkbii 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those whoTecelve 
a »ample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, anfi thus be able to remit from «1 to »10, or even 
more than the latter Bum. A targe number of little 
«mounts will make a large sum total, aud thus extend 
rhe field of our labor and usefuluc. . The same sug
gestion will apply tn oil case» of renewal of Buhscrlp- 
tlon«—solicit others to aid In the good work. You will 
experience no dllficulty whatever In Inducing Spirtlu-

W subscribe for The Prosrebbive Thinker, 
jot not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
tilfi price of only about two cents per week.

। A. Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
1)0 you want a more bountiful harvest than we < an 

give you for 25 pcnU? Just pause and think for a i io
Wipe wpst an intellectual feast that small investment 
will furnish you. The subscription Price of The Pro
gressive Thinker thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one bundredand 
four pages of solid, substantia!, soul-elevating and 
inlud-refresbing reading matter, equivalent Co a medi
um-sized book!

Take Notice.
At expiration of subecriptlon, If not renewed, 

th? psper 1s discontinued. No ulils will be »ent tor ex* 
tr* numbers. -

W" Jt you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
coyreotQd, and missing numbers supplied gratis. .

ASF* Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
cnipged, always give the address ct the place to which it Jul thcu sent, or the eliamm cannot be made.

at) infidel who does pot accept the 
atoning blood of Jegus, or believe in hie 
being fathered by Almighty God and 
born of a virgin. Belie! is the very es
sence of Christianity,,without which the 
whole world is hopelessly damned.

Catholic Colonization.
The foreign population of the United 

States in 1850, os shown by the census 
for that decade, embraced 2,244,602; a 
little over 9J pey cent of the entire pop
ulation. In 1890 that foreign element 
had swelled to 9,249,547, over 14| per 
cent. '

This foreign element is largely Catho
lic. It has come here under the stim
ulus of Jesuit influence. Its object is 
clearly apparent, and its organization 
and ability to control is seen in every 
labor strike in the country. The Amer
ican laborer is compelled to abandon 
the task which supplies himself and 
family with bfead, at the behests of 
those tyrants who are. colonizing the 
country ip the interests of papacy.

It must-not.'ba . forgotten that the 
progeny of. this foreign element, Amer
ican born, does not enter into these 
figures. That progeny increases much 
more rapidly thap does the native popu
lation, Under the parochial school 
system, the children of . such foreigners 
are as anti-American and as loyal to 
the Pope as are their alien parents.

Under our common-school system, the 
foreign element, with foreign preju
dices, sooii disappeared; but under the 
new system of church education, the 
parent a Catholic and priest-led, so will 
be his children to the latest posterity.

The parochial school is a device to 
make this a pathol.lo country, and we 
own it Is meeting with marvelous 
success.

SATURDAY, JUNE 30, 1694
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Take a LONG Breath!
ftnô Woftder that Crinve has Increased’Since 

TheTtóVént of flodern Spiritaalism!-

How Much has SPIRITUALISM Contributed to the 
Murky Atmosphere of Crime?

OoIjtlook Hot pleasant or cheering

TIDE OF CRIME RISES.

» Highly Eulogistic.
President II. W. Rogers, of the 

Northwestern University, in his sermon 
to one of the graduating classes, at the 
Methodist church in Evanston, on the 
10th inst., is reported to have employed 
the following language:

“I stand here to say to you that there 
has been nothing perfect in this world 
but Jesus Christ. It will not do to study 
too closely the lives of the world’s great 
men. Sooner or later we find that our 
idols have feet of clay. We shall find 
that all the great names that live in his
tory pale before the splendor of the 
name of Jesus Christ, and that he alone 
is captain-general of the sons of God. 
The character of Jesus Christ has been 
subjected to the criticism of eighteen 
centuries, and no one has been able to 
find in him an imperfection.”

From the moment Catholicism had 
power to enforce its decrees, all the 
Skill and genius of the church was em
ployed to invent and construct instru. 
ments of torture, to force those who had 
not sufficient evidence of the genuine
ness of Jesus to believe in him. Believe 
or be damned was not sufficiently con. 
vincing, to torture in every form and 
death by fagot were added, to silence 
the skeptic and the critic. The ex. 
pression of an adverse opinion was all 
that was necessary to insure confiscation 
of property to the church, to silence

Give Oue-Tenth to the Priests.
The priest thundering from his pulpit: 

“The laborer is worthy of his hire," as 
accredited to Jesus, does not forget to 
quote Ezekiel 44:30, when he is begging 
for his salary:.

“The first of : all the first fruits of all 
things, and every oblation of all, of 
every sort of your oblations, shall be 
the priest’s: ye shall also give unto the 
priest the first of your dough, that he 
may cause the blessing to rest in thin® 
house.”

One-tenth of the products of the soil, 
of the herds, the flocks, of prisoners 
taken in battle, becaino the property of 
the Lord, and was passed to the priests, 
who were the Lord’s custodians; so 
when pleading for a contribution, and 
the subscriptions are meager, this re
quirement is cited as God’s idea of how 
much each individual should give to the 
church.

When Moses, as commanded by God, 
warred on the Midlanites, he captured 
32,000 women who had never known 
men. The Lord’s share of these were 
Sassed over to Eleazur, the priest. See 

'umbers 31: 40, 41.
As the whole law of God should be 

observed, why do not the priests in 
modern times accompany the armies, 
and insist on their share of the captives, 
“to do with as they please,” as the Lord 
has commanded? Is not this a Christian 
nation? And do not Christians Inherit 
the Jewish laws? And should they not 
enforce them?

FACTS AND FIGURES SHOW AN IN
CREASE IN AMERICA—PRISON CON
GRESS OPENS—PRESIDENT BRINKER
HOFF MAKES A STARTLING STATE
MENT—HE SETS FORTH CONCLUSIONS 
DRAWN FROM THE EXISTING CONDI
TIONS AND CENSUS STATISTICS.

In 1848 Spiritualism made its advent. 
It came first through the instrumentality 
of the tiny raos, causing great excite, 
ment in all parts of the United States. 
It was believed most ardently to be the 
harbinger of the millennium, and it was 
thought that universal peace would 
prevail, and that mankind generally 
would reap a rich harvest in this out
pouring of the spirit. Since that time it 
has made rapid progress. Under its 
benign influence many sects have been 
liberalized, and bigotry and superstition 
have in a measure lost their hold upon 
the people. It is, however, sad to con
template that in proportion as its grand 
truths have been disseminated crime 
has increased. It is a coincidence not 
very pleasing, and which should receive

the public and divide parties are doubt
less important, but the country can live 
and prosper under free trade or protec
tion, under bimetallism or'monometall
ism, under Democracy or Republican
ism, but it cannot survive a demoralized 
people, with crime in the ascendant. 
That we are approaching such a condi
tion of affairs is not a nightmare 
dream, but portentous reality.

That crime is on the increase out pf 
proportion to population is indicated in 
many ways, but for the country as a 
whole the United States census is the 
most reliable guide. Let us jook at it
by decades:

Year. 
1850............
1860............
1870............
1880............
1890............

, Ratio of 
Prisoners. population. 

.. 6,737 ' ---------
..19,086
.32,901 
.68,609 
82,329

1 out Qf 3,442
1 out of 1,647 
lout of 1,171
1 out pf 855 
lout of 767

5
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doubt with death.
With the dawn 

civil laws were 
Protestant State,

of the Reformation 
enacted in every 
and were soon ex-

tended to America, which in barbarity 
fell little short of the Inquisition. Laws 
against blasphemy were enacted, which 
can only find their counterpart among 
savage tribes, in the interest of their 
feticn.

It matters not how exalted the posi
tion or faultless the life and character 
of the individual, if he has bravery suf
ficient to express a contrary opinion to 
Prof. Rogers, he is ostracised, he be
comes a pariah, and has no place in 
society. A few bold spirits here and 
there, with guarded expressions, may 
animadvert against Prof. Rogers' posi
tion, but if in the older States, even 
with bated breath, and among sympa
thizing friends, he is liable to arrest 
and imprisonment.

Suppose the barbarian laws against 
blasphemy were repealed, and public 
onimon would allow as free discussion of 
the doings of Jesus as of any other hu
man or mythical .character, how long 
cohid it be said in truth, no imperfec- 

• tion has been found in his character?

Foreigners and Tramps.
Official reports show that in 1891 560,

000 immigrants came to this country, 
400,000 of whom were common laborers.

In 1892 the number was swelled to 
633,000, of whom 301,000 were without 
occupations.

In 1893, since the financial crisis com
menced, 502.000 foreign adventurers 
have located in this country: a total in 
three years of 1,695,000. added to our 
population from abroad, driving out 
home labor, and converting our own 
population into tramps.

Would not protection to American 
labor ba best conserved by closing our 
ports, under proper restrictions, against 
foreign immigration, until the un
cultured element already here has 
learned the spirit of our institutions, 
and has adopted habits to harmonize 
with them? ;

the careful and critical 
thinking minds.

While there are very 
alists in prison, it is also

attention of

few Splritu- 
true that the

One. Preacher with a Level 
Head.

Cultured clergymen are awakening 
to a great truth. When they shall 
abandon their prejudices acquired by 
false education, it is probable many of 
them will indorse the remarks of Rev. 
Austin Phelps, D. D., a learned pro
fessor in the Andover Theological 
Seminary. This institution was founded 
in 1807, under the auspices of the Con
gregationalists. Its object, as defined 
in its charter, is “to provide for the 
church a learned and pious ministry.’’ 
The reputation of the institution is 
worldwide. Prof. Phelps, on page 189, 
of “English Style in Public Discourse,” 

' employs the following language:
“Modern infidelity is an intellectual 

giant in comparison with anything in 
the infidel records of the past. It is to 
the infidelity of history, in many re
spects, what the Copernican is to the 
Ptolemiao astronomy. It is learned in 
resources, shrewd in tactics, well-in
formed in the Christian argument, 
vigilant of its weak points, self-pos
sessed in assurance, and, withal, 
morally earnest in spirit. It seeks, and 
not without fascinating reasons, to 
establish the ethics of the Bible without 
the God of the Bible. He must be a 
citizen of no mean city who shall cope 
successfully with such a foe. It is time 
to cease confounding infidelity with 
depravity. We should have done with 
the stories of infidel death-beds. For 
the purposes for which they are com
monly used, all pith has been taken out 
of them by the testimony of intelligent 
physicians. As argument for one thing 
or another they go for nothing." ,

All are classed infidels by the church 
who are not of the orthodox faith. It 
matters not how fervently a belief in 
hell, in a future life, or how upright in 

■ morals and in noble acts, that man is

Fraudulent Coin.
Longman's Magazine tells of the doings 

of a German by the name of Becker, 
skilled in engraving dies for making 
coin, who perfected three hundred vari
eties, mostly in imitation of ancient 
Roman coin. These semblances of coin 
were produced'in gold, and were sold to 
unwary numismatic collectors, from 
which he realized large sums of money. 
After glutting the market with his 
fraudulent productions, he then made 
casts of them in lead. These he sold to 
museums and collectors, to the end of 
detecting his own false coin from the 
genuine. The British Museum is said 
to be filled with this simulated coin, 
covering nearly every period of ancient 
history. . . .

A class of pretended Jewish coin has 
been discovered, which was struck on 
ancient Roman coin. One very rare 
piece was found which had been 
stamped on a crown piece of Queen Eliz
abeth’s reign.

Fictitious history has been written, 
and authenticated by fictitious coin to 
match. And based on such fictitious 
history from the hands of cloistered 
monks, the world’s sacred books and 
dogmas have been written. The key 
has been found for unlocking many of 
the Catholic secrets relating to these 
pious frauds, which.credulous Protest
ants have swaliowed as revelations from 
heaven, and who are now quarreling 
with modern critics because of these 
-truthful revelations of the scholars.

Foreigners ¡Leaving.
It is represented the tide of emigra

tion is now turned toward Europe. 
From actual figures, some 8,000 have 
left Chicago, mostly • for Northern 
Europe, since the first of March. The 
number is increasing daily. The mining 
class, mostly Italians and Poles, are too 
poor io get away, and yet they are the 
class we can best afford to spare.

A New York wife was' granted a di
vorce because! her husband threw the 
baby at her when she hit him with the 
coal bucket for spitting on the stove. ■

tricksters, charlatans, frauds, and those 
who adopt sharp business practices, 
have incited crime, and have done much 
to fill our prisons. The beating of the 
stockholders of the old ‘!Rellgio-Philo- 
sophical Journal" Publishing House, 
and the repudiation of the stock of the 
old “Better Way" Company, of Cincin
nati (now "Light of Truth”), whereby 
the bread has been taken out of the 
mouths of men, women and children, 
have sent forth their pestiferous in
fluence, adding to the aggregate crime 
of the world.

Every tricky, dishonest medium con
tributes something toward making 
criminals. Every repudiation of an 
honest obligation increases crime. 
Every Spiritualist who apologizes for 
wrong adds in a measure to the crimi
nal list. Senator Stanford was a Spir
itualist, and $10,000,000 of his ill-gotten 
gains went to found the University in 
California. It would have been a sad 
thing for Spiritualists and Spiritualism 
if he had dedicated his University to 
Spiritualism and the promotion of its 
phenomena and philosophy. His ill- 
gotten gains would in the end have been 
a great Injury to our cause. Spiritualism 
expresses a grand and glorious truth; it 
is founded on truth, and truth and 
honesty should be maintained all along 
the line, for it is only by this course that 
Spiritualists do not contribute to the 
aggregate crime of the world! Read 
the following, and then go forth bearing 
the truth in thought, word and deed, 
for it is ohly by pursuing such a course 
that you do not assist in filling our 
prisons:

St. Paul, Minn., June 16.—The Na
tional Prisons Congress began its 
sessions at the Capitol this evening. 
President Brinkerhoff in his address 
made the startling statement: “The 
tide of criminality Is growing greater; 
it is rising with a continuing swell.” 
Continuing, General Brinkerhoff read 
facts and figures which startled even 
those familiar with the work of prison 
reform.

The hall of the House of Representa
tives, where the session was held, was 
handsomely decorated with flags and 
flowers. The attendance was much 
larger than was expected, the hall 
being nearly filled. Fully 250 ladies and 
gentlemen occupied seats as delegates. 
The proceedings were opened with 
prayer. Chairman Hickman, of the 
focal committee, welcomed the associa
tion to the city on calling the convention 
to order. Governor Nelson welcomed 
the delegates in a hospitable speech. 
He gave them an invitation to inspect 
the prison at Stillwater. He commented 
on the severity of the sentences, as 
shown in the records of many States, 
and talked about the good work the 
association was doing. Mayor Smith 
followed with an official welcome to the 
city. Chairman Hickman then Intro
duced President Brinkerhoff.
PRESIDENT BRINKERHOFF’S ADDRESS.

President Brinkerhoff spoke as 
follows:

To an audience as intelligent as this it 
is hardly necessary to indicate the pur
pose of the congress you have welcomed 
to-night, but still, as an introduction, 
something in regard to its history and 
its hopes may not be out of place. The 
National Prison Association was organ
ized nearly a quarter of a century ago,, 
and for a dozen years past its annual 
meetings have been held in the leading 
cities of the United States and Canada, 
and for the last ten years its presiding 
officer was an ex-president of the United 
States, and, therefore, it is fairly pre
sumable that the average American has 
heard its name, and something of its 
objects.

The truth, as we believe, is that the 
importance of the prime question cannot 
well be exaggerated, and that the per
petuity of the Republic depends upon its 
solution. Other questions which agitate

If this increase is to be continued, the 
decades can be counted upon the fingers 
Of a single hand, when “Mene, mene, 
tekel, upharsin,” will be written upon 
the banquet hall of the Republic.

CONCLUSIONS OF THE CONGRESS.
The conclusions of the Prison Con

gress are never formulated into a creed, 
but still, to those familiar with its dis
cussions, it is not difficult to outline a 
concensus of opinion, already attained, 
which, if adopted in practice, would 
make a vast advance in our methods of 
dealing with the criminal classes, and 
possibly it may be well, as far as the 
orief time allotted me will permit, to 
indicate some of these conclusions, as 
illustrative of the problems we are seek
ing to solve.. Of course I can only do so 
in bold outline, and without argument.

First, then, and fundamentally, we 
are all agreed that all action in regard 
to the criminal should not be the old lex 
talionis requirement of an eye for an 
eye and a tooth for a tooth, but the pro
tection of society.

Second, criminals in their character
istics are just as diverse as any other 
class of people, and graded prisoners are 
just as essential as graded schools, if 
reformation is to be made the main ob
ject of prison discipline, as it should be. 
Therefore, for felons, every State should 
have a separate prison for those under 
life sentence and for incorrigible, and 
another as a reformatory for young men 
convicted of their first offense. In the 
large States there should also be a sep
arate prison for women.

Third, in these prisons all sentences, 
except for life or in capital cases, 
should be indeterminate, under a care
fully-grounded administration, and a 
criminal should be sent to prison as an 
insane man is sent to a hospital to be 
cured, and not to be discharged until he 
is cured, and even then only upon 
parole until fully tested.

Fourth, all misdemeanors, except for 
short sentences, should be confined in 
work-houses, and not in county jails, 
and for recidivists (or repeaters, as they 
are usually known) sentence should be 
cumulative, and if found incorrigible, 
should be indefinite, within a maximum 
limit, with privilege of parole for good 
conduct.
SEPARATION OF PRISONERS NECES

SARY.

Fifth, county jails, almost universally, 
are so constructed as to compel the asso
ciation of all prisoners confined within 
their walls—the young with the old, the 
innocent with the guilty, the hardened 
offender with the beginner—and the re
sult is the contaminating influences 
morally are similar to a pest-house phys
ically. The cure for these conditions, 
and the only cure, is the absolute sep
aration of prisoners.

Sixth, productive labor, as a moral 
and hygienic necessity, as well as in 
justice to taxpayers, should dominate 
every prison, and as a reformatory in
fluence, industrial training is Indis
pensable.

Seventh, prison officers should be as 
thoroughly trained for their duties as 
are army and navy officers, and their 
terms of office should be as secure, and 
their compensation as liberal.

Eighth, in all prisons, moral and re
ligious culture should be the leading 
reformatory influences, and a prison 
school, with competent instructors, 
should be an indispensable requirement.

Ninth, partisan politics must be abso
lutely eliminated from prison manage
ment, if high efficiency is to Ue 
expected under any system of prison 
administration. Officers and employes 
of all grades should not only be men of 
business capacity, but also of moral 
character so high as to command the 
respect of the public and the confidence 
of prisoners. Character is important 
everywhere, but in prison management 
at its best it is indispensable.

The most potential influence in the 
prevention of crime is, doubtless, educa
tion. Many of our wisest penologists 
believe that if society would deal with 
its children as it is possible to deal with 
them, the present swelling river of 
crime could be reduced to a rivulet in a 
single generation. To do this great 
changes will have to be made in bur 
entire educational system, and es
pecially in our common school system, 
and possibly, with the latter, it must be 
revolutionized. :

The proportion of criminals with some 
intellectual life is now becoming very 
large; the proportion of criminals-who 
are acquainted with any trade at the 
time of the crime is small; the propor
tion of'criminals engaged in their trade 
at the time of the crime is smaller still. 
We are now approaching a point at 
which it will be obvious that every 
citizen must be educated to perform 
some social function. In the interests of 
society he must be able to earn a living 
by that function. If we .close the

social ranks against him he will enter 
the anti-social Banks, and the more edu
cated lie is the more dangerous he will 
become. ' :

early education is slighted.
In addition to all this I am more and 

more impressed with the conviction that 
half of the moral influence of our pub
lic schools is Jost by commencing too 
late, and that the first: great advance 
must be made in the direction of kinder
gartens. Id short, the Stfato begins too 
late in the care of children, More can 
he done in the formation óf character 
before six years of age than in all the 
other years of life combined.

Bo at the other end of our educational 
system, in our higher institutions of 
learning, and especially in all depart
ments of our universities, we must face 
the prison question, and it is there, 
more than anywhere else, that we must 
look for original investigations in the 
psychology, physiology aud philosophy 
of crime.

One of the most encouraging signs of 
the times is the increasing number of 
chairs of sociology in our colleges and 
universities, for every branch of soci
ology is a part of the prison question.

Ten years ago, in the city of New 
York, after conference with .more than 
a hundred Christian ministers, the Na
tional Prison Congress requested that 
the fourth Sunday of October should be 
observed In all churches as prisoners' 
Sunday, and that the prison question 
should be presented in all pulpits. Since 
then, prisoners’ Sunday has been ob
served to a considerable extent every 
year in several States, and with great 
profit, but it ought to be observed 
everywhere.

In short, the prison question involves 
all other questions which have for their 
purpose the preservation and perpetuity 
bf our Christian civilization, and it can 
only be solved, in its entirety, by the so
lution of all, and therefore we invite all 
workers in affiliated fields to co-operate 
with us, for in unity there is strength.

This is an exceedingly bad picture to 
contemplate. Each religious sect, lib
eral and otherwise, will hold up its 
hands in “holy horror,” and say: "I 
didn’t contribute in the least to make 
those criminals.” Each Spiritualist will 
declare: “I have not in any manner 
whatever added to the aggregate crime 
of the world." It is true that dishonesty 
In word, thought or DEED, whether 
known to the public or not, has a tend
ency to increase crime and make crim
inals, and in that sense, many Spiritual
ists have contributed to fill our prisons. 
The fact is that while Spiritualists as a 
class arc the most moral people in the 
world, the best people, the noblest peo
ple, there are many among them who 
believe it is right to swindle, if they 
think our cause can be promoted 
thereby. They would feel justified in 
starting a Spiritualist paper at once if 
they could sell stock, then repudiate it, 
and then go on serving “the angels" 
with the very type their money didn’t 
buy,

Spiritualists, the showing made at St. 
Paul, Minn., is dark and appalling; and 
if you have ever engaged in any dishon
est business methods or sharp practices 
to beat any living persons out of their 
just rights, or have apologized for 
wrong, or tried to sustain it, just in that 
degree have you assisted in forming the 
above sad picture of crime and crimi
nals. Spiritualism expresses the grand
est truth on earth, and Spiritualists 
everywhere should awaken to the sad 
fact that never before in the history of 
this country has crime been so rampant 
as at present, inside and outside our 
ranks.

Tabernacle Flock Stops Services.
The services of the burned-out Taber

nacle flock at the Columbia Theater in 
Brooklyn will be wound up Sunday 
night, and no further attempt will be 
made to hold the congregation together 
until the return of Dr. Talmage. There 
is a strong impression that the project 
for the rebuilding of the Tabernacle 
will be abandoned and that Dr. Tal
mage will retire from the pastorate. 
President Leonard Moody, of the board 
of trustees, said to-day:- “With proper 
management of the Tabernacle affairs 
we will be able to pay off all our debts 
and have a small surplus. I have no 
exact knowledge of when Dr. Talmage 
will return, and all is uncertainty as 
to the future of the church.”

We do not affirm that the “rampag
ing" of Dr. Talmage against the truth, 
as we see it, is the cause of the de
struction of the Tabernacle, although 
the Doctor says “God did it,” but if the 
same thing happened to a Spiritualist 
temple it is easy to tell what different 
opinions there would be about it. We 
do not think, however, that Spiritualist« 
would charge God with it.

In the first place, they are not super
stitious, and in the next place they have 
a way of attributing all effects to their 
natural causes. If God did it, as Tai
mage says, then it is fair to ask, rev
erently, why he did it.

If this latest item of news be true, it 
would indicate that the Tabernacle 
flock is taking their misfortune as a 
hint to disband, in obedience to the 
power that burned their house of wor
ship. No remarks.

Aiding In its Circulation.
To the Editor:—I wish you . .. 

know that we are trying to help circu
late your invaluable (or, perhaps I 
should say most valuable) paper, and 
thus help its good editor, and all who are 
in need and will partake of the Spiritual 
food which he carefully and bountifully 
prepares, and sends out to us each week.

to

Mbs. Cora K. Moore.

Forty-Eight Subscribers.
' Our agent at Denver, Colo., sends us 

forty-eight new subscribers, the most of 
them yearly. The Progressive 
THINKER circulates 10 qppies in the 
west, where the “other dollar paper” 
circulates one. The same ratio will hold 
good in the east.

The most frequent cause for divorce 
granted by the Greek church is “disap
pearance.” Over two-thirds of the 
whole number of divorces are granted 
for this reason.

RUNNING COMMENTS.
The State and Religious In
, stitutions.

The Advance of Liberal Thought.

No question has been presented to the 
Constitutional Convention of greater 
gravity than that relating to the treat
ment of sectarian institutions by the 
State. It is of the utmost importance to 
the integrity of the Republic that State 
and church should be kept apart, and 
that the maintenance of religion should 
be wholly voluntary. It is asserted that 
this fundamental principle of free and 
enlighted government has been departed 
from in the State of New York, and that, 
under the cover of charity, aid has been 
extended to institutions whose chief and 
cardinal object is the propagation of 
certain religious beliefs. If such is the 
fact, an evil exists which should be 
remedied. The public funds must not 
be appropriated to any use not public in 
the broadest sense, or for any purpose 
which draws a line of religious creed, or 
any line whatever relating to religion. 
American principles know no distinc
tion before the law between believer 
and unbeliever, between the man who 
goes to church and the man who re
mains at home. The only condition of 
good citizenship is obedience to the laws 
of the land.

It is contrary to American ideas, 
therefore, that any sectarian institution 
should be assisted from the public 
funds. The members of a religious 
faith should support entirely the estab
lishments, by whatsoever name known, 
that belong to that faith, and should 
not call upon the State or municipality 
for assistance. A religious institution 
is distinctly a private institution, and 
ought to be treated as such. The rule 
debarring sectarian establishments from 
public aid should be rigid, imperative 
and impregnable. The danger of trans
gressing that rule is fraught with so 
many dangers that there should be no 
opportunity for transgression. State 
ala to sectarian institutions means a 
state religion, and the American people 
do not propose to go backward to the 
times when church and state were one. 
The founders of this nation were refu
gees from religious oppression inflicted 
under the shield of State patronage, and 
their descendants mean that the rights 
for which the fathers suffered shall not 
be endangered. The State should re
main altogether apart from the support 
of religion, in whatever guise religion 
may be presented.—Lite Press (N. Y.).

Said one of Vermont’s leading clergy
men in a recent G. A. R. speech before 
a large and intelligent orthodox audi
ence: “Church and State must be kept 
apart. The records of the past, as his
tory shows, were written with a pen of 
steel dipped in blood."

Slowly the world’s eyes are opening as 
the great wheel turns round, and when 
it reaches or approaches a ‘new, era the 
cogs on the rim of the wheel smashes 
into the bell-ringing machinery of the 
incoming age, and the Rip Van Winkles 
must of necessity “wake up.” Never 
before in all the past was there such a 
clamor, such a bell-ringing din as the 
present-day-life witnesses. Every de
partment. from the humble day laborer 
up, up through all the walks, educa
tional and scientific—not forgetting the 
pulpit and pews—has its bell-rope, and 
the "pulls" from gentle tinkle to deep
est bass are heard on every hand.

Never was vice more persistently at
tacked in its very strongholds. Never 
did the banner of humanitarian love and 
goodness unfurl more joyously, inviting 
all to rally around its standard of Truth 
and Purity. Surely the old wheel must 
be driven by a master hand, for it goes 
round and round with lightning rapid
ity, and the clanging, smashing cogs 
make the old earth tremble from center 
to circumference. Something is in the 
air. The “I told you so’s” are out of 
bed and on their feet; their eyes are 
open; they know it is the early morning
time of a new incoming day. It is a time 
when old sepulchers are being uncovered 
to show the world the great difference 
between the whitewashed outside and 
the rotten, sickening inside. The world 
learns by contrast; in no other way will 
it be brought to see the path of virtue 
and love it, and the path of vice and 
hate it, save as they run side by side for 
a space of time, open and free for all to 
inspect.

Ecclesiasticism is “on its ear”—pardon 
the slang, but it so fills the bill—and 
while good men and noble women are 
giving their best talent and strength on 
the side of right, both in the church and 
out, yet the fossils die hard. They cry 
for “Church and State” and “No taxa
tion of church property.” As an elderly 
clergyman told me not long since, 
"Why, it won’t do to tax. church prop
erty; it will ruin the church.” They 
are unrelenting in their efforts to change' 
our time-honored Constitution so it will 
read like a creedal document, forgetting 
that our forefathers ran away from in
tolerant church persecutions, and 
planted a colony upon new soil where 
religious liberty might raise its banner 
unmolested, and where freedom of 
thought was individual property so long 
as it did not interfere with the God-given 
rights of others.

Yes, the morning dawns. Soon the 
world will arrive at the turn in the road 
where these open sepulchers of vice will 
be seen no more, and where the pure 
ozone of health-giving mentality will 
reach the soul. Then the cogs in the 
wheel will be out of gear, and the 
world be in a state of loving “peace and 
good will” for a season.

Ecclesiastic oppression cannot always 
last, no more than physical slavery could 
always last. Lincoln—the immortal— 
wrote it, and four million souls were 
free. See! seel! along that soft belt of 
light in the east as the morning sun 
comes up; see! seel! the names of the 
daring Lincolns, Washingtons, Frank
lins, Jeffersons, Paines and' a host of 
others written with .pens of fire against 
the arching sky; these who shall write: 
"Ecclesiasticism must go. Forms must 
go. Creeds must go, and religious free
dom must come, with God’s love, the 
centr^ point toward which all humanity 
shall eventually progress.”

I was amused a few nights since, and 
it only shows that the cogs in the big 
church wheel are smashing into a new 
order of things, and that other than old 
way-back bells arc ringing in these days 
of on-marching progress. It was at the 
commencement exercises of a high 
school that I refer to. A little lad 
came onto the stage with a funny decla
mation. The declamation In and of it
self was nothing, for the lad was no
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older than eight or nine years; but he 
was smart; his black eyes snapped and 
he did his part in true Thespian style. 
I will give just a little of the declara
tion, and then leave the many thou
sands of Progressive Thinker readers 
to judge for themselves whether the at
titude of the church is changing or not 
upon what were once vital questions. I 
will first state, however, that the entire 
community is intensely orthodox, as to 
name, not more than three or four pro
fessed Spiritualists within a radius of 
ten miles. The lad was a member of 
Sabbath-school, and one who, when ho 
grows up, will make his mark in the 
worlfl, As I intimated above, the decla
mation itself was nothing—one of those 
slip-slap running productions hitting on 
the doings that a small boy would bo 
likely to fall into:

“My mother told me if I didn’t look 
out I would go where all bad boys went, 
but I tell you I shan’t go there, ’cause 
there ain’t no skating there." Of course, 
these words on the part of the boy 
struck the “tickle side” of the audience. 
Now, if a boy of that age had spoken 
such a piece fifty years ago, wouldn’t he 
have gotten the business side of a slip
per? Most likely. It would have been 
sacrilegious in those days to have thus 
irreverently alluded to a place which 
the “elders" held up as a lake over 
whose surface no ice ever formed; as 
much so as it would be for a Yankee to 
get up in an Icelandic meeting and 
speak thus of their frozen “bad place” 
as being too cold to go in bathing.

Yes, keep church and State apart; 
they both can’t ride in the same car. 
Let each go on its own track; then, as 
some advertisers say, each can proclaim 
("mention this paper”) “each tub stands 
on its own bottom, doing its own work."

As soon as the cogs of church wheels 
attempt to smash into State machinery 
there arises a rickety, jerky motion 
out of all harmony with governmental 
mechanics. They can never be made to 
run smoothly together. A few men can 
attempt the thing, to be sure, -and ad
vance their own names and fill their 
own purses for the lime being; but the 
machine won’t run; it won’t turn out 
"all wool" fabrics, such as a sound, well- 
founded government expects. Have not 
the older nations of the earth tried it? 
Examine the cogs in their wheels to-day, 
so worn that not one in a hundred 
catches on, and they will never grow 
longer. It is impossible. Harmony 
won’t work under the same roof with 
Inharmony; they must each have their 
separate mills and spin each their own 
fabrics.

It is amusing in this day to stand still 
and hold one’s tongue, and keep one’s 
ears open, and listen to the opinions of 
orthodox adherents. Ye shades of Cotton 
Mather and the witch period I Ye dim 
shadows of Calvin and Wesley, what is 
the matter with the wheels in the ortho
dox mill? This reference alludes only 
to the changes In belief, the disregard 
for creedalism, and not to the growing 
regard for pure humanitarian work on 
the part of the church.

A pessimist clergyman told me a few 
days since that the world was "going to 
rack," and ho dwelt largely upon the 
doings of his own church at that. That 
there is a great change taking place we 
admit, but we are not ready to acknowl
edge that the world has so far forgotten 
its manhood and womanhood as to allow 
itself to sink down into the bottomless 
lake of oblivion. The roads of Virtue 
and Vice are running parallel for a 
while, and so near that the world can 
look over from one to the other; but the 
road of Vice must soon “close up shop," 
and do its business with “shutter» 
down,” and on a more limited plan. De
cency will yet strangle Indecency, and 
he who sells his honor for “blood 
money” will be obliged to ship his effects 
on board a train of Darkness and “skip" 
to some lund where Virtue and trus 
morality are never seen.

Yes, the wheel is turning round, 
And the century bells are ringing, 
New tidings they are bringing,

“The lost is found.”
Let the flood-gates open wide.

Let the world see for once 
Both scholar and dunce,

The gilded barge where Vice doth 
ride.

Then loud and long proclaim, 
In Virtue’s name,
By the pure Being* above
Whose grandest attribute is love:
“Thus far,” and then the end.
Good will to man—foe and friend— 
The viper to his cave betake
Then Virtue the bread of Joy may 

break.
George Spaulding Green, M.,D.

Camp-Meeting Reports.
They must be brief—don't forget it! 

There are over twenty camp-meetings, 
and a report of one is in a measure the 
report of all. Mr. A. spoke eloquently 
Mr. B.'s address was fine indeed. Mr’ 
C. gave forth many impassioned utter
ances, and so we might go on to the end 
of the alphabet. Of course all did well. 
Our speakers and mediums all acquit 
themselves finely, of course, and we 
take great pleasure in giving them 
recognition at all times. Camp-meeting 
programmes are all published, and all 
can see what is going on by looking 
over them. Spiritualist camp-meetings 
should be thoroughly advertised in ad
vance, and the best avenue in which to 
do that is The Progressive Thinker. 
Its circulation is greater than all the 
other Spiritualist papers combined. In 
fact, each issue is read by at least 
40,000. We take great pleasure in pub
lishing brief reports of camp-meetings.

To the Editor:—Your card just re
ceived, and I thank you very much for 
calling my attention to my subscription. 
Yes, sir, you can have the dollar, and if 
the subscription price was five dollars a 
year, I would pay it as willingly as I do 
one dollar, for every issue is worth it to 
me. I admire your way of handling all 
questions which relate to humanity and 
our future welfare. You call things by 
correct names, and this is what counts. 
There is plenty of food for thought in 
each issue, and twenty-four hours never 
goes by after receiving the paper, until 
I have read it all. D. S. White.

Mrs. S. M. Bancroft writes: “I became 
a Spiritualist through the planchette. I 
got splendid communications from dear 
ones who had passed to the higher life. 
I also get automatic writings whenever 
I sit for them."
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A Point of History Knocked 
Out,

And a Very Interesting Quota
tion of no Further use.

Paris, France, June 2,1894
To the Editor:—I saw some time ago 

in your paper an article by Professor 
Buchanan, wherein he relates the won- 
derf ul experience of Cazotte, foretelling 
the fate of several persons during the 
great revolution in France in 1788. In 
the number of May 19, you published an 
article by Dr. Sweringen confirming this 
story. It seems a pity that your corre
spondents are not more careful to ascer
tain the authenticity of such narratives 
before presenting them to the public as 
historical facts. It will, therefore, 
probably be a surprise to many to1 know 
that the whole story is fictitious and 
false.

. Voltaire and J. J. Rousseau had al
ready foreseen that trouble and perhaps 
revolution was impending in France. 
The writer Jacques Oazotte, who had be- 
conie mixed up with the mystics of the 

’ day, considered himself inspired, and no 
doubt did assert coming events, as is 
doing Prof. Buchanan in our day. 
LaHarpe wrote the account of this con- 
versatiou which took place at the famous 
soiree of the Duchess of Grammont in 
1788, a year before the pacific period of 
the revolution commenced,

This account was not published until 
long after the events related had oc
curred, and after LaHarpe's death; but 
what Messrs. Buchanan, Sweringen and 
others fail to relate is the essential, and 
that is, the well-known (here) fact that 
M. Boulard, the administrator of the es
tate of LaHarpe, found among his papers 
a note written by his hand, and wherein 
LaHarpe in positive formal terms, de
clares that the Cazotte history was a 
pure invention of his own (LaHarpe’s) 
and that his intention in writing it was 
only to compose “a poetic fiction,” and 
as he had revealed the “prophecy” after 
the events only, and as nothing trans
pired about it at the time they took 
place, it is evident that LaHarpe told 
the truth in his explanatory note. The 
assertions of William Burt in his »work, 
“Observations on the Curiosities of Na
ture,” where he pretends to have been a 
witness, is not substantiated with any 
evidence. As to the little “shading and 
peculiarities" wherein Mr. S. sees a 
proof of its authenticity it Is easy to im
agine that the talented writer, LaHarpe, 
could easily have invented all the 
“jeu d'esprit, ” as the Encyclopedia Brlt- 
tannica esteems and calls it.

The French joke us about the canards 
(ducks) as they call the marvelous 
stories that “fly over the Atlantic from 
Yankceland;” but we Americans don’t 
want to swallow theirs either, and is 
it not our duty when Considering these 
legends to give all the facta even if the 
truth should spoil a very pretty and read
able story?

I remain truly yours, 
“Clemens.”

Clinton Camp-Meeting.
“How beautiful and pleasant your 

grounds are, and so nicely situated,” is 
the usual exclamation from strangers on 
their first visit to Mt. Pleasant Park. 
After several days or weeks spent in 
close communion with nature, and lis
tening to the grand teachings; from the 
higher life through such noble instru
ments as Prof. J. S. Loveland, Dr. Adah 
Sheehan, Willard J. Hull and others, 
and cordial greetings from tho loved 
ones over there through the medium
ship of Bessie Aspinwall, Olive A. 
Blodgett, Charlie Winans, Fred C. 
White, Mrs. Thompson, Maud Lord 
Drake and many others, they then take 
leave of their newly-made friends and 
acquaintances with regret, and remark: 
“We have enjoyed ourselves splendidly 
and will certainly come again next 
season.”

To those who have never attended 
our camp-meeting J would say that our 
park includes nearly twenty acres of 
high, rolling woodland, well shaded, and 
an abundance of pure, cool well water. 
We have a fine lodging hotel, which is 
lathed and plastered, well ventilated 
and furnished throughout with complete 
potel suites; also several private col
lages where rooms may be secured.

A dining hall and a restaurant will 
provide the necessary sustenance for the 
physical man. Mt. Pleasant Park is 
within the city limits and easily reached. 
Electric street cars pass the camp 
ground gate every fifteen minutes.

Our brother and active co-worker, 
Dr. 0. G. W. Adams, who is always do
ing something to bless humanity, has 
built a fine large cottage and seance
room for the Association at the head of 
Grand avenue; it will be finished and 
furnished complete; is painted white 
and will be named “The White House,” 
and dedicated to the angel world and the 
cause of Spiritualism. Other improve
ments are contemplated and will be 
completed in the near future.

Inquiries for tents and accommoda
tions are already coming in and the out
look is favorable for a grand, good meet
ing this season. ' ,

A course of six scientific lectures per
taining to Spiritualism will be delivered 
by Prof. W. M. Lockwood, of Chicago, 
and all phases of the phenomena will be 
represented by reliable mediums.

Camp-meeting begins Sunday, July 29, 
and closes Sunday, August 26.

Application has- been made to the 
Western Passenger Association for a 
one and one-third fare on the certificate 
plan, from a wide range qf territory, 
which we hope to secure. ’

Camp circulars containing the full 
programme will be issued as soon as we 
hear from the railroads, and will be 
mailed to all desiring the same.

L. P. Wheelock, 
Seo’y M, V. S. A.

SCINTILLATIONS.
continued from first page.

hold our ministers and professed 
Christians visiting the inmates of our 
jails and prisons, our hospitals, asylums 
and infirmaries with Christian motives, 
I shall .fold my arms with the utmost 
composure amid the wildest religious 
excitement and most emphatically say 
“the end is not yet.” “They that are 
whole need not a physician, but they 
that are sick.” To Spiritualism is en
trusted the glorious work of bringing 
about the greatest reform of the ages. 
When the masses begin to realize that 
they can verily hold communion with 
the Spirit-world, when the two worlds 
come into perfect rapport, then will the 
millennium dawn on us.

■ Why is it that in this day of boasted 
civilization and Christian inteUigence, 
there is more attention paid to the 
creedal, dogmatic, sectarian, denomina
tional, doctrinal and unimportant than 
to the special and all-important objects 
of religion? -

What are the special objects of relig
ion? They are these: “Fori was hun
gered and ye gave me meat: I was 
thirsty and ye gave me drink; I was a 
stranger ana ye took me in; I was naked 
and ye clothed me; I was sick and ye 
visited me; I was in prison and ye came 
unto me.” Why not do more than sim
ply pity the misfortunes and weep at 
the woes of others; while we have a 
voice to say to the naked, be ye clothed, 
and to the hungry, be ye fed, let us have 
a heart to feel and a hand to act, to 
furnish the garments and spread the 
board. Benevolence! What hpman lips 
can adequately speak thy worth? If 
there are any deeds done on this earth 
which ally us to the ministering spirits 
around the throne of God, they are the 
deeds of charity. If there be one trait 
which pre-eminently assimilates man to 
Him who sits on the throne, it is the 
trait of disinterested benevolence. Un
der the faint inspirations of nature even 
the pagan Cicero exclaimed that men 
resemble the Gods in nothing so much 
as in doing good to their fellow-men. 
There is something truly noble; some
thing of the spiritual sublime in the 
spectacle of disinterested benevolence; 
a benevolence in which self individually 
and collectively is wholly lost, and all 
personal and sectarian considerations 
are merged in an unwavering aim of ex
tending relief to the sick and the af
flicted, to the strugglers for existence. 
A benevolence which recognizes all 
mon as brethren, and which, Samarican
like, pours the oil and wine of consola
tion into the wounded heart wherever it 
is found. Such a spirit confers a living 
dignity upon human nature and elevates 
man to a station but -little lower than 
the angels. Amid the warring of sects, 
the competitions of religious denomina
tions, our sympathy and regard for suf
fering humanity grows less and less; 
diminishes as our churches increase in 
number and magnificence. A great 
many of the churches of this country 
did not accomplish the high mission for 
which they were erected until they 
were converted into hospitals during 
the civil war.

Modern religion seems to be deplor
ably reduced to a mercantile business or 
advertising card. Contributors tochurch 
interests cannot for one moment enter
tain the idea of giving of their means 
direct, but, on the contrary, must have 
some show at least of an equivalent, by 
partaking of a dish of strawberries and 
ice-cream; voting for the purpose of es
tablishing the popularity of their min
ister or of some ‘^pillar”; by receiving a 
bogus tetter from a sham post-office; by 
thrusting the hand at a venture, in u 
grab-bag; by guessing the number of 
beans in a bag; by purchassing a lottery 
ticket or taking a turn at the wheel of 
fortune; by attending a neck-tie party 
or one wherein the gentlemen select 
their lady partners by making a choice 
of their exposed feet while the balance 
of their anatomy is hidden behind a cur
tain; and by many other nickel-in-the- 
slot contrivances of the “money
changers” of their “Father’s houses of 
merchandise,” the honest (?) earned pro
ceeds of which are expended for the pur
pose of gratifying some selfish sectarian 
ambition instead of even ascertaining 
the mental, moral or physical condition 
of thousands of the human race, which 
true religion teaches us we should visit 
and comfort as well as pray for accord
ing to the most approved method of 
the modern art of praying.

While I am by no means in sympathy 
with the Roman Catholic church, it is 
impossible for me to disguise the fact 
that the very spirit of that church to
day, particularly of her orphan asylums, 
hospitals, ete., more than all Protestant
ism combined, conforms to the spirit of 
that pure and undefined religion which 
consists in visiting the sick and the af
flicted and in keeping unspotted from the 
world. H. V. Sweringen.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot
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publish weekly reports of meetings, 
whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send, 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

C. S. Richardson writes pf the good 
work being done in Toledo, O.: “The 
lyceuiq recently organized in this city 
is a move In the right direotion, and is 
being productive of much good, espe
cially! among the young men, women 
and children, all of. whom are taking 
an active part in its growth and develop
ment. Among the members of this so
ciety are to be found tho most respon
sible mediums of our city, who, with 
the assistance occasionally of outside 
talent, are bringing many persons of 
skeptical tendency to a full realization 
of the truths of Spiritualism, Mrs. Dr. 
Weyant, Mrs. Coutts and other ladles 
in charge of the lyceum had an uphill 
road to travel, there having been a 
strong opposition to overcome, but 
there has been one harmonious push, 
and they are gratified to know that the 
right chord was touched when this 
branch was Instituted. On the 10th 
inst. the lyceum was visited by Miss 
Tuttle, . daughter of Hudson Tuttle. 
This bright and attractive speaker ad
dressed the children in the morning, 
and Jn the afternoon delivered a very 
interesting lecture to the older mem
bers, the subject being, ‘Ethical Train
ing of the Young.' She was listened to 
with rapt attention, and all present were 
satisfied that they had been benefited

L. E. D., of Watseka, 111., writes: 
“The following clipping is from the 
Watseka Times: ‘The lectures by A. 
B. Ccpnley, D. D., of San Diego, Chi., 
given at Good Templars’ Hall last week, 
under the management, of the First So
ciety of Spiritualists, were well at
tended, and,it is said, changed the ideas 
of quite a number that Spiritualism is 
not ‘the work of the Devil,’but a re
ligion of goodness. On Friday evening 
the Doctor gave a lecture in the par
lors of Prpf. Drake’s home to a party of 
forty persons, his subject being, ‘Chris
tianity,’ after which quesffibns were an
swered by the control, to the satisfaction 
of all present. The subjects of the pub
lic lectures were: ‘What Is Spiritu
alism?’ Ministering of Angels,’ and 
‘Does the King James’ Version of the 
Bible Favor Spiritualism?’ (The last 
question was chosen by the audience, it 
being given by a Campbellite minister 
who was present, and with other church 
people who asked the control questions 
tor one hpurafter the lecture, but failed 
to trap him.’” '

Its Mission.
To the Editor:—“We would feel lost 

without the weekly visit of yOur paper. 
Its mission seems to be at my home to 
cause the family to lay aside for the time 

। being the cares and duties pertaining to 
the earth, and elevate pur thoughts 
towards the angel world. May success 
follow The ProgressivE.Thinker and 
its manager and readers. J;-

Dr. Charles H. Mead.

Rev. Henry L. Foot, rector of Christ 
Episcopal church, St. Joseph, Mo., is in 
trouble. He invited a colored minister 
to church with him, and the result is “a 
terrible kick,” and Dr. Foot will secure 
employment elsewhere. . ¡ . .

Mrs. E. Williams, of this city, writes: 
“We on the South Side have been hav
ing .quite a variety of spiritual blessings 
for some weeks. Mrs. Fogle has given 
us the phenomena in her own way. 
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins have been also in 
our midst, and it has been the good for
tune of myself und many of my friends 
to attend their circles, and alse to have 
private sittings with them. They are 
excellent mediums. They gave a pri
vate circle in my house, which was en
tirely satisfactory.”

Mr. C. V. Miller, ‘ materializing, 
trumpet and flower medium, is open for 
engagements for camp-meetings, or any 
city. Can be addressed, 535 Post street, 
San Francisco.

“Incog” writes: “The Illinois State 
Spiritualists Association gave their sec
ond annual pow-wow at Desplaines river, 
Tuesday, which proved a most enjoyable 
affair, notwithstanding the unavoidable 
absence of our two expected leaders, 
Geo. V. Cordingly and President Jenifer. 
Mrs. Hildreth gave some very fine tests 
as did also Mr. and Mrs. Metcalf through 
their respective guides, who are prom
ising mental mediums. Mrs. De Wolf, 
Bro. Hodge and many of our local me
diums came later on in the day. I think 
if all our Chicago societies would join 
hands in this movement and let us have 
an annual pow-wow day at home, It 
would be something to relieve the mo
notony for those whose financial condi
tion will not allow them to visit our 
numerous camps.”

In California a defendant husband 
was adjudged giiilty of cruelty because 
he did not provide water at his house, 
neither would he repair the house, to 
make it comfortable. , ; ’

Insurance statistics have shown that 
in England, if the wife dies first, the 
husband survives nine years; while, if 
the husband dies first, the wife survives 
eleven years. ■

Mrs. Matilda Smith writes: “Mrs. 
Kate R. Stiles, of Boston, has just left 
Rockland, Me., after a series of very 
satisfactory meetings. Though late in 
the season, large audiences listened at
tentively to the able discourses of this 
talented lady. Her descriptive seances 
and psychometric readings were accu
rate and in many instances gave 
to investigators wonderful proof 
of the reality and power of the 
spirit forces manifesting through the 
medium. The most skeptical investiga
tors were convinced of the honesty and 
sincerity of the speaker, and her native 
refinement and sympathetic manner 
gave added weight to the messages 
from our spirit friends. Such workers 
as Mrs. Stiles are doing a vast amount 
of good, sowing seed that shall spring 
up and bear fruit long after the worker 
shall have passed into the unseen world. 
We expect to secure her services here 
in the early fall,and by her efforts trans
form many skeptical seekers into satis
fied finders.”

Mr. and Mrs. T. W. Woodrowwere at 
Clear Lake, Iowa, on the 24th. Mr. W. 
proposes now to enter the lecture field. 
His wife is an excellent psychometrist, 
and at times spirits materialize through 
her with marvelous power. His perma
nent address is Marshalltown, Iowa.

Will C. Hodge has been lecturing at 
Bricklayers’ Hall to interested audi
ences. He can be addressed for engage
ments in care of this office.

Oscar A. Edgerly’s engagements as 
made for the coining year are as follows: 
July, with the Northwestern Spiritual 
Association at their camp-meeting at 
Twin City Dark, Minn.; August, with 
the Mississippi Valley Spiritual Associa
tion camp-meeting, Clinton, Iowa; Sep
tember, with the Spiritual Society, 
Muskegon, Mich.; October, with the 
Temple Society, Watertown, N. Y.; 
November 4th and 11th, New Bedford, 
Mass.; November 18th and 25th, Fitch
burg, Mass.; December‘-2nd and 9th, 
with the Spiritual Society, Worcester, 
Mass.; December 16th, 23d and 30th. 
Lowell, Mass.; January, February and 
March, 1895, with the Temple Society, 
Anderson, Ind. April still open for en
gagement. May is engaged with the 
Religio-Philosophical Society of Balti
more, Md. Mr. Edgerly solicits corre
spondence with secretaries of Western 
Societies desirous of engaging a trance 
speaker and test medium for the months 
of April or June, 1895. Home address, 
43 Market st., Newburyport, Mass.

F. P. Baker writes from Topeka, 
Kansas: “The Independent Society of 
Spiritualists of this city has adjourned 
during the heated term. Our speaker, 
Mrs. Lillian L. Wood, is doing literary 
work, editing the woman’s department 
of a largely circulated weekly paper, 
and during the hot weather her forces 
are used up in this work, so much so 
that she does not like to do anything 
else. The old First Society is occupy
ing Lincoln Post Hall,iwhere our society 
used to meet, and will probably keep up 
their meetings all summer.”

To correct an error made in a recent 
issue in speaking of Mrs. S. N. Aspin
wall’s work “in Marshalltown, Iowa,” it 
should have read “in Chillicothe, Mo.”

Dr. A. W. S. Rothermel'is engaged at 
Jackson, Mich., holding successful 
seances and lecturing for the society. 
Letters for him should be addressed to 
Hillsdale, Mich.

W. E. Bonney writes: “A meeting 
was arranged by Mr. and Mrs. Page, to 
be held at their residence, situated four 
miles southeast of Thayer, Neosho Co., 
Kan., on Saturday and Sunday, June 9 
and 10. Brother and Sister Page are 
old workers in the cause, Brother Page 
having been a successful healer for a 
long time. On Sunday morning I lec
tured from the subject, ‘Why I am a 
Spiritualist,’ and in the afternoon I 
gave them another lecture entitled, 
‘Religion, Past, Present and Future.’ 
Mrs. Bonney played the organ and we 
had some singing; she also gave a short 
talk in the afternoon on the necessity of 
cultivating spiritual gifts, each one for 
themselves. Those present, seemed to 
be interested in the proceedings. I am 
just starting out in the work, have 
several lectures written inspirationally, 
and shall be glad to go anywhere within 
reasonable distance and give lectures if 
arrangements can be made for me, 
either parlor or grove meetings. My 
aim is to make niy lectures interesting 
to those who believe in orthodoxy. 
Address W. E. Bonney, Cherryvale, 
Kan.”

Maria Harwood, of Philadelphia, is 
another “unfortunate materialist” who 
earnestly desires Indisputable proof of 
the continuity of life beyond the 
grave. She has had experience with 
fraudulent pretenders to mediumship. 
She does not wish to be buoyed up with 
the beautiful philosophy of Spiritu
alism if it is not true. She writes: “I 
am a sincere seeker after truth, with a 
fair amount of intelligence, and I am- 
not only willing but anxious to. be con
vinced. One real message from a de
parted friend, which I knew to be 
true, would be more convincing than all 
the lectures in the world.” We are 
sure that this earnest spirit of seeking 
will sometime be rewarded with con-; 
vincing and soul-satisfying proofs of the 
continued individual being and life of 
loved ones passed beyond the veil.

by what was said. The lyceum #n 
yesterday was largely attended. When 
the conference was called to order by 
the chairman, Brother L, Vanderburgh, 
all mediums present, both local and visit
ing, were invited to seats on the rostrum. 
There were present Mr. and Mrs,'
Warren M. Smith, Frankfort, Ind., 
who are giving a course of lectures at 
708 Madison street. Mrs. T. L. Hanson, 
Chicago, and F. M. Donovan, of Cin
cinnati, 0. Toledo was represented as* 
follows: Will Cloud and Johnson, Mrs. 
Weyant, Jameson, Riddle, Ketcham, 
Corken, Wells, Astenridder and others. 
Invocation was delivered by Mrs. Jame
son, who was followed by Mrs. Hanson 
with a number of tests, which were 
very satisfactory to those receiving 
them. A great amount of good is be
ing done in our city. On Sunday, the 
24th, services will be held in memory of 
Michael Knight, the veteran Spiritu
alist of this city, and who passed from 
this life on the 13th inst.”

Dr. G. F. West, late of Rochester, 
N. Y., was in the city last week. He is a 
lecturer and platform test medium, 
and proposes to do some work in 
Michigan at an early day. ..

Wesley Balduff, an original genius, 
desires to announce that he will hold a

C. G, Howard, of Springfield, Mass., 
writes: “In your issue of the 16th inst, 
under ‘Search-Light Flashes,1 by Dr. 
Greer, Is an article of such Interest I 
cannot let it pass without comment. 
The Doctor says the object in writing 
of heredity and its dreadful effects, or 
improper marriage and life thereafter, 
is agitation. Well and good, if he is 
only successful. The article touches so 
many of the themes I have espoused 
and labored upon in past years, that I 
am very anxious the pearls therein con
tained may not be lost, nor be read as a 
mere newspaper article. The Doctor 
here presents a storehouse full of rich

est blessings to poor, suffering humanity. 
1 Ohl when will the good mothers of this 
■ land realize that when they begin child- 
। building according to our spiritual 

philosophy, it is not that which is to 
• pass away in a day or generation, but 

that which is to live on forever. Have

meeting daily between 10 a. m. and 3 
P. M., at 277 W. Randolph street. All 
questions of paramount ■ interest to hu
manity will be considered by him.

We are glad to announce that Dr. W. 
S. Rowley, late of Cleveland, O., is now 
a resident of this city and is stopping at 
6122 Oglesby avenue.

W. H. Lynch writes from Missouri: 
“The writer once spoke to you about 
Marble Cap as a place for camp-ineet- 
ings. I am preparing it as fast as 
possible, and may have it ready to follow 
the other camps this fall, but surely 
for next year. It is the most remark
able place to be found for healthfulness, 
beauty of scenery, etc. The immense 
auditorium in stone is a wonderful room, 
with phenomenal acoustic properties that 
cannot long remain unknown or unused.”

Myra C. A. Barnes writes: “The First 
Spiritual Society of Stockton, Cal., gave 
a very fine entertainment at the Native 
Sona’ Hall on the 13tli.”

Dr. and Mrs. Aspinwall, of Minne
apolis, Minn., will not visit the North
western Camp-meetiog at Como Park, 
Minn,-, but will be at Clinton Camp, 
Iowa, the last week in July and first 
week in August, and at Devil’s Lake 
Camp-meeting, Michigan, the balance of 
August.

Mrs. B. B., of Cambridge, Ill., writes: 
“I wish to inform you that Miss Lizzie 
Bangs, .of your city, spent two days in 
our nome; each hour was taken by 
honest .investigators for slate-writing. 
I need not add they were convinced that 
she is a reliable medium, and we recom
mend her to all skeptics or societies.”

Dewdrop writes: “The First Society 
of Spiritual Unity held their meeting 
June 17, at their Spiritual Temple, Cus
ter Post hall, 85 South Sangamon street, 
as usual, and with greatly-increased in
terest and larger attendance. At the 
mediums’ conference in the morning 
Mrs. Mary C. Lyman made a stirring 
address, upon our ‘Duties Toward Me
diums, and Theirs Toward Each 
Other,’ and Mrs. Jaquet received some 
very satisfactory slate-writing messages. 
It being Bunker Hill anniversary, the 
names of Abraham Lincoln, General 
MeOlellan, General Lee and John 
Brown were signed to a patriotic 
message naming the occasion In the 
afternoon Mrs. Lyman delivered an elo
quent address on the ‘Rationale of Ma
terialism versus Spiritualism,’ and Dr. 
Bishop, Mr. Cole and Will C. Hodge 
made remarks upon the subject, and 
Mrs^ Jaquet gave slate-writing mess
ages. At the evening, meeting, a most 
beautiful harmonious discourse was 
given through Mrs. Lyman, and Mrs. 
Ryan, Mr. Cole and others spoke upon 
the ‘Spirit of Truth.’ Mrs. Jaquet gave 
slater writing, and. Mrs. Lyman trans
mitted to earth friends present many a 
loving message from the dear ones at
tending. The charming and most satis
factory exercises given at the meeting^ 
of this society are noticed and appreciat
ed, as witnessed by the increasing inter
estand attendance.. The Harmomal Cir
cle meets on Friday evening each week, 
at a place announced each Sunday.”

Prof. Lockwood will speak at Brick
layers’ Hall, 93 Peoria street, Sunday 
evening, July 1st, at 8 o’clock. Subject: 
“How Spirit Energy Operates Through 
the Agency of Matter.” This will be 
the last lecture Prof. Lockwood will de
liver in Chicago before going to Twin 
City Park, St. Paul and Minneapolis, 
where he is engaged for a scientific 

: course. -
M-. R. Crilley, of Allegheny, Pa., 

writes: “The Rev. Edward Everett Hale 
■while here some time since, said in effect
that he considered' Presbyterianism 
more dangerous to American liberty 
than Catholicism; that in the Briggs 
case the Presbyterian church had. put a 
premium on ignorance, and all intelli
gent men would eventually be driven 
from the church. What a rich morsel 

‘ ' Pittsburg to mas-for- Presbyterian 
ticate.” .
' Mrs. Dr. Adah Sheehan, whose lec- 

‘ interesting and intures are always interesting and in
structive, is open for engagements for 
the fall and winter months. She can be 
addressed at 961 Colerain avenue, Cin
cinnati, Ohio. She should be kept con
stantly employed.

wo ills in government, and ill health, 
with the long train of other imperfec
tions? Then let our mothers and our 
fathers turn on the true light of truth 
in the early days of conception, that 
the new creation may be in* keeping 
with the scientific and mechanical pro
gress of the age. I would wish to thank 
the Doctor for so able an article, and 
Brother Francis for printing the same.”

F. Cordon White left this city last 
Monday morning for the Northweste n 
camp. . When that closes he will take in 
Cassadaga, Mr. White has a host of 
warm friends in this city who will re
gret his departure.

S. E. Sturdevant, of 3637 Cozen’s 
avenue, St. Louis, Mo., writes: “I would 
like, with my wife, to take up our home 
with congenial elderly Spiritualists, in 
the country, where our services would 
be part compensation for food, etc. The 
farther away from a railroad, the 
better. Southwest Missouri, or north
west Arkansas preferred. Wife was 
brought up on a farm in New York 
and I am Yankee born. If a family 
have some one in poor health, wo think 
we could make good health catching. 
Wife is a good magnetic healer, and I 
am well up in tho latest herbal sys
tem of curing ailments. Address as 
above.”

Moses Hull is doing a great work in 
California. He says: "Tnis week we 
speak nearly every night. We stay 
here until July 2d, when, if tho flood in 
Oregon .has not drowned out the camp
meeting, we go to Now Era, Oregon, 
where we can be addressed until July

Mrs. Margaret Bristow, the Joplin 
(Mo.) medium, has been in Pittsburg a 
couple of weeks, the guest of her 
friends, Mr. and Mrs. F. V. Blackman. 
During the lady's stay she held throe 
circles, all of which were well attended. 
The medium’s controls had an excellent 
influence over her, and her circle work

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER’S 
. AND AGENTS PROFITS. 
XxlLbuyourOxford Boss Bicycle,suit- 
;4able for enter sex, made of best ma

lar - tertal, strong, substantial, accurately
usted and tally warranted. Write to-day .for our ’

8M Wrtwah avwm, . CKWAlMtMb

HISTORY OF ATHARAEL.
FIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THB 

history of Atbamel, Chief Priest of aB&ndcf AL 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was wtlv 
ten through the mediumship of U G. Flgley, nod 1« 
tensely Interesting. Price 80 centa. For Bale attbll 
office.

nESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL
£\. tory, embracing the origin of the Jews, the BiM 
and Development of Zoroastrianism nod the x^erlva» 
tion of Christianity; to which Is added; Whence GOT 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M.D. One of 
themott valuable works ever published Price 8JJP> 

THE SUNDAY QUESTION?
TTISTORTCAL AND CRITICAL RE* 

LI view ot tbe Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
OWector, byG. W. Brown, M. D. A pamphlet that 
should be tu tbe hands ot all. Price 15 ecnU. F« 
aalo at this offica.

BOOKS OF TODAY
Books of Social Progress

Books of Modern Science 
Books of Rational Religion 

Live American Novels, etc.

_Amber Beads. By Hertha Evert, 
Bplclen (“Afuuer.u) Brief «««ay» on people 
end thing«» full of humor and pathos, 
taper, 60 cent«; doth, 11.00.

A Modern Love Story, which doe« 
not end at the altar. By Harriet E. Or« 
outt Highly original; wide)/ discussed. 
Faper, 25cent»; cloth, 61.00.

An Ounce of Prevention, to eave 
America from having a government of the 
few', by the few and for the tew. By Augus« 
tu« Jacobson. Paper, 50 cents.

A Pure Soulad Liar. An anonymous 
. novel, “tone, compact, rapid and intense,* 
scene in a Boston .art school, Paper. 80 
centa.

Asleep and Awake. By Rayiqpnd 
Bussell. A realistic »tory of Chlcngo; at
tacking the double standard of morals. 
Cloth, >j,00.

Blessed be Drugdery. By William a 
Gannett. The mosfpopularsermon of the 
decade. A hundred thousand sold, Pa
per, 20 cents.

Browning*» Women. By Mary E. 
Burt. Essays on the women portrayed In 
Robert Browning’s ‘ poems and dramas. 
Cloth, •1.00,

Elsie: a Christmas Story. From the 
Norwegian of Alexander Kjelland, Trans
lated by Mlle» Menander Pawson, OJoih. 
60 cents.

Essays. By James Vila Blake. Familiar 
subjects, but masterly treatment, Re
markable for purity of atyle. Cloth, 
library alyls, ,1.00.

Evolution and Christianity. By J. 
C. >. Grumbine. A study of the relations 
of modern science and popular religion. 
Cloth, 30 cents.

Facts and Fictions of Life, By 
Helen H. Gardener, on Hve topics
by one of the foremost women of Ue time. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, Ji.00.

First Steps in Philosophy. By wil
liam Maokintire Saltar. Discusses the 
Suesllons: What is Matter! What U Butyl 

loth,fi.OO.
From Earth’s Center. By 8. Byron 

Welcome. A novel picturing a society 
living under the Single Tax. Paper, 25 
cents.

From Over the Border, or Light on 
the Normal Life of Man. By Bunj. G. 
Smith. A book of prophecies and fancies 
of the life to come. Cloth, 81.00.

History of tbe Arguments for the 
Existence of God. By Dr. Aaron Hahn. 
An important work for students. Paper, 
60 cents.

Information for Nurses, In Hoine and 
Hospital. By Martin W. Curran. Practical 
and scUntitlc; not a quack “Home Physi
cian." Cloth, 11.76, net, ■

Inquirendo Island. By Hudor Genone. 
A witty but not irreverent story of a coun
try where tho Arithmetic was the Bible. 
Paper, 25 ceuU; cloth, 81.00,

John Auburn top. Novelist. By Anson 
Uriel Hancook. A story of a western col« 
lege boy and college girl. Paper, 50 cents; 
cloth, 81.25,

Laurel Blossoms, or “My Fortune." 
Compiled by Della E. Billing«, poetical 
selections arranged for fortune-telling. 
Cloth, plain edges, <1.00; gilt edges, «1.50,

Legends from Storyland. By Jame« 
Vila Blake. Stories’, new end old, illus
trating how the idea of miracles arisen. 
Cloth, illustrated, 50 cunts.

Lessons from the World of Matter 
and the World of Man. By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent passages from unpub. 
Ifched sermons. Paper, 50 c.; cloth, 11.25.

Liberty and Life. By E. P. Powell. 
Crisp, popular lectures on the evolution 
theory as related to religion and life. Pa
per, 50 cents.

Money Found. By Thos. E. Hill. Advo
cates national ownerwhip of banks. Full 
of information on finance. Paper,25 cents, 
cloth, 75 cent«; leather, • LOO.

. More Than Kin. By James Vila Blake. 
A delightful book, half story, half mny, 
all uplifting and refreshing. Cloth, pa
per side, 81.00. .

Outline Studies in James Russell 
Lowelh Hl» poetry and Prose. By Mrs. 
Susan B. Beals. Endorsed by Mr. Lowell. 
Paper, 10 cents.

Outline Studies in Holmes. Bryaat. 
Whlttiers Their Poem». By W. (¿Gw* 
nett. Topics for conversation and refer* 
ences for reading. Pajper, 10 cents, -

People's Party Snot and Shell» By 
Dr, T. A. Bland. A concise statement of 
the prlnotplta now advocated by tbe Peo
ple’» Party. Paper, ¡0 cents.

Poems of Jamas Vila Blako. 
markable for depth of thought and ptirit)’ 
of fltyle. Cloth, paper label, red bw-nWd 
top, 11.00.

Proofs of Evolution. By Nelson C. 
Parshall. A concise, popular nummary of 
the proofs from geology, embryology, re
version, etc. Cloth, 50oenU.

* Religion and Science as Allies, or 
fiimihritios of Physical and Religious 
Knowledge. By James Thompson Bixby, 
Ph. D. Cloth, 50 cents; paper, U0 cents.

Right Living. By Rusan H. Wixon. 
Sixty chapters of practical instruction for 

°tt Problems of duty. Cloth,

St. Boljfer, with Other Worthies and 
Unworthies. Jly James Vila Blate. Story
essay«, subtle and entertaining, Paper,60 
cents; cloth, (1.00.

Seed Thoughts from Robert Brown« 
ing, Selected and arranged by Mary E. 
Burt, imitation parchment, daintily 
printed, 25 cents.

Sermons of Religion and Life. By 
Henry boty Maxson, with biographical 
sketch by H. M. Simmons; the eeimons 
edited by James Vila Blake. Cloth, fil .0u.

Silhouettes from Life. By Anson Uriel 
Hancock. Stories of the backwoods and 
tbe western prairies. Paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 11.00.

The Auroraphone. Dy Cyrus Cole. 
Telegraphic communication established 
with the planet buturn. Paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 60 cent».

The Beginning. A novel of the future 
Chicago as it might be under socialism. 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomes, Judge 
Tuley and others. Paper, 25 cents.
fTbe Evolution of Immortality, or 

Suggestions of an Individual Immortality, 
based on our Organic and Life History. By 
Dr. C. T. Stockwell. Cloth, 60 cent».

The Faith that Makes Faithful. By 
William C. Gannett and Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones. New edition from new plates. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, »1.00.

The Flaming Meteor. Poetical works 
of Will Hubbard Kernan. Unique and re
markable poems by a brilliant though 
erratic author. Cloth, 11.60.

The Gospel of Matthew in Greek. 
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing Tolman. Special vocabulary for 
beginners. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 11.00.

The Last Tenet Imposed upon the 
Kban of Tomathoz. By Hudor Genone. 
An instructive story of a non-elect intant. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, <1.25.

The Morale of Christ. By Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison of Christian 
ethics with contemporaneous systems. 
Paper, 60 cunte; cloth, |1.00.

Theodore Parker. By Samuel John
son. Not a detailed biography, but a com
prehensive sketch of Parker’s life and 
work. Cloth, •!.00.

The Russian Refugee. By Henry R. 
Wilson. A delightfully entertaining story, 
full of action and jjjtemt. 01« pages. 
Paper, 50 cents.

The Sailing of King Olaf and Other 
Poem«. By Alice Williams Brotherton. 
Full of melody mid variety. Cloth, with 
handsome cover design in silver, |1.QO.

The Unending Genesis. By H. M. 
Simmon*. A simple yet thoroughly scien- 
titlc story of the creation, or rather the 
evolution, of the world. Paper, 25 cents.

Washington Brown, Farmer. By 
Lelloy Armatrong. How the farmers held 
their wheat and the Board of Trade was 
beaten. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 11.00.

Where Brooks Go Softly. By Charles 
Eugene Bunks. Simple poems of nature 
and life. White antique paper cover, 50 
cents; vellum cloth, gilt, II.OO.

Woman, Church and State. By Ma
tilda Joslyn («ago. a historical account 
of the status of woman through the Chris
tian ages. Cloth, ¿2.00.

Any book or books in'this list will be mailed promptly to any address on receipt of 
price. For $5.00 cash with order, books to the amount of 86.00 will bo sent prepaid. 
Poetai notes and currency aro at Minders’ risk. remittances should be mode by bank 
draft or postai or express order. Address the publishers of this paper.
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was magnificent. Several who were 
investigators at these circles were atthieomco"' 
so much impressed with the fine
results obtained by this medium, that 
they are anxious to continue their in
vestigations. Spiritualism has received 
an impetus by the lady's visit, much 
needed in Pittsburg. While in Pitts
burg the medium made a trip to the 
Liberal, Mo., camp-ground, with her 
friends.

L. Emerick, of Walnut, Kan., is de
sirous of getting a hearing on the 
“Offices of Electricity in Nature” before 
Spiritualists, and offers his services at 
rates that he may defray expenses and 
live. Address him as above.

C. H. F. writes from Nashville, 
Tenn.: “Thera are two well-attended 
public circles (held here, one at the 
First Spiritualists’ Church, Mrs. Ru
dolph being the medium, Mrs. Williams, 
who has for sometime past ministered 
to the wants of this'eongregation,having 
gone to the country for the summer. 
We hope to welcome her back in tho 
fall with added store of spiritual power, 
to -gladden the hearts of her hearers 
with messages of love from the ones 
who have entered the beyond. This 
circle meets on Monday evening of each 
week. Strangers and investigators are 
welcome. My own circle, held at 112 
S. High street, from the modest be
ginning of five “has grown to large 
proportions, and much interest is mani
fested by many who have never given 
the subject much thought. The public 
circle is held on Wednesday evening, 
and all honest investigators are wel
come—no other kind wanted, as it is not 
fitting to cast pearls before swine. A 
number of promising .young mediums 
are having private developing sittings, 
and are growing finely. Dr. Charles 
Wheelock, a noted healer and good me
dium, passed to the ‘Land of the Leal,' 
J une 8,1894.” '

The Searchlight, of San Francisco, Cal., 
speaks as follows of Moses and Mattie 
Hull: “The meetings of the Progressive 
Spiritualists were resumed in Washing
ton Hall last Monday evening, after a va
cation of two months. The meeting was 
opened by song. An impressive invoca
tion was made by Mrs. Mattie Hull, and 
Moses Hull delivered a most instructive 
lecture on the ‘Religion of Spiritual
ism? This was one of the most masterly 
arguments we ever heard in that hall, 
on the purport and practical bearing of 
the Spiritual philosophy, in the sense of 
a religion or belief, as people generally 
understand that term. Any attempt to 
give a brief synopsis of a discourse of 
that kind, which kept his audience in 
rapt attention for nearly an hour and a 
half, so as to do the subject ancLthe 
speaker justice, would be useless, but in 
a .general way we may say thatat almost 
every point it was not only' logical, but 
unanswerable; either fl-om the schemes 
of the orthodox theology, or from a ma«- 
terlaUitio tuuidpolnt."

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
T)EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

J-J The “Stellar Key” is tLo ’»hilosopblcai Intro 
duction to the revelations contained In this book 
Some Idea of this little volume may he gained from the 
following table of contenu: 1—Death and the After 
Life; 2—Scenes in the Summer-Land; 8—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4-Soclnl Centre« in the Sammer-Land; 
5—Winter-Lan^ and Summer Land; 6-Language and 
Life In Summer-Laud; 7-Mnterlal Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultlmiuea In the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wiliun. Thia enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In ton 
mer edition?, and la enriched by a beautiful front!»
dece, illustrating the “formation of tho Spiritual 
* ' l” Cloth 76 cent«. Postage 6 cents. For sals

'FHE SPIRITUAL Bl R 7 7/; OR DEA TH 
J and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This little 
usmpblvtis devoted to an exposition of the spiritual- 
Is tic idea of death, heaven and hell, aa contrasted 
with the common chnrchly idea on the same ¿vbjeet. 
The name of the author Is a sufficient guarantee t hat 
the subject la well handled. For sale .at this office. 
Price, 10 cents. /

(DELFCONTRADICTIONS OF TRL 
O Bible. 144 Propositions, Theological, Moral, Bit* 
torlcal and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without con» 
menu Price 15 cents.

TLULPIT, PF. IT AND CRADLE.
XHklkn H. Gardens». OOb <if her hrlght»»st, 
wittiest and strongest lecture« AgalnsL (hr- Bible 
Every woman should read it, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price lOcents.
f\B SESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 
\J influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
lOcents.
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. By 

J. Corrie E. S. Twing, medium. Price SO cents.

7HE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
Mythical Cbrht. by Gerald Massey. 230 pages, 
\2mo. Price 60 cent«.

aJCHSA SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 
Jl in the Spheres. Price 20 cents.

7HE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT- 
val to the Material Universe; and the law of 
control. Now Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 

Faraday. Price, 15 cents

7WE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 
By Charles Dawbom. Price 10 cents.

THE MEDIÜMISTIC
Experiences of Jolin Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction by 

prof; J. S. LOVELAND.
This book should be In the hands of every one Inter

ested In Spiritualism.
Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

a The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter S, Removal to 
California; Return of Hla Guide. Chapter 4. Remark
able Teats. Chapters, His Work as a Healer. Chap
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comm» 
nlcato; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Ml »cel 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience. 
Chapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Row
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illustrative oi 
Prophetic Vision«. -Chapter 13, The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown, Cbaptet 
M, Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

For sale at thia office. Heavy paper cover, pnce R 
cents.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument boa nou *j*en thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigators, and ha&/,**iyed more aaUafac- 
tory than the plancbette. both la to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communlca^ and as 
a means oi developing mediumship. Many > ¿0 were 
□otawore of their medlumlstlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I bad 
communications (by the psyebograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are mosa-grown tn the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to mo that Spirit
ualism Is indeed true. and the communications nave 
given my heart tbe greatest comfort in the severe low 
1 have had of son. daughter, and their mother.''

Dr Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made bls 
name familiar to those interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with tbe Psy- 
vl Digraph you sent me, and will thoroughly test it tho 
first opportunity I may have. It Is very simple 1n 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than tbe one now In use. 
I DeHeve it will generally supersede tbe latter when 
Its superior merits become known.”

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, In an editorial no
tice of the instrument In his paper, the Worthington 
f M 1jju ) Advance, says: “Tho Psychograph is an 1m

' pruvement upon the plancbette, baring a dial and let
ters, with a few words, bo that wry little ‘power’ la 
apparently required to give the communications. Vo 
do not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
rate.”

Just what Investigators want. Home circles trant. 
Price, by mail, free with full directions for use. 81.00. 
For sale at this office.

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
IT/GRID'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
vv Saviors: or. Christianity Before Christ Con

tai ,ilng naw and startling revelations in religious his
tory. which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo- 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock
ing many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods.
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive voL 
ume will, we .are certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference In tbe field Which be has chosen for it. The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile tbe varied information contained In It mutt have 
been severe end arduous Indeed, and now that it is In 
such convenient shape tbe student of frde thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print. But tbe 
book Is by no means a mere collation of .views or sta
tistics; throughout Its entire course the author-*« 
willheseen by his title-page and chapter beads-.’ol- 
lows * definite line of research and argument to tbe 
close, and hla conclusions go, like sure arrowa, to the 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large 2m 0, 830 
pages. New edition, revised ana corrected, »wtcb gpn
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BIGOTRY DENOUNCED.
4 . ' .

Sectarian Injustice Condemned,

The Rights of Roman Catholics Defended,

Spii'ltjialisnr tile Synonym of Tolerancia 
and Fraternity. I
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Bigotry has no head and cannot think; no 
heart and cannot sympathize; no moral nature 
and cannot feel. Ite promises are curses; its 
influence is degrading; its victory is death! 
And true, rational Spiritualism can never hatch 
out nor encourage a brood of bigots.

While a constant reader of The Progress
ive Thinker, and an ardent admirer of. ite 
proprietor and the trend of ite editorials, I 
protest—earnestly protest—against this cease
less warfare—this interminable tirade by some 
of the correspondents against the birthright 
Roman Catholics of our country. Positively 
I cannot remember of ever seeing a kindly 
reference, or of reading a kindly fraternal 
word in The Progressive Thinker concern
ing this great body of Catholic churchmen; 
which fact almost drives me to the conclusion 
that some Spiritualists believe in the old Cal- 
vinistic doctrine of total depravity—the total 
depravity, at any rate, of Roman Catholics. 
Are we not brothers all? Have Catholics no 
rights that Spiritualists are bound to respect? 
Are they to be misrepresented, ridiculed and 
vilified for their honest religious convictions? 
And what is still more extraordinary, Roman 
Catholics, upon the testimony—the abundant 
testimony—of Spiritualists themselves, believe 
-—most firmly believe in the possibility and 
certainty of spirit influence and spirit converse 
between the visible and invisible worlds, thus 
constituting them Spiritists in the common ac
ceptation of the term. And so we have 
Spiritists cutting Spiritists’throata, figuratively 
speaking, for differences of opinion.

i Let the following paragraph from the pen 
' of a radical, free-thinking Unitarian, writing in 
a late Christian Register, teach certain Spirit
ists the needed lesson of tolerance and appre- 
elation:

“The most sacred wisdom of the ages has 
been preserved in the literature and traditions 
of the Church. It can show an unbroken rec
ord of saintly piety and charity. On many 
occasions the authority of popes, bishops and 
priesta has been exercised on the side of mercy 
and justice and freedom and welfare. To be
little such services would be an act of ingrati
tude and impiety; for, surely, every inspira
tion of truth and goodness must come from 
the heavens, whatever may be the mortal 
channel. ” . '
“For modes of faith let graceless bigots fight, 
Ris can’t be wrong whose life is in the right.”

A few months ago a writer in The Pro
gressive Thinker put himself on record as 
follows—“I would not vote for a Roman 
Catholic for any office, nor would I vote for 
any man that would. ” And yet our glorious 
Constitution says—“No religious test shall 
ever be required as a qualification to any office 
©r public trust under the United States.”

published utterances of Archbishop Ireland, 
Cardinal Gibbons, and a series of cultured 
Catholic prieste, relating to American institu
tions? Only recently one of the most brilliant 
Catholic prieste in Texas published the fol
lowing in a recent number of the daily Gal
veston News: ■

• “lama native of this country, and I am 
glad I am a native of that State of which Gov. 
Northen isjthe chief executive. I am proud 
of Pat Walsh, the Catholic, and I am prouder 
still of the Protestant governor, who had the 
dauntless courage and the moral heroism to 
stand by the constitution of his country, ..and 
refuse to make religion a test for official sta
tion, though he knew by this act that he would 
evoke from the abysmal depths of rancorous 
bigotry the hissing . . , of truculent intol 
erance.

I love my country with all my heart. I 
would give my life in defense of its liberties, 
and none of my Protestant friends could do 
mbre. I thank almighty God for our incom
parable government, a model for the nations 
of the earth. May it De as eternal as the 
granite hills of our coqnty. May the stars of 
our flag be intensified in brilliancy, flashing 
their effulgence over the whole world, and 
may the soft, gentle zephyrs which kiss the 
folds waft the fragrant incense of liberty and 
constitutional government to the oppressed 
and down-trodden people of every country and
every clime. Patrick F. Brannan, 

Pastor Catholic Church.
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Such sentiments as above referred to area
standing menace to the best interests of our 
country.

Another Spiritist writes in this sort of a 
spread-eagle style: “The Pope hates repub
lics; and the whole spirit and genius of the 
Roman Catholic Church is hostile to repub
lican governments." Where’s the proof, sir? 
Oh, how my soul hates the ignorance of the 

. willfully ignorant, and how it pities the imbe
cility of imbeciles I What are some of the facts? 
Why, these—the oldest republic in the world 
is in Italy and. not but a few miles from the 
Vatican. This is what Bayard Taylor wrote 
of the San Marino republic:

“Truth compels us to add that the oldest 
republic now existing is that of San Marino, 

, not only Catholic, but wholly surrounded by 
the especial dominions of the popes, who 
might have crushed it like an egg-shell at any 
time > these last thousand years, but they 
didn't. ”

। What were Bergamo, Milan, Venice, Genoa, 
Florence, Pisa, Brescia? All republics in 
Italy, and all Catholic. What is Andora to
day in the Spanish Pyrenees? A republic of 
nearly a thousand years, standing and Catholic? 
What are most or all of the States of South 
America? Catholic and republics. Our sis
ter neighbor on the southwest, Mexico, is both 
republic and Catholic; while England, Den
mark, Sweden and other European countries, 
queenly or kingly, boasting of protestantism 
and liberalisBj, t$ve not only their established 
religions, but governments bordering upon 
rankest despotism. And our national govern
ment is not above criticism. We bow to the 
majority, regardless of the stuff, moral or im
moral, that makes up said majority. The en
throned majority is often our protestant pope; 
and it is the sort of popery, too, that crushes 
out individuality. Listen to that great prot
estant martyr of Judea—“Why even of your
selves judge ye not what is right?”

This Spiritist writer, after further warning 
ns “against Roman Catholic aggression,” 
says: “This government was founded by 
protestants and li,beralists." Another blun
der! Did Roman Catholics have nothing to do 
with the establishment of this government? 
Let us see: Charles Carroll, of Carrollton, the 
wealthiest of all the signers of the Declaration 
of Independence, and who, consequently, had 
most to lose in the event of failure to estab
lish this republic, was a Catholic. Who left 

' the vine-clad hills of France to assist Wash
ington and other generals in their struggles 
for independence? LaFayette, a Catholic. 
Who were DeKalb,* Pulaski, Degrasse, Roch- 
ambau and other army officers of those revo
lutionary times? Catholics. Who was the 
brave commander of the American navy? 

■ Commander Barry, a Catholic; and when the 
British government tempted him with an offer 
of $10,000, he proudly, indignantly spurned 
the Judas offer. Benedict Arnold was not a 
Catholic.
’Have our people, Spiritualists, read the

The Rev. Mr, Brannan being asked if he 
did not owe allegiance to the pope, replied! 
“I do, most assuredly. As President Cleve
land is at the head of my country, so the pope 
is the visible head of my church. Every or
ganization must have a head, and it would 
certainly be an anomaly if the oldest and 
greatest and most powerful organization in the 
world didn’t have one. President Cleveland 
has nothing to do with my religion, and it is 
not any affair of his whether or not I am a 
a Catholic, a Methodist or Presbyterian. 
The pope has just as much to do with my 
politics as Mr. Cleveland has with my religion. 
I may be a democrat, a republican or a popu
list and the pope has nothing whatever to do 
with it.” That is plain talk. There’s no 
mistaking its import. It means republicanism.

True, Catholics in the past persecuted and 
slew Protestants, and in turn Protestants in 
the old world persecuted and killed Catholics. 
And sad to say, Spiritualists have misrepre
sented and persecuted Spiritualists. Were I 
a medium for spiritual manifestations, I should 
prefer living under the reign of Pope Leo 
XIII., to the reign of the late self-appointed 
Pope John C. Bundy. Who did Massachu
setts Spiritualists say persecuted unto death 
the earnest and eloquent Ed. S. Wheeler? 
Do'wn on this persecution—down on this big
otry—down on this judging the motives of 
others!

It is surprising that we so frequently fail 
to make ourselves understood by others. And 
to the conscientious such failures are painful. 
The honey bee does not f^jl to find honey in 
the thistle and the thorn-blossom. Why 
should not rational men seek, find and emu
late the good in all religions and in all relig
ious organizations? Why not have yearly and 
daily Parliaments of religion?

Few, it any, religionists have suffered more 
from persecution than Roman Catholics. The 
British Parliament, in 1778, repealed a num
ber of very severe statutes against the Roman 
Catholics, whereby they were permitted to 
own land and their priesta to preach without 
being stoned or hanged. This so aroused the 
religions intolerance of the Scotch, that they 
organized a secret “Protestant Association” 
under the rallying watchword of—“No 
Popery.” The prejudices of the people were 
so aroused, so hot with unholy zeal, that within 
a few weeks from the establishment of these 
anti-popery societies visits had taken place in 
both Edinburg and Glasgow, to the extent 
that reputable Romanists, houses were sacked 
and their occupants maltreated. Catholic 
priests were driven from the cities and several 
Catholic churches were burned. These are 
among the undeniable facts of history. 
Shame on such persecution in the name of 
religion!

Personally I should have no more fear of 
political injustice, or religious persecution, 
were Roman Catholics in the ascendancy, than 
I should from sectarian Protestants, who are 
now doing their best to smuggle their old or
thodox God into the constitution.

Do I write thus charitably of Roman Catho
lics because I am one? Furthest from it possi
ble! I write thus because I am a man all afiie 
with the instincts of a true manhood—a broad
minded, royal-souled manhood—demanding 
tolerance, kindness, charity, and the exercise 
of fraternity towards all religionists of what
ever faith, race or clime.

. J. M. Peebles, M. D.
San Antonio, Texas.

Brief Notes from Onset.
Sunday, 17th, was the opening day here, so 

termed, as the day on which those most inter
ested assemble. In days of old it was called 
“picnic” day. President Dr. H. B. Storer 
gave an address of welcome. Mfs. M. E, 
Chandler gave words of spiritual comfort 
Prof. Kenyon, as usual, gave a most thrilling 
impromptu discourse. Mrs. M. E. Thompson, 
the promoter of the Lyceum here, gave an in
teresting account of the improvements that 
have taken place in the past year, and ren
dered an original poem entitled, “Farewell to 
Old Winter and Welcome Young Spring." 
Miss Emma Minor gave a brief address. Prof. 
Sullivan rendered some of his pathetic songs, 
and Prof. W. E. Peck, of Springfield, Mass., 
who happened to be present, at the request of 
the president, favored us with that phenom
enal impromptu gem/“Angel Footsteps on 
the Floor.” Your humble servant was the 
last to address them, and he spoke laudatory 
of the spiritual press, which concluded the 
day’s services. We anticipate glorious results 
this season, and everything indicates the ful-
fillment of it
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EXCELLENT BOOKS!

THE CATHOLIC OCTOPUS.
It Is a Cesspool of Corruption,

And Has Been a Curse to the World.

FAOTB IN ABUNDANCE, TO ILLUSTRATE THE MA
LIGN CHARACTER O^THE CHURCH OF ROME- 

CARNAL INTERCOURSE—.PRIESTLY LUST—THE 

ROTTEN CONFESSIONAL—PRIESTS AND NUNS.
Liberty says: The ninth commandment: 

Falsehood: Of this baseness, five specimens 
only shall suffice.

Sanchee, a very renowned author, in his 
work on “Morality and the Precepts of the 
Decalogue,” part 2, bookS, chapter 6, No. 13, 
thus decides: “A person may take an oath 
that he has not done a certain thing, though 
in fact he has. This is extremely convenient, 
and is also just, when necessary to your 
health, honor and prosperity!” Charli, in his 
Propositions, No. 6, affirms that, “He who is 
bound to state the truth before swearing, is not 
bound by his oath. ” Taberna in his Vol. 2, 
part 2, tract 2, chapter 13. Those principles 
are sanctioned by Suarez in his “Precepts of 
Law,” bookS, chapter 9, assertions2, p. 473, 
where he says: “If any dne has promised or 
contracted without intention to promise, and 
is called upon oath to answer, No; and may 
swear to that denial."

The sixth commandment: Murder: The fol
lowing miscellaneous decisions, extracted from 
the work of the regularly sanctioned Roman 
authors, of the very highest character and 
rank in that community.

In his famous volume called “Aphorisms,” 
p. 178, Emmanuel Sa writes: “You may kill 
any person who may be able to put you to
death—judge 
self-defense.” 

Henriquez, 
ogy,” Vol. 1,

and witnesses—because it is

in his “Sum of Moral Theol-
book 14, chapter 10, p, 

decides that ‘ ‘a priest is not criminal,1
859, 
if he

kill the husband of a woman with whom he is 
caught in adultery. ”

Airault published a number of proposi
tions. One of them says, that “a person 
may secretly kill another who attempts to de
stroy his reputation, although the facts are 
true whiemhe published. ”

In his Moral Theology, Vol. 4, book'32, 
sec. 2, Escobar determines, that “it is lawful 
to kill an accuser whose testimony may jeop
ard your life and honor. ”

Guimenius promulged his seventh proposi
tion ih these words: “You may charge your 
opponent with false crimes to destroy his 
credit; and you may also kill him."

Gobatus published a work which he entitled, 
“Morality,” andin Vol. 2, part 2, tract 5, 
chapter 9, sec. 8, p. 338, is the following edi
fying specimen of Popish morals: “Persons 
may innocently desire to be drunk, if any 
great good will come from it. A sou who 
inherits wealth by his father’s death may re
joice that when he is intoxicated he murdered 
his father.” According to which combined 
propositions, a man may make himself drunk 
expressly to kill his parents, and yet be 
guiltless.

Busenbaum wrote a work denominated 
“Moral Theology, ” which was enlarged and 
explained by Lacroix. In Vol. 1, p. 295, is 
the following position: “In all cases where 
a man has a right to kill any person, another 
may do it for him.” . ... .

Alagona, in his .“Oompend of the Sum of 
Theology,” by Thomas Aquinas, question 94, 
p. 230 “Sums” up the Romish system in this 
comprehensively blasphemous oracular adage. 
“By the command of Clod, it is lawful to mur
der the innocènt, to rob, and to commit lewd
ness; and thus to fulfill his mandate, is our 
duty."

Hurtado issued a volume of, “Disputations 
and Difficulties. ” At p. 476 is the .following 
genuine Popish rule of life—“Carnal inter
course before marriage is not unlawful." So 
teaches that Jesuit oracle.

Escobar, in his “Moral Theology,” p. 326, 
327, 328 of Voh 4, determines that “aman 
who abducts a woman from affection expressly 
to marry her, is guilty of mortal sin, but a 
priest who forcibly violates her through lust,* 
incurs no censure.” -

Fegeli wrote a book of .“Practical Ques
tions;” and on p. 3Ô7, is the following—“Un
der what obligation is he who defiles a vir
gin?” The answer is this: “Besides the obli
gation of penance, he incurs none. "

The seventh letter from Miss M. contains 
.the following passage;

“It is a shame for Women to approach those 
confessionals. H they were never wise in 
scenes of iniquity before, the priest will in
struct them, by asking the most filthy ques
tions. I .was confined .to : my bed three days 
from my first confession, and thought I would 
never go again, being so abashed by abomina
tions he had put in my head. I would just 
as soon recommend scalding water to cure 
Anthon’s-fire; or a wet bed in an ice house to

.y

cure an ague, as recommend a sinner to those 
accursed lies, Roman penance, and Auricular 
Confession. " The mental purity of Nuns 
consista in a life totally “contrary to the laws 
of God, of modesty, of decency. They are 
constantly exposed to the obscene interroga
tions and the lewd actions of the prieste. 
Notwithstanding God has fixed a bar on every 
female mind, it is broken through by the 
priests putting questions to them upon these 
subjects, as the scripture declares, which 
ought not to be named? The uncommon at
tractions of the young women in convents 
generally indicate the greatest unchastity 
among them. I have known girls, sent for 
education to the convent where I was, who 
regularly stripped themselves of everything 
they could obtain from their friends; which, 
by the artful insinuations of the Nuns, was 
given to them and the priests. The Roman 
priesthood may well be called a sorceress, and 
their doctrine ‘the wine of fornication,’ for 
nothing but the powers of darkness could 
work up the young female mind to receive it; 
unless by the subtlety of the devil and the 
vile artifices of the Nuns. I shudder at the 
idea of young ladies going into a convent; and 
also at parents who send their children to be 
educated in a Nunnery; where their daughters 
are entrapped by the Nuns into the snare of 
the priests, with whom they are accomplices, 
and for whom the most subtle are decoys, 
whose feigned sanctity is only a cover for the 
Satanic arts of which they are complete. P.
288, asks: “Is a witness bound to declare the 
truth before a lawful judge?” To which he 
replies: “No, if his deposition will injure 
himself or his posterity. " Laymann, in his 
works, book 4, tract 2, chapter 2, p. 73, pro
claims: “It is not sufficient for an oath, that 
we use the formal words, if we had not the in
tention and will to swear; and do not sincerely 
invoke God as a witness. ” All mistresses, and 
by which,’ through the delusions of the mother 
of harlots, being buried alive within the walls 
of a convent, they ‘drink of ¿he wine of forni
cation,’ until their souls pass into the pit of 
destruction.” The above extract is from the 
seventh letter of “Correspondence between 
Miss M. and Mr. H.” in Hunting’s Work; and 
exposes the Nunneries in France.

George D. Emeline, who had been a Popish 
priest, in his “Eight Letters,” giving an ac
count of his “Journey into Italy,” thus de
tails the nature of the intimacy which then 
existed between the priests and Nuns on 
the Eùropean continent. “A young Monk at 
Milan, preacher to the benedictineNuns, when 
he addressed them, added to almost every 
sentence in his discourse, ‘my most dear and 
lovely sisters, whom I love from the deepest 
bottom of my heart!’ When a Monk becomes 
preacher or Chaplain to a Nunnery, ' his days 
are passed in constant voluptuousness; for the 
Nuns will gratify their confessor in everything, 
that he may be equally indulgent to them. ” 
Emeline’s Letters, $>age 318.

“The regular prieste in India,” says Faria, 
“have become what the bonzes were in Japan. 
The Nuns were -disciples of Diana, and the 
nunneries seraglios for the monks; as I have 
proved to be the case in Lisbon, by facts con
cerning those Nuns who were more often , . 
. . . than common women.

The Jesuits in the Indies make themselves 
Brahmans in order to enjoy the privileges of 
that caste, whose idolatrous rites and su
perstitious practices they also externally 
adopted.” Among other privileges which 
they, possessed, Faria enumerates the follow
ing as detailed from his own prior experience 
as a Brahman. “Never to be put to death 
for any crime whatever; and to enjoy the fa
vors of every woman who pleased them, for 
a priest sanctifies the woman upon whom he 
bestows his attentions.” That is the true 
Papist doctrine, as shown by Maria Monk’s 
"Awful Disclosures;” confirmed by the Cana
dian carpenter in Mr. Johnson’s house at 
Montreal; and ratified by Pope Gregory XIII. 
in the Decretals and Canons, in the Corpus 
Juris CanonicL Secrets of Nunneries dis
closed by Seipio de Ricci, p. 217.

The Nunneries in Italy, during the present 
generation are of the same description. Ma
ria Catherine Barni, Maria Magdalen Sicini, 
and Victoire Benedetti, of the Nunnery called 
Santa Croce, all acknowledged that they had 
been seduced at confession, and that they had 
habitually maintained criminal intercourse 
with a priest called Paccihiani, who absolved 
his guilty companions after the commission of 
their crime. Secrete of Nunneries disclosed, 
by Scipio de Ricci, pp. 60, 61.

Six Nuns of the Convent of Catherine at 
Pistoia declared that priesta who . visited the 
convent committed a “thousand indecorous 
acts. They utter the worst expressions, saying 
that we have the power to satisfy our appetites 
without the annoyance of children; and that 
we do not hesitate to take our pleasures. I 
Men, who have contrived to get the key, come 
into the convent during the night, which they 
have spent in the most dissipated manner. " •
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THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

----- OF-----

Biblical and. ModernlSpirit« 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,” "Which," "Letters to Eldel 

Miles Grant,” "Both Bides,” "That Terrible 
Question,” “Wolf in Sheep’s

Clothing,” Etc., Etc«

This book Ie what its title indicates—‘‘The Qttesttok 
Bettlf.d, an Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Spfri nam.” We give below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chapter:

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to the 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good as that ot 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought In 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers in Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min> 
Ister his ImiDortallty. Dying Minister in Despair. 
Why tula Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter H—Tho Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphcinei 
and a Devil. Every new System piissos an Era ol 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. What Good has Spin 
JtaaBam done. Opponents unfair. Immorality tn the 
Churches. Religious Systems not responsible fof 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All ara 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tea* 
timony of Jeremiah.

Chapter III—Bible Doctrine.of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angela am Spirits. Term! 
“Man" and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joaliua. The Host of the Lord. An Angel appears ta 
Gideon; to Manoah’s wife; Is introduced to Manoah. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
tbe Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has « 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not. Immaterial. Spiritual 
Mau. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer al). Spiritual Sonses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Source! 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories ot Jesus.

Chapter V—Tho Birth of tbe Spirit.—All Subject! 
Important. “Ye must be born again.” Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus* Tests. Must bo born out.of Flesh. Blrthoftho 
Spirit q Resurrection. Not of Fletb and Blood. B.lbla 
against it (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion jf the Woman of Tokoab. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Aro Wo Infidels?—RapId’Growth of 
Spiritualism. The "Mud-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors in 
tbe Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Blbic. Ail be
lieve Parts, and no one believes All, ot tbe Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Be* 
llcvcrsare. The true Test. Works. TheCouinilsBloa, 
End of the World not vet. Jewi««u and Christian age. 
Preaching. Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
in the Church?

Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?* -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story." Result of the 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and tbe Devil Partners? Is it just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning in a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not “down”. "Old 
Splitfoot.”

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objection! 
usually tbo Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to tbe 
bead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Law good In 
Its Place, ahd for Its Timo. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite God. He Incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.QO, Sent Post-paid.
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The Ouija Board,

0. H. Mathews.ceau.

Radical ideas. Paper, 25 'cents.

The Progressive Thinker

center to circumference is a cesspool of cor
ruption, and a menace to liberty.

Divine Weight.

Poem.
He who died but yesterday
Finds himself alive for aye, , 

.■ Finds that-life's immortal urn ,
Holds love’s quenchless fires that burn

Edwin Arnold. I know your readers will The Orion Lake (Mich.) Camp 
thank me for unearthing this precious mor-
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¡ THE CATHOLIC OCTOPUS
Annual June Picnjn. his share of praise, also Mr. Dewey, of Grand been the one question in-the minds of our peo- 

Very gay has been the camp during h;. Blanc, Mich., closing with two fine discourses pie, and we feel we have been guided in this
■m • tT-'—, . .—:----------------- ■-—■.-------- recent three 'dava’ muuiton althoiiHi the deluèi-' ir001 the Hon« B V, Moulton, of Grand Rap- by the unseen powers, for but one name

1 ♦^athft?eraCe I1ii Bnoress of the Nunnery * eeverfti Weew duration that visited us pre- ids, Mich. The music was conducted by Prof, has been in the heart of the society, and 
£eTrfïtfnd?ia^NunneriM ^ All th® viou81y’ ^d a tendency to dampen the afdor P* Q- H“J8on, of Ray City, Mich-, who is therefore when Dr. DeWolf, of Englewood, 
Knew: or that and other Nunneries. 1 All the \ to route all hone of a successful considered the, Sankey;of bpintualism. Hud- was proposed, the election was enthusiasticPM» ot the same dwNte Ttey « ““g* ““ tte J* rf ÏÏmTÏ •» 1» « musiaaljmafeA * W “>1 »»¿Imoi,. Th. list ot otta, no» 
have the same maxims nnd the sum. conduct «miled andunderold Bol’surdent busy by th. Spiiftunllstì in Michigan, singing stands: President, Dr. J. B. DoWolt; vice-
They are on more intimate terms with the the eiouiidB hpnania transformed fato and discoùrstóg ; sweet music on the violin, president, Mr, E. F. Slocum; secretary, Mr. 
Nuns than if - they were married to them. It won^roU8 heautv whQe tlie crowd of visitors The meeting whs. a suebess in every particular. G. Catlins; treasurer, Mr. A. H. Bliss; frus- 
fa the same at Lucia, at Pisa, at Prato |nd at arr;vin„ oneverv train eave an air of mid- On the closing day oyer two thousand were tees, Dr. Louis Bushnell, Dr. R. Greer, Mr.

Si6“ ÏÏZ- sX? eSXly Pro hS, P-^t to listen t/thégrend discoures of Mr. Lucas. To a society with such a board, ' 
the smallest part of the enormous wickedness Bwenin„ Our coffers until the management Moulton. One particularly hoticeable feature nothing is impossible; therefore we look ¿ope- 
that goes on between the Monks and the broadlv tLe meeting was thé grimât number of young fully forward to the consummation of our one
Nuns. Secrets of Nunneries, by Scipio de Sunday was the largest day; invlewofthe people who are dèeplyinterested iuour philos- greathope, that of placing our cause before
Ricci, p; 93. That statement is so exactly ~ weather and chean rates manv exour- 0Phy» ranging from |hé ages'of 15 to 20. the world in Such a manner and with such
conformed to Maria Monk’s “Awful Disclos- 6iOni8t8took advantage of the onnortunitv to Officers were elected, all iu due form. surroundings that it shall no longer be a tar-
ures, that were it not a fact that she had visit this famous and^favorite resort. Meetings will bp held next year, all dédçr-, get for the arrows of bigotry and ignorance,
neuer seen Scipio de Ricci’s work it might al- Our regular chairman beine absent Presi- ing, with one unanimous voice, that the meet- but that liberal and thinking minds may be
J?oat. 8UPP°sed BOme Parfc °*1161 narra- ¿ent Gaston nresided with erace and dignity ln8 WftB 8 apMteM avalanche. / led to see tha-these great truths demand, at
five had been transcribed from it. Sfae off tS^SninT ««Z^wiS^eU. The officers elected for thdensuing year are least, their resp^ful attention.

It is superfluous to multiply similar ex- chOseif and annlicable remarks as follows: President, Mr. ,|}urges/?, of Rich- The report of ti/committee having this
tracts. Scipio de Ricci was a Popish prelate, M Huntington Agnew whose fer- moud» Arst vice-prteldpnt, J. M. Ç. Skinnpr, jnatter in charge, presènted at an adjourned 
regularly commissioned by the Grand Duke vor an‘d frank earneBt8neBB alwys’carries con- of Orion; second vice-president, Mr. Weston; meeting,Sun4By,thel7th,wasfclttobe8uf-
of Tuscany to explore the Nunnenes; andin viction to the heart of listeners being intro- treasurer, John O. Skinner, Orion; Mr. Bte- ficlentiy encouraging to warrant the society in
ÏÏeJeéffiKd DomfaiMTandtoldS^ duced afJ BPeaker °f the afternoon, took as vans,director, and Mrs. Sarah E. Hudson, adopting the report and at once proceeding to
the Jesuits and Dominicans, and the digmfled ,h h. ,L tte fhig address Ella Wheeler Becretary, Bay City, Mich. • u secure the phace of meeting.P.pü«W.sta, Hudson. ' OM plying M. £ tbs movswsb Is,
VI. and Pius VIL, all opposed, reviled, con- . nraotical annlication of the snuelv- --------■" that while its main object is the centralization

_ SMT pp - 87 Delphos (Kansas) Camp. of our forces, making this a Sunday morning
vev °P^in n^UfatainS^RnmA ^urday morning was devoted to an open This camp will open ita 15th annual camp- unioa BeryicB> Presentation of the phil-
fortvflv/ thousand MnitàaL ^nnn Rfaths inference, being in all respects the most in- meeting beginning August 10th and closing on °8°P^ of Spiritualism, we are glad to say 
^JdArS^h^^dXH«to fa?A^S terestlng and instructive ever 'attended by the 26th, 1894. As a pleasure resort it is that the leaders of all our sister societies have 

to ^thA^mmoSon ïtS? your «¿respondent. Brother E. W. Bond, a superb, being the most beautiful camp-ground heartily endorsed it. and are co-operating with
EofVnm? hîï *ormer trUBtee> being called upon, promptly 4a the West. There is ho hot, humid, sul. W» m the move. All feel the cause as a whole
rivAd a l«r<™»nniini rnmnL responded with a rousing talk on the live try atmosphere, which, invariably renders rest must receive a great impetus for good,
nf a lippnffi- hMldnii whfah ’ the nr!cm of nii toPÎ° the hour, “Our Country’s Needs and and pleasure to the visitor 9 source of distress At the meeting of Sunday, the 17th, Mrs. 
of a license, besides which, the prices of ab- „ and ¿jguppoi^meat hut, instead, there is an Richmond received her nineteenth annual call
ïeleïth Smmaldm&e m° relnfariv^cd Lymftn Howe> the Moquent orator, atmospheTwhioh Is so prevalent in the East- <» “^«ter to the society. In accepting {€ .the 
AHthn valiiA of hpatfa ' Rnnl.mjJLn hfaanpri whose thoughts are always of the transcen- era States. Here the tired and weary soni guides spoke warmly and encouragingly of 
water nnd Aww r>thn^nrfipin Âf Pnniàh m«nn dental, and whose native modesty and utter will find a cool, delightful and refreshing air, contemplated changes, as being one of the 
facture" Paolo Hist Uouncihie Trent' freedom from selfishness or jealousy lend a a place to recuperate and build up the vital n»ost important steps ever taken by the body. 
K ?' Ann?Councildo Treat- charm to a spiritual personality, unfortunately energies. . . Sunday, June 24th, we close for the season,

Thn/.«'™» «»/■ <<whAn Vinter Pmnn not found in all our speakers, occupied the The spiritual merits of this camp have no brust when next I write you, it will be 
haI nndArtenk th» raMrmaHnn nt Tteiv’s thrai" platform Saturday afternoon, taking from the superior anywhere. We are prone to be boast- to °f the realization of our hopes and that 
tfam ho RimnrAHRftd o qoo nnnvmta Fiahi audience the subject, “Evolution and Involu- fui of our acquired reputation of being the our beloved teacher has begun the nineteenth 
hnndred AnÆiniÎ Î y thn«™« Ìu «on. " most spiritually-conducted camp in all the gal- year of her pastorate amidst scenes worthy of

^dXrA^A Nnni ^S The speaker thought if selfishness were en-axy of camps. . the cause she so ably represents.
7 671 lAv-sistera Wa11 th«™ in nn nnmrnAnt ^iciy abandoned it would be the greatest ca- The intellectual talent employed each year, .ooov „ Mbs. C. Catlin, Sec y., 
îiAAdAd-^hAfanfa ATAAlnnnAnf-finniiahto^hnw lamity that could overtake the world—Individ- since its inception, has been equal to the best 1223 VauBuren St., Chicago,

uulity iUelf would be lost. The aim should in all respecte; W have been the peers of -----------—-- ------Ralfaî priests. Theîame thilg^xists here, be to make more of ourselves, instead of less; any speakers on the spiritual rostrum. This 
under the ‘cloak’ of course, and your parish mT Tlove BBli-aot * Bordld- self- year ™ BhaU have some very able taleqt m Oalling upon a tóend one d while latel 
priest makes it his business, throng thS con- kb! he, cloBerwlU we aPProxi- Ph“nal h«rePtw vUiting in Beloit* Wis-> the <™™8ath>a
tessional, to keep up the supply—and it is mftì® ^gher ideal tlonal workers. We might add right here that turned upon Spiritualism and especially in re
kept up. It will not do to assert that these evening dance in the open pavilion a golden harvest is awaiting a good independ- gard to the Ouija Board as a means of receiv- 
nunneries are established to save the souls of »«orded opportunity for social enjoyment ent slate-writing medium, and such an one lng message8 from our spirit friends. The
women; the world knows what they are for. Mrs. Canie Twing, of Westfield; N. Y., will find a work both pleasant and remunera- ladyof the house remarked that lately they 
They must go, and your priests be ¿lowed to “adBher debut on the Cassadaga platform ive by attending our camp. One such con;- hadnot Buccee(ied in getting anything satis-
marrv’’ * * * Sunday morning. “Prayer” being the topic ing with a good recommendation, oan, by ap- factory, and many times could get nothing

The above statements, extracted from Lib- °f her dfacoprse, the lady affirmed that Spir- plying to the secretary or president secure whatever. j 6Ugge8ted that there were reasons
wty and the American, should be sufficient to ltuahsts believed in and practiced prayer as valuable attentions at either of their hands. for it) but fe^ flure tbat unjtediy we could get
show to any one that the Catholic Church from mu°h as any class of people. » The management have just completed a something intelligent and satisfactory. We
' Among the many good things, she affirmed large hotel, or dining-room, with sleeping ^d the experiment and received the follow-

that Spiritualism will prove the savior of the apartments for a limited number; aside from jng message from the lady’s friends and 
world, the stepping-stone to the eternal Ev- this a fine seance-room, which will accommo- which is correct in every particular: ’ 
ery Spiritualist should Uvea life of such true date thirty or forty sitters atone time. Ar- « My much-loved child Your father and 
nobility and purity of purpose that it would rangements have been made with a well rec- mother are watching over you with all the ten- 
challenge the world. ommended materializing medium to remain der love and solicitude of fond parents. Your

An appeal was made, to the gifted, that during the entire camp and who will give sit- work here is truly and sincerely appreciated 
their talents be employe^ in the education and tings in private circles. Much time! amj. by your Bpirit frjends, and you will enjoy the 
upliftmentof the masses, and to the home- money is being expended to make this year> of your laborB wben you join our bonje 
makers, whose spheres, though necessarily camp an enjoyable one, and to all lovers of a circle for we wiU be a reunited family with 
limited, are thickly strewn with golden oppor- good social, spiritual love-feast, we say, don’t not on0 loved one missing. Dear child you 
tunities. A tribute was paid to the Spiritual- miss attending the Delphos camp. We shall bav6 bad many and severe trials, but they are 
istic press, in which The Progressive apply for reduced rates on all roads through- notbing compared to the joys awaiting you in 
Thinkeb recéived its measure of praise, out the State, and in a later notice advertise our beautiful home. Your own bright chil- 
Throughout the address abounded in bright the same. The G. A. R. reunion will follow dren will meet you tbe portal and ^elcome 
and apt anecdotes, that kept up the interest the closing of our camp, and continue three you and their loving father to the home your 
of the audience, who gave abundant evidence days, occupying the society’s grounds. A klndiy deeds have made for you. Be patient, 
of appreciation. royal good time will be in store for all the old endtire for awhile, for the end draws near

The advertised attraction of the afternoon, veterans who wore the blue, To those living and we wiU crown you witb thornless roses 
Willard J. Hull, not being present, the choice in the vicinity of the Missouri. Valley, who when you come to us. We are, your father 
as to who should fill the vacancy fell on Ly- contemplate visiting a camp-meeting, do not mother, sisters five, two brothers and your 
man 0. Howe, to the complete gratification of spend your time and money in traveling_>way cbildren, who all love and care for you ’’ 
all At the president’s request the topic of East, but come to Delphos camp, the gem of j reOeived satisfactory messages from 
the morning, “Prayer—and the Needs of the the West, , my own loved ones, and have on former oo-
Hour," was given to the gentleman. “The AU communications should be addressed to caflions had predictions made through the 
need of the hour," said Mr.Howe, “is prayer, either the secretary or president, who will Bam0 60Urce that were verified. While in 
practical prayer, exemplified in good works, immediately answer all inquiries pertaining to Milwaukee I was made the recipient of many 
The need ot the’hour is less sordid selfishness the camp. Circulars and printed matter will obeering messages through Ouija and have 
and more recognition of man as our brother, be be ready for distribution by the 30th of J une. found it a very flatiBf actory méthod of talking 
he prince or pauper.” Further notice of the camp will appear in The with my Bpirit friends. Many persons pos
* * * * * Progressive Thinker within a few weeks. boss the forces which spirits use to pperate the

The sublimity of bright and beautiful word- I. N. Richabdson, President. . board( wbo do not even dream that 8ucb a
painting so carried away your correspondent Geo. Knowles, Secretary. tbing is poBBibi0) and who can by this method
that she didn’t return to her normal condition ■ • • *■ ; , come in rapport with their spirit friends when
until the closing improvisation, that was a y. Firg+ Snr.ÎRtv of Spiritualists other means have failed, and with satisfaction
prayer and benediction, falling on the listen- 1 ne hlr8T vOCHHy OT ©piHtuailSTS, concern’ed
ing multitude like blessing from the beautiful Chicago. Wtt.t. C. Hodge.
land of the eternai Father, to whom our con- To the Editor:—The annual meeting of an T.<xmn> St, Chicago, HL ' 
stant petitions are directed. the First Society of Spiritualists of Chicago; - - - ’ '

Though the picnic, its success and delights was held on Bunday, June 3, at the close of one *
have become a thing of the past, sweet mem- of the grandest discourses ever deliveréd by Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com 
ory lingers, and the charming grounds, limpid the guides of Mrs. Richmond, the subject be- prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
lakes and o’erbrooding azure sky are still our ing, “Personalities versus Principles. " It is French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
own to hold and enjoy, while anticipation of pretty generally known by those who sympa- tin government Paper, 25 cents;cloth, 50 cts. 
the larger feast, just a little beyond, stands be- thize with us in this especial line of thought, Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
fore us with beckoning hand, so we give but that we are making earnest efforts to extend true and fabulous theology, too well known to
this one glance backward ere we pick up our the work by moving to a more central loca: need its character here stated. Paper, 25
pento chronicle the events of our regular tion, and in view of this the annual meeting œnts; cloth, 50 cts
summer season. To all who will come and and election of officers was felt to be unusually K^oman- Four Centuries of Progress”
partake with us we can guarantee good accom- important. The reports of the last year, A leetM0 delivered at the FreethinkersHnter-

rçeLlGIOJM 
AS REVEALED ,

By the Material and Spiritual

With a holy, steadfast light, 
Over death’s funeral night. *
He who lived for many years 
In this vale of smiles and tears, 
Sowing seed of richest grace 
All around his dwelling-place, 
Reaps the harvesting at length 
In the soul's diviner strength.
He this tender message sends 
Now in greeting to his friends: 
“Life is blessed, life is free, 
Like a grand, majestic sea, 
Bringing potency and power 
To the active soul each hour."
Listen to his earnest call— 
“Death is not the end of all; 
Consciousness and memory last 
When the pains of earth are past; 
Love and hope remain a part 
Of the throbbing human heart 
“He who of his portion gives 
To his fellow, nobly lives; 
He who heeds the golden rule 
In this lower trainings-ohool, 
Need not fear to reach the gates 
Where the silent warden waits.
“Not with farewells, not with sighs, 
Do I go to Paradise, 
For I know some future year 
We shall all again appear, 
Heart to heart and face to face 
In the soul’s appointed place.
“Till ye reach theopeu way, 
Leading on to endless day, 
{hasp this jewel to your breast: 
God is love and truth is blest; 
Make it of your lives a share— 
Leave the rest to heavenly care.

modationa and pleasure past the gift of pen to whilst showing some signs of the hard times,. national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 
- ~wtro’- . Shirley Belle. in increased difficulty experienced-by those in 1893( By Susan H. Wixom A noble ad

- charge of the financial part of! the work, was, âresB by a nobi0) womanly woman. It should
nevertheless, encouraging. Notwithstanding r0£Mj every woman and every man. Es

- the fact that our own speaker has been, away a peoiall excellent to plac0 handa of
Meeting. longer time than usual, outside assistance has *omen' who are members of the churches.

Now Philftdplnhia Ohio Editor Progrebsive Thinker:—Perhaps been so generously extended by eloquent and 10 e te •
------ —U.. «»' ------ a word in relation to the “Orion Lake” Spirit- noted speakers, that the year has been one of 1 '

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Haymond's ualist Camp-Meeting will not be out of place, varied pleasure and delight. “Thumbscrew and Rack. Torture Im-
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated The meeting opened as advertised on June One shadow alone came over the annual plements employed in the XVth and XVIth 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 9th, Mr. Burgess as President. G. H. Brooks meeting, the retirement of our ever-faithful Centuries for the promulgation of Christianity, 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1. gave the opening address, followed during the and dearly-beloved president, Dr. Louis Bush- Sy Geo. E. Macdonald. A concise, graphic

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull Es- week by himself, and the charming little wo- nell. For eighteen years, through storm and account^ With pictorial illustrations, of^ the in
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1. man and medium, Mrs. A L. Robinson, of sunshine, he has been found at his post, as strtiments of torture used by churchly inquish

The Other World and This: A Compendium Port Huron. Space will not permit our men- head of this society. No • difficulty so- great tera to convert or destroy heretics and infidels, 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, tioning the discourses, only in a general way. that he has nqt conquered, and no financial Price, 10 cents. . ,
M. D. An excellent work. Price $1.50. Suffice it to say they were all fine, Among gap so broad that he has not filled. Ever Testament, Stories, comically illus

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker many of the mediums present were Farmer faithful and loving to the guides and the me- trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus- 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents. Riley, of Marcellus, and Mr. King, of Benton dium, and ever-ready to throw oil on troubled cartoons illustrating .thé ’ Bible texts.

. --------- . — --------— Harbor, who gave excellent materialization waters, and guide the little barque into havens pr,ce 6trong, board covers' ll. Cloth
The Progressive Thinker seances. Other mediums: Miss Woodbeney/ of peace,-it is no wonder that the tribute of $1.50. ’

Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker Mrs. Richmond, Miss Clara Marsh, Mrs. Am- the guides was one of tender love, apprécia- .. * d
leads, for leading minds send in tthelr best Idan, of Flint, and Miss. Rosa Frits and tion, and gratitude,,every sentiment of which -
thoughts, and they know by so doing they others. Among the inspirational speakers found, itsooho in the, heart ofeach member »“J®*
teach the largest ntimbtt of readers. / Send 25 were Mrs. Nellie Baade, of Detroit, ;who gave and inend of the society, - and it was with icauyanatneosopmcauy. 4TicefL2b...
cents to J. R. Francis, > 40 Loomis street, two elegant discourses. Mrs. Carpenter, also heartfelt regret that we yielded to his oft-re- _ 8 v®*» or
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three of Detroit, gave fine talks and tests. Mr. C. peated wish and elected another in his stead. “°^9 Waisbrooker. Priée reduced from #1,5V

{«nonths. ' Andrus, from Vassar and Saginaw, came in for For months the question of a suooessor has »IliW* '■

To the Editor:—The foregoing is

{nough to reprint If I knew the author, P01“^- 
would give his name. Jt sounds like Sir

FIFTY YEARS
■ IN THE

CHURCH^ROME.
_ . — ■ . I

A Remarkable Book.
. This is a remarkable work by Father Cbiniquy. 
It exposes even to tbo minutest details the corruption 
that exists in tlip Church of Rocpe. It is a work of 833 . 
pages, and shopld be read as a matter of history by ' 
every Spirituallit. The following Is a partial Rst of the 
table of contents: _ '
_ •_ CHAPTER I. . :
Tbo Bible and the Priest of Ronjc.
W- « * n.u \ > CHAPTER II./ _ ‘ .
My first SchooHaya at st. Thoniajy-The Monk and 

Celibacy. '
. CHAPTER IM. 1

The Confession of Children. -
_ „ CHAPTERÏV.
The Shepherd whipped by his Sheep. . *
_ CHAPTER V. _ \
The Priest. Purgatory; and the pdor V?i<ow’* Cow.
„ , CHAPTER VI.
Festivities In a Parsonage.

CHAPTER VIL
Preparation for the Flrat Communion—Ipitlatioo to 

Idolatry. ' . : ■
CHAPTER VIII, .

The Flrat Communion. ' . . ’ . -
„ , CHAPTER IX.
Intellectual Education in tbe Roman Catholic CoUego.
.. . ..... CHAPTER X.i
Moral and Religious Inaction in the Roman Catho

lic Colleges. * -
À CHAPTER XL .. .

Protestant Children in the Convents and Nunneries of 
Rome.

_ CHAPTER XU.
Rome and Education—Why does the Church of Rome 

hate the Common Schools uf tbe United States, and 
want to destroy them?—Why does she object to 
the reading of the Bible in the Schools? -

_ CHAPTER XJH. ‘
Theology of the Church of Rome: its Antl-8oaUl and 

AnG’Cbriatian Character.
. 11L chapter XIV.

The Vow of Celibacy.
_ CHAPTER XV»
The Impurities of the Theology of Rome.
_ , CHAPTER XVI.
The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, howl 

swore to give up the Word of God to follow tha 
word of Men. ,

CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod

ern Idolatry.
_ CHAPTER XVIII.
Nme Consequences of the Dogma of Transubstantla- 

lion—Tbe old Paganism under a Christian name.
w CHAPTER XIX.

Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, Rlvierre Boyer. 
CHAPTER XX. a

Papineau and thé Patriots in 183$—Tbe burning of “La 
Canadien" by tbe Curate of St. Charles.

CHAPTER XXL
Grand Dinner of the Frieses—The Maniac Slater of 
• Rev. Mr. Perrus. .

CHAPTER XXII.
Jam appointed Vicar of the Curate of Charlesbourgfa 

—Tbe Piety, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perms.

CHAPTER XXIII.
Tbe Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Rome during the epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of St. Roch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—TertulHan—General Cargo—The 
Beal Skinsl

CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic in tbe so- 

called Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous sums 
of Money made by the sale of Masses^.-The Society 
of Three Masses abolished and the Society of one 
Mass established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade in Masses.

CHAPTER XXVII.
Quebec Marine Hospital—The first time I carried tbe 

“Bon Dieu" (the wafer god) in my vest pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau’s—Tbe 
Rev. L. Parent and tbe “Bon Dieu" at (he Oyster 
Soiree.

ty We have not space in this notice of Father 
Chinlquy's work to give the beads of al) the Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial value. The following, 
however, are of thrilling interest:

CHAPTER Lill. , 
The Immaculate Conception of tbe Virgin Mary. 

CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Priests 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute tbe Bible.
CHAPTER LVI.

Public Acts of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O’Regan—General Cry of Indignation—I 
determine to resist him to his face—Ho einplns 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, oaths ftp‘ 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana Id IftftiWI f 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Llncoli ififtsbds 
me—My dear Bible becomes more thantvermy 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVH.
bishop O'Regan sells the parsonage ot the French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—He. 
determines to turn me out of iny Colony and send 
mo to Kabokia—He forgets it next day and pub* 
llshea that he has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Bishop—His Answers—The 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priesu.

CHAPTER LVIIL
iftkress from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur
bana—Abraham. Lincoln’s anxiety about the Issue 
of tbe Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue—

‘ Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—Le* 
Belle's Confession and Distress’—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra
ham Lincoln—Tbe Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX,
A moment of Interruption in the Thread of my “Fifty. 

Years In tbe Church of Rome,’’ to see bow my sad 
Provisions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be reallxed-Rome tbe Implacable Enemy 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX.
the Fundamental Principles of tbe Constitution of the 

United States drawn from tbe Gospel of Christ—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
plote 1 knew agolnst bls Life—The Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born fa tbe Church 
of Rome—Letter of the Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to the President—His admirable refer
ence to Moses—His willingness to die for his ' 
Nation's Sake.

CHAPTER LXI. • .
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God. and a true Dis

ciple of tbe Gospel—Tha Assassination by Booth 
—The tool of tbe Priests—John Surratt’s house— 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of tbe Priests 
—Jobri Surratt Secreted by. tbe Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours be
fore Its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXIL
Deputation of two Priests sent by tbe People and tbe 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of tbe Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that tbo Bishop Is wrong and that we are 
right—For peace sake, I consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by tbe 
Deputies—Ono of the Deputies turns false to his 
promise, and botr&ys us, to be put at tbe bead of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Braasard. .

CHAPTER LX1II.
Mr. Desaulnicr is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of the Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Broward 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr- Brassard—He writes to beg my 
pardon.

• CHAPTER LXIV.
I write to the Pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send them tbo Legal and Public 
Documents proving tbo bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Rogan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— I go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
—Tbo peace sealed and publicly proclaimed b’ 
Grand Vicar Dunn tbe 28th of March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV, . ~ ,
Excellent testimonial from my Blshop^-My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and Uis assistant, Rev. M 
Granger-Grand Vicar Dunn write* me about tbe 
new storm prepared by tbe Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Gift—I am Yorgivin, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI. ‘ w
The Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—we 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor <>( 
BL Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to bi. 
Anne to persuade the People to submit to hl* 
Authority—He is ignominiously turned out, and 
rynt away in the midst of the Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXYÏI- ■ .
fcird’e-ere View of the Principal Events from my Cob

version to this day—My Narrow Escapes—The 
end of tbo Voyage through the Desert to ths 
Promised Land.

Price, $2.25. Post-puid.

' ' By EDWIN D. BABBITT,
Author ot "Prlncif/tea of Light and Color.” .

This Is a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt ft 
born critic, q thorough scholar and a comprehenslv® 
thinker. ■

CONTENTS:
Chapter FiBBT—Exiitence and General Character 

Of God.—Preliminary thoughts. Is there aych a being 
as Goaf Is Ged a Creator? The Argument from De
sign. Is God Unknowable? Is God absolutely to 
ffoW • ■ ••

Chabijeb Second—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot undeastand the God Idea. Argunientof the 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author's 
Experience.

Chapter. Tnuu>—The Delfip Location and Mode of 
Working.—Tbe Locution of Deity. Can Infinitude 
have a Centre? Docs God control the Universe through 
Law? How does God control tbe Universe? A. J. 
Davis's Theory of the God Centre. The Dual Contra 
of the Universe. Can the Infinitely Fine act upon the 
Coarse? •

Chapter Fourth—Tbe Nature of God.—Ts God a 
Being of Intelligence? ' Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes?

Chapter Fifth—Tbe Delfic Greatness and Glory.— 
The Greatness of God. An Angel's Conception of tbe 
Universe. The Greatness of God.‘ Anthropomorphism

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil and Delfic Perfeo« 
(Ion.—The Perfection of God. Has God created Evil? 
Is Man depraved? Is anything Innately Bad? Is an 
endlea. Hell possible.? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution., • •

Chapter Seventh—DeUc Law and Human Inter« 
cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle ot 
Healing. How God interposes to answer Prayer. 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influence 
God? Hudson Tuttle’s View of Prayer. The Central 
Principle of Doiflc Action. Prof. Wallace's View of 
prayer. Prayerfulness is not necessarily Goodness.

Chapter Eighth—How Man helps Govern the Uot 
verse.—Man a Co*worker with God. How Spirits cob« 
tro) Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-forming by Judfie Edmonds. Spirits rejoice In 
this work. Countless worlds yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain lb Spirit Llfo. A 
Miltonic Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practice! of Christi« 
anity.—Terrors of Creedal Theology. Churchlanlo 
Conception of Holl. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright* 
er Dawn annroachlpg. Science and Religion. fialTB- 
tionbyFufti. '

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Btaoft* 
trds.—Churchlanic Infallibility, infallibility ot ft 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.-* 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. I^opheclei. 
The Bible tested by Ite Teachings. Said to be the only 
Book which gives any correct conception of God. Sajft 
to present the only true Foundation of Ethics in tnft 
Decalogue. Claims for the Golden Rule, Love tft 
Enemies, etc. Is It safe to build on Falsehood?- Hai 
Only one Nation been Inspired? Shall we waste Umt 
an<f money on Falsehood? Do numbers prove th* 
Truth of a System? Shall Polley rule? .

Chapter Twelfth— Religions Tested .by their 
Fruits.—Church Siandards too low. Tbo Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruita of Beligioua 
Systems. Some great Points In Buddhism. Moham* 
medan and Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
the Farsea Religion. The Parsee Blblo. Th® High 
Priest of Slam. Catholicism and Buddhism» Present 
Progress of Mohammedanism. The Religions of to-doj 
Insufficient.

Chapter Thirteenth—Tbo Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible presented. The sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flowers. Of a Tree. Ot ft 
Foreat. Lessons from ths Shells. The Teachings ol 
Crystallization. Teaebliigaof tbo Human Form. Of 
the Great Maeses of tbe Universe.

Chapter Fourteenth—Llfo under the Old Bo- 
llglou«.—Importance of Historic Truth. Roman O 
tholklsm. Influence of Catholicism in Spain- Gal
vanism. TheFivePolatsof Galvanism. Presbyterian
ism in Scotland. Puritanism in New England. 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. Tha Spirit 01 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chapter Fifteenth—Life Minder a Spiritual R*> 
llglon.—General Divisions of the Human Faculties. Th* 
Higher Realm of the Brain. Spirituality Is Ennobling, 
Spirituality beautifies the Countenance. Must b« 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com« 

lunlon the Basis of all Religions. Spiritualism 
founded upon Facts. Tbe only Religion which demon
strates Immortality. Robs Death or Its Torror. Tha 
most Joy-lmjplrlDgof Religions. Promotes Civil and 
Religious Freedom. Leads off in Human Reforms. 
Perfects the Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Nobler Living. Re
veals a Grander Universe. All Great Geniuses have 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus In Spirit 
Life. Will the New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth—Death under the Old Re
ligions.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death made 
terrible through Church Bongs. Mode Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dark-/ 
ened Death. Death Bed ot a Christian. OfanlnimoraF 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scenes under the OU 
Dispensation. Terrors under the Qld to those who/ ao 
friends. /

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a S.r ritual 
Religion.—A Spiritual Mind Is not over-aU/-bed to 
Chis Life. Departed Ones attract the Splriy *1 Mina. 
Tbe Spiritualist understands Death,so doer jt fear It. 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Deal!/ of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. tfard. Prof. 
J ung Stilling and bls Grandfather. Beautiful Inc dents 
m the Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Univerbalist 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a I rlcnd. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experiences 
of Various Persons. Power to Sustain the Loaso! 
Friends. .

Chapter Eighteenth—The Future Life.—Location 
«nd Character of the Kplrlt Realm». Tbo Cloth ng of 
Spirits. Children In Spirit Llfo. A. Spirit Cbl d from 
HumbloLlfe. Tbo Wealthy In Spirit Llfo. Tol III clan» 
InSpIrltLIfo. Clergymen tn Spirit Llfo. Editor, [b 
Spirit Llfo. Tbo i’uwer of Spirits to Cotninuno with 
Morula.

Fttur, Rkjuius.—Tbo Basle Principle» of a Uni 
versa! Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

Tbt» work contains Fonvy li.LUSTBATton'». Thy 
aro In harmony with the facts conveyed. It io o rar* 
book throughout. '
Price, $1.25; Postage, 10 Cts. 

The fo-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science, 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
BY 8. R. CROCKER.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This flno volumo might well have been entltledf 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Is written 
in that peculiarly Interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific] 
subjects tn adaptation to tbo needs of tbe general 
reader., The author is not a Spiritualist—ho even 
mentions Spiritualists ns “devotees of a new super
stition," etc., etc., In which be manifests tbo usual 
animus of tbo “scientific class," yet he aays again: 
“There is a true and respectable idea In Spiritualism," 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhuman» and the Inhabitants of Earth;'* , 
and he goes on to relate instances of fact In evidence. ’ 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy la 
the author’s ideas, but tbo well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange tbo pros and coni, and out of tbe 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price <1,50.

For sale at this office.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
D0£.1fS FROM THE 'MIXER LIFE.

L By Llizle Doten. Xcw edition. This.h&ndaoma 
volume open» with tbr wonderful experiences bt th« 
author. wbo Is peculiarly gifted ns n prance medium 
end public speaker. Her platform labors hare for a 
;ong time been « nciaslng. and the deep religious and 
Spiritual tone at bet dlscourabs harj extended her 
Influence far beyond tbe limit of hit voice, through' 
the Instrumentality at the preax. BuUtls chiefly for 
her medlnmlstlc power to glvs utterance to poema 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that site Is most specially 
known, This volume contains the gems of Ibe Inspir
ational n.tcrances, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under direct spirit Influence,. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A Foe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
Of bis productions In earth-life, but far surpass these 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by th, Inspiration of Shakespeare, Burna. 
A. W, Sprague; iut tn many cases the author's name 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence whlr-b 

, each spirit exercised over the medium la stated. nn.f
thtunmistakable certainty end slgnlfldShce o- tin« 
higher-phase of spiritual communion Ie heamifnliy 
portrayed. Clpth, plain, reduced from 11.50 to 11.00. 

pj.’icrtrtag« M cents. For««1"-t u>'.«"iort. ■ •
-DIEZS MARVEL WORKERS,*?
JU Allen Fntnam, A. U. A marvaloug book. Mm 
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Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH 'wa® wrtten to 

develop the idea of tbe principle of the permanence 
of tbe human soul after death, and ita reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whoso successive links are 
unrolled in the bosom of ctberlal space. ‘‘Beyond 
ths Threshold” continues on tbe same lines en
larging and expanding tbe Idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that tht certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From bcglnnlnMo f'nd it Is Interesting, en« 
tertalnlng, instructive ui l fatu’lnnting, and whether 
ono accepts it all or nut. muiii w ill have been learaei 
d much pleasure enjuyc«: it■« pcrmal. Price 11,25.

By O. H. RICHMOND,
G. M. of the OrileroHIie Magi,Chicago*. .

noXI) CLOT II WITH GOLD
«Ide, nnd contnnilnc «20 pages. This splendid 

book. ?n.< contains nineteen full Temple Jeo 
teres jpon occult subject*, together with other urtfc 
chu from various newapaperK relating to the great 
work. It euntaln» nil Ilin old Temple lectnrcB Issued 
In 1892. and three others on the Ui-man sovl. which 
arc alone worth the price of the book' This wonder* 
fill hook I* unique as an Evangelist < f Science and 
Truth, Price f 1.25, postpaid, to any ud-iret-s. For sale 
nt this oSi»w
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MESSAGES AV KITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OIÎ HEARD CLAIR AUDIENTLY,

PHENOMENAL.
Through the Mediumship of 

George Colé.

I r

fir
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To the Editor;—Again it is my 
privilege and pleasure to send to The 
Progressive Thinker a continuation 
of spirit correspondence and communi
cations written and spoken at the Carrie 
Miller Circle. The Epes Sargent and 
Ericthinus communications were spoken 
by the visiting spirits, the former May 
let and the latter May 22d.

The Isaac Newton communication was 
written through the process of inde
pendent spirit-writing May 29th.

The Epes Sargent communication was 
given in answer to a statement con
tained in a letter to me, written by a 
Brooklyn clergyman. I had sent to this 
gentleman, who has one of the most 
talented and progressive minds of the 
clerical profession with whom J am 
acquainted, Nos. 1 and 2 of my “Gallery 
of Spirit Art.” In reference to spirit 
paintings and spirit photographs, (par
ticularly in reference to spirit photog
raphy) my clerical correspondent asks 
me if they may not be the product of 

1 psychological power, instead of individu
alized spirit manifestations?

Rev. Mr. M.’s letter was read in the 
presence and hearing of the controlling 

i spirit, who said that she would invite a 
spirit who, at the next seance, would

$ 
¡P 
%

reply to the questions asked.
All who read the communications that 

, for a period of two years I have been,on 
1 frequent occasions, sending to The Pro

gressive Thinker, must realize that 
Intimate relations exist between the in
habitants of the two worlds. Epes 
Sargent comes into our seance-room and 
answers questions, that from his present 
standpoint he is far better qualified to 
do than when a mortal.

Prof. Kiddle writes an anniversary 
address, which is not only a forcible 
presentation of the subject of Spiritual
ism-Spiritualism in its advanced 
and advancing stages—but he is 
active at many seances, giving impulse, 
tone and direction to the greatest re
form and educational movements of the 
ages, with which movement his name, 
both as a spirit and mortal, is now im- 
perishably associated.

Mr. Kiddle is a frequent visitor at 
the materializing seances of Mrs. M. 
E. Williams in New York, and, up to a 
recent period, whenever I have been 
present, he has come in materialized 
form (completely resembling his former 
self) at Mrs. Cadwell’s seance in 
Brooklyn.

I refer to these incidents, not on ac
count of any personal, but wholly for 
their public importance. Iij earth-life 
Brother Kiddle was co-operative with 
myself and others in sustaining the 
spirit circle of which Mr. Geo. Cole 
was the medium. The Roman spirits, 
who then predominated, required a re
porter, interpreter or translator who 
was a Latin scholar. This office Mr. 
Kiddle filled and, in his present most 
Important relations with our circle, is 
only continuing his earth-life work. 
He is thus able in his own person to ex
emplify the facts which he so eloquently 

। taught in the latter years of his mortal 
1 life.
I Sir Isaac Newton visits our circle and 
' continues his scientific labors and dis
coveries—writing with his own spirit 

, hand—and writing also with the added 
I power and perception which Spirit-life 
land conditions have given him.
| Ericthinus, whose earth-life career 
dates back to the fifteenth century, B. C., 
gives us an historical address on re
ligion and philosophy of the era in 
which he lived.

. ‘ Charles R. Miller.
1 Brooklyn, New York.

J

most interested. ’
Scientists have, departed from such 

seances with either the conviction that 
they possessed more knowledge1 than 
the spirit from whom they were to re
ceive instructions, or that the mani
festations .were a cunning device of 
mortals themselves. This, in many in
stances, has led to tbe discredit of spirit 
manifestations,, to a doubt of spirit 
manifestations at all, .¿nd finally, to an 
agnqsticism which defiled spirit-life in 
any phase of existence.

The failure was not due to the mani- 
festipg spirit, but to mortals them
selves, who, with strong prejudices, 
preconceived ideas and . inordinate 
ielf-esteem, combated the very facts 
they had assembled to learn, thereby 
prescribing the conditions of the mam- 
estation—they exerting a preponderati

ng influence over the spirit and 
thereby tincturing the communication 
with the theories entertained by the 
mortals and not the spirit,

Among mortals it is an axiom of 
science that forces, like substances, and 
all material elements,are indestructible, 
as, for example, heat is not created but 
developed by combustion; and even be
fore fuel existed it was contained in the 
rays of the sun and terrestrial elements. 
Heat after it has passed from applied 
purposes, such as expanded vapor, etc., 
'or steam machinery, is not annihilated, 
but is absorbed in different forms of 
surrounding elements, extending to re
mote distances, and influencing the 
materials that receive it, with equal 
force to that exerted in concentration 
through the steam boiler; and from this 
diffusion it may again be collected and 
reapplied in more refined force and 
still more potent energy.

The force itself never ceases, but con
tinues on indefinitely, developing new 
powers, new conditions, materially 
assisting mortals in the application of 
mechanical labor, and forcing, as it 
were; the development of the earth 
from one condition to another, so that 
progression is made progressive, and 
the world becomes day by day more 
beautiful .and better fitted for the happi
ness of man.

This is true of- the physical force 
among mortals, and spiritual force is. 
correspondingly true among spirits.

The force of affection, thought-voli
tion, the action of one mind upon an
other,cannot be annihilated; nor can the 
memories of assoqiation be obliterated, 
though they may by happiness and 
prosperity, care and adversity be ob
scured, but never destroyed, never 
lessened. .

Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair.
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VWEi 
r CREAM 
BAKING 
POMDfR

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder, 
from Amtnonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

Free

Better Than for Ten Years.
My father,'William Carr, has been 

sick for a long time and he could not 
get any medicine that would do him 
any good.’ My sister had taken two 
bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla and she 
.UBgpd him; to ■ get some of it. He has 
’taken. several .bottles and he is better, 
than he has been for ten years. ‘ 

■ -Cuba, Mo.......... Della R. Carr. •

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.
Passed to Spirit-Life. , 

June 5, 1894, at 6 o’clock A. M., at 
Chicago, after a short illness, Jason D,’ 
Simmons passed peacefully away. He 
was a member of the First Society of 
Spiritualists, a firm believer in the 
beautiful truth of continuity of life and 
spirit return. He was the last of a large, 
family, all of whom had passed away to a 
higher and better life. He was ready to 
go. He was a kind, true friend, full' of 
charity and good deeds, but his earthly 
life is ended and a new one begun. 
Services were conducted by Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond, and they were beauti
ful and touching. After two of his 
favorite pieces were sung his mortal 
body was laid away by loving, hands in 
Forest Home Cemetery, where th® flow
ers bloom and the birds sing.

M- L. WILKINS, 
' L. T. Emmert.

The Popular Science Monthly.

! -Spirit Healing.
Dp. A.-B. Dobson, of San Jose, Gal.j* 

.foi-inerly of Maquoketa, Iowa, is a clair
voyant physician of, marvelous power, 
who has been in active practice over 
thirty years, As a spiritual healei’ he 
has no equal? His vegetable medicine 
receives a magnetic power higher than, 
human or earthly agency, and in treat
ing' diseases' at. a distance, with this 
medicine his success is remarkable. His 
practice is very large, both at home and 
abroad, and he is daily in receipt of nu
merous letters expressing the profound- 
est gratitude, acknowledging wphapriul 
relief and complete cures, performed by 
his band of invisibles, such as rheum
atism, neuralgia, paralysis, dyspepsia, 
bronchitis, dis6as.es of the liver, heart 
and kidneys, every phase of female com
plaints, cancers, tumors and dropsy; in 
fact, every disease that flesh is heir to 
they have successfully treated.

Sufferers, yon .who have failed to get 
relief from any pther source, try this 
strange and marvelous man. Magnet
ized medicine and paper sent under the 
direction of Jhis spirit band of doctors 
foil each case, enough to last first month 
for $2. In many jeases this is sufficient, 
but if a perfect cure is not effected, 
$1.15 per month nfter. Send three two- 
cent , stamps, lock of hair, name, sex, 
age, one leading symptom, and he will 
tell you what» ails you, free. Medicine 
sent by mail,-postage free. The best of 
references given, if required.

Please show this to some sick person. 
It may be the means of saving their life.

Address all letters and make all 
money.orders payable at San Jose, Cal.

(See ad. in another column.) .

AN EXCELLENT STUDY.

DR. GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

Tlie World’s Greatest Remedy for 
All Conditions Arising from Ex
hausted Nervous Energy or

Loss of Vital Force!
It will strengthen |he weak, Invigorate 
tho young, and rejuvenate the old.

TRY IT!—TRY IT!—TRY IT!
ByMall. 61.00. Address DB. B. GREEK, 
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago, *

These characteristics are the

SCIENCE FROM A SPIRITUAL STAND
POINT.

Here is a man, about five feet, eight 
inches high, ordinarily stout, smooth
faced, large gray eyes, open countenance. 
He wears knee-breeches; has on a long 
vest, cut-away coat, large buttons. He 
has on a white frilled shirt and white 
necktie. NaWshe.te writing:

• ' ’ TÈETjiESSAGE.

There have been so many speculations 
and theories presented by mortals in 
the last five thousand years, as to the 
immortality of the soul, and so much 
has been written by manifesting spirits 
upon this’ subject, and each speculation 
and theory so widely divergent, that the 
mortal world is lost in the mave of con
tradiction, and has no more real knowl
edge upon the subject to-day than it had 
five thousand years ago.

The disagreement of mortal sci
entists among themselves arises from 
the conditions by which they are sur
rounded, the various methods of their 
training, their preference of conception 
and interpretation of phenomena, from, 
■which they can only deduce imagined 
facts from 'their own individual stand
point.

The difference of statements of facts 
on this subject by spirits, is more ap
parent than real. No being can have a 
better or more perfect knowledge of the 
immortality of the soul than a spirit, 
eihee the spirit is the living exempli-

mortal
principles of the soul or spirit within 
mortals, and are the forces that bind 
man to man in the great scheme of ex
istence. The conditions surrounding 
the souls or spirits in mortals change, 
but the souls or spirits never change jn 
themselves, and they are -the same 
yesterday, to-day and forever.

The universe and the soul-of man are to 
each other in the relation of cognizable 
objects. The soul of man is, therefore, 
a microcosm, a universe of itself, and 
contains all spiritually that the universe 
contains physically. , '

Hence, since the soul or spirit in 
mortal man is the . counterpart and 
equal of the universe, it must be equally 
lasting with the universe, and can only 
be destroyed by the Omnipotent God. 
who created it. •

The soul or spirit $ees without phys
ical eyes, hears without physical ears, 
and perceives objects and events at 
great distances. This should be proof 
to mortals that the soul or spirit is an 
entity by itself, and not dependent on, 
the mortal body for action, though th$ 
latter is its recognized instrument for 
communicating with the mortal world. 
As a matter of fact, the soul dwells in a 
sphere entirely outside of the material 
world, and is free from every material 
change or decay. Upon many of the 
populated planets in space the soul or 
spirit exists outside of its mortal body, 
and makes use of it as an instrument, as 
the carpenter or mason on this planet 
would use his saw or trowel.

Finally, all is immortal, both the 
physical and spiritual elements. Their 
conditions change, but in themselves 
they never change, living on, in one 
phase or another, until the end of time.

Isaac Newton.
(The messages from Epes Sargent and 

Ericthinus will appear in following is
sues of The Progressive Thinker.)

THE BEST SCIENTIFIC MAGAZINE PUB
LISHED. ■ ■

The Popular Science Monthly presents 
a varied table of contents in its July 
number. The opening article, by Logan 
G. McPherson, is on “The Meaning of 
Corporations and Trusts,” showing that 
such combinations are natural results of 
well-known causes. Several articles 
suggest subjects for observation during 
summer outings. Prof. Byron'D. Hal
sted has an illustrated paper under the' 
title, “Sunshine Through the Woods,” 
describing the rings and veining of sev
eral important woods. Alexander Mc- 
Adie describes “A Colonial Weather 
Service,” from the records of which, we 
learn the temperature on July 4, 1776. 
Two full-page pictures illustrate modern 
meteorological methods. Prof. James 
Sully contributes the first of half-a-dozen 
papers on “Studies of Childhood,” the 
subject of imagination being first 
treated. Some curious structures are 
described and illustrated by L. N. 
Badenoch, under the title of “Homes of 
Social Insects.” In ‘.‘Latitude and 
Vertebrae” Prof. David Starr Joi'dan 
presents a study in the. evolution of 
Fishes. “The Great Bluestone In
dustry” is described in an illustrated 
article by Henry B. Ingram. In “Lady 
Mary Wortley Montagu” and “Modejm 
Bacteriology,” the introduction of inoc
ulation and vaccination for smallpox in 
England is described by Mrs. H. M. 
Plunkett. O. S. Whitmore gives an 
account of early trials in “Kiln-Drying 
Hard Woods.” Dr. Louis Robinson dis-‘ 
cusses “Acquired Facial Expression,” 
bringing out some ' very interesting 
facts. Under the title, “Savagery and 
Survivals,” Prof. J. W. Black shows 
that many of our ceremonies, fashions, 
habits and notions have, come down to 
us from savage, forebears. There is a 
biographical sketch of Heinrich Hertz, 
who has died at the age of thirty-seven, 
after making some of the most wonder
ful researches of recent years on light 
and electricity. The death of Prof. 
Bilroth, of Vienna, is also noticed, and 
there are • portraits of both-men. New 
York: D. Appleton & Company. Fifty 
cents a number, $5 a year.

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Relig

ions and
Religious Congresses at the Co

lumbian Exposition.
One of the most Important and Interesting events 

connected with the World’s Fair was the Parliament 
of Religions. It will go down the ages as one of the 
greatest events of the world's history. To students of 
comparative and ethnological religion the contents of 
this portly volume of a thouBand-and-one pages will 
prove of most Intense interest, and the statements and 
presentations of the various faiths by their accredited 
disciples and exponents are vastly instructive. The 
price of this great volume is only «2.50. For sale at 
this office.

'PSYCHOPATHY^ OR SPIRIT HEAD. 
JT lug. A Series of Lessons on the Relations of the 
the Spirit to its Own Organism, and the Inter-Retetton 
of Human Beings with Reference to Health, Disease 
and Healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush., 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond! 
A book that every healer, physician and Spiritual!* 
should read. Price «1M

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE.

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.

Good News for Spiritualists.
Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 

kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe, and its after effects, or 
seven weeks' treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should .send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

Astronomical Law and Vibratory 
: Motion Made Attractive. •
A most interesting game for the parlor, drawing 

room and club, as well as fascinating educatlona- 
fctudy for the young. It reveals the hidden meaning 
of the stars; It gifes their positions and relationship 
for any day during the last seventy-five years of this 
century, and enables every person, old or young, to 
easily and quickly find their ruling star and ascertain 
the fortune which it reveals. The information here 
presented has heretofore been only in the keeping of 
those who have made tli(s aybject one of vast re
search and study; but, by the arrangement of this 
simple device, it places individuals in a position 
where they have the essential knowledge that here
tofore have been ouly in the keeping of experts, ren
dering information by which the ordinary Individual 
is enabled to read character and prognosticate 
relative to human destiny, under this general 
law sb clearly sb can the expert, who has given long 
years to the Investigation and study of science.

It enables every person, old or young, to find their 
ruling star, and tjiat of their acquaintances, and to 
ascertain the prophetic fortune that it reveals,

Meroury people have executive power and oratory. 
Venus people make good, true friends.
Mahs people are leaders aud rulers. 
Jupiter people alone make money. 
Saturn people are sickly.
Uranus people think, work, and advance.
Neptune people are travelers aud statesmen.
Most people are out of their sphere. Where do you 

belong? ,
In ancient times the "Wise Men of the East,” known 

as the “Magi," were consulted by emperors, -kings, 
princes, and learned people generally concerning these 
things.

To-day doctors, lawyers, teachers, scientific re
searchers, business men, children, ladies aud gentle
men of learning, consult the New Gome, The Play of 
the Planets, and lol the stare speak to them, and they 
are lifted up and made happy- - Buch is the wonderful 
magin In the glory of the planets.
Mechanical System and Book of 

the Play, Post-paid, on Re
ceipt of $1.00.

Address: PLANETARY PUBLISHING CO., In care 
of 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Il|.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Seothing Syrup for Chi 
dren Teething" softens gums, reduces inflama 
tlon, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle

fication of the fact.
! The apparent disagreement arises 
froin the influence of the atmosphere in 
which mortals exist and in which spirits 
manifest. Thus the condition of the 
mind of the mortal creates an atmos
phere of an analogous nature,'and this 
influences a spirit to harmonize on a 
material plane with those mortals with 
whom' .it may conie in contact, and be
fore whom the spirit may manifest, 
thus neutralizing the forcei'pf the 
spirit and perverting the object . for 
which the manifestation has been, made,, 
■ns to the understanding of - the mortals

IT1S A MOST EXCEL
LENT-WORK-

TblB work 1b by DR. M. L. SHERMAN. asslBted bj 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It baa been sold for 
«2. but tbe price now baa been reduced to 91. It Is a 
book that will Interest and instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and bis work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Solvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Sclqpce of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms: Bora Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says: “Each Individual partakes ot 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupIL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which 1 individually partake and digest. 
.My soul must expand by virtue of tbe soul essence 
which I Individually gather and comprehend.or digest." 
For sale at thia office*

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

TDELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
£\. Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “TheClock Struck One, Two, and Three.’* 
Thirty-six years a Methodist' minister. Mr. Watson’s 
ong connection with one of the largest and most Influ
ential religious organizations in this country* together 
with his well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness in the discharge of every known duty, 
combine WTendet this a book that will attract the at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of epirlt-manlfCB* 
tatlon through a period of twenty-seven years; .com-, 
menced with a belief that Spiritualism Was the “ prince 
of humbugs.’! And a purpose to expose it, and ending 
with a conviction that It is a truth far.transcending all 
others tn value to mankind. It ie.emlnendy well 
adaptedto place In tbehands of those whose attach- 
mcnts to the faitha and forms o5’the-Church incline 
them to have nt‘%Jug to do with the subject upon 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author* 
Cloth. 12mo, pp. 423, «1X0. Postage 10 cents. For Bale 
at*hls office* ♦ ’ . •

' [Formerly N, Y., College of Magnetic!.]

CHICAGO REST'CURE“
TJMMA NICKERSON WARNE, SUPT. 

J-^y 188.85th street, Chicago, Ill. Magnetism, Psyco* 
patby, 'Vppor, Electric Bathe. . iXlbease diagnosed.. 
Home comforts for patents from a distance. 218

FREE TO THE SIOK,
TREE TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 

JN Don’t suffer any longer, but send to A. M. Caldwell, 
clairvoyant and )ieiUer,> who will diagnose yourdleeasa 
free, under special instructions of a spirit band of 
electro-magnetic doctor«. •' Lose no time, but send at 
once lopk of hair, age, one leading symptom, and throe 
two-cent stamps to A. M, Caldwell, Box 244, Ban Jose, 
Cal. 251..

P, S.—Dr. Greer has been in active 
practice In Chicago for ¡¡8 years and 
is well known as a most successful 
physician in all mental and nervous 
diseases. He is still in active practice,

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T\R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY,

Mass., and bls band of powerful undent spirits 
are effecting the most wonderful cures that have 
been recorded and are bo acknowledged. By the clear 
eight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces cpinblned with his magnetic remedies will 
convince tbe most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal tho sick. Try him. Scud him sex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-ccnt sumps, aud Ue will send 
a diagnosis of your case free, lie doesn’t want any 
leading symptoms, Address Dr. J. S. Loucks. Shir
ley, Musa. 218

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
Jr please remember that Water of Life is one of 
the best remedies for Stomach, Liver ajid Kidney dis
eases. Largo pamphlet free. 84 B. Main Su, Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. R. l*erry, Manager. 2b2.

TJ/ANTED A, TRANCE SUBJECT 
VV a« companion, to go to Tcxao. Buobeuo, 670 

Fulton it, Clilcggo, III. 241
yoUNG MESMERIST WANTS 
X board In country, Will give developing lesson» 

In part payment. Address 96 Heine st., Chicago III. 241

VALUABLE MANUAL.
IHEALTH, AND POWER, A HAND. 

I 4 book of Cure and Human Upbuilding, by tfie 
aid of-.new, refined aud powerful methods of nature. 
By E. D- Babbitt, M. D. A very concUe and valuable 
little manual for tbe restoration and conservation ot 
health, price, cloth 25 ccn(i; morocco, 85 cents.
'THE UNIVERSE IS GOVERNED BY 
L exact law. Anyperson who will »end me their 

correct ago and date of birth, I win give them a de
monstration of natural law that will fairly paralyze 
the understanding and ba of great benefit to them. 
Please tend three cents In stamps to pay for paper and 
return postage, 0.0. Adams, 1392 Park Ave. Chicago, 
Uh 241

T TRIEL BUCHANAN, PH. D., TEACH- 
LJ er of Occult and Metaphysical laws. Private In- 

Btrucliou, also type-written lessons by correspondence. 
Send stamp for terms. Marionville, Mo. 241

DR. SYKES.
He cured himself in 1070. The remedies have cured 

thousands since, and might cure you of catarrh. Bend 
forfree book, “Common-SenBe Talk." I’kge (for one 
pint) per mail, S1.00 Act to day and save suffering.
Dr. Sykes Sure Cure Co., Caston Bldg.
Chicago. 236«

HPD ^90 per day at home. Thq work is easy, 
AV pleasant and adapted to both young 

and old of cither sex, Any one can do tho work. 
GEO. STINSON & CO,, Box 1500, Portland, Maine, tf

OF INTEREST TO ALL.
T CURE ALL DISEASES BY SPIRIT 

X power and vegetable remedies. No Incurable per
son accepted. For a free diagnosis, address with lock 
of hair and three two cent »lamps, Dr. Craig, 14?8 
Market street, Ban Francisco, Cal. All letters an- 
awered by spirit controls. 212

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
TTAVING PURCHASED OF JOHN 
il William Fletcher tho complete outfit used by 
him In presenting his famous Illustrated Lecture 
upon Spiritualism, and having made large and valu
able accessions thereto, 1 am prepared to negotiate 
with societies and camp-meetings for glvlug one or all 
of my four Illustrated Lectures upon this Interesting 
subject. My friends well know that for some years I 
have been gathering material for thiB work, and I can 
assure them chat no expense has been spared In ar
ranging the details of the Exhibition so as to please 
and IMIFBCC all. jOHN EGGLESTON.

Box 848,NcwYork, 235tf

CATARRH SPECIALIST.
T\R. T. WILKINS, MAGNETIC PHY- 

J-Jaiclan. 46 St.John’s Place, will give attention to 
the sick, at home or at bls room. All diBeases success
fully treated, but Catarrh 1b his specialty. For ref-
ereuces ask ble patients. 232 tf

CULLEGE OF FINE FORGES
AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 

KI tUerapntlcBlncluilng the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet- 
lain, Electricity, Mind pure, end a higher aclence of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic prlnclplea developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students tn four 
conilnents have taken the course. The college la 
chartered and confers the degree of D.M., Doctor of 
Magnetic!. By a syatom of printed questions student* 
can take the course aud receive iho diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D.. LL.D., Dean. 5 Hollywood Ave. 
(formerly caged Pulaski St.), East Orange. New 
Jersey. 239

TTO W TO MESMERIZE. BY PR OP. 
J~1 j. W. Cadwell, ono of tho most successful mes 
merlBte In America. Ancjentand modern miracle» ex
plained by mesmerism. An Invaluable work. Price, 
paper, 50 cents. ■
'THE WORLD’S . SIXTEEN CRUCT- 
i tied Saviors. By Kersey Grayes. You should 

read It, aud be tho wiser. Price »1.50.
'THE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL- 
L Ism and Spiritualism Compared* By Moses Hull 

A work of rare merit. Price «1.00.
TMMORTALITYg OR FUTURE HOMES 

J and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A 
book of rare merit, interesting to every body. Price 
«1.50. -

Z'HE CHILDRENS1 PROGRESSIVE
Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the or* 

"ftnlzation and management of Sunday schools. .By 
Andrew Jackson Davie. Something indespensible. 
Price 50 cents. » .
PHILOSOPHY: OF SPIRITUAL ZAT- 

Z tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A raro 
work. It possesses great merit. Price «1.25* ‘

AGE OF REASON. BY THOMAS 
¿1 Paine. A book that all should read. Price 50 
cents, '
f/IE WS OF OUR HE A VENL Y HOME. 
V By Andrew" J apksoB Davis. Highly Interesting.

Postage 5 cents. Price 75 cents.

7'HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM^ 
Ito Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev.'Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior 
a grand and noble man. Price «1.00.
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE 

L the New York Unitarian Club. Tbe first time In 
tho history of the world that'a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contain« 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents. ‘
AMEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 

lYL ncl Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
before the New York Legislature, May 9,18S8. Price, A cents.
I^OD IN THE CONSTITUTION. BY 
\JT Robert G. Ingersoll. One ot the best papers Colo

i >tiel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness of author* Price, 10 cents; twelve copies for «1.00. 
fJ/HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
vv Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. This Is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethought literature. Bound in paper with good 
likeness of author. Prlco, 10 cents; twelve copies 
tor «1.00.
TNGERSOLDS GREAT ADDRESS ON 

L Thomas Paine, nt the late Paine celebration in 
Now York City. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cents* 
STANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 

what the editor of the Freethinker's Magazine 
thinks of him. Price,« cents; twenty-five copies for 
50 cents.
'THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
i Adapted to Modern Clvlllz.tlon, with tbe True 

Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M.D. Price. 15 cent». ■

’ Sool of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches, and Discoveries.

OF WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
1 Jj Denton. A marvelous work* Though concise arf 
■ a text-book. It Is bs fascinating as a work of fiction.

The reader will be amazed to seo tho curlers facts

NOTICE TO CURE.
TOR THREE TW0-CEN7 STAMPS I 

IT’ will Bend cheap offers to cure at any distance by 
clairvoyance, spirit power and science. Give no 
iymptoniB until I send full particulars and price. Wo 
send three scientific lessons on Memory, Health and 
Mlnd-readlug, for 60 Aenta. and later, a certificate, 
free. Need not remit until I send circular about It. 
Dll. A. J. SWARTS, Box 278, Los Angeles,* Cal. 212

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
JTJ in your own home. Will send a pamphlet con
taining Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cis. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue, Chicago, III. 249

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR- 
JL voyant of the Pacific Coast, will Bend a tree 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their napic and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage Btamp for reply. “The Pacific Coaet 
Spiritualist” of Dec. 60, 1898 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since bis coming here be has made himself highly 
respected aud beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian ideas and practices, and hls straight
forward course of integrity and honor.'' Address 
Dr. W. At. Forster. 1059 Market St., San Francisco,

IT/ ARNOLD, PSYCHOMETRIST, 
VV . Platform and Test Medium. Open for en 

gagements In neighboring towns. 452 Larrebee st.
Clifs city. 214.

pBLIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
L\ 2-cont stamps, lock of batr, name, age, sex,'one 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. 8. 6. Williams,
Lake Geneva, Wis. 241

California. 251

HYPNOTISM
8KCRKT POWER, TUB TH HITO IN HAN. You possess this 
God-given force called PERSONAL MAGN ETISM, 
Dovclop Hand Succeed in Life. Hypnotism as p Re-1 
medial Agent and for controlling others, for public 
or surgical demonstrations. Wonderful revelations. 
Worth «100 for «2. If we are strangers send Bl, and bal-j 
nnce when book arrives. Two pamphlets. 20e. Addre&j 
DR. AKDRR8ON. MASONIC TKMP1E, 1». T. .»«.CHICApO. J

GEMS (H? FREETHOUGHT.
Tbe Myth of tbe Great Deluffe. By Jame» 

M. McCann. Price 15 cents. It Is the most com- 
glete aud overwhelming refutation of the Bible 

tory of the Deluge that I have ever read.—B. F. 
Underwood. To read it is to be astonished at 
the possibilities of religious credulity.—T. B. 
Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has 
blown the fallacy to atoms.—A. B. Bradford. It

7 SYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
i Prof. A. B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your eplrlt-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wis. 211

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL,
J COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 

ttl tures given bv the Spirit Band through the mo- 
dlumshlp of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. This volume con-— — - — . — — . ■ - — - . . - - . .
Bists of a series of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered in public through the mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent

••

here combined In »upport of this newly-discovered 
power of tho human mind, which will resolve a thou 
»and doubts and difficulties, make Geology aa plain ox 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now oty 
»cured by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. LROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER OB 
his country should have at band for consult* 

tlon. By Bev. Isaac J* Lansing, M. A. This Is amort 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purpotea, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, end 
may be considered a mine of valuable Infqrmatlon fot 
every patriot in the land. Price «1. For sale at th2t 
office« -

ZEAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH- 
ertd from the Tree of Life. Presented to human* 

Ity through the mediumship of B. E. Litchfield* Ex
cellent throughout. Price «1.25.

Cloth......................................................
Postage 10 cent«.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Illustrated* 450 pp. Cloth.................

Pdstoge 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. HL

IU limited. 862 pp, Cloth...............
Postage 10 conta.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

.41.50

41-50

TJT/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, 
Vv Sketche», Poem» and Song»; Gathered fron

INVALIDS
JX. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

..Ji, >et.an,i8’ !h,elr dl6eIiB0, or »ymptoms, will receive 
pamphlet and advice free to cure themselves without 
&'8, a> THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio ’

TH^ SJCK; HEALED. SEND 
tZw. etataP’tor private letter of adviceJroO’ tbeBpIrlt'World. W. P. Phelon, M. D., U, Jacfc 
»on Boulevard Chicago Ill. 120tf

CPIRI7 UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
¡rfnSiJS’1.?’“1’ta those at hotels, with 
sBpfrltuallitf jnUy, at M St. John'» Place near union

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CEND THREE S-CENT STAMPS 

a-* lock of hair, age, name, »eu, one leading »vmntnm 
and your disease will be diagnosed free by spiritpower! 
J)r. A. B. Dobson. Sun Jose, Cal. 1 “*'uwor-
THYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS

Or ![r quowtons answered, 50 cento and 
Boston. Mass. 0UKKrrx 
. 244
~T)O YOU WISH TO HAVE GOOD 

ritthnthali’!ilIld!lve,one hundred years? We can as
sist both. LHxer ho. 1 and 2. one pint of each remedy 
wlti Rn ii/1 F.e‘,“d,tavlgorate the entire systet” and 
body Swi “ directions bow to take esre of the 
eenn.rY z?, b ?’ou t0 llnve K"od health and live » 
century. All sent post-paid for ,1.00.

,, „ B. F. POOLE. Clinton IowaR,?™„TlhCE8: “ «-Jtart. Clinton, Iowa; Ilattle M 
Sumner, Sherman, Tex.; Mr. H. Harmon, Jacksonville,

HOW TO LIVE 1OO YEARS.
/] NEW METHOD OF TREATING 

ivstem ° ¿in’:, !he c“"‘rrb, and, In fact, the entire 
¿,two-cent stamps, aud I will send 

printed Information. Also Photograph of my snirit. 
r,evea;ed thl8 knowledge1 to mT Fy 

Poole, Clintop, Iowa. *

'yOU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHI 

in^.^ B. F. POOI?^.acUDton!1lowa^l’e,:taCle’ “°« *

NATIONAL

Spiritualists' Association, 
Office, 510 £ Street, N. W., Wash

ington, I). C.
( Incorporated Nov. 1,1893.)

‘THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
. ,,£“tlonal Spiritualists’ Association is now open 

a< I * Spiritualists are Invited to visit 
tnetr official bomc. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who ara requested to send In their 
names and addresses, also officers of an societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies tn all foreign countrlea 
are also requested to confer with us, and Information 
a desired respecting nil new phases of development 

In all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag.
.aUP°”, Spiritual matters are earneatly 

Bollcitcd for tbe National Spiritual Library. For In» 
formation, address as above. Robert A. Diximiok 
Secretary.____________ 214tf
A REMARKABLE OFFER. 'SEND 

Ai two 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, and I will send you a clairvoyant 
diagnosis of vour disease. Address J. C. Batdoef. 
& Principal Magnetic Institute, Grand Rapids. 
Mich. Please state what periodical you «aw our ad- 
vertliement In. 2W

PSYCHE '
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: ‘Tsvcitr.arrived two week) 
ago and to say 1 was pleased does not express my ap. 
prcolatton. My boy, twelve years old, Is developing 
most ell tbe physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came first sitting. Wc now 
got Rapping, Binging of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He hss also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlence.-M. V. 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark." Price, «1,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stomp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach. M fr. St. Paul, Minn.

.. . . ...... . — .. — — . .. ... — . । ।
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
home ideas that differ from those he has held, yet he 
will find much to please, benefit and Instruct* The 
reverence with which Jesus 1b mentioned will please 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for 81.50. For sale at this office.ought to meat with a very large Bale,—C.P.FarrelL

The Evolution of the Devil.—By Henry 
Frank, the independent preacher of New York 
City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
before published. The book contains 66 pages, is 
beautifully bound, with likeness of author on title 
page. Price, 25 cents.

Ingeranll’a Addre«s before the Now 
York Unitarian Club. The first time in the 
history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by 
the Club with continuous applausefrom beginning 
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beauti
fully printed. Price, 6 cents.

The God*. By Roberta. Ingersoll, A beautiful 
pamphletol forty pages,with likeness of Ingersoll. 
Price, 20 cents. The most profound address 
that Ingersoll ever delivered.

Chnrch and State; the Bible-.ln the Public 
Scuoola: the New "American” Party—By "Jef
ferson. Third edition. ...This beautiful pam- 
fihlet of 28 pages.Is the'most thorough presenta- 
lonof the Church ajifi State question that has 

appeared. Price, 10 ceilfs. \
The Religion of Humanity; A. Phi- 

loiophf of Life. By J. Leon Benwell, A 
beautiful paper-bound pamphlet, with likeness of 
nuthor. A most valuable pnblicatlotLto circulate 
amongChristlan people. Price 15 cents.

memorial Oration by Colonel Inger, 
«oil on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered be
fore the New York Legislature, May 8, 1888. 
Price, 4 cents.

The Christian Religion. What (»tobetti 
final outcomtf By an Old Farmer. A splendid 
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 15 cents.

God In the Constitution. By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll 
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of 
author. Price 10 cents.

What Would Follow the Effacement 
of Christianity? By George Jacob Hol- 
yoake. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethought Literature. Bound In paper with 
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.

Ingersoll’s Great Address on Thomas 
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in New 
York City. Price, 6 cents.

Standing up for Jesus t or what the editor 
ot the FrtaMnkeri' JtagaAfit thinks of him. 
Price, 4 cents. .

Address,.
‘ The Progreeiive Thinker,” r

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
* AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

khere spirit Is supremo and all things are subject to it
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25 cents. For sale at 
this office.

$0 7K Boy* oor 3® N&lurxl Flniih Bxby Carrlap 
Zt IU complete with plated «tee! wheel«, ufe, 
»prftii», «od oa« piece eletta beat b*adíe. X«d« ef beet mat** 

rUl.fiáffilya&übea.rellableMdruaraatotd for Sytan. Shipped 
onlûdty^'frUl. FREIGHT PAID i no raooey requlrediffi 
«drance. î6,OUü ia um. We ar« the oldeet end beet known 
concern of our kind, nilabl« and mpoaiible. Referent« t ■ • . . _ - - > > . . » _< í K — .1 t— _ .. . —— L. * .   *
nintwl«« tob« unpnnnted, 
price*. WRITE TO-DAY for < 

■NUX ’ cttûrçu« ofl«Uitd«ritffii »nd
OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash

1 »I th« low»ft factory 
Urc« FREE lUtuUMd 

M published.
e., Chicago, III.

THE ELEMINATOR
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expoir 
fng the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog* 
matlc Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine sensation* 
Price «1.50.

For sale at this office.

MRS. G. PARTRIDGE,
TLA TFORMPS YCHOME TRIST AND 

JL builnesi medium. Readings personally or by 
letter «1,00. Brief rending by mail 25 cents. Meg. 
uetlc treatments given; obsession removed. 46 St 
John’s Flace, Chicago, Ill. 222 tt

rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send LULL five two-cent stamps, dale of birth, sex. rnrr handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
' "will receive a correct diagnosis of your di»- 

case and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 35S, Lansing, Mich.

_ 1 wn.L DEVELOP TOTH
U 017/* m Save y°u tried - Thd | \ V I 111 Finest Cabinet for thd 1 Ü I V'XjLW purpose ever made—bar 
, . «/ . none. Send for Circular^
riits marvelous cabinet n , wf •Costs Nothing
t. H. METffALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago; 

.Pr^cc, $t.oo delivered, in City.

rWTSIDE THEfiATES¡ AND OTH.
er tales and sketches. By a band of spirit intel*. uuc,>uu«u *u*d ***««>« .

There« ‘THE.DIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH. 1
ShelhMier AucxceUentwork., trice«-»- J 1 if Victims.'-ByA. J. Davli. A work a» Interes» I DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.
TIBIE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY, Ing a» it to curious. Price 50 cento .By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every patrio»

LJ Graves: It wlltweitpsy perusal?Trice ,i.ft I n-ffE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUD. shouldreadlt Price»L00. . ■ .
T\EATH AND AFTER-LIFE, BY AN. I 1 sonTuttle. Hi» work» are ajway» Intensely: In- 

J^J drew Jackson Davis. Somethlng*you should * ’
read.. Price 75 cents.

r v bKCtcnes» roems ana Duog>; usiucreu iruu 
the Highways, By-waysand Hedges of Life. By Mat j 
UoE. Bull» It is most excellent. Prlcesi.00. * | CHICAGO.

TROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA 
1 Hood Tuttle. A beautiful book of poem» of rate 
merit. PricMLM.
PSYCHUIATHY; OR SPIRIT HEAD 
i .Ing. Being a eerie» of lessons on tie relation» of 
tic spirit to Its own. organism,, and tbe Interrelations 
of human being» with reference to health, aieeaee and 
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Bush, through 
the .mediumship of Mrs. Cora Lc V. Richmond. No 
physician eboula be without thls.boot No magnetic 
healer »bonld be .without It, and-no’family should 
be without,Ito valpable aid. It te n valuable aid 
to the physician In determining the' relatlon of hl» pa- 
tlent's epmueilts body, thus enabling him to know 
what reaancs' are .n'ccesanry to’ perfectly adjust' the 
same to each other; lb the magnetic healer it Ib Inval- 
-gable,-beoapjgdt Illustrates tbe actual magnetic poles 
and'tnplrA>wre«t»ndlng nene center».. To.tpe gem 
eral reader itwlll prove aboon because It explains the 
physical and spirt teal basis of life, and tbe. Infiuenco 
of food, raiment, ami tbe eurroundlng conditions and 
attnoiphercs upon the human organism, Fries (cloth! 
11.50. For sale at this office. . .

tereitlng- Price »1,50.
TESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 

J Christ and Medlnmshtp. Bp Mote» Hull. A pan» 
phlettrell worth reading. Trice 10 cent». .

S'EERS. OF THE AGES. 'EMBRAC
Ing Splrltualhm, past and present By J* M. Pefrn 

bios, M. D* An encyclopedia of interesting and in« 
^tractive facta. Price «2.00. . .
TiFE IN THÈ STONE AGE;. THE 

Lt History of Athkrael. Chief Priest of a Band of Ad

THE DIAKKA.
'THE, DIAKKA AND, THpIR EARTH- 
'1 l/Victlms, by tie Seer, A. J.Davia,iia very In
teresting and suggeetlve work. It Is an explanation o( 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em- 
TbOdying a most Important, retentlntervlew -with J&mct 
Victor Wilson* a resident of the Summer-Laad., Price 

!30eehta.- For sale nt this offic* : . > •
: ''THE'SOUL;' ITS NATURE, RELA.

the mediumship ot . H.**?'- oftiies. - A bOoktlitteverybody should read who &ro
this "work. -Price 80 cent«. , . • , , interested In re-incarnation* Price «1.00* »

: ':. ALL: ABOUT'DEVILS.b' Y MOSES 
■ Jri Hull. work yon should read. ’Price 15 cents.

■'PHB SPIRITUAL! BIRTH' OR 
’JL Death and Its Tomorrow* the Spiritualistic Idea 
of Death, Heaven and Hell. ByMbsesHulI. Price, U

TJ/HITE magic taught in 
VV “ Three Seven»," a book of 271 page». It 1» re

ally a very Interesting and suggestive work. Fries 
»1.25.
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE, 

X By Lizzie Doten. These poems are as stapla 
■agar. FrlcetLOd

n E YOND THE GA TES. B YELIZtr- 
IJ betb Stuart Phelps. A Highly entertaining wate. 
Price 11.00.

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 
i and Dwelling placet. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of their dwelling places. Givens details 
—details and accurate delineations of life In the Spirit* 
world!—Is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. Whltbcr—oh, whltber! Shall 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? What Is their present condition, and what tbelr 
occupations? In this volume tbe spirits, differing as 
they may, arc allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man Is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life: Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Foregleams, of the Future; Testimony of 
Saint«; The Growth and Perfection of tbe Spiritual 
Body; Is It the Soul’or Body that Sins?; Clothing In 
the Spirit World; Our Little Ones la Heaven; The Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The . Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil* Spirits;- Testimony of .Physicians Ip 
Spirit Life^ The Homes of Apostles and Divines; The 
Friends arid Shakers in Spirit Life; ’ Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Land. 

! Many othernanttert sre treated too numerous to men
tion*. Price «1JW; postage 12 cents. For sale at this 
office................. • •

TJ/HYSHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL- 
VV 1st. Twclva. lecture». By Abby A. Judson.

Tbl» book should be read by every Spiritualist. FriM 
11.00; postage 10 cents.

STUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; HI$: 

nJ torlcal and practical. A manual for tbe people. 
ByW. J. Colville.' Valuable to tBoie Inveatigatlng 
Xheosophy. Frlce 01.5O.

~TTISTORICAL~AND~CRITICAL~RE. 
JJ1 view ot tbe Sunday question. It is layalnablc 
By G. W. Brown. M. D. Frlce 15 cents.

PEai1nfe1n1hb~spirit-.lanK
J\ Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. Kln^ 
You will not become weary while reading this exc«S * 
lent book. Price 75 cents. -

WIFF^OT SEE H°w TOUDO 
IT AND PAY FREIGHT.

X|aBny»:oOT. SdnYerwlanl <* I*.
AmBlustTBewtagmtclila« 

«fiBuy fanlshed; nickel pltledt adapted to 0<bt 
urn nnry wltVi rnmsteed forlOTM»; with 
UtbmtleBobWaVlnder,MMV.#diBg’Criia.

..der Skattie,fiftir.SeUIng Keedleandaccnnpleto 
’VH of Sleet At{aihmenti;ahipped’*iy where ob

'• . ZO Dy'A Trial.1 NoinoneT required ia ’
T5,00QBt>w.fD cw.Worla’« Fklr Medal awarded taachfoe tod attach. 
Beats. Buy from factory Und Rare aexlefa sod agesUi profits. 
EDITC CatThliChit and Mfid tMevfor machine,or Urea fret i 
F nCC eiUlqne>tcetineRlali and Glimpses of tbe world’s Fair 
OXFORD MFD. CO.SttWrttth im.CHICABO.UL

MY

TIRERAI LECTURES. BY A. B. 
Lt French. They are wortfi their weigbi-tagolij--t rrcncu. a

I Frico, paper, 50 cento
FIFE OF THOMAS PAINE, ITISIN- 

Lt tensely Intcrcitlng. Price «1.00. ■ ■ ■

IT IS INTERESTING.
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE, SPÌRIT-: 

¿eWorld: ■ Being a description nt Locaiitie», Employ- 
mento Surroundings, and .Condition»-in the Spheres. 
By member» of the Spirit-Bind of Miss M. T--Shelha- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public ‘Free Clr 
eie. Cloth «1.00. Postage 10 cent*. For Mis ât 
thia office.. :
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PRINCIPLES, NOT LAW.
The Formula of Nature.

Reply to Hon. A. B. Richmond 
By PROF. W. M. LOCKWOOD.

“Errors, however beautiful and gold- 
enameled by time; must be eradicated 
from the human mind by the archangel 
of eternal truth.”—Shakespeare.

For untold centuries thp human has 
pictured nature and her cosmic forces, 
forms and energies as being operated 
upon by some power, individuality or in
telligence from without. Not being able 
to account for its visible transformations 
and phenomena, or to comprehend the 
rhythmic action and reaction of her auto
matic factors, he has resorted to the pic
turing power of his imagination rather 
than to processes of analytical demon
stration for a solution of his environ
ment, and has invoked the aid in this 
propagandism of music, poetry, and the 
arts. Whether chanting in measured 
strain the omnipotence of Zeus, or chis
eling in stone the character and power 
of Jove, or hymning in rhythmic meter 
the various attributes of the Jewish God, 
this abuse and misapplication of the pic
turing power of imagination has been, 
and is, the principal factor for the prop
agation ofxcosmic, -social and religious 
errors. We laugh at the. ignorance and 
idiosyncrasies of a negro Jasper for 
affirming with religious zeal his adher
ence to the Pentateuch, and belief that 
“the sun do move,” yet before the smile 
dies from our face we join in singing 
‘.‘Nearer My God to Thee,” a hymn 
which as a product of the imagination 
negates every fact of cosmic truth aS 
taught in all of our schools and colleges, 
outrivals Jasper's zbal and ignorance, 

■ and demonstrates how in modern re
ligious formula, sentiment and emotion 
captivate and perjure man's reasoning 
powers, and bind in the shackles of su
perstition his intellect. .

Our most excellent brother, Hon. A. 
B. Richmond, falls into this error by ap
pealing to one’s emotion and sentiment, 
rather than to actual data, in introduc
ing his counter argument of "Nature’s 
Laws,” in The Progressive Thinker 
of May 5th. He places a rhythmic senti
ment by Samuel Rogers at the head of 
his article, as indicative, we presume, of 
the character of the argument to follow. 
Whether Rogers had been duly sworn 
"to tell the truth, the whole truth, and 
nothing but the truth, so help him 
God,” regarding cosmic law, as he un
derstood it, when the inspiration seized 
him to write his stuff, we may never 
know; but we are not a little surprised 
that so learned and orderly a mind as 
that of our friend, whose ‘ ‘favorite study” 
in early years was chemical physics, 
should introduce a sentimental rhymster 
instead of his favorite authors and in
structors, to place in position a suitable 
axiom, as the pote-star of this discussion. 
This criticism will seem the more true 
when we reproduce Rogers’ idea of cos
mic law, in evidence:
“That very law which moulds a tear

And bids it trickle from its source, 
That law preserves the earth a sphere

And guides the planets in their 
course.”

Now. Ropers does not inform the court 
what that law is; he does not analyze it 
or demonstrate its “rule of action.” He 
simply makes a statement about law that 
is lawless, and which in its application 
to cosmic science is senseless, which fact 
will become the more apparent to any 
one who will take the time to study the 
physiology of the human eye, and the re
lation of the vitreous humor and lachry
mal apparatus, including the punda laai- 
rymalia, in processes of the formation, 
secretion and expulsion of tears. We do 
not believe that the intelligent physiolo
gist and astronomer of modern times 
will accept the unsustained opinion of 
Samuel about “the law that moulds a 
tear and holds the planets in their 
course.” ' (

We now pass to a consideration of 
“WHAT IS LAW"

as understood by the Honorable A. B. 
Richmond. If “it certainly prevails in 
everything we see, feel, taste or smell,” 
as otir friend asserts, why does not the 
average person, who has an average de
velopment of these senses, know the law 
of the thing he thus senses? "Why did it 
take such vast ages of time, of experi
ment and investigation to formulate the 
law of solar dynamics? Why so many 
thousand years to demonstrate the laws 
of “definite proportions” as applied to a 
few chemical compounds?:‘ Why did not 
Anaxagoras, who was among the first to 
declare the continuity of matter, give us 
these laws of matter? And why was 
Democritus, who founded the. atomic 
theory, so ignorant of these laws that 
“prevail in everything?” Can we in cor
rect form of speech say. that the formula 
of definite proportion that ebinprises am
monia 'fe alaw of nature as an infinitude, 
since ifs universality only relates to one 

‘of the products of chemical coiribina- 
tion? From our plane of observation

what we call law, as applied to chemical 
proportions and combination, is only a 
formula of proportion, and not “a rule 
of action.” For instance, ammonia is 
composed of nitrogen, 1 part; hydrogen,. 
4 parts, and oxygen, 1 part. These ele
ments comprise its formula of combin
ing proportions, and not a “rule of ac
tion,” perse, since we do not know any
thing as yet of the phenomena taking 
place witnin the elemental molecules of 
nitrogen, hydrogen and oxygen, as they 
combine in the rhythmic order, yielding 
ammonia; hence the use of' the term 
“rule of action” is a misconception and 
misapplication of the correct use of 
words. Will Brother Richmond allow 
us to state that mathematics is the base 
of physical science, whether known under 
the term chemical physics, or mechani
cal; and, being the base, is an inexorable 
factor in the consideration of all of the 
processes of molecular change. In view 
of this truth chemical science makes 
use of certain algebraic symbols, not 
only to express in abbreviated form the 
character of the equation, but to indi
cate the abbreviated name and propor
tions of the elements entering into the 
equation itself. Thus ammonia is ex
pressed under the symbol (N. H4 O.) and 
modern chemists understand this sym
bol as a chemical formula, comprising 
that combination of elements by "which 
this compound is known.

Law, or “rules of action,” do not.make 
mathematics; it is an eternal principle 
of notation in its application to physics, 
which intelligence finite or infinite did 
not make, or cannot control in its rela
tion to chemical or cosmie affairs. But 
on the contrary it is that, immutable 
factor in chemical combination, the rec-, 
ognition of which dispels schism, soph
istry and superstition, and places' nature, 
in the light of a contifiued progTe88i,otl,, 
where every element in her laborató|!y 
of eternal cosmic energies is the vehicle 
that transports her formative principle's 
into those higher forms, to comprise the 
grander to-morrow. ’

Bro. Richmond does not seemingly un
derstand our position. We hold that 
nature is the result of eternal automatic 
principles—not one principle or cause 
alone, but many, blending into cosmic 
unity and rhythm so far as the eye of 
science can determine. Thus we have a. 
concrete principle of time and space con
sidered as a universality, which, per
haps, can be more accurately expressed 
as an infinitude of duration and exten
sion. Next in order comes mathematics 
which relate to quantity. Biology, 
which deals with the phenomena of liv
ing matter. Psychology, or principles 
of man's conscious ego, as related to its 
environment, and chemistry, which in
cludes physics, that principle of natural 
science by which we analyze and demon
strate the changes in bodies under the 
influence of molecular affinity and repul
sion.

Now, it is the sphere of science not 
only to subdivide these departments for 
the sake of analysis, but to demonstrate 
by inductive reasoning their correlation 
to time and space. Hence, in cosmic 
affairs, nature seems to be under the in
fluence of the automatic action and re
action of eternal principle, and not under 
law. Man did not make the law of defi
nite proportions of those elements form
ing water: he only discovered the ele
ments and their arithmetical order of 
combination. The principle of its com
bination is eternal. God did not make 
it or create it, from the fact that the ele
ments, being matter in a molecular 
sense, are as old as time and space; and 
God had no choice in the process. He 
was obliged, if he had anything to do 
with the evolution of water, not only to 
procure oxygen and hydrogen, but to 
combine them as a chemist would, in 
that arithmetical order by which water 
is evolved. Hence we conclude that no 
department of the activities of time and 
space is governed'by law or a law-maker; 
nor does “law control its minor princi
palities,” as our friend asserts,' neither 
did we make any such statement in our 
former article. But the automatic prin
ciple belonging to matter, of acting, 
and being acted upon, with an inherent 
tendency to higher form, will account, 
when properly understood, for all of the 
phenomena of nature. .

All of the sixty-five or more elements 
of nature possess this function or charac
ter of action and reaction, also the- tend
ency to blend into higher forms, as is 
witnessed in the evolution of simple, to. 
complex forms of matter. We note .this’ 
fact in the action and reaction of oiygeri' 
and hydrogen gas by which water' fe1 
evoked; and so long as this actión and 
reaction continues between arid .in. the 
molecules of these elements, we have' the 
phenomenon of water. This .principle 
of acting and. being acted upon. deter
mines the positive ; and negative attri
butesand poles of matter. 'Hence its 
polarity and potentiality as wéll. With
out electro-polarity matten.' would. not 
possess potentiality; and'without,.-elec
tive potentiality existing in the mole
cules-of all’eletnerits ,qf nature, thére 
could be no affinity for the promotion of 
the higher and more ;<tomplex forms of 
matter. Faraday discovered and dem
onstrated this ■ principle in 'electrical 
S-gics, and every succeeding physicist

confirmed this fact. If Brother

Richmond or Barrettbr Huxley know offher^iaplirodites wifh cerebral' defoimi- 
any matter that is ’¡inert,*’ then they ' ttes; - - ’
know of matter that has neither polarity ”” ......  " “ ’ ■ '
nor potentiality. Such matter is “dead,” 
since it can neither act Or be acted upon. 
Will our critics be so kind as to tell us 
where this "dead” and “inert” matter

; • When ! the ; i underlying ' principles of 
bOBfniq itpt’ipp;aAd reaction are fully un- 
fl.A>'8tOjpd ;in.,their application to human 
evolution’,,mqn will no longer seek to 
tdace t'the/ linage!qf a Heavenly. Father 
in the; abnormal Structure of the fools 
apd- idipis. bojm'of careless lust and ig- 
hpFRnt.geheriition, blit he will turn his 
àttehtliin'.to ^hé 'nî.ental evolution of the 
hinéty thousand,'ecclesiastical idiots and 
jfqols whp? ¡instruct -this blasphemy and 
fetich pj^tifude'against cosmic pro
gression, and the .twenty millions or 
more evangelical infidels who accept 
it,' as the”pi'omise of. ethical spirituality 
and, '.philosophy. Tlie mental blight 
tlfia theological blasphemy against 
nature’s formula has caused is witnessed 
in the ignorant and causeless views held 
by very inptjy well-meaning writers and 
essayists df ¡modern thought, in persist
ing, to ascribe to matter the attributes 
and character conceived in a prehistoric 
age, when.marvelous credulity and su- 
përstitipnsçwere factors for the propagar 
tion । of’, /fetich doctrines, and where 
cijeedaJ -dogmaand? theology were born, 
twins .'¿f mental depravity and evan- 
■gelical greed,.
• That. this error still continues to be 

. voiced in .the.pulpits and on the spiritual 
idstrqmj twl^He lall.xif the schools and 
'.colleges of civilization where physical 
sclfepce ' is .tàudht are demonstrating 
these ancient plunders, and are offering 
theiwdrldbf‘ftWkers a nobler and more 
sublime : view-qf’cosmic processes, ip a 
sad,picture.pt the' reluctance of human 
mentality ,. to • exchange a fetich 

’marvel-101“ %-, demonstrated truth. To 
witnessîthàt many of these “marvels of 
superstition” pro so deeply imbedded in 
the mqntal structure of some of <my 
dearest'friendè, while science holds the 
lamb rtf -inductive reasoning to her re
corded,‘page and progressive formula, 
at times causes 'a wave of regret and 
sorrow ,'ynich . we cannot express in 
written “language or words. To be 
called a • materialist by my friendsand 
critics,, idllhtmgh an .exponent of the 
ph ilosophy of continued existence, based 
lipon .qature’s principles,- does not dis
turb me, since I reflect hpw few have 
had the opportunity to leavh the differ
ence: .between; the materialism that 
m olrr.n^n a i.. 4-1 ¿.«MUAI nf

is to be found, that neither acts nor can 
be acted upon? And will Brother Rich
mond cite us to the essay or ‘ treatise by 
Huxley where "he admits that, there is 
no evidence of potential life-in matter?” 
Incredulity is not a prevailing .weakness 
with us,' but when so demonstrable a fact 
as potential life in matter is denied, even 
by Huxley, we would like to know the 
reasons for such statement. In electri
cal science a wire is said to be “dead” 
when this potential energy is miqus, or 
without sufficient vitality; by which is 
understood that the battery is weak or 
the connections out of order. Renoiv the 
battery and adjust the connections^ and 
the electro-tenslonnof the wire will -be 
found to possess sufficient potential'plèc- 
tricity to make it “alive.” Potentiality: 
and polarity are immutable factors’, of 
affinity, and in varying degrees thw 
enter into every structure of time and, 
space. .

Every type or form of elemental life, 
posasses this function. Every crystal, 
whether of rock, stone or metal; every 
plasmatic structure, whether simple or, 
complex, is the result of polar‘potential
ity. It inheres in the molecule, of 
whatever character, whether nebulous 
or solid, as a formative, potent energy— 
hence molecular life is the automatic 
source of all being. This potential 
tendency to blend elemental matter into 
cosmic forms is an inherent factor of 
polarity. It is automatic or self-acting, 
because of the action and reaction of its 
polarized states. The tendency of a 
nebulous element to rise, or to promote 
higher form; is demonstrated by its 
combination with other polar and po
tential elements, as is witnessed in the 
formation of the organic from the unor
ganized—from the homogeneous to thé 
heterogeneous types of life. This view, 
of evolution must not be confounded 
with abiogenesis, since we do not recog
nize “non-living” or “dead matter,” but 
potential aqd polar life, as an automatic 
factor of the molecule.

We think the quotation from Prof. 
Huxley. w]iich Brother, RiohmDnd.jnt.ro-: 
duces itfeis article, to be mÎ8ieading'~th' 
those who' we not'’fathilitiii'' Wftfi’ hfe 
thought. In ah article, before us upon 
"abiogenesis,” by this : writer and" 
thinker, we find the following, which,, 
from our point of view, is more con-' 
sonant with his general declarations as 
a materialist than the quotation intro
duced by Brother Richmond. It is as 
follows: ' ;

“If it were given to him (Huxley) 
to look beyond the abyss of geologically- 
recorded time to the more remote 
period when the earth was passing 
through early physical and chemical 
conditions, he Should expect to be a wit-’ 
ness. of the evolution of -living proto-; 
plasm from non-living matter.” . .

This quotation is taken’ from “Lib. 
U. K.' Art. Abiogenesis,” and conveys 91 
very different coloring than the-one-se
lected by our critic. That Huxley 
should make such statement at afime 
anterior (18(58) to the application of.elec- 
tro-physiological science, is not;.to be 
wondered at. But recent discoveries in 
the . function and office of the follicular 
glands distributed throughout the 
vascular system of the human, go far 
toward demonstrating how,out of a com
mon current of blood projected through 
the circulation, these glands ¡havé to do 
with the formation of bonp, finger-nails, 
hair, ginglia, and tissues of various 
character, and this distribution is now 
known to be in strict aecord with gen
eral principles of elective affinity. That 
this principle of elective affinity or nat
ural selection inheres in the formative 
processes of all types of organic exist
ence, can.no longer- be doubted, since it 
seems to be the province of crystal, 
plasmatic or integral life, to preserve its 
individuality an'd identity by the con
stant recurrence of elective action, or 
the selection of those elements in 
rhythm-with the, process of structure of 
edch. A comprehensive view of this 
system of philosophy has no place or use 
for the méntal ‘ gods of the -past'. 
Cataclysms in nature, the irregular 
phenomena of the seasons, the abnormal' 
expressions'of Human weakness, mon
strosities of .physical deformity arid 
mental dehravity, can be accounted for 
by the action and reaction of. those prin
ciples underlying cosmic structure and 
ignorance in'human propagation and 
environment. No- longer need man 
perjurp ¡his intellect by ascribing to the 
mystery of godHness and omnipotent 
caprice frost in June and snows in July 
in temperate altitudes and climates. No 
longer bend the knee to the "heavenly 
fatnér?” who is said tb send his children 
drouths and floods, .blights and famine, 
shrunken wheat, $jbbins of.corn, and 
decaying potatoes/ . because ' he is. 
thought to know best what is good for 
mrin's progression. No longer need we 
study in tne “Museum of Holiness” the 
freaks of an all-wise Providence that 
makes a two-headed puppy with onp 
body, and a two-bodied-puppy with'one 
head; and two-headed lambs, five-legged' 
colts and. pigs. No longer attribute to 
intelligent design the creation of human 
monsters, born!with three eyes, with 
heads and expressions like ' a ' dog or 
monkey; men born ; with. one arm, • one 
normal leg and one embryotip, without 
a femur, tibia, or fibula, or ,otheri[con- 
necting osseous.' structure; men and 
womemborn blind, deaf and dumb; mtn 
born with six fingers on ohe hand and 
two thumbs on the other. , ■ •

No longer need woman attribute to 
original sin and. the curse -of -a fetiqh. 
god, the birth she gives’ to hermaphrod
ites with spinal deformities, and

lif^.;^^i?iD-htetei’iab5?P''.’Of-potential- 
cdsmic. bhevgies, the recognition of 

,whidh' ddscrites a eonscloua.existencij of : 
the formative principle of , the human, 
beyond Jhez grave, as a necessary se
quence .to the progressive factors of to- 
dhy, evolved from nature’s laboratory of. 
infinite cosmic art. ' '
^Eventually my critics will be able to 

-discern that man is not only “bone of 
nature’s boneand flesh of her flesh,” in 
■his physical.structure, but that his con- 
Scibus ego- as an invisible magnetic, 
formative-energy is the real factor that 
¡nature evolves as the enduring princi
ple; while the body per se changes with 
»very breath as the life-principle acts 
■and is acted’tipon by the various condi
tionsand .processes peculiar to. his en
vironment. " ' '

To. call this system of human pro
gression ■ abd philosophy materialfem, 
agnostic or' positive, is to admit -ig
norance of,' what these speculations 
really are., . The materialism that anni
hilates the formative energy, of what
ever character, that promotes form, vis-, 
ible or invisible, negates the premltieof 
both. cherhical science and evolution, 
since it. denies the postulate of “the 
tendency of. elements to combine, arid 
form something entirely unlike any of. 
the elements entering into the struc
ture,” and ‘‘the Inherent tendency of 
matter to higher form.” Hence, with 
this kirid 'of annihilation operative, 
nebulous iriatter would have remained 
nebulous forever. We should have had 
nq succeeding stratas of rock, no mantle 
of green—no returning verdure. To 
annihilate’the formative energy that 
promotes, and individualizes the crystal, 
the.blade of grass or- flower, or to de
clare the cdngcious life-principle of the 
human destroyed and lost, “when the 
combthed' activities of his chemical or- 
gariisrirChase,” is to extinguish all life 
with ¡thei-iirst type that appears, and 

.flhallyitehMpihilate affinity,: potential
ity, and'polarity. This is the logical 
sequence ' to . that illogical speculation 
called '’positive philosophy,” and the 
fence pit which agnosticfem is perched.

' Thfe.'fallacious doctripe- is the result 
pf'dheiailplichtion of Christian theism to 
conceptiof matter, and, modern mate ri: 
alismleiffis a tacit assent to these ideals 
that matter is “dead.,” ¡“crude,“inert," 
and'feehseless," by its,declarations that 
‘(‘there-,ishoovidence of life beyond the 
physical.disintegration of .the plastaaiic 
organism.”’ ' ' ' ■
' ;To Hllustrhte how divergent is this 
vTetv of natufae from the system of'phil- 
.osOphyGWe:'.instruct, let us introduce a 
; few ''eyperiments in ■ ‘¡applied physics.” 
Ommy table.as I writa is What is called 
a1 “slibrt’circifit telegraphic oiitfit.”' We 
will'disconheot the key.and sounder'and 
attach: it] to’ the commercial - line, con
necting Chicago with . Meadville, Pa. 
I touch the key, and calling' up the gen
eral tetejrraphic office at'Meadville, I 
transmit’-the-followinE telegram:
! .“Toldhe .Hon. A, B. Richmond:—The 
rap-of--the; telegraphic key united-a 
World-of-commerce when it-was demon- 

’strate'd’that this rap,¿set in motion by 
ednsciotis"-energy, could'- bd transmitted 
foter ilon^ distances, .through a’ wire .pos- 
Scssing-'.sufficient. etepteo-tension. .In 
.similar manner, the bpirj.t.rapwill unite 
thO’children of earth io realms of life' 
inViiiblfe, ‘when the popular mind is 
:williagJto.'.find an analysis of .this truth 
•andtphenotnena ifr thq principles of na
ture.- “May. we say to yoa.that .an analysis 
61'the'termer demonstrates the charac
ter and1 formula .of- 'the- latter. The

Spirit-world sends you many congratula
tions.

[Signed] Michael Faraday,”
Let us understand, first, how the con

scious energy of an operator on the 
earth-planp employs this system of -elec
trical physics to transmit a message. 
For the sake of analysis, science assumes 
that the. wire over which the message 
is sent is composed of innumerable 
molecules of metal, impinging upon 
each other throughout its entire length. 
But the wire, of itself, does not possess 
sufficient electro-tension; so we will 
have- to resort to artificial methods to 
baptize the molecules of metal of which 
the wire is composed, with a plus elec
tro. energy, and thus raise them to a 
higher rate of tension. This is accom
plished by introducing batteries at suit
able distances along the line. We are 
now in the presence of onq of nature’s 
greatest automatic chemical and phys
ical phenomena. The processes of de
composition taking place in the battery 
by the action of the solution upon the 
metal pile, and the action of the pile 
upon the solution, liberates molecules of 
electrical energy, which formerly were 
stored by processes of affinity in the 
metal composing the pile, and- in the 
solution of the battery. And this elec
trical energy, thus liberated, having a 
great affinity for the molecules of metal 
of which the wire is composed, is drawn 
into it, leaping from molecule to 
molecule with’ lightning rapidity, until 
every part of the wire, per se, is flooded 
or baptized with this electro energy.

Out- wire is now found by test to pos
sess sufficient “potential life” for a vari
ety of wonderful experiments. But our 
electro circuit is only half made. Thanks 
to Steinheil, who in 1838 discovered that 
the earth, composed of matter which 
Brothers Richmond and Barrett are 
pleased to call “dead,” “inert,” “crude” 
and “senseless,” is found to possess, 
without the use of artificial batteries, 
sufficient potential life to complete the 
circuit. Attaching our telegraphic ap
paratus to each end of the wire line, we 
close the circuit at this end by pressing 
upon the telegraphic key. “Like at
tracts like," and. sb, we.-, note the imme
diate closing of the circuit at Meadville 
by .electro attraction. Now, no[ only 
does the closing of-the circuit at this 
endtof the-line eend an electrical-thrill 
iato every molepule- of thq-sWre all of 
the way to Meadyitle, but the'earth" part 
of.the circuit responds to this thrill, and 
lehdh its aid in closing the circuit at 
that distant point. 'Our circuit being 
now complete, the telegraphic instru- 
merftsfin proper position and all connec
tions njide, we will proceed to analyze 
how ,“conscious energy,” as the ope
rator, applies itself to the task of send
ing the message; taking it for granted 
that the system of alphabet employed is 
generally understood.

Now let us look closely to .connecting 
data, for this investigation will take us 
into the laboratory of brain, where 
motor and sensory auras of cell struc
ture, called cortical centers, are the 
central stations through which con
scious volition puts into operation its 
subjective purposes, and conscious im
pressibility, the sentient ego, receives 
incoming vibrations from objective 
nature. Around the upper end of the 
fissure of Rolando in the human brain 
are mofor areas for the complex move
ment of the arm; and about midway of 
the ascending parietal convolutions' ly
ing just below the fissure of Rolando, 
are other areas for the various move
ments of the bands and fingers. These 
motor auras possess all of the character
istics of an electro battery, for when 
conscious volition desires to operate the 
telegraphic key, these cells become in
fused with conscious energy, which, op
erating through these centers, put into 
action the nervous structure, controlling 
the aura, hand and fingers, and we are 
thus enabled to transmit to our friend a 
matter of scientific interest, through 
'thesemechanicaland physiological agen- 
■cies. lye.know to-day that these cortical 
-auras or centers possess this electro 
function, since experiment discovers 
that volition deflects the galvanometer 
needle. Furthermore, when these cen
ters lose their electro character the 
arm,-hand and fingers are paralyzed— 
conscious volition can no longer operate 
its impoverished and depleted structure, 
try ever so persistently. Yet conscious 
energy has not lost a part of itself, be
cause of the paralyzed arm and hand; it 
simply as a motive power is unable to 
operate an abnormal structure. Let it 
be understood by oùr critics that the 
term “consciousness,” br “conscious en
ergy,” is;a modern term for that very 
ancient and ■ much be-trashed word, 
“soul”—soul being the term applied in 
ancient times" to the living organism, 
hence the' phrase “a living soul,” and 
the word "spirit,” to express the dis
embodied ego.: We prefer the modern 
term, since we do know something of its 
relation to-the vascular system through 
nerve ganglia, and something of the 
formula by which objective nature and 
subjective psychic thought impress the 
sentient ego. .Thus the conscious ego of 
Michael Faraday, fihdijjg,, a brain and 
mentality that by nature or education is 
fittedito receive his thought, can infuse 
these* sensory and motor, areas of the 
earth operators’ brain, and. in this way 
he becomes the real operator, while thè 
visible operator acts in the capacity of 
a central station, connecting two 
spheres of- ' existence. , Therefore1 we 
conclude. ¡that “conspions energy,” 
whether.existingjn the ¡form or out of 
it, is’the operator, and the electro-states 
of“ the brain, areas .ahd centers,, the 
instrumentalities and mechanisms con
necting ; consciousness to .its environ
ment. . . ■.. ■ . . . . , ■

Right - here .1 am met by my critics 
with a chorus of dissent, and unitedly 
they shout:'“Materialism,” “cold” and 

“polished materialism,” and “nothing 
else." Peace, gentlemen! In the name 
of logical, cogent thought, let us not be 
too hasty to apply to each other terms 
indicative of popular odium. Let us 
rather introduce another interesting ex
periment. We will run our electro wire 
to Brown’s Valley, Minn., where my 
dear,cldtime friend, J. O. Barrett, lives. 
He has been deeply interested in study
ing the habits, nomadic life and interior 
character of the Sioux Indians on the 
reservation adjoining his locality, and is 
deeply impressed with the innocent 
simplicity and primitive ideas Lo en
tertains regarding “Wakantonka,” and 
cosmos. Brother Barrett being a 
scholar, thinker and philosopher, likes 
to contrast modern religious thought 
with the ideals and speculations of an
cient Brahmanism, which system of 
evolution makes reincarnation the order 
of ancestral descent of the individual, 
and through these experiences the as
cent or development of his spiritual na
ture—a system of re-embodiments, the 
stepping-stone to Nirvana, where, if we 
may credit the records, the Brahmin 
finds eternal bliss or eternal extinction, 
according to the school of belief he has 
been trained in.

Brother Barrett’s poetical nature and 
idealistic imagery, no less than his deep 
sense of justice,-have entangled him in 
a net of ancient primitive thought; and 
to arouse him from this reverie of an
cestral idealism, we will attach him to 
the “hello station” of the modern tele
phone, where a whisper win be heard 
across the continent. We are not going 
to whisper to him—no, no, indeed! We 
shall shout to the top of our voice, and 
ask him to crawl , out of-that shell of 
Avatarism, and contemplate a truth be
fore which the sophistries of ancient 
India's occultism, and the marvelous 
claims of the Hindoo adept, are a rattle
box and drum. No wonder Brother 
Barrett “is tried.” When the wine of 
modern thought crawls into a shell of 
antiquity, either the wine will get tired 
and burst the shell, or the shell will 
spoil the wine. In this instance, we 
would like to save the wine—occultism 
is welcome to retain its shells.

We are. going, to ^telephone Brother 
Barrett the sentiment of Shakespeare 
that stands'at t,he head of this article, 
and we want him and Brother Richmond 
to note closely how the wire and'earth
line, composed,as they claim, of “dead” 
and “inert” matter, still is sufficiently 
alive to transmit our message, not, how
ever,; as vocal speech, but as a mode of 
molecular motion, which at the other 
end of the line is reproduced as vocal 
speech. Oh, what is the diviner name 
of that entity called matter which the 
centuries of the past have called 
“dead,” “senseless,” and "inert,” yet 
which, under the inspiration of elec
trical energy, becomes the vehicle of 
thought and sensation. Time and dis
tance are annihilated. I talk to my 
friend, and he talks to me, as though in 
the immediate presence of each other. 
Not only do I sense his words, but along 
with them comes a sensation of his fine 
individuality. In whatever language I 
speak, in whatever tone of voice, 
whether of pain and pathos, or in joyous 
ihood, the molecular structure of the 
circuit thrills with my personality and 
thought; my identity is recognized hun
dreds of miles away.

Let me ask if the wire and earth-line 
had been made of the auditory nerve of 
Brahm and Buddha, or of the omniscient 
ear of the God of Moses, one or all, 
could this cii/cuit have been more po
tential? Oh, hoW the shadows of ecclesi- 
asticism blight and its pernicious 
formula of thought shrouds the mental 
vision of to-day.. Man strains his imag
ination and perceptive powers to trace 
the gods; while all around him nature's 
automatic reactions write a page more 
sublime, enduring and eloquent than all 
of those ascribed to these unknown and 
unknowable sources.

The daWn of modern science discovers 
not only continued existence as a se
quence necessary to nature’s order of 
evolution, but that every human is the 
rightful heir to all of her truths and 
economies without the intervention of 
prelate or priest; and that any system of 
thought or philosophy that is not built 
upon an analysis of her eternal princi
ples of progression is not true.

For a clergyman or registrar in Eng
land to celebrate a marriage in a pri
vate house, except by special license 
from the Archbishop of Canterbury, is 
a felony, and punishable by severe pen
alties.

The Scottish marriage law is so loose 
that if a lady living with John Smith is 
addressed in the presence of Smith as 
Mrs. Smith, and answers to the name, 
the courts have decided that she is le
gally his wife, :

A Missouri divorce was once granted 
because “the defendant goes gadding 
about, leaving this plaintiff supperless, 
or, if he gets any, he has to cook it 
himself.”
' In Pennsylvania a henpecked husband 
was relieved from the yoke of matri
mony because ¡“the defendant struck 
this plaintiff a violent blow, with her 
bustle.”

Illinois leads the States in divorces. 
During the twenty years ending with 
1880, there .were 36,0?2: Ohio came next, 
with 26,381; Indiana' had;255193; Penn
sylvania 16,020; New. York d5,3u5; Mis
souri, 15,278. .

.Sheboygan is the Evergreen City; 
most of its trees are cedars..> ■; . ,

' According to .Wright; drunkenness of 
the husband as; a cause of divorce is the 
most frequent ,ih Hlinois, Ohio. Iowa 
and' Massachusetts;'drunken wives are 
most numerous in Pennsylvania.

Case^f the Haslett Park AS' 

 

soci^ion Comes Down

SUPREME COURT HOLDS THAT THE 

 

TRANSFER jfXDE BY THE ORIGINAL 

OWNER WAS LEGAL, AjND THE VER
DICT OB’ THE LOWER COURT WAS AF
FIRMED.

To the Editor:—I enclose you a 
cutting from the Lansing (Mich.) Re
publican, of June 26, 1894, giving par
ticulars of the Haslett Park suit, which 
may interest you and your readers who 
are waiting for the glorious news. •

Dil E. A. Head.

ACTION OF THE SUPREME COURT.
The supreme court, June 26, handed 

<tewn twenty-six opinions, among the 
number being the somewhat celebrated 
case of the Haslett Park Association vs. 
Frank J. Haslett and Sarah Haslett. 
The opinion was written by Justice 
Grant and unanimously concurred in.

The bill in the .case was filed to re
store a lost deed claimed to have been 
executed by one James II. Hasletton 
August 24, 1889. Mr. Haslett died 
intestate J une 23. 1891. The defendant, 
Sarah, is his widow, and Frank, his son.’

The complainant is the Spiritualist 
organization which has for several 
years • held meetings at the park and 
which was organized under the laws of 
the State. The land conveyed consists 
of eighteen acres situated on the shore 
of Pific Lake. Mr. Haslett was an 
ardent Spiritualist and had for a long 
time been interested in the formation of 
an organization for the purpose of de
veloping its philosophy and practices. 
He owned other lands adjoining this. 
He had openly and frequently declared 
his intention to convey flys land to such 
an organization. He had employed an 
attorney to draw articles of association,’ 
a deed and a mortgage to be executed by. 
the association simultaneously with the. 
deed. Previous to the meeting whicn. 
wqs held at the park August 24, when 
articles of association were executed, 
he had issued a circular to the Spir
itualists of Michiga’n, in which he set 
forth his purpose, the necessity of an 
organization, and his intention to con
vey the projMjrty. In this circular he 
published in full the proposed articles 
of association and the mortgage. It «as 
contemplated that the three should be 
executed at the same time. The 
articles were executed ami one of their 
members drove hastily to Mason, four
teen miles, -to have them recorded in 
the register's office, as provided by law. 
After his return it is claimed the deed 
was executed. .

The court says: “We are convinced, 
upon a careful examination of the evi
dence, that the deed was executed and 
delivered. This was the conclusion of 
the learned circuit judge before whom 
the case was heard in open court. It 
would be profitless to enter into any de
tailed statement of the evidence upon 
which this conclusion is based. It is 
purely a question of fact, concerns no 
one but those directly interested, and, 
can form no valuable precedent for 

The court
decreed that the defendants had no 
interest, right or title in the premises, 
and that they should execute a deed 
in the same form as that copied into 
and a part of the record of the com
plainant association in evidence in the 
case.”

A copy of the deed was preserved and 
expressly states that it was subject to- 
and accepted under the conditions 
that James If. Haslett should be per
petually elected a member of the board 
of trustees and president of the board, 
so long as he lived, and that in his will 
he should name his successor, who 
should hold the office as long as he 
should live, and that the stipulations 
and conditions contained in a mortgage 
to James 11. White should be faithfully 
complied with.

Says the court: ‘‘The mortgage was 
never executed. While it is not con
clusively established what becanje of 
the deed after its execution, it is quite 
possible that it was handed to Mr. Has
lett as president of the association, and 
was lost by him. Its loss was, discovered 
some time before his death, which was 
sudden, and efforts were made to find it. 
It is evident that money' did not come 
in as fast as was expected, and it is 
quite possible that the execution of the 
mortgage was delayed for this reason.

“Some bonds, however, were isstled 
under the te.-insof the mortgage and the 
direction of the complainant. A reso
lution was passed by the trustees.shortly 
after the date of the deed, directing the 
issue of-$3.000 worth of bonds to Mr; 
Haslett. The mortgage provided for the 
raising of $25,000 for the purpose of 
erecting buildings and making improve-, 
ments upon the property, and the bonds 
were to be issued of the denohiination of- 
$5,000 each. The deed contemplated 
the execution of the mortgage, and made- 
the stipulations and conditions therein 
a part of the deed. It may have been 
the intention of the court below to incor
porate them in the decree. Haslett and: 
others had contributed, and such were- 
to receive bonds for such contributions. 
There is nothing to show that Mr. Has
lett waived any of the conditions in the 
deed. A delay -of less than two years 
cannot be construed into a waiver." ■ ,

“Complainant is entitled to this deed1' 
only upon ¡the conditions of the original 
grant. There is much force in the po- - 
sition taken by the defendants’ counsel 
that the deed was not recorded, but was 
■retained until the mortgage:was executed5.
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' ’ X.
iHE FUBPO8E OF THIS MOVEMENT THE WORLD’S 

RELIGIOUS AND POLITICAL UNIFICATION.
The great movement thus arriving upon our 

globe is based upon the*broadest foundations 
Sossible. It is the most logical and impera-' 

ve of the needs of mankind,-and its organ
ization and accomplishment is inevitable.

It is necessary, because it alone can remove 
the evils by which mankind is still afflicted; 
and bring the Earth into harmony with its sis
ter planets and with the invisible universe. 
And it is inevitable because it is inherent in 
the divine constitution of things, as the cumu
lative sequence of all past religious progress, 
and because it is sure to be demanded at no 

' distant day by all intelligent minds in every 
quarter of the globe.

This movement will be at once destructive 
Bnd creative. It will destroy all existing 
superstitions and establish the true faith, thus 
tendering religion scientific and science relig
ious. It will be general, extending to the 
uttermost parts of the Earth, and definitive 
because it will be thorough. It will be as ir
resistible as the law of gravitation, and as 
certain in its course as the Earth in her orbit 
It will be, in short, the great ultimation of 
human progress, and the crowning event of 
human history. And its triumph will be the 
realization of man's highest good during all 
the long and glorious ages which are to come.

To this vast and ever-memorable movement 
We have given, and hereby give, the name of 
The World's Unification.

XI. -
! DEFINITION OF THE WORLD'S UNIFICATION.

• The World’s Unification is simply the bring
] ing of its ideas and institutions into harmony 
•with the facts and laws of the Universe. It 
consists in the rejection of those local and 
transient superstitions which belong only to 
our globe and in the inauguration of that ab
solute religious science which belongs to the 
whole host of starry heavens, and which is as 
true in one as in another.

It is as natural for a human race to undergo 
this change of faith, in due course of its re
ligious progress, as it is for an individual to 
exchange with his growth the fancies of his 
infancy for,the facts of his manhood.

A world is not more certain to be the abode 
of human-beings than it is to undergo this re
ligious movement

Just as the discovery of the real figure of 
the Earth was inevitable, in the natural devel
opment of navigation, just so is inevitable, in 
the natural development of religion, the dis
covery, sooner or later, upon our own globe 
or any other, that an adequate conception of 
religious truth is derivable only from the rev

. elations of the entire body of Nature, and not 
from mistaken views of the . affairs and mani
festations of any one planet, no more than a 
true geography could have been written when 
the Earth was supposed to be a fiat surface, 
and when only a small portion of its surface 
had been visited.

The true religion in one world is the true 
religion in all others.

Any creed, dogma or doctrine, taught or 
believed upon our globe, which would not be 
applicable everywhere throughout the entire 
Universe, in all ages and times, is necessarily 
an error and imposture.

Such errors exist among us, and they must 
necessarily perish.

The great change, therefore, which comes in 
due course to every world in the Universe— 
the exchanging of its local and transient errors 
for universal and eternal truths—is hereby 
definitely proclaimed upon our planet

XII. •
THE UNVEILING OF THE COSMOS.

The long, long Night of the World is nearly 
ended; the long, long Day is at hand I

Already is the radiance of the Universal 
Morning breaking around us.

It is time for man to awake.
The old order of things is going; a new and 

final order of things is coming.
The countless superstitions which have so 

long distracted and divided mankind are giv
ing place to the One True Religion..

The “gods” of the Earth are vanishing 
with the shadows which produced them—the 
Infinite Spirit of the Universe is here.

The “Bible” of man is vanishing into well- 
merited oblivion—the “Bible” of Nature is 
opened.

The armies of Science are everywhere ad
vancing—the armies of superstition are in full 
retreat.

The reign of the local and transient is 
ended—the reign of the universal and eternal 
is begun.

The true “City of God”—the radiant Tem
ple of the Heavens—is opening to its wor
shipers.

Let us enter therein 1

XIII.
THE EARTH AN INFINITESIMAL MOTE OF THINGS..

Through the depths of infinite Space, in 
the.midst of endless millions of suns and 
worlds and human races, an'infinitesimal mote 
of things is advancing from its recent oruan-

ization to ite- early dissolution, suspended a 
moipent between the beginningless Eternity of 
the' Fast and r the Endless Eternity of the . 
Future. ‘ , > • ' i
- That. infinitesimal mote of things is the 
Earth we inhabit and the living creatures 
upon it | ;

The career of a gnat, which hovers1 a mo
ment in the beams of a summer afternoon, is 
not more ephemeral;, in comparison with its 
surroundings, than-, are the careers of the 
Earth and man,, in comparison with the great 
Eternities of the' Universe; and it is safe to 
say that the career of that gnat fills a larger 
space in the history of our globe than does 
the .career of'terrestrial man in' the infinite 
records fit the-Starry- Heavens. ‘..............

. ... - - ; . p , ; - ••
,- "‘.xiv.; ' '■ ■

, AJjf APgEAL^TO THE ORDINANCE OF NATURE.
It is now clearly seen that the Earth has no 

such importance as has been claimed for it in 
the vast assemblage of worlds of*which it is a 
member. ’’

It is now clearly seen that the Earth can .no 
more claim a history or a government detached 
from the history and government of the Uni
verse than a grain of sand can claim an exist-

into existence, nor the lari, but is co-located 
in the midst of a large group of similar 
worlds, some of which are younger, but the: 
majority of which are older, ‘

The Earth is not■ the- only world inhabited, 
by rational and religious beings. ' :

It is not the sole world possessed of a divine 
Government. , •

It possesses no exclusive quality or charac- 
teristio to distinguish it'from the other Worlds 
of the infinite aggregation fit which it is .a 
member........  ■ ■ :

It is’merely a single planet in the midsjt of 
infinite millions ot similar bodies. .... ! ■

If is peopled precisely as infinite milliomjxl

•“revelation, " without which man would have 
possessed pq religious knowledge'whatever— 
.but this claim is wholly unfounded;
>: It is even claimed that the 'Infinite Spirit 
has -been put to death upon our globe, pursu
ant to a “grand scheme of human redemp
tion” upoh which tire had entered—but the an
nals of Bedlam cannot produce a notion more 
preposterous and ridiculous than’this hideous

ence‘separate from that of the shore in which 
it id imbedded, than a man can claim a history 
totally detached from that of his ancestors, or 
than one’s hand can claim a growth and exist
ence separate of one’s body.

The ostrich, which hides its head in thé 
sand, and imagines itself unseen by the 
hunter, is not more foolish than a man who 
supposes that worlds began with the Earth, 
that time began with the affairs of our globe, 
or that men began with the inhabitant of dur 
planet ' .

'AU these pretensions of human vanity and 
ignorance are néar their final extinction, 

Justus'it was impossible that ihe Earth 
should always be left to a patchwork system 
of Astronomy, just so . is it impossible that 
the Earth should always be left to a patchwork 
system of Religion.

■■ Indteligion (as also in Astronomy) men of 
Science must and will replace the men of Su
perstition.

Just as men have gone to the actual consti
tution of Nature for relief from false and ab
surd systems of Astronomy, just so will they 
go to the actual constitution of Nature for re
lief from false and absurd systems of Re
ligion.

For it is how clearly séen that in Religion 
(as also in Astronomy) we have to deal with 
the entire body of Nature, as represented by 
millions of suns and Worlds and their races 
from everlasting unto éverlasting, and not 
merely with a fragment of Nature and a mo
ment of time, as represented by our obscure 
planet and ite inhabitants.

It is now clearly seen that, to arrive at the 
ope true system of Religion, we must. take 
precisely the same course by which our ances
tors arrived at the one true system of Astron
omy—that is to say, we must dismiss the>ab- 
surd inventions of men,. and advance to a 
knowledge of the absolute facte Of Nature.

. XV.
THE RECOGNITION OF THE OOSMIC CHARACTER 

' OF RELIGION.
We recognize the fact that the Universe is 

a unit, and that consequently, to whatever ex
tent its worlds and its racés may be multiplied, 
it can possess only one true system of Relig- 
iop. . .

We also recognize the fact that the Earth is 
a portion of the Universe, , and that conse
quently the Earth’s true systeta of Religion 
can only be—and must inevitably be—the True 
System fit all the, worlds of the great Unity 
of Which it is a membèr. ■ •

We accordingly, recognize'the fact that un
told millions of worlds like ours, with untold 
millions of human races, are not merely in ex
istence around us, but that all of them are 
subject to precisely the same religious laws 
and conditions and circumstances by which 
the Earth is governed, even as the Earth is 
Subject to the same jeligious laws and condi
tions and circumstances by which they are 
governed. .

We recognize the fact that dll, the countless 
millions of worlds and human races compos
ing the Universe are called into being and 
governed by one system of universal and eternal 
lawsand fiorcef; that their' “Revelation” is 
our “Revelation;" that the Infinite Spirit 
bears the same relation to the opcupant of our 
globle that He bears to the inhabitants of all 
the countless millions of peopled worlds 
arpund us; that they all form one family; all 
have one Religion, and milst all be regarded 
aa worshipers, in one and the same temple.

We recognize the fact that in due course of 
human progress every world in the Universe 
outgrows its mistake of placing itself in the 
centre, and of considering- itaelf the possessor 
of an exclusive and special order of things, 
and that it thereupon takes for the basis of its 
Religion ti^e universal and eternal Revelations 
of Nature, and thus arrives at the Universal 
Unification, or at the great religious Unity 
of the Starry Heavens.

■ • XVL
THE SOLIDARITY OF THE EARTH WITH THE UNI- 

• VERBE. .

It surely cannot be difficult for reasonable 
minds, even if they have no especial acquaint
ance with modern Science, to comprehend that 
the Earth is no more a central and principal 
object .in matters pertaining to Religion, than 
it is a central and principal object in matters 
pertaining to Astronomy, Gravitation, or 
Spectrum Analysis.

It is within the knowledge of everÿ intelli
gent person that the Earth, is not alone in the 
boundless abysses of Space, .but is accompah. 
nied by infinite millions of similar worlds, in
cluding a dozen important members of the 
same solar system to which it betongs. • , , 

It & not even, the most important world in 
our own solar system, Jupiter and Saturn be
ing respectively 1,400 and 800 times larger.

The Earth is not the firri world that came

It-is governed precisely as infinite millions 
of other worlds- are governed. - , ^1*. i.

It is asmuch' like other worlds as any ¿wo 
peas are like each other. 1

It came precisely as other worlds came. :
Its status is their status. ‘ ,
Its -purpose is their purpose. . - !
It exists as they exist , ' 7' , -,1 /
Its career is substantially thMr cafeere» i 

■ Its history is substantially •'their hjgtor&s, 
even as its destiny is' inevitably their des
tinies. ' ■ ■ • '' ■

By ite materials, by its origin and structure, 
by its aspects and movements, by its laws Rpd. 
forces, by its characteristics and manifesto! 
tions, by all ite features and events, by.Ml i>; 
evolutions and developments,’ih a’word) iy ^W 
the facts of its being and history, the Earth e^rs 
ists in the closest union and association with 
ite sister planets, possessing what they; ppsr 
sees,'displaying what they display, accom
plishing what they accomplish, and experienc
ing what they experience. ’ . -

■ And as a consequence of these facta,, and 
circumstances, the history of the Earth can ro 
more be dissociated-, in any respect, from the 
general laws and forces of the Cosmos, .or 
from the general history of- the Cosmos, ,than 
the history of an apple can be dissociated 
from the tree which produced it. -

The Earth is a simple unit, a single feature,, 
in a great whole, to which'it' belongs as jnuoh 
as a grain of sand in the midst of the .desert 
of Sahara belongs to the continent of Africa,

It enters into the general laws of worlds 
precisely as any individual of our race enters 
into the general laws of "mankind.’ ;

It is of no more account in the midst of 
the worlds composing the Universe than a sir-. 
gle citizen in comparison with all the hunj.au 
beings in existence. : . .

We might as well ascribe a separate and ex
clusive origin and history to the. grain of send; 
aforesaid as to ascribe a separate aqd .exclusive 
origin „and history to our planet. , ( A

. XVII. .
THE FATUITY OF THE GEOCENTRIC VIEW ‘OF 

THINGS. • ' ' '
What is the use, then, of trying to maintain 

the Earth in‘the pretended isolatiop, in tifat" 
imaginary exclusiveness, which' Has so loilg 
been bl&imed for it? ’ ’

Wi}y‘l'<5pntinue to 'ascribe ti) imag
inary and false importance he isnowspvlearjy; 
seen not to possess? • » • ’ “ .(-fc

Why continue to treat the’earth and mañ as 
if they w'ere all there is, when in reality they 
are only an infinitesimal portion of things?

Why pretend ' that the Earth was suddenly 
“created out of nothing, ” when in reality. it 
was slowly developed during infinite ages 
from a globe of matters in fusion thrown .off 
from the Sun? : •

Why pretend that the Earth, came into be
ing alone, by laws, and forces peculiar and ex, 
elusive to Itself, when in reality it came into 
existence simultaneously with infinite: million^ 
of similar planets, and • by precisely the samé' 
laws and forces which produced all those 
millions of worlds; as is.shown at a glance by 
the very position of the Earth in the midst of 
the Solar System and in the midst of the Starry 
Heavens? ' ' •

Why pretend that the Earth has existed less 
than six thousand years, when in reality it has 
existed more than six thousand millions of 
millions? . .

Why pretend that the Earth was “created” 
by a being outside of Nature, when- in reality 
it was produced wholly and exclusively by 
natural Jaws and forces? -

Why pretend that man was “created" in a 
state of mental, moral, And physical perfec
tion, when in reality, he came upon the Earth 
in the lowest stages of savagery, bestiality 
and ignorance?

Why continue to seriously discuss a “Hell" 
and á “Devil, " after all persons of sense havfr 
recognized that those absurd dogmas signify 
nothing more than that ignorant men have 
taken erroneous views of • somq of the darker

Now, what are all claims of this nature in 
the sober light of reason? ■ -

They are simply the mistakes of Ptolemaic 
-theologians, ...

■ The . “Creation’’ of the Earth in “ six 
Days, " the “.Creation" of Plants and Animals, 
the “Creation” of “Adam and Eve," the 
“seventh Pay of Rest,” the'“Garden of 
Eden, " the Dogmas of ' ■< ‘Original Perfection" 
and “Original Sin," the “Temptation and 
Fall of Man,”, the “Serpent,” the “Flood,” 
thq “Arkidf Noah,” the “Tower of Babel," 
the “Holy Scriptures," the “Inspiration of 
the Bible," th® “Devil” and “Hell," the 
“Miracles"’, of th® “Old and New Testa
ments," the ‘‘Trinity,” “Three Gods in One," 
the “Jmmaculate Conception,” the “Holy 
Ghost,’¿th® ^‘Atonement," the ..‘‘Sonof God,” 
“Redemption,"4he. “Savior,” the “Gospels,” 

t—these things , and. all things like them are 
merely GiBPEBjeH^hichhas been derived from 
the great mistake of, the ,ancients in supposing 
thpt tlip E&rth was the centre of the Universe, 
and that ,the Earth and man -were the central 
aqd principal objects in all matters pertaining 
tp Religlop. ,, ,1., . .

'Pites® .things ar® merely, different- faces and 
phrases pf onp and the same local nightmare— 
namely, the geocentric view of our bqing and 
surrbundtagsr—have more<real value in 
human affairs than the empty shells of the 
.oysters devoured by the aborigines of ten 
thousand years ago, on the shores of the Bal
tic, ■................

It is no,w easy, W- fact, to perceive that the. 
Earth can no mpre,possess a system of Relig
ion exclusive to itself than it can possess a 
special and exclusive system of Gravitation, 
or a special and exclusive system of moon
shine.

In all respects, as in any respect, the Earth 
enters ipto the general laws of the Universe, 
and it is high time that all those ancient night- 
quires of our race to which we have alluded 
were definitely discarded.

*'• there ip no alliance possible,”, says Prof. 
J..P. Lpsley, “Between Jewish Theology and 
Modern Science. i They are irreconcilable en
emies. Geology in its present advancement 
qannot be ,brought more easily into harmony 
with (¡hp . Mosaic Cosmogony than with the 
Gnostic,, the Vedic, or the Scandinavian. It 
has escaped fully and, finally from its subjec
tion to, the creed.”—Man’s Origin and Des- 
twy>,^-

.. “Transferring thought,” declares Prof. 
John Tyndall, “from our little sand grain of 
an earth to the Immeasurable Heavens, where 
countless worlds, with their freights, of life 
probably, resolve unseen . . . and bring
ing this face to face with the idea that the. 
Builder and Sustainer of it all should codtract 
Himself to a burning bush, or behave in other 
fainiliar ways ' ascribed to Him, it is easy to 
understand how' abounding the incongruity 
must appear to the scientific man. Did this 
credulous prattle about miracles stand alone 
. . . both th» miracles and their evidences 
would have long since ceased to be the trans
mitted inheritafiBe of intelligent men.”— 
Fragments of Science.

and principles of Nature, as displayed upon' 
our own globe and throughout the vast Scene 
of the Starry Heavens, in their Unity and 
Eternity, afford the only basis upon which any 
reliable and permanent religious belief can be 
founded, or upon which any reasonable man 
can henceforth invite any other reasonable 
man to seek with him spiritual growth and 
edification. We further declare that a com
prehension of those august facts and princi
ples is 1 absolutely essential to the mental, 
moral and physical development of every 
rational being. We even venture to affirm, as 
a fact which every well-constituted mind upon 
our globe is capable of comprehending, that 
the Cosmic View of fifatwre—as set forth in 
these pages—is actually accepted throughout 
the Universe by millions upon millions of 
human races like our own, ss the basis of the 
One True. Religion.

“He who denies the infinite effect,” says 
Giordano Bruno, “denies the infinite Power.”

It is accordingly from the standpoint of 
Nature, as displayed in its infinite Evolutions. 
Unities, Eternities, and Universalities, tint 
we propose to do what we can towards the un
veiling of the glorious edifice for which the 
world has so long waited—that edifice towards 
Which the occupant of our globe, in common 
with his brethren of other planets, has toiled 
so painfully through blood and tears during I 
ten thousand centuries—that edifice, finally, 
in which our ennobled and unified race will re
ceive the best fruition of its hopes and prayers 
and yearnings during millions of years to 
come: the Cosmic Temple.

(the end.)
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• XIX.
' THE DESIGN OF OUB WORK.

The purpose of thé w'ritçr, therefore, is to 
extermiiater the Ptolemaic superstitions by 
which the human race is still debased and en
slaved and to proclaim and inaugurate the One 
True-Religion. '

We propose -to do for Religion what Copern
icus did for Astronomy.

We will emancipate it from the old errors.
We will, change its base. .
Like Astronomy Religion shall have the 

Cosmos fo'r its.basis, instead of the Earth.
It shall be cosmic instead of geocentric, uni- 

versai instead of local, eternal instead of tran
sient. ’ '

'-Like, Astronomy, Religion shall have the 
facts and forces of Nature for its base, in
stead of the mistakes and fictions, and impos
tures of men. '

Religion shall be real, instead 6f Imaginary.
It shall be scientific, instead of ignorant. '
It shall be alhquéstioning, instead of cred

ulous • i ' ■ “ ’
It shall be a demonstration of Reason, in

stead of-A maudlin snivel or a fool’s conceit
It shall be the glory and consolation of

The dramas of real life are not exceeded by 
those depicted in the creation of the poets’ 
intensest imagination.

“Man's inhumanity to man makes countless 
thousands mourn" was a poet’s utterance, 
and has been verified times unnumbered.

‘ A remarkable instance of inhumanity, 
coupled with and flowing from the spirit of 
Oalvinistic orthodoxy, was that suffered by 
a lady of high culture and great strength of 
mind, and the history of her case has been 
embodied in four goodly volumes, written by 
herself.

Mrs. E. P. W. Packard was the wife of 
the Rev. Theopholus Packard, a Presbyterian 
minister at Manteno, Illinois. She had been 
reared in the Caivinistic faith, but she out
grew the horrible tenets of Calvinism, and 
had the strength and courage to declare and 
defend her honest convictions.

For this she was incarcerated in an insane 
asylum, by her godly husband, under the 
laws of the State of Illinois. He thought 
thereby to prevent her injuring the Church, 
and perhaps—like the Romish Inquisitors of 
Torquemada’s time—to effect a change in her 

‘.Opinions and'bring about the salvation of her 
soul. A queer process for the salvation of 
one of the “elect”—or non-electl

. For three long years she suffered the torture 
of imprisonment with others, sane and insane. 
Her books, written during this period, present 
her thoughts, her mental and personal expe
riences.' She narrates the treatment received 
from her husband and from the officials to 
whom is committed the care of the insane. 
In the asylum she found many others who, 
like herself, were perfectly sane, suffering 
most unjustly the heartless outrage of im
prisonment.

Since her escape from the clutches of the 
asylum authorities, and her husband, Mrs, 
Packard has devoted herself to the huinanita- 
rian work of securing proper, just and wise 
laws regarding insane persons, and those 
charged with insanity, and the government 
and conduct of asylums for the insane. She 
has by her personal efforts secured favorable 
reformatory legislation in several States in 
behalf of these objects.

Altogether • Mrs. Packard has shown re
markable ability as well as sanity in her writ
ings and her efforts. Very interesting are 
the five volumes of “The Great Drama, ” which 
are supplemented with another, suggestively 
called “The Mystic Key"—opening the door 
to new light on the other volumes. Besides 
these there is a little pamphlet comprising a 
bill for the Postal Rights of Inmates of In
sane Asylums, and an Argument in support 
of the same.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This Is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ei 
Priest, whose character is above reproach, and whs 
knows what he is talklug about. Everybody should 
read it. Price, 91.00. It contains the following chap« 
tors:

CHAPTER T.
The Struggle before the Surrender of "Womanly Belt« 

respect In the Confessional.
CHAPTER IL

Auricular Confession a Deep PH of Perdition for th( 
Priest.

CHAPTER HI. 
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests is made ear, 

by Auricular Confession.
, CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Con 
fessioual—Wbat becomes of her after uncondition 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties a 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil 
ked Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Docs Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Boul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XIL

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hus
bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

ACCOUNT or MODERN SPIRIT- 
uallim—80-caJIed—from Its Inception at Hydes

ville, N. Y.< including the cxuerieneeB ot the Fox Fain
tly, spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to bo 
very Interesting, and the interost Is Intensified when 
that account Is written by one of the Fjx Sisters. 
Such Is the fact in thin Instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel UnderhilL The acenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most ent attaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It Is a 
most Important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which dow numbers its votaries by 
minions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modem origin and life. 
The volume Is enriched with a number of tine en
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50. For sale at this office.

Why continue to urgue from the standpoint -instead of the shame and torture of 
‘ .................................................... ] staves.^,. - ■ •

Instead of being a patchwork of Time, it 
shall be a seamless tissue of Eternity.

Instead of being'a darkness of the Earth, 
it shaft'be a radiance of the Immeasurable 
fieavei&l' ■ •

laws and forces, and that no such interruption 
or suspension is possible? . "7 ,

Is any one foolish enough to suppose that 
the facts of Nature can be' permanently sup
pressed by the fables of men?

Is the Earth any the less spherical, or any 
the less recognized aR spherical, because it 
was supposed during thousands of years to be 
a fiat surface?

Has the Earth eVer ceased to move eighteen 
miles a second in- its yearly course around the 
Sun because it was believed -and asserted-by 
all mankind during1 thousands of years ftfbb 
stationary in the midst of the Heavens? - ’

The victory remains inevitably to the facts.

■ • XVIIL ' ’■ : '
THE DISMISSAL OF GEOCENTRIC ■SUPEfiSTKIONS.

It is BtUF 'serioiisly claimed, that out globe 
Had a special and exclusive origin; udtiiat it 
ik the only world of any 'ton'Bequence in.- the 
sphere of Beligion-4-but tins pretensionisithe 
hollo west of absurdities andhnpostnres;

It is still-seriously claimed that fae.dnfinite 
Spirit of the Universe has made to the occu
pant of our planet a special and exclusive

I , 1
THEC?RDOLAIMING OP THE RELIGION OF NATCTBK. 
- Thé'hóur has now sounded for the occupant 
òf our globe to abandon his local sùpérstitions 
and advance to the knowledge and possession 
of the One True Religion of the Universe, as 
it exists on millions of worlds aroufid us, and 
•as it is profflaiméd universally and eternally in 
the dirinevaevelations of Nature. ‘ 
’”In this'’faith ' and 'purpose these facts are 
submitted'to'the world, vrith an adequate real
ization of* the little they ' have to expect for 
soihe generations to come, but also with an 
implacable .and * tender devotion to the vast 
and glorious ages when'these* ideas and prin
ciples .will enter into the’ lives of the Nations. 
- Our design is ■ to present fi comprehensive 
Exposition-of the general Constitutioii of-the 
Universe, not merely in the sense of its mate
rial grandeur and beauty and everlastingnesa, 
but also in‘ thè'‘ more important Sense of its 
.spiritual meaning-and teaching and signifi
cance. ‘ '

The position we take is, that the great facts

The Baby’s Bed.
“ The baby must have a cradle," 

The fair young mother said:
“He must have a place of his very own 

To nestle his precious head;
He shall have a downy pillow, 

And a coverlet soft and white,
And the lattice-work shall be woven through 

With ribbons, dainty and bright. ”
“Oh, yes, he must have a cradlel” 

The proud young father said, 
As he smoothed with tremulous fingers

JChe pretty, curl-crowned head;
“ He will take a world of comfort, 

. As he slowly, sleepily swings, 
Half-waking and half-dreaming, 

While , his mother rocks him and sings.1*
80 planned the fond young parents, 

As they watched their darling’s grace, 
Yet they did not buy a cradle

For the baby’s resting-place;
But they bought a tiny casket 

As.white as the drifted snow, 
And their hearts wUre well-nigh broken 

With a sudden weight of woe. •
And they laid the beautiful baby 

Inn bed of his very own,
And strewed'it with Rmilax and lilies, - 

And roses white and 'half-blown;
•And his pillow was soft and downy, 

The blossoms covered his breast, ’
And he slept and neede^Lno rocking 

To deepen’hiB quiet rest; ■ ■
—Good Housekeeping.

Researches in Oriental History.
BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Vol. limo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GESHRNL DIVISION.
I. RESEARCHES IK dTEWIBH RISTORY.

RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISH.
l 3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUB ARYAN ANCESTORS? I
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jems. * .
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea is traced to the. Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and its history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It la 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
st Alexandria, In Egypt* 8000 a*ter tbc commencement 
of the Christian era.

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Its ceu 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and auperstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its facts sre 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per« 
son can read It without l.istructlon and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author on 

’otherwise. - For «ale at thlioflcor

From Soul to SouL
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

'THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
x but Poems of the «tithor, sod some of tier most 

popular songs, with the music by eminent composnn. 
Among th» Poems which hste attracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Bose," “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Laws," "Person Smith’s Prophecy,” “From the 
Hlghlacds of HeaTcn," "The City of Sorrow," “Solilo
quy of Pulrls at Slcyon," " The Holy Maid of Kent, * 
etc.

The Musto .Includes “The Unseen Cltyi” “Clsrf- 
iel," n June Bong: “We Shell Meet our Friends in the 
Morning"; Meet Ua st the Crystal Gates."

Many of the Poems are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were need by the author In her publlo read
ings.

Paxss Nottoxs.—Mrs. Emma Bood Tuttle Is master
ful In her prolific poetical genlua—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and ons of President Gsi* 
Ida's brightest scholars.—Chansanlng h.
jUCcdpoet whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Adrertlser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known as 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Bat. 
Ere. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to bang like a 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our better 
selves.—Hester 'M. Poole. A gifted lady, with ram 
poetlo talent—Warren Tribune. A poet with abut? 
dent talent and versatility.—Banner of Light She U ’ 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting itself to music.—Progress!?«’ 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Bara A. 
Underwood. Clartbel Is exquisitely beantifuh—D. D. 
-Home. j - •

The volume contains 223 pages, is beautifully printed’ 
And bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gift. Prlce ; 
1130, post-paid. . .

’ For sale at this fiSJce.'

hunj.au
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MEDIUMSHIP,
or atmosphere in which thoughts are 
santly pulsating. .

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
This Department is under the management of 

the distinguished author, speaker and medium,
Hudson Tuttle,.

who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 
direct to him on a postal or by letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention. Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to act in this capacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

become cold, the brain congested, the vitai 
powers sink and a dreamy unconsciousness 
steals oyer the faculties. i
. There is a sensation of floating or sinking; 
after a time the perceptions become intensified 
as they become to a degree freed from the in
fluence of the mortal body. Death or the com- 
plete'Beverance is only one step beyond. The 
step preceding this is the so-called independ
ent clairvoyance, wherein the senses of the 
spirit received impressions from spiritual 
sources, and the subject is brought into direct 
contact with the thought-atmosphere of the 
universe. Then as the eolian harp responds 
to the waves of the wind, the mind of the 
clairvoyant subject responds to the waves of 
bought. Hq may receive from a distinct and 
ndividual mjpd, or from the grand reservoir

E. J. P., Connecticut. (1) What kind of 
food would you advise me to use as most 
favorable to medial development, also what 
to avoid? also what dripks?

(2) Docs inspirational mediumship pos
sess the degree of accuracy and reliability that 
trance mediumship does?

(3) How long "does it take to develop me
diumship, sitting three times a week?

Various diets have been recommended as 
conducive to sensitiveness, and it has been 
long known that any diet which has a deple
tive effect, weakening the grosser powers of 
the body, allows clear perception of the spirit. 
Thus the Indians prepared themselves for 
reception of spiritual communications by long 
fasting in solitude; but such forced sensi
tiveness is objectionable because of its unre
liability, and the influences it catches from its 
environments. A mixed diet in which fruits 
predominate, with greater care as to quality 
than kind, is preferable. A diet which sus
tains the physical functions, without clouding 
the spiritual perceptions. We are far from 
admitting sensitiveness to be dependent on a 
diseased condition, or to be developed from 
suppression of physical powers. It may be 
induced by deprivation of food, by the use of 
drugs, such as hasheesh, iris, narcotics and to
bacco. The priestess of the famous oracle of 
Delphos sat on a tripod once in a crevice in the 
rocks from which issued gaseous fumes; yet 
the normal development of sensitiveness is in 
every way preferable. All have this faculty, 
for it is inherent in human nature, and sus
ceptible of cultivation. Sitting in a harmon
ious circle at regularly appointed times, or 

- even alone, and attention to >the prompting 
of the communicating intelligences, is the be
ginning of this culture.

As for drinks, while water is the beverage 
preferable and useful above all others, tea, 
coffee and lighter beverages, in moderation, so 
far as being detrimental or helpful, may be 
said to be inessential.

(2) “Inspirational mediumship” may be 
as reliable as trance, if the voice of inspira
tion can be recognized and separated from the 
medium’s own thoughts with which it is en
tangled. This is often extremely difficult, 
the methods by which inspiration is given 
being in direct line with the action of the brain.

(3) The length of time required to de
velop sensitiveness to that degree where it is 
available, depends on the individual, the cir
cle, and in even greater measure on the knowl
edge of the laws and conditions of control of 
the attendant spirits. There have been in
stances of remarkable control with the first 
seance, and again a patient circle sit once 
every week for the entire year without the 
least manifestation, to be rewarded after the 
third circle of the second year.

How to Perfect It—The Result of 
Observation and Investigation.

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
adopt the plan recommended, of confining to 
the one phase, for which . they seem best 
adapted, their time and exertions casting 
aside all inclination to branch off in any other 
direction, and if this is strictly adhered to, 
we are most willing to insure the most satis
factory results to the medium and the public. 
Find out to a certainty the one or more from 
the other side on whom you can place full 
reliance, and they, knowing better than we in 
the form as to the best conditions, will be able 
to imptart the reliable information so that the 
outcome will be all that may be desired.

Trusting that thismay .be of advantage to 
some who are now groping in the dark, and 
having come to the conclusion, as defined in 
the preceding lines, from the experiences of 
others, that we are nearly if not quite correct 
in the premises advanced, we leave the matter 
with those who are interested in arriving at 
the highest conditions.' -

Rob't A. Dimmick, Sec, N. 8. A.

J. 0. Howlett. What is the distinction, 
if any, between Spiritism and Spiritualism? 
□These terms have been and are used synon
ymously, and again by the secular press 
Spiritism is a term of contempt There is, 
however, a wide distinction between the two 
words. Kardec adopted Spiritism as express
ive of his peculiar views, and hence those who 
receive his views, as pre-existence, re-incarna
tion, etc., received the name of Spiritists. 
The American and English have as a rule ta
ken Spiritualism os a broad and all-compre
hensive science of Spirit, to be investigated on 
scientific lines, and by scientific methods, and 
believing in the doctrine of evolution, apply 
the same to spirit. They in the earliest be
ginning adopted the name of Spiritualism for 
their philosophy, and Spiritualists for them
selves. It is a notable fact that the Latin 
races are, as a whole, Spiritists, and the Ger
manic and Anglo-Saxon Spiritualists.

The last term has far more significance than 
the first, and as it has always been used to ex
press the interior nature, it brings with it a 
rich heritage, and commanding respect, which 
forbids sneer or scoff. By adopting it, Spir
itualists are endowed with the spiritual experi
ences of all the ages and races of the past, 
and from this foundation can build their tem
ple. It is a word of great advantage, for if 
applied in the limited sense, as only applica
ble to modern manipulations, it may be per
tinently asked what are you who oppose? As 
there can be only two classes, Materialists 
and Spiritualists, all who oppose Spiritualism 
must be Materialists.

J. 8. Davis: What is élairvoyance?
Clairvoyance is a peculiar state of impressi

bility, presenting gradations from semi-con
sciousness to profound and death-like trance. 
Whether natural or induced by artificial means, 
the attending ' phenomena are similar. In its 
deepest form the body is insensible. A flame 
may be applied without producing a quiver of 
a nerve, and the most pungent substances 
have no effect in the nostrils. The senses of 
the clairvoyant appear to be entirely independ
ent of the organs of the body. The muscular 
system is either relaxed Or rigid; the circuit 
tion in some cases is impeded until respira
tion is imperceptible; and respiration.gives no 
stain of the breath on a mirror , held over the 
nostrils.

In passing, into this state, the extremities

The National Association having Issued a 
call upon mediums of the country, for a brief 
statement of their different phases of develop
ment, and as a very large proportion of the 
answers and descriptions embrace many re
markable demonstrations of the power of spirit 
as manifested through the organism, it is 
noticeable that a considerable number report 
individualy many, phases, and yet but few of 
these are hardly known to the world at large, 
or even to the body of Spiritualists. But an 
insignificant number, comparatively, of the 
very large class of developed mediums have a 
reputation for success in the highest degree, 
and there is an important reason for this fact. 
If our conclusions are correct, and these are 
based on careful investigation, we trust that 
our efforts to benefit materially the interests 
of mediums who wish to demonstrate their 
powers to the best advantage will not be in 
vain. It is our desire that they may better 
understand the best conditions to insure suc
cess before the public as well as to satisfy 
themselves. It is an easy matter for those 
who are most sincere and have grand gifts of 
spirit power to become the subject of severe 
criticism, which naturally results in a distrust 
in their own abilities, and consequently an 
abandonment of effort which creates a loss to 
the world only to be filled by another’s gain.

Many spend months or years endeavoring 
to develop in a particular direction, and after 
a considerable sacrifice of time are obliged to 
give up in disgust. Others will obtain fair re
sults in certain directions, and because their 
progress does not meet their expectations will 
turn their attention to some other phase, and 
perhaps waste years in accomplishing virtually 
nothing.

While we are not disposed to arrogate a 
knowledge beyond all others, we have formed 
decided conclusions from the information we 
have gained from the reports we have received 
in response to our request. From the history 
of a large proportion it appears that after 
they had become partially developed in two or 
three directions they would take a notion that 
some other phase would be more suited to 
them, or perhaps be more profitable, and so 
become diverted to others not in harmony with 
their physical and spiritual relations, and after 
experiencing a series of dissatisfied conditions 
by this changeable course would feel as though 
they were wasting their time and would aban
don any further investigation, considering 
themselves failures as mediums.

It is naturally difficult if not impossible to 
change the character of a person and espe
cially the idiosyncrasies which attach to the 
personality of those who are most sensitive 
and who develop as first-class mediums. But 
enough knowledge may perhaps be gained to 
cause many to save months and years of time, 
annoyance and dissatisfaction by having a 
proper understanding of general principles 
and applying these in the effort to ascertain in 
what direction they are best fitted to be of ser
vice to themselves and the world. Ab to per
fection, it is unattainable here and it is doubt
ful if even in eternity it may be found. Our 
opinion upon this extremely important matter 
is that we cannot and will not attain to per
fection until we have placed ourselves on a 
par with the creative power, which is not a sup
posable case. Everything we do is dependent 
on conditions, and mediums are no excep
tion to the rule. Some are adapted to the 
development of special phases which will 
seemingly be of the most perfect character, 
yet occasionally their surrounding conditions 
are objective to such an extent that no satis
factory results can be obtained.

The principle which should govern in the 
matter of development is to ascertain from the 
most satisfactory sources—that is, our spirit 
friends in whom we can place the utmost 
dependence for safe guidance—as to the best 
phases of development for which we are es
pecially fitted, they being more competent 
than we to judge of the conditions which gov
ern. Then the medium should apply him or 
herself faithfully to the requirements while 
acting under advisement If, after a fair trial 
in one particular line, there is no satisfaction, 
it will then be best to change, but if gradual 
progress is made, the medium should be con
tent to go ahead, and he or she will be able 
to ^advance towards the highest realization in 
the direction for which they are especially 
fitted. The principle applies even to the busi
ness relations of life, that those who devote 
their time and attention to one specialty for 
which they seem best qualified are far more 
successful than those who attempt to divide 
their attention to various classes of business. 
We have noticed that those mediums who are 
satisfied with one or two phases of develop
ment are most sure to succeed, and it is those 
who are too anxious to take it all in and ex
hibit too many that are the least successful. 
Does not this teach a lesson that can be made 
profitable?

We therefore advise our friends who are 
anixous to make their capabilities manifest to

The Inter-State Spiritual Camp.
To the Editor:—Our new “Inter-State 

Spiritual Camp ’’ will open ite .waiting and 
willing doors to the wide world for the first 
season on July 6th, closing on the lGtlr, only 
ten days in session. We have had some old 
camp stagers at work, and we think the pre
liminaries, and the needed detail, will all be 
observed in its management. We have es
pecially borne in mind 'that the times are out 
vf joint, and have provided board and lodging 
from 75 cents daily to $L 00, $1.25 and $1.50, 
and shall take on our shoulders the responsi
bility of making material thinjgs satisfactory 
to all, in tent, cottage, or otherwise. In the 
mental also we have provided food that will 
be appreciated by those who gather in its 
music and inspirations! Words. Our circulars 
locate us on the beautiful grounds of Lake 
Harbor, but we tell it more in sorrow than in 
anger, that our good Methodist brethren suc
ceeded in driving us from the Good Templars 
Auditorium, which We thought had been en
gaged for our sessions; and, again, the C. & 
W. M. Railway raised their rates to 40 cents 
for round trip tickets from the Third St. depot 
to Lake Harbor. We thought this also would 
be objectionable to our visitors, and after 
prayerful consideration concluded to change 
our place of meeting to Lake Michigan Park, 
another beautiful location on Lake Michigan, 
about four miles from the center of the city. 
It has many inducements; it is a favorite re
sort of the citizens qf Muskegon, and is 
reached swiftly and pleasantly by electric cars, 
fare 5 cents. We think the change will be 
satisfactory to our guests, both in location 
and price. Prof. Beals spends many hours 
every day on this new location for our camp, 
and is delighted with -its grounds. The Pro
fessor is doing good work for The Progress
ive Thinker, and will do more, as he will be 
with us through the busy days of our camp, 
and take an active part, not only on the ros
trum but as a worker for The Progressive 
Thinker. The following is the official pro
gramme:

FRIDAY1, JULY 6.

10 a. m., conference; 3 p. M., Address Of 
welcome, Dr. F. Schermerhorn; response, 
Jennie Hagan Jackson; 7:30 p. m., lecture, 
J. H. Jackson; tests, slatewriting, Mrs. S- F. 
DeWolf.

SATURDAY, JULY 7.
10 a. m., conference; 3 p. m., lecture, 

Bishop A. Beals; tests, Mrs. W. C. Coffman; 
7:30 p. m. , lecture, Tillie U. Reynolds; tests, 
Mrs. F. V. Jackson.

SUNDAY, JULY 8.

10:30 A. M., J. H. Jackson; tests, Mrs. B. 
Ireland; 3 p. m. , lecture. Dr. Fred. Schermer
horn; tests, Mrs. S. F. DeWolf; 7:30 p. m., 
lecture, Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond.

MONDAY, JULY 9.
10 a. m. , conference and tests; 3 p.m., lec

ture, Mrs. T. U. Reynolds; tests, Mrs. E. P. 
Blake; 7:30 p. m., lecture, Bishop A. Beals; 
tests, Mrs. F. V. Jackson.

1 TUESDAY, JULY 10.

10 a. m., conference and tests; 3 p. m., lec- 
tore and tests; slatewriting, Mrs. 8. F. De
Wolf; 7:30 p. m. , lecture, J. H. Jackson; 
tests, Mrs. T. U. Reynolds.

' WEDNESDAY, JULY 11.
Woman's Day—Lecture by Mrs. 8. G. 

' Ketcham, President of the Michigan State 
Equal Suffrage Association; Dr. N. Louisa 

' Andrus, of Grand Rapids; Cora L. V. Rich
mond, and other prominent women.

THURSDAY, JULY 12.
10 a. m., fact meeting; 3 p. m., lecture, J. 

, H. Jackson; tests, Mrs. B. Ireland; 7:30 p. M., 
musical and literary entertainment

FRIDAY, JULY 13;

Bishop A. Beals at Muskegon, 
Mich.

To the Editor:—Last evening, Sunday 
the 24th of June, closed my month’s engage
ment with this society, and it is not enough to 
say the friends have been generous and hos
pitable to me, a stranger, and have opened 
wide their doors as well as their hearts and 
made my sojourn with them a pleasure long 
to be remembered, and a beautiful picture on 
memory's wall,

I go from here to Rockford, this State, for 
the first Sunday in July, and then return here 
to take part in the camp-meeting commencing 
the 6th of July and closing the 16th, making 
two Sundays inclusive.

This is the first attempt at holding a camp
meeting here, and the work already accom
plished towards its completion, the beautiful, 
romantic situation, commanding a fine view of 
the lake and harbor, environed by a wealth of 
trees and evergreens; a dry, sandy soil, with 
excellent facilities for fishing and boating; 
and, above all, commanded by a noble band 
of zealous spiritual workers, must ensure it 
success and will inaugurate in this most lovely 
summer resort a permanent camp-meeting as
sociation, and will be second to none in its 
future growth and prosperity.

Bro. Miner, Bro. Butterworth, Bro. Vande- 
line, Bro. Decker, Bro. Sanford and Bro. 
Langworthy, all men ot sterling worth and in
tegrity, have the cause here at heart, and are 
supplemented by the good ladies, who are 
making every effort, socially, to make the 
work a success and to command respect.

In .the past few years spiritual camp-meet
ings have become an important auxiliary in 
the propaganda of Spiritualism and filling a 
want long felt, both in mind and spirit, intens
ifying thought and leading the mind out into 
,the fields of nature, freeing the soul from the 
bondage of theological errors that have set so 
long on the world like an incubus darkening 
the intellect, and stultifying reason and cogni
tion. If you want a joyous time, a feast of 
reason, a flow of soul, the melody of song 
and the sweet communion with mother nature 
untrammeled with conventional rules, and for 
a time to throw off care and business burdens, 
come to this camp-meeting and help us send 
forth a new song, sweet with the eternal ech
oes of progress and advancing spiritual light

B. A. B.

Lookout Mountain Camp-Meeting 
Association of Spiritualists.

Take notice, the annual stockholders meet
ing begins on July 17th. All stockholders 
are requested to be present; if absent, mail 
proxy to some one to represent them at the 
meeting. This meeting is important, as we 
wish to devise means to re-build our hotel and 
provide for a real camp-meeting next year.

Camp-meeting will begin on July 22d. Hon. 
A. B. French will occupy our rostrum; Frank 
T. Ripley will be the platform test medium. 
The meeting may close on the 29th, owing en
tirely to ths attendance and support. Come 
one, come all; you will be welcome.

Directors—J. Seeman, Bridgeport, Ala. ; 
and J. Gottschalk, Tomlinson Jort and J. W. 
White, all of Chattanooga, Tenn.

Jerry Robinson, Pres.
Lookout Mountain, Tenu:

10 a. m., conference and tests; 3 p.m., lec-
ture and tests, Dr. F. Schermerhorn; 7:30 
p. m., lecture, Bishop A. Beals; tests, Miss 
Mattie Woodbery. ,

SATURDAY, JULY 14.
10 a. m. , conference and tests; 3 P. M., lec

ture, Prof. 8. P. Wait; teste,, Mrs. T. U. 
Reynolds; 7:30 p. M. musical and literary en
tertainment

SUNDAY, JULY 15. 1
10:30 A. m., lecture. Dr. F. Schermerhorn; 

slatewriting tests, Mrs. 8. F. DeWolf; 3 p. m., 
lecture, Prof. 8. P. Wait; tests, Mrs. W. C. 
Coffman; 7:30 p. M., lecture, Cora L. V. 
Richmond. . ;

MONDAY, JULY 16.
10 a. m., meeting for permanent organiza

tion; 3 p. m., lecture, Prof. 8. P. Wait; teste, 
Mra. F. V. Jackson; 7:30 p. m.„ short talks 
by Mrs. Richmond and others.

Mrs. Lora Holton-Hursen, of Vicksburg, 
the musical medium, vfill have charge of the 
music and entertainments. .
: Mediums representing, all phases of phe
nomena will be present, and .participate in the 
conferences. •

Dr. F. Schermerhorn will preside at . al 
meetings, and have general superintendence 
of the camp. - ■

Admission to each session 10 cents.
W. 8. Decker, Secretary.

The Unknown
Life of

JESUSCHRIST
BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 

MANUSCRIPT, 

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the French.

Since the writing of the New Testament
book has appeared of as great importance to 

' Christianity as “The Unknown Life of Jesus
Christ. ”

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
ieing reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians.

The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordindry 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it.

“ The North American Review" devotes eight pages ot its May number to an 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 1 
Presse," of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, “Nobody has fright to question the authenticity of the 
discovery.” The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels. '

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

To Whom lt May Concern.
W. F. Bail, of Mantua station, Ohio, will 

give you ail the information of how to get to 
one of t'ie beat spiritual camp meetings of the 
United States. We refer to Maple Dell 
Camp, Ohio. Best of speakers, beautiful 
groundf., ail the phénoménal médiums to full 
form materialization in the light; so you can 
talk wi'h and embrace them. Board $4.50 to 
$5.00 p;r week with room. Begins July 21st 
and ends August 13th, 1894.

All About Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
traces I he history t*. the theological idea of
devils. Shows much research, 
cents.

“Gid in the Constitution."

Paper, 15

By Robert G.
Ingertpll. One of the best papers Colonel In- 
gerso.'l ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for $1.00. For sale at this office.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, $1.

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
for $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modem and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents

“Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.” 
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’ Inter
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 
1893. By Susan H. Wixon. A noble ad
dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should 
be read by every woman and every man. Es
pecially excellent to place -in the hands of 
women who are members of the churches. 
Price, 10 cents. '

Woman,, Church and State. A noblTwork 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth
bound, $2.

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat 
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents.

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com 
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on. the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 cents;cloth, 50 cts.

Paine’s Age of Reasotf, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cts

RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICS OF_SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

r Tbe past has been tbe Ago of tbe Gods and tbe Ro* 
llgion of Pain; tbepresent Ib tbo Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust in the Gods, but 
knowledge in ibo laws of tbe world, belief in the di* 
vlnlty of man and his eternal progress toward perfec
tion is the foundation of the Religion of Man and 
system of Ethics as treated tn ibis wurk.

The following are the titles of the chapters: |
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; PolytbelBm; 
Monotheism; Phallic Worship; Man’s Moral Progress 
depends on bls Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo
logical Problem*—the Origin of Evil, tbe Nature of 
God; the Future Bute; Fall of Man and tbo Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man’s Position, Fate, Free 
Will, Free Agency. Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND-The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
Tbe Law of Moral Government; Tbe Appetites; Coltish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart; Wbac Is Good? What is 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; The Will; 
Is Mau Free? Culture and Development of the Will; 
The Charter of Human Rights; L1berty;*Dutles and 
Obligations; Sin; Puulsbineul-Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to boci- 
etya Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of the Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Cultun; Marriage.

820 Pages, Finely Bound In Muslin. Sent postage free 
for *1.50. For sale wholesale and retail at this office. 

VERY VALUABLE BOOK, 
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL

ism. By Epes Sargent, author of •• Planchcttc. or 
the Despair of Science," “The Proof Palnable of Im
mortality.” etc. This Is a largo J2tno erf 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 2.3 pages, and the whole containing 
a great amount of matter, of which tbe table of con
tents, condensed as It is. gives no Idea. Tbe author 
takes the ground that since natural science 1b con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically Imparted, but are directly presented in the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to it, under the Ignorant pre
teme that it 1b outside of nature, Is uoaelcntlfic and 
unphllosopblcal. All this Is clearly shown; and the 
objections from “scientific." clerical Mid literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1817. nro answered 
with that penetrating force which c;ily arguments, 
winged with Incisive facts, con Impart Cloth. 12mo« 
pp. 396. Price 61.50. Postage 10 cent a For sale at 
this office.

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contcnts: The Beginnings; Fundamental Prlncl- 
flee; Formation of Constellation», Systems, Suna

InuctB and Satellites. Tbe Origin of Meteora and 
CometB-.TheOrganic Kingdom; TbeOrigin of Man; 
Man—HIb Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How It 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives Its Highest linpreBiloDB; The Record Bouk. or 
Tbe Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tbe Sixth 
SenBo; Tbe Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally« Spiritualism Proved by the 
Bible; Tbe Bible and Christ; Tbe Summary: "What 
Must We Do to Bo Saved.” For buIu at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1,25. Paper, 5()e.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE,'■

“Rights of Man,” “ Age of Reason,” etc., wltb 
critical and explanatory observations of his writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exnet truth It 
regard to thf_A\nost abuBed patriot and religious re
former should read this volume. Price si. Foalsfp 
10 cents. For sale at thia office

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of The Progressive Thinker will re* 
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published In its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
In book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages. In style find form like the 
••Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenca of the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, arc presented Id tbo 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter titles: Introduction; 
Tbe House of the Saae; Home of tbo Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hades Christmastlde in the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlsttnastide and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
ContentedDCBB Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book tbe Spiritualist will be delighted wltb; a 
book In which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; -a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
jha price in paper la 50 cents; muslin I); postpaid.

The Other World and This,

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT.
(FATHERED FROM THE TREE OP 
VZ Life. Containing some ot (he experiences of a 
spirit who has been in spirit life llfty-eeven years. By 
B. E. Lilebtield. This work of 287 pages contains a 
vast fund of Information. 11 gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson is learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. Bls soliloquy, as he enters the dark valley, la 
very interesting. He accosts n sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the. Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. Thia 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa
tion. Price 01.25. rebuilt* at this office

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
fl which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos« 
ties, and Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles," 
by Allen Putnam, price 75 cents. For sale at thif 
office.

YOU SHOULD READ IT."
"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN 

JT tercoursB. Contents; Guardianship of Spirits! 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
Of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
SympnthetlcSpIrits; Formation of clrclea; Besurrec- 
ilon of the Dead ; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work has been translated into th< 
French and German. It contains an account of th« 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the hous< 
of Rev. Dr. Phelpa. Stratford. Conti., and similar easel 
In all parts of the country. Thh volume Is the Aral 
from the author directly on the subject of •‘Spiritual
ism,” and has stood the teal of many years. CloU 
M.2.% PostAfja to cents- For sale at thi® office.

GIJMNOS
FROM THE ROSTRUM, 

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work Is 'jnc that, every one should read. I 

beams throughout with rare ¿ems of thought, prattles 
as well as profound. There k f iinslilne and beauty li 
every sentence uttered. The work Is dedicated to th- 
author's favorite sister, burab French Farr,now paaaet 
to Bplrlt llfe. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
gives uu interesting sketch of the author’s life.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of the Lite Oi’A. B. French;
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book oi

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism ot Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.
STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS

OF
PSYCHIC SCIENCE.
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This work, by Hudson Tuttle, ossaya to utilize an^ 
explain the vast array ot facts In Its held of research« 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by ro- 
ferrlng them to n common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The loading subjects treated arc as follows;

Matter. Life, Mind. Spirit; What the Senses teach ot 
the World and ibe Doctrine uf Evolution: Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and Its Results; What is 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; iLtimationR of an Intelligent Force Superior 
totbe Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, In the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Llfomust be. granting the preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind <'me. Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It 1b printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 251 
pages. Sent, post paid. 91.25.

This work may bo called the first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It la a vade mecunv 
ftuu answers about any question which may arise Ik 
the minds of the investigators of spiritual phenomena, 
For sale at tbit office.

f'OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M, L. 
\J Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repiete with

(plrltu&l truths. Price I14X).

Jr
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A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 
No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature.

TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR. 
J -Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D„ 1n the thirty-nine 
chapters discusses & wide variety of. jubjecu per
taining to Bp.rttunlistn. from'» splrlttfiilitrtlc stand
point.. Sbe evinces the powers of a traincd- ihinker, 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, and 
capablty of thought expression. The: tubjoctB, orc 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition tt>; any Spiritualist's 
library-and n most excellent hook for any ouq tick
ing Information concerning SplHuaHsm and Its teach
ings. • . . • ■ .

For sale at this office. Price, $1.50.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
' Or Self-Justice.

OF LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MANy 
JO bare read ttjle book, many bare re-read 1t, 
and many others oughtto read it. It shcnld be read 
by every man and woman In the land. Asa Ktorylt la 
finely wrlttcn,8nd teem-; with IntcrcFtand at the same 
time it educates. elevates and Inaplroa. Itsho^s tbe 
Injustice» to which women are subjected <n the pres« 
cntstatuaof Bodety—t-behequailGeeln the ttH-nsuro 
of condemnation voiced by aocletr against acts of the 

j.aamc mor »1 quality performed by men and women re
spectively. Itshowsthefnldtlesrampant In suUfty 

i In matters of mor<l and social Import, and the wrongs 
, that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of Social 

ostracism. It contains a fine Bkenass ot tbe anther. 
Fine xlotb, 290 pages. Price. $* T.
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priest, and will quickly lead out 
superstition add darkness.

heredity that men and Women man 
who are not in the least fitted, for eaciL 
other. One is pitched in ‘A,’ the other- 
in ‘B.’ Strike these two notes on-a

BEMITTASOBS.
Remit by PoBtofflco Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or dull on Chicago or New York. It coats from 10 
to 15 cents to get drafts cashed cn local banks, so don’t 
scud them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R. Francis' 
b’o. 40 Loomis St., Cbtcaso. 111.

the greater its vitality. Once in 
tion, it runs on forever.

E. C. GETSINGER tells how it is done 
—THE STABS VIBRATE, THE SOULS OF 
PARENTS AND CHILD VIBRATE, ' AND 
THE YOUNGSTER BECOMES ANYTHING 
FROM BLACK TO BLUE.

Getting Sensitive.
A learned Methodist divine

Terms of Subscription.
TnBl’BooBBSBivxTmNKXBwllIbe furnished until 

lurther notice, at the following terms, Invariably In 
idvance:
One year - <1.00
Clubs of ten (a copy to the one getting up

the club) ------ »7.60
Thirteen weeks - - - - - - 25cte
Single copy - - - - - - - sets

Puolleped every Saturday at No. 49 Loomis Street 

J, B. Francis, Edito»- and Publisher 
Entered at Chicago PostofltceasSdclaas'niatter

that “even missionaries generally drink 
the inevitable (peg.’” Our Sunday
school children should double their con
tributions to the missionary fund in con
sideration of ’ the great expense their 
good missionaries are put to in buying 
"whiskey pegs” for weak stomachs.. ■ ■ ' *

LLUHS! iMrOliTxiAT buGGLSTIONI
Afithero are.thousands who will at first venture 

only twenty-five cent» fur The Progressive Thinker 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those wb^Teceive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from |1 to 110, or even 
more than the latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
the field of our labor and usefulnt. The same sug
gestion will apply in all cases of renew*! of subscrlp 
tlons—solicit others to aid In the good work. Yon will 
experience no difficulty whatever In Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for The Progressive thinker^ 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information Imparted thereto each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

I A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we «an 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a uo- 
ment what an intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you. Tbe subscription price of The Pro- 
GREspiVE Thinker thirteen weeks la only twenty-five 
copts! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refresbtog reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-sized book!

Take Notice.
.pr At expiration of subscription. If not renewed, 

tbe paper is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.

If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
Write to us, and errors In address will be promptly 
corrected, and mlssiug numbers supplied gratis, 

lay- ‘Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address of the place to which 
it 1b then sent, or the change ej)nn''t be made.

The Lost Tribes of Israel.
Again an interest is revived in the tra

dition of the ten lost tribes of Israel. It 
is claimed that at the time of the Baby
lonian captivity, about B. C 588, the 
twelve tribes, descendants of the twelve 
sons of Jacob, who were located in Pal
estine, were carried into bondage, only 
two of which tribes ever returned. The 
great ajixiety of Christians, who have 
always been known as Jew-haters, un
less dead, is to find what became of the 
large remnant. It is hoped their great 
solicitude is not in the interest of perse
cution. •

Years ago these lost tribes were 
traced to America by some inquiring 
divine, and they, in his estimation, be
came the progenitors of the aborigines 
of this country. The ^Mormon leaders 
acted on this proposition, and claim 
their Jo Smith found the buried records 
of their wanderings in the shape of en
graved plates which he, aided by Sidney 
Rigdon, translated into English, now 
known as the Book of Mormons.

Rev. J. Wilson, an English scholar, 
profoundly wise in his own conceit, 
traced the lost tribes from Central Asia 
to England, and made them parents of 
the Anglo-Saxons. He published an ex
haustive work full of detail on the sub
ject, in 1844.

These people with such a romantic 
history, having their origin in a fertile 
imagination only, have been clearly 
traced to Siberia, »'here they mingled 
with the natives, so their identity is 
lost. They broke away from their cap
tors, crossed the Indus, intermarried 
with the natives and formed the upper 
class of the Hindoos. They lost their 
religion and formed the Brahmin. A 
recent traveler in Japan found them 
there. He is quite positive they are 
scattered all through that empire. Dr. 
Menbaur, the Semitic librarian of Ox
ford University, is said to be gathering 
data to find where the lost tribes are now 
domiciled. The facts are, they are like 
the reputed Will-’o-the-wisp, they lead 
the pursuer everywhere, they are found 
nowhere, they are

“Themselves but shadows, and into 
shadows go."

Our own opinion may not count with 
Christian readers, so we quote from that 
trusty orthodox authority, Kitte’s Cy
clopedia of Biblical Literature, article 

■ “Tribes,” wherein is given:
“A few words about that inexhaust

ible source of theologico-historical char
latanism, tbe lost tribes, on which there 
have been written so many volumes 
that it would bo difficult to condense the 
contradictory opinions advanced in them 
within the limits of a moderate article. 
Suffice it, there is scarcely any human 
race so abject, so forlorn and dwindling, 
located anywhere between the Chinese 
and the American Indians,who have not 
been represented to be the ten tribes 
which disappeared from historj’ during 
and after the Babylonian captivity. If 
the books written on the ten tribes con
tained mucji truth it would be difficult to 
say where they are not.”

Not Correctly Rendered.
Mayor Hopkins vetoed an ordinance 

which the city council recently passed 
in the interest of employes of retail 
stores, barber shops, etc., preventing 
places of business being opened on Sun
days. The mayor urged there was a 
State law covering the question, and de
clared an indorsement of that maxim, 
“That government is best which is gov
erned least.” Did not his honor mis
quote the axiom, “That government is 
best which is best administered?” The 
correct rendering of the one he at
tempted to use is: “He governs best 
who seems to govern least.”

Whiskey Pegs for Missionaries.
A traveler in India, writing to the 

London Christian, says:
“During our first week at a hotel in 

Bombay, I was amazed at seeing every 
one around us, even ladies, drinking 
‘whiskey pegs’—that is, whiskey and 
soda water. At Calcutta I was given 
the reason, very few people can drink 
beer in India without upsetting their di
gestion, bo spirits are almost universally 
drank at meals.”

Th» observant traveler goes on to toll

A Lie Is Immortal.
The story told of Henry Ward 

Beecher many years ago has a peculiar 
charm to the unregenerate on a“ sultry 
day, such as this when we write. It 
was eaid the celebrated divine rose in 
his pulpit on a hot morning in midsum
mer, the perspiration streaming down 
his face, which- he vainly tried to wipe 
away with his handkerchief, then com
menced his discourse with: "This is a 
d—dhot morning.” Pausing for a mo
ment andlookingaround on his shocked 
audience, he continued:. “Such was the 
language I heard in the street this 
morning, as I was making my way to 
this temple to wdrshlp the living God.” 
He then launched into his subject, and 
gave one of his most eloquent and effect; 
ive discourses against the too-prevailing 
habit of profanity.

This story used to'make the, regular 
circuit of the country press once a year, 
and it may be some worthy youth bor
rowed the expressive phrase which Mr. 
Beecher only quoted to give emphasis 
to hie remark, to his great discredit 
among the godly. •

But our motive in repeating the anec
dote is not 'yet reached: When the 
original was making one of its annual 
rounds, some admirer of Mr. Beecher, 
who could not'believe the great pul
piteer could be guilty of. such gross im
propriety, wrote,inquiring what were the 
facts, 'Mr. Beecher replied through the 
press. He said he had not supposed the 
silly story of sufficient account to merit 
a denial. It was undoubtedly written 
by some one for sensational purposes; if 
the author enjoyed it he was deter
mined not to be irritated; but he con
cluded:

“It is just to say, the story has not 
one word of truth for its foundation."

Mr. Beecher received a letter a few 
days later from a well-known lady 
parishioner, in which she greatly re
gretted that Mr. Beecher was disposed 
to suppress the truth. She said she was 
in the audience on the occasion referred 
to; she heard the very words credited to 
him, and she never listened to a more 
interesting or instructive discourse than 
that which fell from his lips on that 
heated occasion.

Moral.—There is no use trying to 
head off a Ue. The more it is kicked,

longer call the Roman Catholic church 
‘the mother of harlots;’ for she is the 
mother of all our evangelical 
churches.”

Good for the preacher. He is getting 
sensitive on a tender subject. Ever 
since the days of Luther, the opprobri
ous title of “The Great W-----of Baby
lon” has been universally applied to the 
mother church; but the inquiry: “What 
shall the daughters of such a mother be 
called?” has awakened thought, and the 
good Methodist brother is the first to 
cry aloud against such designation. Be
fore all the world will be quieted, possi
bly a new research will be set up, and 
the whole system on which Catholicism 
and Protestantism was built may be 
found resting on a base that is suggest
ive of the objectionable title.

Feeble Remedy for Expiring 
Faith.

If it is true that the popular religious 
belief is built on the dogmas of original 
sin, the fall of man, total depravity, 
atonement by a crucified God: and that 
all these rest on an endless hell, then, 
when the corner-stones and the founda
tion are gone, will not the entire fabric 
—creeds and churches—meet a com
mon fate? A God in the Constitution is 
a feeole remedy for an expiring faith. 
However firmly enthroned, full belief 
in the superstitions of a barbaric age 
cannot be impressed on civilized man. 
The mind must be enslaved in child
hood to make it capable of believing, 
when it has reached maturity, that God 
has an infinite rival in the Devil, who 
has a kingdom into which the great 
mass of mankind is to be hurled, to 
suffer the tortures of the Christian In
quisition, magnified in severity a thou
sand times, forever.

The Pope a Spiritualist.
Dr. Laugsdorff in the jYeu« Spiritisdie 

Blatter started the report that the Pope 
had privately instructed the prelates 
not to adopt a hostile attitude toward 
Spiritualism, and this has been widely 
copied. If it be true, which is subject 
to grave doubt«;- the pontiff has 
awakened to the realization of the vast 
power in the movement, and sees in it a 
means whereby the interests of the 
Catholic church may be advanced. If 
spiritual communion must be received, 
then it must be held in the lines of the 
church and the hands of the priests. 
Should this be attempted, the Pope will 
find, too late, that the forces of the 
Spirit-world are stronger than the 
united powers of the church. Allow the 
laity to communicate with their spirit 
friends, and the voices of the invisible 
world will be placed before that of the

To Retain Dr. C. A. Briggs.
The Union Theological Seminary has 

changed its constitution, bo as to give 
the board of directors power to employ 
others than ordained ministers-as mem
bers of the faculty. The change was 
made at the meeting of the board just 
before the general assembly opened at 
Saratoga. The seminary is thus re
stored to an independent basis. Should 
the general assembly depose Dr. Briggs 
from the ministry he could still be re
tained at Union.—News.-

Thus, by degrees, will all our institu
tions of learning free themselves from 
ecclesiastical control, And thé great 
thinkers will Ije free to express their 
thoughts, and lead the 'world on to vic
tory and freedom? God speed the day.

A CRITICAL THINKER.
He Has Presented a Valuable 

Work to the World.

We are quite anxious to make the 
scholarly readers of The Progressive 
Thinker acquainted, with the name 
which heads this article, as also with 
his labors to this date, but little known 
to American readers, save to the few 
who have learned of him through these 
columns. Born in London in 1842, the. 
son of a Congregational preacher, and 
designed by his parents for tke min
istry, he was given every advantage 
which learning could bestow. His 
tutors in college embrace the most cul
tured names in English literature, many 
of whom are well-known to American 
readers, such as Sir Wm. Smith, the 
learned author of The Bible Dictionary; 
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biog
raphy and Mythology; Greek and Ro
man Antiquities; and, we believe, a 
Greek and Roman Geography; an aggre
gate, without the latter work, as found 
ip our own library,of 8,448 octavo pages. 
But this is only one of his distinguished 
preceptors. In 1863 Prof. Smith pro
nounced Edwin Johnson one of the most 
learned pupils he had ever instructed.

Mr. Johnson graduated with honors at 
the London University, and in 1865 he 
was ordained to the Congregational 
ministry, in 1879 he was made Professor 
of Classics in New College, which chair 
he filled until it was merged into an
other in 1879.

About this time he wrote in Latin for 
a Dutch Theological Society, his 
“Antique Mater: A Study of Christian 
Origins." This was rendered into Eng
lish and was published by Trubner & 
Co. The book is well worthy the 
scholar's attention.

In the introduction of his “Rise of 
Christendom," a later work, he tells 
his readers:

“The business of my life, for more 
than thirty years, has been mainly with 
classical and theological literature. 
The serious problem to which I have 
devoted all my leisure of late, has been 
the ascertainment of the origin of 
Christianity, and the way in which it 
was first planted. In 1886 I occupied 
myself in finding an answer to a ques
tion propounded by the Teyler Theo
logical Society of Haarlem. The 
student was required to close the New 
Testament and ascertain the origin of 
Christianity from the Christian and the 
Graeco-Roman writers of the second cen
tury. I found the Imperial writers 
knew nothing of the church or of Chris
tianity. I found the Christian writers 
knew nothing of the New Testament
nothing of those strong dramatic repre
sentations which have been familiar to 
us from childhood. Christianity was a 
system of mythical ideas, wholly de
rived from a capricious exegesis of the 
Old Testament writings. The result 
astonished me; but it stood fast, nor 
have my esteemed critics succeeded in 
the slightest degree in controverting it. ”

While engaged in his researches he 
found, to his great surprise, father 
Hardouin had anticipated his discoveries 
by some two hundred years. With free 
access to the great libraries of the world, 
which were minutely searched, and 
many unpublished manuscripts, pro
fessedly ancient, carefully examined and 
drawn upon for facts, he has established 
his position, which seems itnpregnable. 
It was not the work of a day, but of 
years, and in the face of all of his early 
teachings and convictions.

We have noted in these columns from 
time to time during the last few months 
the astounding discoveries Prof. John
son has made: how the whole system of 
Christianity is comparatively modern 
engraft on Roman Mythology; that her 
Gospels, her Epistles, her Church His
tories, her Writings of the Fathers—all 
are monkish forgeries; as are nearly all 
the classics referring to Christianity 
which are not filled with monkish in
terpolations. Even fictitious volumes of 
history are filled with later interpola
tions to remedy defects which the 
original forgers overlooked.

Though the Professor was the author 
of many volumes before his retirement 
from the ministry, his subsequent pro
ductions are no less numerous. His 
Pauline Epistles, a copy of which we 
have just received from the author, 
with his compliments, and which we 
shall delight to notice in a future Issue, 
is just from the press. Besides this and 
others we have noticed be has ready 
for publication his Review of Gibbon 
on the Origin of Christianity: The New 
Biblical Criticism—Jews and Romans; 
Eusebius and Eusebian Literature; and 
now just from hispen, an English trans
lation of Father Hardouin, as we lately 
announced.

It will be a pleasure to make the 
readers of these columns better ac
quainted with the discoveries of Prof. 
Johnson. That he is a profound linguist 
in many languages, as brave and faithful 
to convictions as he is learned, and as 
conscientious as he is truthful, no one 
who follows his revelations can question 
for a moment.

Making-Rain Praying Overdone.
When the rain-makers failed in their 

attempt to open the windows of heaven 
at Pella, Iowa, on the I8th of June, by 
bombardment, it is said interested par
ties tried to placate divine vengeance, 
as shown by the protracted drouth, by 
prayer. We are fully confident, if the 
prayer-gauge is relied upon and the im
portunities are continued long enough, 
copious showers may be secured; and so 
with the bomb process. ■.

Mrs. Reed, ot Reno county, Kansas, 
says her prayers were too fervent, and 
that her large garden was almost wholly 
destroyed by the downpour of hail and 
rain which followed. The good sister 
must devise some method to know just 
how much prayer will be acceptable, 
and when to shut down and let the 
storm-god do the rest.

Is Mars Trying to Signal tbe 
Earth?

It is reported from the Dowell Observ
atory at Flagstaff, that two star-like 
lights have been observed within the 
south polar snowcap of the plàftêt Mars. 
Astronomers of the Flammarion school 
begin to have the impression that the 
inhabitants of Mars are’trying to’ open 
communication with this planet, .

CHILDREN ARE TUNED.
And Their Tones Correspond 

to the Colors.

To the Editor:—It appears, from; the, 
Detroit Journal that E. O.- Getsinger 
gave his last lecture of the series in the 
Twentieth Century club-rooms,. Detroit. 
Mich., on Sunday, June 17th., He told 
why the stars and moon affected pian, 
He said that the names given to the con
stellations forming our ecliptic and 
zodia were of great importance; and 
originated from more substantial minds 
than those of the ancient mythmakers 
and poets. Those names were bl 'scien
tific origin, and after the Egyptian sages 
had, by some means unknown to us,: 
fathomed the metaphysical problems 
embodied in those parts of the universe’ 
—maybe through psychometry—the 
mythmaker took the interpretation^ of 
the scientist and interwove witjx. them 
the touches of his genius. ,T)ie result 
was a series of beautiful myths and 
legend s. These to-day are only retained 
in part, for Egypt fell and deteriorated. 
Greece, the nation of orators, used these 
legends in her orations as exemplifying 
traits of human nature. But Greece had 
no practical use for the science or cause 
of these names as given, consequently 
the myths alone were handed down to 
us by the Jews and Greeks, while the 
science embraced in the religion of the 
stars died with the luster of- Egypt’s 
mentality and wisdom. •

“This knowledge, then, remains to be 
resurrected," he said, “and in . my re
search I have found an important clue 
upon which I can base many of the con
clusions as taught by ancient astrology; 
much of which is contained in the Chris
tian bible, but not as modern astrology 
would interpret their hidden meaning.

“When the child is yet unborn, the 
head and feet are together. So is the 
grand, solar man formed in the constel
lations—with the sign of tha head and 
feet together. This implies that man 
develops the same as the universe; that 
he has within him the capabilities of un
derstanding all that exists. Even the 
protoplasmic cell is a miniature world, 
with: its dense nucleus, then the more 
transparent substance surrounding it, 
just as the gas planes and atmospheres 
surround earth. Being a lower species 
of life and original in its formation, it 
has not had the advantage of the bene
fits derived through hereditary possi
bilities, consequently is a low species 
until evolved into a higher. It also is a 
small particle, consequently matures 
quickly, as the earth matures more rap
idly than Saturn, owing to the differ
ence in volume of mass of matter.

“There is no special dispensation in 
nature. All develop under the same 
discipline as outlined by the laws of na
ture. These laws are so accurate and 
insurmountable that it seems to be a 
series of grooves marked out, as a gen
eral would mark out a plan of action, 
put his plan into execution. The 
struggle began and still continues. The 
struggle is between evil and good—be
tween progress and lethargy. The gen
erals are the leaders in thought, the fol
lowers were once his taunters.”

Mr. Getsinger took for his basis of ar
gument the experiment he had explained 
on the previous Sunday, in which the 
sound of the voice formed figures of 
flowers, shells, starfishes, etc., on a gela
tinous film; the concert voices forming 
figures different from those made by a 
single tone. .

“It is not necessary,” he said, “that 
the sound be one of the voice; it can be 
made by a violin or any instrument. It 
is not even necessary that it be from an 
instrument, for you can take any vibrat
ing body or bodies and they each or all 
give forth a certain volume of vibratory 
force which is resolvable into sound. 
Now, take the sum total of the sounds of 
those stars embodied in the constella
tion of Scorpion, of Capricorn, of Aries, 
of Leo, etc., and have these particular 
concert, sounds vibrate upon a tensipned 
membrane of great expanse, covered 
with a gelatine film, and the soiind may 
produce figures on that film such as the 
names of the constellations imply. 
Since the figure of the being denotes its 
characteristics and nature, tnese natures 
can again be resolved back into a par
ticular concert of sounds. Thus, I hold 
that the ancients had some means of 
finding the combined vibrations of the 
groups of scintillating bodies and named 
them according to the figure they would 
produce if embodied in matter and thus 
know their nature and effect on man, 
beast and vegetation. For, if vibration 
animated and formed man, these vibra
tions still affect him. If music, colors 
and harmonies exhilarate Us, then 
everything which impresses our con
sciousness through either of the seven 
senses has a proportionate effect on us.

“When a child is given existence, the 
position of these vibratory bodies affect 
either or both of the parents’ brains, 
and when all is in harmony, a being, who 
is the incarnation of their state of mind 
is produced.. This decides the interior 
or soul nature of the offspring. As it 
continues to develop, the mother’s mind 
or thought is directly reverberated upon 
the little organism. The child is boni, 
and at its birth the stars are in a differ
ent position, and the earth and moon are 
in a different constellation. The child 
is at once impressed with the ocean Of 
vibratory action to which it is Subjected 
directly. This decides.the note or pitch 
in which the child will be tuned. ‘ It 
also decides the physical nature of .‘the 
child and is the correspondent of> its- Ul
terior or soul nature. These natures 
are modified and intensified by -the- 
various planets as found in $he different 
constellations at the time of; birth; ' ’

“Man and woman are but the instru
ments through which the creative, force: 
in nature finds expression. If thé state, 
of mind of the embryo-producing pareht' 
was of alow nature, the child’s- soul na-
ture is tuned to a low note, ■ cprrespond- 
ing to the colors between dense black 
and gray. -If the mind was of a high or
der during this period and previously’; 
then the child is tuned to a moreintensC 
state of action, corresponding to colors 
ranging from white to blue. It. is. 
through the ignorance of .the creative
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piaqo aqd you get the atmosphere that 
they live in invisibly. On the other 
hand. ‘A’ and ‘O' would be harmonious.

■ “Tne former live in inharmony and 
misery, their minds being in a constant 
state of dissatisfaction. They beget 
misery and produce personified dissatis
faction, and. in this way foist upon the 
world and nation children who, as citi
zens, can never be useful members of 
society. All through the lack of knowl
edge, yet our government makes no pro
vision for those minds capable of fath
oming these problems which lead to per
fect government, but spends millions of 
dollars in its great endeavor to make 
provision for those who speculate on 
‘change.’ Egypt never reached its 
greatness through tariff legislation, but 
attained the zenith as a nation through 
knowledge of the law of heredity.

“When the law of heredity is under
stood, then it will be a hard matter to 
be married, but an easy matter to be di
vorced, and divorce will be as respect
able aspiarrlage. Then the man-made 
laws of to-day will have to give place to 
scientific examinations, by those pos
sessing the necessary knowledge, as to 
the fitness of two beings desiring to 
marry,- If they be congenial, well and 
good; if not. then shall they be rejected, 
if, after marriage, one retrogrades and 
the other advances so as to develop 
pjirids inharmonious to each other, then 
unfitness should divorce and separate as 
well as fitness combine and marry. The 
children should be educated by the 
State, not only those of divided homes, 
but all, and in this way be formed into 
citizens of the highest standard.

“When this law of héfedity is better 
understood, then parents may beget 
children according to their ideals. For 
to be the recipient of your ideal, be it a 
child, lover, sweetheart, wife or hus
band, you must first live up to the 
standard of your ideal, then through 
that universal law of spiritual and ma
terial attraction, your ideal will be 
forthcoming. For nature would not be 
Btf unjust as to present one of personified 
virtue to one who is beneath and infe
rior to the ideal. But these combina
tions may often occur in marriage, sim
ply because the sensitive and susceptible 
woman was charmed and psychologized 
by the serpentine and passionate man, 
or through the passion of both setting 
aside their reason abd calm judgment. 
This law of heredity is so clearly set 
forth in the • science of stellar corre
spondence, that if I am giveti the date of 
birth and sex of a child, I can accurately 
calculate from stellar tables the exact 
state of mind of the parents at the tlnie 
when the embryonic life was initiated. 
Consequently these are not theories, but 
facts. Again, I found in my recent ex
perience in casting horoscopes, that the 
time of birth takes place when the 
moon is in the same sign of the iodiac in 
which it was at the time when embry
onic life began, and I am now working 
out some new ideas which this fact has 
given me.

“We are a part of the universe. The 
.universe existed before you and I ex
isted. When we entered, we had to take 
it as we found it, and as it changes in its 
detailed construction so we change, for 
it finds expression through us in thought 
and in- deed. Our will overcomes all ob
stacles and brings us gradually to the 
goal of our ambitions, be they high or 
low. It is not a fixed law that you can 
choose or reach, but it is a fixed law that 
you can aspire to. Weare only respon
sible for our actions through our ambi
tions, which are based upon reason or 
passion, for no one can shirk that re
sponsibility which rests on him in viola
tion of his’eapabilities or the abuse of 
his better judgment. You possess both 
—evil and good. It was your choice, 
and in that choice lies the scope of duty 
and responsibility.

“Children are educated only up toa 
standard based upon inaction and faith, 
instead of on self-reliance produced by 
knowledge of the laws which govern us. 
Here duties are only thought to be 
those embraced in a system of belief, 
and not so much of practice. This has 
tended to form alliances in which the 
greater number of the partners are de
siring, if not seeking, separations, and 
where will it end?”

These thoughts, presented by this 
young scientist, E. C. Getsinger, are 
very suggestive and worthy of careful 
consideration. They carry the mind 
into new fields, broaden the understand
ing and throw a flood of light on some 
very important subjects. S. N. T.

Be on Your Guard.
White Dawson, of Aurora, Ill., writes: 
“About four weeks ago a Dr. Lorran 

came to our city and advertised himself 
quite extensively as a medium and an 
agent for The Progressive Thinker. 
He has skipped from town between two 
days, leaving- unpaid advertising and 
room-rent bills, and on the pretext of 
getting up a seance by bringing 
out from Chicago a gifted medium 
he borrowed my Chicago railway 
ticket of four rides, amounting to 
$2.40, and failed also to pay for that. 
Can yoù locate him for me? It was in 
regard to his connection with your 
paper. I thought the fellow honest, and 
.let him have my ticket. You ought to 
warn - your readers of such characters. 
He was inquiring from a party here 

’what kind of a city Elgin was.”
■ We desire to say that we know nothing 
whatever of the party named,and we cau
tion our readers to beware of him. The 
ranks of Spiritualism are at present 
overcrowded with such characters, and 
¿very one should be cautious as to whom 
they trust. _ _______

The Spider and the Fly.
Pope Leo, with the aid of his-astute 

Advisers, has prepared another en
cyclical letter. It Is mostly a reiteration, 
in somewhat altered phrase, of former 
encyclical letters that have been pub. 
lished to the world from time to time. 
It damns the Free Masons unstintingly 
—for which the brethren of mystic tie 
should be, and doubtless are, duly 
thankful’; and in smooth-spoken, oily 
words and sweetest,honeyed phrase,win
ningly invites the Protestants, Greeks, 
Christians, etc., to come into the true 
fold, the Roman Catholic church. In 
this respect, the encyclical recalls to 
mind the old song:
“‘Will you walk into my parlor?’ said 

. the spider to the fly; , .
■‘Tia the prettiest little parlqr that ever 
‘ .. you did spy,’” etc.

x2U*v mouj ouij a niu.
law and lack of knowledge of the lawof accept the spider’s very cordial invita- 
hereditv that men and Woman marry tion? ’■ ’
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' Galveston handles every year 700,000 
bales of cotton. '

A Strange Entity Called the 
Bulrush Caterpillar.

Two Magnificent Polish 
Temples Hâve Been 

Reared

And the Humble Contributors to 
This Extravagance

It appears from the Chicago Tribune 
that Howard B. Gross, of this city, who 
has recently returned from New Zea
land, brought with him a specimen of 
what is known as the bulrush caterpillar 
in every day parlance, but the scientific

name of which is Heplalus Virescens. 
This singular plant or animal, which
ever it may be, is a puzzle to scientists, 
who are unable to place it in either 
vegetable or animal kingdom. In New 
Zealand Jt is called “aweto,” and the 
scientific name of the fungus growth on 
the caterpillar is Cordiceps Robertii. 
This combination of plant and animal is 
probably the most remarkable known, 
as the plant kills and takes possession 
of the animal. The animal is the foun
dation from which it rears its stem and 
is the only source from which it derives 
its support. It certainly forms a most 
surprising link between the animal and 
the vegetable kingdom. The aweto ia 
chiefly found at the root of the rata 
(metroBideres robusta). The plant in 
every instance exactly fills the body of 
the caterpillar. In the finest specimens 
it attains the length of three and one- 
half inches, and the stem which germi
nates from this metamorphosed body is 
from six to ten inches high; its apex, 
when in a state of fructification, resem
bles the club-headed bulrush in minia
ture. There are no leaves; a solitary 
stem comprises the entire plant, and if 
any accident breaks it off a second arises 
from the same spot. The body is found 
buried and the greater portion of the 
stalk as well. When the plant has at
tained its maturity it soon dies away. 
These curious plants, when fresh, have 
the flavor of a nut. The natives eat 
them and likewise use them when burnt 
as coloring matter for their tattooing, 
rubbing the powder into the wounds, in 
which state it has a strong animal smell. 
When newly dug up the substance of the 
caterpillar is soft, and being divided 
longitudinally, tbe intestine channel is 
distinctly seen. Most specimens possess 
the legs entire, with the horny part of 
the head, the mandibles, and claws. 
The vegetating process invariably pro
ceeds from the nape of the neck, from 
which it may be inferred that the in
sect, in crawling to the place where it 
inhumes itself prior to its metamorpho
sis. whilst burrowing in the vegetable 
soil, gets some of the minute seeds of this 
fungus between the scales of its neck, 
from which, in its sickening state, it is 
unable to free itself, and, consequently, 
being nourished by the warmth and 
moisture of the insect's body, then lying 
in a motionless state, they vegetate, and 
not onlj' impede the progress of change 
into the chrysalis, but likewise occasion 
the death oi the insect. That this vege
tating process thus commences during 
the lifetime of tbe insect appears certain 
from the fact of the caterpillar, when 
converted into a plant, always preserv
ing its perfect form. In no one instance 
has decomposition appeared to have 
commenced or the skin to have con
tracted or expanded beyond its natural 
size.

The Progressive Thinker contained 
two articles on its editorial page, one on 
“Catholic Colonization,” starting with 
the following paragraph:

“The foreign population of the United 
States in 1850, as shown by the census 
for that decade, embraced 2,244,602: a 
little over 9j per cent of the entire pop
ulation. In 1890 that foreign element 
had swelled to 9,249,547, over 14J per 
cent.”

This ‘‘foreign element” is, as you say, 
“largely Catholic.” Yes, indeed, 
“largely” is a modest, word in this con
nection.

The second article we refer to above 
was “Tide of Crime Rises,” showing 
“that crime is on the increase out of 
proportion to (the) population.” To 
show this, you print the following table, 
which is founded on the United States 
census:

Year.
1850.
1860.
1870.
1880..
1890..

Prisoners. 
.. 6,737 
. .19,086 
..32,901 
..58,609 
.82,329

Ratio of 
population. 

1 out of 3,442 
1 out of 1,647 
lout of 1,171 
1 out of 855 
1 out of 757

You say in this last article that “it is 
sad to contemplate that in proportion as 
its [Spiritualism’s] grand truths have 
been disseminated crime has increased. 
It is a coincidence not very pleasing, 
and which should receive the careful 
and critical attention of thinking 
minds.”

Now, Mr. Editor, by placing these 
two excerpts side by side, taken from 
the same page of the last issue of your 
paper, is it very hard to find another 
“coincidence?” It was not so very long 
since that The Progressive Thinker 
showed us that Spiritualists were the 
“most moral” people in> the world. 
Where else, may I ask, may any reason
able mind look for the cause of the in
crease in crime than in the growing in
crease of Roman Catholiopopulation?

W. F. Whitehead.

Lowell, Mass., is the Spindle City, 
from its leading industry.

Hartford is thé Insurance City, from 
its leading business.

Brooklyn is called the City of 
Churches. There are over 300. '

These startling headlines were used 
by the Toledo Blade, in an announce
ment of the completion of two magnifi
cent churches erected in that city by the 
Polish Catholics. St. Anthony’s is the 
most costly, and is a magnificent struc
ture into which has gone 8110,090. It is 
of brick with stone trimmings, and its 
spire is 350 feet high, being the highest 
in the city, Tbe frescoed dome is 100 
feet above the floor, supported by huge 
marble pillars. The windows are of the 
most elegant design, and the chancel 
and altar elaborate in decoration. No 
expense has been spared' in its interior 
finish. Its seating capacity is 1,600, and 
three times every Sunday there are no 
vacant seats.

Around this magnificent edifice are 
the homes of those who have contributed 
to its erection by their spare savings. 
The contrast is great, for these are the 
homes of want and squalor. These 
hungry Poles, supported by charity the 
past winter, have been forced by the 
unscrupulous priests to give the money 
which would have supplied their wants 
to build these extravagant churches. 
Now, when the city asks the church to 
care for the people it has reduced to 
beggary, the priests coolly reply that 
the city must care for them!

The following engraving is a likeness 
of one of the members whose hard- 
earned money has been taken to build 
these churches:

LYCEUM WORK.

Spiritualism has never died out in To
ledo since its advent there, although, as 
in many other places, it has had its high 
tide and ebb tide, according to the 
strength and efficiency of its workers. 
There have always been a few who 
“stood by their guns” in evil report and 
good report, but a few cannot always 
work to the extent of their uttermost 
strength, because nature is sure to enter 
her protest against abuse, even in the 
case of loving and unrequited labor for 
humanity, and calls a halt by the use of 
weariness, aches and despondency until 
her busy workers take rest. So it has 
been in Toledo. But ever new and fresh 
workers are coming in, ready to give 
new impetus to the cause.

I remember with pleasure visiting a 
lyceum in Toledo some twenty years ago, 
speaking before the assembly and join
ing them in a steamboat excursion up 
the river, where we all put in a jubilant 
day in the natural park—I forget the 
name—where the romping, feasting, 
speaking, etc., was enjoyed until late in 
the afternoon. So I was greatly pleased 
last spring to receive a letter of inquiry 
and an order for Lyceum Guides from 
Mrs. H. Weyant, M. D., a lady of cul
ture and refinement who came to reside 
and practice medicine in Toledo, mov
ing from New York City, I think. Al
though she is busy in her profession,she 
has a heart and hand for reform work, 
as has also her estimable husband, Mr. 
Weyant.

So the lovers of lyceum work have 
builded to their dreams and have a 
lyceum in fine working order. They are 
nicely and inexpensively equipped, fol
lowing direutions in the Guide, and bid 
fair to do a good work. Mrs. Coutes is 
conductor,and her daughter.MissCoutes, 
leads in calisthenics. Mr. Vanderbilt is 
ever ready to aid and encourage and 
promises the fulfillment of more grand 
possibilities. I wish I knew the names 
of all the noble workers there, but must 
content myself by a thorough commenda
tion of their work. May they be untir
ing in the good work, for the lyceum is 
the basic part of common-sense Spirit
ualism, and the practical lessons incul
cated will prove themselves of more 
value than the cup and pitcher style of 
sensational meetings, where.the audi
ence act as cups and a speaker as 
pitcher, year in andjyearout, with pub
lic tests to draw in a crowd. I would not 
discourage such meetings if the support
ers feel that the benefit received is 
equal to the money expended, but I do 
say that such methods do not insure a 
healthy growth into the philosophy of 
Spiritualism, whereas the lyceum and 
societies worked on the lyceum plan 
most certainly do. The seeds planted 
will grow and “be true to name.”

Miss Clair Tuttle recently was invited 
before the lyceum to talk and to lecture. 
She won much praise and handled her 
subject in a pleasing and philosophical 
manner, which, together with her 
charming personality, won her many 
friends and an assurance of a recall. 
Miss Tuttle is to be at Haslett Park dur
ing the camp season, where she has. 
charge of the park entertainments.

, Observer.
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THE MILLIONAIRE.
A Scathing Review of Rev. 

Gunsaulus,
"Who Preaches for Dollars, Jesus 

and Him Crucified.

ipportunlty I may have. It Is very simple tn
and construction, and 1 em sure must be far

tp sensitive to spirit power than the one now io use.
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Experiences of John Brown,
The Medium ot the Rockies, with an Introduction by

PROF. J. S. EOVELAND.
This book should be in the hands of every one inter*
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Amber Bead«. By Martha' Evert, 
Holden (“Amber.”) Brief essays on people 
and things, full of humor and pathos, 
Paper, 60 cento; cloth, 11.00,

A Modem Xove Story, which does 
not end at the altar.. By. Harriet E. Or
cutt. Highly original; widely discussed. 
Paper, 26 cento; cloth, 81.00. .

An Ounce of Prevention, to save 
America from having a government of the 
few.by the few and forthefew. ByAugus* 
tus Jacobson. Paper, 60 cento.

A Pure Bpuled tiler. An anonymous 
novel, “terse, compact, rapid and Intense,” 
acene Ina Boston¿rt school. Paper. 80 
cento.
^Asleep and Awake. By Raymond " 
Bussell, A realistic story of Chicago; at
tacking the double standard of morals.
Cloth; 41.00.

Blessed be Drugdery. By William C. 
Gannett- The most popular bcraion uf the 
decade. A hundred thousand sold. Pa
per, 10 cents,

. Browning's Women. By Mary E. 
Burf. Essays on the women portrayed in 
Robert Browning’s poems and dramas. 
Cloth, »1.00.

Blsie: a Christmas Story. From the 
Norwegian of Alexander Kjelland. Trans
lated by Miles Menander Dawson. Cloth. 
50 cents.

Bssaye. By James Vila Blake. Familiar 
subjects, but masterly treatment. Re
markable for purity of style. Cloth, 
library style, 41.00.

Evolution and Christianity. By J. 
C. F. Grumbine. A study of the relations 
of modern science and popular religion. 
Cloth, 30 cents.

Facta nnd Fictions of Life, By 
Helen II. Gardener, Essays on live topics 
by one of the foremost women of the time. 
Paper, 50 cento; cloth, 81.00.

First Steps in Philosophy. By Wil- 
Bam Mackintire Salter. DlseusHes the 
questions: What is Matteri What isDutvl 
CJotb, 8J.00. '

From Barth's Center. By fi. Byron 
Welcome. A novel picturing & society 
living under the Single Tax. Paper, 25 
cents.

* From Over the Border, or Light on 
the Normal Life of Man. By Benj. G

‘ Smith. A book of prophecies and fancies 
of the life to come. Cloth, 81.00.
_History of the ^Arguments for the 
Existence of God. By Dr. Aaron Hahn. 
An Important work for students. Paper 
50 cents.

Information for Nurses, In Home and 
Hospital. By Martin W. Cuiran. Practical 
and scientific; not a quack “Home Pbysi- 
clau.” Cloth, «1.75, net.

Inquirendo Island. By HudorGenone. 
A witty but not irreverent story of a coun
try where the Arithmetic was the Bible. 
Paper, 25 cento; cloth, 81.00.

John Auburn top, Novelist. By Anson 
Uriel Hancock. A story vf a western col
lege boy and college girl. Paper, 60 cents; 
cloth, 81.25. ’

Laurel Blossoms, or “My Fortune.* 
Compiled by Della E. Billings. Poetical 
selections arranged for fortune-telling. 
Cloth, plain edges, 41.00,- gilt edges, 41.60.

Legends from Storyland. By James 
Vila Blake. Stories, new and old, illus
trating lu>w the idea of miracles arises. 
Cloth, illustrated, 60 cents.

Lessons from the World of Matter 
and the World of Man. By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent passages from unpub
lished sermons. Paper, 50 <*.; cloth, 41.25.

Liberty and Life. By E. P. Powell. 
Crisp, popular lectures on the evolution 
theory as related to religion and life, pa
per, 50 cento.

Money Found. By Thos. E. HI II. Advo
cates national ownership of banks. Full 
of Information on finance. Paper,25 cents; 
cloth, 75 cents; leather, 81.00.

More Than Kin. By James Vila Blake. 
A delightful book, hair story, halt essay, 
all uplifting aud refreshing. Cloth, pa
per side, 41.00.

Outline Studies in James Russell 
Lowell: Hla poetry and Prose. By Mrs. 
Susan B. Beals. Endorsed by Mr. Lowell. 
Paper, 10 cento.

iTTGDIES IN .TNEOSpPHy; H/&. 
«3 torlcal and practical. A matinal tor the people. 
Uyw. ,i. Colville. ..Valuable to tbose Investigating 
Theosophy. Price81.5U* ...........................‘’’T'

'THE RELIGIOi^OEN^ $ F UVD-

Outline Studies In Holmes. Bryant, . 
•Whittier i Their Poem». By W. O. Gan
nett. Topics for conversation and refer-1, 
encos for reading. Paper, 10 cento.

People's Party Shot and Shell« By 
Dr. T. A. Bland. A concise statement of 
the principles' now advocated by the Peo- 
plu’s Party. Paper, 10 cento. ■

Poeme of James Vila Blake« Re* 
markable for depth of thought and purity 
ot style. Cloth, paper label, red burnished 
top, 41.00. .

Proofs of Evolution. By Nelson O. 
Parshall. A concise, popular summary ot 
the proofs from geology, embryology, re« 
version, etc. Cloth, 50 cento,

Religion'and Science as Allies, or 
Similarities of Physical and Religious 
Knowledge. By James Thompson Bixby, 
Ph. D. Cloth, 60 cents; paper, 80 cents.

Right Living. By Susan H, Wlxon. 
Sixty chapters of practical instruction for 
the young on problems ot duty. Cloth. 
»1.00. '

St. Boilfer. with Other Worthies and 
Unworthies. By James Vila Blake, Story
essays, subtle and entertaining. Paper. 60 
cento; cloth, 41.00.

Seed Thoughts from Robert Brown
ing. Selected and arranged by Mary E. 
Burt. Imitation parchment, daintily 
printed, 25 cents.

Sermons of Religion and Life« By 
Henry Doty Maxson, with biographical 
sketch by H. M. Simmons; the sermons 
edited by James Vila Blake. Cloth, 81.00.

Silhouettes from Life« By Anson Uriel 
Hancock. Stories of the backwoods and 
tho western prairies. Paper, 25 cento: 
cloth, »1.00.

The Auroraphpne. By Cyrus Cole. 
Telegraphic communication established 
with the planet Batum. Paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 50 cents.

The Beginning. A novel of the future 
Chicago as It might be under socialism. 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomas, Judge 
Tuley and others. Paper, 25 ceita.
I The Evolution of Immortality, or 

Suggestions of an Individual Immortality, 
based on our Organic and Life History. By 
Dr. O. T. Stockwell. Cloth, 60 cento.
„The Faith that Makes Faithful. By 
William 0. Gannett and Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones. New edition from new plates.
Paper, 50 cents, cloth, 41.00.

Meteor. Po.tical work, 
of Will Hubbard Kernan. Unique and re
markable poems by a brilliant though 
erratic author. Cloth, 41.60.
„The Gospel of Matthew In Greek. 
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing Tolman. Special vocabulary for 
beginners. Paper, 50 cento; cloth, 81.00.
_P16 Tenet Imposed upon the
Khan of Tomathos. By Hudor Genone. 
An instructive story of a non-elect infant. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 81.25.

The Morals of Christ. By Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison of Christian 
ethics with contemporaneous systems 
Paper, 50 cento) cloth, 81.00.

Theodore Parker. By Samuel John
son. Not a detailed biography, but a com
prehensive sketch of Parker’s life and 
work. Cloth, 81.00.

The Russian Refugee. By Henry H. 
W1 Hon. A delightfully rntertaining story, 
full of action and interest. 618 cases. 
Paper, 50 cents. B

The Baling at King Olaf and Other 
Poetug By Alice M Illiums Brotherton. 
Pull of melody aud variety. Cloth, with 
handsome cover design in ether, 81.00.

The Unending Genesis. By H. M. 
Slminons. A simple yet thoroughly .deli
mit: story of the creation, or rather the 
evolution, of th. world. Paper, 25 eenie.

Washington Brown, Farmer. Br 
LeRoy Armstrong. How the farmers held 
their wheat and the Board of Trade was 
beaten. Paper, 50 cento; cloth, 41.00.

Where Brooks Go Softly. By Charles 
Eugene Banks. Simple J,vems of pature 
and Ure. IV hlte antique paper cover. 60 
cents; vellum cloth, gilt, 41.00.
..iYW' Church and State. By Ma. 
tilda Joslyn Gage. A historical account 
of the status of woman through the Chrto- 
tian ages. Clot, 42.OO.

rELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF TR^ 
O Bible. 144 Propositions. Theological, Moral, IDs* 
torical and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
neg&tiveirby quotations from Scripture, without cost 
menu Price 15 cents.
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“MacTavish,” in the Chicago “Times,"- 
has a scathing article, as long as an or
dinary sermon, on Rev. Frank W. Gun
saulus, and the Plymouth Congrega
tional church, on Michigan avenue, in 
which he is called “the most successful 
preacher in all Chicago, but not the 
brainiest. In fact, he hasn’t yet learned 
how to see or think, hence his success.”

“Plymouth had become somewhat 
somnolent under the good jold puritani
cal Dr. Scudder, and was ripe for the 
chic, snappy, up-to-date treatment of 
the young Dr. Gunsaulus, who rang the 
bell at his first shot, and enjoys the con
fidence of the ricli and powerful, the 
sweets of an agreeable notoriety, with 
an income of $1,500 to $2,000 a month,” 
in consideration of which he “approves 

■ the competitive system under which a 
few heap up mountains of superfluity 
and many go hungry; he believes in the 
divine right of the few to get rich—very 
rich—rich enough to give statues ana 
picture galleries and Armour institutes 
to the poor and have plenty left.”

“Has Dr, Gunsaulus lived so long in 
Chicago to remain ignorant of how the 
great fortunes are made? Does he think 
that a man piles up ten or twenty or 
fifty millions out of nothing in a life
time solely by the exercise of industry, 
thrift, and foresight? Does he really 
believe that a few have a divine voca
tion to control the sources of supply and 
the means of distribution, to bull and 
bear the market on meretricious ‘tips,1 
to bribe legislatures and councils, to 
levy blackmail—aye, to burn and mur
der, that they may grow mountainously 
rich in the midst of desolation and want?

“It is likely that he does. This young 
preacher, so glib, so amiable, so much 
admired, is after all but a pinchbeck 
philosopher and a dull observer. He 
must be, for the alternative is the im
possible proposition that he lacks hon
esty—a proposition ’of which every 
feature of his face and every stupid 
word he utters is a complete refutation. 
He is as honest and open as the day; as 
honest as he Is blind to the events that 
pass under his eye and their real mean
ing. Honest and stupid—a half-baked 
philosopher. Else we should have to 
believe that when Mr. Armour engaged 
the good preacher to preside over the 
Armour institute and (so It is said) gave 
him $50,000, salary in advance for five 
years, the preacher took a bribe to turn 
his pulpit into a capitalistic propaganda 
and preach that $20,000,000 gained by 
the perversion of the normal laws of 
trade was a virtue, so that the multi
millionaire threw a million to charity, 
in full of all account. Who would not 
have taken $20,000,000 on the same 
terms? .

“But no one believes this of Dr. Gun- 
eaulus. What he says he says with all 
the ardor of skin-deep conviction. He 
thinks, or rather thinks he thinks, that 
he is right and that whatever is, of plu
tocracy or vicious capitalism, is also 
right.

“And this is what accounts for his popu
larity and his success. This mediocrity 
and this shallowness are mile-posts on 
the high road to favor. Because most 
people do not think—afly more than Dr. 
Gunsaulus thinks. Not even so much, 
perhaps. They acquire habits of un
thought from their environment, and he 
is a wise man, in their estimation, who 
leaves their folly undisturbed or caters 
to it with honeyed platitudes. The 
modern taste is advanced a stage beyond 
this and demands in its pulpiteering a 
dash of something ‘devilish.’ Dr. Gun
saulus is up to date. An honest preacher, 
clear-headed, courageous, daring to see 
the truth and tell it, would be very un
welcome to these empty-headed but not 
necessarily hard-hearted good people. 
They think they are wise and good. 
The money-changers whom the Nazar 
rene whipped out of the temple had the 
same high opinion of their own virtue.

“As for the manner of Dr. Gunsaulus’ 
preaching, it must be confessed with 
sorrow that he is much better than the 
average of his contemporaries. Plymouth 
church is an ugly building, but the fact 
escapes notice in Chicago, where church 
architecture is an unknown and unknow
able art. And the taste for architecture 
or oratory is not very high—even on 
Michigan avenue.”

The clergy may retaliate on the subsi
dized newspapers which are not out of 
reach of the money power and makes 
progress hard all around. But we have 
often thought if the great established 
and respected dailies would turn their 
attention not only to the duplicity and 
worldly-mindedness of the clergy, but to 
the great wrongs to all classes, espe
cially the working people, arising from 
the competitive system, they could do 
more than any other thing we know of 
to bring about a peaceful, economic, in
dustrial revolution that would be mil
lennial in its effect on the world.

R. Neely.

SPIRITUALISTS WIN.
CONTINUED FROM FIRST PAGE.

so that the two might be simultaneously 
Elaced upon record. The decree must 

e amended by providing for the execu
tion ot the mortgage to Mr. White as 
trustee, and for the issue of bonds to Mr, 
Haslett’s representatives for such 
amount as they may be able to estab
lish by the proper proceeding that they 
are entitled to. As thus amended the 
decree will be affirmed. No costs will 
beallowed.” , .

THE SPIRITUALISE FIELD 
WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC.J

Social and Benefit.
On the eve of his departure for the 

various camps and as a recognition of 
his valuable services for the past five 
months, the many friends of Prof. Lock
wood will tender him a benefit and 
social at National Hall, 681, W. Lake 
street, on Thursday evening, July 5, 
There will be a short programme, con
sisting of songi, recitations, etc., a 
grand, social time is anticipated. All 
are invited. Admission 26 cents.

A Fine Lecture.
To the Editor:—The address by E. 

C. Getsinger, in your paper of the 23d 
inst., is to my mind the finest that has 
been in the paper for some time. Your 
paper is indeed progressive and read 
with much pleasure by not only myself 
but by the different members of our 
Spiritual Society here at Bloomington, 
Ill. Success to you and your most ex
cellent paper. Mrs. A. Bertoni.

W. H. Bach was in the city last Sun
day on his way to Lake Brady camp
meeting where he will • remain 'a week 
and then go to Cassadaga; Mr. Bach 
has had excellent success in developing 
mediums, and in teaching the principles 
of mesmerism, and hqwill, no doubt, 
meet a cordial reception wherever he 
goes. His badge for Spiritualists is very 
pretty, and is meeting with an extensive
aale. **

i ■ »

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

E. N. Pickering, president of the First 
Society of Spiritual Unity, writes: “This 
society has decided to continue its meet
ings throughout the summer as its Spir
itual temple, 85 South Sangamon street, 
between West Madison and Monroe 
streets, holding the mediums' conference 
every Sunday at ■ 10:30; the afternoon 
meeting for discussion and and answer
ing of questions, short addresses and 
spirit manifestations at 2:30; and the 
evening meeting for a lecture and spirit 
messages at 7:30. The society will give 
a grand musical, literary and phenome
nal entertainment at their temple about 
July 20, of which further notice will be 
given in The Progressive Thinker 
and Inter Ocean.”

Dr. H. C. Andrews writes: “While at 
Orlon Lake Camp I had the pleasure of 
attending two of Joseph King’s seances 
for full-form materialization. The man
ifestations began as soon as the medium 
had fairly entered the cabinet and the 
singing be can. At the first seance 
eighteen persons were present and 
twenty-five spirit forms appeared out
side the cabinet, at times in good light, 
and were recognized by their friends 
present. The control of the medium 
came out of the cabinet, spoke and shook 
hands with several, and danced with 
two of the sitters, to the delight of the 
many. At the second seance nineteen 
persons were present, and twenty-seven 
spirit forms came outside the cabinet, 
among them two of my guides, who ap
peared as natural as in earth-life; one of 
them took me by the hand and took me 
into the cabinet, where I distinctly saw 
the medium and several spirit forms at 
the same time.”

Will C. Hodge has taken his de
parture for Mount Pleasant Park, 
Clinton, Iowa, where he will remain 
until the close of the camp-meeting. 
He is an inspirational speaker of ability 
and is desirous of making engagements 
for the fall and winter months, and will 
make reasonable terms with any parties 
desiring his services. Address, until 
September 1, Mount Pleasant Park, 
Clinton, Iowa.

Dr. F. P. Bitters, of Rochester, Ind., 
inspirational lecturer, desires engage
ments for the fall and winter months. 
Terms will be made very low for any so
ciety.

G. H. Brooks writes: “The meetings 
at Orion, Mich., were a success; a large 
attendance from first to last. The grove 
meeting at Bowen's Mills was also 
argely attended."

A subscriber writes: “The meetings 
of the Progressive Society at Lodge 
hall, 11 North Ada street, were well at
tended through June, considering the 
very hot weather. Mrs. Hamilton Gill, 
who is one of our best test mediums, 
gave excellent satisfaction. Her tests 
are clear and decisive, and were invari
ably recognized. Mrs. Hamilton Gill is 
engaged by the North Side Society for 
July, and will probably be at Lake 
Brady Camp in August. Societies de
siring the services of a trance speaker 
and lirst-class test medium for the fall 
and winter months would do well to cor
respond with Mrs. Hamilton Gill. Her 
address is 15 Bishop Court, Chicago.”

A. G. Donnelly writes to T/ie Cassa- 
daqan as follows in reference to the 
spirit artist, A. Campbell: “Wonders 
multiply and spiritual verities thicken. 
In the seance-room of Mr. A. Campbell, 
spirit artist, sitting at a small table, a 
double slate was handed me, also a piece 
of clean canvas, with instructions to 
hold them for a few moments, to set up 
an electro-magnetic relation with the 
invisible sitter, who had promised to 
give me a portrait by precipitation. I 
placed 'the canvas within the slate, 
closed it, and holding it up for Mr. 
Campbell to place two rubber bands 
around the same, replaced it upon the 
table. Mr. Campbell then placed roses, 
also a small dish containing oil paints of 
various colors on the slates. He, to- 
together with Miss Hattie Danforth, his 
assistant on this occasion, extended 
their hands to mine—and the working 
circuit was established. For one hour 
we were in sight and touch of those 
slates. Sight and feeling were alike 
convinced and satisfied through continu
ous contact. On opening the slates the 
portrait of a beautiful young lady, with 
blue eyes and golden hair, saluted me. 
Yes, ’twas she, and no mistake about it; 
the friend of my youth; a shadow, a 
voice from the blue heavens beyond. If 
all the hypotheses of modern science 
were as manifestly self-evident as is this 
phenomena through the organization of 
Mr. Campbell, the region of speculation 
would become clearer, and truth would 
reveal the transcendant beauty of her 
face, as graphically as in the portrait I 
have this day received. '

Thomas Lees writes: “The Children's 
Progressive Lyceum of Cleveland, Ohio, 
has, as usual during the hot months, 
adjourned its meetings at Army and 
Navy hall until the first Sunday in Sep
tember: as also has the People’s Spirit
ual Alliance. ■

Frank T, Ripley, lecturer and plat
form test medium, has been filling a 
successful engagement at Lansing, 
Mich, He will be at the Lookout camp
meeting the 20th of July. He can now 
be engaged for the fall and winter 
months. Address him for engagements 
at 2762 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio.

Mrs. Mary Ayres, of Lansing, Mich,, 
writes in reference to Frank T. Ripley: 
“Next week closes a five weeks’ en
gagement with our society with very 
excellent success, both with lectures 
and tests. His tests have been certainly 
remarkable: I hope the Angel-world will 
continue to make him their instrument 
for the great good to humanity. He 
goes from here to Lookout Mountain,’’

Lyman O. Howe’s camp engagements 
are as follows: Lake Brady, Ohio, July 
19 to 25; Mantua Station (Maple Dell), 
Ohio, July 27 to 30; HaslettPark, Mich., 
August 1 to 9; Anderson, Ind., August 
11 and 12, and Cassadaga, N. Y., August 
14 to 25 inclusive. His regular month’s 
engagements are: Lynn, -Mass., the 
Sundays of September; Boston, Mass., 
Mr. Ayres’ Temple,October and Novem
ber; New York City First Society, De
cember, and Philadelphia, Pa., First 
Society, January, 1895. Mr. Howe is 
free to answer calls for any time after 
January, 1895. Will answer calls for 
week evenings or funerals at places 
accessible from his Sunday work during 
any of these months. He will also do 
the ceremonial for lovers who wish to 
join their fortunes for the journey of 
life as two in one,and The Progressive 
Thinker will guarantee that happiness 
will surely follow all such unions.

A. A. Abbott writes that since G. H. 
Brooks organized a society at Bowen’s 
Mills, Mich., last February, they have 
had regular meetings every two weeks 
and have been gaining ground. On the 
16th and 17th of June a two-days’ grove 
meeting was held, with a good attend
ance. G, H. Brooks was present, as
sisted by Mr. and Mrs. Lindsay, of 
Grand Rapids', and Mr. and Mrs. Baily, 
of Hastings. The Abbot family and 
Mrs. Walbert furnished the music. The 
exercises were well attended and greatly 
enjoyed by all.

Thos. Lees, of Cleveland, Ohio, writes 
that Prof. J. Jay Watson, the principal 
ot the New York Conservatory of Music, 
made a pleasant call on him (en route 
from Pittsburg to Detroit) and at his 
request kindly consented to return to 
Cleveland and give .one or two of his 
inimitable, highly enjoyable concerts. 
Mr. Watson is a very pronounced and 
well-known Spiritualist, and the only 
living pupil of the celebrated violinist, 
Ole Bull. '

Tom Clifford, correspondingsecretary, 
writes: “The People’s Spiritual Al
liance of Cleveland, O., brought its 
meeting to a close on Sunday evening, 
June 24, the camp-meeting season hav
ing arrived. Mrs. H. S. Lake, our 
popular speaker during the past year, 
has been re-engaged by the trustees of 
the Alliance for the coming season, 
which opens in September. The Spir
itualists of Cleveland may accordingly 
rest assured that Mrs. Lake will occupy 
the rostrum in Cleveland every Sunday 
evening during the coming season, 
health permitting. Mrs. Lake will 
speak at Lake Brady, Mount Pleasant, 
Haslett Park, Lake Geneva and 
Cassadaga.”

James Riley, who lives at the Mecca 
of Spiritualism, Marcellus, Mich., took 
a flying trip to this city last week, to 
recuperate and have a good time. Mr. 
Riley has a host of warm friends in this 
city.

Mrs. E. Cutler, trance medium and 
psychometric reader, will make engage
ments with societies on liberal terms. 
She will also hold memorial services by' 
reading from (lowers brought by the 
audience, in memory of their friends in 
Spirit-life. Sho will organize societies 
and give benefits to aid the cause. Will 
also attend camp-meetings. Address 
her at Edon, Bucks county, Pa.

Dr. G. W. V. writes: “Our Psycholog
ical Society has evolved into the First 
Spiritual Society of Port Angeles, 
Wash. We held our second meeting 
since electing our officers last Sunday. 
Names of officers are as follows: I. G. 
Daviee, president; Mrs. Seymour, vice
president: Wm. Ritchie, secretary; J. 
R. McDonald, treasurer. Sunday, June 
17, we were entertained by a spirit con
trolling the organism of Wm. Ritchie, 
the subject, chosen by the audience 
after he went under control: ‘What 
Benefit is Spiritualism to Progression?’ 
The subject was handled in a masterly 
manner, to a full house, giving general 
satisfaction; after which the medium 
gave several tests of spirit presence. 
Mr. Ritchie is a good medium.”

Dr. W. S. Rowley is now stopping at 
Hotel Ozark, 35th and Wabash avenue, 
where he will remain until he goes to 
the camp-meetings. Besides being an 
excellent medium, he has taken a course 
in Homeopathy, and is also a graduate of 
Rush Medical College, this city.

The president writes: “The society 
at Spring Valley, Wis., have had Mrs. 
Mario Leavitt, trance and inspirational 
speaker of Minneapolis, lecturing every 
alternate Sunday since tbe 21st of April 
last, giving two or three lectures at 
each visit, upon subjects given by the 
audience. She has given entire satis
faction. She also gives an improvised 
poem after each lecture. Her platform 
tests and psychometrical readings are 
first-class. No better tests can be given 
(of the mental phases) than her eloquent 
and brilliant impromptu addresses and 
poems. In her normal state she 
quickly makes friends of all. The ease 
with which her controls seize and hold 
her in the abnormal condition to do 
their work is remarkable, for she has 
been on the Spiritualist rostrum less 
than a year. We heartily recommend 
her to societies or communities wanting 
a firsLclass worker. Her address is 23 
Eastman avenue, Minneapolis, Minn.”

B. C. Mills writes from Washington: 
“Thinking your many readers would be 
glad to hear from our far-off Washing
ton, I will say. briefly, that we still live, 
and our cause is slowly progressing. We 
had an unexpected visit from Mr. Paul 
A. Smith, who is doing a noble work in 
awakening the slumbering elements by 
his glowing eloquence. Any and all 
Spiritualists scattered through this 
State will do Well to give him constant 
work.” .

P. C. Mills will be at Florence, 
Wash.,.the first Sunday in July, and the 
closing week of June. He can be ad
dressed for engagements at bOx 5, Ed
monds, Washington. . .

W. 8, Clemens writes that a Dr. Carr 
has been making considerable ado in an 
effort to down Spiritualism at'Columbus, 
Ohio, of late. At one of his lectures he 
declared all mediums were frauds, and 
offered to give $50 for any spirit mani
festation that he could not explainer 
duplicate. Frank N. Foster came to 
the place. Dr. Carr chose two members 
of a committee and Mr. Foster one. The 
camera and plates, etc., were furnished 
by Mr. Kimball, a photographer. Mr, 
Buster was to do nothing except to place 
his hands on the camera while the ex
posure was made. Under these condi
tions, in a picture taken of the Doctor, a 
face of a lady appeared. Dr. Carr de
clared it was a trick, and refused to pay 
the $50. Mr. Foster brought suit before 
a justice and got judgment for the full 
amount and costs. This test of spirit 
photography was made under scientific 
test condition?. « .

F, E. Iovine writes: “The St. Paul 
(Minn.) Spiritual Alliance have engaged 
Allen F. Brown to lecture for them on 
the grounds of the Northwestern Spir
itualist Association every Sunday during 
the month of June. Mr. Brown filled 
an engagement during the month of 
April so creditably that it was thought 
best to engage him again in June? His 
lectures are concise and instructive and 
his delivery free and agreeable, and his 
psychometric readings are unusually ac
curate and authentic. Mr. Brown is a 
comparatively young worker and I take 
pleasure in recommending him as a sin
cere and conscientious worker for the 
cause wa uphold. Following'the lec
turer Mrs, Annie Wagner, of Chicago, 
takes charge ot the Circle Band of Har
mony. Her readings and tests are all 
very satisfactory and usually receive the 
recognition they merit. Mrs. Elsie Rey
nolds is here holding materializing 
seances with good success. She is en
gaged for the camp-meeting.”

S. J. S,, of Orion, Mich., writes: “Dur
ing the recent ten days’ camp at Lake 
Orlon, Joseph King, the well-known 
medium.of Pipestone, Mich., held six 
seances at the residence of J. O. Skin
ner, at which ample proof of the future 
life was given. In all one hundred and 
fifteen forms materialized, many being 
recognized by friends and relatives. 
The last seance was given for the bene
fit of the Association. Mr. Kins’ and his 
efficient manager, O. S. McGowan, have 
made many friends here and have done 
much to advance the cause of Spiritual
ism.” .

H. O. Rawson writes:. “The Harmon- 
ial Society ot Sturgis, Mich., held their 
annual meeting in memory of the dedi
cation of the Free Chifrch thirty-six 
years ago, on the 23d and 24th of June, 
1894. Hon. L. V. Moulton, of Grand 
Rapids, Mich., president of the Mich
igan State Spiritual Association, and 
Dr. Adah Sheehan, of Cincinnati, Ohio, 
were the speakers for the occasion. 
Careful attention was given them as 
they presented to us the beautiful truths 
of spiritual growth and unfoldment. 
Delightful music was blended with the 
exercises. Perfect harmony prevailed. 
Dr. G. F. Perkins, of Chicago, came to 
us and sang a few of his delightful 
songs, after which he gave public tests, 
which were well received and all recog
nized.”

S. E. Barrett, of West Virginia, 
writes that he carried his slates from 
home, 700 miles, and knows that the 
mediums, the Bangs sisters, of Chicago, 
did not touch the slates,which were, sus
pended by a cord, and not in contact 
with any living mortal presence, ard on 
which ne received written messages 
signed by his wife. With Mrs Do Wolf 
he received writing and pictures of his 
little daughter and another perso a, etc.

A correspondent from White House, 
Ohio, writes that the funeral of Albert 
Rakestraw was the occasion of making 
known tbe beautiful philosophy ol Spir
itualism to one of the largest gatherings 
of people. This was his old norae, but 
he had removed to Minnesota, where he 
departed this life on the 9th cf June. 
His body was brought to this plare and 
the funeral services held in the church 
before burial at Waterville. Ilie dis
course of Hudson Tuttle won the appro
bation of the large audience, ii.any of 
whom for the first time heard lite doe- 
trines of Spiritualism, and in Hie elo
quent and attractive manner of >ne who 
is an adept <n their presentation; they 
received them with wrapt alter tion.

Coral A. Thomas writes: ‘ I am a 
reader of .your paper and a ^reat ad
mirer of its merits, which are many, and 
I must say I always receive benefit and 
glean a great many truths from its 
pages; but there is one fault I find with 
it, and I am sorry to say I find the same 
fault with nearly every Spiritual paper 
in circulation to-day; that is: the scarc
ity of time and space allotted to “Tbe 
Young Folks.” I know we, as Spiritual
ists, are accused (as our speaker, Will
ard J. Hull, said in his discourse Sunday) 
of aping the church in most of its move
ments; whether this be true or not, it 
matters little; but if the examples set 
before us by tbe church are good ones, 
why not accept them; and there is one 
thing certain, the people of the ortho
dox churches pay a great deal more at
tention to the young people in their 
Hocks than the Spiritualists do. In fact, 
I think as a rule, they are more closely 
guarded and fenced in than the adults. 
The church takes it in hand to watch 
and guard them very closely, and is ever 
careful to see they do not overstep the 
boundary line: every kind of literature 
is provided them to keep their minds in 
the right groove, and every interest 
provided also. Is it so with the Spirit
ualists? No, indeed. We as young 
folks are left to follow our own train of 
thought: the fear of God is not within 
us, and the fire of hell does not flash up 
before us, and in consequence we are 
left entirely upon our own resources. 
If we happen to take the right course, 
and become ardent advocates of the 
cause, well and good; if we do not, that 
is all right. No one pays the slightest 
attention one way or the other, and even 
our Spiritual .papers ignore us com
pletely. Is it right; is it just?”

E. D. Estes writes: “I have just re
turned from a visit to Mississippi, and I 
stirred the people up with table tippings. 
They want more knowledge. If they 
had some literature scattered among 
them they would take hold. They are 
ripe for the new religion. Their excite
ment is genuine. I stayed a week 
among them and they sought me to 
learn of . Spiritualism. I gladly im
parted to them all I knew.”
. The Paw Paw Valley Spiritual Asso
ciation held a meeting in the beautiful 
grove at Lakeside Park, on the -north 
bank of Eagle Lake, on Sunday, July 1st, 
3894. Mrs. Jennie. Hagan-Jackson, of 
Grand Rapids, Mich'., addressed the 
meeting At 10:30 A. M. and 2:30 p. m.

Scribe writes from Anderson, Ind.: 
“On Sunday, June 24th, Oscar A. 
Edgerly, of Newburyport, Mass., con
cluded a month’s engagement with the 
Temple Society, Anderson, Ind. This 
being Mr. Edgerly’s first visit to our 
city, we found him a worthy representa
tive of our cause. In our opinion, as a 
medium and trance speaker Mr.'Eagerly 
easily ranks with the best of our present 
day workers. For earnest practicality 
his lectures have never been surpassed 
on our rostrum. As a marked evidence 
of the appreciation in which his work is 
held by the members of our society, I 
would simply say that they have unani
mously decided to secure Mr. Edgerly 
as our regular speaker for three months 
beginning with January, 1895. In ac
cordance with that decision he has been 
engaged and will be with us during the 
time specified. Regular services are 
now suspended until the first of October, 
when. Moses Hull will again be with us, 
continuing as speaker during October 
and November. We think with the tal
ent secured for the coming year we may 
reasonably look forward to a successful 
outcome for the labors of our society."

Mrs. Virginie Barrett will make en
gagements with societies for 1895. She 
has open dates for the fall and winter 
of 1894. Terms easy. Address 850 N. 
N6w Jersey 8t., Indianapolis. Ind.

Rev. T. W. Woodrow (Universalist 
minister) will preach the gospel of 
Christ, which is death abolished and life 
and immortality brought to light (that 
is. immortality made visible), at Tama, 
Iowa, Sunday, July 15; In other words, 
he will lecture on Spiritualism. Those 
wishing similar service by him, please 
make it known by sending him a line to 
Marshalltown, Iowa. For a month or 
two he can give special terms to Eastern 
Iowa. Mr. Woodrow is an able man, 
and will interest any society.

Mr. T. A. Thompson, of Fort Scott, 
Kansas, a gentleman who has had much 
experience in public speaking, is about 
to enter the field as a speaker for Spirit 
ualism. He takes this step, being incited 
thereto by E. V. Wilson and Joshua R. 
Giddings as principal controlling guides 
and advisers. After a flying visit to 
Missouri, Iowa and to Chicago, he ex
pects to visit Maple Dell, Lake Brady 
and Cassadaga camps.

C. E. Dent, of Vicksburg, Mich., goes 
to Lansing, Mich., August 13th., thence 
to Haslett Park camp to remain till its 
close on August 26th, then to Vicksburg 
camp till its close Sept. 2d. After that 
he will be ready for Spiritual work 
abroad.

Julius writes from Mt. Pleasant Park, 
Clinton, Iowa: “The loveliness of our 
park was never excelled at this season 
of the year. Everything seems con
ducive to an immense gathering at the 
coming camp. We have the right man 
in the right place as superintendent— 
kind and genial to all and a man of stern 
integrity and merit. All orders for tents, 
cottages or seance-rooms owned by the 
Association must be addressed to him. 
You had better secure your tents at 
once. Write to Solon J. Smith, Supt., 
Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa.

Mrs. M. writes from the First Spir
itual Society of the South Side: “Our 
well-known friend and medium, Mrs. 
Emily Coverdale, is now entitled to use 
the Rev. before her name, as she 
was ordained Sunday, June 24. Mrs. 
Ada Foye performed the ordination 
ceremony in a very solemn manner— 
giving the various charges with dignity 
and feeling—impressing the large audi-' 
ence with her own thought—that it was 
indeed a sacred ceremony, a fitting 
close to her two months’ engagement 
with us. The hall was decorated with 
flowers, mute tributes of farewell from 
her many friends. Mrs. Foye has can
celed all engagements for the season, 
on account of ill health, and goes from 
here direct to the Rocky Mountains to 
recover her lost strength. She takes 
with her the good wishes of all our 
people and the hope that her search for 
health may be successful. Mrs. Emma 
Nickerson-Warne succeeds her and 
will lecture Sunday evenings during the 
months of July and August. Due notice 
will be given of afternoon meeting.”

Mrs. A. Egerton writes: “The twelfth 
annual camp-meeting at Orion, Mich., 
closed June 18, after a very successful 
session of ten days. We were very fortu
nate in securing some of the best 
speakers—Mrs. A. L. Robinson, Mr. 
Geo. H. Brooks, Mrs. Nellie Baade, and 
Hon. L. V. Moulton; also the great ma
terializing mediums, J. W. Riley, and 
Mr. Joseph King, with a large number of 
test mediums on the ground. The meet
ing was a grand success and the largest 
ever held in Orion. Dr. H. C. Andrews, 
of Bridgeport, Mich., dropped in upon 
us, gave some .grand thoughts, also very 
fine poems under the inspiration of 
Robert Burns. He is open for engage
ments to any part of the State and would 
be glad to correspond with societies any
where to lecture.” "

Wesley Balduff writes in favor of 
thought in the direction of harmonious 
co-operation for the elaboration and 
perfection of a plan for mental, social 
and spiritual culture. To this end 
meetings are open every day from 
10 a. M. to 3 P. M., at 2(7 W. Ran
dolph street, this city, to which all are 
invited. He answers all questions.

Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jackson spoke 
June 23d at Paw Paw, Mich.; June 24 at 
Lake Cora: June 29th at Lawton. July 
6th to 16th she speaks at Inter-State 
Camp-meeting. She will take subscrip
tions for The Progressive Thinker 
there and at other camps. Mrs. Jack
son speaks at Lawton the last Sunday 
in August, the Sundays of October at 
Battle Creek, Mich. She is ready to 
book engagements, not too far from 
Grand Rapids, Mich., in Michigan, 
Illinois, Indiana and Ohio.

F. H. Parker, of Santa Cruz, 
California, writes: “The Unity Spirit
ual Society held its annual election 
the first Sunday of this month, 
and the following are the officers 
and board of trustees: President, H. W. 
Tucker; first vice-president, Mrs. C. L. 
Turner; second vice-president, Mrs. L. 
H. Champlre; secretary, Miss Minnie 
Willett; treasurer, Mrs. C. L. Turner; 
additional trustees, Geo. Dunlap, Wm. 
McElny and Mrs. A. Bardin. Mrs. 
Marcia Cloud was engaged for May, and 
Mrs. L. K. Champion has lectured Sun
day evenings during June. The society 
has a hall newly built and furnished 
throughout, and centrally located. This 
is the season of the year for seaside re
sort visitors from the interior counties. 
This would be a good field for a test 
medium, as there is no public medium 
hero at preBent."
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BOOKS OF TODAY
Books of Social Progress

Books of Modern Science
1 Books of Rational Religion

Live American Novels, etc.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

JL/ The “Stellar Key“ Is tho philosophical intro
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of thia little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tbe After 
Life; 2—Beenes in the Summer-Land; 8—Soclety In the 
Summer-Laud; 4—Social Centresin the Summer-Land: 
5—Wlater-Lanrt and Summer Land; 6—Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« In tho Summer-Laud: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. Thia enlarged cditloncon- 
tains more than double the amount of inatter in fon 
mer cdltlona, and Is enriched by a beautiful fronds 
Slece, illustrating the “ formation of the Spiritual

ody.“ Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For sale 
at thle_offlce.______________________________________

Z'HE SPIRITUALBIK TH; OR DEA TH 
and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Bull. This little 
pamphlet Is devoted to an exposition of the spiritual- 
k tic idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with tbe common cburcbly idea on tbe same subject. 
The name of the author is a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject is well handled. For sale at Ibis office. 
Price, 10 cents.

nn.PIT, PEAT AND CRADLE.
JLHklen IL Garbenkr. Ono of her brlghteft, 
wittiest and strungeat lectures against the Bible. 
Every «roman should read it, and know her friend* 
and enemies. Price lOcents.
POSSESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 
XI Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 28, price 
lOCCDtB.
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. RY 
I Carrie £. 8. Twlng, medium. Price 80 cents.
'THE HISTORICAL JESUS AND
J. Mythical Christ, by Gerald Massey* 230 pages, 

\2 mo. Price 50 cents.
A CHSA SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 

ZI In the Spheres. Price 20 cents.
'THE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT- 
x ijal to the Material Universe; and the Jaw of 

control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 
Faraday. Price, 15 cents

7'HE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN
By Charles Dawbarn. Price 10 cents.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OB

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument bas now been thoroughly tested b/ 

numerous Investigators, and has proved more satKfio 
lory toan the planchette, both In regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medlumlstlc girt have, after a tew 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communie»« 
Hons from their departed friends.

Cr.pt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by the psvchograpfaj from many 
oilier friends, even from the old settlers whose grave* 
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit* 
usllstn Is indeed true, and the communications nave 
git en my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
1 have had of son, daughter, and their mother.**

Ur Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his

TUE MrnillMIQTIP ! -X I nt MtulUlHio I lu

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TT/ORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
rv Saviors; or. Christianity Before CbrtoL' Con- 

toning new and startling revelatloni In rellrfloui hit
lory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all tbe doc
trine». principles, precepts and miracles of tbe Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock
log many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
tbe History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods, 
Kersey Grave;. This wonderful and exhaustive vol- 
urne wBL we are certain, take high rank as a book ot 
reference In the field which be has chosen for 1t. Tbe 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied information contained in It must bare 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that it Is in 
such convenient shape the student of free thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print. But tbe 
book Is by no means a mere collation of views or sta
tistics; throughout Its entire coarse tbe author-at 
will be Been By his title-page and chapter heads—.’ol 
lows a definite line of research and argument co the 
cloie, and hlB conclustons go. like sure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large 2mb, SRf 

- pages. -New edition, revised and corrected, fwlth dor 
trait ot author. Priw >1.50. Fottafe io r« 
»•at skuoOca.

Is history of Alharael, Chief Priest of a Band cf Al 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91 pages, 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, »fid Is its* 
tensely Interesting. Price 80 cents. For MleatthU 
Office.

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HIS* 
IX tory, embracing the origin of the Jews, the 
and Development of ZoromrMufem and the UeriY^ 
tlonof Christianity; to which Is added; Whence OOP 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. One of 
the most valuable works ever published. Price lid*» 

THE SUNQAYQUESTToN?
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 
jl view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to au 
Objector, bv G. W. Brown, M. D. A pamphlet that 
should be In the bands of all. Price 15 cents. Foe 
aaly at this office. . .
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ORIGINOF POPERY.
The New» and Higher Criticism.

I I?... Hl 1•. _________

'"A^ J^prih by D. B. Higbee, M. D.

If we conoede the plenary inspiration of 
.file Bible as claimed by Catholics and Protest- 
'^t^n-viz., that it is from God and without er- 
rof/tlmn we must allow the Catholics the ar
gument in full, as they constitute the older 
church, and base their claim of Peter’s rule 
over the church on the statement of Jesus, 
viz.: I will give unto thee (Peter) the key of 
the kingdom, and whatsoever thou shalt bind 
on earth shall be bound in heaven,” etc. But 
when divested of the glamour of divine inspi
ration and infallibility, what have we? Sim
ply, this: A (jpllection or compilation of manu
scripts written on skins or parchments at dif- 
er.qpt .tints', and places, and by various per- 
sop(i,-Mostly ignorant and superstitious, cov
ering a 'period of several thousand years. 
These documents were kept mostly by priests 
afi'fl.inqhlis, and held and taught to the ignor- 
ant,-masses W sacred and of divine authority. 
But few in those barbarous ages could either 
real' or write. The priest was mainly reader 
and expander, and often interlined Ins own 
ideas freely,, which, when translated into other 
languages, went into the roll as original. Mark 
this'l This process continued during the form- 
atiioiji of the Old Testament, called scriptures 
in,the New Testament.

v Uiowjthemew or higher criticism te to divest 
tlie'Bibte yf this glamour of divinity and in- 
i^iibilUy,, and present it to this age as a very 
imperfect primitive history of persons, places 
and tevents, and of no binding authority except 
as its laws and morality are approved by rea- 
si)Q and enlightened common-sense. The Old 
Testament was held by the Jews. The New 
Testament manuscripts did not become a part 
to'the'Bibleuntil after Constantine,from 350 A. 
D'.^to ^OO'.D. The variousbooks of the New 
Testament were voted in at one church coun
cil'and voted out 6y another, until it assumed 
pretty nearly its present form.

ptated by some that the Bible assumed 
jfs present, form at the council of Nice, A. D.
'325,' under ■ Constantine the Great—so called 
•by TathdliCk But that te a great mistake, 

council was called by the Emperor to 
/settle the dispute between Arius and Alexan- 
•der, both bishops of Alexandria, Egypt, in re- 
igard' to the divinity of Jesus, as the reader 
.will see farther on.
I. 'Luther rejected as uncanonical the book of 
Hebrews and the Revelations of St. John. 
King James’ translation has been revised 

/t^ree times. If it was infallible and without 
.error.at first, why alter or revise it?

Now, let me ask, do broad, liberal and cul
tured minds, in church or out, approve of and 
accept.the dogmas of the Catholics and Prot
estants of today? Do they accept the fall of 
man, atonement, election and reprobation, 
resurrection of the body, pardon of sins, eter
nal tortures in hell-fire, general judgment, etc. ? 
What mean the demands of presbyteries, 

' councils) synods, conferences and the forma
tion of new churches, on new lines of thought 
and demanding revision of creeds? Does it 
not prove men and women are growing, burst
ing the iron bands of dogma and creed, leav
ing the low lands of bigotry and superstition, 

‘rb rats flee from a sinking ship, and leaping 
-at a bound to the glorious table-lands of spir
itual light and love, where the twin sisters, 

. reason and common sense, have discovered a 
new world of beauties and glories, awaiting 
all who leave the dark and miasmatic lands of 
orthodoxy, and listen to the bugle call of 
those on the highlands of progress, to come 
up higher?

■ The Catholics worship the pope and main
tain that the Bible, the Canons, the decretals 
and the pope are the only authority in matters 
spiritual. The Protestants worship the Bible 
as an infallible guide, and with, ite thousands 
of errors and contradictions, try to harmonize 
it as a whole, and regard all doubters of its 
divine origin as infidels or atheists. If the 
reader will consult any good cyclopedia he 
will find under the word pope, it signifies 
papa or father. Catholics claim Peter as the 
firal pope who was placed in the papal chair 
A. D. 50, as the vicegerent of God and direct 
representative of Jesus. But the historic facts 
are that the first pope was placed in the papal 
chair by the tyrapt Phocas, in the seventh 
century. Previous«ito this time they were 
called metf6pblita*n’ inshops, in large cities, 
where- they W/'/some control over bishops 
andipnes^X'dS^qpiface III. was'eonferred 
completeiBUpiemaoy as first pope, A. D. 606, 
but he hel$ <hi»Wir only 1° months. (See 
Dean Dudly’s'hisitory of Nicene Council. So-

zoman’s Ecclesiastical History, Baronius, and 
Socrates Ecclesiastical History, from 324 A. 
D., and Sub. Bohn’s Edition Constantine 
called the first council of Nice, A. D, 325, to 
settle the long and acrimonious controversy1 
between Arius and Alexander, both bishops 
of Alexandria in Egypt, in regard to the di
vinity of Jesus. The council was in.,session 
61 days. Constantine presided over 318 
bishops and provided liberally for all their 
wants. The ten persecutions of Christians 
had just closed, from Nero, A, D. 64, to Dio
cletian, A. D. 303.

Now the war of creed and dogma began in 
earnest, and those of opposite faith whom ty
rants did not kill, bishops sought to crush or 
destroy. As the question was one of doctrine, 
ha^ there been a pope then, the appeal would 
not have been made to the Emperor, but to 
the pope himself. Thus the continuity of pa
pal supremacy through Peter and others from 
the time of Jesus to 606 A. D. te proven Un- 
historical and false, and the bulls and decre
tals of no more binding obligation upon Catho
lics, priests and laity than any other unin
spired synod or council.

Now we can see, through the telescope of 
history for over 1500 years, how the Roman 
Catholic church became established, and 
strong even in its infancy. Persecutions had 
ceased,Constantine had embraced Christianity 
and threw his powerful influence on that side, 
for the aid the prelates, bishops, and priests, 
and their congregations would give him in his 
wars and struggles with other nations. Con
stantine, as president of the first Nicene Coun
cil, opposed the Arian bishops on political 
grounds, as the weaker party; by threats and 
intimidations of banishment and loss of bish
oprics, the majority decided in favor of the 
Godhead of Jesus; and Arius and his support
ers were banished. Thus trinitariantem tri
umphed and three Gods declared by a vote of 
ignorant and barbarous bishops, backed and 
upheld by the emperor and his powerful Ro
man army. Christianity became the state re
ligion and pagan temples were closed or torn 
down, sacrifices forbidden, „ and Christian 
churches and institutions took their place. 
Thus the Roman Catholic church originated 
and was established A. D, 325, and without 
the aid of popery. Constantine would not 
receive baptism until a short time before hte 
death, which occurred July 22, 337 A. D. 
He was doubtless a great warrior and a pro
fessed Christian, but mostly for political rea
sons. He was a monster of cruelty, put to 
death seven of his own kin—his two wives, 
dementia tend Anastasia, he scalded to death; 
his son Crispus, aged 24, he confined naked in 
the basement of a fortress on the Bosphorus, 
without one ray of light, a boy twelve years 
old, a priest and others. Roman Catholic 
historians are his apologists and admirers, be
cause he firmly established that church in all 
his vast dominion. Soon pomp, pride, show, 
wealth and gorgeous ritualism took the place 
of truth, modesty, humility, love of God, jus
tice and spiritual growth.

About this time celibacy of the priesthood 
was being discussed. The council of Tours, 
A. D. 566, interdicted it without much effect. 
In A. D. 1074 Gregory decreed excommuni
cation against all priests who had wives. A 
terrible storm of opposition arose, but he car
ried it out with great rigor, and it is now es
tablished in the Roman Church, but not in the 
Greek Catholic church. Thus popery and 
celibacy gradually grew out of th$ slime, igno
rance and barbarism of that age, in opposi
tion to the natural laws of human develop
ment and progress. God has no attribute to 
take sides with either, and nature stamps both 
with abhorrence.

Between A. D. 400 and 500 the Roman 
Catholic church began her persecutions against 
heretics, and continued forloOO years, known 
in history as the Dark Ages. This was when 
church and state were united, and when fire 
and fagot, gibbet and rack, thumb screw and 
ax, destroyed millions of good men and wo
men, merely for difference of opinion. When 
the Protestants under Luther and others rose 
to power, they persecuted Catholics in turn. 
This has been the way Christians love and 
treat their enemies. And either party would 
to-day, in these United States, prosecute, im
prison and kill their opposers, did not the 
law protect them. The spirit of revenge, 
slander and persecution is still manifest, es
pecially toward those who deny the divine 
authority of the Bible and churchal creed and 
institutions.

Man is a religious as well as a moral, intel
lectual, musical, poetical and social being. 
His religion te as natural a product of his 
phrenological organization as government, 
law, medicine, science, etc. All were evolved 
from hte brain in his progress through the 
centuries. The highest race develops the 
highest morals, philosophy, law and religion. 
Ignorance blinds him.

The scheme of man’s redemption is founded 
on ignorance and barbarism. Punishing the 
innocent for the guilty is vicious through and 
through. Wisdom, justice and love, can take 
no part in it It offers a premium on crime, 
and is a fruitful source of murder, suicides, 
bank robberies, train robberies, etc., and will 
continue so long as men hope to escape the 
just punishment of their crimes. ' Could the 
truth of the above historic facts be presented 
to the masses, there would be such a stampede 
from the churches as would make the angels 
shout for joy.

But how is t^te to be realized? Will any 
church-paper or journal allow such facts a 
place in their columns? Nay, verily. They 
would go into the waste-basket,or up in smoke. 
No such disturbance of ignorance and super
stition would be tolerated. Ignorance is the 
mother of devotion; the masses must devote 
their hard-earned dollars to build and support 
costly cathedrals and churches, feed and 
clothe an army of 70,000 priests and their 
families, and dependents. Allow four per
sons to each priest, and we have 280,000 non
producers, to hold the black pall of ignorance 
and bigotry over our people, .

Deep in my heart I pity poor Catholics. 
Besides heavy church expenditure, almost

half of their time must be given to holy days: 
as Epiphany, Shrove Sunday, Lent, Palm 
Sunday, Good Friday, Whit Bunday, 
Easter, St. Patrick’s Day, Rogation/ As
cension, Pentecost, Christmas, etc. Episco
pate nearly keep step with Catholics, Protes
tant slavery in this line is not quite so galling, 
but is too much. All these days, dogmas, 
doctrines and rituals, Luther brought from 
the Catholic church, and transmitted to west
ern civilization and emigration, and like a hor
rid nightmare they have darkened and 
cramped the millions of fair America. When 
the masses shall have learned that priests have 
no more divine authority to rule meh than doc
tors, or lawyers, and none more than another 
except as they love more truth, the Goddess of 
Liberty will flash a more radiant glow over a 
free and happy people, and each one'become 
his own prophet, priest and ruler. These 
three offices in one person, sacredly used for 
personal growth in wisdom, lofe, truth and 
spirituality, without dictation or control by 
bishop, priest or king, would give us the re
ligion of humanity, with peace, prosperity and 
content in all our land, when the “lion would 
lie down with the lamb, and none to destroy 
or make afraid.” This would give us a new 
religion, the evolution of soul or spirit, free 
from barbarism, dogma and creed, freedom 
from bondage of bishop, priest, pope, coun
cil or synod. Free to examine all questions, 
civil, political, religious or scientific, with full 
faith in the continuity of life, proving heav
en's unchangeable fiat, is ehdtess progress for 
all. and that ail must reap as they sow some
where in God’s universe, and that all advance
ment made on the moral and intellectual 
plane here, counts in their behalf ‘ ‘over there. ’’

In the hope of priestly absolution all man
ner of crimes are committed. This is a mon
strous deception. The penalty must attach 
to the criminal, and always proves the way of 
the transgressor is hard. Virtue brings hap
piness, and vice brings misery. Would Chris
tians of any order long hold to their dogmas, 
could they be brought to see the origin of the 
Bible, and the origin of churches, and their 
monstrous doctrines? Then they would read 
the Bible as any history and judge according 
to reason and common sense.

Do the Catholics and Protestants teach and 
practice what their master taught? No! indeed. 
They follow Paul instead of Jesus, What 
he did not teach is no part of Christianity 
proper. If Jesus be taken as an infallible 
guide, there is not a Christian in the world to
day. Proof: “Take no thought what ye shall 
eat” “Lay not up treasures on earth.” 
“These signs shall follow them that believe." 
“If smitten on one cheek turn the other." 
“Give to him that asketh.” “If thy coat be 
taken give thy cloak also.” Do Christians 
pretend to practice any of these commands? 
No! never.

The majority of laboring men of this coun
try do not attend church. They are not in 
touch with that institution. They know that 
priests are on the side of capital, of million
aires, the oppressors of the poor. Hence 
strikes to secure justice and an equitable share 
of labor’s product. Are they any worse for 
keeping aloof from church? Nay, they are 
the better for it. If they will economize, 
make happy homes for themselves and fami
lies, hold sweet communion with their loved 
ones over the river of death—as all may, in 
their own families, and without cost—and re-' 
ceive truth from its fountain head, without 
middlemen or come-betweens, all is well. 
There are over 15,000,000 Spiritualists in 
these United States, and large numbers added 
every year. The churches offer the most 
virulent opposition. The M. E. Church ex
punged from the writings of John Wesley 
his account in favor of Spiritualism. Is this 
fair or honest? Its spiritual power has 
departed. Get good books, good papers, 
good food, good clothes, and grow wiser and 
better, until you join the loved ones in the 
land or spheres of endless progress. Dear 
reader, all the above is said in the love of 
truth, “with charity for all and malice toward 
non." I would help all men to find the truth 
and be free.

Obsession Not Incurable.
To the Editor:—I wish to add my testi

mony to that of others as to the fact that ob
session has been doing more to fill our asy
lums and prisons with insane and demented 
mortals than all the physical vices of liquor, 
tobacco and other poisons combined. My 
son has been obsessed twenty years by a Jesuit 
spirit; physicians had done all they thought 
they could for him, not understanding his 
case. Hundreds of dollars were spent in try
ing to restore him to health, and the more 
the efforts were made for him the worse he 
seemed to get Providence led me to Mrs. 
G. Partridge, one of Chicago's best mediums, 
and I wish to thank her and the good influences 
which she has around her, for she has entirely 
removed those objectionable influences. May 
God in his infinite mercy save thoie who have 
had such an experience as I have for all these 
twenty years with this obsession; it was a 
living death. To explain the details of all 
the daily routine of this obsessing influence 
would take a book of too many pages for me 
to name. I will be pleased to give more par
ticulars as to my son’s condition at the start 
and at the end, if any one wishes to write me 
about him. From my experience I am sure 
that most of our insane asylums are filled 
with victims of obsession, . and I cannot say 
enough in praise of Mrs. Partridge and her 
influences, for the almost superhuman’g'ood 
she has done my son in restoring him.

. Mrs. 8. A. Bent.
349 W. Van Buren st, Chicago.

Eleventh Annual Camp-Meeting.
The eleventh annual camp-meeting of 

Vicksburg, Mich., will be held in' Fraser’s 
Grove, commencing August 10th, 1894, and 
ending September 2d. The camp ground is a 
beautiful oak grove, situated one-half mile 
from Vicksburg, on the G. R. & I. R. IL, 
which crosses the C. & G. T. R. R. at the 
village. Carriages running to the grounds 
day and evening. Reduced rates of one and 
one-third fare for the round trip have been se
cured on the C. & G. T. R. R, and on the G. 
R, & I. R. R., between Grand Rapids and 
Sturgis, on the IQth and 11th, and on Tues
days and Fridays throughout the meeting. It 
is as fine a camping location as can be found 
anywhere with commodious buildings and good 
hotel accommodations at very reasonable rates 
at grove and town. Tents, 10x12, $2 per 
week, or $5.50 for the season; smaller tents, 
$1.50 per week, or $4 for season; for over 
Sunday, $1.50—all with floors. Parties de
siring to rent tents should apply early in the 
season and state if they desire cots or other 
furnishing. Bring your own pillows and 
blankets, whether you hire tents or bring 
them. Furnished rooms,* $2.50 per week, or 
$7 for season. No ground rent will be charged 
and tents put up free of charge. Season 
tickets, $1.50; daily admission, 10 cents; any 
time less than two weeks, 10 cents a day. 
Meals at dining-hall, 25 cents for any time 
less than a week; by the week, $3.50, 

pboghamme.
Aug. 12,10 a. m. and 2p. m., lectures by 

E. W. Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y., fol
lowed by tests'. Aug. 13, 2 p, m., conference. 
Aug. 14, 10 A. m., conference; 2 p.m., lec
ture and tests, E. W. Sprague. Aug. 15, 10 
a. m. , conference; 2 p. m., lecture and tests, 
E. W, Sprague. Aug. 16, 10 a. m., confer
ence; 2 p. m., lecture and tests, E. W. 
Sprague. Aug. 17, soldiers’ day. Aug. 18, 
10 a. m. , conference; 2 p. m., lecture, Hon. 
L. V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids, Mich. Aug. 
19, 10 a. m. and 2 p.m., lectures, Hon. L. V. 
Moulton. Aug. 20, 2 p. m., conference. 
Aug. 21, children’s day. Aug. 22, campers’ 
day. Aug. 23, 10 A. m., conference; 2 p. m., 
lecture and tests, J. Frank Baxter, of Boston, 
Mass. Aug. 24, 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., 
lecture and tests, J. Frank Baxter. Aug. 25, 
10 a. M., conference; 2 p. M., lecture, Mrs. E. 
C. Woodruff, of South Haven, Mich. Aug, 
26, 10 a. m. and 2 p.m., J. Frank Baxter. 
Aug. 27, 2 p. m., conference. Aug. 28, wo
man’s day. Aug. 29, 10 a. m., conference; 
2 p. M., lecture and spiritual readings, Mrs. 
Helen Stuart-Richings, of Minneapolis, Minn. 
Aug. 30, 10 a. m., conference; 2 p. m., lec
ture and readings, Mrs. Richings. Aug. 31, 
10 a. ji., conference; 2 p. m., lecture and 
readings, Mrs. Richings. Sept. 1, 10 a, m., 
conference; 2 p. m., lecture and readings, 
Mrs. Richings. Sept. 2, 10 a. m. and 2 p. m., 
leeteres and readings, Mrs. Richings.

Mr. Keyser’s ill health will prevent his fill
ing the chair this season, but Mrs. E. G. 
Woodruff has been secured to take the place.

MEDIUMS.

J. Frank Baxter, second to none as a plat
form test medium, will be here the second 
week.

E. W. Sprague, who has a fine reputation 
a$ a platform test medium, will open the meet
ing and be here nearly a week.

James Riley, the well-known materializing 
medium, will be here but cannot specify date.

There will be a bazaar where many novelties 
and useful articles will be sold. We solicit 
donations from the friends, and their patron
age, to help defray the expenses of the meet
ing. Mrs. L. H. Hursen will have charge of 
the music. A campers’ dance will be held 
each Friday evening from 8 to 12. Evenings 
devoted to entertainments, socials, seances 
and test meetings. E. W. Sprague will give 
a test seance on Thursday evening, Aug. 16. 
Mrs. L. H. Hursen will give a musical enter
tainment on Saturday evening, Aug. 25. Mrs. 
Helen Stuart-Richings, the noted elocutionist, 
will give an entertainment on Saturday even
ing, Sept. 1. Mediums and speakers will be 
welcomed to our camp and opportunities given 
them for public and private work. For in
formation write to Jeannette Fraser, Vicks
burg, Mich.

Beauties of Cassadaga Lake. A tasty lit
tle portfolio, in illuminated covers, of photo
gravure pictures of scenery at Cassadaga Lake. 
The work is artistic in every sense, and iorms 
a fine souvenir of the famous Spiritual Camp. 
It is published by J. P. Hearn, photographer, 
of Union City, Pa.
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EXCELLENT BOOKS!
They Are for Sale at This Office.

AN AMERICAN KINO AND OTHER STO- 
JTL rlen, by Mra. M. A. Freeman. Theae sketches are a most 
powerful lllustration ot.mau's cruelty anti Injustice to bls fellow 
man. Price 10 cents. ■ ., r ■

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
Z~L from tbo spirit realms. ' Disclosing the most startling revela
tions. proving Christianity to lie of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has 625 pages, a line engraving of J, M. Roberts. Esq', 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price irao. Postage 12 cenU,

AR YAN SUN MYTHS. B } SARAH E. TIT
comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 

originated. An Interesting and Instructive book. Price tl.?5. 
CHRISTIANITY A FICTION THE ASTRO
VA nomlcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents, : '

TJELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
1 J. tlce. By Lott Waisbrooker. Prlce jl.50.

TMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
L “If a man die, shall he live?" Is fully answered. By W. B. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents.

fl/TA BAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
IVJ. Waisbrooker. Price ,1.50. Mrs. Waisbrooker,. books 
should bo read by every woman tn the land.

KIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
LVL A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon. Price 11.25.
POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
i volume of «went outpourings of a gentle nature, wbo bip no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, win- 
som and restful. Price 11,00.

RELIGION BYE.D. BABBITT^ M. D, IF 
1\ all could bo led to believe In such a religion the world would 
be far better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbit In power 
and disposition to apply tb J fact* of history and fidence. Price 
•1.25, Postage 10 cents-

[Jf/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
rr fat? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trsnce 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent In the English language. Ite theme la novel lu 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the moat moment* 
oui period in history and regarding Its most fatpoiu participant— 
the most noted American. It la based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
scared care, research or expense In Its verification and produc
tion. and he stakes bls reputation upon the validity of Its contents, 
knowing that it will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
tepald. Frioe filM

~IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH. 

They ore worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 cento. 
Z IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HIS FOR y 

ot Atharael, chief priest of « band of AI Aryana, An aitltnr 
hlotoiy of man. Written through the mediumship of U.G. Fig- 
ley. You ahould read this work. Price SO cento.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Blielhamer. It abounds In facU It refer 

ence to the Summer-Land. Price 01.00.

¿EAFLF.TS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
from the Tree of Life. Preionted tu humanity through the 

mediumship of B. E. Litchfield. Excellent throughuu» Fnoe 
•1X5.

Chesterfield Camp-Meeting.
Genial summer weather has come again. 

Nature is looking her loveliest The tired 
man and woman are looking for some place to 
spend a well-earned holiday or vacation where 
a quiet rest and entertainment can be had. 
The intellectual and spiritually-minded are 
asking the questions: “Where shall I spend 
my vacation? To what camp meeting shall I 
go to get spiritual food, rest and peace?" The 
answer comes—go to some Spiritual camp
meeting. Chesterfield lies nicely and handily, 
both for East and West It is a lovely place. 
Nature has lavished on the place a royal prod
igality of charms. The people who camp 
there from year to year are full of Spiritual 
power and sympathy; mediums are there en
dowed with the best spiritual gifts; hundreds 
find these grounds the spot where they can 
hold communion with thteir departed loved 
ones, and hear lectures of a high order of 
merit, and spiritual culture. Chesterfield has 
a nice hotel accommodation and good sleeping 
rooms. It has every advantage that can be 
found at any first-class camp-meeting. The 
camp opens on the 19 th of July. All infor
mation visitors may need can be had from the 
president, Anderson, Indiana. ' 

, , J. Clegg Wbight.

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them, By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line.of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses 
Hulk Price.10 cents,

TRUSS in the World
I and are willing to pay from

Its
Phenomena, with Explana

tory Anecdotes, Descrip
tions and Reminis

cences.
TOY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 

J-J largely a record of the facts and demonstrations 
which the author ha* been. heard of or presented in 
hie own experiments. The history of the various 
phases ot the aclenue W surrincUy presented, and the 
various theories clearly slated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred tn Chicago. The pictorial 
illustrations add much to the interest and value of the 
book, which will be found very interesting to the gon* 
eral reader, as well qk helpful mid instructive to the 
student. The work is a handsome Volume of 800 
pages, bound !u doth. Price, $2.00, galo 
the office of The Progressive Thinker.

IF YOU.
Want the very

$10 to $15 for it, send a 2-cent stamp 
for our free'descriptive pamphlet, No. 1. 

Address:
MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO

(Dr. Pierce & Son.)
St. Louis, Bio., or San Francisco, Cal.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

JI/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH 
Vv es. poems and songs; gathered from tf'c highways, by 

ways and bodges of life. By Mattle E. Hull. It Is most excellent 
Price $1.00.

TX7HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN THREE 
Vv Bevels," a book of 271 pages. By The Photons. M I* 
ieally a very interesting and suggestive work. Price 91.25.
JJ/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 

'fI Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book should 
be read by every Spiritualist. Price ei.00; postage 10 0**13. 
'pHYSICAL^PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 

JT Letters to the Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth 1U weight In gold. ?rlce 25 
cents.
PSYCHOPATHY. OR SPIRIT HEALING. A 
1 series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to Its own organ
ism, and tbo Inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Bonjamain 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 11.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
I course. By Andrew Jackson Davli. A rare work, it poo- 

f'-VM great merit. Price 51.85._______________________________

TJISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF 
ll the Sunday question. It Is Invaluable. By G. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price 15 cents.

TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 
11 Cadwell, one ot the most successful mesmerists In Amer
ica. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerlam. An 
invaluable work. Price, paper. 50 cents.

CTARNOS. BY DR. DE..LA E. DAVIS. A 
O rosary of nearls. culled from tho works of Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended for the light and solace uf every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. Price 50 cents.

OECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
O Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of "Arcana of Na
ture," "Ethics of Science,” "Science of Man.” etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing and publishing his 
"Convent," which has had a phenomenal run in The Pboukess- 
ivt ThinketIj Post paid anywhere, w cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cents.

COLAR BIOLOGY. BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of delhrna lug character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to IWO inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bliley. Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias throbbing with the soul of 
inspiration, embodying the principles und virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set tn the moat cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, it is doubtless the most 
attractive work of tho kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
ducts and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 92.00. Postage H cents.

"THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
1 Confessional, by Father Cblnlquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price 11.00.

'T'HE CONTRAST. BY MOSES HULL. A 
1 comparison between Evangelicalism ad<1 Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of Its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that is sufficient inducement to purchase 
the book. Price 41.00.

'‘THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE.
1 Something you should have Co refer to. By James M. Mo 

Cann. Price 15 cents.

'THE CHILDREN'S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
1 A manual, with directions for the organization and manage

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
Indespenslblc. Price 50 cents.

'THE SPIRITS' WORK. WHAT I HEARD. 
J saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. It la a 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

POEMS OF PROGRESS. B Y LIZZIE DO TEH, 
1 They are really valuable. Price f LOG.

¿IFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD
vanced thought, and Is fascinating. Price 50 cents.

THBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
■D Putnam, A. M. A marrelouo book. Price 75 eenta.

EDIBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KERSE Y GRA VES.
LJ It will well pay peruaal. Price ,1.75.

TTROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
i Tuttle. A beautiful book ot poems of rare merit. Frio» 
•1,50.
JDIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME, 
i By Bev. Chas. Chinlquy, ex-priest A remarkable booh; 
■Vgesfel, Price ,2.25.

QELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 
O 144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and apecukV 
Ire: each proved affirmatively and negatively by quotations from 
Scripture, without comment. Price 15 cents.

5EE RS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE
Part «nd Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. p. A book pt 87» 

pages. It t. an encyclopedia of t»cU; a mine of nn knowledge) 
. wnri, that .hnnid bain the bands of every SplrltuaUot Price 
02-00.

"THREE SEVENS. 7—7—7. BY THE PHE- 
J. Ions; the Jesuit*, seen and unseen, are banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they will lose 
their monopoly ot the secret knowledge they have held so long. 
In Three Sevens, this knowledge is offered to the people. Buy 

read It carefully, and see why tbo Jesuits bate IL Price tl.%.

The soul, its nature, relations 
L «nd Expression, tn human Embodiments. Glynn through 

Mrs. Cor. L V. Richmond, by her guides. A book tbit every
body should read wbo «re Interested tn re-incarnation. Frioe 
»1X0.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON 

----- OF-----  .

Biblical and Modern [Spirit« 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,’’ “Which,” “Letters to Eldei 

Milos Grant," “Both Sides," “That Terrible 
Question," “Wolf In Sheep's 

Clothing," Etc., Etc.

Thia book Is what lu title Indicates—“The Question 
Settled, hu Careful Comparison of Biblical an] 
Modern Sptrl llsm." Wo give below only a partial 
list uf the contents of each chapter:

Chapter 1—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to Hit 
Wants uf Humanity.—No argument bo good as that oi 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men, 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demuuBtraie ar 
After-Life. Twp contradictory Chains of Thought it 
ihe Bjble- Lew' forbidding Consultation with th» 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers In Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces n Min
ister uf his Immortality. Dying Minister in Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of u Future.

Chapter li—ThcJfc>raI Tendency of Spirit mil Ism.-» 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blaspheme! 
and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era oj 
Calumny- Persecution purifies. WliatGood has Spin 
Jtsailmn done. Opponents unfair. Immorality In ths 
OfttlTcbea. Religious Systems not responsible foj 
Errors uf tbeir Adherents. None Perfect. All ar^ 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions, 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tea- 
tlmuny of Jeremiah.

Chapter 111—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.-« 
A Conttiton Doctrine. Angela are Spirits. Term/ 
“Man” and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. Au Angel appears t4 
Gideon; to Manoab's wife; Is Introduced to Manoah, 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled front 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter TV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has I 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. EllhUi 
Zcptinuiah. Papal Decree, Hard Questions. Can nol 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Mau, 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. TwoSoureet 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Cuntradlctorj 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V—Tbo Birth of the Spirit.—Al! Subjects 
Important. “Ye must be born again.”-. Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author's Objection, 
Jesus’ Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of thfl 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible 
against 11 (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion Jf tho Woman of Tokoah. Of Job. Of Jesus, 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Mual 
eat Christ’s Flesh.

Chapter VI—Arc Wo Infidels?—RapldTGrowth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceed® from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors l< 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All bo* 
llcvc Parts, and no uno believes All. of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who tin* Bo« 
Hovers are. The true Test. Works. TheCGiomlsslon. 
End of rhe World not vet.. JrWiBii and Christian ago. 
Preaching. Baptism, and Signs go together. IsChrlsl 
In the Church?

Chapter VII—Are Wq Deluded?- -A Common Cry» 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire Into each other. “Kettle Story.” Result of th< 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving tb< 
World. Arc God and the Devil Partners? Is it Jus( 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Hlbles. Lying Spirits scot out. Did God 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel, Ezekiel’s Ex- 
glanatlon. Spiritualism a Delusion. Tho Lord coming, 
masoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op

position (?). Spiritualism will not “down." “Old 
Splitfoot."

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated agoinst Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to ths 
bead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
Thia Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and bcncc deserve, death. The Law good tn 
It® Place, and for its Time. Men inclined t-o worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite God. He incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 
CLAIM TO BE A DIVTNE'AND BE

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,^ 
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
OF 0HUR0H AND STATE.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Embodiment». Given through, Designs by Watson Heston, with nor-
•r colder. A book that everv- ■ . ..___ ___ xtrait of Designer.

The Illustrations are classified as follows: 16 rejh 
resents Uncle Sam and the Priests; 2, The Church 

the People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath 
14 Children and the Church; 16. 'Woman andZ'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. Robbing

Br Enes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one at, Law»; “ ‘>b woman ana
the ablest men of the age. Price MJ0) postage 10 cents. thcChnrch; 6, TbeChurchand Thomas Paine; < stud

, I leslnNatural History; 2, The Bible and Science; 15,
T7IEWS of our heavenly HOME. BY!TheCIergyand Their Flocks; I, Piety In Our Penitcn- 
\l in^na-nr larVanvi TKchiv intprestinff Pnxtnpw K tlariea; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord andD ™ u,terewlng' Fostagw B HisWorks;2. Prayer; lo. TbeCreeds;2, Christians and 

cents, men75 cents. Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work;
'THE VOICES. BY WARREN SUMNER BAR- * Missionaries; L.Tbe Lord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
1 low« The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and 

force. They are most excellent. Price

the (bleat men ot the age. Price MAO ; postage io canta.

a Missionaries; 1, The Lord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines «nd Their Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; a Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church's Idea ot Civilization; t, The Uses 
ot the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on the Church;», 
Persecutions ot the Church; 12, Some Allegories
A Heaven; 6; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. PriceIA

For Sala at this office.
'THE GODS. BY COL. B. G. INGERSOLL 
i Ap*mphlet of «pages. Worth it, weight IngoM. TrtceSO 

aenta. • ■ • . I



IF QHRIST CAME TO CHICAGO

Facts for Spiritualists to Consider.

SCINTILLATIONS.
IN THE»

i
fa'

FIFTY YEARS

1 JULY 7, 1804
(._______

MAKING CONVERTS, 
■ • . ' . . ■ • .1, •

Through Mental Doors to Spiritual 
Parlors: Cfiurchism to 

Spiritualism.

To the Editor:—Please find list of sub- 
Bcribers and money order for the same. I 
find your paper generally, among the faithful. 
It stands in high favor, and is doing great 
good. So many write from the East asking 

. about my present work, what I think of Cali
fornia, etc., that I,will beg a little space and 
give fuller details in this way than is possible 
in letters. . .

1 can say much in favor of the wonders of 
this State, but it might take room that is oth
erwise needed, so promising something in 
general in a futiire article, I will answerques- 
lions and give methods of opening mental 
gateways to green clover fields and refreshing 
streams in spiritual ranks. .

ijome write: “In The Progressive 
Thinker I have read interesting articles from 
yóiir pen; are you making converts to our phi-, 
losophy, or merely to mental cure?" :J,

My work, dear friends, is for the line of 
truth and progress, hence it is; telling in the 
right direction. I do not blame you $nd 
thousands of other honest, souls who know 
that Christian Scientists and many of the men
tal healers are as lacking and blank about im
mortality, or a life hereafter, as theology is. 
They have followed . too closely in the ruts of 
orthodoxy to be clear of its errors. Any sys
tem of ethics or occultism that does not at 
least try to solve the Job .question: “If a 
man die shall he live again?" will soon be 
terribly wanting. To associate with Christi
anity means to fail with its narrow, wornout 
and effete system. To come as far from its 
name, dogmatic doctrines as possible, means 
to find life, health and happiness. None of 
its methods are- needed to aid us in ascending 
the “Spiritual Alps.” As it is neither scien
tific nor spiritual, it may remain Christian, 
but progress will never perpetuate a system 
that assumes to be Christian and scientific.

I hold that those in our higher Spiritualism 
are more progreprive, brave and erect than 

i any other branch of Teform workers. I re
; fuse to be known as a Christian Scientist and 
ask my friends not to lose time in wrongly 
placing me there. I am. meeting reasons, 
eyen among Spiritualists, for 'this positive po
sition. To sugar-coat science with the word 
Christian, is to ask the people to swallow the 
same old pill; it will not go down. '

Asa Free Mason can be an Odd Fellow, 
so a Spiritualist can be a Mental, or Spiritual 
Scientist, but he. cannot endorse that which 
holds to the exact opposite. A Spiritualist 
who is also a Spiritual Scientist has added to 
his knowledge, and he is used to show the 
harmony of spiritual systems. Friends may 

. infer that my experiences draw.out-these re- 
• marks; that is true, and I wish to be known as 

not “carrying water on both shoulders, ” nor 
, as trying to frame a. barn in a bedroom, but. 

as in the broadest ranks possible.
Those loyal to our spiritual philosophy 

need not mistake the nature of my work, nor 
look askance, fearing it means to draw toward 
other systems. I have the satisfaction of re
ceiving many church members into our large 

, healing meetings; also many Spiritualists, 
and invariably the former pass through our 
scientific healings as doors to the fullfiéss of 
our philosophy and to evidences of immortal
ity. Think a moment and consider fifty peo- 
pie meeting for six days, two hours in each 

- meeting or pealing circle, and while truth, 
science and spirit influences are actually out
ing three-fourths of them, what a grand open 
door this is proving to be. I average three 
of such courses per month, and Spiritualists 

■ of many cities are rejoicing over their seeing 
so many whom they had little hope òf receiv
ing, come clearly into our advance thought 
and societies. My joy is not perfect until 
these hungry J souls are brought into our phi
losophy, our phenomena and fellowship.

I respectfully call the attention of other 
healers, teachers and lecturers in science and 
Spiritualism, to the readiness of multitudes 
to come into classes or meetings like the above, 
and their willingness to pay a reasonable fee. 
If it is easier for them to attend meetings for 
healing, and then to advance into the spiritual 
ranks proper, why not see the utility of these 
methods, and use them as means to the true 
end. .

Not forgetful of a .arge force of healers 
and workers in the healing systems known by 
terms other than Christian, we must confess 
that they, too,’ are honest and charitable; but 
they hold too much to the use of the words, 
Christ, Jesus, Christian, to be builders of the 
incoming, the new .civilism. Teachers and 
healers in the independent schools of science 
will find great success in organizing healing 
meetings. To do so.gives the b,èst opportun
ities to dispo&eof books and to take orders 
for the spiritual papers and healing journals.

At 8an Diego recently there were over a 
hundred souls in our healing meetings, and a 
class in science. Some of them were so or
thodox they had never'attended a spiritual 
meeting, but they were so afflicted, and could 
get no relief from drugs, they came to our 
public healings for cure. They usually get 
this, and forming therein the acquaintance 
of true and noble Spiritualists, and finding 
that we all have the aid of the angels and 
spiritual forces to effect the cures, they offer 
themselves as investigators of our phenómena 
and become patrons of mediums. Clairvoy
ants in our meetings always see spirit forms 
accompany us as we pass around and explain 
truth. 1 find the best results when we form 
a circle, sometimes two or three circles, or as 
Ezekiel saw it, ‘ • Wheels within wheels, ” leav
ing room to pass around between each.

I often call a medium or healer to stand by 
an afflicted one ahd to hold their -hands over 
them pr make passes. At times I : have one 
or two pàssihg around in advance Of myself, 

.. halting a little'by each one seeking cure. In 
■this way we secure the magnetic forces, the

faith or mental help from all present, and this 
co-operating with the invisible attendants 
brings cure and strength to ¿11. The parsing 
around the circles should always be in the 
same directiori as. thé earth passes around the 
sun. ' ' .

While going around a circle a half-dozen 
or more times, explaining spiritual'laws, it is 
understood that all are equalizing, that is, 
that diseases are leaving the afflicted and scat
tering generally. The .magnetic and spiritual 
currents act with wonderful results,until many 
bear testimony of a perfect cure.

My object in explaining in The Progress
ive Thinker this method of public healing 
is to serve truth and reform, and to indiice 
many to adopt the same methods, for multi
tudes will then be led to cures from the most 
chronic and worst forms of disease. ' It is 
well to seat four healers, one at the north side 
in the circle, one at thé south, one at the east 
and one at’ the west, it being understood that 
cure is emanating also from each of these.

Scientists and Spiritualists, and especially 
speakers and healers, I urge it upon you who 
are accustomed to handling audiences, to try 
these simple, yet spiritual means, and giving 
all the credit to truth, to science and to spir
its, note the great good ¡you will effect and 
the willingness to compensate you.

When we meet a Spiritualist so narrow and 
prejudiced that he hinders our efforts at secur
ing subscribers in our classes and at our. 
public lectures, he seems then to neither eat 
the hay nor let the ox. We. shall try to con
vert such hereafter rather than to yield to 
their narrowness. In fact, I question the loy
alty to Spiritualism of one who is not willing 
to see a Mental Scientist healer procure sub
scribers for the regular spiritual papers.

We have also had a grand work at Ban 
Bernardino, and the Spiritualists are flourish
ing there. At Los Angeles Spiritualism 
stands to the front. The First Spiritual Soci
ety, under the leadership of the Rev. Mr. 
Ravlin, has the largest audiences in the city. 
Heis a “workman that needeth not to be 
ashamed,” areal breaking-plow fortruth, and 
he overturns every obstacle.

A. J. Swarts, Ph. D.
Los Angeles, Cal.

The Witchery of Weeds.
Have you seen the city folk riding by, 
With hungry glances at field and sky, 
And exclamations of quick delight 
At the sight of a meadow with daisies white?

They do not know
That a field of daisies should never grow;
, And I envy them so! .
Have you ever at eve of a midsummer’s day; 
When the air was sweet with scent of hay, 
Felt a sweeter perfume upon you steal, 
And strangely that perfume makes you feel

So sad, for you know
A field of thistles should never grow!— 

I am sorry ’tis so.
Have you heard of the distant desert-land, 
Where the cactus blooms in arid sands 
So thick it blocks the. traveler’s way,, . t
And no green on the lonely plain but they

Can live and grow?
go the cactus is only a weed, you know, 

Though we prize it sol
Have you ever noted a field of. wheat , 
As it waves in the summer breeze and heat, 
With here and there in the yellow rows 
A pretty pink blossom as red as a rose?

It will please you so! , 
But the weed ought not in the wheat to grow. 
Still, they can never weed it. out, you know;

. And Pm glad it’s so. ■
But wheat would not be allowed to head
If it set its roots in an onion bed—

; You'll find it so;
If a stalk of. wheat in the garden grow, 

It’s a weed, you know.^
From the daisied hay 

And the thistled grain, 
The moral we draw

Is simple and plain, 
And cogent and brilliant, 

And lucid and clear— 
A weed is a flower

Dropped out of its sphere.

Moonlight Musings by the Sea,
I have'listened to ocean’s majestic’roar, 
As the wild waves dashed on the rock-bound 

shore,
Watched the foaming crests o’er the biltqwy 

deep t
’Til my weary soul found rest in sleep.
And in dreams I have gazed in the depths be

low,
In search of a balm for earthly woe, 
In its unknown depths builded castles fair, 
That passed like zephyrs of the upper air.
But morning came, and with it the moan, 
As the restless waves on the shore Were 

thrown, -
Again and again must they wash the shore, 
While the breakers fosm-afid the billows roar.
And life, with its ever-varying tide, 
Must ebb and flow o’er the wild waste wide, 
'Til the constant ebb and the ceaseless flow 
Shall make green the barren wastes below:
Yet I have dreamed of a time, in the distance 

far
(It may be measured by yonder star), ' 
When earth will be more fair to see— 
No chains to bind humanity. ,
No rich, no poor; for all must share 
The bounties of a Father’s care, 
And each perform a willing part, 
For Love keeps busy hand and heart.
Grand souls in whom the law of Might >■ . 
Has triumphed o’er the law of Might, - , 
Will guide in love( ’til aH shall knoW • 
That happiness begins below; ., 
And heayhn trill'bemoroihm.tdsee''-. ... 
When earth from all its wrongs is'free,. ... 
And Wisdom guides, with loving''hand, 
In brighter paths, to the “ Morning Land.’’

—Mrs. F. E. Rofftfi.

CUTTING PRAYERS—A TOLERATION TOWARDS 
DANCING—INERRANCY OF THE SCRIPTURES— 
A PRINTER EXPELLED—OTHER ITEMS PF IN
TEREST. ' ■ ' , .

To the Editor:—William T. Stead, a dis- 
tinguised Englishman and author, has been 
visiting this country, and among, other ^ex
ploits has undertaken the reformation of the 
wicked city of Chicago. ; II0 ba® embodied his 
views, as to how this herculean job may be ac
complished, in a book of 472 pages. Last 
November he succeeded in organizing “The 
Civic Federation of Chicago,” composed of 
some pt the goody-good people of your city. 
His book is entitled “If Çhrist Came to Ohl- 
cago." .The object of thé organization is in
tended to better the condition of the people, 
The book deals some hard blow? at tbe city 
government, and the .abuses which have, 
sprung up during' the past depade. I bavé 
read the book and admire the bpldness with 
which it censures. I quote:

“The city council is the direct heir and ex
ecutor of the Christian phjiroh,. ^nd holds, in, 
trust many of the greatj Chrisman duties., 
which in the earlier uges were. exclusively 
performed by the church. Yet here, in this 
innermost temple of the Lord, we have this 
supreme1 infamy—swindlers and scoundrels 
sitting in the centre of the whole machine and 
treating their duties and their trust as means 
by which they can fill their own pockets. " * 
* * “Wealth," said a workman bitterly to 
me the other day, “has subjugated everything. 
It has gagged the press; it has bought up the 
legislature; it has corrupted the judges. Even 
on the universities it is laying its golden Au
ger. x Go where you will, up and down this 
country, you will find our citizens paralyzed 
by a sense of their own importance. * * * 
The Russian peasant, who bows his head with 
the fatalism of his race, does not submit more 
abjectly to illegal exactions than the American 
citizen to the endless tyrannies of his pluto
cratic task-masters." And the task-masters, I 
may add, are mostly magnates of the Christian 
church I

“Newspapers in Chicago have been named 
whose proprietors are so swayed by the de
sire of their wives for social distinction, that 
it is impossible to rely upon them for an un
hesitating and unsparing attack upon munici
pal or social abuses, which command the ap
proval of the keepers of the keys of the social 
paradise.”

Mr. Stead will find this the case in other 
cities besides Chicago. Trinity church, New 
York, and its holdings, valued at many mill
ions, would afford a rich mine of corruption 
in high places. The rents of this rich church 
corporation, derived largely from Saloons, 
gambling dens and brothels, would keep Mr. 
Stead's facile pen busy for many moons. Butj 
theliook would be suppressed, if the'whole 
truth were told.

The book shows up, among other things, 
the tax-dodgers, and they seem to be numer
ous, and number in their ranks some of the 
most eminent citizens of Chicago. In an ad
dress to all English-speaking people, four 
years ago, among other things he quotes: 
“The decay of an active faith in the reality of 
the other world has no doubt paralyzed the 
spring of much human endeavor, and often, 
left a great expanse of humanity practically 
wasté so far as relates to the practical cultiva
tion1 of the self-sacrificing virtues." Mr. 
Stead’s religious views are very broad, and 
may be given in his own terse language;. 
“The union of all who love in the service of 
all who suffer; and to take trouble to do good 
toothers.” The book is printed neatly by 
Messrs. Laird & Lee and should have a wide 
sale.

The ‘ ‘supreme judiciary” of the Southern 
Presbyterian church in session at Nashville, 
May 22d, in regard to the resolution of Dr. 
Woods, of Baltimore, concerning the memo
rial on the Breckinridge case, say:

“That as the supreme judiciary of our 
church, it would manifestly be highly im
proper for the assembly to express an opinion 
in a case which is before a lower court," It 
closes by saying that the assembly “does now, 
as it always has done, desire and intend in all 
orderly ways to promote, maintain and require 
in its people that personal purity which is the 
common foundation of the hôme, the church 
and the State.” The resolution was adopted. 
The congressman, however, is still “in good 
standing” manger the peccadilloes of which 
he has been found guilty. ..

Religious bigotry still continues to crop out 
in institutions of learning. Two senior schol
ars, James R. Mathias and F. W, Barrows, 
have been suspended at Adelbert College for 
“cutting prayers, or, more properly speaking, 
for absenting themselves from chapel exer
cises. ” T^e seniors, were inclined to leave the 
college, and a few of them will refuse to at
tend until the faculty reconsiders its action 
and reinstates the scholars. It is a sad commen
tary on thq intelligence of religious instruct
ors, that their dogmas have to be forced on to 
the scholars, and they be compelled to attend 
and listen to them, under penalty.of expulsion. 
It is by such unholy and ungodly means that 
the Christian religion, forsooth, is to be made 
to prevail “over the earth even as the waters 
cover the sea. " .

At the regular dinner of the Methodist local 
union, Chicago, May 17th, Mr. Frank T. 
Grandon, a prominent lay member of the 
church in Evanston, advocated more toleration 
on the part ôf the church toward dancing and 
othér amusements.. Hé' claimed that the gen
eral rule of the church adopted a century ago, 
which prohibited “the taking'such diversions; 
as-cannot be used in Jhe name of the Lord 
Jesus, ” to have been amply sufficient as a dec*: 
laration against sinful amusements.. The dis
cipline prohibits dancing, games of chance, 
theatres, horse-racing and circuses; but very

few members of the church, nowadays, oh- 
serve the rules strictly in this regard” The 
young people hereabouts will have ■ their in
nocent amusements, the rules of the church 
to the contrary notwithstanding. So mote it 
be. There is not nearly as much “sin" in 
dancing as the priests, would have them be
lieve. “Praise Him in the cymbals and 
dances I" . *

At the Presbyterian general assembly, 
which met at Saratoga, N. Y., on the 22d of 
May, 1894, a resolution was reported which 
reiterates the doctrine of the inerrancy of the 
scriptures. It is as yet undecided whether 
King James’ English Bible, the Atnerican So
ciety’s Bible, or the modern revised version, 
.shall be used. The sum of $1,238,341 is the 
least amount that will pay the debt and carry 
on the work for the ensuing year. “No ao. 
tion" was taken on the Breckinridge “personal 
purity overture," to “prevent the presence in 
the National councils of men ot immoral and 
dissolute habits," All of which looks as though 
the church was inclined to wink at immorality 
when in the church, which has generally been 
its attitij.de as long as we can remember. A 
sorry spectacle, indeed! Woe unto ye, hypo, 
crltes I ■

Bev. Christopher Dowidat, pastor of the 
Lutheran church at Oshkosh, Wisconsin, has 
expelled a printer from his church for being a 
union map. He says: “To strike is taking 
advantage of the capitalist, and this is against 
the commandment, ‘Thou shalt not steal. ’ ” 
He says: “God will not let a Christian starve. 
Workingmen should take what they are offered 
by the capitalists, and thank God if they can 
get anything at all. If they can’t get work, 
it is God’s will, ” There are plenty of places 
that we wot of, where, if a preacher would 
orate in that way, he would soon have the 
“white-caps" after him. Many of the clergy 
are made of just such “clay" as this fellow 
seems to be. They live off the labor of the 
people. 1 ‘They toil not, neither do they spin, 
and yet Solomon in all his glory was not ar
rayed like one of these. ” This applies more 
especially to the prelates of “the Mother 
Church."

A nice little rumpus has been brewing for 
several weeks past in a “new Catholic church 
just drganized in Cleveland, Ohio, with a 
membership of thirty-two young ladies, indi
cating a prosperous organization. " This new 
church is dominated by the Rev. Father Koi- 
aszqwski, “a rebellious priest," who, the dis
patch tells us, was “talking rapidly and ges
ticulating in a spirited manner” to a bevy of 
young girls who crowded about him. It 
appears that Mgr. Satolli has been trying to 
govern this rebellious priest; whether because 
he has been too intimate with the thirty-two 
“foolish virgins," or not, the reporter does 
not inform us. “At the conclusion of the 
harangue, the party knelt for a few moments 
in responsive prayer, and the priest wiped the 
perspiration” from his manly brow, and ac
costed the news-fiend: “Well, what do you 
want?” “What effect has Mgr. Satolli’s letter 
had upon your congregation,” the reporter 
meekly inquired. “No effect whatever," said 
the rebellious priest. “They laugh at it. It 
doesn’t amount to a snap of your fingers," 
said the r. p., contemptuously suiting the ac
tion to the very word. The interesting ques. 
tion now suggests itself, what will the papal 
ablegate do with the rebellious priest? Will 
he make him do penance, by walking for a 
week with peas in his shoes? Or, will he ex
communicate him? If the former, will the 
priest have the gumption, like an Irishman I 
once heard of, who shrewdly boiled the peas 
before putting them in his shoes? All this 
occurred on the “Lord's day,” and in the 
church-ridden city of Cleveland.

It is to be deeply regretted that Mrs. Emma 
Hardinge Britten has not been able to secure 
sufficient material aid to enable her to publish 
her projected history of the rise and progress 
of Spiritualism. Mrs. Mary B. Bingham 
makes a suggestion that I hope to see carried 
out: for one energetic person to canvass at the 
camp-meetings for advance cash subscriptions. 
The project seems feasible and the writer will 
volunteer to do what he can at Lake Bradv. 
Ohio.

I clip the following from the Detroit Free 
Preis:

When meeting bells began to toll, 
And pious folks began to pass,

She deftly tied her bonnet on,
The little, sober meeting lass, 

All in her neat, white-curtained room, before 
her tiny looking-glass. .

So nicely, round her lady cheeks,
She smoothed her bands of glossy hair;

And innocently wondered if
Her bonnet did not make her fair;

Then sternly chid her foolish heart for harbor
ing such fancies there.

. So square she tied the satin strings, 
And set the bows beneath her chin—

Then smiled to see how sweet she looked;
Then thought her vanity a sin. , 

And she must put such thoughts away before 
the sermon should begin.

But, sitting 'neath the preached word, 
’ Demurely in her father’s pew, 
She thought about her bonnet still—

Yes, all the parson’s sermon through— 
About its pretty bows and buds which better 

than the text she knew.
Yet, sitting there with peaceful face, 

;. The reflex of her simple soul,
She looked to be a'very saint—

And may be was one, on the whole— 
Only that her pretty bonnet kept away the 

aureole.
C. H. Mathews. 

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

Volney’s Ruins of Empires, 'and The Lair 
of Nature. This is recognized as-one of- the 
classics of free thought - It eloquently advo
cates the best interests of mankind, and 
clearly indicates the sources of hump ignor
ance and misery; It is a profound and able 
work. In one volume; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 
75 cents.

CHURCH^ROME.
. A Remarkable Book.

; - Tills li a remarkable work by Fathbb CnnnauT.
e.xP0'e.B to the minutest detalla tho corruption 

that exista In the Church of Romo. It Is a work of 833 
pagea, and should be read as a matter of history by 
every Spiritualist. The following Is a partial list of tho 
table of contenta:

The Bible and the Priest of Rome, ■

My first School-days at St. Thoxmi-Tho Honk and 
celibacy. ’

„. - , , , CHAPTER III.
The Confession ot Children.

t . . CHAPTER IV. .
The Shepherd whipped by bls Sheep.

„ CHAPTER V. ,
The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow*! Cow. 
» .. ... . « CHAPTER VI.
Festivities In a Parsonage.
„ , CHAPTER VII,
Preparation tor the Pint Communion-Initiation to 

Idolatry.
_. CHAPTER Vin.
The First Communion.
____ _______ _ CHAPTER IX.
Intellectual Education In the Roman Catholic College. 
.. . . _ . CHAPTER X.
Moral and Religious Instruction In the Roman Catho

lic Colleges.
.. ..........................  CHAPTER XI. .
Protestant Children In tbo Convents and Nunneries ot 

Rome. -
„ _ CHAPTER XII, '
Rome and Education—Why does the Church of Romo 

bate the Common ScboolB uf the United States, and 
want to destroy thorn?—Why does sho object to 
the reading ot the Bible In the Schools?

_ , „CHAPTER XIII.
Theoiogyot the Church ot Rome: lu Anti-Social and 

Antl-Chrlstlan Character.
_. ,, 'CHAPTER XIV.
Tbe Vow ot Celibacy.

, CHAPTER XV.
Tho Impurities of the Theology of Romo.

. _. CHAPTER XVI.
The Priest of Rome and tbo Holy Fathers; or, how I 

swore to give up tho Word of God to follow cho 
word ot Men,

, CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod

era Idolatry.
CHAPTER XVIII.

Nino Consequences of the Dogma of Transubstantia
te—The old Paganism under a Christian name.

. CHAPTER XIX.
Vicarage, and Life at fit. Charles, Rlvlerre Boyer. 

chapter XX.
Papineau anfl the Patriots in 1838-The burning of "La 

Cauadien” by the Curate of St. Charles.
_ CHAPTER XXL

Grand Din^r of the Priests-The Maniac Sister of 
Rev. Mr. Perras.

, CHAPTER XXII.
Jam appointed Vicar of tbe Curate of Charlesbourgh 

—1 be Piety, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perras.

_ CHAPTER XXIII.
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Rome during the epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of St. Koch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tertullian—General Cargo—The 
Seal Skins. -

CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic In the so« 

called Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous sums 
of Money made by tbe sale of Masaes^Tbe Society 
of Three Masses abolished and the Society of one 
Mass established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of tbe trade lu Musses.
A CHAPTER XXVII,
Quebec Marine Hospital—Tbe first tizne I carried tbe 

“Bou Dieu" (tbe wafer god) in my vest pocket 
—Tbe Grand Oyster Bolree at Mr. Bateau's—The 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dieu" at the Oyster 
Soiree.

tFWe have not space In this notice of Father 
Chinlquy’s work to give tbe heads of all tbe Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial value. Tbe following, 
however, are of thrilling interest:

CHAPTER Lill.
The Immaculate Conception of tbe Virgin Mary. 

CHAPTER LIV.
Tbe Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Priests 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LVI.

Public Acts of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O'Regau—General Cry of Indignation—I 
determine to resist him to his face—He employs 
Mr. Spink sgalu to send me to Gaol, and he falls 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana in tbe Spring 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Lineóla defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII.
Bishop O'Regan sells the Parsonage of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—He 
determines to turn me out of my Colony and send 
me to Kabokla—He forgets it next day and pub* 
llsbes that he has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Bishop—His Answers—The 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LVI1I.
flA&’ess from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur
bana—Abraham Lincoln’s anxiety about the Issue 
of tbd Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue- 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—Le* 
Belle’s Confession and Distress—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conducto/ Abra* 
ham Lincoln—The Oath ot Miss Phllomeu¿ Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX.
K moment of Interruption in the Thread of my "Fifty 

Years In the Church of Rpme," to see bow my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of the United States. '

CHAPTER LX. .
The Fundamental Principles of the Constitution or tbe 

United Sutes drawn from the Gospel of Cbrlsb—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Plots 1 knew against h(s Life—The Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born In the Church 
of Rome—Letter of tbe Popo to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to the President—His admirable refer
ence to Mosca—His willingness to die for bls 
Nation's Bake.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God, and a true Dis

ciple of the Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—The tool of tho Priests—John Surratt's house— 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of the Priests 
—John Surratt Secreted by tbe Priests after tbe 
murder of Lincoln—Tbe Assassination of Lincoln 
known and published In the town three hours be
fore its occurrence.

’ CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Priests sent by tbo People and tbe 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit tb the 
will of tho Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that tbe Bishop is wrong and that we are 
right—Fur peace sake, I consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by tbe 
Deputies—Ono of tbo Deputies turns false to bls 
promise, and betrays us, to bo put at the head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LX1II.
Mr. Desaulnler Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of the Bishops ot Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against bls conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr« Brassard—He writes to beg my 
pardon.

CHAPTER LXIV.
f write to tbe pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

. of France, and send them tho Legal and Public
Documenta proving the bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and tbe end of our trouble— I go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
—Tbe peace sealed and publicly proclaimed b 
Grand vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and his assistant, Rev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunu writes me about tho 
new storm prepared by the Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Glft^-I am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI. w
The Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—we 

give up tbe name of Boman Catholic to call our« 
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of tbe Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor r! 
fit. Louis, hurried to Chicago—Ue comes to fei. 
Anne to persuade tbe People to submit to his 
Authority—He is ignominiously turned out, and 
runs away in the miast of tbe Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXV11.
Bird’s-eye View of tbe Principal Events from my Con

version to this day—My Narrow Escapes-The 
end of tbe Voyage through the Desert to ths 
promised Land.

Price» $2.25, Post-paid.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
DOEMS EROM THE INNER LIFE.

1 By Llxtle Doten. New edition. Thli handsome 
volume opens wltb tbe wonderful experiences ot tbe 
author, who is peculiarly fitted as a trance medium 
end public speaker. Her platform labors bare for a 
;ong time been soceaslng, and tbe deep religious and 
Spiritual tone st ber discourses barn extended ber 
Influence far beyond tbe limit ot ber voice, through 
the Instrumentality ot the presa But it Is chiefly for 
her mcdlumistle power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religions and elevating, that she Is most specially 
known. Thle volume contains the gems of the Inspir
ational utterances, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under direct spirit Influence. Several ot them 
are attributed to the spirit ot Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and imagery 
ot bls productions tn carth-llte, but far surpass these . 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity ot purpose. 
Others are by tb, Inspiration ot Shakespeare, Buras, 
A. W. Sprague; out In many cases tbe author's name 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account ot the means by which theie poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty nnd slgnlflcence o' this 
higher phase ot spiritual communion Is beautifully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from «1.50 to SI jit ■ 
Postage >0 cents. For eil» ->t tb<” -m—. ..
TABLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY 

Allen Pntnam. A. M. A marvelous book. Price
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' AS REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe. 1

By EDWJN D. BABBITT, , 
Author of "Princlplefl of Ught and Color."

This M ».most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt ttd 
fchtakeJ.“®' 6 thoroU8h wUoUr a
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Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
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Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
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Minister. Joyful Transition of a Friend. Trium
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Friends.
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and Character of the Spirit Realms. The Clothing of 
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The To-Morrow of Death.
OK TUB

Future Life According to Science. 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROCKEB.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well bare been entitled? 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is writtea 
In that peculiarly interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he evea 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super« 
etltloi?," etc., etc., in which he manifests tbe usual 
animus of the “scientific class," yet he says again: 
“There is a true and respectable idea in Spiritualism," 
and regards as proved “tbo fact of communication 
between superhuman» and the inhabitants of Earth;" 
and ho goes on to relate instances of fact In evidence. 
Thore Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the author's ideas, but tbe well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange tbo pros and cods, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author bolds the 
theoryof reincarnation. Price 11,50.

For sale at this office.
JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French«
THE TO MORROW OF DEATH wae wrlten td 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanenca 
of the htiiinin soul after death, and ita reincarnation 
In a cliulv of new beings, whoso successive links are 
unrolled Id the bosom of etherlal space. “Beyond 
the TiiKEdiiQLD" continues on the same lines em 
larging nnu expanding the idea by reasons and cow 
siderations drawn from science and Philosophy; clainx 
lag that tht certainty of a new birth beyond out 
earthly end la the best means of arming ourselr 
against all weakness In the presence of death, ai 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to tb 
end Is far superior to that of any of tbe existing i 
llglons. From beginning to end it Is interesting, e 
tertalning, instructive and fascinating, andwheth 
one accepts it all or not, much will have been learm 
d much pleasure enjoyed in its perusal. Price 11,25.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. B. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order ofthe Magi,Chi cage«
DOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

LJ side, sind containing 820 page«. This splendid 
book, lust Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec- 
tbres upon occult subjects, together wltb other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to tbe great 
work. It contains an the old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others on the Humas Soul, which 
arc alone worth the price of tbe book. This wonder
ful book Is unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth, price »1.25, postpaid, to any address. For tala 
at this offi<“> ■

APOLLOmy^TYANA.
। Identified as ¿ba<3nristian Jesu&
i A wonderful communication, explaining bow bl* 
Un an* wtcUap were utlllxod to formulate Chrua*

' bbUt. PHm U cent*. Fox eal« at th!« oftoa.
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PHENOMENAL.

HISTORICAL SPIRITUALISM.
may

Mrs. A. D. Stone.satisfied.

MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES QR.HEARD CLAIRAUDIENTLY.

Through the Mediumship of 
George Cole.

In making this manifestation, it _ 
be well to state what age and people I
represent on this occasion. ,

In earth-life I was known as Eric- 
thonius, a Grecian, who lived at a period 
300 years beforp the Trojan war, or in ■ 
other language, 1484 years prior to the 
advent of the Christian era.

My earth work was identified with 
teaching what at those times was known 
as the Eleusinian mysteries, which 
name is derived from the place or field 
on which people assembled to receive 
my instruction. The place was named 
the Field of Eleusis and the precepts : 
there taught were borrowed from the 
Mysteries of Isis which at that period ; 
and at Unies anterior was the religion 
and 'faitlrBCthe Egyptians.

The Eleusinian Mysteries taught by 
me were, of a,religious and moral nature, 
and'éhiïiÎaced'thé doctrine of God from 
which most of your theology is derived, 
the! immorlftUtjikof the soul, on which 
Blpfci-60 largely philosophized, and the 
life ß.nu 'rewards of a future life as now 
tàugiit bÿ Spiritualists of this day and 
flgd. Historians have claimed that 
much of my earth work was merely tra- ■ 
ditional, and not worthy the prominence 
given to mortals of after ages, yet the 
Roman orator, Cicero, not only made a 
study of my philosophy but spoke upon 
it and wrote manuscript for the infor
mation and enlightenment of his fellow 
countrymen.

I dö not exaggerate when I state that , 
my ''<voiikB' as an Eleusinian were as 
prominent and as much read, in a com- 
paratoe . sense, as are many of the 
worqs ,o[ fQoùern authors. This may 
appear'kèm'ewhat extravagant instate- 
meüWhnn’'the lightning rapidity and 
facilities furnished by th« modern print
ing (¡prefö, if considered. But let me 
state,Umi.in times of antiquity the 
stylus0and' papyrus on an important 
woI>kI'Àierô"tnnnipulated by hundreds of 
scribefe-'or students, employed for that 
pufjtosp; .Ritd though the time required 
for ;th.ç .isspe of a volume would be so 
tnticlilong-ci-, yet the increased number 
of-Wifite'rs1 would furnish very many 
volumes.of one work in a comparatively 

•shogi -qmriod of time. Hence the 
Athcniiip, ihe Roman, the Alexandrian, 
th'e^Byzaritrum libraries of antiquity 
wèrb‘'each"and severally and respect- 
ively.-as large, if not larger and more 
volyuriswust^han are the great public 
libraries, of Paris, London or other 
placèsOt' th ft day.

'Oil! but tbc moderns will ask, what 
husj.become of those great libraries of 
antiquity,, whose each and every volume 

written by a copyist? The question 
isjeàs’ilv'answered. The many wars and 
rAviSIdiions. the incendiarism, the ernp- 
tioiiH.iOf the Scandinavians, the Goths 
an(i^Yundulß. in their relentless enmity 
agauißt lugiming. science and art caused 
them' fo fall in the general ruin which 
overtook theliations of Europe in the 
first period of the Christian era.

Buf, yoyrdaugh ter reminds me that the 
library at.By’zantium was destroyed by 
the MdSletns Or followers of Mohammed 
some centuribs after the destruction of 
the Homan libraries. This is true, but I 
snolqe collectively and was aware that 
tne followers of Mohammed were the 
descendants Of Gothsand Vandals—the 
bat'biirihns "Mho subverted and de
stroyed almost all that was precious to 
preserve.

It will thus be observed, through all 
these periods of darkness and despair, 
Bufffering and annihilation, the Eleusin
ian doctrine has reached this nineteenth 
century of the Christian era with but 
little modification. It is true that the 
world is nbw punctuated with the grand 
and magnificent temples erected for the 
worship of the same God, and many of 
whose devotees are perhaps as sincere 
and earnest in this day as in mine, yet 
the principlési taufil't on the Field of 
Elcttsis-were those not of pride, elegance 
ofi.munners and . fine apparel, not that 
selfish., exclusiveness that is apparent 
among all your aristocratic priests and 
ministers, but tho>e fraternal feelings 
which exemplified the equality of man 
to man, and fihe:>.reverence for a God 
who could be both a wise and Omnipo
tent rulbr and a kind and loving father.

It is, however, upon the latter prin
ciple of the Eleusinian faith that 

• I now wish' .to speak, a principle 
which involves a future active, intelli
gent state of being, which ha? 
been denominated in all ages as 
spiritual. This life, this future state, 
is the true, the palpable, the real ex
istence of which mortal lives in the 
various reincarnations are mere episodes 
—points of progress through tbe ages— 
never to cease.

, It"is from that life from which all 
mortals have emanated and ever will 
emanate and to which life they ever have 
and ever will return; and yet mortals 
with their great material advances and 
social enlightenment have allowed an 
impenetrable screen to be placed be
tween them and that life, and thus 
have become more and more in
different ' to, or ignorant of, tbe 
future state as age has passed age, 
as one period of time has succeeded 
another, until at last the question of 
future existence has become a matter of 
such indifference that the question be
comes burdensome even to a casual con
sideration.

There is one redeeming feature to mod
- ern time; it is the relationship or rather 

inter-communication re-established be
tween the two spheres of life. The 
screen has been lifted to many mortals; 
the wav has been opened; and beings 
from the spiritual sphere have visited 

' their friends Offittiêftifiortal sphere, com- 
miHiicatingrifltytei.tiieni,' giving positive 

1 evidence not. ojjlyof the. immortality of 
...the soul,'but anactiye, intelligent state 

of beibel ^hoseliffiireitce has beautified, 
enlargefteandpâèWlfcÿed the spheres of 
both sideS'iCtf’dliEWcb until the planet 
earth revolves’ brilliant beauty

around the sun in musical harmony with 
other and greater spheres of life.

The Eleusian faith from the mysteries 
of Isis has taught much which has 
elevated and aggrandized the intellect
ual status of mortal man, and now that 
spirits are again’returning earthward to 
propagate and demonstrate by manifest
ation the truth of those doctrines, the 
world’s mortals will lay aside those 
jealousies and animosities, those family 
feuds and bitter repressions, coming to 
regard one another as brothers, which 
they are Under the one and true 
father, the Omnipotent One.

Ericthonius, Eleusinian,
1484 B.O.

Passed to Spirit-Life. ....
Passed to the higher life, June 18th, 

Mrs. R. A. Langdon, of Prophetstown, 
111., in the 70th year of her age. She 
had been a Spiritualist and medium for 
35 years. Her last request was that a 
Spiritualist should deliver the address 
over her earthly remains, which was 
faithfully carried out by her only re
maining son and numerous Spiritualist 
friends, particularly Mrs. M. A Emory, 
who had been her neighbor for 30 years. 
Brother J. A. Bailey, of Clinton, Iowa, 
delivered the address.

Passed to spirit life, May 6th, 1894, 
from her home in Omaha, Nebraska, 
Mrs. Lizzie I. Cochran, aged 41 years 
and 6 months, youngest daughter of 
.John and Rachel Foy. She knew the 
beautiful truth of spirit return and was

Elsie Sophie Griffin passed to spirit
life at Decatur, Mich., June 17th, aged 
14 years. She was a beautiful girl, full 
of tenderness, love and Spirituality. 
Her parents had gone before her to 
spirit homes. Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jack
son spoke at the funeral and appropriate 
remarks were made by Mrs. Kelley, of 
Benton Harbor, Mich.

James R. Palmer passed to spirit-life 
June 11, 1894, in his 83d year. In his 
early years he was a Presbyterian. He be
came a Spiritualist in the fifties and re
mained such till the close of his life, 
passing to the beyond in the fullness of 
bright hope and anticipation of meeting 
loved ones gone before. His wife pre
ceded him a little more than three 
years. The funeral service was con
ducted by Rev. E. Howe, of the Meth
odist Episcopal church, assisted by C. 
Wiltse.

Reuben Ward Hays departed this life 
June 23d, 1894, after a long illness 
—consumption. Mr. Hays was 38 
years of age. Since his seventeenth 
year he had worked on the railroad, a 
number of years as train dispatcher. 
He was very trustworthy. A few days 
before his death ho wished to have sit
tings for spirit communion, and evidently 
the angels came to him. I held his hand 
the last hour, and he would frequently 
point to something and try to speak, 
though apparently unconscious. We 
shall soon meet him.

G. W. Carpender, M. D.

Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair,
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MOST PERFECT MADE. , 
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free 
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant

40 YBARS THE STANDARD.____
Camp of the Maumee Valley As

sociation of Spiritualists.
Since sending tbe first announcement 

of this camp, I have received names ‘of 
several new speakers, and am now in a 
position to make a more complete report.

The list of speakers and mediums as 
amended to date is as follows: Mrs. 
Carrie M. Smith, of Frankfort, Ind., 
trance speaker and test medium; Mrs. 
Nellie Babcock. Smith, of Cleveland, 
Ohio, speaker and test medium; Mr. F. 
Dunniken, Cecil. Ohio, speaker; Mrs, M. 
E. Jameson, M. D., Toledo, Ohio, 
speaker and psychometrist; Mr. Carty, 
Toledo, Ohio, inspirational speaker; 
Mrs Dr. Wyant, Toledo, speaker and 
test medium; Mrs. F.' Longmore and 
Mrs. M. C. Riddle, test mediums, also of 
Toledo; and Mrs. Letta Van Tassell and 
Miss Emma Seitz, of Wood county, 
speakers. '

Mr. J. B. Jonson, of Toledo, who is so 
well and favorably known throughout 
the country as a trumpet and physical 
medium, will be at this camp.

The association grounds are beauti
fully located on a densely wooded hill 
from which a picturesque view of the 
Maumee river and canal can be ob
tained; and good fishing, boating, etc., 
are convenient; being so very high the 
air is exceptionally pure, and has no 
taint of decaying vegetation.

Through the efforts of the unselfish 
workers of the vicinity a building has 
been erected for meetings and seances. 
Ample accommodations will be provided 
for those who wish to attend, and in
formation regarding board and tents 
will be furnished by G. C. Betts, Esq., 
Sec’y., Fancher, Ohio.

The camp is situated near Bailey sta
tion, on the Toledo. St. Louis and Kan
sas City railroad about nineteen nyilus 
from Toledo, and arrangements ye 
nearly completed by which all trains 
will stop at this station, and rates of one 
fare given for the round trip from all 
points on this line.

Speakers and mediums intending to 
be present whose names are not in
cluded in tbe above list, please notify 
Warren M. Smith, chairman, No. 254 
North Van Buren st., Frankfoyt, Ind.

AN EXCELLENT STUDŸ,

Ex
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California.

11.50.

Price 50 cents.
Box 848, New York. 235tfP. 0. Box 405, Otsego,'Mich. 241

erences ask bls patients. 282 tf

GEMS FREETH0UGHT.

this city. 2)4.

Lake Geneva. WÍ8. 241
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DEAL LIFE zv THE SFÌRITLAND. 
l-A Given inspirationally by Mra/Maria M.Klng«

phlec well worth readlag. Price 10 cent«.

‘,‘Mre. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chi 
'dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama 
tlon, Allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle

day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now ot> 
»cured by time.
Soul or Things—Vol. L

RELIABLE OFFER. SEND THREE 
A 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, name, age, sex. one 
leading symptom, and I will diagnose your disease 
free with the aid of spirit power. Dr. tt. 8. Williams,

yoUNG MESMERIST WANTS
-Z board In country. Will give developing lesson» 

lu part payment. Address 96 Heine st.. Chicago Ill. ill

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Prie. 15 cent«.

Z. BARNE F, CL A IR VO YA NT.
Send 12 cents and lock of hair for trial reading.

you CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT.
?cllbl? »pcclaelea restore lo.t vision 

Write tor Illustrated circular and how to be fitted 
man5 HU T pnmTniiInelh?d' Spectacle» »ent by 
man. B. r. POOLE. Clinton. Iowa.

CATARRH SPECIALIST.
/")/>’. T. WILKINS, MAGNETIC PHY- 

jLZbician. 46 St. John’« Place, will give attention to 
the sick, at home or at bls room. All diseases success
fully treated, but Catarrh Is bls specialty. For ref-

GK TO SI? fl per day at bome. The work is easy. 
<pel XV pleasant and adapted to both youug 
and old of either sea. Any one can do the work. 
GEO. STINSON & CO,, Box 1500, Portland, Maine, tf

V.. V — H . — —. —— . . . .. . — ... — -w — ■ ■ » — w — *.. .M.
You Wil not become1 weary while reading-this exetf 
lent book? Price 75 cent«. .

J XT ANTED A TRANCE SUBJECT vy as companion, to go to Texas. Buohzug. 610
Fulton st., Chicago, 111. ' 34,

TTVPNßirTSM My original method 91. 100-pp. 
'THE CHILDRENS' PROGRESSIVE JULI’VLLCLU. Wc. One on Personal Magnet' 
1 LycAm. A manual, -with directions for the or- , “»>-wc- Dr.Anderson, P.T. 7 Masonic Temple,Cbldago 

'»nnlzatlbu anti management of Sunday schools. By ’ -• 
Andrew Jackson Davie. Something Indespenslble. | (

T TR1EL BUCHANAN^ PHD.' TEA CIE 
C/ erof Occult and Metaphysical laws. Private in

struction, also type-written lessotis by correspondence. 
Bend stamp for term«. Marionville, Mo. ¿41

Ill ARNOLD, PSŸCHOMETRIST, 
l'y • Platform and Teal Medium. Open for cn 

gsffcmcuts lu neighboring towns. 452 Larrebce st.

- . Uiguu buuuiu ucfccbtYe tu______ ___
workmanship during a toitn of fifteen year, to put the samo In proper condition or retund money. 
EDCE—Our Wholesale Catalogue of Organe, Baby Carriage«, Sewing Machines and Bicy- 
» nut , Quoting cash ana time prices. Write for Catalogue at once apa state which to send.

THE OXFORD HFG. 00. I and reliable!^. | CHICAGO,

■h

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
Ji , crjiil clairvoyant aud magnetic, healer. Send 
three2-ccntstamp«,.lock ot Jialr» age. sex.aud. ono 
symptom, and I will eénd you a full aud correct ding* 
noala of your case. Addre««, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 418, 
Denver Colorado. .• .2(4 '
^cretFowerìoF mind over 
Cj (niiiit aui.how.tp.'cultJVMe.«idMró’ustUoa tula-. 
Gód-glven forfè, Innata iu every ninnati being. -Won-' 
deifulbdokei.. Circular»tree. Profi.Anderaon. P.T.,' 
2—182 Stateisljreetj Chicago. ; . jlSS' eòw " ;
/ ; •• • L.............. ■

Another-Wonderful Cure. .

. -ADVERTISEMENT. ..

Made in Maquoketa, Iowa,, by Dr. 
A- B.'Dobson and his band of spirit 
doctors. . ; ' ;.

My wife.^ho ha^been sick for several 
years with ia itjisqase called by. physicians 
scrofulous T’Sdnsuifiptibn, was takqn 
worse, and.’,doctors were , employed for 
months, she all the time growing wdrse', 
apd at last given up to die, her physi
cians stating . that she could not live 
three weeks;; 'Then we called Dr. Dob
son; he cap;e< to see her (at this time 
she could only speak in a whisper); her 
face and firms wei'e ¿overed with large, 
running scrofulous sores! She was a 
complete skeleton, coughing and raising 
all the time, i /.

He told her he believed the spirits 
could cure hey, (ef course she or I Could 
not believe that she ever would recover). 
However, we commenced giving her his 
so-called spiritual magnetized medicines, 
and instead of her dying in three weeks 
she was out of bed, and in a few weeks 
out riding in a buggy. It has now been 
over a year, and she has never had fet
ter health; with'the exception of some 
stiffness in the knees, she is well. She 
gained in flesh, and never weighed more 
than she does now, and has an excellent 
appetite.

I call this a miracle, and Dr. Dobson 
was the one that.performed it by what 
he calls his spirit band. We are npt 
Spiritualists, but we know Dr.- Dobspn 
personally; he is one of our townsmen, 
having lived here for many years. He 
is an honorable man in all his dealings, 
and a very popular man in Maquoketa, 
and we can truly recommend him to all 
that are sick and suffering. We can’t 
help but believe he has a power outside 
of himself that can cure when other 
doctors fail. ‘

Alonzo Brewsteb, 
. Sarah J. Brewster.

Maquoketa, Iowa. '
(See ad. in another column.)
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.

Work Does Not Tire Him.
I have been troubled with my back so 

that I could not ijtand on my feet. I have 
taken two bottles of Hood’s Sarsaparilla 
and 1 feel like a new man. Work does 
not tire me now.—Martin Earnest, 
Ashland, Ill.

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Relig- 

t ions and
Religious Congresses at the Co

lumbian Exposition.
One of tbe most Important and Interesting events 

connected with the World'« Fair was the Parliament 
of Religions. H will go down the ages as one of the

Even the Plutocratic Press Rebels.
That staid and very conservative jour

nal, the .Baltimore Sun, recently pub
lished a scathing rebuke leveled at the 
efforts now being consummated to bring 
the working people of this country under 
the yoke of the money power, from 
which we extract the following:

"Popular government in America can
not endure the triumphant ascendancy 
of wealth, legislating in its own selfish 
interest and driving the people into pov
erty by unequal taxation, which in its 
essence is sheer robbery. No nation has 
ever survived the permanent spoliation 
of the many by the few. When 8 per 
cent, of the people of the Roman empire 
secured, by class taxation, over one-naif, 
of its total wealth, it went down to de
struction. Egypt taxed her toiling peo
ple to enrich her plutocrats, until 90 per 
cent, of all her wealth was in the hands 
of 2 per cent, of her inhabitants, and was 
stricken from the list of nations. Baby
lon did the same thing, and, with a 
treasury glutted with gold and silver, 
and fabulous wealth and apparently in
vincible power in the hands of a few 
hundreds of her ruling men, was 
whelmed in disaster. Persia allowed 
her tax-gatherers to garner nearly all 
her wealth into the coffers of her nobil
ity and the empire crumbled into the 
dust. Nor is modern history without its 
illustrations of the truth that no govern
ment can deliberately use its taxing 
power to confiscate the earnings of the 
main body of the people and give them 
to privileged classes without being 
finally drawn into the vortex of ruin. 
The constitutional monarchy of Franco 
passed to a violent death along that 
road. And if Great Britain is not num
bered among the nations that were once 
but are not now great, it is only because 
the terrible reign of corruption and pro
tection, the twin parents of national de
cay, which she eudured when Prime 
Minister Walpole said that every one of 
her public men ‘had his price,’ was 
overthrown by reforms within herself 
that were only brought about by popular 
uprising that came near to being violent 
revolutions.”

Had the above been written for a labor 
paper it would have been stigmatized as 
nonsensical and visionary. What do our 
law-makers think of it, coining from the 
source mentioned?—Ex.

TRE OELERRITED OXFORD OROHSg”-ORCHESniAL TON^D REEDS?
When you buy from us you nay the factory profit, and not agents' dealers' or 10» At 

mlddlémena' enormous profits. This beautiful Oxford Columbia Organ for 
COMPA0ÓE~F'lva O0tavea, H Neoeseary Stops, 2 of 3.Octava, 2 of 2-Octavo Each.

11 NE0E88RRY 8T0P8-
Diapo&on,.Principal, Melodía, Dulcet, Cremona, vox-Angellca, Echo' 
Horu, Celeste, Treble Coupler. Ba«« Coupler, Grand Organ and Right 
KueoSweliitfidLeftKnee Syell. Theabqve4 set reeds and II necea- 
sary stops aró placed at tlió disposal of the perioriner and the action 
ischaructoriied by greaterpowerf variety and brilliancy of tone,com- : 

, bined with the most exqul&Itivo puri^/ and sweetness, In addition to 
i .-the music contained in an ordinary organ.'
L DESCRIPTION DF 0A8E“-cPUh,u'uctelof.thebCBtcradoofeoild 

blaQk walnut, handsomely finished, 
hand-rubbed with oil,-durable ehd strong, thoroughly seasoned, 
kimdried, and made on scientific principles, each component part be
ing paneled to prevent warping or splitting, with veneered panels, '• 
elegantly carved and ornamented; center panel on top fitted with a, 
largo beveled French plate gios« mirror, with veneer panels oneach 
aide {exquisite fret work, brooado silk velvet trimmings back of all 
fret work, large music cabinet, swinging front full board, two lamp 
stands, convenient handles for moving. It is entirely new la design, 
and is as illustrated in cut. The case stondson castors.
INTERIOR C0H8TRUCTI0H- is simple yetselentlftc ana durable I iln |7| .yasg.'ggj?1 ......out ot order and

Astronomical Law and Vibratory 
Motion Made Attractive.

A most Interesting game for the parlor, drawing 
room and club, as well as fascinating cducatlona- 
study for the young. It reveals the hidden meaning 
of the stars;-it gives their poiltlons and relationship 
for any day during the last seven|y-flve years of this 
century, end enables every person, old or.young, to 
easily and quickly find their ruling star and ascertain 
tho fortune which It reveals. The information here 
& resented has Heretofore been only in the keeping of 

lose who have made this subject one of vast re
search und study; but, by the arrangement of this 
simple device, it places Individuals In a position 
where they have the essential knowledge that here
tofore have been only lu the keeping or experts, ren
dering Information by which the ordinary individual 
Is enabled to read character éhd prognosticate 
relative to- hqman. destiny, under tlxis general 
'law as clearly as cun the expert, who has given long 
years to the investigation uud study of science.
' It enables every person, old or young, to find their 
ruling star, and that of their acquaintances, and .to 
ascertain tbe prophetic fortune that IL reveals, 
' MkHounv people have executive power and oratory.

Venvs people make good, true friends. . 
Maus people arc leaders aud rulers. .
Jvpîtek people uluue make money.
Satubn people are sickly.Vuanub people think, work, and advance.
Neptune people are travelers aud statesmen.
Most people are out of their sphere. Where do yon 

belong?
In nnçlent times tbe “Wise Men of the East," known 

as the “Magi,” were consulted by emperors, kings, 
princes, fend learned people generally concerning these 
things. ( ' •

To-day doctors, lawyers, teachers, scientific re
searchers, business meu, children, ladies and gentle
men of learning, consult the New Game, The Play of 
the Planets, and Jo! the stars speak to them, and they 
are lifted up and made happy. Buch is tbe wonderful 
magin In the glory of the planets.
Mechanical System and Book of 

the Play, Post-paid, on Re
ceipt of $1.00.

• Afidrew; PLANETARY PUBLISHING CO., In care 
of 4o Loomis St., Chicago, 111.

OF INTEREST TO ALL.
T CURE ALL DISEASES BY SPIRIT 

X power and vegetable remedies. No incurable per
son accepted. For a free diagnosis, address with lock 
of hair and three , two cent stamps, Dr. Craig, 1428 
Market street, San Francisco, Cal. All letters an« 
swered by spirit controls. ' 242

NOTICE TO CURE.
TJOR THREE TWO-CENI STAMPS I 

.L will send cheap offers to cure at any distance by 
clairvoyance, spirit power aud science. rG1ve no 
symptom« until I send full particulars and price. We 
send three scientific lessons on Memory, Health and 
Mlnd-readlng. fur 50 -‘ent«, und later, a certificate, 
free. Need not remit until 1 send circular about It. 
DR. A. J. SWARTS. Box 278, Los Angeles, Cal. 212

easily adjusted in case of any disarrangement; working parts are tree 
from friction and will neither break nor wear. Nothing but tbe best 
of material used, and you will never find in one of tbe Oxford organa 
blotting paper instead of felt; cloth instead of feather, oil-cloth in
stead of rubber; common board instead of three-ply stock.
THETONI-which is the mo3t important part of an instrument, is 
mukmm full, sweet, round, sympathetic,and harmonious, with 

k volume, variety and brilliancy, combined with great power.
k I HF BELLOWS— ft vory important part of a good organ, are of the 

very best and strongest material, best quality 
f of rubber cloth and best quality of felt, with perfect stop action. 
’ They have an immense capacity end furnished, with tbe autom&tlo 
valve for preventing an oversupply of air .will never leak orwe&r out. 
TUF WARRANT— By our warrant we pledge ourselves in coseour 

organ should prove defective in material or

DR. GREER’S 
PABULUM OF LIFE

The World's Greatest Remedy jfor 
AU Conditions Arising from
hausted Nervous Energy or

Loss of Vital Force!
< It will strengthen the weak, Invigorate 

the young, and rejuvenate the old.
TRY IT!—TRY IT’-TRY IT!

By Mall. «1.00. Address DR. R. GREER, 
127 LaSalle Street, Chicago.

P.,8.—Dr. .Greer has bqen in active 
practice in Chicago for 28 years and 
is well knowt, as a most successful 
physician in ail mental and nervous 
diseases. He is still In active practice.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
rtR. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 
U Ma««., and hl« band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effectlug the most wonderful cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the clear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with bls magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of Inn wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him. sex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-ccnt stamps, and he will «end 
a diagnosis of your case free, lie doesn’t want any 
leading symptoms, Address Du. J. 8. Loucks. Shir
ley, Mass. 248

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS IN'POOR HEALTH WILL 

X please remember that Water of Life Is one of 
the best remedies for Stomaal;, Lh.er and Kidney dis
eases. Large pamphlet free. 84 B. Main St., Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. R. Perry, Manager« , 262.

CHICAGO REST CURE
TJMMA NICKERSON WARNE. SUPT. 

£N Í88 85th street, Chicago, HL Magnetism, P»yco- 
PJlWr,..y»PPr, Electric Baths. Disease diagnosed. 
Hoj(ie;cojntoxtB for patients from a distance. 213

FREE TO THE SICK.
JJRRE TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 

J. Don’t suffer any longer, but send to A. M. Caldwell, 
clairvoyant ¿nd hauler, who will diagnose your disease 

under special instructions of a spirit band of 
eloctro-magnetiydoctors. Lopeno time, but send at 
once lock of hair, age, one leading symptom, and three 
two-cem stamps to A. M. Caldwell, Box 244, Ban Jose, 
Cal- 23L ’

VALUABLE MANUAL.
TJEALTH AND BO I YER, A HAND- 

11 book of Cure and Human Upbuilding, by the 
at$of new, refined and powerful meihuds of nature. 
By E. D. Rabbitt, M.D. A very concise ami valuable 
little manual for the restoration uud conservation of 
health. Price, cloth 25 cents; morocco, 35 cema

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
[Formerly N. Y„ College of Magnetic».]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
Zx thernputleslncludlug the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet. 
l»m, Electricity, Mind Cure, cud a higher science ol 
Ilie. Chemical affinity and basic principle» developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students in four 
continent«, have taken uhfi course. The college I» 
chartered and.cuefer« the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a syafem of printed question» student» 
can take tbe course and receive the diplomas al their 
own home». Institution removed to East Orange 
New Jeraey, a delightful suburb of Now York, e’ 
D. BAUBU-r, M. D.. LL.D.. Dean. 5 Hollywood Ave' 
(formerly called Pulaski St.), East Orange. New 
Jersey. 2Ss

TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. 
£~1 J.W. Cadwell, one of tbe roost stieqessful mes 
merlsti In America. Ancient and modern miracles ex
plained by mesmerism. Au invaluable work. Price, 
paper, 50 cents. ;

Z'HE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCt- 
fled Saviors. By Kersey Graves. You should 

read It, and be tbe wiser. Price n.&O.
'THE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL^ 
J. Ism and Spiritualism Compared. By Moses Hull 

A work of ram merit- Prlco 41.00.
TMMORTALITY. OR FUTURE HOMES 

J. and Dwelling PiaOtes. By «5. M. Peebles, M. D. A 
book of rare merit, idtercstlug to every body. Price

FORSTER, DR. W. M.

7'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR
voyant of the Pacific Coast, will scud a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
thejr name and address—In their own handwriting— 

1 with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
; Spiritualist ’ of Dec. 80, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
< “Since his coming here he has made himself highly 

respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his straight
forward course of Integrity and Ijonor.” Address 
Du. W.M. Forstew. 2U59 Market SL, San Francisco,

DR. SYKES.
He cured himself in 1870. The remedies have cured 

thousands since, und might cure you of catarrh. Send 
for free book. •‘Common-Sense Talk." £kge (for one 
pint) per mail,’ 41.00 Act to-day and save suffering. 
Dr. Sykes Sure Cure Co., CaxtonBltfg. 
Chicago. 236tf

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
TTAVING PURCHASED OF J OHL 

Xi William Fletcher the complete outfit used by 
him In presenting his famous Illustuatkd Lbctvkk 
upon SpfKrt’UALiSAi, aod having made large und valu
able accessions thereto, I am prepared to negotiate 
with socdetlei und camp-meettugs for giving one or all 
of my four Illustrated Lectures upon thia interesting 
subject. My friends well know that for some years I 
have been gathering material for thia work, and I can 
assure them thut no expense has been spared in ar
ranging the details of tbe Exhibition an as to please 
aud instruct all. JOHN EGGLESTON.

INVALIDS
jr HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
Ha stamp», their disease, or symptoms, wlllrecelve 
pamphlet ami advice ntxato cure themaelvea without 
&.Ohl? TH0MAS BATTKKr t-CMPANY, Card-

SfCK ARE HEALED. SEND 
IC. J. 2-cent stamps for private letter of advice fromI the; Spirit-world. W. P. Thelon, M. D «l« jick? 
«on Boulevard Chicago HI. * ji»“*

CPIRI7UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
riLiS? “tf room«, eoual to thoie at hotel«, with 
a Mrltuallitf trally, at S3 St. John'» Place near Union

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
2-CENT STAMPS. 

k-J lock of hair, age, name, sex, one leading avinnmni 
nr Fb n‘i"S0 "I11 be '"“t’noied free by spirit poT® 
Dr- A. B-J2f>j>»ou.-_ban Jose._Ca|.

TJHYCHOME TRIC AND B USINESS 
or !lx Questions anawored, 50 cents and 

&Um£. U“0D-[BlT« Station A,

Philosophy of spiritual in-
greuteu events of tno'worid’« lilstury. To »uideut» of ™onIr^rU°C1prh'eI«vAB’
comparative and ethnological religion the contents ol' MA V
this portly volume of a thousaud-and-ono page« will | /jGE Or REASON. xir IIiUMAb 
prove of most intense Interest, and tbe statements aud ¿1 Paine. A book that nil should read. Price 50 
presentation» of the various faiths by their accredited cents, 
dlrciplcs aud exponents are vastly Instructive. The । f yrp iys OF OUR UFA VENL YHOMF price of this great volume is only 42.50. For sale at1 //y „1 . V , , i i, 5, . 
thin offlrn i V By Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly interettlng.
_________’_________________________________________ Postage 5 ctmts. Price «5 cents.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE»
IT IS A MOST EXCEL 

LENT WORK-
This work 1« by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, assisted by 

PROF. W. F. LVON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
42, but the price now ban been reduced to 81. Il k a 
book that will Interest aud Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, aud Is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher« 
man was a medium of rare qualities, aud his work le a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence In Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation: Discords; Good aud Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent in Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Panicles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confouudlngof Laoguagd; The Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

The author says: “ Each Individual partakes of 
bo'b physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupIL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour- 
Irhmcntof which 1 Individually partake and digest. 
Ajy soul must expand by virtue of the. soul essence 
which I individually gather and comprehend or digest-** 
For Rnie at this office.

'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. 
JL ito Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev.'Samuel 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Saylor, 
a grand and noble man. Price 91.00. '
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE 

L the New York Unitarian Club, The first time In 
the history of the world tl at a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before thcip. 
Iho lecture Is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 page«, beautifully printed, 
frlcc, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents. '

A GENTLEMAN OF GOOD CHAR- 
21 acter, with dark brown eyes, 'dark hair, of me
dium helghtb, age 89, would like to correspond with a 
lady about 80, of genial and affectionate disposition, 
who has some means and Is an unwavering Bplrltual- 
Ul. Mv object Is marriage, If harmonious. Give full 
description lu first letter. Absolutely confidential. 
No trlflcr». Address ‘•Constant,” care of editor of 

; this paper. 242.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL
TH Ing. A Serie» of Lossons on the Relation« ot tbe 

I tbe Spirit tolls Own Organism, and tbe Inter-Relation 
of Human Being, with Reference to Health, Disease 
and Healing. By tbe spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush., 
through tbe mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Illclunondt 
A book that every healer, physician and Spiritual!« 
thouldread. Price «1,50.

]\/TEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 
IVJ. ncl Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
before tbo New York Legislature, May 9,1888. Price, 
4 cents.
pOD IN THE CONSTITUTION. BY

Robert G. Ingersoll. One of tho best paper« Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness of author. Price, 10 ceuta; twelve copies for si.uo. 
JI THAT WOULD FOLLOl^ THE 

y y Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 
Holyoake. This Is a most valuable contribution Io 
Frecthought literature. Bouq^ In paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 11) cents; twelve copies 
for 41.00. '
INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON 

L Thom«» Paine, nt the lato Paine celebration tn 
NewYorkClty. Price, 6 cent»; ten cople»for50centa. 
O-fANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 
O what the editor of the Freethinker-» Magarino 
think» of him. Price, 4. cent»; twenty-live coplc» for 
XI cent«. ’

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

JDELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
£\ Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of •• The Clock Struck One. Two, and Three." 
Thirty-six year« a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s 
ong connection with one of tbe largest and most influ

ential religion« organizations In this country, together 
with bls well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract the at
tention and command tbe studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains tbe principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly al) phases of spirit-manifes
tation through a period of twenty seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was tbe •• prince 
of humbugs," end a purpose to expose tu and ending 
with a conviction that it Is a truth far transcending all 
others In value to mankind. It is eminently well 
adapted to place In tbe hands of those whose attach
ments to the Xalth« and forms of tbe Church incline 
them to have nc*vl*g to do with tbe subject upon 
which 1t treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth. 12mo, pp. 423, »1.00« Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at this Office.

^f/f/^ysi^^~JOTT7NGS' . ESSAYS. 
Vv Sketches, Poems and Songs; Gathered from 

tbe Highways, By-wpysand Hedges of Life. By Mat 
tlcE. Hull. It Is most excellent. Price 41.00l

Z' HE:DIAKKa7aND their earth 
ly .Victims. By A. J. Davis. A work as interest 

Ing as it Is.curious. Price 50 cents.

mNE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
1 Adapted to Modern Civilization« with the True 

Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown* 
Ml. D. Price. 15 cents. ' • - 1 •
Soul of Things; or Psychometric

Researches and Discoveries.
~DY WM. AND ELIZABETH M..F. 
D. Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise ad 
a text-book, It Is us fascinating os a work of fiction. 
The reader will be amazed to see the curio is facts 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain

The Myth of tbe Great Deluge. By James 
M. McCann. Price 15 cents. It Is tbe most com- 
glete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible 

tory of tbe Deluge that I have ever read.—B. F.
' Underwood. To read it is to be astonished at 

the possibilities of religious credulity.—T. B. 
Wakeman. Mr. McCann’s dynamite bomb has 
blown tlie fallacy to atoms.-A. B. Bradford. It 
ought to meet with a very large aale.—C.P.Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil.—By Henry 
Frank, the independent preacher of New York 
City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
before published. The book contains Gb pages, is 
beautifully bound, with likeness of author on title 
page. Price, 25 cents.

InKcraoll’s Address before the New 
York Unitarian Club. The first time in the 
history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by 
the Club with continuous applause from beginning 
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beauti
fully printed. Price, 6 cents.

The Gods. By Robert Q. Ingersoll, A beautiful 
pamphletof forty pages, with likeness of Ingersoll. 
Price, 20 cents. Tbe most profound address 
that Ingersoll over delivered.

Church and State; the Bible in the Publio 
Scnoola; the New "American” Party—By "Jef
ferson.” Third edition. This beautiful pam
phlet of 28 pages Is the most thorough preaenta- 
iion of tbe Church and State question that has 

■ appeared. Price, 10 cents.

JJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
JlI in your own home. Will send a pamphlet con
taining instructions, a letter designating youh phases 
of mediumship, a iplrhuaj song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazlne.fill.for 25 eta.: Address, Mri. J. A. 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue, Chicago, UL 249

K)O YOU WISH TO HAVE GOOD 
health and 11vc one hundred years? We can as- 

sl«t both, hlixer No. 1 and 2. one pint of each remedy- 
5m RÄe“"'l.,“iR®r,‘e lhe ent,re »/stem? and 
with Splr t y arma k directions how to take care of tba 
body will enable you to have good health ¿nd live a 
century. AH sent post-paid for si.no.

y» ü- F. POOLE. Clinton low*.IIefkrences: B. B. Hart, Clinton, Iowa; Hattie M 
Snmner, bbennaa, Tex. ; Mr. 11. Harmon, Jacksonville,'

HOW TO LIVE 100 YEARS.
A NEW METHOD ÖF TREATING 

ibe Eyes, tbe Catarrh, and, Ju fact the «nttr« 
nÎKîîd I 8/eüd ',i..tw0'eeQt stamps, and l’ will send 
printed Information. Also Photograph of my snjr/t- 
fâV&ÏÏ*’1 U18 kQt>wledge ta m«y O 
aOole, Clinton. Iowa.

Ciotb....v................................................
Postage 10 cento.

Soul of Things—Vol II.
Illustrated. 450pp. Cloth................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. IH.

lUifrated. 362 pp. Cloth................
< Postage 10 cents.

7 yYCIIOMETRy\ CONSULT WITH 
X Prof. A. B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your splril-friends. Send lock of 
uair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three question« free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4lb street, Milwaukee. WIs. 241

/JUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH- 
\-I er tale« and «ketches. By a band of spirit Intel- 

licence», through the mèdtnmihlp of Mary Tbereia 
Shelhamer. An excellent work. Price «1.25.

TiEATH AND AFTER LIFE, BYAN-- 
JLr drew Jackson Davis, ’Bornéthing you' should 
read. Price 73 cents. . .

TJROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA 
J. Rood Tuttle. A beautiful book of poem« of rare 
merit Trice»1.50. : ... ,

TEAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH- 
L^ cred from tbe Tree of Life. Preeented to human- 
Itylbroughtbcmcdlnmablpof B, E. Litchfield. Ex. 
cellcut throughout Trice «125.. ■ • ■

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE
History of Atbarael, Chief Priest of a Band of Al 

Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Writtenthrough 
the mediumship of U. G. Flgley. Pou should read 
this work. Price 30 cents. .

IT IS INTERESTING.
f IFE-AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 
Z-rWld:, Being a description of Localities, Employ- 
menttySiitronndlDgi, and Conditions In the Sphere*. 
By memberaof the Spirit-Band of-MIm M. T. Shelbi* 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle.’ Cloth 41.00. Postage W -cents. For sale at 
this office- ▼

JDIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY 
D'Stm». It will well pay pernsaL Price ,1.75 .

'f 1 . . . . £ I « F~’ , . e. «’ '"’‘-W'J'W 4 - r "k‘ V. T A t

91WIH CANNOT SEE HOW Y00 DO HWIrE IT AND PAY FREIGHT.
rC|ABays ¿mt S drawer waloat or oat* tm- 

prered High Am Kagtrsewhirinaclilna 
Seely fielehed, nickel plated,»dapled to IJtht 

a&d heiry work; naraoteed for 10Taan| with 
AaloKalleBobblnYTInder, Self«Threedl*< Cyba- 
der SkulUe,fi«lf>SeUing Kredle and a complete 
set of Steel AllaehBeate; shipped any wberpoa 

- AODay’eTriaL No money required io advance.
15,000 sow loose, World’i Fair Medal awarded machine and attach« 
taenia. Boy from factory and eave dealer’s and agent’a profits.

Cat ThlaOnt aod send to-day for tnachfn« or larte fret 
■ KtC catslocne, testltDonI«li*nd Glimpses of the World’s Fair* 
OXFORD NFS. CO.SOWriMli Av»-CH ID AGO,ill.

Tho Religion of Humanity: A Phi
losophy ot Life. By J. Leon Benwell. A 
beautiful paper-bobnd pamphlet, with likeness of 
nnthor. A most valuable publication to circulate 
among Christian people. Price 15 cents. .

memorial Oration by Colonel Inger
soll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered be
fore tbe New York Legislature, May 3, 1888. 
Price, 4 cents.

The Christian Religion. Whatt. tc be ite 
final outcome I By an Old Former. Aeplendld 
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 1& penta.

God In the Constitution. By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingerspll 
ever wrote. In paper' cover, with likeness of 
author. Price 10 cents. .

What Would Follow the Effacement 
of Christianity ? By George Jacob Hol
yoake. This ,1s a most valuable contribution to 
Frecthought Literature. Bound tn paper with 
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.

Ingersoll’s Great Address qn Thomas 
Paine, at .the late Paine celebration in New 
York City. Price, 6 cents.

Standing up for Jesus J or what the editor 
ot the Freethlnken' JUayaeine thinks ot him. 
Price, 4 cents.

Address,
. 1 Th« Progressive Think«?,” f

' " Chicago

DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIO. 
L\. By Bev. leaac J. Innsing, M. A. Every pitriot 
should read It. Prlch «1.00. ,

THE DIAKKA. .
; 'T'HE DIAKKA AND\ THEIR.EARTH- 
J. ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davi», ¡ii • very In® 
tereitlug «nd suggestive It Is an explanation ol

much that Is false and repulsive in’Splrl tualinrirem- 
bodjHng a most important recent interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a> resident of the Summer-lMid. - Prtce 
r-dtP-ntA. For bpTS at this offic* .

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 

Ji turca given by tbc Spirit Band through the me
diumship of Alrx.,Magdalena Kliuo. This volume con
sists of a series of lectures, messages and poems, 
written nod delivered In public through tbc mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant and inspirational-medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some Ideas that differ from those be has held, yet he 
will Add much co please, benefle and Instruct. Thu 
reverence with which Jesus 1« mentioned will please 
many, although tbe Ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
und Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
Tbe book contains 488 large pages, and will bo sent 
postpaid for <1.50. For sale at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
. . - I AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
'Or a few. thoughts on how .to reach that altitude 
there spirit Is’suprcmo and all things are subject to it

BY MOSES HULL
Price, cloth, 50cent«!'paper. 25 cents. For sale at 

thia office. .

OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. IL B.' WESTBROOK.

Profonridlyreverent, but thoroughly radical; expos- 
,'nÿtbeiaittloul claims ot ancient Judaism and dog- 
nintlc Cbrtstiatiltt,'containing many startling conclu
rions never belote published.' showing clearly the 
my thlcaTcbiracter of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, find proving that Jesus was an Imper
sonation .and . not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price »1.50. ■ .

For sale at this office.
. . - 'THE/SÓUL/'lTS''NATURE. RELA-. .. - -, .

T TISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE-' J.1 tions and Expressions in Human Embodiments. jy)NMSt\FROM THE INNER LIFE* JJ1 vlcwof tbeSundayquestion. -Il is Inyalusble. Given, throughrMrs. Cora L.1 V./RIcbmond, by.her By«LkxÌeI)óten. »These poèmi imi stipili? 
By G.W. Brown. M.D. Price 15 centi. ' • Guides. A book thaVeverybody should reàd tto. Ml murar. PriceALOd'

- ---------------------------- -------- -------------------- • interested In re-incarnation. Price-ILOO., u
- TESUS AND THE. MEDIUMS, OR , T.. DEYOND THE GATES. BY^LIZi^
r. iZ Christ and Mediumship. By Moses Hull, ▲ pint I ALL.AB.O.UTDEVILS» BY MOSBit | hMh Stpart PhelPA A Highly entartaining

(Uet well worth readlag. Trice 10 cent«. ■ ■ , , > Hull. ’ A'work you should read./Price 15 cent«. 1 Price ,1.00. '

NATIONAL

Association,
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
(Incorporated Nov. 1,1893.)

'THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
. „ £allo“al Spiritualist»’ Association Is now open

“1 ?nii ®" 8Plrltuttl|sts are Invited to visit 
tbelr offitlal liomo. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who ar. requested to send In tlietr 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 

antu .P®rfe<'t register of Uiiiee. add 
prompt notice should be sent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 
arc also requested to confer with us. and Information 
Is desired respecting all new phases of development 
lu all parts of tbe world. Books, pamphlets anti man- 
UXlues upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address us above. llonKBT A. Ddcmiok. 
Secretary. 214tf -

A REMARKABLE OFFER. SEND 
Fj.'Pra 2-cent postage stamps, a lock of your hair.

V1*,ex’ ,Rnd I will send you a clairvoyant 
7??r„dl’®8,e" Addre.» J. C. Batdow, 

21.?” .Msg?®ttc Institute, Grand Rapid.,
Mich. Plebe state what periodical you saw our ad- 
vertiBement In. ¿jy

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Bead this testimonial: “PsrcHEarrivcd two weeks 
ngo and to say I was pleased does not express my ap
preciation. . My boy, twelve years old, ls^ developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Gapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. Ue has al«o 
developed Clairroyanqe and Clalraudfcncc.—M. Y. 
Thompson, Arkadelphia, Ark." PrtcMLOO. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
teattmonlals. W. H, Bach. Mfr. SL Paul. Minn.

Mrs. g. partridge, 
]}LATF,0RMPSYCHOMETRIST AND 
i builuen medium. Readings personally or by 
letter 11,00. Brief reading by mail 25 cents. Mag
netic treatment® riven: obsession removed. 46 st 
John’s Place, Chicago, Ill. Z22 tf

rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send LULL fivetwo-oent stamps, date of blrtb, sex, I 1ILL handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
. will receive a correct diagnosis of your dlr 

ease and n brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Road, Box 353, Lansing, hyeb.

-X JY111 DEVELOP FORI M Cl TÍ* 11 A y°JJ tned it ? Thd■ .W.l III . R?«« Cabinet Far the 
* Vil V purpose ever made-b«r
This moreelois cabinet J”“!

^iuÄhi!X!Costs>tliin§:
I. H. METCALF?, Agent, 184' S. Green St.Chicago 

k Priccît.oodeHvered.indty.
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MRS. MABEL ABER. PHENOMENAL
The In Relation to Spirit Pictures.

IS SHE INSANE?

c.

Mournful Musings.

Precepts From the Koran.

li

I

truth shine.
San Francisco, Cal.

MIRACLES Off THE BIBLE—DIVERSITY 

Off GIFTS—ST. PAUL—BRUNO—HYP A- 

TIA—GOETHE —DR. JOHNSON.. AND 

OTHERS. . .

Auken and me when we pass to spirit
life. If they do, we shall assuredly feel 
that we have got into good and pleasant 
company. a. E. Tilden, M.’ D.

Rochester, N.Y.

THE ATOMS.
. • . • • •? .’ •• • . < V ¿ . ' ;

Importanti Part, They 
Play. '

She Takes up the Pen in De
fense of Spiritualism,

And Presents Man/ Beautiful 
Facts in Its Behal£

I wish to thank Dr. J, S Cooper 
and wife, also the host of . kind friends 
who so royally entertained me at Chilli
cothe, Mo., during my short sojourn in 
their beautiful city; also to say a few 
words in behalf of our beautiful philoso
phy (in answer to an article \tfhich ap
peared in the Chillicothe Constitution) 
which we know this community does not 
comprehend, and yet it is as old as the 
world!

Glance back over the history of India, 
she who stands first in occultism to-day, 
and you will find long before the days of 
Jesus recorded accounts of mediumship, 
and all the so-called miracles of our 
bible are simply nothing'tfibre or less 
than the spiritual phenomena of to-day 
which is constantly taking place, not 
only through the power of public me
diums, but around the fireside in the 
sacred home circle. We need no better 
proof of spirit return than recorded ac
counts given in the bible, and why 
should we not use these beautiful gifts? 
Jesus said: “Now concerning spiritual 
gifts, brethren, I would not have you ig
norant. Now there are diversities of 
operations, but the manifestation of 
spirit‘is given to every man to profit 
withal. For to one is given the word of 
wisdom; t6 another faith; to another the 
gift of healing; to another the working 
of miracles; to another prophecy; to an
other, the discerning of spirits; to an- 
otheydivers kind, of tongues; to. another 
interpretation of topgues.”—Chap, xii, 
I Cop. ’ ■

Again, Jesus BgjdU I’failthtetp these 
spiritual gif Isl’anq ^ptsEbw I unto you 
abetter way;’’ • • !

These are-commandments of th? New 
Testament, the ones we are living by 
to-day, arid yet let me ask how maily are 
obeying these' commands? Let me ask 
why these truths are never touched upon 
Iq our Sabbath-school lessons? I do hot 
remember them in my . experience as a 
Sabbath-school student and church mem
ber.. Only since cotinnuning with the 
Spirit-world for the past six years have 
I thoroughly understood the bible. I 
only ask my church friends who read 
this, to at once get their bibles and care
fully read Corinthians. I have all love 
and charity for the people who persecute 
mediums. Why? Because onjy a few 
years ago I was in ignorance, and felt it 
to be the devil’s work; but after trying 
the spirits as St. Paul commanded us to 
do, “and see whether they be good or 
evil spirits,” I have found it to be a 
blessed truth, one which brings comfort 
to thousands of sorrowing hearts; there
fore I stand to-day as a mediator between 
the two worlds, ready to sacrifice my 
life, if need be, as did Hypatia, Bruno, 
and a galaxy of noble souls, who in the 
past prepared the way for me to give 
out tnese truths to-day, without danger 
of the stake or gibbet.

Persecution and death have been the 
fate of those who have given to the 
world new thought and knowledge. 
Read the life,of Giordano Bruno. Hark! 
he announces the plurality of worlds. 
The hell-hounds of. the Inquisition hunt 
him down,.and for nothing more or less 
than giving us the' beautiful Science' of 
the Stars, Astronomy, he is put to death 
by the priesthood. . Having been edu
cated for the priesthood, and becoming 
inspired with truths in advance of the 
church of Rome, he was obliged to leave 
his native home and loved ones, and flee 
to Italy that he might give the Science 
of the Stars to the world; but in so do
ing he sacrificed his life. But to-day, 
thanks to our advanced age, a monument 
has been erected to his memory.

And Hypatia, how can we speak of 
her death fa such a delicate manner that 
it will not shock the laity? This cul
tured daughter of TheOn, the mathema
tician, of Alexandria,. Egypt, who Was 
born 350 A. D., while on her way to her 
academy of learning; was taken from 
her chariot, dragged through the streets 
into the church, there stripped of her 
clothing, torn limb from limb, and un
der the statuary of the still Christ look
ing down, was .finally struck by Peter, 
the reader, which proved the fatal blow. 
We can only say: AOh, Father, forgive 
them, for they know hot what they do.”

I have no space to tell you the history 
and daily life of this sweet, noble soul, 
who gave up all life for truth’s sake; 
whose aim and motive was to; enlighten 
mankind, and prove to them, if possible, 
there is no death—simply trying to 
settle the important question of all ages, 
“If a man die shall he live again?” To 
those who are not familiar with the his
torical facts connected with the -life of 
Hypatia, we will askybu'.toTead.the ac
count given in a beautiful' romance, by 
Charles 'Kingsley. / ■ '..■..,■

Nowj let me refer, you to celebrated 
apparitions of history. Goethe'.states. 

. that one day-he saw the . exact . counter-; 
part of himself coming.. towards _ him.. 
Pope saw an . arm . apparently coming 
through the wall and made inquiries 
after its owner. Byron often! received 
visits 'from" a '.specter. Dr. Johnson, 
heard his mother ¿call his name in'a 
clear voice, thdugh'she was at-the. time. 
in another city, Count Emanuel Swed
enborg believed he had the privilege^

interviewing' persons. In. the Spirit
world. Loyola, lying wounded during 
the siege of Pampeluna, saw the Virgin, 
who encouraged' him to prosecute his. 
mission. Descartes was followed by an 
invisible person whose -voipp he heard 
urging him to continue- his ’researches. 
Oliver Cromwell, lying sleepless on his 
couoh, saw the curtains open and a 
gigantic woman appear who told him he 
would become the greatest min in Eng
land. • Benvenuto Cellini, imprisoned at 
Rome, resolved to free himself by self
destruction, but was deterred by the ap
parition of a young woman of wondrous 
beauty whose • reproaches turned him 
from his purpose. Napoleon once called 
attention to a bright star he believed he 
saw shining in his room, and said: “It 
never deserts me. I see it on every 
»reat occurrence urging me onward. It 
s my unfailing omen of success.”
Thousands of testimonials just as strik

ing could be given. The most intellect
ual people of the world are the 
first to embrace this grand truth. 
Queen Victoria never sits down to a 
meal without a plate set for her beloved 
spirit husband, Prince Albert. Alfred 
Russell Wallace, Tyndall, Crookes, 
Varley and a host of scientists on both 
sides of the water are Spiritualists.

Can it be possible that the sixteen 
millions who have accepted this philoso
phy can be deceived? No! it cannot be. 
There must be something lacking in our 
own education. Let us not condemn 
anything which presents itself to us for 
study, until wo have thoroughly investi
gated and gone into the depths.

We do not cast aside the beautiful 
teachings of Jesus. We do not believe 
in a fixed heaven or hell. We- do not 
believe we can sin all our lives and on 
our deathbed be forgiven. No! While- 
we believe the teachings and examples 
of Jesus to be beautiful, and the ones to 
live by, yet we do not believe the fact of 
his having been put to death can in any 
way save us, only as we follow his ex
ample. Jesus was nothing more or less 
than a medium. Did he not turn water 
into wine? Did he not appear to Iris 
disciples? and when they doubted, did 
he not say: “Put your finger in the 
wounds, and see it is I?” Did he not 
walk upon the water? Was he not 
transfigured upop the mount? Did he 
not say: “Cultivate these spiritual gifts 
and. greater things shall ye’dothafi l 
have done?” . .

When we come into the'full under
standing and acceptance of spirit returb, 
life is worth living. It takes away the 
fear of so-called death. It brings to us 
our loved ones who are not dead, thus 
proving the continuity of life. It. gives 
us more charity for the failings of our 
fellow-man. It will make us each, a 
saviour of man, if we will be. Our 
creed is this:
“Whoever was begotten by pure love, 
And came desired and welcomed into 

life,
Is of immaculate conception. He . ■ 
Whose heart is full of tenderness, and 

truth, • • '
Who loves mankind more than he loves 

himself,
And cannot find room in his heart for 

hate,
May be another Christ. We all may be 
The saviors of the world, if we believe 
In the Divinity which dwells in us, 
And worship it, and nail oUr grosser 

selves,
Our tempers, greeds, and our unworthy 

aims
Upon the cross. Who giveth love to all, 
Pays kindness for unkindness, smiles for 

frowns,
And lends new courage to each fainting 

heart
And strengthens hope and scatters joy 

abroad, '
He, too, is a Redeemer, Son of God.”

Let us continue to climb in spite of all 
the taunts and sneers of the world. 
Each step brings us nearer the'.higher, 
plane, far removed from the. turbulerit, 
conditions belonging to the cruder 
planes of life. The higher we climb 
the less we notice the.taunts and sneers 
that are flung after us, and-we .drink in 
strength from the clearer .atmosphere 
we are nearing! •

There is rest beyond the tumult','; i" 1 
There is rest beyond. ’the strife;

There is love all love surpassing . r 
And a broader view oflife. 7 ' • .

We are climbing higher. higherf '
And together soon will stand; ' ‘ 

Where to all the ones below us •: ,..
We can lend a helping, hand. -’Ll ,

Ever will this be oiir mission, ' •” ’
To help all who seek to rise

And remove the scales of error
From our comrades? blinded eyes.

Boundless is our field’of action;
Will we, then, sit idly down, ■

. And because no great work offers
Wear upon our brow a frown?

No! we’ll rise and do what lieth
Just within our easy reach, 

And we’ll find each act of kindness
Will some lesson to‘us teach.

. . Mabel.Aber.

How They Bu|ld the Perfect Mun.

Contemplating things in the ¡totality, ' 
we often forget the law of the unit and’ 
individual. But whatever limits the 
smallest, binds also the largest. When
ever limitations appear in the gross,: 
they must also be , present. in the mi
nutest. ' '

Throughout the universe, all totals of 
segregation and individualization de
pend for their form, and all,that in 
them is, upon the atomic constitution.

If there were no atoms, there could be 
no forms.

If there were no attributes of the 
atoms, there would be no attributes of . 
the forms, Whatever . the mass pos
sesses, the atom must possess in propor
tion to its sjpe.

Our planet, whirling through space; 
and the system of planets, of which* it is 
one, in all their relations and inter-re
lations, depend upon the conditions of 
the atoms of which they are composed.

It is because the atoms are positive ‘ 
and negative that^ormation is . possible.

There might have been some other 
way, if the One had so willed;, it. . Per-, 
haps in the next Mahyantaric period; 
some other idea of holding fprin in place 
may come from it. But whenever mani
festation now appears, it is,4ile.to the 
segregation of atorhs; and these atoms? 
are builded one over against ¿¿other, by 
the innate attraction. The total is con
scious after its manner, because the ! 
atom itself is conscious. . .

Man, in the organic, prides himself 
that he is alive; that he can perceive in 
the physical the Incidents of his envi-' 
ronment. He knows by his senses.; 
There would not be one single ray of 
this consciousness, unless the atoms were 
conscious. The consciousness of man op 
the physical plane is due to the sum 
total of the consciousness ¿f his atoms.

At a certain period of Sequence, the 
body cesséç Jo manifest : dansciodsnesK ; 
Why i# (blé? Because.uiifléi- thçh'.w;oT-r 
sequence,"polarity, tho othen-.attribute 
of the atom necessary for, manifestation, 
has ceased to exist. This.polarity is the 
result of tbe vitality which emanates 
from the spirit.
i Taken in contrast with consciousness, 
the condition inhering in the atom, 
from .its own constitution, vitality is 
positive and the consciousness is nega- ‘ 
tive, but it is active negation. Perhaps 
it is difficult to conceive of such a state. 
But it is the property which the atom 
has received to constitute both itself and 
its consciousness. It is the result of the 
physical 'condition of -indivisibility: 
Wise men tell us that the ujjiiqate atom 
is simply consciousness of existence; and, 
farther, Ihat it is negative,'-enduring, 
suffering, 'if one might so spéakòf the 
material Condition; and JJiis Conscious
ness is that pf segregatiçm,'not q( separa-

We cannot annihilate "the atom; and 
the veryknowledgie.of the consciousness 
of' such segrégation and non-annihila
tion, constitutes the negative resistance, 
which of itself is the consciousness of 
existence.

But the consciousness simply of exist
ence, in the atomic state, gives nothing 
but darkness, ’ nothing: but the state 
called death or Inertia. But when the 
inert is inspired by the spiritual condi
tions named vitality, then we have .the 
positive energizing force - which .bririts 
about adherence In groups; collections 
of groups into organs;‘-4nd the further 
union of organs into ¡¿jitiody, complete 
for its appointed purpo»:'

When the One indrawn is sajiEJo 
sleep,’ there is no consciousness qÌ . exS't- 
ence, understood as nmriifestatióri.!',But 
when thé One awakes to perceive itself, 
impelled- by. desire; generated by the' 
Divine Karma of the previous outbreath- 
ing, then.,, every atom in the manifesta
tion receives froin the ihner, the center 
of consciousness, a‘ perception òf mani- 
-festàiion;.", ■■■' !

• ‘ILthe atoms. need: the 'vitaUzation of’ 
the spirit'.force in-orde** that the. con* 

• sciondnesa otthéphysical be" perfect, in' 
form-building, it must follow? that the 
vitality, and! the <tenshiou8ûe88’-!act over! 
against eaehother; . > j

In the. normal ' condition,‘"k' plus, y 
equals the perléct foym’ of the atom. 
If there.is more HI x. then there would- 
be'iièss òf':y; anà'if there is more y, 
there would be less ai x. And out of 
this condition of changing of quantities, 
grows everything that, seeing, we call 
illusion'.'" It is the mainspring of the 
Maya of the Eastern philosophers. ..

H the atom is highly vitalized, and re
tains Ils normal. consciousness, • vigor Is 
manifest, .In whatever it enters into as a 
part; but. all’, the parts of the body com
posed of'atoms must have' these condi
tions in this varying Way. H the condi
tions change, then there must be some 
times when the spiritualizing potency of 
vitality may, be very faint, or removed 
altogether; then there would remain 
nothing but the consciousness of placé,- 
or of atomic existence in the atom. That 
this does remain forever and forever is 
proved by this fact: that the waste, pass
ing but, or away from the higher forms 
of organic bodies, becomes the source of 
rioùriBlüné'nt for thé' lower - forms.- >If 
there were no consciousness left; if that, 
which was dead to thé higher forms was 
also dead to the lower iforms, then the

; atom of Itself thight pass into -dissOlu- 
1 tiott f But' because it "does not’die—be

cause the atomic constitution is capable
, of.J.:6ÙstainIngL force': on the lower 
; lines- dr; planes; it /-follows that, the 

consciousness of existence, even deprived ;

Among the Saxons a wife was di
vorced -by .sale. A husband, with the 
consent of the wife,, put a halter around 
her neejk, led. her to the nearest market 
town-, ¿nd.disposed of her Mi 'auction to 
thehighest bidderj making a speech in 
which ¿he set'; foyth! her,good;and evil 
qualities. . ;

• A Nejv .York man,-in petitioningifor 
divorce', pleaded” that ‘¿the plaintiff 
would' not sew on this plaintiff’s buttons, 
neither would. she,..allow. him .to: go .to’ 
fires, at. night;” a;:species.-.of ■ oppression 
decided by the court :to bb .cruel.and! in
human, and therefore entitling; ¡the 
plaintiff to a decree. . 3 ; ;

of its vitality,- is' ot rise on 'the, planes 
which dqnbt ¿¿cd so high a tension of 
the .vitaliziijg forice. Thus it descends 
tq.tjia . tower forms, the , waste,pt the 
¡mghdr ' becoming the ! nourishing par- 
.tiples of’tfie'1 tower. .'

These atoms thus cihanging, thus grad-, 
Jpg, bpqome flf themselves coarser, or 
.gl-psspr,,, that- is not, absorbed by 
each' descending grade of life passes bn, 
•but-containk-.'less and less of nourish
! ¿tent; .because even the activity of its 
négation is impaired. In tbe lower.form 
pf/Jbe-.iporgáfiic, -the particles which 
haye ineyer. been vitalized advance in 
reverséprdér, as in their primitive con- 
ditibri'théÿ ¿ré of no service anywhere 
¿long the liña Of life. The rocks, hard 
■and- impenetrable,' worn down by the 
stpvms of hupdi-eds of years, yield their 
finenèss;to the tower, fbrms of organic 
life,"for ’ vifdlizatiori, as the first step, 
and even this cannot be taken without 
the help of .the vitalized air and water. 
The' qrgftnfe life, taking, from it that 
which Is needed for its own mainten
ance,'passes' it'on gs food'to thé next 
highest, forms, of spiritualized being. 
Whatever .canpot bq used travels back 
around the cyclo, until it shall have 
reached the lowest form of that which 
we have nainedi dirt or refuse, and the 
qycle is complete. ■ ,

•’ Bujthe.atom that has.gone the round 
is more amenable to be ¿fí.gáin vitalized, 
to be ye'absbrbpd, to-be carried forward 
to tho highest point,-than?when it first 
starts but, at thé rock, with only the bare 
sense'of‘consciousness-within itself. '

In passing, tot (us ¿offri: This is the 
very ro'drid and condition .ip; which man 
has wbri'fbr himself hip présent stand- 
ing-plabp -as an aggregation.of the atom.

Jt.wàs an>absbjute isonudition when the 
■first form-buildiñg of’-fean begin, with 
the: spirit fquee of tbe’ Divihe Monad 
Within iiiin, that it côûld only draw into 
his body thbfttpms which had made the 
first round (rom fhe pock. The body, of 
necessity, mustpave peen coarse, gross, 
and'-filled fulT'of the savage instincts, 
tíehHy -alliéd■'•tíj. the parth from which 
the body was Wit. ¿

. Truly, he. wa^ mada.cnit of the duet of 
the'ground! And as ¡the brother of the 
dust° be .was surcharged with ‘all the 
-ti’aitsî in their ¿oársest,'¿fieccest ‘ expres- 
JlüfeípJijch. b'eloaglhg to -the' forçp> of 
nature on-the-prifnary plane?, b.ave m 
mercy whatever within.them. ■

But these; atoms going through the 
rounds of man's body,- influenced by his 
spiritual conditiohs, age after age, and 
returning upon the earth to again enter 
upon the round and the race, become re
fined ¿nd amenable to spirit force. The 
■atoms which have constituted man’s 
body a thousand times are more nearly 
allied¿ to the spirit force, more easily 
acted upon by spirit agency than the 
atom-" which first starts from the inor
ganic to'make its first round.

The,spirltln coming upon the earth 
the firsttime, and descending into the 
maze of matter, found for itself a hercu
lean task.' 'The consequence was, that 
amid all-.the storm of material condi
tions, .in aJL-the darkness,.in all .the tor
ture,-in all the physical discordance, it 
could mabe. but little impression. It 
mibht seem well nigh- useless for the 
Divine Monad to attempt, out of this 
mass .of ' matter, to produce anything 
that should in any wise be of value, in 
proportion to the labor which t'ae spirit 
must undergo.

And to talk of the Divine Monad ex
isting forever, with such a b tdy as it 
would be. able to create under such cir
cumstances, was an impossibility. Could 
light dwell with darkness? Ctiuld heat 
and cbld dwell together? Could positive 
arid'negative become one? Could the 
lion lie ¿own with the lamb? Nay! But 
centuries amount to nothing in the di
viné Ch rbriology; millions and millions 
of years' are of' no consequence in the 
perception of the One. And it is well 
for the purposes of the Supreme Intelli- 
gèhce, and for the task of man, that it 
was so ordained. . .

Man cbmes and goes upon .the planet. 
Each time he creates for himself a body; 
he leaves, according to the state of his 
spiritualityr-more or less atoms imper-: 
merited with the spiritual conditions;.. 
The Atoms that are so spiritualized'are 
freed fromand raised above the rock
bound planetary conditions, They are: 
in.tiie âik ‘ They are in the eth'ern from, 
¡which they 1ère attracted to the bodies of 
men, according to the spiritual power of 
the individual. ■ 1 ■

■ « It.is said that civilization is increasing, 
moving onward .and upward, and. that- 
men’ are fiber in every respect than.they 
were cènturiés ago*; This peculiar, con
dition is d'ue.'to the working over in the 
-body of different atoms. The'more 
highly potent the spirit is at any par
ticular point, the more it will be able to 
attract to itself the spiritual atoms sur
rounding it. The greater the .propor
tion of--the spiritual atoms in a man’s 
body, the more civilized he is and the 
more amenable to spirit power.

The difference between a Psychic and 
one-Who is not, consists in the psychic 
being ¿so ■, because the potency of its ego 
has been .able, from the first- of. any 
stated life, to draw to itself spiritualized 
atoms . in greater quantities than those 
who are not psychics. In all training, 
where-there is desire ¡and-purpose to 
make one's self - sensitive/, that is the 
point tp be aimed at. ■ -, •

¡ Therefore you can see, if the thought 
runs albrig'bn the gross planes, you, are 
•attracting to yourself • grossness. - If'it 

. runs'.along on the spiritual planes, ^you; 
•are-attracting to yonrself spiritualized 
atoms.’' Thé more you dwell in thespir- 
itiial atmosphere, the more spiritualized 
your body will grow; and this is acknowL 
edged, even by casual observers. Lit is 
often ■ remarked: “How changed such a 
person’s Countenance is.” How the; 
light from hills» the

which Jhas never been on land nor sea, 
shines’;through?! ' Well, ¿why does it 
shinhlthrqpgh?!J Simply because the 
spiritualized atoms of thé body can re
ceive? ¿nd jransmlt the spiritual light.

. It'hjis - always been man’s ’ highest 
dreajpjthat'sometime or other he might 
holdupouihp earth abody which should 
be ¿S’qiveBÎhstirig. as his spirit. If he 
does’that, then hisbody must be com
posed of spiritualized atoms.

Man’s real business, then, from the 
very inception of> the first incarnation, 
has been to spiritualize the atoms', upon 
this globe. ' Hé is seeking, as the instru
ment of the Divine, to bring into posi
tion as spiritualized atoms the whole 
body of the globe.

The statement that the spiritualized 
atoms are elevated above thé globe it
self, is recognized.in the record of the 
Adepts, when one ■ of the seers sajd: 
“That the earth would melt with fervent 
heat, and they who would be saved 
would be caught up into the air.” That 
is to say, under the action of the spirit
ual forces, the globe will be transmuted 
from the physical condition into the 
spiritual.

They who will live as perfected men. 
a perfect spirit in a perfect body, will 
then dwell as wholly spiritualized beings; 
and then, man’s desire so eagerly sought, 
which has beep .promised over and over 
again—the resurrection of the body, will 
behecompli’shed. .

^hfetbej interior force of the spirit, 
fromxWypry beginning, of .its incarna- 
tioMjÿlU;'i)é .aple to draw to itself the 
spiritualized atoms, and there will be 
eqqu&fi'to forte a whole body. The 
tro^ple now is, that there are not enough 
to gp^around, consequently there is a di
lution hÿ the.grosser, .unspiritualized 
atoms of those that.are spiritualized and 
permeated with’an ever-living vitality. 
Those who pulsate to higher vibrations 
are those to,whom have come through 
these causes more spiritual atoms than 
to another less favored. If a compara
tively few can produce recognizable re
sults’;, if a small proportion of the higher 
atoms produces a shining mark Qf ; ex
cellence, how much more will be the 
power, thé beauty,' the sublimity of the 
overpowering magnificence of the map. 
whose egio sliall be able to create in all 
its.fullness. a. perfect body of spiritual 
atoms, from the crown of .the head to 

‘the sole of the feet. Then, indeed, will 
the Divine Mohad, through the perfect’ 
body of mau, manifest forever and for
ever, a body of perfect atoms, each hold
ing within itself the consciousness of ex
istence and vitality of the One Itself, 
and thereby eternal; and this perfect 
man will become again, as at 
the first, before manifestation com
menced, atoms of the One, filled full of 
tho power which in the ages long in 
the future shall actually force a new 
manifestation, when the great manvan- 
tariq night shall have come to an end.

Therefore it is necessary, not only 
thiifyhe atonia of themselves shall be 
perfect/, in that which belongs to the 
atom, but they must be spiritualized, 
aritf/so spiritualized as to hold the con- 
dïtfôp.; being thus everlastingly positive 
and’ negative in equilibrium; the body 
must alsp become endless in its exist
ence. And thps tho change we call 
illusion, dissolution, o.r death, will cease. 
It is wisest, then, that we, understand
ing this, should train ourselves along 
the lines that can bring to us that which 
we most desire and are seeking for. Let 
all come to the one thought, the one 
aspiration, to incorporate into our bodies 
as many spiritual atoms as it lies within 
the power of our egos to reach.

■ W. P. Phelon, M. D.

Dead at His Post.
‘ A brave engineer died at his post of 
duty. His name was S. F. Pritchard, 
and he was running a train on the 
Baltimore .Ohio railroads He saw just 
ahead’ a large , piece of rock that had 
rolled'down ¿he side of the mountain, on 
the track. Quick as thought, he sprang 
from his seat, without relaxing his hold 
on the throttle, slammedi it shut, and 
put on the air-brakes. -■
-, The next instant the engine went 
crashing and grinding over the rock, 
was ¿throw n ¿from -¿the track and turned 
oyer und •ov«rt-stripping.it of.machinery 
agi ..çrushlng.■:■everything • that would 
b.reakw-;.'-r b? • • .

1Tbri.-:WWtPf .rthe engiheer ot - the ill- 
fated locomOtive-i deserves to be em
balmed in verse and story. .> . .
' , ’W^en thé horror-strlclcén trainmen 
¡and .passengers, çpqchéjl - ,the battered 
wreck, the manly ¡form of „ the brave en
gineer was’’found standing erect, as if 
his ehgine was running smoothly over 
the rails. One hand grasped the 
throttle, and tbe other the , handle of 
the air-brake valve, with a clutch that 
could not be lopsed. .

His lips were pressed closely together, 
and his face’wore a determined but anx
ious look, that, alas! was never to 
change, for, penetrating his side, was 
the cold, cruel, polished handle of the 
“reverse bar.” > . ‘

The engine, in turning over, hud 
pressed him'against the bar, and he had 
died instantly [and peacefully,—died at- 
his post of duty,—died ' that men might 
live. ’ . *: .

Experience in a Photograph Qal- 
? lery. '

- , ■ .: Legal Tender. ■' J 
.'Notmore than ten thr6e-cen.t pieces; 

cari be insisted,upori.in one-transaction.
-■ You can oblige .no one to take more 
than ten .onefeent pieces in -one transac
tion. ’ i '‘r-. . ... .-....:.. ...
¿¡¿ Gold'-can.be’ used.to any amount in the 
purchase of/goods or in. the payment of 
debts.. . . -Li- I .': / i.,?/:
-?'Any?amount less thanlfiv-e'donars' can 
be paid in nickels or any silver coin.— 
Journal of Education, . ••

Francis Rice, Esq.,
Dear Sir and Bro.:—The pictures of 

your spirit sister Mary, and her spirit 
husband. Dr. Levi Lucas, beautifully 
executed in oil on porcelain by the 
artist, Charles Peterson, of Auburn, N. 
Y., and nicely framed, wore duly deliv
ered to Mrs. Van Auken and myself as 
arranged by you, as a present to us, and 
now ornament the wall of tbe south sido 
of our parlor. We sinqerely thank you 
and assure you that your generosity, 
kindness and friendship are duly appre
ciated by us; and we are proud that 
Mary and Dr. Lucas, after more than 
fifteen years’ residence together in their 
bright spirit home, remember us with 
such consideration and so often visit us 
and manifest their presence and appre
ciation of our humble efforts in her be
half during the last month of hersojourn 
in earth life, which was now moro than 
fifteen years ago, as that month was 
spent under our immediate care and me- 
dlumistic treatment, Dr. Lticas from his 
spirit position giving us daily directions 
and advice about her care ana treatment, 
during which time .we first learned that 
he was her soul mate.

She has requested recently that I 
write out for publication an account of 
the manner in which you obtained the 
card photograph from which these 
beautiful porcelain pictures were painted 
by the exquisite artist above named, and 
wants me to mention that those pictures 
are free for tho inspection of any per
sons who may choose to call on us, and 
it will be a pleasure to us to welcome all 
such as may be interested to see them 
and thus learn of the truth of spirit pho
tography, and the evidence this trans
action affords of the reality of spirit re
turn -fynd ¿Manifestation in other phases 
of anediumship;"
; Some years after Mary’s transition to 
spirit-Hfej- I wrote an- account,of the 
circumstances and incidents of your 
•bringing her to us for treatment, and of 
incidents of her one month’s stay with 
Ü8. Many of those incidents would have 
bpen considered miracles a fpw centuries 
ago. I will also send you a copy of that 
history, which you can use as you see fit.

We would be glad to see as much of 
these writings in The Progressive 
Thinker as Editor Francis thinks 
proper to insert. Still, I do not see how 
he can make room for a great deal of it, 
as his paper is so crowded with very 
valuable articles. I seldom see an ar
ticle there that I. think could well be 
left out to make room for anything else.

I will now proceed to relato, as well as 
I can from memory, what Mary Rice 
Lucas recently requested me to write 
about the procuring of the photograph 
from which the porcelain pictures were 
painted. .

A few years after Mary passed to spir
it-life her brother,-Francis Rice, .called 
on us at our residence on Sophia street, 
and found Mrs. Van Auken and myself 
holding what we called a sitting for 
spirit writing, which was our daily 
practice.

This was done by our sitting side by 
side with her left hand and my right 
hand clasped together, with a pencil in 
my hand placed on paper. In this posi
tion our joined hands would be con
trolled by some intelligent power, invis
ible to me, though sometimes visible to 
her clairvoyant sight. That power al
ways claimed to be a spirit of some de
parted human being, and generally gave 
the name. We accepted it as sucn and 
can say that after more than fifteen 
years’ experience in that way we have 
never found out a case of false identity— 
of one spirit pretending to be somebody 
else. Soon after Mr. Rice came in the 
control changed and his sister, Mary, 
took cóntrol. She requested Francis to 
go to some photograph gallery on State 
street, and sit for his picture, and prom
ised that she would impress her picture 
oh the plate as She then looked and not 
as she looked before she passed over to 
spirit'.’life. He . immediately complied. 
We did not any of us 'know that there 
was an operator, in ¡Rochester of such 
mediumship thht he could obtain spirit 
pictures. We knew that a former resi
dent, Miss Headley, was such a medium- 
istic operator; but she had gone west, as 
we understated.

Mr. Rice called at one of the galleries, 
without knowing which one to choose, 
and behold! he there found Miss Headley, 
.who had returned. She gave him a sit
ting; a negative was obtained with sev
eral faces upon it besides his own. He 
came back to us' and arranged to have 
me go and get the. pictures after they 
were printed, as he lived thirty miles 
away. I did so and we found a number 
of spirit faces upon it.1 One of them we 
easily recognized as that of Mary; an
other was their father, whom I had 
known, and another we were medium- 
istically told was Dr. Lucas. We had 
never known him; as he had passed to 
spirit-life about ten .’years before-. Mary 
¡did, having resided in New -York-¿City. 
Mary’s pic.tu¿e is more ethereal and .alm 
than the;,pthers, .and she Says she is 
sòrty'.thàt She could ¿pot'impress het 
imagé ori the plate moré plainly, so she 
is hot quite satisfied with it., ' ’ ' She says 
that Dr. Itepas’.picture is! a. very accu
rate representation ot him, arid I ’think 
that whoever looks at thè- pictures as 
brought out by tho artist,'Mr. Peterson, 
will believe-that, they are about as good 
looking a couple aS ever’ had a likeness 
takeik ■ • ■■■'. ' ■ i ■ ■ .-4

They hare promised to meétMrs. Van

Giving Up an Estate to Be
come a Spirit Bride.

_ To THE Editor:—The following, from 
the San Francisco Chronicle, illustrates 
the fact,that something is wrong some
where:

“A contest which is surrounded tiy 
many interesting points is the one made 
to the will of the late Marie Louise 
Lemon, now pending in the Superior 
Court in Oakland. .Spiritualism in all 
its various phases will be investigated, 
and an attempt mode to have tests in 
court. The alleged powers of a medium 
known as Mrs. Mary C. Smith, now a 
resident of Alameda, will be discussed, 
and a jury will pass upon the qualifica
tions of the lady as a Spiritualist. 
™ thj8 'vil1 be brought about by Dr. 
William E. Jetfries, a well-known physi
cian residing at Indianapolis, Ind. He 
is making a contest to the will of his 
aunt, Mrs. Lemon, who left a valuable 
estate in Oakland, but who bequeathed 
it. all to Mrs. Smith, who styles herself 
the trumpet medium. , Testimony is 
now being taken in various parts of the 
United States, in order to prove that 
Mrs. Smith is a fraud. In the mean
time, the medium asserts her , power, 
and defies her accusers. Her trumpet, 
which has gained fame, not only in the 
Eastern States, but in Alameda county 
as well, has been sought for by her ac
cusers, but it has not yet been found. It 
is said to be in Boston. An attempt will 
be made to have it brought into court at 
the proper time, so that Mrs. Smith 
may be called upon to make her. tests.

"The power of the medium over tfie 
rich Mrs. Lemon is declared to have 
been so great • that it broke up. the 
latter s borne; estranged her with her 
family, divorced her from her husband, 
caused her to sacrifice a large estate, 
and lafrded her in Alameda, where sho 
lived by herself, and died a sad and 
lonely death. Her fidelity to her me
dium, even at the brink of.tift grave, 
was amazing, for she believed, it is said, 
that the way had been paved for her to 
reach heaven, where, upon her arrival, 
she expected to become the spirit bride 
of Dr. Valentine Mott, who died some 
.years ago. It was her belief that a 
castle in heaven had been prepared for 
her, anff"that there witii her spiritual 
husband sho would enjoy eternal rest.

"That her mind ran to marriage as 
well as to Spiritualism there can bo no 
question, for in her lifetime sho had six 
husbands, four of whom are still living. - 
The contestants are now hunting up 
some of these husbands, and are having 
their testimony taken, to be used at the 
trial of the case. Dr. Jeffries'is at the 
head of the contest. He is a nephew of 
the deceased, and is being assisted by 
his sister, Rachel Neal, a resident of 
Alameda, who is also anxious to share 
in the estate.”

There has been a fraud perpetrated, 
no doubt, on the poor woman. Let the

What a pity it is that the quiet man 
has so few imitators!

The more money you loan people the 
more they want to borrow.

Refuse to allow some men to impose 
on you,’ and they hate you forever.

Death, to keep up with the times, has 
turned his sickle into a surgeon’s knife*

Every day a man submits to some in
justice that he vowed yesterday he
would never stand. '

Every man has and idol and if you 
watch him a short time you will see him 
worship it.

God hates disorder and uncleanliness.
He who first gives a salutation is free 

from prides.
When a person falls into a rage, let 

him be silent.
God hates a man who has a proud look 

in the presence of his companions.
When you seek a favor, apply yourself 

to the person who has the most compla
cent look.

When a person standing up .becomes 
angry, let him sit down, and if he is still 
angry let him laugh.

When a man is ill for three days, he 
is relieved of all his sins and becomes 
again as pure as when his mother gave 
him birth. ■

When a fly falls into your cup, you 
must submerge it altogether and then 
take it out, because in one of its wings 
there is a disease and in the other the . 
cure for it. $

When a man sneezes, his companions ■ 
must congratulate him,, but if. he- 
sneezes thrice there is no need to.do so, ? ■ 
since he is then supposed to have a cold 
in thè head. ' ■■■■■'.

■ A Kansas wife wasreleasedfromher 
husband' because, as she stated in her 
petition, "the defendant pinched the 
nose of this plaintiff, causing it to be
come very red, thereby causing the 
plaintiff great pain and anguiat 
mind.” • -
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: :41ms thanked’ a poking'
voice. She leftnevri-hope 
and the prophecyiDÏ. shew troufele conf feting

Trying the Spirits.
_ ^1 was a cheerless day in November. The 

jath pattered and froze as fast as it fell, and 
shadows made the two little rooms in Ashley 
street look still more cheerless and forlorn, 
»nd made the comers look still more dismal, 

I Mrs. Andrus and her daughter Alnia were 
the only people in the room, and lived alone 
in these two little rooms.

! Both had been silent for an hour. The old

r.
r- ■

clock ticked slowly; the rain beat against the 
rough windows; the wind howled and shrieked 
among the smoky chimney tops; and both 
women listened with a patience which seeinec 
born of despair.. At last the younger woman 

; looked up appealingly to her mother.
r‘Ma, dear!” The mother turned her heac 

with a scarcely perceptible movement towarc 
the daughter. .

“Oh, ma! It does seem as if everything is 
just as bad as it can be; yet, I suppose, there 
must be a way out of it It not----- "

' She paused. She knew what a dreadful 
possibility might be lying beyond them. It 

{ meant cold, hunger; and then, perhaps, char
ity, if they could obtain even that.

“Yes, there must he a way,” replied the 
mother. “If not, then I shall lose all my 
trust in the Unseen Guides, who have prom
ised to direct me and lead me into the light, ’’ 

’ «‘Ma, wouldn’t it be dreadful if that strange 
writing given you by that medium—what’s 
her name?—Mrs. Sales?—should prove at 
last to be false?” '

। A shudder passed through the delicate 
। frame of the mother as she glanced toward 
her daughter doubtfully.

“Alma, I cannot believe I Lave been so 
cruelly deceived. She is a good woman. They 
must be true, else there is no truth, no love, 
no mercy, no justice in the spirit-worldt”
' Mrs. Andrus rose from her chair as she 

spoke. In the excitement of the moment her 
pale cheeks flushed, and her thin hands 
worked nervously. She looked toward Alma 
with an expression in her face which fright
ened her. Advancing toward her mother, she 
said soothingly: '

“It may eome all right, ma; we will trust 
bo. " iflrs. Andrus' sank wearily into her chair 
again. •

‘ ‘Alma, bring me those papers. I want to 
look them over again. I may possibly have 
.misconstrued them. ”

Alma brought from a little box some papers 
sadly worn by constant reading. They were 
written several years before by a medium 
whose mortal hand was now still. Again she 
perused them, and began reading aloud to 
Alma:

“This last one says:
“ ‘ Bear Wife:—Rely upon what we have 

written. The darkness will come. We can- 
sot avoid it; but in your darkest hour help 

I will come. Rest quietly in this hope, and 
‘ Reed impressions.’ -

‘ ‘If Mrs. Bales were living now, I would go 
to her to ask advice,” said Mrs. Andrus, 

i sighing, as she folded the paper carefully.
i “Cannot we find some other person?” Alma 
asked, more to occupy her mother’s attention 
than from any supposition that her mother 
would really consult somebody else.

“There are many others, undoubtedly; but 
see, Alma, this is the last dollar we possess. 
We cannot spare it” She held up the worn 
little purse as she spoke.

“But, mother, surely there must be one 
who would not grudge us a few words of ad-

1 vice in our trouble. Can’t you think Of some- 
l«M?” .
i “Yes; there is Mrs. Millis, over in Laurel
dale. I wish we could see her. 1 feel as if

! the could help us, and would kindly do bo.”
! “Then, ma, why not take a bit of this last 
bank note and go? Tell her we are poor and 
in trouble,” said Alma. .

“No need to do that, she will know it soon 
enough; but truly, I do not feel able to take 
even so short a trip, I feel-so weak and tired..

, Will you go, Alma?”
| “I suppose I can; but you know, ma, I 
don’t know aa much about these things as you 
do. Perhaps I might not understand all she 
might say and mean." Alma hesitated with 
a little fear.

“I think you would be able to do so. See 
- if she will give you a seance. We are really 
beggars now, Alma."

Mrs. Andrus smiled pitifully as Alma 
turned her anxious face toward her.

“I would not send you on such an errand 
without money if I were not in utter despair, ” 
continued Mrs. Andrus, “but she may be able 
to give us some advice.”

“Ma, why cannot toe get some communica
tion? It does not seem. right that the gift 

’ should be given to a few, and kept by them, 
when so many are in need."

“Perhaps there isn’t any ‘keeping’ about it 
We may have some gifts ourafelyes—I cannot 
tell. I have never given it the thought I 
might, so now it would not serve us. ? But do : 
fasten, child!. Now. that I have decided td ' 
have you go, I shail . be quifelm^arient until 

' you are back again.” ’ ’ •
V^Thns urged, Alma donned hat and wrao.

I'/- -■

w.
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and started out She dared not turn to her 
mother for her usual good-by kiss. Her tears 
were flowing too fast for.that, and she did not 
like tn have bte mother kppR the temetebrance; 
qf them,■ Shp entered ^ar^pA /^aè ..¿arr|e$ 
onward ’ th^ùg^‘~thé/pó^yj-ptreéte until éiie 
stopped-'nearthft;.stréfì jp X^teldalp.wherp 
Mrs, 'Millis Ijvedj71 Hér1liqpr.t''bégani to beat 
hard apd jiast,- jter .^mjci <ing pt the* door, wap 
answered by tfip ' -r - •

A Strange' ¿brili;. seem^,. to.,:pa§s pVer the 
form of Mrs. Millis,Iler.face grew suddenly 
pale, and her brown eyes, deepened, pi to a far
away look. ,^t frightened Alma/ , .She felt as 
if she had seen a “ghost." .

“Còme right in, child," said'Mrs. Millis. 
She led the way into a quiet little sitting-room, 
and: motioned her to a seat. ¿She w,as already 
controlled by a strange influence.

“Your father sent you here, didn’t he?’’ 
Said Mrs. Millis. . , , ■ . . •

“No, ma’am,” replied Alma, innocently, 
“my father is dead. ”

“Yes, of course—else I would not see him 
as I do now. I mean he is here in spirit, and 
tells me he impressed your mother to let you 
come here. Roor child! You needn’t be 
afraid of pie;, I want to talk to you for him; 
I should think it might be the old story—pov
erty and suffering—suffering and poverty, my 
dear!" .

“Yes’m, ” replied Alma, feebly.
“He says you did quite jight to refuse thpt 

proposition, child. It left you in h hard plppsi, 
but the light will come!” 1 i■■■■. '' , v,

Alma’s pale cheeks flushed.- ' She remqm-. 
bered the secret, proposition 'made to her/by 
the cruel agent of an employer who was,, bq 
faraway she could obtain nip redress. He 
bad said she must accept it or give up her sit
uation as if losing it in disgrace. This meant 
barring out from other stores, and starvation 
a little farther on. She chose to starve, and 
she knew her good mother would so choose, 
too.

Could it be that her dear dead father knew 
about that? And if bo, could he possibly 
know other things which troubled them, and 
how to help them? ./ .

“Oh, if you cotìld only tell me what tq 
dol” moaned Alma.,?" . ., . .

“Of course we can help you, child! Your 
father says you are to go .to-Druid street; , do 
you know where that is?” .

“No, but I can find it.’’ "
“He says there is one very dark-brown 

house on that street—darker , than either of 
the others. You are to ask for the lady of 
the house. If you go to-morrow morning, at 
ten, she will be at hoihp. I can see her now. 
She is a stout, dark-complexioned woman. 
You are to tell her your p&nje, and where you 
have been working, and how! you lost your 
place. Tell her all!” ■ -

“Ohl L can’t tell her thatl - It would bfe 
too dreadful I" cried Alma, wringing her hands 
in dismay. . ¿ \ v y

“Never you mind,” said Mrs. Millis, ‘‘‘you 
do as he says, else you may miss it. " .

blips something will come of it. It certainly 
cannot do any harm. ” i <

( ‘Rut to go to Mr. Wane’s own eisterl” said 
Mrs...Andrus reflectively., : / <“' •

“That’s just the reason she wants me to go 
there. She said she was his sister and knows 
his bad ways. - I must.go,, ma!” ■

“Well, you can but try. It may result in 
something good.” -

“Where would be the use in consulting 
these people—these mediums, I mean, if we 
don’t mean to follow advice, just because it 
doesn’t suit us?” asked Alma. •

“True; but we must use a . little common 
sense and reason,” replied Mrs. Andrus, «y •

“Anyhow, as long as we are'situated just as 
we are, and appear to have got to the end of 
our resources, seems to me we might try other 
people’s resources." : -

“Very well, child. Go to-morrow at ten, 
as she said. Only, if you are going to do 
anything about it, follow , her instructions 
carefully. Tell her the whole if you tell her 
anything. Give her a bripf history of our 
Xaat iew.years, and she will know better what' 
,toteink-ofms^,.; .̂ ,.r,■■■* -

¿.‘Suppose 1,her, dreadful 
¡brojiher.?’’’^gid Alma, beginning -toteem- 

yopr’groppd, and bp indiffer-1 

,jf ¿his 'sisjipr js'^gopd/ trueiwo- 
p)an,: hp cspnot' harm you1 in any way. But 
it' will be ip business, hours, go very likely hfei 
will not beLthere.” . ? ii. n

Alma had hard work to control her impa
tience until next morning. * Then she started' 
to make that strange call. < -.■■■ -

She found the darkest brown house/and 
rang the bell-nervously. It was answered by 
a cheerful-lpoking.giri who admitted her to the 
hall, and finally, the lady of the house came 
down. She ^as Mrs. Ames.

“I am Alma Andrus. Mrs. Millis sent me 
here," said Alma timidly.

“Mrs. Millis? I don’t seem to recollect 
the lady. Where does she live?”

“In Laureldale.” :■
‘ ‘1 don’t recall her," said Mrs. Ames, vainly- 

trying to place the name. t
“Ohl Come to think of it, she said sh^ 

did pot . know you,’’; said Alma, wandering 
how in consideration of Jhis she could best 
make her. errandeknown.. ; ;

Aira, Apes ,f9B&d . herself -lookingiat a fate 
young girlj pppaj-eptly about seventeen. , She 
saw a frank,-; bright face; Bps, usually firmj 
were now rtrejn]}lte.g with nervousness, and 
¿here .¿was a .pu&gjoious moisture-about the, 
curly lashes of large brown eyes. Altogether, 
the form, face and bearing of .the young girl 
were attractive, and Mrs. Ames felt drawn 
toward her at once. /

“Tell me how she came to send you here,” 
she said gently. - , ■

“Mamma first decided to send me to Mrs.. 
Millis for advice, we were in such straits and 
didn't know what to do. Mamma is a Spirit
ualist, and used to sometimes consult medk 
ums. There was one who is dead now. . -Ma 
hag beep sick quite a long time, and I lost my 
situation, with MiWeella, and ma felt asjf ¡we.- 
plight get advice, sp she Bent me to a medium, 
a Mrs. Millis. She. said my father’s .spirit 
cpine to her, and tojd me to come to the lady 
who lived in the darkest brown house on this 
street; said the lady was a sister of the man 
who has been troubling me. ' Are you Mr. 
Vane’s sister?” ■ ■

“Yes.” ' .
“She said I must tell you all that happened 

about losing my place," Alma hesitated and 
biushfed.

“Goon. Tell,pie the truth, child,". Mrs. 
Ames looked seafbli'ingly into Alma’s ¡face as 
ahe. sppke, . , ..

“I was a cashier at Marcella's. Of ¡course

would never1 doubt again?.
- “Yes, jna?”5- ! .
• “Now, I don’t Want to hurt yoqr faith, 
child, but I wit to caution you? It would

V'

be possible to' be misled sometimes by.state- 
ments which might be made to you. ” ;. , .

“But I don’t see why such things as mis
takes should be allowed,” said Alma.

“Perhaps there isn’t any ‘allow’ about it. I 
have had many strange experiences; some of 
them were good, and some not so good. They 
have led me to be very careful in regard to 
believing all I hear,”

“What do you suppose makes the differ-' 
'enee, ma?” ;

“It must be many things. Sometimes the 
medium is not adapted to give communica
tionsto’the individual who seeks them. I 
know-of one in particular who gave satisfac-

. The Old Mill, , 
There’s a dusty old mill on thebanks; Of' the 

■ ; ■, stream.. ' ■ • ..... : > ■
Where the rpad winds its.venturesome way, 

And the waters that urge the old wheel ever 
...> . ■ seem, . .-. .: .- ..... :. • 
As they leap down the rocks with the jolliest 

gleam .
On a midsummer’s day, as they’re running 

.7 away, 
To be chasing the sunbeams in play.

But the dusty'old mill on the bank of the 
; •; stream

Sings a sbng of content thro’ the day, 
And the miller in white, like the soul of a 

dream, .
Flitting busily on in pursuit of his theme,

tion to many people; yet to others she failed 
to, give any part of truth, either of past or
present.” .
; .“Then, when a person told her she was 
wrong,-what made her keep on trying to tell 
that person things?”' i -. ■ ! - - ■ ■ ■ . ?' 
' “That’s what I don'tPundefstand r Ab J 
said,-she could tell-'the truth to some folks, 
but ribt to me. /11 Peyerblhmedxher, except 
forpersisting in teR^ 'W things eVei-y time 
she met me." . «sb i ’ :■ . ■ ■ .V . .

■j «‘Cad ulLniediuniB’prbpHecy1̂  asked Alm?,.
“According, to my expeiifehdff,'*'! should say 

no! Bogie of them' do,'and truly.1 That is 
where we heed to-be careful. If we once 
have experiences which make us think that a 
medium can reacli us truthfully, we may then 
rely bn them iu a great measure. I don’t like 
to believe that any of them would testify 
'falsely; but I must confess I am obliged to 
admit that now and then we find one willing 
to say anything that comes into their heads 
for a dollar, whether it seems to oome from 
the spirit-world or not.”

“But that is dreadful, mal”
“,Of course, it is wrong. I question if the 

mediums realize the extent of the mischief 
they are doing. ” ’
. “It seems to me if complaints are made 
they ihust know it. ”

“You understand, Alma, I am only saying 
this to put you oh your guard. Weigh care
fully all that may- be said to you imany case, 
and-abide by that which .your reason tells you 
is true." ’ ; -w is -" 'j ■■

‘.«Well, now,' - take- -tiife; mtorning’s experi
ence,”-said'Alma. “Didn’t, it seema foolish 
thing to do for me to call upon an entire 
stranger in the way I was sent? Yet it proved 
to be all right ” . ;

“I admit that, and the fact that it did 
prove to be all right; proves that we can trust 
Mrs. Millis to give us advice. That is just 
the point I wanted to make. For some reason 
or other your father could control her so per
fectly, she was able to give us explicit di
rections as to what we were to do, so I should 
trust her next time.”

“I wonder if Mrs. Ames believes in Spirit
ualism?” said Alma.

. ‘ ‘Did she seem incredulous when you spoke
of Mr?. : Millis?' I •

you know 
at' present

/cella is out of the country
5.'., Aines nodded,.-¿Orma-

' Measures time to the lay that the stones 
ever play, 

As the waters go laughing away.
When the shadows glide out from the trees on

the hill, ,
• «.A| the close of a midsummer’s day,
To caresH and enfold the old moss-covered 

mill,...... : i:. - ; ;.- . -
Till the wheel, jsppthpd to rest, becomes pass- 

iye, thpn still, . .
fThera are fortunes tq weigh that the waters, 

. i- hi pjsy>.: . ’ ■
: . Have tossed up to the genius in gray.

Ob,' the rpossy old-mill nestles under the hill, 
Taking toll the soft night breezes pay, 

Resting there in the fairylike moonlight until 
The quick flashes of dawn its gray spirit shall 

thrill
And thé glad waters play, ever laughing 

and gay,
1 Thr6' the wheel all the long, golden day.
' George E. Bowen.

It Is Not
What We Say

But What

Hood’s .
Sarsaparilla

Does
That Tells the Story. Its 
record is unequalled in the 
history of medicine. Even 
when other preparations fail 

Hood’s ¡Su

Cures
Hood'sSarsaparlllals sold by all druggists, Bl; 

six for $5. Prepared only by C. I. Hood & Co., 
Apothecaries, Lowell, Mass., V. B. A.

Hood's Pills act .harmoniously with Hood's 
Sarsaparilla and are gentle, mild and eSeoUva.

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of th? "-Astral 

Gui^e." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-magnetic 
Trbatmbnt by Puof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will ¡inform you where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for th? Absolute Curb «if 
all acute and chronic dit-

“Well, what else?" asked Alnja.
‘ ‘You tell her. She is his sister, and knows 

his bad ways. She will believe you. She 
will help you and your mother. Now, don’t 
fail to go, wjll you? ’ . '

Alma promised to go, if her mother offered 
no objection.

“Tell her she must not object What 
would you say if I were to tell you that in 
one month from to-day you and your mother 
would be living in good, comfortable rooms, 
with plenty of food, light, and warmth?”

“Ob, it doesn't seem possible! It cannot' 
bel” exclaimed Alma. - ' .

“Well, it will be!” replied Mrs. Millisin 
tones of assurance. “But remember this; 
you are yet to pass through far more serious 
trouble; but you will be placed where certain 
plans will be worked out for you and your, 
mother. We will always, help you." ¡Alma 
; jrew pale and troubled. ’ '

‘.‘KeepAyour ..¿¿¿fey,-rih'iid. -Your {father 
says so; but cpme\^Mrt-'td.'^ieZwh^i you need

¿ively.
“One day Mr. Vane called me into ids office,. 

You know, of course, that he is the manager 
of all the business during Mr. Marcella’s ab
sence. Well— he said some dreadful things 
to me, and said unless I complied with ,his 
wishes I would have to leave. So, of course,. 
I had to go. I told ma about it, and she said 
I had done just right"

Mrs. Ames’ face was frowning, but some
how Alma felt the frown was not for her, so

• “Not at all; but .she looked a little sur
prised. -What makes so many people distrust
ful of it?”

“Because they have been taught to believe 
it is all wrong and foolish; and as they don't 
investigate, they never know the difference. 
But we need not worry ourselves over that. 
The world is wide, and we all walk out own 
way in it. We have only to see to it that we 
try to get the truth." ,

“I do feelT want the truth, no matter what 
it gives or takes away,” said Alma.

‘ ‘Take care, Alma!... That is a strong stater
ment!?. , ■,

“Yes, I know; but if I try to be thought
ful and want to do right, perhaps I can live 
up to it" :

“Yes; thoughtfulness is what we need,” 
and; with these words Mrs. Andrus folded 
away hey work for the. night

Alma helped her mother prepare for bed, 
and then seated herself to work a little 
longer.

“I feel as if I must hurry, ma; no knowing 
what may happen. I would not like toriis
appoint her. I shall ffeel anxious to know 
what she can possibly do to help ub. I won’t

Paradise Located.
When Tompkins’ wife reguested him to say 

where he would go
To spend the summer, she opined he’d say 

he didn’t know;
But Tompkins he was wary, and he made the 

madame blue .
By giving her an answer which showed plainly 

that he knew.
“I have a place in mind,” said he, “that suits 

me, to a T.
Jt’s just »bout the finest place that ever I did 

see.
There are no bills on Monday morn; there are
■ • no bands that play;
There isn’t any landlord vile to fill you with 

dismay.
“The cooking’s plain, but it is good, and bath 

tubs there are free;
The meals are served at times when it is pleas

ing unto me;
The servants all are civil, and the company is 

choice,
And in the running of the place we’re sure to 

have a voice.
< ‘The rooms are bright and airy, and there’s 

plenty of ’em, too;
There’s playground for the children and a sit

ting-room for you;
There is no bar attached to it; the guests don’t 

have to dress
Some sixteen times a day to keep them free 

from mental stress.”
“And where is this?" said madam. 1 ‘Where’s 

this Paradise on earth?
This little summer Eden—where's this pearl 

beyond all worth?”
And Tompkins straightway answered her;

“We haven’t far to roam;
It’s situated here, my love, in our dear little 

home,”—Harper's Banaar.

Sunapee Lake Camp-Meeting.

AÏ BLODGETT’S LANDING, NEW HAMPSHIRE, 

COMMENCING JULY TWENTY-NINTH/

she gathered courage.

ease. Astral Guide sent ou 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
. Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boni.
Chicago, 111

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This h a most valuable book. It comes from an Eg 
Priest, whose character is above reproach, and wtri 
knows what he Is talking about. Everybody sbouii 
read It. Price, «1.00. lb contains the following chap* 
m ‘ CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self 

respect in the Confessional.
, CHAPTER II.
Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for tto 

Priest.
.. .................................CHAPTER III.
The Confessional is the Modern Sodom.
„ L CHAPTER IV. ■
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made easi 

by Auricular Confession.
.... ..................... CHAPTER V.
The highly-educated and relined Woman In the Con 

fesilonal—What becomes of her after unuonditloo 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin. •

M CHAPTER VI. '
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties a 

Marriage and Human Society.
........ ................... CHAPTER VII. . ■) .
Should Auricular Confession bo tolerated among Civil 

Ued Nations? -
~ t CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?

~ . CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Saertlegloui 

Imposture.
* CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Rome to confen thi 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

, CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, antf 

France.
A Chapter for the C^n^eratiou of Legislators, Hu* 

bands and Fathers^ome of the matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.OO.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

The Brown House.
It was a quick, anxiously-searching glance 

which met Alma’s hopeful face as she entered 
the dingy’ little room. ■

“Oh, ma! She is just as good as she can 
be! And she said such strange things to me! 
Do you tafow where Druid street is? Because 
Mrs. Millis told me to go there to find a lady 
—a stranger to her, she said—liyes in a 
brown house, and tell her all about ourselves!" 
Alma was talking incoherently ip. her excite
ment : ‘ '
' vWhy, Alma!'
'Arriroi look^' Wttbi^^ju;?«^ j

tether
said I must!*!1 / Alma gave necessary explaaal:

“Why, child! She’ll think you are crazy!” 
“Can’thelp it, mal Do let me go! Por

“After that, when I fried to get a situation, 
no one would take me. They seemed suspic
ious of me. Oh, it makes me fefel so badly, 
for indeed I am honest!” Alma’s tears were 
failing readily now. ,.

“Mrs. Millis seemed to think you oould 
help me in some way; if I could only get 
work—if it is ever so little it would help.”

¿‘Stow,. child, you jiist iiit here and let me 
think, t don’t doubt jbur story at all. If I 
can help yatiT will.” ' \ -

She afterward- listened to some detailed am 
CounVbf ttfeiF;<tofning to; the? city; of their 
'Btrugglteited Mps. Andrtia’ protracted' illness; 
and theiHfitorts to “keep ¿tie wolf irtom the 
door-« \ 
f Mrs. Ames ’left the room, soon Wturnirig 
with’a lai-gfe, compact bu'hdle'Z'; ; ’

“Here!’ Here is soifte'sewing, plain'; I.will 
pay you for it beforehand, so you can be safe 
for a few days. Bring it to me next Satur
day, if you can, and I will' then see what can 
be done. Keep up your courage.”

How thankful Alma felt! Surely it was a 
blessed inspiration which had - led her to that 
house. She held her little worn purse closely 
in her hand, and hastened homeward. ”.'•, 

“Ma! That Mrs. Ames ...is like an angel! 
„It was just the right place to send me. I 
shall never doubt again!" '
? She relateclall that had been said,*and cojn- 
mented ■ pleasantly upon Mrs, Ames’- kind

work very late. ’1- 'Yety;1 nevertheless, it was 
nearly midnight wheii'-Alf&a folded the gar
ment away. * rC i: ’ eaa-..

[TO BS CQMHNWdk] '!

Biblical Origiii of'Slang.
How many of^ïbe readers of this paper 

know that 'the original “kicker” in the meta
phorical sense is mentioned in the Old Testa
ment, and that an expression used by Jesus 
himself is responsible for our slang phrase, 
“What’s-it ¡to you?" Ip the first book of 8am- 
ùeï,' second chapte^ and tWeWÿlnth verse, 

' “ajnan of ,^T’- to. W?.^‘¡IWhéi'éïorèlrick
yeipt my.Bporifice'sifd at^^bffferiim?’* - The 
prototype, of ¡the jjsefeond. ptiyiae alluded to 
abqve is found,: in . the ansiVér which 'Jésus 
gayePeter as recoyded in. thfe’last chapter of 
Sf iohn, twenty-saipnd .verse: ' '“If £w,iil ‘that 
he Urryrtlll l coine, what is that tpAtiee?*’— 
St. Bouts Republic.

LIST OF SPEAKERS.
July 29, 31 and August 1, Mrs. K. R. 

Styles; Aug 3 and 4, Mrs. B.S. Lillie; 5, Mrs. 
E. B. Craddock and Mrs. R. S. Lillie; 7, Mrs. 
R. S. Lillie; 8, 10, 11 and 12, J. Frank Bax
ter; 17, Mrs Abbie W. Crossett; 18, Associa
tion meeting at 2p. m. in hall; 19, Mrs. Car
rie E. Twing, Mrs. Abbie W. Crossett; 21, 
Mrs. Carrie E. Twing; 22, Mrs. E. B. Crad
dock; 24, Mrs. Marcia A. Strong; 25, Mrs. 
Sarah Wiley; 26, Mrs. Sarah Wiley, Mrs, Ida 
E A. Whitlock, tests by Mrs. E. K. Morgan; 
28 and 29, Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock; 31, and 
September 2, F. A. Wiggin.

/1H ACCOUNT OP MQDERN SPIRIT. 
ajL Dallam—^o-caUed—from Ito Uoapdon »t Hydes* 
Tllle, N. Ym including the expeiiences ¿f the Fox Fam
ily, spirUiiillstlo mSotherwise, could fioi fall to ho 
very interesting, and the Interest Is Intensified when 
that account^ written by one of the Fox Slaters. 
Such is the fact In thia Instance, tbo volume haring 
been written by X Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experlencce, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement arc 
narrated in a most anterulntpgmannar. and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be round. It U a 
most Important part of the history of the great Spirit* 
ual movement which now numbers Its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume Is onrlcbed with a number of fine en» 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.30. For solo at this office.

ROCKY NEST.

SOUL TEACHINGS.
The entire series of Soul Teachings, by the 

gttides of Mrs. COra LI .V. Richmond, will be 
published as boon as the number of names will 
warrant Those hiving already subscribed (or 
promised) will hasten the work of publication 
by getting one or more additional names.

Researches in Oriental History.
BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.

On« Vol. lütno, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.
i. beseabches nr jinnss history.
S. RESEARCHES IN ZOBOASTBIANISM. 

' 3. DERITA.TIOH OR CHBISTIÀHITY. ,
4. WHEHCE OVB ABTAX ANCESTORS? I
The whole eomprlies tm earnest hut fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus. — .
In this volutde the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbq Messianic Idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C, and lu history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with :i mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, sobn after the commencement - 
ofthe Christian erm»»«sW-*»>~ c- _____ _ ______

The book demonstrates that Chnstîanlty ana Its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system la based 
on fraud» falsehood, forgery» ioar aw* force । and that 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and fcuperstltions are 
but survival! of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the pastj its facts are . 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority, and no per
son can read It without instruction and profit, whether 
hereaehes the same conclusions with the author on 
otherwise. For sale at

From Soul to Soul.
£Y EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

•THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
J. bert Poenai <st the author, and soma ot her most 

popular Bongs, with the rnuslo t>y eminent composers, 
Amons th. Poems whWh bare attracted wide notice 
ares “Budding Rosa,1 “'Incidents of Life Under th« 
Blue Laws,'' “Parson Smith's Prophecv,” “From the 
Highland, ot Heaven," •• The Cl» of Borrow." “ BolUo. 
quyof Fulvla at Blcyon,” “ The Holy Maid of Kent. * 
etc. ,

The Music Include, "The Unseen City!" “Clarl- 
AeV' a June Bong! "We Shall Meet our Friend, In UM 
Morning"! MeetU, at the Crystal Gates."

Many of the Poem, are admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the author In her public read
ings. .

Pmm No-rrtm,.—lira. Emma Bood Tuttle is master
ful tn her prolific poetical genius.—The Two World, 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one ot Preaident Gar 
laid1, brightest scholars.—Chansanlng ^rgua. 
jrt^d poet, whose writing, are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is. well known as 
a poetess, and author of many exQuittta song,.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator.. Her poem, are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our wan, to recall us dally to our better 
selves,—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with ram 
poetto talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abmr ■' 
dint talent and versatility,—Banner of Light. She la 
one of nature’s_poets.-American. Intuitive, spiritual, ; 
daintily refined, eettlng itself to muslo.—ProgresMv. 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Itai Bara A. 
Undprwood. Claribell, exmialtely beautlfuL-D. B. , 
Home, . ....

The volum4 mtalnj!23paifes, I, beautifully printed>. 
and bound, and furni^f, n fine Holiday Gifu Price ' 

..pl*50, - । । • , . • . .. .
For aale at thia offlt.' ■ ■ - ' ■ ■

'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEE. 
JL nge. Something yon should have to refer to, 

Jame, M. McCann, Price 15 cent*. ,

“Thumbscrew and Rack.” Torture Im
plements employed in the XVth and XVIth 
Centuries for the promulgation of Christianity. 
By Geo. E. Macdonald» A conoise, graphic 
account, with pictorial illustrations, of the in
struments of torture used by churohly inquisi
tors to convert or destroy heretics and infidels. 
Price, 10 cents.

Helen Harlow's Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
toil, cloth.
“The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.

For Spiritualist meetings and circles, with 
introductoiy circular setting forth the basic 
principle Of Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkins; 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred, to-close the edition. Send' at once 
to The Progressive ‘ Thinker,-' 40 Loomis 
street
-■ Hypnotism; its Facts", Theories and Relat

ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A1 very 
interesting presentation of a niost interesting 
subject, by a practiçal hypgqtÿt, Cloth $2,... • - —-»tfc.v.afc. .. . . ,

fl

¿1

All should read this story, by Emma Miner, 
of Clinton, Mass. She is a favorite writer in 
the East, and will, no-doubt, win golden opin
ions intheWest Now is the time to send in 
yopr subscriptions, and introduce the paper to 
yopr neighbor. J . ,
' . I " " 1■ ■ I ■■■ '

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve.- By liois Waisbrooker... Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that- children1 may 
cease to be- accursed. - -Price reduced to $li ?

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. HulU Es- 
,says,.'sketches,.poems,-etc. Cloth$1, • -

¿The Other WtoMandThiBrAiCompendium 
of BpiritnM Laws.: By AughstalW.-Fletcher, 
M. D. An excellent work, ft-ice $1,60.

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

manner.-
: ;:.J?First of-all; ma, you shall havfl'a cup of 

. tea, aud then l will go to work. ” -
. fYqu-whn wswUl-.gp^to work. Treally.

feel.better. I-think it\,has4give&.-mfiftnew.
je^eofilife.” . ■ J

The tea was soon disposed af, 'and the ^hite 
fabrics spread ready for work.

“Alma, do you remember you said you
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

Ju^gjh, 1894.; Secretary.

ROCKY NEST.

A MISSIONARY TRACT.

of business.
July 6th, 1894.

Old Testament Stories, comically illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus
ing cartoons illustrating’ the Bible texts. 
Price in strong, board covers 81'. Cloth, 
$1.50. . . .

will be offered, making six members of the 
executive bdard a quorum for the transaction 
‘‘ ’ L. Pc Wheelock, ‘

,: . " Secretary.

i s •»

error is reduced, but even then is discernible. 
The instrument ever affects the performance 
of the musician, and it is impossible even for 
a Mozart to elicit the same tones from a jews- 
harp as from the pipe-organ.

Communications signed by great names 
should be received with care, for such names 
are often given to attract attention, which 
otherwise would not be given, and the charac
ter of the message does not usually support 
the claim. ,This Department is under the management of 

the distinguished author, speaker and medium,
Hudson Tuttle,

who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 
direct to him on a postal or by letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention. Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to act in this capacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

B. B. C., Abelene: Is the statement, 
“Whatever is, is right,” true?

This statement grows of the confounding of 
the distinctions between right and wrong, 
which' approach each other by insensible gra
dations. It is said these manifestations are 
comparative, as the great and small stand in 
infinite gradation. It is lost sight of that the 
great and small remain unchanged, and grada

, tion proves not the mountain and molehill the 
same,

More truthful to say: Whatever is, is 
wrong, to be made right in the future.

Either statement confuses accuracy of 
thought, and if accepted leads to a placidity 
which receives the most distorted error with 
ipproving smile. Tolerance and commending 
sharity become a weak excuse for supine in
difference to error. There is, it is. claimed, no 
absolute right and wrong. What is right for 
one may be wrong in another. What is wrong 
In one age, may be right in another. Even 
our ideas of right and wrong, it is held, are 
gained from selfish considerations. Whatever 
affects us unpleasantly or disadvantageous^ 
we consider wrong; the reverse right. As every 
individual’s impressions are different, so these 
qualities vary, and have no absolute value.

To this it may be said in reply: the eyes of 
different observers take in all degrees of light, 
and from blindness to clear vision all degrees 
of sensitiveness exist; yet the light remains un
changed. Right and wrong are absolute moral 
distinctions, and not subjective conditions 
of the mini! Their perception is of growth 
of the moral faculties. Moral progress points 
to an absolute toward which the noblest aspi
rations of the mind are attracted. Hedged in 
by expediency and endeavoring to tread the 
dangerous path of compromise, it feels that 
beyond its best efforts is an absolute which 
admits of no comparison. Every hour of life 
it asks itself the momentous question—what 
is right? and its interpretation seals the soul’s 
destiny. Not how this will affect ourselves 
alone, but how will it affect others, must be one 
inquiry. Will it give others pain, deprive 
them of their just measure, or in any way be 
detrimental to them? If we are gainers and 

- they losers, it is evidence of injustice. We can
not isolate ourselves from humanity, and re
ceive benefits at the^xpense of others, without 
being overtaken at tome time by the conse- 

- quences. Integra! parts of the human world 
—the least member of that world cannot be 
Injured without all being affected. Right in
jures no one. It is beneficent to all.

This is the higher Spiritualism that puts in 
practice the oft-repeated brotherhood of man
kind, which hitherto has been an empty gen- 
iralization.

Spirits all, with the infinite possibilities of 
Immortal beings, we should seek the highest 
and best and order thereby the conduct of our 
lives.

Held by no dogma, subjected to no fear of 
a vengeful god, or the tortures of hell, we ad
mit the presence of unchanging law, in whose 
eternal presence we stand, and our salvation 
from the errors of our ignorance and that of 
our ancestors depends on our ordering our 
lives in consonance therewith.

J. G. Jackson: The dogmas so long con
sidered essential by Christians—are they es
sential or even conducive to a true under
standing of the real philosophy of human life, 
or of all life?

The Christian dogmas, which include the 
fall of man, and redemption through the death 
of Jesus Christ; local heaven and hell; per
sonal God and devil; final judgment, etc., so 
far from being essential to true understand
ing, lead directly away from the truth. They 
have, distorted the minds of men with their 
false views of life, here and hereafter; brought 
despair and wretchedness; filled the world with 
hate, and stained earth’s fairest fields with 
human blood. The history of the past thou
sand years is that of constant, continuous 
struggle of the human race against the mon
strous doctrines fostered by the ignorance of 
the past. Slowly it has escaped from the 
bondage to this terrible devil-fish, which has 
held it in deadly embrace.

The new and truthful views of life, here 
and in the next - sphere, are dawning, and the 
cheerful light of the glorious knowledge that 
makes certain and assures us of the suprem
acy of law, flows athwart the path of advance
ment .

Mrs. F. T., Albion: Why do Spiritualists 
deny our Brother Jesus, and why is it not 
possible for him to commune with Earth?

Spiritualists do not deny Jesus; they only 
jeny that he was in any sense more divine 
than other men. Admitting that he existed, 
he must have been simply an enthusiast, who, 
like all enthusiasts, expected far more from 
his “mission” than possible to realize. That 
he may communicate is possible, and should 
he do so, it would Snot .be expected that his 
communications worn be greatly superior to 
those of spirits moi- Recently, departed from 
this life, fof the cap Jffiities of the medium, 
in a measure, must dev toine the character of 
the messages, and the n. ^exalted thought be 
clothed in the language o >arth. Of course, 
in automatic mediumship vhis element of

■ . . r-iB.1 rjn . £

N. N; U., Morrison: After sitting for some 
time last winter with a good medium, I was 
able to write automatically, but I have re
ceived nothing but untruth. , How shall I 
overcome this influence for one that is truth
ful? . . '

This is a typical question, and is a casé 
among multitudes. I recall a friend in New 
York, refined and educated lady of literary 
ability, who has been highly mediumistic for 
many years, and yet cannot trust the messages 
she receives, for they are as often falseas 
true, and after being imposed on she is tanta
lized by the spirit whp deceived her. In all 
such cases the development has allowed the 
approach of spirits of untruthful character, 
who have the power to control and prevent 
others from approaching. Apparently this is 
one of the most difficult problems furnished 
by Spiritualism. The experience has entered 
into the life of every medium at some time, 
and investigators have found-it a stumbling, 
block; yet, if the laws and conditions of con
trol are understood, it is readily comprehended. 
Mediums at all times accessible are subject to 
whatever control may chance to«come. They 
are like a house with open doors into which 
anyone may enter. If sensitiveness alone is 
possessed and cultivated, this is the result. 
A strong power of will should always be dom
inant, and determine the character of the spir
itual visitors. The door is often thrown open 
by sitting ’ in promiscuous circles, at any and 
all times, without previous appointment, or by 
giving attention to spirits who come unap
pointed, or seances to curious investigators. 
It is more difficult to escape from this condi
tion than to prevent falling therein.

If possible, a circle of harmonious persons 
should be established, meeting with absolute 
regularity. If the medium Bits alone, then 
this element of regularity should be strenu
ously observed, and no attention given to the 
subject between appointments. Then the 
watchful care of spirit friends will guard from 
the approach of undesirable spirits, who, find
ing it impossible to approach, will cease mak
ing the attempt. The guardians favorably 
conditioned hold such perfect control that no 
other spirit can manifest without their con
sent

Lake Brady, Ohio.
Sunday, July 1, opened the camp—a clear 

day, a good audience, Hon. O. P. Kellogg, of 
Wyoming, chairman for the season, and Geo. 
P. Colby, of Lake Helen, Florida, the speak
er for the opening meeting. His address was 
a delineation of what has been accomplished 
by Spiritualism in the past, with hints of its 
coming glory as it brings evolution or revolu
tion in human affairs. Geo. Colby wins an 
audience by his moral elevation. He was fol
lowed by W. R. Colby, of Columbus, Ohio, 
who gave clear, convincing tests.

Mr. Kellogg then called the audience to 
bear witness that Spiritualists are not change
able, but hold onto a good thing when they 
find it; for, after having had two Colbys in 
the morning, they would have yet another in 
the afternoon, when the famous Mrs. Colby- 
Luther would give one of her soul-stirring ad
dresses.
• Mrs. Luther’s theme was “Slavery Induced 
by Ignorance, and Fetters Placed on the Hu
man Mind in This and Preceding Ages by the 
Roman Catholic Church. ”

She set forth that in the dark ages they had 
robbers’ castles; now, we have banking-houses 
and boards of trade. In five years 200,000 
firms have been swallowed up by insolvency. 
Governments have faro tables, and the people 
are the dupes of the game. The greed of the 
Republican party and the ignorance of the 
Democrats have done this.

She quoted from Pope Leo’s encyclical let
ter to American Romanists. Rome never put 
a star or a stripe in our flag: let us see that 
she does not take any out of it. Rome knows 
that the free school takes her power away. 
Presbyterians know that knowledge will vote 
infants out of hell and then hell goes to the 
devil. Rome determined thirty years ago to 
destroy our public schools. The war inter
fered. Now she is at it again. Changeless 
creeds mean changeless purposes.

Mrs. Luther closed with a magnificent ad
dress to Liberty, and to the Infinite Energy 
of the Universe. She was followed by peer
less Maggie Gaule, who, in ringing tones, an
nounced to many a stricken soul present that 
their friends supposed to be dead were in real
ity with them, trying to wipe their tears, and 
soothe their grief with their tender caresses. 
It was a touching scene, and struck conviction 
to many a skeptical heart.

Brady is very beautiful this season. Many 
new cottages have been built, and the hotel 
has been enlarged. The list of lecturers is 
grand, and many of the best mediums in the 
country will be present Among those already 
here are Mrs. Hany Archer and C. E. Winans, 
materialization; C. J. Barnes, trumpet; W. 
H. Bach, psychometry; and Mrs. Charles 
Riesenweber and* Donovan, trance. Many 
more are expected. Abby A Judson.

What is Spiritualism? How to investigate. 
How to form circles and develop and cultivate 
mediumship. Names of eminent Spiritualists; 
their testimony. An eight-page octavo tract, 
to give to investigators or any one who desires 
to know what Spiritualism really is. »Price 
three cents, or $1.50 per hundred. Address 
the publisher Hudson Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio.

j?

Experiences with James Riley.
To the Editor:—I; had the pleasure of 

entertaining at my home,, June 18th, and 19tb, 
Mr. James Riley, ot Marcellus, Michigan. 
Though the medium was vyeary with overwork, 
his seances were a suctujss in every respect. 
The manifestations gitdn through his organ
ism, showing the truth of spirit return, were 
grand and beautiful beyond words to express. 
Forms came and greeted us, and were recog
nized as loved friends long since passed to 
the beautiful Spiritland. Hand clasped 
hand in friendly greeting, while we felt the 
kiss of love upon our cheek or brow. After 
greeting us the dear forms dematerialized in 
view of all present Mr. Riley is indeed a 
wonderful medium, and doing a great work 
for the uplifting of humanity from out of the 
darkness, giving hope to many weary hearts; 
and he should have the:co-operation ¿nd help 
of all who have one spark of the love of hu
manity left within their , souls. To all who 
have never experienced the joy of greeting 
their loved ones from the other side, they 
should avail themselves of the first opportun
ity to do so that presents itself,; and they will 
not regret it. The angel world is waiting to 
give to humanity the knowledge- their souls 
crave of the continuity of life beyond the 
tomb, Strive to meet them half way and you 
will be rewarded by the loving assurance of 
their dear presences. - .

I also attended a private seance given 
through the mediumship of Mr. Joseph King, 
of Benton Harbor, under test conditions, and 
I saw nothing to indicate fraud in any manner, 
in his seance. I believe him to be a gentle
man and an honest medium worthy of the pat
ronage of the public. Let all those-.who are in
terested in the cause of truth send out waves 
of kindly thought towards our earnest work
ers and the result will be a.grapd success in 
spiritual things. I write in the interest of the 
cause of truth and justice.

Miss Claba Marsh.
Rochester, Michigan.

A Specimen Brick.
To the Editor:—The article in the late is

sue of The Progressive Thinker by J. M. 
Peebles, M. D., “Bigotry Denounced," is 
enough to make one believe that what we have 
regarded as a fable about the farmer who put 
the frozen viper in his bosom to warm it, may 
have been true-after all. To answer Dr. Pee
bles in detail would take too much of your 
space;- therefore, to show the weakness of his 
structure, I Will call attention to one specimen 
brick: ' , .

He refers to LaFayette as a Catholic, and, 
no doubt, he was born in that church; but he 
is on record as living said that »‘if the liber
ties of this country were ever destroyed, it 
would be by the Catholic priests." But, no 
doubt, the Doctor, in the great kindness of 
his “royal manhood," will say that LaFayette 
was “willfully ignorant," or an “imbecile." 
But the Doctor should know that it is not the 
Catholics, but the priests, to whom we object.

Let me prick one mdre of the Doctor’s 
bubbles. He says: “Mexico is Catholic and 
a Republic." She is a Republic in spite of 
the priests. They welcomed Maximilia®-<with 
open arms and plotted against the Republic 
until in self defense it was obliged to confis
cate the church property. The priests do not 
care what a government is called, provided 
they can run it. If they cannot, they “hate 
it with a deadly hatred, ” and one of their 
prelates said not long ago that such were the 
feelings of the church towards aR heretics. 
Kindness to the priests is cruelty. to their 
dupes and victims, and treason to our govern
ment, which they are plotting to destroy.

C. N. Nute.

Mount. Pleasant Park Stock 
, Company.

NOTICE^

The annual meeting of the Mount Pleasant 
Park Stock Company will be held at Mount 
Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, Saturday, Aug. 
11th, 1894.

Notice is hereby given that at the above an
nual meeting of the stockholders of the Mount 
Pleasant Park Stock Company, an alteration 
in the constitution will be proposed by amend
ment to articles of incorporation, changing 
time of .continuant» of the corporation to Jan
uary lat, 1895, atuwhich time the corporation 
shall cease and expire. An amendment will 
be offereebmaking change designated.

■ — «-Olive A. Blodgett,

Mississippi Valley Spiritualists 
Association.

NOTICE. ,
The annual meeting of the Mississippi Val

ley Spiritualists Association will be held at 
MountPleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa, Friday, 
Aug. 17 th, 1894. Notice is hereby giton that 
at the above annual meeting of the Missis
sippi Valley Spiritualists’ Association, an 
amendment to article 5th of. the «institution

Every Spiritualist should read this remark
able narrative by Emma Miner, ofClinton, 
Mass. She is a highly-gifted lady . and me
dium. Her literary productions haye always 
been weU received in the East, and-it is with 
pleasure that we introduce her to the Spirit
ualists of the West Now is the time to Send 
in an additional subscriber. - ‘

Dedication of the Mediums’ Home, 
“Beechdale.”

June 17, 1894, was set apart and will be 
memorable in the future, for on that day the 
property purchased by the Mediums’ Order of 
Beneficence, more than two years ago, was 
publicly dedicated as a home, sanitarium and 
educational centre for mediums.

The occasion was one of perfect harmony 
in every respect, and the friends who have 
hitherto been interested in our work will be 
more in earnest to assist us that we may be 
able to push to a complete success all we have 
undertaken. ■

The house is now open for boarders, and at 
reasonable rates, it being situated in the 
midst of a fashionable summer resort, health
ful and invigorating.

Here Spiritualists and mediums can rest and 
recuperate without being hampered by Jesuit
ical influences, as pone but Spiritualists and 
Freethinkers will be harbored, even for a day.

We are entitled to receive endowments, and 
any contribution will be thankfully received 
and placed strictly in charge of the trustees.

Any one desiring further information will 
be given the same, on receipt of stamp, by 
addressing “Beechdale” Mediums’Home, box 
85, Ashland, New Hampshire, as we must 
not take too much space in The Progressive 
Thinker, which comes tq'a number of fam
ilies in this vicinity, filled with rich things 
from the pens of its able contributors.

Jennie 8. Johnson.
Box 85, Ashland, N. H.

HON. A. B. FRENCH.

HE CHARMS THE PEOPLE OP MT. VERNON, OHIO, 

WITH HIS ELOQUENCE.

To the Editor:—I have thought for some 
time to write you of an occurrence that lately 
came off in our good orthodox city of Mt. 
Vernon, Ohio. I am well acquainted with 
Bro. A. B. French, of Clyde, Ohio, and1 
wanted to have him address our G. A. R. 
Post and citizens on Memorial Day. Last 
year I was appointed a committee to procure 
a speaker for May 30, 1894. I wrote Brother 
French and he promptly replied: “Yes, if 
nothing happens to prevent. ” I kept it quiet, 
said I would have a good speaker. Every
thing went smoothly, but wet weather. Still, 
Brother French was on hand. We remained 
indoors in the morning. When the hour ar
rived we had the Opera House full, and when 
be was introduced he thought to occupy thirty 
minutes’ time, but his vast audience sat spell
bound for full sixty minutes, and said they 
could have listened an hour longer. I assure 
you that I was well repaid for my efforts in 
getting him here. Three of our ministers 
were on the stage and another in the hall, and 
with tears running down their cheeks they 
came forward and said it was the finest effort 
they had ever listened to. I felt that it was a 
victory indeed.

You ought to have seen some of the citizens 
when I informed them that he was a Spirit
ualist and spoke under inspiration. They 
could not believe it was true, but when assured 
it was true, they said: “Oh, well, it was good, 
anyhow.” Not one in ten could have been 
coaxed into the hall had they known he was a 
Spiritualist; now some of them would go and 
hear him again if they could get the oppor
tunity. So it goes. 0. G. Daniels.

The Unknown
Life of

JESUSCHRIST
BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 

MANUSCRIPT, 

NICOLAS NOTOVITQH.

Translated from the Frenph.

Since the .writing of the New Testament no 
■XI book has appeared of as great importance to 
’ Christianity as “The Unknown Life of Jesus

Christ.”
This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 

being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown apd unsuspected by Christians.

The my’stery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept? 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.
" The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it.

" The North American Review" devotes eight pages ot its May nnmhpr tn 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 
Presse," of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery." The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels. . <

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
■combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chicago, Ill. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family Circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

Woman, Church and State. A noble work 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth
bound, $2.

Volney’s Ruins of Empires, and The Law 
of Nature. This is recognized as one of the 
classics of free thought It eloquently advo
cates the best interests of mankind, and 
clearly indicates the sources of human ignor
ance and misery. It is a profound and able 
work. In one volume; paper, 50 cents; elbth, 
75 cents. *

Rights of Man, by Thomas P^ine. Com 
prisirf^ an answer to Burke's attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine's ideas 
on government Paper, 25 centsjcloth, 50cts.

Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cts '

AU About Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
traces the history c* the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents. ",

“God in Am Constitution; ” By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for 81.00. For sale at this office.

The Contrast: EvangeUcalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. ' By Moses HuU. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, $1.

The demand for “The Priest, Woman' and 
Confessional" in the German language has 
been such that-the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or 81 per copy. For sale at this office.

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents

“Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.” 
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’ Inter
national Congress, -Chicago, HL, October,. 
1893. By Susan H. Wixon. A noble ad
dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should 
be read by every woman and every man. Es
pecially excellent to place in the hands of 
women who are members of the churches.
Price,.10 cento. •

RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICS OF_SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE, v ----

r The past has been the Age of the Gods and the Re« 
Mglouof Pain; the present is the Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust tn the Gods, but 
knowledge tn the laws of the world« belief In the di
vinity of man and hla eternal progress toward perfoc* 
tlon Is the foundation of the kxligion of Man and 
system of Ethics as treated in this work. »

The following are the titles of the chapters: ' q
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monetbeism; Phallic Worship; Man's Moral Progress 
depends on his Intellectual Growth: The Great Theo
logical Problems—tho Origin of Evil, the Nature of 
God; tho Future State; Fall of Man and the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man's Position, Fate. Free 
Will. Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Dulles 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND-The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Moral Government; Tho Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart; What Is Good? What Is 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path of Advance; Tho Will; 
Is Mun Free? Culture and Development of tho Will*. 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties ana 
Obligations; Sin: Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children: to Parents; to Socl- 
ety; Duty as a Source of Strength: Obligations to So* 
cicty; Rights of tho Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Caltun; Marriage.

820 Pages. Finely Bound in Muslin, Sent postage free 
tor |1.50. For sale wholesale and retail st this office.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK,
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Ism. By Epes Sargent, author of "Blanchette, or 
the Despair of Science, "The Proof Palpable of Im
mortality.” etc. This Is a large J2mo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
o great amount of matter, of which the table of con
tents, condensed as it Is, gives no idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically Imparted, out are directly presented in the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural act* 
ence, and all opposition to 1t. under the Ignorant pre* 
tense that it Is outside of nature. Is unscientific and 
unphllosophlcQl. AH this Is clearly shown; and the 
objections from “scientific," clerical und literary de* 
nouncertf of Spiritualism, ever since 1817, are answered 
with that penetrating force which only arguments, 
winged with Incisive facts, can Impart. Cloth, 12mo, 
pp. 896. Price 11.50. Postage 10 centt'. For sale at 
this office. ____ _____

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT.
(FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF

Life. Containing some of the experience« of u 
spirit who baa been In spirit life fifty-seven yeara. By 
B. E. Litchfield. Thia work of 287 pages contains a 
vast fund of Information. It gives tho experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson Is learned. 
He visits tho homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. His soliloquy, as be enters the dark valley, Is 
very interesting, iia accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
Ills philanthropic work is vividly portrayed. Thii 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable JnforpiV 
tlon. Prluo 01.25. For Mir at this office-

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE WONDROUS POWER 
11 which helped or made them perforin might« 
works and utter inspired words, together with som< 
Personal Traits and Chargcterlstlcs of Prophets, Apo» 
ties, and Jesus, or New Readings of “Tho Miracle«,*1 
by Allen Putnam. Price 75 cents, for sale at thM 
officu.

' YOU SHOULD RE AD 'IT.'
'PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IM
4 tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of SplrlUi 
Dfccurnmcnt of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; DoctrlM 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds: Concerning 
Sympathetic spirits; Formation of Circles; Resurrec- 
tfonof the Dead; AX’olcefroin the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work has been translated into the 
French and German. It contains nn account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the bouse 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford, Conn., and similar casoa 
In all parts of the country. This volumn Is the first 
from the author directly on thu subject of ‘'Spiritual* 
Ism," and has stood tho test of many years. Cloth 
8U25. io conu- For sale at tr.io office.

A

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man. *

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Contintb: The Beginning«; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems. Sun« 
Planets and Satellites. Tbo Origin of Meteors and 
Comets;The Organic Kingdom; The Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; The Soul—How lr 
Receives and Imparts Knowledge; How the Soul Re
ceives Its Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
Tbo Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tbd Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and De
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by tbo 
Bible; Tbe Biblo and Christ; The Summary: "What 
Must We Do to Be Saved." For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, Paper, 50c.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE"

"Rights of Man," " Age of Reason," etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of his writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tbo exact truth It 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re* 
former should read this volume. Price 11. Poita^p 
10 cents. For sale at this office

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Tub Pboobbssitb Thikkbb will re
member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published In Its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
In book form. This Wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages, In style and form like the 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart," with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes ol Uto of spiritual beings, arc presented In the 
pleasing form of narrative. . ...

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction; 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hade:; Cbrlstmastlde tn the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstmastlde and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day In Heaven; AVlsItto 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of the Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which the Investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price tn paper la 60 cents; muslin 11; postpaid.

The Other World and This,
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.

No. 1, New Whitei Cross 
Literature.,

TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR. 
x AttgUSta W. Fletcher, M. D, In the thirty-nine 
chapters discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Sp.rttnallsm, from a spiritualistic stand
point.. She evinces the powers.ot a trained thinker, 
both In miner of thought and fine literary stylo, and 
capabtty of thought -expression. -The subjects arc 
well-handled with conciseness and yct with clearness. 
It Will prove ,u:rlch addition;.to. nny Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book tor anyone seek
Ing Information concerning Splrtuhllsm and Ita teach- 
^Y^rgale at till» office. Price, «1.50.

GlEANIKliS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work 1» one that every one should read. II 

beams throughout with rare gems of thought, practical 
as well os profound. There h sunshine: and beauty Iq 
every sentence uttered. The work Is dedicated to the 
author's favorite sister, barah French Farr.now passed 
to splrlt-lifc, Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
gives an Interesting sketch of the author's Ute.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch of tile Uto <tf A. B, Frenc\
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
-Joseph Smith and the Book 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Lift«
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age»
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

of

of

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS
OFPSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttlk, essavs to utilize anf 
explain the vast array of facts in its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Mutter, Life, Mind. Spirit; Khat the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and Its Results*. What 1( 
the»Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance: Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams) 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease: Thought Transfer* 
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Supcrloi 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, In the Light of SensitlvcnesB and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Facts and Con* 
elusions; Mina Cure; Christian Science: Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It Ib printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 251 
pages. SenL post paid. 81.25.

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to Jaw. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. Uis arade mecum, 
auu answers about any question which may arise in 
the minds of the Investigators of spiritual phenomena, 
For axle at thli office.

POSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. 
tjF Sbermxn and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repieto wttj 

xplrltuxl truth«. Price »1.00.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

OF LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MANY 
D have read this book, many hare re-read it. 
sod many others oughtto read IL It should be read 
by every man and womaa In tbn land. As a story It It 
finely wr!uen,and teems with intercsLand at the Baine 
time It educates, elevates and inspires. It shows the 
Injustices to which womenare subjected tn the pres* 
cntBtaiusofsociety—thclneqtmlltseafa the measure 
oT condemnation voiced bj- society against acts ol the 
aamemorsl quality performed by men and women re« 
Bpectlvely. ItBhowsthefnUltlesrampant tn society 
In matters of morsl and social Import, and tie wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of . social 
pttnwifm. it contain« a fine ukeMH ot Cho Sasolotluaonirei. Price, c/V.
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A FLOOD OF LIGHT. SEEN BY LAMPLIGHT.
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its
dangers to nerves and lives'?”

ROCKY NEST.'An Interesting Work.

A
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A CURIOUS CALCULATION WHICH AL-
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Detroit is the City ot the Straits, from 
its position.

A Cultured Lady of Philadelphia 
Considers the Question.

who advised us to have nothing to do 
with electrical research, because of ’
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only twenty«five cents for The Progressive Thinkeb 
thirteen weeki, we would suggest to those whureceiva 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from 91 to 910, or even 
word than the latter sum, A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum tala), and thus extend 
rhe field of our labor and usefulnr t’he same aug- 
gestlon will apply in all cases of renew»! of BUbscrip 
lion*—solicit others to aid Id the good work. Y<vi will 
experience no difficulty whatever in Inducing Bpirltu- 

to-*UMoH.be for ThePedgeebbive Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble lafornjadon imparted therein each week, and at 
the jjrlce of only about two cents per week.

i A. Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we । an 

give you for 25 cents? Just pause and think for a i jo- 
ment.Whht an Intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tai Fro- 
GBBBBivx Thinker thirteen weeks is only twefity-five 
cents! For that amodnt you obtain one hundred and 
four of solid, substantial, soubelevatlng and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent io a medi
um-sized book!

I Take Notice.
I tr At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the papbr Is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers,

KF" If you do not receive yt/nr paper promptly, 
write to us, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.

UT Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
chanced, always give the address of the place to which 
it la then sent, or tbe change cannot be made.

6 Shall Bule—The Few or the 
Many?

We always liked that good old Roman 
maxim rendered in English: The voice 
of the people is the voice of God. It 
was a worthy compliment to the think
ing majority and a rebuke to the feeble 
minority.

Ever since Christianity, through its 
priests, has attempted to voice the will 

iof God, it has attempted to make one 
I day holier than another, and has 
¡silenced “the voice of mirth and tbe 
, voice of gladness,” compelling all to 
'yield blind obedience to the will of a 
l-Roman pontiff whose senseless decree 
(made Sunday sacred to the sun. We 

1 are more than glad to see a rift in the 
(dark cloud which has enveloped the 
¡race so long. „

On the first Sunday the London 
Guildhall collection of paintings was 
thrown open to the public, a few weeks 
ago, over three thousand visitors were 
in attendance, while large numbers were 
barred out for want of room.

Through six long, weary days the 
toiler has pursued his avocation to gain 
support for his family. He has been 
taxed to build up great libraries and 
art galleries, the qnurch at the same 
time exerting all its power to close 
their doors on the only day the laborer 
had to consult books, or look upon the 
beauties of art. Thanks to dawning 
intelligence, the spell of ignorance and 
of priestcraft is broken. Disenthralled 
man is now assuming his rights, which 
governments, in an unholy league with 
the church, wrested from him in the 
name of a crucified God.

We hope the contest for the right 
will go on until every chain that binds 
humanity shall be broken, and the 
humblest son of toil.as the most exalted, 
shall not only be fully free in body but 
unshackeled in mind.

“Pauline Epistles, Restudied and 
Explained.” By Edwin Johnson. 
Brooklyn, New York.
Such is the title-page of a very in

teresting 12mo book, bound in cloth, 
which we have just received from the 
author and for which he has our thanks. 
It is one of his series of books wherein 
he -has reviewed the origin of Chris
tianity, and the writings in its defense, 
and has found that little if any is older 
than the Crusades. Indeed, he found 
nearly all much more recent, though 
professedly ancient, to give them 
greater Influence. Of the scholarship 
of Prof. Johnson there can be no ques
tion. His researches were made while 
he was yet in the church, a teacher in 
its colleges, a preacher in its pulpits, 
an influential leader in her councils. 
His motive was to learn the truth, and 
not to hide its errors. Had he been 
influenced by personal interests he 
would have remained in the church, 
and closed his eyes, as thousands of 
others have done and are doing, to the 
false methods practiced in the building- 
up of the prevailing religions.

Of course the forgers and falsifiers 
covered their steps, as all great 
criminals do; but with so many accom
plices, many writing independent of 
each other, they have left traces of 
their crimes. These Prof. Johnson has 
called into service, and he has woven a 
network which renders their guilt 
more than probable.

The Progressive Thinker will 
order the book by mail direct to any 
persons desiring it, on receipt of 81.10, 
which will cover cost, postage and 
incidentals. “Ahtiqua Mater, a Study of 
Christian Origin,” is a larger work, and 
the first in the series, which it would 
be well to read in advance of the later 
works. It will be mailed at the same 
price from the London publisher on our 
order.______ ___

The Great Strike.
Our readers ere this have been fully 

informed in the ' secular press oï thé ex
istence of thejgreat strike, and that it 
is paralyzing the industries of the 
country. Let us all hope and praÿ that 
It maybe settled'soon on the basis of 
equity and justice to all concerned.

Cliristianiziûg' Africa.
Thé English in Mashonaland, the 

French in Timbuctoo, and the Germans 
in the C'ameroqns, are now active in ex' 
tending the blessings of a Christian civ
ilization among the rude people of thé 
dark continent If as thorough as was 
the missionary influence in Hawaii, in 
reducing the native population from 
400,000, the hqmber who inhabited 
those islands when Captain Cook dis
covered them ip 1778,' but who now 
number lésé than 35,000,. then the great 
work will be accomplished in a moder
atetime,

One of the. 'eoldfors in the South 
Africa expedition, wrote home a letter 
descriptive of the!)- glorious work, 
which was published in the London 
daily News.. ¡We extract a single para
graph: '■

“We are'at thé presept‘time occupied 
in setting fire-^> çféry Dative village we 
come across ahd ‘shooting down the 
stray Matabele wo see, and are still 
Œ' onward in the hopes of finding old

igula. ; Every, day we pick up 
assegais [a apWes of javelin], shields 
and the most bountiful native work; 
though we pre unable to’ carry them-on 
our saddles, so tl$ÿ' have to burn with 
the rest.” • .

The natives of Africa ' have no rights 
Christians are hound to respect, judging 
by the wars upon them.' Because they 
were heathen* tapir' ancestors were cap
tured and carried into slavery. The 
infidels of a' former generation made 
war upon this Bible institution, and 
finally it whs wiped out. Now we have 
no use lor these people, so their villages 
are burned and the inhabitants are shot 
down as an incumbrance to advancing 
Christianity. :

Not tbe Work Of tbe Apostles.
The learned German scholar, Rev, 

David F. Strauss, one of the Professors 
some years ago in the Theological Sem
inary, at Tubingen, in his “Life of 
Jesus," “a work of great learning,” ac
cording to the American editor of 
“Smith’s Bible Dictionary,” said:

“Nd modern theologian who is also a 
scholar, now considers any of the four 
gospels to be the work of its pretended 
author, or in fact to be by an apostle or 
the colleague of an apostle.”

Smith's Bible Dictionary, article 
Gospel, has this to say of these sacred 
books: •

“On comparing these four books one 
with another, a peculiar difficulty 
claims attention, which has had much 
to do with the controversy as to their 
genuineness. In the fourth Gospel the 
narrative coincides with that of the 
other three in a few passages only. 
Putting aside the account of the Pas
sion, there are only three facts which 
John relates in common with the other 
Evangelists. Two of these are the feed
ing of the five thousand, and the storm 
on the Sea of Galilee. . . The third 
is the anointing of his feet by Mary.”

The discrepancy in statement be
tween the narratives shows the authors 
could not have been eye-witnesses of 
the events, otherwise they would have 
agreed in detail. As to the time when 
they were written, this is the gigantic 
issue of the centuries. The great 
scholars, Father Hardouin and Prof. 
Johnson, Concur in the opinion that 
they are but little if any older than the 
Reformation, and they give excellent 
reasons for their opinions.

This much in answer to an inquirer.

Buying Devotees.
It is told for a fact that Des Moines, 

Iowa, has what it designates a Sunbeam 
Mission. It gives a free breakfast to all 
men who will accompany the superin
tendent to some orthodox church on 
Sunday morning. Children are fur
nished free lemonade and cookies to 
induce them to go to Sunday-school. In 
Sells Brothers’ circus they have a 
troupe of performing seals. They are 
bribed to do their wonderful feats by a 
generous disposition of small fish, fed at 
opportune periods during the exhibition. 
A hungry man who would not go to 
church for a hearty meal would not 
have the intelligence of these aquatic 
mammals.

Pulling Down Old Glory.
Pulling down Old Glory is not confined 

to the Hawaiian Islands. We have an in
stance of it here in Chicago, and the cir
cumstances are peculiarly exasperating. 
A young lady, a kindergarten teacher, 
took her class for an outing to Lincoln 
Park. She secured a couple of ’buses, 
decorated them with bunting and flags 
(Stars and Stripes). Upon arriving at 
the park they were stopped by a police- 

i man, refused admittance, and being 
questioned by the young lady, said that 
no flags were permitted in the park. 
The young lady asked if there was a 
superior officer she could see and was 
referred to the superintendent, who 
told her the man was correct, and 
showed her the printed rules to that 
effect, but he told her she could get in, 
but must take the consequences. She 
returned to the party and drove in, 
and upon stopping, a policeman came up 
and tore down all the flags! This in 
Chicago, Illinois, the United States of 
America!

Preventive Justice.
It has been proposed; to enact a law 

declaring those persons insane who are 
openly or secretly advising to violence, 
and who are laboring to incite a revolu
tion, and to hold them as dangerous per
sons before' crime is committed. Per
sons who throated individual violence 
mav be held in restraint, or placed 
under bonds for good behavior. Why 
not treat the professional agitator in a 
similar manner, .before his hands are 
crimsoned With blbod? '

A Constant Reader.
I would’ saythat I. am a constant 

reader of your .valuable paper, and 
would not be without it for'twice its 
subscription prieei I think dt should be 
in every housShold in the land. God 
bless you for ydttr fearless, noble efforts 
for the uplifting; Of humanity. You 
have my hearty Sympathy ahd prayers.

' ■ <7 ■ ■ . Matilda T. Reed.

A High Estimate of The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Dear Progressive Thinker:—Will 
you kindly allow one of your obscure 
though greatly benefited readers, to 
tender hie thanks for your weekly visits 
for the past seventeen months? I could 
not do without you. Some .of your 
readers estimate you at $5 a year. I 
woul$ not miss you for $1 a week. Some 
of your guardian angels may know some
thing of your worth to me, but few, if 
aay, mortals ever'will know the trans' 
formation you have made in the life, 
hopes and aspirations of one of your 
most humble readers,

I wish I was financially able to sub
scribe for 1,000 copies every year, I 
would place ■ them where they would 
make« at least 500 good honest Spiritu
alists and open the blinded eyes and 
comfort the doubting, sorrowing hearts 
of that many of my brothers and sisters 
of earth. One year would be enough 
for the same list, and I would change 
it every year, as I would feel assured 
that each of them would renew their 
subscriptions, and it would be casting 
pearls, before swine to send it the 
second year to the 500 who did not read 
it or appreciate it.

Long may The Progressive 
Thinker live, flourish and grow until it 
is large enough to publish' all of the 
whole truth each week, andjsend it to 
every nook, corner and hamlet of this 
continent; and may prosperity, peace 
and harmony prevail in the earth-life of 
its editor, and may a glorious immortal
ity burst upon his vision when his pro
gressive thinking is transfigured into 
progressive knowledge.

Yours for right, honesty and truth, 
M. I. Welch.

Legerdemain in the Church.
A story comes from North Dakota 

that a good brother in the Lord who 
was accustomed to pass the hat for con
tributions fastened a sheet of adhesive 
fly-paper In the crown. The dimes and 
lighter pieces pitched into the hat stuck 
in the gummy preparation. When the 
collections were reported to the deacon, 
of course the hat was turned down on 
the table. The loose coin fell out and 
became the property of the church; the 
adhering coin compensated for the use 
of the hat, leaving a trifle to compensate 
for the labor of passing it.

It is estimated that only about three 
per cent of all moneys contributed for 
missionary purposes ever reaches its 
proper destination; the residue is stick
ing in the crown of somebody’s skill
fully-prepared hat. The multitude of 
Bibles sold, tracts distributed, and char
ities rendered by the church, all com
pensate the principal servitors largely. 
They, substantially, occupy the position 
of the owner of the Dakota hat—the few 
coins that don’t stick in the gum swell 
the fund which pays for the whiskey 
toddy used by the greatly-slandered 
missionaries who suffer with poor di
gestion.

The Engine-Driver’s Warning.
"By-the-by,”saidl, "there seems to be 

quite an epidemic of railway ghosts, 
judging from the papers. No wonder, I 
should think, considering the number of 
men killed on the railways.” “Yes,’’ 
said Hodgson, “I have noticed these 
railway ghosts. One, quite recently, 
was very well authenticated. It will 
shortly appear in our proceedings. The 
story is to the effect that an engine
driver was driving his train along a 
certain railroad. He heard the voice of 
his father distinctly warning him to 
stop. He heard the voice so plainly 
that he felt there must be some danger 
ahead. He stopped his engine,'got out, 
and walked for half a mile, when he 
came upon a bridge which had been 
burned down. But for the warning, he 
would have driven right into the river. 
The voice of his father saved him and 
his train. The stoker, who was in the 
cabin along with the driver, confirms 
the story as to the driver stopping the 
engine, and declaring that he had heard 
the voice of his father, and of the find
ing of the burned bridge.”—W. T. 
Stead, in Lorderland..

He Felt No Change.
A story is told of an old mountaineer 

during a Baptist revival meeting in one 
of the small towns in Virginia. The 
preacher, a very conscientious and per
sistent worker for the “cause,” seemed 
to have picked out a very lank moun
taineer as a target on which to train his 
guns. One night at the service the 
preacher had repeatedly asked the old 
man if he would not come to the mourn
er's bench and also asked him if he felt 
any change, meaning, of course, a change 
in his convictions as to whether he was 
ready to embrace religion. He had been 
to the sinner some three or four times 
with the same question: “My. dear 
brother, do you now feel any change?” 
and the old man, evidently annoyed by 
the question being repeated over and 
over again, ran his hands down in his 
pockets, fumbled in them about a minute 
and finally blurted out loud enough to 
be heard some distance around, “No, 
parson, not a damn cent!" '

Freethinkers Magazine.
This excellent magazine, under the 

management of H. L. Green, is to be re
moved from Buffalo, N. Y., to this city. 
This is a most excellent periodical and 
should be well-sustained. Letters will 
reach Mr. Green, if directed in care of 
P. O. drawer 676. The magazine will 
be published for the present at 150 Illi
nois street.

Bear This in Mind.
Remember, Spiritualists, that these 

are critical times, and it is important 
that you do. not neglect the interests of 
Thè Progressive Thinker, but renew 
promptly when your subscription exJ 
pires. The amount is small for each one, 
but in the aggregate it is large and im
portant to us. If you cannot renew for 
a year,- any small amount will be ac
ceptable.

JESUS CHRIST.
~ * ■ J ■ *

The Unknown Life of this Re 
markable Character.

Is It an Authentic Document or a 
Forgery?

NICOLAS NOTOVITOH—ISSA AND APOL
LONIUS — BUDDHA — THE PHILOSO
PHIES OF INDIA.
No matter to which category we as

sign it, the new book entitled, "The 
Unknown Life of Jesus Christ," claimed 
to have been found in manuscript form 
in a Buddhist convent, by Nicolas 
Ndtoviteh, a Russian traveler, In India, 
demands our serious consideration.

It may be an ingenious forgery palmed 
upon us by a schemer, yet that remains 
to be proven.

It is claimed in this work that Jesus, 
or Issa, as. he is called, spent years of 
his life in India, where he became 
versed in the mysteries of Hindoo lore. 
The author of the volume expresses as 
his opinion that notwithstanding the 
fact that this history in some respects 
conflicts with the gospel accounts of the 
life of Jesus, it contains, owing to its 
early date, the most reliable informa
tion concerning that personage.

If the author has given us an accurate 
description of his interviews with noted 
dignitaries of the church regarding the 
publication of his discovery, we must 
admit that they saw the dubious position 
in which the records of the church 
would be placed by such publication.

Mgr. Platon, tne celebrated metro
politan of Kiew, is credited with the 
statement that the publication of the 
memoirs would hurt Mr. Notovitcb, but 
declined to state in what manner.

A cardinal in Rome, according to our 
author, advised him not to publish the 
work, but said if it was a question of 
money, he would obtain a reward for 
him in exchange for the manuscript.

Cardinal Rotelli was also opposed to 
the publication, under the pretext that 
it would be premature. He added: “The 
church suffers already too much from 
the new current of atheistic ideas, and 
you will but give a new food to the 
calumniators and detractors of the evan
gelical doctrine. 1 tell you this In the 
interest of all the Christian churches.”

From the above it appears that the 
spirit of Vandalism is yet rife among 
the prelates of the church. '

The question arises: What shall be 
done with this discovery? Of course, 
only one answer will be made by those 
who are interested In preserving the 
Bible accounts of Jesus. They will 
claim it a forgery, so far as it disagrees 
with the gospel narrative, but this con
clusion will not satisfy the' earnest 
critic. .

It has long been a matter of comment 
that there is a gap in the history of 
Jesus, which extends from the period of 
his childhood until he appeared among 
the Jews as a teacher. It is these years 
passed by in silence by the evangelists 
that the author claims are referred to in 
this resurrected manuscript.

The story of the.finding of the manu
script is in itself interesting, but the 
intense interest hinges upon the career 
of Jesus in India, where he wasknown 
as Issa. If it was not for the palpable 
contradiction between the Gospel story 
and that told in this manuscript, so long 
hidden in the archives of the Buddhist 
convent, it would be an easy matter for 
the church to accept it as authentic, but 
unfortunately for them, that cannot be 
done in its entirety, in view of the fact 
that the manuscript does not ' claim 
Jesus to be the son of God, but instead 
speaks of him as a reformer of the class 
of Buddha, Zoroaster, Confucius, etc. 
Those reformers appeared from time to 
time to lead the people back to the wor
ship of the true God. .

Issa or Jesus is described as being a 
very good man, who came to India and 
was instructed in the philosophies of 
that country. He was also taught how 
to cure physical ills by means of prayers, 
as well as to teach and expound thé 
scriptures, and drive out evil desires 
from man. He lived among the com
mon people, whom he taught the evils 
of caste, saying all men were created 
free and equal. This caused' miich dis
satisfaction among the higher, classes, 
who sought to dissuade him.Irom his 
course. The manuscript giyes at length 
many interesting facts regarding' this 
great teacher, but nowhere does it 
claim him as being the son of-God, or 
that there was anything miraculous 
connected with his bir.th. , 
' This manuscript^ ought' ta appeal 
strongly to the ’ Unitarians, as it 
coincides with their views of-an inspired 
man who was ideally perfect. '

Strenuous efforts have beeh made by 
the church to’ produce evidence of the 
historical existence of Jesus, which, so 
far, rests upon very contradictory state
ments. Even forgery has been .resorted, 
to, as shown by the passage interpolated 
into Josephus’s works by an.over-zealous 
writer, aud now everywhere rejected by 
scholars. What is there to prevent the 
authorities of the Christian church ac
cepting as much of this manuscript as 
suits their purpose and rejecting, such 
statements as conflict with the gospel 
narrative? If this manuscript is ac
cepted in part by the church,- where 

ill it end? We are likely, to- have 

foisted upon us at any time manuscript 
after manuscript, which will at length 
result in reconciling all the differences 
existing in the church doctrines.- A 
manuscript is liable to come to hand 
bearing upon the points of the Briggs- 
Smith controversy with the church, 
•Ums settling Ml their difficulties. ,

Viewed from another standpoint, this 
work has a new meaning. Many op
ponents of the Christian church have 
claimed that Apollonius of Tyana was 
the real personage represented in the 
gospel story as Jesus of Nazareth.' ^,8 
long ago as the time of Hierocles of 
Nicomedia this statement was made: 
"Hierocles opposed the character of the 
philosopher Apollonius as a real charac
ter and a better example of moral per
fection than the imaginary hero ot the 
gospel.” In later times, the statement 
was repeated with more force, that the 
groundwork ot the gospels was founded 
upon the teachings and lite of 
Apollonius. ,

According to the history of Apollo
nius, as it comes down to us, he traveled 
extensively In India, from whence he 
brought many doctrines which he en
deavored to teach to the people. His 
most violent opponents admit his won
derful powers as a healer and a teacher. 
His admirers state that divested of the 
inventions of the priesthood, the gospel 
story is but a repetition of his labors. 
Much force is giveil this by the state
ments contained in this work, “The 
Unknown Life of Christ.” Mr. Noto- 
vitch says that in conversation with the 
Buddhist who put him in the way of ob
taining a copy of the manuscript, 
the Buddhist remarked that "The Eu
ropeans are, in a sense, adorers of 
Buddha, with almost the same rites as 
the Lamas, who inhabited Thibet. The 
only fault of the Christians is that after 
having adopted the great doctrines of 
Buddha, they have completely sep
arated themselves from him, and have 
created for themselves a different Dalai
Lama.”

Could anything be more significant 
than the above statement?

Apollonius taught the philosophy of 
India on his return from that country. 
This manuscript says that Issa taught 
the philosophy of India.

No claim has been made by any writer, 
until now, that Jesus traveled in India, 
yet it is everywhere admitted that 
Apollonions spent years there, and 
brought back copies of the manuscripts 
presented him by the philosophers 
whom he visited.

Under the head of Apologetics in the 
Encyclopedia Britannica occurs the fol
lowing: "Before the Christian revela
tion can be discredited it must be shown 
that the divine life in the world, which 
reached its most perfect development in 
Jesus Christ, is not specifically different 
from the life of man; that Jesus was a 
mere man, not different in kind from 
other men. The great difference, then, 
between the Christian and other so- 
called revelations is, that it ends and is 
summed up in the person and work of 
Christ?and so is a consistent whole, 
while they do not end in a life like that 
of Christ, and lacking this to bind them 
together into a unity are merely a more 
or less disjointed series of statements.”

In view of the above, it is not possi
ble for the Christian church to accept 
the manuscript brought forward at this 
late day, its principal statement being 
that the character known as Issa was 
nothing more than a reformer, possess
ing no claim whatever to being con
sidered a divine personage.

The close student, who with unpreju
diced mind reads the book carefully, 
cannot fail to note the resemblance be
tween Apollonius of Tyana and the St. 
Issa of the Buddhistic chronicles.

Apollonius lived a simple life, accord
ing to his biographer, Philostratus, be
ing educated at Tarsus under Euthyde- 
nius, after which he spent his time in 
the company of philosophers and priests 
within the temple of YEsculapius. After 
a time he traveled in the East, con
versing with the Magi, Brahmins, 
Gymnosophists and priests, visiting the 
temples, preaching a purer morality and 
religion than he found, and attracting 
wherever he went admiration and rev
erence. On his return from the East 
the greatest attention was paid him by 
the Grecian priests and oracles, and he 
devoted his 'life to expounding the 
doctrines and philosophies he had 
brought from India.

St. Issa is represented as being the 
child of poor parents, through whom 
God spoke to the people. He was the 
first born of the family, and no claim 
whatever of a miraculous birth is re
corded. At the age of thirteen he was 
noted for the edifying discourses he 
made in the name of the All-powerful. 
He absented himself from his father’s 
house and traveled East, with the object 
of perfecting himself in the knowledge 
Of the word of God, and the study of 
the laws of the great Buddha. After 
six years of study, Issa, whom Buddha 
hacb elected to spread his word, could 
perfectly expound the sacred scrolls. 
Then he traveled, preaching to the 
peiople the supreffie perfection attaina
ble by man.

Leaving this manuscript out of the 
question, it becomes more evident every 
day that the Christian religion is 
founded upon the philosophies of India. 
This can scarcely be said to be a mat
ter of conjecture. In conversation with 
some of the Oriental scholars at the 
Parliament of Religions, the writer was 
informed that the scholars of India 
knew that the teachings contained in 
the Gospels originally came from their 
country. This statement in connection 
with thelabors of Baron Harden Hickey, 
Arthur Lillie, Robert Taylor, Mr. J. 
M, Roberts, and many others who have 
made special research into the subject, 
cannot fail to attract tbe attention of 
the thinking mind. Whether this late 
manuscript is a forgery or not, is of 
no consequence whatever, though it 
would not cause much surprise if the 
authorities of the church saw fit to 
gloss over all inconsistencies, and ac
cept as much of the subject matter as 
would suit their purposes. The fact re
mains that so far as the life of Issa is 
concerned as represented to have oc
curred in India, it has a common iden
tity with the known incidents in the 
life of Apollonius of Tyana, as given by 
hie biographer, Philostratus, and noth
ing in common with the supposed life of 
Jesus, who never before has been 
credited with being in India.
' We advise -all to obtain this work, 
read it carefully, separate the account 
of'Issa in India from the account of him 
after leaving that country, then read 
carefully the history of Apollonius and 
his travels among, the sages of India, 
and decide whether there is evidence to 
sustain the claim that Apollonius and 
Issa are one and the same personage. 
The Christian apologists might well 

say to the author: “Do not publish this 
work! it will hurt the church.” •

How much longer are the people 
going to be dominated in this manner? 
Freedom of thought and speech should 
be everywhere the watchword.- Said 
oqe of the delegates from India to the 
writer: “The Christians have stolen 
everything of good they have in their 
Bible from our philosophies, and now 
send over missionaires to convert us to 
our own doctrines, disguised under the 
name of revelations from Jesus Christ.”

This manuscript will cause many a 
Sin the hearts of our Christians 

use. of its significance. If it is 
proved a genuine record, it will cause as 
much consternation as did the transla
tion of Philostratus’s life of Apollonius 
by Charles Blount, who says in the 
preface to his work: “The people 
were warned that a certain impious 
book was about to be printed, and told 
not to read it.”

It is too late in the day to warn 
against reading anything. Reason 
stalks abroad and encourages us to read, 
reflect and. then decide. So this book, 
"The Unknown Life of Christ,” will 
soon be assigned to its proper place in 
the field of literature.

- M. E. Cadwallader.

The Progressive Thinker.
It is profound pleasure that we take 

in recognizing this grand factor in the 
life of The Progressive Thinker. 
Itis the only dollar paper now published 
in the United States that has not been 
built up by beating stockholders out of 
their hard-earned money.

It is the. only dollar paper that has 
not offered bonds for sale without giving 
adequate security.

It is the only dollar paper that has 
not sent out circulars giving a fictitious 
circulation in order to get advertise
ments.

It is the only dollar paper that has 
been honest from its foundation up 
Call at this office and see original circu
lars in proof of our statement.

Who blames us, under the circum
stances, in feeling profound pleasure at 
our success along true spiritual lines.

Theosophy and the Soul.
J. Slater writes from York to the 

London Light that when the question 
was put during a recent lecture by 
Annie Besant: “Can Theosophy give 
individual and scientific proof of the 
existence of the soul after the death of 
the body?” the reply was in the 
affirmative, with the conditional state
ment that it had been proven by Spir
itualism; but she would not advise in
vestigation in that direction owing to its 
dangers and injury to nerves and mental 
conditions.

Here we must infer that in 
order to prove anything in The
osophy we must have Spiritualism 
as a mere handle to the jug, when, in 
fact, if Spiritualism be true Theosophy 
is false. Her reply Is an indication that 
she clings to the threadbare idea that 
Theosphy, as the Psychic Research 
folks assume of their pet theory, is ad
vanced Spiritualism. As though any 
unprovable theory were higher than a 
demonstrable truth. She advises that it 
were better to remain in ignorance of 
a truth than risk the mental and physi
cal wrecking by investigation. Only an 
old, creed-worn suggestion that Annie is 
adopting along the line of a once com
mon prejudice of ignorance and super
stition.

As Mr. Slater says: "Where would 
we have been to-day had such counsel as 
hers been followed? What should we 
think now, for instance, of the man

Story of Spirit Helpful 
ness.

We take especial pleasure in announc
ing this story. It comes from Massa
chusetts, not far from the hub of the 
cultured universe. It is the production 
of Mrs. Emma Miner, famed for her 
many literary productions. This story 
will run through the paper for eight 
weeks, and it will prove refreshing and 
exhilarating reading to all. We have 
a large number of subscribers in the 
East who will take especial interest in 
this story, while those in other parts 
will give it a, cordial welcome. Now is 
the time to send in your subscriptions.

ROOMY QUARTERS 
HEAVEN.

lows one hundred rooms to each 
departed spirit.
A curious calculation of the capacity 

of heaven is to be found in an old work 
entitled, “Bornbaugh’s Gleanings for the 
Curious.” The base of the calculation 
is found in Revelations xil., "And 
he measured the city of Jerusalem with 
a reed 12,000 furlongs. The length, 
the breadth and the height are equal.” 
“Let us see,” says Bombaugh, “12,000 
furlongs, 7,920,000 feet, which cubed is 
948,088,000,000,000,000,000,000.000 cubic 
feet. Half of this we will reserve for 
the th roue of God and the court of 
heaven, half the remainder for streets, 
leaving a balance of 124,198,272,000,000,
000,000. Divide this last by 4,096, the 
cubical feet in a room ten feet square, 
and you will »find that there is still 
enough left for 30,321,843,750,600,000 
rooms. We will now suppose that the 
world always did and always will con
tain 990,000,000 inhabitants, and that a 
generation lasts 134 years, making in all 
2,970,000,000 for each century—that ‘the 
world will stand 1,000 centuries, making 
in all 2,970,000,000,000 inhabitants. Sup
posing there are 100 worlds equal to 
this in point of inhabitants and duration 
of years, making 297,000,000.000,000, then 
heaven, according to the measurement 
above, is large enough to allow 100 
rooms, each 16 feet square, to every 
human soul.”

A Good Materializing Me-. 
dium.

On Saturday, June 23, a warm, sultry 
day, my mother and I went east through 
the country as pilgrims to the vioinaga 
of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Collar and Mr. 
and Mrs. L. P. Mitchell, a few miles 
north of Mason, Mich. For a couple of 
years or more these families and a few 
others have sat together,.in seances. 
The result is that L. P'., as he is fa
miliarly called by them, has become a 
medium for full-form materialization, 
with the lamplight shaded in an adjoin
ing room and sinning through the open 
door. Sometimes tbe light was lowered 
or raised as the spirit form had strength.

On that sultry forenoon Mrs. Mitchell 
had the royal kindness and the 
golden friendship to drive many miles 
to inform some friends of the seance to 
be held that evening. We heard her 
kindness highly commended and they 
were spoken of with much esteem.

There were eighteen sitters when Mr. 
Mitchell seated us at ten o’clock. The 
sitting-room is inthe west part, adjoin
ing two bedrooms in the east part of 
the house. He sat in the southwest 
corner of the north bedroom, used as 
his cabinet. Two dark curtains were 
hung in the dpor. in the south bed
room was the shaded lamp, making 
twilight. '

The singing was excellent, low and 
harmonious, mostly from the familiar 
gospel songs. It is better to have low, 
quiet music, for the investigator wants 
to hear as well as to see. There was a 
little talking, low and whispered. If 
there is too much noise, so the visitor 
or student can not hear all the phe
nomena, he is not quite satisfied.

After the medium went into the 
cabinet I did not hear any sound or 
movement from him; there were inde
pendent voices behind and between the 
curtains; and sometimes the long 
trumpet was held between the curtains 
or outside; a few times it was carried by 
a spirit form and given to one of the 
sitters when not needed;. or it was 
handed to a spirit form.

The forms of visiting spirits came out 
only as far the cabinet door, parting the 
curtains with their hands, and nodding 
or shaking their heads to questions; but 
the controls of the medium or those 
who had often materialized before 
came out eight feet from tbe curtain. 
The forms moved slowly and carefully 
outside. Many of the forms demateri
alized between the curtains, going 
down into the floor with a zephyr-like 
movement of the air. In shaking hands 
with the sitters in a gentle hand-clasp, 
the forms extend the left hand, making 
a half circle with the sitter’s right, so 
they can conserve their energy and get 
as much strength from the sitters as 
they exhaust from themselves nad the 
medium.

Spirit Riley Avery, who as a piortal 
lived near there, is one of the main 
controls. In his materialized form he 
tried to sing with one of the sitters out
side the curtain, doing fairly well.

Spirit Dr. Cutter, who belongs with 
the band of F. M. Donovan, the slate
writing medium of Cincinnati, O., is 
also one of the controls. He speaks in a 
coarse voice through the trumpet, giv
ing directions and explanations.

Spirit Charles Anderson came out and 
Miss Lillie Collar went out to meet him 
in front of the curtain. He wore black 
sideburns, dark clothes, white shirt 
front, and long necktie. He formerly 
wore the title of Reverend. His lan
guage was plain, but tinged with the 
German accent. He is said to be the 
young lady's spirit control and a helper 
in the medium’s seances. As they had 
done a few times before, so I was told, 
they walked slowly around the inside of 
the circle: she followed his leading and 
introduced him to each sitter. He made 
a few remarks, such as, “How you 
vas?” He walked in that way at least 
eight feet from the cabinet door. All 
of us were quiet and very observing. 
Into the cabinet this form went for 
strength. Miss Lillie took a seat near 
the door, and this same spirit form came 
out again and placed her hands on her 
head aud tried to control or entrance 
her. He succeeded partly.

The form of a man, odd-looking, came 
out. His locks were gray, and he wore 
a large, collar-like sash around his neck 
and on his shoulder. We found it was a 
new control, an Asiatic, who lived on 
earth about four centuries ago. 1 went up 
to him, touched his hand and peered 
into his sharp, smooth face. In his queer 
language he spoke through the trumpet, 
and set it down—few sitters were talk
ing about him and asking questions. 
The form stood there quietly waiting. 
Someone suggested that he knew it was 
not polite to interrupt their eonversa- 
tion. Then he raised the trumpet in 
full view and spoke in his melodious 
language. How nice it is to observe 
sensible points of etiquette with spirits 
as well as with mortals. He returned 
to the cabinet and dematerialized be
tween the curtains down into the floor 
with a zephyr movement of the air.

The spirit of a little Indian girl took 
the trumpet and standing dimly be
tween the curtains talked to us jokingly. 
Her voice was piping and childlike. 
They called her “Little Eagle.”

Near tbe close,when we sang patriotic 
songs, a form dressed like an army officer 
came out. Several shook hands with 
him; he nodded his head that he was 
General Grant. As we' sang further, 
he waved his hand up and down to em
phasize the meaning. A sitter gave 
him a handkerchief to wave. Before he 
departed he said in a hoarse whisper, 
“God save the nation.”

As we sang the song about “John 
Brown's Body Lies Mouldering in the 
Grave,” the form of an old man came 
out and stepped to the further side of the 
circle, eight feet distant, and back again 
to the cabinet. We sang faster. Out he 
came again quickly and back, doing so 
three or four times. He was spry, light 
and airy. .

One old gentleman in the circle 
wanted his spirit wife to come out 
further to him. She could not in the 
strong light and the room was darkened. 
She seemed to wear & spotted, illumin
ated, checkered robe or dress. The 
form came to him where he had moved 
inside of the circle. We were still 
joining hands. She lightly sat on his 
knee and put -her face against his. He 
said the phenomena were grand and glo
rious. The. form was genuine, and far 
from being a. mortal. Others had a

CONTINUED ON PAGE 8. " '
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LIGHT,” LONDON, ENG. SEEN BY LAMPLIGHT

At a circle recently a five-centtions.

Girl Developing the gisth Sense.

Asis wholesome to soul and body. 
Hudibras hath it:

“A little nonsense, now and then, 
Is relished by the best of men,”

Vicksburg was during, the war named 
the Key City. :

Tt/a yside jottings, essa ys, 
Vr Sketches, Poems and Bongs; Gathered iron 

the Highways, By-ways and Hedges of Life. By Mal 
Ue & Holl* JtliznwceweUKit» Tritt

with her. Their boy gave a message 
to them. Since that time they have 
held circles of their own and they now 
have stand tippings. Neighbors have 
come in ana they get .good demonstra-

,^THE SPIRITUALISTC FIELD

ExtraSts Therefrom Showing 
the Trend of Thought 

Across the Ocean.

The Progressive Thinker gave 
Borne interesting communications ob
tained through “The Ouija Board.” 
“Light" says the following , is provoca
tive of very serious thought!

“Is it proper for the embodied and the 
disembodied to fear God?

“Yes; as we fear to destroy our rela
tions to the eternal right. .

“Are there souls who do destroy these 
relations? ■

“Yes; by disobeying their own inner 
light.

“What is the ultimate fate of such 
souls? ’

“They go into darkness, and lose 
identity. , ,

“Is there no salvation for such souls? 
“Perhaps, at some very future period. 
“Are they conscious of suffering?
“One who has not suffered cannot 

measure the suffering of thqsa who are 
in darkness.

“Light,” in commenting thereon, says: 
“Of course, opinions from the Spirit
world must oe taken fop what they are 
Worth in themselves; and yet it is rea
sonable to assume that such statements 
as the above, so gravely and clearly 
given, would hardly be made unless they 

ad some foundation in fact. The gospel 
of universal ‘ restoration may be quite 
true, and we hope it is, but it is by no 
means certain tnat every spirit will en
ter into life. Some profoundly serious 
sayings in the New Testament seem to 
suggest that. If the inner light is neg
lected beyond a certain point may it not 
go out? What is the truth underlying 
the parable of the vipgins? The phrase 
‘lose identity’ seems intensely reasonable. 
Identity turns upon rationality, surely; 
or, let us say, upon the inner light. But 
the inner light of spirit-life ipust be that 
of the mind, the conscience, the affec
tions. The spirit can have only what it 
ip. So, then, there may be a deep truth 
in the phrase ‘a lost soul,’ after all.”

The following are brief Items from 
“Light”:

Take one, though a very disputed 
point. It seems, and is, a ridiculous 
thing to suggest that a pipe or cigar or 
Cigarette is in itself vicious, just as it is 
ridiculous to say that a hand at cards is 
sinful, or a game of billiards. But carry 
on cards to gambling; think of the 
young man fooling even his business 
time away at billiards; or think of the 
perpetual smoking on tramway cars and 
cusses, in the streetsj on the seaside 
promenade (to neutralize the sea breeze I), 
even the country lane, with the breath of 
a May mornintr welcoming one; think of 
women (ladies!) smoking: think of boys 
of fourteen catching the trick of it and 
learning how to spit!' Is there no room 
for suggesting vice?

What connection is there between 
Spiritualism and short hours of labor? 
A very vital one indeed. Spiritualism 
is not only concerned with manifesta
tions of the spirit in and from the un
seen; it is really as much concerned with 
manifestations of the spirit in and from 
the seen. It believes in will, in the 
power of conscience, in the creative 
value of thought, in the value of good
will as a well of water springing up into 
life.

In fact, the “small" vice, continually 
practiced, may lower the general spirit
ual standard and tone more effectually 
than an occasional outbreak of what 
might be regarded as grossness, just as 
a perpetual habit Of nagging may drag 
down the whole nature more completely 
than an occasional outbreak of violent 
temper. The minor vices or unclean
nesses of life, then, need special atten
tion.,

Spiritualism says to the master and 
mistress, if you want to get the best and 
the most out of a horse even, love it, 
make it trust you, be on personal, 
friendly terms with it, If you want to 
get the most and the best out of a “hand,” 
follow the same line of policy. Merely 
as an investment, good-will and human
ity pay. There are spiritual values and 
assets even in rough workingmen that 
are cruelly wasted.

In guarding against the gross vices, it 
Is necessary to remember that some so- 
called “small” vices may be the worst, 
because the most continually practiced.

Mr. William Mather, M. P., thought 
that a trial of the eight-hours’ system on 
a bold scale would be more useful than 
any amount of talking about it. In his 
works about 1,200 “hands” are employed. 
More than a year ago he began his plan 
of forty-eight hours work a week. What 
is the result? At the end of a year it 
was actually found that the men had 
produced more under the short-hour 
system; and three other firms, having 
tried the experiment, report to the same 
effect.

It is not generally known that the Jews 
are,singularly free from religious big
otry, and that in this respect they have 
much to teach the majority of Christians. 
They have nothing in any way resem
bling the Athanasian Creed, for in
stance, and pass no judgment on believ
ers in the Christian creeds.

Judaism has neverheid that the salva
tion of other nations is dependent upon 
their becoming Jews. ’ ’

The Spiritualist ought to be the 
enemy of intemperance, in every form; 
not foolishly ascetic nor attempting to 
brush all nature’s demands away, but 
standing guard over the senses—master 
»nd not slave.

Spiritualism ought to mean purity; 
pud it must mean it if we are to get its 
tnost interior results,

Judaism cannot bring itself to believe 
that the God of Mercy has opened the 
gates of heaven to it alone. Its faith 
teaches that the so-called Mosaic law, 
with its various rites and ordinances, is 
incumbent upon Jews only, and that the 
non-Israelite need, but observe the high 
ethical precepts there inculcated, and 
that if he keep these faithfully he may 
hope to win eternal bliss. -

Mr J. J. Morse attended a meeting of 
the members and friends of the Alliance, 
and while entranced, gave replies to 
questions put by the audience.

In consideration of the fact that there 
is a good deal of interest, both within 
and without the ranks of Spiritualists, 
in psychical methods of treating disease, 
a lady friend has kindly" undertaken to 
supply “Light” with a translation of 
Baron du^Prel’s pamphlet,' “Heber den 
Einfluss physicher Factoren im Okkult-

CONTINUED FROM RAGE 4.

chance to touch the form. ’
At the closing, Spirit Dr. Cutter 

spoke through the trumpet, asking if 
we had any questions. He said they 
could not build up as perfect forms th at 
evening, because the atmosphere was b o 
warm they could not draw much 
strength from the Bitters add had to 
draw more heavily from the medium. 
All animals lived on in spirit-life. He 
told us to sit quietly and sing gently for 
the medium to come out of his trance. 
We did so. The medium was several 
minutes in getting out of his chair to 
the sitting-room. I felt sorry for him, 
to see him so exhausted. I felt as if it 
was good to be there in such a good 
place, entertaining angels among nice, 
friendly people. Earth-life, with its 
trials, is worth living when spirit 
friends are so real to one’s senses.

We will not warp and twist the truth 
to fit our creed, but we will'let ourselves 
grow and conform to tho truth, not car
ing where eternal truth leads us,

DimondalegMich, BL E. MARTIN.

PSYCHIC PHENOMENON.
A Student in the Occult Sci 

enees.

Mount Clemens, Mioh., has found a 
subject for psychical study In a girl de
scribed as beautiful in the superlative 
degree and gifted with a strange, incom
prehensible power that places her at 
once far in advance of all others as a 
clairvoyant. Her identity is concealed 
under the suggestive name of Elfa, and 
it is said that were she indeed a veri
table elf her feats could excite no 
greater wonder. To add to the mystery 
surrounding her, a man also possessed 
of remarkable gifts, natural or super
natural, or both or neither, has just ap
peared at Mount Clemens, and the two— 
the man and the girl—have met. They 
were “attracted to each other by an ir
resistible force,” and between them—he 
with fully developed hypnotic power and 
she by a projection of soul or spirit— 
they do things that can be classed with 
the miraculous.

A correspondent of the “Tribune” de
scribes the man as a student in the oc
cult sciences and the girl as a psychio 
phenomenon. He says the man pos
sesses a power that is as inexplicable as 
it is extraordinary. His mere touch 
frees others from pains and aches of al
most every kind, and a mere look and 
gentle touch on the forehead _puts Elfa 
in a qomnolescent state. The man, 
whose name does not appear because “he 
shuns notoriety,” is quoted as saying: 
“In Elfa lohave found what hypnotists 
would call an extraordinary subject. 
Spiritualists would call her a wonderful 
medium; she is both and she is neither. 
She is simply developing- what is at last 
acknowledged a possibility: -the sixth 
sense.”

Elfa is credited with having a dual 
personality. Being commanded to make 
an investigation at some remote place 
she will “project herself" and describe 
the course and maimer of her progres
sion, and report what she sees on the 
way. Her descriptions of places of 
which she bad no previous knowledge 
are said to be accurate, and always from 
a point that affords what is known as a 
bird’s-eye view. When asked to give a 
more detailed description of some par
ticular thing mentioned, she will say: 
“I will descend and examine it.” If left 
at some distant point without an express 
command to return she is apt to go on a 
tour of observation and investigation on 
her own account. Being asked on such 
occasions, ‘ ‘ Where are you?” she will give 
a description of the locality, and her 
comments upon what she sees are said 
to be philosophic and sometimes inter
spersed with an extraordinary flow of 
the keenest wit. She has given proof of 
the possibility to read at any distance 
what is written or printed, but, more 
wonderful than that, she appears to pos
sess a peculiar aptitude for the reading 
of thoughts in heads she has never seen 
with her eyes. Her especial propensity 
is the study of the human system, par
ticularly the brain. She apparently has 
the power to examine the interior con
struction of a human body and sees 
through every minute portion thereof as 
easily as if the whole were made of clear 
glass. Being directed to look over the 
editor of the Boston “Traveller” recently 
she discovered an injury to one of his 
legs, sustained some years ago, but 
which is sometimes still troublesome. 
Another time she spoke of a foreign 
substance coursing through the system 
of an individual of whom she had no 
knowledge whatever, and said that this 
substance had entered the body through 
the left arm between the elbow and the 
shoulder.

Another peculiarity is that her dual 
personality "is readily affected by odors. 
The smell of tobacco or smoke dulls her 
perceptive faculties materially and 
makes her anxious to get away from 
such places, while, on the other hand, 
when this second self is in a pure and 
pleasant atmosphere, and there is any
thing of interest to be noted, she will re
bel at being recalled until she has satis
fied her curiosity. When she feels any 
aches and pain, disturbance in the stom
ach, or any other ailment whatever, she 
will locate it and tell what caused it— 
whether produced by cold, fatigue, or 
unfavorable chemical action in the 
stomach—and will then direct her friend 
what to do to relieve her, and the remedy 
is a feiFapplications of his finger tips in 
the manner known to hypnotists as 
passes, made in the direction which she 
indicates.

Such is the story that comes from the 
puzzled patrons of Michigan’s famous 
health resort. Scientists have been sent 
for to investigate the strange case.—Chi
cago Tribune.

Food for Thought.
I find much food for thought in The 

Progressive Thinker, and believe 
your mission is a fruitful one, for surely, 
with the variety of mental and spiritual 
food you weekly place before the pub-. 
lie, something can be found to suit the 
appetiteof each.

Mrs. May IB. Bingham.

WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC.Ï

Mr. Nick Becker writes of his experi
ence with Catholic spirits, that sought 
to disturb and injure him because of his 
joining an anti-Romish organization, 
and from whom he was defended by a 
stalwart Indian spirit, who drove away 
his assailants,. HA saw all this clalr- 
voyantly. : ‘

Mrs. S, Gould writes that less 
than four years. ago herself and 
husband attended a seance given by 
James Riley, of Marcellus, Mich., 
which startled them into independent 
methods of thinking, and afforded con
vincing evidence of the truth of con
tinuity of life beyond so-called death. 
Several friends appeared and Mrs. 
Gould’s father came and shook hands

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of. meetings, 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extçnd a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. . We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items musf reach 
us as early as Friday pr Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

Mrs. Dr. H. Weyant, prominent as a 
Spiritualistio worker at Toledo,O., lately 
read a paper there in memory of Mr. M. 
Knight, and which was received with 
much interest. We have only space, on 
account of the crowded state of our col
umns, for a brief mention. She alluded 
to his kind, hospitable nature. He was 
ever ready to work for the advancement 
of truth for humanity’s sake, knowing 
that he should live again, in a life of ac
tivity and usefulness. He lived to wel
come the day of spirit return. He was 
a faithful and honest citizen, one whose 
loss we mourn, for his presence was ever 
welcome, and .all loved him as a brother 
and friend. He will return and be with 
us, he says, and help in building up and 
doing all the good he can to aid the 
cause of good.

“Clarke” writes concerning fiction In 
Spiritualism—having especial reference 
to certain phases of camp-meeting man
agement, and more especially to the 
interest taken by the young people in 
theatrical performances. He is disposed 
to disapprove of theatricals at camp
meetings. He thinks they do not tend 
to spiritual upbuilding in heart and 
character, nor do they furnish proofs of 
immortal life; and as such performances 
can be found in every village, it is not 
profitable to have them at camp-meet
ings. Now, while this may be in a 
measure true, there are other sides to 
the Question. Theatricals attract young 
people, and old people, too, for that 
matter; a good modicum of amusement

and our kind friend “Clarko" is proba
bly not an exception. We doubt not 
that he often enjoys a hearty laugh—or 
the hearty pleasure that relieves from 
the pressure of weightier realities, and 
does his soul good. Besides,—if all the 
objections to various and sundry special 
things were listened to, where would bo 
our damp-meetings? '

Mrs. L. M. T. writes from Ludlow, 
Vermont, that she attended and greatly 
enjoyed some spiritual meetings and the 
State convention held at that place. 
Mr. F. A. Wiggin, in addition to his 
very forcible speaking, gave many con
vincing tests. There were also interest
ing speeches by ladies from Boston, and 
by Mrs. Crossett.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, who is 
held in very high esteem in this city, 
has commenced her camp work for the 
summer. She will speak at the follow
ing places: Near Muskegon, Mich., 
July 6 to 16; Cuba, N. Y;, (probably) 
July 17 to August 3; Cassadaga Lake, 
August 5 to 17; Onset Bay, Mass., 
August 18 to 30; Lake Brady, Ohio, Sep
tember 1 to 10. She then returns to her 
own congregation, the First Society of 
Spiritualists of Chicago, and will speak 
in one of the finest auditoriums in the 
city, as the trustees have engaged 
Hooley’s theater for the season, holding 
one service only (morning) each Sunday.

E. N. Pickering, president, writes: 
“On Friday, July 20, the First Society 
of Spiritual Unity of this city will give 
a grand musical, literary, social and 
phenomenal entertainment at their 
temple, 85 S. Sangamon street, present
ing a programme of great variety and 
beauty, including some elegant views 
with the stereopticon by Prof.; Clank; 
singing, recitations, readings, tests. a«d , 
other phenomena and a social reunion 
after the regular exercises.rrThe tickets 
will be 25 cents and may be obtained of 
Prof. Clark, of the writen, or at the 
door on the evening, of July 20. A good' 
time for everybody.” •

W. P. Sailing will open a Spiritual 
Camp-meeting four miles south of 
Derry, Greenwood county, Kansas, on 
the St. Louis & San Francisco railway, 
commencing July 13 and holding over 
two Sundays. A general good time is 
expected. For farther information ad
dress W. P. Sailing, Derry, Kansas.

Emily P. Beebe writes that a new so
ciety has been formed,L co-operating 
with tho National Association, under 
the name of the First National Society 
of Spiritualistic Friends of Progress, of 
Jackson, Michigan. Services are held 
every Sunday evening at A. O. U. Wr 
hall. The officers are: Emily P. Beebe, 
president; F. W. Brelsford, vice-presi
dent; Mrs. Addie Weatherwax, secre
tary; Will Smith, treasurer. Trustees, 
E. H. Beebe, Mrs. M. S. Hill, J. A. 
Weatherwax.

E. writes from Owasso: “Mrs. Anna 
L. Robinson, pastor of the Port 
Huron (Mich.) society, has just finished 
a series of very instructive lectures for 
the Spiritualist society of this place. 
They were .well attended by an ap
preciative audience. Mrs. Robinson 
worked at a great disadvantage while 
here because of an illness which she 
contracted during the month of March, 
but the intelligences surrounding her 
upheld her nobly during four lectures; 
but the fifth she was unable to deliver, 
it being the first time during her public 
career that she has failed to meet an 
engagement. We hope for her a speedy 
return to. health and the work for 
which she is so well adapted.. Societies 
needing’a genuine Worker would do 
well to engage Mrs. Robinson after her 
recovery.” ■ ■ ■

piece was brought and laid on the 
stand at the end of the fingers of a 
little girl present.

Harlow Davis, the platform test me
dium of California, will visit Onset 
Camp-meeting July 14, and on July 29 
he goes to fill an engagement at Lake 
Pleasant, Mass.- Correspondents can 
address him at 223 E. 14th street, New 
York City.

J. T. H, writes ffvom Bath, Illinois: 
“Messrs, Bowns and Major,, mediums, 
from Jackson, Ill., were in Havana 
giving seances, and on their return 
home were pursua^qd to stop off at Bath, 
there being a private circle there, 
which they 'did. They ¡fave private 
materialization on Thursday evening at 
Mr. Noirot’s home. Five distinct forms 
appeared, The free lecture delivered 
by Mr. Bowns on Friday afternoon at 
the hall was listened to with great at
tention by a large audlence,after which, 
through the mediumship of Mr. Major, 
two independent slate-writings and 
drawings in three different colors were 
received, the slates being nailed to
gether when brought to the hall, and 
not leaving the owner’s hands. Friday 
evening at the hall, with a circle of 
thirty, a materialization of nine distinct 
forms took place. One form appeared 
luminous three different times. Some 
names also were given.”

“Member” writes from Cincinnati, 
O.: “The People’s Philosophical Society 
will keep up their circles every Saturday 
night at a place announced each meet
ing during the hot weather. On July 
14th the circle will be given by Mrs. 
Meier, magnetic healer, 108 Betts street. 
The society will hold Its anniversary 
Monday, August 13, at Coney Island. 
Mrs. Greenameyer, the inspirational 
speaker and first-class test medium, 
with Mrs. Garrett, who is one of our 
best test and trumpet mediums, have 
closed a most successful engagement 
with this soeiety and made many friends 
among both Spiritualists and skeptics. 
The Progressive Thinker is well 
thought of here. For sale at Henry 
Brengleman's, 29 Betts street.”

M. E. R., of Rockford, Mich., writes: 
“We have just been favored with a 
visit from Bishop A. Beals, who came 
from Muskegon to minister to the 
spiritual needs of Rockford, July 1. 
The society of Rockford is in a pros
perous and flourishing condition and 
new and satisfactory phases of medium
ship are rapidly being developed. We 
own our hall and hold regular semi
monthly meetings and much gooti is 
being accomplished thereby. We feel 
that Rockford will be heard from in the 
future.”

Dr. Louis Freedman, the Australian 
diagnostician and magnetise, can bo con
sulted at 213 East 89th street, Now York 
City, during July, from 9 o’clock in the 
morning until 4 o’clock in the afternoon, 
and will be found at Lake George Camp 
during the month of August.

T. H. F. writes from Blair, Nebraska: 
“I will send a few lines to you in refer
ence to a wonderful medium, Mrs. Anna 
Buchanan. Her phase of mediumship 
is slate-writing. We get seoled letters 
between slates that are fastened to
gether with screws. Sometimes seven 
pages oi paper or more are written in a 
very few minutes. We get grand mess
ages on the slate from our departed 
friends, and wonderful tests. We also 
get all kinds of flowers. Wo do not 
hoar of any medium that excels her.”

Dr. A. B. Cooper and six others, of 
Marshalltown, Iowa, unite in sending 
the following: Mrs. S. M. Lowell, of 
Anoka. Minn., closed her engagement 
with the Marshalltown Spiritual Society, 
July 1. She came among us April 29th 
a stranger, but during her sojourn with 
us she has made many warm friends. 
All feel that her engagement has been 
beneficial as well as pleasant. We can 
recommend her to societies wishing an 
able speaker.

• Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader, of Philar 
delphia writes: "The lover of the beau
tiful could not but be impressed by the 
view of the glories of Parkland. From 
the porch of Mr. Locke’s hospitable cot
tage your correspondent gazed in rap
ture upon the scene. Located on a hill, 
ones eyes rest upon a stretch of the most 
beautiful country, dotted here and there 
with the homes of those who seek recrea
tion from the cares of the city as well as 
to enjoy the pleasures of camp life. 
Parkland is a beautiful place, and ought 
to become famous as a summer resort 
for the Spiritualists of the surrounding 
country, It comprises about one hun
dred and fifty acres, and is only twenty- 
two miles from Philadelphia. The 
camp proper is situated in a valley. 
Here are the homes of many of those 
whose faces are familiar at the Sunday 
meetings of the Spiritualists during the 
winter season.”

Mrs. D. E. A., of Comstock, Oregon 
writes: “Often some: of our best me 
diums are placed in circumstances so 
that the world in general knows 
nothing of them. Snch is the case with 
Mrs. C. Bowen, of Lemati, Oregon. She 
is the finest musical medium I ever 
heard. She Is over sixty years old, and 
a few years ago did not know one note 
from another. The, spirits commanded 
her to purchase an instrument, and* 
they took immediate control of her, and* 
the result is the finest kind of music, 
different from any printed music, and 
played entirely on the black keys. ’ She 
also possesses other phases of medium
ship, among which is ‘healing the sick.’ 
Her surroundings are very unfavorable 
for development, but her guides have 
informed her that she is yet to be a 
healing medium.” . . ■ . .

Mrs. Mary Eskens, platform test me
dium, desires to make fall and winter 
engagements in the South and West. 
She has an engagement ■ at Colorado 
Springs, Colorado, where she can be ad
dressed at 406 South Weber street.

Mrs. Mary Eekens, the platform test 
medium^ writes; “In the St. Louie Zfe- 
pu6lic of September 18 they scored sev
eral mediums, myself among the 
number. I sued, them for the libelous 
article, and after investigating me thor
oughly, they came up, through their at
torney, Judge Adams, and paid me $300, 
and published a retraction of it without 
even going into court. If all mediums 
would stand up for truth and justice, 
and not allow Spiritualism to be derided 
without fighting back, the newspapers; 
would learn to let us alone—unless they 
could treat us more honorably,’’ ,

Mrs. Nellie Baade, of Detroit, Mich., 
writes: "Several months have rolled 
away since we have added our mite to 
your interesting paper, in reply to the 
friends who are inquiring if we are 
dead or sleeping, we will say,' neither 
one or the other, but are constantly 
kept busy, Thursday evenings we have 
oui- spiritual socials, and our parlors are 
filled with anxious inquirers and earnest 
Spiritualists. We are kept busy giving 
tests through the week. We give daily 
sittings to the public, only having been 
absent four days at Orion Lake, during 
camp-meeting, being one of the speakers 
and test mediums upon that occasion.”

The Beasey children, violinists, will 
give one of their unique entertainments, 
under the auspices of the Progressive 
Spiritual Society on Sunday evening, 
July 22, at Masonic Temple hall, 3120 
Forrest avenue. Tickets, adults, 25 
cents; children, ten cents.

Mrs. Lora Holton Hursen is open for 
engagements with societies for fall and 
winter from September 5, as platform, 
mental, test, and musical medium. Ad
dress, Vicksburg, Michigan, Box 225.

Frank T. Ripley is at Lake Brady 
camp-meeting.

Will C. Hedge is at Clinton, (Iowa) 
camp-meeting, where he can be ad
dressed for engagements.

Prof. Lockwood has gone to Twin City 
Park camp. His scientific lectures em
brace grand spiritual truths, and should 
be listened to by every Spiritualist in 
the land.

Prof. Lockwood and Hon. A. B. 
Richmond.

That veteran worker, Lyman C. Howe, 
gives some pleasant remarks in refer
ence to Prof. Lockwood and Hon. A. B. 
Richmond.

I read Prof. Lockwood’s article yester
day as my Fourth of July jubilee. It Is 
full of meat, grand! There are points In 
it that a critic might pick at, and bore a 
small hole in the blanket of his reason
ing, but as a whole It is a remarkable 
production, and a splendid document for 
skeptics, agnostics, mystics, and in fact, 
for all of us. Let’s have it in tract form 
and let It make trucks for the world to 
follow in the drifted sands of the ages 
where superstition weaves her web and 
works her spell upon the imaginations 
of men.

Hon. A. B. Richmond is entitled to 
the gratitude of all thinkers for evoking 
these masterly essays, and the seeming 
difference, maybe more in phraseology 
than in the vital concepts of the writers. 
Hike the clear, close, analytical reason
ing of science, whether I have the cali
ber-to comprehend it all or not.

Bro. Lock wood is a little irreverent 
when he calls the poetry of Samuel 
Rogers "stuff.” It is not likely that the 
poet hud any reference to the “lachry
mal apparatus,”or the “vitreoushumor,” 
or to the formation, secretion and expul
sion of tears when he indited that coup
let. H6 likely meant, as I should, to 
imply that the law that rounds a liquid 
globe 8,000 miles in diameter, Is equally 
active in rounding the aqueous mole
cules that form a tear, and the law of 
gravity supposed to be accountable for 
the motions of planets in space and all 
falling bodies, is also responsible for tho 
falling of a tear. However, L thank 
Prof. Lockwood for this splendid pro
duction of his brain and pen, and I hope 
he’ll keep at it and give the readers of 
The Progressive Thinker a con
tinued supply of such mental pubulum. 
He cannot hurt my God nor ruffle mo 
with any dagger thrusts at long-wor
shipped error; and a God that can ue un
seated or harmed by any analysis of his 
titles and character, is uot worth a tear 
or a prayer. But 1 love that sweet spir
itualizing hymn, “Nearer My God to 
Theo,” when it is well sung, and it never 
suggests to my mind anything of the 
anthropomorphic personality of whom we 
read in Genesis. If elective affinity or 
pol ar potentiality, or a hundred other 
principles and potencies are responsible 
for all the splendid retinue of develop
ments, and the ever advancing character 
of nature all around us, then I would 
sing (if I could sing like Prof. Lockwood) 
“Nearer My God to Thee," while I rev
eled in the contemplation of Nature, arid 
worshipped at the shrine of Elective 
Affinity, and all the other gods who co
operate to give the progressive tend
ency of molecular action and reaction 
such an infinitely glorious significance. 
Let us pray!

I rather worship a god that I can ap
proach with confidence and question 
scientifically, and receive answers in the 
uniformity of phenomena that flow from 
constant principles under constant condi
tions or relations, than to sing praises to 
one who threatens to smite with infinite 
plagues all who approach the shadowed 
mountains where he thunders and hides 
his face in fire. .

But bold! I’ve let my pen run away 
with me. , I did not intend this when I 
commenced. Lay it to the inspiration of 
Prof. Lockwood’s genius, and ask him to 
pardon the transgression and not to 
smite with an angry rod in the hands of 
potential polarity acting and reacting 
upon venturesome sinners, and if he and 
Elective Affinity will not pardon me, I 
will promise to tresspass again just to 
try the character of his God.

Yours, for God and Prof. Lockwood, 
Lyman-C. Howe.

The Coming American Civil War.
'THIS BOOK, BV BURTON AMES 

^9? HxnrmiaTON, Ï8 written tn the Interest of hu
manity, of liberty, and oi patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 

vdangen that beset us on .every side, and more espe* 
elally to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles ot 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of waralna 
Ll&coln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are ell included In the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, in a recent germon said: “Tba 
Church tolerates heretics where eho is obliged todo 
w.but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know how she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how ahe treats them today where ahe has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facta than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
thé church for what they have thought fit to do,” 
Everyone should read this work. Paper, «00 pkgos. 
V-will be sent, postpaid, for fifty conta, For sale nt 
»h*- office. .

Pacta and Fictions of Life. By 
Helen H. Gardener; Essaya on live topics 
by one of the foremost women of the time. 
Paper, 50 cents; cloth, fl,00.

First Steps in Philosophy, By Wil. 
iiam Mackintire Balter. Dlseussea the ' 
questions: What is Matter! What UDutvf 
Cloth, fl.00. 7

From Earth's Center* By S. Byron 
Welcome. A novel picturing a society 
living under tho gingio Tax. Paper. 23 
cento.

From Over the Border, or Light on 
the Normal Life of Man. By Benj G 
Smith. A book of prophecies and fancies 
of the life to come. Cloth, 91 .00.

History of the Arguments for the 
Existence of God. By Dr. Aaron Hahn. 
An Important work for students. Paper. 
50 oents. *

Information for Nurses, In Home end 
Hospital. By Martin W. Curran. Practical 
and Belen11 ifo; not a quack “Home Physi. 
dan.* Cloth, 8i.75.net.

InQulrendo Island. By HudorGenone, 
A witty but not Irreverent story of a coun
try where the Arithmetic was the Bible. 
Paper, 25 cento; cloth, 91.00.

John Auburn top. Novelist. By Anson 
Uriel Hancook. A story of u western col
lege boy and college girl. Paper, &0 cents; 
cloth, 91.25,

Laurel Blossoms, or “My Fortune.” 
Compiled by Della E. Billings. Poetical 
selections arranged for fortune-telling. 
Cloth, plain edges, 91.00; gilt edges, 81.60.

Legends from Storyland. By James 
Vila Blake. Stories, new and old, Illus
trating how the idea of miracles arises. 
Cloth, illustrated, 50 cents.

Lessons from the World of Matter 
and the World of Man. By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent passages from unpub
lished sermons. Paper, 50 c.; cloth, <1,25.

Liberty and Life. By E. P. Powell. 
Crisp, popular lectures on the evolution 
theory as related to religion and life. Pa
per, 50 cento.

Money Found. By Tho«. E. Hill. Advo
cates national ownership of banks. Full 
of information on finance. Paper,25 cento; 
cloth, 75 cents; leather, 81.00.

More Than Kin. By James Vila Blake. 
A delightful book, half story, half essay, 
all uplifting and refreshing. Cloth, pa
per side, 81.00.

Outline Studies in James Bussell 
Lowell; HIs poetry and Prose. By Mrs. 
Susan B. Beals. Endorsed by Mr. Lowell, 
Paper, 10 cents.

Amber Bead®. By Martha Everts 
Holden (“Amber.”) Brief essays on people 
and things full of humor and pathos. 
Paper, W cento; doth, 81.00.
A Modem Lov© Story, •whloh does 

not end at the altar. By Harriet E. Or
cutt. Highly original; widely discussed. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 91.00.

An Ounce of Prevention, to save 
America from having a government of the 
few, by the few and for.tne few. By Augus
tus Jacobson, Paper, 50 cents.

A Pure fiouled Liar. An anonymous 
novel, “terse, compact, rapid and Intense," 
scene in a Boston ¿art school. Paper, 80 
oente. .
.Asleep .and Awake. 'By Raymond * 

Russell. A realistic story of Chicago; at
tacking the double standard of morals.
Cloth, 81.00.

Blessed be Drugdery. By William O. 
Gannett. The most popularsermon of the 
decade, A hundred thousand sold. Pa
per, 10-cents,

Browning's Women. By Mary E. 
Burt. Essays on the women portrayed in 
Robert Browning’s poems and dramas. 
Cloth, 91.00.

Elsie; a Christinas fitory. From the 
Norwegian of Alexander Kjelland. Trans
lated by Mlles Menander Dawson. Cloth. 
50 cento.

Besays. By James VllaBlake, Familiar 
subjects, but masterly treatment. Re
markable for purity pt style. Cloth, 
library style, 91.00.

Christianity. By J. . Silhouettes from Life. By Anson Uriel 
V. F. Grumblne. A study of the relations Hancock. Stories of the backwoods and 
of modern scienc» and popular religion. • the western prairies. Paper. 25 cental 
iilntn. fin nanta clojb, 81.00.Cloth, 80 oenta.
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O Bible. 144 Proposi doni, Theological, Moral, Hl»* 
lorica! und Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without cook 
menu Price 15 cents.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER’S 
¿14 AND AGENT’S PROFITS.
vlubuy our Oxford Bom Bicycle, suit
able for either sex, made of l.-est ms- 
tertal, strong, substantial, accurately

adjusted and lully warranted. Write to-day for our 
large complete catalogue of bicycles, parts, repairs, etc., 
free. OXFORD MFG. CO.
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’TTUDTES IN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 
O torlcal and practical. A inannal for the people. 
ByW. J. Colville. Valuable to Uioec luvesugatiiig 
Theosophy, Price 81.50. .

'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BYHUIN J
*MW ;

RESEARCHES TN ORIENTAL HIS- 
J\ tory, embracing the origin of the Jers, the RIM 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the Darh* 
tionot Christianity; to which Is added: WhenceQtt 
Aryan AnceawreP Dy G. W. Brown. M. D. Ono fti 
the most valuable works ever toubllslied. Price 91Jfk 

THE SUNDAY QUESTION?
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE

view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown, M. D. A pamphlet that 
should be tn the bands of alL Price 15 cent». Fol 
sale at this office.

TyjLPIT. PEH' AND CRADLE,
L Hklkn IL Gardknbb. One of her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against tho Bible. 
Every woman should read it, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price lOceata.

SESSION. HOir EVIL SPIRITS 
Cz influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
W cents.
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BV 

L Carrie E. 8. Twins, medium. Price 50 oenU.

Z'HE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
Mythical Chrl.t, by Gerald Massey. 230 pages, 

52 mo. Price 50 cents.
A CHS A SPRAGUE’S EXPERIENCE 

Xi In the Spheres. Price 20 cents. ,

Z'HE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT
UAL to the Material Universe; and the law of 

control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 
Faraday. Price, 15 cents
'TTIE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 
X By Charles Dawbam. Price 10 cent».

BOOKS OF TODAY
Books of Social Progress

Books of Modern Science 
; Books of Rational Religion 

Live American Novels, etc.

Outline Studies in Holmes. Bryant. 
■Whittieri Tbelr Poems, By w. C*Gan
nett. Topics for conversation and refer
ences for reading. Paper, 10 cents,

People’s Party Bhot and Shell. By 
Dr. T. A. Bland. A concise statement of 
the principles now advocated by the Peo
ple's Party. Paper, 10 cenu.

Poems of James Vila Bloke* Re* 
markable for depth of thoughtand purity 
of style. Cloth, paper label, red burnished 
top, 81.00.

Proofs of Evolution. By Nelson O. 
Parshall, a concise, popular summary ot 
tho proofs from geology, embryology, re
version, etc. Cloth, 50 centa *

Bellglon'ftnd Science as Allies, or 
Bimilarlties of physical and Religious 
Knowledge. By James Thompson Bixby, 
Ph. D. Cloth, 50 centei paper, 80 cent».

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. 
Sixty chapters of practical Instruction tor 
91U0^OU1>K °U ^r°blemB °* duty. Cloth,

St. Solifer, with Other Worthies and 
Unworthles. By James Vila Blake. Story
essays, subtle and entertaining. Paner.60 
cents; cloth, 81.00. *

Seed Thoughts from Robert Brown
ing. Selected and arranged by Mary E. 
Burt. Imitation parebment, daintily 
printed, 25 cents.

Sermons of Religion end Life. By 
Henry Doty Maxson, with biographical 
sketch by H. M. Simmonsi the sermons 
edited by James Vila Bloke. Cloth, $1.00.

The Auroraphone. By Cyrus Co!«. 
Telegraphic communication establishod 
with the planet Saturn. Paper, 25 centa 
cloth, 50 cents.

The Beginning. A novel of the future 
Chicago as it might be urtder soulalism. 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomas, Judge 
Tuley and others. Paper, 25 cents.
pThe Evolution of Immortality, or 

Suggestions of an Individual Immortality, 
based on our Organic and Life History, By 
Dr. O. T. Stockwell. Cloth, 60 centa.

tfcat Makes Faithful. By 
William O. Gannett uud Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones. New edition from new plutea 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, fl,00. ’

Meteor. Poetical work, 
ot Will Hubbard Koruau. Unique and re
markable poems by a brilliant though 
erratic author. Cloth, 81.60.

908»“1 Of Matthew In Greek. 
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing lolman. Special vocabulary for 
beginners. Paper, 50 centa; cloth, 81.UO. 
-J?116 kast Tenet Imposed upon the 
Khau of Tomathoz. ByHudor Genone. 
An instructive story of a DOtt-eletf 
Paper, 25 cents; doth, 81.25.

The Morals of Christ. Bv Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison of Christian 
ethics with contemporaneous system». 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, 91.00. ‘

Theodore Parker. By Samuel John
son. Not a detailed biography, but a com
prehensive sketch ot Parker’s life and 
work. Cloth, 81.00.

Dy Henry R. 
Wilson. A delightfully entertaining story, 
full ot action and interest. 618 pages 
Paper, 50 cents,

The Balling of King Olaf and Other 
Peema. By Alloa William, Brotherton. 
Full of melody ami variety. Cloth, with 
n&ndsomo cover design in silver, 81.00.

The Unending Genesis. By H. M. 
Simmons. A simple yet thoroughly scien
tific story of the creation, or rather the 
evolution, ot the world. Paper, 25 centa.

Washington Brown, Farmer. By 
LeRoy Armstrong. Bow the farmers held 
their wheat and the Board of Trade was 
beaten. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 8L00.

Where Brooks Go Softly. By Charles 
Eugene Banks. Simple poems of nature 
and life. White antique paper cover 60 
cents; vellum cloth, gill, 81.00.
.„UroJnt!n- Church and Btata. By Ma. 
tilda Joslyn Gage. A histortc&l account 
of the status of woman through the Chris
tian ages. Cloth, |2.uu.

Any book or books In this list will bo mailed promptly to any address on receipt of 
price. For 85.00 cash with order, books to the amount of 16.00 win be sent prepaid. 
Postal notes and currency arc at senders* risk; remittances should be made by bank 
draft or postal or express order. Address the publishers of this paper.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
TXEATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

JLs The “Stellar Key" Is tho ohilowpblcal intro* 
ductton to the revelations contained In this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and the After
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6—Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ulthnates In Lhe Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In fon 
mer editions, and Is enriched by a beautiful frontla 
piece, Illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 centa Postage 0 cento. For salt 
at this office.______________________________________

Z^HE SPIRITUAL B1R TH; OR DEA TH 
and Ito To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Mosch Hull. This little 
pamphlet Is devoted to an exposition of the spiritual
ly tic Idea of death, heaven and bell, aa contrasted 
with the common cburchly idea on the same ¡object. 
The name of the author Is a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject is well handled. For sale at this office. 
Price, 10 cents*

THE MEDIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

The Medium of the Rockies, with an Introduction by
PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.

Th!« book should be In the hands of every one Inter
ested tn Spiritualism.

Chapter 1, Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chanter 
2, Tho Heavenly Mansion. Chapter S, Removal to 
California; Beturn of His Guide. Chapter t. Remark
able Tests. Chapter b. .His Work u a Healer. Chap
ter S, Leaves the Body. Chapter 7, Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Commu
nicate; How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9, Mlscel 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Erperlence. 
Chapter 11, Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New Experiences—Illnttratlve oi 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 13, The First Break In 
the Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
It. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14, Ola-podrlds.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover, price « 
cent«.

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TT/ORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
Vr Saviors; or, Christianity Before Christ. Con

taining new and startling revelations In religious his
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo* 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock
ing many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goda. Mi- 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol* 
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference In the field which he has chosen for It- The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied Information contained In It must bare 
seen severe and arduous Indeed,’nnd now that It Is In 

auch convenient shape the student ot free thought 
wiliattwilliDgtyallowntogo outof print But the 
book Is by no means a mere, collation of views or sta
tistics; throughout It® entire course the autbor--ai 
will be seen by his title-page and chapter beads—;ol- 
lows a definite line of research and argument to the 
close, and his conclusions go, like sure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on-finc-wblie paper, large 2mo, 8M 
pages. New edition, revised aua corrected. I with pot 
trait of author. Frica HAO. ^osugs lOosata For 
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OB

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous investigators, aud has proved more satisfac
tory than the plauchette, both In regard to the car* 
talnty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
notawaro of their medlumlstlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, bean able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Capt. D. B. Bdwards, Orient, ^T. Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whoso grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They bare 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism is indeed true, and the communications have ; 
given my heart the greatest comfort tn the severe loss 
1 have had of son, daughter, and their mother.’'

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whoso writings have made his 
name familiar to those interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “1 am much pleased with the Pay- 
cbograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test it tho 
first opportunity I may have. It is very simple In 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than tho one now Ln use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
lu superior merits become known."

A. P. Miller, Journalist and poet, in an editorial no
tice of the instrument In hie paper, the Worthington 
(Minn.) Advance, says: "The Psychograph Is an Im
provement upon the planchet to, having a dial and let
ters. with a few words, so that very little ‘power’ 1» 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
du not hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test' 
the question whether spirits can return and communi- 
vaic."

•lust what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for use, 81.00, 
For sole at thia office.
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SPIRITUAL MANIFESTATIONS.
Dr. Rothermel at Battle Creek, 

Michigan. .
To the Editor:—Dr. A, W. 8. Rothermel 

is here for the present, holding successful se
ances and giving general satisfaction. Last 
evening there were a few people present— 
some were Spiritualists, and others not. The 
Doctor seated all according to the directions 
of his guides, after which he delivered a short 
lecture, giving the sitters the laws governing 
the seance and its result. His remarks are 
practical and scientific and fitted to the occa
sion, as he lays down the rule to each manifes
tation as they are brought about. I have 
never heard a medium for physical manifesta
tions make the theory so plain and perfect, 
fitting each sitter previous to the beginning of 
the seance, as does Dr. Rothermel. . His re
marks are conducive to good results, as they 
are educative, instructive and practical. This 
the Doctor claims is absolutely necessary, as 
he consumes at least fifteen to twenty minutes, 
during which time his guides draw the strength 
and cause the room to become negative, as 
the room is only pleasantly lighted, subduing 
the friction of the waves and allaying all dis
tracting elements. As soon as the guides rap 
within the cabinet, meaning that “all is well,” 
Dr. Rothermel at once stops his remarks and 
explains his condition of sitting. He then 
is fastened securely, making it utterly impos
sible to have any connection with the manifes
tations that occur. The Doctor, however, sits 
in front of a curtain, with another one thrown 
over him, except his head, which is in view 
at ail times. The manifestations begin in
stantly—hardly is the cover over his head 
when the music-box which is on the table out
side, and within three or four feet from tbe 
Doctor, is set going, and the things that are 
placed on a table within the cabinet or room 
back of the medium are handled in every con
ceivable manner, the bells are rung, the tam- 
borine is thrust over the curtain, the heavy 
music-box and the small one are handed 
over the curtain; flowers which are placed on 
the table are handed to the sitters, and gener
ally the guides tell who they are for; messages 
are written on paper and presented to the 
friends with their names signed in full. 
Handkerchiefs are called for and after having 
been dampened are handed in to the guides, 
and taken by their hands from every part of 
the curtain sometimes three and four hands 
would reach for them at the same time. On 
these handkerchiefs were written beautiful 
messages by the different spirit friends, and 
out of twenty-six sitters not a mistake was 
made, even though they Were all thrown on 
the floor and then placed all together in the 
tamborine and handed back to the guides who 
distributed them. Jimmie, the materializing 
guide, plays the bones, keeping time with a 
march; played on the piano. Never did we 
hear an artist play them better; he is full of 
mirth.f And bright little Emma, one qf thé 
Doctor^ messengers, a sweet girl whose voice 
rings with love and kindly thoughts, plays on 
tbe zither with exquisite sweetness. At one 
time she played “Will You Remember Me,” 
while à lady was holdingthe medium’s hands, 
and at tbe same time handed the lady a flower 
and thanked her, after which she asked three 
ladies to enter the cabinet and examine the 
room with a light, during which time manifes
tations were going on of some kind. On re
turning into the seance-room, one of the ladies 
was grabbed and held by a spirit hand, caus
ing her to scream, as she only saw a hand de
tached from everything, yet. holding her. 
During the evening another spirit guide—the 
Doctor having eight—named Hattie, who is 
the operator on the telegraphic instrument, 
sent a long message to a gentleman in the 
room, who read it and repeated it to the com
pany. After all this was done, Emma again 
took control and brought the medium out into 
the room and showed the persons who sewed 
and tied him how he was suffering. On ex
amination we found that the bands which had 
been tied around his wrist had become imbedded 
in the flesh from swelling, as they had been 
tied very tight A knife was handed her, 
which she took in the mouth of the medium 
and went up to the curtain with it, where a 
hand took it from her grasp. She remarked 
that a boy named Howard took it. On exam
ining the room again, no boy was found, 
nor was the knife to be seen. After the 
medium had been seated he was released by 
having the bands cut from the wrists and was 
free; then he went in the cabinet to see if they 
could entrance him for materialization. In a 
moment he returned under control of his main 
guide, for that phase only, James Hughes, 
who asked us to sing, and on his returning the 
curtain was opened by a beautiful spirit 
form of a lady, who said she would return 
when she was stronger. This proved 
that it was not the medium, for he was 
still in the room under the control of his guide. 
At least twenty forms appeared to us; nearly 
all were recognized. Some of these spirits 
were very tall and beautifully materialized; at 
one time three beautiful souls came to the 
curtain and conversed with the attendant, who 
delivered the message to the friends to whom 
they came. A sweet little boy appeared and 
talked a long time to the friends. This lit
tle fellow seems to be learning how to teach 
other children to come back; he is bright and 
witty, and a very busy child. A most beauti
ful demonstration was presented by Miss Em
ma Hirsh, the sweet guide, who materialized 
at hast six feet from the cabinet and took the 
zither and played “Home, Sweet Home,” and 
while doing so dematerialized until only her 
hand was visible, and still playing till that 
also vanished. Nothing could be more con
vincing than such a grand demonstration of 
spirit power. Cillia, a beautiful guide, gath
ered the elements outside and materialized out 
and away from everything. She is tall and 
beautiful. Dr. Pomeroy, the medical guide 
of the medium, came to ns all'and struck a 
match and illuminated himself with the light 
so we could all see his face and even his waw

hair.and whiskers distinctly; he is a noble soul. 
Atone seance he prescribed a remedy fora 
lady after examining her case. The lady said 
that no other Doctor had ever touched her 
trouble, and the medicine had helped her won
derfully, Dr. Rothermel lectured for us here 
the last Sunday in May, on “The Laws of 
Psychometry,” to a crowded house of over 
six hundred people; the thinking class of the 
city turned out to hear the lecture, which was 
one of the best heard in the city for fifteen 
years. His lecture was lengthy, yet every 
eye was on him and every mind was attentive 
to the end. He has made many friends here 
and helped the cause to grow larger and 
stronger. • Signed, .

Mr. and Mrs, F. H. Kishpaugh, 
Mr. E. Piper, Jb., 
Mbs. Lillie Piper, 
Mrs. Alice Fedder, 
, Mrs. A. B, Burt, Seo.

the phenomena, and mediums will learn much 
wisdom from its inspirations. .

White Rose.

MR, HULL ON MATERIALISM.
He Has a Friendly Tilt with It

And Comes Out the Victor.

THE UNKNOWN LIFE
OF JESUS CHRIST, BY NICOLAS NOTOVITOH—A 

RUSSIAN SCHOLAR AND EXPLORER.

This is a neatly printed and very readable 
book of 191 pages? 61 pages, in chapter and 
verse style, are devoted to a verbatim trans
lation of the sayings of Issa (Jesus Christ), 
apd his trial and crucifixion. The balance 
contains a graphic account of the travels of 
the author, with some very pertinent explana
tions and comments.

The first thing that strikes our attention is 
that Jesus (Issa) went to India in his thir
teenth year and studied six years among the 
Buddhists. Then he went and "preached 
among the Brahmins, Djainists and Persians, 
returning to his native country in his twenty
ninth year; thus accounting for sixteen or 
seventeen years of a busy life of which the 
New Testament tells nothing.

The next important fact is that he was cru
cified by Pilate, the Pagan Roman governor, 
on purely political grounds; and his own peo
ple, the Jews, were not implicated in his death 
at all. This alone, if true, should neutralize 
the enmity existing during all the Christian 
centuries against the Jews as the crucifiers of 
Christ; and we cannot see why it may not be 
as true as the account in the New Testament; 
the former being , written at or within a short 
time of the date of the occurrence, whereas 
the latter was written at different times by 
nobody knows who, from one hundred and 
fifty to two hundred years later. Nor need 
there be any controversy about the authen
ticity of these Buddhistic memoirs, as there 
are thousands of them stored away In eastern 
monasteries accessible to any researcher.

We hail this book as a timely publication, 
now that Christianity is on trial for its duplic
ity, exclusiveness and intolerance, and who 
more fittingly than a Russian to take th*e ini
tiative in this work, as Russia seems now to 
be the last and most bitter enemy of that pe
culiar people, the Jews, who figured largely 
in the religious life of the world, and their 
position will make them a peculiar factor in 
the new era on which we are now entering. 
The confirmation, if any, which this discovery 
may give of the historical character of Jesus 
of Nazareth, will be counterbalanced by the 
light thrown on the real life and death of this 
grand man, and the absurd dogmas built upon 
them.

This is only a prelude to what may yet be 
discovered in that country where Jesus spent 
the greater part of his active life and must 
necessarily have been better known than he 
was in his own country, where his public life 
was only about three years, as against seven
teen in India, where he imbibed the pure, 
moral, peaceful, Buddhistic sentiments which 
his bloody would-be followers in Christendom 
have never exemplified.

Those of us who have pioneered the cause 
of truth, love and justice, which is to prevail 
in the coming era, feel absolutely indifferent 
as regards this disputed question about names 
and personalities, yet we are glad to see all 
the light, historical and otherwise, that can be 
brought to bear on the subject; and The Pro
gressive Thinker will be always ready to 
give it the benefit of its large circulation.

An Instructive Work,

RECEIVED THROUGH INDEPENDENT SLATE-WRIT
ING.

Perhaps the only book of its kind coming 
through the process of independent slate-writ
ing is this new one entitled “Marguerite Hun. 
ter; a narrative—Life in the Material and Spir
itual Spheres. ” It has just appeared from 
the publishing house of Charles H. Kerr & Co., 
Chicago. The book was received through the 
mediumship of Lizzie S. Bangs, the drawings 
through Azur and A. Campbell; the inspira
tional verse offerings through the media of 
“White Rose.’’ The book is a clear, simple, 
fascinating exponent of the teachings of 
Spiritualism from the standpoint of the higher 
spirit intelligences, and is in every word of 
the narrative a direct and absolute message of 
the spirit The author is Marguerite Hunter, 
and she was assisted in its translation and dic
tation by a co operative spirit-band. All the 
vexed and profound problems of Spirit-spheres, 
grades of light, nature of auras, definition of 
spirit homes and life in them, a full elucida
tion of soul-affinity and angelic love, and a 
glowing, eloquent exposition of Spiritualism 
and its diversified phenomena and all the 
phases of mediumship, are to be found in the 
book. Wonderful and grand as well as lofty 
and pure are its teachings. It is published in 
blue cloth on fine linen paper, with rose and 
bud embossed in silver, contains 260 pages, 
portrait of the author, and five exquisite illus
trations in half-tone, with fac simile of the 
slate-writing from the hand of guides. The 
book is now ready for delivery and can'be 
had for $1.25, postage prepaid to any part of 
the United States and Canada, of The Pro
gressive Thinker. Be sure to; procure a
copy at once. The second edition will be 
ready by September. Campers will find the

BATTLE WITH MATERIALISTS—THEY ABE' NOT
CLOSE REASONERS—IF THE HORSE IS IMM0R-.

. TAL?—INTELLIGENCE, TO WHOM DOES IT 

COME?—THE BATTLE. .

To the Editor:—For more than twenty 
years I have said the real battle ground is that 
between Spiritualists and Materialists. We 
may unite on the freedom of thought and 
speech, and together we may work against the 
encroachments of the dogmatists in the 
churches, Catholic and Protestant; but really 
there is no issue except between Spiritualists 
and Materialists, Not one of the church dog
mas can stand before the arguments of the 
Spiritualists for a single hour so well con
vinced are the religionists of that fact that I 
do not know a respectable man among them 
who will attempt it. When Christianity 
builds up a faith, hanging its evidence on 
miracles, it places itself where itj, will not do 
to deny the phenomena or the conclusions de
rived from the phenomena of to-day, else some 
one else by parity of reasoning might over
throw their strongholds.

Ift Jesus brought immortality to light, as 
Paul claimed, by his appearing after the world 
called him dead (See 2 Tim. i:10), then why 
does not the appearance of the dead to-day 
prove as much for Spiritualism? If they deny 
the appearance of the dead to-day, based on 
the best of human testimony, how do they ex
pect the world to believe their stories of Jesus 
appearing, based on nothing but human testi
mony; and that not as good as the testimony 
we present to-day? So turn the matter as they 
will they find themselves skating on rather 
thin ice; they are driven to the alternative of 
rejecting their own testimony or accepting 
ours. They are by their own logic placed 
hors de combat.

As before intimated, our battle must be 
with the Materialists; they are the only peo
ple who can stand before us a single hour. I 
hope, and I may say I believe, the battle will 
be a friendly one; indeed I, for one, can see 
no necessity of the old acrimonious, Christian 
style of argumentation. As your Materialistic 
Mountmorence correspondent says:

“To say that men doubt a future life 
through perverseness, is very unjust and un
kind. No, I haVe too many dear friends and 
relatives numbered among the silent dead, 
among whom is a dear wife—my life, my light, 
my all—to willingly and gladly believe they 
have sank into the grave, cruel oblivion. On 
the other hand, fd give worlds, were they 
mine to give, did I but know they yet lived 
and I’d meet them again. ”

This argument of perverseness has been a 
very popular style of Christian argumentation. 
Rev. David Nelson, in his “Cause and Cure 
of Infidelity,” a book which, by the way, has 
caused much more infidelity than it has cured, 
advises one when he begins to doubt Christ
ianity to examine his own heart, for no one 
who had a pure heart ever entertained a doubt. 
A tract was handed me on the Oakland ferry
boat yesterday, by a Christian, who looked to 
be well-fed, and I was asked to read it. I 
found this in it:

“If you continue to question and cavil at 
God’s dealings, he will some day put you into 
hell-flre.” The same tract says our “reason 
is carnal,” and will lead us to hell.

Let us hope that the Spiritualists and Ma
terialists will steer clear of such expressions in 
their controversy.

I think it not amiss to say that in all my 
friendly talks with Materialists I have not 
found a close reasoner; that is to say, I have 
not found one who could or would reason back 
to the last analysis, but that, as a result, gave 
up his materialism. The materialistic bed, as 
Isaiah says, is “shorter than that a man can 
stretch himself on it; and the blanket narrower 
than a man can wrap himself in it. ” Take 
as a sample your Mountmorence correspond
ent, who says:—

‘ ‘I think intelligence, mind, spirit and soul 
are but resultant forces of organism, and 
viewing matters in this light, I see just as 
strong argument and presumptive evidence for 
the immortality of the horse as I do for the 
driver, and such a conclusion at> that leads a 
man out into a wilderness of itangiement 
that would make even a pries down and 
wring his hands in despair."

If intelligence, mind, sp;rit and soul are 
but the result of forces of organism, where is 
the organizing power? This argument makes 
the unconscious go to work and organize and 
build upthe conscious, instead of the conscious 
organizing and building the unconscious. It 
supposes that a watch would be more likely 
to produce a man than a man would to pro
duce a watch. Do we see it so anywhere else? 
Does unconsciousness produce consciousness? 
Where did it do it? When? Conscious'man 
builds and organizes machinery; machinery 
does not build and organize man. There is a 
world of truth in the old Latin proverb, which 
says “ex nihilo nihil fit-,“ thlat is, “out of 
nothing nothing comes. ’’ A stream seldom 
rises above its fountain head. t

The horse and driver argument never scares 
me away from a truth; if the horse is immor
tal, he has my congratulations. I have owned 
a couple of, horses I would be glad to meet in 
the “sweet by and by. " I am not sure but 
that they deserve a future existence more than 
some specimens of the genus homo that I wot 
of. I, however, have other arguments to 
prove man immortal, which do- not apply to 
the horse, and though they are a priori argu
ments, they seem to me to border so closely 
on tire scientific that they amount at least to

.. . > an incontrovertible probability.
book a helpful companion in their studies oil Our friend sneaks of intelligence, mind,etc.,
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A CURE FOR ANARCHY.

POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTEN. 
X They are really valuable. Price ll.OOi

185
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Bailey Kay Leach,cease to exist.

PJBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
Lj Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price n eenta.
DIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY GRAVES. 

Lj It trill well pay perusal. Price «1.75.

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN* 
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 
HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFÄ UNION 
OF CHUEOH AND STATE.

FuU-page Illustrations, with

T IFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD
A. vanced thought, and is fascinating. Price 50 cents.

pROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
1 Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare merit. Price 
»1,90. •
pIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME 
1 By Rev. Chas. Chlnlquy, ex-priest. A remarkable boots 
■*age»832. Price «2.25.

TJISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF 
11 the Sunday question. It Is Invaluable. By G. W. Brown. 
M. D. Price 15 cents.
TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 

J. 1 Cadwell, one of tbe most succeesfu; mesmerists In Amar, 
lea. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. Aji 
invaluable work. Price, paper, 50 cents.

CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE.
144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and specnlct- 

Ive-. each proved affirmatively and negatively by quotations from 
Bcrhture. without comment. Price 15 cents.

'THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. I Bobbing the People; S, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath 
X By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one ot Laws; 14 Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
the abloat men of the age. Price »1 JO; postage 10 cento. »he Church; 6, The Church and Thomas Paine; 4, Stud

. - . I les tn Natural History; 2, Tho Bible and Science; 15,

'THE. VOICES. B Y WARREN SUMNER B. tR. 
JL low. The Voice» contain poem» of remarkable beauty and 

foncé. They are most excellent. Price (1.00. .

7HE GODS. BY COE. R. G. INGERSOLL. 
A pamphlet ot 40 pageB. Worth ita weight ingoM, FricetO

'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE. 
JL Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mo 

Cann. Price 15 cents.

rJYJE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. 
L A manual, with directions for the organization and manage

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
ludcspenslble. Price 50 cents.

'THE SPIRITS’ WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 
x saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. It to a 

pamphlet that will well pat perusal. Price 15 cenu.

~>THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS, __________________
2. and Expressions In human Embodiments. Given through Designs by Watson Heston, with Dor« 

Mrs. CoraL.V. Richmond, by her guider. A book that every-, o ___________
body should read who are interested In re-lncamatlon. Price trait or Designer«
•1.00. , I Tho Illustrations are classified as follows: 16 rep«
znrrr rrt«» resents Uncle Sam and tbo Priests; 2, The Church
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but to whom does this intelligence and mind 
come? Does it come to the eyes, the ears or to 
the man? Whois the man that receives this 
intelligence? Is he matter, or function of mat
ter? Who remembers t^iis intelligence? Who 
reflects on it? Who, when the eyes bring two 
objecta to the man back of them, sees the two? 
Who compares them? Do the eyes do it? Do 
the eyes remember the sight, or is it the man 
who remembers them? And would he continue 
to remember the sight if the eyes were punched 
out? Who likes one sight and dislikes another? 
Is it the man who uses the eyes as tools, or is 
it the eyes—that is, thd tools used? Do the 
ears remember the groans of suffering they 
have heard, or are they simply tools to bring 
certain things to man? Do the ears remember 
the laugh of mirth, the Tude din and discord 
of the street, and the beautiful strains of mu
sic? Do the ears compare one sound with an
other, or do they bring these various sounds 
to man; who remembers, compares and judges 
them and likes one and dislikes another?

Is the bodily organism which at this mo
ment is pounding away on- the typewriter, 
Moses Hull? Or is the individuality that 
which is back of it? Does Moses Hull use the 
organism, playing upon it as he makes the or
ganism play on the type-writer? The fact is, 
the organism is no more a part of my individ
uality than the machine I am now using to 
fasten the signs of my thoughts on paper. 
My hands do not write, I write, using the 
hands as tools. Now, supposing these hands 
were to be suddenly taken off, I would lose 
none of my individuality, though I would lose 
the tools by which I made myself known to 
the world. If my tongue were now pulled out 
I would have lost the last opportunity to make 
myself known to the world, yet my individual
ity is still all here. In losing my arms and 
tongue I have lost tools—very necessary tools, 
but my individuality remains unaffected.

If I should lose the calligraph or’the pencil 
I use, I have lost my power to communicate 
through The Progressive Thinker, but no 
one.would claim that 1 had lost a portion of 
myself. Now, when I lose my body, why say 
I have lost my power to think, or that I am 
dead, more than you would say the same thing 
when I have while living lost the tools by 
which I make my thoughts known?

Materialists always make the mistake of 
confounding the man with his senses—his 
manifestation. They make the further mis
take of wanting the evidence of spirituality to 
come to their eyes, their ears—their senses. 
I doubt whether they will get it; I would like 
to ask them by which one of their five senses 
is their own mind itself comprehended? 
Which one of their senses reveals to them 
the consciousness of their existence? Do they 
look into a mirror to assure themselves of 
their existence, or do they convince them
selves by pinching their flesh? Is there any
thing in the world they are so sure of as they 
are of their own consciousness, a thing they 
did not learn by either of their senses.

I have scarcely opened this argument. I 
wish I had the time and The Progressive 
Thinker the space to spare, to write the vol
umes of argument that now crowd my brain 
on this subject I am fully convinced that 
reason itself can be made to demonstrate the 
consciousness and immortality of the man 
which lies back of and produces the physical 
organism.

With Other Remarks on the 
Subject.

The assassination of President Carnot, of 
France, by the superfluous Santo, furnishes 
certain diminutive and equally superfluous 
philosophers with a text for descanting vari
ously upon the dangers of anarchy, fanati
cism, insanity and idiocy, whereof they are of 
each of these glutted to vomiting, which, 
when they have done, they return, like their 
mental relation, the excrescent canine, to de
vour again. The assassination of President 
Carnot, unlike that of Lincoln or Garfield, is 
a logical sequence to the diseased social con
dition of the time. Society and government 
are in the clutches of a terrible malady that 
threatens the ruler and the ruled in every 
part of the mis-called civilized world. This 
malady is directly due to a maximum of 
tongue and a minimum of brains—brains that 
first soften, them sputter, and finally melt 
away, audibly in a glowing but impossible 
conception of personal liberty—that delusive 
political humbug,, whichno man who has 
brains enough .tot^ink, and who thinks enough 
to know, seriously believes Tn. The doctrine 
of personal liberty, as taught by the modern 
republics, is responsible for all the socialistic 
and anarchistic demonstrations that the world 
has to contend with to day. The anarchistic 
idea of personal liberty is the exact counter
part to that entertained on the same subject 
by the tiger of the jungles, or any other sav
age beast of prey; wherefrom I argue that the 
anarchist is the real king of beasts. He pines 
for liberty that he may despoil—that he may 
satiate his savage greed—that he may become 
a law unto himself and thus disregard the law 
of any other man.

Personal liberty! I want none of it ontside 
of the law. Of the two evils I choose the 
latter. It is true that law has its expounders, 
its jurists and petty court fiends, and other 
vexing and humiliating drawbacks, but I 
choose it in preference to the absolute despot
ism of absolute personal liberty.

And I have a remedy to suggest for the 
abatement of anarchy—a remedy that I be
lieve will at once put it beyond the power of 
the anarchist to exercise any liberty at all 
save that of eating, drinking and kicking him
self. Let every government establish asy
lums for anarchists, just as they do for the 
more violent lunatics, and confine within the 
walls of such asylums every manor woman, 
apprehended in the act of “anarching” or dis
seminating the unprinciples of anarchy, and 
I’ll wager my honest head against that of any 
politician that the scourge will soon wane and
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This book is what its title indicates—“The Question 
Sbttled. an Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Spin Usm." We give below only a partial 
list of the contents of each chapter:

CturTEH T—Tho Adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe 
Wants of Humauliy.f-No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought In 
Che Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers in Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of his Immortality. Dying Minister in Despair» 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chaffer II—Thb$ioral Tendency of Spiritualism.-— 
A Natural Query. Jqsus regarded as u Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System pusses an Ern of 
Calumny. Persecution purities. What Good has Sptr- 

done. Opponents unfair. Immorality lu the 
Ohttrches. Religions Systems .not responsible foi 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions, 
Shortcomings of Biblo Saints. Jewish Church. Tes
timony of Jeremiah.

Chapter III—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Terms 
“Man" and “Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. Tbe Host of tbo Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Mauuah's wife; is Introduced to Manoah. 
Writing ou tho Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. Tho Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Ellliu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 
answer all. Spiritual Sonses. Blind and Deaf Mau. 
illustration. Mun Double. Two Fathers. Two Sources 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

CnxPTEBV—Tbo Birth of the Spirit.—All Subjects 
Important. “Ye must bo born again." Nicodemus* 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author's Objection. 
Jesus* Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of tbo 
Spirit Q Resurrection. Not of Flesh aud Blood. Bib)« 
against (t (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion ¿t the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Muet 
eat Christ’s Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are Wo Infidels?—Ropld^Growtli of 
Spiritualism. Tho “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors In 
tbe Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be
lieve Parts, and no one believes All. of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Be
lievers are. Tho true Test. Works. The Commission. 
End of the World not yet JowUn and Christian age. 
Preaching. Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
iu the Church?

Chapter VH—Are We Deluded?- -A Common Cry, 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story." Result of tho 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving tho 
World. Are God and tbe Devil Partners? Is it Just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
doit? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not “down." “Old 
Splitfoot."

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to tbe Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. Tbe Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to the 
Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Pau! and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Law good In 
Its Place, and for Its Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communjcated. The Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite God. He incited the Jews to Crime.
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ROCKY NEST.

of all

did not come here to bulldoze - you, and

. R, . We. are friends, of 
other spirits who heed help.

We 
you BY 

Priés
DIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. 
J Allen Fatwa, A. M. A marvelom book, 
casta.

V. D——n you, I don’t want your help;
I want you to get out of this house, ?.

R. Mr. Spirit, you can’t frighten us.

' ANOTHER HAUNTED HOUSE.

'TWfîWsy;;

How Its Principal “ Demon ” Was 
Brought to See the Error 

of Its Ways.

THB HAUNTED HOUSE IN DENVER —IT IS 

RENTED BY A MED1UM—A STONE THROWN— 

THE SPIJilT OBDURATE—MOST 'WONDERFUL 
BBVEALMENTS; . ■ ■ • - '

To the Editor:—-Few persons are able to 
■ay truthfully that they know their reputations 
fortruthand veracity in thq community in 
Which they reside, and those few are generally 
persons whose reputations are bad and have 
been made the subject of investigation in a 
court of justice. For myself I can only say 
I have resided in this community some thirty- 
four years, and have never heard my reputa
tion discussed, hut have reason to-belieye that 
it is good. I iqtend keeping it so, and but 
for the fact that the statements I am about to 
make are substantiated by the testimony of 
eight other witnesses whose characters have 
never to my knowledge been attacked, I 
should now remain silent. It is of the ut
most importance that established facts regard
Ing spirit phenomena be told, let the conse
quences to the narrator be what they may.

Here are the facts as briefly as I am able to 
■tate them, though much of a very interesting 
dialogue is left out in order to save space, 

, Right in the heart of the residence portion 
of Denver, only a few blocks from the busi
ness center and not one hundred feet from a 
frequently occupied church edifice, there 
stands, and for the past fifteen years has stood, 
■ neat and well-preserved brick cottage. The 
inside history of this house I shall not at 
this time attempt to relate, but during the 
bast six or seven years it has been impossible 
to keep it tenanted. People have moved in 
*nd then moved out with distressing fre- 
iuenoy. A vast majority of the people of 

Denver do not believe in ghosts; at least they 
so profess, and respect for public opinion, or 
•the fear of being laughed at, induced most of 
the persons who had attempted to live in this 
cottage to supply some other reason for mov
ing than the true one, vizi “the house is 
taunted." Still, from time to time, the story 
has been “told in confidence," and the repu
tation of the house became established so that 
lor some time past it has been without a ten
ant.

There has resided in this city several 
months a gentleman well and favorably known 
to Spiritqalists throughout the United States 
as a trumpet medium. This gentleman, Mr. 
Charles W. Steward, finding the little cottage 
Which he has been occupying becoming too 
(mail to accommodate the number of sitters 
Attending his circles, began looking about for 
more commodious quarters, and in one of his 
house-hunting tours came upon the cottage in 

.Question, and being- .iovorably impressed by 
Its external appearance',’ he obtained a key and 
proceeded to explore its interior, and while 
thus engaged became aware through his me- 
diumistic faculties that there were occupants 
therein who paid no rent and whom a distress 
warrant would not reach. Brief inquiry in 
the neighborhood acquainted him with the 
reputation of the house. He forthwith sought 
the agent and was soon placed in possession 
of the premises at a very moderate rental

Mr. Steward has a development class, com
posed principally of gentlemen, and when Jm 
reported what he . had done it was at once sug
gested, moved and carried that the class pro
ceed to the cottage and. hold a seance. On 
the evening of June 21st, at about 8 o’clock, 
seven gentlemen of the class, accompanied by 
Prof.' Steward and Miss Mertle Bender, 
another powerful trumpet medium, “might 
have been seen wending their silent way " to 
the haunted house. Arrived there, the first 
thing in order was a most thorough examina
tion of the premises from cellar to roof. This 
being accomplished and the house being found 
absolutely vacant (there being nothing in the 
way of furniture except a rickety old chair) 
the party entered a small bedroom situated in 
the front part of the house—a room about 1 
by 9 feet in size, having one window and one 
door. The chair referred to had been taken 
Into this room for the use of the young lady 
medium.

Just after the members of the circle had 
gotten into the small room> and while the 
Writer was standing in the doorway between 
this room and the parlor, speaking to Prof. 
Steward, who was just inside the bedroom, a 
sharp and loud report as of some very hard 
and heavy substance striking the floor with 
Seat force was heard. Immediately, there- 

ter loud raps were heard upon the chair in 
which Miss Bender was’ seated; then the chair 
was moved "With considerable violence, and 
Miss Bender concluded to..stand up with the 
rest of the circle. .

The door being closed the room was quite 
dark, as but little light came through the win
dow, which was provided with heavy outside 

' blinds. About this time it was discovered 
that no trumpet had been brought along, the 
Professor saying that he had not been told to 
bring any, and did not think one would be re
quired.

.While Prof. Steward was talking another 
voice, deep and strong, was heard, coming 
apparently from under the floor. This voice 
asked: »‘ What are you people doing here?” 
Someone replied: “We are here for the pur
pose of becoming acquainted with you."

Voice: Well, you had better get out.
Reply: No, sir; we will not get out until 

We have accomplished w^at we came to do. .
V. Well, who in h—1 are you, anyway?

can't bulldoze us,
V; 4-^- you, if you don't get out of 

here in twenty minutes I’ll pull the d—;—d 
house down on your heads. . ■ .

11. Spirit, you cannot .frighten us by 
swearing. We came here' to do good and 
here we are going to remain; . We also jntend 
moving into this house and living here.

V. Do you think you can drive me out?
R. Oh, no; we don’t want to drive you 

out; we want you to stay here so that we can 
get acquainted with you.

V. This is my house and you people want 
to drive me out so you can get my money!

R, No, Spirit; you are wrong; we don't 
want your money; and if you realize that 
you are a spirit, you ought to know that you 
can have no use for money. 1 Do you know; 
that you are now on the spirit side of. life?

V. Yes, I know all about that
R. Then you ought to know that we can

not harm you. '■
V. I know. Well, you can’t hurt me, but 

': can hurt you if you don’t get out of here 
soon, ' .

■ R, Now, Spirit, be reasonable; let us talk 
together without anger; we wquld like1, to 
mow who yon are.. ;. 1.

V. It’s none of ydiir' business. Now get 
out of this house. •' ' <<

Acid so the dialogue proceeded for several 
minutes, until .somepne asked him if he 
wanted us to sing. The voice replied that 
there was a church across the street where 
they were singing all the time. He was told 
that we did not sing church songs, and finally 
consented to listen while we sang a simple 
spiritual song. After the singing the spirit 
became milder in his language and presently 
said: “Well, you seem to.be pretty good 
sort of people, and I am sorry I threw that 
stone at you."

Question: Where did you get the stone?
Voice: I got it out of the pantry in the 

back room.
Q. Are there any other spirits in this 

louse?.
V. YesiJots ot theca. The boys are up 

stairs, playing cards, now.
Q. Can't you bring them down so that we 

can talk to them?
V. No, I won’t; I’m boss here. If you 

have anything to say, you cun talk to me. 
There are enough spirits here now.

After several other questions had been 
asked by members of the circle and answered 
by the spirit in a manner not altogether satis
factory, the voice suddenly asked: 11 Who is 
that old man over there?” He was told that 
the gentleman was Mr. Crass, who had been a 
soldier.

Voice: What regiment did you belong to?
Mr. Crass replied to this, giving name and 

number of his army corps, division, battalion, 
regiment and company.

Voice: I saw you at Lookout Mountain, 
Mr. Crass. '

Mr. C. Is that so? Well, I was there.
V. When I saw you last your feet Were 

swollen so you couldn’t walk.
Mr. C. Well, well, that is all true; I had 

to go to the hospital. ' '
V. Are you a Spiritualist, too?
Mr. 0. Yes; I am.
V. I’m going home with you.
Mr. O. All right; you are welcome. 1 

have a trumpet there and my spirit friends will 
teach you how to use it?

V. Trumpet! What’s that for?
The use of a trumpet was explained.
Voice: I don't want anything to talk 

through; I can talk without a horn.
At this point it was suggested by Prof. 

Steward that we sing “Home, Sweet Home. " 
When the song had been sung the voice said: 
“I had a home once, but was robbed out of 
it" He was told that if he would come with 
us he would be given a home better and 
brighter than any he had ever known; but for 
some time the spirit remained obdurate and 
insisted that we were trying to play some 
trick upon him. The singing had, however, 
produced a great change in the character of 
his language, and eventually his stubbornness 
was broken down and he consented to return 
with us to Prof. Steward’s home.

After the spirit had begun to talk in a 
milder tone a small circle of bright light was 
seen floating over our heads. This was in
terpreted by Prof. Steward to mean that, the 
spirit was to be invited to join our circle. We 
shortly adjourned to the residence of Prof. 
Steward and formed our customary trumpet 
circle, whereupon all the guides and controls 
forthwith began a jubilee which was kept up 
for several minutes. After a time, the rejoic
ing having calmed down,. Johnny Cummings, 
who is the principal control of. Prof. Steward, 
announced that our new friend would try to 
use the trumpet, and presently toe late “de
mon of the haunted house" began talking in 
a whisper, saying: l,Oh, friends, friends, 
you don’t know how much good you haye done 
to-night I am so happy I I can' t talk much 
now, but if you will let me I will come again. 
This is all new to me. ' T han’t understand it 
yet, but! thank you, friends, and will come 
again." , ■ ■ . ' ■

The controls told us that they had not been 
able to see this spirit until they had gotten 
him within our circle, and they were still un
able to explain how he had managed to. talk 
without the assistance of a medium or trum
pet in that vacant house. It was something 
new to them, and they would try to find out 
how it was done, and, if possible,, explain to 
us. They congratulated us upon the results 
of the evening’s work and assured us that we 
should never have cause to regret it .

It is not expected that this narration of 
facts will convince any unbeliever, but it may 
induce some doubting Thomas to investigate, 
and it may also convey a hint as to the.proper 
method of. dealing with those discontented 
spirits who appear to take delight in tqrment- 

‘ fog people who know nothing concerning a 
spiritual existence, and 'whose chief ' employ
ment in spirit-life is found-in “giving a house 
a,bad natneJ’ <. .' •

s Anyone in Denver being toe possessor of a 
: “haunted house," and desiring to have the

objectionable tenants ejected, can be accommo
dated free of cost by applying to any member 
of Professor Steward's development class. 
When Professor and Mrs. Steward move into 
their new home we expect to have great times 
with “the boys” who meet there to play cards

We, the undersigned, having heard the 
foregoing article read,'do hereby certify that 
the statements therein contained relating to 
manifestations which occurred on the evening 
of June 21st, 1894, are true and correct.

0. W. Steward, 
OttoShatz, 

J R. B. Kooucke,
H. W. Crass,

; II. W. Crass, Ja,
John 8. Billings,

1 John J, Hamilton.

Clinton, Iowa, Camp-Meeting.
Clinton, Iowa, is situated on the banks of 

the Mississippi River, 147 miles west pfChi
cago. ... ’ i . . • ■’ \

It is a beautiful city of 16,000 inhabitants. 
Its many. miles of broad, , paved streets, lined 
with massivé shade trees and elegant resi- 
deuces and business blocks, make it a pleas
ant summer resort.

Cl in to q. is also an important railroad center, 
and can pé reached by the Chicago and North
Western, Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, 
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul, and Bur
lington, Cedar Rapids and Northern railroads 
and the river boats.

We are promised a one and one-third fare 
for the round trip on the certificate plan, no
tice of which will be given in The Pbogbess- 
ive Thinkeb.

Take a receipt from the agent when you 
jurchase your ticket, bring it with you and 
lave it signed by the secretary at the camp 
¡grounds, which will entitle you to return for 
one-third fare.

MOUNT PLEASANT PARK
swithn the city limits, situated on a high 
sluff, with an elevation that affords a vieV of 
the city, river and landscape beyond that is 
truly delightful, and so sloping that it is 
quickly drained after a heavy rain, retaining 
scarcely any dampness after two hours of sun
shine.

The Bluff road car leaving 5th avenue and 
2d street passes the camp grounds gate.

The Park is now open to cottagers and tent
ers until' September 15 th, 1894. “

Parties furnishing their own tent can secure 
ground for the same at $2.00 for the season.

Cote, mattresses, comforts and camp stools 
can be rented of the association.

THE HOTEL
Is lathed and plastered throughout, is well 
ventilated with transoms over the doors, and 
furnished with complete hotel suites. Lodg
ings from 25 to 50 cents. Rooms can be 
rented in cottages by those who prefer.

DINING HALL.
Mr. B. M. Stowell, who gave such general 

satisfaction two years ago, will have chargé-of 
the dining hall again this season. Table bottrd 
$4.00 per week. Single meals 25 cents. 
Dinner on Sunday only 25 cents.

THE BESTAUBANT

Will be under the management of Mr. H. B. 
Cleveland, who will furnish meals, or hot cof
fee and lunch at all hours.

Persons boarding themselves can order pro
visions, including fruite and milk, on the 
grounds.

King, materializing medium; Mrs. Mary A. 
T. Barkalow, clairvoyant, clairaudient physi
cian; Edgar W. Emerson, platform test me
dium; Dr. Mary R. Hutcheson, clairvoyant, 
clairaudient and developing medium; John A. 
Johnston, trumpet, test, slate-writing and 
dark circle medium; Mrs. G. Partridge, of 
Chicago, psychometrist and clairvoyant; Dr. 
O. G. W. Adams, of Dubuque, clairvoyant 
and eclectic physician; Mrs. Olive A. Blod
gett, slate-writing; Prof. A. B. Severance, of 
Milwaukee, psychometrist and clairvoyant; 
Mrs. W. L. Thompson, materializing medium; 
Dr. J. 0. • Phillips, of Chicago, clairvoyant, 
psychometrist; Mrs. 8. Ita, clairvoyant and 
business medium; Dr, T. Wilkins, magnetic 
healer; Dr. Virginia Rowe, trance speaker 
and test medium; Dr. T. J. Preston, magnetic 
healer; Mrs. 8. F. DeWolf, slate-writing me
dium; Dr. and Mrs. Bessie Aspinwall, of 
Minneapolis, Minnesota, materializing me
diums. ' ‘

For circulars or additional information, ad
dress L. P. Wheelock, secretary, Moline, Illi
nois, until July 1st; after that date Clinton, 
Iowa (Mt. Pleasant Park).

. MUSIC.

Professor Huffman’s popular orchestra, of 
Clinton, will furnish the instrumental music, 
with additional ^instruments for band music 
on Bunday. •

A quartet of mixed voices will furnish the 
vocal music, introducing the latest new and 
popular songs appropriate for the occasion.

THE ROSTRUM
Will be occupied by the following gifted and 
popular speakers: Prof. J. S. Loveland, 
president of the association, Mrs. H. 8. Lake, 
Oscar A. Edgerly, Prof. W. M. Lockwood, 
Dr. Adah Sheehan, Willard J. Hull, of Buf
falo, N. V. Edgar W. Emerson, so well and 
favorably known as the greatest platform test 
medium of-the day,, will be with us the last 
five days ‘of : camp and .toccupy the platform 
daily. 'Ei*'' - it ' ‘

9ci'i - LYCEUM. •

A childfcen’s progy^sive lyceum will be 
held evbry" Sunday^,and Friday during the 
season. Both old ancPyoung are invited to 
attend.

' SCIENTIFIC LECTURES.

Prof. W. M. Lockwood’sleotures are classed 
under the following titles, and will be deliv
ered as followq: .

1st lecture—1,‘The Inspiration of Modern 
Spiritualism.", . •

2nd lecture—“The Molecular Hypothesis 
of Nature, and-the relation of its principles 
to continued existence and ths Philosophy of 
Spiritualism.” Illustrated by experiment.in 
Electro Physics. ■ .

3rd lecture—“The relation of Conscious En
ergy through the Sensory System to its envi
ronment." Illustrated by charts. - -

4th lecture—“Thought Transference."' Il
lustrated by flash-light photography, introduc
ing experiments. ■ ..................

5th lecture—“Principles of Mental and 
Molecular Impressions.” Demonstrated by 
the Phonograph. .

6th lecture—“Mesmerism, Christian Sci
ence, Mental Science and the Healing Art, 
analyzed and explained by principle of molecu
lar inductions. ”

.................... - MEDIUMS.,
The following mediums will be with us this 

season: • ■ ■: ■ -■ ■■■■■ - ■
Mrs. Jennie Moore, materializing medium; 

Mr. A. Campbell, spirit artist; Dr. Martha J. 
Kellar, phrenologist; - Mr. J. W. Riley, materi
alizing medium; Mrs. Nellie E. Bordwell, 
test medium; Dr. A. W. 8. Rothermel, phys
ical manifestations in the light; Mrs. L. J. 
Jaquet, slate-writing medium; Mr. Joseph

Revolutionary Science.
Reports from San Francisco state that Rob

ert Stevenson, member of tho Royal Academy 
of Sciences, in a leeiure before that bpdy, 
June 19th, declared that the true cause of 
gravity had at last been discovered, and that 
Newton’s theory of centripetal force is proved 
to be simply a delusion, as complete as the 
Ptolemaic delusion of the motion of the heav
ens. “According to the new theory there is 
no need of an ethereal medium to transmit 
force or energy, as both can be made to pass 
through a vacuum without any accompanying 
matter.” “According to this new law any 
weight whatever, if given horizontal velocity 
near the surface of the earth equal to 1,030 
feet per second, would never fall to the earth; 
and if a disk of any weight be rotated free in 
a horizontal plane with resultant velocity or 
momentum of velocity equal to 1,036 feet per 
second, the disk would lose all its weight, so 
that the construction of a flying machine is 
only a question of engineering skill and capi
tal.” Just how this discovery explains the 
cause of gravity, or how it is settled that no 
ethereal medium is necessary for the trans
mission of energy does not appear in the 
sketch as quoted.

The ether of science is not supposed to be 
matter at all, and how anyone can know that 
the ether is absent in' any manifestation of 
phenomena is not clear. But this report 
claims high scientific authority, so we small 
folks must hold our breath and wait One 
thing is suggested by every such new revela
tion of science, viz: That there is still a possi
bility of learning something more about na
ture, and that discoveries may be tolerated that 
even threaten the long-settled theories of the 
physicists. By-and-by the savants will be
come so accustomed to the revolutionary pos
sibilities of newly-discovered facts that they 
will allow them to trespass on the spiritual do
main, and the long scowl that has shadowed 
the smiling countenance of scientific wisdom 
will give place to the normal good nature 
that presides elsewhere in the parlors of na
ture and the high courts of truth. The claims 
put forth in this sketch of Professor Steven
son are quite as radical and revolutionary as 
the psychic demonstrations that these high 
dignitaries of the church of Science have so 
long frowned upon and ignored.

With flying machines that defy the old-time 
authority of gravity, and lose all their weight 
as they spin through space, what is to hinder 
a supply of bottled air, and a journey to Mars? 
Science has no wings at all, but it may get 
there all the same when it awakes from its 
dogmatic dream. So rifote it be.

• Lyman C. Howe.

The Beautiful Home.
'Tis years since we parted, Lena darling, 

And the clouds o’er my pathway seem dark,
And the tempest around me is snarling, 

And toss’d by the waves is my barque;
But a light through the darkness is gleaming, 
' And I know I am nearing the land

Where my loved one is waiting to greet me 
When my feet touch the beautiful strand.

Chobus:—
Will you watch for me there in the gloaming? 

You remember you promised to wait,
And sing me a glad song of welcome 

As I enter the beautiful gate.
Oh! the earth has its charms, Lena darling, 
. And friendship is loyal and true, 
But the earth has no power to allure me 

Since the day that I parted from you.
They say, in that, land over yonder 

No parting forever shall come,
But the loved ones of earth shall be gathered 

To rest in your beautiful home.
Chobus:—‘Will you watch, etc,

I am nearing the shore, Lena .darling, ■
I can feel the soft breath of the land, , 

And an echo of song o’er the waters, 
As it comes from the bright angel band. 

So softly the music comes stealing,
I feel that the journey is past, 

And the light to my senses revealing
All the beauty of heaven at last 
- Chobus:—

There you’re waiting for me in the gloaming— 
I remember you promised to wait

Now sing me that glad song of welcome 
As 1 enter the beautiful gate.

This is a “Story of Spirit Helpfulness," by 
Emma Miner, of Clinton, Mass. Every Spir
itualist should read it Now is the time to 
send in your subscriptions. The paper will 
be sent three months for 25 cents. One dol. 
lar per year. ... . .. .

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A."P. 
Sinnett Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically and theosophically. Price $1.25.

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE 

CHURCH^ROME. 
A Remarkable Book.

• Till« Is a remarkable work by Father Cnrarqur. 
It exposes even .toxho minutest details the corruption 
that exists la the Church of Borne. It Is a work of BSD 
pages, and should bo read as a matter of history by 
every Spiritualist. The following la a partial Hat of tho 
table of contents:
_. „.v. . .. CHAPTER I.
The Bible and the Priest of Romo,

. . „ . . . CHAPTER II. _ ..
My first School-days at St. Thomae—Tho Monk and 

Celibacy.
. .CHAPTER III. ‘

Tho Confession of Children.
.. . CHAPTER TV.

The Shepherd whipped by his Sheep.
_ „ CHAPTER V.
The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow's Cow.
.. .................. „ CHAPTER VI.
Festivities In * Parsonage.

CHAPTER VII,
Preparation for the First Communion—Initiation to 

Idolatry.
CHAPTER VIH.

The First Communion.
. CHAPTER IX.
Intellectual Education In the Roman Cathpllo Collego.
„ „ CHAPTER X.
Moral and Religious Instruction In the Roman Catho

lic Colleges.
_ CHAPTER XI.
Protestant Children In the Convents and Nunneries of 

Borne.
' . „ CHAPTER XII. •

Borne and Education—Why does the Chnroh of Romo 
bate the Common Schools of the Unltda States, end 
want to destroy them?—Why does she object to 
the reading of the Bible In the Schools?

„ CHAPTER XIII.
Theology of the Church of Borne: Ita Antl-Soclal and 

Antl-Chrlstlan Character.
‘CHAPTER. XIV.

The Vow of CéUbacy.
. CHAPTER XV.

The Impurities of the Theology of Roma.
„ CHAPTER XVI. :
The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, bowl 

swore to give up the Word of God to follow Uta 
word of Men.

CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod

ern Idolatry. .
. CHAPTER XVIII.
Nine Consequences of the Dogma of Trsnsubstantla- 

tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian name.
_ CHAPTER XIX.
Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, Blvlerre Boyer.

CHAPTER XX.
Papineau and tho Patriots la 183d—The burning of “Le 

Canadien” by the Curate of St. Cheries.
CHAPTER XXI.

Grand Dinner of tho Priests—The Maniac Bister of 
Rev. Mr. Ferras.

CHAPTER XXII.
lam appointed Vicar of the Curate of Charlesbonrgh 

—The Piety, Lires and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perrus.

CHAPTER XXIII.
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Rome during tho epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of St. Roch, Quebec City—Tho 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tertulllan—General Cargo—The 
Beal Skins.

CHAPTER XXV.
Blmony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic In the so- 

called Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous sums 
of Money made by tho sole of Masses—The Society 
of Three Masses abolished and the Society of one 
Mass established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade In Masses.

CHAPTER XXVII.
Quebec Marine Hospital—The first time I carried th* 

"Bon Dieu" (the wafer god) In my vest pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau's-Tho 
Rev. L. Parent and tho "Bou Dieu" al the Oyster 
Soiree.

BTWe have not space in this notice of Father 
Chinlquy's work to giro the heads of al) the Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial value. Tho following, 
however, are of thrilling Interest:

CHAPTER Lill.
The Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary.

CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Prleeta 

—The Bishop Forbids Mo to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LVI.

Public Acts of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O’Regan—General Cry of Indignation—I 
determine to resist him to his face—He employs 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and ho fails 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana in tho Spring 
of 1858 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than over my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVIL
Bishop O'Regan sellsltho Pafiqnage of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—Ho 
determines to turn me out of my Colony and send 
me to Kahokla—He forgets It next day and pub
lishes that ho baa Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Bishop—His Answers—The 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LVIII.
gdUress from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Shorin to Ur
bana—Abraham Lincoln's anxiety about the issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Bescue- 
Mlss Philomena Moffat seal by God to save me—Le- 
Belle's Confession and Distress—M? Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conductor Abra
ham Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX. ___
A moment of Interruption in the Thread of my "Fifty 

Years In the Church of Rome," to see how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be resllzed-Romo the Implacable Enemy 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX.
The Fundamental Principles of the Constitution of tho 

United States drawn from the Gospel of Christ—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Plots I knew against bliLlfo—The Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born In the Church 
of Rome—Letter of the Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to the President—His admirable refer
ence to Moses—His willingness to die tor bls 
Nation's Sake.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true men of God, and a true Dis

ciple of tho Gospel—Tho Assassination by Booth 
—The tool of the priests—John Surratt's house— 
The Rendezvous afid Dwelling Place of the Priests 
—John Surrstt Secreted by tho Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln—The AsaaaBlnatlon of Lincoln 
known and published In the town throe hours be
fore Its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Prleeta aent by the People and tho 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of the Blabop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop Is wrong and that we aro 
Hghtr-For peace sake, I conaenl to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by tho 
Deputies—One of the Deputies turns false to his 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at the head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LXIII.
Mr. Desaulnlcr la named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united thsn ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of the Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—Ho writes to beg my 
pardon. CHAPTER LXIV.

I write to the Pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 
of France, and send them the Legal and Public 
Documenta proving the bad conduct of Biahop 
O'Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of rny 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— i go 
to Dubuque to oiftr my submission to the Bishop 
—The peaie sealed end publicly proclaimed b' 
Grand Vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellant teatlmonlal from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and bls assistant, Rev. M 
Oranown—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me sbout the 
new storm prepared by the Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
oilers Himself os a Gift—I am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Bactto my people.

■ CHAPTER LXVI. . , „
The Solemn ResponslbUltles of my New Position—Wo 

nlve up the name of Roman Catholic to call our 
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic BUhops-My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor ct 
St. Louis, hurried to Chlcago-He comes to be. 
Anne to persuade tho People to stlbmlt to bls 
Authority—He la Ignominiously turned out, and 
mn. away in the midst of the Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXVI I.
Bird's-eye View of the Principal Events from my Con- 
"^version to this day—My Narrow Escnpes-The 

JSl ¿f the Voyage through tho Desert to ths 
promised Luid.

Price, $2.25, Post-paid.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
TyOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 

L By Lftzle Doten. New edition. This handsome 
volume opens with the wonderful experiences of the 
author, who Is peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
*ong time been i ncauing, and the deep religious and 
spiritual tone af her discourses haro extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice* through 
the Instrumentality af the presiX But It ft chiefly for 
her medlumftUc newer to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that sho ft most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the Inspir
ational utterances, given chiefly before public audl- 
tnces* under direct spirit influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of hl* productions In earth-life, but far surpass these 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by th , Inspiration of Shakespeare, Burns, 
A.W. Sprague; At In many cases the author’s name 
ft not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit excrefted over,the »medium is stated,-and 
the unmistakable certafntv and slgniflcence o* tbft 
higher phase .of.-spiritual communion-ft boout,lfn!ly 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from <1.50 to tLOO. Postage 10 Cent». FO^ tlHe

^euGioiv.AB REVEALED Wfeu,

By the Material and Spiriti® ' 
Universe.

. Byj EDWIN D. BABBIT?,
Author ot “Principles of Light and Color.”

Thia Sa a moat excellent work. Dr. Babbitt ft < 
born critic, a thorough scholar and a comprehensive 

.thinker» ■ ,
CONTENTS: '

Çhàpteb Fibst—Existence and General Character 
of God.—Preliminary thoughts, Is there such a being 
as God? is God a Creator? The Argument from D a* 
flgn. la God Unknowable? Is God absolutely-Im 
finite?

Chapteb 8E0om>—God as a Spirit—Materialist« 
cannot undeastand the God Idea. Argument of the 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author’s 
Experience. - >

Chapteb Thibd—The Deiflo Location and Mode of 
Working.—The Location of Deity. Can Infinitude 
have a Centre? Does God control theUniverse through 
Law? How does God control the Universe? ' A. J» 
Davft’e Theory of the God Centra. The Dual Centre 
of the Universe. Can the Infinitely Fine act upon the 
Coarse?

Chapteb Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is God e 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Il 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes? ■

Chapter Fifth—The Delfio Greatness and Glory,— 
The Greatness of God. An Angel’s Conception of the 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chapteb Sixth—Moral Evil and Delfic Perfec« 
tton.—The Perfection of Qod, Has God created Evil? 
Is Man depraved? Is anything Innately Bad? lean 
endies- Hell possible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Dlvlno Law? Evolution.

Chapter Seventh—Delfic Law and Human Inter
cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Healing. Huw God interposes to answer Prayer. 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. ï>oès Frayer Influença 
God? Hudson Tuttle’s view of Prayer. Thfe Central 
Principle of Delfio Action. Prof. Wanaco’a Vjew of 
Prayer. Prayerfulness is not necessarily Goodmfts.

Chapter Eighth—How Man helps Govern the Uni
verse.—Man a Co-worker witif Ged. How COQ’ 
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Trerlds* 
How Spirits assist Plunetary Development, Vision of ' 
world-forming by Judge Edmonds. Spirits reloftgln | 
this work. Countless worlds yet to be formed. BpuW 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever fltiwaft' 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain In Spirit Life. À 
Miltonic Absurdity. t

Chapter NiNTn—Creeds and Practices of OhrfttkJ 
anity.—Terrors of Oreedal Theology. Chiirchlanl»/ 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright 
er Dawn approaching. Science and Religion. Salva»' 
tion by Faith.

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Stand» 
ards.—Cburchlanlc Infallibility. Infallibility of ft 
Book. A true Eclecticism peecssary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.— 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. .Prophecies. 
The Bible tested by its J'eaehlngs- fllM toWthftxmly 
Book which gives any correct conceptiijfto/ikW'CBald 
to present the only true FoundsuXoh ofTihlagJi the 
Decalogue. Claims for the Gordeir. HulejSçfive 
Enemies, etc. Is it safe to build on FaftefiooGl Hal t 
only one Nation been inspired? Sh|H vn> waste tlm.o( 
and money on Falsehood? Do dumbcri prove th# 7 
Truth of a System ? Shall Polley rulè?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by theft 
Fruits.—Church Standards tpo low. . The Atoneflienl 
contrary to Natural Law» Jrhe Prulft of HMIgloua 
Systems. Some great Points in Bqddhftm. 'Mçhank' 
tnedan and Hindoo Achievtmretfft. Mftytiniry 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
the Parsee Beligjon. The Parse* Bible. Thtf’Hfgh 
Priest of Slam. Catholicism and Buddhism.- Preeent' 
Progress of Mohamtnsdanftui. The Religions of to-day 
Insufficient. f

Chapter Thirteenth—The Ethics and R^USi°n 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible presented. .»The sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flowers. Of • Itob. O.f a< 
Forest. Lessons from the Shells. The TMcbffgl oj- 
Crystallization. Toaehlngs of the Human Form« Of 
the Great Musses of Ihe Universe.

Chapter Foueteentb—Lift under the 014 Rft» . 
llgious.—Importante of Historic Truth» Reman Ov 
tholiclsm. influence of Catholicism in Spain, 
vanlsm. The Five Polntsof Calvanftin. PruJfffi 
ism In Scotland. Puritanism jn New Ena 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. The Bp’ 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chapter Fifteenth—Lifo ¿under a Spiritual Rft« 
ngiou.—General Dirfflons of the Human Faculties. The 
Higher Realm of tl/e Bfaln, BplrRuality 11 Ennobling* 
Spirituality b«*utlfiei the Countenance. Must bft 
developed through Spirit Communion. Splrjt Com- 

lunlon tho Mattis of 411 Religions. Spttftaalisin 
founded upon Facts. The only Religion which demon
strates Immortality. Robs Death yr ift Terror. The 
most Joy-iinspiring of Religions. Promotes Civil and 
Religious Freedom. Leads off In Human Reftrms. 
Perfects the Physical 6Vst<jm. Provenu Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Nobifr.LIvlng. Re
veals a Grander Universe. A1J Great Qenfuiéshave 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jésus In Spirit 
Life. Will the New Religion Abolish Churches? ■

Chapter Sixteenth—Death undo? tile Old Ro- 
llglohs.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Dpçth made 
terrible through Church Songs. Made alobjny by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings hlVo ,dariC, 
enèdDeath. Death Bed of ¿Christian- Gfânliptnoral ; 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scenes under the Oil 
Dispensation; Terrors under tho Old tô those who lose 
friends.

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Religion.—A Spiritual Mind is not over-attached M 
this Life. Departed Ones attract the Spiritual.Mind* 
The Spiritualist understands Death,so does not fear it. 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful. Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
Jung Stilling and his Grandfather. Beautiful Inr.ldçuts 
in the Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Universalise 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a 1'ricn.d. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experiences 
of Various Persons. Power to Sustain the Loss ol 
Friends.

Chapter EioHTKENTn^Tbe Future Lite.—Location 
end Character of the Spirit Realms. The Clothing of 
Spirits. Children In Spirit LÜ°- A Spiilt Child from 
Humble Life. Tho Wealthy in SplrltJJft- Ç,ü.1JPclaPl !n Spirit Life. Clergymén In Spirit Life. Editors In 
Spirit Life. The Power of Spirits to Commune wlthK 
Mortals. __

Final Remarks.—The Basic Principles of & unb 
versai Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

This work contains Forty Illustration». Th«J 
are In harmony with tho facts conveyed. It Ion rars 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, 10 Cts. .

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science. > 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A Very Fascinating "Work.
Thft flue volume might well have been e 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It Xa 
tn that peculiarly InterestlMEftylo tn which 
writer« excel when they wMl< 
subjects tn adaptation Co thd i 
reader. The author Is not a I 
Sentions Spiritualists as “uoxi 

Itlon,’* eto., etc., in which hl 
animus of tho “scientific class, 
“There la a true and respectable idea in 
and regards as proved “the fact of co'mmuD&Ewon 
between superhuman^ and tho inhabitants of EprcQfc’ 
and he goes onto relate instances of fact tn evidence. 
Thero ft, to a Spiritualist, a manliest discrepancy In 
the author’s Ideas, but thewall-rtad mind will handily 
select end arrange the pros and cons, and out of the 
whole Will flna not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price ei.BO.

For sale at this office._________
JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French*
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wu write* to 

■develop the Idea at the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death* and Its reincarnation 
tn a chain of new being*, whose successive links ate 
unrolled in the bosom of etheriai apace. “Betond 
thb Threshold" continues on the same line* en» 
lar^nÿ and expanding the Idea by reasons and coa< 
■mentions drawn from eclonco and philosophy; ol&lny 
Ing that tbs certainty of a new birth beyond out 
earthly end ft the best means of arming curiclrct 
against all weakness in the presence of death* and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is xar superior to that of any ortho existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It ft interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or not, much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed in it* perusal. Price $1,25.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*
VOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD . 

JD side, and containing 320 pages. This splendid 
book, fast Issued, coz^lna nineteen fall Temple lee- . 
tures upon occult subjlcta, together with other artl- 
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all tho old Temple lectures issued 1 
In 1892, and three others on the Human Soul, which | 
are rJodo worth tire price of the book This wonder-’ 1 
fulbookls unique as an Evangelist of Science-and 
Truth. Price $1.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale ' 
at this Offln- • < .' .

. APOLLONIUS OF TYANA?
Identified as the Christian Jesua,

’ A wonderful communication, explaining bow till 
Ufa and teachlDffa were utilized to formulate Chrtetf- 
Mltf. JrtCIlOOtaU. ForaaUtt&liQ&Qfe
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Chicago. 236tf"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN
I tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis.-A raro

cents,
were delivered by several speakers; alsospeakers; also rrjE WS OF 0 UR HE A VENL Y HOME. 

second public V By Andrew Jackson Diivta. Highly Interesting. 
Emerson. In Postage 5 cento. Price 75 cejita.

the
firewor
delight of the many visitors and

Box 818, New York. •JSitf

swered by spirit controls. 242

• . ... .
California. 251

P. 0. Box 405, Otsego, Mich. 241

.fiL50

4L50

.ei*x
this paper. 242.

MY|

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

lent book. Price 75 cents-
-to end.

By G. W. Brown. M. D. Price 15 cents.

THE-DIAKKA. *-

'THE SOUL, < ITS NATURE, RELA- 
J tlons end 'Expressions In Human Embodiments.Catarra, .Kidney* liver and .Stomach Given through Mrs. Cota L. V. Richmond, by her 

trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra- ' Guides. A book that everybody should read who mo 
linn „„A iJ. „„ Interested In re-incarnation. Price «1.00.

■ALL ABOUT DEVILS. . BY'-MOSES 
YÌ Hull. A-work you ahouldread./Price 15 eentb

Inceraoll’s Great Address on Thoms, 
Paine, nt the late Paine celebration In New 
York City. Price, 6 cents. ,

.— w. ■ — w — . — ■ ■. '— .. k .v J ..
This book thould bo read by every Spiritualist Fries 
«1.00; postage 10 cents. 1

<nn:«rJiolDA -Âddro«a before the New 
J/ Yorlt-Utiitárlau Club. The first time in the

THOMAS FAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. ' Prie« 15 cents.

TTVP'VnTTfilir My original method it. JOO-pp, MAAA1V1AO1U. joe. One on Personal Magnet
ism, We. Dr.Andcrson.P.'L’. 7 Masonic Temple,Chicago

book of rare merit, interesting to every body. Brice 
«1.50.

'TIBERAL .LECTURES. BY rf. ZV 
JL, French. They are worth tholr welghtfa gold. 
Price» paper, 50 cents.- . - . . , o . .. . . j

Ç Z. BARNE V, CLAIR VO YA NT. 
O • Send 12 cents and lock of hair for trial roading.

'PHE CH7LDRENS’ PROGRESSIVE 
J Lyceum. A manual, with directions for tho or

ganization and nianegement at Bunday schools. By 
Andrew Jackson DavU. Something Indespenstble. 
Price 60 cents.

JJ'HE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, 0R\ 
J Death and its Tomorrow, tbe Spiritualistic Ides 

of Death, Heaven and Hell; ByMOscs Hull. Price, U 
cents. - , : . . - . -

. TI/ ARNOLD, PSYCHOMETRIST, 
VV • Platform aad Tefft Medium. Open for en 

gagementa In neighboring towne. 452 Larrebec at. 
this city. 214.

RobertG.Incarsoll, Abeautlttal 
pamphlet'of iorty pages, with likeness ot Ingersoll. 
Price, 20 cents. Tbe most profound address 
that Ingersoll ever delivered.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Ot a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude

►here spirit Is supremo and nil things are subject to It
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 60 cents; paper. 25 cents. For sale at 
this Office.

w-. What Would Follow the-EEfacenient 
.“'•’I of Chrlatlanlty? By George Jacob Hol

: I yoake. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freetbougbt Literature. Bound In paper with 
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents. .

'THE CONTRAST, EVANGELICAL^ 
I turn and Spiritualism Compared. j3y Moses Hull 

Jmmo™Hlfty^^^^ tu J'iC'0 lu l“e‘r v‘ur‘llI0U“- “
J. and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A. ' '8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects 
book of rare merit, tatereadng to every body. Price of the planets to the earth, is fully Illustrated and ex-

evening the usual ‘memorial day 'THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
rOrks were displayed, to the ereat Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev.ßamuel yxa.0 wora uiDpmjcixj uy uuc ; Watfi0D> Thia work was written by a modern Savior, 
, . L a grand and noble man. Price $1.00. '

TWIN CITY PARK.

MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD,CLAIRAUDÌENTLY.

PHENOMENAL.
Through the Mediumship of 

George Cole.

THE LIMITLESS POWER OF SPIRIT OVER 
MATTER.

This is a man standing about five feet 
eight inches in height, slightly built, 
weighs not more than 150 pounds, Has 
an intellectual head, with iron-gray 
hair and beard; high, open forehead, 
Straight nose, small mouth and regular 
features. He is dressed in an ordinary 
gray-mixed suit.

The correspondent who places spirit
power upon a psychological plane has 
much to learn,

Psychology is simply the abstraction 
of the mind-mortal from the will. It is 
conceivable that a subject so reduced 
may be made obedient to the will of a 
second person, and that subject may 
move your table, or what object may 
come .within the limits of his normal 
abilities. But it is not possible that 
psychology could cause a spirit to be
come visible and obedient to the dic
tation of a mortal.

Spirit power is wholly invisible, and, 
in fact, beyond thereach of mortal con
ception, yet it is manifest through the 
various phenomena produced at every 
hour of the day all over the world. I 
have but to mention the phenomena of 
independent spirit writing, and materi
alization of spiritual bodies, to demon
strate the fallacy of the psychological 
theory, as relates to spirit power, or the 
production of the semblance of a de
parted spirit’s face on the negative 
plate of an ordinary camera.

Can the psychologist, through any 
mortal-mental process, produce upon 
such plate the likeness of an unknown 
friend who may have passed from earth
life even a century ago? The psychol
ogist can simply influence the mortal 
through the organs of sense, the nerves 
principally, but his influences can never 
extend beyond such limits.

It would be about as sensible for a 
psychologist to attempt to control the 
currents of air as to control and manipu-

Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair.

-nit

r CREAM 
BAKING 
POMDfR

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free 
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
■ Paschal P. Rouse passed to the higher 

life from his home in'Winona, Minn,, 
June 14, 1894, aged 65 'years and 0 
months. .A flrm believer in our grand, 
beautiful' Spiritualism, lie lived it and- 
taught it -to others as :lpng as :his- 
strength . h eld out; and he - how returns ■ 
to us; iwe hold converse eolil to soui, I 
hear,'■while'! am writing, a whisper: 
“There is no death,' Fanny;' I have- 
passed through the portals and. found 
the gates ajar—messengers passing and 
repassing—and I am resting ’mid the 
roses and the violets while the body is 
resting in the bosom of old mother earth: 
Now be contented and happy and. when, 
you come up the shining way we will 
greet you as in the olden time.”

Mrs. P. P. Rouse. -

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
•'Why She Became a Spiritualiet.V

Wl puget. OuB'copy, elX»; six, «5.00.
•‘From Night to Mom)

" JV- '.Or, Au AppcalJO tho Baptlat Church."

‘{The Brl^ge Betpuaeff jpfoa' jjfai'IdsJ*' i; -.- ‘;
' WiHgos. 'Oho cppy^^p'oi^ii.Blx.'jiOO,

• ’AjppjyJMWWiitly t'pJkBBX, ArliupgpN,' Clnclii: 
'MtRO„toF, O, Order,ExprestOrdef, -.or. Beglsterod 
Letter. ■■ :■ "I;,.2G-.'"

IlelJocehtric Astrilogy—TJie Horo-
, ' \ ■ Scope " " ' ’ '

Ie the title of n llttlework that contain« a clear and 
couclso etatemout of tho principles of Astrology, with 
tho iuflupuce ascribed to tho different celestial bodies 
ebnetdered lu-this science, and much of the allegory, 
connected with Astronomy by the auclouto. Price, 50 
cents. Address C. BllONSON, 740 IV. Adams street, 
Chicago, Ills. , . 218

late the actions of a spirit. >at
relates to mortal is mortal, and. all that 
relates to the spirit is spiritual.

There are no intermediate grounds. 
The relations between the true elements 
of life are coexistent with conditions 
suitable for the production of tho vari
ous phases of phenomena by spirits.

To bi^more explicit: Can the psychol
ogist cause his mortal subject ’to pass 
througl} a stone wall or an iron door, 
which "is frequently accomplished by 
departed spirits? Can the psychologist 
Lnilueiuje his mortal -subject to counter
act th<j attraction of gravitation, and 
lift from tbe floor an object four mortals 
could ifbt disturb? And, lastly, could a 
subject of psychological influence dema
terialize ponderous objects, together 
with his own body, and re-mnteri- 
alize them in the presence of many mor
tals? Yet this has been, to jour own 
knowledge, accomplished on more than 
one occasion. (Yes! dozens of times.— 
C. R. M.)

The difference between mortal power, 
even with the adjuncts of psychological 
influences and spirit power? is, that the 
former is limited to its particular 
sphere of existence, the contingent cir
cumstances to which it is subject, the 
moral, social, legal and religious views 
of the surrounding communities, the 
futility, weakness and degeneracy of 
the mortal body, while the latter (the 
spirit, above and beyond all aud every 
one of the influences heretofore recited, 
dominates, both in tbe spiritual and 
mortal spheres.

Thus the spiritual power is immeasur
ably beyond that of the mortal. As a 
matter of fact, mortality has no power 
whatsoever. What semblance of forces 
it may seem to have is the direct 
derivation from the spirit resident and 
presiding in the mortal form.

When we speak of mortals we intend 
to define dual characteristics, the 
mortal and the spiritual, the physical 
and mental, for mentality in the ab
stract sense is synonymous with spiritu
ality. In other language, the mental is 
the spiritual, the mind is the spirit, and 
without its presence in the mortal, the 
latter ceases to have functions, decays 
and returns to the dust from whence it 
came.

But why the spirit in the mortal is so 
limited in its resources, in its actions, in 
its powers, is because it is fettered by 
an instrument whose lusts and appetites 
must be provided for; whose preserva
tion from peril and danger must be at
tended to, and lastly, whose every whim 
must be gratified. ■

The bodies of some mortals require so 
much care and attention that thqir poor 
spirits are enslaved in their devotion to 
the missions that have been prescribed 
for them to perform. They can scarce 
evolve a thought outside of their imme
diate surroundings; and this class of 
mortals are so characteristic that they 
are recognized by their more refined 
and spiritualized fellow-mortals as being 
grossly animal in taste and feeling; and 
such mortals make the most appropriate 
subjects for psychological investigation.

On the other hand,' there are other 
mortals who aspire higher, whose asso
ciations are more refined, and whose 
educational advantages nave raised 
them above the' level I have just de
scribed, and the spirits in those mortal 
bodies have expanded, acquired control, 
and influenced its mortal instruments to 
perform those acts of noble beneficence 
which have made the mortal world a 
bright sphere among pjhnets.

Finally, there is another class of mor
tals who recognize all these .facts, and 
arc allowed to devote-a large percentage 
of tlifir time and thoughts to a great 
truth, the truth Of spirit-life, spirit 
power, and spirit manifestation. ■ . 

. It is' but the . reaching out, in this 
■instance, of- the spirit in the mortal to 
the brother spirit in the spiritual.

Epes Sargent.

The Planchette.
THE JOY IT BROUGHT TO THE HOUSE

HOLD.
To the Editor;—In The Progress

ive Thinker of June 30th I noticed the 
conversion of Mrs. S. M. Bancroft to 
Spiritualism through the planohette. 
We had experiences so similar that I 
thought I would write you about them. 
Two years qgo (through our ignorance) 
we were very much opposed to Spiritu
alism, and did not want to learn any
thing about it, supposing it to be one of 
the worst of evils. About that time my 
cousin T. Pomeroy commenced sending 
me The Progressive Thinker to 
read. I found many things that in
terested me very much, and many 
things that I did not understand, but I 
was not only willing but glad to accept 
what looked reasonable and sensible 
wherever I found it, not being preju
diced in favor of any particular belief.

Shortly after commencing to read 
your paper we (by “we" I mean my 
sister’s family and mine) began to write 
with the planchette. She had a daugh
ter and I a son who could write with it, 
and from the first we got wonderful 
messages from the dear ones in the 
Spirit-world, who proved themselves to 
us in such a way that wo could not 
doubt. They instructed us in regard 
to our life here and after the change 
called death. This was all so new and 
beautiful that we feci very thankful 
every day for this knowledge.

After.we had been allowed to receive 
these communications in this way for 
about a year, evil influences crowded in 
so that we could not always depend on 
what we got, and we were told to stop 
writing for a time. We get together 
Sunday afternoons and road The Pro
gressive Thinker aloud. There are 
only three families in this place who 
are'Spiritualists, but I think a number 
would investigate if they had tho 
chance. Wo would be glad to have a 
good medium come to Wislow, Ill. 
Monroe, Wis., is the nearest point 
where spiritual services are held. That 
is about fifteen miles from here.

My husband, William LeRoy DeBell, 
passed to the higher life Ju,ne 10, 1894. 
The immediate cause of his death was 
paralysis. He was born in Cincinnati, 
New York, October 24, 1838. Our 
knowledge of a continued life after the 
change called death is a great comfort 
to us at this time. I know that he is 
resting in peace with the loved ones 
gone before and that his spirit will be 
here to help us to endure the separation 
until we meet in that world where there 
is no more parting. '

Your valuable paper, is a very wel
come visitor in our home every Wednes
day morning. Long may you ijve to 
scatter the good seeds of truth, is the 
wish of a friend.

Mrs. C. A. DeBell.

The meetings of the association were 
Inaugurated on Sunday morning at 
9 o’clock'. In the unavoidable absence 
of the president, the Hon, L. V. Moul
ton, Grand Rapids, Mich., the preslr 
dency is most efficiently filled by
Willard- J, Hull, Buffalo, N, Y. The 
first ceremony was the raising of .the 
flag in the. camp-grounds, An intro
ductory address was delivered- by the 
guides of Mrs.. R. S.-pillie,,-Boston, 
Mass. During her address,, two little 
girls stepped forward, and raised the 
nag—an Incident which was most 
touching, and caused tears to rise to 
many an eye. The morning and opening, 
address was delivered by Mrs. R. 8. 
Lillie. In the evening an effective lec
ture was delivered by J. Clegg Wright, 
of' Cincinnati, Ohio. In the afternoon, 
an open seance was held by Edgar W. 
Emerson, in which most remarkable 
tests were given and acknowledged in 
every case. The attendance on Sunday 
was upwards of one thousand persons.

On Monday the meetings were con
tinued. In the morning a conference 
was presided over by Mrs. Lepper, of

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Rélig- 

. ions and
Religious Congresses at the Co

. lambían Exposition.
One of the most Important and Interesting events 

connected with tho World’s.Fair was tho Parliament 
of Religions. It win go down tho ages as one of tho 
greatest ovepts of tho world’s history. To students of 
comparative and ethnological religión tbe contenta ot 
this portly volume of o thousand-imd-one pages will 
prove bf most Intense interest, and the statements and 
Srcsentatlons of .the various faiths by tbelr accredited 

Isciples and exponents-ayp vastly instructive; . The 
price, of this great vuluiiié Is only For sale at 
this office. . • ' • t - • •

TJOWTO MBSMBBIZH BY FBOFt 
JlI J. W. Cadwell, one of the most successful mce 
merlBtB In America. Ancient and modern miraclee ex« 
plained by mesmerism. An invaluable work. Price,' 
paper, 50 cents. • ;
'TPHB WOKLDlS SIXTEEN, CRUC.^ 
L fled 'Saviors? By Kersey Graves. You should 

read it, and be the wiser. Price 81.50.

Minneapolis, and in the afternoon an 
addrsss was given by Oscar A. Edgerley _ ______ _____ _________ _____
in his usual masterly style. Memorial' W0'J'_Ltf’T1S8Snrr5“iJ?xrrt’ a«
day was well kept. The Declaration of AIndependence was read, and addresses ! FalIie' A book thut 011 ’h°uld r“d' 60

during the afternoon a f .
seance was held by Mr. Emerson. Ip,

campers.
All the phases of Spiritualism are 

well represented on the camp grounds, 
and he would, be a fastidious person 
whose desires could not be gratified. 
There are four materializing mediums, 
viz., Mrs. Aspinwall, Mrs, Reynolds, 
Mrs. Jessie Moore, and Mr. Hugh B. 
Moore. Other mediums pre^dht are: 
Test mediums, Mrs. Andie Wagner, 
Mrs. Talcott, Mrs. Lepper, Mrs. Flora 
L. Brown, Professor U. D. Thomas; 
healing mediums, Drs. W. Yates, Geo. 
M. House, Mrs. Hoskins, Mrs. Pruden 
and others.

The committee are more than pleased 
at the grand success of the camp-meet
ing, there are so many more mediums 
present than were expected, and such a 
great increase of campers since the 
meetings commenced.

The lyeeum is under the directorship 
of Dr. W. Yates. Ho stated that he was 
so gratified at the success of the first 
meeting, held last Tuesday morning. It 
is soon evident the heart tind. soul of Dr. 
Yates is in the lycoum movement. So 
far as he can, it is his intention that 
both campers and visitors shall feel a 
greater interest in the lyeeum'work.

The meetings, up to the time of writ
ing, augur well for the success ot the 
remaining part of the time the meetings 
are to be held, which will continue to 
the last Sunday in the present month.

The secretary, R. U. D. Evans, is 
worthy of all praise for the manner in 
which he receives visitors, and his wil
lingness to extend the greatest courtesy 
to every person. *

St. Paul, Minn.

Amazed at the Remedial Powers.

(ADVERTISEMENT.)
Dear Dr. Dobson:—We have neg

lected reporting to you the cure of our 
hoy by your spiritual remedies. He 
commenced to improve soon after taking 
the medicine, and before the month was 
up he was completely cured. He would 
often say: “that was a good doctor that 
made me well.’.1 The people here are 
amazed at the cure, for our best phy
sicians said he must die. Another doctor 
said to us that it was not on account of 
your being a Spiritualist that you cured 
him, it was the magnetic force, and we 
told him we would like for Mip to per
form such a cure.. WeA^ill ■ give praise 
where, praise^is dub.i„\So|jffi,Wo hooted 
at Spiritualism when ‘ you had that 
seance here; now wantrtoySep ..the doctor 
who can perform such a wonderful cure. 
We send dilr «yerlastSii'g gratitude to 
you for curing our little' bby.:

WEBSTER ELLYSON,
Grace a. Ellyson.

Every mail brings letters with just 
such praise of Dr. Dobson's marvelous 
cures of persons he never saw. Every 
mail carries to various parts of the 
country,'to nearly, every. State in the 
Union, and to distant lands these mag
netic remedies that restore health. 
They come unsolicited from all parts of 
the world. Such letters prove beyond 
doubt, that Dr, Dobson is doing a vast 
deal of good, performing wonderful 
cures, and relieving sufferers by scores 
and hundreds. His name is a household 
word in homes all over tho land, and his 
praisps are sounded by thousands who 
never saw him, but who have been 
saved by his simple yet wonderful reme
dies. He must be. a happy man in thus 
being able to contribute so. much to the 
happiness - of his fellow-men.—Tfie Heo- 
ora, Maquoketa, Iowa. • . ! ' 1

(See ad. in another column.). y . ;
Addressall letters-to-San ’Jose,Cal.

Portland; Oregon, isr said to have 120 
millionaires. ■

PLAY OF THE PLANETS.

DR, GREER’S
PABULUM OF LIFE

The World’s Greatest Remedy for 
' All Conditions Arising from Ex

- ■:, hausted Nervous Energy pr .

Loss of Vital Force!
’ ■ If will strengthen tbe .weak, invigorate 

the young, and rejuvenate tho old.
TRY IT!—TRY ITÎ-TRY IT!
- By Mail. tl.OO. Address pit. B. GREER, 

1%1 LaSalle Street, Chicago.

CHICAGO REST CURE.
T¡MMA NICKERSON WARNE, SUPT.

188,85th' Street, Chicago, III. MngnctlBiu, Poyco- 
puthy, Vapor, Electric Huths. Dlseuso dluguSsed. 
Home çotntorts for pullouts from u distance. 2VJ

This New Star Study in Oc
cult Astronomy Contains:

1. Asystepi for finding tbe positions ot tbe planets 
tn our solar system any day during aeventy-tlvc years 
of this century. This knowledge has tor ages been 
held in secrecy. ‘

Noie-Thla information Jn any other form, if it were 
published, would cost troth bOVcnty-bve to one hun
dred dollars. • ‘ ■— ■

2 This system also contains a chart which - will' give 
the positions and orderly movements of the planets for 
all past, present and future centuries, w|th one*au- 
nuul correction, which makes It- the greatest astro* 
honjIcal.fieYiceavxff.invented.by man. -• ,

8. The chart also gives rlw moon's relations to the 
earth and ean, andtue regularity of Its phases, for all 
time.lu llkfe'manner; • - .i'

. 4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning 
of theposlMpns and relations of the stars tb^t may bo. 
found, as {hey opgrate upon the «artb, pud influence 
the lives of those who do, and those who do not‘do 
their duty, while here.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explain* its 
signs In a manner that calls charity to tho soul for all 
mankind.

6. Tho signs of the planets, the harmony and inhar. 
mony of their polarities Is a feature of the study.

7. The effect of tbu planets upon human life, and 
the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is clearly

P. S.—Dr. Greer has been In active 
practice in Chicago for 28 years and 
is well known as a most successful 
physician in ail mental and nervous 
diseases. ■ He is still In active practice.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
TYR. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 
U Mass., aud bls baud of powerful anoleut eplrita 
are effecting tbo'.most wonderful cures that have 
hecn recorded and arc bo acknowledged. By the clear 
light of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous Bpirlc 
forces combined with lite magnetic remedies, will 
convince the moat skeptical pf bls wonderful power to 
heal tbo sick. „Try him. Send hjm sox, pge, name, 
look pt „hair, and foup.2-cent stamps, and he Vfill send 
a diagnosis of youj\cake free. .lie doesn’t want any 
loading symptoms«. AddrCBO.pB. J. B. Louqks. Slilr- 
leyi Mass-.. - v ■ i- •; . ■ 248
Z SYÜHOMETRY . CONSULT W,ITN 

E Prüf. A.*!!..Severance in ail -matters pertaining to 
Eractloal life, and' yonr spirit-friends» Send lock of 

air, or handwriting, and one .dollar. Will answer 
three questions free'of charge, fiend tar -circular«. 
Address,W54tb street/Milwaukee. Wis, . 245

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 

«/■please remember that Water of Life Is one of 
the best remedies for Stomach, Liver and ILidney dis
eases. Largo pamphlet free. 84 8. Main Sl, Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. 11. Perry, Manager. ‘ 262.

FREE TO THE SICK. “
TREE TO THE WEAK-AND SICK. 
/ but send to A.'Mi Caldwell,

clairvoyant mid healer. ,tvho will dlugnose yoiirtllswiso 
FBEh, miller ppcctal Inttritcflons qf u spirit baud of 
.electro-iupgnctic doctor«, ..Lose.no time,, but send at 
ouce look .of hair, age, one leading symptom, uudthre* 
two-cent atnuipa to A. M. Caldwell, Box 244, San Jose. 
C“J' ' ..................... 2SI.

VALUABLE MANUAL.
IHEALTH.AND POWER, A HAND. 

1J. book of .Cure and Human Upbuilding, by the 
aid of new. refined aud powerful nietboda of nature. 
By E. D. Babbitt, JL D. A vory'couclBe-und valuable 
little manual for the restoration and conservation of 
health. Price, cloth 2J cent^j morocco, 85 ceuta.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
[Formerly N. Y„ College of Magnetic«.] ' 

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED
ffierW !!CB tbe Sun Cure, Vital Magnet-

l?J^' klertrlclty, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
ul .phemlcal affinity and basic principles developed 

with their marvellous applications. Students In four 
continents have taken the course. The college Is 
chartered and confers the degree of D.M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive tho diplomas at their 
Own homes. Institution removed to East Orange. 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of Now York. E. 
D. BaunrrT, M. D.. LL.D., Dean, 5 Hollywood Avc, 
(formerly culled Pulaski St.), East Orange. New 
jersey. - . - «y^

invalids
IL HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

jimteuffi JIS 
&MSTWAS BArmiy
THE. healed, send

~^lluAHSTS siting chicITo

AN ASTONISHING OFFER! 
CEND THREE H-CENT STAMPS

PPS^I^t^^^~^Einess 
a»

plained.
0. The co ordinating Qualities are touched upon In 

tbe reading, atiluity existing between some magnets, 
illustrated.

10. The delineation of the Horoscope of a recently 
noted personage, showing a marked intellectual char
acter, with purity and gentleness of a high degree.

11. This study contains tbe basic principles upon 
which restB all of the Occult Wisdom, of both tho 
Orient aud the Occident, aud explains and teaches lu 
language comprehensible by all the eternal truths of 
Inllnlty. .

12, The closing pages reveal Bome of the wondersof 
time and space, of distance and motion, of power and 
force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a pic
ture to the mlud’s eye, which shows the wonderful re
lation and actions of worlds, suns and eystems, In all 
their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
within the reach of all, for the email sum of 
$X.OO, postpaid, on receipt of price.

Address:
PLANETARY PUBLISHING CO., in care of .40 

Loomis St., Chicago, Ill. .
JNGERSOLDS ADDRESS BEFORE 
1 the New York Unitarian Club. The first time fa 
the history of the world H ut a Christian Aswciatlun 
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
Tbe lecture is a.grand oue, and waq received by the 
Club with conupfiouB nppjau>e frqm.hcginulDg to end. 
The pamphlet* contains 12 pages, bfi^iftlfully printed. 
Price, 6 cent«? ten copies, 50 cents. ' r •
ft IT EM ORI AL ORATION BY COLO- 
IVJ. nel Ingersoll' on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
before .the Now York Legislature, May 9,1888. Price, 
4 cents. ' '
POD IN THE CONSTITUTION. B Y 
\J Robert G. Ingersoll. One of tbe best papers Colo

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In-paper cover, with like* 
ness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies for 81.00.
TX/HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
Vr Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Rolyoake. This Is a most valuable contribution to 
Freetbought literature. Bound tn paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 centa; twelve copies 
tar «1.00.
TNG ER SOLES GREAT ADDRESS ON 

L Thomas Paine, at tho late Paine celebration fa 
NewYorkCity. Price, 6 cents; ten copies lor 50 cents. 
STANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 
O what the editor of the Freethinker’s Magazine 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cents, twenty-five copies tor 
50 cents. •

Z'HE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT
Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 

Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
MLD. Price. 15 cents. -
Soul of Things; or Psychometric 

Researches and Discoveries.
OF WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 

ID Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise as 
a text-book, It is as fascinating as a work o* fiction. 
The reader will bo amazed to see the curio is facts 
here combined in support of thia newly-discovered 
power of tho human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain ex 
day, aud throw light oa all the grand subjects z&w ob
scured by time. '
Soul or Things—Vol. L

HPn per day at borne. The work is easy, 
J. V picasAiit and adapted to both young 

and old ot either sex. Any one can do the work. 
GEO. STINSpN & CO,, Box 1500, Portland, Maine, tf

OF INTEREST TO ALL.
J CURE ALL DISEASES BY SPIRIT 

J. power and vegetable remedies. No Incurable per
son accepted. For a free diagnosis, address with lock 
of hair and three two cent stumps, Dr. Craig, 1428 
Market street, Ban Francisco, 'Cal. AH letters an*

NOTICE TO CURE.
Tj'OR THREE TW0-CEN7 STAMPS I 

1 will send cheap offers to euro at any distance by 
clairvoyance, spirit iwwcr and science. Give no 
t yniptoms until I send full particulars and price. Wo 
Heml three scientific lessons on Memory, Health and 
Mind-reading, for 60 «enta* and Inter, a certificate, 
free. Need not remit until 1 Bend circular about II 
DK. A. J. SWAKTS, Box 278, Los Angeles. Cal. 242

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR- 
J. voyant of tbe Pacific Coast, will ffend a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—in tbelr own bandwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist” of Dee. 80, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here he bus msdo himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his straight- , 
forward course of integrity and honor." Addreas 
Dn. W. M. Foiibteb. 1059 Market St., San Francisco,

DR. SYKES.
He cured himself In 1870. Tbe remedies have cured 

thousands since, and might cure you of catarrh. Send 
for free book, “Common-Sense Talk.” Pkge (for one 

per mall. 81.00 Act to day and save suffering,
Dr. Sykes Sure Cure Co., Caxton Bldg.

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
11 AV ING PURCHASED OF JOHN 
ll William Fletcher the complete outtlt used by 
him in presenting his famous Illubtkatkd Lecture 
uj'on Spiritualism, and having made large and valu
able accessions thereto, 1 am' prepared to negotiate 
with Bocletfefl and carnp-meeilngsYOr giving one or all 
of iny four Illustrated Lectures upon this interesting 
subject. My friends well know that for some years I 
have been gatberiog material for this work, and I can 
assure them that- no expense has been spared in ar
ranging tbe details of tbe Exhibition so as to please 
and instruct alL EGGLESTON.

JHTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
in youb own home. Will send a pamphlet con

taining instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
Biilritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue. Chicago, IU. 249

D°, lV-iSJI TO HAVE GOOD 
¡!}»and l,vc oue hundred years? We can 

body, will enable yop to have good health and live 
century. All sent post-paid for Si.00. V *

Repprvvpuc. n -n vr^' Clinton Iowa, •
c,fm<L5.Rc^OB6' "*B*Iiart, ( Union, Iowa; Hattie M Sumner, bhermaa, Tex.; Mr.H. Rurmou, jickaonvll^

HOW TO LIVE 1OO YEARS, 
A NEW METHOD OF TREAT/N& 

tbe Eyes, the Catarrh, and, In fact the *„u3 
SfmS' stamps' aniV t’wtliesend
Panted information. Also Photograph of mv sDirit

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
/I erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 413, 
Denver Colorado. 244

VW CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHI

w ¿o«á

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC-

tares given by the Spirit Band through the me- 
dlujnffbip of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. This volume eon* 
Bists of a series of lectures, messages and poems, 
wriUeu and delivered In public through tbe mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant and inspirational medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and tboh' spirit good; and oven though one may Cud 
some ideas that differ from those he has held, yet he 
will And much to please, benefit aud Instruct. The 
reverence with which JesuB It mentioned will please 
many, although the ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity-are not after the orthodox standard. 
Tbe book contain« 488 largo pages, apd will be sent 
postpaid for <1.50. For Bale at this office.

Spiritualism at Lawrence, Kansas.
To the Editor:—I came to Lawrence, 

Kansas, June 21st, and was taken to the 
pleasant home of Mr. and Mrs. W. H. 
Henderson, who are old-time Spiritual
ists and mediums. On the evening of 
tho 22d I attended the regular weekly 
circle of the society which bears the 
pleasing name of ‘‘¿and of Harmony,” 
and was quite agreeably surprised to 
find at this warm season two large par
lors well filled with pleasant and very 
intelligent people. The evening was de
voted to music, addresses, clairvoyant 
and clairaudient descriptions and mes
sages from spirit friends. Among those 
assembled was Sister A. L>. Lull, my old 
friend and co-worker, who has been the 
faithful stand-by of this, society, for 
years. Sister Lull is a fine inspirational 
speaker and psychometrist and has done 
a"good work for the cause here. On July 
1st, I held a grove meeting, and although 
the weather was excessively hot; I liada 
fine audience. The lecture was a re
sponse to subjects given by the audience 
and was followed with tests. Tuesday 
night following, I gave a public test 
seance which was well attended, I hope. 
to accomplish much good while here. 
Should be pleased to hear from-other 
societies with a view to lecture -appoint- 
meats. Address me*-here, >446. Ohio 
street, care H. W. Henderson.?

Mrs. M; Theresa Allen.
SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.

The Only Medicine.
My mother has been taking Hood’s 

Sarsaparilla, and finds it very "beneficial. 
She thinks it to be the only medicine.

Bellbrook, O. Merill Belt.

Good News for Spiritualists.
Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 

kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial, treatment of the famous
Australian Electro PiU remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and .stomach

tion, la grippe audits- aftereffects, or 
seven weeks' treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chi 
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces inflama 
tion, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle

Cloth....«................................................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol II.
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth................ .

Postage W cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. III.

Illit'rated. 362 pp. Cloth-------....
9 Postage 10 cents.

W8FF OANHOT SEE HOW YOU DO 
IT AUD PAY FREIBHL

H$|ABoy8 oar 2 drawer walnut or oal"Ia* 
IB TrTprovrd UJgh Arm BJofferiewlnynjachlQ» 
Ui finely finished, nickel plated,adapted to litfbt 
and heavy work; putranlesd for IO Yenrf| with 
AutoD&lleBobbln Winder, Relf-Thrending Cylin
der Sbnttfe, flelf.Scttlng Nrodln and a cotnpkU 

pet of Steel AttaehmeDt»| shipped any where oa 
’ • fio Dmt’i Trial. No money required in advance.

75,000now lame. World's Fair Medal awarded machine and attach* 
menu. Jiuy from factory nod save dealer’s and agent’s profits. 
FUCC Cat This Ont and »tai to-d»vfor machine orlarce free 

KCu catalone. testimonials »nd Glimpses ot the World’s Fair.
OXFORD MFG. CO. 342 Wabstb Ave. CHICAGO,IU.

A GENTLEMAN OF GOOD CIIAR- 
Ai actor, with dark brown eyes, dark hair, of me
dium hetgbtb, ago 39, would like to correspond with a 
lady about So, of genial and affectionate disposition, 
whohM some means and is an unwavering Spiritual
ist.' Mkobject is marriage, if harmonious. Give full 
description In first fetter. Absolutely confidential. 
No trlflera. Address “Constant,” care of editor of

GEMS 0*F FREETH0UGHT.
Tho ITIyth of the Great Deluge. By James 

M. McCann, Price 15 cents. It is the most com« 
Blete and overwhelming refutation of the Bible 

tory of the Deluge that I have ever read.—B. F.
Underwood. To read it is to be astonished at 
the possibilities of religious credulity,—T. B. 
Wakeman* Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has 
blown tho fallacy to atoms.—A. B. Bradford. It 
ought to meet with a very largo sale,—C.P.FarrelL

The Evolution of the Devil.—By Henry 
Frank, tho independent preacher of New York 
City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
before published. Tbe book contains 60 pages, is 
beautifully bound, with likeness of author on title 
page. Price, 25 cents.

THE ELEMINATOB 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

PE AL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LANDZ ? h*°r? «; ChristianAssociation
Æ Given inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. lh,e?'.
You will not become weary while reading thia exetf ft Sran<^ one. snd wns receh ed by
lent book. Price 75 cents. ■ tbo Club wtft continuous applause from beginning
—-------------------- —------------------  - : _ ■ „jÿii to end. Tjioqinniphlet contains 12 pages, beautl-
TTISTORICALAND CRITICAL Pflntod. Pfico, 6 cents.

JU view pf the Sundayquestion. ' It Is InyaluablCfâsJJrh, . — - . .. . . ... .

TESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
\J Christ and Medfamahlp. By Moses Hull, Apan> 
phlet well worth reading. Price 10 cents.ROMANISM AND THE RE* . PUBLIC.
A WORK ThAH'EVERY LOVER. OB 

YJ. bis country should have at band for consulta
tion. By Bor. Isaac J. -Lansing, M. A This is a most 
able work, consisting of h Discussion ot thb Purposes; 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, and 
may be considered a mine of'.valuable Information fot 
every patriot la Uro land- Price «1. For .sale at tblT 
afflee. . . . .-,- ' . -

•THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH 
J ly Victims, by tho Seer, A. J.' Davis, Is a very in. 

terestlng and suggestive work. It Is an explanation ol 
much that la false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most important recent interview with James 
Victor Wllion, a resident Of the Summer-Land. Price;
50 cents. For Sale at thia offle* ; ,

Church and State; tbe Bible in tho Publlo 
Schools: tho New •'Amsrlcan’’ Party—By “Jef- 

■ ferson. Third edition. This beautiful pant-’ 
Sblet of 28 pages Is tbe most thorough presents.

on of the Church -and Stole question that haa 
appeared. Price, 10 cents.

The Hollcion of flnmanltyt A Phi* 
loaonhy oi Life. By J. Leon Benwell. A 
beautiful paper-boitnd pamphlet, with likeness of 
author? a most vsloablo publication to circulate 
amohg Christian people,/Price 15 cents.' '

Memorial Oration by Colonel Inger* 
soil pa Roscoe Conklins; Delivered be
fore the New York Legislature, May 0, 1888. 
Price, 4 cents. • • . . > -

The Christian Religion, mat is to 5«<a 
final outcome t By an Old Fanner. A splendid 
orthodox eyeopener., Price, 15 cents. ■

God in the Constitution. By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll 
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of 
author. Price 10 cents.

FIFE OF TH&MAS PAINE. ITIS IN. Standlnsup for JesnsS or what the editor 
tensely interesting. Prlceii.00. I ot tho JYiec/ibhberi1 Jtapawid thinks ot him.

LT/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAD.\ .™C8’.lce?to- ' '

VV 1st. Twelve lectures.- By Abby A. Judson, , . .
..   prQgrjyJyj Thfajrar,» r ■ 

■ •................................... v Chicago

POEMS.- FROM' THE INNER-LIFE. 
I By Hado Doteu. These poem« arena staple tf5 i 
sugar. Priceftoa ., .  .........................
TJEYOND THE GATES.' BYELlZk- 

JJ beth Stuart Phelps. A Highly entertaining wort 
Price »1.00. . , . ■ . . .
LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH 

Le cred from the Tree ot Life. Presented to human. 
Ity through the mediumship ot B. E. Litchfield. Ex- 
cellmt throughout. Price H.25; -

TXTHITE MAGIC TAUGHT . IN 
rr “Three Sevens,0 a book of 271 pages, It Is re

ally a very Interesting and suggestive work. Price 
11.25. . ' .1 .'
a<T£ERS OF. THE AGES. EMBRAC
O Ing SplrltnaUsmj past ahd present. Byj.M. Poo» 
blcs, M. D.' An encyclopedia of. interesting and fa* 
Struct!ve facts. Price $2.00.f • , z;

1\ - U develop toviIJOTTArt ^'Have you tried it? ThdVi -I I FT ..Finest. Cabinet for th 5 
■ Ai V v 11V purpose ever made—bar 

•i» ■' *•/*••. • none. Sflod-fcfrCifcularfi
* ? Th\smatvthus cabinet 
'ff.it fads to do what we 

; tlaim. ; Prepaidr.’4ii20*
J. H* METCALF, Xgeat, Z84 S.Greea St<Chicaga 

- i Price, $i.oo delivered,InUty. • • •

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo** 
taglhe fabuldus claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character of most of the Old and New* Tes* 
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an imper* 
sonatlon and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price $1.50.

For sale at this office.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

JYY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
£.) a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is pot merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of Idle blessed* 
ness. devoid of earnest thought or care for cither 
self-improvement or tbe good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother; and 
those who are to be mothers: aid secondly, through 
the mothers, to. effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race.-Jt brings strongly and dearly to view the 
result uporr thacblld of proper surrounding* and influ
ences bearing upon tbe mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the (author touches upon various things 

-Ln modern social and business life, which are unjdst, 
and fix unequal,burdens upon tbe Individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book is trenchant, instruc
tive and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
a* a novel, and la especially commended td “women 
everywhere,”, to whom it is dedicated. It alfeo thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of tho Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to tbe Spiritual phil
osophy are introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains .345 pages, neatly bound in 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid, «1.25.

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

1 and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admlrabje work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, oay of their dwelling places. Give ns details 
—details and accurate delineations of life In the Spirit
world!—is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. 'Whither—oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond tbe tomb? Will they know 
me? What is their present condition, end what their 
occupations? In this volume tbe spirits, differing as 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man la better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of 
the Hirer; Forcglesms of the Future: Testimony of 
Saints; Tbe Growth and Perfection of the SplrltuM 
Body; Is it the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing In 
tbe Spirit World; Our Little Ones la Heaven; Tbe Per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; Tbe RedMan’o 
Testimony; Evil Spirit«; ■ Testimony nt Physician* In 
Spirit Life: The Homes of Apostles and Divines;-The 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit Life; Spirit Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many .voices,from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men«’ 
tion. Price «1.50; postage ucents. For sale this 
office*' .-< ■ i ‘........ ... .» •

national

Spiritualists’ Association,
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
(Inoobpouated Nov. 1,1893.)

'THE. HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
i ii $at*oual Spiritualists’ Association Is now one, 

fhntJ nnU * 1 BPlrltualists uro Invited to vlali 
h»"1«- A register win be kept ot lectur

ers and tnodluins, who arc requested to send In their 
i"idb':B'‘’Ch' nlB0 °®ccr“ «1 “U »oelelles, and 

nSnmn? loitt0 ^“'P, *,P’rfregister of thtse, and 
01 changes oi ocatlon. Otticcrs of societies In ell foreign countries 

ire nlso requested to confer with us. and Information 
s desired respecting mi new phases of development 
n ull parts of the »voi’ld. Books, pntnplilets ana mag.

S.u„ai??i.,„s?i,r.,,tual, n>.««ers arc earnestly 
Bollcltcd for the National Spiritual Library. For in* 
formation, addresB-above. Robebt A. Dsmmioi, 
secretary. , '¿i-itf

. PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Road this testimonial.- "PsymiEarrtyed two wceka 
ago and to say 1 was pleased Uocb not express iny op- 
preciation; My boy. twelve years old, Ik developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Hinging of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He haa also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clslraudlence.—M. Y. 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark." Price, «1,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach. Mfr. St. Paul. Mitin.

rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send 
L If five two-cent stumpa, date of birth, box, I I1LL handwriting or leading symptoms; you 

will receive a correct diagnosis of yonr dli* 
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clalrvoyont 
power free. Dr. E. A. Bead. Box 358. Lansing, Mich.

4*0 *7C Buy» oct $9 Natural Fisfih Baby Carriage 
lj)4iiv complete with plated steel wheels, uTe, 
tprhw, .nd ooenlec. ilrunbent baadU. M.dt of fast tail»* 
rudji&fllr tttiiihrd.reU»bl«,BUdruar.iiteed for 3 yean. Shipped 

onlQdtyt'tTi.l. FREIGHT ¡'AID;no money tequlreaiit 
advnso«. 76,(XX) 1» u*o. Wt »re th« oldtkt »nd beat know» 
concern of our kind, reliable And toiponsible. Refennoa 
furnished u»ny time. MsktandNU nothing but wb*tw» 
CUSrantM tob« MreprtMnted.aold st th» loircat factory
prices. WRITE TO-DAY for our larxe FREE UluaUMM 
cstalofu» oflatondeaina udttylea pubtfihed.

OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.

WAS

WW LIliCOLli
A SPIRITUALIST?

. -OK-

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

-BY
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

coln, ftom Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life.

TUI. book will be found peculiar, curious, etartllnsl 
—more so than any work Issued since Uncle Tom's 
Cabin. It breatbea forgotten whispers which the rust 
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Through Them, and Beyond. 
A Lecture Delivered by \

I am going to tell you something about 
a prisoner—a prisoner enclosed within 
portable walls through which five gates 
open to the surrounding world, and 
which portable prison the prisoner car
ries with him during all his earthly life. 
This prison has two windows made of 
crystalline lens, and upon these lens vi
brations of the luminiferous ether are 

। ever painting pictures of passing objects 
and the surrounding landscape. These 
windows can be closed at the will of the 
prisoner; but whenever open they are 
ever receiving the pictures cast upon 
:them by the luminiferous ether. When
ever the prisoner moves these pictures 
move also in a panoramic procession 
across the crystalline lens.

On opposite sides of his prison house 
there are two labyrinthian orifices, each 
connected with a drum in the interior, 
and through these orifices vibrations of 

.the atmosphere telegraph to the pris
oner within the •' soqnds of the outer 

.woyld, its harmonies and its, discords. 
Near the crystal lens which . receive 
the painted impressions from the outside 
'.world, a pair of tubes convey another' 
class of vibrations which acquaint him 
of equality .belonging to many: exterior 
objects, <known as odor, perfume, «fra
grance. Besides these there are minute 
telegraphic wires ramifying everywhere, 
and terminating at every conceivable 
point on the prison walls, which tele
graph to the prisoner whenever the 
walls of his prison come in contact with 
certain portions of the outside world, 
and they also convey much information 
as to the nature of the object contacted, 
whether it be hard or soft, rough or 
smooth, hot or cold, etc. Some of 
these telegraphic lines, more acutely 
sensitive in a certain direction than any 
of the others, terminate upon an instru
ment situated just within a gateway or 
opening, and these convey intelligence 
as to the qualities of the food and drink 
which are conveyed through this gate

' way for the sustenance of the prisoner 
within.

Not all the objects of the outside 
world are depicted on the crystalline 
lens which compose the windows. Some 
are t.-p small; some are too distant. Not 
all ti«B sounds are conveyed through the 
labyrinthine orifices to be echoed on the 
internal drum. Some are too high; 
some are too low; the vibrations of some 
are too faint. .

After all this preliminary description 
I presume it is hardly necessary for mo 
to state to you that you all know of such 
a prisoner, and that that prisoner is 
yourself. Your body composes the 
prison walls of matter which confine 
your spirit during your earth-life, and 
the five gateways of egress and ingress 
to and from the outer world, or by 
which you take cognizance of anything 
outside of yourself, materially, are the 
five senses,’viz.: Seeing, hearing, tast
ing, smelling and feeling. These are 
considered the gateways of knowledge, 
and by many materialists they are re
garded as the only gateways of knowl
edge.

Not all the life-prisoners of this world 
are possessed of all these five gateways. 
Some are deaf. The interior drums— 
the human phonographs—fail to register, 
or the communicating wires fail to carry 
to the brain—the receiver in the central 
telegraph office of the imprisoned human 
soul—any impressions from the world of 
sound all around him. Or, he is blind. 
There is some defect in the lenses of the 
eyes and they fail to catch the pictures 
which light is ever carrying to them of. 
the passing panorama of the world’s ac
tivities. Or he may be both blind and 
deaf. Then, indeed, is he a prisoner 
within gloomy castle walls. But it is 
often, if not generally, the case that 
when one sense is lacking some one or 
more of the others do extra duty, as if 
to make up, in a measure, for the lack
ing sense. If sight be gone, the hear
ing or the touch, or both, are unusually 
acute. If both sight and hearing be 
gone, then the touch or the smell, or 
both, are abnormally active. Laura 
Bridgman, a deaf and blind.mute, was 
said to be able to distinguish one visitor 
from another, and to know» each lady’s 
wrap (of which she took charge), from 
those of any other. Either touch or 
smell; or both; supplemented the lack
ing senses; and, indeed,' ¡who' fehdli; say 
that there was not some added-¿¿nse 
that assisted her, so that without natural 
hearing or seeing, .she -was yet'-enabled 
to distinguish qne lady visitor and; her 
garments- from another lady and;her. 
garments? .Instanced are occasionally 
found where, without the absence of any 
¿f the five senses, some-one or moqe of

them may be abnormally acute. The 
Boston Transcript, a few years since, 
gave an account of a little girl who in'- 
stantly detected the presence of a 
stranger in the house and recognized 
the advent of friends, purely by the 
sense of smell. This sense, as keen as a 
dog’s, it was stated, was not accompa
nied by any deficiency in other senses; 
but the child lost it in growing to ma
turity. Some have microscopic eyes to 
see the minute, that which is so small 
that it makes no impression on the 
retina of another person. Waves of 
luminiferous ether from such great dis
tances that they have lost their power to 
print their pictures on the eyes of most 
people, carry to them Impressions from 
far distant objects. As an illustration 
of the different' power of vision in differ
ent people, I may cite you to the appar
ent size of the full moon as it appears to 
different individuals, varying from the 
.size of a dinner plate, all the way up to 
that of a cart-wheel. Some people are 
what is called color-blind—only a por
tion of the colors made up by the vibra
tions of light carry any meaning to 
their visual perception. On the other 
hand, there are artists and others who 
become noted for their nower of dis
tinguishing colors, shades and tints. 
Notes and sounds, too high or too low 
to make any impression on the tym
panum of one mortal prisoner, may yet 
be easily perceived by another. It is 
said, for instance, that some people can
not hear the squeak of a mouse, nor the 
cry of the bat. Many other sounds of 
nature are also instanced which cannot 
be heard by some people, although 
audible to tee average human ear. Dr. 
Wollaston bellevfed “the whole range of 
human hearing to be compressed be- 
■twdbn the deepest notes of the organ and 
.the highest erms of. the insects, includ
ing fully' nine octaves, . the whole of 
white are distinctly' audible to mist 
ears.” ■ '

So you see that our five boasted gate
ways to knowledge are only limited 
avenues after all, even in revealing to 
us the physical universe around us; and, 
perhaps, to no two individuals do they 
convey exactly the same impressions 
concerning that physical universe. I 
once heard the theory put forth that to 
animals man appears much larger than 
heis,and that that faet- js one reason 
why all.animals are more, or less afraid 
of .'.man. Is it not possible that the 
larger .retina oi most animals of any con
siderable size may register larger im
pressions of physical objects'? At any 
rate, it is probable .that the world does 
not appear to them just as:it appears to 
us, and the unknown range of hearing, 
seeing, smelling, etc., may make the 
world a very different place to many 
creatures from what it is to us. Take 
note of some of the instances where 
their power, in some one direction, far 
exceeds that of man; as, for instance, 
the hearing of the hare, and of all those 
animals that depend alone upon flight 
for safety: the sight of the eagle, and of 
similar birds. And what is darkness to 
us is light to many of them, as the owl, 
the cat, and all night prowlers. And 
what do we know of the language of 
animals, the signs and the sounds by 
which they convey intelligence to one 
another?

World after world, and world within 
world, within the confines of our planet 
earth and its atmosphere—the aura that 
surrounds it—there are. in all proba
bility. that are shut out from our aver
age mortal ken by the limitations of out- 
senses. Even of the grosser matter 
which goes to make up our physical 
world, air, earth and water are teeming 
with millions upon millions of forms of 
life—creatures enjoying physical exist
ence, and passing through the changes 
of birth, growth and death—of which 
our senses take no cognizance, and 
.which, in their turn, take no cognizance 
of us—any more than the mole that digs 
underground. takes note of. the move
ments of the planets that accompany our 
world through space. Notes, diapha- 
sons, yea, whole anthems of sound, from 
wails of agony, grief and despair, to an
gelic pagans of joy, and the combined 
“music of the spheres,” may rise and 
swell, sink and fall from the great or
chestra of nature all around us, and yet 
our imprisoned souls remain entirely ob
livious of them.

If, as it is claimed, our sensible con
tact with nature is through vibrations, 
then it is to be presumed that only such 
vibrations as are at least somewhat in 
harmony with bur physical Constitutions 
are capable of registering themselves 
upon the sensorium of our beings in a 
recognizable manner. Some scientists 
claim to have demonstrated that the 
human ear is sensitive to vibrations 
reaching up to 38,000 in a second. Also 
that the vibrations of the luminiferous 
ether between 38,000 and 470 millions of 
millions in a second, produce in us only 
the sensation of heat, while the vibra
tions of the samb. .etheu,^between. 470 , 
millions of ’millions - in a second.• and I 
780 millions ofi millions inr-the same 
length ‘ Of ’ ttae, ’produce'dfi :us all the 
colors-of the-bolar: apectrum, different ; 
colors being produced by different ve- ■ 
locitiesj white, being.tihe aggregate of 
all the .w'aVes. I said those vibrations 
produce in us the sensation .of all the

colors of the solar spectrum. That should 
be modified by saying, all the colord to 
which our sight is sensitive', for there 
may be many colors and tints, between, 
below and above those that wetsee, but 
which our eyes do not perceive. The 
highest rate, of color-vibration which 
we can perceive is said to be in violet. ■ 
Beyond that, is blackness, or darkness, 
while to many of the inferior creatures, 
whose physical vibrations are more 
rapid than our own, higher vibrations 
of ether may produce color, that is, not. 
darkness but light. Scientists claim 
that by some means, I know not what, 
they have observed higher vibrations' 
than those of violet (Dr. Wollaston, of 
England, is said to have, discovered.^his 
fact), but that we have no special organs 
of sense adapted to them. Whatever 
transcends violet in rate of vibration 
becomes invisible to us. And so of' 
sound. Whatever of sound vibrations' 
that may reach beyond the alleged 
limit of 38,000 in a second (or whatever 
that limit may be) becomes silence to us. 
And what may be sound to ns may not 
always be so to all other creatures, and 
what may be sound to them, in many 
cases may be dead silence to us. And the 
same may be said of light. And what of 
the interim betwen the number of vibra
tions which produce sound to us, the 
highest of which is said to be 38,000, and 
those which produce colors-470 millions 
of millions and upwards? May there not 
be numerous sounds made by different 
rates of vibration, perceptible to other 
creatures or beings, bnt not to us? May 
we not conclude that after all it is only 
a small portion of this universe that the 
fl ve senses of man can take any note of, 
and, with Sir John Lubbock, concede 
that the field of inquiry is limitless, and 
that there may be fifty other senses as 
different from ours as sound is from 
sight, and that even within the 
boundaries of our own senses there may 
be endless sounds which we cannot hear, 
and colors as different as red from green, 
of which we have no conception?

Then we would ask: Is it impossible 
that there should be also other intelli
gent beings moving about in our atmos
phere, those who have graduated from 
our earthly primary school, and have 
gone higher, whose radiant forms and- 
loving words may bo seen and heard by, 
those, fortunate -enough to possess more, 
.than five pf -the .many possible senses 
that exist, or-who have some of those 
five more .thanusually. unfolded? And 
may not the time come when scientists' 
will be ready to concede the truth of 
Longfellow’s poetic claim, that:
“All houses wherein men have lived 

and died
Are haunted houses. Through the 

open doors
The harmless phantoms on their errands 

glide,
With feet that make no sound upon 

the floors. '
We meet them at the doorway, on the 

stair, :
Along the passages they come and go, 

Impalpable impressions on the air,
A sense of something moving to and 

fro.”
A sixth sense has already been largely 

talked of among a class of people who 
have had more or less dealings with 
occult matters, and more or less experi
ence of things that do not come within 
the recognized province of the well- 
known five senses. The range ascribed 
to the so-called sixth sense is a very 
wide and a very indefinite one, and 
therefore will be rather difficult for me 
to describe. Those whose perception 
has been opened to the interior realm or 
the spiritual world are said to have the 
sixth sense. Such persons may hear 
voices that others cannot hear, see 
forms of beings that others cannot see, 
or otherwise hold intercourse with a 
world of life and intelligence from 
which most others seem to be shut out. 
They may be able to prophesy of things 
to come, receive warnings of dangers 
ahead, or know of things transpiring in 
other parts of the world before such in
formation could possibly be conveyed to 
them through the commonly-recognized 
channels of comihunication.

A new science has been formulated 
called psychometry, in the realm of 
which its high priests and high priest
esses, by coming in contact with objects 
or persons, seem to be placed en rapport 
more or less with the entire life and 
relations of that object or that person. 
Whether this power in an individual is? 
to be classed within the indefinite power 
of the sixth sense, or whether it is to be 
considered a sense in itself, I am not 
sufficiently informed to be able to state. • 
This sense, while it seems to pertain' to 
the interior realm of consciousness—-to 
the soul sense—also seems to be closely 
connected with the material.

Professor Buchanan, its discoverer, 
claims that it has its special organ in 
the brain, which special organ he calls 
the organ of the sense of feeling; also 
the organ of sensibility or sensitiveness. 
Dr. Buchanan was pursuing the study of 
phrenology, and adding new discoveries 
to those made by the earlier phrenolo
gists. He believed that the brain gives 
organic expression to functions which 
are essentially located in the soul, and 
the body gives organic manifestation to 
functions which are controlled in the
brain, while the body reacts upon the 
brain, and the brain upon the soul. 
Thus everv element of humanity, ac
cording to his theory, has a triple repre
sentation—that in the soul, -which is 
.purely psychic, yet by its influence be
comes physiological in the body—that 
in the bony which is purely physiolog
ical, 'yet by its influence becomes- 
psychic in the soul—and that in the 

■ twain, which, as the medium between 
the two, works both, ways, producing 
physiological' effects in the body and

following outtbiètheory to itsjegitimate 
conclusions.' and .while endeavoring to 
ascertain-the4cerebral’ seats of the ex
ternal; sènses of vision, hearing and feel- 
ingjîhe ¡dlsppyerôfloas he believed, the 
basis of. a new science, which he named 
psychometry. , .

' It oame about in this way: He found a 
very large; development of the organ of 
the.- sense ;of : feeling in the head of a 
subject whom he was phrenologically 

. examining.- .-After explaining to him 
. his gréât sensibility to atmospheric, 
electric and ¡all Other physical 
ditions, as indicated by his .unusual de

; velopment of the! Organ in question, the 
subject mentioned a still more remarka
ble sensibility, viz., that whenever he 

: touched brass he had immediately the 
: taste of brass in his mouth, whether he 

knew'what he was touching or not. This 
' proved to be a vepy suggestive incident 
: to Dr. ‘ Buchanan, and he forthwith 

pushed his investigations and experi
' merits until he had developed the sci

ence of psychometry, in which, by the 
। sense of touch or feeling, the sensitive 

is carried, in perception, far beyond the 
mere physical contact, into the life, the 

; history and the relations of the object 
’ contacted. From tee physical he steps 

into the interior realm and perceives 
what William Denton called “The Soul 
of Things.”

If clairvoyance is spirit seeing and 
clairaudience is spirit. hearing, then 
psychometry, in its higher form, must 

’ be spirit feeling, May not each be con
sidered as but the upper story of its 
physical counterpart, a higher round on 
the spiral stairway of eternal progress
ion? What la the possession of these 
faculties but an extension of the physical 
senses of seeing, hearing and feeling, or 
a gradation from a lower story to a 
higher oue? Or, perhaps it would he 
better to say that the physical .senses 
are but the basemèht-story of the spirit
ual perceptions? ,

More and more; as we learn of the 
laws and forces offfnature, do they show 
forth the wonderful unity of thi$ uni
verse of ours; add more and more, as 
we understand file relations of the 
physical and the qjiritual to each other, 
does it seem that' the physical merely 

- shades off into the spiritual, and that 
where sound vibrations cease...to. be. 

. .heard--by the phÿsioal ear do they bb-' 
comer spnntuatsoufids; 'and1 «where vibra
tions oi theilaminfforous other cease to 
be perceived by the external eye do they 

’ cross the threshold of the Spirit
world; And where -feeling fails to 
■register.1 to the outward sense is the 
line crossed that reaches spirit senti
ence. ' Vibrations increase as we pass 
from the grosser to the higher physical, 
and from the physical to the ethereal, 
until they pass beyond the recognition 
of the average mortal senses. As a 
familiar. Illustration, take a block of 
ice, which, by applying heat and 
quickening its vibrations, becomes less 
tangible in the form of water': and by 
still'further application of the same 
agency becomes still less palpable as 
vapor and finally invisible.

Now man, while the physical part of 
his being is rooted in matter, yet be
cause of the spirit which pervades the 
physical, is also allied to the interior 
realm, or the spiritual universe; and, 
because , of the soul within him, he is 
intimately related to the soul of all 
things; consequently, • as he develops 
from the grosser physical up toward tfie 
spiritual, his nature becoming more in 
harmony with that realm of being, he 
begins to unfold senses—or his senses 
begin to unfold—so that be is able to 
perceive upon that plane of existence. 
Wo may presume that all life is conscious 
on its own plane, but that plane may dif
fer by thousands of gradations, from 
that .of the blind earth-worm that spends 
its- existence in rooting and wriggling 
under ground, to that of the highest 
archangel who takes cognizance of the 
laws and relations of a vast universe 
and helps, to form and control the 
destinies ' of worlds and systems of 
worlds. Man is considered ’the micro
cosm of the macrocosm—the epitome of 
the universe—and as such he should 
have faculties that would respond, more 
or le.ss, to the vibrations of the higher 
spheres of existence. Musical instru
ments that are in perfect unison 
mutually, respond to vibrations 
awakened in either of them. So of 
man! if, he were not an instrument out 
Of1' tune, because of his inherited life 
conditions, he should respond to the 
higher harmotiies of the universe. .

• Borne are thus responsive, and this 
responsiveness is called intuition—and 
perhaps'this should more properly be 
edited the sixth sense. Where this is 
developed one often perceives truths 
without the action—or apparent action— 
of any of‘the ordinary five senses! This 
is. a gate that opens to and has tele
graphic connection with the whole 
universe of which man is the epitome. 
Like flashes of lightning, sometimes, 
will come a perception of some grand 
principle',.some exalted ideal, some pure 
crystalline truth, which could not have 
been perceived if the spiritual nature 
had not been awake, and its vibrations 
responsive Ao those which have come to 
it from the universal realm of truth, 
telegraphed in response to some de
mand of the quickened soul. . ;

I have spoken of the unity of nature, 
and T will now proceed to consider that 
topic more at length.

Not only is it thought that all our 
experience, and. knowledge of the otit- 
side ’world, that come to. us at all, come 
through , vibrations of different veloci
ties and different wave lengths, but it 
is: also--claimed that we get all our 
dynamic force from the sun—and not 
our world,-only, but all the.worlds of our 
solar systeniT-at least, >: that it is .the 
'center and generator, ’on .the physical 
j)laue, ol all their dynamic forces; as

an electric light plant with Its powerful 
dynamos may be the generator of 
electric lights for several pities or 
villages around it. Although the earth 
is,said to receive only the one-twenty- 
two-hundred-millionth part of the solar 
radiation, yet that very small fractional 
part is the great capital of terrestrial 
energy, wind-power, water-power, 
electric-power, steam-power and the 
power of all living organisms; as well 
as the power that drives and whirls our 
world, and a part and parcel of the 
same power that drives and whirls all 
the family of worlds belonging to our 
solar system along through space with 
inconceivable velocity, and yet holds 
them by guch a powerful attraction to 
himself that they can but wheel and circle 
in ceaseless orbit, around and around 
him, instead of flying off on a tangent 
into space. It is claimed that the 
average energy received from the sun 
on every thirty square feet of the 
earth's surface is equal to one con
tinuous horse-power, or 33,000 pounds 
raised a foot in a minute. Considering, 
then, that all the dynamic forces of our 
world come from this one source—this 
one generator—would it be very strange 
if we should find that there is a similar
ity, an essential unity, in the operation 
of all these forces?—if wo* should learn 
that there may be found a keynote to the 
whole diapason of nature’s harmonies, 
and that a few sympathetic chords 
form the basis of all the grand “music 
of the spheres" to which the ears of 
the archangels may be attuned? That 
keynote seems to have been found in 
the vibration theory.

What a wonderful artist is the sun! 
He not only paints all the varied hues 
of nature, but he also paints the pictures 
of those hues and all natural objects, 
upou the retina of the human eye—that 
is, so far as it is able to register those 
colors and objects. He is a great 
printer, too. He prints the portraits of 
our friends upon the plate of the pho
tographer, and if psychometry be true, 
it must be that he prints somewhere— 
everywhere, it would seem—the pictorial 
biography of everything that his electric 
vibrations touch upon. Does not every 
ray.of lightcarry with it the pictorial, 
impression of everything it passes over?; 
WhaX 4s it-that causes a'mirror to reflect 
back the likeness of anything in front 
<,t>iW..<>Is. it not because light carries 
with it the image' of everything it 
touches, and light passes through clear 
glass with but .very little hindrance, 
but when there is something behind the 
glass to prevent or retard the rays of 
light, they are caught and thrown back, 
and thus the glass makes visible that 
which the rays of light were carrying 
away with them, viz., the image of 
objects passed over by them? Is this 
not really the modus operand* of the 
visions painted on the eye, of which the 
optic nerve takes cognizance, and in
forms the brain, the agent of the soul? 
It has been proven that pictures are 
really painted upon the eye. It is said 
that years ago a spirit medium was 
taught at a seance that an impression 
on the retina of the eye is fixed there 
until erased by another impression, and 
that the last impression received in life 
remains impressed in the dead eye, and 
that thereby a ’ murderer might be 
detected, because his imago would bo 
the final one. This was received with 
derision by the solons of science, but the 
truth of the statement has since been 
verified by experiments on animals. For 
a few years past I have noticed a phe
nomenon connected with myself that goes 
to prove this fact. Frequently, when I 
close my7 eyes I see an outline, generally 
in black and white shades, of something 
upon which the open eye has just been 
gazing, or, sometimes, of something 
that was merely in the field of vision, 
but which I had not been consciously 
noting at all. Sometimes it is in the 
form or part of the form of a person in 
the: flesh, who is ill the field of vision. 
Sometimes,, I have .thought, it is the 
outline of a spirit form, and I have 
described a few -such outlines so that 
recognition has been claimed for them 
by mortals, as the general outline of 
some friend in Spirit-life. As far as 
my observation has gone, I was in a 
quiet, passive condition at such times,or 
there was a mediumistic element recog
nizably present, so that I have often 
wondered if it were not, with me, a 
kind of elementary phase of clairvoy
ance, and this' idea’ has been rather 
strengthened by the. fact that the will 
seemed to have nothing to do with it, . 
except to hinder it, inasmuch as when I 
have tried to see some object thus, I 
have failed, even though I had just had 
such a vision the moment before. I 
also frequently see colors thus, but they 
generally seem to be the complement of 
the color upon which the open eye has 
just been resting. For instance: if I 
have just been looking upon red and 
close my eyes, I see green, and vice 
versa, or if it be blue, I see yellow, and 
vice versa.

Concluded next‘Week.

Portland,' Maine, is the Hill City, 
from its situation on an eminence.

Raleigh, North. Carolina, is the Oak 
City, from the nature of most of its 
trees. .

St. Paul is the North State City and 
Minneapolis is the Flower City.

Up to 1825, Charleston, South Car
olina, had a larger commerce than New

Louisville is the Falls City; from its 
position at the falls of the Ohio.
' Hartford is said to be the richest city, 
for its population, in America. _ . . ‘ .

Jacksonville has-two hotels tvhich to
gether cost over $5,000,000. - - t_

The mines tributary -to Butte City 
have an output of $28,000,000 a year. •

OLD TIMES.
Thomas Stevens, the Ex

plorer, Learns th$ Fakirs’ 
Trade.

And the Spiritualism Thereof 

Spirits Seen and Voices Heard.

MYSTERIOUS FORCES OF NATURE, HE 
CLAIMS, ARE USED—HE GAINED THE 
CONFIDENCE OF A MAGICIAN IN IN
DIA AND TOOK SOME INTERESTING 

f
PICTURES.
To the Editor:—It appears from the 

Chicago Inter Ocean that an American 
traveler has been taking snap shots at 
the Indian miracle-workers. He is 
Thomas Stevens, the bicyclist and Af
rican explorer, and a man not easily 
fooled by sleight-of-hand or legerde
main. Several of the miracles described 
in the Bible, he says, were performed in 
his presence.

Mr. Stevens asserts that the astonish
ing feats of the Yogis are genuine. The 
fakirs he describes as imitators of the 
Yogis, and says they perform tricks by 
sleight-of-hand. The Yogis, however, 
of whom there are less than a dozen in 
the whole of India, have, says Mr. 
Stevens, control of some forces unknown 
to the Western world. He gained the 
confidence of one of these gentlemen in 
the territory of the Nyzam of Hyder
abad. The Yogi suspended, a man in 
the air, made a mango to grow from a 
seed to a full-fledged fruit in.less than 
ten minutes, and caused things to move 
about in apparent defiance of the laws 
of nature.

Mr, Stevens took photographs of these 
remarkable performances. The sixty 
photographs with which he has re
turned only deepen the mystery of the 
Indian miracles, as they prove that no 
trick was performed upon the eye-wit
ness.

Hitherto, when an orchard has been 
made to rise out of the ground and bear 
fruit in the presence of a company of 
Europeans, the explanation hex been 
that the eye-witnesses Were all mesmer
ized. Mr. Stevens soys he could have 
photographed the orchard, and that it 
actually grew. His camera was not',sub
ject to mesmeric influences, and faith
fully recorded the astonishing feat of 
the Yogi. The feats; says Mr. Stevens, 
are not performed for money, but 
largely as proof to the natives that the 
Yogis possess supernatural powers. 
These powers, he says, are in accord
ance with the teachings of modern sci
ence, and show the existence of forces 
hitherto only suspected. Mr. Stevens 
says of his remarkable experiences: 

. “Incredible as it may appear, I have 
been let into tho secret of the mysterious 
forces of nature by means of which 
these miracles are performed. I have 
been to school, so to say, to a Yogi, and 
have been taught how to get into touch 
and manipulate the secret forces of na
ture that enable a man to do such in
credible deeds as to turn a rod of dead 
wood into a squirming serpent, to produce 
food from ‘nothing,’ to cause objects to 
move and to float on ‘nothing.’ Do not 
understand me to say that I am now 
able to work these miracles. Not every
body will be able to do these things, 
oven when they know the key to this 
mystery, but there are people here in 
New York who have it in them, and re
quire but the knowledge imparted to 
me by the Yogi in order to outdo all the 
magicians of the East.

“Whenever we have picked up any
thing from the Orientals we have usu
ally managed to beat them at their own 
game, and I predict that the rule will 
hold good as to miracles and magic. I 
do not intend to keep this secret long. 
Much depends upon the public them
selves. The secret will be of practical 
value. There are not wanting indica
tions which you would recognize in a 
minute if I were to point them out. that 
the subtle force of the Indian Yogi's 
power of working miracles may eventu
ally develop in the hands of practical 
Western people into something more 
valuable to mankind than either steam 
or electricity. It is,. however, not a 
force that can bo protected or mohopo- 
lized in any way, as by a patent. ; The 
only possible way for me to compensate 
myself for the outlay of time and money 
.in going to India and getting to the bot
tom of the mystery is by a season of 
photographic lectures. The situation 
compels me to become practically an 
accomplice of the Yogis in perpetuating 
the mystery for a short time longer.”

We'have for a long time heard mar
velous stories in reference to the Yogis 
of India, and every Spiritualist would 
be glad to see them verified. Let Mr. 
Stevens try his hand. . .Justice.

Salt Lake City is the Mormon City, 
from the character of its population.

Chicago is the Prairie City, from the 
flatness of the land surrounding it.

Virginia City, Nevada, is 6,400 feet 
above the sea.

Burlington . Iowa, is called the 
Orchard City, from the abundance of 
fruit trees. "

Rochester, New York', is the Aqueduct 
City, from its bountiful water supply.

Vincennes is the oldest' city in tndi- 
ana,-and was its capital 'from 1800 to 
1813. , •
. Savannah is .the Forest . ’City of the. 

South, ■ from ■ its innumerable -shade

WALLACE AND SCIENTISTS—SOCRATES 
AND HIS DEMON—A SEERESS—HER 
WONDERPUL VISION—SPIRITS TELL
ING THEIR NAMES.

I appreciate the remark made by 
Prof. A. R. Walluce, in referring to 
Socrates, the great and good ancient, 
the father of philosophy, and who was a 
great medium; he was guided by a 
spirit, but which from that time down 
his disciples and scientific men since 
have considered a case of dementation 
on the part of that great man, and it is 
usually passed over in silence and sor
row, as being an ailment that even tha 
best of humanity arc liable to.

“It seems to me,” says Wallace, “to 
be no small thing that the Spiritualist is 
able to accept as history much that the 
scientist is obliged to reject as imposture 
or delusion. The Spiritualist cun look 
upon the great Grecian philosopher, 
Socrates, us u sane man, and his demon 
as an intelligent spiritual being or 
guardian angel: the unspiritual scientist 
is obliged to believe that one of the 
noblest, purest and wisest of men was 
not only subject all his life to a mental 
delusion, but was so weak and foolish 
all his whole life us not to discover that 
it was a delusion: they are obliged to 
bold that this noble man, this subtle 
reasoner, who was looked up to and ad
mired by the great men who were his 
pupils and disciples, was imposed upon 
by his own fancies, and during a long 
life never discovered they were fancies. 
It is a great relief to me not to have to 
think thus of Socrates.” .

The same can be said of many other 
groat characters, not forgetting the 
wise Swedenborg, who was said to be a 
worshiper of moonbeams: and probably 
every family, if they have traditions, 
may find ancestors that need such a 
qualification of Spiritualism as is here 
suggested by our scientific friend, 
Wallace. I certainly am proud to be 
able to say that 1 came from a niedlum- 
istic family, rather than an insane or 
demented one, and in illustration of this 
point it may be a good time to speak of 
the ancestry of “Shadows” who have 
long been shadows.

My grandmother, who was a very ac
complished woman, was what is called a 
seeress. She had lost by death many 
children and friends, but she u-ed to see 
them all her life with her spirit eyes, be 
in their company, and was the happier 
woman for it. Many things were said 
and done by them that proved them to 
be intelligent entities. How many times 
I have talked with her about those vis
ions, which 1 could not see'or realize, 
and as I loved and respected her, 1 
hated to hear her kin doubt it and call 
it imagination, illusions, mental de
bility, when she was otherwise so sensi
ble and so good. 1 was sure she thought 
she saw real persons, and could describe 
them minutely, but it always made me 
wonder. She passed away in'about 1845, 
three years before the advent of modern 
Spiritualism, and twelve years before I 
had a knowledge of this great truth, 
and then I learned she was not deluded 
or demented, or following an illusion. 
How I regretted 1 had not known the 
truth in her day, as 1 have known since, 
and gained a stock of knowledge from 
her that would have added so much to 
my own. I always believed in my 
grandmother, ami my knowledge to-day 
:tas placed my ancestor in the list of 
sane women, as Socrates has been placed 
among sane men, by the knowledge of 
spirit phenomena.

Her mother, my great-grandmother, 
Hannah Barney Smith, of Taunton, who 
died before I was born, was something 
like her, very accomplished and very 
good. She was called pious, and reached 
ninety before she died. She also was 
mediumistic. She could hear, during 
the last decade of her life, what sho 
called “angels singing.” She would say 
to all present: '

“Hush, the angels are singing.”
The family respected her wishes. She 

was so good a woman, she was privi
leged, and was allowed to think she did 
hear the angels, and probably felt as 
Pollock did when he wrote the lines:
“The chamber where the good man 

meets his fate
Is privileged beyond the common walks 

of life, '
Quite to the verge of heaven.”'

In later years, when I usml to hear 
the tradition, I heard the skeptic say it 
was imagination, or illusion. My grand
mother would defend her mother, and 
had no doubt she heard angels sing, and 
sho herself knew she saw spirits, which 
others did not. Well. now. as a Spiritu
alist of much experience,! am able to 
consider the spirit-singing phenomenon 
a fact, and that my ancestors were Al
ways sane, and that I came from a me- 
diuniistic family, but not an insane one.

This old lady has a brother who was 
said to have been insane: used to act 
and dress like an Indian, and at times 
would frighten the family. In those 
days, early in the eighteenth century, 
Indians prowled around the clearings, 
and were dangerous, ■ and 1 have no 
doubt Indian spirits u-ed to control 
him, as they do now our medituns-of to
day. ' . ■

Iffy grandmother, of whom I ■ have 
spoken,.had a daughter a little •jo;u>ger 
than .my mother, who was queeivsaiu to, 
.have been,crazy, and Mas^four years in 
■an insane-asylum. She came.put and
'- - '■ -' coNtinued-'on ^'age 4!
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Little did they, in their new contentment, 
know of the cloud which would bo soon darken 
their horizon, or of the treachery which would 
soon work harm for them, even in this homely 
retreat.
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BY EMMA MINER, 
Author of “Bars and Thresholds,” »»Led,»’ 

and other stories.

CHAPTER III, £

after the insurance had run out, it burned to 
the ground; so that was the end of that

‘-Then the man died suddenly, and I found 
my EQte'wah -worthless. ' Everything was man- 
ag^-so I never- got a cent-except the first

‘ A False Prophet.
,, Tfie next time they were seated quietly M 
their sewing, Alma said: “Mamwa, you poid 
the other day that you had had some strange 
experiences with regard to mediums. Would 
you object to telling me some of them?"

“Perhaps I had better tell you. It will il
lustrate what I was referring to when I was 

j try ng to caution you. . .
“It was at the time I received my first com

munication from a medium named Mrs, Echo;
i I had previously- received some messages from 
- the lady, who afterward went West, and as 
these had always been correct, of course I had

I great faith in such things. So, when Mrs.
1 Echo approached me at the close of a meeting 
and gave me an excellent description of my

, husband’s personal appearance, of course 1 
thought she really saw him, and I think to

! this day she did; only I doubt the other part 
i of, it.

“Now, this Mrs. Echo had been living in 
town several months, but I had no personal 

■ acquaintance with her, She had a brother 
who had been in the locality a part of the 
time, but not so long as she had been.

“She told me my husband wished me to sell, 
: iny house. It was a small, comfortable place, 
and we had always dearly loved our home; so 
I naturally felt some surprise, and very much 
disturbed.

. “She said the spirit said I would have an 
( opportunity to sell within a few weeks, three 

। at the most, and must sell according to the 
man’s proposition—which would be part cash

i and balance in a note or mortgage. She de
scribed the buyer as being a very dark-com
plexioned man.

; “When I asked her where I should go, or 
' what I should do, she said ‘the way would be 

unexpectedly opened to me. Jj>fou must not 
hesitate to accept the. offer from that man..’,. .■>

“You were only nine years old then, and 1 
had not been accustomed to labor, dr, indeed, 
not even to privations, bo I had been feeling 
quite worried about many things,

1 ‘Sure enough, in two weeks' time a very 
dark-complexioned man came to the house, 
and asked if I didn’t want to sell my place. 
He said he ‘felt as if he wanted to buy it, and 
wanted to look it over,' and finally urged me 
to sell it to him. He made me an offer of fif
teen hundred dollars; five hundred cosh and a . 
mortgage for the balance, or note, just as I 
chose. He influenced me to take the note. ;

“Now, I had heard your father say he . 
wouldn’t sell for less than twenty-five hup- , 
dred, so it seemed quite a loss to me. I hod;« 
a couple of days to think it over, and that 1 
very afternoon Mrs. Echo called on me and 
said my husband urged me to do it. So that

, settled it, and I, being in want of money, tried . 
to think it was the better thing for me to do.

- He finally persuaded me to take his note.
: “The man seemed to be in quite a hurry to 
get the business transacted. Now, here was : 
my first mistake. I ought to have taken more . 
time to think and plan about it. It was the 
means of leading me into many hard places. .

“1 had just signed the papers, and was be
ginning to pack up, when I received a letter । 
from the medium who went West, the one I 
used to consult. :

“She wrote me she hod just had a strange . 
vision of my husband and myself, a few days -i 
before. She wrote he had appeared to her in 
great anxiety, and begged her to write to me 
at once, and urge me not to sell my home; 
that I had been shamefully imposed upon by 
fpise pretences, and she must fell me so. :

“I felt almost crushed by this letter, for I : 
somehow had a feeling it might be true.

“Then I tried to have the man sell it baeli ■ 
to me, but he refused. I told him why; btt’C 
he only sneered at me. •„; f

-‘‘I soon learned he was Mrs. Echo’s brotlp : 
er; that he wanted to settle in business in 
that town, and my place would make a most 
convenient home for him. I felt inwardly 
convinced that Mrs. Echo had done this pur
posely to get the place into her brother’s : 
hands; for,’ as the medium out West knew i 
nothing of the circumstances, I felt she had । 
written me truthfully. ” .

“Couldn’t you do anything about it?" asked 
Alma.

, “No; I tried to get advice, but my lawyer 
said I could do nothing. He intimated that I 
was a fool for listening to advice from such 
sources, anyway; said I had ‘made a bargain 
andipust stand by it.”’

“I1 finally left the town, fori could not bear 
to stay where I could see the house and not be 
ia it.” .

“I wonder if that man prospered?” said 
Alma. . . .

“No; he didn’t ' But, then,' I gpqss he 
would not In any-case, for he was an intern? 
perate man, and, didn't attend taffiusineks. ”..

“I afterward heard that Mrs- EohOiUt him- 
have the five hundred•dollarsffie paid me, and 
hepromised to keep the fire insurance paid up, 
but he didn’t; and one night* about six weeks

payment; .tad; Mrs. Eoho lost het money. I 
didn't, ¡feel; very sorry for hferl Some.of . my 
dlditihigbbors said »it vias » judgment .on her,’ 
but l never' did believe in that sort of judg
ments.”. t ’
urf'JLt wouldn't have hurt my feelings'much," 
said Alma, indignantly ” ■ ’

^Perhaps not; unless you were thoughtful 
about it; but Iffiave come to question whether 
we can afford-to spend any part of our life in 
wishing harm to another," ‘

“Yes; in one sense, but doesn’t it seem 
good to see some folks ¿et some of their de
serts? It does me good!” and Alma pushed 
her needle through a seam a little defiantly. 
■ “That may be; but is it right?’’

“No, of course, T Shall have to admit it is 
wrong, and small, too. - Ma-'-I’ll try not in 
future. ” Mrs. AndriiB smiled a little.

“Well, as I said—I had my lesson, and 
ever since I have taken time to question and 
think well before I take any decisive step.”

“What is the reason we can’t get these ad
vices purSelves? It doesn’t seem right that 
we should have to depend on others."

“1 don’t know. I have thought I can get 
impressions much more clearly than I used to 
do. ¿For instance, after you spoke of going to 
Druid street, I felt ijnj^'essed you ought to go, 
hiit y don’t think I could ever have sent you 
there. I have sometimes felt you might de
Wop a power, or gift to do, or see, or hear 
things yourself. ” . '
“Lshould think there might have been some 

indication of it before now, ” said Alma.
“Perhaps not, for several reasons. One of 

which is, unless we are in some special need 
we don’t make the effort to learn about these 
things. I fancy it is very much like bolting 
and barring our doors from all friends, and 
refusing to open to their calls unless we have 
some special need of them. Then, when we 
do need them, we get so anxious and excited 
we are afraid to trust our own impressions. .1 
feel more than-half ashamed of myself for my 
indifference frequently. ” .

“Then suppose we try to see what we can 
get aboqt our affairs ourselves, and then see 
what Mrs. Jflillis says, and compare notes,” 
suggested Alma.

“It would be a very good way indeed. I 
would'like to have you become interested in 
this subject, but 1 do not want to force it 
upon you; though I really think if we make a 
beginning it would not be justice to our spirit 
friends to give if up without a fair trial. ”

.‘.‘How queer that sounds! to give dead 
follte.a fair trial!" said Alma, smiling.

»■’/‘Well, doesn’t th.^ Bible say, ‘try the 
sprits?”’ • . .

«".»oX‘Why, mamma! “Trofliat what it means?” 
exclaimed Alma, doubtfully.

“Why not? Likely>s,anything, isn’t it?”
“How shall we go to work to try?” asked 

Alma.
“I’m sure I don’t know. Perhaps Mrs. 

Millikcould tell ub. " ■
“Well," said Alma!,, after a pause, “if this 

matter turns out all/right, and we can earn 
something to spare, I will go to Mrs. Millis’ 
again, pay her for what she has already done, 
and ask her advice about it.”

“Just the thing, I am surd," said Mrs. An
drus, commeudingly.

The anxiously-anticipated Saturday morn
ing at last arrived, Alma went to Mrs. Ames’ 
house with a soul possessed by alternate hopes 
and fears. ,

“I ’ fully' expected you,” said Mrs. Ames. 
“Now; my dear, I have q plan in my mind by 
which I think I can help you.' I can do some
things'for; your .mother, but, I must see her 
first; ‘Lwtat with h$r;: If she is what 
I tkffik.shc.^, J yfffi help arrange some mat- 
teW^f hen' I’yrquld like "to go back home 
with'you,.and then we can arrange matters at 
ouefe.".;
i?'./JMamffia will,^.pleased, J.am sure;.” said 
•Alita,/looking at Mk. Ames curiously . , 

’ In a few moinente they were on their way 
to Mrs. Andrus’house. •

A quick glance showed Mrs. Amqs the 
signs of. recent severe, illness in Mrs. Andrus’ 
face, but as quickly she decided they were the 
signs-of physical weakness which might be 
overcome by less worry and proper nourish
ment She broached her subject immediately.

“Now, Mrs. Andrus, I have a friend, a 
Mrs. Adams, who is opening a large lodging
house. ' I suppose there will be something 
like forty lodgers. She is in need of a relia
ble woman to' look after the 'house linen, and 
many general matters. Also, in need of a 
young girl who would wait upon the door, and 
do other useful things in such a line.

“I am of the opinion there is no nonsense 
about you. Labor is honorable, and some of 
us must do as .we can. ”

“True; I don't think I should hesitate on 
-that-Bobre.” .'-"i-" ;

. “So for as your health is concerned,’ I feel 
sure /you, woffid.'bp. equal to .{the duties? I 
think yoiFponld'serve the purpose. » *
•1 “As for-Alma(T ata sure ^my friend’ would 
be pleased with.-,her. You would have good 
accommodations, good food, and consideration

shown you, Why not try for the position?’!
“I would be more than glad of -.it, Mrs. < 

Ames. • I shall be truly thankful. ” ’ .'
“You can call there any time, to-day, or- 

Monday, and arrange for terms. I think you 
will have reason to be satisfied. ” - - •

“We will lose no time, then. We will -go 
this afteynoon, ” said Mrs. Andrus.

It was with renewed courage they found 
their way through thé crowded streets to Estey 
street. ' ' • ■ ’

Mrs. Adams received them. She had a 
pleasant, patient face. The duties for each 
were explained and discussed. Then their 
rooms were shown them—away at the very 
top of the house, but “ail the better for being 
high,” said Mrs. Andrus.

Mrs, Adams said, Mrs, Andrus might bring 
any of her special piqces of furniture she 
wished: This was gratifying, for it woulcl 
make the rooms seem homelike.

The terms for service were far beyond Mrs. 
Andrus’ expectation; arid they at last retraced: 
their steps, feeling quite happy in the opening 
which had so suddenly come to them, •

It was put the work of a couple of days to 
arrange about disposing of their few goods.in 
the présent home; and then on Tuesday they» 
foünd themselves very pleasantly domiciled in 
Estey street; where, after certain duties were 
performed, they could be together, and cail.it

Shadows on the Wall.
The customs of the house were quite unlike 

Mrs. Andrus’ ways; and Alma did not at all 
like many things to which she was subjected 
by coming in contact with the clerks who were 
Mrs. Adams’ lodgers.

Among them was a young man named Ed
ward Ledyard, who was a clerk with the Mar: 
cella firm. She had instinctively repelled hié 
advances when she, too, was with Marcella, 
and now Alma was far from pleased to meet 
him under these new circumstances.

She could not actually complain of anything 
he said, or openly did, but under all his cov
ert acts there appeared an unmistakable de
termination to annoy her. '

Neither Alma nor her mother wished to 
make any complaints to Mrs. Adams. They 
wanted to avoid trouble, so Alma resolved to 
bear it patiently, meanwhile holding herself 
as much apart from him as her duties would 
permit.

For this he meant to have bis revenge. He 
took his cue from the report which Mr. Vane 
had quietly and carefully spread among the 
employes concerning Alma’s former position 
at Marcella’s, in regard to suspicions Of her 
dishonesty. .

Edward Ledyard had hinted this story to 
first one and then another of the members of 
Mrs. Adams.’ large family. J

These people, all too ready to bjuieve harm" 
of her instead of good, diseussep it among 
themselves, and wondered what she had really' 
done.

Thoughts make themselves felt. Soon Alma 
began to have a very decided opinion and im
pression that something had happened, or was 
being talked about, which was to her disad
vantage. She felt it. She questioned Mrs. 
Adams, but she knew nothing about it. Mr. 
Ledyard had taken very good care it should 
not come to that worthy lady’s ears, who, he 
knew, would investigate-the rumor. •

There was one among the family, however, 
who refused to believe Alma could be guilty 
of any wrong. He was Calvin Emmons. '

‘ <1 cannot believe it of Alma Andrus, ” he 
said. ‘ ‘There must be some great mistake, or 
horrible injustice.”

“Then, perhaps—as you are right there, 
you had better inquire of Vane. She was 
discharged from Marcella’s.”

“That may be, and still she may be all 
right ”

v The shadow grew more and more oppressive. 
Some of the young women began to annoy her 
in various ways concerning it, and some 
openly insulted her. -She could no longed 
bear it. She went to Mrs. Adams, and with 
tears streaming down her pale face, asked her 
to inquire into the matter.

“Whodoqyow.think. is doing all this mis
chief, Alma?"

“b have an- impression it is Mr. Ledyard. ”*
“Well, I will try to make short work of 

this. ’’ To Mr. Ledyard she went that very; 
night.

. .“Mr. Ledyard, do you know what this matt 
ter is which is distressing Alma Andrus so 
much?” ,

‘.‘Very likely her story has followed her< 
Such things generally da Perhaps it's that ”y 

• “Do you know the story?” .
“I suppose it may be the one concerning 

her discharge at Marcella's. ”
“What was the charge against her?" r
“Well, I don’t kno.w as there was one made 

positively, but it seems Mr. Vane had some 
suspicions, and sent her away. You’d better 
ask him."

Mrs. Adams saw that she could do nothing 
with Mr. Ledyard. On her way through the 
hall, she met Mr. Emmons.

“Do you know anything about this dreadful 
rumor about Alma, Mr. Emmons?”

“Only what Mr. Ledyard has hinted. I 
have an impression something was floating 
about the store, but I don’t believe it"

“Nor I,” said Mrs. Adams. “I must have 
some proof.”

At that moment Alma passed through the 
hall. Her façe was pale, and her eyes heavy 
with constant weeping. Mrs. Adams’ eyes 
followed her form with a pitying glance.
- “I wish I Could sée. Mr. Vane," she ex

claimed suddenly. “I believe I will go down 
andsbehim."..... • : ; - • ■ > -

- “I wish you would; ” - replied Mr. Emmons/ 
“As I am a clerk there, it might occasion

some unpleasant comment for Alma if I were 
to gojt but nothing on earth' could make me 
believe'her giiilty of any wrong." - ’

When Alma came- back through’ the hall, 
they ifere still talking. She knew they were 
speaking Of her. ‘ " ' ■

“I am going to do what I can toward clear
ing up this mystery now, Alma,”' said‘Mrs.' 
Adams, . ’-1 •• :

. t‘Oh,if you only would!” exclaimed Alma, 
gratefully, “it seems as if it would kill toe.”

Mrs, Adams left the hall. At that moment 
the bell.rang/ Alma answered it, and-called 
Mrs. Adams irito .the office to. see the lady 
whom she admitted. She was a stranger to 
Alma. The lady engaged a good room,

The next day the lady passed by the open 
door ,0f the office whefe -Mrs, Andrus was 
busy, who,' turning her glance suddenly upon 
the new-comer, ' recognized Mrs, Echo, the 
medium who had once deceived her about her 
.home, ‘

'Thé recognition was' mutual. A flush of 
surprise passed over Mrs. Andrus’ face, which 
was quickly answered» by-a glance of dismay 
andhatred fromi Mrs, Echo. She passed on 
.quickly, and no word was spoken. Mrs. An
drus'. soul was: suddenly . filled with a sense of 
new trouble and anxiety. . .

‘‘Mrs, Echo is. »elfish and mercenary, and 
utterly without regard for the truth, for all 
she talks With' the angels. We must not have 
anything more to do or say to her than we can 
possibly help/' said Mrs. Andrus to Alma a 
few hours later. “She works harm wherever 
she goes, and all with such a saintly face! It 
is intolerable to me I" ■

“I will keep ajvay from her surely,-ma," 
replied Alma.

Mrs< Andrus was in her room for her rest
ing hour, but it was not a restful, one this day. 
It was filled with forebodings of harm, and 
mixed with Alma’s present trouble.

Mrs. Echo had returned to her room, and 
her thoughts were centered on Mrs. Andrus. 
She blamed Mrs. Andrus for exposing the 
part she had taken in the sale of the house. 
When some people have done a mean and dis
honorable action, they generally do blame 
others for exposing them. They seem to 
think it must all be borne quietly and without 
remonstrance. >

Mrs. Echo had meant to revenge herself if 
ever she had the chance, and now here was 
the opportunity, since Mrs; Andrus and her 
daughter had both came into her surroundings. 
She fancied ‘ ‘good spirits had platted her in 
Mrs. Adams’ house for the purpose. "

It did not take her long to discern the state 
of feeling prevailing against Alma; nor very 
long, with a quick intuition which might have 
been employed to better advantage, to see that 
Mr. Ledyard was really Alma's enemy. She 
also believed Alma to be innocent. For all 
that she meant to use the trouble as capital 
against her, and help the sentiment of distrust 
deepen. She also saw that Mr. Emmons 
would defend Alma to the last; then, with im- 

,pressions quickened by the remarkable psy- 
,chical powers she possessed, she deliberately 
set herself-to work Alma’s ruin. - ,
:L . Mr; Ledyard became exceedingly interested 
in Mrs. Echo. Her conversation was witty 
and bright, and full of quaint sayings. Here 
and there through- it there flashed occasional 
expressions which made him wonder if she 
were not a witch. She fascinated him, as she 
did most of them. She was a woman of tall 
and symmetric form, magnificent dark eyes 
and hair, a melodious, well-trained voice, with 
a ready and eloquent expression of language; 
she was, indeed, one to be admired. This, 
with a wonderful personal magnetism which 
brought many within her companionship, 
holding them there as -by a spellf no wonder 
she was able to work ruin as well as good, did 
she but So choose.

Against such a woman as thisy Alma was 
but as a straw against a powerful wind.

Mrs. Echo was cunning. She did not mean 
to take Mr. Ledyard into her confidence; only 
to use him as a tool to advance her schemes.

This was easy to do, for his perceptions 
were not quick. Besides, he was not on his 
guard. He did not suspect Mrs. Echo of any 
evil, and he would not have cared if he had, 
so far as Alma was concerned.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

The Ladies'Union of the Missis-1 
.; sippi Valley Spiritualists As

sociation. Clinton, Iowa.

for a Convention at Lincoln, 
Nebraska.

To THE, SpIBÏTUÀLISTS OF NEBRASKA, GREET- 
■-■rNo: ' ’ ' - ~ ■' ■

At' a meeting Of the' Spiritual -Society of 
Lincoln, Nebraska, July 1st, 1894,’it was de
cided that a convention be called on Septem
ber 7th, 1894, at 3 o’clock p. w., in £he city 
of Lineôlïl. A committee was appointed to 
issue said call to the Spiritualists of the State, 
and all others who may be able to attend said 
convention. We, the undersigned, being the 
committee ' so! appointed, do hereby call the 
Spiritualists of '-this State, to pieet in mass 
convention on Friday, September 7th, 1894, 
at S o'clbok p. m., for the purpose of organ
izing a State Spiritual Society, and to devise 
plans apd »means whereby.we. will be better 
prepared to protect all genuine mediums from 
the persecutions of legislative and other bigots 
of superstition, and to transact such other 
.business as in the wisdom of the convention 
may seem • to be necessary to promote and 
teach the truths of Spiritualism among the 
masses. tçLhpmanity. All Spiritualists and 
friends bf .truth are cordially invited to attend 
said convention.

We also call the attention of all the friends 
of truth ’ioliie fact that Mr. and Mrs. Geo. 
W. KaW, irance and inspirational speakers, 
of Manitou, Colorado, will be on the platform 
during-tk&Teceases between the deliberations 
of the Convention,' and we pledge the Spirit
ualists tad friends of.truth.of-Lincoln, that 
those from : abroad will receive a hearty wel
come, in this beautiful city, and that: all will
be made to feel 
their ,sfcy. ;. , - ¡

at home among us during
. James Campbell, ‘

H. E. George, ’
... y. Herman, ■

• Committee.

This independent organization was incorpo
rated under the laws of the »State of Iowa; • 
August 3oth, 1890. The object was to ren
der assistance to the association. It has 
power to make contracts, acquire and transfer 
property according to law. The success of 
the Union has been phenomenal under the 
circumstances. / Organized under the clouds 
and shadows when the camp work of the asso
ciation was almost stranded by treachery to 
the greed bf mammon, and had just begun to 
rise out of bondage that threatened its de
struction, through the efforts of a new corps 
of officers, it was at this crisis the ladies of 
the association, determined to put their shoul
ders to the wheel and help forward the sacred 
cause of Spiritnalism. The result of this 
united effort has been just what may always 
be expected when women are at the helm and 
their souls are in the work. It was with a 
great deal of satisfaction and pleasure that our 
organization,; scarcely two years old, found 
themselves able financially, to render the asso-, 
ciation, efficient aid in furnishing the lodging 
hotel (built by the association) with every : 
modern convenience for comfort and cleanli
ness at the cost of six hundred dollars, besides 
a donation of one hundred dollars in cash. 
Every dollar was accumulated by the Union 
during the period of two years, with the ex
ception of some bedding and fifty dollars 
which was received from Mrs. Dobson, who 
formerly had charge of the Bazaar before the 
Union was organized. Since then the Union 
has remodeled its own building and opens up 
up this season with a good stock of mer
chandise and one hundred and thirty-three 
dollars in the treasury. I was requested to 
write up our work and progress for publication, 
hoping our success might stimulate others to 
greater concert of action, having proved “in 
union there is strength."

We are justly proud of our efforts, espe
cially so when our grand speakers from the 
east compliment us in having the best lodging 
hotel accommodations, as well as the best 
managed camp. Loving care was taken in 
furnishing the rooms dedicated to our noble 
workers. Nothing is .too good for them find 
the conditions made, foreshadow their work. 
Especial mention is due Mrs. F. C. Steinhart 
and Mrs. Clara Dixon of Dubuque, Iowa, who 
each furnished one of those rooms complete 
as a gift to the Union. The other rooms are 
equally nice. All are carpeted and have every 
convenience for the toilet, including spring 
beds, good mattresses, feather pillows, cool 
white linen, coat-racks, low rockers, etc., etc. 
The reception-room is to have a new carpet 
this season and the hotel windows screened and 
it will be cool and inviting, with its easy rock, 
ers, where any one can go and rest after a stroll 
over the beautiful grounds, as upon arriving at 
the park. This is indeed inviting to strangers 
as well as friends who come within our gates. 
M/s. Bose King, a yery sweet and genial 
spirit, president of our Union, will have charge 
of the hotel this season, and all who come 
will find a royal welcome and be made com
fortable and happy. The price ’ of lodging is 
less than at any other camp. The Union also 
has several nice rooms to rent by the day, 
week or season in its own building, at very 
reasonable rates. A complete stock of useful 
merchandise is always- on hand to sell or rent 
to campers. In this building you will find the 
postoffice and the camp register, where all are 
requested to register their names and ad
dresses. The Ladies’. "Union Building and 
Bazaar wilLbe under the supervision of Mrs. 
Mary E. Hammond, chairman of the Bazaar 
committee. The annual business meeting of 
the Ladies’ Union for the election of officers 
will be held Wednesday, August 15 th, 1894. 
We trust every - member will remember their 
pledge for the Union this season, and with a 
new zeal put forth their best efforts for success, 
hoping that better conditions will soon be in
augurated for all classes and that right will 
triumph. I expected to go early to the Twin 
City Park, Minnesota, but have been una
voidably detained by a combination of circum
stances. I still hope to spend one week there 
before camp-meeting opens at Clinton.

Please send all communications to my home 
address, Davenport, Iowa.

Olive A. Blodgett, 
Secretary L. I. U.

The Dreams Which Never Came 
True.

They lie about us on every side, 
Sweet as the days of youth;

Glad az the heart of love’s Summer-tide,
Pure as the light of truth, 

Sadder than sobbing, or death or life, 
Gay as the sky’s own blue, 

Weighted with sorrow, with sunshine rife— 
The dreams which never came true.

The ghosts of the time which we never spent, 
The pleasures that never came,

The strange, fair lands where we never went, 
The treasures of love or fame

Which we sought in vain, as the years flew 
past,

And missed all our lifetime through, 
But the sweetest thing in the world at last— 

The dreams which never came true.
Ohl wonderful visions which come and go, 

Which glimmer and fade and die,
Which bloom in the hour when the fire burns 

low, . '
And wither as time goes by.

Folded away in the sacred place 
Of each heart which the world e’er knew, 

Like a broken hope, or a dear, dead face— 
The dreams which never came true.

—Ethel Maude Colson.

Perfect Motherhood,' or Mabel Haymond’s 
Resolve. 'By Lois y/aisbrookerJ Dedicated 
to Dornan everywhere, ihat^. children1 may 
cease tobe accursed.’ Price reducedtO^l.

W ayside Jottings. ■ By Mattie E. Hull. Es
says, sketches, poems, eta Cloth $1.

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
"You slmile at ’tìièL idea.- Biit

if you are a sufferer from
Dyspepsia

And Indigestion, try a bottle, and be
fore you have taken half a dozen doses, 
you will involuntarily think, and n<> 
doubt exclaim, , • '

“That Just Hits It!”
“That soothing effect is a magic 
touch!’’ Hood’s Sarsaparilla gently 
tones and strengthens the stomach 
and digestive organs, invigorates the 
liver, creates a natural, healthy desire 
for food, gives refreshing sleep, and 
in short, raises the health tone of the 
entire system, liejnember

Have a copy oi t he "Aslra! 
Guide'1 It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters iu Spirit Life and 
will ¡inform you where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for the Absolute Cure of 
all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guidean 
receipt of stamp.

I„ J. SHAFER,
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago. 111.

—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY. FATHER CHINIQUY.

Tblfl U a most valuable book. It come« from an Er 
Priest, wiioue character is above rciH-oach, and wfic 
knows what he Is talking about. Everybody should 
read IL Price, il.OU. It contains the following cUai> 
ters:

CHAPTER T.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self 

respect In the Confessional.
CHAPTER IT.

Auricular Confession a Deep PH of Perdition for th< 
Priest,.

CHAPTER III.
The Confcsslonaria the Modern Sodom. .

CHAPTER IV.
How tbe Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made easi 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated aud refined Woman In the 
fesslonai—What becomes of her after uncuHdiitoi* 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

, CHAPTER VI.
Auricular ConteaBloa destroys all the Sacred Tics ol 

Marriage aud Human Society.
CHAPTER Vir.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil* 
Izcd Nations'?

CHAPTER VIJJ.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to tbe Soul? 

t CHAPTER IX.
Tbe Dogma of Auricular Confession & Sacrilegious 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels tho Church of Rome to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Couieeaion.

CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France. .
, CHAPTER XII. . .
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Hu»» • 

bands and Fathers—Some of the mattern on which 
tbe Priest uf Rome must Question bls Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERM SPIRIT. 
/I uallsni—so-called—from its Inception at Hydes- 
vllle, N. Y., Including the experlencea of the Fox Fuin* 
lly, spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to bo 
very Interesting, aud the interest it» Intensified when 
that account is written by one of the Fox fMstv'rs. 
Such is the fact in this Instance, the volume having 
been written by A’. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. Tho scenes, experience»», irJala and 
triumphs of tbeso pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated la a most entertaining manner, and with more 
complete'ness than can elsewhere be found. It Is a 
most important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume is enriched with a number of Hue en* 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1,50. Por sale at this office.

Researches in Oriental History.
BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Tol. limo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.00.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES ZV JJSIFZSff BISTORT. 

. ». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
• 3. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY.

4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2850 years B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emlgrnt.lon, until U is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a i.;ythfca[ hero, 
al Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era.. •

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole aj-stem la based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
tts rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions ;aro 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; Its recta afe 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without listructton and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with the author on 
otherwise.. For sale at thlsjofflcnz .

From Soul to SouL
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Z'HIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE
best Poem, at tbe author, and some at her most 

popular songs, with the music bj eminent coropo.-era 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
are: ‘’Budding Rose,” “Incident, of Ufo Under tbe 
Blue Laws," “Parson Smith's Prophecy,” “From the 
Highlands at Heaven.” “The City of Sorrow.” “ Solilo
quy of Fulvla at Slcyon," “ Tbe Holy Maid of Kent, * 
etc.

The Muslo Includes “The Unseen City;" “Clarl- 
4el," a June Song; "Wo Shan Meet our Friends in the 
Morning”; Meet Ui at the Crystal Gstea"

Many of the Poems ere admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the author in her public read
ings. ■

Pbms NoTiows.—Mra. Emma Rood Tuttle is master
ful tn her prolific poetical gentua.—The Two World, 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gan- 
icIJ'B brightest Bcholars.—Chansaning j-zgu,. i_ 
tlJCcd poet, whose writings arc familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttlo Is well known a, 
a poetess, and author of many exquisito songs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walls to recaU us dally to our better 
«elves.—Hester if. Poole. A gifted lady, with ram 
poetic talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She 1, 
ana of naturp’s poet«,—American. Intuitive, splrltuaL 
lalntlly refined, setting itself to,mpalc.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful;—Mrs.' Sara 'Ai 
Underwood. C)arlbel I, exquisitely beautiful.—D. -D. 
Homer ■ ■ • y . i--

The volume contaln,J23.pakcs, is beautifully printed 
and bound, and furnishes a Une HblMay Gltt- Prled 
11.50,post-paid, —
"ForsaloattbUofUcA"' ' ............ •>..........   '

cail.it
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

York: As a regular and inter-E. T., New

&!

sis, faithful to 
conditions of 
allows.

his trust, and obedient to the 
control as his understanding 

H. T.

The Unknownmay use the forces of nature to create. In 
this discussion mental and physical labor are 
considered as joined hand in hand. The 
thought may be stated in this way and no one 
will care to deny its axiomatic force.

The laborer has a right to the product of 
his labor, and if he does not receive such 
reward, it is because of injustice. The men
tal labor which directs has a right to its share, 
but it has not the right to enslave the hands 
which do its bidding,This Department is under the management of 

the distinguished author, speaker and medium,
Hudson Tuttle,

who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in the main be jn relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 
direct to him on a postal or by letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention. Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to act in this capacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

This department appears to have struck a 
most responsive chord, for not a mail comes 
without a complement of questions, and there 
seems to be an eagerness to understand the 
great problems which gather around the sci

... ence of Spiritualism. The friends will please 
remember that this is not a “message depart
ment,” and the inspiring intelligence which 
answers the questions does not profess to 
give personal messages. To that intelligence 
I submit the questions received, and further
more, as in case of all my other publications, 
I claim no other merit than that of amanuen-

ested reader of The Progressive Thinker, 
I would very much like to know your views 
on the following subjects: What code of mor
ality should govern man's conduct in accord
ance with the highest teaching of nature and 
spirituality? From the same standpoint what 
constitutes purity or sin?

To these vitabijuestions, the reply is taken 
from page 195-6, of “Religion of Man.” We 
state the law of morality and conscience to be 
that the highest faculties shall always control 
the conduct of life. Each and every faculty 
of the mind has its own appropriate functidi' 
and office to perform, and within its spheretof 
activity is promotive of good and conduci'.'c to 
happiness. Whenever any lower faculty 
transcends its sphere and encroaches on that 
of a higher, evil and unhappiness results—is 
sin.” •

Dr. A. S. Hinckley: There came to our cir
cle the spirit of a landlord who had turned a 
poor woman into the street because she could 
not pay her rent, and he began by saying: 
“Take her away! take that woman away, 1 
tell you! she is looking at me and I do not 
want to see those eyes again." Now, Was that 
a mental picture from memory, or was the 
woman really there? If the woman had passed 
to Spirit-life, she might be filled with thoughts 
of revenge, and with persistent purpose follow 
the one who had so cruelly treated her. She 
would thereby perpetrate a greater wrong on 
herself. The subjective explanation is more 
commendable, and covers a multitude of in
stances of the hauntings of conscience. The 
sense of wrong inflicted, “takes form and sub
stance, as in a dream, and the embodied fancy 
cannot be escaped. The wrong creates its 
own demon of retribution. It may be predi
cated that every wrong we inflict on others 
at some stage of our advancement will re
turn to demand satisfaction. Years, or even 
centuries may pass, before the mind reaches 
the advancement which will make it sensitive 
to past errors. Then suddenly memory will 
flash the latent picture, and the spirit be hor
ror-struck with its past. Then salvation is 
soonest gained by seeking out the wronged, 
not to be forgiven, in the old theological sense, 
but to understand each other under the influ
ences of the new life, and forget the old.

Thus a spirit who, in earth-life, quite a 
century before had committed murder, was so 
brutal that he did not realize the crime, or 
carefbr the wrong inflicted on his victim. He 
wapfipproached by benevolent spirits, and by 
ti^ir efforts lifted out of the depths to which 

had sunk and his quickened perception be
gan to distinguish right from wrong. Then 
he became aware of the presence of the mur
dered person, who, ever-present, evaded and 
would not converse. It was a phantasm, and 
forced him to seek its spiritual reality. After 
years of suffering the murderer and his victim' 
came together, and the phantasm disappeared 
in the personality.

religion of evidence and truth."
Then follows twelve chapters of. questions 

and answers on “The Law of Nature,” which 
would make an excellent universal lyceum 
manual for mankind in all parts of the world.

The name of this book does not give, one 
who has not read it the slightest idea of the 
rich treasures of wisdom and truth which it 
contains. Although written a hundred years 
ago it is as relevant to the present as if. writ
ten yesterday; and will be so for generations 
to come. For this reason it is Well to keep it 
in circulation, as it is calculated to do a great 
deal of good in the present crisis, the world 
being better prepared for such a work than 
when it was written. . . .

The love nature of the author is a fountain 
from which nothing but good could come to 
his fellow-man, and we take pleasure in giving 
the book our hearty endorsement, For sale 
at the office of The Progressive Thinker. 
Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.

What is meant by a high or low faculty?
When a faculty is the foundation of another 

it must be regarded as lower than that to 
which it administers. The appetites are the 
lowest because they administer to the body. 
/Reason, which takes cognizance of perceptions 
and emotions must be superior to the faculties 
on which it sits in judgment. Spiritual reason 
or moral consciousness, the essenpe of spirit
ual perceptions, must be highest of all. Here 
is a sure and infallible test for conduct, by the 
highest motives and aspirations of the spirit. 
Man is created for immortality, and as such 
every thought and action of his earthly life 
has relations not only for the day, but for 
eternity. The highest rule is not the golden, 
which rests on selfishness, “Doing to others as 
you would have them do to you,” but the spir
itual: “Do all for others.’’ That is the per
fect expression of an infinite love, which, like 
the sun, pours out its rays without return. 
Our ideal angel, that which all form in their 
minds, is of utmost charity, gentleness and 
love, and not a stain of selfishness. Such an 
ideal every Spiritualist should seek to realize 
in their own lives.

1 Purity of life, consonant of perfect happi
ness, or heaven, is the perfect ordering of life, 
in harmony with the laws of its being. The 
activity of the body and mind, but highest 
ever being supreme. Such a life is moral, 
righteous, and a preparation for the future, as 
well as a joy in the present.

Sin is the reverse, the control of the higher 
by the lower; the enslavement of the spirit by 
the demands of the beastly nature to which it 
is united.

Joseph Garrick would know how far spirit 
intelligences indorse this statement: ‘ ‘No citi
zen shall hold real estate in more than one 
State at a time, and that shall be limited to 
what he and his family can cultivate. ”

That the land belongs to those who best use 
it, is proven by the evidence of all history. 
The race df men who best use the soil, holds 
it by that title deed. It required 3,000 acres 
for an Indian to eke out a scanty existence, 
and he could not maintain himself against the 
white race, who were able to make a single acre 
produce more than a square mile of forest. 
The government may have the right to the 
land; it surely has in the name of all the peo
ple and for the people. The people own the 
land, therefore their government, as their rep
resentative, owns it; but: the government has 
not the right to deed br-give it away to the in
dividual There is no power to confer that 
right. In Europe and all the eastern conti
nent it has been gained by robbery. Here it 
was seized, in imitation, and is rapidly bring
ing about a state of affairs as deplorable as 
that under the remnant of feudalism.

The principle involved is that no one can 
use more land than he can cultivate, without 
the assistance of others, and these others under 
the rule of justice would be on land of their 
own, held by the right of use. There would 
be no one to assist, and the acres one could 
not cultivate would be without value.

Again it is asked, “Is it not true thatla- 
ber now produces all, and labor shall dictate 
to all when common sense and justice take 
their place?"

It can scarcely be maintained that “labor 
produces all,” for it is only one factor, an im
portant one in production.; Tfia farmer gives: 
his labor, but* how small is it to that of the 
sunshine, the rain, and thè soil.' The miner 
gives his labor to digging'oqt ; the coal, but 
the coal represents value, even, in the mine. 
Labor adds value ,to material at hand, send

R. W. : Has the death of Jesus power to 
save souls?

As the death of martyrs to truth and in the 
cause of right and justice, leads mankind to 
higher grounds, the self-devotion of Jesus has 
saving power from selfishness and ignorance. 
In a theological sense, not only one but ten 
thousand Christs may die on the cross, ad
mirable for self-sacrifice, and examples of firm 
adhesion to their sense of duty, and yet their 
sacrifice is lost; for they suffer for a misconcep
tion of the plan of the world. Man' has never 
been lost, and can not be lost, and hence can
not be saved by their blood.

Volney’s Ruins and the Law of 
Nature.

Volney wrote late in the eighteenth century 
on tbe natural causes of the rise and fall of 
empires.

In his travels he arrives at the city of Hems 
on the border of the Orontes; and after three 
days’ travel in the Valley of Caves and Sep
ulchres, he sits down on 4 shaft of a column, 
in the ruins of Palmyra; and falls into a rev
erie on the past greatness of the city of which 
these ruins are all that remain.

He sees a phantom—the Genius of the Ru
ins—who develops the subject in the form of 
a dialogue and narrative combined, in which 
cause and sequence are set forth in their true 
light in the conduct of nations as well as in
dividuals; and truth and right on the back
ground of error and hypocrisy are made to 
appear as the genius of a true life and perma
nent success.

The mask is mercilessly tom from every 
religion which does not exemplify the true 
principles of morality and fraternity. He 
says:

“The altar has been sold to the priest, and 
the priest has sold the kingdom of heaven. 
Gold obtaining everything, they have sacri
ficed everything to obtain gold. ”

At length a great congress is called, as wa 
are in the habit of doing now, and a new gov
ernment organized by the people, on the prin
ciples of equity, and ‘ ‘millions of men, rais
ing at once their hand to heaven, took the 
solemn oath to live equal, free and just; to re
spect their reciprocal properties and rights, to 
obey the law and its regularly chosen repre
sentatives. "

Then a conspiracy arose in which kings and 
priests joined, but received no support

Another great congress of all races and re
gions of the earth was assembled and the leg
islators of the first congress addressed them:

“Inhabitants of earth! a free and powerful 
nation addresses you with words of justice 
and peace. Long afflicted with the same evils 
as yourselves, we sought their source, and 
found them all derived from violence and in
justice erected into law by the inexperience of 
the past age and maintained by the prejudice 
of the present. ” Ten thousand benedictions 
from the multitude made the earth re echo: 
.“Justice, equality and union.” Again inter
ested parties murmur and are silenced by good 
counsel.

Next came an exhibition of sectarianism 
which exceeds anything ever written before or 
since. AH the different nationalities insisted 
upon their religions respectively as the Ohly 
true and simon-pure, excluding all the others. 
At this point the legislator puts them to a test 
which shows that.^their ' strife was all about 
things wlfldh are not positively known or ver
ifiable; and they all agree to submit to “the

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
Hon. O. P, Kellogg and/Mrs. Colby Luther 

were the speakers here on the “Fourth"; and 
with cannon, fireworks, Humphrey's band, 
crowds of people, Maggie Gaule's splendid 
tests, and these two soul-stirring speakers, we 
had a royal good time.

O. P. Kellogg makes one think of Lincoln. 
He has a big heart, a queer Western manner, 
a fund of apt stories, wonderful simplicity of 
language with bursts of poetry, and laughter 
and tears are twin sisters as we sit in his au
dience. He has one thing that Lincoln had 
not—a slight Methodist twang—caught no
body knows how, for he never was a circuit 
preacher. He gave a delightful lecture, of 
which only a small portion can be reported.

He said that aristocracy, as Victor Hugo 
said of Napoleon Bonaparte, had come to the 
point where it vexed God, and Viad to die. In 
a country with such mountains, rivers, and 
lakes, man ought to be free. When Thomas 
Paine wrote a pamphlet on American Inde
pendence, the New York Legislature chose a 
committee to reply to it, but the committee 
reported that ;t could not be answered by any
body. Mr. Kellogg said our government was 
the product of evolution, aud he traced its 
progress from King John and Magna Charta, 
through the borough franchises until the Eng- 
glish constitution was developed. It stands 
between the monarch and the people, as our 
constitution stands between our government 
and the people, and is watched by each,

So our forefathers had old world experi
ences to help them. He made us hear liberty 
bell in Philadelphia, took us through the Rev
olution and the Rebellion, when Lincoln, 
Blaine, Giddings and Wade said the scars of 
slavery should be removed from our flag. He 
painted the fidelity of the soldier’s betrothed, 
who said to her lover who freed her, having 
lost his leg, his arm, and his other hand, 
“Dear Will, as long as you have body enough 
to hold your soul, I want you.” And jp spite 
of strikes and the other boding ills of the day 
he claimed that we had the country most free 
and the happiest homes in all the world.

Our other speakers this week are Geo. P. 
Colby, A. E. Tisdale and Mrs. Lake. Mr. 
Kellogg introduced Frank Ripley as one of 
the “sweet singers of Israel" (though nobody 
knows how the Israel comes in), and with him 
Mrs. Eise, Mrs. Will Mansfield, and Hum
phrey’s grand band, we have delightful music. 
W. H. Bach is invaluable in conference, as 
well as in many other places, and is trying to 
make us know something of molecular vibra
tions. We have excellent mediums. Besides 
Miss Gaule and the inspirational speak
ers, we have so far on the grounds—start
ling Winans and tender Jfo. Arthur for 
materialization; W. R. Coi^y, slate-writing 
and public tests (good ones, too); C. J. Barnes 
and Dell Herrick, trumpet; Frank T. Ripley, 
test medium; H. E. Chase, spirit photogra
pher; Mrs. Donovan, Mrs. Richmond, Mrs. G. 
Cooper, Mrs. Barnes and Mrs. Riesenweber, 
trance and clairvoyance; Mrs. Donovan having 
also the gift of slate-writing; W. H. Bach, 
psychometry; John A. Johnson, trumpet; 
Mrs. Herrick and Dr. D. C. Martin, healers. 
So with this variety of gifts, all can surely 
find means to communicate with their spirit 
friends. In conclusion, will add that all 
agree that'A. E. Tisdale, the blind lecturer 
from New London, Conn., is one of the deep
est and grandest speakers that New England 
has ever loaned to the West.

Abby A Judson.

Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; doth, 50 ofc .

All About Defils. By Moses Hull. It 
traces the history cf the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents.

“Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.” 
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers' Inter
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 
1893. By Susan H. Wixqn. A noble ad
dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should 
be read by every woman and every man. Es
pecially excellent to place in the hands of 
women who are members of the Churches. 
Price, 10 cents.

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated7««!?fSd sells 
or $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

Jesus and the Mediums, À comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses, Hull. Price, 10 cents

The Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of .Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, sti.çenfs; cloth, $1.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
to $1, cloth. ’ 7 ■■ : '

The Other World and this: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta \W.Fletcher, 
M. D. An excellent work. Price $i.6O.

In Honor of Dr. Ravlin and Wife, 
of Los Angeles, Cal.

An enjoyable social event occurred on Thurs
day evening, June 21st, at the residence of 
Mrs. II. S. Wilmnns, on Court Circle, the oc
casion being a reception to Dr. Raylin and 
wife, given by the Circle of Harmony (ladies’ 
aid). The parlors were tastefully decorated, 
with foliage and flowers. The pleasure of the 
evening was somewhat marred by the absence 
of Mrs. Ravlin, owing to sickness.

H, C. O'Bleness delivered the address of 
reception, on behalf of the ladies of the circle 
and of the officers of the Los Angeles Spiritual 
Society.

“On behalf of the ladies of the Circle of 
Harmony and the officers of the Los Angeles 
Spiritual Society, we extend to-night our good 
will and friendship to our brother and teacher, 
Dr. N. F. Ravlin—to him who has labored 
hard in that cause which gives knowledge for 
tremulous faith, assurance for mere belief; 
who is in the van of spiritual progress, with a 
helping hand extended, and a sympathy for 
all mankind. *

“It is not a momentary congratulation to 
see that he, a teacher of the Spiritual Philos
ophy, occupieijso high a ground and superior 
position in regard to all the leading questions 
of the times, our country and the world, but 
one of lasting interest.

“Socrates said: ‘If one seeks communion 
with the gods he must learn first to have suit
able communion with his fellow-man.' Has 
not our brother done this? We feel that his 
sympathy for mankind proceeds from his 
spirit of appreciation; hence his spirit of crit
icism, which was defined by Socrates to be the 
true meaning of friendship. He has criticised 
us, as Spiritualists, because of his apprecia
tion. Through his friendship and communion 
with man he is also able to commune with the 
gods or spirits. Our religio-philosopher, then, 
occupies a higher plane than the teachers of 
the church, the trend of whose thought is to 
do good for the sake of reward in a future 
world.

“We have listened to his superior thought 
as a teacher; to his words of wisdom and 
knowledge; to his counsel of good deeds; to 
his love for truth; to his oratorical skill; to 
his wondrous gift of speech; to his glowing 
pictures of life both of this world and the 
Spirit-world, as with a master hand he painted 
real pictures, but where fancy's fairy fingers 
have touched the dull realities and left on 
them a rosy glow; we have felt the sympa
thetic vibration of his thought, looked beyond 
and caught bright glimpses (through this dark 
curtain of the soul) of the boundless, the 
peaceful, the sublime.

“And here another picture—a web that 
busy hands are weaving, from the dewy dawn 
of birth to the solemn night of departure. 
Ji very thought and word and deed is woven 
there in beauty or deformity. Across the grey 
of grief we see the glittering trail of passion; 
the erratic line that Karma weaves; the tinsel 
thread of sophistry; the mosaics of experi
ences, dark and bright; the lessons bought 
and learned—all trailed in the dust to be 
lifted to the divine by the power of love.

“Again we see and feel the care of day dis
appear 'neath the flood of calm, pure light, 
the soul expanded, uplifted, touched and 
thrilled with a splendor that the Spirit-world 
only gives.

“With him we have drank deep at the foun
tain of inspiration; we have journeyed to the 
uttermost bounds of space; we have opened all 
the doors of life; have scaled every obstacle; 
have pulled down the stars until they are 
within our grasp. We open the mind largely 
to take the sense of such a gospel, for it is the 
beginning of all that has no end.

“Weare glad he has visited our beautiful 
city, and our far-famed American Italy. May 
he have found its beauty but a faint picture 
of that country which lies just beyond; its 
fragrant flowers, its delightful scenery, its 
majestic mountains, its verdant plains, but a 
touch of the grandeur of that place toward 
which we all are tending.

“With his coming a number of persons 
have been brought together, who from mere 
speaking acquaintances have become warm 
friends, and who now feel they are banded to
gether for a permanent good; and also others 
who never interested themselves in matters 
spiritual.,

“If the Spiritual Philosophy means any
thing, it means the whole—to educate human
ity as a whole. Knowing that this religio- 
philosophy is destined to be felt as a power 
for good, both here and hereafter, may we all 
unite and labor until the last barrier is broken 
down that stands between humanity and its 
rights, social, political and religious—irre
spective of color or sex.

“In conclusion, <?ur well wishes for our 
brother’s happiness and prosperity will always 
go with him.”

Dr. Ravlin responded in his usual happy 
vein, reviewing in part his labor here, with a 
forecast of the prosperity of the society. 
With recitations, vocal and instrumental 
music, and refreshments, the evening passed 
pleasantly. Among the many present were 
noted Prof. Swarts, of Chicago, and Miss 
Bonnycourt of Boston, both well known as 
spiritual workers. H. L. O’Bleness.

706 Montreal St, Los Angeles, Oal.

Woman, Church and State. A noble work 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth
bound, $2.

“God in the Constitution." By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness pi author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for $1.00. For sale at this office.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject. Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, $1. . .

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by • portical hypnotist. Cloth $2.

Life of
JESUSCHR1ST

BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 

MANUSCRIPT, 

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the French,

Since the writing of the New Testament no 
book has appeared of as great importance to 

“ , Christianity as “The Unknown Life of Jesus 
Christ. ”

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians»—^

The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to' 
twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed.it.

‘ ‘ The North American Review" devotes eight pages of its May number to an 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 
Presse," ot Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, ‘1 Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery.” The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through' 
diplomatic channels. i

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling ' 
account of the privations and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans-. 
lation of the original manuscript, ahd lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper * 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

_________ Address this Office, 40 Loomis St, Chicago, Illinois. !

RELIGION OF MAN
AND ”

ETHICS OFJ5CIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

. «V-fr ' y ----- -
r The past has been the Age of tbe Goda and the Re« 
liglon of Pain; the present la the Age of Man and tbe 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trait in the Goda, but 
knowledge In tbo laws of the world, belief In tbe di
vinity of man and bls eternal progress toward perfec
tion w tbe foundation of the Religion of Man and 
system of Ethics as treated in this work. , <

Tbe following are the titles of the chapters:
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monotheism; Phallic Worship; Man's Moral Progress 
depends on bls Intellectual Growth; Tho Great Theo
logical Problem«—the'Origiu of Evil, the Nature of 
God; tbe Future State; Fall of Man and tho Christian 
Scheme of Redemption; Man's Position, Fate, Free 
Will, Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Dulles 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND—The Ethics ofSclence 
1 The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Moral Government; Tbo Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart; What Is Good? Wbat la 
Wrong? Happiness; The Path uf Advance: The Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of the Will; 
Tbe Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—Present'and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Duty a« a Source of Strength; Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of the Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Cuituri; Marriage.

820 Pages, Finely Bound in Muslin, Sent postage free 
for 61.50. For sale wholesale and retail at this office.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O ism. By Epes Sargent, author of “Planchette, or 
the Despair of Science,” “ The Proof Palpable of Im
mortality,” etc. This is a large 12mo of 872 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and tbe whole containing 
û great amount of matter, of which (he tabic of con
tents, condensed as it Is, gives no idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science Is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically imparted, but are directly presented In tbe 
Irresistible form of daily demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to it, under the ignorant pre
tense that It is outside of nature, is unscientific and 
unphllosophlcal. All this Is clearly shown: and the 
objections from “scientific,” clerical ».nd literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1817. are answered 
with that penetrating force which cily arguments, 
winged with incisive facts, can imparl. Cloth, 12m<\ 
pp. 396. Price 11.50. Postage 10 cent J. For sale at 
thisoffice. .

Origin, Development and Destiny 
of Man.

A Scientific and Philosophical 
Treatise, by Thos. P. Fletcher.

Cont<Kts: The Beginnings; Fundamental Princi
ples; Formation of Constellations, Systems, Suns 
Planets and Satellites. The Origin of Meteors and 
Comets: The Organic Kingdom; Tho Origin of Man; 
Man—His Attributes and Powers; Tbe Soul—How It 
Receivesand Imparts Knowledge; Ho* tho Soul Re
ceives Rs Highest Impressions; The Record Book, or 
The Heavenly Ether; How to Cultivate tbo Sixth 
Sense; The Finer or Spiritual Body; Growth and Do- 
generation; Morally, Spiritualism Proved by tbo 
Bible; Tho Bible and Cbrlst; Tbe Summary: “What 
Must Wc Do to Be Saved." For sale at this office.

Price, Cloth, $1.25. Paper, 50c.
LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,

AUTHOR OF •‘COMMON SENSE,'■
Rights of Man," •• Age of Reason," etc.« with 

critical and explanatory observations of his writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tho exact trutb lu 
regard to this most abused patriot and religions re
former should read this volume. Price si. Posta^p 
10 cento. For sale at this office

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Thb Progressive Trix^kr win re» 
member the‘story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published In Its columns. At,t,he 
time, constant Inquiries were made ns to Its appearing 
Io book form. This wish has now been gratified. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages, In stylo and form like tbe 
“Convent of tbe fiacrea Heart,“ with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on tbe cover. The scenes of the 
story alternately shift from earth to tbe spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in tho 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are tbo chapter-titles: Introduction; 
Tbe House of tbo Sage; Home of tbo Miser; Tbe Low 
Societies; Had er: Chrlstmastfde tn the Spheres of 
Light; Chrlstmastldo and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day Irit Heaven; A Visit to 
tbe Earth; Tbe Change Called Death; Coming to the 
Knowledge of tho Light; The Society Again Visits 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In tbe Spirit-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of tbe Sage.

It Is a book tbe Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which tbo investigator will, find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel .the most prejudiced. 
The price In paper la &0 cents; muslin >1; postpaid.

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 

“ No. 1, New White Cross
. Literature.

W THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
JL Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D., In the thirty-nine 
chapters discusses a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Sp.rltuallsm, from.a.spiritualistic fund
joint. . She evinces tbe powers ot n trained thinker, . 
both In matter of thought antl.anc lllerary style, end 
capablty of thought expression. Tho subjects nre 
well-handled with conciseness and yet iritli clearness. 
It will prove a; rich addition to any spiritualist's . - 
library; and a most excellent bobk for shy tints t«ck- 

. , tnglnforinatlon concerning Splrtnnllsm4nd.lt« teach-
Inis. : ■ ■ ,'■ ■■

For sale at thisoffice.' Price, $1.50.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT. 
r*ATIIERED FROM THE TREE OF 
L7 Life. Containing aouie ot the cxperienceB of a 
spirit who baa been in spirit Hie fifty-seven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work uf pages contains a 
vast fund of information. It gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson is learned. 
He visits the homes of tho fallen, seeking to bless some 
of tbom. His soliloquy, as he enters the dark valley, is 
very Interesting. He accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. Thia 
work contains sixteen chapters uf valuable IniorniOf 
tlon. Prive «125. For mu* at this office.
BIBLE M ARVEL WORKERS;

AND THE WONDROUS ROWER 
which helped or made them perform mighty 

works and utter inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos* 
ties, and Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles/* 
by Allen Putnam. Price 75 cents. Fur sale st IM 
office.

YOU SHOULD READ IT/ 
"Philosophy of spiritual hy- 
1 tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of Spirits; 
Diacernjnefit of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of circles; Resurrec
tion of the Dead; A Voice front the Spirit-Land; Truq 
Religion. This work has been translated Into the 
French and German. It contains im account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford, Conn., and similar cases 
In all parts of the country. This volumn Is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of “Spiritual
ism,” and has stood the test of tnauy years. Cloth 
M.9iL Potass m cents- For sale nt Cuio oiiica.

FROM THE ROSTRUM.
BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work Is one that every one should read. I\ 
beam« throughout with rare gent* of thought, practical 
as well a» profound. There. R Bunshluc utul beauty tn 
every sentence uttered. The work U dedicated to tbs 
author's favorite sister, barah French Farr,now passed 
to spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, uf Berlin Heights Ohio, 
gives an interesting sketch of tbe uutUor’b life.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch oftiseUfoof A. B. French«
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Beok of

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.
STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS

OF

PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttle, essays to utilize and 
explain the vast array of facts In Its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arise 
to tbe laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
Tbe leading subjects treated arc as follows:

Matter. Life, Mtud. Spirit; Vbat the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and Its Results; What U 
tbo Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism. Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
pRychomctry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Iniclllcent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on tbe Sen
sitive; Prayer. In the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference.; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be. granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science] Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physics’ Relations; 1 ?rsmml Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphcrcpt Light.

H is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 258 
pages. Sent, post paid. SI.25.

Thia work may he called the firat attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually culled occult, and subject 
them to law. It Ims received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It Is a vatic mccum, 
and answers about any question which may arise in 
tbe minds of the investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For Ailc at this office.

S^OSPEL OP NATURE. BY M. £, 
LT Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with 

Spiritual truths. Price $1.00.

Or Self-Justice.
OK LOIS WAISB ROOKER.—MANY 

have read this book, many hare ro-rccd It 
and many others ought to re »I it. It should Ik» read 
by wcryman md wunjn . in the land. Asa story It Is 
finely wrltu-n,ai>d teem? with Inrerest.nnd nt. the same 
time II cdlicntu*. cleviHcs and i isplrcs. Jtshn-.va tho 
injustices to which women pre .‘-ubtvctvj hi the pivp. 
ent status uf rocictyr-t .c I j.- piali;;or- hi tbr inci,<urn 
of condemnationvolood by -m»cWv ■»( ijm
«amcnuirlqimlltyperfonoedbyinea ;v..<l w« n.cn f • 
apcctlvrly. In Loelcii
tn mutters of tnor-1 andaonhl Import. /utdR.e tnnngi. 
that now thnrefroui to innocm victimo of ’tccIM 
ostracism; It cuntnlnsR tme p; .-**•- r*Q r.utbû?» 
IT-ao cloth, C90 pages. Pflcc.t-

discussed.it
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personage known 
rho came to a tra

as
PubllBbed every Saturday at No. 40 Loomis Street

Death.

A Heartrending Wall!

Fraternally, him and ask him his mime, and he

re-

tion” trembles in the balance, and can

The fact is, there should be a Spirit

down the trail after him,

back.

make it God's word, or a divine revela-

this. Much of the Bible is inspira-

ROCKY NEST,
ness.

benefit to our faith.”

to others, and which to-day should be in 
their hands and not in possession of 
Light of Truth. Everybody on the Pacific

tion from the other side of life, and 
being so, it proves that Spiritualism is 
not a modern thing, but is as old as

there can receive an adequate support. 
All will die, sooner or later.

Way” and the old “Religlo-Philosophi- 
cal Journal?”

What think you, Spiritualists, of the 
outlook? Is it pleasing to comteinplate?

HUSBAND INSANELY JEALOUS—THE 
APPARITION—THE SUICIDE—THE PAL

ACE OF GHOSTS,

Mount Pleasant Park.
I came here on the 6th inst., to

There’s a lot o’ folks a-growlin’ ’bout 
the hardness o’ the times •

“Will you do an errand for me 
you are in the city?” she said.

THEN RODDEN ROSE UP.

There’s a lot o’ folks a-loafin’ in this 
world o’ sin an’ pain

That never are contented—when it’s

things, and one is that I shall meet and 
know the loved and lost; that also

t»- At expiration of subscription, If not renewed, 
.the paper is dbeunlinued. No bill* will be cent for ex
tra numbers.

said, for if Mrs. Rodden had gone home 
a month before, certainly she could not 
have been roaming around in the snOw, • 
and as there was no other woman within ;

dry they yell ferrain;
An’ when the big- drops splatter on the 
_ dusty, heated street,

H. 1). Barrett, 
President N. S. A.

510 E. St., N. W., Washington, D. C.

Will spread it’s smilin’ blueness when 
the stormy clouds roll by.

—Atlanta Constitution.

We take especial pleasure in announc- That never catch the jingle when the 
ing this story. It comes from Massa- voice o’ hopin’ chimes

/Jneed this money—the need is urgent, sustentation funds to aid the struggling, 
, We have to meet lari ' ” ’

viiKnuiYK i uiNKEii iinriuen weeKB J» oujy iwumynve . . ... rr • , t *
cequl For that amount you obtain one hundred and IDg from Its O}Vn inherent momentum 
fpur pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and nn1 onii r>nfhinn> non TrnnoH» It«rolnd-refreshjngreadiug wuttcr, eyulyalent toumedi- 61161 gy, anu HQvJllng can linp6Q6 IIS 
unprized Look!

HAYMOND’S GHOST.

Eunice is Greek, the fair victory.
. Jacob is Hebrew, the supplanter.

The Religio-Philosophical Journal Ruth is Hebrew, and means beauty.
Douglas is Gaelic, signifying dark

PW resulting in. its finah demise.
-------- -- , ________ . - . ,. ti Ilie Golden Gate wus never conducted on

mo single SpJrituaJJst/paper published in 
5cu England, or the United States, -with the

but with a patient sigh said she hoped the deserted camp, but the snow was t[ie(n proposing that the diabolical
bofn..A nnnthm; winter her husband again falling and no party could reach strike be made to extend over the whole
might be willing to move on to some the place for weeks, if before spring Nation They deliberately proposed to main until after the close of camn
camp where they would have more com- When he reached the city he wrote a apply the stai.vatton thumbscrew to the — U“1'I1.,11“U.tne <J.°so 01 _camP-.

A RAY OF SUNSHINE, 
--------  continued. She lived a decade or two

' ' ' ' ' < *■» "eV Y

A Medium Arrested. ing this story. It comes from Massa- voice o’ hopin’ chimes
Dr. Martha E. Jameson writes from chusetts, not far from the hub of the Its a.nd tender on the waltln’>
‘ ~ : cultured Universe. It is the production Promisin, a fatu’ro fiUed with happiness

^despairing wail as presented above. _ .
It is a fact that to-day there are too exercise no potent authority.

J.K. Francis, Editor and Publisher. Sopted™7s^ Maggie Rodden’S Untimely

would have suspended under Col. Bundy,
if he had not whined most .piteously for S**®^ the meang h .
assistance; those who granted it can see mani . ■

*

Terms of Subscription. correct business principles and now has ■ _ ,
Tbk PnoGBEsBivB tbinker win he lurniahed until a resting-place in a spiritualistio grave- ' w’l® Appe8IS tO 1161 JuTeDU.

Ice, ut the following terms, hivatjubly 1b yard . I :

c’uToVteit'iBco-pytotbe-oBe¡Settingup * Now What of this 'outlook? 'Not a HOW MAGGIE WAS . MURDERED—HER
the club) - - - - - ----- ...................... .

Thirteen weeks ■ - - - - -
Wngle copy - - - - . .

.. hbmittaxcbs. exception of The Progressive
(Klon %! Thinker, that has bqep self-sustaining

!rom week’y receipts! Allow-
the amount cent. Direct nil letters to j. it Francia' mg that there are 10,000,000 Spiritual- The late Creed Haymond, chief coun

_______________ ists in the United States, as claimed by Bel of the Southern Pacific, could hardly
ULUBS! HUFOi-TA.sx bc-xGESTIONi some, only one in three hundred takea be called a dabbler m the occult or a be

As there me thoutauds who wilt at tlrst venture Sniritualist naher” and that is the rea- bqver In things BUpei natfil a , an y , 
only twenty-tivocents tor’riiEi'KoomisstvsTuiNKEit “Pl1 imaiisi papei, ana tnai is me lea asbls intimate friends will remember, 

eon why they languiBh . he did believe implicitly that he had
them, cud thus be able to remit from il to I1OV or even It IS well ior,Spiritualists t-0 OCCaSIQIl- Seen one gHOSt.
mpre than the latter aum. A Jarge number of little «n,. Tho storv__ for there was a romance,
amounta win make a large eum total, and thus extend ally take an account Of Stock and leain •\ ♦utl
rhe field of our labor and usefulnic- The same Bug« fhe exact fitahifi nf the Sniritnalist ani* a tragic ODO, connected WltU tills 
geation win apply lu an caaee of renew.i of Bubacrip 1 6 exact status Ine bpiiibwist ^¿pS^_was n0t0ne that the lawyer cared 
tlQDB-Boliclt others to aid in the good work. You will press, and what its prospects. With ?n fp.11 exeent tn fhnqp who enioved his experience no difficulty whatever In inducing Spirltu- » ’ .■ \ , to tell, except up inose WilO cnjuyqu ain
aiiBts to subscribe for The progbebbivb Thinker, only one spiritualist out of three nun- personal confidence. He did not like to 
ItoYnfoXtfonTmpXdflmw“ub^»eh‘week,VnTm dred wh° will subscribe for a Spiritual- be charged with superstitious fancies, 
the price of ouiy about two ceuts per week. paper however cheap it mav be n<?r did he appreciate attempts to ndi-
r-"“ -------------- --------------- ’ u n. J J cule him out of his faith in the evidenceA Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents what other result than that expressed of eye8> t0 his death he
I Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we । an could be expected? . maintained firmly that it had been his

Spiritualism does not require a press fortune to meet face to face the spirit of 
win furnish you. The subscription price of Tub pbo- to make proselytes, for it is now advanc- one who had passed from hfe.

In. US. A,.,„ It was early in the fifties when Hay
mond, then a stranger in California, be

— ■ - . came an express rider. He used to make
progress. It does, however, require ,.egulal. tl.ip8 int0 the mountains, visit- 
widely-pirculated papers to chronicle jng the camps at stated intervals, carry-Take Notice.
passing events and to give a digest of ing in his big saddle-bags letters, papers, 
educational thoughts now surging an^ such small articles as could be trans

rar If you do not receive your paper promptly, through the WOrld, for Knowledge, with nf his first trins awavno in theWrite to us, and errors lu address trill lie promptly t-ljn cardinal virtues blnnmino- out in full r,- 11 °ne> alS "*1 >S away UP ln 
corrected, mid piistiug numbers supplied gratia. me cat ainai virtues blooming out in t un gieri.aB jle came to an almost deserted 
ty Whenever you desire the address of your paper fruition in each one, must be the Savior camp where a rich strike had been made 

of the world. Really, then, what are and the pocket quickly exhausted. Only 
ka-. ---------------------------------------------------------------- the prospects? With seventy Spiritual- one family had remained, that of a man
I. SATURDAY, JULY 21, 1894 1st papers quietly lying in the Spiritual- Jlofo against“ Z wa?“^ rock 
if—------------ 7-------------------------------- istio graveyard, and nearly all of those whieh rose behind the camp a light wasTHE SPIRITUAL PRESS now being published languishing, sink-1 burnimr as Havmond rode into the de

i _____

_ _ _ sink- burning as Haymond rode into the de-
। ing money in order to present the truth sorted place. A knock at the door

to the world, or resorting to the ques- brought forth the occupant. Io Hay-
■ _ -A.- •.. 1. j , Li mond s request for lodgings the man‘A Glance at Its Present Con- tfonabie pracuce of selling bonds (which growled a surly response and reluet-

... will never be redeemed) or repudiating antly let him in
dltlOn* ^cr,ed obligations what is the import of recognized the girl.
-------  the lesson taught.? . . .

ïlow It Lanffllishes with 10,000.- While Spiritualism has not a single t The express rider was surprised to see ® • ... • ... ° sitting beside the little table, on which
stood the lamp, a young and pretty 
wpman. He was surprised to recognize 
in her a schoolmate whom he had sup
nosed to be still safe in her eastern 
home. After their greetings had been 
said, Haymond explained to the un
gracious husband how he had known

charitable institution, no hospitals, no 
asylums for the aged, no free dispensa
ries, no home for mediums when worn 
out, no system of benevolence, no sys- 

!l There are several thousand dollars method to relieve t116 destitute
flue the Journal on subscriptions. We in times of turbulence and distress, no

000 of Spiritualists.

_ ■■■ Mrs. Rodden back east. Roddengrunted
. . . . 'ge bills every week and no combined effort in any one direc- some response, but Haymond and the

and depend entirely on remittances. tjon j8 it any wonder that the graveyard woman were too busy asking and answer
, We are carrying a large number of ,gniritualistio Dress is full even to ing questions to heed his manner. The«Subscribers who are in arrears. If they of the bpn itua ist c p, ess isfuii ciento £ d H d, Havnl0nd-s de. 
-sliould send what they owe we should repletion, and that the papers now pub- ,e lho next d ■> the 0X.
¡have no difficulty in meeting obligations lishod in the interest of our cause are press lddel. t0 ean whenever he was 
land would be relieved of that anxiety languishing like sick kittens, while re- passing over the trail, and'the woman 
¡which now prevents our doing full pudjated Ktock and unpaid obligations urged him to come again and stop for 
justice to the editorial department of f(?rth ]}kft . gkeleton8( ag evi. the night that they might talk about 

denced by the methods of the “Better P°.0P e allG ungs at wine..................¡the paper. If you wish The. Journal to 
'continue, remit at once what you owe, 
■and if possible, send a new subscription. 
The increased interest in The. Journal is 

-gratifying, and all who renew promptly 
1 have ouy sincere thanks, but the present 
business makes it absolutely necessary

he again stopped, trembling, and Hay- stucco work, which are fast fallings 
mona for a moment could not persuade prey to the weather. . 
him to start. At last the horse started It was built by a ______ ™
forward with a bound, and as he did so Gen. Avitabile, who came to a tragic -, ------- -y- —- -------------- -------- - -
Haymond saw Maggie Rodden on the end before he.had completed his magni- hafter leaving the asylum. I have lately 
trail, her hair hanging around her pale ficent residence, and whose heirs are, I vOliieS rrOni ft mGHOiOUS referred to her in an article in the Bos- 
face, her hands stretched pleadingly believe, still quarreling about the . divis- Heart ■ ton Transcript. I will new describe her
toward him, and an expression of mpte ion of the property, while the building ' mediumship (for it was that) more at
agony upon her white face. itself is allowed to fall into ruins. It length,, which I consider one of the

u.n vAmanm would be hopeless to attempt to disen- Editor Progressing Thinker:—A most interesting eases of the phenomena
■ MAGGIE HAD VANISHED. tangle the tales told about the family by gentleman in one of the Southern I hav0 ever experienced, and as a 

Reining up as quickly as possible Hay- the simple hill folk. There were women sections of our country,! who endeavors matter of course, know it to be genuine 
mond turned to speak to her, but she in the case who poisoned one another to live his Spiritualism, as well as to and reliable, and only regret I did not 
had vanished. He rode back and called and whose spirits, venomous still, are profess it, comes forward with an offer understand her case as I do now, with 
her name, but there was no answer. He believed to haunt the vast halls and cor- to be one of ten or more persons to give my experience of modern Spiritualism, 
dismounted and looked for tracks at the ridorsand staircases and underground the sum of five hundred dollars each to Aunt Hannah used to hear voices talk
spot where she must have left the trail, regions of the palace. the National Spiritualist Association, mg behind her. She called it, jabber-
but found none. Whether they do or not, a more ap- This generous offer should be promptly lng, and it annoyed her. None of us

Puzzled and annoyed he mounted and propriate place for hobgoblins, banshees, met by other philanthropic men and “mid hear any voices; we did not be- 
rode as rapidly as possible to the Rodden ffbouls and vampires could scarcely women in our ranks. The money is to Heve she did, and we thought she was 
cabin. have been created by a diseased Imagi- be given for specific purposes, and will no.t in aei' right mind, and I should

Hurriedly dismounting Haymond nation in a nightmare. Even at mid- not be spent in salaries or contingent think so to this day if I was not a be- 
called Rodden out and asked if he knew day, under the southern sun, the whole expenses of the Association. The offi- never in Spiritualism. I am glad I paid 
that his wife was wandering alone place seems as uncanny as a graveyard cers of the N. S. A. are compelled to re- the attention to her phenomena that I 
through the snow away up the mountain on St. John’s eve. Bits of staircase lead fuse many appeals for aid because of the dld> out wish I had the experience I 
trail. Rodden was too unnerved for a mo- abruptly into blank walls, passages end lack of means with which to send out !lave now; but my memories of my
ment to reply. Then he managed to say suddenly in the high air, without win- missionaries, and to defray the expenses intercourse with her are very pleasant
that the express rider must have dow railing or parapet. Lonely bal- of mediums under arrest. If our friend's i?0*1? t0 no?v'{o1'1 kaow they are re
dreamed he saw her, as she had' gone conies lead around dizzy corners tb dis- offer is promptly met, these several diffi- liable, and the remembrance of them
home, gone back East, more . than, a mal watch turrets whence a human culties can be obviated. are among my most interesting expen
month before. Haymond stuck to his voice could hardly find its wqy to the Who will be the first to meet this ences, and I am sure a little elaborate 
story, but at last he was obliged to con- halls within. The most undaunted ex- offer? Not one of the officers of the N. description of them will interest the 
elude that his imagination had played plorers of the Society for Psychical Re- S. A. receive one dollar as salary out- spiritualistic reader, for all who know 
him a trick. He couldn’t help wonder- search might learn what “gooseflesh” side of the secretary, who often labors me know I do not make up my stories, 
ing, though, what had frightened the means in such a place as this. eighteen hours per day at his post in re- , t’!11e cam« to me once to drive those
horse. There was nothing to be done or ---------- -------------------- turn for the sum paid him. This fact devils away, as she called these jab

.............. - - - ....... Tile Great Strike. clearly proves that the money will be berets. Why don t you turn round 
The force of the great strike has been 8trictiy aPPlied to the furthering of the and drive them away yourself?” said I 

_ Ihefoiceof the gi eat sti ike has been hlterests of lbe cause of Spiritualism. She replied that if she did they would 
anu as uueie was eu uuucx «uux«« «.vxx.n ih a measure exhausted. Business for a Many calls for speakers and mediums still be behind her. „
miles of the camp he must have been few weeks has been completely par- have been unanswered as we have’ Ihoyaie always behind me. I know, 
mistaken. Rodden, though not at all alyzed, travel unsafe, and rioting and stated above, because of the lack of said she, 'who they are by their voices, 
hospitable in manner, got supper and al- the burning of valuable property has means to defray eventravelling expenses, ^neis Mar0naii Kenn, ana one is ins 
lowed the express rider to stop for the kept the law-abiding citizens in a con- Some places have been visited by us dur- ^u^mpden.
nio-ht a mu ~ a ing the past nine months when we have «Hmea bi\eiai oineis, an leia-

After sunner Havmond opened» his ^nua^ staf0 °f excitement. The worst n0^ oldy pa;d our own traveiijng ex. tives of ours. I said: ’That can t be, for 
saddle-bags saying/ is now undoubtedly over, and business penses, but our hotel bills as well, out of they are all dead. '1 guess, said she,

“Well as Map-o-ie is not here to take will soon resume its normal condition, our own pocket, besides giving two or 'you would not call them dead if you 
her package, and^as it was intended for The “Tribune” gives a graphic pen- three lectures gratuitously. No doubt ^eaM the noise they make. Uncle 
you, anyway, I suppose I’d better give it picture of the strike in the following: ®a«y ot speakers can say the same Abial comes sometime, and he diives 
to vnu and von enn write her that her mv , thing. They have done this, as we did, ,em awa.Y- ne pas gieat powei oyer
Christmas present got here a little lh$re bad been several large rail- fot. the good of the cause, but is not the them, just as he did when he was living
unnstmas present got nere a inue road Btrikes in the past, “audit had laborer worth v of his hire'■> Whv can’t here.”
ahead of time. . .. always happened that (hey have resulted a missionarv/und be established from Her Uncl^ Abial died in 1816. He

He tossed the package acioss to the jn dlsorder violence, and subsequent tbich an pioneer worker can be com- Ieft a IarKe property, and having no
man, who stared at it as if petrified, He bloodshed” and that, this must be ex- wnicn a i pioneei woixei can ue com- ,iIrt Eo L-e( u,;>i Hiastretched out his hand slowlv and opened D10^a®neai ana tins must oe ex pengated for their actual expenses, at ohildten, he disti ihutcd it by w ill to his...tietcnea outnisnana siowiyunu opeueu pected now. ie,mt'J Whv not meat this snlcndi<l offer brothers and sisters or their children,
it with shaking bngers. The package This expectation was abundantly jus- f ' nhiianthronic friend and estab and these devils, as she called them, 
contained a pair of thick, warm gloves, tified The strikers assaulted men hired °f8°uV»° ufi’-tans Zrt in wul'e bis legatees. So they always 
n°ovmF xr • a r *i v» to fill the places they had vacated. nosse8idon of for eimilar purposes'’ minded him, and she was always glad teSST 8g“ Th.y»,».tis. burned biidges, sei »r. I'EKi.Uou 1» =■»« aiib .Iruee U.e.Lj.r
neasKou. to trains, assaulted men on the locomo- *„,.<„„1, n fn„a tbrnnffh ten „«>, n>. saying to them: “You have plagued“The last time I was'here. You came «nd defied the lenal authorities 101 bl,c 1 ,a •?, tmougn ten men oi , J ,, Ki. ¡ , t ,\bi„i t,,|dnear not <retfin<r them at all for she had 11 y®8> ancl floneti tne legal autu oi ities. women who will unite in paying the sum ,e 1 ro’e said that Abial tolaneai not getting tnem at au, tor sue naa They were not content to stop the pas- nr «v„ iinr,dred HoIIh,.» enehint?» the Nn ber that if they annoyed her she must
no chance to tell me to buy them while of trains eomnosed in part of Pull- . lluna,,e<1. oollai s each into tnc Na- . fohn (meaning met and he wouldI was here -md had to run after me to g 1 k composea in pai r or i ui Uonal Ass0uiatl011 treasury. Nor is this ff0.10 (meaning me) ana ne vouiai wa.s neie ana naa to run anei me io man cars, but even attacked those haul- ,, wh.t ton ,1,, mn 1»» Ron« i,v drive them away. 1 of course did not 

. „„ ing the Wagner sleepers on rival lines, thousands lot us snnnoso there are believe in all this, but 1 told them to go
■Was that all she ran after you for. They did not confine themselves to in- vqo qoo active Spiritualists in the United a'vav: t!>at it was not right to annoy

“That was all.” . . terfering with passenger travel, but at- 3a< , ' X and she said? “They ar£
Rodden settled back into his chair »a(.i,ed man and freio-ht ears caused a States. Can they not also give accoid a0;n„ awaw f can hardlv hear theirwith a crrniin nnil hid his face in his Lat ,Q I,ei„nicats, causcu a 1Ug-fo their means, either one dollar, or f,? away. 1 can naiun neai tnenhands g,oanand hld 8 IaC° paralysis of business at the great Stock- t0 tho same ’fund? An endo,vment footsteps or their voices; they are so far 
Havmond sat silent for awhile then Yards, at »he wholesale market on of i250 000 w01)ld laco the National As. oil Now they are gone ” _
Hay mono sat silent tor awniie, tnen, South Water street, at many manufac- ^,.¡„.¡1,, n»nn m firm n fontina -mv All this was nonsense to me. Hearing 

finding that the man did not intend to tories, the men working in which had ......... ..„i;,.;,,,,., 1.,.,?., nothing myself, and believing nothing in
speak, he concluded that the best thing be jajd oft' and sent home because of 
he could do was to go to bed. He was tbe stoppage of freight transportation 
soon sleeping and knew nothing more by the Debs strikers. They caused a 
until the morning light shining through i0(d£ Up ¡n coai, fruit, vegetables, ice, 
the uncurtained window awoke him. grain, live stock, and in manufactured

He dressed hurriedly and wont out products which it was desired to dis- 
mto the room where he left his host. It tribute to consumers. They burned and 
was silent and deserted. A glance into otherwise destroyed property worth 

• • , the side room showed that the bed was millions of dollars more than the total
It was more than a month before he unoccupied, and Haymond went out to amount demanded by the Pullman 

again came to the deserted camp, and look after his horse as well as to see if strikers; they caused an interruption of 
this time, reaching it at an earlier hour, he could see any signs of his host. Ihe commerce and manufacturing industries 
he found the woman alone, her husband horse had been stabled in a deserted amountin(r t0 a loss of many other mill
having not yet returned from his-work cabin, and Haymond pushed open the jona ¡n the aggregate and necessitated 
Haymond learped from her that she had door and then sprang* back into the open capjno’ oai of Federal and State 
married Rodden against the wishes of air. Swinging by a halter from the troops to prevent them from carrying 
her family and had como to the mines rafters was Rodden s dead body. further tho work of destruction,
with him without letting her parents Haymond cut the body down and laid All this will have to be iiald for by tho
know where she had gone. She said it carefully in the bunk. He could do tax-payers of Chicago and the county of X" ftXnM Associalton’ 1
itleabout her hfe in tho mountains nothing for it. as the snow covered the Cooi; but the lives lost and the wages “'e a no^or for kod in our

but that little showed that it had not frozen earth so that one man could not 1 i„. in» )'c can become a power lor gooa, in oui

• Xi . _ -Ui v-.i BVCLULiun uuuu tw ill tn a iwvili'J a» ujjv xl , ,, ., .. . ..tones the men working in which had othe[, }ot.atc roiigiol)s body enjoys nothing myself, and believing nothing m 
to be laid off and sent home because of t0.d ? ¿an we not do this? Is Spirit- it, I fe t that she was not m her right 

ualism worth anything to us as Spirit- mir.d, but I knew also she really heard 
ualists? Were we members of a Chris- al.'vayH hlfed talk w,111}
tian church, we should give ten, twenty, ^Pn.a^< ^or 11 seemeil so strange, and I 
and perhaps two hundred dollars per an- Pitted her, and always felt sho was not 
num for its support. Can we not be one- 111 her mind .Some very strange 
tenth as generous, one-tenth as just things sald Ly these invisibles, 
towards Spiritualism? Some of our and «h0 Proved quite well that they 
workers upon the platform have sacri- were the people they claimed to be. 
iiced several hundred dollars for the sake . Don t you suppose, said she, I 
of the cause during the past year. Is it k”ow Une e Abial s voice when 1 hear 
just for Spiritualists to allow a few to h™- Ulld. b 10 8ald , 1,a.t " iat 
bear the burden alone? We are certain stated was true. He told me to come 
that they all will respond with one ac- to jou to dnve them away, and I did, 
cord, in a loud, earnest “NO!” Let us, and you drove them oil.” That was not 
then, all do our duty in the present case very convincing to me, or 1 heard no 
by meeting the above-named offer in kind voices, and I had only her say-so that 
and give whatever sums we are able to they ™‘'e hl,°,?a!d bho, llad

• ......................... .... Bv so doinir I)roved them to be reliable, and said
" „„-j when she was walking in the street she

that those who are in arrears pay what The difficulty in a’measure arises from 
they owe. We have carried I'he the fact that Spiritualism is founded on 
Jomnal, the expenses of which greatly an inherent natural law, and it is diffi- 

»« “ii • • ,roii'in ,i!>~ •«*

¡JX"¡»a»‘"if.“!1:.,I:“, 
appeal to the friends of the paper to and produces the golden harvest; and the earn» with a number of others but his horse he rode awav afte/searchinir who wanted to voik thiough the stiike, Spiritualism has for the whole soruetlIIles would saj. Heieco ieslom 
Jim» t/> /»„. nw.Utanite hv nnvino- what . ui 4 / i • 1 a 1 1, ,a n,ulnl).L1 01 °“lu’ ”, ,)ul his hoise he ione away, aitei seaicning but c0ldd not nevel. wlll 1)e made good i Jones,” referring to a man, a stranger,£?dit -.nii?herni^Tverv^avX^ ^e trees blossom, and form the luscious some quarrel had .arisen between her the cabin in the faint hope that he pinauy tbe 6triko leaders not Wlde’Wlde Vr-ternallv who was passing along, and I would stop
in thn ..icit fhwnm fruit, and all this is the result of natural husband and the rest of the miners, so might find some note of explanation, but tented with this horrible mischief, and irateinally, ------ , _K;._  .......

° law, and to formulate a creed, a religion when thdy moved on he bad remained in vain. Not a line of writing, new or 8tin 1O3S appalled by it, proceeded to a
passing. >____ ’ ” behind and by hard work was making old, could be found. further nnd o-wnter pnormitv the call-Tho above is from a late issue of the an 0rgan^zat10“ tlle.re<’n would be fajr]y good jiay in the deserted diggings. Haymond stopped at the first settle- tag out of workers generally in this city 
Jicligio-Philosophical Journal. It is under difficult. Spiritualism is based on the She dreaded the loneliness of the place, ment and gave notice of the suicide at and many other places outside some of 
the management of B F Underwood a fafit that Richard Doe, John Smith, but with a patient sigh said she hoped the deserted J • ■' ■ ■ ’• ■ -
tnan distinguished for his erudition, and Timothy Green and millions of others before, another winter 1'""

1 who is worthy of a better fate than to be have discarded the physical, and now, as 
^attached to what has proved to be an spirits, talk face to face with us, telling
-elephant on his hands. But it did not us of the beauty, and grandeur of the
require very prophetic clearness to see spii'it’ realms. In no wise have they 
its gradual demise, even at the date of changed their personality, and the fact 

( the death of S. S. Jones, if not revised that they can communicate with mortals 
.'throughout to meet the demands of i® in accordance with laws as natural as 
. changedljfconditious. There never has ii16 ffTOWth of plants or fruit, and such 
[been connected with the paper the being the case it is difficult to unite in 
money to do that, hence it has gradually combined action those who recognize 

l-been declining, until now we have the this fact! hence Spiritualistic “organiza-

would say, ‘‘Tom Jones.” She had tried 
these voices so many times, and had al
ways found them right. She had no 
doubt that when they gave a name it 
would be found correct.

She was a remarkable medium, like

manv Spiritualist papers to be well
sustained, and we venture to make the ua,ibt l,aJ)Cr ln every Slate of the Union
Statement that not a single Spiritualist few now published are not
.paper except The Progressive sustained as they should be, wo can 
Thinker has during the past year on!-v come to thls <ton01aidon, that tnere 
paid actual current expenses from the are 100 many w be supported by those 

¡weekly receipts, saying nothing of the who take an interest in spiritual litera- 
'profits. We make no exception to this ture: and ^at some of those now sorely 
(statement, and simply assert it on the languishing will be compelled to sus- 
1-basiB of a critical examination of the Pend’ wo verily believe, and be added
'■exactstatus of our cause. What is true to the large list of those now reposing 
of this country is also true of England, in the Spiritualistic graveyard.
Dighl, a grand paper published there, . There being ten millions of Spiritual
's compelled to have a “Sustentation tsts in the United. States, there should 
Fund.” The Medium and Daybreak, full be such a voluntary, spontaneous out- 

tof spiritual truths, has never been self- burst of feeling;on their part, that they 
sustaining. The Deo Worlds, a bright would not only support a dozen Spirit- 

। exponent of our cause, may possibly pay ualist papers, but build homes for indi- 
1 living expenses, but we doubt it. This ffent mediums, asylums for the aged, 

is the exact condition of affairs in ref- hospitals for the sick and institutions for 
erence to Spiritualist papers, and it is the insane- There is no harmony exist- 
most lamentable. ing between the ten millions of Spirit-

California has been prolific in starting ualists and an illy supported press, and 
Spiritualist papers, none of which have an almost total lack of any kind of prac- 
been self-sustaining. All have started tical philanthropic tvork. The fact that 
out with lofty anticipations and mam. a Spiritualist paper is compelled to re
moth promises, and after dragging out a pudiate its stock in order to live is a 
most miserable existence, have been lasting disgrace to Spiritualism, and es- 
compelled to die. Nor can a weekly pecially to those who play the important 
Spiritualist paper be sustained on the part in beating the stockholders. Such 
Pacific Coast. The Rocky Mountains methods are not divine; they are not an- 
seem to be too formidable a barrier gelic; they are not in harmony with the 
for a returning current of literature,and spirit of age, and should be frowned 
no weekly Spiritualist paper published down by all true Spiritualists.

that they only put off -a little further its Catharine, a Greek, name, means the 
final demise, and nine out of ten of them pure one. ’ : ;
now regret their gift. LAght of Truth Constantine is Latin,..signifying the 
would be dead to-day if it had not repu- Greek) sjgnifying
dialed sacred obligations the stock Christ bearing, -
of the old Better Way, appropriating to Reuben, Jewish name, signifies the 

yts own use what legitimately belonged son of a vision. .

«,

• . , . ■■. rnain until qirpr inn or enmn her mother and grandmother; one saw
When he reached the city he wrote a apply the starvation thumbscrew to the The Park is beautiful and lovelv al- sP‘rits and one heard them sing, aud 

Pany- , , . . . „ Jetter T° Parents asking them to mihfon and a half of residents in Chi- though it sadlv needs rain to freshen Hannah heard them talk. If I have
_ Haymond made two trips more, call- break the sad news to the widowed Mrs. cago, in order to force them into joining, ¡he foliare and revivethe ¡rrass which been clear in my statement, it will in
ing each time at the cabin where his Rodden. Weeks passed before he re- first in the crusade against George 13. |TraSdrvtoa- un Several tekte are terest the reader, as it has me. What a
schoolmate lived When leaving the ceived any answer and then he was pui]æan, and secondly against the whole airpadv 7 occunied bv earlv-comers pity it is that this occurred before I was
second time he told them that one trip astounded to learn that Maggie had railroad system of thè country, which a a„ whom is Grandmother De“n of a Spiritualist, as 1 could have gotten
more would bo all he could make before never returned home-in fact had never maj01.¡ty of the strikers seem foolishly Wichita Kansas who ri always anióni Sllch positive evidence of an invisible 
the snow blocked the trail. Two or even written since she left tor Cali- l0 ¿ave thought could be “tied up” by S tatch her tent at Mount intelligence, for lam sure it was what 
three times Haymond had suggested to fornia. an order from Debs, Had the order p.® Jal®t pa,.^ she occupied^the same it claimed to be, intelligences from over
Rodden that he take his wife to some By this time spring had eopm and he been obeyed it would have put Chicago Son many ’veare. but has moved this the al)d. the memory of h is a
settlement before winter shut them in, was about to make his first trip to the in the position of a besieged city, so far wav for permanent im- great satisfaction to me, and among my
but had received no answer. He did not mountains. He reached the town where as food supplies were concerned. nrovements y ,ricasantest recollections, and no one
feel at liberty to say more, so with the he had given notice of the suicide in „ Georffe M Pullman who is worth ^Xrn rnnms and tents are eno-ared will wonder that 1, with Professor Walpromise to visit them ou his return in a time to learn what had been discovered .f ’ in^Hvnncp »ml thVouttook ri favóntolp laec, consider it no small thing to accept
few weeks he mounted his horse and at the lonely cabin. millions, had possessed a single spark of insuch things as uh storie, when once 1
rode down the narrow trail. A thorough seach had been made, but humanitarian feeling, instead of op- m a iain. attcnuance ana a gooa meet- 00nsidered them hpjhieinations. I would

A tew steps took him out of sight of nothing had been found to explain the pressing his workmen as he has done, „»rivals are comintr in ttailv and so consider them to lay but for the mod- 
the cabin. He heard a faint call, and suicide. Hidden away in one of the dis- he would have devoted a portion of his i>»,.b-will <,onn be a oitvnf life and ern facts. I like Spiritualism for manv 
looking back, saw Mrs. Rodden running tant cabins they found Mrs. Rodden’s eains to assisting them to activity y ihino-» „»,1 nnn ri ih»t. T «hall montana
du«u ilio trail after him. She waved clothing, her few ornaments, even her , ,, B , .. ° , .. t,™!,, « • . j „ .u
her hand tor him to return and he rode work basket, and, in fact, so far as they dg° ®™?b®,har* ZI Z. „Z dintÆn and wiTbe t ra- there is a life after death, and that the
’ ’ White ^dj'>d^ every article that hod be- carried out one of the cardinal princi- J^Xfu^ future is an attractive one: also it

while longed to her. pies of Spiritualism. The workmen after that date 1S a skeleton key that fits more locks
Haymond tota the men of the events have assisted him in making his mill- i regret to say that we are restricted than anything else: it makes the Bible

o that test night Md his interpretarion ion8) and were entitled to tender consid- to a very limited territory by tbe rail- a rallonal and ho!y bo(,k:. ].‘does n.ot
r-,« i, tiii. ? le Sal^ n,ri^wiwnBn in thn eration. Without them he could have roads this season. We have secured a . . . •„ . . ,, ,
Of course he consented and she gave ing with the wronged woman in the orauuu. “ » nnA nnd nilo third rata nn the rertifinat« tion, but it proves a Spirit-wond aroundhim her commission, and with. a few storm. . accomplished nothing; with their aid one-and-one-tbird rate on the certifirate 4Ki„

parting words she ran up the trail while They argued that Rodden, jealous be- success has accompanied all his efforts, w0 C0ldd do and we
he turned his horse again to descend, cause his wife had gone down the trait creating in him, we regret to say, that nu„st all who come from whatever dri-He looked back after his friend and to after Haymond, in his anger had killed selflshnBess which seems to be a charac- tance, to takea receipt from the agent , , v-. . ,
his surprise saw Rodden rise from be- her. Filled with remorse when he . , __ ,„„n„__h,,,, „mm tteirot arte Rate,«,-, man, and many hard statements in that
hind a bush near the trail. He thought learned how causeless the deed had been. Eristic of near y a y a . J « with\heseci-eta rv at th cramp Book of books become reliable aud his-
the man had been hidden watching nis he decided to die in the same way as if But there seems to be no way to escape , immnrfiatalv on vonr arrival torio lbat otherwise would be fabulous, 
wife, but a reflection mads the idea the world knew of his crime. . these labor difficulties while the flood - hundred receipts^ must be col John Wetherbee.
seem absurd—probably it was a mere That was Creed Haymond’s one ghost gates of emigration are wide open to ad- lected and stanlped by the joint agent at „------ , T~~~
coincidence. Even if Rodden had heard story. Years passed before he could mittho vile seum of Europe, those who Clinton before a reduction will be al- There’s a Lot o’ Folks, 
every word of tho conversation, it could speak at all of that meeting iff storm . . . , . ordinarv brllt„ lowpd L p whfelockonly have spoiled Mrs. Rodden’s little and darkness, but till the dav Of his are but little above the ordinary brute, lowed. secrete rvMVSA
plot, which was nothing worse than a death he believed that the spirit of mur- This class is often brought here by J • ■ ■ •
Christmas surprise for her husband. dered Mrs. Rodden had appeared to him greedy capitalists in order to defeat

Haymond was detained a week longer on the trail. Mabel H. CLOSSON. honest workmen who ask for reasonable 
than he had expected, and when he ------- wages, and when they become a little
friends told him he°wOTld never get A palace OF ghosts—HAUNTED BY enlightened they also turn on their em- StQrv of gnirit Helnful- They Srowl an’ cuss like fury ef some 
through, but he persisted and finally SPIRITS 0P WOMEN WHO POISONED P10?61'8 and demand better t™1“' A StOrV Of bP,r,t MelPtul mul gets on their feet, 
after a long battle with the snowdrifts The time 18 approaching when there
he reached the last camp on his route, ONE ANOTHER. ■ will be a higher standard for labor.
having lost a week on the way. In the midst of all the old ruins and

It was almost night and snow and wind palaces of Italy, stained with countless 
were in riotous possession of the moun- deeds of blood, it remains for one mod- 
tains when he found himself riding down ern structure to be known particularly .
the trail a mile or two above the ramp as the home of ghosts. This interesting Toledo, O.: cultured Universe,
where he was to pass the night with the building is described by Marton' Craw- “I come to you to-day asking for help. of Mrs. Emma Miner, famed for her an’cheer. "*
Roddens. . ford in an article in the Century devoted jjrs. Ketchum, or as her guides say, many literary productions. This story , , , , , ,, , ... ...

Diisk came while he was still more to the wonderful Italian coast between Madam Moraine, was arrested here as a ^11 run through the paper for eight TbeFes a ,,°, to'ks a-nustlin in this
than a mile from the cabin. He pressed Sorrento and Salerno. ...... . fortune-teller Her lawyer had herrase weeks and it will prove refreshing and Tiat ratch the brightest beamin’ as the
on as fast as he dared, when suddenly Above Agerola, which itself is almost postponed until the 13th. ~ iflac caven ine ongniesv oeatmn asine
his horse stopped short with a snort and directly above Prajano on the southern She is afine medium and has given exhilarating reading to all. We have sunlight fades away, . •
stood quivering. Haymond could see side of the peninsula, stands an enor- tests in Cleveland, Canton and Toledo, a large number of subscribers in the Fer no matter ei itsraimn they know
nothing; and. soothing the animal with mous palace visible from the eéá at a O, . Like many others, she has no money. East who will take especial interest in___the cnangeiess sky
hand and voice, urged him on.. There great distance. It is known as the I desire that you ask the help of all our this story, while those in other parts
was still light enough to see around Palazzo degli Spiriti (the palace of the co-workers to raise some money, carry wm Æive* it a cordial welcome Now is
clearly enough to distinguish objects ghosts), and I once took the trouble to it to a higher court, and make it a ., „ Í D . ._ „„„„ „„vnear the trail. Haymond thought as he climb up from Prajano and. go all over, benefit to our faith.” tbe time to send 111 your subscriptions,
started again that he saw something it. ■ It is entirely deserted and has 
move across the trail a little way ahead. neither doors nor windows, a building
The horse went slowly forward, but with almost royal in proportions and plan,
great reluctance, and when they reached standing o’n a vast terrace overlooking
an open spot where the light was suffi- the sea, by no moans ancient, and'in 
cient to show objects for some distance some parts decorated with frescoes and

Here is a case for the National Asso- D , If a wife in India is abandoned by her
ciation to investigate. Contributions to iaS’rity as Roger Will- husband shewits¡eight years if he has

. . x-u _ _ j v x lain8 cll,y gone on a pilgrimage, six if he went toassist the arrested medium can be sent Bismarck, North Dakota, was so study and’three u he traveled let 
to Dr. Jameson, 328 Erie street, Toledo, named in 1872, just after the Franco- pleasure, and; then is legally divorced, 
O. Prompt action should be taken. Prussian war. and may remarry at her pleasure.
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THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 

J~1 view of the Sunday Question, with Replica to bq 
Objector, by G. W. Brown. M. D. A pamphlet' that 
should be in the hands of all. Price 15 cents. Fol 
aaiu at this office.

After More Than a Month of Almost 
Constant Work in San Francisco 

and Oakland, They Have 
Gone to Orpgon.

A costs at i or 
pint 75 your your ___ _
bottle cents grocer's druggist's, gallon.

Bigoted Newspapers.
the Editor:—Many of the

A Pure Souled Liar. An anonymous 
novel, “terse, compact, rapid and intense,1’ 
scene in a Boston .art school. Paper, 80

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HIS* 
/l lory, embracing the origin ot the Jews, tho RM 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the derive» 
tlon of Christianity; to which 1« added; WbcncoOtt 
Aryan Ancestor«? By G. W. Brown, M. R. One Of 
the most valuable works ever publlibed^frlco

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER’S 
AND AGENT’S PROFITS. , 

. I4buy our Oxford Boss Bicycle,sult- 
- ..’.»able for either ecx, made of bestxna- 

tcriftl, strong, substantial, accurately 
adjusted and sully warranted. Write to-day for our 
large complete catalogue of bicycles, parts, repairs, elCn 
free. OXFORD MFG. CO.

WeS-’ti Avenue. - CKTCAO-O, TLT*.

Asleep and Awake. By Raymond " 
RusBell. A reaKstic story of Chicago; at
tacking the double standard ot morals. 
Cloth, 81.00.

THE PROGRESSIYBUTHINKBR.

To the Editor:—Many times__ _
tny last communication to your widely- 
read and most interesting paper, I have 
felt an inspiration to write, but knowing 
how correspondence plies up in your 
office, and that innumerable valuable 
articles are waiting to see the light, I 
concluded to keep my pep in close quar
ters until we should have finished our

Prof, and Mrs. Pettibone Give 
A Weird Entertainment.

. work in California, and then give a gen- ' 
eral report of matters along the fine. 
Many a friend has written, “I do not : 
expect you to answer all the letters you 
get, personally, but occasionally send a ' 
message to the dear Progressive 

.Thinker, then we can all read it." 
Brother Francis, our good-souled people 
do not realize that personal letters are 
dry reading to those who are interested 
only in matters pertaining to the phe
nomena and philosophy of Spiritualism, 
nor can one who has never been con
nected with editorial work know how 

z\many really good things are “pigeon- 
moled, "tor consigned to the waste-basketJ to make room for matter that will be of 
general interest to the mass of readers.

Our work in California, as far as the 
present year is concerned, has become a 
knatter of history. When we entered 
upon our work in San Francisco and 
Oakland^ early in June, I must confess 
it was with some misgivings, for various 
reports had come to oui- ears that the 
condition for work in the Golden Gate 
city were anything but encouraging to 
any one who proposed to enter that field. 
We had been told that the mediums 
were jealous of workers from abroad, no 
matter in what capacity such workers 
might be engaged, and that the work of 
the lecturer met with little appreciation, 
etc. We,however,made an engagement 
with the Firsj: Society of Progressive

1 Spiritualists, in San Francisco, and con
ducted meetings under its auspices the 
Sunday nights of June and the first 
Sunday night in July. We also engaged 
to work Sunday afternoons for the Lib
eral and Spiritual Society, in Oakland. 
We were invited by the board of direc
tors of the! Progressive Mediums’ So
ciety to take part in their Thursday 
night meetings, and did so. I also gave 
a talk on mediumship four Wednesday 
nights,in the meeting conducted by Mrs. 
Rutli Scott Briggs. We conducted eight 
sessions of the tent meeting in Oakland; 
had one day “at homes” to friends each 
week during our sojourn in the city; so 
the friends who read this will under
stand, in a measure, why they have been 
apparently neglected; why I have 
scarcely had time to keep the wardrobe 
of the other M. in perfect order, and 
that is awful, as I came with him ex
pressly to give him and his belongings 
rny chief care. However, I feel justified 
in any dereliction of which I may seem 
guilty in that direction, for I have par
ticipated in all of the meetings. Out- 
songsters were universally used for con
gregational singing, and in every meet
ing but one I did the playing for this 
part of the exercises.

Of course, many readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker remember that our 
Moses was reported as one dead last 
winter. Let mo say that our Western 
friends think he is more lively than ever 
since his resurrection; he never wan 
more vigorous on the platform than at 
present, but he. indulges in a little more 
rest between his lecture hours than 
formerly.

I would not feel that we were just to 
the good people with whom we parted 
so recently, or to ourselves, did I not in 
this communication express our united 
thanks and gratitude, not only for the 
courtesies, but the many kindnesses we 
received from the officers and members 
of societies for which we labored. Es
pecially do I desire to mention some of 
tho mediums of San Francisco who gave 
us a cordial welcome, and expressed a 
heartfelt sympathy in our work. Among 
them were Mrs. Shriner, Mrs. Griffin, 
Mrs. Colby, Mrs. Place, Mrs. Prior, Mrs. 
Steers and Mrs. Robinson. Thus, in
stead of their forsaking the meetings, 
and giving us the cold shoulder, know
ing our views in regard to phenomenal 
mediumship, its province, etc., they, in 
many instances, publicly expressed their 
gratification in regard to our work, and 
our efforts to raise the tide of thought 
bn behalf of Spiritualism. They co-op
erated with us in the most harmonious 
spirit in the week-night meetings, and 
We have none but the kindest of memo
ries of them all.

A paper published in Omaha, Neb., 
has the following: .

“Last night Prof, and Mrs. Hatfield 
Pettibone gave another seance at the 
Madison Hotel. The phenomena pre
sented- were something that will never 
be forgotten by those who were fortunate 
enough to be present. The forces that 
were at work around the person of Mr. 
Pettibone would defy all the science and 
all the skill that human ingenuity 
could assume. Some power, unseen and 
wondrous, created hands and forms, 
materialized a substance by which these 
hands wrote messages on slates, and did 
this while the spectator held the slate 
himself. It was done in full view, the 
hand appearing above the slate and 
writing the message as would a living 
being. Within the cabinet at various 
times, while two or three persons. had 
their heads through the filmy, curtain, 
full-form materialization of recognizable 
departed friends took place. At one 
time it seemed as though the space 
surrounding Mr. Pettibone was crowded 
with semi-visible forms. The hands 
and arms of both sexes and all ages 
appeared without number. One of the 
sweetest sights was that of the beautiful 
hand of a little child that came up 
under Mr. Pettibone’s chin, and almost 
stroking him, vanished away. The 
spirits seemed to want to be recognized 
and they would shake hands and stroke 
the arms and faces of members of the 
audience as lovingly as brothers. 
Scarcely was there one in the audience 
that did not hear from some departed 
friend or relative. The whole seance 
was simply wonderful and awe-inspiring. 
The tales told of the adepts of India 
seem more than probable when the 
phenomena produced by Mr. and Mrs. 
Pettibone are seen. Every student of 
occultism in Omaha should certainly 
meet those people during their short 
stay. The Evening News can truthfully 
recommend them to the study of the 
best brains of the community, and 
trusts that a goodly number of our best 
educated people will witness their 
wonderful work. We will cheerfully 
open our columns to any explanation 
the scientific mind can give of the im
mediate causes that produce such weird 
results. Their next seance will be 
given Sunday evening at the Madison 
Hotel, corner 21st and Chicago streets.”

papers,_ together with a copy of these 
resolutions, and do authorize the presi
dent of this society to carry out the pro
visions hereof; and it is further 
resolved that we, as Spiritualists, num
bering over 75,000 in the city of 
Chicago, will refuse to patronize any 
newspaper that refuses to print the 
notices of our meetings, and request 
other spiritual societies to take similar 
action.

Passed unanimously.
Such are the resolutions passed by 

our society, and we fraternally submit 
them to the consideration of Spiritual
ists and Liberals generally, requesting 
them to cease to patronize these ene
mies of dur cause, and to induce. their 
friends also to do the same.

As this is the beginning of the new 
era of justice, peace and reason, we 
must be just to ourselves as well as to 
others, and assist in bringing about 
such an era' by supporting the justice 
of our cause by defending it from the 
injustice and bigotry of others.

Our fraternal greetings to all true 
friends of our beloved cause.

E. N. Pickering, 
President.

workers in the spiritual field have had 
unpleasant experiences in connection 
with the printing of meeting notices 
and unjust criticisms in many of the 
bigoted newspapers published in this 
country, and have become disgusted 
with the narrow-mindedness and abusive 
antagonism of creed-bound editors. 
This condition has been intensified by 
vile and profane language in the 
mouth of one of the editors of a leading 
Chicago daily paper, until forbearance 
has ceased to be a virtue, under re
peated and unwarranted insult.

Our society has been accustomed to 
give the Chicago Saturday and Sunday 
newspapers a notice of our meetings, 
handed in spveral days in advance, for 
publication with the notice of other 
religious societies, for information of 
Spiritualists and the general public.

With one exception we have met 
with most courteous treatment at the 
hands of the editors of our newspapers 
who make a feature of a weekly publica
tion of Sunday religious notices, and we 
have only the kindest thoughts and 
words for those editors and their papers 
that are liberal and impartial enough 
to give all comers a hearing before the 
public, and we assure them of our keen 
appreciation of their catholic spirit.

The exception referred to is the 
Chicago “Tribune,” supposed to be a 
leading paper of our city and the 
country as well. The city editor has 
always received us with such a lack of 
courtesy and evident antagonism, supple
mented in many instances by vile and 
insulting language, that we have felt 
obliged to bring such uniformly out
rageous conduct to the attention of our 
fellow Spiritualists, who will perhaps

Among the pleasant occurrences that 
took place while we wore in San Fran
cisco, was a reception tendered Us by 
Mr. and Mrs. Colby at their homo, a 
birthday gathering in which ye scribe 
was the most interested party, and two 
weddings at which Mr. Hull was called 
upon to officiate.

Among tho faithful workers in San 
Francisco, especially on behalf of The 
Progressive Thinker, is Mrs. Sadie 
Cooke; she informed me that she had 
sent you many messages relative to 
business, and had long desired to meet 
you and Mrs. Francis.

We left San Francisco per steamer, for 
Portland, Ore., the 3d inst.; the distance 
is upwards of seven hundred miles. We 
had a very rough trip, but we proved to 
be good sailors, and went to the table 
for our three meals each day. We 
reached our destination several hours 
behind time and were glad to be once 
more on terra firwi. We were met at 
the dock by friends, and although it was 
pbout 10 P. M.. we were informed that a 
deception had been arranged for us, and 
friends were awaiting us in East Port
land, at our old friends, the McMillans; 
others arrived later, among them Mr. 
Barney, the noted test medium, and his 
wife. I presume we seenfcd exceedingly 
dull, for we were excused in a short 
time, and went to rest, glad we were not 
to be rocked that night "in the cradle 
of the deep.” On the following morn
ing we came to New Era, where active 
operations are going on, preparatory to 
the camp-meeting, which opens to-mor
row. Friends are constantly arriving. 
I am glad to say that I find . The Pro
gressive Thinker’s friends every
where. Mattie E. Hull.

THESPIRITUALISTC 
WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC.Ì

remember that this same newspaper has 
pursued a vinidictive and antagonistic 
policy towards our cause and its media 
for some years, exhibiting a most illib
eral and unprogressive, not to say retro
gressive spirit towards our people and 
our beloved cause.

Our self-respect did not permit us to 
engage in as vigorous defense of our 
cause as the merits of the case war
ranted, on account of tho abusive 
manner forced upon us by this unde
veloped and unfit incumbent of so im
portant a position upon this newspaper. 
But we are forced to believe, in view 
of the uniform policy of this paper 
towards our cause and its instruments, 
that this apology for a gentleman enjoys 
the knowledge of the support of his 
superiors, tho owners and managers of 
this bigoted sheet, and presumes upon 
such knowledge to prove to repre
sentatives of our cause how unfit he is 
to come in contact with anybody more 
liberal than himself. This specimen of 
humanity, with profanity and vile 
epithets, would vouchsafe no reason or 
excuse for his malevolent abuse and 
bigoted action in refusing to print our 
notices, aud we brought the matter be
fore our society at its meeting for action, 
which resulted in the following resolu
tions, that were passed without a dis
senting voice: ,

RESOLUTIONS.

Whereas, The First Society of Spirit
ual Unity of Chicago has repeatedly 
presented to the Chicago Tribune the 
notice of their Sunday meetings for pub
lication, as this society has presented 
and had published in other Chicago 
papers, without demur or question; and 
whereas, the city editor of said Tribune 
has so repeatedly refused to print such 
notices, or to give any reason for such 
refusal, except as was expressed in vile 
and profane language, unfit for repeat
ing: and whereas, such refusal is in 
contempt of our manifest rights as a re
ligious body, as recognized by the 
United States Government in the official 
census of 1890; therefore, be it resolved, 
that this society, in meeting assembled 
on July 8, 1894, do condemn the conduct 
of said Chicago Tribune as above 
named, and the uncalled-for prejudiced 
discrimination said Tribune has shown 
against this society and Spiritualists 
generally, and do hereby order that the 
details of this matter* be published in 
The Progressive Thinker and other

The Fiye Gates.
Ella Wilson Marchant, of San Ber

nardino, Cal., has something very inter, 
eating to say on that subject. The 
Pacific Coast has some profound think: 
ers, among them this estimable lady.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We" extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

Mr. Wm. C. Adams certifies to the 
genuineness of Joseph King’s material
izations, and sends an account of seances 
at Orion camp and at Rochester, Mich., 
which were very satisfactory and con
vincing. Many forms of different sizes 
and appearance were seen and recog
nized, and many peculiar incidents oc
curred. We lately published a similar 
communication about Mr. King.

Mrs. A. B. Burt writes from Battle 
Creek, Mich..: “The First Independent 
Society of Spiritualists secured the 
service of Mrs. Jennie B. Hagan-Jack
son, of Grand Rapids, to lecture for 
them at the Opera House Sunday, June 
17, morning and evening. Enough 
cannot be said of the able manner in 
which she handled the subjects given 
her by the audience. In the morning 
she was1 handed four different subjects, 
which she wove into a beautiful poem. 
Her lecture in the evening was grand 
and well-appreciated by all. The sub
ject which she selected for her last 
poem was ‘Mother,’ which brought the 
audience to tears. We bespeak for her 
a crowded house when she returns to 
us in the early fall.”

Miss Susie Johnson, whose name is 
familiar to many in the East as a prom
inent worker, writes from Long Beach, 
Cal.: “I enjoy your paper very much. 
It is the only spiritual food I get, save 
what the good spirits impress upon me 
occasionally, when I am not too tired 
to listen or hear. The little burg in 
which I live is so full of Methodism 
Presbyterianism, Congregationalism anc 
other isms, that it is a veritable desert, 
spiritually speaking, and, of course, I 
am only one among a very few who' 
dare say they are Spiritualists, conse
quently I am made to feel the full 
weight of pious ostracism. Well, we 
may as well get used to it! We shall 
have more of it, and in increasing ratio, 
until tho Spiritualists learn to stop 
quarrelling and organize for mutual 
protection and co-operative action along 
the lines of specific and universal edu
cation and benefaction.”

J. C. Smith writes? “Any medium or 
mediums who feel disposed to respond 
to my call, I will do all witniu my 
power to assist them in making such 
arrangements. Wonewoc, Wis.; is a 
prosperous little village, centrally 
located between Chicago and Minne
apolis, with a population of about 900 
and a spiritual society, which owns its 
own hall and a park of four acres; so one 
can see at a glance that there is or 
ought to be a fine field here for a good 
medium; but notwithstanding the truth
ful statements of many of our best 
citizens, there is a class of men and 
women, honorable and respectable, who 
are continually wanting to find out

Mrs. Mary Smallwood thinks that if a 
good, live medium or speaker were to 
visit Atlanta, Georgia, a good society 
could be built up. After the camp
meetings are over Atlanta would be a 
good place to go to spend the winter, 
as it is very pleasant during the fall and 
winter months. Good mediums who 
might think of going there are re
quested to write to her at 18 Hayden 
street, Atlanta, Ga.

.Belle Rowe writes concerning the 
seances of Mr. Rothermel at Battle 
Creek, Mich. There were many 
skeptics in the party, but all seemed 
convinced at the close of the seances.. 
Hands and arms of all shapes and sizes 
were shown, and messages were written 
on paper and handkerchiefs, bells were 
rung and the zither was played upon. 
Several of these things were going on 
at the same time. The Doctor’s lectures 
are highly satisfactory. We have just 
published a communication of similar im
port.

. Mra. Ella J. Owens writes from Caro, 
Mich., in way of correction and explana
tion: “In an article appearing in your 
valuable paper, The Progressive 
Thinker, under my initials E. J. O., 
Mr. H. C. Andrus or his guides omitted 
to state that the skeptics and church 
people who were so ‘completely sur
prised’ must have been seen elair- 
voyantly, for we mortals did not see 
anything of the kind, and as yet have 
not heard of any being present. We 
are conceited enough to think we are a 
staunch little band of firm Spiritualists, 
and prefer truth to fiction every time; 
therefore, when Mr. H. C. Andrus is fully 
developed as any one phase medium, 
we would be happy to give him a help
ing hand in the way of endorsing him 
as one of our best workers, ana be it 
understood, until that time arrives, if it 
ever does, we do not like to have him 
blow his own trumpet over our signa
ture."

Word comes from Benton Harbor; 
Mich., that while Charles Widger, 
a Chicago newsboy, was selling an anti
Catholic paper there June 7, he was 
called into James O’Connell's saloon' 
and Charles Sweeny, a gambler, 
knocked him down and kicked nim. A 
crowd of A. P. A. members came to the 
boy’s aid, followed by a hundred citizens 
who had learned of the state of affairs. 
Sweeny was arrested, but threats of mob 
law were heard, and the police had all 
they could do to protect him. Sweeny 
was put under bonds to appear for trial.

The Journal, "Monroe, Wis., says: 
“Mrs. S. C. Scovell, of Chicago, who 
for the past four weeks has been lectur
ing on Spiritualism at G. A. R. Hall, 
has succeeded in arousing quite an 
interest among the Spiritualists and 
liberal thinkers of this city. Last Sun
day the hall was packed with eager 
investigators, who were treated to two 
very interesting lectures, which were 
followed by tests of medial powers in 
psychometric readings, clairvoyance 
and mental telegraphy. To allow all 
who so desiro to enjoy these lectures, 
the Spiritualists have subscribed a fund 
to meet the expenses, giving the 
lectures free.”

B. A. C. Stephens writes from Okla
homa City, O. T.: “The many Spiritu
alists here are pleased with the success 
of Mi'. O. L. Concannon as a materializ
ing medium. A few weeks ago he gave 
a seance which was broken up by a 
sitter trying to grab a spirit. Mr. Con- 
cannon’s arrest followed, on a charge of 
obtaining money under false pretenses. 
He was acquitted on trial. Many wit
nesses testified to the genuineness of his 
manifestations, while others contended 
that he was a fraud. Last night twenty 
persons attended a seance given by him. 
Over twenty forms appeared. The me
dium is exactly five feet six inches high 
in his stockings. One form, that of a 
man over six feet high, came out of the 
cabinet in full dress and spoke with a 
strong voice, and returned to the 
cabinet. He appeared a second time 
and both times was seen by all. He 
was recognized by a friend. A woman 
appeared in white, carrying a baby. 
One form dematerialized in sight of all 
outside the cabinet, apparently going 
down through the floor. Many forms 
were distinctly recognized, and several 
important messages were given. There 
was absolutely no possibility for fraud 
or collusion.”

1 .. JE. N. Turner writes: “The reorgan
ization of the Mahoning Valley (Ohio)

E. N. Pickering writes: “The First 
Society of Spiritual ¿iJnity will give a 
grand, social, musical,' and literary en
tertainment at their temple, in Chicago, 
in Custer Post, Grand Army Hall, lower 
floor, 85 South Sangamon street, on 
Thursday evening, July 26, 1894, at 8 
o’clock, sharp. A programme of great 
excellence and variety will be presented 
by wdll-known talent, comprising musi
cal selections of vocal and instrumental 
harmonies, dramatic and elocutionary 
readings, and Prof. Clarke’s celebrated 
stereopticon views, to be followed by 
spiritual phenomena and a period of 
social reunion, in which the inhabitants 
of the two worlds will commune with 
each other. Everything will be done by 
the management to make this occasion 
(which is entirely for the benefit of this 
society) an especially enjoyable one for 
all who attend. The low figure at 
which the tickets are placed—a quarter 
—should move every one who enjoys a 
good time to buy a ticket and give this 
society a rousing benefit. Those who 
have not visited this beautiful temple 
will find it accessible to all parts of the 
city by the West Madison street cable 
line. Tickets and programmes will be 
ready at the meetings on Sundays, July 
15 and 22, and at the door on July 26.”

Prof. Theodore F. Price has lately 
been made an ordained minister by the 
Lake George Camp Association, of New 
York, of which organization Henry.J. 
Morton is president, James D. White 
vice-president, E. L. Seelye treasurer, 
and S. H. Smith, secretary. Prof. Price 
has changed his residence to 343 East 
19th street, New York, where he will 
continue to give sittings to those desir
ing his services as a business and heal
ing medium. He also will continue to 
hold circles for development Thursday 
and Saturday evenings of each week; 
and will fill engagements to lecture and 
give psychometric readings for all or
ganizations desiring his services. Owing 
to engagements in th.e city Prof. Price 
will not attend any of the camps till late 
in the season.

Wm. Woodman, of Kansas City, Mo. 
writes: “W. H. Bach has been with us 
for the past four weeks, and has done 
some good work developing mediums, 
as well as in teaching mesmerism. In 
one of his developing classes, six out of 
eleven were put under spirit control. 
Such men as Mr. Bach are what we 
want in Kansas City; men who will 
work for the cause, for it is work that 
will bring us to the front. It has been 
said that mesmerism and Spiritualism 
do not go together, and should be sepa
rate. I do not see why. If this mesmeric 
force will put us in a passive condition, 
so that our spirit friends can come and 
take possession of us, and draw aside 
the veil, if only for a moment, and show 
us the reality of the Spirit-world, it is 
good. And this Mr. Bach has done for 
us.”

German Spiritual Society. Milwaukee, 
Wis., is holding meetings every Sunday 
at 8 P. M., at their ball, southwest 
corner of 3d street and North avenue. 
Mrs. E. M. Nutt, of Philadelphia, is the 
speaker.

O. M. writes from Genoa, 111.: “Mrs. 
M. A. Jeffery, of 82 Superior street, 
Chicago, was here three days. Sho 
lectured and gave tests which gave 
good satisfaction and set people to think
ing. She has been engaged to meet 
with us once a month.”

Mrs. Lora Holton Hursen is open for 
engagements with societies for fall and 
winter from September 5, as platform, 
mental, test, and musical medium. Ad
dress, Vicksburg, Michigan, Box 225.

Mrs. S. M. Lowell, of Anoka, Minne
sota, writes us from her home after a 
two months’ sojourn in the beautiful 
city of Marshalltown, Iowa: “Wherever 
I went, there 1 found The Progressive 
Thinker in advance of me, and it is 
doing a grand work for the cause; and 
as I have been a subscriber and reader 
from almost its first number, 1 can truly 
say it is the best paper, and it improves, 
like all good things, with age. My next
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। . . Live American Novels, etc.
M Amber Beads. By Martha' Evert« 
Holden (‘’Amber;”) Brief essay» on people 
and things, full of humor and pathos. 
Paper, 50 cepte; cloth, 01.00.

A Modern Love Story, which does 
not end at the altar. By Harriet E. Or
cutt. Highly original; widely discussed. 
Paper, 25-cente; cjoth, 81.00. r

An Ounce cf - Prevention, to save 
America from having a government of the 
few, by the few and for the few. By Augus
tan Jacobson, Paper, 60 cents.

Blessecl.be Druadery. By William 0, 
Gannett. The most popular sermon ot the 
decade, A hundred thousand sold. Pa
per, 10 cents,

Browning’s Women. By Mary B. 
Burt. Essays on the women portrayed in 
Robert Brownings poems and dramas. 
Cloth, 81.(W,

Elsie; a Christmas Story. From the 
Norwegian of Alexander Kjelland, Tran«- 
la ted by Mlles Menander Dawson. Cloth, 
60 cents.

Essays. By Jame« VllaBlake. Familiar 
subjects, but masterly treatment. Re
markable for purity of style. Cloth, 
library style, 81.00,

Evolution and Christianity. By J. 
C. F. Grumblne. A niudy of the relations 
of modern science and popular religion. 
Cloth, 8u cents.

Facts and Fictions of Life. By 
Helen H. Gardener. Essays on live topics 
by one of the foremost women of the time. 
Paper, 60 cents; clotb, 81.00,

First Bteps lb Philosophy. By Wil- 
Bam Mackintire Salter. Discu«Kes the 
questions: What is Matteri What is Duty! 
Cloth, 11.00.

From Earth’s Conter. By 8. Byron 
Welcome. A novel picturing a society 
living under the Single'Tax. Paper, 25 
cents.

From Over the Border, or Light on 
tho Normal Life of Man. By Benj. G 
Smith. A book of prophecies and fancies 
of the life to come. Cloth, 81 .OU.

History of the Arguments for the 
Existence of God. By Dr. Aaron Hahn. 
An important work fur students. Paper. 
60 cents. ’

Information for Nurses, In Home and 
Hospital. By Martin W. Curran, practical 
andscientilio; nota quack “Home Physi
cian.” Cloth, 11.75, nut.

Inquirendo Island. By Hudor Genone. 
A witty but not irnwerent story of a coun
try where the AriHunetic was the Bible. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 81.00,

John Auburn top, Novelist. By Anson 
Uriel Hancock. A story ofïu western col
lege boy and college girl, paper, 50 cents : 
cloth, 81 *25,

Laurel Blossoms, or “My Fortune.” 
Compiled by Della E. Billings, poetical 
selections arranged for fortnnu-tcUing, 
Clotb, plain 91.00; gilt edges, 91.50.

Legends iront*Storyland. By James 
Vila Blake. Stories, new und old, Illus
trating how tho idea of miracles arises. 
Cloth, Illustrated, 50 cents.

Lessons from the World of Matter 
aud the World Of Man. By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent pn-sage» from unpub
lished sermons. Paper, 5U e.; cloth, 91.25.

Liberty and Life. By E. p. Powell. 
Crisp, popular lectures on the evolution 
theory as related to religion and life. Pa
per, 50 cents.

Money Found. By Tho«. E. HUI. Advo
cates national ownership of bunks. Full 
of Informât on on finance. Paper,25 cents; 
cloth, 75 ce' >; leather, 91.00.

More Then Kin. By James Vila Blake. 
A delightful book, half story, half essay, 
all uplifting and refreshing. Cloth, pa
per side, 9110.

Outline Btudles in James Russell 
Lowell: Hlu poetry and Prose. By Mrs. 
Busan B. Beals. Endpiued by Mr. Lowell, 
l’aper, 10 ceints.

Outline Studies in Holmes. Bryant, 
Whittier: Their Poems. By W. C. Gan
nett. Topics for conversation and refer
ences for reading. Paper, 10 cents.

People’s Party Shot and Shell. By 
Dr. T. A. Bland. A concise statement of 
the principles now advocated by the Peo- 
pie’s Party. Paper, 10 cents.

Poems of James Vila Blake» Re
markable for depth of thought and purity 
of style. Cloth, paper label, red burnished 
top, »1.00.

Proofs of Evolution. By Kelson C. 
Parshall. A concise, popular Hunmiftry of 
the proofs from geology, embryology, re
version, etc. Cloth, &0 cents.

Religion and Science as Allies, or 
Similarities of Physical and Religious 
Knowledge. By James Thompson Bixby, 
Ph. D. Cloth, 60 cents; paper, 30 cents.

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. 
Sixty chapters of practical instruction fur 
the young on problems of duty. Clotb, 
61.00.

St. Solifer, with Other Worthies and 
Unworthies. By James Vila Blake. Story
essays, subtle and entertaining. Paper.60 
cents; cloth, ll.OO.

Seed Thoughts from Robert Brown
ing. Belcctea and arranged by Mary E. 
Burt. Imitation piuuhinunc, daintily 
printed, 26 cents.

Sermons of Religion and Life. By 
Henry Duty Maxson, with biographical 
sketch by II. M. Sinunonsj the aennons 
.edited by James Vila Blake. Cluth, 81.00.

Silhouettes from Life. By Anson Uriel 
Hancock. Stories of the backwoods and 
the western prairies. Paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, »1.00.

The Auroraphone. By Cyrus Cole. 
Telcgraphio communication established 
with the planet Saturn. Paper, 25 cents; 
ciotu, 50 cents.

The Beginning. A novel of the future 
Chicago as it might be under bodalism. 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomas, Judge 
Tuley and others. Paper, 2o cents.
fThe Evolution of Immortality, or 

Suggestions of an Individual Immortality, 
based on our Organic and Life History. By 
Dr. C. T. Stockwell, Cloth, 60 cents.

The Faith that Makes Faithful. By 
William C. Gannett and Jenkin Lloyd 
Jones. New edition from new plates. 
Paper, 50 cents, cloth, «1.00.

The Flaming Meteor. Poetical works 
of Will Hubbard Kei nan. Uijiqiie and re
markable poems by a brilliant though 
erratic author. Cloth, |l.6u.

The Gospel of Matthew in Greek 
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing Tolman. Special vocabulary for 
beginners. Pup^.50 cents; cloth, «1.00. 
—T11© Last Tenettfmposed upon the 
Khau of Tomathoz. SJJyHudor Genone. 
An instructive story of non-elect infant, 
Paper, 25 cents, cloth, 11.25.

The Morals of Ohrlet. By Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison of Christian 
etiiies with contemporaneous systems 
Paper, 5U cunts; cloth, 81.UO.

Theodore Parker. By Samuel John
son. Not a detailed biography, but a com
prehensive sketch of Parker’s lite and 
work. Cloth, |1.GO.

The Russian Refugee. By Henry R. 
w flsun. A delightfully entertaining story, 
full of action and interest. 618 mures. 
Paper, 50 cents.

The Sailing of King Olaf and Other 
1 oeiiiti. By Allee Illiums Brotherton. 
Full of melody and variety. Cloth, with 
handsome cover design in silver, 11.00.

The Unending Genesis. By H. M. 
niminons. a simple yet thoroughly scion- 
11lie story of the creation, or rather the 
evulutlun, of tho world. Paper, 25 cents.

Washington Brown, Farmer. By 
LeKoy Arnwtrong. How the farmers held 
their wheat and the Board of Trade was 
beaten. Paper, 50 cents, cloth, 91.0).

Where Brooks Go Softly. By Charles 
Eugene Banks. Simple puvtns of tialure 
and life. White antique paper cover, ¿0 
cents; vellum cloth, gilt, |1.00.

Woman, Church and State. By Ma- 
tllda Joslyn Gage. A hMor'eal account 
of the status of woman through the Chris
tian ages. Cloth, |2.UU.

AN EXCELLENT WORK.
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE. 

XX The “Stellar Key “ Is uu vhllosopbleal Intro
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume may be gained from the 
following table of eonientt-: J—Death and the After
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3—Society In the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land: 
6—Winter-Land and bummer Land; ti-Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate« In the Summer-Land: ft—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In fon 
mer edition», and Is enriched by a beautiful front!« 
£iece, Illustrating the “formation of the Spiritual 

oily.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage & cents. Fur Mie 
ut th!« office.

something they don’t want to know, and 
say they nave one hundred dollars for 
any medium who will produce independ
ent slate-writing, or materialization, or 
other phases of spirit manifestations, 
under test conditions. Now, if any me
dium wishes to correspond in regard to 
conditions, they may address me at 
Wonewoc, Wis.”

W. H. Carson writes from Los Angeles, 
Cal.: “Thé many friends of Mirs. Georgia 
Cooley will feel pained to Hear of her 
serious illness while at Los Angeles. 
She opened to a full house June 17, and 
the moment she appeared upon the ros
trum all were convinced of her earnest
ness in the work. Her lecture was full 
of beautiful truths, and her tests excep
tionally good. She expected to be with 
us for some time, announcing a meeting 
for the following Sunday, but at that 
time many were turned away with a 
cloud of disappointment upon their 
faces, as they learned of her illness. At 
the present writing she is recovering 
and contemplates returning to Summer
land, where it is hoped that with, the 
combination of sunshine, sea breeze, and 
angel friends, she will fully regain her 
health, and soon be able to resume her 
work. We trust that all true Spiritual
ists will join in sending their best 
thoughts and wishes for a speedy recov
ery to a sister who is wockinjr faithfully 
for the causes”

Spiritual Association was effected by 
the getting together of most of the old 
workers in the society. A. L. Reinhard, 
president; Mrs. B. O. Barber, vice
president; E. W. Turner, of Newton 
Falls, secretary; B. O. Barber, treasurer. 
An executive board of three was 
chosen. Arrangements were made to 
hold a grove meeting on Sunday, August 
19, in Hawley’s Grove; a big meeting is 
anticipated.”

Mrs. S. C. Scovell writes from Mon
roe, Wis.: “We are pleased with the 
spiritual outlook here. The friends ap
preciate our efforts in their behalf and 
the public generally are willing to listen 
and receive our side of the question, 
which they were not when we first came. 
Our crowded hall attests to the fact of 
the growing interest in the work.” Mrs. 
Scovell, who is doing an excellent work 
in Wisconsin, can now be engaged for 
fall and winter work. The Monroe 
“Sun” thus speaks of her: “The cool and 
airy room occupied by the G. A. R., in 
Syndicate block, was comfortably filled 
on Sunday evening last by an audience 
composed largely of our most intelligent, 
progressiveand'thinking people,who list
ened with rapt attention to the lecture, 
given by inspiration, through the in
strumentality of Mrs. S. C. Scovell, 
whose powers as a medium are very fine. 
After the lecture, which was quite 
lengthy and exhaustive, the medium 
gave some very fine tests of her clair
voyant and telepathic powers which 
puzzled the uninitiated exceedingly.”

Some time ago a Roman Catholic 
died in Mobile, Ala., and bequeathed 
$2,000 to St. Joseph’s church, to be used 
for the masses for his soul. June 20 
the State supreme court held the be
quest void because there was no living 
beneficiary of the trust endeavored to be 
created, the soul not being an entity in 
the contemplation of the law.

The Beasey children, violinists, will 
give one of their unique entertainments, 
under the auspices of the Progressive 
Spiritual Society, on. Sunday evening, 
July 22, at Magonic Temple hall, 3120 
Forrest avenue. Tickets, adults, 25 
cents: children. 10 cents. -

Mrs. M. H. B. Snyder, trance speaker 
and- psychometric reader, will make 
engagements with societies on liberal 
terms. Will organizesocieties and give 
benefits to aid, the cause. Address her 
at OaktM* ¥*., box 1. ■

Wisconsin, beautifully situated on Lake 
Superior. 1 will be there on Sunday, 
the 15th of July. I have some open dates 
for the fall and winter of 1894, and 
would like to correspond with societies 
for engagements. Permanent address, 
Anoka, Minn.

H. Pettibone, materializing medium, 
is now in Omaha, Neb. We refer our 
readers to an extract from an Omaha 
paper on the fifth page, in reference to 
him. He is evidently a rising star.

Geo. F. Perkins and his estimable 
wife are at the Mantua Station camp
meeting. Mr and Mrs. Perkins are 
well-known in the West and in many 
parts of the East as excellent mediums 
and efficient workers. Mr. Perkins 
often captivates an audience with his 
sinking. We bespeak for them a cordial 
welcome wherever they may go.

Onset.
This favorite place of resort opened 

on Sunday, the 8th inst. The venerable 
and highly esteemed H. B. Storer, who 
has been its president for eighteen 
years, was present, and made a few 
pointed and pertinent remarks. Mrs. 
Hale occupied the rostrum in the fore
noon and Clara H. Banks in. the after
noon. The celebrated medium, Maud 
Lord-Drake, is there. M. H. Prince 
writes that "Onset is one of the most 
charming spots on our own vast conti
nent.”

r&ycffOFAT/ry, or spirit heai^ 
i Ing. A Series of Lesson« on the Relations of the 
the Spirit to Its Own Organism, and the Inter-Relation 
of Human Being« with Reference to Health, Disease 
and Healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush., 
through the mediumship ot Mr«. Cora L. V. Richmond i 
A book that every healer, , physician and SpirltnalU 
should read« Price 81,50.

itTsHnteresting.
TIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 

X^World: Being a description of Localities, Employ
ments, Surroundings, and Conditions in the Spheres. 
By members of the Splrlt-Band of Mis« M. T. Shelba* 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 81.00. Postage W cents. For sale at 
this office.

jyjLPIT. PEIY AH¿1 CKaULz.. £>* 
1 Helen H. Gardener. Ono of her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against tho Bible. 
Every woman should read It, and know her friends ; 
and enemies. Price lOcents.
f)BSESSION HOIY ¡EVIL SPIRITS 
Lz influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 28, price 
lOcents.
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 

1 Carrie E. S. Twlng, medium. Price 60 centa.
'THE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
1 Mythical Christ, by Gerald Masaey. 230 pagea.

12 mo. Price 60 cents.
EXPERIENCE 

In the Spheres. Price 20 cents.

7HE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT
UAL to the Material Universe; and tho law of 

control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 
Faraday. Price, IS cents.
'THE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 
■l it Charles Dswte>;\ Price 10 Mats,

UHfCRMtHTtn SANITAS 
smre

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Concentrated and Perfectly Pure.
It’s a royal drink and (you wouldn’t 

know it except by the good it does)—a 
medicine. It clears the vocal organs, 
soothes the nerves, purifies the blood and 
nourishes the weakest stomach.

Not a taint of alcohol is in Sanitas Grape 
Food—it’s suited tor table or sick-room.

THE CALIFORNIA GRAPE FOOD CO., 
Los Gatos, Cal.

General Eastern Agenoy. 145 Broadway, N. V.
General Pacific Agency,«GSSttUer St. .Ban Francisco. 
Chicago Selling Agent, Edwin £1. Hills, 70 State St,

This Instrument ba» now been thoroughly tented by 
numerous Investigators, and lias proved more satlsfac* 
lory than the plancbette, both In regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications,, and as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
notaware of their modluintetlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing comxBunlca- 
tions from their departed friends.

Ccpt. D. B. Edwards, orient, N. writes: *‘I bad 
communications (by the paychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old bettiers whoso grave« 
stones are mosa-grown io the old yard. They bare 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism Ir indeed true, and the communications bavo 
elven my heart the greatest comfort In the severe losa 
1 have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

I)r. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made Lia 
name familiar to those interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy- 
cbograpb you sent me, and will thoroughly teat It the 
first opportunity I may have. It is very simple in 
principle and construction, and 1 am sure most be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now in use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
¡te superior merit« bocomo known.”

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet. In an editorial no
tice of the Instrument In bla paper, the Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, says: “The Paycbograph is an Im
provement upon tbc planchet to, bartug a dial and let
ters, with a tew words, ho that very Hltlo ‘power’ la 
apparently required to give the communications. Wo 
do not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate.”

Just what Investigators want Homo circles want. 
Price, by null, free wltli full dlroctloa« for use, 11.00. 
For eale at this office.

SIXTEEN SAVIORS.
TT70RLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 

VV Sartors; or. ChrlBtianity Before Christ Con- 
taulng new and «turning revelation« In religious his
tory. which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doc
trines. principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris
tian New Testament, and furnloblne a key for unlock
ing many of 1U sacred mysteries, besides, comprising 
thaHlstory of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods, b» 
Kerley Graves. This wonderful aid exhaustive vol
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference In the Held which he hns chosen for It Th« 
amount of mental labor necessary to.collnte and com
pile the varied Information contained In It must have 
been severe and arduous indeed, and now that it Is In 
such convenient shape the student of, free thought 
will not willingly nllow it to go obtof print. But the 
book Is bv no mean« a mere collation of views or sta
tistics; throughout Its entire course the autbor-m 
will be seen by bls title-page ami chapter heads—,ol- 
Iowa a definite line of research and argument to the 
close, and bls conclusions go. like-sure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on Ono whfttfrmper. large 2mo, 890 
pages. New edition, revised andeorrected, 'with pta 
trait of author. Prlc« 81.50. Foetsge 10 osnts. rw

STUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 
O torlcal and practical. A manual for the people. 
BvVT. .1. Colville. Venable to thoie Investigating 
Theosophy. Price M.u0.

'TTHE RELIGION OF MAN. #yHUH 
A »on Tottla. Ute work» «re tiwaya ta

tveitini» Brice ii.eo. " ‘ -
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LETTER FROM THE HULLS A WONDERFUL SEANCE.

■

After More Than a Month of Almost 
Constant Wotkin San Francisco 

and Oakland, They Have 
Gone to Oregon.

Prof, and Mrs, Pettibone Give 
A Weird Entertainment.

t

To the Editor:—Many times since 
toy last communication to your widely- I 
fead and most interesting paper, I Have ■ 
felt an inspiration to write, but knowing ‘ 
how correspondence piles up in your 1 
office, and that innumerable valuable ’ 
articles are waiting to see the light, I 
concluded to keep my pep in close quar- ■ 
ters until we should have finished our 1 
■work in California, and then give a gen- 1 
eral report of matters along the lino. ’ 
Many a friend has written, “I do not ] 
expect you to answer all the letters you ' 
get, personally, but occasionally send a ’ 
message to the (dear Progressive ; 
Thinker, then we can all read it.” 
Brother Francis, our good-souled people ' 
do not realize that personal letters are 
dry reading to those who are interested ' 
only in matters pertaining to the phe
nomena and philosophy of Spiritualism, : 
nor can one, who has never been con- 1 
nected with editorial work know how 
many really good things are “pigeon- 1 
noled,” br consigned to the waste-basket 
to make room for matter that will be of 1 
general interest to the mass of readers.

Our work in California, as far as the 
present year is concerned, has become a 
taiatter of history. When we entered 
upon our .work in San Francisco and 
Oakland, early in June, .1 must confess 
it was with some misgivings, for various 
reports had come to our .ears that the 
condition for work in the Golden Gate 
city were anything but encouraging to 
any one who proposed to enter that field. 
We had been told that the mediums 
■were jealous of workers from abroad, no 
matter in what capacity such workers 
might be engaged, and that the work of 
the lecturer met with little appreciation, 
etc. We,however,made an engagement 
with the Firsf Society of Progressive 

1 Spiritualists, in San Francisco, and con
ducted meetings under its auspices the 
Sunday nights of June and the first 
Sunday night in July. We also engaged 
to work Sunday afternoons for the Lib
eral and Spiritual Society, in Oakland. 
We were invited by the board of direc
tors of the! Progressive Mediums’ So
ciety to take part in their Thursday 
night meetings, and did so. I also gave 
a talk on mediumship four Wednesday 
nights,in the meeting conducted by Mrs. 
jRuth Scott Briggs. We conducted eight 
sessions of the tent meeting-in Oakland; 
had one day “at homes” to friends each 
week during our sojourn in the city; so 
the friends who read this will under
stand, in a measure, why they have been 
apparently neglected; why I have 
scarcely had time to keep the wardrobe 
of the other M. in perfect order, and 
that is awful, as , I came with him ex
pressly to give him and his belongings 
my chief cure. However, I feel justified 
in any dereliction of which I may seem 
guilty in that direction, for I have par
ticipated in all of the meetings. Our 
songsters were universally used for con
gregational singing, and iq every meet
ing but one I did the playing for this 
part of the exercises.

Of course, many readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker remember that our 
Moses was reported as one dead last 
winter. Let me say that our Western 
friends think he is more lively than ever 
since his resurrection; he never wa^ 
more vigorous on the platform than at 
present, but he indulges in a little more 
rest between his lecture hours than 
formerly.

I would not feel that we were just to 
the good people with whom we parted 
so recently, or to ourselves, did I not in 
this communication express our united 
thanks and gratitude, not only for the 
courtesies, but the many kindnesses we 
received from the officers and members 
of societies for which we labored. Es
pecially do I desire to mention some of 
the mediums of San Francisco who gave 
us a cordial welcome, and expressed a 
heartfelt sympathy in our work. Among 
them were Mrs. Shriner, Mrs. Griffin, 
Mrs. Colby, Mrs. Place, Mrs. Prior, Mrs. 
Steers and Mrs. Robinson. Thus, in
stead of their forsaking the meetings, 
and giving us tbe cold shoulder, know
ing our views in regard to phenomenal 
mediumship, its province, etc., they, in 
many instances, publicly expressed their 
gratification in regard to our work, and 
our efforts to raise the tide of thought 
bn behalf of Spiritualism. They co-op
erated with us in the most harmonious 
spirit in the week-night meetings, and 
We have none but the kindest of memo
ries of them all.

Among the pleasant occurrences that 
took place while we were in San Fran
cisco, was a reception tendered us by 
Mr. and, Mrs. Colby at their home, a 
birthday gathering in which ye scribe 
was the most interested party, and two 
weddings at which Mr. Hull was called 
upon to officiate. '

Among the faithful workers in San 
Francisco, especially on behalf of The 
Progressive Thinker, is Mrs. Sadie 
Cooke; she informed me that she had 
sent you many messages relative to 
business, and had long desired to meet 
you and Mrs. Francis. . ‘

We left San Francisco per steamer, for 
Portland, Ore., the 3d insV; the distance 
is upwards of seven hundred miles. We 
had a very rough trip, but wq -proved to 
be good sailors, and went to the table 
for our three meals each day. We 
reached our destination several hours 
behind time and were glad to be once 
more on terra firma. We were met at 
the dock by friends, and although it was 
pbout 10 p. M., we were informed that a 
deception had been arranged for us,.and 
friends were awaiting us in East Port
land, at our old friends, the McMillans; 
others arrived later;1 Timong them Mr. 
Barney, the noted test medium, and his 
wife. I presume we seemed exceedingly 
dull, for we were excused in a short 
time, and went to rest, glad we were not 
to be rocked that night “in the cradle 
of the deep.” On the following morn
ing we came to New Era, where active 
operations are going onj preparatory to 
the camp-meeting, which opens to-mor- 

. row. Friends are constantly arriving.
I am glad to say that I find .The Pro
gressive Thinker’s friends every
where. . Mattie E. Hull.

A paper published in Omaha, Neb., 
has the following: .

“Last night Pyof. and Mrs. Hatfield 
Pettibone gave another seance at the 
Madison Hotel. The phenomena pre
sented were something that will never 
be forgotten by those who were fortunate 
enough to be present. The forces that 
were at work around the person of Mr. 
Pettibone would defy all the science and 
all the skill that human ingenuity 
could assume. Some power, unseen and 
wondrous, created hands and forms, 
materialized a substance by which these 
hands wrote messages on slates, and did 
this while the spectator hold the slate 
himself. It was done in full view, the 
hand appearing above the slate and 
writing the message as wpuld a living 
being. Within the cabinet at various 
times, while two or three persons had 
their heads through the fllpay,curtain, 
full-form materialization of recognizable 
departed friends took place. At one 
time it seemed as though the space 
surrounding Mr. Pettibone was crowded 
with semi-visible forms, The hands 
and arms of both sexes and all ages 
appeared without number. One of the 
sweetest sights was that pf the beautiful 
hand of a little child that came up 
under Mr, Pettibone’s chin, and almost 
stroking him, vanished away. The 
spirits seemed to want to be recognized 
and they would shake hands and stroke 
the arms and faces of members of the 
audience as lovingly as brothers. 
Scarcely was there one in the audience 
that did not hear from some departed 
friend or relative. The whole, seance 
was simply wonderful and awe-inspiring. 
The tales told of the adepts of India 
seem more than probable when the 
phenomena produced by Mr. and Mrs. 
Pettibone are seen. Every student of 
occultism in Omaha should certainly 
meet these people during their short 
stay. The A'ueninp News can truthfully 
recommend them to the study of the 
best brains of the community, and 
trusts that a goodly number of our best 
educated people will witness their 
wonderful work. We will cheerfully 
open our columns to any explanation 
the scientific mind can give of the im
mediate causes that produce such weird 
results. Their next, seance will be 
given Sunday evening at the Madison 
Hotel, corner 21st and Chicago streets.'1

papers, together with a copy of these 
resolutions, and do authorize the presi
dent of this society to carry out the pro
visions hereof; and it is further 
resolved that we, as Spiritualists, num
bering over 75,000 in the city of 
Chicago, will refuse to patronize any 
newspaper that refuses to print the 
notices of. our meetings, and request 
other spiritual societies to take similar 
action. ।

Passed unanimously. ( ,
Such are the resolutions < passejl. by 

our society, and we fraternally submit 
them to the consideration of Spiritual
ists and Liberals generally, requesting 
them to cease to patronize these ene
mies of our cause, and to induce • their 
friends also to do the same.

As this is the beginning of the new 
era of justice, peace and reason, we 
must be just to ourselves as well as to 
others, and assist in bringing about 
such an era'by supporting the justice 
of our cause by defending it from the 
injustice andbigotry of others.

Our fraternal greetings to all true 
friends of our beloved cause.

E. N. Pickering, 
President.

THE SPIRITUALISTE FIELD 
WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC. $

To
Bigoted Newspapers.
the Editor:—Many ' of the 

workers in the spiritual field have had

The Five Gates.
Ella Wilson Marchant, of San Ber

nardino, Cal.', has, something very inter, 
esting to. say on . that subject.: The 
Pacific Coast has some profound think- 
«rs, among them this estimable lady.; 7

unpleasant experiences in connection 
with the printing of meeting notices 
and unjust criticisms in many of the 
bigoted newspapers published in this 
country, and have become disgusted 
with the narrow-mindedness and abusive 
antagonism of creed-bound editors. 
This condition has been intensified by 
vile and profane language tn the 
mouth of one of the editors of a leading 
Chicago dally paper, until forbearance 
.has ceased to be a virtue, under re
peated and unwarranted insult.

Our society has been accustomed to 
give the Chicago Saturday and Sunday 
newspapers a notice of our meetingsv 
handed in spveral days in advance, for 
publication with the notice of other 
religious societies, for information of 
Spiritualists and the general public.

With one exception we have met 
with most courteous treatment at the 
hands of tbe editors of our newspapers 
who make a feature of a weekfy publica
tion of Sunday religious notices, and we 
have only the kindest thoughts and 
words for those editors and their papers 
that are liberal and impartial enough 
to give all comers a hearing before the 
public, and we assure them of our keen 
appreciation of their catholic spirit.

The exception referred to is the 
Chicago .“Tribune,” supposed to be a 
leading paper of our city and the 
country as well. The city editor has 
always received us with such a lank of 
courtesy and evident antagonism; supple
mented in many instances by vile and 
insulting language, that we have felt 
obliged to bring such uniformly out
rageous conduct to the attention of our 
fellow Spiritualists, who will perhaps 
remember that this same newspaper has 
pursued a vinidictlve and antagonistic 
policy towards our cause and its media 
for some years, exhibiting a most illib
eral and unprogressive, not to say retro
gressive spirit towards our people and 
our beloved cause.

Our self-respect did not permit us to 
engage in as vigorous defense of our 
cause as the merits of the case war
ranted, on account of the abusive 
manner forced upon us by this unde
veloped and unfit incumbent of so im- 
girtant a position upon this newspaper.

ut we are forced to believe, in view 
of the uniform policy of this paper 
towards our cause and its instruments, 
that this apology for a gentleman enjoys 
the knowledge of the support of his 
superiors, the owners and managers of 
this bigoted sheet, and presumes upon 
such knowledge to prove to repre
sentatives of our cause how unfit he is 
to come in contact with anybody more 
liberal than himself. This specimen of 
humanity, with profanity and vile 
epithets, would vouchsafe no reason or 
excuse for his malevolent abuse and 
bigoted action in refusing to print our 
notices, aud we brought the matter be
fore our society at its meeting for action, 
which resulted in the following resolu
tions, that were passed without, a dis
senting voice: ■ , _ ■

resolutions.
Whereas, The First Society of Spirit

ual Unity of Chicago has repeatedly 
presented to the Chicago Tribune the 
notice of th sir Sunday meetings for pub
lication, as this society has presented 
and had published in other Chicago 
papers, without demur or question; and 
whereas, the city editor of said Tribune 
has so repeatedly refused to print such 
notices, or io give any reason for such 
refusal, except as was expressed in vile 
and profane language, unfit for repeat
ing: and whereas, such refusal is in 
contempt of our manifest rights as a re
ligious body, as recognized by the 
United States Government in the official 
census of 1890; therefore, be it resolved, 
that this society, in meeting assembled 
on July 8,1894, do condemn the conduct 
of said Chicago Tribune as above 
named, and the uncalled-for prejudiced 
discrimination said Tribune a as shown 
against this society and Spiritualists 
generally, and do hereby, order that the 
details of this matter1 be published in 
The Progressive Thinker and other

S:¿$ :i
§¡S®gj

Mrs. Mary Smallwood thinks that if a 
good, live medium or speaker were to 
visit Atlanta, Georgia, a good society 
could be built up. After' the camp
meetings are over Atlanta would be a 
good place to go to spend the winter, 
as it is very pleasant during the fall and 
winter months. Good mediums who 
might think of going there are re
quested to write to her at 18 Hayden 
street, Atlanta, Ga. ,

I .Belle Rowe writes concerning the 
seances of Mr. Rothermel at Battle 
Creek, Mich. There were many 
skeptics in the party, but all seemed 
convinced at tho close of the seances.. 
Hands and arms of all shapes and sizes 
were shown, and messages were written 
on paper and handkerchiefs, bells were 
rung and the zither was played upon. 
Several of these things were going on 
at the same time. The Doctor’s lectures 
are highly satisfactory. We have just 
published a communication of similar im
port.

Mrs. Ella J. Owens writes from Caro, 
Mich., in way of correction and explanar 
tion: “In an article appearing in your 
valuable paper, The Progressive 
Thinker, under my initials E. J. O., 
Mr. H. C. Andrus or his guides omitted 
to state that the skeptics and church 
people who were so ‘completely sur
prised’ must have been seen clair- 
voyantly, for we mortals did not see 
anything of the kind} and as yet have 
not heard of any being present. We 
are conceited enough to think we are a 
staunch little band of firm Spiritualists, 
and prefer truth to fiction everytime; 
therefore, when Mr. H. C. Andrus is fully 
developed as any one phase medium, 
we would be happy to give him a help
ing hand in the way of endorsing him 
as one of our best workers, and be it 
understood, until that time arrives, if it 
ever does, we do not like to have him 
blow his own trump.et over our signa-

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. ■ 
Whenever a change is made, in speak
ers, or anything of speoial interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal I 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We" extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reaon 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

Mr. Wm. C. Adams certifies to the 
genuineness of Joseph King’s material
izations, and sends an account of seances 
at Orion camp and at Rochester, Mioh., 
which .were very satisfactory and con
vincing. Many forms of different sizes 
and appearance were seen and recog
nized, and many peculiar incidents oc
curred. We lately published a similar 
communication about Mr. King.

Mrs. A. B. Burt writes from Battle 
Creek, Mich.: “Tbe First Independent 
Society of Spiritualists secured the 
service of Mrs. Jennie B. Hagan-Jack
son, of Grand Rapids, to lecture for 
them at the Opera House Sunday, June 
17, morning and evening. Enough 
cannot be said of the able manner in 
which she handled the subjects given 
her by the audience; In the morning 
she was1 handed four’different subjects, 
which she wove into a beautiful poem. 
Her lecture in the Evening was grand 
and well-appreciated by all. The sub
ject which she selected for her last 
poem was ‘Mother,’ which brought the 
audience to tears. We bespeak for her 
a crowded house when she returns to 
us in the early fall.”

Miss Susie Johnson, whose name is 
familiar to many in the East as a prom
inent worker, writes from Long Beach, 
Cal.: “I enjoy your paper very much. 
It is the only spiritual food I get, save 
what the good spirits impress upon me 
occasionally, when I am not too tired 
to listen or hear. The little burg in 
which I live is so full of Methodism, 
Presbyterianism, Congregationalism and 
other isms, that it is a veritable desert, 
spiritually speaking, and, of course, I 
am only one among a very few who 
dare say they are Spiritualists, conse
quently I am made to feel the full 
weight of pious ostracism. Well, we 
may as well get used to it! We shall 
have more of it, and in increasing ratio, 
until the Spiritualists learn to stop 
quarrelling and organize for mutual 
protection and co-operative action along 
the lines of specific and universal edu
cation and benefaction.”

J. C. Smith writes? “Any medium or 
mediums who feel disposed to respond 
to my call, I will do all witnin my 
power to assist them in making such 
arrangements. Wonewoc, Wis., is a 
prosperous little village, centrally 
located between Chicago and Minne
apolis, with a population of about 900 
and a spiritual society, which owns its 
own hall and a park of four acres; so one 
can see at a glance that there is or 
ought to be a fine field here for a good 
medium; but notwithstanding the truth
ful statements of many of our best 
citizens, there is a class of men and 
women, honorable and respectable, who 
are ’ continually wanting to find out 
something they don’t want to know, and 
say they nave one hundred dollars for 
any medium who will produce independ
ent slate-writing, or materialization, or 
other phases of spirit manifestations, 
under test conditions. Now, if any me
dium wishes to correspond in regard to 
conditions, they may address, me at 
Wonewoc, Wis.”

W. H. CarsOn writes irom Los Angeles, 
Cal.: “The many friends of Mrs. Georgia 
Cooley will feel • pained to Hear of her 
serious illness while at Los Angeles. 
She opened to a full house June 17; - and 
the moment she appeared upon the ros
trum all were convinced of her earnest
ness in the work. Her lecture was full 
of beautiful truths, and her tests excep
tionally good. She expected to be with 
us for some time, announcing a meeting 
for the following Sunday,. but at that 
time many were turned away with a 
cloud of disappointment upon their 
faces, as they learned of her illness. At 
the present writing she is recovering 
and contemplates returning to Summer
land, where it is hoped that with the 
combination of sunshine, sea breeze, and 
angel friends, she will fully regain her 
health, and soon be able to resume her 
work. We trust that all true Spiritual
ists will join in sending their best 
thoughts and wishes for a speedy recov
ery to a sister who is working faithfully 
for the cause»” .

ture,”
Word comes from Benton Harbor, 

Mich,, that while Charles Widger, 
a Chicago newsboy, was selling an anti
Catholic paper there June 7, he was 
called into James O’Connell’s saloon1 
and Charles Sweeny, a gambler, 
knocked him down and kicked aim. A 
crowd of A. P. A. members came to the 
boy’s aid, followed by a hundred citizens 
who had learned of the state of affairs. 
Sweeny was arrested, but threats of mob , 
law were heard, and the police had all 
they could do to protect him. Sweeny 
was put under bonds to appear for trial.

The Journal, ‘Monroe, Wis., says: 
“Mrs. S. O. Scovell, of Chicago, who 
for the past four weeks has been lectur
ing on Spiritualism at G. A. R. Hall, 
has succeeded in arousing quite an 
interest among the Spiritualists and 
liberal thinkers of this city. Last Sun
day the hall was packed with eager 
investigators, who were treated to two 
very interesting lectures, which were 
followed by tests of medial powers In 
psychometric readings, clairvoyance 
and mental telegraphy. To allow all 
who so desire to enjoy these lectures, 
the Spiritualists have subscribed a fund 
to meet the expenses, giving the 
lectures free.” ’

B. A. C. Stephens writes from Okla
homa City, O. T.: “The many Spiritu
alists here are pleased with the success 
of Mf. O. L. Concannon as a materializ
ing medium. A few weeks ago he gave 
a seanoe which was broken up by a 
sitter trying to grab a spirit. Mr. Con- 
cannon’s arrest followed, on a charge of 
obtaining money Tinder false pretenses. 
He was acquitted on trial. Many wit
nesses testified to the genuineness of his 
manifestations, while- others contended 
that he was a fraud. Last night twenty 
persons attended a seance given by him. 
Over twenty forms appeared. The me
dium is exactly five feet six inches high 
in his stockings. One form, that of a 
man over six feet high, came out of the 
cabinet in full dress and spoke with a 
strong voice, and returned to the 
cabinet. He appeared a second time 
and both times was seen by all. He 
was recognized by a friend. A woman 
appeared in white, carrying a baby. 
One form dematerialized in sight of all 
outside the cabinet, apparently going 
down through the floor. Many forms 
were distinctly recognized, and several 
important messages were given. There 
was absolutely no possibility for fraud 
or collusion.”

E. N. Turner writes: “The reorgan
ization of the Mahoning Valley (Ohio) 
Spiritual Association was effected by 
the getting together of most of the old 
workers in the society. A. L. Reinhard, 
president; Mrs. B. O. Barber, vice
president; E. W. Turner, of Newton 
Falls, secretary; B. O. Barber, treasurer. 
An executive board of three was 
chosen. Arrangements were made to 
hold a grove meeting on Sunday, August 
19, in Hawley’s Grove; a big meeting is 
anticipated.” .

Mrs. S. C. Scovell writes from Mon
roe, Wis.: “We are pleased with the 
spiritual outlook here. The friends ap
preciate our efforts in their behalf and 
the public generally are willing to listen 
and receive our side of the question, 
which they were not when we first came. 
Our crowded hall attests to the fact of 
the growing interest in the work.” Mrs. 
Scovell, who is doing an excellent work 
in Wisconsin, can now be engaged for 
fall and winter work. The Monroe 
“Sun” thus speaks of her: “The cool and 
airy room occupied by the G. A. R., in 
Syndicate block, was cbmfortably filled 
on Sunday evening last by an audience 
composed largely of bur most intelligent, 
progressive and'th inking people, who list
ened with rapt attentiop to the lecture, 
given by inspiration, through the in
strumentality of Mrs( S. C. Scovell, 
whose powers as a medium are very fine. 
After the lecture, which was quite 
lengthy and exhaustive, the medium 
gave some very fine tests of her clair
voyant and telepathic powers which 
puzzled the uninitiated exceedingly.”

Some: time ago a Roman Catholic 
died in Mobile, Ala., and bequeathed 
82,000 to St. Joseph’s church, to be used 
for the masses for his soul. June 20 
the State supreme court held the be
questvoid because thepewas no living 
beneficiary of the trust endeavored to be 
created, the soul not being an entity in 
the contemplation of the law. '

The Beasey children, violinists, will 
give one of their unique entertainments, 
under the auspices of the Progressive 
Spiritual Society, on Sunday evening, 
July 22, at Masonic Temple hall, 3120 
Forrest avenue/ Tickets, adults, 25 

> cents; children, 10 cents. •
Mrs. M, H. B. Snyder, trance speaker 

and psychometric reader, will make 
: engagements with societies on liberal 
1 terms. Will organize societies and give 
■ benefits to aid, the cause. Address her

at Oakton* Va., box 1. -

E. N. Pickering writes: “The First 
Society of Spiritual Unity will give a 
grand social, musical, and literary en
tertainment at their temple, in Chicago, 
in Custer Post, Grand Army Hall, lower 
floor, 85 South Sangamon street, on 
Thursday evening, July 26, 1894, at 8 
o’clock, sharp. A programme of great 
excellence and variety will be presented 
by well-known talent, comprising musi
cal selections of vocal and instrumental 
harmonies, dramatic and elocutionary 
readings, and Prof. Clarke’s celebrated 
stereoptlcon views, to be followed by 
spiritual phenomena and a period of 
social reunion, in which the inhabitants 
of the two worlds will commune with 
each other. Everything will be done.by 
the management to make this occasion 
(which is entirely for the benefit of this 
society) an especially enjoyable one for 
all who attend. The low figure at 
which the tickets aro placed—a quarter 
—should move every one who enjoys a 
good time to buy a ticket and give this 
society a rousing benefit. Those who 
have not visited this beautiful temple 
will find 'it accessible to all parts of the 
city by the West Madison street cable 
line. Tickets and programmes will be 
ready at the meetings on Sundays, July 
15 and 22, and at the door on July 26.”

Prof. Theodore F. Price has lately 
been made an ordained minister by the 
Lake George Camp Association, pf New 
York, of which organization Henry J. 
Morton is president, James D. White 
vice-president, E. L. Seelye treasurer, 
and S. H. Smith, secretary. Prof. Price 
has changed his residence to 343 East 
19th street, New York, where he will 
continue to give sittings to those • desir
ing his services as a business and heal
ing medium. He also will continue to 
hold circles for development Thursday 
and Saturday evenings of each week; 
and will fill engagements to lecture and 
give psychometric readings for all or
ganizations desiring his services. Owing 
to engagements in the city Prof. Price 
will not attend any of the camps till late 
in the season.

Wm. Woodman, of Kansas City, Mo. 
writes: “W. H. Bach has been with us 
for the past four weeks, and has done 
some good work developing mediums, 
as well as in teaching mesmerism. In 
one of his developing classes, six out of 
eleven were put under spirit control. 

.Such men as Mr. Bach are what we 
want in Kansas City; men who will 
work for the cause, for it is work that 
will bring us to the front. It has been 
said that mesmerism and Spiritualism 
do not go together, and should be sepa
rate. I do not see why. If this mesmeric 
force will put us in a passive condition, 
so that our spirit friends can come and 
take possession of us, and draw aside 
the veil, if only for a moment, and show 
us the reality of tho Spirit-world, it is 
good. And this Mr. Bach has done for 
us.”

German Spiritual Society. Milwaukee, 
Wis., is holding meetings every Sunday 
at 8 p. m., at their lall, southwest 
corner of 3d street and North avenue. 
Mrs. E. M. Nutt, of Philadelphia, is the 
speaker.

O. M. writes from Genoa, Ill.: “Mrs. 
M. A. Jeffery, of 82 Superior street, 
Chicago, was here three days. She 
lectured and gave tests which gave 
good satisfaction and set people to think
ing. She has been engaged to meet 
with us once a month.”

Mrs. Lora Holton Hursen is open for 
engagements with societies for fall and 
winter from September 5, as platform, 
mental, test, and musical medium. Ad
dress, Vicksburg, Michigan, Box 225.

Mrs. S. M. Lowell, of Anoka, Minne
sota, writes us from her home after a 
two months’ sojourn in the beautiful 
city of Marshalltown, Iowa: “Wherever 
I went, there I found The Progressive 
Thinker in advance of me, and it is 
doing a grand work for the cause; and 
as I nave been a subscriber and reader 
from almost its first number, I can truly 
say it is the best paper, and it improves, 
like all good things, with age. My next 
trip will be to the city of Washburn, 
Wisconsin, beautifully situated on Lake 
Superior. I will be there on Sunday, 
the 15th of July. I have some open dates 
for the fall and winter of 1894, and 
would like to correspond with societies 
for engagements. Permanent address, 
Anoka, Minn.

H. Pettibone, materializing medium, 
is now in Omaha, Neb. We refer our 
readers to an extract from an Omaha 
paper on the fifth page, in reference to 
him. He is evidently a rising star.

Geo. F. Perkins and his estimable 
wife are at the Mantua Station camp
meeting. ’’ Mr and Mrs. Perkins are 
well-known in the West and in many 
parts of the East as excellent mediums 
and efficient workers. Mr. Perkins 
often captivates an audience with his 
singing. We bespeak for them a cordial 
welcome wherever they may go.

Onset.
This favorite place of resort opened 

on Sunday, the 8th inst. The venerable 
and highly esteemed H. B. Storer, who 
has been its president for eighteen 
years, was present, and made a few 
pointed and pertinent remarks. Mrs. 
Hale occupied the rostrum in the fore
noon and Clara H. Banks in. the after
noon. The- celebrated medium, Maud 
Lord-Drake, is there. M. H. Prince 
writes that “Onset is one of the most 
charming spots on our own vast conti
nent.”.

Any book or books lb this list will bo mailed promptly to any address on recelyt of 
pries. For »6.00 cash with order, books to the amount of »6.00 will bo sent prepaid. 
Postal notes and currency are at senders' risk, remittances should be made by bank 
draft or postal or express order. Address the publishers of this paper.

Amber Beads» By Martha' Everts 
Holden (‘'Amber;1') Brief essays on people 

. and things, full of humor and pathos.
Paper, 50 capto; cloth, pl.00.

A Modern. Love Story, which does 
not end at the altar. By Harriot E. Or
cutt. Highly original; widely discussed. 
Paper, 25«onts; cjotb, Rl.OO.

An Ounoe of ^Prevention, to save 
America from having a government of the 
few, by the few and for the few. By Augus
tus Jacobsou, Paper, 50 cents.

A Bure Bouled Liar. An anonymous 
novel, “terse, oompact, rapid and intense,” 
scene In a Boston .’art school. Paper. 80 
cents.

Asleep and Awake. By Raymond 
'Russell, A realistic story of Chicago; at
tacking the 4puble standard of morals. 
Cloth, <1.00.

Blessed.be Drugdery. By William C. 
Gannett. The most popular sermon of tho 
docade. A hundred thousand sold. Pa» 
per, 10 cents. '

Browning*• Women. By Mary E. 
Burt. Essays on the women portrayed in 
Robert BrgwnBigta poems and dramas.
Cloth, 11.00, T

Elsie: a Christmas Story. From the 
Norwegian of Alexander Kjelland, Trans
lated by Mlles Menander Dawson. Cloth, 
pO cents.

Kasaya. By Jambs Vila Blake. Familiar 
subjects, but niapterly treatment. Re
markable for purity of style. Cloth, 
library style, $1.00,

Evolution and Christianity. By J, 
O. F. Grumblne. A uludy of tho relations 
of modem science and popular religion. 
Cloth, 80 cents. '

Facte and Fictions of Life. By 
Helen H. Gardener. Essays on live topics 
by orte of tho foromosf women of the time. 
Paper, 50 cents: cloth,81.00.

First Steps in Philosophy. By Wil
liam Mackintire Salter. Discusses the 
questions: What Is Mutter! What is Duty! 
Cloth, 11.00»(

From Earth’s Center, By 8. Byron 
Weloome. A novel picturing a eocietv 
living under the Single'Tax,' Paper, 25 
cents.

From Over the Border, or Light on 
the Normal Life of Mun. By Benj. G 
Smith. A book of prophecies and fancies 
of the life to come. Cloth, 81.00.

History of the Arguments for the 
Existence of God. By Dr. Aaron Habn. 
An important work for students. Paper. 
60 cents. ’

Information for Nurses, in Rome and 
Hospital. By Martin W. Curran. Practical 
and scientific; not a quack “Home Physi
cian,*1 Cloth, 11.75, not.

Inqulrendo Island. By Hudor Genoa«. 
A witty but not Irreverent story of a coun
try where the AriRtmetlo was the Bible. 
Paper, 25 cents: cloth, 81.00.

John Auburn top, Novelist. By Anson 
Uriel Hancock. A story ofta western col
lege boy and college girl. Paper, 50 cents: 
Cloth, 51.25.

Laurel Blossoms, or “Sly Fortune.” 
Compiled by Della E. Billings. Poetical 
selections arranged for fortune-celling. 
Clotb, plain edgqfy <1.00; gilt edges, 11.50.

Legends froDV Btoryland. By James 
Vila Blake. Stories, new and old, illus
trating how the Idea of miracles arises. 
Cloth, Illustrated, 60 cents.

Lessons from the World of Matter 
and the World of Man, By Theodore 
Parker. Eloquent parages frotii unpub
lished sermons. Paper, 50 e.; cloth, 11.26.

Liberty and Life. By K. p. Powell. 
Crisp, popular lectures on the evolution 
thoory as related to roligiou and llfu. Pa
per, 60 cents.

Money Found. By Thos. E. Hill. Advo
cates national ownership of banks. Full 
of informal,on on finance. Paper,25 cents; 
cloth, 75 cel;leather, S1.0O.

More Than Kin» By James Vila Blake. 
A delightful book, half story, half essay, 
all uplifting and refreshing. Cloth, pa
per side, 11.00, ’

Outline Studies in James Russell 
Lowell: His poetry and Prose. By Mrs. 
Susan B. Boals. Endorsed by Mr. Lowell.

. Paper, 10 cents. .
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BOOKS OF TODAY 1
Books of Social Progress 

, Books of Modern Science .
'■ Books of Rational Religion

I Live American Novels, etc.
Outline Istudlos In Holmes. Bryant« 

Whittier: Their Poems. By W. C. Gan
nett. Toplqs for conversation and refer
cnees for reading. Paper, 10 cents.

People’s Party Shot and Shell. By 
Dr. T. A, Bland. A concise statement of 
tho principles now advocated by the Peo
ple's Party. Paper, 10 cents.

Poems of Jarnos Vila Blake» Re
markable for depth of thought and purity 
of style. Cloth, paper label, red burnished 
top, »1.00, • .

Proofs of Evolution. By Nelson C. 
Parshall. A concise, popular aunnutiry of 
the proofs from geology, embryology, FC
version, etc. Cloth, 50 cents,

’ Religion and Science as Allies, or 
ShnilariUui of Physical and Religious 
Knowledge. By James Thompson Bixby, 
Ph. D. Clotb, 60 cents; paper, 80 cents.

Right Living. By Susan H. Wixon. 
Sixty chapters of practical instruction for 

ou Problems of duty. Qloth,

St. Sollfer. with Other Worthies and 
Unworthles. By James Vila Blake. 8tory- 
essays, subtle and entertaining. Paper, 60 
cents; cloth, 11.00.

Seed Thoughts from Robert Brown
ing. Seloctea and arranged by Mary E. 
Burt. Imitation paiclunent, daintily 
printed, 25 cents.

Sermons of Religion and Life. By 
Henry Doty Maxson, with biographical 
sketch by H. M. Simuiona; the sermons 
.edited by James Vila Blake. Cloth, $1.00.

Silhouettes from Life. By Anson Uriel 
Hancock. Stories of the backwoods and 
the wtern prairies. Paper, 25 cents; 
'doth, 11.00.

The Auroraphone. By Cyrus Cole. 
Telegraphic communication established 
with the planet Saturn. Paper, 25 cents; 
cloth, 60 cents.

The Beginning. A novel of tho future 
Chicago us It might be under soeiulitun. 
Introductory letters by Dr. Thomas, Judge 
Tuley and others. Paper, 25 cents.
I The Evolution of Immortality, or 

Suggestions of an Individual Immortality, 
based on our Organic and Life History, Dy 
Dr. 0. T. Stockwell, Cloth, 60 cents.

The Faith that Makes Faithful. By 
William C. GannetL and Jenkin Lioyd 
Jones. New edition from pew plates. 
Paper, 60 cents; cloth, ti .00.
-%?»Meteor. Poetical works 

of Will Hubbard Keruon. Unique and re- 
markablo poems by a brilliant though 
erratic author. Cloth, 11.50.

The Gospel of Matthew in Greek, 
Edited by Alexander Kerr and Herbert 
Cushing Tolman. Special vocabulary for 
beginners. Pape^.60 cents; clotb, |l,00. 
wThe fcaat Tene^fmposed upon the 
Khan of Tomathoz?\By Hudor Genone. 
An instructive utory or a non-cleut infant. 
Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 11.25.

The Morale of Ohriet. By Austin 
Bierbower. A comparison of Christian 
elides vith contemporaneous systems 
Paper, 50 oents; cloth, $1.Go,

Theodore Parker. By Samuel John
son. Nut a detailed biography, but a com- 
prelienslvo sketch at Parker’s life and 
work. Cloth, 11.00.

The Russian Refugee. By Henry R. 
\\ i son. A dellglitfully entertaining story, 
full of action and interest, 618 pages. 
Fa]>er, SO cents.

Tbe Sailing of King Olaf and Other 
I oeina By Alice Williams Brotherton. 
Full of melody ami variety. Cloth, with 
handsome cover design in silver, |1.00.

The Unending Ooneslu. By H. M. 
SiiuinojiH. a simple yet thoroughly scien
tific story of the creation, or ratner tho 
evolution, of the world. Paper, 25 cents.

Washington Brown, Farmer. By 
LeKoy Armstrong. How the fanners held 
their wheat and the Board of Trade was 
beaten. Paper, 50 cents, cloth, 11.00.

Where Brooks Go Softly, ByCharios 
Eugene Banks. Simple poems of nature 
and life, white antique paper cover, 50 

• cents; vellum cloth, gilt, fl.tx).
Woman. Oburch and State. By Ma

tilda Joslyn Gage, A historical account 
of tho status of woman through the Chris
tian ages. Cloth, <2.00. 9

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE.

XX The “Stellar Key*’ Is tbj ubflosophlcal intro
duction to tbe revelations contained In this book. 
Some idea of thia little volume may be gained from the 
following tabic of contents: 1—Death and tbe After 
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summer-Land; 3—Society in the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in die Summer-Land: 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land: 6-Language und 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ultimate* in the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edltloncon- 
tains more than double the amount of matter in for 
mer editions, and is enriched by a beautiful frond» 
piece, Illustrating tho “-formation of thu Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 centfl. PoBtaco 6 cents. For sale 
at this office.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL. 
1 log. ASerleaof Lcbboub on tbo Relations of the 
the Spirit to Its Own Organism, and the Inter-Relation 
of Human Being» with Reference to Health, Disease 
and Healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rn.lc, 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond! 
A book that every healer,, physician and Spiritual!* 
Uumld read. Price »1,60.

IT IS INTERESTING.
¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT

World: Being a description of Localities, Employ* 
menta« Surroundings, and Conditions In tbe Spberea. 
By members of the Splrlt-Band of Miss M. T. Bhelba* 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 81.00. Postage » cento. For sale st 
this office. .

njLPIT. PEW AHD CKaOL^ 2» z 
i Helen H. Gaedeker. Ono of her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against the Bible. 
Every woman should read lt, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price lOcents.
OBSESSION. HO IV EVIL SPIRITS 
Lz Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
lOcenta.
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BV 

1 Carrie E. 8. Twlng, medium. Price M cent».

Z'HE HISTORICAL JESUS AND
Mythical Christ, by Gerald Massey. 230 poses, 

Wmo. Price B0 cents.
jjCHSA SPRAÇVE'S EXPERIENCE 

in tho Spheres. Price 20 cents.

7'HE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT-
UAi, to the Material Universe: and the law or 

control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 
Faraday. Price, 15 cent». >
'THE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN, 
A ' St Charles DawbmiS PrJco JO cento«
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S ANITAS 
HÏRAPE

FOOD

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
3

Concentrated and.Perfectly Pure.
It’s a royal drink and -(you. wouldn’t 

know it except by the good it does)—a 
medicine. It clears the vocal organs, 
soothes the nerves, purifies the blood and 
nourishes the weakest stomach.

Not a taint of alcohol is in Sanltas Grape 
Food—it’s suited for table or sick-room.

A costs at - or Makes
pint 76 your ' your one-halt
bottle cents grocer's druggist’s, gallon.

tX 'Booklet about it mailed free. .

THE CALIFORNIA GRAPE FOOD CO., 
Los Gatos, Cal.

General Eastern Agency, 145 Broadway»N.T, 
General Pacific Agency, lOSSultcr St., Ban Francisco.
Chicago Belling Agent, Edwin E. HIJIb, 70 State SU

This instrument has cow been thoroughly tested by 
numerous Investigators, aud has proved moro satisfac
tory than the plancbette, both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications,, end as 
a means of developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their medluinlstlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Cnpt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. T., writes: “I had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whoso grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit« 
uallsm is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
1 have bad of bod, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made h!a 
name familiar to those Interested In psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test it the 
first opportunity I may have. It la very simple in 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now in use. 
1 biMleve it will generally supersede the latter when 
Its superior merits bocomo known."

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, In an editorial no
tice of the instrument In bls paper, the Worthington 
(Minn-) Advance, says: “The psychograph is an im
provement upon tbo plancbette, having a dial and let
ters, with a few words, so that very little ‘power’ la 
apparently required to give the communications. Wo 
do not hesitate to recommend It to ail who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate.”

Just what Investigators want. Homo circles ■want. 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for use, II4XL 
For sale at thia office.

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER’S 
»19 AND AGENT'S PROFITS.. ' 

/S£^9[4buyonrOxfordBossBicyde^uIt- 
.req^abic for cither sex, made of best ma- 

■■.—, ™ . terial, strong, substantial, accurately
adjusted and lolly warranted. Write to-day for our 
large complete catalogue of bicycles, parts, repairs, etc^ . 
L-ee. OXFORD MFG. CO. -

838 Wabr-’h Avonuo, - CHICAGO, ILL.
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olXTEEN SAVIORS.
TT/ORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
Vv Saviors; or, Christianity Before ChrlsL Con- 

teiulng new and startling revelations In religious his
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doc
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of tbe .Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock* 
log many of Its sacred mysteries, besides, comprising 
tbe History of Sixteen Oriental .Crucified Gods, ty 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful .aid exhaustive vol* 
umo will, we are certain; take high tank as'a bookoi 
reference In tbe field which he has chosen for it. The 
amount of mental labor necersary to.collate and com
pile the varied Information contained In It must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that it is Id 
such convenient shape tho student “of, free thought 
will not willingly allow it to go-outof print. ‘ But the 
book is by no means a mere collation of views or ata- 
tistlcs; throughout Its entire course.the author-ti 
wlllbeseen hy bls title-page and chapter heads—.fol
lows a definite line of research and argument to tbe 
close, and his conclusions go. llke nure arrows, to the 
mark. Printed on'Udo wblt^mper, large.2mo, 880 
pages. New edition, revised anaTOirectecLTwIth p6n 
trait of author. Trie* 11.50. Postag* W wt* 
«•leafthUGfflfiSb .......

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HIS* 
J.\ tory, embracing the origin of the Jews, tho Blu 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the UOrlva* 
tfon of Christianity; to which is added; WliencoQrtt 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M.jk One al 
tho most valuable works ever pubUshe^PflcQ tlJjfc

ig Kÿi®

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.

■CTUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 
O .torlcal and practical. A manual ior the ncnple. 
ByW. J. Colville. VainaWo to thwo Invesugauiij 
laeosophy. Prlcesl.»^,:. 1 ;

^THE RELIGION OF MAN.' PYHUO- 
A .ouTnttl.. Ht»work»M* Myrkya lauaaoiy la 
tnrtitta». ■ ftrioMi.w.

TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 
J .£ view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown, M. D. A pamphlet that 
should be In tbe hands of all Price 15 cents. Fol 
BaUiatthls office. :

Blessed.be
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BACON AND SHAKESPEARE. MAPLE DELL.
A Purply Spiritual Camp
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EXCELLENT BOOKS!

Begins July 21 and Ends August 13.

This camp is situated on the N. Y., P. &

f//AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
Fr IfilPor, Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trinca’

Its

Mantua Station. W. F. Ball.

*

W. 8. Decker,surrounding States.

all

cember 26, 1604.

piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
£j Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cento.

piBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KERSE Y GRA VES. 
xJ It will well pay pernau. Price »1.75.

THE INTER-STATE SPIRITUAL CAMP.

To the Editor :—Yesterday I attended

©

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
I course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work, it ¡>os 
tn,m great merit. Price ,1.25.

I IF YOU
Want the very

Secretary Inter-State Spiritual Camp.
Muskegon, Mich., July 10, 1894.

TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF 
JTl the Sunday question. It is Invaluable. By G. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price 15 cents.

TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 
JI L Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists in Amer
ica. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. Au 
Invaluable work. Price, paper. 50 cents.

They Are for Bale at This Office,
AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO-,\ 

X~L rles, by Mrs. St. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful Illustration of man's cruelty and injustice to his fellow 
tnaui Price 10 cents.

■ ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
/I from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela
tions. proving Christianity to bo of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has C25 pages, a flue engraving of J. M. Roberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Natter. Price »1.50. Postage 12 cents,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. Bi SARAH E. TIT- 
aCL comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
originated. An interesting and Instructive book, Price »1.25.
CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO
V- nominal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
Dr. J. 11. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.
TTELEN HARLOW’S VOW, OR SELF-JUS. 

I 1 tlce. By Lota Watabrookor. Price »1.50. ,

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
I “If a man die. shall bp live?" Is fully answered. By W. 8. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents.
h/TABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 

LVL Watabrooker, Price »1.50. Mrs. Watabrooker.s books 
should be read by every woman in the land.
f\/[IND READING AND BE YOND. B Y TYM. 

LVL Ji. Hovey. 200pages, with illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon. Price »1.25.
pOEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 

A volume of «weet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. Theae are awect, win- 
aoui and restful. Price »1.00.
nEL/GION. B\rE.DtBABB!TTy M. D. IB 

JL\ &B could be led to be’leve in such a religion the world would 
be far better than now. F ew writers excel Mr. Babbitt in power 
and disposition to apply th > facts of history and science. Price 
<1.25. Postage 10 cents*

i>'i . * * *
ji^is happy breed of men, this little world, 
Mis precious stone set in a silver sea.”

PROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
L Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare merit. Fries 
•1.50.

PIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 
X By Rev. Cbae. Chinlquy, ex-priest. A remarkable boot 
’»cas832. Price »2.25.

QELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE^BIBLE. 

k-? 144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and specnlct* 
Ive: each proved affirmatively and negatively by q’U'tations from 
Bcrtoture, without comment. Price ir> cents.

Wfi?s

Shakespeare Must Go.
•To the Editor:—Mr. Ira Gale Tompkins 

has undertaken to prove in a three-column 
article that Bacon did not write the works of 
Shakespeare. His reasoning is exceedingly 
weak, and I would not have thought of writing 
a word about it, but for the fact that his 
strongest point is a faux pas. He has quoted 
two lines from Bacon’s versification of the 
KCth Psalm, and he has so interpolated the 
first line as to make it appear that Bacon had 
no sense of rhythm, I now reproduce the 
two lines, with the bungling interpolation in 
parenthesis:
“As a tale (that is) told, which sometimes 

■ men attend,
And sometimes not, our life steals to an end."

Omit the words in parenthesis and the 
rhythm is perfect. Was it you, Mr. Tomp
kins, who made the interpolation: or did you 
copy it from another interpolator? You have 
wasted half a column on that false quotation.

The latest and best biographer of Lord Ba
. con was James Spedding. He reproduced 
Bacon’s versification of some of the Psalms, 
and expressed the opinion that “Bacon was 
not without the fine phrensy of the poet,” 
'and that if it had taken the ordinary direction, 
“it would have carried him to a place among 
the great poets."

• We know that Bacon wrote sonnets to 
Queen Elizabeth and excused himself by say
ing: <(I profess not to be a poet."
v We know that he composed masques anony

mously before Shakespeare’s name appeared 
jus a play writer or as the author of “Venus 
and Adonis” and “Lucrece," and that those 
masques were essentially poetic compositions, 
'in the nature of plays, and sometimes con
tained verses in rhyme equal in merit to the 
average of Shakespeare’s. Take, for exam
ple,.'the following from a masque composed as 
•ehi-ly as 1594 (the date of “Lucrece”), and 
'VMidved by Spedding to have been the work 
¿f Bapon:

‘ “Seated between the Old World and the New, 
j./Aland there is no other land may touch, 
.Where reigns a Queen in peace and honor 
r.pai true,

(Stories or fables do describe no such. 
Nqver did Atlas such a burden bear, 

o.-. -As she, in holding up the world opprest; 
‘Bttbplying with her virtue everywhere
i‘” Weakness of friends, errors of servants 
fX. ). best.
iMo nation breeds a warmer blood for war, 
m’¡And yet she calms them by her majesty; 
t^O age'hath ever wits refined so far, 
fl. And yet she calms them by her policy: 
TO her thy son must make his sacrifice, 
•If he will have the morning of his eyes.”
i'' Shakespeare scholars will recognize phrases 
in'tlie qbove that are repeated in the plays, 
^’dmpa^e it with the speech of John of Gaunt 
■jmRichard II, act ii, scene 1:
.'Ql’his .royal throne of kings, this scepter’d 
: ।' isle,
This earth of mgjesty, this seat of Mars.

‘ And act iv, scene 1:
“O, forbid it, God, 

That, in a Christian climate, souls refined 
Should shew so heinous, black, obscene a deed. 
* * * * * 
And in this seat of peace."

■, And in 3d Henry II, act v, scene 1: 
/•■Thou art no Atlas for so great a weight." 
, And in As You Like It, act iii, scene 2: 
“Shall see thy virtue witness'd everywhere.” 

, And, lastly, note the singular expression, 
•“morning of his eyes,” repeated in the plays: 
“Modest as morning when she coldly eyes 
The youthful Phoebus."

—Troil. and Cress., i, 3. 
“Yon grey is not the morning’s eye."

' —Rom. and Jul., iii, 5.
The composition of all these plays was of 

later date than the Masque.
In one of those Masques a speaker is made 

to say: “The monuments of wit survive the 
monuments of power; the verses of the poet 
endure without a syllable lost, while states 
and empires pass many periods." Two years 
later, in 1596, the composer of that speech, 
writing to Sir Faulke Greville on his studies, 
said: “For poets I can commend none, being 
resolved to be ever a stranger to them.” Gre
ville (1554-1628) was a poet, and wrote the 
life of Sir Philip Sidney.

In 1603 Bacon wrote a private letter to the 
poet John Davies, begging him to speak a 
good word for the writer to the incoming King 
James I., and closing with these words: “So, 
desiring you to be good to concealed poets, I 
continue.”

Bacon’s most intimate friend, Toby Matth
ew, in a letter with cancelled date, but as late 
as 1605, acknowledged the receipt of some 
work by Bacon, and added this postscript:

“I will not return you weight for weight, 
but Measure for Measure. ”

“Mesurfor Mesur," by “Shaxberd," was 
played before King James, at Whitehall, De-

Agaie, about the time of the publication of 
the Shakespeare Folio, 1623, Matthew ac
knowledged in a letter witlj0ut date, the re
ceipt 6f a “great and noble favor,” and added 
the following:

“P. S.— The most prodigious wit that ever 
I knew, of my nation and of this side of the 
sea, is of your Lordship’s name, though he be 
known by another."

Unlit 1598, when Bacon was 37 years of 
age and Shakesnear 34, all the printed plays, 
afterwards attnbuted to Shakespear, were 
anonymous, and' most of these earlier ones 
continued anonymous in subsequent editions; 
for example, Tilus Andronicus, Henry VI. (in 
three pirte)and Romeo «»d Juliet—the fourth

edition of the latter being ascribed to Shake
spear in 1611. Henry V. went through three 
editions, .1600, 1602 and 1608, all anony
mous,
f William Shagsper was married at Stratford, 

November 28th, 1582. How came the name 
to be Shakespeare? His five autographs have 
no e in the first syllable, nor a in the second. 
Francis Bacon was a profound student of 
Greek Mythology; he wrote essays on the Wis
dom. of the Ancients. Pallas Athene was the 
most illustrious of the Greek deities; she was 
the patroness of literature, art and science, 
and het sobriquet was the “Shaky lady with 
the Spear." The first and last syllables of 
this sobriquet are Shake and Speare, as the 
same would have been written three hundred 
years ago.

The .five autographs of “Shakspere,” so 
widely published in foe simile, were traced by 
me from engravings in the Congressional 
library, and they coincide perfectly with the 
recent photographic prints of the originals in 
the British Museum and Library of London,

Horace Greeley, like William Shakespeare, 
had a son and two daughters. The sons died 
early, but the daughters grew up. Judith 
Shakespeare, at the age of 26, witnessed two 
papers by making her mark. Susanna Shake
speare, widow qf Dr. John Hall, betrayed her 
illiteracy at the age of 57, by disputing the 
unmistakable handwriting of her late hus
band.

Suppose that two hundred years hence the 
only handwriting extant of Horace Greeley 
should be five autographs attached to legal 
papers in the last three years of his life, as 
follows:

1. Hor. Grele, with an a above the final e.
2. Horace written over Grely.
3. The same, three years later, attached 

to the first leaf of his will.
4. Hot. Grel, followed by a grotesque 

scrawl, the whole name being three times 
longer than the previous autographs.

5. Horace Grely, written worse than any 
of his now known autographs, and with an il
legible scrawl prefixed, which was intended to 
be “By me," as required in the final signature 
to a will.

I once asked Col. Ingersoll how he ac
counted for ¡the fact that no letter by Shake
speare had ever been found, and none addressed 
to him, except one asking for a loan of £30 
(which letter, by the way, Halliwell Phillipps, 
Shakespeare’s latest and best biographer, 
thinks was never delivered). The Colonel, 
with a “hem,” said: “I account for it by the 
great fire in London, which destroyed ever so 
many records.” The great fire was fifty 
years after Shakespeare's death at Stratford, 
and forty years after Bacsn's death in London. 
Did it burn up all manuscripts of Shakespeare 
and spare all those of Bacon?

Shakespeare must go. W. H. Burr,

Ben Hafiz, the Muezzin.
Far lifted from the city’s jar and fret 
Ben Hafiz waited on the minaret;
And gazing where the Prophet’s city stands, 
A benediction waved from wrinkled hands.
His prayerful voice was raised—the hour was 

nigh—
To Allah lifted his imploring eye.
Below him sparkled many a twinkling fire, 
Where pilgrims camped around the sacred 

spire.
“Oh! where is God?" the old Muezzin cries; 
With eagle glance he scans the vaulted skies.
All silent trembled the thin realms of air— 
Ben Hafiz vainly sought an answer there!
Beneath his feet stretched far the sapphire 

sea—
“Lol In its depths—Divinity may be!”
The blue waves rippled on the lonely shore: 
No token reached him in their hollow roar!
The campfires leaped, their red glow mounting 

higher.
He pondered: “There! Perchance, is Allah 

nigher?’’
Bright gleams lit up the sleeping host in 

vain—
Not a response! Ben Hafiz asked again.
The mountains, hung above him, crested 

round,
Caught his quick eye—“Is God there hidden 

found?"
But scarped rooks and peaks all silent lay—‘ 
With no reply, Ben Hafiz turned away!
“Alas! All silent!" the Muezzin cried.
The hopes which warmed his heart in sadness 

died.
“Earth, air and fire—the waters, I explore— 
For God, whose footsteps here return no 

more!”
When, like a lark, a sweet voice thrilled 

above:
An angel sang—“Ben Hafiz! God is Love!” 

—Richard Henry Savage.

The Progressive Thinker
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, '40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, III, and try the paper for three 
months.

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com 
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 cents;cloth, 50cts.

The Spiritual Alps and How'We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in thè line of ' refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and Hell By Moses 
Hull Price 10 cents,

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois Waisbrooker. Paper, 
•50 cents. - ■

O. R. R. (which kindly furnishes half rates 
on Friday, Saturday and Monday of* each 
week), and is thirty miles southeast of Cleve; 
land, Ohio, on above road.

We have engaged the following speakers:
E. W. Sprague, trance and test; J. W. 

Dennis, Buffalo, N. Y.; Lyman 0. Howe, 
Fredonia, N. Y.; Rev. Geo. F. Perkins, Chi
cago, Ill.; Mrs. 0. A. Sprague, Jamestown, 
N. Y.; Mrs. E. A. Sheets, Michigan; Hudson 
Tuttle, Berlin Heights, Ohio; Mrs. L. M. 
Robinson, Michigan; Geo. P. Colby, Fla.; 
Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio; Mrs. G. F. Perkins, Chicago, III.; Mr. 
D. M. King, Mantua, Ohio; Mrs. L. L. 
Brown, Ohio; Mrs. Celia^Loucks, Ohio;' Mr. 
M. C. Danforth, Ohid. ° ‘

TEST MEDIUMS.
E. W. Sprague, G. F. Perkins, C. A. 

Sprague, Mrs. A. L. Robinson, Mrs. G, F. 
Perkins, and others.

MEDIUMS’ LIST FOR SEANCES.

G. F. Perkins, trance and test; Mrs. G. F. 
Perkins, trance, test and psychometry; J. W. 
Dennis, clairvoyant and clairaudient; J. S. 
Cravens, spirit photographer; E. W. Shultz, 
independent slate-writer; T. N. Donavall, 
physical manifestations; H. Pettibone, inde
pendent writer; partial materialization; hands 
and pencil materialized, all in full light; very 
convincing to skeptics and infidels. 0. J. 
Barnes, trumpet medium; L. E. Winans, 
physical manifestations; J. W. Riley, materi
alization; A. Willis, physical manifestations 
and other phases; Mrs. E. M. Gillman, one 
of the most wonderful materializing mediums 
of the world, the forms being able to with
stand strong light; must be seen to be appre
ciated.

There are other mediums coming who will 
be here during camp. This society is incor
porated under the laws of Ohio, and has full 
power to protect all mediums under our carb. 
Friends, we have a purely spiritual camp, and 
will spare no pains to have each one enjoy 
themselves. While we protect all honest me
diums, we do not countenance those who do 
fraudulent work. Many new cottages are 
going up and being well furnished so as to 
make every one comfortable.

A steamboat is added to the Cuyahoga river. 
Room rent and good board can be had on the 
grounds for $4.50 per week, and a good meal 
for 25 cents, which makes it the cheapest 
camp in the States. There is room for all, so 
come and let us worship God and converse 
with our departed loved ones in Nature’s tem
ple.

We have a grand treat for all this year, and 
hope to make all who attend happy.

ENCOURAGING WORDS FROM MAPLE DELL.

Geo. F. Perkins, lecturer and platform test 
medium, writqs from Maple Dell Camp, Man
tua Station, Ohio:

MAPLE DELL CAMP.

We find ourselves located on the camp 
grounds of Maple Dell, and the first of the seas
on to lodge thereon, being two weeks ahead of 
the camp opening. This is a charming little 
secluded spot, well fitted for spiritual enfold- 
ment and demonstrations.

President Danforth came upon the ground 
to-day with the intention qf immediately erect
ing his cottage. Secretary White was also 
here from Hiram, transacting business per
taining to his office.

Mr. D. M. King and Dr. Ball are among 
the active workers, overseeing the building of 
several cottages. We held a meeting this af
ternoon, in King's Opera House, with good 
results. The courtesy of the people in this 
charming little town is commendable and ap
preciated by us.

We are engaged the entire season to con
duct the singing and to make ourselves gen
erally useful on the platform in speaking and 
giving teste. The prospects are favorable for 
a grand season at Maple Dell.

_____ Geo. F. Perkins.

Westbrook on Wettstein.
, . We have carefully read the six-columned 
article of Mr. Otto Wettstein in The Investi
gator of April 14th, and I am reminded of 
what John Quincy Adams said of Chaplain 
Maffltt’s preaching, viz., that “it is infinitely 
entertaining to hear a man utter such consum
mate nonsense with such imperturbable grav
ity. ” Life is too short to answer him in de
tail.

I knew that my article published in The 
Progressive Thinker, Secular Thought and 
The Investigator, December 6th, 1893, in reply 
to Mr. Charles Watts, would stir up the mate
rialistic monkeys for some time; but I never 
dreamed that the chattering would be kept up 
for nearly five months. The “ Liberal Jewel
er” writes so kindly that I must explain, 
that I do not intend to call him a monkey, 
though wherein does he differ substantially 
from the monkey, if he has no God, is not a 
spirit, and expects no hereafter? I bear in 
mind that the “materialistic brother” is the 
proprietor of “Wettstein’s Watch” and the 
" Ingersoll spoon," and that most of his time 
must betaken up with “atoms.” When I 
read his wordy article full of * ‘chestnuts, ” I 
thought of the man who could not see a cer
tain star in the daytime (though a thousand 
people were gazing at it), when his shortsight
edness was fully explained by the fact that he 
was a watchmaker, and mainly accustomed’to 
deal with near-by things. It is useless to at
tempt to follow Mr. Wettstein in his baseless 
assumptions and reckless assertions? This 
has been done scores of times; but it does no 
good. He reminds me of a little story told 
by a friend of mine who, when visiting a luna
tic asylum, saw a fine-looking man riding a

broomstick, apd supposing this to be his de
lusion, thought he would humor the whim. 
He said to the man, “That is a fine horse you 
are riding," and the lunatic very sanely an
swered, “This is not a horse, it is a hobby." 
When asked what is the difference between a 
horse and a hobby, he answered, “You can 
sell a horse, but you cannot give away a hob
by.' ’’ Now, friend Wettstein has been mounted 
astride of his materialistic broomstick, pranc
ing and kicking up his heels and performing 
various other fantastic tricks for some time, 
and'has not yet learned that he can neither 
sell nor give away his hobby. Now, my old 
fellow-officer, why not give up this little cir 
ciis? Theists think they have good reason for 
believing in God, and almost everybody finds 
comfort in hoping for a future lite, and these 
weak-minded, unnumbered millions find in 
their theories many good motives for cherish
ing the right and avoiding the wrong. Why 
not let them alone, while you materialists get 
all the comfort you can from denying the ex
istence of what Herbert Spencer calls the ‘ ‘in
finite and eternal energy," and believing that 
at death man plunges into everlasting nothing
ness? ; I only pause to inquire which of these 
two theories exerts the best moral influence. 
I could quote scores of admissions and asser
tions from Spencer, Tyndall, and Huxley in 
opposition to what Mr. Wettstein affirms; but 
I only gite the quotation he calls for from 
Haeckel, the renowned German materialist: 
“The more developed man of the present day 
is capable of, and justified in, conceiving that 
infinitely nobler and sublimer idea of God 
which alone is compatible with the monistic 
conception of the universe, and which recog
nizes God's spirit and power in all phenomena 
without exception. This monistic idea of 
God, which belongs to the future, has already 
been expressed by Giordano Bruno in the fol
lowing words: <A spirit exists in all things, 
and no body is so small but contains a part of 
the divine substance within itself, by which it 
is animated.'’’ Again, and again, in other 
connections Haeckel has expressed the opinion 
that “all matter is, in a certain sense, alive." 
In conclusion, let me say, that Mr. Wettstein's 
form of materialism is founded on the most 
superlative self-conceit,.and involves “the as
sumption that man has a capacity to know 
God, knows all the evidence of his existence, 
which the universe contains now, or ever has 
contained, or ever will contain, and he knows 
also, that this evidence is inadequate, and that 
God does not exist. ” This form of Atheism 
assumes for its basis the omniscience of the 
Atheist, for if he does not know everything, 
that which he does not know may be God or 
the evidence of his existence.

R. B. Westbrook.
Philadelphia, June 10, 1894.

The Inter-State Camp at Muske
gon, Michigan.

To the Editor:—Our camp is in BCBBion 
here, pushing its work with pluck and energy, 
and yet the attendance, owing entirely to the 
unsettled state of social conditions, is not 
what it would be if peace reigned in all the 
land. If people felt that they could leave 
home safely with a certainty that they could 
get back without having the means liable to 
be “tied up,” they would largely have in
creased the attendance. Having felt this in
fluence, and believing that the paralytic state 
of transit will improve very soon, we have 
concluded to-day to extend the date of our 
meeting, and add another week, which will 
make our camp end on Monday the 23d day 
of July, instead of the 16th. We had ex
pected a large attendance from Chicago, Mil
waukee and other pointe beside. We believe 
that the condition of travel will now im
prove and that the friends will yet have the 
pleasure of meeting with us. The large num
ber of speakers and mediums here are de
lighted with the location, and express them
selves freely that it will be the camp of the

the sessions here, and acted as chairman in 
the absence of Bro. Schermerhorn, speaking 
in the evening. The attendance • so far has 
been good, especially Sunday, when the large 
tent that will seat ten hundred was full. The 
lectures by Mrs. Jennie Hagan Jackson and 
Mrs. Richmond were listened to with rapt at
tention, and applauded repeatedly.5 The sub
jects naturally touched upon were the labor 
question and the signs of the times. The 
hopeful promise of better times, the fore
gleams of an adjustment of the present diffi
culties, wiser legislation and juster laws 
seemed to be foreseen, coming on the waves 
of this now distracted nation. Mrs. 8. F. 
DeWolf, of your city, gave some fine slate
writing tests in public, and one, the message 
of Mrs. Bent, of St. Louis, to the writer. 
Mrs. T. U. Reynolds, of Troy, N. Y., gave a 
fine discourse yesterday and is making an im
press favorable as a highly-inspired medium. 
Mrs. Blake, Mrs. Jackson and Mrs. Coffman, 
of Grand Rapids, Mich., have shown them
selves competent as clairvoyant test mediums 
in their respective lines of mediumistic ’work. 
The chairman, Dr. Schermerhorn, is the right 
man in the right place, and seems raised up 
for this special work inaugurated here. The 
camp ground is delightfully situated on the 
lake shore, and has every facility to become 
one of the most popular spiritual camp 
grounds in the land. The Spiritualists here 
are warm-hearted, generous-souled people and 
once to know them is to always love them.

Muskegon, Mich. Bishop A. Beals.

Volney’s Ruins of Empires, and The . Law 
of Nature. This is recognized as one of the 
classics of free thought It eloquently advo
cates the best interests of mankind, and 
clearly indicates the sources of human ignor
ance and misery. It is a profound and able 
work. In one volume; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 
75 cents. •

Ta ‘TBiJSS in WolId
\ and are willing to pay from

$10 to $15 for it, send a 2-cent stamp 
for our free descriptive pamphlet, No. 1. 

Address:
MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO

■ (Dr. Pierce &■ Son.)
St- Louis, Mo., or San Francisco, Cal.

r r ituror.uuriuuunvvemiiouB iron) me uie ox a ¿•‘“DCO 
Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. Thia curious bock 
has no precedent in the English language. Its theme is novel its 
truth apparent It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment* 
cub period in history and regarding its most famous participant—' 
the most noted American. It Is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher bee not 
spared care, research or expense in Its verification and produo* | 
tlon, and he stakefl hla reputation upon the validity of Ite contents. I 
knowing that it will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give It a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
tepald. FTiceilM
I IB ERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH, 

x-r They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 cents. 
ZIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HIS FOR V 

of Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. An mtllne 
history of man. Written through the mediumship of U- G. Fig- 
ley. You should read thia work. Price 80 cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Sholbamer. It abounds In facts Ir refer 

enoe to the Summer-Lund. Price »1.00.
T EAFLETS OF. THOUGHT GATHERED 

*-4._,roP! th. TIM„of humanity through ths
merhumshlp of B. S. Llschflold. iaooUent lliroughou. Inue auo. •
Iff/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH- 
rr os, poems and songs; gathered from t’ u highways, by 

ways and hedges of life. By Mattle E. Hull. It ta most excellent 
Price »1.00.
TI/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN “THREE 
rV Sevens," . book of 271 pages. By The Phelona. It U 

really a very interesting aud suggestive work. Price »1.26.
T//HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
yr Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book should 

he read by every Spiritualist Price »1.00: postage 10 cepts.

TJHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
I Letters to the Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth its weight In gold. Prlco 25 
cents.
PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRII HEALING. A 

X series of lessons on the relations ot the spirit to Its own organ
ism, and the Inter-relation of human belugs with reference u- 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamaiu 
Bush, through the mediumsnip of Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price »1.50.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

py CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
1-J hugely a record of the facta uud deiuoiistnitlous 
which the author has been, heard uf ur presented lu 
his own exinaiiiu-iiit,. Tbe hlfUury of tbu various 
phases uf the science Is succinctly presented, and the 
various theurh-s clearly slated. Muuy of (be experi
ments described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value of the 
buuk, which will be fuund very int<*resilug (u (he gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of 300 
pages, bound in cloth. Price, J-’^r sale at
the ofllce of Tub Progressive Tuinkeu.

A CAREFUL COMPARISON 
-----OF-----

Biblical and Modern [Spirit
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,” “Which.'4 “Letters to Eldtif 

MIJeb Grant,” “Bulb Sides," “Thai Terrible 
Question," “Wolf lu Sheep’s 

Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

This book Is what Ite title indicates—“Tn k Qi’estiojT 
Beitlkd- an Careful Cumparluu of Biblical uud 
Modem Kplrl Hsin." We give below only a partial 
list uf the contents of each chapter:

Chapter L Tho Adaptation of Spiritualism to the 
Wtuils uf liuiiiHithy.—No orguinvnt no good as ! bat of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt tlmmb-lvuh to Men. 
Religion» and Scienc.es have failed to dclm>usfnitc mi 
After-Life. Two contrndiviory Chaim» of Thought lu 
the Bible, Law forbidding Conbiiliutlon with tho 
Dead. Its Effect. Bibi” Writer» In Douhi as to u 
Future. A Dialogue. SpIrliuallMii convince'- a Mln* 
later of his Immortality. Dying Minister in Despair. 
Why this Appetite for u Knowledge of a Fumre.

Chapter 11—Tho Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.-*
CTARNOS. BY DR. DR/,LA E. DAVIS. A

O rosary of pearl«, culled from tho works of Andrew Jackflon 1 ____ ___ - ____ ________ .- .
Davis. Intended for the light and aolaco of every sorrowing A Natural Query. Jrsua regarded mh ti Blasphemer 
mind and stricken heart. Price 50 cents. i and a Devil. Every new pa.ws an Era of

Calumny. Persccuilou purities. What Good has S|d:'-
QECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 1 done. Opponent« unfair. Iimnoralfty iu (ho 

►3 Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na- Hellgloiis bystems not responsible fur
tore,” “EtiilcBof Science,” “Sclencoof Mon,” etc. Hudson Tut- ^r,,ura of their Adherents. Num 1 etfeet. All aro 
tie was threatened with death for writing and publishing hla f Gml maker*. J11'*!1. °?\u..Gplulons,
“Convent,” which has had a phenomenal run In The Progress
ive Thinker. Post paid anywhere, to cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cents.

COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of dellneA’lDg character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and bnslneas qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1900 Inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth |5M Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO
cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 

M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bnlley, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from all theological Mas, throbbing with tho sou) of 
inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft Is doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and the social circle. 
Cloth, 32.00. Postage 14 cents.

'T'HE PRIEST. THE WOMAN. AND THE 
JL Confessional, by Father Chinlquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through the confession^ 
box. Price tLOO.
'THE CONTRAST. BY MOSES HULL. A 
J. comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of Its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that to sufficient Inducement to purchase 
the book. Price tl.00.

CTHE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE. 
A Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mo 

Cann. Price 15 cents.

7HE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
A manual, with directions for the organisation and manage

ment of Bunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davto. Something 
jndespensibie. Price 50 cents.

7^ SPIRITS1 WORK. WHAT I HEARD. 
A st»w, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. It Isa 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

T)OEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTEN.
A7 They arc really valuable. Price il.OQl

¿IFE. A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD
vanced thought, and Is fascinating. Price SO cents.

5EERS OF THE AGES. PR SP/RITUALZS^
Paatard Present Br J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of 87® 

page*, at is an encyclopedia of facto; a mine of rare knowledge; 
a work that should be Ln the bands if every Spiritualist Price 
<240.

> Short comings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tes
timony ut Jeremiah.

Chapter HI—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.—• 
A Common Doctrine. Angel» un1 sjirits. Terms 
“Mun“ uud “Angel.” Angel Men vl>lt Z.brahnm, Lot. 
Joshua. The Host, of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; tu .Manuah's wife; is introduced to Manuali. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a huperior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. Thu btujie rolled from 
the bvpuicbrc by a Mun.

CiiAPTHU IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.?- 
Spirliual Platform. Three proportions. Man has ft 
Spiritual Anime. Spirit xn»t Immai-rlnl. Spiritimi 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papa) Decree. Hard Questions. Can.not 
answer all. Spirit nel Senses. Blind and Deal Mau. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Sources 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Twu Contradictory 
Hlblorles ut Jesus.

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subjeeto 
Important. “Ye must be born again.” Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister's Opinion. Author's Objection. 
Jesus' Test8. .M UKt be burn unt of Flesh. Birth of tho 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Blblo 
ngalnsC It <1 Cor. xv.ì. Naturai and spiritual Body. 
Opinion uf the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are We InfldelF?—lUpWOrowth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceed« from Inlldel Hearts. Truths and Errors In 
the Bible. Dlnlogue; .Minister wants a Bible. All be* 
lleve Parts, and no one believes All. uf the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. Ho«’ shall we decide who the Be
lievers are. The true Test. Works. Ti*e Cmomlsslon, 
End of the’World nut ; ei. aud Christian age.
Preaching, Baptism, uud Signs go together. IsCbrht 
lu the Church?

Chapter Vi i—Are We Deluded? A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Bfilterlex. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story.” Result of tho 
Warfare. .^iJlogue. God and Merilums deceiving tbo 
World. Art God and the Devjj Partners? Is It just 
to damn ihe World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sentoiH. Did God 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not "down.” “Old 

¡ Splitfoot.”
Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 

usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to tho Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God leglf-hitcd against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Splrlf.uallfiin. Hebrews inclined to apply to tho 
Dead for Knowledge. Law Indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law’ abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. The Law pood In 
Its Place, and for Its Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
not an Intlnite’God. He incited the Jews tu Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-naid.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

ZTHREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE^
Ions; the Jesuits, seen and unseen, are banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they win lose 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held so long. 
In Three Sevens, this knowledge Is offered to the people. Buy 
it, read Jt carefully, and seo why tho Jesuits Unto IL Price si 
-*rHE~S0ULT'TTS~HATURE,~~RELATION'S 
J. and Expressions In human Embodiments. Given through 

Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond, M- her gutdec. A book that every** 
body should read who are interested In re-incarnation. Price 
I1B0.

HTHE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. 
A By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one of 

the ablest men of the age. Price ,1.50; postage 10 cents,
T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
v ijAnv Jackson Darts. Highly Interesting.. Postage S 

cent*. Prien 75 cents.

7'HE VOICES'. BYWARREN SUMNER BAR
low.. The Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and 

force. They ate most excellent Trice *1.00.

•THE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL. 
A Aptmpbletof«pages. Worthluweight IngoM. PrioeSO 

esntfc '■■■. . . . ■ i

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE
NEFICENT INSTITUTION, j 

AND REVEALING THE
I ABUSESOFA UNION

or cnuBCH and state.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY,) STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF

' THE ARTIST.
Designs by Watson Heston, with por

trait of Designer.
i The Illustrations are classified as follows: 16 rep
resents Uncle Sam and the Priosto; 2, The Church 
Robbing the People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath 
Lawn; 14 Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
tbeCburch;^ TbeCburcband Thomas Paine; 4, Stud
ies In Natural History; 2, The Bible and Science; 15, 

‘ TheOlergyand Their Flock«; 1, Pletyln OurPenlten* 
tlaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
His Works; 2. Prayer; 10. The Creeds;2, Christians and 
Mohammedans; 2, .Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; l.Thc Lord’s Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Church; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; 1, The Usee 
of the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on the Church; 9, 
Persecutions of the Church; 12, Some Allegortei’, 

।. 8,Heaven; 6; Hell; 7. Mlecellancoue. Price<2.
‘ For Salo at this office.

Scienc.es
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

UfUilj IDE DfPnTC!? Michiels, ppi SOb-ff.) ‘ 30,000,000, victims matin and vesper hymn.s, Np .natter who To know that beyond the gates
"nUfV|lL UlUQIvi -of this iniquitous but holy crusade constrain writes, who declaims,. who. intrigues; whois I’ll meet all those I dearly love.”

. ........... -------r ' ‘ ' us to believe‘‘‘its victory is death!” . , alamed, or what leagues,are farmed, this -iqi <<d0 vbu know wha t! want’” said Clara
A Lucid Review Of Dr. J. M. Pee- nn?Its ,^eA tobe 3 Catholic country, and from thebroad J- ’ ;dcu, -'

- 1 ’ bles' Article, i ' r H b!8 "d»'in® and to broader Pacihc, the ‘clearer flee, llWberl J di0 J b to heaven
■ brotherly 16ve for ub Spiritualists, I suppose, wtniwAffwwiaaiivfnvnnwViiiwiilMui. । ..... . ... - . b ...

„ i, Leo XIII fulminated some of his curses in the
Tiie Stai'cliTaken Outof,His Assertions, following bull:

And They Become as Dry Bone.
“May Almighty God and his saints curse 

the Spiritualists and their journals with the

is to be offered daily for quick and dead.
Is there any bigotry, or anything more dan-: 

gerous to the liberties of the people of these
United States than individual bigotry, con. 
tained in these theocratical schemes, plans and

As she shook her tangled, golden curls,

,i With all the other boys and girls. 
And when I reach that Heavenly City 

I want to know that I shall find 
That neither grandma, papa, mamma, 

Nor any of you are left behind.”. maledictions launched against the devil and hopes evidenced by these few random extracts .
To the Editor1__“Its promises are curses- his angels! May they be accursed like Judas, from Catholic utterances? Lè.t.us not be de- “I want,” said I, “when my time has come, <

its influence is degrading; its victory death!” the traitor, anj Juliap the apostate; andmay ceived. Lçt us know, as js thefact, that the m And I am called to go, . . ;
Dr. J M Peebles in his article “Bigotry ^7 perish like Nero; May1 the Lord judge utterances or attitudes pf mere priests and To feel that Î have not lived in vain . 

Denounced," thus fittingly pronounces against them as he 1®W Abiram, and laymen do not count, for .the weight of one; While journeying here below,
bigotry but instead of taking for t.ba nhjant command the earth to swallow them alive, feather in the councils of the .Roman Catholic I want my life to be so pure 
of his acBthing philippin the bigot par excel- they be crushed and swept away from hierarchy; that it is a part of thescheme.of That unto me there shall Ije given, 
lence, the Roman Catholic who “obstinately the face of the earth, and al! memoiy of them that hierarchy that a, semblance of individual When I leave this earth’s estate, . 
and blindly is attached to’a creed " and will disappear forever and ever; and hurled alive, liberty shall be alloweçl in order to deceive the A place among the saints in heaven," 
not admit the possibility of being mistaken, he they and their progeny into hell for damnation all too credulous Protestants. Miss Cqsaek, Poor) tired mofcher came and stood ' 
directs his arrows of imprecation and irony everlasting, so as not to leave a seed of them- the ex-nun of Kenmare, yho for twenty-five Just within the kitchen door; 
against a few Spiritualists who have seen fit ®e v®8 uPon the surface of. the globe. May years labored faithfully in the interests of ^er jace were of and care 
in the columns of The Progressive Thinker Jh® days that are yet in store for them be Rouie, at last having her eyes, open to the real we,^ oftyme8 Been before>
to denounce in emphatic terms that organized Sa)l ?nd brin» on incessant disasters purposes of thatorganisation, has written ««WhatwouM I like?” she slowly askecl, ;
desteoyer of the bodies and souls pf men—the wd'unhappin&s ;to UteAccursed ones;. Let several books, in one of which she remarks As her aching brow she pressed;
BiofaÀn Catholic Church. fhem suffer hunger, thirst and nakedhess, and upon the merriment indulged in by the priests ((J[ j 8ho^d ljk
Wue,!’ says Dr. Peebles, ‘«Catholics,in $ ™ited by every unciean disease and pain, and bishops whenever they find that some Tojie fa œy grava and rest" .

the feitet persecuted andslew Protestante, alld through wretched poverty and misery, Ac- false story or rumor which they had set afloat- 6 —Charles E. Welle.
in tiirn Protestantsin the old world persecutëd cni'fied be every bit Of dheir. property, aqd is believed by the Protestant gullibles. ---------- ------------------- :
and killed Catholics." • Wy blessing and prayer, instead of benefit- There is another phase of the question UfnnnO mnil nrillim'

Whatmustthe historian say of this state- be changed for them into a curse. Ut raised by Dr. Peebles’ article,, which mente WIIK||\ kWIlM Ijl-NUk« 
ment?However it may mislead the wayfaring them be pursed everywhere and at every hour; notice, and that is that relating to “political * *
man, no impartial, though casual, reader of cursed day and night, sleeping and waking, injustice, or religious persecution, were Ro- __ . ’
history will be deceived by it One would in eating and drinking and during fast; cursed man Catholics in the ascendancy,” ascom. Ine DôaUIlrUI Uliy by tn© MOUn- 
think that in thé matter of persecution in the ftfc home and abroad; on land and water; pared with Protestant intolerance. It is suf- . tains,
past it has been about an even thing between curfled irom the toPa of their beads d9wn to ficient to say on this point that , no such dan- ' ------- -
the Catholics and -Protestants, and, indeed, tbe soles of their feet! May their eyes be ger lies in the Protestant direction, as in the , A Society Run OU a New Plan, 
the statement seems to have been penned by blinded, their ears deaf, their tongues dumb Catholic, because of the lack of organic unity, ______
the worthy doctor with the purpose of convey- and rooted to their palates! Cursed be every or centralization of authoritative power in the 
in® that imnresBon member of their family and every linjb of Protestant Jenominatious. When the Prot- / 6 ,77

Never never have Protestants in anv ase their body! Let them be cursed from to day estant sects unite in church government and £ R A . . ,S ^eaa 1
.tSZirld ÎLpï“ W begged tor tU propose a SUU Otaeb It will betImo to Kb p“X.ira Tbi“™ I XS vot 

and volume of persecution upon Catholics that into darkness before the face of the Creator, withdraw the fire from the Catholic menaça e following- Although Lpnvpr’minima and I 
the latter have meted out to the former when- on the great day of the last judgment May and,directit towards the Protestant. If we “s^’too mor^ 
ever and wherever they have had the power. thelr sepulchre be that of dogs and asses! May were living to-day in Ecuador or some of the .¿e J J
To slay a heretic is not, and has never been, famished wo ves prey upon their corpses and other South-American so-called^P“bh^-but of JpirittlaHgm hagnot proÎessed here for a 
in Catholic theology and philosophy, a crime, may their eternal company be that of Satan virtually theocracies—we non-Oathohcs would g ag lt ghould hav0 done ,phe 
When Martin Luther, stirred by the great and his angels! have no voice m the government,, our mar- reagon mg b th very common fe
moral spirit within, was bold enough to de- 1 d° h°w D.r; ma? be rhges would be concubmage and the less we waQtof ha a its workers. &hen
nounce the corruption, tyranny and usurpa- constituted, but I confess it would take an ex- said or wrote derogatory to the Catholic rehg- wiU gpiritualigtg iearQ lo dr0 all thege tt 
tions of the ecclesia of Rome, the cruel fires ceedingly long time before your humble serv- ion the better would it be for us. Thus of d^erences oj opjnion and instead of fightine 
of torture, persecution and death had already aat> a bpMualist, coujd warm up to such an Spain and wherever the Roman Church now each other) Btrive mo’re earneBtly y® 
been kindled by the hand of Rome, and thou- old devil as that and ea.1 him Brother. has or has had its full sway. common enemy of bigotry and superstition,
sands of innocent victims, protestants against „.Æ11® late 8eli’QPPomted Pope John Ç. No, in this conflict let all.good Spiritualists, ^hen this is done Spiritualism will advance
the paganism of Rome being thrust upon themU“Pdy, never to mÿ knowledge shone ip join forces with the patriotic element of their HH -f hnR nBynr t a
as the true religion of Christ, were mercilessly 9««»,80 Bidphunc flfjjne, whatever may hpve country to oppose and thwart the machinations. Ther0 Beem(J Jhowever of lat0 h0r0 . Den.
burned and stricken to death. Why, since been his other faults and crimes towards those of the present, the real, the powerful and the to be a determination on the part of a
the first days of its being, it has been the Whom he deemed imposters within the Spirit- avowed enemy of our liberties, and not be db f0w’ let . be b aJto work 
business of the Boman Catholic Church, and uall®ts ranks- . verted therefrom by the charge of bigotry °r together .with a will to build up a society that
bo long as it possessed the power to enforce ,£“an> the cry of nodangen^A^KGRiFFEN. win be an honor to the cause and to the city,
its mandates, to hunt men to death who dared ?P“.oa®’ Bbam®le8Bly indecent, vulgar and . . The plan for its government which is contem-
to question the correctness of its creed or to devilishly wicked malediction of any class of How to Induce the Young People plated seems to be one which will not give any 
raise the slightest objection and protest to its h“man beings, because of mere difference to Join Our Ranks. one person a chance to be the one great I
authority and methods of procedure. It has oi. opinion, stands in no Po81ti°n, m my Noticing the article of Miss Coral A. and be run by him alone for his glorification, 
had formulated and printed for the use of its °Pmion, to expect or to receive the fraternal rpbomag in your last igguei it arou8ed ¡n my ia8tead of tbe building up of the cause of 
agents sets of rules, a “Manual for Inquis- greetings of any of that class, and when we mind a few thoughts which I would like to Spiritualism. The initial steps have been ta- 
itors,”that the diabolical arts of spoliation, read the fine published utterances of Arch- express to your thousands of readers. ken to organize a society which shall notan
torture and murder might be most successfully bishop Ireland, Cardinal ribbons, and a se- yeg) wby not encourage the young men,, tagonize any other society, and which shall be 
practiced; audit has been estimated by stu- rles °* cultured Catholic priests relating to women and children in every conceivable man-' governed solely by a board of councillors or di
dents of the records that no less than fifty American institutions, we are not deceived. fl0r? pOr therein lies our future success and rectors consisting of nine persons, made up of 
millions of victims have been laid upon the We know the claims ana the aims of the Ro- <greatneBB. After the old workers have passed both sexes, and without a president or vice
altar of this gigantic Moloch of Death. man Catholic hierarchy with reference to this to their Spirit-homes, who are left to carry out president; all business matters to be decided

Talk about the “unbroken record of saintly country. Said the artful and politic Ireland and extend our beautiful philosophy but they? by a majority vote of this board, and each 
piety and charity" forsooth! A few examples m a conference of his church dignitaries at Why not form sociai c]ubs in everyplace member acting as chairman, turn about, each 
of individual piety or innocuousness scattered . a iew ?ears a?°> 111 subBtance. 1 wb0r0 a 80cjety ¡8 orgnized, and make it an Sunday; thus the responsibility for each act 
through the ages do not make the record of wi 11 give you three pomts, and in ten years attractive training school for the young to coming directly on the whole board. In this 
the Roman Catholic church as a vital agency United btates will be ours, the Megroes, promu]gate Our truths, and sustain our lyce- connection I must speak of a class in Hypno- 
or an organization of power in the world. The the bndiaaa ,, pabiæ ®. °019;,. ,. , urns. Brother Brooks is doing a grand and tism lately formed by Mr. B. M. Cason. Mr.
real record of that church is written upon the “Jhe . °„h2 a 1Li?a°?C PuW1“tl0a °* noble work in his efforts in the lycenm di- Cason is a pupil of Prof. W. H. Bach, the 
heart of mankind in red letters, fagotsand London, in February, 1885, said: “It cannot rection. woujd tbat more enthusiastic and well-known hypnotist. The object of this 
forked flames, glittering swords and cannon- be denied than the hopes of Catholicity are at competent ones would follow in his footsteps, class, as I understand it, is solely to use 
•hot, clanking chains, sliding bars of iron, the present time dependent to a great extent Por yeftr8 j bave Bung for the Spiritualists, hypnotismes a help in developing medium
creaking hinges of heavy doors, wheelsand on the church in Amenca. Already she reck- and ever to see only a handful of bright young ship, and although in operation but a few 
racks of torture, the cries and groans of untold 0“? a“ong her members far more Irish Catho- iaceg tù greet me_wbile all of the orthodox , weeks, bids fair to be a grand success, two or 
numbers of inoffensive human beings writh- «08 than are to be tound in Ireland herself. Sunday schools are filled to overflowing with three persons having already developed who 
ing in the keenest agonies of pain and death, ^Ir®ady ™e church ot-.thci Greater Ireland be- the children whose parents come regularly to give evidence of becoming most excellent plat- 
put to the most fiendish and excruciating tor- y°nd °1® Bea.18 deY®?ûPmg *n a listen to our inspired speakers, but Mary or form mediums. It is through the spirit 
tore which human ingenuity could devise. that has been impossible m the poor struggling Jobn must not be present for fear tbey WOuld guides of some of these mediums that the out

Show me in the annals of Protestant history land • • • aard "X -“® Bhores °1 "«tain. not underhand about the spirits, and would line plan for the new society Jaa been given,
a single parallel, or anything like it, of the • • • 11 America is ever to have are- become frigbteiled about a ghost. ■ I must not neglect to speak of the good work
following mode of procedure which the Catho- b8{0D> common consent allows that that re- When a f0W yoang peopb) baye tbe morflj which hftg b00n donefor tbe pagt three or four
lies pursued to subjugate the Hungarians to hgion will be toe religion of tne Catholic courage to step out boidjy ¡n our rank8 and yearg by MrB_ H $ Morris. This lady has
the Catholic mode of faith, and I will yield church. set the example, I say give them high praise by her own unaided efforts sustained public
the case: In the American Catholic Review, October, and encourage them in every possible way. meetings each Sunday afternoon and evening,

“Those Hungarians, who wished to justify 1888, in an article by the late eminent Catho- jjds8 Thomas has done much in Grand Rapids paying her own hall rents, music, etc., lectur-
themselves, received from the Jesuit in uni- lie literateur, John Giimary Shea, the follow- to further onr cause and influence other young ing and giving tests at each service, and sim
form this abominable reply: ‘You will be tried ing is to be found: «‘The religious training in frfends to join her. Dear Coral, persevere,, ply taking up a collection at each service as
after execution. ’ our parochial schools will be looked after, and and the crown shall be thine. I suggest that her only remuneration. Another medium

‘ ‘The pious butchery commenced on the under the present supervision is likely to be once every month an entertainment be gotten also, Mrs. Ellen Shustrum, a Swedish lady, 
20th day of February, 1687. Every native thorough and solid- The object of the schools up exclusively by the young people of each has been carrying on a similar work and for 
who refused to avow a chimerical crime, was is to make the pupils Christian and Catholic. ” society, the proceeds to be divided equally be- about the same length of time. Such devoted 
put to the question, and the most refined tor- The object is to make the pupils Catholics, tween the Young People’s Club and- the soci-. work as both these ladies have been doing is 
tore did not seem cruel enough to overcome and what is a. Catholiç? .Çrof Geo. Croom. 0fcy> And last,. but not least, by any means, worthy of all praise, and’has doubtless re- 
their resistance and subdue their courage. Robertson gives this definition, which, I be- should be well patronizecl by the older mem- suited in much good. Surely their reward 
Eye-witnesses have transmitted to us frightful Heve, fully accords with the conception of bers and their friends, offering a neat, inex- will come to them on the other side life, 
details which we cannot leave in darkness; for Catholic authorities. “A Roman Catholic,” pensive prize for the best essay, song, or reoi- Among the various other mediums here 
horror and disgust inspire better than all re- says he, “starts from the assumption, regarded tationof the evening. What society will may be mentioned the names of Prof. C. W. 
flections ahatred for intolerance and tyr- by him ^indubitably sure,, that his church is give the .plan a trial the coming fall and win.-, Steward, Miss Myrtle Bender, Mrs. Wells- 
nnny....................... in possession of absolute truth, and is accord- To the one which nets the largest amount Bedell, Dr. W. F. Lay and Rev. J. H. Mar

che most noble persons, the men of high- ingly the very best means of salvation in the I will send one-half dozen copies of my four tin (formerly a Methodist minister), all of 
est reputation, and the brave captains who world. .... Every force, every influ- pieces of music, composed .under spirit inspi- whom are doing good work in their various 
had fought in the war of independence, were ence, every tendency in the world antagonistic ration. Results to be published in The Pro- ways. ■
led oh the scaffold, either together or sepa-- to the Church, must beunswervingly-resisted: qbessive Thinkeb. I. will also come and: On Saturday morning last, Mrs. Ada Foye, 
rately, witj?- victims of a lower class. Some the Church cannot do wrong. Any specula- assist, if desired. Let us hear from the so- the well-known medium and lecturer, arrived 
werejdrag^Kl' ont and lengthened on ladders tive doctriqe, any philosophical system, any .cieties on the subject.’ . . i in Denver. As is well known to the readers
expressly made to dislocate the limbs; others scientific hypothesis hostile to the Church, . . Lora. Holton.Hhbsen, . . ■ of The Progressive Thinker, Mrs. Foye has
had their heads bound with cords or fillets of must be relentlessly opposed: the Church can- - - ....
metal until their eyes started from their sock- not be -wrong.' Mother’s Wish, - been compelled to cancel all her engagements 

up to January next, on account of failing 
health caused by overwork. She was orderedets. They were hanged by the hands to gib- This is the kind of citizens the Roman Our labors for the day were.ended,

bets and huge weights attached to their feet, Catholic hierarchy is ,at this hour straining And round the fireside at the dear old home by her guides to come here to get the benefit 
while the hangmen burned their armpits with every nerve to populate this country with— We had gathered in the early twilight, of the invigorating mountain air, which has 
wax tapers, or shook over the unhappy men and to what end? Let me quote, in answer, Glad that another evening's rest-had come, always been so successful in restoring her ex 
torches of pitch and resin which bedewed the utterance of that most eminent Catholic While we sat there idly talking ‘ ‘ ............................
them with a liquid shower of fire. They were layman of Boston, 0. A. Brownson, published Of the day of toil and strife, 
tortured with red-hot pincers and steel blades in his Quarterly Review of January,, 1846,. Grandma startled us by asking 

- or nails raised to a white heat were thrust be- He there writes: ‘ ‘Here (in the United States) What we wanted after life. .
peath the nails on their fingers and toes. Protestantism has had free scope, has reigned , ...
Many, half-roasted and. half-lacerated, died without a rival, and proved what she could do, me’ 8.ai<^ Sran'™a smiling, 
under the torture. Leopold’s delegate offered and that her best is evil; for the very good . ‘‘"'hen my journey here is o er, 
six hundred florins to any one who invented a she boasts is not hers. A new day is dawning 8<™ b?S*ltB 7* v ' 
new punishment, and oneof these tortures, on this chosen land; a new chapter is about to ^7° u ¿k.oM 
the most atrocious of all those described by open in our history—and the Church to as- " * r^h tnat Go aenCity
the historians, makes our .hair stand on end. sume her rightful position and influence. Ours to iiear ODx0 aCC°>r~; ,
Large wires at a white heat were introduced shall yet become consecrated ground, 'and hate * 1• tboa s.ervaat)U?¿nd, .
into the natural passages of the body, after the kingdom of God's dear Son shall be estab- Accept the promise of thy Lora. . ;
the victims had been stripped of. their cloth- lished. ’.Our hills and valleys shall yet echo “1 want," said onr father, ••  - •
ing! ' ■ ' - to the convent ^bell; The cross .shall be “When my life work hei;e is done, . «

“The Jesuits, those men “of God, applauded planted throughonifhe length and breadth of And I find that I am drifting, 
these horrors, and regarded this hideous'car- our land.andr ojir happy .sops- and daughters With the sands of life all run: , ■ ? 
nage with unblushing cheek.1'• (‘/Secret His- shall drive away fear, shall drive" away evil And my soul shall wing kb flight

„ tory of the Austrian Government,” by Alfred from our borders, with the echoes of their To the realms of light above,

hausted strength. Although in very poor 
health, at the request of the Society of Pro
gressive Spiritualists she, on Sunday evening, 

■ lectured to a large and appreciative audience.
As a lecturer and test medium, Mrs. Foye, as 
is well known, has few equals. After a short 

. lecture, Sunday evening, she occupied some 
, forty minutes in describing and giving tests, 

every one of which was promptly recognized. 
• At the close of her lecture she spoke briefly in

faithful ’ ea^°Sy of The Pbogbessive Thinker.
Should her health permit she will lecture each
Bunday-evening during her stay in-Denver.
She is here the guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. 0.
Wilhelm, 1328 Curtis street. 1 , -

Denver Col., < H. M> Robinson.

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooken 
Eadical ideas. Paper, 25 Cents, }

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE .

CHURCH^ROME.
A Remarkable Book.

Ttys Is a remarkable work by Fatdbr Chiniqut, 
It exposes even co the minutest details the corruption 
that exists in the Church of Rome. It lo u.work of 839 
pages, and should be read as a matter of history by 
every Spiritualist. The following is a partiaHisc of the 
table of contents: :■ .
m CHAPTER I.
The Bible and the priest of £oine.
. .................. ... _ CHAPTER IL .
My first School-days at st. Thomas^The Monk and 

Celibacy.
CHAPTER III. •

Thp Confession of Children. . ( .
„ _ CHAPTER IV. ’
The Shepherd whipped by his BheepJ, -

' CHAPTER V.
The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow’s Cow. 
w CHAPTER VI.
Festivities In a Parsonage.

CHAPTER VII.
Preparation for the First Communion—Initiation to 

Idolatry. -
CHAPTER VIII.

The First Communion.
, CHAPTER IX.
Intellectual Education In the Roman Catholic College. 

CHAPTER X.
Moral and Religious Instruction In the Roman Catto- • 

lie Colleges. 1
CHAPTER XI. R 

protestant Children in the Convents and Nunneries of 
Rome. '

CHAPTER XII.
Rome and Education—Why does the-Church of Rome 

bate the Common Schools of the United States, aqd / 
want to destroy them?—Why does she object to 
the reading of the Bible in the Schools? - .

CHAPTER XIII. . .. . .
Theology of the Church of Rome: its Antl-Soclal and ' 

Anti-Christian Character. :
CHAPTER XIV. .

The Vow of Celibacy.
CHAPTER XV.

The Impurities of the Theology of Rome. ■ . '
CHAPTEIUXJiL-

The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, howl 
swore to give up the Word of God to follow the 
word of Men.

CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod* 

era Idolatry.
CHAPTER XVIII.

Nine Consequences of the Dogma of Transubstantla- 
tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian name.

CHAPTER XIX.
Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, Rivierrc Boyer. 

CHAPTER XX.
Papineau and the Patriots in 1888—The burning oG’Le 

Canadien” by the Curate of St. Charles.
CHAPTER XXI. ,si''

Grand Dinner of the Priests—The Ma^V'd Sister of 
Kev. Mr. Perras. mi-

CHAPTER XXII//
2am appointed Vicar of the Cu/^-eof Charlesbourgh 

—The Piety, Lives and Delcid of Fathers Bedard 
and Pen as.

CHAPTER XXItt.
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Romo during the epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
I am named a Vicar of St. Koch, Quebec pity—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tcrtullian—General Cfcrgo—The 
Seal Skins.

CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange aud sacrilegious traffic In the so- 

called Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous sums 
of Money made by the sale of Masses- -The Society 
of Three Masses abolished and. the Society of one 
Mass established.

CHAPTER XXVI. 
Continuation of the trade Id Masses.

CHAPTER XXVll. .
Quebec Marine Hospital—The tirsi time I carried the 

“Bon Dieu” (the wafer god) iu my vest pocket , 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau's—The ' 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dieu" ut tho Oyster 
Soiree.

jy Wo have not space in this notice of Father - 
Chiulquy's work to give the heade of all the Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial value. The following, 
however, are of thrilling Interest:

CHAPTER LUI. . . 
The Immaculate CoiLceinlun of the Virgin Mary. 

'■’’"CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession, 

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Priests 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LVI.

Public Acts of Simony-Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O’Kegun—General Cry of lndlguution-1 
determine to resist him to his face—He employs 
Mr. Spink again to scud me to Gaol, and he falls 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana In the Spring 
of 1856 and fails again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER. LV1I. , „
Bishop O’Regan sells the Pareonoge of tho French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out when they come tu complain—He 
determines to turn me out of my Colony and pend 
me V) Kahokla—He forgets It next day and pub
lishes that he has Interdicted me—My People send 
u Deputation to the Bishop-Hls Answers-Tho 
Bham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LV1II. t
dAHress from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again dragged us a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur
bana—Abraham Lincoln’s anxiety about the Issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue- 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save tne-Lc- 
Belle’s Confession aud Dltircsa-My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra
ham Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX.
h moment of Interruption In the Thread of my ’Fifty 

Years in the Church of Rome.” to see bow my sad 
Previsions about tny defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realUéd-Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX.
, The Fundamental Principles of the Constitution of the 

United States drawn from the Gospel of Christ—My , 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Plots 1 knew against his Life—The Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born in the Church 
of Rome—Letter of the Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to tho President—His admirable refer
ence to Moses—ills' willingness to die for his 
Nation’s Sake.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God, and atnieDls* 

clple of the Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—The tool of the Priests—John Surratt’s bouse— 
The Rendezvous aud Dwelling Place of the Priests 
-John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln—Tho Assassinatimi of Lincoln 
known and published iu the town three hours be
fore its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXIL
Deputation of two Priests sent by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to tho 
will of the Blshop-The Deputies acknowledge 
puollcly that the Bishop Is wrong and that we are 
rlgbt-Fur peace sake, 1 consent to withdraw from 
the contest ou certain conditions accepted byxho 
Deputies—One of the Deputies turn* mise to bls 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at the head of 
my Colony—My lost Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard. ~ ,

CHAPTER LXIII. i
Mr. Desaulnlcr Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of the,Bishops of Mod-

• treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—Ho writes to beg-my 
pardon. CHAPTER LXIV.

I write to tho Pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon. Emperor 
of France, and send them the Legal and Public 
Documents proving the bad conduct of Bishop 
O'Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn scatto tell me ofmy 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— i go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
_ The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed b 
Grand Vicar Dunn the 28th of March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vlear Saurin and bls assistant, Rev. M - . 
Granger-Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about the 
new storm prepared by the J esulta—\ Islon—Chnafc 
offers Himself as a Giffr-1 am forgiven, rlch.bappy . . 
and saved—Bactto my people. •

CHAPTER LXVI.
Che Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—We 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our- 
selrea Chrtatton Cctholics-Dlsmay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops-My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor ell 
fit. Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to bt. 
Anne to persuado the People to submit to bis 
Authority—He is ignominiously turned out, and 
rpne away In the mldut of the Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXVII. _
ftrd’s-eve View of the Principal Events from my Con- vlrtlon to Ulis day-My Narrow Eacapea-The 

end of the Voyage through the Desert to the 
Promised Land.

Pricer $a.25. Post-puid.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT. 
pOEMS FROM THE LYVER LIFE. 
I By Lizzie Doren. New edition. This handsome 
cclnme opens with the wonderful experiences of the 
author, who Is peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
*ong time been t ac?aslng, and tho deep religious and 
spiritual tone sf her discourses haro extended her 
Influencefarbeyondthe limit of her voice, through 
the fnstr’^xStefftycf the presa But It Is chiefly for 
hermedtainistic power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a sMrlt 
religious and elevating, that she Is most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the Inspir
ational tMeranced, elven chiefly before public audi
ences, under direct spirit influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur tmd Imagery 
of bls productions in carthc. e, but far surpass these 
In exaltedness oV conception and purity of. purpose. 
Others are by tb, Inspiration of Shakespeare;-Bum, 
A. W. Sprague; dut In many cases the author's name 
is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction--gives •• 
a succinct account of themcansby which there poems ' 
are given to the world.. The peculiar Influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium la sutedt and.

: . the unmistakable Certainty nod . slki^oeneeir»“. 
higher phase of spintoni communion is besu’Kulu 

. portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced front Ì1A0-to -SUkX* - 
Postage JO Cents. For mlnth1': office- ’
T)1BLE MARVEL WORKERS.

JD ADcn Putnam, A. M, A marvelous boot Prie* 
75 cents. . __

T^LIGIOH
f ':’■■■ :.<• AS.RI1Vbaled.. ...

By the Material and Spiritual
* Universe.

, ■ . By EDWIN J); BABBIT?,. . ■■ «*.
Author of "Principles of Light and Color.”

This Is ,a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt Is < 
born critic, a thorough scholar and a comprehenslv« 
thinker. • . <

CONTENTS: . ’
Chapteb Fibst—Existence and General Cb&ractei 

of God.r-Prellminary thoughts. Is there such a being 
as God? Is God a Creator? The Argument from De* 
sign. Is God Unknowable? Is God absolutely Im 
finite? .

Chapter Second—God as a Spirit—Materialist® 
cannot uudeastand the God Idea. Argument of the 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author’s 
Experience. > -

Chapteb Thibd—TbeDeltlc Location and Mode of 
Working.—Tho Location of Deity. Can Infinitude 
nave a Centre? Does God control theUnlverse through 
Low? How does God control the Universe? A. J. 
Davis’s Theory of the God Centre. Tho Dual Centra 
of the Universe. Can the Infinitely Fine act upqn the 
Coarse? ' . .

Chapteb Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is God • 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes? . .

Chapter Fifth—The pelilc Greatness and Glory.—- 
The Greatness of God. An Angel's Conception of the 
Universe. The Greatness of God, Anthropomorphism.

Chatter Sixth—Moral Evil and Delfio Perfec
tion.—The Perfection of God. Has God created Eyll? 
Is Man depraved? Is anything Innately Bad? lean 
endles-Heii possible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution.

Chapter Seventh—Delfio Law and Human Inter« 
‘ cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Healing. How God interposes to answer‘Prayer. 

•Prayer. A Form of Prayer, Does Prayer Influence 
God? Hudson Tuttle's View of Prayer. The Central 
Principle of Delfio Action. Prof. Wallace's Viepr. of 
Prayer, prayerfulness Is not necessarily Goodness. * 

' Chapter Eighth—How Man helps GovernthdUnL 
Yerse.—Man a Co-worker with God. How Spirits con
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision Of 
world-forming by Judge Edmonds. Spirits rejoice in 
this work. Countless worlds yet co be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. ’ Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain In Spirit Life. A 
Miltonic Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practices of Chrfstfc 
anlty.—Terrors of Creedul Theology. Churchlsnlo 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright
er Dawn approaching. Science aud Religion. Salva
tion by Faith.

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Btanfr 
arda.—Churcbiauio Infallibility. Infallibility of ft 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary. '

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.*«» 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecies. 
The Bible tested by its Teachings. Said to bo the only 
Book which gives any correct conception of God. Said 
lo present the only true Foundation of Ethics in the 
Decalogue. Claims for the Golden Rule, Love to 
Enemies, etc. Is It safe to build ou Falsehood? Has 
only one Nation been Inspired? Shall wo waste time 
and money oa Falsehood? Do numbers prove ths 
Truth of a System? Shull Policy rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by their 
Fruits.—Church Standards too low. The Atonemonl 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of Religious 
Systems. Some great Points in Buddhism. Moham
medan aud Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
the Purseo Religion. Tho Parsee Biblo. Tho High 
Priest of Slam. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
Progress of Mohammedanism. The Religions of to-day 
Insufficient.

Chapter Thirteenth—The Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible presented. The sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flower«. OfaTroe. Of a 
Forest. Lossons from tho Shells. Tho Teachings of 
Crysulllzatton. Teachings of tho Human Form. Of 
the Great Musses of the Universe.

Chapter FoiraTEENTn—Lifo under tho Old Re* 
Hgluns.—Impurlunco of Historic Truth. Roman Ca
tholicism. Influence of Catholicism In Spalni' Gal
vanism. The Five Points of Galvanism. Presbyterian« 
Ism hi bcotlaud. Puritanism in New England. 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. The Spirit of 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chapter Fifteenth—Life under a Spiritual Re
ligion.—General Divisions of the Human Faculties. Tha 
Higher Realm of the Brain. Spirituality is Enfiobllng. 
Spirituality benuUflcs the Countenance. Must be 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com- 
junlou tho Basis of all Religions. Spiritualism 

founded upon Facts. The only Religion which demon
strates Immortality. Robs Death of Its Terrbr. Th® 
most Joy-Jnaplrlngof Religions. Promotes Civil ant 
Religious Freedom. Leads off In Human Reform». 
Perfects tho Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Loads to Nobler Living. Re
veals a Grander Universe. All Groat Geniuses have 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus In Spirit 
Life. Will the New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter -Sixteenth—Death under the Old Re
ligious.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death made 
terrible through Church Songs. Mado Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dark, 
ened Death. Death Bed of u Christian. Of an immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Soanes under tho Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under tho Old to those who lose 
friends.

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Religion.—A Spiritual Mind is not over-attached te 
this Life. Departed Ones attract the Spiritual Mind. 
The Spiritualist understands Death,so does not foar it. 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart, 
victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
Jung Stilling and his Grandfather. Beautiful Iuc dent® 
in iho Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Universal.st 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a rriend. Irluiu- 
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experience® 
of Various Persons. Power to Sustain the Luss 
Friends.

Chapter Eighteenth—The Future Life.—Location 
and Character uf the Spirit Realms. Tho Clothing of 
Spirits. Children in Spirit Life. A Spirit Ch dirp.m 
Humble Life. Thu Wealthy in Spirit Life. Foi ciclan® 
1n Spirit Life. Clergymen In Spirit Life. Editors in 
Spirit Life. The Power of Spirits to Cummuno wiUl 
Mortals. ,

Final Remarks.-TIio Basic Principles of a uni
versal Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

This work contains Fortt Illustrations. Thrt 
aro hi harmony with the facts conveyed. Itiunrarf 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, 10 Cta.

fte Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science. 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
BY S. K. CKOCKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well have been entltledJ 

Spiritualism Demonitrated by Science. It la written 
In that peculiarly interesting style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects tn adaptation to the needs of the general 
render. The author is not a SplrJtuaUstr-he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a uew super- 
stltlou,’’ etc., etc., in which be manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific class," yet he says again I 
“There Is a true and respectable Idea In Spiritualism,’* 
aud regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhuman» and the Inhabitants of Earth;*’ 
aud be goes on to relate instances.Qf fact in evidence. 
There 18, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the author's ideas, but the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of thd 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author holds tho 
theoryof reincarnation. Price »1,50.

For sale at this office.
JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A. Sequel to -

tO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGTIER. ,

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wm wriUn to 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whoeo successive links are 
unrolled tn the boaom of etbedal apace. “Beyond 
tub Threshold" continues on the same Unes en
larging and expanding the Idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy, to that 
end is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It to interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all or noh much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed in its perusal. Price <1,2&

RELIGION OF ÎHE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago«
JJOL'HD LV CL01H WITH GOLD 

J-J Mdc, and containing 320 page*. This splendid , 
book, fUKt Issued, contains uhiotv-T full Temple leo 
turcs Jpon occult, subjects. tagcUi ’r with other artb 
clog from various n^wspi.prn-. r«'.nt1np l«» the great 
wdtk. h contins all the old Temple Ivciurcti Issued 
Th aind three others i-:i tlie ..DC»an St»vi.', \vblcU 
nn nltino worth the priceôf the bcok This.wonder« 
Tirl book Is unique ns au Lviirricilsl of Science’and 
Truth.- Price 8U25,. postpaid, to any address. For sola 
al Ü11R offin“ , . .

. l f • »'*■••• 1 : .« ; ■ • ■ •' . • *■-.?■ . '
■Î AÈ0LL0NIÜS OFTYANA.”7- 

Identifiedvas thë Christiah Jesus/
I A wonderful communication, explaining how hU 
I life and teaching® woro utilized tu formulate ÇhxlaU» 
lultj, Fries uccaw. Far Mit M UK efice.
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IP.rof, Buchanan Surrenders 
To the Tender Appeals of 
Cupid.

He is Eighty Years Young.

I have not enjoyed a more pleasant 
occasion in a long time than the one 
at the celebration of the marriage of 
Erof. Joseph .Rhodes Buchanan, of San 

, Francisco,' and Mrs. Worthington, of 
Denver, which occurred at the residence 
of Mrs. Connor, 1255 California street, 
San Francisco, on Sunday, July 1st. 
Prof. Buchanan is in some respects an 
old man. I read his “Journal of Man,” 
over forty years ago, and have somehow 
managed to keep in step with him 
ever since. When I began in ’49 and 
’50, to read from him my young mind 

• put him down as one of the world's most 
profound philosophers. Time has made 

•very little change in that thought, The 
doctor has studied, philosophized, read, 

••thought and written—in fact been one 
•of the world’s business men even. The 

’• Doctor has always managed to keep 
•abreast, if not ahead of the advanced, 
thought of the age. In that sense he ii( 
an old man; in another sense he is young; 

■Though! he will in a few months be ani 
octogenarian, his step is as elastic and! 
buoyapt»,, and his voice as firm and his 
•intellect's bright as that of the ordinary 
man of forty.

• Mps. Worthington, now Mrs. Bu
chanan, is an intelligent lady, between 
§fty and fifty-five years old; a medium; 
a psydhometrist, a graduate of the 
Ddctor’s school, and, I am told, a very 

•good speaker on reformatory questions.
■„The marriage itself might be called a 

Vqdding sui generis. The guests were 
nearly all of them graduates of the 
Dolor’s ’94 class. Some of them had 
graduated before in other schools; so, 
of. course, there was in the whole per
formance an air of culture not often 
foiiiid. When the prospective bride 
¡¿nd' gi'oom walked into the pleasant 
parlors and seated themselves, I felt to 
iKl4i'ess the friends present on the gen
eral subject of marriage, before calling 
tne couple to their feet. Knowing that 
the -bride and groom agreed with my 
BQinqivhat heretical views on marriage, 
anffthat the Doctor had enlightened his 
class somewhat on the subject, I felt 
riioharfree to offer a few remarks. I 
explained that no words that I could 
say,-, »dr any document the State could 
Ippue Could marry or unmarry anybody. 
Marriage was a union which had previ
ously, taken place in their own souls. If 
qajh.-pnjon had not taken place, outward 
cerepionies were nothing more than a 
solemn mockery. In this instance, the 
friends had been called together to wit
dess a public ratification of the fact of a 
marriage having taken place. As cer
tain premises which, if made at all, had 
dr1’should have been made to each 
oth4r, and the public had little to do 
flfith' them, I should not require any 
promises to be made in public. If each 
continued to render themselves lovely 
to each other, they would doubtless 
continue to love to the end of life’s jour
ney' if they did not, public promises 
ft/love Amounted to nothing more than 
public perjuries. Let us sincerely hope 
that in this case, love has joined them 
together, and that no discord can ever 
put them asunder.
"At this point the couple arose to their 
feet and signified their marriage to their 
friends by uniting their right hands, 
Utall I, after a few appropriate prelimi- 
p'a/vy words, pronounced them husband 
and wife, Arter congratulations by the 
company, Mrs. Hull was inspired to give 
utterance to the following poem:
Love, it is said, in days of old, 
Was a wonderful archer with bow of 

gold;
That he always sent a shining dart, 
And it always pierced the tender 

heart;
It wounded deeply but left no pain, 
And could only be healed by magic 

chains
Forged together in Hymen’s bands, 
With a promise sweet and a clasp of

Poets have written and bards have sung 
Of this wonderful Cupid, in every tongue; 
For he claims no spot, no time, no age;
This time he has wounded the ripe and 

sage; '
But old hearts are tender, and thus it 

has proved,
Like the young they respond to the 

wiles of love;
May these two bo united in bands so 

strong
That nothing can weaken as time rollson. 
When the gl^giour of passion and youth 

• are gone, .
When the evening of life comes steal

ing on,
It is blessed to hold some hand in ours, 
Ab we gather the beautiful Autumn 
, flowers, 

Heaven grant that your sky may sun- 
crowned be,

As to-day you embark on love’s golden 
. sea,
And Cupid sing in your hearts ahvay, 
Making your lives one glad, sweet day.

After the poem appropriate remarks 
were made by Prof. Buchanan, Mrs,' 
Buchanan, and several others. One or 
tivo influences from the other side of' 
life,including the former Mrs. Buchanan, 
came with their congratulations and as
serted that they had been instrumental 
in bringing this about.

The writer of this joins with all of Dr. 
and Mrs. Buchanan’s friends in the hope 
that their united lives may be useful to 
those who are to follow after..

. Moses Hull.

WEDDING CHIMES.

In Ocean View, the 23rd ult., at the 
residence of Mr. and Mrs. Tanner, 
(Mrs. T. is a sister to the bride,) Miss 
Estelle Dewell, formerly of Fairmount, 

• -Kansas, and Mr. Frank Dusenbury, of 
Oakland, California, were united in 
marriage, Moses Hull officiating-. The 
ceremony was, according to the request 
of the young people, a simple one, and 
the wedding a pleasant family affair. 
Mrs. Dusenbury is the youngest daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Dewell, of Fair
mount. Kansas, who have so long been 
identified in the work of Spiritualism 
in that portion of the country. The 
bride could not well be anything but a 
Spiritualist,’having-Jbeen reared-in a 
lovely. Spiritualistic home, with every 
□pportunity’for learning of its phenom
ena and philosophy. - With this knowl
edge sh e is better-qualified, to carry ipto 
her new life’all that goesitfi mak6ihai> 
wonious companionship■■ and a-Happy 
jiftne.- - ------- -Mattie^ Hull,-

Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair. 
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Free

EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL
Congress of The. American Secular 

, ' . Union.

On the evening of July 7 a meeting of 
the Hoard of DifepUirs of the American 
Secular Union was held at the residence 
of Dr, Juliet H. Severance. The mpm- 
bers present were: President C. B. 
Waite, Dr. Severance, Dr. G. A. F. de 
Lespinasset Dy. Joseph H, Greer, E. P. 
Peacock, vicerpresident for the State of 
Illinois—acting as proxy for Otto Wett
stein, who had attended the previous 
meeting, but could not be present at 
this—and Mrs, M. A, Freeman. The 
time and place of hpldiug the annual 
congress was considered, and the secre
tary instructed to write to the free- 
thought publications, that the desires of 
Liberals might be learned. So far, the 
majority of. those who have expressed 
an opinion on the subject have been in 
favor of Chicago, but if there is any 
society which would defray the expenses 
of the congress, or some considerable 
portion of the expenses, the board would 
favor it being given an opportunity to 
do this. If not, it would seem a ne
cessity that the convention be held in 
Chicago. Liberals are requested to 
write to the secretary at once, giving 
expression to their preferences as to 
locality. There is none too much time. 
All those who can aid the Union finan
cially are urgently requested to send 
contributions to the treasurer, Otto 
Wettstein, Rochelle, Ill.

Friends, do not neglect this. We can 
accomplish nothing without funds. The 
times are hard, but do- not forget the 
Freethought cause.

Ti B. Wakeman, of New York, a 
vice-president of the American Secular 
Union, in a recent letter to the board, 
urges the necessity of organization. 
Several strong unions have been formed 
during the past year, but the number 
seems discouragingly small when it is 
remembered how numerous are the so
cieties whose specific object is to oppose 
the secularization of the State. Again, 
then, Liberals are urged to organize 
auxiliaries to the American Secular 
Union. Send to the secretary for a 
charter, the price of which, if signed by 
ten individuals, will be $5; if by twenty, 
$10. According to the constitution, the 
money may be remitted at the conven
ience of thè new auxiliary, The lack of 
funds need not delay the work of organ
ization. .

It was voted by the board that Dr. de 
Lespinasse be appointed official repre
sentative of the American Secular 
Union at the Freetbought Congress, to 
be held in Belgium in October. Later, 
it was decided that Otto Wettstein 
should also be elected as a delegate, and 
that Judge Waite furnish both of these 
gentlemen with • the necessary cre
dentials. The following resolution was 
unanimously adopted:

Rfefcolved, that we are gratified to 
knbw that the Freethinker's Magazine, 
so ably edited and conducted by Mr. H. 
L..Green, has been removed to this city, 
and We will as a society and individually 
aid the same by every means in em
power.

It was with much pleasure the board 
learned that Mr. Green would hereafter 
in its meetings act as proxy for Mr. 
Wakeman. After the transaction of 
some unimportant business the meeting 
adjourned to July 28, by which time, it 
is hoped that a wide expression of 
opinion will have been given in regard 
to the holding of the Eighth Annual 
Congress of the American Secular 
Union. Mrs. M. A. Freeman.

Cor. Sec. Am. S. U.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Mrs. Elizabeth Parrish, a veteran 

Spiritualist and medium, passed on to 
the higher and purer joys of Spirit-life 
June 17th, at her home between Lake 
Helen and Orange City, Fla. She and. 
her husband formerly lived in Battle 
Creek, Mich., where they took a lively 
interest in everything that pertained 
to Spiritualism. Nearly twenty years 
ago they came to Florida and engaged 
in orange culture. Every tale of want 
or suffering found in Mrs. Parrish a 
willing listener, and the remarks made 
by a neighbor at her funeral that “no 
appeal was ever made to her sympathy 
in vain," vqjced the universal sentiment 
of the community. To her the Spirit
world was no far-away country. During 
much of her life she enjoyed daily com
munion with her spirit guides and 
friends, and was always ready to uphold 
the cause of Spiritualism. For several 
years the guides of a number of 
home mediums have been making plans 
for a winter camp-meeting near Colby 
Lake, two miles; from her home. She 
took great interest in.this movement, 
and although quite feeble, was able to 
attend the-jneetings in the interest of 
the camp which was held there in 
March and April. It was the last meet
ing she ever attended. A few days 
afterward, in talking with the writer, 
she expressed. great satisfaction in re
gard to the result of the meeting and 
her enjoyment 0f( the speaking and 
music. She said if her life could be 
spared she .would be glad to work for 
the camp, and’that if she could live her 
life over ¿gain she would devote still 
more time to her mediumship than she 
had done. For several months .before 
she passed away she was a great sufferer 
from.'>canqer’,'the, cause of; her death. 
At her rewest Geo. P. Colbyxonducted 
the funeraliservices. Mh. Colby had to 
leave the last of Juno to fulfill his en
gagements at nerfthern-camps, but she 
told him she‘Would be through with 
him before that-time, .which proved 
true. She-oftenvwas cheered by com
munications from-her spirit-friends dur-

ing her illness, and loud rappings were 
heard about the bed by her attendants' 
just before her final release. She leaves 
a husband and a son hero in Florida, 
and although they, miss the kind offices 
of a wife and mother, they can but re
joice that she is free from suffering, and 
nappy with the loved one “over there.”

- G. W. .Webster.

Clinton (Iowa) Camp-Meeting.
To the Editor:—In spite of strikes, 

financial depression, aud other dis
couraging circumstances, the outlook 
for a grand and successful camp at 
Mount Pleasant Park is good. Many 
orders have been received for tents, and 
rooms in cottages, and still they come. 
The superintendent is kept busy every 
moment in response to orders. Quite a 
number of campers are already on the 
ground, and w.e feel that we are fortu
nate in being ata distance from sounds 
of turbulence and the atmosphere of 
strife. _ _

Among the late arrivals is Miss
Marcia Palmer, and Miss Nellie Bod
well, of your city, and Mr. R, Smith and 
wife, of Cambridge, Ill, ' Secretary 
Wheelock is .on the ground. Various 
improvements are being made, and the 
orfly thing, wanting to complete our hap
piness for the time being is rain. If you 
can only induce’the weather man in the 
Auditorium tower’to send a first-class 
shower this way, he will receive the 
grateful thanks of all concerned.

Will C. Hodge.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
“Why She liecante

2U pngee. Ouocdpy, >1,00; six, 85.00. 1 . ;
tfProm Xlyht to Juipm; > . .

Or, ApAppcuUo tbe Barest Church.” 
82pagcp.t One.qopy, l^ceat^;.-ten, $1.00. .

“The Bridye BetyricH'Two • , •
•200 pages. Ono copy, 75-cpnts; els, 84.00,.. ' (

' Apply permanently to ADDY A'. JUDSON, Clncln’ 
nail, O., by 2*. O. Order, Express Order; or'Registered 

:Lvtter. .. : :■ ■ ■ , ,218

Heliocentric A strology—The lloro- 
scope

Is the title of a little work that contains a plear end 
concise statement of the principles of Astrology, with 
the Influence ascribed to the different celestial, bodies 
considered in this science, und much of the allegory 
connected with Astronomy by tho ancients. Price, 50 
cents. Address C. BRONSON, 748 AY. Adams street, 
Chicago, Ills.. - 243

DR. R. GREER,
SPIRIT HEALER.

Cures all Curable Human Diseases 
and many diseases considered incurable.

. Persons at a distance, however great 
_■ the distance,- treated with unparal- 

. leled success. When writing for 
' treatment, to save time, please state 

• - particulars and enclose $1.00, and you 
will receive, by return mail 30 days’ 
trial treatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies.

Office hours from 9 to 12 M., Sundays 
. excepted. 127 LaSalle St., Chicago.’

A Remarkable Cure.

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

. ... A. B. Dobson—Dear Sir:— 
Yours of August 12 just’received. In
closed please find two dollars, and also 
the stamps that my wife,- Mrs. Emily 
Hopkins, forgot to send in her letter. 
Please send the medicine as soon as pos-

Dr.

sible, and we will follow up your treat
ment as long as we can find the money 
to pay for the medicine.

I persuaded a friend of mine, one

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Relig

ions and
Religious Congresses at the Co

lumbian Exposition.
One of the moat Important and interesting events 

connected with the World’s Fair was the Parliament 
of Religions. It will go down the ages as one of the 
greatest events of the world's history. To studpnta of 
comparative and ethnological religion the contents of 
this portly volume of thousund-and-one pages will 
prove of most intense Interest, and the statements and 
presentations of the various faiths' by their accredited 
disciples and-exponepfp are vastly Instructive. The1 
price of this great volume is only 62.50. For sale at 
this ofl^e. '

TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROP. 
JlJ. J, W. Cadwell, one of the most successful moa' 
merteta th America. Ancient and modern miracles ex
plained by mesmerism. An invaluable work. Price, 
paper, 50 cents. , 
ZWE WORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCt* 

fled Saviors. By Kersey Graves. You should 
read it, and be the wiser. Price 81.50.
'THE CONTRAST, EVANGELICAL^ 
J ism and Spiritualism Compared. By Moses Hull 

A work of rare merit. Pricoei.OO.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

A and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A 
book of rare merit, Interesting to every body. Price 
I1M
'THE CHILDRENS’ PROGRESSIVE 
i Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the or- 

ttanization and management of Sunday schools. By 
Andrew Jackson Davis. Something' indespenslble. 
Price 50 cents.
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James Kinneman, to send for your med- Jf 
ieine nearly one year- ago. He had been I /I
under the treatment of nearly all the
physicians in this part of the State for 
more than ten years, and they finally 
concluded that there was no help for 
him. He is taking your medicine yet, 
and I saw him last week, and he told me 
that he was a well man, aud felt as well 
as he ever did in his life.

His is a wonderful cure. I have been 
acquainted with him for about twenty 
years, and 1 must say that he is the 
healthiest man that he has ever been 
since I have known him.' lam an old, 
crippled soldier. James M. Hopkins.

Columbus, Pa.
(See ad, in another column.) >
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal. /

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.

If you have made up your mind to buy 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, do not be per
suaded to take any other. Be sure to 
get Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which possesses 
peculiar strength and curative power.

“Mre. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens gums, reduces Inflame 
Hon, allay apaio, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 

Tk two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
Super, 50 cents; cloth, |l.00. Books like ”?'Uc Dream 

hlld” spur humanity on to make more and more de
mands of this nature, and will open up new heights 
and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Will, 1 believe, take Its place beside Bulwcr’s 
“Zanonl” and the “Serapnlta” of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital,” Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the lust page.— 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times ”

DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. 
JL\. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, hL A. Every patriot 
should read IL Price 81.00.

'THE SPIRITUALBIRTH; OR DEATH 
x and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This little 
pamphlet is devoted to an exposition of the spiritual* 
is tic Idea of death, heaven and hell, qb contrasted 
with the common churchly idea on the same ¿nbjccL 
The name of the author Is a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject Is well bandied. For aale at this office. 
Price, 10 cents.

PHILOSOPHY. OF SPIRITUAL IN- 
l tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare 
work. It possesses great merit. Price 81*25.

GE OF REASON- ' BY THOMAS 
Paine. A book that all should read. Price SO

cents, .
f/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME, 
v By Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly Interesting. 

Postage 5 cents. Price 74 cents.

ZHE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
its Phenomena atjd Philosophy. By Rev.'Samuol 

Watson. This work w*s written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble man: Price 81.00. *
INGERSOLL’S ' -ADDRESS ¡BEFORE 

A the New York paliarían Club, The first time la 
the history of the world- tVat a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture 1b a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price, 6 centB; ten copies, 50 dents.
TUT EMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 

1VL nel Ingersoll on Roacoe Conkling. Delivered 
before the New York Legislature, May 9,1888. Price, 
1 cenia. , ■
POD IN THE CONSTITUTION. BY 
LZ Robert G. Ingersoll. One ot the best papers Colo

nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like- 
uess of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies forei.iw.
TA/HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
vv Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. This is a'moil'valuable contribution to 
Freetbought literature. Bound la paper with good 
IlkcuesB ot author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
tor 81.00.
TNGERSOLL’Si GREAT ADDRESS ON 

L Thomaa False, it the lute Falau celebration lu 
New York City. Frl^e, C cent,; ten copies for 50 cents. 
STANDING \HP. FOR JESUS; OR 

kJ what tha ejlltof’bt the Freethinker's Mngctlnc 
thinks of him. Price.'ÜJcentsi twenty-live copies for 
Ml cents.
'T'HE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
J Adapted to Modyn' Civilization, with the True 

Character of Mary Mhgaalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M. D. Frlce, .15 ccnut,. . .
Soul of Things! or Psychometric 

Researches and Discoveries.
pY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F.

JD Denton. A marvtlou« work.' Miough concise tu 
a text-book, it Is as faseinating .as a work of fiction. 
The reader will be amused tó seo the curio is facts 
here combined in support, of this newly-discovered 
power of the human mind, which win resolvp a tbou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain »/. 
day, and throw light on All the grand subjects low ob
scured by time. ' * • ’
Soul or Tilings—Vol. L -

Cloth.........................................................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol II.
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth.................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. III.

Ill tUnteiL 862 hp, Cloth................
Postage 10 cenu.
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PLAY OF THE PLANETS.
T^OR SALEr-PRICE, ^S00, AN ESl'AB- 

J. llBbe’d business of magnetic healing and clairvoy
ant,reading. With furnished living rooms; rent low 
and location central. Address Magnetic, care of car
rier No. 8, Grund llaplds, Mleh. 244

CTELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THi^ 
O Bible. 144 Propositions, Theological, Moral, His
torical and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without com* 
menu Price 15 cents.

ZHE PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND 
tbo Confessional. By Bev. Chaa. Cblnlquy.

Fvery one should read It. Frlce 51.00.

The Coining American Civil War. 
This book, by burton ames 
J. Huntington, Is written In the Interest of hu

manity, of liberty, undo: patriotism—a book written 
for the purposo’of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on .every side, and more espo. 
dally to tbo hostile attitude and.the insidious wiles oi 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe-* 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of warning. 
LlnCO’.aUj apprehension and the prophecy ot Generffi 
Grant are oil Included in tbo volume. Archbishop 
Ryan,of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: “The 
church tolerates- heretics where sho to obliged to do 
so, but she botes them wltV a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her pbwerto anntMlkte them. Our enemies 
know bow she treated heretics in the Middle Ages, and 
liow she treats them-, today where.eho has the power. 
We no more think vf denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
the church for what they have thought fit to do.” 
Every one shonld read this work. Paper, W pages. 
1* will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents. For sale r.t 
tbi- office. ■
~TilBLE~i~F~BiBLES~BY~KERSE Y 
£j Graves. It will well pay perusal. Frlce 51.75 
'(NUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH- 
Lz er tales and sketches. By a band ot spirit Intel

ligences, through tbo medtumsbip ot Mary Theresa 
Bhelhamer. An excellent work. Frlce,1.25.

JA7A ttings, ~ ESSA vs,
VV Sketches, Poems and Songs: Gathered iron • 

the Highways, By*ways and Hedges ot Life. By Mat 
Uo E. Hull. It is most excellent. Price 61.00.
'THE DIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH- 
Jt ly Victims. By A. J. Davis. A work as Interest 

Ing as It Is curious. Frlce 50 cents.

TYEATH AND AFTER LIFE. BY AN- 
LN drew Jackson Davis. Something yon should 
tend. Price 75 cents.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wtn. Henry Burr. Prien 15 centB.

UflEE CANNOT SEE HOW YOU 00 
-JKK IT AHO PAY FREIGHT.

$|ABuy. our 2 dr.«« «.taut or out-Im. 
Y FTproroa Illgli Xra Sl.ter.i-ine mucMu 
finely finlabed, nkkel plated, adapted to light 

and htavy work; ruaranteed forlOTear*} with 
Automatic Bobbin Winder, Self-Threading Cjrfin* 
der Shattlc, fielf-Settlaf Needle aud a cennplet» 
act of Steel Altaehmenta; shipped any whereon

- 80 Dae*# Trial. No mon«f required la ad rance.
?6,o6ohoiY fnuse. Worlo’e Fair Medal awarded machine and attach
ments. Bay from factory end aave dealer’* and afeot’a profit!. : 
rnrr Cat Thia Ont and eend to-dav for machine or larue free 
r I1C£ catalojrne.teallmoniAl«anri Glhnueaof the World’« Fair. 
OXFORD MFQ. C0.342WabiaUv6.CHIOAeO}iLL 
PEAL LIFE IX THE~SPIRlfDAMD. 

JX Given,inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King* 
You will not become weary while reading this exetf • 
lent book. Price 75 coms. • . .

TTISTORICAL AMD CRITICAL RE^ 
■iJL view of the Sunday question. It.to Inyaluable. 
By G. W. Brown. M. D. Price 15 cents.

TESUS AMD THE MEDIUMS, OR 
</ Christ and Mediumship. By Moses Hull,. A pan> 
phlct well worth reading. Price 10 cents.ROMANISM AND THE .PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY. LOVER OJ> 
bls country should barest bond for consult*, 

lion. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This to a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes,. 

.Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. ,Tbe work contains 447 pages, and 
may be considered a mine of - valuable information fot 
every patriot In tho land- . Frlce $1. -For sale at Wil 
office. ( .

ZIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE
History ot Atbarael. Chief Priest of a Hand of Al 

Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Writtenthrough 
the mediumship of U. G. Flgley. Tou should read 
thia work. Price 30 cents.
'piFTYYEARSyN'THE'CHURCH OF 
L1 Rome. By Rev. Chas. Cblnlqny, ex prleiL A 
remarkable book. Pages 832. Price $2.25.

ALL ABOUT DEVILS. BY MOSES 
/I Hull. __ A work you should read. Price 15 eentB.

THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH
A ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davis, to s very Im 

teresting and suggestive work. It to an explanation of 
much that to false and repulsive In Spiritualism; em-
.bodylnga roost Important recent Interview with Jainei 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Price* 
30 canto. Eor sale at this offic® ■ - ;

Z'HE SOUL;-ITS MATURE,'RELÀ. 
tionB end Expressions In Human Embodiments.

PROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA 
i Bond Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare 
mertt._PriciM.50.____  ,u(mm uc
7'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT. «•<»•> Wago 10 cent..

uallsm. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound TKTHITE MAC

This New Star Study in Qc- 
cult Astronomy Contains:

' 1. A fj’fiten; for finding the positions of the planets 
In our BQlur system any nay during seventy-five years 
of this century. This knowledge has for ages been 
held |n secrecy, . - - .

Note—This information in any other form,'ft it were. 
?ubllshed, would cost from seventy-five to one huii- 

red dollars. ....
- 2 This system also coBUIas a chart which >1)1. give 
the positions and orderly tnovementsof the planets for 
an past, present and future, centuries, with, ope an- 
ndal correction, which ipakei it •the greatest astro-, 
nominal device ever Invented by mun.

8. The chart also gives the moon's relations to the , 
earth aad.sun. and the regularity of Its phases, for all 
time. In like manner. ...

i. Thestudy contains a book on the occult '.meaning, 
of the positions and relations of the stars that may bo 
found, ns they operate U|>ou the earth, and Influence 
the lives of those who -do, and those who do uot do 
tbolr duty, whUe here. ...

B. The work contains t)io Zodiac, and explains its 
signs In a manner that calls charity to the soul for all 
mxukind.. .

0. 1 he signs of tlio planets, the harmony and Inbar. 
piony of their polarities Is a feature of the study.

7, The effect of the planets upon human life, and 
the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is clearly 
Stated.
. 8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects 
of the planets to the earth, Is fully Illustrated and ex- 
platiwd.

9. The co-ordinating qualities are touched upon In 
the reading, affinity existing between some magnets. 
Illustrated.

10, The delineation of the Horoscope of a recently 
noted personage, showing amarked ■ Intellectual char
acter, with purity and gentleness of a high degree.

11. This study contains the basic prlhclples upon 
which rests all of the Occult Wisdom, of both the 
Orient and the Occident, end explains and teaches In 
npRuogo comprehensible by all the eternal truths of 
infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of 
time and space, of distance aud motion, of power and 
force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a pic
ture to the mind's eve, which shows the wonderful re
lation and actions of worlds, suns and systems, In all 
their glory and inajoaty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
within the roach ot all, for the small sum of
$1.00, postpaid, pn receipt of price.

Address:
I’LANETARY PUBMSIHNG CO.) In care of 40 

Loomis St., Chicago, 111. ' .

GEMS OF EREETH0UGHT.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
TYR. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

JUs Mass.; nndhto band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effpeyng the most wonderful cures that have 
been recorded and arc so acknowledged. By the clear 
fliffht of clalrvoyflnce. aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with hiij magnetic remedies will 
cpuvince the most pkeptlctd of Ills wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him sex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four .2-cent stamps, apd he will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. lie doesn’t want any 
leading BymptolDB, Address pn. J. '6. Loughs. Shir- 
IcyvMass. . 248
fsYcilOM^tRY, CO~VR(ILr^WITH 

4 Prof. A. B. Severance Id ah matters pertaining to 
practical Hfe, and your splrit-friendi. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will- answer 
three questions free ot charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee, Wb. 215

The lUytli oftbe (ir-unt Deluge. By James 
M. McCuun. Price 15 coats. It Is the most com
plete aad overwhelming refutation of the Bible 
Story of the Doing« thut l\ave ever read.—B. F.

' Underwood. To read It Isia.be astonished at 
the possibilities of religious credulity.—T. B. 
Wakeman. Mr. McCann's dynamite bomb has 
blown the fallacy to atoms.—A. B. Bradford. It 
ought to meet with a very large sale.—C.P.Farrell.

The Evolution of the' Devil.—By Henry 
Frank, the Independent preacher ot New York 
City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of Bls Satanic Majesty over 
before published. The book contains 611 pages, Is 
beautifully bound, with likeness of author on title 
page. Price, S3 cents.

Intrersoll’a Address before the New 
York Unitarian Club. The first time in the 
history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by 
the Club with continuous applause from beginning 
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pagee, beauti
fully printed. Price, 6 coats.

The Gods. By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful 
pamphlet ol forty pages,with likeness of Ingersoll. 
Price, 2Q cents. The most profound address 
that Ingersoll over delivered.

Chrirch and State; tho Bible in the Public 
Bcuools: the New "Amorieau” Party—By "Jef
ferson.” Third . edition. This beautiful pnm- 
iiblet of 28 pages is the most thorough presen ta
lon of the Church and State question thut has 

appeared. Price, 10 cents. . . . .
The Beilglon of Humanity; A Phi

losophy ot Life. By J. Leon Benwell. A 
beautiful paper-bound pamphlev, with likeness of 
nnthor. A most vMnsblo publication to circulate 
among Christian people. Price 15 cents.

Mepiorlal Oration by, Colonel Inger
soll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered be
fore the, New York Legislature, May 9, 1888. 
Price, 4 cents. , ■ .

The Christian-Religion. Whai ittoVetta 
Jlnal outcome f By an Old Fanner. A splendid 
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 15 cents.

God In the Constitution. By Robert Q. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll 
over wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of 
author. Price 10 cents.

What Would Follow the Eflhcement 
of Christianity 1 By George Jacob Hol- 
yoake. This Is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethouglit Literature. Bound in paper with

’ good llkeuoss of author. Price, 10 cents.
Ingersoll’s Great Address on Thomas 

Paine, at the lute Paine celebration in New 
York City. Price, 6 cents.

Standing up for Jesus; or what tho editor 
ot the Freethinkers' Magaclne thinks ol him. 
Price, 4 cents.

Address,
* The Progressive Thinker,"

Cntcxoa

Psyche
this marvelous cabinet 
fC it fails to do what we 
tlaun. Prepaid, Ji.ro.

WILL DEVELOP YOU! 
Have you tried itThd 
Finest Cabinet for thO 

' purpose ever made—bar 
none. SendforCircuIarS

Costs Nothing
i. H. METCALF, Agent, 1S4 S. Green St Chicago.

Price. $1.00 delivered, in City.

TySYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
A Life. Letters to the. Seybert Commission. By 
Francia J. LippitL An illustrated pamphlet. Worth 
Ite weight In gold. Price 25 cento.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
. ■ AND
HOW WEASCEND THEM

Or a few thoughts on bow to teach that altitude
•►hero spirit is supremo and all things are subject to It

BY MOSES HULL
- Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper. 25 Cents. For sale St 
thls officc. . ,. ..

WAS 
flgRflHAFl LIÑCOLÑ 

A SPIRITUALIST?
- -OR-

Curious Revelations from the Life
of a Trance Medium.X tionB c.nd Expressions in Human Embodiments. • 

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. Abook that everybody should read who nra __ -

, taterestedlnre-lncaraatloa.-Price tm- < . MRS. NETTIE COLBVRN MAYNA.RD

AIFE OF THOMAS PAINE. ITIS JN- ’ '' '
tcmcly interesting. Price »1,00. - • , . '

TJ7HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL.
V.V 1st. - Twelve lectures. By AbSy A. Judson.' 

This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Prlcb

t -DY- ' ! ;

research, by one of the ablest man. of tho ago. Fries 
11.50; postage 10 cents.

TK/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN
VV •• Three Sevens,” nliook of 271 pages, It Is re-

Together, with Portraits,' Uetters' and 
Poems.'-Illustrated with Engrav- 

’ ings-and'FrdntiBplece of-Lin-: .
■ 1 - coin, from Carpenter’s . . -

> - . ' Portrait from Life. ,

POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 
1 By Lizzie Doten. These poems are as staple 
sugtr. PrlcoetlXL ■. -.1
PEYOND THE GATES. BYELIZ^ 

JL) beth Stuart Phelps. A Highly entertaining west. 
Price ri.00. ... ■ ’■ . -, .
’LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT, GATH- 
JL* ered from tbo Tree of Life. Presented to human
Ity through the mediumship of B: E. Litchfield. Ex
cellent throughout. Price »1.25. . T

■ r • ..... — .—. .. .... . a ... b * a m
ally» very Interesting and suggestive work. Price 
H"®' ■ -. . < . ........... .  ' ...
FEERS OF THE AGES. ■ EMBRAC- 

kJ Ing Spiritualism, .past and present. By J. M. PeO- 
blcs, M. D. An encyclopedia ot Interesting and tn- ■ 
structivo facts. -Price »2.00. - ’ • • - . .

sbiritual birth, ON
i Death and Its Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic Idea 

of Death; Heaven and Hen. By Moses Hull. Price, 'U 
cents. . . ■ ■ . . .................... . ,■ ■
TIBERAL LECTURES. BY a. B. i 

jL* French, They arc worth their -weigh*¿gold. 
Price, pepfefr, bento.-.’

yvou CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT. 
Write Iro,llm„«?01’,l>1J restore lost vision,
write for lllubtratud circular and how to ha fltfArt 
raaii'v BCF PomTcil sent by
luuii. d. r. i UULL. Clinton. Iowa. 9

TH per day at homo. The work la easy. 
lv ijjÄV pleasant sod adapted to liotb young 

and old ot cither fox. Any one can do ibe work. 
GEO. STINSON & CO., Box 1500, Portland. Maine, tf

-¡XT ARNOLD. PSYCHOMETRIST
Vt • Platform and Test Medium. Open forco 

gagemente tn neighboring towns. 452 Larrebec st. 
this city. \ ,

2:i5tf

MRS. CONNELL YS IMPROVED RE. 
IVL dep>pt(on for gruy, fueled, or blenebod bulr, 
Wurruntcd free from lend, ¡diver, uulpbur und aU 
potfeoua. Il leuves the luUriuoft, glouey, elepu and 
natural. It U not a dye. It will nof stain tile ilosb. 
It colors nt once. No waiting. 55 and 5U cents. All 
toady for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Tfro- 
cenipostugcatanipa tukr.u. Address Mrs. A.Connelly, 
ISWIttdge Avenue, TiilladelpUls. I'u. - 248

CHICAGO REST CURE,
TpIMA NICKERSON WARNE. SUPT. 

L-^ 188 Sath BUeet, Chtuugo, Ill. Magnetism, Payco- 
putby, Vapor. Eluctrlc Baths. Disease diagnosed. 
Hume cointorts for patients from a distance- 213 • 

~~FREE TO THE SICK. 
PREE TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 
I Don’t sufferauylonger, but send to A. M. Caldwell, 
clairvoyant and’ltealer, who will diagnose your disease 
niBX, under special .Instructions of a spirit band of 
electro-magnetic doctors. Lose no time, but send at 
Once lock of hair, age, one lending symptom, and three 
twu-ctut stamps to A. M. Caldwell, Box 244, Sun Jose. 
Cul- ' 251.

VALUABLE MANUAL. '
IHEALTH AND POWER, A HAND- 
I I book of Cure and Human Upbuilding, by tho 
i» ^‘hned and powerful meihods of nature. 
By E. I). Babbitt, M. D. A very concise aud valuable 
little manual for the restoration and conservation of 
health. Price, cloth 25 cents; morocco, 85 cents.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. y„ College of Magnetics.]

A H INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
(L iberaputlcslncludlug the Suu Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Blectrlclty, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
‘ Chemical uffiulty and basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students in four 
continents have tukeu the course. The college 18 
chartered und confers the degree of D. M., Ductor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions stmlonts 
can take tbo course aud receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange 
hew Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E.’ 
J). Baiibitt, M. D.. LL.D..Dean, 5 Hollywood Ave 
(tormerly culled Pulaski St.i, East Orange. Now 
Jersey._________ “

—T   --------------■ . rr., ■ ,------- ) f . ;l f  -----
WATER OF LIFE.

PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
T nlcate remember that Water of Life Is one of 
the boat remedies for Stomach, Liver and Kidney dis
eases. Large pamphlet free. 34 B. Main SL. Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. R. Perry, Manager. 202.

HYPNOTISM My origlimi method si. Iflu-pp
*A DvllDM, j(|C> ()jH. on Personal Magnet
ism, Wo. Dr.Anderson, P.T. 7 Masonic Tempie,Chicago

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
TTAVING PURCHASED OF JOHN 

1 L Wiillflm Fletcher the complete outfit used by 
him In presenting Ills famous Illustrated IxEcti-re 
vroKSpiKiTVALUM, (tnd having made large and valu
able accessions thereto, J urn prepared to iiegoilutu 
with societies and camp-meetings for giving one or nil 
of my four Illustrated Lectures upon this interesting 
subject. My friends well know that for some years 1 
have been gathering material for this work, and 1 can 
assure them .that no expense has been spared lu ar
ranging the details of tlte Exhibition so as to please 
.n4iuMruciaii. JOHN EGGLESTON.

Box 848, New York,

THE LAW
AND THE PROPHETS.

■ By F. E, Ormsby, Chicago.

INVALIDS
LT HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
rY &Uiini>a, their disease, or symptoms wlllrecpiv« 

pnmphi?t and advice free to cure themselves without dbX,0b‘.°u ™0UAS BAWKir ^mpany:1^

SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
fromjtt» of^Wee
son Boulevard Chicago III. ‘ 
F^IIDALISTslUsiTING CHICAGO

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
SEUIfuNEli 2-cent stamps, 

lot k of liair. age, name, bex, one leading gvmntAta 
Di free ** ‘1’"“^»«.

AND~BUSINESS 

ttaeaaimm" w* <IU08dons an,wared, 50 cent, and 
Bo™rZa. Uiaa,'1“,IT“ btailon A,

This Is the pnjy work, ever published that explains 
in detail, Qi* occult relation of physical bi^tos—vegv- 
tatrte, anlmul. human and planetary, sboiylug thchid- 
den meaning of the stars, aud why, and how they in- 
flucnceMiuan livçsî . . . .- .. . _

The magnetic law ot the universe^ ^ugy explained 
and llJuStrXtCd. ouabilng any one to x£iyt horoscopes 
and delineate the same, also to dlagnbatfi-tbe physical 
body, and sucrc-M/ully treat all manner of physical 
and mental disturbances. Planetary phrenology and 
physiology illustrated. Incarnation, attainment, and 
the necessary steps to the highest expression possible, 
are clearly explained, showing people the way. aud the 
llfc of the adept. How to breed and rear any pâture 
or character desired ip a feature of the work, all of 
which -is simplified and brought within Um reach 
of oil. .. '

The work includes a new mechanical system for 
finding the portions of the planets for all time, which 
alone Is wurth one hundred dollars.

Physiognomy and anatomy, and the co-ordination of 
males and females illustrated, if you wish to know 
the truth concerning these things you can gain more 
Information from this work than from all other works 
on oeefiit_>Btronomy put together. The world needs

J»«*'1’-«“ w.“;»1

>>, d v d1. !.“>rl>"n s '“’ ’-''■■luna bow to take caro of tbu 
b< d), will enable you tu have guod health and lív<» a. 
century. All »ent post-paid tor »1.00. a

1?- VUOLE. Clinton Iowa Dh-uencks: B. b. Hart, ( Hub,n. Iowa: 11,mb.
b jiuner,«hennau, Tex.; Mr.H. Harmon,Jacksonville^

HOW TO LIVE IOo'yÊÂrs.
A NEW METHOD OF TREATING. 

ívJn,.tÜ0cEy?s’.. lilc Ca,arrh. and, in fact, the entlra 
ílíSt1 V « JwU’Cimt stump», and I will »end

lite P 
parói

ifmatlun It contains and teachers must be pre-

Better tan a college education Is this Truth, for It
revoalHJio-"Hidden Sight” and explains every feel
ing. desire; impulse and emotion of cho human race. 

Are you ready ior Tkcth?
Price by Mail, $10.00 per Copy.

F. E. ORMSBY.
215 ‘ 1925 Washington Blvd., Sta. E. Chicago.

in ‘oßuwo 'w MWM ot-e "oa -ojw ouoaxo
çmnmirt ra,r»öveüu iiííi -¿vi UMÖ| »q» U piM'pWBMMaurt *qu) mibuviü
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Ui|u«3 (twji Cf *“o 6)
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. THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL,
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 

Ai turi'sgiven by the Spirit Band through the me
diumship of Mt«. Magdalena Kllno. This volume con- 
slats of a series uf lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered in public through the mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, u trance, clairvoy
ant and loKpIratlonal medium. Their tone is excellent 
and their spirit good; aud even though one mnv And 
some. Idc^s that dllTcrfrvm those he has held, yet he 
will flud much to please, beneflr and Instruct. The 
reverence with which Jesus Is mentioned will please 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 4SK large pages, aud will be sent 
postpaid for $1.50. For sale at this office.

national

Spirtalists' Association.
Office, 510 E .Street, X. W., Wash

ington, I), c.
(Incorporated Nov. i, 1393.)

'THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
* National Spirit miUMs' Anbueiuilon Is now otien

a« 1 1111 ^Plv^uuiists arc Invited to visit
their official hume. A register wm i,u of lectur
ers and mediums, who are requested to send in their 
names and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt nolku’should he sen! to us of nil changes of 
localion. Officers of bociedes Id mH foreign eountrlca 
arc also requested to confer with us, and Information 
s dedred respect log all nciv phases of development 

In all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters arc earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library For In
formation, address us nbore. KouHur A. Divmiok. 
Secieiar/. I’uif

THE ELEMINATOR
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical : expot- 
fngtlio fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog- 
ujutic Chrtotlanlty, containing many startling conclu
rions never .before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price 81.50.

For sale at this office.

PERFECTMOTHERHOOD |.
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.

T) Y LOIS JVA/SBROOKER. THIS IS 
JD a novel written with a pnrpoFe. and that 
purpose 18 not merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed- 
•ncss, dévold of earnest thought or «care for cither 
Bclf-improvcment'or the good of humanity. It la a 
book dcslgnedjcspepially. primarily» foy mother: and 
,those who arc to uc mothers; aid secondly, through 
4hc mothers, to effect the well-telng and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and cicartv to view the 
result upon the child of proper surrounding» and Influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous tu maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
in modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society ns a whole. The book is trenchant, instruc
tivo and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
M a novel, and la'especially commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whom it Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy aye introduced It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound in 
cloth. Price by mall, prepaid. $1.25.

•This book will be fonnd.pccufl&r, curious, startling I 
—more so than abjr wqrk Issued since Uncle ’Tom s 
•'Cabin. Itrbrentbfes fprgottch wblspers-wlUch the rust 
of time bad almost covered, and' whlth hâve been 
Snatched thtf very jaWs ¿of, oblivion. /It deals । 
with high official private lifeduring the mofctmoment« 
ous period tn'Arowicap History* sudds a secrcfr'page 
from the llfcof Ulm whom tiipe serves only to make 
greater, more •appreciated,-and. more understood— 
^Abrahax Lrxcoix/’....

.■‘.'Cloth, ISino, itturtralcdf jpp. £64, $&G0;
■Paper, 75 cento. v ’

For Sale at "this office; ■

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

A and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
ande$il, say of their dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life in the Spirit
world !—to the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. Whither—oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? Wbat to their present condition, and what their 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing as 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man 18 better qualified tban Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of the 
iMysterlcs of Life; Doubts ana Hopes; The Bridging of 
theRiver; Foreglcsms of the Future; TcBtlmonyof 

•Sa’nte; The Growth/ond Perfection of the Spiritual- 
¿Body; Is It the Soul or Bodvthat Sins?; Clothing In 
*thc Spirit World,’ Our Lfttl® Ones la Heaven; The per
sonal Experiences ot Aaron Knight; The Rod Man's 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicianstn 
Spirit Life; The Homds of Apostles and Divines; The 

-Friends and Shakers tn\Spint’Life;'BplrU Homes of 
। Bruno and Others; Many voices from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men- 
♦tion. Price >wwff :l*cento.. For silo«tthto

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Road ihis testlinoiilul: “Psyen e arrived two weeks 
ugo aud tu tuy 1 wan pleased does not express tny ap
preciation. My boy, twelve yean u)d. Is developing 
inofil till the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
it. Independent writing came hrst sitting. We now 
get Happing. Binging of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, cir. Hr bus also 
developed Chilrvoyahcc ami Clairaudirnce.-M. Y. 
Tkomfson. Arkadelphia. Ark." Price, $1,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stninn for descriptive circular aud 
tcBtlnionials. W. H. Bach. Mfr. St. Paul. Minn.

rnrr delineation and diagnosis, send 
FKB-t- 1'<'IWO cent stumps, date of birth, sex, 
I IIILL bnndwrltlllg or leading symptoms; you 

win receive a correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psvchometrle clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. I’.ead, Box 35s. Lansing, Mich.

OF INTEREST TO ALL.
T CURE ALL DISEASES BY SPIRIT 
I power and v<»g»*tabfc remedies. No Incurable per- 
kod accepted. For a free diagnosis, address with lock 
of hair and three two cent stumps, Dr. CraiK, 
Market street. Sun Francisco, Cal. All letters an
swered by spirit evatrolK. 242

NOTICE TO CURE.
'POR THREE TW0-CEN1 STAMPS 1 

J. will send cheap oilers to cure at any distance by 
clairvoyance, spirit power and science. (»Ive no 
tyinploms until 1 tend full particulars aud price. Wo 
send three scientific lessons on Memory, Health and 
MlDd-ri’fidlng. for 50 -ents. and later, a certificate, 
free. Need not remit until 1 send circular alwut It. 
DR. A. J. SWARTS. Hox 2<>. Los Angole.% Cal. 242

FORSTER. Dr7w. M.
yy//-; noted medical clair-
I voynnt of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Dlagnoslsaad terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. “The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist” of Dec. 80, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
“Since his coming here he has made, himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and hie straight
forward course of integrity and honor.” Address 
Du. W.M. Foksteil 1U59 Market St., San Francisco, 
California. 251

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
jL1 in vorn own home. Win send a pamphlet con
taining instructions, a letter designating your phase« 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy ot a 
spiritual magazine, all-for 25 cu. Address, Mrs. J. A, 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue, Chicago, IU. 249

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW. 
Ai crful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-ceut stamps, lock of hair, age, acx and one 
symptom, nod I will send you a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. TV, F. Lay. Box 418.' 
Denver Colorado, • 244 -

DR. SYKES. ; 
, He curqd himself In 1S70. The remedies have cure«! 
thousands since, an<l might cure you of catarrh.' Send 
ior.trec book. •‘CommoA-Scnse Talk.” Pkge (for one 
pint) per mall, H AO Act to-day and save suffering;’ - ■ 
■Dr. Sykes Sure Cure Co., CaxtonJBlvg. 
Chicago. ■ 236C

Isia.be
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SCINTILLATING IDEAS.

The Saving Power of the Christ.
r *•

THE FIVE SA

Pro-

As a Man Thinketh,So Is He.
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himself in the selfish sphere, 

ie lifts neglected to modify his branchial 
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[CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.]
We know that the sun paints photo

graphs upon glass; and yet. tpere must 
be a certain process, and the use of cer- 
tapi chemicals, to bring out the latent 
picture made by the sun, so that the hu

. 'plan eye can perceive it. They are even 
»¿ginning to take photographs in colors; 
.and the latent picture-ror the negative, 
as it is called in the art—has come to be 
taken with such rapidity that the feet of 

1 running horses, and the motions of birds 
on the wing, have been accurately pho

' tographed. Report said, several years 
ago, that an Englishman had photo- 

i graphed a. swallow on the wing, and 
fixed the bird’s shadow qn the water per
fectly. And now comes the word that a 

• French «photographer has succeeded in 
taking a flying insect, the time of expos
ure' being 1-2500 of a second. There is a 

" traditionjhat an opera-glass lost by the 
unfortunate Dornier party, the most of 
whom perished on tneir. way to Cali
fornia during the winter of 1847—48, was 
picked -up many years aitooYAl’d,., .ap<l 
upon the glass lens was found a photo
graph of all the landscape that lay in 

t the field of vie;v in’ front' of' the glass. 
So that in this case it only needed a suffi
cient exposure to the action of the sun’s 
rays of one fixed scene to bring out, 
without chemicals, the visible picture of 
the scene upon the glass. But the pic
ture was seen only on a glass peculiarly 
constructed to gather and hold the rays 
of light. It was not visible upon the 
framework of the instrument, nor upon 
the rocks and sands around it. But may 
not every object hold a latent picture, 
or negative, of all that the sun's rays 
have brought to it, only needing right 
Conditions—or right perceptions — to 
bring it out or to perceive it?—even as 
the coal, stored away in the earth for 
thousands of years,' or, it may be, for 
thousands of ages, yet, under proper 
conditions, gives forth the light and the 
heat which it received from the sun so 
long ago. The psychometrist takes a 
piece of that coal, and describes, also, 
the surrounding country, the vegetable 
and animal life, where it grew and 
flourished as a tree in that far-away 
past. Scene after scene, and age after 
age, sometimes seem to unfold, one after 
another, before the perception of the 
psychometric vision.

The principles of every discovery and 
of every invention made by man, ex
isted in nature before man discovered 
and utilized it. If the sun, by means of 
photographic, art, can print upon the 
sensitized plate the wing of the-swallow 
in its swiftest flight,and even the shadow 
made by that quivering wing upon the 
water, as it passes, can and does not that 
same artist sun print somewhere every 
passing scene of material existence, to 
oe seen and read in all coming time, by 
the properly unfolded powers of the uni
verse?—even as the hieroglyphics of 
Egyptian sculpture picture out the his
tory of life in Egypt ages ago, to those 
who understand the key to their trans
lation.

'You have heard of palimpsests—an
cient manuscripts on papyrus, that have 
been written over, erased and written 
over again? By certain preparations, 
or certain manipulations, the archaolo- 
i«1st removes the uppep-and reads the 
ower or more ancient writing; and 

much of important - ancient. history has 
thus been recovered. Sometimes these 
palimpsests are three-fold, that is, a 
third writing has been cut over two 
layers of erased manuscript;, and yet 
they have all been deciphered. So it 
may be (perhaps by the assistance of 
higher powers), that ffom nature’s mani- 
fld palimpsest the psychometrist often 
reads the histories of past ages!

Vibrations from the Bun-rthe mighty 
dynamo of our solar system—in tneir 
more rapid velocities, produce light and 

• color; modified and lowered, they pro
duce sound; and if the sun is really the 
generator of all the physical forces of 
earth, then all the vibrations producing 
all our physical phenomena, and answer
ing to the functions of alL the instru- 

■ ments of the five senses, must also, di
’ rectly or indirectly, come from the sun 
.—must, therefore, have a common ori
gin, and hence, they must work from 

'the same basis of action. Are they, 
then, inter-communicable?) Is it possi
ble to translate one class of'the phenom
ena into another? It would seem so. 
For instance, instruments have been in
vented by which flashes of light have 
been made to produce musical sounds, 
and Jan intimate relationship has been 
shown to exist between light and sound; 
and some one has suggested the idea 
that we may yet, by the aid qf human

inventions, be able to hear the sound of 
the fires raging in the sun. I would 
suggest that perhaps the reason that we 
do hot now hear, as well as see, the Bun, 
is because the vibrations that produce 
sound to us are so much lower and 
slower than those that produce light. 
A notable artist, according to the New 
York Sun, claims that color is music, 
and music is color, and he has arranged 
a chromatic scale accordingly. He 
bases his theory on the agreement or 
parallelism in the vibration of light 
waves and sound waves. Each color has 
its corresponding note, only of course 
the color is many rounds higher up op 
the spiral stairway of ascending veloci
ties of wave vibrations. Thus, the slow
est vibrations of waves of light, per
ceivable to , us, make red, the “lazy 
color,” as he calls it, and the slowest vi
brations of sound, perceivable to us, 
make C in music: therefore, red is C. 
The swiftest vibrations of sound, per
ceivable to us, produce B flat, and the 
quickest vibrations of light produce 
violet. Consequently, violet is B flat. 
C, E, and G, or red, yellow and blue are 
a perfect chord of colors or sounds. And 
the writer describes a picturesque cot
tage, the rooms of which, and the out
side, and the blinds, have all been tinted 
according to musical note, producing a 
charming effect, and making a pleasing 
picture amid the varied foliage. I be
lieve it was Emma Hardinge Britten, a 
well-known English Spiritualist and 
medium, who declared that certain 
sounds produced in her consciousness the 
sensations. or impressions of certain 
cqloi'B,^ And.fljjlte lately, I have read of. 
a musical prodigy' now living in Boston, 

.Who, before she cqiiM
to puzzle her mother by begging foe 
“purple music,”.oi: “pink.)U.uslci.”’ ’This 
paper was given as a lecture a • camp
meeting held id;Summerland, Cal., dur
ing the month of July, 1893. After its 
delivery the chairinan of the meeting 
arose and said that if he could ever re
gret the departure of a friend to the 
spirit-land, or wish for that friend’s re
turn, he would be strongly tempted to 
do so just then; for he could wish that 
his friend, Professor H. A. Tatum, of 
Alabama, could be present in the form, 
just then, to confirm the statements 
made concerning color and music. Prof. 
Tatum was a fine artist, especially in 
the line of portraiture, his work never 
failing to secure the first prize wherever 
exhibited. He had a very fine sense of 
tints and colors, and he claimed to have 
discovered the correspondence between 
color and music thirty years ago. So 
this was a verification of the theory from 
another and opposite standpoint.

Another suggestive fact, in this con
nection, is that of two curative systems; 
the one in active operation by E. D. 
Babbitt, M. D., consisting of the color
cure—the use of the analyzed rays of 
the sun; the other, I believe, only theo
retical as yet, and, 1 think, to be cred
ited to Dr. J. R. -Buchanan, and consist
ing of curing by sound, or music. As 
another proof of the inter-communica
bility of vibratory phenomena, I have 
heard it said that there are blind people 
who can distinguish colors by the sense 
of touch.

Whether we shall ever be able to hear 
the sound of fires raging in the sun, or 
not, is it not likely that if our ears were 
sufficiently attuned We could perceive 
that the vibrations that produce the sen
sation of light upon our visual organs, 
also bring with them the “music of the 
spheres,” that we hear bo much about, 
and so little understand the meaning of? 
If vibrations up to 38,000 in asecond pro
duce sound, is it likely that they stop 
there? May not every increased vibra
tion have its own appropriate sound, un- 
caugh t by our dull ears? May not the 
poet have written wiser than he knew 
(as poets so often do) when he gave to 
the world the expression I have several 
times used—“the music of the spheres?” 
May there not be a blending of the 
chords of sound and light vibrations 
into one grand symphony of harmony, 
coming up from the different worlds of 
space to the perception of a being suffi
ciently unfolded to simultaneously trans
late or transmute one into the other, and 
thus drink in the combined essence of 
both? In this light, I am inclined to 
question whether, in the higher or high
est spiritual state, our at-presentf-organ- 
ized senses may not become merged into 
one grand, ali-comprefiending vehicle 
and receiver—that of universal percep
tion. - z

As the different classes of physical 
phenomena may be inter-communicable, 
so, it will probably be found; are the 
physical and the spiritual phenomena, 
more or less, inter-communicable. As, 
for instance, the shadows ! see, with 
closed lids, of physical objects, ¿nd also, 
as I have sometimes thought, tof spirit
ual objects, produced in the same way— 
by an impression made upon, the retina 
of the eye. Some clairvoyants say they 
see with their.eyes shut, and others say 
they seem to Bee through their fore
heads; and’some one has . said ’ that the 
seat of eternal vision is the nervous tis
sue of the brain immediately above and 
surrounding the eyebrows; and Dr. 
Buchanan claims that the external re
gion of the faculty of> intuition has its 
forward pole just a little above and

about midway between the eyebrows; 
Of course, it is the.spirit that perceives, 
but it generally perceives- through rec
ognized channels, and those channels 
give character to the perceptions. The 
interior- spiritual principle of the uni
verse which opeyafes the key to all phe-' 
nomena, and which key I have suggested 
to be the vibration theory, differenti
ates itself into all the varied phenomena 
of the universe through different meth1- 
ods of interpretation, our special organs, 
being special interpreters of this prin
ciple; and to us it is interpreted into' 
the different dialects of color, music, 
fragrance, etc., according to the organ 
of transmission. . :

As a further illustration of the inti-.
mate relationship existing between 
physical and spiritual phenomena, take 
spirit photographs. Taken in the same 
way—apparently—by thè same photog
rapher, and the same apparatus, as those 
taken from the physical form, whereby 
it seems that the vibrations of light 
print upon the photographer’s plate the 
picture of a form too ethereal for the or
dinary unassisted mortal eye to per
ceive. The Rev. H. R. Haweis, of 'Lop- 
don, in an article published in the 
Fortnightly Review, upon “Spirit Photo-: 
graphs,” says;. “May not a surface more* 
chemically sensitive than .the human, 
retina be able to receive impressions of 
things really objective, but to us invis
ible? Certainly. It has been done and 
is daily done by astronomers; De La Rue 
and Hugging, by dry-plate long expos
ure, have photographed'thousands.of 
stars, whose light no telescope, however 
powerful,, has been able to reveal .to' thè 
human eye." .

So, those forms in our atmosphere 
whose vibrations harjnonize so perfectly 
with the vibrations of light itself • that 
they become perfectly transparent to 
the general, physical eye, and hence in, 
visible—just as the more perfectly clear 
and transparent is the glass, the less‘ we 
perceive of the glass itself, and the mòre 
we see of the light that streams through 
it, and the picture of the landscape 
which it brings with it—so, these forms 
that are so perfectly transparent to iis 
that they do ’ not hinder, in the least de
gree, the light that.we see, may yet be 
able to cast their shadow upon- the more 
chemically-sonsitive. photographic -plate. 

•■ vBet-me-for ta-rnOment réf6F”W!it^to 
those vibrations which produce the phe- 
nomqqq of sound, heat and light. Ab 
before stated, the ear is, said to be sep’si- 
tive to vibrations of ether reaching to 
3^000 in a second. Between 38,000 m a 
second and 470 millions of millions, 
these vibrations, it is claimed, produce 
in us only the sensation of heat. But ,1 
claim that heat vibrations may become, 
in a measure, visible. Who has not
sometimes seen the quivering of the air 
over a hot stove; over the waving grain
field, or the golden stubble, on a hot 
summer's day; or particularly over the 
hot sands of a desert? I particularly 
noticed this phenomena on the Mojave 
desert, and almost fancied I saw the 
rudiments of a mirage in the quivering 
layer-waves of heat on the distant bor
ders of what was called Dry Lake. .

And, by the way, what about mirages, 
anyway?—those ethereal, dreamland 
pictures of the desert. Has it never oc
curred to you that they may belong quite 
as much to another world as to this? I 
have sometimes thought so. True, it is 
said that “the mirage has been proven 
by scientists to be produced by air strata 
of different heat overlying each other 
and causing the rays of "light striking on 
some particular spot to be broken and 
sent back to earth again, thereby En
abling a place or object which the ray 
first touched to become visible at the. 
place at which it was finally directed?’ 
If. this be strictly true, it only proves 
what I have been saying about light 
carrying pictures with it. In this case, 
the picture is refracted, and sent out of 
its direct course, and so made to reflect 
itself upon another portion of the earth. 
But this explanation will hardly account 
for the wonderful Alaskan mirage, .of 
which there was a good deal of news
paper mention about four years ago. A 
Professor Willoughby exhibited a. pho
tograph of this mirage which Ue had 
himself taken, and which he named 
“The Silent City.” He was inclined , to 
think, so it was said, that it belonged 
within the confines of another world. 
The same mirage was seen and testified’ 
to by others who names were given, and’ 
who deposed that at the time they saw 
it they had never heard of what.Pro
fessor Willoughby called “The Silent 
City," and knew nothing of his having 
photographed it., The mirage appealed 
to be that of a city of extensive propor
tions, and it was . said that “scientists 
were unable to locate any city of which 
this might be a reflection, near enoiigh 
to the Alaskan coast not to be entirely, 
shut off. by the curvatufe of the. earth.'1’ 
- But,- to refer back to the received sei“ 
eptific theory of mirages generally, you 
will see that, according to it; heat has 
something to do with them—“strata of’ 
air differently heated overlying each 
other”—showing how intimately related 
are the vibrations running up from 
sound, through heat, into light, shading 
off, as it were, one into the other. Now, 
if there be any way by which the vibra
tions of the lower one can be quickened,, 
and those of the higher lowered at the 
same-time, why may there not be a kind 
of transitional plane of phenomena pro
duced between and among them;—and, 
also, why may there not be a transitional 
or medium, plane of phenomena between; 
the physical and the spiritual planes of 
existence? Spiritual substance is sup
posed to be matter—that is, ethereal- 
ized matter—in a higher rate of vibra
tion than 780 millions of millions-per 
second, and therefore invisible to man. 
Now,if there could be any way in which ■ 
our perception of. vibrations could ¿be 
quickened, and brought up to perceivaa.

■higher, rate; 4r if any-way-could be de-’ 
vised byjwhi^h the vibrations in spirit
ual substance could be lowered; or both 
be pccbmplisjied at the same time, we 
might, ,by tljus standing on tip-toe, as it 
were; catelTgllmpses of the Spirit-world. 

’.And .is this | not really-done, more or 
less; .Jgj.all Spiritual phenomena, both 
.racial anft physical? I have often no- 
ticéd-ft.médiqm when “going’ under in- 
■fluéhèè;”.!aà’we pay, begin to-tremble, 
¿shkke, .apd become convulsively exer
cised In. various ways. And is this not, 
presumably,’because he is being strung 
pp.toa jilghsruiervous tension, and the 
vibrations ’ of his • whole being are 'be
coming' lAlsed to a greater pitch- of ve- 
loqity, pçepairiiitorjr to the necessary con
dition of.rqpjiprt with the world just over 
the border of our every-day perceptions? 
• W«j h'ayejlearned to know that there 
dS BUçh-à thing as mind-reading on this, 
plane of ; existence, that thought vibra- 
tiops sept out by one brain are capable 
of reaching to and producing similar 
thought«, ylbrations -in another brain. 
We -know that what, the modern scien
tific payants pall hypnotism is true, that 
one.mipçî pay control or direct the op
erations. Of another mind, may voice the 
sentiments’of the one through the organ
ism of; the Other; or produce mental pic
tures of persons or places; or imaginary 
scenes,.’in (lie sensorium of the other; or 
caùsa that other to suffer, or cease to 
suffer; to-sliiver with the cold, or per- 
spir.e.'Wlth the heat, and so on, at the 

, will of tjie Operator. There are even In
dications suggesting the theory that 
thought' vibrations; acted upon by a 
pdweiffuljnfistneric influence, may pro
duce more . than, a momentary picture, 
.althqug’h only^vipible tp the mesmerized 
pubjept/ As, for » instance, the Rev. 
Minot J; Savage, in experimenting with 
a mesmeric!subject, suggested the pic
ture, ofa-yacht upon ft paper, on the un- 
dqr pide qf Which he had- placed a pri-, 
vpte.'.mark! (’ This paper, shuffled up 
with . ones; and spread out fan- 

,shaped -upon the table, with the private 
mark, on! the under side, so that Mr. 
Sqvage himself did not know it from any 
of the1.o(Jièr$l would always be selected 
'byt’he meSiuei’izod subject as the one 
.containing the mental picture of the 
•yaflht. r :Ip- this connection I desire to 
.spegkpf.another-experiment in which, 
doée'mFtb'me, there must have been a

thè time, the human piano, considering 
the race in’the aggregate, is taking on 
more and more octaves—is acquiring 
more and more power to push out into 
the beyond, and perceive and respond to 
the vibrations of this great universe, of 
which we are a portion. Indeed, we 
have been assured from the spirit side 
that the time will come when “there 
will appear upon this planet a human 
race whose senses will bo so delicately 
unfolded that they will be able to recog
nize and understand those vibrations 
which at present elude us. When it 
does arrive, there will be no need of 
mediums, for all mortals will be able to 
see and know and communicate with 
spirits, and also to perceive the spiritual 
world and its atmosphere.”. Then, in
deed, will there be scarcely a dividing 
line—at least, the “thin veil” will be 
hung much farther away on the horizon 
which shall bound oui' perceptions, to 
recede again and again, as we unfold 
more and more, and climb higher and 
higher on our way toward infinite per
fection. ...... ..............

THOUGHTS! THOUGHTS!

The Gospel of the Soul’s 
Faculties.

The Uplifting Influences of Bight 
Thinking.

combination,of thought vibrations with 
light vibrations in producing the given 
result; ’. Dr. Tagnet, a hypnotist of 
Igaris, bad a subject in whose hand he 

. could place a paste-board, and by telling' 
her it was a mirror, she would see and 
recognize whatever was placed behind 
her head in such a position as to cast 
their reflections upon the supposed glass 
—inanimate objects, the faces of her 
friends, Ink-marks that had been placed 
Without her knowledge upon her own 
face,; were all alike seen and recognized 
in tbc’ supposed, mirror which suggestion 
told-hèi*'èhe/held in her hand. And that 
it-was'nof'a'hvays the mental suggestion 
of thè-operator that produced the pic
ture , was; shown by the fact that she 
would sometimes nod-at the supposed 
glass', and call by name some friend who 
had' only accidentally crossed the field 
of vision (from the glass) behind her.

If mind can thus influence mind on the 
earth-plane, is it impossible to suppose 
that, under certain conditions, disetn 
bodied mind can also reach and influence 
the minds of those who are still in the 
body. Thought, in any case, must be
come.disembodied before it reaches the 
subject/ So disembodied minds may 
voice their sentiments through the or
ganism of embodied minds, or cause 
those minds to see pictures of persons or 
places, or imaginary scenes, at the will 
of the spirit operator. We must make 
a distinction, however, between depend
ent and independent clairvoyance. 
There are, doubtless, independent clair
voyants, those who see spiritual objects 
by virtue of their own inherent powers 
of perceiving. But probably the greater 
number of clairvoyants perceive through 
the.aid of spirit mesmerism—the con
trolling influence of powerful, psycho
logical spirits. And it may be that gen
erally there is a blending of both—of in
dependent clairvoyance with psycholog
ical influence—and it may be-difficult to 
always determine, even from the spirit 
side, as to where the one leaves off and 
the other begins. ■

• The point that I particularly desire to 
emòhàsizè in treating of this subject— 
“Through the Five-Gates, and Beyond, 
-rie the unity of nature; and to do away 
with-the sharp dividing line—or, rather, 
the’. almost unscalable wall, that has 
been reared up by the, imaginations of 
men, between the so-called natural and 
supernatural; to establish the fact that 
there is “only a thin veil between us”— 
a misty, screenthatdivides (what merely 
appears to us as two realms), the known 
from,thp unknown, the seen from thè 
unseen;- and that this misty screen only 
marks, thè ever varying boundary-where 
odr senses fall any longer to take note of 
vibrations of the forces of the universe 
—something as the mist of a’foggy 
morning envelopes the more’ distant 
landscape, but ever recedes upon our 
near approach. We are like■ pianos of 
greater .Or less range of octaves. Some 
pianos have but few octaves, and ■ conse
quently their range of musical expres
sion is 'limited. Other larger instru
mentshave a greater number of octaves, 
and ' hence a greater .musical range. 
Musical, compositions that could be 
played on the larger instrument would 
be curtailed.) on the smaller; one—the 
notes would: run over and find noanswer- 
ing.keys upon which, to register their 
vibrations."So it is with oumperceptions 
of the.universe. A portionof the vibra-.- 
tions by. which our perceptions are made 
to respond in recognition of ¿that uni
verse, -run-jover the capacity of oiir 
senses to perceive, and strike ;the keys 
beyond ouratght and hearing.« ¿ ..-But all

As a man thinketh, so is he. This is 
what the Book tells us, and how true the 
statement. If a man thinks evil 
thoughts, he will express them, »and not 
only express them, but they will show 
forth in every lineament of hts face, and 
if you are a sensitive you will feel his 

. condition whenever you come into his 
presence. If his thoughts are of a high 
order and aspiring, you will quickly un
derstand it, and will be put at your ease 
at once, while the former condition will 
make you feel uneasy and restless in his 
presence; a feeling of repulsion will 
come over you to a greater or lesser ex
tent according to the quality of bis 
thought. Does not this go to prove that 
we ave an expressed thought, all thought 
from mind through, the outer expres
sion. which is the'material body, and 
that soul and body'are not distinctive, 
separate and Independent of each other, 
but different grades of the one sub
stance, which is mind. This, then, 
shows us how necessary it is that we cul
tivate only good, loving, kind, charita
ble and generous thoughts, that they 
may show for.th in us to the advantage 
of our brother man and a blessing to 
ourselves as well.

I hear people sometimes remark, so- 
called Spiritualists as well as others: 
“This old body is the house I live in; 
when it is worn out and 1 have done with 
it I do not care what becomes of it,” 
little knowing or understanding that the 
body is mind in a crude state, as it were, 
which has only to be understood inorder 
to be perfected, even to that condition 
that death shall have no power over it. 
What a glorious thought! What a de
lightful contemplation that we may 
learn to make of ourselves just what we 
will. This condition of things caqnot be 
accomplished in a day or a year, put by 
a gradual process of growth and devel
opment.

Through perseverance we may become 
just what wó will to be, and as we grow 
in strength and beauty of thought we 
show forth a power that is felt by all 
with whom we come in contact, ana by 
none more than the most ignorant. 
This, then, is the secret of our power in 
healing. So we-are not only sought for 
our agreeable, uplifting companionship, 
but we make ourselves a blessing to hu
manity. Who, then, shall say I am not 
my brother's keeper? for it can readily 
be seen that we are to a certain extent 
keepers of one another, and we are also 
responsible for each other, parent for 
child, brother for brother, neighbor for 
neighbor, friend for friend, and in fact, 
for all humanity, for we are links in the 
whole chain of life's problem and one 
cannot become disarranged without af
fecting the whole.

Drop a pebble in a smooth, glassy pool 
of water; watch the little eddies as they 
broaden and widen on its surface until 
the whole pool is affected; just bo do our 
lives affect the whole community in 
which we live, either for good or ill; 
just as we will.

Who that has stood before an audi
ence has not noticed in the anxious, up
turned faces before him all the different 
grades of thought of which the mind 
can conceive; the spirit-blighting effects 
of inferior and degrading thought; the 
uplifting, peaceful and joy-giving 
thought; the careworn and sorrowful 
thoughts that have been indulged in un
til the features are lined to correspond 
with the quality of thought in eadh, 
easy to be read and understood, and in 
some pitiful to behold, all anxious and 
eager for one idea to be expressed by 
which they shall be comforted or led to 
know and understand better the prob
lem of life; something that shall fit his 
or her particular case.
, Did you ever think, dear public 
teacher, what a responsibility rests upon 
your shoulders whètr you look upon the 
hungry upturned faces assembled before 
you? Is there not room for unbounded 
charity toward our. fellow-men, and 
shall we condemn? Ah, no! ' If, by 
chance we are mòre happily, constituted; 
or by accident of-birth .are wiser or 
more capable of reasoning from cause to 
effect, we should not withhold our tal
ents, be they one or many, but try to 
teach the benighted and help to uplift 
them.to a better,; understanding- of self, 
that life may be made easier for them
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In the long run, the healthy percep
tion of good eyes will outvote the dis
coloring effects of all- ophthalmic epi
demics, how obstinate and wide soever 
they may be. And the moral vision of 
mankind will no less vindicate its 
natural rights, by returning again and 
again into clear discernments and set
tled adhuirations, and discharging the 
illusory forms and false tints of each 
separate age. To deny the ethical 
competency of the mind for this office— 
to-say that there is no power given for 
deciding what, among the claimants on 
reverence, is really noble, true and 
good—is, with all its pietistic pretenses, 
an act of the profoundest skepticism, 
washing away as a qulckstand the only 
rock on which any faith can be built. 
It is to treat the durable source of truth 
as evanescent and uncertain, and shut 
out the possibility of all religion. On 
the other hand, to set up and idolize the 
life and thought of any one time as an 
unquestionable rule for all Jjmes, and 
stereotype it for unmodified reproduc
tion, is to treat the evanescent as the 
durable, and build on whatever stands 
above water, heedless whether it be the 
quicksand or the rock.—Dr. James 
Martineau.

The narrative of the New Testament, 
touching but strange as the story of one 
individual, is sublime when read as the 
legend of humanity, the history of the 
moral nature in all individuals, the his
tory of the human quality, the saving 
quality, in all mankind. . . . “Ever 
the right coines uppermost!” That con
fidence has its root in a faith which 
rests serenely on the constitution of 
human nature and assumes a principle 
of perpetual renovation working at the 
core bi. things; a faith that stills the 
troubled sea., of . existence and causes 
doubt, fear, sorrow, and the- agony qf 
disbelief, to vanish like the evanescent 
waves in the deeps of eternity and the 
immensity of God.—Octavius B. Froth
ingham.
“No soul so cast down, so vile, 
It may not to the heaven of heavens as

pire." —Lewis Morris.
The question of tlto soul's faculties 

has always been one oXfascinating in
terest. As no two blades of grass are 
alike, so no two souls exactly resemble 
each other in the development of their 
social, mental, moral and intellectual 
powers. The differences, however, are 
merely in degree: they are superficial, 
not absolute. And in every soul there 
is a center of unity—the root faculty 
shall we call it?—from w. ich all our 
psychical energies radiate!' It’ is the 
study of this center—the God within— 
that convinces of the essential integrity 
of the human soul; of its power to ris<k 
superior to death; of its endless re
sources of life. “When a man thinks 
from the ideas or essential principles of 
which the higher consciousness Is com
pounded, then will his thoughts, unlike 
those of the animal, identify themselves 
with the unselfish, the impersonal, the 
sublime, absolute, infinite and etCTnal.”

This “higher consciousness” forms, as 
already Indicated, the radical faculty; 
it is most interior, but its branches, of 
course, are ’exterior—pertain to the 
“spiritual body” and to the brain.

The branchial faculties, so far as true 
religious views are concerned, unhap
pily too often bear only “dead sea 
fruit,”—surface opinions and dogmas— 
which have no affinity with the inmost 
principle. Such opinions and dogmas 
are imposed from without by hypnotic 
and other influences. Churches, col
leges and “controls” give mere mes
meric baths for charging the branchial, 
and. aid only in a very moderate degree 
to true culture or manifestation of the 
interior spirit. The impartation, how
ever, of true spiritual knowedge causes 
the inward divinity to react and work 
harmoniously with the branchial or ex
ternal faculties and organs.

Phrenology shows when particular 
powers are in excess or when deficient, 
or when in balanced strength. Every 
individual starts life with a develop
ment peculiar to himself. . This bias is 
got from parents. Shakespeare well 
understood this law of hereditary force, 
and has made Caliban—“the lying slave 
whom stripes move, not kindness,”—the 
offspring of a creature—Sycorax—of low 
moral and intellectual organism. Yet 
Shakespeare indicates that even Caliban 
has the saving power, within him, as .is 
evident by his readiness to worship a 
being whom he imagines to be his supe
rior.

Clearly, there is no mystery as to how 
excess or deficiency of the branchial 
elements arise. Suppose an individual 
neglects his true culture and exercises 
completely acquisitivehesss, secretive
ness, and the anima! propensities gen
erally! It is certain they will thereby 
increase in strength, and that what they 
gain may very probably cause a cor
responding diminution of the moral 
energies. We cannot expect in such a 
case the offspring to be endowed with 
very ethereal'temperaments; and the 
lower forces, unless :counteracted by 
high educational and other influences, 
are decidedly apt, in a critical moment, 
to give’“the casting vote.” Now the 
parent in question .may. amass material 
wealth, but his services, when weighed 
in the balance, are of doubtful value to

Thus Spiritualist psychology carries 
with it social reform and justice to the 
toiling masses. And thereby it has the 
•impress of a perfect science.- For science 
is pot a mere classification of facts. If it 
were so, then every !sepgrptf»iJ?'’px^‘. 
ment of facts would 'rotf an isolated 
study, and the laws of the one would 
throw no light upon—because they have 
no connection with—the laws of the 
other. -

All science is based upon universal 
principles of reason. From numbers 
and geometry upwards, it only clears 
its way by penetrating the facts which 
it _ investigates with rational laws; 
neither is any sphere of truth finally 
conquered till we can obtain such an 
expression of it that the human intel
lect’can interpret every phenomenon as 
the direct result of some general prin
ciple which is as true in thought as it is 
operative in-nature.

Now the idea of the “Divine Inmost,” 
the _ “Inner Lie-ht,” the “Universal 
Christ,” constitutes the fundamental 
principle in spiritual philosophy which 
enjoins that all the inequalities and de- 
ficiences are merely relative, and bound 
ultimately to vanish as the soul gains in 
expression or outward manifestation. 
It is this great and sublime principle 
which is calculated to form conduct of a 
noble and beautiful type. It breaks the 
tyranny of organization. It exalts the 
spirit, and thereby sets the seal on 
moral grandeur. It glorifies human 
nature, dignifies human life, and sanc
tions the experience of the human lot. 
It allows endless opportunity for the 
harmonization and vindication of char
acter. With Robert Browning we say— 
There shall never bo one lost good!

What was shall live as before
The evil is null—is naught—is silence 

implying sound:
What was good shall be good, with for 

evil, so much good more;
On the earths the broken arcs, in the 

heaven a perfect round. .
The branchial faculties of the people 

are not yet developed to properly repre
sent the moral and spiritual attributes 
of . the Christ. The1 “New Dispensa
tion,” therefore, calls for a new plan of 
education which shall appeal to tboir 
interior spiritual, capacity. Mr. Hud
son Tuttle, in his magnificent work, 
“Tlie Ethics'of Science,” says: “Grati
fication of physical desires should only 
reach that point where they conduce to 
our spiritual welfare. Our progress 
dates at the beginning of being. The 
physical body is an incident of earth 
life, which will be east aside at death. 
Its use and purpose is to bring the spirit 
in contact with the physical world for 
its development. While this earth-side 
of our nature is of primal consequence, 
it shrinks into utter Insignificance com
pared with the infinite life beyond. It 
should be conducted in strict reference 
to future wellbeing and happiness, and 
the pleasures of the moment yield to 
those of the future: the mortal to the 
immortal.”

The spiritual philosophy thus holds 
up a high standard of excellence. It is 
the perfection of the spiritual organism, 
so that it may be a tilling medium for 
the inward primal essence—the Uni
versal Christ. Truth can only be 
evolved bv this perfection or “at-one- 
ment” of the spirit with its instrument. 
Absolute truth, then, if we may be al
lowed the expression at all, is simply 
the ideal after which we arc to strive, 
and the love of which is to form our 
great incentive to unwearied intellectual 
and spiritual unfoldment. All the 
sciences are partial revelations of a 
great whole. The portions that are 
conquered by the human reason may be 
perfectly’ valid, indeed, as far as they 
reach, and capable of a perfect practical 
application, but they are still intellect
ually incomplete; the whole exists as 
absolute knowledge only in the mind of 
the Supreme. Thus human knowledge, 
though never really absolute, yet is, 
strictly speaking, illimitable. Wifli 
this motto reason can never rest, but 
add triumph to triumph’in the sphere of 
discovery, and evolve more and more the 
Word of God.

Eden, with its angels bold,
Love and flowers, and coolest sea, 

Is not ancient story told.
But a golden prophesy.— Emerson.

But the “Eden days” must combine 
the pursuit of truth with its application 
to the welfare of humanity. There will 
not only be work provided for the intel
lect throughout eternity, but also for the 
Christ within us. It was Wesley who 
taught that mankind are missionaries to 
each other. Both here and hereafter 
we shall have to look continually after 
the brethren who have fallen by the 
way. For
He that shuts out love, in turn shall be 
Shutout from love, and on her threshold 

lie
Howling in outer darkness.

Alphonso is said to be German, mean
ing ready one. The name has been 
more popular in Spajn than in Germany.

Nicnolas is a Greek name, meaning 
victorious over the people. It was fre
quently chosen by uewly-elected popes.

Martha, the Hebrew name, signifies 
bitterness, and some authorities assign 
the same meaning to the word Mary. “

Letitia was a very common name 
among the Romans! It means gladii ess.

Samuel was always a favorite name 
among the Jews, and means the heart 
of God. . ,

Lavinia, a name of Latin, means a 
feminine native of Latium.
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right in the end, but the “troublei comes first, the purse and' watch, but search now. I in-

5»

BY EMMA MINER, 
Author of “Bars and Thresholds,” “Led,” 

1 and other stories. ’'

CHAPTER IV.

Ï

Shadows on the Wall.
[CONTINUED.]

Mrs. Andrus, Alma, ahd Mr. Emmons 
stood apart and wondered, that, while the 
others accepted truths which fell from her lips 
which were a revelation from the spirit-world 
and their friends there, they could not, or did 
not, discern the real character of the woman 
lying beneath it all. ’

“We must wait patiently,” said Mrs. An
drus. “Water will find its level, and she will 
find hers some day."

“But,” said Mr. Emmons, “can you ex
plain to me why spirits will communicate 
through people who will pervert their medium
ship, and use those gifts dishonestly?”

“I'm sure I don’t know; but I look at it in 
this way. I suppose all our spirit friends 
are anxious to reach us, and, of course, they 
will take any or every means to do so. If we 
were in a foreign country, and • had only one 
opportunity of sending a message, home, I 
don’t suppose we would stop to inquire into 
the moral character or standing of the one 
messenger at hand. We would send the mes

, sage at any rate.” , .
“Yes; I see what you mean,” ibjilied Mr. 

Emmons. “For instance, seveffi’people in 
' this house mig^ never have visited a,medium, 

but as one iq among us, we-haVb received 
strange messages, and so have had tjje matter 
brought to our nbtice in such a way we shall 
not be likely to forget it, and may continue 
the investigation."

There was a little pause, during which Mrs. 
Andrus continued her sewing, and Mr. Em
mons appeared to be reading his paper; but 
evidently his mind was not intent upon its 
news, for he soon resumed the conversation.

“When wrong things are done or said, dp 
you believe they are done or said by evil 
spirits, Mrs. Andrus?"

“Not always," she replied. “I think in 
many instances things are said which prove to 
be a mistake on the part of a spirit, I sup
pose some of them are lacking in judgment as 
well as we mortals. It is well to continue to 
investigate with each purported intelligence 
until we can prove something of their com
petency to judge. Then, again, a medium 
may judge hurriedly of what a spirit says, 
and not analyze it correctly, and then give 
forth their own impressions instead of what 
the spirit; so, in reality, it would be
their own conclhslon. It may be there are 
spirits who, wlHIully, and Out -of । revenge, 
would use a medium to get one into trouble, 
but I never happened to hear of a case. I 
don’t like to charge upon the spirit-world acts 
which don’t belong to them. I cannot help 
feeling it must be more of carelessness on the 
part of a medium. ”

. “What do you think about it in the case of 
your house transaction? You say she de
scribed your husband, whom she had never 
seen?"

“I think she really saw my husband's 
- spirit—her description was so good; but 1 

don’t think he advised the sale. When I 
found she and her brother had been quietly 
making inquiries about the place, I couldn’t 
help thinking that advice was an expression 
of her own consciousness, evolved of a desire 
to help her brother get it at his own price, 
when she knew he could not pay for it, and 
that his note was worthless; and I think she 
knew just what she was saying and doing, too. 
It was her own spirit’s work. That is where 
she was dishonest. She took advantage of 
her powers of mediumship to gain my atten- 
’tion, and then used my credulity to accom
plish her purpose. "

“What puzzles me is to learn how we are to 
be able to judge in such matters, when the 
medium seems to have such powers. Where 
are we going to draw the lines between her 
good faith and falsehood," said Mr. Emmons.

“I have, sometimes, impressions about it, 
but I am always afraid of being unjust to 
someone when I think they are not to be 
trusted," said Mrs. Andrus.

“I always follow it out if I have it,” said 
Mr. Emmons-, ‘ ‘I never saw the time yet that 
I had cause to change my mind." .

“In that I am deficient," said Mrs. Andrus, 
“Confidentially, I did not like Mrs. Echo 

the first time I saw her, although she is in ap
pearance a handsome woman. Something told 
me she could not be trusted to do right, not 
even as nearly right as she knew how. The 
same feeling came over me about Mr. Led
yard. I liked you and Alma from the first. ” 

’ Mrs. Andrus was prevented from replying 
by the entrance of Mrs. Adams. She was 
looking troubled and perplexed.

“I am all at sea,” she exclaimed in a 
troubled voice, sealing herself near them. “I 
went down, and have seen Mr, Vane. He 
seemed to want to have mA believe-Alma a 
thief, .and yet he did not accuse her directly. 
I finally told him lie must do one Wing or the 
other; either deny the rumor, or be definite in 
his charge; and he said roughly, ‘Well, go

ahead and make a fuss over it if you want to. 
When the time comes, I shall maintain my 
ease;-’ and that is all he would say, I believe 
Alma to be innocent, but What can I do? 
Bomè'of my lodgers say ■ they will'leave if I 
keepHer, so here'thè master rests?" '

Mrs., Andrus could hardly speak for her dis 
tress. Making an effort tb-control herself, 
she said;

“Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Ames, who sent, us 
hers, might be able/ to say something to you 
which would help settle vhip matter. Will 
you go to see her?"

,fYe8, I will go now," and she pulled on 
her gloves again and started for Druid street.

Mr. Emmons tose and paced the floor., 
Theh,: standing before Mrs. Andrus, he said:

“Mrs. Andrus, I promise you I will not 
rest until I have proven Mi. Vane a rascal 
who has made a false accusation. She shall 
be cleared from‘ this shameful mystery and 
trouble. If you must leave this house, I 
shall go also, and I will not leave you alone, 
nor leave you until you are comfortably set
tled in some other place. Let nle be as your 
son .for a little while—I have no other 
mother. ’’

Tears ran down Mrs. Andrus’ cheeks at this 
kind expression of sympathy.

Alma came in at that ffioment, and found 
them thus. She looked wonderingly at Mr. 
Emmons, who passed quietly from the room.

In due time, Mrs. Adams returned from 
Druid street. She had found Mrs. Ames, and 
had gained a new idea concerning the matter. 
She now believed Mr. Vane had been, false 
and treacherous, and she -resolved to shield 
Alma at any cost.

Calling her large family together that night 
she said calmly, but kindly:

“I have been making inquiries into this 
rumor concerning Alma Andrus; Mr. Vane 
does not moke me satisfactory statements. 
His sister, Mrs. Ames, tells me he is a bad 
man, and would not hesitate to injure her out 
of revenge. I have decided to keep her, and 
we will trust that all may come right. As she 
has not injured anyone in my house, I do not 
feel that anyone is called upon to protest 
against my•Aecipiom’’ .

This straightforward speech settled the 
question for the time. Nobpdy decided to 
leave, and for a time .the trouble seemed 
averted.

Thia was not at all what Mrs. Echo wished. 
She woùld not leave, for at that time she had 
special reasons for desiring to remain in the 
vicinity, and the house suited her purpose.

She returned to her room to meditate upon 
the present development of the case, and to 
plan what she could do.

■ Mr. Ledyard returned to meditate upon the 
same. Mrs. Echo dreamed, and Mr. Led
yard smoked; each, unconscious of the other’s 
thought dt motives, wove a tangled web of 
treachery and deception, which ultimately 
might.succeed in driving Alma from the housé 
under suspicion. ■

Yet who shall say the thought of one did 
not reach the other by some mysterious avenue 
and light the fires of impression, and deepen 
and strengthen the influences produced by 
them?

CHAPTER V.
A Friend in Need.

For days Mr. Ledyard plotted and watched.
By constant vigilance and sly management, he 
managed to take from two of the counters at 
Marcella's two articles which could be identi
fied as the property Of the firm. He carried 
them to hid room, and secreted them in his 
trunk, meaning to use them against Alma as 
soon as he could have opportunity.

Two days after this, Mrs. Andrus and Alma 
went to call upon Mrs. Millie, and together 
they held a seance which was remarkable in 
its nature.

She said to Alma: “I see a tall, light-com- 
plexioned young man. He is living. I see 
him holding in hie hand two objects; one is 
dark; the other Is. something’' light. : Should 
think the dark object was a.purse, or some
thing which looks very much like it.

“He puts these in a trunk and covers them 
up. He looks evil and ugly, and the evil is 
meant for you, Alma.” - ,

“Isn't the young man a spirit?” asked 
Alma.

“No. He is. too m&ch alive tor your.good. 
He must come very closely into your present 
surroundings.'’

Alma wondered if it could be Mr. Ledyard, 
as it was something like his personal appear
ance, but she-said nothing. .

“This man, I repeat, wants to do you an. 
Injury. He "is a snake in the grass. Look 
out for him." '

“But what can I -dd?” asked Alma anx
iously. f .

. “I don't know just yet; only there is one 
thing I wish you would dor~-tell the lady 
where you live what1 T hive ‘¿aid. < It will 
serve yon later on,” ; .

■ “Very well; I will do as^you’advise. What 
else?"', ' ’ . 1 ; .

“You will need to prepare yourself for a 
great struggle and trouble. It will come all

There is a mon ¡coming into tlm matter whom 
you< have uever seen. Hi ^fieros to be far 
away now.- lie is an elderly .taan, dark, and 
of-'fine appearance, and wealthy, too. Hoi 
wul be of great help to. you and, your mother 
just when you need him most. > I should say 
he is.acroBS large water now."

Mother and daughter looked at each other 
wonderingly. They did not remember of 
knowing anyone.

‘ ‘And there is a dark young man who Is 
going to prove a good and constant friend 
through it ail. • You .have seen him lately. 
It looks as if you were in the habit of seeing' 
him daily.” ’ ' ,

Alma blushed consciously. She thought it 
might be Mr. Emmons. ......................... n

,‘‘I think in two weeks » from now. you* will« 
want to come again; perhaps a little less) It 
seems as if. I must give you a caution. Dur
ing this two weeks, be .very, careful that no 
one except yourselves enter your rooms, 
There is going to be trouble about it in some 
way. Don’t let anyone go in to-be alone there 
a moment,” .•■■■■ ■»; ■

“I will remember your warning," said Mrs.. 
Andrus; and they left Mrs. Millis with their 
minds full of the mystery of her warning.

Upon their'return, Mrs.-Andrus called Mrs, 
Adams to her room, and related the conversa
tion which had passed between them. .

“I am glad you have told me. I shall know 
better what to think if anything should hap
pen. I would like to send Mr. Ledyard 
away, but he would still work his bad ways. 
It he remains here, I can watch him a little; 
more closely. I just wish I had a good ex
cuse for looking into his trunk, but, of course, 
that isn’t to be thought of. I really feel as If 
some, new mischief might be afloat." .,<■

A week later, Mr. Ledyard went into Mrs.' 
Adams’office to pay his weekly dues. Sev
eral others had been there before him, and a 
little pile of bills were lying on her desk. He 
took his receipt, passed out into the hall, and 
stepped out on the sidewalk.

Alma stood in the hall, dusting the hall
stand. She apparently took no notice of him 
as he brushed insolently past her on his way 
out.

At that moment there was a great outcry in 
the street. Somebody had met with an acci
dent. Mrs. Adams went to the door hastily 
to offer assistance, followed by Alma, who 
stood looking over Mrs. Adams’ shoulder.

Neither of them particularly noticed Mr. 
Ledyard in the excitement of the moment. 
Heentered quickly and, noiselessly, went a» 
quickly into the office, took the bills and 
rushed upstairs with them. q

He tried the door of Alma's room, but it 
was locked. Then he tried the door of Mrs. 
Andrus’ room. This was not fastened. She 
had come down so hurriedly to assist about 
the accident, she had forgotten to fasten the 
dOOTj

He entered hastily, passed through the room 
into Alma’s, which opened from Mrs, Andrus.’ 
room. With the Expression of a fiend upon 
his face, he thrust the- money into one of thé 
bureau drawers. <

Then he hastened to his own room, mean
ing to get the two articles he had brought 
from the store and secreted there, to place 
them with the bills.

He had thrust them into his coat pocket, 
but had not had time to reach Alma’s room 
with them, when he heard soft footsteps. •

He waited a moment, peering cautiously 
around a corner of the hallway. He saw.Mrs. 
Echo just coming from Mrs. Andrus’ room, 
with an expression on her face which was botte 
revengeful and exultant. .

Although she was his friend and ally so far 
as Alma was concerned, he did not care to 
have her know what he had done.

Mrs. Echo passed into her own room. Be
fore he could again get opportunity to reach 
Alma’s room Mrs. Adams came upstairs, and 
he felt it would be safest to abandon his pur
pose for that time. ■

He was disappointed, angrily so. After 
waiting a few moments, in his own room, he 
went out, meanwhile wondering what mischief 
Mrs. Echo had been doing In Mrs. Andrus’ 
room.

Soon after, Mrs. Adams returned to her of
fice and missed the money. She tried -to 
think. There was no one near there at the 
time except Alma. Bridget was out on an 
errand. Ellen, the cook, was still busy with 
her kettles and pans. - Phœbe, the chamber
maid, was lying in. bed, ill with a sore throat. 
Mrs. Andrus had assisted her, and could not 
have been in the office AU the lodgers were 
out, excepting, perhaps, Mrs. Echo.

- Mrs. Adams, perplexed, was stUl wonder
ing, when Mrs. Echo came in hurriedly and in 
great excitement

“I've been robbed!" she exclaimed. “I’ve 
been robbed! My purse is gone, and an old 
watch which used to belong to my mother. It 
was in a box, and it has been trien from my 
bureau drawer. - The drawer was locked, tool"

Mrs, Adams could hardly comprehend it 
She said nothing at that time Of her own loas. 
She felt a quick impression not to do so. She 
waited a moment to Collect her thoughts.

“Has it been long since you missed it?" 
She inquired as calmly as she could. ■

“I am sure the pnrse must have been-taken 
this morning, It was lying on my bureau. 
I don’t know when the watch was taken. I 
have not looked at it lately. ” • ‘

“Gould it be possible that someone enteted 
While I was on the steps when that man was 
hurt in the street?” ' '

‘ ‘I don’t -think anyone came in. In fact, I 
know no stranger came in, for I was. looking 
down from the head of the stairs all the time. 
.1 .am positive I should have seen a stranger. ”, 

As Mrs. Adams had not looked behind her, 
or on the stairs at that time, she could not say 
that Mrs, Echo had not been, there. She re- 
aUy doubted that a stranger had entered. ' ;

sist upon calling an officer 1" .
i'Alma stood‘.near, and heard the exciting 

conversation. She stood with a mute sur
prise;’ her ; soft silk duster trailing from her 
little .thin hands.!?;.. . . .. . ..
. 'It wps just after the supper hour, and many 
of .the lodgers were about the halls and stair
ways.,' With one accord they began to de, 
mand that a search should be begun at once. 
Mrs; Echo had: already sent for an officer, and 
Mrs. Adams, feeling herself quite helpless, 
was compelled to? allow a search to be made. 
She had- no positive objection to the search, 
but she felt a strong impression of some un
expected and impending trouble. '

. The boarders, lodgers and servants were all 
collected in the large parlor, and an officer re
mained with them. Mrs. Adams accompanied 
another officer in his search, each lodger sur
rendering his or her keys in turn as demanded 
by the officer. -
' ,£io; purse or watch, claimed by Mrs. Echo 
were found until they reached Alma’s room; 
and there, in a .drawer of Alma’s bureau, 
wfere .found the’ purse, watch and a large roll 
oft bills. • • '
i: When Mra. Adams saw the bills she nearly 
tainted.. She asked the officer to count them. 
There was jtiet- the amount taken from her 
desk a'little while before. ■

'“Did you lose the money, ma’am?” inquired 
the quick-eyed officer.
... Mrs. Adams, bowed her head affirmatively.
“Isdhe number all right now?”
Another slight inclination of her head.
“WeU, I guess I'll just take care of it for a 

apelly" he replied.
“I don't want to prosecute,'' she answered, 

faintly. .
“AU right. Perhaps you needn’t, but I’ll 

keep it for a while. May be 'taint yours, you

watch them, now. 1 can do it better here 
than if they were away. I shall not resort to 
any ’ dishonorable means, but 1 believe they 
will yet be convicted on account of some of 
their own acts, and in the midst of their hu
miliation which they will bring upon them
selves, Alma and her mother will be cleared 
and justified. Now, you see if I do not prove 
a true prophet!"

“Amen!" fervently ejaculated Mr. Em
mons.

“I know 1 can depend on you for help," 
she continued.

“Yes, Mrs. Adams, I will hold myself 
ready for your service.”

[io Be oqntinubd.J

WHAT A HELPING HAND
The Progressive Thinker Proved 

to Be to Lucy Myers.

Letter from Emma Hood Tuttle.

•know.” ■ .
Mrs. Adams made no remonstrance.
“NfiWj whose room is this?"
“Alma Andrus’ room," replied Mrs.

Adams, reluctantly.
“Who is she? Any of your relation?” 
“No; she Is here to assist me.”
.“Oh; no offense, ma’am. I thought you 

looked pretty well cut up over it."
. “Oh, I cannot believe she did it!” groaned 

Mrs. t Adams.
“AU the same I must look it up."
'When the officer and Mrs. Adams returned 

to the parlor, and the assembled company saw 
her pale face, they knew something dreadful 
.hadiuhflppened. A sudden silence fell upon 
themz-.-. The officer advanced quietly to the 
corner where Mrs. Andrus and Alma were 
standing.

“You must come with me," he said, placing 
hi& hand on Alma's shoulder.

Mother and daughter gave one frightened 
look into the face of the officer; another 
qffiek, despairing glance into each other’s 
faces, and both fainted, and would have fallen 
but for the outstretched arms of the officer 
kud Mr. Emmons. One of the officers went 
to the police station for a conveyance, whicty, 
aS soon as it arrived, carried away the nearly 
lifeless form of the nearly insane Alma.

Mrs. Adams approached the bewildered 
Mrs. Andrus.and, with tears streaming down 
her cheeks, exclaimed:

.j‘I shall never believe Alma did it—never! 
Not for a dozen officers or an hundred Mrs. 
Echo’s! And if I can help you, you poor 
woman,’ I willl” It was with these comfort
ing words she assisted Mrs. Andrus to her 
roOm.

Returning; to the parlor, Mrs. Adams 
¡pleaded, with Mrs. Echo not to prosecute 
Ahfta, but she was implacable.
. “I guess Vane was about right, after all,” 
said Mr. Ledyard, turning away with a sneer 
upon his face.

Mrs. . Adams left the parlor, sick at heart, 
and passed into her office.

Mr. Emmons had followed the unfortunate 
girl as she was driven away to the station. 
He did what he could to relieve her from her 
immediate ,embarassment; learned that she 
was comfortably placed, and sorrowfully left 
her,

It was Saturday evening, and he tried to 
console himself with the thought that nothing 
could be done'before Monday, and perhaps be
fore that-time something could be done in 
Alma’s favor.
.. .During .the excitement of the evening, Mr. 
Ledyard took advantage of an opportunity to 
enter Alma’s room from the hall, and hur
riedly thrust; the purse and handkerchief in 
th» drawer which had been lying in his trunk 
waiting for-this evil purpose, conjecturing 
rightly that Mrs. Adams would be likely to 
search hetself to see if there were any other 
tokens of Alma’s guilt, beyond what was 
claimed by Mrs. Echo.

. As soon as Mta. Andrus was sufficiently re
covered, she, with Mrs. Adams, began to turn 
over and. take out the clothing:. Mrs. Adams 
found the .purse and handkerchief to which 
was' attached' the tag of the Marcella firm.

r- i.'HoW’strangel •I never, knew that Alma 
had these!” exclaimed Mrs, Andrus,
i, <“It’sfitrange • we did not find that purse 
when the officer was searching," said Mrs.

The Magic Touch
Of Hood's Sarsaparilla. You smile at 
the Idea. But if you suffer from

Dyspepsia • fy
And Indigestion, try a bottle, and be« 

. fore you have taken half a dozen doses, 
you will involuntarily think, and no 
doubt'exclaim, -

“That Just Hits It!”
“That soothing effect is a magie 
touch!" Hood's Sarsaparilla gently 
tones and strengthens the stomach 
and digestive organs, invigorates the 
liver, creates a natural, healthy desire 
for food, gives refreshing sleep, and 
in short, raises the health tone of the 
entire system. Remember

Hood’s X Cures
Take Hood’s Pills tor Sick Hoadaoba,

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the "Astral 

Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Freatment by Prof, ol- 
Nov H. Richmond, Jt is 
Indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit I.inn<and 
will ¡inform you where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for the Absolute Curi; of 
all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guuteeentoa 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, 111.

- Dear readers, you will remember, perhaps, 
a pathetic story about some old workers in 
Spiritualism; how sickness and hard times 
had overtaken them, and they were forced to 
leave their dear old homestead for a little 
room in a depot because it was cheap.

Mr. Francis kindly allowed me to tell their 
story and to offer Miss Myers' services as psy
chometric reader, hoping she might earn 
bread as well as spread the truth,

The hearts of a few people quickly ra- 
sponded, and she was given something to do 
which, she writes me, gave the relief. Among 
the first to respond was that well-known, eru
dite gentleman, A. E. Giles, Esq. Others 
were as ready, and Lucy Myers, of Waynes
ville, is on the way to helping herself and her 
invalid sister and brother.

She sent me a test which was very gratify
ing, because so unthought of and connected 
with the sweet long ago.

When 1 was a child and a maiden my father 
used to take a literary paper edited by that 
reformer, Jane G. Swisshelm. Frances D. 
Gage was one of her most valued contributors, 
and I had au unbounded admiration for 
“Aunt Fannie’s” stories. I always longed to 
see her face to face. Years went by, I mar
ried Hudson Tuttle and had two little Tuttles, 
one a three-year old and one a baby. Of 
course they anchored me at home. Mr. T. 
and I were invited to go to Kelley's Island to 
attend the dedication of a new hall, and 
among the speakers was to be Frances D. 
Gage. It was hard for me not to go, but I 
said to my Sister Aggie, who was then 
in the flesh, and one of our household, “You 
shall go with Hudson and his mother and see 
Aunt Fanny. Tell me all how she impresses 
you; I know you will enjoy it I must bide 
at home with the wee ones." So she went, had 
a nice visit with my heroine, and came back 
bringing her love to me and regrets that I 
could not have come.

Long ago my darling sister went to heaven, 
Years after that Frances D. Gage left her 
earth work for a new field up higher. These 
incidents had not been in my mind for years, 
when lol a letter from Lucy Myers said: 
“Frances D. Gage is here, and with her a 
beautiful young lady who is nearer to you 
than a friend. She turns her head that you 
may recognize her lovely brown hair, dressed 
in a style known as a ‘water-fall. ’ So she 
must have lived on earth many years ago. 
They both send love to you." Lucy Myers 
is personally a stranger to me—did not know 
that I had ever thought of Mrs. Gage, or, if 
she knew of my sister in heaven, could not 
have known how she looked. 1 was much 
pleased with the unique message.

But let me give you a glimpse of the me
dium.

She says: “I think you will like to know 
how we are getting along, so I write to tell 
you. I received a letter from Mr. Giles, in 
which he told me to open an inclosed envelope, 
and which I found contained two dollars. 
This did us much good. A deal of inspira
tion came from the quaint style and kind 
spirit of the good man, who, he says, lives 
with his little wife at the top of the hill. I 
have received letters from States wide apart, 
and these with communications and some 
gifts have enabled us to live very well so far. 
Just now there seems a cessation of these mis
sives. I hope to get more of this to do, as 
the work is pleasant and interesting to me. I 
have received a good many return answers ex
pressing satisfaction over the answers received.

“I must tell you that Dr. Dick (our pet 
dog) is well and growing contented in our 
small quarters. He is near by me on his 
little cot. My brother made him a little bed
stead and he has a nice straw tick On it and a 
clean spread. When I get through writing 
he jumps about and is as delighted as if I had 
just returned from a journey. He liked the 
wagon and horses on the farm better than he 
does the cars. I have come to like the old 
locomotives as they scream along the way, 
even the puffing of the smokestacks. Our 
new friends are very kind and pleasant, greet
ing us with smiles every day. We find ample 
chance to do a little good for the cause as we 
jog along. Yours ever, Lucy Myers. ”

“Waynesville, Warren Co., Ohio."

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
“AND*-*

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thli is a most valuable book. It cornea from an Ex. 
Priest, whose character is above renrouch, aud who 
knows what be la talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, *1.00. It contains tho following chap«

’ CHAPTER I.
The Struggle hefdre the Surrender of "Womanly Self, 

respect In the Confessional.
CHAPTER IT.

Auricular Confession a Deop PH of Perdition for the 
Priest.

CHAPTER nr.
The Confessional Is tjie Modern bodom.
,r . CHAPTER IV. .
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Prlasts la made ean 

by Auricular Cuufeaalon.
_ CHAPTER V.
The highly-educated aud refined "Woman tn the Con* 

feasjonal—What becomes of her after uncundlUoiv 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI. t <
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred This CM 

Marriage and Hainau Society. t,^
_ . . CHAPTER VII. i
Should Auricular Confession bo tolerated among GlvU

Ized Nations ? .
A CHAPTER VIII.

Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?
CHAPTER IX. ~

The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Bacrlicgloui 
Imposture.

CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church of Rome to confess th< 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
4 CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession in Australia, America, and 

France.
t CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hu» 

bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on whlcl 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

jANACCO UNT OF MODERN SPIRIT, 
uallfitn—so-called—from Its taceptlon at Ibdra« 

villa. N. Y., Including the experiences of Hie Fox Fam« 
ily, BplrltualfBtlc and otherwise, could not fail to be 
very interesting, and the Interest is intensihed when 
that account is written by one of the Fox Blstci's. 
Such is the fact In this instance, the volume having 
been written by A, Lenh Fox. alter her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of those pioneers of tho great movement are 
narrated In a most entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It 1« a 
most Important part of the history of the great Spirit« 
ual movement which now numbers Its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK’*
to aid to a full undemanding of Spiritualism, and t 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume is enriched with a number of fine en« 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family. -

Price# For salo at this office.

Researches in Oriental History.

On.

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
rot. 13mo, 401 Pages, Cloth, $1.50, 

GENERAL DIVISION.
I. RESEARCHES Ilf JEWISH HISTORY.
13. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. )
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? !
Tbo .whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical .Jesus. -
In this volume the Jc.wb nro clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idoa Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher. 2350 years D. C., and Its blxiory Is 
outlined, following tbo waves of emigration, until It 1s 
fully developed into Christianity, with «mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. * <

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
tral hero sro mythical: that the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, tear and force-; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast ro- 
soarchamong the records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority: and no per
son can read it without Instruction and protit, whether 
he reaches the samo conclusions w..j the author on 
otherwise. For sale at thls.otHc&

Don’t give the thief time to make way with

The 
idea of 
Hull.

Spiritual- Birth. The Spiritualiatic 
Death, He&ven and HelL By Moses 
Price 10 cento,

He looked at’her with a 
.^jite.inquiry. ....: , ■

‘ ‘Why don't I send them away?" ahe said,

“Now, Mrs. Adams, you are a good, easy ->8 r.- > ........... .
soul,” said Mrsr-Echo, with^^' gathering -¿li’Yyry. likely, 
frown, “but we loggers have oqr rights, and I " 
insist upon a thorough search immediately.

interpreting his gaze. “Because I want to

Adams, f; «It.seemed to be lying right on top; 
it was almost the first thing ! saw when we 
opened the drawer.” .

“It looks -new, as if it had never been 
used,’.’ .said Mrs. Andrus, turning, it over re- 
fleotivelyjn her hand. “Oh I whst a mystery! 
Will it.ever<-ever be made dearj” and she 
sank into a chair sobbing.

Mrs,'Adama was obliged to leave her still 
weeping*- and-returned- to her office. She 
found Mr. 'Emmons sitting'there, awaiting 
her:

“1 affi positive that Mr. Ledyard is in some 
way comlected ’with - this dreadful affair, ” he 
said, while his Indignation struggled with his 
despair, ~ ,

‘Yes, and Mts; Echo, also, I think,” said 
Adkins. .

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
The eminent author and- musician, Carlysle 

Petersilea, thus writes from Los Angeles, Cali
fornia: “I have carefully examined the Ly
ceum Guide, and congratulate you upon pro
ducing a work which in all respects seems to 
completely fill the manifold requirements of 
lyceum and society spiritual work It will 
give me-unqnalifled. pleasure to urge upon the 
society of which I am-president the import
ance of procuring a number of books."

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE. ’ 

yw/i volume contains the A belt Poomi of the author, end some of ber mort 
popular iong& with the muelc by cmlnont compoieri. 
Xmong the room! which have attracted wide notice 
are: "Budding Roio," “Incidents of I.tfo Under Ue 
Blue Laws," 'Tenon Smith's Prophecy," “From tbo 
Highlands of Heaven," “The Clt- of Borrow.” " solilo
quy of Fulvlaal Blcyon," "The Ilolj- Maid of Kent,- 
etc.

Tbo Musto Inclndei "Tbo Unseen Cttys" "Clarl- 
¿61," a June Songt "We Shall Meet our Friends In ue 
Morning": Meet Ui nt the Cryital Gates."

Many of the Poem« are admirably adapted for recite- 
tton, and wore used by the anther In her public read
ing«.

PbrbinotioXs.—Mn. Emma Rood Tuttle 1« matter
ful In het proltllo poetical genius.—The Two World« 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of Prciident Gays 
Icld'e brightest scholars.—Chansaulns ..rgut. i. 
rlfcidpoetj whoso writings nro fsmlltcr to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is well known aa 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite eonga.—Bat. 
Ere. Spectator. Her booms arc worthy to hang like a 
banner on our want to recall tts dally to our bettei 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted indy, with rars 
Soctlc talent—WaH-en Tribune. A poet with abuts- 

ant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light She Is 
one of natnra'« poet«.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mr«. Sara A. 
Underwood.. Claribel Is exquisitely beautiful.—D. D> 
(Tome.

The volume contains 255 page», Is beanttfullv printed 
tnd bound, end furnishes a fine Holiday Gift Price 
11.50, post-paid.

For sale at thia office.

'THE MYTH DP THE GREAT DET^. 
1. nge. Bomethffig yon abould have to refer to. Bf 

Jamel M» McCann. Price 15 cenu. <
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FIREFLIES
And Their Significance.

Secretary.

himself spiritual

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
This Department is under the management of 

the distinguished author, speaker and medium,
Hudson Tuttle,

who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 
direct to him on a postal or by letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention, Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to act in this capacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

John Bice: (1.) Is it possible for spirits 
to influence animals? (2.) Can they enter into 
them as they are said to have done into the 
swine? (3.) Can snakes charm birds?

(1. ) There are many instances recorded of 
animals being conscious of the presence of 
spirits and being influenced by them.

(2.) That spirits, even the lowest, should 
desire to enter, animals, that is, obsess them, 
is scarcely presumable, and there would be in
superable difficulties in organization should 
they desire to do so. Before the story of the 
swipe is thus accounted for it should be proven 
a fact. Really, it is a weak fragment of solar 
myths, symbolizing the devouring of the 
darkness, the winter of the year, and a paral
lel of Jonah swallowed by the great fish, de
scending to our own day to be told to our 
children in the tale of Little Red Riding Hood 
swallowed by the great black wolf, though 
here it is reversed—light, the summer, being 
lost in the darkness of winter—the night of 
the year.

(3.) Recently there has been a discussion 
among scientists, whether snakes have the 
power of charming birds, or if this apparent 
power is not the result of fear. There are, 
however, too many observed facts favorable 
to the old belief in charming, to have that 
theory easily overthrown. Snakes do not ap
pear to have this power at all times, nor do 
they meet victims susceptible to their influ
ence. In this they are like the human magne- 
tizer, who finds that he is able to influence 
BOipe individuals and not others. The same 
law holds in the contact of animals with each 
ether as between men. There are instances 
of serpents charming children, and one of the 
stock experiments of the public hypnotizer is 
the hypnotizing—charming—of a hen.

F. G. wishes to know what course of diet he 
should take, and when to hold circles.

No special diet can be recommended. The 
natural appetite is the correct guide for the in
dividual. There is more danger in quantity 
than quality. The seers of the ages have been 
noted for their abstemiousness; not one 
grossly fed. Especially are the fine shades of 
Impressibility recognizable and truthful, when 
the physical body is pure—that is, healthful.

Once a week is preterafile, and the circles 
should not be held oftener than twice. The 
appointment should be made and sacredly 
kept, and sittings held at no other time. The 
reason for this is that the spirit-friends will 
come at the time fixed, and they may not come 
at any other. If the circle is held unappointed 
other spirits may be present, and should they 
be able to gain control it may be difficult or 
impossible for those desired to approach, and 
the course of the communications be changed 
and too often become objectionable.

Major Carpenter: Is not the liability to be 
mistaken in man to be mistaken eternally? Did 
not even Christ make mistakes?-

There probably is nothing to which man
kind is more liable than to make mistakes, un
less it to recover therefrom. Humanity 
faces the'Jght, and moves forward, however 
sadly it may blunder. History is a record of 
mistakes which have been stepping-stones to 
the truth. Christ showed his human nature 
by making mistakes, quite as many and pitia
ble as the most obscure person. He taught 
that those then living would witness the end 
of the world, which has caused endless dis
pute, and ‘been the means of frightening the 
ignorant for two thousand years; and yet the 
end has not come, and never will in the man
ner he predicted. There will be no final judg
ment day; no division to the right hand and 
the left, of an enthroned tyrant; no Gabriel 
will blow his trump, for the simple reason 
that there is no Gabriel to blow!

Y. Z. W.: Has an Indian control that 
makes him follow an arbitrary system of diet, 
and has been a medium for three years, yet 
the control makes no advance in speech being 
unable to talk in any other than the Indian 
language. He asks: What method shall I 
take to become perfectly controlled?

With that Indian control no further prog
ress is probable, or even possible, for the con
trol is not capable of doing more. Unfortu
nately for the medium, this Indian spirit is 
able to hold him under influence and prevents 
the approach of any other. The remedy is to 
gain higher grounds in feelings, thoughts and 
aspirations, and thus invite a higher order of 
intelligences. There* should be a strong, in
domitable determination not to come under 
the Indian control which has been found un
satisfactory, and an equally strong desire that 
spirit-friends communicate. The Indian con
trol in this case is not desirable, and the more 
perfect it is the more detrimental to the me
dium. He can gain the sensitiveness for per
fect control that he desires, by first making

/

■ Geo. L. Sopris, Denver, Col: If spirits 
■are able at will to pass from and to any part 
of this earth, and obtain and impart correct 
information regarding localities, why do they 
not give us the topography of the north and 
south poles? ’ ,

• ■ While the province of Spirits is that of in-

strap tors in things spiritual, they are able to 
give revelations in science, and have often 
done so.- They are able to give geographical 
facts through properly endowed mediums, and 
when the occasion demanded have done so; 
but it must not be conceded that spirits are to 
become revelators and supply the place of in
vestigation, research and study. The earth 
life is for development, which comes from 
earnest effort. We hold that mediumship 
should be cultivated as an auxiliary faculty. 
By its aid the mind will become a recipient of 
the knowledge of the Spirit-sphere, without be
coming siinply an instrument, and thereby 
losing its individual strength.

Dr. A. L, Hinckley: The spirits who come 
to our developing circle appear to remain as 
they were in their last moment of conscious
ness, and to have lost all recognition of the 
passage of time, • Thus one of a man who had 
been shot down in the street thirteen days be
fore referred to it as “yesterday;” and another 
when asked the present day and year answered, 
“August 23, 1892, of course,” the date of his 
death. Now, what is the condition of those 
spirits who go out suddenly in the rage of 
crime, or intoxicated, during this time that to 
them seems lost?

They remain in a semi-conscious state for 
an indefinite time, until some external influ
ence brings them to realization. This is usu
ally the work of beneficent spirits wljo, seeing 
the degradation of these souls who are in such 
helplessness and need of ministration, awaken 
them by their magnetic influence, and by 
arousipg the higher aspirations, lead them out 
of the darkness.

The state is one of spiritual lethargy, and 
even the lower faculties are no more than half 
awake. The thoughts continue to dwell on 
the last moments in the body, and over and 
over repeat the last physical pleasures. Such 
a state is the reality of purgatory, and such 
spirits are the ones represented as “lost." 
Their reform is, indeed, apparently hopeless, 
in many cases, for with them centuries pass 
and they remain unchanged, for even the 
highest spirit cannot approach and lead them 
until they desire such aid. There are no so
cieties in the spheres comparable with those 
whose members left the earthly life saturated 
with the passions. It is told, as a creation of 
fancy, that those who die in the struggle of 
battle float above the contest and, supplied 
with weapons, continue the fight in deathless 
rage. It is not fancy, but reality; for the un
cultured and unrestrained spirits it requires 
an indefinite time to realize the change in con
dition, and during this period they have no 
consciousness of the lapse of time. They are 
in a dream, like a horrible nightmare, and as
suredly those who have a lingering belief in, 
and think there is a necessity for a hell for 
punishment, if they understood, would be 
fully satisfied.

R. F. Corbin: Can we do as we please?
To say we can do as we please ignores the 

question of Will, for it is really saying we 
Will thus and so; consequently we can will, 
which is a truism. The real question is, can 
we will ourselves to will to do a given task, 
or think a certain train of ideas? It is self
evident that we cannot; that the will cannot 
transcend tbe mental 'qualities on which it 
rests and from which it springs.

The ascent of the will may be traced from 
the sensitive contraction of protoplasmic life 
upward through the series of living beings to 
man; from the involuntary to the voluntary. 
The highest animal is governed by instincts 
which are incoherent efforts of the will. Chil
dren are dominated in the same manner, and 
many adults cannot be said to have wills of 
their own. In the more perfect man we find 
the diverging purposes unitized and the high
est expression of Will is the voice of Reason 
and Conscience, which is Spiritual Reason. 
The will cannot act without motives, and it is 
not the seat of * ‘moral depravity” which it has 
been regarded. The moral faculties are_al- 
ways moral, and hence the term “moral de
pravity” is a misnomer, as such a state is im
possible.

The will has the limitations of the faculties 
by which it is expressed. So far as man is a 
circumstance, bis will is not free; as a center- 
stance it is free. In other words, held to 
earth by the passions and appetites, we can 
only escape their dominance of our thoughts 
and actions by cultivating the higher spiritual 
faculties which, instead of executing the pur
poses of the propensities, hold them in leash 
and enforce their obedience.

Influence of the Sitters on the 
Medium.

Mrs. Cassie McFarlin, an excellent medium, 
writes: -

“It is really wonderful what an influence the 
sitters in a spiritual seance have upon the me
dium. I know by experience that if some one 
of the persons present has unkind thoughts of 
me or my influences, or even Spiritualism it
self, I am put into such a vibration of inhar
monious feeling that I can scarcely bring my
self into a state of passiveness necessary for 
being the medium for spirit influence. Some
times these subtle thought-vibrations that are 
moving along these attractive lines, thrown 
out from the medium’s brain or spirit to invite 
them, are broken up or retarded by a strong 
mental force from one sitter, who determines 
upon having results come to his liking. The 
consequences usually are that nothing satis
factory comes of such conditions.
^We are but infants in this ‘spiritual sei- 

ence,’and I believe in studying each case of 
failure with an Unprejudiced mind, remember
ing that there are causes for all manifestations, 
of whatever nature they may be. We should 
rather try to keep in harmony with the opti
mist, who believes that everything is for the 
best, as we see through the veil but dimly as 
yet But each convocation with the seen or 
the unseen brings us greater knowledge of the 
potential influence of thought.” _

The Question Settled? By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modem 
Spiritualism. Paper, SO cents; cloth, $1.

To the Editor:—Let us hope th^t Prof, 
Langley may succeed in lighting the world 
by the firefly’s method, as was hinted in a late 
number of The Progressive Thinker; after 
which, it would be well for some influential 
member of society to start the fashion of imi
tating that humble insect in a psychical 
sense.

The habits of the soft, little, brown firefly 
are well known, and,, spiritually regarded, are 
not hard to copy. He does not try to shine 
at noonday, nor under gaslight; but he seeks 
lonely, forsaken, uninviting spots, which he 
glorifies with his quick, bright flashes. He 
hovers above grassy mounds, over which we 
have shed our warmest and most affectionate 
tears, and he diverts our minds from our grief, 
by scattering jewels of rare beauty over those 
mounds, when the sun‘has left them in dark
ness. Indeed, he seems to realize that upon 
such spots he has a twofold work to perform. 
One, that of beautifying, and the other, of in
spiring a hope that there may be something 
above our imperfect vision, brighter and more 
glorious. He never stops to explain what his 
motives are, but he just goes right along, 
shining wherever bis light is most needed, and 
seeming to sparkle solely for his own amuse
ment.

This most interesting bug does not labor 
for worldly praise, and that is why he suc
ceeds so well in his particular line. He does 
not claim to be related to the proud diamond, 
in any degree for be thinks that he can be 
more useful and' much happier as a firefly 
than in assuming lofty airs, on account of 
high lineage. His is not a borrowed light. 
He is not envious, not even of the grand old 
sun, and, for that very reason, he is most ap
preciated when the sun is absent He never 
sits down in a cold, moist place, under a wet 
leaf, wringing his hands, and weeping and 
moaning because it is so fearfully dark; but 
when he finds himself in such a situation, he 
just rubs his hands together and smiles, thus 
making a light by which he can see to crawl 
out, and to get upon the upper side of that 
depressing leaf. Then he stirs around, defi
antly laughing at the gloomy blackness, until 
it is radiant with meteoric grandeur. Oh, 
there are times when it would be worth mill
ions to be able to imitate him I

It is not among the impossibilities for hu
man beings to send out, here and there, gleams 
of soul-phosphorescence, for the guidance of 
those who are benighted in the many dark, 
lonely swamps of lifer In fact, there are a 
few such, and they are doing worlds of good, 
away off in obscure corners, where the arro
gant goddess, Fame, would scorn to look. 
The world never hears of them, of course not; 
but that fact does not discourage them in the 
least, for they find greater enjoyment in their 
own way of making dreary places splendid, 
than they could possibly derive from the 
world’s noisiest laudations.

Everyone of us is acquainted with- a human 
firefly who, at some time, we had completely 
overlooked in the high'noon-tide of our pros
perity, but which crept along just in the nick 
of time to save us from despair, in the dark 
midnight of adversity. If we reflect a mo
ment, each one of us can remember a time 
when a coffin was in the bouse, and in a semi
conscious way we felt as if all space was 
filled with a heartache which was intensified by 
well-meant words of sympathy. We remem
ber how we almost, shrank from meeting our 
best friends, weeks after that coffin containing 
its precious burden had been carried away, 
for we dreaded to have their set phrases of 
condolence heaped upon us, when we were 
sighing for a short respite from the too-heavily 
pressing sorrow. Do we remember the firefly, 
before unnoticed, that led us out of the slough 
and drew us toward higher ground, where we 
found the sunrise? Certainly we remember. 
How can we forget? The firefly made a bright 
remark, wholly unexpected, in which there 
was no allusion to our “late bereavement," 
and for one brief moment we forgot our woe 
and laughed, the first time that we had thought 
of "doing so since the heavy shadow fell upon 
us. Then came another flash, and then another, 
and, step by step, we left the doleful marsh, 
and the short reprieve . gave us a chance to 
take a new hold of life, and we began to feel 
sure that the poignancy of our suffering was 
less deep than before, and when the sad mem
ory flowed back upon us, it was tempered to 
our powers of endurance. A golden bridge 
but a span long had been placed between the 
unbearable and the bearable. We knew what 
the soft moisture in the firefly's eye meant, 
and it brought more consolation than would 
have been conferred by a hundred sermonettes, 
winding up with the oft-repeated advice, “to 
cast our burden on the Lord;” advice of no 
practical value, feince it is not possible for us 
to cast our sorrows upon anyone.

Then we recall another time, perhaps sev
eral times, when we were ill, and every out
look was as black as pitch, and hope had gone 
away to commit suicide. Then, the first thing 
we knew, one of those ‘‘lightning bugs” ’ap
peared, right by the bedside, busily engaged 
in putting things to rights, -in that deft, cheer
ful style characteristic of su6h insects, saying 
little, but showering loving sparks of magnet
ism all over us, and we began to get better 
right away, while hope came creeping back, 
begging to be forgiven for her cowardly deser
tion. That firefly’s face did not bear any of 
the “Hark-from-the-tomb” expression, which 
depressing people feel called upon to assume 
in a sick room, but, on the contrary, it wore a 
look of encouraging solicitude which said: 
‘ ‘This is a foe easily conquered. ” ’ ’

There are a few fireflies that flit in at back
doors, in uninviting localities; under cover;of 
darkness, where there are needy women and 
children; and they carry their phosphorescence 
in baskets and bundles; and there ’are others 
which lend a little light to persons struggling 
with mental worries; and others that emit a 
flash just in time to turn some Headstrong

youth away from the first downward step; as 
well as these that glimmer by words of en
couragement, for the benefit of pilgr’mi 
weary of- life by the wayside; yet the number 
of them, all together, is too small to form 
anything like an organization, Besides, fire
flies do not care much, anyway, for drums, 
bugles and flags. They work without hope, of 
reward beyond the satisfaction of having done 
their best and of having lived up to the best 
light in themselves.

Persons ambitious to become fireflies must 
put selfishness and envy out of their hearts 
for such unworthy emotions might, blur and 
speck their glow, and thus they would be in
strumental in leading the wanderer out of one 
bramble into another. They must also make 
up their minds, at the outset, to remain amia
ble whjle throwing away a ton of phosphorus 
for each pound of good that they may be able 
to accomplish; and they must expect to be 
trodden upon again and again. I am almost 
afraid to undertake the business thyself; still, 
I think that other people ought to do so.

Concordia, Kan. Retta 8. Andebson,

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
The second week of this camp has given us 

the following speakers: The impassioned Mrs. 
H. B. Lake, the philosophic Tisdale, George 
P. Colby, whom witty 0. P. Kellogg charac-, 
terized as the only Christian among us; Carrie’ 
Twing, with her clear blue eyes, her common, 
sense, and her motherly heart; Hon. A. B. 
Richmond, with his learning, wisdom and wit,. 
and J. Clegg Wright, of whom it may be truly 
said that nature, after making him, broke the 
mould, perhaps in mercy to the church, pom
meled and prostrated by his heavy broadsides 
against her inane bigotries.

A. E. Tisdale has the look and the bearing 
of a philosopher, with the physique of an. ath
lete, while his voice, in singing as well as 
speaking, is fine. Totally biinci from boy
hood to physical nature, his spiritual insight is 
clear; and the one infirmity in one otherwise 
so strong, makes pity merge into profound 
respect.

On Wednesday he appealed, before speak
ing, to the fathomless ocean of intelligence, 
for aid to solve the problems presented, not 
with bowed head and bated breath, but stand
ing mentally erect, as part and parcel thereof.

His subject was “The Reality of Spirit 
Life." He asked if it were a living truth to 
us that “millions oL-spiritual creatures walk 
the earth." Alignings pass away, but not 
into annihilation. What belongs to earth re
mains with earth; what belongs to heaven goes 
to heaven. The Infinite Architect loves all 
life, and not that of man alone. The planet 
leaves an unbroken trail in its track; in this 
belt, history is recorded; and somewhere in it 
is each one’s spirit home. The circumference 
over which the soul travels makes its home 
and condition there. Our friends there are no 
more separated from us than are we from each 
other. There, consciousness, or real life, be
comes more intense. Some are color-blind 
here, some are blind to eternal realities. The 
phenomena of nature are states of our own 
consciousness. The eye is a camera; the soul 
behind cognizes by its aid. The highest clair
voyance sees without eye and light and shade. 
If sight exists without an eye, the fabric of 
the materialist falls.

Life is a sensation. Sensation and thought 
are all we know, and form our consciousness. 
Animals have a lower kind, and beings above 
have a higher kind. When released by death 
nature will care for us there as well as here. 
We are now repressed, but unsatisfied aspira
tions were not made to mock us in our misery. 
When released, we do not go away off, but 
powers previously checked are released. We 
are not transported, but our consciousness of 
existing realities is quickened. On passing 
out, the spiritual body seems more real and 
tangible than the body here, and this comes 
from consciousness. One sees faces here, 
another reads souls. The difference is in the 
development. The artist there will see here 
what he could not see when in the body. 
There will be a way for every soul, and life 
will be joy. There is room for faithful love 
there, and some we never knew here we shall 
recognize as our own there. Look with soul 
and soul will answer. Our friends there are 
not idle. They are erecting the home of the 
soul.

Mr. Tisdale improvises grandly in closing 
all his addresses. We hope that many audi
ences in the far West may be favored by hear
ing this remarkable speaker. .

Last evening a number of friends met at 
Mrs. Clark’s cottage, where, after appropriate 
remarks by Carrie Twing, Dr. Martin, Hon. 
0. P. Kellogg, and Maggie Gaule, a purse of 
money was presented by Mrs. H. 8. Lake to 
the faithful President of Lake Brady Camp, 
Çapt. Benj. F. Lee, of Cleveland.

( Abby A. Jcdson.

Catalpa Park Camp-Meeting.
The fourth annual Spiritual camp-meeting, 

at Catalpa Park, Liberal, Mo., will commence 
on the 18th of August and continue until Sep
tember 3d. The Park is in fine order this 
year and everything bids fair for a grand 
meeting. a While the list'of speakers and me
diums is. not complete, we are arranging to 
have the very best of both available. As 
'speakers we have already engaged Mes. Anna 
L. Robinson, of Port Huron, Mich. ; Dr. Adah 
Sheehan, of Cincinnati, and Dr. DeBuchan- 
anne. As mediums we have engaged Mrs. 
Gillman, of California; W- W. Aber and 
Farmer James Riley as materializing mediums; 
Jas. Cravens, spirit photography; Geo. Good
man, ' physical medium; Edward Martin, oc
cult telegraphy; Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, 
platform test medium; Mrs. Barney Bristow, 
clairvoyant and test. We expect Mr. GiRman, 
independent slate-writing medium.' All of 
which will soon be announced through circu
lars. Anyone wishing farther information 
can get it by writing to the undersigned, or 
Mrs. Amelia Andrews, secretary, Liberal, Mo.

. G. H. Walseb, Prés.

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1.

MW The Unknown
Life of

JESUSCHRiST
BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 

MANUSCRIPT,

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the French. «

Since the writing of the New Testament no 
book lias appeared- of us great importance to ' ;

" Christianity as “The Unknown Lifeoi Jesus 
Christ,” “ .

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event . 
being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
and has been jealously guarded, in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians. -

The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of. his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it.

“ The North American Review" devotes eight pages oi its May number to an 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 
Presse," of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery." The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountered in his searqb for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.
• This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents. ■

_________ Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

THE LAW 
AND THE PROPHETS. 

By F. E. Ormsby, Chicago.

This is the only work ever published that explains 
in detail, the occult relation of physical bodies—vege« 
taele, animal, human and planetary, showing the hid
den meaning of the stars, and why, and how they lu-’ 
fluence human lives.

The magnetic law of the universe is fully explained 
and illustrated, enabling any one to cast horoscopes 
and delineate the same, also to diagnose the ‘physical 
body, and successfully treat all manner of physical 
and mental disturbance* Planetary phrenology and 
physiology illustrated. Incarnation, attainment, a.nd 
the necessary steps to the highest expression possible, 
are clearly explained, showing people the way, and the 
Ufeof the adept. How to breett^ud rear any nature 
or character desired Is a featurd^f the work, all of 
which is simplified and brought within the reach 
of all.

The work includes a new mechanical system for 
finding the portion« of the planets for all time, which 
alone Is worth one hundred dollars.

Physiognomy and anatomy, and the co ordination of 
males and females Illustrated. If you wish tu know 
the truth concerning these things you can gain more 
Information from this work than fruni nil other works 
on occult astronomy put together. The world needs 
the information It contains and teachers must be pre
pared.

Better than a college education 1s tide Truth, for It 
reveals the ••Hidden Sight” and explains every feel
ing. desire, impulse antf emotion of the humau race.

Arc you ready j or Tiwh?
Price by Mail, $10.00 per Copy.

F. E. ORMSBY.
216 1925 Washington Blvd.. Sia. E. Chicago.

THE \

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OP THE LEC- 

Zi turcs given by the Spirit Band through the me
diumship of Mrs. Magihilena Kiltie. This volume con
sists of u series of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered lu public through the mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clalrvov- 
*nt and loaplmtlonal medium. Their tone is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some Ideas that differ from those he has held, yet he 
will find much to please, benefit and Instruct. The 
reverence with which Jesus is mentioned please, 
many, although the ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Cbriatlnnlty are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for *1.50, For sale ut this ofilce. '

TJ0W TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
JlJ. IN your own home, win send a pamphlet con
taining instructions, a letter deslgnnltug your phases 
of inedluntsMp. a spiritual song to/Wf aryl copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all fur 25 cu. Address. Mrs. J. A. 
BHss, 252l Mich., avenue. Chicago, HI. l \ 24!)

nrz ARNOLD, PSYCHOMETRIST, 
vr • Pintform and Test Medium. Open for en 

gagcmenU lu neighboring towns. 452 Larrebec st. 
this city. 2>4.

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A ROW
FL erful clairvoyant npd magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent BtampR. lock of hair, age, sex and one 
symptom, and I will semi you n full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box ili, 
Denver Colorado. 2U

DR. SYKES.
He cured himself In ISM The romcdle* have cured 

thousands slrice. and might cure you of catarrh. Send 
forfree book.‘ Common-Sense Talk.” Pkge (for one 
Sint) per mall. *1.00 Act to-day and Save suffering.

Jr. Sykes Sure CureCo., CaxtonBb 
Chicago. 23Glf

' NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( Incorporated Nov. 1,1893.)

'T'HE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
J. National Spiritualists’ Association Is now open 

at all times, and nil Spiritualists are Invited to visit 
their official home. A register will be kept ot lectur
er* and medium*, who utj requested to send In their 
name* and addresses. also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register, of thtse, and 
{irompt notice should be sent to us of al) changes of 
ocatfon. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 

arc also requested to confer with us, and Informatioo 
. Is-deslrcd respecting all new phases of development

In all parts qf the world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azine* upon Spiritual matter* are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address a* above. Robert a. Dimmiok,

214tf

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Relig-

ions and 
Religions Congresses at the 

lambían Exposition.
Co-

Oneoflbc most Important and Interesting event* 
connected with the 'World'* Fair was the Parliament 
of Religion*. It will go down the age* a* one of the 
greatest event* of the world’« history. To students of 
comparative and ethnologies! religion the contents of 
thl* portly volume of a thonsand-RUd-one page* win 
prove of most Intense Interest, and the atatemente and 
presentations of the various faiths by their accredited 
disciples and exponent* arc vastly Instructive. The 
price of this great volume is ohly *2.50. For sale nt 
this office.

f'ospEL of nature: by sr. l. 
LZ Sbennan 4ad Wm’. F. Lyoa. A book repiete rlUi 

spiritual truths. Price »1.00.

<THE SOUL, RTS-NATURE, RELA- 
1 tlims red Expressions in.Human Embodiments. 

Given through Mr«. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. A book that everybody should read who OH 
Interested In re-incarnation. Price ,1.00.

W6EC CANNOT 8EE HOW YOU DO 
WirE IT AND PAY FREIGHT. -, 
TwUff our $drawer w^nut or o*V fa*
1 Tlnrproved High Arm t>lagcr*ew!ugmacl>laa 

bl finely finished, nickel ptelvd, adapted to light 
and heavy work; guaranteed for 10 Year«) srltb 
Automatic Bobbin Winder, KelLTbrrndlug (’ylla« 
def Shuttle, Self.SeUln^ vedie and u unnpfel*- 
set ot Slr»l Altnehmonti|3i. .-red any V/heieon’ 
SO Day'a Trial. No money required ia advance.

15,000dow louse. World’s Fair Medal awarded machine and c'lxch- 
Dents. Buy from factory «ad save lieanr1» and agt-nc'» profits.

Cat Thia Out and aend to-duy t<»r inac'iine or lar-e frto 
I |l£t catalogue, testlmontete ami Glimpse* ot lIio World’s Fair. 
OXFORD MFC. CO.342 W»ba:h Avo.CHICAGO,ILL.

Psyche
This marvelous cabinet 
If it fails to do what we 
Maim. Prepaid, $1.20.

WILL DEVELOP YOU!
, Have you tried il? Thé 

Finest Cabinet for thé 
' purpose ever made—bar 
•none. Semi fprCirculars

Costs Nothing
I. H. METCALF, Agent, 1S4 S. Green St Chicago.

Price, $1.00 delivered, in City.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,

AND THE ¡TONDRONS POtt’ER 
Al which helped or made ibrjn perforin might* 
works nud utter lusplrcd words, together with soma 
Personal Traits and ChttrnruTlstirs of J Tophers, Apo*- 
ties, and Jésus, or New Bendings of "The Miracles,** 
by Allkw Putnajj. Price 75 cenu. Por sale ut thtf 
ortie».

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN 

Ji tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of Spirits? 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
BympatlietlcSpirlts; Formation of cl re les; Resurrec- 
Hon of the Dead; A Voice irom the Splrlt-teund;. Truq 
Religion. This work hn« been trnnslntod lain the 
French and German. It contain* nn account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford, Coni)., and similar case* 
In all parts of the country. This volutnn la the first 
from the unthor directly on the subject of ” Spiritual« 
Ism,” and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 
juyfi. m cents- For sale at u.l® office-

FROM THE ROSTRUM.
BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work ta one that every one Bhould read. Il 
beam« ihrouKhouc with rare ¿ernsof thought, practical 
as well as profound. There k sunshine and beauty In 
every aeuicnce uttered. The work Is dodfcnt<-d to th* 
author's favorite sta^r. Sarah French Farr, now passed 
to splrU lifc. . 'IptfAoii Tuitle. Of Ecrlln. Heights Ohio, 
gives an inicreeilug tketcb of the autlinr’s Life.CONTENTS: Dedication.
Sketch of the Idto of A. B. French.
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and 

Wars of Islam.
•Joseph Smith and the. Book ol 

Mormon.
Conflicts ot Life.
The Power and Permanency of 

Ideas.
The Unknown
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism ot Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS
' OF

PSYCHIC -^SCIENCE.

Thl* work, by Hudson Tuttle, cMmv* to utilize anfl 
explain tbe vast array of facts hills field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re« 
ferring them to a common cause ami from them nrlse 
totbe laws and conditions of innn's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows;

Matter. Life, Mind. Spirit; What the Senses tench of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and its Results: Whntll 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Son»« 
nambullsm; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Paychomctry; Seuslttvcncss (hiring Sleep; Dreainsi 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer 
encc; Intimations of tin Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor: Effect of Physical Conditions on Mie Sen
sitive; Prayer, is the Light of Sensiilvencss and 
Thought Transference; Immortality— What the Futurt 
LlfemuBt.be, granting the Preceding Fuels and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Met'physic*— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Expcr 
lence and Intelligence from tlic Sphere of Light.

It 1* printed on tine paper, handsomely bound, 253 
page*. Sent, post paid. B1.2'«.

This work may be called the firat attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to taw. It has received unqualified endoraement 
from the beat thinkers nnc’ critics. I< la u vmlc mecum, 
ami answers about any qu^atfon which ,may arise in 
the tnlnd* ot the Investigators of epiritual phcnomeLu 
For arte at thl* office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE," 

TTL •• Kights of Man," " Age of Reason," etc. with 
critical «nd explanatory obai natluns of hl« writing«, 
by O. Vale. Those who would know the exact trulli H. 
regard to-this tnoit aliased psti-lot n»d rellgl^ r*- 

1 former should rend this volume. Price «L ;
1 10 cents. S'ar sale ut thia office- ;

■ ? ■.

LlfemuBt.be
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Terms of Subscription.
Tap Pboobbssivb Thinker will bo furnished until 

further notice, nt tho following terms, luvarUbly in 
sdvMice: '
One year -------- jj.po
Club, of ten (a copy to the one getting up

thoclub) ------ |7.50 
Thirteen weeks..........................................  ¡Bets
Single copy - - - - - - - Get*

BBMITTXXCM.
Remit by FOBtofflco Money Order, Beglstered Letter, 

or draft on Chicago or New York. It cost* from 10 
to H cents to get drafts cashed on local banks, so don't 
»end ibem unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all lei lets to J. it. Francis' 
No. 40 Loomis st.. Chleago. Ill.

V-c'J.'o: xiurOxl'lTuVi’ boUGtbSTIONI
. As there are thousands who will at first venture 
only twenty-live cents for Tub I'boobessivb Thihkeii 
thirteen weeks, wo would suggest to those who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
tbtln, and thus be able to remit from Si to 110, or even 
more than tbe latter eum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
tbe field ot our labor ana uBofulnc;.-. The same sag. 
gestlon will apply In all cases of renew«! of subscrlp- 
flops—solicit others to aid In the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever In Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for TngPnooititsBtvB THtHKan, 
for not one of them cau afford to be without the valua
ble Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the pries ot only about two ceuts per week.

| A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we i on 

give you for 2d cents F Just pause and think for a no. 
Inent what an Intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furplsh you. The subscription price of The Pro- 
oiibssivb Thinknn thirteen weeks Is only twenty-five 
cents I For that amount yon obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mlud-refresbing reading mutter, equivalent to a medi
um-sited book!

___ _________ . ..At expiration of subacrip Ion, If not renewed, 
the paper Is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.

BF* It you do not receive your paper promptly, 
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Whenever you desire the address of your paper 
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Slaughtered for the Glory of God.
Who can fathom the inciting cause of 

all these assassinations of the heads of 
governments? The first great shock of 
the world, in modern times, was the 
murder of our own President Lincoln. 
His assassin proved to be a devotee of 
the church. His associates were all 
Catholics. President Garfield was mur
dered by a churchman. Whether ho 
had accomplices in his bloody work it is 
probable' the world will never know. 
Mayor Harrison was. assassinated by a 
Catholic. The attempt to prove the 
murderer insane was merely a device to 
shift the responsibility of his crime. 
The recent assassination of President 
Carnoty of France, was tho act of a 
Catholic, and he but the tool of a cabal, 
whose purpose it was to destroy the 
heads of all governments, probably a 
plan to make the popish head of the 
church supreme.- President Arce, of 
Bolivia, and his predecessor in office, 
both liberals; were slaughtered by zeal
ots of the church.

What' passage of “Holy Scripture” 
these assassins quote in justification of 
their crimes; we don’t know, but Deuter- 
onomv, 13:0 fo 10, fully covers the case, 
In substance;' *‘If thy brother, thy son, 
thy daughter, the wife of thy bosom, or 
thy friend who is as thine own soul, en
tice thee to serve other gods, those thou 
hast not known, nor thy lather, thou 
shalt surely' .kill him., Thy hand shall 
put him to death.” ,

If such deal? ones are to be slaughtered 
by direction of Infinite Wisdom, for 
teaching unbelief, how much more 
justly should the ruler of a people be 
assassinated, whose influence against 
the church is as broad as the empire 
over whlchme presides!

Ooi1 Sentiments.
The following resolution we find

CHAPTER of HINDOO MIRACLES. 
The Yogi and Occult Forces.

that he had seen one in a village of the 
Himalayas.”

The above account by Mr. Steyens is 
remarkable, and the results will be 
watched with keen interest.

Jus Tice.

Bicyclist Thomas Stevens 
Has Learned the Secrets 

of the Yogis, and Has 
Mahatma Pic

tures,

Solving Mysteries with a Camera.

The Hindoo Miracles AU They 
Are Claimed to he, but West

ern People Can Be Taught 
to Do These Things, 

Too.

The Milk In the Cocoanut.
It has been a great mystery to many 

to understand why the church of all 
schools repulsed the teaching of Spirit
ualism. The question of man's immor
tality has been called in question in all 
ages of the world, and it was supposed 
believers in a continued life would be 
the first to welcome the revelations. 
Instead, they were the first and the most 
violent opposers, and they have made 
constant warfare upon the system from 
the beginning. Argument, misrepre
sentation, violence, each In their turn 
have been employed to prove that there 
has been no return from the Spirit
world to reveal what is transpiring 
there. .
-The opposition has come mainly from 

the clergy. The layman has seen, or 
heard, and has been convinced, hence 
the wonderful acquisition to our numbers 
in all ranks of life. Not so, however, 
with the clergy. Faw, indeed, have 
come from the clerical ranks. They 
fought its teachings from the beginning. 
They fight it now. They will continue 
to do so, and why?

The answer to this profound question 
is a simple one: There was no hell of 
endless tortures awaiting the believer in 
the new faith. There was no devil to be 
held responsible for man's wickedness, 
or to punish him for his crimes. There 
were no purgatorial fires, from which 
escape could be made by priestly pray
ers. The entire revenue of the church 
would be cut off without these powerful 
auxiliary aids to a good life. The priests, 
and their counterpart—the Protestant 
clergy, would find their occupation gone 
and their revenue would go with it. 
These poor men, educated for the pul
pit, and unfitted by long years of prep
aration for any other field of usefulness, 
must necessarily cry up their old wares for 
the market, else they will remain dead 
stock on their hands. It is good of them 
to be so very anxious about human souls; 
but in spite of early education we can't 
forget the fable of the rat and her 
young. Excuse ns, reader, it may be a 
case in point: Once there was an old 
rat, who had reared a large family, 
so runs the fable She called 
her youthful progeny about her 
and told them in pathetics terms of 
the great love she bore them; but know
ing Bhe was mortal, she had determined 
to withdraw from the busy scenes of 
life, and give her sole ¿ttention to prep
aration for the great change that 
awaited her. She exhorted her young 
in regard to their duties to each other, 
and to the world; then with many tears 
and assurancesof abiding love, she bade 
them an affectionate farewell. The his
torian neglected to tell how her sol
emn admonitions were received by the 
young rats; but forbidding them to fol
low, the mother took her sorrowful 
leave of the world and its many cares. 
Weeks passed. The little rodents were 
skirmishing around for food to supply 

. their necessities. Concealed at the back 
of a high shelf in a closet seldom visited 
they found a fragrant cheese. Availing 
themselves of a favorable opportunity, 
they visited it in a body. Seeking to 
find a good place for attack, so the 
owner should not discover they had been 
there, they found in its rear, close to the 
wall, a small opening, and proposed an 
ingress. But, lol their maternal ances
tor suddenly appeared and protested 
against their advances on her sacred re
treat. Indeed, she chided them forfol- 
lowing her, and was deaf to their piteous 
appeals to enter and embrace her. She 
even told them it was not fdr love of her 
they wished to come in but their greater 
love was centered in the cheese.

Were it not for the “cheese,” we ap
prehend the purgatorial fires would be 
permitted to die out, the Devil would’ 
disappear, and, possibly, the preacher, 
now intent on soul-saving, would be in a 
condition to give honest consideration to 
the teachings of Spiritualism.

among those adopted by the Commercial 
Association, at Marseilles, Ill., on the 
10th of July. Eliminate the foreign 
element, with its ignorance and intem
perance and its anarchistic sentiment 
as well, from the body politic and there 
would be slight occasion for strikes, and 
none whatever for mobs and riot. The 
dangerous element of this country is the 
thoughtless foreign rabble, always ready 
with knife and fire brand for destruc
tive action. If this great strike shall 
result in further legislation restricting 
the landing on our coasts of the criminal 
classes of Europe, possibly some good 
will grow out of the late contest profess
edly waged in the interest of labor. 
Here is the resolution:

‘‘Resolved, That we denounce the ac
tion in the past of certain large operat
ors in importing and encouraging the 
immigration of European pauper labor, 
thereby placing American labor in un
fair competition and filling our land 
with dangerous and lawless ignorance, 
and we believe it to be the duty of the 
government to establish such restric
tions as will prohibit the further immi
gration of foreign labor."

We make no war upon foreigners as 
such, but we do oppose the dumping on 
American soil of the pauper, the crimi-' 
nal, the anarchal, -and the ignorant 
population of the overflowing hive of 
Europe, who mistake our republican 
government as a license for wrong, and 
violence.

Elementary Ideas.
If sun worship was not the beginning 

of all systems of religion, it falls little 
short of it. Animal, tree, sex and fetish 
wqrship made their appearance at an 
early day; but os knowledge advanced 
element worship took their place. Then 
the sun was God, the planets were lesser 
gods, the mpon was a goddess, and all 
the forces''of nature had worshippers. 
Man, believing himseif the superior of 
all earthly intelligences, made God 
in his own imagé—a great, big man, with 
all of man’s peculiar attributes and im
perfections. Advancing knowledge 
abridged the number-of the gods, and 
finally converted him into a spirit, with 
a home everywhere, his personal, indi
vidual presence , nowhere. Science 
seems to interpret him as the fixed and 
changeless Law, inherent in matter, 
calling worlds into being, and, under 
favorable circumstances, animating tho 
minutest atom with life. Here are 
thoughts which may be elaborated into 
volumes, and still the subject would not 
be exhausted, because it is infinite.

Tho Bloody Hand of the Clergy, 
Ex-President Arce, of Bolivia, South 

America, whose term of office expired a 
few months ago, was lately assassinated 
by thq^church party. Throughout his 
term of office he had been identified 
with the liberal element. He devel
oped the mines, constructed railroads, 
advanced the material interests and 
prosperity of his people; but he wanted 
to divorce Church and State, religion 
and politics, and make his country one 
of the most prosperous in the .southern 
continent. This was enough. He was 
murdered, as was his predecessor, also a 
liberal, a few months ago.

A Daisy.
A morning journal stated a great 

truth when it said: “The writer who 
can indite a timely newspaper article 
just now without offending somebody, is 
a daisy from Daisyville, Daisy county.”
We hope we have not offended by an 
almost entire silence in regard to the
strikers, though, fortunately, ours '
not a newspaper.

A GREAT RECORD.

is

Given by the World’s Fair Jury to the 
Price Baking Powder Company.

Especial attention is called to the an
nouncement of the Price Baking Powder 
Company on another page of this issue. 
There can be no question of the high 
standai-d of their goods, as their purity 
and intrinsic merit have been established 
beyond a shadow of doubt. The World’s 
Fair record is one of which any company' 
might well be proud. This advertised 
ment will be read by at least 40,000 in 
The Progressive Thinker.

To the Editor:—A brief allusion 
was made last week to the wonderful 
exploits of Bicyclist Stevens, and this 
full report, as presented by the New 
York World, will be read with great in
terest by every thinking mind. Mr. 
Stevens is an American, an African ex
plorer, widely known, and universally 
respected for his honesty and intelli
gence. Several of the miracles described 
in the Bible, he says, were performed in 
his presence. Mr. Stevens asserts that 
the astonishing feats of the Yogis are 
genuine. The fakirs he describes as 
imitators of the Yogis, and says they 
perform tricks by sleight-of-hand. The 
Yogis, however, of whom there are less 
than a dozen in the whole of India, have, 
says Mr. Stevens, control of some forces 
unknown to the Western world. He 
gained the confidence of one of these 
gentlemen in the territory of the Nizam 
of Hyderabad.

The Yogi suspended a man in the air, 
made a mango to grow from a seed to a 
full-fledged fruit in less than ten minutes 
and caused things to move about in ap
parent defiance of the laws of nature. 
Mr. Stevens took photographs of these 
remarkable performances, being the 
first man to bring the lens to work upon 
the mystery. He used an American 
camera with a 4x6 plate. The sixty 
photographs with which he has returned 
only deepen the mystery of the Indian 
miracles, as they prove that no trick 
was performed upon the eye-witnesses. 
Hitherto when an orchard has been' 
made to rise out of the ground and bear 
fruit in the presence of a company of 
Europeans an explanation has been that 
the eye-witnesses were all mesmerized.

Mr. Stevens says he could have photo
graphed the orchard and that it actually 
grew. His camera was not subject to 
mesmeric influences and faithfully re
corded the astonishing feat of the Yogi. 
The feats, says Mr. Stevens, are not per
formed for money, but largely as proof 
to the natives that the Yogis possess 
supernatural powers. These powers, 
he says, are in accordance with the 
teachings of modern science and show 
the existence of forceshitherto only sus
pected. Mr. Stevens says of his remark
able experiences:

THE SPHINX OF THE GANGES.

“I have been investigating the mys
tery that a German Orientalist recently 
called the Sphinx of the Ganges, which 
he says is a greater and more ancient 
riddle than that of the Nile. To say I 
have been investigating tho Mahatmas, 
however, would be scarcely correct. 1 
am not prepared to affirm or deny the 
claims of the Theosophists in regard to 
the Adepts of the Himalayas at present, 
but I may have something to say about 
them by-and-by. I found the people of 
India as divided in their opinions of the 
Mahatmas as we are. Some believe in 
them and some do not. Nearly all In
dians, however, believe in the existence 
of men able to work miracles, and it is 
the miracle-working Yogi or Fakir that 
1 have been rounding up.

“When I went to India it was my in
tention to penetrate into Thibet, into 
the ‘Mahatmaic region,’ if necessary, to 
try and solve the mystery of the Adepts 
of the Himalayas and their alleged 
power of working miracles, but I did 
not find it necessary to cross the Himal
ayas to get what 1 was after. The main 
tiling was to discover whether these In
dian miracles that have been puzzling 
us ever since Marco Polo first told us 
about them, six centuries ago, are fact 
or fiction. It seemed to me about time 
that somebody should go out there and 
seriously undertake to get to the bottom 
of the whole mystery.

“.In the first place.there is no question 
as to the actual existence of the miracle
working Yogi, whilst even in India 
nine-tenths of the people have doubts as 
to the Mahatmas. The Yogi makes no 
pretence of being a demi-god interesting 
himself in the eternal welfare of the 
human race, such as is claimed for the 
Mahatmas by the Theosophists. The 
Yogi only claims to be in touch with oc
cult forces of nature, unknown to the 
rest of the world, which gives him the 
power to work miracles, apparently in 
defiance of the lawsof nature. The only 
resemblance between the Yogi and the 
Mahatma is that both are credited with 
these powers of performing miracles 
of the Bible. Many students of the sub
ject regard the Mahatmas as merely the 
latest development of this great miracle 
mystery of the East, which has from 
time to time mystified any number of 
travelers, British-Indian officers, Ori
ental scholars of many nationalities; as 
well as being the standard mystery of 
the India people. .

- PLENTY,OF EVIDENCE. I
“Before leaving for Indial spent some 

time in research tn the British Museum, 
and came to the conclusion that in this 
os in other things, with so much smoke 
there must be more or less fire. The 
amount of evidence in favor of these 
miracles I found to be overwhelmingly 
convincing, even though our Western 
habit of thought, which leads us to sus
pect humbug in a thing unless it' submits 
to be weighed, or measured, or pounded 
in a mortar, rebounds against the thing 
itself as incredible. To a person who 
will take the trouble’to seriously.study 
the evidence there can be no doublas to 
thèse Indian miracles, but there still re
mains the mystery of the power by 
means of which such marvels are per
formed. To those who will not study 
the subject for themselves, the idea of. . i

anybody in India, or any other country, 
being able, for instance, to float in the 
aii’i is, of course, incredible, even ab
surd. ■

“It was to obtain evidence that should 
bring conviction home to everybody 
that I undertook this expedition. ■ It 
seemed to me that American ingenuity 
ought to be equal to the oocasionj.unless 
the thing was to remain a mystery for-, 
ever. Tlie result of my investigations 
is that the stories of the travelers, from 
Marco Polo to the latest witness of the 
Indian miracles, who is to-day giving, 
his experiences in the pages ; oj one of 
our magazines, are quite tone, It is no 
‘traveler’s tale’ that these Yogis who de
vote their entire lives to the exploitation 
of these mysterious powers aré able to 
play fast and loose with the.‘impossible.*

"I have seen miracles every bit, as 
‘unbelievable as any of the miracles of 
the Bible. In fact, at my special re
quest, several of the Bible miracles were 
duplicated. I will not say for the pres
ent exactly which Bible miracles, these 
were, as I wish to reserve these details 
for photographic lectures; but I ¿111 sáy 
it is no longer a puzzle to me that the 
Pharoah’s magicians were ablé to cause 
their rods to change into serpánts in,re
ply to the same feat of Moses and Aaron. 
I have not only seen food produced ap
parently from nothing, but have dined 
on food thus magically provided, T have 
seen objects. moved without being 
touchefl and various things floating .in. 
the air, including human beings,; beanie's 
many other marvels too -nuHibrpus to 
mention here. ; .

WHAT TRAVELERS HAVE SHEN.

“To mention just a few Of the feats 
witnessed by various travellers, . Marco 
Polo saw "the magicians cause the wine 
goblets filled with wine-to travel 
through the air of their own accord., and 
present their contents to the' lips of 
KublaiKhan. A deputation of British 
officers saw at the court of Delhi the 
magicians of the Emperor Jehan cause a 
small orchard of fruit trees to grow up 
and beai1 fruit in a few minutes. The 
trees became full of singing birds. The 
officers ate of the fruits and nuts, and 
listened to the song-birds. They also 
saw the leaves turn yellow as in qutumn 
and fall to the earth, after which the 
entire orchard gradually subsided into 
the ground whence it had sprung up 
less than an hour before. They also saw 
the magicians toss one end qf a.rope or 
chain into the air, which remained as 
though caught on a hook,, Then at the 
command of the Yogis, animals of sev
eral sorts appeared on the scene, and 
rushing up the rope, vanished into space.

“This rope miracle, with men and ani
mals disappearing In the sky, is one of 
the greatest and most inexplicable feats 
of Indian magic; it has been seen by 
dozens of travelers. It was said that our 
late Secretary of the Treasury, 
Windom, saw It on his tour around the 
world. If so, however, lie showed his 
wisdom in saying nothing about it on 
his return, for these things are too in
credible for the average Western 
mortal.

“To come down to yesterday 
larry Kellar, in ah

and to-

these miracles are performed. I have 
been to school, so to say,-to a Yogi, and 
have been taught how to get into touch 
with and manipulate the secret forces of 
nature that enable a man to do such in
credible deeds as to turn a rod of dead 
wood into a squirming serpent, to produce 
food from‘nothing,’to cause objects to 
move and to float on ‘nothing’—to men
tion only one or two things. Do not 
understand me to say that I am now 
able to work these miracles. Not every
body will be able to do these things, 
even when they know the key to this 
mystery; but there are people here in 
New York who have it in them, and 
require but the knowledge imparted 
to me by the Yogi in order to outdo 
all the magicians of the East. 
Whenever we have picked up any
thing from the Orientals we have usu
ally managed to beat them at their own 
game, and I predict that the rule will 
hold good as to miracles and magic.

THE YOGI’S SUBTLE FORCE. f

' “I do not intend to keep this secret 
long. Much depends upon the public 
themselves. The secret will be of prac
tical value. There are not wanting indi
cations which you would recognize«in a 
minute, if I were to point them out, that 
the subtle force of the Indian Yogi’s 
power of working miracles may eventu
ally develop in the hands of practical 
Western people into something more 
valuable to mankind than either steam 
or electricity. It is, however, not a 
force that can be protected or monopo
lized in any way, as by a patent. The 
only possible way for me to compensate 
myself for the outlay of time and money 
In going to India and getting to the bot
tom of the mystery is by a season of 
photographic lectures. The weakness 
of the situation compels me to become 
practically an accomplice of the Yogis 
in perpetuating the mystery for a short 
time longer.”

“Does your discovery explain away 
the difficulties of understanding the 
miracles of the Yogis?”

“It explains away a good many of 
them, and will conceivably in the end 
explain everything that is now obscure 
to our understandings. The subject 
does not, of course, affect the question 
of the divine origin of the power be
stowed upon the miracle-workers of the 
Bible, for those whose faith is an all
sufficient explanation. To many people, 
however, the miraculous element in the 
Bible is the one serious stumbling-block 
to their belief, and 1 can safely say. 1 
think that 1 have an ace up my sleeve 
that will bo interesting indeed to all 
doubting Thomases. Many eminent di
vines and thinkers see in the miracles of 
the Bible simply the operations of laws 
of nature which are, as yet, unknown to 
us, but which will come to our knowl
edge in the natural course, by and by. 
It is a knowledge of these hidden forces 
that is the secret of the power of the 
Indian Yogi, and I. for one, see nothing 
improbable in the same explanation of 
all miracles.

“There are skeptics and skeptics. The 
Frenchman, Lavoisier, whenever told of

SCINTILLATIONS!
As They Are Reflected from 

Ohio. .

And Communicate Some Startling 
Facts.

„ the fall of a meteoric stone, always re
day. Prof. Harry Kellar, in ah article' plied: ‘There are no stones in the sky, 
in the North American Review a short I so none can fall out of it,’and so far us
time ago, told us that he had ambng 
other wonders seen a human being float
ing in the air, in the broad daylight, 
and out in the open; and in recent num-' 
bars of the Arena Dr. Heinsoldt has 
been telling us of trees growing in a 
few minutes to great heights; of a huge 
11 ill of rocks appearing and disappearing 
in an open plain in Cashmere,‘besides 
many other miracles of Indian magic. 
My own experiences are but a confirma
tion of what scores of others have seen 
from time to time. After every allow
ance is made for exaggeration, these 
miraculous doings are actually Ip be 
witnessed in India to-day. And these 
phenomena occur, it must be borne in 
mind, not at dark seances in rooms, as 
at our spiritualistic affairs, nor on the 
stages of theaters, full of .traps and 
wires and ingenious mechanism^ but in 
the open air, in"broad daylight. : -,

IN THE INDIAN JUNGLE..

“I have seen those marvels at aseance 
of magic in an open space in tho Indian 
jungle, in the full glare of the tropical 
noon, and under conditions such as make 
the suspicion of conjuring clap-trap too 
absurd to be given a second thought. 
You may add my testimony to that of' 
all the rest, that the theory of conjuring 
in explanation of these miragles is 
simply ridiculous." "

“Is it to be understood that' voli have 
not only seen those miracles, but have 
brought back snap-shot photographs of 
them, Mr. Stevens?” .

“Quite true. It must have occurred 
to people that if there was any reality 
in those miracles, it ought not to..be be
yond the ingenuity of this age of the 
well-nigh universal kodaker to round up 
a miracle-working Yogi and secure 
photographic demonstrations of his 
powers that would shed a flood of day
light, so to speak, on the subject; for 
the benefit of all interested people. 
It is the glory of the hand-camora that 
it enables the traveler to transport from 
the most distant parts of the world any
thing he has seen, and by the aid of the 
lantern, reproduce it for the benefit pf 
people at home. It seemed to me that 
this process ought to hold good in the 
case of the Yogi and his miracles, if 
there was any reality in them. I have 
a number of photographs which , will 
create something of a sensation when 
they are shown to the public. .They 
will bj^Been for the first time, thrown 
on tile ’’ screen, at my photographic 
lectures. . , '

SNAP-SHOT PHOTOGRAPHS, ' ? ?

“There are snap-shot photographs qf 
the miracles I have seen; miracles Jier-. 
formed by an Indian Yogi for my partic
ular enlightenment at a seance of ttiagic 
in the Indian jungle. I have pho
tographs of things that most people are 
absolutely utìable to believe, and which 
will be sure to conjure up a perfect' 
storm of bewilderment in the minds of 
skeptical people. I should very much, 
like to show you these photographs, biit 
as I have said, they are riot to be put in 
evidence just yet. Convincing as these 
photographs are, my final evidence does 
not rest on even these, but. on knowl
edge imparted to me by thè Yogi I roan-' 
aged to interview and interest: ' "

“Incredible as it may appear, I have 
been let into the secret of the mysterious 
forces of-. nature by means of which:

he was concerned, that settled it. But 
fortunately for the progress of human 
knowledge, a man may be a skeptic, 
and also at the same time a reasonable 
bding. To persons already acquainted 
with the wealth of testimony in favor of 
the modern miracle, my photographic 
lectures will probably remove any 
lingering traces of incredulity.
INCREDIBLE BECAUSE NOT UNDER

STOOD.
“The only thing I ask people to bear 

in mind is that these miraculous phe
nomena are only incredible and wonder
ful to us because they are not yet plain 
to our understanding. To the African 
nations, half the things a civilized per
son does are similarly supernatural. 
Now, I can promise you in all serious
ness that a few months hence everybody 
who cares to know will understand all 
about how tho Indian magician man
ages to, for instance, convert a piece of 
stick into a snake, and how a mango 
tree may bo made to grow and bear 
fruit in a few minutes. 1 am aware that 
this sounds like a pretty large order. I 
know what I am saying, however, and 
can promise you that these revelations 
will create a sensation, and open up the 
road to results that may eventually rev
olutionize things more than steam or 
electricity has done.”

“Arc these miracle-working Yogis 
easy to get at, Mr. Stevens? Do you 
consider them accessible to tho average 
enterprising traveler?”

“In this, as in many other things, it is 
comparatively easy if you know how to 
go the right way at it. It cannot be 
said, however, that the Yogi is ordi
narily accessible. On the contrary, 
plenty of men have spent the greater 
part of their lives in India without see
ing anything of genuine Indian magic. 
I can only say that I have been one of 
the fortunate ones, and I, of course, 
shall include in my disclosures my own 
‘recipe’ for getting in contact with one 
of theée interesting characters, so that 
others may pursue discovery.”

“To return to the Mahatmas, Mr. 
Stevens, do you personally believe in 
them?”

; • SAFER NOT TO RIDICULE.

“I don't know. I Simply have an open 
mind on the subject. Plenty of people 
who'áre bigger fools than their neigh
bors believe in their existence. It is 
always safe enough to ridicule things: 
you don’t lose anything by it, and if you 
turn out in the end to be correct you 
stand'a chance of being looked upon as a 
knowing customer, which is to some 
people an enviable reputation. On the 
other hand, so many things have come 
tó pass that have been ridiculed as ab
surd that thoughtful people nowadays 
leave the fun of open ridicule to others, 
whether the subject is Mahatmas, com
munication with the people of Mars, or 
any other ‘impossible’ thing.

“I don’t know but I ought to become 
a Theosophist and a believer in the 
Mahatmas after my experiences with 
the miracle-working Yogi. It is a mis
take, however, to think that all The- 
osophists believe in the Himalayan 
¿depts, or that Theosophy requires 
them to do so. Whether men, myths, 
or demigods, however, the Mahatmas 
are an interesting study. In India I 
;met a native gentleman who assured me

RELIGIOUS AND SECULAR AFFAIRS— 
CATHOLIC PRIEST AND MURDER— 
SATOLLI—THE JEWS—JOAN OF ARO 
—SUNDAY BATTLES, ETO.

To the Editor:—How closely re
ligious and secular affairs often become 
blended together in the battle of life 
may be seen in the following: Hon. 
Martin A. Foran, an eminent lawyer in 
Cleveland, Ohio, was attorney for 
Michael Murphy, who had received in
juries in a fall from a scaffold during a 
windstorm. The defendant's attorneys, 
Messrs. Goulder & Holding, objected to 
some of the passages in Mr. Foran’s re
ply as “redundant, irrelevant, trivial 
and improper,” and moved to strike out, 
to-wit:

“This reply admits that every effect, 
event and act, past, present and future, 
in the universe, is the direct result of 
God’s will, or immutable law, or of the 
great primal cause. That while the 
plaintiff admits that God permits imper
fectly constructed, unsafe and insecure 
scaffolding to fall in pursuance of the op
eration of the universal law of force and 
gravitation, and that while he admits 
that God allows one man to suffer because 
of the negligence and carelessness of an
other, he emphatically denies and de
nounces as a hideous blasphemy that God 
designs or wills evil and harm to any of 
his creatures.”

In their brief in support of their mo
tion, Messrs. Goulder & Holding, for 
the defendants, in rather stilted vernac
ular, complain that “the reply confounds 
permission cf Arminianism with the 
fixed predetermination of Calvinism in 
the nature of a stricture on an assumed 
discovery of an anthropomorphic tend
ency in the allegations of the answer."

The plaintiff’s further complain that 
“the reasoning in the answer is suf
ficiently comprehensive to satisfy the 
most liberal latitudinarian, and contend 
that a pleading when an unschismatic 
matter is to be determined is neither a 
fit nor proper place for theologic 
didactic."

Just so. Now you see it, and now you" 
don't. In this flippaut manner are “the 
inscrutable ways of God’s providence” 
criticised in courts by puny men, at
torneys at that.

When Father Dominick O’Grady, the 
Catholic priest, was called in Judge 
Kumler’s court in Cincinnati, June 4, to 
answer to the charge of murder in the 
first degree, for killing Miss Mary Gil
martin, in April last, he did not appear. 
The doctor who had been attending him 
said O'Grady was not able to come into 
court. Query: Was this wicked priest 
really sick, or was he only acting the 
hypocrite, like Cardinal Richelieu, in 
the days of Louis XIII., as depicted in 
Bulwer's historical drama of that name?
“Robes and furred gowns hide all.
Plate sin with gold, and the strong 

lance of justice hurtless breaks:
Arm it in rags, a pigmy straw doth 

pierce it.” —Shakespeare.
The case goes over until the July 

term. If Rome can save him, he will 
not suffer.

The apostolic delegate. Satolli, warns 
the Catholic Poles in Cleveland, Ohio, 
to be on guard against the rebellious 
priest, declaring that “Kolazewski, by 
his course of conduct, has incurred ec
clesiastical censure, and that he cannot 
celebrate holy mass, and much less ex
ercise any parochial right." On the 
other hand, “the rebellious priest" says 
he is “in receipt of hundreds of letters 
of encouragement from people all over 
the country.” Tho now congregation 
have bought nine acres of ground on 
Marceline avenue, and paid $6,000 for 
it. The question suggests itself: What 
will tho Pope's Lieutenant-General do 
about it? 1 would like to read the 
secret correspondence between the holy 
father and his ablegate, Satolli. If in a 
civil court, the priest would be arrested 
for contempt. Had he. lived in tho days 
of tho Inquisition, then what? It is 
suggested that the Catholic Poles have 
a right in free America to establish a 
churoh "on their own hook,” tho opinion 
of the ablegate to the contrary not
withstanding. Since tho foregoing was 
written, or on the 20th day of June, 
1894, Father Kolaszewski was formally 
excommunicated by "a major non-toler- 
ati excommunication,” which divests 
the priest of “all his dignities. (!) honors 
and hopes of preferment.” This is the 
severest form of censure usually em
ployed by the church of Rome in’disei- 
pliping its priests. All Catholics "are 
forbidden to become members of this 
priest’s schismatic congregation.” "It 
is equivalent in substance to anathema, 
from which it only differs in regard to 
the formalities by which the latter is 
surrounded.” Now we shall see what 
we shall see. This is truly a Catholic 
“sensation.” .

Tho N. Y. Sun says: “In the reign of 
William and Mary in England, in the sev
enteenth century,it was proposed to raise 
money for war purposes against James 
and against the French, by singling out 
the Jews for a special tax, because they 
were rich, and it was proposed in the 
House of Commons to exact a particular 
hundred thousand pounds from the’ 
Jews. They were few in number, and 
consequently helpless.” The Sun, in 
order to fortify its opposition to the in
come tax, cites what Macaulay says:

“Special taxation, laid on a small 
class which happens to be rich, unpopu
lar and defenseless, is really confisca
tion, and must, ultimately impoverish 
rather than enrich the State.” There 
is no similarity between the cases at all. 
The' Sun’s sympathies are with "the 
small class, which happens, to be rich,” 
and would exempt them from an income 
tax. They are the Wall street bankers 
gamblers and millionaires, and if 
there are any rich Jews among them, 
why, let them pay their share of taxes, 
and help to support the Government 
that protects them. If the income tax 
feature of the tariff law is defeated, it 
will ne done by the money of the rich 
class, whose ill-gotten minions control 
legislation in America to-day. ’

“Ill fares the land to hastening ills a 
prey, ,

Where wealth accumulates and men
’ decay:

Princes and lords may flourish or may 
fade— • ■ • ■ .

A breath can make them, as a breath 
has made— .

But a bold peasantry, their country's 
pride,

When puce destroyed can neyer be sup
plied.”

•• In Paris, May 31, it being the anni
versary of the death of Joan of Arc, 
several Masonic lodges placed a large 
floral wreath upon the statue of the 
Maid of Orleans in the Rue des Pyra
mids, inscribed: “To Joan of Arc, aban
doned by royalty, burned by the 
church.” The wording was seen by a 
number of zealous young Catholics, with 
more zeal than common sense, who 
gathered in a body and made a dash for 
the statue. When the young Catholics 
removed the wreath and tore down the 
inscription there was a free fight be
tween the Masons and the Catholics, 
and for awhile “clubs were trumps?’ 
Finally the police charged upon the 
combatants and dispersed them, after 
making a number of arrests. Joan of 
Arc was undoubtedly a medium and was 
under the control of disembodied spirits. 
At the age of thirteen she claimed to 
have received commands from heaven 
to go and liberate France. After a 
mock trial, in May,1431. she was burned 
at the stake by the English, tq whom 
she had been betrayed. She died, de
claring that “her voices had not de
ceived her,” and with the name of Je
sus on her lips. She was executed as a 
“sorceress,” against whom not the 
slightest crime could be proved. If the 
Catholics get the upper hand in free 
America, “witches” and “sorcerers” 
will be again burned at the stake, even 
as Joan of Arc, John Rogers and 
Michael Servetus, the latter of whom 
was charged with “heresy” by John 
Calvin, the founder of the Presbyterian 
church, and burned at Geneva in Octo
ber, 1553. The history of this remarka
ble woman is a study for Spiritualists 
and is full of interest.

“The great King of Ijings 
Hath in the table of his law commanded 
That thou shalt notdo murder: wilt thou 

then
Spurn at His edict, and fulfill a man’s? 
Take heed; for he holds vengeance in 

his hand,
To hurl upon their heads that break his 

law." .
At a grand military ovation held at 

old Fort Seneca, near Tiffin, Ohio, May 
27, 1804, amongthe speakers, Gen. Wm. 
II. Gibson scored the preachers who ob
jected to holding memorial services on 
Sunday, He said that when the boys 
were down South fighting rebels they 
never quit shooting because it was Sun- 
ilay; and he believes no day too holy or 
too sacred to do honor to those who fell 
in defense of their country. The Gen
eral is right; and, whether right or 
wrong, history records the fact that the 
fiercest buttles of the war were fought 
on Sunday, as it happened, and after 
solemn prayers by the army Chaplains, 
who were well paid for supplicating th» 
“God of Battles(l)”

“Whom the gods wish todestroy they 
first make mad." At Wapakoneta, Jun« 
3, a newsboy of tho Union News Co. was 
arrested for selling cigars on Sunday, 
and lodged in the city jail, under a Puri« 
tanicallaw providing that no place ot 
business bo open where liquors, cigars, 
ice-cream or soda-water are sold. Tha 
citizens, we are told, were highly in
censed over the Mayor’s action and 
promptly bailed the lad out of jail. 
Now, let them repeal such a silly ordi« 
nance, which casts discredit upon thoif 
town. Why not slop the milk-peddlera 
from selling milk on Sunday? And stop 
the street cars, whose best business is 
on “the Lord’s Day?”

Mt. Vernon, May'27.—(Special.)—The 
remains of William Voden, who died'at 
the insane asylum at Columbus, were 
brought here for burial to-day. Voden's 
insanity is said to have been broughi 
about by companions deluding him with 
ghost stories. '

Hod William Voden's companion^ 
been intelligent, reading people, they 
could have explained to him that bo- 
called‘‘ghosts,”aro only men and women 
like ourselves, who having lost their 
bodies are still able to ro-appear, and 
manifest themselves. That they are 
very circumspect, and rarely do any
thing to frighten anybody. The writer 
of these articles has unmistakable evi
dence, daily, of the presence of disem
bodied spirits, and would feel lost if a 
day or two should pass without the 
“raps" of these “familiar spirits" upon 
bis looking-glass, in the family sitting
room.
“ 'Tis education forms the common mind, 
Just as the twig is bent, thfe tree’s in

dined.”
“The true purpose of education is to 

cherish and unfold the seed of immor
tality already sown within us; to de
velop, to their fullest extent, tho capaci
ties of every kind with which the God 
who made us has endowed us."
“Macbeth.—Can’st thou not minister to 

a mind diseased:
Pluck from the memory a rooted sorrow: 
Raze out the written trouble of the 

brain;
And, with some sweet oblivious antidot« 
Cleanse the stuff'd bosom of that peril

ous stuff •
Which weighs upon the heart?
Doctor.—Therein the patient must 

minister to himself.
Macb.—Throw physic to tbe dogs; I’ll 

none of it.” ... ■
The doctor is right. When our insane 

asylums are supervised by men whose 
education consists of something else be
sides making pills and sawing bones, our 
asylums will' have fewer patients, and 
insane men and women will be treated 
for insanityand dementia withoutdrugs. 
So mote it bo I

The Progressive Thinker.of May 
26th contains an interesting discourse 
from the standpoint of Abraham Lin
coln, through the mediumship of Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond. It was delivered 
April 6th, 1894, at Chicago, and fore
shadows in a most remarkable manner 
the situation as It is to-day (June 12). It 
bears marks of statesmanship. If it be 
ascribed to Mrs. Richmond, it is, if pos
sible, more marvelous, as a literary pro
duction) than if it had come from the 
lips of the immortal Lincoln when on 
earth. To those of your readers who 
may not have read this very able politi
cal paper [printed May 26, 1894], I say 
read it and preserve the paper. Ire- 
gard it as truly wonderful, and time 
will sb demonstrate! It will bear reading 
again find again.. Another lecture from 
the same source, printed. June 2nd, is 
equally interesting and truthful.

Shawmut Universalist Church, Bos-
Dorcas is from Greek, signifying a 

wild roe. • • ’ . • ■
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HYPNOTISM My original method si. 100-pp 
t-Hjlu.» Que on Personal Magnet

ism, We. Dr.Anderson, P.T. 7 Masonic Temple,Chicago

CVR SALE-PRICE, $800, AN ESTAB- 
JL Itshed business of magnetic healing and clairvoy
ant rending. ’With furnished living rooms; rent low 
and location central. Address Magnetic, care of Car
rier No. 8, Grand Rupldd, Mich. 244

SPIRTI UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
can and cozy room., equal to those at hotel«, with 

aBpIrltualUW -mlly, atM St. John'« Place near Union 
rara. ______

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CENO THREE S-CENT SI AMPS, 

O lock of hair, age. name, box, one leading symptom 
and your disease will be diagnosed Into by «pirli-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson. San Jose, Cal.

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
A Reading or «lx question« anjwarod, 50 conta and 
three «tamp,. ilABaonmra Btraro», station A 
Boston, Ma««. jit

PIE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
± Hr riicDunicDà avd Phiy. P.y P v, Mtnurt

WhWbB« Tbw writ wa» written hxm urM
i grufi tat Mbl« mu. Price lux).

4

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS IN. POOR HEALTH WILL 
I please remember that Water of Life Is one of 
tbe best remedies for Stomach, Liver and Kidney dis« 
easea, Largo piniphloi free. 84 H. Main bL, Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. R. Perry, Manager. 262.

INVALIDS
IX, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
VV «tamps, their disease, or symptoms, will fccgItg 

pamphiet and advice fkkbIo cure themselves without 
drugs. The TUOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card* 
ington, Oh.o

7HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-cont «tamp« for prtvato letter of advlea 

from the Spirit-world, w. I’. Plieion, M. D., BIS Jack
son Boulevard Chicago Ill. ijotf

JULY 28, 1894

SHE SPEAKS NOT. THOUGHTS! THOUGHTS! ONSET, MASS

IMPORTANT NOTIGE.

The Board of Trustees of

A STORY
Used to Illustrate a Truth.

our A Remarkable Cure.
the

Dear Dr. Dobson:—It -becomes
the

Sheldon street. I * '1

Mrs Colby Luther, will be on the de
fense. »

the Na- 
met at

Toil with pain, and you will eat with 
. afoosura.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to the higher life

Spirit of Her Dead Lover Has 
Given, Her Good Advice.

tlonal Spiritualist Association ... 
their office in Washington July 0 and 7, 
it being the regular quarterly meeting 
of the board in pursuance of the re
quirements of the Constitution.

This will be a first-class potato year 
and She advised farmers to plant all the

drowned sooner than let Jessie go!”
The parents of Miss Trask, both of 

whom are mediums, are profuse in their 
expressions of gratitude for Miss Miner’s 
bravery. ” '

IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 
1 ana Dwelling Puce». By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A 
book o! rate merit ihtcrettlng to every body, trice

AGE OF REASON, BY THOMAS 
/7Z Paine. A book tbit all •boaldrekd. Price 50 
cent«, , ■ ■

nUILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IM

THE PROGRESSIVE I» THINKER.

7 S’ YC110ME TR Yt CONSUL T WITH 
1 Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
practical life« and your Bplrlc-friends. Bend lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send fur circular«. 
Address, ia5 4th street, Milwaukee. Wls. 245

ItfRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
J.VJ demptloa for gray, faded, or Weacbed hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It Is not a dye. It will not stain the flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 60 cents. All 
ready tor use. Postpaid, ou receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamp» taken. Address Mra. A. Connelly, 
1843 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 243

ÌTHESPIRITUAUSTC FIELD“

Rapids, Mich. Mr. Beals is one of 
most active and efficient workers.

Dr. W. S. Rowley’s address for 
next ten days will be Onset, Mass.

Twin City Camp.

ton, is contemplating a change from a 
conventional religious organization to a 
“non-sectarian people’s institute.” An 
entire new departure in the field of Uni
versalism will be inaugurated. It is 

■ proposed to raise $50,000, and thereupon 
establish a society devoted to cultivat
Ing the social as well' as the religious 
life of its people, forming musical, liter
ary and perhaps workingmen’s clubs, 
teaching sewing and other useful accom
plishments. This is a very laudable en
terprise and should be fostered and en
couraged. It is only another among 
many daily evidences of the insufficiency 
t>f the creeds to satisfy the longings of 
the people for something higher and 
better than old orthodoxy, with its re
gards and punishments, has to offer.

From an able and exhaustive.article in 
Ihe June number of the Arena, entitled 
“Child Slavery in America,’’ by Eliza 
Parsons Stevens, Assistant Factory in
spector for Illinois, I clip the following 

■ indictment: ’
“Public opinion will sometime cause 

to be entered as formal judgment that a 
nation that suffers ¿hild labor is unchris
tian and uncivilized, its code of laws in
human, its people without moral sense 
or moral courage. And when that time 
comes, the public will say it has always 
held such opinion,

“Speed the day!”
If any more evidence ward required 

to demonstrate the insufficiency and in
adequacy of the Christian Church as a 
Bivilizerof mankind, this question of 
child labor does it most effectually. Let 
our good orthodox brethren in the 
churches pondec over these things.

It was a good, old-fashioned class-meet
ing they had last Sunday down at Shad
rack’s cross-roads, near the Ohio river. 
There were strangers in the meeting, 
but though strangers in’the flesh, mem
bers of one common spiritual family.

The minister leading the meeting 
could only call on the strangers by point
ing his finger at them. At last a solemn- 
looking old gent got up and, turning to 
the younger members, said:- ■ .

“Why, my dear friends, His yoke is 
easy and His burden light, Why, I am 
the vilest of sinners; the lowliest worm, 
of the dust; a poor, blind, tottering 
child of sorrow. But 1 find seasons of 
blissful rest. I throw all my mistakes 
and sins and shortcomings upon the 
great burden-bearer, who died for my 
fins—” ■

Minister: "A-a-menl Will the brother 
Irom Kentucky lead us in prayer?” 
, C. H. Mathews.
■ New Philadelphia, Ohio.

The medium was under the control of 
our boy who passed over in infancy. 
We had been talking with our boy who 
passed over last, at the earthly age of 
twelve years. Of course we naturally 
missed him more than the one who was 
with us only a short time, though the 
mother’s love for the infant was that 
love that no man ever can understand. 
V.’hen he came we felt a little guilty, a 
litti. though we had neglected him 
In the u versatlon with the other boy. 
He said, though, that he did not mind 
It, as he and his brother were one, and 
what one had the other had.

“You do pretty near forget sometimes 
that you have two boys here, don’t you?” 
he said. “You are a little, like the story I 
heard of the old Irish woman. This story 
may be true. I don’t say it is. I know lots 
of stories. I take that from Governor 
M. I like to tell them, too, just as he 
does. I know lots of real funny ones!’

“Well, this story runs hke this: An 
old Irish woman came here and stood 
looking around with her mouth open, 
her hands placed on her hips, and arms 
‘akimbo.’ You call it so, don’t you, 
papa? After looking around awhile she 
«aid: ‘Oi don't t’ink dis is mopch av a 
place at all, at all. 01 don’t t’ink O'iU 
shtay here. Oi’ve nobody here; for 
fwhat shud Oi sthay?’

“ ‘Are not your family and your rela
tives here? Is not Jamie, your husband, 
*lere?’ r ... , T i“‘Audi! Do yees tink Jamie wud 
ihtay in a place‘loike this? Shure it’s 
loo slow fur him ’ere.’

“ ‘Well, your children are here, are 
they not?'

“"'Shure, Mike was killed in a 
Srunken row, and Pat, he was hanged. 
Do yees t'ink they wud sthay here, even 
If they ever got here?’

“Just then, three beautiful, rosy- 
dieeked, healthv-looking Irish boys ran 
up and exclaimed: ‘Oh, mother, we are 
here: don’t you know us?'

“ ‘Now, who the divil are yees? Do 
you t’ink O’itn the mother o' the loikes 
b’ yees?’

“ ‘Shure, mother, don’t you remember 
the three triplets you had just before 
you left Ireland for America, and who 
only lived a few hours?1,

•‘■Och! bnd cess to the bloody little 
spahlpeens, and was it fur this that I 
brought the loikos of yees into the 
world? Shure 1 to t yees lived just 
aboot long enough in the world to go to 
a Protestant hiven.’ ”

The above simple anecdote illustrates 
two points. First, that many people 
have children in spirit-life whose days 
In this world were not a span long, that 
have been almost, if not quite forgotten 
by them. We aro apt to forget that the 
soul is immortal, and that though the 
little ones did not stay an hour in this 
mundane sphere, they live and grow up 
and progress forever on the other side. 
Second, that the prejudices and teach
ings of a lifetime are not at all changed 
by the change called death, the passing 
to Spirit-life, but are all carried with us 
to the “other side.” They are not like 
the gold and silver that men toil for, 
cheat and rob each other for, and which 
must be left behind at last. Bliz.

See the Fur Fly.
Ata meeting Of delegates from the 

Christian churches of Indiana at Ches
terfield,near Anderson, July 15th,a chal
lenge was issued to the Indiana Associ
ation of Spiritualists for a debate on 
the subject of Spiritualism. The chai- 
lenpe was accepted and th© discussion 
will be one of th© features of the
Indiana Spiritualist annual camp-meet
ing, which convenesat Chesterfield 
Thursday for one month’s session. The 
challenge is the result of a tirade on 
Spiritualism and a personal attack on 
Moses Hull, the lectureifejiiade by Rev. 
Mr. Braden in the ChrlSltan Church in erg in au w iWW &UBUIUU
this city March 4. Mr. Braden willieau jpight expect a splendid harvest of hay 
the discussion, Moses IJffll,. assisted by th© fall.

Broken Heart of Sixty Years 
•Ago the Cause.

Visiting the Sick and Supplying 
Food to the Poor Her Work.

Margaret Mayfield is the name of a re
markable woman, who occupies a tum
ble-down house among the hills, two 
miles west from Chesterfield, Conn.

Sixty years ago the woman is remem
bered by old settlers as being a bright 
CglrL the daughter of a prosperous 

r. She was then about 19 years 
old, aqi her hand was sued for and won by a young whaleman who sailed from 
New London, by the name of Harry 
Griffin,

The couple were to have, been married 
upon Griffin's return from a voyage, but 
he never came home. He was drowned 
on the capsizing of a boat in which he 
was assisting in the capture of a whale.

About the time that the vessel re
turned, bringing the information of 
Griffin's death, Margaret’s parents, who 
were well along in years, died, and with 
a broken heart the girl sold the farm, 
and, turning her back on the world, she 
sought out a remote corner of New Lon
don county and established her residence 
there. '

That was nearly sixty years ago, and 
since then no man has heard the woman 
utter a word. Whenever she communi
cates with any one she does so through 
the medium of a slate, on which she 
writes. She always carries the slate 
with her when she visits the towns. 
These visits are made for the purpose of 
purchasing provisions, and occur about 
four times a year.

During the past winter, which was ex
tremely severe and trying in the remote 
districts surrounding Chesterfield, there 
was a good deal of suffering among the 
Russian-Jew settlers who have colonized 
in that locality.

Among these people the woman re
cluse has been an agent of mercy. She 
has cared for the sick, and furnished the 
poor with provisions and other comforts 
of life. She has no means of communi
cating with these people, for their lan
guage is unknown to her, and her elate 
is useless, for they cannot read her 
writing.

Her sympathy has been her guide, and 
she is treated with an adoration by 
these people that approaches worship. 
Scarlet fever has been a scourge among 
tho Jews in the colony, and Margaret 
has fought it with the aid of her knowl
edge of herbs with remarkable success.

Her age is not definitely known, but 
she must be nearly 80. She is well pre
served, still shows evidence of beauty in 
her younger days, and, were it not for 
her gray hair, one would not be apt to 
guess that she had passed her 00th year.

For years she has been called Capt. 
Mag by the people who know her, and 
her aid in cases of sickness that have 
baffled the practicing physicians has 
frequently been sought by sufferers far 
and near, and she is given credit for 
having performed some wonderful cures. 
She never asks a fee for medical service, 
and when questioned by her beneficiaries 
regarding the compensation due her, 
she always points to a box nailed to the 
wall of the room in which she lives. On 
tho side of this box is pasted a strip of 
paper on which is written the words, 
“For Harry’s Sake.” If the visitor has 
a contribution to make he can do so by 
dropping it into this box.

The woman ascribes all her success to 
the advice given her by the spirit of her 
dead lover, to whom she has always 
claimed she was married. She consults 
him in all matters, and is guided by him 
without reserve.

Though it is not definitely known how 
much money “Capt. Mag” has accumu
lated, there is every reason to believe 
that the sum will reach away up into tho 
thousands, and as the woman has neither 
kith nor kin. speculation is rife as to the 
disposition that sho will eventually make 
of the money. .

Capt. Mag claims to possess the power 
of prophecy, and the plain people living 
in the neighborhood of her habitation 
have come to place great reliance upon 
her prophecies. Especially is this con
fidence manifest among the farmers, who 
have for years consulted her before 
planting their crops.

If Capt. Mag says that it will be a good 
corn season or a potato year, or that the 
hay crop will be long or short, the farm
ers are governed in their actions th ereby, 
and it would be a hard matter to find a 
farmer in the neighborhood of Chester
field who would say that in the matter 
of planting he had ever regretted follow
ing the captain’s advice.

The first two weeks in April and the 
same length of time in September of 
each year tho woman shuts herself into 
her house and refuses to seo anybody.

During that time she claims to hold 
communion with the spirits that have 
been made known to her by Harry. It 
is on such occasions that she claims to 
get further knowledge of future events 
and climatic conditions. _

When she opened her doors last, April, 
at the end of what she calls her period 
of communion, she foretold to her visit
ors the visit of cholera to this country. 
At that time she said that the disease 
wouldn’t get a very firm foothold here, 
but that it would sweep over the West
ern continent.

At that time she told the farmers to 
plant plenty of corn, and to put pork 
into their ’cellars, for the grass crop 
would be light and beef and pork would 
bo high. -

It is unnecessary to say to those who 
are obliged to patronize the meat mar
kets nowadays that the latter prediction 
has proven to be correct. In central 
Connecticut the hay crop was exceed
ingly short, owing to the protracted 
drought.

When the captain came out with her 
forecasts last September, she told the 
farmers to prepare for a severe winter, 
claiming that the precipitation of snow 
would be greater than had been known 
in this part of the world for 30 years. 
The spring, she said, would be late, east 
of the Allegheny mountains, but that 
the ground would be in splendid condi
tion for all sorts of crops, and the farm
ers in all sections of. New England

Especially Excellent. ,
Every number ot The Progressive 

Thinker contains a great deal of most 
excellent intellectual food. It has the 
cream of the best current thought. 
Glance over every page and you will 
find something of special value to every 
reflective mind. Do not fail to renew 
promptly when your time expires. ’ If 
pot able to send a year’s subscription, 
send any small amount within your 

plant all the r®iw3h- These are critical times—hard 
Janel they could afford, to cultivate with! tunes, perhaps—and a Spiritualist paper 
tubers. ' I is the first to suffer therefrom. ,

Capt. Mag is a good deal of a farmer 
herself. She has under cultivation 
abejit 10 acres of laud that she ploughs 
and plants and hoes with her own hands, 
raising only such produce as will be 
needed by the stock that she keeps, 
which consists of one cow, a horse and 
half a dozen sheep. These animals are 
pets and show the deepest affection for 
the woman.

This strange woman has made arrange
ments for the Interment of her remains 
when she dies. On a knoll a short dis
tance from her house, she has had 
erected a monument of gray granite, on 
the top of which sits a bronze figure rep
resenting a telescope pointed towards 
the sky.

A plot of ground is inclosed by an iron 
fence, and upon it she has buried the re
mains of such pets—cats, dogs, sheep, 
ete.—as have died. The grave sare laid 
out with careful precision, and at the 
head of each an oak tree has been 
planted, upon the trunk of which a 
board is nailed bearing the name and 
character of the creature burled there.

She entertains the belief that here
after she will enjoy the society of the 
spirits of her pet animals as she has en
joyed it on this side of the grave.

Though generally considered “queer,” 
Capt. Mag is a personage whose redeem
ing qualities are many, and in the com
munity around her retreat she hasn’t an 
assertive enemy, while there are many 
who bless her hands for their charity.— 
Boston Herald. .

The Next General Convention 
of the Spiritualists at 
Washington, D. C., Octo
ber 9, 10 and II.

This meeting was important to the 
Spiritualists of the country, as pro
visions for the holding of the second 
annual convention were the main sub
jects of consideration.

A resolution was adopted to engage 
the Masonic hall for the sessions of the 
delegates, and for meeting in mass con
vention during the evenings of the 9th, 
10th and 11th of October, the daytime 
beipg agreed upon for .the regular busi
ness to be brought before the conven
tion; the sessions to be held from 10 
a. m. to IP. M., and from 2 to Ü p. M.

A motion was adopted to extend a 
general invitation to all speakers and 
mediums to attend the convention.

All delegates are requested to apply 
at the office of the Association, 510 E 
street, N. W., October 9, before 10 
A. M., for badges, and present their cre
dentials, when they will be supplied 
with membership tickets.

Mrs. Milan C. Edson was selected to 
act as chairman of committee on decora
tions of the hall.

Mrs. M. E. Cadwallader was selected 
as chairman of the committee of recep
tion of delegates.

The secretary was instructed to for
ward to each chartered society dupli
cate blank certificates for the officers to 
fill in the names of such delegates as 
are elected to represent the society in 
the convention.

Proposed amendments to the constitu
tion submitted by Mrs. Cadwallader, 
secretary of the Spiritual, Educational 
and Protective Union, were read.

Also several proposed by Brother 
Geo. W. Burnham, of Willimantic, 
Conn. All of which were referred to 
the convention for consideration.

A resolution of sympathy with 
Brother J. W. Lunceford, of Lexington, 
Ky., was adopted, and that the same be 
printed in the spiritual papers, with an 
accompanying request that we solicit all 
Spiritualists to assist Brother Lunce
ford, who has become the victim of per
secution by overzealous so-called Chris
tians, who have had him arraigned on 
false charges, one of which is for 
“calling up the dead.” The board of 
trustees being satisfied that the charges 
and his arrest were instigated from ma
licious motives and a prejudice against 
the cause of Spiritualism, solicit all true 
Spiritualists to contribute, as far as 
their means will allow, to the defense 
in the courts of Brother Lunceford, who 
will be under a considerable expense in 
defending virtually the cause of Spiritu
alism.

Reports from foreign countries are 
being received, and one of a very im
portant character has been acknowl
edged from Mrs. Emma Hardinge-Brit
ten, of Manchester, England, relative to 
the status of Spiritualism in Great Brit
ain. It is an interesting communication. 
These reports will be presented to the 
convention.

The board of trustees passed a resolu
tion to meet at their office on Friday 
preceding the convention.

A motion was adopted to recommend 
a change in tbe date of holding the an
nual convention, to have substituted the 
third Tuesday of October of each year, 
instead of the second Tuesday.

A motion was adopted that the secre
tary correspond with each camp, and 
endeavor to arrange for a definite time 
when the National Association may 
have the privilege of presenting its 
claims upon the Spiritualists for their 
support and co-operation, and that a 
général order be made for such date as 
may be agreeable to the management of 
the camp for such purpose.

Mrs. Elizabeth Sloper, of San Fran
cisco, having resigned as a trustee by 
reason of sickness and Inability to give 
attention to the duties of the office, on 
motion the resignation was accepted, 
and Mrs. Olive A. Blodgett, of Daven
port, Iowa, was elected to fill the place.

The board then adjourned, to meet on 
Friday, Ootober 5.

Robert A. Dimmick, See.
1,108 G St, N. W., Washington, D. C.

- CONTINUED from i^b 1. 
through u knowledge of their own possi
bilities, that they may gtow strong to do 
battle With the conditionse that are 
weighing them down and' causing them 
to ask of themselves, “why they were 
born but to suffer.”

Life is beautiful, if lived according to 
our highest ideas of right, and limb is 
too short to waste it in trifles; there are 
too many suffering all around us whom 
we can help to uplift if we will, and 
place upon a better footing in life by 
teaching them to understand the laws 
that govern their own being and that 
they-are their own saviors and not to be 
redeemed by any one Individual or saved 
by any atonement, except as they save 
themselves from ignorance and redeem 
themselves by a knowledge of their own 
possibilities. Man, know thyself, and 
depend upon it, my gossiping neighbor, 
if you attempt to know yourself, you will 
become busy indeed, without giving 
yourself any airs over your neighbor’s 
shortcomings or mistakes, for “as a man 
thinketh, so is he,”

Augusta Frances Tripp.
Lily, pale, N. Y. •
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Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitatjpw.to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

Dr. Reed'writes from Lansing, Mich., 
that the local society ltherd> closed its 
seasons with an ice cream social. The 
members of the Temple of Magi there 
also take a vacation until September.

Secretary writes that Frank T. Rip
ley’s ministrations were so successful in 
Cincinnati that he has been engaged 
there for September.

Societies wishing the services of A. E. 
Tisdale for the months of October and 
November, 1894, also for the season of 
1895, may address him at 547 Bank st., 
New London, Conn. Mr. Tisdale Is 
blind, yet he is a fine speaker, and 
should be kept employed. .

H. Pettibone, the materializing me
dium, went to Atlantic City, Iowa, from 
Omaha, Neb., where his seances created 
a great deal of interest. He is now work
ing his way East.

J. G. Jackson, of Hockessen, Del., 
was in the city a few days ago. He is 
eminent as an astronomer and advanced 
thinker.

Mr. Coulsen Turnbull, whose lectures 
to private classes have excited so much 
interest in this city, will officiate at 
funerals at any place within 100 miles of 
the city. He will also respond to calls 
to lecture, Address him at No. 8 South

Mrs. Gurtie Slater writes as follows: 
We have had a feast of power and mani
festations at this camp. We attended 
one of those delightful materializing 
seances given by that always pleasing 
medium, Airs. L. A. Roberts, last Satur
day evening, July 14, at her rooms, No. 
20 Thomas street, Muskegon, Michigan. 
The circle consisted of twenty persons, 
and during the two hours it was held, 
twenty-six spirits and forms appeared, 
one, two and three at a time, and all 
.were recognized. Her public tests given 
at the mediums’ meeting on the camp
grounds were so interesting and so cor
rect, that she was the object of atten
tion of a great number, and we know 
that wherever she goes, those coming in 
contact with her will be benefited and 
made happy.

Dr. A. M. Roberts writes from Muske
gon, Michigan: We have had almost de
lightful camp here, and those at the 
head of it have left nothing undone for 
the comfort and pleasure of all. We 
cannot be too loud in praise of them. I 
am now ready to consider offers from 
societies for lecturing, followed with 
tests, given by my wife, Mrs. L. A. Rob
erts, materializing and test medium. 
Those wishing to address us can do so at 
Clinton Camp, Iowa, until further no
tice.

Mrs. G. Partridge, psychometrist and 
healer, may be addressed at Mt. Pleas
ant Park/Clinton, Iowa, during the 
month of August. She has charge of 
the vocal music at the camp-meeting 
there, but will attend to her psycho
metric work also. ,

Mrs. Lillie Fross, of Monon, Ind., 
writes; “We have had an exposure—so 
the orthodox folks say—at this place, 
but it did not expose very well. Mrs. E. 
J. Carr, A young medium, of LaFayette, 
an intimate friend of mine, came here to 
hold a few seances, and as there were a 
few people here who seemed- to be anx
ious to investigate, we let them in, and 
one of them jumped at what he thought 
was a form, but which only proved to be 
the medium in ‘impersonation,’ which 
was fully explained before she was en
tranced. It has caused her several days 
of Sickness. Several in the circle re
ceived a slight shock. Such exposures 
only help the cause. LaFayette Spirit
ualists, as well as myself, can recommend 
her to the cause.” . 1
, Mrs. E. Cutler, trance medium and 
psychometric reader, will locate in Bos
ton, Mass., the 1st of September. She. 
would like to make engagements with 
societies in Massachusetts,or near Bos
ton. She will go on liberal terms. Will 
give short talks before giving tests, and 
help build up weak societies, Address 
until Sept.: 1st, »Eden P. Q., Parkland, 
Bucks Co., Pa. --

pr. T. Wilkins will take his outing at 
the Clinton, Iowa, camp-meeting dur
ing the month of August.

Mr. Horine, a prominent Spiritualist 
of this city, is rusticating at the Twin 
City Park camp. ,

C.,! H. F. writes from Nashville, 
Tenn.: Spiritualism here is on the up
ward move at last. On the night of the 
11th inst. a number of tho friends met 
at 112 South High street, and quietly 
organized themselves into what will 
hereafter be known as the First Bible 
Society of Spiritualists of Nashville. 
The following were elected officers: R. 
R. Kean, president; J. C. Turnell, sec
retary; C. H. Figuers, treasurer. The 
new society is launched under favorable 
auspices, and may the guiding power of 
exalted spirits give wisdom to our coun
cils. We have a membership of twenty, 
and from all indications the increase 
will be continuous and large. Nash
ville will lose in a few days two ex
cellent mediums, Miss Hattie Rother 
and Madam Desmond. They go West 
from here, and will stop for work in St- 
Louis, St. Joe, and Kansas, City, Mo- 
We commend them to the friends wher
ever they may stop.”

Friends and correspondents for en
gagements will please address Mrs. Vir
ginia Barrett during July and 1st of 
Angust in care of “Town & Brothers,” 
Washington, Pa,

Frank T. Ripley addressed a large 
and appreciative audience at Lincoln 
Court hall, Cincinnati, Ohio, July 15. 
He was on his way to the Lookout 
Mountain Camp-meeting. Mr. Ripley 
can be engaged for the fall and winter 
months, by addressing him at Lake 
Brady, via Kent, Ohio.

W._ S. Collins writes: “Thibodeaux, 
La., is a town of about 2,600 inhabitants. 
There has never been any medium here, 
but I think one could do worse than 
stop over a day or night with us, 
There are one or two Spiritualists here, 
and many who would be convinced.”

A. B. Coonly, trance and inspirational 
lecturer, of San Diego, Cal., was in the 
eity last week, on his way to Flanagan, 
111. Mr. Coonly is an enthusiastic 
worker in ihe ranks of reform. He will 
return soon to California,

Dr. Dean Clark, who is capable of 
doing an excellent work wherever em
ployed, can be addressed for engage
ments at 1055 Market street, San Fran
cisco, Cal. He is a veteran worker in 
the reform field.

T. A. Thompson, who has been spend
ing some time at Fort Scott, Kansas, 
was in the city last week. Mr. Thomp
son was at one time widely known in 
connection with the Grange movement, 
as one of its ablest lecturers. He now 
proposes to lecture on Spiritualism and 
other reformatory subjects. He will 
spend some time at the various camp
meetings.

Bishop A. Beals, after filling a suc
cessful engagement at Muskegon, Mich., 
and at the Interstate Camp, went to 
Miles Grove, Pa., where he can be ad
dressed for fall and winter engagements. 
During December he will bo at Grand

During the past two Sundays 
camp-meetings have been well attended, 
but the attendance during the weekdays 
is awfully low. Any person coming on 
the grounds during the weekdays would 
simply be astonished to know a camp
meeting was being held. The only me
diums who have covered expenses are 
tbe materializing.

During each Sunday tbe lyceum has 
beenagrand success. Dr. W. Yates 
has brought the lyceum well to the fore, 
and the visitors are in high praise in 
that the lyceum has such an earnest 
worker connected with it. Many visit
ors say the lyceum has never been so 
successfully worked on any camp-ground 
heretofore. J. W Wright and E. W. 
Emerson successfully filled their engage
ments. 1-Tof. Lockwood and Dr. Adah 
Sheehan aro now lecturing. The 
weather is all that could bo desired to 
make camping a success. Observer.

The Interstate Camp.
To the Editor:—The great event 

is a matter of history. The Interstate 
Spiritual Camp at Muskegon has be
come a thing of the past. We sorrow 
over its departed joys, as if it, were a 
thing of life, and the inevitable had 
snatched it from us to grace the “Better 
Land.” Truly we had an array of spirit 
talent that cannot be excelled, with only 
ten days’ communion, all too short to 
surfeit the soul, which we think has left 
its impress on thousands for lasting 
good. We need not name the speakers 
and mediums again who have labored so 
faithfullj’ and zealously 'in the spiritual 
cause, and we will only say that Mrs. 
Cora L. V. Richmond and Mrs. Jennie 
Hagan-Jackson, old campaigners in the 
spiritual camps, declare it a grand suc
cess. They and all others are charmed 
with the location on that mighlv “in
land sea,” Lake Michigan, and with the 
untiring efforts of the managers to 
make it pleasant, and voted with an en
thusiastic “aye” to have it repeated 
next year. Encouraged by the desire of 
the campers at this first offer, those 
having the matter in charge will make 
an effort during the recess to present a 
camp in 1895, as enduring as the mighty 
hills which surround it. and as endless 
as the rippling murmurs that lave with 
joy its sandy shores. W. S. DECKER.

Secretary Interstate Spiritual Camp.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa.
To THE Editor:—I visited the beau

tiful park again last Sunday and was 
richly repaid for so doing. I heard a 
very fine lecture by Will G. Hodge: sub
ject: "What has Spiritualism done to 
benefit tho Human Race?” The lecture 
abounded in fine points, the speaker 
taking the broadest humanitarian 
grounds on the labor as well as the other 
points mentioned.

The tents are nearly all up, present
ing the appearance of a white city. The 
people are coming in now on nearly 
every train, and soon the tents and rooms 
will.be occupied. Among those in camp 
are Mrs. L. S. Neblett am} daughter, 
from Southern Texas, the latter coming 
for the purpose of being treated magneti
cally by Dr. J. C. Phillips, who is nicely 
situated in his commodious tent. Mrs. 
E. Hulser, assisted by Dr. Phillips, sang 
for the meeting last Sunday. Prof. Sev
erance is expected to-night. JULIUS.

Dinner parties are mere formalities, 
biit you invite a man to breakfast be
cause you Want to see him.

Brave Rescue from Drowning of Anks 
Jessie Trask by Miss Alice Min®?

' ■ ' mS
On Monday afternoon, July lo/VMiss 

Trask and Miss Miner, girls of 17, were 
bathing. Miss Trask got beyond her 
depth, and being unable to swim, caught 
hold of a lady near her, who, in her sud
den fright, shook her off. With an ag
onizing shriek Miss Trask called for 
Alice's help, who, being a good swim
mer, although at some distance, started 
toward her at once. When she reached 
her Miss Trask seized her in such a 
position that both went down,

They rose together, but before Miss 
Miner could shift her position so as to 
swim to advantage they sank again. 
,Miss Miner bravely held to Miss Trask, 
and by the most desperate and courage
ous effort succeeded in swimming with 
her unconscious friend to the float, 
where the lady before mentioned was 
sitting in comfortable security, in com
pany with some boys. Miss Miner ex
claimed: “Take her somebody,” and 
then hands were reached out to Miss 
Trask by those on the float.

Miss Trask soon recovered conscious
ness. Miss Miner Was much exhausted, 
but afterward declared: “I would have

19, 1894, from the home of his eldest 
daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth E. Wass, John 
Hawkin, at the advanced age of ninety- 
two years, one month and twenty-one 
days. For some time before his de
parture he earnestly longed for the 
change, feeling that death had no sting 
and the grave no victory over his spirit.

He passed away so peacefully that his 
daughter, in whose hand his rested, did 
not know when his transition took 
place. During the six months of his 
last illness he was a great sufferer, and 
we doubt not he is now rejoicing with 
joy unspeakable that K, is forever freed 
from the trammels of his mortality. The 
arisen one was the husband of Mrs. Ra
chel Hawkin, who departed for the 
bright realms of the spirit spheres, in 
Fair Haven.

Loyal to His Church.
The Roman Catholic Abbe Arnauld, 

in his book, “The Modern Jesuit,” at 
page 77, is quoted as telling of a Jesuit 
novice, who affirmed, “Were God to or. 
der me, through the voice of my supe
rior, to put to death father, mother, 
children, brothers and sisters I would 
do it with an eye as tearless, and a heart 
as calm as if I were seated at the ban
quet of the paschal lamb.”

We take it God makes no such orders, 
however often the “superior” may assert 
to the contrary. ' 

duty as well as pleasure to make due 
acknowledgment to you of the benefit 
my husband has received from your 
treatment. For six weeks previously he 
had been sick with pain in the head, face 
and eyes. We used such remedies and 
appliances as are usually administered, 
but without effect. Finally he grew so 
bad that we called an allopathic physi
cian, the best in town, who used his 
medical skill, but to no purpose, as he 
steadily declined. ’He maintained that 
one eye must be removed, to save the 
other, etc.; but his remedies only made 
him worse. Husband, myself, friends 
and the doctor, all despaired of his life, 
as a steady decline at his age, sixty-nine 
years, terminates usually at the grave. 
But I and one other faithful friend 
would not give up yet. So upon h’s sug
gestion I wrote you. A perfect diagno
sis was given, remedies sent promptly, 
and treatment begun. He had not been 
using your medicine and magnetized 
paper four days till a changefor the bet
ter was manifested, and his improve
ment is such that now, after two months, 
he considers himself well—better, in 
fact, than for twentv-five years. He has 
some hopes that sight may be in some 
degree restored to his eye. Whether it 
is or not, .you and your band of healers 
have accomplished great things for him, 
and we are truly grateful. He might 
have been saved much Buffering had we 
employed you sooner. Blessings attend 
you.

F. E. P. Malcolm.
N. Malcolm.

P. S.—My ' husband’s recovery is a 
great surprise to his family and neigh
bors, and they cannot account for it: but 
to me, a Spiritualist, it is no mystery. 
You are doing a noble work. Continue 
working in harmony with nature’s laws. 
People should be taught what those laws 
are and how they operate.

Truly, F. E. P. M.
Glidden, Iowa. ■.

NOTE.—Having carefully copied the 
above from the original, and read it by 
copy, we can testify to the truthfulness, 
honesty and intelligence of Mr. and Mrs. 
Malcolm. Moses Hull.

(See ad. in another column.)
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

Feeble and Peevish.
My little girl, Prudence, was feeble 

and peevish,but since taking Hood’s Sar
saparilla she has improved very much, 
is fleshing up and acts like a different 
child.—MRS. Annie MaUGHT, Croton, 
Ohio.

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.

If you have made up your mind to buy 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, do not be per
suaded to take any other. Be sure to 
get Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which possesses 
peculiar strength and curative power.

“Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup for Chil
dren Teething” softens glims, reduces Inflama 
tion, allays pain, cures wind colic, 25c a bottle.

SPIRIT HEALER,
Cures all Curable Human Diseases 
and many diseases considered incurable.

Persons at a distance, however great 
the distance, treated with unparal
leled success. When writing for 
treatment, to save time, please state 
particulars and enclose $1.00, and you 
will receive by return rpail 30 days’ 
trial treatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies.

Office hours from 9 to 12 M., Sundays 
excepted. 127 LaSalle St., Chicago.

CHICAGO REST CURE.
PMMA NICKERSON WARNE, SUPT.

188 85th Btreet, Chicago, £11. Magnetism, P«yco* 
natby. Vapor. Electric Baths, Disease diagnosed. 
Home comforts tor patients from a distance. 218 
~ju]EDIUMSHIF DEVELOPED BY 

1VJL Hypnotism. For circle« apply 40 N, Hoyne ave., 
or 865 Basil aye. 0. O. Suobbbg. 244

FREE TO THE SICK.
PREE TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 

■Z Don’t Buffer any longer, but send to A, M. Caldwell, 
clairvoyant and healer, who will diagnose your disease 
niBB, under special instructions of a epirlt band of 
electro-magnetic doctors. Lose no time, but send at 
once lock ot hair, age, one leading symptom, and three 
two-cent «tamps to A. M. Caldwell, Box 244, San Jose* 
Cal. 251.

Íí

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
7~)R. J, S, LOUCKS. OF SHIRLEY.

JLy Mass., and bls band ot powerful ancient spirits 
are effectlug the must wonderlul cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged. By the clear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with hi« magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. bond biiu «ex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent «tamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. IU doesn't wank any 
leading symptoms. Address Dn. J. B. Lovoks. Shir
ley, Mass. 218

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetic«,}

/JN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
¿1. tberopuilcsincluding the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet
ism, Electricity, Mlud Cure, and a higher science of 
Hie. Chemical affinity and basic principle« developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students iu four 
continents have taken (he course. The college is 
chartered and confer« the degree of D. SI., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions student« 
can take tbe course and receive the diplomas at their 
own homos, institution removed to East Orange, 
Now Jersey, a delightful euburb of Now York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D.. LL.D., Dean, 5 Hollywood Ave. 
(formerly called Pulaski St.;, East Orange. Ntw 
Jersey. 289

T)O YOU WISH TO HAVE GOOD 
J-V health and Pre one hundred year«? Wo can as
sist both. Ellxer No. 1 and 2. one pint of each remedy; 
it vrlil change and invigorate the entire system, and 
with Spirit Tarma’s directions how to take enro of the 
body, will enable you to have good health and live a 
century. All scut post-paid for m.Od. .

_ , B. F. POOLE. Clinton lo/-
RXFEBXNcnsi B. B. Hnrt, Clinton, Iowa; Hatt/ M. 

Sumner, Sherman, Tex.; Mr.H. Harmun, Jackso^ Ue,

Thousands Have Been Benefited
By Our Remedies.

B. F. Poole. Clinton, Iowa.. Dear Sir: Please «end 
another i>m-kag>: uf Magimii,.,,) Compound, tur cr„ 
wash. 1 have used It for three years, and do not Ilka 
to be without it. it keeps mr eves in good order 
though 1 am past S3 years. Trust ’that It will do as 
much forme as long ns 1 need them to rend with 
Truly. Mary D. Bell, 105 Sd Ave., Newark, N (247

HOW TO LIVE 1OO YEARS.
A NEW METHOD OF TREATING 

Li. tho Eyes, the Catarrh, and. In fact, the entire 
system. Scud 2 two-cent btamps, and I will send 
printed Informatloo. Aleo Fhotogrnph of my spirit
guide who revealed thli knowledge to me. B. F 
Pools, Clinton, Iowa.

F’OU CAN HAVE GOOD EYESIGHT,
Melted pebble «pectacle« restore lost viejón, 

Writ« fur Hluitraud circular and huw to bo fitted 
by my uew clatrvoranc. tnetborf. bpwctaclcs «eat by 
mail. B. F. POOLE. Clinton. Iowa.

FORSTER? DR. W. M.
piIE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR-
X voyanl of the Pacific Con.t. will «end a freo 

DlagooKls uad term« for Ireutmmt to all who wfll «end 
their name and nddrc««-ln their own handwriting— 
with postage «tamp for reply. ■■Tlie I’acltlc Con«t 
splrltunllit ■ nr Dec. :«>. isu:; «y» of l>r. Forster-— 
“Since hl« coming here lie. has made hlm«nlf highly 
rcspnett-d and beloved for tils benevolent work, tit« 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and hl« straight
forward course of Integrity nod Lunar.'' Addresi 
Dn. W. M. FottsTEn. !o‘.3 Market St., San Francisco 
California. jjy

TO l'[r<!lly&thome. The work Is ea«y, 
y4,v plc.nant and adapted to both young 

and old ot either sex. Auv one can do the work. 
GEO. STINSON * Co.. Box 1503. Portland, Maine, tf

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read th!« testimonial: “Psychearrived two weekt 
ago nod to tny 1 wbb pleased doc* not express mv ap
preciation. My boy. twelve year« old, is developing 
most all the phrBiewl phenomena of bplrltuuB«in with 
It. Independent writing catne fim sluing 'Veuow 
get Rapping, Ringing Gf Bulls, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of oodles without contact, etc. He ha« also 
developed Clairvoyance ami ClMroudlencc.—M. Y. 
Thompson, Arkadelphia. Ark.*’ Price, »1.00. Postage 
SOeonts. Send Mump for descriptive circular and 
Utllmonlals. W.H. Bach. Mir. bl. Paul. Minn.

PfiFF DELINEATION AND DlAGNOSZsTTcnd 
LlJIa&B five two-cent stmnpi, date of birth, tex, 
f ||ft L handwriting or loading symptoms; vou 
v »»“»W|lireC(.|vea correct dlrtgnos}« of vpurdh- 
cnac and ft brief reading by psvchrnncfrie clairvoyant 
[luwcrfree.. Dr. E. A. Reed. Box :'ns. L e.id!ir. Mich

-t
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HER DOUBLE LIFE.
Strange Affliction of a Little Girl 

in Pittsburg.

She Goes Into Trances During Which 
Her Spirit Leaves the Body.

CASE WpiCH HAS PUZZLED THE PHYSICIANS— 
THOUGHT SHE HAD CATALEPSY AT FIRST- 
SWOONS AND REMAINS IN A TRANCE FOR 
HOURS AT A TIME—SHE WAS TERRIFIED BY 
HER EXPERIENCES AT FIRST, BUT NOW TAKES 
DELIGHT IN “GOING AWAY INTO SPIBITLAND” 

EVERY DAY.

The dyal existence of a young girl in Alle
gheny, Pa., is now attracting the attention of 
scientists tp such a degree that men of promi
nence, within the past few weeks, have come 
from Canada, Washington,fD. C., New York, 
Chicago and points nearer home, and have 
put the little maid through tests severe. The 
young girl -lives quietly with her mother on 
Grant avenue, Allegheny. The fact of this 
dual existence has been, recognized by the 
mother for two years • past, first with dread, 
then with shama and now for. the last six 
months with a full appreciation that the double 
life has been sent for some purpose, now ap
prehended as a mission for good. .

The affliction of the child, as it was termed, 
wa§ first whispered about from friend to friend.

1 As the strange and conflicting conditions of 
life continued, outsiders were attracted and 
finally the attention was drawn of those who 
delve into mysteries pertaining'to the spiritual 
side of life. So six months ago the young 
girl was takeji away and by spiritualistic tests, 
said to be of the severest nature, was then de
clared to be a direst link between the material 
apd spiritual world. Still the mother sought 
to bide her child,, the youngest of a family 
all now gone to other homes.

MOTHER AND CHILD. I
But, as stated, the constant coming of peo

ple of prommqnce could not be ignored, the 
strange, Weird declarations of the young girl 
could no longer be concealed, the sacredness 
and sanctity o.f the modest home are gone, 
and, responding to the earnest request for the 
following interview, mother and child yester
day consented to .tell'thqir story to the world. 
The appearance pf the young girl, a maiden of 
fifteen, wh^n the Pittsburg Dispatch visitor 
was announced, was such as to command in
stant attention. She was just recovering her 
normal state after a calm which, to judge 
fróm ito lingering effect, must haye inspired 
in a beholder a feeling beyond that of mere 
admiration. Her face was beautified beyond 
that of the human. A faint flush in the 
cheeks, and the ruddy tini of the lips, re
deemed the otherwise deathlike pallor of her 
countenance. Large, blue, dreamy eyes, 
shaded by long, moist lashes, the broad fore
head overshadowed by the clustering dark 
fringe of Curl, suggestive of the dewy ringlets 
df a babe awakening from a profound slum
ber, features an inspiration for an artist, the 
whole bearing of the young girl was that of 
refinement and intense spirituality. -As the 
langupr of the child was passing away, the 
mother chatted freely of what had just oc
curred.

“Emma is just passing into her normal 
state,” said the mother. “In a few moments 
she will be her own bright, animated self. In 
this dreamy condition she has been telling me 
truths sublime in nature and spirituuPln tenor. 
All that is no*ble, pare and good, all that tends 
to elevate and improve, all that is grand in 
religion, my child tells me while absent from 
the body, and it is now impossible for me to 
longer keep these things to myself. For over 
Qpe yaar#I kept my daughter within doors and 
away from the outside world as far as possi
ble, because I was ashamed and dared not ex
pose her affliction to the world. But lately I 
have realized that this double life is one of the 
mysteriqs with which I dare not interfere.

“Emma was always a very delicate child, 
and we humored her accordingly. She passed 
through fpur severe fevers after she was six 
years old and was not very strong at ten yeare 
of age. Still we sent her to school—to the 
firat ward 'school, Allegheny. She went to 
school steadily for four years, making fair 
progress and was apparently an average school
girl, neither too frisky in disposition nor too 
morose.

“One evening she was sitting at the table 
here in our house writing a letter to a girl 
friend who had moved away. All at once.she 
swoqped. I screamed, fqr we were alone. 
Help came. We applied simple remedies 
and vré worked with Emma for a long time. 
When she came to she said she had been hav
ing the most delicious sleep. This was but 
the bpginning. She swooned at school. She 
swooned on the street and_jras carried in by 
thè policeman, and the report went around the 
neighborhood that Emma, my bright, beauti
ful Emma, had cataleptic fits. Our means were 
modest, but I had everything done for my 
child that I could afford. I took her from 
school and put her under medical treatment. 
She had baths, electric treatment aud massage. 
But to no avail. So we lived quietly alone 
and in a few months Emma began to talk while 
in her swoons. Then she would tell me on 
recovery of qlrange places where she had been, 
how she could see herself sitting or lying’in 
our room, but yet she felt that she was else
where. She could enter other homes, she 
said, »U(i once on awakening she told me of a 
lady who was in great distress, crying in 
her own home some distance away. I verified 
this, and found that the lady in question actu
ally had been in distress at that time. I was 
in absolute terror, and kept my child near me 
and as elosely in the house as possible. When 
she first began to talk she carried messages 
fròm her dead father. These frightened me 
more than e^r, foè most of the messages 
were concerning things of which the child had 
never known. I began to question her while 
she was in these swoons, and found that she

could answer me intelligently. She thus be
came a'go-between for regular communication 
between myself and her dead father.

“For one year I suffered all this distress 
and it drove me from the church and from 
friends. When Emma returned to her other 
self she always, seemed refreshed, as you see 
•her now, gentle and sweet, ready for any of 
the little household duties that fell to her lot.”

A TALK WITH THE STRANGE CHILD.
While the mother spoke Emma was gradu

ally recovering her normal state. Her coun
tenance seemed to lose somewhat of its deep 
spirituality, though her face was still pretty 
and attractive. When questioned as to. her 
feelings while in the trance, or swoon, Emma 
said:

1 ‘I have no feellings, It js to me a deep 
and refreshing sleep, and I* always awaken 
feeling in excellent spirits. Often I can look 
at my own body as it lies quietly in this room, 
but the scenes I visit are as dreams when I 
awake, Only sometimes I have met people 
whom I have seen in these dreams, and, once 
I Visited a home on earth where I remem
bered having seen everything in it before 
while absent from the body. When I first 
swooned it came to me suddenly, and I 
thought thousands of fingers were tugging at 
my nerves. Then I lost all feeling and began 
to ascend up and up until 1 could no longer 
breathe. The sensation was delicious. J 
could remember nothing that I daw or heard, 
only that delightful sensation. I was not a 
particle frightened when I swooned the second 
time, and by and by I rather liked this slip
ping away from earth for an hour or so now 
and then, and I soon found that I could do 
po by simply remaining passive and withdraw
ing my thoughts from everything. This is 
the course I now pursue whenever I wish to 
voluntarily enter into my other self. 1 re
main passive. Then my hands get cold, then 
my feet, and by and by I am cold all over; 
then comes unconsciousness. If the self on 
earth talks, I do not know it. I have seen 
myself talking, however, and know that I 
really do talk.

‘ ‘One time I saw myself singing and my 
mother told me that I did sing, but in a strange 
language. My mother tells me that many 
tests have been put to me while I have been 
away from earth. '

“One day a clergyman called and to satisfy 
his request I left the body. While absent 
from it he ordered a bible placed in my hands, 
then for nearly an hour'lie called for the 
location of different passages in the Bible. My 
mother told me that I new failed to give him 
the right place. And when I came to he told 
me the same thing himself, and said that I 
was a mystery he could not understand.”

Spiritualism in California.
To the Editor:—There has been no re

port lately from California’s coming inland 
city—and of this there is no question, as we 
have all the natural advantages: climate, 
soil, etc. The next great advantage is water 
for irrigation, and of this we have an almost 
unlimited supply. We are in the midst of 
one of the greatest valleys in the world. It is 
ninety-three miles by railroad, and one hun
dred and nineteen by steamer, to San Fran
cisco. This city of 20,000, with the sur
rounding country, is destined to have a grand 
future. As to things spiritual we are doing 
nicely.

Wc had Mrs Georgie Cooley with us for 
four months. She is a very promising young
lecturer and test 
lady. Henry B. 
musical medium, 
second to none.
Mattie Hull with

medium, and an excellent 
Allen is a most wonderful 

In his line I think him 
We recently had Moses and 
us for six lectures. It is

useless to say anything in their praise, as 
everybody knows them. They will always be 
found on the top of the ladder. For the pas 
month we have Mrs. E. Eldrich, a good lec
turer, character reader, a first-class worker and 
one of the all-around good Spiritualists. She 
has two more Sundays with us, and the ques
tion is, who comes next? •

Before closing, I wish to say one word in 
favor of pure mediumship. I believe the 
time has arrived that we should allow no ma
terializing medium to hold public circles ex
cept under absolute test conditions. We 
must expose all frauds—at least we will do it 
here. I have noticed several times in The 
Progressive Thinker as to Mr. and Mrs. 
Fitch’s materializations and independent slate
writings. They dare not give a test seance 
anywhere. I challenge them and Mrs. Held 
to a test, and they dare not give it. C. V. 
Miller, of San Francisco, is a materializing 
medium of whom I have heard some good re
ports. 1 have never met him, but hope to 
make his acquaintance in the near future.

I suggest a simple test that is very effect
ual. Here it is: Make a gown or sack of 
thin black goods, large enough to have them 
step into; bring it up inclosing all the body, 
and fasten it around the neck with a draw
string, tie it, and cover the knot with sealing 
wax. Have the same cord or string long 
enough to extend to the floor while in a sitting 
posture, and fasten it securely to the same. 
Now, Spiritualists' everywhere, apply thege 
tests. Why not test them? Who says no? 
I know materialization is true. Now, if we 
will but get rid of frauds, we will convert the
world.

Stockton, California.
A. L. Foreman, M. D.

STRANGE PHENOMENON.
Further Confirmation Desirable.

To the Editor:—I write you in regard to 
a strange phenomenon experienced by two 
prospectors of this place, on the 2nd day of 
this month. Harry F. Cook and Henry Page 
started from Creede on a prospecting tour, on 
the morning of July 2nd, and when about 
eight miles north of here, on a steep, narrow 
comb of the continental divide, far above 
timberline, their attention was attracted by a 
buzzing sound that seemed to emanate from a 
depression in the rocks in front of them, Mr. 
Page says that his first thought wasthat.it 
was caused by bees or hornets, but his com
panion remarked that anything of that kind 
would not likely be found in an altitude of 
12,000 feet Mr. Page picked up a rock and 
tossed it over to the place where the sound 
seemed to emanate, and when he extended bis 
arm in the act of throwing the rock, what was 
his surprise to hear'the buzzing sound trans
ferred to the tips of his fingers. He withdrew 
his hand, and Mr, Cook extended his, and 
was astonished to hear the strains of “A life 
on the ocean wave," which seemed to issue 
from the tips of his fingers. They both re
peated the experiment, and by thinking of 
aome old tunes, were favored with hearing 
them plain and distinctly: “Pop goes the 
weasel," “Home, sweet home,” and several 
other familiar airs. They stood there almost 
spellbound for nearly an hour. They are both 
considerably puzzled over the strange occur
rence. Soon after leaving the spot, it com
menced to hail and continued till there was a 
fall of about three inches. Mr. Cook expects 
to go back to the place soon and make further 
investigation. He is a well-known prospector, 
having come here in the early days of Creede 
and is owner of the “Cora Bell" mining claim, 
on Mammoth Mountain, near this place. We 
would be pleased to hear from anyone who 
can throw any light on this strange occurrence.

John A. West. 
Amethyst, Creede Camp, Colorado.

The Meeting at Vassar, Mich.
The Vassar two-days’ camp-meeting, on the 

14th and 15th inst., was a glorious success, 
thanks be to Bro. Applebee and Bro. Will
iams, who were the bone and sinew of the oc
casion; also to Bro. Potter for furnishing free 
the use of his beautiful grove, situated one- 
half mile from the lively village of Vassar. 
The meetings were conducted by Mrs. Anna 
L. Robinson, of Port Huron, Mich., and Mrs. 
Minnie Carpenter, of Detroit; both were very 
interesting and instructive in their discourses, 
and many fine tests were given by them with 
unmistaken identity, and were in almost every 
instance recognized by persons in the audi
ence. ‘ Both ladies acquitted themselves with 
creditable honor. M. A. Root, of Bay City, 
was present and greeted many old friends, 
and his good words of cheer and encourage
ment were thankfully and well received. May 
he live long and prosper, The old “war 
horse” veteran singer, Prof. P. O. Hudson, of 
Bay City, Mich., was present, and entranced 
the audience with his stirring as well as pa
thetic music. Hudson is truly wonderful; lie 
is truly a musical magnet. The attendance 
on Sunday, the 15th, was over one thousand^ 
and to see the eagerness and rapt attention of 
that vast audience shows conclusively how 
eager humanity is hungering for the truths of 
our glorious philosophy.. The meeting has 
caused a great awakening in Vassar, and 
many new converts were made. We have 
sown the good seed and it will spring up a 
thousandfold. Thanks be to : tlje angel 
world for assistance on the occasion, and may 
we all live to see many more such meetings at
Vassar. Mas. S. E. Hodson.

Spirits Paint a Nude Picture.

The Progressive Thinker
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know ‘ by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, Ill., and try the paper for three 
months. *

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com 
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 centsjcloth, 50cts.

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents. ■ -

4*

The Soldiers’ Home, Los Angeles, 
. California.
To the Editor:—That the unseen forces 

should combine to pour out their spiritual 
blessings on the poor old veterans of the Sol
diers’ Home and smooth down the rough 
places of their declining years, is, I think, 
quite enough to warrant me in claiming a 
small portion of your valuable space. There ■ 
is, perhaps, no place on earth where so large 
a percent of white heads, and maimed and 
disabled bodies, can be seen as in a Soldiers’ 
Home; many of them are agnostics orskeptios, 
in consequence of which religious sentiment 
has too often received a cold shoulder. There 
being a few Spiritualists in camp, however, it 
was decided to organize a society which, when 
completed, secured the services of Prof. N. S. 
Ravlin.of Los Angeles, for a series of lectures. 
Last night the closing lecture was delivered. 
To say that the distinguished orator has done 
ample justice to the occasion and given the 
cause a veritable boom, would be only putting 
it in its mildest form. Nowhere, perhaps, 
was there ever more interest created in so 
short a time. Henry B.. Allen, of Summer
land, California, also dropped in and gave a 
seance, in which music was played on instru
ments far beyond the reach of mortal hands. 
A guitar was also played as it went floating 
round the room in mid-air above the heads of 
those in the circle. Communications were 
also written by spirit hands and put in the 
pockets of sitters. Many of these were from 
departed friends, of whom nothing was known 
except by the recipient. All of the manifesta
tions were of such a convincing character that 
it seemed a pity that the medium could not 
stay longer, particularly sb as several came 
with their money that could not be admitted 
on account of room.

Mrs. Georgia Cooley also called at the home 
and gave a few tests from the rostrum after 
one of Professor Ravlin’s lectures. A num
ber of the tests were not recognized at the 
time, but on the following morning the par
ties receiving them met the lady at the de
pot and, after acknowledging the tests, said 
everything was so new and wonderful to them 
that for the time being they were unable to 
talk upon the subject, but after thinking the 
matter over they were thoroughly convinced.

As the Soldiers’ Home is a kind of portal 
between this world and the next, it is surely 
well that all should realize what a pleasant 
thing it is to know that the continuity of life 
is an assured fact and not a myth handed 
down from barbarous man.

C. Phelps.

REMARKABLE MANIFESTATION GIVEN TO FAITH
FUL QUAKER CITY THE0S0PHI8TS.

Word comes ftrqn. Philadelphia, Pa., that 
the masters who control the earthly movements 
of all faithful Theosophists have favorable de
signs on some person or persons dwelling in 
this vicinity is firmly believed by Simon P. 
Kase, his wife and the choice circle of con
genial spirits that hover around them. This 
belief has become a certainty to them within 
the past few days, because of a manifestation 
those masters made in the handsome residence 
of Mr. Kase, 161 North Fifteenth street, 
where all who were present declare that a won
derful picture was precipitated upon a canvas 
thirty by twenty inches in size. The picture 
certainly is in evidence.

The medium through whose powers the 
picture appeared was James Copeland, who 
is well known in his line. While traveling 
in the West he claims to have been told by 
his special mahatma that if he would place a 
canvas thirty-six by twenty inches in size in 
Mr. Kase's cabinet the most powerful mani
festation ever given to mortals would take 
place. He at once came to Philadelphia and 
arranged for the event. The canvas was 
placed in the cabinet and the spirits invoked.

In deep silence twenty minutes slipped by 
and the canvas was found to be blank. Four 
times was the canvas withdrawn without re
sult and the faithful were about to give up in 
despair. Then the masters relented, and the 
fifth effort proved successful beyond the hopes 
of even Copeland.

The picture represents a young woman, cos
tumed in the- primitive style in vogue in the 
garden of Eden, though a gauzy scarf, possi
bly a detached fragment of cloud, is draped 
about her shapely loins. Perched upon her 
hand is a brilliantly-tinted butterfly, which 
she seems to be studying intently.—Chicago 
Sunday Herald, ■

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel., Raymond’s 
Resolve. ByLoib Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.
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EXCELLENT BOOKS!
They Are for ‘Saie at This Office.

/IN AMERICAN RING AND OTHER STO
ries. by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. Thcee sketches are a most 

powerful Illustration of muu’s cruelty and lujustlce to Oils fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
from the spirit realms. Disclosing tbomoststartllng revela* 

tions,-.proving Christianity to Ui of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled bos 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberta. Esq.. 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price sl.50. Postage 12 cents,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. Bi SARAH E. TIT 
li comb, An explanation of where the religions of our raoe 
originated. An Interesting and instructive book. Price $1.25.
CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO- 

■ nomlcal and astrological origin ot all religions, A poem by 
Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.
TTELEN HARLOW’S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 

I I tlce. By Lola Waisbrooker. Price |1.50. ,

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS, 
I “If a man die. shall Iio live?” la fully answered. By W-*&. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price CO cents.

IijfABAL RAYMONDS RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
LVJL Waisbrooker« Price tl.r>0. Mrs. Waisbrooker,a books 
should be read by every womau In the land.

A/flND READING AND BE YOND. B Y WM. 
1V1 A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon. Price $1.25.

POEMS, BY EDITH WILLIS LINN, A 
i volume of sweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, win* 
aom and restful. Price 11.00.

pELIGION. BYE. D, BABBITT. M. Dt IF 
I \ a)l<could be led te believe In such a religion the world would 
be far better than now. P ew writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
and disposition to apply thj facts of history and science. Price 
•1.25. Postage 10 cents.

T/f/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
VV lai? or. Curious Hevelstloiia from the Life ot a Trc.nca

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent lu the English language, its themo Is novel. It* 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the moat moment
ous period In history and regarding Its moat famous nsrticlpant— 
the most noted Afnerlcan. It Is Essed on truth and fact, and 
therefore will l|ve from this time forth. Tho publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense In Its verification and produo- 
tion, and he stakes bls reputation upon the validity of Its contents, I 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of j 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is s remsrxable picture—a page ot 
veiled history. Give It a deUberale reading. You will be amply 
repaid. F>icetl.tO.
T IBERAL LECTURES. 

J—t They are worth tholr weight
BY A. B. 1-KENCH.

BEST■ Al. '. •■ >.•*!•’"^oi

TRUSS in the World 
I are willing to pay from 

$10 to $15 for it, send a 2-cent stamp
for our free descriptive pamphlet, No. 1. 

Address:
MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO 

(Dr. Fierce & Boa.)
St. Louis, Mo., or San Francisco, Cal.

I IF YOU
Want thç very
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For Sala at this office

Chapter 11—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer

. .. . . . . .. • . . . — . . * — . . • . . . ■ . . — . . .
isteruf his Immortality. Djlug Minister In Despair, 

j Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
5, Missionaries; I. Tho Lord's Instruments; 25, Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 
Chnrch; 2, Church's Idea of Civilization; 1, The Use. 
of theCross;!, Unkind Reflections on the Church;8, 
Persecutions of the Church; 12, Some Allegoric.' C • A. YXialt • TMz.an *

NEFICENT nfSTqruTiON,;
AND REVEALING THE

ABUSES OF A UNION 
OF CHURCH AFD STATE.

Fall-page Illustrations, with

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

pYCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOR IS 
J_J largely a record of the fuels and demonstrations 
which the author bus t>ceu, beard of or presented lu 
his own experiments. The history of the various

THE FREETHINKERS’
P1CTORIAL_TEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

Biblical and Modern [Spirit 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast-,” “Which,” “Letters to Eldef 

Mlles Grant,” “Both Sides,” “That Terrible
Question,” “Wolf In Sheep's 

Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

This book Is what II* tftlp Indicates—“Tur QuestioW 
Settled, uu Cureful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Spin Hsin.” We give below only a partial 
list of tbe contents of each chapter;

Chapter I—Tho Adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe 
Waits of 1/uuianltj'.—No argument bo good as that of 
Adaptation. Religion» must adapt tberusrlvru to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought In 
the Bible. Luw forhiddlug Consultation wlfti the 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers in Doubt as to & 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Mln*

They are worth tholr weight In gold. Price, paper, 00 oenu. Its Facts,- Theories and Related!
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORY 

Is of Atbarael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. An 'rtjtllnf 
history of man. Written through the mediumship of U«G. Fig- 
ley. You should read this work. Price 30 ccuU.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mrs, Mary T. Shelbamcr. It abound, In facta it refer 

ence to the Summer-Land. Price 11.00.

T EAFLF.TS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
from the Tree of Life. Presented to humanity thrinurh the 

mediumship of B. E. Liuhflold. Excellent throuahou» i ~ * 
Sl-Ej. *

[ phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and the 
tnce various theories clearly stated. Many of the expert* 
 I menu described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 

w- y- v c m J7 m ,TtrrThTr^ c* J? cc a vc c v'Jt 'Pf* T-F lllustrailouB add much to tho lute rest and value of tbe 
IA/AYMHE JOT JINUb. SKE1UI-__ book. Which will be found very Interesting to the gen*
VV es, poems and eongs; gathered from re highways, by eral reader, as well as helpful and Instructive to the 

ways and hedges of life. By Maule E. Hull. It Is moot excellent student. The work Is a handsome volume of 800 
Price 11.00. j pages, bound lu cloth. Price, $^>OO. For sale at
TJ/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN .. offlee of Th« Pbogu^vk Tu.nxxb.
VV Sevens," a book of 271 pages. By The Phelons. M It

really a rery interesting and suggestive work. Price 11.25.

The Tidal Wave in Oregon.
To the Editor:—Never in the history of 

the past has there been as much interest 
shown in the cause of Spiritualism in Portland 
as at this time/and, I may add, never was 
there such an opportunity to those seeking to 
gain a knowledge of spiritual truth as we have 
to day; we have more and better developed 
mediums, both at home and from abroad, than 
ever before. I will not attempt to give a full 
list of them, neither can I describe the many 
wonderful phases of manifestations. We 
have with us, just now, the celebrated John 
King, of New York, who has circumnavigated 
the globe, been in the frozen regions of the 
North, and under the burning sun of the equa
tor, and away round Cape Horn; in New Zea
land, Australia, and in the islands of the Pa
cific; who, unmindful of purse or scrip, goes 
wherever his spirit guides direct, and always 
meets a hearty welcome in every land and 
clime and always returns to his native land 
bettered in every sense of the word.

Then we have Ben M. Barnfey, the marvel
ous reader of sealed letters, who, together 
with his wife and daughter, is doing wonders 
in the cause of Spiritualism. Then we have 
the gifted slate-writing medium, Mrs. Alice M. 
Warnock, from your city, who, although in 
the morning of life, bids fair to outshine the 
most brilliant stars. Then there is Mr. and 
Mrs. De Noyes, from San Francisco, clairvoy
ant and trance mediums, who have just ar
rived among us. How many others here from 
abroad I could not say, but will mention II, 
Pettibone from the East and from San Fran
cisco as one of the grandest mediums I have 
met for thirty years, which is saying much 
when one considers the many grand and noble 
ones I have bad the pleasure to meet with. 
In some future letter I may give in detail 
some of the many phases of his mediumship. 
Then we have such home talent as Mrs. Bruce, 
independent slate writer; Mrs. Addie R. 
Smith, clairvoyant and test medium; Mrs. 
Baxter Reynolds, of the same class of mani
festations. Thus, you see, we have a tidal 
wave in spiritual unfoldment in this dark cor
ner of God’s footstool.

Portland, Oregon. Cyrus A. Reed.

Delphos Kansas Camp.
Commencing August 10th, and closing on 

the 26th. Preparations are being made to 
make this the grandest meeting ever held by 
the society. Good speakers and mediums 
will be an attractive feature. A fine new din
ing hall and restaurant has just been com
pleted, where all can obtain good board for 
$3.50 per week, or 25 cents for single meal. 
Tents can be rented by applying to the secre
tary, stating whether you want them furnished 
or not

Reduced rates have been secured over the 
following roads within the State: Atchison, 
Topeka Santa Fe; Chicago, Rock Island & 
Paqiflc; Missouri Pacific; St. Joseph & Grand 
Island; St. Louis & San Francisco, and Union 
Pacific. Parties purchasing ticket outside the 
State should purchase only to the first point 
in the State, then purchase ticket over the 
line they wish to come to camp on. At the time 
of purchasing ticket—in the State—be sure and 
ask the agent for a certificate; this will be a 
voucher for your return passage, when prop
erly signed by the president of the society.

For full information write the secretary,who 
will furnish you with circulars and any infor
mation pertaining to the camp.

I. N. Richardson, Pres.
Geo. Knowles, Sec’y.

JJ7HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 
W Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book ihouJd 

be read by every Spiritualist, Price $1.00: poitago id oetis.

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
L Letters to tbe Seybert Commission. By Francis J. LippltL 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth its weight In gold. ?rlce 25 
cenu.
PSYCHOPATHY. OR SPIRII HEALING. A 
L »cries of lessons on the relations of the spirit to it» own organ
ism, and the Inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamain 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 

.Price 11.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
1 course. By Andrew Jackson Davi». A rare work, it por 
anw great merit. Price »1.25._______________________________
IJISTORICAL AND^RITICALREVIEW OF 

LJ. the Sunday question. It is Invaluable. By G. W. Brown« 
M.D. Price ¡5 cents.
P[0W TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 
Jl Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists In Amer
ica. Ancient and modern miracle» explained by mesmerbm. An 
invaluable work, Price, paper, 50 cents.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

CTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 
kD rosary of nearls, culled from Uio works of Andrew Jackson ikJ rosary of nearls. culled from Uio works of Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended for the light mid solace of every sorrowing 
mind nnd stricken heart. Price 50 cents.

CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 
O Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na* 
lure.” “Ethlca of Science,” “Scleuce of Man,” etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing and publishing his 
“Convent,” which has had a phenomenal run in The PnoGRias- 
ite Thinker. Post paid anywhere, 5U cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cents.

COLAR BIOLOGY. BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of dellnea tog character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plato diagrams and tables of tho moon nnd planets, from 1520 
to 1500 Inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth <5.00. Postage 30 cents.

CPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
kJ cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. B-iiiey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with the most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with tho soul of 
inspiration, embodying tho principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set io ibe most cheerful nod popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft is doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, with piano, organ or .molodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and tho social circle. 
Cloth, 32.00. Postage 14 cents.

VTZf PRIEST. THE WOMAN. AND THE 
jf Confessional, by Father Chlnlquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Hornish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price Cl.00.

THE CONTRAST. BY MOSES HULL. A 
J. comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of Its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that Is sufficient inducement to purchase 
the book. Price 81.00.

THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE.
1 Something you should hare to refer to. By James M. Mo 

Caan. Price IS cents.

THE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. 
I A manual, with directions for the organization and mnnago* 

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
indcspenslble. Price 50 cents.

^THE SPIRITS^ WORN. WHAT I HEA^ 
JL saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By JL L. Buydam. It Isa 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

TyOEMS OF PROGRESS. B Y LIZZIE DOTEN, 
i They are really valuable. Price tl.OCl

IFE* A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD* 
vanced thought, and is fascinating. Price SO cento.

PIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN
LJ Put^nm, A- M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cents.

piBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KERSE Y GRA VES. 
ID It win well pay perusal. Price 01.75.

I aud a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of 
'Calumny. Persecution purifies. What Good has 8plr* 

ItttStram done. OpponeiilsMJnfalr. Immorality lu tbe 
Churches. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All aro 
God-milkers. Meu worship tholr own Opinions, 
Shortcomings ot Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tes
timony of Jeremiah.

CnAPTUit UI—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.— 
A Couuiwn Doctrlno. Angels are Spirits. Terms 
“Mau 'and “Angel.” Ange] Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Manoah's wife; is introduced to Manoah. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. Thu Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Mea. '

Chapter IV—Tho Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not immaterial. Spiritual 
Mon. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Quest Ions. Cannot 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fat hers. Two Source» 
of Knowledge. Voter awakonud. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus. '

Chapter V—Tbo Birth of the Spirit.—All Subject» 
Important. “Ye must bo born again.” Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus' Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of tho 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. - Bible 
against tt (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion tho Woman of Tckoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
Cat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Aro Wo Infidels?—RapldTGrowth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors In 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be* 
Hevc Parte, and no one believes All, of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall wc decide who the Bo* 
Hovers arc. The true Test. Works. The Cummlssloru 
End of tho World not .ver- jcwleu and Christian age. 
Preaching. Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
In the Church? ,

Chapter VH—Are We Deluded?. -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story.” Resultoftha 
Warfare, dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Art God and the Devil Parmers? Is It Just 
to damn tho World for Unbelief. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
doll? Caso of Jeremiah and EzckJel. Ezekiel's Ex* 
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning in a Circle. Wonderful Success of tbe Op
position (?)- Spiritualism will not “down." “Old 
BpUlfoot.”

Chapter VUI—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord nnd 
the Steamboat. Objections to tbe Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. Tbe Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to the 
Dead for Knowledge. Law Indorsed Spiritualism, 
nils Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul aud John 
violated, and bonce deserve death. Tbe Law good In 
Ita Place, and for its Timo. Men inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
hot an Infinite God. He Indtcd the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.■PROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
i Tuttle. Aheautlful book of poems ot rare merit. Price 
11,50.
piFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME, 
i By Her. Chae. Cblnlqny, ex-priest.-A remarkable book; 
■»stes 832. Price «23»,

QELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE, 
kJ 144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and cpecnlrv 
Ive: each proved affirmatively and negatively by qnMMlons from 
Scr ipture, without comment. Price 15 cents.

SEERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISM
Put nod Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of 87» 

nxes. it Issa encyclopedia of facts; » mine ot rare knowledge; 
a work that should be In the bands it every Spiritualist. Pnoe 
KUO.
THREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE~ 
L lens; the Jesuits, seen and unseen, are banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they will lose 
their monopoly of tho secret knowledge they have held so long 
la Three Sevens, this knowledge Is ottered to the people. Buy 
it, read It carefully, and see why the Jesuits bate lu Price ei.25.

COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 
HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Mrt-C^Vvrmchmona;^^^ Wateon Heston, with por-
body should read who are interested In re-incarnation. Price trait or Designer.
I1’*®* I The Illustrations are classified as follows: 16 rep*
’T'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. HobXU^Peopl’“\%B&^

J. By Epe. Sargent A work of profound research, by OT« ot Law.; 14 Children and the Chnrch; 16, Woman and 
the able, t men ot the age. Price HAO; pottage in cents. thoChtirch; s, The Church and TbomasPatne; 4,Stud-
T'rrcwe nr nrro ire .rrir.TTv ¡e« tn Natural Hlttory; 2, The Bible and Bclenee; 15,T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY Tbe Clergy and Their Flocks;!, Piety fn Our Penlten- 
V Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly interesting. Postage S Harles; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 

cents. Prien 73 ccnta. ■ — HlsWorksil Prayer; 10. The Creeds; i Christians and

‘THE SOUL, STS NATURE, RELATIONS 
X and Expressions In human Embodiments. Given throughliad T X? Ty 1 >,VrwnWI... VsAte .*,.4 A I. - - -

'THE VOICES. BY WARREN  SUMNER BAR- 
J. low. Tho Voice, contain poem, ot rcTn.Tb.xi« beauty and 

force. They are moat excellent. Price UDO.
THE GODS. B Y COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
/Apsapmoittpop». Worth ItaweltUUgoU, Stic«» ímSSn™’;
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NOT A LABOR PAPER.
But Jn Touch with the Laboring 

Man.

Henee Gives This One Article

From the Versatile Pen of Dr. Swer- 
ingen.

4
THB PROGR

I

No American, having the welfare of his 
country at heart, can read the reports of the 
terrible struggle now in progress between cap
ital and labor without a shudder. Stripped of 
all extraneous considerations, it is a battle for 
bread and butter. It is a battle waged for 
wages, higher wages, living wages.- A battle 
waged by men, women and children for their 
homes and firesides on the one side, and self
ish luxury, avarice and greedy aristocracy 
upon thé other. A battle between underpaid 
labor and overpaid capital; between underpaid 
toil ; and overpaid leisure; between laborers 
worthy of the highest hire and thé enormous 
surplus of capital- their labor produces.; be
tween a miserable existence and one of luxuri
ous ease, the latter the result of the former. 
■ The sooner our countrymen consider seri
ously the situation between underpaid labor 
and overpaid capital, the sooner prepared .will 
they be to arbitrate it and to avert one of' the 
most desperate and bloody conflicts this nation 
has ever witnessed. I am not an alarmist, 
but he must be a very superficial observer of 
the signs of-the times.whp cannot plainly dis
cern the plainest indications of the coming 
storm. <

Let stinging poverty from oppressed • labor; 
let the slavery of underpaid toil; let the 
cheated home and fireside; let the lap of lux
ury lord it over the lap of poverty; let proud 
capital impose upon its humble creator, but 
non-sharer, much longer, and patience will 
cease to be a virtue, and life, not worth the 
living, will be given up at the greatest cost to 
life and with the greatest desperation of which 
the human heart is capable.

It is time to cease considering articles like 
the present those of mere idle agitators, 
alarmists, socialists, anarchists, croakers and 
the like, find to ;.|$cept the situation it .is. 
Unless something is' done by legislation or 
otherwise, tbeiodnflict is inevitable. I am 
urging no objection to wealth or capital. It 
is the privilçg&pf every individual to accu
mulate as much,of this world’s goods as he 
honestly and fairly can, upon the “live and 
let live” basis of accumulation, and to dispose 
of the same as seemeth to him best. The 
wealthy have rights that even the poor are 
bound to respect, and the poor have rights 
that the rich ought to respect, but do not. 
There are two sides to the question of capital 
and labor, it is true, but the biggest side is 
that of capital—the largest half. I have no 
disposition to injure capital at the expense of 
labor, because labor could not stand the ex
pense; nor to injure labor ’at the expense of 
capital, however able the latter is to stand it.

But there is a principle of right between 
•man and man, a law of equity written and 
unwritten that should govern between capital 
and labor, prosperity, find adversity, when 
sustaining the relations of cause and effect 
When unparalleled prosperity is the result of 
prolonged adversity, and continued adversity 
is the result of continued prosperity (the rich 
getting richer and the poor poorer) there is 
something wrong, radically wrong in the social 
compact or business relations of the employer 
and the employed.

When a coal-mjning company, trust or syn
dicate will pay?, its miners wages which will 
barely enable them to eke out a miserable ex
istence, and then establish stores of. their ne
cessities which ' it .compels, them .to .patronize 
under threat of being discharged if ■ they do 
not, and charge for those necessities invaria
bly double and treble prices, who can blame 
those miners for striking, aye, for any acts of 
violence which desperation may prompt them 
to commit? Let us put ourselves in their 
places for the time heing and ask ourselves 
what we would do under like circumstances. 
So, when a corporation or company whose la
borers are also tenants, lessens wages while it 
increases or maintains rente and other ex
penses of the employed at a considerable-mar
gin of profit to the employers, is it not strange 
or unreasonable that those laborers should re
main satisfied with such a condition of ine
quality? Can we blame them for striking? 
Is it not perfectly natural that they should 
take the question into their own hands for ad
judication along the lines ot.open revolt, since 
church and State have offered them no assist
ance? The pulpit, like our State and National 
legislatures, is controlled by the money-power. 
Preachers and statesmen are “in the hands of 
their friends,” and.those friends are dollars at 
the disposal of capitalists. The pastor caters 
to the wealth represented in his congregation, 
as does the congressman cater to tW wealth 
represented by his constituency. It is, there
fore,' impossible for the laboring classes to se-; 
cure the legislation to which they are so Justly 
entitled. Hence they have done the next best 
thing, and that is to combine,, to pool their 
different interests and to fight to the bitter end, 
if necessary, for their lives, their liberties and 
their pursuit of happiness. They feel an in
herent, a God-given right to a fair share of 
the comforts and blessings of this glorious 
land of ours, and are willing to work, and to 
work hard, for them, if« as a result of their 
hard work there is any prospect of those com
forts and blessings finally materializing. 
There is certainly some solution of the ques
tion, some way out of the dilemma without 
recourse to the shedding of blood, to riot, to 
insurrection, to revolution. I am inclined to 
think that the single tax theory of Henry 
George is the most eënsible, practicable way 
out of all our difficulties. \The taxation of 
church property and the government owner
ship of railroads, telegraphs, etc., the . exten
sion of the presidential term of office to eight 
or ten years, and the non-rempval of govern
ment employes except for cause, will, to-

gether with proper legislation against trusts 
and monopolies, do much toward bringing 
about a happy state of affairs in this country.

Had Carnegie distributed several millions of 
dollars among his employes whose labor made 
him scores of millions, instead of (or in addi
tion to) investing that amount in a public li
brary, there would have been no bloody en
counter at Homestead a year ago, or any oc
casion for any; He would have endeared 
himself to the hearts of five thousand laborers, 
their wives and children, who would have 
more than repaid him in love and gratitude. 
The results of such generous and righteous 
distribution would extend to future genera
tions, who would call him blessed. He would 
continue to live in the grateful hearts and his 
deed be sung in the melodious accents of gen
erations yet unborn. The old principle of 
“farming on the shares,” or. “fishing on the 
shares, ” does not seem to have any hold upon 
the business men of the present day in their 
relations with their employes. On the con
trary, syndicates, trusts and* monopolies rec
ognize no God save ambition, and worship at 
no shrine save that of gold,

When I was a boy, a young man with a few 
hundred dollars saved up by hard labor could 
enter Into any branch of business, and with 
ordinary care and attention make a success of 
it. But now how is it? Capital combines 
and deals in competition itselj to make money 
at the expense of the masses of the business 
men who are struggling for a business exist
ence—for a fair living off of a fair profit from 
their customers. In the mad rush for wealth 
our capitalists lose their heads; their ambition 
overleaps their judgment; they forget that 
“neither poverty nor riches" is, after all, the 
most desirable situation, and “he that maketh 
haste to be rich falleth into a snare;” they do 
not stop to think what the harvest will be. ’ 
As sure as there is a God in heaven there will 
be a terrible reaction sooner or later. It can
not be otherwise in the economy of nature, 
human nature, of business affairs. As a na
tion we do not want to wait until some great 
calamity, some great flood or fire or famine 
occurs to make a display of spasmodic and 
emotional generosity, while within our borders 
daily there is such misery and poverty among 
the toiling masses. We should not wait for 
death from starvation to come in order to 
make a display of our spurious sympathy by 
covering the grave of underpaid labor with 
flowers.

This is, a question that comes home to every 
man, woman and child in the land, no matter 
how wealthy some of them may be. Every 
business man, every professional man, must 
necessarily feel the effects of underpaid labor 
and the concentration and sequestration of 
capital into the hands of the few as compared 
with the great masses. The physician of an 
ordinary living practice, the lawyer of an or
dinary, living practice, the minister of an ordi
nary congregation, the merchant with an or
dinary business, all feel the effects of under
paid toil. ^It is astonishing that in a land of 
churches, of so-called Christian civilization, 
such a condition of affairs should exist,.so lit
tle respect for the golden rule, should obtain. 
God speed the day when the brotherhood of 
man will be practically realized: When 
America will prove to be indeed and in truth 
a National family, each member of which 
seeking the happiness and .prosperity of the 
whqle: when the city, county and State 
branches of that National family will vie 
with each other in promoting its general wel
fare. As the head of the private family 
makes provision for each member thereof to 
share alike in the proceeds of his prosperity, 
so may Uncle Sam, by Wise and parental leg
islation, make provision for each member of 
the National family to share alike in the ad
vantages, prospects, oppportunities, blessings 
of a common National heritage, thus doing 
the greatest good not only to the greatest 
number, but to every member of that Na
tional family. A report this moment comes 
to my office, while I now write, that a United 
States’ Marshal has been terribly beaten, 
if not killed, by strikers in this city, a most 
emphatic accentuation of the importance of 
my theme.

A more extended, general knowledge of the 
truths of Spiritualism, of the fact tnat there 
verily is a hereafter, that there is a God in Is
rael, that materialism is a delusion and a 
snare, that death does not end all, that1 'what
soever a man soweth that shall he also reap,” 
that there will be a day of reckoning, if. not 
in the present, most assuredly in the future 
state of existence, would ho doubt go far to
ward softening the selfish heart and convinc
ing the avaricious mind that to accumulate 
wealth should by no means constitute the 
chief end and aim of man; that a higher, more 
exalted, grander incentive awaits to take pos
session of him when this and the spirit-world 
are more fully in communication, sympathy 
and rapport A knowledge of the truths of 
Spiritualism is the panacea of all our ills,, be
cause that knowledge alone jWill change the 
heart of capital by opening up to it a new 
world of thought and action, making plain the 
fact: First—that there, is beyond all doubt a 
future state of existence, and, Second—that 
our happiness in the spirit-world depends 
largely upon our conduct in' this. How much, 
then, depends upon the rapid spread of the 
truths of Spiritualism! What a responsibil
ity rests upon those who know its truths! It 
is the province of Spiritualism to take up for 
consideration all subjects involving the wel
fare of humanity, now and hereafter. The 
church, the Christian church, ever has been, 
and ever will be, away back in the rear upon 
all questions of reform. It has never had a 
clear idea on any question, not even theology. 
It is not even satisfied beyond all doubt of a 
future existence; else why did Bishop Foster 
utter ’ the following: “However it may 
awaken'surprise, truth demands that we make 
the confession that we do not know that death 
doesnot end all." Can we not readily imagine 
thejeffect such a confession would very nat
urally have upon the selfishness, avarice, etc., 
of humanity? Would such an agnosticism 
tend to enhance the sentiment of the “broth-

erhood of man,” or that other gentiment: 
‘ ‘Eat, drink and be merry, for to-morrow we 
die," which may be rendered, “Make money, 
John, make money; honestly if you can, but 
makemoney.” ■ '

Is it any wonder that a vague Christian 
church, split up into numberless sects, each 
having a very vague, illy-defined idea of re
ligion, theology, immortality, science and 
philosophy, should'exert so little influence 
upon the world, even upon its own adherents, 
in regard to the great questions of the hour? 
Christians never look to their churches for 
the settlement of any secular questions, while 
upon the Spiritualistic platform no important 
question of any character escapes considera
tion. - '

In the Arena,' of October, 1892, I notice an 
editorial from which I take the following:

“At a recent meeting of the Rhode Island 
weavers, a distinguished and popular conserv
ative economic writer addressed the hard-strug
gling workingmen. During his remarks he 
sought to make them blindly and contentedly 
accept their lot by saying, in honeyed tones: 
•Why, my dear friends, the production of the 
country only furnishes $200 a head annually, 
and it is hard to make it go found.' It is only 
by hard pinching and careful ecònOmy that we 
can make it do so;' while almost within gun- 
shót of the speaker rose the palaces of Amer
ica’s millionaires, at Newport, where gigantic 
fortunes are annually squandered with lavish 
hands; where Mr. McAllister And his butter
fly coterie of wealthy gourmands eat, drink 
and dance away the summer, and illustrate 
how these children of idleness and wealth have 
to ‘pinch and plan’ to make their share ‘of the 
$200 go around’ of which the distinguished 
conservative economist spoke."

If the masses of our people were unable to
read or write, if they had been accustomed to 
centuries of oppression, a policy so glaringly 
unjust might succeed for a time. But with 
the American public school system, with con
ditions as they are, the persistent crying of 
peace when there is no peace, and attempting 
to juggle with facts, is more than foolish, it is 
criminal. ■ ’ •

One who does not regularly read the labor 
and agricultural press of this country is inca
pable of forming an intelligent idea of the na
ture or extent of the discontent at the present 
time. Three-fourths of the suicides, and much 
of the disease of the body and mind, are di
rectly the result of the struggle for existence 
of the present day. '

Four insane asylums in the State of Indiana 
and all full to overflowing! How many of 
these patients may have been rendered insane 
by the indifference and selfishness exhibited 
by our mushroom aristocracy of the almighty 
dollar, composed of those who form and con
trol the great monopolies, syndicates, trusts 
and combines which are so cruelly oppressing 
thé many that the few may grow many times 
millionaires, and ‘the great railway magnates, 
whç have, through watering stock on the one 
hand and plundering the Commonwealth of 
farmers by exorbitant freights on the other, 
djBhonè'stly amassed colossal fortunes; and 
that still more baleful communion which forms 
such an important part of America’s shoddy 
aristocracy, the Wall street gamblers, they 
who rule “the street,” paralyzing healthy 
business, causing panics at will, and annually 
sweeping to the wall, to ruin and to death 
numbers of victims, who have been lured into 
their snares by deceptive reports industriously 
circulated and extensively published by paid 
agents of these same brigands of the commer
cial world—I say, how many of the insane 
throughout the nation owe their present condi
tion of mind and body to these causes will 
probably never be known to statistics.

This mushroom plutocracy, whose repre
sentatives hold colossal fortunes acquired 
rather than earned, practically rule our busi
ness interests by virtue of the enormous op
portunities afforded by their great wealth. 
And year by year are they increasing the ris
ing tide of indignation in the .hearts of mill
ions of hard-wOrking men and women, by 
grinding down more and still more hopelesly 
the multitude dependent on them, whom they 
can reduce to starvation if they rebel as they 
are at this writing now doing all over this fair 
land of ours.

Another element which, viewed from the 
plane of justice .and equity, may rightly be 
termed criminal, is the popular and conserva
tive economist who caters to plutocracy, and 
with brazen effrontery denies facts susceptible 
of proof, while he denounces every reformer 
who seeks to expose the iniquities of the pres
ent. This course /ft precisely a repetition of 
the policy of those who made light of and. 
minimized or minified the real danger and mis
represented the grave facts to the court of 
France, at a time when an honest, truthful 
representation might have averted the most 
terrible revolution in thè annals of civiliza
tion. .

A popular economic writer denounced a 
Boston clergyman for unveiling the horrors of 
the sweating system in the modern Athens. 
He could not deny the truth of the sickening 
facts described, but termed the minister a 
member of one of the most dangerous class of 
citizens, merely, because he spoke the truth 
with a view to bettering the condition of so
ciety’s exiles.

“Let us not deceive ourselves” longer. 
“Let us not cry peace, peace, when there is no 
peace" among the laboring , classes of this 
country, and cannot be ih the present relations 
of capital and labor. This ' being so, a vary 
probable disastrous result of ' this unrest 
should be looked squarely in the face, and it 
is the part of wisdom to take a view of the 
situation as soon as possible. The man who 
proves himself the best general- of the sit
uation will be president of the /United States in 
the near future. He will be rewarded by the 
grateful sons of toil of this nation. It will 
require.the courage and coolness of à Grant, 
the wisdom and kindness of a Lincoln, for. any 
man to come out on the side of right against 
the wrong at present, perhaps, but Ms day and 
reward will come. In. every agitation, every 
crusade against wrong, every battle for hu-
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inanity, every contest for a broader sweep of 
justice, conventional critics have arrayed 
themselves on the side of the evil conditions, 
and denounced as dangerous agitators those 
who have sought to arouse the higher impulses 
of the people to right the crying wrongs of the 
hour. ' ■

To deny the reality of the wrongs com
plained of, or lightly dismiss them as our pop
ular economists are doing, is to pursue the 
ostrich policy, with the certainty of being over
taken by the results of the evil which might 
have been averted. To ignore the serious 
social unrest of the present, and the bitter cry 
of the weak for justice, is to follow the fatal 
precedent set by the French government. The 
duty of the ho,ur is to turn on the light, to 
compel the thoughtful among our people of 
wealth and power to know the truth as it is, 
and to seek such a just and equitable revolu
tion as will save a baptism of blood.

According'to an extra census bulletin, giv
ing the statistics of farms, homes and mort
gages for 1890, in twenty-two States and Ter
ritories, I note the following particulars: One 
million, six hundred and ninety thousand fam
ilies own their homes, free and clear; 1,645,
000 families own farms free and clear; 650,000 
families own homes that are incumbered, and 
700,000 families own incumbered farms. One 
million, one hundred and fifty-five thousand 
families hire farms, and 4,160,000 families 
pay rent for the homes they live in.

In Commenting on this statement the Home 
Visitor says:

“The population of the United States is 
over 60,000,000, and it is estimated that there 
are about six members to every family; there
fore; there are over 10; 000,000 families in the 
United States. Of this amount about 3,500, - 
000 occupy farms and 6,500,000 families oc
cupy homes not on farms, and of the entire 
number of families thus represented, 5,250,'- 
000i hire their farms or homes and pay rent, 
1,400,000 own their own property, but it is 
encumbered with a mortgage, and 3,350,000 
own their property free and clear. Build
ing and loan associations confine their opera
tions almost entirely to cities and towns, and 
thousands of families have been enabled to 
own a home through them. But what a vast 
amount of work there is yet to be done, and 
what an immense field is still open to building 
and loan associations in the United States, 
when 4,160,000 families who might be bene
fited by them, are paying rent, and 650,000 
own property, that is encumbered.” 
e, Whither are we drifting?

■<,. II. V. Sweringen.

CANADA.
A Genuine Haunted School House.

’Spiritualism throughout the Dominion goes 
along in the usual quiet manner, growing and 
expanding, slowly but surely, in every direc
tion. Enquiries pour in on me on every side, 
and home investigation circles are everywhere 
recognized as one of the educational necessi
ties of everyday life.

The inhabitants of Durham, Ontario, have 
been greatly interested over the psychical 
phenomena that have been for sometime going 
on in the school-house. Vibrations of various 
kinds, movements of articles, and direct spirit 
voices, have been a daily occurrence. The 
wainscoting and floors were removed and the 
school closed, but the manifestations contin
ued. Since then the building has been over
hauled, : floors renewed, and school reopened, 
bijt it has failed to stop the phenomena. In
stigation has proved the fact that the voices, 
noises and vibrations are from some unseen 
intelligent source, and quite beyond the reach 
of any mortal. Of course the spiritualistic 
hypothesis has been tabooed by dogmatics, but 
the facts remain unaccountable under any 
other supposition, that’s certain.'

These experiences are gratifying, as they 
serve to intensify the interest in Spiritualism 
and to arouse the people from the lethargic in
fluences of the modern teachings of mam
mon—alias Christianity, and Canada is preg
nant with intolerance arising from the errors 
and one-sidedness of orthodoxy. Sunday all 
through the Dominion, with few exceptions, 
is a day of enforced retirement of the masses 
during this hot season. Cars are not allowed 
to run (Hamilton is an exception), and people 
will*not go to church to listen to the theolog
ical dry-rot hashed up by ministers Sunday 
after Sunday.

Public work in Spiritualism is not carried 
on to any great extent, partly owing to the 
paucity of speakers, but mainly due to the 
apathy of the public. Sensationalism is the 
order of the day, and preacher, lecturer, or 
medium who lacks sensationalism do not meet 
with that support and encouragement tl}ey 
otherwise would. A Talmage or an Evangel
ist of the blood and brimstone type can al
ways count on a large audience and a well- 
filled exchequer.

Correspondence invited from all interested 
in Spiritualism. Enclose addressed stamped 
envelope to Capt. Geo. W. Walbond,

Hamilton, Canada. ,

Paine’s Age of Beason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cento; cloth, 50 cts

All About Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
traces the history c*. the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. , Paper, 15 
cents. ’

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; doth, 50 cts.

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By LoisWaisbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents. -

Woman, Church and • State. A noble work 
by .Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, ddth- 
bound, $s. '

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURCH^ROME. 
k Remarkable Book,

This 1« u remarkable work by Father Cbixiqut. 
It expoicB even to tho minutest detallE the corruption 
that exlntB In tho Church of Homo. 11 It a work of 882 
pages, and should be rend as a matter of history by 

■ every Spiritualist. The following It a partial list at the 
table of contents: '
_ T,,v. . . CHAPTER I.
The Blblo and the Priest of Home.

«... ... . . CHAPTER IP _ . .
My first School-days at Si. Tliotnaa—Th# Mook #nd 

Celibacy. .
. CHAPTER III.

The Confession of Children.
' v CHAPTER IV.

The Shepherd whipped by bls Sheep.
w, . . . CHAPTER V. ...

The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow's Cow, 
...... . « CHAPTER VI.

FeBtivF’eB In a Parsonage,
„ . CHAPTER VII.
Preparation for the First Communion—Initiation to 

Idolatry. -
M n CHAPTER VIII.
The First Communion.
„ ' CHAPTER IX.
Intellectual Education in the Roman Catholic College.

, w. . CHAPTER X.
Moral and Religious Instruction In the Roman Catho

lic Colleges.
CHAPTER XT.

Protestant Children In the Convents and Nunneries of 
Rome.

CHAPTER XII.
Rome and Education—Why does the Church of Borne 

hate the Common Schools of the United States, and 
want to destroy them?—Why does she object to 
the reading of the Bible in the Schools?

CHAPTER XIII.
Theology of the Church of Rome: its Antipodal and 

Anti-Christian Character.
w w >z, Mu CHAPTER XIV.
The Vow of Celibacy.
_ CHAPTER XV.
The Impurities of tho Theology of Rome.
_ CHAPTER XVI.
The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, how I 

swore to give up tho Word of God to follow the 
word of Men.

CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod* 

ern idolatry.
CHAPTER XVIII.

Hine Consequences of the Dogma of Trinsubstantia- 
tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian name,

CHAPTER XIX. ’
Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, Rlvferre Boyer.

CHAPTER XX.
Papineau and the Patriots In 1833—The burning of “Le 

Cansdlen" by the Curate of St. Charles.
CHAPTER XXI.

Grand Dinner of the Priests—The Maniac Bister of 
Rev. Mr. Perras.

CHAPTER XXII.
Jam appointed Vicar of the Curate of Charlesbourgh 

—The Piety, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perras.

CHAPTER XXIII.
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Rome during the epi* 
demlc.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of bt. Roch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—TertuiUau—General Cargo—The 
Beal Skins.

CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic in the so* 

called Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous sums 
of Money made by the sale of Masses--The Society 
of Three Musses abolished and the Society of one 
Muss established. .

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade in Musses.

CHAPTER XXV11.
Quebec Marine Hospital—The iirst time I carried the 

“Bon Dien" (the wafer god) in my veat pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau’s -The 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dlcu" at the Oyster 
Soiree.

tap* We have not space In this notice of Father 
Chlnlquy’s work to give the heads of all the Chapters. 
Those omitted arc of especial value. The following, 
however, are of thrilling Interest:

CHAPTER Lill.
The Immaculate Conception of tho Virgin Mary.

CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Trieste 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LVI.

Public Acts of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O'Regan—General Cry of Indignation—1 
determine to resist him to bls face-*Ilo employs 
Mr. bpink ugalu io send me to Gaol, and he falls 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana In the Spring 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dour Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII. ,
Bishop O’Regan sells the Parsonage of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—He 
determines to turn me out of my Colony and send 
me to Kabokla—He forgets it next day and pub
lishes that he has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Bishop—Ills Answers—The 
Bhuui Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LVHJ.
flAUreas from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur
bana— Abranam Lincoln's anxiety about the issue 
of the Proaecutlon-My Distress—The Rescue— 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—Le- 
Belle's Confession and Distress—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra« 
ham Lincoln—The Oatb of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX.
A moment of Interruption In the Thread of my ‘ Fifty 

Years in the Church of Rome." to see bow my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be reallzed-Romc the Implacable Enemy 
of tho United States.

CHAPTER LX.
The Fundamental Principles of the Constitution of tho 

United States drawn from the Gospel of Christ—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Plots 1 knew against his Life—The Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born in the Church 
of Rome—Letter of the Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to tho Presldcnt-HJa admirable refer
ence to Moses—HU willingness to die for hie 
Nation's Sake.

, CHAPTER LXI.
¿braham Lincoln a true man of God, and a true Dis

ciple of the Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—Tho tool of the Priests—John Surratt's house— 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of the Priests 
—John Surratt Secreted by tho Priests after tho 
murder of Lincoln—Tho Assassination of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours be
fore Rs occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Priests sent by tho People and tho 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of the Bishop-The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop it wrong and that we arc 
right—For peace sake, I cooseui to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted- by the 
Deputies—One ot tho Deputies (urns false to his 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at the head of 
my Colony—My lust Interview ulth him aad Mr. 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LX1II.
Mr. DoBaulnlcr Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of the Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Braesard 
forced, against bls cvnscitnco, to condemn ns—My

' answer to Mr- Bramrd-He writes to beg my 
pardon.

CHAPTER LXIV.
I write to the Pope Pius IX, aud to Napoleon, F.mpcror 

of France, and aend them the Legal aud Public 
Documents proving the bad conduce of Bishop 
O'Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me ut my 
victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— I go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop

. • —The pekoe sealed and publicly proclaimed f 
Grand vicar Dunn the 28tb uf March, 1658.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop-My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and hl> assistant. Rev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about the 
new storm prepared by the Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Gift-1 am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to uiy people.

CHAPTER LXVI. , t w
The Solemn Responsibilities of my Now Position—we 

give up tho name of Roman Catholic to call our
selves Christian Catbollcs-Dlsmay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan. Coadjutor ct 
St. Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to feu 
Anna to persuade the People to submit to h!s 
Authority—He is Ignominiously turned out, and 
rnni away in the midst of the cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXVIL „
Blrd’i-eve View of the Principal Events from my Con- ’veralon to this day-My

and of the Voyage through the Deaert to Cha 
Romlsed Land.

Price» $2.25, Post-pud.

J^eLIGIOfJ
' AS REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

By EDWIN D. BABBIT?, 
■ ■. Author of “Principles of Light and Color,"

This is a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt Is g 
born critic, a thorough scholar and a comprebonsiva 
thinker.

CONTENTS:
Chapter Fourr-Exlstencc and General Character 

of God.—Preliminary thoughts. Is there such a being 
Ga God? Is God a Creator? The Argutnent ^roin De* 
sign. Io God Unknowable? Is God absolutely In
finite? ‘

Chapter Second—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot undeastand the God Idea. Argument of the 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author's 
Experience.

Chapter Third—Tbo Del fle Location and Mode of 
Working.—The Location of Deity. Can Infinitude 
haVp a Centre? Docs God control theUnlverse through 
Law? How does God control tho Universe? A. J. 
Davis's Theory of the God Centre. Tho Dual Centro 
of the Universe. Can the Infinitely Fino act upon the 
Coarse?

Chapter Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is God a 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes?

Chapter Fifth—The Delilc Greatness and Glory.— 
The Greatness of God. An Angel's Conception of the 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil and Detfic Perfcc« 
tlon.—The Perfection of God. Has God created Evil? 
Is Man depraved? Is anything innately Bad? Is an 
endles. Hell possible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution.

Chapter Seventh—Delflc Law and Human Inter* 
cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Healing. How God interposes to answer Prayer, 
Pruver. A Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influence 
God? Hudson Tuttle’s View of Prayer. The Central 
Principle of Delflc Action. Prof. Wallace’s View of 
Prayer. Prayerfulness is not necessarily Goodness.

Chapter Eighth—How Man helps Govern the Unk 
verse.—Man a Co-worker with God. How Spirits con
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-forming by judge Edmonds. Spirits rejoice io 
this work. Countless worlds yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God's Purposes? Military Chieftain in Spirit Life. A 
Miltonic Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practices of Christ!« 
anlty.—Terrors of Creedal Theology. Churchlanlo 
Conception of JIelL A more blessed Gospel. ABrlgbt- 
er Dawn approaching. Science and Religion. Salva* 
lion by Faith.

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Stand» 
ards.—Churchlanlo Infallibility. Infallibility of a 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.— 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecies. 
The Bible tested by lu Teachings. Bald to be the only 
Book which gives any correct conception of God. Said 
to present the only true Foundation of Ethlos in the 
Decalogue. Claims for the Golden Bule, Love to 
Enemies, etc. Is It safe to build on Falsehood? Has 
only one Nation been Inspired? Shall we waste time 
and money on Falsehood? Do numbora prove th* 
Truth of a System? Shall Policy rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by their 
Fruits.—Church Standards too low. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of Religious 
Systems. Some great Points In Buddhism. Moham
medan and Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. ’Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
the Parseo Religion. The Parsce Bible, The High 
Priest of Siam. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
progress of Mohammedanism. Tho Religions of to-day 
Insufficient.

Chapter Thirteenth—The Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible presented. The sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flowers. Of a Tree, Of a 
Forest. Lessons from tho Shells. The Teachings of 
Crystallization. Teachings of the Human Form. Of 
the Great Masses of the Universe.

Chapter Fourteenth—Life under the Old Ro- 
ffgluus.—importance of Jllfitorlo Truth. Roman Ca
tholicism. influence of Catholicism in Spain. Gal
vanism. The Five Points of Calvaulsin. Presbyterians 
Istn in Scotland. Puritanism in New England. 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. The Bplrit.«/ 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chapter Fifteenth—Life under a Spiritual Re
ligion.—General Di visions of tho JI uiuau Faculties. The 
Higher Realm of the Brain. Spirituality is Ennobling. 
Spirituality beautifies the Countenance. Must ba 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com- 

luufon tho Baals of «11 Religious. Spiritual!«!) 
founded upon Facts. The only Religion which demon
strates Immortality. Robs Death of its Terror, The 
most Joy-inspiring of Religions. Promotes Civil and 
Religious Freedom. Leads off lu Human Reforms. 
Perfects the Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Nobler Living. Re
veals a Grander Universe. All Great Geniuses havo 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus In Spirit 
Life. Will tho New Religion Abolish Churches?

Cuapter Sixteenth—Death tinder the Old Re- 
ilglous.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death mado 
terrible through Church Songs. Made Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dark, 
ened Death. Death Bed of a Christian. Of an Immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Sccues under the Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under the Old to those who lose 
friends.

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under ft Spiritual 
Religion.—A Spiritual Mind la not over-attached to 
this Life. Departed Ones attract the Spiritual Mind. 
Tho Spiritualist understands Death,so does nut fear it. 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
J ung Stilling and bls Grandfather. Beautiful I nddents 
in (ho Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of ft 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Unlversnllst 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experiences 
of Various Persons. Power to Sustain tho Loss ol 
Friends.

Chapter Eighteenth—The Future Life.—Location 
and Character of tho Spirit Realms. The Clothing of 
Spirits. Children in Spirit Life. A Spirit Child from 
Humble Life. The Wealthy In Spirit Life. Pol llelaui 
In Spirit Life. Clergymen in Spirit Life. Editors n 
Spirit Life. Tho Power of Spirits to Commune with 
Mortals.

Final Remarks.—The Basic Principles of ft unk 
venal Philosophy and a Universal Reiltfluu.

This work contains Forty Illustrations. Tbej 
are tn harmony with the facts conveyed. It lea rarfl 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, 10 Cts.

The Te-Monw of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science. 
By LOUIS FIGUEER.

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fins volume might well bare been entltlcdt 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
In that peculiarly interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects In adaptation to tho needs of tho general 
render. The author la not a Splritunils^-ho even 
mentions Spiritualists ns “devotees of a new super
stition,'* etc., etc., In which bo manifests tho usual 
animus of cho “scientific class,’* yet be says again: 
“There Is a true and respectable idea In Spiritualism,*’ 
and regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superhuman« and the inhabitants of Earth:’* 
and he goes on to relate Instances of fact in evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest dlscrcpancy/ln 
tho author’s Ideas, bat the well-read mind will readily 
select ftnd arrange tho pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. Tho author holds the 
theoryof reincarnation. Price »1,50.

For sale at this office.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
TyOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.

L By Llxzle Doten. New edition. This handsome 
volume opens with the wonderful experience« of the 
author, who le peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
and public Breaker. Her platform labor« have for a 
'.ong time been t ncoaslng, and the deep religious and 
spiritual tone at her discourses hato extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of her voice, through 
the Instrumentality of the pre&\ But It is chiefly for 
hermcdiumlBtlc power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 

• religious and elevating, that she Is most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the Insplr 
atlonal utterances, given chiefly before public audl* 
vneea, under direct spirit influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of his productions In earth-life, but far surpass then 
In exaltednesa o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tb , Inspiration of Shakespeare, Burna, 
A. W. Sprague; jut In many cases the author’s name 

- Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar influence which * 
each spirit exercised over the medium is stated, and 

• the unmistakable certainty end sfenlficence o'" this 
higher phase of snirituai communion is bcztrJfuHy 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from 11.50 to IUXL -.lOCentt. -i . . •
LjIBLE MARVEL WORKERS Bit 
IJ AHtaPstoun, A.M, A fflirvtiou bort- Pit» 
n ceui. .

JOYS

Beyond Ilie Threshold.
A Sequel to 

TO-MORROW OF DEATH. 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrltcn to 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human eoul after death, and Its reincarnation 
In a chain of new being», whoso successive links are 
unrolled fn the bosom of ctherial space. “Beyond 
thb Threshold” continues on the same lines en
larging ana expanding the Idea by reasons and con* 
sidérations drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that tht certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
thatxhe help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any ef tho existing re* 
llglons. From beginning to end It Is interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will hare been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed In lu perusal. Price 11^5.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND, •

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*
DOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
D «Ide, and containing 820 pages. Tbti splendid 
book, fust Issued, contains nineteen tnll Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others on the Hvmxs Born., which 
are alone worth the price of the book This wonder
ful bookls unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price «1.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale 
at this office.

APOLLONIUS OFTYANA. 
Identified as the Christian Jesus, 

A woBÍtrtql communication, explaining how ht3

> ■ "
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Foremost Baking Powder in all the World»

The
World’s Tribute to

Dr Price’s
KCream Baking Powder

Highest Award, both 1
Medal and

Diploma.

1893
World’s Fair

Medal and Diploma
AWARDED TO

Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder
The highest award was given on every claim, comprising superiority in leavening power, keeping properties, purity and excellence. 

The verdict has been given by the best jury ever assembled for such a purpose, backed by the recommendation of the Chief Chemist of the 
United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. Ci^ho made an elaborate examination and test of all the baking powder. 
This is pre-eminently the highest authority on such matters in America. '

This verdict conclusively settles ue question and proves that Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder is superior in every way to any 
other brand. . .

NOTE—The Chief Chemist rejected the Aliim Powders, stating to the World’s Fair jury that he considered them unwholesome.

“The Autocrat of the Breakfast Table.”
■ ' ■ »

DR. PRICE’S CREAM BAKING POWDER is the standard for purity and perfection the'world 
over, and is beyond comparison. Its purity and goodness are household words. Always full weight. Never varies. Never 
disappoints. ‘ v

Dr. Price’s is peculiarly adapted for export, as neither long sea voyages nor climatic changes affect it. Will keep 
fresh and sweet for years. 1

t

Uff
ML

It is a fact that certain envious man
ufacturers of Baking Powder, who 
lacked the temerity to even place their 
goods in competition with Dr. Price’s 
Cream Baking Powder at the World’s 
Fair, have, since it closed, advertised that 
they actually received an awaid. To an 
enlightened, appreciative public, com
ment on such an unfair and reprehen
sible act is quite unnecessary. ;

'nr^n?

I

How Cream of Tartar Is Made.
Cream of Tartar—which enters so largely into the manufacture

of Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder—is obtained from the tart 
brines of France, Germany, Austria, etc. The Crude Tartar, called 
Argols, is deposited on the sides of the wine casks during the fer
mentation of the wine. After the wine is drawn off this crystal de
posit is removed, dried and exported to America, where the elabo
rate process of refining goeson, producing the snow-white crystals

. of Cream of Tartar. Specimens of this product, in all its conditions, ' 
* 'from the^crude Argols in its original wine cask to the purified and

refined article embodied in Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder, were
. shown at the Price Baking-Powder Company’s late exhibit in the
i Agricultural Building, World’s Columbian Exposition. *

. NOTE—The Cream of Tartar Refinery controlled by the Price Baking Powder 
Company is the most complete and extensive in the-world.
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PROPHECY.
Scientific Prediction» Made.

Calamities to Come.

YES! NO!

cite grave fears. A Scientist.

breakiK-

existence after death, as I do—i^tj.r m’£cnmsta,nce§ under which, they 
spiritualistic teachings, hoi* 'from tbol sure to cpme are worthy a httle careful

1

. I " ‘f J n J* X ~ k ,

I

“yes—noes,” and had better make up 
his mind to ftcpept them ,good-naturedly 
during hih search "fftr truth. The cir-

A Critical Revjpw by a Comprehen
sive Thinker.

An Address Delivered 
BY CHARLES DAWBARN, 

'l’o the Spiritualists of the United 
States.

bish. Whàt"-te;^ïag_e is ther,e in it,, 
anyway, to one who relieves in conscious 
existence after death, as T •’* ~~1' ‘

w wv vyWw —* 
thought.’: ..

If the investigator be a thoughtful 
man he Will soon discover that he

J.... b-- -. .-41

VOL. 8
Progress, fije Universal Law) of fiatare; Thjoágfff, this íSolVeqt of fier Profileras.

Snags Manifested in Spirit 
Return.

Perhaps there js nothing that 
occasions more perplexity to. the in
vestigator than the contradictions by 
intelligences that communicate through 
different mediums. This is the “snag” 
that has troubled a gentleman well 
known in political life, and accorded 
high Ijonors in his State. He has been 
an investigator for thirty years, yet a 
letter I have just received from him is 
full of the woe of uncertainty and doubt. 
I will allow him to speak for himself, 
and then I will attempt an explanation 
of some of the problems that have 
.troubled his honest soul:

“Sometimes I have thought I was a 
Spiritualist, and then I would run onto 
so many contradictions that I would de
cide that I had better investigate a 
little more., I am ,now nearly ready to 
■throw ,«way all spiritual papers, without

Bible, but .from nature, and the reasoti- 
ableness of things. I said Spiritualism 
'was so contradictor}’. Is it not? So- 
called spirits answer all the following 
questions yes and nd. '

“Was there such a person as Jesus, as 
described in the Bible? Yes. No. Did
Jesus have an earthly father? Yes. 
No. Were there such persons as the 
scriptural Adam and Eve? Yes. No. 
Are the wicked punished in- an endless 
hell? Yes. No. Do animals have Souls 
or individual spirite that ! lye after 
death? Yes. No. Are thero:marriages] 
of the two sexes in £he'Spii'it-world? 
Yes. No. ■ Are there any accidents in 
heaven? Yes. No. Is thé doctrine of 
reincarnation true? Yes. , No. Do, 
spirits from other planets visit earth? 
Yes. No. Is the earth a solid body? 
Yes. No. Is it a hollow globe? ’ Yes. 
No. Is the moon inhabited? Yes. No. 
Arc there genuine spirit materializa
tions? Yes. No. is it proper to ad
minister medicines to sick people? Yes. 
No. Is the spirit of the genuine John 
Pierpont influencing Mrs. Longley? 
Yes. No.

“In other words, whatever spirits 
have taught on every conceivable sub
ject has been flatly contradicted by 
other spirits. With such experiences, I 
am not, to-day, after thirty years of ex
perience, sure that the cause of the phe
nomena is the spirits of departed human 
beings. . . Spiritual phenomena may 
serve a good purpose in convincing 
hard-headed materialists that if a man 
die he shall live again, but it is doubtful 
if it teaches anything useful beyond 
that. . . I do not think I have ever 
known any one benefited by’ Spiritual
ism, while I do know of several who 
were greatly damaged both morally aud 
physically. . . The h ar mo niai phil
osophy does not, so far as my experience 
goes, make harmonial philosophers:'1

Such are a few extracts frdma long 
letter with many paragraphs equally as 
pithy as the above; Of course the dls- 
heartenod writer has read tho explana
tions repeatedly given in’’answers to 
questions,” by the controls of prominent 
mediums, yet he remains unsatisfied arid 
unconvinced. I will.venture tooffer 
him one more reply from a different 
standpoint, as I have been a fellOW-snf- 
ferer with the writer of that letter, and 
have even had painful experiences not 
alluded to by him.

It has been said that we can have no 
conception of absolute truth outside pure: 
mathematics. But the mathematician of 
to-day is doubtful whether there is not 
a fourth dimension in space that may af
fect what he has believed, to be his 
truthful conception of natural law. And 
if that be settled in the affirmative, there 
might be a fifth or a fiftieth dimension 
known to superior intelligence, with a 
broader outlook upon nature; so the 
search for absolute truth must ever be 
hopeless to the mortal.

But if it be freedom from contradic
tion that is the desired haven of rest for 
the troubled soul of the writer of this 
letter, then that is unattainable in 
earth-life.’ It is true., k theologian 
finds spiritual repose ,by accepting the 
pope as his mental lord- ¿nd -master. 
That may comfort him,-till the pope 
dies: but then he discqvers, unless his 
discoverability has. become shriveled 
from want of use, that another man anil 
another.mincÇis wearing,the tiara.: The 
pope and his, college of, cardinals may 

..“make believe’! infallibility for a gen
. eration or two, but .the pages-of history 

unroll the lie, and leave ;the mummified 
fact for the honest explorer. And then 

that fact becomes a “yes—no” in the 
world's history. Allow some man to 
play authority, and contradictions seem 
to cease for the time being.

But our everyday life teems with 
“yes—no” answers. Politically, almost 
every law is an alteration or repeal of 
some previous law, and is, of course, 
“no” to the former legislator's “yes.” 
Our judges delight to contradict one an
other, from the bottom to the court of 
last resort. Why does not the present 
complainant pitch into his waste-basket 
such a lot of “yes—noes?” Even science 
knows no better way of reaching truth 
than to cry “no” to everyta2ffl^?.*-..her 
public gatherings. And even her settled 
facts are still contradicted. The Rev. 
Jasper, of Richmond,' still teaches his 
people that “the suu do move.” But 
amidst it all, we want to keep in mind 
that there will be very little contradic
tion if we seek answers from but one 
mind. Under such ■conditions an in
vestigator of modern Spiritualism can 
conclude1 that the game isn’t worth the 
candle, and retire to his ignorance, if 
he so' choose. Or, with a higher man
hood,'fap may perceive that, like the 
key to the hieroglyphs of Egypt or Cen
tral America, true knowledge can only 
be gained by a perseverance that will 
accept one grain of wheat as ample re
ward for a search through a bushel Of 
chaff. The philosopher will expect the 
“yes—no” at every turn, and from that 
fact will determine the direction of his 
search.. But the ordinary investigator 
will have to face very many of these

usually has but one man—one mind- 
one experience to deal with, if his com
munication be with an honest spirit and 
through the same medium. But if he 
changes his pope, that is, his medium, 
his conception of spirit infallibility, or 
oven consistency, will soon receive a se
vere shock. In the first place, it is sel
dom that,a spirit can find two brains 
that he q^n control: and if fqmnd, they 
may ,bq;u/yjjousand miles apayt.- But a 
mueh)g;,j^er difficulty is in^e-road of 
that.jipiriEthan the mere finding of a 
mpjdium. qjWe take too little,thought of 
thq,', (ttfoet/j-qf the medium’s,.organism 
uppn, the Spirit. 1 once hudUthe privi
lege of seeing a spirit use first .one and 
then the other of two mediums, both of 
whom he was able to control. Through 
one he was sparkling and wittv, besides 
being clairvoyant and clairaudient. His 
knowledge was very superficial, and 
largely adapted to the class of self-seek
ers who visit a public medium. The 
other medium was the wife of a pro
fessional gentleman, whose mediumship 
had never been used, save for her hus
band and a very few friends. This lady 
when entranced was able to assist her 
husband in his studies. But she never 
jokedvQF trifled, nor was she either 
clairvoyant or clairaudient. And she 
never > discussed money matters. 
Through the first medium tho spirit 
could tell you anything transpiring at 
the home of the other. But with the 
second, he was blind and deaf to all out
side. Thfough the one, he could often 
recall thit’ which he had said through 
the other. But through the second, 
never. Through the one he was always 
refined and dignified; through the 
other, somewhat coarse. I am aware 
tha^.this was a marked case, but it is 
from marked cases thg,t we best learn 
qmi lesson.- , . .’.

L ■.•Tqe infjelligent complainant will, 
without my having to point them out, 
see .-the great number of “yes—noes” 
that’ he would run against in such a case 
as this. But much more is involved 
than appears on the surface. Was that 
spirit wise or foolish? Was he refined 
or coarse in his own personality? Plenty 
of chance for a “yes—no,” either way, 
If he was one thing in tho one case and 
the opposite in another, which was the 
real nature of the spirit controlling? 
But this conundrum applies to earth
life as much as to the spirit. Not long 
ago our surgeons operated successfully 
upon a young man who had never 
laughed in his life, nor shown any dis
position to acquire knowledge. The 
bony skull had closed sutures, and the 
brain was unable to exhibit the intelli
gence of humanity. That was another 
extreme case, and so is that of the idiot, 
whose skull is without a forehead. But 
all such cases mean that the spirit man 
must manifest according to the condi
tions he finds. We now know that a 
slight pressure upon one spot will de
stroy memory for nouns. At another, it 
is verbs that vanish. These are physical 
manifestations.- But. we must enter the 
larger, field of psychics before we can 
fully, realize the difficulty A returning 
Spirit finds in giving us “yes, yes,” In
stead of “yes—no." ■:

( Watch the hypnotist play with, the 
memory of his unfortunate subject; At 
an unspoken suggestion the poor wretch 
forgets his name. He.says “yes,” when 
he means “no.". It is “yes—no” with 
him all the time. Asli if told to say 
“no” for a week, he says it obediently.

Such facts permit the thinker to ad- । 
vance another step into the field of “un- : 
conscious suggestion.” Hypnotism is , 
to-day a recognized law of nature. The 
world is full of it. It is the unnoticed 
factor in almost every case where man 
uses his influence successfully to make 
his fellow-man do as he wishes, It has 
been.called the “Holy Ghost” by the re
vivalist, and it is the “Devil” who helps 
the successfill sensualist. It always 
means that the subject is saying “yes,” 
instead of “no.” It is the power back 
of the winning candidate at the polls, 
and the salesman is a failure who lacks 
the gift. Those who have tried the exJ 
périment know how easily a passive 
medium becomes the victim of a power
ful will. Men laugh as they tell you 
how their will determined what was 
said at some particular seance. Yet 
such sitters, not recognizing the power 
of their own unconscious will, are 
amongst the firmest believers in utter
ances made when they believed them
selves passive. They take little heed of 
the enduring and lasting effect of will
power on the brain of a medium. So 
the will of a’previous sitter may be dom
inating and manufacturing a “yes—no,” 
when they are hoping for unadulterated 
truth.

The sitter as an individual, and the 
circle as a whole, are positive factors in 
the result of a seance. But there are 
three factors to every communication 
from the world of spirits. The medium 
and the sitter count for two, but the 
third is popularly supposed to be the 
source from which must come the ex
pected truth. That is the spirit. But 
if that spirit be unable to protect his 
medium from a positive sitter, then that 
fact constitutes a dangerous weakness 
in his control. He has become reduced 
to tbe level of a psychologized mortal. 
He now becomes “yes—no," according 
to whatever may be the dominant influ
ence at the time. I have seen a control 
sobbing with indignation because she 
had been unable to tell the tputh to a 
previous sitter, and had actuary uttered 
a falsehood. Surely this shéuld* be a 
sufficient explanation of many a “yes— 
no” of both mortal and spirit. And it 
is a fact that must be accepted and 
dealt with by an investigator who aims 
ut the t/nth . .

We n’o,w '.phje.r,- another' .fiqiijl-^thftt’ibf' 
the actual ‘‘knowledge possessed by a 
spirit; Of course we ask no question? of 
either mortal or spirit, unless we sup
pose ive may receive an intelligent an
swer. We do not seek knowledge either 
of idiots or fools. But unless a man 
have gained information during his 
earth-life, there is nothing in the 
change we call death to entitle him to a 
college degree. Tbe loss of his mortal 
brain does not turn the fool into a wise 
man. And death is not education to the 
ignorant. But the ordinary investigator 
acts upon the presumption that it is. 
He assumes that not only is the intelli
gence the one he claims to be, which 
may or may"not be true, but he also as
sumes that as a spirit he knows a great 
deal more than he did as a mortabLYet 
there is abundant proof of the Wunta- 
tions that bar the way of a returning 
spirit. To sense any detail of our mate
rial life, that spirit must be able to use 
some mortal brain, with all its limita
tions. If the medium be clairvoyant, 
then the spirit is able to exhibit clair
voyant power, and not otherwise. And 
the wisest spirit is limited to the ca
pacity of the brain he is using. -This 
fact alone accounts for many of the 
“yes—noes” received in answer to our 
questions. The vibrations of matter 
that permit our existence are impossible 
to the spirit. Yet we expect truthful 
answers when we demand: “Is the 
earth a solid body? Is it a hollow globe? 
Is the moon inhabited?” meaning, of 
course, by beings we could see and 
hear. “Is it proper to administer med
icine to sick people?” etc., etc. The 
honest spirit who hopes to answer such 
questions must use the psychic powers 
of his medium. That is to say, he looks 
out clairvoyantly, and is limited to the 
clairvoyant power of his medium. Now, 
how many investigators have ever tried 
to determine the length and breadth of 
the clairvoyant power? Yet its neces
sarylimitation is almost on the surfa’ce. 
The spirit eye deals with the things 
that vibrate on the spirit level. If it 
look at the North Pole, it can only see 
the spirit of that pole. And if living 
beings be there who belong to our 
earth-life, then the clairvoyant eye 
could not see them. Such a statement 
may seem to contradict the experience 
of both the investigator and the 
medium. But that is because the 
psychometric power which inheres to 
the spirit of the mortal can sense vibra
tions that are down to the level of the 
earth-life. Therein is the distinction 
between clairvoyance and psychometry. 
And we should notice that even the 
finest clairvoyance can necessarily 
reach but the lower vibrations of spirit
life. The control who is trying to an
swer such questions as put by the 
complainant in this case, is for the time 
not only less than spirit, but has most of 
the limitations of the mortal. Pure 
clairvoyance cannot reach the material 
North Pole, and the psychometric 

, power, like electricity, must have its 
wire, to be available for the use of the; 

, mortal. Unless the spirit ■ understand 
this, he will honestly try to answer 
questions that are unanswerable from 
his standpoint as control. .He cannot 
reach them clairvoyantly, and the psy- 
chomctric power cannot, in many cases, 
be used successfully. .

The thoughtful reader will now per
, ceive that some of the many questions 

concerning material interests that are 
put to controls by sitters may sometimes 
be answered more or less successfully if 
they can be reached psychometrically. 
It is from this faculty that correct an-

swers to questions concerning stocks, ‘ 
mines, and ordinary business, must 
come. I do.not suppose that many spir
its draw’any line to determine what 
faeulty or powerof the mortal they, are 
using. But all thè same, we must dis
tinguish if we would leaim the truth.

If these were the only problems in 
the case, we should soon'overcome the 
difficulties' that ■ havb so beset us. But 
there: are “yes—noes” of another class, 
that alpo deinand their explanation. 
And these also deal with the actual 
knowledge possessed by the spirit in 
control. It is not a simple question that 
we have to answer here. We must re
member that there are few mediums 
that can be controlled by more than one 
spirit. From tliis japt comes what wo 
may call “friendly personation” by the 
spirit. That is to! say, the control 
speaks for another spirit, but usually 
without deeming it' necessary to ex
plain the situation to the sitter. In suck 
cases, the control is ’giving the mortal 
the knowledge and.Experience of an
other spirit, but without using his 
name. It is personation by permission. 
But if at another tibie that control an
swer similar questions without aid, we 
have, as a result, .another instance of 
the “yes—no.” for he is very likely to 
contradict what had been said previ
ously. . ,

No control can he assumed to have 
the broad knowledge demanded by the 
questions asked by various sitters. We 
do not call upon any,mortal to evince 
universal knowledge, yet we seem to 
expect that the spirit has no limitations. 
But though we may thus explain the 
“yes—no” of many contradictions, where 
such contradictions are through the 
same medium at different sittings, there 
is a. very important residuum based 
upon the limitation that every spirit 
must experience in acquiring exact 
knowledge of material affairs that are 
of direct interest to,the mortal. Sup
pose an Esquimaux to enter the Spirit
world. His relatives’discover that he is 
not dead, and open $ip communication 
with him., Like the, American citizen, 
they want to gain §ome material, ad
vantage out of his visit, and ask him to 
point out a seal or whale for them to 
capture. , It is pbvidus that the spirit 
-.must ¿e dependent ùpotì’ the' psy.ph’omet- 
rio-.power* eithefi 'of the'hpeditim; o‘f"of 
some of the questioners. But suppose 
they enter thè'mental field and ask the 
visitor to help them to invent some im
provement upon their lance or their 
kyak. What can tnere be in the Spirit
world to have given that spirit any ex
perience in such matters? Would it not 
be like calling a counsel of wise Es
quimaux to suggest improvements for 
the negro in Central Africa? Tho 
Northerners would not have either 
knowledge or experience to justify their 
giving advice. Where any good results 
follow such demands, must it not be 
that some one of tho mortals was in
spired to a better use of his own brain? 
Here again we seo that honest-minded 
visitors might give that woful “yes- 
no” without intending the least fraud. I 
have purposely avoided speaking of the 
class of spirits naturally attraetéd to tho 
average sitter when he visits tho mis
cellaneous circle. The mortal at such 
times invites “yes—no,” and of course 
receives it.

Now let us suppose a reliable medium 
and an intelligent, truth-seeking in
vestigator. We may well ask whether 
such a sitter must remain amidst “yes— 
no" influences? This is the reply: Tho 
medium, the sitter and tho spirit are 
alike subject to tho eternal law of vibra
tions. Tho brain of the mortal sensitive 
will respond to tho actual conditions, 
whether the sitter and the spirit desire 
it or no. At so many vibrations per sec
ond I seo with my mortal oye, and hear 
with my mortal oar. Change these vi
brations, and only the spirit eye and ear 
can respond. In other words, tho me
dium cannot bo both normal and ab
normal at the same time. But upon the 
condition of the medium depends the 
truthful sight, hearing and expression 
of tho spirit. He must either bring that 
mortal brain to vibrations suitable to 
his uso, or his,own intelligence will be 
clouded. In other words, We shall have 
“ves—no,” in tho accustomed manner. 
Herein is the trouble for that spirit. 
You. and I, as sitters, can and often do 
wield as direct influence upon the vibra
tions of the medium’s brain as the spirit, 
and often overpower him entirely. Of 
course that means more “yes—noes.” 
But such influences are usually wielded 
unconsciously. It is thought that almost 
in a moment can change the vibrations 
of a mortal brain. You think anger, 
and immediately the brain throbs, the 
heart shows excitement, and the whole 
body is affected. You need not say a 
word, yet the brain of the sensitive will 
echo your vibration. Remember that if 
a dozen pianos are in a room, and you 
strike but one note upon one instrument, 
the like note will respond from every 
string that can repeat the vibration. 
So the spirit is almost compelled to re
spond to your tone. Every mortal is an 
instrument keyed to the level of his 
daily life. For instance, if the sitter be 
a politician mingling in active political 
life, the vibrations of his brain are nor

, mally at that level. That might favor a 
political spirit, if the medium’s brain 
were responsive, but on all other 
themes there would be the usual “yes- 
no.” And if that : sitter be sitting by 
the side of a scientist, or one longing 
for spiritual knowledge, the' confusion 
becomes only the: more confounded. 
The wonder is that anything but “yes— 
no” can ever be evolved from spirit in
tercourse, as.attempted in ignorance or 
contempt- of natural law; : As a matter 
of :course, the earnest and intelligent 
spirit usually retires disgusted or dis
heartened; but plenty are ready to tkka

his place, with a full supply Qf 'lyes— 
noes” ready for their customers. '

The reader will notice, that these ex
planations are not based upon fraud by 
either mortal or spirit.' i I claim that in 
almost all cases the “yes—no" is the re
sult either of the different minds \vho 
act as spirit control, or else of the ig
norance of natural law governing such 
intercourse by both spirits and mortals.

Naturally, the honest investigator, of 
whom the present complainant is a type, 
will now demand to know if, in my 
judgment or experience, there is any 
way of avoiding, or at least lessening 
the number of “yes—noes” to which he 
finds himself exposed. Against the rare 
cases of pure fraud from the invisible 
he can only keep his wits sharpened as 
in the life of to-day. But ^ignorance 
must be met by knowledge, or the re
sult may be "yes—no” at any time. The 
complainant knows full well that the 
family circle, aud the circle composed 
of friends to which no stranger Is ad
mitted, are more favorable to a “yes, 
no," than the public circle, or than the 
private sitting with a public medium. 
But even under such conditions 1 have 
known a whole series of “yes—noes” to 
follow a slight discord between two 
of the members when on their way to 
the gathering. Andon another occasion, 
when we had had a silent meeting, the 
control explained that under the exist
ing inharmony between two members— 
unknown to the rest—answers to ques
tions and all communications would 
have been uncertain. So if the com
plainant’s fearsome contradictions are 
to be measurably avoided, he must him
self become a medium, and by so much 
control the conditions on the mortal 
side. When he and the spirit are the 
only factors present he will be one step 
further from his “yes—no.”

But he will still, be far from the per
fection and infallibility for which his 
soul sighs. For he will make discovery 
that he carries within his own brain 
tho elements of more contradictions to 
the square inch than he now dreams. 
As his sensitiveness develops he will 
take on and carry to his sittings all 
manner of unwelcome conditions, that 
will manufacture many a “yes—no" for 
his benefit. He can by effort make

cultivated spirit-life, divides develop
ment into three degrees. They are 
twenty years apart. Few qualify for 
the second, and they are rare indeed 
who attain tho third. But the first step 
in the kindergarten is to cease all care 
for the almighty dollar. And the second 
tramples the sensual out of sight. The 
adept climbs that ladder to its last 
round. And little as we have been al
lowed to know of their inner life, we do 
know that they have had most of our 
present astronomical knowledge without 
having to invent a telescope. In other 
words, they have been able to reach a 
"yes, yes” by an inner road, free from 
contradictions.

But the impatient American sneers at 
the woes of the average investigator of 
to-day. He demands that he shall 
leave his shop and his office, pay his 
almighty dollar to some overworked 
medium, and receive that which the 
Brahman thinks cheap at forty years of 
patient effort. But neither the use of a 
law of nature, nor even the knowledge 
of its existence, is to be obtained in 
that way. He goes fishing for a “yes,” 
but with a hook that can only iatch a 
“no." And then he declares modern 
Spiritualism to be a humbug. The 
dollar worshiper is own brother to a 
“yes—no.” In other words, he is living 
for the material. A Faraday, when of
fered a lucrative position, replied: “I 
have no time to make money.” How 
that makes the average American 
laugh. So those who find that there is 
a “yes—no” when they visit a medium, 
and grumble thereat, are safer in the 
old church pew. It is all “yes—no” 
there; but their grandmother believed 
it, abd there is nothing disturbing 
about it. They want truth without 
being willing to pay the price for it.

There are tens of thousands of others 
who find a great blessing in spirit 
return. Thev are good, honest souls, 
who don’t aim high. The “yes—no” 
does not trouble them. Spirit return is 
proof to them of immortality, and de
stroys the fear of death. They pet 
many a lift over a bog without troubling 
whether is be psychometry or spirit 
clairvoyance. They give warm greeting 
to an old friend. And if next time the 
conditions prevent his personal appear
ance they don’t find out tho substitution. 
They have discovered the untruth _ of 
theology, and the truth of a natural life, 
to follow this. And if that discovery 
does not always produce all the outward 
effect that we might desire, we may 
charitably remember that it takes more 
than , a generation of freedom to do 
away with the effects of a thousand gen
erations of slavery.

For the noble souls who aspire to the 
highest .possible development of their 
own manhood, spirit return is the great
est blessing that the heavens could 
bring to earth.- They recognize the 
“yes—no” when it appears, but instead 
of bewailing the contradiction they 
search for the cause. If it be born of 
the cares and troubles of- this life that 
cannot now be avoided, they keep more 
closely to the realm where the honest 
“yes—no” can- do but little harm, But 
they know that it is in manhood to 
demand and receive from nature a'truth 
and not a lie. Such men may have to 
bide patiently their time, but they 
would scorn to take refuge in a church 
pew, or. clasp hands with any form of 
belief that denies the twin truths of 
human immortality and spirit return.

. Charles Dawbarn.
San Leandro, Cal.

prophecy relative to the shocks which 
have driven Constantinople and the ad- 
jUceut cities of Turkey to the depths of 
despair. So absolute is the belief now 
placed in the infallibility of this Ger
man professor's predictions that in sev
eral places where he has announced that 
seismic disturbances may soon be felt, 
the people are placing their houses, jn 
order, and, so far as possible, arranging 
their affairs so that they may flee to 
other places in advance of the expected 
disasters. The time is now near at 
hand when, if Prof. Falb's predictions 
continue to come true, a great tidal 
wave, created by a submarine earth
quake, will sweep over New York, and 
practically wipe the American metrop
olis from existence. One might fancy, 
from the tenor of his vaticinations, that 
Prof. Falb was a very truculent sort of 
a person, with the disposition of a pessi
mist and the inclinations of an anarch
ist, but the fact is that he is nothing of 
the sort. He is a pleasant-mannered 
man, perhaps 40 years of age, with a 
blonde beard, blue eyes and the tend
ency to wear spectacles during bia 
waking hours, which is the character
istic of almost every learned German. 
To a representative of tliis cable service, 
who met him the other day on one ol 
the little steamers plying between 
Dover and Calais, he remarked that his 
predictions were based clearly op ma
thematical propositions. He further 
asserted that it was his desire to benefit 
his fellowman by giving him timely 
warning, so that lie might avert as far 
as possible the horrors of inevitable ca
tastrophes.”

Prof. Falb having always proved cor
rect in his scientific prophecies up to 
date, those he makes in reference to 
any great disturbance in nature will ex-

EARTHQUAKES—'THE INFLUENCE OF 
THE MOON—PREDICTED HORRORS!

From one to three distinct earthquake 
shocks were felt near 7 o'clock Wednes
day morning at several points on the 
Mississippi from Alton to Memphis, and 
it is not improbable that the seismic 
disturbance extended beyond those lim
its. In view of the rather confident pre
dictions of earthquake calamity for the 
last half of this year, the said predic
tions being credited to Prof. Falb of 
Vienna, it may be of some interest to 
know the position of the moon at ’the 
time, since the relative position of the 
moon with respect to the earth perhaps 
is the leading factor in the vaticina
tions referred to, and certainly is re
garded as an important one.

The moon was full about fifteen hours 
previous to the time when the earth
quake shocks were felt. That is the 
position in which she is nearest to the 
earth, if the ellipticity of her orbit be 
not taken into the account. But the 
moon had been at the apogeal point of 
her orbit only seven and one-half horn's 
previous io the time of full, and at the 
time of , the earthquakes jier distance 
from us,.‘‘{in miles) much exceeded the 
average,.} (The near cojneyleqce of 
apogee! with full occurs once j^.- ft., little 
less than nine years.) ThqÆheory is 
that whpri the moon is nearest I-to the 
earth at the time of new pyMplI, then 
pulling along the line of solar attrac
tion, there must be a bigger strain on 
the earth’s crust than the normal, this 
corresponding with the observed maxi
mum height of the ocean tides under 
that condition. Hence the argument is 
that the crust then is most likely to 
yield in those places where it is most 
susceptible to fracture; there is a settl
ing of strata unequally along the line of 
weakest resistance, and the earthquake 
shock is the result. Evidently the the
ory does not account for' the,^disturb
ances reported to have occurred along 
the Mississippi last Wednesday, nor fbr 
the other shock Stated to have been felt 
in Utah a few hours later. The disturb
ing force of the moon was less than the 
average, instead of being much greater, 
so that the occurrence of the shock near 
the time of full moon was only a coinci
dence.

Perhaps this statement of the case 
will cause some to be less apprehensive 
in regard to the calamities said to have 
been predicted by the authority named. 
The moon will be at her least distance 
from the earth' about midnight of the 
28th of this month, and new the first 
day of August. The most “critical 
days,” howovci", are stated to be Aug. 
30 and Sept. 29, on which days the moon 
will approach most closely to thé earth. 
The one of six weeks hence is stated to 
bring with it the greatest danger in the 
shape of serious disturbance of the 
earth’s crust. If the prophecy were 
true, this would bo no laughing matter, 
since it is claimed to bo probable that it 
will include the disappearance of New 
York City under a tidal wave, and not 
impossible that Florida and California 
will become islands as the result of a 
submarine earthquake.

This chapter of predicted horrors 
would not be complete without the state
ment that, according to the same dis
tinguished authority, Nov. 18, 1899, will 
bring us into collision with the comet of 
1866, involving us in “fireworks and 
darkness,” and that there is no scientific 
warrant for such a prediction. No doubt 
the comet will reappear then, but no 
astronomical computer can tell to within 
several hundred thousand miles what 
will be its least distance from the earth. 
As the uncertainty on this point “makes 
all the difference in the world” (and to 
the world), tho portent may be dis
missed as not welt grounded, though it 
would be idle to deny that such a colli
sion may occur, and with the most seri
ous consequences. Yet it may be stated 
that such collision with the nucleus of 
the comet is widely improbable, and 
that there is no strong reason to appre
hend great damage to our earth or its 
inhabitants from a passage through the 
tail of the comet. As • proof that one 
prediction is not warranted by our 
knowledge of the fact carries with it 
doubt in regard to the rest, the good 
people of New York may count on being 
able to keep on envying the growth of 
Chicago not only after the coming 30th 
of August, but subsequent to Nov. 18, 
1899, though the prophecy of destruc
tion for the later date is supported by 
certain fanciful deductions made by ex
Lieut. Totten.

The above is from the Chicago Tri
bune, which seems to think that the 
danger predicted will not happen to any 
great extent. Now, what do the peo
ple across the Atlantic think. of Prof. 
Falb as a pfiophet. A special cable
gram to the Globe-Democrat says:

“The spirit Of unfest now prevalent 
throughout the world seems to have 
brought society to the verge of hysteria. 
No one seems exactly to know from 
whence the next report of a great hor
ror or physical upheaval will come. 
The verification of Prof; Falb’s predic
tions regarding earthquakes has ;‘given 
him almost the’ authority of a prophet of 
evil. He seems to have beenablb to 
predict, with thé most startling accur
acy, all tbe seismic disturbances which 
have recently ' wrought devastation 
throughout thè East. He: was only one 
day behind time . on his . prophecy re
garding the earthquakes in Greece, and 
he was two hours ahead of time on hisI .

Camp-Meeting at Elk Grove, 
Kansas.

To the Editor:—I have just re
turned from a Spiritualist camp-meeting 
at Elk Grove, Kansas. This grove is 
owned by W. P. Sailing, a most enthusi
astic Spiritualist. Early last spring, 
Mr. Sailing began talking about having 
a camp-meeting at his place. He was 
derided and laughed at by his neigh
bors, and told that he could not gut-a 
dozen people together. But he was as
sured by his spirit guides that it would 

’be a success. The result was most flut
tering to him, rind was all that could bs 
asked. The meeting commenced Satur
day, July 14. On last Sunday there 
were not less than 1,000 people in at
tendance.

We had upon the platform Dr. Jos. 
De Buchanannp, who, in my opinion, has 
few equals, and no superiors. He was 
ably assisted by Mrs. L. A. Hooker, of 
Eureka, Kansas; Mr. Bonney, of Cherry
vale, Kansas, and Roscoe Stephens, of 
Oklahoma City.

As platform test mediums we had 
Mrs. Della Bryan, late of ot Washing
ton, D. C., who, for accuracy of descrip
tion, I have never seen equaled. ’

Miss Ella Cuttlcr, of Joplin, Mo., also 
did some excellent work in that phase. 
Dr. Eastman, of Winfield, Kansas, who 
as a personating medium and healer, 
was a success. A. L. Concannon, materi
alizing medium, gave perfect satisfac
tion.

To W. P. Sailing and his wife, as
sisted by their spirit friends and guides, 
is duo the origin and success of this en
terprise. The camp is situated four 
miles from Derry Station, on tho ’Frisco 
road, fifty miles oast of Wichita.

Mr. Sailing furnished free transport
ation from and to the station for all who 
came by rail, and free pasture and oate 
for horses. He paid the lecturers and 
mediums himself. The result was most 
pleasing and satisfactory to Mr. Sailing 
and all who attended.

He also organised an association 
known as the Elk Grove Association of 
Spiritualists and Liberals, under the 
laws of the State of Kansas, and by 
authority of the Kansas Stale Spiritual 
Association, with W. P. Sailing as pres
ident and all the usual officers, and de
cided to hold another camp at the same 
place next year.

The following persons were ordained 
as ministers and mediums by Dr. De Bu- 
chananne: B. A. C. Stephens, of Okla
homa City; A. L. Concannon, Mrs. Della 
Bryan, Mrs. L. A. Hooker, and Mrs. 
Ella Cuttier.

Take it all in all, we had a most en
joyable time, and laid the foundation for 
great camp. S. M. TUCKER.

Wichita, Kansas.
Onset (Mass.) Camp-meeting.

The rostrum last week at this camp- 
grounflwas graced by the presence oi 
Mrs. J. iL^H. Jackson and Mrs. Cad- 
wallader anff Messrs. E. W. Emerson; J
W. Kinyon and Geo. W. Colby, Each 
and all gave their best efforts and were 
duly appreciated. A young woman, oi 
Providence, R. 1., Mrs. MaryS. Pepper, 
has created quite a furor as a platform 
test medium. The oldest in the cause 
seem to think her phenomenal. She in
tends making a western tour next fall. 
You will then be able to pass your judg
ment personally. The following is an 
impromptu acrostic, by your humble 
servant, written in the presence of the 
lady who requested me to write some
thing in her daughters album, and with
out writing a copy, or making any 
erasures, I aid so:

-May good angels e’er surround thoe, "
And filial love be thine; • • 1
Your thoughts be of thy mother. -• 
Place her cares entwined in thine, ■ 
And if she passes o’er before thee 
Remembering all the good she do^s,' 
Keeping her memory pure and holy, ■ 
E’en from dawn to setting sun, ■ , . 
Resolving all vice to surely shun.
July 25th. M. H. Prince
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no difference.” »

CHAPTER VII..

could get inside your house.” 
“Then I wish you. would go.

haps, you might help, me/’ ; ,
I think, per

i

BY EMMA MINER,
Author Of “Bars and Thresholds,” “Led,” 

and other stories. -

CHAPTER VI.

. .Detective Sayles. —
• Mr. hmrtjqpa had been ill his room only a, 

few moments "when a caller was announced for 
him.' He did not feel in a mood to see any-

>5fory of- ■ V

, . , , Unseen .J
It Wftfi with,a he^vy-jw^.l^^jp. Apams 

went about her accustomed duties. Mr. Em- 
mqus retiyed to his room with ,hi8;.soul of 
sorrow «pa bitterness..,^ < v

Neither could slqep t|iat night, tKwking of 
the suffering qf Alma And Mirs, Andrus,-;

Ap for the ipysterious disappearance pf the 
biljs, Mrs. Adams found herself frequently 
asking how they could come in Alma’s bureau; 
but' she never for a moment thought, her 
guilty. .

In the midst of her tossings and wakeful 
hours, she had a thought which might jyove 

«of help; in pursuance of which, she ¡made her 
way early Sunday morning out to Laureldale 
to see Mrs. Millis.

11 Meanwhile she was mentally congratulating, 
herself that the affair had not yet become the 
property bf the press.

Arriving at Mrs. Millis’ house, she awaited 
her entrance with anxiety. There was no 
need for her to say to Mrs. Millis that she was 
in trouble; her sad, pale face gaye ample 
token of it Mrs. Millis said at onCe: ,

«I will help yoq if I cai); ppt, first of all, 
Ipt me tell you not tó tell ine anythihg;: I wajaj, 
my, mind left ..pleàr in thè natter; <|oh’t 
me any special clues.” < ,

Even as she was sayihg-.ihìs, she began'iiqi 
pfiss Into a semi-conscious '“state,onÀ. b1otÌ% 
uttered these words : ' '

1 ‘I see that a lady; a ydiffig lady, is' in great 
trouble, and one—two—thfée—fouf—people
—no—three—are suffering with Her and for 
her. The trouble involves some others who 
do not seem, friendly to'her. Why, it seems 
as if I have met these people, some of them, 
but l-doii’t know where to place them just 
now." ,

Mrs. Adams remained' silent. Mrs. Millis 
continued: ■ , . i

“The trouble began—yes, ahd istillis—in 
your own. hoilse, among your family. What 
a large family you have! Oh, I see; you keep 
boarders, or lodgers."

“Yes, that Is true,” assented Mrs. Adams. 
“Now, let me look farther, I just wish I

“Here comes somebody else. It’s a young 
man. I can't see him plainly just yet; he is 
tall—yes—tall, and quite -light complexioned. 
lie lpoks ugly. He looks, jsly; looks rs if he 
wjie,^fteiji[jie wojiid be seen, He has a roll 
of something in his band. Offi; I see pow—it 
jp mopey—bills. He looks anxipufi about 
^en),;and sepms as if he were: in . a hurry. 
,Npw. he goes up to that same drawer and tucks, 
the bffis in ns quick ps be can, apd hurries 
away. I'm going to follow Jrim, tqol” 
• <j She started quickly toward the door. Sbe 
hastened ?thrpjigh the. long qorrldqr, turned tq 
the,right,, apd . stopped-before the dppr of Mr. 
Ledyard's room, , .

■ “He went in there, but he isn’t there npwl"
They returned to Alma’s room. Mrs. Mil

lis continued her description of the young 
man, ■ -

“He js ,a very light-cpmplexipned man. He 
took something out of a trunk after he came 
in here—yes, two somethings—and he put 
those In the drawer, too, under some clothes.”

“Did be take the bills out of his trunk?" 
asked Mrs. Adams anxiously. Mrs. Millis 
waited a moment before replying:

“No—he got those in some other place. I 
should have to go down stairs to find thp 
place. ” '

“Will you try to find it?" asked Mrs. 
Adams, opening the door as she spoke.

Mrs. Millis walked out first, went down 
stairs, and directly to the doorof Mrs. Adams’ 
office, ' .
|z,, .,“He: gpt them ji’Abiit room. Many people 
Min there, but tW&Wbere he got them.. . If
»W g° in 1 W*/^9w y°u where he,got
■wem.”.- • ‘

•« All thia- time' Mrs. MUHa was .pacing the 
floor in a half-distracted > stafq, copscipus, yet 
forced tq aay wbat she harj^aid. , ; /"

“I must go!" she flnally.^aia. “Shall 
back with you now?" ( ‘

“Yes; you can go backTSritii'mb; I may 
have to leave you for a’ Ififle'while, but you 
can stay as long as you like;'it '< it will make

1 ‘Not a bit; I don’t know what I want after 
I get there, but I must go to make something 
clearer."

They returned at once. As they entered 
the hall, Mrs. Millis said quietly:

“There is one particular room where I want 
to go for a while. You need not lead me; 
although I have never been in this house be
fore, I think I can find it, if I maj’ go where I 
like."

Mrs. Adams stepped behind her, and said:
“Go wherever you please, and do as you 

please.”
Again this semi-conscious condition'took 

possession of her. She walked straight to 
Alma’s room. She began to walk the floor, 
wringing her hands and crying. In the midst 
of it she suddenly turned to the bijureau and 
opened the upper drawer. . •■

“Oh, how dreadful! Alma never put them 
there!—she never did!" fihe exclaimed in great 

.excitement. Mrs. Adams dared cqt bpeat
“Oh—here comes a woman. What a hrmd- 

some woman! A large, tall; dark, handsome 
‘woman! But she’s a wicked woman? Dread
fully wicked! She goes right / up to this 
draper; ehe puts in one,—two. things; one is a 
small purse, and One is a bok. Oh, if only I 
could get that box open, I would find some
thing bright and shining in it, I know I 
should!”

Mrs. Adams’ suspicions began to be aroused; 
but then came another thought: was it possi
ble or probable that Mrs. Millis was catching 
this,thought from her? Oh, if she could only

' . • ■ : •
Mrs; Aiillis had been standing, looking into 

the drawer, without touching anything.
■.■•_“Ndw'she has gone I” she exclaimed, “I'm 
going to follow her!”
■ Mts. Millis crossed the hallway and went 
directly up to the door of Mrs. Echo’s room. 
Mrs. Adams did not interfere with her. Shb 
-paused there, and then whispered:

' ‘ 'She has gone jn there and locked the door, 
6he is in there’howl”’ । ‘
/ Mrs- Adams nodded ¿ffirmativ«^, ]

■ - “I must go back to that room apiV whifi-
• fpered Mrs. Millis...... .,,, ' !

< /They .
Millis seated' herself '- with\tack to-the 
door. Suddenly she turned as’n someone 
were opening it -

"'.■“«'Mrs. Adams' opened » the door; Mrs. Millis 
Mpped to the desk arid placed her hand on 
the very spot where Mrs. Adams remembered 
placing the money.

“There was some trouble, somebody was 
hurt out there; I see blood—I feel pain, and 
in the midst of it, that young man came in 
and got the money, and hurried right upstairs 
with it! He certainly did!”

Mrs. Adams instantly remembered that Mr. 
Ledyard was the last one to pay, and she had 
seen hlm 'Btép' but" just' as' the accident oc
culted, She. had forgotten it until the fact 
was recalled by Mrs. Millis’ words.

It all seemed very plain to her now. He 
muet have returned, and then have done that 
dréàdful deecl- ' . ,

“Did be need the money for his own use?” 
she asked.

“He did not take it for that—it was to 
make trouble for somebody. He did not 
niean to use it for anything else." 

‘n ^JPhese-words confirmed her suspicions, but 
■wltai was evidence io her would not carry 
Might with'other. pào^Ie, or ih a court Of jüs- 

she was go against Alma
if it-came to trial. ,r ”•

Mrs. Millis continued:
“Help is coming-coming from a long Way 

off—surely, at a moment when least expected. 
Follow the- matter closely yoiirSelf, and if I 
can advise you I will.”

With these words Mrs. Millis left Mrs. 
Adams.

In the evening Mrs. Adams called Mrs. An
drus and Mr. Emmons into her private parlor, 
and related to them the occurrence of the 
morning.

“I don’t see bow Mrs. Millis could have 
known anything of the circumstances, ” said 
Mrs. Adams. “It was too late for it to get 
into the evening papers, and there is nothing 
in this morning's papers—so far as I have 
seen. It seems as if she must have seen some
thing elair voyantly, "she. argued.

‘ ‘I feel she has the right of it, but how can 
we prove it?" said Mrs. Andrus.

“Wei cannpt, on that evidence," said Mr. 
Emmons. .

“Oh, does It seem as if there could be a 
Gôd who cares anything ’about us if He could 
let such things happen^ Perhaps, if you 
hadn’t ‘ come here you wouldii't have gotten 
iüto such trouble; and I meant to bé fio help
ful’to‘you I”, $aid Mta. Adams, weeping in 
sympathy witïi Mrs. Andrus.

“You need not reproach yourself, dear Mrs. 
Adams. I am inclined to think'some evil in
fluence would h^Ve followed her for a time, 
wherever we might have gone, on account of 
Mr. Vane and Mr. Ledyard. Mr. Vano is 
not a man to yield Ijghtly when he has a pur
pose of revenge. In other places we might 
have been without friends. Here we have you 
and Mr. Emmons,” said Mrs. Andrus, thank
fully pressing Mrs. Adams’ hands.

“But I feel as if we are helpless!”
“Truly, it seems so; still, I have begun to 

have fueling that help will come at the last 
moment, just as Mrs. Millis raid, " said Mr. 
Emmons.
- Mt. Emmons could hardly believe his own 
Words, as he walked slowly out of the room 
and upstairs to his own room.

one; but he opened his door to see an old fal
low-clerk who had been absent from the .pusi’ 
ness for several days. He brightened a little 
at the sight of his old friend, Carroll White,,

“Wtffi, well, parroll,' Ibis is an unexpected 
pleasure!” exclaimed Mr. Emmons, as. he 
grasped his caller’s hand. -

“Is it? Then, I guess, it is about time I 
came, for of all the dumpy-looking fellows 
I’ve seen this many a day, your face was the 
worst when you opened the door! What in 
the world ails you?”

“I’ll tell you by and by, after I hear all 
about yourself. Never a word have I heard 
since the day you tumbled down in that un
lucky fit at the store, Hope you are all right 
now. ”

“Yes, fairly so; I don't feel just right, but 
I sha’n’t complain.” , ,

“What ailed you?” asked Mr. Emmons, 
I “I had had a headache for nearly a week, 
and that morning I felt dizzy, Last thing I 
know about, I remember walking near Mias 
Grimes’ counter, and then I fell. Never h^d 
a fit before. I went up home, and mqther 
nursed me up, and I feel fairly well now. 
Shall go into my old place in a few days. ” ..

“That's goodl” said Mr. -Emmons heartily.
Mr. White was several years Mr. Ennpons’ 

senior. He was a floor-walker in Marcella’s. 
As he was acquainted with Alma and Mr. 
Ledyard, and was usually i reserved about 
other people’s private affairs, Mr. Emipons 
told him off the recent trouble. He made no 
inquiries, and no reply. He sat apparently 
staring into space.

“For Heaven’s sake, man, do say some
thing! What are you staring at so stupidly?” 
asked Mr. Emmons. . •

“1 don’t know, Emmons. I am trying to 
think of something. When you spoke of 
Mrs. Adams finding those articles with the 
firm tag on them, it seemed for a moment as 
if I ought to know something about them. I 
must think for a moment—don’t interrupt 
me!"

Mr. Emmons remained *4'uiet, while ,Mr. 
Carroll walked the floor restlessly. He kept 
putting his hands thoughtfully to his liqad, 
and at last explained: - .

“I ought to remember something. Begins 
as though it happened just before I fell/In 
that fit!"

Mr. Emmons had no idea what he could 
mean, and felt afraid he would disturb him if 
he questioned him, so he remained silent, 
last Mr. Carroll threw himself in his chair.

“It’s of no use just now, Emmons. I can’t 
think. I am going home, and to bed. ..Per
haps I cam dream it out; I am sure something 
will all come back to me, and I am equally 
sure it has something to do with this case. ”

‘ ‘Then good night, and good luck to you. 
God knows, we need somebody’s help!” and 
the door closed behind Mr. Carroll White,, 
who hastened to his rooms, all the while-try
ing to find that elusive something in his mem
ory.

‘ ‘I ought to know; I must remember!”, ,he 
said, over and,-over, again... He retired, and 
finally slept, He awoke ...with a start, 
felt, rather than saw, a presence by his bed
side. The voice muttered, “Ledyard! Led
yard!” Then came an indistinct murmur of 
something he could not understand.

He was wide awake enough now. He arose, 
looked about, could find nothing, see nothing, 
hear nothing more. He allowed the gas to 
burn awhile, while he sat with a pale face, 
down which drops of perspiration were stream
ing.

“I certainly heard a voice, ” he insisted to 
himself. He tried the door the third time to 
make sure it was still fastened. “What non
sense!” he exclaimed. “Of course, I must 
have been dreaming. It was because Emmons 
and I had been. talking of Ledyard that I 
dreamed it. No one could get in here."

He was too thoroughly wide awake to try 
to go to sleep again just then. He. took up a 
paper and began to read-

The hours passed. Daylight came. He 
took his breakfast and was about to saunter 
down town. Suddenly there flashed across 
his mind something which he had witnessed 
just before his illness at Marcella’s. He re
membered seeing Mr. Ledyard take from a 
counter a peculiar-looking purse and slip it in
to his pocket. This purse had been examined 
and commented upon by several of the clerks 
as being something of a novelty. He saw him 
go to a handkerchief counter and take one 
from a pile of peculiar design. He followed 
him instantly, intending to call him to account 
for his act, but before he could reach him, 
that strange dizziness came over him and he 
fell. He remained unconscious several hours, 
and when he recovered the affair had passed 
from his mind.
. This, then, was the missing link for which 
he had been searching. He. sprang to his feet 
in excitement. . ;

“That’s it, I do believe!” he exclaimed. 
“I’ll go to Emmons this moment, nud see if 
it could have anything to do with thjs matter of 
which he was telling me." ;

r Arriving at the. store he learned Mr, Em
mons was absent. He decided to go to Mr. 
Emmons’ room. He found him there, and 
learned that Alma was too ill to have a hear
ing, and the trial would be delayed.

Mr. White related the circumstance of see
ing Mr. Ledyard take the purse and .handker
chief from their respective counters, because 
he believed it would h^ve a bearing on Alma's 
case.

After a hasty consultation with Mrs. An
drus and Mrs. Adams, Mr. Emmons decided 
to employ a detective, hoping the affair might 
be cleared up and settled before it should 
come to trial. He engaged Mr. Sayles.

Together they went over the story with Mr. 
Sayles. They exhibited the purse and hand
kerchief’said to belong to the Marcella firm, 
and of whith Alma could give noacdofint. 
She had also affirmed she had never seen Mrs. 
Echo’s watch to her knowledge, but admitted 
she might at some time have seed her purfib in 
Mrs. Echo’s hands, but could make no expla
nation as to how any of" these articles cbuld 
have come into her possession.

Then Mr. Emmons called upon Mr. White 
to tell bis story concerning the Marcella arti
dee»-.. .

Before expressing an opinion on the case, 
Mr. Sayles asked Mrs. Andrus several ques
tions as to their habits about the doors of their 
rooms.. .

Mrs. Andrus replied that she had taken un
usual care for several days; and said that on 
the day in question Alma’s door had been 
locked all day, she going through Mrs. An- 
driis' room into the hall.

She also stated that when the accident in 
the street occurred, she had come down hur
riedly, and had forgotten to lock her door—a 
fact which was not discovered until later on; 
soon after the crime Mrs. Echo announced her 
loss. ..........

“Whq is. this Mrs. Echo? Is she friendly 
to you?” asked Mr. Sayles.

“No; quite the contrary. I cannot explain 
all now; but she is an enemy, decidedly," re
plied Mrs. Andrus,

“She is coming into the hall now,” said Mr. 
Empions, whq caught a glimpse of her as shq 
passed the wihdow near him.

, Mr. Sayles sprang to the hall door, opened 
it, and admitted Mrs: Echo himself; Hu 
wanted, a chance to see her face to face.

, Mrs. Echo walked leisurely in, thinking it 
might be a new lodger.

“So that is Mrs. Echo, is it? Well, J 
guess we will keep pn and work this case up. 
Now, I wqnt to step down town a few mo
ments. Meanwhile, Mrs. Adams, I want you 
to send for Mr. Vane and Mr. Ledyard, and 
take them, into your parlor. If they get here 
before .1 dp, keep their attention occupied by 
small talk until I come. I shall bring an offi
cer with me, and I want to place him in your 
office until he is needed. I want you,. Mr. 
White, to go into another room where you will 
not be seen by Vane or Ledyard; keep within 
my call. . You two ladies, with Mr. Emmons, 
had better remain together here."

Mrs. Adams sent the desired message to 
Mr. Vane and Mr. Ledyard at once. They 
responded by coming up at once, but, although 
they made no delay, Mr. Sayles had already 
arrived with an.officer, who disappeared in an 
adjoining room.

Mr. Sayles was seated by a table, upon 
which were lying the disputed articles said to 
belong to the Marcella firm. Mrs. Andrus 
and Mrs. Adams sat side by side on a sofa.

Mr. Emmons sat near Mr. Sayles, his face 
wearing an ill-concealed look of anxiety.

Mr. Sayles glanced quickly at Mr. Vaile's 
face as he entered the room, and noticed that 
he paled, and shrank a little as he recognized 
him. ’

“Wjll,you give these articles your attention 
a moment, Mr. Vane?” said Mr. Sayles, qui
etly indicating the purse and handkerchief 
lying on the table.

Mr. Vane advanced and took up the purse 
with trembling hands.

“Can you identify these?” asked Mr. 
Sayles. .

“Yes.” , , .
“ ‘As what?" questioned Mr. Sayles. 1
“As articles belonging to the Marcella 

firm."
“Are you quite positive?”
“Oh, yes,”, replied Mr. Vane, gathering 

courage at the sound of his own voice, “they 
are the same as mysteriously disappeared just 
before Alma Andrus was discharged from the 
store. ”

“Are you pure they disappeared before 
Alma Andrus left the store? Take time to 
think. The exact date is not important just 
now; but, was it before she left?"

“I am positive it was just before she left. 
In fact, it was because of my suspicions in re
gard to her honesty that I discharged her," he 
replied.

“Oh! You discharged her, did you? That 
is all,: Mr. Vahief thank you.

Be a Broom.
The following lines I copy by request of 

several neighbors and friends who desired 
them for publication. The title lines were 
given to me while I was engaged in washing 
my dishes, May 21 last. I both saw - and 
heard the words, and was told to get paper 
and pencil and write. As I was in haste I 
tried to put it aside until I had completed the 
dish-washing and milk-skimming duties: but 
was told they couldn’t wait, and the spirit 
friends would not be.here long. So I left my 
lowly task, and seated myself for the spirit 
message, viz.: “Be a Broom."

Be a broom, used every day, 
Sweep the cobwebs far away, 
Be a broom where’er you go, 
To the world your labors show.
Be a broom in darkest hours, 

f Let mortals see your latent powers;
Raise the dust, and clear the way; 
Lend a hand, and brush away.
Be a broom, and be a gleaner 
Be at work, an earnest cleaner, 
Be a faithful, loving friend, 

■ Never shirk till life shall end.
Bq a broom, in hqmes so lowly, 
Be a helper sure, if slowly,

. Watch and wait, much time thou hist 
Ere the race of life is past. • ' 
When the broom you well can ply: 
Then the mist-like clouds will lly;
If, with ready helping brain, 
You truly strive for others’ gain.
Then be a teacher and a broom;
Come to the front, there still is room, 
Let thy whole life a lesson be— 
And trusty guide o'er life’s rough sea.
Brushing—gathering, as you go, 
Ail around your labors show: 
Give from out your bounteous store, 
’Twill oft return to you four score.
Be a broom for others’ good;
Be a helper as you should;
Aid the angels from on high;
Pull the beam from out thine eye.
So by helping, as you travel, 
Push aside all dust and gravel, 
You will gather strength and love 
Which fits you for the home above.
Be a broom, no trouble borrow; , 
Be a broom in scenes of sorrow: i 
Raise the weary, broken-hearted— ., 

■ - Point theta to their friends departed—
Who have gained the promised prize 
That awaits us in the skies.
Up! Let not thy courage fail; 
Spirit hands will raise the veil.
Then work you clear, and more clearly, 
Joined in hand with those loved dearly, 
Sweep superstition and her crew 
Far—far away from mortal view.
Be a broom where’er you go;

l Be a qweeper here below;
Be a broom, should foes assail;
Be a broom—but not to fail.

Eva E. Smith.

Excelled by None
"Kor some years I

have been a severe: 
sufferer from Rheu
matism. So much so 
that L. couiq not ^t? 
tend to my business.' 
anil was confined to 
the Rouse for weeks 
at a time. I was ad
vised to try Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla and have 
constantly Improved 
since I commenced 
to take the medicine.

Dlr. O, F. Kina I am now well and 
strong again. Hood’s Sarsaparilla is truly ’ex
celled by none.’ ” C. ]?. King, Verona, N. J.

Itemember,Hood’sA. parilla,
Be sure to get

HOOD’S
Hood’s Pills «uro all liver tils. 2M.

YOU SHOULD
Have a copy of the “Astra! 

Guide," it contains a lec« 
lure on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in briRjT Life and 
will iinform you where to 
f>rocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis* 
ease. Astral Guideon 
receipt of stamp.

Io J.6HAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
- Chicago, 111.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
. —AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This Is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex« 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, aud who 
kuows whst be Is talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, S1.00. It coutalus the following chap* 
ters:

CHAPTER T.
The Struggle before ihe Surrender of Womanly Self* 

respect lu the Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession u Deep Pic of Perdition for the 
Priest.

CHAPTER IH.
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the ITIasts la made easy 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated aud relined Woman in tbeCon- 
fessloual—What becomes of her after uncoudltlon« 
ul surreiKler—Her Irreparable liulu.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tics ol 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil
ized Nations'?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul? 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession & Sacrllegtoui 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Church of Home to confess the 
AbomffiiiHouB of Auricular Confeddluu.

CHAPTER Xf.
Auricular Confession lu Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XJJ.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hus
bands and Fathers—Some of the matters ou which 
the Priest of Koine must Question his Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE MISSING LINK
Irt 'Modern Spiritualism.

Mr. Vane. retreated thankfully 
casting a sneering glance at the 
seated upon the sofa.

“Now, Mr. Ledyard." .
Mr. Ledyard advanced quickly 

table.

to a chair, 
two ladies

toward the

“What can you say about these?”
“They belong to Marcella fast enough; 

could swear to them anywhere.”
“When do you remember seeing them last?” 
“Bay before Alma Andrus left the store. ” 
“Sure?” '
“Yes, sir; no doubt about it.”
“Have you seen them since that day?”
“Not until to-day; am positive 1 have not” 
“That is all. Be seated a few moments. ” 
Mr. Ledyard dropped into a chair, wonder 

ing what it all meant .
Mr. Sayles stepped to the door leading into 

the back parlor, opened it, and admitted Mr. 
W hite. Mr. Vane and Mr. Ledyard looked 
astonished. .

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Read and Reflect.
“Benefice," in “Thoughts from a Spirit’s 

Standpoint," says: “Flowing out from the 
thought of universal education many ideas 
appear, and various methods for assisting in 
the scheme of instruction arise. And in con
nection with this work I wish to speak of the 
importance of the spiritual press; Great 
truths are constantly dropped by.:<returning 
spirits into the hearts of men. The spiritual 
press, in taking these truths up and ¡spreading 
them before the-attention of the multitude, is 
fulfilling an ennobling mission. Humanity 
has too long been merged in the clouds of su
perstition and error concerning the purposes 
of.being, the meaning of life, the uses of ex
perience, the discipline of labor, the condition 
of the future existence, and thecircumstances, 
methods and vital interests of immortal life. 
Spirits of intelligence, experience and wisdom 
stand ready to reveal to mortals a knowledge 
of these great questions and issues of life. 
Let the spiritual press gather up, arrange and 
send forth these truthful lessons, and it will 
perform a most important part' in the educa
tion of humanity, and prepare a way in the 
hearts of its intelligent and influential readers 
to accept and advance a system of universal 
education that will especially bo provided for 
and directed to the needs of the lowliest and 
moat ignorant."

But it needs the co-operation of the readers. 
In proportion as the circulation of a spiritual 
paper is extended, and the subscriptions roll 
in, will its power for good be increased. '

Alexander Spencer.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL 
One of the Fox Sisters.

A N ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT. 
/l ualltnn—so-called—from Its Inception nt Hydes« 
villa, N. Y., Including the experiences of the Fox Fam* 
lly, spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fail to be 
very Inierestlng, and the Interest is intensified when 
that account la written by one. of the Fox testers. 
Such is the fact in ibis instance, the volume having 
boon written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The acenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of those pioneer* of the great movement are 
narrated in a moat entertaining maimer, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It Is u 
most Important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers lu votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritual!st should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume is enriched with a number of fine on* 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1,50, For Hale at thi* office.

Researches in Oriental History.

One
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

Fol. 12mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.SO.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY.
¡1. RESEARCHES IN ZO RO AST RIAHIS M.
3. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY.
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN AtffiESTORS? I 
Tbc whole comprises an earnest hut fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus. k.
lu this volume the Jews arc clearly shown not to 

bavo been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 yean B. C., and Its history Is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian ora. -- ,, .

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
tral hero arc mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Ila rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. Il shows vast re
search among the records of tbc past; Its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority, and no per
son can read It without liatructlen and profit, whether 
pc reaches the same conclusions wk.. .Le author or 
otherwise. For»me ot this office.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chicago, .Ill. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced thinker should 
subscribe for it; in fact the whole world 
would be . greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. - Sent three months for 25c.

Helen Harlow's Vow, or Self J ustice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
to $1, ttlpth.

Thp Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M. D, Au excellent work. Price $1.50.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant,presentation of , the subject. Paper, 
50 cents;-cloth, $1< . , .
'■ Jesus andthe ^Mediums. .A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By‘Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents 

.Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com 
prising ah answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government. Paper, 25 centsjcloth, 50cts.

Election of Officers. r
To the Editor:—At the annual meeting of 

the North-Western Spiritualists’ Association, 
held this day. on the camp grounds at Twin 
City Park, the following officers were elected 
for the ensuing year:

President, J. W. Watson, of Minneapolis; 
1st vice president, R. U. D. Evans, St. Paul; 
2d vice-president, Mrs. E. Cora Haskins, Min
neapolis; 3d vice-president, M. T. C. Flower, 
St. Paul; 4th vice-president, Mrs. E. A. 
Sauer, St. Paul; 5th vice-president, 0. B. 
Underhill, St Paul; secretary, Wm. A. Peter 
son, Èt. Paul; treasurer, O. J. Johnson, St. 
Paul; representatives to the National Conven
tion at Washington—Wm. H. Bach, Mr. and 
Mrs. F. Corden White.

The camp is progressing finely, and will 
close on the 29th inst A goodly number has 
been in attendance, and the camp is a success. 
The weather has been propitious, only one 
light shower having fallen during the entire 
time, the only drawback being the intense 
heat which has visited this section recently.

St Paul, Minn. : . . < "X.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

From Soul to Bout
BY EMMA ROOD TÜTTL.E,

'CHIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
x beat Poems of the author, and some of her moat 

popular conga with the music by eminent compotera. 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Rose,” “Incident« of Life Under the 
Blue Lawi,” “Parson Smith’s Prophecy,” “From th j 
Highlands of Heaven,” “ The City of Sorrow," " Solllo 
quy of Fulda at Slcyon,” “ The Holy Wald of Kent, - 
etc.

The Music Includes “The Unseen City;’’ “Clarl- 
jcl," a June Song: “We Shall Meet our Friends in the 
Morntng’’| Meet Us at the Crystal Gates."

Many of the Poems are admirably adapted for recite* 
lion, and were used by tbc author In her public read* 
Ings. '

Press Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle Is master
ful in her prolific poetical genius.—The T^ro Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, aud one of President Gar« 
flclil’s brightest scholars.—Cliansanlng ^¿gua.

poet whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known as 
a poetess« and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator- Her poems are worthy to bang like a 
banner on our walls to recall us daily to our bettei 
selves:—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetic ■talent—Warren. Tribune. A poet with aban* 
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light She Is 
one of nature's poete.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, setting Itself to music,—Progressive 
Thinker, Strong, true and beautlfhl.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Claribei is exquisitely beautiful—D. D. 
dome. ’

The volume contains 225 pages, is beautifully printed 
ind botind, and furnishes & fine Holiday Gift Price 
11.50, post-paid. 1

For sale at thia office.

T£SUS AND" THE ■ OZ?
fiZ;. Chrirt and Medium^ By MobmHoB, AJWo* 
piilet well worth reading. Price 10 cents. ..........

~r\UTSrt)E thegatEs/ and. vth- 
Lz ct tales and slcetehM. Byaliasdof aplrit Intel» 

Bgencc*, through the mediumship of Mary Ther^pa 
fiheihamer. An excellent^orfc. rriceii.25.-

'pHEMYTHOF THE GREAT DEE- 
1 njte. ‘ Something you thoutâ haro to rOtST IO. Ej

JtmeaM.McCsan. Trico 15«esu. ■ •_
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
This Department is under the management of 

the distinguished author, speaker and medium,
Hudson Tuttle,

who will respond to all questions,as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should oe sent 
direct to him on a postal or by letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention. Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to act in‘this capacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Dr. W, J. Lippard, Hays City, Kan.: (1.) 
A person paving a small degree of sensitive
ness naturally, can that degree be increased 
sufficiently to enable independent slate-writing? 
The degree possessed readily spells out messa
ges on the spelling-board. (2.) How may one 
knpw who his control is, or does each medium 
select the spiritual intelligence they desire for 
a control? (3.) What is the difference be
tween controls, guides and guardian angels?

(1.) Sensitiveness may be increased by 
cultivation, but it would be better to follow in 
the direction indicated by the results already 
obtained, as receiving writing by the plan
chette, for sensitiveness increases with use, 
whatever be the method.

(2.) The rule is the “control" selects the 
medium, instead of the medium the control. 
A spirit desirous of communicating cannot do 
so through one sensitive as well as another, 
and hence makes a choice, taking one most in 
sympathy, and impressible. The more the 
spirit uses this particular medium, the more 
readily and correctly can it communicate.

By earnest concentration of thought on 
some particular one, the medium may call 
such spirit to him, and thus make selection. 
' (3.) The terms <^6ntrol,” “guides” and 
“guardian angels,” are somewhat loosely em
ployed and have the same meaning.

The knowledge that there are guardian an
gels watching over us is most exalting,.and 
by allying us with the unseen forces of nature 
gives us superhuman strength.

Charles S.: I have been sitting twice a 
week for the pist thirteen months for inde
pendent slate-writing. I have no success with* 
writing, only hear scratching on the slate, anti 
raps in different parts of the room. Is it 
worth while to continue my sittings?

The questioner has manifested remarkable 
perseverance, and ought to be successful. 
There is something wrong in his method or he 
would have been already. It is not advisable 
to sit for any particular kind of manifestation. 
It is far better to' allow that to be determined 
by the spirits who communicate, who will do 
so after the manner they find most available. 
After such a protracted effort without success, 
it would; be well to change-the method. Ar
range to have a few select and sympathetic 
friends who will agree to meet regularly, and 
allow the manifestations to take the form they 
please. Perhaps it will be found that valua
ble results will be gained, other than the de
sired slate-writing, which may follow.

H. E. Martin: If a materialized form is 
grabbed and held, can it dematerialize at once 
and get back to the medium and away from 
the grabbing investigator?

If a genuine materialized form should he 
seized, it would melt into air and leave noth
ing in the hands which sought to retain ¡it. 
The fact that it could be retained woulcl be 
absolute evidence against the genuineness of 
the manifestation. '

ft

Mrs. C. D. W. : To give a full under
standing of the questions asked by this corre
spondent, the circumstances which call them 
out must be known, and as these are con
tained in the accompanying letter, it is repro
duced in part:

“My daughter, a gentleman friend staying 
with us, and myself, held seances and devel
oped, we supposed, the power of communicat
ing with our relatives and friends through the 
medium of pencil and paper. I, who lost my 
husband less than a year ago, was the first to 
write, and I have received answers to my 
questions on various subjects. The writing 
was entirely different from any style of my 
own, and I waited for the power to push the 
pencil, which seldom failed me, before writ
ing. My daughter received communications 
much more rapidly than I did, and the gen
tleman in question received many comm uni-, 
cations from a sister and brothers who died 
some time ago. We were all very much in
terested until my daughter received the start
ling announcement, purporting to come from 
her father, that her brother, from whom we 
had not heard for some months, had died in 
March of heart trouble. We wrote and found 
that he was never in better health.

1 ‘Can you explain why we should receive 
such falsehood from a father and husband? 
Both myself and friend also received commu
nications from my supposed dead son.

“It has caused us to fear that we have de
ceived ourselves, or some bad influence has 
been at work. ”

It is plainly discernible that this little cir
cle was led, by its wonderful success, into the 
mistake of holding its seances too often, and 
protracted. Of course, the father and hus
band never gave false communications, which 
must have come from some spiritual source. 
The members of the circle had some mischiev
ous friend on the other side, ready to take the 
opportunity afforded by the* weakening of 
magnetic force by protracted sittings, and to 
assume^he name of the father, thus gaining 
attention. The confidence of the circle hav
ing been shaken, it will be difficult to escape 
the influence of this spirit who haà -been able 
to introduce himself. . .
. Advice already given must be reiterated, 
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that the circles should be placed, in this case 
not oftener than one week apart, and fixed as 
to date, and during the seance the minds of 
the members concentrated on the one they de
sire to communicate with. If met with kind
ness, the misleading spirit will give the rea
sons for his misstatements and be induced to 
depart; or better, by instruction given by the 
members, may be led to the light!

This perplexing result should not disturb 
the belief in the communications, which should 
each be received on its own intrinsic merits.

Axa T. Loyal: I am easily controlled, 
without any particular phase, and have made 
little advance. How can I improve?

This question is repeatedly asked, and the 
desire for mediumship and its improvement 
appears insatiate. The power to converse 
with spirit friends is, indeed, desirable; and, 
at times, a priceless treasure, But to become 
simply a medium—that is, impressible to spirit 
influence—without having the individual char
acter improved, is not desirable; so many are 
controlled, and never get beyond the first 
phase. They attract and are in sympathy 
with a circle of spirits like themselves, who 
cannot teach, and the mediums depend on 
these poorly-qualified “guides” to lead them ! 
The control cannot rise far above the medium, 
except in rare cases of absolute passivity on 
the part of the latter.

Mediums often boast that they read noth
ing; are forbidden to read by their 1 ‘control. ” 
That ought to condemn such control! The 
purpose of life is the full and complete form
ation of the individual soul, and mediumship 
may be a means whereby this may be accom
plished. If it does not; if the medium be
comes dependent on his guides, and waits for 
them to assist him, he is in every way the 
loser.

Where the control, as in this case, goes on 
in the same rut, without making advancement, 
nothing can be gained by continuing. There 
must be a change. The medium must strike 
out to improve himself. In the ratio of that 
improvement will be the advance in the mani
festations. Improve yourself, and desire the 
spiritual beings to come to you for the one 
sole purpose of guiding you to spiritual ex
cellence, After this has been accomplished, 
you may awaken the astonishment of others, 
if you do not convince them; for with your 
advance a more intelligent order of spirits will 
come.

X, Cleveland, Obi«?: I note in a preceding 
number of The Pj^ooressive Thinker, cer
tain drugs are said to have been used to in
duce trance. What kind shall I take ’ to ih. 
duce clairvoyance?

If the questioner had carefully read the an
swer to which he refers, he would have learned 
that none are recommended. If you cannot 
become clairvoyant by means of a circle or 
sitting by yourself, you. had better remain 
without other than the physical perceptions. 
Mediumship in any phase, unless the medium 
is led up to its heights by experience and cul
ture, is not such a desirable quality as many 
regard it.. He yvho seeks to hold communion 
with the dead, should prepare himself for that 
office which, if there be one holy and sacred, 
is most so.

The Mania for Regulation.
Under the guise of Socialism and humani

tarianism, the spirit of compulsion is in the 
air. The well-meaning everywhere are long
ing to tee whether they are not, or can not 
command, a majority in order that they may 
begin to wield that compulsive power which is 
one of the strange delusions of the modern 
world that majorities have a right to exercise 
in everything. Yet if one were to propose to 
put any one of these well-meaning persons 
under the absolute control of another well
meaning person, who should prescribe for him 
his comings and goings, decide for him what 
causes he should support, how much money 
he should give in charity and for what partic
ular objects, how much wealth he should ac
cumulate and at what point the fruits of his 
industry should pass over to the state, we 
greatly fear that well-meaning person number 
one would make strong objections. True, he 
wants, with the aid of those who agree with 
him in opinion, to settle these points for 
others; but he has never seriously considered 
what it would be like to part with his own lib
erty. Ordinary human beings require some
thing more than an assurance of another per
son’s good intentions before they are willing 
to make a surrender to him of any large meas
ure of their freedom of action; and we im
agine that many of those who to-day advocate 
an indefinite increase in the power of the state 
do so under a fond impression that their par
ticular views and schemes, humanitarian or 
other, will always prevail. They, with the 
help of others like-minded, want to govern the 
world for its good. Well, what tyranny ever 
professed less? Good intentions are excellent 
things to have, but when they make alliance 
with the policeman’s truncheon they become 
committed to many devious lines of policy, 
and quickly assume all the odious characteris
tics of tyranny.—From the Editor's Table, in 
the Popular Science Monthly for August.

Catalpa Park Camp-Meeting—A 
Correction.

To the Editor:—Please announce that in 
the first circulars 'sent out of the spiritual 
campnmeeting at Liberal, MÒ., the date of the 
commencement, by mistake, was placed at 
August 13th, when it should have been Au
gust 18th, closing September 3d.

Everything is now ready for the meeting. 
We have a good corps of both speakersand 
mediums engaged, and we anticipate a large 
gathering of Spiritualists on that occasion.

' G. H. Walser, Pres.

’ W ayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull. Esk 
says, sketches; poems, etc. Cloth $1. 1

The Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
J. Clegg Wright’s lectures this week have 

been masterpieces of science and philosophy, 
expressed with his usual vigor and eloqueheb. 
He is as godless as ever, but holds us to the 
perpetual expression of force in the ongoings 
of nature in the physical and the spiritual 
world. While indulging in the hypothesis 
that matter and spirit are co-eternal, he dwelt 
with delight on the thought that our progress 
is not. in circles, but is eternally forward. 
Each has his own consciousness, which he 
shares with no one else, and sails along in an 
endless sea. But he does not go alone. He 
has companions. Whatever our condition 
here, savage or civilized, bond’ or free, to 
gether we go on an eternal ocean that has no 
north, no south, no bound, and onward we go 
into the endless. ■. :

In his next lecture, after reading a little 
gem of a poem composed by Mrs, Wright, en
titled “The Phantom Boat," he submitted to 
the control of George Rushton, and spoke en
tirely in the trance strate. The disembodied 
Rushton, temporarily incarnated in Wright’s 
organism, told us his early experiences in 
spirit-life. The first being he saw was a wo
man more beautiful than Zenobia, Cleopatra, 
or Phryne, alighting from a little boat. From 
her unrolled a complete panorama of her earth 
life as connected with him. -From him un
rolled a similar panorama. The identification 
was complete, and he found that the beautiful 
woman was his mother. From this point, Mr. 
Rushton instructed us regarding spirit-life, 
showing how our five senses here merge into 
pure, immediate, unlimited sensation, as our 
consciousness develops there. As time re
sults from the sequence of perceptions, the 
sense of time disappears, as all perceptions 
become simultaneous. Before leaving, Mr. 
Rushton said that Mrs. Hyzer was present 
and brought greetings. Then, addressing me, 
he said my father, too, was with us, holding me 
to a deep moral sense, and ever engaged, as 
in earth life, in bringing light to the be
nighted.

Mrs. Twing told us lovely stories on 
Wednesday, and every story illustrated a deep 
spiritual truth. We were sorry to ses her 
leave us. Then came Lyman C. Howe, With 
his spare form, his quiet humor, his spiritual 
atmosphere, and his inspiration. Mr. Kellogg 
characterized him as the “Isaiah of Spiritual
ism." The characterization is just, but Howe 
sees a light that Isaiah never saw. The Jew’s 
exclusiveness is exchanged for a beneficence 
that embraces, not only all men, but all souls, 
in all worlds, in its influence. His first ad
dress on the “Phenomena and Philosophy of 
Spiritualism” was fine, and Sunday’s discourse 
was, to my mind, a still better effort, the 
theme of the controlling spirit being “The 
Destiny of Man.” He illustrated his positions 
by supposing a God, and that this God made 
a soul, and, setting it before him, asked if it 
would consent to be born, under the conditions 
placed by different religious beliefs. The 
poor soul shrinks with horror from the horri
ble conditions imposed by Calvinistic theology 
and prefers not to come into existence accord
ing to Material ism or Agnosticism. ”'But 
when God says that he will make a progressive 
world, prepare it for man, and endow the soul 
with eternal life, and that its life will become 
more blessed through immortal ages, the soul 
joyfully consents to be born, so that it may 
at once enter on its heritage.

Sunday afternoon Hon. 0. P. Kellogg or
dained Mrs. Grenamyer, of Cincinnati, to the 
Spiritualistic ministry.

Maggie Gaule, of Baltimore, continues' to 
delight her audiences, and the many mediums 
on the grounds are doing effective work in 
affording comfort to the bereaved, and in re
moving the sting from death, by giving certi
tude of continued existence after the disinte
gration of the body. Abby A. Judson. '

----------- ------------------

MAPLE DELL CAMP.
It Will Be a Great Success.

Maple Dell Camp, July 22, 1894.
We have just wound up the exercises of the 

opening day at Maple Dell Camp, at Mantua 
Station, Ohio, and it has been a success. Bro. 
Sprague is a whole host, both as a speaker 
and test medium. We have people here from 
all over the country, who claim this will be a 
Mecca of Spiritualism in the near future. Bro. 
Lyman C. Howe will be with us next Sunday, 
and all know his inspiration maketh glad the 
soul. Our camp extends to August 13th, and 
we kindly invite all who love a spiritual feast 
to come and enjoy one wOtil us. We have 
lowered our expenses to suit the hard times.

Monday, July 23—The conference at 10 
a. m. was truly interesting, as it brought out 
much thought about spirit control, by the old 
veterans of the cause. Bro. Dennis is a man 
well qualified to bring out all the good points, 
and make every one feel at home and happy 
in these conference meetings.

The remainder of the day was devoted to 
visiting and getting acquainted, and all the 
campers appeared to be happy. .

In the evening we had a promiscuous circle 
in the seance-room, and although the weather 
was inclement, yet the spirits were with us 
and Bro. Perkins gave some of the best psy
chic readings we have ever heard; He is a 
host in camp, and, no doubt, was brought 
here by spirit influence. We can recommend 
him most cheerfully to any camp meeting, as 
to musical ability or as a speaker and test me
dium. His good wife is also a dear, good 
soul, who is ever doing all possible to make 
campers happy. She is alsb a grand, good 
medium upon the platform, and gives fine sit
tings to all who desire. < > ;

July 24—Bro. D. M. King has a large 
class in psychic work, which we are sure will 
do good in bringing out mediums whose psy
chic forces are so balanced as to be developed 
in that direction. We know of no teacher in 
the land who is so well posted, and so prell 
calculated to teach the science of phrenology 
and psychology, as Mr. King. We hope to 
be able to give you the results of these pay-. 

chic lessons more fully before the camp closes.
The people are looking, every train, for Mrs. 

Gilmore and H. Pettibone. Come at once. 
. . W. S. Ball.

FROM LILY DALE.
Letter From H, D. Sarrett.

Our signature ought, perhaps, to be changed 
to “Wanderer” or “Pilgrim," judging from 
the nomadic habits formed in our journeying« 
up and down the country. No very startling 
experiences have fallen to our lot, but we hope 
that some of the seed sown by the wayside 
may grow and bear fit fruit-for the tree of 
life.

Since the middle of February we have been 
constantly at work in the lecture field. The 
third Sunday in that month we officiated at 
the ordination of Mrs. Rachel Walcott, at 
Baltimore, for which service we were roundly 
scored by the Catholic World of that city. 
Strange to say, we have lived in spite of the 
anathema, and are still on deck ready to fight 
Romanism to the bitter end, or any end with 
which it finds it necessary to close its career.

March was pleasantly passed in the city of 
brotherly love, where we found a host of earn
est workers and warm friends. Frank C. 
Morrill, Capt. Kieffer, B. B. Hill, Mrs. M. E. 
Cadwallader, of the First Society, and those 
other noble workers, Thos. M. and Julia R. 
Locke, and Samuel Wheeler of the Second As
sociation, are people who live Spiritualism in 
their every-day lives.

We shall not forget the earnest work done 
by Williard J. Hull, one of our greatest mod
ern orators, for the First Association during 
the same month in Philadelphia. He is a 
credit to our cause, and should be kept con- 
constantly at work.

The latter part of March was spent in Gir
ard, Pa., where we enjoyed the pleasure of a 
visit with Mrs. Kate Nellis, her son, Mr. Dan 
Nellis, and Mr. E. R. Allen, who are worthy 
representatives of our cause in that quiet 
Pennsylvania town.

April found us in the city of Allegheny, 
where we delivered fifteen addresses before 
large and sympathetic audiences. Pittsburg 
had secured for the same month our gifted 
brother, Rev. F. A. Wiggin, of Salem, Mass., 
with whom we passed many pleasant hours. 
These two cities have a host of devoted 
workers, and if Spiritualism is not popular 
at the source of the Ohio, it is not the fault 
of the devotees at the shrine of our holy re
ligion.

Early in May, flying visits were made to 
New Castle, Pa. ,> and Lily Dale, N. Y., from 
which place we journeyed to Cincinnati, where 
two weeks were pleasantly passed, minister
ing to the Union Society. Business, connected 
with the N. S. A., called us to Washington, 
D. C., thence we went to Willimantic, Conn., 
where we delivered three addresses to the 
faithful workers in that busy city of Southern 
New England. This seciety is one of the 
most earnest supporters of the National Asso
ciation, and the people are thoroughly alive to 
the importance of maintaining a co-operative 
spirit in our ranks.

The last Sunday in May found us in Lynn, 
Mass. The month of June was most pleas
antly passed in Maine, journeying from place 
to place, talking organization, and arousing 
an interest in Spiritualism in the minds of 
many who had never, up to then, given it any 
attention. Nowhere, in the twenty-five States 
that we have visited within nine months, is 
the harvest so ready for the sickle in the 
hands of true Spiritualistic workers as in the 
State of Maine. In many of the larger towns 
and villages, they have had no religious servi
ces for years. In one place, it has been nine
teen years since the last organized church so
ciety went down. In this town, audiences of 
from 150 to 300 persons greeted us on four 
different occasions. This is only an index of 
other towns of like character in Maine. A 
speaker or medium, who is earnest, and will
ing to sacrifice time and strength for the good 
of the cause, can awaken a great interest 
among the people of that State in this philos
ophy of philosophies, science of sciences, and 
religion of religions of ours. Workers must 
must not expect to get rich by this labor, only 
in the consciousness of having done some 
good for their fellowmen.

We might say that every State visited has 
shown ah interest in the N. S. A. and its 
work. We only need earnest workers to pre
sent its claims to the public, to produce re
sults that shall prove co-operation to be the 
panacea for all the ills besetting us as a peo
ple.

July found us en route for our home at 
Lily Dale, where it was most pleasant to once 
again greet the friends who are laboring in the 
same cause—that of promoting the interests 
of Spiritualism—on the shores of Cassadaga 
Lake. We found it an embryo city—people 
bustling to and fro, preparing for the coming 
camp.

Time glided swiftly by and, on the 20th, 
the bells rang out merrily and the" people filed 
to our auditorium to listen to able addresses 
by Mrs. Carrie E. S. Twing and Rev. W. W. 
Hicks.

Up to date our attendance is from one-third 
to seventy per cent larger than on correspond
ing days of last year. May the same happy 
augury be over us during the entire season, so 
that we may feel, when the curtain goes down 
on the camp season of ’94, that it has been so 
prolific of good results that by its work the 
grand cause of. Spiritualism, the .uplifting of- 
humanity, has received an impetus that will 
send it forward into the glorious future that 
awaits it, a shining light to guide humanity 
in its upward march.

THE LAW 
AND THE PROPHETS. 

By F. E. Ormsby, Chicago.

This Is the only work ever published that explains 
In detail, the occult relation of physical bodies—vege
table. animal, human tind planetary, showing the hid
den meaning of the Atara, and why, and Low they tn* 
fluence human

The magnetU law of the universe 1b fully explained 
and Illustrated, eofhUng any one to east Woeoupbs 
and delineate the same, also to diagnose the qibvslcul 
body, and successfully treat all manner qf /physical 
and mental disturbances Planetary phrenology aud 
physiology Illustrated. Incarnation, attalpm^nir and 
the necessary steps to the highest expression possible, 
arc clearly explained, showing people the w>y, and the 
life of the adept, Huw to breed and rear any nature 
or character desired is a feature of the work, all of 
which Is simplified and brought within the reach 
of all.

The work includes a new mechanical system for 
finding the petitions of the planets for all time, which 
alone Is worth one hundred dollars.

Physiognomy and anatomy, and the co-ordination of 
males and females Illustrated. If you wish to know 
the truth concerning those things you oau gain more 
information from tbls work than from all other works 
on occult astronomy put together. The world needs 
the Information it contains and teachers must be pre
pared.

Better than a college education Is this Truth, for It 
reveals the “Hidden Sight’’ and explains every feel
ing, desire, impulse and emotion of tbo human race.

Are you ready lor Thuth?

Price by Mail, $10.00 per Copy.
F. E. ORMSBY.

2iG 1925 Washington Blvd., 8ia. E. Chicago.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC-

turcsglveu by the Spirit Hand through the me
diumship of Mra. Magdalena Kline. This volume cou- 
bIbIb of a series of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered in public through the meutul or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their toue Is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though one may find 
some Ideas that differ from those he has held, ÿet he 
will find much to please, benefit and InrialiWL The 
reverence with which Jeaus li mentioned will’please 
many, elthough the ideas advanced cuneeHlmg Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox aiaudard. 
The book contains 488 largo pages, and btWoe sent 
postpaid for 81.50. For sale at this olflckj. >■ ,
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NATIONAL 

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W„ Wash

ington, D. C.
( 1NCOBPOBATXD NOV. 1, 1893.) .

7HE HEADQUARTERS OF THE
National Spiritualists’ Association is ndw open 

at all times, and all Spiritualists are Invited to visit 
their official home. A register will be kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who ura requested to send In tholr 
names aud addresses, also officers of ell societies, sod 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of si] changes of 
location. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 
are also requested to confer with us, and information 
is desired respecting all new phases of development 
lu all parts of tbo world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters arc earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Robcbt A. Dimmick,
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NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the^arliament of Relig

ions and
Religious Congresses at the Co- 

lumblan Exposition. , 
One of tbc most Important and Interesting eventa 

connected with the World’s Fair was the Parliament 
of Religions. It will go down the ages as one of the 
greatest events of the world’s history. To students of 
comparative and ethnological religion the contents of 
this portly volume of a thousand-and-one pages will 
prove of most Intense Interest, and tbo statements and 
presentations of the various faiths by their accredited 
dltclples and exponents arc vastly Instructive. The 
price of this great volume Is only »2.M. For sale at 
thia office.

pOSPEL OF NATURE, BY M, L. 
\JT Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repiete with 

spiritual truths. Price IL.QO.

'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELA. 
J. done end Bxpreaalons In Homan Embodiments. 

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. A book tbaf everybody abonld read wm am 
Interested In re-lncarnatlon. Brice S1H0,

THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
i ly victims, by the Seer, A. J. Davis, I, s very In

teresting and euggeetlve work. It is an explanation ol 
much that Is false and repulsive in Spiritualism, em
bodying a most Important recent Interview with Jame, 
VlctorWilson, a resident of the Summer-Laud. Price 
50 cents. For apie at this offic»

PSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
1 Life. Letter, to the Seybert Commission. By 
Francie J. Llppltt. An llluetrated pamphlet Worth 
Ita weight In «old. Price 25 centa.

H. D. Babbett.More anon.
Lily Dale, N.. Y., July 24th, 1894.

“God in the Constitution. " By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness, of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for 11.00., For sale at this office.

¿IFE ALT LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
world, uy Miss Mary T. Sbelbamer. It abound* 

¡n facta in reference to the Snmmer-Land. Price »1.00.

DEAL LIFE IN Y-HE SPIRIT-LAND. 
utV Given Inspirationally by Mra. Marla M. Kina 
Yon will not become weary while reading Ulla excel 
lent book. Price <5 cents.

The Unknown
Life of

JESUS CHRIST
BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE

MANUSCRIPT, V

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH. -

Translated from the French. ?

Since the writing of the New Testament no 
book has appeared of as great importance to 
Christianity as “The Unknown Life of Jesus 
Christ”

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians.

The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the gr6at newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it. ■

“ Th& North American Review” devotes eight pages of its May number to an 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 
Presse,” of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery." The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, apd lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

_________ Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

t

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

/1 which helped or made them perforin mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together wtyh some 
Personal Traits and Characteristics Af Prophets, Apos
tles, and Jesus, or New Readings < “The Miracles,.** 
by Allin Putnam. Price 75 cent For tale M CM 
office- ■

YOU SHOULD /READ IT.' 
"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IH. 
1 tercourse, Contents; Guardianship of Spirits; 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits: Formation of Circles; Resurrec
tion of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; Truq 
Religion. This work han been translated Into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phel|E, Stratford, Conn., and similar cues 
in all parts of the country. This volumn Is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of “Spiritual* 
Ism.*' and has stood the test of many years. Cloth ALM. PostAffe JO cents- For sale at tAL> offloo.

GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work 18 one that every one should read. U 

beunib throughout with rare gemsof thought, practical 
as well as profound. There la sunshine aud beauty ifl 
avery sentence uttered. The work Is dedicated to tbi 
author’s favorite stater, barah French Farr,now paMel 
to spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin nolgbu, Ohio; 
gives an Interesting sketch of the author’s life.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch oftbeUfo Of-A. B. French.
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of

Mormon.
Conflicts ot Life.
The Power and Permanency of

Ideas.
The Unknown. .
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

Secretary.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF !PSYCHIC -^SCIENCE.

Tbl« work; by Hudson Tuttle, essays to utilize and 
explain the vast array of facts In Its field of research» 
which hitherto bare bad do apparent connection, by re* 
ferrlng them to a commou cause and from them arise 
to the laws aud conditions of man’s spiritual being. 
The loading subjects treated arc as follows:

Matter. Life, Mind. Spirit; What the Senses teach Of 
the World and tbo Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of. the Study of Man and Its Results; What Is 
the Sensitive State? Mewnertam, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease: T hought Transfer« 
cnce; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to tbc Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer. In the Light of Sensitiveness i^nd 
Thought Transference; Immonalliv—What tbc Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure: Christian Science: Mctopbrslc»— 
their Psychic, and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the sphere of Light.

It ta printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 953 
pages. Sent, post paid. tl.25. * '

This work may be Cniird the first attempt to corre
late tbc phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from tbo host thinkers and critics. It is a vadc mecum, 
and answers about any question which may arise la 
the minds of the investigators of spiritual pbenomeuh 
For sale at tbls office. -

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE
A UTHOR OF “ COMMON SENSE f 

xL “ Right« of Mm,” " Age of Reason,” etc., wilt 
critical md explanatory observations of bls writing« 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact-truth tf 
regurd to this most abused patriot and religious re 
former should read this volume. Price «1. Postap
10 cents. For salo at ibis office

ó

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
. AND .

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thought» on bow to roach that hltltndB 

Vbere »PIrtt Is supremo and all things arc subject to 1:
BY MOSES HULL 'V"'.-.

Price, doth. 50 cents; papef. 25 cent*. For uio'at 
this office. z - *ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. .

yf WORN THATETER YLOPER, o’fi 
his country should bavo at band forcohsnlta.

tloh: By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M., A; ■ This 1» a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion oftho Purposes. 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods ofithn.tfr«.^ 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 psxexer^

•: -......... ' .. t. r . . , ' * • '
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Jesus Christ au Auarchist.
. An. honest confession is good, for the 
soul. Rev» Myron Reed, one of the most 
prominent clergymen of Denver, Colo
rado,- owns pp like a little, man. In his 
Sunday service on' thd 14th.ult;'he>was 
reported as saying: ■ ■ ‘1 am an anarchist.” 
But he did not stop there. He (went 
right on and said:' ■ . '

“Jesus Christ was not only an - an
archist, but was killed by the represent
atives of the law, the church and State, 
for daring to practice humanity. Jesus 
Christ was an anarchist and a. socialist, 
but I never heard of his being a deputy 
sheriff." ■ ,

• Rev. Reed deserves well of his coun
trymen. He comes out flat-footed-for 
anarchy, and he has his Jesus Christ on 
an anarchial platform with, him, • Mapy 
of the so-called infidel writers have-iij- 
sisted all.along-that Jesus, as presented 
in the New Testament, was certainly ap- 
anarchist, and they have repudiated 
him and his teachings because of their 
anarchial tendency. The preachers 
mainly, have tried. to make, it appear 
that all true government was based on 
his teaching, and for that reason they 
have labored for many, years to crown 
him king, and force him, as such, into 
our National Constitution. But here is 
an honest Christian, who tells the truth 
about hfmSelf and the God he worships.

What is anarchy? The Imperial Dic
tionary define^ it: “A want of govern
ment; a state of society where there is 
no jaw or supreme power. Confusion in 
general.” It is to government what 
chaos is to matter—confusion, disorder.;

“Jesus Christ was an anarchist," 
and “I am an anarchist,” says the pul
pit-pounder, Rev. Myron Reed, D.D., 
of Denver, Colorado. Will all other 
pulpit-pounders say amen?

A CHAPTERof HINDOO MYSTICISM
The Yoijhi and Occult Forces.

WONDERFUL WK,
Strange Stories of the Incom' 

prehensible Achievements 
of Indian Magicians.

Evidence of Various Witnesses.

Great Trees Grown in Five Min. 
'"‘-Mtes, Water Turned Into 

Snakes, Human Bodies 
Floated In Air.

MIRACULOUS FEATS. OF LEVITATION— 
AND TO GROWN ALL, THE MARVEL 
OUS. TRICK BY WHICH THE FAKIR 

' CLIMBS ON INVISIBLE LADDERS.

SATURDAY, AUGUST 4,1804

Fossils.
A fossil, in general acceptation, re

lates to organic remains, whether 
vegetable or animla, which are found 
embedded in rocks, or are dug from the 
earth. Petrified wood, bones, shells, 

1 gums, are fossils, the remains of a 
flora and fauna which may have had 

■ their origin millions of years ago.
| But the word fossil has a still larger 
(signification. It applies appropriately 
:to antique manners, customs, ideas 
■which have survived the ages, and are 
reflected on modern times. There are 
fossil religions, fossil polities, fossil 
politicians, fossil preachers, fossil states
men, and we should be very reluctant 
to deny that fossils are found in every 
walk of life. In short, the world itself 
is a combination of fossils.

The countryman, plodding his weary 
: way to mill, with a grist on his shoulder 
and a stone in the mouth of his bag to 
balance the grain in the other end, is a 
familiar example. He met a more 
progressive neighbor who suggested the 
removal of the stone, and the division 
of the grain into two equal parts, thus 
saving the burden of the stone. The 
idea struck the fossil favorably. The 
proposed change was made and the 
journey to the mill was resumed. A 
train of thought was set in motion: 
“Really, the load does not seem more 
than half as heavy as before, and I feel 
rested with the apparently lighter 
burden.” And then: “My father 
always put a stone in the mouth of the 
bag, so did my grandfather. They 
were wiser than I. They knew more 
than neighbor Jones. They would 
never have pi^cticed the habit if it was 
nbt correct. Here is a stone the size of 
the discarded one. It shall take the 
place of the former." The story tells 
us the bowlder was soon in place and 
the weary wight resumed his tiresome 
journey, just as his ancestors had done 
for many generations.

This age is disposed to be iconoclastic.
Great inroads have been made during 

the last few years on old institutions, 
old habits, old ideas. The scientists are 
sifting out the fossils of a Gothic age. 
and are substituting modern ways and 
modern thought in their place. The 
public schools are powerful aids in push
ing forward the new order of things. 
But the church remains a fossil. It 
clings to the past, and idolizes it. It 
exhausts all its arts and wealth and edu
cation in perpetuating the old fossils. 
The rejected stone must be rolled back 
Into the bag, hell must be kept aflame, 
the devil must continue to act his part; 
and sinners must burn in quenchless 
fires; for God is good, and heaven is a 
paradise of bliss; so their opposites.

Speedy Action Desired.
That pesky Col. Ingersoll is respon

sible for the trouble now. Without con
sulting the W. C. T. U. the great Ag
nostic gave an address in an “open thea
ter," as the “whereas” sets forth, in 
Washington, D. C., a few Sundays ago, 
to a crowded house, with an admission 
fee to seats varying in price from $1 to 
$1.50. It was too bad. The above
named organization set forth its griev
ances in a lengthy preamble, claiming 
he “lectured in an open theater for gain 
on the Lord’s day, by which Christian 
sentiment was insulted and shocked." 
They then ■

“liesolved,, That we appeal to'tlio Sab
bath-loving and God-fearing citizens of 
this community to bring to ■■.bear all 
proper'ffib&rfs to secure the passage of 
Senator Kvle'S bill for the protection of 
Sunday.ffi^ttis District.” '

They .tagged the immediate action of 
the Senate committee to report back the 
bill, with a recommendation for its 
adoption.

To the Editor:—India is famed for 
the wonderful powers of the Yoghis, 
and at the present time great interest is 
taken therein in this country. Last 
week we published a long account from 
the New York World which was read 
with great interest by all. This week 
we give another installment from the 
New York Herald, which will excite no 
less interest. As is well-known, the mys
teries of the Yoghis, those marvelous 
religious magicians who dwell in the 
fastnesses of Northern India, have been 
a fascinating subject for investigation 
ever since travelers from the West be
gan to penetrate into that ancient land 
of the occult. The stories told of the 
powers of these weird and wonderful 
people would pass all human credulity 
weie they not vouched for over and over 
again by those whose word as to their 
own impressions and sensations cannot 
be doubted.

The feats performed by the Yoghis 
cannot be classed as tricks and rise into 
the realm of the supernatural, if such a 
thing as the supernatural exists. Trees, 
thirty and forty feet in height, are made 
to spring in a moment from a seed. A 
rope is thrown into the air and is appar
ently fixed without any means of sup
port, and on this rope the magicians 
climb into the sky and out of sight». 
Live snakes are developed with the pass' 
of a hand from clear water, and dark 
rooms are suddenly illuminated without 
any apparent source of light. Bodies 
are suspended in the air without the
slightest means of support, an<], again,, 
live men are buried fast in the earth ap
parently lifeless and after a lapse ofProbably there were more persons in 1 .. — -----

attendance on the Colonel’s lecture, who , weeks are exhumed and resuscitated, 
heard and approved of it, than there are Before the very eyes of spectators three 
members of the W. C. T. U. in Wash- dancing magicians are apparently fused 

into one, and, again, this one is separ-ington. These Sunday zealots evidently 
forgot that the clergymen preach for 
hire on their sacred day. The gist of 
Col. Ingersoll’s offending lay in the fact 
that he had a crowded house, all paying 
generously to hear him “kick hell," as 
only the Colonel can, while the pews in 
all the churches were nearly vacant. 
We repeat, it is too bad.

Want Money to Perpetuate Crime.
Cardinal Vaughn, the Archbishop of 

Westminster, was appointed by the 
Catholic Bishops of England, at their 
late annual session, to draft a bill for 
presentation to Parliament, providing 
for a division of the public moneys for 
the beneftttof parochial school^' They

“Cathoite parents cannot in console nee 
accept oM.ppl’pvc a system of Education 
for tlieirWhiJ^en in which seculai* edu
cation U[Auirvoreed from eduesAfffn in 
their religioi^f" ■fiV...

As the State has to punish crime and 
support paupers, it is the province of

atod into many.
These are samples of the wonderful 

stories that are brought back from this 
mysterious land by travelers, some of 
whom have spent years in endeavoring 
to elucidate these mysteries.

Dr. Henry Heinrich Hensoldt, a Ger
man scientist, spent five years In India 
for this specific purpose, and Harry 
Kellar, the magician, and his friend in 
magic, S. S. Baldwin, who is now in 
New York, have been engaged in similar 
investigation for more or less of the last 
fifteen years. I hud an interesting talk 
with Kellar the other evening, and he 
assures me that the feats performed by 
the Yoghis of India really surpass in 
their marvelous nature anything that 
can be outlined of them iu mere descrip
tion. Said he:

AN ANCIENT MYSTERY.

“You know that these strange per
formances of the Hindoo magicians have 
been told in Europe for centuries. Marco 
Polo was among the first to go deeply 
into the subject, and his rotation of the

..... . _ things he saw produced a profound iin-
the Government to see what system of I pression throughout Europe. The tales 
education best promotes .good morals ' told by the Crusaders rivaled those told 
and industrious habits. If statistics are of the achievements of the groat Merlin.
the same in England as in America, it. And from the exploits of Thomas of 
finds the criminal and pauper class come Ercildoune and the wizards of the North 
very largely from those educated in' we may catch glimpses of powers that 
parochial schools, where the pupils arc i are very probably but the reflective po
taught the priests have power to for-1 tency of the Thibetan esoterics. Such 
give sins. Even those experiencing । of the more wonderful of these exploits 
purgatorial fires by priestly intercession I which it has been my good fortune to
may escape all punishment. The dying 
Catholic, if so fortunate as to have a 
priest to shrive his soul, without regard 
to his many crimes, conceives himself 
secure for heavenly bliss. As the 
priest expects generous compensation 
for such services, the more who believe 
in their efficacy, the greater his pe
cuniary reward.

Devil, hell, damnation, must be 
allties. -■

re-

An Amendment Proposed.
A movement is projected in the State 

of Pennsylvania, to importune the 
Legislature at its next session to modify 
the puritanical laws in regard to Sab
bath-breaking. Many branches of 
industry, notably the pumping of oi] 
wells, are almost ruinously prejudicially 
affected by stopping the pumping on 
Sunday; for they soon fill with salt 
water, and a long period of active 
pumping is required to displace it and 
get the oil flowing again. This is only 
one of the thousand illustrations of the 
impractical workings of Sunday laws. 
If the good God wishes all the ma-

Putting God's Law at Defiance.
Can any one tell why the clergy are 

so anxious that legal measures shall be 
employed to compel one day of rest for 
the^xioplc, and yet do not say one word 
about enforcing by law long rest at 
night, which-a merciful providence has 
expressly provided for that purpose? 
There are manj times more people who 
violate the natural law, and toil through 
the long night, than there are who hab
itually labor on Sunday. To date, we 
have never heard even a suggestion 
that a penalty shall be laid on those 
who put God’s law at defiance, though 
all know its infringement is destructive 
to life and health.

Larceny.

chinery of modern civilization to rest, 
he should hold In abeyance the '
ings of his own laws.

work-

Kansas Liberals.
Freethinkers hold a convention at

Lawrence, Kansas, commencing on the 
6th of September next, and continuing 
four days. It is expected there will be 
a large number of Liberals in attend
ance from that and adjoining States; 
Success to itj and to every movement 
whose object is the emancipation of the 
mind from the thralls of error. . . <

.Honora, a Latin name, signifies the 
honorable one. . a •

East and West, I am still unable to 
rive at a satisfactory explanation of 
performances I witnessed.

THE GREAT FAKIRS.

“These fakirs—the term does not

ar- 
the

im-
ply a reflection upon their personality 
or their methods—are very dignified 
men of patriarchal appearance, with 
ascetic faces and long, gray beards. All 
the ski)lful ones I have seen were quite 
advanced in years, and were said to have 
spent their lives in study and seclusion. 
It is easy to believe their story that it is 
only after a lifetime of contemplation 
and study that they are admitted into 
the higher circles of the esoteric broth
erhood whose seat is in the monasteries 
of Thibet and in the mountain recesses 
of Northern Hindoostan. ' They are 
quiet, suave and secretive, and seem to 
attach a -deep religious significance to 
the manifestations of their powqr. 
There is nothing improbable in the 
theory that they are initiated into a 
knowledge whose secrets have been suc
cessfully preserved for centuries." ,

“What,” said I, “do you account the 
most marvelous trick which you ever 
saw performed?”

“A mere trick? Ah, that is hard to 
say. I will tell you two.

“A reception was given to me at the 
Chuddermunzil Club, of Lucknow, some

I described in an article in the North 
American lleview two years ago.

AN INEXPLICABLE MYSTERY- ’
“My first experience in levitation 

was on the occasion of the visit of the 
Prince of ’ Wales to Calcutta in 1875. 
The feat was performed in the Maidan 
or Great Plaza, and the old -fakir who 
was the master magician did his work 
not merely in the daylight, but out in 
the open plaza. Around him was an 
audience of 50,000, including the native 
princes and begums gathered by the 
score, arrayed in their silks and jewels, 
with a magnificence to which our west
ern eyes are little accustomed.

“After a salaam to the prince the ojd 
man took three swords with straight, 
crossbarred hilts, and buried them, 
points upward, about six inches in the 
ground. The points, as I afterward in
formed myself, were exceedingly sharp. 
A yonnger fakir, whose black beard was 
parted in what we now call the English 
fashion, although it originated in Hin- 
docstan, then appeared, and at a gesture 
from his master, stretched himself out 
upon the ground at full length, with his 
feet together, and his hands close to his 
sides, and, after a pass or two made by 
the hands of the old man, appeared to 
become rigid and lifeless.

“A third fakir now came forward, and

THE MANGO TREE—SEE NEXT WEEK’S PAPER.

years ago, at which, as a special feature 
of the occasion, one of these high caste 
magicians was present. He was like the 
most of them—an old man with a dark 
face and long, flowing beard. He 
brought out a young Indian assistant 
and, placing four tumblers on the floor, 
laid over these a board, and on the 
board stood his little assistant. You 
should understand that the high caste 
men do not wear any of the long, volumi
nous robes which are affected by the 
cheap fakirs which swarm about the 
hotels, but are, save for the breech 
cloth, naked.

“As the old man advanced toward the 
lad the boy held out Ips hands as though

taking hold of the feet of his prostrate 
companion, whose head was lifted by 
the master, the two laid the stiffened 
body upon the points of the swords, 
which appeared to support it without 
penetrating the flesh. The point of one 
of the swords was immediately under 
the nape of the man's neck, that of the 
second rested midway between the 
shoulders, and that of the third was at 
the base of the spine, there being 
nothing under the legs. After the body 
had been placed upon the sword points, 
the second fakir retired, and the old 
man, who was standing some distance 
from it, turned and salaamed to the 
audience.

“The body tipped neither to the rightto form a cun, and into this theinagician .. .. ...
poured perfectly clear water. The ‘'nor to the left, but seemed to be bal-
water was held in the boy's hand with-

Larceny is defined as “The felonious 
taking and carrying away of the per
sonal chattels of another.” (
|t Does not the stealing of railroad trains 
come under this definition as fully as the
stealing of a horse and carriage, or 
other personal property?

Strongly Pat.
Voltaire is said to have expressed

any

the
wish to live to see the last noble in 
France hanged with a rope made fromthe 
hide of the last priest. The great here
tic always.expressed himself vigorously 
when he Was showing up the wickedness 
of the church and its principal defenders.

Mark is of Roman origin, signifying 
.the hammer.’ „„ . ,

see, remain the still inexplicable subject 
of my lasting wonder and admiration. •

“I spent a good fifteen years in India 
and the far East, much of which was 
spent in investigating the Hindoo mys
teries, and from my long and close ex
amination I became thoroughly con
vinced that the high caste fakirs or ma
gicians of Northern India, the Yoghis, 
have beyond doubt discovered natural 
laws of which we of the West are still 
ignorant. My observation satisfies me 
that they have succeeded in overcoming 
forces of nature that to us seem simply 
insurmountable.

“The jugglers of India may be 
divided into two classes. The low caste 
fakirs are to be met with all over the 
East, traveling In parties of from three 
to six. They are arrayed in .breech 
clouts and have an air of pitiable pov
erty and misery. Each party generally 
includes one or two women, whose flow
ing robes assist in the concealment of 
the necessary juggling apparatus. At 
none of their seances that I have ever 
seen or heard of did the audience com
pletely surround the performers,' oppor
tunity being offered for evasions and 
changes.

“They all seem to have the same stock 
in trade, and to be willing to explain 
any one of their'tricks in private for two 
or three rupees. They are to be met 
with almost anywhere in Indian cities, 
in the plazas, open squares and around 
the hotels. They content themselves 
with the sword and basket trick, the 
duck trick, the mango trick and the ma
nipulation of cobras. All these tricks 
are readily understood by the practised 
eye.

“The high caste fakirs, on the con
trary, are only seen at great public fetes, 
suoh as the coronation of a prince, the 
festival of the Maharajah, the coming of 
a Nizam, and such special occasions as 
thq visit of the Prince of Wales to India. 
I have had the good fortune to be pres
ent at all of these, occasions, and I con
fess that after thirty years? professional 
experience as a magician, in the course 
of which I have circumnavigated the 
globe a dozen times or more, and pene
trated the remotest-corners of both the

out leakage, and we were permitted to 
see it there. As we gazed upon it the 
water apparently, under the influence of 
a pass from the magician, begun to 
turn a deep green, and a moment later 
to jollify. Then, to our astonishment, 
from this mass of green jelly in the boy’s 
hands there was slowly evolved a live 
green snake. Y’ou must understand that 
the formation of the snake consumed the 
entire mass in the boy’s hand. When 
the snake began to wriggle the boy was 
apparently frightened, and threw the 
snake to the ground, where it started to 
wriggle away, but was pinioned by the 
old magician and held up to the view of 
the audience. There was not the 
slightest doubt that it was a live, genu
ine snake.

“The magician made a low salaam to 
our applause, and turning to the boy, 
curled the live snake again in his hands. 
Still under our direct gaze the snake be
gan to turn back to'the green mass of 
jelly, and then from this state the color
ing slowly disappeared, and left the per
fectly clear water again in the boy’s 
hand. The boy poured the water back 
into a large glass., whence it was drunk 
off by the magician to show that the 
water itself contained nothing. All this, 
you understand, was done but a few feet 
away from us, without any cloths, bags, 
rods, or any of the paraphernalia which 
usually accompanies the magician. Of 
course, at some stage of the proceeding 
it must have been a substitution, but 
when it was done and where the snake 
came from, or the green jelly, either, 
for that matter, it was far beyond my 
wit, as well as that of every one else 
present to explain.

“But this was really mild compared 
with the sensation which the magician 
gave us immediately afterward. The 
old man was accompanied by a young 
woman with a babe flung round her in a 
sort of a girdle. The woman was intro 
duced apparently to do some simple 
juggling. Her repeated failures seemed 
to arouse the magician to a high pitch 
of wrath, and suddenly seizing the baby 
from the woman he rushed to the side 
of the stage, and jammed the child v o- 
lently into a small sack. Then, as if io 
give still further vent to his anger, he 
caught up the sack, and raising it high 
over his head, dashed it upon the floor. 
It came down with a veritable sickening 
thud, which even my nerves could nqt 
withstand. The Indian woman screamed 
in terror, and several of the officers 
leaped up to restrain the madman. The 
Indian turned with a cool smile, and 
lifting up the sack, opened it, and drew 
from it two live doves, which fluttered 
out and perched upon his shoulder. 
Then turning, he walked to another 
'part of the room, and produced the 
infant, entirely unharmed. The whole 
proceeding was merely a piece of his 
jugglery, but I pledge you his acting 
was so vivid that it made some of us 
sick.

“These, however, were merely won
derful tricks, only fqr more wonderful 
than anything ever achieved by any 
European or American magician. Re 
ally the most marvelous phenomena 
which I have been privileged to observe 
were feats of levitation, or the annihila
tion of gravity, the whirling illusions 
and voluntary interment. Some of these

anced with mathematical accuracy. 
Presently the master took a digger, 
with which he removed the soil round 
the hilt of the first sword, and, releasing 
it from the earth, after some exertion, 
quietly stuck it into his girdle, the body 
meanwhile retaining its position.

“The second and the third swords 
were likewise taken from under the 
body, which, there in broad daylight 
and under the eyes of all the spectators, 
preserved its horizontal position with
out visible support, about two feet from 
the ground. A murmur of admiration 
pervaded the vast throng, and with a 
low salaam to the Prince, the master 
summoned his assistant, and lifting the 
suspended body from its airy perch, 
they laid it gently on the ground. With 
a few passes of the master's hand the 
inanimate youth was himself again.

“By the use of metal shields it is per
fectly conceivable that the aged fakir 
could have laid the rigid body of his 
subject upon the sword points and kept 
it there without the assistance of any
thing marvelous. In a dosed room with 
walls and ceilings to which the mechan
ical appliances of the magician's eraft, 
as we understand it, could be attached, 
the feat of levitation, as described, could 
be performed. But this would be, of 
course, simply an illusion.

IN SOUTH AFRICA, TOO.
“But while I am speaking of this sub

ject I may tell you of what I considered 
a still more wonderful feat which I wit
nessed in South Africa during the Zulu 
war. In Dunn’s reservation, 20(1 miles 
north from Durban, in Natal, I saw a 
witch doctor levitate the form of a 
young Zulu by waving a tuft of grass 
about his head, amid surroundings 
calculated to impress themselves deeply 
upon the most prosaic imagination. It 
was evening, and the witch doctor, who 
belonged to the class described more 
than once by Rider Haggard with great 
accuracy, was as revolting in his ap
pearance as the high-caste fakirs had 
been pleasing. A number of fakirs had 
gathered about our camp fire, and I had 
given them some illustrations of my own 
skill. They seemed puzzled, but were 
nbt specially curious. One of them stole 
away, and after some minutes returned, 
with her own conjurer, the witch doctor 
in question.

“After considerable solicitations from 
the natives, the intricacies of which my 
knowledge of the Zulu language did not 
enable me to penetrate, the conjurer, 
who.at first seemed reluctant to give his 
consent to an exhibition of his powers 
before me, took a knob kerry or club, 
and fastened it at the end of a thong of 
rawhide about two feet long. A young 
native, tall and athletic, whose eyes ap
peared.,.^ be fixed upon those of the 
conjurer with an apprehensive stead
fastness, took his own knob kerry, and 
fastened it at the end of a similar thong 
of hide. The two then stood about six 
feet apart in the full glare of the fire 
and began, all the while in silence, to 
whirl their knob kerrys about their 
heads. When the clubs passed in their 
swift flight, a flash struck from one to. 
the other, and then there 'came an ex-' 
plosion which burst the ■ young man’s 
knob kerry in pieces, and' he fell to the 
ground apparently lifeless.

“The witch doctor turned to the high 
grass a few feet behind us, and gathered

a handful of stalks. Standing in tho 
shadow and away from there, lie waved 
with a swift motion, exactly similar to 
that with tho clubs, the bunch of grass 
around the head of the young Zulu, who 
lay as if dead in the firelight. In a mo
ment the grass seemed to ignite, al
though the witch doctor was not stand
ing within twenty feet of the fire, and 
burned slowly, crackling audibly. Ap
proaching more closely the native in 
the trance, the conjuror waved the 
flaming grass gently over his figure. To 
my intense amazement the recumbent 
body slowly rose from the ground and 
floated upward in the air to the height 
of about three feet, remaining in sus
pension and moving up and down, ac
cording as the passes of the burning 
grass were Blower or faster. As the 
grass burned out and dropped to the 
ground, the body returned to its position 
on the ground, and after a few passes 
from the hands of the witch doctor, the 
young Zulu leaped to his feet, ap
parently none the worse for his wonder
ful experience. ' ■

“I mention this merely, to show that 
these feats are possible outside of India. 
The celebrated whirling illpsion I first 
saw in the Chandee Choke, the Cheap
side of Calcutta. We were escorted to a 
long, empty room, which was ap
parently a vacant storeroom. There 
was no back door, and only two windows, 
which looked into the street. 
There was no one present when we ar
rived, and we examined the room care
fully, testing the walls, ceiling and floor 
for secret doors, traps, wires, etc., and 
came to the conclusion that in these re
spects all was as it should be. We then 
drew a chalk line one-thii-d of the way 
down the room from the door beyond 
whicli we were to remain as audience, 
while four fakirs who appeared at that 
moment from the street were to give us 
an exhibition of their magical powers in 
the other two-thirds of the apartment, 
which was, so far as we could find out, 
absolutely without means of communica
tion with the adjoining buildings or 
with the open air.

A STRANGE FEAT.

“The old fukir took a chafing-dish 
and set it about ten feet from the chalk
line on his side, easting upon its glow
ing coals a white powder, which gave 
out a strong scent of tuberoses, very 
agreeable to the senses. A fine 
white vapor arose from the burning 
powder and filled the corners of tlie 
ceiling, draping the dull paneling with 
a flying wreath-or two, but still per
mitting a clear view of the end wall. 
At a point sqiue six or eight feet beyond 
the chafing-dish, the old man and bis 
three assistants began dancing slowly; 
they gave utterance to no sound, but 
whirled faster and faster, with a 
rhythmic motion, their robes flowing 
out on either side, and blending the 
four forms into a composite group, of 
which the tall master was the central 
figure. Suddenly, to our great astonish
ment, we became aware that there was 
only one form visible, that of the old 
man. The swift whirl of his dance was 
gradually relaxed, and in a minute or 
two he became motionless, salaamed, 
advanced in front of the chafing-dish, 
bowed again, and pointed with a digni
fied gesture to the rear of the apart
ment.

We all looked eagerly in the direction 
of his gesture; there was not a living 
creature, nor indeed an object of any 
kind visible beyond the line except him
self. With another salaam he returned 
to his original position in the rear of the 
chafing dish, and began with reverse 
motion the dance of a moment before. 
Holding out his arms on each side of 
him as if the better to balance himself, 
he now sang in a low, monotonous tone, 
a chant, the words of which impressed 
themselves on my memory, and sounded 
like this:— ”

Ai ya or ekto do!
“In some inexplicable way the monoto

nous drone of this chant, which fell not 
unmusically from his lips, seemed to 
join with tlie vapors which curled about 
the scene to bewitch our fancies, or at 
all events to produce a condition of 
dreamy delight. If this was hypnotism, 
so be it; but whether or not the exist
ence of this charmed condition can be 
ascribed to hypnotic influences, I nev-e^- 
felt my senses more completely at iny 
command, and with my eyes fixed in
tently on his whirling figure I became 
aware that he seemed to be throwing 
from himself portions of his body, one 
arm here, another there, a leg here, 
and bo on, the illusion being perfect, if 
illusion it was, and the end of the room 
where be had begun to dance alone be
coming gradually filled with figures like 
hisown, only younger,each whirling with 
the same chant, in the same direction. 
Suddenly the dance died away, tho 
chant was hushed, and when wc looked 
again there was but one performer visi
ble. the old fakir, who advanced in front 
of the chafing dish and asked for back
sheesh. He received it liberally, and 
we again made an examination of the 
room, but could discover no explanation 
of the disappearance of his companions.

“I do not tell these things simply to 
excite awe and wonder, or to tell a big 
tale. I frankly confess that they are be
yond my powers of penetration, and for 
that matter, I believe, beyond the pow
ers confessedly of any one who has ever 
witnessed them.”

In many respects the feats of tempo
rary interment, or hibernation, may be 
accounted among the most wonderful 
performed by the Yoghis. Professor 
Kellar relates an incident of his own ex
perience which took place some years 
ago:

“I was one of a party of Englishmen 
present at a grand fete in Secunderabad 
at the palace of Sir Safer Jung, the 
Nizam of Secunderabad. An old man, 
with aquiline features, a long white 
beard and flashing black eyes, accompa
nied by his wife, a pretty little woman, 
came to us as the chief of a band of eight 
fakirs. In the presence of all the com
pany one of the young men was tightly 
bandaged, and a small glass disc was 
held in front of and directly between his 
eyes. His master told him to gaze fix
edly at the disc, and as he did so the 
others of the b^nd of fakirs began dron
ing a chant, the words of which were:—

Ram, ram, amaram, amaram, amaram, 
Ram, ram, amaram, amaram, amaram.
“The bandaged fakir appeared to go 

to sleep under the drowsy hum of this 
incantation. He soon became to all ap
pearance dead; the blood seemed to 
leave the extremities, and his limbs 
stiffened. His tongue was now turned 
back until it filled the epiglottis; a few 
passes were made over his face by the. 
aged fakir, his eyes turned up until only 
the whites were- visible, the lids were 
shut, and a red, putty-like substance was

used to close his eyes, ears, nostrils and 
mouth.

APPARENTLY DEAD.

“Dr. Crawford, of the army, who was 
present, then made a careful examina
tion of the man’s condition. All the 
usual tests for death were applied, a mir
ror was held over his mouth, and to all 
intents and purposes he was pronounced 
dead. Dr. Crawford went even to the 
extent of what might be called cruelty, 
although the subject was undoubtedly 
unconscious, and stuck a large bodkin 
through the palm of the man’s hands, 
through the tips of his ears, his cheeks, 
the ends of his fingers, his thighs, his 
arms and other parts of his body.

“No blood came from these wounds, 
but a yellowish ichor followed the point 
of the needle. The master fakir took a 
coal of glowing charcoal and plaqed it 
on the upturned palm of his subject’s 
hand, causing the flesh to sizzle and an 
unpleasant odor to arise, but there was 
no sign of feeling. This condition con
tinued for thirty minutes, at the end of 
which the master fakir made passes 
over the body with his hands, removed 
the red paste from the face and ears, 
took off the bandages and bade us note 
the result. With horrible contortions 
and the appearance of great agony, 
which, the old fakir assured us,, was 
only an appearance, his assistant re
turned to the land of the living, appar
ently as well is ever, except for a badly 
burned hand.”

One of the best authenticated tales of 
voluntary interment was that of a native 
of Cashmere who was buried alive in 
the presence of Runjeet Singh. The 
man was tied in a sealed bag, which in 
turn was placed in a sealed box, and the 
box in a sealed room. He came out 
alive. Another remarkable story was 
told by Colonel Julius Medley, who was 
afterward a general in the Indian army.

A group of fakirs of the high caste 
visited his quarters and offered to give 
an exhibition. The old man had, with
out assistance, thrown himself into a 
trance while sitting on the ground. His 
assistants then took hold of the end of 
his tongue and pushed it back until it 
closed the epiglottis. They then lay 
him upon his back and swathed his body 
in bandages. The assistant fakirs next 
filled the eyes, ears, mouth and nostrils 
of their apparently unconscious master 
with red paste and bandaged his neck 
and face.

All this took place in the presence of 
Colonel Medley and his staff. The en
tire body of the old man was then ap
parently protected from the atmosphere, 
as well as from the unts, which in the 
East attack every living thing that is 
helpless: it was for this purpose of pro
tection that the red paste had been put 
in the cavities of the face and head. 
Tlie Colonel and his staff inspected the 
body of the old man and signified their 
willingness that the ceremony should 
proceed. In the meanwhile four of 
Colonel Medley's soldiers had dug a 
grave ten feet deep in the enclosed yard 
of the barracks, and the old fakir's as
sistants lifted the body and gently 
placed it in a box sheathed with metal, 
which was then hermetically sealed 
under the Colonel's eye. The box was 
lowered into the tomb, the earth was 
filled in. the surface was leveled, and 
millet seed was sown over the grave. 
The assistants then departed under a 
solemn promise to return in forty days. 
□ Every moment, day and night, of the 
forty succeeding days, an armed guard 
was kept on watch above the fakir's 
grave, so that no human agency could 
tamper with the tomb or the box. At 
the end of the specified time the fakirs 
returned and in the presence of Colonel 
Medley and his. staff the tomb was 
opened. The body of the fakir was re
moved from the box, not differing in ap
pearance in any way from the condition 
in which it was buried, except that the 
linen clothes in which it had been 
wrapped had rotted and fell away at 
the touch.

[CONTINUED NEXT WEEK.]

The Camp at Chesterfield, Ind.
There is some excitement at the camp 

at Chesterfield, Ind., over a contem
plated debate between J. Clegg Wright 
and Rev. Clark Braden. Braden is a 
blatant egotist, always firing off his 
shots against Spiritualism and endeavor
ing to demolish it. Mr. Wright's propo
sition is as follows:

• THE ISSUES.

The issues shall be the truth of the 
spiritual hypothesis and the rationality 
of popular Christianity.

QUESTIONS FOR DEBATE.

First—Can the so-called phenomena of 
Spiritualism be best explained on the 
hypothesis that they are produced by 
spirits?

J. Clegg Wright shall affirm: Clark 
Braden deny.

Second—Are the teachings of Chris
tianity superior to the teachings of 
Spiritualism?

Clark Braden shall affirm; J. Clegg 
Wright shall deny.

CONDITIONS OF DEBATE.
First—Each disputant shall have a 

chairman, and the chairman shall select 
an umpire.

Second—Each disputant shall keep 
before, him a distinct issue and avoid 
personalities.

Third—Two hours shall be given to 
each session—10 to 12 and 2 to 4 o’clock.

The speeches shall last a half-hour, 
each alternating, and the affirmer shall 
open the debate and the denier close it, 
each session.

KEV. BRADEN’S REFUSAL.

Braden became very much incensed 
as he read the challenge, and then he 
and Mr. Lumley, who presented it, had 
a little debate. The challenge was re
turned to the camp. Braden declares 
he will debate on the propositions he 
originally made. He intimates that he 
will remain at Chesterfield for some 
time and wage war on the Spiritualists. 
The latter brand Braden as a coward 
unless he decides to debate with Wright 
on the issues, as proposed.

It would be a waste of valuable time 
for any scientist to debate with any 
person who absolutely denies the ro
tundity of the earth and considers it flat. 
A truth so well established and so self- 
evident.as the rotundity of the earth— 
it would be worse than foolish to argue 
with a man who denied it. The same 
with Spiritualism. Any reasonable 
person who desires to investigate its 
claims can soon become convinced of its 
truth. These blatant demagogues who 
hate Spiritualism and. will not investi
gate its claims honestly, will not be con-
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The
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She makes no charges

Voorhees, Dr. Aliny, Mrs. Gillette and
Mr. and Mrs. Field. CoK.

poor 
hate

Highest Honors Given

To Dr. Price’s at the World’s Fair.

with an invincible hatred Romanism in 
all its forms and guises, as the enemy of 
true religion and true liberty.

are answered, seven* pages being written 
in live minutes. Sne also gets inde-

Butler, Mrs. McGloughlin and daughter, pendent voiees.
Airs. Brookins, Air. Bucklin, Airs. ' ' '
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F. Corden White dropped In upon us

White always makes!'a’.’ favorable im'

countries where Romdhisin predom
inates. Such is Jesuitical hypocrisy.

with a cordial reception in the East, as 
he has .in the West. He and Mrs. 
White started for-Cassadaga Cliiup last 
Tuesday eveni pg.

•vinced by. argument. Debates in the 
early days of Spiritualism, when it was 
but little known, had a good effect, but 
now their force is lost on such men as 
Braden and their cp-workprs. It is use
less to pay any attention to such a man 
as Braden; lot him live in his ignorance 
and superstition, He and hjs devoted 
followers have braced themselves 
against accepting the grandest truth of 
the age, and the most eloquent and pro
found person in our ranks could not 
influence them in the least. They do 
not know when they ape whipped or 
convinced, and why spend your time in 
lebating with such donkeys. Better 
let them alone. \

Renew PrQinptly.
• The Progressive Thinker, relying 
Wholly on subscriptions for its support, 
and selling no bonds and accepting no 
gifts, and not begging for contributions 
from the benevolent, 10 requests every 
pne of its subscribers to promptly re
new, and thus sustain : the only one-dollar 
paper that from the start has been built 
up on the basis of honest industry and 
ftrict integrity. A Spiritualist paper 
has no more right to sell. stock, then 
repudiate it, than your corner grocery 
has; and this position The PROGRESSIVE 
Thinker will maintain until the last, 
find a Spiritualism built up on any other 
basis cannot meet the respect of honest 
men and women. Times are especially 
hard, and let each subscriber remember 
the basis alone on which Thé Pro
gressive Thinker is conducted, and 
Bend in their renewal, however small it 
may be. It must be refreshing to the 
Spiritualists generally to know the pa
per’s exact status, and the principles on 
which it is sustained.

Hornish Hypocrisy.
1 The unutterable hypocrisy and Jesuit 
Ism of the Romish apologists are well 
Illustrated by some recent occurrences 
In contemporaneous history. The 
premier of Hungary has prepared a bill 
providing for the free exercise of wor
ship, a bill guaranteeing equal religious 
rights to Jews and ChristiaisK etc., 
whereupon a leading Romish periodical 
the Catholic lieview, declares that the 
Freemasons are behind all these 
measures, thereby branding them as 
infamous. At the same time the Jesu
itical Review is openly in favor of re
ligious liberty in the -United States. 
The whole attitude of the Romish 
church and its apologists goes to show 
that they are in favor of religious lib
erty, and equality before the law, where 
the church will be the gainer by such 
liberty; but they are utterly and bit
terly opposed to such liberty in all

Qccult Force« in India.
The articles we are now publishing 

ihow conclusively that some of the 
natives of India possess remarkable 
occult powers, bordering very closely 
on the miraculous. That all these 
statements‘made by eye-witnesses are 
false is hardly possible, and if true in 
all respects they open a wide field for 
future investigation. The Progress
ive Thinker being a magazine of ad
vanced thought takes great pleasure in 
presenting this review of the adepts of 
India, showing conclusively that Spir
itualism does not possess all that is de
sirable to be known, and that there is a 
vast domain that needs to bo actually 
analyzed and traversed by thoughtful 
minds.
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Opening Day at This 
Favorite Camp.

The curtain has just been rung up on 
the fourteenth annual session of the Cas
sadaga Lake Free Association, and from 
present indications this will be the most 
successful season in the camp’s history, 
both in attendance and finances. The 
past week witnessed the largest influx 
ever known at a corresponding date, and 
the cottages and hotels are now well 
filled,

The recent intense heat doubtless 
assisted in swelling the crowd that has 
arrived on every train; this, in the face 
of the financial depression, makes one 
speculate as to whether, by a special dis
pensation, Spiritualists are exempt from 
the general shrinkage. A gentleman, 
wise through past experience, informed 
your correspondent that hard times had 
always resulted in larger attendance and 
more abundant financial harvest for the 
camp. •

Friday afternoon, Prof. II. D. Barrett, 
the chairman, set the wheels revolving 
in a brief address of welcome, followed 
by Airs. Carrie Twing, of Westfield, N. 
Y., who recently represented the State 
Grange at the Constitutional Conven
tion. "The Best Kind of Spiritualism 
to Live By,” was the subject of .this 
lady’s lecture, which she handled from 
a practical standpoint, suited to the needs 
of daily life. -

Rev, W. W. Hicks, of New York, 
being present, responded to a call in hia 
own characteristic and earnest manner, 
so thoroughly enjoyable to an audience, 
and whicli may account for the gentle
man’s growing popularity at our camp.

Judging from the Saturday morning 
conference, this feature will be one of 
the most instructive and entertaining of 
the season’s many attractions.

Airs. Celia Al.' Nickerson, of Buffalo, 
N. Y., made her first courtesy before a 
Cassadaga audience Saturday afternoon, 
speaking on a variety of subjects by re
quest, among which was "Reincarna
tion:” and it consumed the greater part 
of her attention, probably owing to the 
fact that the speaker or her control is 
thoroughly impregnated with the doe-' 
trine. Airs. Nickerson is a slender, 
graceful lady, witli a sweet voice, whose 
platform appearance approaches the 
ideal.

The first regular dance of the season 
was a success.

The celebrated Northwestern Orches
tra, of Meadville, Pa., is here for the 
season, and once again the woods vi
brate with the melodious strains of their 
open-nir concerts, that are always one 
of the most delightful features of our 
programme.

Under the beneficent rule of a fair
weather God, Sunday dawned in perfect 
beauty, bringing in its wake large ex
cursions from all directions, that kept 
ticket-sellers and gate-managers on the 
qui vise passing in the crowds.

Mrs. Carrie Twing and J. Frank Bax
ter were the platform attractions: 
"What do Spiritualists Believe?” being 
the subject of both discourses. Follow
ing the afternoon lecture was a platform 
seance, with Air. Baxter as medium. 
The results were pronounced a ’success 
by those receiving tests.

Airs. Mary Mahan Andrews, of Bata
via, the first and probably the most 
noted materializing medium in America, 
is On the grounds as the sutrimer guest 
of friends. ■

Chicago has many /representatives 
here for the summer; among the num
ber we note the following: Mr. and 
Mrs. Lambourn. Miss Otto. Airs. Jean

An Important Work.
H. D. Barrett is engaged in writing 

the life of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
which he has nearly completed. It will 
be ready for the press soon after camp
meeting. The book will contain about 
600 paces, and will be sold for either 
$1.25 or $1.50 per volume. Mr. Barrett, 
whose address is now at Lily Dale, 
N. Y., and Mrs. Richmond, who resides 
at Ragers Park, Ill., would be pleased^ 
to receive pledges of subscription for 
the book. We are glad to announce 
that Mr. Barrett has this important 
work in hand, and we hope that a thou
sand orders will be sent in at once.

Lake Brady Camp-meeting.
C. E. Winans, the materializing me

dium, and A. Norman, a prominent 
Spiritualist of Marshalltown, Iowa, 
called upon us last week on their way to 
the Clinton, Iowa, camp-meeting. They 
do not bring a very favorable report 
from Lake Brady. They say they have 
seen 2,000 people on the ground while 
not over 50 of the number were listening 
to speakers on the rostrum. They re-

Brotherly Love and Otherwise.
The Progressive Thinker does not 

beliovo in needless acts or speech in an
tagonism to the cherished faith of church 
people of any name;'but there are some 
dogmas eiuboflied in the various creeds 
that are abhorrent to the sense of justice 
and to the reason of all who are not vic
tims of churchly miseducation. And the 
aggressive and vicious antagonism mani
fested by some church people against 
Spiritualists and Spiritualism, calls for 
resistance and righteous condemnation. 
We have not hesitated to attack the 
falsities and expose the vicious princi
ples of the churches when the cause of 
truth and right has seemed to call for 
such action. In so doing we have, as 
was to be expected, touched the tender 
sensibilities of some whose charity doth 
much abound toward the churches. 
They look upon our course as likely to 
prejudice church people who might be 
won to accept Spiritualism. So one on 
the spirit side writes through Brother 
G. T. Coyne to “suggest more brotherly 
love to other faiths,” etc.

Now, if a faith seems to us wrong, un
just and hateful, we see no reason why 
we should feel "brotherly love” for it,

port forty picnics booked for July. At. but rather a righteous dislike and aver- 
one picnic there were 2,000 Catholics, !'don-. At the same time it is proper to 

,_„„„„„ n,„ *_________________ discriminate between personsand faithswho circulated around among the tents, _al)d we feel a pity and cven 
frequenty making insulting remarks to I a brotherly love for the unfortunate vic
mediums, and whose presence for one i tim of churchly miseducation. We can 
day is enough to so defile the camp that extend this feeling even to the 

devoteds of Romanism—while weit can not recover therefrom for years. 
These picnics are of no benefit what
ever to the mediums, as they are, as a 
rule, composed of those who are inimi
cal to Spiritualism. Such camps hire 
some one to write them up for the Spir
itualist papers, and the readers seem to 
get no adequate idea of what is going 
on. Just think of Catholics holding a 
picnic on grounds dedicated to Spirit
ualism! We have had . an ’exalted idea 
of Lake Brady, but if it is to be util
ized for Catholic picnics, that alone will 
destroy its spirituality.

Camp Ground, Haslett Park.
The prospects of a grand, enthusiastic 

meeting is before the Spiritualists of the 
State. Over one hundred tents are al
ready on the ground, and the eottages 
are beginning to rapidly fill; The meet
ing will open to-morrow, (Saturday). 
Many fine mediumns are on the ground, 
including Mr; Mansfield, the slate writer. 
Prof. Hudson, of Bay City, the musical 
magnet, is also in attendance and will 
charm the people, who- attend with his 
own inimitable style of spiritual songs 
Thr Progressive Thinker is being 
read and greatly circulated on the 
ground. Universal praise is always 
Heard of your paper.. SUBSCRIBER,.

(Chicago Tribune.)

For leavening power, keeping quali
ties, purity and general excellence the 
World’s Fair Jury decided that Dr. 
Price's Cream Baking Powder had no 
equal. On each of its claims it was 
awarded a first prize or diploma. All 
the baking powders entered for prizes 
were subjected to a most exhaustive 
examination, and the jury waj the best 
equipped to make the decision' of any 
ever got together. Their verdict was 
supported by the testimony of Dr. H. 
W. Wiley, chief chemist of the United 
States Department of Agriculture at 
Washington. Dr. Wiley is an expert 
on food products and the highest au
thority on such matters in America. 
This verdict settles a long-debated ques
tion as to'whlch among the many bak
ing powders is the best.

Dr. H. Blunt, of Clinton, Iowa, clair
voyant and magnetic dealer, will be on 
Mount Pleasant Park camp ¿round 
through the month of August. ■

àfeTHE SPIRITUALISTE FIELD
workers,Doings, etcì

F. Cordon White dropped in upon us Geo. W. Carpenter, AI. D„ intends to T|||b ftEI EDHBTEI1 ilYEflDI) illlilMMQ 
fresh from the pamp iii Alinnesotu. /Air: visit California next-October and will'. ■"•!? VfcVEIHlftlfcM -VmUIIU UlNMRw 
White always makes! unfavorable im' probably remain there during the 
pression with his striking platform tests, winter.' Dr. Carpenter has lectured for
and wo, have no doubt he will meet a long time in this city, to the grout 
with a cordial reception in the East, as satisfaction of those who have listened

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, oi’ anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. ■ A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest'only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture; and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Alonday morning, gnd items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

Mr. Pickering writes: “Airs. Alary C. 
Lyman, inspirational spiritual speaker 
of the First Society of Spiritual Unity, 
who has been well known all over this 
country as a spiritual lecturer for more 
than twenty years, as the grandly-in
spired instrument of an exalted band of 
spirits, may be engaged to deliver lec
tures and addresses upon spiritual, 
patriotic and reformatory subjects, to 
perform marriages, and to attend funer
als. for which she is legally qualified, at 
places near Chicago. Mrs. Lyman may 
be addressed at. 40 Loomis street, Chi
cago, 111.

Dewdrop writes: "The First Society 
of Spiritual Unity met at its Spiritual 
Temple, 85 South Sangamon street, on 
Sunday,' July 23, at 10:30, 2:30 and 7:30, 
and will continue their meetings all 
summer. Airs. Alary C. Lyman made an 
address in the afternoon on ‘The Hu
man Statue the Higher Expression of 
Nature’s Art,’ and in the morning a lec
ture upon ‘The Occultism and Afysticism 
of Ancient Egypt,’both of which were 
closely listened to, and well received by 
the largest audiences that have met at 
this temple. Dr. Bishop, Prof. Clarke, 
and others assisted at the afternoon 
meeting. The fine music rendered in
creased the harmony of these gather
ings.”

Frank T. Ripley was so much liked at 
Cincinnati, Ohio, two Sundaysago, that 
he is engaged for the month of Septem
ber at that place, for the First Society of 
Spiritualists. Brother Ripley is making 
up his list for fall and winter. All soci
eties wanting his services can address 
him in care of 2702 Broadway, Cleve
land, Ohio.

Airs. Annie Buchanan writes of the 
good work she has been doing in Ne
braska. She gets independent slate
writing, and is very much pleased with 
the good work she is now capable of 
doing. She has held seances in Blair 
fbr some time. Investigators seal the 
slates, and put screws in them, but the 
messages still continue. She gets 
flowers between riptes; sealed letters

If Mabel L. Aber will send her address 
to 711 Oak street, Kansas City, Mo., she 
may h ear something to her interest.

The Progressive Spiritual Society, 
meeting at 3120 Forest avenue, is de
sirous of communicating with speakers 
and mediums, with a view to future en
gagements. All communications should 
be addressed to W. S. Hanson, secretary, 
10 30th Place, Chicago, Ill.

Major Carpenter writes: “There has 
been a decision in the Supreme Court 
of Brooklyn, N. Y., against compulsory 
vaccination. We hope there will be no 
more legal poisoning by inoculation. 
It is hopeful our little ones will be 
allowed to attend the schools we are 
taxed to support, without being made 
sick by the law.”

The Search Light, of San Francisco, 
Cal., speaks as follows .of Moses Hull’s 
last. Sunday there: "The lecture of 
Moses Hull at,. Washington Hall last 
Sunday evening was the last of his 
course for the Progressive Spiritualists. 
His subject, ‘Divine Revelation; what 
it is ana what it is not,' was treated in 
an able manner and was forcibly exem 
piffled by fact, argument and apt illus
tration. Revelations have been made 
to men in all ages, such as have been 
adapted to their conditions and needs, 
and revelations are made to us in this,

at her circles.
Mr. Johu Slater, of San Francisco, the 

widely-known medium of international 
fame, who recently and suddenly 
dropped into Cleveland, has, notwith
standing the extremely hot weather, 
stirred up the usually quiet Spiritual
istic circles at this season to a high 
pitch. After making a flying trip to 
Lake Brady, Sunday, the 15th inst., Mr. 
Slater returned to this city where he 
has given two public seances in Army 
and Navy Hall, and one in the ouiet 
town of Willoughby, O., all of which 
were largely attended and highly suc
cessful. This wonderful psychic has 
also had more than he could do giving 
private sittings. Airs. Slater and son 
arrived to-day from Philadelphia, and 
all are the guests of the writer, Thomas 
Lees. Air. Slater expects to make a 
flying visit to Lily Dale camp-meeting 
over Sunday, ttie 29th inst., when he 
will return to Cleveland, give private 
sittings all the week, and his farewell 
seance for the present at Army and Navy 
Hall, on Sunday. August 5. Negotia
tions are in progress for Air. Slater to 
hold a public seance at Alaple Doll camp
meeting, Aiantua, O., Saturday evening, 
August 4th.

Emma J. Hanson is now located at 
1407 Aiasonic Temple, where she will 
give sittings daily. •

Airs. H. S. Lake, regular speaker for 
the Cleveland People's Spiritual Alli
ance, will speak at Mt. Pleasant Park, 
Clinton, Iowa, July 29th, and the week 
following; at Hazlett Park, Mich., Au
gust 10th and week following; at Lily 
Dale, New York, August 19th, and dates 
following; at Lake George, August 20th 
and 28th. Permanent address: 143 Euc
lid Ave., Cleveland, O.

A. J. Champion, a prominent worker, 
of Lansing, Mich., writes: “I see by a 
late issue of The Progressive 
Thinker a statement which would give 
the impression that our Temple haxl 
closed until the first of September, 
which is an error. Our new Temple is 
nearlv completed, and as soon as it is, 
we will dedicate it. As there are those 
who will be at Haslett Park Camp
meeting who are members of the Order, 
and others who would embrace the op
portunity to join the Order, we shall 
hold ourselves in readiness to confer 
degrdes, or hold meetings by special 
appointment, for the benefit of brothers 
and sisters from abroad. We will soon 
have pleasant quarters, where we will 
be glad to welcome Alystlcs from abroad. 
Any one desiring further information 
can address me at Lansing, or if they 
seek a personal interview, can arrange 
for it by consulting Mrs. C. W. Ayers, 
secretary of the Lansing Spiritual Soci
ety, who will be at Haslett Park up to 
the close of the camp. ” ’

Mrs Ada Foye is drawing large audi
ences in Denver, Colorado, She is al
ways a great attraction.

Mrs. Lora Holton Hursen is open for 
engagements with societies for fall and 
winter from September 5. as platform, 
mental, test, and musical medium. Ad- 
dre^J, Vicksburg, Michigan, Box 225.

CONTAINS 1?2 CELtBRATtO 
ORCHESTRAL TONED REEDS.

to him, and wo are sure he would please 
liny . California audience. „.While in 
California he will receive his mail at 
Riverside. His address hero Is 125 S. 
Clark street, Chicago, Ill.

C. S. Richardson, of .Toledo,- O.t 
writes: "The Spiritualist society of 
this city is progressing. A charter is 
being taken out and ive hope soon to 
be a branch of the National Association 
of Washington. In order to make 
Spiritualists a recognized body 'they 
have to do this, Think of it, millions in 
their ranks and no head. Will advise 
as soon as officers have been elected 
under the charter.”

Mh;. T. Hansen, one of the best me
diums in Chicago, is now at Lake 
Brady, where she will remain during 
tbe camp. The tests given through her 
mediumship are very convincing, and 
she will, no doubt, be able to do as good 
4 work in the East as she has in the 
West. , . >

Mrs. Elizabeth Watkins, of. Peters
burg, Menard county, Ill., was called'to 1 
Jacksonville, and while there, attended 
Mr. E. Major’s materializing stance, 
which was a grand success. ■» He is open 
for engagements at any time on easy 
terms. His address is 524 Epler street, 
Jacksonville, Ill.

H. M. H,, of Lawrence, Kansas, 
writes: "The Lawrence, Kansas, Spirit
ualists are having a great revival 
through the inspiration of Mrs. Allen. 
She has worked up a new thought and 

■ convinced the people of spirit return.our day, adapted to our conditions and 
understanding. Books are made by i. . - - , •, • ,
human agency, and all the revelations P11'8'//.18 u
to man in former ages, including those I ®ended f°l; hez1', “al th° w01'kt 
of which we read In the Bible, have J11.3 ^one l.° 9 ttt^e’'nnwnv^vrowaaTvn 
been made through and recorded by I !^urn affain soon. The Progressive 
man, and have been modified more or 
less by the character or mental pecu
liarity of the medium through whom 
made. We should make due allowance 
for all these facts, and while seeing 
aud acknowledging God in all the 
works of creation, as we studjr the laws 
of our being, we can better see and un
derstand the revelations of nature or of 
God to us, and learn the dictates of 
duty in our relations to the world and 
our obligations to onr fellow-men. 
Aiany of Mr. Hull's illustrations were 
drawn from incidents in his own ex
perience. While scoring much of the 
old philosophy and the antiquated 
heresies of the past as absurd and rapidly 
passing into oblivion, iie would not dis
card the Bible nor the revelations to 
people of former times, but the Bible 
being written by man and not by God, a 
person, if we read and interpret it 
aright we may learn much from its 
historical narratives and its spiritual 
lessons that may be beneficial and give 
us new strength and zeal in reading 
the revelations of modern science, 
especially as manifested through the 
mediumistic infl uence of the spirit realm. 
At the close of Air. Hull's lecture he 
expressed the great satisfaction he had 
enjoyed in his intercourse with the 
people of this city and Oakland, and 
hoped to hear of ail moving forward in 
the future, as in the past, in the line of 
progress for personal good and the 
benefit of our fellow-men. President 
Aloore read a resolution, which was 
adopted unanimously, expressing the 
profound thanks of the society to Air.
and Mrs. Hull fortheir valuable services 
and commending them to the confidence 
and support of all true workers in the 
spiritual vineyard.”

Chairman writes from Rochester, 
Ind.: “I want to say to the 40,000 
readers of The Progressive Thinker 
that we have not employed a speaker 
for the summer months, but the lyceum 
has been well attended, and those 
present manifest the greatest interest 
in the success of the work. Two Sun
days of this month were spent on the 
banks of the historical Tippecanoe 
river, two miles from Rochester. We 
had a glorious time boating, fishing, 
swinging, bathing, gaming, footracing, 
eating, etc. And such dinners, with an 
abundance for supper. Sixty-six par-

Thinker is the only paper for our peo
ple here." *

Mrs. W. A. M. writes from Florence, 
Washington: “Beinar a reader of your 
valuable paper, I thought that perhaps 
an item from this little town of the far 
Northwest would be acceptable. The 
little handful of Spiritualists of this 
place have been feasting on the spiritual 
food given to us by that grand inspira
tional lecturer, P. U. AHUs, of Edmonds, 
Wash. He is a man of noble principles 
and an able speaker; one who can draw 
and hold an audience wherever he may 
go. . He has been working for the cause 
of Spiritualism for twenty-seven years. 
He was a welcome guest among friends 
here, and gave five lectures; one, which 
drew especial attention, was given on 
the principles of the A. P. A. He has 
promised to return to us in the near 
future, and give, among others, a tem
perance lecture. It sepms to me there 
is something wrong When men with 
such noble, broad minds and intellects 
as are possessed by Air. Mills are 
obliged to work at manual labor for a 
mere existence, when they are capable 
of doing so much good in the world, if 
they had an opportunity. I regret that 
the spiritual societies are not strong 
enough to keep such men in the lecture
field, with a remuneration that would 
make them comfortable through life. I 
would not forget tp mention that Mrs. 
Lamont, of Seattle, was here some time 
in April and gave two good inspirational 
lectures. In June, Paul A. Smith and 
wife spent about ten days with us, giv
ing us a course of very fine lectures. 
They made hosts of friends hero, and we 
are anticipating the pleasure of soon 
welcoming back the little blue boat that 
bears them to and fro along the Sound.”

Prof. D. C. Seymour writes: "I and 
iny wife, Mrs. Dr. J. AL Seymour, have 
just finished a course of nine illustrated 
scientific and spiritualistic lectures in 
Port Angeles, Wash., and will go from 
there to the great Spiritualist camp
meeting at Catlin, near Kelso, Wash., 
beginning July 28. 1 will answer calls 
to lecture anywhere in the Northwest 
or the Pacific Coast where a hall or 
church can be secured, and expense of 
board, room, etc., free; that is all I ask; 
the audiences will do the rest. Mrs. 
Dr. Seymour is a fine electric, 
magnetic physician and healer, clair
voyant, etc. Our lives and souls are in the 

|work. Write toPort Angeles, Wash,,,ticipated last Sunday, and a large num
ber could not be present. I tell you we, , .,, , .., -are a great people and fast becoming and w® wl,n bo.wl‘h you: ^rof' bT 
tbe foremost organization in this city. ™T has been in the work for nearly 
We have several excellent home me- year8' H13 mo £e!' was the first
diunis, and we have a mediums’ meeting 
Sunday evenings, which is free to all, 
as our mediums do not charge for their 
public services and the hall belongs to 
the society. The church people come 
to our meetings frequently and the 
preachers have quit fighting us. In 
fact, the church people are accepting 
some of the principles we teach and the 
ministers are using spiritualistic terms 
and expressions. Alajor Bitters and 
wife and daughter (Mrs. Lizzie Miller) 
will spend two weeks at the Clinton 
(Iowa) camp-meeting, and after they 
return we" will have another Sunday 
meeting at the river.”

G. H. Brooks’ address during August 
will be Haslett Park, Mich. His home 
address is No. 288 North Liberty street, 
Elgin, Ill. Mr. Brooks is chairman of 
Haslett Park camp-meeting, where he 
is a great favorite. '

Captain Jack Abbott writes: "Spiritu- 
ualism is progressing well in New 
Orleans, both public and private. No 
disgrace or loss of business now to to be 
Spiritualist. The churches are honey
combed with their members holding 
private circles for communion with their 
loved and lost ones. I wish to tell the 
world through your valuable paper of a 
remarkable phenomenon that occurred 
among our French population recently. 
In a boarding-house four ‘mediums’ 
were developed with very strong powers, 
but they and their friends not being fa
miliar with conducting a seance, wanted 
help from those more developed. I 
called in, and a spirit came and said 
that on the next Tuesday he would force 
a certain party, named John, who was a 
•medium,’ and who had left the house 
under clfcumstances that created hard 
feelings with the landlady, to visit 
them. The understanding was that the 
landlady was to forgive John, and all be 
good friends again. On Tuesday night, 
toward the close of the seance, three 
very loud raps were heard on the door 
opening into the seance-room. On open
ing the door. there stood John without 
a coat, and barefooted,- with his shoes 
beside him bn the floor. He was in a 
trance, and when brought out orit could 
not tell , anything about how he got 
there. He lived three I miles, from the 
seance-room. His last remembrance, 
he was near his home. . AH the street 
doors were locked before the seance 
commeneed, and were found locked 
after John’s arrival. Query: How did 
he get there?"

lady trance speaker that stood on the
rostrum before a public audience iu 
Chicago or Milwaukee nearly forty-five 
years ago, and was the celebrated me
dium wno wrote on her arm with her 
finger the names of strangers, departed 
friends, ft was the wonder of the day. 
All the old Spiritualists and sensations

। of Chicago will remember her.”
Mrs. Maggie Waite, of San Francisco, 

Cal., writes: "Owing to sickness, 
from which I have been a sufferer 
for the last three months, and no signs 
of improvement, I am compelled to 
cancel all engagements for 1894. Per
mit me through your paper to send 
greetings to all the camps.” We hope 
that Afrs. Waite may recover soon and 
be able to continue her work on the 
rostrum.

C. L. Clark writes: “Dr. W. A. 
Hawley has been lecturing and Mrs. 
Hamilton Gill has been giving tests for 
the North Side Spiritualist Society 
during the month of July, and they 
have done a good work. The Doctor 
made his first appearance on a Snir- 
itualist rostrum in June. He has a 
high order of controls, and lectures 
from a scientific standpoint. Airs. 
Bell Ireland has been secured for the 
month, of August as speaker and test 
medium.”

J. H. U., of Arlington, Neb., writes: 
"We have just been favored with a visit 
to our society from James Montgomery, 
of Omaha, to minister to the spiritual 
needs of this town. Mr. Alontgomery 
gave us two grand spiritual lectures, 
one in the forenoon and one in the even
ing, to a good and intelligent audience, 
and he held their attention from begin
ning to the close, giving to them true 
spiritual food. To say we were pleased 
would be ¡putting it mildly. He is a 
fluent speaker, and will, no doubt, be a 
leader in advanced spiritual knowledge. 
He blds fair to be a test medium of no 
mean ability, and as it was the first time 
we ever had the pleasure of hearing him 
lecture, we hope it will not be long un
til we can have him again. His address 
is James Montgomery, 3414 Webster st., 
Omaha, Neb.”

F. Gorden White, the excellent plat
form test medium, has some open dates 
for fall and winter. Societies wishing 
his services, please address him at Lily 
Dale, N. Y. Air. White is enthusiastic 
in his praise of Cassadaga camp.
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When you buy from «s you pay the factory profit, and not agents’ dealers' or (tj Ji 
middlemens' enormous profits. This beautiful Oxford Columbia OrganJbr 
COMPASBl-FIve OotBVOB! II Neoepeary Stops, 2 ot 3-Ootave, 2 of 2-Octavo Each, 

11 NECESSARY STOPS— AllthatcanbeputanMeotroeilaaUon f- r c I without uttM-liink bogus stops, viz.:
• DlapacoD, Principal, Mulodla, Dulcet, Oremunft, Vox-Aniicllcu, Echo 

Horn, Celeste, Treble Coupler, Data Coupler, Grand Organ ftnd Right 
Knee Dwell and Left Knee Swell. The above 4 act reeds and 11 neceE- 
nary etopa are pladed nt the disposal of the performer and tho action 
fscuaracterited bygreatei'power,varicluiiud brlUidttcu of tone,com- 

. ■ bineawithtbenwiitoxqukjftivapurify and swechiess, fa addition to 
tho inuelc contained in an ordinary organ. i
DESCRIPTION Di CASE— ConstructedofthobestgradoofsoJia vKg.V.njr m ^a(,k walnut| handsomely flnlohed,
hond«rubbed with oil, durable and strong, thoroughly nepaoned, 
kiln dried, and made ou sclentitlc principles, each component p ure ho- 
ing paneledtu prevent warping or splitting, with veneered nar.clu, 
elegantly curved and ornamented; center panel on loplHUd wit ha 
largo hoveled French plate mirror, with veneer panels on each. 
rido; exquUlte fref work, brocade rilk velvet trimmings back of ail 
fret-work, largo musio cabinet, swinging front fall board, two lamp 
stands, convenient handles for moving. It is entirely new iu design, 
and Is as illustrated in cut. Thec&suidandsoncnbtijre. .
INTERIOR CONSTRUCTION— is Simple yet EcieiUlfic anddqrabio, 1 1 n-r “¿rrriT- * - । a i not liable to get out or order and 
easily adjusted fn case of any disarrangement; working parts aro f reo 
from friction and will neither break nor wear. Nothing but the best 
of material used, and you will never find in one of the Oxford qrgana 

■ blotting paper instead ot felt; cloth instead otleather; oll-riotnin- 
stead of rubber; common board instead of three-ply stock.
YUE TONE— 'which is the mo-x important part ot an imitrunmnt. is 
iiihiibmUiJiiu~ full,sweet,round,sympathetic, and harmonious, with 

i volume, variety and brilliancy, combined with great power.
A THE RELi DWS— a very Important part of a good organ, uro of tho 

very best and f.tronireat material, best quality 
of rubber cloth and best quality ot felt, with perfect stop action. 
Thev have an immense capacity and furnished, with tho nutpmutlo 

' valve for preventing an oversupply oi air. will never leak or wegr out.
TUE VU ARRANT**" By our warrant we pledgo ourselves in cose our 

organ should provu defective in material or , 
roner condition or refund inonov. *

- ■ • • , . ' JJ.kZ.W C4V« WWW All
workm»nshIpdurlngatermofJVI«>ijear«toputtlweanielnpropereon<lltlonor rctimcl inonoy. <. 
rprr—Our Wholesale Catalogue of Organs, Baby Carriages, Sewing Machines and Bicy- 
rntlt ”lea ^noting cash and time prices, write for Catalogue at once and state which to send, 
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GEMS Of? FREETHOUGHT.
The Myth of the Greet Deluge. By Jarno* 

N. McC'iiun. Price 15 ciiuU. It Ie the must com
plete and overwhelming refutation ot the Bible 
Story of tbe Deluge that I have ever read.—B. F. 
Underwood, To read it l.i to be usionixhed at 
the possibilities of religious credulity.—T. B. 
Wakeman. Mr. McCann’s dynamite bomb has 
blown Ilie fallacy to atoms.—A. B. Bradford. It. 
ought to meet with a very large sale.—C.I’.Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil.—By Henry 
Frank, Hie independent preacher of New York 
City. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
before published. The book contains 6(1 pages, is 
beautifully'bound, with likeness of author ou title 
page. Price, 25 cents.

Ingersoll’* Addreas before the New 
York UniterlHU Club. Tbe first time in the 
history of Hie world that a Christian Association 

. ever invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them.
The lecture is a grand oue, and was received by 
the Club with contlnuoui{ applause from beginning 
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pagee, Tieauti- 
fully printed. Price, 6 cents.

The Gods. By RobertG. Ingersoll, A beautiful 
pimphletol forty pages,with likeness of Ingersoll. 
Price, 20 cents. The roost profound address 
that Ingersoll ever delivered.

Church and State; the Bible In the Public 
Scnools: the New "American” Parly—By "Jef
ferson.’ Third edition. This beautiful pam
phlet of 28 pages Is the most thorough present:!- 
tlon of the Church and State question that has 
appeared. Price, 10 cents. .

The Hollirlon of Humanity; A Phi
losophy oi Life. By J. Leon Benwell. A 
bcsiutilul paper-bound namphlet, with likeness of 
mtllior. A most valuable publication to circulate 
among Christian people, Price 15 cents-

Bleinorial Oration by Colonel Inger, 
soil ou Roscoe Conkling. D.-llvered be
fore the New York Legislature, May 8, 1888. 
Price, 4 cents.

The ClirlsUan JRellglon. WAat it to he ite 
final outcome? By an Old Farmer. A,ep|endld 
orthodox ey'a-dpener. Price, 15 cents.

God In the Constitution. By Robert O. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll 
ever wrote. In paper cover, wllh llkiuess of 
author. Price 10 ceats,

What Would Follow the Eflhcoment 
of Christianity 1 By George Jecob Hol- 
ioake. This is a most valuable contribution to 

'reethought Literature. Bound in paper with 
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.

Inaersoll’s Great Address on Thomas 
Palue, at the hie Pulao celebration la New 
York City. Price, fl cents.

Standing up for Jesus; or what the editor 
ot the FreeMnkcrt' Baffariru thinks ot him. 
Price, 4 cents,

Address,
• The Progree»ive Thinker,”

. Cmosaa
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument bss now been thoroughly tented by 

numerous Investigators, and has proved more satlsfau- 
tory tnan tbe pinuebctte, both In regard w tbe cer
tainty and correctness of tbo communications, and as 
a means oi developing mediumship. Many who were 
notawaro of their medlumlstlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Ccpt. D. B. Edwards. Orient, N. Y., writes: ''I bad 
communications (by tbo psychograpb) from many 
other friends, even from tbo old settlers whoso grave
stones are moae-grown to tbe old yard., They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism Is Indeed true, and the communications have 
given my bean tbo greatest comfort In the severe toss 
I have'had of son, daughter, aud tltelrmother.’'

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
name familiar to those Interested Io psychical mutters, 
writes as follows: "I sin much pleast-d with tbe Pay- 
cbograph you sent me, and wilt thoroughly test It tbe 
first opportunity 1 may have, it l& very simple In 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the ouc now In uae. 
1 believe it will generally supersedo the latter wbeu 
lu aupcrlor merits become known,"

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, tn an editorial no
tice ot tbe Instrument In bls paper, tbe Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, Raya: "The Psycbogranlt Is an Im
provement upon tbe nlanchcttc, having a dial aud let
ters, with a few words, so that very little 'power' 1b 
apparently required to give tbe communtcatlotiB. We 
do not hesitate to recommend It to all-who care to test 
tbo question whether spirits can return and communl- 
catefll

Just whet Investigators want. Home circles want 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for use, si.uo. 
For sale at tbla office.

“Antiquity UqVeiled.”
Extract from Contests.

. Apollonius of Tyana, the Nazarene.— 
Born A. D. 2, died A. D. 99—His histoiy and . ‘ 
teachings appropriated toloimulate Christian- 
ity.—The original gospels of the New Testa
ment brought from India. -

Pope Gregory VII.—His reasons for de
stroying the library of the Palatine Apollo— 
The manuscripts contained therein would prove 
the non-existence of Jesus Christ.

Pliny the Younger.—His letter to Trajan 
referred to the Essenes and not to the Christians 
—The word Christians a forgery.

Origen.—Christianity and Paganism iden
tical—The narrative relating to the person Jesus 
Christ derived from Greek and Egyptian god 
makers.

Flavius Josephus, the Jewish historian— 
The reference to Jesus of Nazarene fraudu
lently interpolated by some Christian copier of 
history—No such person as Jesus of Nazareth 
existed in the time of Josephus.

Constantius Pogonatus—The sixth coun
cil of Constantinople A. D. 680—Prometheus 
of the Greeks adopted to represent Jesus Christ 
—Lamb worship changed to man worship— 
Lamb worship a relic of paganism—The edict 
prohibiting the worship of the lamb on the 
cross.

Titus Livius, a Roman Historian.—The 
birth, life, death and resurrection of Jesus Christ 
as portrayed in the annual passages of the Sun 
through the constellations of the Zodiac.

Cardinal Caisar Baronius, Librarian of 
the Vatican.—The Hindoo god Chrishna, in 
reality the Christ of the Christians—Sworn to 
secrecy.

Hormisdas, a Roman Catholic Pontiff.— 
Destruction of the Pauline Epistles—Eusebius 
a scoundrel—Jesus Christ worshiped in the 
form of a lamb—Romanism is Paganism 
changed to Christianity.

Junianus Justinos, a Latin Historian.— 
Works mutilated by Christian writers—Hesus 
Christos changed to Jesus Christ in the days of 
Eusebius.

Strabo, Historian and Geographer.—"'Ifthe 
records of the past had been allowed to stand 
there would be no Christianity to-day.”—Con- 1 
firmatory proof that the portrait of the Naza
rene, represents Apollonius

Herodes Agrippa II, King of Judea.—Tht 
true version of the trial of Paul before Agrippa 
as given in the Acts.

Procopius, the Secretary of Belisarius — 
Eusebius changes the Hindoo Chrishna into 
the Jew Jesus Christ—Julian the Apostate did 
not recant upon his death bed.

Ananias, a Jewish High Priest.—Apollo- 
niiis and not Christ accused before Felix—The 
only Christ preached in Judea was the Christos 
of Apollonius.

Paulinus, Archbishop of York.—His muti
lation of the Scriptures—He finds Jesus Christ 
to be Apollonius of Tyana.

Zoroaster.— Startling disclosures — The 
Jewish Book of Danie) contains the actual 
earthly experience of Zoroaster.—Zoroaster, 
not Daniel thrust into the lion’s den—Correc
tions made in history.
REASONS WHY EVERY BODY SHOULD 

READ “ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.”
. Because—Jt interprets tbe myste
ries of religious teachings in ancient 
and modern times and proves that all 

■ religions originated in sun and pballic 
worship. ,

Because—It tells why the Clergy 
do not explain these mysteries, but 
claim that they are mysteries of God, 
and therefore are not to be questioned.

Because—It gives light upon a 
question that has agitated the human 
mind to a greater extent than any 
other, viz: Are the teachings of 
Christianity true, and from whence 
did they come?

WAS 

LlNCOLli 
A- SPIRITUALIST?

- —on—
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY-

MKS. NETTIE COLBURN MA.YNARI
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin

- coin, from Carpenter’s 
Portrait from Life. .

i!

t, 
ij

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of Ths Pbogbebsitb Th ike kb win re
member tbe stdry under the above title» by Hudson 
Tuttle, which was published In its columns. At the 
time, constant inquiries were made as to its appearing 
In book form. This wish hai now been gratified. It 
makes a volume ot 248 pages, in style and form like tbe 
••Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on tbe cover. The scenes of tbe 
story alternately shift from earth to tbe spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbe occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented In the 
pleasing form of narrative. . .

The following are tbe chapter-titles: Introduction; 
Tbe House of tbe Sage; Home of the .Miser; Tbe Low 
Societies; Hadec; Christmastide 1n tbe Spheres ot 
Light; Cbristmastlde and the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage'; Easter Day In Heaven; A Visit to 
tbe Earth; The Change Called Death; Comlngtothe 
Knowledge of tbe Light: The Society Again Visits 
Earth: The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit u> a Distant Globe; Reunion in tbe Splrlt-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness’,' Address-of tbe Sage; . 
. It Is a book the Spiritualistxvlllbe delighted with; ft 
book tn which the Investigator will find answers to 
everrccurrlng questions; a book which will Interest 
the churcb member, nor rfipcl the most prejudiced. 
The price In paper Is GO cents; ■ mosUntl; postpaid.

Tbl> book wtll be found peculiar, curious, etertltb? 
—more >o than any work lnued since Uncle Tom’ 
Cabto. It broatbes forgotten whispers which the rn«j 
ot time bad almost covered, and wblob have beel 
snatched from tbe very jaws of oblivion. It deal| 
with blgb official private life during themosttnomenf 
ons period In American History, and Is a secret paa 
from tbe life of him whom time serves only to Bail 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood-^ 
"Abbadam Lixcolx."

Cloth, lUmo, illustrated, pp. 964, 91.50, 
Paper, 15 cents.

For Sale at this office.

HELEN HARLOW'S VOW}
Or Self-Justice.

DY LOSS IVATSBROOKER.—MAKi, 
bare read this book, many have re-read It 

Rod many others ought-to read IC it should be read 
by everyman and woman In the land. Ask story It 1( 
finely written,and teems with interest,and at tbe same ’ 
time It educates, elevates and inspires. It shows the 
Injustices to which womenare subjected tn the pres« 
ent status of society—tbe inequalities in tbe measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of the 
samemoraiquallty performed hymen and women re* 
spcctlvely. It shows tbe fahltles rampant In society 
In matters of word and social Import, and tbe wrongs 
that flow therefrom to Innocent -victims of -social
ostractstn. It contains n fine ot the author. 
Fine cloth, 290 pages. ...

LIBERAL LECTURES. BY 4. B.' „ _
L-r French. They me worth their weight to pM. DIBLE OF. BIBLES, BY KERSEY
Price, paper, SO cents. . JJ Greves. Il will well pay perusal. Price »1.75
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BLIND TOM AT HOME.
A Mysterious Child o(f Nature.

leaned over, with a smile lighting up his 
dusky face, to catch the piccolo notes.

When the ballad was finished he groped his 
Way back to the piano, and, pressing his 
paint-smearpd fingers to the keys, played the 
ballad himself and the high notes. Then he

ANOTHER PROJECT.
Florida Camp-Meetings.

While the brilliant and entertaining pro-His Soul Melodiously Attuned, yet Re- Jaald °¿°¿mee ¿orímZ Sm aípiccofo grammes of the numerous Northern summer 

gai’ded US an Imbecile. . player. campe are attracting the attention of those
_ _____________________ ' 'A bird flew into the garden while he waited, who believe in the divine mission, of Spiritual- 

A petted child with a grand piano-a and, perching upon a branch that nodded «m, the workers interested in establishing 
stalwart AFRICAN a genius in MUSIO near Tom, swelled its little throat in a sweet winter camps in Florida are not idle or indif

STALWART AFRICAN a GENIUS in musió. . sunBh¡ne and the balmy breezes ferent to the situation. The winter visitors
To the Editor:—Blind Tom, the musical The negro’s eyes again turned heavenward; are gone, and with them such Florida residents 

prodigy, is a grand medium, tyr some re- and the black face lighted up with joy. Tom as.desire and ean afford so expensive a vaca- 
speote an imbecile, yet his soul is full of turned his ear so that he could catch every tion> wbi'° stib others have sought the seaside 
music, and his execution on the piano is note of the feathered songster’s melody, and he ieBorts ?n tbe Florida coasts, till our summer 

. grand indeed. The New York Sun gives an drank it in as one would take a draught of population is probably not more than one-half 
account of this remarkable character, setting delicious wine. When the song ceased he of what it is in npd-winter. Such a state of 
forth that in old-fashioned St. Mark’s Place, went back to his piano and reproduced the affairs is hot favorable for summer work here 
just east of the bustling Bowery, stands an notes with a fidelity that was marvelous, in Florida, yet there is no thought of giving 
old-fashioned, marble-stooped dwelling that is Then he shut the windows and was seen no up our efforts for the establishment of a per
a marked spot in that noisy quarter of the more foat day on the porch. He had made up manent camp on Colby Lake, near Lake Hel- 
town. At varying intervals daily the music his mind that he would not hear any sweeter en, that shall be National in its far reaching 
of a sweet-toned piano floats softly from the harmony than the unwritten music that influence and beneficent character. Mr, Geo, 
interior of the old house, and mingles a de- poured from the tuneful throat of the little D-Colby, on whose landitisproposedtolo- 

lightful harmony with the dull hum of traffic bird, : cate the camp, is filling engagements at Noth
in the populous thoroughfare. Men and j)ay by day passes thus in the old-fashioned ein camps, where his time will be occupied 
women hurrying to and fro in the street stop bpuse, with the afflicted musician awaiting the near October, when he expects to return to 
often and listen to the strains. The fingers new delights that come from unexpected liar- Florida; and give his attention to the interests 
that so deftly touch the keys, and,draw such monies of sound. Watched by a guardian, of a camp-meeting for the coming winter. In 
wondrous symphonies from the instrument are freed of all care, and giving himself up to the order to do this he has been obliged-to refuse 
those of a strapping big negro, who sits at the whims and emotions of an eccentric personal- many offers for lecturing engagements in lead
piano in the spacious back parlor, and for fty, this strangely inspired black genius lives ¡eg Northern cities. With G. W. Lewton, of 
hours, sometimes, those residents who are for- fOj. ajj fbe world like some petted child in a Forest City; I. E. Bond, cashier of the Volu- 
tunate enough to have living quarters in the p]ayhouse. Alternately petulant and cheer- 8*a county bank of DeLand; Mrs. S. B. 8af- 
houses in Ninth street, whose back windows f uif likp a child, he plays, when the inspira- ford> of Tarpon Springs, and Mrs. Guscaden, 
look upon the rear porch of the old-fashioned t¡on moves him, with his captivating toy, the °* Tamp0» Florida, and Prof. H. D. 
dwelling, have a rare and delightful treat, sweet-toned grand piano, or gropes in a chase Barrett, of Lily Dale, N. Y.—who have con- 
The back windows of the old dwelling, reach- after the beautiful sunbeams, or drinks in sented to act as officers for the association, 
ing from the floor to the ceiling, are thrown with all the enthusiasm of a genius the varied an<^ have expressed their interest in the move- 
apen to the June breezes, and the sunshine, melodies of singing birds, or tintinnabulating ment willingness to do all in their power 
and all the wondrous variety of melody that chimes or the harmonies of the human voice, to promote its success—we feel that we shall
the negro draws from his grand piano floats Therefore, despite his afflictions, Blind Tom have a substantial and trustworthy executive 
out qpon the balmy air in waves of captivat- cannot but be intensely happy. board that may well command respect and con
ing sound. Who can conceive a grander personality, in fidence. .

Every once in a while the stalwart African some respects than this lowly African, born in E. A. Kniskern, of St. Augustine, 
wjll start up from his seat and rush out upon alaverj', and now passing gradually down to Florida, an earnest Spiritualist .and friend of 
the porch, and pace up and down like an im- his grave? JusTice. --1—J- -- “
prisoned animal, beating his chest and moan
ing piteously. A railing that reaches above 
his waist completely cuts off egress to the lit-

the camp, informs me that he intends in the
near future to make his home here, going into 
business as a florist and nurseryman, E. A.Regarding Christian Burial. .

In the course of one of Ruskin’s letters he Marsh, of Oak Hill, Florida, intends to build

t
tie garden patch that blooms in the back yard, touches on the subject of Christian burial, a cottage on the camp grounds for his own
and he runs his hand along it as if he were ap^p0B of a fossil child that had been found use- MflDy others are proposing to do like-
trying to find a stairway to the garden. ¡n the rock somewhere. He writes: wise.

“How are you, Toni? What’s the matter?" “When we-are put into graves, and get To the many friends who have written let-
someone who has been listening is sure to say wbat people call ‘Christian burial,’’ we go to terB of inquiry or encouragement, or expressed 
when the musician makes such sudden ap- powder in no time and are sucked up by the a desire to join our movement and bujld cot
pearances on the porch. Their greeting's buttercups and daisies on the top of the graves; tages for their own use during the winter sea- 
always cheery, for all the listeners know well aa(j then the sheep eat us and we go to assist 8on> I wish to say that we who, with the advice 
that the big-chested negro is none other than at our friend’s dinner in the shape of mutton; of our spirit-friends, have for so many years 
Blind Tom, the famous Ethiopian pianist. or we are diluted with rain-water and so go been planning this camp, and waiting for the

For hours daily he tramps up and down the soaking through the earth till we come out in auspicious moment to arrive, feel the greatest 
porch in his slippered feet, clad in blue trous- minera.1 springs, and everybody drinks us and confidence in its final success. Our spirit- 
ers and a dark flannel yachting shirt, bare- aayS) q;ow n;ce’ > But ¡f we are not buriqd friends advised us to wait till the result of the 
headed and uneasy. He behaves like an im- ¡n a respectable way—if we tumble down Ni- DeLeon Springs experiment should be determ- 
prisoned bear, at times crouching on all fours agara) or sink into an Irish bo«*, or get lost in ined> which, they assured us, would be a tail
or dancing up and down in a mysterious deli- a COai-hole, or smothered ' in a’ sand-pit—the ure- When that was given up last winter 
rlum. He has worn a ridge on the flooring of earth takes care of us, and bitumenizes, or tbey ^gcJ immediate action.
the porch near the hand-rail by hfs restless carbonizes, or calcines, or chalcedonizes, until While this region was nearly an . unbroken 
promenade to and fro. Music or harmonious we are aa durable as roejr itself; and then, if wilderness, Mr. Colby and-Mr. T. D. -Giddings’ 
sounds .seem to be the only influences that we Jiave the luck to get picked up and put in- wme here by direction of their spirit-friends, 
ever divert him from these capers on the t0 a mUseum, we may stand there and grin and secured lands lying on Colby and Spirit 
porch. out of the limestone with quite as good a Lakes for, the purpose of establishing an edu-

One Sunday recently the chimes in Grace grace as a mammoth or ichthyosaurus. ” cational and Spiritualist, association. After
church steeple on Broadway began to ring, and ~ Tbe bints of Ruskin are timely. Give the war(^ writer came with his family, being 
the echoes, softened by the distance they had worid cremation instead of a Christian burial, urged to do 60 by his spirit-guides. At an 
traversed, struck Tom’s ear with a sweet tin- then dead bodies will not make “mineral” expense of several thousand dollars he pur-
tinnabulation that reproduced note by note water fOr people to drink. 
the beautiful hymn, “Nearer, my God, to -----------
Thee."

In an instant the giant ceased his tramp(on 
the porch, and, resting his hand on the rail-

Telepathy.

Julius.

This Is Not Dying.
Ob,-nan you call it dying 

■ When the trusting Bpirit waits, 
With all its conscious being, , 

By heaven’s golden gates— ?
Waits with an earnest longing, 

For the fiat that shall roll .
Those gates on their shining hinges 

Back for the passing soul?
Nay, this cannot be dying, 

Though the earthly senses fail: 
For the soul leans out to listen 

And it hears a welcome hail
Across the.solemn gloaming— 

Those sounds the echos thrill— 
Are the voices of the loved ones 

Whose mortal lips are still!
What though the strength is failing, 

And the eyes forget to see;
Yet hearts respond forever
, To that deathless melody, 
The melody that’s thrilling 

The vibrant heart-cords o'er— 
The voices of the risen—

From some fair celestial Bhorel
Ah,- can you call it dying 

When love that wakens here 
Refuses to be vanquished 

By the casket and the bier?
When the last hand-clasp is given 

With a lingering sweet caress, 
'And the last faint words are spoken 

With a yearning tenderness?
Aye, mortals call it dying, 

Because the hands unclasp, 
And the words grow hushed and silent 

On the pale cold lips at last;
And because our eyes are dimming 

. With the tears we cannot stay, 
We cease to watch the Spirit, 

As it passes on its way!
But the outward-bound are halting ’ 

For a moment by the shore, 
”■ Where the boatman pale is waiting 

With the silent, dipping far, " 
And his gaze is backward turning 

From the glory he hath seen, 
With an earnest to reveal it

To the weepers here, I ween I
It's the sending of a message 

From the silent river’s side, 
That is broken by the passage 

Or the ebbing of the tide;
It may only be the glinting 

Of the glory in the eyes;
Or the lifting of the pale hands 

In a gesture of surprise!
But the glimpses of the gloaming, 

With their faint, uncertain gleam, 
Will grow and grow together 

Like the'fragments of a drcam;
Till poor mortals in their wonder 

Shall forget the tears they shed, 
And shall learn to know their loved ones, 

Through all changes, are not dead. 
Rockport, Mich. Mrs. M. J. Kutz.

Lives in the Basement.

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
They Are for Sale at This Office.

AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 
jrL ríen, by lira. M. A. Frceraoo. These aketchea are a meat 
powerful Illustration of man’s cruelly Rud Injuatlce to Mb fellow 
man. Price 10 conte.

IF YOU
Want the very 

^BEST 
TRUSS in the World 

and are willing to pay from

> <*z<’’75W?h'r

Miles Grant, ‘Both Sides,’
,” "Letters (o Eldei 
That Terrible

Chapter 111—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.-^ 
A Coinniou Doctrlue. Angels are Spirit«. Tenni 
“Man” and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham. Lot. 
Juehua. The Host of the Lord. Au Angel appears id 
Gideon; to Manonh’s wife; Is Introduced tu Mstioah« 
Writing on tbe Wall. Daniel a »Superior Medium« 
Gabriel both a Man and Augel. The btone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.-*

Question,” “Wolf In nbcep’s 
Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

This book Is what Its title, Indicates—”TnE Qpestioi 
Settled, an Careful Compajlsoi; of Biblical uni

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

pY CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK 14 
JJ largely a recurd of the facts and denionstrutloai

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES
from ttie enlrtt realms. Disclosing tbe most startling revels- —-

$10 to $15 for it, send a 2-cent stamp
editor ot Mind and Mutter. Price, 1.50. Postage 12 cents. fop oup descl.iptive l)amphlet No. 1,

ARYANSUN MYTHS. BY SARAH E. TIT- Arlflrow
Zl comb, An explanation of where the religions of our race ________ ________
originated. An Interesting and Instructive book. Price ,1.25. ' MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO.,
CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE ASTRO- ' ' (Dr. Pk-rco & sou.)
DÍ “m'ÄuuÄ a Poem by 8t. I^uie, Mo., or Sau Frauda, Cal.

TTELEN HARLOW’S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
J. L tlce. By Lola Walsbrooker. Prlco 11.60.

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
1 “If a man die, shall lie live?" is fully answered. By W- 8. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 ccucs.

AJABAL RAYMOND’S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
LVL Watsbrooker. Price ,1.50. Mra. WaUbrooker.e books 
tbould bo read by every woman lu tbe land,

4 JIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 
1VL A. Hovey. 200 pager, with Illiutratlone of the Bubfccte 
treated upon. Trice ,1,25.

POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
L volume of .weet outpourings of a gentle nature, who baa no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. Theaeare awecLwlu- 
Born and restful, price ,1.00.

RELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IF 
L V all could be led to believe In such a religion the world would 
bo far better than now. l ew writers excel Mr. Babbitt iu power 
and disposition to apply th» facia of history and science. Price 
•1.25, Postage 10 cenu. .

TI/aTaBRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
Vy 1st? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
baa no precedent in the English language. Its theme is'novel, iti ' 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment« 
cub period In history and regtirdlng*llB most famous participant— 
the most noted American. It is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher baa not 
snared care, research or expense in Its verification and produc
tion. and he stakes his reputation upon the validity of its contents, 
knowing that it will hear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a reniar«cuble picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
tepold. Frise tl.GQ.__________________________________ _______
IIBERAL LECTURES. BY A. li. /BENCH.

L-. They are worth their weight lu gold. Price, paper, 50 centa. Its
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THÈ HISTORY 

L-t of Atharael, chief priest of a band of AI Arvane. An <Utllnr 
history of man. Written through the mediumship of U- <i. Flg
ley. You should read this work. Price SO cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mrs. Mary T. Shelhaincr, It abounds in facts li refer 

duco to the Summer-Land. Price 91.W.
which the author hus sri-u, lo-urd or or pruiented 11 
hte vwd Thr bihiory of the vuriuui
phases uf the sclcucc Is succinctly presented, and IU< 
various theories clearly plated. Many of the expert' 
ments described occurred iu Chicago. The pictorial 

t t Ta /7 Tri,r,rTMr' c c h'r? rrn il I usirat tons add much to the Interest and value of th<jyJ JZZVIjO, o/fZi/C/z- book, which will be found very interesting tw tbe gen«
VV ea, poema and Bongs; gathered from t - highwaya, by oral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to tha 

ways and hedges of life. By Mattie L. Hull. It Is moLu excellent student. The work is a handsome volume of 30fl 
Price 91.00. pages, bound In cloth. Price, $2.00, 6alo a®
Tjr/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN “ THREE thc 0,lleeu' T,,,t 
VV Sevens." a book of 271 pages. By Tho Phelona. It U

teally a vory mcereatlug and Buggestlve work. Price «1.25.

¿EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED
from the Tree of Life. Presented tu humanity ttiroiurhtho 

mediumship of B. £. Litchfield. Excellent througLcG, inoe

JJ7HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 
Vy Twelve Iccturee. By Abby A. Judson. This book should 

be read by every Spiritualist. Pricesi.00; postage 10 opfcs,

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
I Letters to tho Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppitt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth Iti weight In gold. ?rleo 25 
cenu.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON 

----- OF-----

Biblical and Modern [Spirit« 
ualism.PSYCHOPATIIY, OR SPIRI1 HEALING. A 

JL scries of lessons on the relatione of the spirit to its own organ 
ism, and the inter-relation of human beings with reference Bv MOSRS HTTLTj
health, disease and healing. By tho spirit of Dr. Benjamain J
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Corn L. V. Richmond. A Author of “The Contra«!,” “Which, 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. . ................. >•
Prlco 11.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER

1 course. By Andrew Jackson Davh. A rare work, it pos 
great merit. Price 01.25.

n - Modern Spirt lUm.’’ Wo glvv below only a pallia
TJISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF llstoi (he coutcnU of each Chapter;

J. J. the Sunday question. It Is invaluable. By G. W. Brown, Ciiaitkr 1 T’bo Adaptation of Spiritualism to th«
M. D. price 15 cents. Wants of Humnnlij'.—No urgfluivnt fo good as that of

, ,,, Adaptation, llvllglons must adapt thvniNvIvcs to Mciu TJOlV IO MESMERIZE. BY PKOF. J. 14^, Religions and Sciences Inive fulled to demonMrate aj , 
ITI Cadwell, one of the moat successful mcamcrlsts In Amer After-Life. Two contradictory Chaiua of Thought in 
lea. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. Aa <!»<• Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with thi ju 
inyalnablowork. Price, paper.60cents. Demi, its Effect. Bibi»’ Writers in Doubt an to t
_____________________________ ___________________________ - - - Future. A Dialogue. SpiritimIImh convinces a Mln '

To the Editor:—In your issue of July 21 Jarnos, by dk. jh-..la e. davis. a
is an article by Bro. Westbrook, criticising AcS»e
one of great length, written by Otto Wett- ,nlud“dhearL

° J JiDAAt TUP CC}\;T7T?KT7' ni? tub Calumny. 1 ersecuikm purnk-a. V, ha; Good ha. hplrstein, which appeared in the Investigator some \ ., „ ? ... c ,, .... UJ itacL-m done, oppouews unfair, immoraiiiy m n>*.. ’ . rr,. , t, iTT Sacred Heart by Hudson luttlc, author of "Arcana of Na- nfcrrrcbi-s. Hellglous Svsu-ma not n-sponalblo fortime ago, in Whicn Bro. Wettstein shows to lure," "Ethlca of Science." "Science of Man," etc. Hudson Tut- Errors of their Adberrnls. Nono Perfect. All nro 
...  > >•* tie was threatened with dentil for writing and publishing tils (¡,><1 makers. Men worship ih.-lr own Opiuloua,QIS enure sausiaciion in&v no spiritual Ilie ex- “Convent,” which has had ft phenomenal run in Tint Phoghkj>s- Shortcomings of Blblo tiaiuu. Jewhli Church. Tea« 
ists anywhere in the universe, for he knows it, 1>0Bl ”“111 ““y'ihere’ “ c,!n“' 1'“per u"'ol,y ■,v'e“1'alb ............chased a valuable 80-acre lot, one-half mile 

south of the Lake Helen railroad depot, and 
connecting the tract of land owned by Messrs. 
Colby and Giddings. Spiritualists interested 
in the success of the camp have secured other

and that settles it. Ingersoll simply says, “I coLAR BIOLOGY, BY IHRAM E. BUTLER. 
don’t know,” but Wettstein has later and -J A scientific method of dclinea.lng character; diagnosing 
- _ x. _ . ... . . disease; determining mental, physical aud busincsaquallfieaUons;fuller accounts, amounting to positive knowl- conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 

bn n /vt.ai.4- zizxnnzxln4-:zxM seven plate diagrams and toblea of the moon and planets, from 1820 Which must O8 a great consolation to to ¡000 Inclusive. Large 8vo, cloth 15.00. Postage 20 cents.A STRANGE FACULTY OF THE HUMAN SOUL.. tracts of land, till now all the desirable land
Prof. Baldwin says that during his travels, lying on the aforesaid lakes, nearly 500 acres, 

like a statue, listening with rapt attention’to when practicing telepathy or mental tele- is owned by Spiritualists. Mr. Colby pro- 
the melody. The echoes died away finally, graphy in connection with Mrs. Baldwin, he poses to donate 40 acres for the camp grounds, 
and, waiting some moments to hear if they almost took the breath out of the East Indi- Bnd another 40 acres, about one-half of which 
would continue, he groped his way through ans. He says: lies in Colby Lake, he wishes reserved for a
the open window into the parlor, and seating ‘ ‘I have been hundreds of miles away from public park, making in all practically nearly 
himself at the piano, ran his fingers over the Mrs. Baldwin," he continued, “and have men- 80 acres in one body devoted to the interests 
keys in a sudden inspiration. What he played tally talked with her and she with me, and we of the association. Valuable orange lands 
was an imitation, as perfect as the piano would have verified the accuracy of jfiie conversation lying near have also been offered to the asso- 
allow, of the music of the chimes. Tom re- by correspondence and by friends. My wife ciation. Mr. T. J. Skidmore, of Cassadaga, 
peated the same stirring imitation when a little was in Calcutta once and I was six hundred N. Y., who, with Mrs. Skidmore, spent the 
later the chimes again rang out upon the June miles away. I talked with her. I saw her in last winter here, made.the remark that “there 
breeze. the street with a lady and gentleman and after- may be a more lovely spot in Florida for a

Then he rose from the piano, went out on ward wrote her who they were and what they camp, but if there is, I have never seen it or 
the porch, and listened in a curiously intent were talking about, without having known of heard of it.” Mrs. E. J. Heuff, also one of 
way to the noise made by the flapping wings [beir existence before. We frequently get the active Cassadaga workers, where she owns 
of a flock of pigeons, whose cote is built impressions and mentally chat together in this a beautiful cottage, spent the winter here with 
against the wall of an adjoining house. way. These impressions do not last more the Skidmores, and she and Mrs. S. a part of 

The sun meantime rose so that its hot rays ^ban fifteen or twenty minutes and can be sat- the previous season. They were delighted 
broke past the shade of a tree in the garden isfactorily explained. It is solely a mental with the location and Mrs. Huff proposes to 
and beat against the side partition of the operation. We do not speak nor imagine that build a cottage of her own here, and will do 
porch. The big negro leaned on his hand we hear each other's voice. We simply fix our all she can for the success of the camp, spend- 
against the partition. He withdrew it the mo- minds on each other and converse. Sometimes ¡ng the summers at Cassadaga and winters at 
ment he felt the heat. The sensation seemed the expressions are very short and the im- Lake Helen. Parties at Lily Dale desiring in
to puzzle him, for he placed his hand on the pressions cloudy. This, however, is due to formation as to the location are referred to 
partition again, withdrew it a second time, indisposition. ”—St. Louis Republic. ‘

ing, raised his eyes to the sky, and, turning 
hid head in the direction of the chimes, stood

Mrs. Huff, Mr. and Mrs. Skidmore, or Prof. 
Barrett. We have promise of assistance from 
railroad companies interested. Lake Helen

bim- SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO-

The writer hae met one other man who has cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
. . .. i . i. j, . , M. Peebles and J. O. Burrett; E. B. Bolley, Musical Editor. Newattained to a Similar dizzy height Of knowl- edition. Culled from a Wide field of literature with the most crlt- t,.r,t.unu. ____ _______

oaQOHGnrr ikof ha Vnaw thown U« leal care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with tbe soul ot nn.^wer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Dcnf Man.
“«B®, ttoovruug bUav lie aUUW uuurc COU1U D0 inspiration, embodying tho prlue! pies and rlrluesof tbe spiritual illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. TwoSourcci
nn lifp mibairip nf th A nhvRirnl nranniom an philosophy, set to the most cheerful nud popular music, (nearly .....................................     -no me OUIBiae Ol me pnysicai organism, SO BJJ original), aud adapted to alloccnslons.lt is doubtless the most
when two men know a thing that ousht to set- »ttractivo work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful sonk«,

© © duets and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon nccompanl-tie it. I menu adapted both to public meetings and the social circle.
. n, , , i , , ... Cloth,$2.00. Postage 14 cents.A “liberal mav be very tolerant and lib- _ _ _ _ __ _era!, or he reay be the veriest bigot in the

world and not know it Some Dhrenoloeists «Rabollsm of the llomtBh prlestB, worked through tbe confession»;

ascribe to man an organ called “spirituality,” £ contrast, BY MOSES HULL.
located in the upper portion.of the brain j and A comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, li
now I would say to Bro. Westbrook that in

ßplrlhiii) j’lstfunn. Three prupo^ltlon»*. Mhd hu* A 
Sp.Hiiiuil future. Spirit Dot Immaterial.\ Spiritual 
Mun. Source of Evidence. Biblical Tebtlujony. Ellbu.
/.«•phuníüii. Papa I Decree. Hurd Question*. Cun no¿

of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
lllsiui les of Jesus.

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subject! 
Important. “Ye must be born again.” Nfcudcinu!* 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author’« Objection. 
Jeeusi’ Teste. Mutt be born out of Flesh. Birth of the 
fiplrll a Kcsurrrctiun. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bibla 
against It (1 Cor. xv.), Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion ^f the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. otJeaufl« 
Object Iona answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Musi 
eat Christ’s Flesh.

j Chapter VI—Arc We Infidels?—RapkTGrowth of 
• Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored« 
In the Proreeds from Jnfidel Henne. Truths aud Errors lq

keenest and moat easy style of Its able and versatile author. To the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All bo* 
those who know him that Is sufficient inducement to purchase ileve Parts. and no ouo believes All. of the Blbio(

the cases under review, this orean mav be Iheboolc. Price«1.00. Illustrative Cases. How shall wc..dccfde who the Be.
» o J ......................-■ — ....................... . .. ................. ...... ....... . Urversarc- The true 1 ret. Works. " ts.ninilsslon«

iving dormant and undeveloped, but will yet rT'HE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE. JinduftbeWorldnol.-.-rr. andI Christian age,
bloom forth in all its beauty, when the man CZ„ Sopriio i5gcentB,llouId have t0 refcr JamCB M-Mo in'ml church?' bin'“n -EQSB0l0u'° CI- ‘ rB 

j’ i>ann. x rice io cents. _ , „ , _
will Ipqva fliA HfiRpmpnt'. Hio horflfl Anri nn * Chapter \ li—-Arc Wo Dcludcdi* -A Common Cryiwm leave uie uasemenv 01 ins House anu oc» CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM Contradictory Pubihods. order of BauertoR. Ttej
cupy the upper rooms, and enjoy the air and Z a manual, with directions for the organization and manage- I CaYi1aiopuer' God^and Mediums deceiving the 
sunshine of life, and become less sure that he £Sesp“wp  ̂ So“’ World.0An God and the Devil Partners?' Islijuat

j j 11 av 1 j .v-i-x- « maespLusiuiL. rnawwuw. to damn thc World for Unbelief. Author loves GodUDQerStanuS all tne laws and possibilities Of cjprj?TT'Qi T ri more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God- - -- —r — / rf-C o/'Z/rzzo i'KCZAA. ^xZZaZ Z z/zs^n.z/t doll? case of Jeremiah find Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex«
JL saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By IL L. Suydam. it Ise planation. Spiritualism n Delusion. The Lord comlug.

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 centa. KcasoRlng In a Circle. Wonderful Sucrmof thc Op«
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- position (?), Spiritualism will nut “down.” “Old 
POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTEN, spiiifoot.”
i They are really valuable. Pricetl.OCL Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objectioni4 * ....... . .1... ..z A T1.-UIM. T ATvl «nd

the universe. 0. W. Barnard.
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and began to stroke it and to ponder. He ----- :----- ■•••"---------
stood in this way stroking his hind for many Ordinations at San Diego, Cal, .
moments. Then he looked up and smiled. To the Editor:_ The First Spiritual So- has direct railway communication with the
It had dawned upon him at last that what he ciety of San Diego, since its re-organization in east coast, twenty miles distant, where oysters, 
felt was sunshine. He held both hands aloft May, 1892, while not having realized the full fishing, boating and sea-bathing are among 
and groped in the air until he discovered that measure of the writer’s optimistic ideal, has the attractions. No other inland town in 
he was standing in the rays of the sun. He made for itself a record of which it may feel Florida enjoys such facilities for excursions to 
remained on the spot motionless, and laughed a pardonable pride, and may justly merit con- the Atlantic coast. Lake Helen is justly cel- 
with the glee of a child who had found a new gratulations and good thoughts from other so- ebrated as a health resort and for Its oranges 
plaything. cieties. This is not saying that our sea has and other semi-tropical fruits.

. For several days last week workmen were atj all times been entirely smooth, but our Lake Helen, Fla. G. W. Webster.. 
busy painting the railing and portions of the barque has been kept steadily sailing; not one .
porch, and putting down a carpet on the worn Sunday without a meeting, generally two. «Woman; Four Centuries of Progress." 
floor. During all this time Tom himself was Chartered under our State law, the society a iePture delivered at the Freethinkers’ Inter
invisible, and the neighbors, who enjoyed his has ordained as ministers of the gospel of nationai Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 
capers and his piano playmg, began to com- Spiritualism: A. B. Coonley, Mrs. Dr. Clark, 1893. By St8an H. wSn. A noble ad’ 
ment anxiously upon hie continued absence. Mrs. Charlotte M. Johnston, and, next Sun- d ‘bv ?nobie woman]v woman It should 
riwpndei where Tom can have gone to?" day, Mrs. Mary P. Morrill will be ordained; bXdVv e*X’ woman andZiv mmi S 

said one of the tenants of the Ninth street and, besides these four, Dr. and Mrs. J. B. pecially excellent to place in Hie hands of 
flats as he sat in the sunshine. Elliott, of this city, were ordained last year ^omeA who are members of the churches.

“Give me that piccolo, exclaimed a felloe in .Ban Francisco. All these are our home price. 10 cents . 1
tenant, “and I’ll fetch him out.” mediums, and we have several others that are _r ,

The last speaker raised the piccolo to his nearly ripe for the honor. What society can .Hypnotism; its Facts »Theories and Relat- 
lips and sent the notes of the pretty ballad, show a better record than this even half-dozen ?d Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
“My Nelly’s Blue Eyes,” floating over to the full-fledged preachers? J. W. Marshall. interesting presentation of a most interesting 
porch. He played cleverly for several min- .. San. Diego, Cal., July 16, 1894. ’ subject, by a practical hypnotists Cloth $2.
utes without effect. Then there was a com- , The demand for “The Priest, Woman and
motion in the parlor, the bolte of tbe big win- Old Testament Stories; comically illus- Confessional” in the German language has 
dow . were suddenly, unlocked with a clang, trated. by Watson Heston, A series of amus- been such’that the publishers feel warranted 
and tBlind Tom plunged out among the paint ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts, in getting out an edition in German.
pots'that littered the porch;’laid his big black Price'> in strong,. board covers $1. Cloth, book is well printeS and illustrated; and

. ’hands upon the freshly painted railing and ■ Ver $1 per Copy. For sale at this office.
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slavery of superstition, and that is now what the ages, or spiritualise
leads Bo many Spiritualists into apmg old the- 0 pan »nd Present. By j.m. Peebles, m. d. a tops or o 
ology; but the world moves, and those that ^¿^“dTeTtte
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THE TRUE RULE OF LIFE.
Errore of Theological Ideas Ulus' 
' ' trated.

Thoughts for the Thoughtful.

“Perverse mankind! whose wills, created free, 
Charge all their woes on absolute decree;
All to the dooming gods their guilt translate, 
And follies are miscall’d the crimes of fate.”

So sang the immortal bard of Greece, while 
the coarse, ignorant and material Jews were 
Writing the stupid.. story of the genesis, the 
fall of man and the'consequent curse of their 
god. And, as if in rebuke, Homer again 
nays: • '
“Ungracious gods! with spite and envy 

cursed!
Still to your own ethereal race the worstl 
Ye envy mortals and immortal joy, 
And love, the only sWeet of life, destroy.”

T|ie leadihg Christian theologians know, 
only too well, that or this tale of the fall of 
man is predicated the whole theory of their 
religion, and without it the whole structure 
must go tile way of its foundation. They 80S 
that, if thjs is not true, the need of a special 
savior becbmes dim and uncertain. Selene^ 
has proved; where the reason of man doubted;; 
that this ptory is untrue, a mere bungling iable, 
and fit only for the minds and age for which it 
was intended. That this should become nec
essary, is not complimentary to the intelli
gence of the Niueteehik Century. It is posi- 
.tively amusing to see the frantic efforts of 
some of these fossilized, individuals in their 
endeavors to prove • that. they have not 
been teaching that which is untrue; and Chris
tians are now admonished to pronounce d-a-y 
period. When will the reason of man be free,, 
standing forth in her resplendent beauty, in
tolerant of error?

In opposition to this story of the fall of 
man from perfection, reason, history and sci
ence tell that man is, by his very constitution 
Hnd the nature of things, ever tending upward 
toward an ideal state of life, notwithstanding 
these impeding barnacles of “original sin,” 
“predestination," - and ; their almost fatal 
effects. Up through this mess Of rubbish, 
under which she has been almost stifled, rea
son is arousing herself and comesto assert her 
Supremacy. •

The pernicious effects of this gigantic sys
tem of artificial law,'in which its best-trained 
scholars find nothing but. discord, rind which 
none exactly understand, is positively as
tounding; and because of this want of har
mony in what is termed “the basis of all 
morals, " there is a consequent discord between 
its adherents. And yet, when these same in- 
(Uviduals are forced to give an answer, they 
are obliged to confess that that act is good or 
«vil which immediately conduces to human 
well-being or human ill-bping. But the recog
nition of this truth is vague and indefinite as 

.yet, and they still seek to defend the* necessity 
of a “revealed” law for the moral government 
of mankind; still strive to show that mankind 
ehould observe this law because of the ulti
mate rewards and punishments promised, and 
imply that in the absence of it we would not 
know what was right and what wrong; that in 
'the nature of things, our actions have not this 
or that kinds of effects, and make no impress
ion-on our'consciousness whatever, other than 
a feeling of security in having observed it, or 
a feeling of misery in having violated it.

Let it be laid down as indisputable that an 
oct done under a direct command is done 
through fear of the consequence if left un
done; and an-act prompted by the offer of a 
¿promised reward or compensation has. all the 
elements of a trade; and in neither case has 
love been appealed to, nor is there a sem
blance of virtue in either.

To the most ignorant or degraded individ
ual, as well as one possessed of intelligence 
Jn its highest forms, a real improvement of 
his condition is pleasurable and happifying, 
and paves the way to further improvement 
And if actuated by a fellow-feeling to aid 
and assist a struggling, though less fortunate 
fellowman, although at a sacrifice to himself, 
these acta are no less good when done by the 
“sinner" than when done by a “saint.” But 
If actuated by a threat of eternal punishment 
tn the omission, you at once rob the act of all 
virtue, destroy this spontaneous sympathy 

■I and love for his fellowman that would natur
ally arise and impel, and reduce him to the 
level of a galley-slave or a hired menial.
- An “iron law" has been the curse of the 
>orld for ages. Mankind, on the one hand, 
has suffered untold misery in very fear of, 
these terrible things, and, on the other, has, 
supped, the dregs of the foulest degradation in 
jheer defiance of it, or in hopes to gather all 
the fancied sweets possible before retribution 
should take effect, with the hope, possibly, 
timi they might in some waÿ; evade it, or that 
It flight be untrue. ’ This idèa of delaying re
wards and punishments until after death, has 
cost mankind more than we dare imagine. 
“Lay all your sins on Jesus” has been the al
luring cry of Christians for eighteen centuries, 
as if that very humble individual could carry 
all the damnable infamy of mankind which 
this false idea has, to a great' extent, gener
ated. They would make a greater pack-mule 
of that poor Nazarene than Brother Bach’s 
Spiritual lecturer. This is, indeed, a remark
able exhibition of love on the part of Chris
tians and their home-made godi A happier 
Idea would have been to have laid it all on 
their imaginary devil. ■

Perverse mankind! . Indeed, in trying to

more (han; he is'f jjiatly,entitled to, suffers an 
injustice, by being placed in a false position, 
and consequent . uneasiness. Where there is 
,no natural and just connection betweemthe act 
and the eoqseqqences, there is injustice.

The mysterious forgiveness of sins by this 
Jewish deity is another engaging fatality. If 
a man could be .forgiven in tills manner after 
deliberately and maliciously committing a 
wicked deed, it would be the greatest calamity 
that could befall him and others. If no other 
consequences were to result, other than the 
little time it takes to ask this god’s par
don for the offense, and the threat of a dis
tant and artificial punishment in the absence 
of a request for pardon, it is small bar to its 
repetition. It might show the extent of his 
faith, but it would also; show his lack of a 
sense of justice. The pernicious effects of 
this teaching are obvious.

When this base fear, is obliterated, and man 
learns that there is-nothing more dangerous to 
fear then himself; when he (learns that he 
alone must expiate his evil deeds: that when 
he sins, it is against himself, and he must an
swer- to himself; that when he willfully injures 
a fellowman he has doubly sinned; that sin 
wounds the soul, wjiich time and labor alone 
can heal, and places one more obstruction in 
the path of his progression—then alone will 
there be hope that he will be restrained from 
evil.- " ■ ■ ’ ,

This idea that one god must be killed to ap, 
pease and eaye mankind from the wratb of the 
other more powerful one, becoines the merest 
drivel when taken, seriously. ’

This cruel deception, that man can become 
absolved from sin for the asking through this 
mythical martyr-god, and that this sin was 
caused by the intrigues of a still more mythi
cal devil, has forced many to the conclusion 
that they were merely being acted upon by the 
two opposing forces and were in no way re
sponsible. ‘ ‘Changing the venue cannot alter 
the verdict," says Spencer. You cannot, 
after willfully doing a wrong act, by remov
ing it to another, change the effect on your
self or others. However, natural cause and 
effect are not considered in this scheme.

A qualified conservatism should be exer
cised in regard to all “rules” laid down a 
priori for our guidance, aud prove their real 
worth before accepting and acting upon them. 
Let us examine a few of what, to some, are 
yet considered as law, and othei's retain as 
altruistic principles.
V. Vljp ,ynto others as. y^f,would they should 

doapifc) you," is certainly ennobling, when the 
¿¡it mdbne, and will tiring to both a pleasure 
immeasurable. But we must not fall to wor
shiping' the rule. The -rule, nor its formu- 
lizer, must not be given tiie credit. The act, 
alone, and its pleasing results, suggested arid 
was the progenitor of the rulo—not the rule 
the act. The' principle was acted upon and 
found good before the rule could be formu
lated. Furthermore, it has limits. When I 
see a tyllowman is suffering the effects of con
ditions over which he had, or has, no control, 
and I am enjoying a. more favorable one, 
there arises a epnsciousiless of pain in me, 
caused by witnessing pain in the other, and it 
will certainly bring its results to both, for me 
to alleviate, and efface if possible, this’excess 
of evil. But if, extended beyond an equality 
of opportunity or condition obtained, there is 
an excess of pain over pleasure in me, it 
would cease to be a virtue and become a sys
tem of trading duties. Is this denied? Then 
you imply that an excess of pain over pleasure 
in me is the ultimate end to be attained. And, 
if sqch is the cose, then .you would be instru
mental* in bringing your fellow into the unde
sitable state by mitigating his pain and in- 
cieasi% his pleasure; by;thriving him of the 
4^p”'Be)f-sacrifice tow^rijl you, ybu deprive- 
liittV'Of, the desirable state! of feeling at which 
you arri aiming. ' . ■ ‘

“Ono thing thou lackest. Sell all that thou 
hast, and dis tribute unto the poor, and thou 
shalt have treasure in heaven,” again would 
deprive the recipient of this bounty, and the 
purchaser from obtaining “eteinal life,’’which 
the other would gain ,by accepting and using 
the proceeds of -the sale, or the property so 
sold, they would gain “eternal damnation.” 
“It is more blessed to give than .to receive,” 
places the former, or both, in the realms of 
absurdity; for the recipient would be debarred 
from the blessed state which the giver; self
ishly taking advantage of the other’s condi
tion, is aiming to attain.

Are these inferences, too, denied? Then 
the implication is that by gaining blessed
ness and salvation for yourself you must 
damn others; that it is good for yoii, but un
desirable for another. And that this base 
selfishness would be rewarded, and you woilld 
be raised into the realms of bliss, although 

,aided by stepping on a brother prostrated by 
yourself. If you give “all to the poor,” you 
cannot’gain the latter blessed state, by Virtue 
of your, poverty, but are in ..such a position 
that another may gain it by riiinisteririg to 
your wants. This only shows the importance 
of jealously guarding any approach to the im
position of a “sef of rules” for your guid
ance.

Again, there are those who hold that pain 
and misery are discord, and that pleasure and 
happiness is to be in harmony . with the laws 
of nature. But the error is palpable. The 
laws which govern each ,are harmonious and 
immutable; the logic is as strict between 
cause and effect in the one case as in the 
other. Pain and misery are suffered under 
an erroneous conception of that which is inim
ical to happiness. Extended exposure to the 
chilling blasts of winter results in pain, and, 
to alleviate this, I must, provide shelter and 
warmth. But the conditions and laws which 
produce a chill are as harmonious as those 
which produce a feeling of warmth. - The 
difference lies in the former bfiing ininlical to 
my pleasure and, happiness. .And further,.

manifestations of nature, is but the nursery 
of the soul—the morning of life. Truly, the 
soul can only grow and expand in the ele
ments and conditions which bring happiness. 
Furnish these and the results will follow as 
sure as a stone unsupported will fall to the 
ground, and the converse. Good actions fe
licitate, aggrandize; wrong actions dwarf and 
debilitate. The former add and multiply, the 
latter subtract. The - attractive influence of 
these effects of right conduct is only exer
cised with effect within a certain radius. Pre
natal influences, his environments when forced 
into existence, or,, under a false conception of 
the nature of things, min may place himself 
eeyond this prescribed radius and wallow in 
the mire of degradation. Nevertheless, its 
power exists, and by an exercise of the will he 
may place himself within it again.

Our conduct should be prompted by the 
same motives which actuate one when about 
to come in contact with a hot stove. Beware! 
There is pain in the contact: Or, when already 
in contact therewith—act! or t he pain will in
crease. Mitigating pain and Increasing pleas, 
ure; either in self or others, or both, should be 
the true and reasonable motive in all conduct,

, . . 8. J. White.
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LAKE BRADY.
A Poetical View of the Situation.

evade a self-imposed law some have suffered 
unbearable misery, and others have blackened 
their souls in the slums'of infamy, and all.
have succeeded only in sinning against , them-. ____ ______ _______j ,

selves and their fellowman. This artificial lavr it not properly blended, 
has been taught so long that man has come to ...........................
think himself much ill-used. And justly so.

either heat or cold may become an evil-to me,

Certainly, happiness and pleasure ia the

Whoso suffers more than the natural conse
quences of his acta, is Jnjured in the excess. 
But we must not stop here: Whoso receives

natural state of the mind -of man: Step on 
this thorn and suffer, is the experience of man 
to guide him'to that which- 'brings the former. 
This earth-life, with our experiences with the

O, were you ne'er at Brady, 
Lake Bradv, smooth ana still. 

Shore girted 'round by woodlands, 
By valley, mead and llill, 

Whose placid, purpling waters 
Breathe out their breath of. life, 

Till souls are calmed and quiet, 
Because with love arife?

Breathed you ne'er the fragrance 
Of flowers that blobm about, 

To kiss the feet of strangers 
Who wander in and out,— 

That spring among tall grasses, 
And with the trailing vine, 

That winds for passing pilgrims 
■And paths of pleasure twine?

’ 0, thought you ne’er of Heaven, 
In calm of eventide, 

While borne upon its bosom 
To shore of other side?

How like in time we're sailing 
Across the lapse of years, 

Sometimes through scenes of gladness, 
Sometimes through doubts and fears.

And whilst upon its waters 
With dipping of the oar, 

Thought you not of loved ones 
You knew in days of yore?

And saw you not their faces 
In gleam of moonbeams light, 

Till time that’s past seemed present 
And all you loved shone bright?

0, when the moon was floating 
In Summer’s evening sky, 

And when the stars were twinkling 
'Mong fleeting cloudlets high, 

Reflecting their own brightness .
Upon its slumb’ring breast, 

Then found you not sweet comfort, 
Enjoyed you not its rest?

Its fair expanse flecked over 
With bonny boats, not few, 

Gliding among the star-smiles 
And moon’s own image true, 

Seems like, indeed, the ocean 
. Where life-barques sail to shore, 

To meet with long-lost loved ones, 
Ne’er to be parted more.

And as the deep is opened 
To trail oiir wake behind, 

So life-barques oft are guided, 
And paths of ocean And, 

To show them where is Heaven, 
And where no shoals are found, 

That souls nefed not be stranded 
On error’s hidden ground.

Ofttimes, when souls are sorrowed, 
'Tis bliss to be alone

And listen to the voices
That come in silent, tone, 

As faint as moonbeairis glimmer 
~ Upon the lake’s sof t sheen, 

And tinting time gives color 
To bursting verdure green.

Love you not to wander 
'Neath forest-shading leaves, 

Or rest beneath a bower
That woodbine-twining weaves, 

Upon a moss-grown hassock, 
In cool and calm alone, 

To be in close communion
With sonlthat is your own?

Then visit now Lake Brady, 
-Where Heaven’s skies are clear, 

• For 'tis the happy season
Of all the chsnging year, ‘

And go at eve arowing 
Out on its smiling blue, 

Across its parting waters 
Where blossoms bloom in dew.

The waiting winds are sighing 
Upon her deep’nihg hue, ' 

. To waken up her voices •
I And waft their thoughts to you. 
Hear you not the ripples

A-laughing on the sand, 
Lisping loving greetings 

All along the strand?
0, peaceful wave, now mirrored

. In quiet lies the skies 
Upon thy blessed bosom, 

' As daylight softly dies,— 
. The pale/ soft moonmist lingers 

Where rosy tints of day
. „ In rpbes of rising splendor .....

' At hour of morning lay.
: The forms of wood and hillside, 
‘ Of lights and floating boat, , 

. Lie shadowed in the night-time 
With clouds that wond’ring float

f Reflected and refracted
I FrOm sky that bends above,
■ Like symbol souls of dear ones 
. O’er guiding with their, love.

And as I wait, awatching, 
। Some boate that pass me by, -

■■ Some drifting into shadows .
That ’round are lying nigh, 

While echo ^weet notes, wafted
In silent ev’ning air, • 

I hear the angels singing
And peace lies ev’rywhere.

The song they sing re echoes 
In cadence o’er my heart, 

“Our time bears no lifeboats .
That will forever part; - ‘

Moonlight never wanders,
But is led by Nature's hand, 

Sb parted barques will sometime
Reach home in Heavenland." 

Alma Reynolds Fox.
' . —------------------- ^1 » I. ....

A Liberal-Minded Presbyterian In- 
veetigates Spiritualism.

To the Editor:—Thinking it might be of 
interest to the public to know how a liberal, 
minded Presbyterian became a believer in 
spirit return, and communication, I write thia.

> After having several sittings with Mr. A. 
Campbell, the wonderful spirit artist, also with 
Mrs. L. Bangs, the slate-writer, and having 
attended seances held by Mrs, Jennie Moore, 
Mrs. Reynolds and others, there yet remained 
a serious doubt which could be removed 
only by such phenomena being done in my 
own house, and under conditions which 1 con
sidered reasonable and proper. After consid
erable correspondence I was successful in get
ting Mrs. Mabel Aber, the materializing me
dium, to give us a series of seances, which, 
beyond all reasonable doubt, not only gave 
evidence of her possessing strong mediumistio 
power, but also unquestionable evidence of the 
truth of immortality and spirit return.

I desire for the sake of truth (the most sa
cred duty) to give to the public something of 
what occurred during these seances.

On the night of May 3 we had a circle of 
about forty, and as Dr, Blackman, the cabinet 
control, said, about seven as improper persons 
were there as could be got; improper on ac
count of the bold and positive skepticism 
which made the last seance a weak one. At 
circle hold on the night of the 4th of May 
we had about twenty-five true friends present, 
and we bad harmony, and my doubt received 
its final blow. Before the medium was fully 
entranced, and while sitting in the circle, 
three spirits came out of the cabinet and 
greeted us. About five minutes after Mrs.

. Aber was fully entranced, the curtains were 
opened and we plainly saw the medium and 
a spirit standing on each side. Shortly after 
this the medium was led out by a very beauti
ful and well-formed .spirit, who delivered a 
message to one of our prominent citizens— 
Judge W. This test, seeing spirits and tho 
medium at the same time, I think ought to 
'convince any honest person, especially if they 
'see it in their own room and under exacting 
conditions, as in this case. After this came 
hebeautiful materialized form ol Hypatia, the 
martyr of Alexandria, whose history, I doubt 
not, you are familiar with. This was, indeed, 
a beautiful sight, bo much bo that I, who have 
seen and studied many of the art treasures of 
Europe and this country, can truthfully say 
that, never have I seen such beauty, grace and 
delicacy. '

In addition to these rare eights were the 
meetings ot mortal and spirit friends, who re
joiced to again see their beloved ones. I saw 
and spoke to a sister and brother. Many 
other wonderful things occurred: A large 
piano was lifted from the floor and let down 
with a jarj by a Hindoo spirit; a spirit mate
rialized in the center of the room, about ten 
feet from the cabinet, and walked to us and 
blessed us, giving us words of cheer and com
fort, and then disappeared as if going through 
the floor. .

I will not take space in telling all that was 
seen, but I, as well as others, saw enough to 
make ub life-long friends of the sublime truth 
of Spiritualism, which has been bo wickedly 
kept from the world by selfish and unholy 
persons who, while knowing the truth, slander 
it by declaring it to be of the devil, as did 
those who accused the immortal Nazarene of 
casting out devils by the power of the devil 
I believe that the truth cannot always be sub
verted. I expect to do what I can to let my 
fellows know that if a man die he shall live
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jn tho Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Unlverxnlist 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experiences 
of Various Persons. Power to Sustain tbo Loss ol 
Friends.

Chapter EtanrxENrn—The Future YJfe.—Location 
and Character of thu Spirit Realms. Tho Clothing ol 
Spirits. Children in Spirit Life. A Spirit. Chi d frour 
Humblo Life. Tbs Wealthy in Spirit Life. Politician! 
in Spirit Life. Clergymen In Spirit Life. Editors m 
Spirit Life. The Power of Spirits to Uummunc wjtn 
Mortals.

Final Remark».—The Basic Principles of a Uni
versal Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

TbtB work contains Fortt Ii.li'STkatjos«. Thaj 
are In harmony with the iacts conveyed. H Io a rare 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, 10 Ota.

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from tho French.
BY S. R. CROCKER.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well have been entitled! 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
In that peculiarly interesting style In which French 
writers excel when they would popularise scientific 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of tbd general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition,’* etc., etc., in which be nianlfosts tbo usual 
aulmuaof the “scientific class,” yet be snya again: 
“There is a true and respectable idea in Spiritualism,” 
aud regards as proved “the fact of communication 
between superbumans and the inhabitants of Earth;” 
and be goes on to relate instances of fact In evidence. 
There Ie, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy in 
the author'sldeaa, bat the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange tho pros and cons, and out of the 
whulo will find nut only guud mental culture, but 
much valuable information. The author bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price »1,50.

For sale at this office.

This is a “ Story of Spirit Helpfulness," by 
Emma Miner, of Clinton, Mass. Every Spir
itualist should read it. Now is the time to 
send in your subscriptions. The paper will 

’be sent three months for 25 cents. One doL. 
tar per year.

■ Volney’s Ruins of Empires, and The Law 
of Nature, This is recognized as one of the 
classics of free thought. It eloquently advo
cates the best interests of mankind, and 
clearly indicates thè sources of human ignor
ance, and misery. It .is a profound and able 
.work. . In one volume; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 
75 cen,ts. ' . .

> , Woman, Church and State. A noble work 
hy.Matilda Joslyn-Gage. . It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth
bound, $2.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
nOEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.
I By Little Doten. How edition. T’bla handsome 
volume opens with the wonderful experiences of tho 
•atbor, who Is peculiarly gifted as a trance medium 
»nd pnbllo speaker. Her platform labors hère for a 
long time been v ocoaslne, and the deep religious and 
spiritual tone at her discourses haro extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit other voice, through 
the InstramentaHty of the presA But It Is chiefly for 
her raedlumlttlc power to give utterance to poems 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with H spirit 
religious and elevating, that she Is moat specialty 
known. This volume contains the gems of the Inspir
ational utterances, given chiefly before public atidl* 
tnces, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed *to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and. Imagery 
of bls productions tn earth-life, but far surpass these 
tn exaltedness o< conception end purity at purpose. .. 
Others are by tb z Inspiration -of Shakespeare; Burns, ■ 
A. W. Sprague; Wt Id many cases the author’s name 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
asuccluct accountof the means by which these poems 
are given to the world.< The peculiar influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium-ft* stated; and ' 

.the unmistakable certainty and sDnilficence r this 
higher phase of aniritimi communion is besuMful» 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from. <1.50- to si-ili 
pnauge W cento. Romt» «t<i**- «■<«"«’ .
TD1BLE MARVEL WORKERS. . BT. 

JD Alien Putnum, A. H. A mrydsui book, trio« 
n cents. ■ ■ ■

Í
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Beyond the Threshold.
„ A Sequel to
tO-MORROW OF DEATH.

By LOUIS FIGUIEB.
Translated from the French»

THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was writefi to 
develop the idea of the principle of the permanenca 
of the human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whoso successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of ethtrial apace. “Beyond 
tub Tu&ebbold“ continues on the eamo lines en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con
siderations drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that tht cenaiuty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the beet means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science end philosophy to that 
end la tar superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It is Interesting, en
tertaining. instructive aud fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or nut, much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed in its perusaL Price 91,25.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago
J3OUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
JD side, and containing B3L page». Thia splendid 
book, lust issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other art!* 
Clea from various newspapers., relating to the great 
work. It contains al) the o)d Temple lectures Issued 
lu 1892, aud tlirce others oa the Hfxan Foih.. which 

‘ hro ftlonesworih the price of ffie bobk Thin wonder
ful book la unique rb an Evatigcllfi.of Sclpnuo and 
Truth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any addreta. Fdr tale 

। nt this tiffin®. ... • j

APOLLONIUS OF TYANk 
Identified as the Christian Jesna, 

A- wonderful communication, explaining. iow-hU 
life and tehehlon were otlHfcrfl to ftrnfaitaPUtortai« 
aaity» FrlooWcwu. rorautatuuofiNi
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MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OB HEARD ULAIRAUD1ENTDY.

PHENOMENAL. He

Dr.
g

(ADVERTISEMENT.)

r.

THE GOSPEL OF NATURE

Woman, Church and Slate.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.I am now doing. Sheik Tzeran.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

archatc.

MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.BY

.$1.50

■HAO

■ttM

DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Seni

BY DR. R B; WESTBROOK.

five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex, 
handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your dis

ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Head. Box 353, Lansing, Mich.

TJHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS
-c Roading or elx queatlon, aniwered. 50 cent, and 
three stamps. Mauuuebite Burton, Mat ion 
Boston, Mass.

SJ5 TO $90 p«r day at boroo. The work Is easy.
av plenum and adapted to both voung 

and old of either aex. Anv one can do the work. 
GEO. STINSON & CO., Box 1509, Portland. Ma’ne. tf

C Z. BARNE Y & COZNDEPEND 
O» ent Blate-writlng. Send Blates sealed, by ox 
press prepaid and «1.00 a communication, or we wli 
return money. P.O. box 465, Ostego, Mich. 26

Through the Mediumship of 
George Cole.

£

A JEWISH HISTORIAN WRITING FOR 
THE EDIFICATION AND ENLIGHTEN
MENT OF THE MODERN WORLD.

Here is a tall and thin old man, with 
long, gray, curly whiskers. He has a 
long, thin, hooked nose; large gray 
eyes, and high, intellectual forehead. 
He is dressed in a long robe, reaching 
to the feet, with a girdle around the 
Waist. I should say he was an Oriental. 
He wears- ft turban, Npw the spirit 
epgaks, saying: .-,r

“You haveso much business with the. 
descendants of my people that I thought; 
I-would oome and speak for them and' 
.their .spirit friends.

“Concerning the manifestations by 
spirits of departed mortals in these 
times of the hew era, it is to. be said 
that they are not without precedent, for 
since the spiritual took on the mortal 
and the mortal took on the spiritual 
have those selfsame spirits returned to 
the scenes and friends of their earth-life 
careers, making manifest their presence 
by signs, omens and portents.

“There were no people of antiquity 
who did not have intercourse with the 
spirits of their departed friends in one 
way or another. Spirits spake through 
mortals, foretelling future events, and 
under the highest and greatest spirit of 
all—God—were mortals who were in
structed and guided in their earth-life 
affairs. Indeed, to the most pure and 
clean among mortals, the less pre
tentious and therefore most wise among 
men, did the Great Spirit, God, hold 
personal intercourse, and make them the 
greatest among their fellows, and those 
were they who were called prophets.

“I write this epistle to make known 
to mortals of this era that tho light 
from the ' world of spirits has com
menced to dawn again on the world of 
mortals: and as hard and obdurate, self
sufficient and deluded as are many mor
tals of this era, the paths to reason and 
rational understanding are being en
tered upon by their spiritual friends, 
and must sooner or later reach them. 
Many, indeed, will be at the graveside, 
but most will be reached while yet they 
are in the mortal.

“In illustration of spiritual manifesta
tions of antiquity, I will relate a mani
festation made to myself while among 
the Ghlileeans, and whilst I dwelt on 
the plains of Asochls. The Judeans of 
Jerusalem sent.lonathan with armed men 
to slay- me, and I was sore distressed at 
the ingratitude of the people, as I was a 
priest and of royal descent, having come 
from the children of Asaraoneus. It 
was night, and I felt, in my cave, a feel
ing as if of some ot\e being near me, for 
I was alone,, and the night was so dark 

¡.that all objects seemed as shadows. 
Presently I heard a voice over against 
me, speaking these words: ‘Oh, Jo
sephus, leave off to afflict thy soul, and 
put away all fear, for what now grieves 
thee will render thee in all respects 
most happy, for thou shalt get over, not 
only these difficulties, but many others, 
with great success. However, be not 
cast down, but remember that thou art 
to fight with the Romans.’ ”

This was spoken by the spirit of Asa- 
ihoncus: _

“Other and greater manifestations by 
spirits were there made by the Jews, 
and they could not all be related in 
many communications such as this: but 
when Jerusalem fell, and then Rome, 
literature was destroyed, and the world 
plunged in ignorance and darkness; 
then- mortals became too animal and 
corrupt for spirits to approach in intelli
gent manifestations, and thus it is that 
spirits could but make noise and other 
phenomena, making omens, and some
times appearing to mortals at certain 
hours, to give warning of change and 
danger. These manifestations were 
called ghosts, and were avoided with 
fear and trembling.

“But now the light of spirits has com
menced again to reach the mortal 
world. Spirits are again assisting the 
affairs of mortals, and though many 
there be among mortals who will not 
believe this, and some who will not be
lieve that there is any life outside of 
mortal existence, yet shall all be made 
to know from whence they came, and 
whither they must go, and be made to 
do and believe what they now reject.

“It cannot be said to mortals: do this, 
believe "that, in a spiritual sense, for 
they also must be convinced of their own 
conscience and experience. • /

‘.‘Many are there now among mortals 
called Spiritualists, who understand 
this, and they are those through whom 
the mortal people are to be instructed 
by spirits.
' “To Spiritualists I say: Do violence to 
no man. neither accuse any falsely, and 
be content with your wages, for thus 
shall ye gain with love and esteem more 
than ye can gain with fire and sword.”

Flavius Josephus.

THE LIFE-HISTORY OF TZERAN, THE 
SHEIK, BEFORE AND AFTER DEATH 
SPOKEN CLAIRAUDIENTLY TO MAD, 

. AME JOAN. ‘

I was born of nomadic parents, who 
were of a nomadic tribe of the desert. I 
was named Tzerat), after a mighty chief, 
and as our sheik had"cast my horoscope 
at birth, he had found that my life 
would be an eventful one; that I would 
be victorious in battle, and would be 
very hard to overcome: that I would be
come sheik of the tribe; that it would 
become very wealthy and powerful 
under ? my guidance and. control, and 
that it would increase in numbers; there
fore I was considered very fortunate 
from Vbirtli, and (such .1 remained 
throughout my natural. life. I irrdiv up 
to manhood in the .tribe. My home was 
any place Where bur tents were pitched; 

< our means‘ of livelihood was anything 
that we could get, by fair or fouTineans- 
We considered ourselves children of 

: nature;'Und therefore looked upon all

Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair.
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A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder. Free 
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant.

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.

nature as our prey, human or otherwise. 
We were veritable children of the 
desert, and the fiercest of all those 
nomads who roamed over the sands ot 
the Sahara four hundred years ago. We 
had a vague idea of Allah or God, and 
considered that he protected us from 
harm; but we never took the time to 
worship him or to sing his praise.

We were an untutored race, knowing 
and thinking nothing beyond the knowl
edge required by the tribe. We spoke 
the Arabic tongue. We did not culti
vate the spiritual side of life—only the 
lowest materiality. We thought nothing 
of murdering and plundering our ene
mies. We thought more of our horses 
than of our l women, and considered it 
lawful tfnd right in the. sight of Allah to 
barter and sell our women as so much 
merchandise. The horse was held su
perior to the woman because he was 
considered more loyal and true. Human 
life was held at a very low estimate.

In sqch a school was I raised, and in 
it J Jived and died. I was made a sheik 
gj'.tpie age of forty; at that age I was 
vqry rjch and powerful, having amassed 
a iji>i!tqne in the slave ' tbado off the 
co^’.of Barbary. Tunis and Algiers 
were then the most important slave 
marts. The people that we sold as 
slaves were any tribe that we could con
quer or capture upon the desert, with 
their plunder, which usually consisted 
of rich spices, gold, ivory and jewels. 
We were also dealers in black slaves, 
and kept a certain number employed as 
caravan drivers from Africa. This 
black mass of humanity were all tied or 
bound one to the other, in a long train, 
with inhuman drivers lashing them oc
casionally. We grew to be a powerful 
tribe under my control as sheik, for I 
was a merciless man, never giving way 
or giving up to any one, but always con
quering.

The tribe of Tzeran was looked upon 
as one of the plagues of the desert, and 
more destructive than the sand storms. 
1 had one hundred and thirty wives, the 
most beautiful women that could be 
found in Persia or Arabia. Two hun
dred slaves were the servants of my im
mediate household. My wives were all 
very young; therefore, they were con
sidered the more valuable, for old 
wqjneii, or women who had passed the 
prlpje; of life, were not salable or valua- 
uje.,ajid were soinetipies murdered, in 
qrder’.lo rid ourselves of them.

'1, Will here state that L'was the mur
derer of ten wives who had outlived 
their beauty and usefulness, besides 
many a poor slave, whom I had un
mercifully lashed into the other world. 
This is but a vague synopsis of my life, 
and I give it in order that the reader 
may have an idea of the kind of person 
that I was when I entered the Spirit
world, which I reached at the ripe old 
age of one hundred and seven, dying in 
the agony of old age and the weight of 
my sins and crimes, which seemed to 
crush me long before I breathed my 
last, for I was brought to a realization 
of all about two days before I finally 
laid off my mortal body. I will describe 
my journey in the Spirit-world in my 
next, and will faithfully give a history 
of all as I found it; what I did. and what

In Peaceful Rest.
Alvah Brownell, an old and highly- 

respected citizen of' North Lawrence, 
N. Y., passed to Spirit-life at his home, 
Friday morning. June 8, at 10 o’clock. 
He leaves a sorrow-stricken wife and an 
only child, Mrs. E. F. Stoddard, of 
Elmira,, to mourn his ..loss. Mrs. 
Stoddard, wfis so prostrated-with grief 
that she was unable to attend the 
funeral. Mr. Brownell was a .man of a 
most charitable and cheerful nature, a 
devoted husband and a most indulgent 
father. , He was ^for many years a 
successful business.rpan, and sustained 
heavy losses with a fortitude that only 
one of his cheerful, nature could do. 
Kind and hospitable tb all, he will be 
greatly missed by a large circle of 
friends. , '

Mrs. Alvah Hrowell.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to Spirit-life July 12, in Battle 

Creek, Mich., at the age of 75 years and 
5 months, Moses Macomber, a veteran 
believer in the spiritual philosophy. 
He was a kind and loving husband and 
a good father. He leaves a wife and 
two daughters to mourn his loss, but we 
are happy in the belief that although 
his earthly form is gone from our sight, 
his Spirit still hovers near, to 
whisper words of ■ comfort. He has 
passed to a brighter and happier home, 
for which he was fitted, by the good, 
honest and upright life - which he had 
led. ' Mrs. P’hhhe Ostenhoudt.

Passed, 'to Spirit-life, from his resi
dence near Peterboro, N. Yv. July 11, J. 
R. Berfy, aged 82 years, ’3 jnonths. 
For many yearsrMr. Barry has.: been a 
thorough Spiritualist, practising,-, more 
than preaching, * the lessons- : learned 

through spirit intercourse. His life of 
usefulness and integrity won for him the 
esteem and respect of all who knew and 
understood him, and he will not only bo 
missed and mourned by his immediate 
family, but by a portion of the groat 
family of humanity.
Lookout Mountain Camp-Meeting.

Word comos from' Lookout Mountain, 
Tenn., that tho camp-ineoting there is a 
success, and that Hon. A. B. French^ 
lectures were grand, and that Frank T. 
Ripley’s tests were most excellent.

Vircliand It. Gandhi. ».
Mr. Gandhi isa native of India.

possesses every element of true man
hood. He is a profound thinker, a fluent 
speaker, and can interest any audience. 
Ho is engaged at Cassadaga, and will 
prove a drawing card, We bespeak for 
him a cordial welcome wherever he may 
go. Camp-meetings or societies wishing 
his services can address him at 6558 
Stewart Boni-, Chicago, Hl..

G. W. Perkins is still at Mantua Sta
tion, Ohio. He is always active in dis
seminating the truths of Spiritualism. 
His efforts are untiring. He. sends us 
from Mantua Station, Ohio, a good list 
of subscribers, He is one of our agents, 
wherever he may happen to be.

A. B, Dobson vs. Old-School 
Practice.

Omeral, Holt Co., Neb.
Dr. A. B. Dobson:—Dear Sir: You 

have no doubt recognized, my hand
writing In the numerous letters sent you 
by Mrs. Judith Binkerd, of this place. 
She and her husband are neighbors of 
mine, and her husband, Mr. John 
Binkerd, senior, is a minister. Mrs, 
Binkerd asked me before I wrote to you 
for her if I knew of a magnetic healer 
or spiritual doctor that I could rec
ommend. I directed her to you and 
your spirit band, and she requested me 
to write for her. The diagnosis was so 
truthful that both she and her husband 
believed that your band could cure her, 
but when tho first prescription came she 
was suffering so that it was'thought sho 
was dying and no use to take the med
icine; but her husband urged her to take 
it, and she did, with the happiest result. 
Mrs. Binkerd has had a houseful nearly 
all the time that she has been taking 
your remedies, and she says she feels as 
well as she did when she was a girl; she 
is now over seventy years of age. She 
has recommended your treatment to all, 
and we hear the .best kind of reports 
from those that are taking your med
icine according to the direction of your 
spirit band.

Truly and kindly yours,
A. C. Barnes.

Hickory Station, Montgomery Co., 
Ark.
Dear Brother:—I feel it a duty I 

owe you to let you know how I am since 
taking your remedies. I hardly know 
how to express my gratitude to the good 
spirits and you for the kind treatment 
I have received. I feel in better health 
than for many years. I must say 
I have been in the eclectic practice of 
physic in this country for more than 
twenty years, and must say again that 
I know but little about the practice 
compared to yours. 1 will ask a question; 
“Can I be made a recipient of spirit in
fluence, so as to enable me to see into 
these things?”

Spiritually yours for more truth, 
Ben. Johnson, Jr., M. D.

(See ad. in another column.) , 
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.

Good News for Spiritualists.
Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 

kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe and its after effects, or 
seven weeks’ treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send at once, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

The blood is tho source of health. To 
keep it pure, take Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri-

'THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN^ 
£ formation succinctly and clearly stated in this 

volume of 554 pages is amazing. Tho title, as above 
given, Tafia to convey an Idea of the fulness and com- 
plctcness with which the subjects ate treated. The 
Matriarchatc, or Mother-rule, Is tbc theme of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, is brought to view in elucidation of the subject. 
This «6 followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, 'Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Womaunnd 
Work, The Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter In tbo book that Ib not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, Is not worth tho full price 
of tbo -volume, it Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylnglt; tt Is a val
uable addition to tbc library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

bIXTEhIM dAViurcb.
TJ7GRID’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
Vr Saviors: or, Christianity Before Christ. Con- 

tabling new iind startling revelations In religions his
tory, which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo 
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of tho Chris
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock 
Ing many of Its Bacrcd mysteries, besides comprising 
the History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goes. By 
Kersey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive .vol
ume will, we are certain, take high rank as a book at 
reference in tbc field which he has chosen for It. The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied Information contained In It must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It is In 
such convenient shape tho student of free thought 

, wlllnotwininglyallowlttogo out of print. But the 
, book Is by no means a mere collation of views or sta

tistics; throughout Its entire course the author—u 
will be seen by bis title-page and chapter beads—Joi- 
lows a definite lino of research and argument to the 
close, and hla conclusions go. like Sure arrows, -to the 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large 2mo, 880 
pages. New edition, revised nod corrected.-Mtb po& 
trnltof author. Price >1.50. Postage 10 cents. Fa? . »si«. ~
'THE PRIEST, THE' WOMAN AND 

■ £. the Confessional. By Rev. Chas. Chtnlquy.
Fvcry one should read It. Price, 1.00.
TyEA TH AND AFTER LIT EI B Y AN- 
L/ drew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
tcad. Price 73 cento.

MEDIUMSHIP.
How to Investigate Spirltuallsu^ 

or, Rules lor the Spirit Circle.
• The Spirit Circle Ip tho assembling together of q 
□umber of persons Beq|fing communion wktrtbo aplrlt I 
who liuvo passed from'earth to tbo world of fluuls. Th(i 
chief advantage.of .suobnu assembly is the mutual Iiq 
partation and reception of the combined magnetisin' 
of the assemblage, which form a force stronger tbu^ 
that of an Isolated subject—enabling spirits to cum 
munewith greater power and developing the latem 
gifts of mediumship. ; . :

The first co.nditlonB to bo observed relate tq the per
sons who compose the circle. These-should be, usfui 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, .ns positive and 
negative; of moral characters, pure minds, and nof 
marked by repulsive points of either physical or men 
tai condition. No person suffering from disease, or off 
debilitated physique, should be present at any circle, 
unless It is formed expressly for healing purposes. I 
would recommend the number of the circle never to be 
less than three, or more than twelve. The best num
ber U eight. No person of a strong positive tempera
ment should be present, as any such magnetic spheres 
emanating from the circle will overpower that of the 
spirits, who must always be positive lu the circle la 
order to produce phenomena.

Never let tho apartment bo over-heated, tho roonj 
should be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion lu the atmosphere, disturbs tho 
manifestations. A subdued light is tho most favora
ble for spiritual magnetism.

I recommend the seance to bo opened either’ with 
Êrayer or a song sung In chorus, after which subdued, 

armonlzlug conversation is better than wearisome si
lence ; but let the conversation be directed towards the 
purpose of the gathering, and never sink into discus- 
slonor rise to emphasis. Always have a pencil anf 
paper on the table, avoid entering or quitting the room. 
Irrelevant conversation, or disturbances within or 
without thé circle after the seance has commenced.

Do not admit unpunctual comers, nor suffer the ah 
of the room to be disturbed after the sitting commun 
ces. Nothing but necessity, indisposition, or Impres
sions, should warrant.the- disturbanceuf the sitting, 
which suouLh never exceed two hours, unless an 
exteualbu of time he solicited by tbo Spirits..

Lot the aeance always extend to one hour, even If no 
results are obtained; It sometimes requires that time 
fpy splrltB to form their battery. Let it be also remem
bered that circles are experimental, hence no one 
should be discouraged If phenomena are not produced 
at the first few sittings. Stay with the same circle for 
six sittings; if no phenomena are then produced yon 
may be sure you are not assimilated to each other; in 
that case, let tho members meet with other persons 
until you succeed.

A well-developed test medium may Bit without in
jury for any person, but a circle sitting for mutual de
velopment should never admit persons addicted to bad 
habits, strongly positive or dogmatical. A candid In
quiring spirit is the only proper frame of mind In 
which to sit for phenomena, the delicate magnetism of 
which Is made or marred as much of mental us physi
cal conditions.

Impressions are tho voices of spirits or the monitions 
of the spirit within us, and should always be followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong in act or word. At the 
opening of the circle, one or wore are often Impressed 
to change seats with others. Oneormoreare iiiipreseed 
to withdraw, or a feeling of repulsion makes it painful 
to remain. Let these Impressions be faithfully regard
ed, and pledge each other that no offence shall be taken 
by following impressions.

If a strong Impression to write, speak, Bing, dance, 
or gesticulate possess any mind present, follow It out 
faithfully. It bus a meaning if you cannot at first rea
lize it. Never feei hurt in your own persop, nor ridi
cule your neighbor for any failures to express or dis
cover the meaning of the spirit Impressing you.

Spirit control Is often deficient, and at first imper
fect. Dy often yielding to It, your organism becomes 
more flexible, and the spirit more experienced; and 
practice In control Is jjeceaaary for spirits as well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drive them away, but always strive to ele
vate them, and treat them aB you would mortals, un
der similar circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to “lying -spirlta," or deceiving mediums. 
Many mistakes occur In the communion of which you 
canuot always bo awure.

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to hold sittings with the same parties for more 
than a twelvemonth. After that time, if not before, 
fresh elements of magnetism are essential. Some of 
tho original circle should withdraw, and others take 
their places. ’

Never seek the Bpirlt circle in a trivial or deceptive 
spirit Then, and then only, have you cause to fear it.

Never permit any one to sit incircles who suffer 
from it In health or mind. Magnetism in the 
case of such persons Is a drug, which operates perni
ciously, and should bo carefully avoided.

Every seventh person can be a medium of some kind, 
and become developed through the judicious opera
tions of the spirit circle. When once mediums are 
fully developed, the circle sometimes becomes Injuri
ous to them. When'they feel thia to be the case, let 
none be offended if they withdraw, and only use their 
gifts In other times and places.

All persons are subject to spirit Influence and guid
ance, but only one In seven can so externalize this 
power as to become what is called a medium; and let 
It ever be remembered that trance speakers, no less 
than mediums for any other gift, cun never be Influ
enced by spirits far beyond their own normal capacity 
in the matter of the'intelligence rendered, the mag
netism of the spirits being but a quickening Are, which 
Inspires the bruin, aud, like a hot-house process on 
planta, forces Into prominence latent powers of tlie 
mind, but creates nothing. Even In tho case of merely 
automatic speakers, writers, rapping, and other forms 
of test mediumships the Intelligence of the spirit h 
measurably shaped by ¿he capacity and idiosyncrasies 
of the medium. All spirit power Is limited In expres
sion by the organism through which It works, and 
spirits may control, inspire, and lufluence the human 
mlud, but do not change or re-create it.—Emma Ha® 
DINOS BrITTKN.

IT IS A MOST EXCEL 
LENT WORK-

This work la by DR,M. L. SHERMAN, assisted by 
PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore it has been sold fur 
82, but the price now has been reduced to 81. It Is a 
book that will interest and instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and is full of suggestive thoughts. Dr. Sher
man was a medium of rare qualities, and his work is a 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treats of the 
Soul of Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal In
tellects; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; Inher
ent In Substance; Tbo Nebulous Theory; Particles aro 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; The 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; The Confounding of Language; The SplrlC 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organisms; Born Again; The Key; Spirit Biogra
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master: etc., etc.

The author says:. “Each individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or spiritual ailment for him
self. Each one mustdlgest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, and that Ib all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupil 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour
ishment of which I Individually partake and digest. 
My soul must expand by virtue of the soul essence 
which 1 individually gather and compreheflft or digest.” 
For sale at this office.

RELIGION OF MAN 7
AND

ETHICS OF SCIENCE.

The past has been the Agô of tho Gods and the Re
ligion of Pain; the present Is the Ago of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust in tho Gods, but 
knowledge In the laws of the world, belief In the di
vinity of man and bls eternal progress toward perfec
tion fa the foundation of the Religion of Man and 
system of Ethics as treated in this work.

The following are the titles of the chapters:
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction: Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monotheism; Phallic Worship; Man’s Moral Progress 
depends on his Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo
logical Probloms—the Origin of Evil, the Nature of 
God; tho Future State; Fall of Man and tho Christian 
Scheme of Redemption \ Man’s Position, Fate, Free 
Will.'Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PARTSECOND-The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Moral Government; Tho Appetites; Selfish 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart; What is Good? What 18 
Wrong? Happiness; The Patb of Advance: Tho Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of tho Trill: 
The Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Duties ana 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parente; to Soci
ety; Duty as a Source of-Strength; Obligations to So
ciety; Rights of the Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Solf-Culturt; Marriage.

820 Pages, Finely Bound In Muslin, Sent postage free 
for $1.50. For sale wholesale and retail at this office.

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 

No. 1, New White Cross 
: Literature.

TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR. 
£ Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D., in the thirty-nine 
chapters dlBcusaeB a wide variety .of subjects per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic stand- 
€oint. She evinces the powers of a trained thinker, 

oth in matter of thought and flue literary style, ana 
capablty of thought expression. Tbo subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any SplrltuallBt’B 
library, and a most cxcelicnt.book for any one Brok
ing information concerning Splrtuallsm and Its teach* 
lug?.- • .. . . ' * . *■

For sale at tnisoffice. Price, $1,50.
VERY INTERESTrNa”

PEYOND THE GATES. BY ELIZA- 
D l.cth• Stuart,Phelp«, author of "Gates Ajar," 
••The Story ot Avis,” etc.. CiothS1.25. For sale at thia 

. • . J ’ ■ . . . •. .
•THE RELIGION OFMAN.~BYHUD. 
£ son Tuttle. Uta work« aro ulway« Intensely in
teresting. Price «1,50. .

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBBOOKEIt,

Author of "Helen Harlow’s Vow," "The Occult 
Forces of Sex." “Perfect Motherhood,", and many 
nther works. Price ¿5 cents. For aule at this office. 

~A“MOST EXCELLENT
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
£ V Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of "The Clock Struck One, Two, aud Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s 
. ong connection with one of the largest and most Influ
ential religious organizations in this country, together 
with his well-knowu character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness lu the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that win attract the at
tention and command tho studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of Bplrlt-manlfcs- 
tatlon through a period of twenty-seven yeare, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “ prince 
of humbugs," and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
with a conviction that It la e truth far transcending all 
others lu value to mankind. It is eminently well 
adapted to place In the hands of those whose attach- 
menu to the faiths and forme ol the Church incline 
them to have nc*to do with tho subject upon 
which It treata. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth. 12mo, pp. 423, $1.00. Postage 10 cents. For eale 
nt this office. ’

PSYCHO!ATHY: OR SPIRIT HEAD 
L Ing. Being a nerlen ot lessons on tbo relations of 
tl.e spirit to Its own organism, and tho Interrelations 
of human beluga with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by tho spirit of Dr. Benjambi Rush, through 
tbo mediumship ot Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No 
physician should bo without this book.- No magnetic- 
healer should bo without it, and no family should 
bo without It» valuable old. It Is a valuable aid 
to tho physician In determining the relation of hla pa
tient’s spirit to its body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies aro necessary to perfectly adjust, the 
same to each other; to the magnetic healer It la Inval
uable, because It illustrates the actual magnetic poles 
and tholr corresponding nerve centers. To the getr 
oral reader it will prove a boon because It explains ths 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and ths influence 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth) 11.50. For sale nt ’bls office. '

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
r\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

,Ls The "Stellar Key" 1b tho nhlloaopbieal intro« 
duction to the revelations contained in thia book. 
Some idea of tUls little volume may be gained from the 
following table of contents: 1—Death and tho After
Life; 2—Scenes in the Summer-Laud; 3—Society in the 
Summer-Land; 4—Social Centres in the Summer-Land; 
5—Winter-Land and Summer Land; 6—Language ana 
Life in Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—Ulthnatea in the Summer-Land: 9—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In for 
mer editions, and Ib enriched by a beautiful frontte 
piece, illustrating the "formation of tho Spiritual 
Body." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 6 cents. For sale 
at this office.

SOMETHING GOOD.
T/IEWS OP OUR HEAVENLY HOME. 
V A Sequel to “A Stellar Key." IHusttated. This 

work U not merely descriptive of what the author calli 
the “ Summer-Igand," but It is illustrated with dia
grams of celestial objects anu viewa of different por- 
tionsof the Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only the 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statements in regard u 
“Individual occupation," "progress after death,” 
"eating and breaking in the spirit-jife," "disappear 
ance of the bodily orga-* at death." "domestic enloy« 
mentB and true conjuga. ^Iodb," “origin of the doc* 
trine of the devil," ctr Cloth 75 centa. Fofliage 
0 cents. For.Balo at thl* ^dlce.

SOMETHING USEFUL
0UT OH THE DEPTHS INTO THE

Lionr. By Samuel Bowles*, Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twlng, medium. This little book will bo read with 
Intense Interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles’ 
Interviews with tho Inhabitants ol the Rells or Spirit* 
Ilie—a dreadful, but apparently true report oi the 
guttering and wrath of tbo millions who have sone 
fromeai th-llfo with tbodamnlt*» ¡ottoctsof debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. Tho book Is made tip or fifteen chapters. 
Some of the titles of tho chapters are as follows: 
The Spheres or Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—Ths 
Homo of Corrupt Politicians—Abode or Spirits who 
plot to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—Tho War Department lu 
the Hcllaor Bpirlt-llfe—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moted by tbo low spirits in tho mateh-maklngliell of 
Bpirlt-llfe—The Negro Hell—The Indian Hell—Thu 
Mormon Hell—Tho Hell for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and mediums—Into the Light. Tho Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-iacellng lu tire 
light. An Adventist looking for the end. Tho Spirit 
ual Congress. Price,25 cents.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabpl Raymond’s Resolve.

TOY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
D a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is not merely to enable an unthinking. |dlc 
mind to while away the time In a state of Idle blessed
ness, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: and 
those who are to lie mothers; aad secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-teing and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous tu maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. Thu book Is trenchant, instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and is especially commended to “women 
everywhere," to whom it is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual. phil
osophy are Introduced. Itcontains a fine llkcncso of 
the author. It contains 845 pages, neatly bound in 
cloth. Price by mail, prepaid, $1.25.________________

“THE DREAM CHILO,”
/J FASCINATING ROMANCE OR 

two worlds.. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cent«; cloth, 81.00. Books like "The Dream 
Child" apur humanity on to make more and more de
manda of this nature, and will open up new heights 
and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Will, I believe, take its place beside Bulwer's 
“Zanont" and the “Serapnltu" of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital,"Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with any Inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to the exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the lust page.— 
Minneapolis "Sunday Times "______________________

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
TMMOR TALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

£ and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. Peebles. Tbh 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of their dwelling places. Give ub details 
—details and accurate delineations of life in the Spirit- 
world!—is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. 'Whither—oh, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? What is their present condition, and whnt tbclr 
occupations? In this volume the spirits, differing ae 
they may, are allowed to speak for tbcmflelvcB. No 
man is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. Ho treats of the 
Mysteries of Life; Doubts and Hopes; The Bridging of 
the River; Foregleams of the Future: Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body; Is It the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing in 
the bpirlt World; Our Little Ones In Heaven; Tho rcr 
sonal Experiences of Aaron' Knight; The RedMnn'r 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Physicianfl to 
Spirit Life: The Homes of Apostles and-Divines; The 
Friends and Shakers in Spirit Life; Spirit Homes ol 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from tbo Spirit Lwd. 
Many ot her matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price 81.50: postage 12 cents. For sale at thlfi 
office.________  ■___________ .

Soul of Things; or Psychometric
Researches and Discoveries.

OK WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F. 
XJ Denton. A marvelous work.. Though concise oa 
ft text-book, It is as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader will be amazed to Bee the carlo is facts 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered 
power of tho human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology os plain as 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects now oh*
ßcurcdby time. •
Soul or Things—Vol. L

Cloth.....................................................
Tostago 10 cents.

Soul of Things-Vol II.
Ulufltrated. 450 pp. Cloth....................

__ > PoBtage-10 Cents.
Soul öf Things—Vol. in.

JU utrated. 862 pp. Cloth.............
Postage 10 Cents.

THE ELEMINATOÌ 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expok 
tag the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never, before published, showing clearly thc; 
mythical character of most-of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an imper*. 
sonatlon and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price 81.50. . . , :

■ For sale at this office.
T/IE WS OFO UR HEAVENL Y. HOME, 
v By Andrew JacksonDavla. Highly lu teres ting.

Postage 5 ccnta. Price 75 cents. ' ■ ■ 

n-'HE GLORIOUS SUN, THE GREAT 
J. electric andjuiignetlc center of the solar system, 

each planet in ita .wonderful flight about him, with 
such jncumpjehenMbJo velocity, are nlso powerful’ 
iniigiicts. Each human entity that exlata upon Ui!b 
eurth.ioue of the binull hut-beda of the mighty uni'1 
vwse,- where all finite intelligence germlnutes) pro 
uIho minute magnets, and when those great bulur plan- 
etnry magnet» coiqe Into certain positions and aspects 
to the sun, to euifli- other,-and the earth, wo have to 
dance to their inunic for a season. OU! struggling, 
Buttering humanity, look up Into the -great, guttering, 
boundless vuultutf the heavens, and read your destiny 
and weep or rejoice, qs the case may be, for the law Is 
wrRtco.there, every jot and tittle of which mutt be 
fulfilled. Ally person sending me One Dollar with 
correct date of birth, will receive a demonstration of 
natural law that 1» bothlnstrnctlve and most wonder
ful to the understanding to know that such knowledge 
exists, and is within the comprehension and grasp of 
the human mind; It is the very key that unlocks tho 
mysteries of the universe. All those who are inter
ested in the solution of the great question of existence, 
the origin, object, and destiny of mankind, are In 
vlted to comply with the above conditions. Seek and 
ye shall find. Don't sit around and wait for some 
spirit to come und do your work for you. Commence 
flecking at once. Do something for yourself If you 
expect results. The time has aome when the blind 
should cease leading the blind. There arc other 
teachers coming to the front. Prepare ye the way for 
the Son of Man eoiueth, speaking words of caution 
and encouragement. A word to the true seeker after 
light Is sufficient. No more answers to my adver
tisement of June 80 will be given. 0. O. ADAMS,

' 1892 Park Ave., Chicago, Ill.

A TEST FOR YOU
By Michigan's Most Successful Clairvoyant
If sick, send 4 cents in postage, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, one leading sytnptoM and I will 
give you a Clairvoyant Diagnosis of your disease 
FREE. Twenty years experience us a regular 
physician, 12 years as .a successful Clairvoyant.. 
Address, J, C. Batjjqrf» M. D., Grand Rapids, Mich,

to 75 Buy» our $0 Natural Finish lia hr Ciurlato 
Vfcl IV completo wiilt plated sted wbeeh, trie, 
•prln$i, and one piece «teambeutUacdle. Mido ofl>Mtu>ute- 
rlaMÀeh fitdikea,reliable  jmd guanatoed for 3 Jean. Kbipiwd 

oolOdayi'trial. FRÉlüU’(J‘AlD¡no motte* required io 
adrince. îô.Oûû U uw. Wo aio the olde»tatd beitknovn
caoMin otour kind, reliabh and ropuuii^le. JUIcreuM 
furalihedaliny time. Make »ud «11 DUhingbultrliitus 
ruaftnue (oU urcprc'ciikd.liid nt the ioweet factory 
priwi. WRITE TO-DAY for our Urge FREE illwimcd 
cataJoKiie oftat«»tde5Îpn audible» putdiiYçd.

OXFORD MFC, CO., 340 Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

MYf^MMIEE CANNOT SEE HOW YOU DO IralWirE IT AHO PAY FREIGHT.
Buya our 2 drawer walnut or oat Im« 

d tI »proved High Arm Binger sewing machine 
finely tiuUhed, nickel plated, adapted to Ikbt 

aod heavy work; guaranteed forlOienri} with 
AutumalieBobbin Winder,Self-Thrcadlug Cylin
der Shuttle, Self-Belting Needle and a complete 
set of Steel attaehrnenlu{*blpped any where on 
80 Bay’s Trial. No mousy required In advance. 

TfijOOOnow Inuse. World'» fair Medal awarded machine and attach- 
tncnla. Buy from factory and eave dealer's and agent’s profits. 
EDEE CQt This Out and send to-day for machine or laruo free 
8 Kbb catalogue, testimonhte. and Glimpses of the World’s Fair. 
OXFORD MFD. GO. 842 Wabuh in. CHICAQO.ILL.

TK „ f WILL DEVELOP YOUf U C UP h A Have you tried it? Thd V & II L Finest Cabinet for tM X Uz y v Al purpose ever made—baru . o none. Send for Circulars
Tins marvelous cabinet o j mt •Costs Nothing
I, H, METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago^ 

Price, $1.00 delivered, Io City.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Bun, Price 15 cents.________ ____

IT IS INTERESTING.
TJEE.AND LABOR IN. JIIB, SPIRIT- 

Z^"WQrid; Being a description ^Xpcalitfpa, Employ- 
mequ, Surroundings, and Condition« In 4he Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of tyiss M. T. Shelha- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Clr- 
cie. Cloth n.OO. Postage 10 cents. For sale at 
this offlcOj_____________________ . __________

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 

JlJ. view of the Sunday Question, with Replica to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown. M. D. A pamphlet that 
should he In the hands of ait Price 15 cents. Fof 

at t his office.
~/JGE OF REASON^BY THOMAS 

Paine. A book that all should read. Price 50 
cents,

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN. ' 
L tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rar© 
work. It possesses great merit- Price «1.25.
piIE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, ' 
jf Its Phenomena aud Philosophy. By Rev/Samuel

Watson. This work waa written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble man. Price fll.OO.

IMMORTALITY^ OR FUTURE HOMES 
£ and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A 
book ot raro merit, interesting to every body. Price 
81.50.________________________ ________
INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS~BEFORE 

1 tho New York Unitarian Club. The llrat time In 
the history of the world ti nt n Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
Tho pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL ORATJON BY COJO- 
IVi nel Ingersoll on Roscoe-dohkllng. Delivered 
heforn, tbo New York Legislature, May S, 1638. Price, 
«cents.

IN THE CONSTITUTION. BY 
\JI. Jlobept G. Ingersoll. One qïflfébééj.papers Colo

nel tagemll ever wrote. In pinw ^v-er, with like- 
neBB'Ofauthor. Price, 10 cents; t^elvqtUbleBforsi.uu. 
JdZr/AT W°ULD FOLLOW THE 
V VI Effacement of Christianity ? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freotlwught literature. .Bound in paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
forsi.00.
INGERSOLL'S GREAT ANDRESS ON 

£ Thomas Paine, at the late Paine celebration In 
New York City. Price, 6 ccnta; ten copies tor5Ocents. 
STANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 
O what the editor of the Freethinker’s Magazine 
thinks ot him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for 
X) cents.
q^HE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
£ Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 

Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
*•* i). Price, 13 cerna.
CTUD/ES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE. 

O An invaluable work, by Hudson Tuttle. Price 
81.25.____________________________________________
^JLPn\ PE\Y ANO CKADLE. Bl 
I Helen H. Ga*rdxxxr. One of ber brightest, 
wittiest und strongest lectures against the Bible. 
Every woman should read it. and know her friends 
and enemies. Price 10cents.
piBSESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 
\J Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
lOcents.
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS, BY 

£ Carrie E. 8. Twlng, medium. Price 50 cents. 

rjyiE HISTORICAIf JESUS AND, 
£ Mythical Dlirlst, by Gerald Massey. 230 pages, 

VI mo. Price CO cents.
A CHS A ■ SPRA GUE'S ' EXPERIENCE 

xi < In The Spheres. Price 20 cents. .
RÈLATÎON OF'-THE SPIRIT- 

x/ÇÀLtdtho Material .Universe; and tbr'" law of 
control. New Edition, enlarged-and revised, by M. 
Faraday; Price, 15 cents- .

ZWE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN. 
_ By. Chariot 1'awbnrn. Price.10 cents.

nESEARCHES~IN~ORIENTAL ~HI& 
£\ tory, embracing the origin of the Jews, tbo Rise 
and-Development of Zoroastrianism and the Deriva* 
tlonof Christianity; to which is added; Whence Qttf 
Aryan Ancestors? ByG. W. Brown, M. D. Ono of 
tho most valuable works ever published. Price

'THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH; ORDEATH 
£ and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea .of 

Death, HeavOn and Hell." By Moses Hull. This little 
pamphlet Is devoted to an exposition of the spiritual
istic idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with the common churchly idea on the same subject. 
The name of the author is a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject Is well handled. For salo at this office. 
Price, 10 cents.

'PSYCHOPATHY. OR SPIRITHEAL^ 
JL lug. A Berles of Lessons on the Relations of the' 
the Spirit to It« Own Organism, and the Inter-Relation LULL 
of Human Beings with Reference to Health, Disease rF|LL. 
tnd Healing. By tbo spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush., ; • ••■■■■, 
through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Rlcbmondt 
A book that every healer, physician and Spirituous 
should read. Price |1,50.

ZEAFLETS OF THOUGHT J GATH- 
cred from tbo Tree of Life. Presented to human* 

Ity through the mediumship of B. E. Litchfield. Ex. 
Cellcnt throughout.' Price 81.25.
TIFE~IN~THE"STONE AGE,' THE 

Lt History of Atharacl, Chief Priest tit a Band of Al 
Aryecs. An Outline History ot Man. Written through 
the mediumship of U,G. Flgley. You should road 

.this work. PrlcoSO cento. . I . .
TjYFTY YEARS IN~THE CHURCH OP 

■i Romo. By Rev. Ch&fl. Chinfqay, ex-priest. A 
remarkable book. Pages 832. Price 82.25.
SpHEDIAKKATAND THEIREART» 
J. ly Victims; By A. J; Davis. A workaelnterosfr 

lag os It la curious. Price 50 cents. ;
■QOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. 
£\ By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, JL A. Every patriot 
Bhonld read Ik • Price «1.00.

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CEN/J THREE S-CENT SI AMPS 

kJ lock Of buir, age s,.s. one lotiOfiiR aympluii 
1. t if' l8'.‘'“c wl11I'edlilglioaei) tier by »plrltpuwer. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson. Suu Jose. ('al.

DR. R. GREER,
SPIRIT HEALER

Cures all Curable Human Diseases 
and many diseases considered incurable.

Persons at a distun.ee, however groat 
tho distance, treated with unparal
leled success. When writing for 
treatment, to save time, please state 
particulars and enclose $1.00, and you 
will receive by return mail 30 days’ 
trial treatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies.

Office hours from 0 to 12 M., Sundays 
excepted. 127 LaSalle St., Chicago/

"/¿’.S’. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
J.VL demptlou for gray, failed, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from load, rllvor, aulphur aud all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and' 
natural. It Is not a dye. It will not stain tho flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 aud 50 cents. AH 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 
1843 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia. Pa. 248

~ FREE TO THE SICK.
rjREE TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 

1 Don't suffer any longer, but send to A. M. Caldwell, 
elalrvoyaut aud healer, who will dfuguose your disease 
pkhk. under special Instructions of a spirit bund of 
electro-iuuguetlc doctors. Lose no time, but send ai 
once lock of hall', age, one leudlug symptom, aud three 
two-cent stamps to A. M. Caldwell, Box 244, San Jose, 
C“1- _________________ _____________ 251.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
N)R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY 

£S Mabs.. and bl» band of powerful undent aplriu 
aro effecting the most wouderiul curca that have 
been recorded and are po acknowledged, By the clear 
fight of clairvoyance, aided by bls marvelous bpirlt 
iorc.vs combined with bls magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of bin wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send bhn sex. age, uiune, 
luck of hair, und fourfi-eeut stump», and he will send 
tt diagnosis of your cube free. He doesn't waut any 
leading symptoms, Addresfi Du. J. b. Louukb. Shir
ley. Muss.

7 SYCHOMETRY, CONSUL!' WITH 
J Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your splrlt-frlends. Scud lock uf 
hwlr. or handwriting. and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, ii)5 4th street, Milwaukee. Wis. 245

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS IN POOR JIJ-.ALTII WILL 

X pl<*a>e reinenilxT that Water of Life Is one of 
the best remedies for Stomacb, Liver and Kidney dis
enseti. Large pamphlet free. :H 8. Main bt., Wilkes 
barre, Pn. J. R. Perry, Manager. 262.

HYPNOTISM My original method el. Wo-pp 
HllDVLlDiU, H),.. Oneou Pei-bonal Magnet
ism, luc. Dr.Anderson, p.T. 8 Masonic Temple,Chicago

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
(Formerly N. Y., College ot MugneUen.J

/IN INSTITUTE Ob' REbJNED 
Al theraputli-stni-iiullng the Sun Cun-. VHni Magnet- 
lain, Eloctrlrliy, Mlud Cure, awl a higher acleiK o of 
life. Clieiuleal altlnlty and li.isle prlurlplea developed 
with their marvellous application«, student.. In four 
coutlueuts have token the mum. The college la 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M.. Doctor of 
Magnetics. By u system of printed <juestlons atudente 
can take the course and reeelve the diplomas nt their 
own homes. 1 llbtltlltluu removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. U. 
J>. Baiihiti', M. D.. LI..D-. Dean. 5 Hollywood Ave. 
i formerly called Pulaski Stj. East Orange. New 
Jersey. asp

INVALIDS
IX. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
Vr stamps, their disease, or symploma. will receive 

pamphlet and advice free to cure theniM-l ves wit hoot 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington. Ob.o ¿J

'THE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
d... rereo 8t,a,ml18 ,or private letter of advice 
from the Spirit world. W, P. Pholon, M. D., 619 Jack- 
aon Boulevard Chicago 111. 120tf

CPIRI7UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
¡utnkS‘..aSd.?<>Iy J00nMllllU “ th08,! at bote18' wbh 
a bplrltuallatf -mtly, at SS St. Jolui’a Place near Union 
* uPK.

Kist both. Ellxer Xo. 1 and 2, one pint of each remedy; 
it wUl change and Invigorate ihe entire system, and 
with bpirlt » Hnna’s directions how to take rar«- of tho 
body, will cnahle you to have gcod health and live a 
centuty. AU sent post-paid tor rfjjx).

, B. E. POOLE. Clinton Iowa.
Lefi:iie.\('E8: B. B. Burt. < Union, Iowa; Hut th- M. 

Sumner,Sherman, Tex.; Mr.l-J. liurnioa, Jacksonville,

Wbat Shall I Do to Have Health?
Our cinln-oyant Remedies, with Spirit Varum's |n- 

etriicuoiis how to luke n new R-iiae ol Illi- end live icO 
years, Imre cured thousands; they will cure you.

"What Can I Do to Have Eyesight?
Our M agnetlzetl Com pound cures sort* eves, st reneih- 

weak eyes. Scut by mall, iiustpaid. 
lorbixn vents.

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
o Restore lust vision. Write for I JI tint mt cd Circulars 
and bow to Ik- fitted h.v our ciMirvovant Sv.'-it-m. Will 
muni i>liotoKiii|ih of my spirit guide, Yarn a. who re- 
'•‘tiled this knowledge to ni<-. The sending of the 
photograph would secih to warrant the tending of 4 
cents tn y. o. stamps. B. F. Poole, Clint Ji), low;,.

Thousands Have Been Benefited 
By Our Remedies.

B. F. Poole, Clinton. Iowa., Dear Sir: Please send 
another package <»f Magnetized Compound, for ryo 
wash. I have used it for three years, and do not like 
to be without it. It keeps my eyes in g.->od order, 
though I am past Wl years. Trust that It will dona 
mueh forme as long as I need them to read with. 
Truly. Mary D. Bell. 105 Sd Ave., Newark. N .1. 124?

FORSTER. DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR.
£ voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—In their own handwriting- 
with postage stamp for reply. "The Pacific Const 
SnlrltuallHt" of Dec. :W. 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
"Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for hla benevolent work, his 
humanitarian idea« and practices, and Ida straight
forward course of Integrity and honor." Address 
Dr.. w.M. Forster. 1059 Market Sk, San Francisco, 
California. 'y,i

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: "Psyche arrived two weeks 
ago and to say 1 was pleased does not express my ap
preciation. My boy. twelve years old. is developing 
•most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Kinging of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies witboat contact, etc. He lias also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlence.—M. Y. 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark.” Price, *1,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach. Mfr. St. PauL Minn.

TTOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
11 n> Torn orra noire. Will send a pamphlet con
taining Instructions, a letter designating vour phases 
of medtumslilp. a spiritual song book and copyof a 
spiritual magazine.all for 25 cto. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 2321 Mich., avenue, Chicago, Ill. 212

DR. SYKES.
He cured himself In’lSiO. Tho rcmcdlc, have cured 

thousands Flncc. and might cure you of catarrh. Send 
forfrecbookP’Cdminon-Si'nsoTalk.'* Pkge (for one 
pint) per mall, 81.00 Act to day and save suffering. 
Dr. Sykes Sure Cure Co., CaxtonBlg. 
Chicago. : , . 236it
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Causation of Figures of Life Dem
onstrated.

Fanaticism, the false fire of 
heated mind.—Cowper.

No man flatters the woman 
loves.—Tuckerman. ..

A cheerful face is nearly as

It is to Be Held lu Abeyance in 
New York.

k
> h 

d

corrugated that it seems almost incred
ible; ferns, leaves, mosses, window
pane flowers, dwarfed trees and cherry

J 
ás

the eyes of a foreigner, 
there is good reason.

Our literature is sacred, and we have

________ . good for 
an invalid as healthy weather.—Frank-

And So Pronounced by a Learned 
Hindoo.
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you can change until you finally have a 
gigantic sunflower in contrast with the 
minute daisy, -1

Different tones produce different re
sults, such as star fishes, shells so finely

' DEATH BLOCK OF MATERIALISM—RE

DISCOVERY OF ANCIENT ALCHEMY— 
RECONSTRUCTION QF SCIENCE — A 
COMING CHALLENGE. .

All who are in the least prophetic, 
can readily read on the dimly-outlined 

, shadows of coming events, that the near 
future will be a brief cycle of revolu- 

, tions. Revolutions in our method of 
' government; in the science of thera
peutics; in-tho science of biology, so as 
to include spirit; in astromomy, physics, 

• cosmos and general education.
In the arena of knowledge, .thought 

. and observation, what a phalanx of in
tellectual lights threatens the disinteg
rating forces of error and erroneous 
teachings! ' How gracefully and gradu
ally these forces are losing ground and 
followers, while the new dispensation is 
being accepted by the long-deceived and 
groping minds with a will that builds up 

•bravery and disciples of truth. It is so 
singular how the various, minds and 
'leaders of thought are coming into the 
fold; into public view; into the ranks of 
public. educators—coming one by one, 
each with his light as.glven him arid ae 
best he can handle.- :■ . - '

•Little did the writer dream twenty 
'years ago, when he handled a micro
scope as a toy, and after years, when 
studying simply for pleasure and im
provement of his mind, that he should 
be destined to a plaee in an educational 
sphere. Little did he dream, even five 
years ago,when he was actively engaged 
in commercial pursuits, that he would be 
forced to leave the business world, much 
against his will, enter the arena of 
thought and education and give the 
world the light accumulated uy rigid 
examination, observation and thought— 
the result of twenty years of pleasant 
moments. Duty called me and I came. 
How many more are there who are like
wise preparing and prepared to answer 
the roll-call for the coming march that 
will signal a final death to error? It is 
these occurrences to individuals which 
show to me the nature of the coming 
cycle of revolutions. It is not blood or 
implements of war upon which hangs 
victory or defeat, but it is quality of 
brain matter and lines of argument that 
will decide the battle between, dying

Superstition has caused many to reject 
truth, hence discourage all petty super
stitions about tipping the saltcellar, and 
your neighbor’s black cat; the red
headed girl and the white horse, etc., 
for they are the seed which grow greater 
ones as the individual grows in stature.

Even scientists are not all lacking in 
superstition, for they set aside petty su
perstitions as they advance, until they 
come to the creative forces; there they 
hang up their circle and square and con
clude that some great I am mechanic 
built the universe and formed all fig
ures, yet do not attempt to say who 
formed that mechanic.

When we see a beautiful landscape 
portrayed on a canvas, we marvel at the 
conceptions of the artist because you or 
I are unable to do likewise; if we were 
able to do the work, it would be a com
mon execution and we would not 
marvel.

When we perceive an orchid in its 
wonderful construction and harmonious 
tints, when we poreeive the flower of 
the night-blooming cereus, when we ex
amine almost any fern, leaf or moss, we 
are at once overawed with amazement 
at the symmetry of the corrugations, 
the mathematical accuracy of the points, 
the exactness of the petals and the 
beauty of the whole. In looking upon 
and studying these formations we mar
vel at the ingenuity of the Creator sim
ply because we think ourselves incapable 
of such wondrous works or even the con
ception of such figures. You may won
der and endeavor to comprehend the in
finite wisdom of the Creator, but J don’t. 
Wo wonder at. many things simply be
cause we do not understand them. We 
feared the thunder until wo -were' able' 
to produce it by explosions. -We. feared- 
the lightning until we found out what it 
was. and now have made it our captive 
and slave. As a child you feared the 
tickinebetween the walls as an ill omen 
until you found it was a little bug trying 
to call its mate by tapping its hornet. 
beak on the wood, then you laughed at 
your absurdness.

All fear is grounded on ignorance, for 
truth makes us brave.

Who or what has relieved the ten
sioned nerves of humanity from the 
strain of fear of the elements pf nature, 
the hereditary superstitions of our ig
norant ancestors,' the merciless tortures 
of fanatical judgments? Who has turned 
the fear of wrath and the uncertainties 
of man’s worth into the peaceful-and 
quieting awaiting of unfoldment; into 
the simplicity of the magical rest em
bodied in knowledge; into patience em
bodied in love; into knowledge that 
usurps fear. Has theology done this for 
humanity? No! Has science forced

sounds of musie (vibratioh); that since 
tljus they are, they are-susceptible to 
this manner of force; first, because it 
really formed thffin; second, because 
this torse again expresses itself through 
therh.; The flower(,absorbs its color from 
the sun’s rays; thAcolor, in .conjunction 
with the.chemicalBubstanee dominant in 
the flpwer, .emanajes another phase of 
vibratory action and thus expresses it
self as perfume of' scent. Hence, the 
red rose eniells different than the yel
low; consequently, man . being sensitive 
to the vibratory law, ia subject to every- 
thi'ng'that vibratesrin ratio to’the in
tensity ór volume iff vibration, be it the 
sun, moon or starà! who. give a yellow, 
golden, blue or red-light,

Themarvelousnòssof formations, from 
those of gigantic trees down to blade of 
grass in' the vegetable kingdom; the 
forms of animal hie from the mastodon 
down to the ■ microbe, is at once con
verted into a sample demonstrative 
truth. ' The veil isrèmQved, peer behind 
the mystic curtain!

Vibration has Aggregated and thus 
formed and animated species. Vibra
tion can and does dissolve and annihilate' 
them to our five senses, but that does 
not signify that they do no more exist as 
entities, or that [we only possess five 
senses. Materialism has one block upon 
which will rest itsjhead and be beheaded 
by advanced thought—that block is the 
theory that the ratio of intelligence is 
embraced in a givèn quantity of matter; 
that an atom or ; molecule contains a

THE UNKNOWN LIFE
Of Jesus Christ

PRESENTED BY NIGH 
OLAS NOTOVITCH.

Indianapolis, Ind., July 13,1894.
To the EditOR:—In your issue dated 

July 141 find a two-column article .from 
Mrs. Cadwallader in relation to the life 
of “Issa," recently found in a Buddhist 
convent. One would infer from the 
reading of the article that she had read 
the book; or at least extracts from it, 
sufficiently copious to form an opinion, as 
to the general scope of it. She also 
refers to interviews and correspondence 
-bi the finders with dignitaries of the 
church as to the effect its publication

error and growing truth.
The writer has found some facts in the 

science of creation which other students 
of nature have either overlooked or ig- , 
nored. That the state of science has 
been made entirely materialistic by Dar
win and others—made entirely too one
sided to be true, no one reading The 
Progressive Thinker will deny. In 
order to harmonize the truths which the 
spiritual phenomena have given the 
world, with that portion of the science 
of life and biology acceptable to think
ers and scholars, it will be necessary 
for this science to be entirely recon
structed. To this subject I have given 
much time, and if the conclusions which 
I have reached be acceptable to impar
tial and unbiased scholars on these lines, 
then, I am sorry to say, the Darwinian 
theory has been refuted, and Darwin, 
like many others who ignored spiritual 
conditions, have almost wasted their 
time. But because one observes what 
the other overlooks, recognizes what 
another ignores, examines what another 
casts aside, travels paths which have 
not yet felt thought-footprints, is what 
causes an opposite side to a burning 
question.

The science of biology as left by ma
terialist biologists is entirely devoid of a 
theory or even a hypothesis as to the 
causation of figures and forms of life. 
From the animalculaa to the mastodon' 
are thousands upon thousands of figures 
whose forms indicate diverse natures 
and characteristics. From the blade of
grass to the California giant trees are 
myriads of forms of vegetation which in
dicate phenomena as yet a mystery to 
us. Thus botany lacks the fundamental 
theory necessary to exactness upon 
which an immutable truth can be built. 
Between botany and biology there is no 
difference when we get into the science 
of causes and noumena. They are anal
ogous. The force which caused the 
figure of the giant tree, the wild, rose, 
the.' water-lily and my favorite helio- 

• trope, caused the figure of th'e tadpole, 
■ of She dog, monkey, man and mastodon.

* m now speaking of their original 
formations ages ago.. But superstition 

ever stood sentinel at the door of 
r intellect and reason and has refused 
mittance to the beggar, Truth-, as it 
ocked for admittance. But spme 
ve dared to once harbor truth in their 
micile.of thought and were benefited 
they call and recall truth and it comes, 
uperstition is ousted, truth takes its

’ h 
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this boon into the thick skulls of human? 
Yes! And how many of those of the 
former class are unjustly covering them
selves with the laurels never won or de
served by them, which science, in its 
unpretentious attitude, allows them to 
temporarily wear—because it makes 
them happy; to destroy their childlike 
happiness would be ungodlike.

Yet the greatest theologian in the 
world to-day has never advanced a 
theory, or expounded a philosophy, 
which, in its results, gave man the priv
ilege of less hours of labor, with a few 
more in the company of his family. He 
never gave man the idea of electricity 
which allows man to accomplish as much 
in eight hours as he did formerly in 
twelve; thus giving him an opportunity 
to caress the little toddlers at home; 
help the weary mother in her duties; 
smooth the furrows on her brow; give a 
hopeful word of encouragement, where 
before he was weary and irritable, 
caused by overwork. Give us a way to 
heaven here on earth, my brethren, 
then it will lead to the greater one on 
high, with a short cut across lots. Yes, 
science is dealing out mercy and hope, 
fearlessness and knowledge, to all irre
spective of position or belief.

The reason I do not wonder at the in
genuity of the Creator is because I have 
fathomed some causes to great con
structions and they are so simple to me 
that I now laugh at my former mar
veling. .

Indeed, orchids, daisies, roses, fishes, 
shells, bugs, elephants, monkeys ant 
man have wonderful formsand organiza
tions, but the simplest application of 
force on matter gives most wonderful 
constructive qualities which results go 
to prove. The following experiment 
most simple in its execution, yet grant, 
iff its results, will probably remove the 
marvelousness of the basic cause of the 
figures and forms of species embodied in 
vegetable and flesh growths—including 
man: By taking a tube made of porce
lain, so as not to transmit or be affected 
by vibratory action, spreading tightly 
over it a membranous texture, then 
covering this membrane with a 'gela
tinous substance quite subtle in its com
position, a magnifying glass and then 
you have all the mechanical require
ments for the experiment. If now you 
will sing onto this covered membrane, 
in an ordinarily strong tone of voice, 
you will perceive the molecules of the 
substance forming a figure of a daisy 
with a single row of petals; if you raise 
your voice to an octave you will find the 
flower chancing in its form, until at the 
octave note it forms double-petals. This

blossoms. Two voices in concert pro
duce differently shaped figures than one 
voice, etc.

The scientific explanation is this, viz.: 
.Sonn.d ig A vibratory fliotion^Df.qnecgy, 
jnui!inrg‘ih Bi rhythmic and'wavelike man
ner; the intensity of force ’flecides the 
height or lowness of .the note; the loud
ness of the sound denotes the volume of 
force; the volume of force embodied in 
a single sound, transmitted to a flexible 
substance, puts the molecules of said 
substance into action; the application of 
this activity onto the substance moves 
the molecules into lines whose sum total 
is a figure, unlike the lines observed 
where the sound has not been applied, 
or out of the focus of the note as 
vibrated to a center from whence it ex
panded. Now, then, these figures are 
notes or sounds of musie embodied in 
matter, and if we could apply an electric 
needle of a phonograph to these figures 
they would produce the same sounds to 
our ears as did the one which formed 
the figure. Thus does the wax compo
sition on the phonographic tube receive 
note impressions in the way of figures, 
then when the current is' applied nega
tively it reverberates the sounds em
bodied in these figures to our ears. 
Thoughts are things; words are flowers; 
man is an embodied note, susceptible to 
other sounds which » impress his jelly 
brain; these form figures on the brain, 
and through these figures—which may be 
landscapes,trees, outlandish outlines—he 
becomes experienced and is finally able 
to give sound figures (words) to his fel
low man to admire and marvel at.
EjThe earth was once in a heated state, 
causing it to vibrate with a volume of 
force incomprehensible. The gases 
formed water; water in connection with 
limes, minerals, sodas, carbons and phos
phorus produced a gelatinous substance 
known as protoplasm. This vibration 
playing upon the protoplasmic aggrega
tion of greater or lesser quantities, re
sulted in forming a'figure out of the 
same. This protoplasmic formation, as 
it remained thus a figure, attracted to it 
the harder and more brittle substances, 
especially carbon and limes, which 
caused the figure to finally become per
manent in its formation, and to day it is 
a daisy, rose, orchid, etc. On the other 
hand, the protoplasmic mass developed 
a figure of an elephant in a vast body of 
water. This specie developed cs earth 
developed and altered conditions favor
able to development of life, and we have 
a strong animal to-day. The only differ
ence between the orchid or star-fish and

given volume of intelligence and when 
aggregated the mass of matter contains 
a volume of intelligence in ratio' to the 
quantity of the mass of matter. Accord
ing to that the whale, who possesses tons 
of matter, ought to.be the most intelli
gent of species—but it,is not; the poodle 
dog discounts it a thousand to one. The 
theory of volume of matter being the 
basis of intelligence, falls to the.ground. 
Then again, according to the present 
state of the above fbience, the quantity 
of matter decides tne volume of energy 
or force. The ant moves sometimes five 
times its weight, tl^e horse three times, 
etc. Does not This . imply that a mole
cule of matter àoes^ssess sufficient en
ergy to move flje (¿id three times its 
own weight? Wasphere a tinje when 

rtheratom possessed wflly ■.sufflctOht force 
■to move Only ito'own > weight to a -per
ceptible motion? Yes! I hold when the 
atom contained only this volume of force 
it was one element, when it absorbed 
more force it became another element 
(cosmic science). The nature of an ele- 
menfis not decided by its matter, but is 
decided by the number of pulsations of 
force in a given time passing over an 
atom. The harmony of these pulsations 
decide substances.

Thus I will in time work out a new 
method to be utilized by chemists. This 
idea is, or was, the basis of operation of 
ancient alchemists. By the use of the 
blow-pipe they brought up the pulsa
tions of an inharmonious element so as 
to harmonize with others, and thus 
formed substances at will, which nature 
could only form in a state of -earth’s 
development far. far bygone.

But these truths, as I am now finding 
them in chemistry, I dare not publish, 
for they would be a dangerous knowl
edge in the hands of unscrupulous per
sons; but I hope to give them some day 
when more completed, to minds whose 
motives cannot be questioned. Tlje se
cret is this, in brief: Substances cjm be 
formed which correspond to conditions 
of human mind, and when the substance 
is handled by a person, this individual is 
at once impelled to do just as the nature 
of the substance intends—to sing, pray, 
rob or murder, or in other words, a sort 
of chemico-psychology. You will at 
once perceive why the science should be 
a secret.

It seems that I will be forced to go 
through the category of sciences and re
construct them all more or less—give to 
and take away. Even in the science of 
cosmos and astronomy, changes will be 
made which seem impossible, yet are 
most simple, truth-bearing changes 
which time will demonstrate.

It will not be long before the writer 
will issue a standing challenge for de
bate or examination to any scientists or 
scholars—especially of the materialist 
school—and thus decide the truth or 
error 'of mine or of their views.

E. C. Getsinger.
Detroit, Mich., 160 Monroe ave.

would have on Christianity, etc., etc.,— 
all of which is very interesting, in view 
of the fact that no such manuscript was 
ever found, . and no such man as 
Notovitch is known or can be found. It 
is not at all probable that “Mgr. Platon, 
the celebrated metropolitan atKiew,” 
“a cardinal at Rome,” “Cardinal Ro- 
telli,” or any other cardinals of the 
church of Rome, or metropolitans of the 
Greek church, or any one else who 
knows anything about the literature of 
India, ever supposed any such man
uscript had been found. Nevertheless, 
missionaries and officers of the govern
ment went to the convent named in the 
story and found that there was not a 
word of truth in it. But why should it 
astonish any one if such an one should 
be found? Wo know that at the council 
at Nice, A. D. 325, where the Bible was 
compiled, there were dozens of “Ilves” 
of "him;” that is to say, dozens of differ
ent ways in which the myth was related. 
We know that each in its turn was laid 
on a table and was cussed and discussed, 
after which a vote Was taken as to 
whether it was divine or not. The.books 
we now have are the ones that by a ma
jority were declared divine; the others 
failed of such majority, and were or
dered to be burned. It would not bo 
strange if some one of these manuscripts 
should have escaped the sleuth-hounds 
of Christ; for some of them hud warm 
friends, who fought for them, and died 
for them, seven bishops being killed, 
and more than^a hundred wounded, be
fore they got “God’s word” in its 
present shape.

But it would be strange indeed if such 
a manuscript should havq remained un
known in India. For more than a half 
a century Max Muller and other great 
scieiftists and scholars, under the 
auspices of the East India company, 
have ransacked the peninsula from one 
end to the other; not a convent, a ham
let, or any place liable to yield a scrap 
of paper has escaped them. And is it 
probable they would have missed this, 
when it was so easily found that a man 
picked it up when he wasn’t looking for 
it? For this reason we don’t think that 
the cardinals and metropolitans were 
much troubled about how to dispose of a 
manuscript the existence of which they 
knew to be impossible.

I. M. Stackhouse.

not deny its existence, but he comes 
forth with a curious and misleading 
statement, that sinceHSOO no such trav
eler as Notovitch has visited. Ladak, 
simply because,...aS> Mr. Shaw s.ays, he 
failed to call oh or make known, his 
business to the missionaries there.' In 
the first place, we know from 
Notovitch’s own statement that he vis
ited Ladak in.-1887, when there was no 
Mr. F. B. Shaw in Ladak to watch his 
movements; and secondly, we know 
from the Moravian missionaries’ reports 
that the people of Thibet are not in 
sympathy with them, and have not al
lowed them to pry into their secrets, or 
even enter Thibet proper.

Will a missionary, then, ever be able, 
so long as he follows his time-honored 
policy of abusing everything that is not 
labeled Christianity, to get at the truth 
which lies hidden in the archives of an
cient temples, monasteries and. libraries 
of India? .

I have shown ip. iny edition of the life 
of Issa in question, why even European 
scholars have failed to obtain the most 
correct and detailed information on sub
jects for which the ancient storehouses 
of sacred literature of India can alone 
furnish the right clue.

Mr. Stackhouse says there is no such 
man, even, in existence as Notovitch. 
This statement is a proof of that gentle
man’s “great knowledge" of well-known 
men like Notovitch, and other things as 
well.

The Chicago Herald's reply gives suf
ficient reasons in answer to such asser
tions. I would, however, add that those 
who sincerely wish to investigate this 
matter may refer- to the well-known 
publishing house of’Paris—that of Mon
sieur Ollendorf: to the managers of the 
Comptoir des Compte, in Bombay, and 
to the French Consul in Bombay. To 
those who would not, or are determined 
not to, believe in any statement that is 
not in accordance with their dogmatism, 
I would simply say: Close your eyes and 
ears.

Mr. Stackhouse says that any one who 
knows anything about the literature of 
India could not even suppose that any 
such manuscript had been found. I do 
not understand why; except in the be
lief, as be says, that Max Muller and 
other scholars-have ransacked the pep- 
insula from one end to the other, seurclA 
ing every nook and corner liable to 
contain a scrap of paper—nothing es
caping them.

Mr. Stackhouse is a well-informed 
gentleman, no doubt, but he evidently 
has not learned that Max Muller has 
never been in India. As I am a native 
of India, and having traversed a ennsid- 
crable part of that peninsula, I should 
have a little more knowledge of its peo
ple and literature than foreigners living 
twelve thousand miles away.

1 know as a fact that there are hun-

THE CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION—
ITS WISE PLAN—SCHOOLS TO BI) 
PURELY SECULAR.
The Committee on Education of the 

Constitutional Convention ,at Albany, 
N. Y. proposes an amendment to the 
Constitution absolutely forbidding any 
sort of State aid, direct or indirect, of 
schools "wholly or partly unfibrthe con
trol of any religious delamination, or 
in which any denominational tenet or 
doctrine is taught.”

This makes complete the seculariza
tion of the system of public education’in 
this State. If such an amendment be 
adopted by the Convention and ratified 
by the people, all attempts of religipus 
or parochial schools to participate in the 
distribution of the public school fund ' 
will be frustrated permanently by the 
positive prohibition of the fundamental! 
law. It would, moreover, exclude from

the elephant, is the volume of matter 
upon which, played the sounds of differ
ent notes in greater force, producing a 
different figure, nature, specie and life 
than the former species.

Among the formations produced by 
vibratory action was man. His figure is 
not so remarkable as those of the orchids 
or ferns. His nature is just as diverse 
as areihe-various species of flowers. 
His capabilities are by far the greatest 
and his susceptibility is wonderfuL ’ It 
must have taken a . high intensity of 
Action, or a high1 note, to produce this 
specie of life—man—for his nerves are 
always tensioned so as to make him sus
ceptible to every .phenomenon in the 
universe. It appears that he was the 
last object thus formed, for, when the 
notes or seven sounds or vibrations ex
ceeded this said intensity, it reached 
the octaves and consequently could only 
reproduce the figure of the first note in 
the scale with additional points, petals or 
any of tne original attributes. Thus man 
was the last being formed (not created) 
out of the matter which existed since 
thebeginning, in conjunction with the 
force evolved through the condition in 
which-matter found itself—heat. ■ - ' -

It resolves itself to this in my science 
of biology as I have thus far recon
structed itt that all beings are embodied

lin.
As high as we have mounted in de

light, in our dejection do we sink as low. 
—Wordsworth. 1 ■

A crown, golden- in show, is but a 
wreath of thorns, brings dangers, 
troubles, cares.—Milton. "

The devil has at least one good qual
ity, that he will flee if we resist him.— 
Tyron Edwards. . :

Every generation laughs at the old 
fashions, but follows religiously the new. 
—Thoreau.

They are the weakest-minded and the 
hardest-hearted men that most love 
change.—Ruskin. : ■

I hate to see things done by halv.es. 
If it be right, do it boldly; if it bq 
wrong, leave it undone.—Gilpin.

Do little things now, so shall big 
things come to thee, by and by, asking 
to done,—Persian Proverb.
■ .The stomach is the mainspring of our 
system,-and it influences bur actions. 
The destiny of nations has-often de
pended upon the more or less laborious 
digestion of a prime minister,

The Views of Virchand R. 
Gandhi.

Mr. Francis, editor of The Progress
ive Thinker, having shown to me the 
above letter, I take pleasure in offering 
a few remarks for the benefit of the 
readers. Such criticisms as the above, 
regarding the ancient manuscript re
cently discovered in Thibet by M. 
Notovitch are becoming quite common, 
and might be interesting if there was 
the slightest show of reason or argument 
in them.

Evidently Mr. I. M. Stackhouse has 
absorbed the criticism which appeared 
in the London Daily News a short time 
ago, purporting to be a letter from F. 
B. Shaw, in charge of the Moravian 
mission at Leh, twenty miles from 
Himis, where the manuscript was dis
covered which gives an interesting and 
detailed account of Jesus'Christ and his 
journey to India at the age of thirteen.

The Chicago Herald of July 29 pub
lished a full reply to the criticism of 
Mr. F. B. Shaw, who, it seems, was con
tending against Notovitch and others 
without even having any knowldege- of 
who they were, or what they did.

The first criticism set apart in this 
country in regard to the life of Issa I 
believe emanated from the pen of Rev. 
E. E. Hale, of Boston, who decided that 
no such monastery existed as the Himis, 
where M. Notovitch fwnd and copied 
the manuscript. It might be better if 
people would inform themselves well 
about a subject before offering their 
criticism, but such instances Are rare; 
they jump into the press, either for the 
sake of notoriety, or for the sake of 
opposing, ’ or for the purpose of 
keeping the masses under; the yoke of 
dogmatic orthodoxy, which is a source 
of large revenue to many, qc^read and 
butter to hundreds of others! ^according 
to the prosperity of the flock which they 
preside over), the only source, judging 
from the depth of the education which 
most of them have received. J:

I have shown, in the edition of “the 
Unknown Life of Jesus Christ” which I 
have published, that the’ monastery of 
Himis does exist, and have also given a 
picture of that institution, which is one 
of three well-known monasteries in 
Ladak. .

Mr. Shaw, who lives near Himis, does

been pillaged from time to time, and 
many of our sacred works destroyed or 
stolen by the ransackers: it is but nat
ural that our custodians should become 
cautious and jealous, and would not 
even answer questions concerning thetn: 
if, therefore, missionaries and govern
ment officers have made inquiries re
garding Notovitch and the manuscript, I 
would not wonder if they were not en
lightened.

If, as Mr. Stackhouse says, there were 
dozens of lives of Christ at the Council 
of Nice, 325 A. D., “where men cussed 
and discussed which they would give 
the preference to as being divine, finally 
settling which should be counted God’s 
word, by voting on it" and taking several 
lives, burning the rejected myths. I 
should think God would not trust his 
word with such a holy rabble, and after 
all, the Life of Issa is far more likely to 
be the only genuine one.

Virchand R. Gandhi. 
6558 Stewart boulevard, Chicago.

Holy Water No Good.
To the Editor:—!■ wish to furnish 

your paper an account of what has just 
transpired in my'family and among some 
Catholics. I will omit the name of the 
place, but it is not far from Mansfield, 
Pa. Through my wife's sister, Mrs. 
Kohler, she being a medium, my son’s 
wife has found out that she is one, and 
has just developed as a table-tipping and 
planchette-writing medium. Her grand
father and a cousin, a young lady, con
trol her. She sees hands held up before 
her face. Instruments are played upon 
and rocking chairs are moved without 
any one touching them. She was brought 
up a Roman Catholic. My son and her 
were visiting, and they held a circle, 
and had communications from her

the public schools every trace of re
ligious education, prayer, reading of the 
bible, or any formal recognition of super
natural religion, for in whatever shape 
such instruction is introduced it must 
take on the character of "denominational 
tenet or doctrine.”

Under the English system of State aid 
to primary education, voluntary and de
nominational schools are recognized as 
a part of the public provision for instruc
tion, but these are supplemented by sep
arate schools especially established' by 
the school boards, which are eiqpo.wered 
to make their own arrangements re
specting religious teaching, subject to 
the restriction that it shall not be de
nominational. Where it is provided, 
however, it is Christian, and generally, 
in the Roman Catholic view, Protestant. 
Of the 2,392 school boards in England 
and Wales, only.91 have excluded relig
ious instruction altogether, and these 
are wholly in small villages. In all the 
rest the bible is read and careful pro
vision is made for inculcating religion. 
Birmingham is almost alone' among 
them in going even $o far as to require 
;that'thh;Bible shall be yead without note 
or comment. In London the school 
board has always provided for the read
ing of the Bible and "such explanations 
and such instructions therefrom in, the 
principles of morality and religion as are 
suited to the capacities of children;” but 
last April it went furtlicl’ and laid down 
a scheme of dogmatic religious teach
ing, justly described by a writer in the 
last number ol the Nineteenth. Century 
magazine as “a creed of its own, de
signed to serve as a new safeguard of 
the faith, and to render all Unitarian 
and other heterodox interpretations of 
the Bible impossible.”

That scheme satisfies neither the 
teachers nor the public, and, generally, 
the religious instruction of the school 
boards satisfies neither believers nor un
believers. As Lord Salisbury calls it, it 
is "a patent compressible religion 
which can be forced into all consciences 
with a little squeezing.” He has also 
declared with the force of irrefutable 
truth that "no State necessity ought to 
allow you to sweep away” a parent's "in
alienable right to determine the teach
ing which his child should receive upon 
the holiest and most momentous of all 
subjects.” That right cannot be guarded 
exqept by excluding all religious in
struction from schools provided and con
trolled by the State. The logical out
come of the controversy provoked by the 
course of the London School 
Board last spring in laying out 
a scheme of dogmatic religious 
instruction will be the complete secular
ization of the London schools maintained 
by the board. If the State desires to en
courage such teaching, it must do so, 
after the English plan, by treating every 
elementary school, voluntary or relig
ious, as a public school. In its own 
schools specifically it must det religion 
alone, or else it invades an inalienable 
right of the parent, as Lord Salisbury 
says.

The proposed amendment to the Con
stitution of this State would absolutely 
forbid the adoption of that plan here. 
All schools which gave religious in
struction would be debarred from State 
aid by its prohibition. The Faribault 
plan would be unconstitutional in New 
York. The public money would be ex
pended for purely secular education ex
clusively.

The above from the New York Sun 
shows conclusively that the leaven 

• which- has been sown by the Free 
- Thinkers all over the country has taken 
’ deep root, with most excellent results.

New York. Free Thinker.

grandfather. The people were aston
ished; they had never seen any of this 
before. All were Catholics but my son. 
Her mother said: “Bring me some holy 
water; I can stop it.” They got the 
water: she sprinkled it on the stand, but 
instead of stopping it went right towards 
her, and would have knocked her over 
if my. son had not held on to.it. Several 
got on to the stand, and tried to hold it, 
but could not and gave it up. Her 
mother said: “Well, Mattie does not 
make it.” She told her mother things 
that happened in Ireland when she was 
in Ireland when she was young; told 
about a young man whom she went-with; 
gave his name in full. This was done 
through the planchette.; Her mother 
•had to give it up then, and said she 
knew the influence was against Cathol
icism: but she could not help it, for 
Mattie did not know these things, nor 
any one but herself. W. R. Packard.

Mansfield, Pa. ■
Better is oaten bread to-day than cake 

to-morrota ■'

Wherever the dinner is ill got up, 
there is poverty, or there is avarice, ot 
there is stupidity, in short, the family is 
somehow grossly wrong.

The invention of a new sauce was lib» 
erally rewarded by Elagabalus, but if it 
was not. relished the inventor was con
fined and forced to eat of nothing else 
until he had discovered another, more 
agreeable to the imperial palate.

Pepys, who was secretary to the ad
miralty in the reign of Charles II., hav
ing company for breakfast, wrote in his 
diary:. “I had forthem a barrel of oys
ters, a dish of neat’s tongues, and a dish 
of anchovies, with wine of all sorts and 
ale.” .

Alexis Soyer, the famous French cook, 
was a worldwide celebrity. He offered 
his services gratuitously to the British 
Government during the Crimean war. 
In the Irish famine of 1847 he opened a 
kitchen in Dublin, and fed 4,000 to 5,000 
$por people every day.

halv.es
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Whole Family Helped

YOU SHOULD
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copies for $1.00. For sale at this office.

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull, 
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth$1,

S)UTSlt>E THE,GATES,- AND TH. 
KS er tales and sketches. By a band of spirit! Intel
ligences, through the mediumship of Mary Theresa 
Shelhamer. An excellent w ork. Price 11.25. [

..JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS,\OR 
a/ Christ and Mediumship, By Motes Hull, Alpaùk 
pblct well worth reading. Price 10 cents.
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CHAPTER VIII.
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BY EMMA MINER, 
Author of “Bars and Thresholds,” “Led,’* 

and other stories.

Detective Sayles.
[CONTINUED,] '

“Mr, White, examine those articles op the 
table, and tell us |f you know anything about 
them?” ‘•

Mr, White took up each article, looked at it. 
carefully, and said:

“Yes; I have seen these several times, be
fore to-day. I am a floor-walker in Marcella's. 
I saw these articles taken from the counter by 
a clerk there, and was hurrying forward to in
quire into the matter, when I fell in a fit, 
which has since detained me from the store.”

“And will you state the name of that 
clerk?"

“Edward Ledyard."
Mr. Ledyard sprang to his feet hastily, but 

Mr. Sayles motioned, him back again.
"(Jan you give the date of the occurrence?”
“Yes; November 15th. I can be exact be

cause of my subsequent illness,”
“At what date, according to your recollec

tion, did Alma Andrus leave the employ of 
the firm?”

“Sometime in July, sir.”
“Why have you not mentioned the occur

rence of what you supposed was the theft be
fore?" asked Mr. Sayles.

“Because I was carried from the store un
conscious. I was sent home, and, in the sick
ness which followed, it slipped from my mind. 
I returned to the city Saturday, and on Sun
day evening I called on Mr. Emmons, who 
told me of the trouble Miss Andrus is in. 
Then it all came back to me, but I thought I 
would make my first report to Mr. Emmons. 
Then he got me here to talk to you. ”

Mr. Ledyard’s surprise and confusion be
trayed him. He saw and felt that he was 
fairly caught and betrayed of his own act. 
With a quick impulse for escape, he sprang to 
the hall door. It was locked; he turned 
quickly to the side door which led into the 
parlor, and ran into the arms of the waiting 
officer.

“Yon must come with me,” said the officer. 
He begged not to be arrested.

“I must do my duty, Ledyard,” said Mr. 
White, ‘ ‘and turn in this account to Mr. Vane, 
and also to Mr. Marcella.”

“I guess it will be all right, officer, if you 
release him,” said Mr. Vane, huskily.

‘ ‘Officer^we demand Mr. Ledyard’s arrest, 
and that he shall be held until I can commu
nicate with Mr. Marcella himself. We shall 
get no justice from Mr. Vane,” said Mr. Em
mons.

The officer took Mr. Ledyard away, much 
to the relief of the anxiously-waiting trio near 
the sofa.

“There! I think that port of the business 
will be adjusted without much more trouble,” 
said Mr. Sayles, as he took up his hat.

•‘How thankful I am!” exclaimed Mrs. An
drus and Mrs. Adams in one Voice.

“Do you think he will confess’all?” asked 
Mrs. Adams.

“Yes; I think he will before night. Now, 
to-morrow we will begin on the other part of 
it Keep up your courage, ladies, we will 
soon straighten thia matter.” Mr. Bayles hur
ried ont and away.

He was right in his conjecture about the 
confession. He hastened directly to the police 
station, and in the presence of Mr. Vane and 
officers, questioned Mr. Ledyard, who con- 
fesfied to the theft, and admitted placing the 
articles in Alma’s bureau.

“Did you put Mrs. Adams' money, the roll 
of bills, there too?” asked Mr. Sayles.

“Yes. I didn’t take the money because 
I wanted it. I put it in there for the same 
purpose as the other.”

“Did yon put Mrs. Echo’s purse and watch 
there also?"

“No; I did not I positively know nothing 
of those. That was not a part of my work. ’’

Mr. Sayles’ quick eye saw that Mr. Ledyard 
was telling the truth.

“Well; I guess you’ll have to stay here a 
little while until we can fix this matter up," 
and the detective left Mr. Ledyard to his own 
disturbed reflections.

Mrs. Echo’s Confession.
Mrs. Adams resumed her duties, resolving 

to keep a close watch on Mrs. Echo. She was 
fearful that nothing could be dofie to shield 
Alma so far as she was concerned, well know
ing that Mrs. Echo would push matters to the 
utmost extremity on account of her hatred, Of 
Alma’s mother. > -■■■ ' ■ >i AW;

“For -all that, have we not been wonder
fully led out of the ttriuble. in regard to Mar
cella? Surely, Mr. White’s return-was most 
fortunate; and L cannotbelieve that my inno
cent child will be left to suffer such disgrace.”

Poor Mrs, Andrus tried to lighten her btirden 
by looking on the brightest side she could im
agine.

Mr. Emmons had just seen Detective Sayles; 
he had (told him of Mr. Ledyard’s full con- 
fessionii.'f:After the trio had discussed it a lit
tle, Mr, ¡Emmons said: *

“Seems to me Ledyard might have hit upon 
a morel original plan' for. such contemptible 
work than to do what he did. It's an old 
story.” '

‘ ‘That's: trud; but, I suppose, it was the 
first idea which entered his head. You know 
he is not particularly brilliant."

“I’m sure I'm thankful he did just what he 
did—so long as he was determined to do 
something, ” said Mrs. Andrus in reply to Mrs. 
Adams' remark about Mr. Ledyard’s lack of 
brilliancy. “If he had done something else, 
we might not have been able to track him."

“I only hope we shall be able to track Mrs. 
Echo, ” said Mrs. Adams, “for 1 feel she is 
the top and bottom of the rest of it. ”

‘ ‘Perhaps we had not better let it be known 
what we have ascertained so far," said Mr. 
Emmons, “she may be more on her guard. 
We want j^Jhrow her off, if possible.”

“I think so too; so, at the risk of allowing 
Alma to remain under suspicion for awhile 
longer, we will be quiet about it. I’d like to 
turn Mrs. Echo out of the house, but I want 
to keep hej: here to watch her." And so, try
ing to comfort each other, ’they separated for 
the night '

Early Tuesday morning Mrs. Adams had a 
caller. It was Mrs. Millis,

“I had,.'to come!” she stidj “I have some
thing to 4ay to you." ‘c

‘ ‘I ain glad you have come. I should have 
come to you myself this afternoon if you had 
not. ”

“I must go upstairs again, into that same 
room.”

“Very well; we will go," replied Mrs. 
Adams, leading the way.

Mrs. Adams had taken care to fasten the 
door which led from Alma’s room into the 
hall; so they passed Into it through Mrs. An
drus’ room, she following them a very inter
ested listener.

They entered, and fastened the door inside. 
Again Mrs. Millis seemed partially entranced.

“It is in there—in that same drawer," she 
said.

“Yes, I know; you know we found it there," 
replied Mrs. Adams, soothingly.

“I don’t mean those things—something 
else; something bright and shining; it jing
les."

“Do you mean she put something else 
there?” '

“No; sjte didn’t put it there; she dropped 
it; she lo^t it. I want to get it and put it on 
my arm. .1 must have it" ■

“Get it, then, if you can find it,” said Mrs. 
Adams encouragingly.

Mrs. Miliis went to the drawer. She looked 
carefully, sometimes passing her hand over 
her forehead, sometimes clasping Ijer wrist 
and saying, “I must have it! 1 must!"

Suddenly she gave a glad exclamation. 
She drew from among the folds of a skirt a 
small locket, with a bit of broken chain at
tached to it.

“Here it is! 5ow, if I only had the rest 
of it, I could put it on my arm!”

Mrs. Adams looked on in amazement She 
recognized the locket as being one she had 
seen about Mrs. Echo. It was a part of her 
bracelet. Mrs. Millis continued: ’

“She lost it here; it dropped off, and she 
doesn’t know-where it is! She—the bold, 
dork, handsome woman—she lost it here when 
she put in the other things which have made 
so much trouble. ”

Mrs. Adams understood the matter at once.
“You have done a good thing, Mrs. Millis," 

she said, •
“I am not Mrs. Millis; I am Alma’s 

father. * I want to help her. Don’t let that 
handsome, bad woman know you have found 
this. Tell the red-haired man as soon as you 
can. Ite will know just what to do.” . ■

Mrs, Adams remembered that the detective, 
Mr. Sayles, had red hair.

Mrs. Millis seemed to have accomplished 
her work, for she resumed her normal state, 
and soon after went away.

Mrs. Adams lost no time in sending for Mr. 
Sayles. She told him of what had occurred; 
of her suspicions of Mrs. Echo’s treachery. 
The fact that Mrs. Echo had not accused Alma 
of stealing that part of the bracelet created a 
suspicion in: Mr. Sayles’ mind that Mrs. 
Adams' ideas about it were correct; that-Mrs. 
Echo had really lost it there. ,r

“You see it is a very delicate bracelet," 
said Mrs. Adams. “It is interwoven with a 
peculiar chain; She has worn it constantly 
since she has been here; and I have heard her 
say, and others have heard her say, that she 
has not removed .that bracelet for several 
weeks, . She thought' she had lost it oh the 
street, and has advertised it to-day. ”

“Well, I think I can begin to see our way 
out of: this. Just give that precious bauble 
to me for a while. It will serve us well. I 
may have to answer that ad.”

Mrs. Adams gladly handed it over to him.
“Say—isn’t that Mrs,’Millis a witch?" He

asked it half-laughingly, but with an earnest
ness underneath his smile which made Mrs. 
Adams think he had gotten a new thought. ‘ 
' “You can call her that if you choose. She 
is a good woman. ” .

“Yes; I have heard of her before, But, 
as for that other one, she’s the devil and all. 
Did you ever hear of that fuss she got into—I 
mean Mrs, Echo—over that match-making be
tween Mr. and Mrs. Lansing? No? Then I 
must tell you.” •

Mr. Bayles sat down in a hall chair while 
he told his story. • k/'

“Well, she made her little speck out of 
both of them. You see, it was this way. 
Lansing got his eye on a woman; she was a 
widow then, a Mrs. Faxon. He heard she 
had a good bit of money laid by, and he 
wanted to get hold of it; so he went to Mrs. 
Echo to see if she could help him. Accord
ing to the story,: he agreed to give her a hun
dred dollars if she would help bring the match 
about. ■ . . 1

• ‘Next thing she did was to get hold of Mrs. 
Faxon, and describe a gentleman to her who 
would make her a proposition of marriage. 
Eaid that he was wealthy, and all that; and 
hinted that Mrs. Faxon ought to make her a 
present of a hundred dollars if her prophecy 
came true. Mrs. Faxon told her she woiild 
give her the hundred dollars. ; ’

“As for Mrs. Faxon, she was a mercenary 
woman, and she jumped at the bait as soon1 as 
it was offered. She married Lansing on short 
notice. She sent Mrs. Echo the hundred ddl- 
lars on her wedding-day. It didn’t take Idig 
for the new Mrs. Lansing to have a falling-out 
with the bridegroom when she found that he 
was really poor, and so they quarrelled; arid 
in the midst of it it came out that she had 
been victimized by Mrs. Echo. And both the 
hundred dollars came out of the Faxon pocket 
finally, for he had borrowed the hundred dol
lars he had paid Mrs. Echo, and the Faxon 
woman paid the bill before she knew whd it 
was for-—or what it was for. j Oh, I tell y6u, 
she is a schemeri There’s no doubt but she 
is clairvoyant, but she does fool folks tre
mendously if she can see a way to make a dol- 
larl” •

“L know that now," replied Mrs. Adatps; 
“I didn't when she first came here. I khow 
she has good powers, but she takes advantage 
of people on account of them," '

“Well, now, you just encourage her in a 
qniet way to talk about her bracelet, and we’Jl 
see what will come of it," -and Mr. Sayles 
bowed himself out.

Mrs. Adorns followed Mr. Sayles’ advice, 
and led toward the subject at the table at din
ner, until they had nearly all heard her say 
that “the bracelet was placed on her arm by a 
very dear friend, to whom she had made a 
promise she would not remove it until they 
mat again,” and hinted that “in two w6elis 
more"—and then she blushed, [

“I am so sorry I lost any part of it.. It 
must have been on Saturday, while I wasqut 
I am sure it was there Saturday morning?'be
fore I went out to make a call. I misshd’ifc

■ ‘-‘Mrs. Echo, I would like to ask you a few 
questions concerning your recent robbery."

“Are you. a. detective?" she asked, quickly 
interrupting him.
. “Yes. Tell me the day and hour you first 
missed your purse; and tell me, as nearly as 
possible, the exact hour you went out of the 
house previous to its loss.” -

Mrs. Echo's memory was good. She fixed 
the hour precisely as to the time of going out 
She could not be so exact about her return, 
but thought it was about fifteen minutes be
fore the accident in the street

After she had given these particulars, there 
was a little silence. Mrs. Echo was wonder
ing what was coming, next

Mr. Sayles suddenly held up the missing 
locket, with the bit of broken chain dangling 
from it

“Do you recognize this, Mrs. Echo?”
“Oli,' yesl Why; that’s mine! Where did 

you get it? Oh, I’m so glad it is found!" 
ghe reached out to take it from Mr. Sayles’ 
hand.

“Wait a moment» please. Let us examine 
It’’. < .

It was seen that the piece of chain matched 
perfectly with the chain remaining on the 
bracelet; even the broken link matched per
fectly. Beyond all reasonable doubt it be-, 
longed to that ’particular bracelet.

“Oh, I’m so glad it is found!" she repeated; 
and again she reached for It.

“Excuse me.’ A moment more, please.,"
Mr. Sayles stepped toward the back parlor 

door. In obedience to a sign from him, Mr. 
Hemenway entered. Mr. Sayles heid the 
locket before him.

“Did you eVer see this before, Mr. Hemen
way?" ’ i ■

“It looks like a part of Mrs. Echo's brace* 
let," he replied, looking at it attentively. 
“Oh, yes; I've peen it before; have noticed it 
frequently.”

“Do you remember when you saw it last? 
Be as particular regarding the time as jou 
can. Take plenty of time to think. ”

“Now, let me see; the last time I noticed 
that locket was that afternoon the accident 
happened, on a Saturday, late in the after
noon. Mrs., Eetio came in from the street, 
passed upstairs, and I noticed it then.”

“Sure?"
“Yes, assure as I can be of anything. I 

was in the lower hall at the time, and stood 
talking to Alma Andrus several minutes.”

“That is all, thank you. You may be 
seated, or leave us, just as you please.”

Mr. Hemenway felt there was trouble in the 
air, and although he wondered greatly what it 
could be about, thought he had better go, and 
did so, casting a second curious glance at the 
anxious faces of Mrs. Andrus and Mrs. 
Adams, and the darkly-frowning face of Mr. 
Emmons.

After the door had closed, Mr. Sayles 
turned and seated himself in front of Mrs. 
Echo. There was a stern, set look on his face 
which had not appeared there before, and 
which boded no good to the woman who sat 
With’ a very disturbed face before him.

[TO BE CONTINUED. J

dissolves being, such expressions as “Thank 
God I” “Eternal life," “We are glad to prove 
that life is immortal.” ’

Henry Ward Beecher, whom I, have met 
personally in earth-life, and whom I have 
many times heard speak, comes with wonder
ful vividness. With his arm around my shoul
der, or his cool, magnetic hand patting my 
forehead, he tells me what portions of my 
books he has aided me to write, counsels me 
in my development, promises aid in the fu
ture, and then saying “Thank God for life 
immortal,” the great noble head, Beecher’s 
own, sinks slowly to the floor and dematerial
izes at my feet.

Mrs. Williams will remain with us awhile, 
then go to Lake George, and then meet her 
appointments in Europe. Paring October, 
she is engaged by the Sphinx Society in Ber
lin, such savants as Carl du Prel, Aksakoff, 
and Lombroso having- engaged seats at her se
ances. She spends November in St, Petersburg 
and other Russian cities, and December in 
France. We are glad and proud to lendjier 
to Europe, and we hope the good spirits will 
bring her safe home again. . ,

Abby. A. Judson.

“My husband was 
troubled with Itheu- 
maiieni so that ha 
could hardly lift his 
hand to his head, and 
also had severe pains 
in his stomuch after 
eating. Four bottles 
of Mood’s Sarsapa
rilla completely 
cured him. Our 
son was all run down 
nnd Hood's Sarsapa- 
rllla built him up, and

he gained 15 lbs. Our little boy leon has also 
been given appetite, weight nnd strength by 
theinedielne. Mood's Sarsaparillacuredme of 
Eryaipelue, which I have had for 15 years and 
which Is now entirely driven out of my system. 

Hood’s^ Cures 
Since taking Hood’s I am better In every way,” 
Mbs. H. K. Johnson, Lyme Centre, N. H.

Hood’« Pills are a mUd cathartic. 26%

“I am positive it was there when you cafne 
in from the street Saturday afternoon, ’’ Baid 
George Hemenway, a young man who whs one 
of Mrs. Echo’s particular admirers. “You 
may remember you came in a little while be
fore the accident, and passed upstairs. I 
was talking to Alma, os she stood dusting the 
hall minor, and I noticed it as you went up
stairs. ”

“Are you sure, Mr. Hemenway?” asked 
Mrs. Adams eagerly.

“Yes; very sure.”
“Could you testify to it in court?” asked a 

boarder jokingly.
“Yes, if it snould be necessary," he replied 

laughingly.
“It may be necessary yet, young man,’’ 

thought Mrs. Adams. She said nothing, but 
her heart gave a great bound as she began to 
see the mists breaking away a little. -

Again she sent down for Mr. Sayles, and 
gave him this new clue. *

“Good enough! Now, we will follow this 
upl” he said with a beaming face. He waited 
a little while, standing thoughtfully by the 
mantle.

“Do you know whether Mrs. Echo is at 
home?”

* ‘Yes. She is in her room. ”
“Well, I want you to arrange it so she can 

be in your private parlor at five o’clock this 
afternoon. I want Mr. Hemenway, also."

“I think I can manage it with Mrs. Echo, 
but Mr. Hemenway will not be home from 
business.” '

“Very well. Then I will see him myself 
and have him here. I want Mrs. Andrus and 
Mr. Emmons, and yourself. I shall bring an 
officer. Let him go into your offlefi until I 
wont him, and take Mr. Hemenway into ybur 
back parlor. Then I will get Mrs. Echo in 
here with us. We will soon settle this, rind 
Miss Alma shall be in this house this Very 
night, I promise you." ’

“I will be sure to arrange all as you'de
sire,” she said. /

Mrs. Adams’ face had brightened wonder
fully at Mr. Sayles last words. He saw it as 
he was passing out, and turned to exclaim:

“Therel For the Lord’s sake, don’t carry 
such a face hs that with you, or she will sus
pect something is up, and it might upset our 
plans.!" > . t;

Mrs. Adams tried to look sober again, bat 
it was hard work, for she felt Alma’s deliver
ance was near.

It was nearly four o’clock When Mr. Sayles 
went out He returned soon with an dfficer, 
whom he stationed in Mrs. Adams’ office. 
Very soon Mr. Hemenway came in and seated 
himself in the back parlor.

Lake Brady Camp-meeting.
Our speakers this week have been W. R. 

Colby of Coliimbus, Lyman C. Howe, H. D. 
Barrett, O. P. Kellogg, and Mrs. Celia M. 
Nickerson. I will write in this letter more 
particularly of the mediums on the ground.

Nearly all the phases of mediumship that 
have yet been developed are represented here, 
and to. very good advantage. In materializa
tion we haveJMrs. Harry Archer, Mrs. M. E. 
Williams, of New York City, and Dr. A. W. 
Rothermel, also distinguished by his marked 
ability to.indicate exactly the location of met
als, waters and gases below the surface of the 
ground. The independent slate-writers are 
Mrs. J. S. Donovan, W. R. Colby, and H. E. 
Chase, the last of whom is our spirit photog
rapher. Thé healers are Dr. D. 8. Martin, of 
Dayton, and Mrs. Herrick, of Columbus, and 
the trumpet mediums are Dell Herrick and C. 
J. Barnes, both of Columbus. Mrs. T. L. 
Ham en, of Chicago, is a business and test 
clairvoyant, with automatic writing. As 
clairvoyant trance mediums we have Mrs. 
Kate Cleveland and Mrs. G. Cooper, of Akron.

Those who have attended the seances held 
by Mrs. M. E. Williams are especially struck 
by the vividness and independence of the ma
terialization, and by the mental power dis
played. This famous medium declares dis
tinctly that transfiguration and personation 
are never presented through her, and that we 
are to expectjonly materialization and ethereal- 
ization. That being disposed of at the begin
ning, the sitter is relieved from the anxiety of 
deciding which of the forms presented are 
true materializations or merely personations. 
That thé materializations are true is evident to 
any. one who can'see, as very often two forms, 
one male and the other female, dematerialize 
slowly togéther in front of the curtain in sight 
of all, speaking all the while until the head 
dissolves in the floor. The idea of confeder
ateS is wholly excluded by the fact that the 
cabinet is built like a bow window of the cot
tage, without a‘door or a window, however, 
and can be exatnlned on the outside any time 
by daylight, arid “on the inside as well. Mrs. 
Williams is a very large woman, weighing 210 
pounds, and of medium height» While the 
forms vary froin men of gigantic size to slight 
girls seemingly in their teens, and little chil
dren three feet high. Little ones come out, 
talk, and dematerialize without going into the 
cabinet. ' The main controls are Mr. Holland.

Chicago Spiritual Union Picnic.
Numerous inquiries and wishes, having been 

made respecting a Spiritual picnic, several 
leading Spiritualists conferred together about 
the matter, and finding a very general desire 
for such an occasion, have thought best to 
make the following announcement:

The Spiritualists of Chicago and vicinity 
are cordially and fraternally invited to join in 
a grand union picnic at the Pes Plaines River 
Park, Proviso, Ill., on Tuesday, August 14, 
1894, and if that day should be stormy, then 
the occasion will be postponed for one week to 
Tuesday, August 21, 1894.

Notice has been sent and given in several 
Spiritual societies, and it is requested that this 
notice be given at all our sister societies in 
this city and neighboring towns, at their next 
meeting, and that as many as can will unite 
in making this occasion one to be long remem
bered in the history of Spiritual festivals. 
Several matters of great importance to our 
cause will be presented to the audience for 
consideration and action, and it is desired that 
there should be a full representation of our 
brothers and.sisters in the cause. Opportun
ities will be given the Indian, controls for a 
Council Fire and Powwow. Parties attending 
may bring lunch, blankets, wjraps, hammocks, 
games and anything that will add to their com
fort and pleasure. ।

A beautiful grove has been, selected and 
music will be on the ground for dancing.

Notices will be published in the Chicago 
Sunday papers (except the ¡Tribune) of August 
12, 1894, containing latest details.

Officers of Spiritual societies intending to 
take part in this picnic will please address the 
Committee of Arrangements, care of The 
Phoghessive Thinker, 40 Loomis street, Chi
cago.

Each Spiritual society taking part is enti
tled to a member upon this Committee, and 
the name of that member should be sent in as 
above as soon as possible, so that a meeting of 
the whole Committee may be called not later 
than Thursday, August 9, and a call is now 
made for a meeting of the Committee, to pre
vent accidents in the sending and receipt of 
notices, to be held at the Spiritual Temple of 
the First Society of Spiritual Unity, in Custer 
Post Hal), 85 South Sangamon street, this 
city, on Thursday evening, August 9, 1894, 
at 8 o’clock sharp. This society gives a so
cial that evening, to which .every brother and 
sister in the cause is invited, as well as the 
members of the Committee. ,

Let us.all unite our thoughts, words and 
acts to make the occasion of this Chicago 
Spiritualists’ Union Picnic a red-letter day of 
hearty reunion and social enjoyment in the an
nals of Spiritualism. Let every one do a lit
tle towards making it a success and the full 
measure of enjoyment is assured for all. Fra
ternal greetings:

E. N. Pickering, President, 
For the Committee.

Have a copy of the “J stral 
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Og
nev H. Richmond. It la 
indorsed by advanced Mas
tens in Spirit Life and 
will iniform you where to 
i.rocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guide senton^ 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Bou I.
Chicago, IU.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

Thia la a most valuable book. It cornea from an Ex* 
Priest, whose character is above reproach, and who 
knows what he 1b talking about. Everybody ebould 
read It. Price, 11.00. It contains tbe following chap* 
terat

CHAPTER T.
Ths Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Belt* 

respect in the Confessional. ,
‘ CHAPTER H.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the 
Priest.

. CHAPTER III.
The Confessional 1b the Modern Sodom.
_ CHAPTER IV.
How tbe Vow of Celibacy of the Priests is made easj 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

Tbe highly-educated and refined Woman In tbe Cow 
feasional—What becomes of her after uncondltlo» 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

4 CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys nil the Bacred Ties o( 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil 
ized Natlous?

CHAPTER Vin. '
Does Auricular ConieiBiou bring Peace to the Soul?

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture. »
n CHAPTER X.
God compels the Cburch of Rome to confess thl 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER XI.

Auricular Confession In Australia, America, ani 
France.

, CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for tbe Consideration of Legislators, Hus 

bonds and Fathers—Some of the mailers on whicl 
the Priest of Rome must Question bls Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE MISSING LINK y
In Modern Spiritualism. ■ -,

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT 
uaHsm—BQ-callctb—from Its inception at Hyde» 

vllle. N. Y., Including the experiences of tbe Fox Fann 
lly, spiritualistic ana otherwise, could not fall to bd 
very Interesting, and the interest is intensified when 
that account Is written by one of tbe Fox Sisters, 
Such Is tbe fact In this instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after bur marriage with 
Daniel Underbill. Tbe scenes. expericnceb/trlalB and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most entertalntngmanner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is s 
most important part of tbe history of tbe great Spirit- ■ 
nal movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK” >
to aid to a foil understanding of Spiritualism, and 9 
better knowledge of its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume la enriched with a number of fine en* 
graved portraits of members of tbe Fox Family.

Price, For sale at this office.

Mrs. Andrus and Mrs. Adams were again 
upon the sofa; and Mr. Emmons sat nehr

who lived,in England two hundred years ago, 
and gives deep, philosophic instruction; little 
Bright Eyes, about three feet high, who comes 
out and rocks in her little rocking-chair; and 
Frank Cushman, .the., real manager of the se
ance, whoiri his deep musical bass voice keeps 
down the frivolity of Bright Eyes, and tells

them. Then Mrs. Adams Called Mrs, Echo« each person-just'What to do on coming to the 
down, and, directly-after she entered, >Mr.\ cabinet. Henry : Kiddle, Bishop Simpson, 

,i.. n Prentice Mulford, and Henry Ward BeecherBayles fastened the door softly behind her.
All eyes seemed to be centered upon ;Mr. 

Sayles, so Mrs. Echo looked toward him also, 
wondering what it all meant.

come out. looking exactly as they did in earth 
life, talk like themselves, and dematerialize 
slowly in sight of all, the last word as the head

Man and Nature.
The mountains, and the forests, and the seas, 

Oldest of mourners with pathetic tohe, 
Have each a natural music, all their own, 

Set in accord with human destinies, 
Sad, tender, manifold. What is more sweet 

Than woodland melodies at noon? More 
mild ,

Than dimpled ocean, like a laughing, child 
That lisps, and rolls a jewel to our feet, 
Breathlessly calm? And then, within an 

. hour,
Behold that self same ocean on the shore 

Lashes; the forest quakes, with deafening 
power

The rocks arc rent. Then, oh! amid that 
roar

Awe-struck we sink, we fall upon our knees, 
Ye mountains, and ye forests, and ye seas!
The mountains, and the forests, and the seas, 

Have each their music, with our mortal lot 
In sympathy, to soothe, exalt, appease;

And man, too, has his music: has a note 
Of world-wide sweetness; tender reveries,

Dirges of buried blisses unforgot, 
Rejoicing pteans, glorious symphonies:

But all of them lack something: they have 
not . ■ ,

The Voice once heard in Eden: and the ear, 
Pleased with rich sound, is as when some 

one sings ,
In a great Court before a King of Kings: 

He closes; and, of rapture born, a cheer
Shakes the high roof; but when the Lord of 

all
Speaks, there is awe and silence in the Hall. 

. . -A G. £.• _ _ . ■ •

‘ ‘God in the Constitution.By Robert G. 
Ingersoll One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author; Price, H)9 cents; twelve

Researches in Oriental History.
BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.

Ont Vol. limo, 407 Paget, Cloth, $1.50,

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. RESEARCHES. IN JEWISH HISTORY, 
il. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIAN IS HL.
8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. । 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? ’ 
Tbe whole comprises on earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume tbo Jews aro clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. Tbe Messianic idea Is traced to tbo Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and lu history II 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of tbe Christian era. —- • • , , , .'

The book demonstrates that Christianity and 1U cen 
tral hero aro mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; aod that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but BnrvIvalB of so-called paganism. It shows vast ro* 
search among the records of the past; its facte are 
mostly gleaned from Christian ftutb’• and no per« 
son can read It without I cstrucUeD «ru-i profit, whether 
he reaches tbe Bimo conclusions with the author QI 
otherwise. Foraaie at thls.officiv

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

ZHIS VOLUME CONTAIMS THE
belt Poemi ot tbe author, and some of her molt 

popular longa. with the music by eminent composers. 
Among tbe Poemi which bare attracted wide notlca 
are: “Budding Rose,” "Incidents of Life Pnder tbe 
Blue Laws,” "Paraon Smith's Prophecy," “From the 
Highlands of Heaven,” "The City of Sorrow." "Solllo. 
quyot Fulvlaat SIcyon," "TbeHoly Maid of Rent,'« 
etc.

The Musto Includes "Tbo Unseen City;" "Clarb 
oel," a June Song; "We Shall Meet onr Friends in the ■ 
Morning”; Meet Us at the Crystal Gates."

Mary of the Poems ere admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the author In her public read
ings.

Press Nottom.—Mrs. Emms Rood Tuttle Is master
ful In her prolific poetical genius.—Tbe Two Worlde 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gba 
Sohrs brlghteit scholars.—Cbansanlne ..rgua. A. 
tl^cdpoet» whose writings aro familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is well known a* 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite «mgs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems arc worthy to bang like * 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to onr better 
selves.—Heitor M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetto talent—Warren Tribune. A poet wliji abun
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light She IS 
me of nature’s poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
lalntlly refined, setting Itself to tnnslc.—Prosrcsslre 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sora A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel li exquisitely beautlinLi-D. Ds 
dome. >

The volume contains 225 pages, !« beauUfnllyWlnted 
ind bound, and furnishes a Iino Holiday Girt! Price 
11.50, post-paid. I

For aalo at thia office. '

.-THE MYTH OF THE GREAT 
' nge. Something roti Bhonld have tx> refer uk Ba 

Junei M. McCann. Price 15 cenu. 1



THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER

THE RED SPECTER!
Did President Carnot See It?

IT

Translated from the French,

. A'.

Secretary. 2141Í

Co-

Ideas.
The Unknown.

THE LAW 
AND THE PROPHETS. 

By F. E. Ormsby, Chicago.

VISITED THE GHEAT NAPOLEON AND FORE
SHADOWED HIS DOWNFALL.

ions and 
Religious Congresses at the 

lambían Exposition.

PSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
1 Lite. Letters to tbo Seybcrt Comml«.lon. Br 
Francis J. Lippi tu An llltatrated pamphleu Worth 
Its ■weight in cold. 1‘rlco Wccnti

TIFE ANF LABOR IN THE SPIRIT. 
Lt world. oyMlBB Mary T. Shelharacr. Itaboofidi 
jn facts in reference to the Sommer-Land. I**lcu lhub.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thonghta on how to rcoeli th«t nltitudi 

(There Epirit Ib supreme and all things arc subject tuR
j BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth. 50 cents: paper. 25 cents. For cole st
INr offic®. .

"DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. 
£\. Given Inspirationally bj- Mra. Msrla M. Klnf 
You will not become veary -while yetuUug thl« cxeV 
lent book. Price 75 ccuu.
~TJTSTORICAI. -AND CRITICAL RE. 

JJIr’crrof Ilin Sunday question. Ills luysluabU. 
BX G.TV. Brown. M. D. Price 15 cents. .

The Unknown

ri

3

Ï 
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

?

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS;
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

XL which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together with soms 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos
tles, and Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles," 
by AllbSTutmam. Price 75 cents; For sale at tU* 
office. ,

AUGUST 11, 1894

This Department is under the management of 
the distinguished author, speaker and medium,

Hudson Tuttle,
who will respond to all questions; as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena . and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 
direct to him on a postal or by, letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention. Mr, Tuttle has 
consented to act in this capacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, OJiio.

overcome this influence and for the time hold 
the undesired influence at bay. It would be 
best to abandon sittings for a time, and by 
mental culture and spiritual growth arise to a 
more active sphere, where a new order of in
telligences will take possession and control.

After six months sittings may be resumed, 
with, however, the greatest caution to preserve 
harmony, by having only those in sympathy. 
Seek not only for mediumship, but the com
panionship of the most exalted spirits.

Q. B, .JI.: In my experience in communi- 
catipg through mediums, while the messages 
seem to come distinct and easily, names apd 
dates are difficult. Why is this?

A. If the hand of the medium wrote au
tomatically, or the tongue moved ¿8 an inde
pendent instrument; it would be perplexing to 
answer, but with a better understanding this 
disappears. When tfce control is' perfect, 
names and dates can readily given, for the 
body of the medium is simply a machine 
obeying the will of the control. This state is 
rare, and in all cases of .impressibility, 
thoughts and ideas are transmitted by waves 
through the spirit ether and are received by
jhe mind of the medium as waves, and not jn 
the form of words. To illustrate: Take the 
telegraph; the current of electricity passes 
along the wire to the receiving instrument, 
and is transformed into a series of sounds, 
which in turn are translated into thoughts. 
A thought is sent through the ether by a spirit 
in a series of waves, as the electric waves are 
sent along the wire. If the mind on which 
they strike is sensitive—that is, mediumistic— 
such mind becomes the receiving instrument, 
and these waves impinging on it give rise to 
the same idea that set the waves in motion. 
But as the mind is subject to ever-changing 
conditions and states, and the medium not 
amenable to the fixed determination which can 
be given an electrical instrument, he becomes 
an important modifying cause.

The culture and conditions of his mind de
termine the words by which the thought shall 
be expressed, and unless this capability exists, 
impressions thus received could not be trans
formed into appropriate words. The idea may 
bo thus given, but the words being the me
diums expression depends on his vocabulary, 
and even expression, style, etc., must be more 
or less that of the instrument To transmit a 
name or date, which has no idea, requires the 
most perfect conditions of impressibility, if 
pure automatic action is not reached. The 
difficulty will be understood by those who 
have experimented in hypnotism or mesmer-
ism. Subjects who obey suggestions and 
read the thoughts of the operator are com
mon, while those who will give names, dates, 
elc., arA rare. ' ■

In Deleuze’s work on mesmerism an in
stance illustrative is reported. A sealed letter 
was given a very susceptible magnetic sub
ject. It read:

“No other than the eye of Omnipotence can 
read this sentence in this envelope.

“Troy, New York, Aug., 1837.”
The subject read: .
‘ ‘No other than the eye of Omnipotence can 

read this in this envelope. ------ , 1837.”
He omitted “sentence,” and all the date but 

the year.
The difficulties of communication are very 

great and con be only comprehended by a 
spirit who undertakes the task. How changed 
the message may be, by the receiving mind, is 
illustrated by an incident related by the well- 
known author and gifted medium, Mary How
ett It came in the form of a dream. Mr. 
William Howett was then in Australia, and 
she dreamed that she received a letter from 
her son, in which, in large letters, appeared: 
“My father is very ill.” Six days afterward 
a letter came, not from her son but from a 
friend, saying: “If you hear Mr. Howett is 
very ill, let this assure you he is better.” All 
that was correct in the message was the cen
tral thought.

Far more difficult is this spirit impression 
than sending messages by telegraph or tele
phone, and how often are the latter strangely 
distorted—countless influences act on the cur
rent, magnetic streams flow in from the sky, 
the air, the earth, and, after every precaution, 
the current is affected; so with the thought
waves in their transmission. And again, 
what would the telephone message be if the 
receiving instrument was not perfect, and 
failed to catch the vibrations except at inter
vals? . ‘

Hence the caution with which judgment 
should be rendered or conclusions reached.

, That abstract terms, names, dates, etc., 
are not given, or, if attempted, does not invali
date the other parts of the message. They 
should not be pressed, for, as soon as it is 
possible, these will be given. The spirit com
municating often refuses or hesitates to make 
the attempt, well knowing the chances of 
failure and the criticism sure to follow.

8. S., Tiffin, Ohio: Q. By advice has 
been sitting to develop trance, but became so 
nervous had to give up sitting two years ago, 
but is yet affected, not being able to pass into 
the trance or free herself from the influence. 
Will a medium be of assistance, and what 
shall she do? - ,

A. In nearly all such cases, and they are 
many, by sitting too frequently, or with pro
miscuous circles, before a full development, 
an order of spirits are enabled to come in whd 
have just knowledge sufficient to carry the 
sensitive to the borders of trance, but they 
are not able to do more, and they have noth
ing to teach if they could. Holding the me
dium, no others are. allowed to'; enter the 
sphere, and hence the medium’s development 

kyemains stationary. A Btrong .hypnotist might

G. W. H., Kansas City: Q. What does 
Spiritualism teach relative to reincarnation?

A. Reincarnation is one of the oldest be
liefs, being among the earliest efforts of man
kind to solve the problem of existence, 
Through the efforts of Allen Kardec, this be
lief was introduced into Spiritualism, and be
came a cardinal point of faith for his follow
ers. It is, hence, characteristic of the “Spir
itists, " in contradistinction to Spiritualists, 
who, to be true to that name, ought not to ac
cept this dogma.

There is a portion of the ranks with their 
leaders . believing in reincarnation, and re
ceiving instructions through mediums from 
the Spirits. There is a far larger portion who 
discard the dogma as an effort of ignorance in 
the childhood of the world to account for the 
mystery of life and death. Reincarnation has 
no place in science, and no necessity of being.

That spirits teach this doctrine, while others 
reject it, has been a difficulty with many 
thinkers, yet it would disappear if it is con
sidered that spirits are not omniscient or in
fallible, and many remain prejudiced and 
biased for many a long year.

Scientific Spiritualism teaches that the 
spirit, or the “celestial being,” and the phys
ical body ore produced together at birth, and 
mature together until death severs the silver 
cord which unites them. All spiritual beings 
once inhabited physical bodies from which 
they were evolved. Having passed through 
the gateway of death to a higher sphere of ac
tivity they cannot return to any other physical 
body. Nor is there any necessity for their 
again passing through the earth-life, any more 
than it would be for a butterfly to again be
come a caterpillar in order to become a more 
perfect butterfly. The caterpillar it for the 
evolution of the butterfly, and that once per
formed, nothing would be 'gained by a thou
sand returns. Unlike the butterfly, the human 
spirit thus individualized, in a new and higher 
state, passes on in a direct but ascending line 
of advancement

Dr. J. K. Dearth: Q. (1.) Is it right to 
give nkmey-reproducing power by law? (2.) 
Can money by natural law reproduce itself? 
(3.) Are not the interests of the masses su
perior to that of the few? (4.) If man-made 
laws conflict with natural laws, does not, in 
time, war and revolution follow?

A. (1 and 2.) Money as a measure of 
value has no reproducing power, but money 
has another aspect, that of a representative of 
value. To illustrate in a plain way: A works 
a day, and receives a dollar. If he puts it in 
his pocket it wili never get to be more, or earn 
anything as long as it stays there. It is a 
representative of his day’s work, and he can 
get someone else to work a day for him if he 
chooses, or purchase a dollar’s worth of the 
products of someone’s labor. Again, B has 
an offer of two dollars a day to dig ditches, 
but has no spade. He says to A, 1 ‘Let me 
have your dollar and I can purchase a spade 
with it, and earn two dollars a day, whereas 
without it I can earn nothing.” Now, it is 
the same whether A purchases a spade and 
loans it to B, or loans him the money and. he 
buys the spade for himself. Herein interest 
and rent rest on the same foundation, and are 
inseparable. What is wanting is justice. It 
would not be just for A to demand half B’s 
wages for the use of the spade; nor interest 
more than to secure him against risk, and 
make it some object to deny himself the use 
of his money.

B receives, or should receive, the greatest 
benefit, for his labor is incomparably greater 
than the value of the spade. He is able, 
however, by the use of the dollar, to make it 
reproduce itself for him every day. The same 
principle is involved in all business to the in
vestment of millions. Wheat may be worth 
50 cents in Chicago and 75 cents in London. 
Some enterprising man must attend to its 
transport He may be a man with ability 
but without means. He borrows the money, 
buys a cargo of wheat, sells it in London, and 
after paying the interest, based on the risk, 
or rather the average of risks, he finds that 
the money he borrowed has increased until he 
has something left for his labor, and more 
than empty-handed labor would have brought, 
which balance he refers to the use of the 
money. He has just as truly added value to 
the wheat by the transfer as the farmer who 
grew it, and mofiey has been one of the means 
by which he has worked.

(3.) The law has been stated as the great
est good for the greatest number, but a higher 
law, that of spiritual ethics, is the greatest 
good for all. ■ • ,

Progress, in civilization, not only means 
greater intelligence and morality, but the dif
fusion of these among the masses.

(4.) Revolution follows, unless the leaders 
recognize justice and right, and then evolu
tion, which means that the process of natural 
growth is the course of history.

Cherryvale Grove Meeting.
The Spiritualists of Cherryvale, Kansas, 

will hold their second annual grove meeting 
commencing Sunday, September 2nd, 1894. 
We expect the following mediums and lectur
ers to be present: Dr. De Buchananne, Mr.O. 
L. Concannon, Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, Dr. 
D. Eastman, Mrs. Biyan, Miss Ella Cutler 
and others. We should like a good Slate
writing medium. Cherryvale is only 80 miles 
from Liberal, Mo.. Arrangements have been 
made for good hotel board at sixty cents per 
day. We expect.a great many people here. 
Mediums wanting to come will address “

H. P. Dryden, President

To the Editob:—Since the news of Car 
not's assassination, says a writer in the St 
Louis Republic, flashed across the cable, one 
has often wondered if he was warned of the 
coming termination of his career by the “Lit
tle Red Man," L’Homme Rouge,, as the French 
call the celebrated royal specter, which is said 
to have, first made its appearance in the time 
of, the first and only great Napoleon. Accord
ing to the general belief, the “Red Specter” of 
the French (which is a “familiar” correspond
ing to the “Weisse Dame,” or “White Lady" 
of the German royalty) only makes his ap
pearance at‘the Tuileries on the eve of some 
great national disaster. > ,

Some accounts declare that the red appari- 
tiotf visited both Louis XVII. and Marie An
toinette on several occasions, making his last 
appearance to the latter on the evening , pre
ceding the day upon which «Ke suffered death 
by the guillotine; but I have RXm pretty'good 
authority that he was unknown prior to the 
battle of the Pyramids, July 21, 17,98, a fact 
which will be more clearly set forth before this 
note is finished.

The news of the Red Specter’s periodical 
visits to the great Napoleon first became the 
property of the general public in 1814, no less 
a personage than Count Mole being responsi
ble for its publication. Mole declared tqat he 
had been acting as a guard at the Tuillerles, 
and that he had received express command 
from the emperor to admit no one. Hardly 
had an hour passed when a queer-looking char
acter, dressed in scarlet from head to.foot, 
made his appearance in the hallway. He was 
promptly halted, but as promptly demanded 
lo see the emperor. Mole attempted to ex
plain the situation, but the Red Man would 
not hear to it. “Tell your master," he per
sisted, “that the Red Man is awaiting an au
dience. ’’ Mole obeyed the specter's command. 
Napoleon, the “man of iron,” blanched, and 
his arms dropped nerveless to his sides when 
Mole made the announcement. Finally he re
gained his composure and gave orders for the 
unwelcome guest to be admitted. Mole, at 
the risk of losing royal favor, listened at the 
chamber door, and afterward attested on oath 
that he heard the following , remarkable con
versation between the Red Man and the em
peror: ,

“General," said the-specter, “this is the 
third time that I have appeared before you as 
a man. The first time we met was in Egypt, 
on the eve of the battle of the Pyramids (sic); 
the second after the battle of Wagram. At 
the last-named place I gave you four years in 
which to conquer all Europe or make peace 
with the allies. Now I come for the third and 
last time to warn you that you have but three 
short months of power; in three monthpirom 
this hour the allies will be in Paris, A genpral 
conquest.,or a general peace must be had 
within ninety days, otherwise your power will 
be confined to a small, bleak island of the sea. ” 
Saying this the specter left the room even 
while the emperor was trying to explain that 
either a conquest or peace would be impossible 
in such a short space of time. On March 31 
(this meeting is said to have taken place Jan
uary 1, 1814) the aliens were in possession of 
Faris, and Napoleon, was soon after made a 
“sovereign" over the miserable little island of 
Elba. '

The red ghost is said to have once visited 
the little King of Rome (Napoleon’s son); 
also Louis XVIII., in 1824, and to have 
made his appearance in Paris in 1871, during 
the last days of the Commune. However, it 
was quite natural to one familiar with the 
above story, and others of similar nature re
specting this same red specter, to wonder if 
his warnings could not have been extended so 
as to give the late president some hint of the 
sudden termination of his career.

There is something very singular in con
nection with the Red Specter, and there must* 
be a great deal of truth connected with the 
manifestations ascribed to it.

Divine Weight.

A Request of all; Public Mediums.
The National Spiritualists' Association hav

ing been tendered beneficial seances for the 
purpose of assisting to create a fund which 
will be of advantage to mediums as well as to 
the cause in many other ways in which the 
National) organization is now devoting its en
ergies, and as Bros. Emerson, Moore, Mrs. 
Bartholomew, Williams and others have prom
ised to assist in this important matter, we 
have been requested to issue a general invita
tion to all public and test mediums to devote 
the proceeds of a single seance or circle, on or 
about the 10th of August, or as soon thereaf
ter as possible, to the National fund. '

This being the first year of the existence of 
the National organization, the principal duty 
incumbent on the officers who have been se
lected to fulfill its purposes has mainly been 
for a consolidation of the local societies and 
associations, which has so far succeeded that 
it will require much less energy and consump
tion of time and means than has been hitherto 
demanded of them, and greater attention can 
now be given to the requirements in the build
ing up of societies; in placing on a flrm foot
ing those where difficulties have impeded their 
progress, in the organization of new societies 
where Spiritualists abound in sufficient num
bers but are still lacking in cohesion, in the 
recommendation to societies "of satisfactory 
mediums and lecturers, which are often de
manded, in meeting the wants of mediums 
who are desirous of placing themselves before 
the public, in assisting those who, despite 
their honest intentions, are ofttimes made the 
victims of the ignorant and prejudiced, and in 
placing on a firm basis the entire organization 
of the Spiritualists as a class in the foremost 
rank of those who are recognized as teachers 
of the highest order of Spiritual development, 
and to show to the world that in this respect 
we are advanced above all other classes or 
sects in Chris tdhdom.

The mediums of the country can materially 
assist in this important work, and to this end 
we ask that while you are endeavoring to pro
mote the cause, you will assist the National 
Association by your contribution in the man
ner designated and give a single seance and 
make it known to the general public the time 
when and where you will carry out this pur
pose.

We have made this invitation general and 
shall make an especial record of the results to 
accrue, while we can safely promise that the 
means realized will go far to benefit the cause 
we cherish, and furnish to all participants a 
satisfaction that they have done something to 
upbuild Spiritualism and gjve it an impetus 
which it has never before received.

Mediums who are disposed to favor this re
quest, which is made on the solicitation of the 
Board of Trustees of the National Spiritualists’ 
Association, are requested to notify the under
signed and make returns as near the above 
dates as possible, and due acknowledgment 
will tie made and recognition at the coming 
National Convention.

Robt. A. Dimmiok, Secretary N. S.-A. 
Washington, D. C.

Spiritualism in Foreign Countries.
The National Spiritualists’ Association is 

now commencing to receive reports from dif
ferent foreign countries in answer to an invi
tation to this effect, and they will be submitted 
in condensed form at the National Convention 
to be held at Washington, D. C., on October 
9, 10 and 11, next, when it is expected that 
the results of the work in this respect will 
produce an impression of a marked character 
and illustrate to the public in the United 
States that the most remarkable demonstra
tions of Spirit power are taking place. con
stantly all over the world, and that the devel
opments are becoming stronger and increasing 
in multitudinous directions. Our letters of 
invitation are being printed in the foreign 
journals in their respective languages, and they 
are recognizing the great importance of re
sponding to the request we have made for a 
more general knowledge of the extent and va. 
riety of Spirit communications.

It is believed that this action will, when 
made manifest, as we intend, to the general 
public, be productive pf much greater interest 
on the part of Spiritualists not only but of all 
advanced‘minds, and especially the liberal el
ement of the religious world, and that it’mnst 
result iu far more rapid accessions to our ranks 
than the cause has. ever yet realized.

Names of prominent persons and officials of 
high rank, as well as the most noted scientific 
men, are being furnished as having expressed 
themselves without equivocation in possessing 
the knowledge which makes the Spiritualist.

Robt. A. Dimmiok, Secretary.
Old Testament StorieSj comically illus

trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts. 
Price in strong, board covers $1. Cloth,

1.50.

Lookout Mountain Camp-Meeting, 
Tenn. .

To the Editor:—The Lookout Mountain 
Camp-meeting closed last evening. Bro. A. 
B. French enthused every hearer. His grand 
ideas were put forth with such winning force 
that every hearer drank in the wisdom which 
flowed from inspired lips. If we can secure 
his services for next year’s camp, 1 think that 
light will break into ihe hearts of our Southern 
homes. May good angels attend him every
where he goes, is my earnest wish, to bless 
both him and his good wife.

Bro. Frank T. Ripley was earnest, and gave 
entire satisfaction with his many gifts. His 
psychometric readings were, in nearly every 
case, confirmed. His success was wonderful, 
even to me, an old Spiritualist and constant 
attendant at all of our camp-meetings. To 
Bro. Ripley is due the thanks of our associa- 
ation for his generous services, especially in 
giving us music throughout the meeting. He 
will be welcomed back to our future»meetings. 
He leaves Chattanooga this evening for Cin
cinnati, and will lecture and give tests there 
for several days. May success attend him.

The annual meeting of stockholders closed 
their work on the 28th, re electing the same 
board of directors, with one exception. Mr. 
Jno. McDougall, of New Orleans, takes the 
place of Mr. I. H. Massie.

The directors were given authority to act for 
the best interests of the association, but to 
avoid encumbering the camp ground with 
debt. I am satisfied each and every director 
has the interest of our Spiritual cause at 
heart, and will work in perfect harmony.

Jerry Robinson, President

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond's 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

<‘Woman: Four Centuries of Progress." 
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers' Inter
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 
1893. By Susan H. Wixon. A noble ad
dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should 
be read by every woman and every man. Es
pecially excellent to place in the hands of 
women who are members of the churches. 
Price, 10 cents. t

Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional” in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or $1 per copy. For sale at this office.

Woman, Church and State. A noble work 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages, cloth
bound, $2.

Life of 
0ÜSCHRIST 

BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 
MANUSCRIPT, 

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH

Since the writing of the New Testament no 
book hat appeared of as great importance to 
Christianity as “The Unknown Life of Jesus 
Christ ”

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians.

The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
Wrerity-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it.

“ The North American Review" devotes eight pages of its May number to an 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 
Presse,” of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery.” The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contain«

This work contains 186 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

_________ Address this Office, 40 Loomis St, Chicago, Illinois.

This la the only work ever published that explains 
In detail, the occult relation of-physical bodies—vege
table, animal, human and planetary, showing the hid
den meaning of the stars, and why, and how they in
fluenza human lives. ,

Tim magnetic law of the uutvhrso Is fully explained 
and Illustrated, enabling auy uno to cast lioroBoopee 
and delineate the saiue, also to diagnose the physical 
body, and successfully treat Al) junnuer of physical 
and mental disturbances Planetary phrenology and 
physiology illustrated. Incarnation, attainment, and 
the necessary steps to Che highest expression possible, 
are clearly explained, showing people the wt>y, and the 
life of the adept. How to breed and rear any nature 
or character desired is u feature of the work, all of 
which is simplltied and brought within the reach 
of all. - .

The work Includes a new mechanical system for 
finding the positions of the planets for all time, which 
alone Is worth one hundred dollars.

Physiognomy and anatomy, and the co-ordination of 
males and females illustrated, if you wish to know 
the truth concerning these tilings you can gain more 
Information from this work than from all other works 
on occult astronomy put together. The world needs 
the Information It contains and teachers must bo pre
pared.

Better than a college education is this Truth, for It 
reveals the ••Bidden Sight” and explains every feel
ing. desire, impulse and emotion of the human race.

Arc you ready tor Thvth?
Price by Mail, $10.00 per Copy.

F. E. ORMSBY.
215 1925 Washington Blvd., Sia. K. Chicago.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC-

turcs given by the Spirit Band through the me
diumship of Mr«. Magdalena Kline. This volume con
sists of u buries uf lectures, messages und poems, 
written and delivered In public through the mental or
ganism of M«>. Magdalen« Kllno, a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their tone is excellent 
and thclf spirit good; and even though one may dad 
some ideas that dllTer from those he ba« held, yet he 
will fl ml much to please. hcnclH and instruct. The 
reverence with which Jesus H mentioned will please 
innny, sithough the Ideta advanced concerning Jeans 
and Christianity are not alter the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 4KN large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for 81.50. For sale at ibis office.

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
(Incorporated Nov. 1, 1893.)

'THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
J. National Splrltuu!IsLa’ Association Is now open 

at till dines, «nd all Spiritualists are Invited to visit 
their official home. A register will bo Kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who nrj requested to send In their 
Dames and addresses, also officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of tht*e, and 
firctnpt notice should be sent to us of nil changes of 
ocation. Officers of societies In all foreign eomurlea 

ere also requested to confer with us, and Information 
Is desired respecting all new phases of development 
In all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and inng- 
nz.incs upon Spiritual matters arc earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address as above. Rodkbt A. Dimmiok,

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Relig-

Ono of the most Important and interesting events 
connected with the World’s Fair was tbc Parliament 
of Religions. It will go down the ages as one of the 
greatest events of the world's history. To students of 
comparative and ethnological religion the contents of 
this portly volume of n thousanttand-onc pages win 
prove of most intense Interest, and the statements and 
presentations of the various faiths by their accredited 
disciples and exponents arc vastly Instructive. The 
price of tbls great volume IB only (2.50. For Balo at 
this office.

n OS PEL OF NATURE. BY If. L. 
CT Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repieta with 

fplrltual truths. Price fLOO.

Z'HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELA.
Uons r.nd Expressions In Human Embodiments. 

Given through Mrs. Cora L, V. Richmond, by her 
Gnldes. A book that everybody should read who are 
Interested In re-incarnation. Price «14XX

THEDIAKKA.
'THE DIANKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
J ly Victims, by tbo Seer, A J. Darla, Is a very In

teresting and suggestive work. It Is an explanation of 
much that Is false and repulsive tn Spiritualism, em- 
bodylnga most Important recent Interview with James 
VlctonWUson, a'resident of tho Summer-Laud, Price 
50 celts. For sale at this offle-

Pf

YOU SHOULD READ IT.'
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN. 

Jl tcrcourse. Contents; Guardianship of Spirit*; 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrlnd 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; Resurrec
tion of tho Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work has been translated Into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the bouse 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar casei 
in all parts of the country. This volumn is the first 
from the author directly od the subject of “Spiritual
ism," and has stood the test of many years, Clod) 
H-S5. io ceaU. For sale at UI» «flloa.

GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work Is one that every- one should read. It 

beam® throughout with rare gemaof thought, practical 
aa well ns profound. There Io sunshine mid beauty tn 
every sentence uttered. The work is dedicated to thfl 
author’s favorite sister, barah French Farr, now passed 
to spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin. HelghtSi Ublo, 
gives an Interesting sketch of the author's Life.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch oftba&ifooi A. B. French«
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of

Probability of a Future Life. 
Anniversary Address. 
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS
OF .PSYCHIC -> SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttle, essay« to utilize and 
explain the vast array of facta lu Its field of research. । 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re-/ 
fcrrlnglbem to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated arc as follows: •

Matter, Life, Mind, Spirit; What the Senses teach ot 
t.'ie World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and ita Results; What la 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism^ Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; SensitlvciiesB proved by 
Puychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of nn Intelligent Force Superior 
to tbe Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer, in tbe Light of ScnsitlvcncsR and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must he, granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light,

It Is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 258 
pages. Sent, post paid el.25.

This work may be called tho first attempt to corre« 
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It is a vade mccum, 
and answers about auy question which may arise lu 
the minds of the Investigators of spiritual phenomena« 
For &ue at this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE,' 

Al “ Rights of Mao,” “ Age of Reason,” etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of hie writing^ 
by G. Vale. Those who would knflw the exact truth U 
regard to this most abused patriot and religions re
former should read this volume. Price 81. Postagi 
10 cents. For sale at thia office

ROMANISM ANT) THE REPUBLIC. ‘
A WORN THAT EVERY LOVER Of 

Ai tit® country should have at hand tor.consult 
lion- ByRer. Isaac J Lensing. M. X TUI® 1® n tn-xt 

' ftblo work, cunsiatinj; of ft DIbcusb-Igu of tho I'urpuw*, 
Assumptions, Principle end Methode of the Botunn 

’Catholic Hierarchy, Tee work contains 4K ¿nd 
- inny be considered a xn^c of valuable Infoniutlon 

every patriot 2x Vu land L’rlte^i. l ur ¿ale at xhA 
office.
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i Fictitious Relics.

FublUhtd Crery Saturday at No. 40 Loomta Street ■

J. R. Francis, Editor and Publisher.
Entered at Chicago Postofflceaiiedclaaa matter

Terms of Subscription.
TB»FBoeB¥8BiVBTBixKEBwlllbo.rural«bed until 

Turther notice, at the Xollowing tcnjiB, invailably la 
bniyear - - - - _ - _ . jjoq
Club« oi ten (a copy to the one getting up 

tho club) - - - - - - (iso
Thirteen weeks - - - - - jjete
tingle copy ------- gcu

BBinTTANCZS.
. Remit by Fostoffice Money Order, Registered Letter, 
wdrill on Chicago or Kcw York. It coats from 16 
to 15 cents to get drafts cashed on local banks, so don’t 

(send them unices you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direct all letters to J. R, Fruncle* 
Ho. 40 LdomlB St., Chleaco, 111.
>—--------------------------------------------------------------- -
ULUB8I IMeoltTaMT SUGGESTION!

. As there aro thousands who will at first venturi 
only iwenty<flVe cents for Th k Proomessivb Thinker 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those wb^receive 
& sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, and thus be able to remit from $1 to $10, or even 
more than the latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a largo sum total, and thus extend 
(be field of our labor and uscfulnct *Vho same sug
gestion will apply in all cases of renew«.! of subacrip-

. tions—solicit others to aid in the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever In Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for The Pdoohbssivk Thinker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

.j A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful horveet than we < nn 

give you for S5 cents? Just pause and think for a i lo
ment what an Intellectual feast that email Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of Tbs Fan- 
onsestvs Tpihkik thirteen weeks la only twenty-live 
cental For chat amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-sized book I

Take Notice.
I Of At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 
the paper Is discontinued. No bills will be cent for ex
tra numbers.

HT If you do not receive ytror paper promptly, 
Vrlteto us, and errors |u address will bo promptly 
corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
W Whenever you desire the address of your paper, 

changed, always give the address of the place to which 
it is theu sept, or the cbaimo cannot be made.

' A little Catholic church at St. Anne, 
nine miles from Kaijkakee, Ill.i has re
cently come into possession of one of the 
most valuable relics of any age. It is no 
less than portions pf the bony remains of 
the ghod St. Anne;. .the grandmother of 
our Lord Jesus. Christ. Two thousand 
persons were present on the grand occa
sion of their first exhibition in this 
State, a few days ago. Several wonder
ful cures were wrought, and several 
pairs of crutches were left as evidence 
of the feat.

We fear the ecclesiastical historian, 
Mosheim, robbed Protestants of their 
confidence in these sacred relics, when 
he told of the arts of the monks, whose 
“superstitions knew no bounds.” He 
says: » “Quantities of dust aiffl' earth 
brought from Palestine,,. were.handed 
about as the most powerful remedies 
. . . and-were sold and bought every
where at. enormous prices.” We qfiote 
vol, 1, century 4,.part 2, chap. 3, seo. 3:

“The list of the saints was augmented 
with fictitious names, and even robbers 
were converted into martyrs. Some 
buried the bones of dead men in certain 
retired places, anff then .affirmed they 
were divinely admonished, by a dreani, 
that the body of spme friend of God lay 
there. Many, .especially tb'e monks, 
traveled through the different provinces, 
and sold, with the most frontless impu
dence, their fictitious relics.”

With sqch facts it is easy to under
stand how a Catholic) church, at the 
French village of St. Anne, in this
State, chances to be endowed with 
bones of the grandmother of God.

the
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A CHAPTERof HINDOO MYSTICISM. 
The Yoghi and Occult Forces.

WONDERFUL YOGHIS.
Strange Stories of the íncom 

prehehsible Achievements 
of Indian Magicians.

Evidence of Various > Witnesses.

Great Trees Grown in Five Min
Utes, Water Turned Into 

Snakes, Human Bodies ’ 
Floated in Air,

MIRACULOUS FEATS OF LEVITATION— 

AND TO CROWN ALL, THE MARVEL

OUS TRICK BY WHICH THE FAKIR 
. CLIMBS ON INVISIBLE LADDERS.

ish in size while you look on it, growing 
smaller and smaller, so that at last it 
would take a magnifying-glass to recog
nize it, Then it disappears completely. 
This will occupy about a minute and a 
half. Suddenly you see again a tiny 
brown object, not bigger than a sand 
grain;' this enlarges in the most inex
plicable manner, till at the end of an
other minute, the original dish, a foot 
in diameter, filled with water to the 
brim, and weighing at least fifteen 
pounds, is again before you. i fi
fi WITHOUT MEANS OF SUPPORT.

Another will hold out one-half' of a 
cocoa shell at the end of a stick, and 
then slowly withdraw the latter, leav
ing the shell without support in the air, 
as rigid as if it were part of a stone 
pillar, On one occasion Dr. Hensoldt 
saw a fakir pour out of a cocoanut shell 
which he held high with his-naked 
arm, enough water to fill a dozen large 
buckets.

Another olass of Hindoo jugglers are 
styled pundits. Pundits, in Hin-

rice, which they obtain in precisely the 
same manner as the Buddhist priest, 
viz., by begging. They are, in fact, 
traveling missionaries; at least the 
Yoghis are, while the Rishis are her
mits, who live in the jungle or in the 
hill country, in solitary nuts and caverns 
which they quit comparatively seldom, 
to carry some mysterious message to 
the outer world.” , (1

Among all the marvelous fèàts ac
complished by Hindoo Yoghi, or rather 
prophets—adepts of a higher science— 
there are two which in the opinion of 
all Western travelers or Indian resi
dents who have witnessed them take the 
lead.

These are the so-called “mango trick” 
and the “rope trick,” They were seen 
by that early Venetian traveler, Marco 
Polo, who gave a minute description of 
the rope trick, which holds good at the 
present day. These marvelous Illusions 
have been the wonder of centuries. 
The following is a description given by 
the writer just quoted:

“I shall never forget the day and the

Í.
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. Tip the Priest and Ensure Heaven.
The world is told that it owes its rise 

Jrom barbarism to civilization to the 
'gentle influences of the Gospel. It is 
claimed but for its glorious inculcations 

jln&n would be wallowing in vice and 
/crime, that violence would everywhere 
prevail, and that oppression and wrong 

¡■would be the rule instead of the excep
tion.
, In times of great excitement like 
those we have just passed through, it 
Is difficult to suppress the inquiry: 
From whence has come the disturbing 
element, and the disorder which has 
kept this city, as in fact the great west, 

. . 'in an uproar for weeks, involving the 
destruction of life and property, the 
marshalling of civil authorities and the 
.array of military forces in hot haste to 
¡stay the disturbance and prevent a 
bloody revolution?

We cannot know the religious beliefs 
l«jf the inciters of these riots, but as we 
look upon the tumultuous multitude in 
the street, learn their nationality, and 
watch their action in wrecking and 
burning railroad cars, in destroying 
bridges, in employing violence to pre
vent honest labor from engaging in its 
accustomed duties, it is clearly appar
ent the tools of these riotous leaders 
are connected with the parent church, 
and the conviction is forced upon us 
when we see the priests of that church 
hastening to shrive the soul of some un
fortunate Who has fallen in death while 
engaged in acts of violence. As they 
belonged to the mother church, from 
which Protestantism sprung, whose 
peculiar civilization the daughter has 
inherited, we need not extend our re

searches beyond this point.
t There was one feature relating to the 
Strikes which all must have noticed. As 
soon as the military were in the field, 

¡and it was clearly evident somebody 
(would be hurt if the violence continued, 
j the Catholic priests issued their mani
festoes, and insisted that Catholics 
should abstain from wrongdoing. It 
was excellent advice, and was promptly 
accepted by those who had been most 
actlye in these daring outrages; but 
curious this influence was not exerted 
when the violence was at its height; 
when every railroad line entering the 
city was filled with the debris of over- 
'turned or burned cars, and dynamite 
was being employed for general destruc
tion.

Instead of sending missionaries abroad 
' to indoctrinate pacific countries, and 
convert them to our methods of violence, 
possibly civilization would be the gainer 
by first civilizing the professed Chris- 

■ ■ tians among ourselves. We own to a 
“tired" feeling when we hear these 
boastful claims of churchmen that our 
advanced civilization is the outcome of 
its egotistic and bigoted teachings.

It is intensified when confessions, 
prayers and forgiveness are passports to 
eternal bliss, and that even if the guilty 
soul is writhing in purgatorial fires a 
generous tip to the priest will insure 
him a speedy pass to heaven.

A Black Eye.
The case of C. C.. Moore, of Lexing

ton, Ky., the editor of the Blue Grass 
Blade, indicted for blasphemy, has just 
been heard on demurrer to the suffi
ciency of the Indictment. Mr. Moore 
employed these offensive words in his 
paper: . •

“When I say that Jesus Christ was a 
man exactly like I am, and had a human 
father and mother exactly like I had, 
some of the pious call it blasphemy. 
When they say that Jesus Christ was 
born as the result of a sort of Breckin
ridge-Pollard hyphenotion between God 
and a Jew -woman,I call it blasphemy, so 
you see there is a stand-off."

Judge Parker presiding, in rendering 
the opinion of the court,said, as the case 
was a new one to thfl, jurisprudence 
Kentucky,he had given extra considera
tion to the subject, ^e found no statute, 
law of Kentucky bearing on the subject. 
In England, with a union of church and 
state, there was a common law provision 
against blasphemy; but in this country 
there was no such union. The divorce 
of church and state is complete. The 
bill of rights in the Kentucky Constitu
tion provides that “no preference shall 
be given bylaw to any religious sect.”

The whole ruling of the judge is an 
instructive chapter in legal lore, but we 
must be content to say that he sustained 
the demurrer and dismissed the ease. 
The prosecution, however, was granted 
a removal of the case to the Court of 
Appeals, from which we may hear of it 
again.

Jus Tice.

pression of its form, until, when about 
ten yards from the supposed stem, the 
apparition had completely vanished. 
Only the Yoghi stood there, and he 
smiled as he caught my eye, but his look 
was such as I shall not easily forget. 
And my surprise did not end here, for. 
no sooner had I commenced retracing 
my steps than the outlines of the tree
A LOW-OASTE MAGICIAN, OR “FAKIR.” 

appeared once more, growing more dis
tinct with every step, till at last, when 
reaching the spot where I had originally 
stood, it had resumed the same marvel
ous reality. Precisely the same thing 
happened when, instead of approaching 
the tree, I went further from it. It 
faded and finally disappeared completely 
when I had about doubled the distance, 
then came back again, and distinct as 
ever, when I got to my original position. 
And it was evident that all the rest of 
the onlookers underwent the same ex
perience—viz., each individual saw the 
tree only from the place where he stood. 
Two English officers who happened to 
be very close to me saw nothing at all, 
as I could notice from their remarks.

“The mango tree, had now been in 
view fully twenty minutes, during which 
a large concourse of people had gathered. 
The Yoghi, who until then had not 
opened his lips, now placed a small mat 
of cocoanut fiber on the ground and 
squatted down on it, Eastern fashion, 
with his legs crossed, which was at once 
interpreted by the people as a sign that 
he wanted to address them. The 
Hindoos squatted down likewise, and 
most of them came around to the side 
where they could face him. It was a 
beautiful and impressive sight—this 
silent multitude of dark-eyed Orientals, 
assembled, as it were, by accident, on 
the great square of Agra, listening to 
the voice of the teacher. There was a 
sincerity, repose and attention such as 
few, if any, speakers would find in a 
Western audience.

“ ‘Onee,’ he began, ‘when Brah- 
madatta was King in Benares, the 
Bodhisatta was born as a white crane, 
far in the Neilgherry Mountains, near 
a lake where the lotos never fades. 
And then he went on giving the details 
of one of those strange and beautiful 
Jatakas or birth tales of Buddha, of 
which an incredible number are circu
lating in India, showing how the great 
teacher for the hundredth time resolved 
to quit the blessed repose of Nirvana, 
out of divine compassion, to be once 
more incarnated in an earthly form and 
undergo the suffering and sorrow which 
all terrestrial existence involves.

SUDDENLY DISAPPEARED.

“It was easy to perceive that the 
listeners were profoundly impressed 
with the Yoghi’s preaching, and, as for 
myself, I. had become so absorbed in it 
that I seemed to forget time and space. 
I certainly did not notice what after
ward startled me more than anything— 
namely, the disappearance of the tree. 
When the Yoghi had finished his dis
course the tree was gone. It must have 
vanished suddenly, and yet the precise 
moment of its disappearance nobody can 
tell. The Yoghi quietly arose, folded 
up his mat, then went to the spot where 
the tree had stood and kneeled down, 
taking . from a small bundle, which he 
held underhis arm, a shortstick. With 
this he stirred up the earth, and in a 
few minutes brought out again the 
fruit which he had planted. I was very 
close to him at the time, and he allowed 
me to take it in my hand. It was an 
ordinary mango, an unripe one appar
ently, for it felt rather hard. I ex
pressed my surprise at his wonderful 
powers, and complimented him on his 
eloquence, but he merely smiled. I 
then offered him two rupees and tried 
to engage him in conversation, but he 
refused the present on the ground that 
a Sakhyu was not in need of money, and 
he begged to be excused, as he had a 
great way to go. So he walked off 
rapidly, and I saw him disappear among 
the crowd, leaving me utterly bewil
dered and more than ever conscious of 
the truth of that saying that Shake
speare puts into the mouth of Hamlet, 
that there are more things in heaven 
and earth than are dreamed of in our 
philosophy. •

“This was my first experience of the 
famous mango feat, which I witnessed 
five times in various parts of India. On 
one occasion I saw it performed in a 
little village near Serinagur in the vale 
of Kashmir, in the Himalayas, by a 
certain Ham Surash, a traveling Rishi, 
from Thibet. This must have been a 
greater Yoghi, and I am almost afraid 
to record this experience, as it may be 
deemed utterly incredible. Yet 1 am 
telling here no Idle fairy tales. The 
mango tree which this Rishi produced 
did not vanish in proportion as I ap
proached it, but retained its full realism, 
and I not only touched it but actually 
climbed several feet up its stem.”

On the west coast of India, about two 
hundred and thirty miles north of 
Bombay, lies the city of Baroda. It is 
the capital of one of the semi-independ
ent native States—Guzerat—and is 
ruled over by a Mahratta prince, who 
bears the title of guicowar. It was in 
front of the guicowar's palace, in the 
open air and in broad daylight, that 
Dr. Hensoldt first witnessed the illusion 
which, in the opinion of the Hindoos 
themselves, is the ne plus ultra of Yoghi 
achievement—viz., the celebrated “rope 
trick.”

CLIMBED OUT OF SIGHT.

He writes: “A Yoghi, after having 
addressed a large assemblage of people 
and preached one of the most impressive 
sermons I ever listened to, took a rope 
about fifteen feet long and perhaps an 
inch thick. One end of this rope he 
held in his left hand; while with the 
right hand he threw the other end up 
in the air. The rope, instead of coming 
down again, remained suspended, even 
after the Yoghi had removed his other 
hand, and it seemed to have become as 
rigid as a pillar. Then the Yoghi seized 
it with both hands, and to my utter 
amazement climbed up this rope, sus
pended all the time, in defiance of 
gravity, with the lower end at least five 
feet from .the ground. And in propor
tion as he climbed up it seemed as if 
the rope was lengthenlug out indefinitely 
above him and disappearing beneath 
him, for he kept on climbing till he was 
fairly out -of sight, and the last I could 
distinguish was his white turban and a 
pieco of this never-ending rope. Then 
my eyes could endure the glare of the 
sky no longer, and when I looked again 
he was gone.

“I have seen this miraculous feat on 
four different occasions performed in 
precisely the - same manner, and the 
mystery seemed only to deepen with 
every repetition.-; It has been the stand
ing wonder of India from a time ante-

dating, perhaps, the building of the first 
pyramid." .

These facts in relation to the Yoghis 
of India cannot fail to excite widespread
interest.

KEEP IN LINE.
Bat While There, Be Sensible.

"When the world is going right, 
Keep in line;

When the path is strewn with light, 
Keep in line;

When across life’s rippling sea 
Joy is floating,far and free, 
While the bjrds sing merrily—

Keep in line.
"When the world is going wrong, 

Keep in line;
With an impulse pure and strong, 

Keep in line;
Drive the shadow from despair, 
Smooth the wrinkled brow of care— 
Plant a song upon the air,

Keep in line.
“There’s a noble task for you, 

Keep in line; ■
There’s enough for all to do, 

Keep in line;
Through the billow’s wildest play, 
Hope still points an open way— 
You may anchor in the bay,

Keep In line."
. It is well to “keep in line,” and “there 

is enough for all to do”—if they can 
find it. Under these circumstances and 
during troublesome times it is well for 
each one to reflect to some purpose and 
consider the exact status of society and 
the remedy for existing evils. While 
“keeping in line" and keeping step with 
this progressive age, it might be well to 
reflect a little on what Ruskin says. 
“Ruskin," says the “Daily Journal,1’ 
“was especially struck with the want of 
common charity which blinds so many 
people to the admirable traits of those 
who move in different lines or circles 
from their own—especially the fault 
found with the rich by the poor and 
vice versa. One of the most interesting 
paragraphs he ever wrote was directed 
to a discussion of this matter.” In it he 
said:

‘‘For indeed the fact is, that there are 
idle poor and idle rich; and there are 
busy poor aud busy rich. Many a beg
gar is as lazy as if he had ten thousand 
a year; and many a man of fortune is 
busier than his errand-boy, and never 
would think of stopping in the streets 
to play marbles. So that in a large 
view the distinction between workers 
and idlers, as between knaves and 
honest men, runs through the very 
heart and innermost nature of men of 
all ranks and in all positions. There is 
a working class—strong and happy— 
among both rich and poor; there is'an 
idle class—weak, wicked and miserable 
—among both rich and poor. And the 
worst of the misunderstandings arising 
between the two orders come of the 
unlucky fact that the wise of one class 
[how little wise in this] habitually con
template the foolish of the other.

"If the busy rich people watched and 
rebuked the idle rich people, all would 
be well among them; and if the busy 
poor people watched and rebuked the 
idle poor people, all would be right 
among them. But each look for the 
faults of the other. A hard-working man 
of property is particularly offended by 
an idle beggar; and an orderly but 
poor working man is naturally intoler
ant of the licentious luxury of the rich! 
And what is severe judgment in the 
minds of the just men of either class be
comes fierce enmity iu the unjust—but 
among the unjust only. .

"None but the dissolute among the 
poor look upon the rich as their natural 
enemies, or desire to pillage their 
houses and divide their property. None 
but the dissolute among the rich speak 
in opprobrious terms of the vices and 
follies of the poor.”

Ruskin has it in a nutshell. The 
busy rich, the virtuous, high-minded 
rich, should direct their analytical 
minds toward the idle rich—those 
steeped in luxury, and who combine 
laziness therewith, and are festering 
ulcers in the world. Then, again, the 
poor, those who possess all the cardinal 
virtues, can find plenty to attend to in 
examining the consummate foolishness 
and folly of those whose hands aro 
clasped in idleness, and though in indi
gent circumstances, will not work. 
Nothing like reflection when directed 
right.

"The fakirs unwound the bandages, 
removed the red, putty-like preparation 
from the orifices of the eyes, nose, 
mouth and ears, and with the assistance 
of a native woman, washed the body in 
warm water, and applied an unguent to 
the face. The woman blew her breath 
in the old man’s mouth, passed her hand 
briskly over his limbs, and gave'him a 
smart slap upon the chest. His tongue 
had in the meantime been put in a nat
ural position, and respiration ^¿med to 
begin with the blow of the woman’s 
hand. The changes which passed over 
tho features of the old man during tho 
last; stage of these preparations were 
awful to look upon. Misery and effort 
were painfully depicted upon them. But 
within five minutes after the breath 
seemed to re-enter his body the master 
fakir was himself again.”

WHAT IS THE YOGHl’S SECRET?

How are these marvelous feats per
formed, especially those which seem to 
be only optical illusions? This was the 
question which I put to Mr. Kellar and 
to Mr. Baldwin. Both were inclined to 
believe that the secret lay in the mar
velous development which the Yoghis 
have made in the hypnotic science. 
They believe that these feats are in re
ality simply hypnotic or mesmeric il
lusions—that the Yoghis have so far 
developed their power that they are 

'Able to hypnotize a whole crowd, even of 
thousands, with the same ease that Pro
fessor Charcote was able toliypnotizo. 
Qn this point the testimony of Professor 
Heinrich Hensoldt is valuable, for Dr. 
Hensoldt has gone perhaps more deeply 
and scientifically into this branch of the 
subject than perhaps any man outside of 
India. In a lengthy article prepared 
last year-for the Arena he says:

“There can be little doubt that the 
performances of Hindoo conjurers, 
which are a surprise and a revelation to 
the traveler from the West, and which 
have excited the wonders of all ages, 
have pieir source in an advanced knowl
edge and application of hypnbtleipbe- 
nomena.' In'Stating this opinion T do 
not for a moment wish it to be under
stood that the term ‘hypnotic phenom
ena contains in itself an explanation or 
affords any kind of a clew to the secret 
of these marvels. We have not, as yet, 
the slightest knowledge of what hyp
notism really is—to all intents and pur
poses it is an occult force, and to say of 
an apparent miracle that it is worked 
through hypnotic influence does not de
tract from its marvelous character. If 
the brain of another can make me see, 
feel, hear and taste things which either 
do not exist at all, or are in reality 
quite different from what I imagine 
them to be, it only renders the phenom
enon all the more mysterious. And it 
would seem as if Hindoo adepts had 
brought hypnotism to such a degree of 
perfection that while under its influence 
our senses are no longer a criterion of 
the reality around us, but can be made 
to deceive us in a manner which is per
fectly amazing,”

Dr. Hensoldt traveled in India, 
Thibet, Burmah and Ceylon fora num
ber of years, and made a close study.-of 
Oriental life, history and philosophy. 
He says that Hindqp conjurers may be 
divided into several orders, and there 
certainly is a division of caste between 
them. Their secrets are never com
municated to outsiders, but among per
formers of the lower order are trans
mitted from father to son, and among 
the higher, from adept to disciple. The 
members of one order always perform 
the same tricks, which have been 
handed down to them from antiquity, 
and which they never vary in the 
minutest detail. These 'tricks have 
been performed in precisely the same 
manner for thousands of years, and the 
fact of their still exciting the same sur
prised the present day shows how well 
the respective secrets have been kept.

Contrary to our conjurers, who per
form their tricks at night, in an 
artificially-illumined hall, on a platform 
surrounded by an arsenal of apparatus, 
the Hindoo pundits, yoghis and rishis 
exhibit their astounding feats in broad 
daylight—not in halls or on platforms, 
but in the streets, gardens and public 
squares of India’s great cities. They 
usually work alone, permitting the spec
tators to approach them vary closely, 
and to surround them completely. They 
appear half naked, and if they make 
use of apparatus at all, It consists 
merely of one or two commonplace ob
jects, such as a couple of short sticks, 
and half a cocoanut shell. Blit" with 
these they will do things which are per
fectly marvelous.

Dr. Hensoldt calls the lowest class of 
conjurers the fakirs, whose per
formances one can witness daily in the 
streets of Calcutta, Delhi, Hyderabad, 
and other Indiau cities. They perform 
tricks which are insignificant compared 
with some of those of the higher orders, 
yet are marvelous enough to cause ex
treme surprise, even in those who'have 
seen the cleverest jugglery in Europe or 
America. These tricks give one at once 
the impression that some totally differ
ent principle is at work behind them 
than the mere legerdemain Or substitu
tion trickery of our Western specialists.

CLIMBING OUT OF SIGHT.

•Chicago.

the Italian, the beautiful one.

of the 
China

teresL He will yet make a deep 
jression on the present age.

Removed to Chicago.
“The Freethinker’s Magazine,” here 

tofore published ’ at Buffalo, N. Y., has 
been lately removed to Chicago. The

The War Between China 
Japan.

It is hoped that the outcome 
great war just opened between

and

From Sublime to Ridiculous.
The leaders of the great army of 

tramps who were roving towards Wash
ington, and subsisting by beggary, have 
deserted their commands, and the home
less ones, the dupes of such leaders 
who have reached that city, it is said, 
were advised to allow themselves to be 
arrested as vagrants to keep from starv
ing. Congress would not listen to their 
appeal for money to pay their transpor
tation back to the regions from whence 
they came. Had these peaceful “peti
tioners in boots” reached the Capital at 
the same time, in numbers such as their 
leaders contemplated, it is probable that 
a bloocjy revolution would have been 
the sequel instead of' the workhouse.

Speed the Parting Guest.
The great Atlantic steamships are en

gaged in a laudable enterprise. They 
are carrying steerage passengers from 
New York to the various European ports 
to which they are destined, for $10 each. 
It is said “curbstone agents” are selling 
tickets at still lower rates. This opens 
an outlet to the overflowing labor which 
capitalists have imported into this coun
try to take the place of American labor, 
and which has been the anarchial element 
in all the late strikes. We feci like 
speeding the parting guest.

and .Tapan will end in the broadening 
of the area of civilization, and the 
awakening of each of the belligerent 
empires to a consciousness that peaceful 
methods for settling international dis
putes are more economical of treasure 
and life than that'they have adopted. 
But the& countries are so overburdened 
with population, the waste of blood, 
however lavish, will not materially im
poverish them; While whatever the re
sult, the war will be certain to bring 
these nations in eloser touch with 
Western civilization and commerce.Food for Thought.

A partial report from the Commis
sioner of Labor, just made to the Presi
dent, reveals the fact that the slums in 
the great cities have a foreign popula
tion greatly in excess of the native; that 
thirty-four per cent of the foreign born 
are illiterate; that males predominate 
over females. The report shows that iu 
Chicago, where there is a saloon 
to every 212 inhabitants, in the slum 
portions bf the city there is a saloon to 
every 127 persons. The total population 
of the slum element in this city is given 
at 162,000. As the foreign element 
so largely predominates in the slum dis
tricts, it is quite certain the Catholic 
element is largely in excess of 
all other religions. It is regretable the 
statistics in regard to religious proelivi, 
ties are not given in the report.

Prof. Getsinger.
His article on our first page this week 

will excite, no doubt, considerable in-

Deaf and Blind. .
It does approximate' closely on vexa

tion when two saloons are nearly the 
only business places left standing in 
Chenoa, lit, after thé great fire there 
on the 24th ult., when 8(500,000 worth of 
property went up in smoke. It only 
proves what one should know, that the 
elements are deaf and blind, and are 
obedient to natural law. They do not 
change their action in response to prayer, 
or to punish the profane. A Moody may 
tell how he quelled the surging waves 
of the ocean, but no one is obliged to 
believéhim.

,, „„■■■■ „ Several instances of their tricks are
Address of the -publisher is Drawer 67, given. A fakir will take a large 
^Chicago. - earthen dish, pour into it about a gallon

. -l. - ------- . - ■ 1— of water, and hold it steadily in his left
M?.- \ Bella comes from the Latin through hand, the other hand being raised to his 

. the Italian, the beautiful one. forehead. Then the vessel will ditnin-

dostanee, signifies a “wise man,” and 
there are, of course, thousands of 
pundits, in India who are not jugglers. 
But the pundits who. pre jugglers are 
simply fakirs of a superior order, 
because they also perform their feats as 
a means of getting their livelihood, 
di.T’ ring in this respect from the Yoghis 
aud Rishis, who are veritable sorcerers, 
and who never accept money, for 
reasons which will presently be ex
plained. t.

The tricks of the pundits do not es
sentially differ from those of the fakirs, 
although some of their performances 
cannot be appi'oachbd’ by the lattér. 
The difference is more in the men them
selves, for, while the fakirs are gener
ally dull, commonplace individuals, the 
pundits are exceedingly well-informed, 
bright, communicative, and altogether 
very interesting men: Many pundits 
make a specialty of their ability to sus
pend the law of gravity, as in the trick 
where a cocoanut shell was placed in 
midair.

A pundit will ask one of the spectators 
to place a stone, a piece of wood, a 
bucket of water, or any object he may 
select, on any given spot, lie will then 
request him to lift it again, which he is 
unable to do, as the object seems to 
have suddenly acquired an enormous 
weight. While pulling at it with his 
might and main, the pundit suddenly 
releases the spell, and up goes the 
object, as if shot from a cannon. In spite 
of the most careful observation, Dr. 
Hensoldt was unable to solve the mys
tery. On another occasion a pundit 
requested him to hold a small wickpr 
basket, which certainly did not weigh 
more than eight dunces. “Suddenly,” 
says the doctor, “it became so heavy 
that it not only, fell, but dragged me 
down with it, and my hand seemed to 
grasp it as with an iron grip, for I could 
not let it go. Then, again, it became 
as light as a feather.”

WONDERFUL YOGHIS.

We now come tpthe highest order of 
Oriental magicians—viz., the Yoghis 
and Rishis. The performances of these 
men are so very strange that the term 
“tricks" seems altogether incongruous 
if applied to them.

According to this same authority the 
Yoghis are not professional conjurers. 
They do not make their living by per
forming tricks before crowds or audi
ences of any kind, nor are they to be 
found exhibiting their wonderful 
powers frequently. The fakirs and 
pundits one may see almost any day, 
but a Yoghi or Rishi only once in a 
while; one may bo six months in India 
without seeing a genuine Yoghi. Dur
ing five years of travel in India, Thibet, 
Burmah, Siam and Ceylon, Dr. Hensoldt 
witnessed their performances only four
teen or fifteen times, and this is above 
the experience of most Oriental trav
elers, or even Indian, residents, except 
such as live in districts which are es
pecially favored, as it were, by thèse 
mysterious individuals. He adds:

“Now, if the Yoghis and Rishis are 
not professional conjurers, if they do not 
make their living by their performances, 
and if, moreover, they only exhibit 
their powers- incidentally—what are 
they? It would be rather difficult to 
answer this question. In my opinion 
they are religious enthusiasts in the 
first instance, and adepts of a higher 
science in the second. They certainly 
are esoteric initiates; that is to say, 
members of a fraternity which seems to 
have in its charge the secrets of Hindoo 
thought and meditation, or rather to 
fruits thereof, handed down, perhaps, 
from a time which we would fain call 
prehistoric.

“I have never known a Yoghi to 
accept money, either before or after a 
performance. I myself have repeatedly 
tempted them with as, much as five 
rupees at a time (which is more than a 
wealthy native would ever dream of 
giving to a Pundit), but it was always 
refused kindly but firmly. How, then, 
do they manage to exist? They live on

state of my feelings when I saw the 
mango feat for the first time. This was 
in a large public square at Agra. Agra, 
a famous city on the river Jumna, in 
Northern India, was tit one time the 
capital of the great Mogul Empire and 
the residence of the Mogul himself. 
Travelers nowadays visit it chiefly on 
account of the Taj Mahal, a mausoleum 
of white marble built by Shah Jehan iu 
honor of his favorite wife.

THE MANGO TRICK.
“In the center of one of the largest 

squares in Agra a Yoghi planted a 
mango. There were present about two 
hundred and fifty or three hundred peo
ple, forming a large circle of about 
eighty yards in diameter. In the center 
stood the Yoghi. Some of the onlookers 
were, of course, much nearer to him 
than others, aud he seemed to have no 
objection if people came within ten or 
fifteen yards of him, but the average 
distance kept by the spectators was. I 
dare say, forty yards. Most of my read
ers will know what a mango is. For the 
benefit of the few who may not, I will 
say that it is an edible tropical fruit, 
about tho size of a large pear, growing 
on a tree which reaches a height of from 
forty to one hundred and twenty feet.

“The Yoghi dug a hole in the ground 
about six inches deep, placed the mango 
in it and covered it with earth. 1 now 
expected to see a modification of a well- 
known trick practised by some of our 
Western conjurers. The performer 
plants a bean or pea in a fiowor-pot, con
taining quicklime at tho bottom, covered 
with earth. The bean has been previ
ously soaked in warm water for several 
days, and is on the point of germinating. 
Then, by pouring in enough water to 
reach the quicklime, the earth is 
warmed to such an extent that the germ 
is driven out in a few minutes, forcing 
its way upward through the soil, and 
reaching a height of several inches in 
less than half an hour. This will aston
ish all those who are not acquainted 
with' the wonders of plant life.

“Well, I expected to sec something of 
this sort exhibited by the Yoghi. I ex
pected to behold the tiny shoot of a 
mango creeping slowly out of the soil, 
unfolding its leaves, and reaching a 
height oi perhaps six or eight inches. 
Instead of this, I was startled to see in 
air above the spot where the mango had 
been buried, the form of a large tree— 
at first rather indistinctly,presenting, as 
it were, mere hazy outlines, but becom
ing visibly more distinct, until at length 
there stood as natural a tree as ever I 
had seen in my life—a mango tree about 
fifty feet high, and in full foliage, with 
mangoes on it.

A TREE IN FIVE MINUTES.
“All this happened within five min

utes of the burying of the fruit. It may 
have been three minutes till I saw the 
tree, but as I had been at first looking 
intently at the spot where the mango 
was planted, the apparition may have 
been there sooner. I was so intensely 
surprised at what I beheld that I could 
hardly realize the faet that I was not 
dreaming. There stood a tree, to all 
intentsand purposes as natural as any 
tree could have appeared to human eyes 
—a huge tree, with a stem at least two 
feet in thickness at its base. And yet 
there was something strange about this 
tree—something unearthly, something 
grewsome. There was a weird rigidness 
about it—not one leaf moving in the 
breeze. It stood there as if carved out 
of some hard solid, like tjie obelisk in 
Central Park. Another curious feature 
I uoticed—the leaves seemed to obscure 
the sun’s rays, and yet I could not detect 
a particle of shade. It was a tree with
out a shadow.

“But the most amazing thing of all 
was this: After having gazed at it for 
about two or three minutes I slowly ap
proached it, wishing to make a closer 
examination of the stem, and,if possible, 
to secure some of the leaves. Now in 
proportion as I drew near the tree 
seemed to lose its distinctness, its out
lines became blurred and faded, so that 
I had to strain my eyes to retain the im-

The Soul Makes the Body.
The statement is made—and its sug 

gestiveness is startling—that the pro
portions of oxygen, nitrogen and hydro
gen in the body of an individual at any 
one time are not only an absolute indi
cation of his bodily condition, but will 
indicate his spiritual condition also. 
That is to say, the character and devel
opment of the ego itself determines the 
composition of the body, and the pro
portions of oxygen and nitrogen will be 
blended in exact relative proportions 
with the good and evil in the man’s na
ture. Every good thought increases the 
proportion of oxygen, as a deep breath 
does, and lessens that of nitrogen, 
making the body finer and more beauti
ful. Every evil thought or impulse 
that is indulged increases the nitrogen, 
and has the reverse effect on body and 
soul!

Every one knows how true it is that 
debauchery, sensuality, anger and 
avarice leave their marks on the face 
and in the figure of man and woman, in 
a plainly perceptible coarsening of the 
outward appearance, making it accord 
with the true inner nature of the person.- 
It has not before been shown in print. 
I believe, says a writer in the Arena, I 
that this,coarsening of the form, of the 
texture, the color, are the indications of 
an actual material change, correspond
ing to the changes in the spiritual or 
inner man. Yet, on reflection, jt will 
seem as natural that the quality of the 
soul should determine the quality of the 
body, as that the thought of the painter 
rather than the size of his canvas or the 
quantity of. his colors should determine 
the quality of his picture. Long ago 
Spenser, in his "Fairy Queen," voiced 
this truth: ,
“For of the soul the body form doth ' 
b take; , . .

For soul is form and doth the body 
. make.” . . . —The Daily News. .
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He who feasts every day, feasts no 
day.—C. Simmons. .
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WAMTC Tn DE UCADn I fai»’ employers, while endeavoring to se- «VniilO lU DE ilEnnU I cure equality and justice for their mem-
bers.

F. P. Baker, a Prominent 
Spiritualist, Gives His 
b Views.

Catering to the Principles of An
archists and Socialists.

■ To the Editor:—I am glad to Bee in 
i'our issue for this week that there is at 
east one paper which does not cater to 

anarchy. ,
Why is it that so many lecturers and 

bo many papers and magazines follow 
the footsteps of the political demagogues 
who are advocating socialism and an
archy and talking about tyranny of capi
tal and the oppression of labor?

The tyranny of capital does not com- 
■ pare with the tyranny of these so-called 

labor organizations.
During the past year there have been 

strikes in almost all departments of 
business, and the representatives of the 
labor organizations have not allowed 
men who wish to work to do so.

I judge that during all these strikes 
not more than one-fourth of the men 
who quit work did so on what, in 'their 
own judgment, was for their best inter
ests,but that they must follow the orders 
of their leaders. • j .

In my judgment, after looking care
fully through the arguments pro and 
con, and the papers of the country for 
the last two years, if all the laboring 
men who wanted to work, .and for whom 
there was work to do at some price, had 
been allowed to do so by other laborers, 
the panic through which we have gone 
would have-been comparatively slight. 
There has been work to do at prices 
that would at least have kept body and 
soul together and probably have allowed, 
on an economical basis, of a saving to 
njost laborers.

Of course, there would have been 
some people who would not have found 
employment, but, in comparison to the 
mass that have been out of work, this 
would have been small, and these people 
could have been taken care of by the lo
calities in which they lived without 
serious trouble., '

Talk about the tyranny of capital- 
why, the tyranny ot labor organizations 
Ib tenfold worse than any undertaken by 
capitalists. Capital has received a very 
small remuneration for a number of 
years, while labor has been paid liber
ally for all it did.

, lum fully convinced that the great 
need of the day is to protect Tabor 
against labor organizations. If it were 
not for the so-called labor organizations 
of the Debses and Sovereigns, the great 
mass of people who depend upon manual 
labor for their support would be in a 
fair condition.

The lecturers that I refer to above 
ajid the political demagogues talk about 
slavery of laboring men,but that slavery 
does not come about except through 
these labor organizations.

As at present organized, the labor or
ganizations make slaves of almost every 
one belonging to them, in this way: 
they leave their own interests and the 
bread and butter of their families to 
some crank who has, by some chicanery, 
gotten control of the organization, and 
they feel obliged to follow his com
mands. Hardly a man belonging to a 
labor organization but what is obliged, 
if he follows out their rules, to, at times, 
leave his family without much to eat or 
wear. '-' '

But I did not start out to discuss these 
questions, but rather to call attention to 
tee fact that our papers and lecturers are 
catering to the principles of anarchists 
and socialists to a great extent. Do not 
think but what I believe that under 
right control organized labor may be of 
some benefit to those belonging to them, 
but, as at present handled by the 
leaders, it is of great detriment to all 
concerned.

In these times it would seem as though 
men who wanted to work would be willing 
to concede to a small reduction rather 
than to lie idle, but in fact this is not so. 
There are contractors who want to erect 
buildings, manufacturers of all kinds 
who want to go into business and are 
debarred from doing so because labor 
will not come down a little in the price 
of work. This is a notorious fact. 
Very few men who own money have 
realized over three or four per cent, 
during the last two or three years, while 
the price of labor has been kept up to 
its old standard. A dollar to-day will 
bring more of the comforts and necessi
ties of life than a dollar and-a-half would 
two or three years ago. Why should 
not labor come down as well as the use 
of capital?

Political demagogues have been howl
ing on the stump and through the 
papers about legislation being all in 
favor of capital. The facts are that 
during that time legislation has been in 
favor of labor and against capital. Look 
at the legislation against railroad com
panies. which in almost every State has 
resulted in the cutting-down of rates of 
freight below a price on which business 

• can he done with any profit, and at the 
same time the howl goes up that these 
corporations are making slaves of their 
employes, which is not true.

It is a notorious fact also, that owing 
to the clatter of these demagogues, the 
jurors will give judgments against cor
porations beyond all reason, in nearly 
every,case that is brought before them.

One word more, and I am done. Men 
who want to work in our mines and on 
railroads are to-day bein^ shot down in 
various parts of tne United States by 
the representatives of organized labor. 
Once more I repeat, the great 
desideratum at present is to protect the 
laboring men in their .right to work 
when they want to and -oh such terms as 
they desire. ’ F. P. Baker.

Topeka, Kansas.

THE PROOFREADER’S CRITICISM.
It is plainly evident that Mr. Baker 

does not have much faith in labor or
ganizations, notwithstanding he says 
that “under right control” they may be 
of some benefit. ‘ Yet he must be aware 

. that a great many employers—possibly 
'a majority of them—look upon labor as 
simply a marketable commodity, to be 
secured as cheaply as possible.. When, 
therefore, the number of unemployed 
becomes large, nothing but organiza
tion prevents wages being reduced to 
the finest fractions. Such employers as 
desired to be just would be cqmpefled to 
keep on reducing wages bo tong ¿as un
scrupulous competitors chose to do so, 
or lose the business. Labor organiza
tions are therefore a benefit to fair em
ployers as well as to'workmen them
selves, being a check to greedy and un-

A strike seems to be a fearful thing to 
many people; yet it is often the only 
weapon tne workingman has to secure 
redress for his grievances. If an indi
vidual is unfairly treated by his em
ployer, he becomes^ striker by quitting 
his work; he would compel his employer 
to be fair, if he could. The American 
Revolution was a strike against injus
tice. Had it failed, its leaders might 
not have been much better thought of 
than the labor leaders of the present 
day. It must be remembered, however, 
that the. leaders have their followers 
back of them, and are in reality only 
doing their bidding.

Labor organizations have been of im
mense service to the, world,- in improv
ing the condition of the worker and re
ducing the hours. ■

Mr. Baker need not be afraid of capi
tal failing to get its due. it always 
tries to share its losses with others— 
never its profits. When it shuts down 
mines to prevent overproduction, and 
thus keep up prices, it cares not if those 
thrown out of employment must starve, 
And the clever financiers in the rail
roads line their own pockets well while 
pillaging the farmers with one hand and 
crushing down labor with the other.

A. S.

Heed Not the Storm.
Heed not the storm, e’en though doubt’s 

billows rise
With seas like mountains struggling to 

the skies;
For though fear’s blinding sprays may 

curl and hiss,
A calm will surely come to curtain this 

With softest harmonies.
Heed not the storm, though day seems 

changed to night
Illumined by naught but lightnings 

fiercely bright;
Though Heaven’s blue shore seems lost 

in terror's gloom,
And earth’s brief life but tending to a 

tomb—
Cold—dismal to the sight.

Heed not the storm! Grief’s night will 
melt away,

And through th’ embattled clouds will

Of

To

gleam a ray
sympathy from the high sphere of 
love
turn despairing lives to Heaven 
above

Where reigns a clear blue day.
Yea! One by one divine hope-rays will 

glow
With comfort for poor weeping ones 

below;
And from earth’s strickened hearts will 

burst a song—
A nung Dimitris echoing loud and 

long '
In perfect rhythmic flow.

Hush! By each throb of pain is purged 
the dross;

And, by the patient bearing of earth’s 
cross,

Sad lives are cheered; stained garments
—changed to white',

And downcast brow close circled with 
star-light;

Gain substituting loss.
For in each grief—bereavement—direst 

woe— ,
Is shrined a rose-bush which will bud 

and blow
With snowy blooms of angel-bowers, 

thrice blest,
Where trembling, bleeding feet gain 

welcome rest,
Where love-founts ceaseless flow.

Devotio n.
Sydney, New South Wales.

Why Is It?
Nyack is a town on the Hudson, twen

ty-eight miles north of New York. Cap
tain Dunlap was a worthy revivalist, 
who was working up that village of 
eight to ten thousand inhabitants for al' 
it was worth, in an effort to save souls. 
Ho was extremely zealous in the good 
cause; and many a lost sheep was brought 
into the fold under the influence of this 
powerful preacher. His converts know 
they were saved because they felt the 
influence of the Master on them. With 
overflowing houses, and the gracious 
work advancing as never before, and his 
financial success almost assured, secret 
service detectives arrested him while he 
was pathetically engaged in his holy 
work. He was handcuffed and taken 
away from his field of labor and useful
ness, making no protest, the Associated 
Press dispatches say, because of such 
treatment. He said his wife and family 
were dead, but it appeared he had de
serted.them, and though seventy years 
of ago, had another woman in charge. 
The poor man was evidently not well 
compensated for his fatiguing labors, 
for he attempted to dispose of a forged 
check for $100, drawn on a prominent 
citizen.

There seems to be a strong sympathy 
between evangelical work and the crimi
nal classes. Can any one tell why things 
are thusly?

Cheering Words.
We are in receipt of a letter from a 

very earnest friend of The Progress
ive Thinker, which is indeed cheer' 
ing in these times of great business de
pression. It is earnestly hoped his 
words of encouragement will be realized 
at an early day, for our heavy expenses 
go right on in dull times, as when they 
are the most brisk. We quote: '

You have done and are doing a noble 
work. You have done more in the 
West than all other instrumentalities 
combined to arouse thought on the 
great issues of the day. ■ .

I meet men every day or two, and ask 
them if they still take The Progress
ive Thinker.

“No. It became a question of bread 
and butter. Either 1 had to quit eating 
or quit reading. I thought, by leaving 
off the latter for a little time I cpuld get 
both again, whereas,’if I quit eating, I 
would quit both permanently.”

“You liked the paper?”
“Decidedly, yes. It is the best and 

the most instructive paper. I ever read: 
and as soon as business revives and I 
can find employment I shall return to it 
again.”

“Thank you for this assurance, which 
I shall communicate to Mr. Francis, for 
his encouragement.” . ' ■.

¿Rousseau had not the talent of silence, 
an invaluable talent.—Carlyle.

Each succeeding day is the scholar of 
that which went before it.—Publius 
Syrus, -

JÌTHESPIRITUALISTC FIELD 
WORKERS,DOINGS, ETC.£

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please, A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at lepst 40,OQO. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

Mrs. Delphina A. Dearborn,of Boston, 
Mass., goes to Maronacook, Me., during 
the month of August; thence to Lewis
ton, Me., to remain till Nov. 1. After 
that she will be in Boston to continue to 
exercise her spiritual gifts!

S. C. Scovell writes from Monroe, 
Wis.: “We are still pleased with the in
terest in our work here. It is increasing 
the longer we stay. We organized a 
Young People's Spiritual Union Sunday, 
and the opening attendance was very 
flattering, and indicates an Interest by 
the young people which was quite a sur
prise to older and wiser heads. The 
officers of the union are as follows: 
President, J. S. Dietz; vice-president, 
Mrs. Nellie Dodge; secretary and treas
urer, Mrs. Laura La Fleur; organist, 
Miss Irma Sutherland. We trust the 
seed sown here will be a harvest of good 
In time to come.”

Dr. T. W. Wilkins writes from Clin
ton, Iowa: “Our camp never opened 
under more promising conditions, bar
ring the non-appearance of our dear old 
president, J. S. Loveland, who has been 
too enfeebled from Illness to attend. A 
good rain previous to opening day, broke 
the terrible drouth that had prevailed 
for six weeks over this part of the State, 
and all nature smiles on us and permits 
the largest attendance thus early that 
has been had for many years. Old faces 
beam with loving familiarity upon each 
other, and hands clasp hand’s across an
other twelve months. Sunday, the open
ing day, was all that could be wished for, 
both in elemental condition aud patri
otic interest. Dr. Sheehan’s opening 
address was characteristic in its force
fulness and sarcastic fitness. Mrs. H. S. 
Lake's address on “Spiritualism” was 
fine. Will C. Hodge told us “What we 
should do to be saved,” in the evening. 
He,in brief, claimed that the twin-devils 
were Ignorance and Selfishness. His 
lecture was good. The Chicago Spirit
ualist who embraces not the opportunity 
of enjoying a week at the Clinton camp 
misses the chance of a life!"

Charles B. Bill writes: “Of all the 
spiritual .papers 1 like yours the best. It 
does not lie in the office long before I 
get it.”

J. Q. A. Floyd, of Springfield, Hl., 
writes: “Spiritualism in this city for the 
past few months has made but little 
progress. The Social Wheel of Pro
gression, or the First Spiritual Church, 
of Springfield, 111., still exists and is as 
honest and sincere in its faith in the 
cause of truth as it ever was. It is the 
first chartered Spiritualist society in the 
State of Illinois. Mrs. Anna Blanchard 
Lepper is its pastor. Public services 
will reopen on the first Sunday evening 
in September in G. A. R. Hall. There 
lias been a nnmber of visiting mediums 
here in the past few months. What suc
cess they have achieved in their seances 
I know not, as I have not attended in 
person."

Mrs. Hamilton Gill, an excellent plat
form test medium, left last Saturday for 
Lake Brady. Mrs. Gill has lately "been 
employed by the North Side Society, 
whpre she did a good work.

Hattie M. Bond,of this city, writes: “I 
was present at a materializing seance at 
3133 So. Park ave, July 24, Mfc. L. A. 
Roberts being the medium. She was 
first placed in a rigid condition by her 
controls. Her head was placed upon a 
chair and her feet upon another. Then 
to prove her rigid condition two gentle
men were called upon—one to sit on the 
feet, the other upon her. chest; at the 
same time lifting their feet from the 
floor. After this trial she immediately 
went into the cabinet and the manifes
tations commenced. My sainted mother 
appeared to me and proved beyond all 
doubt her loving presence. She also 
consoled me upon a loss that it was im
possible for the medium to have any 
knowledge of whatever. I speak of 
these facts for the benefit of those who

Fred F. Hacket, relates a curious 
dream which was apparently inspired by 
one of his controls, an Indian medicine 
man, The Indian said he would induce 
the dream. It was in reference to a pan
therbeing in the neighborhood.al though 
at the time no one knew that such an 
animal was roaming about. . In a few 
days every particular of the dream was 
fulfilled.

Lyman C. Howe is at Haslett Park, 
and will remain there until August 8. 
Then to Chesterfield, Ind., 11th and 12th 
of August, and thence to Cassadaga for 
Augu«t 14th to 25th, inclusive. Mr. 
Howe is physically weak, but, mentally 
and spiritually, up and at it.

The Progressive Spiritual Society, 
meeting at 3120 Forrest ave., is desirous 
of communicating with speakers and 
mediums, with a view to future engage
ments. All communications should be 
addressed to W. S. Hanson, sec’y., 10 
36th Place, Chicago, Ill.

Mrs. L. P. S. writes from South Haven, 
Mich.: ‘‘We aré doing a good work here 
with the assistance of Mr, M, F. Ham
mond, of Chicago. He has lectured lor 
us once in two weeks for two months, 
and has given satisfaction and succeeded 
in interesting many outsiders, who are 
well pleased with h,is lucid explanations 
of the philosophy of Spiritualism. Hie 
guides answer questions given by the 
audience in a clear and satisfactory way. 
We can recommend him to those wish
ing a lebturer.”

Secretary writes: “The First Spir
itualist Association, of El Paso, Texas, 
has been organized and is now in line 
once more. We have for our lecturer 
Lulu D. McCreery, whom we have 
recently ordained as our pastor; and who 
is arousing interest in the cause here in 
this border city of the pass.”

Geo. H. True, of Oakland, Cal., writes: 
“Moses Hull and wife were with us five 
Sunday afternoons. They will be with 
us again next January.”

Dr. A. W. Si Rothermel, the materi
alizing . medium, can be addressed at 
Kent, Ohio, until August 15.

Ttie Observer of Washington, Pa., has 
the following: “The First Society of 
Spiritualists of Washington, recently 
organized, held a meeting Sunday night 
in the town hall, which attracted many 
people besides ^lie followers of this 
doctrine. Mrs. Virginia Barrett, of 
Indianapolis, a famous medium, was 
present and delivered a lecture, upon 
Spiritualism. The;' lady is a bright, 
intelligent womanf good looking and 
rather inclined to -be fleshy. She went 
into a trance and for over an hour ex
isted only as a medium, through which 
the spirits talked to the people present.”

A subscriber writes: “Mrs. Celia 
Hughes, platform psychometrist and 
trumpet medium, is at present, in the 
Mount Pleasant Park camp-meeting, 
Clinton, Iowa, and is making friends by 
her hQnest, straightforward work as a 
trumpet medium. After the close of this 
meeting she will be open for engage
ments for the fall and winter season. 
A< Jress as above at present.

Mrs. Virginia Barrett writes: “Last 
month found me in Washington, Pa., 
where I served the First Spiritual So
ciety lately organised by the little bands 
of noble workers,., for the cause. In 
justice to those wlio are foremost, and 
on whom a great deal of the work lies, 
are Mr. Wayland, vice-president, a 
liberal, conscientious, kind-hearted soul, 
and the society qannot well do without 
his presence. Mrs ¿Cowley is secretary. 
She opens her doors to all honest in
vestigators. Mrs.-il. C. Decker and son, 
and nis spirit control, Robinson, were 
my public sympathizers and helpers. 
We held the first public spiritual meet
ing July 15, in the Opera House, which 
was full. After the discourse I gave 
psychometric readings. The meeting 
naturally created much excitement. 
The cry went up: ‘Our Bible and creeds 
are torn!’ But nothing but stern fact 
could have roasted them out of the old 
rutin which they had so long dwelled. 
New thoughts and new lights are theirs 
for future aid. I notice with satisfaction 
that the questions handed me for an 
answer showed a desire to know more of 
spirit-life.”

G. W. Kates and wife will accept en, 
gagements to jecture and give tests- 
Their engagements Include Lincoln. 
Neb., for month of September; Pitts
burg, Pa., October, and Geauga Co., 
Ohio, society for part of November. All 
succeeding time open to first invitations. 
Address Manitou. Col.

The Society of Progressive Spiritu
alists, a corporation of San Francisco, 
Cal., the oldest spiritual society on the 
Pacific Coast, with means in real estate 
and bank to meet all obligations, is at 
this time without a speaker. They 
wantan eloquent,philosophical, spiritual 
teacher, and speakers of that ciass who 
would like to visit the “Golden State” 
should correspond at once with B. F. 
Small, Hotel Fairmount, San Francisco, 
Cal.

The untiring worker,Bishop A. Beals, 
writes: “I had a large and appreciative 
audience at South Barre, N. Y., last Sun
day, after an absence of seven years, and 
it seemed good to look into their honest 
faces once, and to feel the magnetic 
warmth of their loving hearts respond

Awarded
Highest Honors—World's Fair.
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A Story of Spirit Helpful 

‘ ness.

desire to know the truth.” t'

Prof. Pettibone, who created bo much 
interest in Omaha with bis wonderful 
mediumship, passed through this city on 
his way to the Mantua camp-meeting. 
He was accompanied by Mrs. Pettibone. 
He will in the futufe make Omaha his 
headquarters.

Dewdrop writes: “The First Society 
of Spiritual Unity met as usual last 
Sunday, July 29, and Mrs. Mary C. Ly
man presided over the best Mediums’ 
Conference at 10:30 that has been held 
by this society. It is a part of her 
mission and spirit work among us to 
encourage and instruct mediums, and as 
they flhd out the benefit they receive 
from this school of mediumship during 
the following week they become more 
interested and constantly their attend
ance. It is entirely different from the 
usual advertised mediums’ meeting, 
which is only a gathering of a few me
diums to amuse curiosity-seekers. This 
society has a control that makes a 
specialty of testing and strengthening 
mediums, and has done great good for: 
them in other cities. Mrs. Mary Lyman 
extends the: hand of sympathetic en
couragement to every medium, and de
sires their assistance.”

The Leavenworth (Kansas) County 
Spiritualist Association will hold their 
seventh annual meeting in Deuel’s Hall, 
on the 14th, 15th, andlfith of September, 
1894. T. C. Deuel, president. - :

to the words of inspiration given 
through my organism. The Progress- I 
Ive Thinker is widely taken in that 
community and highly praised for its 
able articles. I can be addressed at
1457 Michigan street, Buffalo. N. Y., for 
the month of August, for engagements 
the coming season.”

THE CELEBUTED OXFORD ORBMIS«““ORCHESTRAL TO^KP H«ML 
When you buy from US you pay the factory profit, anduot agents’ dealers'or fl* A [Z''dft 

middlemens’ enormous profits. This beautiful Oxford Columbia Organ for w« 
COMPA6St-Five Octaves, il Necessary Stops, 2 of 3-Ootave, 2 of 2>Ootsvo Each-

11 NECESSARY RlßPR—Alltbatcaulioputonateetroeductlon 11 _webecpawTB oi.uro|w uttucuhaft bogus stops, viz-: 
Diapason, Urfoolpa!, Melodía, Dulcut, Cremona, Vox-Angelica, Echo 
Horn, Celeste, Treble Coupler. Bass Coupler, Grana Organ und Rigbtj 
Knee Swell and Left Knee Swell, TbeabovM set reeds and lincees- 
cary stops are placed at the dbpo.sul of the performer and tha action 
Is characterized by greater power, varicti/ and brUliancu ofjtone^QUi* 
blned with the most exqulsftlve purity and suetlueas, in addition ta 
the muslo contained In an ordinary organ. ■ 1
DEfiCRIPTION CF OAÍE— ConstructedottheboatgradeoteoUjI 

black walnut, handeomely ttnlshcd« 
hand-rubbed with oil, durable und strong, thoroughly seasoned, 
kiln dried, and made on ücientlllo principles, each component part bt> 
lug panelcdto prevent warping or splitting, with veneered minds, 
eleguutlycarvedand ornamented; center panel on top fitted with n 
largo beveled French plate glace mirror, with veneer paueli&neach 
side; exquisite, fret work, brocade silk velvet trimming» back of all 
fret work, largo muslo cabinet, swinging ¡front fail board, two lamp 
stands, convenient handles for moving. It is entirely new io design, 
and Is as Illustrated tn ent. The caseetandson castors.
INTERIOR C0NS7RüßnDN-i^''‘P^CMASASEtfnot i•»ole VO go v uuv or orucT “.IR* 
easily adjusted incase at auy disarrangement; working parts«e freo 
from friction and will neither break nor wear. Nothing but the best 
ot material used, and you will never find in oue oí tbe Oxford organs 
blotting paper instead of frit; clothinfiteadotleatber;oll-cJotuin- 
steadof rubber; common board instead oUbreo-pJy stock.
TUt TH MF— which is the mo:.t important part ot an instrument, la 

full, sweet, round .sympathetic, and harmonious, with 
i volume, variety and brilliancy, combined with great power.
\ TNK RFII flWR— ft very important partof a good organ, ate ot the 

very best and strongest material, best quality
Vof rubber cloth and beet quality ot felt, with perfect atop action. 

They have an immense capacity and furnished, with the automatic 
valve for preventing an over supply oi air. will never leak orwear out. TUK WARRANT—Ky our warrant we pledge ourselves in caseouy 

■ , ¿SuJsSSuMSun organ should prove defective In material or
woztanansblp during ft tena ot fifteen tiran to put tbe »«molo proper »r refund money.

. tpeC—Our Wholesale Catalogue of Organ?, Baby Carriages, Sewing Machines anti BicS- 
des. quoting cash and time prives. Write lor Catalogue at once and state which to send, 
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We take especial pleasure in announc
ing' this story, it comes from Massa
chusetts, not far from the hub of the 
cultured universe. It is the production 
of Mrs. Emma Miner, famed for her 
many literary productions. This story 
will run through the paper for eight 
weeks, and it will prove refreshing and 
exhilarating reading to all. We have 
a large number of subscribers in the 
East who will take especial interest in 
this story, while those in other parts 
will give it a cordial welcome. Now is 
the time to send in your subscriptions.

Act Well Your Part—Don’t Be 
Selfiuli.

Remember that it is by imparting 
happiness to others and making our
selves useful that we receive happiness. 
Stand by this truth, live it out, and 
always keep doing something for the 
common good, doing it well and acting 
sincerely. Endeavor to keep your heart 
in the duty of cherishing good will to 
all, thinking and speaking evil of no 
one, and always with a'htai^vord for 
everybody. Selfishness is its own curse; 
it is a starving vice, and the man who 
does no good gets none; he is like the 
heath in a desert, neither yielding 
fruit nor seeing whence good cometh— 
a stunted, dwarfish, miserable shrub. 
Let all your influence be exerted for the 
purpose of doing all you can for the 
common good and individual welfare of
every one. W. E. Bent,

HopefUI.
It is said the Baptist Missionary Fund 

has fallen off 75 per cent during the 
last year. This is a hopeful sign. If 
the decadence of superstition was 
equal to this along the entire line 
there would be hope that the dawn of 
truth, followed by the sun of knowledge, 
was not very distant.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD
Or Mabel Haymond’s Resolve.
DY LOIS WAISBROOKER. THIS IS 

Jl) a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose Is uot merely to enable an unthinktug. Idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle blessed* 
uesfi, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
sclMmprovemeut or tbe good of humanity. Jt is a 
book designed especially. prhna*lly, for mother: aud 
those who are to be inoiLer«; ajd secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-i cing and happiness of 
the race. Ir bring« strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings aud luflu* 
eoces bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally The author touches upon various things 
In modern social and builness life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos- 
lug societyasa whole. Tbe book Is trenchant, Instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
is a novel. Bhd U especially cottimended to "women 
everywhere.” to whom it Ie dedicated. It alio tbor* 
nughly shows up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced Ideas relallug to tbe Spiritual phil
osophy are introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
tbe author, it contains 815 pages, neatly bound b 
cloth. Prior by mall, prepaid, 11.25.

AN INVALUmoLE WORK.
immortality, or future homes 

1 and Dwelling places By Dr. J. M. Peebles. This 
admirable work contains what a hundred spirits, good 
and evil, say of tbelr dwelling places. Give us details 
—details and accurate delineations of life In tbo Spirit- 
world’—is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death is approaching. Whtthcr-ob, whither! Shall 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? Win they know 
tne? What fa tbelr present condition, and what their 
occupations? In this volume (tie spirits, differing as 
they may, are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man Is better qualified thau Dr. Peebles, to place a 
work of this kind before the people. He treats of ths 
Mysteries of Life; Douuu; and Hopes; Tbe Bridging of 
the River; Foregloams of the Future; Testimony of 
Saints; The Growth nud Perfection, of the Spiritual 
Body; Is It tbe Soul or Body that Sina?; Clothing In 
the Spirit World; Our Little on»»a In Heaven; The per
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s 
Testimony; Evil Spirits; Testimony of Phyaiclnnsln 
Spirit Life; The Homes of ApoMlen and Divines; Tbo 
Friends and Shakers In Spirit Life; Splr‘t Homes of 
Bruno and Others; Many Voices from the Spirit Land. 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price ftl.50; postage 1:1 cents. For aala at thi| 
office.

SOMETHING Goou.

GEMS OtF FREETH0UGHT,
The fflyth of tlie Great Peluge. By James 

M. McCaan. Pries 15 cvuU, It ts the must com- 
pl«ie aud overwhelming refutation of the Bible 
Btory of tbe Belugo that I have ever read,—B. y. 
Underwood. To read it la to 'bo astoiibhediat 
the possibilities of religious credulity.—T. B. 
Wakeman. Mr. McCann’s dynamite bomb has 
blown the fallacy to atoms,—A, B. Bradford. It 
ought to meet with a very large sale.—C.P.Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil.—By Henry 
Frank, ilia independent preacher of New York 
Citv. The most learned, accurate, scientific and 
philosophical analysis of His Satanic Majesty ever 
before published. The book contains 6b pages, is 
beautifully bound, with likeness of author on title 
page. Brice, 25 cents.

IneemnlPa Addrees before the New 
Yorii Unitarlau Club. The flret time in the 
history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited a noted iuftdel to lecture before them. 
The lecture is a grand one, and was received by 
the Club with continuous applause from beginning 
to end. Tbe pamphlet contains 12 pages, beauti
fully printed. Price, 6 cents.

The Goda. By Roberta. Ingersoll, A beautiful 
mmpblet of forty pages,with likeness of Ingersoll. 
Price, 20 cents. The moat profound address 
that Ingersoll ever delivered.

Ohl troll and State; tbe Bible in the Public 
tScnools; the New "Amoricau” Party—By ‘ Jef
ferson." Third edition. This beautiful pam- 
f'hlet of 28 pages is tbo most thorough presents- 

lun of tbe Church and State question tbat baa 
appeared. Price, 10 cents.

The nellciou of Humanity i A Phi
losophy bl Mfb. By J. Leon Banwell. A 
beuntitul paper-bound namphlet, with likeness of 
nuthor. A nin-t v>|mible publication to circulate 
among Christian people. Price 15 cents.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Inger- 
soil on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered be-

■ fore the New York Legislature, May 9, 1888. 
Price, 4 cents.

The Christian Religion. IVAaf <« to its 
final outcome? By an Old Farmer. A splendid 
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 16 cents.

God in the Constitution. By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of tbe best papers Col. Ingersoll 
ever wrotei In paper cover, with likeness of 
author. Price 10 c^nts.

What Would Follow the Eflhcement 
of Christianity I By George Jacob Hol- 
yoake. This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethouglit Literature. Bound in paper with 
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.

Ingersoll’s Great Address on Thomas 
Paine, at the late Paine celebration in Now 
York Lily. Price, 6 cejits.

Standing up for Jesus] or what the editor 
ot the FreaUnken' Magasino thinks ot him. 
Price, 4 cents.

‘ The Progressive Thinker,” (
Chicago

Address,

THE PSYGHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Thia Instrument has now Jbepn thoroughly tested 

numerous Invoillgators, and has proved wore satiefne-
bj

J/TE WS OF O UR HE A VENL ’¡’HOME. 
V A Sequel to "A Stellar Key." niuatretod. Tbl, 

work Is not merely descriptive ot what the author calls 
the “ Bummer-Land." hut It Ie illustrated with dta- 
iremsot celestial objects an. views ot different por- 

। Bone of the Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only the 
I clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument ot higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statements tn regard tr 
"Individual occupation," "progress after death," 
" eating and breatalng In tbe spint-ltfe," " disappear 
ance of the bodily orge-- at death," " domestic enjoy, 
ment»and trnoconjuga. >lons," “origin of the doo- 
trine of the devil," ctr Cloth Ï5 Vont». Postage 
5 cent». For ente at thi-

Bishop A. Beals spoke at South 
Barre, N. Y., last Sunday. He ‘ 
other engagements in that vicinity.

Lake Brady Camp, Ohio.
A friend writes: “C. E. Winans

has

and
A, Norman were greatly mistaken in re
gard to Lake Brady camp. It is a beau
tiful, grand camp—all that can be de
sired. Its president is one of the best 
men living—careful, methodical, pains
taking, honest, and ever looting out for 
the interest of mediums. The scenery 
is most beautiful, and the lectures un-

SOMETHING UotruL,
OUT OB THE DEPTHS INTO THE

Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S. 
Twing, medium. Thia little book will be reed with 
Intense Interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles' 
interviews with tbe inhabitants of the Hells of Spirit- 
life—a dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath ot the millions who bare gone 
from earth-life with the elnmnlr» effects of debauch
ery. misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge ami 
lylngUvea. Thobooklsmado up of fifteen chapters. 
Somo of tbo titles of tbo chapters are as follows: 
The Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitute,—Tha 
Homo of Corrupt Pollilclans-Abode of Spirits wha 
plot to fncreaae sorrow, debauchery, drnnkonneaa, 
dissension and revenge—Tbo War Department tn 
tbe Hcllaof Spirlt-llfe—Unhappy Marriages are pro» 
moted by the low spirits in the matcb-maklng'bell nt 
Spirlt-llfe—The Negro Heil—The Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—The Hell for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and mediums—Into tbo Light. The Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting fnthi 
light. An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirit 
PAJ Cotgrr"«.

lory toan the plauehette. both Io regard io the cer
tainty and correctnoaa ot the qorntnuiitcatloaa, and tie 
a tneani of developing mediumship. Mauy who were 
notawarc of their mediumlstlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive aatonisbing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Cape. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. T., writes: “J had 
communications (by the psychograpb) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whoso grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and provedLtotnc that Spirit
ualism Is indeed true, 'and the comtnunlcadoas trnvo 
given my heart the greatest comfort In the severe losa 
1 have hud of son, daughter, upd tfaeirmotber." i

Dr. Eugene Crowell. whoiQ writings hove tnado bls ; 
mime familiar to those interested Ju psychical inaiutr.s, 1 
»mesas follows: am much pleasod with the Psv- j 
»•hograph you sent me, and will thoroughly test it tuu j 
first opportunity I may bovo. It 1j very simple tn ' 
principle and construction, and lam euro must be far : 
more sensitive to spirit powep than the one now in uml 
1 ocllcro it will genorally supersede the latter when 1 
Its superior merits becomo known,"

A. P, Miller, journalist and poeu in an editorial no
tice of the instrument (a bfs paper. tha Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, nays: "The Psychograph is an Im
provement upon the plancbette» having a dial and let
ters, with a few words, so that very little 'power’ 18 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
du not hesitate to recommend It to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits canrctum and communi
cate." -

Just what Investigators want Homb circles warn. 
Price, by mall, free with full direction» for use, 8i.ua. 
For sale at this office-

“Antiquity UqVeiled.”
Extract from Contents.

Apollonius op Tv ana, the Natarene.— 
Born A. I). 2, died A. D. 99—His history and 
teachings appropriated, to formulate Christian
ity.—The original gospels of the New Testa
ment brought from India. • ■

Pope Gregory VII.—His reasons for de
stroying the library of the Palatine Apollo— 
The manuscripts contained therein would prove 
the non-existence of Jesus Christ. _
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cross. t
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JUNIANUS JuSTINUS, a Latin Historian.—, 
Works mutilated by Christian writers—Hesus 
Christos changed to Jesus Christ in the days of 
Eusebius.

Strabo. Historian and Geographer.—vTf the 
records of the past had been allowed to stand 
there would be no Christianity to-day."—Con
firmatory proof that the portrait of the Naza
rene, represents Apollonius

Herodes Agrippa II, King of Judea.—The 
true version of tbe trial of Paul before Agrippa 
as given in the Acts.

Procopius, the Secretary of Belisarius — 
Eusebius changes the Hindoo Chrishna into 
the Jew Jesus Chrisl—Julian the Apostate did 
not recant upon bis death bed.

Ananias, a Jewish High Priest.—Apollo
nius and not Christ accused before Felix—The 
only Christ preached in Judea was the Christos 
of Apollonius.

Paulinus, Archbishop of York.—His muti
lation of the Scriptures—He finds Jesus Christ 
to be Apollonius of Tyana.

Zoroaster.— Startling disclosures.— Tbe 
Jewish Book of Daniel contains the actual 
earthly experience of Zoroaster.—Zoroaster, 
not Daniel thrust into the lion’s den—Correc
tions made in history.
REASONS WHY EVERY BODY SHOULD 

READ “ ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.”

Because—It interprets tbe myste
ries of religious teachings in ancient 
and modern times and proves that all 
religions originated in sun and phallic 
worship.

Because—It tells why the Clergy 
!âo not explain, these mysteries, but 
claim that they are mysteries of God, 
and therefore are not to be questioned.

Because—It gives light upon a 
question that has agitated the human 
mind to a greater extent than any 
other, viz : Are the teachings of 
Christianity true, and from whence 
did they come?
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THE CASE OF MARY RICE.
Her Advent to Spirit-Life.

A Narrative of Her Experiences.

Through the Mediumship of A. E. Til. 
den, M. D., Rochester, N. Y.

k
B-1 ■

The case of Mary Rice is perhaps ias 
instructive as anything that can be introduced 
here upon several phases of, spirit and 
mundane life. Her residence was in the 
town of York, Livingston Co., N. Y., near 
the 'hamlet and P. O. called Greigsville. 
Ghe was an only daughter and had three 
brothers, two of whom still live in that 
■vicinity.

The families are well-to-do farmers, with 
much more than ordinary intelligence and 
culture. ,

I had been acquainted with Mary and her 
brother Francis about twenty years before 
her transition to Spirit-life. •

I now say that I believe that, when a 
young lady, but very few ladies in the region 
excelled her in personal attractions,' having 
symmetry of form and features, taste in dress 
and adornments, with means to gratify that 
taste. .

In religion the parents and family were 
Baptists, but Mary and her brother Francis 
were intelligent and medlumistic enough to 
more than counterbalance any tendency there 
might be to bigotry. ,

While the rest of the family with more or 
legs tenacity adhered to their creedal faith, 
Mary and Francis sought for truth with a 
disposition to accept and follow it, whether it 
coincided or conflicted with the creed in 
which they were so carefully nurtured. 
Probably all the family were candid and 
honest enough to do this, but Mary and 
Francis had the advantage of the others in 
medlumistic qualities and development, so 
that spirits were able to impress truths upon 
their minds with greater facility than upon 
the others.

Such persons, though they may not be 
more intellectual than others, are likely to be 
the pioneers of the family in discerning and 
comprehending spiritual things.

Mary and Francis, in the early days of 
what is called modern Spiritualism, took a 
lively and active interest in its progress, 
attending conventions together and doing 
whatever else they could' to aid others in 
their search for a knowledge of the evidences 
of man’s immortality, to be obtained by the 
return and manifestation of spirits.

But Mary’s physical health failed, and 
a class of spirits not developed to the 
plane she occupied took advantage of 
her depleted nerve energies, and perhaps 
also of the insufficiency of the guardianship 
of her immediate spirit friends to get control 
of her organism and establish themselves, to 
the exclusion for much of the time of her 
better controls. Thus her mental organism 
became a battle-ground of opposing spirit 
forces, such as we often call good and evil 
spirits.

The relatively evil spirits were in sufficient 
force to maintain their position in the citadel 
ot her mind against the efforts of her better 
controls to expel them. This state of things 
constitutes what I call obsession. The. 
obsessing spirits can only be displaced by a 
stronger spiritual power, and the better 
spirits, in their efforts to displace or expel 
the obsessing spirits, can generally best exert 
their power through some other earthly me
dium, because the earthly medium is more 
nearly on the plane of the obsessed individ
uals.

For this reason it is much easier for them 
to relieve the poor unfortunate before passing 
to Spirit-life than after he or she gets to 
where an earthly medium is not so available 
through whom they can work.

And this is why (as what follows will 
show) Mary’s spirit friends were so anxious 
to have her relieved of those evil spirits 
before passing out of the body.

The condition of obsession is more com
mon than is generally supposed by even those 
who know it to be a truth.

Anciently it was called being possessed of 
devils. Now it is considered insanity, and 
multitudes are incarcerated in insane asylums 
whose brain is not diseased and whose only 
mental ailment is spirit obsession, or it may 
be in some cases only spiritual conflict as 
above described, where the obsessing spirits 
have not yet obtained full mastery.

All such cases could be relieved, saved, 
cured, or if the obsession is preferred, the 
evil spirits could be ostracised by a band of 
spirits sufficiently powerful, through a good 
healing mediun^ if the victim could be 
brought and kept under treatment by him a 
sufficient length of time; but the masses are 
yet too nearly on the animal plane to be made 
to understand this matter, and much less to 
be brought to act to bring such victims under 
proper mediumistic influence to be cured.

And so society does the worst possible 
thing for this class of the insane—congregates 
them together, so that a great assemblage of 
ignorant and malicious spirit devils can hold 
high carnival.

Who, understanding the condition of 
things, would expect a thousand gregarious 
devils under those circumstances to relinquish 
their hold upon their victims, through whom 
their propensities, appetites, tastes and 
passions are thus gratified?

If victims of obsession pass to Spirit-life 
under the influence of those undeveloped 
spirits, we arc told that it is often the best 
way to relieve them for spirits who would aid 
them to then take them into the magnetic 
aura of some good earthly medium.

• Mrs. Van Auken and myself are often told 
by spirits that they are- > constantly 
bringing obsessed and diseased spirits to us, 
to be relieved and cured, 1

Sometimes we are-told who they, are, and 
Mrs, .Van Auken sees some’of’them clair-

yoyantly, but we are told that most such 
cases never come to our knowledge.

Temporary control of an undeveloped 
bpirit, however untruthful or vicious, is not 
what ;I call obsession, but where they hold 
the victim permanently or till displaced)

Probably all mediums underdevelopment 
have1 influences sometimes from undesirable 
spirits, and are liable to be troubled by them 
till they have a band of good spirits formed 
sufficiently powerful to keep undeveloped 
spirits at bay.

Sometimes spirit bands of good spirits 
permit their mediums to be temporarily con 
trolled bj' undeveloped spirits for wise pur
poses. But this is not obsession,

The words good and evil and development 
are used as relative terms, with no definite 
meaning as applied to spirits and mediums- 
A good spirit is one whose moral status is as 
high as pur own or higher.

An evil spirit is one whose status is below 
our own. A spirit upon my plane of good
ness would be an evil spirit to one very much 
above me, and a good spirit to one below me 
in moral excellence. The control of what is 
to.the medium an evil spirit will tend to drag 
the Medium down to a lower level physically, 
mentally -and- morally, while the control of a 
good Spirit will be elevating, . ,

Development in mediiimship is a safe-, 
guard, and the only one that I know of against 
obsession, because it enables the protecting 
band to hold control and repel the assaults of 
undeveloped, earth-bound spirits. ‘

The family and friends of Mary Rice did 
not understand her, condition,

For many years they had considered her, 
if not insane, in danger of becoming so, and 
were careful to not say ot do anything to 
excite her mind- A few weeks after Mrs. 
Van Auken and I commenced our work 
together in Rochester, Francis Rice called on 
us and inforjned us that his sister had be
come very much worse of late, and enquired 
if Mrs. Van Auken would go to their home 
to see her, if Mary would consent to have 
her come when he got home. She told him 
she would do so. and on April 2d we received 
a letter from him requesting her to come.

She found Mary in a condition of paralysis, 
so that she had scarcely auy use of her 
limbs, and her mental condition and her 
utterances were such as to afford good proof 
that the diagnosis Mrs, . Van Auken had 
given of the case was correct, viz,, that it 
was a case of obsession and its consequences 
upon both the mentality and the physical 
organism?,

Mrs. Van Auken returned home on Satur
day, April 5, and told me,.„that Dr. Bristol 
had expressed the opinion, that if we would 
treat her magnetically from our rooms each 
evening she would get well enough to be 
brought to Rochester to be personally treated 
by us by Tuesday, April 15. We complied 
punctually, giving the treatments at 8 o'clock 
each evening.

I will here explain our manner of treating 
patients at a distance, which we have practiced 
in many ’other cases besides hers. It was 
as follows:

Some spirit, usually an Indian, takes con
trol of Mrs. Van Auken for the purpose, and 
she then takes on the condition of the 
patient, whatever it may be, suffering their 
pains and other symptoms. For instance, if it 
is a case of paralysis she will be as com
pletely paralyzed as the patient is. Then I 
give her a treatment, as though she was the 
real patient, instead of a substitute. .

Thus slie is made “a curse for others,” 
a scapegoat for their .organic sins, and as she 
remains perfectly conscious notwithstanding 
the control, she can comprehend what was said 
of a great healer in olden times that “he 
bore our -infirmities. ” /

We have good evidence that such treat
ments greatly benefit the patient, however 
far away, and our spirit guides have told us 
that we can in that way do them as much good 
as by being present and applying our hands, 
but it is more exhaustive for the.medium, so 
they prefer to have the patient come to us to 
be treated when practicable.

In the case of Mary Rice it had a wonder
ful effect in giving her strength and prepar
ing her to be brought to Rochester at the 
appointed time.

On Monday, April 14, Mrs. Van Auken 
went to Greigsville, by spirit direction, to 
prepare to bring her and the necessary bag
gage, and at the proper hour on Tuesday 
afternoon to meet the train from Dansville at 
the Geneseo station, about six miles from 
Greigsville.

They loaded the baggage in a wagon and 
Mary was placed in a carriage to be taken 
there. Mrs. Van Auken and Mr. Rice were 
to ride with her. Mrs. Van Auken got in 
and took the lines, and Mr. Rice, as the 
horses were young and in high life, took them 
by the bridle-bit to lead them through a short 
lane to the highway. They had moved but a 
short distance when the horses became sud
denly 'frightened and wrenched the bit from 
his hand and ran down into the road, and 
turning suddenly, threw the body of the car
riage off from the running gear onto the 
ground.

Mrs. Van Auken was thrown out and over 
a fence near the barn. Mary remained in the 
carriage body, which seemed to be carefully 
let down onto the ground, and her position 
was not in the least disturbed nor she injured.

Mr. Rice and his man who was to drive 
the baggage-wagon started on as though, they 
would go after the- team that had runaway 
with' the running gears attached, but Mrs. 
Van Auken told them that they must not go 
after the team till they had got Mary back 
into the house. .

They came towards her, and-immediately 
Dr. Bristol, our chief, took control of Mrs, 
Van Auken and said peremptorily: 5‘Take 
that woman up and put her into the other 
wagon and go on to Geneseo.”

The men in astonishment stood speechless, 
when Dr. Bristol repeated his command’with 
Still more emphasis, accompanied-with a stamp 
of .the foot: “I tell you to put that woman

into the other wagon and go on to Geneseo. 
Pay no attention to the horses, for they’will 
be taken care of. ” -

The men obeyed without a word. They 
placed Mary in the baggage wagon, which had 
good springs. Mr?. Van Auken and Mr. 
Rice got in and started on their six-mile ride 
to the station. ,

During the delay the runaway team had 
stopped, turned around and come part way 
back, so the hired man took care of them.

The road was muddy and the ruts deep. 
They had proceeded about a mile when a 
wheel fell into a deep rut and split the side
board of the wagon-box almost from end to 
end, and as the seats had no other support, 
Mr. Rice, after getting out and making ah 
examination, decided that now they would be 
obliged to get back home, if possible, as they 
could not go further. .

Dr. Bristol again took control and said: 
“Goon to the blacksmith-shop and you will 
find a man there with a strap in his hand. 
He will fix the wagon box and then you go on 
to Geneseo.” ,

The shop was but a short distance away. 
They found; the blacksmith standing with a 
strap in his hand, between the shop and‘ the 
rogd, and talking with another man. ?

■ [TO BE CONTINUED.] '

The Arena and Sirfgle Tax.
I had just finished reading the last one

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa,.
To the Editor:—The twelfth annual camp

meeting of the Mississippi Valley Association 
opened under the most favorable auspices.and 
with a much larger attendance than usual. 
The usual flag-raising took place at 9 a. m-,-, 
and the opening address was delivered by Dr. 
Ada Sheehan in her usual forcible and enter-: 
'tainlng manner. Many regrets are expressed 
at the absence of our President, J. 8. Love
land, but we are exceedingly fortunate in hav
ing such an able presiding officer in the person 
of Dr. Sheehan, our Vice-President. Mrs. H. 
S. Lake delivered the afternoon lecture to a 
large audience and her effort was fully appre
ciated. In the evening another large audience 
convened in the pavilion to listen to Will C. 
Hodge, who gave a radical and stirring ad
dress upon tho topic, ‘ -What shall we do to 
be saved. ” Each lecture was entirely differ
ent from the others, while all .were first-class 
and were fully appreciated.

The camp is rapidly filling up, nearly all 
the tents are spoken for, and the present in
dications are that we shall have a large attend
ance and very successful camp. Among the 
mediums already here are Dr.- J. 0. Phillips, 
Prof. Severance, Ollie A. Blodgett, Celia 
Hughes, John A. Johnstone, C. E. Winans, 
Mrs. Ita and Nellie Bordwell, Dr. and Bessie 
Aspinwall. Jennie Moore and Mrs. DeWolf 
are expected daily.

A pleasant feature in the programme of yes
terday was the dedication of the new and com
modious cottage of Dr. O. G. W. Adamq, of 
Dubuque, with the adjoining sqance-rQpm. 
Dr. Sheehan gave the dedicatory address, fol
lowed by “Papa” Roberts, who is the oldest 
living officer of the association. The seance
room, we understand, is a free will gift tjutJie 
association, and bespeaks the generous n$jire 
of the donor. The exercises were interspersed 
with excellent music by Prof. Hoffman’s,, or
chestra, and closed with a few appropriate re
marks by Dr. Adams, who was given t^ree 
rousing cheers by the entire camp. ’

..... Haslett -Park Camp, Mich.
Jerry Bricker sends us the following report 

from this noted camp:
The crowning event of this camp seems to 

have come on this our first Sunday, by a grand 
lecture and tests by Anna L. Robinson, who 
fairly outdid herself. Then a public inde
pendent slate-writing by W. A. Mansfield, un
der test Condition. The following messages 
were received, to the great joy of all:

“Ladies and gentlemen, I grasp opportun
ity by the forelock now and boldly offer you 
some words of advice, for unless the labor 
people of your grand nation, in your hands, by 
ninety six can send to Washington a People’s 
party man only, your people will see the 
bloodiest war on record; the Democratic and 
Republican parties are becoming depraved, 
even decomposed. The white slave must be 
freed and the money powers brought to justice. 
Yours for liberty, now and forever, A. Lin
coln.” -

“Dear old friends, I am happy to meet you 
all at Haslett Park once more, What a good 
time we used to have, and what a good time 
we still have, for I am among you daily. Oh I 
liow I Jove pay dear jnother. Isn’t she the 
sweetest and bravest mother you ever saw? I 
must close, with love to you ail. May 
Owen."
, “Be steadfast all. J. H. Haslett. (In 
yellow).

“Hello, ¡Hutchinson. This is all true. Charles 
Bush."

“We find a great power point, therefore We 
concentrate here. Yours in the work, Tom 
Thumb” (printed). • .

A short message written across Lincoln's in 
Spanish from Gonzales (in red).

The slate will be photographed and pre
served.

Mr. Hutchinson is a trustee of this Associ
ation and knew Charles Bush. Every one 
knew lovely May Owen, drowned at Orion 
Lake three years ago, who never fails to let 
her friends hear from her at every opportun
ity. It is probably the best public manifesta
tion ever given here.

The opening has been a grand one in point 
of attendance and good work done by all. We 
have seventy tents now,{all located for the sea
son. A large number of good mediums are 
present for various phases, including James 
A. Riley, who is giving seances for full forms. 
Mr. Mansfield is also giving seances, both of 
which are entirely satisfactory to the majority. 
Music is excellently rendered by the choir, 
with solos by Pitts O. Hudson. '

In regard to the manifestation, out of the 
large audience, who all had a good view, hun
dreds would take oath that the slates were not 
exchanged. The committee in charge con
sisted of two ladies strangers to the medium 
and mediumship, one of them being a cjiurch 
member, and Mr. White, president of the as; 
sociation. The day closed with general con
ference.
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spared care, research or expense In its verification and produc
tion, and he stakes bls reputation upon the validity of Its concents, 
knowing that it will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It is a remarkable picture—a page of 
Veiled history. Give It a deliberate reading, xou will be amply 
Repaid. FiJee 41.50.

¿IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. TRENCH.
They ere worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 50 cenu.

T IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORY 
pr of Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Arrans. An rcitllnf 
hlstoiy of man. Written through the mediumship of U. ti.Flg 
ley. You should read this work. Price SO coots.

T IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD.
By Mra. Mary T. Sbelbamer, It abounds Ln facta it refer 

ence to the Summer-Land. Price 41.00.

Leaflets of thought gathered 
i Tr®® ^^®- Presented Lu humanitr through the

meoiuiDjhlp of B. £, Litchfield. Excellent throughuu. Jnce 
*

Jim,

of
Henry George’s books when the August 
Arena was laid on my table; and I thought 
surely this grand reform magazine will not be 
behind on the great problem of the age—the 
distribution of wealth—and imagine my de
light when on looking over its excellent table 
of contents I saw “The Land Question and 
the Single Tax, by S. B. Riggen.” Mr. Rig
gen is as radical as Mr. George, and hie co
gent reasoning and the prestige of the Aiena 
cannot fail to make his well-written paper 
very effectual. -

He says: “The sole cause of the dearth of 
.employment, of which we hear so much at the 
present time, is because the land, nature’s 
opportunity to work, is withheld from the 
workers.”

He agrees with Henry George, that no so
cial industrial reform can be accomplished un
til this fundamental factor—the land question 
—is settled: and both believe that it only re
quires to be understood to be adopted, even 
by those who now oppose it .

No thoughtful Spiritualist will be surprised 
to learn that the spirit powers managing this 
great revolution, or evolution, recognize in 
Henry George the Thomas Paine or John 
the Baptist of the coming New Era.

After the above was in the hands of the 
printer, another report came, substantially the 
same, from our young friend, H. E. Martin. 
We add his closing paragraph:

“These phenomena were witnessed by the 
whole audience, while the slates were in full 
view. Next Sunday at the close of the after
noon lecture, Mr. Mansfield will give a similar 
seance. In their own handwriting the follow
ing persons have attested these phenomena: 
Henry E. Martin, Peter Vanderhoof, Will 
Divinne, Frank S. Wellman, A. A. Wood
ruff, C. E. Brownson, G. H. Collar, G. M. 
Stanley, A. J. Champion, N. B. Renwick and 
W. R. Alger.”

Maple Dell Camp.

MR. AND MRS. 0. F. PERKINS.

R. N.

The Michigan State Spiritualist As
sociation.

The Michigan State Spiritual Association 
holds its regular annual business meeting for 
the election of officers and other business, at 
Lansing, Mich., Monday, August 13th,' be
ginning at 10:30 a. m. .

The convention will be held in the chprch 
on Washington avenue, occupied by the First 
Society of Spiritualists, of Lansing, -which so
cietywill also furnish meals for all who may. 
desire, at 25 cents, in the basement of the 
church. All societies, having • charters, are 
entitled to one delegate for each ten members’ 
or majorffraction of ten. • ‘

L. V. Moulton, President ■ 
Dr F. Schermerhorn, Secretary.

Helen Harlow's Vow, or Self J ustice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
to $1, cloth.

The Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta: W. Fletcher, 
M. D. An excellent work. Price $1.50.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. . A 
trenchant presentation of the subject.' Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, $1. ‘

Maple Dell Camp is fortunate in securing 
the services of Brother and Sister Perkins. 
They are devoted and efficient workers, and 
are a whole camp-meeting by themselves. 
They combine a rich variety of gifts that are 
both phenomenal, inspiring and educational. 
The variety of phenomenal phases they repre
sent is unique, and they work together in ways 
that are often novel and convincing. Bro. 
Perkins is an excellent singer, and has a great 
variety of selections that touch all the varied 
keys of emotion, sentiment, and amusement, 
and are religious, spiritual, antique, philo
sophical and variously practical. Best of all 
these faithful workers bear evidence in all 
they say and do of deep Sincerity, truthful
ness and honesty of purpose.

The meetings since my arrival last Thurs
day have surprised me. The attendance is 
double what I expected to find, and the inter
est is phenomenal. To-day—Sunday, July 
29—the pavilion was full and many outside 
standing with bated breath to catch every 
word.

J. W. Dennis read a suggestive lecture this 
morning, supplemented with testa by Bert 
Wood worth. If his teste were not genuine, 
platform tests might as well be abandoned, so 
far as they are to be counted in evidence.

This camp has added three acres to the 
original purchase, built several new cottages, 
improved the grounds, and bids fair to grow 
indefinitely. ’ A spirit of unity and sweet 
good-will presides over ite developments, and 
a strong restfulness makes the sensitive feel 
at home in its atmosphere; Bro. D. M. King 
is an indefatigable worker, and the Society 
seems to be. in happy accord with his efforts 
and plans. Evidently Maple Dell Camp has 
come to stay. Lyman 0. Howe.

Mantua Station, Ohio, July 29.
Jesus and the Mediums. A,comparison of 

Modern and Bible. Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com 
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government. Paper, 25 cents;cloth, 50cts.

The Question Settled. ' By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

IF YOU
Waut the very

Its

. Why this Appetite fur a Knowledge of a Future.

various theories clearly staled. Muuy of the experi
ments* described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial

¡mge*, bound in cloth. Price, $2.00, Fur sale at 
the office of Tuk Phoukebsive Thinker.

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

DY CARL SEXTL’S. THE BOOK IS 
J-J largely a record of Un* fucu aud deinuubtrationa 
which the author bus been, heard of or prcaeulod lu 
bls owu ex pei-iinenu. The. hibtory of the various 
piiuses of (he science is bucehictly presvutud, aud the

■ HYPNOTISM;
Facte, Theories and Related

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast," “Wblcb,” “Letter« to Eldel 

Mlles Grant,” “Bulb Bides," "That Terrible 
Question," “Wolf In Sheep's

Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

This book Is what Its title Indicates—“The Question 
Settled, nn (.'ireful Comparison of Blbllrul aud 
Modern Spill Ham.” We give below only a partial 
list uf the contents of each chapter;

Chaiter J—Tbe Adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe 
Wants or Humanity.—No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Religions miut adapt theniM'lveh to Men. 
ilellgituiB and Sciences have failed io demunstrate an 
After Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought lu 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with (ho 
Dead. Its Efiect. Bible Writer« In Doubt us to a 
Future. A Dialogue. SpirituhIIkiii convince« a Min
ister uf his Immortality. Djing Minister lu Despair.

V /rl \ X ™US8 ln tbe WorId
aud are willing to pay from

§10 to §15 for it, send a 2-cent stamp 
for our free descriptive pamphlet, No. 1. 

Address:
MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO., 

(Dr. Pierce & Soil) 
bt, Louis, Mo.। or San Francisco, Cal,

■ - ---- t - ---- — UIVUI.'UCO|.UUVUUVLU|IVU ill vsuivugv. im; JHClUllHl
YTTAycrnr WRIT// illustration« add much to (helulcrcbt and valueof thelA/A Jy1 1 z*?> 1 L\J' book, which will be found very interesting to (he gen-
KF 68, poems and Bongs; gathered from t;c highways, by erul reader. us well us helpful aud instructive to the

ways and hedges of life. By Mattle E. Hull. It Is excellent student. The work is a handsome volume of 300
Price 11.00. puges. bound in cloth. Price, $2.00, For sale at

JJ/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN "THREE 
VV BevpnB," & book of 271 pages. By The Phelona. It U 

really a very interesting and suggestive work. Price 41.25.

JJ7KY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
vr Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book should 

be read by every Spiritualist. Price 41.00: postage 10

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
L Letters to the Beybert CommlBalon. By Freuds J. Llppltt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth lu weight In gold. ?rlce 25 
cenu.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEALING. A 
1 scriesoHessonsontlierelaUoDBOf thesplrltto jtsown organ 
Ism, and the Inter-relation of human beings with reference u* 
health, disease and healing. By tbe spirit of Dr. Benj&main 
Rnsb, through tbe mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 41.50.

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
L course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work, it poa 

great merit. Price 41.25.

TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OP 
LIL tna Sunday queatftn. It la Invaluable. By G. W. Brown, 

M. D. Price 15 cente.

TTOW TO MESMERIZE, BY PROF. J. W. 
J. J. Cadwell, one of the most successful mesmerists In Amer
ica. Ancient and modern mlraclos explained by mesmerism. Aa 
invaluable work. Price, paper, 50 ccnu.

OTARNOS.
O rosary of pea

BY Uh. JJE..LA E. DAVIS. A

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and Modern iSpirit- 
ualism.

■ - . .. . - . a . . > - _ 1. 1IJ Imo Appall VV A vl 1* 1.UU 1 UI 1* J UVU> v.
kJ rosary ot pearl«, culled from tho works of Andrew Jackson i n_Thn Unr«i T.niWv of Rnirlnmilam _llavla Intended fnr the llehL nnd Rnluou nf everv ftnrrnu/lnrv 1 LHA1TBRJ1 1UO Moral 1 cnutiicy oi bpiriuiaiisn).^ mind and stricken heart Price 50 ccma Y “B ■ A Natural Query. Jcsu« regarded as a Blaspheme»
unna ana stricken heart, iriceou cents. #|)(1 n 1)evl| Kvcry ucw Bj.etclll ])usw.s 11U Era

Secrets from the convent of the
Sacred HcarL by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na

ture,“ "Ethics of Science,” “Seleneo of Mau," etc. Hudson Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing nud publishing hie 
“Convent," which has had a phenomenal run In The Progrkss- 
ivb Thinker. Post paid anywhere, &j cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cenu.

C0LAR BIOLOGY, BY INRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
disease; determining nicutnl, physical and badness qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon uud p'unets.trom 1820 
to 1900 inclusive. Largo Bvo, cloth >5.00. Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO
cal music for tbe choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 

M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Btlley, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of Ikeraturc with the ipost crit
ical care, free from all theological hiac, throbbing with the soul of 
inspiration, embodying Cho principles nnd virtues of tbe spiritual 
philosophy, Bet to the most cheerful aud popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, 1c is doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful Bongs, 
ducts and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings und tbe social circle. 
Cloth, 02.00. Postage 14 cents.

yyZE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
J Confessional, by Father Chiniquy. A stirring account of tho 

diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through tbe confessional 
box. Price (1.00.

^THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL, A 
J. comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, in tbo 

keenest and most easy style of its able And versatile author. To 
those who know him that Is sufficient inducement to purchase 
tho book. Price 61.00.

pHE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE.
1 Something you should baro to refer to. By James M. Mo 

Cann. Price 15 cents.

7HE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
A manual, wttb directions for the organization and manage

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
IndCBpenslble. Price 50 cents. .

^THE SPIRITS1 WORK. WHAT I HEA^D, 
J. saw, end felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Snydam. It Is a 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

POEMS OF PROGRESS. B Y LIZZIE DOTEN.
L They are really valuable. Price ,1.00,

TIFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD- 
L-i vauced thought, and la fascinating. Prico 50 cents.

piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
L) Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cento.

DIBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KERSE Y GRA YES. 
JJ It will well pay perusal. Price ,1.75.

PROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
J. Tattle. A beautiful book ot poems of rare merit. Price 
11.50. '
pIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME 
i By Rev. Chas. CblntQuy, ex-priest.' A remarkable book; 
^gcaSSfl. Price .2.25.

CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 
o-J 144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and speculi*'- 
Ive*, each proved affirmatively and negatively by quotations from 
Scritture, without comment. Price 15 cento.

Calumny. Persecution purities. What Good hns Sph*- 
Itszr-m done. OppoueniB unfair. Inimoralhr iu tho 
CbtirchcB. KelfgloiiB System* not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. Nono Perfect. All aro 
God-makers. Men worship their own Opiulons. 
ShoricomlngH of Bible Salms. Jewish Church. Tes
timony ot Jcreiuhih.

Chapter 111—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Terms 
“Man" uud “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lol, 
Joshua. T he Host of Ilie Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Muuouh's wife; is Introduced to Manoab. 
Writing on the Wall. Daniel n Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both ft Man und Angel. Tho Scono rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

('iiapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man ha« a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Mtiu. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zcpbnniuh. Papal Decree. Hurd Question«. Cen not 
answer ail. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Sources 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—AH Subjects 
Important. “Ye tnuav be born again.” Nicodemus* 
Quandary. A Mtnlsier’sOptnton. Author’sObjection. 
Jesus' Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit a Resurrectlun. Nut of Flesh and Blond. Bible 
against It (I Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Oplnluu 0f tho Woman of Tekoab. Of J<>N. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
cut Chrlbt’s Flesh.

Chapter VI—Aro We Infidels?—Rapid~Growth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored, 

i Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors In 
the Bll>lc. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. Ail be
lieve Parts, arc] ho one believes All, of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall wc decide who the Be
lievers aro. The true Test. Works. The Commission. 
End of the World nut vet. JcvJbu nud Christian age. 
Preaching. Baptism, and Signs go together. Ib Christ 
in (heChurch?

Chapter VH-Are. We Deluded?- -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Position«. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kettle Story.” Result of tbo 
Warfare. .Maloguo. God and Mediums deceiving tho 
World. Art God and the Devil Partners? Is it just 
to damn the World for L'nbelkf. Author loves God 
□tore than Bibles. Lying Spirits scut out. Did God 
dolt? Cose of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel'« Ex
planation. Spirituallwn n Delusion. Tbe Lord coming. 
Reasoning in a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not “down." “Old 
Splitfoot."

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord nnd 
the Steamboat. Objections to tbe Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Splrltu> 
allsm. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to tha 
Dead for Knowledge. Law Indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
vlolntcd, and hence deserve death. The. Law good in 
its Place, nnd for Its Time.. Men inclined to worship 
Spirit« which communicated. The Jewish Jcbovah 
t»ot au Intlnlte God. He incited the Jews io Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-paid.

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

5EERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE
Past nnd Present By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of 878 

pegea, Ft is an encyclopedia of facts; a mine of raro knowledge} 
a wort that should be in the handf if every Spiritualist. Prioo

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

pHREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE- 
J. Ions; tbe Jesuits, seen and uoseen, are banded against tbe 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they will lose 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held bo long. 
In Three Sevens, this knowledge Is offered to the people. Buy 
U, read It carefully, and see why the Janita hate IL Prico 41.‘25. 
pH^SOUL, irFNATURE^RELATIOIIS 
J. and Expressions in human Embodiments. Given through 

MraXJoraL. V. Richmond, by her guides. A book that every
body should read who aro interested In ro-lncaraaUon. Prioo 
11.00.

185

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,' 
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
of onvnon axi>statb.

Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OP FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

I The Illustrations ore classified as follows: 14 rep- 
c*/*red a ere* o c c- ntd rtT'TT at Tott ’ fesentB Unclo Sam and the Pries >b; 2, The Church yHE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. Robbing the People; 3, Thanksgiving; 1 Sabbath 

J. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one at Laws; 14 Children and tho Church; 16. Woman and 
the ablest men ot the age. Price 41.50; postage 10 cents. tbcCburch;6, ThoChurchand Thomas Paine; 4, Stud«
_ ■_ _ les la Natural History:! Tho Bible and Science; 15,
TZIEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY' ThcClcrgyand Tholr FlockM, Piety in Oar Penttcn« 

Andrpv .lackron Davis. HJtthlv InterT’sHno' PotfLOA A' Harles; 4. The Atonement Scheme; 4, Tbe Lord and cenu. PrlMfficStfc ’ • • interesting, ronago O ujgworks;i. Prayer; 10.ThoCreedsja,Christians and
0 • ••• ’ ■ . Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work;
pHE VOICES. BY WARREN SUMNER BAR- M------------- 4 -------------------------------------------------
A low. Tbo Voices contain poems of remarkable beauty and Pj

lorve. sueyaremusaoxceoenu riMwn Church; 2, Church’s Idea of OlTlllMtloni 1. Tho Uses
>nup /znry'; PV mi R G mr.FP^nn of the Cross; 4,. Unkind Reflections on the Church;«, / ■ ■ ,/in ■ C-rc^n n *, ■■■ 7 ■ Persecutions of the Church; 12, Some Allegories
A A pdnphlet of 40 pagefc Worth Its erelfht Ingold. PtioeSO Heaven; 6; Rell; 7, Miscellaneous. Price,2.
«“*• ................. For Sal© at tuts office.

T 1

_ Missionaries; l,Tho Lord's Instruments: 25/Bible 
Doctrines and Their’Results; 1, The Church and 
Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the 

O i'teitrt’h'« Tiltur nf H1wll1»nHAn • 1. T-Iia TT.a*
* V • V . V ■ W “ — — W ~W H V " • ~ W — V • • V

force. They are most excellent. Price »1.00.
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CASSADAGA CAMP. WONDERFUL MANIFESTATION ©ral Mo ' i *
» ©Iftlf i IVIQb IOa ' ■

Pleasanton, Ark., May 15th, 1894.

J. W. Dennis.

Spiritualism Demonstrated bySclenco. it 1b written, * . 11 I fcU<4|I0<iI 4—. I <11 vlld I <« * V M W.VHv V« 4 * 4 w « 4 4 w Vfta
Iu that peculiarly lotercsilug style In which French 
writers excel when iLey would popularize Bclentiflo

liberal and progressive minister.” This was , 
received with applause, and when the Keven

On blue Monday the elect and those within 
their gates rest from labor, digest the thoughts 
dispensed during the last week and gather
afresh their receptive forces for the new ideas 
and revelations to be advanced from the ros-

subjects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author is not a Splrltuallst-be even

end stepped to the front, announcing his sub- ■ 
ject, “Human Intellect and Beyond,” the This is hard to realize for the truth.

Temple Heights, Me.
The Temple Heights Spiritual Corporation

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, Annie Lord Chamberlain.

Chiöago, HL Every Spiritualist should have Mattapan, Mass.
this, paper. Eveiy advanced thinker should ----------- ----------- ,--------

APOLLONIUS OF TYANA;
rdbntlfied as tbeCIiristf an’JesuB.

wonderful communication, explaining bow Mt 
Uto ul teaching» were ntlllied to formulate CbtlNk 
Mltr. Pnoel4c.au. rar Hie Mibu «act.

garten for.the little buds, where they may be truth this bit of history.
safely deposited during the lecture hours, thus t J. W. Marshall.
relieving the mothers who would like to attend San Difego, Cal., July 28th, 1894.

sides general manager, peacemaker. S. B.

Our speakers aud mediums are of the best. '

to the Owner After Being 
Lost Forty Years.

< , x .. ' .2' U , Everything is now in readiness for the camp- To the Editor:—1 have been told that
Interesting Items Therefrom. Sixty Thousand Dollars Restored meeting at Uatalpa Park, Liberal, Mo., which Maple Dell Camp was a small camp, but from

‘ _ ■' ’ commences August 18th and closes Septem- what I can see after ten days sojourn here, I
ber 3rd. The park is in fine shape' for the can say with truth that it is equal if not better 
meeting. We^have a first-class dining-hall attended than any camp in the State ot Ohio.

n, T1 T xr on, e m n and, restaurant, cottages^ tents with floors, The first Sunday the camp opened we had an 
lo tub Editor:—In No. 87 of The Pro- cots, and everything, except we have but a lim- attendance that filled it full, and all the past 

—..................— .uuouu.uu^ oRESsive Thinker, of date July ^5th, 1891, ited supply of pillows; . parties had better week we have had campers enough with the
. trum during the succeeding days. Up to date J™ P*™ed aa “0OU?‘br‘Dg tbeir °™- We have secured a one and transients to have good conferences and meet- 

each number on the programme, as pre- of the wouderful materializations witnessed in one-third railroad rate on the K. 0. S. & M. fogs, and to-day this camp fairly swarmed 
arranged and announced, has been filled to the 1110 presence of a medium, Heber U. Parks, ttndthe Missouri Pacific, from points within with people from every part of the country, 
complete gratification of all. near Riverside, Cal. Since then I have not one hundred and fifty miles from here, on the Our speakers and mediums are of the best. ‘

The oppressive heat of the last few days, seen this gentleman, as this city has been my certificate plan. Parties pay full fare coming, At present there are on the ground Mrs. Gill
an almost unknown quality at Cassadaga, ap- b0“e', . , , , , . and return on one-third of one fare, by getting man, a materializing medium; Bert Wood-
peared to intensify the individual desire of , -1° day he sends me data and requests nje a certificate from the secretary. . We have worth, a good platform test medium; Mrs. 
many inquirers to.hear from Mrs. Twing her to write for The Progressive Thinker the plenty of both well aud cistern water. f Loukes, a good psychic and trance medium; 
version of “The Life Beyond," and as the roitowing phenomenal history: ...... Our programme is very interesting this year, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Perkins, both trance and
light and shades of pictures presented did not “e says April 30th, 18J4, by invitation ne a3 following will show. • clairvoyant as well as psychometric readers
materially affect the rise and fall of the at- a“d hl.s. w»fe attended a circle m Riverside, programme- from the platform and platform test mediums,
mospherio barometers «over there,” many the medium < being a Miss Maggie Potter, a 2 > ,1 p Woodworth to-day gave ten tests in the shape
were the sighs of relief. cblld 16 year8,of a^ «WJg a/u8ust 18> addr8?8 °f welco“6' WM- of nftmeB that y sn . d b

Two Rev. Doctors of Divinity held the fort a spmt came and asked him if he would do ser; 19, conference m the morning, lecture by of audie 0 » ayes
on Sunday, which innovation proved refresh- so“e, business for. a poor spirit Mr. Parks Dr. Edward J. MornsOn and Thos. P. FletcWr; Dr> Milan Fuller iB here lrom Tho„ 
ipg to those who appreciated changebf diet; 8aid b? ™U C™,aIld wanted *vd.oae p°’ mT? Ai”«1 Obio- He is oneof tbe best of magnetic heal-
indeed, a general expression of gratitude was t^t night The spirit skid no, and that he P. I l^hw and D^ Edward^ J. MorrUpn, .
extended towards the management 'for its dld n?^a“t a “W" kn0* wb?‘ * was< wedmms meeting; .22, lecture by G H. Wal- The j
thoughtful consideration in providing an array and Bald b0 WO0ld g.° hl81Vrh0U»iTi Be^d ,Mr8, 4?na ^binson; ¿3, lecture . f guffalo jj. Y., and Lyman (J. Howe,

• Inthe wrntag Bn. W. W.'fflck., «.lormer i *• *>» «¡J W»** “ J6 ‘ ,D'; ?"d I" ***** * IoUowM by te.imSXi'nd’XX

Presbyterian clergyman, but now a leading a Mrs. Bradford, in Pleasanton, m lums entertainment, 25, lecture by Dr. ^his has been a glorious day for the Maple
- ■_ . - — . w— _ 1 • - '[J*ot*1^q flkxnr? liov*» ■ - • ft" 1 ooF.n 1*0 Inxf ' A It "SillonVio vi 11 L. 1 ___ ’ Camp. M, C. Danforth, president, W. I

“The Nature and Place of Moral Evil in the Parks to send to her: 26, lecture by Adah £heeh.an, M. D.,-and n. White, D. M. King and Dr. W. E. Ball
, World as Viewed from Our Standpoint.” Fol- “Tbere 18 a about some money and Mrs Anna L. Robinson,.. <27, conference, and Me ca'

lowing along the line of Biblical arguments, papers you should have had, and other things ffen®ral iag daJ, . 28, lecture by Dri Ed- j question of time when Maple Dell 
said the ge^mnn, prescribed truth is harm- oonnected withit The papers can be found ward J. Morrison and Adaft Shahan, MJ D., c J be f h 0 ip90f the 
fui, Spiritualism being alone the solvent of all °7?he ,we dow by ?fnockmg off the mediums^meeting; 29, lecture by Adah Bhee- Itisnoffthe mgost 8Sal camp

JU, W B >WhtapMtorotlhbUmwnii.tibatBndlSd: live, «ndhs« tan bidden several tl««. Th« Boblneon; 31 leelure W Adah Staben ,udellgMu‘, end i6>™XpV£ttdLid 

Pa., was introduced by our president, Hon. A. money originally was notes on the Bank of M. D., and Dr. Edward J. Morrison, mediums a ve%f i^ge mapie trees, a finei place for 
Gaston, who said: «Our association stands Wand and was changed in 1865 for gov- nntertammeut;»September 1lecture and tosts a fpiritual camgp not h’ve been located, 
for the continuity of life; ours is a platform er^lent b®11^8- . .. m Cottages, tents, hotel, and all are full, but
for the discussion of truth, where all reforms May 6th Mr. Parks wrote a letter giving M.D.,2, lecture by Adah Sheehan, M.D.,and Bro. King ha» ordered more tents, and now he 
are discussed and advocated. I do not pre- me®sag0 to Mrs. B., and “ailed it to Anna L. Rohinson; 3, grand close, hand can take care of all that may come. There is 
sent the reverend gentleman as an exponent of Pieasanton, Ark., as requested,, and by return shakes and good-by.. no wbirligig8 here, no pig shows, no non
our individual faith, but as a broad-minded, “ail received the following reply: mediums engaged.- sense—nothing but Spiritualism pure and sim-

Mrs. E. M. .'Gilman, of Houston, Texas; pie, and here m where the soul of man can 
• - - - W. W. Aber, the well-known materialising find peaceful rest, and sweet communion with

JI. 0. Parks Yours of the 6th at hand. medium; J. 8. Cravens, spirit photographer; the Spirit-world.
-----— —-y— —- —j—, — It came George Goodman, physical medium; Mrs. B. August 1.—Maple Dell Camp is at the 

large audience was in a listening attitude. «1 to hand last night Mother was not well, so W. Bristow, a'well-known test medium; Ed- height ot its glory. This is the second week
come to you,” said Mr. Houghton, “as a 1 opened;the letter. I d^/not dare tell her warcj Martin, an occult telegraphist; JJiss of the session. Hudson Tuttle and wife are
clergyman, to offer to you the light of God so what I had received until I made a search for jg;ia Bristow, clairvoyant and test medium; here as lecturers: Mrs. Augusta Armstrong of
far as I have received it. Man is in the uni- myself, ; After she went to bed, with my anj j<mma E. Hammon, the noted psychomet- Buffalo, with her «Political Equality,” and J.
verse by invitation, all things having been heart almost in my throat,-4 began to work riCi business and test medium. W. Dennis of Buffalo, N. Y., with solid facts
perfectly planned for his coming. The relig- I “““ the opening. I do not know how I G. H. Walser, President. concerning spirit existence. All are doing
ious aspirations of all prophets, seers and pa- did it. . I took out some olff.dirty papers, lay- a. L. Andrews, Secretary.. the best that they can for the good of the
triarchs have been the same. All difference “g them on the table. Everything became ---------- cause that they represent. Wehavefineaudi-
in belief is the result of intellect, not soul. I dark to me. I stood there in the seeming Qa|| for Eighteenth Annual Con- ““esof intellectual people who are seekers
believe in inspiration. I am conscious of it as darkness, not daring to look the papers over, o-t-Aac after the truths of Spiritualism.
I stand before you, and when I hear public test I should awaken to find it only a dream. greaS. p gaU of jfaQtua one
speakers say they know nothing of this, I But tbe spirit of kindness came to my relief. At a meeting of the Board of Directors of active business men of the camp and Bro D 
think it is because they do not keep the win- They were opened, and there before me lay the American Secular Union held at the rfesi- M> King is one of the giants in the intellect
dowsof their soul freed from the dust and sixty thousand dollars in bonds. Oh! Mr. denceofDr. JulietH. Severance, July28tb; it uaj field. His psychic lessons are the best
cobwebs that obscures the divine light. The Pflrks, tell us if it is my uncle. You did not was decided that the Eighteenth Annual Con- that j have ever attended President Dan-
religion of the future will be a universal be- give any name. It sounds like him. Mother gross of the organization be held in Chicago, forth has the solid common sense of the camp
lief of the same thing. The belief in progress knew uncle had this money, and that it should October 26th, 27th and 28th. . Various Chris- and has flne executive ability, coupled with a
beyond this life is the result of spiritualistic bave been ber8 at his death. He was taken tian denominations, ignoring past differences &onial nature wbich . makes him a favorite
teachings'. Although possessed of no personal off in a singular manner, ^o she never knew —and the history of Christianity denionstMes amOp<r us.
knowledge of spirit return, I fervently hope wba& beca“e of it He has been dead forty that these'have been iiost serious—reddntly Maple Dell is one of the growing camps of

) all the Spiritualists teach is true.” Jears the 6th of this month. Mother hunted convened in a parliament, agreeing to work in country and time will unfold it into one
/ A beautiful tribute was paid to woman, with the premises over years ago without success, unison for the uplifting of humanity. Ccr- of the greatest and best of the forty camps
' a prophetic forecast that Utopia could not be She is a medium herself and I cannot under- tainly liberals should nqt display a less coficil- thftt now dot the United States There is not

realized so long as this remained a purely stand why her brother could not tell her where iatory spirit than the orthodox sects. As- a more harmonious spot on this round earth
niasculine government. this was and save all these years of trouble to senting to this, and remembering that only in and peace and content beams from every face’

A quartette of male voices from Silver ber- Mother is 73 years of age. This will union is there strength, the Board adopted the Our conference meetings are veritable love
Creek, N. Y., delighted the Sunday audience not do her much good. She says you shall following resolution: • ^easts ided over b correspondent,
with a variety of artistically-performed selec- be remunerated, and will leave me in good Resolved, That the Free-thought Federation , Qe0- Fi Perkins and his jolly wife are great 
tions. Two concerts by the full Northwestern circumstances. This is a test we shall never of America be invited to unite with the Aujer- factors in giving life to a camp They are 
Band, sixteen in number, proved a drawing forget I cannot find words to express my ican Secular Union in holding its Eighteenth splendid singers and fill our auditorium with 
card, probably being one of the magnets at- thoughte.and gratitude to you for your kind- Annual Congress, and that Mrs. Freeman be flne muBic at least three times a day SoXls 
■tracting the large excursions. A stereopticon ness. I Will write again. Si soon as mother requested to communicate this resolution to and reunions fill in the time not occupied by 
lecture on “The White City,’-’given by Mr. recovers/ Yours respectfuRy Mr 8. P Putnam lectures and other entertainments. To con-
and Mrs. Jackson, proved a delightful sur- • • AnnI^ 8. Bradfobd. It is also urged that all societies which, ac- ciude) I must say that Maple Dell is one of the
prise in the way of superior merit. It is .-------: cept the «nine demands” send delegates to the finest places for tired, worn-out humanity to
doubtful if there exists more perfect views of . June 2d she writes another long letter, say- Congress and that liberals make a grand; ef- re8t so.ul and body, and also find that perfect 
the vanished glory of the great Fair than “g a“ong other things that they will visit fort to attend this Free-thought Parliament, peace that comes to all that get in close com- 
those taken by Mr. Jackson. Under the in- their old home in England and then come to Let every auxiliary send its representatives, munion with the spirit side of life 
spirational guidance of his wife, who gave the California this fall. She says they are having The World’s Fair Congress was a splendid - -
descriptions, the trip was an ideal one. Dur- 80me difficulty about the money, but they succcess but this is its equal in importance, 
ing the past week a new society has been born tbink they can draw it next week. There is The enemy is busy enforcing Sunday laws and 
in our midst and already christened «Thought 110 interest on it during the last twelve years, securing Sunday legislation, opposing the tax
Exchange, ” wh'J clearly indicates the object and there area good many of the coupons ation of church property, the value of which is wiIi hoM im twelfth annual ui'-p.mni.
of the society. ^The name was given it by g°nei must have been paid. ■ assuming alarming proportions, securing the „ . hfe Norlh„ort Me
Mrs. A. Gaston. The purpose of its meet- Mr. Parks has never been before the public appropriation of public funds to sectarian in- 1Q 8 . p 1 !
ings, to which all are cordially invited, is to as a medium. He is a man of very retiring stitutions, demanding that the bible be read in ’ .. president L O TihJv
give assistance and information to the investi- disposition, He writes me that he has not the public schools—in fact not one effort to ,r . Beeretarv t p Stearns Smith 
gator or perplexed. All questions can be dis- sat for materialization for two years, but that rob the people of their liberty has been relin- ’ n ’ t /Lu’ „
cussed and all are at liberty to present ques- be will this fall. He says he has developed quished. The National Reform Association, BanJor Me ’ ’ ’
tions. some other most wonderful phases of medium- the Sabbath. Association, the Epworth Leagues, 8 ’ ‘

Cassadaga babies are not literally checked, 3biP “ toe last year. Mr. Parks is entirely the King’s Daughters, the Woman’s Christian . pbogbamme.
as at the World’s Fair, but we have a kinder- reliable and there is no question as to the Temperance Union—all these have banded to- The following is a list of the speakers, and 

------ - - — ” ■ gether, presenting a formidable front, and it the days each will speak, subject to all neces-
will require the united efforts of Liberals to sary changes:
defeat so unscrupulous a foe, owing alleg- Aug. 10, a. M., social meeting; p. m., fact 
iance as it readily admits, not to this govern- meeting. Aug. 11, a. m., opening meeting bythe saniej and in no way outrivaling the ■■ ■■ ■ < »* lance as it readily admits, not to this govern- meeiing. Aug. ii, a, m,, opening meeting by

speaker’s Vocal organs, as sometimes occurs Letter from Annie Lord Chamber- ment> but a heavenly ruler, thus endeavor- Abbie Morse; p. u., lecture by A. E. Tisdale, 
when the email ones are present. . lain establish on the ruins ot the Republic a Aug. 12, a. m., lecture by Mrs. Juliett Yeaw;

The peace and harmony prevailing at Cassa- t> . ,, , ., Theocracy. ;'i p. M., lecture by A. E. Tisdale. Aug. 13,
daga elicits much favorable comment from „ Pe^“e, through your paper to thank the How beat to oppose this purpose and the A- «•. ^re by Mrs. Juliett Yeaw; p. m., 
visitors. One ot the original founders of the dear fnend8 who hdve 80 ™dly remembered other unpatriotic schemes of our antagonists lecture by Mrs. Abbie Morse. Aug. 14, -a. m., 
Hazlett Park Association who has been so- ™a with sympathetic letters during my long must be considered at this Congress.’ We lecture by A. E. Tisdale; p. m., lecture by 
iourning'ibn' the grounds the pastweek, in- and tedA0U® 11 v' I’ouId gladly«»pond must work together, accepting this much of Mrs. Juliett Yeaw. Aug. 15, A. m , lecture 
formed your correspondent that this very ele- P"80111^ to °Jne d,d 8trength allow, the wisdom of our opponents that ‘‘thpSe who A. E. Tisdale; p m lecture by J. Frank 
mentmade Cassadaga a veritable paradise of J.1“?? beenjconfinedto my bed,, and moat of „enot for ns are against Us.” . • Baxter. Aug .16, 7:30 a. m., annual meet
rest and perfect peace. The much-agitated u?d®r1care °f a narae «Me January Mbs. M. A. Fbbeman, mgi lecture by Mrs. Abbie Morse; p. m., lect
subject of protection for mediums h^ been ?.d’ ^^7 1 have ^een a?le to 8?, UP Partoi Cor- Sec. Am. Sec. Union. «« by Mrs. Sarah A. Byrnes; 7:30 p. m„ en-
convulsing the morning conferences, some of *he bUt Can,nOt °r.^a? J o : ----- tertainment in the auditorium under the di-
the old Spiritualists taking a hand in the have been very close to Spirit-life, in fact, I The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic rection of J. Frank Baxter. Aug. 17, a. m.,
same affirming that the genuine mediums think 1 11370 been there> and sometime hope idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. - By Mdses lecture by Mrs.'Sarah A. Byrnes; seance by
need ’ no protection. So widespread became 110 able tovrelato W experiences. Shall Jie Hull. Price 10 cents, J. Frank Baxter; p. m. , lecture by A. E. .Tis-
the interest in this topic thht the president elo- P10a80d to b®ar from any friends who feel in- p . , Ag0 f i dale. Aug. 18, Au, lecture by Mrs. Abbie

- quently expressed himself, pouring oil on the dined to write me My father was 86 yggter- a'J0 ’¿g“ J^ ESm to ?V’’ J«1“” y, Sarah A'
troubled waters, as he always does, being be- day- H® 18 "ot able. to «et ^.the house ™ a™ *2, Byrnea. Aug. 19 a. m., lecture by A. E.

- - - - - alone. He has to be wheeled m his chair. uee“‘-“aracter nere starea. raper, ¿o Tisdale; p. m., lecture by J. Frank Baxter.
He keeps cheerful, and is ready to join the cents; doth, 50 cts . . fair

Weknow . AH About Devils "By Moses. Hull. It The Ladies’Aid Society, of Temple Heights, 
we shall meet them there. - traces the history t*. the theological idea of wffi hold a fair and sale of useful articles, in

devils. Sfyows much research. Paper, 15 one of the small halls connected with the aud- 
cents- - itorium, during the meeting. All friends of

subscriba for it^in ,labt the whole world The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. ^nS’8 the cauae, who are willing to help them by do-
•Would:-be- greatly improved 'if . it.; could be Sinnett. Considered theoretically, philosoph- rof iJ? artl®le® for 6ale> • ®r ™oney» "ere-
^£ievw.feS£^mo£^25(t OIn ica“y aad.tbe03°Pblcally- Price $1.25. Yeates the .best interests of mankind, and Sirs. S. E.Turham® BeTast. ThePfS wffi 

J&..J.I ’■ Th$..SpirIttfal Alps and How We Ascend clearly indicates the sources of human ignor- be on a much larger scale this year than here
, ■ .■ The“!. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay ance and misery.., It is a profound and able tofore, having the assistance, ot Mrs. Maggie

A Sex. Revolution,j by .Louis Wawbrooker.. in theAline of refined spiritual thought'and work. In one volume; papfe^50 cents; cloth, Butler, and others from Boston, who are act- 
t Kadic^ ideas,,. Paper;, 25.cents. : progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts. 75 cents. • ■ ■ ive workers with iis in this good work

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE ‘

CHURCH« ROME, 
k Remarkable Book.

Thfe fa .a remarkable work by Father Chiniquy. 
It exposes even to the minutest fletaliB tho.corruptlon 
tbat exists In tbe Church of Rome, k Is a work of 832 
pages, and should bo road as a matter of history by •

Splrittiatlst. The following is a partial Hst of tbo 
table of contents: • * •

The Bible and the Priest of Roino.
. CHAPTER H. . . 1

My first School-days at st. Thomaa-Thc Monk and 
Ceiibaoy. . . .

«u z, - , CHAPTER HL'
Tbe Confession ot Children. .

• . - .. CHAPTER IV. • .
The Shepherd whipped by bls Sheep;

■ v , CHAPTER V. . .
The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Wldow’4 Cow»
.. ................... _ CHAPTER VI.
FesUW’ei in »Parsonage. । .

— ■ . CHAPTER VIL '
Preparation for the First Communton-rlnitiatlon to ■ 

Idolatry, -
CHAPTER VIII.

The First Communion. .
„ CHAPTER IX. _ _
Intellectual Education In tbe Roman CtfthdlleOcllege.

■ „ . ■ CHAPTER X. . .
Moroi and Religious instruction In the Roman Catbo- 

lie Colleges.
CHAPTER XL

Protestant Children In the COnvents and Nunneries of 
Rome. .

' CHAPTER XU.
Rome and Education—Why dues the Church of Rome 

bate tbo Common Schools of the Ujnled States, and 
want to destroy them?—Why does.she object to 
the reading of the Bible in the Schtrols?
■ •• CHAPTER Xlli. -i

Theology of the Church of Kume: 1(4 AnU-fioclal and 
Anti-Chwstian Character. • • f7

_ „ i • CHAPTER XIV. j
The Vow of Celibacy.

. , CHAPTER XV.
The Impurities of the Theology of Rope.
m CHAPTER XVL
Tbe Priest of Rome aud tbe Holy Fathers; or, howl 

swore to give up the Word of Gotrio follow the 
word of Men. ,

CHAPTER XVII.
Tbe Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod

ern Idolatry.
CHAPTER XV1IL

Dino Consequences of ibe Dogma of Transubstantia- 
tlon—The old Paganism under a Christian name.

CHAPTER XIX. ., .
Vicarage, and Lite at St. Chariot), Klvlerre Bbyer. 

' CHAPTER XX.
Papineau and tbe Patriots in 1838—Tbe burning of “Lo 

Canudlen” by tbe Curate of St. Charles.
CHAPTER XXL

Gyand Dinner of tbe Priests—Tbe Maniac Sister of 
liov. Hl r. Porras.

CHAPTER XXII.
iun appointed Vicar of the Curate of Choriesbourgh 

—The Fiery, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Ferros.

CHAPTER XX11I.
The Cholera Morbus of 1881—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of Ibu Priests of Rome during the epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vlcor of St. Roch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Teiu—TeriuUtau-Gencrol Cargo—The 
Beal Skins.

chapter XXV.
Blmony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic iu tbe bo- 

called Body and Blood of Chrfst—Enormous sums 
of Money made by the sale of Masses-Tbe Society 
of Three Maeses abolished and the Society of one 
Moss established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade In Musses.

CHAPTER XXV11.
Quebec Marine Hospital—'The first time 1 carried the 

“Bau-rDi^u” Gbe wafer god) tn my vest pocket 
—Tlm Graud Oyster Sojrco ut Mr. Butcau’»—Tbe 
Revjhj Parent aud tbe "Boil Dien” at the Oyster 
Soiree,

have not space In this- notice of Father 
Cblulquy’s work to give the heads of all the Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial valpc. The following, 
however, aro of thrilling interest:; ,

. CRAFTER L11L
The Immaculate Conception of tbe Virgin Mary, 

f CHAPTER LIV,r •
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV. •
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Prlesto 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LV1.

public Acts of Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O’Kegaa—Genera) Cry of Indignation—1 
determine co resist him to bla face—He employs 
Mr. Spink again to eend me lo Gaol, and he fails 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana mine Spring 
of 1856 aud falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and iny Counselor.

CHAPTER LV1I. .
Plzhop O'Regan sells tbe Parsonage of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, poekeis' tbo money, and 
turns them out when they come io complain—He 
determines to turn me oul ot my Colony and send 
mo to Kuhokia—Ho forgets li next day aud pub
lishes that be has Interdicted me—My People send 
n Deputation to the Bishop—His Answers—The 
Shorn Excommunication by three druuken Priests.

• CHAPTER LV11L
d.lurcss from my People, itsklng me to remain—1 am 

again dragged us a prisoner by tbe Sheriff to Ur
bana-Abraham Lincoln’s anxiety about tbo issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue- 
Miss Philomena Moffat senl by God to save me—Lo- 
Belle's Confession and Distress—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Nublo Words aud Conduct of Abra
ham Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Pblloineua Moffat.

CHAPTER MX. „
4 moment of Interruption In the Thread of my “Fifty 

Years In the Church Rome," to see how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincolu, 
were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of rite United Stales.

CHAPTER LX> ‘
The Fundamental Principles of thtf Constitution of the 

United States drown from the Qmu*:l of Chrlet—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln lo warn him of tbe 
PloW J knew ugalusb bis LifbfpThe Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln wasTborn in the Church 
of Rome—Letter of the Popeite Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to tbe Prcsldent-Rls admirable refer
ence to' Moses—Uta willingness to die for bls 
Nation's Bake. .

CHAPTER LXL
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God, sod a true Dis« 

ci plc of the Gospel—Tbe Assassination by Booth 
—Tbo too) of the Priests—John Surratt's bouse- 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of tbe Priests 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after the 
murder ot Lincoln—Tbe Amsflinatiou of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours be
fore Us occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Pricsu sent by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of tbo Bishop—Tbe Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop is wrong mid 11»at wo arc 
right—For peace sake, 1 consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions uccepteu by the 
Deputies—One of tbe Deputies turns faloe to hb - 
promise, and betrays ua, to be pul at the head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard. • ,

CHAPTER LX11I.
Mr. Desaulnler Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush □•>—Our People more united ibon ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of the Bishops of Mon
treal agalasi meT and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against bls conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr- Brassard—lie writes to beg my 
pardou. CHApTER LX1V.

I •write to the Pope Plus IX, »nd to Napoleon. Emperor 
of France, and send them the Legal and Public 
Documents proving the bad conduct of Bisbop 
O'Regnn—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of jny 
v’etory at Romo, and tbe end of our trouble— I ge 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
—The peace seated and publicly proclaimed b' 
Grand Vicar Dunn tbe 28th of March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV,
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and his MBistant, Rev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about the 
new storm prepared by tbe Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Girt—I am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.te my people.

CHAPTER LXVI. w
The Solemn ResponBlbillties of my New Position—5Ve 

rive up tbo name of Romon Catholic to call our* 
selves Christian Catbollcs-Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutor e( 
BL Louis, hurried to Chicago—He. comes to Bv. 
Anne to persuade tbe People tA-ftubnut to bls 
Authority—He is ignominiously turned out, and 
runs away In the midst ot tbe Cries of tbe .people.

CHAPTER LXVI.L .• _
BW’s-eye View of the Principal Events from my Con- 

▼errion to this day-My Narrow _Esc*pej-The 
end of the Voyage through the Desert to tbe 
Prooilsed Land.

Price, $2.25, Post-paid.

■ I^eEiGIOFl 7
AS REVEALED '

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

■Gu. By Edwin d. BABBiT”','i : - ,
Author of ‘TrlnclploB of Light and Color.”

< . ; 1
•4hls Is a most excellent work; Dr. Bafebltt fed 
born critic, & Clibrongh scbolar and u comprebenalva 
thinker. •< ■ ■■■’ .

CONTENTS:
Chapter First—Existence and General Character 

of God,—Preliminary thoughts. Is there such a being 
aS God? Is God a Creator? Tbe Argument from De
sign. 1« God Unknowable? Is God abeolutoly Im 
finite?

• Chapter Sxaoxrr—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot understand the God Idea. Argument of tbe 
Atheist. Argument of tho Spiritualist, TboAuthor’a 
Experience.

Charter Third—The Dclfic Locdtltfn and Mode of 
Working.—Tbe Location of Deity. Can Infinitude 
have a Centre? Dous God control the Universe through 
Low? .flow does God" control tbo Universe? A. J. 
Davit’s Theory of the God Centre. The Dual Centre 
of tho Univcrse. Can the Infinitely Fine act upon the 
Coarse? -

Chapter Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is .God a 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Persona) Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes? ' -

Chapter Fifth—The Dolilc Greatness and Glory.— 
The Greatness of God. Au Angel’s Conception of cho 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil apd Delfic Pertec- 
tiou.—The Perfection of God, Haa’God created Evil? 
Is Man improved? Is anything innately Bad? Is aa 
endlcs. Ueli possible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution. .

Chapter Seventh-Delfic Law aud Human Inter- 
Hussion.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 

'Ifeallng- How God interposes u> answer Prayer. 
Prayer. A. Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influence 
Goa? Hudson Tattle’s View of Praver. The Central 
Principle of Deme Action. Prof. Wallace’s View of 
Prayer. Prayorfulness Is not iwcemrjjy Goodness, >

Chapter Eighth—IIqw Man help? flpvern the Uni
verse.—Man a Co-woYker with God. How Spirits con
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
Hpw Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
World-forming by Judge Edmunds. Spirits rejoice its ■ 
.this work. Countless worlds yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed! Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain In Spirit Lite. A 
Miltonic Absurdity. '

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practices ot Christi
anity.—Terrors of Crefeda! Theology. Cbnrcblanla 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright
er Dawn approaching. Science and Bellglou Salva
cion by Faith. ’ •

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of Infallible Stand" 
ords.—Churcblaalc Infallibility. Infallibility of a 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.— 
Miracles. Modern Miracles ot Healing. Prophecies, 
The Blblo tested by Its Teachings. Said to be the only 
Book which gl ves any correct conception of God. Said 
to present the only true Foundation of Ethlus in the 
Decalogue. Claims fur the Golden Rule, Love to 
Enemies, etc. Is it safe to build an Falsehood? Has 
only ono Nation been Inspired? Shall wo waste tlmp 
ana uiouey on Falsehood? Do numbers prove the 
Truth of a System? Shull Policy rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by their 
Faults.—Cliurcb Stnndurds loo low. The Atonement 
contrary lo Natural Law. Tbo Fruita of llellgious 
Systems. Some great Point s In Buddhism. Mouam- 
meduu and ‘ Hindoo Achluvumenis. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo, Results of 
tbo Parsee Hullglou. The Piirsee Blblo. The High 
Priest of Siam. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
Progress of Mohammedanism. Tbe Religious ot to-day 
InsuihcleuL

Chapter Thirteenth—The Ethics and Religion ot 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible presented. The sacred 
Teachings of a Loaf, of Flowers. Of a Tree. Of a 
Forest. Lessqus from the Shells. The Teachings of 
Crystallization. Teachings of tbo Human Form. Of 
the Great Masses of the Universe.

Chapter Fourteenth—Life under the Old Re
ligions.—importance of Historic Truth. Roman Ca
tholicism. Influence of Catholicism in Spain- Gal
vanism. The Five Points of Galvanism. Presbyterian- 
lain In Scotland. Puritanism hi New England. 
pcroeciiHug Spirit of the Old Religions. The Spirit of 
persecution not yet Dead. ,

Chapter Fifteenth—Life under a Spiritual Re
ligion.—General Divisions of tbe Human Faculties. Tbe 
Higher Realm of tbo Brain. Spirituality Is Ennobling, 
Spirluiality betmilfies the Countenance. .Musi ba 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com- 

»union tbo Basis of ail Religions. Spiritualism 
founded upon Facts. 'Die only Religion which demon
strafes Immortality. Robs Death of iu Terror. The 
most Joy-lnaplrtngof Religions. Promotes Civil and 
Religious Freedom. Lends off lu Hainan Reforms. 
Perfects the Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads io Nobler Living. Re
veals n Grunder Universe. All Great Geniuses have 
been Inspired. .Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus in Spirit 
Life. A’ill Ute New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth-Death under the Old Re
ligious.—Popular Coneopiloiis of Death. Death made 
terrible through Church bongs. Made Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have darlt- 
cned Death. Death Bed of a Christian. Of an Immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scenes under tbe Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under the Old to those who lose 
friewfe.

CiiAPTEn Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Rcllzlun.—A Spiritual Mind is not over-attached to 
this Life. Departed Ones attract cho Spiritual Mind. 
Tbe spiritualist understands Death,so dues not fear it. 
Death of uu Ancient Philosopher. Death of Muzuru 
Victor Hugo. Beautiful Death of Mra.Ward. Prof. 
J ung Stilling aud his Grandfather. Beautiful Inddeata 
in tbe Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a UulvorsallBC 
Minister. Joyful TrunMtton of a Friend. Trtuin- 
pliant Experience of a Minister. Dying Experiences 
of Various Persons, power to Sustain tbo Lobs oi 
Friends. .

Chapter Eighteenth—The Future Life.—Location 
end character ofilw Spirit Realms. The Clothing of 
Spirits. Children iu Spirit Life. A Spirit ChUd. from 
Humble Life. The Wealthy In Spirit Life. 1 olltlCiaM 
tn Spirit Life. Clergymen In Spirit Life. Editors in 
Spirit Life. Tbo Power of Spirits to Commune with 
Moriah. t _

Final Remarks.-TIio Basic Principles of a UnL 
venal Philosophy and u Universal Kcllgluu.

This work contains Forty Illustrations. Thoj 
are In harmony with tbo facta conveyed. . iti-urora 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, IO Cts.

OK THE

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIER. 

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROCKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work.

This fine volume might well have been entitled!

mentions Spiritualists as "devotees of a new super
stition,” etc., etc., in which be manifests tbo usual 
animus of the “scientific class,” yet be says again: 
"There la a true and respectable Idea in Spiritualism,’* 
and regards as proved "tbe fact of communication 
between euperbumans and the Inhabitants of Earth;" 
and be goes vn to relate Instances of fact in evidence. 
There la, ton Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy In 
tbo author’s Ideas, but the welbread mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of tba 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. Tbe author bolds the 
theory of reincarnation. Price 81,50.

For sale at this office.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
T)0EMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.
I By Lizzie Doten. New edition. Tbt. budeome 
rojnme open» with tbe wonderful experience, of tb. 
»ntbor, who !■ peculiarly gifted ae »trance •midlum 
Md public «peaker. Her platform labor» here for a 

‘.ong time been mcoaitnz, end tbe deep religion, end 
«plrltnal tone: «1 her dltconrse» have extended her 
Influence far beyond tbe limit of bet voice, through 
tbe Instrumentality .f the preal But it 1» chiefly for 
her medlamlitlc power to give 'utterance to poem» 
noble, exalted and thrilling,, pervaded with a «ptrlt 
religious and elevating, that »he la molt ipeciauy 
known. Tbl, volume contains tbe gem. ot the Implr- 
atlonal utterances, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under direct spirit Influence. Several ot them 
are attributed to tbe spirit ot Edgar A. Foe.' They 
have all tbo rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagiry 
of b|a productions in earth-life, out far surpass these 
In exaltedness o< conception and purity ot purpose. 
Others are by tb, Inspiration of Shakespeare,. Burns, 
A W. Sprague; dot In many cases tbo authors name 
Is not recorded. Tbe Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar influence which 

• each spirit exercised over the medium Is stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty, and aigniflcince o' this 
higher phase of anIrlninl cn-jimnnton te beau’Jfully 
portrayed. Cloth, plain, minced, from- SLSO to CIAO. 

- Pontage M) cents. For«!'- -ttP--'"•in.. .• .
piBLE MARVEL WORSES. BY 

■ LJ Allen Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book ■ Frioa 
n cents.

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to '

TO-MORROW OF DEATH
By LOUIS FIGUlER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was wrlten U 

develop the idea of tbe principle of tbe permanence 
of tbe human soul after death, aud lu reincarnation 
in a chain of new being«, whose successive links era 
unrolled tn the bosom of ctherial apace. “Bbyojgj 
th« Threshold" continues on the camo lines en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con« 
«ideratloni drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that the. certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end is tbe but means of arming ourselves 
against all weakness la the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end is far superior to that of any of tbe existing re
ligions. From beginning to end it Is interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not» much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed In Its perusaL Price |1,2&

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By 0. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi, Chicago
POUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 
E> lido, end containing 820 pages. Tula splendid 
book, Jnst Issued, contains nineteen lull Temple lec
tures upon occult subjeets, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the greet 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others on the Hvmak Both., which 
arc. alone worth tbe price of the book. .This wonder
ful nook Is unique ns an Evangelist of Science and 
•Truth. Erlcc 11.25, postpaid, to any address." For sale 
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MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD CLAIRAUDIENTLY.

PHENOMENAL.

years distant from this day, on

Through the Mediumship of 
George Cole.

To the Editor:—Though Democ
ritus lived at g period of time 2,400

THB PROGRESSIV® THINKER

& &
t’l

»

the afternoon of July 10 he vis
ited our seance-room and delivered the 
address, a copy of which I send you, anil 
to which I have given the heading of 
“Fundamental Facts on Which Spiritu-
alfam Is I?^ed.”

Why did this spirit, coining across so 
many centuries of time, come to our 
seance-room for the opportunity of 

“ speaking to the modern world? Neither 
the medium nor myself occupy dis
tinguished or prominent positions in so
ciety, and, in fact, are but little known 
outside of the communities in whfch we 
reside. Why did not Democritus go to 
some college or cathedral, where he 
could enjoy the companionship of the 
literati, and of the numerous priestly 
orders that dominate the thought of the 
nineteenth century.''

Is it not unfortunately true that 
neither Demooritus nor any other visit, 
ing spirit, whether ancient or modern, 
would be welcomed by our college pro

! lessors or any body of clericals? As 
long as dogmatic assumptions and 
'oreedal limitations reign supreme in 
college and pulpit, the subject of spirit
life, return and manifestation will, as 
/ar as possible, be ignored and opposed.

But formidable as are the antagoniz
ing influences that obscure and obstruct 
the cause of Spiritualism, I will not 
'dwell upon them, but rather look with 
encouragement and undoubting faith to 
the seance-room, where spirits of all 
ages and eras are coming, and where 
they are now able to write and speak for 
the edification and enlightenment of all 
who will listen.

I Many years ago I said of mediumship, 
and the spirit circle, that they “Are the 
center and circumference of the spirit
ual movement, and they must continue 

;.tobe such until every doubter is con
i' vinced, and every assailant is van- 
1 quislied. Hence there is due to thp 
•Spirit-world and its medial instruments, 
not only support and co-oporation, but 
constant and vigilant protection against 
the existing ignorant and hostile public 
opinion, which has no more adequate 
conception of the beauty, power and re
ality of spirit communion than the nurs
ing babe has of the source of its being.”

The brilliant address which Democ
ritus has just delivered at the Carrie 
{tiller circle furnishes another Ijnk in 
he chain of evidence that thq Spirit

world is gaining through its multiplied 
channels of communication a status and 
a power of presenting spiritual truths 
that ere long will be potent and irresist
ible in enlightening and elevating the 
masses of mankind; and then the pulpit 
and college professors will all be on our 
side.

Democritus, who was born in Abdera, 
Thrace, about 4(50 B. C., was the founder 
of the Atomistic philosophy. He was 
wealthy, having inherited a large for
tune. lie wrote many books on physical, 
moral, mathematical and technical sub
jects. He was distinguished for his wise 
statesmanship, having held high offices 
for a long period of time. He was called 
'the “laughing philosopher,” in contrast 
to the “weeping” philosopher, Hera
clitus. because he, Democritus, taught 
that a philosopher must regard the 
follies of men with a most serene equa
nimity. _

Democritus thus explains the theory 
of his philosophy:
_ "Everything is composed of atoms or 
infinitely small elements; each with a 
definite quality, form and movement, 
whose inevitable union and separation 
shape all different things and forms, 
laws and effects, and dissolves them 
again for new combinations. The gods 
themselves and the human mind orig
inate from such atoms. There are no 
casualties; everything is necessary, and 
determined by the nature of the atoms, 
which have certain mutual affinities, 
attractions and repulsions.”

Charles R. Miller.
■Brooklyn, N. Y. .

of intuitive perception as relates to ex
ternal objects, or a modification of the 
views Of the sense of touch as I thought 
when a mortal; but there is an absolute 
Ifnowledge, not only of external objects, 
but of interior thought, volition, mental 
action, not by mortal; but by the spirit 
dwelling in the mortal, whose expression 
is limited by the gross and material na
ture of the enveloping substance,namely, 
the mortal body.' ■'■ ■

It will thus bp understood that, rela
tively speaking,-there is no mortal, but 
that all is spirittiai, with modified condi
tions of life, whose surroundings deter
mine in a gr?at measure the sense of 
quiet and rest or the sense of pleasure 
or pain. ■“ 1 ' "

The spirit, Whether in or out of the 
mortal, is the triie entity of life. It is 
the individual accumulation of alb ¡and 
.every etheric elenjent; it is the domi
nating principle which moderns recog
nize as life, a^d it is the Alpha and 
-Omega of every development. It has 
arisen in the East, has attained the 
¡meridian, and can never set.

Hence, when the mortal is spoken of, 
it should not mean to imply a life of in
telligence amiability, but simply a con
dition by which the indwelling spirit 
can. perforin its prescribed mission.

What are the “three score and ten” 
years, more or less, allowed for the ex
istence of the mortal body to countless 
and untold ages of existence? Why, 
everyone among you,known as a mortal, 
has many such existences as they now 
possess, and roust have many more.

The accumulation of the dust of ages, 
intermingled with the clay dust of mor
tal bodies, have converted this aqueous 
globe into a sphere, containing conti
nents which already occupy a large part 
of its surface. Thousands upon thou
sands of years has this formation pro
gressed and will so continue, until the 
entire planet shall have sufficient earth 
to allow every inhabitant his proper 
share.

Every spirit is a god of itself, and,(in
deed, there are many gods and all 
ject to the First Great Cause. It scat
ter s not whether the spirit has taken'op 
the mortal condition or has returned to 
its original state; it' is still a god arid 
his dominions extend as far’as the imag
ination can reach, and its territory.^ 
embraced and bounded onlj- by its Oty'p 
capacity. Hence, some gods are greater 
than others and have vast territories 
ornamented with beautiful objects; but 
this is from a mortal standpoint in the 
accepted sense of the term.

From the spiritual standpoint there 
are other, and greater thoughts, other 
and greater gods, as the vast aud mag
nificent planets which revolve in space 
will testify to. Many are there (plane
tary worlds) which astronomers have not 
discovered, and their mighty works 
demonstrate the unlimited resources and 
the unbounded power of spirits in the 
spiritual spheres. . ; .

■Since all are spirits, whether in or out 
of the mortal, what wonder is it that the 
spirit in the mortal should seek to ascer
tain the welfare arid happiness of a rela
tive or friend out of the mortal? And 
what more natural, that the celestial 
being should return to earth scenesj to 
seek out and manifest to a sister spirit 
in the mortal?

These are the fundamental facts upon 
which modern Spiritualism is based,and 
they involve a condition of sentiment 
that is as unperishable as the spirit 
itself. .

Therefore the return of mortal peopje 
to the recognition of spiritual life 'and 
being, is but the, natural result arising 
from those ties which have bound inan 
to man since the world first began. The 
manifestation I make on this occasion is 
but a demonstration, in a crude form 
though it be? of the sublime fact of an 
active, undying life beyond the limits of 
mortal observation.

And in conclusion, permit me to say 
that the truth of spirit life, whether in 
the mortal or spiritual phase, will re
ceive that recognition through the man
hood and intelligence of modern Spirit
ualists.

As a final, I will say that the great 
life, which caniiotbe fully understood in 
the mortal, where it is subject to the 
fluctuations of »mortal condition, is be
yond—far beyond—the highest concep
tions that ever exercised the grandest 
intellect your world has ever produced.

I have no advice whatever to give, 
only congratulations to extend to you, 
and I now leave with the hope that the 
time is not far distant when every mor
tal man shall recognize and understand 
his relative position to the Spirit-world.

Democritus.

How a Family Was Converted to 
Spiritualism.

■ (ADVERTISEMENT.^ .

Keithsburg, III.
Dr., A. B. Dobson, Maquoketa, Iowa: 

—Dear Sir: I write you this to inform 
you of the success you and your band 
have had in curing mother. I will aay I 
have never seen, her as w.ell as she , is at 
present. She has used your remedies 
for two months, apd since the second 
week she had no trouble with her stom
ach, or pains in tho back. Your reme
dies have done more good than ten years 
by the regulars. Eatlter has spent hun
dreds of dollars and years of labor in at
tempting to cure what you havo done in 
two months, costing $3.35, including 
postage. She does all her own work now, 
except washing. Your cure of her has 
done one thing more—it has made us all 
confirmed Spiritualists.

I remain yours truly, ■ 
Monroe McDonald.

(See adiijn another column.) ' 
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

, SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT. .
The Doctors Said “Try Hoods,” 

and Hood’s Cured. •
For several years I have suffered with 

catarrh, and though I tried all kinds of 
medicines, I failed to find lasting relief. 
The doctors told me to try Hood’s Sar
saparilla;; I did, and now I am.cured. 
Joseph Ai Walters, Company A, 15th 

’Ill. Infantry, Fort Sheridan, Ill.

Good News for Spiritualists.
Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland, O., has 

kindly offered mail all our readers one 
week’s trial treatment of the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy free, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe and its after effects, oi' 
seven weeks’treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send atonce, naming 
The Progressive Thinker.

Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Account of the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Reminis

. cenccs of the Matri
archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

“fundamental facts on which 
spiritualism is based.”
Here is a spirit who is tall and thin, 

has a plain face, high, intellectual fore
head, large, full gray eyes, shaggy eye- 
■'brows, straight nose and large mouth, 
with a marked expression of firmness. 
He is dressed in a simple gray robe, ex- 

.tending from neck to feet, with a girdle, 
around the waist. This form is stately 
and impressive, and the dress is plain
ness itself.

qFHE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN
J. formation succinctly and olearly elated In this 

volume of 554 pages 18 amazing. Tbo title, as obovo 
given, falls to convey'an Idea of the fulness und com- 
eletenesB with which tho subjects are treated. Tho 

latrlarchate, or Mother-rule, 1b tbe themo of the first 
chapter, In which much lore, quaint, queer aud curi
ous, la brought to view lu elucidation of the subject. 
Thia »o followed by chapters on Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman aud 
Work. Tho Church of To-day. Past. Present, Future; 
and there to not a chapter In the hook that to not 
handled In a masterly manner, aud chat for quantity 
and quality of information, is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, aud intensely interesting from- boglunlng to 
end. No one cou possibly regret buylug it; It to a val
uable addition to tbe library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.
^blXTE E NbAVTOR^.
rZ/ORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
Vv Saviors; or. Christianity Before Christ. Con- 

tauing new and startling revelations lu religious his 
tory. wbicb disclose the Oriental origin of all the doc
trines, principles, precepts and miracles of ebe Chris 
tian New Testament, and furnishing a key for unlock 
lug many of its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
tbe History of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Gods. 
Kcraey Graves. This wonderful and exhaustive vol 
umo will, we are curtain, take high rank as a book of 
reference In the field which be baa chosen for it. Th« 
amoont of mental labor necessary to collate and com
pile the varied Information contained in it must have 
been severe and arduous indeed, and now that ft to ir 
such convenient shape tho student of free thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print. But the 
book to by no means a mere collation of views or ata 
ttotlcs; tbronghout its eutlrc course the author-«* 
will be seen by hto title-page and chapter heads—.ol 
Iowa a definite line of research and argument to tlu 
close, and Ills conclusions go. like sure arrows, to tbe 
mark. Printed on fine’ white paper, large 2mo, 88C 
fiages. New edition, revised and corrected, 'with por.
raltof author. Price ji.50. Postage 10 cents. For 

saloaZ thtootfloA.

AN EXCELLENT WORK,
T\EATH AND THE AFTER-LIFE, 

-pl Tho “Stellar Key" is tbo Philosophical Intro
duction to the revelations contained in this book. 
Some Idea of this little volume maybe gained from the 
following table of contents; 1—Deatband the After
Life; 2—Scenes In the Summcr-Lond; 3—Society la the 
Summer-Laud; 4—Social Centres In the Summer-Lund; 
J—Winter-Lan3 and Summer Land: 6—Language and 
Life In Summer-Land; 7—Material Work for Spiritual 
Workers; 8—intimates in tbe Summer-Land: ft—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. Thto enlarged edition con
tains more than double the amount of matter In for 
mcr editions, and to enriched by a beautiful frontte 
Slccc, illustrating the " formation of the Spiritual 

ody." Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For e&l?
at this office.____________________________
PSYCHOL 4THY; OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
JT In?. Being a series of lessons on the relations of 
«,40 spirit to Ita own organism, and the interrelations 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by tbo spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No 
physician should bo witbout this book. No magnetic 
healer should be without it, and no family should 
be without Ite valuable aid. It la a valuable aid 
to the phvslcian In determining tbe relation of hie pa
tient’s spirit to Ita body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies uro necessary to perfectly adjust tbe 
same to each other; to tbe magnetic healer It, is inval- 
uiblo, because it Illustrates tbo actual magnetic poles 
and tbclr corresponding nerve centers. To the geu 
oral reader it will prove a boon because it explains tho 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the Influenco 
of food, raiment, and tbo surrounding conditions und 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth) 
•1.50. For sale at «bls office.

MEDIUMSHIP” 
How to Investigate Spiritualistic 

or, Iiu;es tb|' the Spirit (^irelo. ,

The Spirit Circle Is the assembling .together of 0 
number of persons seeking ccumnuplon wUh ibe spirit 
who have passed from earth to jthe world of eoulH,. -Thfi 
chief advantage of sucb'uVassunibiy Is the.piu^Rl lurJ 
pqrtatlon pnd reception,of the; coinbjped^ijiflguvttoiijt. 

•of-the assemblage, which form‘a fohio Btrqugsrtluii; 
that of au Isolated subject—enabling' spirits to coin 
imine with greater power aad developing tbe-Jatcm 
gifts.of mediumship. ’ \ ,. ■

Tho first conditions to be observed relate to the pc>" 
sons who compose the circle. .These should be. as fq. 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, as positive ana 
negative; of moral characters, pyre minds, aud not 
marked by repulsive points of either physical,or men 
tal condition. No person suffering from disease, oV of 
debilitated physique, should be present at.any circle, 
unless It is formed'expressly for heallug purposes« I 

; would recommend tho number of the circle never to ba 
leas than three, or more than twelve. The beat num- 
her !a eight. No person of a strong positive tempera
incut should be prcacut, as any sneli magnetic spheres 
emanating from the circle will overpower that of the 
spirits, who must always be positive in (lie circle in 
order to produce phenomena. ! • ’ ■ 1 .

Never let the apartment bo over-heated, the root# 
should lie well ventilated. ' Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion in the atmosphere, alaturbs tile 
manifestations. A subdued light is the moat favora
ble for spiritual magnetism. .• . '.

I recommend the seance to be opened either with 
prayer or n aoug sung In chorus, after which subdued, 
harmonizing conversation la better than wearisome si
lence; but let the conversation be dlrected towards the 
purpose of the gathering, and never sink into discus
sion or rise to emphasis. ■ Always have a pencil nn< 
paper on the table, avoid entering or quitting tho roon?, 
Irrelevant conversation, ’ or disturbances within or 
without the circle after the seance has commenced. '

Do not admit unpunctual comers, nor suffer the ah 
of the room to bo disturbed after the sitting commen
ces. Nothing but necessity, Indisposition, or Impres
sions, should warraut the disturbance of the sitting,' 
which should never exceed two Hours, unless au 
extension of tlinp.be solicited by tbe Spirits.

Let the seance always extend to ono hour, even If no 
results are obtained; it sometimes -requires that time 
for spirits to form their briery. Let it bo also remem
bered that circles are experimental,, hence no one 
should be discouraged if phenomena are pot produced 
at the first few slttiugs. Stay \vltff the same circle for 
six sittings; lf .no phenomena are then produced you 
may be sure you arc not assimilated to each other; In 
that case, Jet the members meet with other persons 
until you succeed. . .

A well-developed test medium may sit without In
jury for any person, but ¿ circle sitting for mutual de
velopment should never a^mit persons addicted to bad 
habits, strongly- positive or dogmatical. A candid In
quiring spirit Is tbo only proper frame of mind In 
which to sit for phenomena; tbe delicate magnetism of 
which to made or marred as much of meutal as physi
cal conditions. . .

Impressions are the voices of spirits or the monitions 
of the spirit within us, and should always Ue followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong in act or word. At tbe 
opening of the circle, one or more are often Impressed 
to change seats wlth others. 0dc or more ore impressed 
to withdraw, or a feeling of repulsion makes It painful 
to remain. Let these Impressions be faithfully regard* 
ed, and.pledge each other that uo offence shall be taken 
by following Impressions. , .

If a strong Impression t6 write, speak, sing, dapce, 
or gesticulate. possess any mlud present, follow It out 
faithfully. It husamequlnglf you cannot nt first rea

lize it. Never feel hurt fp 'your owu person, nor vldl- 
culo your neighbor for'any failures to express or dis
cover the meaning of the spirit impressing you.

Spirit control Is often deficient, and at first Imper
fect. By often yielding to it. your organism becomes 
more flexible, and the spirit more experienced; and 
practice lu control is necessary for spirits as well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drive them away, but always strive to ele
vate them, and treat them as you would mortals, un
der similar circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to “lying spirits,” or deceiving mediums. 
Many mistakes occur In the communion of which you 
canuotalways benworo. ‘

Uuless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to hola sittings with tbe same parties for mpro 
chan a twelvemonth. After that time, If not bopiro. 
fresh elements of magnetism are essential. Some,1 of 
tbo original circle should withdraw, and others take 
tholr places.

Never seek the spirit clrcje in a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only, have you cause to fear It.

Never permit any one to sit Incircles who suffer 
from It in health or mind. Magnetism In tho 
case of finch persons 1b b drug, which operates perni
ciously, and should bo carefully avoided.

Every seveuth person can be a medium of some kind, 
and become developed through tbo Judicious opera
tions of the spirit circle. When onpo mediums are 
fully developed, tbe circle sometimes bccomcsMnjurk 
ous to them. When, they feel this to be tbe case, let- 
uono bo offended If they withdraw, and only use their 
gifts lu other times and places.

AH persons are subject.,UJ spirit Influence and guid
ance, but only ono In fieyencan so externalize this 
power as to become what. Is called a medium; and let 
it ever be remembered that trance speakers, no less 
than mcdlpms far any other gift, can never be Influ
enced by apirlts farbey<ftid their own normal capacity 
in tbo matter of the IqlelUgeuce rendered, the mag
netism of the spirits being but a quickening fire, which 
Inspires the brain, and, like a hotrhouse process on 
plants, forces Into prominence lajgnt power« of the 
mind, but creates nothing.- Evetfih the case of merely 
automatic speakers, wrlterft'rapping, and other forms 
of test mediumship, the’ intelligence of the spirit h 
measurably shaped by the Capacity and Idlosyncrasici 
of the medium. All spirit power Is limited In expres
sion by the organism -through which It wprks. ante 
spirits may control, inspire, ond Influence, the human 
mind, but do not change or re-create iL—Emma Har- 
DINOB BRrt TgN.__________________ ______________

THE GOSPEL OF iAW
IT IS A MOST EXCEL

LENT WORK-
This work In by DR. M. L. SHERMAN, asslBted b, 

PROF. W. F. LYON. Heretofore It has been sold for 
$2, but the prico now has been reduced to 61. It to a 
book tbat will interest and Instruct. It contains 480 
pages, and Is full cf fiuggestlve thoughts. Dr. Sher* 
mau waa a medium of rare qualities, and his work Isa 
reflection from the celestial spheres. It treoto of tba 
Soulof Things; Intelligence in Substance; Animal Ju- 
tellectB; Purity; Salvation; Discords; Good and Evil; 
Unnatural Ideas; Church History; Progression; luher- 
ent in Substance; The Nebulous Theory; Particles are 
Entitles; Justice; Impregnation of the Virgin; Tbe 
Science of Death; Spiritual Death; Immortality; 
Mourning; Tbe Confounding of Language; Tbe Spirit 
Abodes; Matter and Spirit; Size and Distance; Spiritu
al Organism«; Born Again: The Key; Spirit Blogra* 
phy; Goes to Heaven; A Slave Master; etc., etc.

The author says: “Each individual partakes of 
both physical and mental or tjplrltual ailment for him
self. Each one must digest their various kinds of food 
for themselves, aud that Is all they can possibly do 
whether they be priest or layman, teacher or pupIL 
My physical expands by virtue of that food and nour- 
bhincntof which 1 iudivhhiKily partake and digest. 
Diy soul must expand by virtue of tho soul essence 
which 1 Individually gather and comprehend.or digest.” 
For sale at this office.

HELM OF MAN~
AND

ETHICS OF SCIENCE.
BY HUDSON TUTTLE.

Now the spirit is speaking and I will 
repeat what he says:

Some 2,400 years ago I was known 
among the Grecians as Democritus and 
represented a philosophy that taught 
of gods, indeed, if mortals are to be 
brought in comparison. ■

’ The gods, however, were spirits, who 
at anterior periods walked the scenes of 
earth-life as mortal' beings. Great and 
distinguished were they, and so far emi
nent that they were the leaders of the 
mortal races among whom they lived.. •

I make this citation for the purpose of 
demonstrating the transition from, the 
mortal state to the immortal, and titiis is 
of such constant occurrence among all 
people and of every age that it passes 
without notice, except to those few ifi^i- 
vidunlly who are grieved at the dej&rt- 
urc of some valued friend. If .it is true 
that there is a transition from the mor
tal to the immortal, it is also true that 
tlicpci^w-transition from the spiritual 
state to ihe mortal. .. fe;

AVith ';these prefacatory ; remarks'.;. I 
■ will Commence this discourse by,6^ating 

[ that’ there is no. faculty among',np^ajs

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Julian C. Miller, who departed from 

this life July 23,' was born in Akron, 
Ohio, in 1853. ;He came to Otisco at the 
age of twelve" years. He was married 
in 1880. He leaves a wife and twd chil
dren to mourn his loss. He was a firm 
believer in Spiritualism. At the home 
he gave unmistakable proof of his pres
ence, by’Controlling the speaker that 
was to officiate on the occasion, thus 
bringing consolation to the friends. He 
leaves a large'circle of friends to mourn 
his loss. Remarks by Mrs. J. H. Dun
ham, Ionia, Mich.

Frederick'Beaver passed to Spirit-life 
June 28,'1891;' he'leaves a wife arid seven 
.children to mourn the loss of a husband 
and father. . .

Four children , had already passed on 
before, .two haying,died in infancy. His 
death resulted- from disease contracted 
while in the atiny,’ bousing him to be a 
constant -sufferer for the last ten years. 
He .enlisted , in the 23d Wisconsin 
Volunteers, and having served three 
years, was honorably discharged. In 
1870,with his fatally he moved to Worth 
Co., lowa/where he resided until his 
death. He. was. a loving husband, a 
kind and indulgent-father; a noble and 
honorable man hAs gone to his reward.

■ ■■ S. J. Seed, a

Mr. Johnl iU Smith, aged G2 years, 
passed to Spirit-life at his residence in 
PortHuronj-Mich., July 24. The funeral 
was’ held Thursday, the- 2Gth.. . Services 
conducted- Ijy.'Mre.H, N. Harrison. -

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 

two worlds.* By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50 cents; cloth, el.00. Books like “The Drcam 
Child” spar humanity on to mako more more de
mands of this nature, and will open np uew heights 
and depths of spiritual knowledge.—Ella Wheeler Wil
cox. Will, I believe, take Its place beside Bulwcr's 
“Zanont” aad Uie “Scrapnlta” of Balzac.—“Dally 
Capital,”Topeka, Kansas. Although simple and un
varnished with ouy inflammable descriptions, en
thralls the mind to tbe exclusion of other thoughts, 
until reluctantly the reader closes the last pace.— 
Minneapolis “Sunday Times ’’ .

THE MEOIUMISTIC
Experiences of John Brown,

Tbo Medium of the Rockies, with an tntToductlonby

PROF. J. S. LOVELAND.
^h!s book should bo la the bands of every one Inter« 

ested Id Spiritualism. . .
Chapter!. Notoriety; Early Mediumship. Chapter 

2, The Heavenly Mansion. Chapter S, Removal to 
California; Return of His Guide. Chapter 4. Remark
able Tests. Chapter.*», Hto Work as a Healer. Chap
ter 6. Leaves the Body. Chapter 7. Visit to the Spirit 
Land. Chapter 8, Methods Used by Spirits to Comma 
nicate: How to Conduct a Circle. Chapter 9. MJrcel 
laneous Articles. Chapter 10, A Strange Experience. 
VbaptcriL Remarkable Manifestation of Spirit Pow
er. Chapter 12, New ExperlenccB—niastratlve of 
Prophetic Visions. Chapter 13, Tho First Break in 
tho Atlantic Cable Shown to John Brown. Chaptei 
14. Unseen Opposition. Chapter 14. Ola-podrida.

For sale at this office. Heavy paper cover« prico to 
oonte. • . .
r) EATHAND ‘AFTERLIFE? BY AN
fl drew Jackson Davis. Something you should 
tead. Price 75 cents. •

OM~SOUL TO SOUL. ’BY~EMMA 
f1 Rood Tuttle. A bcauilful book of poems of rare 
merit. Price $1.50.

7’ 'tfE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT- 
utillsm. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound 

research,.byoncofthcablcstmon of the a^o. Prlcl 
IlJOi postage 10 cents... . ]

The past has been the Ago of the Gods and the Re. 
Ilglon of Pnln; the present to tho Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not Bervito. trust in the Gods, but 
knowledge in the laws of the world, belief in the di
vinity of man and hto eternal progress coward perfec
tion Is the foundation of the Religion of Man and 
Bystem of Ethics os treated In this work.

The following arc the titles of the chapters;
PART FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism; Polytheism; 
Monotheism; Phallic Worship;. Man’s Moral Progress 
depends on his Intellectual Growth; The Great Theo
logical Problems—the Origin ot Evil. the .Nature of 
God; tbe Future State; Fall of Man and the Christian 
Scheme of Redemption;'. Man's Position. Fate, Free 
Win. Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
and Obligations of Mun to God and Himself. .
PART SECOXD--The Ethics of Science

The Individual; Genesis and Evolution of Spirit; 
The Law of Moral Government; The Appetites; Eclflah 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom; Conscience; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart: What is Good? -What is 
Wrong? Happiness; ThdFath of Advance; Tho Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Development of the Will: 
The Charter of Human'Rights; Liberty; Duties and 
Obligations; Sin; Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to .Children; to Parents; to $ocb 
cty;Duty as a Source of Strength; Obligations to So* 
clcty; Rights of the Individual; of Government; 
Duty of Self-Culture; Marriage. '

320 Pages, Finely Bound in Muslin, Sent postage free 
foyl.50._ For Bale wholesale and retail at thia office 

The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws. 

No. 1, Nejar White Crpss 
Literature.

TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR.
1. Augusta W. Fletcher, M. D.', in the thirty-nine 
chapters discusses a. wide. viiHety. of subjects, per
taining to Spiritualism, from a spiritualistic utand’ 
point She evinces the.powers of a trained thinker, 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, ano 
capablty of thought expression? The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness.’ 
Itwill prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for any one sack
ing information concerning Splrtuallsm and ita teach- 
.Ings-,-. ■ : ' '. . ■ ■ ■. . ■■ .. ' ■ • ■ •

For sale atthioofficO.. Price, $1,50.
VERY INTERESTiNQ^“

TIE YONO THE GA TES. B Y ELIZA- 
xJ Loth Stuart Phelps, author of “Gates Ajar,” 
••The Swry-of Avis.” etc. Cloth *1.25. For Mie at this

.ei.50

.etx

Bliss, 2321 Mich., avenue, Chicago, Ill. 249

Chicago. 2361 f

DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send 
five two-cent stamp*, date of birth, sex, 
handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
will receive a correct diagnosis of your div 

case and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant
power free. Dr. E. A. Head, Box 358, Lansing, Mich.

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
fl tn tour own HOME. Will send o pamphlet COD
raining Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A.

HYPNOTISM My original method «1. 100-pp nilnvlibili. 10e 011()0I1 Persulllil Wngnew 
lam, 10c. Dr.Anderson, P.T. 8 Masonic Temple,Chicago

Ç Z. BARNEY, CLAIRVOYANT.
O • Send 12 cents and lock of hair for trial reading. 
P. 0. Box 403, Otsego, Mich. 246

TXF.TY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF 
i Romo. By Rov.-Chaa. Chlnlquy,’cx-prlest. Jk 
rcmarkablo'book. -Pages 8S2. PriOo 12*25. '

)| A EDIUMSHIP DEVELOPED BY 
LVJ. Hypnotism. Circles Monday mill Tliursday nt 3 
y. m. C. O. Buobeuo, 40 N. Hoyne ave., 215

SPIRITS' HOMES—A PAMPHLET OF 
O 82 .pages, sent by mall tor 20 ceuts. B. F. ClaI'.k, 
Belvidere, N. J. 249

.IL50

FREE OF CHARGED
POR NAME, SEX, A GE, A CHIEF 
1 symptom and reply stamp, you will receive a’mes
sage about cure; orforl‘4 cents’, with nddress of an 
Mulcted’ person In six families, my “Directions for 
Sitting and 12 absent treatments by science and spirit 
power.'i’ree.'= Try this and judge later. Dr. A. j. 
Swarts, Prcs’t. College of Science, 401 8.‘Hope St., 
Loe Augelcs, Cai. ' 219

play of the planets.
This New Star Study in Oc

cult Astronomy Contains:
j. Arystcm for finding tho positions of tho plaaeto 

In our Bolur system auy na> during seventy-five years 
of this ceutury. Ibis knowledge has for ages boon 
held In secrecy. .

Note—This information in any other form, if it were 
published, would cost from seventy-five to one hun
dred dollars.

2 This system also contains a chart which will give 
tbo posltloue and orderly movements of the planets for 
all past, present aud future centuries, with one an
nual correction, which makes It tho greatest astro
nomical device ever invented by man. ■

8. The chart also gives tbo moon’s relations to tbe 
earth and sun. and the regularity of its phases, for all 
time, in like manner.

4. The study contains a book on tho occult meaning 
of the positions aud relations of the stars that may .be 
found, as they operate upon tbe earth, and influence 
the lives of those who do, and those who do not do 
Choir duty, while here. •

5. The work eoutalns tho Zodiac, dnd explains Its 
signs lu a manner that calls charity, to the soul for all 
msuklnd. . .

6. The signs of tho planets, tho. harmony aud lobar, 
mony of their polarities Is a feature of cho study.

7- Tho effect of the planets upon human life, and 
tho tendency to yield to their vibrations, Is clearly 
stated.

8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects 
of tho planets io the earth. Is fully illustrated and ex
plained. *

0. The co-ordinating qualities are touched upon In 
tho reading, affinity existing between some magnets, 
Illustrated.

10. The delineation of tho Horoscope of a recently 
noted personage, showing a markod Intellectual char
acter. with purity and gentleness of a hUh degree.

11- This study contains the basic principles upon 
which rests all of tbo Occult Wisdom, of both tho 
Orient aud the Occident, and explains and teaches In 
language comprehensible by all tbo eternal truths of 
Infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal somo of tbe wonders of 
time and space, of distance and motion, of power and 
force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a pic
ture to the mind’s eye, which shows the wonderful re
lation and actions of worlds, suns and systems, In all 
their glory and majesty. ,

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
within the reach of all, for tho small sum cf
$l.OOt postpaid, on receipt of price.

Address:
PLANETAKY PUBLISHING CO., in care of 40 

Loomis St., Chicago, 111.

AN EXCELLENT STUDY-
Astronomical Law and Vibratory 

Motion Made Attractive.
A most Interesting game for the parlor, drawing

room aud club, as well as fascinating cducatlona- 
study for the young. It reveals the hidden meaning 
of the stars; It gives tbelr positions and relationship 
for any day during tho last seveuty-flve years of thia 
century, and enables every peraon, old or young, to 
eaally and quickly flud their ruling star nud naeertaln 
tho fortune which H reveals. The information here 
presented has heretofore been only in the keeping of 
those who have made ibis subject one of vast re
search and study; but, by the arrangement of this 
simple device, ft places individuals in a position 
where they have the essential knowledge that here
tofore have been only In tho keeping of experts, ren
dering Information by which the ordinary individual 
Is cuabled to read character and prognosticate 
relative to human destiny, under this general 
law as clearly as can the expert, who has given loug 
years to the investigation and study of science.

It enables every penon. old or young, to find their 
ruling star, and that of their ucquatatauces, and to 
ascertain the prophetic fortune that it reveals.

Mercury people have executive power and oratory.
Venus people make good, true friends.
Makh people are leaders and rulers.
JupiTRK people alone make money.
Saturn people arc sickly,
Uranus people think, work, and advance.
Neptune people are travelers and statesmen.
Most people arc out of their sphere. Where do you 

belong? ‘
In ancient times the “Wise Men of the East,’’ known 

as the l‘Magl,” were consulted by emperors, kings, 
princes, and learned people generally concerning these 
things.

Tu-day doctors, lawyers, teachers, scientific re
searchers, business men, children, ladles and gentle
men of learning, consult the Now flame, The Play of 
thaPlanets, and lo! the stars speak to them, and they 
are lifted up and made happy. Buch is the wonderful 
iriagln In tbe glory of tbe planets.
Mechanical System and Book of 

the Play, Post-paid, on Re
ceipt of $1.OO.

Address: PLANET ARY PUBLISHING CO., lo care 
of Loomis St., Chicago. Ill:

BUY DIRECT AND SAVE DEALER’S 
tiO AND AGENT’S PROFITS.
Tli,buyourOxft>rd Boss Bicycle,suit
able for either sex, made of best ma« 
terial, strong, substantial, accurately 

adjusted nnd mlly warranted. Write to-day for our 
large complete catalogue of bicycles, parts, repairs, tele., 
tree. OXFORD MFG. CO.

338 Wnboeh Avenue, - CHICAGO, ILL.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

pELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
Z\ Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “The Clock Struck One, Two. ond Threo.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s 
qng connection with one of the largest and most Influ
ential religious organizations lu this country, together 
with his well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract the at
tention and commaud tho studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains tho principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of splrlt-manlfcs- 
tatlon through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the " prlnco 
of humbugs,” and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
With a conviction that It Is a truth far transcending all 
others In value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place in the hands of thoso whose attach
ments to the faiths and forms of the Church Incline 
them to have nc*v‘—g to do with the subject upon 
which it treats. New edition, with portrait of anther. 
Cloth. 12mo, pp. 423,61.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at ¿bls office.

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
Researches and Discoveries.

Df WM. AND ELIZABETH M. P. 
JD Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise ng 
a text-book, fl Is as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
The reader will bo amazed to see tho curio is facts 
here combined in support of this ncwly-discoverid 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou
sand doubts nnd difficulties, mnke Geology as plain 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects ofr 
Beared by time. ,
Soul or Things—VoL L

Cloth.
- Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol IL
Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth...................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. III.

Ill-frated. 862 pp. cloth. .............
Postage 10 cenU,

THE ELEMIHATOK 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR.R. B. WE8ÏBKOOK.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expot» 
rug tl;c fabulous clMms of ancient^Judaism and dog* 
matte Christianity,/containing many- startling conclu
sions never before published, showing' clearly the 
mythical chrirnctbr ofmostof.tho,Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving tbat Jenia was nn imper
sonation-and-dot a person.» A genuine sensation. 

.Price A1.50. ... ■.:

For sale at this office.

'THE RELIGION ÒFMAN. BY HUD-
■JL «on Tuttle. His work« «to &lw«J« IMeniilj 1 , -

IterotUng, Price »1,50.-; ■, > - ■ ■ । lostago

BY LOIS WAISBROOKER,
Authbr of “Helen1 Harlow's ¡ Vow,” “The Occult 

Forces of Sex.” “Perfect Motherhood,” and many 
other works. Price ar» cents. For «aleAt this office.
T ZTE WS OF OURHEAVENLY HOMA'.
V By Anflrow JacksonDavla. Highly Interesting,

re 5 cents. Price IJ cents. ’ -

A TEST FOR YOU
By Michigan's Most Successful Clairvoyant 
If sick, send , centfin postage, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, one leading symptom and I will 
give you a Clairvoyant Diagnosis of your disease 
FREE, Twenty years experience as a regular 
physician, xs years as a successful Clairvoyant. 
Address, J. C. Batdorf, M. D.» Grand Rapids, Mich.

CANNOT SEE HOW YOU 00
it and pay freight,

Bn Sift B°yl our 2 4rew«r walnut or q#V Im
a j •/proved Hlph Arm Slngwsewlngmachine 
¿Ifilifly Unhhed, nickel plated, adapted to ¡¡¿Lt 
and heavy work; guaranteed for 10 Tears; wllb 
Antoinallc Bobbin Winder, Belf-TUreadinjF Cylin
der Shuttle, 8eif.8cltlug Needle and s complete 

»set of fitorl Allaehmi'iiUjBliipped any where co 
* ■. SO Daj’s Trial, No money required lu advance,

ffijOOO dgw lo use. World’s Fair Medal awarded machine and attach« 
meats.' Buy from factory and save dcaiePa and agent’s profits. 
CD EC Cut This Out and send to-day for machine or largo free 
F HEC cataJpjnis. tcstlmpnlals nnd Glimpses of the World’s Fair* 
OXFORD MFG. 00.842 Wahih An.CHICAGO,ILL

r W I i I r Finest Cabinet for the
JI W r purpose ever made—bnr
u. - . node. Send for Circulars
This marvelous cabinet. «T n • «x'KCosts Nothing
I, H, METCALF, Agent, 184 S. Green St Chicago;

Price, $i,oo delivered, in City.

THOMAS PAINE,
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cent«.

IT IS INTERESTING.

ZIFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ

ments. Surroundings, and CondllloDB in tbe Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelba- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 11.00. Postage k) cents. For sale at 
this office.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 

JT.l view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Byown, M. D. A pamphlet that 
should he In the hands of alL Price 15 coma. Fo* 
flahi at this c&ee.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Ism. By Epes Sargent, author of “ Blanchette, or 
the Despair of Science,'1 “ The Proof Palpable of im
mortality," etc. This Is a large limo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
agrteat amouut of matter, of which the table of cou
tente. condensed as it is, gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that slnce-nutural science is con
cerned with a knowledge of reni phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
hhtprlcally imparted, but are directly presented In the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Spiritualism is a natural sci
ence. and all opposition to it^ under the ignorant pre- 
Uujse that it Is outside of nature, is unscientific and 
implillosophlciiL All this is clearly shown: and tbe 
objections from “scientific.” clerical tnd literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1817. are answered 
with that penetrating force which c;fly arguments, 
winged with Incisive facts, con Impart. Cloth, 12mo, 
pp. 396. Price 41.50. Postage 10 cent :. For sale nt 
tbto

A GE OF REASON. B Y THOMAS 
¿1 Paine. A book that all should read. Price 50 
r.euLs.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN~ 
i tercourso. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare 
work. It possesses great merit; Price el.25.

ZHE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM,
Ito Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev.'Samuol 

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and uoblc man. Price 61.00.

SR. R. GREER,
SPIRIT HEALER,

Cures all Curable Human Diseases 
and many disease? considered incurable.

! Persons at a distance, however great 
, ’the distance, treated with unpara‘1- 

; leled success, , When. writing for 
treatment, to pave time, please state 
particulars and enclose $1.00, and you 

■ will receive ‘by return mail 30 days’ 
trial treatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies, .

Office hours from 9 to 12 m., Sundays 
excepted. 127 LaSalle St., Chicago.

MRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
1VL, demotion for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and all 
poisons. It leaves the hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. It le not a dye. It will not stain tho flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting, $5 and 50 cento. All 
ready for use. Fo»»tpaid, on receipt of price. Two 

'cent postage stamps taken. Address Mra. A. Connelly, 
1843 Ridge Avonuo, Philadelphia, Pa. 248

FREE TO THE SICK.
H'REE TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 

I Dou’t sufferuuy longer, but «end to A. M. Caldwell, 
clairvoyant nud healer, who will diagnose your disease 
niBB, under special Instructions ot a spirit band of 
electro-magnetic doctors. Lose no time, but send at 
ouco lock of hair, age, one leading symptom, and three 
two-eent stamps to A. M. Caldwell, Boi 2«, San Jose. 
C«1- ____________________________ '_________ 251,

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T)R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

LjA Muss., and bis band of powerful ancient spirits 
uro effecting tbo moat wouderiul cures that have 
been recorded pud aro eo acknowledged. By tbe clear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by bls marvelous spirit 
forcee combined with bta magnetic remedies, will 
convluee tbo most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
lieu! the «lek. Try him. Send him sex, age, name 
lock of hair, end Iour2-cent stamps, aud be will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. Iio doesn’t want aüy 
leading symptoms, Address Dn. J. 8. LouoKa. Bbto- 
ley, Mass. ¿jg

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL, 

■L please remember that Water ot Life Is ouo of 
the best remedies for Steinach, Liver and Kidney dis
eases. Largo pamphlet free. 34 B. Malu St., Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. B. Perry, Manager. . 2(i2.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
fFormerly N. Y„ College of Magnetics.]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
/I tberaputicsiDcludlng the Suu Cure, Vital Magnet- 
torn, Electricity. Mlud Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity aud basic principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students lu four 
contiuenisi have taken the course. The college to 
chartered and confers tbe degree, of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By n system of printed questions students 
cun take the course and receive the diplomas al their 
owu homes, lustltutlon removed to East Orange 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E 
I). Baubitt, M. D.. LL.D.. Dean, f» Hollywood Ave 
«formerly called Pulaski St.). East Oraugc. New 
Jersey. 239

INVALIDS
LL HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

J'', «tamps, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 
pamphlet and advice vhke to cure themselves without 
&u,Ohi°o 1U0MA8 BA™B7 COMPANY, Card

SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
» Btampa for private letter of advtoAfrom the Spirit-world, w. P. Phelon, M. D„ «1» Jwk* 
son Boulevard Chicago Ill, ”101«

VPIRIT UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
can find oozy rooms, equal to those at hotel«, with J8grttuail.tr tmlly, at38 Su John's PlMeneuuSon

AN ASTONISHING OFFER! 
OEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS 

S_r lock of hair, age, name, sox, one leading avmntorn 
br a° nr '1 i8'?“1’“ wjH 1)0 ‘Itagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. 11. Dobson. San .lose. Cal.

| JJHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 

IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES threap" °r mUX'“»’ “buth'n“a*
Jt and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. 1). A Boston, Musb. lit
book of rare merit, interesting to every body. Prico ----------
•1.50. .
~]NGERSOLDS^^D^ESS~¥E:FdRE 
J. tbe New York Unitarian Club, The first time in 
the history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by tbo 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
Tbo pamphlet contalus 12 pages, beautifully jirlnted. 
Price, 6 ceuts; ten copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 

LVJ net Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
before the New York Legislature, May 8,1688. Prloe, 
4 cents.
f'OD.IN THE CONSTITUTION. BY 

Robert G. I ngersoll. Que of the best papers Colo
nel Ingersoll over wrote. In paper cover, with like* 
Uess of author. Price, 10 cants; twelve copies forsi.ix).

W0.Û , FOLLOW THE 
W Effacementof Christianity? By George Jacob 
Hdlyoake. This Is a most valuable contribution to 
Freethought literature. Bouml la paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, W ceuts; twelve copies 
tor «1.00. :
■INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON 
1 Thomas Paine, at tho lato Paine celebration In 
New York City. Price, 6 ceuts; ten copies for 50 cents. 
STANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 
O what tho editor of the Freethinker’s Magazine 
thluksofhlm. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies tor 
50 cents. *

TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
J Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 

Character of Mary Mngdaleue. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M D. Price. 15 cents.
STUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE, 
O An Invaluable work, by Hudson Tuttle. Prloe 
•1.25-____________________________________________
flULPIT, PEIY AND CRADLE. Bi 

L Hxlen H. Gardrnbr. One of her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures ugalfist the Bible. 
Every woman should read It, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price JOcento.
f\BSESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 

Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
lOccnts, 
INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY

L Carrie E. S. Twlng, medium. Price 50 cents.

'PHE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
J. Mythical Cbrlst, by Gerald Massey. 230 pagCB, 

\2 mo. price 50 cents.
A CHS A SPRAGUE’S EXPERIENCE 

Ji In the Spheres. Price 20 cents.

Z'HE RELATION pF THE SPIRIT
ual to the Material Universe; and the law of 
control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 

Faraday. Price, 15 cents •' 
7'HE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN. 

fty Charles Dawbnrn. Pr'tJe 10 cents.
~'j3E~SEARCHESfN^0RIENTAL~Hl  ̂

xl tory, embracing the orlgimof the Jews, the Rise 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the Qorlva* 
tiop of Christianity; to which Is added; Whence Car 

’Apyhn Ancestors? By G. TF; Brown, M. D, One erf 
the most valuable works ever published Price I1.5P-

I T~)O you WISH TO HAVE GOOD 

,,v'' '“><■ Imbdrcd years? Wr can as- 
It Ellx,jr j'?- ’““dZ, one pint or each remedy;

*■' <b»ngeaud Invlgorofe tbe entire system, and 
with Bplrlt if arma s directions bow to take earn of tbe 
body, win enable you to have good health aud live a 
ceutury. All aeut post-paid for 81.00.

1'. POOLE. Clinton Iowa.
Uhl r.ithkCEs; B. B. Hart, Clinton, Iowa; Hattie M. 

Sumner, Sherman, Tex.; Mr.IL Harmou, Jacksonville.

What Shall I Do to Have Health?
_ Kcra.-dleB, with Spirit Yarma's la-
sirnctlons how to take u mnv leasd or life and llvo 100 
years, have cured thousands; they will cure you.

What Can I Do to Have Eyesight?
Our Magnetized Compound cures sore eyes, strength

preserves weak eyes. Sent by mall, postpaid, 
tor SIXT} cents. *

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
o Restore lost vision, • Write for Illustrated Circulars 
nnd bow to be fitted by our Clairvoyant System. Will 
send photograph of my spirit guide, Yurma. who re
vealed this knowledge to me, The sending of the 
pboiograph would seem to warrant the sending of 4 
ecuts tn P. O. stamps. B, F. Poole, Clinton. Iowa

Thousands Have Been Benefited 
By Our Kemedles.

B. F. Pools, Clinton, Iowa., Dear Sir: Please send 
another package of Magnetized Compound, for eye 
wash. 1 have used it for three years, aud do not like 
to be without it. It keeps mv eyes in good order 
though 1 am past 89 years. Trust that it win do ns 
much for mv as long as I need them to road with. 
Truly, Mary D. Bell, 105 3d-Avc., Newark, N j,

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
Z'HE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR

voyant of the Pacific Coast, win send a freo 
Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 

their name and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage stnipp for reply. "The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist" of Dec. 30, 1893 savs of Dr. Forster:— 
"Since his coming here ho has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for bls benevolent wort his 
humanitarian Mens and practices, and his straight
forward course of Integrity nnd honor.” Address 
Du. W. M, Foksteu. 1059 Market Su, San Francisco, 
California. 251

'THE SPIRITUAL BIR TH; OR DEA TH 
Z and Ito.To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Mosca Hull. This little 
pamphlet Is devoted to an exposition.of the spiritual
istic Idea of death, heaven end hell, M contrasted 
with the common cburchly idea on tho same svbjocL 
Thenanjeof the authorise sufficient guarantee that 
tho subject isi well bandied. For salo at this office. 
Price, lO ctmtB.

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “Psyche arrived two weeks 
ago and to say 1 was pleased docs not express my ap
preciation. My boy. twelve years old. Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
it. Independent writing came first sluing. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clnlraudlcucc.—M. Y. 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark." Price, Si,00. Postago 
20 cents. Send sump for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach, Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL. 
L Ing. ASerlesotLcssonsontho Relations of tho' 
the Spirit to Its Own Organism, and tbo Inter-lielitlon 
ot Human Beings with Reference to Health, Disease 
and Healing. By tho spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush- 
through tho mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Klcbtnondt 
A Book that every healer, physician and Bplrlttudla 
should read. Price »1,50.

¿EAFLETS OF THOUGHT~GATH- 

crcd from the Tree of Life. Presented to human.
Ity through the mediumship of B. E. Litchfield. Ex
cellent throughout. Price «1.25. .

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE,' THE
History of Athnrael, Chief Priest of a Eand of Al 

Aryans. An Outline History of Man. Written through 
the mediumship of U. G. Flgley. Ton should read 
this work. Price SO cents.
TX/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN 
PP."Three Scvcns,”n boot of 211 pages, Itlsre- 

ally u very Interesting and suggestive work. Prico 
'¡PEERS OF THE AGES. EMBRAC

O Ing Spiritualism, past nni present ByJ.M. peb
bles, M. D. An encyclopedia OL Interesting and in. 
vtructlve facts. Price «2.00. . ,
'THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
A Death and Its Tomorrow, the. Spiritualistic Idea 

of Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. Price, U 
cents, . • ■ . • ,

DR. SYKES.
He cured himself in 1870. The remedies have cured 

thousands since, and might cure you of catarrh. Send 
furfrec book. “Common-Sense Talk.” Pkg« (for one 
pint) per mall, $1-00 Act to-day and save suffering. 
Dr. Sykes Sure Cure Co., Caxton Bl up.

A WONDERFUL OFFER,BY A ROW- 
¿I erful clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 
three2-ccnt stamps, lock.of hair, age, sex and -one 
symptom, and I will send you a full and ■ correct diag. 

•nosis of your caso. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay,, Box 418, 
Denver Colorado. > - ; ¿49
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TALK BY DBi SMALL.

Topeka, Kansas. W.'S^ELp.

■, and thatcycle of woman is

CONTINUED ON PAGE 5.

SUBLIMEST AND SILLIEST AOTS IN THE 

ANNALS OF MAN HAVE BEEN DONE IN 

THE NAME OF RELIGION—WANTS A 

THOROUGH INVESTIGATION OF INDUS

TRIAL TROUBLES, NO MATTER WHAT 

INTERESTS MAY BE JEOPARpiZED— 

SECULAR CRITICISM OF CHRISTIAN 

CHURCH UNJUST—NEED BOTH MORALS 

AND INTELLECT.

Progress, tbe Universal Law) of paiâre; Tl)oûgl)t,'fte. iBoLerjt of per Problems.
VOL. 8

CONTROVERSIAL PENS.
They Present Diverse Views, 

And the Beader Takes His Choice.

Dr. Buchanan to Hudson Tuttle.

The Future of Our Country Con
sidered.

Mr. Tuttle’s third attack upon my 
writings is as unfair and untruthful as 
the two former attacks, which he could 
neither defend nor excuse, and contains 
in addition more of error and folly than 
I supposed could have emanated from a 
man of his intelligence. #

I am sorry to lose time from important 
labors which have long overtaxed my 
strength, in replying to these unpro
voked attacks, and equally sorry that 
one who. has heretofore done valuable 
service to Spiritualism should publicly 
expose his infirmities as Mr. Tuttle has 
exposed them in attempting to play the 
Jupiter tonant of psychic science, instead 
of adhering to the line of work in which 
he has been successful. For want of 
time, I cannot reply at once, but only as 
>I can snatch a few moments from my 
duties, I know not how long it may 
take. • .. . ;

• - Twice before Mr, Tuttle hasassailed my 
writings, and,in oach case,-.bqen exj3O$ed; 
as guilty of reckless misinterpretation, 
Had I stood in his shoes, I’would either 
have sustained my chargey. or. if they 
‘were' indefensible, made a- 
ogy, and thus ended the discussion, But, 
unwilling to make' any ’.apology, he ag
gravates his Offense by making another 
attack (whioli requires another defense), 
in the same free-and-easy style of loose 
assertion and false statement.

His first false assertion that every one 
of my predictions had been falsified is 
modifien by admitting that one in refer
ence to tpe death of Blaine did prove 
true. But why could he not make a 
complete and honest statement?

One of my predictions was as follows: 
“The Republican party will be hurled 
from power. A Democratic administra
tion will come in, and that, too, will fail 
to give satisfaction. It will be suc
ceeded by what may be called the Labor 
party.” As Mr. Tuttle persists in deny
ing the truth of (¡his ^prediction, it 
follows, if his assqrtiops are reliable, 
that the Republican party-.has not been 
defeated, but is still in power in the 
presidency and in Congress, and there is 
no Democratic administration to fail in 
giving satisfaction, as Cleveland has 
failed, and the Labor party has no hope. 
Such is the wisdom of Tuttle.

All of my statements (except in rela
tion to anticipated deaths) were fortified 
by convincing facts and reasons which 
he ignores. I will give some of the pre

? dictions in my own language, that the 
Reader may understand my chief aim, 

\and verify them as they are successively 
realized.—r v —** —

“The twentieth century will be ush
ered., in with increasing agitation and 
discontent, not because the reasons 
therefor are increasing,, but because 
men are becoming inflamed by brooding 
over the social condition. Poverty is 
never wise to, prevent evils, but it can 
vote and 11 can fight, and it will do 
both.” But if Mr. Tuttle is right, there 
is no such discontent, and no fighting 
now nor in the future. Yet while I am 
writing, 1,500 miners at Cripple Creek, 
with reinforcements coming in, are 
armed and fortified to defy all military 
power, expecting to lose many lives in 
defense of their claims. I trust they 
will be persuaded into a compromise, 
for it is a terrible mistake to begin such 
warfare now.

I spoke of the coming era of terrible 
cyclones in the summer, which would be 
marked by great sickness and mortality. 
Both predictions were fulfilled, though 
the mortality was not as great as I 
anticipated. But I do not claim any 
infallibility. Mr. Tuttle is the infallible 
prophet who finds unshakable and un-, 
sinkable shores to the ocean; but nature 
shakes and sinks them continually, and 
has long been sinking the land on the 
shores of the Baltic Sea, on the west 
coast of Greenland, and western shores 
of the Pacific.

I said in 1890: “I believe it is conceded 
that New York or Manhattan Island is 
very slowly sinking at present, and the 
subsidence is greater on. the Jersey 
coast, as an intelligent citizen of that 
State, an observer and a traveler, told 
me that a subsidence of three feet had 
been observed at Atlantic City.”

I predicted earthquakes and a dis
astrous sinking of our Atlantic coast in 
the first quarter of the next century, 
and a similar, but less destructive, shock 
on the Pacific coast, because there is a 
line of subterranean fire extending frbm 
the northern part of South America in 
these directions, and from Japan to 
Java. -1 spoke also of the probable fall 
of a meteorite in the Wabash valley,, 
and the fall of a meteorite occurred 
there a week after my prediction had 
been written. ■.

Intelligent people are beginning to

learn that earthquakes may be pre
dicted, since Prof. Falb, of Vienna, 
having made other remarkable predic
tions, recently predicted the disastrous 
earthquakes in Greece. “Prof. Milne 
(said my essay) maintains that by thor
ough Investigation we may be able to 
predict the approach of earthquakes 
and give public warnings, as is now 
done for storms. The bishop of Ischia 
saved many lives by predicting the 
earthquake shock of 1843, and the 
Capuchin Fathers gave warning of the 
approach of the shock of 1850 at Melchi. 
The great earthquake shock at Lima 
was predicted by one Vidauri, then con
fined as a prisoner. Prof. Milne warned 
his friends at Yokohoma a few hours be
fore the shock of Feb. 22, 1880."

I feel actively sure that when the sci
ences I have developed and cultivated 
are generally utilized, every great con
vulsion or calamity in nature or in hu
manity will be foreseen and guarded 
against by the wise. But of course the 
old fogies who object to Spritualism and 
seership, and think man must ever go 
on blindly, will continue to move on 
blindly, and Mr. Tuttle knows as certain 
as the rising of the sun how serene our 
future will be; and another prophet, as 
wise and sure as Tuttle, the reverend or
atorical trickster, Talmage, has assured 
us in San Francisco that the hard times 
are about over, and we are soon to have 
such an era of grand prosperity as we 
have never before.known. The party 
wjth which Mr., Tuttle seems to have 
great; sympathy' as?nrefl ps that the 
boom ’ wks''to' begin Atfhep 4he Sherman 
law was repealed, which repeal was only 
another nail in the coffin of our prosperi. 
ity.‘ With similar .prophetic 'wisdom. 
Governor Russell, of Massachusetts, 
Governor Flower, of New York, and the 
Boston Globe, have all predicted that 
Cleveland’s administration would bring 
such prosperity as to insure the continu
ance of the Democratic party in power. 
But I am not such a prophet as 
Talmage, Tuttle, Russell. Flower, and 
Taylor, who prophesy without regard to 
facts, and I perceive, like most sensible 
men, that Cleveland has ditched the 
Democratic party.

I now repeat and reaffirm the predic
tion which Mr. Tuttle denounces: 
Nineteen years hence war or quasi-war 
will appear in this country, and the con
vulsion will not be arrested until about 
1910. The six years prior to that date 
will be by far the most calamitous that 
America has ever known. It will be a 
labor and capital war, intermingled 
with a religious element of discord, and 
with a mixture of the race question 
from the presence of a powerful negro 
element confronting the Caucasian 
negrophobia. It will be a dreary 
triumph of the destructive element, 
compelling a new departure for the 
future and a more thorough democracy. 
The church as a power will be thor
oughly shattered, for the power in this 
revolution has outgrown the old Bible. 
The fetters of the past will be shaken 
off—the marriage relation approxi
mated to freedom, for the drift of the 
future is that way and beyond. The

will be a full compensation tor the hor
rors through which we have to pass.”

Yes, I say again, that the past will 
not be repeated. The South will not 
secede, negro slavery will not be re-es
tablished—wage slavery, as it is now, 
will not be restored—the money 
power, enthroned at New York, will not 
again dare to usilrp the government, 
and the fraudulent anonymous gospels, 
interpolated' find perverted by the 
Roman priesthood from the time of 
Nero to that of Pope Victor (the history 
of which I possess), will no longer rule 
as divine, for Jesus and the apostles will 
be known as they really were, and not 
as the criminal conspirators and myth
makers have presented them, and their 
voices will be heard throughout the 
world in 1895.

1 have no material correction to make 
in my predictions,'but think I was too 
cautious in speaking merely of the years 
near 1916, as they will be a culmination 
of horrors. The first ten years of the 
twentieth centliry Will give us horrors 
enough, and wise men will prepare for 
the crisis by rigid economy. I need not 
prepare, as others, for I shall then be
come a spectator from a higher sphere. 
In that sphere these things are fore
seen, and those Who deny them are 
not acquainted with the higher spheres 
of the Spirit-world, nor with the grand 
political sense of this world, Which is 
continually appearing in (reformatory 
papers, of which I might quote columns 
like this, from that able journal the 
San Francisco ¿tar, referring'to our 
false system of government: ;

“To-day we are fast drifting, into an 
internecine war of most appalling mag
nitude, because legislators elected by a 
falsely-termed ‘representative’ process, 
will not enact the simple legislation 
needed to abolish the law-macle poverty. 
All the strike troubles are but as drops 
of water to a deluge, compared with the 
impending conflict here, the prellmibary 
skirmishes of which are fast beginning 
to crop out.” ' •

The' I'wentietii Century recently said: 
"Look in what direction we will, there 
is thunder in the air. It behooves those* ■ ■ . ' •

who talk so confidently of a peaceful so
lution of our troubles to examine seri
ously whether they are not merely, 
voicing a benevolent wish, rather than1 
anything worthy of the name of 
thought. The present drift toward vio
lence is unmistakable.”

As to the condition of our country, 
which I have shown is approaching a 
civil convulsion, Mr. Tuttle stands op 
the platitudes of the Wall street plu
tocracy, and though millions are in 
alarming distress (often estimated at 
five millions), the industrial classes suf
fering as they never have suffered since 
the nation was born, Mr. Tuttle says;

“There never was atime in the history 
of the race when the laborer was so well 
clothed, fed and housed, and enjoyed 
life's luxuries as the present,yes, 
luxuries, Mr. Tuttle! when miner's 
wages, which, according to our national 
labor reports, have been less than seven 
dollars a week, and have been forced 
down, down, by avaricious corporations, 
in many instances to much less than 
five dollars; and when in defense 
against this unholy war upon labor, 
140,000 miners have been standing 
firmly to resist slow starvation, en
dangering many other industries by 
stopping the mining of coal; when we 
have another outbreak of immense 
fighting mobs in Pennsylvania; when 
every week brings news of armed con
flicts of hungry laborers, and when, as I 
now write, two small armies are en
camped near each other, ready for 
battle, in Colorado—the miners in their 
wild desperation preferring death by 
bullets to submission, and when the 
struggle extends through Pennsylvania, 
Indiana, West Virginia, Ohio, Mary
land, Iowa, Kansas, Colorado, Tennessee 
and Alabama (sometimes compelling 
railroads to stealtthe coal they are par
rying), let Mr. Tuttle look through 
the wretched shanties of the miner?, as 
others have looked, and hunt for his 
luxuries, where others have seen misery 
and reported harrowing scenes of But
tering. The Coming Nation says:

“You may plug up your ears and 
blindfold your eyes, and imagine there 
are no evils of oppression nor gaunt 
starvation' if you will.” Thus selfish
ness makes many blind to human suffer- 

'■ihgtf but: not’itiL—XJardihaT' G!bboj.Sy<»'f' 
Baltimore. Recently said:"“'"’

“The economic conditions in the 
United States are' fast approaching 
those of England. The homos of the 
poor are marked by destitution and 
squalor. The light of heaven is being, 
closed from miserable tenement room 
and attic. Flesh and blood are becom
ing more cheap, bread more dear. The 
well being of the car-horse is more so
licitously watched than that of the 
driver.”

Is it not sad to think that a prelate of 
the Roman church has more sympathy 
with the unfortunate than one who has 
been considered a prominent Spiritual
ist?

Blind to existing conditions, Mr. 
Tuttle’s prophetic capacity is shown in 
his declaration that “the Anglo-Saxon 
reverence for order and existing govern
ment will as surely triumph as the sun 
will rise in the morning." The rever
ence for law is shown in the fact that a 
day seldom passes without one or mote 
violent outbreaks against law, and that 
more murderers are executed by Judge 
Lynch than by the regular tribunals. 
Reverence for law has been destroyed by 
the widespread corruption of legisla
tures, of Congress, and of judges, and 
by the shameful legislation of the past 
thirty years in behalf of monopoly and 
wealth, which has built up an aristocracy 
of wealth which holds the majority of 
all the nation owns—vast sums vampired 
legally from the industrial classes, leav
ing them in angry discontent. '

The men’who, under the lead of such 
as John Sherman, have been phifidering 
the nation for thirty years, would be 
highly pleased, with the political views 
expressed by Mr. Tuttle, but they would 
be very shocking to more than a million 
of American voters. All advanced 
thinkers to-day recognize that our social 
system and government have proved a 
disastrous failure, and it is pitiable to 
see Mr. Tuttle abandon the path of re
form and iqsyjpate that I and the vast’ 
number of patriots who demand reform 
are joining the ranks of tlfe anarchists 
and that we are guilty of treason in 'de- 
nohneing the political crimes which have 
been in progress. This is rabid talk, 
but it is excessively silly. It is an in
sult to a million of patriotic voters who 
are struggling for reform. • '

My treasonable utterances,are not so 
strong as we often hear from the leaders 
of the Populist party, with which I am 
proud to co-operate, and if we are all en
gaged in treason, which is a ‘capital 
crime, perhaps Mr. T. would like to see 
us put down by military power with 
Gatling, guns. The school of politics 
with which . Mr. T. thus betrays his 
affinity is that which has cursed our 
country for thirty years and will inev
itably lead the nation to ruin unless re
sisted effectively. It has already estab
lished an oligarchy of wealth. ;.

Mr. Tuttle uncovers and makes con
spicuous the sad fact that he has neither 
sound political judgment. nor political 
progressiveness. . He does not realize' 
the divinity in man; he does not foresee 
the results of the spiritual movement..

Man is destined to attain the mas--

of The Progressive Thinker with 
examples of successful prophecy, but its 
readers are tpo intelligent to need it. I 
am tempted,i however, to mention one 
inst>uce<-rthàt of a soldier in our seces
sion Av.-jr, ,who foresaw the scene and the 
battlefield in which he would be shot 
through the heart, It was in Missouri. 
He arrived at the place, recognized 
everything before-him, and at the time 
when' the fatal bullet might be expected, 
he clapped his hat over h'is heart and 
arrested the bullet, which, but for his 
hat, would have ended his life. The 
story was told with all particulars by the 
chaplainiof the'regiment.

While Mr. Tiittle is trying to demol
ish my anticipation of future trouble as 
a false and wicked prophecy, let him ex
pand his genius and power to demolish 
Abraham,Lincoln’s dread prediction, so 
similar in,tendency to mine. What a 
pity that Lincoln did not have a Tuttle 
on hand to asoline him that the anticipar 
tions of future trouble which gave him 
as much.anxiety as the secession war, 
and as much ajarm for the fate of the re
public, were entirely visionary, and that 
everything would go on right as certain 
as the rising of the sun. How fortun
ately might- the wise Tuttle have 
saved D’Israeli over twenty years ago 
from,making his absurd predictions, so 
much like Dr. Buchanan’s. And Car
lyle, tod;'deplorably needed a Tuttle to 
warn him against such folly as predict-, 
ing our darkest hours, when by “a 
murder bùnglé in policy" we should be 
“traveling theAigh road to thatdireful 
day." And even Ruskin needed his Tut
tle too, to warn him against treasonable 
anarchistic talk about the conflict be- 
'twpen labor and capital, which the 
serene' Prophet Tuttle positively knows 
can never occur.
. [Nqte.—When Senator Cameron 
wrote to'thje National Republican Con
vention hiè warning letter, saying: “All 
Europe arid all Amerlcà'are in trouble. 
Everyone admits that'.the world stands 
on the edge ol à revolution.. We all see 
danger beforo us”—surely he needed a 
Tuttle, tod.] ■

What a necessity our Tuttle has been! 
How Prpfeisqr Falb, of Vienna, needed 
his guardUpship to keep bini from -sue- 
..oessiplly : predicting. thè, great... qstih A- 
.^jfriw'.ilatoiyi^iu’-' Greece, and;.' several 
othor eartbqriukes which he has fore
told... Arid how happy would Charleston 
hfiye been a few years ago If Prophet 
Tuttle had been there to assure them 
their city was safe, for “if there is, one 
spot more safe thah another, it is our 
Atlantic coast,” arid that he “felt a con
scious security in the stability of the 
present order.” Could there not be an 
injunction against earthquakes to keep 
them from treating prophets so con
temptuously, and shaking down cities 
which the prophets say are safe? The 
infallible Tuttle still assures us that the 
Atlantic coast is safe, long after the ter
rible disaster at Charleston, and shows 
its safety by talking abouf'the Apalar 
chian ranges of Labrador,” where no
body has ever apprehended any danger.

Apparently quite ignorant of success
ful weather predictions, he frowns his 
superabundant contempt upon every
thing of that sort, having, I presume, 
never seen the publications of Prof. 
Blake, which have been so serviceable 
to the farmers of Kansas, and which 
were given for many months ahead. A 
great deal of valuable weather predic
tions have been made by parties who 
have-studied planetary influences; and 
Chapman, of Philadelphia, in a scientific 
work entitled “Principia,” gave the 
rules or principles of such predictions. 
He claims to have successfully predicted 
over fifty earthquakes, but I know noth
ing of the matter beyond his statement.

.While ingenious and profound scien
tists have done somuch,even our weather 
bureau has undertaken it in a small way,, 
and expects to do more in time. Wl • É. 
Hammon, in charge of the bureau in 
■San Francisco, says: “Forecasting,. as a 
science, is very young, yet. I think 
great strides will be made in it. When 
thegoverninent began the work, fore
casts were made for only twelve hours. 
After awhile they were made for twenty
tour hours.: Now, we are making them 
for;thirty-six hours, and under ceftain 
conditions make them for several days, 
and havé-beeh quite successful. This is 
an age of- advancement, and I think in 
time. we shall be able to forecast ten 
daysfpr two weeks in advance. , What, a 
boba it ¿would have been to farmers, if, 
last October; November or December, 
wq could have Issued a bulletin stating 
that the-following six months would bi 
.unusually; dry. I think the day will 
coinè--when the bureau can do such 
work.”'.. A. safe prediction, as it has 
already been done. But the wise Tuttle 
knows ‘,‘that it is impossible to predict 
with certainty the weather a day in ad
vance."' 'Perhaps if Mr. Tùttle had' ob
tained a respectable stock of information 
oh the Various subjects on which he has 
“slopped over” so freely, his tirade of 
nearly three columns of misinformation 
would not - have been written, and I 
might have been spared the labor of cor
recting .-his blunders and misrepresen
tations... - . \ '
. Prediction or prophecy is hot the 
awfully; difficult thing Mr. Tuttle im
agines, for he knows very little about it. 
.There are scores of mediums who. make 
valuable- predictions for their friends. 
Tt hks -been common in mesmeric sub-
jects, v and' iti successful • performance 
wosmertified at Paris by a committee of 
the Royal Academy of Medicine.

’ Mr.'Tuttle leads hie readers (who have 
not read my essay) to think that ^1 my 
predictions claimed infallibility from 
being based on a law of periodicity. 
This iff false, as usual. • The law, of peri
odicity‘ref erredonly to our national ca
lamities,'which are coming on early in 
the next century. All the rest were

tery of all knowledge and to be guidéd 
in progress by that divinest intellectual 
faculty which grasps the future. Mr. 
Tuttle fights against such- ideas: with 
that retrogressive spirit which has 
fought against Spiritualism and every- 
other advancing step of humanity, and. 
endeavors to make the thought of 
prophecy ridiculous. I had supposed 
him too intelligent to write in that style, 
but he has an undisputed right to dis? _ . . .
play his narrowness. I might fill a page psychic.predictions for which ' no claim

of infallibility could be made, A num
ber hive been made-by others , and some 
very analogous to mine concerning our 
nation.

’ I wish to cultivate aud encourage the 
prophetic faculty, and set the example 
by hazardous predictions. The deaths I 
predicted will occur a little later, as I 
had not estimated correctly the strength 
of the vital force in the parties. I am 
not ashamed of this, for I have not yet 
realized a sure prophetic power. If we 
never went hunting until we could infal
libly shoot every animal in the center of 
the forehead, we would have no game. 
If Mr. T. wanted to comment on erro
neous predictions, not harmless as mine, 
but often destructive to human life, the 
medical profession in our country gives 
us at least ten thousand every day, and 
every good psychic and magnetic healer 
could supply him some amount of 
them, but he would rather attack my 
harmless predictions than those gigantic 
evils.

Mr. Tuttle’s attack is headed with the 
suggestion that the “special ownership" 
of the cataclysm “rests with Professor 
Buchanan" as “proprietor of said cata
clysm.” There is no truth in this—I 
made no such claim. Similar views had 
been presented on the main question by 
Carlyle, D’lsraeli and Ruskin; and very, 
closely Lincoln's apprehensions coin
cided with mine. More than thirty- 
three years before, a wonderful German 
seer had, among other predictions 
which have been fulfilled, given a pre
diction of the coming civil war in this 
country, and the disastrous earthquakes 
which would wreck our coast and ruin 
New York. His predictions expressed’ 
even more disaster than mine; and I 
have obtained four other predictions in 
this country wonderfully analogous to 
mine, and prior to its publication, so 
that there was no truth in speaking of 
the cataclysm as my exclusive predic
tion.

Moreover,! would add that our coming 
calamities are clearly foreseen in the 
higher realms of the Spirit-world, and 
those who deny them show that they are 
not in sympathy with the higher 
spheres, nor are they familiar with the 
higher powers of psyqhometry,which ro- 
Vcal bub future to those whom I have in- 

■btriicted. But Mr, Tbttle ’has nbtbeen 
instructed'.. He is not interested in the 
new sciences With which I1 have, en
larged the domain of human knowledge 
and wisdom, and would rather hinder 
than help such progress. He is no phi
losopher and I nave kindly overlooked 
his superfieialties, for intellectual cru
dities will die without being killed bv 
criticism.

Mr. Tuttle speaks as though pro
phetic opinions always ran to evil. But 
I have predicted peace and quiet when 
statesmen were predicting war, and I 
can predict a groat many good things in 
the future of which Mr. T. has no con
ception, for his mental range is singu
larly narrow for a Spiritualist; and great 
men look small through the inverted tele
scope of Tuttle. He knows the grand, he
roic and eloquent prophet, Jeremiah, 
whose sublime utterances, as I heard him 
through Jesse Shçpard, was the noblest 
voice I ever heard. But the grandeur 
of a thought or of its speaker seems to 
excite Mr. Tuttle’s especial aversion, 
especially when it brings the grandeur 
of prophecy; hence, I must consider his 
peculiar aversion a true compliment. I 
do not write for the class which he rep 
resents.

Jeremiah needs no defense from 
Tuttle’s sneers, but as some of my read
ers may not know the merits of the 
prophet, who, Mr. Tuttle éays (in the 
peculiar style of Bill Nye), has “made 
countless generations since his time 
miserable,” when in-fact, he disturbed 
only the knaves of his own time, I would 
say that the Jewish nation produced no 
nobler patriot and no greater psychic 
and prophetic genius than Jeremiah, 
who lived in the time of political cor
ruption and crime, which he denounced 
with unsparing vigor and conscientious 
justice. A solitary and patriotic seer in 
a corrupt nation, his life became a’ÇSSg 
martyrdom. He left an immortal name, 
though his writings are but poorly pre
served. -A true prophet, he necessarily 
encountered the hostility of the priests 
and politicians who led their country 
into the disasters which he predicted. 
We have a few real statesmen and patri
ots in Congress, whose eloquent and in
structive words, uttered with a profound 
53rise of our country's danger, ought to 

-ÿè read by all, but they were wasted 
upon that corrupt body of which Sher
idan and Breckinridge are examples.

Oh! my fellow-citizens, if you would 
save this country from the fate predicted 
by Macaulay—the fate of other republics 
—read the newspapers and books of the 
patriots who are doing the same work 
now that was done of old by Jeremiah, 
and in modern times byr"Thomas Paine, 
and are striving to save us from the fatal 
grasp of Mammonistn, Materialism, Ro
manism and Intemperance. ?

July 10.—Since the foregoing was 
written, the national conflict between 
men and money—between citizens and 
corporations—brought on by the Amer
ican Railway- Union and ' President 
Cleveland, .would seem to make the dan
gers of our future so palpable as to raise 
the question in many minds whether the 
dangers of our future are not more im
minent than I have stated. But, what
ever the time, the conflict seems inevi
table. We must determine on which 
side wp will stand, and it should be on 
the side of those who appeal to reason, 
who demand arbitration and who seek 
to promote “the greatest good of the 
greatest number,” which has always 
been the aim of patriotic souls, while 
corporations .have ever sought the

Professor of Social Science 
Speaks to Students. .

Dr. Albion W. Small,Professor of Social 
Science in the University of Chicago, 
.spoke lately before the Christian Union 
in the chapel of Cobb Lecture Hall. 
The speaker delivered a strong philip
pic against that type, of self-styled 
Christian teaching which bases its ar
guments upon premises which have long 
since ceased to accord with present-day 
facts. Dr. Small’s remarks were upon 
“The Strength and Weakness of Relig
ion.” He said in substance:

Some of the sublimest and at the same 
time some of the silliest acts in the an
nals of the human race have been ac
complished in the name of religion. In 
our day we are marshaling the younger 
forces of the Christian church into 
Christian Endeavor societies and Ep
worth Leagues. But seven or eight cen
turies of history show that such institu
tions as the Crusades and slavery, the 
achievements which were propagated by 
Ferdinand and Isabella, the Spaniards 
and English which came to North and 
South America, planted their flags on 
the new soil, aijd persecuted the natives 
which inhabited, it; the endeavors of 
Philip, the Duke of Alba, Schweinfurth, 
Joseph Smith, St. Francis, qnd Benedict 
have all been urged in the name of re
ligion. .

It would seem that religion was a thor
oughly unknown quantity, something 
which wo cannot formulate in definite 
terms. Nevertheless there Is an obvious 
clew to the philosophy <?f this fact in ex
perience common to w all. Religion 
contains two cardinal elements: On the 
one hand the moral element and on the 
other intellectuality. Religion is, 
first, moral, and secondly, intellectual. 
I do not mean to say Intellect does not 
yield a product unaided by moral guid
ance; I do not mean to say that ardent, 
moral impulse without wise intellectual 
control would be barren of results, but 
I do say the typical religion can only be 
obtained throiqjh the marriage of the 
two. The union of the two means 
strength, their celibacy necessarily en
tails weakness. Every age has Its faith, 
and its strength has always bepn com
mensurate with the degree of perfection 
to which Christian faith has adapted it
self to the real conditions of dveryday 
life. Wo say in popular proverb “Love 
is blind." When we use that formula 
we are close to the psychological con
ception that love, whether between man 
and man, man and woman, or man and 
God, frequently does stoop to its object 
of affection. The faith element alone 
doos result in the stooping of the char
acter of the religion of which It Is a com
ponent part until it degenerates into 
those distorted manifestations which 
none of us would at heart be willing to 
call religion. Knowledge alone is, how
ever, equally as Impotent. No student, 
whatever his grade may be in his par
ticular lino of work, can succeed in life 
who does not recognize the subject of 
his work to be a part of the mind and 
purpose of his creator. Religion seems 
to me to be that conduct which is in
spired by faith and informed by knowl
edge to conformity with God's will and 
the service of human life.

AN ARITHMETICAL AGNOSTIC.

When I began to study arithmetic,the 
text-book used created an impression in 
my mind which has left me a constitu
tional arithmetical agnostic. The ex
ample was this: “If a dozen eggs cost 
eignt cents”—but I knew my mother 
sent me to a grocery store where eggs 
were 26 cents; and “if a cord of wood 
costs $2”—but I knew my father paid 
$6.50 for our wood. The impression upon 
my mind was that premises so ? varying 
from reality could hardly lead to correct 
conclusions, and I attribute to that early 
contact with unreal principles in mathe
matics something of my inability to fol
low mathematical reasoning. I am in
clined to think there is something anal
ogous to this in the attitude which many 
people outside of 'the Christian church 
take towards the presentation of Chris
tian truth. In cur attempts to coin the 
truth of Christ, the truth by which we 
are to solve' the problems of the future 
as in the past, we are too apt to. conduct 
our work upon: premises of ages long 
past and relegate^ to other generations. 
I would not say; a word-3 which would 
weaken any denomination in the work 
for which it stands, but let not denomi
national lines become denominational 
barriers. ■ True religion,, the religion 
which is gaining strength and power, is 
the religion which recognizes the fact 
that it must adopt the forward attitude 
in any'movement, social or moral, . and 
must base its decision on facts and not 
upon imaginative creations.

FOR.THOROUGH INVESTIGATION.

I believe we are at the dawn of an age 
which will call upon men who recognize 
in the great modern industrial troubles 
of the day no interest dr corporation of 
whatever nature too sacred or privileged 
for investigation. We need and must 
have men to-day whose Christian faith

is so firm and whose Christian policy is so 
detçrmîped they will not hesitate to 
deny .their influence; • their association 
and companionship to the men and to the 
interests, which refuse such investiga
tion in this culmination,of our industrial 
révolutions. I believe it to be tjh0 duty 
of Christian people to say'calmly and de
liberately to those men who indorse our 
present social standards as expressed in 
some forms of business life, that thejr 
life is inconsistent with the ethics of 
Christianity. We need men who will 
point out those men'and say, “Thou, 
thou, thou,” and not ba afraid. I do not 
know what interest, would be jeopard
ized, or what strong men would be un
manned, but let every pillar of our in
stitutions be investigated through and 
through, and let the worthy and . the 
sound survive. The secular criticism of 
the Christian church is unjust. The 
remedy lies in accurate scientific Chris
tian criticism and, above all, Christian 
integrity aud steadfastness. ■ ■ -

The above from one of the professors 
of the Chicago University, is a very sig
nificant straw, and it illustrâtes the'fact 
that the world is moving. ThisUnivor- 
sity in no wise interferes with the relig
ion of anyone; a Spiritualist will find 
nothing to offend him there, while, Ijhe 
educational advantages:ate,unexdéllqd.

......................... Truth^

Mrs. Lois Waisbrooker Arrested.
This veteran in the reform ranks'was 

arrested by the United States Marshals, 
at Topeka, Kansas, on the charge oi 
sending obscene matter . through the 
mails in her newspaper called “’Founda
tion Principles,” and held to bail in ths 
sum of $300 to a'j.pear before the United 
States Commissioner to answer to t]ie 
above charge.

Mrs. Waisbrooker is an advocate of 
marriage reform, and in support of her 
ideas of how to better the' condition '.of 
man and woman, but especially womah, 
she publishes a paper called "Founda
tion Principles,” at Topeka, Kansas. 
According to her ideas, the present sys
tem of marriage is a failure, and it be
comes necessary for her ini)oe discussion 
of this question to use very plain lan
guage, and much that she hdB/fe'.siiy\ .re- 
’ates to sex relations. In short,..-her 
main effort is to correct, tex abuses. 
Nothing could bo further from her mind 
than obscenity. In (act, a great part of 
her endeavor is to obliterate obsçeptiy 
from the minds and lives of those it now 
stains. ' ' ' '''

Mrs. Waisbrooker- is a vétéran lu the 
ranks of reform, and is now nearly 70 
years old, and quite infirm. She is a 
well-known Spiritualist and has been 
for many years, on the rostruqr, in the 
journals, and in her own books,'lldàï'tny 
advocating its principles. Her long anil 
fearless labors in the ranks of Spiritual
ism entitle her to sympathetic considera
tion and material aid at the hands Of the 
Spiritualists of this country. She is now 
passing through a crucial tesfyami ip,/is 
a time when she needs cheerful words 
and friendly assistance.

I am not a Spiritualist, as very many 
readers of freethought literature vqry 
well know: but I have hail opportunity 
to learn the character of Lois Wais
brooker and have read her writings, and 
it'smy opinion that “If Christ, came to 
Chicago.” and heard of Jmis Waisbrook- 
er's work and the persecution sire is now 
suffering, he would come.mr to Topeka, 
and scourge the hypocrites for their 
cruel treatment of this reformer and 
worthy Spiritualist. That the work is 
one of malice and phariseeism, it is only 
necessary to say that it has been insti
gated by the Comstock knaves. .

More Wholesome Tru,ths to the 
Square Inth. ’

To the Editor:—I enclose $2.00 to 
pay for a further continuance of two 
copies of The 1’kogressivh Thinker. 
I notice on tag that the subscription has 
nearly expired, and myself and noble 
wife feel that we cannot afford to miss a 
single number. It contains more whole
some truths and useful information to 
the square inch, than any religious 
paper I have ever read.

Wo should greatly miss it were we 
unfortunate enough to be deprived oi 
its weekly ministrations. This is our 
candid opinion and must not be mistaken 
for flattery, a thing that both of us de
test. We have tried our -best to get 
subscriptions for The Progressive 
Thinker here, but Camden is an ex
tremely pious place, whfere unlimited 
rascality, dishonesty and bigotry seem 
to be the rule. Hero, as in other placet 
where orthodoxy holds complete sway, 
you wiltSjnd that, where there ,is the 
most religion you ' Will'-find tile most 
crime. Therefore, a fearless, plain- 
spoken, truth-telling paper like ThE 
Progressive Thinker, does hot seem 
to set well on their mental stomachs.

Fraternally,
Camden, N. J. E. M. Jones.

A Housçbplty ■‘Nfecqsslty.
To the Editor;—Number 244 of The 

Progressive . ^junker reminds m« 
that we shall • bé obliged, to,part com
pany unless I renew my subscription. At 
it has become a household necessity, I 
inclose one dollar; ’kheWin.g- it will help 
to make the editor happy-; It will also 
assure ine that its weekly visits will be 
punctual ahd.prompt during .the coming 
year.. Kind regards to,The Progress
ive Thinker,:.'apd‘ itt ' many thousands 
of readers. Dr. T. Babcock.

The good .Doctor appreciates very 
highly ■ The Progressive Thinker. 
There are thousands of other Spiritual, 
ists who would as highly appreciate it,
if they would read its columns for a few 
weeks, and realize the amount of good 
it would do them.
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CHAPTER VIII.

CHAPTER IX.
Rocky Nest.

To

fession, or I shall cause your arrest at once.
My officer is in the next room.

said'

Mr. Marcella was visibly affected, and lis-

Mr. Sayles, it ¡seemed a most unusual 
proceeding to allow such a serious matter to

They returned to the parlor. . ,------- 0-.™..» , ..™»^ m,« mvumu
“Mrs. Andrus, this is your affair.’ What she sold’her little-house up to the present day.

do you want I should do witli her?’,’ ?' ” " \ - - -
“If she will make full confession, and clear tened without interruption. The story was of

there to put your.purse and the box containing mother and daughter, 
the watch in that bureau drawer, to cause a ‘ ’ ...

seems to me too horrible to contemplate! I
‘‘‘Then, can you explain how this locket | feel that I have been careless, but I have not 

came to be found in the bureau belonging to '

, “I am glad to have met you here,” he said, 
suspicion of theft to fall upon an innocent i “I was intending to call upon you this after
girl. It was there, and at that time, that you ¡noon. I have just arrived home, and found 
lost this!” and he held up the shining trinket, several matters requiring my personal and im- 
“Now, your better way is to'make a full con- mediate attention.”

interest also to Mrs. Ames. There was a long. TJIF WlfWilirBni! UWIi'UIOJ silence of true than kin ness that they, had at I g|E WO^LiLltiuL WiUlWAml
last been delivered from the fate designed by
such schemers. ’

“Now we must hurry back to Mrs. Adams, 
Alma. She will need us,” said Mrs. Andrus; 
drawing her wrap about her. : . i ...

Mr. Marcella noticed how her thin hands 
trembled with weakness, and ielt a strong 
sympathy for her.

“May I make a proposition to you, Mrs. 
Andrus?"

She looked at him inquiringly. . ..
“1 have a comfortable little cottage at the1 

beach, down below Rockport a little way. It 
is comfortably furnished and provided for. 
An elderly man and woman, once servants in 
my mother’s family, live there and take care 
of it. Now, how would it do for you and: 
your daughter, with, perhaps, Mts. Millis; to
go down there for a couple of months, and

The Dedication at Onset, Mass.

SCENES OF' BEAUTY. GRAPHICALLY DISPLAYED—- 
PROMINENT MEDIUMS TAKE PART, AND THE 
OCCASION WAS ONE LONG TO BE REMEMBERED.

BY EMMA MINER.
Author of “Bars and Thresholds,” “Led,”, 

and other stories. .,

- .. < h \
Mrs. Echo’s Confession.

[CONTINUED. J

“Now, Mrs. Echo, I have been looking this 
matter up carefully. I have learned by posi
tive proof from Mrs. Andrus, Mrs. Adams, 
and some of tho servants, that Alma Andrus 
came downstairs before you went out into the 
street, according to the hour you have stilted 
as being the hour you went out.

“I have proof that Mrs. Andrus came down
stairs to assist Mrs. Adams about the accident, 
and her testimony that she left her door un
locked in her haste to come down.

“Again, that Alma Andrus did not go up
stairs again before she went away with the 
officer; also, that Mrs. Andrus did not return 
upstairs until after Alma had gone away. 
There are plenty of witnesses to all that,

“You have just heard Mr. Hemenway’s tes
timony as to seeing this locket in its usual 
jplace when you went upstairs, just before the 
accident; and, according to your statement, 
you did not miss the locket until later on in 
the evening of the same day. Now, you will 
please answer me a few questions..” .

Mrs. Echo began to grow pale^. and she 
-trembled. " '

“First, tell me where you were, and what 
you were doing, during the time which passed 
after you came in from the street, until you 
notified Mrs. Adams of your robbery?”

Mrs. Echo made a desperate effort to re
cover her courage. 8he turned indignantly 
from him.

“1 don’t understand by what right you 
question me. I will not submit to such im- 
pqrtineijce!”

She walked quickly to the door leading into 
the hall, and turned the knob. The door was 
locked. With a graceful impetuosity she 
turned quickly to the rear door; she opened it 
and au officer stayed her progress. She grew 
pale and hesitated.

“I would suggest that you seat yourself, 
and continue the conversation,” said Mr. 
Sayles, without the least indication of irrita
tion, Mrs. Echo took the same chair, near 
Mr. Sayles.

“Did you remain in your room during that 
time?" ”
. “Yes,” replied Mrs. Echo, reluctantly, 
“but 1 don’t Bee what that has to do with it 
all!”

“You will understand presently,.J. 'think. 
Are you sure you did not leave yo.uyroom dur

..... ..“Yes; very sure, she repliedj .
“Will you tell me what time if teas when 

you passed through Mrs. Andrus' fcoom into 
Alma’s room, and what you were about while 
you were there?”

“I didn't go there—never was there in my 
life. It’s another of her falsehoods I” she 
oaid, with au assumed boldness.

Alma Andrus?"
The words were quietly spoken, but they 

were like an explosion of dynamite at Mrs. 
Echo’s feet.

She trembled, flushed, and paled by turns. 
She opened her lips to make a denial that she 
knew anything about it. Mr. Sayles grew 
suddenly stern.

‘ ‘Mrs. Echo, it is of no use for you to pro
test or deny anything. The fact is, you did 
go into Alma’s room. Y’ou went there for a 
purpose—a diabolical purpose. You went

Alma perfectly, -and promise to go away and 
never harm us again; let her go. ”

“Very well. I suppose the case is in your 
hands; bnt I want to stay by; long enough to 
Hear what she has to say, and what she will 
promise1 to do."

They had not long to wait. Mrs. Echo 
sodn rebdverqd, She confessed all, and prom
ised to.do all they asked. In two hours she 
had left the house and the city.

In less than that time, Mr. Sayles had 
brought back to Mrs. Adams' house the poor 
girl who had been so shamefully wronged. 
Her confinement in that dreadful place, to 
gether with the shock to her physical system, 
proved more than she could bear. A sudden 
revulsion of feeling, consequent upon her 
sudden and unexpected deliverance, nearly 
prostrated her. She was carried to her room 
iu an unconscious state, and laid upon her 
bed, where loving hands tended her faithfully 
through the night.

rest in such a way, but none of the interested 
parties felt like prosecuting Mrs. Echo, so her 
destination was not questioned. It was enough 
that Alma had been vindicated,

In the midst of the discussion as to what 
should or should not be done with Mr. Led
yard, Sir. Marcella arrived home unexpect
edly. .

- He had missed Mr. White’s letter concern
ing Mr. Ledyard, and also Mr. Vane’s letter 
concerning his own attempt at vindication. 
Therefore he had to be told the whole story. 
He was amazed at Mr. Vane's behavior; and, 
although iu a business way he had been a val
uable man, yet Mr. Marcejla would not for a 
moment tolerate the thought of the villainy he 
had practised. He was .dismissed from his 
position at once.

To the surprise of everybody, the same po
sition of assistant manager was offered to Mr. 
Emmons, who gladly accepted it, much to the 
gratification of all concerned in the employ of 
the firm, for he was a general favorite. Every
body was sure of kindness and consideration 
from him.

Mr. Vane left the c(ty at once, and was not 
heard from for several weeks, even by his sis
ter. Mr. Marcella called upon Mrs. Ames 
soon after Mr. Vane’s departure.

“It may seem strange to you, Mr. Marcella, 
that I should not take my brother's part in 
this matter, but I cannot do it simply because 
he is my brother. I have known of much that 
is wrong in hiB behavior sincq he has been 
with your firm. His position afforded him 
many opportunities for wrong-doing.”

“But why was I not informed? I would 
not have tolerated it. ' I should rather hold 
myself to be the guardian of those associated 
with me in-my employment The fact that he 
could make use of his position to place a de
fenceless girl like Alma in the position he did,

meant to be indifferent. I trusted to Vane to 
see that everything should go right. I never 
dreamed of such treachery!”

“If I had complained I could not have 
produced proof. He is a very sly man, and 
works underhanded. I really do not think he 
would be dishonorable so far as money is. con
cerned. He only seems determined to bend 
everybody7 to suit his purpose."

' At this. moment Mrs. Andrus and Alma 
called on Mrs. Ames. 'Mr. Slarcella, who had 
uot met them before, took a silent note of 
them. He was at once attracted, to both

“I have often thought of you in our recent 
You can take! trouble, and felt some of it might possibly 

your choice.” have been averted had you been herd," b»M'
Mr. Sayles leaned back in his chair with a Mrs. Andrus, quite frankly, “but, of course, 

relentless expression on his face. Mrs. Echo we had no means of reaching you soon 
looked at him appealingly. He shook hisienough.” 
head. She saw she had nothing to hope for ' - - -
from that quarter. -

She turned her face slowly, to meet the stern, 
set, frowning face of Mr. Emmons; farther on 
the pale, sad face of the suffering mother aud 
her true friend, Mrs. Adams.

Her lips parted slowly, and she said faintly:
“I confess! Mercy! mercy!"
“What.mercy have you shown to that poor, 

innocent child?” demanded Mr. Sayles. “Mrs. 
Echo, this is not your first offense against 
justice aud morality. Y’ou are a bad, unprin
cipled woman. You need to be taken care of! 
Nobody knows what you will do-next!" _

Mrs. Echo fell back iu her chair fainting.
Mr. Sayles and Mr. Einmons carried her to 

her room, and left her in charge of a servant

“I wish I could make you some reparation,” 
said Mr.. Marcella. “I will do all in my 
power. But you ought not to go back to the 
store, my child," he said, turning to Alma. 
“You look worn out with your trouble—you 
and your mother. ” , .

“lt'is true we are worn and weary," said 
Mrs. Andrus; “but I am so thankful it has 
proved to be all right, it seems as if I could 
not ask for anything more. ” ’ .

“You must have more,” he replied; “but 
just now, if you feel -able, and will not con
sider it an impertinent curiosity, tell me some
thing of your history. Please understand it 
is a request because of my interest in you and 
your lOvely daughter.’1

Mrs. Andrus began her story from the time- 
of her husband’s transition, and oi the time

have a change and a rest?” »•
Alma’s face brightened instantly, but Mrs.i 

Andrus looked thoughtful, ■’
“I don’t know as we ought," slie replied, 

doubtfully, seating herself again for a, mo
ment. ;.

“I don’t think there need be the least ques-. 
tion about it under the circumstances,” said 
Mr. Marcella. “That which has already oc
curred makes a very different thing of it: I 
don’t think you should hesitate. Look at that 
poor child!" he said, turning suddenly toward 
Alma. ‘ ‘She will never recover from this un
less she has a complete change and ,rest. I 
owe it to you. Don’t refuse to let me try to 
pay my debt! ’ .

“I’m sure, Idon’t think you need to hesi
tate, Mrs. Andrus," said Mrs. Ames. “I 
think you ought to go! '

“Oh! mamma, I think I could get well and 
strong there!” said Alma, turning her'pale 
face pleadingly toward her mother; “and, 
somehow, I feel sure Mrs. Millis would go, too; 
and since Mr. Marcella has been so kind as to 
offer us the chance, I’m sure you will think of 
it favorably after a while!”

“Then we will go, and be very grateful to 
you, too, Mr. Marcella;” and Mrs. Andrus’ 
Bud brown eyes thanked him more than words 
could express. Once decided, they began to 
make their plans. ..

“The sooner you go, the better for you 
both,” he declared. “Please see Mrs. Millis 
at once, and arrange with her. It shall be of 
no expense to her,” he added. ,

This was soon done. The good little lady 
was very happy in the thought of such a de
lightful summer outing, for it had been long 
since she had had a restful vacation. . .

In a few days, Mrs. Andrus received a note 
from Mr. Marcella, enclosing a check for a 
generous amount, and a few words saying: 
“Flease do not refuse this, for Alma’s sake.”

“How good of him!” exclaimed Alma. 
“Now, mamma, perhaps some of our troubles 
are over. I am so glad dear Mrs. Millis can 
go too! How wonderfully kind she has been!
I shall always love her! i

This long anticipated dedication took place 
at Onset on July 30th, and will pass into his
tory. as the1 greatest eveut of the season. The 
■Wigwam. CM-workers’ Association is about 
.three years old, although-not incorporated un
til October 25, Since birth it has de
sired an appropriate official home. .By.earn
est work and the generous assistance o^ Mr?. 
May’ Ui Weston, it now has an edifice of 
whicji.it'may feel justly proud. The wigwam 
is situated’in the north part of the ground, 
near ■ the ;lake, and was erected by W. J. 
Cparnes; Df Onset, upon land donated by Mrs. 
Weston.- The building is 1)6 feet in cirCum- 
ference,':;2tj feht in height; has octagon sides 
I ii-feot-high, thence a circular roof to the top. 
The outlines are like a large A tent. The 
sides are cypress shingled, cut fancy, and fin
ished -natural, >Tlni trimmings are painted 
red.; The'i'oof is painted green. At the peak 
of the centre pole Ilies the National flag, bear
ing the words “Indian Wigwam,” There are 
two large entrances opposite to each other. 
Over one is inscribed:

“Erected to the Memory of the Red Man. 
Liberty Throughout the World and Freedom 
to All Races." •
^Entering the Wigwam a sight meets the 

eye that is beyond description. Windows on 
each side shed ¡light upon a spruce door. A 
seat of whitewood runs around the wall of 
clear whit? pine; sheathing and a centre pole 
of Oregon pine are stayed to tho side with 
spruce joists, all of which are finished natural 
and highly pblished. A large portable organ 
encased in rosewood stands to one side.

The decorations are marvels of beauty, and 
reflect great credit to even such a gifted artist 
as .Mrs. Weston and her able assistants. 
Whlls, wthdows, centre-pole and stays weie 
decorated with the National colors, flowers 
and Indian bric-a-brac entwining and inter
mixing with numerous beautiful pictures and 
cabinets,' with a highly pleasing effect. .The 
centre of attraction was the massive Associa
tion banner, designed, painted aud donated 
by May C. Weston.'

- On the Indian Red Banner was a centre 
piece of a life sized painting of White Wolf, 
surrounded with his implements of war and 
peace. Over this was inscribed: “Victory for 
tile Red Man at Last.” Underneath, “Onset 
Wigwam Co-Workers.” In the lower corners 
were two shields in the National colors; over 
one tho clasped hands of an Indian and white 
man, inscribed: “Freedom and Unity.” Over 
the; other was the scales, inscribed; “Justice 
and- Equal Rights.” The whole was sur-

“Yes; and I, too. And how wonderfully-rounded with a deep fringe of red and gold,
she Was led by the good angels to guide us to 
your deliverance 1" ' '

“Now, mamma, I’m just having one of my 
strange thoughts, and I want to sjieak it right 
outl” ’

“Why, certainly, Alma.’’. • . •
“Well, you spoke of Mrs. Millis guiding us 

out of our troubles. Didn’t she help guide 
us into them? If we hadn’t gone to Mrs. 
Adams, perhaps I wouldn’t have gotten into 
such trouble.” .

“I thought of that myself, Alma. I am 
glad you have spoken of it, for uow I cau tell 
you how I reasoned about it." .

Alma looked at her mother inquiringly.
“I came to the conclusion that Mr. Vane's 

animosity would have followed you, even if we 
had gone to some other place; also, Mr. Led
yard’s. ”

“Mamma, excuse me for interrupting you, 
but I want to say something while I think of 
it,” said Alma. .

“Well; what now?”
“Only this. Isn’t it strange that when 

some men say they love a woman, and learn 
they can’t have her, that they should try to do 
her an injury?"

“Very; which goes to prove it is not love 
at all. A woman would never be safe with 
such a man. In fact, it is getting to be quite 
the fashion if aegirl refuses the suit of a man, 
no matter if it is for some specially good rea
son, he must walk up to her some day and 
shoot her! It is really a dangerous business; 
and I hope we shall have no more of it. ”

“Well, let me see now, where was I?” 
asked Mrs. Andrus reflectively.

“Why, you were speaking of Mr. Vane and 
Mr. Ledyard,” said Alma.

“O, yes; I remember jiow, Well, their 
hatred. would have followed you, as I sMd. 
And we might have been where we woiiliUnot 
have had friends like Mrs. Adams and'Mr.
Emmons."

“True, mamma; but there was Mrs, Echo 
to balance them. ” ■

“Yes; we have both suffered from her; but 
even she has been finally vanquished. And 
who knows but it may have taught her a good 
lesson? And, undoubtedly, Sir. Marcella
will be our firm friend, ano, taking all into 
consideration, it seems right to me that we 
should go there as we did, and when, we did?’

“Yes, ma; I suppose it was all right;- only 
the idea got into my head and I couldn’t seem 
to get it untangled." •

“Here we are, home again. I wonder what 
Mrs. Adams will do while weare gone? I 
woiild really like to'- have her keep tho place 
open for us to return, wouldn’t you, Alma?"

“Yes, indeed; and I think she will.” „
In a few more days the little party started 

on their short- journey, and were soon com
fortably established in the cosy cottage at 
Rockport; and never was there a happier trio 
than they, during the two hot, dusty summer 
months, resting, strolling, chatting, singing 
by turns, in the comforting shelter of this lit
tle seaside home which became so dear to 
them, Rocky Nest.

. [TO BE CONTINUED.] \

ate,

and enclosed ima rich'qiiartcred-oak case. A
sweep of the eye around the walls reveals a 
sight that words cannot convey, and the noting 
of;the most prominent only is.attempted.

ITorn a massive oil painting by Jones,1 ‘Big 
Mountain," in full dress, looks kindly on with 
folded arms. '

The large oil pictures of White Swan aud 
Eagle Wing, by Mrs. Weston, jealously guard 
her own jiiciure, photographs nnd the charter. 
Pocahontas, Dr. J. R. Newton, Massasoit’s 
son, King Phillip (and his descendant Ma
tilda), William. Penn, Grey Eagle (Dr. Lee’s 
guide), Standing, Bear, White Elephant, Lit
tle Hawk, 1’ire Lightning, High Hawk, Spot
ted Big Road, Two Strike, Standing Buffalo, 
Chief Wolf, Po-Po-Kee, and many others 
through craydn and engraving as well as spirit 
view the scene. Cabinets of photographs, 
head-dress, Indian weapons, blankets and 
fancy-work were tastefully arranged.

Vice president G. D. Fuller, at 10 a. m., 
opened thé dedication exercises with a few ap
propriate remarks upon the objects of the As
sociation. President Slay C. Weston fol
lowed-with an exalting invocation. Mr. A.J. 
Maxatn sang some beautiful songs. Mrs. 
Thompson delivered an eloquent address.

The teniple held only a small part of the 
audience, and an! adjournment was taken out
side. for the circle, which was taken part in by 
numerous mediums, and a number of Oldtown 
and. Mic-Mac Indians headed by Chief Levy 
PictOk : ■ -

The afternoon .service was opened at 2:30 
by an address byi Mrs. Wilkinson, of Boston, 
idviting all Indians and Indian influences to a 
grand : pow-wow.; Minnieola (Mrs. Georgia 
Hughs) enlivened the scene by appearing in 
full1 costume àniPsliowing her ability to shoot, 
fun and dance;with her medium's eyes shut. 
Mr. , Thayer,; Mr. Hersey aqd Mrs. Maud Lord 
Brake made addresses in Indian tongue. Mrs. 
DixMhd Mrs. Weston gave-1 beautiful poems. 
Mri, Mq^ata led the: singing. Peace Dances, 
Scalp Datiqes and Stake Dances were indulged 

¡'in by inany. Iridihri songs were sung by the 
Jtfib-Macs, ; Apiece of practical Spiritualism 
'¡vas indulged ,';in( which took the shape of a 
large ¿àllection - for Chief Levy’s papoose, 
ivhich led .to the complete surrender of the 
Chief,- givingjip.his,much-prized boW and ar
row,, to President Weston. The dedicatory 
ceremony ended, with a nerve-shattering 
whoop! The, Wigwam remained open for 
public inspection the entire week and was vis
ited by thousands. Regular services will be 
held there the. remainder of the season. Many 
regrets .were expressed that Mrs. Stone’s mor
tal life was not extended to enable her to en
joy this occasion..

0. S.Pabnell.

, , The Progressive Thinker
■1 Spiritualists, - The .Rhogbessive Thinoh 
leads,-for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, ahd they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago. • HLj and try the paper for three 
months.'

LETTER EROAI A VETERAN SPHUTUALIBT—THE 
CAMP NOT A SUCCESS—THE REASON THERE
FOR—IT WAS CRITICISED FEARFULLY—BUT 
FEW FROM ST. PAUL AND MINNEAPOLIS AT
TENDED—NOT AN ENCOURAGING OUTLOOK.

. To the Editor:—The• Twin City Camp of 
the Northwestern Spiritualist Association 
for July, 1894, is a thing of the past, having 
come and gone, and whether the result will be 
productive of good (or otherwise) to humanity 
the future historian must be the chronicler. 
That no finer array of talent has ever graced 
with their presence any Spiritualist camp since 
the advent of modern Spiritualism (both for 
the rostrum and seance-room) is verified when 
the Jollowjng names appear upon the month's 
programme: Lillie, Wright, Hull, Edgerly, 
Sheehan, Riehings, Lockwood, Emerson, II. 
11. Moore, Jennie Moore, Aspinwall, Rey
nolds, Mansfield, the Gillmans, and a host of 
clairvoyant, lest and healing mediums of the 
first order. Wrth the above programme of 
speakers and mediums, and the grounds lo
cated between the “Twins,” in a pretty oak 
grove of ten acres, within half a mile of pretty 
Lake Como, and the same distance from the 
beautiful State Fair grounds, and the most 
pleasant environments, the electric cars pass
ing within one-third of a mile of tito camp 
every half-hour from either city, from early 
morn until late at night—is It not pertinent to 
inquire: Ilas the meeting proved a success? 
If not, why not?

Tbe lectures throughout, from first to last, 
were of a high order, as the names of the 
speakers would be a sure guarantee, The 
manifestations, through the various phases of 
mediumship, were all that could be expected 
or desired.

With the programme above referred to suc
cess should have been assured, and yet, sad to 
relate, in many respects it was a failure.

The management was mercilessly crit
icised regarding the location of the grounds; 
criticised on account of the cars depositing 
them one-third of a mile from the grounds; 
criticised because the scorching sun for two 
and a half months, with scarcely a drop of 
moisture, had resulted in much dust; criticised 
because some favorite speaker or medium was 
not upon the programme, while the programme 
was far too expensive for the times, and crit
icised upon the management of the grounds.

A little history regarding the location of the 
grounds wijl explain the causes of the present 
location. In July, 1893, there were two camp 
associations in session within fifteen miles of 
each other. At the close of the camp season 
an effort was made to consolidate, which was 
effected in December following, with the un
derstanding that the North Star should drop 
its name and come in to the Northwestern, 
with the further understanding that the camp 
should be removed from Merrimac Island to 
some point between the two cities. A com
mittee was appointed for locating the grounds, 
which, after the most painstaking investigation, 
found the present location the only available 
ground to be had between the Twin Cities. 
The management then entered, with hearty 
good will, upon the herculean task of the re
moval of the Association’s property from the 
Island, and the improvement of the grounds 
for the proper reception of the expected thou
sands that, were hoped, would greet us there 
upon the opening day. But alas! “The best- 
laid plans, of mice and men, aft gang a-glee.” 
The expected failed to materialize. A heavy 
expense was incurred in the preparation of the 
grounds. The writer, with a force of men, 
was upon the grounds nearly every day assist
ing in the work, from the 20th of May until 
July 1st, the opening day.

In.view of the conditions under which we 
labored and which confronted us at the open
ing of the meeting, no one should be surprised 
at financial failure. Where, shall be found 
the causis? Simply in the state of the coun
try and general apathy of the Spiritualists of 
the Northwest. On the eve of our opening 
the great strike was ordered, which cut off 90 
per cent., at least, of the attendance from a 
distance. None but the most determined 
spirits dared venture. And what of the Twin 
Cities? All that can be said is that the at
tendance was most beggarly, though largely 
favorable to the Flour City. Prominent Spirit
ualists in either city were not seen upon the 
grounds; others, once during tbe month; still 
others, once a we'ek. The grounds could be 
reached from either city for 5 cents. Mediums, 
too, especially some of the homo mediums, 
were present only for the money that was in 
it. for the remark was often heard, “I cau 
make more money at home. ” This disposi
tion exhibited by many mediums to make mer
chandise of the holy gift of mediumship, has 
been, and is to-day, a great obstacle to the 
healthy advancement of the cause.

Well, Brother Francis, having camped upon 
the ground from the first with my aged and 
good companion, with whom I have walked 
the stormy paths of Earth-life for more than 
half a century, and while amid the perplexi
ties, the drawbacks and inharmonies of camp
life, we have enjoyed the beauties and pleas
ures of an oasis in that our sleep was sweet 
and refreshing, and The Progressive 
Thinker was always at hajid, sparkling, as it 
always does, with divine imd scientific truths, 
and we were able again to clasp the hands of 
a,few of nature’s noble sons from a distance 
who dared the great strike. Among those I 
would especially mention is that genuine lover 
of humanity, whose life-work has been, and is 
to-day, the betterment of man’s condition, and 
who is known to the forty thousand o.r more 
readers of The Progressive Thinker, the 
author and writer of “Twilight Musings,” M. 
P. Rosecrans. I would be pleased, to spe 
cially mention the speakers and mediums in 
detail, but space forbids; it is enough to say 
tiiéy aré all well known. Ever.yours for truth 
and humanity, M. T. C. Flower.

St. Paul, Aug. 5th, 1894. - ,
Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 

Modem and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses Hull Price, 10 cents.

Whole Family Helped

YOU SHOULD

Researches in Oriental History.

One
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

Fol. 13mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50, 

GENERAL DIVISION.

'THE MYTH OF THE GREA T DED. 
1 mm. Somelblngyoushouidliavctoreftrto. BlJunos M. McCann. Price 15 cents. - ■ ■

(OUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH- 
N/ er talcs npd »ketches. By »band of spirit Intel

ligence», through the mediumship of Mary Tbercoa 
Bbclhamcr. An excellent'Hork. Price »1.25.

TESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 
\J cbrlst and Mediumship. By Mo»ca Hull, A puny 
phlct veil worth reading. Price 10 cent«. •

Twin City Park Camp, Minnesota

“My husband wai 
troubled with EMreu. 
uintiaiu bo -that ha 
could hardly Ulthli 
hand to his head, and 
also nad severe pains 
hi his stomach aftei 
eating. Your bottles 
o£ llood’s Sarsapa
rilla completely 
cured him. Out 
son was all run down 
and Hood s barsapa. 
Hila built him up, aud

he gained 16 lbs. Our little boy Leon has also 
been given appetite, weight and strength by 
tile incdieme, Hoort’s barsaparilla eurea me ol 
Erysipelas, which I have had for lu years and 
which is now entirely anven out of my system. 

Hood’s^ Cures 
Since taking Hood’s I <im better in every way,* 
Mus. H. K. Johnson, Lyme Centre, N. H.

Hood’s Pills ore a mud cathartic, 26c,1

Have a copy of the "Astral 
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Ikeatmunt by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It in 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in hPiRir Life $ud 
will injfonu yon where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for the Absolute Cure of 
all acute and chronic-dis- 
case. Astral Cuidesenton 
receipt of stamp.

I,. J. SHAFER, 
< hemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, 111.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex
Priest, whose chartirirr is above reproach, aud wb< 
knows what he U talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, $l.u0. It coutuius the following chap
ters:

CHAPTER I.
Tbe Struggle before (he Surrcuder of Womanly Betf 

respect iu Lhe Coniebbluuul.
CHAPTER H.

Auricular CoufCEsluu a Deep Pit of Perdition for thl 
Priest.

CHAPTER III.
The Confessional Is Hie Modern Sodom.
t CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Ccltbiu y of the Priests Is madeeasj 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V. •

The highly-educated and refined Woman tn the Con
fessional—What becomes ul her after uncondition
al surrender—Her irruparitbfc* Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confesstua debtroy« all the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage and ilumuu Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil' 
ized Nuiionsy

CHAPTER VHI.
Docs Auricular Confession briug Peace to the Soult 

CHAPTER IX.
Tho Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrllegloui 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels tbo Church of Rom«* to confess thi 
Abominations of Auricular CoufesMuu.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession iu Australia, America, and 

France.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for tbe Consideration of Legislators, Htis- 
bands aud Fathers—Some of the tuutcei'h on which 
tbe Priest of Rome must Question bis Penitent-

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00«

THE MISSING LINK
. In Modern Spiritualism

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

A N A CCO UNT OF MOD ERM SPIRIT- 
uallam—«o-ealled—from Hs Inception ol- JJydo». 

vine, N. Y., Including the experiences of the Fox Fam
ily, spiritualistic aud otherwise, could not full to be 
very interesting, and Lhc interest Is intensified when 
that account is written by one of the Fox Bisters. 
Such is the fact in thia instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Lenh Fox. after her marriage with 
Uanlel L-iiderhllL The scenes, experiences, irials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement uro 
norrnied in ft most entertaining manner, nnd with more 
completeness than cun elsewhere b<- found. It ia a 
moat important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now number« Its votaries by 
mllHons. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
10 aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Ita earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume Is enriched wllh u number of ihic en* 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1'50. For sale at this office. .

1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH BISTORT, 
a. researches in Zoroastrianism.
3. DERIEATION OF CHRISTIANITY. j 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? |
The whole comprises an earnest but •fruftlcss'scorcb 

for a Historical .Jesus. . .
In this volume the aro clearly shown to 

have been the holy nnd favored people they dptm to 
have been. The Messianic idea fs traced to tne4 Bac
trian Philosopher. 2850 years and41a hhtory is 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, • until it Is 
fully developed into Chrisibnlty. with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, iopn uflcr the commencement 
of the Chrlatlan erft. , ' '

The book demonstrates that -Christianity and Its cen 
tral hero ere mythical; that tho whole system is based 
ou fraud, falsehood’, forgery, fear and force; nnd that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas nnd superstitions are 
but survivals of so-calleci paganism. 11 shows vast re
search among the records of the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from CbrlElInn authority: and no per
son can read It without l-istructlen and profit, whether 
be reaches the same conclusions with the author oft 
otherwise. For sale at tblsjiffice»

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

'THIS VOLUME CON TA IMS THE 
1 best Poem's of the author, and some of her mort 

popular songs, with the music by eminent composers. 
Among the Poems which have attractu't wide notice 
ire: "Budding Rose,”‘•ToaidCnta of Life Under the 
Slue Laws,” "ParRon Smith’s Prophecy,” "From the 
Highlands of Heaven,” “The City of Sorrow.” “Solilo
quy of Fulvla at Slcyon,” “ The lloly Maid of Kent. ‘ 
itc. ,

The Mbstc Includes “The Unseen City;*’ “Clari- 
jol," a June Song; “We Shall Meet our Friends In the 
Morning”; Meet us at the Crystal Gates.”

Mary of the Poems ere admirably adapted for recita
tion, and word used by tbe author in her public read
ings.

Press Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle is master
ful tn bcr prolific poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Ga^ 
Icld's brightest scholars.—Chansanlns ^rgus. U 
riftsd poet, whoso writings arc familiar to many,— 
Dctrdlt Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known al 
a poetess, .and author of many exquisite songs.—SaL 
Evo. Spectator. Her poems ore worthy to hnng like B 
banner on our.walls to recall us daily to our betteJ 
«elves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rar# 
joetlc talent.—Warren Tribune. A pool with ¿bun» 
lant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She it 
me of nature’s poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
lalntily refined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
□linker. Strong, true and beautiful.*—Mrs. Kara A. 
Jnderwood. Clarfbel le exquisitely beautiful,—D. D. 
lomc. •
Tho volume contains 225 pages, Is beautifully printed 

nd bound; rind farnlslifes a fine Holiday Gift. Price 
1.50, post-paid.
For sale at this office. ,



AUGUST 18, 1891

Mt Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa.

PLEASANT WOBDS FROM MRS; H, S. LAKE.

A. M.: Q. How often should circles for 
development be held?

A. As a rule, notoftener than twice a week.

Spirits who love fraud, and then exposes what 
they carry with them. This is not said to ex
cuse fraudulent mediums, but as a caution in 
conducting exposures.

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
This Department is under the management of 

the distinguished author, speaker and medium,
Hudson Tuttle,

who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena. and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 
direct to him on a postal or. by letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention. - Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to act hi this capacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895, Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

Frederick B. : Q. Can you give me the 
reason why manifestations do not take place 
in our circles, which have been held once a 
week (in the dark) for the last twelve month?, 
one lady sitting in a cabinet?

A, D will be necessary to introduce some 
new members, and, above all, remove the lady 
from the cabinet, and give your room a sub
dued light, and perfect ventilation, It is not 
best to determine what manifestations shall be 
received, as you have done. Better to sit and 
allow them to come spontaneously. The 
spirit-friends are debarred by the positiveness 
thus created from using linçs of communica
tion that otherwise would be of deepest inter
est and highest value. Darkness is unfavora
ble to the best results of sensitiveness, as too 
strong a light may be. After some other form 
of mediumship is gained, then if a spirit ad
vises the cabinet seance for materializations, 
it may be returned to.

T. Hackett: Q. (1.) How can a person 
be developed spiritually? (2.) How can one 
live in accordance with the laws of nature? 
(3.) What books will aid him?

(1.) To develop a spiritual character one 
must live in accord with the laws of nature, 
physically as well as spiritually. The animal 
is subject to the passions, appetites and de
sires. Man has an added moral and spiritual 
nature, which craves to know, and, knowing, to 
obey. This higher nature should hold the 
lower in subjection, and when it can do this it 
has become spiritually developed. To lose 
self in the good of others; to follow truth and 
the right wherever they may lead; to obey rea
son and conscience rather than the dictates of 
the propensities—this leads,to spirituality. 
Its ideal is the pure and spotless angel, who 
bends low and gives the hand of charity to 
the degraded man, fallen in the gutter, with 
the same ineffable love bestowed on a fellow 
immortal; charity for the sinner, condemna
tion of the sin. That angel has no stain of 
selfishness, and obeys the spiritual law of do
ing all for others, To become spiritual is far 
more than to become Christian, for the former 
carries with it knowledge instead of belief.

(2.) By knowledge.
(3.) All books are serviceable, especially 

those which treat of the science of man and 
the realm of spirit.

>
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A. A. H., Burlington, Iowa: Q. (1.) What 
time is best to hold circles? (2.) How can a 
person keep from becoming a kind of medium 
they do not wish to be?

A. (1.) The evening is best, as the mind 
is less disturbed by cares, and there is freedom 
from interruption. More than this, all nature 
Is passing into the negative or passive state, 
the zero of which is reached at midnight. 
Those who are nervously prostrated feel the 
change and long for the positive hours of the 
morning.

(2.) If used as a medium, it must be along 
the lines defined by organic adaptation and 
ability. So little is known of these conditions 
and laws, even by the spirits who are most 
skilled in communicating, that it must be said 
that practically the kind of manifestations de
pends more on accidental fitness than desire. 
Yet it is true as ever that to pray for the best 
gifts has an influence, by attracting spirits 
who will strive to answer it. But let it not be 
understood by this that a high spiritual state 
cannot be attained wherein the medium may 
ask for and receive such forms of manifesta
tions as he may desire.

C A. Pierce, Soldiers' Home, Cal.: Q. As 
Spiritualists do not believe in the resurrection 
of the body, how can the absence of the body 
of Jesus from the sepulchre, on the third day 
from burial, be accounted for?

A. Before an explanation is attempted 
the fact should be established. The story of 
Jesus has been explained plausibly as a solar 
myth. That he was really dead for three 
days and then came forth, is not entertainable. 
The soldiers said they slept, and he was car
ried away. That is the most plausible suppo
sition; although, if a Roman soldier had slept 
on guard, he would not have lived to explain. 
As an historic narrative, the subject is sur
rounded by difficulties which do not allow of 
explanation.

M. W. B. R., Conn., wishes an explanation 
of a peculiar phase of clairvoyance thus de
scribed: “I see pictures on the walls of my 
room, perfectly developed and luminous. I 
can determine the age and nationality. ’’

A. This is not an unusual form of clair
voyance, and will, if exercised, increase in 
power. The possessor should cultivate it and 
not seek for other “gifts.”
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Harty A. Gorby, Con.:0 <j. What posi
tion do the lower animals occupy in spirit
life? Do they serve in th&same capacity as 
here, and, if so, how? Do they become the 
property of individual owners?

A. The existence of animals in the spirit
life is entirely subjective. In “Psychic Sci
ence," it is stated that “a certain degree of 
development is essential, below which spirit 
cannot exist independently of the physical 
body, and above which this is possible. Any 
theory which, of necessity, advocates the im
mortal life of animals as well as of man, fails 
by maintaining that which is readily proven 
an absurdity; for, if the intelligent dog or 
elephant have existence in the future, so may 
the fish, the mollusk, the monad, and even 
the speck of protoplasm which loses itself in 
inorganic matter. This has often been set 
forth as an unanswerable objection to the im
mortality of the human spirit, for it was said 
one or the other horn of the dilemma must be 
taken; for, as there is no break in the chain 
of beings between man and animals, even to 
the monad, if a future life is his, equally is it 
the inheritance of theirs; and if denied to 
them, must be lost to him. There is a gulf 
between man and the animal world ... in 
time as wide as from the present to many mill
ions of years previous to the Great Ice Age. 
In the primitive human being thought began 
its conquest of the world, and the man of to
day represents the accumulation of all experi
ences since his ancestors fought with cunning 
crpft the mammoth, and disputed for suprem
acy with the monsters of the forests of the 
Tertiary Age."

There is no use animals could subserve the 
freed spirit, and hence ownership would be in
consequential.

As the desire creates the phantasmal animal, 
at the loss of the desire, the vision melts into 
the space from which it came.

There are spirits who delighted in animals 
in earth-life, who think they are surrounded 
by their old favorites—their fast horses, 
hounds or singing-birds; but it is as a dream 
which has no reality beyond their own minds.

Dr. A. H., Buffalo; Q. Would the Spirit
world justify thé shooting of alibertineto stop 
bis infamous career, and thereby save others?

A. “Spirit-world" is a broad term, and in 
that form we cannot answer the question by 
either affirmation «sjjr negation. There are 
spirits who would justify the shooting, and 
for most plausible reasons. There are other 
spirits who behave in the power of love, who 
would not j^lfy retaliation.
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E. V. G.: Q. I am a sensitive and clair
voyant, and to a friend I gave predictions 
that were strikingly fulfilled. But when he 
brought another friend to the seance, all spirit 
influence was ¿hecked, and disappointment 
and unbelief followed. I want to be an inde
pendent slate-writer. What shall I do to be
come one? *

A. There is a condition negative to me
diumship, and the possessor, even when anx
ious for communications, as effectually pre
vents the control of the medium as water ex
tinguished fire. Spirit communion is usually 
.regarded as dependent on the spirit and me
dium, but it is dependent also on the circle, 
and the presence of a negative person, who 
acts as the attachment of a ground-conductor 
would on an electric wire, may wholly prevent 
communication; and yet this absorbent may 
be a true and honest investigator.

Under the same law and conditions, the 
iraud-seeker carries fraud with him, attracts

“A Physician" says that he is in receipt of 
communifjations, through a medium, from the 

 

Queen q/ Sheba and the Prophet Isaiah, and 

 

wishes to know how much credence he ought 
to place in them?

A. The coming of an eminent physician to 
another with assurance of assistance is credi
ble and probable, according to laws fairly well 
understood. All the training of study and 
years of practice prepare for that concentra
tion of mind essential to the highest sensitive 
state, and the lines are thus made easy for the 
coming of spirits of like culture. Knowingly 
or unknowingly, the most successful physi
cians, and, in fact, the successful in all walks 
of life, have such assistance.

The coming of tbe Queen of Sheba and the 
‘Prophet Isaiah are quite different; something 
like an hundred generations have passed since 
the day of that prophet, and if he had made 
such use of life as he ought he is’far beyond 
the earth-sphere. If he has not, he is not 
worthy of being heard. If the fundamental 
principle be held in mind that Spirit-life is a 
continuance of that on earth, and the spirit is 
unchanged, it will be readily understood that 
as there are many vain and.deceiving spirits 
in the flesh, so there are many out of the flesh, 
and these, well knowing that as plain Jack 
Jones or Bill Brown they will not be listened 
to, while as George Washington or Napoleon 
their words will be received with open-mouthed 
wonder, take these great names and personate 
under them. Communications with great 
names attached should always be received with 
caution, and withheld from public criticism 
unless bearing internal evidence of their gen
uineness. There are many chances to one 
against their coming from those whose names 
are given.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicated 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to $1.

“Woman: Four Centuries of Progress." 
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’ Iiiter- 
national Congress, Chicago, DI., October, 
1893. By Susan H. Wixon. A noble ad
dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should 
be read by every woman and every man. Es
pecially excellent to place in the hands of 
Women who are members of the churches. 
Price, 10 cents.

¿ypnotism; its Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus.' A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist. Cloth $2.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
to$I, cloth.
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THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
fr ' '

This Spiritualistic resort opened for the sea
son on Bunday, July 29th, with the raising of 
the flag, at which Dr. Adah Sheehan, of Cin
cinnati, made an effective speech, and music, 
both vocal and instrumental, lent charm to the 
occasion.

The president, Prof. Loveland, of Califor
nia, not being able to attend, on account of 
illness, the chairmanship has devolved upon 
Dr. Sheehan, the vice-president, who is filling 
the same with credit to herself and the associ
ation, who have reason to feel gratified that 
they have so far deviated from the ordinary 
custom of the camps as to place a woman in 
a position to preside at all of its meetings. 
Dr. Sheehan possesses good sense, a good 
voice, and excellent executive ability, and has 
a happy faculty, in her official capacity, of 
saying the thing needful and to the point.

It has not been my pleasure to visit this 
camp for some eight years, and I am sur
prised and gratified at its growth, good man
agement and delightfully cool atmosphere 
even in this very heated term.

The speaker, who arrives travel-worn and 
soiled, is ushered into a pleasant room, well 
kept and well appointed, where be may make 
himself most comfortable and restful until his 
time of labor arrives. Then he will find an 
attentive audience, of excellent numbers, to 
listen and approve, providing he or she can 
furnish thought, stimulative and helpful, 
which, in the opinion of the campers, seems to 
have been the kind already presented.

This is a home-like field of labor to the 
writer, who, at one time, was located, for 
nearly three years, at the adjacent town of 
Clinton. Many familiar faces were to be 
seen when we ascended the platform on Sun
day afternoon, July 29th. The opening lec
ture had been given by Dr. Sheehan, and she 
chose the important theme, “The Duty of 
Spiritualists, " which was earnestly considered 
and heartily appreciated.

In the evening Will C. Hodge presented a 
somewhat pungent discourse upon the subject, 
“What Shall We Do to Be Saved,” which was 
generously commended. This gentleman 
seems to be very sensibly affected with the idea 
that it is necessary to do some real work on 
the earth-sphere, instead of waiting till the 
hereafter. .

Our subjects, Fthus far, have embraced 
“Spiritualism, Without Prefix or Affix," 
“What Is Practical?," “The Related Expres
sions of Psychic Life,” and “Industrial Mor
ality." Each session has been largely at
tended, the interest pronounced, and the.warm 
greetings and hearty welcome, accorded by 
old-time friends, have been exceedingly de
lightful and encouraging.

The secretary, L. P. Wheelock, is atten
tively engaged at the desk, and the manage
ment, throughout, seem to have all details in 
charge, so that harmony, good order, and 
good conditions prevail. ■

There are people here from long distances, 
who spend the summer very pleasantly amid 
the leafy grove, drinking of the ure water 
with which the camp is abunda^ lied. 
We are glad that our Weste friends have 
this beautiful resort, and we shall leave them 
for other fields of labor (Haslett, Lily Dale 
and Lake George), with most kindly remem
brance of courtesies extended.

Mbs. H. 8. Lake.
Mt. Pleasant, August 3, 1894.

Haslett ParkjCamp, Mich.
The second Sunday of this meeting passed 

away leaving a feeling of satisfaction. Thé 
day was beautiful. Dr. Fred Schermerhorn 
addressed the morning audience, taking for his 
subject the practical application of Spiritual
ism to our every-day lives, bringing to the 
minds of all the beauty of a spiritual life, 
such as the SpiriVworld teaches through its 
mediums. The lecture was very interesting, 
followed with spirit descriptions and full names 
in most cases; the majority of them were fully 
recognized. Lyman C. Howe delivered the 
address of the afternoon, following somewhat 
in the same line of thought Mr. Howe is 
always greatly appreciated here by hosts of 
friends.

Through illness, Mr, Mansfield was unable 
to give the promised slate-writing. Mr. Bert 
Woodworth was invited to give tests. He re
sponded to the invitation and his full names 
and descriptions were very satisfactory to the 
audience. Mr. Woodworth is giving trumpet 
seances with fine results. Mr. Mansfield has 
given a large number of slate-writings; all 
bear the stamp of great value, as remarkable 
as tests coming from the ones they purport to 
be from. One message came from U. 8. 
Grant, written around the American flag, in 
colors. The sentiment was the same as ex
pressed in Lincoln’s message sent to you last 
week.

J. W. Kiley has had remarkable success 
here this year at nearly every seance.

The gate attendance has been good, fully 
up to last season, while the resident attend
ance is larger than ever. One hundred and 
ten tents makes it almost a little “White 
City.” We know the space cannot be given 
to details, as the case here merits. We can
not mention all by name, but all are doing 
their part well. ¡The entertainments are under 
charge of Clair Tuttle; the choir music is di
rected by Prof. Bennett; solos by Pitts O. 
Hudson. All are of the best.

The clairvoyant phases of mediumship are 
well represented by Mesdames Amidon, Jack
son, Wood, Smith, Payne, Woodbury, Lind
say, Piper, and other?.

Marguerite St. Omer opened the conference 
Sunday evening. The programme is carried 
out and many interesting meetings added.

Jerry Bricker.

The Camp-Meeting at Mantua 
Station, Ohio.

The National Spiritual and Religious Camp 
Association, of Mantua Station, Portage 
County, Ohio, will close its fifth camp session 
on Sunday, August 12th, and remove at once 
to the Central Ohio Departmeut, and open tho 
second session of this season in Wooley Park, 
at Ashley, Ohio.

The managers at Woolley Park are making 
all needed improvements possible for a suc
cessful camp this year. A corps of first-class 
speakers and mediums have been secured, and 
everything is being done to provide for camp
ers and visitors. Remember the dates—the 
Woolley Park Camp, Ashley, Ohio, opens 
August 19th, and closes September 9th, 1894.
Everybody invited. D. M. King.

Shining Spots on Mars.

BELIEF THAT MAKE IS SEEKING COMMUNICATION
WITH THE EARTH—ANSWERING SIGNALS.

To the Editor:—A special cable from the 
London correspondent of the New York Times 
says there is something geling on in Mars 
just now which greatly excites the astronomers. 
Bo far as laymen may penetrate these myster
ies, it seems that some shining spots, or 
specks, quite unlike anything ever seen before, 
have been discovered, and that the circum
stances are exceptionally favorable to the hy
pothesis that the inhabitants of Mars are try
ing to signal the earth. The only other con
ceivable theories are that these “specks” are 
the effects of an aurora or of forest fires on a 
gigantic scale, but scientists appear actually 
to regard these as less probable than the first 
explanation. The mere suggestion of such a 
thing sends a thrill of fascinated expectancy 
through the whole academic system of Europe, 
and eminent men of learning are already de
vising and considering means of sending back 
answering signals through space to the Mar- 
sians. We would suggest, inasmuch as math
ematics is that science which must of necessity 
be the same on all inhabited worlds, that 
the use of the various numbers representing 
the cardinal features of arithmetical science 
should be the groundwork of communication. 
Buch a signal could be put into practice by 
the regular appearance and disappearance of 
an elevated mammoth electric “speck,” made 
by covering the top of a mountain with elec
tric lights which could be easily regulated to 
act in concert. By means of this 
Station the universal language of'the 
mathematics, could readily be communicated 
to Mars, and an answering signal on the same 
lines would demonstrate beyond all question 
the existence of intelligent beings on both the 
earth and Mars to each planet.

The possible results of inter-stellar commu
nication, once established, far. exceed the 
boundaries of the most vivid imagination. I 
do not believe that there exists upon our earth 
to-day a single school of thought but would 
feel far-reaching results therefrom. Slavery, 
spoliation and superstition may yet receive 
banishment from earth by the mathematical 
ebb and flow of the shining “specks” of Mars.

W. V. Whitehead.
556 Fulton St., Chicago. 1 ?

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois W aiabrooker. Paper, 
50 cents. .

Important Meeting at Lilly Dale.
To the Editor;—We desire to present to 

the Spiritualists of the land the following res
olutions which were adopted as the sense of 
the people assembled at the conference this 
morning, after an exhaustive discussion of tbe 
subject of National organization and the best 
jneans for providing for its financial necessi
ties.

After talking the matter over with a num
ber of the mediums, both for physical and 
mental phases, these resolutions ..were pre
sented and unanimously adopted:

Resolved, That we request each medium and 
lecturer to give the proceeds of one or more 
seances or lectures each year to the treasury 
of the National Spiritualist Association; 25 
per cent of said sum to be turned into the 
general fund, and 75 per cent, to be retained 
as a fund for the ‘protection of mediumship.

Resolved, That we request the management 
of each camp, local society or convocation of 
Spiritualists of any kind, to appoint a com
mittee to collect funds for the present needs 
of theN. 8. A., and transmit the amount,at 
once to the secretary of the N. S. A. X

Resolved, That we further request each and 
every medium, whether at home or at one of 
the camps, to give a seance at an early date 
in accordance with the above and transmit the 
amount to the secretary of the N. S. A.

At the meeting at which these resolutions 
were adopted, the following persons agreed to 
do so as follows: Rev. Wd? W. Hicks, of 
New York, a lecture on Abraham Lincoln; 
Prof. Pfahl (the well known astrologer), a lec
ture on vibrations; Mrs. liffie Moss, a materi
alizing seance; E. W. Shults, three physical 
manifestation seances; MrS. Dr. Matson, $60 
cash; Mrs. Jennie B. Hagan-Jackson, a “Boy 
White" circle; Frank N. Foster announced 
that he would do something that would be ac
ceptable; F. Corden White stated that “he 
was in it,” and W. H. Bach ^fenteered a 
mesmeric entertainment. Many names 

»will be added to this as soon as^^Wic an
nouncements are made, which-we wilTreport 
next week. '

Now, let us see if other camps will do as
well W. H. Baoh,' ,

E. W. Bond,
M. E. Cadwalladeb, 

Committee.
Lilly Dale, N. Y., July 3, 1891

The Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By-Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M. D. An excellent work. Price $1.50. i

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. ' A 
trenchant presentation of the subject Paper,
50 cents; cloth, $1. ;

Spiritual Birth. The SpiritualisticThe 
idea of 
Hull.

Death, Heaven and HelL By Moses 
Price 10 cents;

The Unknown
Life of

JESUS CH RIST
BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 

MANUSCRIPT, '

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the French.

Since the writing of the New Testament »10 
book has appeared of as great importance to 

‘ Christianity as “The Unknown Life of Jesus 
Christ”

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four (rosjf^s, 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians-

Tbe mystery surrounding tbe dojngs of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia,'........  .,

The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it.

“The North American Review” devotes eight pages ot its May number to an 
article regarding it by-Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the ‘f Neue ¡Rreie 
Presse,” of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Kari Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of tbe 
discovery.” The British Government considers the original manuscript of s\ich 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels. -

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountered in bis search for if, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. ?i)per 
cover, prico 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

_________ Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois. '

THB LAW 
AND THE PROPHETS. 

By F, E. OrmsbYj Chicago.
This is the only work ever published that explains 

•1d detail, the occult relation ot physical bodies—vege- 
table, animal, humau nud planetary, showing the hid* 
den meaning of the atars, aud wby, and how they in
fluence human lives.

The magnetic law of the universe Is fully explained 
and Illustrated, enabling any one to ciut horoscopes 
and delineate the same, also to diagnose tho physical 
body, and successfully neat ull manner of physical 
and mental dlbturbnuces Planetary phrenology and 
physiology Illustrated. Incarnation, attainment, and 
the necessary steps to the highest expression posallde, 
arc clearly explained, showing people tbe w»y, and the 
life of the adept. How to breed und rear any nature 
or character desired Is a feature of the work, ull of 
which is simplified and brought within the reach 
of all.

The work includes a new mechanical system for 
finding the positions of the planets for all time, which 
alone Is worth one hundred dollars.

Physiognomy nnd anatomy, and the co-ordluatlon of 
* males and females illustrated, jf you wish t) know 

the truth concerning these things you can gain more 
information from this work than from all other works 
on occult astronomy put together. The world needs 
the information it contains and teachers must be pre
pared.

Better than a college education is this Truth, for it 
reveals the '"Hidden Sight” and explains every fe«'l- 
iug. desire, Impulse nnd emotion of tbo humau race.

Arc you ready ior Truth?
Price by Mail, $10.00 per Copy.

F. E. ORMSBY.
210 1925 Washington Blvd-. Sia. K. Chicago.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC* 

/i lures given bv the Spirit Band through the me
diumship of Mr*. Magdalena Kline. This volume con- 
Bbts of a uerletj of lectures, messages and pocma, 
written and delivered tn public through the mental or
ganism of Mrn. Magdalena Kline, o trance, clalrvoy- 
ant end lOKpIrational medium. Their tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good; nnd even though one may find 
some ideas that differ from thoauheiiaa held, yet he 
will rind much to please, neneflt aud Instruct, The 
reverence with which Jesus b mentioned rill pleuae 
many. i.lthouKh the Idens advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity aro not niter thu orthodox standard. 
The book contains 4H.s largo pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for $1.50. For sale at this office.

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Ofllce, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
(iKOOBi'OHATBD Not. I, 1893.)

'TJIE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
JL Naliouftl SpiHttmllats’ Association h now open 

at all limes, and nil Spiritualists n’o Invited to visit 
tbclr official home. A register will be Kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who nr j requested to send lu their 
uamcB mid addresses, also officers of nil societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of tht nc, nnd 
prompt notice, should be sent to tw of nil change« of 
location. Officers of societies in ail foreign couutrlca 
areals) requested to confer with us, ahi Informa Ion 
ia djslrco respecting all now phase« of dovcl pinent 
lu all parts of the world. Rooks, pamphlets and mug* 
azines upon Spiritual mutters uro earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For In* 
formation, address ns above. Robust A. DimmicK,
Secretar/. 214tf

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Relig

ions and
Religious Congresses at the Co

lumbian Exposition.
One of tho most Important nnd Interesting events 

connected with tbo World’s Fair was tbe Parliament 
of Religions. It will go down the ages as one of the 
greatest events of the world’s history. To students of 
comparative and ethnological religion tho contents ot 
this portly volunu of a tboueand aud-onc pages will 
prove of most iutensc Interest, nnd the statements and 
presentations of the various faiths by their accredited 
db ciplcs and exponents are vastly instructive. The 
price of this great vulumc is only 92.&V. For sale nt 
this orpee.

(GOSPEL OF NATURE. BY AL £. 
\J Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repiete with 

spiritual truths. Price ÇL.UU.

'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, EBLA. 
J dons nnd Expressions la Homan Embodiments, 

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. nicbmouj, by her 
Guides. A book that everybody should read wh£ QM 
Interested In re-incarnation. Price 114)0.

THE DIAKKA.
•THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
1 ly Victims, by tho Seer, A. J. DavU, 1« a very tn- 

tereiung and auggeaitvo work. It 1. an explanation o< 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most Important recent Interview with Jamel 
Victor Wilson, a resident ot tho Summer-Land. Price 
SO cants. For sale at this ofllc*

PSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
A Ute. Leiters to the Seyhert Commission. By 
Francis J. Llppltu An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth 
Ita weight In gold. Price '¿Sceau.

T IFE ANT LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- 
JL» world, oy Miu Nary T. Sbclbitncr. ft abound, 
in facta In reference to tho Summer-Lami. P-1 co <1.00.

IDEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT LAND. 
’¿X. Wlven iDipIradDDally by Mrs. Marla >1. Klnfr 
You will not become weary while reading this excV 
lent book. PrLc ¡5 cents

. TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL R&
' ¿I -Jew of the Bunday question. It Is InyalniNt

By G, TV. Brown« M. D. Price 15 ccnu.

1

BIBLMARVEL WORKERS, 
AUD THU WONDROUS POWER 

which helped or made tbtpi perform might?
works uud utter Inspired words, tvgcther'wltll s6m® 
Personal Traits and Characlerhtlcaoplwphets. Apos* 
Ues, uud Jesus, or New JieadiDgS’wi •‘Tho Miracle*/*■. 
by Allen Putnam. Price 75 cenu. FoxaMc n thM 
office. \ ’

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
PHILOSOPHY OP SPIRITUAL IN
i tcrcourse. Contents; Guardianship of Spirits: 
Dlacerumcnt of Spirits; Stratford MysterleB; Doctrlnf 
Df Evil Spirits; Origin nf Spirit Sounds; Concemlnf 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; Kesurreo 
lion of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; Trut 
Religion. This work has been translated Into ch< 
French and German. It contains an account of th< 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments’ at the houw 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Coun.,And slmtlur caset, 
In all parts of the country. This volunm is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of •• Spiritual« 
bin," and has stood the test of many years. Olotl) 
*L9fL PosiMga to cenu. For sale at tLb office.

FROM THE ROSTRUM.'

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work 1b one that every one Rhould read. It 

beam« throughout with rare gcinaoi ihought, pf>ci|au 
as well as profound. There Is Eunahine aud beauty n 
every sentence uttered. Tbe work Is dedtc»t«d tb Uli. 
author's favorite sister, ba rah French Farr, now passed 
to spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Height^ Ubl^ 
gives au Interesting sketch of the author's Life ■ 1

CONTENTS;
Dedication.
Sketch oftbe Uto of A. B. French,
William Denton. ■
Legends of the Buddha. ' 
Mohammed, or the Faith and'

Wars of Islam.
•Joseph Smith and the Book ot

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life. . -
The Power and Permanency tit

Ideas. -
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life. ’
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDSPSYCHIC ^SCIENCE.
This work, by Hudson Tuttle, essay* to utilise f»n4 

explain the vast array of facts In Its field of research, 
which hitherto have ¡¡ml no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to h common cause and from them arise 
to the laws und conditions <4 man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are ns follows:

Mutter, Life, Mind. Spirit; What the-Senses teach of 
the World nnd the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and Its KcKiitts; What le 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism. Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychomotry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease: Thought Transfer« 
ence; Intimations of an hitclllgcnt Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on tbe Sen
sitive: Prayer, tn the Light of Sensltlvcnera and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, grant Ing the Preceding Farts hnd Con- 
elusions: Mind Cure; Christ Inn Science: Moinj'byslca— 
their Psychic and Physical Kclnllpns: Personal Exper« 
icncc nnd Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It is printed on tine paper, handsomely bound, 253 
pnges. Sent, post paid. SI.25.

This work may be called the firat- attempt to oorre« 
late the phenomena usually callH'odriilL nnd mibjcet 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. D Is n vadc inecum«« 
and answers about any question frhkh tnay arise tn 
tbe minds of the Investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For &\lc at this office. ,

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
AUTHOR OF “COMMON SENSE," 

dCl “lilgbta of Man.” " Ago of Reason,” wltl 
critical and explanatory obsen axions. of bis writing^ 
by G. Vale. Those who would kndw the exact truth 10 
regard to this most nbnwd patriot and religious re
former ahould read this volume. Price SI. Fostagp 
¡0 cents. For solo nt tbla office

■-Ì

*

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on hok u> reach that altitude 

^hero spirit Is supreme and things arc subject to it
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, SO cents: paper. 23 cenu. For sole nt 
this otBco.  ROMANISM , AND THE REPUBLIC.

A WORK TH AT EVERY LOVER OK 
xi his country sMdld have at hand tor consults-. 
tlon. Uy Rev. Isaac J, -Lansing. M. A. This Is a most 
able work, consisting of a Discussion ot the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles .and Methods ot tbe Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. TM work contains 447 pages, and 
mas be considered a mine of valuable Information tot 
every patriot In ttio land- Price Si. For eale at UUl 
affle«, .

J
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TorniB of Subscription.
Till! PiioattEssivs TnixKEK will bo furnished until 

further notice, ut tho lollowlug terms, luvmlubly U 
Udvnncc:
Oiioycar -
Ulubduf ten (n copy to tho one getting up .

limcIuL; - - . - - - - $7.50
Thirteen weeks - - - asci?
bluglc copy - . - - - - - - Geta

llEMrrTAXCES.
. liemlt by poetoflicc Mxmey Order, UcRlsternd Letter, 
ortlruiton Chicago or Lew lurk. It coetu from ID 
to 15 cents to get oral is ciulieil cn local 1 anks, no don’t 
eviid them unlet« you with that aino<nit. deducted from 
the amount sent, idrcct all leucrHtoJ.lt Ijamdc' 

: $0.-40 Lounilp bt.. f-IdoF’o. 111.

UlsUiiS! JUifL-UKTH.N-L' t-iilGwEb'ilON!
-Ahthere are thuusanda-who will at first venture 

only -twenty-five-centH lor inn Proguessive J junk hi; 
thirteen V'ecka, we would tuggettu»those vzhoTceelvc 
u branpie copy, towlicit several olhcrb to unite with 
them, aud dnwhe able to remit from t-1 to CH), of even 
more ihnu the latter bum. A large number of little 
amount!) will mako a large sum total, and thus extend 
ihe Held of our labor luut ntefulns: ’ he tame Bug- 
gestlon win apply tn all or renew«! n£ Fiibscrlp 
t-iona—solicit others to aid In the good work. } nu win 

-experienceno tiildeult-y.whateverin inducing hjiiritu- 
allfiU to subscribe for 'i iii: Proguei'-sive 'riiiNKr-B. 
for not oue of them cun uiiord to be without the vnlua- 
hlo ihlonnation imparted therein ouch week, and nt 
the price of only about two ceuts per week.

। A Bountil'iil IJni-vest for 25 Cents
De vou want a more bmnitltul harvest than wo < rm 

give you lor cents? Just pause and think for u no- 
xnent wlint an intellectual least, that sumli investment 
will furnhih ydn. U’he stihseription price of .'1 he Pro- 
GKi'ssiVE TinNiiim thirteen week» is only twenty-five 
cents! Por that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pages of fiolid. Hubstunilal, iiuul-elevntiug and 
mlml-refreidnng reading matter, equivalent to u inedi- 
•um-eized book! .

1 '1'ake Notice.
At expiration of Gub.-;crlt)tlon, if not renewed, 

the paper Is cUseontlnued. No bills will be gent for ex- 
tranumbcrB.

If you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ut>, mid errors hi address ^||| be promptly 
corrected, mid missing Dumbera supplied gratis.

B-ET Whenever You desire the address of yuur paper 
chaugcd, always give the address cd tho piaco to which 
it is then sent, or the change cannot bo made.

The Siloaiii lHscriptiou.
In the auimner.of .1880 a native pupil 

of Mr. Schick,Gerlnau architect, who 
had settled ii^ Jerusalem, and was en
gaged in teaching,1 was-playing with 
other lads in whnt is called the Pool of 
Siloam. Wading up a channel cut in 
the rock he slipped and fell.. On rising 
ho saw what looked.like letters on the 
rock. He reported the discovery to his 
teacher, who visited'tho spot and found 
an ancient inscription, mostly covered 
by water. Mr; Schick made an im
perfect copy, which he sent to Europe.

The discovery coming to the knowl
edge of Prof. A. H. Sayce, of Oxford 
University, ho visited the scene of this 
great find, which it was presumed would 
throw invaluable, light upon the early 
history of Jerusalem and confirm Bible 
history, so very much needed in these

Magician Baldwin’s Interest
ing Experiences with 

the Indian Wonder 
Workers.
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A Slight Reform.
The Catholic Total Abstainers were 

lately in session at St. Paul, Minn., 
where many of the prominent leaders of 
Romanism gave utterance to advanced 
views on temperance.

Archbishop Ireland declared himself 
opposed to all social drinking customs, 
add in’ favor of [he elimination of all 
liquor from the sideboard in Catholic 
families; from Catholic clubrooms; from, 
all Catholic festivities and banquets;: 
the removal of Catholics from saloon
keeping, in accordance with tho iiistrflc- 
tions of the council of Baltimore; a high 
standard of practical civic virtue, .,so 
that no Catholics shall appear in public 
life as the representatives or advocates 
of, the interests of the liquor trade; 
that no Catholic shall vote on election 
days to putinto office such representa
tives -or advocates. The Archbishop 
expressed strong approval of the 'recent 
letter of Mgr. Satolli in regard to 
saloon-keepers holding membership in 
Ç'athpjiç societies. .

. It isii pleasure to note those slight in
. diçàtîpnstof’rblorm among the advanced 
leiiilers Of Romanism. It is to be hoped 
civilization will work its kindly influence 
in that church until it has covered all 
mariner of reforms; but it is practically 
needless to expect the accomplishment 
ofthatj hope until a celibate- clergy is 
abolished,-and tho convents are closed 
against.thq:Abrides,of Christ,” which 
every escaped nun and converted priest 
represent to be only occupants of such 
harems for a libertine priesthood.

days of 
is m.

adverse criticism and skeptic-

Prof. Sayce partly removed the cal.
eareous deposits- found on the stone,
and took a copy of the inscription. Six 
weeks, later, to-wit: March, 1881, Dr. 
Guthe, from Berlin, visited Jerusalem. 
He -removed with acids the remains of 
lime deposited over the inscription, and 
took, first a east, then squeezes. Those 
were forwarded to the principal scholars 
of-Europe to-be deciphered.

The inscription consisted of six Hues 
in Fhoenician, otherwise “purest Bibli
cal Hebrew.”’ We copy the translation 
and condense the ■ history of the find, 
from “Fresh Light-from the Ancient 
Monuments, by A; JI. iSayee, LL.D,’’ 
The words in brackets are supplied by 
the translators, in' place of illegible 
inscriptions ’ which were water-worn-:

“(Behold) the'excavations! Now this 
is the history of the excavation. While 
the excavators were still lifting up the 
pick, each towards his neighbor, and 
while there was yet three cubits to 
(excavate/there was heard) tho voice of 
one man. calling to his neighbor, for 
there was an excess in the rock on the 
right hand (and on the left). And after 
that on the day-of excavating theex-

Strange Manifestations Which De
ceive the Bram, but Cannot 

Be Photographed.
[CONCLUDED.]

If the stories of mango trees 
forty feet high in the eotfrse of 
minutes, . boys balanced upon

grown 
a few
sharp

sword-pomts in the clear sunlight or sus? 
pended in the open air without (lie 
slightest means of support, have come tq 
us unexaggerated, what is the explanation 
of this marvelous magic.J Is it but a de
velopment of the ingenious and ■ often
times startling illusiouary work which 
is done by our own magicians, or are the 
Yoghis in possession ot h idden and un
heard of.powers of nature, too subtle for 
the coarse fibre of the Western minds to 
grasp? Are these Eastern adepts able 
to weave a subtle spell over the human 
senses and bind captive the judgment 
and the perceptive organs of our.most 
experienced observers? And, if. this is 
true, what is the secret of their power?

-It was these and many other questions 
which I put to Samri S, Baldwin, who 
has. just returned to America after years 
of sojourn in the Last and is now stop
plug in this city. Sir. Baldwin, although 
an American by birth, has been so long 
in.the Hast aS almost to become identi
fied with the Orient. The larger part 
of his time has been spent in India, an'd 
especially in travel in Srinaigur, in 
Cashmere, and in Thibet, the homo of 
tho far-famed Mahatmas. He visitedcavators had struck pick against pick, 

one against the other, the waters flowed ., , .
from the spring to the Pool for a dis- m the duul capacity -n a magician 
tanee. ot 1,“00 cubits. And (part) of u 
cubit ,,was tho -height of the rock over

I those strange and out-of-the-way places
and

No Qualification Needed.- •
, Dean Milman did not need to qualify 
his statemefit, quoted below, with a 
“perhaps.” Said he:
, “If we wore to■ glean from, the later 
Jewish writings, from the-’;beautiful.

• aphorisms of other Oriental natidnS' 
which wo cannot trace to Christian' 
sources, and from’the Rlatonic and Htoie.' 
philosophy, their more striking precep[s() 
we might find, perhaps, a countOrpirt.'to 
almost all tho moi'a’l'sayings of Jenis'?’'J1 

Begging the Beall's pardon for diier-,’ 
ing with him, we boldly assertthatof fill 
[ho teachings of Jesus which had previ
ously appeared, not a single moral say
ing’ascribed to him would remain. <His 
platitudes on the. Mount have their, 

’ counterparts in the morals of Senepal

Waiting Favorable Conditions.
/ ' The story goes that two preachers, 
/. one a young man, the, other well ud- 
-/ vahced in years, were discussing the rain 
.¡. question. It was agreed that showers. 
/ were needed, and-indispensable for good 
,■ crops. The younger proposed calling 

■ the -members of the ehurcli' together 
V-■. and all join in petitioning the throne of 

grace for immediate relief. The elder, 
: after looking about, replied: “Better
-. : wait a few daysj brother; the wind is; in 
/ the wrqrig direction to hope for a favoi’r 

able answer to prayer,” /
■ -Wo have noticed on/several occasions 
when an epidemic had been raging, and 
every indication -showed that'its end 
was."approaching.,', thé high ¿unetion- 
avies'of thé church would direct ¡gen- 
oralprayer, requiting pod to -«toy- his

’ afflictive rod. '■ Ajpd,!- ¡bpst'Yof; ¡ial!, -, süch 
prayers, oh .suclr'oppoitu'ne''’ occasions, 
were always promptly answered, .and 
the pi-cachers gdt'the glory. ■. - . ' • ■ '

Pulpit Clowns.
The Nashville Advocate seems to be in 

a sentimental mood. ■ This quotation 
from its.coluinr.s: ... ... ■ //'
■ “¡The mere fact that a preacher draws. 

. great crowds to hear his sermons ' is. not 
complete proof. Cither that his methods 
are right, or that his ministry is success
ful. There are- many communities in 
wh ich a traveling.- circus can. 'attract 
more people than all the churches com-

•bined. The clown in the pulpit appeals; 
to the same elements' in hutnah nature 
as .the clown in the sawdust ring. . Be
tween the'two we prefer, the latter, it 
may bb said to his. credit, he docs not 
profane the sanctities. of. religion to 
catch, the public ear.” . , .

Did the editor of the Advocate have 
Talmage 'or Sain Jones in mind when 
writing,'up pulpit.clowns? :

the ligad of the excavators.” . 
A This 'quotation contains every word 
the various scholars of Europe found or 
Tihagined .jn that inscription. - But the 
religious preás that heralded “Tho 
great find ill/Jerusalem, which cor
roborates theHoly Scriptures.” wero _ . 
'content with this simple rendering. It 
did not furnish the- information thqy 
desired, so they added to it an introduc
tion: -■ "

“We are of the mon from Tyre; we 
are the sons of Hiram, to lielp King Sol
omon build his temple.” 1

The above followed as if the two were 
an undivided-whole. ¡Not ono word has 
been said in the inscription about the 
Phoenician city of Tyre; about Hiram; 
of Hiram’s sons; Of King Solomon or his 
templo; and yet these wero essential to 
make the, inscVlptioh' of value to the 
church; which had sent two of hep 
ablest Oriental scholars all the way 
from Europe to the distant holy city, for 
the solo purpose , of ( getting a-correct 
translation. Not serving their purpose, 
as found on the rock, they did not hesi
tate to forgo and fill in what they 
deemed-important to give the inscrip
tion valúe. ■

' When this inscription was cut in the 
rock we have no information. Save 
bqing in the Phcnniciiln langitage,.we 
have no means to /judge by what people 
ii was written, / ... '

/The- Palestine Exploring Fund en- 
Mii'ed'tlie secret caverns underlying Je- 
l-üsalerri-, -they explored the -'binding 
‘jihssages leadina-to them: they crawled 
«on hands arid kriees'.th rough 'ancient 
sowers: they turiuelcd-..passages along 

,the sides arid, tp' tflio .base of the 
crumbling .walls; ¿hoy illuminated the 
dark passages.:with magnesium lights;' 
inej’ copied every scratch made by ham- 
jner, chisel or paint, which bore marks 
in the form -ot letters, and yet one gen- 
ttefthin who spent many months with 
that expedition, making photographic 
sketches.to illustrate one of t-lio groat 
Family Bibles, wrote: ■ ■ :
'“Not a single inscription was found 

indicating that God's holy people had 
ever been there, or 'in any mgnner con
firming the Bible.narrative." 
‘ Comments are unnecessary. .

A Hopeful Sigil. ;
It is said there arc one thousand’’, un

occupied churches in New England, and 
tile number iss eoiLthritly increasing.' 
With.the decadence of superstition, and’ 
the increaso of knowledge, these habi
tations for bats will iniiltiply with'great 
rapidity. Converted into lecture halls 
and schools, for ’.science, '.they could !be 
made really useful, and it is not improb
able the Zbrist of ’ them will bo recon
structed ¡for. those,/purposes iii the not 
3iliia(nt¡fiít^vé. ?Tliis is an age Of transi-. 
tidji/. Old/ideas aite giving place to new 
and better ones. - ’A single decade at the 

. presen t time«, marks greater changes 
than ¡were/witness&d in a hundred years 
a century'dgo. ' _ ■ •/■'

’ Are They Parallel Clisés?
' ’Two loaded • teams meet on the. com. 
mpu road, - at-.,a, narrow crossing. To 
pass, one of-.the parties' must, yield the 

. .way,, and;,allow the other/to cross, then 

. lio cnn resume.his journey. ' Each is ob- 
stinatc, and■■■defci'^iric& to make the 

■ first passage;' .¿One, party takes a news
paper from his pocket arid commences to, 
read. The other: _ “Neighbor, when 
you are through with the paper, oblige 
me with.its reading, for it is evident I 
have a good while to wuiL” . . .

Is there any analogy between' this ad
venture on the road,-and the present 
strife . between ¡the railroads and the. 
strikers? • If neither . party makes coh- 
cessions,a gpod’fliriny newspapers can be 
read and exchanged between- contest
ants,. to fill in intervening time. . .

. Be sober and-temperate and you will 
be healthy.—Franklin. . . -„ \
A wanton eye is the messenger of an

. unchaste heart,^Augustine. -

&

$&■

PROFESSOR BALDWIN.

day- by one’of the adepts,,nota veryffiigh 
class one,-as I could judge,- who, gsked 
for my handkerchief. . Wnntingjlfps be 
tunny, I said to him through my' Inter
preter, ‘No, he might-steal if?,,; The. old 
man looked very sad, aud ’l tossed him a 
large, ordinary cainbric'.hanflk^JeJnef; 
The Yoghi twisted 11 rapidly.-! ahis'fin g
ers into a ball and tossed-it,qpqn the 
ground.- Motioning mo.-th^'is.ea#/thr(}e 
or four-feet away, the old-:mifn’-isquatted 
himself ,on the -ground’;.'-’’ crossrlegged 
fashion, about an equal’ di3taneo.;;a«ay, 
and began to stare steadily i;t the bull. 
After a moment thohandkewilnpj liegap 
to twitch- and :theii slowly to. tanroll, 
lifter a moment more, it' was.-entirely 
unfolded, and' thep.at'begitfi. l6’.lii.t -.■itself 

. from the.ground.' .il’gjve-th^.-'l'us^yis.it
appeared'ta me. . AVhofch$rtut’iiW$tiftB,v 

■ took.place qr»was-‘merely iln.-fiJIhHori, I
cannot say.- ■ Tho handkerchief•siraMit- 
cued exactly..aS:if.:sohiq oqe •
hold of two .o]>j)osite-.coriie-rs'a-nd;hfwd-it 
from tha ground, ‘ When iit« spread 
qut, its .full breadth, if.seonj’e'd'.io. become 
rigid, arghafter stliiiijing eiectrifdi- a p'.o- 
ment fell over -flat- on-’ thp’gi^tand,still 

■ spread out. It lay ..there ‘fot’-p -moment,.
when thd-.centre seemed.to lfecome’ agi
tated, and a little lifter as thoiigh some-, 
thing was lifting it from-beneath, -That 
something slowly assumed, the;:propor
tions of a ball, and a moment /later’ the 
handkerchief was lifted clear off tho 
gi-Ound, and beneath it stood a young Jn-’ 
dian perhaps twelve years old, - . '

“At my unconcealed astonishment the 
old Yoghi bowed low, apd spreading Ips.

• palms before his fage, jn&Jo his; usual 
salaam and petition :ior.,baffici|He08hl'' i. 
may tell you that there had been-no boy 
about so far as I knew before :thei per« 
formanco began; and a ■ .moment; after, 
when I looked around for him the boy 
had disappeared. Another, thing,-till 
this was in broad daylight 'on’1». -public 
street, where trap doors and other ac-

■ cessories were utterly Impossible. More-
over, when tho handkerchief Hogan -to 
twitch and unroll 1 switched'"illy ’ cane 
about it to discover, if possible; uny iiir 
visible strings or wires. . J. npver cohld. 
secure a repetition of this performance,, 
nor apparently. hud it of ten. beep'seen 
whore [ visiteij. It was, save -the -.story . 
I shall tell you. next, quitg; the -lluest 
thing I saw in all my travels..;

to insist that there is no such thing as 
mesmerism, so-called—that is to say, 
the power of one man to gain control 
over another—1 am firmly convinced 
that there is. And I believe that it is 
in the development of this mesmeric 
power that these eastern adopts are 
able to do what they do. ■
. “That these things which I seemed to 
see wero mere phantasms ol the brain is 
borne out further by a long and ex
haustive series of experiments which I 
conducted often tor months at a time in 
all parts of India.

CANNOT BE PHOTOGRAPHED. .

. “This was my attempt to photograph 
these phenomena. I endeavored _ to 
photograph this particular rope trick, 
and also every other one which I. 
witnessed. While 1 was seeing, or 
believing I saw, all these astonishing 
occurrences, rny secretary wgs fifty feet 
away with the camera making exposure 
after exposure. I saw, but the camera 
did not. Thore was the crowd, and 
there was the clear sky, and of ropes 
and jugglers and the bloody portions of 
the dismembered young Hindoo there 
was naught. It was exactly the 
same with my endeavor to photo
graph the big mango trees and all 

¡of this kind of manifestations. If I had 
iailed merely upon one expedition, after 
a few trials,I might attribute my failure 
io the lack of oxpertness on the part of 
my attendant, or tho camera, or the 
IJght. But my attempts were conducted 
on a dozen diflerent expeditions with 

‘■ differeijt cameras, and by a man who 
toojtsome of the finest photographs 

: which I ever saw brought out of India.

A WONDERFUL ROPil TRICK./ ' ' '■ -

‘’The story of tho celebrated rope 
trick has been detailed so many times, 
from the days of Marco Polp.down,.that, 
after being told in one form of the New 
York Herald of duly 15,it \yqpld liardly, 
be worth repetition were it. not that the 
variation of it which I saw.; was quite as- 
wonderful as the trick itself.. :Th-is im-, 
mediate performance took place, ;if I re- 
moinber aright, in Lucknow, Tho old 
Yoghl who supervised operations first 
took a stnfk and drove it into the ground. 
In the end of this stick was a, wuuU hole 
in which was inserted the epdof, .au-toy- 
dinary ball of thick twine, ,'^-he..Qld man. 
picked up tho ball, and malfiiig.'a "(yeird. 
motion, flung it vigoiKrnslyhiii: the-air.'

to the testimony of the Yoghis them
selves, lay undisturbed upon the table, 
to oaeji of them was written an intelligi
ble arfswer to each of the three questions 
submitted, and each answer in the dia
lect corresponding to the question. I 
may truthfully say that 1 did not under
stand one word of any of the three 
questions submitted. After that I was 
freely conceded to be as great a Ma
hatma as the bust of them. This per
formance was also given a number of 
times, and never failed to excite the 
profound wonder of the Yoghis before 
whom it was given. "

“Have our Western magicians much 
to leurn of the Yoghis.-”’ I asked.

“Perhaps I should better say that 
there is not a great deal that they can 
learn. What 1 menu is that these won
derful feats of what 1 call hypnotic 
illusion are probably beyond our West
ern magicians. According to the 
Yoghis themselves, these powers—and I 
freely concede [hat powers they must be 
—are to be attained only by long self
denial and mastery over one’s self and 
one’s appetites. They declare that the 
initiate must eschew the liesh pots aud 
bid a long farewell to wine, woman and 
song. For my own part, I would not go 
through all the starvation and denial 
which a few of the Yoghis—the very 
highest class—go through, for all the 
powers which they boast oi possessing. 
My own belief, too, is that much*, of 
their power is not more wonderful than 
is to be seen in this country, and that 
they delude themselves, just as many 
people are deluded here,” • ■

The above from the New York Herald 
furnishes the conclusion of some in
tensely interesting reading matter. It 
carries the readers of The Progressive 
Thinker into a domain of thought little 
traveled by thinket'S and scientists in 
this country; and I am sure they will be 
highly gratified at its perusal.

■ Jus Tice.

- “I am compelled to behove, therefore, 
,(>liat any man who says that these 
illusions can be photographed and that 
the camera will honestly record, puch 
impressions, is merely running a little 
fakement of his own.
--‘•‘‘The Mahatmas of India are strange 
and wonderful people, For the most 
phrt, they live like hermits, aud live, 
moreover, in utter disregard of the laws 
of .cleanliness or health. A -genuine 
Mahatma is likely to be as unprepossess
ing an object as you will meet in a long 
'course of globe-trotting. They eat little, 
want little, and spend their life in con
templation. They scorn our Western 
civilization as low, material and base. 
Where our science has come to the con
clusion that the mind aud thought is 
only another form of matter, they de
clare that matter is only a form of mind. 
They spurn tho material possessions and 
pleasures for winch we speiul all the en
ergies of our lives as so much bauble 
and trash. Tho spirit is everything, 
tho body aud its desires notning.

“By the way, as to the meaning of the 
word Mahatma. 1 candidly doubt if

THEY HAVE A POWWOW.

THE SHAKERS.
Spirit Manifestations Among 

Them, in Tyringham, Mas 
sachusetts.

A Comin’inication from a Shaker 
• Lady.

Weird Ceremonies Indulged 
in at the Indiana Spirit

ualist Camp-meeting.
Anderson, Ind., Aug. C.—The Indi

ana Spiritualist Association, now in 
camp near this city, had one of the most 
weird meetings last night ever witnessed. 
It was called a spiritual powwow. A big 
bonnre was built in the center of the 
woods,and the mediums, fifty in number, 
dressed in Indum garb and painted after 
the fashion of savages, sat around in a 
circle until controlled by their Indian 
spirits. In half an hour all were under 
control. Then followed an Indian war
dance. The mediums conversed with

an investigator. With his own fonts of 
thaurnaturgy he was able to establish 
relations with the taciturri and specula
tive magic-working priests of Northern 
India, and with tho aid of the prestige 
thus gained to penetrate perhaps more 
deeply ipto their innermost secrete than 
any other American.
' Mr, Baldwin is now engaged in the 
work of collecting his interesting expe
riences in at forthcoming volume which 
'Jte'wiH entitle, “Life in Mahatma Ldpd.” 
Iirthe far East he is known to the na
tives as “tho white Mahatma," and it is 
jjot the least interesting of tho riews that 
fellas brought back that Western ma- 
.glcians aro regarded, some of them at
toast, as qiiite as wonderful in their way 
[as the Indians', themselves,. and’-'Mr.- 
■Baldwin was himself ablo to do many 
leafs and display powers which baffled 
the-penetration aud puzzled .the wits of 
even the most accomplished of the. 
Yoghis. - " ■ / . •

Naturally one of the first questions 
•which I-put to Mr. Baldwin was whether 
the stories that have come to us of India 
are grounded on actual fact or whether 
they- have been grossly exaggerated. 
Mr. Baldwin is naturally, unless ques
tioned upon some secrets which he does 
riot belicvo ho has a right to reveal, the 
most candid spoken of men. He flatly 
refuses to believe in the suggestion of 
such a thing as.the supernatural..

“Well; let us consider tho-matter a 
moineiit,” said Baldwin. “Tlreso stories 
have been coming out of..India for cen
turies. ■ Yota’ get curious, you have 
pletity- of money and time. ' You- deter- 
minef, to stop hi. liidia on your travels 
anti'investigate for yourself. You spend 
a lot of money and you fritter ilway a lot 
of ..valuable time;. You get back'into 
'civilization, arid your friends, when/they 
uieet-.ydu, want.to know abbut what- you 
saw. One of them says lo you, ‘Honor 
bright-, what liid 'you.see?’ and you.re
tort', ‘Woll, between you and’ me, just in 
confidence, 'riot a sipgle thing.’ . But' 
that does'not make a book, and if you 
are going to-.make a book .to', sell you 
might, as .well start in?to;discdunt.any 
stories that hare .yet been. told. . /
; “Mind,1 do hot say that these extrava
gant stories are fakes—there are wou-. 
derfiil things to tell, but the natural 
propensity in the human breast is to tell 
a big“ yarn if one gete-atehancc. And 
India is a long way off. ! / ' <

All this, you understand,., tqojf; place jiy, 
the daylight, in an open $qparp,,’ without 
any,:other accessories .than. t^oi>n :;.which : 
I describe.- -.As we .gazed.,|ir.astbuish-: 
inont a small assistant came.fpriyard'an'd 
was ordered by tho old man,to climbmp 
the rope. '' . . . .1. ■ .

“The boy seeinei) to hcsita.to.and to bo 
afraid. But when the old man drew a 
crease or small dagger fi-pm fiisbolt, tho 
boy nimbly hopped upon tho rope.’and-, 
climbing vigorously, was soqn lost to.our 
view. He had apparently, like! the hah . 
of rope, disappeared in thin ,airA', ’After 
u few moments’pause and, the-boy did 
not appear, the old man, as,, tlffi .in'taN 
preter, who, is always present,., reported 
to us, began to ajigi-ily order,.hiin down,, 
Still no boy. Thb old nmii grew'tingrier 
and angrier. At last In apparent des
peration he again drew his. cj-easq and? 
began climbing up the rope after the 
boy.- Ho, too, disappeared,, 'le'aylng’.'us 
gaping in astonishment at the hope .oil,' 
which'both, boy arid mail fyid 'teliinbed! 
from-our view. Suddenly ivii heardteries ; 
of pain and anger, and a .ihiimerit later; 
with all the ‘dull, sickening ¡¡thud,'!'.which 
the most accomplished new . reporter (! 
belong to the craft) could despribe,, there 
foil from the region above us’ tlie boy's 
leg, still twitching . with lifes.and ¡th'ei 
blood spurting from - the p'o[i.it;/of' dis-, 
.memberment. In quick sttccossion fol
lowed the other leg, the arms,/the body

.and the head. ■ • ■

THE HANDKERCHIEF TRfCK. ' '. .' 

“I should-like to know,”. I broke in, 
“what feat of the Yoghis you regarded 
'as the.most wonderful And- puzzling, and. 
what .one of your feats seemed to aston-’ 
ish them the most.” ’ ' -'

■Our double dealing generally comes
down upon ourselves.—Everton.

He may do what he will, who will 
but what hc'may.—tVatwick.

do

• “As to what I actually saw,"’Mr. 
Baldwin returned-—“for you will hear of 
many marvelous things, which weeks’ 
and months of investigation will not en
able you' to obtain.the slightest trace or 
foundation for—it would be a "toss up 
between a variation of the celebrated 
.‘rope trick’ and the simplest and most 
astonishing ‘handkerchief trick’ 'which 
I was ever privileged to see, I saw the 
rope, trick"a number of times and in dif
ferent places, but the latter I never saw 
but once./ ”

“It was at Agra, I think—you will see 
more wonderful things at Agra than in 
any other place in the East, outside of. 
SrinaigUr, that I was approached one

. — — a- — — . .
■ “I am not endeavoring to weave, you a 

wonderful talo, and I’plod go you thatit 
all happened,. or seqined, tp. ¡ happen, 
right before my face, hot live' fdet oft', 
exactly us I describe it. It ¡produced as' 
uncanny and- altogether -pieltehing a spn- 
sation as I pérhaps ever experiefagod, ;’;! 
“We.had hardly recqver.eU frombnr 
first .sensation of horror when;.the:.'oj.d- 
man leaped' down from, the i'Ope, aiitli:l 
answer to the expostulations,lof .thp; in-, 
tói'.preter coolly declared, that.thp-boy. 
had been disobedient, and t(iat!hq..liad 
ent,, him. iip in jiunishmerit, vFirially; 
¡when several of' us grew ¡excited,'.he 
seized-a sackand rapidly pipked rip, ¡the 
dismembered portions of. the boy’g.body 
and ranitned .tlteiriYiplcritly into.it,/¡He 
Shook the' sack vigorouslyj.wlien Yhere 
was á ¡cry .frórii withili, and. a moment 
later ho opened It, arid drew from,it’-the. 
boy unharmed and /smiling-,, just; us, we 
had seen him. whep he. cliihbefl qut,.of 
sight on the rope... As',.we Ipplted’.ar'ound 
to! sec what had become .¡of the.rojpli, 
there Ihy the ball, just asjh-.the begin
ning, as though 'it had „¿ever ’ bcpir 
touched, • The^old inun bowed, received 
his -customary"backsheesh,.and. ihoved 
swiftly and silently down the■ strect, ac
companied by his young assistant.:'

“What I tell you is in perfect good 
faith. These things which . I relato. I 
seeniód to see, or thought.! saw,, which
ever you like. I give yon my‘-word as'a 
member of the very honorable Society’
for Oriental and Theosophical Research 
of India that I bear you no false-tales>of 
that mysterious,, but ver’yy hospitable 
land. As for any. explanation of- 'these 
and'all similar manifestations, I!c0nfes8 
that is quite beyond me,. I can merely 
surmise and theorize, along with -other 
gentlemen who have made similar ’in
vestigations. ' The most plausible, and. 
.1 think, most' complete explanation is 
Simply. that these -. Y’oghis -do. - possess 
.marvelous mesmerie power. . ,.: /./ ^.

“In this last point I may.be allbwed to.

there is more than one person in a thou
sand among all those who use the word 
Mahatma so freely and so llijipantly who 
.has-, tho slightest idee as to its true 
meaning.

'■‘‘According to the Eastern idea, spir
itually speaking, a Mahatma, is simply 
one who has purified his ‘Mahat,’ or 
spiritual mind, his inner nature, no that 
his highci,- ego is enabled to act directly 

' lippn his'lower or brain mind. When 
this has been accomplished he becomes 
aiMahatma, or great soul. This is the 
litqral and real definition. But in the 
common usage, a Mahatma is oue who is 
capable of performing strango mys
teries, and producing remarkable and 
semi-miraculous manifestations.

“Please understand me. I believe 
, that the most of what is taught as The
osophy is so much arrant rubbish. Per
haps there is a good deal of rubbish in 
the professions Of the real fl’licosophists 
atnoug the natives of India. But no one 
could spend years or mon His among the 
adepts of Srianigur and Thibet, and 
perhaps also qf Northern India, without 
coming to the full conviction that 
thrbugh their fasting and self-denial 
'they have come into closer communion 
with the secret forces of nature than 
W¿,. and obtain control over forces 

¡of- which ’wo are, as yet, totally ig
norant. . But that Madame Blavatsky, 
oi- .the rest of her companions, ever 
reached this plane, or sat at the feet of 
these people to learn the Theosophy 
of India, I candidly, and for the most 
part:contemptuously, doubt.”

, [‘So much for the Indian's tricks,” 
said . I. “Now, what were the feats 
which you performed before them, 

.'Which they found wonderful or inex- 
•plicuble?”

■ ¡‘i'l have told you,” Baldwin went on, 
‘■‘of-tho feat of calling down lire and 
setting "their clothes atiame. I did tlris 
iminy times, apd it was hot Only new, but 
entirely beyond them. ' Anothcf thing 
■fi-hich ’mystified ‘thorn exceedingly was 
.what wo know as niind-readiñg or 
.thought-reading—that is to say, you 
white a number of questions upon a 

’sheet of. paper, aud having folded these 
Carefully; you await a reply. Sometimes 
;it;comes on the paper itself, or again; 
the person who docs the work, the me- 
diuhi, if you like, writes out 1 he answer 
atflength, at the supposition or dictation 
of the person to whom' tho'question is 
addressed. I have never answered the 
■question as to Whether this performance, 
which jnade iiiy early reputation, was. 

•merely a feat of magic or the action of 
an.octiult power. But for the benefit of 
such as believe it to bo mere trickery, I 
may tell you of a performance I gave on 
my.way from Srianigur to Leh. I was 
among some very high-caste Yoghis and 
desired to assure, my standing with 
them. At my request-they selected 
from their number a Guzratti, a Tamul 
and a native of Hindostanee. These, as 
you know, are three widely-varying di
alects, and I promise you that I could 
not understand or speak a word in any 
of the three. 1 explained this very 
elaborately to my Mahatma friends, and 
then requested, that they write' three 
questions in their separate dialects, and 
that to each I.would endeavor to obtain 
an answer from the person addressed,, 
written in the same dialect as the ques
tion itself. They were incredulous, but 
complied. They are a very sharp- 
sighted people, and you may be sure 

• that if there was. any sleight-of-hand or 
jugglery to be detected they would be 
tipt tb penetrate it. The questions were 
written, and one by one, submitted to 
mo in the presence of the one .who

eaeh other in the Indian language. The 
dance lasted for half an hour. A me
dium from Fortland. Ind., while under 
control, danced into the big fire and fell, 
and before those who wero witnesses of 
the mishap could get him out he was se
verely burned. A young girl from 
Muncie, named Howe, became so ex
cited that she leaped upon the shoulders 
of men and women and at last hud to be 
held down until she came to her senses. 
The powwow was one of tho first ever 
held in the United States. It will be 
repeated this week.—Chicago Herald,

To the Editor:—It is quite possible 
thaVthe above account, taken from the 
Chicago Herald—a newspaper owned and 
controlled by- Catholics—is too highly 
colored to be accepted as strictly true in 
all respects. If it be oven approximately 
correct, tho occasion was well calculated 
to bring Spiritualism into disrepute and 
make mediumship a by-word of hissing 
and contempt among sobor-thinklng 
people. Such outlandish, disgraceful 
performances can but produce—and 
justly, too—a most unfavorable impres
sion on the minds of even the most chari
tably-inclined non-Spiritualists; and will 
cause many inquirers to turn away in 
disgust from a .cause that harbors or 
seemingly prcduc i such exhibitions of 
wild frenzy 'run mad. Spiritualists 
mako sport of or contemn the extrava
gant performances of some of the more 
emotional and exuberant religious sects, 
running into, rant and wild uncontrol 
under tho influence—as they suppose—of 
“the spirit;” but did ever the wildest 
and most frenzied gathering of Free 
Methodists give an exhibition to equal 
this “spiritual powwow”? The howling 
dervishes of the far East arc scarcely 
less to be esteemed in comparison—and 
yet Spiritualists and mediums are sup
posed to be civilized in our country.

It is to be hoped that the report is ex
aggerated. J. C. Underhill.

Hammond, Ind. '

What Is the Cause? ’
, Scientists are making careful in-

quiries into the apparent changes in tho 
climate and the electrio currents of the 
earth, hoping tb discover their cause. 
The cold creeps down each year farther 
and farther, carrying its destructive 
frosts with it, threatening to convert 
our northern' temperate zone into a 
frigid one. Greenland five hundred 
years ago was an appropriate name for 
that country of verdure. Now it is a 
region of ice, barren of vegetation and 
of inhabitants. All the countries south 
to the southern limits of tho United 
States, have noted a marked change, 
the frost line reaching down well toward 
tho tropics. The magnetic needle can
not be ■ trusted to' indicate boundary 
lines. . - . ■ ■ • . . ■■■
. A series of observations are being 
made, to try and find the source of these 
changes, ' These will, be made - sim
ultaneously at- ■ Washington and . at 
Manilla,; its antipode, with large equa
torial telescopes, and will be continued 
for a long• period;’ under •Government

wrote the question. All this took place 
in the daylight, without any ■ paranher- 
rialia, to simply sitting opposite to 
each Other, over a small table.--. Well,-

express a word. .1 have- been ¿--student 
of every kind and variety, of Eypnotic 
and mesmeric manifestations Tor .twenty  ------ - —.  ----- - ------ . ,
years or more, and.: while scientists ¿eem. to cut it short, while the slips, according

superyision.,

Cassadaga Camp.
The people at Cassadaga camp are 

having a most delightful time. Mr. 
Gaston and Mr. Rouse are foremost in 
doing all that is possible for the comfort 
of visitors and. one feels at home at once 
in their genial presence. A day has 
been set apart as Chicago day, when a 
grand, good time is expected. Among 
the Chicago'people on the gropnd ore 
Mrs.'F. A; Koehler,' Mrs. Vorhees, A. 
J. Cutler and wife, Win. Richmond and 
wife, Mrs. McLaughlin, Mrs. Bigden, 
MrS. Skinner, Mrs.’M. E. England, Mrs. 
I. O. Smith, Mrs. Catlin, Mrs. Catherine 
Davis, F. Gorden White and wife,' Miss 
Otte, Mrs. Butler, Mr. and Mrs. Field. 
Many more are expected.

Spirit manifestations among the 
Shakers commenced in 1837, and contin
ued without intermission until 1844, 
when there was a decided cessation of 
tho same. The following were among 
the many manifestations:

Clairvoyance, trance, inspirational 
speaking, singing, writing, talking in 
tongues (and interpreting the same), 
prophecy, personating the dead, so- 
eallcd, both of our own and other na
tionalities (tho mediums sometimes for 
days together being under spirit influ
ence and unable to speak a word of Eng
lish, while under normal conditions 
they were utterly ignorant of any 
other). Hundreds of spirit messages 
were written, both for public and 
private benefit. Numberless new songs 
were given, many of them sung by indi
viduals extemporaneously while in our 
seasons of worship.

Spirits from all the different nations 
came to attend our meetings for the 
purpose of receiving, instruction as to 
higher conditions of happiness than 
those they had yet attained to, our 
leaders and others always responding 
with suitable addresses.

Many beautiful presents were gives 
by spirit friends: Robes, wreaths, satin 
slippers, handkerchiefs, gold chains, 
drinking-eups, pens, writing-desks, in
struments of music, silver speaking- 
trumpeis, doves, singing-birds, lambs, 
baskets of fruit, flowers, leaves from 
different kinds of trees, with in
scriptions of Jove thereon, and other 
things too numerous to mention. The 
Indians-were frequent visitors, and fa
vored us with gifts of “wampum, 
feathers, blankets, beads and mocca
sins,” as well as now songs, and messages 
of love in their own tongues. Some of 
the mediums were mind-readers, and 
would frequently reveal to others their 
most interior thoughts. Our trance 
goers would sometimes be absent for 
hours together, and on their return re
late ■ their travels on the‘‘other side,” 
which to us were intensely interesting. 
They visited beautiful mansions and 
saw .the angel, inmates; entered mag
nificent temples,and saw the teachers of 
a high order, with innumerable spirits 
assembled for the purpose of worship, 
and all needful instruction. They 
passed through' flowery fields, and won
derful gardens; filled with all manner of 
fragrance and beauty, and fountains of 
sparkling waters. They sailed upon the 
River of Life, in company with many 
beautiful beings, They saw people en
gaged in various kinds of employment; 
some in the llterarv line, and each amid 
surroundings peculiarly adapted to the 
occasion, all looking real, similar to 
those on earth, yet far superior.

The inhabitants on that side were 
robed in raiment of various hues and 
textures: some bad on what seemed like 
filmy gold: others were clad in garments 
of rich, changeable colors, glossy, like 
silk, while some wero enveloped in soft, 
llceco-like drapery, white as snow. 
Around many of their heads were 
crown-like- halos of golden light; some 
were decorated with diamonds, stars, 
pearls and other precious gems. They 
did not sqem to walk, but glide along 
swiftly, and with perfect ease. Their 
movements were all graceful and coun
tenances shining.

Such were the higher order of spirits. 
They visited those in tho lower abodes 
where darkness seemed to reign. Some 
they saw in places like prisons—even 
dungeons, who were in chains, not able 
to extricate themselves. Some wore 
wicked, rebellious and full of revenge, 
while others were boisterous,and seemed 
to be carousing, similar to low, de
graded beirigs of earth, and it seemed 
horrible to be near them.

Their guides took them over places 
which seemed underneath them, like 
deep burning^, and beings there writh
ing" in the deepest anguish, and it 
caused them i?uch pain to witness their 
distress that ’ they, would often cry out 
with tears and .groans, and beg to be re
leased and taken back to their own 
homes, which was dorie.

Spirits from the higher abodes were 
constantly going down to these wretched 
souls with offers of love and . mercy. 
Some were ready to accept, while, oth
ers remained obstinate, and unwilling 
to leave their dark abodes.

In those times we held jnany open-air 
meetings, in which the spirit influence 
sjemed greatly enhanced. We somo 
times went to the groves (God’s .-.first 
temples), and even the mountain-iops, 
for the purpose of worship, and listening 
to the beautiful teaehings of the-spirits 
through our inspired instruments, often 
we spent the *whole day in the enjoy
ment of these .¡beautiful outpourings 
from the immortal side of life.

While tho manifestations were at 
their height in our midst, some of the 
mediums predicted that they would 
soon cease with us, and go out into the 
broad world, and that every kindred, 
tongue and nation would yet learn the 
beautiful truths of immortality and 
spirit return.

We were told to..gather up in this 
timo of plenty, against the famine 
which was sura to follow. It caused 

■sadness in our ranks. Many shed tears 
at the thought of being left without 
these spirit-visitations.

It was« prophesied nt that time that 
the public rostrum would yet be occu
pied by ' immortal ■ teachers, and all 
would clearly see’ and hear them; also 
that we should yet meet face to face 
.with the gone before, and hold com
munion with them as in days of yore. 
They would again mingle with us in our 
homes, and we should all see them.

When’the Rochester rappings oc
curred we understood their meaning, 
and the same when other manifestations 
took place. They had ceased among us, 
and we were prepared for the event. ■ 
Our mediums had told us what would 
be, and we put implicit confidence in 
the statement. / . . '

When we heard of these things which 
were taking place outside, we were glad 
—glad to know that the millions of be
nighted beings on earth would be made 
to realize that the dark divide called 
death is not death at all. but the opening 
of the golden gate which leads to higher 
walks of life than can ever be found on 
these barren shores of earth. Life im
mortal, continued progress beyond the 

’ grave, and spirit roturn, most glorious 
themes to contemplate!

Julia H. Johnson.
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The temple of fame stands upon the 
grave; the flame upon its altars is 
kindled from the ashes of the dead— 
Hazlitt. • . • .

long time in this city, to the great satis
faction of those who have listened to
him, and we are sure he would please 
any California audience. While in Cal
ifornia he will receive his mail at Bivr 
ersido. His address here is at 125 Sputh 
Clark street, Chicago, Ill.

"DIBI.E OF FABLES. BY KERSEYJ_) Gurm. h w||i v-n’i pfir pmiRftl. Vvlro frt.73
JJ7fíy SUE .BECAME A SPIRITUAL- 
vv 1RL Twelve lectures. By Ahhy A. dudunih i.--.-    i... --...i i   r>»i_i.*-.«_»

is very valuable. His translation is 
sale at this office. The price is $1. 
should be in every library.

the head of tlieije columns. Mr. 
Gandhi’s translation is most excellent, 
and the corroborative evidence he gives

Mrs. J. Ebrhandt, who resides at 1070 
W. Monroe street, will give a test circle 
on Wednesday, August 15, at 2 p, M„ ,at 
her residence, for the benefit of the Na-'

! before with additional ones, and in a 
I more skillful manner. He announced 
that he would give private sittings at 
the hotel pext .day; but in the morning 
it was found that he had left by a nrid-

The great mystery of mysteries which 
has puzzled the centuries is this: Where 
was Christ, and what was he doing be-

“Herewith J mail Flud to hear from some good speakers or 
' , under the ¡test mediums for the Sundays in October,

1 ■ ’stating terms. Address me at Chicago,

fly. From the standpoint of the Scrip
tures, however, on which inspiration 
has set the seal of sanction, all concern
ing the youth of Jesus is a blank.

But is it a blank? The theological

MONASTERY IN THIBET, WHERE THE MANUSCRIPT WAS DI800V- 
EBED. COPYRIGHTED BY VIRCHAND R, GANDHI.

TISERAL LECTURES, i,BY ,<i. Bf, T>EY0ND THE CATES. BY ELIZ* 
JU French. They orc. worm Uiolr WolghtinMA , J-J beth StuartTheipa. A RlfiUly catvrlalilua: »«£1 
Price,paper,50centB. ....... . .. 1 Price»1.00. ......

ROCKY NEST.

The First Spiritual Philosophical So- Geo. W. Carpender, M. D., intends to 
eiety, Detroit, Mich., commences its visit California next October,’and will 
regular meetings the last Sunday in probably remain there during thawin- 
August, at 9 1?. M., at the hall over ter. Dr. Carpender has lectured for a 
Hanna & Noyes' art store, corner Wood-............................................ ' ' ’
ward and Witherell streets. No admis
sion fee, and everybody welcome. Rev.' 
Nellie S. Baade, speaker.

A decision in a novel case lias been 
handed down by the Supreme Court of 
Alabama. Some time ago a prominent 
Roman Catholic died In Mobile and be
queathed $2,000 to be used for masses for 
his soul. The Court held the bequest 
void because there was no living benefi-

A. Weldon, Secretary, writes: “Sjlr, 
Edgar W. Emerson, the prince of lest 
mediums, will lecture and give public 
tests iu Chicago September 1(1, 23 and 

clary of the trust endeavored to be ere- 39, at 3 and 7:30 P. M. Mrs. Jennie-H. 
ated,'the soul not being an entity in con- Jackson is expected to speak the first 
' ’ ’ - - • two Sundays in November. I will be

¡THESPIRITUALISTE FIELD“

Bear in mind, plea.se, that we cannot 
publish weekly.’ reports of. meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used, v Meetings 
are of local interest only. Wf extend a ■ 
cordial invitation to all. speakers to send ■ 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We ’go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or. Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

To Contributors: Pon’t think’ for a 
moment that your article is rejected be
cause it does not appear at once. We 
were glad to receive it,, and profited by 
reading it, and thank you for it. Many 
months sometimes elapse before an ar
ticle ean appear on account of space be
ing inadequate. Some articles, how
ever worthy they may be, must wait for 
this reason. This is the condition of all 
leading papers, and no one should take 
the least offense if their article does not 
appear at once.

Moses Hull, fresh from the Pacific 
coast, was in the city last week. His 
health-is excellent, and he Is good for 
twenty-five years’ work in behalf of 
Spiritualism and reform. Re is to be at 
Lake Brady until August J5th, and then 
goes to Gnset, Mass.,, where he will re
main until tho 19th. He goes from- 
there to the Soldiers’ Camp, Newport, 
Maine, where he will remain until the 
20th. He will be at Ashley, Ohio, from 
September 1st to the 10th. Those de
siring his services for October and No
vember should address him at once. His 
permanent address is 29 Chicago Ter
race, Chicago, Hl.

Will C. Hodge, who ie now sojourning 
at the Clinton camp-meeting, desires to 
hear from societies needing the services 
of an inspirational speaker for the fall 
and winter months. Additess until Sep
tember 1st, Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, 
Iowa. Permanent address, 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago, Ill.

F. P. Baker, of Topeka, Kans., writes: 
“The well-known Spiritualist lecturer, 
Mrs. Lillian L. Wood; was married Au
gust 5th. to E. H. Snow, the State Printer 
of Kansas. Mrs. Wood-Snow has been 
(or some months, under the name of 
‘Sycsthra,’ editing the woman’s depart
ment of a paper published by Mr. Snow. 
Mr. Snow is a well-known Spiritualist, 
and a public man. This will give his 
wife a better opportunity to carry on 
her work." ” ...... -

Moses and Mattie Hull are engaged 
for Sept. 16, 23 and 30, by the North 
Side Society, which meets at 2:30 and 
7:45 at Sehlotthauer’s Hall, corner of 
Seigel and Sedgwick streets.

Will J. Post, of Flint, Mich., writes: 
"There are a great many young me
diums who have not the opportunity to 
develop as they ought to. I am one of 
them. My phase is clairvoyance. I see 
for people, and I have already given 
some very satisfactory readings, and 
have been very much encouraged. Now, 
my idea is this: I moke an offer to any 
person who will write to me, enclosing 
stamps for return postage, that I will do 
my best to answer their questions. I 
think in doing this, that it will be the 
means of others doing the same thing, 
and it will give young mediums confi
dence in themselves and help them to 
develop and be the means of doing 
others as well as themselvesa great deal 
of good.” „

L. DeMiller, of Chicago, writes: "On 
Monday evening, July 16, Mr. F. M. 
Arnold gave a seance at his residence, 
452 Larrabee street. It was very satis
factory to all. The circle consisted iff 
Mr. and Mrs. Bellows, Mrs. Meyers,Mrs. 
Hoffman and sister, Mr. Gepinger, Mr. 
Elston and myself, and was heln under a 
subdued light. Tho forms came out of 
the cabinet eight or ten feet witn the 
medium, and some^mes alone'. Some of 
them dematerlaliz® outside of the cab
inet. Two of themjame to the table in 
the center of therVopm and selected 
flowers from a bouquet and gave them to 
their friends. We also received inde
pendent writing in colors, the-.tablet 
being visible all the time. The mes
sages were acknowledged as correct. 
Mr. Arnold's dark circles are very good. 
The trumpet manifestatious and lights 
are beautiful. I have been to many of 
his seances, held under strict test condi
tions, always having the same results. 
The Grana Rapids Spiritual Society 
has obtained Mr. Arnold’s services for 
the month of October, and I know that 
his absence will be regreted by his many 
friends, as well as by the public, but 
will always be pleased to hpar of the 
good work he will surely doj through 
the eolinhns of The- PROGRESSIVE 
Thinker.”

Wm. W. Russell writes: "The Society 
of Spiritual Endeavor, of Boston, Mass., 
closed a very successful season in May. 
Frank C. Algerton was' the regular 
speaker, conducting- the services from 
October to May, inclusive, and under his 
able ministrations the Society steadily 
advanced in fnaterial and spiritual pros
perity. Nfew th'e'members, and attend
ants number some three hundred and 
the indications promise a long season of 
usefulness. Mr. Algerton has steadily- 
developed in eloquence, breadth of 
thought and spiritual power, and gave 
pronounced satisfaction. The society, at 
their last sociable, accentuated their in
terest and appreciation by subscribing a 
very generous sum to. defray the ex
penses, and secured his services for an
other season. Mr. Algerton will travel 
this summer and is now rusticating at 
Onset camp. His many frionds hope to 
greet him, refreshed in vitality and re
newed in enthusiasm and powdr, to open, 
under still more auspicious conditions, 
the second years’ services of t^e society, 
the first Sunday evening in October next

Wm. Hart writes: 1 ...
a bill issued by one traveling 
name of Dr.' Alex. Hume, as you will 
see. He exhibited at Kirksville, Mo., 
one night, but showed nothing as adver
tised on the bill, yet he declared that 
‘every feature announced in my pro
gramme will be produced.’ His exhibi
tion consisted of but little, and that 
little consisted nearly altogether in rope 
tying, which tricks (as I believe the ex
hibition only to have been tricks) have 
been exhibited here a number of times

Ill., Box 381.»
W. C. Willes informs us that “Dr.” 

Alex Hume and Kate Fox are traveling 
aremnd Iowa, pretending to give genuine 
spirit manifestations. Nothing could be 
more false. When not posing as me
diums, they expose Spiritualism—always 
doing that which pays the best.

W. H. Bach would like an engage
ment in the vicinity of Washington, 
D. C„ for September and October. Ad
dress him at Lilly Dale, N. Y. Mr. Bach 
is an accomplished hypnotist. ■

night train. Had he not left the proba
bility is that he would have been uWIOTiuoub>, luruio ueuomui sue as a- 
arrested for obtaining money under false . tional Association. We hope there will 
pretenses. Such persons are an injury be a large attendance. An admission 
to the cause of Spiritualism, even should’ fca <>f or, 
their manifestations bo from the source 
as represented, for falsehood as a basis
for obtaining an audience does not set 
well with the people: and the impression 
is that one who would falsify in one di
rection would falsify and deceive in an
other.”

Tins man Alex Hume and Katie Fox 
are both adventurers, at one time "ex
posing” Spiritualism, and then acting 
as mediums, their only aim being to 
make money. We have alluded to them 
frequently and cautioned Spiritualists 
to avoid them.

W. Arnold will hold a scanee on the 
evening of August 23, at Sehlotthauer’s 
Hall, corner of Seigel and Sedgwick 
streets. The seance will be held for the 
“Daily News" Fresh Air Fund. Ad
mission 25 cents. Doors open at 7:30. 
No one admitted after 8:15. The seance 
will be given under the auspices of the 
North Side Spiritual Society.

Mrs. S. J. Cutter’s address is 112 W. 
Madison street, southeast corner of Des- 
plalnes, third floor. Entrance on Madi
son street.

C. S. Richardson, of Toledo, Ohio, 
writes: “At a meeting of the First So
ciety of Spiritualists held on the evening 
of August 3d, the following’officers were 
elected for the coming year: L. Vande- 
berg, president; Mrs. L. M. Knight, 
vice-president; C. S. Richardson, re
cording secretary; Mrs. Dr. Weyant, 
corresponding secretary, 617 N. Erie 
street; James R. Wilson, treasurer. All 
communications should bo addressed to 
Mrs. Dr. Weyant, 617 North Erie street. 
We are now a chartered organization, 
and as we are starting out under very 
favorable conditions,and a healthy mem
bership, trust to be the means of doing 
some good. We have already taken 
steps to become .affiliated with the Na
tional Association.”

Dr. J. C. Hennessey, of Montana, re
lates how he is being cured by the spir
its after having tried eleven doctors.

E. N. P. writes: “The First Society of 
Spiritual Unity has instituted, as a part 
of its work in this city, a mediums’ con
ference, every Sunday morning, at 10:30, 
at its spiritual temple, 85 South Sanga
mon street, wherein the methods and 
proceedings both upon the mortal and 
spirit sides of life are for the sole benefit 
of the young and old media present, by 
encouraging, unfolding and strength
ening their medial gifts and by forming 
a battery for their practical benefit dur
ing the week. As the purposes of this 
conference becomes better understood, 
the attendance of mediums increases. 
Nothing like this school has ever been 
introduced here. The attendance at the 
2:30 and 7:30 p. m. Sunday meetings of 
this society are also largely increasing.”

T. H. Williams, prominent as a Spir
itualist, and an ardent worker in reforms 
generally, arrived in this city a few days 
ago from California, where he had been 
during the Fair. Chicago is still his 
favorite place.

W. F. Peck will be in attendance at 
the Lake George camp-mceting during 
August. He speaks in St. Louis, Mo., 
during September. He has a few open 
dates for coming season. Address him 
during August at Lake George, N. Y.

Howard H. Tracy writes from Denver, 
Col.: "The splendid young medium, 
Marene Thornton, is now located in 
Denver. The people of this city are 
having a rare treat in attending her 
circles, consisting of physical manifesta
tions and tests. She is a fine test and 
independent slate-writing medium. I re
ceived a beautiful message from my son, 
who is in Spirit-life, on slates sealed by 
myself, and held in my own hands, 
which was a very convincing test for 
me that loved ones can return and com
municate to us. I have been a reader of 
your most valuable paper for the past 
year. It is truly a brave, independent 
and progressive sheet, and I would not 
be without it for many times its cost.”

Mrs. S. C. Scovell, well-known plat
form test medium, who for the past five 
months has been on an-extended lecture 
tour in the State of Wisconsin, has en
gaged with the Spiritual Research As
sociation to lecture and give tests at 
Lodge hall, No. 11 North Ada Street, 
(corner of Ada and Randolph streets) 
beginning Sunday, September 2, at 2:30 
p. M. and 7:30 p. M. On the following 
Thursday nights, at the same hall, there 
will be held, under the auspices of the 
Mediums’ Progressive Spiritual Union, 
with Mrs. Scovell as conductor and in
structor, a progressive spiritual circle, 
for which the best medial talent will be 
engaged, providing all honorable means 
of intercommunion between the mortal 
and spiritual world. Tbe management 
of the progressive circle will be made a 
special feature of Mrs. Scovell’s work, it 
being a veritable bureau of spiritual 
intelligence and school of mediumistic 
development; a work which years of ex
perience as a public speaker and 
teacher mokes her eminently fitted: a 
sufficient guarantee for a liberal patron
age, both from mediums who have to 
give and the public who desire to re
ceive. Mrs. Scovell will return to her 
Chicago home at 282 West Madison 
street the last week in August, where 
during week-days she will receive 
friends and co-workers, and give sittings 
for private spirit messages aud advice.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1. 
greatest good of the smallest number. 

Jos. Rodes Buchanan.
P. S.—My views on this question have 

been adopted and expressed here by the 
American Railway Union, and by an 
immense!meeting in the Mechanics’ Pa
vilion, which adopted my resolutions; .

Cainp-Meeting at Summerland, 
California.

Will be opened at 10:30 o'clock, A. M,, 
August 20, 1894, by Mrs. M. A. Spring, 
of Montecito. Dr. N. F. Ravlin will be 
the orator of the day. The following is 
a partial list of speakers and mediums 
who will attend: Speakers: Rev. David 
Davis,- Dr. R. Garter, Mrs. Georgia 
Cooley, Dr. N. F. Ravlin, Mrs. M. J. 
Rolfe, Prof. J. S. Loveland, Miss Lydia 
Allen and Mrs. L. F. Prior. Mediums: 
Dr. M. A. Gillette, unsurpassed as a 
slate-writing medium; Henrv B. Allen, 
renowned as the “Allen Boy;" Mrs. 
Alice Baldridge: Mrs. Georgia Cooley 

' and Mrs. L. F, Prior, test mediums; 
Mrs. N. D. Wilcox, the well-known ma
terializing medium. Others, with whom 
the managing committee are cor
responding, are expected.

'Ihe musical arrangements are under 
the supervision of Mr. J. W. T. Morris 

'and Mrs. M. J. Norcross. Mrs, Mary 
Morris will superintend the Association 
restaurant. The price of season tickets 
is $1.50.

Procure a certificate for reduced fare 
on the S. P. R. R. and have the agent 
certify it when you purchase tickets.

Lodgings at low rates may be pro
cured at the hotel and private houses, 
or tents may be engaged. .

The rastaurant of the Association will 
furnish meals at 25 cents each. For 
further particulars address

Wm. P. Allen.
Secretary Summerland Spiritualists’ 

Association.

r

As Furnished by Nicholas Noto- 
vitcli.

tween the ages of twelve and thirty? 
This is the question that has baffled all 
scholars and taxed even the ingenuity 
of Yankee guesswork. Little is known 
in detail of our Lord’s life up to his 
twelfth year, and nothing is ' 
thereafter until the beginning of his 
ministry. The» silence of the gospel 
narratives upon this subject is not only 
strange, it is solemn and suggestive. 
Only once is this veil of silence lifted, 
but It falls again, a thicker covering. 
For eighteen years all is a blank. It is
true that In the early church there ap
peared the apocryphal gospels, which 
pretended to ¡ill out the broken line of 
narration. But these are little better 
than a caricature, painting Jesus as an 
unnatural prodigy, of a child, who 
moulded birds of clay and made them to

started off towards the west, preaching 
everywhere to crowds of people. His 
most successful work was among “the 
pagans,” whom he persuaded to aban
don their idols. From there he went to 
Persia. But his renown had gone be
fore him. The priests were hostile to 
him, and forbade the people hearing 
him. However, the towns all received 
him with joy, and the people heard him 
gladly. This incensed the Magi. Fear
ing, though, to lay violent hands upon 
him, they had him arrested, and at 
night placed him secretly without the 
city walls, in the hope that wild beasts 
would devour him.

Once more the scene shifts. Things 
assume a familiar appearance. Issa is 
twenty-nine years old, and is in the Holy 
Land. The time has arrived for him to 
enter upon his great mission. Heis la
boring among his own people of Israel. 
It is not necessary to dwell upon inci
dents here, as the Bible account is full. 
But notice the closing years of Jssa's 
life, according to the Buddhist narra
tive. This is in almost absolute contra
diction to orthodox belief. And it is 
especially the point which has made 
tins new life of Christ the butt of viru
lent antagonism. It seems that Christ 
was crucified by Pilate as a measure of 
political prudence. Instead of the mob 
howling “Crucify him!” and thirsting 
for his blood, the government, for fear 
of his growing popularity, ordered him 
put out of the way. The people, not 
Pilate, as the New Testament declares, 
washed their hands of the whole affair, 
and from shedding innocent blood. Issa 
meantime was nailed upon a cross bo-

A Story of Spirit Helpful 
nese,

• W$take especial pleasure in announc
ing this story. It comes from Massa
chusetts, not far from the‘ hub of the 
cultured universe. . It Is the production 
of Mrs. Emma Miuerj famed for her 
many literary productions. This story 
will run through the paper for eight 
weeks, aiid it will prove refreshing and 
exhilarating reading'to all, We have 
a large number of subscribers in the 
East who yiill take espeejal'Interest in 
this story, while those in other parts 
will give it a cordial welcome. Now is 
the titne to send; in your subscriptions,

“Antiquitfl UqVuiled;”
Extract from Contents,

Apollonius of Tyana, the Nazrigne.— 
Born A. D. 2, died A. D. 99-llis histofy ÿnd 
teachings appropriated to loi initiate Christian
ity.—The original gospels of the New Testa
ment brought from India.

Pope Gregory VII.—His reasons for,de
stroying the library of the Palatine Apollp— 
The manuscripts contained therein would pipve 
thé non-existence of Jesus Christ. •

Pliny the Younger.—I lis letter to Trajan 
referred to tlie Essenes and not to the Christians 
—The word Christians a forgery. : •

. Origen.—Christianity and Paganism iden
tical—The narrative relating (ollie person Jpsus 
Christ derived from Greek and Egyptian çod 
makers. . . '

Flavius Josephus, the Jewish historian— 
The reference to Jesus of Nazarene frat|du- 
lently interpolated by some Christian copier of 
history—No such person as Jesus of Nazareth 
existed in the time of Josephus. -, ■■

Constantius Pogonatus—The sixth ç?nn- 
cil of Constantinople A. D. 680—Prometheus 
oUhe Greeks adopted to represent Jesus Cfirist 
—uunb worship changed to man worship^- 
Lamb worship a relic of paganism—The edict 
prohibiting the worship of the lamb ion/ the

Devil’s Lake Camp-Meeting, Mich.
To the Editor:—We are having 

splendid meetings every day. Hon. A. 
B. French, of Clyde, O.; Mr. Dunakan, 
of Cecil, O.; Mrs. Cline; Mrs. Dr. Vir
ginia Rowe, of Jackson, Mich.: Dr. P. J. 
Curtiss, of Jackson. Mich, (who is also 
our president): Mrs. Palmer, of Deer
field, Mich.; Dr. Andrews, of Saginaw, 
Mich.; Frank T. Ripley and many other 
speakers and mediums of good’ talent 
were present.

We also were forluate in securing the 
services of Mrs. Lora Holton-Hursen 
as musical director, and her sweet spir
itual songs rendered on the autoharp 
and guitar, will long dwell in the mem
ory of her listeners.- Her musical read
ings, containing messages from loved 
ones in their spirit homes, held the rapt 
attention of the audience, all being rec
ognized. She organized a choir for us 
and gave two fine entertainments, as
sisted by other talent. Frank T. Ripley 
and Mr, Salsbury, also render valuable 
assistance in the music.

Mrs. Hursen leaves us to CRi-ry on the 
angel-work at Vicksburg. (Mich.) camp, 

Belle Rowe.

Passed on to the Higher Life.
Last week, Mrs. Matilda Griffen, at 

the age of 80 years, passed serenely to 
Spirit-life. She had been a devoted Spir
itualist for forty years, and was distin
guished for her superior intelligence 
and many noble qualities, She was a 
great reader, and thought deeply on the 
leading problems of life. She leaves 
three sons, all occupying prominent po
sitions, and many grandchildren. The 
remains were deposited at the Forest 
Home cemetery.

The Unknown Life of Jesus.
V7e call esneeial attention to the ar

ticle, on our fifth page, in reference to 
the “Unknown Life of Jesus." Particu
larly do we call your attention to a cut 
of the monastery where Nicholas Noto
vitch found the manuscript. The Pro
gressive Thinker leads in presenting 
thoughts which the people should know. 
Virchand R. Gandhi, late of Bombay, 
India, and now a resident of th|s city, 
has an admirable translation of this 
work. It is furnished at $1 and should 
be on the shelves of every library.

The Progressive Thinker.
Our admiration of The Progressive 

Thinker increases with each issue. 
The ' last week’s number was indeed a 
•‘feast of soul food..» The new serial 
promises to be an excellent one. Is 
Judge Rosecrans taking his annual va
cation? He deserves a long one, but we 
miss his articles very much. The ques
tion department, engineered by Hudson 
Tuttle, seems to “fill a long felt want.” 
He's the right man in the right place. 

• ' ' G. L. Barrus.

startled by a thundering “No!" The 
sphinx of religion has met the 
Oedipus who can solve the problem. 
Nicholas Notovitch, a Russian traveler 
in the-Orient, like another Archimedes, 
exclaims: “Eureka! I have discovered 
it!"

Thé story is thia: In 1887 Notovitch 
was wandering about in India. While 
visiting a Buddhist convent he learned 
from a high authority there that in the 
archives at Lhassa there existed very 
ancient memoirs of the life of Jesus 
Christ, and that some of the greater 
monasteries had copies of the same. 
While stopping at a place called Leh, 
the capital of Laduk, Notovitch visited 
the great convent Himis near the city, 
where,. he learned, were the copies 
which be sought. But, to make a long 
story sjjort, not wishing to awaken sus
picion 4s to his intentions, he started off 
again. , An accidental fall, however, 
which resulted in the breaking of his 
leg, caqsed him to return to the mon- ■ 
astery at Himis for surgical attention. 
It was now that he requested from the 
Chief Lama the privilege of having 
read to him the Buddhistic life of 
Ch.-ist,While through his interpreter he 
translated it with his own tongue. 
Notovitch placed implicit confidence in 
the authenticity and genuineness of this 
chroniclp, and determined upon his re
turn to .Europe to publish a translation 
of it, ;

Now for the Buddhistic life of Christ. 
The title is; “The Life of Saint Issa; 
Best Aihong the Sons of Men.” The 
facts are supplied by Indian merchants 
returning to Ncpaul from trading in 
Judea! .-The Buddhistic manuscript 
speaks. Of Issa as the spirit of the Arasu 
incarnated in the tlesn for the purpose 
of leading man back to God. He is rep- 
resented.'as the legitimate son of Joseph 
and Mavy, who were poor people, but 
famed' for their great piety. And "to 
reward them for adhering to the path of 
truth, God blessed the first born of this 
family; chose him for his elect, and 
sent him to sustain the fallen and com
fort -the’''afflicted." (V. 7.) This child 
was nathed Issa (Jesus),and he exhibited 
from his earliest years a wonderful 
spirituality. His infantile discourses 
attracted,people from all quarters, aud 
they njayveled at his wisdom. At thir
teen, an> Israelite is expected to marry. 
In order to avoid this, Issa secretly dis
appeared: He joined himself with a 
caravan of traders going to India, that1 
country. being doemed the fount of 
knowledge.

Here tne scene shifts. Place India. 
Time, from the .fourteenth to the twen
tieth years. „ ••

This interval "’Was occupied in the 
study of- the Vedas and Brahminical 
literature. After thisi an equal period 
was spent with the Buddhists in ac
quiring the Pali language, and studying 
the Shastas. The time passed with the 
Brahmins and Buddhists was more or 
less uneventful. The only thing of im
portance was his uoble defense of the 
miserable Indra caste, for which the 
Brahmin’s sought to kill him. This was 
the occasion of his leaving the Brah
mins and going among the Buddhists. 
Accordingly, at the close of the six 
years - passed here, Issa was twenty-six 
years old.

Again the scene changes. Having 
acauired . sufficient knowledge, Issa

his spirit departed. Pilate, now thor
oughly afraid of what he had done, or
dered the body of the saint given to his 
relatives, who placed it in a tomb. 
Three days later, Pilate still more 
afraid that the tomb might become a 
rallying-point for the people, and thus 
an insurrection be incited, ordered the 
soldiers to secretly remove the body and 
bury ft in some other place. Then when 
his followers found tne tomb open and 
empty in the morning, they started the 
rumor of the miraculous resurrection, 
which is now a dogma of the church.

This, then, is a rough sketch of the 
muteh-talked-of Buddhistic life of Christ. 
As we said above, it has been scornfully 
denounced from all sides. THe religious 
press brands it as a fraud, and theolo
gians call Notovitch a notoriety-seeker. 
Now, without coining to the defense of 
the book—Indeed, the book needs no de
fense, the original manuscript being the 
mooted question—the writer believes in 
justice and fair play. He would give 
the book a chance. Let it be examined 
on its merits. After a careful perusal 
and study, the following conclusions 
may readily be deducted:

Deduction Firsts-The honesty of the 
editor’s purpose and the existence of a 
certain manuscript. Notovitch’s inabil
ity to have Invented the unknown life of 
Christ is more than apparent from his 
narrative and "resume.” Then there is 
a convincing tone in his proposition that 
an expedition go in search of the ancient 
chronicle.

Deduction Second—That this Bud
dhistic narrative contains nothing that 
would or could detract from the dignity 
and grandeur of the New Testament 
Christ. His many sayings arc above 
human thought, and all antagonistic to 
the spirit of these times.

Deduction Third—The similarity of 
many principal passages, both in the 
narrative and in the words of Issa, to 
accounts in the Bible. Of course, there 
are many contradictions. But these 
latter Would seem to be in favor of the 
Buddhistic account. Because, and this 
leads to :

Deduction Fourth—The Buddhist mer
chants. who tell.the story, arrived from 
Jiidea in the same year that Jesus was 
crucified—in fact, saw him and knew 
him. A significant fact is that the de
tails concerningJesus are disconnected 
and mingled with'accounts of other cur
rentevents to which they bear no rela
tion. These chroniclers were eye-wit
nesses, while the’evangelists wrote years 
afterwards. ’

Deduction Fifth—The genuineness of 
tho old manuscript, Issa’s wonderful de
fense of woman, and his simply magnifi
cent eulogism of wife and mother, might 
convince the most skeptical. In a land 
where woman was degraded, and in an 
age when she had no social recognition, 
such words breathe not a heathen, but 
a Christian spirit.

The above is from the New York World, 
and from the evidence furnished by Vir
chand R. Gaudhi, a learned Hindoo; 
we have no doubt whatever in regard 
to the genuineness of the manuscript 
that furnishes’ the “Unknown Life ot 
Jesus." Mr. Gandhi has been to the 
very monastery , where the manuscript 
was obtained, aeut of which appears at

GEMS 0? FREETH0UGHT.
The Myth of the (¡¡rent Deluge. By James 

M. McUimu. Price 15 cc#ls. llls ilie muat com
plete and overwhelming reluthuOQ of tire Bible 
Story of the Deluge that 1 have ever rend.—B. I1'. 
Underwood. To road it is to bo hstpnWied at 
the possibilities of religions credulity.—T. B. 
Wakemiin. Mr, McCann’s liynutnite bomb lias 
blown the fallacy to iitbjns.—A. B, Bradford. It 
ought to meet with a very largosale.—C.P.Farrell.

The Evolution of the Devil—By Henry 
Frank, the independent pfoacliér of Now York 
City. The moat lenrned, ucciiruto, aclentillc and 
Elillosophleal analysis Of His Satanic Majesty ever 

efore published. The book contains 05 pages, 1> 
beautifully bound, with likeness of author ou title 
page. Price, 25 cents.

Insereoll’a Address before the New 
York Unltarlnu Club The Oret time In the 
history of the world that a Christian Association 
ever invited n noted intidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture ia a grand one, and was received by 
the Club with continuous applause from beginning 
to end. The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beauti
fully printed. Price, (i cents. ’

The Goda. By Robert G. Ingersoll, A beautiful 
pamphlet ol forty pages,with likeness of lugersoll. 
Price, 20 cents. The most profound uddreea 
that Ingersoll over delivered.

Clinrch and State; the Bible In tho Publlo 
Sciiools; die New '‘American” Party—Dy ‘‘Jef
ferson.” Third edition. This beautiful pam
phlet of 28 paces is tlie most thorough presenta
tion of tlie Church and Slate question tluit has 
appeared. Price, 10 cents. .

Tho Bollaion of flumaulty: A Phi
losophy ol Life. By J. Leon Benwell. A 
beautiful paper-bound nainphlet, with likeness of 
author. A most v-1nublo publication to circulate 
among Christian people. Price 15 cents.

Memorial Oration by Colonel Inger- 
soil ou Roseo» Cockling. Delivered be
fore the New York Legislature, Muy U, 1888. 
Frico, < cents. .

The Christian Religion. , What is to be its 
final outcome t By an Old Farmer, A splendid 
orthodox eye-opener. Price, 16 cents.

God In the Constitution. By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Col. Ingersoll 
ever wrote. In paper cover, with likeness of 
author. Price 10 cents.

What Would Follow the Eflacoment 
of Christianity 1 By George Jacob Hol- 
make. This Is n mo,«t volnablo contribution to 
Freetliought Literature. Bound iu paper with 
good likeness of author. Price, 10 cents.

Incei'solPs Great Address on Thomas 
Paine, at tlie luto Paine celebration In New 
York City. Price, 8 cents.

Standing up for Jesus { or what tbe editor 
ol the Freethinkers' Uagaiine thinks ot him. 
Price, 4 cents.

Address, '
1 The Progressive Thinker,” f

Chicago

, Titus Livius, a Roman Historian.—The 
birth, life, death and resurrection of Jesus CJlrist 
as portrayed in the annual passages of IhC.Suu 
through the constellations of the Zodiac.

. Cardinal Cæsar Baronius, Librarian of 
the Vatican.—The Hindoo god Christina, in 
reality the Christ of the Christians—Sworn to 
secrecy. . , ,

Hormisdas, a Roman Catholic Pontiff.— 
Destruction of the Pauline Epistles—Eusebius 
a scoundrel—Jesus Christ worshiped ig the 
form of a lamb—Romanism is Pftgaplsm 
changed to Christianity.

Junianus Justinus, a Latin Historian.— 
Works mutilated by Christian writers—Hesus 
Christos changed to Jesus Christ in the days of 
Eusebius.

Strabo. Historian and Geographer.—^If the 
records of the past had been allowed to stand 
there would be no Christianity to-day.”—Con
firmatory proof that the portrait of the Naza
rene, represents Apollonius.

Herodes Agrippa II, Kingof Judea.—The 
true version of the trial of Paul before Agrippa 
as given in the Acts.

Procopius, the Secretary of Belisarius.— 
Eusebius changes the Hindoo Chrishna into 
the Jew Jesus Christ—Julian the Apostate did 
not recant upon bis death bed.

Ananias, a Jewish High Priest.—Apollo
nius and not Christ accused before Felix-r-Tlie 
only Christ preached in Judea was the Christos 
of Apollonius.

Paui.inus, Archbishop of York.—His muti
lation of the Scriptures—He finds Jesus Christ 
to be Apollonius of Tyana.

Zoroaster — Startling disclosures.—The1 
Jewish Book of Daniel contains the actgfll 
earthly experience of Zoroaster.—Zoraastef, 
not Daniel thrust into the lion's den—Correé- 
tions made in history.
REASONS WHY EVERY BODY SHOULD 

READ “ANTIQUITY UNVEILED.” 
Because—It interprets the myste

ries of religious teachings in ancient 
and modern times and proves that 
religions originated ill sun and phallic 
worship.

Because—It tells why the Clergy 
do not explain these mysteries, Ipit 
claim that they are mysteries of God» 
and therefore are not to be questioned.

Because.—It gives light upon a 
question that has agitated the human 
mind to a greater extent than any 
other, viz: Are the teachings of 
Christianity true, and from whence 
did they come? ‘

WAS 
¡WW LIDiGOLtf 

A SPIRITUALIST?
— OK —

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

-BY
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings anti Frontispiece of Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s 
Port rait from Lift.

TH^YCHOGRAPH
DIAL PLANCHETTE.

Tbls Instrument baa bow been thoroughly tested by 
numerous Investigators, and bus proved mure sntlstac- 
U>ry tniin tbo plivuehctte, both Io regard to tbe. cer 
tnfot-y and currectuces of tbe cunitnuutcatluD«, aud at 
a means of developing nicdJmuBbtp. Mauy who were 
notawnre of their inoJiamistlc girt have, after ft few 
sliUDge, been able to receive nstuulKhlug cummunlua- 
tlons from their departed friends.

1). B. Edwiirda, Orient, X. Y., write«-' “I had 
cominnnlcatlona (b| the psychvgr.ipU) from muoy 
other friends, even from the old settlers whoso grave
stones are moss-grown io iho o d yard. They bovo 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to mo that Spirit« 
uallsm 1« indeed true, and the romtouDlr-ntlons bovo 
given my iicnrt tbe greatest uomfort In the severe loss 
I have bud of son. daughter, nmj t ht'lr niuilHT.”

l)r. Eugene Crowell. wln»e writing« huve mtulo bls 
OHtne familiar to thuin'. Interested IU paveblcal matters, 
writes tut folknv«.- am inn«‘h pleaded with tbo Pay- 
chogrAph yon «ent mo, und will thoroughly test It tbe 
first opportunity I may have. Il U very simple in 
principle und construction, and J om sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now in use. 
I believe it will genvrnny aupemde tbe latter when 
Its superior merits become known.”

A. P. Miller, journalist and hoot; in an editorial no
tice of the Instrument in bls paper, tho Worthington 
(Mitin 1 Advance, anye: “The rHychogranh is an Im
provement upon tho pJanchcito, having a dial aud let
ters, with a few words, ho that very little ‘power’ Is 
apparently required to give tlie pommunlcfttlons. We 
du not hesitate to recommend it io all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and coununnl- 
vatc.”

Just wbat investigators wani. Honjo circles want. 
Price, by mail, free with full directions for use. ei.uo. 
For Bole at this office. ,

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

Tho reader» of Tnx PiiootiE.sivE TntS’KEU will re-

This book will bo round peculiar, curloua, «Urtltng! 
—more so than any wuik ksued since Uncle Tours 
Cabin. Jt breathe« furgotten whispers Which the rust 
of time bad almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official prhutc Ilf«' diiring the most moment
ous period In American History, and Un secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abraham Lincoln.”

Cloth, 12 mo, Illustrated, pp> 204,
Paper, 16 cents.

For Sale at this oilice.

HELEN HARLOW'S VOWj
Or Self-Justice.

Di’ LO!S IPAISBROOKER.—MANY 
J_J have read this book, many have re-regd It, 
and ninny others ought to read It. It should bo road 
by every man and wmiiiuu In the land. Asa story It Is 
finely writtcn.ani! teem« with interest.ami at the samo 
time it educates. elevates, and inspires. It shows tbe 
injustice« to which womcuure subjected In tbo pres
ent slat us of soc.lety—ihehieqmilltira In the moasuro 
of condeinnnilon voiced by society against sets of the 
samemoralqimllty performed by men and women re- 
sportively. Jt sbuWM the falsities rampant In society 
In matter« nf mural and social Import, and :Lo wrongs 
that flow therefrom to innocent vlcttmi of social 
O8(r«ci*ni. it contains a flno likeness ot the author. 
Fine cloth, ‘¿PO pages. Price.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Haymond’s Resolve.

TTY LOIS 1FAISBROOKER. THIS IS 
£7 n novel written with n purpose, nnil that 
purpose h not merely to enable an unthinking. Idle 
mind (u while nwny the iliuc In a state of idle VlOBBed* 
•icbb. devoid of earnest thought or care for clthct 
Bclf-linprovemciH ur the good of humanity. It Is t 
Iwok designed eapeeinily, prlmn’lly, for jnothcr: ani 
thorc who are tv he inotl cr*; n)d secondly, througl. ... .. • • — — — . . ... — — — . ■ - —. I .
the mothers, to effect the wcll l ring and happiness 01 
the race. It brings itrutigly and dearly to view tbi 
result upon the child of proper «nrrwundihgs and Influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous |o maternity 
Inrldcnt.TDy the author touches upon various tblngt 
In modern «uclnl ami burluos life, which arc unjust 
«.nd fix unequal burdens upon the Individuals compos 
Ing society <t« ft whole. The book is tnfachant. instrnc 
live and very Interesting, even when regarded merely

member the story under the above title, by Hudson 
Tuttle, which whs publUhcd 1u he columns. Altha 
time, constant hiquIries were made as td Its nppenrlug 
Inbookform. This wish-Imruow been gratified. 1c 
makes a volume of 243 piges, in style apd furin like the 
•‘Convent of tbe SaeredHearL** with atlbcly-chgraved 
likeness of the author bn thq cover. The sccncsi of iho 
story alternately rUIft from earth to tbo iplrlt apheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tbo occupation and 
modes of life ot spiritual’ beluga, arc presented In tho 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following arc the .ehnptcr-tWca: - Introduction; 
Tho House ot the Sorc; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Sorietfet; Hader; Ciirlstrnnstidc In the Spheres of, 
Light; Chrlstmastldcahd the Gtddeti Giitc; The Un-, 
happy Marrlnge; Easter..Day in Heaven; A Visit to1 
the Earth; The Cbnugc Callctl Death; Uomlngtpthe { 
Ear”b!C Db?u'"i™.- A 1 Tbtaboik
Vlsltton DIstantGlobe; Iteuliliffllultiebplrll-wurld; 81-00; postage 10cuits. .
CoatentcdnesBNotGo'jducia; AddressottlwSnge. DOMANISM A\rD THE RFPliRTTCIt 1» a book tlioSplrltuallfttvIUbd delighted with; a |
book la which tbo Investigator will, ind answers to Bo’-iMRCJ-LRnslng, M. A. Li cry palm#
ever recirriusquestlohs! 4 bottkWlHeh wlll tnlercst «»• I«««-* u
the clinreh member, nor repel thejnostprejudiced. JjOEUfS FROA1 jfiF. INI,ER LIFE. 
The price la paper la to tenu; tnusllall ; poitpali. 1 i By Lizzie Dotcn. Thebe vocma are ui tuple 
.....................  ........ : _________ 1 augar. Prleen.to ’

ab a novel, and is ckpeclilly rnmmcndl’d io “womei 
everywhere.” to whom It is dcdlcoted. H Qko thor 
mighly Bhowr up the Jesuitical Fp.lrit of the Celbolx 
Charch: ad th need Idea« rctotfag to the Spiritual Phil 
osopUy are Introduecd It costal nr a Une flkencs* 
th«* author, h ronin’r.s "J“» pajics. neai'y bound 19 
eluth Prtr-hv ” 'Hi. r”'"--«.’, «/¿V
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EXCELLENT BOOKS;THE CASE OF MARY RICE. Onset by |he Sea,

Her Advent to Spirit-Life.

A Narrative of Her Experiences.

wagon

I

It Has Proved a Great Success.

Augusta Francés Tripp.land.
Onset, Mass., August 2, 1894' '

Ilie book. Price 61AO.

at-
TyOEMS OF PROGRESS. B Y LIZZIE DOTEN.

JT They are really valuable. Price I1.0U

T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
Et from the Tree of Lite. Presented to humanity through the 
medjttmahlp et B. £. Litchfield. Excellent throughou., Jj

we 
as
no

[CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.] 

Mr. llice asked him to look at his

CELF-CONTRADfCTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 
kJ 144 Proposition«, theological, moral, historical and speculr*. 
Ive* each proved affirtjintlvely and negatively by qnrttatlons from 
Batture, without comment Price 15 cents.

Through the Mediumship of A. E. Til
den, M. D., Rochester, N. Y,

her appreciation and gratitude for all our 
tendons.

When friends asked us how Mary was, 
were obliged to tell them that but for the 
snrances given by spirits we should see

(PEERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE 
uj Pan and Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. p. A boot of 875 
pages, is is an encyclopedia of facta; a mine of rare knowledge; 
. ¿nri. th.t »hnnia he in the hands if every EplrftnaUst. Price
•S.00. , . ______

IIBERAL LECTURES. BY A. u. r DENCH.'"
X-rf They are worth their weight in gold. Price, paper, 60 cent«, • Its

7y/£ MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE, 
£ Something you should bare to refer to. Dy Jarnos M. Mo 

Caan. Price IS cents.

qFHE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM, 
£ A manual, with directions for the organization and manage

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
Indespeaslblo. Price 50 cent«.

qFHE SPIRITS' WORK. WHAT I HEA^D, 
£ saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. It Is a

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

edition, Culled from a wide field of Jl.crat.ure with the nioet crlt- i Zcphnniub. PhjhiI Decree. Hard Quentlons. Can not 
leal care, free from al! theological bias throbblug with the soul ot : answer all. Pplrltunl Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Inspiration, embodying tho principles and virtues of tho spiritual ? Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Sources

IF YOU
Want the very

iTTARHOS. BY DR. DE..LA E. DAVIS. A 
O rosary of pearl«, colled from tbo works of Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended fur tho light and suluco of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart. Brice 50 cents.

T£ TAY SIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH 
ff cs, poems and songs; fathered from t’ u highways, by 
ways and hedges of life. By Mattle E. Bull. It la iuoll excoilent 
Brice 61.00.

philosophy, set to the must cheerful and popular music, Yucnrly 
nil original), and adapted to all occasions, It is doubtless tho most 
attractive work of the kind ever published, lu beautiful songs,

They Are for Sale at This Office,
/¡IV AMERICAN-KIKG AND OTHER STO- 

rles, liy Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful Illustration of mau’s cruelty and Injustice to bls fellow 
man. Price 10 cents. '

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED, ANCIENT VOICES 
£i from the spirit realms. Disclosing tho most startling revela
tions. proving Christianity to bo of heathen origin, Antiquity 
Unveiled lias 625 pagco, a fino engraving of J. M. Koberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price 91.50. Postage 12 cents,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. Bi SARAH E. TIT- 
/i comb, An explanation of where tho religions of our race 
originated. An Interesting and Instructive book. Price 61.23.
CHRISTIANITY A FICTION, THE ASTRO- 
Lx nomlcalnnd astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 

Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 5u cents.

TJELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
££ tico. By Lots Walsbrookcr. Price $1.50. .

IMMORTALITY, A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS, 
£ 'Ufa man die. shall he live'?*1 is fully answereu. By lY 6. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents.
'hJABAL RAYMONDS RESOLVE, BY LOIS 

LV£ Walsbrooker. Price $1.50. Mrs. AYalsbrookor^ books 
should bo read by every woman in the laud.

■\iriNb reading and beyond, by wm. 
1V£ A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of the subjects 
treated upon. Price il.i?.

POEMS, BY EDITH WILLIS LINN, A 
JL volume of eweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are swen, win- 
sora and restful. Prlce$l.oy.
RELIGION BYE. D. BABBITT* M, D. IF 
£ \. all could be led to believe In such a religion the yvorld would 
bo far hotter than pow. Jew writers excel Mr. Babbitt iu power 
a nd disposition to apply U i facu of history and science. Price 
$1.25. Postage 10 cents. *

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal tpuslc for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. BUley, Musical Editor. New

JLTISTOR/CAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OF 
Li the Sunday question. It Is Invaluable. By G. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price 15 cents.

TTOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 
££ Cadwell, one of the moat successful mesmerists In Amer
ica. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. Afi 
invaluable work. Price, paper, 50 cents.

£ comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism Jn the , proceeds from lu---- ------ ------ ------------- ---------------
keenest and most easy style of ita able and versatile author. To i tbe Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. Allbo* 
those who know him that 1“ sufficient inducement to purchase I licvc Parts, and no ouo believes All, of the Bible.

* ■ “ • *• ** Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Bo-

PIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
Lil Putnam, A- M. A marvelous book. Price 73 cento.
-piBLE OF BIBLES. B Y KERSE Y GRA VES. 

JD It will well pay perusal. Price 81.75.

TTROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
L1 Tuttle. A beautiful book of poem, of rare merit Price 
•1.50. .
T7IFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 
L1 Br Rev. Chaa. Chlnlquy, ex-prleau A remarkable book 
■Nrc.832. Price USS.
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which the author bus seen, beard of or presented In 
, his own experijnems. The history of the various 

phases of the science is succinctly presented, and the 
n& various theories clearly stated. Many of the experl
___ 1 merits described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial 

Illustrations add much to the interest and value of tbo

t f

and see if he could fix it so they could get to 
Geneseo in time for the train . He put the 
strap on and made it entirely secure for the 
trip, and they arrived at the station about 
twenty minutes before the train was due,

Mr. Rice asked Mrs. Van Auken if she could 
help him a little to lift Mary and get her into 
the depot. Dr. Bristol took control again and 
told him he would find a man in the depot who 
would help him. He stepped in and enquired 
if there was anyone there who would help him 
get an invalid lady into the depot who was to 
be taken to Rochester on the train that would 
soon be due.

■■ Aman rose up with alacrity and replied 
' that Jie was the one to help him. ,. He went 

out and took Mary in his arms and carried her 
in, refusing even to have Mr. Rice help him.

When the train arrived he carried her 
aboard and placed her in a coach. W hen 
they arrived at Avon, where they had to change 
to another train, he carried her from one train 
to the other, passing through the depot;

At Rochester a hack was in waiting for her, 
and the same man, refusing aid from myself 
and others, carried her out and placed her in 
the haek.

The stranger then disappeared and we have 
never heard from him since, only the spirits 
say that he was a man accustomed to lifting 
invalids in a celebrated water-cure hot far 
away.

. Perhaps he is not aware that spirits had ar
ranged to have him at the spot at the right 
time to do this great service, as they had the 
blacksmith with his strap, and others that 
have acted a conspicuous part in this interest 
ing drama of Mary Rice. •

The reader who will read the above account 
and ia!so what Spirit Dr. Lucas has Written 
about it in the following,pages will be able to. 
understand in some degree what is conspicu
ously taught in this volume, that there are at 
toast as desperate conflicts in Spirit-life be
tween the friends and enemies of human pro 
gress as in earth-life.

The malignant, obsessing spirits struggled 
with all their power to prevent the removal of 
|ffary Rice from her home, where they could 
control her according to their will, and into 
our magnetic aura, where our band of spirits 
would have the advantage and be able to dis
possess them and thereby effect her release 
permanently from their control.

Mary was taken to our boarding-house and 
occupied a room or suite of rooms nearly over 
the one we occupied as an office to give^treat
ments and clairvoyant sittings.

We usually consulted the spirits about her 
care and treatments by writing as described 
elsewhere. In most cases of sickness Dr. 
Bristol gave directions aud prognosis, while 
Dr. Preston was the one who usually controlled 
Mrs. Van Auken in clairvoyant examinations 
and diagnosis, lie told us why this duty was 
usually assigned -o him. But in Mary's case 
we found that Dr. Levi Lucas was the pne who 
usually gave directions. We did not under
stand wby he was the one that appeared to con
stantly watch over her until one day, at a sit
ting for other spirits to write, our hands were 
moved by a different control and wrote: “My 
soiil-male needs attfentioh’. ■ Lucas.”

Mrs. Van Auken hurried to the chamber 
and-ftounfl Maryj'h'akl'gluten (nearly off the 
couch on which we had placed her and was in 
danger of falling.

Those few words were a sufficient revelation 
to us of the reason of his constant attendance 
upon her.

Neither Mrs. Van Auken nor I could see; 
any ground of hope in her case that she could 
recover, but spirits wrote in a way to lead us 
to think that they expected her to get well. 
She was so paralyzed that she had no use of 
her limbs.

She was with us one month and never spoke 
a word. Still she seemed to intelligently un
derstand the situation and smilingly express

ground for hope, but our guides made us uu- 
derstapd that they thought,she was doing well 
and would recover, and we must admit that 
they could see: conditions and the processes 
that were going on in her sjstem, better than 
we could. .

On May lSth' the, spirits wrote that they 
wanted Mrs. Van Auken and me to both sit 
Up all night with her that night. I attended a 
circle at Amy Post’s that evening and told 
those present what directions we had received. 
Mrs. Post and others offered to go and sit up 
in our stead, as they thought it would exhaust 
our vitality too much, .for the good of Mary 
and our other patients, for us to sit up all 

. night.
. I told them no; they had directed us to sit 

up all night and we should do exactly as di
rected, so that there should be no failure on 
our account.

We both sat by her bedside or in the adjoin
ing parlors all night. At about 4:30 o’clock 
on the morning of May 14th she breathed her 

• last.' We could not help feeling that our 
spirit, guides had purposely deceived us, or 
else were incompetent to understand the con
dition she was in during these days of anxiety 
on our part We thought thatif they knew a- 
month before that she would pass out of the 
body, they had done us a wrong to bring her’ 
under our charge, and thus injure us in the 
confidence of others who knew of the case. 
And then to constantly represent to us that.

they expected to cure her made the matter 
much' worse.

As soon as her body and the bedding were 
properly, adjusted, we, in the midst of bur agi
tation as above described, sat down in the ad
joining parlor with paper and pencil and I 
wrote as follows:

Self.-^-Wjll the spirits tell us about Mary 
Ripe?

Answer.—You think we have told you un
truths. All the reason you think so is be
cause we have withheld a part of the truth 
from you. . •

Health to the spirit could only come through 
death to the body. .

She has just lain down In the arms of one 
that loves her.

Self.—Should we now give up our business 
here and go home?

Dr. Bristol.—Not at present. You havp 
other duties to perform.

Another spirit that we supposed to be Dr. 
Lucas wrote as follows: .

“You will be moved to do everything as it 
should be done. You will think better of this 
and not feel like accusing us of deception as 
you do.' Mary Ricq will be strong enough to 
explain this matter herself and she will exon
erate you and us from all blame. Her own 
words will exonerate you. , •

Self__-We do not need to be^exonerated, as
we have done nothing wrong. " But we claim 
that as matters now look, those that have de
ceived us need to be exonerated. I would be 
glad to have them explain now, if they are 
able to do so, how they could be right in rep
resenting continually that she would get well.

Answer.—If you will wait awhile we will 
come and write a chapter for you.

The next day, May 15th, after Francis Rice 
had arrived i we sat for writing and again 
asked an explanation. The following reply 
was written:

“We will write out a statement and attach 
our names that will convince you all that we 
are right and have worked from motives of 
right and eternal benefit to the patient.”

At a sitting for writing May 17th we had 
the following conversation. We understood 
the spirit writer to be R. D. De Puy, Mb. 
Van Auken’s father.

Self.—Are the spirits now about ready to 
begin to write the chapter they have promised 
about the explanation of the Mary Rice af
fair?

DePuy,—Yes, after the bridal festivities are 
over, they, Mary and Lucas, will write to you.

Mrs. Van Auken.—Father, is it possible 
that this is so?

De Puy. —Yes, child, you have earned a 
rich reward, and she will be glad some day to 
place the bridal wreath on your brow, being 
that through your agency she has been crowned 
and blessed.

Self.—I would like to know if she feels 
that I have in like manner befriended her, and 
done my duty her?

De Puy.—That will be expressed in her 
own words to you, Doctor. Be patient just a 
little longer. ,

Dr: Lucas commenced writing the promised 
chapter on May 20th, six days after Mary had 
left Us. . It took J several days to write it, 
writing some usually each day. Such writing 
greatly exhausts the strength of the medium, 
as is stated elsewhere, so that some days but a 
short portion could be written, before the 
spirit perceiving her weakened condition would 
suspend writing till another day.
THE PROMISED CHAPTER—BY SPIRIT DB. LEVI

LUCAS. DR; TILDEN AND MRS. VAN AUKEN, 
MEDIUMS. '

Dear Friends:—I see you are becoming 
impatient to hear from me and Mary. .

You know it is customary when a man takes 
unto himself a wife to indulge in a season of 
pastime before entering upon the active duties 
of life. ’ *

My experiences for a time past have been 
arduous, and I, too, felt the need of rest. 
This may seem very strange to you, as some 
teach that we never tire here.

An unceasing round of toil is not our inev
itable doom here. We have our allotted 
tasks and also our self-imposed tasks. I never 
engaged in any work that was so pleasant as 
the care I bestowed on the one you so lately 
had in charge. x

Doctor, you have been inclined to -censure 
me and others that had the case in hand for 
what you believed deception practiced upon 
you. In order to keep you buoyed up and 
strong for the task|before you, it was necessary 
to keep you hopeful, and had we told you in 
plain words that she could not live, you would 
have been unwilling to keep her in your care. 
I saw that through the influence of those you 
attract she could be released from the terrible 
thraldom, of despair. She has been sur
rounded by a class of selfish, undeveloped 
spirits for years. I had fears that she never 
couid be released from them until she laid 
aside the mortal coil and donned the robes of 
immortality. .

Had that been the case.with her, a longtime 
would have elapsed before she could have been 
rescued from their grasp. They would have 
held her close to the earth conditions, and my 
efforts to rescue her from these influences 
would have been unavailing for a long time.

Knowing that these obsessing spirits could 
be displaced if right efforts were put forth, I 
could not rest until I obtained the consent of 
your healing band to aid me in releasing her 
and placing her in my arms out of harm's 
way. It could not be done and leave her in 
the form. Iwas aware that if you were in
formed of the nature of her case, and that dis
solution was approaching, you would be un
willing to take care of her, therefore you were 
kept in ignorance of her real condition.

[TO be continued.]

FOR THE L^OaUESSiyil . THINKER.

. '/ ... ■ 1h. . . •

Onset by the sea! Onset, the beautiful! 
Ab large streams from little fountains flow and 
tall oaks from little acorns grow, so Onset, 
whose first handful of -pioneers assembled on 
the knoll where the Hotel Onset now stands 
and auctioned off the first lots, from the body 
of an ox-team, has since 1877, about seventeen 
years ago, grown to be a most beautiful sum
mer resort, with its handsome Villas and 
grounds, widely known throughout the United 
States for its invigorating and healthful 
breezes and its delightful bathing facilities. 
We are now being treated' to the luxury of 
real city waterworks, and many are enjoying 
the luxury of the water in their cottages and 
grounds; particularly in the more thickly pop
ulated portion of the camp. Our'camp is 
now in the height of its season, and good lec
tures from inspired lips are; being enjoyed by 
large audiences, , '<!'• , ,

We have several steamers thatmake hourly, 
trips to Monument Beach (another summer re
sort) and Gray Gables (the home of Preside^ 
Cleveland), and the afternoon s’dils in the 
yacht “Fleetwihg," with Capt. Tripp, are 
highly appreciated and enjoyed. Capt. Tripp, 
or Dr. Tripp, as he is better known, ponies 
here each season for rest, and with': liis yacht 
“Fleetwing," named for his favorite control, 
and claimed by her as “her own canoe,” en
joys to the full the season of recreation and 
upbuilding of the vital forces for the next 
winter’s campaign in theJSpiritual ranks.

Many who read your excellent paper will re^ 
member the old pump in front of headquarters 
which is almost continually patronized. This 
well of excellent water was dug' in 1877, and 
is well deserving of the following encomium 
which I offer:

Old Pump, ’round thy battered form gather 
old and young, rich and poor, with feverish 
tongues and parched lips, but with grateful 
hearts they turn away rejoicing. Thy pare, 
cool, limpid waters areja nectar unsurpassed by 
man's invention. Dusty and travel-stained 
the weary traveler stops by thy side/ eager for 
the cup that satisfies but does not intoxicate. 
All who come are gratified, and tiirn away 
with renewed vigor. A cooling draught from 
thy limpid depths gives a cheerful smile to 
many faces. Thy presence maketh glad many 
weary hearts. Healing is in thy depths. Thy 
voiceless mouth discourseth volumes in the 
aid of temperance. Generously thou giveet of । 
thy bounty and none are sent away‘unsatisfied. 
Little children hover around thed, and are 
never repulsed. Old age having slaked his 
thirst, doffs his hat in thy presence, and wipes 
the perspiration from his brow with a feeling 
of thankfulness to the Great Giver of all good 
gifts. Silent and alone, firm, erect and un
flinching, dost thou bare thy form to the cold 
blasts of winter. Snow, rain, hail and the 
shriek of the angry winds have no .power to 
move thee. In the early spring, ]vhen the 
warm siin kisses the cheek of the blpe waters 
of the Bay'in thy presence, thou standest un
moved, unconqiiered.

• Thou alone art ever the same to . ‘all men. 
Thou receivest all who come to thy Wde with 
the same civility. Thou art a lesson of pa
tience, a monument of peace, a pattern of ex
cellence, a bond of hope, a standard of purity, 
meekness, generosity, and all the attributes 
combined. Thou givest without stint or meas
ure and with no expectation of recompense. 
Thou needst nofleulogy. Thy correct deport
ment and example are a silent reproof to intel
ligent but erring man. Thou art never remiss 
in thy duty; yea, thou art a blessihg in the

myself. Th? weekday audiences average 
two hundred. . Last Sunday there were 1,00(1 
at the morning meeting and 1,500 in the after
noon. This is not a stretched estimate. . It 
ip based on the receipts, at the gate.

Wit, humor, practical judgment, sympathy 
with nature in her finer forms, and a rare 
power of"'improvisation, characterize the last- 
named speaker ¡and poet. She looks like a 
mere slip of a girl, but no subject is too ab
struse for her inspirers, and no untoward cir- 
ciimstance or Budden emergency is able to 
disturb',her equipoise on the public platform. 
Her natural dignity never fails, nor her calm 
indifference to the storms that rage in petty 
minds. She handled with perfect ease, clear
ness, judgmentand fluency such subjects, sug
gested by the audience, as the government 
control of railroads, Buddha, woman's rights, 
how to harmonize speakers and mediums, in
volution and evolution, free'moral agency, 
monism and dualism, the secret of the flower; 
and infant damnation. The play of thought 
makes one think that not one, but many dif
ferent spirits, of varied tastes and pursuits, 
'successively take possession of her delicate 
personality, and voice their varying mentality 
through her organism. May this gifted wo
man long delight Spiritualist audiences, and 
may she Jong demonstrate to the outside 
world the fact that disembodied spirits can, 
indeed, take absolute control of and freely use 
the brain and the vocal organs of a medium!

Abby A. .Judson,

Paine’s Age of Beason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 

, need its character here stated.’ Paper, 25 
. cents; cloth,Æû cts ’

All About Devils. t By Moses Hull. It 
traces the history t*. the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15 

■■ cents. .: . ; ■ . , : . _ ■ -

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
. This is a lovely place, with its lake of one 
hundred acres, and the same ares, of land. 
The space is so immense that often there is a 
picnic without our being aware of> it. The 
only day that-there“seemed to be a crowd was 
when there were three great Methodist picnics 
in one day, and many of the church people 
came to the auditorium, some of whom re
ceived staggering tests through Maggie Gaule’s 
wonderful mediumship. The array of speak
ers at this camp, during tQn consecutive 
weeks, is paid in part by these picnics, but 
they do not disturb our meetings in the least 
The auditorium is deep in ;the woods, away 
beyond the cottages, and as it is a .deep dim
ple in the hills—a natural amphitheater—one 
does not see its tinted tooL tiilone has gone 
several rods from the gate. This part of the 
grounds, eight acres in extent, is divided from 
the rest of the grounds by a high wire fence, 
and is entered by a single gate; There is no 
charge for entering the:geneial camp, but all 
who pass the gate leading to thefauditorium 
pay ten cents, and receive a ticket! that holds 
good for the day.* In this way, out'meetings 
are secluded, and protected fromrdntrusion; 
though all outsiders, of any church or of no 
church, are welcome to enter on paying the 
little entrance fee. Even some who came to 
the Roman Catholic picnic atteuded'the-meet- 
ing, and paid decorous attention.. «:!.• ■ ■

Our mediums are doing splendid work.
Mr. Winans, who was present - only the first 
week of a ten weeks’ camp, was a little prema
ture in his strictures on the management. If 
he had remained longer he might have done 
well. All materializing seances.average from 
twenty to thirty persons at present, and num
bers are frequently turned away.for want of 
room. Mrs. Williams will give a public'dem
onstration at the pavilion Sunday evening, 
and everybody is to pay one dollar, the pro
ceeds to go to the Association. The trumpet 
seances are also well attended. Atone held by 
0. J. .Barnes, there were fifty-three persons 
present I did not remain, fearing the effect 
of .the jam on my physical system, but it is 
said that the demonstrations, were ¿pod. .

■ Besides the morning conferences, we’have 
had, the past week, two lectures By Mrs.' C. 
M. Nickerson, two by ’Willard’'#.' Hull;ctwo 
by Mrs. Jennie B.‘ H. Jnckeon; and ond by

Sunday, Aug, 5th—This is the last week of 
oiir camp life. The forenoon of this, our 
third Sunday, was devoted to the yearly meet
ing, or reunion day. All the old workers 
were on hand, and the meeting was opened by 
our old and venerable brother, T. A. Thomp
son, of Ohio, who gave a grand invocation. 
He was followed by Prof. D. M. King, of 
Mantua Station, who gave an address of wel
come to all, Then came that grand little wo
man, Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, 
Mich., with a rousing address that stirred the 
soul of the true Spiritualist and gave him a 
courage to go forth and do better for Spirit
ualism and the right. Mrs. Robinson gave a 
few descriptions of spirit friends and closed 
with a blessing for all.

In the afternoon Bro. D. M. King took 
charge of the platform, as an officer of the 
Association, and proceeded to ordain the fol
lowing persons as ministers of the true gospel: 
Brother Hudson Tuttle and his godd wife, J. 
W. Dennis, find Geo. F. Perkins and wife. 
After Bro. King had delivered the several cer. 
tificates of ordination and had read to them 
the lessons, and had delineated the duties to 
each one, Sister Robertson gave the candidates 
plenty of kind words, good advice, and whole
some common sense; and now flve more or
dained workers are added to the list of those 
devoted to the work of disseminating the 
truths of Spiritualism, '

The evening was taken up with a lecture, 
followed by tests by Mrs. A. L. Robinson, 
and thus closed one of the great days of Ma
ple Dell Camp,

The crowds that filled the camp to-day has 
decided the trustees to make a move to build 
an auditorium 80 by 100 feet. Maple Dell 
has come to stay, for it is based upon a solid 
foundation, truly spiritual, and both audience 
and officers are all spiritual people.

Monday, Aug. 6th—Our president, M. C. 
Danforth, has been indisposed for several 
days, and your correspondent has acted in his 
place as chairman, and our president’s indis
position has been the only drawback to all of 
our pleasure. This forenoon we were very 
agreeably surprised by the arrival at camp of 
about fifty visitors from the camp at Lake 
Brady, in a cavalcade of five large wagons. 
The procession was headed by the Hon. O. P. 
Kellogg,, of Wyoming, who is chairman of the 
legislature there. Bro. Kellogg was followed 
by Humphrey’s Band, from Akron, Ohio, who 
discoursed sweet music for us during the day. 
After dinner we all adjourned to the auditor
ium, and there we formally welcomed our vis
itors, and made a regular love-feast of the 
affair. Jennie B. Jackson, our Jennie B. 
Hagan, came over with ths crowd, and the 
little woman was right royally welcomed by 
the Maple Dell campers. This spiritually-in
spired woman, or wonder, gave us a delight
ful poem, the best that I have ever heard 
from her lips, and in it she described the trip 
from Brady to Maple Dell in such a way that 
she captivated the oamp. She will return in 
a few days and assist in dedicating our new 
cottages. •

Mrs. Anna Robinson, another of the grandly 
inspired ones, sided in the welcome to our 
Brady, camp visitors. Mrs. Robinson is equal 
to any speaker or test medium on our plat
form;« ’

Tuesday, Aug. 7th—Bro. Geo. Oolby, of 
Florida, arrived to-day, and gave us a short 
lecture, in a trance condition, to an im
promptu meeting. He was warmly welcomed 
by our people, and is a favorite wherever he 
goes. He is no longer a mejnber of the Nat- 
tional Executive Board, but is working as a 
medium for the good of Spiritualism, and 
he is a host in himself. He lectured this after
noon to a large audience and was highly ap
plauded.- Tuesday evening we had an enter
tainment that was gotten up by Mrs.- Anna L. 
Robertson, aided by those best of platform 
test mediums, the Rev. (Geo. F. Perkins and 
wife.« ■ ■ ' • • J» • ■

In fact, the whole week past has been one 
round of pleasure and instruction. Next 
season the camp will hold a four weeks’ session 
instead of threo weeks. There is rocm in this 
State of Ohio for five or six more camps under 
the protection of this “Spiritual and Religious 
Association. ” Good luck to them all is the 
wish of yours, J. W. Dennis.

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull., Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth $1.. . .

TRUSS in the World 

and arc willing to pay from
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Chapter III—BIMo Doctrine of An-rl Ministry.—

.. .. ... .. . .. . . ..     . . . ^B B B   •   ■ •   .   ~
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory

the bepulchro by a Mun.
Cuaptek IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.—

. .. . ..... . . .a.v - .. . —— — .* ■ *...... .,. . . . b^. — . 
Spiritualism. The “Mod-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from lufldcl Hearts. Truths and Errors In

Solritual Platform. Three propositions. Man ha« a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Mau. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu.

book, which will be found very intcrcsilDg to the gen
eral reader, as well a*> helpful and Instructive to the 
student. The work Is a handsome volume of 800 
pages, bound in cloth. Price, $2,00% For 6ttj0 
the office of Tub Peogressivb Thinker.

Histories of Jesus.
.Chapter V—Tbo Blrib of the Spirit.—All Subjects 

Important. “Ye must bo born again.” Nicodemus* 
Quandary. A Minister’^ Opinion. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus’Tests. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit n Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible 
against It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion 4f the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are Wo Jnfldelfi?—Rapld'Growth of

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

D Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
££ largely a record of the facts and dcuiouBtratluns

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

Herers are. The true Test. Works. The Commission. 
End of the World not vet- Jcv. Ibu and Christian age. 
Preaching. Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
In the Church?

Chapter VII—Are Wo Deluded?' -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. “Kctllo Story.” Resultofthe 
Warfare. Pinloguc. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Art God and UmDevil Partners? Is it just 
to damn tho World for Utmellef. Author loves God 
more than Bibles., Lyloff-fSplrlts sent out. Did God 
doh? Caso-of Jeremiah anil Ezekiel. Ezekiel’s Ex« 
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op
position (?). Spiritualism will not “down.” “Old

CnapVer II—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to the 
Dead for Knowledge. Law Indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and hence deserve death. Tbe Law good JD 
Its Place, and for Its Time. Men Inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah 
not an Infinite God. Ho Incited tbe Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.OO. Sent Post-paid.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

-----OF-----

Biblical and Modern ¿Spirit
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast.” “Which," “Letters to Eldef 

Miles Grant,” “Both Sides," “That Terrible 
Question,” “Wolf in Sheep’s

Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

This book is what Its title Indicates—“Tne Question 
Settled. 1111 Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Spirt lism.” We give below only a partial 
list of tbe contents of each chapter:

Chaitkh J—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to tbo 
Wants of Huuiaulty.—No argument bo good as that of 
Adaptation. Religions must adapt tlieiusclves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate au 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought In 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultallou with the 
Dead, its Effect. Bible Writers lu Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of his Immortality. Dying Minister Iu Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

§110 to $15 for it, send a 2-cent stamp 
for our free descriptive pamphlet, No. 1, 

Address: .
MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO.,

(Dr. Pierce & Sou.)

St. Loui»t Mo., or Sun Fraucittco, Cat

1X/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL-1 
VV let? or. Curious Revelotlona from the Life of a Tr®nce 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent in the English language. Its themo is novel Ite 
(ruth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon tbe moat moment* 
cue period in history and regarding its most famous narticipunt— 
the most noted American. It is baaed on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expeiuo iu Its verification and produc
tion. and he stakes bls reputation upon tbe validity of Ite contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless or 
doctrine or creed or 8Cct. lt Is a romar.iablc picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give It a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
tepafcL Fdoe 6i.fi0. I

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORY 
of Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. An «'UtHns 

history of man. Written through the mediumship of U G. Fig' 
ley. You should read this work. Price B0 cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT- WORLD, 
By Mrs. Mary T. Sbelhamcr. It abounds in facta it refer 

ence to the Summer-Land. Price 61.00.

JF7HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN *• THREF. 
W Sevens,” a book of 271 pages. By The Phclons. It to 

really a very interesting and suggestive work. Price 61*25.
TX/HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
rr Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book should 

be read by every Spiritualist. Price 61-00: postage 30

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
L Letters to the Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Lippitt 
An illustrated pamphlet. Worth Its weight in gold. ?rlco 25 
?anu.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRT? HEALING. A 
£ series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to Rs own organ 
Ism. and tho Inter-reiatlou of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Bonjamatn 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 61.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
1 course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work, it pos 

great merit. Prices!.25.

Chapter 11—Tho Morn! Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as n Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every uew System passes an Era of

CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE
u-7 Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na- V*ivrc\n'x. Religions Systems not respoualblo for 
tore," “Ethicsof Science," “Science of Man,” etc. Hudson Tut- 1 Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. AU are 
tie was threatened with dentil for writing and publishing his God-makers. Men worship ’heir own Oplulous, 
“Convent,” which has bad n phenomenal run in The Pbookess« ; shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Teo- 
!ve TiiiNSxn. Post paid unyA-bere, 5d cents. Paper timony ot Jeremiah.
editlofl, 25 centa. - - - - •..... • .. ., . . . ...... . — r* — . ■
COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. AM^Xn..

kJ A scientific method of delirwa Iur character; diagnosing Joshua. Tbe Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; | Gideon; to Manoah’s wife; is introduced to Manoab. 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with , Writing on tho Wall. Daniel u Superior Medium, 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the fuoou and p'anets, from lb’20 I g nbi'lcl both a Man and Angel. Tbe blono rolled from 
to 1900 inclusive. Large 8vg, cloth $5.00. Postage 20 cents. ....................................

ducts and quartets, with piano, organ er melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and tho social circle. 
Ciotb, $2.00. Postage 14 cents.

ZWE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE
Confessional, by Father Clilniquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price tl.OO.

rTHE C0NTRAS7, BY MOSES HULL. A

¿IFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD
venced thought, and la fascinating. Prien 50 cents.

7HR EE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE-
Ions; the «Icsnlta seen and unseen,- are banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they aro ^frald they Mill lose 
Ihclr monopoly of the secret knowledge tbey have held so long, 
in Three Sevens, this knowledge Is offered to the people. Buy 
it, read It carefully, and sec why the Jesuits bate IL Price St •::*. 
'^THE SOUL, ITS NATURE7~E^ATIONS 

JL and Expressions in human Embodiment). Given through 
Mr$. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her guldcu A book that every« 
body should read- who are Interested In re-incarnation.’ Prióa 
•1.00.

Z'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM.
By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one cf 

tho ablest men of tbo nge. Price $1.50; postage in cento.

T7IEWS OF OIIR HEAVENLY HOME: BY 
V Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly interesting. Postage 5 

cunta. Price 75 cents. - « .

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

-----------  0
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH'S 
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE

NEFICENT INSTITUTION,;
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
or OHVBOH AXD STXTX.

185 Full-page Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, AND THE 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
trait of Designer.

The Illnstratlons are classified as follows: 16 rep
resents Undo Sam aud tho Priests; 2, The Church
Robbing tbe People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Babb&tb 
Lawn; 14 Children and, tho Church; 16. Woman and 
theChurch; 6, Tho Church and TbomasPalne; 4,6tui 
les In Natural Dlstory; 2, Tho Bible and Science; 15» - 
TbcClergyand TheTr Flocks; 1, Piety in Our.Penlten« 
Harles; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, Tbo Lord and 
Ills Works; 2, Prayer; 10. Tbe Creeds;2, Christians and 

.Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity's Work; 
''TWF vnrc'f^ EV WARRENSUMNFR R 1R~ 5, Missionaries; l,Tho Lord’s Instruments; 25, Bible. / t*6 - rru Vy 1 . 5 1 DoctrtneB and Their Results; 1, Tbe Church Mid
x low. The Voices contain > remarkable beauty anil. Slavery; 2, Priests end. Politics; 4, Ireland and the

force. They are most excellent. > Price 61.00, | cjjUrC|j. 2, Church’s Idea of Civilization; 1, The Use«
7<ryr» z'/iri'«' ■ d v r'rtt v f I of cheCross;4, Unkind Reflections bn tho Church;9,HE GOD-.). BY COL, A. G. LNGEXSULL, 1 Of tho Church; 12, Some Allegoric

A pamphlet of 40 pages. Worth iu weight tagokL . b, Heaven ; 6; Hell; 7, Miscellaneous. PriceIX 
. >■ . Salo at this office. .
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THE CAUSE IN OREGON.
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CASSADAGA.the idea and word church, but as the Greek 
word for church (ecclesia) signified nothing 
more than an assembly, no matter for what 
purpose assembled, Mrs. Smith had rather an 
easy victory.

Soon two other ladies united with her., One 
of them, Mrs. Barker, is an able Spiritualist 
lecturer; the other, Miss Nettie Olds, is a 
school teacher, who has been led to see the in
justice of taxing people who do not believe in 
the kind of religion they keep on tap at the 
churches for their support; this of course is 
done whenever the common people have to pay 
the churches taxes, The result of all this 
will be that the world will lose one school 
teacher, and Liberalism will gain an able 
worker. ' '

These three persons have reorganized the 
State Secular Union, and organized at least 
two Secular Churches on a legal basis, and 
being firmly united are doing more good than 
all the men in the Liberal rank,, unless you 
count the Spiritualists. .

Mrs. Smith’s husband is a'retired lawyer, 
who perhaps glories more in his wife’s success 
than he would in fhe triumph of Liberalism 
per se. It is more than suspected that his 
brain plans, much of his wife’s good work, 
Rev. Mrs. Barker urged me to go to her 
church and deliver at least one lecture. She 
wanted more, but I found it impossible to' fill 
one-fourth of the calls that came to me, so I 
could spend but one evening at Forest Grove, 
where she preaches. I never was better re
ceived anywhere and have seldom spoken to a 
more appreciative audience.. All urged me to 
return, but that was absolutely out of the ques
tion. .

It would not be fair to close this without 
saying that Sister Baxter Reynolds invited us 
to her parlors one evening to meet a few 
friends. When we got there we were sur
prised to find the . few had blossomed out to 
more than forty. Truly we had a feast of 
reason as well as of cake and fruit, and a flow 
of soul. Many have urged us to go to Port
land, and either organize a new society out of 
elements which, though they are both Liberals 
and Spiritualists, cannot, for local reasons, be 
induced to attend any meeting nowjreld in 
Portland, or to work in and try to renovate 
one of the societies now existing. As we 
never take part in any of the feuds which split 
societies, we stand in favor With all. I do 
not mean to say we stand in favor with every
thing that calls itself a Spiritualist; one who 
thinks he is on the top round of Spiritualism, 
when told last year that they were going to 
send off for talent to entertain the people, 
said: “What do you want to send for Moses 
Hull for; he can’t give you a test after you 
get him here.” This man was no enemy of 
mine. On the contrary, he thinks that he 
thinks a great deal of me; but he sees nothing 
of Spiritualism but what is visible to his phys
ical eyes. 1 never feel like finding fault with 
such; they are not to blame for their lack of 
comprehension; I always feel to say, “Nurse 
such babes very tenderly.”

Before leaving for Washington, 1 spoke one 
night to the Grand Army Hall Society. I 
was greatly pleased to see so large and re
spectable an audience; no announcement had 
been made other than that in the Subday aud
ience, yet there were, so they said, about 
three hundred people out. All seemed deeply 
interested, and listened for two hours, and 
even then pretended that they wanted me to 
continue another hour.

On Saturday morning, July 28th, we 
boarded the steamer “Joseph Kellogg,” for 
the Washington camp-meeting. But few had 
reached the camp when we got there, but that 
few greeted us with exclamations of joy. 
Bro. L. B. Smith, a" well-to-do ranchman, hav
ing learned that Spiritualism is true, has set 
apart a beautiful grpve on his land for Spirit
ual camp-meetings, and he says camp-meet
ings shall be held in it every year while he 
stays on earth, if he has to pay' every cent of 
the expense- So far he has paid about all the 
expense, and that, too, without grumbling. 
If the Pacific Coast Spiritualists will organize, 
he proposes to deed to them free of charge 
one of the most beautiful spots for camp-meet
ings in the United States. _

Bro. Smith, not being acquainted with Spir
itual speakers and mediums, has been im
posed upon, but he is fast learning. .

To-day, July 30, I left the camp and Mrs.. 
Hull, and while I write this I am being borne 
on the wings of steam to my Western ap
pointments. I hope the remainder of the 
time Mrs. Hull spends on the Pacific Coast 
will be as profitably spent as the past.

I cannot close without saying the people 
are very, very poor, but I find few of them 
too poor to read and pay for The Progress
ive Thinker. I sign myself, os ever, yours 
in the cause, '

Lake George Camp.
The meetings were opened at this lovely 

spot on Sunday, August 5th, with conference 
in the morning, presided over by the president 
of the association, Henry J. Newton. In the 
afternoon Mrs, Clara Banks entertained an 
excellent audience with a lecture on the “Re
ligion of Spiritualism." The lecture was de
livered with her usual force and power and 
drew forth abundant applause.

After the lecture, Dr. Mills of Saratoga oc
cupied the platform and entertained and 
amazed the audience with a number of very 
remarkable tests, all of which were recog
nized. Prof. Peck enlivened the meeting 
with some of his fine solos.

Owing to the extremely hard times the 
work upon the camp grounds has not been 
pushed as rapidly as was hoped for. The ho
tel; which will be a fine one, could not be com
pleted in time for the meeting, but it is roofed 
in and sidtjd up, and the large dining-hall af
fords a splendid auditorium for the meet
ings.

There is no lack of hotel accommodations, 
however, several large and elegant summer 
cottages adjoining the> grounds having boon 
rented for that purpose by |lie management, 
so that guests arc entertained with more com
fort than even in the hotel, and at a very 
moderate price, $1.00 to $1.50 per day, ac
cording to room.

For the accommodations afforded this is 
cheaper than any other camp I know of.

The camp being in the first year of its life 
is in a crude state, but it is situated in the 
loveliest spot on this continent, and time and 
labor will make it an earthly paradise.

-A number of beautiful cottages have been 
erected, notably those of Mr. J. D. Chism, 
Mr. White, Mr. VanZant and Dr. M. Carl, of 
Albany. Dr. Carl and his estimable wife 
have, been having remarkable success in the 
healihg art, and their powers seem to increase 
as the time goes by.

The management of this camp have not de
pended alone upon the incomparable beauty of 
the scenery and purity of air and water to at
tract visitors; butjthey have provided a feast 
of reason in some of the ablest speakers in 
the land, as an evidence of which look at this 
one week’s programme: •

Sunday and Tuesday, Mrs. Banks; . Wednes
day and Thursday, Col. Robert G. Ingersoll; 
Friday, Clegg Wright; Saturday, T. Grim
shaw.

If that programme can be beaten by any 
camp, I do not know where it is.

This camp is easily reached by the Dela
ware & Hudson R. R. from the south and by 
boats from tbe north. One and one-third fare 
is charged for the round trip. All who can 
do so should resolve to spend a few days at 
least at this beautiful place. Occasional.

Constantly Surging Ahead.It Is

to become permanent campers. Jim.

Moses Hüll.

sire.

Bookland, Maine, Aug. 7, 1804.

t

fi. C. L.Jones, secretary. '

Freeman W. Smith, 
' Pres. Verona Park Association.

Letter from Moses Hull
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SUCCESSFUL CAMP-MEETING — BEN BARNEY'S 

WONDERFUL MEDIUMSHIP—READING SEALED 
LETTERS—MANY GOOD MEDIUMS Atip NOBLE 

WORKERS.

To the Editor:—We have just closed the 
most successful camp-pieeting ever held on this 
coast. Last year they concluded not to depend 
wholly on home talent; the consequence was a 
new impetus was given to the work, the attend
ance was'doubled, and a spirit of harmony and 
work was infused into the campers. As a re
sult they commenced work immediately for 
tbe ’94 camp. This has borne fruit in the 
shape of a hotel double the size it was before, 
and other improvements which makes the Nety 
Era camp ground a desirable place of resort 
for those “of like precious faith.”

The ground itself is a beautiful level on the 
bluff over two hundred feet above the glorious 
Willamett River; it is finely shaded with 
grand old fir trees, some of which look as 
though they stood the storm when Grandfa
ther Noah’s flood “broke up the fountains of 
the great deep. ” Certainly they were not less 
than two hundred feet above the highest water 
mark of the recent flood. ,

Spiritualism, liberalism and reform seem to 
be indigenous to the “web-footed Oregoneans. ” 
Surely I never saw a band of more earnest 
workers than was assembled in the Oregon 
camp. Much of the labor on the new hotel 
and other improvements was contributed, 
Mr. and Mrs. Love, the president and his 
wife, contributed all their labor during, before 
and after thç camp, . Tfiey even ran the camp 
hotel, contributing all their labor. They took 
hold of all the hard work with as much ear
nestness and energy as though they owned the 
whole camp.

There were several good mediums there, 
among whom were Mr. Ben M. Barney, Mrs. 
Bruce, two Mrs. Smiths, Mrs. Baxter Rey: 
nolds, and others whose names I do not re
call. More than a passing notice should be 
made of Mr. Barney, not only because he and 
his wife were as active workers as there were 
ph the ground, ahd their wo^k wq| ^tributed 
td the association,' but because they lare com
paratively new. in the field, and because he is 
a medium with Very few equals'. I, doubt 
whether there is a medium in the field who is 
calculated to dò as much good in some direc
tions as Mr. Barney. He, with the aid of his 
talented wife and daughter, makes a full team. 
His tests are unmistakable. One phase of hjs 
mediumship is reading and answering sealed 
letters. This is done in the public audience. 
In some cases the letters have never been out 
of the pocket of the writer; in others, he has 
them laid on the table before him. He gives 
other tests besides this. In fact, I know of no 
better all-round medium than Bro. Barney. 
He gives names, dates, and almost innumera
ble other such particulars as make his tests 
undeniable.. Beside all this, Bro. Barney has 
every appearance of being a pure and clean 
man. Ho has no bad habits that I know of. He 
does not taste or touch anything intoxicating; 
he uses no tobacco; in short, he is a gentleman 
through and through. He is very much more 
than the average man in intelligence. He 
spent many years as owner and editor of an 
influential weekly, paper, and was at one time 
on the editorial staff of the San Francisco 
Daily Chronicle. He is well posted on a 
great variety of subjects. Mrs. Barney is a 
lady of refinement, a very fine musician, and 
of such great help to her husband that he will 
not attempt to do anything without the sooth
ing influence of her magnetism and-music.

Mrs. Brockway is a new medium, recently 
moved to Portland. One year since she made 
her first appearance before the public at this 
camp. Some of us were much pleased to see 
the growth she haâ made in the last year. Her 
services at this camp were appreciated. She, 
Mrs. Addie R. Smith, and Mr. Barney, were 
ordained by the association, as ministers of 
the Gospel of Spiritualism.

Mrs. Hull, with the aid of some of the 
good sisters, organized and conducted à Chil
dren’s Progressive Lyceum, which met about 
every day. All were pleased with the progress 
the children made, ^Indeed, some of thè neigh
bors around the catup sent their children in to 
catch some of the spirit of .the Lyceum. The 
Lyceum exhibition pleased not only the little 
ones but the old as well. . ।

Spiritualism in Portland, the..thief city of 
Oregon, has lost caste somewhat, not because 
of anything its enemies have said or done, but 
from the efforts of a few to convertite Sunday 
meetings into a kind of a fourth-rate show. 
“What went ye out for to see?” There are 
sb many Spiritualists who think there is 
nothing of Spiritualism but tests, that they fail 
to represent it properly^ Men and women of 
brains are getting very tired of. going out from 
Sunday to Siinday ito hear what ti at best very 
poor guessin^ in thé nàinè of tests and psy- 
chometry. The result 1b here as elsewhere, 
the Unitarian and other liberal churches reap 
the harvests that legitimately belong to the 
Spiritualists. In this city, many have gone 
to the Theosophists, and not a few to the Sec
ular Church.

Speaking of Secularism, I want to say that 
under the leadership of a few women it is 
making better headway in Oregon than in any 
other State in the Union. Secularism can no 
more live on the sins of ministers and the 
churches than Spiritualism, can. The thought 
occurred to Mrs. Katie Kehm Smith, that it 
was not so necessary to spend all the time de
nying the ark story, the fox story and the 
whale story as it was to try to teach something 
that would elevate people here and now; so 
she came toJSprtland and organized the First 
Secular Church and becâiûe its pastor. She 
also organized a Sunday-school. In this 
church and school she teaches ethics and sci
ence; and it is safe to say, no one can hear 
the Rev. Mre. Smith, or attend her Sunday
school, without being wiser and better as a re
sult, The moss-backed old infidels kicked at

Verona Camp-Meeting.
Verona camp-meeting will open the 17th 

inst. A good corps of speakers has been en
gaged, ' and We anticipate a harmonious and 
successful meeting. The lamented Dr. C. F. 
Ware, who was the father and main supporter 
of the meeting, will be sadly missed by all. 
It is hoped that his spirit presence will be felt 
at the grounds and become a tangible assist
ance in every way. - F. W. Smith,

Volney’s Ruins of Empires, and The Law 
of Nature. This is recognized as one of the 
classics of free thought It eloquently advo
cates the best interests of mankind, anc 
clearly indicates the sources of human ignor
ance and misery. It is a profound and able 
work.In one volume; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 
75 cents. . .

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P. 
Sinnett. Considered theoretically, philosoph
ically and theosophically. Price $1.25. •

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual, thought anc 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

; I do not like to appear extravagant in my 
speech, but it is ¿ fact that ideal weather, 
wonderfuF health; perfect sanity and perfect 
happiness permeates. the very atmosphere at 
Cassadaga; consequently, under the influence 
of thoughts resulting therefrom, one grows 
better, broader, purer in aspiration and nobler 
in purpose. '

All friction, all that could mar or render 
existence unpleasant, seems by some mystic 
force to have faded from the real, leaving a 
perfectness in all things past telling. The 
programme of the past week contained .some 
new lights and sòme that have been a strong 
and steady flame, for several past seasons. 
Mrs. Jennie B. Jackson, always a favorite at 
Cassadaga, after giving three inspirational ad
dresses ih her bright and pleasing style, be
sides assisting her husband in the really su
perior stereopticou lectures, has said good-by 
to friends and set sail for other camps.

After a prolonged absence J. Clegg Wright 
returned to capture the intellectual ones 
among our number. ; While the passing years 
bave affected Mr. Wright physically, his intel
lectual advancement has been marvelous; he 
is thoroughly at home in history and historic 
dates, with a wonderful illumination in the 
higher philosophy of Spiritualism. His first 
address,1 ’The Origin òf Man^ " was very able, 
strongly combating reincarnation.

“The Logos of Plato and the Logos of 
John,” being the second subject treated, was 
largely historical, scholarly and brilliant; the 
oply criticism being its high altitude above 
the average heads constituting his audience.

The third and final number, “The Problem 
of Evil," treated from his standpoint, was a 
masterly effort. .

Mrs, Cora Richmond occupied the platform 
Sunday morning, choosing her subject, “The 
People's Religion," proving that in all essen
tials it was the same in every land and among 
all people. Many consider it the finest lecture 
Mrs, Richmond ever gave on our platform.

Hop. B- V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids, 
Mich;, a new attraction of '94, is scoring a 
success. His style is logical and finished, 
such as might be expected from a trained stu
dent and thinker. That this is but the begin
ning of a series of seasons with us there is no 
doubt. Claude Falls Wright, the celebrated 
Thuosophist and secretary to the late Mme. 
Blavatsky, was the magnet at the Auditorium 
Sunday evening. As all subjects are freely 
discussed on our platform, the adherents of 
each particular ism have the opportunity to 
hear their special fad aired to their own satis
faction, or otherwise, as the case may be. The 
newly-bornQand baptized Thought Exchange 
is awakening considerable interest; being des
tined to prove a valuable adjunct in carrying 
forward the work for which the camp was or
ganized.

Among the very many pleasing features of 
Cassadaga is the permanency of its attend
ance, as shown by the fact that over one hun
dred more season tickets have been purchased 
than at a corresponding date last year, be
sides the large numbers permanently located 
for tbe season, over two thousand passed 
through the gates on Sunday, and the coming 
week promises to swell the crowd to the full 
extent of our ability to entertain.

Association trustees smilingly congratulate 
each other in consideration of their daily in
creasing fat treasury, with the flattering pros
pect of a snug nest egg after the season 
closes. ,

Classes in music, physical and voice culture, 
elocution, dancing, mesmerism, palmistry, 
mental science and astrology are well attended; 
besides the Lyceum and Kindergarten are 
training the young buds of humanity to bend 
in the right direction.

Semi-weekly hops and a variety of evening 
entertainments, circles and seances of every 
phase keep the young and old on a constant 
whirl and time, no longer a drug, is above par.

Some of the recently arrived from Chicago: 
Mr. and Mrs, Palmer, Miss Florence Lam
bourne, Mrs. Evens, the Misses Evens, Mrs. 
Sehourds, Mr. A. Campbell, Mr. C. Campbell, 
Mrs. Davis, Mrs. F. Koehler, Mr. W. Rich
mond, Mrs. Cora Richmond, Mrs. Catlin, Mrs. 
England, Mrs. West, Mr. and Mrs. Cutler, 
Mf. and Mrs. Field, Mr. aud Mrs. White, 
Mrs. Bigden and Mrs. Skinner.

■ S. B.

The Cause in Oregon.
On Sunday .evening, July 22d, the First 

Spiritual Religious Association of Clackamas 
County held its final meeting. The camp was 
one of increasing interest and began on the 
6th of July................. I .

The lectures were grand. Moses Hull, who 
is well known everywhere, and hta wife, Mat
tie E. Hull, a noble and intelligent worker, 
who is also well known to the public, have, by 
their good graces and labors in our midst, won 
for themselves warm places in the affections 
of the people. The children’s Lyceum, under 
the management of Mrs. Hull, became a prom
inent feature of the meeting, and the little 
folks were delighted with its exercises. Ben 
M. Barney, the wonderful San Francisco me
dium, who rea^s sealed letters, find is also a 
test; medium, gave general satisfaction to thé 
people. Mr. and" Mrs. Barney, and their, 
daughter are fine singers, and of ten entertained 
the audiences'with choice selections. No bet
ter array of talent has ever ^êen before the-as- 
sociation than during the late camp meeting.

The Ladies’ Bazaar was quite an attraction 
and source of revenue; and I, in behalf of the 
association, wish to thank all who so kindly 
assisted with donations. On account of in
debtedness incurred, we will again make this a 
feature of the coming camp-meeting, and any 
article, either useful or Ornamental, will be 
thankfully received. -

Officers for the ensuing year: G. C. Love; 
president, Portland; Mrs. F..E. Chaney, vici- 
president; Mr. Everest,- treasurer; W. E.

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa.
To the Editor:—Things are progressing 

finely at the Clinton camp, the only disagree
able feature being the everlasting dust. If 
fue Almighty needed any of this commodity 
in order to start a new rat e of beings, he could 
find plenty of material' without going outside 
of the camp-ground. There is a large number 
of people here and the first week of the meet
ing has been a success in every way. The 
splendid discourses of Mrs. H. S. Lake and 
Dr. Adah Sheehan have received the highest 
encomiums from all, while the mediums gen
erally are giving good satisfaction. Among 
the new arrivals are Doctor and Mrs. Aspin
wall, who have pleasant quarters in the White 
house, and are giving excellent satisfaction to 
their patrons. We also hear good reports 
from the seances of C. E. Winans and Mrs. 
Gillman. Mrs. DeWolf, the reliable slate
writer, has a commodious tent on Maquoketa 
Ridge, and as usual is giving satisfaction to 
het- patrons. Oscar A. Edgerly made his ini
tial bow before a large audience Sunday after
noon, and gave a most excellent discourse 
upon the iconoclasm of Spiritualism. Prof. 
Lockwood is due Wednesday, and in his dis
courses will present the scientific side of the 
question. Prof. Hoffman and his orchestra 
are adding to the harmonies of the occasion, 
While the quartette 'under the leadership of 
Mrs. Partridge is an enjoyable feature of the 
camp. In spite of the dust, we are having a 
thoroughly good time and shall score another 
success for Clinton camp. Major Bitters, of 
Rochester, Ind., with his wife and daughter, 
Mrs. Miller, are with us for the first time, 
and seem to be well pleased with the situation. 
We extend to them the cordial hahd of fel
lowship and hope they will like us well enough

Temple Heights Camp Grounds.
Mrs. M. Cushing Smith, of Rockland, occu

pied the rostrum of the Temple Heights camp 
ground on Sunday; Aug. • 5th, in a manner 
that both pleased and surprised her hearers. 
BheiSpoke for an hour extemporaneously, in a 
way which showed that her guides can now 
use her brain to speak fluently and logically 
on all the great questions which now agitate 
the religious world. ; While there she was 
called to attend the funeral of an aged sister, 
Mrs. Mary A. Stowe, the mother of nine 
grown-up children, four of whom served 
through the war of the rebellion. The serv
ices were beautiful ahd impressive, being in
terspersed with original poems and music 
adapted to the occasion. Eight of the chil
dren were present and were delighted that the 
wishes of die devoted mother could' be grati
fied in a manner so beautiful and consoling, 
and so in accordance with her expressed de

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Coin 
prising an answer to Burke's attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 
on government. Paper, 25 cehts;cloth, 50cts.

The Question Settled. By Moses Hull 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. "• Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

FiFTyyEjRS
IN THE . . ..

CHURCH ' ROME.
A Remarkable Book.

, T.bis is n remarkable work by-Fatüçii Chiniodt. 
It exposes even to the minutât det nils t;hu corruption 
that exists In iliu Church of Romo. It Jb n work of yyj 
pagep, mid should bu rend as ù mutter of history by 
every Spiritualist. The following is a partlnUlst of Cho 
table or contcum . ' , ■

«... ' CHAPTER I. ,
The Bible nnd the priest of Rome. '
„ ' CHAPTER Ü.
My first School-days nt Si. Thunias-rTbc Monk and 

Celibacy. ■ • . '
_ „ CHAPTER III. .
Tbe Confession of Children. . ‘
„ „ CHAPTER IV.
Tbe Shepherd whipped by hU Sheep. ■

- CHAPTER V. •. .
The Priest, Purgatory, and the pour Widow's Cow,

■ CHAPTER VI.
FestlvPes in a Parsonage. .

CHAPTER VII.
Preparation for tho First Cumuiuhlùn—Initiation to 

Idolatry. •
CHAPTER VIH; ( 

The First Communion.
CHAPTER IX. ‘

Intellectual Education iu tbo Roman Catholic College.
CHAPTER-X.'

Moral and Religious Instruction In tbo Roman Catho
lic colleges.

CHAPTER XI. '
Protestant Children In tho Cuiivimu aud Nunneries of 

Hume. ■
CHAPTER-XII. -

Rome and Education—'Viiy dues the Church of Rome 
, hate the Common Schools of tbe United Sentes, and 

want to destroy them?—Why due* »ho object to 
tbo rcadiug of the Bible In |Lh>£c1iuo1b?

■ CHAPTER XIII, '
Theology of the Church of Route: Ils Autt-Boclal and 

Anti-Christian Character. *
„ CHAPTER XIV.

Tho Vow of Celibacy.
CHAPTER XV.

The Impurities of the Theology of Rome.
CHAPTER XVJ.

The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, bow I 
swore to give up the Word of Gou to follow th! 
word of Men. •

CHAPTER XVH. .
The Roman Catholle Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod« 

ern Idolatry. .
CHAPTER XV11I.

Hjne Consequences of the Dogma of TransubsUntla* 
lion—Tho old paganism under a Christian name.

CHAPTER XIX.
Hcarage, and Life at St. Charles, Rlvlerre Royer.

CHAPTER XX. •
Papineau aud the Patriots in 1833—Tho burnlug of “Li 

Canadien'' by the Curato u( Bt. Churlos.
CHAPTER XXI. ’

Grand Dinner of the Priests—The Maalao Sliter of 
Rev. Mr. Porras.

CHAPTER XXII.
Jam appointed Vfcur of Hie Curato of Chnrlesbourgh 

—The Piety, Lives uud Deaths of Futhors Bedard 
and Perra».

CHAPTER XXIH.
Tho Cholera Morbus of i&H—Admirable courage and 

aclf-denlul of the Priests of Romo durlug tbe epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 not named a Vicar of St. Kuçh. Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu-Tviiuillan—General Cargo—The 
Seal Skins.

CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic In tbe so* 

called Body and Blood or UbrUt— Enormous sums 
of Money mudo by the sale of Àliisses 'Tbe Society 
of Three Mnues ubolisbed and the Society of one 
Mass established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade in Mime«.

CllAPTEU XX Vil.
Quebec Marine Hospital—The ilrst lime 1 carried the 

“Bon Dien” (the wafer god) In my vest pocket 
—Tbe Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. JsuteauY-Tho 
Rev. L. Parent aud Ibe “Bou Dlou" ui the Oyster 
Soiree.

rar We have not space In this notice of Father 
Chlnlquy’B work to give tbo heads of Al) 'be Chapters. 
Those omitted arc of especial value. Tbo following, 
however, urc ut thrilling luterest:

CHAPTER Lill.
Tho Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary.

CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical lUlreai— Conduct of the Priests 

—The Bishop Forbids Mu to Distribute tbe Bible.
CHAPTER LV1.

Public Acts of Slmouy- Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O’Regftu—General Cry of Indignation -I 
determino to resist him to his face—He employs 
Mr. Bpiuk again to send me to Gaol, tied lie fails 
—Drags me us a Prisoner to LTbauii lu the Sprlug 
of 18M) iwd Dills again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me-My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light aud iny Counselor.

CHAPTER LVU.
plshop O'Regan sells the'ParBOuage of tbe French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out wuyii they cume to complain—He 
determines to turn me out of my Culuny and send 
me to Kahokla-He forgets U next day mid pub
lishes that he has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Blabop— His Answers—The 
Sham Kxcuminunlcatlon by tbreu drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LV111.
I luress from my People, asking me to rcmaln-I am 

again dragged as a prlavner by the Sberitf to Ur
bana—Abraham Lincoln’s anxiety about the Issue 
of tbe Prosecution—My Distress-The Rescue-
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me-Le* 
Belle's Confession and Distress -My luijoeence 
acknowledged- Noble Words and ‘-ouduct oi Abra* 
bam Lincoln—Tbe Oath of Miss PiiUomcuu Moffat.

CHAPTER L1X. ’
A. moment of Interruption in the Thread of my ‘ Fifty 

Years iu the Church of Rome," U> sec how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be reulUcd-Rome the Implacable Enemy 
Of the Uulted States.

CHAPTER LX.
Tho Fuudamcntal Principles uf the ConMltutloii of the 

United states drawn from the Gospel of Christ—My 
firit visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of tbo 
Plots I knew against hU Life—The Priests circu
late tbo news that Lincoln was born iu the Church 
of Rome—Letter of.the Popo U» Jeff Davls-My 
last rltlt to Hie Proaldent-IIIs admirable refer
ence to Moscs-Hb willingness to die for bli 
Nation's Sako.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true manor God. and a true Dis

ciple of the Gospel—TUc Assassluailuu by Booth 
- I’lie tool of the Priests—John Surratt's hutisc— 
The Rendezvous aud Dwelling Place of the Pries«

• —Jolin Surratt Secreted by ihc Privais aller the 
murder of Lincoln—Tho Assasninatiuu of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours be
fore its occurrence.

, CHAPTER LX1T.
Deputation of two Priests sent by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade ua to submit to tbo 
will of tbe Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that tho Bishop Is wrong and that w© aro 
right—For peace sake, 1 consent to withdraw from 
tbe contest certain conditions accepted by tho 
Deputies—one of the Deputies turns false to Uis 
promise, and betrays us, Lu be put ut the bead of 
•ny Colony—My last lutervlcw with him and Mr. 
Brassard.

• CHAPTER LXJII. , .
Mr. Dosaulnlcr Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more united than ever to de
fend their TigliUi—Letters of the Bishops of Mun* 
troal egatnst mu, and my anawer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against bls conscjcucc, to condemn un- My 
answer to Mr- Brassard—Ho writes to beg my 
pardon. CDAPTEn LXIV.

[write to tbe Pope Plu, IX, und to Napoleon. Emperor 
ot France, and send tbcin tbe Legal uml Public 
Document, prorlug (be bad conduct of Bishop 
O'Began—Grand Wear Dunn cent to tell me ut my 
victory at Home, and the cud of our trouble— 1 go

- to Dubuque to offer my aubmleslou to tbe Btenop 
• —Tbe peace sealed aud publicly proclaimed b'

Draud Vicar Dunn tbe 2stb of Mnrch, 1B58. .
CHAPTER I.XV.

Excellent teillmonlal from my Blahop—My Ketrea. 
—Grand Vlcur Saifc'n aud bls acnlalnnt, Kev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about tbe 
new storm prepared by the Jcsultn—V Islou—CUrlat 
Offers Himself as a GlfH am forgircu, rlcb, happy 

■ Ud saved—Back; to my people.
. CHAPTER LXVI. „ , , _

the Solemn Responsibilities of my New-Position—we
trtve tip the name of Roman Catholic to cell our- 
«clvea Christian Csthollcs-Dlsmay of the Homan 
Catholic Blshop,-My Lord Duggan. Coadjutor rt 
St. Louts, hurried to Chicago—He comes to bs. 
Anne to persuado the People to stibrhlt to bls 
Authority—He la Ignomlnloualy turned out, and 
runs away In tho midst of tbo Cries of the People.

CHAPTER LXVll.
Bird's-eye View of the Principal Eventa from WC?n- 

version to this day-My Narrow hscapee-The 
end of the Voyhgo through tho Desert to the 
PromiBcd Laud. ' ' ■

Price. $2.25, Postpaid.

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
¿OEMS FROM TRE JXNER LIFE.

1 By Lizzie Dotcn. New edition. Thia bandsom« 
volume opens with the wonderful experience« of the 
author, who Is peculiarly gifted ne a trance medium 
and public epeaker. Her platform labors have for a 
*ong time been.i nccaBlng, and the deep religious and 
spiritual tone af her discourses hara extended her 
Influence far beyond tbe limit of her voice, through. 
theloBtrumentaHtyoTthcpreBiX .But ltls chiefly foj 
her rncdlumlstlc pdwer to give utterance to poem« 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that Khoja rq°Bt. specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the Inspire 
atlonal u.terances, given chiefly before public audi
ences, under direct spirit Influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all tbe rhythmic bertlity. grandeur and Imagery 
of bls, production« In cartb-Ufe; Tint -farturpas« the«« 
In cxalteducM' o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Othcmaroby tb - Inspiration.of Shakespeare, Bums, 
A. W. Sprague? mt In many cases tbe author’« bame 
1« not recorded. The Biographical !ntroductlon-- glve« 
• succinct account of the mean« by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar influence which 
each spirit exercised over the medium is stated, ’ami, 
the unmistakable certainty and 'Blcnlficcnce r- this 
higher phase of snlrftiuil ri»n»mMfHon Is licfirtrulty 
portniyed; UVotb, plain,jeduced front 11.50 to-j 1.1» '

10 cents. For ‘J -
¿7BLF. PARVEZ y/ORKES.^ B?

Allen Patnam, A. H. A marvelom book. Prlco 
73 cents. .

^SLIGIOH ,
AB REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

' By EDWIN D. BABBITS
Author of “Principles of Light and Color."

This is a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt Is < 
horn critic, a thorough scholar uud u comprehensive 
linker. / _ '

CONTENTS:
< Chaftbb First—Existence and General Cbaractei 
of God.—Prclinihinry thoughts. Io there pueh a being 
as God? Is Gud u Creator? Tho Argument from Do 
sign. Is God Unknowable? in Qod absolutely la 
finite?

ClupTJtn Beconp—God ft«, a Spirit.—Mntcrlnllsti 
canoot uudeashuid tlm Gud Idea. Argument of ths 
Atheist. Arguuicut of tho Spiritualist. Tbe Author's 
Experience.

CuAPTKRTHinu-TbeDeifio Location and Mode of 
Working.—Tho Location of Deity. Can Inflnltuda 
have a Centre? Docs God control the Universe through 
Law? How docs God control tho Vhlvermtf A. J. 
Davis's Theory of the God Ucntre. Tho Dual Contra 
of the Uuivcrse. Can tho Infinitely Flap act upon the 
Course? • ’ 1 '

Chapter Foubth—Tho Nature of God.—Is God e 
Being of intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? It 
God u Bclug of Absolute Attributes? >

Chapter Fifth—The Dolfic Greatness and Glory.— 
Tho Greatness of God.. An Angel’s Conception of-tbe 
Universe. Thu Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chapter Bixtm—Moral Evil and Dolllc Perfec
tion.—Thu Perfection of God. Has God created Evil? 
1« Mau depraved? Is anything Ihnntoly Bad? Is an 
endles Hell possible? is absolute Evil possible udder 
Divine Law? Evolution. .

Chapter SEVENTU-Delflc Law and Human Jntor* 
cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Healing. How God' Interposes to -answer Prayer, 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influence 
God? Hudson Tuttle’s View of Prayer. Tho Central 
Prlucjpju pf DidUe Action. Prof. WaHnco’a View, nf 
Prayer. Praycrfuluoss 1« not nocessurlly Goodness.

Chapter eighth—How Mau helps Govern the Uni* 
versa.—Mun a Co-worker with God. How 6j)lrlts con« 
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-forming by Judgo Edtnunds. Spirits rejoice la
this work. Countless worlds yot to be funned. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God's Purposes? Military Chieftain In Spirit Life. A 
Miltonic Absurdity.

CitAFrER Ninth—Creeds aud Practices of Christi« 
anlty.—Terrors uf Creedal Theology. Cburch.lanla 
Conception of Hell. A mure blessed Gospel. ABrlghU 
er Dawn approaching. Science and Religion. Salva» 
don by Faith. ?

Chapter Tenth—The Dangers of IpfaBlblo Stand« 
Srds.—Churehiaulo Infallibility. Infallibility of g 

>ook. A true Eclecticism necessary.
Chapter Eleventh—Tho Christian Bible Tested.»- 

Mlracles. Modem Miracles of Healing. Prophecle«. 
The Bible tested by its Teachings. Baid to bo the only 
Book which gives auy ccrud conception of God. Bald 
to present tho only true Foundation ur Ethics tn the 
Decalogue. Claims for tho Golden Rule. Love to 
Enemies, etc. Is It eufu to build un Fulsehood? Ilas 
only one Nation been Inspired? Shull we waste Um® 
«nd, money ou FuMchuud? Do numbers prove th* 
Truth of a System? Shull Policy rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by their 
Fruits.—Church Standards loo low. The Atonement 
contrary to Nuturnl Luw. Tho Fruits of Religion« 
Systems. Somo great Points In Bnddhjsin. Moham
medan and Hlnduo Achievements. Missionary 
Acblevetneuts. Testimony of a Hindoo, Results of 
the Pursco Religion. Tho Parsco Bible. The High 
Priest of Blum. Catholicism und Buddhism. Present 
Progress uf Muhainineduuism. The Religions of to-day 
lusufficieut.

Chapter Thirteenth—Tho Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.-A Diviner Bible presented. Ihc sacred 
Teachings of a L««f. of Flowers. Uf a 1 reo. 0f a 
Purest. Leasons from the Shells. Thu Teachings of 
Crystallization. Tedehlngyof thoHuman Form, Of 
the Greet Masses of the Universe.

Chapter Focrteenth- Llfo under the Old Re* 
llglons.- hnportimcp uf Dlatorlc Truth. Koump Ga* 
tholli’lBin. Influence uf Caihollclsm in Spain- Lab 
rautan. Tho Five ruhitsof Caivuulsm. Preshytorlatv 
ism In Bcotland. Pmihiuhm In New EngluH. 
Persecuting Spirit of Un, Oki Religions. ThebplrKof 
Persecution uol yet Dead.

Ciuprftn Fifteenth -Life under a Spiritual Re* 
Itglon. -General Divisionsuf the Iluiunn Faciilllua.i hp 
Higher Realm of the Brain. HpIHtuallty Is LmiolHtng. 
Spirituality beamlflcs the Countenance. Must be 
developed through Spirit Communion, bplrlt Com* 

»union the Bads uf till Religions, bhlrltuullsm 
founded upon Facts. The only ReiIglun which duni9|L- 
strfttea Immortality. Rubs Death‘»r MR Tetr«»r. Til® 
most Juy-lnsplrlng of Religions. Promotes Ch II anil 
Religions Freedom. Leads off in Human Rcfortt.t. 
Perfect« tho Physical I’rmenta Disunity*
Prevents Superat11 Ion. Lead« to Nobler Living. Re« 
veals u Grander I'nlvorsv. All Great GcnhlacB ha\® 
been Inspired. Jestrn of Naztircth. Jesus In Spirt« 
Life. ‘VIII the New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth -Death under tho Old R>- 
Uglons.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death mud® 
terrible through Church Kongs. Made Gloomy bj 
Church Materialism, i lturch Trndilngs have dartt- 
eucdDcntb. Death Bed of nUhrUtluu. OfanlmmorM 
Mho Of Altamont. Death Scenes under the Old 
Dispensation. Terrors uuder the Old to those who lot* 
friends.

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under n Spiritual 
Rellxlou.—A Spiritual Mind is not over-nttaebed to 
this Life. Departed Oues attract the Spiritual Mind. 
Tbo SpIrltuaHst <fti<lersuuds Death,wu dues nut fear H. 
Death of an Ancient J'hllosupher. Death of MuznjL 
Victor Hugo. Benuilfnl Death of Mrx. Wild. Itof. 
Jung Stilling ami bh Grandfaihcr. Beautiful In- Idi-ntt 
iu the Dfiiiha of Children. Triumphant Dmith of W 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beamlfw! Death of a Dulvernalw 
Minister. Jovial Transition of a FrlcmL Jrlum* 
nhant Experience of a Minister. Dying kxporlunec« 
of Various Persons. Puwer to Sustain tbo Lus» Ol 
Friends.

Chapter Eiohteentii-TIic Future Life. -Location 
«nd Character of the Spirit Realm*. Tim Cloth Dg of 
Splrlu. Childn'ii In Spirit LU«. A Spirit CUI <1 from 
Huiublu Lite. The Wenllhy In Spirit Life. Pol llclnul 
In Spirit Life. Clcrirynten In Spirit Lire. Editor« In 
Spirit Lire. Tbe Power or Spirits w Coiumuno W11H 
Mortals. ,

Fixai. ttEitABKf Tim Basle Principles ot a Uni' 
versa! Philosophy un<l irUnlveraal Religion.

This work contains Tonrv lM.t'STitA.Tio»s. The, 
are lit harmony with the fuels conveyed, iclu.. rart 
book throughout. _
Price, $1.25: Postage, 10 Cts.

The To-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CltOCKEK.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well have been entitled! 

Spiritualism Demonstrated byBclcnce. It 1« wrincn 
In that peculiarly iutercBtlug style in which French 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjects In adaptation to the needs of the general 
reader. The author Is not a Spiritualist—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition,’’ etc., etc.. In Which he manifests the usual 
animus of tbe “801001100 class.'* yet ho Bays again: 
“There Is a true and respectable Idea 1d Splrltualf«ni,** 
and regards as proved ••the fact of communication 
between superhujnans and the inhabitants of Earth,* 
and he goes on to reflate luttoucea of fact In evidence. 
There la, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy In 
tho author’sldeas, bat tbe well-read mind will readily 
«elect and arrange the pru« and cone, and out of tho 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author holds the 
theory of reincarnation. Frlcc 11.50.

For sale at this office.

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to 

TO-MORROW OF DEATH. 
By LOUIS FIGÜIER.

Translated from tbe French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wu wrlten t® 

develop tbe idea of tbe principio of tbo permanence 
of tbe human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
In a chain of new beings, whose successive Jloka ore 
unrolled In tho bosom of cthcrial space. ‘‘Beyond 
the Threshold" continues on the samo lines en
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con« 
Bldcmtlons drawn from science and philosophy; claim* 
Ing tbnt the certainty of a new birth beyond out 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
against al) weakness In the presence of deatU, and 
that tbe help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of noy of the existing re* 
llglons. From beginning to end It Is Interesting, en* 
tertslnfng, instructivo and fa»clnniing. and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will nave been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed Ln its pcruial. Price 11.25.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND, .

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago«
TiOVND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

JD side, and containing 320 page«. This splendid 
book, Just Issued, contains nineteen full Tcmpla lee* 
turefl upon occult eubjecte, together with other a rtf* 
olcs from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contffins all the old Temple Jccturcsz Issued 
In 1892, and three others on tho Human fcouL. which 
arc alone worth the price of the book. This wonder« 
fujbookls unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price 11.25, postpaid, to any address. For sale 
at tills Cflln«. .

APOLLONIUS OF TYANAT~
Identified as the Christian Jesus»

A -rondcrtul communication, ctptafnltig ho* bt3 
Uro and teaching« wore utlllied to tormnlnto .ChrM« 
•nltr. Price 15 cent». For >»le nt thia oOC*



MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD CLAIRAGDiENTLY.

SHEIK TZERAN.
His Experience in Spirit-Life,

this

Heard Clairaudiently by Madame 
Joan.

[CONTINUED FROM NUMBER 245.]
As I have already related jn my first 

chapter. I h^d been brought up with a 
vague idea of Allah or God, and that all 
good blessings-came from him; I there
fore had a small spiritual foundation to 
begin with. I will here state truthfully 
and candidly thaUno spirit can progress 
out of his darkened state of sin unless 
he accept God as the ruler am] governor 
of the universe, and the controller of 
matter as well as the bpirif-world and 
the spirits. I passed into the Spirit
world laden with sin; iny hands drinping 
in human blood. I was a despicable ob
ject even to myself, as I gazed with a 
stern reality at my position aud my 
deeds. ■_

The spirit, upon entering Spirit-world, 
is made to feel at once his crimes and 
the enormity of them. They are like 
an open book to him, whose pages he is 
not able to turn without first outgrowing 
the crime or misdeed printed thereon, 
for there it remains, undisputable evi
dence against him, the truth of which he 
cannot gainsay or deny.

I had no friends to help me over the 
river of life, or into the great beyond. 
I was left in perfect misery and loneliness 
to myself, and was made to feel and un
derstand the great power with which I 
had to deal. I suffered dreadfully in 
this lonely state, for I had been taught 
thiit houries, with eyes of midnight, 
lip3 of coral and damson cheeks would 
meet me, and that they would soothe 
and calm my fears; but no such greeting 
did I find—nothing but tn® stern reality 
of loneliness and abject misery stared me, 
i,n the face. My sins seemed as though 
¿bey would crush me. aud they haunted 
tny every step. 1 could see each evil 
aBedas’it loomed upon, my vision, as 
plainly as yon mouutaip., They were 
mountains of sin, and each individual 
Crime and misdeed reproached me 
bitterly.

I was a long time getting away from 
my body; many days—some six or seven, 
Lthink. The body seemed to me a char
gel house from whu-h 1, in iny misery, 
thought 1 would never be released. At 
last, after much suffering and agony, I 
voluntarily called to Allah to relieve me. 
Iprayed: '-‘Thou who art the bestower 
of all good gifts, I beseech thee to have 
jiity upon me, and release me from this 
old habitation.” At last, after much 
weary waiting, I was released. I was 
still upon the earth and could see and 
understand all the movements of my 
tribe, which 1 now thoroughly detested, 
for in it I saw the long lists of lost souls, 
op those who were each day destroying 
their souls by crime of every descrip
tion.

I begged Allah to relieve me from my 
source of misery, to take me away from 
the old scenes, and to let me see some of 
my friends. I was so very material in 
tins state, I was attracted or held to my 
likeness, for like attracts like in the 
Spirit-world; nothing higher and noth
ing lower, for as you have lived in the 
body so will you live spiritually, unless 
vou wish to become a. shining spirit of 
light, and thus begin to cultivate the 
■high'spiritual life which will lead you 
to their Nirvana oi-Heavep.

I wish that mankind could more thor

oughly understand the power or law of 
attraction in the Spirit-wch-ld, for then 
would we have truer men and women, 
and humanity would then begin to feel 
and understand that degree of altruism 
that is now held in disdain by the world 
at large.

I continued in earnest prayer to 
Allah, begging him to carry me away, 
or to let me go away from the tribe, for 
1 felt that there was spmething above 
the earth for the spirit. After many, 
many weqry weeks I' was very happily 
surpris'ed to find my'; body being lifted 
up or ; ascending, . I did not seem as 
heavy as formerly, and while I did not 
have wings dr apparent assistance, yet 
up 1 was gping; not rapidly, but very, 
very slowly. I wks being attracted to 
the ¡second, degree' of • my progression, 
which was in the first sphere of space 
surrounding the earth, and which is, as 
near as I can judge, about seventy-five 
or one hundred miles away from the 
earth. This sphere is inhabited by 
people who have left the earth, and who 
believe in a controlling, power of some 
kind. They may call if Mother Nature, 
or God. The idea that they have em
braced in , an all-controlling power has 
carried them this far away from the 
earth. Now, these .people are very ma
terial in this sphere; they live nearly as 
they have dope in the world, having the 
same passions and desires ’that they had 
in the body. They have their cities, 
homes, etc., but if they have any spirit
ual thought or ideas, they feel insecure 
in this state, and they, know that there 
is something lacking to make them feel 
happy, for'they are unhappy and rest
less here. They know that there is 
something beyond, judging by the 
bright spirits that they see, who visit 
this sphere often to convert and en
lighten these dark, benighted souls, 
who are usually ignorant of the true 
meaning of the spiritual. Spirits of 
this sphere are very dark in appearance, 
looking like dark shadows, while the 
spirits of high spiritual degree are very 
light. Those who feel that there is a 
beyond labor diligently in prayer and 
submission of all earth cares and dis
likes, striving only for the good. They 
keep praying, and having perfect faith 
in Allah, they are at last able to reach 
the Nirvana of progression in space, 
where there begins tp grow that perfect 
spiritual being, as Christ taught men to 
live. The spiritual plant in this sphere 
has then reached its stage of maturity, 
where it then begins to bloom out in all 
its radiance and beauty.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

The Progressive Thinker.
The Progressive Thinker

THB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
Onset, Mass., Camp-ineeting.

Sunday, the 5th inst, Mrs. Carrie E. 
S. Twing graced the rostrum of this 
camp with her ever welcome presence, 
and delivered a lecture; the text being 
“The Unchaining of Peter.” She 
likened it to ghe unchainingof ourselves' 
from all thqt goes towake life, unbear
able, each “domon” being handled in 
that quaint manner, such us Mrs, Twing 
only can do. If the thousands who have 
heard her deliver that lecture have been 
favorably acted on, then those among 
them who were bigots, superstitious or 
selfish will certainly try very hard to 
unchain the “demon” and get rid of 
such bad company.

A. E. Tisdale, the blind medium, had 
a benefit tendered him the 3rd inst., the 
collection taken up at the conclusion of 
his lecture netting the snug little sum 
of $70.50, which goes to show the esteem 
in which the worthy medium is held at 
this camp. ?

Allow me at this juncture to remark, 
that if any body of'Spiritualists in any 
Western city have November and De
cember yet open, and desire the services 
of one of the best phenomenal mediums 
now on the spiritual rostrum, they will 
certainly make haste to address him at 
New London, Conn. I was vividly re
minded of Daniel Webster by his ora
tory for I heard the great Webster when 
in his great Zenith. He has also fine 
musical talent. He accompanies him
self on the organ when he sings and his 
improvisations are sublimities.

Dr. H. B. Storer, the president of this 
camp, has been unable to attend to the 
duties of his office through indisposi
tion. He is now, I am happy to say, con
valescing.

Never since the existence of this camp 
has so much talent of every phase been 
here as there is this season. A more 
lovely spot than this I have never seen, 
and t have traveled over this vast conti
nent in every direction. It is for some
thing that Mr. Cleveland and Jo Jeffer
son, the great Rip Van Winkle, have 
located in this region. M. H. Prince.

A Marvelous Cure by Dr. A. B. 
Dobson, Across the River, iu 
Hanover, Ill.

(ADVERTISEMENT.). .

Dr. Dobson—Dear Sir:—Due of the 
greatest cures has been performed by 
you in my family that medleiije hasfeve'r 
done. My daughter Emma tyas sick for 
months with a complication of diseases, 
and was attended by three physicians, 
until she got eo low she coulij not turn 
in bed or scarcely swallow, (hid all hopes 
were gone for her recovery, > At this 
critical period we sent for your reme
dies and commenced giving them to her. 
In a few hours we could see a change 
for the better, and in three days she was 
up, and after taking the remedies a few 
months, she was as well as any person in 
tho country. No one would think she 
had been so near the grave. The most 
remarkable thing about this case is this: 
After she could get about the house she 
ate too many oysters, which made her 
very sick. The next day I wrote to Dr. 
Dobson, stating the case, but before I 
put the letteiyyy the postofflee I received 
a letter from" him,, answering every 
question in'the letter I had not sent, he 
also sending, more remedies, which soon 
completed her cure. This showed me 
he . could answer q iiestions by some 
power outside of himself. 1 wish I 
could let' Everybody, know the great 
power Dr. Dobson has-in curing suffer
ing humanity, and I earnestly ask you 
to write in. this case, for I am willing to 
give testirdony under oath to the above 
facts. , H. B. Hunt,

The above was also told a short time 
ago by Mr. Hunt to Calvin E. Northrop,. 
a highly-respected citizen of Maquoketa. 
—Maquoketa.. liecord.

(See ad. in another column.)
Address (ill letters to San Jose, Cal.

PHENOMENAL
A Little GM Who Thinks She is 

an Old Woman.

SPECIAL NOTICE ADVERTISEMENT.

I have' been using Hood's Sarsaparilla 
for the last ten years, and find it will do 
as it is adyertised to do. A. M. SHAN
NON, Charlestown, Ill.

week will be found especially interest
ing. It scintillates with suggestive 
thoughts; for,that it has always been 
distinguished, and it will continue to 
lead in that direction, Founded on the 
immutable principles of truth, justice, 
honesty and right frpm its foundation, it 
stands without a peer among the dollar 
Spiritualist papers of this country. 
Every subscriber should understand 
this, and renew promptly even if they 
send only a small amount.

In Japan and some islands in the Pa- 
ciiic there is a camphor tree. The 
camphor forms in the trunk of the tree 
in lumps, and some pieces have been 
found as thick as a man’s arm. .

The common clover furnishes an ex
cellent illustration of the sleep of pltints. 
Every evening as the sun goes down, 
two leaves fold together, face to face, 
while the third closes over them.

The 
World's Tribute to

Dr. Price’s Cream 
Baking Powder 

Highest Honors Awarded 
by theWorid’s Colum* 

bian Exposition, 
Chicago, 1893.

World’s Fair
Medal and Diploma

awarded to

Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder
The highest award was given on every claim, comprising 

superiority in leavening power, keeping properties, purity and 
excellence. This verdict has been giyen by the best jury 
ever assembled for such a purpose, backed by the recommend
ation of the Chief Chemist of the United States Department 
qf Agriculture, Washington, D. C., who made; an elabor
ate examination and test of all the baking powders. This 
is pre-eminently the highest authority on such matters in 

America. . ■
This verdict conclusively settles the-question and 

proves that Dr. Price’s Cream- Baking Powder is 

superior in every way to any other "brand.
Note.—The Chief Chemist rejected the Alum baking pbwders, stating 

to the World’s Fair jury thathpeonsidered them unwholesome.' ‘ '

One of the most peculiar cases of 
nervous' dementia ever brought to the 
attention of local physicians is that of 
Lillian Miller, an eleven-year-old girl, 
who seems possessed of a dual being. 
The case has baffled the skill of all the 
medical scientists who have seen the 
child, and ho one has yet been able to 
diagnose the case.

Lillian is the daughter of W. F. 
Miller, a carriage-maker, who resides 
in a neat frame cottage at 617 Qak 
street. A year ago the'child was taken 
with sudden nervous fainting spells. 
Prior to that time she was as healthy as 
any other child. She was treated for 
nervousness, and for a time seemed to 
improve. Eleven weeks ago she was 
taken with a sudden convulsion, aud has 
since been confined to her bed. After 
the convulsion had passed off the girl’s 
mind seemed to wander into a hypnotic 
state, and assume another being. Her 
appearance was that of a rational child, 
but her words and actions were those of 
an aged woman. She talked of things 
she had never spbken of before. Her 
mind seemed to winder back into a past 
which a child of eleven years could 
have known nothing of. She repeated 
lengthy passages of scripture, and 
poetic quotations beyond the compre
hension of a child. She did not seem to 
recognize her parents and those about 
her,but called them by other names. 
She said: “I am getting old, children, 
so old, old. I was 99 yesterday; that's a 
long, long life.” Thea she would give 
advice to those abont her, using the 
language of a sage. In a few hours the 
dementia seemed to wear off aud she re
Burned her normal being. She knew 
nothing of what she had said or done, 
and said she had been sleeping, but had 
no dreams. She talked rationally as a 
child, and recognized her friends, but 
suffered great pain. In a few hours the 
other being asserted itself, and tho 
same vagaries became apparent.

The startling feature of this case is 
the wonderful growth and development 
of the child’s body. While the mind 
has developed during the hypnotic pe
riods the body has not been asleep, and 
to-day the child Is as large as the 
average woman. No two physicians 
have diagnosed the malady in the same 
terms, and all agree that it is without a 
precedent. The child’s parents are 
anxious to bring the case to the atten
tion of the scientific world.—Kansas City 
Times.

MEDIUMSHIP.
How to Investigate Spiritualise 

or, Rules for the Spirit Circle.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Alanson Edgerton passed to the higher 

life from his late residence, Orion, 
Mich., July 29th, 1894, at the advanced 
age of 79 years, one month and six days. 
He was an ardent worker in the Tem
perance cause, and many of his friends 
being of the same belief, all the pall
bearers were strictly Prohibitionists, as 
he desired to die as he had lived—a re
former and friend.

Before his departure he earnestly., 
longed for the change, feeling-that 
death had no sting, the grave no vic
tory. He leaves a wife and one daugh
ter to mourn the separation from a kind 
and loving husband and father. Services 
conducted by Nellie S. Baade. .B.

Passed to the higher life July 24,1894, 
from the home of his daughter, Mrs. 
DeMoss Hain, Fremont, Mich., William 
L. Sprague, at the ripe age of 83 years, 
5 months and 24 days. He was born in 
Washington county, New York. He 
came to Michigan in 1856 (when Muske
gon county Was very new) as' one of the 
pioneers of Northern Michigan. He 
contributed his full share towards its de- 
velopnrent, filling many offices of trust 
and responsibility. He was a staunch 
Spiritualist for 25 years: was ready and 
anxious to go, as his days of usefulness 
here had passed. The last two years he 
had been very feeble. He leaves an 
aged wife, three sons and one daughter. 
The funeral services were very impres
sively conducted by Mrs. Carrie M. 
Smith, of Muskegon, Mich.

Mrs. DeMoss Hain.

Plants are affected by various sub
stances, just as animals are. Electricity 
will stimulate- or- stun them; narcotics 
will stupefy and kill them.

The bridal wreath is a pretty, shrub, 
whether in flower or leaf. Don’t prune 
it, and the slender branches will droop 
gracefully with the weight of their 
white foliage. -
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Woman, Church and State.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE,

AN EXCELLENT STUDY

belong?

cents.

i ÜUOK
UY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. F.

X-) Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise a«< “ T »r
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE

1 tlio New York Unlurlau Club. The first time In

.81.50

41.50

41mm

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK,

Watson. This work was written by a modern Savior, 
a grand and noble man. Price 91.00.

U Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise a«< 
a text-book, It Is us fascinating as a work of fiction. 
Tho reader will bo amazed to see the curio is facts

GE OF REASOFT. BY THOMAS
I’ulnc. A book that all should read. Price 60

THOMAS PAINE
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

T)HILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN- 
1 tcrcourse. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rar« 
Work. It possesses great merit. Price 91.25.

(SPIRITS' HOMES—A PAMPHLET OF 
kJ 82 pages, sent by mail for 20 cents. B. F. Clark, 
Belvidere, N. J. 240

"IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 
I and Dwelling Places. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A 

। book of rare merit, Interesting to every body. Price

ful minds. It contains the principal records of n crith « 
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of spirit-mantles- | A 
tatlon through a period of twenty-seven years, com- 
menccd with a belief that Spiritualism was tbc" prince ------

' Wbut Can I Do to Have Eyesight?
Our Magnetized Compound cures sore eyes, strength-

•THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, I for sixiFec" ".'’“11 cycB' Sent by p°“p“W. 

/ Ita Phenomena and Philosophy. By Kcv.'Ssmuol Melted Pebble Spectacles.

Ç’ .•

PLAY OF THE PLANETS,

PQVnUP A GRAND SUCCESS! Why not ■ Ml WnG try it? If you are uiedtuinUlIc It 
will develop you. Soud, for circuiting TUb cabinet 
lb sent prepaid, by expretffi, fur fl.M and tire 

Soffit‘ gu?r- NEVER FAILS. 
John 11. Metcalf, 1E4 8. Green St,, Chicago,! yi.

TOR RENT.—FURNISHED ROOMS 
1 at 2M Campbell Ave. 217

~FREE OF CHARGE!!
TOR NAME, SEX, AGE, A CHIEF 

.1 symptom aud reply stamp, you will receive a mes
sage about cure; or fur 12 ceuts, with address of an 
mulcted person In six families, my ‘‘Directions for 
bitting uutl 12 absent treatments by science und spirit 
power, tree. Try this and judge later. Du. A. J. 
bWAii'ra, Trce’t. College of Science, 401 S. Hope St., 
Los Angeles, Cal. 2-19

CO 7U Buyaoar NaturalFioldi Baby Carriage 
I V complete with plated tied wheel», uie, 

P *BGtftjQiprlDci,KDdotieptecoiUuabeDtbudlc* Made oibeatmito- ■ _ X- finlihca.rellablc  And guaranteed for 3 lean. Shipped
onlOdaya’tnal. FREIGHT 1’AIDjno mooej requlreSta 

A \ tektSSgKi wli&aoe. It.OM tn uk. Woarelho uldeat and bcitknovu 
H cocoeru ofouc kind. reUaUo and teiponilble. Refcrenct
r fjUSfflEffiCT&furaUbad at anr time. Mako and m!| nothing but what ws 

tote aarepKttntod.aold at tbe loveat factory 
W*W§aypricei. WRITE TO-baV forour large FREE Wuattatcd 

catalogue ofUteetdeiigus ondttylet publlihed.
OXFORD MFG. CO., 340 Wabash Aye., Chicago, III.

DR. R, GREER,
SPIRIT HEALER.

Cures all Curable Hmuau Diseases 
and many diseases considered incurable.

Persons at a distance, however great 
the distance, treated with unparal
leled success. When writing for 
treatment, to save time, please state 
particulars and enclose $1.00, and you 
will receive by return mail 30 days’ 
trial treatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies. •

Office hours from 9 to 12 m., Sundays 
excepted. 127 LaSalle St., Chicago.

7 SYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
■I Frof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and ono dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee, Wls. 250 i -

This New Star Study in Oo 
cult Astronomy Contains:

1. A system for finding tbo positions of the planets 
In our solar system any day during soveuty-fivo years 
of (his century. Ibis knowledge has for ages been 
hern In secrecy.

Note—This information In pny other form, if It were 
published, would cost from seventy-five to ono hun
dred dollars. : .

p Thls system also contains a chart which will give 
thq posltlonsund.orderly movements of the planets for 
■all past, proseut and future centuries, with one an- 
nun! correction, which makes It the greatest astro
nomical device ever invcntcd:by man. < .

8, The chart also gives the moon’s relations to tbo 
evtb and sun, and the regularity of Its phases, for ail 
tlme.lu like manner. ‘

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning 
of the positions and relatlous-of tho stars that may be 
foqnd, as they operate upon the earth, aud influence 
the lives of those who do, and those vyho do not do 
tbolr duty, while here.

fi( The work contains the Zodiac, and explains Its 
sighs In a manner that calls charity to the soul for all 
mt&klnd. .

6. The signs of the planets, tho harmony and inhar. 
mopy of their polarities Is a feature of the study.

7« The effect of the planets upon human life, and 
the tendency to yield to tbelr vibrations, Is clearly 
stated. •

8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects 
of the planets to the earth, Is fully illustrated and ex
plained.

0. The co-ordinating qualities are touched upon In 
the reading, affinity existing between some magnets, 
lllmtrated.

10, The delineation of tho Horoscope of a recently 
noted personage, showing a marked Intellectual char
acter. with purity and gentleness of a high dogrcc.

11. This study contains the baste principles upon 
which rests all of the Occult Wisdom, of both tho 
Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in 
language comprehensible by all the eternal truths of 
Infinity.

18, The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of 
time and spice, of distance and motion, of power aud 
force, of greatness and grundour, and presents a pic
ture to the mind's eye, which chows the wonderful re
lation and actions of worlds, suns aud systems, in all 
tbefr glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
within the roach of all, for the small sum of
$1.OO, postpaid, on receipt of price.

For eale at ibis-office.

A TEST FOR YOU
By Michigan's Most Successful Clairvoyant 
If sick, send 4 cents in postage, a lock pf your hair, 
name, age and sex, one leading symptom and I will 
give you.a Clairvoyant Diagnosis of your disease 
FR£E,. .Twenty years experience as a regular 
physician, 12 years as a successful Clairvoyant. 
Address, J; C. Batdokf, M. D., Grand Rapids, Mich.

WIFE CAHHOT 8EE HOW YOU 00 WlrE |T AHO PAY FREIGHT.
qMlMBpv* oar 2 drair er yalont or ofl!' la* 
•J Tilproved High Arm SlugcriewlDg; m actino 
h! finely tinbbed, nickel plated,adapted to light 
u&d heavy work; guaranteed for 10 irare: with 
Automatic Bobbin Winder, Self-Threading Cylin
der Shuttle, Self.Bolting Needle and a complete 

k set of Steel Attaehmentij ahipped any where on
* 80 Dar’» Trial. No mouey required fa advance.

75,000 now foute* Worlds Fair Medal awarded machine and attach* 
mints. Buy from factory and aave dealer’s anrt agent’s profit«. 
CDEE Cot Thia Out and eend to-day for machine or larce free 
■ Hfa t catalogue, testimonial« and Glimpses of the World’« Fair. 
OXFORD MFR. CO.342Wabajh Ave.GHICAGO.Ill.

A Historical Account of the Status 
of Woman Through the Chris

tian Ages, with Reminis
cences of the Matri

. archate.

MRS' CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE. 
IVJ. demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, silver, sulphur and nil 
poisons. Il leaves tho hair soft, glossy, clean and 
natural. Ills not a dye. Jt will not stain tho flesh. 
It colors at once. No waiting. 25 and 50 ceuts. AU 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of prlco. Two- 
eent postage stamps taken. Address Mrs. A. Connelly, 
1848 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 248

FREE TO THE SICK. !
J^REE TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 
1 Don't suffer any longer, but send tq A. M. Coldwell, 
clairvoyant and healer, who will diagnose yodr’dlscaso 
vans, under special Instructions of a spirit bund of 
electro magnetic doctors. Lose uo time, hut send at 
onee lock of hair, .age, one leading symptom, and three 
two ceut stamps to A. M. Caldwell, Box 244, San Jose, 
Cal. an

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T~)R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

JUS Mass., and bis band of powerful ancient spirit! 
are effecting the most wouderlul cures that have 
been recorded aud arc so acknowledged. By the clear 
eight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with Ills umguetlc remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of bls wonderful power to 
heal tbc sick. Try him. Send him sex. age, name, 
lock of ba|r, and four 2-cent stamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your ease free, lie doesn’t wuut any 
lending symptoms, Address Dil J. 8. Loucks. Bhlr* 
ley, Mass. ¿48

The Spirit Circle Is tbe assembling together of e 
number of persdns seeking communion with the spitII,I 
who have passed from earth to the world of souls. Tho 
chief advantage of such uu assembly Is the mutual hn 
partailon and reception of tho combined magnetlsiw 
of the assemblage, which form a force stronger thug 
that of an Isolated subject—enabling spirits to com 
munewlth greater power and developing the lateu 
gifts of mediumship.

Tbe first conditions to be observed relate to the per 
sons who compose the circle. These should be, as fu 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, as positive and 
negative; of moral characters, pure minds, and no* 
marked by repulsive poluts'of cither physical or men 
tai condition. No person suffering from disease, or of 
debilitated physique, should be present at any circlet 
unless It Is formed expressly for healing purposes. I 
would recommend the number of th? circle never to bq 
less than three, or more than twelve. Tho best num
ber is eight. No person of a strong positive tempera
ment should be present, as any such magnetic spheres 
emanating from tbe circle will overpower thatof the 
spirits, who must always be positive in the circlo io 
order to produce phenomena.

Never let tho apartment be overheated, the roon 
should be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion iu the atmosphere, disturbs the 
manifestations. A subdued light Is tbo most favora
ble for spiritual magnetism.

I recommend tbc sconce to be opened either with 
prayer or a song sung lu chorus, after which subdued, 
liarmonlztng conversation Is better than wearisome si* 
lence; but let thp conversation be directed towards the 
purpose of the gathering, aud never sink into discus 
slon or rise to emuhosts. Always have a pencil and 
paper on the table,"avoid entering or quitting the room, 
Irrelevant couvfosadon, or disturbances within or 
without the circle1,after the sconce has commenced.

Do uot admit ,Unpunctual comers, uor suffer the ah 
of tbe room to be disturbed after the sitting coinmen 
cos. Nothing but necessity, indisposition, or Imprcs 
slons. should warrant the disturbance of the sitting, 
ttmcii snot’LD never exceed two hours, unless au 
extension of time be solicited by the Spirits.

Let tbe seitncc always extend to one hour, even If no 
results arc obtained; It sometimes requires that time 
for spirits to form their battery. Let It be also remem
bered that circles are experimental, licuce no one 
should be discouraged If phenomena are not produced 
at the first few sittings. Stay with the same circlo for 
six sittings; If no phenomena are, then produced you 
may be sure you uro not assimilated to each other: in 
that case, let the members meet with other persons 
until you succeed.

A well-developed test medium may sit without In
jury for any person, but a circle sitting for mutual de
velopment should never admit persons addicted to bad 
habits, strongly PQslUvo or dogmatical. A cnndld In
quiring spirit is the only proper frame of mind in 
which to sit for phenomena, tbe delicate magnetism Of 
which ta made or inurred as much of mental as physi
cal conditions. 1 v

Impressions arc tbc voices of spirits or the monitions 
of tbc spirit witbin us, and should always be followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong In act or word. At tbe 
opening of the circle, one or more are often impressed 
to change scats with others. One or more uro Impressed 
to withdraw, or n feeling of repulsion makes It painful 
to remain. Let these Impressions be faithfully regard
ed, and'pledge each other that no offence shall be taken 
by following Impressions.

If a strong Impression to write, speak, sing, dance, 
or gesticulate possess any mtiid present, follow it out 
faithfully. It has a meaning if you cannot at first rea
lize it. Never feel hurt In your own person, nor ridi
cule your neighbor for any failures to express or dis
cover the meaning of tbe spirit Impressing you.

Sptrlt control is often deficient, «nd at first imper
fect. By often yielding to IL your organism becomes 
more flexible, and the spirit more experienced; and 
practice tn control -Is necessary for writs na well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drive them away, but always strive to ele
vate them, and treat them as you would mortals, un
der similar circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to "lying spirits," or deceiving mediums. 
Many mistakes occur In tbc communion of which you 
cannot always bo aware.

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise ao not con
tinue to hold sittings with tbe same parties for moro 
than a twelvemonth. After that time, if not before, 
fresh elements of magnetism arc essential. Some of 
tbo original circle should withdraw, and others take 
their places. ,

Never seek the spirit circle In a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only, bovc you cause to fear IL 
' Never permit any one to sit incircles who suffer 
from it in health or mind. Magnetism In the 
cose of such persons In u drug, which operates perni
ciously, and should be carefully avoided.

Every seventh person can be a medium of some kind, 
and become developed through tbo judicious opera
tions of the aplrlt circle. When once mediums ore 
fully developed, tbe circle sometimes becomes Injuri
ous to them. When they feci this to be the case, let 
none be offended if they withdraw, and only nsc their 
glfta in other times and places.

All persons are subject to spirit Influence and guid
ance, but only one In seven can so externalize this 
power as to become what Is called a medium; and let 
It over bo remembered thot trance speakers, no Jess 
than mcdlninB for any other gift, can never be Influ
enced by spirits far beyond tbelr own normal capacity 
in the matter of tho intelligence rendered, the mag
netism of the spirits being but a quickening fire, which 
inspires the bmln. and. Hkc a hothouse process on 
plant«, forces into prominence latent powers of the 
mind, but creates nothing. Even In tbo case of merely 
nntomatlc speakers, writers, rapping, and other forms 
of test mediumship, the Intelligence of the spirit It 
measurably shaped by the capacity and Idlosyncraslet 
of the medium. All spirit power is limited in expres
sion by the orpmlam through which It work«, and 
Bplrltstnay control, inspire; and Influence .the human 
mind, but do not change or rc-create IL—Emka Hae
DINGS PRITTSX. . ______________ _________________

The Other World and This.

Astronomical Law and Vibratory 
Motion Made Attractive.

A moat interesting game for tho parlor, drawing
room and club, as well as fascinating cflucatlotja- 
study for the young. It reveals the bidden meaning 
of the stars; It gives their positions and relationship 
for any day during tho last seventy-five yearj of this 
century, and enables every person, old or young, to 
easily aud quickly dnd chclr ruling star and ascertain 
the fortune, which It reveals. The Information here 
printed has heretofore been ouly In the keeping of 
those who have made this subject one of vast re
search and study; but, by the arrangement of this 
simple device, it places individuals in a position 
where they have the essential knowledge that here
tofore have been only In the keeping of experts, ren
dering Information by which (he ordinary Individual 
Is enabled to rend character and prognosticate 
relative to human destiny, under this general 
lew ns clearly ns can the expert, who has given long 
years to the Investigation mid study of science.

It enables every person, old or young, to Hud their 
ruling star, and that of their acquaintances, and to 
ascertain the prophetic fortune that it reveals,

Mkrcuiiy people have executive power and oratory 
Venus people make good, true friends.
Mahs people arc leaders aud rulers. 
JupiTitn people alone make money. 
Batuhn people are sickly.
TJhani’8 people think, work, and advance.
Neptune peoplo are travelers and statesmen.
Most people arc out of tbelr sphere. Where do you

ln ancient times tho “Wise Men of the East.” known 
as the •‘Magi." were consulted by emperors, kings, 
princes, and learned people generally concerning these 
things.

To-day doctors, lawyers, teachers, scientific re
searchers, business men, children, ladles and gentle
men of learning, consult the New «tame. Tho Play of 
the Plauets, aud Jo! the stars speak to them, and they 
are lifted up mid made happy. Buch Is tbo wonderful 
inagln In the glory of the planets.
Mechanical System and Book of 

the Play, Post-paid, on Re
ceipt of $1.00.

Address: PLANETARY PUBLISHING CO., In earn 
of 40 Loomis St., Chicago, 111.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
£\. Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “The Clock Struck One, Two, and Three.” 
Thlrty-slx years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s, 
onr connection with one of the largest and most Influ
ential religious organizations In this country, together 
with his well-known character for Integrity of purooso 
and faithfulness In the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that wli| ■ attract the at
tention and command the studious perusal of thought-

A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.
No. 1, New White Cross’ 

Literature. '

TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
A Augusta W. Fletcher» M. D.. in the thirty-nine 
chapters dfscuues a wide variety of subjects per
taining to Sp. ritualism, from a spiritualistic stand- 
Solnt. She evinces tbc powers of a trained thinker.

oth In matter of thought and.flne literary style, ana 
capablty of thought expression. The subjects are 
well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness. 
It will prove a rich addition to any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most excellent book for any one seek
ing Information concerning Splrtuallsm and Its teach
ings. • 'For sale at this office. Price« $1.50.

VERY INTERESTING.
pE YOND THE GA TES. B Y ELIZA- 

JD l.cth Stuart Phelps, author of “Gates Ajar," 
“ The Story of Avia.” etc. Cloth <1,25. For sale at this 
office. .. •• ‘
''THE RELIGION OF MAN.~BY HUD- 
J’ eon Tuttle. Ele works are alwtya IntbhbClJ ¡2-

Wresting. Price »1,50.

ZHE AMOUNT OR VALUABLE IN
formation succinctly and clearly stated in this 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing. The title, us above 
given, falls to convey an idea of the fulness and cum- 
plet^uesB with which the subjects are treated. The 
Matrlarchute, or Mother-rule, Is the theme of tbo first 
chapter, tn which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, is brought .to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This is followed by chapters ou Celibacy. Canon Law. 
Marquette, Witchcraft. Wives, Polygamy, Woman aud 
Work. The. Church of To-day. Past, Present, Future: 
and there Is uot a chapter In the book that Is not 
bandied in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of Information, is not worth tho full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well1 
arranged, and intensely Interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buylnglt; It is a val
uable. addition to tho library of any free and trutb-Ioy- 
Ing mlud.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
1 please remember that Water of Life is ouo of 
tbe best remedies for Stomach, Liver aud Kidney dis
eases. Lgige pamphlet free. 34 8. Main St., Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. R. Perry, Manager. 262.

MVPNOT’TWM My original method »1. 100-pp 
Wo. Oue ou Personal Magnet

ism, loc. Dr.Auderaou, P.T. 8 Masonic Temple,Chicago

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
^I thcrnputlcsincludlDg theSun Cure, Vital Magneta 
Um, Electricity, Mind Cure, aud a higher science ol 
life. Chemical utilulcy and biuic principles developed 
with tbelr marvellous applications. Students In fouf 
continents havo taken the course. Tho college Is 
chartered and confers tbe degree of D.M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By d system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the diplomas at tbelr 
own homos. Institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbiit, M. D.. LL.D., Dean. 5 Hollywood Ave. 
( formerly called Pulaski St.), East Orange. New 
Jersey. 339

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being n description of Localities, Employ

ments, Surroundings, and Conditions In the Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Bond of Miss M. T. Shelba- 
nier, medium of tbe Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 91.00. Postage W cents- For sale at 
this office.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 

11 view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. TV. Brown, M. D. A pamphlet that 
should ho In the hands of a!L Price 15 r.onta. Fot 
sain at this office.

VERY VALUABLE BOOK,
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O ism. By Epes Sargent, autbbr of “Planohcttc. or 
the Despair of Science," ” The Proof Palpable of im
mortality," etc. This Is a large I2nio of 872 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
a great amount of matter, of which tbc table of con
tents, condensed as It Is, gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science Is con
cerned with ^knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
historically imparted, but arc directly presented In the 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
investigator, therefore Splrltunltam is a natural sci
ence, aud all opposition to it, under the ignorant pre
tense that It Is outside of nature. Is unscientific and 
unpbllosophlcal. All this is clearly shnwn;and tho 
objections from "scientific." clerical und literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1917. arc answered 
with that penetrating force which er.ily arguments, 
winged with incisive facta, can impan . Cloth, 12ma, 
Sp. 896. Price $1.00. Postage 10 cent . For sale nt 

ils office. ,

of humbugs." and a purpose to expose It, and ending ‘ 
with a conviction that It Is n truth far transcending all ' 
others In value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place in the hands of those whose attach- 
n.'enu to the faiths and forma of the Church incline 
them to have nc"v^g to do with tbo subject upon 
which it treats.- New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth. 12mo, pp. 428, 91.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at shls office.

Soul of Things; or Psychometrio 
Researches and Discoveries.

here combined in support of this nc.wly-dlscovcred 
power of the human mind, which will resolve a thou 
sand doubts aud difficulties, make Geology as platn m 
day, and throw light on all tho grand subjects xow ob
scured by ttme.
Soul or Things—Vol. L

Cloth..........................................................
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol II.
Illustrated. 450 pp. Oloth...................

Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol. in.

Ill Unrated. 862 pp. Cloth..............
Postage 10 cents.

THE ELEMINATOR
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical: erpot- 
,fng the fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and eog* 
made Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions nevcf before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jesus was an Imper
sonation and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price »1.50. • i’t ,

For sale at this office.____

A SEX REVOLUTION,
BY LOIS WAISBROOKEB,

Author of “Helen. Harlow*» Vow,’*- “The Occult 
Forces of Sex,"' “perfect Motherhood,” and many 
»ther works. Price 2-*» cents. For «ale at this office. 
y/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. 

V Dy Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly IntCrcBtfhg, 
Postageiccnts? Price 73cents. • .
' 'JHE DIANKA, AND^ THEIREARTH- 
J. ly Victims. By A. J.DnvIs.A work as Interest

ing as It is curious. Price 50 ccnta. ? ’ • •
'THE' SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
J. Death and Its Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic Idea 

of Death, Heaven and Ueli. By Moses Hull. Price, iu 
Z^'ilE- SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF-SPIRIT- 

uallsm. By Epos Sargent- A work of profonnd 
research, byone of tho ablest msa VI lUo ago. Pries 
,1.50; postage 10 cents

tbc history of tbe world H at a Christian Asbociatlq© 
ever turned a. noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
Tbc lecture ta a grand one, aud was received by tho 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
Tbo pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
li/IEMORIA L ORA TION B Y COL O- 

LVL ncl Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
before tho New York Legislature, May' 9, 1588. Price, 
I ccuu.
POD IN THE CONSTITUTION, B Y 
\-7...Rol).cr.tG. Ingersoll. Oncof the best papersColo- 

bel lagcreon ever wrote. In paper cover, with like* 
neaf’of author. Price, 10 cenu; twelve copies for 51.uo. 
'Trf/HAT ’WOUlft FOLLOW THE 
rW .Effqcetnentof Christianity ? By George Jacob 

Holyqpke. .This Is a most valuable contribution to 
Frcethougtit literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness «£ author. Price, KJ cents; twelve coptcs 
tor 91.00.
TNGERSOLVS GREAT ADDRESS ON 

L Thomas Paine, at the. late Paine celebration In 
New York City. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for50 cents. 
STANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 

wbat the editor of the Freethinker’s Magazino 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for 
XJcebU
'THE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
X Adapted to Modern Civilization, with tbc True 

Character of Mary Magdalene. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M. D. Price, is cents.
STUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE. 
0 An invaluable work, by Hudson TutUe. Prlco 
91:25.
fjJLPIT. PEW AND CRADLE. B'S 
xHelen H. Gardekrr. Ono of her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest lectures against the Bible. 
Every woman should read It, and know her friends 
and enemies. Price 10cents.
fXBSESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 

Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
10 cents.
TNTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BV 

L Carrie E. 8. Twing, medium. Prlco 50 cents.

Z'HE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
Mythical Christ, by Gerald Massey. 230 pages, 

12 mo. Price 00 cents.
ACHSA SPRAGUE'S EXPERIENCE 

zZ In the Spheres. Prlco20cents.
'THE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT- 
x uai, to the Material Universe; and tbe law of 

control. New Edition, enlarged and revised; by M. 
Faraday. Price, 15 cent»- •

7HE SCIENCE OFSPIRITRETURN.
Br Charles Dawbarn. Prlco 10 centa.

INVALIDS
LL HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
V V stamp?, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlet and advice fhbz to oure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY. Card* 
ington, Ohio

Z'HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
throe 2-cent stimpa for private letter of advlo» 

rrom the Spirit-world. W. P. Phelon, M. D., CIS Jack
son Boulevard Chicago IU. J30tf

5PIRI7UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
can find cozy rooms, equal to those at hotels, with

» BpD-ltmUlatr '.rally, at 88 6t. John’. Place near Union

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CUE ND THREE e-CENT STAMPS, 

k-z lock of hair, age, name, sex, one leading symptom 
and your disease wfil be diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose, Cal.

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
J. Beading or alx question, answered, so cents and 
three stamps. Masouibiti Burrow, station A, 
Boston. Mass. • jjg

ryo YOU WISH TO HAVE GOOD 
-L-S healtli aud live oue hundred years? We can as
sist both. Ellxer No. 1 and 2, one pint of each remedy:

«‘»»«c and imlirornto the entire system, aui 
with Spirit > urnia a directions how to take care of th® 
body, will enable you to havo good health and Mvo a 
century. AB sent post-paid fqr $1.00.

■T>. „ _ B.F. POOLE. Clinton Iowa.
References: B. B. Hart, Clinton, Iowa; Hattie M 

Sumner, Sherman, Tex.; Mr. H. Harmon, Jacksonville, 

What Shall I Do to Have Health?
O'lr Clairvoyant Remedies, with Spirit Yarma'a In- 

strucilous how to take a now lease of life aud live KB 
years, have cured thousands; they will cure you.

oRestore lost vision. Write for Illustrated Circulars 
aud bow to be fitted by our Clairvoyant System. Will 
send photograph of my spirit guide, Yarma. who re
vealed this knowledge tjf me. The sending of the 
photograph would seem U> warrant the sending of 4 
cents In P. O, stamps. B, F. Poolk, Clinton. Iowa.

Thousands Have Been Benefited 
By Our Remedies,

Clinton, Uwa., Dear Sir: Please send 
anornj^paVltage of Magnetized Compound, for eyo 
WMhAjtaejjB'cd it for three years, and do not like 
to be without It. It keeps mv eves in good order 
though T am past89 yenra. Trust that It will do ns 
much for me as long as I need thorn to re»d with, 
Truly. Mary D. Bell. W5 3d Avc., Newark, N J. F247

FORSTER. DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR- 
I voyant of tbo Pacific Coast, will scud a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
ihctr name and address—In their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. "The Pacific Coan 
Spiritualist' of Dec. 30, 18S3 sava of Dr. Forster:— 
"Since bls coming here he has made himself highly 
respected aud beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his straight
forward course of Integrity and honor." Address 
Da. W. M. Foust«, 1059 Market St., San Francisco, 
California. 251

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “Psychs arrived two weeks 
ago and to say I was pleased docs not express my ap
preciation. My boy. twelve years old. Is developing 
most nil the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent wrltlhg came first sitting. Wc now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. Rebas also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clatraudlencc.—M. Y. 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark. ’ Price, si,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stanw for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach. Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send LUL L five two-cent stamps, date of blrtb, sex, f flLt handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
• "wlllrccclvca correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 35S, Lansing, Mich.

TJVW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
in tour own home. Will send a pamphlet con

taining Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship. 0 spiritual song book and copy of b 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mra. J. A. 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue,-Chicago, III. 273

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A ROW- 
X~L ertul clairvoyant anil magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, »ex and onh 
symptom, and I will send you a full nud correct dlag. 
nosls of yonr case. Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 418. 
Denver Colorado. .>■_ 249 '

ÇBBRS.: OF THE* AGES¡ EMBRÂ& 
»LJ Ing SpirituiMsm, past and present. DyJ. M. Prh 
bios, m. D. ’An encyclopedia of interesting and to«
Btructhefacti. Price 92.00. ■ -
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As Viewed by a Controlling 
Spirit.

A /Trance Address Delivered by
the Emliiept Medium, 

J. J. MORSE.
In the Cavendish .Rooms, 

don, England.
Lon-

Specially Prepared for The Pro
gressive Thinker

, Over God, how many have quarreled, 
bled and died! What bitter tyrannies 
have been exercised, what oppression 
has been experienced, what bigotry has 
been expressed! How men have 
wrangled, philosophically and theologic
ally, over definitions of God! And all 
for what? When all has been summed 
up, the simple conclusion remains that 
each party has wrangled over a question 
that not one of them has the ability to 
Settle. The question of God remains as 
Indeterminate to-day as when it first en
gaged the attention of humanity. Every 
phase of thought interprets the God 
iiroblem in harmony with its own postu- 
ates, and contradicts more or less its 

neighbor. When will the time come 
when men will be agreed to say: “There 
Is a God who works in nature, and 
. ~igh humanity. But as to his es- 
seu.Laiinature, and especial purpose, we 
know no more than others around us— 
no more than the birds of the air, the 
flowers of the garderi, or the treek or the 
forest.” When will men be content to 
find Goff in being, and learn fhat'ever, 
fn the sphere of human thought, the 
conception of God is measured by the 
ability of people.to express their ideas 
concerning him?

Yet, notwithstanding all these con
siderations, Spiritualists do believe in 
God. They may not believe in a per
sonal God, and they may not be alone in 
their disbelief. They may not believe 
in a special interpretation of God, as 
prescribed by church opinion; they inay 
not, and will not, be alone in that. They 
may refuse many of the patterns of God 
presented for their consideration, yet 
God, the infinite presence and eternal

• spirit, will remain a central idea in the 
consciousness of every Spiritualist.

The Spiritualist who is such thor
oughly and completely, cannot escape 
from the central governing power—can
not escape from the conclusion that 
where there is order, action and devel
opment there must be a'primal cause, a 
central fact, which controls, directs and 
Impels existence forward.

Now, if we place such a conclusion be
fore you, we shall be reminded that the 
coming of such a Gbd as that is alto
gether a matter beyond our considera
tion. You cannot personify or individu
alize it. You cannot say that this is the 
coming of God, because it seems to be, 
from your definition, a nameless, view
less something, that pervades space ev- 
irywhere and is always with* us. 
Therefore, to speak of the coming of 
God, as such an idea, is a waste of time 
and opportunities. Let us put that ob
jection, just for what it ;.s worth, on one 
ride, and turn our consideration to an-

every department of life. The evil 
passions of human nature form a con
stant source of suffering and misery. No 
other hand, save that of God, can ever 
sweep these things away from us. No 
other power but his can reduce to cyder 
the discord that prevails. We, weak, 
fallible creatures, can do but little of 
ourselves, even when we do our very 
best. We feel an infinite dependence 
upon something, and some one, other 
and stronger than ourselves; and only 
by the power of the Most High can we 
ever hope to conquer the wrongs, evil 
and discord that now prevail." Thus 
appalled, overwhelmed by a conscious
ness of the magnitude and burdens of 
life, men have lost heart and courage. 
Having felt that they could do but little 
or nothing, not knowing the power they 
possess toward the removal of these 
things that press so heavily upon them, 
and instinctively recognizing a mightier 
than themselves, they have referred the 
mission of extirpating the evils of life 
to that other and Mightier One, and 
have felt that only when he came would 
these discordant elements be banished 
from the world. Thus every religion 
has taught, and all mankind in some 
way have believed in, the coming of 
God, and that sooner or later, when he 
came, peace on earth and good-will 
among men would universally prevail. 
The second birth would be accom
plished; the “New Jerusalem would de
scend from on high, like a bride 
adorned for a wedding;” and there 
would be happiness and peace forever 
afterwards.

But while men have believed in the 
coming of a Messiah, waited, trusted 
and depended on the coming of God, 
evils have multiplied, wrongs have.in-' 
creased, wails of agony have been 
heard, and tears shed. Man’s life has 
rrown cold, hard and oruel, as spiritual 
ife receded from it; and while waiting 

for some one else to remove the evils— 
while waiting for the coming of God— 
they have lost a thousand opportunities 
for removing the evils that afflict them. 
The discord of the world is a fact; the 
sorrows and evils of the world are also

discord and dust of spiritual develop
ment may be counterparted, so to speak, 
in the miseries of daily existence.

Does the coming of God,Uken, mean 
the introduction into this ,world of a 
personal deity, who shall take ppon 
himself the removal, by " whatever 
process you choose to imagine, of all 
evil and wrong? We would answer most 
emphatically, “No!" This is not our 
ideal of, the coming of God: for if God 
be the embodiment of all that is pure 
and holy, such a being could not possi
bly find entrance into this world, so long 
as there remained one single element of 
wrong. The conditions of life would be 
utterly incompatible with the presence 
of God if there were a single element of 
wrongdoing remaining in the world. 
Well, then, according to that view, God 
will never come, for wrong will always 
be, and will prevail continually. If he. 
cannot overcome the evil, of what use is 
it to talk of his omnipotence? God could 
come—might come, of course, shall we 
say?—and drive out the evil from your 
midst. But that would be an utter 
stultification of his own plans and pur
poses, and a direct contradiction to uni
versal experience. God never will, nor 
ever has, come into this world to drive 
out one evil. Then how have the evils of 
the world been removed? Why, by 
yourselves, utilizing the powers given 
you for their removal by God. And in 
iroportion as you use the ability he 
hath endowed you with,’ so are you able 

■to overcome the evils of life and estab
lish higher and better conditions in 
their stead.

We now come particularly to the con
sideration that, if God is not a person, 
and yet does come into the world, how 
is his coming to be brought about?

You see, we have put on one side any 
personal considerations ip regard to 
God; we have lifted him (so to speak) 
out of the narrow limitations which 
personal ideaa always seem to involve, 
and we are now bringing him on a 
nobler, broader platform, where, it may 
be, men may see and know less of him, 
but where they learn to reverence him 
more fully and completely than they 
can do when they are brought into 
closer contact with him. How, then, is 
God to come? God has been coming 
into the world ever sinoe-the worldJuer 

' gan; He came in-the crash of the yoL
> earib’s eruption;' when the'earth'Was 
i oruel, harsh and coarse—in her early 
. days. He came in the thunder's roar and 
; lightning’s shock, when earth, air, and 
• sky seemed to be involved in everlasting 
■ conflict. He came through all these

ypurselves; As your own life reflects 
the higher development you are attain
ing to, so will yoiir life and character 
ere long, be accepted as the measure of 
how far God'has come to you. ' Bring
ing yourselves therein harmony with the 
universal principles of order, f°rm an(l 
beauty, you bring yourselves in harmony 
with God. ' ,

But some one will gay that “there are 
objections to considerations of this kind; 
that this is a sort of cold and dull ab
straction. We have a sort of philo
sophic speculation resented before us,
but as to anything tl 
hearts, anything fl: at 
iende nee upon the f- .
.here is nothing a . -all in this matter
you present to us.

that appeals to our 
it appeals to our de
fatherhood of God,

After all, it seems 
us here, left us tothat God has placel 

fight out the battlelas best we can; and if
we cannot succeed,iwe have to endure 
the results. If wefco succeed -(a limited 
possibility in the majority of cases), we 
shall reap a certain amount of satisfac
tion. Now cannot you, in the place of 
all this, give us some assurance that God 
is going to help us—that He will come 
and rule in this world and strike all its 
evils to the ground and inaugurate an 
era of perpetual peace and harmony?" 
.You have been taught to depend upon 
God so long,-and so effectually, that in 
ninety-nine cases out of every hundred 
the moral backbone—so to speak—has 
been extricated from the race. You are

much’ like an effective dose of medicine: 
It makes the patient intolerably sick, 
and is dreadfully nasty; but in the end 
he. is immeasurably benefited.

But by and by, when the preliminary 
shaking-up has subsided through God’s 
universal spirit unfolding itself, the is
sues of life become clearer. “But more 
development,” you say. Well, of course, 
everybody is extraordinarily moral; 
this is about the most moral world we 
have ever been in company with. D is 
astonishing how very moral civilized so
ciety is, when out of doors, and every
body is looking or listening. It is aston
ishing what a number of moral forms 
rascality may assume: it has as many 
disguises as leading theatrical perform
ers, and plays as many parts on the stage 
of life, assuming as many aliases, as 
many forms as Proteus of old. A very 
moral world, my masters! sp moral, that 
people have hardly made up-their minds 
what morality really is! Some have 
come to the conclusion that there seems 
to be so little of the genuine article that, 
perhaps, the whole thing is a delusion, 
and morality is only a name to cover up

ALKS ON THEOSOPHY
Not a Bad View‘of It.
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Constance, Countess Wachtmeis
ter, Relates Incidents.
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facts. How are they to be removed? 
“Surely,” says one, “we have not 
within ourselves sufficient power, energy 
and ability to overcome gigantic wrongs 
frowning upon us from every side?” 
Put that question aside, to be replied to 
presently. Let us consider the matter 
from another point of view. Granting 
that good exists now (and we do so most 
unreservedly), what would be conveyed 
to your minds in regard to God? He is 
the essential element of all things, all

other matter.
Every religion, in all ages of the 

world, has taught that there is tp be a 
period in the history of human life when 
God shall come and make himself mani
fest; when he shall rule over the earth, 
and there shall be an age of universal 
peace and harmony; when all the evils 
and miseries of life shall be banished, 
never to return. Why has the world 
entertained such opinions, and why do 
men give credence to them, and why 
■have religions expressed them? These 
are three important questions. A wide
spread belief in the possible coming of 
God must have some cause for its exist
ence? A repetition of this belief in the 
various religions of the world must meet 
some necessity in human nature, or it' 
would not be so constantly repeated. 
Why do men universally tolerate such 
an opinion? There must be some reason 
in the common judgment which warrants 
the impression. Let us answer briefly 
these three issues, in order that we may 
discover why so much importance is at
tached to the coming of God.,

form, order and beauty, which reflect 
wisdom, justice and love, the inspiration 
of every element of being, the vivifying 
fire of life, that warms, illumines, glows 
in the remotest confines of being, in the 
darkest crypts of life, as on its most 
towering pinnacles; there, here or 
everywhere, we find the Infinite Pres
ence. He is the author and source of 
all things, and only in him reside every 
quality of virtue, beauty and righteous
ness. In him is contained every element 
of greatness and virtue the world has 
ever known.

Order, form and beauty thus really 
express all. From God, then, will be 
derived every element that reflects 
order, power and beauty.

From God will be derived every virtue 
that is manifested by man—all grandeur 
of thought and character—all, in- short, 
that makes humanity noble and sublime, 
results from the fact that it has been 
originally contained in God. But if this 
be true, shall we not also make God the 
author of the discords, * evils and 
shadows of life? Surely we cannot say 
that bitter and sweet flow from the 
same fountain; that misery, wrong, 
crime, were originally contained in the 
nature of God? We may be told that if 
we assume that all comes from God, to 
be honest, we cannot escape the logical 
conclusion suggested. We cheerfully 
accept the position, and say that sun
shine or shade, day or night, light or 
darkness, so-called wrong and so-called 
right (the sunshine and sfhade of being 
in the higher sense), these all come 
from God, are controlled and directed 
by him. If you have an absolute God, 
who cannot control and direct the shades

unpromising conditions, and purified 
its atmosphere, reduced the rolling 
clouds, precipitated their contents over 
the scorched and scarred earth, until at 
.last her life grew clear, and something 
of the sunlight streamed down upon 
her.

He came in the huge canebrake and 
palm forests, in the age when the 
steaming. swamps sent up their sweats 
to heaven, and strange animals, huge 
creatures, moved in their beds. He 
came when trees and beasts arid birds 
filled their places in the appointed 
scale. He came still more completely 
when flowers began to bloom, trees to 
bud, and fruits to grow, and grain to un
fold. He came when man, the almost 
nondescript, first appeared on the sur
face of the earth. He came again when 
consciousness was unfolded within the 
human race to its fullest; and he came 
through motion, sensation and intelli
gence. He came little by little, step by 
step, as these severally unfolded them
selves. He came as individual life un
folded itself. He came, little by little, 
as religion and morals, in their rudest 
and crudest form, were established 
among the earliest people of the world. 
He came little by. little, move by move, 
as intellect unfolded. He came into the 
world in the sublime song of poets, 
through dreams and prophecies of 
prophets and seers. He came little by 
little, as the general life of man devel
oped itself, and better and more civil
ized conditions took the place of the 
barbarous life that preceded them. He 
came, little by little, step by step, 
nearer to the present time. He has 
come more completely into the world 
with every development of individrial, 
moral and spiritual life. He has come 
into the world more completely with

of his own creation, whe' 
calling him absolute’ 
universal fountain 
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It requires <5nly a moderate acquaint
ance with the conditions of life to make 
the individual clearly see that there are 
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the advancement of art, science, litera
ture and religion—with the progress of 
thought—than ever he has done before. 
He is constantly and continually coming 
into the world through the expansion o ' 
the general mind of humanity, and the 
unfolding of the spiritual qualities of 
the race. There is no special or partic-' 
ular period for his coming; it is a coni' 
slant arid continuous expression of him
self through the ever-increasing 
unfoldment of humanity. How, then, 
shall .we say, if mankind by its own un
foldment gives farther expression to

i.

the qualities of God, and that therefore 
every age experiences his coming, what 
shall we say will be the final issue of his 
coming in this fashion? Thé final issue 
must be this: That in proportion as the 
higher life of.mankind unfolds itself; in 
proportion as men grow more spiritual 
and.truly great; in proportion as they 
come nearer to nature, and, through na
ture and her principles, nearer to God, 
the author 'of. those principles, that 
'order, peace.and concord will be estab
lished among mankind.. For it follows 
naturally that you cannot be in harmony 
with the principles of order unless you 
give expression to those principles in 
the constitution of the society to which

limping along on speculative crutches, 
aided by theological walking-sticks, anff ■ 
aré like a parcel of rheumaticy, gouty 
pilgrims bound to a shrine to get rid of 
the evils that beset them. If anyone 
comes and says, “I will lay the hands of 
common sense upon you, and bid the de
mon of disease depart, bo that you may 
throw away your sticks and crutches," 
you turn a startled and amazed counten
ance to them, and say, “Get on one side, 
and do not be foolish. We must trust to 
God to take these evils away, for no one 
else can do sp.”

But who placed those evils there? 
Take the illustration we have suggested 
of tlie gouty patient. The unfortunate 
victim is compelled to rest, or at best 
go with a difficult hobble across the room 
with the aid of crutch and stick. He 
may pray to God witp all his heart and 
8Oul;..bqiGod.seems'toL;turD. .a deaf cap 
ajud uo-easement comes to. the .patient in 
spite of either prayers or physic. He 
may rail against God for his cruelty, or 
the physician for his want of skill. But 
who put the disease there? How much 
has riotous living and wrong procedure 
to do with it? How much of ignorance 
it may be? How much of the violation 
of the laws of nature, as applied to phys
iology, may be concerned in the produc
tion of this lamentable state? The laws 
of health have been abused, and the end 
of it is that nature, in rebellion, inflicts 
her penalties, enforces her punishments, 
and excruciating pains remain to con
sole the declining years. The evils of 
life have grown up and out of yourselves, 
either by the lack of experience, want 
of care or downright cruelty and wrong.

These, then, having arisen out of the 
ignorance- and wrong of men, knowl
edge,. righteousness, obedience and vir
tue will be the only causes that can re
move these wrqngs. In proportion, then, 
as you are taught to depend upon your
selves, to find out in yourselves the 
causes of the evils that now afflict you, 
just in that proportion will you be 
strong enough to remove them. We want 
to put a little moral backbone into your 
nature—to remind you that you can 
throw away your sticks—that you have 
got a backbone to enable you to stand 
upright if you will but use it, and you 
may take our word for it, if you will only 
stand up on your own feet, and fight 
your own battle, struggle for your own 
reforms, laboring to make your world 
better, you will be astonished to find 
how much power and . ability God has 
given you to bring about this desirable 
result. Let, us then, come to the con
clusion that there is a great deal of 
truth in the proverb, “God'helps those 
who help tnemselves.” He has in
tended .(let us add) that you should al
ways help yourself; you should form 
yourselves into a . sort of universal 
“help-myself society.” And when every
body sets about making himself better, 
he will not have time to look after his 
neighbor; and all being engaged in the 
same kind of industry it will be wonderful 
the quantity of results turned out.

The coming of God then virtually re
solves itself into this: That God comes 
into .the-world in exact proportion to 
the development of the higher life 
among humanity itself. How shall this 

‘ ¡higher life be unfolded, must be the 
Concluding consideration.- We must be 
educated-Hiertainly. There must be 
an. unfoldment of morality—certainly. 
We inust'be administered to religiously 
—certainly.., Intellect, morals and re- 
ligioú rifust be attended to. Well, these 
are all; admirable considerations, it is 

■ true; but they, are very dangerous-ones
—very dangerous, indeed! For, if you 
teach the multitudes'll is very much like 
applying the torch to a train—there is 
no knowing-when the explosion may 
take place or how long it is going to be. 
So lorigas men are ignorant, they are 
contenfwith the estate in which “it has 
pleased God to place them;” but. di

> rectly they begin to think they become 
dissatisfied and do not like the "state in

their own delinquencies.
The moral unfoldment to which we 

refer may seem a different thing to that 
universally accepted. There are some 
rights which are decided wrongs, some 
wrongs which are, after all, only rights. 
There are injustices among men to-day, 
sanctioned by law and custom, which the 
world calls right, bub which are griev
ous wrongs to those who suffer under 
them. New, our conception of morality 
is this: “Thou shalt do unto others as 
thou wouldst others do unto thee.” 
Negatively, “Thou shalt not do to thy 
neighbor what thou wouldst not have 
him do to thee." “Oh, but,” you say, 
“we have heard that before; Jesus 
taught that doctrine.” Yes, Jesus 
taught it, his followers “preach” it; but 
they do not always practice it—and 
ireacfiing is only one-quarter of the 
jattle. Everybody can preach, but it is 
not everybody that can practice. Never 
mind the preaching; who cares fol that?

In every court of justice in the land, 
in every honest mind, known through 
the world, it is not what a man says; it 
is what he does that weighs in tl;e 
udgment and influences the opinion. 

The.jpa.n who preaches the most high- 
striirig morality to the' public and who' 
violates thé laws of honor, arid morality 
in private, is not the kind of man we are 
selecting for the moral example and edi
fication of the community. “Thou shalt 
do untoothers,” and “thou shalt not do,” 
both these rules (golden rules shall 
we call them?) contain tbe highest and 
truest morality that you can possibly 
procure. A moral unfoldment of that 
kind, which shall help the coming of 
God, when universally expressed and 
lived up to, will so completely and ut
terly transform the relationship of 
human life that future conditions will 
be infinitely better able to sustain the 
coming of God than the best of condi
tions to-day. .

Religious unfoldment? Yes, religious 
ministration will help in the coming of 
God. What kind of religious ministra
tion? God is a spirit, and they that 
worship Him must do so in spirit and in 
truth. How will you worship God in 
spirit and in truth? By unfolding every 
element in your own soul that brings 
you into closer harmony with him; by 
’living that life of nobility and purity in 
thought and practice that will make you 
feel more of God unfolded within you, 
that shall lift you up in the scale of 
mental, moral and physical life—by un
folding, in short, every intellectual, 
moral and spiritual element within your
selves, so that the perfect life and 
rounded character may be evolved, and 
you stand, Indeed, a manifestation of the 
Indwelling spirit divine. If such were 
really the case, the question would never 
be asked, “when will be the coming of 
God?"

Let us, then, for one moment, draw 
aside the veil of the future and take a 
hasty glance at that time when the 
coming of God shall have been changed 
for the phrase, “God is here.” Let us 
think, if we can, of that happy day when 
there will be peace through all the 
world; when every distinction of envy, 
hatred, malice and the inequalities of 
race and place, have been forgotten; 
when man all over the world; wherever

To the Editor:—Let us have all 
things, and hold fast only to that which 
is good. The Progressive Thinker 
owes its unparalleled success to the fact 
that it is constantly feeding its readers on 
something fresh, invigorating and in
structive. The following will prove 
cheerful reading, even on a very hot 
day, and will not injure Spiritualism in 
the least. As set forth by the Chicago 
Tribune, Constance Countess Wachtmeis
ter, after appearing before an audience 
at All Souls’ Church, Langley avenue 
and Oakwood boulevard, talked enter
tainingly to a reporter regarding Mme, 
Blavatsky and the mysteries of Theos
ophy. The Countess prefers to discuss 
theqiliilosophy of Theosophy in the ab
stract rather than enter Into the details 
of experiences the recital of which 
may serve no other purpose than to 
arouse simple curiosity. But she con
sented to give some interesting bits of 
experience.

“Perhaps this will be the most inter
esting one,” she said. “When I was
with Mme. Blavatsky in India there was' 
an English lady there who had done a 
great deal of good in attending the sick 
and feeding those who were famine- 
stricken. Mme. Blavatsky wished to re
ward her by some gift to show her ap
preciation, and for a time was ata loss to 
know how to do so. She possessed a very 
fine and peculiar diamond rlng,of a yel
lowish tinge which had^bden . given to 
her by her master. She took the ring 
and put it on the lady’s linger, held it 
there, for a time, and then withdrew it, 
whereupon an exact duplicate re
mained upon the lady's hand and Mme. 
Blavatsky returned the original to her 
own finger. The lady afterward took 
the ring to a jeweler, who valued the 
stone at £60 English money.”

“Did you personally see this miracle

“What is At necessary to believe'in 
order to accept Theosophy?”

“The formula is very simple. A Theo
sophical society has three objects, which 
are as,follows:

“1. To form the nucleus of a universal 
brotherhood of man, without distinction 
of race, creed, sex, color or caste.

“2. To promote the 'study of Aryan 
and other Eastern literatures, religions, 
and sciences. .

“3. To investigate unexplained laws 
of nature and the psychical powers latent 
in man,

“No member is required to subscribe 
to any doctrine except that of universal 
brotherhood. Most members as indi
viduals accept the idea of reincarnation, 
but even that is not necessary. The so
ciety as such has no doctrines and is es
sentially a free-thinking institution. 
Tlie Theosophical societies have been in 
existence only since 1876. There are 
branches now in nearly every country 
in the world. At present in America 
there are 87 branches, in Europe 50, in 
Asia 150. When one comes into our so
cieties we do not ask him to lay aside 
his religion. If one is born in India his 
Karma will impel him to be a Buddhist, 
if in this country a Christian. We rec
ognize this fact. One may keep his own 
religion, but we want him to search 
down deep into its meanings and philos-x 
ophies with the key that Theosophy 
gives him. .

THE BIBLE ALLEGORICAL. ,

“All religions came from the East and 
in the East all the early writings were 
in allegorical form. I hold that the 
Bible is allegorical. There are contra
dictions on every page if it were taken 
literally, but Theosophy explains and 
harmonizes all these differences. Jesus 
Christ himself commanded a common 
brotherhood. He said, ‘Love one an
other,’ and yet there are 100 sects and 
each thinks that it alone has the truth. 
Theosophy teaches us to follow the

which-God'has placed” them, and begin 
to have grave, doubts as to • whether God 
has ' anything to do with the matter at 
all. They become suspicious of their 
pastors and masters and those who are 
placed ■ in authority over them.. They 
think that all the good things of the 
world should’ not run in one direction

ou belong. ■ ,
YVe refer, you back to the realms of 
ture,wherein you find the visible mani- —
tations of the coming of God, where and all, the bad in the other, in which 

find evidence that God inhere, and ’ ’' ' "
you can bring Him nearer by • lift-, 
ourselves. higher in the scale of 
y the complote unfoldment of

latter category they unfdrtunatelyseèm 
•to. stand;-' Intellectual development and
ünfoldment, then, appears to do infi
nitely uwsw tara ÜUin good. It is very

he may be, is an embodiment of God; 
where kings are unknown, and priests 
have long,since been dispensed with; 
where truth prevails in every heart and 
over every life; where poetry and sci
ence are worshiped as the triune deity, 
pointing to happier climes, stretching 
beyond the life of man—beyond the 
world, where grace and harmony uni
versally obtain in every thought; where 
joy pervades every heart and friend
ships are indissoluble; where love, 
truth, hope and justice have'a meaning, 
and are not as pigments to play with, 
but where men and women, courtly and 
queenly in their graces, stand the em
bodiment of the highest fulfillment of 
prophecy; where children are such 
sweet and joyous creatures that no 
tongue or words can describe, their na
tures; where, in a word, universal order 
and harmony prevail; where religion, 
morality and intellectual unfoldment 
have attained their highest' and best: 
where, finally, the world has reached 
her prime: and man on earth his zenith. 
Then the coming, of God will be an ac
complished fact, for every one will give 
expression to the God within.

So we need not ask 'when will God 
come, or how, for He-will be here, made 
manifest in man. . •

There is a wild flower resembling an 
orchis which-grows in several parts of 
Turkey. It is an excellent floral image 
of a humming bird. The breast is 
green, the wings are a deep rose color, 
the throat yellow, the bead and beak al
most black, • - ' ■- • " '

performed?”
“No, but I knew the lady, and know 

the facts as stated.”
“For the purpose of proving, the ex

istence of certain occult forces of which 
modern science has no knowledge, one 
of the Mahatmas about fifteen years ago 
arranged with Mr. Sinnott and others, 
then in India, to pay a visit in his astral 
body to a gentleman aboard aphip which 
had left Calcutta several days before, 
have him write a letter, and then trans
port the letter from the ship to Bombay 
and thence to Calcutta, all to be done by 
occult process and in an incredibly short 
space of time. The gentleman aboard 
ship had no knowledge of the plan, but 
a group of his friends in both Bombay 
and Calcutta were informed of the pro
posed feat, and at the same hour in both 
cities (making allowance for difference 
in time) the two groups were formed and 
waited for developments. The ship was 
several hundred miles out at sea when 
the Mahatma actually paid the visit. 
The object of the remarkable call was 
explained to the astonished host, who 
not only had never seen a Mahatma be
fore, but did not believe such men ex
isted. In compliance with the Mahat
ma’s request the gentleman wrote a let
ter to his friends in Calcutta, describing 
the visit and notiug the hour it was 
paid. Then the Mahatma, after some 
conversation, disappeared from before 
his eyes with the letter. A moment 
later the missive fluttered into the room 
in Bombay where the group was wait
ing. The hour of delivery was marked 
on the envelope, and then each person 
present wrote his or her name on a card 
and tied it to the letter. Then the in
visible hand of the Mahatma whisked it 
away, and in another moment it fell into 
the laps of those waiting in Calcutta. 
The whole affair took- only a few min
utes. It was afterward fully verified by 
an exchange of letters between all the 
parties concerned, most of whom were 
known to one another. The details of 
this incident are recorded in the 'Occult 
World, and the names of the various wit
nesses, given.”
WHY NOT ASSIS’^ IN MUNDANE AFFAIRS?

“As a Mahatmà is defined aq a person 
who has attained to absolute perfection, 
is it not possible for him to' use his 
powers in straightening out the tangles 
that people get into?' • For instance, 
could not one of the Mahatmas q! India 
solve for us the industrial, political, and 
financial problems,that are puzzling this 
Nation at this time?” ‘ ’

“They might help a little,’ but they 
cannot operate against the laws oi 
Karma. Nations have a Karma as well 
as individuals. In plainer phrase, 
Karma is not unlike the' law -of cause 
and effect. This: is a nation - of money
worshipers. Gold is ¡the American’s 
god. You think of littlo except of how 
to get more gold, instead of how to get 
mòro happiness. - Even a Mahatma can
not change the affairs of a nation that is 
existing for such a purpose' as that. 
There must be pure thoughts and noble 
impulses before there-can be happy re
sults. The Mahatmas are bound by the 
law of Karma.” ‘.I

teachings of Jesus Christ. It is not re
ligion, it is not Buddhism, it is not 
Brahminism, it is not Spiritualism, but 
it is philosophy. It is the root under
lying all religions and embracing them, 
all.” ■

Countess Wachtincister is an enthusi
astic believer in reincarnation and says 
it was believed in by the founders of the 
Indian and Egyptian religions, by Pluto, 
Pythagorus, and the early Jews. It is 
even referred to in the Bible and was a 
universal belief until the time of the 
dark ages.

’ NEW RACE TO BE BORN IN AMERICA.

“The adepts,” sho continued, “have, 
shown us that this world belongs" to a 
chain of seven globes. Wc are now on 
the fourth globe—the most material 
one. We are also in the fifth race of 
the fourth globe, and as members of 
the fifth race we have the five senses. 
We are now gradually approaching the 
condition of the sixth race, which is to 
have a sixth sense. That race will be 
born here in America, where the people 
of all the world have been brought to
gether for that purpose. The sixth 
sense that this race will have will bo 
what we now know as intuition. Some 
of us now experience a slight forerun
ner of this sixth sense in the flashes of 
things that come to us of a sudden. Wo 
know certain things intuitively at limes 
and we are as positive of them as we are 
of the things that we see, hear, taste, 
touch or smell. When we have ad
vanced to the seventh race we shall 
have a seventh sense, but 1 do not pre
tend to know what it will be. 1 have 
been told by the adepts that it is im
possible for us to know what it will be 
until we have fully entered upon the 
sixth race and acquired the sixth 
sense.”

The lecture was attended by about' 
700 people, to whom Countess Wacht
meister defined Theosophy in the sim
plest language possible, and tried to 
make plain the laws of Karina and the 
theories of reincarnation. . She said 
that every individual family and nation 
had its own Karma and sounded its own 
keynote. Life, she said, was not a mono
tone, but a harmony.

This talk on Theosophy is valuable 
and suggestive. People will seek the 
truth along divergent lines: they always 
have done so: they are doing so to-day, 
and they will continue to do so; and 
The Progressive Thinker will lead; 
it has been doing so: it is doing so to
day, and will continue to do so in the 
future. Divine Wright.

Tne baobab trees of Senegal are de- ■> 
nominated by Humboldt the "oldest or
ganic monuments of our planet.”

However learned or eloquent, man 
knows nothing truly that he has not 
learned from experience.—Wieland.

Every one has a wallet behind for his, 
own fallings, and one before for the fail
ings of others.—LaFontaine. ’

He that is extravagant will soon be
come poor, and poverty will enforce de
pendence, and invite corruption.—John
son.

When we read we fancy we could be 
martyrs; when we come to act we can
not bear a provoking word.—Hannah 
More. .

Truth needs no color, with his color 
fixed: beauty no pencil, beauty’s truth to 
lay; but best is best, if never inter
mixed.—Shakspeare.

Man obeys natures laws, even when 
he strives against them; he works with > 
her even when he works against her —, 
Goethe. ‘

In general, mankind, since'the im
provement of cookery, eat twice ’ as 
much as nature requires.—Franklin. ■

I never knew aman of letters ashamed 
of his profession.—Thackeray.
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BY EMMA MINER, 
Author of “Bars and Thresholds,’* “Led,” 
, and other stories,
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, Clouds with Silver Lining.
< They were seated on the rocks one ofter- 

, Hoon, enjoying the delicious sea breezes. The 
afternoon shadows were beginning to lengthen 
about them, when they espied four forms ap

A broaching them.
| “They look familiar,” said Alma, whose 
young, far-reaching eyes were intently fixed 
upon them. Suddenly she sprang to her feet 

land rushed away toward them, turning to 
! shout over her shoulder to her mother: 
|, “It is Mrs, Adams, Mrs. Ames, Mr. Mar
cella and---- ,” the rest of the sentence was
lost upon the wind, but it proved to be Mr. 
Emmons. And what a jolly quartette they 
werel Mrs. Andrus hastened forward to meet 
them. Even Mrs. Millis, stranger as she was 
to Mrs. Ames and Mr. Marcella, went forward 
with a face of pleasant welcome.

) They settled themselves in various niches of 
i« huge rook which proffered welcome seats to 
'«11.
i “We have already dined, ” said Mrs. Adams. 
(«‘We were delayed a little, so Mr. Marcella 
took us to the Essex for dinner; so we have 
plenty of time for a chat here before we go up 
to the house, thank you. ”

“How much better you are both looking!” 
exclaimed Mrs, Ames, delightedly, to Mrs. 
Andrus.

“We ought," replied Alma smilingly. “We 
liave done nothing but rest, eat and sleep. I 
even forget to read, and sit watching every 
wave as if it were the last I ever expect to 
■eel”

Mr. Emmons had not made his seat near 
Alma; but when the shadows grew a little 
longer and deeper, and by certain signs along 
the pathways they knew the supper hour was 
•approaching, and they turned to go toward 
the cottage, he naturally found his way by 

f Alma’s side. Mrs. Andrus and Mr. Marcella 
walked together, while Mrs: Millis, Mrs. 
Ames and Mrs. Adams straggled along like 

I three young schoolgirls, all talking at once. 
. They entered the cottage. Mr. Marcella 
Baid laughingly:

“You needn’t think you have got to invite 
UB to supper. We are going to invite our
selves,” and he opened the dining-room door.

Mrs. Andrus stopped on the threshold in 
amazement. The table was laid for seven.

I “I sent a telegram down to old Marsh yes
: terday to have everything in readiness for us 

। to-night, so you see I have surprised you 
! twice already!” •
| There was a queer little accent on that last 
Word, and Mrs. Andrus observed it, but Mr. 
Marcella’s genial face gave no clue; so she 

. was content to join in the surprise and enjoy
ment of the hour, and soon forgot it.

; “This accounts tor Marsh's unusual activ
ity and nervousness to-day, Alma," said Mrs. 
Andrus. “I wondered what ailed them both."

“I thought they seemed to want to hurry us 
out of their way this afternoon, soon after 
lunch,” said Alma. “You kept your secret 
well,” she said, smiling into the face of the 

I old servant who was waiting on the table. 
! The supper was not quickly dispatched. 
iPhey lingered long over various substantial 
edibles, and over coffee, chatting comfortably 
¡and happily together.
| Then, pulling soft, warm wraps about them, 
they went out on the wide veranda. The 
moonlight fell softly around them. The waves 
sang in a deep undertone, and a spell of ut
most harmony fell upon the happy group.

In the'midst of it all, Mr. Marcella, looking 
upon Mrs. Andrus, noticed her refined and 
spiritual face—a face which was already losing 
something of its previous care and perplexity, 

j Even now she was only thirty-eight years 
ojd. Her hair was still soft, brown and wav
ing. Alma’s was like it Indeed, Alma was 
very like her mother, and looked nearly as 
old, Mr. Marcella thought

••“Poor child!” he said mentally; «'she has 
had a hard time. If I can have my way, I 
will make it easier for both mother and daugh
ter, and place them where they belong.”

Mr. Marcella had come suddenly to the con
clusion that they belonged to his house—or 
the house" he meant to have.

All these years, for he was now forty-five, 
he had turned resolutely away from match
making mammas, and their marriageable 
daughters. He had found many good, true, 
handsome women, but none that he wanted 
particularly. Was it not strange, that in
stead of choosing some young, beautiful girl, 
he should fix his mind upon Mrs. AndruS?

Bnt so it was; and then and there he deter
mined to make her his wife, if he could win 
her. '

Mrs. Andrus, blissfully unconscious of any 
such intention On Mr. Marcella’s part,, had al
lowed her thoughts to wander back to one put 
of their recent trouble.

“What has become of Mr. Ledyard?” she 
asked.

THE PROGRESSIVE: THINKER.

“Mr. Ledyard is still employed with me."
“I . thought you would keep him. I felt 

sure, after I brw your face, it would be like 
you to give him a chance.” ■ 
i', “Yes; a chance to start anew in the world," 
Replied Mr. Marcella. “We had a square 
tfdk, . IJeWas for going away. He felt the 
disgrace .bitterly. I advised him not to go., 
I tol(| him if he went now, everybody would 
remember his wrong-doing against him. I 
told him he had better stay and live it down. 
I couldn’t honestly give him a recommenda
tion-—that is, if he were to go away—but he 
might stay, and earn one; so he decided to re
main.”

“That was kind in you. I am glad you did 
it. Hq has ability enough, and might become 
a good man.”

“I thought you would wonder at my-keep
ing him; some of the others did. Some 
thought he ought to go." A

“1 am not one who like to see people 
pushed down-hill if they want to make a strug
gle to get up. I would even help Mrs. Echo 
if she needed it, or wanted help."

“I have not much faith that she will want 
help,” said Mr. Marcella. “From what I 
have since learned of her, she naturally is in
dined to cheat and speak falsely. Of course, 
she has some good qualities, bnt there is so 
much which seems evil mixed with it, that 
even het friends have to be on their guard 
with her. They never know when it is going 
to assert itself."

‘ “I think you used that word ‘naturally, ’ in 
the right sense, in speaking of her,” said Mrs. 
Andrus. “The question has been in my mind 
for some time as to how far such people are 
responsible for their bad actions, when they 
are not welLbom.”

“I have thought of that myself. That 
many people are born deficient in good quali
ties there is no doubt. That we must do the 
best we can with them since they are in the 
world, no doubt. They are like deformed 
limbs upon an otherwise healthy body—crip
pled, distorted."

“With just this difference,” commented 
Mrs. Andrus. “A deformed limb harms no
body but the unfortunate owner; while these 
moral monstrosities can do much harm to 
others.”

“Yes; the comparison is a true one. And 
when these moral defects are implanted in a 
person of Mrs. Echo’s wonderful personal 
magnetism, with such remarkable psychical 
powers, there is a double opportunity for un
happy influences and their equally unfortunate 
results. We can only pity such people. It 
is a great perplexity, sometimes, to know how 
to be with such people long enough to do 
them any good and not suffer for it ourselves. 
They are a mysterious product of nature. ”

Mr. Marcella sighed a little as bespoke. 
He had had some trouble—some experiences 
in that line.

“And it is just such an one as she who 
makes so much mischief in the ranks of Spir
itualistic workers. It takes a dozen honest 
mediums six months to undo one act of such 
an one—be they man or woman; and then 
they can't really undo it; the evil lives longer 
than the good; for it is characteristic with a 
part of human nature to remember a bad act 
longer than a good one; and“so thoughtless 
people think all mediums are like her. We 
suffer from such. ”

“I suppose it must, be so,” replied Mr. 
Marcella; “but as I have had no experience 
with them either way until lately, I have not 
been prepared to judge; though I will con
fess my mind has been somewhat influenced 
by the popular prejudice. But I can see now 
there are two sides to this, as well as in many 
other things. But I shall believe in the truth 
of the good in future, and shall be interested 
to learn more of the truth. ”

All this time, Alma and Mr. Emmons were 
discussing softly of the beautiful places along 
the beach, and it. all seemed so restful Alms 
had nearly forgotten her previous troubles in 
the peace of the present—or only remembered 
them to be thankful for the kind friends who 
had so generously defended her in the midst 
of them; and as they sat thus, with hands 
closely clasped, another man, a younger man, 
had renewed his determination to win Alma 
for his wife.

Near this happy couple sat the three other 
ladies, enjoying every moment of the happy 
evening. It was only to Mrs. Millis that a 
Revelation of the ultimate developments was 
given, and she wisely refrained from speaking 
of it.

Before they retired, they held a quiet se
ance, to which Mr. Marcella was a surprised 
and attentive listener.

“Can such things be?” he asked.
“Yes; I believe it, ” answered Mrs. Andrus.
“Isn't it of a little different order from Mrs. 

Echo's work?" '
“Yes; but Mrs. Echo has fine powers also. 

She might do good work if she would."
“It.is to the spirit-world, through the me

diumship of Mrs. Millis, that we are indebted 
for the proofs which were’ the means of our' 
release from our trouble,” said Mrs. Adams.

“It all seems strange, but if there is any
thing in it, I want to know more about it. I 
am already convinced there is. 1 think I must

stay around here a week and investigate a lit
tle with Mrs- Millis." '

“I sincejely hope you .will. You will find 
her truthful. You may learn some surprising 
things in regard to the spiritual philosophy."

It was a happy week to them all. When 
they returned to the city, Mrs. Millis accom
panied them.

"I feel as if I must go," she said.
To this there was no resistance urged, for 

each felt as if she might possibly have a duty 
awaiting her return. Indeed, happy as she 
had been there during her pleasant stay, she 
now seemed to feel a great degree of uneasi
ness to return to Laureldale.

CHAPTER X I.
Nir. Vane’s Vain Scheme.

The next day after, Mrs. Adams’ return she 
received a,call from Mr. Ledyard. .

“I want to see you alone a few moments, if 
I may,” he said.

Mrs. Adams was startled at'the great 
change in his face;; He. had grown very pale 
and thin. ■ . . • ,

“I have come to make A confession, Mra. 
Adams. I can no longer rest under my guilt, 
I am the one who took that money from your 
desk. I didn't want the money particularly. 
I wanted to hurt Alma. But I can't rest un
der it, and I thought I had better make a clean 
breast of it to you. You can do as you like 
now."

“You have not surprised me any. 1 knew 
it was you; have known it.for. some time."

“How did you. know?.” he asked, almost in
credulously. ,

1 'A medium described the. whole scene to 
ms. She described you, and «told me all 
about it. ”

“Was it Mrs, Echo?" he asked doubtfully.
“No. The same medium described Mrs. 

Echo, and found the articles in the bureau.”
“Why didn’t you say something about it to 

me at the time and arrest me?” he asked curi
ously. .

“For the very good reason that what the 
medium said would not be accepted as evi
dence. We could not’1 have produced proof, 
I was sure, in my own mind, that the medium 
was correct, but if that story had been told to 
a judge and jury, there would have been any 
amount of fun poked at it. You would have 
known it . was true, but nobody else would 
have believed It. ”

“Sure enough, they wouldn't,” he replied.
“Now, so far as I am concerned, I don’t 

propose to make any trouble for you, Mr. Led
yard. . If you have made up your mind to 
strike out in the right direction, I would be 
sorry to hold you back. ”

“Of course, there are certain parties who 
know of it," she continued, “but they will 
preserve silence. Beyond those people it will 
not go.' There is much good in you, and you 
can make a smart man of yourself, if y$u 
try." lj : '.b

Tears were rolling down Mr., Ledyard’s face. 
He could hardly Utter the thanks which trem
bled upon his lips. . (

“I will make no promises,” he said; “time 
will tell what I mean to try to do.”

“If you would like to come back here to 
my house to live, Mr. Ledyard, you can do sh, 
and have your old room again."

“Oh! if I only could! It is wretched where 
I am. I have been homesick ever since I 
have been there, and besides, I should have 
been half starved if I had had any appetite. 
Perhaps I shall get a new one. Now I have 
got this off my mind, I shall feel easier.”

“Ail right,” she said smilingly. “I will 
undertake to feed you." And bo Mr. Ledyard 
become a member of Mrs. Adams’ family once

“It is Alma’s father. He says he went 
there to see Mr. Emmons, and saw what was 
going on.” . ,

The boy who carried the message happened 
to see Mr. Marcella on a car, and so the er
rand was done sooner than expected, and in a 
few moments he was in Mrs. Adams’ parlor.

“Mrs. Andrus—Alma?" he asked anxiously 
as ho entered,

“No; they are all right, but I thought best 
to send for you.”

She related the scene of the hour previous.
“Perhaps I am taking too much df a lib

erty, but I felt you ought to know it. ”
“Not at all. It may be Vane i$ hanging 

around, plotting mischief, but I thought he 
had left the city. I have not seen or heard of 
him since he Iqft me. I have been out of 
town for two days, and was not expected to
day; but important business compelled my re
turn; I have not been in the store to-day."

Mrs. Milliri turned eagerly to him while he 
was speaking. ‘ ' . .

“Now, you just hurry down to the store. 
See if Vane has been there to day, or lately, 
and search the basement, particularly some
where hear some, part of the elevator."

“I will, thoroughly. If . there is a trap, I 
Will find it."

[TO BE CONTINUED,]

HAD A VISION.
Mr. Bataglea Learns of a Crime 

Thereby and Awoke Just in Time 
to Escape the Villain's Knife.

The following telegram from Sioux City, 
Iowa, August 4, illustrates the importance of 
dreams:

“James Nelson, a workman on a farm 
owned by Anton Bataglea, of Salix, near 
here, assaulted the wife of his employer while 
her husband was away on business last Thurs
day night. ,

“The next morning he went to Lemars, got 
a team, drove „out in the country where Bata
glea was, and told him that Mrs. Bataglea 
was ill and wanted him to come home imme
diately. Bataglea drove back to Lemars with 
him, but as there was no train to Salix until 
the next day, they took a room together at the 
hotel.

“Bataglea had a dream during the night in 
which the crime of Nelson was shown to him 
so vividly that he awoke to find that his com
panion had left the room. Bataglea was 
partly dressed, when he turned and saw Nel
son coming in stealthily with a huge knife in 
his hand. Bataglea screamed with horror and 
escaped past Nelson. *

“When he reached home in the morning Ba
taglea learned the confirmation of his vision. 
Nelson was arrested to-day. He will probably 
not be taken to Salix, as he would be almost 
sure of lynching there. Mrs. Bataglea, is 
likely to die."

Maple Dell Camp-Meeting, Ohio,
To the Editor:—Last night we bade adieu 

to Maple Dell Park, and while we have had a 
successful year, yet 'tis sad to say good-bye 
when we have been so closely allied to each 
other for the past three weeks; “but the best 
of friends must part," yet we have the blessed 
assurance that if we don’t live to come to this 
lovely camp in the year 1895, we can come in 
spirit, and be recognized, and can help aid 
the cause and swell the unseen force which 
comes here each year to aid in elevating hu
manity. ’
’ We have just closed the first successful 
camp ever held here (practically speaking), 
although we have had grand, good meetings 
here before, but we never had the widespread 
influence of this year sent abroad to induce 
visitors and campers to dwell among us, from 
New York to the Gulf, from Connecticut to 
California, and all appeared to be happy and 
stayed to a finish. This has been done by 
the pen more than any other power, and what 
makes us feel better than all is, that those 
who were among us have promised to return 
and be with us at our next camp for 1895.

We are glad to say that the State of Illinois 
was well represented; have taken stock and 
will return next year. We have built seven 
new cottages this year, and have now engaged 
for the building of sixteen more.

We also expect to build an auditorium 80x 
130 feet, with a seating capacity of 2,000, and 
it will require all that to seat our audience, on 
Sunday especially. - The glad tidings are fast 
spreading among the people, and while we 
cannot say that many converts have been 
added to the cause this year, yet the people 
here who have been the great scoffers among 
us are now coming unsolicited and offering 
their funds to aid the cause, which shows we 
are doing good each] year, which makes us 
happy. .

We have had a number of speakers this 
year who have done good work; and although 
the mediums who were employed to be with 
us did not all come, and while some left us 
before the expiration of the meeting, yet to 
take it all In all we have had a good time, and 
indications are that next year our camp will 
have a regular boom.

Well, we have begun to look forward to 
1805, by electing our officers, appointing com
mittees and employing speakers, and we will 
have the best talent of the land represented 
upon our platform. We will have a good 
band, who will enliven the camp with sweet 
music.

With a new auditorium and many new cot
tages, we hope to give you grand reports for 
1895.

Maple Dell officers elected for 1895 are: M. 
C. Danforth, president; L. King, vice-presi
dent; W. N. White, secretary; W. F, Ball, 
corresponding secretary, and to whom all let
ters should be addressed.

W. F. Ball, Secretary. 
Mantua Station, Ohio.
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more.
The next day Mrs. Millis called on Mrs. 

Adams. She appeared troubled and ill at 
ease.

“I had to come again," she tried to explain. 
“I don’t know what for, but let me go where 
I can be alone with you and undisturbed."

Mrs. Adams led the way to her own room.
“There is going to be some more trouble. 

There is danger of something. Ohl I must 
know what it is!” exolaimed Mrs. Millis excit
edly. “There’s danger, danger of fire. I 
can see a short, stout man; a man with side
whiskers—there’s a little gray in them, and I 
hear vain—vain—vain!”

“0, perhaps you mean Mr. Vane; that an
swers to his personal description."

“Well, they didn’t spell it for me, I only 
heard it. I was afraid it meant I would try 
in vain to get it ”

“Well, you just go on,” said Mrs. Adams, 
encouragingly.

“Anyway, the man I see is in a great build
ing. Yes, it is that Mr. Vane."

“But Mr. yane has gohe away, and nobody 
seems to know where," Said Mrs. Adams, 
doubtfully. ....... ’

“Well, if he. did go, he has come back 
again. Yes—he is there. He-seems to-be 
sly. It is surely in Mr. Marcella’s store. I 
am sure of it!' The trouble is with that sleek, 
whiskered man. He means to do some mis
chief." •

“Do you see- anything of Mr. Marcella?" 
asked Mrs. Adams. She felt impressed there 
must be some trouble.

“No, but they tell me it is his place, and 
that he is not in the building. He seems 
to be gone away for a few days. 4

“Now, this man is sly, and it is something 
about a fire. I do believe he is planning to 
make one, in or near a certain part of the 
basement, and anothernear the elevator. He 
must be watched I He has done something 
already. Oh! if somebody could only stop 
him! You must You must get word to Mr. 
Marcella, somehow, so he may have warning! 
I am sure there is trouble about fire!"

“I will send word to Mr. Marcella at once 
that I want to see him," and Mrs. Adams dis
patched a inessenger hurriedly.'

She returned where Mrs. Millis was sitting.
“Who has been telling you this?" she 

asked.

Ben M. Barney and Dr. S. B. 
Hendee.

To the Editor:—I promised, in a former 
letter, to write you more particulars regarding 
our many mediums here in Portland. I do 
not pretend that I can do them all justice; but 
it is a satisfaction to us old pioneerri'in the 
cause of Spiritualism to be able to note the 
wonderful progress there is going on all 
around us. In this letter I will confine my 
remarks to only two of our most wonderful 
médiums, because these two have lately joined 
teams and propose to work together in the 
promulgation of spiritual truths, and if they 
don't make a strong team, then I am mis
taken.

Ben M. Barney and Dr. S. B. Hendee are 
two of the most popular mediums of the day. 
Mr. Barney has been with us here in Portland 
for about a year, giving to the people the 
most marvelous teste of spirit return, reading 
sealed letters verbatim, and frequently going 
so far as to read letters yet in the pockets of 
persons who had not yet handed them to him. 
These letters are generally written to parties in 
Spirit-life, and in which case the spirit thus 
addressed appears to Mr. Barney and answers 
the letters, always to the satisfaction of the 
parties writing them. These things are being 
done time and time again. After an acquaint
ance tor a year with Mr. Barney, I can truly 
say that I believe him to be a genuine medium 
and a true gentleman; and he, with his amiable 
wife and accomplished daughter, makes a 
host of friends wherever they go.

Dr. S. B. Hendee is a son of D. H. Hen
dee, the old pioneer Spiritualist, of Oregon; a 
man that has stood as a landmark of pro
gressive thought in Portland for more than 
forty years. Young Dr. Hendee (whose 
mother was a medium) has grown np among 
us from his very boyhood, and has been 
known as the boy medium,, speaking in trance 
and on subjects which’ in his normal condition 
he knew nothing about. We are proud of 
him and feel that the cause will be much pro
moted wherever he goes. We all feel in our 
hearts to say, “God bless you. Go forth and 
do the Master’s work.” Cyrus A. Reed.

Portland, Oregon.

Interesting Spiritualist Gathering.
We had the pleasure of attending a spirit

ual gathering on Skunk River, near Metz, 
Iowa, last Sunday. All seemed to enjoy the 
amusements, and did ample justice to the 
good things that were served for dinner and 
supper. At the close of the day's festivities 
Mr. and Mrs. Engle invited all hands to their 
home for a seance. At least twenty-five of 
the party accepted their kind invitation, and 
the circle proved to be the most enjoyable I 
have attended since visiting Clinton camp last 
season. Several were controlled to give beau
tiful and loving messages. White Lily’s ad
dress of 'welcome through the mediumship of 
Mrs. Engle was excellent. Miss Nellie Sims 
was controlled to talk, and for the first time, 
under control, showed a remarkable power. 
Mrs. Paschal, of Colfax, gave some remark
able manifestations. The closing speech hy 
the Spirit Bertha, through the mediumship of 
Miss Ella Bond, was truly grand.

Thus passed the day that will be fondly re
membered by those that were there.

, There are a large number of Spiritualists in 
^his country, and we have an organization, 
but it seems almost impossible to get our offi
cers to do anything for our cause. We need 
a good test-medium to give our people a warm-

THE MISSING LINK :
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters,

ANACCO UNT OF MOD ERN SPIRIT* 
2*1 uallBin—BQ-called—from lu Inception at Hydes* 
vi»e. N. Y., including the experiences of the Fox Fam
ily, spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to be 
very interesting, andtho interest is intensified when 
that account is written by ono of the Fox Sisters. 
Such Is the fact in this instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers ot tbo great movement are 
narrated in a most entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
moat important part of the history of the great Spirit* 
ual movement which now numbers lu votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should bavo

“THE MISSING LINK” s 
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of lu earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume is enriched with a number of fine en
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50. For eale «t tMs office.

ing over.
someone to go ahead.

We do not lack for funds, but for
Let us hear from some

Researches in Oriental History.
BY G. W. BROWN, M. D.

One FoL IXmo, 407 Page, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.'
1. RESEARCHES HT JEWISH BISTORT. 
». RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM 
3. DERIVATION OP CHRISTIAN!!!. ( 
4. WHENCE OUR ARIAN ANCESTORS» ) 
The whole comprlies on earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus.
In thia volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been tbo holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic Idea la traced to tbc Bac
trian Phlloaophcr, 2350 years B. C., and Its history is 
outlined, following tbo waves of emigration, until it Is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after the commencement 
of the Christian era. ,

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its een 
tral hero arc mythical; that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Ito rites, ceremonial», dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of the past; tt» facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority, and no per
son can read it without instruction and profit, whether 
ho reaches the same conclusions with the author an 
otherwise.. For sale at thtarttafi/

Modem and Bible Spiritualism, 

 

similarity. By Moises HulLt Price,

responsible medium it would be possible to se
cure for a short period. Bent Clement,

prising an answer to urke's attack on tie 
French; Revolution, giving Paine’s idem 
on government Papejf 25 centBjcloth, 50cts3

■ \k/ Christ ana Meowmiiup. By Motes Hull*
A comparison jricfiiowat».

showing their \r<ffEMyTHOE THE GREAT 
rice, 10 cents.

urns.
JESUS AND THE MÉDIUMS. OR 

\J Christ and MedlumiMp. By Motes Bull« Àpem* «Vin. 1 *AA.Ifnn ÏA aiim.a *

Volney’s Ruins of Empires, and The Law 
of Nature. This is recognized as one of the 
classics of free thought It eloquently advo
cates the best interests of mankind, and 
clearly indicates the sources of human ignor
ance and misery. It is a profound and able 
work. In one volume; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 
75 cents.

The Rationale Of Mesmerism. By A. P. 
Sinnett Considetod theoretically, philosoph
ically and theoBOphically. Price 11.25.

The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Hull. A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cts.

The Question Settled. By Mories Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modem 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Likes It the Best.
To the Editor:—Inclosed you will find one 

dollar to pay for The Progressive Thinker, 
I would not be without it for three times the 
price. I like it better than any other liberal 
paper I have ever read. Spiritualism is tak
ing quite a spurt in this camp. I believe that 
a good speaker could do well here, for a time 
at least Of course, I could not guarantee 
anything. There are a great many here who 
would like to hear of the truths of Spiritual
ism. We have a population here of from 
eight to ten thousand. There are several cir
clets being held, but we need someone here to 
expound the philosophy.

W. F. Bogabt, M. Di 
Cripple Creek, Col.

The Progressive Thinker
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, I1L, and try the paper for three 
months. , >

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Coh-

Jesus and the M

From Boul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

‘THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
J- beat Poems of tbo author, and tome of her moat 

(lopular aonra, with the mualo by eminent compotes«. 
Among the Poems which hare attracted wide notice 
ire: “Budding Rose," “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Laws," “Parson Smith's Prophecy," "From tbo 
Highlands of Heaven,” “The City of Sorrow." "Solilo
quy of Fnlvlt at Slcyon," “ The Holy Maid of Kent, ■ 
etc.

The Mnslo Includes "The Unseen City;" “Clsrt- 
tel," a J one Song: “We Shall Meet onr Friends In the 
Morning"; Meet us at the Crystal Gates."

Mary of the Poems ere admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were used by the author In her public read
ings.

Pbrbs NoTtCBS.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle Is tnaiter- 
ful In her prolific poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Gar
field's brightest scholars.—Cbansanlng ..rgus. U 

poet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known u 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like » 
banner on onr walls to recall us dally to our better 
selves.—pester M. Poole. A gifted, lady, with rare 
poetic talent—Warren Tribune. A poet with abntr 
uant talent and versatility.—Banner of Ltgbt She is 
one of nature’s pocta.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, «etttng itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbel 1s exquisitely beantttuL—D. D. 
Home.

The volume contains 22J pages, is besuUfnBy printed 
and bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday Gin. Price 
11.50, post-paid.

For sale at this office.

OUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTR.
er tele« tbd iketcbei. By a band of spirit Intel

ligences, through the mediumship of Mary Theroaa 
Bhelhamer. An excellent-work. Price»1.25. -
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Since the writing of the New Testament no

To the Editor:—Affairs at Clinton camo

Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

Ip the recent announcement of the

Secretary. 2Ncf

of

ot

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.

1

office. V

culated, on inquiry, that the prayer and the 
voice I heard exactly coincided in point of

1

Our rostrum is so beautiful with gladioli of 
every color that we desire to acknowledge our 
indebtedness to Cushman Gladiolus Company, 
of Euclid, Ohio, for the same.

Abby A. Judson.

Jerry Bricker.
I ^,1 .1 ■

I

LIBERALS, ATTENTION.

and not demanding, test conditions, By this Clinton (Iowa) Camp-Meeting.
is not meant anything painful or humiliating r- ~ - - ■■ — °

The Unknown
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

This Department is under the management of 
the distinguished author, speaker and medium,

Hudson Tuttle,.
who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It-is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 
direct to him an a postal or-by letter,.and which 
will, in turn, I'eceive attention, . Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to ant in this capajcity.until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

R. A, D.: Q. Why are fraudulent me
diums allowed to deceive even old Spiritual
ists? Why do not our spirit friends expose 
these frauds? Why do they allow us to be so 
deceived? . । •

A. If every spirit communication was in
fallibly true, “Thus saith the. spirit” would 
take the place of “Thus saith the Lord,” and 
mankind would, hopelessly imbecile, be led by 
the leading strings held by the Spirit-world. 
This would not be right or for the best inter
ests of man, for he lives his life for develop
ment, which depends on his self-reliance, and 
personal efforts.

Spiritualists, especially “old Spiritualists, ” 
ask too much. They demand tests often im
possible to truthfully give. Instead of strict 
observation, they court deception and receive 
what they bargain for. If these Spiritualists 
would take the paips to consult other mediums 
without carrying with them the overshadow
ing will that makes the answers they receive 
echoes of their own thoughts, it is probable 
that their spirit-friends would undeceive them.

Our spirit-friends may have good and 
worthy reasons for not exposing fraud. We 
may not furnish them facilities for so doing; 
they may conclude that if they pull up the 
tares the wheat will be also uprooted; the false 
spirit having gained control, the friends may 
be unable to dispossess it. If • we leave the 
door to our spiritual temple wide open, we 
ought not to expect or ask our spirit-friends to 
guard it for us. If we keep it closed, they 
may prevent its being broken open, while they 
could not expel an intruder who had once 
gained admittance, or even give warning of 
his presence.

H. L. 0., Marcellus, Mich.: After a nar
rative of his mediumship he asks: “Is it 
worth while to follow up my development?”

A. That depends entirely on your ideal. 
If you consider it as a means of improvement 
and self-culture, and that every gain in sensi
tiveness to the thoughts of the Spiritrworld is 
a gain in the completion of your individuality, 
then you should give your mediumship the 
same attention you do other means of educa
tion; blit if you.regard your mediumship as a 
means to compass pecuniary ends, and self
advancement, then it should 'be considered as 
any other worldly, selfish scheme, for spirit
uality has faded out entirely. If mediumship 
is made the means of selfish gajn, then selfish 
spirits are attracted and intensify that feeling 
until it may predominate over all others.

- W. 0., Magnet, Mo.: Q. We have a girl 
who is a fine medium, just developed. Her 
guide is truthful, but a lying spirit takes pos
session and gives us falsehood. How are we 
to free her from this influence?

A. I have the impression that the “lying 
spirit” is that of a friend, not long since de
parted, who does it because of a playful, mis
chievous disposition, rather than intention to 
injure. At least, this girl, almost woman 
grown, appears before me as tbe guilty one.

She should be received kindly and patiently 
informed of the effects of her untruthfulness. 
To instruct these “spirits in prison” is a work 
of great value. As this question is a type of 
a multitude of others, perhaps a broader an
swer may be of interest, even at the danger of 
repetition, in this field which it seems neces
sary to plow over and over again in our anxi
ety to have the means and methods of medium
ship thoroughly,understood.

A sudden development of mediumship is al
ways attended with dangers. It is a forced 
growth, and requires time to gain equilibrium. 
In order to produce this result, the resistance 
of self-will, self-control, and all that passes 
under the name of positiveness, must be 
broken down. The system becomes extremely 
negative; hence, unless the spirits who work 
this change have the power to hold constant 
possession, any other grade of intelligences 
may walk into the widely-opened door.

This forcibly illustrates the necessity of the 
cultivation of mediumship in an intelligent 
manner, and not by a blind passiveness, which 
is always liable to lead to undesirable results.

The mischievous spirit of whom our friend 
speaks might easily give the appearance of 
the most detestable fraud to her seances, and 
bring her into irretrievable disgrace. We 
have no doubt many of the so called exposes 
have no other cause than this; yet the circle 
cannot be censured for judging by appearances 
unfavorable to the medium.'

These mischievous spirits are not insuscept
ible to the influences of kindness, and rarely 
do they comprehend the great damage their 
thoughtlessness produces. Consequently, if 
they are conversed with as one would with a 
mortal in the same position, they may be made 
to see their error, and not only that, but their 
own advancement assisted. Judge Edmonds 
narrates many such experiences, and in con
versation a little time before his death, he told 
me that he had thus accomplished a great 
amount of good, and the spirits thus assisted 
had often returned and thanked him for what 
he had done in thus giving them the helping 

J ■ hand.: 7’’■' i ' ' ■
Instead of treating these spirits as outlaws, 

they should be kindly received and persuaded 
o enter a nobler sphere of activity. The me-

dium ehould at the same time cultivate the Haslett Park Camp-Meeting, 
positive as well as passive atatb of mind, and q>he third Sunday of this camp was en- 
thus become able to,throw herself from one joyed by a larg0 numberof peOple listening to 
to the other at will, so that when she finds .the tbe eiOquPnt lectures by Mrs. H. S. Lake in 
manifestations of an objectionable character, the morning, and Hon. A. B. French in the 
she may prevent their continuance by becom- afternoont Mr8. Lake>s addreB9 was on. 
ing positive to the control. Our friend has no <<gom(j ot tbe LaW8 Underlying Spiritualism 
cause for uneasiness for the medium has won- and Some of Its Attainments."' . So interest- 
deiful powers which, when perfected, will be ing waa it that it will be continued on Tues-' 
of incalculable value Our advice is not to day_ The lecture was followed with psycho- 
en ter pub he life until her gifts are well estab- metrjc readings, which were of the best. Mr. 
lished; to strive to elevate the mischievous French handled the text, “Blackbirds Fly in 
spirit, who will become her most trusted sup. G Eagle8 Soar Alone," The lecture
porter. Also, avoid promiscuous cities, was grandly eloquent, the gist of it being, “be 
which constantly bring new mortal and spirit- tll elf » true to the convictions and notan 
ual acquaintanceship, the conditions of which imitator of others. Tbi8 lecture wa8 fdHowed 
cannot be known or controlled. A well ar- with tests by Mr. Bert Woodworth, all fully 
ranged circle is the best of all schools for de- reCognized( being thirty-two in; all. During 
yelopment It should not contain more than lbe week we be|d mental 8ervices in 
twelve members, and should meet punctually honorof who have .left us during tbe 
at appointed time and^ place, and the seance year> The decoration8, music, address and 
should not .be protracted beyond two hours, poems were very beautiful, pod full of 
and not beyond one, if avoidable. thought. The above-named speakers, and

~~~ Lyman C. Howe, provided the lectures of the
W. H. B., Fame, Kan.: Q. Have the phe- week, making a flow of reason and feast of 

nomena known as “materialization of spirits' aoul. Circles for physical manifestations 
been thoroughly and scientifically demon- have been held successfully’ by Mr. Bert 
strated as a fact beyond dispute? Woodworth. Mr. Joseph ’ King, of Benton

A. While there is amoral surety that “ma- Harbor, is here, and will hold seances for ma
terializations" are possible and have occurred, terialization. Saturday night, every room, 
and there are a great number of witnesses, tent and bed was taken, and some repaired to 
there is so much passing for genuine that is the hotel across the lake. We look for an in
false that the effect of the whole is vitiated, crease of attendance next Sunday, and are 
It cannot be said to have been scientifically preparing for them, We need rain badly, but 
demonstrated, for if it had been, it would be a huge sprinkler on its daily rounds over the 
received by every scientific man in the world, grounds keeps us comfortable, Clair Tuttle's 
There would be no disputing a “scientific entertainments draw large audiences each Sat- 
demonstration, ” and Spiritualists are them- urday evening. ~ ~
selves censurable for not having demanded, —-

to the medium, who should be first to desire are progre8SiDg splendidly, and the camp i’s 
such conditions as w11 make deception impos- fuU of people We have by a census taken 
sibie. this would at once free the cause of this morning, sixty tents and twenty-four cot- 
the load of fraud it has been forced to carry t including the hotel, occupied by three 
In justice to the medium, he should demand buendred and |ixt re^’lar ca^perB/ Tbis 
protection against fraud on the part of thecir- numbei. wa8 augmented yesterday by six hun- 
cle. The character of the manifestations dred id adXions a£'the gate, making a 
ought to be evidence for or against their gen- totpl of one thousand at the Sunday services, 
nineness, but such can only have weight after Lyceum exercises were held in the morning, 
the “demonstration. If an honest commit- afJter wbicb Prof Lockwood gave a d an^ 
SJh« , 8Ub?f iin hand? by entertaining discourse from the topic, “From 
scientific methods, on stnet y spiritual lines Materiaii8I£ int0 Spiritualism.” ni. Adah 
make exhaustive research, there is no doubt Sbeehan wa8 at ber in tbe aftern and 
of heir arriving at what might be truthfully Ofjcar A Ed l cl j lectu’e f
called a “scientific demonstration.” tbed wbicBh le(*ure for the

~ season at our camp. His work here has been
C. J. S., Northboro, Mass.: Q. How can pleasing and instructive, and he takes his de

a direct answer to prayer be accounted for? parture bearing with him the best wishes of
A. In “Psychic Science,” page 169, it is the entire camp. -

said, in language we would not change, as an Prof. Lockwood is stirring up the mental 
answer to this question: “Within fixed limi- activities along newlines of thought,, and is 
tations, earnest prayer may be and has been educating the people in the principles of un
answered, as proven by innumerable witnesses, ture and giving them something to think about 
Not by a personal God, to whom the appeal is beside the fact that our spirit friends can com- 
made, but by its harmonizing the prayer given municate with mortals. He is the coming 
with subtle spiritual forces, which work in man and should be heard at every Spiritualist 
ways' not comprehended by a gross view of camp in the land, as he places our philosophy 
the world. When we consider human and upon the bed-rock of nature and demonstrates 
spiritual beings as loved by an ocean of spirit- kj8 position by actual experiment.
ual substance, elastic and receptive beyond a large mediums’ meeting was held at 4 
comprehension, and that each being is a vor- P. Mt) with John A. Johnston, Max Hoffman, 
tex of vibrations, we understand how, from an JVIra. DeWolf, Ollie A. Blodgett, Nellie UI- 
intensely wrought mind, vibrant thoughts go rich and Dr. Sheehan as inedittms, Ajnong 
forth, and although they strike a great num- the newest arrivals are Mr. Horine, Mr. chaw, 
ber of individuals not sensitive to thqm, they Jennie Moore, and Bev. Grumbine, of Chi
find others, in mortal bodies or spiritual—as cago, including others whose names we fail to 
harps, like attuned, set each othe^ in vibra- remember. We are blessed with a number of 
tion and move those thus receptive to answer Revs., among them Messrs. Myers and 
their appeals. The power and strength given Woodrow, of Iowa. Like everybody else 
by prayer arises from its harmonizing the be- wbo gOe8 fooling around among the Spiritual- 
>ng by spiritual aspiration, which thereby lifts j8fB( they get tarred with the same stick and 
the mind into the higher realm of spiritual make first-class cranks with the rest of us. 
forces. It is then the appeal to God goes Charles Winans, the Aspinwalls, Gillmans, 
forth in vibrations to be recognized by spirit- Mrs. Thompson, Mrs. DeWolf, Mrs. Blodgett 
friends, and by them conveyed to some mortal and other mediums are having a fine business 
who can respond, or directly reaches some re- and affording light to investigators. Prof, 
sponsive mind in the mortal body. Severance and Dr. Phillips have lost none of

To illustrate, the following narrative is told tbejr powers as psychometriste, and the inves- 
by Dr. Joseph Smith, Warrington, Eng.: tigator who cannot find something satisfactory

“I was sitting one evening reading, when a at Clinton camp must be hard to please in
voice came to me saying: ‘Send a loaf of deed.
bread to James Grady’s.’ I continued read- Dr. Batdorff, of Grand Bapids, Mich., paid 
ing and the voice continued with greater em- a flying visit, but left us last evening, leav- 
phasis, and this time it was accompanied with ¡ng bj8 bere enjoy the camp. Jennie 
an irresistible impulse to get up. I obeyed, Moore gave her first seance last evening, and 
and went into the village and bought a loaf of wa8 pronounced a grand success. The long- 
bread, and seeing a lad at the shop door, I continued drought was broken by splendid 
asked him if he knew James Grady. He said showers on Friday night, and the weather is 
he did, so I had him carry it and say that a now all that can be desired by anyone. The 
gentleman sent it. Mrs. Grady was a mem- Mount Pleasant Park Stock Company, which 
ber of my class, and I went down the next ba8 for years been a bone of contention and 
morning to see what became of it, when she source of all our troubles, was, by a vote 
told me what a strange thing happened to her of tbe stockholders, declared to be no longer 
last night. She said she wished to put the a necessity, and will die a natural death Janu- 
children to bed, but they began to cry for ary 1st, 1895. With this horrible nightmare 
want of food, and she had nothing to give relegated to the shades 6f eternal oblivion, 
them. She then went to prayer, to ask God tbe future of the Mississippi Valley Associa
te give them something, and soon after which tion looks promising. ■ ■ Jim.
the lad came to the door with the loaf. I cal- _______ - _______

tjme „ - On the evening before the departure of Mrs.
This illustration admits of two explanations, M-E- Williams, of New York City, she gave 

both by the same law of impressibility. The a truly unique seance. As she donated the 
agonized mother might have sent her thoughts Procee<^s to the Association, and wished to ac
ai waves received by the mind of her pastor, commodate a large number of persons, her 
or a responsive spirit friend might have borne controls decided to hpld it in the auditorium, 
the message. “eeP ln t“e woods. ;A temporary cabinet was

, erected on the rostrum, and the large window
“Thumbscrew and Rack.” Torture Im- io the rear was boarded’up. The officers,of 

plements employed in the XVth and XVTth Gamp Brady superintended all the arrange- 
Centuries for the promulgation of Christianity. ment3> an(i the rostrum clear up .to , the cabi- 
By Geo. E. Macdonald. A concise, graphic net was filled by the officers and prominent 
account, with pictorial illustrations, of the inT workers in Spiritualism, while the audience 
strumenta of torture used by churchly inquisì- sat below, facing the platform, where the ap- 
tors to convert or destroy heretics and infidels, pearance of every spirit, and. ite frequent de
Price, 10 cents. materialization in ; front of the curtain, would

r> i l. j j, be distinctly seen. The great forest treesPerfect Motherhood^ or Mabel Iteymond’s overhead t|fe moonlight ¿^ing the trees, 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker Dedicated mult(tudinou8 crickets chirping in the dis
to Woman everywhere that cbfldren may tance, the sweet night air,-the spiritual infiu, 
cease to be accursed. Price reduced to ences brooding over the spot consecrated by

“Woman: Four Centuries of Progress." the desire expressed in the. motto, “A purer 
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’Inter- inspiration and a higher philosophy,” made 
national Congress, Chicago,' HL, October, this wonderful seance £n occasion never to be 
1893. By Susan H. Wixon. A nòblè ad- forgotten. The controls—sweet, loving Bright 
dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should Eyes, philosophic Dr. Holland; the cabinet 
be read by every woman and every man.. Es- chemist, Dr. Mortimer, and Mr. Frank Cush- 
pècially excellent to. place in the’ hands of man, so wise, so kind, so judicious, so nnfail- 
women who are members of the churches, ing in courtesy—exerted themselves to the ut- 
Price, 10 cents. : most in aiding the many spirits to demonstrate

their existence by temporary physical express
ion. Alice and Phebe Cary, Charlotte Cush
man, Henry Ward Beecher, Henry Kiddle, 
and Lucy Stone, presented themselves in per
fect recognizable form, as well as many pn- 
vate personal frieiids, ancient spirits, cabinet . 
controls, little children, slender girls and .gi
gantic men. As many times before, a spirit 
in full form stood out in front ot the curtain, 
and uttered such words as “There is no death 
—no death—no death," as he slowly demateri
alized, the head, with its speaking mouth, at 
last dissolving on the floor. The last thing 
heard as the mass of vapory light melts away 
is an inexpressibly plaintive sigh caused by 
the air as it rushes from the dematerializing 
lungs. This sound is different from any other 
sound ever heard, and some one present often 
asks: “Is it painful to dematerialize thus?" 
We are told that it is not painful, though it 
requires a steady purpose and will on the part „ . __  ___
of the manifesting spirit. It is, of course, ^abook hag appeared of as great importance to
easier for him to return to the cabinet and dis- ' Christianity as “The Unknown Life of. Jesus
solve his temporary form into the,organism of Christ."« .
the medium. This demonstration is so abso- This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
lute, that only a self-opinionated' egotist or a being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
very ignorant: person can doubt the reality of and ^s been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet; < 
what so clearly speaks to his eyes and ears, as unknown and unsuspected by Christians.
well as to his reason and judgment The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to

A large crowd assembled at Mrs. Williams’ twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
cottage the next morning. Hon. O, P. Kei- away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.
logg made a feeling farewell address, and, The discovery and publication pf this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
after singing “Auld Lang Syne," the tearful interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
good byes were said, and she, with her devoted faring critically discussed it.
and judicious manager, Walter Begas, left “ The North American Neview’\ devotes eight pages ot its May number to an 
Camp Brady for Lake George. October, No- article regarding it by Edward Everest Hale, and in the columns of the “ Ngue Freie . 
vember and December will find her in Berlin, Presse, ” of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
Petersburg and Paris, delighting European at great length, and says, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
psychists with the manifestations of a pure discovery.” The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
and high mediumship. . transcendent i^Jue that it is ‘about |o attempt to obtain possession of it through ‘

Our speakers have given us much intellect- diplomatic channels. . . ,
ual stimulus the past week. They were Wil- This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
lard J. Hull, Mrs. Jennie Jackson, Prof. J. account of the privations and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans- , 
W. Kenyon and Moses Hull. Sunday was a lati°n of the original manuscript, apd lastly a critical analysis of what it contains. ',, 
red-letter day, when the philosophic Kenyon This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
and the magnetic Hull held the great throng combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Pape? , 
in pleased attention. cover, price 2o cents, postage 5 cents. ’

Life of 
JESUSCHRIST

BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 

MANUSCRIPT, , 
NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the Frenql),

eighteenth annual congress of the American 
Secular Union, to be held in Chicago, October 
26, 27 and 28, the hall was not designated. 
“Madison Hall,” 146 West Madison street, 
is the one selected. The location is central, 
accessible to the various roads, steam and ele
vated, horse cars and cable cars traversing the 
different portions of the city, and can bo read
ily found by strangers. It is hoped that lib
erals will take so much interest and pride in 
the cause they represent that they will need 
no urging to attend this convention. We must 
make it a success. We cannot afford as an 
organization, or as individuals, that it should 
be a failure. We want all our lecturers to 
attend. Free thought in its many phases is 
under inestimable obligations to our speakers. 
It is true that the Huxleys, the Tyndals <md 
the Darwins have done a splendid work, and 
not for a moment should this be depreciated, 
but our Ingersolls, and Washburns, and 
Wakemans, have been the interpreters of sci
ence to the people. For more than two cen
turies in the colleges and schools of Christen
dom has the Copernican system been ac
cepted, and yet the infallibility of the book 
inculcating the doctrine of a flat earth, with 
the sun sweeping about it once in twenty-four 
hours at an inconceivable velocity, has only 
in these modern days been questioned. It 
was the matchless eloquence of an Ingersoll 
which forced a Newman, a Briggs and a Har
per to the front, and compelled them, through 
very shame, to acknowledge the absurdity of 
theological dogmas. It was he that forced 
Presbyterianism into a defense, and finally 
into a modification of its cruelty, revising its 
creed; and it was this same brave thinker who 
in 1876, with other fearless freethought men 
and women, enrolled his name as a charter 
member of the JNational Liberal League, the 
organization now known as the American Sec
ular Union.

It is a mistake to imagine that nothing 
has been accomplished. The very fact 
that the society has existed for nearly a 
quarter of a century, each year holding its 
congress, is a matter of encouragement. Its 
leaders have been men of education and cour
age. And so we hope that freethinkers will 
remember that the work of the American Sec
ular Union, so nobly carried forward by these 
lovers of liberty in the past, is not accom
plished, that the need of active interest is as 
urgent as when Francis Abbott first formulated 
the “nine demands..” The Freethought Fed
eration and the American Secular Union will 
unite in holding this congress, together with as 
many other societies in favor of State secular
ization as may desire to be represented. All 
are urged, not only to attend, but to contrib
ute financially to its expenditures. Send 
money to the treasurer, Otto Wettstein, Bo- 
chelle, III.,'or, if more convenient, to the sec
retary. The arrangements will be made as 
economically as possible, for we realize that 
the times are stringent; but in spite of this 
we hope io see the pleasant, familiar faces 
that have put in an appearance on previous 
occasions, and also to hear the familiar voices 
of our speakers, to whose presence it has been 
largely due that our former conventions have 
been so much of a success.

. Mrs. M. A. Freeman, 
Cor. Sec. Am. Secular Union.

1037 W. Madison St., Chicago, Ill.
Paine’s Age of Beason, an investigation of 

true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
n6ed its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; doth, 50 cts •

All About Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
traces the history c* the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. . Paper,15 
cents. • ■ ■ “ '■ • - ■ •■■■■"■ ■

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A CONP/LATION OF THE LEC-

ture« given by tbe Spirit Baud through the me- 
diuiaehlp of Mrs. Magdalcualvllue. Thia volume cun- 
eke« of a tories uf lecture«, uieesages and poems, 
written and delivered lu public through the mental or* 
gnulsm of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trauce,j:jBlrvoy* 
ant and Infiplrutloaal medium. Their tone Is qxcelleut 
aud theh'spirit good; and eves though one may tlud 
Borno Ideas that differ from ttyose bo nas held, yet he 
will find much to please, benellt and lumuct, TUo 
reverence with which .Jesus la incutloued will pleuac 
many. Hlihough the ideas advoDced concerning Jesus 
aud Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
Tbe book contains 488 large pages, and will bo scat 
postpaid for $1.50. For sale at this office.

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. 0.
(Ikoobpobatkd Nov, 1,1898.)

'THE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
J National Spiritualists’ Association |s now open 

at all limes, and all Spiritualists are Invited to visit 
their official home. A register will bo kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who urj requested to scud in their 
uamoa and oddrcxkcs, also officers of all societies, aud 
we desire to keep a perfect register of th*sc, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of all changes of 
location. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 
are also requested to confer with us, and information 
is deslreu respecting all new phases of devel pineni 
in all parts of the. world. Books, pamphlets nud mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For in
formation, address as above. Robbbt A. Dimmiok,

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Relig

ions and
Religious Congresses at the Co

lumbian Exposition.
One of the most Important and fntcrcatlng events 

connected with the World*** Fair was the Parliament 
of Religions. U will go d-wn the ngcb as one of the 
greatest events of the world'* history. To students of 
comparative and ethnological religion the contents of 
this portly volumt of n thousand-and'onc pages win 
prove of most Intense Interest, and the stntctn nits and 
presentations of the various faltbJ by their accredited 
disciples and ciponents are vastly Instructive. The 
price of this great volume Is only $2.30. For sale at 
this office.

GOSPEL OF NA TURE. BY M. Z. 
\J Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repute with 

«plrltual truths. Price it,00.

'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RE LA* 
A tlonsrnd Expression« In Human Embodiment!.

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by hof 
Guides. A book that everybody should read Who as* 
Interested lu rc-luearr'utlon. Price fl.00,

’ THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA ^ND THEIR EARTH 
A ly Victims, by the Beer, A. J. Davis, is a very in

teresting and suggestive work. It is an explanation of 
much that is false &ud repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most important recent interview witty James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Bummer-Land. Erie« 
50 cents. For Sftle at this offio*
~T)SYCinC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 

4 Life. Letters to tbe Soybert Commission. By 
Francis J. Llppltt. An illustrated pamphlet. Worth 
its weight In gold. Price *¿5 cents.

¿IFE ANT LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
world. Miss Mary T. Shclbamer. It abound! 

pi facta In reference to the Summer-Land. Price <1.00.

-DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. 
A\. Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King» 
You will not become weary while reading thia exc® 
lent book. Price 75 ccdia

TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL R^. 

£A view of the Sunday Question. It 1* luy*Iuabltb 
By G. TV. Brown, M. D. Price 15 centf. ■ ,

The Coming American Civil War. 
7'HIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMRS

HurmfOTON, ia written in the interest' of bn* 
inanity, of liberty, nndoi patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on .every side, and .ffiore cspe* 
dally to tbe hostile ntlltudo and the iripjdlou.s lies ot 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics. Wnshlogton’s words of warnlns 
LlnCGln’b apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant aro all included in the Tolumo. Archbishop 
Kyan, of Philadelphia, in n recent sermon MId: “Tbo 
church tolerates heretics where ahc It obliged to do 
so but aW hates them with a deadly hatred, nnd 
uses all ffr power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know how she treated heretic*» In tiro Middle Agés, and 
how she treats them today where uhe bas the power. 
TTc no moro think of denying these historic foots than 
we do of blaming t-ho Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
the church for what they- bare thought Ct u> do.’ 
Evcrv one should read this work. Paper. Wi) pages. 
V will be sent, postpaid, tor flftyxentt. For gale rl 
th*" office. *

rTHE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCt- 
A fled Saviors. By Kersey Graves. Tod ahouK 

read It, and be the wiser. Price $1.50.
r/Ü VF TO MESMERIZE, ’ BY PR OR 

A~1 J.W. Cadwell, one of the most anccessful mes 
merists tn America. Ancient and mbdern miracles ex- 

^plained by mesmerism. An invaluable -work. Price, 
paper, 50 cents. ’ , .
ÇELF-CONTRADICTIONS.. OF TBi.. 
O Bible. 144 Propositions. Theological, Moral, His
torical and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without com« • 
inenu Price 15 cents. . ; •' . .
STUDIES IN- THEOSOPHY,’; HIS- 
O torlcsl anfl practical. A wuinal !t>r the people. 
Bj-'W- .l. Colville. ■ Valuable Xo thow InvuMgatlllg 
Kfceosophy. FrlceÇLW. ■. I . .

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,'

ANE> THE WONDROUS POWER ‘ 
Xi. which helped or made them perform might? 
works and utter inspired words, together with eomfl 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apoa* 
tics, nud Jesus, or New Readings of "The Miracle«/* 
by Allkm Putnam. Price 75 ceata. Por sale at thtt 
otfica. ...

YOU SHOULD READ IT. .
"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN- ,

1 tercourse, Contents; Guardianship of Spiritei 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning ' 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Cli eles; Resurr.ec* 'j, 
tion of Uic.Urad; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; Truo 
Religion, ‘ft&ls work ha« been translated Imo the 
French and German. It v/ontalna an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual j 'evelopmenis nt the house / 
Of Rev. Dr. Phelps. StratfUd, Conu., and similar cases 
In all parts of the country. This volmnn is the first ... 
from the author directly on the subject of •• Spiritual* 
Ism," and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 
U*9A> JPoifw in cents. Forsaloat ILL» offlCS. r

FROM THE ROSTRUM.
BY A. B. FRENCH.

Tbls work U one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare ¿tun suf thought, practical 
as well ah profound. There 1« funsblne aud beauty In 
every weiHcuce uttered. The work Is dedicated to the 
author’s favorite eisier, barnh French Farr, now passed 
to KPlrlt-lffe, Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Helghu, Ohio, 
gives uu Interesting sketch of the author’s Bic.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch oftteUfo 01 A. B. French,
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power ami Permanency 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS 
OF '

PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttj-f. essays to utilize» anfl • 
exphiln lbe vast firrrty of facts In Its tlrld uf research, 
which hitherto have hud no nppHrent connection, by re
ferring them to a common uansc anil iron', them arise * 
to the laws and conditions of man's splriinal being. 
The leading subjects treated are an follows: . i

Matter. Life. Mind. Spirit; What the ^unscs tench of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; S.-<ntlfic ; 
Methods of the Study of Man and Ils Kcsn'.ts; What ¡a 
the Sensitive Slate? Mesmerism. Uypnotlxm, Som* 
namhullstn; Clairvoyance; Sriisltlvcnew proved by 
Paychotnrtry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Discnsr; Thought- Transfer* I 
once; Intimations of no 1 ntrlJipCDt Force Superior ‘ 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen- 
sltlvc; Prayer. In the Light of Sensitiveness and ‘ 
Thought Transference; Immortality- What the Future,; 
Life must be, granting the Pre. rdlng Fai ts and Con-* j 
cJufilons; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Mct',pbyslc8— • 
their Psychic wjd Phyricu’Relations; Personal Expcr* ■ 
icncc nnd Intelligence from the Sphere of Light..

It Is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 268 . 
pages. Sent, post paid. ’

This work may be called the first attempt to corre* J 
late the phenomena usually cnlle l occult, nnd subject 
them to law. it has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It Is a vnde mecutn, 
and answers about any question which may arise Itx ; 
the minds of the Investigators of spiritual phenomena«', 
For &\ie at this office. ■■

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,-
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSEf 

ZX “Kights of Man,” “ Age of Beason,” etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of his writings/, 
by G. Vale. Thoso wbo would know the exact truth lu 
regard to this most abused patriot nnd religious rfr 
former should read this volume. Price 11. Posta^f, 
10 cents. For sale nt this office -j

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND '

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thonghu on how to rcncli that altitude, 

Artyerc spirit is supremo and nil things nrc subject toll
BY MOSES HULL .-/■

Price, cloth, 5U coati»: paper. 25 ccnta. For a&lc M- 
tbU office. • 4

ROMANISM AND THE RE

PUBLIC. ■

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER DA
1118 country should have nt band fOTconruluv. • 

don. By Rev. Isaac J Lensing, M. A. Thia Is A m-/«: 
able work, conslnlng of n Dlwnsslon. dT t he Purpoieo, 
AFBUinptionR, principle nnd Methods of 1ho Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. Tne work contain« 447 pegeu, end • 
may bo considered amiie of valuable InfomiRtinn fni 
every patriot tho and Price «1; For *iak* xv tfeji
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Examples of Hyperbole.
Hyperbole is a term adopted into our 

language from the Greek,and in rhetoric 
*s a figure of speech which exaggerates 
facts, and makes them appear greater 
Dr less, better or worse than they really 
are. The Munchausen tales are a species 
of hyperbole that have become famous 
because of their extravagance in descrip
tion. It occurs quite frequently in all 

.our literature,'both sacred and profane. 
One very ^marked example occurs in 
the last chapter and the last verse of 
St. John. We purposely add the Catho
lic t;tle “saint” to the author, for it is 
needed to ensure conviction of its truth. 
We quote:
/ “There are also many other things 
which Jesus did, the which, if they 
should be written, every one, I suppose 
that even the world itself could not 
contain the books that could be written.”

.Dr. Clarke in his Commentaries, very 
correctly shows that this exaggeration of 
facts is common.to the Old Testament 
and gives numerous illustrations. He 
quotes one from the Jewish writer, 
Basnage, in his History of the Jews, 
wherein he tells of one Joclianan:

“He composed such a great number 
of precepts and lessons, that if the 
heavens were paper and all the trees of 
the forests so many pens, and all the 
children of men so many scribes, they 
would not suffice to write all his lessons.”

And still another from the same pious 
author; in eulogizing Eiiezar, he says:

“Although the firmament were 
vellum, and the waters of the ocean 
were changed into ink, it would not be 
sufficient to describe all the knowledge 
of Eiiezar."

One more illustration of exaggerated 
lying by holy men, to show what they 
are capable of, for it is from these com
mon fountains the priests and clergy 
have drank in large profusion. The 
reader whois familiar with the Chris' 
tian Fathers will open vol. 9. ix, book 5 
chap. 33, sec. 3 and 4, p. 146, Ante 
Nicene Christian Library. The author 
Irenaeus against Heresies, was telling 
what great rewards would come to 
Christians, and how “our Lord” taught 
that:

“The days will come in which vines 
shall grow, each having ten thousand 
blanches, and in each branch ten thou
sand twigs, and in each true twig ten 
thousand shoots, and in each of the 
shoots ten thousand clusters, and on 
every one of the clusters ten thousand 
grapes, and every grape when pressed 
will give five and twenty metretes of 
wine. And when any one of the saints 
shall lay hold of a cluster, another 
[shall] cry out, ‘I am a better cluster, 
take me.”’

A metrete, according to Smith’s 
Bible Dictionary, article Weights and 
Measures, was equal to two and two- 
third gallons. A learned writer who 
has stopped to make the exact figures 
says:

“One millennial grape-vine will pro
duce a quantity of wine equal in bulk to 
the planet Mercury. Allowing the 
thousand millions of earth’s inhabitants 
enough to keep them constantly intoxi
cated, say two gallons a day to each 
Serson, it would keep them all dead 

runk for the space of thirty thousand 
million years.”

A prolific vine, a first-class lie, just 
such as only a Christian Father could 
invent, and a credulous follower believe, 
and yet it is a staple production in what 
passes for ancient Christian literature.

k k-
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Well Said.
In his'letter to Samuel Adams, in 

1802, replying to that distinguished 
personage, who had expressed regret 
for- his religious opinions, Thomas 
Paine wrote:

“A man does not serve God when he 
prays. It is himself he is trying to 
serve. As to hiring or paying men to 
pray, as if the Deity’ needed instruction, 
it is, in my opinion, an abomination.”

It does seem that good men every
where ought to echo that sentiment.

&■I.
“The best time to help your favorite 

paper," says an exchange, “is this 
week.” We go one better: The best 
time is now. “Putnot off till to-morrow 
that which should be done to-day.” ■

!’^l 
A

One Better.

Another Bloch Eye.
Cambridge, Mass., has recently been, 

the field ■ of strife on the Sunday ques-. 
tion. The druggists, keeping their 
shops open on the ‘•venerable day of the 
sun,” sold soda-water and tobacco to 
customers. The- ministers, God’s 
earthly representatives, protested to the 
mayor against such unholy desecration 
of the day devoted to sectarianism. The 
druggists closed their doors when 
threatened with prosecution for disre
garding tjie statutes, so, however press
ing, the sick could not be supplied with 
needful medicines. In that city of blue
law worshipeps there was one man who 
dared do what he conceived right, and, 
though warned of the terrible conse
quences, persisted in selling and deliver
ing to customers, on Sunday, ice cream. 
He was prosecuted. The guilt was un
questionable. ..The case came up for 
trial before . Judge McDaniel, After 
hearing , the facts.the Judge dismissed 
the case as no infringement of the law. 
"Mayor Bancroft, like a sensible man, 
accepted the situation, and withdrew his 
objectioii to the. selling of tobacco, 
soda-water, etc,, on Sunday, but went 
further and said: .

“Under the decision of Judge Mc- 
Dapiel there Cari practically be no viola-- 
tion of.the Sunday, law; for if the de
livery of ice cream is lawful,it is difficult 
to conceive of any . kind of work on the 
Lord*s day which convenience may re
quire that is unlawful.”

Arid the olrirgy mourned, for they had 
received another bjack eye, .

Reading Their Doom.
"If the Christian’Sabbath goes, Chris

tianity goes with it,'" says the Christian 
lieformer. So to maintain the Christian 
Sunday, and save the church, these pro 
fessed moralists deem it proper to quote 
the command: "Refnember the Sabbath 
day to keep it holy,” knowing at the 
same time the Sabbath of Moses had 
nothing to do with the “venerable day 
of the sun,” which the then pagan Con
stantine ordered to be observed. These 
religionists did not hesitate to forge 
some ten millions of names to petitions 
sent to Congress qsklng that body by 
legislation to close, the World’s Fair on 
Sunday—putting more names on the pe
titions from Onio, Michigan and Con
necticut than there were inhabitants, 
including infants, In those States.

Another Relic.
Now a link of the chain which bound 

Saint Peter when he was carried a pris
oner to Rome, by special dispensation of 
the Holy See, has been removed to Bur
lington, Vermont, where it will be 
shown to the devout; also a facsimile of 
the entire chain.

The new world is being filled with 
new shrines, where ancient relics, are 
on exhibition and where faith and the 
word of a priest make holy anything 
they care to exhibit. The more ig
norant the worshiper, the greater the 
veneration for such trumpery. It will 
be a sad day for priestcraft when the 
parochial schools are abolished, and 
every child shall have, by requirement 
of government, d good secular educa
tion, and are able to discriminate 
tween the true and the false.

be-

They Teach Tolerance.
One of the most prominent of the

secret orders, against which Catholicism 
hurls its most vindictive anathemas, in 
its instructions to neophytes says; 
“Opinions are ■ neither criminal nor 
virtuous, but the manner in which they 
are maintained or combated may be.” 
Such a spirit of tolerance Is obnoxious to 
the church, hence the desire to silence 
those who promulgate views diametric
ally opposite to theirs.

Very Sinfttl.
One hundred thousand visitors to 

Fairmount Park, Philadelphia, one Sun
day in June, and the city is still stand
ing, and the clergy are still trying to get 
legislation in favor of cooping the peo- 
Sle up- in the churches on the “Lord’s 

lay." Why don’t they close the parks'?

What Next?
As we write, the remnant of Coxey’s 

army, the veterans who marched to 
Washington, now thirty-eight strong, 
are languishing in the Maryland House 
of Correction for vagrancy. Another 
fraction, numbering forty-three, were 
given transportation to Indianapolis. 
They are there threatened with arrest 
for vagrancy. What shall be the next 
subject for the sensational press'?

Who Is He?
J. O. Barrett, one of the foremost 

thinkers of the age, writes:
“Who is this E. C, Getsinger? He 

has hold of a thread that may yet prove 
a strong cable in spiritualistic science.’’

This young scientist is one of the 
brightest young men of the present age, 
and he will yet make a deep impression 
on thinking minds all over the world. 
He resides at 160 Monroe avenue, 
Detroit, Mich.

Indorsed.
Truth being true is infinitely better 

than the most sublime or the most 
brilliant airy castles which have nothing 
better than the visionary dreams of 
fanaticism for their support So wrote 
a philosopher.

A Fact. '
An old Spanish proverb says: “Man

kind is an ass who kiqks those who en
deavor to take off hia panniers.” Truth 
simply told.

Our Dangerous Canons System.
-The caucus is the most important 

political agency in a' republic. No cau
cus should be lawful unless it be adver
tised thormwhly a. week.b eforehand, by 
having conspicuous notices posted in 
every precinct, in the wards of every 
city, and in every village in the town
ship, besides being published in one or 
more papers three days before such 
meeting. It should be fine and impris
onment for anyone to vote out of his 
ward and precinct-or township. I have 
lived and taught, school in six intelli
gent. States, from 1838 to 1884. I do not 
believe that one. State has this import
ant agency thoroughly regulated.

Warren Hutchins.

AT IT SOME MORE

Trying to Abridge Human Rights.

Ope would suppose] after all the les, 
sone in “mind-your-own-business” that 
the .Subbath bigots have received within 
the last few years, that they would have 
been able to reach the conclusion that 
force will never make church-goers. The 
columns of our secular papers have fnlly 
demonstrated the fact that until the 
church has something more practical to 
oiler the people than hell and damnar 
tion, the seats will not be filled, There 
are a few places where an effort has 
been made to meet the tide of unfolding 
from the physical to the spiritual plane; 
but the accommodations are not enough 
to hold all who would attend. What are 
the fellows who can’t get in going to do? 
Sunday is a long day for those who are 
busy all the week during every waging 
moment. They must do something to 
break the awful grind that has given 
them a few minutes of respite.. Is it not 
better for them to go out into.the clear 
sunlight and the fresh air, and have 
their blood, thickened by the arduous 
toil of the week, stimulated by the ex
citement of the game in the base-ball 
park?

But the Sabbatarians, as usual, play
ing into the hands of the saloon-keepers, 
seek to close up this innocent game, 
hoping to make capital for themselves.

The cant of these self-appointed 
guardians of the public morals is after 
the usual style: when they cannot make 
a point in their favor with the truth, 
they do not hesitate to lie. If they told 
the truth they would say: We desire to 
shut up, and off, everything on Sunday 
but the gospel shops, and the strident 
tones of the sky-pilots, in order that 
they may have more attention to their 
sayings and doings.

If a thing is intrinsically good, the 
reverence and esteem for it in the 
hearts of men will constantly grow 
deeper and stronger as the years go by. 
If not, then there will be a constant re
volt against it, all the stronger in pro
portion to the violence used to enforce 
it. There has always been an opposition 
to the religionist’s Sunday, with all its 
deadening rituals. The voice of the 
people, when persistent, is always right.

It is rest and change from the hum
drum monotony of daily tasks that our 
mon and boys, who toil for their daily 
bread, seek in going to the park. They 
are not able to choose the day of their 
going. It must be Sunday or not at all. 
It speaks well for the crowd who go, 
that saloons in the neighborhood of the 
grounds have to close their doors for 
want of patronage. The pleased shouts 
of the audience, whose throats grow 
husky and parched during the week in 
competition with the ratt'e of ma
chinery and the clang of hammers, are 
the only sounds that disturb the air of a 
neighborhood that is but thinly settled. 
And yet the venomous bigotry of these 
Pharisees would take this from them.

It is a commentary on the whole busi
ness that the prosecutors seek to enforce 
their plans without any expense to 
themselves. They do not believe, in 
their work enough to “put any money 
in it.” Then the petition was such a 
tissue of misstatements that tho Judge 
was obliged to quash the injunction. We 
thank him, in behalf of all liberal 
thinkers. If we must nay for a Sunday 
entertainment, we would rather invest 
in the open air of a sunny day at the 
bail-park, than in the chaff of pre
tentious falsehood, in a hot and illy-ven
tilated church.

The attempt to control men in doing 
that which is to them a matter of free 
choice, has reached nearly to its last 
end. We seriously advise our Sabba
tarian friends to climb a high tree, and 
take themselves out of the sight and 
sound of the fellows who, having nothing 
better to do, like to see a nice exhibition 
of skill on the diamond, in the open air, 
and whose lungs are sound enough to 
shout.

To these and all other bigots on these 
lines The Progressive Thinker 
serves an injunction of hands off. It 
will count more for you in the future 
than the system of petty annoyance that 
will only result in your own dis
comfiture.

THE DEATH PENALTY

Ay, scorn the gospel of the ages
* That angels taught!

Spit on the truth that saints arid sages
Revealed within the sacred pages 

Of Christian thought!
Deny there's either soul or spirit 

To mortals given!
Declare that man doth not inherit 
A life-inalienable merit, 

Endowed by heaven!
Enact in legislative season 

A legal bull,
That if man murders, save in reason,
Then murder him, to save from treason 

A nation full!
What’s wanted is a sure protection, 

Both swift and stout,
That won’t react in its correction:
The gallows does it to perfection 

By choking out!
Bring on a priest to do the praying,— 

. It fills the bill! . .
And let us have a jubilant slaying;
Swear reverent it is God obeying 

When thus we kill!
No look or word that's kind or tender, 

’Tis 'gainst the law!
He’s proved to be a hard offender; -
An offering we now must render 

The bloody maw!
'Tis “eye for eye”—don’t you impeach 

it!— ’
Great Moses said. .

To all the people early teach it, 
And let the ministers all preach it— 

■“Till you be dead."
—7. 0. Barrett.

Rather Pointed.
An exchange tells it this way: The 

priest saves the man who helps support 
him, and damns the man who don’t. The 
doctrine of the church is: “God will' 
damn the man who will not pay the 
priest.” .

The editor, of. that sheet is., evidently 
beyond the saving grace of the -Holy 
Ghost. . -

FROMTHIBET,
Occult Science in That Far- 

Off Olime.

Statements Made by Heinrich 
Hensoldt,

COOMRA SAMI—THE PHYSICAL WANTS 
—THE BRAIN . AND STOMACH—A’ MIR 
ACLE AND A SERMON—THE CRYSTAL 
PLANE OR CONCAVE MIRROR—THE 
EARTH DISAPPEARS.
The Arena, published in Boston, and 

edited by B, O. Flower, is one of the 
leading magazines in this country. In 
one rospect,’however; it is in advance of 
all others—in the careful and critical 
examination of occult subjects .it has no 
successful rival. A single article on 
that subject is often worth the yearly 
price of the magazine, In the August 
number, Heinrich Hensoldt, Ph, D., has 
an article on “Occult Science in 
Thibet," of which we make a brief ab
stract, The Professor states that in his 
paper entitled “Among the Adepts : of 
Serinagur,” published in the January 
and February numbers of the Arena, he 
described how he found his way into 
the vale of Kashmir, and became the 
guest of Coomra Sami, an initiate 
famous throughout the Punjaub, who, 
with four others of the.mystic brother
hood, had taken his abode in a secluded 
part of tho upper Serving Valley—now 
a lovely wilderness of cypress1 and 
chenar. ’

He goes on to say in the August Arena 
that in India there are to be found, at 
this day, hundreds, if not thousands, of 
individuals of the type of Coomra Sami, 
although comparatively few have risen, 
or will rise, to a degree of occult power 
and wisdom equal to that which he pos
sessed. Like the hermits of the Middle 
Ages, these men lived in austere se
clusion; either in the solitude of India’s 
groat forests, or in the hill country, al
ways selecting some locality as remote 
as possible from the contingency of dis
turbance. The impenetrable jungle 
region along the Malabar coast of the 
peninsula is full of these recluses, and 
they are numerous also in the hills of 
Mysore, in the Neilgherrles, along the 
Nerbudda and Jumna, and even in the 
Rajputna Desert. Their place of abode 
—usually a primitive bamboo hut—is 
often cunningly constructed in imitation 
of nature, to ensure concealment or at
tract as little attention as possible, so 
that even the expert hunter will often 
pass by these silent retreats without in 
the least suspecting their presence.

They have succeeded in reducing 
their physical wants to a minimum, are 
all brain (while we are all stomach), 
whose knowledge of tho mysteries of 
the mind and life is far in advance of 
that in our possession, who have spent 
years in introspective broodingover this 
great world illusion, who have acquired 
a mastery of telepathy or mind-reading, 
such as we can neither understand nor 
appreciate, and whose knowledge of the 
possibilities of wfadt Ate call hypnotism 
is far ahead of anything of which we 
can now even conceive. These men, 
from time to time, will leave their hid
den retreats in the jungle, or their 
mountain caverns, and suddenly appear 
in the cities, where at once they are 
surrounded by an interested crowd of 
spectators. A miracle of some kind is 
performed in broad daylight—is seen 
perhaps by five thousand people—then a 
sermon of a most impressive character 
is delivered. In the middle of a street 
they will stand in the open day, wave 
their hand, and in two minutes a huge 
tree will appear right before the eyes of 
all; or they will perform tho most amaz
ing feats of levitation, such as the 
famous rope trick; will rise perpendicu
larly to a height of several hundred 
feet and then deliberately walk through 
the air and disappear from sight.

There are thousands of humbler in
tellects who are engaged in a process of 
teaching, and who have set themselves 
the task of warning and admonishing 
the masses, arousing them from their 
intellectual and moral torpor, and 
bringing them to a higher level. The 
Yoghis and Rishis are among tho fore
most of these; and it cannot for a mo
ment bo asserted that there has existed 
at any time, or that there exists at the 
present moment, a lack of the teaching 
and prophetic element in India.

The great principle which underlies 
the almost endless modification of 
Hindoo occultism may be embodied in 
the term “abstraction,” namely the at
tainment of a£ complete a state of intro
spective vision as possible, by the with
drawal of the senses of sight, hearing, 
touch, etc., from tho external world. 
Assuming, however, that all so.und were 
excluded, there are. impressions of 
sight which are an equal, if not. a 
greater, obstacle in the path of him 
who would seek to attain the introspec 
tive state. A single blade of grass, If 
it catches the eye, will start a train of 
1 bought which may embrace a thousand 
subjects; a caterpillar, a grain of sand, a 
raindrop, will lead the mind into a laby
rinth of re flections that are more or less 
involuntary. Now, granting that the 
perceptions of sound, sight and evén 
touch, could, for a time at least, be 
completely extinguished, there still 
would remain the memory of this or 
that sorrow, of frustrated hopes, of busi
ness troubles, of all the petty vexations 
and annoyances .of life. Unless' these 
also be completely annihilated; there 
can be no such thing as abstraction in 
the sense of the esoteric philosophy of 
India. When the deslted • condition is 
reached, so the masters say, “The mind 
is a scroll upon which nature will 
write.” In other words, the Gnostic in 
that state identifies himself with the. 
Bràhm or universal consciousness, and 
partakes, in a measure, of the divine at
tribute of omniscience as well as om
nipotence. Among certain schools of 
Fakeers and low-grade initiates, the 
practice of crystal-gazing is largely 
followed as a means of enforcing the 
introspective condition,

Prof. Hensoldt claims that the reader 
may imitate this practice, and the result 
will be a surprise And a revelation to 
him. The cye\ should be placed on a 
level ■ with tne crystal, and about ten 
inches away from. the. latter; a light 
must be adjusted sideways, so that its 
image is not in the line of vision, and a 

ffieca of black cloth should be suspended 
behind the crystal. Within less than 
two minutes the Fakeer has attained a 
degree of introspection, and will then 
behold in the; mirrored surface what? 
ever he wishes to ascertain.

Of course, what he apparently sees in 
the crystal is in reality transpiring in 
his own mind: he has reached a degree 
of introspective vision, but is obliged to 
make use of some external, tangible ob
ject, which, for the time being,becomes 
his medium. A plane or concave mirror, 
set in a wooden frame, and floated upon 
water, will answer the same purpose, 
and many Fakeers enforce the abstract 
condition by merely gazing luto the 
water which they have poured into a 
small earthen bowl. The breathing ex
ercises resorted to by the so-called 
Hatha Yoga school of occultism have no 
other purpose than to identify the con
sciousness of the individual with that of 
the Brahm, and fifty pages might be 
filled with a description of the endless 
variety of methods which this school 
enjoins.
. The true adept, however, who has 
attained to the highest pinnacles of 
esoteric wisdom, places himself in the 
abstract state within a few seconds by 
mere will power: whereas the common 
Fakeer identifies the occult phenomena 
With the crystal, the mirror, or the 
magic cup, which he correspondingly 
reverences and regards with supérate 
lions awe. Coomra Sami was one of 
those high-grade adepts who had come 
as near perfection in the line of occult 
wisdom as probably any Hindoo initiate 
from the time of the great Sakyamuni. 
His power of mind-reading was per
fectly marvelous; he could read Profes
sor Hensoldt’s thoughts with as much 
ease as if he had a large type-manu
script before him. During the first few 
weeks of Professor Hensoldt’s stay 
among the adepts of Serinagur he re
garded these men as very unsocial; they 
seldom uttered a word, or even ex
changed a greeting; it was not long, 
however, before he realized that while 
apparently mute, these men carried on 
an active conversation with one an
other—they had simply risen above the 
necessity for speech. The development 
of telepathy or mind-reading in India as 
a national characteristic is amazing. 
During the late Afghan war it invaria
bly happened that the news of any suc
cess or disaster to the British was 
known all over India long before the 
authorities at Calcutta were officially 
informed.

It is absurd, claims Professor Hen- 
sold t, to try to account for this on the 
supposition that the news will travel 
from mouth to mouth, as it were. Why, 
the news of the great disaster whioh 
befell Napoleon’s army at Moscow took 
over six weeks to reach Paris, and this 
at a time when postal communication 
was already well organized all over 
Europe; in India it would have been 
known all over the land in less than two 
hours, and not merely in tho sense of a 
vague presentiment that something had 
happened, nut in tho shape of a distinct 
vision, which, although not seen by ev
erybody, is beheld by tens of thousands, 
who are not slow to communicate it to 
their fellow-men. We have, Professor 
Hensoldt asserts, this capacity of mind
reading developed, to some slight ex
tent, even in our Western culture, and 
there is not, perhaps, an individual of 
mature years and experience who has 
not had evidence of it.

He goes on to say that thought, after 
all, has its origin in a molecular motion 
which goes on in the gray matter which 
lines the innumerable convolutions of 
the cerebrum. Not that this gray mat
ter produces thought, for the brain is 
merely the organ of the mind, in the 
same manner in which a musical instru
ment is the medium on which the com
poser expresses bis feelings.

Now, if thought is a molecular motion 
(modern science, as we know, reduces 
everything in) nature to motion), then 
each particular thought must start a 
wave motion, which is bound to radiate 
throughout space, and which, of course, 
must go through all brains. The reason 
why it affects only a certain brain, so as 
to produce consciousness, while leaving 
a thousand others indifferent, is very 
easily accounted for. Let the reader 
take a violin into a room where there is 
a piano and then with his bow strike a 
certain musical note, say G. Now, if 
this is performed clearly and distinctly, 
ho will be startled to observe that the 
same sound is given forth by the G- 
string of the piano. Why, of all the 
strings of that inverted harp, does only 
the G respond'? Because its vibrations 
coincide or harmonize with those pro
duced in the first instance. Similarly, 
among all the myriad brains of the hu
man species, only the one whose 
structure or complexity is such that it 
is capable of receiving impressions, 
started as wave impulses by a certain 
other brain, will be able to respond and 
experience sensations of a certain char
acter.

It is fortunate that spurious disciples 
are speedily recognized by the masters, 
who will Impose upon them such hard
ships that the great majority give up 
the pursuit in less than three weeks, 
and but few will stay a year or longer. 
Among these, again, a very small 
minority ultimately reach the object of 
their desires, and are gradually initiated 
into the various degrees of esoterio wis
dom.

Professor Hensoldt has not the slight
est doubt that if he had persisted in the 
course of austerities that were imposed 
upon him by the adept, Coomra Sami, 
during his stay in the vale of Kashmir, 
a more or less complete initiation into 
the secrets of the mystic brotherhood 
would have been attained.

After a residence of nearly six months 
at his hermitage, Professor Hensoldt 
determined to quit'; not because his de
sire to raise the “curtain” had become 
less intense (for he had, indeed, ob
tained a glimpse behind it), but because 
he hoped to arrive at the desired goal 
by a sort of short cut—that is, he con
ceived the idea of going into Thibet and 
studying occultism at the very fountain
head of esoteric lore. Although this 
desire had been ripening in him many 
weeks before his actual departure, he 
never uttered a word, or acted as if he 
ever thought of quitting the incompara
ble “valley of roses," yet the subtle 
Coomra soon detected what was going 
on in his mind and one day took him to 
task about it. . ;

"You want to go into Thibet,” he 
said, “because you are tired of our 
regime here; the idea is a laudable one, 
although I can tell you beforehand that 
you will not find there what you seek. 
The path lies everywhere and nowhere 
and the eternal truth you must seek ‘ or 
within the depths of your own con
sciousness; there is no royal road to suc
cess, and you must climb the Himalayan 
heights with painful effort. I was once

The veteran Möses Hull writes:- “On 
account of financial troubles, the. An
derson (Indi) Society have. asked, me to 
cancel my engagement with them for 
October and November, Which I have 
done: I therefore have these two months 
on my hands; to";Ve'giteir'to thb. first 
who may apply, ■ Permanent ' address,, 
29 Chicago Terrace, Chicago, Ill. "

as you are now, and I well remember 
the .impatience and the madness of] de
spair which more than once over
whelmed me, as I realized the stu- 
pfendousness of the task before me; how 
my heart almost failed me, and how, 
more than once, I was on the point of 
giving up the battle. Wealth, ease, 
luxury, and. the thousand-and-one de
lusive pleasures which hold the bhaila 
[cattle] in bondage I had abandoned, 
and had almost completely subdued and 
mastered the evil propensities—the 
curse of a thousand ages of animality— 
with which our race is afflicted. Yet, 
such is the demon of perversity, all
powerful, through the inherited blind
ness and viciousness of a benighted and 
besotted past, that it required all the 
fierce determination of which I was ca
pable to persist in the upward path. 
‘Through night to light,'—let this be 
your motto in the course of ascent. The 
greater the obstacles, the greater the 
triumph; and although seclusion is to 
be recommended under all circum
stances, yet if you are of the right 
calibre, you will succeed wherever you 
are. Go to Thibet and see the breth
ren, and perhaps the time will come 
when we may welcome you once more 
in the Vale of Kashmir.”

Professor Hensoldt was on the point 
of replying something, when Coomra 
exclaimed: “What you have to get rid 
of, in the first instance, is this funda
mental delusion of matter. There is no 
such thing as matter. What you call 
the external world Is no more real 
than the shadow of yonder rock. The 
things which you seem to behold around 
you are simply the products of your own 
mind. This truth, of course, is apt to 
startle you, as it has startled all the 
learned incapables of Frankistan. who 
have taken great pains to prove, in 
bulky volumes, that the external world 
is real, because they can see objects 
with what they call their own eyes, 
touch them with their own hands, and 
perceive sound by means of their own 
long ears. They forget that it is not 
the eye that sees, the hand that touches, 
and the ear that hears, but the mind— 
or let us say the brain, because you like 
this term better; like all Franks, you 
are a great believer in words that con
vey no meaning. The fact that you can 
see, hear or feel an object, does not 
prove its existence, but simply proves 
that something is going on in your mind.

“If those things were real, then it 
would naturally follow that we must all 
see them in precisely the same light, 
and then difference of opinion on any 
subject would be absolutely impossible. 
Yet, where will you find two human 
beings who hold the same views oven in 
regard to the most trivial of matters'? 
Your world is not my world, and mine 
again differs from that of everybody 
else. Why'? No two minds are alike, 
and, therefore, no two worlds. Your 
world of to-day, young friend, is not 
your world of yesterday, because ever 
since yesterday you have had new ex
periences, and there have been cor
responding changes, however slight, in 
your world. Five years ago your world 
differed materially from the world in 
which you now live, because your mind 
differed; so much so that you wonder 
how you could ever have entertained 
views which now seem to you utterly 
absurd. And let us go back, in imagin
ation, to the time when you were only 
five years old: what a small, curious 
world was it which you beheld then!

“We, Hindoos, on the other hand, 
after having risen to a certain height of 
material culture, have paused and re
flected, and have begun to reduce our 
wants to a minimum. We live on rice, 
and most of us are satisfied with one 
meal a day. A teacupful of boiled rice, 
with a little salt, is all that we need in 
the line of food: one piece of cloth, 
which will last us for years, is all the 
raiment we need: and as for shelter, 
why, a few bamboo sticks thatched with 
palm-leaves will more than suffice. All 
our immediate wants, if. translated into 
time, would mean less than twenty min
utes’ work per day; we can devote all 
the rest of our time to mental culture, 
to thinking,—not to book study, but to 
the solution of the world mystery. And 
we have done a good deal of thinking, 
as you are prepared to admit: we have 
developed, during these last fifty centu
ries, mind faculties which are a source 
of constant surprise to you; in fact, 
while you have been working for the 
stomach, we have been working for the 
brain. You Westerners, in fact, are all 
stomach and we are all brain.”

“But, samhadi.” I replied, “this is 
indeed a revelation whien staggers me; 
do you really mean to say that these 
eternal hills, and the fertile plains be
yond. have no existence, except in my 
own mind'?”

“These eternal hills,” replied the 
adept, as he gave me a singular look 
and waved his hand, “where are they 
now?” And as I turned my gaze from 
the adept's eyes in the direction of the 
snow-clad Himalayas I was amazed to 
find myself gazing upon vacancy; the' 
eternal hills and the fertile plains had 
vanished into thin air, and nothing was 
before me but a vast expanse of space; 
even the solid rock beneath our feet 
seemed to have disappeared, although 1 
felt as if treading some invisible 
ground. The sensation was weird in 
the extreme, and the illusion lasted 
fully eight or ten minutes, when sud
denly the outlines of the hills came 
faintly to view again, and before many 
seconds the landscape had risen to its 
former reality.

"This is nothing but a wonderful case 
of hypnotic influence,” I thought, when 
Coomra Sami exclaimed: "Hypnotic in
fluence? Yes and no. The phenomena 
of what you call hypnotism have their 
explanation in_the fact that if some one 
with a knowledge.of this occult power 
can alter your mind in any given di
rection,the world, as a matter of course, 
will alter with it: and here we come 
back to the eternal truth, namely, that 
your so-called world, after all, is ‘mAya,’ 
or illusion, which I hope you have 
grasped now and forever.”

The above statements are wonderfully 
suggestive. They carry the mind into 
new fields of thought, widening 
greatly the intellectual horizon, and 
giving one a more exalted idea of the 
possibilities before him. We will all 
thank Mr. Hensoldt for his highly in
teresting article in the Arena.

Jus Tic®.

SCINTILLATIONS.
They Gome from Ohio

And Touch Upon Passing Events.

A LAKE BRADY SPEAKER—THE A. P. A.
—ARCHBISHOP CORRIGAN—EMISSA
RIES FROM WASHINGTON—CATHOLICS
DEFY THE LAW.
To the Editor:—One of the platform 

speakers at the Lake Brady camp-meet
ing recently deprecated the exposition 
of tho derelictions of the Protestant 
clergy and the Catholic priesthood. In 
that regard I differ with the gentleman, 
and, deem it a duty I owe to society to 
expose those whom I find masquerading 
in a religious garb. “Their naiqe is le
gion, for they are many.”

Jacob L. Quick, whose failure a year 
ago caused such a sensation, was ar
rested at his home in Loudonville, 
Ohio, recently. He was superintendent 
of the Methodist Sunday-school when 
his failure for $75,000 caused losses to 
many poor people who Iqad loaned him 
money. He was indicted for embezzling 
$6,500 from his wards. He was also 
charged with misappropriating Sunday
school money, and was committed to jail. 
Served him right.

Two saloon-keepers at Butte, Mon
tana, displayed letters forming A. P. A. 
in front of their places. During the 
night, some one, presumably a Catholic, 
set off a stick of giant powder under the 
window, demolishing a large pane of 
glass. ’ One man fired six shots into the 
saloon. D. H. Daly, a special police
man, was shot through the heart and 
killed. Another man was shot in the 
side, and one received a shot over the 
eye. It seems that the A. P. A. has no 
rights which the Catlholics are bound to 
respect. That is the opinion of Senator 
Vilas, of Wisconsin.

A wrestling contest was announced in 
Cleveland for Sunday, June 24,for a purse 
of $200, and the championship of Ohio. 
The Plain Dealer says: “The contest is 
for blood, and will be" interesting and ex
citing.” All this in spite of “Christian 
Endeavors, ” and thousands of pious hypo
crites who dominate religious society' in 
that church-ridden city, but arealways 
on the qui vive to denounce Spiritual
ism.

Archbishop Corrigan has written a 
letter to the editor of the Wine and 
Spirit Gazette with regard to tho decis
ion of - Mgr. Satolli affecting Roman 
Catholic liquor dealers. An editorial in 
the Gazette says: “Fully two-thirds of 
the retail liquor-dealers are Catholics. 
Some of these are liberal contributors 
to the church funds. . . . We voice 
the sentiments of a large majority of 
the liquor-dealers of New York and 
Brooklyn in saying: Wc dare Arch
bishop Corrigan to enforce in letter and 
in spirit the decree against the liquor 
traffic just issued by Satolli. Let the 
archbishop do it, and watch the conse
quences.”

The archbishop replies: “I have yet, 
thank God, to learn what fear is in the 
discharge of my duty.”

The bishop is right. However, there 
is a small hole left, out of which the 
archbishop can creep in an emergency; 
it is where he says:

“Please remember, however, that ac
ceptance of principles is not to be con
founded with the blind application of 
the same on all occasions and under all 
circumstances.”

It is safe to presume that there will 
be no excommunications of liquor
dealers, especially as some of them are 
"liberal contributors to the church 
funds.” It is a sort of gum elastic re
ligion, anyway. I must censure our 
Catholic brethren just a little bit, even 
at the risk of offending a few of my 
spiritualistic friends. 1 would mildly 
and kindly suggest to some of the latter 
that Harmony, spelled with a very large 
H, would not bo inappropriate, even at 
some of our camp-meetings—notably so 
at Lake Brady.

Emissaries from Washington City 
have recently been here for tile purpose 
of manipulating party politics in the in
terest of the Democratic party. This is 
not right, and will do more harm than 
food. Two or three of these men were 
in governmental employ, and are paid 
out of the taxes of tne people. One of 
them is a great friend of the Catholic 
church, and denounced the A. P. A. 
just as bitterly as Senator Vilas and 
Grover Cleveland would do. I suggest 
to these Washington City gentry that 
they read what the Rev. E. A. Taylor 
and also the historian, Macaulay, says.

Rev. E. A. Taylor, of Utica, N. Y., a 
Baptist minister, in a paper at confer
ence, says:

“I am fully persuade^, however, that 
the Roman Catholic church is an enemy 
to freedom, and a hindrance to Chris
tianity;” and “tho polity of the church 
of Rome,” says Macaulay, "is the very 
masterpiece of human wisdom. The ex
perience of twelve hundred eventful 
years, the ingenuity and patient care of 
forty generations of statesmen, have im
proved that polity to such perfection 
that among the contrivances which 
have been devised for deceiving and 
controlling mankind it occupies the 
highest place.”

This is the institution that is patron
ized by President Grover Cleveland, and 
that our Government stipendaries from 
Washington City forbid us to oppose. 
The Rev. Taylor continues:

“The Romish church has but one 
head, and but one purpose. The pope 
is the central power, the animating 
spirit, the vicegerent of God. One word 
from a single old man at Rome can at 
once set in motion in every country' the 
most powerful machinery the world has 
ever known. The one purpose, no 
longer concealed, but arrogantly pro
claimed, is to regain papal supremacy. 
It is the same that induced Philip II. of 
. At South Amboy, much ill-feeling has 
been engendered at the school election, 
the firsLheld under the new law, which 
allows women to vote for school trustees. 
The Catholic women met at St Mary's 
school hall, under orders from the priest, 
and from there went to the polling-place 
and voted in “blocks of four.” All were 
provided with ballots. The sleepy Prot
estants knew nothing of this until the 
women began to vote in large numbers. 
There was lively work then on the part 
of the Protestants. Their sisters, their 
cousins and their aunts, and especially 
their wives and sweethearts, were hur
ried to the polls as soon as possible. 
The result snowed that the Catholics 
had elected six out of the nine trustees. 
The Protestants say they will con
test the election on the ground that 
many of the women who voted were not . 
.of the required age. Prominent mem- 1 
bers of the A. P. A. will enjoin the 1

1
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Spain to say ho would rather reign 
over a desert than over a country .with 
Protestants in it, - The power of Roman
ism is not the principal cause of alarm.

It is the Indifference of the public to 
the defiance and encroachment of Ro
manism.”

i No truer words were ever spoken. 
What did Gladstone, the great premier 
and statesman of England, say? I give 
his words:

"The Romish church alone arrogates 
to herself the right to speak to the 
State, not as a subject, but as a superior, 
setting up a rival law against the State 
in the State’s own domain, and then 
claiming for it, with a higher sanction, 
the title to similar coercive means of 
enforcements.” . '

I have oftpn called the attention of 
“Protestants.’ so-called, to the inroads 
that the Catholic' church is making on 
our common school system; but I have 
generally found them indifferent to 
these things, and ready to say, “Oh, 
pshaw! The Catholics are not going to 
interfere with our school system.”

"Come and hear me preach,” says the 
Rev, Mr. Knight; of Cleveland, "and I 
will show you where the Protestants 
and Catholics join hands.” .

Now, I can show you what they are 
doing in New Jersey:
board from entering on thè discharge of 
their duties. This will bring. the ques
tion into court on quo warranto proceed
ings. Now the anti-suffragists will say, 

„ “I told j^ou so! It will never do to allow 
’the women to vote."

But here is something more Import
ant still, tending to show that the Cath
olics are determined not to join hands. 
Clerk Goldenbogen, of • Cleveland, has 
experienced some difficulty in securing 
the names of the inmates of the Cath
olic orphan asylums in Cleveland. The 
clerk who has the matter in charge, de
cided to call upon Bishop Horstman and 
ascertain the cause of the refusal. The 
Bishop said that he considered the 
enumeration “unjust.” Indeed, he 
thought it was “robbery, as the figures 
were used to swell the enumeration upon 
which a per capita tax was derived from 
the State, thus money was derived from 
the State for the children wlio do not at
tend the public schools at. all, and who 
receive no benefit whatever from them." 
The Bishop finally said that he would 
ascertain what Dr, Wolfenstein, of the 
Jewish orphan asylum, proposed to do 
in the matter. The Doctor, notwith
standing he thought the law “very un
fair in its application to the Jewish asy
lum," complied with Its provisions. 
Chancellor G. F. Houck, Catholic, fol
lowed suit, under a protest against “the 
unjust law requiring such enumeration, 
which is used as a cover to get from the 
State what the public schools have no 
right to get, i. e., money under false 
pretenses! To avoid present unpleasant
ness, the Bishop concluded also to com
ply with the law and await future de
velopments.” The word present was 
underscored, which may indicate that 
the Bishop intends to follow up this 
matter at a future time and take steps 
whereby the youth in Catholic institu
tions will not again be included in a 
School enumeration. What has Senator 
Vilas to say to that?

I submit that this action of priest and 
rabbi, in the godly or ungodly city of 
Cleveland, only proves what I have been 
asserting for three or four years past, 
that the Catholics are determined to 
defy the laws of the country tnat pro
tects them in their civil and religious 
rights, and particularly do they want to 
ret possession of the school funds, so 
that they may introduce their religious 
dogmas into the schools, which was so 
especially inhibited when the constitu
tion was adopted and the government 
established.

Rev. Antonio Gibelli, pastor of the 
Roman Catholic church of the Holy 
Rosary, in the Italian settlement, Cleve
land, Q., where many of the "rebellious 
priests” do congregate, has a rumpus on 
n is hands: A committee of the church 
has appealed to the Bishop to remove 
the priest “because he was naughty and 
Inconsiderate” in his treatment of them. 
The Bishop refused to interfere. He 
gave the objecting members to under
stand that they had as good a priest as 
they deserved, and that all would be 
well if they treated him as they should. 
These religious zealots do not practice 
ivhat they preach: “Therefore all things 
whatsoever ye would that men should 
do unto you, do yo oven so unto them; 
tor this is the law and the prophets."— 
Matt. vii:12.

There is much truth In Mr. Charles 
Dawbarn’s article on "Snags” in The 
Progressive Thinker of August 4. 
Investigators of the spiritual philosophy 
should by all means read that article. 
Honest searchers after truth will surely 
find it, even if it docs “LIE in the bottom 
of a well.”

John D. Rockefeller is a Clevelander 
and a member of the Standard Oil Com
pany. His wealth is put down at from 
1120,000,000 to $140,000,000. He is not a 
big man, but very simple, genial, and a 
very busy one. In fact, he is somewhat 
of a religious turn of mind, and is a large 
giver in a charitable way. His favorite 
preacher is Dr. John R. Paxton, who 
was also the favorite of Jay Gould.

Now, Mr. R. will find his duty laid 
down in the nineteenth chapter of Mat
thew and the twenty-first verse, where 
Jesus says to the young man: “If thou 
wilt be perfect, go and sell that thou 
bast and give to the poor, and thou shalt 
have treasure in heaven, and come and 
follow me. And again, I say unto you: 
It is easier for a camel to go through the 
eye of a needle than fòr a rich man to 
inter into the kingdom of God.”

Notwithstanding these plain scriptural 
Injunctions as to the duty of the rich man, 
[ presume Mr. Jno. D. Rockefeller will 
continue to possess his millions of wealth 
while millions of idle men are suffering 
for food and clothing. '

"See yonder poor o’erlabored wight, 
So abject, mean and vile,

Who begs a brother of this earth 
To give him leave to toll; ■

And see his lordly fellow-worm 
The poor petition spurn,

Unmindful though a weeping wife 
And helpless offspring mourn.

« » * • • » • »
O, death ! the poor man’s dearest friend, 

The kindest and the best! _
Welcome the hour my aged limbs 

• Are laid with thee at rest! ■
The great, the wealthy, fear thy blow, 

From pomp and pleasure torn;
But, oh! a blest relief to those 
That weary-laden monrnl’’

. c. H. Mathews. 
New Philfl&elphia, Ohio.

The Chicago Spiritualists’ Union 
' Picnic.

At the instigation of leading -workers 
in our cause in Chicago, and the general 
desire for a picnic, E. N. Pickering,

president of the First Society of Spirit
ual Unity, took the initiative ana ar
ranged this picnic, which took place on 
last Tuesday, August 14, at Desplaines 
river, Proviso, Illinois, in a beautiful 
grove of RivA- Forest.

The day opened with several showers, 
about six o’clock, which prevented many 
from attending, still over 500 of the 
faithful came upon the ground during 
the day, and this number included many 
of the leading mediums, workers ana 
officers of our spiritual societies, eleven 
of which were represented, and among 
those present may be mentioned Chair
man Pickering, of the committee, with 
his able assistant, Mrs. Mary O. Lyman; 
Dr. Robert Greer and family, Dr. Gam
mon and family, Dr. Berlin and party, 
Dr. DeWolf and party, Wm. Longhurst, 
Dr. W. T. Parker, Mrs. Danforth, Mrs. 
Pierce, Mrs. Bromwell, Mrs. Phillips, 
Wm. Lahman, James Coe, Prof. Clarke, 
Prof. Orchardson, Mrs. Simmons, Mrs. 
Jeffrey, Mr. and Mrs. Warne, Mrs. 
Squire, Mrs. Ehrhardt, Mrs Huntoon, 
W. J. Lane, Mr. Rice, Brother Smith, 
Mrs. Jaquet, Mrs. Briggs, Miss Tanner, 
Mrs. Hilbert, Mrs. Dr, Hawley, Brother 
Ela, with their families, friends and 
others. '

Owing to the delay in arrivals, caused 
by the morning rains, the exercises 
were postponed until 2 o'clock, at which 
time the chairman, E. N. Pickering, 
called those assembled to order, and 
amid the notes of that old-time favorite, 
the “Sweet By and By,” the meeting 
began. After a brief address of wel
come from the chairman, he introduced 
the subject of forming the Chicago 
Spiritual Union; not a union of societies, 
but a union of individual Spiritualists of 
Chicago and vicinity, for the purpose of 
maintaining a headquarters for local and 
visiting Spiritualists and mediums, 
with aU the accommodations and infor
mation needed by inquirers. The pro
posal was well received, and a committee 
of a lady and gentleman from each so
ciety represented, was chosen to arrange 
a plan for the organization of the union. 
The committee will meet to begin its 
labors about the middle of September.

The chairman then opened the feast 
of reason and the flow of soul by intro
ducing Mrs. Mary C. Lyman, to whom, 
as the gifted instrument ol the angel
world, much was due,through the-ad vice 
and encouragement received from her 
guides and other spirit friends, for the 
success of this occasion. She made a 
most impressive invocation and a cordial, 
generous welcome from the angel-world. 
Her remarks, though somewhat brief, 
were conducive of great harmony ana 
held the closest attention of the audi
ence, and closed with prophetic encour
agement for the future of our cause In 
Chicago, amid the evident approbation 
of her hearers.

The chairman then called upon Mrs. 
Jeffrey, Brother Longhurst, Prof. Or
chardson, Dr. DeWolf, Mrs. Bromwell, 
Mrs. Emma Nickerson Warne, Professor 
Clarke, Mrs. Jaquet, Dr. Berlin, Brother 
James Coe, Mrs. Vogler, Brother Sitting 
Bull Smith, 'Mrs. Briggs; after which 
little Zulieke Limbert, an angelic little 
sylph of six summers, and a grand
daughter of our friend, Dr. Greer, 
danced with seraphic grace under spirit 
control, and forming a very delightful 
conclusion to the long and varied pro
gramme offered. Before the meeting 
adjourned for the afternoon, the chair
man took an expression of the media 
having Indian controls as to the time 
most appropriate for the Indian council 
fire and powwow, and it was arranged to 
hold it at 6 o’clock.

The friends then returned to their 
sports. Some formed circles and found 
enjoyment in the manifestations of their 
spirit friends.

Pie, cake and other good things, of 
which there was an abundance, with 
cold spring water and the seductive 
lemonade, were again called into service 
to sustain the physical portion of this 
spiritual assembly, and received hearty 
attention.

Amid the golden rays of the sun, the 
singing of the birds, the shouts of happy 
children, the joyous laughter of their 
elders, and the glad tidings from beyond 
the veil, the hours chased each other 
into history until 6 o’clock arrived, to 
find that the chairman had sounded the 
call and lit the council fire.

The spectators soon formed a large 
circle around the fire, squatting Indian 
fashion upon the grass.

The place selected for this novel fes
tival was upon the river bottoms, in a 
small grove of large trees, and was ad
mirably adapted for the purpose. A 
number of the friends packed in the fire
wood and a lively blaze resulted. Re
ports of personal injury at Anderson, 
Ind., and Lake Brady, recently published 
in our spiritual papers, served to make 
some of our mediums supersensitive and 
operated to prevent their being con
trolled. A number of mediums, how
ever, received the power of their Indian 
guides with confidence,and went through 
the repetition of their mortal customs 
with characteristic fidelity. A gentle
man present, who has lately been among 
the Indians, said the actions and man
ners of the mediums were very natural. 
Before adjourning, the chairman stated 
that there would be a picnic next year 
and desired the friends to carry that 
thought away with them with efforts and 
wishes for its success; and also to use 
every endeavor in their daily lives to 
promote peace, love and justice in every 
direction, and at 7:30 the picnic came to 
an end and the tired mortals sought 
their homes, everybody agreeing that 
they had enjoyed the occasion very 
much, ana some wanted another picnic 
next month, because this one had been 
such a success.

Facts—Important Facts.
The Progressive Thinker is pub

lished'for the purpose of educating the 
people on important subjects. It must 
be admitted by all that it leads in that 
respect. In accordance with that plan 
we shall publish next week a most re
markable speech delivered by Hon. 
Wm. S. Linton, of Michigan, in the 
House of Representatives. It is replete 
with valuable information—statistics- 
in regard to money set apart by Con
gress for various religious bodies. Spir
itualists should be thoroughly posted in 
reference to this matter, and thus be 
able to comprehend the insidious power 
ofcreed.

A Remarkable Address.
We have on file for publication a most 

remarkable .address delivered in this 
city by the Countess Watchmeister. It 
was specially reported for The Pro
gressive Thinker, and will be to all 
our readers most valuable and suggest
ive. . It is a veritable mine of important 
information, and while Spiritualists will 
not agree with all the points made, yet 
they will consider the ideas presented as 
worth at least a year’s subscription to 
the paper, She treats of the spiritual 
and physical organization, as connected 
with mesmerism and hypnotism, and 
ventures into a domain but little under
stood by the average mortal. The ad
dress will probably appear in No. 251 of 
this paper.
Information Wanted from J. W.

Marshall.
To the Editor:—In your issue of 

August 11 I notice a letter from a J. 
W. Marshall, of San Diego, Cal., which 
you place under the heading “Wonder
ful Manifestation; Sixty Thousand Dol
lars Restored,” etc. The letter states 
that an alleged communication was ad
dressed to a Mrs. Bradford, of Pleas
anton, Arkansas. It is very unfortunate 
that there is no postofllce in Arkansas 
by the name of Pleasanton. If there is, 
please state the name of the county in 
which it is located. W. F. SHAW.

Princeton, Mo., Aug, 11.
Will Mr. Marshall attend to this mat

ter at once, and greatly oblige our read
ers, who are interested in the whole 
truth, and nothing but the truth.

Love carries the lover to heights grand 
and clear,

And helps one to struggle thro’ depths, 
doubt and fear.

There’s nothing 'twlxt love and duty.
If love must be measured by mere money 

gain,
And duty means only disappointment's 

pain;
If love means merely the pleasures of 

life, '
And none of its burdens or wounds from 

Its strife-
Then selfishness is 'twixt love and duty.

P. D. Sloan.
The Torn Leaf.

A witching charin' pervades the things 
beyond our eager grasp;

We throw away-the prizes won for those 
we cannot clasp.

All day we sigh for something that es
caped us at the dawn; '

The best part of life’s story is the leaf 
that’s torn and gone.

The present shadows with regret, the 
{^future holds a. doubt, ___ i
And every rose that we would pluck 

with thorns is hedged about.
The dream, the song, the hope-, the 

prayer, the heart's one wish was on 
The page for which we all despair, the 

leaf that’s torn and gone.
—Nixon Waterman.
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Camp-Meeting at Lake George.
The second week at this lovely resort 

has been an eventful one Indeed. Thé 
appearance of that king of orators, Robt. 
G. Ingersoll, upon our platform on Wed
nesday and Thursday, drew the largest 
audiences of the season, and that in 
spite of the fact that an admission fee of 
fifty cents was charged. Probably no1 
man can say such cutting things, or 
speak such plain truths as Col. Ingersoll, 
and yet keep even those whom he hits 
the hardest in good humor. Among his 
auditors were a Catholic priest and an 
Episcopal minister; yet both were evi
dently ^greatly entertained by the genial 
“Bob.” ,,The truly spiritual-minded, 
however, Cannot but feel that there is a 
most important element lacking in the 
eloquent Colonel, an element, which, if 
it could be added, would make him the 
grandest orator of all ages. A man who 
declares that man’s knowledge is lim
ited by his physical horizon, can never 
reach’the altitude of an epoch-maker.

On Saturday, Mr. T. Grimshaw, the 
bright and genial young trance speaker, 
spoke acceptably upon “The Philosophy 
of Evil,” and again on Sunday morning 
he delivered a very practical lecture 
upqn “The Higher'Aspects of Spiritual
ism,” which was received with ntany ex
pressions of approval and delight. Mr. 
Grimshaw is a promising young speaker; 
and I am glad to learn that he has been 
engaged as settled speaker by the PittsJ 
burg, (Pa.) society, for one year, begin
ning September 1.

Sunday afternoon the platform Was oc
cupied by Dr. Ewel, who also gave a 
seance at the close of the lecture, in 
which'many remarkable tests were given 
all of which seemed to be recognized.

During the coming week an excellent 
programme has been arranged and will 
doubtless be highly enjoyed.

The visitors to tne camp, while not as. 
numerous as some of the older ones, en
joy themselves to the utmost. Excur
sions, both by land and water, are the 
order of the day, and fill the participants 
with ecstacy as the everchanging pano
rama unfolds before them. •

The president, Mr. Newton was called 
home by the illness of his wife and Prof. 
Peck adds the duties of chairman to his 
other rather varied occupations.

Under the careful supervision of Sec
retary Smith and Treasurer Seelye, 
improvements upon the grounds are 
being pushed forward as rapidly os pos
sible. ’ •

There are many "swell” hotels in the 
vicinity, which contribute visitors to our 
meetings. In that respect this camp 
has the advantage of all others. .

-■ ■ Occasional.

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not he used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture,' and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must, reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have Immediate Insertion.

To Contributors: Don’t think for a 
moment that your article is rejected be
cause it does hot appear at once. We 
were glad to receive It, and profited by 
reading it, and thank you for it. Many 
months sometimes elapse before an ar
ticle can appear on account of space be
ing inadequate. Some articles, how
ever worthy they may be, must wait for 
this reason. This is the condition of all 
lending papers, and no one should take 
the least offense If their article does not 
appear at once.

Geo. W. Carpender, M. D., intends to 
visit California next October, and will 
probably remain there during the win
ter. Dr. Carpender has lectured for a 
long time in this city, to the great satis
faction of those who have listened to 
him, and we are sure he would please 
any California audience. While in Cal
ifornia he will receive his mail at Riv
erside. His address here is at 125 South 
Clark street, Chicago, Ill.

Geo. F. Perkins and Mrs. Perkins 
went from Mantua Station camp-meet
ing to Lake Brady. August 19th he 
will be at Newton Falls, Ohio, where he 
can be addressed.

A subscriber writes from Marona- 
cook Lake, Maine: “At a recent sitting 
with Mrs. Delphina A. Dearborn, of 
Boston, at Maronacook, a party was 
very much pleased with the manifesta
tions received. They went away feeling 
well pleased and well satisfied.”

C. H. G. reports excellent work at 
Falls River, Kansas, by B. A. C. Steph
ens, Mrs. S. A- Hooker, and W. L. Bon
ney. The people there are holding 
circles. As a psychometrist, Mrs. 
Hooker is considered remarkable. Mrs. 
Mary Goodwin is developing into a most 
wonderful medium.

E. J. Bowtell is at present located at 
Onset Camp, Mass, ^te would be glad 
to hear from societies respecting fall 
and winter dates.

Geo. F. Perkins writes from Mantua 
Station, Ohio: "The gpeaf tent has col
lapsed and has rolled; itself into heaps; 
platform, seats and all are hustled to
gether. Nearly all of the people have 
said good-bye, and every man, woman 
and child happy, and the universal ex
clamation is, ‘What a grand time we’ve 
had, not a row or fuss of any kind lias 
occurred to mar the beautiful, harmoni
ous spiritual influence that has per
vaded the camp from the first to the 
last. From the president down to the 
smallest mite of humanity there has 
been manifested a spirit ot love.”

Mrs. H. S. Lake, pastor of the People’s 
Alliance of Cleveland, O., gave five lec
tures at Mt. Pleasant Park the opening 
week of the camp, to large audiences. 
The lectures were pronounced forcible, 
eloquent, and instructive, and old friends 
and new ones most warmly commend her 
and hor work.

August 11. 12 and 13, Col. Ingersoll 
lectured at the Queen City Park camp
meeting. He undoubtedly proved a 
drawing card. '

Charles Dawbarn,' of San Leandro, 
Cal., writes: "1 am indulging my soul in 
the dream that I shall be one of an ex
cursion party next month to sail for the 
Marquesas; from there we visit Tahlta, 
and home by way of the Sandwich 
Islands. It requires a party of twenty, 
of whom ten have already written them
selves on the scroll. We are to travel in 
a fine, new and large yacht; to be gone 
one hundred days, and to pay therefor 
the sum of $350 each. If we ‘excurse' 
according to programme, and are not di
gested by any savages on the way I shall 
keepan eAger lookout for anything that 
shall be of interest to your readers. As 
we cannot get off before the middle or 
latter part of September there is time 
for Chicago talent to add to the happi
ness and jollity of the party. Capt. 
Burns, an old Spiritualist, is the owner 
of the yacht. The address to write or 
wire is Pacific Excursion Co., 19 Mont
gomery street, San Francisco.”

Frank T. Ripley is at Lake Brady, 
Ohio and can be engaged for lectures and 
platform tests for the fall and winter 
months. Address all letters to Lake 
Brady, via Kent, Ohio, until September 
3d: Brb. Ripley is at Lake Brady under 
engagement until September 3d, when 
he goes to Cincinnati, Ohio, and possibly 
to Toledo for October, and Van Wert, 
Ohio, for November. '

E. N. Pickering Writes of the First 
Society of, Spiritual Unity: “The meet-' 
ings of this society last Sunday, August 
12, were largely attended and of a most 
interesting and harmonious character. 
The mediums’ conference increases in 
size and interest as our young and old 
mediums become aware of its Benefit to 
them. The Subject for the afternoon 
meeting was. ‘Science is Dual, it has a 
Spirit as well as a Body,’ and for the 
evening lecture. ‘The Weapon of the 
New Dispensation is Love,’ both of 
which were treated in a masterly man
ner by the controls of Mrs. Mary C. Ly
man, the inspirational speaker of this so
ciety. Remarks were' made by Dr. 
White, Dr. Carpender, and others, and 
teste and other spirit manifestations were 
gsven by Bro. Smith, Dr. Hasenclever, 
Mrs. De Knevett, Mrs. Gutter, Mrs. El
lison, Mrs. Roberts. Mrs. Isa Wilson 
Porter, and others. The next social will 
be August 23, at th», Temple, i» Soutis 
Sangamon street" • ■- .

Martha M. Shaffer, a resident of Cali
fornia, writes: ‘.‘I am sorry to know that 
our brothers and sisters in the cause are 
careless in supporting our papers. If 
each one will take a paper and then pay 
for another, and send it to some liberal 
friend—tirsi a few weeks to one and then 
to another—I. think we can soon 
strengthen the cause and help our angel 
friends push open the 'gate that hides 
them from our view. Come, my broth
ers and sisters, take hold and let us try. 
It may cost a little sacrifice, some arti
cle less to wear or a little less on our ta
ble, but we will be better off for it, and 
do an immense amoùnt of good. I will 
try it for one. I am sorry and ashamed 
to see our spiritual papers struggle on, 
and then at last succumb for the need of 
the help every true brother or sister 
should be glad to extend. I was indeed 
sorry when the ‘Spiritual Offering' 
ceased to exist." Mrs, Shaffer has the 
right view, ' If every one would act on 
her suggestion, our subscription list 
would soon be doubled.

A. B. French, although doing a busi
ness of $50,000 a year, is still able to at
tend the camp-meetjng and give his 
splendid: lectures. At Lookout Mountain 
Camp-meeting he gave seven lectures; 
at Devil’s Lake four; and two at Haslett 
Park. He has an engagement at Lake 
Brady and Cassadaga.

The Illinois State Spiritualists’ Associ
ation will reopen its meetings the first 
Sunday in September, afternoon and 
evening, at 2:30 and 7:30 P. M. The So
ciety has engaged the two gif d medi
ums, Dr. A. AI. Roberts and Mi’s. L. A. 
Roberts, for the month of September. 
The Doctor will open with a short ad
dress, Then Mrs. Roberts will give 
some of her wonderful sight-seeing. 
September fith there will be an election 
of officers for the State Association at 
189 Washington boulevard. Mr. Jenni
fer has proved a very efficient officer 
during the time he has served as presi
dent.

Prof. Clark writes: "There could be 
no more interesting scene than that pre
sented at the cozy hall of the First Na
tional Society of Spiritualists, No. 681 
West Lake street, on Wednesday eve
ning, the 15th inst. It was the occasion 
of the christening of the infant daughter 
of Mr. and Mrs. M. J. Ashby. The cer
emony was performed by Mrs. Mary C. 
Lyman, the settled speaker for the First 
Society of Spiritual Unity. The child, 
crowned with a wreath of rose-buds, was 
placed in a bower of flowers. After the 
reading of an appropriate poem by M rs. 
Lyman, she followed with an inspira
tional address and then with proper cer
emony bestowed the name of Adaline 
Myrtle upon the little one. Then fol
lowed the reading of a delineation of 
character and a prognostication of its 
future, based upon planetary positions at 
the time of its birth, by Prof. Kemp. 
Mr. Fred Brown followed with a vpcal 
solo rendered in an artistic manner. 
Mrs. Ellison and Dr. Roberts read poems 
suited to the occasion. Mrs. Smallwood 
sang a solo entitled ‘Silent Evening’ in 
hor usnal effective and pleasing manner. 
The music was under the capable direc
tion of Mrs. Simmons, in which Father 
Williams joined with his old-time vigor 
and enthusiasm. Then several congrat
ulatory messages'to little Adaline Myrtle 
were received by independent slate
writing through the organism of Mrs. 
Jaquet. The occasion was unique in the 
annals of Spiritualism, and the harmony 
felt long to be remembered by those who 
attended. Father Williams holds a de
veloping circle every Monday, and a 
meeting, at which there is good speak
ing and music, every Wednesday even
ing. to which all interested are cordially 
invited.”

Will C. Hodge, who is now'sojourning 
at the Clinton camp-meeting, desires to 
hear from societies needing the services 
of an inspirational speaker for the fall 
and winter months. Address until Sep
tember 1st, Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, 
Iowa. Permanent address, 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago, Ill.

James Riley, the materializing me
dium was in the city last week. He is 
looking finely, and is doing a good work 
in convincing people that spiritscan and 
do return. He reports the Michigan 
camp-meetings as doing finely.

Mrs. H. B., in speaking of the grand
eur of spirit healing, says: “If I were a 
physician, no matter how many di
plomas I might have ‘done up in satin,’ 
I would feel that 1 was handicapped ter
ribly if I did not seek the light of this 
new (yet centuries old) blessing of clair
voyance. Why do not all true physi
cians or healers wake up and take the 
straight path to knowledge?”

Will C. Hodge, whose lectures are al
ways interesting and instructive, is 
open for engagements for the fall and 
winter months. He should be kept con
stantly employed. He is at the Clinton, 
Iowa, camp, and can be addressed there 
until the 26th of this month. After that 
date, in care of The Piîogressivej 
Thinker, Chicago.

G. F. W. Richter, of California, 
writes: “Earthquakes occur mostly near 
the seacoasts; the most violent ones al
ways do. The reason seems to be that 
the water is the lens through which the 
subterranean gases are ignited by the 
luminaries and planets. A friend of 
mine (and self) found earthquakes oc
curring In San Francisco when the sign 
of the Cancer was ascendiug, and one or 
more planets were pointed In the trop
ical sign of the zodiac. I wish others 
more able than I am would make ob
servations, and note time and horoscope, 
so that a correct theory’may be estab
lished.” • ■

.It is delightful to the editor to find 
those who will make a sacrifice to take 
The Progressive Thinker. Mrs. M. 
M. G. writes: “Inclosed you will find 
twenty-five cents, a renewal of my sub
scription for your valuable paper. I am 
so poor financially that ! am obliged to 
forego nearly every one of life’s lux
uries: your paper will be the last one to 
go. lam surprised and thankful that 
you have the courage to- show up the 
Catholic priests in their true light. I 
believe they are just as bad as* they can 
be; still I do not believe that they are 
doing half the harm that the manu
facturers of and dealei’s in intoxicants 
are doing. If you would only try to 
make the poor among the working 
classes see that beer and whiskey are 
responsible for three-fourths of all their 
poverty, and suffering, then The Pro
gressive Thinker would be just per
fect.” . '

Mattie E. Hull reached home last 
week, but remained only a brief time, 
starting to fill an engagement at Ashley, 
Ohio. She has done an work

“The A. P. A, MANUAL contains much interesting and instructive matter and a 
wide circulation of the same will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary agent 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions that 
surround them. I should like to see It given a wide circulation/’ >

.. 0, P, JOHNSON, State President A. P. A. of Illinois.
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Illustrated Edition contains 80 pages. Sent on receipt of 15 cents [2 copies for 
25 cents] postpaid. The MANUAL sells at sight.

WAS 
LINCOLN 

A SPIRITUALIST?
-Oll-

Curious Revelations from the Life 
of a Trance Medium. , 

-BY- \ ’
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARp 
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and From ispiece of Lin

coln, ft-oiii Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR ~

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This instrument has now been thoroughly tested by 

numerous Investigator®, and has proved more satisfac
tory man the planclmite. both hi regard io ihe cer
tainty and correctness of the communication», and ua 
a means oi developing mediumship. Many who were 
noiawareofthclrinodluinistlcglftbavc. after a few 
stuinga, been ablu to receive astoulshlng communica
tions from their departed friends.

Cr.pt. 1), B. Edwards, Orient, N.Y., writes: “I had 
communications (by tbe psyehugraph) from many 
other friends, oven from tbe old settler» wbusu grave
stones are moss-grown la the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit- 
uiUlstn 1» indeed true, mid the communications have 
given my bean the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
1 have bud of son, daughter, aud tfieirGiotbcr.’*

Dr Eugene Crowell, whose writings huve made bls 
name familiar to those luterested |p psyohicul matters, 
writes as follows: ”1 am much pleased with the Psy
chograph you sent me, aud will thoroughly test it tbe 
first opportunity 1 may have. It is very simple tn 
principle and coustructlou, and I am sure must be far 
mure sensitive to spirit power than (tie one now in use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
Ite nunerior merits become known.”

A. P. Miller, journalist and poet, tn an editorial no
tice of ibe Instrument In bls paper, the Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, say«: “The Hycbugraph 1» an im
provement upon tbe planchctta. having a dial aud loi
ters. with a row words, BO.tliat. vry. little ‘power’ is 
apparently required to give the connuuulcatlun». We 
du not hesitate to recommend It to.all who care to test 
tbo question whether spirits cau return and communi
cate.”

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mall, free with full directions for usn, ll.ut). 
For itde at tiiU office.

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The reader® of Tit* pROauEima Thinker will rfl* 
member the »tory under the above title, by Hudroa 
Tuttle, which was published hi Its columns. At the 
time, constant Imjuirle® were made as toll® appearing 
In book form. Thia whh has now been gratified. It 
maki'i a volume of 248 pnges, In stylo »nd form like the 
“Convent of the Sacred Heart." with a Andy-engraved 
likeness of tbe author on tbe cover. The scene» of the 
itory alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and tbe philosophy of Spiritualism., tbe Occupation and 
modes of life of splriwal being®, «ire presented in the 
pleasing form of narrative. ’

The following arc the chapicr-titlcs: Introduction; 
The House of the Sace; Home ot Hie Mlshr; The Low 
Societies; Hade:. Cbrisimasllilo in the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlstinnstlde and t-hc Gbldeu Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Kastev Day hi Heaven; A Visit to 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Cuming to tbe 
Knowledge of the Light; Tbe Society Again Vleita 
Earth: The Forsaken apd Jh-splscd; Discussion; A 
visit to a Distant Globe; - Hcunloo In thn Spirit-world; 
Contentcdness Not Goodness; Address of the Snge.

It Is a book tbe Spiritualist will bo delighted with; b 
book In which the lovesilpitHr will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which-win Interest 
the.church member, nor fepel fbu most prejudiced. 
The price in paper Is 50 cents; musllnlii postpaid» 

~ SOM ETH INC GOOD.

“THE DHEAM CHILD,”
A FASCINATING : ROMANCE OF 

two world*. By, Florenee Hnutipy. Price: 
paper, 50 cents; cloth. tLOO. Houks tike “Tbe Bream 
Child” »pur bumnnlty on tdtnake nwro-and more de
msods of tlita itatnre. end win open up hew heights 
and depth» of »plrllnal knowledge.—Lila jVheoicr Wil
cox. Will, I believe, take its piacd .bealdo 'Bulwcr’« 
•‘Zanofil”. fled the “SerupnJW of Bnlzbc.—”DaI]v 
Capital,’’Topeka, Kanra». • Although- »hnplc »nd un
varnished with any inflnnimable. UcfCrlptlons. en
thrall® the jnlnil to the rvi-juelon of other-thnngliU, 
tmtll reluctantly tlio.Ti^der.ciote« the; last pa&c.— 
MlnucapUlB'•Saadr.r........

This book will be fonnd peculiar, curloui, etartting! 
—more so than any writ Iwued »Ince Uncle Tonri 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rusi 
of time had almost covered, and which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high otticlal private life during the moat moment« 
ous period tn American History, and is a secret page 
from the Ilf«’ of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
“Abhaiiam Lincoln.”

Cloth, ilhnv, illustrated, pp. MG4t QlJiOi 
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

DY LOIS U'AISBROOMER.—MAMY 
JLJ have read this book, many have ro-read IL 
and many utliera uu«ht tu read II. It should be road 
by every man and woman in tbe land. Asu story ft Is 
finely written,and teems with lntereiit.,und at the same 
lime It ( ductile*, elevate» and l’i«|dres. It shows the 
injustice» to which woiueii arc feubjccted In the pre«* 
ent Bint ua of nori ety —the Incq unlit tea in the measure 
of condemnation voiced by noddy against act» Of the 
BuiiieinoraI<|uiiHiy performed by men and women re* 
spedlvcly. It shows the fiiUltles rampant In society 
In inuttcrs of moral and »octal Import, and I'uu wrongs 
that How therefrom to innocent victims of social 
ostrachin. it contalnaa tine likeness ot the author. 
Fine cloth, ?.K) pages. Price. 3' ’/•

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Haymond’s Resolve.
DY LOIS II’A/SBROOA’ER. - THIS IS 
D n novel written with a purpose, end tbat 
purpone 1« nut merely to enable ud untlitnkhiE. idle 
mind to while away Che time In a filuta of Idle hleiBCd- 
ucbs, devoid of earnest thought ur care fur either 
Belf-lmproveineni or the good of humanity. It 1» a 
book d< signed especially, primarily, for in oilier: and 
tho»e who are to be niuthcrs; aud secondly, through 
the mother®, lu riled the well-lelng and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to vlow tbe 
result upon the child uf pruprr surrouudings ami influ
ences bearing upon ihe muther previous tu maternity, 
incidentally the author touches upon various thing» 
tn modern »uclal and buthichB life, which arc unjust, 
and fix unequal burden» upon the Individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book is trenchant, Ineiruc- 
civc and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
a® a novel, and Is especially commended to “women 
everywhere.” to whom It It* dedicated. It tleo thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Cotbobc 
Church; advanced Ideas relating to ibo Spiritual phil
osophy arc introdm ud It contains & fine likeness of 
tlie auihur. It contains .w pages, neat)}’ bound In 
cloth. Frier by mull, prepaid, ti.g.________________

bIX Ftt N bAVIORS.
177GRID'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED 
Vr Saviors; or. Christianity Ueforo Chrlit. Con« 

tauiing new and startling revelations lu religions bls« 
tory. which disclose the Oriental origin of all the doo« 
trinca. principles, precepts and miracles of the Chris« 
tian New Teainmeiit. and (urulahlng a key for unlock« 
lug many of Its sacred mysteries, besides comprising 
tbeinstorv of Sixteen Oriental Crucified Goa®, fey 
Ker»ey Grave®. This wonderful and exhaustive vol« 
umo win, we arc certain, take high rank as a book of 
reference In tbe field which be has chosen for it; The 
amount of mental labor necessary to collate and com« 
□lie the varied Information contained In It must have 
been severe and arduous Indeed, and now that It 18 In 
■ueb convenient abapc the »tudent of free thought 
will not willingly allow It to go out of print. But the 
book Is by no means a mere collation of view® br sta
tistics; throughout Its qnltre course tbe autbor-as 
will be seen by Ills tliic-page and chapter heads—Joi« 
lows a definite Une of research and argument to the 
close, and lib conclusions go, like sure arrows, to tbe 
mark. Printed on fine white paper, large 2mo» 890 
itages. New edition, revised anil corrected, fwltb por, 
ratt of author. Price 81.50. Postage 10 cents- For 

sale nt tb,B •A '_______

Worker®; S—Ultbn/nee in Hie Sommer-Land: P—Voice 
from James Victor Wilson. This enlarged edltloneon« 
tains more than double the amount of matter tn Ton 
mcr edition*, and is enriched by a beautiful frontis
piece, illustrating the “ formation of the Spiritual 
Body.” Cloth 75 cents. Postage 5 cents. For sale 
at this ofltae._ _
DI RLE. OF BIBLES. BY KER SEI 

Gravel. It wilt’ vol. pay pern, al. Price S1.75
1X7HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL- 
VV 1st. Twelve lecmres. By Abby A. Judson. 

This book should be read by every Eplritusllst. Price 
11.00- pottage It) cents.

TIBERAL LECTURES. 'BY tf. S. rynx'/irc' TTLP LVArFff L 7PP
■A-Frencli. They arc war'll lUdr wBlghUjigoW. | Px,Li., LIFE.
Price, paper, HO cant». -■ ■ . ' , . By Lljzio Dotcn. There poems are m ample r®

' - . aunar. 1’riccsLva
T7TAYSIDE JOTTIMGS;. ■ESSAVSC r.rK-

■ ri' Skctcjii€?»i PoMui tpd SunffiL'GJitbcnjd iron, fDaiOND THE GATES, Fi ELIZfe*^
£> bethStairtlW*. A Highly eatwttolfigwj*.

„ I'WceiUP • .
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EXCELLENT BOOKS!THE SPIRIT OF HENRY.

of

Its

X n the impossibility of saving this

CECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE'$^\ 
Sacred Heart, by Hudson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na« {fegrcbc.«

THANKS TO MR, DAWBARN.

POEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTEN, 
i They are really valuable. Price 11.01

A MISSIONARY TRACT.

ROCKY NEST.
the medium records. Obsebvxr. txoo.

“God in the Constitution.”

piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
D Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 cent*.

piBLE OF BIBLES. B Y RTERSE Y GRA VES. 
D It will well pay perusal. Price 61.73.

CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 
kJ 144 Propositions, theological« moral, historical and speculct- 
Ito: each proved affirmatively and negatively by quotations from 
BaSpture. without comment. Price 15 cents.

. . „ », ^B^B , B^B »   B   ^^B B — — B B ^B ^B ^^B BB B^B ^B —   B ■ B B
K.r.a:»-.iii doue. Opponents unfair. Immorality lu the
Uharcbc.’. Religious Systems uot responsible for

¿THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
JL and Expressions in human Embodiments. Given through 

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her guides. A book that every
body should read who are interested in »«Incarnation. Prio9

MAPLE DELL CAMP.

JX7HV SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
t'r Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book should 

be read by every Spiritualist. Price 11.00; postage 10 e»Ma.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

IF YOU
Want the very

BEST
TRUSS in the World 

! and are willing to pay from

T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY 
v. ^Andrew Jsckxon Diria. Highly Interettlng. Fottafs fl 

cent». Eric« 7B cent».
•THE VOICES. B Y WARREN SUMNER BAR- 
x ’low. The Voice» cantata poenuof remirkrtle be»ntyind 

tores. They »re moet excellent. Price »LCO. ; - .

GODS. BY COD R. G. INGERSOLL.
•L ▲ptttyblBtofiOpafeB. YFortblte weight ErtoeS) 

CBlrfA. • ‘ . ■ • •• ■ '

TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL REVIEW OP 
Li the Sunday question. It Is invaluable. By G. W. Brown. 
M. D. Price 15 cents.

TJOW TO MESMERIZE. BY PROF. J. W. 
LL Cadwell, one of the most «ucceaafu; mesmerists Id Amer
ica. Ancient and modern miracles explained by mesmerism. An 
invaluable work. Price, paper. 50 cents.

PROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
L1 Tuitto. A beautiful book ot poem« of rare merit Pries 
11.90.
THFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME.

L1 By Her. Chas. Cbtalquy, ex-priest A remarkable boot, 
-ages 882. Price «2.21.

They Are for Sale at This Office,
AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO- 

Tl rles, by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a most 
powerful illustration ot man's cruelty and injustice to bls fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
XL from tbe spirit realms. Disclosing tho most startling revela
tions. proving Christianity to bo of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberta, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price 11.50. Postage 12 cents,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. B^ SARAH E. TIT- 
xl comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
originated. An Interesting and Instructive hook. Price|1.25.

(CHRISTIANITYA FICTION. THE ASTRO
VA nomlcal and astrological origin of al) religions. A poem by 

Dr. J. H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.

TTELEN HARLOW'S VOW, OR SELF-JUS- 
L J. ttce. By Lol, Waisbrookcr. Price ,1.50. ,

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS, 
1 “If a man die, shall be Uro?" Is fully answered. By W. B. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Frlce 60 cents.

WABAL RA YMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
LYJL Wsltbrooker. Frlce ,1.90. Mra. Walsbrooker,, t>ooka 
should bo read by erery woman in the land.

'¡[/[IND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM, 
1VL A. Hovey. 200 pages, with illustration, ot the subject, 
treated upon. Price ,1.25. .

POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
JT volume ot wWeet outpourings ot a gentle nature, who baa no 
thought ot tbe bitter cruelty of oarth-Ilfe. These are sweet, win- 
com end restful. Frlce ,1.00.
’ 'DELIGIOD. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D, IF 

L\ all could be led to believe In such a religion tbe world would 
be far better than now. Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt in power 
and disposition to apply th, facts of history and science. Price 
11.25. Postage 10 cent».

ZHE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE.
Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mo 

Caan. Price ¡5 cents. >

HCHE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM.
J. A manual, with directions fo$ tbe organisation and manage* 

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davie. Something 
Indespentlble. Price 50 cents.

*THE SPIRITS1 WORN WHAT I HEAiiD, 
J. saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By IL L. Suydam. It La a 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

THE QUESTION SETTIED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON 

----- OF-----

Biblical and Modern [Spirit
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of "The Contraet,” “Which," "Letter« to Eldcf 

Mllcfl G rant,” "Both Side«," "That. Terrible 
Question," “Wolf in Sheep’s 

Clothing," Etc., Etc.

OTARNOS. BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A Wby ihiiAppetne tor i'Kiiw^if.mure.-'- 
kJ rosary ot pearl«, culled tram the work« ot Andrew Jackion c,,.,.,-» tr_ The Moral Tendency ot SnlrKunllsm — ^danlw'r&'ieJt'8 l^o SUil“” °f >0rr0w1“« , A^utn^Quer?“ jTa™' « »P BlXXer 
mind and «trlcken heart. 1 rice 50 ceut«. | jnl) u Every uew Byalem passes an Era ot

_ „ , .which Mr. Campbell responded, graciously Sy Bobert G. accepting, ’ 6 S. B.

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

DYCARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
1-J largely u record of the facte and demouetrationi 
which the author has seen, beard of or presented Iq 
bls owu experiments. The history of the various 
phase« of ihe science la auccJnctly presented, and tbs 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experh 
menu described occurred In Chicago. The pictorial

y y- ifc*m p tni c 2? c c t/c tv ' Illustrations add much to tbe Intcreat and value of tbo
lA/A JUl 1 Z/vuo, AliclC/j* book, which will be found very interesting to the gen-
Yr es, poems and songs; gathered from tbo highways, by. eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to the

ways nod hedges of life. By Mattie E. Hull. It Is most excellent student. The work is a handsome volume of 800
Price Sl.OU. I page«, bound in cloth. Price, For sale at
U/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN '■ THREE tbe 
W Bovr>s“ a book of 271 pages. By The Phelons. M is 

really a very interesting and suggestive work. Price 41.&

V

'THREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE- 
J ions; the Jesuits, seen and unseen, are banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they arc afraid they will lose 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they hare held so long, 
in Three Serena, this knowledge is offered to the people. Buy 
it, read It carefully, and see why the Jesuits hste IL Price Sl.lt.

Conversations with the Ghost 
the Dead Anarchist.

PABI8 HAS ANOTHER SENSATION — A YOUNG 
LADY WHO PLAYS THE VIOLIN IS MADE THE 
MÍDIUM FOR THE COMMUNICATION OF SOME 
REMARKABLE STATEMENTS ABOUT THE FU
TURE LIFE—DESCRIPTION OF THE TELE
PATHIC PHENOMENA-—THEY ARE PRODUCED 
BY A YOUNG PHYSICIAN THROUGH THE ME

DIUM. . .

Experiments in “occultism” have for some 
time been ip voguer in Paris. Dr. Charcot, 
shortly before uis death, thought physicians 
would do well even to stop talking of hypno- 
tismfoTithe good of society. The following 
incident is of very recent occurrence. .

N—— is a young Paris doctor of more than 
ordinary ability. Unlike many of his com
rodea, he not only believes in a soul, but also 
in the possibility of Spiritualist communica
tions. He has had a scientific training in 
Charcot's experiments with hysterical and hyp
notic patients, and he is thoroughly acquainted 
with the ways of mediums. He is beyond sus
picion of imposture, and his training ought to 
keep him from being duped easily.

Miss X—— is a young lady 18 years of 
age, a remarkable violinist, and beautiful. 
She is in that nervous state which is so com
mon among both Parisian and American fine 
ladies, and - which is known as neurasthenia. 
Dr, N—- is the regular physician of Miss 
X-—

Miss X----- - was present all through the
trial of Emile Henry. Neither before nor 
since has she been known to express any sym
pathy with anarchist ideas, but she became 
greatly impressed with the keen intelligence 
and determined words of the young bomb
thrower. It will be remembered that Henry, 
who had a university education, was allowed 
to defend his deeds and doctrines in a speech 
that is, perhaps, the clearest exposition of an
archy yet given to the world. It was espe
cially the savage intenseness of this speech 
which seemed to burn into the brain of Miss

strange/driminal from death, his presence nev- 

 

ermqn/ quitted her thoughts. It was a case 

 

vyMat demonologists call ‘‘obsession.

———

t/The first distinct “telepathic" phenome
non (this is what Dr. N------chooses to call it)
^ook place in the morning and at the very mo
ment when Emile Henry’s head fell under the 
•knife of the guillotine. Miss X----- was in
bed and asleep. She could scarcely have 
Ipown that it was the morning of the execu 

,Jion, as the hour was early and even the mem
bers of the press had been informed of it only 
.after midnight. She awoke suddenly and Be
lieved that she saw in the mirror hanging op
posite her bed the severed head of Henry.
\ Some time afterward Dr. N----- cast her
'into the magnetic sleep, as he was accustomed 
'to d<>. In this state, to his great surprise, 
she was no longer docile to his own sugges
tions, but imagined herself Emile Henry in 
'person. She began, in clear words, and with 
a feverish eloquence like that of Henry him
self, to explain his ideas about society.

Dr. N------, who is nothing if not daring, at
once conceived a plan of putting himqelf in 
communication with the spirit of Emile Henry 
through Miss X----- , whom he believed to be
a medium wonderfully ready to his hand. He 
resolved to model his first experiments on the 
lines of the famous triptych, “Sensations of 
a Guillotined Head,” by the mad painter 
Wiertz, of Brussels. A great lady of Paris, 
who is much preoccupied with occult phenom
ena, lent her salon for the occasion. A dozen 
guests were invited to be the witnesses—all 
skeptics, but persons of known good faith and 
willing to judge impartially. All these agree 
in what they actually saw and heard, without 
pronouncing on the cause of the phenomena.

It was late Saturday night, or rather early 
Sunday morning. The doctor had unusual 
difficulty with his magnetic passes, and it was 
only toward 2:30 o’clock, when the spectators 
were already well-nigh discouraged, that Miss 
X—— at last seemed to fall into a deep sleep. 
Dr. N------then touched her forehead and her
eyes suddenly opened. The witnesses were 
shocked at the change wrought in her features. 
Their usual sweet expression had given place 
to something harsh and masculine; her nat
urally bright, blue eyes had become lusteriess, 
while her lips had completely lost their color 
and were trembling. Dr. N-----  began his
questioning.

‘'Henry, is it you?"
The trembling lips seemed unable to form 

an answer.
“Henry, are you there?"
“1 am not here. Your question is absurd. 

I am not in a place. I act on the person who 
answers you. ”

“You are really Emile Henry?"
“I am obliged to answer yes, although this 

answer is not .exact”
'‘Is that which is acting on Miss X------at

this moment your soul separated from your 
body?”

After a long silence the answer came:
“I am going to try to explain. There is 

‘soul’ as there ii electricity. A part of this 
element is set in motion during the first mo
rdents of the,formation of the human body, 
just as electric phenomena are produced by 
certain combinations metallic or otherwise."

“Do you mean to say that, after death, 
that which was the soul of a man returns to 
the general mass of what you call anele-: 
meht?”

“No, for that portion of the element has 
been personalized forever.” •

"Do you see what is passing on earth?” 
"No more than, when on earth, I saw what 

b was passing in what you call the world of 
spirits." ....

"By what phenomenon has your personal-

¡zed soul substituted itself for that of Miss 
X------?" (

‘ ‘It is not a substitution. Among you there 
are dojible souls and triple souls. Certain 
acts of ydurs, which seem inexplicable'to 
yourselves, are the work of souls superposed 
toyour%wn." ' ' '

Here the voice grew very weak.
“Explain yourself better."

• “It is impossible for me." 1 
• “Why?” ,

“Because there are things which I conceive 
and which your ordinary and even your scien
tific. language is powerless to express. ”

“Do you remember what happened during 
yourlife?” 1

“My life appears to me whole and entire, 
absolutely after the fashion of one general 
view.” •

“Will you tell us what you experienced at 
the moment of your execution?”

“Already, on the eve, the thought of dying 
for my opinions caused me a kind of fierce 
pleasure. If I seemed afraid, it was because 
of a dream I was having at the moment they 
came to wake me." .

“Will you tell us what the dream was?"
“Do not ask me again, or I shall cease re. 

plying to any of your questions.” ’
“Is death by decapitation painful?"
“No death is painful, and I now np longer 

understand how mankind discusses such ques
tions.”

“What happens when material life has 
ceased?”

“Another life begins, but one which words 
intelligible to you could not describe ex
actly. ”

‘ ‘Are you wiser than you were during your 
life?” ’

“I have a multitude of potions which were 
then strange to me, but which many living 
men might have if they meditated more deeply 
and abstracted themselves more completely 
from what surrounds them."

“What do you think now of the doctrines 
which you.professed during your life?"

Here there was a long silence. ■
“Do you repent of what you did?"
‘ ‘There is no more repentance possible after 

death, because there is no more free will. I 
know that I acted contrary to the ends of my 
creation, but I cannot even desire to have 
acted otherwise."

“You were an atheist while alive. Are you 
still onp?”

“What I denied was the symbol or image 
of the ‘act’ perpetual, eternal and conscious. ’’

“Is it a definition of God you intend giving 
in these words?”

‘ ‘It is what you call God. Ask me no more 
—the vibrations are about to cease."

»“What do you call vibrations?” - .
There was no answer. ■
The features of Miss X------now changed

back and the doctor made haste to aWaken her 
by a few quick passes. All at once she sat 
straight up in her chair. Dr. N------led her
away to h neighboring room and the company 
dispersed.

The account here given is an exact report of 
the questions and answers of this ‘ ‘interview” 
from beyond the tomb. It only remains to 
point out that some of the thoughts expressed, 
such as the impossibility of repentance or any 
exorcise of free will after death, correspond 
with the teachings of Catholic theology, 
while the idea of soul as an element is not un
like the teachings of the French physiologist, 
Claude Bennard. The nature of God as an 
eternal act, and of the soul as not being in a 
place, although derived from theology, were 
common speculations of Dr. Charcot when ex
plaining remarkable instances of knowledge in 
his patients.—Paris (France) correspondent 
of the Philadelphia Timet.

He Holds His Article in High Es, 
teem.

To the Editor:—I feel thankful to The 
Progressive Thinker for publishing, in a 
late number, Mr. Dawbam’s admirable and 
timely address to the American people, headed 
“Yes—No”. I send my paper, after reading 
it, to a friend, but the number alluded to I re
quested that friend, by letter, to take care of, 
and return to me, in case I could not procure 
the address in tract form. I value it so highly 
because, to me, it is an excellent method by 
which to estimate the value of many spiritual
istic communications.

The Religio-Philosophical Journal of this 
week, on its 137th page, contains some re
markable announcements, purporting to come 
from the spirit of Abraham Lincoln. By ap
plying Mr. Dawbarn’s test to them it seems 
clear that the whole series, from beginning to 
end, is bogus. Who can believe that the 
great and gentle soul of Lincoln, when inter
rogated as to the punishment of his assassin, 
said: “Well, his punishment is that of all 
murderers, eternal fire and brimstone”? Mr. 
Dawbam’s method of judgment, when applied 
to this case, must convince all who read it, 
that, as in many other instances, so in this, a 
rascally, lying spirit personated Lincoln, and 
through that spirit's facile medium, dishonored 
him, by imputing to him such utterances as

Woman, Church and State. A noble work 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. &54 large pages, cloth
bound, $2.

Old Testament Stories, comically illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus 
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts 
Price in-strong, board covers $1. Cloth, 
1.50. - . /

Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies torii. 00. , For sale at this office,' ,

Cassadaga Camp-Meeting.
Among the multitude of subjects being dis

cussed at this neck o’ woods, social, religious 
and politic, with various schemes and plans, 
feasible or otherwise, bobbing up for consider
ation and controversy, it becomes necessary 
for the cautious mariner to occasionally tpek a 
bit and get his bearings, else he might find 
himself and craft out on a boundless sea of 
speculation, drifting at the mercy of shifting 
wind and changing wave.

Even Cassadaga, centered and supposedly 
anchored on the eternal rock of truth, is just 
now running after false gods; or, at least, 
bowing at India’s shrine and fast becoming 
devotees of the heathen faith, to eradicate 
which so many Christian pennies have been 
exported. Virchand R, Gandhi, B. A., of 
Bombay, India, high priest of the Jain com
munity, and sent by them as delegate to the 
World’s Fair Parliament of Religions, was se
cured by our association to deliver three lec
tures, wherein he is attempting to show the 
analogy existing between the religion of. the 
Orient and the modern school of thought, as 
embodied in the spiritualistic teachings of 
Allen Kardec, or the reincarnationist branch 
of Spiritualists, ‘ ; ;

' Mr. Gandhi has quite captured Cassadaga, 
as is shown by the large attendance at his 
morning classes,' and the growing enthusiasm 
over his’teachings or the teacher, according as 
the pupil is more, or less impressionable,

The 'study of the Orient was undertaken by 
some in the hope of becoming occult adepts, 
but the Ipng years of self-sacrifice and prepar
ation is quite too slow a process for the aver
age American, and the Hindu need fear no ri
vals this side the big waters.

It is amusing to hear the dear ladies go into 
rhapsodies over the Oriental's beauty of face, 
manly form and soothing tones of the wpnder- 
ous, softly-sweet and melodious voice.

We speculate as to the effect were the gor 
geons flowing robes removed for a Christian 
front-piece of starched linen and severe black 
broadcloth.

While teaching total abstinence from flesh 
of beast, fowl or fish, and strictest temper
ance in all things, we note that he clings with 
marked devotion to his cigar, demonstrating 
past controversy that even he has one little god 
whom he worships with all the idolatry of his 
reported idol worshiping brethren.

Large crowds are attracted by his public ad
dresses, and he has made a host of friends. 
Altogether, his coming will be productive of 
much good in removing prejudices and educat
ing the people.

Ignatius Donnelly, having been engaged 
some months ago for Labor Day, terms and 
date being agreed upon, was duly advertised 
in our programme, after which he sent an im
perative demand for full payment for services 
three months in advance of rendering same; 
also sufficient amount to cover all expenses to 
and from St. Paul. The management, while 
feeling this to be an insult, decided, for the 
sake of the public, who might be disappointed, 
to compromise, forwarding him a portion of 
the sum agreed upon, with assurance of 
full remuneration at close of lecture,/ The 
same was promptly returned by this supposed 
advocate of justice, fair play and reform, say
ing: “1 don’t have to lecture for a living." 
While some coming to Lily Dale were‘doubt
less disappointed, yet we venture to say that 
the most who heard the scientific discourse of 
Hon. L. V. Moulton were happily pleased 
with the change. His lecture was divided in
to three parts—land, labor and capital, follow
ing along the lines of the Henry George the
ory, and was listened to with deepest attention 
by the large audience.

The speaker of the morning, Miss Kate O. 
Peate, well known as a labor and suffrage ad
vocate, but who has not appeared on the Cas
sadaga platform for two years, was received 
with applause, and that she captured her au
dience at the start was shown by the frequent 
clapping that punctured the entire discourse 
on the present issues agitating the field of 
labor and business. At the close an ovation 
was given her.

The advisability of discussing political and 
social reforms on a spiritualistic platform, 
was the subject of an address given by Wil
lard J. Hull, and was treated in his usual 
iconoclastic style. Mr. Hull is brilliant and 
eloquent, and consequently has an enthusiastic 
following, and could he but refine some of his 
comparisons, avoid personalities, or, in other 
words, tone down and polish off some of his 
sentences that are offensively rough, even vul
gar, he would occupy the front rank among 
our speakers of to-day.

The celebrated criminal lawyer, Hon. A. B. 
Richmond, of Meadville, Pa., recently gave a 
scholarly address upon “The Relation of 
Women to Temperance, and Why She Should 
Vote, ” that has won him a host of admirers 
among the ladies fair. A series of dramatic 
and musical entertainments, wherein profess- 
sionals h^ve taken leading roles, have occu
pied the boards the past week; with but one 
exception, all being old favorites at Cassada
ga. Miss Edna Sprague, of Denver, Col., 
made her first appearance Sunday evening at 
the Auditorium, giving a programme of dra
matic and humorous readings, assisted by 
leading musical talent ■„

Miss Sprague isjm artist in her profession 
for whom we predict a successful career, as 
she is young and gifted not only with more 
than ordinary ability, but with the genius of 
hard work. • -

One of the enjoyable occasions of the season 
was the presentation of a beautiful music-box 
to Mr. A. Campbell, by his devoted friends, 
Who gathered at his cottage on the evening of 
the 9th. Mrsi G. L. V. Richmond gave a short 
personal address and poem to Mr. Campbell, 
followed by well-chosen and sincere words of 
brotherly love and appreciation from our pres
ident, Mr. Gaston, presenting in behalf of 
their many friends, the token of esteem, to

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull. Es
says, sketches, poems, etc, Cloth $1,

Letter from Mrs. Emma Rood 
Tuttle.

We spent a few days at this pretty little 
camp, which ;is a veritable gem, dropped 
down on the bank of a pretty river, on which 
ply a little steamer and many row-boats, The 
scenery is lovely and the hills are most beau- 
titul in their variety. Later, when the frost 
begins to color up the maples, there is no spot 
on earth which can put on more gorgeous col
oring. This camp is not ‘ ‘run on the circus 
plan,” as Samantha Allen would put it, but 
endeavors to handle nothing but * ‘straight 
goods" in Spiritualism. The question is not, 
"How can we make the most money?” but 
“How can we best promote the interests of 
thecause?" .

We were assigned a cottage on the highest 
point of Mount Clair, an enormous hill on the 
grounds, named in honpr of Clair Tuttle, who 
has spent two seasons there and is fond of the 
camp, and, although it would make a moun
taineer pant to climb it, we managed to “get 
there” several times a day, and enjoyed it, ex
cept when a smart thunderstorm was playing 
about the summit.

That rising favorite in the lecture field, 
Anna L, Robinson, shared the cottage with 
us, end although' she got lost one night, and 
had to go back for an escort to her door, she 
declared it was not half as hard as spiritual 
climbing. Mrs. Robinson is one of our very 
best workers, and.one who deserves unbounded 
praise. She is an earnest, zealous, untiring 
little lady, with dark eyes and hair, is a neat 
dresser, an observer of the proprieties, and a 
wholesome, safe woman to engage as speaker 
or worker in any society. She is not one who 
expects everything and gives nothing. She 
most emphatically ‘ ‘earus her money” wher
ever she goes. She is at present settled over 
a society in Port Huron, Mich., where she has 
built up a large congregation, a lyceum, with 
an average attendance of one hundred and 
four members, in which are four Bands of 
Mercy; and teaches physical culture to the 
children because she believes it is one means 
of saving and reforming the race. May her 
kind multiply, and her strength be sufficient 
for her work.

Mr. and Mrs. G. F. Perkins were there the 
entire season, and contributed much to the 
life and enjoyment, of the camp. These ex
cellent people are recently from California, 
where they established a good record with 
honest, discerning people. They are both 
mediums and are very versatile, combining 
many gifts: speaking, singing, dramatic read
ing, tests, seances, etc. They can entertain 
and instruct in many ways. Mr. Perkins’ 
repertoire of music seems almost inexhausti
ble. They are at present working in Ohio, 
where their work is needed. They have great 
faith in lyceum work, and can establish lyce
ums where wanted. They use, and commend, 
“The Lyceum Guide," as an efficient aid. 
Darrowville and Mantua, both Ohio towns, 
have arranged to start lyceums at once.

I heard the names of Lyman C. Howe and 
Jennie Hagan-Jackson mentioned as having 
done grand work at the camp. Many others 
are looked upon as desirable persons to en
gage and are in anticipation.

Prof. D. M. King makes a specialty of psy
chic science, and has been giving lessons in 
the same which are much valued.

Mr. King was left an orphan at an early 
age, and was obliged to earn his own living 
when only a little lad. This he bravely did 
and, of course, had a good deal of “roughing 
it.” He, at twenty-eight years of age, con
cluded to try and get an education, which he 
perseveringly adhered to, finishing off with a 
course in phrenology with Fowler and Wells, 
of New York. He deserves great credit.

Mr. and Mrs. Pettibone arrived at camp be
fore we left, but had given no materializing 
seances as yet on account of illness caused 
by the intense heat in the West, from whence 
they came. They are genteel, pleasant peo
ple.

Mr. Danforth is a prompt and efficient 
chairman. In his absence Mr. Dennis usually 
presides! He is also good in any place, as a 
speaker, chairman, medium, conversationalist, 
and makes himself felt wherever he “locates.”’ 
He is very busy at Maple Dell Park and could 
not be spared. He says he finds it impossible 
to ‘ ‘stir up the animals” at the Dell. Every
body seems peaceable! Yours truly,

Emma Rood Tuttle.

What is Spiritualism? How to investigate. 
How to form circles and develop and cultivate 
mediumship. Names of eminent Spiritualists; 
their testimony. An eight-page octavo tract, 
to give to investigators or any one who desires 
to know what Spiritualism really is. Price 
three cents, or $1.5 0 per hundred. Address 
the publisher Hudson Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio. /

Every Spiritualist should read this remark
able narrative by Emma Miner, of Clinton, 
Mass, She is a highly-gifted lady and me
dium. Her literary productions have always 
been well received - in the East, and it is with 
pleasure that we introduce her to the Spirit
ualists of the West. Now is the time to send 
in an additional subscriber.

. Hypnotism; ite Facts, Theories and Relat
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from ll. fiO 
to$l, cloth.

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents, I

$10 to $15 lor It, eekd a 2-cent stamp 
for our free descriptive pamphlet, No. 1.

Address:
MAGNETIC ELASTIC TRUSS CO

(Dr, Pierce & Sou.)
St. Louis, Mp,, or San Francisco, Cal,

U/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
Vv Ulf or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Trance 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard. This curious book I 
has no precedent In the English language. Its theme 1b novel Ite 
truth apparent. 11 has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment* 
cue period in history and regarding its most famous participant— 
the most noted American. It Is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense in its verification and produc* 
tfon. and fie euKee his reputation udoa the validity of Ite contents, 
knowing that It will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It Is a remarkable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Give It a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
tepaid. Fiice tlJO.
IIBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. I-RENCH. 

JLs They are worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, 60 cent«, 

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORY 
ot Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. An 'Xttllns 

history of man. Written through the mediumship of U.G. Fig- 
ley. You should read this work. Price 30 cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. 
By Mh. Mary T. Shelbamer. It abounds in facta it refer 

ence to the Summer-Laud. Price 11.00.

¿EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
from the Tree of Ltfe. Presented to humanity through the 

metUumshlp of B. K. Litchfield. Excellent throughou. Fnc 
0133. '

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. 
L Letters to the Serbert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltt 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth its weight in gold. ?rlce 25 
oenu.

PSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRI7 HEALING. A 
L series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to lu own organ
ism, and the inter-relation of human beings with reference to 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamain 
Rush, through tbe mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 11.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
1 course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work. It por 
xjiMgreat merit. Price 41.25.

ture,” ‘‘Etblci of Science," "Science of Man," etc. Hudeon Tut
tle was threatened with death for writing and publishing hl« 
“Convent." which ha« had a phenomenal run In Tse Vroobess- 
ive Thinker. Post paid anywhere, 5U centa. Paper 
edition» 25 centa.

OOLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 
O A »clentlflc method of delineating character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and business qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven Plato diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1900 inclusive. Large 8yo, cloth «5.00. Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO- 
O cal music for the choir, congregation and social circles, by J. 
M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. B&Hey, Musical Editor. New 
edition, Culled from a wide field of literature with tbo most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing wltb tbo soul of 
Inspiration, embodying the principles and virtues of the spiritual 
philosophy, set to the most cheerful and popular music, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, ft Is doubtless the most 
attractive work of the kind ever published. Its beautiful songs, 
duets and quartets, wltb piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meetings and tho social circle. 
Cloth, >2.00. Postage 14 cents.

'THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE
Confessional, by Father CblDiquy. A stirring account of tbe 

diabolism of the Romish priests, worked through the confessional 
box. Price 41.00.

'THE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
J, comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of its able and versatile author. To 
those who know him that Is sufficient inducement to purchase 
the book. Price 41.00.

¿IFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD
vanced thought, and 1s fascinating. Fries 50 cents.
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Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Men worship their owu Oplulona, 
Shortcoming« of Blblo Saints. Jewish Church. Tea* 
timouy of Jerciulah.

Chapter 111—Blblo Doctrine of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Terms 
“Mon” and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abrabam, Lot, 
Joshua. Tho Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Manosb’a wife; is introduced to .Manoth. 
Writing on tbe Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
tbe Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Mrd has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Ilard Questions. Can not 
answer all. Spiritual Senses. Blind uud Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Father«. Twosoureea 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Historlea of Jesus.

Chapter V—Tho Birth of the Spirit.—All Subject« 
Important. “Ye must bo bora again." Nicodemus' 
Quaudary. A Minister's Opinion. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus* Tests. Must be horu out of Flesh. Birth of the 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flosb and Blood. Bible 
against It Cl Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion tho Woman of Tekoab. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Chrlil'» Flesh.

Chapter VI—Are We Infidels?—RapIdTGrowth of 
Spiritualism. The "Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors tn 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be
lieve Parts, and no one believes All, of the Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall wo decldo who tbe Bo« 
Hovers are. The true Teat. Works. The Cotumlssion, 
End of tbe World not yot. Jcwion and Christian age. 
Preaching, Baptism, and Signs go together. Is Christ 
In the Church?

Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?- «A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
fire into each other. "Kettle Story." Resultofthe 
Warfare. Dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? Is It Just 
to damn the World for L*Dbellef. Author loves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
doit? Case of Jeremiah ana Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. Tbe Lord coming. 
Reasoning in a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op» 
position (r). Spiritualism will not "down." "Old 
Splftfoot.”

Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to tbe Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The Objection 
proves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to tbe 
bond for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
Thin Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jcstia violated this Law. Paul and John 
violated, and henco deserve dentb. Tbe Law good In 
Us Place, and for ita Time. Men inclined to worship 
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovab 
hot an Infinite God. He incited the Jews to Crime.

Price, $1.00. Sent Post-Daid.

THE FREETHINKERS'
PICTORIAL TEXT-BOOK.

5'EERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE
Fant and Fresent By J. M. Feeble», M. D. A book of 878 

nuei. it 1» Mi encyclopedia of facta; a mine of rare knovledrei 
aworktliatatiatiM bclnthe Buda it erery SplrituaUat Price

i

, , ■ • — • • ■ —     • . ,   -
'. Persecution purifies. What Good has Spit-

This hook 1» what Its title indicates—“The QfwtioW 
Betti.ed. nn Careful Comparison of Biblical and
Modern Splrl llsm." Wo give below only a partial 
list of the coiatcnts of each chapter:

Chapter T—The Adaptation of Spiritualkin to tba 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Religious must adapt themselves to Men. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought lu 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers la Doubt as to a 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of his Immortality. Dying Minister In Despair.

SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN« 
TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 

CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE- 
NEFIOENT INSTITUTION,;

AND REVEALING THE 
ABUSESOFA UNION 

or CHVBCH XSD STATE.

185 FuU-pag6 Illustrations, with
COPIOUS CITATION’S OF FACTS, 

HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN the argument of 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por« 
body should read who are interested in re-lncarnatlon. Prioel trait of Designer*
ILw. Tbo Illustrations are classified as follows: 16 rep*

n a | resents Uncle Sam and tho Priesta; 2, Tbe Church
^THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM. • Robbing tbe People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath 
A, By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research« by one of I Law.i; 14 Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 

the ablest men of the age. Price tt.50; postage 10 cents. the Church; 6, The Church and Thomas Paine; 4,5tud-
. I les in Natural History; 2, The Bible and Science; 15,

- “ TbcClsrgyand Their Flocks: 1, PletylnOur PenRen-
tlarle«; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, Tbe Lord and— ■*—— — —— , — , “ " - - — — — B. -■ BB - -   B- , — , —   - B V-M
His Works; 2, Prayer; 10. The Creeds;2, Christians and 
Mohammedans; 2, Sampler of Christianity’s Work;
5, Missionaries; l.The Lord’s Instrumcnls: 25« Bible 
Doctrines and Their Results; 1, Tho Church Mid 
Slaven*; 2,.Priests and Politics: 4, Ireland and thn 
Church; 2,Church’s Idea of Civilization; LTbo UfS 
nt tbeCroBB;4« Unkind Reflections on the ChurufiHT 
parseoaticnifl of the Church; 12. Some Allegories: 
¿Heaven;6;Hell;7, Miscellaneous. Price$2.

For Salo at tlite office
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habitation to this next. world as children who

A LEARNED HINDOO.
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I

and south of the Gulf of Mexico, trusting 
they will be of interest to many of your read
ers who wish to be inform edif the progress 
of the cause in other countries. t

BoB';r :A.\jDiMMiOK,. 8hc’y N. S. A.

aré compelled to begin the alphabet and leark. 
from the foundation. . . < , '

We shall, from time to, time, present ek:. 
tracts relative to the matters ■, in which we. axe 
interested from the other side of the Oceans

TUC OACC nC UADV Dint lrootodby messengers from the enlightenediCnQPIQAl DCPflDT^IHt UAot Ur MAKi nluti lBPheresoi intei!igence &nd wiBdom’ runtiuii ncrunio 4
, . '.' •Z_2_.r. : ■ iwBscaiiedBwayto a“ompany In Reference to Spiritualism,

your friends to see your homes or mansions J . ..
Her Advent to Spirit-Life. in this world, ft; world that is mystified to ’ /

__ ___ ■ ; those that are still infiabitanta of the earth, They Come from Prominent Personages.
• . but to us who have passed the shining por- i ____

A Narrative of Her Experiences. tals of the Summer-land it is all beautifully1 ' J We are now receiving some very interesting

Turauau m. .r A. B. tu-
den, ML D., Rochester, N. Y. vour richlv earned inheritance?^ 111 extract8> “ H wouldjbe impossible to con

_____ _ your richly-earned innerit ce sume the time of the convention in furnishing

AUyUfcJT 2Ó, 180<

r«™™ «« We npM 11». .. would W«y 8W U •¿SiSSw
When you questioned us you inferred from “I“ ® s°‘ . fniinwa- ttlje Ptesent status of Spiritualism in the differ-

the replies to yourqiiestions that she could be J"’ r “‘ . , , . d ent localities and suggestions offered by for-
restored to health in the physical form, but 0" p’aslBted 01 fnendB and j eign correspondents for consideration by the
when I told you that belief had merged into °an Prop«. j „„„„„„ delegates assembled,'will be presented, and we 
positive knowledge, it was then that I saw for . We assemb^dmthe grovesare satisfied that the interchange of thought 
a certainty that she was . going to be trans- P1u\ld n? w*ere yo^band of doctors Iteve associations and societies
lated tothe spirit home in the gfair Summer, their hboratory and hospital, properly called Lg^uX Worid cannot fai! to have a hen
land. an innrmary. eflcial effect on the future growth and pres

, While I was watehing over her'decaying ^ ®at“°sP“®y . .. .. emanatt^ from perity of our cause, which is, more than any
form night and day, a company of bright- __°nWonta „„„A rpTntendfint halo other, when properly understood, destined to
robed angels were preparing the festal cere- we walked, or glided, as it leasen clJ“e and misery and promote the hap-
monies for her reception. „„„i j ’ m „„„ th« hrinV nf «. hnantifni |PineBB 01 the race.Although ft Pitted only daughter and sw- j k ’ I First «nd foremost, we have an exhAuative

rounded by comfort and luxury, she was by report from Mrs, Emma Hardinge Britten,
no means happy. ■ 8 Sdf 5flg tt nroner to call a sailin^vessel » from England, who presents not only statistics

She was highly spiritually endowed and ® „ P P . but some valuable information gathered from1
was little understood by her own household. P1^611“; w- .. A ... a life experience in the cause, and herimpres-
Shelove*--*>».mm why Sp.rlMI.md«. 
ful, and reciprocated love was the one ele- u , -¿nJ » n°t make even more rapid progress and securemekt in her nature that was unsatisfied. I |Pr(opel8f°" c»ft he« but the sails are more ft a more on the part
was not an idea], of hers, but an actual living I or oeaury us . _ _ °f the highest and most intelligent classes in
individual, and when she saw me she knew I . A th«, Jaw«,, in [Great Britain.
me and I knew her as the one that was my to g .. _perhaD& he «inP inform us some We have a report from Thomas Hatton, 
real other self) of the rest of me-the one L ® h p e Esq., in charge of the Baroda State Mills in
to become inblent in my nature to perfect the . T ... ... ««annHo fnrne India> who m«kes «° intorestingjstatemeht of union of souls that makes the pe^God- mWS Sians^ He^

TythisI mean the perfected God element, »mdS lfttoBgrome «mwkable statements of his ob-
or combination of elements that is the nearest du.?^ie. .? __ servations amongst the Yoghis, and they nearly
approach to Deity. spin I if not quite confirm the wonderful experiences

She had met me while in life, but no words °a ten P °f this especial class, who seem gifted with ex
were exchanged. Out souls met and recog- p5_B,n nride eBCOrtine traordinary;powers, and such as to convince
ttized the union. For me she pined, and,^P,,,^r.p.f),.h?the most sceptical of their ability to overcome 
when she became conscious of the^natie of P«* beautlfal 8rounds that .natural laws The mandates of.their author-
the influences surrounding her, her spirit 88 ear“fr;ities and issued by their Gods and Goddesses 
tailed out in agony to me to come to her aid. The eye could feast on beauty mdesmibable L^ Ue a9flemblinJg of

Oh, theanxietyon my part till I saw the I dM fatberand mothe r plucked the aPP6«““^immediately after, might seem
way opened for her release! LaH«,-A„a h-aa and ahrnh absurd, but the continuance of similar resultsYou believed if we could restore her suf-1. .. .J^.® ’ after similar action, year after year, set olit
flciently to remove her to this city we could TO* ?, ®re _itb feathered ^ correspondent to thinking as to how such
restore her to health physically. . • ah-j with things could be manifest as a coincidence:.j I sters whose music filled the atmosphere witn <» ... ... . , , , _ ,

It was to human eyes a marvel how she was . hurmonv After taking a Hia description of the wonderful demonstra-
helped and strengthened for so great a task . .... ... . thn wa nntJL/i I tlons of the fakirs in his own home, which
ta h« weak condition. B?011 '”Thv S hand« I were produced when he was ignorant and a

The malignant animdsity of the vicious 08 . -i ¿ f skeptic, and the witnesses of other prominent
controls was further demonstrated on that . ® «¡here will find all that is necessary to English gentlemen who were equally skeptical, 
occasion in the fright ot the team that was to 2L The ErS can hardly be credlted> be doefl not expect
convey her beyond their power. Iploaae 016 m0^ „ 1»„ I that our friends can accept his own statement

One of the most hideous of their number ^hetender sympathetic emotion^that and bIameB 110 one for dis^reditIng hisstories- 
sprang out unawares and with the determined * nsweil her’hew? there fimTa corre- The? not only on the miraculous, bqt 
real of the whole band sought to demolish 80 ot”n . . . Lin,),ni.oainm„fh» 8°> possible, beyond such an estimate, it
her a^d her attendants. ® BpJ??dinS preBB™ Ki W that the highest and exceptional class of

Had I and my chosen party failed to exe- XSto inhabit liter the toils of the prS P^ts will not accept any[ money orrg 
cute our orders imperatively given, they would “ . r I muneration for making an exhibition of thelfr
have conquered and been masters of the sttua- duplicates of the wonderful powers. And, moreover, non/;
tion. As it was they shrank back, awed by noble desires claim a reward? were P^ted. , a;.

' ,the stern, commanding look and voice ot my _ ’.. would that mv nen A voluminous and extremely interesting reMend Bristol, .ho, nothin,.dental stood ®-hS3<55’a£54,’S} “aZ  ̂U lUBt come to hand ftoia K. Obskr»; 
like a general at his post and marshalled us Leflection of contained in these! varti, relative to the status of Spiritualism ip
through. homes awaiting vou! India, and some very interesting suggestions

I feel grateful to him for his efficient The errorB <2'our life are hidden by pictures «or the consideration of the coming conyen
services at that moment but words fail to rare loveliness-pictures that «on. The report is accompanied with a
express my joy and gratitude to you and the to of every beholder. P™ted copy of his work issued in Calc utta,
lady that has stood so unflinchingly at the . have done ? known to but few India, in 1893, entitled “Lectures on Hindu 
>st of duty. Your renumeration is very I « friend but to the heavenly Won, Philosophy and Yoga.” This im-
small in a financial point, but rewards are laid ¿nown M a real benefactor. P°rtant work, embraomg 158 pages, is en-
by for your future enjoyments GenJtle acts of kindness tbat bave long tan dorsed in the highest terms by Prof. Buchan-

My mated companion, Mary, is happy f ttfln b you Me here represented in' pic- », who says: • 'It is the first. thing which I
Her eyes sparkle with the brightness of health L * ne beaut glowing colors on the walls ^ve seen which gives me any mterest in Him
and beauty. Her haw, although gray and of .rit £ome b du literature, as my impression of all that I
shorn, hangs in ringlete around her fair f notic£d One painting in particular, that of TO leamed of heretofore was that tile 
shoulders;, her cheeks are flushed and her I ed Httle boBe tettered g^ente world would be benefited, by .its entire do
bent form is erect and strong. hlfnj loosely bis shivering form, and struotion. I have sought in vain for any val-

While the physical form was languishing, he rntentl t u while you were oc- «able knowledge in my glances in Oriental 
herspwit form was being built up from the c ¡¿Atting out ftWarm garment from (literature. It is a weedy desert of vastmter-
emanations from the physicd that was im- th‘^t-aside gannent of your husband. eat in which you have found and organized 
preguated with your combmed healing mag- | gome matters of interest—flower« for a beau-
netism that made the spirit body perfect in po be continued. J tiful bouquet," etc. .
health and beauty. Lol what a cure was - _ Prof Geo. Clark, M. A., M. D„ of Philar
performed by youl . Haslett Park Damp. I deiphia, also highly praises this work, as also

This should not discourage you m your -j>0 THe Editor:—Well, here we are in the Merwin Marie Snell, late President of the 
business. You know it is the expectation of tb^d Weekof the Haslett Park Camp-Meeting. Parliament of Religions. Prof. Chakravarti 
your band of spiritual guides to bring you out Matters are running along swimmingly. Wei also sends us two numbers of the Light of the 
before the world amongst the most noted ine- bave had some elegant lectures thus far this I Aye, edited by S. C. Mukhopadhaya, M. A., 
diums of this age of wonderful mediumship. Week by Mrs. H. S. Lake, of Cleveland, and which embrace many important articles on 
I can see that all you have to do is to remain Pbe jjon a. B. French, of Clyde, Ohio; both “Psychometry,” “Somnambulism,” “Ghost 
quiet and perfectly confident of their wisdom gjg gitulta—¡a fact, whales. Mr. French is an I Land,’' “The Religion of Science,” “The Four 
and ability to do these wonderful things they ojd war horse, and his lecture on “Fate" was|lBms,” “Experience After Death," etc. 
have foretold to you. , . something wonderful, as well as his grand dis-1 included in report we haves “Summary

You are fast developing for the promised Cll8sion .«individuality,” Today is Woman’s of tbe Most important Communications Made
materializations. You are already as go^ Day. Mrs. Knaggs, of Bay City, and Mrs. b Spirits,” “Spiritualism in Hindu,” “Gere«
healers as the world knows. Mary q death is Ketchum will discourse on “Equal Suffrage." monv of Sradha,” “Modern and Ancient 
no barrier to your ultimate success. P> 0. Hudson, of Bay City, is the gpiritualismCompared," and “An Accountof

lam glad you are becoming more recon- leading muBical magnet, and the meetings Samaj Established by the Calcutta Psycho
riled to the deception practiced upon you by without his talent Would surely fall considers- Religious Society of Calcutta,” -:c
not letting you know. bly short in a musical point of view. His a intArpuHna rAnnrt in at hand fromMy home in the Spirit-world is now made vocai orchestral selections, and his com- L G bel who rerides at Utrecht Hol-
bright and beautiful by the presence of her positions are the delight of all campers. Our

.nH hpantv I TI.» ThinLri. which have obstructed ita advance to a more
wish my descriptive powers were such p^hed weeldy at No. 40 Loomis ¡treat, dVSSStty!’7 £ mXn^S 

that I could bring to yonr comprehension a Chicago, HL Every Spiritualist should have of tbe developments table-tipping thought 
faint idea of the beauty surrounding us here, Lj^ p Every advanced thinker should mnaing thought transference, cla’irvovanc. 
and I wlsb, too, l <»uld find word, to express LJ& fcot whol. »„rid

these enjoyments. , read by each family circle. Terms one dol- diaenosum disease, foreign and deadnnX»«.» W pSto^SN“ Sent three montos for fifid
you as guests to our beautiful home, and The other World and This- A Compendium P«P“e8Y- •*_Escort you through the lovely arbors and ^Xsta W Fle£? Bro. Gobel desires a communication from
walksand rides and sails On the beautiful, g PriOe 11 50 Bome me<h™ m / «°“e “ember
silvery lakes, in the same fairy gondola that , An exceU“t W0It rrlce of his family on the other side, and as no one
wa mv bride and I have spent so many The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit- on this ride of the Atlantic has any knowledge
haiiDV moments in already ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A of him or his family, he would be able to pre-

Mah is prone to measure life by the earthly trenchant presentation of the subject. Paper, 8ent a communication from' eonje one of his 
existence, or clothe the future with the vague 5® cents; cloth, $1. . . < friends or relatives on the other ride as an in-
mjgta that now cover the beautiful future The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic strument that would be of strong convincing 
existence with so much of mystery.. The idea of Death, Heaven and HelL By Moses effect to very many and be of invaluable serv- 
grossseeds of error, ignorance and supersti- Hull. Price 10 cents, ; ihe not only in his country, but also in Amer
tion that were planted by man inhis primal, The Fountain of Life,-or the Threefold ica. We are hoping to gratify this desire, 
undeveloped state, and fostered and: nurtured Power of Sei' By Lbis Waisbrooker. Paper, Any psychometrist who wishes to furnish such, 
in the lap of ignorance, are fast being up- 50 cents. ■ [communication should confer with the under-

signed. We could/furnish the,letter accom
panying the report to sense tljp^uepce.,... 
. We ard also furnished a repeat'- in French, 
from Geneva, . by, M. L. Garçjj'-, also •• from 
Henri Sausse, of Lyons, France; ; together 
with several papers from Madrid, Spain; Te
rumo, Italy; Tourp and Lyons, France, and 
from Newcastle on-Tyne, England.. We ex
pect soon to be in receipt of others from Rus
sia, Sweden, Berlin, Germany, South Africa, 
Australia and South America.

With the numerous certifications of the ex
istence of believers of Spiritualism, which is 
never obtained except ’ by experimental or he
reditary knowledge, we trust the accumulation 
of this matter and the experiences of numer
ous persons all over the world, will impress 
very many that the wonderful growth and 
constantly multiplying evidences of spirit com
munication will be a most excellent teacher to 
the rest of mankind, who seemingly are dis
posed to dwell in ignorance and change their

ndia Represented at Lilly Dale by 
Virchand R. Gandhi.

4 A Remarkable Book.
Tills Is a remarkablo work by Father Cbisiqut, 

It exposes oven to tbo lot:;test details the corruption 
tbqt exists tn the Cburch n|.Home. I(fs a work of 832 . 
pages, anil should bo read as a matter of history by 
every Spiritualist; The following is a partial list of the 
table ot contents: ■ .f
_ _ CHAPTER I. \ F
The Bible sod 4bc Priest »t Home.' , 

' ' ' CHAPTER II.■
My first Scboohdoye at St; Thomas—The Monk and ' 

Celibacy. ■ ■■■'. ■ • ■- .
’ CHAPTER III. ' ' '

The Confession of Children, ■:
CHAPTER IV, • ■ : '

The Shepherd whipped by his Sheep. -, ' '
• CHAPTER V/ r .■

The Priest, Purgatory, and the poor Widow’« Cow» 
CHAPTER VL . , , •

Festivities In a Parsonage. *
CHAPTER VIL- ' ‘ 

preparation, for the First Commnnlptfo-InlUaUon to 
Idolatry. " . '

CHAPTER VIJI. '
The First COWmunlon. • ■ ;

CHAPTER IX>; . '' ■ .
Intellectual Education lu the Román Catholic College.

' ‘ ' CHAPTER If; '
Moral and Religious Instruction In the Boman Catho- 

, lie Colleges. - • 4
; . ' . CHAPTER XJ¿ , ... '

' Protestant Children lu the Convents and Kunntrjcs ot 
Rome. . . ..• j ,

CHAPTER XII. .
< Bome and Educatlou-^Why does the Church of Rome 

. , hate tbe Common Schools of the United Smtei, and
. ' want to destroy tbcmi^Wby does’sho object to 

the reading ox the Bible, lu the Schools?
■ ■ CHAPTER XIIÍ; ' '

> Theology of tho Churchpf Home;. Ha ApU-Soolul and
‘ ADlbChrlEllan Character. ( ,

' • CHAPTER XIV. ‘
, Tho.Vow of Celibacy.

CHAPTER XV. ■

Saturday, August 11th, was a memorable 
day at Lilly Dale, when the fraternal message 
of fellowship and good will was borne to us 
from India by Mr. Virchand R Ghandi who 
represented his people, the Jain community, 
at the late Parliament of Religions. This 
Hindoo philosopher and orator was received 
with a grand ovationat the Auditorium, where 
lis earnest words, elevating and nohle relig
ious sentiments were spoken to the large audi
ence there assembled. In his lecture he arose 
far above all creeds and dogmas, to the^lane 
of unity and universal brotherhood. Tw*au- 
dience listened with deep interest, often re
sponding to the profound thoughts uttered" by 
this learned Hindoo. It was the grand occa
sion of a lifetime. India, the mother of-re
ligions, was reaching out from the deeps of 
remote antiquity through one of her represen
tative sons towards modern civilization on the 
American continent It was a scene unprece
dented in the history of this camp, as this 
scholar, arrayed in the beautiful costume of 
his country and rank, as a philosopher and 
teacher, stood before us to deliver his message. 
While this was being . done my thoughts ran 
back to the time when Apollonius of Tyana 
returned from India in the first century, bring
ing various epistles and other treasures of 
knowledge found in that country, and upon 
•which, it is claimed, the four gospels of the 
New Testament are based: '

Now, Mr. Gandhi comes to us from the 
Orient, in the nineteenth century, with similar 
philosophies and religious teachings, to en
lighten' his fellow men, in > this land towards 
the setting sun. Truly, history repeats itself, 
but, reader, the tables are turned. India, the 
progenitor of the civilization we now enjoy, ap
peals to- this, the youngest among nations, 
and bids us listen to the philosophy and relig
ious thought whiqji was her’s centuries previ
ous to the Christian era. What a reflection 
upon the western world! We have been ex-
porting millions of treasure and thousands of 
missionaries to convert a race that Mr. Gandhi 
claims is superior to us in philosophy, religion 
and ethics. There, is little-room for'eteubt 
that most of the teachings- ¡and doctrines of 
Christianity had their origin in India, but they 
lave been mutilated and disfigured beyond 
recognition by the priesthood, -until all their 
former beauty and grandeur have been elim
inated. -

In view of this fact,, can we wonder that 
the intelligent Hindoo does not take kindly to 
Christianity when he is aware that the ancient 
philosophy and religion of his country was ap- 
preprinted by those who organized the Christ
ian system, and is now returned to him in a 
deformed condition and labeled Christianity? 
Our brother is trying to correct this mistake 
of the Christian world, as he passes on his 
journey through our land. He tells us that 
we can send to India no new revelation, for 
his native land outranks us in philosophy, re
ligion and morality, and yet the Christian 
world berate his people and call them heathen, 
attempting to convert them to the dogmas arid 
creeds which are the inventions of priestcraft 
To this he objects. ; . ' ?

What of moial philosophy, is offered by 
Christianity, to the Hindoos belonged to them • 
centuries before-.the Christian era. That’ft 
large part, of the inhabitants of that historic 
country, in common with other nations, are 
ignorant and undeveloped is true. This con
dition, however, is largely- the result of Sub
jugation by other;.-nations more powerful on 
the battle-field than themselves, who have 
overpowered them from time to time, pressing 
their cause with their religion in one bind anc 
the sword in the other. Thus the people of 
India have been compelled to adopt religious 
systems inferior to their own, which has re
tarded their progress. - Christianity is not 
without fault in this respect 1 understand 
that the lecture of our Hindoo brother is to be 
published in full, therefore have only alluded 
to it in a general way. With - these brief re
marks I will leave the subject-for the consid
eration of the readers of your paper.

Philadelphia, Pa. - B. B. Hill,

The demand for: ilThe Priest, Woman anc 
Confessional”’ in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warrantee 
in getting out an. .edition; in. .German." The 
book is well printed and 'illustrtted, arid* sells 
or 11 per copy, For s'al’6 'aVthW Office. '

The Impurities of the Theology of Homo
CHAPTER XVI. ‘ 

The Priest ot Romo and tho Moly ¡Fathers; or, howl 
swore to give up the Word of Got) to follow the 
word of Men. ' ’: '

CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient end 

era Idolatry. <
CHAPTER XVIII. '■ '

Nine Consequences of the Dogma pf Transubptantia- 
tion—Tho old Paganism uudcr a Christian name.

CHAPTER XIX.
Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, Rivlerro Boyer. 

CHAPTER XX.
Papineau and the Patriots lu 1833—The burning of “Le 

Canadlen" by the Curate of St. Charles.
' CHAPTER XXI.

Grnn^ Dinner of the Priests—Thu Maniac Bister of 
Rev. Mr. Perras.

CHAPTERXXII.
7am Appointed Vicar of theKlunice of Charietbourgh 

—The Piety, Lives and Deaths 9f Fatbora Bedard 
and Perras. ’

CHAPTER XXIH. - .
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

‘ self-denial of tho Priests of Rhino during the epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV. '
1 am named a Vicar of si. Roch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tertuillan—General Cargo—The 
goal Skins.

. CHAPTER XXV.
glmony—strange and sacrilegious traffic in the so- 

called Body and Blood of Chrlstr-Enormous sums 
' of Money made by the sale of Muss.es- -The Society 
of Three Masses abolished and the Society of one 
Mass established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade lu Masses.

CHAPTER XXVII.
Quebec Marino Hospital—The iirst time I carried the 

’ “Bon Dleu” (tbo wafer god) lu my vest pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau’s—The 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dleu” ut tho Oyater 
Bolroe.

gy We’'have not space In tblff notice of Father 
Chinlqny’s work to give the heads of all the Chapters. 
Those omittod are of especial value. The following, 
however, are of thrllllug iutc-rost;

CHAPTER Lill.
Thelmmaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary.

CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular L’onfessluu.

CHAPTER LV. , 4
Tho Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Priesta 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LYL , .

public Acts of Simony-Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O’Regan—General Cry of Indlguaiton-I 
determine to resist him to bU fac?—He employ« 
Mr. Spiuk agaiu to scud me to Gaol, uud he fulls 
—Drags me as a Prisoner -to Urbana in the Spring 
of 1856 and falls agaln-Abrahaui Lincoln defend, 
me—My dear Bible bccom.s more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CH AFTER LVII. '
btahop O'Regan sells the Parsonage of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, au<| 
turn, them out when they come to complain—Ho 
determines to turn me out of my Colouy and send 
me to Kuhukla-Hc forgets |t next day pud pub- 
Hebes thal be ha, Interdicted me—My People aeud 
& Deputation to the Bishop—His Answers— The 
Shaia Excommunication by three drunkeu I deals.

• Chapter lviii. , T
AMrcssfrom my People, asking me to remain—I am 

‘ again dragged as u prisoner by the Sheriff to br- 
baua—Abraham Lincoln’s anxiety about the issue 
of the ProBecutlon—My Dlmrees-Tlie Rescue— 

. Mis, phllotneua Mbflat sent by God to eave me—Lc- 
Belle's Confession and Dlstrese-My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conductor Abra
ham Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER L1X. • ;
A moment of Interruption in ^he Thread of my Fifty 

Years in the Church of Rome," to see how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Llucolu, 
were to bo realized—Rome tho Implacable Enemy 
of the United States, '

CHAPTER LX. t
The Fundamental Principles of ihe Constitution of the 

Uuited States drawn from tUcGiwpe) of lyrist—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Plots 1 knew against his Llfe-Tbc Priesw circu
late the news that Lincoln was born lu the Church 
of Rome—Letter of the Pope to Jeff Davis—My 
last visit to the ‘President—His admirable refer
ence to Moses—His wllilugnoss to 41« for bis 
Nation’« Sakp. . r k

. CHAPTER LXt.
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God. and & true Dis

ciple of the Gospel-The Assassination by Booth 
—Tbe too! of the Priest*—Juhu Surratt's bouse— 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of tbe Priests 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priest« after the 
murder of Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln 
kuowu and published In tbe town three hours be
fore Its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXH.
Deputation of two Priests sent by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of the Btshop-The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop is wrong and that we arc 
right—For peace sake. 1 consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by tho 
Deputies—One of tbe Deputies turns false to UU 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at the bead of 
myCoiony-My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LXI1I.
Mr. Dcsaulnlrr Is mimed Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us—Our People more uuited than ever lu de
fend llielr rights—Letters ot the Bishops of Mon
treal agstnsl me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn us—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—Ho write, Ui beg my 
pardon. “

, CHAPTER LVIV.
I write to tho Pope Pin, IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send them the Legal und r i'ollo 
Documents proving tbe bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Dunn scut to tell me of my 
victory at Rome, and tbe cud of our trouble— i go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
-Tbe peace sealed aud publicly proclaimed F 
Grand vicar Dunn tbe 28tb of March, 2858.

CHAPTER LXV. _
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

Jhrand Vfcar Saurin and bis assistant, Rev. M 
. Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about tbo

new storm prepared by the JesultG—\ jslon—Christ 
offers Himself asaGttfr-l am forgiven,rich,happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVI. „ fi, _ 
. Tbe Solemn Responsibilities of my.New 3 osit-ion—We 
’ Ctve up the name of .Roman Catholic,io call our

. Wives Christian Cathollcs-DlBipay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops-My Lord Duggah. CoadjutorTi 
Str Louis, hurried to Chicago—He come» to St. 
Anne to persuade the People to submit to hie 

. Authority—lie is ignominiously
rpns away In the midst of the Cries of cho People.

’ - • - CHAPTER LXVtl. r '
tMrrPc-pve View of tbe Principal Events fronyny ConVersion to this day—My Narrow J^BcaPc^*~Tu® 

end ot the Voyago through tho Desert to ihfl 
promised Land.

Price, $2.25, Post-paid. .

i^euGioH 
AB REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

By EDWIN D. BABBITT,
Author of “Principle» of Light and Color.” 1 ■

■ This 1« a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt te g 
boro critic, a thorough scholar and a comprohcpMva 
thinker,

, CONTENTS: • .. -
Chaptbb Freer—Exigence and General Character 

of God.—Preliminary thoughts. Is there auch a being 
as God? 7e God a Creator? Tho Argument from De
sign. Ie God Unknowable? Is God absolutely In, 

'finite? ' .
Chapter Second—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 

•cannot undeastaud tho God Idea. Argument of the 
.thelpt. Argument of tho Spiritualist. The Author's 

Experience. ,
Chapter Third—The Delflc Locat! n and Mode of 

Working.—Tho Locution of petty." Can Infinitude 
. have a Centre ? Does God control t he Universe through 
Law? How does God control tho Universe? A. J. 
Davis’8 Theory of-tbo God centre. Thopual Centra 
of the Universe. Can the Infinitely Fino act upon the 
Course?

Chapter Fourth—The Nature of God.—Is God a 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God a Being of Absolute Attributes ? t

Chapter Fifth—The Deillc Greatness and Glory.— 
The Greatness of God. Au Angel’s Conception of the 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil and Deipc Perfec
tion.—The Perfection of God. Has God created Eyil? 
Is Man depraved? Is anything innately Bad? Is aa 
endles - Hell possible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution. .

Chapter Seventh—Delflc Law and Human Inter
cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Hcaliug. How God Interposes to answer Proyer, 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influença 
God? Hudson Tuttle’s View of Prayer. Tho Central 
Principle of Deillc Action. Prof. Wallace’s View of 
Prayer. Prayerfulness Is not necessarily Goodness.

Chapter Eighth—How Mun helps Govern the Uni
verse.— Mau a Co-wqrker with God. How Spirits con« 
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds. 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
worid-rorining by Judge Edmonds. Spirits rejoice la 
this work. Countless worlds yet to be formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes? Military Chieftain U Spirit Life. A 
Miltonic Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practices of Christi« 
anity.—Terrors of Çreedal Theology. Churchlgnia 
Conception of Hull. A moro blessed Gospel. A Bright* 
er Dawn approaching. Science aud Religion. Salva* 
tion by Faith.

Chapter Tenth—Tho Dangers of Infallible Stand* 
ards.—Churchlanlc Infallibility. Infallibility Of A 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.— 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecies. 
The Biblo tested by its Teachings. Said to bo tho only 
Book which gives any corn <'t conception of God. Said 
to present the only true Foundation of Ethics In the 
Decalogue, Claims for the Golden Rule, Love to 
Enemies, etc. is It safe to build on Falsehood? Has 
only one Nation been Inspired? Shall wo waste time 
irff money on Fulaehood? Do numbers prove tilt 
Truthot a System? Shull Pulley rule?

Chapter TwEi.Frii-Rellglons Tested by their 
Fi’ults.—Chnrcb Standards loo luw. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of Religious 
Systems. Some great Points In Buddhism. Moham
medan and -Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
tho Pursco Religion. Tbo parsee Bible. Tbo High 
Priest of Siam. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
Progress of Mohammedanism. The Religions of to-day 
insufficient.

Chapter Thirteenth—The Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.—A Diviner Biblo presented. Tho sacred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flowers. Of a Tree. Of a 
Forest. Lessons from tho Shells. The Teachings of 
Crystalllzailon. Tenrhlngaof tho Human FQrm% Of 
the Great Musses of tbe Universe.

Chapter Fourteenth -Lifo under tho Old Re
ligions.—Importunée of Historic Truth. Roman Ca« 
tbollcism. Influence of Catholicism In Spain. Gal
vanism. Tho Five Pointent calvaukm. Presbyterian
ism lu Scotland. Puriianlsm In New England. 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. The Spirit of 
Persecution not yel Dead.

Chapter Fifteenth-LIîo under a Spiritual Rfl-î 
Mgion—General DI visions ofthe Human Faculties. T™< 
Higher Realm of tbo Bruin. Spirituality is Ennobling, 
Spirituality beautifies tho Countenance. Must ba 
developed through Spirit Communion. Spirit Com« 

itinlon the Basis of nil Religions, bplrituaiism 
founded upon Facts. Tbe only Religion which demon
itmies Immortality. Robs Death of its Terror, lbs 
most Joy-Jnsplrlngof Religions. Promotes Civil aud 
Religions Freedom. Lends off in Human Reforms. 
Perfects tbe Physical System. Prevents Insanity. 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Nobler Living. Re
veals u Grander Unlvrise. All Great Geniuses liav. 
been Inspired, .leans of Kazureili. Jesus In bplrlt 
Life. Will the New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth -Death under tho Old Re* 
liglous—Popular Conceptions of Death. Dentil mode 
terrible through Church Songs. Made Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings hnvo dnrk* 
ened Death. Death Bed of a Christian. Of au Immoral 
Mun. Of Altamont. Death Scenes under the Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under tbe Old to those who lose 
friends. n , . ,

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Religion.—A bplrltmil Mind Is not over-attached to 
thia Life. Departed Ones nt tract tho Spiritual Mind. 
Thu SnlrltuullHt understands Death,so does nut fear II. 
Death of nil Aueleul Philosopher. Dealli of Mozart. 
Victor Hugo, iteautlful Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
.luuKSUllIngaudhUGrandfuthcr. Beautiful lue dent, 
in the Deaths of Children. Triumphant Drath of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beniulfill Death <>f a Uuhereallfit 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a Friend. Irinin- phau’ Experienceot a Minister. Dying Experiences 
of Various Persons. Power to Sustain the Loss ol 
Friends.

Chapter Eighteenth —The 1* uture Life. Location 
>nd Cliuraeier of the spirit Kralms. Ths Clot bldg of 
Snlrlis Children In Spirit l.lie. A Spirit CU d from 
Humble Life. The Wealthy In Spirit. 1.1 fa. Pol Idan« 

' la Snlrlt Lifo. Clergymen In spirit Life, honors n 
Spirit Life. Tho Power of Sjilrits to Coinmouo with 
Mortals. . TT ,

Fixai. Hemauks. Tim Basle Prlnelples of a Uni' 
versa! Philosophy and u Univcreal Religion.

This work contains Fonrv D.LfSTBATtox«. TheJ 
arc In harmony with the facts conveyed, lilt a raft 
buuk throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, 10 Cts. 

ThiTo-Morrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
BY S. R. CROCK EK.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fine volume might well have been entitled: 

Spiritualism Demonstrated by Science. It is written 
tn tbat peculiarly Interesting style tn which prcncn 
writers excel when they would popularize scientific 
subjecta tn adaptation to tbe needs of the general 
reader, The author is not a Spiritualist,—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “devotees of a new super
stition,” etc., etc., in which he manifests tbe usual 
animus of tbo “scientific cIuhs,'* yet be anys again: 
“There is a true and respectable Idcn In Spiritualism, 
unci regords os proved “tbe for.t of communication 
between superhumiinK and the inhabitants of Earth;’ 
and he goes en to relate Instances of feet in evidence. 
There Is, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy In 
tbe author's Ideas, but the well-read miud will readily 
select and arrange tbe pros and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental culture, but 
much valuable Information. The author bolds tbo 
theoryof reincarnation. Price »1,50.

For sale at this oilice.

.'fe

YOU SHOULD HAVE IT.
POEMS FROM THE EVrfRR LIFE.
I By Lizzie Dotcn. New edition. This handsome 
volume opens with the wonderful experiences of the 
author, who Is peculiarly gifted as a .trance medium . 
and public speaker. Her-platform labors.' bare foria 
long time been i nceaslng, and the deep religious' and 
spiritual tone af her discourses have extended her 
Influence far beyond the limit of.bei .voice. through 
the Instrumentality of the presiX Sdtltls chiefly for 
hermedlnmlstic power to give utterance to poems, 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a-splrll 
religious and elevating, that abc is most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of. tho Jnsplr-. 
atlonal n.terances, given chiefly before public and!* 
wees, under direct spirit influence. Several of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A’. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic bcauty,<€Tfindcur and imagery 
of his productions in earth-life, but fur surpass’ these 
In cxnltedness o< conception and purity orptarposa. 
Others arc by tb , Inspiration' of Shakespeare. Burns* 
A-W. Sprague; tfnt in many esses the author’s name 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction' gives 

, a succinct account pf the means by which thesepoems 
, are given to the world. The peculiar Influence Which

•f teachwlritoxerclBed-pvCT tbo medium and;
. theunmistakabiocertainty end* slffnlficcnte o^-this 

■ higher- phase of spMtnnl communion is beautifully • 
portrayed. .Cloth, plain, reduced from to <1.00.

• pnataee 10 CfeOU. FO* atf**—t tb'1 ;
- ' ¿X
Jj AiienPutnim, AM. XnnwelOM took Moe ' 
T5 cena. .

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to 

TO-MORROW OF DEATH. 
By LOUIS FIGUIEK.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH was writer, te 

develop the idea of the principle of the pqnnanencf 
of the human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
In a chain of now beings, whose successive links art 
unrolled in the bosom of etbcrial space. “Beyonj 
the Threshold’' continue* on tho same lino* cw 
larging and expanding the idea by reasons and con 
slderations drawn from science and philosophy;claim1 
ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond oui 
earthly end Is the best means of arming oufsclvei 
against all weakness in the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to thal 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to cod ills interesting, en
tertaining, instructive and fascinating, and whetbei 
one accepts It all ur noL much will have boon learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed lo its perusal. Brice IldtS.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. R3 RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order ofthe Magi,Chicago
JDOUND IX CLG1H WITH GOLD

Mde, and containing. 320 pages. This splendid 
bout, hint issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other Arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work, it contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
fu 181*2, and throe others on the Hi uax Soul. which 
are akme worth the price of the hook This wontier- 
fnl book Is unique as au Evangelist of Rcicnec and 
Truth. Price St.25, postpaid, to any audre«. Fer sate 
nt this otfio«

■ “APOLLONIUS of tyana.“ 
identified as the Christian Jestu,

A wonderful ootnmun'.raUoti, explatnttU how Uta ? it» ou4 tewhlnn worouumed w fonauiato Qbxtatt* uitr. ftiwiiwu. FwMiouttuidua
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SHEIK TZERAN.
His Experience in Spirit-Life.

Testimonial.

BY DR. B. B, WESTBROOK.

The Crowning Olory of therAge.

urers of r*.

of uniform -excellence. À

MESSAGES ■'WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR, HEARD CLAIRAUDIENTLY.

Heard Clairaudiently by Madame 
Joan.

[continued.]
Having reached the second sphere of. 

Npace, I felt somewhat relieved to find 
myself away from the old life; that of 
itself to me was Heaven. I began to in
vestigate th'is sphere. I saw a city with 
human beings going about their bpsi- 
nes8| somewhat upon the same order as, 
they did in earth-life; they were the 
same beings who had undergone the 
transformation scene called death. 
Their bodies were lighter—not so mate
rial as when upon earth. I found these 
people to be those who had lived mostly 
for self, cultivating greed and avaricious
ness, and who had, as a rule, thought 
very little of God and his divine laws. 
They had always a sneer for the so- 
called Christian, and had never culti-’ 
vated that broad mantle of charity 
which covers so many misdeeds. I was 
surprised to find only such people among 
the inhabitants of this sphere.

I studied this state of tay progression 
thoroughly, and at last concluded that I 
did not feel secure in this sphere, for T 
felt that I must get into a country, oy; 
state where Allah was upheld, and be
lieved in thoroughly; where strong 
faith, coupled with good deeds,, would 
make me feel secure and happy, foi-1 
was not happy in this sphere, for my 
miadeqds haunted me and depressed me. 
I Wished to get away from them and to' 
know that I had outlived them for good.

I now began to pray most earnestly 
again to Allah, asking him to send some 
of hjs angels to minister to my needs. 
1 begged for forgiveness of all my sins, 
and qfter a long time of constant medi
tation and prayer, I received help from 

inistering angels who directed me to 
ê right course to pursue, and who ad- 
sed'me of the absolute need of prayer 
the spirit desiring progression. I 

npÜced that their faces were radiant 
¿id beaming, while mine was dark and 

/' clouded in trouble. T soon saw after 
sUch a comparison that I was wrong, and 
that I must get away from this sphere as 
quickly as possible. 1 lived in prayer 
and supplication for a long, long time, 
ahd at last I wa,s carried into the third 
ejihere. There I found people like my- 
gplf who were anxious to learn the power 
and strength of Allah, who were wil
ling to be taught aud who were striving 
earnestly to find the Nirvana or Heaven. 
Siey were striving for the kingdom of 

e perfect spirit, and were trying to 
outlive all the desires and passions of 
the old material body.

This sphere had also a city, but to a 
imall degree more etherealized than the 
other had been. No one felt perfectly 
secure at this stage, for they knew that 
/there were still greater heights to be 
attained. Here, they were tempted 
and tried, and those who were developed 
far enough to withstand temptation, 
were, after a time, lifted up from this 
state or sphere into the fourth sphere of 
space. This sphere was the same as all 
oithe others, only still more spiritual
ized. Tbe people of this sphere wore 
still pushing on, and striving for per
fection, for they, having started upon 
the journey of the true spirit, were very

anxious to reach th,ef end. Some there 
were, of course, who remained a long 
time in these different spheres, for some 
were slowei- than others to understand 
the requisites of a- spiritual life, and 
some-were nlóveveá).,nest pilgrims than 
others.

Then there were’also others who were 
contented ,wit>h only a part of the attain
ments necessary to. reach the exalted 
altitudes. of the perfect spirit. Such 
spirits, of course,; remained in the 
spheres which, they’ were in a long timp,; 
for not being, able to i .see,' dr having ijo 
desire to.uhderstand-the delights of the 
pure soul, they werd' withheld from the 
joys thdreof lintil;. they had required'a 
greater degree of perfection, and were 
able to share in-the beauties of the sev
enth sphere; thisteould only be obtained- 
through the individual'himself who had' 
a perfect desire, for better things be
yond, and who 'strove to cultivate the 
spiritual. When he had reached this 
conclusion, then, -and then only, had 
.progression entered'his soul.

In the fourth sphere the spirit is still 
tempted and tried/by the evil that still 
exists within hiih, for at this stage he 
has not overcome all evil desires and 
thoughts, of the body. Here he begins 
to cultivate the absolute control of all 
those'desires and passions that existed 
in the corporal body.
’ Here he begins to understand the true 
meaning of brotherly love, and tries to 
■forgive all feuds that*ever existed be
tween him and his enemy. He now be
gins tQ outlive all this, and learns to 
love those that hate him and who spite
fully misuse him.

After he has attained a good begin
ning or.foundation based on pure broth
erly love for all, and an exalted idea of 
'Allah, who is . love, then he is taken 
from this sphere into the fifth sphere, 
where he is now taught the thorough 
abstinence from all desires of the stom
ach. Here he outgrows all habits, such 
as having a love for drink, tobacco or 
narcotics of any description. He also 
outlives all the desires for food, which 
the spirit only takes by inhalization. If 
he was a boij. vivant in earth-life, and cul 
tivated his appetite to nothing but fine 
food, thinking he could not exist with
out it and all the luxuries pertaining to 
such a life, here he learns and feels the 
utter uselessness of all those desires and 
at once he begins to hate them, and 
strives to outlive them; he at the same

circle it is called. 1 Hei^ Jesus, who 
was th’e'only true Son of Gqd, reigns su
preme, for JesUs, although in form Ku- 
man Bhd born of-human ov; mortal' par
ents, was;-in spirit, a God,-and was sent 
to teach theijvorld wht|,t attainments the 
mortal . could - reach' spirHually, if he 
himself-so willecLit; - Hq-taught them.' 
how they could 'acquire tbe kingdom of. 
heaven upon earth and- sliowqd them by 
his teachings, how necessary this waj, 
and that by striving to do good upon 
earth they thereby lessened their 
troubles ¿nd trials in the other world; 
for, taught he: “As you sow, so shall you 
reap,” which means spiritually that as 
you are spiritually in this world, so is 
your standing in the next. '

Mortal man feels and thinks it neces-

time keeps cultivating the other virtues 
that he acquired in the other spheres, 
for he knows that in this state he has 
not yet reached perfection. When he 
has attained the height of perfection 
that he is capable of reaching in the 
fifth sphere, -then- he soars into the 
realms of the sixth sphere, where he 
now begins the'perfection of all virtues 
acquired in all of the other spheres. 
Here he perfects himself for the true 
Nirvana, or Heaven of the pure soul. 
He now knows what it means to be 
Christ-like, for he now soon reaches that 
state where he is able to be in person, 
mind and actions very much like Jesus. 
He now has true meekness of heart and 
humbleness of spirit, charity for all and 
kindness of spirit for the most despicable 
object of creation; brotherly love that 
is true and genuine for all mankind. 
These are the only true virtues of char
acter that will take you into the realms 
of the seventh sphere, where all these 
attributes are perfection, and the pro
gressive'spirit who has acquired them 
in all their* purity now soars into the 
realms of the seventh sphere or inner

America Leads the World

tiff Strength V« ^fexcelleace'á

• Man’s enterprise culminated at the WoHd's- Columbian; 
Exposition. The memory of it will be a marvel for .all time.' 
The fame there acquired will live for years. . Themanufact^

Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder 
.........  ~ "■ I . ■ . . 

appreciate the award to them of highest-honors at the 
Exposition. Thqsignificance of the compliment,-the splendid 
character of the indorsement, cannot-be underrated. It 
stamps Dr. Price’s as without a peer among'the baking pow
ders. The jury of awards, an exceptionally intelligent body,' 
was headed by the Chief Chemist of the United-States Depart
ment of Agriculture. They found Dr. Pace’s Cream Baking 

Powder strongest in leavening power, perfect in purity, and *

sary to grow rich in this world, and 
actually damns his soul in his greed for 
gain; but all this will avail him nothing 
in the other world, not even'a reputa
tion; for it is not how much money have 
you, but it is how much you possess spir
itually, for the meanest beggar is often
times richer than the greatest potentate 
the world has ever seen. All, when they 
have reached ‘ perfection, are' upon ■ one 
equal basis of 'equality; hitad are greater 
than'the Others. ' ■. ' ' ■

: ' (TO HE CONTINUED.) . . '

.■ yvomair« pw.

Mn. George P; Colby—Dear 
Why ie it that your name did-not appear 
in, -the ■ incorporation ' of the- National 
Spiritaalipt Asspciation, pt Washington, 
■D. C?.. You wa,s elected ope of. the nine 
delegate# at tïfo Glnçagô convention to' 
pecore ope of the incorporators of tp at 
Association, Please 'explain to • the 
many who were delegates at that con
vention, and who are interested in 
you, as we}l as the National Spiritualist 
Association. Answer through the col
umns of The Progressive Thinker,as 
it has the largest circulation of any ono 
Spiritualist paper, and oblige your many 
friends, as well as many delegates who 
were present at the convention.

. , . Yours truly,
r A Delegate.

Wonftm’S Day, at Haslett Park, Mich
igan; was' celebrated August 15, with K 
lecture iby Mary S. KnajJ?«,' of Bay City, 
and Mrs. Emily B. Ketchum, of Grand 
Rapids. Both of thete speakers' are 
.well informed-on the' topic under dis
cussion, “Equality Before the Law,” 
for all. The lectures were full of 
thought on this rapidly-rising popular 
question, “Shill Women Vote?" qnd 
seemed to cover every possible objec
tion from any possible quarter. The 
music rendered was most effective, as 
well as the recitations by Mrs. Augusta 
Ferris, of Bay City. Mr. M. A. Root, 
of the same city, acted as chairman, 
making the work doubly ippressive by 
his earnest and helpful words. He has 
gotten out a little book, the “Legal Con
dition of Girls in Michigan,” prepared 
with exceeding care and submitted to 
the critical correction of one of the 
ablest judges of long practice in our 
State. It is written in language easily 
understood by those not learned in law 
for whom it is intended. It would, be 
well If it conld have a large circulation. 
It is only ten cents, anti can be had of 
Wesley Emery, Lansing, Mich. This 
barely covers expense of printing, but it 
is intended to widen the knowledge of 
woman’s exhet position finder the law, 
rather than-romuneration.

The suffrage color, yellow, was worn 
by many here.to-day. ■ ’

• ' Effie ■ F; Josselyn.

W. E. Bonney, Cherryvale, Kangas, 
writes:. “We have made arrangements 
to hold our camp-meeting this year In 
the City Park, a very pleasant and shady 
place, convenient to the depots.- We 
would be glad to-have as many of our 
¡friends bring tents and bedding as pos
sible. Brother Coreer, of the Logan 
House, will furnish board and lodging 
for'those who •‘wish it at '60 cents per 
day. The Logan House is only a short 
distance from the park. Our- meeting 
will commence on Sunday,' September 
2, and close September. 0. Mrs- Anna 
L.Robinson, of Port Huron, will be with 
uS.on the 4th, 5 th'and. Oth of September. 
We'extend a hearty invitation to ad 
friends to come-phd join us.’’

Vicksburg Camp-Meeting, Mich.
Vicksburg camp has opened with- a 

fair attendance, and dear old “Frayer’s 
Grove” rings once more with laughter, 
song, and messages from our loved spirit 
friends. Good harmony prevails. Mrs. 
E. C. Woodruff, of Soutn Haven, is our 
chairman this year’, and fills the posi
tion with grace and dignity, to the satis
faction of all.

We have listened to five grand and 
eloquent lectures by E. W. Sprague, of 
Jamestown, N. Y., followed by some 
grand tests, nearly all fully recognized. 
He is an able and fearless exponent -of 
our philosophy. His wife has also as
sisted him with tests, and given private 
sittings acceptably.

Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Parker, of Elgin, 
III., are grand mediums for independent 
voices, music, etherealization, spirit 
lights and slate writing. They have 
given two public seances with marked 
success. I am holding a developing 
class with them, and giving private 
readings. '

We have several other good mediums 
on the grounds. Joseph King is ex
pected next week. There is much in
terest manifested at the conferences. 
The camp lasts until September 3d. We 
will soon have Brothers Moulton and' 
Baxter with us.' Soldiers’ Day was cele
brated in an appropriate manner, and a 
fine programme is prepared for Chil
dren’s Day, to be rendered by the youth 
alone. Everyone feels happy and strong, 
•by -the spiritual food offered them. I 
have a very good choir to assist me.

The Progressive Thinker’s sample 
copies are eagerly sought for. I hope' to 
see the list of subscribers largely in
creased ere close of camp.

Lora Holton-Hursen.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Mrs. Mary Carter, an old pioneer of 

San Bernardino, Cal., and a Spiritualist 
of many years’ standing;, passed to the 
higher life from her home in this city, 
on the 19th of July last, and on the fol
lowing Sunday (July 22d), her mortal 
form waslaid away under the auspices 
of the Pioneer Society of San Bernardino 
of which she was a highly esteemed 
member. She had planned her funeral 
and as nearly as possible her wishes were 
carried out to the letter. The form was 
robed in white, with the national colors 
conspicuously displayed; and the casket 
in which it reposed was covered with 
rich, white brocaded velvet; while the 
relatives, left behind, by special request 
of the deceased,’ wore no weeds of 
mourning. Cheerful Spiritualistic songs, 
intermixed with patriotic • Ones, ,were 
sufig; and thè wholé utìqùé service was 
a fine obiectrlessontO the large congre
gation wWhad assembled ‘ to pay their 
last respects, teaching that death should 
hot be considered à glbomy thing; and 
showing forth’.'also, the intense love of 
the deceased for her adopted country.

She was bòni In Devonshire, England,. 
May 14,1814, and consequently vias ftiìst 
eighty years Of age at her demise. She 
came to America in 1840, crossed the 
plains in an ox-team in 1847, and came to 
San Bernardino in 1852. She has been 
arègular.subscriber for The Progres
sive Thinker eifor since its first publi
cation. The ' funeral discourse was de
livered by the writer.

Ella Wilson- Marchant.

1925 Wa&htugtou Blvd., Chicago,251 ’

Of ‘‘THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS'’ after lining 
aU'BUlwcrJpUoDB.; Thoao who desire copies should 
order, uuqq; as the demand will not -warrant another 
edition of so’expensive u work at present. Peep tty- 
douta of nature, only, buy Buch u work', uud they uro 
foW.' I’itiCE, ilO.w? ’ ' ’ •’ '

F. E. ORMfSBY.

•TRUMPETS—ALUMINUM TRUMP- 
J- eta. Weight four ounces, 86 inches high, iu 'twp 

or three sections. These trumpets uro made of pure 
aluminum, and.are recommended by.all flrst-ctass 
mediums on account of tho clear ana distinct sound, 
and light weight. Price, 92.00/ Sent to any Dart of 
the country on receipt of price, Address WM. A, 
MURRAY, 218 E. Third St., Newport, Ky, 251

DR. R. GREER,
SPIRIT HEALER,

Cunjij all Curable Humun Diseasci 
and many digease^consiclered incurable.

Persops at a distance, however .great 
the distance, treated with-unparal
leled supccss, .When writing foi 
treatment, to save time, please state 

. particulars and enclose $1.00, and you 
will receive by return ma|l 30 days' 
trial treatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies.

Office hours from 9 to 12m., Sundays 
excepted. 127 LaSalle St., Chicago.

PLAY OF THE PLANETS.

(ADVERTISEMENT.) '

Dr. Dobson—J/oar Sir: It is now about 
three weeks since ‘I commenced taking 
your medicine. At that ■ time I wa's a 
great sufferer, and had been for about 
two years, the cause Qf which is better 
known,to you and your good spirit guides, 
but words cannot express my feeling of 
gratitude to you and your band for the 
complete change I have experienced. 
When I commenced your treatment I 
was weak; now I am strong; I felt old, 
now I feel young; I was seldom without 
pains, they have all flown; I was miser
able, but thanks to you and your spirit 
band, I am happy and .in search of somA 
other sufferer who needs your help. ’ j 
pray that the gop^ angels will continue 
their work with you and bless you as 
you have been instrumental in blessing 
me.

I feel that I would need another 
month’s treatment, as you suggested in 
your letter on treatment, for which I re
mit postoffice order. ■ .

Yours respectfully,
G. H. Meadow. • 

226 Sandford Street, Brooklyn, N. Y, 
(See ad. in another column.) 
Address all letters to San Jose, Cal.

This New Star Study in Oc
cult Astronomy Contains:

1, A system for finding the positions of the planets 
lu our solar system any day during seventy-five years 
of this century.' Tills knowledge has for ages been 
held In secrecy. .. . .

'■ Note—This Information In any other form, if it were 
published, would cost from seventy-five to one hun
dred dollars.

2 This system also contains a chert which ^Yill give 
the positions and orderly movements of the planets for 
all past, present and future centuries, with one an
nual correction, which makes it the greatest astro
nomical device ever invented by man.

8. The chart also gives rhe moon’s relations to the 
earth and sun, aud the regdlarity'of its phases, for all 
time, in like manner.

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning 
of the positions and relations of the stars that may be 
found, as they operate upon the earth, and influence 
the lives of those who do, and those who do not do 
their duty, while here. • .

6. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains Its 
pigns in a mauner that calls charity to the soul for all 
mankind.

Q./f^e signs of the planets, the harmony and inhar. 
monyof their polarities is a feature of the study.

7. The effect of the planets upon human life, and 
the tendency to yield to their vibrations, la clearly 
Boated.

8, The comparative force and energy of the aspects 
Of the planets to the earth, is fully illustrated and ex
plained.

fl.The co-ordinating qualities are touched upon in 
the reading, affinity existing between some magnets. 
Illustrated.

IQ, The delineation of the Horoscope of a recently 
noted personage, showing a marked intellectual char
acter. with purity and gentleness of a high degree.

11. This study contains the basic principles upon 
whlph rests all of the Occult Wisdom, of both the 
Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in 
language comprehensible by all the eternal truths of 
Infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of 
time and space, of distance and motion, of power and 
force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a pic
ture to the mind’s eye, which shows the wonderful re
lation and actions of worlds, suns and systems, in all 
their glory and majesty.

This .wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
within tho reach of all, for the small sum of 
$1.00, postpaid, on receipt of price.

^'or Bale st this office. '

The Adepts of India and their wonderful phenom
ena have probably attracted more attention than most 
otlierfuatureB of the Oriental world. It Is a well-.es- 
labllshed fact that these mysterious people possess all 
the phases of mediumship known to modern Spiritual
ism, while eminent writers claim that they have so 
far mastered the occult sciences as to be able to sep
arate the BPlrlt from tho body, causing them to unite 
again at will.

' A tourist who had visited India, obtained while there 
a remedy named Oriental Developing Powder. He 
Bays: “J had been suffering from La Grippe, dyspepsia 
and nervous prostration when the same was intro
duced to me. My. weight- was one hundred and forty- 
two pounds/ After using the remedy six months I 
gained forty-scyeri pounds In flesh, with strength In
creased in proportion. I have not lost a day or missed 
Bnieal in two years and my weight remains at 190 
Sounds Beers, clairvoyants, clulraudlcnts and those 

Bveloping other phases will find this pleasant and 
natural libation a great assistance to them in their 
laudable work.” Price $1,50 per box, postpaid. Send 
postal order and address O. V. P., care of No. 317 South 
Hill street, Los Angeles, California.

This remedy is heartily endorsed by the noted In
spirational speaker, Rev. Dr. Ravelin, and other well- 
known mediums.

PRVfiMF A GRAND SUCCESS! Why not ’ , ’ wn& trylt? If you ore uiediumistleit
will develop you. Send for circulars. This cabinet 
Is sent prepaid, by express, for 41.20 and are 

iMF.t* fc'u“r' NEVER FAILS.
Jong JL. Metcalf, 184 6. Green Bt„ Chicago, 111.

FREE OF CHARGE!!
TOR NAME, SEX, AGE, A CHIEF 

1 symptom andVeply stamp, you will receive u mes
sage about cure; or for 12 cents, with address of an 
afflicted person in six families, my "Directions for 
Sitting and 12 absent treatments by science and spirit 
power, free. Try this and judge later. Dr. A. J. 
Swarts, Pres’t. College of Science, 401 S. Hope- St., 
Los Angeles, Cal. 249

ZHE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W
Sinclair, will tend you by letter a Ute reading or 

tbe put and future with dates. Mall a look of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 1X15 
West Ave., Jackson, Mlcb. 251

¥ES ¥OU CAN
TET WELL. SEND $] FOR A BOT- 

tie of Elixib ov Liyn. A spirit remedy. Purely 
vegetable, and Magnetised. Positively renews lite 
Thousands rejoice over health restored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailment« there is no better remedy 
made. Bend tor circular. Dr. K. K. Myere Clinton. 
Iowa. 251

7 SYCIIOMETRY* CONSULT WIT# 
£ Prof. A. B. Severance in oil matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee, Wis. 251

5'P/RITS> HOMES—A PAMPHLET OF 
82 pages, seut by mall fop Cp cents. B. F. Clark« 

Belvidere, N. J. T 249

JUJRS. CONNELLYS IMPROVED RE- 
LVl. demptlon for gray, faded, or bleached hair. 
Warranted free from lead, diver, sulphur and all 
poibons. It leayeB the’ hair .soft, glossy, dean and 
natural. It is not a dye. It will not stain thefiosb. 
It colors at once. No watting. 25 and 50 ecuts. AU 
ready for use. Postpaid, on receipt of price. Two- 
cent postage scamps taken. Address Mra. A. Connelly, 
1848 Ridge Avenue, Philadelphia, Pa. 248

FREE TO THE SICK.
TREE TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 

I Don’t suffer any longer, but send to A. St. Caldwell, 
clairvoyant and healer, who will diagnose your disease 
yjiEB. under special Instructions of u spirit band of 
electro magnetic doctors. Lose no time, but send as 
ouce lock of hair, age, one leading symptom, aud three 
two-cent stamps to A. M. Caldwell, Box 241, Ban Jose, 
Col-251.,

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
TlR. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 
£/ Mass., uud his band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting the most wonderlul cures that have 
been recordedand are so acknowledged. By the clear 
sight of blairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with hie magnetic remedies, will 
convince tbe most skeptical of Ids wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him sex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and be will send 
a dluguosh of your case free, lie doesn’t want any 
loading symptoms, Addrese Db. J. S. Louoks. fiblr- 
luy, Muss. ¿48

WATER OF LIFE.

ÆS0NS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
bb remember Dint Water of Life Is one of 
the best remedle. for Stomach, Liver and Kidney dis

eases. Large pamphlet free, 31 8. Main Su, Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. It. Perry, Manager. ¿62.

Good News for Spiritualists.
Dr. E. J. Worsi, of Ashland,1 O., has 

kindly offered to mail all our readers one 
week’s .trial treatment <jf the famous 
Australian Electro Pill remedy freê, for 
catarrh, kidney, liver and stomach 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion, la grippe ahd its after effects, or 
seven weeks’ treatment for only $1.00. 
Our readers should send atonoe, naming 
The Progressive Thinker. ■ •• _____________ . I. _ ____________

I have taken Hbpd’s Sarsaparilla and 
it has cured me œ sour stomach, and I 
feel well and weigh more than ever be
fore.—Charlottè Gibson, Landes, III.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
£\ Phenomena and Philosophy. B^ Samuel Watson, 
author of ” The Clock Struck One, Two, and Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister.' Mr. Watson's 
png connection with one of tbe largest and most Influ- 

OBtTal religious organizations In this country, together 
with his welbknown character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfuinessin the discharge of every known duty, 
cpmbine to render thfs a book that will attract the at
tention and command ihe studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of spirit-manifes
tation through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with n belief that Spiritualism was the “ prince 
of humbugB,’r and a purpose to expose it, and ending 
with a conviction that it la a truth far tranacendlng all 
others In value to mankind. It la eminently well 
adapted to place In the handa of those whose attach
ments to the faltlia and forms of tbe Church Incline 
them to have nc‘uL«g to do with the subject upon 
which it treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Clbth, L2mo, pp. 428, $1.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
at »his office.

$0 7R Bop our $0 Natural Finish Baby Carriage 
IU complete with plated iteel wheel«, ule, 

•priap, aadonipiece ateunbenthudle. Mede ofbeatnut»- 
rUl,fiMbflniehed,:eUable^ndru*rantecd for 8 year«. Shipped 

oalOdeyi'trhl. FREIGHT PALD|bo metier tcqulreain 
advance. 78,000ia um. We Ln tbe oldeatand L,etkne*n 
conntrn cfeur kind, reHabh Md teiponsiblt. Reference furnhbad atany time. Mako and mU nothio|but whet wo 
fuanatM fob» Ureprereoted.eold at th* lowui factory 
prices. WRITE TO-DAY for cur by-gc TREE iUuittatod 
catalogue of late, t designs udatyleiSjubUsbod,

OXFORD MFC. CO., 340 Wabash Ave„ Chicago, III.

A TEST FOR YOU
By Michigan's Most Suocessful Clairvoyant
If sick, send 4 cents in postage, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, one leading symptom and I will 
give you a Clairvoyant Diagnosis of your disease 
FREE« Twenty years experience as a regular 
physician, 12 years ai a successful Clairvoyant. 
Address,}. C. Batdorf, M. D., Grand Rapids, Mich.

HYPNOTISM My original method »1. lOO-pp jLii r.vij.onL Wc Olleon Fersonal Mugne^ 
Irai, Wc. Dr.Anderaoa, P.T. 8 Masonic Temple,Chicago 

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. Y„ College of Magnetic.,)

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
T1 theraputtesIncluding the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet- 
lam, Flectrlelty, Mind Cure, aud a higher acleueeof 
Ute. Chemical affinity and baste principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students In four 
continents have taken the course. The college It 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M„ Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course and receive the. diplomas nt their 
own homes. Institution removed to Fast Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York E 
1). IUbkitt, M. D.. l.L.l)., Dean, 5Hollywood Ave. 
(formerly called 1‘ulaskl Bt.), East Orange. New 
Jersey.

THE ELEMINATOK 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expo* 
fug tbe fabulous claims of ancient Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu
sions never before published, showing clearly tho 
mythical character of most of tbe Old and New Tes
tament stories, and praying that Jcsqs was an Imper
sonation and not a’person. A genuine sensation. 
Price 41.50.

For sale at this office.

INVALIDS
LL HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
V r stamps, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlet and advlee run« to cure themselves without 
drugs. Thu THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio

•THE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
for private letter of advice

i™n’nthol 8Pl>1t-world. W. P. Pbelon, M. D., CIS Jack- 
aon Boulevard Chicago III. 120tf

QPLRHUALJSTS VIS/TING CHICAGO

.i°°mek„e5luoj to ‘ho«« at hotel,, with »Bptrltu&llatf .rally, at 88 Bt. John's Plane near Union

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
TEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS 

lock of hair, nge, name, sex, one lending symntom 
n'Ld 4'e“ase will bedlngno.ed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B.Dobson. San Jose, Cal.
pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
£.„Re.odlng or !lx <luoi,tlons answered, 50 cents and 
three stamps. Mxkounnm, Bobtoit, Station A, 
Boston, Mus. ¿55

UflCC CANNOT SEE HOW YOU 00 
"Jig ,T AND FRE10HT.

xLlDuyt our 2 dttwer walnut or oat bn- 
TrTproved High Ara Stngeraewfng tnachino 

U finely Cubbed, nkkel plated, adapted to light 
and heavy work; guaranteed for 10 learei with 
AutomatleBobhlnWinder, Self-Threadlnj Cylln- 
der fshultie, fielf.Sclting Needle and a complete 
set of Steel Attaehmenti; shipped any where on 
30 Day’s Trial. No money required in advance, 

t. World’s Fair Medal awarded machine and attach.
8

MEDIUMSHIP.
How to Investigate Spiritualise, 

or, Bules for the Spirit Circle.
. Tho Spirit Circle Is the assembling together of e 
number of persons seeking communion with tbe splrltil 
jvho have passed from earth to tbe world of souls. Th® 
chief advantage of such an assembly Is the mutual Im 
partation and reception of tbe combined magnetlstnr 

. of the assemblage, which form a force stronger tba> 
that of an Isolated subject—enabling spirits to com 
mune with greater power and developing tbe lat-ew 
gifts of mediumship. '

Tbe first conditions to be observed relate to the peb 
sons who compose the circle. These should be, asfai 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, as positive ana 
negative; of moral characters, pure minds, and not 
marked by repulsive points of either physical or men 
tai condition. No person suffering from disease, or of 
debilitated physique, should be present at any circle, 
unless It Is formed expressly for healing purposes. I 
would recommend the number of tbe circle never to be 
less than three, or more than twelve. The best num» 
ber la eight. No person of a strong positive tempera
ment should be present, as any such magnetic spherei 
emanating from the circle wifi overpower that of tbe 
spirits, who must always be positive in the circle io 
order to produce phenomena.

Never let the apartment be over-heated, tbe roots 
should be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion in the atmosphere, disturbs the 
manifestations. A subdued light is tbe most favora
ble for spiritual magnetism.

1 recommend tbe seance to bo opened cither with 
Rrayer or a song sung in chorus, after which subdued, 

armoulzlng conversation is better than wearisome sb 
Icncb; but Jet the conversation be directed towards th» 
purpose of tbe gathering, and never sink into discus 
slon or rise to emphasis. Always have a pencil an< 
paper on tbe table, avoid entering or quitting the room, 
irrelevant conversation, or disturbances’ within or 
witbout the circle after tbe seance baa commenced.

Do not admit unpunctual comers, nor suffer the all 
of tbe room to be disturbed after tbe sitting coinmen 
ccs. Nothing but necessity, Indisposition, or fmpres 
ilonp, should warrant the disturbance of the sitting, 
which should never exceed two hours, unlcBB an 
extension of time be solicited by the Spirits.

Let the seance alwaj's extend to ono hour, even If no 
results are obtained; It sometimes requires tbattime 
for spirits to form tbetr battery. Let it be also remem
bered that circles are experimental, hence no one 
Bhould be discouraged If phenomena arc not produced 
at tho first few sittings. Stay with the same circle for 
six sittings; if no phenomena are then produced you 
may be sure you arc not assimilated to each other; In 
that case, let the members meet with other persons 
until you -succeed.

A well-developed test medium may sit without in
jury for any person, but a circle sitting for mutual de
velopment should never admit persons addicted to bad 
babRSf strongly positive or dogmatical. A candid in
quiring Bptrlt Is the only proper frame of mind in 
whlcb to sit for phenomena, the delicate magnetism of 
which Is made or marred as much of mental os physi
cal conditions. '

Impressions arc tbe voices of spirits or tbe monitions 
of the spirit within us, and should always be followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong In act or word. At tbe 
opening of the circle, one or more arc often impressed 
to change scats with others. One or more arc Impressed 
to withdraw, or a feeling of repulsion makes It painful 
to remain. Let these impressions be faithfully regard
ed, and pledge each cither that no offence shall be taken 
by following impressions.

If a strong impression to write, speak, sing, dance, 
or gesticulate possess any mind present, follow it out 
faltbfully. It bns a meaning If you cannot at first rea
lize 1L Never feel hurt in your own person, nor ridi
cule your neighbor for any failures to express or dis
cover tbe meaning of the spirit Impressing you.

Spirit control is often deficient, and at first imper
fect. By often yielding to it. your organism becomes 
more flexible, and the spirit more experienced; and 
prdtetlce in control 1b necessary for spirits as well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drive them awny, but always strive to ele
vate them, and treat them as yon would mortals, un
der similar circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to “lying spirits," or deceiving mediums. 
Many mistakes occur In the communion of which you 
cannot always be aware.

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to hola sittings with the same parties for more 
than a twelvemonth. After tbattime, if not before, 
fresh elements of Tnagnetlsm are essential. Some of 
tbo original circle should withdraw, and others take 
their places.

« Never seek the spirit circle In a trivial or deceptive 
spirit. Then, and then only, have you cause to fear It.

Never permit any one to sit in circles who snffcr 
from It In health or mind. Magnetism in tbe 

• case of such persons is a drug, which operates perni
ciously, and should be carefully avoided.

Every seventh person can be a medium of some kind, 
and.become developed through the judicious opera
tions of tbe spirit circle. "WbCTi once mediums are 
fully developed, tbe circle sometimes becomes injuri
ous to them. Khen they feel this to be,tbe case, let 
none be offended If they withdraw, and-only use their 
gifts in other times and places.

All persons arc subject to spirit Influence nna guid
ance, but only one in seven can so externalize tbl» 
power as to become what is called a medium; and let 

, It ever be remembered that trance speakers, no leu 
1 than mediums for any other gift, can never be influ

enced by spirits far beyond their own normal capacity 
In tbt matter of the intelligence rendered, tbe mag
netism of tbe spirits being but a quickening fire,-which 
Inspires tbe brain, and, likes bot-bcnise.proccBs on 
plant«, forces into prominence latent powers of the 
mind, bnt'creates nothing. Even in the case of merely, 
automatic speakera.'wrlwra, rapping, and other forth» 
of test meulumshlp, tbe Intelligence of the spirit is 
measurably shaped ny the capacity and idiosyncrasies 
of the medium..' AH spirit power is limited In. expres
sion by the-organism .through Which it .work», and 
spirits may control, Inspire, and influence tbe-humau 
mind, but doHut change or recreate Iu^Ekma Har 
DIKGE BBITTKN. ,
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Woman, Church and State.
A Historical Accountof the Status 

of Woman Through the Chris
tian Ages, with Berninis- 

cences of the Matri
. archate.

BY MATILDA JOSLYN GAGE.

7)0 you WISH TO HAVE GOOD 
A-S beallh and live one hundred years? Wo can as
sist both. Emer No. I and 2, one pint of each remedy; 
win RntHÎF ”,d,ln';|K°r»I-c 'tv entire system, and 
with Spirit Vanna 6 directions how to take care of the 
body, will enable you to have good health and live a 
century. All sent post-paid for ii.otl.
„_______ , J1-E. POOLE, Clinton Iowa.
KkrEnkhckS: B. B. Hart, Clinton, Iowa; Hattie M 

Sumner, Shcrmau, Tex.; Mr. H. Harmon, Jacksonville, 

What Shall I Do to Have Health?
Our Clairvoyant Remedies, with Spirit Yarma’s fu- 

struci.ions how to take a new lease or life and live 100 
years, have cured thousauds ; they win cure you

•THE AMOUNT OF VALUABLE IN- 
£ formation succinctly and clearly stated In this 

volume of 554 pages Is amazing. The title, os above 
given, falls to convey an Idea of the fulness and com
pleteness with which the subjects arc treated. The 
Matriarchate, or Mother-rule, Is the theme of the first 
chapter, in which much lore, quaint, queer and curi
ous, Is brought to view In elucidation of the subject. 
This Is followed by chapters on celibacy. Canon Law, 
Marquette, Witchcraft, Wives, Polygamy, Woman and 
Work, The Church of To-day, Past, Present, Future; 
and there Is not a chapter In the book that Is not 
handled in a masterly manner, and that for quantity 
and quality of information, Is not worth the full price 
of the volume. It Is packed with knowledge well- 
arranged, and Intensely interesting from beginning to 
end. No one can possibly regret buvlngit; ft Is a val
uable addition to the library of any free and truth-lov
ing mind.

Price, $2.00. For sale at this 
office.

A SEX REVOLUTION!
BY LOIS WAISBROOKÉB,

Author of “Helen Harlow's Vow," “The Occult 
Forces of Sex," “Perfect Motherhood," nnd many 
ether works« Price 25 cents. Fur «ale at,thls office.

LEAFLETS OF 1 NOUGHT.
FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
(jT Life. Containing some of tbe experiences of u. 
spirit who has been In spirit life fifty.scven years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work of 28? pages contains ^ 
vast fund of Information. It gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson is learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless acme 
of them. His soliloquy, as he enters the dark valley, Is 
very interesting. He accosts a sorrowing aplrlL and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of progress.. 
His philanthropic work la vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa* 
tlon. Priera 41.25. Forasi? at this pisce» '

SOMETHING USEFUL.
f\UT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THF. 
v/Light. By Samncl Bowles; Mra. Carrio E. S. 
Twlng, medium. This little book will be read with 
Intense interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles' 
Interviews with the Inhabitants of the Hells of Spirit* 
life—a dreadful, but apparently truo report of the 
sufferlngand wrath of tho millions who have none 
from earth-life with the dsmnln? effects of debauch
ery, 'misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revengo and 
lyinglives. Thobook Is made up of fifteen chapters. 
Some of tbe titles of the chapters are as follows: 
TbeSphercaof Insurrectionists ond Prostitutes—Tbe 
Home of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
Slot to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness.

issenslon and revenge—Tho War Deportment in 
the Hellsof Splrlt-llfe—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moted by the low spirito In the match-muklng’hell ol 
Spirit-life—The Negro; Hell—The Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—Tho Sell for Dishonest Spiritualists 
andmcdlume—Into the Light. Tho Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting In th« 
light. An Advcntlit looking for the end. The Spirit 
Ha! -Congress. Frlco,25xjents. •

•THE CHILDRENS’ PROGRESSIVE 
£ Lyceum, A manual, with direction» for-the or* 

sanitation and management of Sunday-schools«. By 
Andrew Jackson Davis.. Something indespenstble. 
pr’rA Ml rent«. : ' •
GTUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE.

«J An Invaluable work, by Hudibn Tuttle. Price 
,1.25. - ' .

AGE OF REASON. BY THOMAS
Paine. A book that all should read. Price 50 

tenta, ' . - ,
TMMORTALITY. OR FUTURE HOMES 

L and Dwelling Placca. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A 
book of nre merit, Intereating to every body. Price 
»1A0. . .. .
•THE DIAKR-A, AND THEIR EARTH. 
A ly Victim». By A. J. Davie.' A work aa interest 

Ing aa It la curious. Price 50 cents. ,
•THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
1 Death and Its Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic idea 

of Death, Heaven and Hell; By Moses Hull. Price, U 
cento,

Z'HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS, OF, SPIRIT- 
uallsm. By Epes Bargont. 'A work of profound 

research, by ono at tbe ablest men of tho age. Price 
,1.50¡pastette 10cents. - . r .
•THE RELIGION OF MAN. BYHUD- 
J. - son Tuttle. Bls works are alwaya Intense!” In

teresting. Price ,1.50. .
TyilL O SOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN. 
I tercoune. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A raro 
work. It possesses groat merit. Price «1225.
■THE CONTRAòT. EVANGELICAL- 
J Ism tad Spiritualism Compared. By Moses Hull 
Awcrkof rare merit.-price 11.00,

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Butt. Prie» 15 cents.

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being & description of Localities, Employ

ments, Surroundings, and Conditions In tbe Spheres. 
By members of tbe Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelba- 
mer, medium of tbe Banner of Llgbt Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth I1-00. Postage K) cents. For sale st 
this office.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 

£1 view of the Bnndny Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown, M. D. A pamphlet that 
should be In the hands of alL Price 15 cents. Fob 
sain at this office.

What Can I Do to Have Eyesight?
Our Magnetized Compound cures sore eyes, strength«

“nd PrcBcrvcs weak eye«. Sent by mall, postpaid. 
ior faiAi i cents.

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
oltcsloreloat vision, Write for Illustrated Circular« 
and how to be fitted by our Clairvoyant System. Will 
send photograph ol my spirit guide, Yarma, who re
vealed thia knowledge to me. The sending of tbo 
photograph would seem to warrant tbe sending of 4 
cents In r. o. stamps. B, F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa.

Thousands Have Been Benefited
By Our Remedies.

B. F. Foolb, CllDlOD, Iowa.. Dear Sir: Please send 
another package ot Magnetized Compound, for cyo 
wash. I have used It for three years, aud do not like 
to be without It. It keeps my eyes In good order 
though I am past 89 years. Trust that it will do as 
mueb for me as long ns I need them to read with. 
Truly. Mary D. Bell, 105 Sd Ave., Newark, N J. F247

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
•TIIE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR-
JL voyant of tbe Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and addrcss-ln their own handwriting
wit b postage stamp for reply. "The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualise’ of Dec. 30, 1893 says of Dr. Forster:— 
"Since bls coming here bo has made blmsclf highly 
respected and beloved for bls benevolent work, bls 
humanitarian ideas and practices, and his straight 
forward course of Integrity and honor.” Address 
Dr. W. M. Fobbter. 1059 Market SL, San Francisco, 
California. 231

?
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INGERSOLL’S ADDRESS BEFORE 
L the .New York Unitarian Club. The first time in 
tbe history of the world U'at a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
Tbe pamphlet contains 12 bages, beautifully printed. 
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 
LVl nel Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
Before the New York Legislature, May 9, 1688. Price, 
4 cents.
I^OD IN THE CONSTITUTION B Y 
\J Robert G. Ingersoll. One of tbe best papers Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness of author. price, 10cento; twelvecoplesforsi.00.
IXTHAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
rv Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. Thia is a most valuable contribution to 
Frcethought literature. Bound In paper with good 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cento; twelve conies 
tor 41-00.
INGERSOLL’S GREAT ADDRESS ON 

L Thom». Paine, at the late Paine celebration In 
N'cw York City. Price, 6 cent,; ten copiea/orSOcenu, 
STANDING- UP FOR JESUS; OR 
O what the editor of the Freethinker's Magazine 
thinks of him. Price, 4 cents; twenty-five copies for 
50 cento. .

Z'HE TEACHINGS OF JESUS NOT 
Adapted to Modern Civilization, with the True 

Character of MarjrMsgdalene. By Geo. W. Brown» 
M D. Price. 15 cents. •
T IFE OF THOMAS PAINE. IT ISIN- 

tensely Interesting. Price »1,00. .
•THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, 
JL Its Phenomena and Philosophy. By Ber.;8aninel 

Watson. This work was written by a modem Barlow ■ 
a grand and nobl, man; Price Bl-OO.. ■, ■■ ■■■■ ■

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “PsYCHxarrlved two weeks 
ago and to say 1 was pleased docs not express my ap
preciation. My boy. twelve years old, Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
ft. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clalraudlcnce.—M. Y. 
Thompson, Arkadelphia, A rk." Price, si,00. Postage 
20 cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach. Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

(DEERS OF 'THE ¡AGES. EMBRAC
ED lug Spirituellem, put and present. By J. li. PeB*

... bies, 11. D. AH encyclopedia of interesting and 
i «tractive facts. Price (MO. .

. I . . ... ■ ' • : ■ • >., r . _ • » . _

^’Foremost : Baking; Pow^Cfin alltheWorld;’
‘¿I

i'

Aaron G. Rader ¡lassed away very 
suddenly August 3. He was born in 
Chatham, N. J., inl&U. He was mar
ried in 1866, and leaves a wife, two sons, 
and a daughter, to mourn ■ the loss of a 
kind husband and father.- He was a sol
dier in the late rebellion,and was buried 
with the honors of war, under the aus
pices of Merriam Post, G. A. R., of 
which he was a member, He was a -be
liever in Spiritualism, and the funeral 
asrvied was conducted by Mrs. Tillie 
Reynolds, of Troy, N. Y.; who delivered 
qn inspirational address,«bringing much 
consolation to--the tOrrowing friends, 
Whb feel they will meet ¿he loved one 
‘jOvOr-there.’i - - - i ■ ■

Fnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send ULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex, firF handwriting or leading symptoms; you 
• ■■■"willreceive a correct diagnosis of yourdla- 
case and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 358, Lansing, Mich.

TJOW TQ BECOME A MEDIUM 
£x vs toub ows home. Wlllsendapatnpblctcon’ - 
ulnlng instructions, a letter designating your phases ' 
of mediumship, .a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cis. Address, Mra. J. A. v 
Bliss, 2521 Mich., avenue, Chicago, HI. 275 •

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
ertul clairvoyant and magnetic healer. Send 

three 2-ccnt BtainpR, lock of hair, age, box and one 
«ymptom. and I will ecndYou R full and correct diag
nosis of your case. Address, Dr. W. F, Lay, lox 413, 
Denver Colorado. . ¿49
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A PSYCHIC WONDER.

F. J. Engelhardt.fore.

scribe for it. A. O. Jones.
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Health, comfort and happiness abound 
in homes where •‘Garland” Stoves and 
Ranges are used. • .

System Used in Predicting Cy- 
: 1 clones, Seasons and Earth

quakes.

A Ciri Who Is Developing 
Extraordinary Faculties.

Through Her Scientiste May Solve 
Important Problems.

Her Manifested Powers Are Little 
Short pf Marvelous. .

l •■ •- • . ••- -
The Study of the Human Brain and 

Mind Is Her Especial Pleasure.

Wilkin an hour’s ride of Detroit, says 
the Free Press, on the banks pt the 
pretty Clinton River, lies Mount Clem
ens, one of the handsomest little cities 
in America. The fame, of the Mount 
Clemens waters has spread far and wide, 
fend well-known people from all parts of 
this country can bo met it .the baths and 
numerous well-appointed hostelries ddU. 
ing all seasons of the year. Mount 
Clemens has never been afflicted with a 
boom—it needed no artificial stimulus 
to advance, and during the' worst of the 
recent panicky times, there has been no 
evidence of any depression among the 
merchants, nor of hardship or poverty 
among those who are compelled to labor 
for others.

There are many noteworthy features 
in and about Mount Clemens, but the 
object that will interest the public more 
particularly at this time, is a young and 
most charming little lady, who is rap
idly developing very extraordinary oc
cult powers. ■

While in Detroit I hud the good for
tune to run across an old friend who 
had left his crutches at the famous 
Michigan bath-town, and who was pass
ing through Detroit on his way back to 
his far-distant . western home. Our 
meeting was limited to less than ten 
minutes, because ■ the carriage which 
was fo take him to-the depot was al
ready, at the hotel entrance. . After a no 
less hearty than brief salutation, he 
said, with an impressive emphasis:

"If you want to be put on the track of 
a. wonder that will prove a har^-nùt for 
scientists to crack,- run up to Mount 
Clemens and hunt dp Elfp.” » - , 

> Takihg a card'froin his case he wrdte 
thereon a brief introduction to one of 
the most prominent’ men in the charm
ing suburban city named, who had af
forded him the opportunity to witness 
something so extraordinary that he evi
dently could not think of anything else, 
and unlike other individuals, could not 
be induced to speak of his remarkable 
transformation from a groaning cripple 
into a sound and cheerful man. He ex
acted a promise from me that I would 
hunt up this wonder; his last words 
were: “Don’t forget the Mount Clemens 
fairy.” and he was gone. I then—for 
the first time—looked at the card and

“Mr. E. R. Egnew, dear friend—I ask 
as a special favor tfrat you arrange to 
afford the bearer an opportunity to con
verse with Elfa.” •

I put the card in my pocket1 and went 
to my room to finish a report that must 
go in the morning mail. I began to 
write, but found it difficult to concen
trate my mind—somehow that name, 
“Elfa,” would appear on my manuscript, 
written without my will. I erased it 
three times, and then concluded to give 
tip a hopeless struggle and, go to bed. 
When I awoke, that name, Elia, flashed 
through my head the first thing, and an 
Irresistible impulse determined me to 
make as early a start for Mount Clemens 
as train service would permit. It was 
still early in the day when I presented 
my friend’s request to Mr. Egnew, who 
looked somewhat puzzled, if not an
noyed, when he read it, but after a mo
ment's hesitation, he said, with a 
reassuring smile, that had a decidedly 
warming effect: “I would do almost 
anything for-------------- , but this is
mote difficult than he can imagine.” I 
then learned that those in charge of the 
young lady were much opposed to any 
and all notoriety, the more as the 
very peculiar faculties developing in 
her were of so extraordinary a charac
ter that no conclusion could be arrived 
at as yet, what .this strange power 
might signify. I soon learned enough to 
stimulate my curiosity to the' utmost, 
feeling that I would discover a rara avis 
of no mean order.

I will omit a detailing of difficulties 
that had to be overcome before per
mission could be obtained to meet Elfa 
in such a way that my ' Mory would have 
either any scientific value, or decided 
interest for the ordinary reader, Or 
both. It will be sufficient to say that I 
considered myself amply rewarded for 
my patience and perseverance when I 
finally did succeed in obtaining the cov
eted privilege of an unrestricted inter
view. ( ' 7 .

I will preface the account of my m- 
uiriesi and observations by stating that 
am not an impressionable novice in the 

line os’ psychic researches; and that I 
have ifead many of the latest, and best 
treatises, comments and contributions 
on the various subjects that Will have to 
be touched upon in this report. I know 
that/this charming girl te destined to 
help/solve atleast some, of the most vex
ing find difficult problelns that are now 
under discussion among the ' wisest and 
moat useful workers in the worldgofj sci- 
en ;■ the men who- have had the 
cojGrage to free themselves from the 
tb/raldom of bigotry and prejudice, and 
wlho are ready and willing to leave ..the 

aten track at any point where there is 
fair prospect- of obtaining light that 
ill benefit mankind. I deem it necea-

truthfulness about this girl, and so 
clear, calm and positive are her state
ments, that a rising doubt appears only 
to come as a barrier to a new knowledge,, 
and no one loses thereby except the one - 
who stops short in the face of an oppor
tunity to emerge from the condition of 
universal ignorance.

Elfa converses freely while in the 
somniscient state, and gives ready an
swers to questions ¡upon subjects of 
which it would be hal’d to believe that a 
young girl, still almost a child—could, 
mve any knowledge. When asked |o 

live some explanation as to the source 
if her Information, she replied: "They 

pfell me.” Lately she has frequently 
complained that'"they" will not help- 
her much, "they” giving her as a reason 
that she must exercise her faculties in
dependently, in order to develop 
quickly.. The “they” referred to are 
voices' that are audible to her, and she 
has impressions that give proper direc
tions in regard to things and localities, 
and similar impressions again enable 
her to get the true meaning of words 
and signs in foreign tongues of which, 
she knows absolutely nothing in her. 
normal condition. She writes communi
cations that are given her by her ih visi
ble fiends, and these are full of wisdom 
apd the highest sentiment. She writes 
fast and plain, with her eyes closed, and 
bandaged, if any doubt is entertained; 
her face averted, and her tablets on her 
lap, while she is extended at full length 
on a couch in a position in which it 
would be Impossible for any one else to 
write with open eyes.

She sees nothing when objects are 
presented to her eyes, and hears no 
sound addressed to her ears, and recog
nize^ no voice except that of the man 
who puts her in the somniscient state. 
All her perceptive faculties appear to 
be centered in the pit of the stomach, 
and they are wonderfully acute. Men 
who profess to know much about hyp
notism claim that Elfa is simply a very 
excellent subject, and that she is devel
oped by a master Who has reached the 
highest phases of psychic science in 
that direction, but the Spiritists are 
sure to claim her as a very revelation 
for their doctrine, because pf the invisi
ble beings who seem to be, at her beck 
and call utalLmomantsantVin all places’. 
, That Elfa is^ppe pf .the /grepte^t 
vhgaries of hatupe ever heard of canriol 
be refuted—apd |hat she would prove 
the very best possible medium to settle 
many of the numerous conflicting the
ories in regard to psychic possibilities 
cannot be gainsaid either.

An effort is now being made to secure 
the little lady for a series of progressive 
experimental tests, and it is hoped that 
the endeavor will be crowned with 
success:

Aside from the unquestionable sci
entific value of the proposed investiga
tions which can and will' be made during 
the progress of Elfa’S rapid develop
ment, this line of work will prove of the 
greatest, possible interest to those whose 
minds are open to higher spiritual pos
sibilities. The projection of the spirit
ual self from the material body to some 
distant point seems to be already a 
fairly well-substantiated fact in the 
case of this remarkable girl, and if I am 
not seriously at fault in my surmises, 
the question of relationship between 
hypnotism and Spiritism will be 
brought nearer a satisfactory solution 
through'Elfa than any ever reached be-

sary to say this much,,ppgive more 
weight to such opinions, as I may be 
forced to include to make this report 
more useful to the many who are now 
everywhere looking forward eagerly to 
reliable information oh'; all the lines in
cluding and diverging from psychic 
study.

Elfa is but little more' than half-way 
through her teens, and, those in whom 
poetic thought and fairy, lore have not 
been entirely extinguished by too prac
tical contact with the woMd, may recall 
some ideal picture of a sylpMike crea
ture, with all the charms of face aud 
form belonging thereto, and accept the; 
vision as that of the little lady in ques< 
tion. She is modest and retiring, ex-1 
ceptionally bright and intelligent, has 
had a superior education,.andáis an ac
complished musician, possessing a pleas
ing soprano voice and aajatpral aptitude 
for harmony. V . :

. Although fully aware that she is most 
decidedly different from all the rest of 
the little world surrounding her, and 
that she is subject to awe-inspiring in
fluences unrecognized by others, she is, 
nevertheless, charmingly natural and 
free from all restraint, or somber 
thoughts on the subject; on the con
trary, her face lights up with an ex
pression that denotes the utmost faith 
and, pleasure when she speaks of her ex
periences in that realm whereof the av
erage mortal has not even a dreamlike 
conception, and . which to her is a 
reality. •

The first oddity about herself of 
which she became aware was that birds 
appear to have no fear of her when She 
is absolutely alone, and one little wren 
came, wounded, to her for help and pro
tection, and when restored to Health re
mained near her during the rest of the 
summer, always ready to alight on her 
hand when outstretched for that pur
pose. She states that aside from some 
thoughts and impressions of which she 
made no mention to others, because she 
never heard any similar ideas or feel
ings talked of, she rem^fiff no especial 
difference in herself except, perhaps, a 
high degree of sensitiveness—and a feel
ing which can only be likened to an un
fulfilled wish for an unknown object. 
When meeting strangers she has al
ways been instantly and decidedly at, 
tracted or repelled, but'never-became 
aware that any brie cóülffit.éxérciée any 
especial power or inuUence'? over her 
until quite recently, fwh'onitshe met a: 
man toward whom she-felt drawn by an: 
unconquerable and joyful impulse. Her. 
friends claim this meeting to have been 
a purely accidental one, but Elfa insists 
upon it that their coming together was 
ordered by a power of which but few 
others have any knowledge. At all 
events, it appears that this man's advent 
was momentous to her. He at once, at 
first sight, became her intimate friend 
and teacher, and she a most eager pupil. 
When first they met, she was suffering 
from the effect of a long and severe ill- 
noss and subject to many pains and 
physical, as well as consequent mental 
disturbances. In a very short time she 
realized that the mere touch of her 
friend’s hand was enough to banish all 
pain, and from then on improved rapidly 
in health, and within a month had more 
than regained her normal strength.

One-of the conditions exacted before 
this interview was granted was that this 
man’s identity should not be revealed. 
This is regrettable, as he would prove 
an important aid in evolving new facts 
in psychic science, because, judging 
from the hundreds of well-authenticated 
reports of experiments and occurrences 
in France, England, Germany and this 
country, I can remember none where 
the dominant force was so quick, abso
lute, and so completely in harmony (en 
rapport), with so perfect and submissive 
a subject. The bond between this man 
and Elfa is unquestionably hypnosis, but 
of a higher and different order than any 
I have so far met with, or of which I 
have any knowledge ’ through other 
channels. He puts Elfa in the som- 
niscient state by a mere look and light 
touch, and what she is capable pf ac
complishing in that condition is not far 
short of the miraculous. In the course 
of the first week she developed clair
voyant and clairaudient powers that are 
astounding, and day after day her extra
ordinary faculties are increasing and 
developing new phases. When at
mospheric and physical conditions are 
favorable she is able to describe objects 
that are at any distance—in other 
cities, on persons, or in fixed positions. 
She has deciphered writing in unopened • 
letters, that were in houses a mile or 
more away; but more thah that, ’ she 
reads thoughts and impressions in the 
minds of people whom she has never 
seen, and who are far away. She ap
pears to be able to rnn through a record 
of thoughts' in afiother’s mind as if she 
were turning back the leaves of a 
clearly-printed book. She is developing 
a perfect mania for the study of the hu
man brain and mind, and the nervous 
system and magnetic forces, which are 
plainly visible to her. Without any 
special knowledge of anatomy, she gives 
a graphic and comprehensive descrip
tion of auy part of the human system', 
and states with a most convincing air of 
confidence .what parts are in good order 
and which are not. She describes the 
course of vaccine virus or other foreign 
substance through the circulatory sys
tem, tells where it entered the body and 
how far it has progressed. Her descrip
tions of the formation, action and con
dition of a living brain, its throbbing, 
the latent aud dominant characteristics 
determining the direction of its greatest 
usefulness, etc., are beyond the power 
of mortal conception, and however- at 
variance with all’former knowledge of 
the supposed limit of the mind and 
senses, there is such a convincing air of 
genuineness and absolute innocence and

EARTHQUAKES!
Cetsingçr’s Jheory of Their 

■ daiises.

Professor Falb’sShortcomings Ex
' posed.

- — » » WK.Hi, I t
An Important Lesson from Japan.

To the Editor:—On à territory 
about the area of Montana, says the 
New...York 'World, Japan “supports 
40,000,000 people in comparative com
fort. Reckoning our own area at twen
ty-four times that of Japan, this country 
at that rate would support 960,000,000 
people. . .

“Evidently we have as muqh to learn 
about the science of living from the Jap
anese as they have from us, if not more.

“Their condition is, in broad outline, 
a prophecy of what peace and prosperity 
will produce in this and every other 

■country with.the-fertility necessary for 
the support of a large population.

“.We can already see in our own East- 
’ern States that increased population lim
its severely, the production of meats, and 
suggests, what is the,truth, that the- 
trend bf.the world is toward vegetarian
ism. Whether this. is. desirable or not, 
it is inevitable, because the land neces-. 
sary to support a beef will feed a human' 
family an entire year under intensive 
cultivation.

“The Japanese - live largely on the 
cereals, on beans and peas, rice, fish, 
fruit and vegetables. The diet seems 
meagre to us, but they are perhaps' thé 
most comfortable people in the world?’ 
They are, no doubt, the politest and 
kindest to each Mother, and it is very 
hard to be either polite or kind when 
the stomach is not at ease. > "

“Sometimes even here in America, on 
full stomachs, we show each other that 
there is almost limitless room fob the in
crease of merely decent politeness, not 
to speak of kindness. Undoubtedly the 
Japs might teach ris a number of things 
in political and social economy if we 
would let them.” . . . .. .

The general habits of the Japs are un
doubtedly superior to the great mass of. 
people in this country. You can find'no 
such "slums" in Japan as can be wit
nessed in every large city of the United 
States. Spiritualists,even could improve 
themselves by imitating some of the 
habits of the Japanese. A. Jap. -

There has been quite an exodus from 
the quarter -near the shores of New 
York City’s .boundaries, caused by the 
credence-placed by thp people in Prof. 
Falb'"s predictions. I have noticed lately 
in 'The Progressive Thinker that a 
prophet, whb .lays no claim to being in
fallible, has been tampered with by a 
sharp stick in the hands of a thinker, 
wljich causes the former to retort in sar
castic terms which certainly tickle the 
cuticle. But it is these tilts among think
ers, which really take the rough edges 
offIrom partially developed truths and 
ipjperfectibhe, -andbring both up toa 
higher standard. I do love tilts—but 
sandwiched With charity, • not insinua- 
.tjpns. Let,him who is perfect in judg- 
mént,anil never errs, cast reflection upon 
iriy imperfqdtipns, and not until then— 
wfth apologies to the supposed Nazareno 
Thought', .to' be the practice among 
thinkers and. reformers. .

. In this light do I take up the method 
of Prof. Falb, of Vienna. Prophets will 
meet with-doubters and ' other prophets, 
and then .Comes the tiig of war, for there 
la nothingiriore ipfluehtiál in bringing 
ap obscure individual prominently be
fore thinking and runthinkipg people, 
than the exercise of,''the seftpee or the 
gift of prophecy, ‘by prognosticating 
soipe.dife:calamity, -eataclysm or other 
important ;evet|t. .'There is nothing 
which so suddriuly thrusts a prominent 
prophet intp'tbq depths of the deepest 
obliviop, (than the failure of- such prog
nostications; coriíjequently the prophet’s 
Ye'riUtationyjdepeuds (• toptlrely,,,ui)on.-the, 
r^áíizfiílóh of- hi»'hórixbl.e; predictions, 
.even if their-.-success costs lives .and 
property.

The latest prophet venturing out on 
the. sea of chance is Prof. Falb, of 
•Viénna. Hp -predicted a number of 
earthquakes, •which all, more or less, oc
curred within reasonable limits of their 
■specified times. His latest is a predio-' 
tion that the United States will expe
rience an awful cataclysm and tidal wave 
on or abbut-August 30, and September 
29; either of these is liable to cause the 
disappearance of tho city of New York 
and somewhat change the geographical 
aspect# California and Florida. Since 
■his.previous predictions have material
ized in Greeoe and Turkey, his present 
prediction has caused no little uneasi
ness in the States designated in this 
prophecy. But Prof. Falb did not desig
nate any particular place in his previous 
predictions, but simply predicted seismic 
disturbances, without placing them to 
some particular point of occurrence, as 
hé did in his present prediction. Un
doubtedly, Prof. Falb has become more 
bold by the. success he has thus far at
tained, and ventures out with greater 
certainty on the unknown expanse of 
Chance, by now designating the geomet
rical: points where his predicted cata
clysms will occur.

When we once understand the great« 
difficulties In the way of accomplishing 
this part of prophecy, we will at once 
relax our tensioned nerves and trust to 
the great.odds against Prof. Falb’s geo
metrical part of the prophecy—that he 
will fail iri-designating that part of the 
World in which these earthquakes will 
occur. . .

. Prof. Falb has not yet made public 
the system he .uses in-predicting these 
events. He has not yet become thor
oughly satisfied aS to the exact cause of 
the.earthqu'akes, for he first began by 
comparing the positions and juxtaposi- 
tions.oi the earth, moon and planets with 
■thfe seismic disturbances, and found that 
certain juxtapositions always corre
sponded with these-disturbances. When 
this Was found, henmade a prophecy in ac- 
cqrdauce wilt this discovery and suc
ceeded, also several times after, until 
how he is'a real prophet. His system is 
the effect of'stellar influence on the 
earth whén they reach certain co-relar 
tiye positions. This he has not fully ex
plained, because he is trying to fathom 
the jcáüse of this phenomenon. Thus far 
he' has only solved effects. But the 
samé systém which Prof. Falb uses in 
■predicting earthquakes, _ a ' weather 
prophet ih St, Louis, Mo., is also using 
lhpredicting weather and storms, and; 

‘tfiéWrtter has used it for several years 
(siheé Í891). in predicting seasons; conse- 
iquently, the system has simultaneously 
dawned upon several minds through close 
study and .observation. - ’
' The weather prophet is wonderfully 
súpeéssfüL The writer has made "sea
sori; prognostications” which material
ized fully, but owing-to one of the un
knowable things which often occur in 
this fecience, the' designated parts of the 
country'failed to get the share allotted 
.tó’.them in these predictions, but oc
curred in other parts owing to this error. 
ImMhy, 1893,1 predicted a dry and hot 
summer: for the northern part of the 
United-States, with, cyclones and floods 
for the southern part. But it was com
paratively a cool summer, for us. while 
the southern- States received all as pre
dicted. !• found upon investigation that 
thejgas weHs had'been spouting stupen
dous volumes,of carbonic gas,’ and this 
had accumulated above us—being a 
native of /these States—causing ah ab-

sorption of the heat rays, while in 
Europe, where therg’ are no gas wells, 
they had tbe greatest drouth known in 
60 years. It can be seen,that a prophet 
must eyen contend with .these gqses in 
order to prognosticate seasons correctly; 
consequently, not desiring to hang my 
reputation on such slender threads, I 
have retired from the field for the 
present.

Since nohe of the other prophets have 
given the causes to these phenomena, I 
will give them as I have studied them 
out, tor the same causes which decide 
our s.toi’ms and deluges cause our earth
quakes) hence this is Professor. Frilb’s 
system, used in his predictions. 
Whether my brother scientists have ad
vanced more or less than I in this sci
ence, I am unable to tell.

The atmospheric disturbances can all 
be traced to an inequality of conditions 
based upon the law, of vibration, whose 
particular scope Ues within the bounda
ries of dynamic force or magnetism (at
traction and repulsion).

Orthodox astronomers and astro
physicists claim that the planets give 
forth certain colors on account of the 
specific gases which , the - particular 
planet holds in suspension; thus certain 
lines are observed in the spectroscope. 
I claim this is an error. For color can 
be produced by a certain volume and 
intensity of vibrations, irrespective of 
gases. And how do the astro-physicists 
know but what it is the vibrations of a 
particular element which causes certain 
color effects, and not the specific ele
mentary matter itself? They know it 
not.

Consequently, Mars sheds a red color 
because its volume and intensity of dy
namic force, in which it is enveloped, 
pulsates with a velocity so as to produce 
a red phenomenon. Saturn has a lesser 
volume of this dynamic force, hence 
sheds a color of yellow, which is not so 
intense as red. The earth is a, pink star 
to-the Marsians. Venus is slightly be
low the standard of Saturn, shedding at 
cream color. Each of these placets has 
a given number of pulsations in a given 
time, while the pulsations of the mobn 
can be observed through a telescope. 
The earth also is enveloped in this at- 

forcei-in .wjjjçli :jt 
is‘a nucleus, consequently is surrounded 
by belts of dynamic forcé, aslndicatod 
figuratively in , the dtagriam. •-TheSo 
belts are also those of Jupiter, Uranus 
and Saturn. When Venus, the moon 
and Saturn reach certain positions and 
juxtapositions, so that the vibratory em
anations of these planets follow the ob
lique rays of the sun directly to the 
dynamic planes of our earth, then the 
great volume of dynamic force,suddenly 
given the earth, must find room for 
action, hence a crowded condition arises 
in the bowels of the earth, and in its 
endeavor to equalize withjSpaçe it causes 
a vibration and displacement of earth’s 
crust and interior, and this is an earth
quake; consequently earthquakes, in 
tno present state of our world’s develop
ment, arise from external causes. Such 
a juxtaposition has and will occur on 
August 30, and September 29, conse
quently the prediction followed.

But when Professor Falb endeavors to 
place the exact point of occurrence, he 
overrides the boundaries of possibility 
in science, and for this .reason: The 
earth revolves on its axisi^-t a great 
rate and also moves in-'ilsTown-orbit; 
likewise does the moon, Venus and 
Saturn. We must now find the exact 
location when that part of the United 
States is en rapport with these planets 
and the oblique sun rays on the date 
given above. That he himself is uncer
tain as to the time of day they will 
occur I will prove by the fact that he 
has included the Eastern and Western 
coasts of the United States; for, if they 
occur in the daytime in California, then 
they will reverberate to1 New York 
(which means night in California), at 
night; if they occur in the daytime in 
New York, then they will reverberate to 
California. Thus the shrewd professor 
has designated so as to make,-jt. a “sure 
thing,” for he will get the necessary ob
lique sun rays either at one place or the 
Qther. Since themoôn's effects aré mostly 
focused on the ocean,’the stirewd pro
fessor has picked oqt the coasts instead 
of inland, because the moon is the neces
sary medium for these7 'planetary influ
ences to our earth. Consequently it can. 
be seen that -Prof. Falty.depends more 
on the manner in which îïê'liriï"fortified 
his prediction than he does On his math
ematical and geometrical : ability to 
bring the occurrences' to théir desig
nated locations. .

For the sake of science, I hope he will 
succeed in a modified manner, and if 
the planets affect oür world in this man
ner, then they affect sensitive man also, 
in a way corresponding .to his. nature.

Detroit, Mich. E. Ç. G$TSINGER.

Duty of Every Splrifiiallst.
To the Editor:—I herewith inclose 

one dollar for 'The Progressive 
Thinker for another year. I am'sixty
seven years of age,'and’am very poor, 
and have nothing, only what .1 earn at 
hard labor, but I will have the paper as 
long as I live. I do hot believe that 
poverty or hard times is-a reasonable 
excuse for not taking The Progressive 
Thinker, and I also believe it is the 
duty of every true Spiritualist to sub-

A LADY TO THE FRONT.
Honored by Being Elected, 

to an Office. ’
And^fet a Spiritualist.

THANKS HER FRIENDS—A FEW WORDS 
FROM MRS, BLACK—SOME SPECIMEN 
LETTERS OF CONGRATULATION.

27ie Daily Canionian, of Canton, Ill., 
contains the following:

The following card from Mrs. Carrie 
McCall Black speaks for itself—and in 
clear and ringing tones: .

"Editor Canionian: You have been so 
kind, so courteous, and withal, so true, 
permit me to ask space in your valuable 
columns to return thanks for the numer
ous written and verbally-expressed con
gratulations which poured in Monday 
evening until 11 o’clock, and all day 
Tuesday, and still the mail brings me 
some this morning.

"These expressions demonstrate to 
me the sanction of the principles of 
right. I hope ever to be an instrument 
broad enough to touch the skirts of all 
issues, with liberality sufficient to deal 
ever with equal rights, and justice to 
all, regardless of politics or religion. I 
promise you, capability is the one and 
only question—moral character assured 
—thai'(will be asked by me in the search 
of instructors for our children, •

“I shall remember why and how our 
public schools were fpunded. I shall re
member they are not. Protestant or 
Catholic. If people , are not strong 
enough in their religion to implant it on 
their offspring at home and in the 
church, and need a sectarian school to 
do it, then, my brothers and sisters (for 
the church of humanity is mine, and 
you are all my brothers and sisters), if 
you must have a sectarian school, go 
down in your sectarian pocket and pay 
for it. For, remember, there will al- 
*ways be men and women of principle 
strong enough to demand, if need be, 
equal rights to all isitas—with no favor 
to any one ism. We have a free public 

■school, supported by a public fund, and 
it must be by the people, for the people. 
I thank you, my supporters. ’

"C. McCall Black.”
Of the congratulatory letters which 

she has received, Mrs. Black permits 
the Canionian to print this, from a mem
ber of the Baptist church:

“My dear madam: As one of your 
friends and earnest supporters in the 
election of last Monday, 1 wish to tender 
to you my sincere and heartfelt congrat
ulations over your splendid success. For 
myself, I feel that I have cause for re
joicing in this, that the choice has fallen 
on one who is worthy of it, in every re
spect; who is broad enough in mind and 
culture to know that all the good or all 
the bad, is not confined within any one 
church or creed; who has the courage, 
as I believe, to„ repel the insolent de- 
mandjMf.bigotry and intolerance.

“I will1 not add more. I can only say 
that I am glad, beyond the power of 
words to express.”

Brother Jones is a true Spiritualist, 
and though poor in this world’s goods, 
he is rich spiritually,and in consequence 
must have The ProgressivEjThinker. 
There are thousands of well-to-do Spir
itualists who take no Spiritualist paper 
—yea; millions- of them? They do 
nothing to advance the cause. '

LETTER FROM PHILADELPHIA.
To the Editor:—I inclose the above 

clipping, which, I think, will interest 
Í’ou; at least it will after you read my 
eiter. This lady is a beautiful being, 

and an inspirational speaker. Her 
mediumship is self-developed, and is 
held truly sacred. Her mother and 
father were both Spiritualists. She is 
young, honest and ambitious, constantly 
working for tho progress of Spiritualism. 
While only three years ago the Spiritu
alists were but few in number in Canton 
(town of 8,000), yet to-day they are num
bered by the score, simply through her 
influence. It is common and constant 
for her to throw open her double parlors 
at home for the gathering of the people. 
She will usually have a quartette of 
singers, sho being one of the number. 
She gives tho invocation, then a lecture, 
which at times are truly eloquent. Mrs. 
Black is the first lady school director 
elected; the first for any office in that 
city.' '

Now.I. believe one of the most forceful 
ways to advance and elevate our cause 
is the noticing the honor in which some 
Spiritualists’ht home are held because 
of their open, pure, honest work in the 
cause. It series tp stimulate other peo
ple’s belief and qctjpns, and that is 
what you áre laboring'for.

Geo. D. Tyler.
Philadelphia, Pa. _______
A loving heart is the truest wisdom.— 

Dickens.
Too much gravity argues a shallow 

mind.—Lavater.
Lying is a certain mark of cowardice. 

—Southern. ‘ •
Mán while he loves is never quite de

praved.—Lamb.
Wé never live; we are always in the 

expectation of living.—Voltaire.' ■
Good is no good, but if It be speinfl; 

God giveth good .for , no other end.— 
Spenser. ’ » ' , .

We cannot think too highly of our' 
nature, nor too humbly of ourselves.— 
Colton. . . .

Prefer loss before unjust gain; for 
that brings grief but once: this forever.: 
Child. ' • :.■’■’■

Nature has placed me here; she shall 
not lead me away. She will not hate 
her work.—Goethe. ■ ■ v . ■

A man’s own good breeding is the' befet 
security against other .people’s ill-man
ners.—Chesterfield. . '
, ¡ Like many other'virtues, ^hospitality 
is practiced,, in its perfection, by the 
poor.—Mrs. Kirkland. • ■
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Haslett Park Camp-Meeting, 
r i Michigan.

Since the last writing we have had a 
week of much pleasure and profit. 
Tuesday was occupied with the State 
Association celebration. . The annual 
meeting was held in Lansing, August 
13, the officers and delegates returning 
here in the evening. Tuesday morning, 
Mr, Moulton, president, delivered a 
strong lecture, showing in the most con. 
elusive manner, that local, State and 
national organizations have each a separ
ate and distinctive work to perform, 
although they should be united in effort’s 
and interests. The address was an ef
fective one in behalf of concerted wprk 
on the part of Spiritualists for self-pro
tection and attainment, The rostrum 
was occupied in the afternoon by Mrs. 
H. S. Lake, who delivered a grand lec
ture on spiritual unfoldment,. dwelling 
upon the power of mediumship, and 
closing by taking the slates on which 
was procured that remarkable manifes
tation of slate-writing and message from 
A. Lincoln and reading it word by word, 
and affirmed that it bore the stamp of 
Lincoln’s individuality, maintaining that 
the only way to identify a spirit was by 
his or her work.

In the evening a symposium was held 
as the closing exercise of tho State 
Association. Woman’s Day and its fine 
programme has already been mentioned. 
Next came a rousing lecture by Dr. A. 
B. Spinney. It was fully appreciated 
and highly applauded. Mr. D. P. Dewey ' 
gave the next lecture to an enthusiastic 
audience.

Saturday, Edgar W. Emerson greeted 
us again; also on Sunday morning and 
afternoon. Mr. Emerson’s lecture bore 
directly on the main points in Spiritual
ism, his last address being on “Medium
ship, the bed-rock of Spiritualism.” It 
was an able exposition of the subject, 
and it did not seem inappropriate when 
ho asked the audience for a collection 
for the Mediums’ Home (located here), 
from which a handsome sum was real
ized. In the evening Mr. Emerson led 
in a seance for the same purpose. He 
was assisted by .Mrs. Minnie Carpenter, 
Mrs. Soreiter and Mr. Dewey, all of 
whom did excellent work. ■

The attendance on this day was good; 
over 1,700 passed through the gates in 
addition to the regular campers.

Mr. Emerson is a great favorite here, 
as elsewhere. He left here for Clinton, 
Iowa, thence to Ottumwa. The annual 
meeting of the Mediums’ Protective 
Union occurred the 20th. The following 
officers were.elected: Dr. A. W. Edson, 
president; C. E. Dent, vice-president; 
Effie F. Josselyn, secretary; M. A. Root, 
treasurer, and one member of the board 
of directors, H. ,1. Champion.

The entertainments are fine, partici
pated in by cultivated talent.

Mrs. Agnes Tuttle has been here for 
nearly a month, visiting Miss Clair 
Tuttle. She left this morning for her 
home, in Berlin Heights, in company 
with her cousin, Mrs Jennie Fowler. 
We regretted their departure very 
much, as well as many others.

Only a few tents have thus far been re
moved, and we still have a very largo 
camp and a good time in prospect for the 
balance of the week.
j Fraternally yours, .

Jerry Bricker.

The Cause in Boston.
To the Editor:—The Spiritualistic 

movement is rather quiet here just now, 
save with the campers, who are agitating 
themselves over the demand for newer 
labor in the field, younger speakers, or 
rather, to put the fact in a nutshell, they 
are clamoring like healthy, hungry, 
young children for fresher Spiritual 
food; for a setting forth of fearless 
thought in the right plaee, which de
mand is born of much promise, and sug
gestive of an awakened activity which 
has slumbered long enough. Tho Spir
itualists of the Hub have an individual
ity of their own, and must be classed in 
several groups. Seemingly first for 
greeting arc the sign-seekers, who sleep 
through an earnest appeal from the 
spirit, and flock to the front seats of any 
and every little meeting they may find, 
demanding a sign and yet other signs 
from the advertising medium, whose 
private seances they ignore, hoping to 
secure at a public hall that for which' 
they are well able to pay these faithful 
workers manyjtimes a fee. while strang
ers and would-be Converts are crowded 
to the wall by these, who have been, 
always will be, so-called Spiritualists; 
yet these signs, good in themselves, are 
not the one thing needful to a healthful 
soul and an active spirit. (One word 
might be said to these well-meaning 
Spiritualistic brethren of the besetting 
sin of selfishness, but enough.)

Then comes the class, with whom ev
ery worker is familiar, who love to ba 
entertained with the honeyed phrases of 
their prosperity, or with the “anecdote 
of experience,” but who turn askance 
when the needs, failings and necessities 
among our members are held naked and 
quivering to the light of an impartial 
truth.

There are those who see, but turn dis
mayed from the ranks, lest they sacrifice 
a dollar or a name, and withdraw as 
turncoats; fearing either criticism, or 
labor, or both.

'Lastly, come the few, the shining 
lights whose unswerving armorial sig
net is ever worn and whose hearty hand
shake and according spirits are the car 
bles which hold the gaps from .bursting 
our ranks asunder, and whose whole
some sympathies are the inspiring lights 
which send their rays of. encouragement 
into the hearts of-the workers. Of these 
let there be more. ■ -■ . . .

. Fraternally yours, ■ 
Jas.'W. Magoon, M. D, 

183 Dudley street, Boston, Mass
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“Yçb; to you rather than to anyone I knpw.

Hood’s?* Cures

CHAPTER XI.

ike you nervous?

Jim.Pleasant Park.

Researches ' in Oriental History.

One

next morning he started for Pocky

CHAPTER XII.
HI

Marcella & Co.

5 sources of human ignor- The Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend 
It is a profound and able Them. By Moses Hull. A. beautiful essay

clearly indicates the sources of human ignor
ance .and. misery.

in the line of refined spiritual thought and
progression. Paper, 25 cents; doth, 50 cts,

The 
Nest.

Hood's Pills cure all Liver Ills, Biliousness, 
Constipation, Bick Headache, Indigestion.

I 
a

them pay me fair! 
“Doesn’t such

classics of free thought It eloquently advo
cates the best'interests of mankind, and

BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.
Fol. IUmo, 407 Pages, Cloth, *I.M> 

GENERAL DIVISION.

ter In my life. I can 
work hard, eat heart
ily and sleep well. ‘ 
My wife says there 
is nothing like Hood’s 
Sarsaparilla. Can’t 
John W. Sntdeb, 

Remember,

, , , -J ‘ > - . „ . .

J“”’ ' ,
“You may,” he answered gratefully.
When they returned, the watchful mother 

saw itwos all settled between them.

Mr. Vane’s Vain Scheme. 
[CONCLUDED. ]' '

Mr. Marcella hurried to the store. He en

give a seance to everybody at any time, and 
have to be honest an’d'^nyso; and I am at

her^ovvn purpose, or make a dollair of ‘ money. 
It Would not be right to trust” her; foi' one

BY EMMA MINER,
Author of “Bars and Thresholds,” “Led,” 

and other stories. ■

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT* 
zi. cilium—«O-called—from tu Inception «1 Hyde,, 
rille. N. Y., Including the exnMlence« of the Fox F«m- 
Ily, »plrltuaiHUc «nd otherwise, could not fill to bo 
very interesting, and the Interest is intensified when 
that account is written by one of the Fox Sistera. 
Such is tbe fact in this Instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after ber marriage with 
Daitfel Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated In a most entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
most important part of tbe history of the great Spirit* 
ual mdvement which now numbers its votaries by 
niilllons. Every Spiritualist should have

"THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life. 
The volume Is enriched with ».number of fine en
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family«

Price, S1.5O. For sale at this office.

work. In one volume; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 
75 cents, ~ । : .

-- -

“I am going over to Little Cave;forftfew , ..
more shells,'mother. I may not have another I can/trits# yoV'. I 
day so fine before wq go home. I shall not be ” ‘

Must Praise Hood’s
“ I was troubled 

with Dyspepsia, and 
was in such a condl- 
tion I could not waUc. 

. In a weelc alter I 
commenced taking 
Hood’s • Sarsaparilla

I Felt Better!
8|nce taking Jour bob- 

dk 7 tics I am perfectly
•' '. cured—never felt bet-

meeting her mother at the door of her room, ] “Will ÿôu give her to me if I can win her?" 
she said: ........... ...jhesaid, . ,.v

heard anything unless she did. - I think her 
testimony might be relied upon to assist in 
unraveling .certain ..cases.

“On the other hand, look at Mrs. Echo. 
With- equally riemarkable powers, she ’ would 
use them in her own interest, or what she fan
cied to be her interest. She is malicious anc 
revengeful, therefore not to be trusted to deal 
with anyone. She would not care’'whose home' 
or happiness she destroyed if she could-only 
succeed in carrying' her ppifit, to accomplish

tered his office without manifesting any of thè 
anxiety he felt.

“Have you seen anything of Vane-round 
here lately?" he casually inquired of one of j 
Ahe clerks.

■ “Yes; Mr. Vane was here to-day, in the . 
garly part of the afternoon.” '

Mr. Marcella was startled. 1
“Does he come in often?” 1
“No; not very often. He was here a week ' 

ago, and three or four days before that I 
haven't seen him since he left Until then.”

Mr. Marcella remembered he was away on 
both occasions. The clerk passed on. Mr. 
Marcella sat wondering how he could best 
make an examination of the premises without 
exciting suspicion, when Mr. Emmons came 
into the office, closing the door behind him. 
He looked anxious and worried.
. “I want to speak to you about a matter; 
ferhaps I am unduly suspicious, but Mr. Vane 

as been here three times recently. 1 was out' 
pn business both the first times, but to-day, 
when I came in, I happened to go down 
Stairs, and I saw him just coming away. I 
feel as if something is wrong. What busi
ness has he to come here anyhow, especially 
to go prowling around down stairs? I stopped 
right there and watched him. He went up to 
the porter and talked with him a little while, 
but I don’t believe that was what he was down 
there for."

“I’m glad you have spoken of it. I don’t 
Want Vane hanging around here, and what’s 
more, I won’t have it Suppose you and I 
take a little trip down stairs and examine the 
premises!"

Together they went to the basement They 
found materials arranged to start a fire in two 
places, and a slow fuse connecting with each, 
teaching to the base of the elevator well. As 
It was nearly time to close, it would, if not 
disturbed, do its work thoroughly before dis
covery. The materials were very carefully 
arranged, showing a nice calculation in all de
tails. It would have been quite impossible 
for a stranger to have had access to that part 
of the house.

They looked at each other in amazement 
•nd horror. The fuse was extinguished at 
once, but the rest was allowed to remain as 
evidence of the purpose. A watchman was 
placed over it, that it might not be disturbed, 
and Mr. Marcella and Mr. Emmons returned 
to the office for a consultation on the matter.

“It is fortunate you happened to be here," 
said Mr. Emmons.

“Yes; but I was sent here. I didn’t intend 
to return to the store to-day. I will tell you 
something." Then he related the incidents 
of the afternoon. The recital added another 
chapter to Mr. Emmons’ proof of communica
tion between the two worlds.

“Now I must attend to Vane. I wonder if 
he would be staying with Mrs. Ames?”

“He is accustomed to stay at the National 
When he is in the city,” said Mr. Emmons.

I The usual preliminaries were attended to, 
end an officer was sent to find Mr. Vane. He 
was arrested at a railroad station just as he 
was about to board a train.

He was taken to a police station, where he 
was soon confronted by Mr. Marcella. Mr. 
Vane denied the charge.

Mr. Marcella determined on a bold stroke.
“You were seen to place the stuff there, 

Vane. Its of no use for you to try to dodge 
it." *

Mr. Vane broke down at once and con
fessed hia guilt He begged to be let free.

• “No,” said Mr. Marcella firmly. “You 
have done mischief enough in your day. You

could not be certain whether her message 
came straight from the Spirit-world, or whether 
it was the concoction of her own malicious 
brain.”

“Thatall sounds very reasonable," said Mr.- 
Marcella. ‘ ‘Perhaps the time will come when 
some attention will be paid to these matters, 
and to the possibilities of help -which might 
come if it could be faithfully carried out,’” '

At this moment Mrs. Millis came in. She 
was given a short account of the conversation, 
omitting the allusion to personal names.

। ‘There is really more dependence placed 
upon mediums in such work—detective work, 
I mean—than most people would be willing 
to believe. Many detectives get valuable clhes 
from mediums. There is one who consults me 
regularly, and I am able, so he says, to help 
him. He gets all the glory, and generally the 
larger part of the wampum; though some of

gone long,"
Alma walked leisurely down to the beach, 

swinging her basket carelessly.
Mr. Marcella concluded that now was the 

time, whether it was “the accepted time” br 
lot. We will not record all the conversation. 
Suffice it to say he endeavored to impress his 
wishes upon her bewildered mind. He told 
her of his desire to make, her his wife from 
the first time he saw her. .. .

“But I have known you such a short time, 
and it all seems so strangely sudden,” she 
said. ' : '"" ‘J
.. “IVell, I have thought of it, and I don’t 
want to give up my purpose unless you sayT 
must; and then I shall not give it up, for I 
am a very determined man when I get set 
about anything,” '

“Now,, just listen to. me,” he.continued.’ 
“After you have thought it over soberly, you 
may,'perhaps, feel inclined to consent,” '

“j heard you speaking about going back w 
Mrs, Adams. She is a good woman, but j 
can’t Jjear to think of you as going back there. 

’Stay here!. through September, then marry md5 
and go to my house—our house, I mean. I 
have, a good one on 0—avenue. The fam
ily who have been living there are at present 
in Europe,, They will be home in September,3 
and can make other arrangements; then we 
can live there. It’s a nice place—-eighteen or 
twenty rooms —all in good , order; large 
enough for the whole of the family.” She 
looked up,at hini inqiiiringly,,, '■

“I mean for Alma and Mr. Emmons.” ?
“What! Do you think that is a foregone 

conclusion?" she asked with solicitude;
“Of course it is. A blind person could

“But oh! I don’t want to leave you after 
all,” cried Alma that night, as they were dis
cussing the engagement, ...

Mrs. Andrus inferred that Mr, Emmons 
had not been informed of Mr. Marcella's plans 
in regard to them; but she said nothing, pre-, 
ferring that Mr, Emmons should learn them 
in Mr. Marcella’s own way. r-

Mr. Emmons returned next day light of 
heart? Mr. Marcella had no need to ask a 
qUe'àtfôn. ' Ho'tendered his congratulations a|. 
once. Theh he unfolded his plans to the sur- 
priséd and happy young man. -

>‘I don’t know how to thank you, but I will 
fplflll my part of the contract," he said grate
fully: ' ; ' . '
‘ ' “If all these things which have happened 
tous could be printed, it would read like a 
«jmaiicé, wouldn't it?” hé said to Mr. JMfflr-, 
cella.1 ' ' ,. . ,.

;;‘‘3d it would;’ and to faring ohe of the cbap- 
tprs. td, hn nntiiual conclusion,, 1 think W Diust' 
arrange to hàvé à double wedding. We ottep 
hear of two friends or two sisters wedding tfie 
same'day‘.-but thé Wedding of a mother and 
daughter is an Unusual occurrence.7 AYe must 
arrange for it, my-boy!" ’

Mother land daughter were consulted and 
consented? ¿ The wedding tçqk place at Rocky 
Nest, and-the happy--pairs made their bridal

asked Mr. Emmons. • '»■
' 'No; for as a general thing it is given me 

in such a way I do not understand the details, 
and, of course, I do not know the parties 
concerned, although I am able to make them 
understand about it."

Mr. Marcella turned toward Mrs. Millis as 
she concluded her remarks,

< ‘Now, Mrs. Millis, I was intending to go 
to coll upon you to-morrow. I want to give 
you a little token to show you that I appreci
ate the service you have done me in saving my 
store from fire. Please take this.” He 
offered her a check for fi^ hundred dollars.

Mrs. Millis was silent for a few moments 
from sheer astonishment.

“I don’t know that I ought to take it,” she 
said; “but if you could only know how I have 
worried at times to know how I would be able 
to pay my room rent, or just where my next 
dinner would come from, you wouldn’t won
der that I want to keep it. ”

“You must keep it, of course,” he replied. 
“But may I ask you one question? If it has 
been so hard for you, why have you remained. 
in the business?”

“Because I can’t seem to do anything else. 
Sometimes I get almost discouraged; anc 
then, when I have been able to do some good, 
I am thankful to have the gift I cannot

pecuniary loss on account of it. Of course I 
cannot make up a story for the sake of saying 
something, so I have to let them go.”

“You are quite right to do so,” said Mrs. 
Adams. “I wish there were more like you.”

‘ ‘Well, there are a great many such—dote 
than we know of. They suffer in many ways, 
but they do good. "

“Sooner or later, however, the truth and 
right will prevail. Water always finds its 
level, ” said Mr. Marcella.

“I expect Mrs. Andrus and Alma back in 
about tefi days," said Mrs. Adams, after à 
little pause in the conversation. “I shall be 
glad to have them here again.” This was said 
as the gentlemen were leaving. Mr. Marcella 
said “he would be glad to see them also,” but 
lis thought was this:

“I must go down before they come home 
and try my fate. ” , <- •

see it. And I will say this much to you: The 
day Emmons marries Alma will see him made 
a partner in my business. It will be one of 
my wedding presents to him; so he had better 
hurry up and get the date fixed, for I need 
him badly.”

“Well, you seem to have got it all planned1,’5 
said Mrs. Andrus, with a smiling air of resig
nation. ;

“It is well planned, too, isn’t it? What 
could be better? Now, in the language of 
Dickens’ immortal friends, ‘let's be a com
fortable couple. ’ ”

Mrs. Andrus laughed and flushed a little.
“Is this a strange wooing?" he asked. 

' 'Just remember. I am a strange man and 
never wooed before. I haven’t got used to 
it"

“I know you are kind and good,” she re
plied.

“Then trust me for taking good care Of 
you," he answered soberly, all traces of mer
riment vanishing. ‘

Mrs. Andrus looked searchingly into his 
face. She felt she could trust him. ' ■'

“I will,” she answered gravely. And so 
that part of the nqatter was settled. - ’ 
.. Mr. Marcella returned to the city the next1 
day, and confidentially informed Mr. Emmdns 
of his engagement; and added: “1 thinkT 
can spate you if you want to go down for a 
day.”

Mr. Emmons grew suddenly pole and 
dropped into a chair.

“I haven’t the least idea Alma would marry 
me," he said.

“Why not?”
“O, because I want her so badly, I sup

pose.”
“Well, of course, I don't know. I didn’t 

get a hint on the subject; but if I were in 
your place I’d try my luck, ” said Mr. Marcella 
encouragingly. k'

The next morning Alma thought her mother 
seemed a little preoccupied.

“I think I will begin to get some of our 
belongings together to-day, mother, so we 
shall not need to feel so hurried toward the 
last of our stay.”

As Mrs. Andrus made no reply, Alma 
turned to look at her. She saw that some
thing had happened; what, she could not di
vine. She waited for her to speak.

“I think we need not hurry, Alma. We 
may possibly remain here through Septem
ber.” o

Surprise and pleasure were pictured on 
Alma’s face.

“And I may as well tell you now; Mr. 
Marcella and I are engaged to marry, and we 
shall go from here to our own home. ’’ '

If the ocean had suddenly rolled over Alma 
she could not have been more overwhelmed. 
She stood so long looking at her mother in 
amazement, Mrs. Andrus began to fear ahe 
was paralyzed.

“Well, of all things! I> thankful!” was 
her first exclamation. .

tour directly home. ‘ .
Mn Marcella's home and $utse wpreeyet 

open for the good of the cause of Spiritualism, 
in which he had learned devoutly to believe.

So had they» been led through trials to 
yeace; through struggling ■'unbelief to an as- 
lurance of the guidance of the loved ones 
upon the other shore.

(THE END.)

Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, Iowa.
Another week has passed away pleasantly at 

this camp, the interest and attendance increas
ing with each successive week.' The lectures 
of Prof. Lockwood closed last evening, and we 
hear nothing but words of praise for the able 
work done by him upon this camp ground. 
Mrs. Sheehan, who has done admirable work, 
both as a speaker and presiding officer, took 
her departure last evening for her home, bear
ing with her'the love and best wishes of many 
friends.
i The weather is now superb for camping, and 
we shall indeed have the best of the wine at 
the last of the feast. Willard J. Hull made 
his initial bow for the present season before a 
large audience at 2:30 p. m. Sunday, and gave 
one of his most radical discourses. As usual 
he strikes right out from the shoulder and it 
behooves every tenderfoot to get out of range 
of the chips which fly, or take the chances of 
getting hit. With himself and Edgar W. 
Emerson for the closing week of the meeting,* 
we are anticipating a feast of good things, and 
are sure pf ..not being.disappointed.

Among the .many new arrivals we are 
pissed io gee thpfapeof Mrs. Lockwood, who 
tow piany iriendsi at this camp, while the un, 
expected, advent 'of Mrs. J. R. Francis was 
bailed with genuine: delight by every one of her 
acquaintances. The only regret, is that she 
could not remain, but we hope she was suffi
ciently pleased to come again and remain 
longer. M. A. Griffin, whom we all know as 
one of the old reliables, is also with us for a 
fewdays.

The annual election of officers took place 
Friday, the 17th, resulting in a complete 

. .oljumge management, the new officers 
starting oftt. vtith a;/determination to work for 
Spiritualism on the..haste of justice and good- 
jri.ll,,.to all concerned. Personal spite and 
petty prejudices do noj, ..form a good working 
basis, apd with the new order of things, it is

A Voice from Vicksburg, Mich.
The tentii annual damp-meeting held , to 

Eraser’s Giòve; opened Atìgust 10th, with a . 
;ood Attendance. The first lecture was deliv- 
ired Sunday nibrning, August 12th, by E. W. 
Sprague, of Jamestown, N. Y., with which all 
Who listened to his good words were delighted. 
, Ie àteo delivered lectures Sunday, Tuesday, 
Wednesday and Thursday afternoons, each pf 
Which he followed with character readings and 
tests.

Thursday evening he gave a very interest
ing and satisfactory entertainment, consisting 
of platform teats and readings. Mr. Sprague 
has won the' hearts of the campers by his gen
ial manners, and he will be greatly missed 
when he leaves our camp for other fields of 
labor.

The first dancing party of the season oc
curred Friday evening at the auditorium, and 
it was a very successful and enjoyable affair. 
The Star Orchestra presided, and those who 
were too old or rheumatic to indulge in the 
“terpàichòrean art” blight enjoy the rich mel
ody produced by the musicians.

■ On Saturday, Hon. L. V. Mohlton, the 
“learned and logical lawyer," qf Grand Rap
ids, arrived in camp, and in the afternoon 
gaVe the people one of his practical, reasona
ble, common sense lectures.

The second Sunday of the camp-meeting 
dawned bright and beautiful and by ten 
o’clock every available seat in the spacious 
auditorium Was filled with eager listeners to 
Mr. Moulton; In the afternoon the hall could 
not aecojnmodate the audience, so the lecture 
was given from the rostrum out of doors, be
neath the stately old oaks. This lecture was 
followed with tests by Mr. Sprague, who is al
ways so heartily welcomed.

Oùr gracious chairman, Mrs. E. C. Wood
ruff, of South Haven, is the inspiration of the 
camp. Site seems to impart to others some of 
the sweetness and kindness of her own spirit 
Mro. Lora Hursen is the musical director, and 
her charming productions greatly enhance the 
interest of the meetings. The far-famed 
James Riley, of Marcellus, arrived in camp 
yesterday And will now give seances on the 
grounds. Mr. King, another’celebrated ma
terializing medium, will also be with us this 
week.

There are ht the present writing about forty, 
tents on toe grounds, all of which are oocu- 
pied, besides most of the rooms in the hotel. 
The outiOok now is, that this will be the 
grandest meeting ever held in this beautiful 
gtove, for the best is yet to come. And so 
toe good work gbes on in spite of opposition. 
All honor and praise to toe nohle little woman 
at the helm. Mabel O. Fbasxb. '

help praising Hood’s.” 
Saville, Pennsylvania.

YOU SHOULD
Have a çppy

Guide," It contain? 9 lec
ture on’ Astro-Maoitetic 
Treatment by £40?, 
ney H. Richmond; It is 
Indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imfonu you where to 
firocure Specific remedies 
br the Absolute Cure of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral GuidEeenton 
receipt of stamp.

L» J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, HL

confidently hoped that this association will 
move forward in harmony and with a view to 
.the best interests of the cause. The newly- 
elected officers are: President, Alonzo Thomp- 
sqft, of Omaha; vice-president, Dr. C. R. 
.Ripke, of Keokuk; secretary, Will 0. Hodge, 
of Chicago; treasurer, Isaac Millisack, of Ot
tumwa, re-elected. The two new trustees are 
Hiram Eddy, of DeKalb, and Miss M. E. 
Foster, of Clinton. We consider ourselves 
fortunate in having for president s good, level
headed business man, which is a matter of 
prime importance in any organization. We 
realize the mistakes of the past, and having 
gained wisdom by experience, we will strive 
to avoid. them in the future. With malice to
ward nope and charity for all, we shall strive 
to make the camp-meeting for 1895 the largest 
and best ever held upon the grounds of Mount

‘Temple Talks, by One of the Magi,” 
is a series of papers, bound in stiff cover, is
sued by the Hermetic' Publishing 0o., 619 
Jackson boulevard,' Chicago, Ill. Price, by 
mail, 11.25. k, >
. The 'invisible Master of Wisdom, or “One 
of the Magi," who »the author of these pa
pers, in them has striven to apply the ancient 
knowledge to the needs of the present living. 
The subject-matter was given privately, twice 
a month, through trance-mediumship, and is 
considered by all advanced Spiritualists as 
very strong and instructive. There are twenty- 
four of them. They are condensed, terse and 
well worth the price. It was not the inten
tion, at.the first, to publish them, but the de
mand has been so incessant and pressing that 
the publishers have, at last, consented to put 
out a limited edition, of which nearly a quar
ter was sold in advance of publication. W. P. 
Pfeelon, M. D-, has edited the volume, which 
is a guarantee for readable and sensible Eng
lish.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND— ’ ‘

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This 1b & most valuable book. It comes from an 21 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, and whi 
knows what be Is talking about. Everybody sbouli 
rend it. Price, |1.00. It contains tho following chap 
ters:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the burrenderof Womanly Sell 

respect in tbe Confessional.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for til 
Priest.

CHAPTER III.
Tbe Confessional la tbe Modern Sodom.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made eta] 

by Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER V.

Tbe highly-educated and refined Woman in the Cob 
fessloual—Wfiat becomes of her after uncondltloB 
al surrender—Her Irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties M 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession bo tolerated among Civil' 
ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to tho Boult 

CHAPTER IX.
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegioui 

Imposture.
CHAPTER X.

God compels tbe Church of Rome to confess tht 
Abominations of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER XI.
Auricular Confession la Australia, America, aot 

France.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Leglri^ors. Husj 
bands and Fathers—Some of tho matters oh whica 
the Priest of Rome must Question bls Penitent*

Bent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism. Vs*

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

" Secrets of the Convent Re
duction in Price.

,.The price of the remainder of the editiop of 
this book will be sold to meet the demand of 
“hard times” prices, and allow those who wish 
to use it, as so many have already done, in 
awakening the people to the plotting villainy 
of the Catholic church. Price, postpaid, 16 
cents; four copies, 60 cents. Address Hud
son Tuttle, Berlin Heights, Ohio.

ought to be shut up for the safety of young 
girls and buildings. It isn’t as if it were the 
first mistake of a young man. It is the pure 
cussedness of an old man. I shall not let yon 
off." .

Mr. Vane had his trial and received his 
sentence. None of them heard of him after 
that time. Mr. Marcella deposited a sum of 
money with the prison officials to be given 
Mr. Vane upon his release, to help him start 
fairly again, if he wished to do so; but beyond 
that he had no interest in him.

Mrs. Adams, Mr. Marcella and Mr. Em
mons,sat chatting over the incident after Mr. 
Vane had been committed to prison.

“I wonder if the time will ever come when 
the testimony of a clairvoyant will be admitted 
in court?" said Mr. Emmons.
‘ “Probably not,” replied Mrs. Adams. 
“Such testimony might lend to certain deWl- 
opments, but I don’t think it'wquld be safe to 
accept it, for certain reasons. . .

“NoW, for example,* take'Mrs.'.Millis. She 
is a good woman, and uses her powers for 
good. She bears no malice toward anyone; 
even if . they have injured her; and she is not 
tneycenarv. She would. not ’ sav she saw or

Mr. Marcella’s appearance ’■ at this time at 
Rooky Nest was even more of a surprise than 
before. After the first greetings were over, 
he went out to sit on the veranda, to collect 
his thoughte and his courage.

.. “He has come alone; and evidently with a 
purpose,” said Mrs. Andrus to Alma. “It is 
so nearly time for us to go home, it may be 
for some arrangement about that. ” -

“Ihope nothing has happened to prevent 
our going.back to Mrs. Adams,” said Alma. 
“It will be such weary work to get well placed 
otherwise; and, besides, she is so kind." 
‘ 4‘We will manage some way, of course, ’’ re
plied her mother; “I can bear many disagree
able things and hardships, too, if only we may 
be together;" and linking her arm within 
Alma’S, they went: out on the veranda to
gether. . ‘

Mr. Marcella, sitting outside, had heard 
thef’Cpnvertdtion. -He glanced quickly at'Mrs. 
Andrus’ face as she appeared in the doorway.

‘ ‘Evidently she has not the slightest idea of 
my purpose, for her face is as tranquil as a 
May morning,” be thought

The next merninn Alma arose early, and

, “I, am sure I am thankful if you look atit, 
in that light. .1 didn’t know but you would 
.rebel," said Mrs. Andrus, with a feeling of 
relief. . ../ . .<

‘ If it were, anybody, but. Mr. Marcella, .! 
don’t know, but I should; but he is so good J 
can trust him to take good care of my little 
mother. And âm I to live with you?” she 
asked anxiously.

“Of course i Where else should you go? 
Did you think for a moment I would give you 
up, or that he would ask it?" .

“Then it is all right." ;
She gave her mother a kiss of love and 

congratulation, and ran gaily out and down to 
thé .rocks," and sht down to think of the 
strangeness of this occurrence. - ,.r;

“What a change it will be for dear mother! 
and mamma will be an honor to him; she ig_ 
every inch a lady. " . ,

With these new plans’and thoughte, the day. 
passed quickly. Toward tea-time a shadow 
fell across the doorway. Mother and daugto. 
ter looked toward the door to see who might 
be coming, for their ‘Callers were few. It was 
Mr. Emmons. ‘ Mrs. Andrus instantly di
vined his purpose in coming; • ■ .

“Just Cue little stroll on the beach before 
night falls,” he said. .

While Alma went for her wraps, he turned 
toward Mrs. Andrus,

How The Progressive Thinker is 
' Sustained.

• , The Pbowessivb Thinker has always rji- 
Lied upon itsweekly income from subscriptions; 
and advertisements to pay its expenses.-v.lt is 
the only dollar paper in the United States .that 
has not squandered money derived from the 
saleof -stock,-and then refuged to pay . the 
principal or interest Such being the case, it 
should receiye the cordial support of all Spirit 
ualiste who. ,desire that business should be 
conduced along strictly, honest lines. Renew 
your subscription-at.once, and if possbile send 
in an additiqnijl. subscriber. The paper wilL 
be sent three months for 25 cents. . /.-

The Progressive Thinker
. Spiritualists, Thb Phogekssive Thinker 
leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 

; cento to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three 
months.

“The Spiritual Evangelist” Hymn Book.
For Spiritualist meetingsand circles, with 

introductory circular setting forth the basic 
principle of Spiritualism, by G. F. Perkins. 
Reduced from 15 to 10 cents each, or $9 per 
hundred^, to'-iclose the edition. Send at once 
to Thb Pbogbissive Thinkbb, 40 Loomis 
street

“Thumbscrew and Rack." Torture . Im- 
plemeiite employ edin the XVth and XVIth 
Centuries for, the promulgation of Christianity. 
By Geo; E. Micdonald. A concise, graphic 
account, with pictorial illustrations, of the in- 
strtnhentsof torture used by churchly inquisi
tors' to convert or destroy heretics and infidels. 
Price, 10 cents.
i Volney’s Ruins of Empires, and The Law 
of Nature, This is recognized as one of the

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com
prising an answer to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Paine's ideas 
on government. Paper, 25 cents;cloth, 50 cts.

Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of 
Modern and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By Moses -Hull. Price, 10 cents.

“God in the Constitution.’’ By Robert G. 
Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colonel In
gersoll ever wrote. In paper coyer, with 
likeness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve 
copies for tl. 00.' For sale at this office.

Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
Resolve. By Lois Waisbrooker. Dedicatee: 
to Woman everywhere, that children may 
cease to be accursed.' Price reduced to $1-

I. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH BISTORT^ 
a. RESEARCHER IN ZOROASTRIANISM.
3. DERIVATION OE CHRISTIANITY. I 
4. WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS? |
Tbe whole compriies an earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been tbe holy and favored peoplo they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and its hi>torr la 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until it la 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in BgypL »oob after the commencement 
of the Christian era.*a«F<’*. t . j

The book demonstrates that Christianity and Itscen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force;¡ and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions aro 
hut survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re* 
,earcb»mong the record, of the It, fact».«re 
mostly gleaned from Christian author.ty, and no per 
■on can read It without lutructlon and profit, ’hethei 
be reacbei the aamo conclualons with the author 
otherwise. For «ale at thlajofflcB/

From Soul to SouL
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Z'ffIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE
beat Poems of the author, and some of ber most 

popular soust, with the music by eminent composers. 
Amongtheroemswhich have attracted wide notice 
are: •‘Budding Rose,” "Incident« of-Lift Under the 
Bine Laws,” "Parson Smith's Prophecy,” "From tbe 
Highlands Of HeSv.en," "ThoCityof Sorrow,” " Solllo« 
Quy of Fulvia at Bicyun," “ The Holy Maid of Kent, • 
etc.

The Music includes "The Unseen City;” "Clad* 
¿el," & June Song: "We Shall Meet our Friends in the 
Morning”; MeetUs at tho Crystal Gates.”

Mar* of the Poems are admirably adapted for recite* 
tion, and were need by the author In her public read
ings.

PBX8& Notioxs.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle is muter* 
ful in her prolific poetical genius.—The Two World! 
SJnr.) A talented writer, and one of President Gap

Gid"s brightest scholars.—Chansantng ^zgus.
pnnt. whose writings are familiar to many.— 

Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is well known at 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite sohgs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang Uke • 
banner on our walls to recall us daily to oiir better 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady; with ran 
poetlo talent—Warren Trlbuna. A poet wi&h abuir 
dant talent and vcrsatnity.—Banner of Light., She ft 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, rfciritual, 
daintily refined, setting itself to music.—Progressive 
Thlnktr. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Undehrood. Claribel Is exquisitely beautiful. -D. D. 
Home. : A *

Tho volume contains 225 pages, is beautifully printed 
tud bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday GlftA Price 
tl.5O, post-paid. >

For hale at thl* effleeu . k ■

ryOTSIDE THE GATES; AND 
Cz erUleBhndiketchse. By*bindot ftplrlt IWtel- 

lleence«, tbrongU the medlumiblp ot Miry TheieM 
Bbelbamer- An excellent "work. Price ,1.25. V.

TESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, 
if Chrlrt«ndMedlum,liip. By Mo«e« HUH, A 
pblet well rorlh reading.. Price 10 Cent». ;■ -

'THE MYTH OF THEt GREAT DEI 
JL- uge. Something yon «honld here W retR tft 
Juki M. HcCmn- Priceis cent*, ‘

liti-.?'«-
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.

sfci,

Isaac Perry: Q. 
many spirits at the

(1.) Were there not as 
beginning as there ever 
the Spirit-world dividedwill be? (2.) Is

into spheres and numbered,. Rs claimed to be

This Department is under the management of 
the distinguished, author, speaker and medium,

Hudson Tuttle,
who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. • The questions should be sent 
¿ireet to him'on a postal or by letter, .and which 
will, in turn, receive attention. Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to act in this capacity.until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

message, sets aside all these Theosophical 
fancies.

We believe in the supremacy of law—the 
adjustment of the Cosmos to well-defined and 
unchangeable order. Man has a spirit, whose 
birthright is immortality. Passing out of the 
physical body, as a bird from the broken bars 
of a confining cage, it has no desire or neces
sity for again clothing itself with flesh—to re
incarnate. It goes forward in its destiny, and 
is prepared for a new sphere, to which'it car
ries the acquirements of this life. Every 
spirit message, identified, confirms this state
ment. Spirit friends return and assure us 
that with them life in the spheres is a direct 
continuity of this. They know nothing of 
“shells," unless it be of the physical shells or 
bodies, cast off at death.

EUREKA!
Materialization a Most Wonderful, 

Glorious Truth !

The Experience of H. V. Sweringen, A.M.
M. D., at Cassadaga. : J'

W, W. R., Guineys, Va., speaking of’ man 
after the change called death, asks: (1.) Is 
there any part of man immaterial? (2.) Must 
we become immaterial in order to be immor
tal? (3.) Can intelligence be expressed out
side of matter here, or in tfie higher life? (4.) 

, What is the spirit? (5.) . What is the soul? 
' A. (1.) There are two great’divisions— 
matter and force. The mind of man is allied 
on the'side of force.

(2.) No. ’
(3.) Intelligence, the mind, always ex

presses itself Through and by force on matter. 
So attenuated and different is the matter of 
which the bodies of spirits are composed that 
it is less confusing to call it substance and 
not matter. The remarkable experiments of 
Prof. Crookes showed that matter, when rare
fied to that degree attained by the nearest ap-( 
proaofi yet made to a perfect vacuum, began 

, to take on the properties of force. The rule 
appears to be, the higher the attenuation the 
greater the activity of force. Hence, in the 
attenuation designated “substance,” the mind 
cannot conceive of its qualities, energy or ac
tivity.

Intelligence cannot be referred to, in this or 
another life, independent of this spiritual sub
stance, or matter, if that term be preferred.

(4-) A spirit is an individualization, 
evolved out of the universe, through the pro
cesses of birth and growth, and by means of 
its celestial or spiritual body, attained within 
the physical body during earth life, and sev
ered from it at death, retaining its identity 
after the decay of that earthly body.

(5.) The old classification of man into 
body, soul and spirit has no basis in truth. 
By the soul the body may be designated, or 
the spirit. There is no place for soul in the 
simple division of spirit and physical body.

L. B., Frankestown, Colo.: Q. If it is 
true that there is no death, how can a flower 
die when picked from its parent stem; and if 
it does, what assurance have we of immor- 

' tality?
. The death of the mortatobody and that of 

the flower are not parallel, and really there is 
not even analogy to warrant their comparison. 
The assurance we have of immortality mainly 
rests in the manifestations of the presence of 
departed spirits.

by some spirits, or is each spirit living in its 
own respective sphere, and carries it with him 
wherever he goes?

A. (1.) This question is^ based on pre
existence of spirite, which is not supported by 
our understanding of their origin. There 
were no spirits, as such, created in “the be
ginning.” '

(2.) Every individual lives in hip or her 
own sphere, which represents the spiritual 
aura, or atmosphere, they throw out. In 
another sense the word is used to represent 
the divisions of the Spirit-world, which are as 
real as the planetary bodies they surround.

Robt L., Boston: Q. Is heaven a locality 
or a condition of the mind?

A. The mind at perfect peace and in har
mony with the laws of its being, may be said 
to be in hqaven, and such condition has often 
been called heaven. As a locality, the spheres 
where such spirits reside is heaven.

0. H. B., Ottawa, Ill.: Q. Why do we 
receive communications through mediums for 
the purest and most uplifting messages, which 
afterwards are proven to be absolutely false, 
and how is this to be prevented?

A. That such communications are received 
is unmistakable evidence of the genuineness 
of the phenomena. There are lying spirits as 
there are lying men and women, and they are 
quick to seize the means of communication. 
Every message should be studied with care, 
and received on its own intrinsic merit

The medium may be guarded from such in
fluences by spirit friends, assisted by a prop
erly formed circle. Such spirits may be 
changed by being shown the harmfulness of 
their methods, to themselves as well as others. 
This question has already been answered in 
preceding numbers of The Progressive 
Thinker.'

L. A. A., Minneapolis, Minn.: Q. Coun
tess Wachtmeister, who is a prominent expo
nent of Theosophy, made answer to the ques
tion: “Are the phenomena which we see and 
feel in seance-robins and other . pj^des the con
scious entities which they claim themselves to 
be?" as follows: “They are not.. They are 
only the shells or personalities from which the 
ego has departed to seek new reincarnations. ” 
Will yon please give this question attention?

A. With the hypothesist of Theosophy, 
that there is a “shell,” whatever that may be, 
surviving for a time the (jeath of the body, 
and endowed with intelligence by some mys
terious process, we have no contention, for 
when spiritual communion is. admitted, all 

. such conjectures are as idle tales. The iden- 
■ tification of a single rap, the test of a single

Mrs. A. Carter: Q. Why is it that spirit 
friends communicate freely, and yet are una
ble to give their names?

This question has been answered in preced
ing numbers of The Progressive Thinkeb, 
yet its pertinency calls, perhaps; for further ex
planation. The difficulty of giving ntpnes, 
dates or words, in a language unknown to the 
medium, depends on the fact that, except in 
deepest trance, or where the control is auto
matic, ideas are impressed and not words. 
The idea is received, and the medium's mind 
clothes it in garment of words.

The difficulty which attends giving a mes
sage correctly may be understood by the at
tempt to make a friend read your thoughts. 
It is possibler to do this successfully, if that 
friend be sensitive1 to mesmeric influence, and 
you throw him into a trance, but between the 
unimpressible -state and the sensitive there 
are all degree!?,- -and if the attempt be made At 
any intermediate point, the expression of the 
thoughts received may change, and distort 
them. I have seen spirits who attempted to 
communicate through such mediums as they 
could command, and when the latter wrote or 
spoke the thoughts they wished expressed, the 
change was so great that the id6tifl Were lost, 
or perhaps the opposite they desiifed. They 
were saddened and discouraged over their 
failure, so much so that they would refuse to 
make a second trial. The altitude circles as
sume when they ask what are called “test" 
questions is antagonistic to receptivity; and 
the preoccupation of the mind by a communi-
cation erroneously given often pievents 
correction.

its

Onset Camp-Meeting.
On Sunday, the 19th, the rostrum of this 

camp ground presented an array of talent sel
dom seen at one time: Mrs. Cora L. V. 
Richmond, J. Clegg Wright, Moses Hull, 
Joseph D. Styles, President H. B. Storer, and 
his assistant, the Rev. Mr. Titus. Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond discussed the issues of the 
hour, the labor question, the strikes, the Par- 
1 lament of -Religtons, and its effect on the 
minds of the people, finishing with’an impjo- 
vization, “The Cycle;” a subject handed tip"to 
her at the’ coflclusion of her address. The 
fair lady’s fame -needs no heralding1 from me.

That bulwark of Spiritualism and former' 
theologian, Moses Hull, is here. He is evet 
welcome here, though quite unexpected at this 
time, as his name did not appear on the pro
gramme, his engagement having been can
celed, owing to his recent iliness; but there he 
stood with all the vim as of yore; and when 
bidding the assemblage farewell last Sunday, 
his eloquent appeal to the hearts of the people 
to provide a home at Onset for their much-be
loved president, H. B. Storer, has given the 
project an impetus that will ultimately meet 
with all that is required. Bro. Hull gave five 
dollars towards the cause, and when I gaze 
upon his photo, which he gave me, it will ap
pear more interesting. Then the Rev. Mr. 
Titus introduced Mr. J. Clegg Wright as the 
only J. Clegg Wright, the electric spark, for 
so I term him. !

That veteran platform test mediuml Joseph 
D. Styles, the greatest living phenomenon in 
that phase, I dare say, to be found, for half 
an hour gave the names of departed ones, 
which in nearly every case was recognized by 
some friend. .

Next Sunday will conclude the meeting at 
Onset for this season, and from present indi
cations the three thousand seating capacity 
will be inadequate for the accommodation of 
its patrons. If all who come to this camp-' 
ground have received in proportion the same 
benefits spiritually that my wife and self have, 
then will the Spirit-world rejoice at the aug
mentation of its numbers. M. H. PaiNoE.

A MISSIONARY TRACT.
What is Spiritualism? How to investigate. 

How to form circles and develop and cultivate 
mediumship. Names of eminent Spiritualists; 
their testimony. An eight-page octavo tract, 
to give to investigators or any one who desires 
to know what Spiritualism really is. Price 
three cents, or $1.50 per hundred. ■ Address 
the publisher Hudson Tuttle, Berlin Heights, 
Ohio. ■

The demand for “The Priest, Woman and 
Confessional" in the German language has 
been such that the publishers feel warranted 
in getting out an edition in German. The 
book is well printed and illustrated, and sells 
or 11 per copy. For sale at this office.

Tim Other World and This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M. D. An excellent work.- Price 11.50.

The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit
ualism Compared. By Moses Hull. A 
trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, 
50 cents; cloth, $1. , .....

Old Testament Stories, comically . illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus 
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts 
Price in strong, board covers $1. Cloth, 
lj50. ... . ■ . . .■ ’
. The Question Settled. By Moses Hulk 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.

To the Editor:—Your readers will no 
doubt recall the faet that in relating some of 
my Spiritualistic experiences, published in 
your valuable paper a few years ago, I made 
use of the following language upon the sub
ject of materialization: “So far as material
izations are concerned, I must say that I have 
never seen any that I. thought- were genuine, 
although I have only witnessed a few. ' From 
what I hear of Farmer Riley, however, I be
lieve his are genuine. * * , *
And now in conclusion, .1 have simply to say 
that'withs^le exceptions of the materializa
tions witnessed, of the genuineness or reality 
of the phenomena I ffçive observed ! have not 
the slightest shadow pf doubt/ I jajpp, abso
lutely convinced thereof,” etc. "

In this connection I will also, quote a simi
lar observation made by John R. Kelso, 
A. M., on the same subject, on- page 203, in 
his book entitled “Spiritualism Sustained.” 
In a foot-note on this page he writes as fol
lows: “In addition to the five phases of Spir
itual mediumship of which I have treated in 
this lecture, there seems to be another form 
called ‘materialization,! If this be a genuine 
phase, it is indisputably the mos^ important 
phase of all. In regard to this phase, how
ever, I am still only ap investigator. As yet 
I cannot give this to the world as an estab
lished phase of Spiritualism. ”

Since my experiences above referred to 
were written, I have visited the seances for 
materialization of Farmer Riley, Jennie 
Moore, Elsie Reynolds, Mrs. Sawyer, Hugh 
Moore, Mre. Moss and Mrs. Aber; and while 
they were all truly wonderful and convincing, 
each bearing the stamp of honest, real, genu
ine mediumship, it was reserved for the recent 
seances of Mrs. Gillette, at Cassadaga, the 
credit of removing from my mind every atom, 
every, particle of doubt or suspicion of the 
genuineness of the phase of materialization. 
Her seances leave absolutely no room for 
doubt. There is not the least shadow of any
thing tangible or intangible upon which to 
hang the flimsiest excuse for a doubt.

In the seances of Messrs. Riley, Moore, 
Reynolds, Moss, Aber and others, the forms 
invariably built themselves up or materialized 
in the cabinet or behind the curtains before 
presenting themselves Jo the audience or cir
cle, although they frequently dematerialized 
outside of the cabinet in full view of every 
person present, a fact which of itself 
should satisfy any reasonable, intelligent man 
QjC, their .reality and .geppjppnesa, to spy . noth
ing of 'their recognition by ..the friends for 
whom they appeared apd their conversation 
with those friends concerning,matters known 
only by and personal to themselves. In the se- 
apces of Mrs. Aber, Mrs. Moss, and Mrs. 
Reynolds many forms materialized and 
emerged from, before tljose mediums ever en
tered into their cabinets, frequently two and 
occasionally three making their appearance at 
one and the same time. Mr. Hugh Moore 
never entered into his cabinet daring the en
tire time occupied by. his seance, although 
his were not full form materializations, being 
called etherealizations, . They were able to 
talk, however, and to a circle composed of 
thirty-sevenD persons, Spiritualists, skeptics, 
Christians, Infidels, Materialists and Agnos
tics (of which all of the circles at Cassadaga 
are usually composed), each one present re
ceived absolute proof that those observed 
etherealized forms represented, their spirit 
friends. A skeptic sitting next to me who 
had come two thousand miles to investigate 
these phenomena was absolutely convinced at 
this seance of their reality) hy the character 
of the intelligence and,the tests he received, 
which he knew no person on the grounds 
knew anything about. But in all these se
ances, with the exception of those of Mr. 
Moore and Mrs. Aber, no one of my recogniz
able spirit friends put in an appearance, not
withstanding the fact that nearly all the forms 
presenting were recognized and gladly re
ceived by nearly every other, person in the cir
cles. At all of these seances the most thor
ough prior and subsequent examinations of 
the cabinets revealed the utter impossibility 
of any other than, the mediums occupying 
them.. • ” . f .

It would seem from the foregoing that there 
could possibly be nothing left calculated to 
render those seances more satisfactory^ to the 
reasonable, inquiring mind, keeking to estab
lish the truth of materializations; and indeed, 
ùpon calm deliberation, they truly are all-suf
ficient for the purpose of establishing that 
truth. But a still more satisfactory, confirm
atory, complete proof of their truth awaited 
me through the mediumship of Mrs. Gillette, 
who, so far as my experience extends, is the 
queen of materializing ntediums. That which 
renders her seances particularly characteristic, 
is the fact that in them we witness the Alpha 
and Omega, the beginning as well as the end 
of materializations. ' ;

From a little spot upon ' the carpet, one, 
two, three, four, five, and in occasional in
stances, eight of ten feet'from and in front of 
the cabinet, we are permitted to see. for our
selves the process or modus Operand! of ma
terializations, occupying from one to five min
utes for their full development, when they 
walk to their friends in the circlè, take , them 
by their hands, throw their arms abdut their 
necks, kiss them and carry oh a hurried" con
versation concerning matters personal to them
selves, as if endeavoring’to say all'they possi
bly Could say while their forces were intact or 
before dematerialization should, ensue, and 
which, when it does ënsûë, yve. are. permitted 
to witness, their forms sinking down, vanish
ing apparently into nothingness, often with 

I their hands clasped with the hands of those in

the circle to whom they presented themselves, 
and with whom they communicated. All this, 
remember, outside of the cabinet which, for 
the time being, is entirely lost sight of, or 
rather out of the consideration completely, the 
attention of the audience being riveted to the- 
center of the circle, which is now the most 
amazing arena. Form after form thus mate
rialized in full view, all being perfectly recog
nized. Four of my friends and acquaintances 
presented themselves to me, three of whoip I 
recognized fully by their faces, and the other 
one by what she said to me, her features not 
being perfect After a general outburst of 
wonder, awe, amazement, conviction, satisfac
tion and gratification upon the part of all 
present, 161 and behold, a form materializes 
outside of the circle, back of my wife’s chair. 
As soon as the development was complete, my 
wife arose, drew her chair to one side, when 
the form passed into the circle and proceeded 
to her husband, sitting opposite to where she 
materialized, placed her arms around his neck, 
kissed him and began a conversation which 
lasted several minutes. This was the straw 
which broke the back of skepticism, agnosti
cism, infidelity and prejudice represented in 
that circle. A gentleman skeptic sitting near me 
remarked: “Well, that is a coiker, aint it? 
I was perfectly satisfied when 1 saw them ma
terializing just outside of the cabinet, that the 
phase is a most wonderful truth, although I 
came here with the conviction that it was im
possible. But when they begin bobbing up 
promiscuously anywhere and everywhere about 
the room, to say that they have more than met 
at least my expectations, is to put it very 
mildly. I am now prepared to believe almost 
anything. I believe the day is not far distant 
when the conditions of materialization are bet
ter understood on both sides (the spirit and 
the mortal), that a spirit will materialize long 
enough to come out and address an audience 
for an hour or more at a time. I wonder 
what Col. Ingersoll would say after witnessing 
that which we have just witnessed. Could he 
regard it otherwise than as a ‘corker’ also?”

The foregoing will serve to give you some 
idea of the character of the remarks made at 
the close of this truly amazing seance. It is 
needless for me to remark that I was present 
at every subsequent' seance given by Mrs. 
Gillette during my stay at Cassadaga. Those 
from Fort Wayne who, beside my wife and 
self, witnessed her materializations, were Mrs. 
A. Hattersley, Mr. Ross Germain and Mr. 
Jeff Leonard. We want her to come to Fort 
Wayne, if we can possibly secure her, during 
the coming fall and winter. The man or wo
man who will not be convinced by the,mani
festations witnessed in her seances of the truth 
of materialization, would not be worth fooling 
with in regard to any of the well-established 
but equally as wonderful phenomena of the 
spiritual philosophy, such as slate-writing, 
trumpet-talking, clairvoyance, clairaudience, 
hypnotism, telepathy, automatic writing, etc.

The lectures delivered at Cassadaga .this 
season, inspirational arid otherwise, were fully 
up to the usual standard of excellence,, if not 
above it. I had the pleasure of listening to 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, the Hon. L. V. 
Moulton, Willard J. Hull, MissO. Peate, Hon. 
A. B. Richmond, Rev. Dr. W. W. Hicks, a 
former Presbyterian preacher and missionary 
to India, but now a Spiritualist from the crown 
of his head to the soles of his feet, and last, 
but not least, the great Hindoo scholar and 
philosopher, Virchand B. Ghandi, who repre
sented his people and created such a sensation 
at the parliament of religions at Chicago last 
year. It was a peculiar spectacle to see 
Americans of a Christian nation sitting at the 
feet of this “heathen" to learn of him. .Spir
itualists discovered that what they were now
investigating as a glorious 
known in India, according 
twenty-three hundred years 
Hicks remarked that when 
as a missionary and teacher

new truth, was 
to Mr. Ghandi, 
ago. Rev. Dr.

he reached India 
he was not long

in discovering that their relations must be re
versed, i. e., that he should betaught; that 
they should be the teachers and he the pupil; 
that they had the words of wisdom, had some
thing that he wanted, and hence, the noted or
thodox missionary to India became the in
structed instead of the instructor of the Hin
doos. He discovered that he could learn much 
from them, even in matters theological as 
well as philosophical, occult and spiritual.

There is no doubt in my mind, Bro. Fran
cis, that Spiritualism will sweep the world. 
Its great truths are not inviting atten tion and 
recognition, but are forcing themselves every
where upon the people. ‘ ‘The morning light 
is breaking," and the glorious truth of the 
continuity of life, thanks to the phenomena of 
Spiritualism, is spreading in every direction 
throughout the earth. The old orthodox 
church had better catch on to and become 
fully acquainted and permeated with the great 
truths of Spiritualism in the very near future, 
or it will be left sadly in the rear of the grand 
march of spiritual progress.

H. V. Sweringen.
State Convention at Lincoln, Neb.

The Spiritualists of Nebraska, and all 
friends of truth, are called to meet in a State 
Convention on Friday, September 7th, 1894, 
at Lincoln. The friends outside of Nebraska 
and also mediums of all phases, are invited to 
come. The session of the convention and 
meetings Will last, for several days, probably, 
and likely an effective organization will be 
ushered into active existence for the promo-
tion of troth.

Lincoln, Neb., August 21, 1894.

J. M. Campbell, 
H. E. George, 
A. V. Herman, 

Committee.

The Progressive Thinker.
Published weekly at No. 40 Loomis street, 

Chicago, Hi. Every Spiritualist should have 
this paper. Every advanced .thinker should 
subscribe.tor it; in fact the whole world 
would be greatly improved if it could be 
read by each family circle. Terms one dol
lar per year. Sent three months for 25c.

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker, 
Radical ideas. ' Pacer, 25 cents.

The Unknown 
Life of 

JESUSCHRIST
BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 

MANUSCRIPT, 

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the French.

Since the writing of the New Testament wo 
book hat appeared of as great importance to 

* Ckristianitg as “ The Unknown Life of Jesus 
Christ" .

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
and. has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians.

Tfie mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (p period of his life about which the Evangelists are silqpt), is swept 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

The discovery and publiaalion of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it. .

“ The North American Review" devotes eight pages of its May number to an. 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale,, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 
Presse," of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery." The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels.

This volume, written by the discoverer^ the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountere^n bis search for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, pripe 25 cents, postage 5_pcnts. ,

Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC-

turi'B given by tbc Spirit Hand through the me- 
diumshlp of Mr.< Magdalena Klluc. This volume eon- 
Bibta of a tiorleB of Idctures, niessageB aud poemd, 
written and delivered in’publlc through the mental or
ganism of Air/. Magdalena Kline, n trance, cbdrvoy- 
znt and inspirational medium. Their tone is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though oue may rind 
some Ideas that differ Irom those he has held, yet he 
will Umi much to please, benefit and Instruct. The 
reverence with which Jesus Is meulioned will please 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jeaus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 Urge pages, and will bo scut 
postpaid for §1.50. For sale nt this office.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, 
AND THE WONDROUS POWEL 

which helped or made them perform mightf 
work» and utter Inspired words, together with aoml 
Personal Traits and (JharacUTlBtles of Prophets, Apos 
tics, and Jesus, or New Readings of “The Miracles^ 
by Allen Putnam. Price 75 cenu. For Mio at thtf 
office

NATIONAL 

Spiritualiste’ Association. 
Office, 510 E Street, N. AVash- 

ington, D. C.
( Incorporated Nov. 1,1893.)

777Æ HEADQUARTERS OE THE 
_Z National Spiritualists’ Association Is now open 

at all times, and all Spiritualists «re invited to visit 
their official home. A register will ba kept of lectur
ers and mediums, who an requested to sond in their 
names and addresses, also officers of all -sorletlcs. and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of thtwe, and 
[»rompt, notice should be sent to us of all changes of 
ucntloD. Officers of societies In al) foreign countries 

ere also requested to confer with us. and Information 
is d isired respecting all new phases of develtpment 
Ju ail parts of the World. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual Library. For in
formation, address as above. Robert A- Dimmiok,

YOU SHOULD READ IT.' 
’PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN 
i tcrcourse. Contents; Guardianship of BpiriUi 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrlni 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; HeBurreo 
tfon of the Dead; A Voice trom the Spirit-Land; Truq 
Bellgion. This work has been transUted into the 
French and Gcrmuu. It contains an account of the 
veiw wonderful Spirt4'.al Developments nt the house 
of Kev, Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar casef 
to all pans of the country. Thia volumn Is the first 
from the author directly ou the subject of “ Spiritual
ism,” and has utood the test of nrnny years. Cloti) 
D45. io cenu* For sale at U.U office.

GLEANWliS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work is one that every one should read. U 

beams throughout with ran- gemsof thought, practical 
as well ns profound. There la sunshine aud beauty tf 
every sentence uttered. The work is dedicated to tht 
author’s favorite sister, harali French Farr.now passed 
to s])lrlt-life. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights» OhiC 
gives an Interesting bketcli of the author's ufe.

Secretary. 21 Hf

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Relig- 

... „ ions and•’ »U •
Religion?. Congresses at the Co

lumbian Exposition.
One of the most Important and Interesting events 

connectedwiththe World's Fair was th - Purllninent 
of KellgloiHi.1 It will god jwn the ages jja one of the 
greatest, events of the wtrld'< history. Tu st ndi-uta of 
comparative and ethnological religion the contents of 
th!» portly rolum* of a ihousand-Hnd-onc page» will 
prove of most inteose Intereni, and the Rtatemcnts mid 
prearntatlonK of the varloun faiths by their accredited 
dbclples and exponents are vastly Instructive. The 
price of this great volume is only W.W. For sale at 
this office.

S^OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. 
\JT Sherman and Wra. F. Lyon. A book rcpictojriRj 

spiritual truths. Price ei.QU-

7HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RE LA.
tloDBf.nd Exprcsrlons in Human Embodiment*, 

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. by tier 
Guides. A book that everybody should read who are 
Interested In rc lnuurnaUuu. Price 11.00;

THE DIAKKA
'T'HE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
J. ly Victims, by the Beer, A, J. Davis, Is a very in

teresting and suggestive work. It is an explanation ol 
much that 1b false and repulsive tn Spiritualism, em
bodying a most Important recent Interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land. Price 
IDcenU. For sMe at this offic“ t

PSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
£ Life. Lcttera to the Soybcrt Commission. By , 
Francis J. Llppltt. An illustrated pamphlet. Worth 
its weight la gold. Price 25 cents.

¿IFE ANT LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
world. i>y3ilis'Mary T. Shclhamcr. It abounds''; 

pi facta in reference to the Summer-Land. P’lcc ei.OO.

TDEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND.
Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Mnrla M. King, 

You will not become weary while reading this excoF 
lent book. Price 75 cenu.

HISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 
H. view of the Sunday question. It is Inyaluobi*« 
By G. Y?. Brown. M. D. Price 15 cents.

The Coming American Civil War.
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES 
J. Huntington. Ib written in tho interest of hu

manity, of liberty, and oi patriotism—a-book written 
for tbo purpoBo of calling attention to tbe deadly 
danger« tbatbeoet ub on.evdry side, and more esp> 
dally to tbe hostile attitude and tbc Insidious wiles or 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics. WaBhingtqn’s words of warning; .

' LlLCGln’s apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant arc all Included In the volume. Archbishop 
Byan.of Philadelphia, In a recent sermon said: “Tbe 
church tolerates heretics where she Ab obliged to do 
eo, bet aho bates them with a deadly hatred; and 
naeasll her power to annihilate them.; Our eneniiBB 
knowhow she treated heretics in the Middle Agep, and 
how she treats them today where aho has the power. 
We no more think of denying thpee historic facte than 
we do of blaming the Holy GhOet and the princes of, -s t 
the church for what they have thought fit to do.” 
iEvery one ahonld read thia work. Paper, 800 pages.

r-will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents. For sale p.t 
hi: office. . ., ' . ' '
qUE' WORLD'S^SIXTEEN :CRUCK r 

J. fled Saviors. By Kersey Graves. Youfibouid-' " 
te>dit, and betbe wiser. Pricett.50. •: • ;

TTOWTO MESMERIZE. . BY.PROF. 
£JL. 3. W. Cadwell, one of the thort BucteBBfiil me» 
merleti In America. ADCIent aed modem inlracleB ex- ’■ 
plained by mestaerism.. An Invaluable work. . Price, 
paper,50- ■ . ■
CELF-CUNTRADICTIQNS. OF. THE ■ 
O Bible. 144 Propositions, theological, Moral, His- 
toricaiahd Speculative; each proved affirmatively‘and ‘ 
negativelyJjy quotations from ScrlptureTWitbout com«. 
menu Pricel5 cents. • ■ • ■ ... .
STUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 

k? torical and practical- A manual for the people. 
By W. J. Colville. Valuable to those Investigating 
WkPiicophv. Price81.50.

CONTENTS: 
Dedication.
Sketch of tbe Uto of A. B. French, 
William Denton. .
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and 

Wars of Islam.
•Joseph Smith and the Book ol 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life. .
The Power and Permanency of 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism ol Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid. '

vt
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STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS 
OFPSYCHIC SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttle, essays to utilize and 
explain the vast array of facts in Its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them arlBS 
to the laws and conditions of tnnn's spiritual being. 
The leading subjeds treated are ns follows:

Matter, Life, Mind. Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution: Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man anti Us Results: What Is 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychoinetry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Dreams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive: Prayer, in the Light of Sensitiveness and. 
Thought Transference.; Immortality—Whut the Future 
Life must he, granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphyslci— 
their Psychic and 1’hyslca; Relations; Personal Exper* 
ienco. and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

it Is printed on fine paper, handsomely bound, 258 
pages. Sent, post ¡»aid. $1.25.

This work may be called the first attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It lias received unqualified e.ndorsemcnt 
from the best thinkers and critics. R!s a vndc mccurn, 
Rod answers about any question which may arise in 
the minds of tbe investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For sale at this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF "COMMON-SENSE,"

“ Rights of Man.” ” Ago of Reason,” etc., wilt 
critical and explanatory observations of blB writing!, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tbc exact truth IQ 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re» 
former Bbonld read this volume. Price 11. Foito^ 
10 cents. For sale at this officu

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or ft few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

(There spirit Is supreme and all things arc subject to it 
c, BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 5U cents; paper. 25 cent«. Fer ul* «» 
tbtsofflcc. •ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOYER Of 
hl» cowry-should hnvc at hand for contulta. 

lion. By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a tnoil 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the PUrptais, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains «7 pages, and 
may bo considered a mine of valuabWTnfonuatlon for 
every patriot la tbe land. Pricatl. Fee salt at thll
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FublUlwd ¿very Saturday nt No. 40 Loomis Street

H. Francia, Editor and Publisher.
Entered at Chicago PostofflceasUdclasgmatM*

Terms of Subscription.
The Progressive Tnib’KEB will lie furnished until 

further notice, at the ioUowlng terms, Invariably la 
advance:
Ono year - |j.qq
(ylubs of ten (a copy to the one getting up 1 •

the club) - - - - - • |7.50
Thirteen weeks - - - - - *■ 25cta
Single copy - - - - - • - Beta

HEMITTAXCE8.

pemlt by Postofflce Money Order, Registered Letter, 
or draft on-Chicago or New York. It costs from 10 
to JR cents to get drafts caelied on local banks, so don’t 
send them unless you wish that amount deducted from 
the amount sent. Direc t al! letters to J. R. Francis* 
No. «0 Loomis St.. CbirR?o. ¡11.

mrUKTANT StJGGESTIONl
Ai there orc thousands who will at first ventur- 

only twenty-tive ccnuIofTue PkoguesbiveTuiNKJ.r. 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest to those whcvrecelvu 
» sample copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
them, end thus be able to remit from 91 to $10, or even 
iporo than tho latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, aud thus extend 
cbeHeld of our labor aud usefuluttA The same sug- 
iresUop will apply In all cases of renew«! of subscr/p 
Hom—solicit others to aid in the good work. You wfil 
experience no difficulty whatever lu inducing 8plr|tu- 
sllyt# to subscribe for The Progressive Thinker, 
for hot ooo of them ceu afford to be without the value
pie Information Imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week.

| 4 Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Bo you want a more bountiful harvest than we । nn 

give you for cents‘t Juscpause and thinkfora no
Went what an intellectual feast that small Investment 
will furnish you. The subscription price of The Pho- 
GRKSbive Tiiinkek thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 1 
cental For that amount you obtain one hundred and 
four pogos of solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mind-refreshing reading matter, equivalent to a mcdl- 
vpj-iUedbook!

Take Notice.
„W At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, i 
the paper Is discontinued. No bills will be sent for ex
tra numbers.

GF" Jf you do not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ua, and errors In address will be promptly 

’Corrected, and missing numbers supplied gratis.
EF* Whenever you desire the address of your paper 

cliaDgedt always give the address of the place to which 
ft it then sent, or the change cannot be made.

That SRoam Inscription. ■
A clergyman (suggests that there may 

be two finds of the'inscribed Siloam 
stone; one. with the inscription deciph
ered by Rrof,.' Sayce, which, , we qopied 
two weeks ago; the other with the in. 
troductory mention that ,they were the 
sons of Hiram, etc. We repiy: The in
scription was first discovered in 1880. It 
was soon .translated. and made the cir
cuit of the public press. We cannot say 
when the addition was made to it bv our 
Christian friends; but we find it as 
quoted by them, with the fraudulent ad
dition, in 1890. In 1892 Prof. Savce pub
lished his “Fresh Light from Ancient 
Monuments,” and there he gives a de
tailed history of the find, its decipher
ment, and the care employed to place 
“squeezes” in the hinds of European 
scholars. With the translation he gave 
a fan simile of the inscribed stone. Had 
there been a duplicate of it, or anything 
approximating to it in 1890, when the 
translation was being quoted with such 
delight’ by the Christian world, with 
their forged addition, he would have 
gladly referred to.it, These additions 
were evidently made by the American 
press,-and, probably, were never made 
known to the Oriental scholars who gave 
the correct rendering to the literary 
world, , i .

It is said that the stone'was stolen, 
and broken in its removal; but the frag
ments have been recovered. We hope 
the doubt thrown around the so-called 
Moabite stone, as to its genuineness, be
cause it was broken into fragments, will 
not surround that of tlje Siloam stone.

SATURDAY, SEPT. 1, 1694

A Good M^n at Rest.
Governor pharles Robinson, for forty 

years devoted to the Interests of Kansas, 
always faithfnl to principle, closed his 
mortal life on the 17th of August, and 
was followed to the cemetery at Law. 
pence, Kansas, on the Sunday following

í
4

Reconstruction—For Thinkers.
John, in Revelations, says he was 

shown a pure river of water, which pro
ceeded out of the throne of God. Heaven 
being on an elevation, and hell in a val
ley, and as water obeys the law of gravi
tation, of course, the river in its flow 
from the throne descends to perdition. 
In that vale where these crystal waters 
flow, if we are to credit orthodox teach
ers, are the ablest minds that ever lived 
on earth. There is Franklin, the 
Deist, who wrested th’e lightnings from 
the clouds; and there is Morse, who 
harnessed those lightnings to the car of 
progress; there is Watt, the Inventor 
of the steam engine, and Fulton, who 
applied the new force to navigation 
there is Thomas Paine, the author-hero 
of the revolution, who invented and con
structed the first iron bridge; there is 
Humboldt, with all the philosophers, 
inventors and statesmen of the past; 
there is Stephen Girard, who furnished 
funds for the building of his great col
lege for the education of orphans, from 
which the clergy were to be excluded, 
forever; there are the scientists of every 
age, they who have explored the heav
ens, and taught us its Wendel's, de. 
scended into the bowels of the earth and 
given us its revelations; and there are 
the philanthropists of all time, they who 
have sacrified the most for humanity 
and neglected self, God and his Son, to 
serve their fellows.

Genius never dies. If anything is im
mortal, it is this child of the brain, 
whose products we know survive; whoso 
constructive powers ought to be as inde
structible as their works. Though occu
pants of a burning zone, tortured with 
oppressive heat and a short supply of 
water, is it not probable all the vast 
array of talent, energy and wealth lo
cated in those regions will utilize that 
great river proceeding from the throne, 
and by judicious piping and sewerage, 
direct those waters where they will do 
the most good? Not a drop will be 
wasted, but each will be made service
able to the denizens of that drouthy dis. 
trict.

Men who constructed iron bridges on 
earth will find some method of con
structing easy passages over yawning 
gulfs. The inventors of smoke annihi
lators will get up some device to destroy 
noxious vapors from burning brimstone; 
the lightnings will be made serviceable; 
and all the forces of nature will be made 
productive in converting hell into a lit
eral paradise. The printing press, the 
special device of the Devil, will play its 
part in Pluto’s domain. Were it not for 
the worthless character of the inhabit
ants of heaven, its battlements would 
be scaled, and the territory would be an
nexed to the nether regions.

Instead of fleeing the wrath to come, 
why not join hands with the good, the 
brave, the true, who have reached this 
common retreat, and labor to undo the 
great wrong which imbecility has done 
the race. Let the champions of the 
church, the Loyolas, the Torquemados, 
the Calvins—all the masters of crime,' 
have a monopoly of heaven, with drivel
ing Idiots and babies for companions, 
while the great thinkers of all the ages 
BTC reconstructing hell, making it 
worthy the home of genius.

Take our earth as it came from the 
hand of God—it was a region of deso
lation, mountain crags, barren plains 
and almost impenetrable forests. Man’s 
Industry and genius has made it what 
We behold to-day. In its native state it 
was but little better adapted to the needs 
of civilized man than were the infernal 
regions so well known to the church 
when scientists began to locate there.

Why?
'Great religious revivals, the almost 

Unfailing accompaniments of financial 
disaster, have failed to put in their 
usual appearance during the present 
business dépression. Is the machinery 
oiit of gear; or why this departure from
loDg-eslfcblished custom? /
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OUT OF THE USUAL LINE.
Rocks Dissolved and Perfum
ery Put in Corked Battles.

The Marvelous Work of Spirit 
Chemists.

To the Editor:—Having been a Spir
itualist ever since my boyhood, and as' I 
have investigated the many phases of 
mediumship, and as your valuable, paper 
has such a wide circulation, and know
ing that the Spiritualists are always 
anxious and glad to hear and read of 
manifestations coming through good and 
truthful mediums, who are surrounded 
by high influences, it gives me great 
pleasure to place before your many 
readers the wonderful manifestations I 
have received through the mediumship 
of Mrs. Emma Hearst Hunt, who now 
resides at her own home, 306 Amelia 
street, this city. Her phases of medium
ship are clairvoyance,healing,slate-writ
ing, oil painting on porcelain between 
slates, landscape oil painting on canvas 
by inspiration, and materialization. I 
placed her under strong test conditions.

At my first sitting the medium invited 
me into the seance-room to examine it. 
It is small, about ten by twelve feet, with 
nothing in it but a carpet, a small table 
(on, which is a music-box), chairs for 
those present, and curtains across one- 
corner, which is called a cabinet. The 
medium took her seat in the corner, 
while her husband and I sat about five 
feet from her. The music-box was made 
to play, and in a few moments the me
dium was controlled by an Indian 
maiden, “White Dove.” Then the se
ance commenced in earnest. It was evi
dent that the conditions were good, by 
the grand tests I got, and the number of 
communications I received. The first to

a natne of Massachusetts, seventy-six I ai¡zod an¿ Called me by my name, an-
years of age. His life has been an
eventful one. His love of freedom took 
him to Kansas when it was first opened 
to settlement in the summer of 1854.

■ aiuuu uuu uaimu mo uj my naLuut au* 
nounced his own, and gave'me unmis-
takable evidence of his presence and 
identity. Then came my wife's sister. 
She announced her name and gave me a

the corks. I did as requested. She then 
took the bouquet, and shook it violently. 
I could feel the perfumery running down 
my sleeve. She then brought a spirit 
bouquet, and shook it violently over the 
other hand. I could also feel the per
fumery running down my other sleeve. 
She then requested me to put the per
fumery from the spirit bouquet’ in mV 
left-hand in my left-hand vest pocket, 
and the other in my right-hana' vest
pocket. , '

After the seanee was over I examined 
the phials, and to my surprise each one 
was about one-half full of perfumery> put 
there, the phials being tightly corked 
and with my thumbs pressed tightly on 
the corks. How it was put there, I wjll 
not undertake to explain. The perfum
ery from the spirit bouquet was more 
delicate than from the earth bouquet. 
This was a wonderful manifestation; 
also a great test, as I was told to bring 
but one phial. ’

During the many seances I have had 
with this grand medium, I have had 
hundreds of beautiful manifestatiqps. I 
will speak of one more this time. A,n 
Indian maiden materialized, came and 
sat in a chair right near me, talked 
awhile, when she said: “Chief, I will 
show.you something beautiful now.” She 
went to the cabinet, pulled the eurtaips 
to one side. There I saw two bright 
spirits, one standing on each side of the 
medium. The emanations from their 
Garments lighted up the'cabinet so that 

could see the medium sitting there 
with her dark dress. '

Now, Mr. Editor, I have given to your 
readers but a few of the beautiful mani
festations I have gotten through this 
medium. She is doing a noble work. 
She has made hundreds, of mortals 
happy, convincing them that their loved 
ones still live, and can commune with 
them. , . ,

At some future time I will write about 
this medium’s slate-writing,. which is 
wonderful indeed; also her oil painting 
on porcelain between slater, and how it 
is done. Marshall Haight.

314 Well street, East Los Angelep,Cftl.

THE SECULAR UNION,

To
A GOOD-BY 

the Pacific Coast Spir< 
itualists.

MICHIGAN
State Spiritual Association

Governor Robinson, like most of the fine test by saying that her sister would 
come and have a talk with me. She mq-• , , ’ » —------- ■ cumu »nú iiavu u, ui-m min uw. out?

leading pioneers of that Territory, was terialized, and said: “Brother [calling 
decidedly liberal in his religious views, | me by name], let me place my hands 
and a firm believer in the philosophy of, within yours, as it will give me 
Spiritualism. It was our fortune to strength.” She came close to me with 
share his acquaintance and friendship, her hands in mine, gave her experience 
and we can truly say, one of heaven’s Pn passing from earth to Spirit-life, and 
noblemen has fallen. The historian will I how she felt when she became conscious.

She talked about her husband, calling 
him by name. She let me handle her

The Coming Congress in 
Chicago.

Good Words from Wooley Park, 
Ashley, Ohio.

do justice to his fame. ■ $ Z
“He forged an empire, swayefctt 'tn its 

pride,
And then, to show that he was mortal, 

died.”

Conscientious, but Shameful.
A learned divine, whose creed teaches 

him that every word in the New Testa
ment is inspired of God, therefore infal
lible, was discussing the passage in 
Luke 14, 26:

“If any come to me and hate not his 
father and mother, and' wife and chil
dren, and brethren, yea, and his own 
life also, he cannot be'my disciple.”

He concluded, in substance: “It-is a 
solemn and meltfhcholy .'fact thaft, as 
generally understood, such passages 
tend to alienate, rather than increase 
the affection of nearest relations, unless 
they think exactly alike. For the sake 
of the unlearned I would be in favor of 
expunging all such passages from the 
book.”

These are dogs whose tails are best 
abbreviated by cutting them off just 
back of the ears.

Renounced His Creed.
Rev. D. C. Christner, a leading pastor 

of the Progressive Brethren, cf Wa
bash, Ind., has withdrawn from his 
church, giving as a reason he can no 
longer subscribe to their doctftine.s.He 
stated that he should ally himsé|Ltt>.no 
other denomination.' ‘

We venture the assertion, if all 
preachers whose views are not in har
mony with their creeds would withdraw 
from their churches, more than twenty- 
five per cent would take their departure 
from church circles immediately, and 
another twenty-five per cent would hesi
tate in their action, almost persuaded to 
be honest.

' Honesty Its Own Reward.
That is a correct proposition of an 

exchange, that “Christianity is dead 
six days in the week.” It might have 
added, with equal force,that its seventh 
day of great piety is contingent on stat
utory enactments, Repeal the Sunday 
laws; leave man free to employ all days 
as he likes, without legal supervision: 
then the motive for rightdoing would 
not be to purchase a front seat in 
“Kingdom Come,” but ho would be 
stimulated tq do so by a higher and 
nobler impulse than personal reward.

Well, Well!
“The Christian religion is reduced to 

a musical and literary entertainment 
one hour of the week, and Christian 
piety consists in subscribing to pay 
those who furnish the entertainment.”

That is the way our neighbor of the Investigator puts it. The editor could 
have added with equal truth that the 
former glory of the church consisted in 
its ability to abuse the Devil and de-
pict the horrors of hell, duties 
turned over to the Jaspers, 
Taimages, and the Sam Smalls.

now 
the

Unveiled.
A monument, erected by ttye friends 

of the lamented Charles Bradlaugh, so 
long and finally a successful contestant 
for a seat in the British Parliament, 
was unveiled a short time ago, to his ad- 
niirers. The inscription, “THOROUGH,” 
on the pedestal, well describes Mr. 
Bradlaugh’s character. Mr. B.’s rejec
tion of the Bible God made him very ob
noxious to those who were unable to dis
criminate between the hideous idols 
whom the Jews worshiped and nature’s 
God, as expressed in his works.

garments. They were as' soft as velvet, 
and almost as thin as paper. The lace, 
which hung gracefully over her shoul
ders and arms, was as fine and soft as 
downy silk, and you can imaginemy sur
prise when she took the lace and wound 
it around my head. Then my brother 
materialized. He passed to Spirit-life 
before I was born. He also announced 
his name; he, too, gave me unmistaka
ble evidence that he was my brother. 
He spoke of mjr son who had passed to 
Spirit-life when he was about four 
months old. At this time he had grown 
to be a young man of fifteen years. He 
then came, announced his name and said 
he had been waiting, watching, and 
looking forward very anxiously for 
this meeting. He was overjoyed to 
tell me how much he had learned, saying 
that he fell into the hands of grand 
teachers; that he did not wish to boast, 
but that he was far in advance of his 
years. I have sat in the cabinet while 
the medium was on the outside, and had 
my friends materialize in the cabinet 
and talk to me. I have also had them 
materialize by my side pass around me 
and dematerialize.

I received all these grand tests through 
this medium, being an entire stranger 
to her, having never seen or heard of 
her before.

I will now give an account of the won
derful achievement performed by my s6n 
at a sitting a few days later, when he 
dematerialized a quartz rock weighing 
eleven ounces while he was standing by 
my side. While I was having seances 
with this medium my son informed me 
that he would take up the science of 
chemistry as a study. One of his teach
ers came and asked if I would furnish 
the material to work on. I consented 
to do so, and this quartz rock was one of 
the articles., I took this rock, with two 
smaller pieces', weighed them at home, 
put them in my pocket, made the re
mark: “if they don’t ask for these rocks, 
I will have my seance, take them home, 
and say nothing about them.” I went 
into the seance-room, but did not let the 
medium know anything about my inten
tions. The music-box was made to play. 
I sang “Haze} Dell,"and then the seance 
started. My friends came and we were 
all having a good time. I noticed that 
all seemed to be very gleeful, so I never 
said one word about the rocks.

Finally my son came by my side, and 
said in a playful way: “Pa. I will take 
the rocks now.” I asked him which one 
he would have. He said he would take 
the largest one now, and perhaps all. I 
took the largest one out of my pocket, 
and placed it into his hand. lie said it 
was too heavy for,him to hold, and he re
quested me to hold it out in the palm of 
my hand so that he could reduce it 
enough for him to hold. I did as re
quested. He placed his hand under the 
back of mine and with his right hand 
moving over,.the rock it was reduced 
one-half in size. Then he requested me 
to turn the rock over into his left hand, 
which I did, and put my left hand under 
his. I placed the fingers of my right 
hand on the rock, and followed it down 
until it was as small as a pea. Then I 
put my forefinger on it, and followed it 
until it disappeared entirely. He then 
went to the cabinet as quickly as possi
ble, as dematerializing the rock ex
hausted all the power he had. The rock 
melted away as rapidly as that amount 
of ice would melt in a noondays sun. 
This was not only a grand manifestation, 
it was also a grand test.

A few weeks later a planetary spirit 
requested me to bring a small phial and 
a bouquet of roses, and she would give 
me some spirit perfumery. I went to a 
drug store, and as five cents is the small
est change we have here,. I got two 
phials instead of one. I did not expect 
to get perfumery in both phials. I 
gathered a beautiful bouquet of roses; 
with the phials, one in each vest pocket, 
and with the bouquet, I went to have my 
seance. I did not tell the medium I had

The Boston Investigator of August 18, 
in what we see, says: “That there is 
only a little over two months to the 
time of the Congress of the Secular Un
ion in Chicago; that if this meeting is 
to be made a success, lots of hard work 
will have to be done by somebody; that 
those who intend to give financial aid to 
the Congress should do so at once.”

It is hoped that Liberals will act upon 
this suggestion. In spite of the hard 
times, the Congress must be held and 
our work sustained. The orthodox or
ganizations have not relinquished their 
objects because the people are dis
tressed. Rather are they taking advan
tage of the situation, hoping to meet 
with an indifference from secularists 
that will enable them to achieve an easy 
victory.

With the people struggling to better 
their condition, the lines oeing sharply 
drawn between the old parties and the 
new, all fearing to oppose the popular 
superstition, it is apparent that the 
Freethinkers are the1 only ones who 
dare maintain an aggressive fight for 
the secularization of the State.

In 1890 the Liberals of Portsmouth, 
Ohio, raised $500, to defray the expenses 
of the Congress held In that city. It 
was a success, and why should it not 
have been, with the splendid array of 
talent represented by the speakers in 
attendance? These were remunerated 
for their services. Thore was no offer 
from the liberals of any community to 
even partially bear the expenses of the 
coming Congress. For this reason the 
organization has been unable* to give 
assurance to speakers that they would 
be paid for their time; and yet we want 
all to come; and that they may come, 
let the Freethinkers throughout the 
country defray their expenses, by ar
ranging with them for lectures to be 
given on their way to and from the Con
gress. Lecturers should write at once, 
for all are invited, and make arrange
ments as to time and place.

It cannot be expected that there 
should be a large, or even moderate at
tendance from the far East to the far 
West, but the States adjacent to Chi
cago and also Illinois should be liberally 
represented!

Auxiliaries are especially urged to 
send delegates, that it may be a repre
sentative Congress, acting by the au
thority of a majority of the members of 
the Union. Let the president and secre
tary of each society come, any wa-^. So
cieties should begin at once to raise the 
money necessary to defray the expenses 
of their delegates.

We hope to have a good time, and to 
see Madison Hall, 146 West Madison 
street, weli filled from the opening day, 
October 26, to the close, Sunday even-
Ing, October 28. r

Mrs. M. A. Freeman, 
Corresponding secretary American 

Secular Union.

Contributed to the American, Secular 
Union toward defraying the expenses of 
its Eighteenth Annual .Congress: .

T. J. Porter, Adrian,’ Minn., $10; H. 
M. Faber, Saratoga Springs, N. Y.v$5; 
Mrs. C. Schofield, San Jose, Cali, $5; 
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., New York, $20, tö 
be equally divided betweefi the A. S, U. 
and the F. F. A.: S. N. Gardner; dues 
from Troy Secular Union, $1, . ' .

the phials with me. She thought I. Ythe phials witn me. feme thougi
Nothing is less in our power than the brought the bouquet toplace in thi 

heart, and far from commanding, we are .............................
forced to obey it.—Rosseau;

Edgar W. Emerson in Chicago.
To the Editor:—The new and-beau

tiful Orpheus Hall, in the Schiller 
Building, 107 Randolph street, has been 
engaged for Mr. Edgar W. Emerson’s 
annual visit to Chicago. This hall is tn 
the centre of the down-town. district,' 
and can be reached from South, North 
or West Divisions by the payment.of one 
car-fare; it will comfortably seat 300 
people, and the elevators run until (mid
night. The meetings will commence 
sharp at 3 and 7:45 P. M.; doors open one 
hour earlier on September 16, 23 and 30. 
Mediums presenting their cards, will be 
admitted free; all others'will be charged 
25 cents, to cover the heavy expense in
curred. The Progressive Thinker 
will be on sale at the vestibule.......... .

Alfred Weldon, Seo’yv •
Box 381, Chicago. • • ■ .

• To. the Editor:—At present writing, 
I am crossing the plains of Dakota, East
ward bound; ere these lines fall under 
the eyes of your readers, I will have 
reached home and gone oh another mis
sion. If memory serves me right, our 
work in California was fully reported. 
We spent fourteen Sundays in that 
glorious State. During the last five 
weeks we worked almost continuously. 
Strange to say, the tie-up of the local 
trains in Oakland (we crossed the bay 
several times during the week) did not 
affect us at all, for it happened .that 
every time we had an appointment 
there was a train at the boat, and the 
same way returning; it often occurred 
that no trains ran the following day. I 
.am not a believer in special providences; 
I can only say “It happened so.” There 
was no train running from San Francisco 
to Portland at the time we desired to go, 
but we were not prevented from reach
ing our appointment. The strike did 
not extend to the sea transportation, so 
we went by Neptune to Oregon. This 
was-no disappointment, as we had in
tended so to do if the boat would get us 
there in time. •

I am under the impression that Mr 
Hull reported the New Era camp-meet
ing, so I will simply refer to the Lincoln 
Grove Camp, Washington, fifty miles 
from Portland via boat on Willamette 
and Columbia rivers, two miles up the 
Cowlitz, from where it empties into the 
Columbia.

Lincoln Grove is a beautiful tract of 
land. It is the property of L. P. Smith, 
a staunch Spiritualist. This earnest 
worker donates the grounds; he has 
erected a nice pavilion, built cottages 
and a large kitchen, which serves as a 
cook-room to the large dining-tent, 
which has been acceptably managed for 
two years by Mr. and Mrs. Scott, who 
own a farm near the grounds.

Mr. Smith is anxious for the Spiritual
ists in that portion of the country to or
ganize, obtain a charter, and get in 
shape for systematic work. To such an 
organization he would transfer Lincoln 
Grove, providing the grounds could be 
held exclusively for Spiritualist meet
ings.

The Hull firm found it necessary to go 
East in installments; consequently, after 
Mr. Hull left my work was more arduous 
than before. In addition to my speak
ing, playing the organ, etc., I instituted 
a meeting, for the young people. In fact, 
I did this at both the Western camps. 
It came to be one of the interesting -fea
tures of the meetings, both at New Era 
and Lincoln Grove.

I would like to report the co-workers 
I met at the camps as they deserve, but 
I know that your columns are over
crowded with similar communications. 
At best I can only introduce them to 
your readers.

Prof. Seymour, the veteran phrenolo
gist, now of,Port Angeles, Wash., was 
on the ground when we arrived at Lin
coln Grove. He is working earnestly to 
give people an understanding of them
selves, and has the advantage of many in 
his line of work, as he is an advanced 
Spiritualist, and makes its philosophy 
serve him in an interesting manner. 
His wife, formerly Dr. Brown, of Oak
land, is a grand, rounded-out woman, 
highly intuitive, has keen perceptions, 
and seoms to have a thorough under
standing of the art of healing through 
the magnetic and electric forces.

Among others who co-operated in the 
work at Lincoln Grove .were Dr. Dean 
Clarke, recently from San Francisco: 
Mrs. Bruce, Mr. and Mrs. Brockway, 
and; Ben M. Barneyi(these parties were 
from Portland); also H. B. Allen, of 
Summerland, California.

Di;. Clarke needs no introduction from 
me to the readers of Spiritualistic liter
ature. He is a good thinker, a concise 
writer, and gives much needed instruc
tion when he speaks to the people. His 
long experience in the field has given 
him a general knowledge of what its 
work should be. Mrs. Bruce, independ
ent slate-writer, gave her first experi
ence in public, with good results. Her 
private sittings were eminently satis
factory. Air. Brockway presided over 
the meetings, and was, what is always 
needed at new camps, an “all-around 
man.” Mrs. Brockway, inspirational 
medium, is just entering the field is an 
active worker; sue assisted in the con
ferences and lyceum. Ben M. Barney 
was present two Sundays, and contrib
uted to the interest of the meetings 
with his tests and letter-reading. He is 
very sensitive to conditions; is not yet 
able to always overcome inharmonious 
influences in the audience. On the last 
Sunday he did remarkably well, particu
larly in reading a sealed letter and local« 
ing the same.

Right here, Brother Francis, I want 
to say a word in reference to those 
smart (?) people who are; found at every 
camp—those who boast that “no medium 
can give manifestations where I am.” 
Is it not a poor compliment to take to 
one’s self, when such an one admits the 
pqwer to spoil conditions for all Spirit
ual work? The lowest kind of an ani
mal can do that, and mightclaim as 
much if it could talk. It is not wise, or 
in any way commendable to make such 
declarations.

Of Henry B. Allen, suffice it to say 
the manifestations given through his 
mediumship, are as wonderful and con
vincing as when he traveled over the 
country, years ago, as “The Allen Boy.” 
I have read the report of the psychic 
committee, for which Mr. Allen sat last 
spring. He has their thorough endorse
ment as far as the cause being outside 
of himself is concerned.

Now, as every hour is lengthening the 
distance between myself and the dear 
people in far west who were so kind to 
me and mine—friends, who apparently 
did all in their power to make good, con
ditions, I realize, as I could not while so 
busy, how dear they all became to me. 
:' Dear friends, in San Jose, San Fran
cisco, Oakland, Portland—those who 
camped with us on the banks of the 
Willamette and Cowlitz, I send from my 
soul, as I am flying eastward and home
ward, a loving good-bye. Your sweet 
friendships and words of encouragement 
shall become, in part, my-inspiration. 
Beautiful land of the setting sun, 
And friends so kind to the wandering

The Michigan State Spiritual Associa
tion held its first annual convention in 
the City of Lansing, Monday, August 
13th, The following local societies were 
represented by good-sized delegations: 
Paw Paw Valley, Grand Rapids, Wil
liamston, Flint, Coloma, Jackson, Bar
low Lake, Grand Ledge, Vicksburg, 
Lansing, Saginaw, Port Huron, Detroit 
and Bay City.

The president reported the cause to 
be in a prosperous condition throughout 
the State, with a steadily increasing 
membership in both the local and State 
associations.

No little enthusiam was created when 
the president stated that Michigan was 
justly entitled to the honor of being the 
banner Spiritualistic State in the United 
States, having the largest number of 
organized local societies, and the most 
thoroughly equipped State Association.

Ways and means were earnestly dis
cussed for strengthening the cause in 
weak localities, and sending mission
aries into new fields.

It was unanimously decided to secure 
a charter from the National Association, 
and the Hon. L. V. Moulton was elected 
a delegate to represent this body at the 
October session of the ..National Associa
tion. The following officers were elected 
for the ensuing year: President, Hon, 
L. V. Moulton, of Grand Rapids; vice
president, Abbie E. Sheets, of Grand 
Ledge; secretary, F. Schermerhorn, M. 
D., of Grand Rapids; treasurer, Willis 
Miller, of Chesaning; trustees, John 
Hutchinson, of Jackson; Hiram Rix, Jr., 
of Williamston, and Chas. E. Dent, of 
Vicksburg.

After voting to'ereate a mediums’ de
fense fund, and a legislative committee 
to prevent adverse legislation, the con
vention adjourned to meet at Haslett 
Park the next day.

The president, L. V. Moulton, deliv
ered one of his characteristic discourses 
on the subject of “Organization” before 
a large and appreciative audience at 
Haslett Park, August 14th, at 10 o’clock 
A. M., in which he clearly showed the 
necessity of more thorough organiza
tion among the Spiritualists in order 
to maintain our rights, and more rapidly 
advance the cause of truth, liberty and 
justice.

In the evening, ten-minute speeches 
were delivered by Dr. F. Schermer
horn, D. P. Dmvey, Marguerite St. 
Omer,.. Dr. Marvin, Mrs. H. S. Lake, 
Melvin Root, Nellie Baade, Chas. E. 
Dent and Mrs. A. E. Sheets, all of whom 
spoke earnestly in favor of associated 
effort.

We feel that the first annual conven
tion of the Michigan State Spiritual 
Association has been a grand success in 
every respect, and out of the fullness of 
oul’hearts earnestly urge our brothers 
and sisters in other States to join us in 
organizing our hosts, that we may plant 
the banner of truth on every hill-top 
and in every valley throughout our 
beautiful land.

Dr. F. Schermerhorn, Sec’y.

Liberal Gamp-Meeting, Mo. 
I. •

The fourth annual encampment of the 
Spiritualists at Liberal, Mo., convened 
at Catalpa Patjk, Saturday, August 18th, 
and will continue ten weeks. This park 
was designed,. improved and arranged 
by the owner, G. H. Walser, for the sole 
purpose of demonstrating Spiritual phe
nomena, and for the further purpose of 
enlightening those who desire education 
in the truths of our knowledge. The 
meeting of this year opened very aus
piciously, a larger crowd than usual be
ing in attendance, and speakers and me
diums of note are on the ground. Many 
of the old Spiritualists are here not only 
to enjoy the genial surroundings of the 
encampment, but also to acquire Spirit
ual food with which to continue the war
fare against prejudice and injustice so 
viciouslj’ thrust at all advocates of the 
new religion.

Notwithstanding the large number of 
people here, Brother Walser and his 
able corps of assistants are caring for 
them nicely and making all not only 
feel that they are welcome, but attend
ing to their every want.

Among the lecturers present are Al
len F. Brown, of St. Paul, Minn., a new 
man in the Spiritualistic field, having 
only been before the public two years, 
yet this gentleman, through his guides, 
delivers some of the most eloquent and 
logical discourses. He is the only one 
who has yet made a public lecture, with 
the exception of President Walser, who 
presented a very appropriate and well- 
received discourse yesterday. The other 
mediums present are: Mrs. E. M. Gil
man, materializing medium, of Houston, 
Texas; Mrs. M. A. Tabor, materializing 
and test medium, of California; J. S. 
Cravens, spirit photographer; George 
Goodman, amhonest, conscientious, home 
physical medium; Mrs. B. W. Bristow 
and daughter, Miss Ella, of Joplin, Mo., 
test mediums; Mrs. E. E. Hammon, of 
Topeka, psychometric, business and test 
medium; Dr. Edward J. Morrison, in
spirational speaker, of Veve, Mo.; and 
Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, the noted in
spirational speaker and test medium, of 
Port Huron, Mich. .

Everything necessary for the accom
modation of the mediums and visitors 
are on the ground, and general enjoy
ment is evinced on all sides. The music 
this season is more than ordinarily fine, 
being under the charge of Mrs. W. S. 
Pettis, of Creston, Iowa. This lady has 
to assist her Mrs. Sue McGuffin, of Lib
eral, and Mrs. Robinson, altos, M. L.
Jackson, tenor, of Liberal, and T. V. 
Blackman, basso, of Pittsburg, Kan. 
The singers are presenting classical mu
sic, rendered in such a manner as to win 
plaudits from all. The opening of the 
encampment is very bright, and a 
glorious and successful season is assured.

B.

It
Coward’s Castles.

is one of the peculiarities of the

e se-
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Good-by. Mattie E. Hull.

• Charity lays the rough path of peevish 
nature even, and opens in each heart a 
little heaven.—Prior. ■

ance-room, which she did right near me 
on the table; The seance commenced as
usual, when this spirit came and re
quested me to take the phials and hold 
one in each hand, with my thumbs on

Never forget that of the word unsaid 
you are master; of the word spoken you 
are slave.—Anon. V

Fraud and deceit are ever in a hurry. 
Take time for all things.—Franklin.

He is but the counterfeit of a man, 
who has not the life of a man.—Shak- 
speare. '

The secret of life—it is given to min
ister and to serve.—Lucy Larcom. •

Christian clergy that they will not step 
aside to discuss the genuineness of their 
holy books. If an assault is made on 
their authority they are content, to at. 
tempt the silencing of opposition with 
the all-potent cry of infidelity. If the 
arguments are forceful, he who employs 
them is either drunken, licentious or 
insane. Any method, however vile, is 
preferable to the array of fact against 
fact in friendly discussion. No hostile 
views will be allowed to oombat the ut
terances of the pulpit, hence those pro
tected places are now very generally 
known as “coward’s castles.?

To the Editor:—I reached this cot
ton-roofed city Sunday morning, the 
20th Inst. The sky was overcast; rain 
threatened; nevertheless, friends were 
in good-courage, and busy in getting 
settled in their new quarters.

The bell announced at 10 A. M. that 
the time had arrived for the formal 
opening of Wooley Park Camp of 1894. , 

The address of welcome was de
livered by Mr. H. Baxter, president of the Association. D. M. King was pleas
antly introduced as “the Pioneer,” who 
had been officially appointed as the 
chairman of the entire meeting. Al* 
though Mr. King was an active worker 
at the Maple Dell Camp (recently 
closed), he was in good condition, and 
after a few introductory remarks con
cerning the workers who were present, 
Mrs, Carrie Curren was called forward 
and introduced as one of the speakers 
who had been identified with the work 
of the association from the first.

Mrs. Curren handed out many prac
tical suggestions as to the best methods 
for the upbuilding of Spiritualism, es
pecially in those communities where 
there is a stronghold of Christianity. 
She gave an interesting account of her 
work in connection with an Independent 
Society she had instituted in Toledo.

At the conclusion of her address, “ye 
scribe” was called forward, and pre
sented in a happy manner by the chair
man to the audience. The hour for 
dinner had arrived. We all felt the 
jingle of the dinner-bell would be a wel
come sound, so I occupied but a few mo
ments; gave a general talk concerning 
our work and the cause on the Pacific 
Coast.

At 2 P. M., D. M. King, according to 
announcement, delivered an address on 
“Objects and Purposes of the Associa
tion.” Mr. King gave quite an extensive 
history of the rise and progress of the 
association, now in its fifth session of 
meeting. This society, I am informed, 
is a division of the “National Spiritual 
and Religious Association,” called “The 
Central Ohio Department.” The Park 
where we are encamped is a beautiful 
place, adapted in every way for the pur
pose to which it has been assigned. The 
grounds are owned by a stock company. 
Mr. S. J. Wooley donated one thousand 
dollars to the euterprise, and the asso
ciation showed its appreciation by 
christening the grounds “Wooley 
Park.”

Of course, at this stage of the meeting 
I cannot make much of a report. The 
opening day was said to-be one of the 
best ever experienced on these grounds. 
The attendance was not large when 
compared to older and more extensive 
camps, but it was universally conceded 
to be a profitable occasion.

Individually, I am tired of large 
camps; camps where all elements are 
blended, where so many go to “have a 
lark,” as some express it. Of course, 
the revenues from gate fees are de
pended upon largely to pay expenses of 
meetings, but I often query as to 
whether the work as a spiritual, educa
tional movement, is not hindered more 
than helped, in some instances, where 
these immense convocations occur. I 
may be wrong, but more and smaller 
camps, those run in the interest of gen
eral reform, education and spiritual 
unfoldment would be more in accord
ance with my idea of a Spiritualists’ 
camp. I would not do away with amuse
ments nor entertainments, but is it not 
possible to have them managed in such 
a manner that the good obtained from 
the money such enterprises may put 
into tho treasury does not seem to be 
offset by the terrible conditions that are 
left on the grounds after such entertain
ments have taken place? But this is no 
place to criticise our hard-working 
managers, who are probably doing the 
best they can.

Just a few words more concerning our 
work commenced in this camp.

Monday is campers’ day or rest day 
from the ordinary work. Last Monday 
night we held a conference. It was de
cided to meet at hall past nine the fol
lowing forenoon, and organize for work 
in connection with a childrens’ meeting; 
accordingly the friends met and decided 
to introduce this feature into Wooley 
Camp. I was elected as superintendent 
of the class, so am again in the harness, 
on duty every day. .

I was invited Tuesday afternoon in the 
absence of Mr. Herrick, who had been 
announced to occupy the rostrum at 
2:30, to deliver an address.

My theme was “Mediumship, and 
How Defined?” Judging by the atten
tion of the audience, and expressions of 
many who were present, I was happy in 
choice of subject, and satisfactory in its 
exposition.

At night W. P. Colby gave an inter
esting talk, supplemented by excellent 
tests.

The lyceum holds a session every 
morning at 9:30; conference, 10. We 
have a lecture every afternoon, and lec
ture, followed by tests, at night. To- - 
night I give my second talk on “Medi
umship,” I have not had a day's rest 
since I left the Coast, save when on the 
train. I took up the lines in Ohio, 
where I dropped them one week before 
in Washington. The work is one, 
North, South, East or West. My con
stant prayer is that the Spiritualists 
may become united, concentrated in 
action and purpose, that as a body we 
may learn to recognize the true meaning 
of mental, moral and spiritual unfold- 
ment.

1 do not feel I can close this hastily- 
written article without paying a tribute 
to Mr. Skinner, of Columbus, Ohio, and 
his daughter, Miss Myrtle, who furnish 
the instrumental music for the meetings. 
Mr. Skinner is a skilled violinist, aud 
his daughter a fine performer on the 
piano. Mr. Cora Randolph is a singer 
of sweet songs, and favors on nearly 
every occasion. We are to introduce 
congregational singing into the audi
ences as soon as we get fairly into work
ing order. .

Mr; Hull is looked for next week. Dr. 
Gustav and Dr. Mary A. Gebaur are 
here from Cidcinnati. '

; Mattie E. Hull. .

TheStuff Heroes Are Made of,
The man of positive thought, the pio. 

neer of every reform for the betterment 
of his race, he who evolves great and 
unpopular truths in his retirement, al
most invariably hated by the thought
less rabble, -frequently the subject of 
ridicule by those incapable of appreciat
ing true merit, is the one another gen
eration lifts from obscurity, brands a 
hero, and erects monuments to his mnm. 
ory.

í
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and the time of the death and the 
when the son had said his father 
died corresponded to the minute.

After the excitement was over

time 
had

is impossible.
Haslett Park, Mich.
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VERY INTERESTING.
DEYOND THE GATES. BY ELIZ A- 

JD loth Stuart Phelps, author of “Gate» Ajar." 
" The Story of Avia," etc. Cloth 11.25. For »ale at thia 
office.

DULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE. Bt 
ZHXmci H. Gabdkkxb. One or ber brightest, 
wlttle.t and strongest lectures sgsln.t tbo Bible. 
Every women should reod It, and know ber friends 
and enemies. Prlco Idcents.
TSBSESSION. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 
\T Influence mortals. Br M. Faraday. P. 23, price 
tOcenta.

/NTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 
Carrie E. B. Twlng, medium. Price 50 centa.

7'HE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
Mythical Christ, by Gerald Mislay. 230 pages, 

12 mo.. Price 60 coots. .
ACHSA SPRAGUE’S EXPERIENCE 

in the Spheres. Prlce20 cents. .
7'HE RELATION OF. THE SPIRIT- 

val to the Material Universe; and the law Of 
control. New Edition, enlarged and revised, by M. 
Faraday. Price, 15 cent*,, .

. 'THE SCIENCE OF SPIRIT RETURN.
J. By Chnrlns Dawbarn. Price 10 cents. ’ ' ■■
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AN EXCELLENT NUMBER.

THAT POWWOW.

Th© ProgressiveThinkerThis 
Week.

A Paper That Should Be in Every 
Spiritualist Family. ?

Sickness and Death of His 
Father Revealed to an 

Indiana Man.

We ask our readers’ especial at|pntion- 
to this number of The Progressive 
Thinker. . It is full to overflowing with 
interesting and suggestive matter. No 
high-toned, high-priced magazine can 
present in one nuinbei- .a better intel
lectual feast. It certainly is grand 
throughout. Look at the first page and 
read about a “Psychic Wonder,” Then 
see what E. 0. Getsinger, the young 
scientist, has to say about “Earth
quakes and Prof. Faib.” Then see that 
Spiritualism is recognized by “a lady 
coming to the front.’’ Other items of 
interest on same page. '

The second page hah the conclusion of 
“Rocky Nest,” the charming story by 
Emma Miner; along with camp-meeting 
reports, ■ •

The third page contains the interest? 
ing department by Hudson* Tuttle. Dr. 
Sweringen has something valuable to 
say of his experiences, Other items of 
interest. ?

The fourth page has a highly import
ant communication, “Oui of the Usual 
Line.” It details some marvelous mani
festations. Mattie E. Hull bids a good-by 
to the Pacific Coast, where she did a 
noble work, as she does at every place 
where employed. ,‘Jtfany other items of 
interest.

The fifth page is full of items that will 
attract attention. .

On the sixth page “The Case of Mary 
Rice” is continued. It is a curious one. 
Dr. A. B. Spinney, the veteran lecturer, 
physician and medium, has something 
to say that will deeply interest the Spir
itualists of Michigan. 7

The seventh page is a veritable mine 
of important facts, and is well worth the 
price of a years subscription to The 
Progressive Thinker. We invite the 
special attention Spiritualists generally

• to that page. .
The eighth page, too, contains an im

portant communication from Marcus 
Junius Brutus, written by his own spirit 
hand in an enclosed envelope. He al
ludes to the corruption of Rome, as well 
as to that of this country, and predicts 
dire disasters unless a change is made. 
Other items of interest.

Spiritualists, now is the time to work 
for The Progressive Thinker.

A Denial as to the Held Re 
port.

I find in The Progressive Thinker 
of August 18,, 1804, an, article heade d 
a “Powwow,” . which does the Indiana 
Association of Spiritualists great in
justice. Will you please publish the 
inclosed article, by A. J. Haugh, from 
the Port Wayne Journal, that your read
ers may kn<Jw the truth.

“The Fort Wayne Sentinel is now howl
ing for the suppression of the Kansas 
City Sunday Sun, but the old adage, 
“Sweep your own dooryard first,” had 
better be observed. In a recent issue of 
this sheet (which is neither the salt of 
the earth nor the light of the world) 
was published one of the most disgrace
ful, infamous and slanderous articles 
against the Society of Spiritualists at 
Anderson, Jnd., that ever appeared in a 
public newspaper that laid any claims 
whatever to common decency.

“A letter being promptly addressed 
to the society at Anderson revealed the 
fact that the infamous article was with
out foundation, and was an injustice to 
the good people of ’Andejjson and vicin
ity. The article being Absolutely false 
in every particular, I was requested to 
brand it as such, which I did in good 
faith, at the camp-meeting yesterday of 
the Wentworth Grove Spiritualist Soci
ety, to over seven thousand people. 
Being in possession of the facte, I did 
not hesitate to place this infamous, cow
ardly sheet on record.

“It will be remembered that the Sentinel is the same cowardly sheet that 
led the Rev. Dr. Moffatt into a contro
versy with the Spiritualists of this city 
last winter, and which came out with 
beautiful landmarks of second best. 
This was acknowledged by the Sentinel 
refusing to publish the replies of the 
Spiritualists. I have now, given the 
facts, which will show that the article 
in question emanated from a sneaking, 
cowardly sectarian source, for the sole 
purpose of injuring the Indiana Associa
tion of Spiritualists.

J. W. Westerfield.

One of the most peculiar phenomena 
which as ever transpired was that of 
Tuesday morning, when William Mat
thews, who resides on Ohrner avenue in 
Muncie, Ind., told his wife of the death 
of his father in Covington, Ohio, at the 
exact moment his demise occurred.

Nearly six weeks ago Matthews was 
taken sick with what is termed gastric 
fever, closely akin to typhoid, lii this 
condition he grew steadily worse and 
Dr. E. J. Puckett was compelled to be at 
his bedside a great deal of the time. 
Last week he began to grow better, as 
the fever was gradually breaking up.

One day he told his wife that his 
father, who resides at Covington, Ohio, 
was badly sick and was going to die',

Mrs. Matthews, thinking that it was 
but a flight of delirium caused by his 
long sickness, paid but little attention to 
it. He persisted, however, and finally 
Dr. Puckett was notified. He called 
and Matthews related exactly thp same 
story. Dr. Puckett told him thdt it was 
all imagination and to quiet himself. On 
every visit he told him the sanie thing. 
Finally one day Dr, Puckett told Mat
thews that he had telegraphed to hi^ 
father and that he was wellf,

Upon receiving this information Mat
thews said: “Doc, I know why you told 
me this. You know that I think a great 
deal of you, but you have lied to me— 
deliberately lied. My father is in Cov
ington, sick with fever, just as I have 
been, and he is going to die."

When this circumstance happened 
Matthews had no fever worth speaking 
of and seemed to be as rational as any 
person. Dr. Puckett knew that he had 
misrepresented the affair, as ho hadn't 
telegraphed or written, but on last 
Thursday they had received intelligence 
that Mr. Matthews’ father was sick with 
fever, but the affair was kept a strict se
cret from the son and everything was 
done to quiet him.

Monday night Mr. and Mrs. Matthews 
retired as usual, but Mr. Matthews kept 
saying that his father was very sick and 
was going to die. At 4 o’clock Tuesday 
morning Mrs. Matthews felt her hus
band grab her arm and say: “My father 
just died!”

She attempted in every way to quiet 
him, but to no avail. Dr. Puckett was 
sent for. He attempted to quiet him, 
but was unsuccessful. Instead, Mat
thews had gotten out of bed at daybreak, 
washed and put on his clean clothing, 
saying that he was going to Covington 
to see his father. They tried to dis
suade him, but to no purpose? Mrs. Mat
thews thought her husband was (¡razy and 
let him alone. At 9 o’clock '& telegram 
was received from Covington stating 
that Matthews’ father 1 him died at 4 
o’clock, just at the houb numb'd by his 
delirious son. A clock was examined

HE KNOWS ALL THE STAGES OF HIS 
FATHER’S ILLNESS AND ON THE TICK 

OF THE CLOCK THAT MARKS THE 
LATTER’S DEATH TELLS HIS WIFE OF 

HIS FATHER’S DEMISE, AND ALL THIS 

THOUGH MANY MILES SEPARATED 

THEM—OFFERED HIS BODY A LIVING 

SACRIFICE FOB SIN.

thews stated that his father had left a 
will. He told just how much property 
and personal effects had been left to 
him, now much to his brother and other 
relatives. The minutest details were 
given, but as to the correctness of these 
there can only be a surmise, as nothing 
regarding that has been heard.—Chi
cago Times, Aug. 25.

Long-Distance Photography. ,
Now that Dr. Miethe, the scientific 

German photographer, has invented a 
telescopic camera, .long-distance pho
tography, that chimera of the “dark 
room,” seems absolutely assured. The 
objective of this new photographic won
der consists of a convex lens of consider
able length'of focus and a concave lens 
of much shorter range. These glasses 
are placed a certain distance apart, de- 
itending on the difference of -the two 
oci. By the laws of optics, this ar

rangement projects an inverted image 
of the object for which it is set a long 
distance from the farther of the lenses. 
The apparent size:of the object depends, 
of course, upon the space separating the 
two lenses, which, again, must be set so 
as to make the focus perfect. The whole 

. apparatus looks very unlike an adjunct 
to a photographic gaMery, and is said to 
bear a stronger reSemblance to a com
mon telescope than it does to a camera. 
With this apparatus Prof. Miethe and 
his assistants have taken fine pictures 
of portions of the city of; Potsdam, Ger
many, from a distance nearly three 
English miles.

' Camp-Meeting Reports. .
Several camp-meeting . reports have 

been crowded out this week. Although 
The Phogkessive Thinker is the 
largest" Spiritualist paper on this earth, 
its space Is inadequate to accommodate 
all. . ■ . . ... .. . ' ■. ' '

A Bogus Message.
To the Editor:—As a reader of your 

valuable paper I was pleased that you 
alluded to a message purporting to 
come from Abraham Lincoln. After 
reading the article, I at once pro
nounced it exceedingly doubtful—in 
fact, bogus. For a long time I have 
heard spirit voices and distinctly the 
words they speak. Another thing, I am 
not sensible of being under control, con
sequently am able to interview and 
“Try the spirits.” It is true that there 
are many who are good, and would not 
willingly deceive, while others, 1 am 
sorry to say, seem to take pleasure in 
giving false testimony. I could give 
many examples of the latter, but one or 
two will suffice. At a spiritual circle 
here some months ago a spirit gave his 
name as H. H. Crops, ex-Governor of 
Michigan. As his son-in-law, some 
years in the Spirit-world, with a num
ber of others well acquainted with the 
ex-Governor, were present, they went 
immediately to where the medium 
stood. In a short time they returned 
and reported that it was not the Gov
ernor, but a spirit who said he did it to 
attract attention, create excitement, 
etc. Another one personated a spirit 
who, his own brother-in-law said, was 
not present, nor had he ever been there 
but once, and left many days before for 
New York, where his wife, a mortal, 
was living. This spirit was recognized 
and acknowledged he gave a name

Catholics and Masonry.
A case was tried in Soegel, Hanover, 

a few days ago, which is of general in
terest to Roman Catholics and Free 
Masons. A business man of the town 
and a member of the Roman Catholic 
church had been called a Free Mason 
by a rival. The former brought suit for 
libel against the rival in the civil 
courts. The head of the town cathedral 
was summoned as an, expert witness, 
and testified as follows: “To call another 
a Free Mason per se, cannot be a defam
ation of character, as, with the excep
tion of Catholics, no confession forbids 
its followers to become Free Masons. 
But it is defamation for a Catholic to 
be called a Free Mason, because the 
church not only forbids its members to 
be Free Masons, but where the member
ship is admitted and is notorious,'the 
person excluded from the sacraments. 
Other members of the church, there
fore, look with suspicion upon a Catho
lic who pretends to be a Free Mason.”

The court, after this testimony, fined 
the defendant, and ordered him topay 
the costs of the suit - •

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly . reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a briqf item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a .dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, aud 
general movements, which will be read' 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

Mi's. S. C. goovell will begin her work 
at lodge hall, No. 11 North Ada street, 
next Sunday, September 22d, and will 
occupy that platform as speaker and 
test medium every Sunday afternoon 
and evening. On every Thursday night 
there will be held at the same hall a 
public test circle under the auspices of 
the Mediums’ Únion. An effort is being 
made to make this a free circle and it is 
hoped that the effort will be crowned 
with success.

The First Religio-Philosophical Spir
itualist Society of Fayette county, Iowa, 
will hold its annual meeting and picnic 
on the grounds at the residence of John 
Hutchison, on the Albany and Dunham 
road, two miles northwest of Lima, on 
Saturday and Sunday, the 1st and 2d qf 
September, 1894. The meeting will be 
addrfife^fed’by Mrs. S. V. Niece, of Shell 
Rock, Iowa. Other mediums are ex
pected to be present. Services will 
commence on Saturday, at 1 o’clock P. M-, 
and on Sunday at 11 o’clock A. M. The 
public is cordially invited to attend. 
There is plenty of pure spring water on 
the grounds, and good shade fpr people 
and teams. Come and have a day of 
enjoyment and recreation in the woods. 
“The groves are God’s first temples.” 
A. D. Simar, president; John Hutcnison; 
secretary.

Alfred Weldon writes from Grand 
Rapids, Mich.: “Quite a revival in Spir
itualism is being started here by the 
spirit guides of Harry Dalton and wife, 
of your city. There has been a number 
of new mediums developed and started 
on the paths of progress during their 
short stay in Grand Rapids. At tlie sec
ond sitting a Mr. Jacobson became en
tranced aud delivered a beautiful invo
cation; a Mrs. Charter was controlled at 
third sitting. Mr. Kennedy and wife 
are progressing very finely at their fifth 
sitting;1 hands were plainly' felt. Four 
other mediums áre on the way, two of 
whom are promised materialization. All 
who have attended the sittings are 
pleased and speak highly of the power 
of Mr. Dalton and his estimable wife, 
and are willing to testify to the benefits 
received in the circles they have at
tended. This phase of mediumship has 
long been needed in our city and we hope 
the inducements will be sufficient for 
these people to make a long stay with 
us.”

Eugene Parker, of Denver, Colorado, 
writes: ,“At a trumpet seance held by 
that truly phenomenal young medium, 
Marene Thornton, at which there were 
some twenty spectators present, among 
them some well-known Spiritualists and 
a few skeptics, we received some won
derful manifestations and beautiful mes
sages from our loved ones and our 
guides. This medium’s guides can 
always be relied upon, their communl» 
cations coming from higher powers. 
The trumpet used was left to this me
dium by Jier grandfather, he beinfe-.a 
Spiritualist, for twenty-five years before 
he passed but. When a child she would 
sit on his knee and receive messages for 
him from the Spirit-world, and he 
always said to her, “When I pass out, I 
will come back and talk through this 
trumpet.” She was very much grieved 
when her dear grandfather passed out, 
until she received a message from him, 
as promised, to gladden her heart. She 
values her trumpet very highly, almost 
above all other earthly possessions. 
Many skeptics are being convinced that 
Spiritualism is a grana truth through 
her wonderful mediumistic powers.”

Mrs. Jennie Moore has been quite ill 
and unable to fill all her summer en
gagements. She is now well again and 
will be át'h'ome for business after Sep
tember 1st.

Mr. Horine writes: “Mrs. Elsie Rey
nolds, the well-known materializing 
medium, will come to Chicago and re
main an indefinite time and. hold 
seances.” '
■ N. P. Stearns, of Millersville, Moi, 
writes: “Asi am an old subscriber to 
your paper, I take the opportunity of 
writing a few lines complimentary to 
you for the noble work you aré doing in 
dispelling error and setting forth the 
glorious truths of spirit communion. 
Our old veteran worker and medium, 
N. W. Koons, in company with G. F. Gil
bert, known as Grandpa Gilbert, visited 
our place and gave a number of interest
ing and conyincing seances. Mr. Kbon’s 
phase is trumpet-speaking, playing in
strumental music and materialization, 
To say that he is a grand medium would 
be putting it in mild terms. Mr. Koons 
is the oldest medium of his phase in the 
United States. He was developed in 
1846, and has been engaged in the work 
ever since. Any one wishing to investi
gate the truths of Spiritualism cannot 
do better than to visit him, for be is a 
true gentleman and noble medium.”

Abby A. Jtidson will be at Lake Brady 
until September 12. She will then jour
ney East, to meet the following engage
ments: October, Worcester, Mass.; No
vember, Norwich, Conn.-; December 2 
and 9, New Bedford; January, Lynn, 
Mass.; February,. Philadelphia. She 
expects to spend the spring in the. East
ern States. Her general address’is’al- 
ways Cincinnati, Ohio.

Secretary writes from Long Lake, 
Minn.: “We had with our society, Mr. 
Allen F. Brown, of SMPaul, Minn., 
from August 3 to August 13, giving us 
five lectures! which were highly satis
factory. Mr. Brown seems to be the 
right man in the right place, this being 
his third engagement with us. He is be
coming so well.known that we cannot 
comfortably accommodate the crowds 
that assemble to listen to his guides.”

E. N. Pickering, writes of the First 
Society of Spiritual Unity: “The meet
ings of this society on Sunday, August 
19, were in many respects the best yqt 
held, both for the power and variety of 
the manifestations of spirit truths, as 
well as from the interest and approba
tion shown at all the sessions. Mrs. 
Mary C, Lyman seemed fully imbued 
with the power of the spirit in her morn
ing address to the mediums, to whom 
she gave most excellent advice as to the 
exercise of their medial gifts. In her 
afternoon address on the subject, ‘Prove 
all things; hold fast to that which is 
good,’ she was wonderfully inspired 
and held the closest attention of the 
large tiudience. Efficient assistance was 
rendered by Dr. White, Dr. Carpender, 
Dr. Bishop, Dr. Roberts, Mrs. Cutler, 
Mrs. DeKnevett, Mrs. Ellison, Mra. Rob
erts, Mrs. Johnson, Mrs. Squire, Mrs. 
Jaquet, Mra, Isa Wilson Portqr, Miss 
Schaefer, Brothers Hinkley, Smith and 
others. The music of Mra. Simmons 
and Prof. Clarke-materially assisted to 
maintain the auspicious harmony of the 
day.”

AU persons in Chicago opposed to 
compulsory vaccination, or who are In 
doubt about it, will please send their 
names and addresses to E. Summers, 
Committee, 113 Adams street, Room 22, 
City. ■

Jennie Hagan-Jackson's engagements 
are'as follows: August 28, BanksonLake, 
Mich.; September 1 and 2, Hart; Sep
tember 3, Shelby; September 9, Mar
cellus; September 16, Agonen; Septem
ber 23 and 30, Muskegon, Mich.; Sun
days of October, Battle Creek, Mich.

Prof. J. W. Kenyon completed his 
course of six lectures at Lake Brady 
August 24th, and is ready to form en
gagements for the winter months. His 
address is Onset, Mass.

G. A, Hall, of Washington, D. C., 
writes: “We open our lecture season the 
first Sunday in October at Metzerott 
Hall, having engaged the services of 
Mrs Cora L. V. Richmond, Dr. F. L. H. 
Willis, Mrs. Adeline M. Glading, E. W. 
Emerson and Mrs. Colby Luther."

C. W, Nicodemus, of Newton, Kansas, 
writes: “Newton, Kansas, is a town of 
7,500 inhabitants, and 1 don’t see why a 
good Spiritual society couldn’t be organ
ized here. If the association could send 
a good medium here to hold some meet
ings and organize a society, 1 am almost 
sure such an enterprise would meet with 
success. Newton is extremely skeptical; 
but I think it is on account of some self
ish would-be mediums who have been 
here. Most of those who have been 
here have been working for their own 
financial benefit, not caring whether 
they helped the 'cause or not, so they 
got the money. There are several Spir
itualists here, but oneffioesn’t know the 
other is a Spiritualist, and a man in bus
iness dare not say he is a Spiritualist, 
else he is condemned and called a fool 
and is also injured financially, so you see 
it is like a sheep among the wolves. As 
1 understand It, such work as this is the 
object oif the association, and I would like 
very much to see a society organized 
here. I will do all I can do to help the 
cause.”

Geo. W. Carpender, M. D., intends to 
visit California next October, and will 
probably remain there during the win
ter. Dr. Carpender has lectured for a 
long time in this city, to the great satis
faction of those who have listened to 
him, and we are sure he would please 
any California audience. While in Cal
ifornia he will receive his mail at Riv
erside. His address here is at 125 South 
Clark street, Chicago, 111.

Will C. Hodge, who is now sojourning 
at the Clinton camp-meeting, desires to 
hear from societies needing the services 
of an inspirational speaker for the fall 
and winter months. Address until Sep
tember 1st, Mt. Pleasant Park, Clinton, 
Iowa. Permanent address, 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago, III.

We forgot to state last week that Ma
jor Bittqrs and his estimable wife, from 
Clinton Camp, gave us a call. Major 
Bitiers Is prominent as an editor, pub- 
lisherzand Spiritualist, and Is ever on 
the alert to promote the cause of truth. 
He resides at Rochester, Ind.

S. M, Bumstead writes: “The Spirit
ual Unioh closed its ten months’ session 
the last Sunday in June, and will re
sume its duties September 2d, in Nathon 
Lodge Hall, 1565 Milwaukee avenue. 
During the past year we have had a 
very good attendance. How could it 
have been otherwise with the splendid 
taldnt that has been $iven to our society, 
such as Brother Will C. Hodge, Dr. 
Phillips, Brother,Barrett, E.W.Sprague, 
Mrs, Orvis and Mattie Hull. Among 
those that filled our hall with her in
spiration for seven weeks was Isa Wilson 
Porter. Mrs. M. Summers was also 
with us seven weeks. She is a splendid 
medium."

The Paw Paw Valley Spiritual Asso
ciation, Mich., will hold a picnic grove
meeting-in the beautiful farm grove of 
James Osborn, on section 28 of Hamilton 
township, and five miles west of Decatur 
on the Dowagiac road, Sunday, Septem
ber 2d, 1894. Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jack
son; of Grand Rapids, will address the 
meeting at 20:30 A. m. and 2:30 p. m. 
Let every body turn'out and be well en
tertained. E. L. Warner, president, 
Maria L. Odell, secretary.

Amelias. Andrews writes: “Catalpa 
Park Camp-meeting opened on August 
18th by an address of welcome by G. H. 
Walser in his genial, happy way,'that 
made campers feel that they were at 
home and among friends. Then followed 
an address by Allen F. Brown, of St. 
Paul, Minn., which was well received 
by the' audience. Mrs. Emma Ham
mond gate a sample of her psychomet
ric, powers, which-'were pronounced 
good. Mrs. Pettit, as usual, had charge 
of the musical department, and inter
spersed ,the exercises' with sweet-soul
inspiring songs., A dance in the even
ing closed the exercises for the day.” 
. Word comes from Massillon, Ohio, 
that William McCormick was drowned 
at Brady Lake on Tuesday of last week, 
where ne had gone with a j^rty of 
friends. While swimming he suddenly 
sank and did not rise. He was deputy 
postmaster at Wadsworth, Ohio. The 
body was not found until two mediums 
.in attendance at the Spiritualist Con
ference rowed out and located the exact 
spot; ; ; . ' ' ■

W. • S. Hansen, secretary, writes: 
“Thinking, that perhaps a word from 
the Progressive Society meeting at 
3120 Forrest avenue, might not be out 
of place and interest some of the readers 
of your valuable journal, Task your in
dulgence. This society-—less than a year 
old—was organized on a spiritual basis 
through the aid and advice of the Spirit 
guides and friends of the organizers, 
with the understanding that as long as 
their advice was followed we should 
prosper. The society has prospered be
yond our expectations. The meetings 
have been continued through the heated 
term with marked success; a debt that 
hung over the society has been nearly 
wiped out. A great deal of our success 
is due to the effective work of our 
speaker, Mrs. O. E. Daniels, who has 
held our rostrum since early in June. 
She is an earnest worker, her controls 
are of the best and the tests given are 
truthful and readily recognized. Our 
lyceum, ably conducted by the leader, 
Mrs. Mahan, is our pride. The mem
bership is increasing weekly. Another 
feature of our. society is the “dime 
socials" given at the residences of the 
members every Wednesday evening, by 
the Ladies’ Auxilliary. They are en
joyable affairs, being not only social in 
the fullest sense, but instructive as well; 
open to all; strangers and investigators 
accorded a hearty welcome, ' The one on 
August 29 will be held at the residence 
of Mrs. McWilliams,' 5905 Indiana ave
nue. ’ This society occupies the finest 
hall in the city and has no intentions of 
removing to another, or of disbanding. 
Our doors stand open to all who wish to 
join us in spreading the truth.”

Mrs. Celia Hughes, platform, test and 
trumpet medium, will return to the city 
from the camp-meeting at Mt, Pleasant 
Park, Clinton Iowa, and can be found 
at 3116 Indiana avenue after August 27.

J. W. G. writes! "Mrs. Hamilton Gil 
has returned from Lake Brady, and re
ports a very successful camp-meeting. 
Mrs. Gill holds public test circles every 
Tuesday and Thursday evening at 8 
o’clock. The Tuesday evening circles 
are devoted more to the development of 
mediums. These circles are very inter
esting and convincing to skeptics and 
investigators. Mrs. Gill goes to Alle
gheny City, Pa., for November. Socie
ties desiring the services of a capable 
speaker and excellent test meditm for 
the months of January, February or 
March, 1895, can address her at 15 
Bishop Court, Chicago.

The North Side Spiritual Society gave 
a seance at its hall, August 23, for the 
benefit of the Daily News Fresh Air 
Fund, whicli proved a complete success, 
both financially and spiritually. Mr. 
Arnold is a rising star among mediums.

O. J. Johnson writes from Lilly Dale, 
N. Y., informing us that he has been 
successful in establishing a Spiritualist 
camp at Pensacola, Fla. It will be 
opened January 1, 1895,. and will con
tinue for three months. Mr. Johnson is 
a first-class man in all respects, and we 
are glad to announce his success.

Mrs. M. writes: “We of the First 
South Side Society, at 77 Thirty-first 
street, have not appeared in vour col
umns for several weeks, but we are 
neither dead nor sleeping; on the con
trary we have had a, wide-awake sum
mer, our audiences gaining in numbers 
in spite of the great heat, camp-meet
ings and other drawbacks. Our mediums’ 
meetings,Sunday afternoons, undertaken 
rather as an experiment, have been suc
cessful. The necessary talent has never 
been lacking to make them interesting, 
and our evening lectures by Mrs. Nick
erson-Warne are drawing good houses. 
The first of September Mrs. Ada Foye 
begins a years’ engagement with us. To 
simply mention this fact will be suffi
cient to crowd the hall, as she is so well 
and favorably known, Mr. Frank 
Baxter will be with us during October 
and part of November, after which Mrs. 
Foye will again resume the platform. 
Our coming season has all the elements 
of success for us, and pleasure and in
struction for those who attend our 
meetings.”

Patriotism at Haslett Park.
To the Editor:—Patriotism, as well 

as Spiritualism, has had its day of glad 
tidings, or rejoicings, which commenced 
on the first of the month, when the key
note was sounded by Marguerite St. 
Omer, the eloquent and magnetic 
orator, in her lecture: “Priest in Pol
itics,” which was delivered by request 
of the campers: and nearly every day 
the subject of A. P. A. “ism” has been 
discussed to a greater or less extent. 
On an elevated spot of ground can be 
seen a tent, adorned with the Stars and 
Stripes, and a neatly-printed card, with 
a U. O. D. badge pinned on, and the let
ters "A. P. A. Tent. Marguerite St. 
Omer, lecturer.”

On Sunday last the- subject was again 
handed up for the controls of Edgar W. 
Emerson, who launched out in earnest 
with a very tolling address, which re- 
oeived rounds of applause. Some of the 
modest ones have found fault with so 
much patriotism in a Spiritualist camp, 
but have soon been talked down as 
weak-kneed Spiritualists; but seeds 
have been sown that will bear fruit in 
the future; for to separate the two isms

HOW TO MESMERIZE.
TJULL AND COMPREHENSIVE IN
I’ «ruction. How to Meimerize. Ancient .nd Mod. 
irn Miracle, by Me.merl.ni. Alio It Bplrttualttm 
Frue? Bjr Prof. 3. W. Cadwell, Ancient and modern 
miracle, are explained by meamerltm. and the book 
will be found highly IntereW'.g to every Spiritualist. 
It la the only work ever published giving full Instruc
tion bow to mesmerise, and the connection tbl. science 
baa with Spiritualism. It I. pronounced hy Allen Put
nam and others, who have read It, to be one of the 
most Interesting books ever written. Pinar, on. la 
to cents. For tala at this office. -
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FOR SALE AT •THIS OFFICE.
THE CELEBRATED OXFORD ORGANS« ORCHESTRAL TONEO REEDS.

When you buy from US you pay the factory profit, and not agents' dealers' or jg?
middlemens' enormous profits. This beautiful Oxford Columbia Organ for VaW V»
COMPASSl-Five octaves, ll Necessary Stops, 2 of 3-Ootave, 2 of 2-Octave Each.

11 NFr.mfltOV RTI1PR— Ali t>iatcanbc-nutonu.4eotreedaction n wtueaaAwr eiura witUout uttae£iug bogus stops, viz.;.. 
Diapason, Principal, Melodia, Dulcet, Cremona, Vox-Angelica, Echo 
Horn, Celeste, Treble Coupler, Dues Coupler, Gruud Organ and IllghtJ 
Knee Swell ¿nd Left Knee Swell. The above < set reeds and 11 necea*
siiry atups placed at the disposal of the performer and the action 
is characterized by greater power, variety and brilHanqj of tono.com-,, 
bined with tbuinuHtejcqulsitive purity and sweetness, Lu addition to -
the music contained in an ordinary organ. .* • .

1 nERfiniPTlDN OF nARK—Constructed of thebestgradeofBolia 
“ b]U(.k wa]nut, handsomely finished,

hand-rubbed' with oil, durable and strong, thoroughly seasoned, 
kllndrlcd, and made on scientific principles, each component part bo* 
ing paneled to prevent warping or splitting, with veneered panels,', 
elegantly carved and ornamented; center panel on top fitted with 
large beveled French plate glass mirror, with veneer panels on each • 
side; exquisite fret work, brocade silk velvet trimmings back of all 
fret work, large music cabinet, swinging front fail board, two lamp 
stands, convenient handles for moving. It is entirely new in design,: 
find is as illustrated in cut. The case standson castors.
INTFRinn OANSTRUCTIDN— is simple yet scientific and durable.

iij UU' - - not liable to get out of order and ‘ 
easily adjusted in caso of any disarrangement; working parts are free 
from frietionand will neither break nor wear. Nothing but the best 
of material used, and you will never find in one of the Oxford organs 
blotting paper instead of felt; clotbinsteadofleathenoil-clotbiD* 
stead of rubber; common board instead of three-ply stock.
TUE TfiMC— which is the most important part of an instrument. Is 

full,sweet, round,sympathetic, end harmonious, with 
I volume, variety and brilliancy, combined with groat power. 
k-rtiE net I filJUR— a very important part of a good organ, are of tbo 
— very best and strongest material, best quality

nfTibber cloth and best quality ot felt, with perfect etop action, 
Thfiv haveaniitnnense capacity and furnished, with the automatic 
valve for preventing an over supply of air. will never leak or wear out. TUE WARRANT— By our warrant we pledge ourselves in caso our niE^nrgtlnK'M^ organ should prove defective in material or

THE OXFORD HF6. GO. I i cwcago. hl.
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fLSK^HAFI LINCOLN 
A SPIRITUALIST?,

-OR-

Ciirii>us Revelations from tbe Life 
of a Trance Medium.

-BY— '
MBS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav
ings and Frontispiece of Lin- 

coin, from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.

THE PSYCHOGRAPH 
OR 

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument bas now "been thoroughly tested by

numerous Investigator», and has proved more satisfac
tory man the plonchctte. both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and ss 
a means ot developing mediumship. Many who were 
notawaro of their inodiumutlc gift have, after a few 
sltitoga, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Capt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. T., writes: “I bad 
communications (by the psychogrspb) from many 
other frlcncle, even frqin the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown tn tbc old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit- 
uallsm is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my tjoart the greatest comfort in the severe loss 
I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.”

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bls 
Dame familiar to those interested lu psychical matters, 
writes as follows: “I am much pleased with the Psy- 
cbngriph you sent me, and will thoroughly test tt the 
first opportunity I way have. It is very simple In 
principle and construction, and I am sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than tbc one now tn use. 
1 believe u will generally supersede the latter when 
its superior merits become known.”

A. P. Miller, Journalist and poet, In an editorial no
tice of the Instrument in bls paper, tbo Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, says: ‘‘Tbo FsycbograpbU an im
provement upon the plonchctte, having a dial and let
ters, with a few tvords, so that very, little ‘power’ Is 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
do not hesitate to reqommend It to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate.”

Just what Investigators want. Home circles want. 
Price, by mail, free with full directions for use. et.ou. 
For sale at this office.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, sUrtMfig) 
—mure so than any wurk Issued since Uucle Tom’s 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almon covered, and which bavo been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the inostmoment* 
ous period in American History, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
"Abraham Lincoln."

Cloth, 12mo, illustrated, pp, 264,
Paper, 75 cents.

For Sale at this office.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice.

DY LOIS WAISBROOKER.—MANY 
D have read this book, many have re-road IL 
and many others ought to read It. It should be read 
by every man and woman 1n the land. Asa story it Is 
finely writton,aud teems with Interest.and at the same 
thneit educates, elevates and Inspires It shows the 
injustices to which women are subjected in the pres* 
ent status ot socIcty-thcineqmilliH’B in the mcasura 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of tbo 
semcmoralqiinlHy performed bymcn end women re* 
spectlvely. It show« the falsities rampant In society 
in matters of mor*l and social Import, and the wrongs 
that flow therefrom to innocent victims of social 
ostracism. It.contnlnsn fine likeness ot the author. 
Fine Cloth, 29Q pages. Price, o’ V.

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve.
DY LOIS WAISBROOKER.'* THIS IS 

JD a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose is not merely to enable an unthinking. Idle . 
intud to while awsy tbe time In a state ot idle blessed* 
nc88, devoid of earnest thought or care for cither 
BelMmprovemcnt or the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother: and < 
those who arc to be mothers: aad secondly, through, W r. ■ a v ■ “ * — — — —— — - - — . — - —
the mothers, to effect the well-tctnp and happiness of 
ihcracc. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon tbc child of proper surroundings aud Influ* 

__ _____ ___  ________________ — ‘ cnees bearing upon the mother previous tu maternity. 
f French. They are worth their weigh*An gold. t Incidentally the author touches upon various things 
Price, paper, 50 cents._______________________________! tn modern social and business life, which orc unjust,
Titdt v iox* J9V Jf'JC* c jc* and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos*tlioLZ jyr A/sAdZir. In? society as a whole. Thebookistrcncbant.instruc-

Graves. It will wen pay pernsai. Price 81.75 I uvo aD(j vcry interesting, even when regarded merely 
SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL» as a novel, and Is especially commended to “women

VV 1st. Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson, .¡.everywhere,” to whom It ts dedicated. It also tbor- 
This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Price aughly shows up the .Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic _. »»____ .___ .z>___ • * fhnrnh. nrlvanrAri IrlPfls rplfttlTtO' f n t n fl Rniri t Hal Drill.

Z' IBERAL LECTURES. BY d. B.
French. They are worth their weight In gold.

11.00: postage 10 cents.
DOMANISM .AND THE REPUBLIC. 
Il By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every pattiM 
should read It. Price »1.00. - .
T/IEWS OF OURHEAVENLY HOME.
V By Andrew Jackson Davis. Highly interesting. 

Postage 5 cents. Price 15 cent».. : .
DOHMS FROM THE INNER LIFE.

By Lizzie Doten? The.o yoem. irc cs staple 
engar. Price 11. ■ : - ■ .

Church; advanced Ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains R<5 pages, neatly bound In 
doth. Price by mall, prepaid, si.25, .

“THE DREAM CHILD,”
'¿4 FASCINATING ROMANCE OF 
zl two worlds. By Florence Huntley. Price: 
paper, 50'6'oots; cloth, Books like “The lireatn 
Child” spur humanity on to make more and more de
mands of this nature, anti rill opotrup new heights 

I'Firflainn. .. >- . anddeptbsofsnlribialknDWJcdgD.—EllnWjiccJerWn*
• •a rr ¿nnTrr firfvlr v' cox- WlUjibellevc.takc.il« place beside Bulwcr’s/]LL ABOU1 BY “Zanonf? Mid tbc ‘Scraphlta0 of Balzac.—“Dally
XI Hull. A work rou ehonld read, price 15 eente. Cspltal,” Topeka, Kansas. Although.’simple and -nn- 
T/T7AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ■ i ESSAYS, Varnished with any inflammable ‘descriptions, -en* 
Pr Bketches. Poems and Sofits: Gathered iron thralls the mind to tho ngclurion Of other Iboughtt. thuHilffiw^ B^wSyFifl IlM^Llfe. By JU? «?.»!'1Mt W.- 

UoE.fiull. Itl.ra'osicXcbltentTrletiil.OO.' ■ - Mtonrapoll.••Bur.dwTime. --

DE YOK'D THE GATES. BY ELIZh 
ID beth Stuart Phelj». A tllghly cntbrinlnlUR wn*c
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AN OPEN LETTER.
In Relation to Haslett Park, Mich.Her Advent to Spirit-Life.

A Narrative of Her Experiences.

Andrew B. Spinney.sires.
Detroit, Mich., August 20, 1894.
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TO JAMES H. WHITE, PRESIDENT, AND MEMBERS 
OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD OF HASLETT PARK, 
AND MRS, SABAH HASLETT.

All Atymt Devils. By Moses Hull. It 
traces the history <.*. the theological idea of

Paine’s Age of Beason, an-Investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well" known to 
need its character here stated. Paper, 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cts '

the slavery question, but I have no idea 
he is any less my friend, on that account.

[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Through the Mediumship of A. 12. Til
den, M. D., Rochester, N. Y.'

years, an earnest, zealous, efficient laborer in 
the cause of freedom and reform.

In our absence the preparations for the re

knew and probably never heard of, but you ______  ____ ______________o_________
will make his acquaintance and regard him devils. Shows much research.. Paper, 15 
with feelings of love and reverence. • ‘

He has been in Spirit-life about twenty Hypnotism; ite Facts, Theories and Relat-

THE CASE OF MARY RICE.

[CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.]

You should see the pristine rays of the 
gloriously bright emanations from your brow 
as you are so intently engrossed in this work 
of love. What seems most beautiful of it all 
is in the background. The couch from which 
j'ou have just arisen, and the pain from which 
you were suffering,are plainly visible, notwith
standing Which you rose and exerted yourself 
to the utmost, for said you: “The child is 
freezing for the want of comfortable clothes."

Your own little child stands beside you 
looking happy to see you at work on a suit of 
warm clothes for poor little Jimmy O’Kief.

This’ is but one sample of the many records 
of your deeds done in the body .that we saw in 
beautiful artistic display.

We have not permission here to speak of 
many other things presented to us in this same 
way, but I must mention the scenes depicted 
in this pictorial manner, the hours of silent 
watching by the bedside of suffering. Your 
own mother has in fond remembrance the care 
bestow« i on her during the long months that 
you stood over her, beguiling the tedium of the 
hours of pain and helplessness.

We followed the happy parents of such a 
child through the cool avenues and meander
ing glades down to a clearly transparent lake 
or streamlet, for the waters were in motion 
like a running rill.

There were the boats and oarsmen in wait
ing, and we stepped into the beautifully ar
ranged cabin and took our seats, and soon 
were floating across the flashing waters to the 
place where the animals were in keeping.

What do yon think, were they wild or do
mesticated? First your milk-white horse that 
you have coveted; but, mind you, he has a 
mate; and all the other animals,, of which 
¡^pre were a large number, all had their mates. 
They live in pairs. A large shaggy dog lay at 
tlw Untrance, and we knew he was your grate
ful-friend for kindnesses shown him in his

'^Ajrs.Van Auken.—-For mercy's sake, is that 
old Watch that was on the Parker farm?
•’ "Dr. Lucas.— Yes. Man has his pets and 
klso animals of use here in the Spirit-world 
jtjje same as there, if he was kind and humane 
to those in his possession while there.
11: Some think that the Spirit-world is peopled 
dnly by disembodied human beings, and that 
qll animal creation below man is struck out of 
existence. Well might it be for many who 
have never had any compassion on the weaker 
liind lower grades of animal life if such were 
the fact. But man cannot exercise cruelty 
towards even the meanest thing in existence 
Without making reparation to the Creature he 
has abused, though it be a crawling worm.

■ ' Self.—Although he might have to in some 
way expiate the offense, I had not supposed 
that he would be obliged to make reparation 
to the animal itself.

Dr. Lucas.—Yes, he must. It is the inex
orable law of nature governing all things. 
And he must suffer for all the suffering he 
may have inflicted, and his victim a witness of 
his sufferings.

We returned the same way we came and 
were then invited to take a walk through the 
flower-gardens 0, such rare loveliness as 
greeted our vision! Flowers of every form 
and hue, and the dazzling brightness of the 
reflections on all surrounding objects was too 
beautiful to attempt a description.

Flowers seemed to talk, and are symbolical 
also of the deeds of the persons for whom they 
were planted. And one can read the charac
ter of the individual by the persons that tend 
them. If the one for whom they are planted 
is below the moral standard, the attractions 
will be the same or corresponding to them. 

. I saw no menials at work jn your garden, 
but angels of purity planting and cultivating 
the rarest of plants and shrubbery. They will 
add to the floral beauties, reminders of your 
care and love bestowed upon Mary during the 
period she was with you.

I have portrayed these scenes to give you 
fresh courage and strength to pass on in the 
path of duty, regardless of the many trials 
hedging you in on every side.

Now, Mary will write to you after I have 
given the Doctor a sketch of the home that is 
prepared and in waiting for him.

Doctor, your home is in the same sphere and 
not so remote but what you can make those 
visits you have mentioned, and it would be no 
difficult task to call upon each other. It is 
called the harmonial sphere, contiguous to the 
wisdom sphere.

Mrs. Van Auken’s home is not surpassed 
in beauty, for loveliness of graceful, artistic 
combination of arrangement greets one on ev
ery side.

We reached your domain at a time of great 
rejoicing over the accession to your band of 
one of earth’s noblest men, a person you never

will we not then leave these splendid mansions 
behind us? 1 ,

Dr. Lucus.-4-You will retain these homes. 
As you advance in wisdom and love, your pos
sessions will be increased, or,iin order to make 
you understand it, I will say you can keep 
this place and buy in the city, and occupy 
first one and then the other, just as the in
clination prompts you.

I wish some of your long-faced Christians 
that are teaching that to be holy one must be 
sober (if they do not teach it in words they do 
in their own demeanor), could have been wit
nesses to the scenes that followed our arrival 
at your home in the Spiritwqrld.

Music and dancing, eating and drinking, 
rowing and sailing, riding and walking, look
ing at the beautiful and grand adornments of 
the different apartments were all in order.

Self. —I would like to know the name of 
the gentleman whom you mentioned as hav
ing just joined my band and was the occasion 
of so much rejoicing. .

Dr. Lucas.—.The gentleman's name is John 
Duncan. He lived in Boston’, and took a 
great deal of interest in spiritual manifesta
tions, but was not fully convinced of the truth 
of the philosophy of spirit communion. He 
was a saddler by trade and not rich. But he 
had a heart overflowing with love and kind
ness towards all suffering humanity, and de
prived himself of many comforts that he 
might provide the needy with the necessaries 
of life. He is worthy of all these demonstra
tions. •

Self.—I heartily welcome alll such into my 
band and rejoice in it.

Dr. Lucas,—None but such persons can re
main in your atmosphere. Do you realize that 
the emanations from your bodies, both phys
ical and spiritual, are living essences that at
tract and repel other living essences?

A delegation of patriots and statesmen, 
dressed in uniform to distinguish them from 
the rest, were in attendance and enjoyed the 
festivities with great zest, and added much to 
the interest of the occasion. You already 
have some of their naines. You will get the 
rest of them. .

Tables were spread under the overhanging 
boughs of the fragrant trees in full bloom.

These houses are not builded for you, but 
are your own handiwork, and your loved 
friends and relatives delight in garnishing 
them and often invite large parties to visit 
the premises with théih. And thus strangers 
get acquainted with you before your transition 
to the spirit spheres and will be pleased to 
give you a hearty welcome.

Each one has his or her own habitation, 
whether it be a mansion such as I have at
tempted to describe or a dark, dismal abode 
such as the selfish and vile prepare for them
selves.

The grand and beautiful pictures traced in 
glowing colors were a study for those that 
claim to understand the art of drawing and 
painting far better than I.

Your deeds day by day are there repre
sented in these beautiful symbols, and your 
kind and sympathetic nature is thus revealed 
to every beholder as they pass by.

On the archways leading to these fairy re
treats is your name in shining letters studded 
with pearls and diamonds that flash and glisten, 
and reflect the beauties of your genial nature. 
I have told you each individual makes his or 
her own dwelling for their future habitation. 
Therefore do not draw the conclusion that 
your mother and daughter are destitute of 
homes of rarest loveliness. But they take de
light in visiting your place and adding new 
beauties such as they see you deserve.

(I had expressed my surprise that my 
mother and daughter should be at my place 
waiting upon company, as he had said, while I 
was sure that they; particularly my mother, 
who had done so much good in the world and 
had kept neighbors from starving, was de
serving of a much more splendid home of her 
own than I was. That was the occasion of 
his writing the last paragraph above).

Ohl that all mankind were progressed suffi
ciently to understand these laws and live in 
accordance with them! How many pangs of 
sorrow and remorse they would spare them 
selves!

Although your noble efforts to promote the 
weal and happiness of mankind have many 
timps been met with contempt and scorn, j our 
rewards are pictured forth in most glowing 
colors, and when von arise from your present 
condition of life they will become as tangible 
to your senses as the realities of the surround
ings of the Barth now are to your outer 
senses.

By the way; I will tell you I had gone with 
a party of highly cultivated, intelligent gén- 
tlemen when you last sat for me to write, to 
visit the halls of the different legislative bod
ies, and was told by your friend Clay that you 
were to occupy a high seat of honor, an honor 
that yon are deserving of for your efficient 
aid in the great anti-slavery movement.

Self.—I was opposed to Clay’s position on

ception had been going on.
As we approached the premises, music, such 

as you like, came floating to our.eara in most 
ravishing strains, filling the soul with, ti^n- 
quillity and peace.

The tables were spread with the richest of 
heavenly fruit and flowers, your mother and 
daughter presiding at the festive board.

Mrs. Van Auken. —If we shall progress 
into higher, snheres; as we have been taught,

ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus. A very 
interesting presentation of a most interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist. Cloth $2.

Hejen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice. By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from JI. 50 
to $1, cloth.

Woman, Church and State. A noble work 
by Matilda Joslyn Gage. It cannot ’be com
mended too highly. 554 large pages; cloth
bound, $2.

Wayside Jottings. By Matlie E. Hull. Es- 
isavs, sketches, poems, etc. Clothil.

Dear Fbiendb:—It is with deep regret that 
my business and health-needs make it impos
sible for me to be with, you at your annual 
meeting and election of office^, for never in 
the history of our work, since the departure of 
the founder of the park, were there so import, 
antunterests to consider as now; never so much 
depending upon us as a Board. We have du
ties, obligations and responsibilities, that are 
far-reaching in their effects upon the cause, 
humanity’s good and individuals. In per
forming these duties, all selfishness, personal 
prejudices, avarice and vanity should be. laid 
aside. Justice, the highest good to the 
greatest number, and the best furtherance of 
this, the great truths we represent, should /be 
the motive, the design, object and aim.

Mr. Haslett had one object, aim and pur
pose, in taking hold of this matter, viz.; ,. to 
found a broad, liberal, free rostrum, where all 
subjects that pertained to humanity’s good 
could and should be discussed; where the con
ditions should be such that great, beautiful 
and wonderful manifestations and truths 
should come to us from the other side of life.. 
How to accomplish this with his means, and 
not impoverish those to whom he was under 
obligation, was his study. In acting up to his 
best light, advice given and environments, he 
started the movement in the way he did. 
He executed a deed, intending to put the same 
dn record. He intrusted it to those whom he 
supposed would put it on record, yet in the 
last moment, to his surprise, when he found 
that his work in the form'was done, he ascer
tained that much that he expected and re
quested was not done, and that his honest 
plans were in a shape that would md have 
largely thwarted his efforts and designs, under 
these conditions, with obligations, restrictions 
and many entanglements. In the giving of 
this deed, had he lived, there would only have 
been safeguards to the success of his many 
great plans; yet, by his sudden and unex
pected departure, they have all acted as hin
drances, loads and blocks to the wheels of 
progress and success. It was these conditions, 
these sad results, that our present Board found 
upon their hands. This unfinished work, with 
its many sad environments, was laid upon bur 
honorable, able and worthy president to finish, 
and that in so doing, would bring light to 
others, growth to himself, and success to this 
great and glorious cause. When he felt this 
duty laid upon him, he cried out like one of 
old, saying, “I cannot do it. I lack the many 
things that are needed." Yet the diviner 
light beamed in upon his soul, and he said to 
those who are now members of your Board, “If 
you will act with me, stand by me, I will do 
my level best” This you all know he-has 
done. You all know how faithfully, honora
bly and justly he has held up the flag of Spir
itualism, freedom, justice, love,.. tenderness 
atfd purity. Still farther: you all know how 
manfully he has pledged his money in this 
legal contest with the selfish son who has not 
heeded the wishes, duties or impressions of 
the patent whose love and sacrifices have made 
him all he is.

The result of this contest has gained us a 
victory thus far. We are entitled to the in
tended lost deed, yet with conditions we can
not safely carry out, which are unjust under 
present circumstances. Now, in this dark 
hour, amid this development of iniquity and 
perfidy, bur worthy President and many mem
bers of the Board falter, hesitate, become 
weary in well-doing; still farther, other and 
good offers have been made for us to go else
where. Some of our Board are deeply inter
ested in making that change. All who feel it 
best to make that change have motives and ob
jects which to them seem wise from their 
standpoint.

Now, I have heard the different suggestions, 
both pro and con, in relation to removal and re
maining. I also have clearly seen the motives 
actuating all parties interested in said removal. 
I have also carefully looked over the advantages 
that said offer means to us add the cause, and 
the disadvantages. My final conclusions, the 
result of my best judgment and highest im
pressions and convictions, I will now as briefly 
as possible give you. This decision not only 
takes into consideration the good to our cause 
and individuals here, but also the good, happi
ness and help of those on the other side bf life, 
for each world is at times to me equally open to 
my view, and the wisdom of each within my 
grasp. Now, if I can infuse hope, courage 
and unison among you; if I can make Jou’aet 
with me in this matter, victory is sure tocome 
tons, and the object we sought to attain in 
this matter will be accomplished. ;.;

The highest court in our State has already 
said we are entitled to a deed to these grounds, 
that it was the intention of our brother to 
give us the same,’ also much more. We .have 
possession, of the same rightfully and legally 
as his representative. More than half our 
victory is gained. We have also expended 
time and money in building up this camp; giv
ing it honor, position, and influence, and com
bined with them improvements that are worth 
$10,000. It will take thaf amount of money 
in time to make a new location advantageous. 
In leaving this camp, that amount of money, 
strength and good is lost, not only to us but 
every one else. Even our opponents—Twill 
not call them enemies-*-will be losers. They 
will attempt, or others will, to run this camp. 
Those who go to a new location will attempt 
to build up or make their camp win. -All 
whonowicome here will’ be divided into-two 
camps. The motives that will actuate each 
managing power will be success; money to go 
on with, anything to win. All spirituality, 
all progress, all harmony, love, gentleness and 
true success will be lost, and the objects, aim

and purposes of Spiritualism will be dragged 
down into the mire, filth and selfishness, that 
has often ruined Christianity and our cause. 
Money power and success, where the object is 
the good of humanity, is laudable; yet when 
the same must be attained to gratify ambition, 
vanity, selfishness or jealousy it costs us too 
much.

Now, in one word, friends, let those who 
are opposing Mr. Haslett, his objects or 
his representatives, dispossess us. Let them 
wrest from us these grounds, if they can. If 
they attempt to get out a writ of ejectment, we 
are ready to ask pay for the improvements 
made iq good faith, for the money the people 
have put upon the grounds, because publicly 
Mr. Haslett declared he would issue a deed, 
d|d issue a dped, and the Supreme Court say 
we are entitled to a deed. This was a gift 
to the caupe. We, as custodians of his gift, 
have enhanced its value, given freely of our 
means, time, influence and abilities. Now, in 
our defense, we ask pay, and then we will will
ingly vacate. Still further, said efforts have 
enhanced the value of surrounding properly 
owned by sni(l opponents, doubling the same 
in value. Ti^re is no way they can proceed 
to dispossess us, that we have not just right 
and claim; so there is only one conclusion pn 
my part. Elect our officers legally, as in 
years past Betain possession as we have done 
in the past. Let them commence bylaw, by any 
process or plaq they may, we will fight every 
point; carry it through lower to higher courts, 
and back again if need be. Make no conces
sions or compromise. This being persecution 
and injustice on their part, it will increase our 
influence, power, success and members. The 
cost to us of maintaining this legal fight can 
easily be paid from the camp and its success 
each year. Loss of time and expense from 
one individual, will limit his finances, re
duce his vanity and egotism, until in the end 
he will regret and deplore the hour he did not 
act in harmony with his father’s wishes. .

I am assured by our true, venerable and 
loyal sister, Mrs. Titus, that Mrs. Sarah A. 
Haslett is loyal to her husband’s wishes—loyal 
to our cause, and will act with us in every 
way until our right« are gained, and our Has
lett Park an honor to our cause.

Perhaps there are persons who sometimes 
have doubted or questioned, or almost feared 
that she was lacking backbone, firmness, wis
dom or unselfishness in this matter. It seems 
to me as though such a thought should never 
occur to any one. How could she even for a 
moment falter in this matter. How could she 
disregard the - wishes, happiness, love and 
good of her devoted husband?

This cause, the success of this Park, never 
was so dear to him as now. Never, in all his 
life, did he so much wish for the use once more 
of his old body as now; not for a long time, 
but just long enough to finish with his own 
hand what is unfinished.

Now, shall we as his representatives tire, be
cause the way is dark? Shall we lose hope 
because we see a few mountains in the dis
tance? Or shall we be drawn away by a 
voice that comes from a promised Canaan? 
I say no; further than saying that, we will en
tertain any offer, but bind ourselves to none. 
I was chosen on this Board for the purpose of 
aiding, advising and assisting our worthy 
president and his co-laborers as far as I could 
consistent with other duties. I have done so. 
I will continue to do so, yet I will never con
sent to any change of location, or aid any ef
forts in that direction, until every effort has 
failed here; until our opponents have, through 
a well-fought legal contest, driven us from 
these grounds and dispossessed us from our 
rights. Then we can go before the people in 
solid phalanx, and look for another location; 
yet nothing of this kind needs to be; this .is 
the location to become the all-absorbing camp 
of the State. .

Tn a few months an electric railroad will 
come to our grounds connecting us with Lans
ing, the capital of the State, with four rail
roads leading to that point.

Now, my friends, act as you see fit, as you 
deem wise. I will be with you, stand by you 
and aid you so long as I can consistently with 
my conscience, best reason and higher inspira
tion. When you forsake the purposes for which 
this Board was elected, either by retreat, 
treachery or cowardice, my work is done on 
said Board. If, afler a well-fought battle, in 
which eveiy inch of the ground is contested, 
we are defeated, I will go with you heart and 
hand; so will the influence of our worthy, 
arisen brother; also his faithful band of work
ers.

If his heirs should, by hook or crook, 
through lawyers' quibbles and court technicali
ties, deprive us, the cause, and Mr. Haslett of 
their rights, may heaven pity those who have 
been so unmindful of this man’s heartfelt de-

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
The eminent author and musician, Carlysle 

PeterBilea, thus writes from Los Angeles, Cali
fornia ■ ' “I have carefully examined the Ly- 
cpui^Qiiide, and congratulate you upon pro
ducing a work whidh in all respects seems to 
completely fill the manifold requirements of 
lyceum and society spiritual work. It will 
give me unqualified pleasure to urge upon the 
society of which I am president the import
ance of procuring a number of books. ’’ -

“Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.” 
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’ Inter
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 
1893. By Susan H. Wixon. A noble ad
dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should 
be read by every woman and every man. Es
pecially excellent to place in the hands of 
women who are members of the churches. 
Price; 10 cents.
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idea of Death, Heaven and Hell, By Moses 
Hull. Price 10 cents, ’ .. ,
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50 cents.
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man. Price 10 cents. 1

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES', 
from the spirit realms. Disclosing the moat startling revela

tions, proving Christianity to lie of heathen origin.' Antiquity 
Unveiled has 025 pages, a Une engraving ot J. M. Roberts, Eaql, 
editor of Mtnd and Matter. Price »1.50. Postage 12 cents,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. Bi SARAH E. TIT- 
XI comb. Au explanation ot where tho religions ot our race 
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L^ nornlcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 
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1 "If a man die. shall ho Href" la fully anawereu. By W. S. 
Barlow, author ot Voices. Price W cents. ~
MABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 

LVJ. Waisbrooker. Price «1.50. Mrs. Waisbrooker,s books 
should be read by every womau lu the laud.
'hpiND REA DING AND BE YOND. B Y WM. 

LVL A. Hovey. 200 pages, with Illustrations of tbe subjects 
treated upon. Price »1.25.
pOEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN. A 
1 volume of »weet outpourings of a gentle nature, who lias no 
thought of the bitter cruelty ot earth-life. These are awed, win- 
soni and restful. Price »1.00. '
RELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT, M. D. IF 
L\. all could bo led to believe In such a religion tbo world would 
be far better than noir. I ew writers excel Mr. Babbitt la power 
and disposition to apply th > facta ot history and science. Price 
»1.25. Postage JO cents.
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fJ/ASABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL-} 
W IM? or. Curious Revelations from the Life of a Tn*.nct

Medium. By Mrs. Nettie Colburn Maynard. This curious book 
has no precedent In the English language. Its theme is novel, it* 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearlng-upon tbo most moment* 
oue period In history and regarding Its most famous participant— 
tbo most noted American. It Is based on truth and fact, and 
therefore will live from this tlmo forth. Tbe publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense In its verification and prodne*. 
tlon. and be stakes bls reputation upon the validity of lu contents, 
knowing that it will bear thorough examination, regardless of 
doctrine or creedDr sect. It is a remarxable picture—a page of 
veiled history. Gwe it a deliberate reading. You will ba amply 
tepsld. riicefiJJO.
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TjHYSICAL PROOFS OF A^UlTilk LU't..
L Letters to tho Beybert Commission. By Francis J. Llppltt. 
An Illustrated pamphlet Worth Its weight in gold, zrlce 25 
oenu.
PSYCHOPATHY) OR SPIRI7 HEALING. A 
J aeries of lessons on tbe relations of tbe spirit to lu own organ 
ilnL and tbe InUr-relatlon of human beings with reference t< 
health, disease and healing. By tbe spirit of Dr. Beujamain 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price *1.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER 
k conrie. By Andrew Jackson Davli. A rare work, it pos 

great meric. Price 11.25.

TX/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH- 
VV. ei, poems and songs; gathered from t”o highways, by 

ways and hedges of life. By Mattle E. Bull. It la moat excellent 
Price «1.00.

fJTHITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN *• THREE, 
VV Sevf’ii,” a book of 271 pages. By Tbe Phelons. M is 

icaUy a verj interesting and suggestive work. Price *1,2A

IJ/hy she became a spiritualist. 
Vv Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. This book should 

be read by every BpirltuellBt. Price *1.00: postage 10

J IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. TRENCH. 
L-r They sro worth their weight In gold. Price, paper, SO cents. 

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORY 
of Atharael, chief prleit of s band of At -Arrau. An -vitUn. 

hlitoiy of man. Written through the mediumship of U-G. Fla
ky. you should read this work. Price SO cents.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT-WORLD. 
By Mrs. Mary T. Slmlliamer. It abounds In tacts lx refer 

ence to the Bummer-Land, price *1.00.

T EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED 
iroEl tbo Vroe ^Jlfe. ,Presented to humsnkr through ths HSUtunshlp ot B. Lltchflola. Exosllsns througbou.

also. .... •
'THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE 
L Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mo 

Cann. Price 15 conte.

•pIE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM. 
J- A manual, with directions for the organlxatloo and manage* 

ment of Bunday acbools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Smn»thing 
Indespenatblc, Price 50 cents.

PHE SPIRITS’ WORK. WHAT I HEARD, 
1 saw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. It 1> a 

pamphlet tbst will well pay perusal. Price 15 cents.

POEMS OF PROGRESS. B Y LIZZIE DOTEH, 
■L They are really valuable. Price »1.00.

T IFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD
IL, vanced thought, and is taaclnatlng. Price W conte.

piBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN 
LJ Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Price 75 eente.

RIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY GRAVES. 
U It will well pay perusal. Price 01.75.

RROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 
L Tuttle. A beautiful book ot poem» ot rare merit. Fric« 
»1.50.

RIFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. 
1 By Rev. Cbu. Cblnlquy, ex-prieit. A remarkable book 
Page« 882. Price «2.25.

CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 
O 144 Proposition!, theological, moral, historical and specul: V 
Ive*, each proved affirmatively and negatively by qwtatlens trow 
Bcr.Dture. without comment Price 15 cents.

5EERS OF THE AGES. OR SPIRITUALISE
Part and Present. By J. M. Peebles, M. D. A book of 8W 

pages. ilia an encyclopedia of facte; a mine of rare knowledge; 
a work Chat should be in the hand* if every fiplritualUt. Pnoo 
U-0Q.

pHREE SEVENS) 7—7—7, BY THE PHE* 
-L Ions; tbe Jesuits, seen and unseen, are banded agalnitthe 

circulation of this book» because they are afraid they will lose 
their monopoly of tho aecret knowledge they have held bo long. 
In Three Serena, this knowledge Is offered to tbo people. Buy 
it, read it carefully, and see why the Jesuits bate IL Prlco «1.25.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

Phenomena, with Explana
tory Anecdotes, Descrip

tions and Reminis
cences.

D Y CARL SEXTUS. THE BOOK IS 
ID largely a record of the facts and demousiratlona 
which the author has seen, heard of or presented In 
bls <iwu experiments. 'The history of the various 
phases of the science Is succinctly presented, and tho 
various theories clearly slated. Many of the experl* 
luents described occurred lu Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the Interest and value of tbo 
book, which will be found very Interesting to tbe gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to the 
student- Tbe work Is a handsome volume of 900 
pages, bound In cloth. Price, $Ü.Ü0, For sale at 
tbe office of The Progressive Thinker.

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

Biblical and Modern iSpirit« 
ualism.

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast.** “Which,” “Letters to Eldef 

Milos Grant,” “Both Sides,” “That Terrible 
Question,” “Wolf In Sheep’s

Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

Thia book Is whst its title Indicates—“The Question 
Battled- au Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
Modern Splrl Jlsjn.” We give below only a partial 
list of the contenta of each chapter:

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spfrltunllsm to the 
Wauls of Humanity.—No argument bo eood as that of 
Adaptation. Kclfglons must adapt themselves to Meu. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demónstrale an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought tn 
tbe Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with the 
Dead. Its Effect. Bible Writers in Doubt as to a 
Futuro. A Dialogue. Bplrltualium convincesn Min
ister of his Immortality. Djlng Minister in Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

Chapter 11—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.-’ 
A Naturni Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of 
Caiamuy. Persecution purifica. What Good has Sph- 
itttxürm done. Opponents unfair. Immorality in tbe 
Churches. Religious tijstems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All aro 
God-uiokcrs. Men worship their own Opinions. 
Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tea* 
tlmony of Jeremiah.

Chapter 111—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine, Angels are Spirits. Terms 
“Mau'' and “Angel.” Ange) Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Bost of tho Lord. Au Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Manoab’s wife; Is Introduced to Manonb, 
Writing on tbo Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. Tbe Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillara of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Mau has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questloun. Can not 
answer nil. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Dcnf Man. 
Illustration. Mon Double. Two Fathers. Two Sources 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

Chapter V—The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subjects 
Important. “Ye must be boru again." Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister's Opinion. Author'« Objection. 
Josus* Teats. Must be born out of Flesh. Birth of tho 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bible 
against It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion At tho Woman of Tckoab. Of Job. OÍ Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

Chapter VI—Ara Wo Infidels?—BapId'rGrowth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors In 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister want» a Bible. All be* 
Hevc Parts, and no one believes All. of tbo Bible. 
Illustrative Cases. How shall we decide who the Bo* 
Hovers arc. Tbe true Test. Works. Th« Coiomlwlom 
End of the World not vet-. and Christian age.
Preaching. Baptism! and Signs go together. Is Christ 
In the Church?

Chapter VII—Are Wc Deluded?- -A Common Cry. 
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. Tbey 
fire into each other. “Kcttlo Story.” Result of tbo 
Warfare, dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the 
World. Art God and the Devil Partners? In It just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author lovea God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
dolt? Case of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezekiel’» Ex*

enrrr r-rc c, v r a -r-rr, im Kcasonmg in a circle, n onaenui oucces» or tnc up-SOUL) ITS NATURE^ B.ELATIONS\^\t\o^{;i). spiritualism win not “down.” “Old
J. and Expression! In human Embodiments. Given through । Splftfoot."

Mra. CoraL* V. Richmond, bv her guldcc. A book that every-‘ Charter VUI-ObJectlons Answered.—Objections 
body should read who are interested in re-Incarnatlon. Brio© < usually tho Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
•i’W. I the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec*
ZirzK* ckidhT'DinTF' d a c /ii? cdtd t'T't tat Ten i *1^®® to Abolitionism. God Icglslutod (ifrnlnst Spiritu* HE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM, 1 BlMm. No.cromnncy; Definition of. The Objection 

By Epes Sargent. A work of profound research, by one ot proves Spiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to opply to the 
the ablest men of tho age. Price *1.50; postage 10 cents. Dead for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism.

_ _ This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not
T/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John 
V JuAnvr Jackson Davte. Highly IntereiUng. Putagu S ,vlol?,te<1. and hence dejerro death. Tim Law good ¡n

M»ta PrleA 7R cent*. *“*•* w Its Place, and for Its Time. Men Inclined to worship
Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah

/ HE VOICES, BY WARREN SUMNER BAR^ 
A low. The Voices contain poems ot remarkable beauty and

force. They are most excellent. Price *1.00.
PHE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL. 
J. A pamphlet of 40 pages. Worth Its weight Ingold. fUcelO 
esnte.
~pHE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
J. Tuttle. HU works are always Intensely Interesting. Price

•1.50.
pHE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
■Z Ion. By Keney Graves. You should read It, and be the

wiser. Price «1,50.

pHE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
JL comparison of Biblical and modern Spiritualism, By Hosea 

Hull. An Invaluable work. Price »ISO.
pHE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM, ITS 
JL phenomena and philosophy. By Rev. Samuel Wateon. 

This work was written by a modern Savior, a grand and noble 
man. Price »1.00.
RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HIST0R1, 
£\ embracing the órlgin of tbe Jews, tbe rise and development 
uf Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brom, M. D. 
Obe ef tbe most valuable works ever published. Price *1,50.
"DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND, GIVEN

InipIratloDRlly by Mrs. Marla M. King. Ton will sot become 
weary while reading tnla excellent book. Price 75 cenU. • 
nOMANlSM AND THE REPUBLIC. B\ 

L\. Rev. lease J. Luting, M. A, Every patriot should resdli. 
Pries «LT0
(~}UTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTHER 

taloi and sketches By a band «f «plrtt intelligence!, through 
tbo mediumship of Mary There» Sbolbamer. An excellent wort 
Mrs »1.35.

COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 
HISTORY, STATISTICS, and the 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN UHE ARGUMENT OF 
THE. ARTIST. ‘

Designs by Watson Heston, with por
, trait of Designer.
Tbo niustratlons are classified as follows: 16 rep

resents Uncle Sam and tbe Trieste; 2, Tbe Church 
Robblnx tbe People; 8, Thanksgiving; 6, Sabbath 
Lava; 14 Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
tbeChureh;6, Tbe Church and ThomssPatne; 4, Stud
ies In Natural History; 2, Tho Bible and Science; !», 
The Clergy and Tbeir Flocks; !, Piety In Our Peniten
tiaries; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
Hl! Works; 2, Prayer; 10. The 0reeds;2, Christians and 
Mohammedans; 2, Samples of Christianity’! Work; 
K, Missionaries; 1.The Lord’s Instruments; 25, Bibis 

... Doctrinos and Their Beiults; 1, Tbe Church and 
spiritual truth». Slavery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4. Ireland and the 

1 Church; 2, Church's Idea ot Civilization; 1, The Use» 
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES ANDi 

merit lnter»tlwu>ewvb^v?™^»?jií?' A °* 16; Hell;?, Miscellaneous. Price «i®0 ,
merit luterestínst# every body. Price «Lta . , . I ftt this Office. ’ L

POSPEL ORNATURE. BY If. L. SHERMAN 
V7 and Wm. F. Lyon. A book replete with spiritual truth!. 
Price »LOO. ■

À
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IflFORTflHT FACTS FOR SPIRITUALISTS TO CONSIDER. SEE THE FIRfl HOLD THAT THE ROflAH OCTOPUS HAS ON THIS DISTRACTED COUNTRY

IMPORTANT FACTS,
I From Washington, D.C

_ Wl|L pEf=tNp
OVRTvBUcâW00^,.

1 FRofi papal EHfp’Afnnait

Ä FLOOD OF LIGHT

INDIAN APPROPRIATION BILL.

OUB PUBLIC SCUOOL SYSTEM, “THB BULWARK 

OP THIS COUNTRY,” NONSBOTABIAN AND 

NONPARTISAN, AND THB EMBODIMENT OF 

THB BBST EDUCATIONAL THOUGHT OP THIS 

BNLIGHTBNBD CENTURY, -SHOULD BE THE 

, BOON OF THB NATION’S WARDS THAT OOMPOBB 

THB REMNANT pl THB UNFORTUNATE INDIAN 

RACE. ,

as shown by this table and information 
taken from Government reports, and 
which I submit for printing in the Record 
as a portion of my remarks,

Ap Address Delivered by 
HON. WM S. LINTON, 

Of Michigan, in the House of,Rep
resentatives, June 7,1894.

w7

i.F.afrv -

Thrown Out from Washing' 
ton, D. C.

“We have contracts until July, 1894, 
when thé Government understands that 
we give up all connection with it?’) ■ ' 
By the General Assembly of the United 

. Presbyterian Church of North Amer
ica, Allegheny, Pa., May 31, 1892. ;
Resolved,. That we protest against all 

Government appropriations for the de
nominational Indian schools and for 
other sectarian purposes as unconstitu
tional, and pétition Congress to refuse 
all'applications for such appropriations., 

(This denomination has not received
Government appropriations.) '
By the General Convention of the Prot

extant Episcopal Church, sitting as 
thè Board of Missions, Baltimore; Md., 
October 19,1892. - ; .
Resolved, That,in the judgment of this 

board, subsidies from the Treasury of 
the Drifted States in aid of Indian edu
cation oiight neither to be sought nor to 
be accepted'by this church; and that’the 
board of managers be, and hereby is, 
requested to act from this time forth in 
accordance with this judgment. " 
By the Board of Managers of the Dqnjes- 

tic arid Foreign Missionary Society of 
the Protestant Episcopal: Church, De- 

■ cember<.-13,4892.;; ..j . . .. ..
. The question of the renewal of the, 
con tracts yyi th. the. Government for trip 
support óf the'schools àt Afivik apd 

’Poipt EbpeTieing!' under «mèlderàtion, 
the .following actioçt was.'taken: ■ ' >r:

Resolved, That the-contracte with the. 
Bureau pf Education, Department of the. 
Interior,, from September!, 1892, bp ex/ 
;ecuted,’for the' reason that’the wórk’ 
contemplated bythom'begfin at the déte 
mentioned and before .the action of the 
Bòài'd of Missions in Baltimore, apd for, 
thé further reason that there is no .¡on», 
.portunity, to notify the workers in 
A.l^kd -before thé'' expiration of: thé’ 
lem .covered ;by 6aid'.cotítriácts>-..liesQlvoii, .That in . view p.f thp, action 
taken by ,the Board of Missions at its Jgi- 
enhlal'ineeting in Baltlihoré,* and which 
was as follows: —. ■ '

liesolrid, That,in the judgment of this' 
board,subsidies .from, the Treasury pf the 
United States in aid of Indian educaron, 
ought neither to be sought nor to be ac
cepted by this church, and that thè 
board of managers be and hereby is rd- 
quested to act from this .time forth it) 
accordance with this judgment, and that

four great denominations that have here
tofore been beneficiaries of a system for
eign to the principles of our Govern
ment, viz.! ‘ the Methodists, Presbyte
rians, Episcopalians, and' Congregation
alists, representing, with adherents, a 
population of 14,750,000, now refuse to 
receive further grants of public money 
collected from ,the. whole people,' and 
they are joined by the important Bap
tist denomination that has never ac
cepted, but always refused, this public 
money for their missionary work; and I 
know other chuqch societies are now 
protesting against this great wrong, 
while that great mass of our population 
not officially connected with any church, 
numbering at a low estimate 30,000,000, 
are outspoken and decidedly in earnest 
in their denunciation of this outrageous 
fraud that has been for years perpe- 
tratedupon the American people. I ask 
the ihembers of the House to do away 
wjth this abomination under our Gov
ernment, and you will do much toward 
eliminating religious controversy from 
political questions,

- Some' members will argue that the 
churoh can carry, on these schools moré 
cheaply than the Government, Those 
who copslc|er this an argument are foes 
to' the; common-school system, and in 
favorófparochial schools instead, as 
the.same.reasoning would apply there 
also, Buch argument is a confession 
that.oup citizens generally áre incompe
tent to economically perform this duty, 
and-I, for one, am not in favor oí making 
any.suph admission, believing, as I dó, 
thgt the average. American citizen, no 
matter whát his sept or creed may be, is 
as cbinpetént to Carry on this work as 
tany.

,, The.bill.before us makes specific ap
propriations for only a few parochial 
schools that appear upon the surface, 
beginning on page 51, with St. Boniface’s 
School; in California, and the Holy 
Family School,in Montana, el al.‘, but the 
“milk of the cocoanut” is found in the 
statement with which I have been furm 
Ished from the Office of Indian Affairs, 
and I wish to say right here in this coh- 
nection, that when 1 first asked for this 
information relative to denominational 
schools, my clerk was informed by the 
Assistant Commissioner, who, I am told, 
is ’ a zealous member of the church 
which has its headquarters upon the 
Tibe;-, that it could not be supplied.

List of contract schools, giving the denomination, the location, and the total 
amounts required for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1894, for which' ' ’' 

no special appropriation was made. '
. CATHOLIC. . .

SCHOOL, LOCATION, AND. CONTRACTOR, 
Avoca Boarding, Minnesota, Mother de Chantal............ 
Bataga Boarding, Michigan, Gerard Terhorst....................
Bayfield Boarding, Wisconsin, Casimir Vogt... . ........ :......
Bayfield Day, Wisconsin, Casimir Vogt........................■...
Bernalillo Boarding, New Mexico, Sister Margaret Mary,., 
Colville Agency, Washington:—

Colville Boarding, Rev, Joseph M. Carauna... ............
Cœur D’Alene Boarding, Rev. Charles Mackin.......... .

Crow Creek Reservation Boarding, Pius Boehm............. . .

■
AMOUNT.
..8 3,780

St, Xavier Boarding, Crow Reservation, Montana, Rev. Leopold VanCorp 
St. Mary’s Boarding, Devil’s Lake Reservation, Sister Genevieve,............
St Paul’s Boarding, Fort Belknap Reservation, Montana, Balthasar Feusi, 

S.J...................... ..................................... . ... ................. ...........
Graceville Boarding, Minnesota, Mother Cecelia-.. ...........  • •.... . i.. ........
Harbor Springs Boarding, Michigan, Norbert Wilhelm... .....................
St, Joseph’s Boarding, Green Bay Agency, Wisconsin, Rev. Odorio 

Derenthal......................................................... ........................ . .
La Pointe Agency, Wisconsin: 

Red Cliff Day, Casimir Vogt....................................... .  ..
Bad River Day, Sister Kunigugda................. . .............. ........
Lac Court d’Oreilles Day, Sister M. Fabiola Oswald............
St. Mary's Boarding, Sister Kunigunda.......... . .....................

Morris Boarding, Minnesota, Mother Mary Joseph Lynch..........
North Yakima Boarding, Washington, Rev. Aloysius M. Folchi' 
Osage Agency, .Oklahoma (paid from Osage money):

St. Louis Boardihg, Sister M. Acqqinata........ . ........... ..........
St. John’s Boarding, .Sister Mary Paul....... ........... ,....................... ..........

Holy Rosary Boarding, Pine Ridge Agency, South Dakota, P. Florentin 
Digmann............................................. ■.. .i...............i............ ..

Pueblo Agency, New Mexico: ,
Acoina Day, Placidus Louis Chapelle.............. . . .. ..................
Isleta Day, Placidus Louis Chapejle.......................................... . ............
Laguna flay, Placidus Louis Chapelle....... ,.. ............................ .............

, .Tamez Day, Placidus Louis Chapelle........ ..................... ........................
Sat) Juan Day, Placidus Louis Ghapelle.................................................
Santp Dorningo Day, Placidus Louis Ghapelle...................................... .
Taos Day, Placidus Louis Chapelle....... . .................................................

St. Francis Boarding, Rosebud Reservation, South Dakota, Rev. John 
Jutz, S. J. (paid from Sioux money)................. ........

J

San Diego Boarding, California, Anthony D. Ubach....................................
St, Benedict's Boarding, Sac and Fox Agency, Oklahoma, Thos. Duperon, 
St. Peter’s Boarding, Montana, James Rebmann..........................................
St. Catherine’s.Boarding, Santa Fe, N, Mex., Placidus Louis Chapelle.... 
St. Stephen’s Boarding, Shoshone Reservation, Wyoming, Phiibert 

Turnell.............................'................. .......................................
St. Labre’s Boarding, Tongue River Reservation, Montana, Rev. A. 

Van der Velden.................................................................... .
Tulalip Boarding, Tulalip Agency, Washington, Rev. Peter J. Dubbel... 
St. Benedict’s Orphan, White Earth Agency, Minnesota, Aloysifus Her- 

nmnutz............................................................................ .............
Red Lake Boarding, White Eayth Agency, Minnesota, Thos. Bougerding 
California:

900
7,500

7,020
7,560

10,260 
11.340 
14,0^),

16,200 
5,400

10,260

14,040

900
60ÖJ 

1,200 
5,400 
9,720 
5,400

6,250 
6,000

halt upon the present' nefarious system 
The venerable Senator from Texas, in 
the debate of July 24, 1890, was right in 
denouncing Government aid to religious 
denominations.

Think of it, soliciting millions of' the 
people’s money, but demanding that 
they should use it in their own way, 
without even Government control of the 
text-books used by the Government 
jcholars. ■

' “Let up; not make the Indian the prey 
of denominational bickerings. Give him 
the American public school, or its 
equivalent, and then let religious de
nominations prove their faith by their 
works and try to Christianize him.
\ “When we provide in a given place 
only a contract school under sectarian 
control, we force them under an estab
lishment of religion, and pay the bills 
for their religious education, which is 
both establishing a religion and abridg
ing the free exercise thereof on the part 
of the individual,in direct contravention 
of the first amendment to the Constitu
tion.

18,900

750
900
750
750

“Again, the churches accepting ap
propriations to aid them in their efforts 
to educate the Indians are putting a 
premium on the use of ecclesiastical 
power for political purposes in the 
shaping of legislation; aud that power in 
thesg very lines has been used most re
lentlessly in high places. It would 
seem that the church of Christ ought 
not to be a party to this kind of work in 
a republic.” ,

To show the position of the two great
political parties in the past and to prove 

„„nx beyond a doubt that there ■ is nothing
^partisan in my opposition to the bill, I 
desire to read that portion of the plat
form of each party referring to public 
and sectarian schools, and comments 
thereon.

660

600

10,260 
11,875

5,400 
19,440 
12,500

8.10Q

4,320
10,800

9,720
4,320

Amounts set apart for various religious bodies for Indian education, for each of-the fiscal years 1886 to 1893, inclusive.

1886, ■ 1887. 1888. ■1889. 1890. 1891.
■ 1 '.Si 

1892. 1893. Total for 
8 years.

Roman Catholic *.......... . ..................
Presbyterian.......... . ............. ;.........

$118,343 $194,635 8221,169 $347.672 $356,9¿7 8303,349 $394,756 $369,535 $2,366,41632,995 37,910 ' 36,500 41,825 47,650 44,850 44,310 29,040 315,080
208,819
23,310
8,350

Congregational. 16,121
5)400

26,696 ' 26,080 29,310 28,459 27,271 29,146 25,736Martinsburg, Pa................................
Alaska Training School....................
Episcopal.,........................................

u 10,410
4,175

7,500
4,175

Dropped

1,960
1 jbyO 3,690 18,700 24,876 29,910, 23,220 4,860 107,146Friends............................................... 27,845 14,460 '23,383 23,383 24;743 24,743 10,020 150,537Mennonite............... ■..........................

Middletown, Cal................................
Unitarian.................................. .
Lutheran, Wittenberg, Wis.............
Methodist...........................................
Mrs. L. H. Daggett.................... .
Miss Howard.....................................

■ 3,340 
■ 1,523

2,500 3,125 4,375 4,375 4,375 3,750 25,840
1,523t ^1)300 5,400

1,350
5.400
<050

5,400
7,560
9,940

5,400
9,180

5,400
16,200

5,400
15,120

33,750
53,4602,725 0,700 13,980

6,480
33,345
6,480275 000' 1,000 2.000 2,500

33,400
20,040

6,375 
267,200 
160,320

Appropriation for Lincoln Institution 33,400 33,400 33,400 33,400 33,400 33,400 33,400
20,040Appropriation for Hampton Institute 20,040 20,040 20,040 20,040 20,040 20,040

Total...................... . ........... $228,259 $363,214 $376,204 $529,905 8562,640 $570,218 $611,570 $525,881 $3,767,951

«nhniu ?hLra? J,y-,thlWcl«tJ>'thelr schoofat De Vil’s Lake was In a Government building» and when the training
A E d 1 Wfiiotten Ue Sister’s school was madf a part of the Government school, and the Sisters retained as teachers under 

uuvernment pay. - .______ .. , . ■ : ----------- —•

Hopland Day, Mendocino County, Rev. Gregory Knepper 
Pinole Day, Mendooina County, Rev. Gregory Knepper... 
St. Turibius Day, Lake'LCounty, Rev. James Nolte...........
Ukian Day, Mendocina County, Rev. Gregory Knepper...

Total............. . .............................................................

600
600
600
600

.8276,115

SCHOOL, LOCATION, AND CONTACTOR. AMOUNT,
Hope Boarding, Springfield,US. Dak., Walter J^pjqs Wicks..Epdscopalian.8 
Episcopal Mission Boarding, Shoshone Agency, Wyoming, 

John Roberts.................‘.................... i.................. “
Tucson Boarding, Tucson, Ariz., Rev. Howard Billman.......Presbyterian
Omaha Mission Boarding, Neb., Wyllys K. Morris...............  “
Sisseton Reservation, Goodwill Mission, Boarding, S. Dak., 

G. S. Baskewill...................................................... “ .
Ramona Boarding, Santa Fe, N. Mex., Elmer Chase.............

.........................................................American Missionary Association
Plum Creek Boarding, Leslie, S. D. Thomas L. Riggs..........

.........................................................American Missionary Association
Point,Iroquois Day, Bay Mills, Mich., Rev. Wm. E. Brown.......Methodist
Wittenberg Boarding, Wittenberg, Wis., Axel Jacobson............Lutheran
Mennonite Mission Boarding, Halstead, Kans., Christian Kreh- 

biel......... . ....... . .......................................................... Mennonite

4,860

2,160.
25(000
4,860

6,430

8,125

2,700
900

16,120

• The House being in Committee- of- the 
Whole oh the > state of thé 'Union, and 
having under consideration the bill 
(H. R. 6913) making appropriations for 
current and contingent expenses of the 
Indian Department, and fulfilling treaty 
stipulations with various Indian tribes 
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1895, 
and for other purposes—

Mr. Linton said:
Mr. Chairman: It is high tiine to call 

a halt in the expenditure of the nation’s 
' monéy either directly or indirectly to

ward any sectarian school, or to enrich 
the coffers of any religious, society at 
the expense of many others, and we 
should here and now, by striking; put 
portions of the pending bill and placing 
safeguards around the remainder, dis
continue such perilous and unconstitu
tional appropriations.

■ Our public school system, “the bul- 
• wark of this country,” nonsectarian and 

nonpartisan, and the embodiment of the 
best educational thought of this en
lightened century, should be the boon 

■ of the nation’s wards that compose the 
remnant of the unfortunate Indian race, 
and they should not be forced hereafter 
to attend, as they have been for cen
turies, without material advancement, 
that class of schools where Indians al
ways remain Indians, and which to-day 
keeps the great bulk of the population 
in poverty-stricken Italy (where it is 
said 63 per cent, of the people cannot 
even read and write), Mexico, and sim
ilar countries, from rising out. of the 
slough of ignorance and superstition in 
which they are engulfed.

I do not intend, sir, to attack any re
ligious denomination as such, but tho 
subjoined table showing one church 

- .alone to have received during the past 
•eight years 82,366,416, while all the 
others combined, fifteen in number, re
ceived during the same period only 
about one-half that amount, proves con- 

• clusively that it pays to maintain hère 
on a prominent ■ street, at. the* nation’s, 
capital, a bureau of Indian missions'lhat 
has all the appearance of a huge lobby 

' for advancing th eininterests. - , . ;•
As stated bya Senator from New Eng

land, thèÿ Have been ori the groimd here 
for years pushing Catholic schools upon 
the Government as earnestly as was in 
their power, and largely to that influ
ence is attributed their great increase, 
which has come to be for their church 
three-fifths of all the. appropriations; 
and if this bill passés the proportion 
will be much larger, They are active 
still, foisting upon the people of this 
country, schools that do not belong to 
the civilization of to-day.

For more than a gehtury the Mission 
•Indians hâve been under Jesuit control, 
education and influence, and th-day are 
as incapable of self-support as citizens of 
our country as babes. They are reliant 
more than ever upon those "from whom 
they received theiri' instructions. They 
go in temporal matters,’aS they do in 
their spiritual, where they are advised 
to go by their supérieurs. They.plapt 
nhen they tell them to plant and. sow 

• ÿhch thoy-tell them to sow. ". T r • • 
• T’te founders of the Republic -builded 

; ‘loiter than , they knew ifhen/.th.ey - de-, 
’ V anded tho separation of ■ ch urch and 
' ii-jate, and little did they imagine .that 
■! ? ‘imgress would ever pass a bilb such ^as, 
Îâé dne under consideration torday/ pr

, libat appropriations .would aver: be:inade

. •» -nd* d•• ’ ■
The sentiment of the American peo

ple is aroused against this unholy and 
unconstitutional union of church and 
State shown by these figures, and bow
ing to this sentiment, if for no other 
reason, were I high in authority in any 
of the ecclesiastical bodies referred to 
that still asked for Government moneys, 
I would say that if my church wished to 
retain the good will and respect of 
Americans we could not afford to take a 
subsidy /rom the public treasury, and 
would have none of it. Several leading 
denominations have already taken this 
course, and I desire to have read the 
resolutions they have adopted upon the 
subject.

The clerk read as follows:
By the General Conference of the^eth- 

odist Episcopal Church, Omaha, Ne
braska, May, 1892.
Whereas, the appropriation of public 

funds for sectarian purposes by the Na
tional Government is not only wrong in 
principle, but in violation of both the 
letter and spirit of the Constitution of 
the United States: Therefore,Resolved, That this General Conference 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church re
quests the missionary societies working 
under its sanction or control to decline 
either to petition for or to receive from 
the National Government any moneys 
for educational work among the Indians. 
By the general board of managers of the

Woman’s Home Missionary Society of 
tho Methodist Episcopal Church, in 
annual session, Grand Rapids, Mich., 
October 28, 1892. .
Resolved, That the Woman’s Home 

Missionary Society of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church cordially approves the 
action of the General Conference, re; 
questing all benevolent societies of oilr 
church neither to appeal for nor accept 
from the National Government any 
moneys for Indian schools, not1 only be
cause of its loyalty to the highest legis
lative and judicial body of . the church, 
but because of Its belief in thé American 
principle of the absolute separation of 
church, and State. • ■' ■

(This was the only, organization con
nected . with the' Methodibt Episcopal 
Church receiving national money fori 
Indian education. It no longer receives 
appropriations.)
By the General Assembly of the Pres

byterian Church in the United States, 
Portland, Oregon, May, 1892. .
Resolved, I. That in the judgment of 

this Assembly all public money expended 
upon the education of the Indians ought 
to be expended exclusively by Govern
ment officers upon Government .schools. . Resolved, II. That in the judgment of. 
this assembly the practice of appropri
ating public money for the support of 
sectarian schools among the Indians, as 
is now done in the contract schools, 
ought to cease at once. . .. . ;

Resolved, itl. That this assembly 
heartily approves of all proper efforts to 
secure the constitutional prohibition of 
all appropriation of public money to 
sector ianschools either.by- State or by 
the’General Govemtaent. • ' - -
, (Rev. Dr. William C. Roberts, secre
tary of the Board of Home Missions of 
the Presbyterian Church, the organiza
tion conducting for. that- denomination 

■Jits-school, work.-among the Indians, 
। writes urAsf date of December 15.’1893:

the general secretary be instructed re
spectfully to advise the United States 
Government that this board, while 
gratefully sensible of the past co-opera
tion of the Government in its missionary 
work,finds itself unable,consistently with 
its convictions as to the incompetency of 
the Government to make appropriations 
for religious, ecclesiastical, or denomina
tional purpose, to accept such appropria
tions in,the future.

(Rev. Mr. Wm. S. Langford, general 
secretary of the Domestic and Foreign 
Missionary Society of the Protestant 
Episcopal Church, the organization con
ducting for that denomination its school 
work among the Indians, writes under 
the date of December 30, 1893, “All con
tracts which this society has had for 
educational purposes, with the United 
States Government, have terminated 
and none will be renewed. We are not 
informed of any contracts existing , be
tween thé United States Government 
and anyone representing the Episcopal 
Church in any diocese or missionary 
jurisdiction.”) ..
By the American Missionary Associa

tion (Congregational), in annual ses
sion at Hartford, Conn., October 27, 
1892; -
Whereas, the system known as “Con

tract Schools,” in connection with Indian 
work, is open to very serious abuse; and

Whereas, Government schools have 
now reached a position as to equipment, 
methods, and general efficiency, where 
the common school education among the 
Indians may be safely and wisely in
trusted to them; therefore

Resolved, First, that public money ex
pended' upon the education of Indians 
ought to' be expended exclusively by 
Government officers upon Government 
schools. . ,

Resolved, Second, that the practice of 
appropriating public money for the sup
port of sectarian schools among the In
dians ought henceforth to cease..Resolved, Third,: that it is^iéé ’for 'the 
American Missionary. Association to de
cline to seek or aèéeiff any subsidy from 
th'e- Government; randethat henceforth 
this society, act in conformity with this, 
purpose. . .

(In the contract book of the, Depart-' 
ment of Indian Affairs there appears 
the following entry: .“August 14, 1893, 
F. L. Riggs declined to renew the con-, 
tract for the Oahe School because the 
American Missionary Association had' 
decided fidfi tô réceive'Gévêrn'meht aid."- 
This severs all connection of the:Congce- 
gational Church with national sectarian 
appropriations for Indian education;) ■

AU the foregoing bodies, together 
with the Baptist and Methodist Protest-' 
ant churches, have also approved > the; 
following form, of XVI. Amendment to 
the United States Constitution: '

“No State shall pass' ànÿ law ’respect
ing an establishment of religion,- or pro-’ 
hibiting the Tree exercise-thereof, or 
use of its property or credit,’ or any 
money raised by taxation, or authorize 
either to be used, for the purpose of 
founding, • .maintaining, or aiding, by 
appropriationr.payment for services, ex
penses, or otherwise, any church, relig
ious-denomination or religious Society, 
or any institution,-society, or -undertak
ing; which -is wholly, or in part, under 
sectarian dr ecclesiastical control."

Mr. Linton: Thus it will be seen that

I, of course, was astonished to receive 
this message indicating that the Bureau 
was in ignorance of the facts, or that 
the request of a member of Congress for 
information had been refused by a de
partment, but upon sending a second 
time for a reply in writing to my letter, 
I received the following remarkable 
statement, that I wish read and printed 
as abbreviated in the Record as a portion 
of my remarks, showing the number and 
class of schools under the Office of In
dian Affairs, and to which the people 
of this country have been contributing 
millions of dollars.

Now that a large majority of ecclesi
astical bodies, realizing the wrong, 
have severed the bond of church and 
State, we should take action here to-day 
that will prevent subsidizing the schools 
of Mother De Chantal, Gerard Terhorst, 
Pius. Boehm, Balthasar Feusi, S. J., 
Sister Kunigunda, .-Rev. Aloysius M. 
Fdlohi, 'and others whose euphonious 
names hive not beet heretofore called 
to the attention of American people. I 
ask the clerk to read this statement.

The clerk read as follows:

AND PUBLICTHE ROMISH OCTOPUS 
. ." ' OFFICES.

THE ROMISH OCTOPUS AND THE PUBLIC 
L - • ’ SCHOOLS.'

¿■a

Crow Reservation Boardiqg, Montana, Alfred Manchester......... 1
Greenville Boarding, Plumas County, Cal., Amos G. Swan (for 

six months)..................................................................
Greenville Day, Plumas County, Cal., Amos G. Swan (for four 

months)........................................................................

Unitarian
3,750
5,400

1,800

240
PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

District No. 53, Skdgit County, Wash., the directors of school board........ $
Rounds Valley District, Inyo County, Cal., the trustees of school board... 
Bad River District, Stanley County, S. Dak., the directors.........................
District No. 4, Becker County, Minn., the directors....................................
District No. 12, Boxelder County, Utah, the trustees....................................
Helm District, San Diego Cdunty, Cal., the trustees...................................
District No. 87, King County, Wash., the directors.....................................
Plum Valley District, Knox County, Nebr., the directors...........................
District No. 74, Pottawatomie County, Okla., the directors........................
District No. 10, Pierce County, Wash., the directors....................................
District No. 1, Thurston County, Nebr., the directors............;....................
District No. 29, Canadian County, Okla., the directors................................
Meadow View District, Plumas County, Cal., the trustees..........................
District No. 32, Lane County Oregon, the dlree'te1’®- •!................................
District No. 90, Pottawatomie County, Okla., the trustees..........................
District No. 82, Pottawatomie County, Okla., the trustees..........................
District No. 77, Pottawatomie County, Okla., the trustees..........................
District No. 3, Nance County, Nebr., the trustees (for six months)............
District No. 83, Kingfisher County, Okla., the directors..............................
District No. 71, Pottawatomie County, Okla., the trustees.........................
District No. 30i, Pattawatomie County, Okla., the directors......................
District No. 7, Carlton County Minn., the directors....................................
District No. 36, Knox County; Nebr., the directors........ ............................
District No. 18, (Minneha), Pottawatomie County, Okla., the directors....

Total

320 
1,200

480
240

1,600 
520 
480 
2QQ, 
400
40 

600 
320 
440 
120
80 

320 
520

20 
80

120 
320 
120 
320 
720

.8 9.580

List of additional contract schools specially appropriated for by Congress.
CATHOLIC.

SCHOOL, LOCATION AND CONTRACTOR. ,
St. Boniface’s Boarding, Banning, Cal., Joseph A Stephan......................
Holy Family Boarding, Blackfeet Agency, Montana, Peter C. Bongis... 
St. Paul’s Boarding, Clontarf, Minn., Rev. Anatole Oster........................
St. John’s Boarding, Cojjegeville, Minn., Rev. Bernard Locnikar...........
St. Benedict’s Academy,’ St. Joseph, Minn., Rev. Bernard Locnikar.......

AMOUNT.
$ 12,500

12,500
15,000

St. Ignatius Mission, Boarding, Flathead Agency, Montana, Rev. J. B.
Rene................................................................................ '.......................

St. Joseph Normal School, Rensselaer, Ind., B. Florian Hahn.........
Kate Drexel Boarding, Umatilla Agency, Oregon, Joseph Chianale

Total.......... ............................................................................

45,000
8,330
6,000

..8114,333

List of other contract schools specially appropriated for by Congress.
White’s Indian Manual Lahor Institute, Wabash, Ind'., Oliver H. Bates. ..$ 10,020
Lincoln Institution, Philadelphia, Pa., Lincoln • Institution by William .

M. Hugg................... ......................................... .................... ;..........
Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va., Hampton Institute by Hallie B.

Frissell.'....... . .......................................................... .................. ...........

Total

33,400

20,040

8 63,460

After reading the above long list of 
sectarian beneficiaries at the hands of 
the. Government, do you wonder that 
the system has caused a well-known 
writer to say:

“We- have* reached a critical and 
cruoiarperiod in the history of our Re
public, so far as the integrity and very 
existence of pur free public school sys
tem, the safe relation of eoclesiasticism 
to our civil government, and the essen
tial .separation of Church and State, are 
concerned. - .

“Patriotic sentiment - to the front is 
concededly the great fact in our present 
national experience. It manifests itself 
in the-resuscitation of old and in the 
birth of new patriotic organizations; in 
the legislative^ action of the highest 
representative bodies of the great re- 
ligous denominations; in the numerous 
appeals to Congress and to State legis
latures for. constitutional changes; in 
the extension of patriotic,' instruction in 
public schools; and in raising the na
tional flag-over, the .school buildings; in- 
the indignant protest against the hoist
ing of any foreign flag on public build-

ings; in the changed tone of treatment o 
patriotic movements by many influential 
newspapers; in the surprising results of 
elections in many sections of the 
country; in the exceedingly: circumspect 
and almost obsequious behavior of office
seekers, and. in the frequently com
promising attitude, but sometimes indis
creetly violent temper of'the foes of our 
cherished American institutions. The 
enemy have said: ‘We will wait a little 
in hiding, and the spasm will soon pass 
off, and then we will come out in the 
open again.’ Is it not time that the oc
casional spasm should change to a nor
mal and healthful permanence of pur
pose and action?”

I believe that it is time-, and indorse 
fully the principles embodied in a paper 
prepared by ex-Commissipner' Morgan, 
outlining a policy for the organization 
of a comprehensive system of Indian 
education by the Federal authorities, 
which would promote the. universal nbn- 
sectarian and compulsory education of 
all Indian Children in harmony with.the 
principles of our Government. The ex- 
Oommlssioner was right in calling a

On the 15th of June, 1876, the Repub. 
liean national convention at Cincinnati 
declared:

“The public school system of the 
United States is the bulwark of the 
American Republic, aud with a view to 
its security and permanence we recoin-1 
mend an amendment to the Constitution 
of the United States forbidding the ap
plication of any public funds or property, 
for the benefit of any schools or institu-' 
tions under sectarian control.”

The Democratic national platform 
adopted at St. Louis June 28, 1867,1 
declared: .

“We do here reaffirm . . > our 
faith in the total separation of Church 
aud State, for the sake alike of civil and 
religious freedom.”

And referred to: .
“The public schools . . . which 

the Democratic party has cherished 
from their foundation, and is resolved to 
maintain without prejudice or prefer
ence for any class, sect or creed;., and 
without largesses from the treasury to 
any.” '

Mr. Chairman, I am not an alarmist, i 
but the annals of earth are replete with' 
tales of danger, trouble and war, caused): 
by religious rivalry, zeal and hate,1 
when Church and State are in any way 
connected, and it matters not how slight 
the degree. Already we are told of. 
riots taking place, and that blood hau 
been shed at elections in some of our 
cities, and we hear the murmurs of dis
content, of dissatisfaction with, and de
nunciation of the methods employed in 
this bill. Will you not take warning 
from the past by needing the protests of 
great religious denominations; by heed
ing the resolutions passed by many, 
many civic organizations, by heeding 
the demands of almost the entire popu
lation of our country, declaring that 
this nefarious system of paying millions 
of the people’s money to priestly agents 
of sectarian institutions must immedi
ately cease. So long as you continue 
this system, so long will the religious 
agitation now sweeping over the country 
continue.

Some may claim that I am bringing 
religion into politics, but far, far from it. 
I am trying to divorce tho two in order 
that we may have no more of the com
bination; neither have I opposed this 
bill because one aggressive church 
whose ruling power is in a foreign land' 
gets the lion’s share of the spoils (as one, 
of the largest beneficiaries to lose, I,' 
believe, in amount received, in case of 
the defeat of sectarian appropriations, la
the Society of Friends,a sect for which Tf- 
have the greatest respect, and to which 
a majority of my own people belong, 
and have since they landed in Penn’» 
■time, two centuries ago), but I oppose it, 
believing honestly that its whole prin
ciple is radically and everlastingly 
wrong in America.

I have but kind feelings and high re
gard for the great majority of church 
people of every sect, be they Methodists, 
Baptists, Presbyterians, Catholics, or of 
any other denomination or religion, and 
if the liberal members of the last-named 
church would take a little friendly ad
vice in the same spirit as that in which 
it is given, and see to it that leaders do 
not use their church for a political 
machine, securing emoluments, as pro
vided in this bill, and political prefer
ment, as they have iu many places en
tirely beyond their just proportion 
either in wealth or population; if they 
will see to it under all circumstances 
that their highest acknowledged civil 
authority in the wide world is 
the government of the country in 
which they live; if they will 
.see to it that all agitation relative to 
the division of the free public school 
moneys for the benefit of parochial 
schools is stopped; and last of all, if 
they will see to it for all time that their 
church authorities will not ask for nor 
receive any more of the people’s money 
to feed their sectarian institutions with, 
then, and not until then, will these anti
Catholic societies in this country, with 
their millions of members, to which 
they are adding thousands monthly, 
cease to exist; and when that time does 
come, as I hope and believe it will, 
every honest citizen of this country, re
gardless of sect, creed or party, will bid 
Godspeed to: every American Catholic. 
Now, then, in closing let me warn the 
members of the House that you cannot 
afford to vote for this bill in its present 
form. '

The Republican and Democratic par
ties have each declared against its pro
visions. Every true American is op
posed to it. ■ Thousands of your own 
party constituents in the district which 
yoq represent are watching your every 
action upon this question. Therefore, 
tn behalf of good government, in behalf 
of religious peace and the name of the 
Constitution, vote against these.secta
rian appropriations, and absolutely di
vorce Church and State, as such a union 
is wrong, forever wrong. [Applause.]

' The nightingale sings me when sum
mer nights are silentest, and the stars 
tre<ble, listening to her tale.—Bulwer.

J ‘ ” s
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MHSRAfìES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD CIjAIRAUDIEN^LY.

PHENOMENAL

AN ANCIENT SPIRIT.

PLAY OF THE PLANETS.
Through the Mediumship of 

George Cole.

With His Own Hand He 
Writes. .

///

j i If
He Tells of the Disasters of 

Home.
if- Like Disasters May Befall This 

Country.

If
F- 

V-

To the Editor:—The accompanying 
communication was written by Lucius 
Junius Brutus, through the process of 
independent spirit writing, on July 20, 
the controlling spirit of the circle at 
which the communication was ‘given 
beips Marcus Junius Brutus, an interval 
of a€out five centuries of time interven
ing between the earth-lives of these two 
historical personages.

In his address to the modern world 
well may the visiting spirit say: “This 
manifestation signalizes an event that 
ean have no parallel in the annals of the 
history of mortals'.”

An we progress in educational and hu
manitarian work, giving, as we are able 
tb do, by cultivating more and more in
timate relations with our spirit friends, 
and by experimental process, we are 
constantly giving better and still better 
conditions for the best results in spirit 
manifestations.

’ À month since Carrie Miller gave no
tice that Marcus Junius Brutus would 
ringside at seances where the ancient 
Etojuuns, Grecians and Egyptians were 
fnk "manifesting spirits. Four such 
seances have now been held.
<"I ought not to withhold a statement 
which is uppermost iu my own mind, 
that the widest publicity should be 
riven to the communications I am now 
receiving through the Cole medium. In 
Making this statement, 1 refer wholly to 
the , merit of the communications, to 
their great public importance, and to 
the manner in which the communica
tions have come and are coming into

tins, Collatlnus and Valerius in over
throwing and banishing Tarquinius 
Superbus, the last king of Rome, and 
Sto the Roman people a oommon- 

i which endured sorpe live hun-

patrician, who died about 500 B. C. 
According to the commonly received 
story, his mother was the sister of 
Tarquín tlié Proud, the last king of 
Rome, arid lié feigned imbecility to es
cape thè harsh treatment which his 
father and brothers had received. He 
accompanied Tarquini’s sons on a mission' 
to Delphi, and when the oracle declared 
that fhé brie who first kissed his mother 
should rille in Rome after Tarquin, he, 
on landing in Italy, affected to stumble, 
and kissed thè ground, the mother of 
all. After the rape of Lucretia, he 
threw off the pretense of imbecility, 
plucked the dagger from the dying wo
man’s breast, arid led an insurrection 
which drove the king from the felty, an<J 
put an end to the monarchy. He and 
Cóllatiriús, the husband' of Lucretia, 
were chosen Consuls, His two sous, 
Titus and Tiberius, .taking part in a con
spiracy for the restoration of the kings, 
were tried before him, and he con
demned them to be scourged and be
headed, arid saw the sentence carried 
into effect.

“The adherents of Tarquin came 
against Rome with a force of Etruscans, 
and in repelling the attack, Brutus was 
killed by Aruris,' sori : of Tarquin. A 
public-funeral was decreed, the women 
wore mourning for a year, and accord
ing to Plutarch, a brazen statue with a 
drawn sword in the hand was raised to 
his memory,”..................

dredyears, and under which the Romans 
flourished, became great and made them
selves masters of the people of surround
ing countries..

■The people of Rome for years subse
quent to the establishment of the com
monwealth, were simple and. virtuous 
their dispositions, frugal in their hab
its, and incorruptible in their natures, 
which made it possible for a Cincinnatus, 
a Fabrlcus, and a Regulus to glorify in
stitutions which mado the Romans the 
most powerful of all people.

Unfortunately for the Romans as well 
as mankind, the Asiatic conquests intro
duced unlimited wealth and vicious 
habits into Rome, together with a taste 
for luxuries and Indolence, which cor
rupted and enervated the Roman popu
lace destroyed that sterling sense of 
manhood and integrity, and finally made 
them servile to ambitious leaders, who 
had no other motive for foreign con
quests than plunder and eelf-aggran
dizement. The wars between Marius

and Colorado. During the last months 
of his earthly life he suffered much, but 
death had no terrors for him, for he saw 
in the “beyond” a home of rest and 
peaco. • •

On several occasions,'to those suscept
ible, he has manifested. his presence po 
fully ;thqt• none /failed to. .believe him 
still with us,’though'paired ■ beyond' the 
portals, • ' a ... ) A,. ■ K’.'

" Chas. R. Miller.
Brooklyn, New York. '

tor possession.
I. pn the score of merit and great pub
lic importance the communications 
speak for themselves.

But what of this process of communi- 
iation between the visible and invisible 
»’Grids'? What of these manifestations 
inder the law of spirit control and In
tercourse—the supremacy of the spirit- 
jalover the material and the subjuga
tion of the latter to the former'?

At an early period of spirit manifesta
tion, in the infancy of slate or inde
pendent spirit-writing, we rejoiced to 
ind a signature or a short personal 
•.ommunication.

But now independent spirit writing 
ms reached such a grand period of de
velopment that spirits of all ages and 
¡ras—modern and ancient, historic and

THE ROMAN AND AMERICAN REPUBLICS

—THEIR CONDITIONS CRITICISED AND

CONTRASTED, BY LUCIUS JUNIUS

BRUTUS.
This manifestation signalizes an event 

that can have no parallel in the annals 
of the history of mortals.

The spirits of an ancestor and descend
ant stand before you, separated in their 
earth-life careers by an interval of some 
five hundred years.

The partisans of Caius'JuWusj GiBsar 
have claimed that Marcus’' Junius 
(Brutus), who is the controlling spirit of 
this seance, was not descended from my
self, Lucius Junius (Brutus); that Titus 
and Tiberias (Brutus), my sons, who 
were slain, by my consent, in the Boman 
Forum, for conspiracies against the lib
erties of the Romans, after the banish
ment of Lucius Tarquinius Superbus 
from Rome, were the last of my race, 
and that Marcus Junius (Brutus) was a 
plebian descended from One Brutus, a 
steward of mean extraction.

I had a younger son named Servilus 
Junius (Brutus), who, at the time of the 
conspiracy, to replace Tarquinius Su
perbus on the throne of Rome, was at 
Athens studying the philosophy of 
atoms, from whence all material sub
stances are formed, under Heraclitus, a 
disciple of Democritus, who made mani
festation pt these seances this very 
week. ...............

From my son Servilius Junius (Brutus) 
is descended, in diuect line, Marcus 
Junius (Brutus), the control of this 
seance.

My proper family name and that of 
my descendants was Junius, and not 
“Brutus,” which latter name was ap
plied to me to denote the brutishness 
and stupidity I was obliged to feign in 
the household of Tarquinius Superbus
in furtherance of the design of removing 
Tarquinius and establishing a Common-

and Sylla, were due to the contention as 
to who sh'ould lead the Roman armies to 
conquest and pillage, and in the civil 
wars that followed the best citizens of 
Rome' wore destroyed during the hor
rible massacres which attended the re
turn of either Marius or Sylla from their 
copquests abroad.

The city of Rome was filled with con
tending factions, each faction vielng 
with the other as to whom should pos
sess the most power, and this endured 
until Sylla had overcome and banished 
Marius arid proclaimed himself perpet
ual dictator.

The Roman people never saw another 
day of freedom after Lucius Sylla had 
gained the dictatorship, and triumphed 
over virtue, liberty and justice, and well 
had it been for the mortal race had a 
convulsion of nature swallowed up Rome 
and all that belonged to it. The tyran
nies and oppressldhs, the social wars and 
the petty corruptions of the Roman sen
ate soon produced a state of affairs that 
should have made the name of a Roman

Mrs;, Geo.- B. ¿ Roby, . of Barre, Vt., 
passed to Spirit-life, July 21, 1894, after 
a long sickness of consumption. Mrs. 
Abbie Crossett, of Waterbury, Vt., offi
ciated at her funeral, which was on the 
following Sunday.-. The funeral was 
largely attended by friends and neigh
bors. Many beautiful bouquets of flow
ers were presented for trie occasion by 
her many friends, and the grave'was 
literally strewn with flowers. Mrs. 
Roby was a thorough-going Spiritualist. 
Twenty-five years ago she became con
vinced of the many wrongs of the Cath
olic church, and came out of that church 
and became an earnest advocate of the 
Spiritualistic philosophy. She was a 
firie medium, and for.jnany years has had 
her tent pitched at Queen City Park, or 
had rooms at some of the cottages, 
where she has given very satisfactory 
private sittings, convincing many of the 
great truth, that is. now flooding the

F. E. ORMSBY.
1825 Washington Blvd., Chicago.

I HAVE A FEW COPIES 
Of "THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS” after filllug 
a’l subFcrlpilouB. Those who dcslro copies should 
ordor soon;.as the demand? will not warrant another 
edition of so expensive a work at pr^Bout. Deep t>tu- 
dcute of natliro, only, buy suah a work, and ■ they are

★'TRUMPETS—ALUMINUM TRUMP-, 
x cis. ’•Weight fouj* ounces, 86 inches high, in two 

or three sections. These trumpets are made of puro 
aluminum, and uro recommended Itf nil fiirt-class 
mediums on account of the clear and distinct souud 
and light weight. Price, 82.00, Sent to any part of 
the country on receipt of price. Address WM. A, 
MURRAY. 218 E. Third St.. Newport, Ky. 251

world. ''
- ' q-. ■■

Passed to lilghej^Rfe; at Long Lake, 
Minnesota, August 6th, Clarence' Staf
ford, aged 11 yea,!’». Futteral services 
by Allen F. Brown, bf St. Paul, Mirin.

Who is this Marvelous Mian, Dr 
- A. B. Dobson?

citizen a reproach rather than an honor.
Rome was living upon its reserve 

forces, much as a mortal lives upon his 
reserve strength after his manhood has 
been expended, and the people, through 
the corruption of wealth, luxury and in
dolence, through the bribery of public 
officials, and vices which had character
ized public life, had become so reduced 
in manhood and virtue, so oppressed and 
intimidated by the constant scenes of 
struggle and bloodshed, for no other 
reason than to suppress the only element 
which could redeem the ancient glory of 
Rome, that they were prepared for any 
change which held out the slightest 
promise of peace, good order and happi
ness; but there was to be no peace, good 
order nor happiness for the Roman peo
ple, as tyrant succeeded tyrant and dic
tator succeeded dictator, as the wars of 
Marius and Sylla, of Caesar and Pompey, 
and of Augustus and Antony demon
strated the power of unprincipled lead
ers to enslave the State. Their wars 
nearly exterminated the ancient Rom
ans, destroyed most all of the great and 
noble families and all the eminent men 
who dared to act and speak like Romans. 
“Senatus populusque querites Roman
ns,” as a motto, was retained to deceive 
the ignorant.

Of the petty tyrants and blood-thirsty 
monsters who disgraced mankind as em
perors, it is not my province to speak in 
this epistle; their history is too well 
known to moderns, and the dark period 
which succeeded their downfall and ex
tinction was a fitting plimax to vice and 
misery, such as the mortal world had 
never witnessed before, and I trust may 
never witness again.

Can not the enlightened people of this 
great republic discover a parallel in 
their labor disorders to the disorders of

(ADVERTISEMENT.) .,
This question ,has been asked . by 

many. The following letter will throw 
some light on the question:

Dr. A. B, Dobson, Maquoketa, 
Iowa—Dear Doctor: Your remedies arid 
picture received all right. I have been 
using your remedies <for two weeks, and 
thank God I am getting well.

For five months I was confined to my 
bed, unable to turn over without as
sistance; but since taking your remedies 
I can sit up to hqye my bed made. I 
had been given uj/to die. The. doctors 
said consumption had set in, and I had 
my burial clothes jpade, but thanks to 
you and the good spirits, I will not need 
them yet. ............

I did not believe in spirits nor Spiritu
alism, but •! do now. I am gaining so 
fast that the neighbors can hardly be
lieve it is myself. I have sent you a 
great many patients, and will send 
you many more.

I had twenty calls on Sunday to see 
your picture, and to see if I was really 
gaining as fast as,reported. They don’t 
know what to make of it, as they were 
all expecting mq to die. They say: 
“Surely this is a miracle. Who is this 
man who can work such wonders'?” and 
many more such questions.' Send 
remedies soon, so they will reach me be
fore this month’s medicine is gone.

I wish I could tell to the sick- of the 
whole world what you have done for me. 
God bless you is my prayer.

Truly yours, Helen Mason.
Long Lake, Minn.

(See ad. in apother column.) 
Address all letters'to San Jose, Cal.

This New Star Study in Oc
cult Astronomy Contains:

1. A system for finding thp positions of the planets 
In our sular system any day during seventy-five years 
of this century. Ibis knowledge has for ages been 
held In secrecy. .

Noto—This Information In any other form, If It wore 
published, would cost from seventy-five to bno hUu-' 
dred dollars. • • .- '.'

2 This system also contains a chart which will give 
tho positionsand orderly movemois ot tUo.plaoQts for. 
all past, present and future centuries, with, one an
nual correction, which1 makes it tho greatest astro
nomical device over Invented by man. ' ■-
*3. The chart also gives the moon's relations to tbe 
earth and sun, aud tho regularity of its phases, ^or all 
time.lu like manuert . .< ■:

4. The study,contains a book on tbe occult meaning 
Of tho poiltlons and relations of the stars that may be 
found, as they operate upon tbc earth, apd . Influence 
tho lives of those whb clo,'aiid those who do uot do 
thotr duty, while here;, •. , ' ,

5, The work contains the Zodiac, and explains Its 
signs In a manner that calls charity to the soul for all 
mankind.

0; The signs Of tho planets', Ihe harmony and Inbar. 
mony of tbelr polarities h a feature of tbe study. '

7; Tho effect of tho planets upon human life, and 
th$ tendency to yield to tbelr vibrations, Is clearly 
stated.

8, The comparative force and energy of theraspegts 
Of tbo planets to tbo dartb, Is fully lllustrafcd-ahd ox* 
plained. ’ .
. 9. Tbo co-ordinating qualities are touched upon In 
the reading, affinity existing between sqiuc magnets.. 
Illustrated.

10, The delineation of tho Horoscope of a recently 
noted personage, showing n marked Intellectual char
acter, with purity and gentleness of u high degree.

11, This study oontalna tho basic principles upon 
which rests all of the Occult Wisdom, of both tbc 
Qrlgiit and the Occident, and explains and teachos in 
language comprehensible by all tbe eternal truths uf 
I 12.- liieclosing pages reveal some of tho wonders of 
time and space, of distance and motion, uf power and 
force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a pic
ture to tbe mind's eye, which shows the wonderful rc- 
latlun and actions of worlds, suns aud system«» in all 
tbelr glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
within the reach of all. for the small sum Qi ■ 
$1.00, postpaid, on rocejpt) Wf price.

For sale at this office. ' . 'J

“FROM DB. WM. YATES,
. Late ot Chicago, Ill.

The Adepts of India and their wonderful phenom
ena bnvo probably attracted more attention thau must 
other features of the Oriental world. ■ Jt Is a well-es
tablished fact that these inystérlous people possess all 
the phases of mediumship known to modern Spiritual
Ism, while eminent writers claim that they have so 
far mastered tho occult sciences as to he able to sep
arate the spirit from the body, causing them to unite 
again at will.

A tourist who had visited India, obtained while there 
a remedy named Oriental Developing Powder. He 
sayal "1 had been sufferlugfrom La Grippe, dyspepsia 
and. nervous prostration when tho same was intro
duced to me. My weight was one hundred and forty- 
two pounds. After using the remedy .six months I 
gained forty-seven pounds In flesh, with strength in
creased in proportion. I have uot lost a day or misted 
amcál In two.years and, ipy Weight remains at 190 
pounds Seers, clairvoyants; clairáudlents and those 
developing othef phase? will lluil this pieasant'and 
natural libation a great assistance / to them In their 
laudable work.” Price «1.50 per hQX,. postpaid. Send 
postal'order and address O. D. P., care of No. 817 South 
HID struct, Lob Angeles, California^. . \

This remedy is heartily endorsed by the noted In
spirational speaker. Rev. Dr. Ravelin, and other well- 
knowh'mcdlums'. ■ ' 

prehistoric—meet in our own seance
rooms, and with their own spirit hands, 
ind without mortal aid or contact, write 
issays, sermons, criticisms and historical 
larrations, the writers being the actors 
ii the events they narrate.

Lucius Junius Brutus was, more than 
tny other one man, the founder of the 
treat' Roman Republic, and the people 
if the nineteenth century of the Chris- 
;ian era are privileged, under the law of 
ipirit control and intercourse, to read a 
paper written by a spirit who during 
ids earth-life career rendered great 
service to his country and to mankind.

We find the following in the American 
Cyclopedia:

“Lucius Junius Brutus, a Roman

wealth for the Roman people. The rape 
of Lucretia by Sextus, the dissolute son 
of Lucius Tarquinius Superbus, fur
nished the Nemesis who fired the Roman 
heart and hurled TarquiniUB tfrom the 
throne.

The name of Brutus clung to my fam
ily and descendants through successive 
centuries of generations, and though the 
last Brutus expired with the mortal de
cease bf Marcus Junius Brutus, who 
slew Caius Julius Ceasar, as Poucia, his 
wife, and daughter of Cato, the Tribune 
bore no issue to Marcus Junius (Brutus), 
and the name still clings to my family 
even in this nineteenth century of the 
Christian era.

In earth-life I was a Roman Republi
can, and was instrumental, as above in
timated, with the assistance of Lucre-

Three Leading Scientists

Proclaim the Superior Value of

Dr. Price’s Baking Powder.
Scientists are devoting closer attention to food products. 

Recent examinations of baking powders by Prof. Long, Dr. 
Haines, and Prof. Prescott, were made to determine which 
powder was the purest, highest in leavening strength, most 
efficient in service, and most economical in cost. They 
decide that Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder excels in all 
the essentials of an ideal preparation ’for household use. 
They write:— '

“Chicago, March 28th, 1894. 
r We have purchased in the open market cans of Dr. Price's 

Cream Baking Powder and also of the other leading brands 

of baking powders* and have- submitted them to chemical 

analysis. We find that Dr. Price's Cream Baking Powder is 

a pure cream of tartar powder, that is ^hhs a considerably 
greater leavening, strength than 'any-pf'-the.-.pfiier, taking... 

powders we haveevfer tested.; K
Prof! John H, Long, NortAtoisterh Univtrstyj Chicago^

. , Dr. Walter S. Haines, RuskMedical-Crtege, Chica^o?7^-' ■ 
■ ■ •> ■ ' . - - . ■ . • ! '-> '1-lZ ■: . •

Prof. Albert B. Presc^t. Univ, cf Michigan, kan. Arbor/'

Eczema Cured by Hood’s.
.1 was taken with some kind of a

breaking out about two years ago, 
which the doctors said was salt rheum 
and eczema. I tried all kinds of medi
cine, but they did no good until I tried 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla. By the time I had 
taken five bottles I was entirely cured.

the Roman people, which subverted 
their liberties'? Can not the Amorican 
people see and understand the vast 
wealth of corporations and the concen
tration of tho wealth of all the people in 
the hands of the few on the one hand 
and the consequent dissatisfaction and 
poverty of tho many, together with the 
anarchistic and socialistic elements In 
their midst on the other hand, grave and 
impending danger to the institutions es
tablished by Washington?

Will not the anarchists, the socialists 
and the dissatisfied many of the land 
combine and select an unprincipled 
Marius, a Sylla, a Caesar, a Pompey, 
an Augustus or a Marc Anthony to over
throw a system of government which the 
many have interpreted, to enrich the 
few at the expense of the many?

Has not tlie moneyed aristocracy of 
your country become offensive and ex
cited the alarm and disgust of the more 
virtuous ' and less corruptible people 
among you?

Let every American citizen be true to 
his country and to his God, and have 
such courage of his convictions that he 
can stand as an Impassable barrier in 
defense of his country, between the en
croachments of a moneyed power and 
aristocracy on the one hand, the assaults 
of the dissatisfied many on the other 
hand, and then may free America es
cape the darkening fate of free Rome. 
Keep pure and unsullied your people in 
offices of public trust and permit no rep
resentative to betray the trust that on 
which he is elected to office.

Already in your brief hundred years 
you have had your' Washington, your. 
Clay and your Lincoln as the republic of 
Rome- had her Clncinnatus, her Fab
ricius'and her Rcgulus, aud their pre
cepts and examples should teach, a les
son of justice, liberty and virtue which 
should secure the peace, happiness and 
prosperity of this great republic of the 
nineteenth century of the Christian era.

Lucius Junius (Brutus).
Cos.

Passed to Spirit-Life.
The subject of this notice, Wm. Col

lins, was a native of New Hampshire, 
born of Quaker parents, and was "4 
years Of age at the time of his bodily de
mise, at Neely, Kansas.

■ Fully thirty years ano, Brother Collins 
became convinced of the truth and Real
ity of our continued existence—our con
scious existence as spirits after physical 
death, and being endowed by nature 
with a receptive, active mind, and. 
withal, a great reader, a ready reasoner 
and apt thinker; he unfolded rapidly, in 
a knowledge of the great and abiding 
truths of what has now so long been 
known as “Modern Spiritualism.” Ever 
bold and fearless, he never lost an op
portunity to promulgate the truth of the 
“hereafter” as he saw and felt it.

BrotJier'Collina had been a resident of 
^Kansas for many years, but had so
journed for a time in Oregon. California

Galatin, Ill. Ida M. Karnes.

THE ELEMINATOÄ 
OR SKELETON KEYS 
To Sacerdotal Secrets.

BY DR. R. B. WESTBROOK.

23»

California. 251

West Ave.. Jackson, Mich. 251

Ç Z. BARNEY, CLAIRVOYANT.
O • Send 12 cents and lock of hair for trial reading. 
P. O. Box 465, Otsego, Mich. 246

qTHE BLIND MEDIUM. PROF. H. W 
1. Sinclair, WRI tend you by letter a life rending of 

Iha part and future with date«. Mall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 603

DR. R. GREER,
SPIRIT HEALER.

Cures all Curable Human Diseases 
and many diseases considered incurable.

Persons at a distance, however great 
the distance, treated with unparal
leled success.- When writing for 
treatment, to save.time, please state 
particulars and enclose $1.00, and you 
will receive by return mail 30 days’ 
trial treatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies.

Office hours from 9 to 12 M., Sundays 
excepted. 127 LaSalle St., Chicago.

I SYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
£ Prof. A-B. Severance fn all matteri pertaining to 
practical life, and your iplrit-frlendi, Send lock pf 
lair, or handwriting, and. one dollar. Will answer 

three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee, “Wls. 251 -

DQVÒÙP À GRAND SUCCESS!. Wby not, i WI v/nCi try it? If you are medluinistlc it 
will'develop you. Bond fur circulars. This cablnut 
h sent prepaid, by express, fur |1.‘W and arc 

rr’ NEVER fails;
John H. Metcalf. 164,-8. Qreéu,St,, Chicago, 111.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
r\R. J. S, LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY,

Mass., and bls band of powerful ancient spirits 
arc - efleetlug the most wondcriul cures that have 
bqen recorded aud arc so acknowledged. By the clear 
eight of clairvoyance, aided by bls inarvejous spirit 
forces combined- with bls magnetic remedies, will 
convince the moat skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal thchfilck. Try him. Send blm »ex, age, name, 
lock of hair, and four2-cent stamps, and ho-will scud 
a diagnosis1 of «¡pur case free. Ho doesn’t want auy 
leading symptoms. Address Dr. J.-S. Loucks. Shir
ley, Maes. r 253

MYtÉÉMNÍHT CANNOT 8EE HOW YOU DO 
’•'IMLWIri: it and pay freight.

’SPIRITS' HOMES—A PAMPHLET OP 
O 82 pages, sent by mall for 20 cents, B. F. Claki, 
Belvidere, N. J. 249

FREE TO THE SICK.
EJREE TO THE WEAK AND SICK, 
i Don't suffer any longer, but send to A. M. Caldwell, 
clairvoyant and healer, who will diagnose your disease 
fbek, under special instructions of a spirit band of 
electro-magnetic doctors. Lose no time, put send at 
oucc lock of hair, age, oue leading symptom, and three 
two-cent stamps to A. M. Caldwell. Box 244, Ban Jose, 
Cal. 2S1.

$|4 Buys our 9 drawer wnluut or otl* In* 
•"proved High Am Blugereewlng machine 

it finely tiubhed, nickel plated,adapted to light 
nod hrivy work; guaranteed for 10 Yearei with 
AutomaUeBohhlu Winder, Bflf-Threndlnj Cylin
der Bhat11e, Belf.Snlting h'ecdlo and a complete 
set of Bteel Attachments) shipped any «here on 
80 Pat's Tria!. No money required ta advance, 

lu.wvuww iu Worla'e Fair Medal awarded machine and attach
ments. Buy from factory and oavc dealer's anrt agent’e profits, 
rnri? Cat TbleOat and send to-day for machine or large free F KkC catalogue, testimonials and Gliinnseaot the World'«Fair. 
OXFORD MFD. C0.^2^stbive.CHICAGO.ILL.

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 

1 please remember that Water of Life Is one of 
the best remedies for Stomach, Liver and Kldaey dis- . 
cases. Large pamphlet free.1 34 S. Main St., Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J. B. Perry, Manager. 262.

irVPNÍWTftM My original method 41. 100-pp li V limiL» Oue on Personal Magnet- 
lam,. We. Dr.Andcrsou, p.T. 8 Masonic Temple,Chicago

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetica.]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
iheraputicBlneludlugtbeSun Cure, Vital Magnet

ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and u higher aclcnceof 
life. Chemical affinity aud beale principles developed 
with their marvellous applications. Students lu four 
continents have taken the course. Tbe college la 
chartered and conferà the degree of D.M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
cun take the course and receive the diplomas nt their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Babbitt, M. D.. LL.D., Dean, 5 Hollywood Ave. 
(formerly called Pulaski St.), East Orange. New
Jersey.

To my friends and tbe readers of Tub I’roorebeive 
TmikKer:—My legal adviser baa informed rhe that 
there i8.u defect |u my English Diploma, and that 1 
might fall into trouble If I coutluued to use tbc word 
‘•Doctor” or the lultlals “M. D.” u> my nunc, lu the 
future, therefore, I shall use the word ••professor,” 
pnd shall continue to successfully applimy

HEALING ART
By Mental, Magnetic, Electric 

and other means as directed by my 

GREAT SPIRIT BAND.
Address 840 Syndicate Arcade, Minneapolis, Minn.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price 15 cents.

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ

ments, Surroundings, and Conditions tn tbe Spheres. 
By members of tbe Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Sbclba- 
mor, medium of xhe Banner of Light "Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 41.00. Postage W cents. For sale at 
this office.

INVALIDS
HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 

VV stamps, tbeir disease, or symptoms, will receive 
pamphlet and advice free to cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio tf

7'HE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND 
three 2-oampt»mp. for private letter of advice 

from the Spirit-world. W. P. Phelon, M. D„ «if Jack
zoo Boulevard Chicago III. 120tf

CPIRI7UALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
a “H4 9<»r room* «jo»l to tho.e at hotel., with

a BphltuMlztf rmlly, at St John’. Place nearUloo

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
(PEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS, 

kJ lock of hair, age, name, sex, one leading symptom 
aud your disease will be diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson. San Jose, Cal. *

IJZ ARNOLD, PLATFORM AND 
V.v • Teat Medium. 452 Larrabee street. Circles 

every Wednesday and Friday cvcniugs. Admission 25 
cents. Open for a few more engagements. 250

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE

view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown. M. D. A pamphlet that 
should be In tbo bands of all Price 15 cento. Fof 
b&Ui at this office.

JJHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
1 Reading or six questions answered, 50 cents and 
three stamps. Mabouxbitb Buxton, Station a.
Boston. Mass. 256

'7'ALKS WITH MY CHILDREN, OR 
1 U There a God? Positively unique and Interest

ing- Published weekly at 50 ceuts a year by Henry S. 
Hubbard. Samplo copies free, Santa Monica, Cali
fornia. 252

ILMS, EMMA J, HANSON, TRANCE 
JU Medium. HOT Masonic Temple. 252

A M'PH AIL WISHES THE SERV-
• Ices ct some medium who can relievo him of 

an obsessing spirit. Call on or address him at 40 
Loomis st., Chicago Ill.

TANTli.D—ROOM AND BOARD BY 
young man, near Lincoln and Webster avenues,

Address Cholvln, 423 "Webster avenue. 249.

Profoundly reverent, but thoroughly radical; expoir 
Jng the fabulous claims of ancient «Judaism and dog
matic Christianity, containing many startling conclu*. 
Bions never before published, showing clearly the 
mythical character of most of the Old and New Tes
tament stories, and proving that Jeaui was an ImpeTr 
sonatlon and not a person. A genuine sensation. 
Price 11.50.

For sale at this office.

A SEX REVOLUTION, 
BY LOIS WAISBRQpKER, 

Author of “Helen Hsrlow's Vowr’i “The bccnl
Forces of Sex," "Perfect MotlierhOM,'” Ind many 
•ther workB. price 25 cents. 1'orAslOBt this office.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT. 
FATHERED FROM THE TREE OF 
\J Life. Containing some ot tho experiences of a 
spirit who has been In spirit life fifty-seven years. By 

’B.E. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contain* a 
vast fund of Information. It gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an important lesson Is learned, 
Be visits tho homes of tho fallen, seeking to bless «on 
of them. His soliloquy, as he enters the dark valley,! 
very interesting. Ho accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice loads him to the TemplO of rregreM» 
His philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable informa
tion. Prluw 41.25. For ralr at this office.______ '

“SOMETHING USEFUL. 
N\UT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE 
xJ Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E- 8, 
Twing, medium. This little book will be read with 
IntenseintcreBt by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles' 
Interviews with the inhabitants of the Hells of Spirit* 
life—a dreadful, but apparently true report cf the 
suffering and wrath of the millions wlio havo gone 
from earth-life with tbc damni”» effects of debauch^ 
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. Tbo book Is made up of fifteen chapter*. 
Somo of tbo titles of tbe chapters are as follows: 
Tbe Spheres of Insurrect ionist and Prostitutes—The 
Homo of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
plot to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—The War Department in 
the Hcllsof Spirlt-llfe—Unhappy Marriages are pro
moted by the low spirits in tbe matcb-maklnghcli of 
Bpirlt-Hfc—Tbe Negro Hell—Tho Indian Hell—Ths 
Mormon Hell—Tho Hell for Dishonest Spiritualist« 
and mediums—luto tbo Light. The Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting intht 
light. An Adventist looking for theTho Spirit 
nal Congress. Price,25 cent«. . ;

'THE CHILDRENS' PROGRESSIVE 
1 Lyceum. Amman, with dlrectlonrfor the ot- 

rmlzatton and management of Bunday aehoola. By 
Andrew Jackaon Darla. Something Indeapenzlble, 

z>nnt« ’ ' .
(PTUDIES IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE:. 
O An Invaluable work, by Hudaon TutUe. Wt». 
,1.25. : .

AGE OF REASON. BY THOMAS 
/I Paine. A book that all ihonidread. Priced, 
cents, . . ;
TMMORTALITY^OR future homes 

/and Dwelling Place.,'; By J.. M. Pepblbz, M. D. A 
book of rare merit, interesting to every body. Price 
VTHE DIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH. 

1 ly Victims. By A. J. Davis. A workas interest. 
|ng m it la curious. Price 50 ccnta. ,
qpHE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR' 
£ Death and its Tomorrow, the Spiritualistic Idea' 

of Death, Heavin and Bell. ByMosesHull. PricBt ID 
"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN

tercourse. By Andrew Jackson Davit. A Tart 
work. It possesses great merit. Price 41.25. * -
' / HE CONTRA s T. E VANGELICAL- 
1 Um and Spiritualism Compared. By Moses Hull

■ A-workof rare merit-• Price 81.00.

ZWE RELIGION. OF MAN. B Y HUD- 
eon Tullio. His works are always Intensely **• 

tcreiting. Trice 41,50. "' '

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

PELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
£\. Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of •• The Clock Struck One, Two, and Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. WaUon'e 
png connection with one of tbe largest and most Influ
ential religious organizations In this country, together 
with his well-known character for integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In tbe discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a hook that will attract the at
tention and commsiid the studious perusal of thought
ful minds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal Investigation of nearly all phases of splrlt-manlfcs- 
tatlon through a period of twenty-seven years, com- 
minced with a belief that Spiritualism was tbe *' prince 
qÙiumbugs," and a purpose to expose It. and ending 
with a conviction that it la a truth far transcending all 
others In value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place In the hands of those whose nttach- 
tnonra to the faiths and forms of tbe Cbnrch incline 
tiijmto have to do with thè Mibject upon
wMch It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Clptii, 12mo, pp. 423,11.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
aiSuie office.

^ÈRY VALUABLE BOOK. 
SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPI RITUAL- Kp Ism. By Epes Sargent, author of •* Plancbette, or 
the Despair of Science,” “The Proof Palpable of Im
mortality.” etc. This Is a large I2mo of 372 pagos. 
frith an appendix of 23 pages, and tbc whole containing 
n great amount of matter, of which the table of con- 
touts, condensed as It is, gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that etnee natural science is con
cerned with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal
ing to our sense-perceptions, and which arc not only 

-historically Imparted, but are directly presented In tbe 
Irresistible form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to it, under tbe ignorant pre
tense that It Is outside of nature, is unscientific and 
unp.hllosopblcal. All this Is clearly shown; and the 
objections from ‘‘scientific.”, clerical a nd literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 18’7, are answered 
-with that penetrating force which cnly anniments. 
winged with Incisive fact*, otm Impart”; Cloth, 12mo, 
pn.Jw.. Price |1 JO. Postage 10 cent”. For sale at 
this office.

jySYCHQl 4THY; OR SPIRIT HEAD
Ing.. .Doing n scries of lessons on the relations of 

u'.o Bplrlt tft.lv own organism, and tbo Interrelations 
of humambelnas with roiercnco to health, disease and 
boallng, by thqsplnltof Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
tbe mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No 
physician should bo without this book. No magnetic 
hcalor sliouldjjbo-without It, and no family should 
be without Ils..valuable, aid. It Is a valuable eld 
to tho pbwlçlAD In^loterrolning tbe relation of bls pa
tient's spirit’to Us body, thus enabling him to know 
what remédies nro neoesaary to perfectly adjust tho 
sajnc to each other; U> the magnetic healer It is Inval
uable, because It Illustrates tho actual magnetic polos 
and tbelr corresponding nervo centers. To tbe geir 
oral reader It will prove a boon because It explains tbe 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the Influence 
of food, raiment, and tbo surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (clothj 
11.50. For sale at ibis office.

SOMETHING GOOD.
T/IEWS OF OUR HE A VENL THOME, 
v A Sequel to "A Stellar Key.” Illustrated. This 

work Is not merely descriptive of what tbe author calls 
tho “ Summer-Land..” hut it Is Illustrated with dia
grams of celcsthl objects am views of different por- 
tlonsof tbc Celestial Home. Mr. Davts being only the 
clairvoyant or clcar-scclng Instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: Statements In regard U 
•‘Individual occupation,” “progress after death,” 
“eating and breaking In the spirit-life,’’ “ disappear 
ancc of the bodily orgs“*at death,” ‘‘domestic enjoy
ments and true conjuga. Alons,” “origin of the doc
trine of tbo devil,'' era Cloth 75 cents. Postage 
i cents. For ealo at till«-rflce. 

Soul of Things; or Psychometric 
■ '■ Researches and Discoveries, 
n V WM.. AND ELIZABETH M. P.

D' Denton. A marvelous work. Though concise fife 
a text-book, it Is as fascinating u a .work of fiction. 
The'readcr will bfi amazed ta 'ica tbemurloii facts 
bore combined.In support of thia newly-discovered 
power of tbo bumnn mind, which win resolve a thou 
sand doubts and difficulties, make Geology as plain az
day, and throw light en all the grand subjects nnw otH 
soured by time. ■ - • '
Soul or Things—Vol. L

- Cloth................... » » • . » • . . • . • . • ■ “ . “ . •
. . Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol IL

Illustrated. 450pp. Cloth............... ..
Postage 10 oents. "

Soul of Things—Vol. III.
invented. 862 pp. Cloth..............

, PoBtlge 10 cent*.

.I1A0
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The Other World and This.
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws.

No. 1, New. White Cross 
: Literature.

. TN THIS VOLUME-. THE<AUTHOR, 
1. ; Augusta W.'Fletcher1,. M. D^ iii‘ the thirty-nine 
chapters discusses a wide variety, of vsubjects per 
iatning'to Spiritualism, from a •spiritualistic stand* 

. point.- She evinces the powers of a-Jtralhed . thinker.
both In matter of thought and fine literary. style, ana 
capablty-of thought'exprersion. The * subjects arc 
welbhandleikwlthconciseness and?yet with clearness. 
It will prove .a xlch .addition rto ■ any Spiritualist's 
library, and a most'BxcelkuV'book rdrlanr one s*ek- 

.4ng information cbnccrnlng Splrtuallsm-ebd its teach
in i*. • . ••- ■■
• Tor Sale at this office. -Price» $1.50.

~T IFE OF^THOMAS PAINE~ITiB IN- 
Z^-tenspiylntcresting. TricctliOO.-; i •

PRIEST. ..THE-W^ AND, 
jC ' the' OonfessTonnl. By Rev. JChai. ChlnlquyU 
F-vcry one should read IL.«-Price *1*00. . ; ”

T\O YOU WISH TO HAVE GOOD 
health and live oue hundred years? We can as

sist both. Ellxcr No. I and 2, oue plut of each remedy; 
It will chauioaqd Invigorate |he entire system, and 
with Spirit’!arma‘6 directions how to take care of tho 
body, will enable you to have good health and live A 
century. All sent post-paid for 31.00.

B. F. POOLE. Cliuton Iowa.
RkfkubNcrs: B. R. Hart. Clinton, Iowa; Hattie M. 

Siuuuer,Sherman, Tex.; Mr. H. Hartnun, Jacksonville,

What Shall I Do to Have Health?
Our Clairvoyant Remedies, with Spirit Yarma’s in- 

atructlous how to take a new lease of life aud live 100 
years, have cured thousands; they will cure you.

What Can I Do. to Have Eyesight?
Our Magnetized Compound cures sore eyes, strength

ens and preserves weak eyes. Scut by mull, postpaid, 
for SIXTY cents.

Melted Pebble Spectacles;
oRcstorc lost vision, Write for Illustrated Circulars 
and bow to be fitted by our Clairvoyant System. Will 
send photograph of my spirit guide, Varma, who re
vealed this knowledge to mo. The sending of the 
photograph would seem Lo warrant the sending of 4 
cents in P. O. stamps. B; F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa.

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE 
1 tbe New York Unitarian Club. Tbc first time In 
tbc history of the world ti nt a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture la a grand one. and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price, 0 cents; tea coplea, 50 cents.
MEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 

ÍV1 nd Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
before tbc Now York Legislature, May 9, 1883. Price, 
4 cents.

OD IN THE CONS TITUTION. B Y 
VZ Robert G. Ingersoll. One of tbc best papera Colo
nel Ingcrpoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like- 
aesa oí author. Price, 10 cents; twelvccoplesforll.OO.
IT/HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
VV Ettacr.meot of Chrlutlanlty? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. Tble I. n mo.t valuable contribution to 
Frectbougbt literature. Bound In paper with good 
Itkenei. of author. Frico, 10 cent«; twelve copie, 
lor (1.00.
TNGERSOLL’S GREAT ADDRESS ON 
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An Address Deliverd by 
E. P. BRAINARD,

“It gives us a higher and truer esti
mate of our own place in the,great com
monwealth of intelligent beings to find 
that weave objects of intense interest to I

First, to provide protection, and 
home for all who enlist under the new

Progress, thje Universal Lavp of fiaíúre; Tboúgl)t, tbe Sol^erjf of fier Problems
VOL,. 8.

' And a Veteran Spiritualist

At Maple Dell Camp-Meeting, Mantua, 
Ohio, August, 1894,

Whatever may bq urged in support of 
fthe doctrine of total depravity, history 
groves that man, in all ages of the world, 

as intuitively inclined to a belief in a 
future state of existence, and is : by na
ture a religious being. In proof of this 
ewe need only to refer to the thousands 
of different religions that have been pro
mulgated among men, from the earliest 
history to the present time. The fact 
that mankind have, in the different ages, 
adopted such a great variety of religious 
beliefs, only proves that hitherto the 
evidences of a future state of existence 
have not been sufficient to satisfy the 
human mind, and could only be accepted 
through a blind faith but poorly under
stood. Hence the necessity of more di
rect and positive proof to save the world 
¡from drifting into the cheerless belief of 
materialism.

The Spirit-world,- recognizing this 
■fact ajid man’s necessities, Tiave sought 
to establish a telegraph line, by which 
humaji beipgs may receive messages di
rect from the loved ones goqe before,, 

' relative, to the unending hereaft .w,; arid’ 
what-is: the result? ; InsUmdbf reoJivIim'j1 
it as new light from:the invisible world, 
it (s by the majority ofmankirid rejected 
irid denounced’as'the Work of thb Devil, 
and^ ■ why? Simply > because our spirlt- 
friends on the other shore teach tis that 
which is not in harmony with the re
vealed ■ law as defined by the creed
makers of the past.

That scientists should oppose these 
new revelations that conflict with old 
ideas is not surprising. Most important 
scientific truths have been developed by 
fearless, progressive men, far in advance 
of their fellows, who have been com
pelled to thread their way with as much 
caution as did the fugitive slave with his 
eye fixed on the north star. -

In alluding to scientific truths we may 
stop to inquire what is this thing we 
call science, which commands so much 
deference? Simply trained and organ
ized common sense. Swift says old 
sciences, like old stockings, are easily 
unraveled by beginning at the foot. 
Prof. Huxley,.the groatost' scientist of 
the Old World, says, "Before making 
any great progress in the new scientific 
truths I had to forget sixteen years of 
book-learning.”

With all our appreciation of educa
tion and educational advantages, we 

' sometimes think a great deal of the 
present book-learning might be profit 
ably neglected, if we could direct the 
mind of the learner to the great funda
mental laws of nature. ’ The vague 
theories which form the grqat body of 
speculative learning have at,ho time en
abled the younc man or the young 
woman to grapple with the undeniable 
truths having tneir origin in the laws of 
nature.

The philologist, with all his knowl
edge of the dead languages, can find 
nothing in, the classics-tnat gave birth to 
the idea that ripened into a mower, 
reaper or a sewing-machine, or assisted 
Fulton in the application of steam to the 
propelling of writer ’ craft; nothing that 
drew electricity from the clouds; that 
sent the electricspark over beds of coral 
and under the billows of the mighty 
deep, in the transmission of human 
thought, or that gave uj the telephone 
and phonograph, which aro to-day the 
wonder and admiration of the civilized 
world. ,

Why is it that in this age, of mighty 
inventions and discoveries, mankind 
still persist in looking to the past for 
wonderful achievements?

Itis well for modern discoverers and in- 
vgHtors that they did not live in the! 

rf#‘ys of Galileo, for if they had, like 
sTlm they would nave been compelled to 
denounce the philosophy of their suc
cess, or be themselves ' denounced as 
apostates, actuated by evil spirits, by 
the very men who were at that time 
laying the foundation of learning that is 
to-day taught in our schools-“-the men 
who knew there could be no more new 
planets than they had discovered, “be
cause there are seven openings in a man’s 
head, seven days in a week, and conse
quently there could be only seven 
planets”; and over two hundred haye 
since been discovered. '

Is it not true that there iB ’more to be 
learned’of nature and nature’s God in a 
lump of chalk, in the granite of the 
hillsides, in the trees of the forest, in 
the rippling brooklets, in the chemical 
analysis of the soil, in the' symmetry of 
the snow-flake, in the brilliancy of the’ 
dewdrop, in the petals of the flowers, in 
the’carol of the birds, in the silvery 
voice of youth, in the movements of the 
heavenly bodies, and in the architectural 
design and mathetnatical accuracy of 
animate and inanimate life, than in all

the books and creeds that have been 
written by man since the beginning of 
the world, or the unwritten thoughts 
that have been handed down to us by 
tradition? .

From these animate and inanimate 
bodies and objects can be drawn the 
greatest lessons ever afforded the human 
mind; lessons which, rightly understood 
and practiced, will be productive of 
peace on earth and good will among 
men.

Mankind, to a great extent, are crea
tures of education, and with many it 
seems easier to believe error than to put 
aside deep-rooted educational prejudices. 
Public sentiment, however, is forcing 
prominent theologians to discard some 
of the old ideas that canje down to us 
through the dark ages. Mr, Beecher 
says: “In some systems of theology God 
is atrocious beyond all power of lan
guage.” Does not the inspired book sus
tain this view when after “Thus saith 
the Lord,” it says: “Thou shalt destroy 
that city and sow it with salt; slaughter 
all, both man and woman, old and young; 
dash the little ones against the stones, 
slay the women, and put the ox, sheep 
and the ass to the edge of the sword”? 
To defend such a God, the more honest 
way is to adopt the kind of argument 
used by the Rev. Dr. Kitto, of England, 
who, in commenting on Samson’s 
achievement when he set fire to the 
fields of the Philistines, already white 
for the harvest, said, "We cannot say 
anything against,thjs, but any other man 
who did it would deserve,to be hanged.”

It was in the natae’’ of this’ kind of a 
God that the fires of Smithfield were 
lighted, witches were hung in Salem, 
^Quakers were whippedJat the cart-tail 
in Boston. Tri. this enlightened, ¡nine
teenth eentiiry shbuld we go back to 
those honest but ignorant, bigoted and 
deluded people for spiritual instruction 
or lessons of virtue and morality?

It is held by the Christian world that 
all needed information relative to a 
future state of existence is given us 
through the Scriptures, and that a plan 
of salvation is therein set forth so .plain 
and simple that a wayfaring man, though 
a fool, may understand it. If this be ab
solutely true, how is it that the different 
interpretations of it. that have, been 
given us by theologians and. comment^: 
tors, if printed and bound in books,1, 
would make volumes enough to sink the 
Great Eastern? Mr. Beecher may well 
say. “The Bible is the most betrashed 
book in the world. Coming to it 
through commentaries is much like 
looking at a landscape through garret 
windows over which generations of un
molested spiders have spun their .webs.’’

Is it asked, What has your Spiritual
ism to offer? Has it any vital truth? Is 
it not that old perverse spirit of denial 
which has troubled the true saints in 
all ages? To this we would reply, it 
only asserts the larger truth and denies 
the partial and the false, which admits 
of no sensuous verification. Higher 
truths always supersede partial ones. 
Paul asserted universal brotherhood, 
and down tumbled the restrictions of the 
Jewish law. Luther declares that it 
is the right of every soul to know and 
judge of truth and Papal authority gives 
way. George Fox asserts direct inspira 
tion. and apostolic succession becomes a 
myth. Liberal Christianity asserts 
God’s infinite love, and eternal bell, end
less damnation and the Devil disappear 
in the broader light. Spiritualism de
nies only by affirming higher and better 
evidence. It attacks error only by the 
statement of truth. It “shatters'J-the 
idol that it may reveal the God.” . . •

There is a large class who appear to 
be incredulous—so much so they seetn 
distrustful of their own senses. Yet 
they can believe in the miracles of every 
other age in order not to believe those 
that take place in the age in which they 
live. A celebrated writer has said, 
“Some men will believe nothing but 
what they can comprehend, and thefie 
are but few things that such are able to 
comprehend.” Distrust and incredulity 
are the surest signs of a corrupt heart 
and a feeble head. Real philosophy 
seeks rather to solve than to deny. .

Suppose your philosophy be true, what 
is the use? say some. With the doubts 
that have existed in all ages, is not the 
proving of immortal existence the most 
priceless blessing that can be conferred 
upon mankind? If the intelligences of 
the invisible world could accomplish 
this, will they not do more than all the 
theological teaching of ' the past six 
thousand years? .

Spiritualists may take consolation in 
the fact that the evidences coming to us 
are rapidly increasing and becoming 
more and more irresistible. “Mankinc 
are being crowded nearer and nearer to 
the verge where they must surrender or 
leap.” The celebrated scientist, Dr. 
Draper, well says: “So widespread and 
so powerful is this, that it can neither 
be treated with contempt nor with pun
ishment. It cannot be extinguished by 
derision, by vituperation; or by force.”

With all fthe accumulated evidence 
Christianity cherishes a blind incredul
ity, and the only word of welcome from 
their ranks is confined to the TSweden- 
borgiansand Quakers! The combined 
opposition of clergy and laymen will not 
prevent the ban being soon removed,

when the world will be astonished at 
the number of mediums long since de
veloped, and the amount of investiga
tion secretly carried on in the .higher 
circles of orthpdox society. .

Compared with the past; this’ is in- 
deed-a progressive age; but with all our 
boasted knowledge, how-little do we 
know, and how Tittle can mankind ac
quire shut up in an earthly prison? In 
fact, what we flow are is half a mystery;: 
and how few there are who study arid 
explore the remote, the concealed, the 
silent regions of their own nature^. 
They live in the externak’their pleasure 
is mostly of the senses, They pursue a 
sensational existence, and find no food 
more rich, nourishing and spiritual;! 
than objects of sight, hearing and taste.- 
Possessed with immortal powers;, in- 
strumen'tsof most delicate susceptibil
ities; social beings, so interliving with 
those about us, that, likq the waves on 
the sea, when one rises or is depressed,; 
all are affected; moral beings working 
out our destinies, meanwhile impressing 
good or evil on our fellows, gathering 
gems or thorns for both our own and 
others’ crowns, such are we now. But 
all the depth of our capabilities, all the 
possibilities of our happiness ’ and use
fulness, all the sweep of our subtle, 
silent Influence, who can tell?

Prior to receiving light over the in
visible telegraph, as we looked to the 
future and asked “What shall we be?” 
the question rolled away farther and far
ther still into the world of mysteries, and 
only an echo came back! •

We may, however, take consolation ia 
the well-demonstrated fact that all is 
governed by unchanging, immutable 
laws. It has long been conceded that 
the starry system of worlds which adorn 
the heavenly landscape, and' the solid, 
earth beneath our feet, are governed by 
fixed laws; and even the fickle winds 
which sweep our earth “like the breath 
of destiny," obey an irresistible fiat. 
Every movement of the glittering orbs 
above us, every eventon the earth be
neath our feet, is the result of law, and 
proclaims the universe to be governed. 
The restless ocean is ever lashing its 
rock-ribbed sides, but its tlfial waves are 
held in abeyance.' Refreshing rains, 
gentle dews and warm sunlight'clothe 
tEe^p^yRh forests and the fields with’- 
ye'getatiOBi Slowly aqd-sqrely the.work, 
goes on; no coiifqsfon exists, no mistakes 
.occur in the worid of matter. Can it be' 
that the direction of human affairs' is left’ 
either to chance or special' Providence, 
or the caprice of man?

Intellectual, moral and spiritual de
velopment and culture seem’to be. na
ture’s aim in regard to man, and all is 
governed by a power we cannot under
stand, who controls and directs without 
consulting our wishes or being governed 
by our wills. A law of necessity governs 
these things which man did not create, 
neither can he resist. Fashioned by -a 
power he cannot see, man is moving on, 
over the sea of life to an unknown shore, 
and he is living in a delusion when he 
believes his acts are determined by his 
capricious volition. He may encounter 
unforeseen calamities, but his absolute 
course can never be backward. It is 
ever- onward and upward, though death 
and decay attend his steps. The-human 
race is never at rest; change is written 
with the pen of fate upon every earthly 
thing; events are forever occurring from 
preceding events, and ideas springing 
from those that have gone beforerferm- 
ing a chain of cause and effect immutable, 
as God. Whether we desire it or not, 
we are obliged to move. Compelled by 
a law of necessity we cannot resist, we 
must follow out the plan of the Divine 
Architect, who cannot be foiled in any 
of his designs. 1 ■ • _ '

It is one of the cardinal doctrines of 
spiritualistic faith that the penalty is 
sure to follow violated law, and that the 
wrong-doer.can in no wise' escape, and- 
the poet well says: ■

“From David’s lips the word did roll, 
’Tis true and living yet.

No man can save his brother's soul, 
Nor pay his brother’s debt.”

The evidences of spirit intercourse 
antedate Christianity. Pythagoras, the 

: sage of Samos, was a great Occultist and; 
Spiritist fiOfiyears-B. C. . ■ -i

In'“Plutarch’s Morals,” recently trans-- 
lated’by Goodwin,’ there* is an account* Of 
calling up the spirit of .Cleonica, 500 
years B. C. . . . - : ■.

Hermes!was the great Egyptian seer 
and physician. One of his books has re
cently been discovered, and a fac simile 
of it is ih the New.York Astor Library. 
It is. called the Ebers Papyrus, and date’s 
1552 years B. C. In this work Hermes 
says: “The Lord of the universe told me 
how to free gods (eminent men) of all 
murderous diseases,” and many other 
things, indicating his faith in communi
cations from the other world. .

Apollonius of Tyana was born about 
four years B. C., died A. D. 94. His life, 
written soon after his decease, translated 
in 1809 by Rev. Edward Berwick; a Vicar, 
of Ireland, is full of evidences of the then 
existing inner soul-power. /

Apollonius traveled over the tnen 
known world, arid Visited' the Indian 
sages, became one of the most remarka
ble seers and wonder-workers of any age, 
and his history is a full vindication of 
the truth of the miracles of Jesus re
corded in the NewTestament. It is only 
those who seek a monopoly for Chris
tianity who attempt to discredit Apollo? 

,. nius. . . ' ’ .
-Josephus, book 8, chap. 2, testifies that 

Solomon believed in magical powers in 
his time,' and he himself witnessed the, 
phenomenon of demons being expelled1 

. by Eleazor. - . :
The Neo^Platonists possessed . these 

occult powers in the early centuries.and 
transmitted them down to the Middle 

• Ages. See Draper’s Intellectual, De
velopment of Europe;' pages 299 and 300,

Wm,’/Howitt’s ¡History of the Super
natural, Vol! I, page 2Ü9.

A profound- and ! celebrated ¡work en
titled, .lambliehus de Mysteries, abounds 
in verified ; fact$ relative'to'spirit com- 
municatiotìs. . ; . 1 ■'!

Merlin's ¿“Helping. Spirit,” A. D. 489, 
is found. in;Ei)glish Chronicles.

John. Aubveyfs Miscellanies; a work 
from pld authors; is full of facts relative 
to'spfritihtercoyrsh. ’ • • ■

Isis Unveiled, a work recently pub
lished; in , t.wo - large quarto volumes, by 
Helen j?. Blavatsky, the noble Russian 
lady, scholar anfi world Avide traveler, is 
probably the most ty-qthful and exhaust
ive. work on occultism extant. . ■
•’ Thé Worksiof eminent authors and pro-, 
found writers can! be traced in regular 
chronological line from the dawn of time, 
furnishing indubitable evidence of man’s 
b'élief in communications from the spirit 
'world.' Où account Of preconceived re: 
ligio.ua .-theories, mankind seem to cher
ish a welcome-blindness to all these facts 
and realities. ’

Many of the Hebrew sacred writings 
are handed down to us for our spiritual 
instruction. .But while it is claimed by 
Bible students that the Jews were far in 
¡advance,of thefr time, their records are 
largely, spculàr ànd traditional, and with 
thè manifest ignorance. of the race, in 
their,allusions to geography; astronomy, 
medicine and other imperfect sciences 
òfithpt jdato'rtp.clajm tha'Bible record is 
al) the word eft* God, and to.attribute all 
their-blundéràiand mistakes to the all- 
wisfe,Father,.who is perfect in all truth, 
issimplyliiaephemy.

’ Thçre 'is/ iùùch in the Old Testament 
tjiat'the impartial student cannot accept, 
as the1 word of God without stultifying 
his ; divine attributes; but taking the 
Bible as1 a whole, 'with its sublime code 
of , morals; .with its ..history; its poetry, 
-and ils évidence of spirit intercourse In 
the past, ' no • Spiritualist can afford to 
rpipctlt.. It goes further to sustain the 
spiritual, philosophy' than any bookin 
print,.and teaches the principles of that 
faith inore directly than any other ever 
adopted, by.mankind; in. fact it teaches 
no other. -
> .Many.¡intelligent Spiritualists seem to 
incline to’the idea that - the; Bible is un
reliable, • and. -fhaft wav ¿should he -de-. 
olared- àgalnst' all' religious' brganiza- 
.tiphsjftut&idq .of thè spiritual church. 
:Wé;do not understand our spirit friends 
to teach'fiiiything of, the kifid; like one 
of old,'they "come not to condemn or 
destroy the world, but to save it.” They 
come to bring us direct and absolute 
proof of their continued identity, their 
manner and mode of existence, and fur- 

-nish .ùè with satisfactory evidence of our 
immortality, beyond the grave, and 
teach us fiow to. live that we may be pre
pared fora higher and better condition 
On'the other shore.

Discarding the idea that man’s eternal 
salvation is predicated on a doctrinal 
basis, Spiritualists can-well afford to be 
generous!-and: liberal,’ and exercise 
broad 'charity and great tolerance 
toward those qf other Religious faiths.

.Therp'maybe much-error among the 
respective religious organizations. Sup
pose there is; as Spiritualists, are we 
prepared’to past the first stone? We 
navefargreater respect for an honest, 
conscientious.Christian who is striving, 
according to the best knowledge and 
light he has obtained, to do the right 
for right’s sake, than we have for the 
professed Spiritualist who will ride ten 
miles of a .dark night, to some medium, 
with no higher purpose than to persuade 
his mother or some other spirit friend to 
telChim- (confidentially) who poisoned 
his dog! ’

It is a:mistaken idea that we can build 
up Spiritualism by tearing down other 
rpUgious-systems. Very few are so un
wise as ' to abandon the old ’ house that 
hÙs'sò long served them tolerably well, 
till a new and more attractive one is 
provided. “Is it claimed that- Spiritual
ists; have provocation for -combating 

’other’ religious denominations, for the 
mibrèprésëntation and persecution re
ceived at their hands?
- .Have.; not all-the respective religious 
secisljfjéh Obliged to force a recognition? 

.. ¿Wittiifi.bur - Own recollection, .pioneer 
•Méthodiste have been arrested and fined 
for,'shputing-.in:.their Sunday meetings, 
which; was held to be in-violati on of Sab
bath sanctity.
j'Ho.w'long is.llt since the now strong 
dhd* popular sect known as Disciples 
(formerly significantly called Caihpbell- 
it'es).iverq-, denounced by -other denom
inations’as viorse than heathen, infidels, 
.or atheists?'. ■ ':

. Suppbse -Spiritualists are persecuted, 
ridiculed and laughed at; so was Noah, 
while building the ark: yet it is claimed 
that'inconséquence of a somewhat pro- 
traefcd But ■ well-timed shower, Noah 
made his programme a success, and his 
craft a saving institution.
i. The. little boy thinks that the western 
horizon line which1 lies along the hill
top of? his father’s farm bounds the 
world. •' Older grown, he learns that 
¿ties and towns; fields and forests, 
rivers, j lakes and prairies—Indeed a 
whole, universe, lies behind those hill
tops. So when the soul breaks away 
from 'traditional boundary: lines, and. 
gets beyond the narrow ecclesiastical 
horizon, instead of encountering blank
ness and vacancy, it goes forward into a 
universe crowded to overflowing with 
Infinite-Life, which above and beyond 
still beckons us on.

spirit. Wé should treat the thoughts of 
others with justice and tolerance, and 
see to it that our own thoughts ana life 
are in .'keeping with the dictâtes of 
reason and conscience. ■

Many believers seem to entertain the. 
idea that Spiritualism is broad eripugh 
and strong enough tp carry in safety all 
reforms, whether real or imaginary, 
and all the isms that can be loaded on; 
consequently we áre carrying much that 
had better be thrown overboard as not 
being worth the freight.

Suppose an individual should' enter 
into an undertaking to dig down and 
remove ode of the Alleghany Moun£aips; 
fie starts in with twenty men, ten mules, 
and as many carts. Suppose instead of 
removing the earth load by load, in the 
usual way, he insists that the entire 
mountain shall.be loaded onto the carts 
at once: it does not require a philosopher 
to predict the result. .

Should our religion, so sacred to the 
conscientious believer, be saddled with 
reforms too destitute of truth to be suc
cessful on their own merits? We once 
heard of a man who was elected to the 
Legislature, pledged to secure an appro
priation for the draining of an old 
black swamp. With implicit confidence 
in his own strength, and a determina
tion to carry out the undertaking, he
managed to offer as an amendment to 
every ■ bill and resolution presented 
during the session: “Provided an appro
priation is made to drain the old black 
swamp." His colleagues failed to see 
what his amendment had to do with 
granting authority to lay outa turnpike, 
or buy a hearse. Are not some of the 
amendments offered to the spiritualistic 
faith equally objectionable; and do they 
not drive away the better class of com
munity, and deter them from listening 
to the glorious truths taught by the 
Angel-world?

What would be the success of a phy
sician if in prescribing a known specific 
he should insist that it always be accom
panied with an overdose of ipecac?

Lowell says: "The Devil loves nothing 
better than the intolerance of reform
ers, and dreads nothing so much as their 
charity and patience." . .

"No roads are so rough as those which 
have just been mended, Sp no sinners 
'are’sb intolerant as'those jjiat have just 
tbrhedhsaints,” says Colton. ■.-,•

"Man is instinctively a religious 
being., We may discover tribes of men 
without laws, or any of the arts of civil
ization; but nowhere will we' find them 
without some form of religion. Some 
seem to embrace religion from the same 
motives that they marry: not from love 
of the person, but because of a large 
dowry.”

Clergymen in all the different denom
inations are preaching the spiritualistic 
doctrine without seemingly being aware 
of it. The Rev. Daniel March, D. D., 
author of standard theological works, 
says in his “Night Scenes of the Bible:" 
"There are more living persons in the 
crowd than any human observer can 
count. There are more listeners in the 
public assembly than can be seen by the 
speaker’s eye. There is no solitude of 
earth where we do not have the unseen 
companionship of beings that think, and 
feel, and work more mightily and con
stantly than ourselves. As these invisi
ble, unembodied partners of our toll and 
sharers of our spiritual life have some
times stepped forth from behind the 
curtain that hides the unseen world, to 
show us that we may have witnesses of 
our conduct when we think ourselves 
most alone, we have only to turn to the 
sacred record to learn that these high 
and mighty ones, whose home is in 
some far-distant world, have borne an 
active part in the common and in the 
great events of this world which we call 
ours. They have taken the form of 
men, and shown themselves to human 
eyes, and spokep aloud in the languages 
of earth. They have made their ap
pearance oh the lonely mountain-top, on 
the storm-beaten ship at sea, in the 
streets of the city, on the liills. in the 
highways, and fields, and threshing
floors, in the night, and in broad day, 
in the calm and in the storm, speaking 
words of peace, and smiting with the 
sword, bringing health and prosperity, 
and wasting with the pestilence, talking 
with: men under: the shadow of trees, 
and .tents,' and temple roofs, at city 
gates, in humble dwellings, and in the 
depths of the dungeon's gloom. In all 
these • places and circumstances, men 
have seen and heard the living inhabit
ants of other worlds.' And these ce
lestial: visitants have come from their 
far-distant homes to take part in the af
fairs of men. They have shown them
selves better acquainted with human 
history, and better able to do our' work, 
than we ourselves. They have defeated 
great armies, they have overthrown 
populous-eities, they have sent forth and 
arrested the pestilence. They have 
rested under the shadow of oaks at noon, 
as if weary; they .have eateri bread, as if 

’hungry; they have received hospitality 
at human homes at evening, as if com
ing in from a journey; they have guided 
and protected travelers on their way; 
they have rolled away the stone from 
the tomb; they have kindled the fire on 
the altar’and stood unhurt, in the midst 
of the flame; they have clothed them
selves in garments that shone like the 
lightning, and they have appeared in so 
common a garb as to ¡be taken for way
faring men needing lodgings .for the 
night. It adds immensely to the solemn 
interest of our daily life to know Ihat we 
may have such unseen witnesses of. our 
conduct.and partners of our toil at any 
moment. .

lifts our desires and aspirations above 
all earthly and perishable things, to 
know that our present habitation is only 
one little province of a universe of 
worlds, and that this mighty empire is 
bound together by ties of intelligence, 
co-operation and sympathy, to its utmost 
extent."

We have quoted at some length from 
this eminent theologian, thinking no 
better Spiritualism can be preached.

In the work from which the foregoing 
is quoted the author gives graphic de
scriptions of spiritual manifestations had 
at-over twenty dark seances recorded in 
the Bible, making a work of over five 
hundred pages to describe them- The 
same minute description of parallel 
manifestations that have taken place in 
the past quarter of a century would 
make volumes enough to load a steam
ship. In alluding to modern manifesta
tions this pious Daniel March, D.D., 
says:

"The spirits of the mighty dead have 
something else to do than to answer the 
call of conjurers and clairvoyants in any 
age, in any land. And if they were to 
come down from their high seats in 
bliss, they wonld bring better messages 
and wiser counsels than the seers and 
mediums of modern times have reported 
in their name."

How. easy it is to strain at a gnat and 
swallow a "Campbell!”

As further evidence of the change 
that the discussion of Spiritualism has 
produced in these days, we quote the 
following, as related by Dr. Peck, the 
presiding elder of the New York district 
at the Sing Sing camp-meeting:

"I heard,” he said, "that my brother
in-law, the Rev. Mr. Lovejoy, was dqad. 
He was very dear to me, and I was 
greatly grieved. I-lay down to rest, 
and slept, and as I slept, it seemed to 
me that Brother Lovejoy stood beside 
me. ‘Why, I thought you were dead,’ I 
exclaimed. He raised himself, and 
with a triumphant expression answered: 
‘I am what you call dead, but I still 
live.’ ‘But they told me,’ I said, ‘that 
you had been buried; that your body 
was in the grave at Stratford.’ ‘My 
body is therp,' he said, ‘but my spirit is 
free, rind 1 have seen the.glories of that 
better land.’ ‘Oh,’I exclaimed,‘I am 
so glad to meet kome one who lias died, 
and who has been to heaven! Do toll 
me about it.’ Then he told mo. He 
said as he was about'to die, he heard his 
friends' around his bed say: ‘Now ho is 
unconscious,’ yet he was never more 
conscious in his life. He knew he was 
dying and trembled. Suddenly he 
seemed to come to a deep and dark 
river, and he dreaded to cross; but one 
appeared, glorious and lovely, who, 
reaching out his hand, said: ‘Take my 
hand.’ He hesitated, sq pure seemed 
the holy one. ‘Take my hand,’ he re
peated, and he obeyed, and lo! he stood 
on the heaven side of tho river, and 
walked up to the celestial city. I asked 
him to tell me of its glories, and he told 
me of heaven. I never have tried to 
repeat his words—I could not: but I see 
the vision of the city as he described it 
to me. Oh! the stories of. that land no 
tongue can toll; As he ceased, I awoke. 
My dream was ended.”

When we realize tho progress of Spir
itualism in tho past twenty-five years, in 
spite of the formidable opposition ar
rayed against it, to us our duty seems 
plain;

To so live that when the closing hour 
with us shall come we can joyfully ex
claim:

Earthly home, adieu, adieu;
Earthly friends, farewell to you: 
Softly breathe your last good-bye; 
zlngels call me,* let me die.
Precious loved ones, weep no more; 
Meet me on the other shore.

He Is Now On the Pacific 
Coast. ,

■ ■-Spiritualistshave no occasion to excite 
.the.antagonism of mankind hy attacking 
thfefr religious beliefr. Ishmael’s .'hiana- 
Wduldymot.'be against every man, if 
;pvery < man’s n hand was not against 
Ishmael!’ •The‘ -.task* of criticising old 
creeds Is never- an ¿agreeable one, and 
-profits »nothing, unless we are led 
thereby'-to See:more clearly ourfown ... . . ..
•way of ,duty,.and enibracethe cause oil the inhabitants of other worlds. It en- 
truth-■yith a Dnore ¿reverent and loyal'larges the range of our thoughts, and

gospel banner. We should organize, so 
as to secure the advantages of united, 
well-directed effort, for “in union there 
is strength.”

Second, lay aside all fanatical 
vagaries and objectional isms, seek har
monious relations with ourselves, and 
with each other, strive to live pure, up
right, exemplary lives, furnishing liv
ing examples- of . the elevating and 
regenerating influence of our spiritual
istic faith.

Encourage and assist each other, and 
do all we can to aid tho higher intelli
gences of the invisible world to so pre
sent the evidences of immortal life, and 
the-heat’enly truths of the better gospel, 
as. to carry conviction to the hearts, con
sciences and understanding of men and 
women everywhere.

When absolutely convinced of the 
truthfulness and reality -of messages di
rect’ from the loved ones on the other 
shore, they will gladly receive their di- 
rection!and instruction in place of old 
teachings that furnish no better solace 
in the dying hour than “that death is 
but a leap in the dark.”

It is estimated that Spiritualists in 
the United States and the old world now 
number over twenty millions.

The cardinal principles of their faith 
are rapidly modifying and giving tone to 
the theological teachings ,of the civilized 
world. .

With this moral responsibility resting 
upon us that we may do humanity more 
good, we should come up higher, and by 
example and purity of life demonstrate 
to'the world that it is'the result and 
practical working of a faith based on 
positive, knowledge of immortal life.- 
.Meantime, let us do all we. can-to place 
within.reach of our fellows the same op
portunities that have been so satisfactory 
and convincing to us. -

Any attempt to urge men and women 
forward, even in the right path, beyond 
the measure of their, light,- will turn out 
a failure; but by convincing their under-

PERPETUAL CAMP-MEETINGS—SPIRITUr 
ALISM AGAIN DEFINED—THE ENJOY
ABLE RECEPTION.

This is the gala time of the camp
meetings, where Spiritualists go to get 
a year’s supply of spiritual truth. This 
may be wise and well—but what a pity 
that their camp zeal does not continue 
right on,.aj! through the year, inspiring 
them to be, support Spiritualist jour
nals, aud to better keep their spirit
ual camp-fires burning in their ■ own 
homes, villages and cities. Neither a 
sprinkle nor a spurt is as serviceable as 
a steady, living stream. Spasmodic re
vivals of religion are apt so be followed 
by lukewarmness and indifference, say 
the most knowing of the sectarists, and 
they ought to.know. Perpetual camp
meetings, perpetual inspirations, per
petual revelations, and perpetual growth , 
in the good, the spiritual and the pure, 
are the words that in voices tender and 
musical angels are whispering to 
mortals.

SPIRITUALISM AGAIN DEFINED.

A lady in Philadelphia, Mrs. Kate 
A---- , writes: "1 have recently become
deeply interested in Spiritualism; but 
Spiritualists differ so, I am puzzled. 
Define it to mo your way.”

I will try. Spiritualists have no popes, 
no authoritative leaders. Reason is the 
ermined judge. Words are symbols of 
ideas uttered or unexpressed. Spiritu
alism rooted and grounded in pure spirit 
—in God—is the synonym of present 
spiritual manifestations, ultimating in 
the philosophy of the soul's origin and 
destiny, and man's duty as a thinking, 
rational, moral being. Spiritualism is 
psychic eclecticism, demonstrating a 
future existence. Spiritualism is the 
true wisdom religion, accepting and ap
propriating tile good there is in occi- 

.dental studies and oriental mysticism: 
the good there is. in Theosophy, theol
ogy, and the nowaday sciences. Spirit
ualism knows no finality’ in the line ol 
psychical research or spiritual manifest
ations, two phrases with one meaning. 
Spiritualism in its all-embracing sweep 
of thoughts, ideas and principles, is the 
equivalent, not only ol earnest, unpreju
diced investigations and present angel 
ministrations, demonstrating a future 
progressive existence: but it is the very 
embodiment of toleration, charity, sym
pathy, justice, mercy, philanthropy, and 
all that galaxy of graces that go to 
make tho perfect man. The true, the 
absolutely true Spiritualist, can say: 
live the pure and perfect life! ’

A LITERARY RECEPTION.

After reaching this city from San 
Antonio, getting somewhat rested and 
partially settled, tiie members of “The 
Literary Club,’’of San Diego, gave me 
a most enjoyable reception, at the 
flower-encircled residence of Mr. and 
Mrs. Busheyhead—a residence overlook
ing the bay, wit It its shipping, the Cor
onado, Point Lorma, and some of the 
isles of the ocean.

All present at this reception were 
noted for refinement and culture. The 
conversation was educational and uplift
ing, and the refreshments tendered by 
Mrs. Busheyhead—creams, cakes and 
fruits—were as delicious as they7 were 
plenteous. Mrs. Busheyhead, long 
known upon the Pacific Coast as a de
voted Spiritualist and worker in the 
fields of reform, has in press a small 
book, entitled “The Truth.” Those 
who have been privileged to see some of 
the advance sheets pronounce it clear, 
practical and philosophical. The key
note of the book is Spiritualism.

Among tho more distinguished at 
this reception were: Mrs. Warren Kim
ball, writer for journals and- author of 
several books (owing to her indomitable 
energy 500 shade trees were set last 
season aloug the streets and avenues of 
Nationri City); Mrs. Rosa Hartwick 
Thorpe, author of that beautiful poem, 
“The curfew must not ring to-night;’1 
Mrs. May Morris Wagner, the writer 
of “The Liberty Bell, ’ that was reatj 
with such fine effect at the opening of 
the Columbian Exposition at Chicago; 
Mrs. Beatrice Harrendon, who v.rota 
the popular book, "Ships that Pass in 
the Night,” with other works richly ap
preciated by the public; Mrs. Stein
house, who wrote that admirable work 
upon the Mormons and their polygamy, 
and which was republished in England, 
under the title of "Tell it all;” MisB 
Estelle Thompson, author of many 
charming poems appearing in the press; 
Dr. P. C. Retnendino, editor and propri
etor of the "National Popular Review,” 
author of that learned work upon "Cir- 
ctfmeision," and other medical and 
surgical books; Mr. M. E. Day, artist, 
and author of “Souvenir of California,” 
abounding in such fine poems as “The 
Old Mission;” Mrs. Rev. Amanda Deyo, 
pastor of the Universalist church, and a 
worker of distinction in the line of wo
man’s suffrage and the peace movement; 
Jinda Ram, lawyer, author and Hindoo 
missionary, now in this country from 
the Punjaub, India; Mrs. D. P. Hale; 
who wrote, among other; excellent 
poems, “The Dream ’Neath the Pepper 
'Tree,'” a tree’that I first saw in Athens, 
Greece; and which is now common along 
the streets,. Of San Diego and Los 
Angeles. There were others present, 
engaged largely in literary pursuits.

OSTRICH RANCHING. .

It will be remembered that when I 
was on my second journey around the

ligio.ua
shall.be
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HOW IT BREAKS OUT.
Another Preacher Reformed. ■ * ’■, . .

Rev. T. J. West is a brother of the lately 
. deceased editor of the Advance, of Chicago. 
Until within a féw years he has been a Con
gregational minister in good standing; but he 
got into '‘Doubting Castle,” and' finally his 
doubts got the better of him and he was forced 
by his conviction to renounce the pulpit. For 
a few years he has supposed himself an Infidel, 
or more of that than anything else, so he 
moved west to go into business and “grow up 
with the country. ”

Last year he came into the Lincoln Grove, 
(Wash.) camp-meeting, and heard some of my 
discourses, which he thought beautiful and 
consistent; the only fault to be found with 
them, in his estimation, was that he feared they 
were not true. Afterward he and I happened 
to go on the same steamer from Kelso, Wash., 
the place of his residence, to Portland, Ore
gon. This afforded an opportunity for about 
six hours’ conversation, which we both en-' 
joyed very much. .

This year among the listeners, at the begin
ning of the Lincoln Grove camp-meeting, was 
Mr. West; he had been studying some during 
the year and wanted more. He could see the 
philosophy of Spiritualism; the question was, 
is it true? Will the phenomena back up the 
philosophy? He has seen enough of its phil
osophy, so that I induced him to talk in con
ference. When 1 got ready to start home he 
accompanied me to the depot, and helped me 
off. After I left he continued to go, and fell 
oven more deeply in love with Mrs. HulPs talk 
than he had with mine. After becoming en
raptured with its philosophy, he attended one 
of Mr. Barney's seances; that settled him. I 
have two letters from him declaring his 
thorough conversion to Spiritualism. lie has 
finally called back his resolution to never again 
appear in public as a teacher, and spoken at 
least once in the Lincoln Grove camp; he writes 
me that he now has other appointments, and 
has determined, if there is a demand for him, 
to throw his energies into the work.

With Mr. Ravelin in the south, and Mr. 
West in the north, on the Pacific Coast, and 
with other speakers there who are not ex-min
isters, and with such mediums a» Mr. Barney 
and Henry B. Allen, beside dozens of others 
whom I might mention, Spiritualism must gain 
a new impetus on the Coast, and it might be 
well for Spiritualism in the East to begin to 
look out for its laurels.

Whether the new workers are in the East or 
in the West, it does the old veterans in the 
cause good to see new workers coming into the 
ripening field.

HOW IT BREAKS OUT.

Spiritualism is a contagion. No preventive 
or cure has been discovered. More than that, 
when Spiritualism has thoroughly attacked 
one he never gets ovgr it. I have heard of 
renouncers of Spiritualism—those whp haVe 
been thoroughly cured, but when I came to 
meet them I found that they had been as 
unable to shrink themselves back into Ortho
doxy as a year-old chicken would be to crawl 
back into the shell out of which he had 
emerged.

While neither wealth, position in society, nor 
learning, nor all of them combined, are proof 
against Spiritualism, they are sometimes proof 
against acknowledgment of it. More than a 
score of those who rank high, as Christians 
and ministers have, within the last five years, 
given jne their confidence on this subject. 
Many of. them have said, “0, for your cour
age, Brother Hull; if I only dared to tell what 
I know on this subject it would startle some 
who think they know that Spiritualism is all 
a humbug. " I am in a position to know better 
than many others the distress of the ministry 
on this subject

I took my pen to tell how the contagion got 
» foothold at what is called Taylor Ridge, in 
Rock Island county, Illinois. It will be re
membered that the spring of 1892 was a very 
wet spring; the rain falling so copiously that 
in flat and low lands it was almost impossible, 
in some places, for farmers to get their spring 
planting done.

In Rock River Valley, near the place before 
mentioned, resided a farmer whose name I do 
not remember, who twice planted his corn, 
and twice the river overflowed and drowned it 
out. After a second prospect for a crop was 
blighted he went to his field, and it is said he 
swore unmercifully, cursing God, using the 
worst terms he could command. While he 
was thus engaged in cursing a thunder-shower 
came up and he hastened to an adjacent tree; 
he had not been there more than five minutes 
when he was instantly killed by a stroke of 
lightning. This was between four and five 
o’clock in the afternoon, and about twelve 
miles from Rock Island. That night he went 
to a seance in Rock Island about eight o’clock 
and gave his name, and said God had killed 
him that afternoon for blasphemy. He told 
the circumstances of his death; related cir
cumstances connected with his business and 
his family known to none but himself—cir
cumstances which proved true in every partic
ular, one of which neither he, his wife, nor 
anyone else knew four hours before, and some 
things which she did not know to be true for 
several months afterward. 1

This mon believing, during his earth-life, in 
a superintending Providence,.of course carried 
that belief with him into the other world; and 
being killed.almost in the midst of his horrid 
blasphemy, it’ was perfectly natural that he 
should conclude that God had killed him for 
blasphemy, as he reported. ■ '

The sequel to all this was that seances were 
organized in the neighborhood; mediums were 
dèveloped, tests given and Spiritualism has 
gained a foothold there. People began to 
witness the phenomena and wanted to learn 
something more about it, so they, some of 
them, heard of and subscribed for The Pro
gressive Thinker; in that they read of lec
tures; they found that Mr. Brooks lived at 
Elgin, not veiy far away, so they sent for

THB PROGRESSFVE’THINKER
him; he went and gave them some of both the 
phenomena and philosophy of Spiritualism; 
this only further whetted their appetites and 
they sent for me. <’ I went and delivered three 
discourses, yriilch ontyinoreases the Remand 
for Stillmore. - . -

The above is only a sample ease; hundreds 
of villages, hamlets .and country places are 
just now being,-stirred in the same way. 
Everywhere tbe. harvest is great and the 
laborers are few. Spiritualism is demanded 
in the East, West, North and South. Spirit
ualism is breaking, out in new places. The 
nations will yet bring their glory and honor 
unto it. The whole earth shall yet be lighted 
with its glory. So mote it be. .

. . Moses Hull.

Lake George -Camp Association.
The exercises at thé camp have bean of a 

varied and interesting character since my last 
report; ' ,

Dr. Ewel gave two lectures and followed 
them with some very striking, tests, the gen
uineness of which were beyond question. The 
Doctor also made an appeal in behalf of the 
Veteran Spiritualists’ Union pnd obtained 
seventeen new members.. : ....

On Saturday W. F. Peck delivered, a prac
tical discourse upon ‘ ‘The Greatest Thing in 
the World, ” which was warmly received and 
appreciated.

On Sunday forenoon Miss Lizzie Ewer spoke 
earnestly upon a subject suggested by thé 
opening hymn, following her discourse with 
tests which were generally recognized.

Mrs, Tillie Reynolds occupied the platform 
in the afternoon, with a fluent and. interesting 
discourse from subjects presented By the au
dience, after which a. large number of articles 
were handed up by the audience to be psy
chometrized. The readings were nearly ail 
pronounced correct.

On Tuesday Miss Ewer lectured and gave 
tests. On Thursday an interesting conference 
meeting was held. The subject discussed was 
“Materialization." A number of the partic
ipants gave their experiences and some very 
convincing tests were related. Mrs. Williams, 
the noted materializing medium of New York, 
was. present and gave a graphic account of her 
development as a medium. She was listened 
to with breathless interest and roundly ap
plauded. .

Saturday afternoon Mrs. Reynolds delivered 
an interesting discourse from a subject pro
pounded by Mr. M. B. Little, the controlling 
Spirit purporting to be Mr. Little’s father, 
who was a clergyman while in the earth life. 
After the discourse Mrs. Williams, by invita
tion of President Newton, took the platform, 
and astonished her audience by a remarkable 
exhibition of her mediumistic powers; her 
tests were clear cut and positive, and pro
nounced correct in every particular. Mrs. 
Williàiùs would create a sensation were she to 
confine herself to platform test mediumship 
alone. As a materialize^ she is said to be sec
ond to none.

On Sunday morning Mrs. Reynolds gave an 
interesting address On the similarity of an
cient and modem mediumship, In the after
noon Mrs. H. 8. Lake spoke to the largest au
dience of the season in her unique and brill
iant manner, holding her hearers in close at
tention to the end. Her themé was, “What 
Is Spiritualism, and What Has It.Taught Us?” 
Mrs. Lake always satisfies the thinker and 
critic, even though he may not accept her doc
trines. She never indulges in platitudes or 
high-sounding phrases, which mean nothing, 
but every sentence is a gem of literary excel- 

■lence, conveying an idea clearly and compre
hensively. Next Tuesday Mrs. Lake will 
give the closing lecture of the season, and the 
camp meeting will come to a close for this 
year.

On the whole, this, the first season, has 
been a success in several respects. It has 
shown that no better spiritual conditions for a 
successful camp-meeting can be found any
where, and, as for the physical surroundings, 
it stands alone at the very summit of advanta
ges. .

It is not intended to make a picnic or ex
cursion ground of this camp, though there are 
plenty of facilities for that: but the object is 
to form a spiritual summer home where every
thing will tend to the best development of the 
visitors, physically and spiritually, where our 
friends may come for a shorter or longer pe
riod, and at a moderate expense have all the 
comforts of a home, and yet all the advanta
ges of a summer resort. .

The hotel will be one of the finest and most 
commodious on the lake, and will accommo
date its guests at one-hdf the usual rates 
charged by others. Another season will see 
a vast improvement upon the grounds, and 
many new cottagés will be built and occupied. 
With kind wishes for the success of The Pro
gressive Thinker and the cause it advocates 
we say good by till next summer. '

Occasional.

Harte contribute» mA ; Review of the Chicago 
Strike of ,’94.” vThomas E. WiU. A. M., and 
Dr. Lqcius F. C. Gavyi write ¡on “Municipal 
Reform, »nd How to Effect jj.” Prof..Wi|| 
also furnishes a .valuablo bibliography of5 the 
subject for students. Dr. Albert Leffingwell 
discusses “An Ethical Basis for Humanity to 
Animals, ” with some special relevance to the 
question of vivisection and the limits of sci
entific curiosity. James G. Clark, a Western 
poet, contributes some stirring verses, “The 
Message of M. Lowe.” A unique and inter
esting paper is “An Astrological Forecast of 
the Administration of President Cleveland," 
made at the moment Mr. Cleveland took-the 
oath of office on March 4, 1893. G. L. -Mc
Kean writes on “The True Basis of Money.” 
M. Louise Mason deals with the new psycho
logical question of “Pre-Natal Influence." 
Will Allen Dromgoole contributes a story, 
“Ole Logan’s Courtship,” and this, with W. 
B, Harte’s ,new ccweerie “On Certain Satis
factions of Prejudice,” represents the purely 
literary element in the number. -

: ' ugg ' V------ -- ’

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
Prof. J. W. Kenyon’s original engagement 

here for three lectures has been extended' till 
he has delivered eight, all of them full' of the 
deepest spiritual philosophy. . He is truly in
spirational, and last Sunday; near th$ close; 
he described to us the brown-ekinned, long- 
bearded, robed and sandaled, ancient who 
was manipulating his brain. Clairvoyance, of 
tiie larger perception that may be called cl'air- 
science, often comes to him while on the 
rostrum. By the first, the whole being of those 
present is seen by him, as clear as crystal; 
and by the second,, comes that perception 
which makes himiso clear an exponent of all 
the relations and interblendings of matter and 
spirit. We can honestly counsel any societies, 
who have any open dates, to endeavor to 
secure him for as much time as possible. A 
true sensitive, it should be borne in mind 
that the mental and spiritual condition of his 
audience is an important factor in the quality 
of his inspiration.. Spiritual widening and 
depth are sure to result from his teachings.

Having a little more time at my disposal 
the past week, I have attended a seahCe of 
Dr. A. W. Rothermel and of .Hatfield Petti
bone—both.of the materializing phase.

Dr. Rothermel is scientific in his methods, 
and expresses his opinion concerning tpsychib 
manifestations at the opening of the ¡seance. 
Positive, at that stage, he is soon seized by 
his controls, who use his slight' physique 
somewhat roughly. This is followed by zither 
playing and many physical manifestations ph 
the part of the spirits, through whom mes
sages from the dear departed are written''on 
the handkerchiefs of all who desire to receive 
them. These manifestations are followed by 
full form materializations, that are said to be' 
very satisfactory to those who are frequently 
present and have thus enabled their spirit 
friends to practice with the controls their

1 MONSTROUS BIRD.
,, Li^nç in a Former Age.
To th® Editor:—The Arabian Nights may 

not be éuoh a monstrous piece of fiction as has 
always been supposed. The bones of Sinbad’s 
Roc, or One of its kind, were found a few 
days ago in what is known as the Strip in the 
Indian Territory. A man who was looking 
for à claim camped in a sand “blow" or ba- 
fiin; and seeing what he supposed a limb of a 
tree - projecting from a sand bed, he went to 
get it to make a fire. It proved not to be 
wood;-but a bone of such gigantic proportions 
that he was paralyzed with astonishment! He 
began'ekcavatlng at once and took it out of 
its'deep sand grave, where it had lain for 
ages—the carcass of a monstrous bird! Most 
of the bones crumbled to ashes as soon as 
they reached the light, but he brought enough 
to Hutchinson, where he made his first ex
hibit, last week, to astonish the citizens. The 
skull weighs nearly one thousand pounds, and 
a large man may easily crawl through the 
orbits where once rolled eyes, each evidently 
the slze df an ordinary washtub. The part of 
the bill Raved measures nine feet in length. 
Ttto bones resemble tree trunks, and one rib 
is twenty-one feet long. I noticed men sitting 
on it as they would have sat on a log.

"A citizen of-Hutchinson offered the fortu
nate possessor $3,000 for it, but he said $50,
000 would not buy it He started east with 
his treasure lost night. Louisa. B. Reed.

Hutchinson, : Kas.

The Various Dimensions of Space.
To the Editor:—Having read Prof. Col

lins’articles In. your paper, I would like to 
present your readers a few thoughts on the 
subject of the dimensions of space, in con
nection with the fourth or “throught" of Mr. 
Collins. .

, Science knows nothing of more than three— 
length, breadth and thickness. I suppose 
Prof, jCollins means the throughout or con
tents., T will gttempt to show at least seven 
substances that have each the three dimen. 
sions in the one dimension, or the three as 
known by science,

Take a pipt of dirt, remove all the water so 
it, shaij be, perfectly dry; there is length, 
bjpadtii ànd thickness. That includes the 
‘‘throught" (or throughout). You can add a 
pjht pf watér, and the measure will hold both; 
twq.dimensions in one, or, as science would 
hàye. it, the three dimensions have two sub 
stances in the one space. The water will be 
found fri be jfull of air—three pints in one 
pint of space. Ether will occupy the air. 
Forpe will occupy thé ether. Mind will oc
cupy, force,.and life permeates mind. How 
shall we account for the phenomena?

Prof. Collins gives us the key to the prob
lem. ... .A drop of water contains eighty bill
ions of .molecules, and they are spherical bod-

The Popular Science Monthly for 
September, 1894.

Prof. James Sully, of University College, 
London, heads the list of contributors to the 
September Popular Science Monthly with the 
second of his Studies of Childhood, dealing 
with The Imaginative Side of Play. He 
shows by means of many incidents how strong 
is the. power of ‘ ‘making believe" that enters 
so largely into children’s plays. An enter
prise of enormous possibilities is described in 
an illustrated article by Ernest A. Le Sueur 
under the title, Commercial Power Develop
ment at Niagara. The preparations for har
nessing the Falls to the dynamo are now well 
advanced. This number contains another of 
the charming sketches of outdoor life by the 
late Frank Bolles, its subject being The Hum
ming Birds of Chocorua. There is an evolu
tionary study of Barberries, by Frederick Le 
Roy Sargent, in which the general reader will 
be surprised to see how much of interest can 
be found in so common a plant. The various 
parts of the bush are illustrated, from original 
drawings. , In Ethical Relations between Man 
and Beast, Prof. E. P. Evans shows how the 
doctrine of the earth and all that is in it being 
made for man has fostered cruelty to animals. 
Mr. Stuart Jenkins, who has had experience 
in winter work on a Canadian survey, sets 
forth a new plan for reaching the North Pole, 
under the title, Arctic Temperatures and Ex
ploration. In Parasitic and Predaceous 
Insects, the method of fighting insects that are 
destructive to vegetation by means of others 
that are harmless is described by Prof. 0. V. 
Riley. The New Mineralogy is described by 
G. P. Grimsley. Dr. H. E. Armstrong 
writes on Scientific Education. Dr. P. Lenard 
describes The Work of Dust. Other articles 
are Science as a Means of Human Culture, by 
Floyd Davis, and Seventeenth-Century Astrol
ogy. There is a Sketch with Portrait of one 
of the earliest American Botanists, the Luth
eran pastor, Dr. G. H. E. Muhlenberg. In 
the Editor's Table, Social Disturbances and 
Endowment of Research ore discussed.

The Popular Science Monthly is undoubtedly 
the ablest scientific magazine now published. 
Terms: Fifty cents a number; $5 a year.

Address D. Appleton & Co., 
' " New York, N. Y.

Swelling in the Neck
Large kiiots of 

scrofula nature came 
on rny svlfe’s neck for 
four years. When 
she had taken two 
bottles of Hood’s Bar" 
saparlUa, we could 
see tlie swelling was 
going down. Now 

( the glands have as- 
suinetl their natural 
appearaneeandsheis

Entirely Free
from this trouble,’ Our children were afflicted 
With spells of malaria every fall but this season 
thay have been taking Hood’s Sarsaparilla and 
it has purified their blood, built them up, and 
they have been free from all illness this w inter.” 
E. M. Blackburn, Oregon, Missouri.

Hood’s^ Cures
Hood's Pills are purely vegetable, anddq 

not purge, paid or gripe. Bold by all druggists, 

“YdU^SHOULD'“
Have a copyofthe "Astra! 

Guide;’ It contains a lec
ture on Astiio-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof, cth- 
ney H. Richmond. ' It io 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Lieb «nd 
will imform you where to 
procure Specific remedies 
for the Absolute Cprb,of 
ell acute and chronic dis
ease. A stra! Guide sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Bòni.
Chicago, Ill.

own adeptehip in this remarkable phase 'Of 
spirit manifestation. The lady next to mC liad? 
attended six. times, and her husband had'? w ° , 
perfected his own materializing power, -aided',

The Arena for September.
The; September Arena is filled with articles 

of interest. The number opens with a paper 
by Rev. Minot J. Savage on “The Religion of 
Walt Whitman’s Poems,” which will lead 
many to open their Whitman in a new spirit. 
Judge Walter Clark, Associate Justice of the 
Supreme Court of North Carolina, writes in 
favor of the “Election of Senators by Popular 
Vote,” and thé-limiting of the power and pat
ronage of the President He is, however, not 
in favor of electing the President in the same 
way, .As. he believes that would involve the 
perils of revolution with certain popular and 
ambitious men at the head of a presidential 
campaign, Charles S. Smart, an ex-State Su
perintendent of the Public Schools of Ohio, 
makes a very damaging criticism of our school 
system in a paper called “Public Schools for 
the Privileged Few.” It should lead to salu
tary discussion and ventilation. B. 0. Flower, 
tho editor of the review, in a paper on “Early 
Environment in Home Life, protests against 
the unwritten social code which keeps young 
people in. a dangerous ignorance of ; the true 
functions of their bodies. Walter Biackburn

of course; by the cabinet-controls, that he- 
was perfectly made up and recognizable in 
form, feature, hair, and beard, by his wife. 
Matches always lie on the table, and we were 
astonished to see this spirit suddenly emerge 
from the cabinet, waving a lighted match 
about his face and form in a way that enabled 
all to see him to perfection. Of all the doc
tor's controls, I was most pleased with Emma, 
who plays the zither so beautifully, because 
the emanations from her indicate a-’ very 
refined, advanced, and spiritual personality.

Hatfield Pettibone’s seances have thé grand 
quality of being carried on in thé light, thus 
enabling the most skeptical investigator to 
really judge and decide for himself.- The 
whole room is lighted by an ordinaiy lamp. 
The cabinet stands out in the room, and is a 
simple frame, covered top and four sides with 
a black cloth so thin that, when inside, I saw 
all the people and everything in the well- 
lighted room around me. Mr. Pettibone sat 
outside, a friend on each side of him, and a 
black cloth thrown over the three, leavihg 
their three heads exposed, as well as the hands 
of the persons who sat each side of him. Yet 
six or eight hands appeared at thé same time 
through the curtain, around and far above. 
These hands were large, and small baby-hands, 
hands of children, of refined woman, “horny 
hands of toil,” deformed, aged hands, all 
alive, graspingour own, writing ón pads or 
slates that we held, and the conditions and all 
the arrangements in the well-lighted room 
demonstrating that these hands belonged to 
no mortal body.. If these were not hands used 
by disembodied spirits, ’

“Then sight and sound adieu.” 1
I was very glad to be summoned into the 

cabinet A lighted match was passed in, Rud 
I know that 1 was entirely alone in that framed 
cabinet, standing out in the room.- There 
was nothing inside of it but‘ inÿselfr for I-éx- 
amined its top. and its fóùt sides. “ Standing 
thus, with my hands on the shoulders of the 
medium, I facing the audience and: touching 
him closely, instantly several strong hands 
were rubbing down my back. It was really 
laughable; one would think they were groom
ing a horse. I had had a constant backache 
for two weeks, induced by overwork. I have 
had none since this remarkable “treatment,” 
and I am quite obliged to Mr. Pettibone’s 
controls. To be sure, on attempting to leave 
the cabinet, they dragged me back, and almost 
knocked me down. But, it’s allright, I will 
excuse them. We all had messages from our 
spirit friends, written on slates or slips of 
paper, or beautifully drawn portraits of those 
in spirit-life. Such are some of the features 
of this remarkable seance. ; '

-'Frank T. Ripley is doing good work as 
platform test medium. ' His engagement here 
is three weeks, between Edgar Emerson’s 
week and the return of Maggie Gaule. . -

................. Abby A. Judso^. .
Jesus and the Mediums. • A comparison o 

Modern ahd Biblé Spiritualismi showing thfeir 
similarity. By Moses HnlL Price, 10 cents.

Ies and never touch. The space between all 
spheres jsja? large, or larger, than themole- 
cules thejnflelvbs. Water may be. considered 
X typical element The water thus occupies 
the interspace^ of . the earth; the air occupies 
tiie interspaces pf the water; the ether occu.
pies the .interspaces of the air; force steps into 
the spaceg in ethef; jnind, by its ideas, which 
are its molecules, takes up its abode in the 
spaces in force, and life permeates the mass 
and liven in the spaces of ideas. And thus 
we see there are seven pints of substance oc
cupying pne pint of space.

By science they are known as occupying 
three dimensions of space—never having con
ceived the idea of substance in the three last 
Mentioned, but called them principles or prop
erties. ... '

Spirit science knows them to be things and 
substantial, haying ah abiding place in space.

The difficulty with science lies in the lack 
of tangibility to objective sense. To meet a 
difficulty in heat generation by vibration, the 
physicist invented a new element and called it 
luminifeirous ether, of they supposed it to ex
ist, and how it is included in the code of 
physical science. It is in this substance that 
Mr. Collins thinks he finds “throught," and 
the k.ey to all spiritual phenomena. In one 
sense he is right' in his conjecture, but in 
others not .

The .most subtle fluid of material substance 
truly IB found here in the ether, and from it 
is extracted the simple element of matter, but 
the potentializing substance has a more subtle 
and higher being. The thing that produces 
the phenomena lies in the three dimensions 
not known by so-called science, and yet they 
are as much a real substance as either of the 
four, the difference being, in the potency, with 
and without the action of chemism.

, Using. the drop of water as a measure of 
molecules, we would have in a man’s brain 
storage room for. all' the thoughts that have 
emanated from men since they commenced to 
'think,, while outside of . the brain is stored all 
proliferated thoughts of men and angels, wait
ing to be utilized by the thinking minds to 
come. ' .. :...... . '' ..... ■
¿. There , would be about 15,360 drops in a 
man's brain, ihultiplied by eighty billions, and 
that by seven, , the number of dimensions, and 
it is beyond the power of mind to conceive the 
amount of storage, room to be filled before 
man has become perfected, or has completed 
his conscious intellectual unfoldment.

It wiH require a number of eons of ages for 
him to evolve all that is involved in the seven 
dimensions of -space.

When we think from where we start in our 
course of rising to conscious Intelligence—the 
entity, man, being too small to become visible 
by any appliance of art—and then to conceive 
even of hig possibilities in the . great universe, 
we become astojinded at the prospect. And 
then, again, when we consider that, lowly as 
man is here, he ig thought worthy to be lifted 
Into communion with angels and archangels 
^ho are the spirits of men made more perfect 
In the higher spheres of life, we art glad we 
art men ? and have been allowed to see the 
-¿lory that shall be revealed in us.
i ; - -Geo. Wi Carpendeb, M. D. 

125 8. Clark St. j Chicago... ;

The Free Thought Federation of 
America,

The Annual Congress of the Freethought 
Federation of America will be held at Chicago, 
Qct 26, 27 and 28, in conjunction with the 
Annual Congress of American Secular Union. 
The importance of this Congress is great 
The encroachments of the church are becoming 
more bold and dangerous. The attempt to 
amend the Constitution so as to place our 
Government on a Christian basis, and to pass 
a national Sabbath-law, are indications of the 
attitude of the church. It has been and is 
to-day the enemy of freedom, and we must be 
prepared constantly to meet its conspiracies.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
—AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL
BY FATHER CHINIQUY. • -I. - . - >

This tt a most valuably book, It comes from ftp Ex* 
Priest, wpoae character is above reproach, aud who 
kuows what he la talking about. Everybody should 
read It, Price, 11.00. It contains the following chap* 
ters:

CHAPTER T.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Self» 

respect lu tbo CoufcsBlonnl.
CHAPTER II.

Auricular Coufessiou a Deep Pit of perdition for tho 
Priest.

CHAPTER HL 
The ConfesBlonaJ le tho Modern Sodom. 

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests Is made e&l) 

by Auricular Coufessiou.
CHAPTER V.

The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Cou> 
fessiou&l—What becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her Irreparable Rula.

. . . CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Ties ol 

Marriage aud Human Society.
'. CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Cirfl- 
ii^dNallouB?

CHAPTER Vin. -
Does Auricular Confession being Peace to the Soul?
t CHAPTER IX.

The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 
Imposture.

j CHAPTER X.
God compels the Church of Rome to confess the 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
4 CHAPTER XL
Auricular Confession In Australia, America, and 

Franco.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hus
bands and Fathers—Some of tbe matters on which 
the Priest of Rome must Question his Penitent*

Sent Post-paid, Pride, $1.00.

THE MISSING LINK
We cannot do this as an unorganized mass. .
We must join forces, otherwise we shall be’*! Modern Spiritualism.
defeated. We need a common impulse. 
There must be association. Let the gathering 
at Chicago be the greatest yet held in Amerioa. 
Think of past achievements as an inspiration 
to something better in the future.

Free thought is growing. The necessity for 
political .action is more apparent than ever. 
The means of action are improving. Free 
thought cannot go backward. It must step 
forward; Now is the opportunity for union 
and strength. This congress is for work. 
Let there be an enthusiastic rally.

Samuel P. Putnam, President 
Franklin Steineb, Vice-President. 
N. F. Griswold, Vice-President. 
B. A. Roloson, Vice-President 
J. M. Peck, Vice-President 
E. C. Reicjiwald, Treasurer and 

Acting Secretary.

The Oregon Secular Union.
The Sixth Annual Convention of the Oregon 

State Secular Union will be held in Vert's 
Hall, Forest Grove, Oregon, October 5th, 6 th 
and 7th.

Extensive preparations are being made to 
have this the most successful Secular Conven
tion ever held. Two years of systematic 
work on the part of the Oregon State Secular 
Union has awakened renewed interest in every 
secularist in the state, more than Qve hundred 
having joined the organization since the last 
convention, and a large number of enthusias
tic secularists from Washington, Oregon and 
California will attend this convention.

The Southern Pacific Railroad will give its 
usual low excursion rates over all her lines in 
Oregon to all persons attending the convention.

Full program will be announced in all 
liberal papers.

By order of the executive committee,
W. W. Jesse, Pres. 0. S. 8. U.
Katie Kehm Smith, Secretary, Oregon 

City, Oregon.

■ “Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.” 
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’ Inter
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 
1893. By Susan H. Wixon. A noble ad
dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should 
be read by every woman and évery man. Es
pecially excellent to place in the hands of 
women who are members of the churches. 
Price, 10 cents. .

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death; Heaven and Hell By Moses 
Hull. Price 10 cents,

The Fountain of Life, of the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois W alsbrooker. Paper, 
50 cents. _ /

All About Devils. By Moses Hull It 
traces the history c* thé theological idea of 
devils. Shows much research. Paper, 15 
cents. ■ ” . ’ " ■

Helen Harlow’s Vow, or Self Justice.' By 
Lois Waisbrooker. Price reduced from $1.50 
to$l, cloth.

A Sex Revolution,- by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

¿ài®

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

A N ACCOUNT ON MODERN SPIRIT. 
ualisin—80-caBed—from Its inception al Hydes« 

ville, N. Including tbe oxnerieocca of the Fox Fam
ily, spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fail to bo 
very Interesting, and the Intervet U intensified when 
that account la written by one of the Fox Sisters. 
Such Is the fact lu thia instance, the volume having 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underhill. The sceuen. experience-, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneer« of the great movement are 
narrated in a moat entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It is a 
most important part of the bletory of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should bavu

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and a 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life. 
Tae volume te enriched wlih a uumber of fine en
graved portraits of members of t be Fox Family.'

Price, $1.50« Fer sale at thin office.

Researches in Oriental History. 1
BY Q. W. BROWN, M. D.

One Vol. 19mo, 407 Pages, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION!
1. RESEARCHES IN JEWISH HISTORY, { 
2. RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM.’''
3. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. | 

WHENCE OCR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I
The whole comprises no earnest but fruitless search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this Volume the Jews arc clearly shown not to 

havo been the holy nml fnvored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea is traced to tbe B&c- 
trlan Philosopher. 2350 years B. U., aud its history 1s 
outlined, following tho waves of emigration, until It Is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical herd, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
of tboChristian era. • * • , . .

The bopk demonstrates that Christianity and its cetr 
tral hero are mythical^ that the whole system Is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among tho records of the past: its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority*, and no per
son can retd It without lutructioD and profit, whether 
fee reaches the same conclusions with tho author an 
otherwiso. For aale at thlsofiicc.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

•'THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
A beat Poems of th’o author, and some of her most 

popular K>nn,.wlth tho muale by eminent composer», 
kmoug the Poems which have nttrnctM wide notice 
ire: “BuddingRose," "Incidents of Life Under tho 
Bluo Laws," "Parson Smith's Prophecy," "From tho 
Highlands of Heaven," “ThoClt"of Borrow," “BoHlo- 
guy of Fulvla at Sicyou," “Tbclloly Maid of Kent, * 
,to. - ■ ■ ■

Tbe Music includes “The Unseen City;" “Clarl- 
jel," a Jane Song; "Wo ¡Shall Meet our Friends in the 
Morning”; Meet us at tho Crt’Bta) Gntcs."

Mary of tbo Poems era admirably adapted for recita
tion, and Wore used by Uis author In her public read
ings.

Pnxss Norm».—Mrs. Emma Bood Tuttle is master
ful in her prollhc poetical genius.—Tbo Two Worm 
(Eng.) A talented writer, end ono of Prcildent Gap 
Iclil'a brighten scholars.—Cbansanlng ^zgua. h. 
dflcdpoct, whoso writings are fauilllar to many-— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle Is well known al 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sab 
Eve. Spectator. Iler poems are worthy to bang like a 
banner on our wans to recall us unlly to our better 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with ram 
pootlo talent.—Warren Tribune. A poet with abate 
teat talent and versatility.—Banner of Light She Is 
>ne of nstnro’s poeta—Amerlcsn. Intuitive, spiritual, 
Uintlly refined, sotting Itself to music,—Progreisiro 
llbhkcr. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
'Jaderwood. Clarlbel is eiqulslteiy beautiful.—D. D. 
'tome. , . , .

The volume contains 225 pages, is beautifully printed 
md bound, and furnishes a ano Holiday Gilt. Prlei 
st.SO, post-paid. ... .
For sale at thia office. .

(OUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTff. ' • 
Lx or uici Mi'iketche«: Bythanflof spirit Intel- 

lleenocB, through tbo medlum.hlp ot Mart . There«» 
SEolbamer. An excellent Kork. Price «1.25. '

TESUS AND:. THE MEDIUMS, OR 
Christ and Mediumship. By Mo.es HuU, A t>»S> 

pblet well worth reading. Price 10 cent«. -

'THE MYTH OR THE GREAT DE&. ' 
i ugo. . Something you should have to reitt to. I»
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
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This Department is..upclgr the management of 
the distinguished author, speaker and-medium,

Hudson Tuttle,
who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena and. philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 
direct to him on a postal or by letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention, Mr.. Tuttle has 
consented to act'in this'cabacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

‘ Z. T- Griffen: Q. I saw an account of 
your being an honorary member of an atheis
tic ahd 'materialistic society of Germany, in 
return for an able essay written many years 
ago, in which you clearly and forcibly proved 
that there was no spirit that survived man 
after the death of the body.. Did the presi
dent of that society pall upon you, as is 
claimed? Please make, a stateme.nt in regard 
to this matter in . The Progressive Thinker.

Answer; It is not my design to introduce 
personal matters intq this column, but the pe
culiar character of the above influences me to 

. depart from the rule, for if jt be true, it would 
be infamous for me to appear before the spirit
ual public as a Spiritualist ■ .

As the statement stands there is not the 
least truth in it. I never became an honorary 
member, or any kind of a member, of any 
atheistic or materialistic society. I never gave 
any lecture opposed to Spiritualism, nor had I 
the honor of a call from the president of any 
such society. Yet, like all such slanderous 
stories, which are repeated thoughtlessly or 
with malice, there is a slight foundation, just 
enough so that it may be perceived how it be
gan and grew like a gourd of ill omen.

Between the ages of 16 and 18 the spiritual 
force controlled me to write the first volume 
of the “Arcana of Nature," now out of print. 
It was published in 1860, and reached the 
third edition. Soon after it was translated by 
Dr. Ashenbreuna into German, and published 
fit Leipsic, with the account of its spiritual 
origin as an appendix. The famous material
ist, Dr. Louis Buchner, was attracted to it, 
and read it without noticing, in the appendix, 
the source it claimed, inferring that its author 
was a professor in an American college.

The “Arcana of Nature” was divided into 
two volumes, the first one treating of the 
physical world from a material standpoint; the 
second, of the spiritual. The second volume 
Was not published until sometime afterwards.

.,/ Dr. Buchner was delighted with the book, and 
he used it freely in the composition of his re
nowned work, “Staftund Stpft,” or “Matter 
and Force.” He selected passages as texts to 
head his chapters, quoted largely, and took 
other parte Without giving- elfedit'’ The noto
riety gained by his book brought Dr, Buchner 
into greater prominence as a materialistic phi
losopher, and he was engaged for one hundred 
lectures by the Turn Verein of this country. 
I have no memorandum at hand of the year he 
came, but think it was in the.winter of 1872. 
Dr. Cyriax was secretary of the Cleveland 
Turn Verein, an ardent, aggressive Spiritualist, 
and to him was assigned the care of the lec
turer. When Dr. Buchner found he was to 
visit Cleveland, he wrote Dr. Cyriax, saying 
that he had learned that I resided there, and, 
above all things, he wanted to become ac
quainted with one who had given him so much 
assistance. ~ *

Dr. Cyriax invited me to come in (45 miles) 
to a dinner, given in honor of the lecturer, 
and the refugees of '48, of whom he was one, 
and perhaps twenty-five were gathered around 
the generous board.

After introducing ns, Dr. Cyriax said, in 
substance: “You have spoken in the highest 
terms of the ‘Arcana of Nature;’ you have 
said it was far in advance of the profoundest 
scientist of the day; you have quoted it 
largely and followed its lead. Now, do you 
know who wrote it?” , .

“I suppose this young gentleman, though I 
profess disappointment in his years, and I 
supposed him a professor in your college.”

“No;” said Dr. Cyriax, “he did not write 
it He was a boy at the time, uneducated, 
working hard on a farm, and when weary from 
labor, at night, the power I call spirits, and 
you scoff at, came and wrote it through him. 
He had no library, no books even, nor access 
to any.” .

With a great ha! ha! Buchner said that was 
“too good a joke. ”

“Ohl no,” said Mr. Tieme,'editor of the 
German paper. “It is every word true, and 
you must tell us how it is.” Tieme was a 
splendid man; a materialist because circum
stances held him there,-but kindly to Spirit
ualism. - .
' He made no attempt, for evidently he pre
ferred to think it was a joke, but, during the 
dinner, he turned to me and said: “If spirits 
do all this, what is spirit?" I replied: “You 
claim that matter is the foundation of every
thing, and has within itself , all its possibilities, 
hence you Should first teQ' us what matter is, 
then will I define spirit” This, of course, he 
could not do. ■ . ; ’ • -
, As he had boasted that hiB one hundred lec- 
tujfes would “cut the throat of Spiritualism,” 
Dri Cyriax and others engaged me to give a 
lecture in reply, on the ’ “Genesis and Evolu
tion of Spirit.” Ab ah expression of good 
will on the part of the Spiritualists of my au
dience, I was presented with a beautiful stat
uette of the great German poets, Schiller and 
Goethe—a copy of their statues at Wiemer— 
and these immortals, now look down from their 
niche on the wall on me . : -

Lt is a blessed souvenir of noble-hearted, 
zealous Spiritualists, for defending their cause 
before their materialistic friends.

The gift was probably suggested to the 
friends by my allusion .to ¿Goethe in my lec-

ture. This matter was reported to the press 
as follows: . ...

“The lecture was so well received that its 
publication as a tract in the German language 
was at once demanded. It was prefaced by 
the following remarks, addressed especially to 
German hparers: . .

“It is with diffidence I address the country
men of the great Buchner and Carl Vogt, on 
a subject they consider too puerile for investi
gation, but I am sustained in expressing ideas 
exactly the reverse of their pure and unquali
fied materialism by the consideration that one 
greater than they is with me—not only the 
greatest poet of the Fatherland, but the great
est scientist, o£ all the long catalogue of dis
tinguished names which form the illustrious 
crown of united Germany. Modern science, 
with all its pretentious claims, in its intricate 
investigations of the laws of the living world, 
received from Goethe its grandest generaliza
tion. He it was who, with an insight as pro
found as inspiration, outlined the all-embrac
ing generalization of evolution, In one sen
tence he has compressed the entire subjeckof 
the future life. He asks: ‘Why do we de
sire immortality?’ and replies, ‘Because we 
cannot live without it,'”

From the day I received the first commu
nication by table-moving, and illegible scrawl, 
which only revealed a power above myself, to 
the present, my best hours have been given to 
the cause, . ;

I hold that this grand philosophy can have 
no better name than Spiritualism, and Spirit
ualist is a name honorable above all others.

J. H. S.: Q. Admitting that some per
sons continue to exist as conscious individuals 
after the event called death, does it follow 
necessarily that all do?

A. In reply a negative answer must be 
given. In “Studies in Psychic Science" it is 
said: “A spirit is not necessarily immortal, 
but can become gradually extinguished, like a 
lamp burning for an indefinite time, and then 
going out Such is the condition of the low
est races of mankind. They exist after death; 
but with them there is no progress, no desire 
for the immortal state, and slowly they, are ab
sorbed into thie bosom, of the universal spirit
essence, as the spirit of the animal is imme
diately after death."

A certain degree of development- must be 
attained that the spirit may preserve its indi
viduality after separation from the physical 
body, which may be compared to the scaffold
ing on which an arch is constructed. When 
the arch is completed, the scaffolding may be 
removed and it will remain permanent, but at 
any step short of the completion, if the scaf
folding is removed, the structure will fall.

T. P., Redlands, Oal.: Q. Every time I 
lay my hands on the table I feel a peculiar 
trembling, and at times those sitting with me 
feel a shock, as of electricity. Our trials have 
elicited no intelligence. What is the cause?

A. The questioner is favored with imper
fect mediumship, which can be cultivutotiiby 
seances properly field. w

C. R. W., Nottingham: Q. Is vaccination 
a preventative of small-pox? .

A. How much safety is gained by vaccina
tion is undetermined, for so much depends on 
the impress thus made on the organism, which 
can only be determined by the test of expos
ure. In some individuals it is a permanent 
preventative; in others it is not. The dangers 
accompanying vaccination are so great and the 
result so deplorable, that even allowing it fur
nishes perfect exemption, its advisability is 
questionable. The virus taken from another 
person carries with it the impurities and dis
ease taints of generations, and these may re
appear after having been latent. It has been 
inferred that the virus after passing through 
the blood of a cow (that is, the cow being vac
cinated, and the' vlfhs from her used), was 
purified of the taint of human diseases; but 
this has been by no means made certain. 
Blood poisoning may follow kine-virus as well 
as human, and it is liable to tuberculosis taint 
reappearing in ulcers, tumors and cancer. 
Twenty-five years ago the city of Leicester, 
Eng., was thoroughly vaccinated, by compul
sion of law. Some years ago the people re
belled against what they regarded as tyranny, 
and since then few have been vaccinated. In 
1802-93 the small-pox broke out there. But 
there were more deaths in 1873 when vaccina
tion was universal, than cases in 1892-93. 
There were ten times as many attacked in the 
first period. It must be remarked that sani
tary measures were as perfect as modem 
knowledge could make them. That there is a 
natural state of the body proof against 
attack is shown by the exemption of 
some persons although constantly ex
posed. The germs of no form of disease 
are tolerated by the perfectly healthy blood. 
Its white corpuscles are in , fact themselves 
microbes, feeding on the disease germs which 
through food or air may be absorbed. If 
they are the stronger such germs disappear, 
but if the weaker, they furnish food for the 
multiplication of the enemy, which then at
tacks the red globules. ,

Such a state of health is more desirable 
than vaccination at its best, but if the latter 
be employed, the virus should be carefully se
lected, and before using the patient should be 
prepared by diet and hygienic measures, and 
in no case submit to the operation if suffer
ing from any form of illness. This will re
duce the danger to a minimum, and assure 
whatever immunity may be gained by the sub
stitution of the modified virus for the disease.

The Progressive Thinker
Spiritualists, The Progressive Thinker 

leads, for leading minds send in their best 
thoughts, and they know by so doing they 
reach the largest number of readers. Send 25 
cents to J. R. Francis, 40 Loomis street, 
Chicago, HL, and try the paper for three 
months. ,

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. Cloth$L
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PAPAL MORALITY.
Some Prominent Specimens of It.

1 '■ ■ - . ! T.' . ■ ’.'i .1. ,
“The Roman church is ».ever wrong, and 

will never fall into error.’-'—Pope Hildebrand.
Wm. Hogan, in his f'Ppp.ery As It Was 

and As It Is,” and who was a priest in Phila
delphia for twenty-five years, »ays; “I know 
of my own knowledge that Roman Catholic 
priests are hypocrites and licentious debauch- 
ers under the mask of sanctity and.holiness.”

Cardinal Compeggio says: “A priest who. 
marries commits a more grievous, sin than if 
he kept many concubines. " ; 1

St Bernard (1104) tells the, world: “Bish
ops and priests commit acts in secret which it 
would be scandalous to express in public."

The only restriction put on the licentious
ness of priests by the Connell .of Toledo 
(Spain) was to forbid them from keeping more 
than one concubine at a time, “at least in

Filial Love.
In the stilly twilight gray, 
In the eve of summer’s day, 
Waudered far my thoughts away/ 
Gazing at the Milky Way. ’ •
From the window of my room 
I could see the rising moon, 
And its rays crept in my. room, 
In the stillness and the gloom.
Soft its silver beams they fall, 
On a picture on the wall, 
’Twas of her, my love, my all, 
Kissed by moonbeams on the wall.
'Twas the picture of my “Mother,” 
Dear is love of sister, brother, 
Yet, ’tie true, there is no other . 
Near the heart as dearest “Mother."

.1^ The Unknown

public.'
Pope John XII. was convicted at a General 

Council of fornication, murder, adultery and 
incest, but not deposed. The Holy Church 
would rather have a diseased head; than no 
head at all, He was infallible—perhaps,,

Pope Paul III., who: convened'the Council 
of Trent, made a fortune from licenses given 
to houses of ill fame in that city. It is a fact 
that in all Catholic countries “nunneries, have 
foundling hospitals” attached to them. Proof 
of this can be found in Mexico, Spain, France, 
Portugal, Italy, Ireland,, and even in , the 
United States you will find private burying- 
grounds and secret vaults near their female
jails—convents.

In 1834, when the convent at Cambridge, 
Mass. , was destroyed by a mob, the vaults in

’• T

the cellars were found to be full of decaying 
infants’ bones.

lu Florenti's History of thé Inquisition 
(fifteenth century) he çays that the profligacy 
of the friars and nuns was such that the pope, 
from very shame, had to notice it. He or
dered the officers of the Inquisition to investi
gate the matter, and they commanded all 
women, nuns and lay-sisters tp appear before 
them and give information (if they had any) 
against all priests, Jeshits, monk?, friars and 
confessors. Disobedience to these orders was 
death. What was the result? In' Seville,. 
Spain, twenty notaries were opeupied thirty, 
days taking depositions. A recess was taken, 
after which thirty days more were devoted to 
the same purpose, with the sam’e force of. 
clerks, but they came pouring in so fast that 
it was decided to adjourn and quash the in
quiry. Seville, a notoriously pure;' divinely 
refined, holy, popish city, was found to be 
one seething mass of corruption. The same 
will happen to the United Statés if they ever 
get the power.

Hogan further says: “A Catholic need not 
dream of virtue, and can yet ’ be a devout 
member of that church. The most atrocious 
villain may be rigidly devout, and' ^hout 
any shock to public sentiment in papal (Coun
tries, or even among papists in the United 
States. Religion is an excuse, a passion, a 
refuge, but never a check. Hence it is that 
priests may be drunkards and their flocks 
never think the worse of them. I have known 
some of them whose private rooms, where they 
heard confessions, were sinks of debauchery, 
which a regard for public decency prevents me 
from mentioning. '

“I have known females who have been se
duced by them, and who afterwards went reg
ularly to confession under the instruction 
which thé church teaches—that is: ‘Don't 
mind what he does, but mind what he speaks,’, 
and it is a proverb in the chureh.to day. . ; 
No virtuous daughter or decent woman should 
ever venture under the same roof with these 
men." '

A church, the same as an individual, must 
be judged by its past character and actions, 
and not by any present assumed one, when its 
reputation is called into question. There are 
certain truths which need not bé proved; they 
prove themselves. Likë the sun which is 
seen by its own light, they carry with them 
their own evidences, and among these self
evident truths I see none, more clear, none 
more lucid, than that popery, if not checked 
or totally uprooted in the United States, will 
undermine and destroy all jour moral, political 
and social ties of governmeht

Popery has been likened' to h serpent, that, 
in order to decoy its victim within reach of its 
poisonous and fatal fangs, shows all its gaudy 
colors. Hence, they have their gilded altars, 
candlesticks, Madonnas and incense, to alluré 
and deceive the senSest degrade the soul and 
get your money. • .-■

And, most bewildering of :all, is, that the 
believers in, and upholders ‘of, this: foreign, 
un-American, liberty-destroying, • soul-crush
ing, pseudo-religioùs chiirch, 6till claim to be 
American citizens. Americahs, beware.

: ‘ ‘ . J'"Emanuel. .

The Spiritual Alps and How. We Ascend 
Them. By Moses. Hpll. A, beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 
progression. Paper, 25 cents; tcloth, 50 cts.

“Thumbscrew and Rack.1’,. Torture Im
plements employed in -the .XVth and XVIth 
Centuries for the promulgation of Christianity. 
By Geo. E. Macdonald; A concise, graphic 
account, with pictorial illustrations, of the in
struments of torture used by churchly inquisi
tors to convert or destroy hereticsand infidels. 
Price, 10 cents. ■ : .

Old Testament Stories, comically illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A scries of amus 
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts 
Price in strong, board covers $1. Cloth, 
1.50. ; . • ■

The Question Settled. , Ry Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.

Paine’s Age of Reason, an investigation of 
true and fabulous theology, too well known to 
need its character here stated. Paper,) 25 
cents; cloth, 50 cts •„

In my childhood’s fleeting hours, 
Of sunshine and of showers, 
Mother strewed my path with flowers, 
Made it bloom with happy hours. -
I can hear her sweet refrain, 

. booing me to health again,
When in sickness, when in pain, ' : 

; My, frail Iff e seemed on the wane,
Hear her teaching me to pray, . .
Whilst she kissed my tears 'away, 
Loved to see me romp and play, .

■ Made my life a summer’s day.
See the moonbeams'round her chair; 
Sending in the corner there, 
Oft she rocked me in that chair, 
When her life was young and fair. 
When the tears of trouble fell, 
Her my childish cares I’d tell, 
Oh! she knew my heart so well, 
A Mother's love no words can tell. ■
Death, upon black steed, one night, 
Bore my Mother from my sight, 
And to-night the moonbeams bright, 
Kiss her picture with delight.
I am told that far away, .
Far beyond the Milky Way, • 
Far beyond where comets stray, 
There’s a land of blissful day.
Land where fadeless flowers grow, 
Where streams, like siiver mirrors, flow, 
Whose purple hills wfth beauty glow, 
And perfumed zephyrs sweetly blow.
She, who rocked me in yon chair, 
Pressed me to her heart, is there, 
That her form is bright and fair, 
Gleams her face with beauty rare.
That her smiles with love are bright, 
And her heart with joy is light, 
That her soul is pure and white, 
Holy as the stars of night.
Oh! I wonder is it true, 
Mother, what I’ve heard of you? 
Soft as twilight’s falling dew 
Comes an answer, “Yes; 'tie true, 
And I’m waiting, love, for you.”

. -^—heander Thompson. ,

EXPLAINS AT IT.
The Feats of Yoghis Oriental Air 

Pictures.

W. J. Colville says: “While hypnotic ac 
tion accounts for much, it by no means runs 
the whole gamut of psychic manifestations, 
for phenomena frequently transpire in the 
East, entirely due to the control of the atmos
phere by the magician. When a crowd of 
spectators, including a number of skeptical 
Englishmen, witness phenomena which have 
no actual existence, what is it that they see? 
We contend that they behold a series of pic
tures on the atmosphere about them; mental 
precipitations of the. nature of dissolving 
views. This panorama is actually produced 
upon the ether by the mental action of the 
magician; thus it is neither hallucination nor 
mesmerism which causes the bystanders to de
clare they have seen a child cut to pieces with 
a sword and put together again, or anything 
equally unlikely if regarded as a physical 
fact.

“The power of the human will to control the 
atmosphere is essentially unlimited, though at 
present we all feel our limits, often painfully. 
Without recommending the old Yoghi prac
tice .of the Hindoos or anything closely re
sembling it, we do decidedly recommend all 
who are seeking to achieve dominion over the 
infirmities of the present state of our develop
ment, to practice daily a drill in concentra
tion, which is the first requisite to ultimate 
control over all the forces of nature^ Single 
out mentally a definite goal you desire to 
reach. Forget all else in your complete ab
sorption in this one idea. Breathe deeply 
from the solar plexus outward through the 
distended nostrils, and be sure to permit noth- 
ihg to come between you and thi%s daily exer
cise at its appointed time. As victory is won 
over tlie commonly distracting influences of 
the outside world which besiege us, we cer
tainly develop interior power for exterior 
use.” ' -

An Important Notice.
To all societies ^Spiritualists connected 

with the National l^Bmalists’ Association: 
Any society or individual member of a society 
identified with the National Spiritualiste’ As
sociation, wishing to offer any amendment to 
the Constitution adopted by the ■ First Annual 
Convention of Spiritualists,! held at Chicago, 
HL, in September, 1893, is required, under 
Article 9 relative thereto,' to present the same 
and file it with the secretary on or previous to 
July 10th. It will then receive consideration 
by the convention to be held in Washington, 
D. C., October 9th and 10th of the present 
year. Robert A. . Dimmick, Secretary.

The Rationale of Mesmerism. By A. P 
Sinnett Considered theoretically, philosoph' 
içafiy aad theowphic«|y. Price $1.25. " ?

Life of

BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 
MANUSCRIPT, 

NICOLAS NOTQVITCH.

Translated from the French.

Since the writing of the New Testament no 
book has appeared of as great -importance to ‘ 
Chnstianiiy as “The Unknown Life of Jesus 

.Christ”
This history of Christ was written' immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 

Being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet; 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians.

, The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away, and he is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia,

' The discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it.

“The North American Review" devotes eight pages at its May number to an 
article regarding it by Ed ward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the “ NeueFreie 
Presse," of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery.” The British Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels.

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

Address this Office, 40 Loomis St, Chicago, Illinois.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 

y~l tures given by the Spirit Band through tho me- 
dlumsblp of Mr». Magdalena Kline. This volume con- 

of a »erles of lectures, ineBBsge« and poems, 
written and delivered In public through the mental or
ganUm of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a trance, clairvoy
ant and Inuplratloual medium. Their tone U excellent 
and their spirit good; mid even though one may find 
aome Ideas that differ from those be ban held, yet he 
will find much to please, benefit and Insirurt. The 
reverence with which Jesus la mentioned will please 
many, although the Ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
and Christianity are not after the orthodox staidird. 
The book contains 488 large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for $1.50. For sale at this office.

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash

ington, D. C.
(1NOOBPORATXD NOV. 1, 1893.)

'PHE HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
1 ' National Spiritualists’ Aebcx’iation Ie now open 

at all times, tind all Bplrltunllbts are Invited to visit 
their official home. A register win be fcept of lectur
ers and mediums, who arc requested to send in their 
names and addresses, also officers of nil societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of these, and 
Îrompt notice should be sent to us of ull chstiges of 
ucatlon. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 

arc also requested to confer with us, and Information 
is desired respecting all new phases of devekpinent 
In all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for the National Spiritual IJbrary. For In
formation, address as above. Rouret A- Dimmick,

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
AND THE WONDROUS POWER 

which helped or made them perforin mighty 
works and utter inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Traits and Characteristic» of Prophets, Apos* 
ties, aud Jesus, or XewHeadings of “The Mlradlea.** 
by Allkh Putnam. Price 75 uenu. For sale at

“yoVshoul^readItv
PHILOSOPHY'-OF SPIRITUAL IN.

X tcrcourae. Contents; Guardianship of SplrltSf 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds: Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; licBurrec. 
lion of the Dead; A Voice from the Splrlt-Land; Trntj 
Religion. This work has been translated Into the 
French and German. It contains an account of tho 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Conn., and similar case« 
In all parts of the country. This volumn is the first 
from the author directly on tho subject of “ Spiritual* 
Ism.“ and has stood the tost of many years. Ololh 
MUft. PoflAHe io cents- For sale at tLl* offlot.

Secretary. 2l4tf

NEELY'S HISTORYti '

Of the Parliament of Relig
ions and

Religious Congresses at the Co
lumbian Exposition.

One of the most Important and Interesting events 
connected with the World’s Fair waa the FiirllamettC 
of Religions. It will go down the ages as one of the 
greatest events of the world’s history. To students of 
comparative and ethnological religion the contents ot 
this portly volunit of a thousand-Kud-one pages will 
prove of most Intense Interest, and the stntenvmts and 
presentations of the various faiths by their accredited 
dl*clplcs and exponents are vastly instructive. The 
price of this great volume Is only $2.W. For sale al 
this office.

f'OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L.
\J Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repieto with 

spiritual truths. Price si.00.

Z' HE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RE LA- 
tlonar.nd Expressions In Human Embodiments. 

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. A book that everybody should road who aro 
Interested lu re-lncanyitlon. Price SI.00.

• THE DIAKKA....
• 'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
1 • ly Victims, by the Beer, A. J. Davis, Is a very in

teresting and suggestive work. It Is an explanation ol 
much that Is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most important recent interview with Jame« 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Summer-Land. ITic? 
50 cents. For sMe at this offle*

FROM THE ROSTRUM.
BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work Is one that every one should read. It 
bcuniB throughout with rare ¿einsof thought, practical 
as well as profound. There Is sunshine and beauty In 
every sentence uttered. Tbe work 1« dedicated to tus 
author’s favorite sister, barali French Farr, now passe« 
to »Ptrtt-itfc. Hudson Tuttle, of BerlltrHelghts Ohio, 
gives au interesting sketch of the author’fl Ine.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch oftbeUtooTA. B. French,
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency of

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age.
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.
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PSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
1 Life.. Letter» to the Beybert CommtMlon. By 
Fntt>c.l»3. Llppltt. An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth 
Ila weight In gold. Price '¿5 ccnta.

¿IFE ANT LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
world, uy Miss Mary T. Sbclhamcr. It abounds 

in facts In reference to the Summer-Land. P-lce <1.00.

'DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRITLAND. 
1\. Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marin M. King. 
You will not become weary while roading this oxcw 
lent book. Price 75 cents.

TJISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 
11 view of the Sunday question. It is lnyq]xiabls> 
By G.W, Brown» M. D. Price 15 cent». .

The Coming American Civil War.
'THIS BOOK, BY BURTON AMES 
L HÓsrnroTOK, Ib written in the Interest oj hu

manity. of liberty, andoi patriotism—ns book written 
for tho purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
dangers that beset us on .e+ery side, and more espe
cially to tho hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles or 
an ever-present, though secret, unscrupulous foo- 
the Catholics. Washington's words of warning;

' Lincoln's apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are nil Included. In tiro volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, tn a recent sermon said:. "The 
ehurcb tolerates heretics where she Is obliged to do 
ao, but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
knowhow she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how she treats them today where abó has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facta than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost-and tho princes of 
the church for what they have thought Bt to do." 
Every one shonld read this work. Paper, BOO pages, 
it will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents, cor sale nt 
thl-office. ' .

Z'HE . WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCl-
lied Saviors. By Kersey Graves. You should 

read it, and be the wiser. Price 8,1.50. - ' . ■
TTQWTO MESMERIZE. B Y PROF. 

J~1 3. W. Cadw.ell, one of the most successful mes 
merleta In America. Ancient and modern miracles ex
plained by mesmerism. An'Invalupblo work. Price, 
paper,50cents. ' '

■’ (PELF-CONTRADICTIONS- OF-. TH^
kJ Bible. H4 Propositions. Theological, Moral, His- . 
torical and Speculative! each proved affirmatively ami 
negatively by quotations from Scripture, without com- 
meat. Price 15 cents. • ■ .
STUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 

kJ torical and practical. A manual for the people. . 
ByW. J. Colville. Valuable ‘ to thvaa tavesUgatlng 
sieosdphy. Price 11.5u - ..

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS 
OFPSYCHIC -> SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tuttle, essay« to utilize and 
explain the vast array of facts In its field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to a common cause and from them nrtre 
to the laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The lending subjects treated are us follows:

Matter. Life, Mind. Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution: Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Mnn and its Bosults: "WhatU 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Drcams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; intimations of nn Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on tbe Sen
sitive: Prayer. In the Light of Scnsltlvencs« and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must he, granting tbe Preceding Facts and Con
clusions: Mind Cure; Chrl&ltin Science; Mcttc'hyMca— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience arid Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It Is printed on tine paper, handsomely bound, 253 
pages. Sent, post paid, ei.2a.

Thh work may Ihj called the fl’-st attempt to corre
late the. phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It is h vadc mccutn, 
aud answers ahont any question which may arise la 
the-Tnlnds.of the investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For sale at this office.

LIFE OF-THOMAS PAIN&
■AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE, 

El ’‘Rights of Man,” “ Age of Reason,” etc., wftt 
critical and explanatory observations of his writings 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tho exact truth lx 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re* 
former should -read thia volume. Price II. Posteff 
10 cents. For sale at thia office-

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

Where spirit la supreme and all things arc subject toft
BY MOSES HULL

•-Price, cloth, 5Q cents; paper. 25 cCnta; For sale at 
this office. ■ROMANISM AND THE R& PUBLIC,

A WORK THAT EVERY LOUER OJ> 
Z7Z bit country should have at hand forconsuluv 
Cion. By Rov.Isaac.!. Lnnslng, M. A. TMslsa'moit 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. Tte work canto Ins 4G pr$cs, end 
mav bo considered a mine of valuable Information tot 
every patriot la ttin land- Price fl. For Mio it tbtt 
office.. , ...
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Alcohol Is Alcohol.
The Catholic clergy, for the first time 

in their history, seem to have entered 
with spirit into the temperance reform. 
There have been sporadic cases of re 
form among them ‘ for many years. 
Father Matthew started a great tern 
perunce movement in Ireland near fifty 
years ago, but it did not become general 
outside of that unhappy island. Now the 
order coiqes from the head of Catholi
cism in America, that drinking saloons, 
run by communicants of that church, 
must be closed on Sunday, else the pro
prietors must leave the church, and 
be deprived of its sacraments—which 
means, of course, they must reach 
heaven through purgatorial fires.

But why. close saloons only on Sun
days? The vice of liquor-drinking is as 
pernicious on the other six days of the 
week as on tho seventh. A true reform 
would close tlie liquor traffic and its con
sumption as a beverage, as effectually 
on Monday as on Sunday. It looks as if 
the priests were trying to force men to 
keep sober op Sundays so as to make 
them attend mass, as Protestants would 
keep museums, art galleries, public 
libraries and parks closed for a like 
purpose,

'The Progressive Thinker wishes 
every saloon, tfle wide world over, was 
closed, not only on Sunday, but on all 
days. It has no use for intoxicants in 
any form. Its conversion into “the blood 
of Jesus, "■ by the necromancy of the 
priest, it loathes and detests, as it does 
its use as a beverage, whether concealed 
in beer,, wine or cider. Alcohol is alco
hol under whatever name or guise it 
appears,,and It has no legitimate place 
in a human stomach. Paul’s recom
mendation in its favor to his beloved 
Timothy, or Solompn's eulogy upon it, 
does not inej’easu its value, or divest it 
of one partiolq' of its loathsome and de
structive qualities;

Useful Information. .
Pontiff, one of the names by which 

the Pope of the Roman church is 
known, is an inheritance from Pagan
ism. The great college of priests, which 
we find in existence more than two hun
dred yours before the Christian era, 
called their superior officer Pontifex 
Maximus, otherwise Supreme Pontiff. 
The emperors of the Roman empire 
wore this title; for Church and State 
were united under one head at the elec
tion of Julius Cassar to that priestly 
office B. C. 63, down to the period when 
the empire seems lost and merged into a 
hierarchy.

Prof. Johnson gives no credit to Gib
bon’s, position of the decline of Roman 
power, and the substitution of a priestly 
government. He is of tlie opinion the 
change was gradual, the priestly arm 
slowly increasing in strength until it be
came supreme.

The Supreme Pontiff was in the state 
religion what tho father was to the fam
ily,, hence his name, Pope—Latin for 
papa, giving us papal or papal in
dulgences, papal edicts, the papal See 
otherwise the seat or home of papal au. 
.thority.

The whole system of Christianity 
seems but an extension into modern 
times of the paganism of ancient Rome, 
with all its peculiar characteristics. 
The pagan festivals are now Christian 
festivals; tho pagan holidays and sacred 
days now belong to Christians: the pa
gan rites are Christian rites; the pagan 
emblems and symbols are now Christian, 
not even excepting the cross. The 
names of Roman titular deities are now 
Catholic saints; their queeu of heaven 
has become the. Mother of God; their 
Agnus Dei, the Lamb of God. And so 
with everything pertaining to paganism, 
we find it reflected in Christianity. It 
would be curious if not so serious.

The Roman pontiffs declared and in
terpreted tho laws and whatever per
tained to religion, just as the popes now 
do. Marriages and testamentary mat
ters were in their keeping. They were 
elected by the priestly college, and held 
their office for life. All this, be it re
membered, before the accredited birth 
of Jesus.

Constantine, who, it is claimed, em
braced Christianity A. D. 322, assumed 
the title of Supreme Pontiff A. D. 312, 
eight years before his conversion, and 
thereafter discharged its duties. As 
such, it is claimed he presided at the 
Christian Council of Nice, and made 
proclamation of the result.

Instead of the popes deriving their 
authority from Christian bishops, as. 
Usually understood, it is clearly a fact 
they are only the successors of the su- 
preine pagan priesthood, a survival of 
Roman mythology—a perpetuation of 
paganism, retaining the pagan title and 
duties.

The Eastern or Greek church retained 
their Supreme Pontiff, and he survives 
in< the Russian Czar, who is the great 
head of that church. The principle 
survives in Protestant England, the 
crown being the head of the church, but 
its. principal duties are discharged by 
the Archbishop of Canterbury.

Correspondents, Attention.
A brief explanation may correct com

mon errors among writers in the use of 
the indefinite article a and an. Some 
writers always use an before all words 
commencing with h, as historical, hum
ble, hostler, hot, and words of a similar 
character. If the writer omits the 
aspirate, pronouncing the words ’istor- 
ical, ’umble, ’ostler, ’ot, etc., of course 
the vowel sounds should be separated by 
the consonant n, but where the h has 
its full sound the a alone should be used. 
There js a class of words coming to us 
from the French in which h is dropped 
in pronouncing, as hour, honor, honest. 
In those cases the an should always be 
used.

While we have the subject under con
sideration it may be well to add that 
though words begin with vowels, if 
they have a consonant sound in pro
nouncing, a alone should precede them. 
Of such are union, eulogy, oneness. They 
are pronounced, as if spelled yunion, 
youlogy, wonness. In these cases, and 
all similar ones, employ a alone, and 
the reader will never find his copy cor
rected jn this regard in The Progress
ive Thinker office, or in any other 
which is properly posted on this subject

A Puotest.
E. W. Wallis, in The 1’uio World#, en

ters his solemn protect against certain 
fundamental teachings of Christianity, 
in words following, which we heartily 
endorse:

“So long as such doctrines'as the trin
ity, the fall, the one and only incarna
tion, the one and only revelation, the 
bookish “word of God,” the atonement 
by the shedding of blood, endless heaven 
for Ilie Christian, and eternal hell for 
the unbeliever, ap angry God, a personal 
Devil, a local, literal, fiery hell, and a 
merciless Deity who executes vengeance 
on his children—so long as such doc
trines are offered to the world as Chris
tian. so long shall we protest against 
Christianity, and' co-operate with Free
thinkers to-the extent of helping to 
pluck up these weeds from human 
minds, that the fair seeds of truth and 
love may have room for growth."

■ ' ■ . ,./s ,V- . ,' ■ ' • . .

Ti-iiS HtoBMOfe THINKER

CONTROVERSIAL PENS.

Questions for tbe Hour.
Matthew Arnold says the Protestant 

ministry were as violent in their denun
ciations of Galileo, for his teachings in 
regard to the earth’s movements, as 
were the Catholics. He says it was the 
first time ministers and priests agreed. 
Descartes said there was a good time 
coming for the theory of the earth’s mo
tion, for the priests would begin to allow 
it since the ministers condemned it.

Is it not a fact that every discovery in 
nature or science, every great invention 
in the mechanic arts, every application 
of the forces of nature in place of human 
muscle, at one time or another, has re-.- 
ceived violent opposition from the cler
gy? ■ And does not modern progress owe 
its rapid advances to the waning power 
of a corrupt priesthood?

. The Reign of Darjniess.
The genius of five hundred years was 

exhausted in inventing engines of tor
ture for persuading the world to become 
Christian. During those long and bloody 
years, science roposed unheard, and ig
norance .was almost universal. Save the 
desolating-Wars'to propagate a creed,; 
and the groans of dying heretics, the 
periodisene of silence and desolation. 
It was during this age of darkness and 
barbarity our.;h01y books were, forged 
and ante-dated tb give them a standing 
with later generations. ■ ■

Dr,

His

•. I I I I . •

Buchanan’s Cataclysm

He Refuses to Own It!

Predictions Unfulfilled and 
Harmful.

_ Getting Curious.
A learned writer inquires: “Who ever 

cited one of the books of tho Old Testa1 
ment before the Septuagint appeared?”' 
That single question suggests a volume. 
Was there any Old Testament prior to 
B. C. 287, the time the Pentateuch is 
said to have first appeared in Greek. 
Thinkers are getting curjdus on such 

. questions, and well they tnay.

■ History but Fiction.
; > ‘Shall I read you some book of his.

tory?” inquired (the son of Sir Robert 
"Walpole, during his father’s last illness.

• “History; no, iny son, I have done with 
b’C -. • all wpi’ks of fiction, and such is history,’’ 

replied the British statesman of a past 
U generation. ■

(Burst with Laughter.
Cato, according to Cicero, wondered 

■how it was possible for one priest to 
meet another without bursting with 
laughter. Had he lived in our age, and 
heard the great Claims tb heaven these 
“pious frauds” set:.up, his wonder would 
have greatly increased.

Orthodoxy and Evolution.
Daniel T. Ames delivered a lecture on 

the above subject ¡before the Brooklyn 
Philosophical Society and the Manhat
tan'Liberal Clubj¡which has been.' pub
lished in pamphlet form. It is an able 
lecture, ahd should-haye a wide circula
tion. I V ■

. The expectations of life depend on dil
igence: aud the mechanic that' would 
perfect his work must sharpen his tools. 
—Confucius; - ' '

When Aristotle was (asked what a 
man could gain .by. telling a falsehood, 
ho replied:. “Neverto be credited when 
he Speaks the truth.” •

HUDSON TUTTLE MAKES REPLY.
It is only fair to say that I have not: 

made “an attack,” much less “three at
tacks,” on Dr; Buchanan, unless an hon
estly expressed criticism is so considered. 
He published one of the most blood
curdling prophecies, which provoked 
wide attention.' Educated minds would 
receive it on its merit, knowing the fu
tility of sucli predictions, but on the ig
norant and credulous it would produce 
anything but a desirable effect.
□ I regard all such baseless prophecies 
as reprehensible. It is better to hope, 
amidst disaster, than to indulge in de
spondency, ■ ■

The prophets of all ages have cried 
war, pestilence and famine, earthquakes 
and storms. Well, these have followed, 
after a while, just as Dr. Buchanan’s 
may be followed in part, possibly, if we 
wait long enough.

In a discussion, personality should be 
put out of sight. The reader floes not 
care for the personal opinion of Dr. Bqr 
chauan or myself. The question is, has 
the Doctor mafle correct predictions? It 
is easy to write epithets, call names and 
misstate the position of an opponent; 
but abuse is not argument, and harms 
no one but him who employs it, All of 
this I pass by. The kernel that remains 
is this: The famous prophecies of Dr. 
Buchanan have not been fulfilled, to 
date, and the most awful part of them 
cannot be. . ■

The year of “terrible cyclones” wit
nessed no unusual disturbance. It was 
to be a year ot great sickness, and he 
admits that this “was not as great as was 
anticipated.” Victoria and theCzar were 
to depart, and three years after they re
mained, “good for years." The Atlantic 
coast remains intact, though he says 
“Manhattan Island is sinking, he be
lieves."

Prof. Buchanan, then,“believes” some
thing not believed by a geologist in the 
world. Yet I would not be understood 
as saying the future cannot be foretold. 
Prophecy is possible, when alLcauses and 
effects are known. When Dr.'Buchanan 
affirms: "The South will mot secede; ne
gro slavery will not be re-established; 
wage slavery, as it is now, will not be 
restored; the money power, enthroned nt 
New York, will not again dare to usurp 
the government,” etc., he is not prophe
sying, but stating foregone conclusions, 
as if he had written: “Jesus Christ will 
not come again to the Jews; the Esqui
maux will not conquer the United States; 
nor Sitting Bull be elected to the Presi
dency!” ■

It is possible to prophesy an eclipse, 
because the laws of the solar system are 
known; it is not possible to more than 
conjecture what the weather will be to
morrow, because so little is known of the 
laws controlling it, and the greatest dis
turbing factor seems to be in the in
solvable influences of the sun.

My sympathies "are with the laborer, 
but more with broad and universal jus
tice. I sincerely desire to be above par
tisan strife and the narrowness of creeds, 
and would prefer not to criticize the 
work of anyone honestly working for 
what he regards as the truth, and. to 
which he has given a long life, reaching 
now to nearly its close; yet it would be a 
neglect of duty to remain silent while 
doctrines we regard as opposed to the 
welfare of the nation are advocated and 
brought conspicuously before public at
tention. When thus presented they are 
public property and the right of free and 
full discussion is grantea. Before the 
public, opinions must be compared, dis
cussed, and the erroneous eliminated. 
There is nothing about this that should 
call forth anger, personality, or lower 
the respect advocates of opposing views 
should hold for each other.

With all deference to Prof. Buchanan, 
we re-affirm. tiiat the constant tirade 
against tbe Government, and talk of 
class war, “riding to the bridle bits in 
Blood,” and “armed resistance,” is un
American and provocative of the fulfill
ment of the bloody prophecy.

We have, as citizens of this republic, 
affirmed our belief in righting wrongs 
by the ballot and not by the rifle; we be
lieve in evolution and not in revolution. 
It is a national conviction that the voter 
should be educated into right voting, 
instead of being trained to fratricidal 
shooting.

No one acquainted with history would 
dare assert that good will necessarily 
come of a great labor war against capi
tal. It would be like asserting that a 
man would be benefited by smiting his 
right and left hand together until he 
had destroyed both.

After such a dreadful conflict is over, 
what then? An impoverished nation; 
that is, a nation of impoverished indi
viduals, and a few capable 'to seize the 
opportunities and 'bring affairs batik to 
the old standard, modified by the changed 
conditions. For suoh a conflict will not 
give capacity to the ignorant; it will not 
Change the plodder into a financier; it 
will not make inventors able to seize the 
forces of nature and make them to be
come slaves to their will. '

War is a terrible alternative; It is the 
tornado, the cyclone, the thunder-gust of 
passion, and it is saddening td hear it 
flippantly talked of by those who would 
be last to enter the field of strife: who, 
like Artemus Ward, would send all their 
wives' relations to war, while they kept 
in their show-tent as far from the field 
as possible. Such are the men who are 
cryine for “blood to the bridle-bits!”

What for? To destroy that Which as 
Americans they should reform. Our 
legislators are as honest and pure as the 
average voters who elect them to office, 
and if these voters know their wants and 
express them at the polls, they can have 
just such law-makers and laws as they 
demand. Why, then, must the conten
tion be settled only by -blood? Would it 
not be better to apply ourselves by every 
means to educate the people, and above 
all things hold war" as the last appeal?

And last, allow me to allude to Jere
miah. When I compared Dr. Buchanan 
to Jeremiah, I did not know that the 
Hebrew prophet was his “familiar 
spirit.” That accounts for many things 
Lefore inexplicable. Jeremiah, after 
these nearly 3,000 years in spirit life, 
ought to have escaped the sad views of 
the world he entertained while in this 
life. It pi'dves What has been taught be
fore, thab Spirits remain thejsame for a 
tong time after death." Dr.' Buchanan is

an excellent medium-tayoice the lament 
of this prophet;-. His’Style, ittrifling 
change, js alike, as tho following'passage' 
illustrates,. slightly.' qijqngedjfrom jne 
Hebrew text; . ■.

1 ‘And'the word of tbd (MostHigh came 
to Buchanan ..the pi-ophet against the 
present wickedness; against ■ the monop
olists, the men of means, and:the scien
tists. and the party in power.Order all 
who labor to put on buckler ¿nd' shield 
and draw near the battle. Harness the 
horses and get up, ye horsemen, apd 
stand forth with your helmets,;' <0, pop
ulists, furbish the spears and put on the 
brigandines. Let.no monopolist fleo 
away; no trust escape, and ge| ye with 
sword and bayonet on the city which- ¡iqs 
by the Potomac. . ■ ■ . .

“There make it run red with the blood 
of traitors, and smite, .the headspf .^e 
men ye have put in power, lor the Lord 
has said, and Buchanan is the prophet 
til rough whom he said it.”

Poor Jeremiah's eyes ran tears like 
fountains when here, and they appear 
not to have dried in all these thousands

IMPORTANT STUDY
For Spiritualists as Well as 

Others.

The Increase of Crime on 
Old Earth.

This

of years.
It is mournful that this bright world 

has such a doleful aspect to any one; 
There are many days of sunshine for 
every stormy hour, and years of peace 
for one of conflict. 1 do not claim pro
phetic gifts, nor to have discovered, “tlie 
law of periodicity,” by which the Doctor 
professes to have made his predictions, 
but I hazard the conjecture that this 
nation will not have revolution; that the 
differences between classes will be justly 
settled; that the wonderful organization 
of our government, bequeathed to us by 
our fathers, will not perish in oui? hands; 
but be strengthened and perfected on 
the lines they have drawn, until perfect, 
justice will be meted to all. ! ■

Why? Because I have confidence, in 
the Saxon race, and its capability to ab
sorb and make its own the foreign ele.-. 
ment, which brings anarchy; and the 
brutal methode of settling questions .of 
state by blood. ■ . '

I have confidence in American;institu
tions; in the education of thepe'ople;in 
the inevitable laws of evolution.. The 
agitation which is mistaken ¡for .ruthless 
war, is the quickening of though]:; for 
better laws and legislators representing 
not th.e few but the many. i( ( ' :

The Age of Croakers.
Looking about us, to reoelÿèl/gs ,wé 

may, from our friends and associatesi 
whatever may point a moral,, wq ère 
forcibly impressed by the eksq with 
which we,as a people, recall all the évil 
that happens to us. We can tell df the 
disaster of yesterday; Of the- suffering 
and sorrow of last week;' find of the 
wrong inflicted upon us last month. But 
if asked about the; good that bas come to 
us, we are obliged, to cudgel qur memo
ries to know what it was. .

Like the old-fashioned extinguisher 
that we used to put over the; flame of 
the candle, the memory of the evil has 
hidden the knowledge of the pleasant 
and good. We train ourselves to live in 
the so-called thought of evil; we. drill 
our mentality in the ability to fear all 
conceivable misfortunes, until wq are 
thoroughly impregnated with it Gur' 
thought force thus goes out ta magnify 
that which we dread, ¿fid by Stirring up 
new centers we increase the ares of 
effect. . . 1 * ■ '

In these days, when we knów. some
thing of the dynamic power ot thought, 
it becomes as much of a crime to go 
around croaking about hard -times, and 
the terrible things that will occur if 
this thing happens, or the Other don’t 
take place, as if we willfully and libel, 
ously slandered ourselves, or our neigh
bors. ■ :

It is not yet the appointed time tor 
the earth to go to the “deihnitlon bow 
wows;” more awful thingfl have hap; 
pened than will probably happen again. 
The little piece of God’s footstool we 
have pre-empted does not by any means 
indicate the condition of the whole, 
The government of the planet is under 
fixed law for its development; and the 
unfolding of the race now upon It. Fol
lowing the law of action and reaction, 
we have day and night, summer and 
winter; but in the fulfilling of-thé cycle, 
there is always equilibrium. .

Wo can intensify the action at any 
particular point by our attitudè toward 
it, just as the horse, pulling a heavy 
load, can chafe and fret until the' pbr- : 
spiration stands out all over him in . 
great flecks of foam( In exactly the 
same manner, we can make everybody 
around us miserable,’ and utterly ex- , 
haust ourselves in the tension df ¡worry.

We croak a great deal oftener than 
we laugh or sing. It is a pity that wë 
have so trained ourselves to enjoy the 
recalling of the dark side of nature, fluid 
by the voiced vibrations to magnify'thé 
difficulty. It is the age of the' òìmalflér.' 
When he has no present evil to enjoy, 
he revels in the memory,of past.horrors,. 
or, prophesies terrible things (¿lose at' 
hand. .. ... ' :

It unconsciously we'are.doing.this, let. 
us begin to go the other way, •. Instead 
óf moaning about the awiul.ha.rd;-times, 
let us remember to think aqd to say:. “It 
is not the genius of the American peo
ple to sit and suck thpir thumbs.; "They' 
believe -a half,. loaf Is better.than;' no 
bread; and as they., munch their half 
loaf with no butter, they evolte’ some 
scheme, in soft pine, by the aid of a 
jack-knife, that will transmute tbe half 
loaf into three.” Then come on and .let 
its all go to work as hard as'we can and
have opportunity, until all the wheels Of 
the country, are once moreturning.- 
Meanwhile, instead-of-the croak of the 
sunset, “Night is here, kel’chug!”- let us 
cheerfully adopt the lark’s ¿étions and 
refrain: “Be up, for the day-cometh!’.’ ..

It is cowardly, ungrateful, add. crim- 
inai for us who believe in spirit guid
ance and help, to go moping around, 
thus denying by our actions what our 
best friends teach us, as to their pres-, 
enee and helpfulness. Are the, tens’of 
thousands of readers of The Progress
ive Thinker ready for the question?

"Ayer’s Hair Vigoidtbnes up (the .’weak 
hair roots,' stimulates the vessels (and 
tissues which supply.’the .(hair;- wUii' .nn-j 
trition, strengthens ¡the hair itself; ( and; 
adds the oil which keeps the shifts':.- soft,•' 
lustrous, and silky.The most .popular

IT IS GROWING WORSE, THOUGH SPIRIT
UALISTS ARE FOUND EVERYWHERE— 
IF NOT CHECKED, “MENE, MENE, TE
KEL, UPHARSIN," WILL BE WRITTEN 

ON THE BANQUET HALL OF THE RE. 
PUBLIC—BRECKINRIDGE AND OILERS.

Is there in politics an unpardonable 
sin?

The case of W. C. P. Breckinridge, 
now seeking renomination—which prob
ably means an election—suggests the in
quiry. He is a man of most mature years, 
who began in his youth, if his neighbors 
do him no injustice, a course of immor
ality which is condemned in thepry all 
over Christendom, and continued it until 
far into the present year. In that time, 
whatever else may be said, and taking 
his own sworn statement for data, the 
man must have been guilty of the gross
est hypocrisy. The very actions which 
accredited him a model husband empha
sized his untruthfulness. The very kind
nesses with which he treated his wife 
only added to the sin of his disloyalty to 
her. The very pride in which he reared 
his children made more stupendous the 
blow he was through many years pre
paring for them.

The man seemed absolutely void of 
any sense of social purity. He did not 
hesitate at falsehood, he selfishly com
promised his friends, he cruelly misled 
the woman who became his second wife.

And yet, self-convicted of hypocrisy, 
falsehood, lechery, his standing is very 
strong in a community of most honorable 
and virtuous men and women. With a 
record like that one would suppose every 
decent man would shun him; every de
cent woman loathe him. But they do 
hot. He may be strongly opposed, but 
he certainly is strongly supported. He 
seems easily leaidine in the race for Con
gress. Men wlpse lives are spotless de
vote themselves utterly to his service. 
Women whose characters are unassaila
ble send him floral tributes.

It must be that politics annuls some of 
the decrees which safeguard the home. 
It must be that if there is an unpardon
able sin in public life it is neither false
hood, hypocrisy nor adultery. If all 
these can be forgiven, what other offense 
is there which the people will not con
done?

A hasty review of the leading inci
dents in the private lives of American 
public men fails to throw much light on 
the subject. Homicides, duels, drunken
ness, lying, stealing, bribery, trickery, 
gambling, false pretense—all have been 
overlooked—some of them in congres
sional districts and states and others in 
the nation at large.

A recent President of the United 
States was nominated and elected in face 
of the fact known of all men, but blinked 
at by most of them, that as a member of 
Congress he had accepted as an “attor
ney's fee” the sum of $5,000 from a firm 
of contractors on whose bids he was ex
pected to pass. Another man—the idol of his party, once its unsuccessful candi
date for President, and until his death 
the undisputed possessor of the greatest 
personal following enjoyed by any man 
since the days of Henry Clay—was known 
to have used his official station as 
speaker of the houso to further the in
terests of a corrupt scheme from which 
he expected a profit. Another President 
was elected and re-elected against whom 
the charge of illegitimate parentage was 
publicly made and by him never denied.

Senators of the United States and gov
ernors of states known to be excessive 
drinkers, men who on numerous occa
sions have publicly disgraced themselves 
and whose infirmities have brought 
scandal upon hosts of people, have been 
triumphantly re-elected by indulgent 
Constituencies and have gone to their 
graves amid the lamentations of the 
just, the temperate and the pure. The 
best men of the day have opposed them 
without success. The most solemn ap
peals from the standpoint of morality 
have not .availed. They have retained 
the popular confidence in spite of all and 
have been able with a funny story or a 
coarse joke to confound and put to rout 
whole regiments of sticklers for so
briety and decency.

If a public man may commit adultery, 
lie, steal, accept bribes, get drunk, gam- 
,ble, betray friends, kill his adversary, 
engage in bar-room brawls, impose dis
reputable characters upon his friends, 
indulge in profanity, relate indecent 
stories, insult ladies, beat his creditors, 
flishonor his parents and his family and 
cheat at cards, and still retain his hold 
on the masses, as a politician, what is 
the use of making a pretense that char
acter is of any moment in,public life? 
If hypocrisy is a national sin in America, 
we ilave made it so by holding to no 
standard of morality for men in public 
life.

. There Is little in the subterfuge of 
penitence. As Wayne MacVeagh said 
of President "Arthur, “A man doesn't 
change his nature much after 40.” Sen
sible men and women know that. In the 
matter of future morality Mr. Breckin
ridge’s supporters will count more on 
advancing age than on a changed heart. 
But the fact remains that his sin does 
not sink him. It never: has. It never 
frill, Neither that sin nor any other 
committed in the moral .field seems able 
.to rob a man of support in the political.

The above is from the Chicago Herald, 
ahd illustrates the present rottenness of 
the political world. Now comes Presi
dent Brinkerhoff, a philanthropist, a 
humanitarian, who presided over the 
deliberations of the National Prison 
Congress, and who gave utterance to 
the following:

. “To an audience as intelligent as this 
it is hardly necessary to indicate the 
purpose of the congress you have wel
comed to-night, but still, as an introduc
tion, something in regard to its history 
and its hopes may not be out of place. 
The National Prison Association was 
Organized nearly a quarter of a century 
ago, and for a dozen .years past its an
nual meetings have been held in the 
leading cities of the United States and 
Canada, and for the last ten years its 
presiding officer was an ox-president of 
the United States, and, therefore, it is 
fairly presumable that tho average 
American has heard its name and some-

well be' exaggerated, and that the per
petuity of the republic depends upon its 
solution. Other Questions which agitate 
the public and divide parties are doubt
less important, but the country can live 
and prosper under free trade or protec
tion, under bimetallism or monometall
ism, under Democracy or Republican
ism, but it cannot survive a demoralized 
people, with crime in the ascendant. 
That we are approach ing such a condi
tion of affairs is not a nightmare dream, 
but portentous reality.

“That crime is on the increase out of 
proportion to population is indicated in 
many ways, but for the country as a 
whole the United States census is the 
most reliable guide, Let us look at it 
by decades:

PSYCHIC FACULTIES
Interesting Work on Animal 

Industries.

THEORY UPHELD THAT THE PSYCHIC 
FACULTIES OF ANIMALS ARE OF THE 
SAME NATURE AS OUR OWN—EXAM
PLES WHICH SHOW THAT MAN IS NOT 
ALONE' IN INTELLIGENCE. .

thing of its objects.lU&viyuo, <*uu. ©£*n.,v. Axxo luvju .¿A/puiai thing 01 ItS ODjOCtS. ' '
and valuable .toilet) preparation?hj :'th«i ’ '"The truth, as we believe, is that the
world. ¿Hi importance of the prime question cannot

&Ä5

Year 
1850, 
1860. 
1870. 
1880. 
1890.

Prisoners. 
., 6,737 
..19,086 
..32,901 
..58,609 
..82,329

Ratio of 
population. 

1 out of 3,442 
lout of 1,647 
lout of 1,171 
1 out of 855 
lout of 757

‘‘If this increase is to be continued, the 
decades can be counted upon the -fingers 
of a single hand when ‘Mene, mene, 
tekel, upharsin,’ will be writton upon 
the banquet hall of the republic. ”

How much longer, Spiritualists, can 
crime go on increasing in this country, 
until, like ancient Rome, it goes to 
pieces with its own inherent rottenness. 
Adulterers like Breckinridge, thieves, 
tricksters and slimy villains may be 
found everywhere as leaders. Now, 
Spiritualists, what do you propose to do 
about it ? Jus Tice,

(TO BE CONTINUED,)

HEAVENS OF THE HINDOOS.

Four Differing Degrees of Bliss 
In the World of the Hereafter.
The Jews believed in a plurality of 

heavens, and so do the Hindoos, the 
former reckoning seven, the latter but 
four. These four special abodes of the 
righteous after death each has its name. 
The first is called Sara-loga, “God’s 
World”; the second, Sameeba, “Near to 
God”: the third, Sarobam, “God’s Im
age”; and the fourth, Sayutcheyam, 
which signifies “to be absorbed in Him."

To Sara-loga, the first degree of bliss, 
go the souls of all those who have ever 
made a pilgrimage to a holy place, or 
who have paid fortlie temple lights for 
one month. In Sara-loga there is great 
happiness and no work or sick
ness. The inmate is allowed to 
read the five sacred books, drink am
brosia and hear the houris sing.

To Sameeba go the spirits of Keeri- 
karar, or workers in the Brahman 
cause. Also those who forego the com
forts of this life, such as sleeping in a 
recumbent position, eating sufficiently, 
etc. Their happiness consists chiefly 
of continually praising God.

To Sarobam, the third heaven, go the 
souls of such as never spoil God’s model 
by shaving or paring the nails. These 
are the Brahmin Yogees. They wander 
about the earth, always going from left 
to right. They eat'nothing but nause
ous food and live in a constant state of 
abstraction on divine subjects.

The fourth heaven, Sayutcheyam, is 
the coming abode of the “Nyane,” or 
philosophers. These Nyans pay no at
tention to heat or cold, never bathe, and 
often go weeks without food. If they 
are sick,no one knows it but themselves. 
They are the Stoics of the world of to
day, and believe that in Sayutcheyam 
they will eventually be absorbed in the 
Deity.

VERY OBSCENE.
He Penned a Bible Verse

And Sent It Through the Mail,

And for That Naughty Trick Was 
Sent to Jail.

I. B. Wise, of Clay Center, has re
cently been released from the Leaven
worth (Kans.) jail, where he has been 
confined for a month on the charge of 
sendiug obscene matter through the 
mails.

The strange part of his story is that 
his crime consisted in quoting a verse 
from the Bible on a postal card and 
sending it through the mail.

Wise is an aged one-armed man, who 
lives in a cabin and makes a very doubt
ful living canvassing for books. He is a 
free thinker and some of the books were 
of that nature. Rev. B. H. Vennum, 
of Industry, was well acquainted with 
Wise, and he set about converting him 
to Christianity. A long, friendly con
troversy by letter took place, in which 
quotations from the Bible were freely 
used. Finally, Wise, in reply to a quo
tation by Rev. Vennum, wrote the 12th 
verse of tho 36th chapter of Isaiah on a 
postal card and sent it to the preacher.

This angered the reverend gentleman, 
and the arrest of Wise on the charge of 
sending obscene matter through the 
mails followed.

Like some of his predecessors in 
church history, the Rev. Mr. Vennum, 
if he couldn’t convert a man to his views, 
could at least put him in jail. It is 
pretty hard to tell whether Mr. Veanum 
was moved by righteous indignation or 
merely by common worldly spite.

At any rate, when the neighbors of old 
man Wise found out where he was, they 
secured a bond for him, and he was re
leased. His trial was set for October 8; 
it will then be determined whether cer
tain parts of.the Bible are to be regarded 
as obscene literature, and not to be al
lowed to go through the mails, or not.

We live in a curious age of the world
when a quotation from a “sacred” book 
will send a person to jail.

Leavenworth, Kansas.
D.

Bidding High for a Revival.
A pamphlet has just been issued, and 

is being largely circulated at Kansas 
City, entitled, “What Do These Things 
Mean?” It proves from Revelations 
that “the end of the world is nigh, even 
at the door,’’.and gives the “distress 
and perplexity” of the nations, and the 
late strikes, as conclusive evidence of 
the terrible event close at hand.

Now the preachers will whoop it up 
along those awful lines, as has been 
their custom for many centuries; when 
gospel -capital ran low, and those easily 
psychologized—the nervous boys, girls 
and hysterical women—will make a 
rush for the church.

’“The Industries of Animals,” by Fred
eric. Houseay, says the Evening Journal, 
is an attempt to prove that the psychie 
faculties of animals are of the same na
ture as our own. This is the conclusion 
that the author reaches after citing 
many interesting .examples of animal sa
gacity that have been noted by himself 
and others. What we call instinct, he 
says, is not an indioment of intelligence, 
but must be regarded as a series of in
telligent acts at first reasoned, then by 
their frequent repetition become habit
ual, reflex, and at last, by heredity, 
instinctive. Thus the distinction that 
is generally made between instinct and 
intelligence is brushed aside and the 
former is declared to be the result of the 
exercise of the latter at some period in 
the remote past. “What the individual 
loses in individuality and in personal, 
initiative, heredity restores to him in 
the form of instinct which is, as it were, 
the condensed and accumulated intelli
gence of his ancestors. He no longer 
needs to take thought either to pre
serve his life or to assure the perpetua
tion of his race. The qualities which 
he received at birtli render reflection 
less necessary; thus the species endowed 
with some powerful instinct seem not to 
be intelligent when they live sheltered 
from unforeseen events.”

The reasoning faeulty has simply 
fallen into disuse in many instances be
cause it has ceased to be of any value to 
its possessor. Ho does mechanically and 
easily what his ancestors could do only 
after a laborious mental effort. If there 
is a degradation of intelligence in this, 
yet he is not in all respects a loser by 
the change. His acts, if less spontaneous 
and personal, are much better executed. 
Thus it happens that the constructions 
of bees are more perfect than those of 
ante; the former act by instinct, the 
latter .reason their acts at each step. 
This reference to ants recalls another 
conclusion of the author, namely, that 
the intellectual manifestations of ani
mals aro independent of the more or less 
elevated rank assigned to species in 
zoological classification. “The highesl 
in organization are not necessarily the 
swiftest or the stronf,“t. any more than 
they are necessarily ... s most intelli
gent. It may happen; it happens in the 
case of man; but it as easily fails to 
happen. In organization the horse is 
nearer to man than the ant: but it is far 
otherwise as regards intellectual devel
opment.”

The inferiority of the creature that 
acts by instinct alone lies in his inca
pacity to meet emergencies. So long 
as he is left to pursue his w^y unmo
lested he accomplishes his daily tasks in 
a perfectly satisfactory manner. But if 
anything unusual occurs he is all at sea 
and has no resource except to persist 
doggedly in his accustomed manner. A 
very interesting case is cited from the 
naturalist, Fabre, which is all the more 
interesting because it raises a point 
that our author turns ingeniously to his 
own account by showing that man him
self acts instinctively upon occasions and 
that, therefore, it is not safe to make 
generalizations in his favor. Fabre de
voted a great deal of study to a wasp- 
lika insect called the sphox. The insect 
preys upon the cricket,- which he par
alyzes with his sting and carries off as 
so much preserved meat for his young. 
It is his custom when he reaches home 
with his prize to investigate before he 
hauls the cricket in. Fabre, while 
watching a maneuver of this sort, drew 
the cricket aside so that when the sphex 
came out he was astonished to find that 
his victim had disappeared. After look
ing about for some time he found the 
body in the place to which it had been 
removed and drew it again to his hole. 
But here he had to repeat that investi
gating process, and tho naturalist with
drew the cricket a second time, after 
which the sphex hauled it back again, 
and, notwithstanding his previous expe
rience, persisted in making his house 
inspection before drawing it in. This 
experiment was repeated forty 
times with the same result, and Fabre 
makes it a text to show how automatic 
instinct is. Such acts as those of the 
sphex are in their nature quite indis
tinguishable from intelligent acts; only 
the creature is not capable of modifying 
them to bring them into harmony with 
unforeseen circumstances.

“All this,” says Houssay, “is correct, 
but where it becomes excessive is in en
dowing animals alone with instinct and 
separating them from this point of view 
from man. It is incontestable that the 
custom of visiting the burrow before in
troducing a victim into it has become so 
imperious in the sphex that it cannot be 
broken, even when it is of no use. It is 
a mechanical instinct. But we may see 
an exactly parallel manifestation of 
human intelligence. In face of danger 
man utters cries of distress; they are 
heard and assistance comes. But these 
appeals are not intelligent and appro
priate to the end; they are instinctive. 
Place the same individual in a situation 
where he knows very well that his voice 
cannot be heard; this will not hinder 
him from reproducing the same act if 
he finds himself in the presence of 
danger. It is thus that the sphex pro
ceeds' guided by instinct, and it is no 
reason for despising it, and even in the 
course of this little experiment the in
sect gives proof of judgment. When it 
finds its cricket, H is perfectly aware 
that it is the same cricket which it 
brought, that, there is no life in it, and 
that there is no need to recommence the . 
struggle; it sees, too, that it is not-an 
ordinary corpse liable to putrefaction, 
but the very .same cricket, and ' it .does 
not hesitate-to utilize it at once.”

Aniong thè stories of ants there is one 
about two of these wise creatures which 
used a twig ,as a lever to move a body 
that was too heavy for them; another re
lates how a, blundering mason among 
them sprang his arch too soon, was 
pushed aside by a more skillful compan
ion and looked, on. while the latter de
stroyed hjs.work and then proceeded ac
cording to the true laws of mechanics. 
More wonderful still is the story 
of the ant which utilized a spear 
of grass to help him in covering a large 
cell. He could not bridge the interven
ing space between the walls and so
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THE IDEAL RELIGION.
A Pretty Good Thing Anyway,

Something That Tends Higher.

INDIAN SPIRITS.

PROPHECY,
As Illustrated in Kansas.

Kansas now comes forward with

C. J. Johnson.Spirit-world.
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Dandruff is due to an enfeebled state 
of the skin; Hall’s Hair Renewer 
quickens the nutritive functions of the 
skin, healing and preventing the forma
tion of dandruff. . ' .

weather prophet, J. C. H. Swann, 
Whitewater, who, it is claimed, out-
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climbed the plant, which was growing 
Sear by, .and by plastering a little pud 
to its upper extremity bent it over the 
opening. But it did pot incline far 
enough, so he dug away at the roots un
til it leaned further forward, and thus 
accomplished his purpose. The evi
dences of reflection and- forethought in 
this proceeding are indisputable; Many 
other curious stories illustrating the re
markable intelligence of animals are 
told in the book, and the reader will 
find it a very entertaining and instruct
ive volume. The author has made use 
of the work of a large number of spe
cialists, and in perusing his pages one 
must be impressed with the unvarying 
patience aud indomitable perseverance 
of him and his brother naturalists.

The above illustrates some grand 
truths and should incite everyone to be 
more tender and careful oi domestic 
animals, which evidently possess psychic 
faculties. Jus Tice.

The Benefits Derived from 
Them.

To the Editor:-—Thq Spiritualists’ 
“Pow-wow,” a? described'In the Chi
cago Herald, and severely criticised by 
J. C. Underhill in The Progressive 
Thinker of August 18, is worth more- 
than a passing notice. One thing is 
sure, toe spirits heed a firmer hold on 
our mediums, and why would not this 
mode of drawing that Indian power 
closer be one of the most depirable pro
cedures to that end? , By imitating the 
Indian in dress and temporary habit, a 
most powerful cohort of aborigines 
would be drawn there, and many of/the 
older mediums, who have through years* 
of test mediumship'become but imper
fectly entranced, would once more, as in 
earlier days, be placed under absolute 
control, and in consequence elevate 
their phase of mediumship. The spirits 
would get a firmer hold, and the true 
intent of messages . given would be less 
liable to misinterpretations and miscon
structions; for be it remembered that 
in many cases spirits are compelled to 
control the medium through a distance, 
caused at times by repelling forces and 
conditions of the medium or sitter, 
while by attracting the powerful and 
simple element of the Indian, he most 
assuredly will be in your very midst.

Every Spiritualist who Ras studied 
the science of life, for the last thirty 
years knows the worth of the Indian 
control to our mediums and our cause; 
for simple facts are the best and surest 
substratum whereupon to build the 
castles of truth. We also know that in 
order to attract a certain pbwer or class 
of Immortals, we must bring about such 
attracting elements congenial and at 
one with such'class; sb if we wish to at
tract scientific or studious minds to in
struct, we would not create the rude 
element which the reading of police 
news or dog-fights furnish; nor would 
we create harmony the minute following 
aggressive political discussions.

Ido not believe in being dead while 
Bitting in a private circle, for the live 
men and women gone befpre could not 
live in such an element. Give light to 
our circles, and let the spirit of harmony 

jA and good will peryade, and the. Spirit
' world will'do its part? 'Be not otel’-!S.hx-' 

iou? about anything you may desire to 
know until the medium is under full 
control, for in that case your mind may 
partly affect the medium, and you would 
receive but a perverted reflex of your 
own mind.

The railroads are built before we can 
travel over them, and spirits have ob
structions enough to pass'through, and 
laws to comply with on their side, for us 
not to require them to "come to us to 
clear our elements of fogs and cobwebs; 
and then at times to blame them for not 
giving the highest lights bf science, 
while our atmosphere may be filled with 
Corean war stories.

“Seek and ye shall find” is a good 
motto, and. at the same time, don’t blow 
out the light by frivolou? thought if you 
desire aged minds to instruct you.

What we live for, w8 shall have; and 
true lives, and pure, manly thoughts 
and deeds will attract to us the ones we 
desire to know, according to our needs. 
Let us form or make our elements be
fore our circles, and in harmony join our 
assistance with the workers on the other 
shore, unselfishly, simply and truthfully; 
and the best results will follow; and in 
so doing, we will assist the spirit work
ers, and elevate our mediums and our
selves, besides giving light to myriads 
of spirits on lower stratas who are yet 
earth-drawn, and invariably,by the laws 
of their being, are in attendance 
to listen and learn. Therefore I say, if 
the mediums in convention assembled 
have chosen, by instruction or choice,to 
perfect their mediumship, and give the 
spirits a firmer hold upon their mental 
and vocal powers, no matter what 
course they may have deemed best to 
pursue to accomplish that great object, 
I honor them for it, for tney are the 
chosen instruments in the hapds oi the

With much pleasure we record the 
following from the Inter Ocean as a hope
ful sign of the times, and we are glad to 
give publicity and encouragement 
through our columns to all such move
ments, although they may not appar
ently follow us, for we know that, as one 
has wisely said: “He that is not against 
us is for us, and on our side."

Blessed is the thought that some
where or anywhere out of the workaday 
world there is a spot of earth where the 
ideal is cherished as a religion. It is 
said of us Americans that we are so 
beset by materialism that we cannot 
recognize the voice of the divine uni
verse when it comes pleading from the 
sublime heights of the soul; but even 
when the rattle of commerce and the 
ring of the golden dollar deaden the 
spiritual ear of the gfoss of mankind, 
some hearts listen and respond to the 
still small voice that after the storm 
speaks the holy presence of the trùe, 
There is a little, picturesque spot in 
Maine, some way back from the coast, 
named Greenacre, of which the rushing 
world has heard hardly a syllable, and 
perhaps little cares to hear, where each 
summer gathers a congenial, eager 
group of iruth-seekers to inquire and 
learn how much of heaven there is 
within reach of human understanding,

The idea of it represents ■ something 
new in the domain of the spiritual-in
tellectual, or, if the term be preferable, 
in the occult science of life, and to Miss 
Sarah J, Farmer more than to all others 
belongs the high credit of having made 
this idea prolific through the instrumen
tality of many minds, the'wisest of our 
generation, if the lifting of mind to a 
Plane of soul possession and refinement 
be wisdom. Just now is closing one of 
the'most interesting and productive sea
sons of lectures that are gradually mak
ing Gveenacre famous to the thoughtful 
world.

The religion of this community is de
fined in the terms unselfishness and uni
versal love, and other creed there is 
none. Its practical purpose is "‘"to re
view the progress already achieved in 
the world, state the living problems now 
awaiting solution, and suggest the means 
of further progress.” To indicate the 
thoroughness and care and intelligence 
with which these questions are discussed 
it. is necessary only to note the names of 
those who participated in the programme 
of lectures during the season just clos
ing. Among those disciples of the ideal 
were Mrs. Ole Bull, M.r. William Ord- 
,way »Partridge, Mrs. Abby Morton 
Diaz, of Boston; Mr. B. O. Flower, of 
the Arena; Mr. Henry Wood, of Boston; 
Mr. W. J. Colville (“The Coming Civili
zation”), Rev. Edward Everett Hale, Dr. 
Lewis G. James, Professor Ernest F. 
Fenollosa, Mr. S. P. Wait, and numer
ous others.

The range of inquiry may be deter
mined from the subjects of discussion, 
“The Education of the Future,” “The 
Science of Life,” “The Coming Ameri
can.!’ “The True Work of ' Humanity 
for Humanity,” “Helps to Soul Expres
sion,” “Mental Freedom,” Thé Eleva
tion of Home Life,” “Motherhood,” 
“Economic Natural Law," “Karma and 
Incarnation,” “Evolution and Life,” 
“Composition in Art,”n “The Soul and 
Its Possibilities.” Besides those regu
larly on the programme addresses, wero 
made by Swami Vivekananda, Dr. 
Brobst, Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, of 
England; Dr. Kheivalia, of Egypt, and 
others.

Greenacre is something in kind with 
the Parliament of Religions as an 
agency for the expression of human 
faith and aspiration toward the divine 
truth, and the intellectual and spiritual 
results of the first formal season greatly 
exceeded the expectation of those who 
gave form to the idea. Entered upon a 
larger and presumably higher field of 
action, it is presumable that.the Greenacre community will exceed in interest 
and in valuable service the famous: Con
cord School of Philosophy, and if signs 
do not mislead the little village on the 
Piscataqua River will be the objective 
of many a pilgrimage of eager seekers 
after the light that is neither on sea nor 
land.

He who despairs measures providence 
by his own little contracted inodel and 
limits infinite power to finite apprehen- 
sionr-rSouth. ' .

Wiiat persons. are by starts they are 
by nature—you see. thorn 'at such times 
off their guard. Habit may restrain 
vice, and virtue may be obscured by 
passion, but intervals best discover 
men.—Sterne.

All visible things are emblems; what 
thou seest is not there on its own ac
count; strictly taken’,'it ,is not there at 
all. Matter exists only spiritually, and 
to represent some idea, and body it 
forth.—Carlyle. ,

With earth’s first clay th’ey did the 
last man knead, and there of the first 
harvest sowed the seed; and the first 
Inorning of creation wrote what the last 
dawn of reckoning shall read.—Omar 
Khayyam.

Eccentricity has always‘abounded 
when and where strength of character 
has abounded. And th$ amount of ec
centricity in a society (has been propor
tioned to the amount of genius, mental 
vigor and moral courage it contained.— 
J. S. Mill. -A

Do not all impressions made in life 
continue immortal as the soul itself? 
May they not form the picture gallery, 
upon which we shall gaze through the 
boundless ages of eternity?-^Bate. .

Ignorance has no light, but error fol
lows a false one. Tlje consequence.is, 
that error, when she retraces her steps, 
has further to go before she can arrive 
at truth, than ignorance.—Colton..

rivals Wiggins, Tice or Foster. He has 
kept a scientific record of the weather 
for nearly sixty years, and has devoted 
much time and close attention to making 
daily comparisons. He is the author of 
a book, “The Future by the Past,” 
which is a curious work. It was pub
lished ten years ago, and its predictions 
have had a wonderful verification.

Mr. Swann disclaims any theories, 
but contends that the facts which he 
has now on’ record reveal the law of 
cycles, a series of three—one of six and 
two of seven years—completing a full 
cycle of twenty years. Mr. Swann fore
told the drouth of this year ten years 
ago, and from the drouth of 1874 he 
traced the twenty-year cycle back for.a 
century. He also claims that the drouth 
1860—being at the end of the six-year 
cycle—has its mate all through the rec
ord, and that the year 1890 will show 
another drouth.

In his book he foretold the wet year 
of 1889, and also said that 1893 would be 
termed a dry year, as it was the fore- 
.runner of the general drouth of the year 
to follow. He also predicts that 1895 
and the year following will be the mate 
of the fine crop years of 1875 and the 
years following. Mr. Swann declares 
that the record shows that the even 
years have always been good wheat 
years,- and the odd years have never 
produced even an .average crop of 
wheat; ■

Within fifty years the weather proph
ecy will become so perfected that there 
will be few, if any, mistakes. Abel.

Topeka, Kansas. .
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Bp/ritualist Uonvqu^if»^.

A Spiritualist convention'will, be Wd 
at Capital Hall, Montpelier, Vt-, oa 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Septem
ber 21, 22 and ?3, 1894. Speakeiu'bai 
gaged: Clara A. Banks. Haydenville, 
Mass,; Dr. Geo. A. Fidler, Worcester, 
Mass,; J. D. Stiles, Weymouth, Mass.; 
Emma Paul, Morrisville, Vt. .

Grand concert and dramatic recital, 
Friday evening,September 21, conducted 
by Prof. A. J.Maxham aud Miss Ethe-
lyndGould. Testsand poem by J. D. 
Stiles. This entertainment will consist 
of sacred, pathetic, patriotic and humor
ous songs and recitations. It will be ex
ceedingly interesting. All come. Doors, 
open at 7:30, to commence at 8 o’clock:. 
Admission, 15 cents; children, 10 cents.. 

Three sessions each day, forenoon, 
afternoon and evening. At each ses
sion there will be a conference or seance 
and an address by some pf the speakers 
present. ......

The first sesalpn will be Friday at 10 
a. M., which will ccnsist cf a spng.by 
Pref. Maxham, pcem by J. D. Stiles, 
seng by Prpf, Maxham, speeches by Mrs. 
Clara Banks, Dr. Gee. A, Fuller and 
Mrs. Emma Paul, and ccnference. This: 
sessicn will be as interesting as any; that 
will fellow.; Let all be present. , ■ * 

Friday afternoon Clara Banks wiliiad- 
dress the convention. ' • . .

All the sessions except the seanceB and 
concert will be open and fre'e to all. ' 
Mrs. E. ,K. Morgan, of New Hamp

shire, one of pur best mediums, has. boep: 
secured, and will be present and give 
private sittings.- She will have rooms 
at one of the hotels. •

Lucius Colburn will also be present 
and give sittings to all who desire. ;

Dr. G. S. Bronson, of St. Albans, mag? 
netlc healer, will be present and have 
rooms at one of the hotels. ■ .<

The management have spared no pains', 
in securing very able talent In order to 
make the Convention a large, instructive 
and interesting meeting. All are earn
estly Invited to come and help make the 
convention a grand success. All (vet
eran Spiritualists are especially invited.;

J D. Stiles is one of our finest speakers 
and the greatest test medium of the 
present age. He has been secured,'for 
the entire meeting and will exercise his 
gifts at the different sessions of ,'tjje 
meeting, "

Prof. A. J. Maxham, of Brattleboro, 
Vt., the celebrated vocalist, will have 
charge of the music.

Mis? Ethelynd Gould, of West Ran
dolph, Vt,, dramatic reader, graduate,of 
Emerson College of Oratory, will .be 
present and intersperse the different ex
ercises with choice selections. ■

All the foregoing talent has bean' se
cured at a great expense. Receipts of 
concert and seances to assist in' defray
ing expenses of tho convention. :

For further information, address, : , 
Geo. W. Ripley,'

41 College St., Montpelier, Vt. .

Haslett Park Camp-Meeting.
The camp season for 1894 at Haslett 

Park ha? closed. Only a few remain 
here now. We have watched the others 
depart with mingled feelings of pleasure 
and regret; regret because there is 
something sad in parting with friend? as 
there is gladness in greeting them 
again. Pleasure that there would now 
be rest anfljntrospection; retrospection, 
as well as the prospective always ahead. 
The camp has been a great success in ' 
every way, but the greatest achieveineht 
was the payment in full of the mortgage 
that has hung over the Mediums’ Home 
for the past four years. The debt in all 
was $170. Great praise is due our friends 
who assisted so nobly in all entertain
ments gotten up for this purpose. Tlie 
Mediums’ Protective Union, the owners 
of this property, re-elected their eld 
officers for the most part, and now 
stand as follows: Dr. A. W. E4son, pres
ident; C. E. Dent, vice-presid'ent; Effie 
F. Jossclyn, secretary; Melvin E. Root, 
treasurer; and one new member on the 
board of directors, A. J. Champion.

Tho Haslett Park Association also, re
elected the outgoing members on the 
board and the trustees elected .the 
former officers: James H. White, pres
ident and treasurer; John Hutchinson, 
vice-president; Dr. A. W. Edson, secre
tary and manager. •

The last week of camp was full- to. 
overflowing with meetings of every name 
and nature. The Pioneer Society he(d 
sway one day, having a joyous time. 
They will celebrate one week earlier 
next year. Mrs. Minnie Carpenter gave 
two lectures during the week. Mis. 
Carpenter’s platform test work is good,, 
some of it being very remarkable, so in
tricate, yet clear are the tests. She as
sisted in the seances for the Medium?’ 
Home fund and we thank her. Mrs. 
Julia A. Walton gave two lectures. This 
speaker has a fine gift, inspirational 
poetry. The subject, “Mutual inter
change of thought can alone badish 
bigotry and intolerance,” was handled in 
an able manner, proving her ability to 
respond instructively to questions pro
pounded by the audience. .

The last Sunday brought the first real
break in the programme, for it did not 
bring Oscar W. Edgerly,.npr. up to .this 
writing has any reason reached us Top: 
the non-appearance. Mr. L. V. MóuE 
ton filled the morning hour acceptably, 
as he always does, to a large audience; 
for, in spite pf the dust, 1,000 people 
passed the gates; Never bòfore has 
there passed a camp season without one 
or two heavy rains, but the merest 
shower has-not fallen here, for seVen 
weeks. • Everything is parched and dry; 
notwithstanding the people came frpm 
far and near. The afternoon’ lecture 
was given by Mrs. M. E. Root, in place 
of Mr. Edgerly. Mrs. Root’s address, 
was an earnest appeal for the higher 
life, better.living and being, Mrs. Wal
ton gave the introductory poem. Mrs. 
F. V. Jackson followed the lecture with 
readings. In the evening a seance, was 
held in the auditorium, Mrs. Carpenter, 
Mrs. Jackson, Mrs., Piper and Mrs. Ami
don taking h part. ' It was a great suc
cess. I wish! might give due praise to 
each one who has so ably, assisted on’ 
committeès and in the various depart^ 
mentsofour camp, but all have done 
well and we have had a season of suc
cess and growth. ■.

. • ' - Effee F. JosgELYN,. .

The progress of democracy seems,ir
resistible, because it is the most uniform', 
the most ancient and the most perma
nent tendency which is tobe .found in 
history.—De Toqueville. - j., ;

Happy those who, knowing they are 
subject to uncertain changes, are’ pre-: 
pared and armed for either fortune;-a- 
rare principle, and with much labor 
learned in wisdom’s school.—Massing?!1.’

■\ ■ t l ■• •

Bear in mind, please, that we Cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, Or anything of special interest, send 
pò a brief item, please. A great deal 
can.be expressed in a dozen lines; bat 
long reports will not;be qsqd. Meetings 
are of, fecal interest only, :We extenda 
cordial invitation to all speakers to rend 
in,, their, appointments to lecture, and 
geperftl movements, which will ba read 
by at least 40,000. We go to pres.s early 
Monday inorning, and items must -reach 
us as early as Friday or. Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.
.. We have sent to .Us a great many tes- 
timbqials of spirit cure through different 
meqiumsi We can, as a rule, only pub
lish sùçh as advertisements, for which 
olir regular rates are charged.

Spiritualist writes from Lake Brady: 
“During my stay at Camp Brady I have 
visited the several mediums of different 
phase?, but was never satisfied beyond a 
doubt until the arrival of Mr. and Mrs. 
Pettibone, the materializing mediums. 
Their seances are truly wonderful, and 
they are convincing many. Everything 
,is conducted in the light, and all are 
made happy. Wonderful tests are given 
by Airs. .Pettibone, she giving names in 
full. At their seances we shake hands 
with ' our loved ones and receive the 
spirit, messages that convince every- 
,oue, We are proud of your Western 
mediums, and if you can only send East 
more like Mr. and Mrs. Pettibone, many 
a soûl will be made happy and- your re
ward will surely corno.”

Beh M. Barney, in an able article in The Oregonian, defends Spiritualism from 
the basa and malicious attacks of Rev. 
Dr; Denison, of Portland, Or, Mr. Bar
ney says: " ‘There are none so blind as 
they: who will not see? Tho Boston 
Psychic Investigation Society, of which 
Mary.A, Livermore, Hom Everett Hale 
and other distinguished people are mem
bers, have given their undivided atten
tion jor years to the investigation of the 
phenomena, and they have pronounced 
it true. Rev. Minot Savage says it is 
true. Professors Crookes, Wallace and 
Huxley say it is true: St. Paul said it 
wa? true when he uttered the famous 
■words found in I Cor. xii: ‘Now, concern
ing spiritual gifts, brethren, I would not 
baye ye ignorant; wherefore I give you 
to Understand that mo man speaking by 
the spirit of God callpth Jesus accursed; 
and that no man. ,çan gay that Jesus is 
thó Lof'd but by tfic Holy Ghost.’ (The 
new Version says' ‘Holy Spirit.’) Now, 
there are diversities of gifts, but the 
:same spirit; and there are differences of 
.administrations, but the same Lord: and 
there are diversities of operations, but 
it is the shme God which worketh all 
inali.”
- Mra Elsie Reynolds, materializing 
medium, of California, gives seances 
every evening, Monday and Saturday 
excepted, for a short time only; 324 West 
Mädisom

The First Bible Society of Spiritual
ists, of Evansville, Ind., meets at Evans 
Hall Lodge Boom, Fifth street. Re
ligious tß(lks, tests and ,readings by Mes
dames J. W. Kratz and H. W. Borne- 
manir at’ 8 p:' m. Suhfjoct from 10th 
chapter .of Acts. Seats free. All are 
invited.

Mrs. E. R. S. writes from Parsons, 
Kas.: “There has been a great awaken
ing inthè cause of Spiritualism the past 
ten days,and there have been many con
verted to', our ’Heaven-born’ knowledge, 
and amóng the number are several 
prominent church members; in fact, 
Spiritualism has had a better showing 
than eyei‘ before. Thore are several de
veloping circles being held all over the 
city. Tpls awakening of the interest in 
the caûsè was caused by the presence of 
Mr. (Jeorge D. Search, who has been 
here holding seances and giving inde
pendent slate-writihgs. Mr. Search is 
what might be termed the pioneer me
dium of this city, as he was the first me
dium,who ever came to Parsons, and 
thereàre many here who were convinced 
through his efforts that there was a re
ality inspirit return. We subscribe for 
several periodicals, but I. prize The 
Progressive Thinker more than any 
of the rest.” .

J„ Ç. Tunnell, of Nashville, Tenn., 
writes: “The hot weather has -not-hurt 
our meetings in the least. The work done 
by-our medium?, Brother C. H. Figuers 
and Mrs.'M. J. Kean, has been of such a 
nature that investigators do not fear the 
heat, but so crowd the large double par
lors tip w used that we are 'Compelled to 
seek bthpr quarters. ' ■ On last Wednes
day ..evening our Mediums' excelled 
themselves. After praying and singing, 
Brother Figuers was controlled by 
White Cloud, who in his usual way 
greeted, those present and gave a. few 
tests, which were all recognized. Then 
a spirit controlled Mrs. Kean and gave 
tests toat were very satisfactory.’ Then 
a spirit, one of Brother Figuer’s con
trols, occupied some sixty minutes in 
answering questions. Thousands of chil
dren còme nere eàclf’winter to attend 
school,'and as there aie many quiet 
Spiritualists among the teachers, many 
of thé pupils find an opportunity to 
learn something of thé truths a? taught 
by our philosophy.” .

Professor Charles Augustine closed 
his engagement with the First Society 
of Christian Spiritualists, of Cincinnati, 

'Ohio,-August 26, and iè open to'engage- 
mehts'frqm spiritual and liberal socie
ties for the coming season. For terms, 
particulars of phases and general in
formation', please address him at 592 
WCstfäth’-street, Cincinnati. Ohio. The 
ji-ofefesor has excellent references from 
prominent people-and societies.

Moses Hull is at Ashley, Ohio, where 
hé .will rèinain until September 10.

Phillips, the psychometrist 
And healér, is now at: Fredericksburg, 
towd. wherè hé will remain a short time.

A. G. Cotton, an advanced thinker, is 
now at,Etna Center, Me.,-where he can 
be addressed for engagements.- Mr. 
Cotton’s home is at Vineland, New Jer
sey, where he has been active in reform
atory work. ■ '
■ L. S. Burdick, of Texas, Mich., 
writes: “A new rallying center has 
been formed by the Spiritualists of Por
ter township and vicinity, Van Buren 
county, Mich., where they held their 
first Grove Meeting August 26. Six 
hundred passed the gate, placing 860. in 
the treasury. Bankson Lake, where 
the meeting was held, is a bqautiful 
sheet of water, its sloping shore covered 
with a lovely growth of oak, that helps 
to inspire the beholder with reverence 
for nature. Mrs. Jennie B. Hagan-Jack
son, of Grand Rapids, edified the large 
audience with the truth, cl othed in po
etic beauty. Music, vocal, Marcellus 
choir; instrumental, Arion Orchestra, 
of Schoolcraft. A resolution was passed 
to make this a permanent point?’

C. L. Clark writes: “The North Side 
Spiritualist Society holds services every, 
Sunday at Schlotthauer’s hall,.corn erof 
Siegel and Sedgwick streets, at 2:30 and 
7:45 p.m. Mrs. B. Ireland will apeak 
and give tests the first two Sundays in 
September, The society has secured 
Moses and Mattie Hull for the last three 
Sundays of the. month. Mr. Hull will 
lecture and Mrs. Hull recit.e , origin al 
poem? and render some fine vocal and 
instrumental music." ... ■

M. I. Welch writes: “Will you allow 
me a little space to call the special at
tention of every one of your readers to 
the grand address of J. J. Morse, pub
lished in number 248 of The Progress
ive Thinker? Not that there is any
thing so very startling, new or strange 
as to excite special notice, but it is to 
the plain, sound common sense and 
practical logic that he uses In discuss
ing this profound subject that I wish to 
Invite attention. I am thank ful that I 
have lived to see tb-day, and to read 
his inspiring address.”

Mrs. G. Partridge, the psychometrist 
and healer, has returned from the Clin
ton camp-meeting, where she had 
charge of the vocal music,, and an
nounces herself rested and ready for 
her patrons and patients at 46 St. John’s 
Place.

Dr. T. Wilkins, magnetic healer, has 
returned from the' Clinton Camp, and 
can be found at 46 St. John’s Place.
. Edwin A. Smith, of Geneva, Ohio, 
writes: “At a business meeting held at 
the home of the president, Mr. L. E. 
Pancosts, the Rev. Carrie C. VanDuzee 
was elected by a unanimous vote pastor 
of the First Spiritualists’ Society of 
Geneva, Ohio, thus showing due respect 
and high regard for Mrs. D. and her 
worthy and faithful guides.”

Will C. Hodge is laboring for a season 
with the friends at Rockford, 111. He 
is open for engagements for the fall and 
winter months, and will make reasona
ble terms with any society desiring the 
services of an excellent inspirational 
speaker. Permanent address, 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago, 111.

W. H. Bach , will be at 18 South Di
vision street, Buffalo. New York, during 
the month of September. Mr. Bach 
seems to be doing an excellent work in 
the East, . .

A. W. S. Rothermel, materializing 
medium, can be addressed for engage
ments at Grand Rapids, Mich., in care 
of Ed. Piper.

Mrs. Ada Foye, who is justly ac
knowledged to be one of the greatest test 
mediums of this country, has returned 
to the city for a short time, and will (ill 
an engagement with the First Spiritual
ist Society of the South Side, at Audito
rium Hall, 77 31st street, each Sunday 
afternoon and evening of the Sundays of 
September and first half of October. 
after which she goes to California to fill 
a long engagement there. All who de
sire to hear and see strictly genuine 
manifestations of spirit presence, should 
not fail to see this wonderful and gifted 
medium in one of her grand public test 
seances showing her rare .powers of 
clairvoyance, elairaudience, automatic 
writing and the rapping phase of medi
umship. Come, ana you will go away 
fully convinced. '

Prof. Silas W. Edmunds, inspirational 
speaker, psychometrist, and developing 
medium, would like to correspond with 
spiritual societies in the North and 
Northwest, for the lecture season of 
1894, and 1895. Terms reasonable. Ad
dress General Delivery, New Orleans, 
Louisiana.

Mrs. Celia Hughes, trumpet medium, 
has returned to the city, and is now lo
cated at 3116 Indiana avenue, where she 
will hold trumpet circles every Monday, 
Wednesday and Friday (evening; also 
one for ladles on Thursday afternoons 
at 2:30.

E. N. Pickering writes of the First 
Society of Spiritual Unity; “With the 
meetings on Sunday, August 26, ended 
the work of the year, and with next 
month begin? another year’s efforts for 
thecause. This society commenced its 
children's lyceum on September 2, and 
Mrs. Mary C Lyman made an address 
on “The lyceum; or how shall we edu
cate our children?” in which the con
trols made an appeal to the parents for 
the children. In the evening, »the lec
ture by Mrs..Lyman was on “The suc
cess; to promote the interests of our 
Cause,” which was received . with much 
approval. Mrs. Lyman will also begin 
lectures Jor the.Instituto of Oficult Sci
ence next, month, giving two , lectures 
each on “Occult Law’’ and “Science,” 
with three coures of eight lectures each 
during the fall', and two supplementary 
lectures, free, at the end of the term. 
Course tickets .Will be three dollars, and 
single lectures, fifty cents.. Dr. Carpen- 
der, Dr. Bishop, Dr. White, Mrs. Dr. 
Preston, Mrs. Porter, Mrs. Gill, Mrs. 
Cutler, Mrs. DeKnevitt and others gave 
valuable assistance.” *

R. H. writes from Dowagiac, Mich.: 
“We have just been favored in our city 
with a visit and lecture from Mr. E. 
W. Sprague, 'of Jamestown, N.' Y., and 
it is but due to him from ime to say that 
we consider him not only an eloquent 
speaker but ah interesting and reliable 
medium. He spoke in the Universalist 
church. Subject: . 'Spiritualism; Its 
Teachings and. Mission,’ aud after the 
speech, which was well, received, Ke 
gave a number of remarkable tests, 
which were publicly acknowledged • as 
correct in every particular. He is cc r- 
tainly a talented man and a true me
dium, and I would recommend him to 
the services of those societies who wish 
to employ speakers in this field of lator 
feeling assured that he will ,■ not di: a; ! 
point, their oxMctatioM,”-' ■ - • ■.. • |
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ASKAHApI LlNCOLli
A SPIRITUALIST?

—°i!~
Curious Revelations from the Life 

of a Trance Medium.
-BY

MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together With Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav> 
Ings and Frontispiece pf Lin

coln, from Carpenter’s
. . Portrait from Life. .

This book will be found peculiar, curious, stsrULhgl 
—morceo thou any work issued since'Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
ot time had'almost covered; aud whlpb have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private Hie during the most moment
ous period Ln American History, and. is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated« and. more understood— 
“Abeaham Likcoln,” .

Cloth, liitno, illustrated, pp» 884, jXJSOj 
Paper, 15 cents, ■.

; For Pale at this office. ’

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW;
Or Self-Justice. •

DY LOIS IVAISBROOKER,—MANV 
Lj have read this book, many have re-read it, 
and many others ought to read it. It- should be read 
by every mau and woman In the land. Asa story it is 
finely written,and.teems with interest,and attbesame 
time It educates, elevates aud inspires, it shows the 
Injustices to which women are subjected In the pres*1 
eutetatuaofsociety—theineqüalUicsiu the measure 
of condemnation voiced by society against acta of the 
Bamemoralquallty performed by mon and women re-‘ 
spectively. It shows the falsities rampant in society 
In matters of moral and social Import, and the wrongs' 
that flow therefrom to Inpocent victims of sopiaL 
ostracism. It con tains a fine likeness ot the autbftr.' 
Fine cloth, 290 pages, price, . •

THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This instrument bns now been thorpugbly tested by 

numerous invostlgatdrs, and has proved more aatisfac- 
lory than the plaucbeite, both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a mesne oi developing mediumship. Many who were 
notawara of their meiHumistle gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Ccpt. D. B. Edwards, Orient. N. Y., writes: “I bad 
coimnunicatlooB (by the psychograpb) from many 
other friends, even froin the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to ino that Spirit* 
ualism is indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort in the severe loss 
1 have had of eon, daughter, apd their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made his 
name familiar to those interested in psychical matters, 
writes as follows; “I am muob pleased with the Psy- 
ehograph you sent me, opd will thoroughly test it the 
first opportunity 1 may have. It is very simple tn 
principle and construction, and .I tun sure must be far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now In use. 
I believe rt. will generally1 supersede the latter when 
Its superior merits become known.’*

A. P. Miller. Journalist anti poet, in an editorial no
tice of the instrument Jn bis .paper, the Worthington 
(Mian ) Advance, tmys: “The frsychograpli la an im
provement upon the planchet te, having a dial aud let
ters. with a few words, so that very little ‘power’ !s 
apparently required to give the communications. We 
do not hesitate to recommend it to all who care to test 
the question whether spirits can return and communi
cate." , ,

Just wbnt Investigators want. ‘Home circles want 
Price, by n»»l). fr‘'c w/th full directions for use. Ii.oo,

HISTORY OF ATHARAELJ
LIFE IN THE. STONE AGE. THE

L, history of Athariiel, Chief Priest of a Band of Ab,' 
Aryans. Tnla pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was wr it, 
ten through the medlumahlp of U. G. Flgley, and la In. 
tensely interesting. Price ?0 cents. For sale at thl> 
■fltae. .

JIBERAL LECTURES. JW <1. Æ 
Lf French. They .ore worth Chete welgW-DgoId. 
Price, nnper, 50 rents. 1)

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve« 
p Y LOIS IYAISBROOKERS THIS IS 

JD a novel written with a.purpose, and that! 
pufpose is not merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
mind to while away the time In a state of idle bleued- 
utas, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It is a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother; antV, 
those who are to be mothers; a?d jecoDdjy, through^ 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness or 
the race. It brings strongly und clearly to view the1 
result upon the child of proper surrouijalngs and Influ
ences bearlug upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various things'' 
In modern social and business life, which are unjust^, 
aud fix unequal burdens upon tho individuals compos< 
Ing society us a whole. The book Is trenchant, instruct 
Uvc and very interesting, even when regarded merely 
aa a novel, aud Is especially commended to “women 
everywhere,” to whom it Is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church; advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine likeness of 
the author. Il contains 345 pages, neatly bound la» 
cloth. Price by mail, prepaid. <1.25.

AN INVALUABLE WORK.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES 

L and Dwelling places. By Dr. J. M. PeqWes.i)Thto 
admirable work contains what a hundred splrfti/'jfood, 
and evil, say of their dwelling places. Giv^Us attallv 
—details and accurate delineations of life In thetyHrit- 
world!—is the constant appeal of thoughtful minds. 
Death Is approaching. Whither—nb, ^hither! ;6halV 
I know my friends beyond the tomb? Will they know 
me? What is their present condition, and what their 
occupations? In this volume the. spirits, differing^ 
they may. are allowed to speak for themselves. No 
man Is better qualified than Dr. Peebles, to pia« & 
work of this kind before the people. He treats, of .'.the 
Hysterica of Life; Doubts and Hopes; Tho Bridging of 
the River; Foregleams of the Future; TcBtlmGBy of 
Balms; The Growth and Perfection of the Spiritual 
Body; Is it the Soul or Body that Sins?; Clothing in 
the Spirit World; O ur Little Ones In Heaven; The.rer- 
sonal Experiences of Aaron Knight; The Red Man’s 
Testimony; livll Spirits; Testltnouy of Pbysictanain 
Spirit Life; The Homes of Apoatlra and Divines; The 
Frlendr and Shakers iu Spirit Life; Spirit HprnM.of 
Bruno aud Others; Many Voices from the Splrit l^nd.*- 
Many other matters are treated too numerous to men
tion. Price 11.50; postage L2ceut& For eale,at thia 
office. t s

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES,
A Fascinating Work.

niBLE OF BIBLES. .
Z? Graves. It will well pay pcrussf. Trice 91.75
U7HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUAL- 
Vr 1st Twelve lectures; By Abby A. Judson. 

This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Price
tl.OC-postage 10 cents.
DOMAFISM ATTO THE REPUBLIC. 
I\. By Rev. Isaac J, Lansing, M, A, Every patriot 
should read it. Price Sl.oO. .

The readers ot The raoonissrvK Tnnran villlr» 
member the story under the above title, by Humos 
Tuttle, which was published in Ite columns. Atlh®i ULllv, WUlVli nao puuuo*>vu

BY KERSEY, time, constant inquiries wero made as to its appear/ng. 
sit! Vrtti» qi 7« ! in book form. This wish has now been gratified. • U

’ ' ’ w makes a volume of 243 pages, In style and form like the
•'Convent of the Sacred Heart,” with a Oneiy-engrevea 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes of th® 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, tho occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, are presented in th®

T/IEIVS OE OUR HE A VEN I. Y HOMIS. 
V By Andrew Jacksin DnvlJ. Highly Interesting.

Postage & cents. Pr(c6 75 cents.
POEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 
Jr By Lizzie Doten. These poems are as staple 
sugar. I’rlcesl.lXl

n R YOND THE GA TES. B Y ELI7.N 
JLj both Stuart Phelps. A Highly entertaining won#. 
FHeeet.W. . .. _
TT7AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, 
rr Sketches, Poems.and Songs; Gathered from 

the Highways, Bytpaysand Hedges of Life. By Mat 
UoE. Hull. It Is most excellent. Price SI.00.

pleasing form of narrative. .
The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction; - 

The House of the Sage; Home of tho Miser; The Low 
Koeletiea; Hades; Cbrlatmasttde in the Spheres of 
Light; Cbrlslmastido and the Golden Gate; The Un-" 
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; AVisitto 
the Earth; The Change Called DeAth: Coming to the1 
Knowledge of tbo Light; The Society Again VlslW 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A/ 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion in the Spirit-worlds 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage. i

It is a hook the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book In which the Investigator will find answers toy- 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will, interest’‘ 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced^] 
The price in paper Is $0 cents; muslin <1; postpaid^*, 

/JZ.L ABOUT DEVILS, BY M0SEs\

Hull. A work you shonld read. Price 15 eentflr*

“The A. P. A. MANUAL contains much interesting and Instructive matter ande a 
wide circulation Of the same will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary agent 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions that 
surround them. I should like to see It given a wide circulation.1*

C.P. JOHNSON, State President A. P. A. of Illinois.
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■ Her Advent to Spirit-Life.

A Narrative of Her Experiences.
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Chapter VII—Are We Deluded?- -A Common Cry.*m

185

Price «1.00.
IMMORTALITY, OR FUTURE HOMES AMD SU?.0®?.,“’ V^?chK„^

* 5’S}!?* ti*®* ppJSSf’-iLP’ book of nro ^Heaven;6; Hell; 7, Mliceltaneou». Price»3. .
merittatereetlPStocrei>body. Price»!» . For S»1O at tills Office,

Through the Mediumship of A. IS. 
den, M. D., Rochester, N. Y.v

... .. . a ■*. a. a a. • . a v a . " a .a a a a. .. . .a . a ..
pliaaee of the science 18 bucclnctly presented, and the 
various theories clearly stated. Many of the experi
ments described occurred in Chicago. The pictorial 
Illustrations add much to the interest and value of the

_________...1 Ham" Wo give below only a partial 
Hat of the contents of each chapter:

Tots Illustrations are "classified as follows: 16 rep* 
reseuu Uncle Sam and the Priests; 2, The' Church

planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reasoning tn a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op- 
—M»-/«». Spiritualism will not “down.”. “Old

June 10th.—We are here again. It seems 
very strange to come as I now do, in the bloom 
and freshness; of youth, and-see you sitting 
side", by side, pencil, in hand, and I able to

book, which will be found very interesting to the gen
eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to the 
student. The work is & handsome volume of SOO 
pages, bound in cloth. Price, $2.00. Fur ealo at 
the office of Tun Progbessive Thinker.

NEPICENT INSTITUTION,] 
AND REVEALING THE 

ABUSESOFA UNION 
OF CKUEOH AND STATE.

FuU-page Illustrations, wltk

tions and Reminis
cences.

L course. By Andrew Jackson Davis. A rare work. It pos 
great merit. Price 11.25.

Church; 2,Church's Idea or Civilization; l.Thc Uses 
ttf the Cross; I, Unkind Reflections on the Chnrcb; l4

THE FREETHINKERS’
PICTORIALTEXT-BOOK.
SHOWING THE ABSURDITY AND UN« 

TRUTHFULNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 
CLAIM TO BE A DIVINE AND BE-

Thtabookl« wh«ttt«title Indicates—“Tait Question 
Settled^ au Careful Comparison of Biblical sad

.* —. . r — * ■ v —. — — — -v — v —
Contradictory Positions. Order of Batteries. They 
Are Into each other. “Kettle Story.” Result of the 
Warfare. Dialogue. God an$ Mediums deceiving the 
World. Are God and the Devil Partners? left just 
to damn the World for Unbelief. Author Toves God 
more than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God 
doit? Case of Jeremiah ana Ezekiel. Ezekiel's Ex*

By MOSES HULL, 
Author of “The Contrast,” “"Which,” “Letters to Eldei 

Mlles Grant,“ “Both Sldei“That Terrible 
Question,“ “Wolf In Sheep’s 

Clothing," Etc., Etc. .

and all their paths are peace. The argument in your mind whether or not
. .Your brother and friend, spirits are empowered to take apart the phys-

Levi Lucas. ical structure and let the ransomed spirit free, 
communication. “ but tb® instruction of those that come to

, From Mary Rice, commenced June 3, 1879. ^our .’nn?r. understanding, or are developing
TT/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH- 
rr ea. poems and tongs; gathered from tFo highways, by 
ways and hedges of Ufa. By Mattle E. Hull. It li most excellent 
Brice 11.00.

HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

'THE RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
J. Tsttle. HI. -work, «re «lv«ye Intensely Interesting. Price 

•IAS.
•THE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV- 
J. Ion. By Kersey Gnve«. Ton should read It, «nd be tbe

wiser. Price »1,50. .
•THE QUESTION SETTLED. A CAREFUL 
i compirlson of Btbllc«! and tnodern 8plrltu«llsin, By Motes 

Bull. An Invaluable-work. Price »1.00.

•THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS 
J. phenomena and. philosophy. By ,Rev. Samuel Watson. 

This work wn written by a modem Savior, a grand and nobis . 
man. Price »1.00.____________________________________________

•siuio si ocjjj -a -K
•uaoda 'M -D Is -eiqeniBAui s| -nopsanb iepung eq, -rj 
ÍO M3IA3E TVOIIIRO ONV TniEOLSir]

They Are for Sale at This Office.
AN AMERICAN KING AND OTHER STO, 

.¿J. rle«, by lira. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are & meet 
powerful Illustration of mau's cruelty and IdJubUco to bls fellow 
man. Price 10 cents. . .

/IArT7QUITy UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
■ii from tbe spirit realms. Disclosing thcinoBt startling revela- 
tioni. proving Christianity, to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unveiled has 625 pages, a fine engraving of J. M. Roberta, Esq., 
editor of Mind nud Matter. Trice »1.50. Postage 12 cents,

aIRYAN SUN MYTHS. BY SARAH E. TIT 
■Ti comb, An explanation of whore tbe religions of our race 
originated. An interesting and Inatructlvo book. Price 81.25.
CHRISTIANITY A FICTION THE ASTRO- 
Lx noinlcal and astrological origin of all religions. A poem by 

Dr. J. II. Mendenhall, price 50 ceuts. '

jtelen harlojys vow. or self-jus- 
J. JL tico. By Lola Walabrookcr. Price • .

IMMORTALITY. A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
I “If a man die, shall he live?" Is fully answered. By 'W. 6. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price 60 cents. .

fi/TABAL RAYMONHS RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
LVJ Waisbrooker. Price si.&O. Mrs. Waiabrooker.s books 
should bo read by every woman in the land. ;
\ KIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 

1V1 K-WmN. 300pages, with lllustrktlouB of the eubjecta 
treated upon, price 11.35.
POEMS. BY EDITH WILLIS LINN, A 
I volume of eweet outpourings of a gentle nature, who ha. no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of oarth lffc. These are aweot, win- 
aom and restful. Price» 1.00.

TDELIGION. BYE. D. BABBITT M. D. IF 
'L V all. could be led to believe In such a religion the world would 
».be far bpfter than now. Jew writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
and disposition to apply tb > facts of history and science. Price 
81,25. Postage 10 cents.

'THREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE^ 
1 Ibns; the Jesuits, seen and unseen, are banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they arc afraid they will lose 
their monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held bo long. 
In Three Sevens, thlB knowledge is offered to the people. Buy 
it, read it carefully, and see why the Jesuits hate 1L Price 81.25.

]j(7HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST. 
W Twelve lectures. By Abby A. JudBoa. This book should.

be read by every Bplrltuellat. Price 81.00; postage 10 oeakb

IBERAL LECTURES. BY A. B. FRENCH. 
They «re worth their weight Ip geld. Price, piper, 50 cent».

Jjf/HJTE MAGIC taught IN '-THREE Biblical and Modern [Spirit- 
Vv Seven,” a book of 271 pages. By The Phelons. X Is ..

ieally a verj interesting and suggestive work Price 81.25. UBI I8ITI«

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORi, 
£\. embracing the origin ot the Jew., the rise «nd development 
of ZoroutriinlBm and tbe derlvatlonot Christianity; to.which Is 
«dded: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W, Brown, M. D. 
One st tbe most valuable works ever published. Price »1,50.
REAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN 

Inspirationally hr Mrs. Meria M. King. Ton will not become 
weary while reading this excellent book. Price 75 cents.

TUC PACE AC UIDV DiPt l'gffide your hand and give expression fo my
I HL UAOC Ur mAni nlULi own thoughts through this means. !

______ I could not write a word, I think, were it

8.™vXeV0r0tt0z,‘r9M^i/7 Phenomena, with Explana- 
3ZIX3HS3JV oi MOLI tory Anecdotes, Descrip-

... — .... ... —. . — ■ — — r ■
______________ _ ._________ ... . _ ‘Man’’and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
D0EMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTEM. K^h-iwic^hinuSdu^d

x They are really valuable. Frioe|1.00i Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium.
■ ——— —---------------------------------------- ------------------------------- Gabriel both a.Man and Angel. The Sumo rolled from

PHYSICAL PROOFS OF ANOTHER LIFE. BooX /s

u,tratedpamphlet. Worth Its weight in gold, -rice 25 his own cxperlmeuta. The blatory of the varloui 
QOUVB, . . .. • ... . ------s.. . . .

EXCELLENT BOOKS!

[CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.]

Dr. Lucas.—There is a design in his being 
the one to tell me this to report to you, to 
teach you that all party animosity is forgotten 
here.

Now, Doctor, I come to add a. few more 
jentenoes, and shall then have fulfilled my 
promise, but will come to aid and strengthen 
Mary in her effort to address you.

Before I close I want to express my grati-

not for,the strength I receive from my own 
Levi. He attends my every footstep and I 
am gaining in strength' and knowledge, and 
my soul is filled with delight. •

I want to speak to Mrs. Tilden, as I see her 
here with you. .
' If you could see me now and realize the 
great change wrought in me and feel certain 
that the change has come through your hus
band’s agency, I think you would feel even 
more reconciled to the conditions necessary 
for him to do this great work for sufferers like 
me. ..

You nor he will ever know how much he 
has accomplished till you have crossed the 
river that divides the two worlds. >

Your recompense will be as great as his. 
The sacrifice you make is just as deserving of 
reward as his labor. .

‘ Your friend,
Mary Rice Lucas,

Cassadaga CamP’M^eting,
Cassadaga is thp political equalitiesi para

dise. : We doubt if there is another place in 
Unde Sam’s kingdom where this ;l?ody>6f ag
gressive mothers ajjd daughters ’^onld' be so 
royally welcome and cordially entertained. 
Everything ' animate and inanimate dons the 
color on the particular day set apart for the 
discussion of suffrage. Orange bunting, 
national banners and expressive mottos give a 
rich, oriental appearance to fair Lilly Dale. 
Last Wednesday was no exception to the gen
eral rule, only that it exceeded in numbers of 
attendance, general beauty and enthusiasm 
any of its predecessors.

The leading attraction, Hon. Henry P. 
Blackwell, husband of the late Lucy Stone, 
failing to materialize, according to prearange
ment, Miss Susan B. Anthony occupied the 
platform in the morning, making a character
istic speech, devoid of oratory, but sharp and 
incisive. ‘ .

,..The Camp-Meetings. ,
To the Editor:—After two months of 

camp-meeting’at Twin City Park and Clinton, 
Iowa; we are at home in Minneapolis, Minn., 
for a ^much-needed rest. While a spiritual 
camp meeting- is a pleasure, a benefit and a 
rest to all attending for the purpose of inves
tigating its truths through its phenomena and 
philosophy, it. is work, and almost constant 
work, too, for its mediums. While it was un
fortunate that the railroad strike was in pro
gress during the meeting of the North-Western 
Spiritual Camp held at Twin City Park,-the 
attendance was good considering the hard 
times, and, I think, the meeting would have 
been a success if the spirit of economy had 
been the rulei instead of prodigality. They 
could have saved three hundred dollars by re
maining at Merrimac Island until a permanent 
camp ground had been secured, and three 
hundred dollars more could have been'saved 
in selecting talent for the camp; but expari-

IF YOU
Want the very

BEST
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and are willing to pay from 

^10 to §15 for it, send a 2-cent stamp 
for our free'descriptive pamphlet, No. 1. 
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• ’ .(Dr. Pierce & Son.)
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tude to yon and Mrs. Van Auken for all your After’ the above was written,-Mary came 
devoted care bestowed on my Mary. several times and wrote to her brother Francis,

I cannot find words that you could under- giving him directions about the disposal of 
stand to give yon an idea of my truesenti- her Clothing, jewelry, furniture, etc., making 
jnents of appreciative thankfulness towards gome presents to certain of her relatives and 
you both. I had intended to address a few friends, This of course will be of no particu- 
words to Francis, but I think Mary will be for interest to the public, but I will give frag
able to write to him. He is getting very mentaiy passages of her letters such as I 
impatient to hear from you and us. think may be instructive or of interest to those

, Self.—I wrote him that you were writing who may read this. Her mother passed to 
pn article. spirit-life at the home in Greigsville only a

Dr. Lucas.—Yes, but he wants the article,- few hours'from the time Mary left us. This 
and so I will finish it up. will make one clause of Mary’s letter under-

You have been very kind to allow me to stood, A. E. T.
engross so much of your time in writing. ‘ __ r__

I have tried to compensate you somewhat Extract from her letter to Francis: I am 
by describing, in my meagre way, the places thankful that the class of selfish dominant 
as seen by me, and know them to be your spirits that held me under their power were 
future abiding-places when the trials, vexations displaced by:those that were able to exercise 
and privations of this life are over. a soothing, healing influence over me and re-

You truly are laying up treasures tor your- store me to a natural condition.
selves that are undefiled and that fadeth not Selfishness of itself is a disease, eventhough 
away. it be hereditary, and certainly is if cultivated.

Keep on in the path that the angel world * * * Francis, I know how you miss me and
has pointed out for you to walk in and you mother. We are happy together. The sep-
will find that they are ways of pleasantness oration was of short duration.

Neither the adverse decision of the coDsti- ence is a good teacher, and costa more than 
tutional convention, noir the dishonest heat- advice freely given by those who have had ex
inent of Kansas politicians, has discouraged perience in the same line of business. Our 
this heroine of many battles, whose courage aeanees. held on every, other night, were filled 
and faith have not faltered through the past with all we could accommodate,tand the l^st 
forty-sik years, believing that at. then final, week we were obliged to give up two on ac- 
Waterloo her cause must be victorious. Miss count of the excessive h^at, and the conse- 
Anthony said she’had gone into politics,-rec- quent prostration of Mrs. Aspinwall.
ognizing that through the ballots of men alone We went; to Clinton more for rest than 
would 'the franchise be ' granted women., work, and supposed, owing to the dull times, 
Though many things' had been gained in the scarcity of work and money, thattheattend- 
past forty-six years, it still remained a iact ance would be slim, and also that with seven 
that there wasn’t a married woman in the or eight materializing mediums (there were 
Stafe of New York that has ever legally eight) on the ground we could rest; but the 
owned one dollar of the labor of her hands, friends would insist, saying,“We have come 
To be the legal possessor of anything she to see Mrs. - Aspinwall's materializations (in 
must wprk for the government, or some other some cases hundreds of miles), and you must 
man. This was the great pivotal injustice, hold a aeance. " We commenced to hold every 
the very quintessence of slavery, to which other night, and the last six nights every 
every Woman must submit who took unto her- night, which she has never in her life done
self the luxury of a husband. Miss Anthony before, and she will require a month’s com
said the first dollar raised to carry on the con. plete rest to restore her. She has received 
stitutional campaign was donated at Cassa- marked copies of papers in the French, Ger- 
daga three years ago, and a new fund was man and Swedish languages, giving an ac- 
needed. Well, Miss Anthony is a royal beg- count of personal experiences the writers re
gar, and departed happy in the possession of ceived when .attending her seances, showing 
over three hundred dollars and several slates that she has a reputation abroad as well as at 
full of spirit messages received through the home.
mediumship of P. L. 0. A.'Keeler. - . ¿, We have a standing offer from Mr. Larpen- 

The Rev. Anna,H.. Shaw’s afternoon address tour, of Paris, to visit that city, but are, as 
bubbled with wit and sarcasm, which to ap- yet, undecided for the winter. He is a mem-
predate should be heard, the lady’s strong ber of the Psychical Society of Paris. We 

a_ _________„„„ ____ _ ____ - - - point being her inimitable manner of delivery shall, I thtûk, defer it for another year. The
• Dear* I)r?JTiîdèn " and*'dew' sister"’whose y°ur intuitive perceptions and giving you an and great personal magnetism. As a revival- camp-meeting at Clinton wasaconstantsur- 

T nnvnr «poke’during all the weeks that *nner l™owledge of things that are hidden ist she would win the unrepentant every time, prise to others as well as myself. 1 think the 
you; watched so faithfully over me. I come from morals in general. My sad condition Coming fresh from the wilds of Kansas, she attendance was larger than ever before, and 
today to express my love and gratitude to you wa8 a drawback to your happiness. I am was o’er-charged with experience encountered, many told me that they could not secure a 
in,thin wayF Much rather would I throw my glad ?ou remember me as I was thirty years which she related to the packed multitude resting-place upon the grounds, but were 
Uttas around your neck and tell you in words ag0' and retain look8 Ì“ y°“r memory and with all thofresh, delightful giish of a school- forced to go to Clinton for accommodations, 
ffie love I feel towards you both than in writ- Sesame affection youhad forme then. girl. Miss Shaw thought if politics were so and when you take into considération the 
ine to you ^atter -ears were sac* anc* degrading it was solely because men had made scarcity of móney, the almost complete pros
ici do come and look upon you as you sit gl°°my for you and for me, and your brotherly them so, and, strangely enough, men were tratlon of business throughout the country, 
patiently day after day doing the work you love an<^ forbearance with my infirmities I very anxious to become degraded, Since and the hear approach of winter, what is the 
are commissioned to do by the messengers repay as far as in my power while you re- most women had to live with these same de- conclusion to be reached? It can benone 
sent of God ma‘n *u mun(laiie sphere, and when I graded men, let the women have the ballot or other than this—that Spiritualism is reaching
ct My soul is filled with ineffable delight and weleome y°u to this bright land of light and take it away from the men, and turn thlé re- out into all the walks of life, and that when 
tttíture thanksgiving and praise that I have l°veUlxeBB> then, my brother, you will reap public into a monarchy, where only one man, trials and troubles come upon the people, they 
been rescued from the terrible condition in y°ur rewari1’ Í the king;'would-be degraded. The mai^ho naturally seek Spiritualism as the only religion
Which for so many years of my life I have Fatlier and mother send their love to you all. says the ballot is degrading'is'unfit a which can give them happiness, comfort and 
suffered J J 1 I would be glad if more of our friends, and citizen. Slavery degrades, freedom never, knowledge of ' this life and the life eternai.

It seemed to me after I became aware of Natives, and especially my brothers, could Miss Shaw denounced our marriage ceremony The truth is spreading very fast, and the 
the nature Of my disease that I could not en- know of these things as truth that now they ás diabolical and disgraceful, a poll-parrot Spirit-world is Using all the sensitive organ- 
iiura the thought that I must yield a victim to '°°k upon with so much suspicious doubt. form of annexing a woman to a man, the isms it can reach to send it forth to all hu-
Buch demoniac influences. 'iMany dark days were mine, but now the Quaker marriage being the ideal and the tie manity. We extend kindly greetings to the

Ah how I was harassed night and day I J>l°r’ous light has dawned pn me, and I want legalized by a justice of the peace preferable thousands of readers of The Progressive 
When I tried to sleep then it was that I was a^ friends to know that happiness has to that of a minister. Such advanced radical- Thinker. ’ S. N. Asbinwall.
most tormented. Life had become a perfect at I88?. P°°r> Bering Mary. ism coming from a Methodist minister created _ _a. . •AXm« Martin»
dread and torture, and the prospect of death 1)0 not 118ten to words of e®“8“16 y°u great surprise, but it was warmly applauded, • r>e UeiptlOS Uamp-Meeiing. 
was even worse, because I felt that their power “By bear spoken against Dr. Tilden and Mrs. proving it to be the general sentiment of the .. . ' ________ _
over me would be increased instead of dimin- \“.A“ken- They dld their duty weI1 and Pe°P1B’ The falsity of the claim that men letter FROM an old worker, d. w. hull
ished, and the yawning abyss of the regions BkilHully. supported their wives was■ shown’by Miss It wrs my privilege to attend Delphos camp'-
of darkness and despair my inevitable doom. J **.11 olo8e thl8> bat vhoPe to come at 80me Shaw, in that men only provided thé:raw ma- meeting Saturday, Sunday and Monday, Au

I saw no way of escape, and when I tried to other tutta Good by®> terial, while the wife converts it intoiood and’ gustl8,l&,20, and for the benefit of Missouri,
pray for some one to have pity on my deplor- Mary Rice Lucas. clothing for the family, the labor bétìóg équtff' 'Nebraska and Kansas, I desire to say a word
able condition, then my tongue would become [the end.1 to the price of the raw material. concerning it.
nearly paralyzed, and even speech was de- ’ " "* *11 * ~ gran<i hop in the evening, at- which the Delphos camp-ground is a beautiful, nicely
nied me. . A Few Words from A C Cotton ^es PoHonned the honors, and the'idear shaded grove about a half mile west of a small

But when the spirits to whose unwilling * boys were led out, or left to play wallflower, town by that naine in Ottawa county, Kansas,
control I was subjected came, then my tongue . u u«“?“ u detentl0n in Vineland was thè closing feature of the day, and a aud lh accessible by the Union Pacific Railway, 
pronounced words that to me were strange a^lck wffe, both of us find ourselves at prophecy of the good times coming when While I was there the gospel of Spiritualism 
and terrible. I was conscious of this and th® ®omfortaWe nome of Miss Laura Curtis, women can claim not only one day in the year wa8 dispensed by Capt H. H. Browne, Mrs. 
groaned in spirit and asked to be relieved of wno .is one of the many who appreciate and but an equal share in each of the three hun- Lull, formerly of Boston; Mrs. Van Dusen, 
those obsessing controls. «?mirn *>R®QBK8BIVS Thinker. My wife, dred and sixty-five. of Colbrado, and Mrs. Etta Seaman, of Con

I understood perfectlv my condition, and nfT“«“loue^of ?n/ridlJy ait?rn00hn> ,Mr’ Qandhi was pre- cordia. ' BesideVhese, I had the happiness to
wh«t HAAmpd t.hp hardpjf'thing far ma to bear oí °’ LouC8B> of Shirley, Mass. It sented with a beautiful gold medal mthe deliver two lectures, showing the aim, scope, 
was that others thought Ig was almost a B>eemB to me that y°ur paper grows more in- name of the National Spiritualiste’Association and meaning of Christ and the church, devel- 
demon S teresting as time goes on. I am quite inter- of America. The design carries out the idea Oping the fact that Christ was the blending of

„ L . T a j, t , eBted 1P tò® dfecussion relative to the genuine- of a sympathy and connection between thè Oc- thp ywó «ynrlda- that church means the two 
O, how terribly I suffered! I cannot MSfl of the “Unknown Life of Jesus.” I cideht. and the Orient. Mr. Gandhi' was worlds thus united, and that Messiah was the 

desenbe it, and it is best, perhaps, that I fail hope it maybe proved that he did live, and is deeply affected by this token of esteem by his- term implied to all emancipators and social re- 
tomkemysnfferingsnnderetoodby mortals, not all a my th, though the proof wül not carry new-world brothers and sisters, and with diffi- formers? instancing in the argument, Moses, 

But still it seems to me that these things with it evidence of miraculous conception. I culty made a suitable reply. ' Eanus, Democritus® Spartious hnd others, all
should be understood and mewures taken in became acquainted, at the Parliament of Be- On Saturday morning Lyman C. Howe com- of whom were tenmedMessiahs, and who also 
every instance to give relief to the sufferer, ligions, withDahmapal, a learned Buddhist, of pleted his last date on our programme, taking confirmed their pretensions With wonderful
even though it is necessary to take the spirit Ceylon, India, who told me that according to for his topic “What Is Life?” It is the unir phénSena.
ou*.?.f tbeLbody in order !X) dethrone the dark, their account, Jesus did live, but was not cru- ver9ai verdict that this was one of the'finest P Spiritualists who want an outing next sum
subtile influence surrounding the victim like a cifièd, but died a natural death at 85 years of lectures ¿f the season: Mr. Howe’s popular- mer Will be pleased with the soCiSy they meet
dreadful miasma. My noble Levi saw how I ! Iet this learned Hindoo have two num- ity at this camp is decidedly on theIncrease. SSoS S» SkJ» pounds 
could, be^ helped, and obtained the consent of berB ol Thb pE0QaEs8ivE Thinker, and Aho recent ahnual'eleetteh of the stoefc ôh SSS “
your band to take me under your supervision Mked him if he did not‘think hia people holders whs the most harmonious ever known. There is one serious drawback, however;

° W°“’ld be b^fited » knowledge of the Ali the'old board of trustees were unanimously the grounds are uhfenced, and everybody has 
attendant over me. spiritual phenomena. He recognized the fact, reacted, with iústtóion to purchase aivalu- foeetaccess ^ithóÚt money and without price,

Many times the hours would have seemed but did not feel the necessity of the phenom- able pièce óf ' land' adjoining" -the camp, in consequence of which the income is almost 
long and tedious. I could see him often, and en& - . ■ which /the ftfesociatidn Has^bèeiYdèsiroUB of- nofihing, ariti thè management‘ being unable
his presence became so tangible at last that it ««Geteinger ys. Darwin," explaining cause «iWniiig for several 'years ’jpast "Tlhe capital: buf of "thè funds received to hire any assist- 
appeared to me that the whole room was filled of air forms of life, is quite interesting, and stock o'f the: association has. been increased ance, are all overworked. This should not be, 
with, his presence. It was a peaceful, bar- his showing sèems quite plausible, though from twenty to forty thousand dollars. At Fence in the grounds and make every person 
monizing influence that rested me and kept my-line is not long- enough to reach to the the Love Feast which followed the election,-whb'ehiëra Mem pay fop the privilege.
my mind tranquil, and my inner vision became bottom in such dèep soundings. nearly all the stock issued up to date found ■ Bròj ’Géo. Il Richardson is the president of
so clear that I could look through the miste I am on a lecturing and visiting tour ready püfchasera. / -the association. He is an affable; benevolent,
that beclouded our physical senses, and I saw through New England States.. Any societies The,greatest treat of the season was a grand enterprising; ’ large-hearted man, full of the
the gates ajar, and the beautiful retreats of or parties desiring my services in the line of concert given by the South'African Kaffir; lovo bt tëod: as manifest in ’ litfmanity, in his
disembodied, white-robed angels were plainly metaphysical or mental science in connection Choir, representing seven tribes and; five dis- heart; '.The othèr ' Officers are all courteous
to be seen. . with Spiritualism, or aplart, can address me tmet languages; singing with pathetic weird- pnH iniinàiiyniìgting , ... .

How. lovety 0verything appeared to me! at Etna Centre, Me., to which place 1 go to ness descriptive native songs that transported The tgrbundst will be considerably enlarged
Still I realized my condition part of the attend Etna (Me.) Spiritual Camp-meeting, the listener to the wilds of darkest Africa, so next yeUr’ to make room for the throngs ot 

time, and needed the assurance, oft repeated .commencing thè 2bth. • vividly portrayed by Stanley, and graphically people who gather here annually. . \
by my loving watcher, that soon I would be it may be interesting to your numerous illustrated in living characters by the native Norton', Kansas. D. W. Hull.
free to go with him to the bright shores of readers to know that one of the first ladies, children dressed in the peculiar customs of if ■ . —. „
the land that looked so beautiful tomyen- and the best educated of our town of Rosen- their own uncivilized tribes. S. B. OSCFOtS OT.tnô Gonvsnt K©“
raptured gaze. The care you gave me was hayn, N. J., has become a powerful medium ' -'----------------------------- , ; dUCtion Ul PriCQ.
appreciated by me, although my tongue was for materialization, though not as yet willing Volney’s Ruins of Empires, and The Law The price of the remainder of .the edition of 
powerless to speak the thanks that my heart to allow the fact to become public. While we of Nature. This is recognized as one of thè this "book will be sold to meet the demand of
uttered so many times. , Mary. were there we started circles àhà the leaven of classics of free'thought It eloquently advo^ “haM times” prices, and allowthose who: wish

truth has been working; and . we look for a cates the best interests of mankind, and1 to pèe. it, as ■ io many have already done, in
grahd harvest . : clearly indicates the "sources of huma^i igntàv awakening ¡the people to the plotting villainy

We bid you good speed in your grand work ance, and misery.’ It is à profound and able of th« Catholic church. Price, postpaid, 16
through The Progressive Thinker. 1 work. In one volume; paper, 50 centi; cloth;: cent«; four coplee, 60 cento; : Address ;Hud-

- A. C.’Cotton., fócente. ;.

fJ/AS ABRAHAM LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- 
W 1st? or. CurJoue RevcJfttlous from tbe Life of a Trance

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book1 
has no precedent In tbe English language. Ite theme is novel. Ita 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment-, 
cub period in history and regarding Its most famous Dsiticlpant— 
the moat noted American. It Is based on truth and fact» and 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not 
spared care, research or expense in Its verification and produc
tion. and he stakes his reputation upon the validity of its contents, 
knowing that it will bear thorough examination, regardleap of 
doctrine or creed or sect. It is a remarkable pictures page of 
veiled history. Give it a deliberate reading. You will be amply 
tepsid. FijoeilM

•«dodos’jadseJ‘bdjjj ‘fljoai 0|q»nieAnj r. 
try *mqxema9Ui Xq ponjBidxa saiovjjm ujopoui pun jnojooy '«cj Its
. — —~ ... a- _ M — a aa aa a a . x — _ Ba a — - _ *    -

pSYCHOPATffY, OR SRIRH HEALING. A 
IT series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to Its own organ 
Ism. nnd the interrelation of human beings with reference t«- 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjamais 
Rush, through the mediumsnip of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. A 
book that every healer, physician and Spiritualist should read. 
Price 11.50.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER

THE QUESTION SETTLED
A CAREFUL COMPARISON

AIFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE HISTORY
of Atb»rael, chief prleitof «band of Al Ary»tu. Annuilm .a

history of mtn. Written through the medlumthlp of U.G. Fig- Modern Spiri 
ley. You should read this work. Price 80 cenu. list of the con

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPLRIT-WORT n Ch.i-ier i-Tbe Adaptation of Spiritualism to th« _ _t M*#** WUKLU. Wants of Humanity .—No argument bo good as that ot
By Mrs. Mary t. Bhelhamer. It abounds in facts it refer* Adaptation. Religions must adapt themselves to Men.

ence to the Bummer-Laud. Prlco 11.00. Religions and Sciences have fulled to demonstrate an
T ntr Ttynrrr'YY^ After-Life. Two contradictory Chains of Thought tnI EAFLETS OF THOUGHT GATHERED |th«‘ Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with tbo 

JL-f, from the Tree of Life. Presented to humanity through the Dead, lu Effect. Bible writers in Doubt as to a 
mediUDihip ot B. £. Litchfield. Excellent throughout, Fnoe1 Future, A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces oaMIu« 

____________________________________________ istcr of his Immortality. Dying Minister in Despair.
'T^np~M^T1r~nP TTrn rnPAT nprnr^ WbylhIiAppedieforaKsowlcdgeofflFulure' J HU. .MYlli Ur LliiL URtLAi DELUGE. Chapter II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
x Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mo A Natural Query. Jesus regaled as a Blasphemer 

Cann. Trie« 15 cent*. and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of
A'V'ir.-w- _________ _____ . Calumny. Persecution purifies. WhatGoodhasSplr-'THE CHILDREN S PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM, itnsixin done. Opponent! unfair. Immorality in tbo 
X A manual, with direction* for th« organisation and manage* (Plttrchos. Rellgloui Systems not responsible for 

ment of Sunday schools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All art 
tndespenslble. Price »cents. God-makers. Men worship their own Opinions.

Shortcomings of Bible Saints. Jewish Church. Tc»<

7HE SPIRITS' WORN. WHAT I HE AAD. Umony ot Jeremiah.
ILW, and felt at Cassadaga Lake. By H. L. Suydam. It is* Chapter IH-Blble Doctrine of Angel M/nlstry.-- 

pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Pricel5cent*. A Common Doctrine.. Angels are spirits, lermrf

¿IFEt A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD- the Sepulchre by a Man.
v»ced thought, «nd I. frecluatlng. Brice 60 cent«. Biritu’Z’riuM’Thrre

1DIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN Mam SoureeJfErtX«. Dtotorettaony^EHbS 

U Butnun, A. M. A mirvelouB book. Brice 75 cent«. Zophinl«h. Buuil Decree. H«rd Queitloui. Can not
_  answer all. Spiritual Senaea. Blind ted Deaf Man. 
JDIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEY GRAVES. Illu«tniifon. Man Double. Two Father«. Two Source« 

LJ It will well p«y peru««l. Brice »1.75. of Knowledge. Peter. «w»kened. Two Contradictory
______ _________________ ■____________________ :________________ HtBtorlja or Jc«ue.

TTROM SOUI TO SOU! AV FMMA ROOn Cuavtik V-The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subject, F Important. -Ye muai be born «gain." NK-odeuiu.-
14 — Tntae. A beautiful book of poems ot rare merit. Brice Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author’« Objection.

Jesu«'Teats. Must bo horn outof Flesh. Birth of tho 
TJIFTV YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. »Xt 1““"’^^“XuM “d’y. 

X By Rev. Cha*. Chlnlquy, ex-priesL A remarkable book« Opinion -sf the Woman of Tekoah. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Pages 832. Price 82X5. Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- eat ChrlBt’8 Flesh.
CELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF THF RTRLF Chapter VI-Are Wo Infidels?-Rapfd’Growth of 5 ,44 Broposltlons, thrologice! morel^J^ZUl^

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------— Illustrative Cases. How shall wo decide who the Be-

5'EERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE. Ilcvers.re The true Test. Work«. Tbe Ccu.mlBBlon,
Daw* >««a Dveeant Pr t m pn aw a a m D A bnnir rrf ma Bnd of the World not.»ot. vCWisn and Christian age, p»gei.M|i 1, anencyclopedll'of f«cU; a mine of r»re knowledyej Church?,l,m' aa<1 Slgua g0 “scther' 1!Chr‘,> 

a woikthMahould be tn the hudi >t every 8plrltu«U«U Price Intbe Church? __________

•THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS p>.itlon(?). 
7 and Expressions tn human Embodiments. Given through | Spllcfoot." 

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond« by her guldcc. A book that every-’ Chapter VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
body should read who are Interested in rc-lncarnatlcn. Price usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
•L00. I the Steamboat. Objections to the Telegraph. Objec-

__ : tions to AboIlUonlKm. God legislated against Splrltth 
'THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM, alism. Necromancy; Definition of. Tbe Objection 
J. By Epee Sargent. A work of profound research, by one of ; ETOV.eiJSpiritualism. Hebrews Inclined to apply to the 

tbe ablest men of the age. Price 81.50; poitago Ifl cent*. ?5?dTfor F?,0?leJdffeA.uLaS Jn^°rBed
. ’ This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not

I SIEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY T10'atcd th'B “d A011,!1/ « violated, aud hence deserve death. Tbe Law good InP Uivla. Highly Interesting. Poltags S . piacCt and for Its Time. Mon Inclined to worship
oents. xrtcq ,5 cents. Spirits which communicated. The Jewish Jehovah
•THE VOICES. B Y WARREN SUMNER BAR- Bot *n lnan1“ Ood' .Ho lncltod ll” Jcw, 10 Cr“nc' 
JL low. The Voices contain poem, ot remarkable beauty and PtiCC, $1.OO. S6Ht POSt-D&id.

force. They are most excellent Price »1.00.

7HE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.
A pamphlet of <0 paces. Worth Its weight ingoid. PriceSQ 
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COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 
HISTORY, STATISTICS, and THE 
OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO 
MAINTAIN THE ARGUMENT OF 
THE ARTIST.

Designs by Watson Heston, with por* 
trait of Designer.

_     ~.rm nc-nrrnr rz- nt rcBtaia uucie t>am nna too XTiestB; 3, The'unurch JDOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. BY I Ron-.lag the People; B, Thanksgiving; 8, Sabbath 
Zl Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot should read It. • Ls-rn; 14 ’Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
PricesL-ai ... - ’ toiUAireh;», TheChurchand ThomaaPalne;4,Stud-
y-~trr7>cmz- -z-Aru* /—A7WV- JTJn leeInNaturel History; 3, The Bible and Sclsnee; 15,fyUTSIDE THE GATES, AND OTHER TheCtergyand Their Flock«; 1, Plctyin Our PctUten

tales and sketches. By a bandot spirit Intelligences, through. Harles; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord uud 
tbemediumship ot Mary TheresaShelbtmer. An excellent vrork. Hl«WorkB;2, Prayer; 10. The Creeds;2, Christians and
Price »1.35. . Mohammedans; 2. Samples of Christianity's Work;,
rpsPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L. SHERMAN ^X“ri«d’ TheYr T^’ckMJl 
\JI and Wm. F. Lyon- A book replete with spiritual truths. Slsvery; 2, Priests and Politics; 4, Ireland and the
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THE GREAT STRIKE.
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the near future.

fill waters.” zlúÍAftIÍ

Hypnotism; ita.Facts, Theories and Relirt* 
ed Phenomena; etc. By Carl Sextus; • Avery 
Interesting .presentation of a j^OSt interesting 
subject, by a practical hypnotist Cloth $2.

Rights of Man, by Thomas Paine. Com> 
prising an answer,?to Burke’s attack on the 
French Revolution, and giving Pains’s ideas 
on government Paper, 25 cents;cloth, 60cts,

Reviewed-from a Moral and Spirit
ual Standpoint.

New Methods on a Higher Moral Standard 
Outlined.

To the EDiTOR:-^It is not my intention to 
discuta this subject in its secular aspect. 
That has been done by the secular press; but 
we who are spiritual should do all we can to 
have business of all kinds transacted on the 
basis of truth, justice and reciprocity; as it 
must necessarily be in a pure state of society. 
This is my apology to those who think that 
the spiritual press should discuss nothing that 
is not, to all intents and purposes, spiritual.

Early in May last the employes of the Pull
man Oar Company in Chicago, numbering 
4,200, struck against reduction of wages and 
Other grievances. Then the Company locked 
thenj out and refused to arbitrate. Six weéks 
later the American Railway Union inaugurated 
a strike to help the Pullmanites by boycotting 
the Pullman cars which do the service of 
125,000 miles of railroad. '■

This is the great strike, and its failure and 
awful consequences are too well known to re
quire details for my purpose. . ' „

What and who ia responsible for this great, 
calamity? .

Mutual recrimination is the order of the 
day betweep, employers and workmen, and 
between workmen ¿nd timir leaders, The 
leaders also Hamé each other for theirfollare, 
while the working class proper, tor ’ whose 
saké thé whole business was'ostensibly done, 
are the worst sufferers. There has been an 
immense destruction of life and property; the 
latter, amounting to millions of dollars, will 
foil on the taxpayers. Bad blood has been 
stirred up that a generation’will not quench, 
and an army of ,tramps ; has been produced 
with the mark of Cain upon them because 
they went to extremes, in the common mistake 
Of doing evil that good might come.

Now, let us view this: subject from thé 
etandpoint of one who, according to the < com- 
inAndment,.; loves ,his ■ imighbor ast kimself; 
Whether fcc bé-wiçi emplbÿet, au 'honest work
man, or one of the ignorant and vicious class 
who follow evéry strike to d» the dirty work.

The Pullman employes had a right to wages 
that wpuld support them and itheir families 
Comfortably. The company had an equal 
right to a price for their manufactured goods 
that would enable 'them to pay this scale of 
Wages. But they say that, fo keep the em
ployes at work, théy took contracts at figures 
too low to warrant the old wages; hence the 
hut, But what was the excuse for this excuse? 
O, the prospective change in the tariff. The 
people carried the election against us and 
brought this on themselves; and now, if they 
eanpot live on starvation wages,"fot them die. 
-We must took out: for ourselves: “ Thett tbeïè- 
is the ever present and inevitable competition 
which makes it hard for both labor and capital 
in the best of times. It is every man for. 
himself, according to the selfish, system of 
competition, instead of every man-for every 
other man, according to the law of love and 
reciprocity. -

in nine .cases ont of ten, suffer the most and 
gain the least. :

Better to wait until they are better, ,or more 
generally, educated; Then they can go to 
the polls as an intelligent constituency and 
elect men, and women, too, from their own 
ranks who will be emphatically “¿government 
of the people and for the people.” This gov
ernment will-—as in duty bound to do—man
age the people's railroads as ours now does 
the postoilice. Then there will be no strikes 
in this, department more than there is now in 
the postoffice; and' when they spe that the 
true method works well, while the false one 
makes unending trouble, they will naturally 
adopt the same measures in all public works, 
assigning state and city works to their re
spective governments. “

This will narrow down the trouble of wage
earners to those employed by companies, 
private contractors, etc.,, and. it will be the 
easiest thing in the world to get the govern
ment that has done so well in public works, 
and whose duty it is to protect the lives and 
property of all its citizens, to guard and pro
tect their scales of wages and hours of ’ labor 
as they do that of their immediate employes. 
This will supersede any necessity for. strikes 
or any other force measures, and, I hope,'will 
put an end to sweat shops, child labor, and 
making of shirts for 35 cents a dozen; ¿nd if 
co-operation should supersede competition, as 
sdme economists think, so much the better.

Now. J see my beloved country brought to a 
point where we can settle .down and spendour 
leisure hours, not ip terrible agitation and 
heartrending scenes, but inthat.quiet medita
tive condition in winch the growing soul de
lights, when the higher influehces can take 
possessionpf us and we spall grow up ’into 
that brotherly love that shall render man-made 
laws unnecessary for the safety and peace of 
the community. ■

In this line of thought we have these beauti
ful words from our brother M. J. Savage':

“If we ever get wise enough to recognize 
God's order of steady growth, then the peace 
of the world shall flow like a river, add the 
growing beauty and plenty of the world shall 
adorn its banks and be reflected in its beauti-

Maple Dell, Lake Brady, and Lilÿ 
, Dale Camps.,

. I teke this cocMfoQ to write yoAi ^ Jioe ' iu j 
regard to the ¿toree cAtups that Ï have men
tioned, and . that I, have visited this camp 
season. There are several foots that are «a 
plain as a pikestaff to the. close observer of 
men and tilings about camps and our Spirit
ualism., ■ ■ ■ / ■

First, jealousy between camps lias become a 
thing of the past, for, there is room in all of 
the best populated states for five or six camps 
each, for most of them are local affairs. This 
is true of our western camps. Maple Dell is 
purely local in all respects, and it simply dev 
pends upon the population of' the rich wheat 
growing, maple sugar producing, and potatoe 
product of the surrounding country, and a 
finer location for a camp never was yet found.

This camp is now in its fifth year, and is- 
farther ahead than Lily Bale was at that age. 
It is a camp where» the audiences are com
posed of all Spiritualista, Sundays, of course, 
a crowd, comes, in to hear and aee;- it is in 
every■; sense a truly , spiritual ¿ retreat,, and 
a spot where- the influence is as sfyóng as 
it can -well be, under the bright blùé skies 
of this earth-plane. ; The, harmony of this 
camp is never-broken by; the rush of crowds 
of - Outsiders,, and the flow » of spirit pres
ence makes it a place where any medium 
can give good tests. The -prospect for this 
camp is a bright one, and the future will 
unfold its strength for the good of our cause. 
All the officers are good and true workers, and 
the best thoughts of the community ought to 
go out for these true,1 earnest workers, ‘that 
they-may yet see this oasis ..in- the desert of 
unbelief - as flourishing as . any of our older 
camps. An auditorium as large as, and after 
the plan of Lily 'Bale’s, is contemplated for

■ ;:■■ ' '■■ :■ ’ ■. ! ■ J;.'.; ■.-.-;... '.■■■:■ : ‘ ....r . - ■ -. .'■-•r..- ■ /. L.V tA’V ■■

The farmer knows that he can depend'on 
the “order of ¿4?ady growth,’’ Heputii.the 
seed in the ground and waits patiently f<k the 
harvest time, then hq gathers the fruit of his 
toil. .. ’ '
' If we plant the true, essential, fundamental 
germ of civilization by conceding to every in
dividual their inalienable right to land aha the

The Spiritual Advance’¡8 the official paper 
of the “National Spiritual and Religious Camp 
Association, ° of- the ’àtéte ot -Ohio. D. M. 
King of Mantua Station, Ohio, is the editor 
in charge; G. M. Danforth;-of Darrowsville; 
Ohio, is president ot the- association, and W. 
F. Ball, Mantua Station, Ohio, is- correspond
ing secretary, to whom all letters for informa
tion should be addressed; The. Association 
is founded upon the riue-principle ôf organiza
tion, and is sustained And backed by the laws 
of'the grand old . staterof Chib, and-can never

In one sense none of these parties are 
wholly to blame, because the competitive sys
tem has poisoned the whole business atmos
phere in which they live and operate^ and all 
the Working people can do is to fight, their 
way as best they can until society grows up 
to the standard of justice to alt '<

The Whole economic system and the changes 
wrought by . the introduction tit labor-saving 
machinery have been ‘so thoroughly discussed 
that there is nothing more to be said; but I 
venture to say that Society, cannot long exist 
Without a change that will adjust the altered 
condition of things to. the necessities and 
natural rights of the industrial classes.

Human nature, iu its immaturity, is the 
pame in all conditions of life—greedy for 
Wealth. The laborer would be a Pullman, a 
railroad king, or tvcoal baron if he could; and 
when he cannot and has no higher object in 
life, he follows the strike for malicious mis
chief; whereas, if he knew that the true pur
pose of life is. something higher than the 
accumulation of wealth, he would endure. loss 
-and poverty rather than violate any law by 
which the good order of society is maintained.

When the strike was on and thedatest news 
in demand, a five-year-old newsboy tried to 
make me pay two cents for.a one cent paper, 
and his comrade of a like age boasted that he 
had sold a copy of the same paper for three 
cents. When those boys grow to manhood, 
is it likely that they Will be honest and faith
ful-to any trust? Is it not more likely that, 
if they are cunning enough to keep themselves 
outrof-the penitentiary; they will recruit that 
class of men who take ¿dvantage of everybody 
else in every-posilioh oi life in which they 
are placed. ' ’

This innate depravity,-combined;with the 
power that inheres in money under our present 
competitive system, is the natural and fruitful 
source of all the; poverty .¿nd distress that 
exists, in the world. The earth—and I speak 
more particularly of our own; country—contains 
and produces wealth sufficient to sustain all 
its inhabitants, if rightly distributed.

This is the greatest problem before the 
American people. to-day and the one first.to 
be solved; because hunger is the first sensa
tion we feel in this, world and' the first to be 
satisfied, and because all the functions of life 
depend upon its supply.7. " ' \ ’

As it is now the wealth of the world is 
going into the hands of a few individuals 
of the favored classes through monopolies, 
trust, laud grants. and soulless, coiporations, 
while thé great "majority find it growing every 
day harder to make a living, and thousands of 
worthy people are stirving because they can
not get the opportunity to earn their bread. 
This has driven'thè working-classes to. expe
diente which are, not always the best ~ Among 

I these I include strikes, from which the strikers,

products of their own labor, then the sbèial 
order will run smoothly and. develops thé , 
higher elements of moral and spiritual life 
which will render it impossible for one man to 
be a millionaire, or a multi millionaire, draw
ing to himself the substance of the earth which ; 
is necessary to sustain the thousands who are 
starving alongside of him.

By this steady growth legalized robbery will ’ 
disappear and justice will take its place. Buf 
; ustice forbids unto import or receive 
.Ke uncultured element of Europe than We!can 
assimilate or educate to be good, law-abiding 
citizens. During the strike a mob of several 
hundreds of this ' class gave a storekeeper the- 
alternative of giving up his goods to them or 
having them taken from him by force, and they 
had io speak through an interpreter becaiise 
they did not know our language. What claim 
have such people to the immunities of this 
country, and the more so that a large percent 
age of them came here rank anarchists and 
have no more respect for our government than 
foi the'worst government in Europe. To the 
strike they are an inevitable appendage; and 
it is their opportunity for gratifying their 
brutal propensities, which théy cannot climb to 
the position of the oppressive millionaire 
monopolist to do. And so it is that one evil 
leads to another,‘.a;nd pqjjji always will be until 
in “God’s order of steady growth," or evolu
tion, humanity outgrows these lower conditions 
and unfolds and grows into the divine life of 
brotherhood. /

Then ‘ ‘the peace of the world shall flow like 
a river," and even this disastrous strike will 
not be without some good results, because, 
however tainted with human weakness, at Is 
the outgrowth of the progressive element in 
human nature which the higher it rises the 
more it rebels against injustice and oppression,- 
and it has caused, more earnest thought among 
all classes ofthinkers on the 'économie'prob
lems of the times than anything else has dofie 
within the last decade.

To the forty thousand readers of The Pro
gressive Thinker and the millions of Spirit
ualists everywhere I have this to say: You 
cannot be indifferent to this first and greatest 
problem of the age—the proper distribution 
of wealth. . . .. .........

Christianity bas neglected its opportunity 
and allowed its churches to f ¿11 into the hands 
of the rich, whom the Christ said can nd’mofe 
enter the kingdom of heaven than a Camel 
can go through the eye of a needle, ¿nd Tt Has 
lost its hold on the class which is, plaintiff’in 
this case. Therefore-it is for yôu whd^HàVé 
the truth and are not yqt entangled in the net 
of plutocracy, to take the initiative in cement
ing the bond of brotherhood .by the settlement 
of this great question on the basis of justice 
and reciprocity. r . : -

Then when you have raised the industrial 
class above starvation in the midst of the 
plenty which God had provided for all his 
children, it will be time for you to- speak to 
them of things pertaining to another world. ' 
“Oh happy age! when love shall rule the 

heart,.
And time to live shall be the poor man’s 

, dower, 1. - • '
When martyrs bleed no more, nor exiles

.smart— . . .. .. •; . . _ :
Mind is the only diadem of power/ , 
People, it ripens now! Awake apd. strike 

, ■ ' the-hourl"' • i -:' -R.-Neely.

faibin its mission. - . ’• - ■ ! <
‘ LAKE BRAdV CAMP, ' !

Lake Brady Camp was the. next in line, 
after, nearly a four weeks’ sojourn at Maple 
PpU.' I found Lake Brady Chmp spread all 
oyer two ór three hundred àcjjés of land; and 
in its third year of existence. Capti Ben. F. 
Lee ^president. The whole of the space not 
occupied by woodland ¿is laid put into flue 
drives, lawns, flower-lieda, with.a full comple
ment of trees planted .in proper rows; thfoty 
to forty cottages of modem style, and, fifty 
tents, all full of people. ,

.. 'Lake ^rady Camp, or the spiritual pqi^ton 
Of "it, .lies ip ¿. ¿ejiutiful.foreBtQfOhioQftlis,’ 
¿nd the arena, a large one, fo .in k. shaded .¿foil 
where 5,000 people, could listen and iiear a 
speaker fpm the pintform. . The growth of 
this,camp is a phenomenal, one, but money, 
push and brains have' done wonders in the 
past and will do wonders ¿gain for Brady. .

Thousands visit this camp for other pur
poses than to seek for the truths from that 
higher life, yet if they wish <it they can f|nd 
all spiritual wants more than supplied, at the 
proper shrine in the forest, where the Hon. 0. 
P. Kellogg acts as chairman for the season of 
1894, and, as usual, Wehrs,a btoad smile upon 
his beaming cpùntenplnce, iand’(héW jfoils to 
tell’ a good ‘ story whenever the '¿^cc’ariim 
requires it '

, LILY DALE CAMP. , ?
. Brightest and best ¿pot ih this,, my. native. 
State of New York—all ball to fhy refreshing
breezes, and thy beautiful groyps of shade, 
and thy sunshine. From .the rostrum have I 
been taught him some óf the best lessons that 
ever came from the world of spirit, and from 
the gathering hosts that have, trod thy sacred 
ground have I read the fact that all mankind 
wish to know, that they liye forever over In 
the land of soul-life. . .

. Father Skidmore and Mother Skidmore are 
yet .on the earth-ptane,' andÌ àrjs really the 
mainstay of this camp; hut their aids are 
good and, true ones, that .còiild .not be dis
pensed with, I . r . , .
. - Lily- Dale, is the oldest of all our camps in 
this .western epuntry, being now in its fifteenth 
year, and when.Maple.Dell ¿nd, other camps 
have been as many years in .the work, they, 
too, will, excel in the gygpd ¿notorious work 
pf spreading tiie trutf/by a knowledge of facto 
demonstr¿ted;ihrqaglil pur (meji|gmB., I > . ;

Good luck to ¿p. the. ¿¿tnps js the wish of 
yours truly,

.. J. W. Dennis, . ; . -.-c-.
, , r 429NorrnM-^ Y;

; .The4)therkWprid apd This: A Compendium 
of Spiritual,Lgws.- By Augusta W. Fletcher, 
M..D, An excellent.,work. . Price $1.50. ■

Lincoln Prove Camp, Catlin, Wash.
“Our camp with the angels," closes to- 

mqirow, , O.ur friepds in the Eapt can hardly . 
reklize thp beauties of this “sunset land,” bor- 
deling 0» the'shores of the calm Pacific, 
where so lately the Siwash Indians held their 
annual “pow-wows, ” I pm sitting under the 
giant firs, varying from 150 to 200 feet in 
lieighb and three to six feet in diameter, with 
the beautiful Cowlitz HiVer, a navigable 
stream, flowing almost at my feet, and long 
trains of cars of the Northern Pacific Railroad 
whizzing by, while the very air, as it kisses 
my cheek, is all laden with ozone from the Ja- 
mn currents as they have swept from the 
ihores of the “Orient,” across the quiet, blue 
Pacific, ' :

Mr. L. P. Smith owns these beautiful camp 
grounds, and has built cottages, dining hall 
and kitchen, auditorium and dance platforms; 
he has also purchased a large number of tents, 
camp stools, cots, bedding, etc., which is all 
free to campers, who , are cordially jnvtted to 
coihe and, enjoy ¿themselves,: whether tiiey be 
“saint or sinner," orthodox or Jew, Gentile or 
Spiritualist, and in this tefopfo of nature, 
without gods or devils, hold communion “with 
the loved ones gone before.” Mr. Smith’s 
heart fo ip the work. , He has not only furn- 
jshed and fitted up this grove, all at his own 
expense, but has, at. his own expense, engaged 
the speakers and principal mediums, even 
sending nearly a thousand miles to bring the 
great musical medium, Henry Allen, aud his 
wife from Summerland, Cal. Moses Hull, 
the restless iconoclast,. was here over the first 
Sunday, dealing out his bible “boomerangs," 
with scientific shot and shell, into the ranks of 
the “doubting Thomases," who took “their 
medicine” often with wry faces, like the Israel
ites ot old who were with tlie other Moses, 
who baptized Pharaoh and his hosts in the 
Red Sea, and fed . his followers on “manna” 
and quail on toast

Good, honest Mother Bruce, with her genu
ine slate-writing, from Portland, Or., was the 
Wonder of the camp, giving fail names and 
data to strangers and skeptics in broad day
light, and on their own slates if desired, while 
no mortal hand touched the , pencil. “Ben 
Barney," the postoffice medium^ who reads 
»nd answers sealed, letters while they are in 
the. ritfor’s pockets, and gives ¿fine platfo;gi 
tests also, was here with his family. Dr. 
Pean Clark, the old wheel-horee of our cause, 
of ten made the woods ring with some of his 
qld-time logical thunder. Prof, Seymour, the 
¿«cult scientist, phrenologist, clairvoyant, ete., 
gave Several highly illustrated lectures and 
reading of character. Dr. Mary Seymour 
(his wife), electrio and magnetic physician, 
charged with vitalized magnetic life by the 
angel world, has done some fine healing and 
developing while here ju camp, and like Jesus 
ot old, brings joy to the suffering ones. Mr. 
Allen’s darR musical circles every night have 
carried everything by storm, and nobody 
thinks he is a fraud, and the music, if not 
heavenly, at Least comes from, heayen, and is 
enchanting; and last, but not least, that mite 
pf humanity, Mattie E. Hull, the principal 
speaker,, and wrongly, named .Hull, for she is 
.the whole kernel, aye, the w^hole head, the 
whole harvest-field, was here with the angel 
hosts of the Spirit-world, filling all hearts 
with love and admiration for herself and the 
powers above her. She organized and con
ducted the Children’s, Lyceum with fine suc
cess. She will not soon be forgot by the peo
ple of this for-away corner of the United 
States. Mr. Brookaway was here (and wife, 
who is.a fine trance medium), add was chair
man at all sessions, aiyl was the right man in

right place. Mr. Smith .offers to donate 
this grove, with all its buildings and equip
ments, to a society as soon ¿s it shall be le
gally qualified to receive and care for, forever, 
these valuable grounds, which will be, no 
doubt, done in the near future. The campers 
and audience have not been large in numbers, 
on account of hard times, but harmony has 
prevailed and much good has been done.

Yours for the cause and The Progressive 
Thinker, the greatest journal of liberal 
thought in the world.

Prof, D. 0. Seymour. "

- FIFTY YEARS
■ 1 ■ • ■ -• IN THE -

CHURCH^RO.ME.
K Remarkable Book.

This Is a remarkable work by FATiikii Chiniqut. 
It exposes oven to Ilie minutest details the corruption 
that exists In the Church of Rome. It Is a work of 883 
pages, and should bo read ae a- matter of history by 
every Spiritualist. .The following Is a partial Hat of the 
table of contents: ' ■

. CHAPTER I. : ■- - 
The Blblo and the Priest of Home.

■ CIIAPTEBH. ■ ;
My Hrst School-days ut St. Thomas—The Monk m4 

Celibacy. - ' ; - .........
„ CHAPTER III. ,
The Confession of Children; - - ■
_ . CHAPTER iv.r : - ‘ '
The Shepherd whipped by bls Sheep.

CHAPTER V. - ;
The Priest, Purgatory, and. the poor Widow's Cow.
„ , ' . CHAPTER VI.
Festivities tn a Parsonage.. ■ ...... -b ■ ...
„ CHAPTER VH. - ;
Preparation tor the First Communion—Initiation to 

Idolatry. . ■ .
CHAPTER Vin.

The Firat Communion. i

Woucati taulyhavefiiebeUtf 
U you only insist upon it. , 
.Theyaremadefor cooking and ht^^foewrycpneehAWeUyie 
arrisIrefor^Hndcdfirtana 
With briemfom 
TheienrinoaH besritw trade- 

marie atidare told with aantfa» 
guarantee. rirsMassHwrchanij 
every wherehandteihm. —i
ukbt nuaBcr vrta ya mmbmikimmi

Gamp-Meeting at Libéral, Mo.
... Our camp ia progressing finely, and harmony 

and the best of feelings prevail. Each day 
$dds,to our numbers, and all seem satisfied 
and happy. Some say they are more than 
happy, but these are those who attended Mrs, 
Gilman’s materializing seance last night, and 
spoke face to face with their loved ones.

Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port Huron, 
Mich,, is a favorite with alii Her lectures 
are ,eloquent and permeated 'with à spirit of 
love that ; touches the better natures of her 
hearers, calling forth higher aspirations anç 
dçsjrçs:, Allen F. Brown, of .SL Paul, Minm, 
has. also won the.hearts.of the people; by. his 
genial, ¿¿assuming ways, while. his guides 
handle, in an able-.manner, all .subjects se- 
footed.. Air. Walser has entertained - the au
dience occasionally, in his serïô-comic style, 
with.telling force, that exploded errors and set 
people to thinking. Mr. Morrison, of Eldo
rado Springs, gave one leotufe that was well 
received. The Auditorium is beautifully dec
orated with evergreens, pictures, flags, flowers 
and plants. The superintendent, Dr. Cyrus 
Baldwin, of Arlington, Neb., with the rest of 
thé management, are* untiring in their efforts 
to make the campers comfortable and happy; 
' There are a number bl mediums on the 
ground, all good in their various phases; Mrs. 
Taber is kept busy with slate-writing and 
'tests; Mrs. Hammond, Mrs., Bristow, Miss 
Ella Bristow and Mrs, Blackman are psycho
metric and test mediums; George Goodman 
and others also give seances. |

Catalpa Park Camp is a'àuçcess, and’we 
predict that it will, grow in numbers .and inter
est tach year, '. Amelia X.'Andrew's. ‘A

Intellectual Education fntbe Komiui’Catlioilo Oblleg«.

CHAPTER X.
Mora! and Religious luaiructlon In the Roman Cftthfr

. HcC^ges: .
‘ CHAPTER XI.
(ProteBtant Childrtn iu tbc^uv^te and Nunneries ot

" Rome.
; . CHAPTER XIV * ? V ' ' 

. Romo and Education—Why does the Cburcg of Rome 
- ’ bate tbe Common Schouisoi’ thu United .States, and

want tq destroy them?—Why does she objpetto 
the reading or the Bible lu thd Schools?

. . CHAPTER>S4-..-.
" Theology of the Church of Kume; Its Anti-BOClal and
■" .. Antl-ChrititiauCkn?uclcr.- •

CHAPTER XIV.
The Vow of Celibacy. ■

p a. . CHAPTER XVt .
• The nnpurlttCB of tbe Theology of Rome. ' ‘
;• : CHAPTER XVI.

The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers} or, howl 
swOto to give up the Word bf God io follow tba 
word ot Mcu. .

. CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient gpd Mod* 

era Idolatry. •
’ CHAPTER XVHi. ... -

Nine ConeequcnccB of the Dogma or Transybstantia* 
tion—The old Paganism under a Christian name.

. CHAPTER XIX.
Vicarage, and Llfo at St. Charles, Rlvlcrrc Boyer.

. : CHARTER XX. *
Papineau and the Patriots in 18&—The burning of “Lt 

Can&dlen'’hy tbo Curate or £t> Chalies.
CHAPTER XXI* . . ;

. Grand Dinner of tho Priests—The Maniac Sister of 
Rev. Mr. Perras.

CHAPTER XXII.
Jain appointed Vicar of the Curate of CharlcBbourgb 

—The Piety, Lives und Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
andPerfab.

’ CHAPTER XXIIL
Tho Cholera Morbus of 1834—Adnutablo couragtf and 

self-denial of the Priests of Rome during the epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of Bl. Roch, Quebec Oily—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—TertuUInn—General. Cargo—Tho 
Seal Ekins.

CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange and suerilugiuuB traffic In the so- 

called Body and Blood uf Christ—Enormous sums 
of Money made by the sale of Musses*-The Society 
of Thrde Masses abolished and the Society Of one 
Maes established. L

UHAPTER XXVL
Continuation ot the trade In Massei,

CHAPTER XXVIL
Quebec Marine Hospltal^The first Mme I carried tba 

“Bon Dleu” (the wafer god) In my vest pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soireb at Mr. Buteau’i—The 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dleu” at tho Oyster 
Soiree. ' '

t>*Wc have not space in this notice of Father 
Cblnlquy'a work to give the heads of all the Chapters. 
Those Omitted are or especial value. Tho following, 
however, are ot thrilling interest:

CHAPTER L| II.
Tho Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary« 

. CHAPTER LIV. ,
The Abominatiop of Auricular Confession. 

chapter lv. ,
Tho Ecclesiastical RMtoM-Uobduct of the Prleau

—The Bishop Forbids Me lo Distribute tho Bible.
CHAPTER LV1. , „ , , ,

Public Acts of Simony—Thette and' Brigandage of 
Bishop O’Regan—General Cry of Indlghatlun-i 
determine to realat Ulm to his face—He employs , 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, ubd he foil! 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbaflu in tbe Spring 

- of 1856 nnd falls again-Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than over my 
Light and my Counselor. ' ■ 1

CHAPTER LVIl... . ,fi , 
Bishop O'Regan sells the Parsonage of the French

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the .money, ami 
turns them out when they Coffie to complain—He 
determines to turn mo out of my Colony and seud 
ine to Kahokla—He, forgets it next day and pub- 

■ Hshes that he has Interdicted me—NT People send 
a Deputation to the Blahop-Hls Answers—The 

• Sham Excommunication Uy three drunken Priests. 
, > .. CHAPTER LV111. , r

AAikeBS from my People, asking me to remain—I am 
again dragged as ft prisoner.by tbe Sheriff tu Ur
bana—Abtabam Lincoln's anxiety about the issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue— 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent b/ God to save me—Lc- 
Belle’s Confession and Dlstreie-My innocence 
acknowleaged—Noble.Words and Conduct of Abra* 
ham Lincoln—Tho Oath of MIH Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER' L1X* ,
A moment of Interruption. lh the Thread ot my Fifty 

Years In tho Gbutch of Romo,“, to sec bow my sad 
provisions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
wore to bo realized—Rome the Iinplicablo Enemy 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX. ' > .
the Fundamental Principles of the Cenetltutlon ct tho 

United State, drawn from tho Gbaptl of Cliriot—Mjr 
ir«t vlalt to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Pluto 1 knew ngalnot hlo Llfo—The I’fleOte circa- 

■ lute tho newo that Lincoln woo born lu tbo Church
of Home—Letter of tbe Popo to Jeff Davla—Mr .
iaat Vlolt to tho President—Hlo admirable refer
ence to Mooce—Hlo willingness to dlo tor hlo 
Nation's 8*ke. . .

CHAPTER LXL
Abrahatn Lincoln a true man of God, and n true Dlo- 

clnlo of the Goopel-Tbc Assassination by Booth 
—The tool of tho PriestB-John Surratt's house— 
The Kcndcsvous and Dwelling Piece df the Priests 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priest, after the 
murder of Lincoln—Tho Assassination of Lluepln 
knoFu ebd published in tile town throe hours be
fore lu occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Priests ocqt by tbe People and tho 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of the Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that the Bishop Is wrong and that wo are 
right—For peace sake, I consent so Withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by tho 
Deputies—One of the. Deputies turns fklre to bls 
promise, and betrays tie, td b'e put nt the licad of 
my Colony—My last Interview with Ulm and Mr. 
Brassard. .

CHAPTER LX1U. • •
Mr- Ppmulnler la named Vlear General of Chicago to 

crush ns—Onr People more milted than ever to de- 
■ fend their rights—Letters of the Blsbopo of Mon

treal against me, nod my answer—Mf. Brassard t 
forced, against tdaconsclwco, to condemn ua—My 
answer to Mr* Brassard—He writes w beg my 
D&rdon. * • - *.•■•.. • • - - •

CHAPTER LX1V*
r write to the Pope Plus IX. and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send them the Legal and Public 
Documents proving the bad ’cbmRicl of. Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vicar Duun scat to tell me otjny 
victory at Rome, and the ebd of our trouble— i.go

' tb Dubuque to offer my submission to the Bishop 
—The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed b*

' Grand Vicar Dubn tbe 23th of March, 1858.
. . , CHAPTER LXV* .

' ftxMlent testimonial Trom 'my Bishop—My Retreat
. —Grand Vicar Saurin and his assistant, Rev. *1 

Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about the
• • - now storm prepared by.the JeihltB—Vltlon-T-Christ

offers Himself as a Gift-1 am forgiven, rich, happy
: y " ana •aved-Btck;40 my.poople. * •

the Solemn ReeponslbUIllcFof- my Now PoslUpn-We 
'give un the name of Roman catholic to.c&ll out- 
aelvea Cbrlaltan Cathvllca-Dlsmuy of the Roman 
CatholicBlahops-My Lord Duggan, OomUiitotrl. 
Bt. Louie, hurried to Chicago—Ik- cumee to bt. 
Anne to persuade tho People to submit to ble 
Authority—He te l(rbomlnlottelr turned out, end 
rung away In the midst of tho Cries of tbo People. •

• CHAPTER lXVH.' ' • • 
Blrd’e-eyo View Of the Priufclpal Events frommyCon-

Version to tbl? day-My N arrow Eecnpee-TlM 
end of tbo Voyage through the Desert to the 
Promised*Land. . ■ . ; . L- ? *

Price, S2.25, Post-p'till,
VoU SHOULD HAVE IT.
¿JOHNS FROM THE INNER LIFE.
I By Lizzie Doten: New edition. - This bandsomft 
volume opens with the wonderful experience! of the 
author, who is peculiarly gifted as a trance Medium 
and public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
long time been i nceaslng, and'the-deep religious and 
spiritual tone at her discourses htvra extended her

• influence far beyond the limit of her voice. 'through 
tbe instrumentality of the preBiv. But fill chiefly for 
her medlnmletlc power to glva utterftnfce to -pbeffii

• noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded, with a spirit 
' religious and elevating, that .she 1b most specially. .

known. This volume contains tbe gems of .the iusplb 
Ulonal u;terahceS, given chiefly before public audl* 

' inccft, under direct spirit influence. Several bf them 
. aroaltxlbuted-to tho spitlt’of Edgat A. Poe. They

’ have ait the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and. imagery
• • «fbltproducHpfis ltieirthqifo, bpt, far surpass tbei! ' .

. ' Incxaitednesi o< conception and pdrlty of purposA 
Others are byth* Inspiratiotr of: Shakespeare, Burns,. • 
'A.;W*Sprftguei &ntlnmftnyC&Beb the author’s namft

■ ‘ IB fltri-^ebraed; TheBIograflhlcnl Introduction give» 
. -ft «uoftlnct account pt,tbe means by which .lliCse poeml -

■ are given to thtrwbrid. Thepflmitat influence' which
each spirit exercised over the medium 1? stated, and 
the unmistakable certainty F.hd' BtanlflcfifiCe th!!

•< higher phase Gf•'spiritual-communion Is .beautifully. 
' portrayed* Cloth, plfttn, reduced from ,»i.5O to J1B0.

ri. poit&ge lOcdnU* Fotsaloatthtaofflcft* - t

^eLIGlOp
AS REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual 
Universe.

By EDWIN D. BABBIT*1, ■
■ Author of “Principles of Light» and Color."

able la .a most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt If 
q critic, a thorough scholar and u comprchenslr* 
thinker.

CONTENTS:
Chapter First—Existence and General Character 

of God.—Prellruinary thoughts. Is there such A being 
ta GodP Ie God a Creator? The Argument from De* 
sign. Is God Unknowable^ Is God absolutely Irv 
finite? .

Chapter Second—God as a Spirit.—Moterlallsta 
cannot undfcûBlahd the God Idea. Argument of tbo 
Atheist. Argument ot tbo Spiritualist. The Author’s 
Experience.
^Chapter Third—The Delfic Location and Mode, ot 
Working.—Tho Location of Deity. Can IrifinitUdo 
have a Centre? Does God control the Unlvorso through 
Law? How docs God control tbo Universe? A. J. 
Davis’s Theory of tbe God Centre. The Dual Centro 
of the Universe. Cau the Infinitely Fine act upoh tho 
CQarso?

Chapter Fourth—Tho Nature of God.—Is God * 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? I* 
God a Being of Absolute Attribute^? .

Chapter Fifth—The Delflo Greatness and Glory.-« 
The Greatness of God. An Angel's Conception of the* 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Chapter Sixth—Moral Evil and Delfle Perfee* 
tion.—The Perfection of God. Bas .God created Evil? . 
Is Mah depraved? Is anything innately Bad? li an 
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Chapter Seventh—Deific Law and Hyman inter* 
cession—Spècial Providences. A supposed Miracle ot 
Healing. How God Interposes to answer Prayer. 
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trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over World!. 
How Spirits BBBlst Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-forming by Judge Batfionds. Spirits rejbtboto 
this work. Countless worlds yet to be formed; Spirit 
Worlds developed, Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God's Purposes? Military Chieftain in Spirit Lifo. ▲ 
Mytpolc Absurdity.

Chapter Ninth—Creeds and Practldwof Cbrihti* 
Mlty.—Terrors of Creedal. Theology. CburcblfcBio 
Conception of Hell. Amore blessed Gospel. ABnghV 
ér Dawn approaching. Science and HeilgloU. SMtar 
tion by Faith.

Chapter Tenth—Tho Dangers 6f în/alllWé 
arts.—Churcbianlo Infallibility. Infallibility of ft 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—Tfie Christian Bibis Tested.— 
ÎBrades. Modern Miracles of IJedlug. FrohbOples.

‘he Bible tested by Its TeaohlngBi Bala to bo th! Ohly 
Book which gives any correct oonoeption rf God. Bald 
to present the only true Foundation of Etbibs ih th® 
Decalogue. Claim! for the Golden Huie, LoVft to 
Enemies, etc. 'Is It safe to build on Falsehood? Has 
only one Nation been Inspired? Bhnil We waste time 
ittd money on Falsehood? Do numbers prove the 
Truthbf a System? Hhall Policy rule?

Chapter Twelfth—Religions Tested by their 
Fruits—Church Standards too low. Tbo Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of KeilglbUs 
Systems. Borno great Points In Buddhism. Mbuatfi- 
inedau and Hindoo Achievements, MlsaWhtty 
Achievements. Testimony ot a Hlndob. IleauiUOf 
tb<i Parsee Religion* Tbe Parser Bible. The High 
Priest of Slam. Catholicism and Buddhism, f reseat 
Progress of Mohammedanism. The Religions of to-day 
Insufficient.

Chapter Thirteenth—Tho Ethlos and ftoMglon of 
Nature.—A Diviner Bible presented. The sabred 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flowers. Of ft Tree, Of a 
Forest. Lossons from tbo Bfiells. Tho Teachings of. 
Crystallization. Teachings of tho Barnau Form. .Qr 
the Great Massesof tbe Universe. ?

Chapter Fourteenth—Life under the Old Bi* 
llglons.—Importance of Historic Truth. Itouiftff■ 
thollcism. Influence of Catholicism in. SpiiUi« •»OAR. « 
rûùlsm. The Five Poltilsof Galvanism. Presbytttflhh*' 
ism In Scotland. PurJlanlsm in New W««'-1’ 
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Chapter FiFteenth-LUO junder a SplHlUM 
llglou— General Divisions of the Human Faculties.T{ift’ * 
Higher Realm of tho Brain. Spirituality is Luholnhifc. 
Bnlrltuoiity beautifies tbo Countenance. Must w.‘s 
developed through Hplrit Communion. Bpiris Owb-”.

tunlon tho Basis of all Religions. BpiritUftnrtj ’ 
founded upon Facts. The only Religion which 
stratus Immortality. Bobs Death or its TertW/ ’/PM^ 
most Joy-Inspiring of Kollglons. Promotes OftH ftM • 
Religious Freedom. Leads off iu Human RefofiU. ‘ 
Perfects tbo Physical System. Prevents Insanifft 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Nobler Living. Rft* 
veals d Grander Universe. ZH Great Geniuses hht® 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus in Bnlrlt ■ 
Life. Will the New Religion Abolish Churches? ‘ 

Chapter Sixteenth—Death under tbe Old tt&* *• 
llglons.— Popular Conceptions of Death* Death maw;, 
terrible through Church Songs. Made Gloomy by, 
Ohurcb Materialism. Church Teaching» liavo dftrkz 
ened Death. Death Bed of ft Christian. OfunlmmorM . 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scènes under the Old 
Dispensation. Terrors under tho Old to'thoso who loss 
friends. ’■.*

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a spiritual
IWUloii.-A hplrlluhl Mln/I li not over-attaohed to 
this Life. Departed Ones attract tile bplrltual Mind. 
The Spiritualist understands Death,so does notion,41. , 
Death of au Ancient Philosopher. Death of MoHrL,,. 
Victor Dupo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. PrdK , 
.luUKStllllnpandblsUrnndfalher Beautiful Inc den« 
in (lie Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of * 
Bnlrltual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Unlv^-salW , 
Minister. Joyful Transition of a Friend. TrIum- , 
phant Experience of a Minister. Dying Exporlencor . 
of Various Persons, power to Sustain tbo Loss oi 
Friends. ; .

CHAlTr.n EianTKttSTtt—The Future Life.—Location 
end Character of the Spirit Realm*. Iho Clothing of 
Snirits, Children Iu Spirit Life* A Spirit Child from Bumble Life. Tho Wealthy In Spirit Life. J ol tlcians . 
In snirit Life. Clergymen In Spirit Life. Editors n . 
Spirit Life. The Power of Spirits to Commune with . 
Mortals. „

Final Rgsun«.-Tlie Basle Princlplon of a uni' 
versai Philosophy nud a Universal llellglou,

This work contains Fostt Il.l.vaTnxTlbNB. Tbg ’ 
are lu harmony with the facts conveyed. It la a rar* 
book throughout.
Price, $1.25: Postage, 10 Cttfa

TfiëTodBôrrow of Death.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science. 
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from tho French.
BYS R.CR0CKEK •

A Very Fascinating Work.
TblB fine volume might well have been entttledl 

Bnlrltualism Demonstrated by Science. It la written 
m that peculiarly Interesting style In whldb FrencM 
writers excel when they would popularize BclcntlflC 
subjects Tn adaptation to tbe needs of tbo general 
reader, Tho author 1b not a Spiritualist-he ere» 
montions Spiritualiste as “devotees of a new euper* 
stition,’* etc., etc., in which he manifests tbe usual 
animus of tho “scientific class, ’ yet he Bays ?Ba‘nA 
“There Is a true and respectable Idea4b Spiritualism, 
abd regards ae proved “tho fact of cotninuiyOatlon 
between superhumans and the inhabitants of Earth -, 
had he gocB Ch co relate Instance, of tact lb evidence. 
There b, to a Spiritualist, a manifest dtscretiiney la 
the author's Ideas, bat the well-read inlnd will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and Out of tlii 
whole will find not only good inehtal culture, bnt 
much valuable Information. TbO author holds tho 
theoryof reincarnation. Price ILbO.

For sale at this office.
JOYS

Beyond the Threshold.
A Sequel to

TO-MORROW OF DEATH. 
By LOUIS ^IGUIER.

Translated from the French.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH wm wtlUn to 

develop the Idea of tbe principle of tlio pefifikneiic. 
of tbe human eoul after death, and lu reincarnation 
live chain of new beluga, whole BucoeiBlve IlbkB are 
unrolled tn tbe bosom of etberUl space. ‘ Beyond 
the Threshold" continues on tbo Batnc Unes en* 
larging and expanding the Idea by rcatons and con* 
Bldcratioaa dravm from science and philosophy;claim* 
ihg that the certainty of a new blrtb beyond our 
bartbly end Lb tbe beet mean« of arming ourselves 
agaltut all weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re* 
llgioQB. From beginning to end it Is InUreBlltig, cn* 
tertalning, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts it all ur not, much will have been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed Lt its perusal. Price 11,25.

TJIBLE marvel workers, bt
D Allen Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Prioo 
15 cents.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

>G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*
7J0UND IN CL02H WITH GOLD 

Jj tldh, sod containing 820 pages. This splendid 
book, lust Issued, contains nineteen fall Temple lee* 
túrés upon oecnlt subjects, together Kith other art!

: cíes frotó various newspapers, relating to the great 
work* «U contains all tbe O10 Temple lectures Issued 
Itl 1892, Mid three others on tho Human PoVl,* which 
art alone worth the price of the book. This -WonOer» 
fnlbookis unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. l’Hté 11.25, pofetp&ld, to tiny address. For sale 
at this offD'“. • .

“^APOLLONIUS OF TYÁNÍ
Identified as the Christian Jesua.

A ■»□ndcrfnr cotttauWaiUon. ckflfttnlnw h#r bis 
itre and teachings were ntllUcd to lormulste Qbrlitt. 
•alty. Fries 15 cents. For sale at this oAo*.
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SHEIK TZERAN.
His Experience in Spirit-Life
Heard Clairaudiently by Madama 

. . Joan.

. ■ [CONTINUED].

The perfect spirit, having now 
reached the seventh sphere, finds it a 
paradise, for here the will is law, or to 
will is' to have, for in perfect faith are 
all things done, Allah’s laws are im
mutable; and cannot be understood, ex
cept through a perfect spirit. Having 
reached this sphere myself, I found that 
I could not dr did not see Allah, but 
that I felt secure in the knowledge that 
I was not yet ready to see the ruler of 
the universe, for I now understood that 
wb all have a mission to perform. Wo 
know that we.will -see Allah when tho 
earth has outlived her usefulness, and 
all materiality has been.destroyed wjth 
the earth, for’that day will certainly 
come to this planet, as'it'has done to 
others, which.we are often.able to see in 
the heavens, and which scientists tell 
us .are comets, which are nothing but 
worlds that-are still burning. ■

We'are resting and waiting in this 
sphere for that time to come; we feel 
that it is true, for Jesus so taught the 
world ages ago, and we know that he 
spoke the truth, for we have found by 
experience that all his prophecies were 
true. He instructed his disciples in the 
different spheres, when he said: “in 
my Father’s house are many mansions; 
if it were not so I would have told you; I 
go now tp prepare a place for you,! that 
where I am there ye muy be also.” I 
found this saying to be true, after many 
weary years of struggling for the king
dom of heaven. Jesus is the exalted 
spirit here, and here are all of his dis
ciples, and all those who have ever in
habited the earth, and have felt the de
sire for spiritual progression and a 
Ijeayeuly state of rest.
'.This seventh sphere is the only heaven 
dr’the pure spirit, and the spirit inhab- 
Iflhfe’ this sphere has outgrown all 
prejudices that he ever retained in the 
Material body. He has forgiven all 
wpongs that were ever done him, and 
¿’as turned from hate to love all feelings
that he ever held toward any pi 
He'is'in thin state perfect in all <

>erson. 
of his

apts, thoughts, etc., and has now 
teached that state that Jesus tried to 
ihstill Into mankind, and who showed 
them by his life and deeds what heights 
one could reach spiritually, even in the 
material body. .

yhe spirit in this state is in every 
¿¿nse of the word a true son of Allah, 
for here he obeys the commands and the 
will of Allah, which to him are law. 
Allah speaks to him through the intelli
gence and affinity of his soul, and when 
a soul is in need of spiritual gifts he 
IcHoWss it by that indefinable intelligence 
with which he is in touch, or hearing. 
With Allah he has reaphed that high 
spiritual state whore he can comprehend 
him. No wonder Allah is such a mys
tery to the majority of the world, for 
they are such a long distance from him 
spiritually that they in their ignorance 
could not hear him, and if they did hear 
him they would not understand him.

The mortal has a part of Allah within 
him, and he can always rely upon hear
ing him when he does a good act for the 
sake of doing good, and not because he 
is bound by laws, or governed by a feel
ing of what will my neighbors say if I 
do so and so, for good done in that 
spirit counts the person nothing spirit
ually.

In investigating Allah, I do not stop to 
worship only his manifestations or na
ture, but soar higher, and understand 
that all nature must be and is governed

by a ruling intelligence that is divine 
and sublime and in all. , ■

I say that Allah exists in every human 
being, infipitesiinal to be sure in some, 
but it is only the latent force or power 
not yet ripened into beauty. Allah is in 
all and through all; that is why man is 
made after liis image. The image is not 
in tho material. sense a being formed 
like the outer or material body.

People in studying or thinking on 
spirituahthings, should at once get back 
of the materia) senses, and should strive 
for the spiritual meaning in. all. The 
majority of the world do not like to hear 
the appellation of a personal . Allah, but 
I will here state that magnetism is life,; 
for spirit is a magnetic influence coming 
from Allah. Now, all will agree with: 
me that .magnetism cannot exist without 
a center or controlling power, and that 
power is :Allah,,an(i :.this. mkgnetism is 
but tho nerve force fit Allah distributed 
throughout creation in various forms. 
Can you not understand the teachings of 
Christ, who; when asked, “Who is God?” 
replied: “When you have seen me you 
have seen the, father, for the fathor 
works through me.” .

Some claim that Christ was but an or
dinary mah; in fact, a very fine medium; 
but can you' point out any medium who 
has ever been able to do the deeds of 
Christ, or who taught the good he did, 
and'showed mankind how to live true 
lives. Miracle^, which are not coupled 
with' good teachings; are like a well or 
fount run dry, and are nothing but pure 
necromancy. Spiritual thought, as 
taught by Christ, will uplift the soul, but 
when taught and understood materially, 
will degrade and tower. Jesus was in a 
measure a God clothed in the ordinary 
fiesh or matter, and by birth a Jew; but 
if he was not more than ordinary, then 
why does not the woyld do the deeds ho 
did? It is possible to man, but he first 
must become, spiritual to a very high de
gree. Christ told his apostles and others 
that they could do all that he did, and 
even greater works, if they would but 
have faith the size of a grain of mustard 
seed, for with that faith they could con
trol matter, and would be able to say to 
yon mountain, “Be thou removed into 
the sea,’’-and the mountain would at 
once disappear.'. The world thinks thm 
impossible; but the world is in darkness, 
therefore it cannot perceive or hear the 
things that it shojuld..'ih being a student 
of spiritual things, be thou an ardent 
desirer after1 truth, and In cultivating 
mediumship for disembodied spirits, be 
careful to entertain only those that you 
can learn from, and. in asking knowledge, 
ask to be taughtihow tobecome spiritual. 
Be charitable also ,te the spirit of ma
terial degree; bufonly as a teacher tell 
him of the necessity of prayer, and teach 
him how to become bettw by outliving 
the deeds and ideas Of the old material
body.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

'J

fiave ’¡tjliiy, to refer youitb a few; of -tkosd 
soewfieij” for which ' ! have labored, 
niinnng ih’e Progressive . Spiritualists’ 
Soejety, of .Grand Rapids .ari$ Etist' Sagi
naw; kpchigan. . ,My range qjj,labor ■; eLxa 
'tejids i tiirgitoh !■ Sei vei-at ‘■Iii}es,'v,ino|Udipg’ 
f papiraitonai;! spedkirig; - - psyCppme.try; 
I'iiliappcteiw'^aiings^ias-'-tVeJl. as holding 
classes? jpi ¡deyetopipg; 'pied.iuii;ship? apfl 
:-the“Science bf Llfe/’ .. . . . i? . r 

’ The coming season promises grana re
sults. in1 the ' fields - of Sjiiritualisin, -and 
an increase of workers is needed to labor 
in the “vineyard of truth?" .

’ May I not hear from societies and as
sociations with a view of engagement 
for tho remainder of the present year 
and, 1895? My terms are reasonable, 
being within the capacity of organiza
tions of limited means, as well, as older 
aud stronger societies. Soliciting cor
respondence and patronage, I am, yours 
for the cause of truth,

Prof. Silas W. Edmunds;
;Care of General Delivery, New Or

leans, La. '

FROM DR. J. M. PEEBLES

iririhner as to' Bl/bw à biUllíant'‘feturp ^í’--'| ' 
fóre hei1. /' ’I /'-'h1''',y/: J

. F. J. Knight’ find George 
are two medjums-whp-are, <JeyéÎPPJ^g 
j^teyiajisq.tiiim ;ind, ; .tljesë; gerfam'êp- 
bard glyph, ise’ajide&b ■ L
jpy$biè.,; ‘^h^ nleasjirB-bfÎsl^ispjere^y; 
haded? to-■^-,^ë;'éïwfô>»ymW,î-téQr, 
dpréd: ;by -Mf-s; ;W'.''S?Pqt'it',>!of ■ Gr.bBtpni: 
Iowa, and her excellent choir. - -.Bi

CONTINUED^FROM PAGE.!, j 
World, writing for the; llanner1 óf 'JLdght 
hnd other journals,11 'described the 
ostrich farming'of Cape' Colony, South; 
Africa, and expressed the opinion veryr 
forcibly’ that ostrieh-raisihg \vduld' suc
ceed' equally aS well iri Southern Cali
fornia. as in • Capé Town, Africa.' • Tlie 
opiriipir proving to ‘ be k veritóble Seed- 
thoright—ivas the incentivé 'fór the ex
periment.' Itji’oyed ¿ success, and now 
ostrich-yanching' is a profitable’ Cali
fornia industry.' ’ My address, henceforth 
is San Diego, Cal.

. J. M. Peebles, M. D,

AN OCTOGENARIAN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1, 

standing and conciliating' their affec
tions, they will .cheerfully go'forward.'of 
their own accord. ! ; ■ ।

With the flood of light now emanating 
from the spirit-world, the time is not far 
distant When mankind throughout» the 
civilized world will accept the glad 
tidings that come over the invisible 
wires to aid them in ascending those 
mountain steeps to the beautiful table
lands where the terrestrial and celestial 
blend in one. In conclusion we will 
adopt the appropriate admonition of the 
great classic:

“If difficulties ba? the way,
Thy magnanimity display,

And let your strength be seen:« . 
But ohl if fortune fills thy sail 

. With more than a propitious gale, 
Take half thy canvas in,”

SPECIAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

EVOLUTION.t ■ ■

As It Exists in Medicine..

The Practice of Medicine No 
Longer “Experimental,” but an 
Exact Science, and That.Scienee 
Is Chemistry.

, DR. R. GREER, ;
A Chicago Physician, Demdm 

strates Same by Numerous Mar- 
vqlous (Jure». . .. •

PLAY OF PLANETS.

TESTIMONIAL.
Peak Pii; IjOÙces:- . to say that Mrs. Cot«, 

ton, jny.iy.ifc, as yqu'huve been Informed, wan glvdri 
,yp by onv.of tpQ beat duotora 1b our. city -of Vineland, 
N. J., tftpr tyeotlnglior for ^nlurgctnent- of llyer, kid
ney, trait W-*imu n compHqitlori of discucii. ‘I Svrò|e 
ypib Hendlng you lock of pair, age and ¿ex.ÌAÙd as your 
diagnosis was correct, I sent for a, nipntWs. trCatmont:. 
5Vhen>commenced taking your remedies' her 
friehda despaired of her Hfci I -w^uid have'had the 
Baine reé|llug<h^d‘ L riot kpown the nqtfér from the 
ptychld (ir Splrlt-Blde óf.llfe, and sb I had hope. Under 
the treatment'of a physician Choeun Un «ally failed, as 
apkud,wl|?dged by b^b until she could but juqi move 
from the bod to the chulr. The flesh had gone till she 
was u mere shadow. The .flrat week's treatment 
seemed to put her on an up-hill grade, and now, after 
two months' treatment, we find ,ourselves at Putnam, 
Conn., , du an extended trip through New’ England. 
Slip idopB ,some work aud -writes and Is gaining in 
flesh, and we do hope for Iter entire recovery, though 
the physician pronounced it impossible. .
•" • Yours, for justice.

. A. C/COTÌ'ON, 
. Former editor nnd publisher of Nostrum. ■

. .Vineland,'. N. ¿., August 12, 1894. , . _

DR. R. GREER,
SPIRIT HEALER.

Cures all Curable Human Diseases 
and many diseases considered incurabje.

Persons at a distance, however great 
the distance, treated with unparal
leled success. When writing for 

, treatment, to save time, please state 
particulars aud enclose $1.00, and you 
will receive by return mail .30 days’ 
trial treatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies.

Office hours from 9 to 12 m., Sundays 
excepted. 127,LaSalle St., Chicago.'

WJ,

A GARD.
7b the Spiritualistic Societies and Associations, North and Noi-thwest:—K.nomng- 

as you do/that the development of me, 
dlumship, although natural in its pro
cesses, is oftimes of a most peculiar na
ture, arid recognizing the fact that the 
world is ever in need of true and honest 
speakers and mediuiris, and having 
struggled through more than a decade 
of toilsome years in order to be a willing 
instrument in the hands of the Spirit
world, I find myself unable to obtain em
ployment upon the rostrum without be
ing immediately brought before the 
Spiritualists and Liberalists of the 
Union, as above stated. Having passed 
nearly nine months in the South, six of 
which have been a rest from Spiritual
istic labor, I find that the cooler climate, 
in my case, isfar more conducive to suc
cessful Spiritualistic work.

My guides are of a high order; their 
thoughts rich, deep and logical, and I

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Passed to Spirit-life from Colorado 

Springs, Colo., Mrs. T. E. Lloyd, aged 
forty-eight years. She had been an in
valid for years, but notwithstanding her 
physical weakness, was ever an active 
member in the Spiritualistic cause. She 
will be missed by a large circle of 
friends. The funeral services were con
ducted by Mr. and Mrs. Kates, of Man
itou Springs, Coto. .

Eli Keerling passed to Spirit-life Au
gust 16th, .1894. He resided near-Me
chanicsburg, Ind. About one year ago 
he became a firm believer in Spiritual
ism, and took a great delight investigat
ing the phenomena. He was laid away 
in the Mechanicsburg Cemetery. Al
though we miss his earthly voice, we 
hope to hear his spirit voice. Mrs. 
Kibby, of Cincinnati, delivered the fu
neral address, and her kind words gave 
great relief to our aching hearts.

A Daughter.

Golden Honors
from the'

Golden Coast

Passed to the higher life August 24, 
1894, from his home in East Middlebury, 
Vermont, James A. Severance, aged 80 
years. In the departure of Mr. Sev
erance the community loses a citizen 
who possessed qualities of rare excel
lence. He was a man of extensive gen
eral information, thoroughly honest in 
purpose, and earnest in his convictions, 
and yet in no sense was he a bigot. He 
had been- a convert to Spiritualism 
nearly .forty years, and was such 
through an intelligent comprehension of 
its philosophy as alike its phenomena. 
Though jealous of his reputation, he 
never feared that it would be injured by 
his avowal of what he conceived to be 
the truth. Few men of so robust a na
ture possessed qualities which so en
deared him to children. He loved chil
dren with all the ardor of his nature, 
and,in return, was loved and revered by 
them. It is usually safe to say, whom 
children love it is safe to trust. He 
leaves a widow and a large circle of 
friends to mourn his toss.' His funeral 
was largely attended, Sunday, the 26th, 
the services being conducted by A. E. 
Stanley, of Leicester. .

DR. GREER claims । that ¿11 human 
diseases' originate in-the fluids of the 
system, and are Bimply the result of cer- 
tahi'chetnical changes flue to:-an '-excess 
of ALKALIES or AGIOS,, but whore 
one life goes out from an excess of 
alkali/ millions die from an excess of 
acidity. . ■ -

Rheumatism, Coneumptitm, Dropsy; 
Cancer and Catarrh are only a few 
among the many terrible products of, 
acidity. ■ , ' ’

As all ferments are poison, so all fer
mented ti6.vqj.ages are calculated .to pro
duce fermentation, and acidity. , and 
fermentation and ' acidity, in, the blood, 
are positively a chemical blbod-pojsbn, 
and will generate in the blood a 'bacteria 
which, if not destroyed, will eat away- 
the vitals, and introduce premature de
cay and death. / ■ .

Reader, do you suffer from any ma
lignant malady, such as Cancer, Con
sumption, Dropsy or Catarrh, or from 
any impairment of vitality, on loss of 
vital force, then neutralize the aoi'd fer
mentation in the blood, by having'iin-' 
mediate recourse,},«) proper ALKALINE 
REMEDIES such'as ; -G .

DR. GREER’S
“PABULUM OF LIFE;” and you will, 

(if not.too late) find immediate relief 
and a permanent cure, pnd thereby mul
tiply your energy and activity, your 
joys and youryears. . : . , •

The Pabulum of Life has an indi
vidual action peculiar to -itself, and not 
found in any other combination of Ma
teria Medica. Being of alkaline na
ture, its primary and direct action is io 
neutralize the excess of acid in the sys
tem, to regenerate the tissues, to vitalize 
and purify the blood, thus giving it 
vigor and vitality; and hence its virtue 
in all diseases resulting from acidity'

The PABULUM OF LIFE not only, 
neutralizes the excess of acid in the 
blood, but acts as a powerbtl diuretic, 
expelling impurities, and removing all 
foul and poisonous-waste. . ■

The PABULUM OF LIFE is invabm-’ 
ble in all forms.of (wasting diseases, for 
nursing mothers,-sick children, apd in 
cases of convalescence from seyere ill
ness. ■ ,

It can be depended upon with positive 
certainty of success for the cure of 
norvous' weakness, malarial fever and 
general debility. .

It excites mental action as well as 
Increases mental-.power, and thereby 
tends to prevent mental exhaustion. ■

In a word, the PABULUM OF LIFE 
is a powerful preventive medicine. ‘

Not a day passes but patients write us 
in grateful evidence of its wonderful 
value, therefore, if you would be healthy 
and happy, neutralize the; acids in .the 
fluids of the system, and restore the chemistry of1 the blood, and alh your diseases Will disappear, 's ' ; rrv i.- , '- . -

The PABULUM OF LIFE can only be 
had of DR. R. GREER, 127 La Salle 
street, Chicago, IU'., By MAIL, $1.

A Remarkable; Cura of, Cancer?

This New Star Study in Oc
cult Astronomy Contains:

*1. A system for finding the positions of the planets 
tn our solar system any day during seventy-five years 
of. this century. This knowledge has for ages been 
held l" »ecreey... .’ , . . . . .

Note—This information in any other form, if it were 
publlshed; would cost from seventy-flve to one hun
dred dollars. . •.* . • . ' ■■ ■ •

2 This system also cumUdns a chart which -will give 
the positions and orderly inpyemcuta of the planets for 
.all past, present am) fpture centuples,' with - one'an
nual correction, which makes it the greatest astro- 
nbmlcal device ever Invented, by mnn. .

.8, The chart also gives the inoon’s relations to tbc 
earth and ann, and the regularity of Its phases, for all 
flDie.Jn Ji^e.mpnner. , ' . "

'A, Tbt? st.uay.coptalne a book op ¿he .occult, gleaning 
0? the poililóps and relations of the starà that, may bo

as they operate upon the parili»' W*' Influence ’ 
the lives of those who do, and 't-pppe who do not .do 
the|r duty, while here. j . . ■

■ i. ‘The work CPPtains the Zodiac,. and .explains It* 
fdgpa in a manner that palls charity to the soul for all 
mankind. . , 1 ' - . 1 .

• 6. The slgpsthe planets, tbe harmony aud Inhar. 
monyof their polarities Is.a feature of the study,

7, Tho effect of the pianeta uponJhinnau life, and 
the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is clearly 
stated.

8, The comparative force and,energy of the aspects 
of the planets to the earth, Is fully Illustrated and ex
plained. , ‘

9. The co-ordinating qualities are touched upon in 
the reading, affinity existing between some magnets. 
Illustrated. : -

■ JO, The delipeatlpn of tho Horoscope, of a recently 
noted perBonage( showing a marked intellectual char 
acter, with purity and gentleness of a high degree. .

11. This study contains the basic principles upon 
which rests all of the Occult Wisdom, of both the 
Orjent and tbe Occident, and explains and' teaches in 

"Wnguage comprehensible by all the eternal truths of 
Infinity. ,

12. The closing pages reveal some of tho wonders of 
time and space, of distance upd motion, of power and 
force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a plc- 
turp to the mind’s eye, which shows the wonderful re- 

• 1*t|on and aotlons of worlds, suns aud systems, In all 
tbplr glory and majesty. ,

-This wonderful knowledge simplified apd brought 
within the reach of all, for the small sum of
$1.00, postpaid, on receipt of price.

■ for sale at tuia office: , .

LEAF LETS OF THOUGHT. 
(FATHERED FÈ0M THE TREE OF 

'LZ Life. Containing ¿ome of the experiences of a 
spirit who has been in spirit life fifty-scyen years. By 
B. E. Litchfield. This work’of 287 pages contains a 
vast fund of information. It. gives the experiences of 
^spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson Is learned. 
He visit* tho homes of the fallen, seeking to bless pome 
of them. His’soHloquy, as he enters the dark valley, is 
very Interesting. He accosts a-sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work Is vividly portrayed. This 
.work contains1 sixteen chapters of valuable Informa
Hop. Frinì? »1,2^. fro* aste <^t this office. ________

SOMETHING USEFUL.
0UT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE 

Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. S.
• Tw(pg, medium. This little book win bo read with 
Intense interest by thousands. It contains Mr. Bowles’ 
interviews with the Inhabitants of the Hells of Spirit
life—a dreadful, but apparently, true report of the 
suffering and wrath of the millions who have Bone 
frop earth-life with tho damninir effect* of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying Lives. The book Is made up of fifteen chapters. 
Some of tho titles of the chapters are as follows: 

! The Sphere*of Insurre.Gtionls’.B and Prostitutes—Tba
Homo of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
plot to. Increase . Borrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—The War Department in 

J the Holin of Splrltlifc—Unhappy Marr! ago* arc pro-, 
moted by the low spirits in thp.mateh-mpklnglieu nf 
Spirit-life^The Negro Hell—Tbe vU<llunAHell—Thu 
Mormon Hell—The JI ell fpr Dishonest Spiritualist* 
and mediums—Into tpéXlght. The Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—,A Negro prayer-meeting tn tht> 

' light. An Adventist looking for thu end. The Spirit
hai Congress. Prlce.25 cents,

liARS. JENNIE MOORE HAS RE- 
IV1. turned to her home, 757 Warren avenue, and 
will Hold materializing suayces every Sunday evening 
until further notice/ Bit tings by appointment only.

'; . ■. ’ ...5 258

I HAVE A FEW COPIES
Of “THE LAW AND THE PROPHETS” after filling 
all subicrlptlons. Those who dcslro copies should 
order fapon, as the demand MU not warrant another 
edition of so expensive a work at present, t Deep atu- 
deptfi of nature,- only, buy such a work; and they arc 
few. Pbice, 110.00. . ’

; , F. E. ORMSBY.
■ .251 " 1925 Washingteu Blvd., Chicago.

'VRiJMPETSL-ALUMlNUM TRUMP- 
JL eta. Weight four ounces, 86 IdcIicb high, iu-two 

or three section«. These trumpets are made of pure 
aluminum! and are recommended by all firat-claas 
mediums pn account of the .clear ana distinct.sound 
and light ivelgltf. Price, $2.00, Sent to apy part of 
thu conutry ou receipt of price. Address WM. A, 
MURRAY, 218 E, Third St., Newport, Ky, 251

P A GRAND SUCCESS! Why not 
r-w u vnu try it? If you ate med I um istic it 
will develop you. Send for cireutara. Thia cabinet 
Is sent prepaid, by express] for and are 

XC. BU’r- never fails. 
John H. Metcalf, 184 8. Green St,, Chicago, 111. 

CLAIRVOYANCE free. 
r\R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLE Y,. 

J-S MAsb., and bia band of powerful ancient Bpirlta 
are effecting the moat wonderlul cures that have 
been recorded and are eo acknowledged. Bv the clear 
fijght of clairvoyance, aided by U1b marvelous spirit' 
forces combined with his magnetic reraedtfif, will 
convince the most skeptical of hla wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try bhn. Send Ulm sex, age, name. 
Jock of hair, and four 2-cent stamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your case free. He dooan't want any 
leading symptoms, Address Dn. J. 8. Loucks. Bhlr- 
Icy, Mase. 253

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 

author of “The Clock Struck One, Two, and Three.” 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson’s 
<jpu connection with one of the largest and most Influ
ential religious organizations In this.country.. together 
with hl, well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness lit the discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract Cheap 
tentton and command-the studious perusal of thought- 
fuVmlnds. It contains the principal records of acrltl- 
cal investtgatlon of nearly all pbsBcs.of splrlt-manlfeh- 
ration through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “ prince 
of humbugs," and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
With a conviction that it la a truth far transcending all 
others tn value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place tn the bands of those- whose attach
ment8 to tho faiths and form, of the' Church Incline 
them to have nc'-Lg to do with th<S subject upon 
Which it treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Oiptb, 12mo, pp. 423, ,1.00. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
atahie offlee. .

’s Baking Powder
California, empire of the Pacific, salutes the world, . 

Her Midwinter Fair closed in a midsummer blaze o£ glofy. 
Second only to the Columbian Exposition in extent, variety • 
and splendpr, the coast display was a veritable triumph. ' 
Out of her abundance the state poured her treasures—and 
the nations of the earth came to aid her-in her noble 
exhibition. , • ■>■

Memorable were the exhibits—of gold and silver, of’ 
wheat and oil, of fruit and wine, of jsiljc and. wool—of all . 
that man and nature could combine to produce, And no 
exhibit attracted more attention or excited warmer approval 
than that of . . •

Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder 
Official tests showed it to be‘highest in deavening powery^' 
purest in . quality, and most efficient iniresults' qf all baking 
powders made. Acixjrdingly, the Highest Award and Gold .

.. Medal were ■ conferred on Dr. Price’s at the Midwinter Fair. A;
; The triumph at San Francisco confirms .-the victory"at'.\ 

... Chicago. $ The Midwinter Fair verdict sustains and vindi< :; 
cates the bestowal of highest honors on Dr. Price’s by-the ■ ... ... . - ........... ... ■ ■ 

jury of awards at the World s Columbian Exoosltion. ..

Camp-Meeting at Liberal, Mo.
The second week of the Liberal, Mo., 

camp-meeting is one of very great inter
est, and the pleasure and spiritual profit 
accruing therefrom has been marked. 

. . éoïtfèuilng of mediums and’lecturers 
'here .tn'ày be of interest. • ••

At thé head stands Mrs. Anna L. Rob- 
ingo’n’,';of Port ' Huron, Michigfiri; This 
magnetic little •'lady has been ton the’ 
grbund two weeks, delivering' TrictUres 
every other day, and is â g Teat'favorite 
Avith ab.' ' “. ■'■ ■ ■' ; '

.AllenF?Brown, of St Paul, Minn.','is 
fhetothef lecturer who aîferriâtés daÿk 
\Wth’'’Mrs. Robinson. Hé has 'beetf be
fore the public but ¡two years, .but is de
livering excellent discourses.

Mrs. M. A. Tabor, a materializing 
and clairvoyant medium of San Fran
cisco. California, is-also here, and has 
has been holding circles, with wonder
ful results. , .

Mrs. E. M. Gilman and her husband, 
of Houston, Texas, are the regular ma
terializing mediums; and have held a 
number of seances, with varying.results,

Mrs. B. AY. Bristow, of Joplin, Mo., is 
also here, and has been giving many' 
readings, which are* highly 'compli
mented. ' • ‘

Mrs. E. E. Hammon, of Topeka, Kan
sas} is also a medium whose readings 
are v(ery accurate.

Dr. Grabendyke, a traveling medium, 
came yesterday, but has done no work 
yet. ■ ’.■-■■ :

Mrs.- Alice M. .Blackman, of Pittsburg, 
Kansas; js;a:/.ybung medium^who came 
to" if tie ; groilnd ‘ with nô expectation' of 
dt>i,ng ’ public . work, but ■ hftêF giving 
President Walser a reading, thât gsh- 
tl.qmau put her on; fpr.iplatform ■ teàts. 
and the lady has - done. some' surprising 
work for one sô ÿoùiigl,. '

’ FMi&Klla JBristow; of Joplin, Mo'.,;hhs. 
àléo coiné here for public work as a’fest 
madiiim. and anouitte.d herself in Kuchta

Dr. A. B. Dobson. ’ ' '
Dear Friend and Brother:—I will now, 

write you a few facts. Some two and 
one-half, years ago there came on my 
under lip what several of the local doc
tors called cancer. I went to a special-' 
1st, and he cut it out /with acid'.. In 
about one year it came in a new place. 
I went, and he cut it out again,, apd in 
another year it broke out again ,ih'my' 
thi'oat. It got as.large as a silver quar
ter, and I could: with .diffioulty swallow 
my food, and I thought I would soon, 
pass away to the cither 'world. A friend' 
told.me of you. I sent for your treat
ment, when I had taken of* the game 
two weeks my- throat was entirely 
healed. I am now taking the second 
month’s treatment. I have planted my, 
corn, and feel as Well as ' I ’have for ten 
years; > that is, well. I -have -not spoken. 
of one thingithat I should.- There c&irie 
to me one Of/your baud; in person, and 
applied With an instrument;' matiy. 
times, a cooling' lotion-—I “know; hot 
whatl My general health is good now;
I feel as if this was a great cure.

May-the jgx/od ,spirits gpide-and sup-- 
port'you, is the prayer of your ‘ 

' '-SihcSito Fridna,
■ '••’ft- ' gl-’iW.'Dunton.1'7
Esbon,- K^nsas^May |lS94,v > ■ . ,... 

(See ii; inanotlier coluiiin.)/ .,.
Address all letters to San Jose, .Cal. _ . S ' , '•
Good News for Spiritualists.

Dr. E. J. Worst, of Ashland,-'O., has 
kindly offered to mail all otir readers one' 
week’s trial treatment of the . famous 
Australian Electiro Pill reinedy.free, for 
catarrh, kidney,, liver and stpmich- 
trouble, sick headache, nervous prostra
tion/,la grippe’ 'arid its. after effects, or. 
seven weeks’treatment for only 81.00., 
Our readers shonld.send atonCe, ,natning 
The Progressive Thinker. ... ' -

Catarrh and Headache. '
I- have been troubled with catarrh 

ever since a little child. I - arn ripw 18 
years old. I had entirely lost my sense; 
of smell. -I commenced, taking'Hctod’S 
Sarsaparillaand the. sense: Ua^ returned. 
I have suffered ivith heri.dache'/fqr/oypr.; 
two yearsfbut Hood’s■’ Sarsaparilla ■ has' 
cured. it.'-:?LuLEE'McCi,trRE) Litchfield, 
kF, ■ rrrJ ■ r- ''j—rr

It is odd 7 to -c3tiSideF 'the’cbhnectipn - 
between despotism and; barbatity/land 
how the? makih^'- one person more'than 
manjnakes.tbecrest lew—Adflison.-.-.;--;;,:

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
. SCIENTIFICBASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O, iem. By Epea Sargent, author of “ Blanchette, or 
the Deshalrof Science,” “The Proof Palpable of Im- 
mortallty,” etc. This Is a large limo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
41 great amount of matter, of which the table of con
tent®, condensed as It is. gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science la con
ceded with a knowledge of rear phenomena, appeal
ing to our? sense-pcrc ept Ions, and which arc not only 
historically Imparted, but are directly-presented In the 

' Irresistible form of daily demonstration to any faithful 
InvCBtlgator. therefore Spiritualism Is a natural sci
ence, and all opposition to It, under the ignorant pre
tense that it fa outside of nature, is unscientific and 

:uhphtlosophlcal. Alt this la clearly shown; and the 
objections from ” scientific,” clerical und literary de- 
noupcerfl of Spiritualism, ever since IS17. are answered 
with that penetrating force 'which cnly arguments, 
winged with Incisive facts, can Imparl- Cloth, 12mo> 
pp;396. Pries 11.50. Postage 10 cent ’. For sale at 
this office. _____ ________________ ;________ _

Soul of Things; or Psychometrio 
' - .Researches and Discoveries.

AND ELIZABETH M. B, 
£) - DcntGiL A.maryelous work. Thpugh concise, m 
a icxttbook, U Is ni fascinating ai a work of fiction, 
■rhe-reader »Hl be amated to see the curio is facts 
herq cqmWnod In support of thia newly-discovered 
ppyver of the human mind, which, will resolve a thou 
sand doubtaand difficultiest make Geology juj plain m, 
daj/pnd throw light op all.the grand subjectfl EGwofr 
«cured by-time..
Soul or Things-=-Vol. L
. 'Cloth;. ,i, l»...;...........

■■■■; . : ■. ' ■ Postage 10 cenia.
Soûl of ThingsF-VoUL 
- JRÚtlraUa.-CO pp. Clpth..... 

Soul Ait Things—vol. LU. 
'• Hllptrátett;’ B62pp. ;CWth¡‘.i..j.

• :i ■■¡FCtagtflOoenU.; •
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The Other World and This.

A Compendium of Splritaal Laws.
•■ No. 1, New White Cross 

Literature. '

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
iJThy She Became a SplrUuall»t.,f

261 pages. Oue copy, fil.00; fllx, 15.00.
((FrQm Night to Morni

Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Charoh.
3$ pages. Ope copy, 15 cents; ten, «1.00.

Brìweeti Two Worldalf
209 pages. One copy, 75 cents ; six, |4.00.

AMfli.iierinuuently to ABBY A. JUDSON, Cincin
nati., o., by 1». O. Order, Express Order, or Registered 
Letter, ;, ' ' ’ 248

jj/ ARNOLD, platform and 
rr • Teat Medium, 452 Larrabee street Circles 

every Wednesday and Friday evenings. Admission 25 
cents. Opcu for a few more engagements. 25ti

7ALES WITH MY CHILDREN. OR 
Is There a God? Positively unique and Interest

ing. Published weekly at fiO cents a year by Henry 8. 
Hubbard. Samplfe copies free. Santa Monica, Cali
fornia.. . 252

- TN THIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR, 
J ' - Augusta W. Fletcher; M. £4 in- the thirty-nine 

.chapters dlBcusaes ta .wide variety of.subject« per
taining to Splrituallsni, from a spiritualistic stand
point. She evlncbs the powerspf .a trained thinker, 
.both In matter of thought and flue-literary -style; and 
capablty, of -thought exprewlon, ' The subjects are 
■well-handled with conciseness and yet with clearness.. 
It will prove a rich , addltlont to -anyfSplritualist’B 
library, and a-most excellent book for - tny ‘one seek
ing Information concerning Spiritual lain and Its teach- 
in?«.

‘For salo at this office.« Price.
<T:IÈE OF THÓI^S PAINE. -ITI^ 

WlcéÙiOÓ..'• . '■ ■ 
^ö^fdiNcA^D

‘X-fttio /CoñíostíonM.; By Her.- CäM. : CMnlquy. 
F-vçtÿ one sïcrfild reàd it Pricq ilJXh *• ? ' "■
yMMORtfAlXr^

-X. andDwelUogFJacè»; By J-.M;P.febleK.M. D. A 
book of rarement, látertitlng to ikTery.Wly. • Price 
fll.BO.'' ■■i.-'viVi-j; ‘
nrYîEDIANXÂ,SAND:Ty&nLEARTR-.

I J."- ly Victims. .By'A.-.I.TlsvlB.vi. work as Intere» 
cnrfenfc’Price Steen tar

1 SYCIIOMETRY. CONSULT WITH 
J. Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertaining to 
Practical life, aud your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
lair, or handwriting, and uno dollar. Will answer 

three questions free of charge. Scud for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wis. 251

FREE TO THE SICK.
JJREE TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 

■L Don't Butter any longer, but eend to A. M. Caldwell, 
clairvoyant and healer, who wllldlaguoao yourdlaea.e 
nieg, under special Instructions of a spirit band'of 
clee(ro-magn,Uc doctors. Lose no rime, but send at 
once lock of hair, age, one leading symptom, and tbrea 
two ceut stamps to. A. M. Caldwell, Box 2«, San Jo»e, 
c»’~________ 251.

ARS. \EMMA J.. HANSON, TRANCE 
1VJ. Medium. U07 Masonic Temple. 252

ATTEST FOR YOU
By Michigan's Most Successful Clairvoyant
If sick, send 4 cents in ¡fostage, a lock pf yonr hair, 
name, age and sex, one leading tym/iont and I will 
give, you a Clairvoyant Diagnosis of your disease 
F-REE. Twenty years experience as a regular 
physician, 12 years ai a successful Clairvoyant. 
Address, J. C. Batdorf, M. D.f Grand Rapids, Mich-

MWWIFE CANNOT SEE HOW tOU BO
¥-„. - IT AMD PAY FREIGHT,

our 2 drawer waloal or oil lot.
trTprofefl Mjjfa Blareraewlogmachine 

yT PIP finely finUbed, nickel plated,adapted to iicht 
aDl^ heavy work; piaraateed for 10 Yeart; with 

IT* H ' Aulomath Bobbin Winder, 8elf«TbreadIdr Cylln- 
** K Bknltle, flelf.Belting Needle and a cotpplete
o filer! A(taeh^enti| ahipped any whereon

80 Day’« Trial. No money required in adraace.
75,000 now inuie. World’a Fair Medal awarded machine and attach
ments. Duy from factory and eave dealer's and agant'a proflta. 
Fnsfr Cat ThleOat and send to-day for machine or lerae free 

ntX catalo<oa,teitlraonlal» and Gllmpie» of the World’a Fair.
OXFORD MFO. CO. 3» WaUth Au. CHICAGO,ILL.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Price iß canta.

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL' 
I »lease remember that Water,ot Lite la one of 
the best remedies tor Stomach, Ltver-and Kidney di»- 
eases. Large nainplile; free. Si B. Natu Su, Wilkes 
barre. Pa? J. il. Perry, Manager.. 202.

HYPNOTISM My original method ,1. lOu-pp , \ . U- llte- On,'ou Personal Magnet
law, loe. Dr. Anderson, P.T, 8 Masonic Temple,Chicago

COLLEGE OFFINEFORCES
[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.] ’ 

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED
theraputlcalueludlng tbeSuu Cure, Vital Magnet- 

tsin, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
Uto. Uiemlcal athiilty and baste principles developed 
with their marvellous applications, students In four 
continents have taken the course. Tbe college Is 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M„ Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of printed questions students 
can take the course aud receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E.' 
I>. Babbitt, M. D.. LI..1).. Dean. 5 Hollywood Avc, 
(formerly called Pulaski St./, East Orange. New 
Jersey. JS9

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ’ 

rnents, Surroundings, and Conditions in the Bpherea. 
By members of tbe Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelha- 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth lj.00. Postage K) cents. For sale at, 
this office. ' ‘ • 
----- ------------------- ----------------------------------------------------  

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 

JTl view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown. M. D. A pamphlet that 
should be In the hands of alL Price 15 cent*. Foi 
salu at this office.
~PSYCHUJ 4THY; OR SPIRIT HEAD 
JT Idr-. Being a series of lessons on the relations of 
wta spirit to It* own organism, aud the Interrelations 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
heallhg, by tho spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
tbe mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No 
physician should bo vlthont this book. No magnetic 
healer should bo without it, and no family ahouid 
be without tte valuable aid. It 1b a valuable aid 
to the physician in determining tbe relation of bls pa
tient's spirit to its body, thns enabling him to know 
what remedies aro necessary to perfectly adjust the 
same to each other; to the magnetic healer ft Is Inval
uable, because It illustrates the actual magnetic polflB
and thetr corresponding nerve centers. To the geir 
oral reader it will prove a boon because it explains the 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the influence 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth> 
11A0. For sale at Ihls office. \

SOMETHING GOOD.
T/7FWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. 
V A Sequel to “ A Stellar Key.” Illustrated. This 

work Is not merely descriptive of what the author calls 
the’* Summer-Laud.” but It is Illustrated with dia
grams of celestial objects ani views of different por
tions of the Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only the 
clairvoyant or clcar-scelng instrument of higher and 
atronger power. Contents: statements In regard u 
•‘Individual occupation,” “progress after death,” 
“oatlng and breatlilng In the aplrlt-ilfe,” “disappear 
sdco of the bodily org»“’ at death,” “ domestic enjoy
ments and true conjuga. >dons,” “origin of the doc
trine of the devil,” etc Cloth 75 cente. Postage 
t centa. For sale at th I • --»xlc-s.

invalids
U. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS £v 
V r stampt, their dlBease, or iymntoms, will receive 

pamphh't andadylce FRxEtocure themaeiveB without toXoto TU0MAS BATTKliY C0MPA“ c“d' 

pHE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND
Si O0 for private letter of advioa

fromi the> Spirit-world, w. P. Phelon. M. D„ «1« J«£ 
ton Bonlevard Chicago Ill. ' ,

SPIRITUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO 
i«nhJ!‘niuJ.?0^.loonl?LeS,lal to tho*° 8t botel», with 
»^IrltualUtf tmlly, at 88 BU. John’» Place near Union

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
VEND THREE '¿-CENT STAMPS 
j lock h,lr' a.scln,me' Ber- one leading KyinatoM 

,rccby

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
th™ JfiSSi" !lx ,,ue'tlona »ntwered, so cant» and 

UiBeDK“T* a™™. Station A, 

r\O YOU WISH TO HAVE GOOD 
health and live one hundred years? We can as. pst both. Kllxer No. 1 and 2. one pint or each ret^d^ 

win¡Lnl'ti’V“n<l,ln'A'ur*te the entire syHtetn, anti 
iTje.. in* ' *,r5ns e «ilrecttons how to take care of tbs 
body, will enable you to have good health and Uvo a 
century. All sent post-paid for ?i.oo,

B F-POOLE. Clinton Iowa.Rkfeufncer: B. B. llnrt, Clinton, iowa: Hattie M. 
buinncr, SbcFuian, Tex.; Mr. 11. Harmon, Jacksonville,

VVbat Shall I Do to Have Health?
Our Clairvoyant Iteuiedlcs. wlib Spirit Yami»'« In- 

btrucfion« how to take a new lense of life and live 10O 
yearrt| hevc cured (boiuanda; they will cure you

What Can I Do tn Have Eyesight?
Our Magnetized Compound curcBuorc eyes, strength' 

c“« and Tjresen-ea weak eyes.' Sent by mail, postpaid, 
for SIXTY cents.

Melted Pebble Spectacles.
n Restore lost vision, Write for Illustrated Circular! 
and how to be fitted by our Clairvoyant Kyaleni. Will 

-jend photograph of my spirit guide, Yarma, who re
vealed this knowledge to me. The sending of the 
photograph wopld seem to warrant the sending of 4 
cents in F. O. stamps. B, F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa.

YES YOU CAN
pET WELL. SEND 81 FOR A BOT- 

tie of EuxiB.Of Lot. A «plrlt remedy. Purely 
veieteble, »nd Maynedzed. Poiltlvely renew» Ufe 
Thouionde rejoice over health rettored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailment» there ti no better remedy 
made. Bend for circular. Dr. B. K. Myer» Ollntom 
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FORSTER, DR. W. M.
•THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR- 
J voyant of the Pacific Coast, will send a tree 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will send 
their name and address—in their own handwriting— 
wlili postage stamp for reply. ’’The Pacific Coast 
Spiritualist" of Dec. 80, 1898 says of Dr. Forster— 
"Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for bls benevolent work, his 
humanitarian ideas and practices, and his straight
forward course of Integrity and honor.” Address 
J)h. W. M. Fobbter. 1059 Market Su, San Francisco, 
Californio. 251

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “Hsychrarrived two weeks 
ago and to «ay I was pleased docsnot express my ap
preciation. My boy. twelve years old. Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It. Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping. Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clairaudlence.—M. Y. 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark.” Brice, H.-OO. Postage 
20cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. AV. H. Bach. Mfr. .St- Paul. Minn.

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
JT1 IN tour own home. Will Bond & pamphlet con
taining Instruction», ft letter designating your phase» 
of medium ship, a spiritual song book and copy of a 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mrs. J. A- 
BUM, 2521 Mich., avenue, Chicago, Ill. 275

'PHE BLIND MEDIUM. PROF. H, W 
J. Sinclair, will «end you by letter a life reading of 

the pa»t and future with data». Mall a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Addre«» Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No- G05

INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE 
J. the New York Unitarian Club. The first time In 
the history of the world tl'tt a Christian'Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture Is a grand One, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to end. 
The pamphlet con talus 12 pages, beautifully printed. 
Price, 6 cents; ten copies, 50 cents.
Ilf EMORI AL ORATION BY COLO- 

1VJL nel Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
ftefore the New York Legislature, May 9,1BS8. Price, 
< cents. .
r'OD IN THE. CONSTITUTION, B Y 

Robert G. Ingersoll. One of the best papers Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like* 
tiesii of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies for 81.00. 
TJ/HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
riK • Effacement of Christianity? By George Jacob 

Solyoake. - This is a most valuable contribution to 
Freirthought literature.. Bound In paper with good 
Ukeness of author, .Price, 10 cents; twelve copies 
lorifl.00. ... .

S GREAT ADDRESS ON 
, the late>Palne celebration In 
s, 6 cents; ten copies for50 cents. 
IP FOR JEWS; 'OR 
of the Freethinker’s Magazine 
4 cents; twenty-five copies for 

■ . ■ ■ *' ■ ' . ■ ’ 
INGS OF JESUS NOT 

i Adapted to ‘Modern Civilization, with the Tree 
Chnracterot Mary Magdalene.. By Geo. W. Brown, 
M. D. , Pike. 15 cenu. • • :

nESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HI» 
jPL tary, embracing the origin of the Jews, the RM 
anil Development bf Zoroastrianism and the sJerivw- 
tian of Christianity; to which la added: Whence0» 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. One of 
tho nw it valuable w or ¿sever nubllihci price tl-5^

West Ave., Jackson, Mich. 25»

rnrr DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send 
LULL five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sox, 
I IILLhandwriting or leading symptoms; you 
i ■■■“■■vf]irecelvea correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief roading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E.’ A. Read. Box 853, Lansing, Mich.
~T\EATH~AND~AFTEK LIFE?BYAN^ 
U drew Jackson Dari». Something yon shonH 
.tead. Price 75 cents. .
JTROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA 
L1 Rood Tuttle. A beautiful hook of poem» of rare 
tacrlt. Price »1.50.
'THE SPIRITUALBIRTH; OR DEATH 
JL and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moies Hull. This little 
pamphlet is devoted to an exposition of the spiritual
istic Idea of. death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with the common churcbly idea on the same subject. 
The nameof authorli ft sufficient guarantee that 
the subject Is well handled. For sale at this office. 
Price, 10 cent*»

7IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE 
t. History of Atbanel, Chief Prleit of a Band of Al 
Aryafli. An Outline History of Man. Writtenthrough 
the mediumship of U.G. Flgley. You ahouid read 
thlswork.-. Price30reals. ■: - ■ ■
TJT/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN 
Vv “ Three Sevens,” a book of 271 pases. It Is re

ally a very Interesting amd suggestive work. Prlc« 
,1.25.. . . . ...
•THE CHILDRENS1' PROGRESSIVE 
JL Lyceum. A manual,' with directions for the or- 

rsnlzstton and management of. Bunday schools. By 
Anflrcw Jackson Davis, Something Indespenslbla. 
Price 50 cent». . ■ ' - ■
VEERS': y OF THE AGES. EMBRAC

ED Ing Spiritualism, past and present. By J. M. Pa»- 
Lies, M. D. All encyclopedia of Interesting and in
structive facts. Price 82.00-
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Between Magnetism and 
Hypnotism,

of Countess j Wacht
meister.

much surprised to know why his horse 
would turn in that peculiar fashion. 
Also dogs would jump on their two paws 
and then persons would turn .around 
again, little imagining it was the old 
man upon the fifth floor who would ex
cite these animals to behave in this 
queer fashion. .

Now, Baron De Potet gave very often 
'public exhibitions, and one of them was 
so peculiar and so extraordinary that I 
will mention it to you, though I must 
say that I have disapproved of it and 
told the'old man so, for I felt that one 
has absolutely no right to bring forth 
the weaknesses of one’s fellow-creatures 
before the public. He would make a 
straight line with a piece of chalk, and 
then to the right he woujd make a 
curved line, magnetizing that for good, 
and then he would make a curved line 
to the left, magnetizing that for evil. 
He would then take his patient, and get 
his patient to walk straight up that line, 
and the peculiar part of it was that very 
rarely a patient ever reached to the end 
of that line, because they, always, 
swerved off either to the one or to the

r «
<

LECTURE BEFORE THE THEOSOPHICAL 

I SOCIETY OF CHICAGO, AT ISABELLA
HOTEL, ON THE EVENING OF AUGUST 
13, 1894. :

¡SPECIAL STENOGRAPHIC REPORT FOR 
i ■ THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER.]

Thp Countess spoke as follows: 
• Ladies and Gentlemen:—-My lecture 
)his evening is on "The Difference Be
tween Magnetism and Hypnotism." ' 

' Magnetism has been known from, all 
centuries. It was universally, used by 

( the Indians and ¡the Tlgyj>gani There 
Is alço frequent mention of ilt'in the 
Bible: and, later on, you’ will find that 
It was much, used by kings and was 
known as a cure of king's evil. ' King: 
Charles the Second had; this ©xtrpordi-: 
nary,gift, and‘peppleuééd:to'coiné>tô/liim 
tnd.he would, lay pis hands upon Ahem; ‘ 
(also Louis XIV.,. and - a particular 'day 
was. set aside .when, the people wollki 
come to be cilred'by the-king. - •'

But I will not take up time by men
tioning all these people. I will come 
flown to a later period, that of Mesmer 
at the end of the last century, who in
troduced what was called mesmerism or 
magnetism to the European world. He 
began, first of all, by magnetizing with 
a magnet. He used to hold the magnet 
to the diseased part and then the per
sons would get cured. After a time he 
found that so many people’camé,, to - him 
that he formed what he called ' 'his bat
tery. That was a large round tub that 
was filled with pieces of glass and iron 
shavings, and there were tubes all 
around and also à wire which' was placed 
iround it, and he, standing at 'òhe end, 
would hold the two ends of thé wire and 
■then he would send his magnetism 
through it, and doing this people would 
get cured. After a time he discovered 
that not o»ly were people cured by this, 
but also if there was anybody who had a 
kind of a nervous complaint this would 
communicate to those around so that 
then they also would become possessed 
of such illness, and sometimes he would 
have all these people falling down upon 
the ground, and beginning to have hys
teria, shrieking out and screaming in 
every possible kind of a way. Natu
rally he saw that it was impossible to 
continue curing in this fashion, and so 
he gave up his battery. He then re
commenced with his magnet, but after 
s time discovered that he could cure 
squally well by the placing on of hands, 
ind so afterwards he would also cure in 
that manner.

Then we have Poissoner, who was a 
pupil of Mesmer, and he was remark
able for curing in a very peculiar 
fashion. He would magnetize a tree, 
Mid then placing all his patients around 
that tree, they would hold their hands 
an to the trunk and would then get 
sured. But also the same thing hap
pened as with Mesmer, that if there 
was anyone with a hysterical disease the 
persons abound would immediately 
catchit. So he also had to cure each 
person alone. Then there was Pierre 
Daset, who was a very wonderful man*, 
an old man in France who had ah' ex
traordinary power of r magnetism; and 
then we could mention numbers of mag- 
netizers, but I will còme down to Baron 
De Potai, who lived ¡in this century. 
Baron De Potet was a Frenchman, who' 
at the age of sixteen began to magnet
ize, and went on to the age of eighty-five, 
when the old man died. Just before his 
death he made a remarkable: Cure, that 
of curing a Russian prince of paralysis. 
This Russian prince had traveled all 
over Europe trying to gêt cured from 
different doctors. Now, •• I myself had
lessons from Baron De Potet, and I went 
to him frequently and learned his 
method of cure. He was a very power
ful magnetizer, and he told me-that vast 
numbers of people used to come to him 
to be cured and used to beg of him even 
to give them a piece of his old clothes; 
that -when' he had old clothes he always 

■ cut them up in small pieces and handed 
th'em around to those who wanted to’ be 
cured, because bis patients were so 
numerous that It was impossible for him 
to take all the'patients that were offered 
to him. I have seen him stand up on 
the fifth floor of his apartments and 
make horses and' dogs down in- the 
streets do most extraordinary 'center^ 
tions. A horse would turn around sud
denly, and the coachman would be very

other line, either to the good or to the 
evil, and an extraordinary part of it was 
that always in their swerving off, it was 
that quality within themselves which 
predominated: therefore if a person had 
the good predominating in them they 
would invariably turn to the good line; 
but if the evil predominated then they 
would go to the left.» TJius, I consicL 
ered, as ,I said .. to him, it was a 
wrong exhibition; it Was 'exceedingly: 
wrong to t? tow up tbe weaknesses: of our 
fellow-crei \res, who should our 
brothers, NAothei's. ..But still It was 
most- strarigU and* mpstqxtrapj’jlinapy.., to 
see tkeb.suck^a'tking'Bllould never fail..] 
■for he did it over and dker again,' always 
with .the same result;; : . . j

Baron D© Potet wall a very, powerful- 
magnetizer, And he'otired', ph enormous
number of people; but before entering. 
into what he taught me, I will first of 
all give you my idea of the difference 
between magnetism and hypnotism.

I maintain that? magnetism is a vital 
fluid, the universal vital fluid which 
passes through the human body, and 
comes out;either from the tips bf the 
hair, the eyes, the flngers or the toes; 
.that thus you can emit this Vital fluid; 
and emitting this vital fluid towards a 
person you can Magnetize him.' Now, a 
good magnetize^.will only direct the 
will power to the disease. He will;never 
attack the brain. He.will never'attack 
the intelligence, but he' will just throw 
his magnetism on to the diseased part of 
the person; willing that the diseased 
part be cured. -,

Hypnotism is different. First Of all 
the hypnotizer will place his hypnotized 
subject into the 'trance condition. He 
will take a shimmering or bright object 
and place it over the head; the eyes 
then get into a kind of squint, looking 
up to that, and in that state the nerve 
centers of the brain are paralyzed, and, 
being paralyzed, the person falls into a 
trance state. The hypnotist can also 
do this by placing a finger here (between 
the eyes) and willing the subject to 
sleep. The nerves then again become 
paralyzed, and being paralyzed this per
son i§ in the trance. state. When that 
state is induced the hypnotizer then uses 
suggestion—which is really hypnotism. 
Then their suggestion controls Jne brain 
of another person. Then it is that a 
person with strong will power controls 
the brain of a person with weak will 
power, and that is the harm. That is 
what is so exceedingly wrong, because 
we are all free persons; we should all 
hive our free wills, and no man has any 
right at all to control the will of knottier. 
Thus you see the difference between 
magnetism and hypnotism, and I beg 
that you will keep this in your blinds as 
I proceed, as then you will better under
stand what I have to say. '■

i will now return to magnetism. 
Baron De Potet bold me that when one 
wants to magnetize one, he first of-all 
eliminates the disease from the body. 
Now, then,the method of doing this is to 
place the hand on the diseased part and 
then to will the disease to come into the 
hand. I have seen cases where the 
hand will be completely swollen up, and 
other cases where the hand experiences 
an exceedingly disagreeable sensation. 
When you have taken the disease out of 
the body in that way, if you throw it be
hind, be most careful that nobody is be
hind you, because of that I have made 
experiments in Esdale Hospital, in Cal
cutta; also in the San Petriel, in Paris, 
by placing persons behind, then by 
throwing the disease backwards on to 
those persons, they invariably catch the 
disease. Thus you see that there is a 
bad fluid which emanates from the body.

Then again, you can take this disease 
out of the body with the hand, and plac
ing, it into water, if you get a dog or a 
cat to drink that tfater, if the disease 
has been of a poisonous character- you 
Will find that dog or cat will die. : Thus, 
that again showing that an emanation, a 
bad emanation, comes out of the body. 
That is why we, in the Theosophical 
Society, do not approve of that method 
bf denial which is used so much by 
Christian Scientists, and I will explain 
why. Fit-st of all I must tell you what

we consider as a disease and whence 
disease proceeds. First of all we say 
that disease comes from bad thinking, 
from bad thoughts, from irritation, from 
worrying, If those thoughts have been ' 
entertained in a previous life and the 
outcome has not shown itself, then the 
person will be thrown in that family 
where there is hereditary disease, so 
that the. cause being produced in the 
previous life, the person has to suffer 
the effect in this life. If this bad think
ing has taken place in this life, then the 
disease-Wil! throw itself on to the astral 
or ethereal body, because we all of us 
have, an ethereal body on which the 
physical is built. Physicians tell us 
that we lose all our molecules every 
seven years, they being replaced by 
other molecules. Therefore, naturally, 
the physical body must have a mould on 
which it is built. Therefore, wè, allot 
us, have an ethereal body or what we 
call an astral body on which tbe physical 
is built. Now, in some persons this 
body is very loosely knit to the physical 
body, and those pgggims are the best 
magnetizers, because this ethereal fluid 
can easily flow in and out of that body. 
Now, when you think bad thoughts or 
worrying thoughts, or have great irri
tation, that produces a kind of irritation 
or inharmony; it throws itself on to 
this ethereal body, Which is really the 
body of sensation. The physical body 
has absolutely no sensation. You can 
take-an idiot and perform a most horri
ble operation on his foot, and he looks at 
it all the time and laughs because he 
feels nothing. His brain being in a dis-, 
ordered condition is unable to feel. 
Therefore the body never feels. Now. 
this ethereal body is really the body of 
sensation. It is that body which takes 
up to the brain the sensation of pain, 
and when the ethereal body has brought 
to the brain that sensation, then the 
brain feels the pain and causes tbe man 
to suffer pain. Therefore it is that on 
this body the irritation and disharmony 
of the bad thinking shows itself, and 
then -this ethereal body, inorder to get 
rid of it out of its natural channel; 
'throws it on to the physical body bo that 
it may ,get out of the physical .body, 
through the pores of the skin. Asi have 
told you, it can be eliminated in ,mag- 
.netism by throwing .off' that bad_’.flmd 
ybkb Ik th’kowmaul, and, I can-show you. 
that rthat'. bod1 fl uijfl-.exists by showing- 
there is a - bad emanation which G 
brought fropa the body.

I will take -a disease which is not a 
very pleasant one, but very graphic; 
that is a boil. How does a boil com
mence? It commences with irritation; 
then itgoes on to Inflammation, and then 
afterwards comes pus matter, Now, the 
Christian Scientist will come and he 
will say: "There is no pain; there is no 
disease,” and will go on repeating that 
denial that there is no pain, or no dis
ease. What doés he do? Ho shuts up 
the pores pf the skin, and shutting up 
the, pores Of the skin, if that boll was 
in the state, of irritation or inflammation, 
he will throw it back on to the ethereal 
body. Thus the patient would be per
fectly cured; there would not be a trace 
of inflammation; .it would be all- gone; 
the skin would be clean and. white; 
there would be no pain and the patient 
would say: “I am cured.” That is sq, 
but where is the disease? Where-Is 
that bad emanation? Why it has gone 
back on to the astral or ethereal body. 
And what does it do? It remains there 
for a time, and then, perhaps, it may 
come out again in the same form of dis
ease, or else it may come out in that 
body in a different kind of disease. Else 
it may do this:—it may stop latent in 
the ethereal body and then come out In 
the next life as hereditary disease; or 
else it may do another thing:—it may 
translate itself on to the higher plane, 
and doing that, it will then come out as 
mental and moral disease. Therefore, 
we do not approve of that system of de
nial. But the Christian Scientists have 
another way of curing which is perfectly 
legitimate and right, and that is the 
throwing up of the mind to the very 
highest, the throwing up of the inind to 
the love principle, and then throwing 
that down upon the patient. Often that 
can help thé patient to be cured. But 
again, nobody has the right even to cure 
another person without that person's 
consent, because, as I havé said, we, all 
of us, have our free,will, and, therefore, 
you have'absolutely no right even to at
tempt to cure another unless he asks 
you to do so. What happens if you do? 
You have to bear a part of the Karma 
of that person.becauae you have meddled 
yourself with his Karma,

As I said last night, it is danger
ous to interfere with the gLy of an
other, or with the Karmsi ,¡1 anothér. 
Now, in this process of unitfW yourself 
to the divine principle, wli ' | happens? 
What I have often seen, ant • liât is that 
the disease,- if it1 is in th| lead, often 
goes down'to the throat,« .. ten to thé 
chest, then to the lower parts of the 
body and finally to the feet, which be
come swollen, and the feet becoming 
swollen,df you put them into water and 
then get'.a dog or cat to drink that water, 
they would be sick. The bad emana
tion has come tout in that way, and thus 
if you make any animal drink of the bad 
emanation it will become ill. This 
shows that there is a bad fluid, as I told 
you, which should come from the dis
eased part. . :

Baron De Potet, in teaching me how 
to magnetize, told me, first of all, to 
take away this bad fluid. . When that 
was done, the. next process is to fill the 
body with vitality, to fill the body with 
magnetism, which is the universal vital 
fluid flowing through the astral body 
■into the physical body, which thus be
comes magtaetism as it is .emitted. Now, 
when the patient receives that magnet
ism hé gets an over-plus of vitality. 
Then what occurs? Very often it hap.

pens , in (Sleep; that is, he sleeps; he 
sleeps.a natural sleep, and Baron De 
Potet told me that if . he was left alone 
he would never slee'p beyond twenty-four 
'hours. The old Baron said to. me that 
he was. always idplighted when his par 
tient; went off - ¡into that natural sleep, 
because then th,e magnetism was work
ing in the patient, and so'.he was certain 
of-curé. * ,

I told you thpt an over-plus of vitality 
.equses us to. sleep. You may -think this 
a strange theory, ‘J>i*t I will . try to ex
plain it to you; • In the morning when 
w,e awake we-are then vigorous; .we are 
able to resist this universal fluid that Is 
always wanting'to,overpower us; but as 
the day comes''on we become weaker, 
w.e become tired with our work, and be
coming tired with .pur; work, then this 
vitality overcomes US and we sleep. And 
for exactly the. same reason babies sleep 
'60 much. • They are weak; those little 
babes have hot the resistance against 
the universal vital, fluid which is always 
overpowering ¡them, and so they con
tinually sleep, pntil growing later and 
getting stronger, they are able to resist 
that Vital fluids' The; same with the old. 
Thé ojd are always sleeping; ' because, 
as they grpw old whiey get weak and they 
also,have not.|thev power of resistance 
agaihsi'th'e vitpl fluid, and thus that is 
the reason why we bleep. '

Now, when ¡this datient is in this 
trance or sleep condition, the magnet- 

,izer can then, if he so choose, liberate, 
the consciousness of the patient and 
allow this consciousness to go off wh'er- 
ever it pleases^ The difference being 
between the tgagnetizer and the hypno
tizer» that the magnetizer simply lib
erates the consciousness, allowing it to 
go, ‘while the hypnotizer commands the 
consciousness to do what he chooses.

When this 'Consciousness is ' liberated 
it can go off “to any country,visit any 
place and then bring you back intelli
gence which, later ¿pp, you may verify 
by letter, . I saw rÿthpr a'curlous exper
iment made ip that way. A lady came 
when Baron I)© Potpt had a patient' in 
the’ sleep, and ' she said to him: "Oh, 
Baron, I flo wish youlw6uld try to And 
out where I lost a note of five hundred 
francs in-a hotel, I’was there last ypqr. 
,and the note ¡disappeared. I thought 
thewàiter;hadii9toienitthaudbo,gotthe' 
-hotel -maatar^te-'diBinisa^theT wqitoi-, 
but," she said?"‘since.then Ihaveaiways’ 
had qualms /of conscious thinking that 
probably7 thewaitor had-never stolen the 
note.”. The lady in sleep was asked and 
she went to the hotel and returned and 
said:’"Thé note is still-in the writing 
table, and if you will return to the hotel 
and-ask. the master of the. hotel he can 
search there and find your note.” The 
lady started, the next morning and re
turned'with the note, which she then 
.sent to the waiter as a slight recom
pense for the injustice that had been 
done to him.

-In this. state of sleep or trance the 
hypnotizer may come along and may 
then give suggestion to the person. In 
the same way the hypnotizer can, if he 
so chodses, come to a' person in normal 
sleep, and then suggest to him, or else 
he may suggest to persons who are 
awake and have their full senses about 
them.’ This I will explain later on.

The person who is in that trance con
dition can be, as I told you, liberated 
from the consciousnessp'd also the con
sciousness is then thrown back to the 
body and no harm has ensued, because 
in tnis way the will power or brain has 
never been interfered with.

■ Baron De Potet also told me that one 
could magnetize animals, and V .S'ivo 
made many experiments in this-Viirec- 
tion, but there is a great danger ipymag- 
netizlng animals because there is always 
a-.mom&nt when the animal will turn 
around and want to rend you. There
fore, I have made my experiments in 
the zoological gardens always with a 
strong fence before me and the animal, 
and strong iron bars, so that I felt per
fectly safe. Having made these experi
ments I found that some animals could 
be far moi’6 easily magnetized than 
others, and also some birds; that some 
of ¡them it is almost impossible to mag
netize. The 'most dangerous ■ experi
ment was with a snake, because" the 
pOwer of the snake’s eye is something so 
¡peculiar that it fascinates you, and if 
you attempted io magnetize a snake,in a 
few.minutes you would be fascinated by 
it, j felt a feeling of horror come, over 
me one day when I attempted to do the 
thing, and ! rushed from the place as 
fast as I possibly could, because I felt 
that had I remained a moment, longer I 
should have been completely under the 
control of that snake.

Now,¡hypnotism is, as I have explained 
to you, the control of the weak by the 
strong .will; but before I begin to tell 
you about hypnotism, I will just run 
over.the principles of the body. In The
osophy We divide man up into seven 
principles, because in doing that it is 
far easier for us to understand man.- I 
wish you to understand by this that we 
do hot divide man up as ¡you would the 
skins of an onion, peeling off one prin
ciple after the other. But we illustrate 
in th is way: Take a bottle, fill it with 
oil, and-then when you have got it quite 
full you can take a more volatile sub
stance, ¡ether, and place it into that 
bottle, and then that ether will inter
penetrate the interstices of the oil, and 
so again remain in the bottle. Again, 
take a.mp’reyolatile substance and you 
can pour that ¡in so it will interpene
trate-the, molecules of the ether; and 
that 1illustrates our seven principles. 
We take flrst of all the physical, body. 
That. physical body after death we ad
vise'.always should be cremated, because 
by cremating it it is good for humanity; 
because;otherwise bad emanations are 
al ways coming out of that physical body 
during the" process of disintegration; but 
we have another reason why it is better

if the body is cremated, because we 
want that body to be disintegrated as 
quickly as possible, as it Is only when 
that body is disintegrated that then the 
next principle can also disintegrate, the 
next principle being the ethereal liofly 
or astral body that I have already 
spoken to you about, • ■

This astral body, as I told you, is very, 
often loosely knit tp the physical body, 
and when it is so a man can easily mag
netize because the vital fluid flows 
through him so easily. It is also the 
case with mediums, particularly those 
who produce materialization; because 
then, if the astral.is very loosely knit to 
the physical, the astral can oo?e out of 
the physical, and oozing out of the phys
ical, then it’ can take upon itself the 
photograph' of»any individual, and so 
represent the relati ves of any person in 
the seance; then, as it is chameleon-like, 
it can take the image of that and so show 
the relative to the person present. It 
is. very easy for it to do that, because 
everything Is photographed in the as
tral-aura around us. It only has to 
look there to see in the mind of the 
sitter what he wants, and then it will 
produce any image that is desired.

I will tell you another thing in con
nection with this astral which may In
terest you. That is, when the astral 
body is out of the physical, if you take a 
knife and wound that astral .body, the 
wound does not appear on the astral 
body but appears on the physical. This 
is called re-percussion. And to those 
who are interested in this subiect, I 
advise them to read Daset’s book. It 
has been translated into English by 
Colonel Olcottoand contains many au
thenticated caSSs that are exceedingly 
interesting on this subject. There was 
an old witch In Kempton, who was seen 
one morning with a great gash down her 
cheek. She had tried to torment a man 
the previous night, and as he" had felt a 
sort of feeling of ' cotton wool—had felt 
this most disagreeable sensation—he 
had taken a knife that was on the table 
before him and had struck that cotton 
wool with the knife, the gash appearing 
on the old woman’s cheek the ne|t day. 
I was told this story while ylpittyg 
Kempton, end I was. told thqt .it was be- 
causejtJjis old witch had tried. to obtain 
a certain sum otmoney froih- this .man, 
which, she was uuabl^ to dm, and, there.- 
fOre, was trying to tdrnient ftim ib make 
him give the money, and then he 
treated her in this fashion. ' *

The third principle is the universal 
vital fluid that I have already told you 
about. Then comes-the principle of de
sire. This desire is the pivot of our 
bodies, so that if we send desire down
wards we become very material; but if 
-we are always sending desire upwards, 
then we become more spiritual. This 
desire being generally sent downwards 
in our bodies, because we are always 
seeking in the material instead of the 
spiritual, after death contains a great 
deal of the material, and therefore, nat
urally, that part of us cannot go into a 
heavenly state. Therefore, it remains in 
what we call Kama Loka, and should 
naturally disintegrate. If left alone 
with an ordinary good person it will be 
perfectly unconscious, and in that state 
will gradually disintegrate, and the 
physical body having been disintegrated 
by cremation, liberates its Kama Rupa 
body, or body of desire; very much 

■quicker, and so enables it to disintegrate 
very much sooner. The Indians had a 
very peculiar process of disintegrating 
this body. One of their relatives dies; 
a priest is sent for. Now, they had very 
much more knowledge of these things 
than we have. The priest will know 
what is the key-note of every Individ
ual; therefore knowing the .key-note of 
the person who has died, he puts to
gether a Mantra, being a series of San
scrit words, which strung together pro
duce a particular sound. Doing that, 
he then tells the relatives that they 
have to repeat this Mantra continually 
on this particular note or sound. This 
being sounded constantly against that 
body of desire, the Kama Rupa body, 
gradually disintegrates it, disintegrates 
Ft far quicker than if left in the normal 
condition. Now. the Roman Catholics 
have their prayers for the dead on a 
particular day. They always have cer
tain masses for the dead, but they have 
lost the art; they have no idea what is 
the key-note of those who have died; 
therefore it is impossible for them to 
make their mass on to the key-note of 
the individual; therefore they are un
able to disintegrate the body as is done 
by the Hindoos; " • .

Now, the next principle is Manas, the 
mind . principle;. Then comes Buddhi, 
or the spiritual soul. And then the uni
versal principle, which makes seven. 
The last three, trinity in one, forms the 
individuality or the ego,- the divine 
principle of man, that which lasts to all 
eternity; that which goes into heaven, 
or rather enjoys a heavenly -state, and 
enjoys that heavenly state as long as it 
possibly desires to do so; but at last the 
time comes when it has to return to 
earth, and then the process begins.

■ Now, I gave you threeriines, namely, 
death, the Kama Rupa state, or what the 
Roman Catholics call purgatory, and 
then what you would call heaven, or we 
call Devachanic state. That is the top 
of. the triangle. But coming down to 
earth, you have to come down on the 
other side of the triangle, and necessa
rily having that Kama Rupa state, or 
purgatory state, in between death and 
heaven, you can also have an inter1 
mediary state between heaven and-re
birth, and that intermediary state is the 
animal world. We all of us have the 
animal within us. We all of us have 
the brute within us.': Therefore we re
turn to earth, and we have to remain a 
certain time in that animal world, ac
cording to the'different passions we 
have had on earth, and we are then

affiliated to an animal during that time, 
That is- the meaning of transmigration 
of souls, which has been so very badly 
translated and misunderstood, : because 
people believe by. .transmigration of 
souls'.that it is a reincarnating into ani
mals; Now, that is an absolute impossi
bility. No man who .has the divine 
within him, and self-consciousness 
within him» can ever descend into an 
animal. But he has to pay his debt to 
animals, because we all owe a great debt 
to animals, because we eat them. We 
commit a great crime in killing animals. 
What right have we to take the life of 
an animal who is as filled with the uni
versal vital fluid as we are? Therefore, 
doing that, we have to pay the penalty, 
because everything that we sow we 
have to reap, and as we have sown that 
Karma and brought about all that 
misery to animals, we will have to reap 
what we have sown. Also vivisection- 
ists, those who are cruel to animals, 
those who are tormenting animals, they, 
in that heavenly world, will have to suf
fer. Has It ever struck you what pain 
you inflict on. animals when you eat 
them? It every man had to kill the an
imal that he eqts, I do not think there 
would be many who would eat animals. 
I have talked to many butchers on this 
subject, and they hâve all told mo that a 
mile before ■ the animal is to be 
slaughtered that ' animal .»knows. He 
smells the blood; he begins to tremble; 
he begins to have fear; and as he comes, 
as he approaches—I have ' been told by 
persons who have seen it—that the ex
pression of the eyes of those animals is 
something terrible to witness; the look 
of agony when they know what is com
ing. They aré filled with life; they are 
filled with vitality; they love their life; 
they love to gambol about in the places 
where they live, and therefore when 
they know that they have to approach, 
and when they smell the blood they 
know it, they begin to tremble; they be
gin to have fçpr, and then the whole of 
their animal Spul revolts at the idea of 
human cruelty and Injustice, that wants 
to cut them <?ff before the timp, and 
then the whole of that psychic fueling, 
the wholp qi that misery, come^ down 
qnd |>prinpfites the meat, and thpn you 

‘ I will tell you what happened in Sim 
Francisco whqn I wps there, and , that 
was that a gréât number of people were 
very ill beCàûse they ate of a certain 
beef, and this beef was a big ox, a ÿery 
large, powerfql animal, that was taken 
to the slaughter, and thp . doctors made 
inquiry about ¿.the killing .of that beef, 
because so matey per tons were taken ill, 
and all those who had eaten of it were 
very sick. Now, that animal wps a pow
erful animal, with the whole of his 
vitality in him. He loved hie life, and 
he did not 'Want to die, and he 
knew before he came his fate, and 
he began to revolt, he' began to 
kick, he began to scream, he began to 
fight, and he fought evpry inch of his 
life until he'got there, and they said 
foam came out of his mouth; they said 
the eyes wore Starting out Of his head, 
and they said he was horrible to look 
at, and the whole of him was covered 
with persplràtion. Now, all of that 
psychic feeling went and permeated 
that meat because he was slaughtered; 
and so you see what the slaughtering of 
animals means, and when you pass 
through that animal world you "will have 
to pay your debt.

Have you ever remarked, any of you, 
how very like some persons are to ani
mals, how one resembles .a sheep, an
other an ox, another a dog, another a 
horse, and so on? It is because of those 
persons having been very closely 
affiliated to those animals during their 
descent, into re-birth, and therefore, 
having been so very closely affiliated to 
them, they bring the impress of the 
features onto their physical face, and 
then after all the ego descends into re
birth and the soul regains the reincar
nations.

Now, I have been explaining to you 
these seven principles, and my desire 
fordoing so is because I wish to explain 
to you how the will power acts. All will 
power comes from the universal spirit, 
and that coming through man, through 
the ego of man, if it passes through that 
ego or spiritual part it becoriies a spirit- 
ual'will. If it passes through the mental 
plane it becomes mental will. If it 
passes through the principle of desire, 
it then shows itself as desire. It it 
comes down lower into the physical 
body, it then shows-itself as physical 
will—all the-different phases of the one 
universal will.- \ ,

In magnetism, if you throw out this 
will power, the kind of magnetism you 
bring depends Very much on the princi
ple through which you have thrown it. 
Also, it would ¡take-upon; itself a differ
ent shade of Color,.according to the prin
ciple ; through which you throw it. 
Therefore those who really would know 
how tp magnetïfcébavéto learn ©11 those 
principles, so that.'.they may thoroughly 
understand through which principle and 
which kind of, mágnetishi they wish to 
give to their patient. ■ That is a very 
important item, in magnetism.

Man is a center; of contagion, from 
the lowest plané, to the . highest. A 
great many ¡diseñes aré contagious. 
The next plane, vitality, is also infec
tious. That is . why thé very , young 
should never sleep with the old and in
firm. I knew;an old. lady, in London 
who lived entirely oh the magnetism o! 
young persons? She was a very-rich old 
lady, and so she. wished, to. get youiig. 
girls from farin houses who would come 
and stay for a ’month; .She woiild keep 
them always in the ' room with herself. 
Being a kind of vampire, • she would 
vampirize their .vitality, and in .a short 
time they would get pale and weak, and 
then she woûld replace them by an
other. Now, this horrible old woman

lived for 'several years in this way. 
Being very rich, she paid very large 
sums, and happily,- at last she died. 
There was also the Seeress of Frevorst, 
in Germany. She never ate anything. 
She' lived entirely on magnetism, and' 
Dr.-.'Justlnus Kerner has given an ac
count of her life, in which lie said that ■ 
he never permitted persons ■ to remain 
long in her room, they would • get so 
weakened iLthey stayed there. He was 
always obliged to continually change 
the persons about her. But she was in 
a very sick, diseased state, and she was 
very abnormal, if you placed her in a 
bath you had to hold her down, because 
otherwise she always floated to the top.

The next plane is that of the passions. 
Hate produces hate; love, love. ,The 
next is the mental plane, and there we 
all know that thoughts are transferable 
and spiritual stimuli are good.

Now, hypnotism in many ways resem
bles the state of amesthesia, and we will 
go Into that, so as to understand hypnot
ism.

A person is in a state of anaesthesia 
and the astral body leaves that person, 
and then the person has an operation 
performed, and feels no pain. The 
astral, in the meantime, is in the astral 
world, and when it returns from its 
junketings there has been very great 
difficulty in making the physical under
stand what it has done during its,ab
sence, because all sensations on the 
astral plane are dissimilar to those on 
the physical plane. Then, again, we 
will take.another ease. This aStral body 
has seven layers to it. It will go off and 
leave the lower layers, that lower layer 
which is the body of sensation that I , 
spoke to you about. The operation is 
performed, and when consciousness 
comes back, then this lower layer com
municates to the consciousness what hud 
occurred during the trance condition of 
the patient. And then that extraordi
nary phenomenon comes' which has so 
often puzzled doctors, and that is that 
when the patient comes to himself a 
long time after the operation has been 
performed he suffers the whole of the 
operation.
• Again, we will take another case. 
The astral body goes out, taking th< 
■self-consciousness, but leaving mor< 
layers behind. Those are the layers 
Which'arc the recording tablets. Those 
are the layers that if wo want to wake 
up at six' o’clock, we inform those re
cording tablets that we want to wake 
up, and we do wake at that hour. Thun 
there are also those layers which, if we 
want to move a hand or foot, they move 
the hand or foot fbr us. Therefore the 
consciousness leaves behind it these 
layers. Now, when the consciousness 
goes, it has absolutely no idea that it 
has left the door of its house open, and 
that a thief is coming in. It goes, and 
the thief comes, the thief being the 
hypnotist, and the hypnotist gives an 
additional suggestion to the patient that 
ho shall stanu upon his head. Now, 
these recording layers that remain, 
being those thathad'becn accustomed to 
obey that which has been sent to them 
from the ego, having no judgment of 
their own, immediately cause the pa
tient to stand upon his head. Else, the 
hypnotist will suggest to the patient 
that four hours after lie awakes he is to 
go and take a walk. The. hypnotist 
then departs. Self-consciousness returns 
to his home, little knowing a thief has 
been there during his absence. Ami 
what occurs? Four hours pass, and as 
they are coming to an end. all these 
lower layers begin to agitato them
selves. It is like the shiver of an alarm 
clock before it strikes. < Then they send 
up an intimation to the sell-conscious
ness, saying they want to take a walk, 
and the self-consciousness absolutely 
thinks-it is his own idea. He has not 
the remotest idea that a thief has been 
in there and has placed the idea for 
him. And then ho gets up most com
placently and goes and takes a walk. 
Why does this happen? Because we are 
so accustomed to identify ourselves with 
the lower parts of our body that most 
anybody can come into our house and 
suggest anything, and we will think it 
is ourselves, because we do not separate 
ourselves from our bodies and our 
senses. As I said last night, we are not 
masters of ourselves. If we were mas
ters of ourselves, nobody could coms 
into our house and treat us in that way. 
It is exactly the same as a driver who 
has his carriage and his horses. Now, 
the driver is the self-consciousuess, the 
carriage is the body, the horses are the 
senses. If that driver cannot draw in 
these horses and control them he will be 
run away with. So it is with us. Wa 
are always being run away with because 
we cannot control our senses, and so we 
shall always be liable to be hypnotized 
until wo can. You see the ruler cannoli 
be identical with the ruled. If you want 
to rule your body you must rule it, and 
not be identical with the lower princi
ples and the senses.

Hypnotism can do an enormoui, 
amount of harm. I knew very well Mr, " 
Hanson, the Danish hypnotist. He is i 
very good man, a very earnest man, and 
a man who in his work thoroughly be- 
lieves'he is doing good. ’ It is because 
he does not understand the evil he is 
doing that he continues his work. We 
have had many conversations together. 
Now this is his theory. He says to me: 
"I cure a patient of a disease that per
haps the doctor cannot cure him of, and 
I say to him, yes, you can. but if -you 
draw your will power away, from that 
patient, or if you die, that patient will 
get that disease exactly as he had it be
fore.” And I know several, instances bf 
cases.where it has happened. A ladv in 
Russia was cured of a very bad rheum
atic gout in Paris by a hypnotizer, and 
for years she was free from it. All of a 
sudden it came back to her. -and site
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On thé» Spirit bide fof Life.

By a'Proininent Medium of Ohio, J

GOD.

In looking over the inspirational lecture of 
J. J. Morse published in your valuable paper, 
August 25th, some of my mediumistic experi
ences of about eighteen years ago were so 
forcibly brought before me that I canno; 
refrain from giving them as a sort of supple
ment to the lecture referred to, and as a possi
ble benefit to your many readers. I shall 
make, first, three quotations from Mr. Morse’s 
lecture, that have a bearing upon my experb 
ences, as well as upon the teachings of my 
spirit-band. First: “There is a God who 
works in nature and through humanity." 
Second: “Spiritualists do believe , in God. 
They may refuse many of the patterns of God 
presented for their, consideration, yet God,' ' 
the infinite presence and the Jpterpal ' spirit^ 
will remain a central idea in fog <jdhscibusq§^' 
of every Spiritualist." Thlritjl “Brjngiii^. 
yoursely.es then in harmony wifo'foe universal’ 
principles of order, form and’beauty, you 
bring yourselVes in harmony with God. r

The substance of the lecture is contained 
in the above three paragraphs. First, Mr. 
Editor, I will say that I was not of the num
ber who sought mediumship by sitting for it. 
I became a medium, not from choice, but 
because 1 could not get away from my organic 
self. AU my life I have had strange experi
ences in visions and voices, but when the 
time came and conditions were favorable, 
spirits appeared to me singly and in com
panies and 1 talked with them face to face; 
but much that I thus heard from their lips 
was, as it were, wasted, for I could not com
prehend it. They told me that as soon os 
they could work upon my brain to their desire, 
they would not appear in such a tangible way, 
as it was very hard for them. For a few years, 
at that period of my life, I was taken fre
quently, in spirit, to see the Bpirit-world, os 
also the workings of God in nature and 
through humanity. It was always a fascinat
ing experience tq see these thipgSy and to be 
instructed at the same’time', as to .foe divine 
purposes so enacted and worked out, though I 
admit that even when they1,Xefo Explained I 
did not comprehend the importance thereof, 
especially of the relativity pl force and sub
stance and the processes of differentiation in 
force, substance and form from the simple to 
the complex.

On one rare occasion, for which I had been 
instructed to especially prepare myself, by 
dieting and being prayerful and harmonious 
in all my thoughts towards others and in every 
way, when the time came, I was taken in 
spirit on and on, upward and upward, until. I 
felt faint and thought myself dying, though 
all the while I saw the angel that, guided me, 
by my side. He touched me then, and I was 
at once electrified, so to say, for I stood up,. 
my vision was clear and my senses active. I 
was so overjoyed that I have never wholly for
gotten those feelings of pure happiness, for I 
found myself in a city of matchless grandeur 
and magnificence, and with a beaming coun
tenance, my guide said:

“This is the New Jerusalem, here is great 
power and great wisdom!”

Then and there he led me, -to -see God, to 
what he called the Arch of Magnificence, the 
grandeur of which it is beyond teM.power to de
scribe. There, on a throne-like elevation, seemed 
to sit what might be called,.^ perfect being, 
from whom issued light waves qf‘.'every hue, 
that is, the radiations of light as they, went forth,, 
became variegated, resembling every color, and 
in the out-going light and force this being was 
diteolved, and as they returned, the waves 
converged into the semblance of a perfect man, 
only somehow the countenance changed so 
often that I marveled within myself. My 
guide perceiving this, smiled and said:

“God is of many forms and appearances, 
to suit all nations and people."

Another tinie I was taken to what my guide 
called "The apex of the universe.” There he 
showed me what he called the “central lumi
nosity or fountain of life and love,” which, 
however, we could not approach, but looked; 
at from a distance. He said: ■

“This represents the purified, centered and 
concentered force and substance of the entire 
cosmos, hence it is called God, the source 
whence all power flows, the light which into 
all worlds goes, the life whence all life is 
derived and supported.” ; ,

It was all Greek to me, I admit, but now J 
begin to understand the beauty of such object 
Iqseons. At still another time, .led in spirit 
after the same manner, I beheld the inner 
circle or center where all force is concentrated, 
and from which all other centers in the uni
verse draw their supplies by way of the well-' 
proportioned centrifugal and centripetal forces 
that were set apart and illustrated as to. 
composition, but I am sorry to say, that even 
though an attempt is made by my guide, as I 
write, to give a correct explanation of this, I 
cannot quite get it so as to give it accurately, 
and must, therefore, wait until I can; but to. 
return; From this inner circle of light above 
ref erred'to, J beheld an issue of fine lines ex
tending’ all over the universe, and attaching 
themselves to the brains of every angel and 
mortal; yea, even to everything, but those 
attached to animals and to all forms and 
things in nature differ; as the guide says, they 
represent different notes in the graduated 
scale of creation’s march, and emit different 
sound^ that yet blend harmoniously in the 
constant chanting of creation's rhythm. This 
fiber system then shown to me, my spirit 
friends designate the '“system of vital sup

' plies" to all things from their source ofjjfe;. 
also as <*soul telegraphy,” which plainly shows 

• how all that is good emanates from, that cen
tral source which we call God, aml is thereby 
supported. I can truthfully say from experi
ence that as we bring ourselves into hnrmnnv

with the universal principle of order, we bring 
po^-and then 

f WJ/;'^)|»WUiqi,’'r.ecHvef anything 
like perfect cqmiiimioationi from our angel 
guides. ‘Thaugk they be gods in wisdom and 
understand all.^ws^pl nature perfectly, they 
cannot send thrpugb :au organism out of tune 
a perfect message^.fpr they are dependent 
upon our receptivity of qualities of electric 
forces and corr^onding ether wpves. •

It has been nay painful experience, at times, 
that even by ‘the greatest efforts, my guides 
could not use me' to t^eir desire. I feel this, 
and know,.it, therefore I never attempt to 
give thgt ^hich, at such' times, L um unable 
to receive; At other times I seem to rise in 
spirit, my -whole being ascends to elevated 
ground, where a pure, sweet, harmonious at
mosphere, prevails,. It is then that I sense 
that delight which passeth all understanding 
of those" who have 'never had such foretastes 
of heaven. It is then that I come in such 
rapport with my spirit guides that I can see 
clearly,'hear' clearly and understand that 
which they glve( in its direct and’relative 
bearings. ! ■- ’'' ..

I trust these experience will prove helpful 
to' your many readers, ,rjThey plainly show 
thaf ho «tetter how we at^ fought, all forms a 
part-of the one gfeat problem differently ex
plained' by "Spirit; teachers to their mortal 
pupils, so that the' mental diversity which 
emaqates from the univisreal mind receives its 
ihstractioite as well as supplies from that cen
tral source. I hope what I have given will 
be especially helpful to mediums, for it is 
upon theln “titeF'tlte' growth and stability of 
Spiritudlisfe fodepeildent, and the eelfish exer
cise of mediumtette'powers; is derogatory 
thereto.;^ i :.. ■ Mas. M. Kjlbin.

Van Wert, Ohio. :

Verona Park, Maine, Camp-Meet
'' Ing.

To the Editor:—At the dose of one of 
our rfiost enthusiastic and profitable yearly 
gatherings, we can truthfully claim that we 
are progressive workers as well as progressive 
thinkers In the, great advancing army of truth.

During the past’year Dr. Charles F. }Vare, 
president of the association since its forma
tion,in 1883,entered the life beyond, and eight 
other members, , Small in numbers and strug
gling for< existence, such an exodus seemed 
at first to so cripple our resources that a con- 
tindandb pt our association was, to say the 
least, problematical, . But let us never doubt 
the continued interest and material help of the 
spirit friends who have left the body physical.

Incur meetings .this year redoubled inter
est has been shown by those on earth, and the 
undoubted presence, with words of cheer and 
cbuhsel, of the “founder of Verona,’’ has 
strengthened and encouraged the other work
ers. .

Hon. Sidney Dean, with wise counsel, and 
a zehl and enthusiasm that never flags, though 
the physical is at. present in' a condition, of 
weakness from overwork, has been a tower of 
strength in all emergencies. Mrs. Mary J. 
Wentworth, of 'Rnox, in lectures inspired 
by wise onei in the temples above, has given 
food for thought and stimulus to spiritual un- 
foldment. Her tests are comforting and con
vincing and her character readings are accu
rate. She seems ordained to reach strangers 
and-skeptics, giving a word or hint that 
arouses thought and-leads to further investi
gation, and often conviction; a real mission-
ary, devoted heart and soul to the needs 
humanity, she is eVer a welcome visitor 
camp and home. ■

of 
to

•IL

human family to the highest and best .ex
pression of life.

Dr. W. S. Eldredge, of Portland, gave>ft. 
benefit circle, the proceeds to go to the asso-j 
elation. At this circle a most interesting: 
account of visits to the planet Mars, and in
terviews with the Inhabitants, opened up pos
sibilities of future planetary communications 
by means of the unseen electrical currents 
that unquestionably connect the planets of ,our 
universe, and over which the thoughts of,the 
world of spirits travel from mind to mind, 
wholly independent of material conditions. 
Truly are we entering on an era of progress- 
that causes the most progressive thinker, 
among us to bow in unspeakable awe before

digestion, bad livers, and bad religion, and 
the equally inimitable Charles Sullivan, whose 
entertainments added so much to the interest 
•and.enjoyment of hundreds, if not thousands, 
and these two characters will be remembered 
apd, looked for as an. annual necessity at the 
camp henceforth:

I speak; here foe five Bundays of September 
and then gp to Boston, Mr. Ayer’s Temple, 
for October ^ and November; then to New 
Yprk, Eir^t Society for December, and Phila
delphia, 'First Society for January, 1894,

<■ , Lyman C. Howe.

the Infinite Source of all Wisdom. : 
, . • Matilda Cdshinq-Smith, Sec’y,

AT EVENTIDE

V

Adown the valley’s dreamful shades ;- 
The wings of evening fold to rest, !

The sweet-faced flowers and grassy blades 
Where weary pilgrims’ feet nave pressed, 

And soft and sweet from low-land plains ’ 
Echoes the warbler’s joyous strains,

And happy childhood's trustful dreams ?
That poured ite sweet libations o’er < 

A world of selfish sordid schemes, ■
Comes this dream fantasy of yore, < 

And soft as feathery flakes of snow w 
I float where fancy wills me go.

Far in.the west I dimly see
A w’qrld of beauty none may know, ‘ 

Breathing of heaven’s minstrelsy, .
Freedom.the shades .qf yrorldly woe;

And there arei white,- fleet .airy ships
Drifting toward harbors of gold, , 

That left them at death, stark and cold-— 
Now warm and fresh with a joy untold.

A vesper hymn floats softly by, 
Pleading as faint as the day expires. - 
A smothered breath of sweet desires ; ' 
On all thing seems to lie; ’
A parted cloud—a radiant star 'v
Beams forth ite glory from afar, 1 c 
As though a soul came flattering through
The gateway arch of heaven’s blue, 
And on my heart warm hands I fold, 
That thrill the same sweet touch of old.

0, beautiful dream, how swift to wake

> '
• >r

Within the haunts'of this weary brain .. 
Sweet waves of music that gently break ■

In melody’s soft refrain; . >
Dreams of a sainted face so fair, ■;.. 
Hallowed by the sombre touch of care, . 
That warmed my heart with a tender thrill,
And holds its presence with me still;
Dreams of a cottage and hills that frown
Above a quaint old rural town.

And who shall say these dreams that line 
The horizon of a mystic clime 
Are not reflections on the sea 
Of the soul's reality? . ’ 
And who. shall say this wondrous art, 
Held in the secret of the heart, ' 
Does not foreshadow the yet to be 
When time reveals its mystery;
When every broken link and chain 
Is there united once again; ' 
When love glorified, serenely fair, 
Fills with fragrance earth and air; 
When lol in some sweet land of bliss 
We meet with love’s fresh tenderness,

Thè wopderfuL blind orator, Mr. A, E, 
Tisdale, has spoken on ' themes scientific, 
philosophical and spiritual to delighted audi- 
encés.. Dr.!Charles .H. Harding, of .Boston,, 
and Dr.'W. 8. EldVedge,. Òf, Portland, have 
contributed their share of inspirational teach
ings and given tests and proofs of spirit re
turn and communion to anxious seekers for 
knowlèdgeof those beyond. Mrs. Oushing- 
8mithj of Rockland, has demonstrated to lov
ers find believers in the truth of the Bible, the 
undoubted fact- that modern 'Spiritualism is 
Bible Spiritualism as taught and lived by 
Jesus of Nazareth and his early disciples.

Mrs. Schofield-Peyser, of Providence, R. 
I., the. chosen and consecrated medium of Dr. 
Ware, has given to ns communications from 
our arisen,president’ tl^t have been of great 
service, and given strength and courage to 
carry on the work at Verona which was and. is 
so dear to' his heart Lofty thoughts from 
other spirit Sources have also been voiced by 
thia lady,-and most convincing tests in the 
circles held in her .-own cottage. One benefit 
circle she gave toìtèsist Mrs. M. J. Elliott, 
of ’Bangor, > a newly-developed medium of 
'gt’èàt'pfonilse, ab sent long to be re
membered, as one instance :in particular of 
those who came to “aojff but remained to 
prày," was'worthyiof notice. , '

. Mr, F. JV. Smith, of Rookland, who suo- 
ceeds D.rl'.Ware aè president, has been ever 
ready to contribute Valuable .thoughts on the 
vita! subjects that have been brought before 
the people, His address on “Woman Suf- 
frase” was unanimously pronounced "the most 
Cleary concise and logical presentation of the 
subject évér listened to” by those present 
It ié needless to say ' that it was in favor of 
granting the right. of suffrage to our sister 
woman, with'arguments based on everlasting 
truth, ■; ■

Mrs, Mary C. Donell gave strong and valu
able thoughts on Soul Culture, and the limit
less possibilities of individual growth. Mik. 
Hovey revealed some of the hidden meanings 
of the misinterpreted', teachings of the early 
disciples that prove to our satisfaction that it 
is,' indeed; one of the missions of Spiritualism 
to present to the world the interior truths of 
the Bible so long concealed by .the debris piled 

. upon them by dogmatic, theologians.
Mrs. M, È. ; Thompson' gave' valuable 

thoughts, on the subject of astrology, the in
fluence of the planets and fixed stars on hu
man destiny, and the ultimate value of a 
Vnnwlpdore of astrological laws in suidinff the

When faint and weary we are gently fanned 
By unseen ones from spirit-land.

Bishop A. Bzalb.

Doings at Lynn, Mass., and 
Cassadaga.

• This is my first visit to Lynn. I

at

find

The Cfjuse in Portland, Oregon.
.. ..To Ttys iEDjTQn;—-I should like a small 
space ite your excellent paper for a few lings 
in regard.to tlje cause of Spiritualism here in 
T’ortliind..' The First 'Spiritual Society is the 
only society holding meetings in the city, and 
.we are: progfessing finely. We have a confer
ence meeting at 11' a. m., well attended. The 
questions, discussed are various and exalted, 
and fib; interesting that they sometimes en
croach qpon the Progressive Lyceum at 12:30, 
which consists of an .adult class of from 15 to 
20 members; Liberty Groups of young gentle
men and ladles; the Star Group of misses and 
boys, .apd'the Fountain Group of children un
der 12 years, In the evening we have a lec
ture' at 7:35y which is generally well attended, 
and until recently we have had a test medium 
$q fdltow;. bull now the test medium has opened 
meetings of his own, so those who like tests 
can go there, and those who like the deeper 
depths of Spiritualism, the philosophy, can 
attend ,ihe First Spiritual Society.

I saw a letter from Moses Hull in your pa
per, and I wish to correct a statement therein. 
He said: , “Spiritualism in Portland has lost 
pfuitia’, s^ewhaj; not because of anything ite 
.eheini^'^kve, said or done, but from the ef
forts A few to convert its Sunday meetings 
ihto ¿kind of a fourth-rate show.” Mr. Hull 
was employed to speak for the First Spirit
ual Spcii^ one . Thursday evening, and he was 
not herfion a Sunday, therefore I infer he got 
his knowledge of the above from some kind(?) 
indjylcliial, and according to my report he was 
misinformed. If the Sunday meetings were 
fourth-class, it ¿hows it must have been the 
First Society that gave them, and their me
dium was the same one whom he speaks so 
highly of just before this, as a man who is a 
gentleman through and through, and of whom 
bespeaks as being the best all-around me
dium that he knows of. I am sorry Mr. Hull 
heard such an account of our grand work here, 
but. I suspect it came from the class of people 
Who call themselves Spiritualists, but think 
the gathering of Spiritualists are not respecta
ble enough for them, so go to the churches, 
etc.A and bemoan the situation. There are in 
every pity just such goody-goody people who 
flqd fault with every movement, but keep out 
of every effort themselves that would take up 
either their time or money. But Spiritualism 
is a success here, as our Thursday evening 
meetings testify to, and we are glad.

■ . ■ . N. P. TaoiiPSON, Sec’y.

congenial conditions and wholesome climate. 
A newly-organized society is moving the Spir
itual waters with healing in their hands. They 
have arranged a course of lectures that prom
ises much, and they seem united and earnest, 
with an equipment of business capacity and 
high alms that means success. On Sunday 
evening at the Pleasant Hall, 34 Market street, 
Mrs. Kelty, -wife of the president, and recently 
in the churos-as leading worker, gave a very 
striking ahd satisfactory manifestation of 
rappings/loud enough to be heard all over the 
hall. • ....
. She simply held a fan -by the handle with 
one hand and the raps came in ¿answer to 
questions very .promptly, and the pulsations 
could be seen and felt by anyone. It was the 
most perfect illustration of that phase that I 
have ever witnessed. It was with great re
luctance that Mrs. Kelty consented to appear 
for the first time before a public audience for 
such an . exhibition of mediumship, and the 
audience evidently appreciated both her mod
esty and sincerity, as well as^the unmistakable' 
quality of the manifestation. Thus far I like 
the people and the place and the general 
animus of the workers for the cause.

We had what I call a hallelujah time- 
at Cassadaga, and I was there over two weeks. 
The “Heathen” Hindoo was a center of at
traction and his presence was an educator. 
He told ns that there bad not been a murder 
committed by one of his people in five thou
sand years! That they have no poorhouses 
or paupers; no drunkards or criminals. They 
do not kill to eat, nor for any other purpose 
than self-protection.

He is said to be thirty years old, speaks 
very good English, is quiet, fraternal and 
broadly liberal He is posted in the general 
sciences of the western world,-and from his 
standpoint, the Hindoos are over five thousand 
years in advance of our scientific knowledge I 
He says, western scientists recognize one ether; 
whereas, the Hindoos have known, for the 
past five thousand years, that there are five, 
each one having a definite color, taste and 
function! He expressed himself much pleased 
with bur people, especially those represented 
at Cassadaga. Two other brilliant attractions 
made Cassadaga lively: the, inimitable Brooks, 
whose original poems and wonderful memory, 
mimicry, wit and humor cure nil kinds of bad

Lake Brady Camp-Meeting.
Sinqemy last, we have had our usual com

plement of seven lectures a week. Prof. Ken
yon gave his eighth and last lecture on 
Wednesday, Aug, 29. It was a picnic day; 
and, as Diany church people were present, he 
adapted his theme to the occasion, “Has Spir
itualism Been Scientifically Demonstrated?” 
Giving facte instead of philosophy, he re
viewed Poughkeepsie and Hydesville; the in
vestigations of Prof. Hare; of Judge Edmunds 
and Dr. Dexter; of Profs. Crookes, Cox and 
Varley, with D.‘ D. Home and Florence Cook, 
and of Zoèllner With Henry Slade, giving the 
names of their books, and where they can be 
procured. . We saw outsiders taking careful 
notes -of Jiis .statements.

Ou Tuesday and Thursday, Dr. Paul (Jarus 
of Chicago editor of the The, Open, Court and 
Moniet, .gave two lectures on Buddhism. In 
the first; he classified and illustrated the simi- 
laritieshetiyeen Christianity and Buddhism. 
In the second, he showed that Tao-ism origi
nated by Lao-tsze, “the old thinker,” some 
600 years JL 0.;, and presents features similar 
to both the religions named above. Tao—wis
dom, reason,'path—being analogous to the 
logos of the^Neo-Platonists. ’He closed this 
with a beautiful little story, written by himself 
os I ¿fterwar^fi learned, illustrating the law 
of Karnfo On Saturday, he gave us an ad
dress . on ‘Labor." Dr. Carufi is learned, 
earnest) and'sinoere.

Friday,’ Hon. 0. P. Kellogg maintained that 
Spiritualism alone places a firm abutment on 
the Other side to help sustain the bridge be
tween the two Worlds. Sunday morning, W. 
J. Colville; gave one of his exhaustive and 
braiqy discourses on “The Hope of the 
World, " the key-note of which he finds, not 
in the' depravity, but in the. divinity of the 
human racé.

In the. afternoon, Mrs. Richmond’s theme 
was “Self-Centered." She claimed that the 
finite soul .can be, centered , only as it appre
hends ite relation to infinite soul, and its own 
eternal past and future. She said the law of 
the universe is a return to the primal condition, 
whether the physical atom or the primal soul 
She closed with an improvisation about Mrs. 
Hyser, whom she described as “spirit, fire, 
and life” while here, and from Mrs. Hyser 
herself, who declared that she is now nearer 
to our sympathies, and love than ever before, 
and bade us,, not a farewell, but a welcome.

Saturday evening I attended one of Hatfield 
Pettibone’s light seances. “In the light,” 
wilh 'him, does'not mean the semi-obscurity 
of a dim lamp, draped in shades. It means 
a good-sized lamp, well-trimmed, the wick 
turned up full, and no shade at all. 1 will 
give thé closing démonstration of this occa
sion, with the' prefatory remark that Mrs. 
Richmond had just been inside ot the little 
cabinet behind him, with a light, and declared 
that there,was,nothing.in it. While in it, 
she felt the.hands. She then came out.. I 
held the bright, shadelesa lamp within two 
feet of the medium's head with one hand.

We saw both his hands in the clasp of th 
persons on each side of him. We also saw 
each of their outside hands. Leaning his' 
head back and giving himself wholly-to spirit
manipulation, we saw- two hands come out 
from the cabinet over his head, - t I felt them,' 
as well as saw them. They were warm, liv
ing, with rounded fingers, and they caressed 
my own, when I tenderly begged them not to 
pull Mr. Pettibone's hair, which they some
times do.

I will add that this seance was exceptionally 
harmonious. Itopened withan improvisation 
by Mrs, Cora Richmond, and tests by Frank 
Ripley, who saw my father and the Hindoo 
dirgy who carried me in his arms when I was 
a little girl in Burmah.

After Mr. Pettibone’s share in the light, we 
had a short seance in the dark with excellent 
trumpet manifestations through Mr. C. J. 
Barnes. About sixteen persons were present, 
including those named above, several good 
Spiritualists, and two or three honest investi-
gators. . '

Hive Mr, Pettibone good conditions and 
kind treatment, .and one can obtain through 
him manifestations fltte4 to convince the 
most incased mjiterialièt, that disembodied 
spirits can on suitable occasions so manipulate 
the clemente as’^o present materialized hands 
to the physical senses of persons still In thé 
flesh. , Abby A. Judson.flesh.

LILY DALE, N. Y.
After It’s Over, Watchman, What 

of the Night?

The great day is of the past; the day when 
we, after much physical exertion and mental 
excitement, have succeeded in “getting there" 
at “camp-meeting." How much that meant 
to some of us; some had saved up with care
ful economy the necessary few dollars required 
to take them there and to provide for the 
necessaries while on the grounds.

The anxious mother, who had of late been 
nearly prostrated with grief and exhausted 
vitality at the passing out of an only son or 
daughter, was there to catch a ray of hope by 
a communication from the loved one, and the 
wife earnestly hoping for a message from the 
departed husband. We have been searching 
either for evidence of a life beyond, a revival 
of lost interest in the cause, or a link in the 
chain of circumstantial evidence that may suc
cessfully close the mouth of the skeptical de
bater at borne. Whether for a greedy, selfish 
desire to gratify the material curiosity to see 
a show, or to satisfy the avaricious demand 
for gold, each and all of the many thousands 
of people who have been to camp-meeting this 
year have received that which they have been 
prepared for. Those who have been mental 
or material gluttons, always receiving and 
never giving, will, in all probability, become 
mentally and spiritually dyspeptic, and will 
become members of the great army of chronic 
growlers. These individuals will find you 
who have not been there; they will tell you 
all about the frauds among the mediums, and 
the trickery of the “ring" which controls the 
management; the favoritism; the amount of 
money that, in all probability, the “board" 
has made out of it, and how, if so and so was 
to run it another year, he or she would surely 
not patronize the camp, a matter which would, 
in the growler's mind, bankrupt the institution 
and deliver the entire cause of Spiritualism 
into thè hands of thè Philistines. ‘But he or 
she who attended one or more camps with 
the controlling resolution of “I will do all 1 
can to make the camp a success, regardless of 
personalities," will bring home to you a glow
ing account of the advantages and opportuni
ties that were presented by the management 
to every participant in the exercises from the 
first to the last day.

Who can say, truthfully and fairly, that at 
each and all the camp-meetings there was not 
a prevailing sentiment of ‘ ‘peace on earth and 
good will to men?” .

Errors and misunderstandings there were, 
of course, as a natural run of circumstances; 
but after all, didn't we have a glorious time? 
Did we not learn something of practical Spir
itualism at Cassadaga, Maple Dell, Lake 
Brady, Onset, Lake Pleasant and all the rest? 
Was not the conceit taken out of some of us? 
And didn’t we receive, beside precepts and 
principles, some soul-uplifting ideas, as well 
as lasting impressions of the need of more 
sympathy and consistency in dealings with 
each other? Let us hope so, and let us return 
thanks to the powers that assist us in our 
earthly career, for the grand experiences of 
'94. Every One of us, from the humblest 
worker to the" one who has received the pro
longed applausi of appreciation, from the en
thusiastic audiences on the “big day,” have 
reason to be thankful for the privilege of being 
among those fortunate ones who have given, 
as well as received something which has left 
an oasis in the lonely heart

The much-talked-of Cassadaga has not been 
overestimated by those who have said it was a 
beautiful place, and that its management was 
like dock-work. We have been impressed 
with the executive department of this Mecca 
of Spiritualists. While all shades of belief are 
aired at the lectures and conferences, we have 
seen but little friction. We do not expect to 
ever visit a place where the irrepressible ob
jector does hot appear occasionally, like Ban- 
quo’s ghost, but as a whole, there has been a 
principle which has made us “agree to differ” 
just enough to make it interesting.

The secret of success at camp-meetings is, 
first, in having business men control the busi
ness end, and scholars and parliamentarians 
who have naturally benevolent and wise heads 
to control the platform demonstrations; all of 
this we have noticed in the board of managers 
and chairman (Mr. H. D. Barrett), whose 
strong personality is felt so forcibly as to keep 
out discord, and thus avoid the difficult task 
of correcting the errors of poor judgment

1 Gbo. F. ■PvnwTNs,

That Tired Feeling
"I cordially recoin- 

uientl Hood's- Saran- 
parlllatoallwhomay 
be guttering with |n- 
digestion pr (tnpiir« 
blood, no appetite/

Run Down 
feeling, or generally 
out of order. It will 
surely help any who 
give it a fair trial, it 
there is any help for 
them. I have found 
it of great benefit for

Rheumatism.
We have used Hood's Sarsaparilla two years 
and have no sick headache spells, pains or tired 

Hood’s’^ Cures 
feeling." Babnbs, Hartford City, Ind. 

_ Hood’s Pflls give'-'unlveram satisfaction» 

y6uISHould“
Have a copy of the “Aslra! 

Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Astko-Maonbtic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Lipb and 
will imform you where to 
iirocure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Curb of ’ 

atf acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Guidesentbn 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAPER, 
chemist, 

loro Washington Boul.
Chicago, Ill.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
, “-AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINJQUY.

This Is a most valuable book. It oomes from an Es 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, aad whfl 
knows what he is talking about: Everybody should 
read It. Price, 91.00. It contains the following chaj> 
ten:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the Surrender of Womanly Belt» 

respect In the Confessional.
CHAPTER H.

Auricular Confession a Deep Pit of Perdition for the 
Priest. .

CHAPTER III.
The Confessional is the Modern feodorn.

CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy ot the Prieats is made easl 

by Auricular Confeaaion.
CHAPTER V.

The bigbly*educated and refined Woman In the Con* 
fesslonal—What becomes of her after uncondiUon» 
al surrender—Her irreparable Ruin.

CHAPTER VI.
Auricular Confession destroys all the Sacred Tie» o| 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Confession be tolerated among Civil» 
Ued Nations? .Chapter vhi.

Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?
CHAPTER IX.

The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 
Imposture.

CHAPTER X.
Cod compels the Church of Rome to conteu thg 

Abominations of Auricular Confession.
CHAPTER XI.

Auricular Confession in Australia, America» saA 
France.

CHAPTER XII.
A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators. Hua« 

bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on wbic^ 
the Priest of Rome must Question bls re^ltenL'

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00. ;

THE MISSING LINK 
In Modern Spiritualism. 

By A. LEAH~UNDERHILU 

One of the Fox Sisters.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT 
ualtsm—so-called—from its inception at Hyde* 

vine. N. Y., Including the experianccs of the Fox Fam« 
ily. spiritualistic and otherwise, could not fall to bs 
very Interesting, and the Interest Is intensified when 
that account Is written by one of the Fox filter«. 
Such Is the tact tn this Instance, the volume Giving 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underbill. The scenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated in a most entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than can elsewhere be found. It Is a 
most Important part of the history of the great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers Its votaries by 
millions. Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK”
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and fl 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life« 
The volume is enriched with a number of fine en< 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, Pbr sale at this office* r

Researches in Oriental History.
BY 0. W. BROWN, M. D.

On« Vol. llimo, 407 Page», Cloth, $1.59,

GENERAL DIVISION.
I. KBSEXBCHES IN JEWISH HZSTOSr; 
». RESEABCEE8 Di ZOROASTRUJilSht.
8. DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. | 
4. WHENCE OUR ARIAN ANCESTORS? ‘ 
The whole cornprjeee an earnest but trultleu search 

for a Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C-. and its history It 
outlined, following the waves of emigration, until it is 
fully developed Into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, in Egypt.eoon hfw commencement 
of the Christian era. •'-« t

The book demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
tral hero are mythical; that the whole system Is baaed 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force; and that 
Its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions are 
but survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of*the past; its facts are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per
son can read It without hstruttion and profit, wnetner 
be reaches the same conclusions with th® author 01 
otherwise. For sale at thlLOfficfi/

From Soul to SouL
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

•71H/S VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
JL belt Poemi of the author, end pome tn her moit 

'popular «onp. with th« mutlc by eminent comporer«. 
Among th« Poems which here attracted wide notice 
»re: "Budding Boae," “Incident* of Life Under the 

«Blue Law*," ‘Tareon Smith'» Prophecy," "From the 
Highland» of Herren," “The City of Sorrow," “Solllo- 
«uyof lulvi*atSlcyon," "TheHoly Held of Kent.*
ite.

The Mn»!o taeln4raJ*>The Unseen Cityi" "Cl*rl- 
sel.” a June Song: “We Shell Meet our Friends In the 
Morning"; Meet us *btbe Ciystsl Oates."

Mar* of the'Foem» ere admirably adapted for recita
tion, and were u®ed by tfto author in her public read
ings.

raxes Nottoxs.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tnttlo la master
ful tn her prolific poetical gentus.—The Two World» 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one ot President Gal- 
acid’s brightest scholars.—Chansantng ^zgus. L. 
tlfud poet, whose writings are familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mra. Tuttle Is well known al 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat. 
Eve. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to hang like a 
banner on our walla to recall ui dally to onr better 
selrea.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with rare 
poetic talent—Warren Tribune. A poet with abun
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light She U 
one of nature's poet«.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily reined, setting Itself to music.—Progressive 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mr* Sara A. 
Underwood. Claribe) is exquisitely beautiful—D. D. 
Home.

The volume contains 225 pages. Is beautifully printed 
vnd bound, and iuralabes a flue Holiday Gift. Flic» 
11.50, post-paid.

For sale at Ula office.

0UTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH.
er Ulei and »ketches. By * band of «plrit Intel- 1 

licence», through the medtunuhlp of Mary Thereaa 
Bnelhatner. An excellent work. Price «1.25.
JESUS AND THE MEDIUMS, OR 

i \I Christ and Nedtumehlp. By Mote» Hull, A pain- 
phiet well worth readink. Price 10 cent* 
rTHEMYTHOF THE GREAT DEE. 
X ' ure. Somethlngyou shtraldharetoret»n& 

Jame» M, McCann-<Price 15 ceua. .
I/IEtVS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. ' 
y By Andrew Jackaon Daria. Highly intereati*» \ 
Pottage 5 cent* Price 75 CUU.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
This Department is under the management of 

the distinguished author, speaker and jnedium, 
Hudson Tuttle, 

who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble,. that may be submitted. ' It. is desirable that 
the questions in the main be in relation to Spir- 

, ituahsm, its phenomena and- philosophy, and 
'■ cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 

■direct to him on appostai or by letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention. Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to act in this capacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895. - Addi'e&s him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

'll. E. V., Philadelphia: Q. On what 
does the success óf ^lyc^ym most depend?

There is a dewtod for books for the use 
of lyceums- which&has been supplied by the 
’iManual” and “Guide." Such books are es
sential to furnish music, general directions 
and map out and systematize the woyk. This 
is all books should be expected to do. .

¿Leaders of groups and other officers are 
constantly asking for books containing 
more lessons,' or more material.' ; ' They, mis
take, for the object of thellyceum js hot to 
learn, parrot-like, from a book, bqt.tp sharpen 
the mind by broad thinking, and by this the 
instructors are benefited equally with the 
members of the groups. ;
" Tfie largest compilation would soon become 
exhausted and the leaders would soon find the 
same difficulties confronting them. It has 
been suggested that a paper be published after 

. the orthodox style, giving lessons for the day, 
but it is opposed to the genius of Spiritualism 

. to have mental food ready prepared. Books, 
papers, and lesson leaflets are all of value, 
but they are only helps, and cannot take the 
place of zealous workers, without whom they 
are valueless. How soon would a “Question 
Book” become exhausted, or a “Speaker” 
stale, or a system of calisthenics wearisome? 
Books can, at best, point the direction and 
illustrate the methods,

The officers must expect to give many hours 
of study to the work. They have no infalli
ble book ready with its texts, simply to be 
learned and repeated. They have'the whole 

■ wide universe to select from» the books of all 
ages and races, and the object-lessons of na
ture on every hand, arid the lives of all great 

. < and good men are for moral and intellectual 
stimulus. Their task must be of love, and 

' they must be zealous, and not shrink from 
( sacrifices, and expect to give time and thought 

to the work. Thereby they strengthen them
selves more than is possible by any other 
means, for it is the right method of self-cul
ture.

The intellectual status of the lyceum de
pends largely on the leaders, for their mental 
and moral endowments are reflected by their 
groups. The calisthenics machinery and dis
play have their uses, but alóne will nót main
tain interest The intellectual and social de
parimente must be relied on. Outside induce
ments, as prizes, etc., may for a time call 
a larger attendance, but they are not of per
manent Value. The lyceum must be made of 
itself so permanently attractive that the mem
bers will not allow anything to call them away. 
The leaders must be interested, and as they 
have a week to prepare for the question or 
lesson, they ought not to be at a loss. Every 
member should be * prepared to give at least 
one thought, to be gathered by the conductor 
into a bouquet.of beauty,, in a brief summary 
at the close. The lyceum thus becomes a 
school, in which all are pupils and all teach
ers, .The main requirement for success is 
leaders with souls wedded to, the work, who 
are willing to make, personal sacrifices for the 
good of those over Whom they preside. With
out such officers, and the absence of selfish- 
aess, a lyceum cannot flourish.

M. I. W.> Cordele, Gai : Q. What is the 
influence or Spirit power that I as well as 
countless others have experienced, commonly 

' called conversion?
A. The writer remarks: * T was hundreds 

of miles from home, among strangers; no ex
citement or revival influence around me. 
Then I passed through the darkest clouds of 
my life, suddenly followed by. the brightest 
visions and ecstatic happiness.” In his case 
the magnetic force of spirit friends was the 
uplifting cause. Butin revivals what passes 
for conversion is nothing more than the effect 
of hypnotic influence excited by the preacher, 
assisted by the members of his church. To 
this may be added , the assistance of the de

.. parted members who have not learned; the 
falseness of their earth-life beliefs. .

wjth od-force and hypnotism. The church 
claimed, from the first, it to be the work of 
Satan, or evil spirits. The Theosophists af
firm that the phenomena are only manifesta
tions of astral shells, whatever these may be, 
something like our friends, yet not our friends, 
who have gone on to reincarnate, The only 
explanation covering the whole field and in 
every way consistent is that offered by Spirit
ualism. .

(3) A sensitive, giving himself to the 
control of a spirit, must surrender his will, 
and, in the measure of the perfectness of the 
control, loses his free will. Therein lies the 
great danger of mediumship. If the highest 
and best results are sought for, the. medium 
must, as an individual, perfect himself along 
the lines of culture he seeks to inculcate. 
That is, if he seeks for scientific communica
tions he must study science; if moral, he 
must himself practice morality. If it is self
ish gain, he has but to give himself over to 
selfishness, to attract the Spiritual element 
of selfishness.

M. E. D., Miltincague: Q. If our spirits 
come into this world pure, do they go out so, 
and do the sins committed in the body go 
down to the grave wjth the body?

A. To gain a correct view, the old idea 
that the spirit is fritm God, and pure, becom
ing corrupt by contact with the body, must 
be discarded root and branch, not a lingering 
vestige allowed to remain. Matter is just as 
pure as spirit, and is as much “from God." 
The spirit comes into the world just as pure 
as parental conditions and ancestral' taints 
will allow, and life should be a constant effort 
to overcome the tendencies to impurity, by 
adjustment to the correct laws of living. 
“The sins committed in the body,” if against 
the body, except as they reflect on the spirit, 
perish with the body, but the sins of the spirit 
which include disobedience to the .world pud 
intellectual obligations and duties of the spirit, 
remain. If the spirit remains the same iden
tity after death as before, its character is the 
resultant and sum of all actions and thoughts 
preceding its presentiment, and its sins are all 
graven into its being, as they go to make up 
the individuality.

G. W. H., Anchorage, Wis. Q. (1) What 
is. usually understood to bathe creed of those 
Calling themselves Bible Spiritualists? - 
. (2) What are the various, explanations 
which have been given to actount for the 
phenomena of Spiritualism?

(3) How cah/'Wg reconcile man’s free 
agency with the influenee exerted by alleged 
controls, guides, etc.?

A. (I) Bible Spiritualist is a very indefi
nite term, bnt those who come to Spiritualism 
from the churches, bringing with them more 
or less of their former beliefs and reverence 
for the sacred book,_’prefct* this designation. 

■They take the Bible asevidence of their new
found faith. Really, the term is a misnomer, 
for there can be no distinctive “Bible Spiritu
alism. ” Thére is simply Spiritualism, and 
that much of it contained in the Bible, the 
Zend Avesta, the Shaster; the Book of Kings 
and Al Koran, altogether form only a small 
park It is the great tree; of which these are 
Accidental branches. . ;

1 (2) The first was fraud, cracking ÓÌ the
joints, and collusion, with-confederates. °Then 

■ magnetism; electricity and od-force followed. 
' “Unconscious Cerebration” divided the field

WELCOME DEATH.

Weep not, dear friends—why fear we death? 
We only change condition;

When here we lose our vital breath 
We find life's full fruition.

We shuffle off the mortal coil 
And get release from pain, 

Are free from irksome care and toil
Our daily bread to gain.

Our mortal garb we leave on earth, 
Resigning dust to dust, 

And death we find is second birth 
That frees from earthly rust;

'Tis resurrection unto life 
Immortal in the spheres, 

Whose scenes are found with beauty rife 
Far more than here appears.

Why should we dread to leave this fdrm 
As Nature has decreed?

It must grow old—become infirm, 
And constant care doth need;

Death sets us free from all the ills 
Which flesh and blood now heir, 

And leaves a form with health that thrills 
And never needs repair.

Eternal youth comes to us all 
When earthly life doth cease;

Decay and death no more befall 
When once they give release;

The spirit body ne'er grows old,
<No wrinkles doth it wear, 

Though eons pass in time untold 
'Twill still be young and fair.

Death frees the soul from earthly dross, 
And from its clogs makes free;

“To die is gain,” and not a loss;
We must with Paul agree;

Then why should it inspire with fear
Our foolish, shrinking minds? -

Why not be glad when it draws near
And life its freedom finds?

The worst of life most see below 
In this dark, earthly sphere, 

To no worse Sheol can they go 
Th^n many find while here I 

Our hell we have in mind and heart
Wherever we may be,

But here, or there, ’twill from us part 
Whene’er from sin we’re free.

Then let us welcome life’s release 
Without a pang or tear;

It may not bring us perfect peace 
But nought ’twill bring to fear;

’Twill break the trammels that now bind
The soul to flesh and sense, 

And that's a change we all will find
To be a gain immense.

Yea,, let us.greet our earthly end, 
That sets our spirits free,

As we would .meet our dearest friend
We long have wished to see;

'Twill ope for us the pearly door 
To realms of light above,

And take us to the shining shore _ 
To meet the friends we love.

0, Death! we fear not thy embrace, 
We know thou art a friend

That comes to all the human race 
Their griefs and pains to end;

We welcome thee to bear us home
Our weary forms to rest;

Whene’er God wills, we bid thee come, 
His time, we know, is best.

। Dean Clarke.

The Last Week of the'Clinton 
(Iowa) Camp.

REPORT PY WILL C.'HODGE.
To the Editor:—The exercises during the 

last week at this campiwere of the most inter
esting character, While many were compelled 
to take their leave, many others arrived to 
participate in the closing exercises, and thus 
sustained our numbers. The lectures of Prof. 
Lockwood and Willard Ji Hull, and the 
seances of Edgar W. Emerson, were largely 
attended and highly approbated; and was a 
fitting program for the closing week of a most 
successful season. The opportunity for in
vestigation was first-class, notwithstanding the 
fact that certain parties were a little shady, 
and the further fact that there seemed to be a 
disposition on the part of some speakers to 
belittle the manifestations altogether. Mrs. 
DeWolf sustained her reputation grandly as a 
slate-writer, while Jennie Moore, C. E. Win
ans and Mrs. Aspinwall gave general satisfac
tion to their patrons. As materializing medi
ums they are certainly genuine, and each was 
the instrument in affording light and joy to 
many earnest seekers after truth.

Elsie Reynolds was with us during the clos
ing days and gave a number of seances which 
were convincing and satisfactory to her patrons. 
The closing exercises were held in the pavil
ion Sunday night, and consisted of a public 
seance by Elsie Reynolds, short speeches by 
the speakers and members of the Association, 
and the reading of an original poem by Mrs. 
Mary L. Barrington, which is enclosed for 
publication. The public séance was an un
qualified success, a number of forças coming 
out of the cabinet while the inedium sat in 
full view of the audience, which numbered 
nearly two hundred. Your scribe was not 
present, but is willing to take the word of 
scores who were, and the tostimony was to the 
effect that materialization was absolutely dem
onstrated upon a public platform at Mount 
Pleasant Park, by Elsie Reynolds, of San 
Francisco. ' '

We were extremely fortunate in being per
mitted to attend a somewhat, private seance 
given by Bessie Aspinwall aujl her guides on 
the same evening. There were seventeen 
persons in the circle, and ' tiÿenty’-one forms 
presented themselves and were fully recog
nized by their friends, The light was good, 
and taking it altogether, It was one of the 
finest demonstrations of spirit power we have 
ever witnessed. ' (

Justice demands that we mention an ex
ceedingly fide and practical discourse given 
by the Rev. T. J. Woodrow, a former Uni- 
versalist clergyman. This gentleman and his 
wife became thorough Spiritualists and promise 
to become splendid workers in the cause, 
himself as a teacher of the philosophy and 
Mrs, Woodrow as a medium. Surely the 
world does move, the darkness of the past is 
fast disappearing before the light of the new 
dispensation, snd Mount Pleasant Park has 
scored another successful season. ,

(original poem.)
The silent tread of passing time 

' Has brought agajn the hour
When we must speak the parting words 

And seek our homes once more.
What means this grand camp-meeting?

Why are wé gathered here? <
What is the purpose of each soul 

As we congregate eaoh year?
lb it to while in social chat 

The summer hours away?
.To clasp again fraternal hands 

And words of greeting say?
Or, is there deep within each soul 

A yearning for thé food ,
That feeds thé inner consciousness 

With love for human good?
This festival of reason, •

This carnival of thought, 
Unfolds to eager, hungry souls • 

The changes time has wrought
Upon this deathless question.

This life that lives for ‘aye’,
While the fogs of superstition ,

Fade, like the mists, away. .
Here science, learning, logic, 

Spread out a tempting ¿past 
Of jewels rare, from wisdom’s store, 

A culling of the best.
Of gems of thought on. questions f?k«jght 

With wetff or woe to all,
Who’d solve these mighty problems, 

And list to reason's call,
..’Tis here our disembodied-ones 

Assume the form once more,.
And bring us kindly .greetings

From that mystic; shining ehore. ' 
’Tis here our loved ones whisper •

The words so sweet to hear, 
And their gentle, loving presence

Seems so divinely near.
Here that chilly wave, death’s river. 

Becomes a narrow stream ,
Of happy, sparkling water, 

So welcome and setone;

Volney’s Ruins of Empires, and The Law 
of Nature. This is recognized as one of the 
classics of free thought It eloquently advo
cates the best interests of mankind, and 
clearly indicates the sources of human ignor
ance and misery. It is a profound and able 
work. In one volume; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 
75 cents.

• < • . \ .: a 
A bridge of evolution 

Its seeming distance spans, 
Supported by strong piers of truth, 

Impregnable it stands.

ç

A bow of hope its canopy, 
Inspires with courage true;

To gladly tread this narrow way ' ■ 
To pleasures ever new, . :.

And guarding it, a shining throng 
Of loving angels wait .

To give us kindly welcome 
Within the pearly gate; -

These are the things that bring us here.;
They fill our souls with joy;

Dispel the shadows on life’s tide?
Bring gold without alloy.

They make us love these gatherings, .
They brighten up our way ' ’

And lead our feet unerringly 
On toward the glorious day^

So here we meet, and here we part, 
The smile begets the sigh. ■ ■

We’wish' “God speed;” fresh courage take, 
Shake hands, and say good-bye;

Yet feel that we shall meet again, 
The spirit cannot die, . .

If 'tis not here, it will be there, 
In that sweet bye and bye. 

Mrs. Mary L. Barrington.

FARMER RILEY.
Excellent Manifestations Through 

His Mediumship at Haslett 
Park.

There were wonderful manifestations of 
spirit return at a seance'with Farmer Riley, 
at Haslett Park camp, the night of Aug, 24th 
and morning of Aug. 25th, Friends and 
relatives came to all in the seance-room. All 
were quickly recognized, as all but two could 
talk and give their names so as to be plainly 
understood, and the two that could not talk 
were so perfect in their make-up that their
friends could quickly recognize them. <

Three Master Masons came out to me with 
aprons on; one with. plain white, two with 
fancy blue lambskin aprons. They gave me the 
signs, grips, and words of the first three de
grees in Masonry, as perfectly as I ever got 
them from a brother in earth life, and as 
correct Two of the three I have sat with in 
lodge on- this side; Brother John Blackmer, 
who passed to Spirit-life about eight years ago 
near Devil’s Lake, Dakota, and Brother Geo. 
Burnett, who passed over one year ago at 
Belding, Mich. ; the other,’if'stranger to me, 
but an uncle to a lady in the seance room . 
They are Workers now in that Grand Lodge 
on high, where we all hope 'to, meet them in 
the sweet by ¿hd by. ’ '

Farmer Riley is nota Mason, hnd his control 
Benton told me to tell his medium that he did 
not want him to join the Masons; not because
he did not like Masonry, but so the people 
could not say It was Riley doing this. ,

The Unknown
Life of

JESUSCHR1ST
BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE 

MANUSCRIPT, 

NICOLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the French.

Sjnce the writing of the New Testament no 
book has appeared of as great importance to 
Christianity as “The Unknown Life of Jesus 
Christ" '

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
being reported by eye-witnesses. The original manuscript antedates the four Gospels, ’ 
and has been jealously guarded in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians.

The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of hjs life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away,, and )}e is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

The discovery anff publication of. this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
interest the। civilized world pver, all the great newspapersand important ihagazines 
having critically discussed it. ’ ■

“ The North American Review" , devotes eight pages of its 5Jay number to.an 
article regarding it by Edward Eyerett Hale, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 
Presse," of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and says,, “Nobody, has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery. ” The British ¡.Government considers the original manuscript of such 
transcendent vaju^ .that ifeis-,about; to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diploma.ticchannpjgl),1„j,j.li ,.b

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privations ah,d .perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contains 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of 
combining cheapness and kxcellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Paper 
cover, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

Mrs. F.. B. Warren, the lady of the houst? r-
where 1 make my home, is sitting for devel
opment for materialization, and has been 
for three years. Her main control is Alexan
der Hamilton; her chemist, Thomas Hood, 
and her physician, Dr. Rusk; they came out 
and gave their medium treatment (one at a 
time) by calling up the sitters and forming a 
circle around them and their medium. Alex
ander Hamilton walked out, and went to the 
head of the circle to his medium, and took 
hold of her and had her get up out of her 
chair so he could walk through to the cabinet. 
Then he came back and had us all rise and 
form a circle around him and his medium 
while he gave her a thorough treatment. Then, 
shaking hands with all, he bade us good night, 
and returned to the cabinet Then came 
Riley’s son-in-law, Samuel Bellingham, who 
passed to Spirit-life last April. He first came 
and gave his name, shook hands with all in 
the room, and then went back in the cabinet 
to get strength. He tiietf came out again, took 
me by the arm unc led me to the light that 
stood on fi table full twenty feet from the 
cabinet, and turned his face up to me with a 
smile and said,'‘ Sam,” in a loud whisper. 
He then turned and led me back to the cabinet 
and said tb me: “Tell my dear wife, Emma, 
of this.” Then he bade me good night and 
disappeared.

Miss Mattie Shipp, of Lansing, Mich., was 
taken into the cabinet by Benton, Kiley’s 
control, three times, and holding her by one 
hand, he placed her other hand on the 
medium’s head.

Benton talked and sang with us. He gave 
us good advice and excellent instruction. He 
also said that he was going to put his medium 
on the rostrum to talk sometime in the future, 
but would not dare to do it yet, as be (Ben
ton) was too radical; that they would kick 
him and his medium off the camp ground.

While we were singing the “Sweet By and 
By," Benton came to the front of the cabinet 
and said: “Dear friends, none but those that 
go to sleep in Jesus will rest free from sorrow 
and pain, as they are waiting for Gabriel to 
blow his horn to wake them up; but you 
people on the earth side, who have learned 
this beautiful philosophy, will never rest free 
from sorrow and pain as long as you can look 
back and see yoijt friends in ignorance and 
superstition, as they are now.”

The whole seance was simply wbnderful 
and awe-inspirte»,. Every student of occultism 
should meet ipFhave a sitting with Farmer 
Riley, Michigan’s champion materializing me
dium. With love to all, and malice towards 
none, Yours fraternally,

Jerry Bricker.

“Secrets of the Convent Re
duction in Price.

The price of the remainder of the edition of 
this book will be sold to meet the demand of 
“hard times” prices, and allow those who wish 
to use it, as so . many have already done, in 
awakening the people to the plotting villainy 
of "the Catholic church., Price, postpaid, 16 
cents; four copies, 60 cents. Address Hud
son Tnttltf, Berlin Heights, Ohio.

“Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.” 
A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’ Inter
national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 
1893. By . Susan H. Wixon. A noble ad-
dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should 
be read by every woman and every man.
peoially excellent to place in ,tbj " 
women who are members of hes.

Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

THE..........

EVERLASTINGGOSPEL.
À COMPILATION OF THE LEU

tures given by the feplrit Band through the me
diumship of Mrs. Magdalena Kline. Tbh volume con
siste of a series of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered In public through the mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, n trance, clairvoy
ant and inspirational medium, Their tone Is excellent 
and their spirit good; and even though’ one may flud 
some’ Ideas that differ from those he bas. hèld, yet he 
will find much to please, benefit and Instruct. The 
■reverence with which Jesus is mentioned will please 
many,-Hitbough the ideas advanced concerning Jeaus 
and Christianity are not after tiie orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 large-pages, and will be scat 
postpaid for «1.50. Fof sale at this office.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS, 

4 AV) THE WONDROUS POWER 
which helped or made them perfonjj mighty 

works and utter Inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos
tles, aud Jesus, or New Readlugs of “The Miracles,* 
by Allkn Putnam. Price 75 oeau. For solo at tbit 
office.

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association.
Office, 510 E Street, N. W., Wash- 

ingtón, D. C.
( Incorporated Nov, 1,1893.)

'THE, HEADQUARTERS OF THE
J. NaltbflQl Spiritualists' Aasoclatlou Is now open 

at all ilnidfribd «II Spiritualists are Invited to vigli 
their ofttylfllHpjne. 4 register will.be kept of lectur- 

' ers and'megfónir, who ars requested to scud In their * -
Djunq* andhadrossee, nlso ojflqers.of nil qocletle», and 
we desire tdikeep a perfect register j>f thtsé. and 

■ prompt notice should be sent to us of all changes of
looatlòii. Officers of societies lu all foreign countries * 
arc also requosted to confer with us. and tufonnaUou 
la desired resnectlng.all new phases of dcveFpm^t 
In all pdrto of the world. • Houks, pamphlets and mog* 
azines ? npoùk Spiritual - matters are earnestly 
solicited forine Ndtlonji! Spiritual Library. For In
formation, address .as dboVe. Robkbt A. Dimmick, 
Secretary. {F 2Htf

Price, 10 cents.
The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 

idea of Death, Heaven and Hell By Moses 
Hull. Price 10 cents, ,

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. By Lois W aisbrooker. Pajier, 
50 cents. ’

Woman, Church and State. -A noble work 
by Matilda-Joslyn Gage. It cannot be com
mended too highly. 551 large pages, cloth
bound, $2. - ...... - ' - ।

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN 

1 tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of Spirits! 
Dtsc<4'nm.cnt of Spirit«; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Kvll Spirits: Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
SwapaChetL/ySpIrlis; Forma lion of. CJrdcs; Rcsurrec* 
tlon'of the Ddnd; A Voice from thp Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. Thia work has been translated into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford, Conn., and similar cases 
in all parts of the country. Thia volumn Is the first 
from the author directly on the aul’Jpct of “Spiritual* 
Ism,” and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 
IUKL Pogtjuje io cente- For Bale at thU office.

NELLY'S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Relig- 

. ions and
Religious Congresses at the Co

lumbian Exposition.
Ooe of the molt Important and Interesting events 

connected with (lie World’s Fair was-the Parliament 
of Religions. It will go dowu the ages as one of tlie 
greatest events of the world'# history. To students of 
comparative and ethnolpglcjd religion the coolants of 
this portly volumt of q fhousand-and-one pages will 
prove of most Intense Interest, and the statements and 
preacjnatlons qt the various faiths py their accredited 
dliciplcs rtid'expononts arc vastly Instructive,. Tha 
price of this great volume Is only For sale at 

’ this office. ■

FROM THE ROSTRUM.
BY A. B. FRENCH.

This work Is one that every one should read. It 
beams throughout with rare gems of thought, practical 
aa well as profound. There Is sunshine and beauty In 
every sentence uttered. The wurk Is dedicated to ths 
author's favorite sister, barah French Farr.now passed 
to splrlt-iifo. Hudsot Tut ile, of Berlin Heights, Ohio, 
gives an Interesting sketch of the author's life

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch oftbeUtoOt'A. B. French
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and

Wars of Islam.
•Joseph Smith and the Book of

Mormon. ,
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanq- fy of

Ideas.
The Unknown.

f'OSPEL OF NATURE. BY M. L.
\J Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book repiete with 

spiritual truths. Price SLOO.

Z'HE SOUL, ITS. NATURE RE LA- 
tlons r.nd Expressions In Human Embodiments. 

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by ber 
Guides. A book that everybody should read who are 
Intorested In re-incarnation. Price fl.00.

THE DIAKKA.
'THE DIAKKA AND THEIR EARTH- 
1 ly Victims, by the Seer, A. J. D^vts, Is a very in- 

tercstfufc and suggestive work. U is an explanation ol 
much that is false and repulsive In Spiritualism, em- 
bodylnrtj; most Important recent interview with Jam« 
Victor Wilton, a resident of the Summer-Land. Pricer 
30 cento. For isle at this offic«

PSYCHIC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 
1 Lite. Letter, to the Seybert Commliilon. By 
FnncleJ. Llppltu An Illustrated pamphlet Worth 
It, Weight In cold. Price 25 cent*.

¿IFE ANF LABOR IN THÇ SPIRIT
world. ..y Miss Mary T.-Shelhamey. It abound, 

in fact. In reference to tho.pummerLan4, P-lce ,1.00.

"DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRITLAND. 
Zi. Given Inspirationally by Mra. Marla M. King. 
You win not become weary while readttfg this paca 
lent hooX.-.Price. îbceuja. ’

TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL JUS. 
view of the Sunday^uestlon. It U lujaluabl». . 

By G. W. Brown. M. D. Frico 15 cent«.

The Coming Anierican Civil War. 
'THIS BOON, BY BURTON AMES 
J ‘'HxftrmcGTON. Is written fn the interest of hu

manity, of liberty, and <n patriotism—* book written 
for the purpose of calling attention to the deadly 
danirera that beset us bn .every side, and more cspa. 
chilly to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles al 
an ever-present, though secret; unscrupulous foo- 
the Catholics. Washington’s words of warning 
Lincolns apprehension and-the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included tn the volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, in a recent sermon said: “Tbo 
church tolerates heretics where she It ohllgedtodo. 
to but she hates them with a deadly hatred, and . 
usesail her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
knowhow she treated heretics in the Middle Ages, nnd 
how the treats them today where ahe has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facto than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and the princes of 
the church for what they bare thought fit to do.’ 
Every one should reed t his work. Paper.^K) pages.

will be sent, postpaid, for'fifty ceuts. t or sale ri 
IM-office. •

WORLDS ¿fXTEEHr CR^Ct^ 

J. fled Saviors. By Kersey Graver.“ You should 
read tt, and be the wiser. Price 81.50. -
TTOWTO MESMERIZE. BY PROF.JlI 3. W. Cadwell,one of the met mcecsMnr me, 

merlst. In America. Ancient aniuiodurn miracles mt- 
plained by mesmerism. An Invaluable wort Price, 

¡SELF-CONTRADICTIONS- OF Tlix. 
kJ Bible. 1U Proportions, Theological,- Moral, Hl,-.. 
torical and Speculative; each proved afDrpiatlveiy ami. 
negatively by quotation, from Scripture, without cbm-, 
monk. Price 15 cent*.. ■ ■ _ ■, u.
STUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 

uJ torlcil and practical- A manual for the ppoplo. : 
ByW. Colville. Valuable to tbo.n inveatieatlng 
rfiwHumhr. j’rle.fi MV' . * •• -

?

Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

STI' DIES IN OUTLYING p| SLDS 
OF i/

PSYCHIC ^SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Ti ttle, essays to utilize and 
explain tlie vast array uf facts In its field «( research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re
ferring them to n common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated arc ns follows:

Matter. Life, Mind. Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and Its Results; What U 
the Sensitive State? Mcsmerisin. Hypnotism. Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; scusltlvvucss proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Drcama; 
Sensitiveness induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen
sitive; Prayer. In (he Light of Senaltlveneaa and 
Thought Transference; Immortality-What the Future 
Life must be. granting the Drereding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cun’: Christian Science; Mctnphrslco— 
their Psvchlc and Phvslca’ Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

It Is printed on Une paper, handsomely bound, 958 
pages. Sent, post paid. 81.25.

This work may be culled the fl^Rt attempt to corre
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. It Is a vadc mecum, 
aitu answers about any question which may arise in 
the. minds of the investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For sale at this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSE."-

‘'Rights of Man.” “ Age of Reason," etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of his writings, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know the exact truth 112 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious re
former should read this volume. Price 11. Portagf 
10 cents. For sale at this offletv

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

Rfhere spirit is supreme nnd all things are subject loll
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper. 25 cento. For sale fit 
tbts office.________________ ________ ____________ ,

ROMANISM AND THE RE- 

.PUBLIC.

A WORK TH A T EVERY LO VER OF 
his country should have at hand for consults, 

lion. By Rev. leafcc J Ltmslnp.M. A. ThiB ls auwit . 
able work, conriailns of a Discussion of the Purpowa{ < 
ABsumpdoBs.il'riflblpies and Methods of 'The 'Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 psges, tnd 
mav be considered a mine of valuable Ihformntlbn fox 
every ratrlnt In the land., pT.lr.n»l. sale at thll •
Office. . - ' ■ ' ' ' -
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, Take Notice.
nr. At expiration of subscription, if not renewed, 

the paper la alacontinued. No Dills will be tent for ex* 
tra numbers.

RT’ If you Ao not receive your paper promptly, 
write to ub, and errors in address will be promptly 
corrected, and mfsifog numbers supplied gratis.

t3F* M honever you desire the address of your paper 
changed, always give the address c! the place to which 
it 1b then sent, or the change cannot be made*

THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER
FUbllBhed ¿very Saturday at No. <0 Loomis Street 
. r . ." 1. . . - — ■

J. R. Francis, Editor and Publisher.
Entered at Chicago Postofflceasfldelasamatter

■ Terms of Subscription.
The Pboobbsbivb Thinker will bo furnished until 

further notice, at the following terms, Invariably in 
advance)
Ouo year - - *1.00
Clubs of ten (a copy to the one getting up

the club) - - - - - - #7.50
Thirteen weeks - - - - - - ssets
Single copy scts

BBIIITTANCES.

Remit by PostoIBcc Money Order, Registered Letter, 
or draft on Chicago or New York. It costa trom 10 
to IS cents to get drafts cnsbed <n local banks, so don’t 
send them unices you wish Hint amount deducted from 
the amount cent. Direct al) loiters to J. B. Frauds’ 
No. 40 Loomis St.. Cblcsyo. 111.

UiiUHSl IML'OKTANT SUGGESTION!
As there ere thousauds who will nt first venture 

only twenty-five cents forTiix 1'noaiiBBBtvB Tiunkec 
thirteen weeks, we would suggest tothose wbOTeeelve 
a temple copy, to solicit several others to unite with 
tl)Cin, and thus he able to remit from tl to a 10, or even 
more than the latter sum. A large number of little 
amounts will make a large sum total, and thus extend 
rhe field of our labor and osefulntvA The same sug
gestion will apply in all cases of renewal of subscrip' 
lions—solicit others to aid In the good work. You will 
experience no difficulty whatever lu Inducing Spiritu
alists to subscribe for Tub PnomiitsBiVB Tihnkbu, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the valua
ble Information imparted therein each week, and at 
the price of only about two cents per week. :

I A Bountiful Harvest for 25 Cents
Do you want a more bountiful harvest than we < an 

give you for cents? Just pause and think for a mo
ment what au Intellectual feast that small Investment 
Will fdrnlsh you. The subscription price of Tub Pho- 
oitBssiVB Thinkbb thirteen weeks Is poly twenty-five 
i tnts! For that amount you obtain one hundred and 

our pages ‘it solid, substantial, soul-elevating and 
mllid-refresliing reading matter, equivalent to a medi
um-ailed book!

Mohammedan Temperance.
’“Vines are cultivated throughout 

Arabia, and have been so from time im
memorial; though since the well-known 
prohibition by the Koran the grapes are 
no longer pressed for wine,” so says En
cyclopaedia Britannica.

Whether in darkest Africa, or in 
more favored climes, the Koran is the 
guide of the believer, and its injunctions 
are everywhere obeyed, while the peo
ple are wholly exempt from the vice of ■ 
intemperance. One of the most power
ful sects of Islam makes unconditional 
war on the use of tobacco in jjtny of its 
forms, and cites their holy book as 
authority for its exclusion from the lips 
of the faithful. Travelers in all coun
tries subject to the rule of the 'prophet 
compliment his followers for their so
briety, their personal cleanliness, their 
devotion to one God. Prostitution is 
unknown among them, save in the great 
commercial marts open to Christians- 
Wherever the Mohammedan missionary 
succeeds in gaining sway, or his armies 
triumph, the natives are taught they 
have no hope of paradise who even 
taste of intoxicants.

How very unlike Christianity! The 
missionary and the product of the still
worm, or of fermentation, journey arm 
in arm to their destination. Converts 
are taught by the holy books to “take a 
little wine for their often, infirmities”; 
and “give strong drink to him that is 
ready to perish, and wine to those who 
be of a heavy heart. Let him drink 
and forget his poverty and remember 
his misery no more.”—Prov. 31:6,7. 
“Drink thy wine with a merry heart.”— 
Eccl. 9:7.

The preachers may formulate their 
creeds until doomsday, apd try to abolish 
intemperance; but while their parish
ioners can read, and the Bible is in their 
reach, and they, are taught it is the 
voice of infinite wisdom, no progress 
will be made in staying the ravages of 
the monster that wasteth at noonday. 
Prohibitory laws are of no avail; for 
here is a higher one emanating from 
God himself. If the Christian world 
had prohibitory laws in their sacred 
books as the Mohammedans have, they 
would have no need of municipal laws in 
that direction.

The anti-slavery agitators of the last 
generation found all their efforts to 
crush slavery were met with a “Thus 
saith the Lord,” sanctioning the ac
cursed institution. They were com
pelled in maintaining their position to 
make war on the Bible as a twin relic 
of barbarism with slavery. So with in
temperance; the vice can only be abol
ished when the Bible shall cease to be 
recognized and worshiped as the voice 
of God. And while lying is defended by 
tfie holy book In propagating the faith, 
it is futije to denounce lying as a sin 
against heaven. ;

Something Else Required. v
Goethe, the German poet and/phll- 

osopher, said: “The destiny of anylpa- 
tion, at any given time, depends on (he 
opinions of its young men under the age 
of five-and-twenty." If correct in this 
statement, and the sentiments of the 
young men of America under twenty- 
five are to shape the future of the 
church, then something besides doc
tored inscriptions on ancient monu
ments, additions to deficiencies in Bible 
history, interpolations into the classics, 
aid false statements everywhere, will 
be needed to save the system from ex
tinction. .

r Insane from Religion. .
Springfield, O. Aug. 31.—Helen 

Weichert, of Hamilton, Ohio, tried to 
jump from a Big Four train running at 
fifty miles an hour near here to-day. At 
police headquarters she called Detective 
Wilson God, and fell down dud’ wor
shiped him. Religious excitement 
caused sudden insanity.—News Item.

Can it be possible that that? system of 
religion which makes its votaries mad 
is of God? Is it not more probable it is 
priest-made, false in fact, and .should it. 
not be relegated to the Dark Ages in 
which it originated? ■ ■ .

tTHB PROGRESSIVE THINKER
The Religion of Nature.

The eloquent and forcible John 
Ruskin has given, us a portraiture of 
the Religion of Nature, which is in de
lightful < contrast with that of the 
church, with Ite angry and repenting 
God',¿its ■ hideous,, cloven-footed Devil 
and its lake of liquid flame, in which 
they who do not agree with the priests 
are to be eternally burned, yet never 
consumed. We commend it to the read
ers of The Progressive Thinker as 
an exposition of the views of a scholar 
of modern times who seems to have 
broken away from the tyrannous creeds 
of the past and built his faith on the 
indestructible teachings of nature, in no 
way narrowed by barbarous Bible lore. 
Read:

“There is religion in everything 
around us—a calm and holy religion in 
the unbreatliing things of Nature, 
which man will do well to imitate. It is 
a meek and blessed influence, stealing 
in, as it were, unawares upon tne heart; 
it comes quietly, and without excite
ment; it has no.terror, np gloom in its 
approach; it does not rouse up the 
passions; it . is. untrammeled by the 
creeds and unshadowed by the supersti
tions of map; It is fresh from the hands 
of the Author, glowing from the imme
diate presence of the Great Spirit, 
which( .pervades and quickens it; jt is 
written on the arched sky; it looks but 
from every star; it is on the sailing 
cloud and in the. invisible wind; it is 
among the hjlls and valleys of, the earth, 
where the, shrubless mountain-top 
pierces the thin atmosphere of eternal 
winter, 'or where the mighty forest fluc
tuates before the strong wind; with its 
dark waves of green-foliage: it is spread 
out like a. legible ' language upon the 
broad face of the unsleeping ocean; it is 
this whieh . upliffe the (spirit within us, 
until it is strong çppqgh fofoVerlook the 
shadows of' our?:|fiace, bt.’probation, 
which breaks, link after link, the chain 
that binds us. to materiality, and which 
opens to our imagination a. world of 
spiritual beauty and hpllness.”

Can the young find in creeds or holy 
books better sentiments tp memorize 
and carry through life than this descrip
tion of the Religion of Nature, from one 
of the most gifted minds of England? 
We opine not..............

Narrowed by a Name.
It is difficult to find any good reason 

for labeling' an orglihizktloil having in 
view the reformation of the intemperate, 
“Women’s Christian Temperance Un
ion,” unless its object is to reform 
drunken. Christians exclusively. All 
other temperance reformers have been 
content to work harmoniously with per
sons of all creeds, and of np creed, their 
great object being to suppress the 
tippling habit. It must be admitted 
there is a shoy? of propriety for the ex
clusion of non-Chrlstions from the 
Women's organization, because the vice 
of intemperance seems to have1 origin
ated with churchmen; its priests and 
deacons were the first victims, and the 
reputed founder of the church is credited 
with being the first manufacturer of an 
artificial product. ,

Well, we are right glad the sisters 
are devoting themselves to such a 
needed reform. We shall lay no ob
structions in tbplr path; still it may be 
a question if by the use of the name 
Christian the/ have not silenced many 
of those who would, have bektr the most 
efficient laborers in their hoble work. 
Let it always be remenJbefieq.that the 
great temperance reform- Originated 
and was carried on for many years by 
those the church branfld'd' Infidels, 
while the pulpits were closed to temper
ance lecturers.

God or Satan, "Whidh?
When doctors disagree, who shall de

cide? was an old-time .inquiry. When 
an infallible Bible makes conflicting 
statements, Which shall we believe?

“The anger of the Lord was kindled 
against Israel, and he moved David 
against them to say, ‘Go, number Israel 
and Judah.’ 2 Sam. 24:1.

In 1 Chronicles, 21:1, the same Inci
dent is recorded in these words: “And 
Satan stood up against Israel, and pro
voked David to number Israel.”

It Is very apparent either God and 
Satan are identical, else we are at sea 
as to who gave the order for numbering 
the people of Israel, an act God after
wards disclaimed, and for which he vis
ited Israel with a pestilence, destroying 
seventy thousand men: and had he not 
repented of his threatened evil he 
would have destroyed Jerusalem.

That must have been a severe afflic
tion to David when he lifted his eyes 
and saw an angel of the Lord standing 
between the earth and heaven with a 
drawn sword in his hand stretched over 
Jerusa'em. No wonder he and the 
elders put on sackcloth, and fell on their 
faces. It was a frightful exhibition of 
divine anger, enough to excite even a 
better man than David. That whole 
21st chapter of 1st Chronicles tells the 
Satan version of the story. '

Good Morals Don't Count.
. "The morals of the nation* are high
est when tithes. (to the churches) are 
most Singly paid;” gaid the Dean- of 
Ndrwfoii,' Eng.'v'in a late yetanon in aid 
of the Poor Clergy Relief Society. 
Those habits heretofore supposed to be 
essential to a worthy life do not count If 
the tithes are not promptly paid so the 
priest may revel in luxuries. Hear that, 
ye starving poor I God’s Priests neg
lected and you are successful candidates 
for perdition; hence,' ,cpme down with 
the cash, and promptly. • ,

Obsolete.
i An attempt was recently made in 
England to revive ah obsolete statute of 
George IH. making it an offense to lec
ture on Sunday where money is received 
for admission. Justice Mathew dis
missed the case, substantially deciding 
the law not adapted to Our times.

• He alone is wise who can accommo
date himself to all the contingencies of 
life; but the fool contends and struggles 
like a swimmer against the tide.— F.rom 
the Latin. '

There is one road to peace, and that is 
truth.*—Shelley. , ■
; Ih 1776 hailstoues said to weigh 20 
ounces, fell at Murcia, in Spain.

IMPORTANT STUDY
For Spiritualists as Well as 

Others.

The Increase of Crime on This 
Old Earth.

IT IS GROWING WORSE, THOUGH SPIRIT
UALISES ARE FOUND EVERYWHERE— 
IF NOT CHECKED, “MENS, MENE, TE- 
KEL, UPHARSIN,” WILL BE WRITTEN 

ON THE BANQUET HALL OF THE RE. 
PUBLIC. . .

[CONTINUED FROM LAST WEEK.]

Spiritualists have a duty to perform. 
Evidence that cap not be refuted shows 
that crime is increasing. The centers 
(cities) of óur civilization are becoming 
so very corrupt that the question is, how 
long can they stand the pestilential 
strain? Spiritualism has a part to play 
in this 'Reformation. Many are adding 
to the aggregate of crime by apologizing 
for and shielding the wrong-doer. The 
following, by Henry Charles Lea, In 
that excellent magazine, Ths Fornii^ 
shows the tendency of the present age 
towards crime:

The two great scourges of humanity 
are disease and crime, and man’s strug
gle against them forms a notable por
tion of the history of the race. The ad
vance of science within the last genera
tion has greatly modified and improved 
the practice of medicine, and it is natu
ral that earnest sociologists should be 
incited to the endeavor to reduce into 
something like scientific method the 
hopelessly empirical and hap-hazard
treatment of crime. r

The necessity for improvement is ad
mitted on all hands. In 1820 France 
commenced’ to collect and publish sta
tistics on the subject; in 1835 England 
followed the example; and at intervals 
the other Continental nations have, one 
by one, done the same. Thus there hds 
gradually been accumulated a vast body 
of materials for scientific study, and, 
although comparative criminal statistics 
are notoriously apt to mislead, the fig
ures show undeniably that, with the ex
ception of the British empire, society 
has been worsted in the conflict with its 
criminals, and that crime has been in
creasing in spite of perfected police or
ganization and the anxious labor of the 
tribunals. In France, for instance, from 
1826 to-1880, the population grew only 
from 31,000,000 to 37,000.000, yet the 
trials for adultery multiplied ninefold, 
rape committed on children increased 
from 130 per annum to 809, assassina
tions from 107 to 239, arson from 71 to 
150, infanticide from 102 to 219. The ag
gregate criminality of -Christendom * to
day is hideous to contemplate, demon
strating the insufficiency of the existing 
means of repression and the crying ne
cessity for a change. If we take, for ex
ample, homicide, we are told that in the 
seven years, 1881—’87, the annual aver
age in some of the leading States of 
Europe has been:

by the Middle Ages—a reaction led by 
Beccaria in criminal jurisprudence and 
procedure, and by Howard in prison dis
cipline—has not been without its serious 
drawbacks. Punishments . have . been 
mitigated, while methods of procedure 
have been adopted which, in their effort 
to avoid injustice to the innocent, afford 
impunity to the guilty, or so protract 
the trial that the deterrent influence of 
speedy justice is lost. Garafalo, indeed, 
does not hesitate to assert that to the 
popular mind the courts seem devised 
and conducted so as rather to protect the 
criminal against society than to protect 
society against the criminal. •

Trial by jury, introduced into France 
by the Revolution of 1789, has spread 
everywhere for non-politlcal criminal 
cases. It is a clumsy device at the .best 
amopg races trained to its use, and is 
utterly unfitted to peoples whose sym
pathies areapt to be rather with the 
wrong-doer than with his victims, who 
are easily led away by the rhetoric of 
the advocate, and who, if we may be
lieve the criminologists, are frequently 
open to the seduction of bribery or 
liable to intimidation' by the friends of 
the accused. This induces extra caution 
on the part of prosecuting officers, who 
hesitate to try. offenders unless they feel 
a reasonable certainty of overcoming 
the scruples or the fears of the. juryman. 
Thus in France, in 1887, out of ¿59,319 
complaints, 239,061, or more than half, 
were pigeonholed. Unlike the English, 
the Continental jury is not required to 
be unanimous; its decisions are reached 
by secret ballot, in which a tie acquits 
and a blank or illegible ballot is counted 
for acquittal. When, under these diffi
culties, a conviction is obtained, if the 
offense is a capital one, the diseased sen
timentalism of the age steps in to pre
serve the worthless fife of the criminal» 
In Italy, no execution, save in the army, 
has taken place since 1876, and the 
death-penalty was finally abolished as 
useless in 1891, as it has likewise been in 
Holland, Portugal, Roumania, and prac
tically in Belgium and Switzerland. In 
other States the following curious table, 
quoted by Professor Ferri, from the 
Howard Association, shows how tender 
are the Continental Nations in the judi
cial shedding of blood:

ETERNAL VIGILANCE.
It Is the Price of Liberty,

No one knows the truth of this old 
adage so well as the modern Spiritualist. 
From the beginning of its first manifest
ations, Spiritualism has been constantly 
threatened with destruction by its ene
mies. Had it not been for the unceasing 
intervention of the mighty angels who 
were set to do the work for the reap
pearance upon the earth of the long-con
cealed truth, Spiritualism and all that 
it heralds and leads and stands for, the 
perfect freedom of choice on all planes

ANO WHAT IS DEATH?
Prof. Apperly Tells About the 

Grim Monster.

> Beginning of a Higher Life.

Country»

Austria............ .
France................
Spain....... . ........
Sweden..............
Denmark............
Bavaria.............
North Germany..
England.............
Ireland..............
Scotland.............
Australia and

New Zealand.

Period.

C
on

de
m

ns
?-

 
tio

ns
.

• 
J

Ex
ec

ut
io

ns
. 1

1870-79 806 16
1870-79 198 93
1868-77 291 126
1869-78 32 3
1868-77 94 1
1870-79 249 7
1869-V8 484 1
1860-79 665 372
1860-79 66 36
1860-79 40 15

1867-79 453 123

of existence, would long 
ceased to make itself felt in 
forces of the present day.

It is related of Hercules 
sent two serpents to destroy

ago have 
the living

that Juno 
him in his

Austria.......... 689
Hungary..... 1,231
Spain.............1,584
Italy.............3,606
Germany....... 577
France......... . 847

Belgium...... 132
Holland....!, 35
England........ 318
Scotland....... 60
Ireland......... 129

—amounting in all to 9,208 yearly; and 
that, if to this be added the homicides 
in Russia, Sweden, Norway, Denmark, 
Pdrtugal, Roumania, Servia, Montene
gro, Bulgaria, and Greece, the total 
would be about 15,000. Accurate statis
tics for the United States are not acces
sible, but the usual estimate of 3,000 Is 
probably below the truth; and, if we in
clude Canada, Australia, and the Span
ish republics of .Central and South 
America, the homicidal aggregate of 
States professing the Christian faith 
must be between 20,000 and 25,000 annu
ally. The most deplorable feature, 
moreover, of this swelling tide of crime 
is that the increase is specially mani
fested in the class of habitual criminals, 
for the convictions for repeated offenses 
multiply more rapidly than those for 
first offenses. In France they grew, for 
misdemeanors, from 21 per cent, of the 
whole in 1851 to 44 per cent, in 1882, and 
for crimes from 33 to 52 per cent. In 
Italy they were but 10J per cent, in 1876, 
while in 1885 they were 34}. Yet these 
official figures are greatly too low, for, 
as relapses are visited with increased 
penalties, the offender naturally con
ceals the fact as far as he can, and the 
means of ascertaining it are necessarily 
imperfect. Ferri says that by personal 
investigation among 346 persons con
demned to hard labor he found 37 per 
cent, to be old offenders, and among 363 
condemned to prison 60 per cent., though 
the official returns make out only 14 per 
cent, of the former and 33 per cent of 
the latter.

The causes at work to produce these 
disheartening results are not far to seek. 
One of them unquestionably is the 
marked increase in the consumption of 
intoxicating liquors, which is shown by 
the statistics of almost every nation. 
Tolstoi may perhaps exaggerate when he 
asserts that alcohol is accountable for 90 
per cent, of crime, and that of women 
who go astray oue-half yield to tempta
tion when under its influence; but the 
best-informed criminologists ascribe to 
it a large share not only in stimulating 
to crime and in blunting thè moral per
ceptions, but also in producing the pe
culiarly dangerous class of born crimi
nals, who are hopelessly incorrigible. 
Marro found by investigation among 
convicts that 41 per cent, of them were 
children of drunken parents, and the in
calculable extent to which such hered
itary criminality will Infect society is 
amply shown in Dugdale's remarkable 
study of the Jukes family.

The immense development in recent 
times of the urban population is another 
fruitful source of Increasing crime, for 
cities, through, their temptations and 
contaminating associations, are hotbeds, 
of vice. The increase of wealth among 
ali classes is to be reckoned as another 
cause, for, contrary to the. popular 
opinion, poverty is not an incentive .to 
crime.. Morrison tell us that every rise 
in the rateof-wages is followed by an in
crease of offenders, and that the prisons 
are never so full as in a period of gen
eral prosperity and abundant work.

Yet still more efficient than all these 
causes has been the humanitarian 
movement which is so marked a feature 
of the present century. The reaction 
against the barbarism bequeathed to us

British severity, ■ as illustrated by 
these figures, may perhaps explain how 
England has hela crime In check better 
than Garafalo’s suggestion of the purifi
cation of the race by the wholesale 
slaughter of vagabonds under the Tu
dors, and by the deportation of convicts 
to the American colonies in the eight
eenth century and to New South Wales 
in the nineteenth. , ■ ■' ■■ ■■■

This virtual abandonment of the 
death-penalty leaves tojhe legislator ho 
resource for the repression bf crime but 
imprisonment in its Parlous forms,and it 
is employed for all offenses, great and 
small. In Italy, in the ten years 1880-89, 
the sentences to jail amounted to 1,112,
079; in France, for the decade 1879-88, 
those by the lower courts alone were 
1,675,000, of which 113,000 were for 
terms of less than six days. The prisons 
thus become nurseries of crime, where 
trivial offenders are trained to evil 
courses and are let loose,’with the taint 
and disgrace of the punishment clinging 
to them. At the same time they Eave 
lost their former terror for the hard
ened criminal, for the humanitarian in
stincts of the age have rendered them 
abodes far more endurable than the 
cabin of the peasant or the garret of the 
workman, to say nothing of the relief 
from the care of the morrow which op
presses the man who depends on his 
labor for his daily bread. Even the baffne and the so-called galleys are man
aged on benevolent principl es and are re-
garded by the dangerous classes rather 
as a refuge in time of need than as a 
punishment to be dreaded. Coupling all 
this with the larger gains to be made in 
a society where the increase of wealth 
offers such opportunities to .the spoiler, 
we can well appreciate the 'assertion of 
M. Tarde that the profession of a crim
inal offers greater profits and smaller 
risks than any other career open to '
indolent poor.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

the

Resolution.
Out of the night that covers me, 

Black as the pit—from pole to pole,
I thank whatever gods may be, 

For my unconquerable soul.
In the fell clutch of circunfetencc

I have not winced nor cried aloud;
Beneath the bludgeonings of chance 

My head is bloody, bdt unbowed.
Beyond this vale of wrath and tears. 

Loom up the horrors of the shade, 
And yet the menace of the years 

Finds and shall find me unafraid.
It' matters not how straight the gate,

• How charged with punishments, the 
scroll; ' ‘

I am the master of my fate,
I am the captain of my soul.

». , Wm. Ernst Henley.
London, England. •

The Countess Wachtmeister..
■We publish this week a full report of 

one of the lectures delivered in this city 
by Countess Wachtmeister.. It, is full of 
suggestive thought, and-while Spiritual
ists will not endorse all she says, they 
will read her views with greatinterest. 
Our aim is now, and has been, to present 
the ideas o! leading minds on subjects 
intimately connected with our philoso
phy, and ih thatrespectTHE Progress
ive Thinker leads. ' • ' I ;

The acknowledgment ' of Weakness 
which we make in imploring to be,re
lieved from hunger and temptation is 
surely wisely put in our prayer.— 
Thackeray. ‘ , •

The average annual amqunt of dew in 
England is equal to 5 inches of rain.-

cradle. The hero strangled them both 
with his baby hands. In the same man
ner, from the church with its supreme 
goddess, the two serpents of Slander 
and Tyranny have been let loose, if by 
chance, overcoming the power that is' 
omnipotent, the spirit, they might 
make an end, once for all, of the coming 
giant of the centuries. But the baby 
hand has squeezed the life out of thé 
vile lies, so often and so freely circu
lated, of the grandest and noblest re. 
ligion ever adopted by man, as a guide 
through thé visible present, and a prom
ise of the invisible hereafter.

But Tyranny is still wriggling in its 
death throes, and it has called to its aid 
vicious and unjust legislation, and even 
physical force, when it dares, to carry 
out its treacherous and cowardly ends. 
The spotlessly' immaculate church (?) 
and its Christian Endeavorers are mov
ing heaven and earth to bring the State 
to the support of the church, and right 
behind them, marshalled for their sup
port, stands the prison, the gallows, the 
Stake, the fagot, and all the horrible 
tortures of the “most holy inquisition.” 
The attempts now made, secretly, but 
ho less persistently, are but the letting 
out of waters. If Spiritualists do not 
watch the stealthy movements of their 
opponents, and counteract them at the 
beginning, they will find themselves 
overwhelmed by the flood vomited out 
of the mouth of the dragon for their de
struction.

Above all things else, Spiritualists are 
the champions of free speech, free 
thought and free action. They seek to 
make men better, as the result of their 
own free choice. They deny the right 
to any man or set of men to force others 
to be good. They assert that never 
since the earth was hurled into space 
has fear made a man pure and holy. It 
is an impossibility.

Our opposers have smuggled laws 
through Congress and our Legislatures, 
masked under Innocent titles, which are 
worthy to emanate from the brain of the 
Czar of all the Russias. These laws seek 
to deprive our citizens of liberty of 
thought, speech and action. One of 
these grants power to irresponsible par
ties to drag men and women on trumped- 
up charges into court; to subject them 
to fine and imprisonment; to destroy 
their business and even life itself, on 
technical charges. All this tremendous 
power, in this “land1 of the free," is 
given into the hands of one man. We 
will venture to say that there are not 
five men in the great city of Chicago 
who have any knowledge of the text of 
the law, and its infamous provisions. 
This spy’s hand is on the throats of the 
whole press of the country. They have 
not dared to publish this law and show 
up its infernal Injustice. In this he is 
aided by the Catholic officials, who are 
planning to perfect precedents, and ma
chinery, to mûzzle the press at their 
pleasure, in the near future.

These bloody blots upon our statute
books are sought to be reinforced and 
enlarged by the medical and Sabbatarian 
laws." Our enemies are not dead, nor 
sleeping. As the emancipating powers 
of Spiritualism ar-e more and more focal
ized on the despotism bequeathed us by 
the past, and its attempted revival in the 
present, these maggots in the fetid 
waste of ignorance are roused to new 
life and activity, and seek to diminish, 
as best they may, the force of the spirit
ual life and truth thus disturbing them.

It becomes our brothers of the house
hold of spiritual faith to watch closely 
all our legislatures, and by organized 
effort to nullify all attempts to encroach 
upon our rights as American citizens, to 
the enjoyment of life, liberty and the 
pursuit of happiness here and hereafter. 
As Spiritualists, we have in no wise for
feited a single iota of our citizenship, or 
our claim to all our rights as such. We 
do not propose to be discriminated 
against, in any particular. So long as 
The Progressive Thinker has a 
voice to speak, it will not fail to urge 
its readers to constant watchfulness and 
action against hostility and malice di
rected toward our grand philosophy, 
whether it be visible or invisible.

A Challenge.
A. Marshall says in the Freethinker's 

Hie^azine that Dr. Hart, editor of the 
¿ritish .Medical World, makes public a 
chance to secure $1,000. Here it is:.
. "I will place a bank order for $i,000 
tn a sealed envelope enclosed in an 
ordinary pine box, and the $1,000 note 
Shall be at the disposal of any one, man, 
woman, child, medium,' thought-reader, 
clairvoyant or telepathist, who can 
within forty-eight hours of announcing 
their intention to do so, claim the de
posit, by reading the plain English writ
ing and give the number on the order. 
Any person accepting this challenge 
shall deposit $100, to be given to any 
charity that I shall name in this city. If 
they are able to claim the $1,009, which 
I here offer on the terms stated, it will 
be at their disposal for .whatever pur
pose, they choose, for their own benefit 
or for. the benefit of anv. charity pr for 
the advancement bf the cause ‘bf psy
chical research.”
. Mr. Marshall says that Dr. Hart's test 
has never been accepted, and he seems 
to set this down against Spiritualism to 
show that it, as well as church religion, 
cannot stand the test of truth. . j

Can any one ans wer this? As far as\ 
we are concerned, we see no necessity 
for Spiritualism minding such bluffs as 
this, yet as difficult things have been 
done and the money would be useful to 
some poor medium. .

MAN WILL PASS FROM ONE DEGREE OF 
LIFE '1'0 ANOTHER, EVER INCREAS
ING IN VIRTUE!, . , ' ' ,

It is a birth into a higher life. It is 
unfortunate that paintings and sculpture 
should represent death as a hideous 
skeleton or as the scepter wrapped in 
the winding sheet of the tomb. They 
should have pictured death as a smiling 
messenger, who comes to man, not to 
punish or destroy, but to reward and 
bear away the freed and aspiring spirit 
to a brighter and happier sphere.

Blyth and death are but changes in 
man’s progression. They are exits to 
other forms and conditions of life. Man 
has been taught to look upon death as 
the “King of Terrors”—a grim monster 
that puts an end to his existence or 
bears him away to endless torment. The 
Poets and the prophets of all age's, and 
the martyrs in every land have been up
held by a living faith, that death is but 
a change pr the casting away of earthly, 
elements, that have been brought to
gether to form a temporary dwelling for 
the eternal spirit. Lamartine ex
presses this idea In the following beauti
ful lines on the “Death of Socrates:"
To die is not to die, my friends; it is to 

change.
While he lives burdened by his body 

here below,
Man towards his God but languidly doth 

go;
Forced his vile wants to feed, no prog

ress makes;
Moves with a tottering step, or truth 

forsakes.
But he who verging on the end which he 

does pray
Sees glorious glympses of the eternal 

day—
Like sunset rays ascending towards the 

skies,
An exile, thence, in God's own arms he 

, lies,
And quaffing eagerly the nectar which 

does rapture give, ■
That day on which he dies he first be

gins to live.
Victoria, the present queen of Eng

land, after her husband, Prince Albert, 
had passed to the higher life, wrote 
very eloquently under the title “Medita
tions upon Death and Eternity.” She 
says, “the terrors with which we clothe 
death, come largely from the erroneous 
and revolting descriptions of it given to 
us.” Thus, it is sometimes styled de
composition or corruption; but we do 
not, speaking exactly, fall into either 
one or the other of these states,

Some say that to die is to leave the 
world, that being in itself impossible. 
Others claim that death is synonymous 
with destruction; but we cannot be de
stroyed. No; to die is to return unto 
our Father. Our souls merely castoff 
garments which do not become them, to 
put on others more worthy of them.

Wonderful changes take place in ani
mal life, from which man may learn 
many lessons. Nature is a kind mother 
and wise instructor. How much of death 
and the awakening to a higher life may 
man legrn from the caterpillar, that 
casts away its body and lives afterwards 
a beautiful butterfly. Let us suppose 
that some higher being than the cater
pillar should whisper to it, and say you 
will not always have to crawl in the dust 
and be trodden by the foot of man, but 
you will pass through a wonderful 
change called death; you will afterwards 
be resurrected and become a beautiful 
creature. You will have wings with 
which you can fly through the air, and 
you will flit among the beautiful flowers 
and sip the morning dews while beauti
ful children admire your lovely colors. 
What wonderful revelation this would 
be to the dull caterpillar. It could not 
believe the story; yet it is true.

All instinctive life is full of wonderful 
changes that we do not understand. 
When we are tired with the day’s toil, 
gentle sleep steals away our cares and 
the quiet slumbers of night rock us 
in their peaceful embrace. While the 
body is thus gaining strength for new 
labors, the soul is ever reveling in phan
tasm or dreams. With the morning 
light we seem to spring again into ex
istence, eager and prepared for another 
day’s conflict. These wonderful transi
tions may come and go every twenty-four 
hours of a long life, yet no man can mark 
the minute that sleep steals over him or 
the moment of awaking to consciousness. 
All life is full of miracle and changes, 
but we cease to wonder at what is oft 
repeated. After the spirit shall have 
passed through many births and deaths, 
or changes in its eternal progression 
and can read its own history, which 
likely began before our earth began to 
revolve in its orbit, it may look upon 
death and welcome it as we welcome a 
night’s repose.

Many wno have given up their lives 
for the truth, as they saw it, have at the 
last moments arisen above fear and mor
tal pain. The sublimity and the glory 
of dying for a righteous cause have 
burst upon their vision and a smile has 
lighted up their countenance as the 
spirit was preparing to take its depart
ure. History has given many illustrious 
examples.-

At the last supper of the Girondists, 
just before the execution of the most il
lustrious men that France ever pro
duced, Ducos, one of the condemned, 
asked: “What shall we be doing to-mor
row at this time?” Although their 
minds had been darkened by atheism, 
Carro replied: “Annihilation is not our 
destiny. We are immortal. These 
living thoughts, these boundless aspira
tions, can never die. To-morrow, far 
away in other worlds, we shall think 
and feel, and act, and solve the problems 
of the destiny of the human mind.”

Verginand, the most brilliant of them 
all, exclaimed with his soul-moving elo
quence: “Death is the greatest act of 
life, since it gives birth to a higher state 
of existence. Were it not thus there 
would be something greater than God. 
No, Verginand is not greater than God; 
but God is greater than Verginand, and 
He will not suffer him to ascend a scaf
fold but to justify and avenge him in 
future ages."

Victor. Hugo has given us the follow
ing beautiful thoughts in his “Contem
plations:”

“Everything ends under six feet of 
earth? No; everything begins. No; 
everything germinates. Nqj everything 
blossoms, and grows,and springs up, and. 
bursts forth. ■ ■_

“I believe in immortality—not in the 
immortality of the name, which is but

smoke; but in the enduring life of the 
individual. I believe in it, I feel myself 
immortal.

“Yes, I believe in God and in another 
life.

. “If I face.death with a calm smile it 
’13 because I believe in a future life. And 
.note‘that I am on guard against the ca
resses which bestow on our ideas to the 
end that they may become opinions. 
But here is an absolute conviction, I be?- 
lieve—I say more, lam sure—that we do 
not utterly and wholly die and that our 
epo survives.

“Yes, I believe profoundly in this 
better world; it is far more real to me 
than this wretched chimera which we 
devour and which we call life. I be
lieve in it with all the strength of my 
conviction; and. after many struggles, 
much study.and many trials, it is the 
supreme certainty of my reason, as it is 
the supreme consolation of my soul,

“Therefore, let us have no fear of 
death. What is laid in the tomb is not 
ourselves, but simply the material wrap
ping of our souls. This wrapping per
ishes, in obedience to the laws of chem
ical decomposition; but the soul, which 
is our true liidividntiHty, does not disap
pear—it goes on to pursue a fresh career 
In the skies. The body is the cloak of 
the soul; the body is changed to dust, 
the soul is changed to light.”
“Oh, death! Oh, moment grand! Oh> 

mortuary rays!
Hast thou.ne’er turned the sheet from 

dear, dead face,
While others wept and stood beside the 

bed—
Friends, brothers, children, mother 

with down-hanging head,
Distracted, sobbing, of wild grief the 
TT pre.v,
Hast seen a smile across the dead man’s 

features stray?
He groaned, he choked, he died just 

now;
And yet he smiles. Dread gulf, oh, 

. whence and how
Cometh that light, seen on the face of 

death’s unwilling slave?
What is the tomb? Whence cometh, 

Oh, thinker grave,
The awful calmness on each dead face 

we see?
It is that the secret is out; it is that the 

spirit is free;
It is that the soul, all-seeing, all-shining, 

all-burning so bright, '
Laughs aloud, and the body itself takes 

part in its fearful delight.”
Severe pain may precede death, but 

as soon as the vital forces cease, all pain 
ceases. Nature is a kind mother. She 
permits death to steal upon a true life 
as peacefully as sleep steals upon the 
infant, while nursing at the mother’s 
breast. The deepest sorrow and be
reavement may be the part of those who 
are left to mourn the departure of the 
loved and the dear; but such sorrows 
are generally followed by the purest 
joys and the deepest spiritual unfold- 
ment. The parent who has never had 
an idolized, child snatched away by 
death, has never tasted of sorrow and 
loneliness. But such a parent cannot 
know the deeper consolation that comes 
from thinking of the loved and lost. 
This consolation far outweighs the joys 
that come from the living. The be
reaved parent, may pour out his very 
soul in tears and prayers. But he re
signs himself to the will of God. New 
thoughts are born, and a deeper spiritu
ality awakened. When the assurance 
comes that the child which was lost in 
death still lives and loves, what raptures 
of joy must swell the parent's heart!

“Oh, death, where is thy sting? Oh, 
grave, where is thy victory?” There is 
no death. Mau lives forever. He is an 
eternal being. He had no beginning 
and he will have no end. He will pass 
from one degree and condition of life to 
another, ever increasing in virtue and 
power and intelligence.

W. H. Apperly.

A Sad and Dreary Waste.
What can we say of the terrible cy

clone of fire which two weeks ago swept 
over vast districts in Minnesota, North
ern Wisconsin and Michigan, destroying 
great forests, towns, villages, cities, and 
the soil itself in its desolating march? 
The whole country was strewed with 
the remains of the festering dead who 
found no escape from the sea of flame, 
and the houseless, homeless wanderers, 
who were left with nothing but life and 
penury to contend with the severities of 
northern skies in autumn and winter. 
The daily press and the telegram re
ports have heralded the news to the ex
treme limits of civilization. We can 
only refer to the event as another “dis
pensation of a mysterious Providence,” 
who was giving too much attention to 
the sparrow and in numbering hairs to 
regard the lives of his. worshipers, even 
neglecting to provide safety to many who 
were found with hands locked and in the 
attitude of prayer, whose importunities 
for relief were silenced in death. No 
wonder the pessimist looks upon life as 
a sad and dreary waste.

The 
one to

The Past Summer, 
past summer has been 
all classes of business,

end is not yet. As a general

a trying 
and the 
rule re-

trenchment begins in the family by cut
ting off the spiritual food—discontinuing 
the paper that furnishes, each week, the 
glad tidings of great joy of the new dis
pensation. No one seems to think that 
each exceedingly small sum makes up in 
the aggregate the very life of the paper, 
and that each one who discontinues it. 
cripples it to that extent in its efforts to 
do a humanitarian or missionary work 
among those who qàn not pay a single 
cent for the spiritliai food, they so much 
crave. Bear, thia thought in mind, 
Spiritualists, and make a determined 
effort, each of you, to continue the 
paper, and if possible send it to some 
poor person who is unable to pay for it.

Before going on a sea voyage or into 
the country, be sure and put a box of 
Ayer’s Pills in your valise. You may 
have occasion to thank us for this hint. 
To relieve constipation, biliousness and 
nausea, Ayer's Pills are the best in the 
world. They are also easy to take.

The high cirrus clouds are believed 
to be formed of snowflakes.

Mòre than 1,000 forms of- snow crys
tals have been observed and copied. '■

The principles of rainfall were first 
correctly set forth by Dalton, in 1787.

Thè average annual rainfall over the 
whole earth is 36 inches.
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Very Clear Indeed!
exchange says: Mrs. Besant was 
for a short and understanding

The First Society of Spiritualists.
.To the Editor:—Once more I crave 

the privilege of, vour valuable columns 
in order that I may notify our friends, 
and all those who may sympathize with 

i us in our new venture, that success has 
thus far crowned dur efforts, andon the 
16th of September we commence our 
season’s work in Hooley's Theatre. I 
hardly need remind yog that, in re
sponse to the ever increasing spirit of 
inquiry for greater light arid knowledge 
into the truths and principles of Spirit-' 
ualism,the officers of the First Society of 
Chicago decided to appeal to the body at 
large of this city; determined, if the re
sponse should warrant such an aggres
sive move, to secure one of the theatres 
in the center of the city and hold one 
service (Sunday morning), making it as 
far as possible a union service, not only 
of the Spiritualists, but also of all those 
interested in psychical research, and all 
advanced lines of thought. Circulars 
were accordingly issued, laying before 
thb thoughtful public the proposed plans 
of the committee, which were to secure 

i one of the leading theatres fo/v the above 
purpose, theexpensesftobe iget by the 
sale of opera phairs or. . ^tirigs, at $10 
each, payable quarterly jp advance. I 
am glad, to be able to' report that re- 
spopses came, and, while not yet enough 
to'meet all demands, were enough to war
rant us in extending otir borders.

We have secured Hooley’s beautiful 
theatre, and full assurarice has been 
given by the courteous manager that 
everything will be done to insure the 
comfort of our audience and prosperity 
of the work; and we have now great 
pleasure in sending out this cordial invi
tation to all our friends. In’doing so we 
wouldsay, give us the support of your 
presence. Hitherto, perhaps, we have 
not been as-true to bur colors as we 
might have been. Too long have we 
feared, Jest we should collide with the 
prejudices of the world In declaring our
selves on an unpopular side, and have 
kept thp cause we profess to love in the 
background, content to drink of its 
depths ourselves, in some little, out-of- 
the-way hall. ,

But the unseen powers have silently 
done this work. ’ Truth has made itself 
felt, and before it many of the walls of 
prejudice, ignorance and bigotry have 
crumbled to the dust, and the time has 
come when to declare one’s self a Spirit
ualist is a sure passport into the ranks of 
intelligence and advanced thought. The 
move we are making will help to place 
this great conscience liberator in its 
true position before the world, and will 
of itself proclaim that we have a truth 
of which we need not be ashamed.

We are especially happy in the 
thought that the spirit of unity has 
made itself felt. . The leaders.of our sis
ter societies, have, one and all, given 
their word of encouragement and God
speed, and while this especial .platform 
will be for the philosophy, we feel from 
this will come the demand foi? proof, and 
this must ever be found in the phe
nomena; arid,, therefore, we propose to 
print, (as a standing advertisement), on 
the hymn slips which will be used in 
our services^ notices of all our sister so
cieties, and in' addition to this, a regis
ter will be kept, in some prominent po
sition,of private mediums,with their dif
ferent phases of mediumship. Thus we 
hope to clasp hands in brotherly love in 
this our common cause, for in unity lies 
our real strength.

To those who have already subscribed 
for sittings, let me say: The plans of the 
theatre are now open at the office of Dr. 
Greer, 127 LaSalle st,,- where the first 
quarterly subscription can be paid and 
seat selected. We trust our friends will 
do this as early as possible', that all may 
be satisfied. This will also greatly as
sist the ushers in their duties.

To those who have not already done 
so, we will still appeal. Show your sym- 

. pathy, dear friends, by. taking one or 
more sittings as above.

To all we would extend a cordial invi
tation and a hearty welcome. Ushers 
will be in attendance to see that all are 
cared for. Come and help us to triake 
this opening a red letter day in the his
tory of Spiritualism. Choice selections 
of music will be given, and the name of 
Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond as speaker, 
will of Itself insure an intellectual feast 
to her hearers. Sunday, September 
16th, at 11 a. m. Note the change of

definition of Theosophy, and this is her 
answer: “It is hard to cram a science 
into a sentence; but the root idea of 
Theosophy is that the material world 
we live in is the outcome—an expression 
of will and thought, and may be modi
fied by their exercise, just so far as 
mind and thought .are developed. The 
universe is the exercise of universal 
will and mind, and man's mind being 
identical with that in its essence, is ca
pable of developing power, and, in fact, 
has done It to some extent.” _

Just so. In other words, the specula
tive understanding of man hyperflopa
gates over his ordinary, everyday com
mon sense, and runs riot with his 
peculiar idiosyncrasies, so to speak. His 
excomfloberations so insinuate them
selves upon his heterogeneous spon
taneity as to render somewhat vague 
and obvious hjs metaphysical disquisi
tions. When his Mahatmas and Karmas 
reincarnate over his ethereal con
taminations,'his ecclesiastical exegesis 
excommunicate8 h's innocuous desuetude 
to such a degree as to. completely anni
hilate all superabundant .eccentricity. 
Am I not right? . ' / . Jim.

$

¡f^THE SPIRITI! ALISTC FIELD 
WORKERS,DOINGS,ETC

Special Notice.
Mrs. M. Theresa Allen.,now pre- 

Îiared to’resume hèr genei'al ^piritual- 
stic labors as Inspirational speaker and 

platform test médium, and' Will answer 
calls to lecture upon Spiritualism and 
kindred subjects at reasonable terms. 
To thèse unable to comply with her gen
eral terms, she offers the following: She 
will visit localities within reatonable 
distance; parties agreeing to furnish 
hall, attend to and pay for advertising, 
give her entertainment charge 10 cents 
admission at the door to lectures and 
give her the total door receipts, and she 
will come and take her chances for re
muneration. James Madison Allen, her 
husband, will accept engagements on the 
same terms. Mr. and Mrs. Allen take 
pleasure in serving, the cause ‘of Spirit
ualism, and desire to be kept busy 
throughout the fall and Winter season, 
hence the above, offer. Address, 106 
Bluff street, Peoria, Bl. . 1

“Garland” Stoves and Raqges are no 
higher in price than the worthless imi
tations. Ask to see them.

1 .

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a changp is made in speak
ers, or'anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a dozen lines; biit 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointinents to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000, We go to press early 
Monday ‘mdrning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate Insertion.

We have senf to us a great many tes
timonials of spirit cure through different 
mediums. We can, as a rule, only pub
lish such as advertisements, for which 
ouf regular rates are charged.

S. M. P. writes from Marion, Ind.: 
“Mr. E. W. Sprague and wife, of James
town, N. Y., have been here the past 
three days, and Marion people have re
ceived an intellectual treat in the way 
of spiritualistic phenomena and philoso
phy. Mr. Sprague is a power in his line, 
as a pure, lucid speaker and platform 
test medium. Mrs. Sprague drew all 
toward her by her winning, ladylike 
traits of character. They Doth have 
made many friends here wno will gladly 
welcome their return in the near 
future."

Mrs. W. C. Coffman is now at Pe
toskey, Mich., where she is doing an 
excellent missionary work.

Dr. A, M. Roberts and Mrs. L. A. 
Roberts, both excellent mediums, and 
about whom we have received very fa
vorable reports, are now located in this 
city, at 337 West Van Buren street. Dr. 
Roberts lectures and Mrs. Roberts gives 
tests. They hold materializing seances 
every Monday and Friday night. They 
can be addressed for engagements at 
the above number, We desire to say 
that neither one of them was connected 
with the exposure made by the Water
town (N. Y.) Spiritualists. Their medi
umship has never been questioned.

Adrian B. Ormerod, in Kansas City, 
Mo., writes: “After varied success in 
Illinois I finally find myself here in 
Kansas City, Mo., and for the first time 
in my experience as a medium I am 
practising under a city license, simply 
because I used the word clairvoyant In a 
notice in the city papers. I succeeded 
in establishing a society in Springfield, 
■Ill., and have neld three meetings here 
in Tacoma (formerly Wing’s hall), 1318 
Grand avenue, and am endeavoring to 
establish a society under charter of the 
National Spiritual Association. I have 
also applied for a certificate of ordina
tion, and after I get it I will pay no 
more license here or elsewhere. I was 
compelled to put up $25 for ‘protection’ 
for thirty days, or get out; but there is 
so much work here to do in our cause 
that I would not leave. A move is now 
being made here to compel all mediums 
to take out a license, and I am going to 
have a committee appointed to defeat 
the project. I am open for fall and 
winter engagements for societies which 
want a trance speaker and platform test 
medium. My present address is 1418 
McGee street, Kansas City, Mo.”

Dr. Louis Freedman has removed to 156 
East 87th street, near Lexington avenue, 
New York City, where he can be con
sulted.

E. W. Sprague, trance and inspira" 
tional sneaker, and platform test me
dium, is serving the Indianapolis 
Association of Spiritualists for Septem
ber. He has October still open. His 
address for September is 136 West Ver
mont street, Indianapolis, Ind. Home 
address, Newland and Forest avenues, 
Jamestown, N. Y., where correspond
ence will always reach him.

A. S. Gilson writes: “I like The Pro
gressive Thinker; it is all it claims 
to be, and more; and its advent was just 
in time of need to fill a great demand. 
It is a guide and support for all those 
stepping from the old to the new faith. 
It is a compass for all those making a 
voyage on life's sea, an(i & lighthouse, 
bringing the voyager safe into port.”

The well-known lecturer and test me
dium, E. W. Sprague, writes: “Mrs. 
Sprague and myself have now com
pleted our camp engagements. We 
opened the camp at Maple Dell July 22, 
and remained there six days, working 
with Brother George Perkins, musical 
director, speaker and test medium, and 
his good wife, who is also a good clair
voyant and test medium. Harmony 
reigned supreme in this beautiful spot. 
We left there for Chesterfield, Indiana, 

amp. Here we found a fine camp
ground, large auditorium, dining-hall, 
. odging-house, seance-rooms, cottages, 
'and many improvements. The camp 
was in full blast. There were many 
mediums on the grounds, all doing good 
work for our cause. We remained here 
two weeks, speaking five times, each 
lecture followed with tests, which were 
generally satisfactory to the recipient, 
and evidently so to the society, as they 
have engaged us for two Sundays next 
year. We left here for Vicksburg, 
Michigan, arriving there in time to 
open their camp on August 12. We re
mained here yen days, speaking five 
times. This, like both the other crimps 
named, is a real Spiritualist camp. It 
is run solely in the interest of Spiritual
ism, rind by one little woman. Miss 
Jeannette Frazer owns the grove, and 
takes the responsibility of the whole 
camp-rneeting, and it is a success. We 
made many friends and received much, 
encouragement all the way around. On 
our way here we stopped at Dowagiac, 
Mich., and gave a lecture in the Uni- 
versalist .churctC We also stopped at 
Marion, ’■ Ind., where we gave two lec
tures. We arrived at Indianapolis, 
Ind., last evening, where we are en
gaged for the month of September.’’

. S. M. Tucker has favorable word for 
Dr. De ¡Buchananne and his lectures. He 
speaks of him iri high terms: “Three of 
his lectures deserve special notice. 
‘Genesis and Geology,’illustrated by a 
chart, showing the various forjnations 
of the earth; ‘Why I Became a Spiritu
alist;’ and ‘The God Idea.’ A. L. Con- 
cannon held a seancd for materializa
tion at my house last night. The mani
festations . were. generally satisfactory. 
He is being developed into a’fine me
dium for that phase. I am doing fill I 
can for The Progressive Thinker, 
which we consider the best paper pub
lished.” '

Eliza F. Rogers writes: “I have been 
a Spiritualist for more than thirty 
years, and have spent much timé and 
money investigating its phenomena. I 
have had sittings with most of the 
prominent mediums of America, and 
can truthfully say that jytiss Georgiana 
Reynolds, a young English girl now re
siding in Lansingburgh, N! Y., has

in foretell-given me more satisfaction In foretell
ing future events than any and all the 
rest of the mediums I have been
brought in contact with.” '

Lizzie and May Bangs have returned 
from their summer, vacation, and-are 
open to engagements for independent 
slate-writing, as well as their ether 
phases of mediumship, at Np. 10 Eliza
beth street. '

Mr. and Mrs. Geo, H. Brooks are at 
present at their home, Elgin, Ill., rest
ing after the camp at Haslett Park! All 
telegrams and letters should be sent to 
Mr. Brooks at 228 North Liberty street. 
He will answer calls to lecture and at
tend funerals. .

W. S. Hanson writes: “The social 
given by the ladles of the Progressive 
Society of phe South Side, last Wednes
day evening, the 5th inst., at the resi
dence of Mrs. Page, was wpll attended, 
the spacious parlors, reception and din
ing rooms being filled to overflowing. 
The young ladies of the lyceum had 
i»repared a programme of great excel- 
ence, consisting of tableaux, songs arid 

recitations. Of those who took part 
mention may be made of the Misses 
Page, Miss Eldora Parsons, Miss Symons, 
Master Robt. Page and Mr. French. Of 
thq tableaux presented, the most proml- 
?®it were the ‘Goddess of Liberty,’ 
"^Liberty Enlightening the World,.’ ‘Art, 
Literature, Dancing and Science,’ ‘Typ
ical Chicago,’ and a burlesque on ‘Lib
erty Enlightening the World.' The last 
caused the most merriment. The cur
tain rises showing Mies Gertrude Page,' 
the goddess, seated, and by her side, 
Brother French, whom she is trying to 
enlighten on some subject, the nature of 
which is unknown to the audience. The 
enraptured couple are entirely uncon
scious of a night-capped head—Mamma 
Page—protruding from the curtains in 
their rear. The recitations of Miss 
Parsons and Miss Mae Huntoon were of 
the best; also the singing of Miss Estelle 
Hanson. The next social will be held 
the 12th inst., at the residence of Mrs. 
Parsons, 6333 Grace avenue."

The People's Spiritual Alliance, of 
Cleveland, Ohio, resumed its meetings 
on September 2, at Army and Navy Hall. 
Mrs. Lake is the regular speaker, who 
is announced as follows: "As is well- 
known. Mrs. Lake has no superior .on 
the Spiritualistic platform as a logical 
and eloquent exponent of advanced 
thought. For nineteen years she has 
been before the public, proclaiming the 
principles of progress and reform, .as
sisted by spiritual intelligences who find 
in her an instrument of unusual suscept
ibility and power.”

H. T. Bearse, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
informs us that the Spiritual Association 
there has begun its winter work with 
Dr. Schermerhorn as speaker. Harry 
Dalton has opened meetings there at In
dependence Hall, 60 Monroe street.

Hannah Clayton writes: “I beg to sub- 
staritiate every word of President Wes
terfield regarding that powwow, held 
on the grounds of the Chesterfield Asso
ciation, Indiana, as I was one of the par
ticipants and saw nothing but the nest 
of decorum and nothing unbecoming a 
true American. The cross is sure to 
howl, but it cannot harm the crown.”

Hereafter all letters for Frank T. Rip
ley, platform test medium and lecturer, 
should be sent in care of 2762 Broadway, 
Cleveland, Ohio. Mr. Ripley has a few 
open dates for October, December, Jan
uary and February, and can be engaged 
for them. He goes to Cincinnati, Onio, 
for September.

D. S. Maynard writes'. “The universe 
is presented to me as an intelligent unit 
of force, individualized. Man as a spirit 
is a fractional part of the unified whole, 
individualized by virtue of his conscious 
relation to the All One. As a fraction, 
he bears with him, in some measure, all 
the forces contained in the unit. Man 
embodied in mortal form is known as a 
person, an organism, operated upon by 
the involution of an individualized en
tity, exerting what power it may to aid 
the person in its journey along the evo
lutionary line of progress toward the 
goal of perfected manhood, To attain 
this end, there is a constant effort on the 
part of the spirit to increase its signifi
cance. This is done by cancelling per
sonal (denominational) weakness, thus 
adding individual (numerical) strength. 
There is but one unit in spirit or num
bers; and fractions of either are co-ex
Istent with both.” . ■

Mr. and Mrs- Rice Thompson write: 
“We hope that all Spiritualists will as
sist Mr. Johnson in starting a Florida 
winter camp, and join us and help the 
enterprise, as we as well as others en
joyed Florida climate in winter.

Mr. and Mrs. Thompson, who reside 
in Indiana, write: “We arrived home 
yesterday from a month’s visit to differ
ent resorts in the East, stopping two 
weeks at Lily Dale, where we- found 
thousands of Spiritualists and others en
joying the words as they fell from the 
speakers’ lips, the sacred truth bf Spir
itualism. Every camp found ■ people 
eager to get the truth, and others, like 
ourselves, are not satisfied without The 
Progressive Thinker to feast upon.’’

Fred. Babcock, with several others, 
writes from Des Moines, Iowa: Feeling 
an interest in the Spirit-world, and the 
ability of spirits to communicate with 
their friends upon the earth, and having 
in our midst a very fine instrument.' 
whom a great number here have repeat
edly tried, we are very anxious .that 
others desiring; such service should know 
that we have tried and found Mr. H. 
Mohmer, writing medium, of room 9 
Masonic Temple Building, Des Moines, 
Iowa, and find that we have never found 
his equal in his phase. We desire very 
much to call attention to his work, and 
that he be thoroughly tried and tested 
by anv and all desiring to hear from 
their friends in Spirit-life.

A lecture, brilliantly illustrated with 
aParabolon Sciopticpn, will be delivered 
by Mr.'A. D. Clarke, at Lodge Hall, No. 
11 North Ada Street, on Tuesday even
ing, the 18th inst., at 8 o’clock on .“The 
Science of the Stars,” from the stand
point of occult astronomy, elucidated by 
Ormsby’s Planetary Chart. Horoscopes 
cast arid dèlirieations of character made 
of persons taken at random from the 
audience. Admission twenty-five cents.
' John A. Johnston, slate-writing and 

trumppt medium, is located at 3213 
Franklin avenue, St. Louis, Mo,

B. G. S., of Galena, Kansas, writes; 
George D. Search gave a circle at my 
residence, last evening, to quite' a num
ber of Spiritualists and non-Spiritualists. 
Each one present' was patted on face or 
shoulder by spirit hands. The violin 
and guitar was carried abdve and out
side the circle, all around the room, per
fect time being kept upon both instru
ments at the same time when beyond 
the reach of any person in the room. He 
is undoubtedly a genuine medium for 
physical manifestations. I have known 
Search for a number of years, and at
tended several of his circles, but have 
never had occasion to doubt the gen- 
riineness of his mediumship,

O. G. Richards writes: I fail to see 
any announcement, or notice in your 
most excellent paper, of the spiritual 
camp or grove-meeting of Brother J. C. 
Dewell’s near Fairmount, Leavenworth 
county, Kansas. I presume Brother 
Dewell has forgotten to send the notice, 
The meeting is to be held on the 15th, 
10th and 17th of September, Saturday, 
Sunday"and Monday. Good Mediums 
and speakers have been engaged, I un
derstand, and a lares number of people 
will attend, Spiritualists and investiga
tors, we expect a grand feast.

F. Gorden White writes «from Cassa
daga: “We leave here to-day for New 
York City for a few months. This camp 
has been success in every way. I have 
received all the patronage I could at
tend tò. I thinkit a great place.”

E. ,N. Pickering writes: “The First 
Society of Spiritual Unity held Its usual 
meetings last Sunday, September 2, 
which was the hottest day of the season. 
We opened a Children’s Lyceum for the 
first time last Sunday, and the prospects 
for doing good work In this direction 
are very favorable. We offer the mem
bers of the lyceum cards, badges, and 
medals for proficiency in the work, and 
good behavior, and will endeavoi' to 
make the exercises attractive and in
structive to all. We begin our Unity 
Harmonist Circle again on Wednesday 
evening, after a recess of three months, 
meeting at the home of Brother Lane, 
107 South Leavitt street, in whose har
monious rooms we have had the great 
pleasure and satisfaction of hearing from 
our loved ones on former occasions.”

G. W. Kates and'Wife are engaged in 
Pittsburgh, Pa., for October, and 
Geauga county, Ohio, for November. 
Would like calls for following months. 
Address, Manitou, Colo.

Mr. and Mrs. George F Perkins have 
an engagement at Erie, Pa., where they 
can be addressed for engagements in 
the vicinity and towards New York.

. Last week we published a moft excel
lent lecture by tnat octogenarian, E. P. 
Brainerd. Mr. Brainerd will In the 
future make his home at Mantua Sta
tion, Ohio. He writes to us: “It is gen
erally conceded that The Progressive 
TtaNKRR is without a peer.”

L. Emerick, of Liberal; Mo., will an
swer calls to lecture, on the following 
subjects: “The Kingdom of Justice;” 
“We are in the Last Days of Satanic 
Reign;” What is God? Where is God? 
and Intelligence in Nature;” “What is 
Truth? Where is Truth? Who Teaches 
Truth?" “What is Spiritualism? Who 
are Spiritualists?” “There are no Laws 
of Nature; There are no Laws of God; 
ap'd Man's Folly in Making Laws Exhib
ited;” and twelve lectrires of a scientific 
character on the “Science of God and 
the Science of Man.”

W. Arnold has changed his residence 
to 214 Center street, near Halstead. He 
will hold circles Wednesday and Friday 
evenings. A seance will be held on 
Thursday. Mr. Arnold is doing a most 
excellent work. •
□Frank T. Ripley, lecturer and platform 
test medium, can be engaged for the 
month of October. Address him in care 
of 2762 Broadway, Cleveland, Ohio, 
during September. Mr. Ripley has just 
closed a successful season at Lake 
Brady.

A Scribe writes: A grand rally of the 
Spiritualists of Geneseo, Ill., and of 
Henry County will be ■ held in Geneseo, 
September 14, 15 and 16. Kewanee, 
Cambridge, Morris, Atkinson will send 
delegatee. There will'be. all phases of 
the phenomena given, so that both 
Spiritualists and skeptics can have a 
love-feast. There will be slate-writing 
tests and materialization of spirits in full 
form on the public rostrum, and clair
voyant and psychometric tests and read
ings, with poetic improvisations by 
White Rose. The inspirational lectures' 
will be delivered by White Rose and 
Rev. J. G. F. Grumbin'e. A county or
ganization will be,formed. Private se
ances for all phesjs of the phenomena 
will be given, so that all can hear 
■from their friends through genuine and 
true mediums. "

C. L. Clark writes: “Dr. C. E. McCal
lister is holding class lectures at his res- 
idònee, 345 Elm street; every Monday, 
Thursday and Friday evening. JThe 
lectures treat of the spiritual philoso
phy. They are very interesting and in
structive from a Spiritualist standpoint. 
The Doctor will lecture, for the North 
Side Spiritualist Society from .time to 
time. .

Mrs. ,N. Reid writes; “Please allow 
me space in your valuable paper to state 
to the people that, without exception, 
the Vicksburg camp-meeting, Mich., 
thia season has proved the grandest suc
cess. It has been a feast from first to 
last. With the fine galaxy of speakers 
and mediums on the grounds, we fail to 
see it could have been otherwise. The 
management was fine. Miss Fraser, we 
think, is equal to the emergency. Mr. 
B. F. Fuller kept the grounds in order 
all the time, and did credit to himself as 
well as the cause. He will long be re
membered by the Spiritualists for the 
courtesy he paid to each one, always do
ing'his part manfully. But not least 
was his wife, who, with her patient, af
fable manner, added not a little to the 
enjoyment of the camp. In short', they 
are the right people in the right place, 
and we fail to see any cause for com
plaint. We predict for Miss Frazer an
other season as good a meeting as the 
recent orie; also as great ah attendance, 
$nd as wpll managed.’’ '

The Chicago Anti-Compulsory Vacci
nation League has been formed in this 
city, consisting of the following officers: 
President, M. H. Garland, 332 Maple 
street (Englewood); vice-president, Ew
ing Summers, 113 Adams street, room 
22; secretary and treasurer, W. Doug
las King, 866 N. Western avenue; execu
tive committee: The above named, with 
Bailey Kay Leach, 115 Monroe street, 
2d flooor, and Alexander Spencer, 192 
Colorado avenue. The League makes the 
fallowing statement: “Organized Au
gust 31, 1894, for mutual protection 
against compulsory vaccination, and for 
testing in the courts the validity of such 
a barbarous practice. Vaccination al
ways does harm, and, as many say, noth
ing but harm. The ‘statistics’ of the 
vaccinationists are falsely given, but 
even if truly given, do they constitute 
a sufficient reason, for one person en
deavoring to poison his neighbor or his 
children against their will, for any pur
pose whatever? What good does it ef
fect for the ‘protected’ party? How 
would the vaccinationists like to have 
inoculation for consumption forced upon 
them? Moreover the law should sup
pose that every person is doing hie ut
most to eliminate and keep out of his 
system all poisons, for the sake of his 
health, by sweating, bathing, etc; (but, 
by the way, there are no compulsory 
vaccination laws upon the statute books 
of Illinois, or in Federal enactments). 
All persons desiring the protection of 
this League will become members 
thereof for six months by reporting their 
names to the secretary, and paying him 
twenty-five cents each, which sum is 
solely for postage in giving notice of 
meetings, etc., where one may learn the 
latest news of the movement throughout 
the country.”

Silver Bow writes: “Mrs. J. E. Leon
ard, a highly gifted as well as a much 
beloved mediumi/Bas located in Butte, 
Montana, much to.the joy and comfort 
of all Spiritualists and investigators. 
She was welcomed' with great delight, 
as she is well and favorably known 
throughout Montana, where' she has 
been called an angel'of mercy in scores 
ofhouseholds, Both Mrs. Leonard and 
her worthy husband possess many re
markable phases of mediumship, among 
them being test, trance, writing, pro
phetic, as well as diagnosing diseases 
with wonderful accuracy. Developing 
circles every Tuesday, Thursday and 
Saturday evenings. The writer can 
vouch for Mrs. Leonard’s splendid quali
ties as a lady, noble and self-sacrificing, 
willing and ready to do the good work 
so much needed in Butte.”

Edgar W. Emerson will hold public 
test seances on Sunday, September 16, 
at Orpheus Hall, Schiller building, 107 
Randolph street, this city, at 3 and 7:45 
P. M. All are invited. Take elevator.

Prof. W. M., Lockwood is now in the 
city, and is stopping at 752 West Madi
son street. His lectures at the camp
meetings proved a great attraction. He 
can be addressed for fall and winter en
gagements at 752 West Madison street, 
or in care of this office.

To The Spiritualists of Chicago.
The president and officers of the First 

Society of Spiritualists take this means 
of extending to one and all a cordial in
vitation to the opening services of the 
First Society in-Hooley’s Theatre, on 
Sunday, September 16th. Leaders of 
societies will please make themselves 
known to ushers, who will be in attend
ance. Services will begin at 11 o’clock
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Hair Vigor

1 Prevents

BALDNESS
REMOVES DANDRUFF
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Restores Color

LINCOLN
SPIRITUALIST?

a. m. C. Catlin, Sec’y.

THE PRINTING PROCESS

How a Medium Sees in North 
‘ X Carolina.

To the Editor:—Away down in the 
old Tar Heel State there is an old lady 
of seventy-eight, and her son, who are 
doing a great work for the Spirit-world. 
The lady is clear-sighted, and the spirits 
who communicate to her do so through 
what is called the “printing process.” 
The message is shown in good print 
and is easily read by the medium, who 
generally sees the oue who sends the 
message, at the same time the talking 
is going on. It is termed a debating 
school, as there are so many different 
subjects brought up for discussion. Al 
times there will be hundreds of spirit ■ 
who gather about the mediums to hear 
the discussion and the instructions that 
are given. A great many wish to reach 
their earth-friends, and the lady is kept 
very busy writing when not engaged 
about necessary labor. At present the 
work of these two is confined to the 
spirit side and to writing. They live in 
very humble quarters and hard circum
stances debars earthly visitors at pres
ent. The leading spirits say more real

■ - ..

TO *
Faded and Gray

HAIR
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THE
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OB

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
This Instrument has now been thoroughly tested 

numerous investigators, and has proved more satisfac
tory than the planchette, both in regard to the cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a means oi developing mediumship. Many who were 
notaware of their medlumistlc gift have, after a few 
sittings, been able to receive astonishing communica
tions from their departed friends.

Cept. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y., writes: "I had 
communications (by the psychograph) from many 
other friends, even from the old settlers whose grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard. They have 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit
ualism is indeed true, and the communications bave

by

given my bean the greatest comfort In the severe loss 
I have bad of son, daughter, and their mother."

Dr. Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bts 
name familiar to those interested In psychical matters, 
writes as follows: "I am much pleased with the Psy
chograph you sent mo, and will thoroughly test it 'he 
first opportunity I may have. It la very slmplf In 
principle and construction, and I am sure munt bd far 
more sensitive to spirit power than the one now In use. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the letter when 
its superior merits become known.”

A. P, Miller, journalist and poet, in an editorial no
tice of the instrument in bls paper, the Worthington 
(Minn ) Advance, says: “The rsyebograph is an im
provement upon the planchette, having a dial and let
ters, with n few words, so that very little ‘power* is 
apparently req: ired to give the communications. We 
do not besltatrvo recommend It to all who care to test 
the question v 'Hhcr spirits can return and communi
cate." I A

Juat what Investigators want. Home circles want 
Price, by mail, free with full directions for use, gl.tXL 
For sale at this office.

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World, 

Illustrated.
BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY,

Curious Revelatipns.fi'om the Life 
of a Trance Medium.

-BY
MRS. NETTIE CODBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraits, Letters and 

Poems. Illustrated with Engrav- 
Inge and Frontispiece of Ida- 

coin, from Carpenter's 
Portrait from Life.

This book will be found peculiar, curious, startling! 
—more so than any work issued since Uncle Tom’s 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time had almost covered, ana which have been 
snatched from the very jaws of oblivion. It deals 
with high official private life during the most moment
ous period in American History, and is a secret page 
from the life of him whom time serves only to make 
greater, more appreciated, and more understood— 
"Abraham Lincoln." •

Cloth, l#mo, illustrated, pp> 364, $fl6O; 
Paper, 74 cents»

For Sale at this office.

HELEN HARLOW’S VOW,
Or Self-Justice.

py LOIS IVAISBROONER.—MANY' 
have, read this book, many have re-read 11, 

and many others ought to read IL It should be read, 
by everyman and woman la the land. Asa story.it 1» 
finely written,and teems with interest,and at the same
time It educates, elevates and Inspires. It shows the 
Injustices to which women are subjected la the pres» 
ent status of society—the Inequalities in the measure 
ot condemnation voiced by society against acts of the- 
samemoralquality performed by men and women re
spectively. It shows the falsities rampant in society- 
In matters of moral end social import, and tie wrong»* 
that flow therefrom to Innocent victims of social* 
ostracism. It contains» fine likeness ot the author. 
Fine cloth, 290 pages.' Price. -

PERFECT MOTHERHOODS
Or Mabel Raymond’s Resolve. 
py LOIS WAISBROOKER. § THIS IS' 

a novel written with a purpose, and that 
purpose U not merely to enable an unthinking, idle 
mind towbile away the time In a state of Idle bleued^ 
ncas, devoid of earnest thought or care for either 
self-improvement or the good of humanity. It ii aq 
book designed especially, primarily, for mothers and' 
those who are to be mothers; and secondly, through 
the mothers, to effect the well-being and happiness of 
the race. It brings strongly and clearly to view the 
result upon the child of proper surroundings and Influ* 
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon various thing» 
in modern social and business life, which are unjust, 
and fix unequal burdens upon the individuals compos
ing society as a whole. The book Is trenchant, instruc
tive and very Interesting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and Is especially commended to "women 
everywhere," to whom it is dedicated. It also thor
oughly shows up the Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church: advanced ideas relating to the Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. it contains a fine likeness of 
the author. It contains 345 pages, neatly bound 1A 
cloth. Price by mail, prepaid, »1.25.

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
■ .. V . 1 lt>

For the Home, the L/debrn 
and Societies. -

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture.

COMPILED BY EMMA KDOIJ 
TUTTLE.

TWA QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN- 
J. habited but now eubmerged part of this globe 

known as Atlantis, Is one of much Interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from trtulltlous, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches Intho 
mounds and the ruins of ancletit cities found on the 
American continenL-are hero arranged In compact, 
literary form, In this very Inierestlng volume. The 
book possesses especial interest to Spiritualists be
cause of Its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of the statements purporting 
to be .given by spirits of ancient Atlantlam» concern
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of the 
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 2.00.

HfCT(m7)FATHARAEC
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE. THE 

history of Atharacl, Chief Priest of a Band c* Ab 
Aryans. This pamphlet, containing 91 pages, was wi?- 
ten through the mediumship of U. G. Flgley, and Is in
tensely Interesting. Price 30 cents. For sale at UUi

A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND
Songs, Golden Chain Recitations. Memory Gems« 

Choral Responses. Funeral Services, Programs for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or- 
ganltlug and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 

.Physical Culture. Calisthenics and Marching; Ban* 
Here, Standards, the Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progressive Lyceum, a Splrltual or 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted, 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual Societies for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old hymnology. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and. 
responses such as no other selection contains, 1,1 gives 
a practical system of graceful ciiiistbeuics. every step 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives in
structions how to make the badges and banners and 
Instructs in inarching. It shows howto establish a 
Band of Mercy as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and has 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement.

The author and compiler of tills Guide Is eminently 
prepared for the task by years of devoted labor In the 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
session of the Lyceum. ‘

While Intended for the working Lvceum. the guide 
Is admirably adapted to the needs of the family, sup
plying 76 pages of now spiritual music and words 
found nowhere else., except In sheet form at many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cents, sent postpaid. Ad* 
dyss Hi bsoN Tuttle & Co., publishers. Berlin 
Heights, Ohio, or office of The Progkebbivk Thinkkb 
where the work may be bad wholesale and retail.

'T IB ERAL LECTURES. BY if. B. 
JLz French. They are worth their welgb^lngOltL 
Price, paper, 50 cents.
DOMAl^ISM AND THE REPUBLIC. 

Jl\. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Every patriot 
should read it. Price 11.00.

"The A. P. A. MANUAL contain' inch interesting and Instructive matter and* a 
wide circulation of the same will >.?\oubf prove highly beneficial as a literary agent 
and will assist greatly in arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions that 
surround them. I should like to see it given a wide circulation." -

good can be done at present as they now w , 
work than to have outsiders coming and C § 
going.

Parties having illustrated and scien
tific ma&izines. who can spare one now 
and the|r, would confer a favor on these 
mediums to send them one. Send to Dr. 
Wight, Swift Island, North Carolina, 
and they will be delivered promptly.

Those who would like a sample of a 
pen used by a lady of seventy-eight, 
made from wood, can, by sending a few 
cents, get a pen which will be a novelty 
to those not used to backwoods life, and

So«. * 
s3i*a

B e

PR 
gs-gSs «2 
0« s 5® ",

«Mg«:assist the lady in that way to some post-, 
age and stationery, which she has con- a 
stant use for, and no means to obtain g S’8 
only as furnished by friends occasion-. * •§ s $» 
ally. Your reporter has spent many an , "a «« 5 ga 
hour at the cabin where these mediums IJ 0 a 0 a. o § 
live, and held converse with friends on ¿22?» 
the Spirit-side of life, and has received g§
many a positive proof as to the continuity < « 8 S
of ’lifb wnen earth scenes are ddne witli.1 0« *»a<

Friends, you who have it to spare, 
send a few cents as above noted, and you »< u® gg ■ 5 
will be well rewarded for the.trouble. 1 £2 fe “S £Reporter. 2?^: 

--------- - -» * -------- -- •lE2<Ea?("
Friendship.

It is not while riches arid splendor sur- -2
round us sa

That friendship and friendscan be put 
tothe test, ' .$g*5

But ’tis when affliction’s cold presence 
hath bound us ' I

That we find which the hearts are that1 E2 s’ £ 
love us the best. ' I

For friends will fawn at fortune’s'dawn, |
While the breeze tad the tide waft us bE 

merrily on. . I orTHE
But if sorrow o’ertake us, each false one 5* Sj •• . ? 0 ■ 

forsakes us, | I*' " "—
And leaves us to sink or to. struggle, §

alone. ■'—Anon. । »

If afflicted with scalp diseases, hair 
falling out, and premature baldness, do 
not use grease or alcoholic preparations, 
but apply Hall’s Hair Rene wen

C. P. JOHNSON, Stale President A.P. A. of Illinois, 
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Complete fXPOSE of th® t
or the PRINCIPLES & OBJECTS EllfRa 

AMERICAN' PROTECTIVE ASSQGMHSN¡If!®
(Copyrighted.)

! illustrated Edition contains 80 pages. Sent on receipt of 15 cents [2 copies fot< 
- .25 cents] postpaid. The MANUAL sells at sight.

FOR SAXE AT THIS OFFICE.
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AN EARNEST PLEA
For the Children’s Lyceums,

so much that they might know the truth? 
What excuse can they give, when they face 
the responsibility' of their acts upon earth, 
that they have so entirely failed to do their 
duty in this respect? What will they say

MRS. M. A. TAROR.
Liberal (Mo.) Camp-Meeting.

■ written between new elates, brought there by 
the father, screwed together and eo marked 

’ that it was impossible that they could be 
opened without its being known by them. 
When it was announced by raps that the mes-

. . , . .. a, t t » . r,- .1 sage WM completed, thé slates were passed to
A few days since the St Lrnis Poit-Diopatch gentleman with the request that he would 

ivOB uuu uueu ireoiy given quo ugun published a vicious screed on the Liberal Open, read aloud, fasten the elates and then
u M > t mi., What shall Spiritualists do to be saved from ^a“P meeting in which it stigmatized Mrs. pass them to the medium, when another mes-
Hairo added a children s Lyceum to their otiier are their duties and A. T^bor, of (California (one of the mediums), « would be written. Once quite a lengthy
work for the cause. On last Sunday Sept g fakir and ft. d. j refutaüon of this me came between glate written on
2, the Lyceum became a fact and its opening the teachings of the Spirit-world in gives me great pleasure to chronicle the resul er in a legible hand.
sesaion was f ull of bright prospects and possi- P They must extend toothers of a circle held at this medium’s cottage last Last night we held a circle at Brother Earns-
bilities, and its future promises to bear good whol/beneflt of knOffledge 80 gener- Twenty-three personsgathered there, worth’s, at which three spirits came and talked; 
fruit among those who avail themselves of its bestowed upon them by their spirit the understanding being that the circle was te one, the son of Mr. and Mrs. F. (who passed 
benefits. There are many of our Spiritualists ï P J be given up to whatever our spirit friends de- over nearl aince) B0 he
who are not aware of how important the work them every advantage of knowing «redtogive. In the.circle were Mrs Anna c0lüd jæard and Understood for more than
ofthe Lyceum is to their children to them- b a8 ï b L. Robinson, Allen F. Brown and Mrs. T. an hour When tbe talw firBt b tbe
selves and .to.the cause. Many are not con- To -B directi -t V Blackman, mediums and others who were rooia waB totfl]lydark) B0 &at no one could
versant with the methods of this branch of 1 o m to otherB> old Spiritualists, but all unite in saying they Bee tbi ^hHe ’thfl jrft talked flow.
spintua ^“ddo^taow^ tb haye b(J done by< give to tbeir never saw such circle results in their expen- erB were paBBed around< f took mino and 
the education and cultivât on of p y 1, cbiidren tbeir friends and their neighbors the en“' ... ■ twirled it around in my fingers without the
Rental and spiritual functions of its members. them Mrs> Tabor said the spinte wanted some- Bli btest noi ftnd /bile |0 doi ! Baid,
But such is the case, and both old and young Jd cbeer£u]ly ° ’ * * thing unusual, and it was finally discovered ,,Charl can ’you teU ug what ! m doi
people mother cities find noL only great en- Tbe eJionof tbi8 glorious knowledge thqy desired to materialize. She consented to He immediately answered: «Playing with the 
joyment m the Lyceum advantages but also 1 fau & eBBOr |0 sit behind the curtains and Mrs. Anna L. flower mo&er gave you.”
very much of permanent benefit to their phys- *P g bq gener0UBf di Bed Robinson the noted lecturer and test medium, wafi muchgmoreytbat migbt be inter.
ical health, their mental brightaess and their f d F sat with the operating medium and held her estin but tbiB j en0 b to all an ideft
spirituality generally. The work is divided feUow-mSrWa and to live it them- ha“d’. The room had not been prepaid for of wbat our qiliet unpretending medium is
at each session into exercises that develop the selve8 materialization, , no lights being arranged, doing here in BUir. John E.'Pettinoill.
spiritual nature, the mind and the body of the _. .__ T „„„„„ M o_._ nt and the only one in the room being an ordi- ° ■ ' ' '
members, be they young or old, and all classes opportunity to leïrn the nary lamp placed on a bench, yet under these Remarkab|e Foreign Productions
and ages can gain greatly from attending the J; „„„A ,_ i,o _______ conditions forms materialized. At one time 1 xi. k ■ •* , » ,
Lyceum regularly. The work is fully covered a three little toddling babes materialized and from the Spiritual Realms,
by the Lyceum Guide, and while much in the a^ ¿y yo^g and old No other means demftterialized witbBin a of Joe Rea/ of ---------
domain of nature may be brought into the P™ Van Buren, Ark., and the little babe of Mr. foreign reports. ■.
lessons with benefit, the music, poems, recita- ’. and imoarts a most vain- and Mrs> J> 81 RPdgerB materialized' and ' The National Association during the past
tions, responses, and physical exercises as invisoratin» nower to everv Dart walked, up to its parents. Many forms ma- week has received from France some most
laid down in the Guide form a complete senes ihPmhi nmviflp« I healthv bodv and terikllzed in like manner, being seen by all. wonderful productions through the organism 
of methods necessary to this work. Through J T y y Many messages wer,q received by those in of a medium near Lyons, France, whose occu-
a familiarity with the lessons taught in the Fvfirv „„„munitv Rhould have its Lvceum the,Çircl? from dear ones in spirit life, of pation is that o#. a watchman over woods to
Lyceum, mortals are the better prepared for J y y °.n teachinyB u| which the mediumcould have no knowledge, keep off; trespassers, and who, with a crip-
the father expressions of our phriosophy, imd ¿.‘J?peace> Jrm|ny ¿d happiness to every wffièh they saw written by the spirit forms, pled haiid whicb' he is unable to use to any 
are able to more fully comprehend the benefits » accoidine to their light ' and of which they are very proud this morn- extent when in his normal condition, will, un-
qf its teachings. , _ t .. Persons of every age in life, wh<> havTre- \ng- J append two of these messages from der control of his spirit guide, execute with

Since it requires a healthy body to provide - LyceUm education, unanimously tes- Abraham Lincoln and Voltaire considering the crippled member some most singular pic 
a fitting abode for a progressive spirit, as well if thev sneak the truth to the manifold them especially worthy of publication. The tures,involving the finest filagree work, flowers, 
as an orderly brain for the correct use and ex- * H themselves from the beau- »feronce to prosecution in the Lincoln com- human forms, and figures of ancient appear- 
pression of the purposes of the spirit, it natur- & nrnrtieal teaehinra there re- “““’cation applies to the he published in the ance ^th symbolic emblems, most of which
ally follows that all should cultivate their * . w p g Post-Dispatch concerning Mrs. Tabor, her ¡t j8 impossible to understand as to meaning,
physical abilities to reqder their bodies ’ rP0I1irP<i of mortals husband havi“g expressed his intention to yet they are all drawn with the most remark
better homes tor enlightened spirite. What- f others Ind the Lvceum Pr08ecufce that paper for libel. AU in that able regularity, arid symmetry. Some of the
ever restricts the body impoverishes the brain ® 1 J te atic circle stand ready to testify to Mrs. Tabor picture8 partake of a religious nature to a
and acte as an impediment to the progress of J being one of the finest materializing, slate- Bnght extent, but are so diminutive in charac-
the spirit. Therefore, it behooves everyone p & be kn()wn writing and clairvoyant mediums in the coun- ter as to be entirely dissimilar from all others,
to look well to the growth and educa ion of from try. Following are the two messages spoken the fineness of workmanship challenging the
both body and mind, that their spirits may g ■ > d d j_ modeied UDOn tbe Bame of: highest skill of the best artist.
fl.Wl suitable opportunities tor a more harmon- „ inc:Dies ’ tber vceum8 there are conducted «Friends, brothers, and sisters, I am very These pictures, seventeen in number, have 
fous development than is possible in unsound, p g . p .. y . id b th ¡1 happy to attend your little circle this evening, attracted considerable attention, and with the 
tofleah and undevetopedI bodies. acte anLheiHives of the truth that is in them, I come in behalf of the medium one of our reportof A. Bouvier, who has kindly for-

?!v^y true Spiritualist desires to learn, to one most glorious workers; but we find a power- warded them for the Spiritualists of this coun
Advance and to share the knowledge with . . A evidence We «“1 band of Catholic spirits around who are try and the National Association, will be one
others. They prefer to have their children earnest and sincere co ooeration of trying in every way they P°88ibly can to perse- of the interesting features of the convention,
educated in the biessed truUis of the spiritual d 8 e“ 1 J convenie ft distanee cute a11 our best workerB> for th?y are the We have received several books and pam- 
I&lM>pby> nMer than to be taught the dog- spiritual Temple, Custer Post Hall, 85 oneB they fear Ye “u8t gain aJlctory over phlets in foreign languages, and they evidence 
nmUo errors of the old theology in the Sunday- „ fianeamon street those who are and always have been a curse the fact that Spiritualism is making headway
school, and which they themselves found such w„ honLhat ànirituftIiHt narent will to our country. Weare anxious for our me- jn other localities besides the United States, 
^difficulty to eradicate from ¡heir “tads ^Vimportance and necessity to themselves, dium to prosecute Now my friends ifyou We hope for - a closer bond of union between 
when they first came to know thetiuthsof , . hi]d to &ive our Children's are true to yourselves and true to Spiritualism, the Spiritualists of this and foreign countries,
bun grand philosophy of Spiritualism. And, ft,n frefi’and^InfimtiB snnnnrt ehow to the world that you are and assist us which will have a tendency to enlighten the

Ug iiw.1 uuuuiou uuu «ncuumg qucui- ft C0“Plete ,vlctory °yer the ignorant and prejudiced and cause light to be
We are never too old to learn the mg> bigoted class known all over the.world substituted for the darkness which now bovere 

as the Roman Catholics. Nôw, frimids, over the greater part of the world. The 
united we stand, divided we fall. SVhich clouds are breaking, however, and we may 
shall it be? But through it all, let verity* viw- do much personally, each and every Spiritual- 
cet be our motto, and we cannot fall, and 1st, to cause sunshine to come to those who 
we will all assist in it; so, don’t feel uneasy gjg succeptible to the impressions of their

- Rs to the outcome. We don’t mean a success spirit friends, and who are laboring to come in
onsly have given this blessed knowledge of and have been visiting the various camps for financially, but spiritually. Now, friends, contact with the loved ones in embodied form,
the truth to them and desire to show any of furthej. inveBtigation of Spirit- help us in this. You do the material and we
gratitude for that knowledge, the least they ualiBm in itB m different phases. While at spiritual, and let us down Catholicism, 
can do in return for the same is to extend to - - - - - * T "—

The First Society of Spiritual Unity 
Chicago

because they have allowed their children to 
Of grow up in exploded error, when they them

selves had been freely given the light?

tional organization should use every effort to 
be present at the convention to be held in Oc
tober and make it a success.

Robert A. Dimmiok, Sec'y N. S. A.

EXCELLENT BOOKS!
■ ' .. — -- , I ’ ■

They Are for Bale at This Office.
AN’AMERICAN KING AI^D OTHER STO- 

.Zx rles. by Mrs. M. A. Freeman. These sketches are a moat 
powerful Illustration of man’s cruelty and injustice to his fellow 
man. Price 10 cents.

ANTIQUITY UNVEILED. ANCIENT VOICES 
from the spirit realms. Disclosing the most startling revela

tions. proving Christianity to be of heathen origin. Antiquity 
Unvcliid has 625 pages, a Une engraving of J. if. Roberts, Esq., 
editor of Mind and Matter. Price ,1.50. postage 13 centi,

ARYAN SUN MYTHS. BY SARAH E. TIT. 
Fl comb. An explanation of where the religions of our race 
originated. An Interesting and Instructive book. Price ,1.25.
CHRISTIANITY A FICTION. THE. ASTRO- 
L. nomteal and astrological origin of all rellgtou. A- poem by 
Dr. J, H. Mendenhall. Price 50 cents.
TTELEN HARLOVTS V0W\ OR SELF-JUS- 

J. JL ■ tico, By Luis Walsbrooker. Price <1.50. ,

IMMORTALITY. ■ A POEM IN FIVE CANTOS. 
1 “If a man die, shall he live?” Is fully answered. By W. 8. 
Barlow, author of Voices. Price CO cento.

It JABAL RAYMOND'S RESOLVE. BY LOIS 
1VI Watebrooker. Brice ,1.50. Mrs. Walsbrooker,! hooks 
Should be read by every woni,p In the I,nd, ,
MIND READING AND BEYOND. BY WM. 

IY1 A.’Hovey. «1)0 pages, with Illustration, of the subjects 
treated upon. Price ,1.25.

PO^MS. R Y EDITH WILLIS ' LINN. A 
I volume of »West outpouring, of a gentle nature, who has no 
thought of the bitter cruelty of earth-life. These are sweet, win- 
somahjlrestful. Price, 1.00. - :
RELIGION. BVE.D. BABBITT, M. DU'IP 

A L all could be left to believe In such a religion tbe world would 
be far better than now, Few writers excel Mr. Babbitt In power 
and disposition to apply tt>> facts of history and science. Price 
<1.25. Postage 10 cents.

ouwEntna paiiosupuy ui opirituaimm. ahu. t . - n . ’ -r t
further, no one can be a really true Spiritual- ^ceu“. their full free and generous support, 
1st whi continues to send his children to by sending their children and attending them
, go VAS. 1*/Z1 4-^ Al/4 4-zx 4-h«
those hotbeds of error, the church Sunday- “7 
school, unbalancing the tender minds of trattl'
children through such infamous teachings, 
composed of a terrible mixture of fear, re- 
Veijge’and untruths. If Spiritualists have any 
love for the dear ones in spirit, who so gener-

others the same generous spirit of the truth,

Fraternally yours, 
E, N. Pickering.

Experiences at the Camps.
Though a Spiritualist, yet I am skeptical,

Important communications have been re-

Onset Bay, I heard many speakers and saw A. Lincoln.” 
<

ceived from the diamond fields of South Af
rica. Our correspondents are B. Stead and 
W. J, Judge, of Kimberly, and Beeks T.„ r , . some wonderful demonstrations, such as ma- message from Voltaire. _

and, above all, give their children every means terialization and slate-writing. The writing «Friends, one and all, don’t think that Hutchinson, D. D. S. L. D. S. (SurgeonDen- 
of learning the facts about the future. gjven through the Bangs Sisters, of what I have to say is uncalled for, for it is tist), of Cape Town, and we are promised

there are but two ways by which we may Chicago, Ill. The most wonderful and most not. Too many of you are hunting fraud, other information soon from that section of 
express our gratitude to our spirit friends for perfectiy developed phases of mediumship Now, if your friends in the Spirit-world were the world. As early as possible we shall 
their love and care for us, and these are by were tbose given through G. V..Cordingley, as much set against fraud as some of you, give extracts from these communications 
giving the light freely to others and by show- of gt. Louis, Mo. you would never see a form or hear one sound which we believe would be of considerable in-
ln®Ainj°-*r- 'u?8 e va ?.1VQn.u.B- I dare say anyone who may have the from the spirit side of life. Now, too many terest to your readers.

And it is the imperative duty of a Spirit- opportunity of attending one of hie seances of you go to see a medium, thinking fraud all It is gratifying for Spiritualists to note that 
ualiste to practice the teachings of our grand wm become fully convinced of spirit return, the way. You prepare, take slates all sealed while creedal religions are slow to be accepted, 
philosophy everyday o their lives, in their Leaving Onset for Lake Pleasant, I found and fixed. Well, now the medium don’t Spiritualism is taking seed and progressing as 
own beings, towards their children and in j bad reacbed this beautiful spot in time to know who you are; don't know but what you well in the barren places of. the earth as in 
tneir communications with o here. tbree iectnreB by Robert G. Ingersoll, are trying to play or practice some fraud on the highest civilized centers of commerce.

The se fish apathy and indifference being tbe renowned infidel, and I am again in the him (or her), for you know that you are not While the growth is not phenomenal, it is tak- 
shown by many ¡spiritualists is not only en- midgt of many popUiar reliable mediums: all honest, if you are Spiritualists, and we ing firm root, and unlike the efforts of the 
tirely wrong on their part, ana a sad example Arthur Hodges, Mrs. Mott Knight, the slate- often hold back many good things from me- Protestant and Catholic missionaries, which are 
of base mgraUtude and sordid selfis ness, but and many others. diums because we feel as if we were casting in the main unsuccessful in eastern countries,
y1 i b® found’ wb®n ey arrive “over there, a seance which to me was the most won- precious pearls before swine. Voltaire.” Spiritualism is gradually gaining ground, al
to be the source of the greq st regret to them derfu; Of aq tbat j attended, was given We take pleasure in testifying not only to though subject^ occasionally, to the blighting
and a matter that will require the most tedious by MrB Bra H-u of Qreenwi(5b) Y. Mrs. the accuracy of the above statement, but also influences of the older sects, where they are 
and determined effort overcome, since they B|ngs under inspiration in nine different to the worth of Mrs. Tabor as a medium as capable of doing harm to those who differ 
knew the truth and yet failed to live it. They languagBB flvediffetent voiceB. J demonstrated to us. with them in opinion.
are much more culpable than those who are ffould recommend an wbo are interested in Signed, Anna L. Robinson, and ten others. Our correspondents express the belief that 
ignorant or tee trut¡n. the study of music, te give Mrs. Hill an ----------- ~~~----------- the cause in South Africa could be materially

Many Spiritualists seem to thmk, after they audience. j ¡magine the range of voice that *n Excellent Medium at Blair Ne- advanced if some of our inspirational lectur- 
become aware of the truths of Spiritualism, cbange8 i^flyXm the soft, sweet trills of * tXC6llenT «JMIUm at -Biair, NG erg medlumB to the dia.

tbeyJ“TO nothing to d0 but to hy back afine Boprano to the deep, soul-stirring tones m „ »W*®- , mond country a visit. We have confidence
and let things run. They seem to think that of a hea£ baB8 Tbe te^or voic0 th* Bin To the Editor:-! have felt for some that this will soon be carried out, and their 
the knowledge of the truth of a spirit-life in- th h MrB Hm iB b d a fect desct? time that some Spiritualist from this place hopeB
sures them a safe passage there and a glorious t|on benco j eamestlFhope that all Biair> Nebraska, should make public the work ,rob-t A. Dimmiok, Sec’y N. S. A.
life I“?®«®'- It apparently never enters wbowill this estimable woman a visit done b®re b? Mrs. Annie Buchanan. Mrs. B. ------ ; -- ---------- :------ ..
their minds that anything is required of them wbenever Bbe be boldin bef B(jancefl is simply a good, honest woman a good,faith- Additiona| Societies to the National 
to carry out the teachings they have received A Bean(je b Mrg ¿aud Drake fol, loving wife and mother, and incapable of ACaraonai WWJW we national 
and they go on, year after year, wholly indif- iin ;n^raHtl-n„ deception. She has now been holding seanees association.
ferent and negligent of their duties in this t am informed that Mr CordinBlev »jii for about three years; I have been attending A considerable acquisition of strength has 
respect. sive a series of lectures in Boston, durinff tha now a over a y“1. Independent writing been made to the National Spiritualists’Asso-

If Spiritualism has killed the Christian J^onth of September 0 M^O ori slate or paper, and independent voices, are elation by the charters issued to theMichi-
Devil and knocked the bottom out of the The- '____;_______ ’ ’ ’ the principal types ot her mediumship. Lately gan State Spiritualists’ Association and the
ological Hell, it has .not changed the phases . the demonstrations have been truly wonderful. Mississippi Valley Spiritualist Association,
and spheres of the Spirit-land. Th® demand for “The Priest, Woman and sealed letters are answered on blank paper The latter sent in the sum of $42, as colleo-

That there are states of existence there Confession^ in the Germen language has put into the envelope containing the letter tions, audit has the prestige of forwarding 
quite as terrible as anything now taught in been such that the publishers feel warranted directed to the spirit, without the seal ever the largest amount last year to defray the ex- 
the Orthodox creeds cannot be successfully in getting out an edition in German. The having been broken. Messages come on the penses of the ^Chicago convention. A num- 
denied, and has been many times stated most book is well printed and illustrated, and. sells slate to the sitters in rapid succession. Flow- berofthesegenerouscontributionsfromkind- 
forcibly by advanced spirits. or $1 per copy. For sale at this office. era are passed around _to each member of the red organizations will do much to pave the

No doubt many have heard about earth- The Contrast: Evangelicalism and Spirit- circle. Spirits pat the sitter, and voices of way to sending out workers into the field who
bound conditions in the other lifej and per- ualism Compared. . By Moses Hull. A spirits, loud enough to be heat'd by all in the can rapidly coalesce the numerous societies
haps may have some idea of their realities, trenchant presentation of the subject Paper, room in conversation with us, are a common with an embryo existence, and are waiting for
but those are but faint conceptions of their 50 cents; cloth, $1. occurrence. but little active work to start them into flour-
fearfully real existence. All About Devils. By Moses Hull. It On Wednesday night of last week a circle ishlng societies and[ multiplying the forces

It is not sufficient to know the great truths tbfi historv c* the theological idea nf was be^d for tbe b®““^ of a gentleman and which will elevate, the cauie of Spiritualism 
of Spirit-life, for that knowledge brings with deviigt Shows much research. Paper 15 bis wife from the western part of ourcounty. beyond any effort that has been made to this 
it the obligation to live according to the teach- ‘ F ’ The gentleman was rather skeptical when he end.
in^8 of those truths. Those who have been „ D sat down, but he arose'fully convinced that The National Association has just sent out
given this knowledge of Spiritual truth and T “ ”0’B •°’Y’n?r?,en„ he had been greeted by the spirit of a much- the forms to be Ailed out wi& names of dele-
have not made good use of that knowledge, r9“ w^rooKer. rnce reaucea irom ]oved daughter, who was called to the home gates from the different societies which at this 
are no better for having known it. Have they . 1 00 of the bright angels but a short time since. timecompaseit^anditisdesirableandneceB-
been doing their duty in withholding the light The Other World and This: A'Compendium It did all present good to look upon the sat- sary that all should give the matter immedi- 
from others? Have they shown any true love of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta-W. Fletcher, isfled and happy faces of both father and ate attention and that everyBoeietyandasso- 
for thfeir dear ones in-spirit who have sacrificed M. D. An excellent work. Price 11.50. mother as they read message after, message ciation now interested in the work of the Na-

Spiritualism is gradually gaining ground, al-

Liu): raj-
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HYPNOTISM;
Facts, Theories and Related

U It Just 
loves God

TRUTHBUKNESS OF THE CHURCH’S 
O^IM-TQ.BE A DIVINE AND BE- 

■.NWdENT INSTITUTION,“ 
ANb REVEALING THE 

ABUSES OF A UNION 
OF OKÜBOB AXD BTÂTB.

s 6t'«u, heard of or presented In 
.... - ._ _______ “- The history of tbc various
phases of the science is succinctly presented, and tho

, * ■ *^B ^B— BB B. V ^B . ^^^B ^^B ^B
planation. Spiritualism a Delusion. The Lord coming. 
Reawnlnr In a Circle. Wonderful Success of the Op* 
position (P). Spiritualism will not “down.”. “Old 
Bplltfoot.”

By MOSES HULL,
Author of “The Contrast,** “Which," “Letters to Eldei 

Mlles Grant," “Both Sides," “That Terrible 
* Qusstion,” “Wolf In Sheep’s 

Clothing,” Etc., Etc.

DYC4RL SEXTUS, THE BOOK ZS 
x_? largely a record of the facts and demonstrations

Cn kpTBR VIII—Objections Answered.—Objections 
usually the Result of Ignorance. A British Lord and 
the Steamboat. Objections to tbe Telegraph. Objec
tions to Abolitionism. God legislated against Spiritu
alism. Necromancy; Definition of. The * Objection 
Brovcs Spiritualism. Hebrews inclined to apply to tho 

cad for Knowledge. Law indorsed Spiritualism. 
This Law abolished. Other Precepts of this Law not 
binding. Jesus violated this Law. Paul and John

fJT/AS ABRAHAAr LINCOLN A SPIRITUAL- j 
Vv 1st? or. Curious Revelations from tbe Life of a Trance 

Medium. By Mrs. Nettle Colburn Maynard. This curious book I baa no precedent in tbe English language. Its theme is novel- im ; 
truth apparent. It has a peculiar bearing upon the most moment«* < 
cub period In history and regarding its most famous participant— 
tbe most noted American, it Is based on truth and fact, and I 
therefore will live from this time forth. The publisher has not. If.« 
spared care, research or expense in its verification and produc*) _ * ~'ww’ ***------------------------------------------
tion, and he stakes his reputation upon tbe vtdldlty of its contents. • “uCU0H161ia> Wita Explanfl" 
knowing that it will bear thorough examination, regardless or; 4-w»— * —i
doctrine or creed or sect It Is a remarxable picture—a page of ; vOPy AH6C(lOvCS, J_>68Crip-
^Mlhn7ce^i^?Ua<loUber“WreaWn8’ iouwm b#------------------------- tions and Reminis
---------——— -------------------------------------------  cences.

•«neo os ’Jaded ‘aaiij 'hjom eiquniQAm 
try TneiMureaui Zq pauieidxe sapsjiui oiapoui pas )uapny *uoj
aamy uj swiouisaui ’.njssaoons isoui aqi jo ano ‘uqmpug
’At •£ 3 03J AS

Booons )soui aqi jo ano ‘iiqmpug r T -L-J largely a record o 
‘HZIRHIVSSLV OL MOH

•8;oôoçi aoua *n n
*UMOJfT *M. An ’81000164018(11 'uoiiflatib /spang'sq: ri', various theories clearly stated. Many of the experl-
m AArrrx'yYT 'Yix'\rrriT^ fyktu 'Tu^TUDroTH ’ mentB described occurred iu Chicago. The pictorialIO AaalAua IvjILIaJ UNV lVJlaOLSIJ.1 Illustrations udd much to the interest and value of the

—------------- —....-."'-T—-----------  book, which will be found very interesting to the tren-
TJHYSICAL PROOFS OF, ANOTHER LIFE, eral reader, as well as helpful and instructive to the 

Z Letters to the Seybert Commission. By Francis J. Lippttt. Mudont. The work iB_^Jtondsouie volume of SOO 
An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth its weight In gold. ?rice 25 page’, bound in cloth, rrwe, $A.Wh For sale at 
cento. the office of Thk Pbogbkssivk Thinker.

pSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRF1 HEALING. A ---------------
I series of lessons on the relations of the spirit to Its own organ TIIl iHlIEQTmBi vE T Tl HI 
Ism, and Che inter-relation of human beings with reference u* |H|" IBIBb A I IB| Ja \f> III fall 
health, disease and healing. By the spirit of Dr. Benjam&in I lib UUlsVl lull Via I I LlaU 
Rush, through the mediumship of Mrs. corn L. V. Richmond. A _____ .
^‘Jfteverybetter, hbyelcUo .nd SpMU.U.t .bould rend. * CAREFUL COMPARISON

PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL INTER . —°F—

grett merit. Price ,1.85. Davis. A rare work, it po. BlbllCal UnCT Modem [Spirit’ 
ualis’m.

TJ/AYSIDE JOTTINGS, ESSAYS, SKETCH- 
vV es, poems and songs; gathered from tbo highways, by 

ways and hedges of life. By Mattie S. HuU. It U most excellent 
Price <1.00.
frj/WZE MAGIC TAUGHT IN "THREE 
W Bevels,“ a book of 271 pages. By The Phelons. X U 

really & very interesting and suggestive work. Price I1J5.
TTTT/V SFJP RFCAMR A ^PTPTTTTAT T^T Thia book Is what Its title indicates—“Thb Qrxsnojf lA/,\y d//Zi „ r mf/, ,1 Sxttlep. au Careful Comparison of Biblical and
Vr Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judsou. This book should. Modern Spirt lism" Wo give below only a partial 

be retd by every Spiritualist. Price <1.00; postage 10 cexts. Ujtof the contents of each chapter:
Ar mrrnDDc dv a 7> Chatteii 1-Tbe Adaptation of Spiritualism to tbe

/ •'AJzXa/IA LLti URES. BY A. B. TRENCH, Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good as that of 
Z-r They are worth their weight Ingold. Price, paper, 50 cents. Adaptation. Religious must adapt themselves to Men. 

rr^r^ _ Religions and Sciences have tailed to demonstrate an
TIFE IN THE STONE AGE,* THE HISTORY After-Life. Two contradictory Chains Of Thought In 

of Atharael, chief priest of a band of Al Aryans. An *5ttllns i.be J?* <0Jb,!ld,“K .Consultation with the 
history of man. Written through tho mediumship of U.G. Fig- Bcad- Its Effect. Bibio Writers In Doubt as u» a 
ley. You should read this work. Price 80 cents. Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min

fitter of bls Immortality. Dying Minister in Dospalr. 
Z IFE AND LABOR IN THE SFIRLTWORLD. Why thia Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

By Mrs. Mary T. Shelhamer. It abounds In facto Ir refer Chapter II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.—
ence to the Summer-Land. Price <100. A Natural Query. Jeaus regarded as a Blasphemer

and a Devi). Every new System »asses an Era of 
Caimnuy. Persecution purifies. WuatGood has Splr* 
!:82*rm done. Opponent« unfair. Immorality in tho 

__ _ Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. None Perfect. All aro

ZEAFLF.TS OP THOUGHT GATHERED
from tbe Tree of Lite. Prevented to humanity through the mKUumship of B. Ä. Litchfield, Excellent throughcu., fncj 2toche»? 

Ê1X5» * . .. .. .. — — — w— — — — — — — — — —
_________________________________________________________ ___ God-makers. Men worship tbeir own Opinions, 
•THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE, Bhortcomlug!of Bible Salnu. Jewish Church. Tes- 
1 Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mo___________________________________ a

Cann Price is! eanta Chapteb 111—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.—uann. i nee io cents. common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Terms
'THE CHITDRFNS PRnGRFWVF 1 VCFTJM “Mau” and “Angel.” Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, / zrzi czr/^4//c^zv j0Bhua< Tbe Host of tbe Lord. An Angel appears w
A A.manual, with directions for the organisation and manage* Gideon; to Manoab’e wife; Is Introduced to Manoab. 

meat ot Sunday MhooH. By Andrew Jackion Davi«. Something Writing on the Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium, 
tndeapeniible. Price 50 cente. Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from

THE J “xT™akw, and felt at Cusadaga Lake. By H. L. Buydam. It is a Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man hast 
pamphlet that will well pay perusal. Price 15 cento. Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual

—L---- 'CC., z^rw.I Mun, Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu.
TJOEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTEN, Zephaniah. Papal Decree. Hard Questions. Cannot 

IT They are really valuable. Price answer a»/Spiritual Senses. Bllud and Deaf Man.
„   Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers. Two Sources. ■ ■ .^B . ■ „. BIB——BBS . B . B.B B B . . wtf —^B —. B — B . ^^B ^^B — . B • B — .. ^B.

■W rc-c- - ar/orzr-r TTDFAIttc urrrir jn ot KnoirlcAg.. Poter awakened. Two Contradictory
T IFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD- matorlea oi Jesus.
L vanced thought, and i« faactnating. Price 50 cent*. Crai-txb V—Tbc Birth of the Spirit—All Subject*
------ --------- ■------------------------------------------------------------------------------ Important. “Y* muse be born again." Nicodemus’

TDIBLE MARVEL WORKERS. BY ALLEN Quandary. AMlnUUr'.Opinion. Author'»Objection. 
Jj Pntnnm A M A m.rr-lnn. honlr Prlrn OS IwntJL JCBU«'Teeta. Muat bC bom OUt of FlOOh. Birth Of tbOAJ Putnam, A. M. A marvelous book. Priced cent*. Spirit, Be,urroctlon. Not ot Fleih and Blood. Bible
Tiuir F OF MBI F<: BY KFRSFY GRAVES again« tt (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. ri,. a r/tart 0 ln(on ¿h<5 Womilnof Tekoah. or Job. orjeaua.

■AJ It will well p,y peruaal. Price *1.75. Objections answered. Mortal Bodies quickened. Must
: < 3 —"—~ _— ------ ---- ------ eat Christ’s Flesh.

CROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD Chattxk VI-Are Wo Infldela?—BapldTGrowth of 
sZ Tattle. A beautiful book of poems of rare merit. Price Spiritualism. Tae “Mad-Dog” Cry. Charge Ignored. 
11,50« * Proceeds from'Infidel Hearts. Truths ana Errors In

__ , _ . tba Bible. Dialogue; Minister wonts a Bible. AH be* 
TNFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME. Heve Parts, and no one believes All, of the Bible. 

By Rev. Cha,. Chlnlquy, ex-prie«L A remarkable boob Uluitratlve Owe«. How «bill wc decide who the Bo
Paces 832. Pr<c4 tf.W, Hovers arc. Tbotruo Test- Works. The Commission.

____________________________________________________ _ End of tbe World not ver- Jov/isn and Christian age, 
CELFCONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. Pr'«Wng,rB,^l,m, and Sign, go together. laChriat 

kJ 144 Proposition«, theological, moral, hiitorical and «peeulrt- m.wrw» vrr— tr. w. n«hid«dr. .A common Crvq^tlOMfrom CoCotr,dlcfo}y Petition. Order of Baftcrlc,. TbW 
Bcrmure. without comment Price 15 cent*. Ure Into each other. "Kettle Story." Reaultotthe
-------------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------- Warfare, dialogue. God and Mediums deceiving the• • w. ■ v— . — — . — .a .B — — v v w v —.

5EERS OF THE AGES, OR SPIRITUALISE world. Are God and the Deyll Partners?
T>r«aAti» uv t w p^aHIal MBA book of rm to damu the World for Unbelief. Author .. _______‘raw taoViS than Bibles. Lying Spirits sent out. Did God

P*kC*L JIS v-El doll? Csse of Jeremiah and Ezekiel. Ezektel'aEx-
a worit that should be in the honiu K every upintuomt rots «nirfm.ii.m . n.in.lon. Th. t.nrd <-™i™a wort UM should
«W.

every

THREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE~ 
1 Ions; tbe Jesuits, seen and unseen, aro banded against the 

circulation of this book, because they are afraid they will Ione 
their monopoly of tbe secret knowledge they have held so .long. 
In Three Sevens, this knowledge is offered to tbe people. Buy 
it, read It carefully, and see why the Jesuits hate It. Price S1.2S.

'THE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RELATIONS 
X and Expressions in human Embodiments. Given through 

Mrs. Cora L, V. Richmond, by her guidée. A book that every
body should read who are interested in re-tocamatlon. Prtoo 
•IÄ.

w violated, and hence deserve death. Tbe Law good In 
I Its Place, and for Its Time. Men inclined to worship 

Spirits which communicated. Tbc Jewish Jehovah 
ZHE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUALISM, ! bot an Infinite God. Re incited the Jews to Crime.

By Epes Sargent A work of profound research, by one erf Price. $1.00» S&nt Post-naid.the ablest men Of the age. Price ,1 JO; postage in cents. **svo, qrx.w. wwv * vji-nmu.

r/IEWS OF OUR HEAVENLY HOME. BY TIIF rnrFTIIHIIfEDO! D,Tüu ü“ero*tüMS Po,tog8 8 1 nt r ntt I nirIRtno
• CUE VOICES. BY WARREN SUMNER BAR- D|f>TADIAI TCVT Dnni/ J low. TbeVoice!contain poennot retnirknble beantyud rlvIUlvInL I E/x I *DUvl\, 

force. Tbey are moit excellent. Price ,1.00. 1 ' .. ■ . ■
THE GODS. BY COL. R. G. INGERSOLL.' SHOWING^ THE ABSURDITY AND UN-
A A pamphlet of 40 pages. Worth Ite weight Ingold. ftfceSQ. 

conte.
'TWA RELIGION OF MAN. BY HUDSON 
1 Tuttle. Els works we always Intensely interesting. Price 

tf.50. . ,

7WE WORLD’S SIXTEEN CRUCIFIED SAV-
v^er10Priceih»“y °r*Tes' Tou,llould r“d “■ “d ““ 185 Full-page Illustrations, with
'THF QUESTION SETTLED A CAREFUL COPIOUS CITATIONS OF FACTS, 7T^p.SS.ffmSSkltuaUai T£B

Hull. An Invaluable work. Price UDO. OPINIONS OF SCHOLARS TO
•THE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM. ITS ARGUMENT OF
Jr phenomena and pbfioMphy. By Rot. Samael Wataon. TH£i ARTlol. 

This work was written by a modem Savior, a grand and nobis Designs by Watson Heston, with pop» 
----------------------------1 trait of Designer.

RESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HISTORY 
ZV embracing the origin of the Jews, the rise and development 
uf Zoroastrianism and the derivation of Christianity; to which Is 
added: Whence our Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M. D. 
One of the most valuable works ever published. Price <1,50.

HISTORY, Toe Illustrations are classified as follows: 18rep* 
rise and development reseau Uncle Sam and the Priests; 2, The Churchuuuiu otMu uuu mu xitueu; 4, iutj uuurvu 

Bollili the people; 8, Tbankiglvlng; 6, 'Sabbath 
La’v?: 14 Children and the Church; 16, Woman and 
tb\LiAirch;6, TheChurchand ThomaaPalne; 4,Stud
ie« tn Saturai History; 2, The Bible and Science; 15,t-* r r rmn rar rrtrr r* rv n rn r'F* r A nm J- rtlK j|) ' *®* JtatuTBl UlSWiry, 4,' 1 DO JolDlO ODU bClCDCC; 15*TIE AL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LAND. GIVEN , The Clergy wd Their Flocks; I, Piety to Our Renlt«? 

2V iMpIratfoneny by Mra. Maria M. King. Yon *111 not become tlarlei; 4, The Atonement Scheme; 4, The Lord and 
weary while reading thta excellent boot Price 7S cent*. HiaWorkssi Prayer; 10. ThoCreed«;2,CbriBilane *ud

I Mobammedana; a Sanlplea of Christianity's Work: 
TDOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC, BY 15, Missionaries; l.The Lord's Instramenls; 25, Bible
1\ Her. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A, Every patriot, should read itvwIca •!' . * • ’ -. t ;. *“ - I SJaYeJ7t 2» Priests-ftDu Politics, 4, Ireland and tbe

r-jSTFS. Sffn: nT'trFl? Church; 2,Church's Idea of Civilization; 1, The Use* f 1UTSI.DE THE . GA1BS: AND O1HER . the Cross; 4, Unkind Reflections on tho Church;* 
VZ tales and sketches. By abend of spirit intelligent*, through ftrsecu.Ions of the Church; 12, Some Allegories- 
the mediumship ot Mary There** Sbelhamer. An excellent work IB, Heaven ; 6; Bell; 7. Miscellaneous. Price»2.
price m- | For Sate at thte qffice.
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THE GATHMANN OBSEBVATOBY.'
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STUDY THEJIEAVENS.
Its Mysteries Will Be Revealed,

It Is Made Possible by the Gathmann 
Telescope.

THE NEXT THING IN OBDEB a’ TELESCOPE TO 

BEVEAL 8PIBITS. .

The discovery of the principle upon which 
refracting telescopes are constructed, was ac
cidental, The children of a spectacle-maker 
in Holland being at play in the father's shop, 
happened to put two glasses together, and in 
looking through : them .perceived, :that the 
weather-cock on the church steeple appeared 
nearer and much larger. This led-the father 
to fix glasses on a board, that they might be 
ready for observation. .

The news of this discovery soon spread all 
over Europe, and Galileo hearing of the phe
nomenon, soon discovered thè secret, and put 
the glasses in a tube, and thus the first tele
scope of modem times was constructed; but 
it is now pretty generally conceded that the 
ancient Egyptians, Chaldeans and Phoenecians 
used deep holes in the ground and loving gal
leries, in their temples and other structures, as 
telescopes to observe the heavenly bodies.

Galileo, by means of his one-inch telescope, 
rediscovered the true theory of this solar sys
tem and at opce aroused the bigoted, priest- 
ridden scientific world to such a pitch that he 
was subjected to severe persecutions, ; and he 
was called into court and made to renounce 
bis theory in thesè wqrds:
. “I, Galileo, in the seventieth yéàr of my 
age, on bended knees, before your eminence, 
having before my eyes and touching with 
my hands the holy gospel, J curse and detest 
the error of the earth’s movement "

After he left the court, however, after this 
forced renunciation, he is reported to have 
stamped upon the earth and. said- “It does 
move, after all." :

Ten years after he was sent to prison for 
the same supposed error, and - soon after, in 
his eightieth year, the grave received him and 
relieved him from the malicè of .his persecute 
ora,

The Pbogbessiye Thinkeb of March 17 con
tained an interesting account of the wonder
ful discovery made by Louis Gathmann, of this 
city, of a new principle as' applied to teipscope 
lenses.: That is, Mr. Gathmann l^as discov
ered that a lens will collect the rays of light 
when composed of several pieces of glass, as 
well and even better than a solid single-piece 
lens. So full a description was given in the 
previous article, that one can easily understand 
the invention when it is stated that those 
single lense? seem to ' multiply the power in a 
remarkable degree. For instance, a mathema
tician will at once figure out that a six-inch 
telescope made of seven small two-inch lenses 
would have to be more than six inches, as at 
least a quarter or eighth of an inch must be 
left between the edges of the small lens. Mr. 
Gathmann has built a seven-inch • telescope 
with a sectional lens, and it is truly • a fine 
glass, which destroys the old axioms—so to 
speak—of figuring. ’This is the $vayit has 
been figured. A solid seven-inch lens is rep
resented by. its square for its light-gathering 
purpose, which is forty-nine, when seven two- 
inch lenses -would have a tight-gathering 
powerof twenty-eight So that if this theory 
were correct, Mr. Gathmann’s theory, would be 
worse than worthless; but like many other 
discoveries, instead of jt? having abóut one- 
half the power, it Jias meuumid better powers, 
from the fact that thos&Iittie lenses seem to 
multiply, like pulleys, light-gathering 
capacity of the lens; or, in other words, gather 
more light than a single large lens, which 
always contains millions of little blisters 
which obstruct the passage of the rays of light 
much more than a small lens. ' ,

There are many obstacles to tie overcome 
in making a telescope; for instance, a lens 
thirty-six inches in diameter will gather 
enough sunlight1 to cause the most .intense 
heat, and has been known, says Professor 
Gray, to melt cornelian in seventy-five seconds 
and a piece of white agate in thirty seconds, 
Bo that the rays of the sun, when collected by 
any ordinary telescope, have to be received 
into an asbestos holder,' which soon becomes 
iso hot that the telescope can only be pointed 
at the sun a short time.. ;

Another remarkable thing is noticeable in 
lenses, in reference -to- the focus. A half a 
double convex lens makes a focus the dis- 

tance òf the diameter of the circi© formed 
from the arc of surface of the lens; a double 
convex lens brings the focus to the center of 
the circle, and a reflecting concave mirror 
brings the focus to one-half of the radius of a 
circle.

Then another difficulty is to keep the rays 
from sliding by each other; the purple ray 
moving so much faster gets to a focus first, 
so a second glass has to be placed inside of 
the telescope to correct the speed and make 
the rays come together, and become acromatic 
or white, and all the while being liable to 
melt iron when turned towards the noonday 
sun.

LOUIS gathmann’s telescope. •
8ince tbe article in The Pbogbessive 

Thinkeb of March 17th appeared, Mr. Gath- 
inann's observatory has been visited by a large 
number of persons interested in astronomy 
and kindred sciences, A full description of 
this discovery was given in this article, and 
much discussion has taken place as to the 
value of the discovery. . But a visit to the 
observatory set at rest the practicability of 
the telescope. The first object viewed through 
it was the moon, and a beautiful view it was, 
as Luna was in her first quarter. Her surface 
was snow white, except where the craters cast 
their shadows. The definition was perfect, 
and much clearer, it is claimed, than any 
other telescope of the common lens pattern. 
From the crystalline appearance, we must con
clude that there is no air or water on the sur
face of the moon. After viewing Luna with 
glasses of different powers, Mr. Gathmann 
pointed his telescope to the middle star in the 
handle of the Great Dipper, and the star at 
once revealed two jewels, one of a bluish and 
green tint, a most beautiful sight But we 
could not spend much time with these pearls, 
as old Saturn was hastening downward to
wards the western horizon; so the telescope 
was turned upon the most beautiful of all the 
hosts of heaven, and clear, clear and majestic 
it came in view as the earth rolled along-— 
the golden rings clearly defined against the 
body of the planet To the lèft and upwards 
could be seçn one of the large satellites and 
two others lower down. • Many times was the 
glass arranged, and this interesting miniature 
system observed. Saturn was then in the 
western horizon, and near it a large star Spier, 
in the constellation of Virgo, setting about, 10 
P. M.

When these observations were concluded, 
Mr. Gathmahn turned his telescope towards 
the moon, and removing the lower lens he in
vited his visitors to view the moon. Through 
the sectional lens at the upper end of the tube 
the tight came streaming through seven large 
circular sections, and the six smaller circular 
lenses are arranged in the large opaque set
ting. It makes no difference what shape a 
glass is, the focus will be round, and this is 
the great feature of his invention. The edges 
of these small lenses must be blackened so 
that the rays of light will not cross and be
come prismatic. By having flint glass on 
one side and crown glass on thebther a lens 
becomes acromatic, or capable of eliminating 
all of the colors from the light Mr. Gath
mann has succeeded in accomplishing this 
perfectly, notwithstanding it has been claimed 
that the theory of sectional lenses is an old 
and exploded theory.

It was stated in the former article that Mr. 
Gathmann made no pretensions to a scientific 
knowledge of astronomy. This is not correct 
Some men commence from the top and work 
downwards towards the bottom-of a scheme; 
others, like Mr. Gathmann, commence at the 
bottom and work upwards towards the top. 
These men are the ones that’succeed. He 
knows how to make everything about a tele
scope, while the top-heavy and scientific man 
cannot make a straight brass rod; so that it 
can be truthfully asserted that Mr. Gathmann 
can do what he daims, viz: make a telescope 
for $50,000, equal in power to thé great Lick 
telescope, which will cost $500,000.

It is obvious that with the cheapening of 
the cost , of making large telescopes, many 
educational institutions, now unable to procure 
glasses available for obtaining new astronom
ical knowledge, will be enabled to have them; 
that thus great interest in this most attractive 
study will be awakened in this country, now 
so far behind most of the countries of the old 
world.

’ It is only fair to state that Mr. Gathmann’s 
compound or sectional lens telescopes are just 
as expensive as the old single lens telescope 
untilUie diameter of about ten inches is

A Seance There—Some Interesting 
Phenomena.

The Spiritual Alps and How.We Ascend 
Them. By Moses Unit A beautiful essay 
in the line of refined spiritual thought and 

reached. Then the difference in cost rapidly progression. Paper, cents: cloth, 50 cte.

decreased, as, for instance, the ingot of the 
glass for the Lick telèscope cost $30,000, and 
took several months to cool, and then it/^st 
$30,000 to griod it. By Gathmann’s process, 
this cost is reducèd to alhioBt a nominal 
amount He proposés tó build a fi.ftyTinçh 
lens telescope to demonstrate the theory that 
compound or sectional lenses are pot built on 
an old or exploded theory; Then will, the. 
heavens reveal more of , their mysteries to pian, 
and many vexed questions become easily, 
solved. Luna will bd brought so close that 
one can almost 'tota 'an apple to her, and 
clearly see the dust'and cobwebs that have so 
long settled in her burnt-out volcanic craters. 
Verily, mankind in this age of mechanical 
inventions and critical investigations, jhopld 
direct their energies more to ; the study of the 
stars and magnetism; for by the study of the 
former we can make great strides in the matter 
of acquiring accurate knowledge of the bodies 
surrounding us; and by the stiidy of the .latter 
acquire a knowlede of thè powers and effects pf 
these bodies upon thè astral, animal, vegetable 
iand mineral life and the so-called exploded 
theories of the ancients again called from their 
tombs to enlighten and'purify mankind. T

Mr. Gathmann, while not revealing any qf 
his inventions, gave hints to his visitors that 
he had other valuable discoveries that wopld 
remove many of the obstacles attending the 
manufacture of telescopes, so that we may 
look for greater and more startling discover 
ies from this modest yet enthusiastic invento;.

The next thing in order will be a telescope 
or instrument that will enable any one to see 
spirits. Z. T. Griffen, /c

. ’ . 114 8. Lincoln St.

IN OLD ROME

It . Ought to Be Better Known— 
Other Items of Interest.
... > • ■■■ •• . 1 » ■. • '

Camp Beneon, at Newport, Maine, ought to" 
be better known. . I doubt’Whether there is a 
more beautiful place for camping on this 
continent; if there is, the Spiritualists have not 
found it. It is situated oni. the most beautiful 
body of fresh water, cleàr' as crystal, about 
three miles wide by six in length.

The boys who donned the blue and went 
out to save the country in the early '60s, saw 
the beauty of this spot and purchased it, and 
have made it a place of annual resort. There 
is land enough adjacent to it, which can be 
purchased at a low figure, to make one of the 
most desirable' camping-grounds the Spiritual
ists have ever seen. If it were not so close 
to Etna, I would surely adviée Spiritualists to 
secure it. -,

Mr. Frost, an old soldier, who has charge 
of the grounds, his tried for years to call at
tention to its superiority as i Spiritualist camp
ing ground. This year he determined to have 
speakers and to run-meetings a few days. He 
had J. Frank Baxter one day, and I spoke 
thirteen times in all. Thè audiences were, 
for the most'part of the time, rather small but 
always deeply interested. The last day the 
audiences were more than double the size of 
any former audiences, and the interest was so 
intense that many wanted the meetings to con
tinue another week; this, of course, was out 
of the question.1' '

Next year, if the .same party has charge of 
the .grounds, he wahts to have ’^Spiritualist 
camp the first ifisteacl of the last of, August. 
This will be a wise move and will secure, jf it 
is well advertised, a large attendance.

Mrs, L. Pet Anderson-Bovee and her good 
husband were at this camp. The last time I 
saw her before, I thought somebody would 
very soon be called to officiate at her funeral, 
but her six weeks’ sojourn at Onset, and her 
one week at Camp Benson, has made of her a 
new woman. She is so far restored that she 
has gone to the Etna (Maine) Camp, to do 
business as a medium. .

If Mrs. Amelia Gould-Stevens lived any-, 
where else except in Maine, the Maine people 
would send for her as a test medium. She 
and her guides have their own way of getting 
at things, but J never knew her to fail In a 
test. More pointed tests I never heard from 
anybody than she gave in four of my meetings 
at Camp Benson. I have known Mrs. Stevens 
for eighteen years, but I did not know until 
this meeting that she gave so many and such 
convincing tests.

The camp at Etna begins the same week 
that this one closes. That camp is generally 
the largest small camp I ever attended, I be
lieve it has only nine acres of ground in its 
enclosure, and yet there are often six to ten 
thousand people there. This year, with the. 
exception of their “home talent, ’* they have 
made an entire change of speakers. Many 
hope that it will make the camp even more 
popular than ever before. Certainly it will 
give the Maine people an opportunity to get 
acquainted With a few more of our speakers. 
Maine is a great State for summer resorts; but 
this summer it seems to have almost overdone 
the thing. , Beside ite five regular Spiritualist 
camp-meetings, it has had several grove 
meetings.

1 am writing this on my way to Woolley 
Park Camp.meeting, at Ashley, Ohio. This 
will be my eighth camp this year, besides ohe 
grove meeting. 1 was invited to two other 
camps, but found it impossible to spread 
myself » over more territory. The Woolley 
Park Camp will be a very interesting place to 
me; it is within five miles of where J first saw 
the tight, and abòùt thè, same distance from' 
where my mother was born and reared. It is 
close to where my parents wère married; about 
three miles from where they were baptized. 
While there I shall preach'.to many of my 
relatives, some of whom know nothing of 
Spiritualism, and will only go out because 
'“cousin Moses" is to preach to them. Five 
of my brothers and sisters, Òné atwin brother, 
left their littlè bodies in a cemetery within 
three miles Of that camp. I aliali probably take 
Mattie to see the place where their tittle forms 
Were laid away ovèr fifty yèaiè ago.

More Ìnón, ' '
’ Moses Hull.

COUNTESS HELENE MAINABD1IN THE “SPHINX 
' UNION,” BEBLIN, ,

On March 28 my husband took me to the 
International Psychological Academy, Where 
we were kindly received by the director, Prof. 
Hoffmann, who invited us to a sitting and in
troduced us to Dr. Santangelo. The latter 
read two important letters, one of which Was 
from Prof. Lombroso, and the other from 
Prof. Richet, of Paris. Both spoke in the 
most hopeful terms of the new science, anti 
Lombroso even added that on' this occasion Ke 
expected to see a large number convinced. At 
this seance there were present four mediums 
and about fifteen sifters, among whom I re
marked the well-known painter, H. de Siemi- 
radaki, Dr. Santangelo and an ecclesiastic.

After the circle had been formed at a four
legged table weighing from fifty to sixty 
pounds, the honor of each sitter was pledged 
to preserve the contact of hands and knee?? 
The room, the chairs, the table and the walië' 
were carefully examined, as were also a taiffi 
bourine, a small, flute; a bell and cord lyifig 
bn the table. A red lamp, which was lit, en
abled the sitters to recognize each other, ami 
after a few moments they heard, as if in thti 
wood of the table, what sounded like the pow; 
erful roll of a drum, while,- at the same time; 
the table itself rose abqut -two feet from the 
floor—now from one side, now from the other' 
as if in a kind of feverish excitement Prof. 
Hoffmann, who remained outside the circle; 
asked the cause of this unrest, and the reply 
came: “Too much light." Thereupon the 
lamp was extinguished, and immediately the 
table rose clear from the floor and floated so 
high that the members of the circle could 
barely keep their hands on it, until it suddenly 
tank down again. When it appeared to bé 
about to repeat this expérimentait suddenly/ 
and to the great astonishment of the closed: 
circle; floated clear of them, and proceeded 
towards a corner of the room where the me
dium, Sig. Giacomo, was in a magnetic sleep.

Prof. Hoffmann then told us to let the spir-i 
its have their way, and immediately phosphor-1 
escent and starry lights appeared, singly and 
in groups, moving hither and thither from all 
quarters of the room, and remaining visible 
for a few seconds. At the same time almost 
air of us were caressed by somewhat cold and 
invisible hands, one of whose fingers-1 tried to 
retain with the thumb Of iny left hand, which 
held that of the medium, but it escaped me 
and moved about my hair, face and shoulders, 
and then I plainly felt A kiss impressed on my 
'left hand. At the same time my husband was 
lightly touched, and Prof. Siemiradski asserted 
that he received a kiss bn his cheek. It must 
be remembered that we wére in close circle, 
and were linked to each other in such fashion 
that -the slimmest of human bodies could 
neither get in nor out • .

In a few minutes a light was struck,.and 
then I observed that my arm.was bound to the 
chair, and Sig. Giacomo lay on the top of thé 
table, which had gone out from our circle, 
Heaven knows how that happened, for but of. 
that circle no one could have escaped to do it 
Another medium, Sig., Cecchini, was found 
fast asleep and in his shirt sleeves, while the 
clothes which were taken away from him had 
been put upon Sig. Giacomo, who was bound. 
At the latter part of the sitting, when the 
room was again in darkness, we realized that 
something was flying through thé air, just over 
our heads, without, however, touching us. 
This something proved to be the tambourine, 
the flute and the bell, which were all playing 
together, and they afterwards sank down in 
the middle of the circle without , touching any 
one. At this seance Tasked Prof. Hoffmann 
if I could ascertain whether or not a beloved 
Russian relative was present, and immediately 
I received a kiss on my left hand. I then re
quested a written message by means of which 
I might be certain of my friend’s identity, 
but was informed by « raps that 'the medium 
was already exhausted;

Lake Pleasant Camp-Meeting.
The great convocation has closed—a very 

¡successful year, a fine surplus in the treasury, 
¡an enthusiastic attendance, ‘ Col.. Ingersoll 
spoke 0 six thousand people in his three lec
tures. " ■
¿ Public waterworks , are soon to be intro
duced. A new auditorium hall will be erected 
the coming winter, It .will seat a thousand 
people. '
i, President Daily has been a most, efficient 
officer. The following resolution was passed 
at $ great reception given him 'at the close of 
the meeting:

“Resolved, That the unanimous thanks 
of the people at Lake Pleasant here assembled 
are cordially given to President Daily, for his 
devotion to the interests of the New England 
Spiritualists, Camp-meeting Association; for. 
his unflagging and gratuitous labors in its be
half, resulting in a prosperous financial con
dition of its treasury, and inspiring its mem
bers with renewed hope and courage to work 
for.the future success of Lake Pleasant
, “May the coming year bring health to our 

president, and the camp-meeting of 1895 in
crease the hearty endorsement of the policy 
of our efficient board of directors,"

Springfield, Mass. H. A.Budington,

A Sex Revolution, by louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents,

.Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison o 
Modem and Bible Spiritualism, showing their 
similarity. By M«w>s T-Tnll. Price, 10 conts.

FIFTY YEARS
. . IN THE ■ ■

CHURCII-TiOME. 
k Remarkable Book.

<
TblB Is a remarkable work by Fatu/u Chikiout. 

It exposes oven to tbo minutest details tbe corruption 
that exists in tbe Church of Rome. It it) it work ot B3I 
pages, and should bo read as u matter of history by 
every Spiritualist. The following is a partial list of the 
table of contents! ■ ■

... CHAPTER,J.
The Bible and the Prlc«t of Romo. ■ 
„ ‘ _ . .. CHAPTER II.' , ... '
My drat SchooMuy« at St. Thoma»—Th* Mook uA

Celibacy. ■ . ■
„ „ ' CHAPTER IJI.
The Confe»81on of Children, ■

' . CHAPTER IV.The Shepherd whipped by bls Sheep,
' , „ , „ CHAPTER V. ’

The Prleat, Purgatory, and tbo poor Widow’» Cow.
... , , „ CHAPTER VI.

Festlvlt'ea tn a Parsonage. .
’ . ■ CHAPTER VII. • .

Preparation for tbe First Cbnimunlon.-Ieltlatlon to 
Idolatry.

„ CHAPTER VIII. ' 
The Flrat Communion. .
, .. CHAPTER IX,
Intellectual Education Ip the Roman Catholic College.

' , „ CHAPTER X. .
Moral »nd Rellgloua Instruction tn the Roman Catho- 

. . Uo College», . . " . . - • '
• ‘ CHAPTER XI.

-■ Protestant Children In tbo Convents nod Nunneries of 
Rome, •

_ • ' CHAPTER XII. . -
pome and Education—Wby does tbe.Cburcli of Rome ■ 

hate the Common Schools of the United States, and . 
want to destroy themf^-Why does she object IP 
the readlugof the Bible In the Schools?

_ 1 CHAPTER XIII. •
Theology of tbo Church of Rome: lu Aotl-Soclel and 

Anti-Christian Character. .
• . CHAPTER XIV, '

The Vow of Celibacy.
_ . CHAPTER XV.
Tbe Impurities of tbe Theology of Rome.

_ CHAPTER XVI.
Tbe Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers! or, bowl 

swore to give up tbo Word of God to follow the 
word of Men.

„ CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Frlefithood, or Ancient and Mod» 

eru Idolatry.
CHAPTER XVIII. ■ . •

Nine CooBoquencoB of thc Dogma of TraaBubstantli* ' 
tlon—The old Paganlem imder a Christian name.

Vicarage, and Life at BL (ffirles, I^iviefrro Boyer.

_ CHAPTER XX- ‘
Papineau and tbe Patriots lu 1838—Tbe burning of “1^»

' Canadlen” by tbe Curate of St. Charles.
~ CHAPTER XXL . '

Grand Dinner of tbe Priests—Tbe Maniac Bister of
Rev. Mr. Perm.

CHAPTER XXII.
Jam appointed Vicar of tbe Curate of Cbarlesbourgh 

—Tbo Piety, Llvca and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perm.

CHAPTER XXIII.
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Rome during the epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of St. Ruch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tcrtulllan—General Cargo—The 
Seal Skins.

CHAPTER XXV.
Blmony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic In the ao* 

called Body and Blood of Christ—Enormous sums 
of Money made by the sale of Musses-Tbe Society 
of Three Masses abolished and the Society of one 
Mass established.

CHAPTER XXVI. 
Continuation of the trade lu Masses. 

CHAPTER XXVII.
Quebec Marine Hospital—The first time I carried the 

“Bon Dleu" (tbe wafer god) hi my vest pocket 
—Tbo Grand Oyster Solrco at Mr. Buteau's-Tbe 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dleu" al tbo Oyster 
Soiree.

We have not spaoc In this notice of Father 
Chiulquy’s work to give the beads of all tbe Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especlul vMue. Tbe following, 
however, are of thrilling Interest:

CHAPTER Lili.
The Immaculate Conception of the Virgin Mary. 

CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession. 

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Priest* 

—Tbe Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LVL

Public Acts of Slinouy—Thefts and Brigandage of' 
Bishop O'Regau—General Cry of ludlgnutlou—I 
determine to resist him to his face—He employs 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and he falls 
—Drags mo as a Prisoner to Urbana in the Spring 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVII.
plshop O'Regan sells tbe Pftrsouago of tbo French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out wheu they come to complain—Ho 
determines to turu me out of my Colony and send 
me to Kahokla—He forgets ft next day aud pub
lishes that bo has interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to tbo Bishop—His Answers—‘The 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LVI11.
BAUress from my People, asking ine co remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur- 
baua—Abraham Lincoln's anxiety about tbe issuo 
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THE DIFFERENCE.
■ CONTINUED FROM PACE 1.- ’>

wrote to me and begged of.me to.inquire 
in Paris of the hypnotizer why sho 
should suffer so much,-and I went to tho 
house and discovered that the hyp- 
nottoer liad died at the very moment 
when the lady received back the dis
ease. Thus you see again it was simply 

- a veil thrown over that disease, and. the 
disease was latent there all the time. 
Exactly the same Mr. Hanson would say 
to you. He says: “Ido so much good, 
because, it I meet a drunkard I can cure 
him.” So lie does, in that way. He 
gets his drunkard and he makes linn 
promise that when he awakes he never 
will drink any more, and the man never 
does. When he awakes he has a horror 
tor all spirituous liquors, and will not 
take anything of the kind, and those of 
the friends that have loved the man say: 
‘^Lookathim; he is cured.” But if.the 
hypnotist draw’s his will power away, or 
if he dies, the whole of that drunken
ness comes back again. If he does not 
die, or does riot take away his will 
power, what, happens next? Why, 
simply that it remains latent, and then 
In his next birtfi that man becomes a 
drunkard. , .’ .

It is absolutely, impossible for any of 
us to cure the vícés'Of.another;,We eqn- 
notdoit. We cam only pure our own. 
Every man must cure his bwp vices. If 
one comes to you who Jias’, s^ vice and 
says to you: “Oh, I do want tp-get rtd of 
that vice? Won’t you help me’?’? Then 
you do perfectly ri^ht to thTOW'youFAvill.. 
power to join in with his, and nelpíliim 
to be strong, help him to overcome 'the 
evil, because we should help all who 
may want us, all who ask us to help 
themi but we cannot cure a man’s vice 
atone; we can only throw a veil over it 
and keep it latent. We are pleased with 
ourselves, thinking we have done it, but 
we have not, because it will remain 
there, and sooner or later, that man will 
have to cure his own vices. Therefore, 
why delay the Karma now? Why not let 
him work it out at once instead of delay
ing that Karma?

Dr. Hanson skid to me that no person 
under hypnotic control will commit a 
crime. This is his theory. He says: “I 
take a pistol, and the pistol is not 
loaded. I give it to my patient, and tell 
my patient to shoot a man who is over 
there. I say to him ‘shoot,’ and the 
man shoots. Then,” he says, “I take a 

' loaded pistol, and then I give it to my 
patient, and I say to him ‘shoot,’ and 
the man does not shoot.”

And Mr. Hanson declares it is because 
his consciousness tells him not to shoot. 
I say it is nothing of the.kind. Ji is be
cause Mr. Hanson himself knows that 
the pistol to loaded, and so, jn giving 
that •pistol he has fear, and therefore 
the.lphtient can read hto mind.and sees 
thpiiear, and he hesitate^ and does not 
Bnqot;. butl say that if a bad ipan goes 
and loads the pistol, and ii he puts it 
fñwThe hands of his pafient, and if he 
te.deterririned that he shall do a crime— 
if ■ he says to him “shoot,” the man will

• kltojOt once and kill the other.
'"ThpS the dangers of hypnotism. Hyp- 
ndtisija'is rife amidst us. It is rife here 
,tn . your own country, in your very 
fliidst, and I will tell you a story which 
5yill show you what danger you have in 
your own latid.

•When I was with Madame Blavatsky 
in London, one day we received a note 
(rom an American gentleman, wanting 

. to see us. I wrote to him and begged 
him to come. When he came he said: 
“Madame Blavatsky, I have come all 
'the way from America to see you, be- 
pausa, I believe that you are the only 
petqpn in the world who can help me.” 
Jnén.he told hto story. He was in the 
habit of sleeping with a light in his 
room, and one night he woke up and 
found two men by his bedside with pis
tols. They told him to throw up his 
arms; he did so. One man came for
ward, looked him in the eyesf and he 
said that he felt as though a gimlet had 
gone through him; and then the man 
called the other one and said: “Now, 
Tom, you come and have atrial.” And 
the other man came and looked him into 
the eye, and he felt the same thing. 
He spoke to the men all the time and he 
Said to them: "What do you want? Is it 
money that you want?” And the men 
said: “Yes; of course it is money: and 
you will go and put a large sum there 
behind that tree, and we will take it 
before the morning,” and they went 
there with him. This man was a very 
brave man, and he was determined that 
he would not pay a penny to those men, 
and he did not put the money behind 
the tree: but the next morning he got 
on his horse and he rode off in town, 
thinking it was wise to be there for a 
few days, but when he got to his robin 
he constantly heard voices laughing and 
jeering at him. He looked, and the 
door was closed, and there was nothing 
in the way. and he turned around until

they spoke to him, and they laughed 
■again; and they said: “Aha: yon will 
pay for-that,-because you did not put 
the money, behind the tree. Now you 
will have to pay us money, or we will 
torment the very Jife out of you.” And 
they did. Ho never paid them a cent, 
but he grew thinner and thinner every 
day, and h^ could not sleep and eat. 
He lost all his business; he was ruined; 
but at last lus son said to him one day: 
“Look here. There is money; go to 
Madame Blavatsky; I have read in the 
papers what marvelous power sho has; 
she might cure you.” So the man came, 
and lie told us that these men, these 
hypnetizers, wore a band of blackmail
ers, and that is how they lived, all this 
band of them, and they hypnotized peo
ple, and they would make these people 
pay them money—so much a month— 
and on that they lived—women afraid of 
telling their husbands, and husbands 
afraid of telling their wives. So these 
men go on in their illicit course, aud get 
this money in this Wrong fashion. -, ‘

Madame Blavatsky cured that Amer
ican, and then she taught him how to 
develop his jvill power, and she taught 
him how to make a wall around himself, 
so that no man could ever .hypnotize 
him again. So' he became cured, and 
only a short time ago I had a letter from 
him saying that he should^'bless her 
memory to the last days .of ’ iris life. _ I 
Had sent him my ’iBook bf Remin
iscences of MsdahieBlavatsky and the 
Secret Doctriqe,” and-’he said he had 
read it pver and oyer again.

.7AgMn;4 ean tell you another case in 
which' hypnotizing has done so much 
ham, and it may interest you because 
that gentleman also was an American, 
it was an American who went to Paris 
with his mother. He was a wealthy 
man, and they were very happy in Paris, 
until at last they made the acquaint
ance of a Parisian lady,:a lady who had 
a grand salon and invited the best peo
ple to come and ..see her. One evening 
she said: to this American: “Stop, I 
Want to speak to you when all the people 
are gone.” And he remained, and then 
she said to him: “Have you ever been 
hypnotized?" “Oh, no,” he replied; 
“never. Nobody can hypnotize me; I 
am far too strong. I have far too much 
will power.” She smiled; she said: 
“May I try?” “Oh,, with pleasure.” 
She put her hands here (on the fore
head) and he said he felt as if a gimlet 
had run through him, and then she took 
off her hands and said to him: “Yon 
will write me a letter to-morrow,” and 
he left her. He rushed home to his 
mother, and he said to hto mother: 
“Save me, mother, if you can. If not, I 
am in that woman’s power,” And hto 
mother tried the next day all she could 
to prevent him writing that letter, but 
he wrote the letter, and after he wrote 
it he was a lost man. He signed check 
after check, one after another, until all 
his fortune had gone, and then friends 
came around and said: “Why not try 
the courts of Paris and see if you cannot 
get justice." And they did so, and 
they arrived there, and there was the 
judge and the woman and the jury, and 
the mother and the young man, and the 
judge said to the young man: “State 
your charge against tins lady; state 
your case." And the youngs man was 
dumb; he could not speak. The judge 
spoke to him again and again; he was 
dumb; and the woman saidr “Aha! 
judge, I told you the truth; he to insane, 
he is a lunatic.” And the jury pro
nounced him insane, and he was taken 
to tho lunatic asylum, and the mother 
had very great difficulty in 'getting him 
out, and she brought him to America In 
a very pitiable condition.

Months passed by, and at last one 
morning he came to her room looking 
radiant, quite different to what he had 
been, and he said to her: “Mother, I am 
free, I am‘sane. And she said: “My 
son, what has happened?” And he said: 
“Mother, that woman died last night, 
at eleven o'clock. Write to Paris and 
make inquiries, and you will find what I 
tell you is so.”. And she did so, and she 
discovered that that woman had com-' 
mitted forgery, and after having com
mitted forgery she committed suicide at 
that very hour. He was free; he had 
lost all his fortune, but his intelligence 
was there.

Only the other day a young man said 
to mo: “Whenever I want money I just 
throw my will to my rich relations, and 
they always give it to me.” He said: 
“The fun of it to they do not know.” 
That young man had not the remotest 
idea that he was doing wrong, that he 
was committing a crime, and when I 
told him this and explained it to him he 
was horrified, and -he promised me that 
he would never do it again. That was 
a case of hypnotizing.

Thus you see the dangers of hypnot
ism. When I was in Paris last year, 
just before I was going to India, 1 was 
told that there was a band of young men 
there who went into a restaurant, and 
had very good dinners and afterwards

called the waiter and gave to the waiter 
a silver piece, saying that it was gold, 
and the waiter gave the change; then 
they walked out, having eaten their 
dinner and got money besides. In the 
evening when the waiter had to mqke 
up his account he was minus so much 
money. They went the. rounds of the. 
restaurants, and when. I was in Paris 
the police were on tho track of those 
hypnotizers. Whether they found them 
or not I cannot tell.

Thus you see the dangers of hyphotr 
ism. You see what a terrible thing it is 
to permit yourself, or to permit vour 
children or your wives to be hypnotized, 
because if once tbe nerve centers are 
paralyzed they are always apt to be par
alyzed again. Anybody coming with a 
strong will can turn the will of that per
son in any way they choose. Hence 
the terrible danger of hypnotism, and 
as I tell you that now in these times, 
while hypnotism to rife, while all over 
the world people are using these 
processes so as to obtain money and to 
obtain gain, your only chance of remain
ing free is to become rulers of yopr- 
selves. If once you are masters of 
yourselves, of your lower senses and of 
your body, and if you will not always 
identify yourselves with your body, you 
will be free, and then nonody can touch 
you. Then -you are free, perfectly free, 
and no harm can come to you.

Thus my. advice' to you is to study 
these things, ^tudy these laws, and so 
try to guide your everyday life in such 
a manner that you 'do not'live in your 
personality, but in the individuality,1 or 
in the divide part of your nature, and 
thus become masters of yourselves,

And so I think I have made my case 
clear, and I have shown you how mag
netism is for good and hypnotism is for 
evil. ■

Passed to Spirit-Life.
At Portland, Oregon, August 27,1894, 

Mrs. Bridget Josephine Lasourd, wife, 
of John Lasourd, one of Portland’s oldest 
and most respected citizens. For four
teen years Mrs. L. was afflicted with 
partial paralysis, but during this long 
period, although her sufferings were in
tense, she was never known to utter a 
single word of complaint. Mr. and Mrs. 
Lasourd early learned the truth of spirit 
return, and have fought a great battle 
with Catholic relatives. I officiated at 
the burial of the mortal, assisted by 
Rev. G. C. Love, although the husband 
was importuned to send for' Catholic 
clergy. , Mrs, Lasourd passed over 
peacefully, fully assured that her dar
lings were wafting her just over the 
river. ■ An immense concourse followed 
the remains to Riverview cemetery. 
The casket was buried in a sea of flow-' 
ers, the principal pipce being an im
mense crown' of pure White,, roses. Mrs. 
Barney sangJ'Gone'Before,” and “Only 
a Thin VeilBetweeh Us.”

, Ben M. Barney.

Burty Watson, a son of Mr. and Mrs. 
R. W. Watson, aged 12 years, 11 months, 
and 24 days, accidentally shot himself 
while hunting rabbits. He said he 
wanted to die and go to the Spirit-world. 
His parents are true believers in Spirit
ualism, and he died in that faith.

Passed to Spirit-life,«, at Thompson, 
Geauga • county, Ohio, August 29,1894, 
Mr. Darius Wolcott, aged 77 years. Our 
departed brother was « consistent and 
true Spiritualist. - Transition had no 
terrors to him; he made full prepara
tions for the event. By his request the 
services were conducted by the Rev. 
Carrie C. Van Duzee, of Geneva, Ohio.

Mrs. B. E. Hoig makes note , of the 
passage to Spirit-life of Uncle Horation 
Wilson, at Morenci, Mich. He passed to 
the higher life peacefully, calmly, and 
without a struggle, oh the Iasi evening 
of August, folding his arms and closing 
his eyes in their last sleep on the earth 
sphere, at, the ripe.- did age of eighty- 
three. “Being called'on to help weave 
the golden links to cement his spirit to 
the loved ones gone before, • I felt 
strongly impressed to read Mattie 
Hull’s sweet poem entitled ‘My Weav
ing.’ The services wpre held at his late 
home, and were very largely attended. 
At the close we read another of Mattie’s 
poems, with yery little variation to suit 
the occasion. Last evening he came to 
our home through the mediumship of 
Hattie Willett, thanking us for the 
part we had taken in the last long- 
looked-for services. Michigan has lost 
a good financial support, and the Spirit
ualists a grand moral worker. In his- 
last days loving, tender hands adminis
tered to his care and comfort.”

SPECIAL ADVERTISEMENTS.

Sensation in Albion, Michigan.

One of the most remarkable and won
derful cures that has been performed 
since the Christian era is in the case'of 
Mr. George Young, a highly respect
able, citizen of Albion, Calhoup county, 
Michigan. Following is wh^t fMr. 
Young says: . ■

“For many years I was stricken with 
a disease of so serious a character that 1 
could not walk or stand. I was reduced 
in flesh from 180 to 100 pounds. The 
local physicians called my complaint 
liver, heart and kidney disease—in fact, 
all manner of diseases—but after I had 
paid out a great-deal of money, they said 
I must die, and that very .soon. Just at 
this time one of Dr. Dobson’s circulars 
fell into my hands (I-did not believe in 
Spiritualism,) and I thought 1 would 
send to him and-make a trial, for there 
was nothing else left for me. Ue sent 
what he called spiritual magnetized 
remedies. I commenced to take them, 
and in a very short time' I began to. 
improve, and to-day I am as healthy a 
man as there is in Michigan, and can do 
as hard a day’s work, and I know that 
Dr. ' Dobson cured me. I took four 
months of his treatment, two months 
after I'was ’wellj and it has nearly, if 
not quite, made “me a - Spiritualist. 
Since I got well, Dr. Dobson has been 
here to see me, and I attended one of 
hto slate-writing seances, which to me
was woriderful. - >

“My cure made an excitement in our 
town, and by its means • Dr. Dobson has 
had over 100 patients here, and has 
been successful In curing or greatly 
benefiting nearly every one.; Myself 
and wife will never tire in doing every
thing we can to induce the sick to send 
to Dr. A. B,. Dobson, of Maquoketa, 
Iowa, for assistance, the man that saved 
me from a premature grave. It is 
nearly a year since he cured me. It to 
through him and his spirit band of doc
tors that I am alive. Geo! Young.”

Albion, Calhoun Co., Mich.

The foregoing is' but one of many 
similar testimonials voluntarily furn
ished Dr. A. B;' Dobson, of this city. 
His disciples number thousands, scat
tered from Moine to Oregon, and from 
Dakota to the Gulf. It is quite likely 
some may be foiind who have • derived 
no great benefit from his treatment, 
though we are free to say that we have 
never heard of such, a case—the uni
form testimony being “entirely cured,’’ 
or “greatly benefited.” “The lame 
walk, the deaf hear, the blind see.” Dr, 
Dobson’s career has been a wonderful 
one, and certainly heis richly deserving 
of all the success that has crowned his 
work during the last few years of his 
•residence in this1- city. He is warm
hearted and generous with bis friends, 
while for those disposed to deride or op
pose his work, he is not afraid to an
swer a fool according to his folly.—Ma
quoketa (Iowa) fiecord.

(See ad. in another column). . 
Address-all letters to San Jose, Cal.

THE LAW
AND THÈ PROPHETS.

What the People Say of the Work.

J. H. Metcalf, Mrs. A. Harris, Mrs. L. 
Jacobs, Chicago, Ill.; S. M. Seeley, Ster
ling; .J. R. Ransom, Wilmington: O. J. 
Howard, McHenry; Mrs. M. N. Newton, 
Rockford;,Ed. Green, Lacon; J. L. Clo
ver, Gardner; L. P. Wheelqpk, Moline; 
Hiram Eddy, DeKalb, Illinois.

Much pressure was brought to bear to 
induce ex-president Jenifer to again ac
cept the office, which was declined in 
order that he might get a much needed 
rest. A vote of thanks was tendered 
him for his unselfish and untiring efforts 
to build up our society. Our present 
officers have all entered upon their du
ties with the sincere purpose of placing 
our society in the front r^nk where it 
rightly belongs, .

■ Mrs. Nellie Metcalf,
. Corresponding Sec’y.

PLAY OF THE PLANETS.

MRS' JENNIE MOORE HAS RE- 
1VI turned to her home, 707 Warren aveuue, and 
will hold Djotcriftllzlog seances every buuday evening 
until further notice. Sittings by appointment only.

. ■' 253

I HAVE A FEW COPIES
Of “THE LAW AND THE PBOPHETb” after filling 
all Bubrcripilous. Thoue who dealro copies - should 
order goon, as the demand will uot warruut auother 
I'dltlou of so cxpeuslve a work at prescut. Deep stu- 
douts of nature, only, buy such a work, aud they nro 
few. Pnic'E, $10.00. '

25!
F. E. ORMSBY.

1925 Waahlngtou Blvd., Chicago.

'TRUMPETS—.ALUMINUM TRUMP- 
J- cis. .Weight four ounces. 80 inches high, hi two 

•or< three sections. These trumpets are made of pure 
aluminum, and are recommended by all first-class 
mediums on account of the clear aud dlstluct sound 
and light weight. Price, 62.00, Sent to any part of 
the country on receipt of price. Address WM. A, 
MURRAY, 218 E. Third fat., Newport, Ky, 251

DR. R. GREER,
SPIRIT HEALER.

Cures all Curablo Human Diseases 
and many diseases considered incurable.

Persons at a distance, however great 
tlie distance, treated with unparal- 

• leled success. When writing for 
treatment, to save time, please state 
particulars and enclose $1.00, and you 
will receive by return mail 30 days' 
trial (reatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies.

Office hours from 1) to 12 M., Sundays 
excepted; 127 LaSalle St., Chicago."

PRVr.UF A GRAND SUCCESS! Why nut M I wriU. try Ry If you arc mediumlstic it 
will develop you. Send for circulars. This cabinet 
Is sent prepaid, by express, for |1.20 and nre 

e“or- NEVER FAILS.
John II. Metoalf, 184 S. Green St,, Chicago, 111.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE.
T)R. J. S. LOUCKS^ OF SHIRLEY^ 

IM Maes., aud IHb band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effecting tbe most wonderlul cures that have 
been recorded and are so acknowledged, Dy the clear 
eight of clairvoyance, aided by bls marvelous spirit 
forces combined with his magnetic remedies will 
convince the most skeptical of bls wonderful power to 
heal the sick. Try him. Send him sex, age, name, 
lockbf iiair, and four 2-cent stamps, and he will send 
a diagnosis of your casa free. lie doesn't want any 
leading symptoms, Address Dn. J. 8. Loucks. Shir
ley, Mass. .253MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
‘Wily She Became a SplfUualhtt.’' • 

261 pages. Oue copy, 61.00; six, «5.00.
“From Night to Slortij

Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church.

ISYCHOMETRY' CONSULT WITH 
I Prof. A. B. beverauce In all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
bolr, or handw/ltlng, and ono dollar. Will answer 
three question» frpe of charge, faend for circulars. 
Address. 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wls. 251

FREE TO THE SICK.
IJREE.. TO THE WEAK AND SICK. 

J. Don't suffer any. longer, but «and to A. M. Caldwell, 
clairvoyant and healer, who will diagnose your disease 
J-iiEX, under tneclal; instructions of a spirit band of 
electro-iuagnf.twddotore. Lose no time, but «end at 
once lock of balr;:age;.oue leading symptom, and three 
two-cent etamiu.ugA. M. Caldwell, Box 241, Ban Jo«e, 
Cal' 251.

WATER OF LIFE.
PERSONS-IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
1 plea.p remember that Water ot Life Is one of 
the best remedies for Stomach, Liver and Kidney die
eases, Largo pamphlet free, at B- Main Su, Wilkes 

, barre. Pa. J. it. Perry, Manager. 262.

HYPNOTISM My original method «1. lOO-pp i ,J » . . IOc- °“e0“ Personal Magnbt- 
Ism, 100. Dr.Andereou, P.T. a Masonic Temple,Chicago

•V

“The Foremost Baking Powder 
in all the World.?

Dr. Price’s
CreamBakingPowder

Carried off

Mrs. Sylvia Arnold More, at her 
home in Birmingham, Ohio, August 23, 
in the 76th year of her age. She had 
been a Spiritualist for many years, and 
found in it her religion of life.

She was united in marriage to Isaac 
More, 56 years ago, and a life of unin
terrupted happiness has been theirs. 
Two children blessed their union, a son 
and daughter. They have for fifty-two 
years re.sided in their present home. 
There was a large attendance of friends 
and relatives, and the most heartfelt 
sympathy was expressed for the be
reaved husband, who to left to finish 
life’s journey alone. Hudson Tuttle 
gave the discourse, and Mrs. Emma 
Rood Tuttle gave a touching song
service. The beautiful ritual of the
Lyceum Guide was rendered 
grave.

at the 
X.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. Y., College ot Magnetic«.]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
■fl tliereputlcalucludlogtlieSun Cure, Vital Magnet- 
laiu, Electricity, Mind Cure, aud u higher science ot 
life. Chemical affinity and basic prluctplea developed 
with tbelr marvellous applications. Students In tour ' 
continents have tekcu the course. The college la 
chartered and couture the degree ot D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of prfuted questions student« 
can take the course and receive the dlplomaa at their 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange 
Iscw Jersey, a delightful auburb ot New York, e! 
I). Babbitt, M. D., LL.D.. Dean, 5 Hollywood Avc 
(formerly balled Pulaakl St.), East Orange. New 
Jersey, __________ jg9

INVALIDS ~
rz, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
rr stamps, their disease, or symptoms, wlllrecelva 

pampbkU and advice free to cure themselves without 
ington Ohm TH0MAS nAi'raiY COMPANY, Cud- 

pHE SICK ARE HEALED. SEND

letter Ot advice from the Spirit-world, w. P. Pheloit M. D.. fill Jack. «on Boulevard Chicago Ill. * ‘ ’¿tf

82 pages. Ono cogy. 1$ cents; ten, 81.00. 
“The Bridge Between. Two Worlds,“

205 pages. Oue copy, 76 ceuts; six, 84.00.
Apply permanently to ABBY A. JUDSON, Cincln 

natl, O., by P. O. Order, Express Order, or Registered
Letter. 2WThis New Star Study in Oc

cult Astronomy Contains:
1. A system' for finding the positions of the planets 

Incur solar system auy day during soventy-fivc years 
of thia century. This knowledge has for ages been 
held In secrecy.

Note—Thia information In any other form, If it were 
published, would coat from seveuty-flvo to one bun
dfed dollars.

2 This system also contains a chart which will give 
tbe positions and orderly movements of the planets for 
all peat, present and f uture centuries, with one an
nual correction. which makes It the greatest nfitro- 
nominal device ever Invented by man.

8. The chan also gives the moon’s relatione to tbe 
esrtb and sun, and tbe regularity of ita phases, for all 
time, in like manner.

4. The Btudy contains a book on tbe occult meaning 
of the positions aud relations of the stars that may be 
found, as they operate upon the earth, aud influence 
tbe lives of those who do, and those who do not do 
tbelr duty, while here. ' .

5, The work contains the Zodiac, and explains its 
algos in a manner that calls charity to tbe soul for all 
mankind.

6. Tbe algne of tbe planets, the harmony and Inbar.‘ 
mony of tbelr polarities 1b a feature of tbe Btudy.

7.,Theeffectof tbe plauets upon buman life, and- 
the tendency, to yield to tbelr vibrations, Is clearly 
stated.

8. The comparative force and energy of the aspects 
of the planets W the earth, Is fully illustrated and ex
plained.

fl. The co-ordinating qualities are touched upou In 
the readlug, affinity existing between some magnets, 
Illustrated. , ......................

10, The delineation of tbe Horoscope of a recently 
noted pprsonpge, showing a marked intellectual char
acter, with purfiy and gentleness ot a high degree,

11. This study'contains the basic principles upon 
wbloh rests all of tbe Occult Wisdom, of both the 
Orient and tfle Occident, and exnlalnB and teaches in 
language comprehensible by all tbe eternal’truths of 
Infinity.

12. The closing pages reveal .some of the wonders of 
time and space, of distance and motion, of power and 
forep, greatness and grandeur, and present« a pic
ture to the mind’s eye. which shows the wonderful re
lation and actions of worlds, suns and systems, in all 
tbely glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
within tbe reach of all, for the small sum of 
$1.OO, postpaid, on receipt of price.

For sale at this office.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT.

GATHERED from the tree of
~Llfe. Containing some of tfae experiences of a 

spirit who has been tn spirit life fifty-seven years. By 
B. Litchfield. This work of 287 pages contains a 
YABtfund of information. It gives the experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an Important lesson is learned. 
He visits the homes of the fallen, seeking to bless some 
of them. Hii soliloquy, as be outers tho dark valley» is 
very Interesting.; lie accosts a sorrowing spirit» and 
by kindly advice leads him to tbe Temple of Progress. 
His philanthropic work is vividly portrayed. This 
work contains sixteen chapters of valuable Informa« 
tlon. Price filJB» For Mlf at this office.______________

SOMb THING USEFUL.
r\UT OF THE DEPTHS INTO THE

Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mra. Carrie E. 6. 
Twlpg, medium. This little book will be read with 
Intense interest by thousands. It contain^ Mr. Bowles’ 
Interview» With tho Inhabitants of the Hells of Spirit- 
life—a dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
Buffering and wrath of the millions who have gone 
fro© earth-life with the damhib« effects of debauch
ery, misdirected ambition,. unsatisfied revenge and 
Ivipgllves. The book 1b made up of fifteen chapters. 
Some of the titles of tbo chapters arp as follows: 
Tbo Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—Ths 
Home of Corrupt Politicians—Abodo of Spirits who 
plot to Increase sorrow*, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dissension and revenge—Tho War Department In 
tbe Hella of Splrlt-llfe—Unhappy Marriages aro pro
moted by tbe low spirits In the match-maklng*bell of 
Splrlt-llfe—Tbe Negro Hell—Tho Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—Tbo Bell for Dishonest Spiritualists 
and mediums—Into the Light. Tbe Redeemed Prince. 
An Xndlan Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting In thu 
light. An Adventist looking for the end. The Spirit 
ual Congress. Price,25 cents.

7'ALKS WITH MY CHILDREN, OR
Is There a Gdd? Positively unique and luterest

Ing. Published weekly at 50 cents a year by Henry S. 
Hubbard. Sample copies free. Santa Monica, Call-
forala. 252

A/IRS. EMMA J. HANSON, TRANCE 
1VI Medium. 1407 Masoulc Temple. 252

J XT ARNOLD, PLATFORM AND 
Vr • Test Medium, 224 Center street, near Hal

sted. Circles every Wednesday aud Friday evenings. 
Admission 25 cents. Open for a few more engage
ments. 25(i

1\/JRS. B, IRELAND, TRANCE ME- 
1VI dium. Sittings dally. 2926 Cottage Grove
Avenue. 254.

DROF. GROESCH, TRANCE AND 
i Developing medium. Send lock of ha|r and one 
dollar for reeding. Slltlnge daily. 459 Chicago ave.

A/TRS. ELSIE RE YNOLDS WILL GIVE 
,L VI materializing circles every evenlug of thia week 
only, Monday and Saturday excepted. 824 W. Madl« 
son street. . 251

HYPNOTISM AND MAGNETISM.
SUCCESSFULTREAT MEN! OF ALL 

kD nervous and functional diseases by Hypnotism 
and VltolMaguetlsm. DR. CARL SEXTUS, 224 Onta
rio street, Chicago. Professional questions answered 
v(hcu accompanied by Consultation leu of 61. Hours 
from 2 to 5 p. m. ■ 254

r'LAHWOYANT READINGS AND 
Cz questions answered by Will J. Post, Flint, Mich. 

To all who have written mo, will say will answer 
you letters as fast as possible. My price now Is fifty
cents a reading. 252

PSYCHOMETRIC READINGS—ALSO
I three questions answered when requested by an 
inspirational medium. Send lock of. hair, age, sex 
and fifty cenu. Address D.D. Glass, Columbia Chy,
Ind., Box 294. 252

E'OR ANY PERSON WISHING 
I health or development for slatewrltlng or mate
rialization, send mo 61, and I will send you a card of 
magnetized sea moss, with Instructions. J have cured 
and developed many people. Henry Cbindle, Los

CPIRIIUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO

----- --- ! ------- — ■ ______ _ ( •

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
VEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS 

«J lock of hair, age. name, «ex, one leading nytnntom
I9 nr c 1 *)<! dl“K“o«cd free by spTrlupow J?

Dr. A. B.pbbaon, San Jo»e, Cal. *-iuWor.

pHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS
or *lx Qoeitlon« aniwered, 50 cent« and 

UinauIH1T« Bubtom, Station A, 
Boston. Mass. >

r\O YOU WISH TO HAVE GOOD 
|\> u®al'!;,,n<i live one hundred years? We can as- 

“1st boiln Ellxer No. 1 and 2, ono pint ot each remedy,- 
Win Rnbi?V6 ond, “J,lgor*l<i tl,l! e»tlre system, and 
with Spirit farina’s directions bow to take care of tho 
body, will enable you to have good health and live a 
century. All sent post-paid for fl.OO. .• i

~ F* POOLE. Clinton Iowa.
Refirencis: B, B. Hart, Clinton, Iowa: Hattie M, 

numner, Sherman, Tex.; Mr. II. Harmon, Jacksonville,

What Shall I Do to Have Health?
Our Clairvoyant Remedies, with Spirit Varma's In- “ 

etructions flow to take a new lease of life and live 100 
years, have cured thousands; they will cure you.

Gatos, Cal., Santa Clara Couuty. 251

l\ifR. /I. MOHN ER, WRI1ING ME- 
1VI dium, desires to say that he Is capable of con
versing with spirits, aud will answer ail questions 
asked by mall. Send name of spirit you wish to com
municate with on any possible subject; charges Bl to 
$2. Address, II. Mohneb, Box 1025, Des Moines, 
Iowa. 254

Mr. .Dennis {Murphy. Co. C, Fort 
Omaha, Neb., wT'ites: “It is what I have 
been wishing for these many years. It 
is by far the be^expose on Ocqujt As
tronomy I have yet seen. It answers the 
question, ‘Why is it thus?' ’ I like it; it 
is full of truth; its style is clear, ^simple 
and exact, being, as it were, aU 'wheat 
and no chaff. Ip my opinion the infor
mation contained, in this work is worth 
$100 to any person of good understand
ing. I admire the genius that produced 
tills work.” : '

Mr. Uriel Buchanan, of Marionville, 
Mo., writes: “ ‘The Law and the Proph
ets ’ is of'inestimable value to those 
making the higher attainment. I speak 
from teat unfailing authority, intuition, 
and can truly say it is the grandest work 
of the age for those who would know the 
fixed law of the nniverse."

Mr. E. H. Grove, of Los Angeles, Cal., 
writes: “There to no money that would 
buy my book if I could not get another. 
My soul yearned for just such a work, 
that would give me the foundation prin
ciples of the law of life. I tried in many 
ways to obtain it, but found it was not 
to be had, so waited contentedly when I 
found out you were at work on such a 
book. I have found out more concern
ing the cause of diseases in the short 
time I have had it, than from all other 
sources. I feel that the book will'do 
more towards the regeneration of hu
manity than any other book before the 
world to-day.” ,

Mrs. Helen Dryden, of Hollister, Cal., 
writes: “I do npt .feel that the $10 liqui
dates the obligation, and I wish you suc
cess in your work.”

Mr. O. O; Adams, of Lowell, Mich.i 
says: “There can be no money value 
placed on the information the wprk con
tains, and the price would be low enough 
at twenty-five dollars a copy. My work 
to not for sale unless I am sure of getting 
anOther-copy.” • .

Space will not' admit more at this 
time, but a large number of similar com
munications have-been received,- all rof: 
which show the meaning, of ‘‘The Law 
and the Prophets” to the world. • ■

We have about sixty copies left, and 
those desiring a copy will do well to send- 
in their orders soon. Price $10.

- F. E. ORMSBY.
1925 Washington Boul., Chicago.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

"DELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
I\. Phenomena and Philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
authorof “The Clock Struck One, Two, and Three." 
Thirty-six years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson's 
ong connection with one of the largest and most influ
ential religious organizations In this country, together 
wtth’bl» well-known character for Integrity of purpose 
and faithfulness In tbo discharge of every known duty, 
combine to render this a book that will attract the at
tention and command tho studious perusal of thought
ful inlnds. It contains the principal records of a criti
cal investigation of nearly all phases of spirlt-manlfes« 
tetlon through a period of twenty-seven years, com
menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “ prince 
of humbugs," and a purpose to expose It, and ending 
With a conviction that it 1s a truth far transcending all 
others tn value to mankind. It Is eminently well 
adapted to place In the bands of those whose attach
ments to the faiths and forms of tho Church Incline 
them to have nc'^^g to do with the subject upon 
which It treats. New edition, with portrait of author. 
Cloth, 12mo, pp. 428,61.00. Postage 10 cents. Fof sale 
at »bls office.

A TEST FOR YOU
By Michigan's Most Successful Clairvoyant
If tick, »end 4 cento in postage, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, ant Uadtng tym/iam and'I will 
give you a Clairvoyant Diagnosis of your disease 
FR^Ei Twenty years experience as a regular 
physician, 13 yean as a successful Clairvoyant. 
Address, J. C. Batdobf, M. D.j Grand Rapids, Mich.

What Can I Do to Have Eyesight?
Our Magnetized Compound cures sore eyes, strength« 

cns and preserves weak eyes. Sent by mall, postpaid, 
for SIXTY cents.

Melted Pebble Spectacles; . 
oRestorclost vision, Write for Illustrated Ctrcolart 
<ttd iww to be fitted by our Clairvoyant System. Wifi 
serfd photograph of my spirit guide, Yarma, who re
vealed this knowledge to me. The sending of the 
pUoiograpJj would seem to warrant the sending of 4 
cents tp P.O. stamps. B, F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa.

IVIIX CANNOT SEE HOW YOU 00 
IT AND PAY FREI8HT.

CIABays our 9 drawer walnut er otl* Km* 
r reproved liljh Ara SJnjeriewJnf tnichine 
finely tiniihed, nickel plated .adapted to llcht 

and heavy work; ruaranteed for 10 leant with 
AntosutioBebbln Hinder,Belf-Thread!n| Cylin
der Shuttle, Hfllf.SetUiff Keedle and a compJeit 
let of Bleel Altaebmeata। shipped any where on 
30 Dar's Tria!. No money required In advance. 

In use. World’s Fair Medal awarded machine and attach«.... .__ _ . . _ . •. _ i_ >-_ . ____.» ___ a*.T5,000 now U —-----------------------------------------------------
meats. Duy from factory and i«ve dealer'i and afent’i profits. F DEC Illi Ont and »end today for machine or large free

ntafc catalogue, teitlmo&lah and GlImpMi of the World1! Fair.
OXFORD MFO. DO. 342 WiUih Ati.cHICAGOJLL.

THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Prie« 15 centk

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World:' Being a description of Localities, Employ

ments, Surroundings, and Conditions in tho Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelba* 
mer, medium of the Banner of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 11.00. Postage » cents. For sale at 
this office.

YES YOU CAN
S'ET WELL. SEND $1 FOR A BOT. 
LX tie ot Buxib or Lm. A spirit remedy. Purely 
vegetable, end Magnetized. Po«ttlvely renew« lire 
Thouaandi rejoice over health reitored. For blood 
liver, and kidney ailment« there 1« no better remedy 
made. Bend for circular. Dr. K. K. Myen Ollntoh. 
Iowa. 251

FORSTER, DR. W. M.
'THE NOTED MEDICAL CLAIR- 
J voyant of tbo Pacific Coast, will send a free 

Diagnosis and terms for treatment to all who will sebd 
their name and address—Id their own handwriting— 
with postage stamp for reply. "The*Pacific Coast 
SnlrituaHst” of Dec. 80, 1898 says of Dr. Forster:— 
"Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for bls benevolent work, his 
humanitarian Ideas and practices, and his straight« 
forward course of Integrity and honor." Address 
Dr. W. M. Forstee. 1059 Market 6t., San Francisco, 
California. 25)

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “Psychearrived two weeice 
ago and to say 1 was pleased docs not express my ap» 
predation. My boy. twelve years old. is developing 
most all tbe physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
it. Independent writing cninc first sitting. Wcnow 
get Rapping, Ringing of Bells, Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of bodies without contact, etc. He has also 
developed Clairvoyance and Clairaudience.—M. Y. 
Thompson, Arkadelphia, Ark.” Price, Bl,00. Postage 
20cents. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. H. Bach. Mfr. St PauL Minn.

THE SUNDAY QUESTION.
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 

JlI view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown, M. D. A pamphlet that 
should bo In the bands of aU. Price 15 cents. Fot 
aaVi at this office.

PSYCHO/ 4THY; OR SPIRIT HEAD 
I imr. Being a series of lessons on the relations of

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
Q CIENTIFIG BASIS 'OF SPIRITUAL- 
O Ism. By Epes Sargent, author of “ Planeliette. or 
the Despair OT Science," “Tbe Proof Palpable of Im- 
.mortality?’etc. This Is a large'I2mo of 372 pages, 
with an appendix of 23 pages, and the whole containing 
n great amount of matter/of which, the tabic of con
tents, condensed as It Is. give* no Idea. The. author 
takes tbo ground that.‘since natural science 1b con
cerned with a knowledge of real Tlienomena, appeal- 
IngTo oiir Bens'e-perceptions, and which are not. only 
hlriorlcally Imparted, out arc directly presented In tbe 
IfreilBtible form of diliy demonstration to any faithful 
’Investigator, therefore Spiritualism Ib ‘a natural^ eel- 
ence^and all opposition to It. ‘under tbo Ignorant pre« 
tense that it 1b outside of nature,' Is unscientific And 
unpbllosophlcaL All.this Is clearly, shown: and the 
objections from “scientific»” clerical v-nd literary de« 
nonnqers of Spiritualism, over since 1817.’.are answered 
wRhs that-penetrating force which c-rfly .arguments, 
«ringed with incisive facts», can impafl Cloth, 12mo, 
ppl396. Price im Postage 10 cent ’. For sale at 
thlioffice... . •? ’__________

Soni; of Things; or- Psychometric 
•, Researches and Discoveries.
pY WM. AND ELIZABETH M. P. 

jD , Denton. A marvelous work Though concise ar

u\u spirit to its own organism, and the Interrelations

rOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
in row own home. Will send a pamphlet con«

instructions, a letter designating your phases“fhXn beluga" "with
healing, by the spirit of Dr. Benjamin Bush. through « irnr <8 ru b aiuSlf ?«Xy
the mediumship of Mra. Cora L. V. Richmond. No np,l,rltuRJ.,I?'S?f!,n ' J!!™LS,rhX'..n m
physician should ho without thia book. No magnetic Bliss, 2oSl Mich., at enue, Chicago, Ill. 275 
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bé' without Ita valuable aid. It la.a valuable aid BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 

I Sinclair, will send you by letter a life reading of 
the nut and future with dates. Mall a lock of bafr

to tho physician In determining tbe relation of bls pa
tient’s spirit to Ita body« thus enabling him to know 
what remedies -are necessary to perfectly adjust tbe 
sumo to each other; to tbe magnetic healer it Is inval
uable, because It Illustrates the actual magnetic poles 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To tbe gea 
oral reader It will prove a boon because 1‘—
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and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 6Û3
West Ave., Jackson, Mich. ■ 259

DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send 
five two-cent «tamp,, date of birth, «ex, 
handwriting or leading symptoms; you

To the gen- wnpr 
it explains ths LULL 
the Influence fjirr 

ionditlons and ■

The funeral services of Captain 
Luther Fox were held at his home in 
Loraine, Ohio, August 25, Hudson Tuttle 
officiating. Captain Fox was well known 
on the great lakes, • having sailed for 
eighteen years a vessel of his own. His 
Wife and children always made thé 
cabin their home during the sailing sea
son. He .had only reached the prime of 
life, his 56th year. ’ A. C.

physical ond spiritual basis of life, aud____________
of food, raiment, and tho surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon the human organism. Price (cloth)
11.50. For aale at this office.

■ "J?vrtllTOcctve a correct diagnosis of your dll« 
case and a tn-lEftxcadlng by psychometric clairvoyant 
powurirec.’-Dr.'E. A..Read, Box 358. Lansing, Mich.
p)E¿TLfaffD AFTERLIFE. BY AN- 
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• tead. Price 73 cents.
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Hood's Sarsaparilla as a spring tonic, 
atid find it the best. ': ' " 

Fairview, Ill. J. H. Abbadusky.

Great men lose: somewhat -of .'.their 
greatness by- being, near us; -ordinary 
men .gain much.—Landor.

, ■ Postage 10 cents.
Soul of Things—Vol H.

Illustrated. 450pp. Cloth.............. .
Postage 10 cents.

Soul of Things—Vol. III.
Ill v*rated. 862 pp. Cloth.

Postage 10 centA
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CROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA'
I1 Rood Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems of rare

grams of celestial objects nm< views of different por
tions of tbe Celestial Home. Mr. Darts being only tbe 
clairvoyant or clear-seeing Instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statements tn regard U 
•’Individual occupation," "progress after death,” 
*• eating and breatMng In tbe splrlt-llfe," “ disappear
ance of the bodUyorgs“’at death," “domestic enloy« 
ments nnd true conjuga. >1008," "origin of tho doc« 
trine of tbe devil," etr Cloth 75 .cents. Postage 
€ cento. For Bale at thi“ wiles. .

T/TE WS OF O UR HE A VENL Y HOME. 
V A Sequel to "A Stellar Key." Illustrated. This 

work Is not merely descriptive of what tbo author call» 
the “Summer-Land." but It Is Illustrated with dla-

jDESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HI».
ZV tory, embrnclng the origin of the Jew«, the Rüe _ _ 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the Dorinv - the mediumship of U. G. Fig _ __ _ 
tlon of Christianity i to which I« ndded-, WbcncoOST this wort;. Price SO cent«. .

' MAdIC TAUGffr ■ ’
TMMORTALITY,-ORFUTUREHOMES ¿I* v7yhŒtS

Z and Dwelling Places. By J.M. Peebles, M. D. A ti.25. - • . . . - . •
book ctrtre merit, interesting to every body. Price CHjEDRENS' PROGRESSIVE ",
’ • NN J- Lyceum. A manual, with directions for the o> '

AGE OF REASON. BY THOMAS mmtzatlon and management of 'Sunday schools. By 
Paine. A book that all should reaflF Price50 Ahdrcw Jackson Darla..; Something Indespeaslbla.

cents 1 I Pr,cc 50 cent8‘ ' ‘ '
The religion op spiritualism, 1 çeers ' of the ‘ ages. " embrac.
1 IU Phenomena and Philosophy.. By Rev<Sariiuel O IngSpIrituallsm,.past and present ByJ.M.PeB* i 

Watson. Thl« work was written by a modern Snvfo« blés, M.-D. , .Au encydopedfa of Interesting and 
a grand and nobleman.'. Prlco |1.W. • ___ • structlve -facts.*. Pricp 12.00. ? • -

SOMETHING GOOD.

Chicago,-, ; 
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Sores on the Neck. '
I began taking Hood’s . Sarsaparilla 

four years ago, to cure sores on mv neck 
and before I had used one bottle the

Passed to spirit life, from the home oj 
her daughter. Mrs. Amlo Waterman,,in 
Pierpont, Onio, September 1st, 1894. 
Mrs.' Polly -Hicks, aged 81 years,' 4 
months and 4 days. She leaves one son 
and three daughters, also four-sisters to 
miss her earthly presence; but they, 
with the many friends, fully realize 
their loss is ¡her- gain, and cannot wish 
■her back to a life of suffering and pain. 
She had been a Spiritualist for more 
than forty years, and she had lived her 
religion, ever forgetful of self in her ef
forts to help others. No needy ones were 
turned empty-handed from her door.

The Illinois State Spiritualist .As- 
sociatton. 1 '

The annual-. election of officers of the 
Illinois State Spiritualist Association 
took place Wednesday evening at 189 
Washington- -Boulevard, the. following 
officers being duly 'elooted: President; 
James Bruce; first vice-presieent,: John 
H. Metcalf; second vice-presidentj Mrs. 
Jennie Moore; third vice-president! Mrs, 
R. Squires; treasurer, Mrs. W..B. Hil: 
berth; secretary, Mrs. D. Bruce; corres
ponding secretary, Mrs; Nellie Metcalf; 
true tees. C. M;. Brown, Mrs, N.- Bord well, 
Dr. G. W. Carpenter, G. L, S. Jenifer,

, ^k^b ^^B ^B^B ^^B B^^B B . . ^^B   — — B ^b ^b V^B w.. ^^^B ^B ^B  
a text-book, ft is as fascinating as a work of fiction. 
'The reader will be amazed to see tbs curio is facts 
here combined In support of this newly-discovered 
pdwerof the human mind, which win resolve b thou 
sand.doubts and difficulties, make Geology os plain m. 
day, and throw light on all the grand subjects tow ot^ 
senredby time.
Soul or Things—VOL L 
. ’Cloth..............♦ . ................. .....

. 'THE PRIEST, THE' WOMAN AND 
J .the Confeulonal. By Rev.- Chu. Chlnlquy. 

Every one should reid it. Prlee 11.00.
ETHE DIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH- 
X lyVlctlm». ByA.J.Davl«. A work a«lntere«fr 

Ing a« it 1« curloua. Price SOcenta. ' '
¿ IFE OF THOMAS PAINE, IT IS IN- 

teniely intcrettlug. Price «1,00. '' .

merit. Price «1.50.

Z'HESPIRITUALBIRTH; OR DEATH . 
and Its Tomorrow. The SpIrUuallBtlo Idea of 

Death, Heaven and Hell. By Moses Hull. This little . 
pamphlet Is devoted to an exposition of the splrilual- 
¡8tlcidcft pf<dcath, heaven and hell, &a contrasted, 
with the common churcbly Idea on tho same subject - 
Tho name of the author Is a sufficient guarantee that ’ 
tbe subject is well bandied. For sale at tbit office« ' 
Price, 10 cents. \ ’

¿IFE IN' THE STONE AGE; THE
History of Atharael, Chief Priest of * Band of Al’ 

Aryan«. An Outline History of Man. Written through. 
the mediumship of U. G. Flgley. You ihould read
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HEAVEN ! HEAVEN !

A GENERAL VIEW

Before "The Querists” at Elgin, III.

■Chapter II.—In Heaven.

THANATOPSIS.

andWhere Did It Come from.

in’out o' me.

of perception, especially in lew

CONTINUEÜ ON PAGE 5,

tÿ

How Find Its Way in a Boy’s 
Mind?

clear, so pure and unprejudiced that he 
was able to divine the highest spiritual 
truth, and had the moral courage to 
express it, and being free from sin, he

Wanteiflto Get Back from Heaven 
■ ' to California.

delusion than that death 
character. We are in 
the laws of nature and of 
the same here and in the 
changeth not." All idea

uuhuoU) a iiluiu tunci tuau tuu uugv.w »**■ 
light. Then will a new heaven and a 
hew earth encompass the sons and

. A Lecture Délivered
BY GEORGE S. BOWEN

gì- fer 
E

more direful 
can change 
eternity now; 
God must be 
stars.” “He

the identical words written by his wife | tended, a little lower than the angels tof 
on the ppper, as he found on exajnina- ” ’ "
tiori after leaving the home of the me
dium/ The judge made me a visit in 
New York: arid Drought the slate with

Progress, tl)e Ui)i\)ersal Lav) of fíaíúre; Tfyoügl)t, fbe ^olv>er)f of pier Problems

Of the Grandeur of Spiriti! 
allem. '

I am with you tonight, by your kind 
invitation, to express some thoughts on 
the subject of Spiritualism; and in order 
to a clear understanding, let me say 
(that I should define Spiritualism as “the 
doctrine of the existence of spirit inde
pendently of matter; belief in communi
cation with the unseen world of the de
parted through the. impressibility of 
certain media to spiritual influence; the 
■doctrine that all which exists is spirit 
or soul.” .
; In discussing this important subject, 
let us examine it without prejudice, 
but jn the best spirit, only desiring to 
seek'the truth, which'will make us free.

“If a man die shall he live again?” is 
a question that has been seriously con
sidered by the wise men of all the ages; 
and - while the religious world accepts 
•the doctrine of the immortality of the 
soul, they.do so more by virtue of .their 
hope than from actuar knowledge. In 
fact, I think they mostly deny the possi
bility of such-knowledge. I recently 
listened to an elabórate discourse by a 
distinguished minister of the Congrega
tional communion on this-subject, jvho 

’said; in closing, thatlU/'to^Tnember o’f 
his congregation should ask him if he 
had any knowledge of a' future state of 
existence, he should ’honestly toll them 
that he had not, “but, thank-God,” said 
he, “I have a reasonable hope.” Meet
ing the minister on the following day, I 
mentioned that I had listened to his ser
mon in denunciation of Spiritualism, 
.and when he said to his great congrega
tion that he had no knowledge, but sim
ply "a reasonable hope” that life was 
continuous, after forty years insfhe min
istry and the study óf the Bible, I 
dropped a tear for him, as I felt that he 
had almost lost his life’s work. We had 
a most delightful interview, and I have 
a cordial invitation to visit him, which I 
hppe to do some day.

Paul tells us that we have both “a 
natural body and a spiritual body,” and 
“this mortal must put on immortality,” 
and “that which thou sowest is not 
qriickened except it die;” "we shall not 
all sleep, but we shall all be -changed." 
“The first man Adam was made, a living 
soul; the last Adam,was made a quicken
ing spirit.” In all nature we find these 
conditions; the seed of wheat mingles 
with the dust, but the spirit of that seed 
comes forth in the new stack of grain 
with increased measure. The tiny seed' 
placed in the lap of mother earth drops 
off its mortal, and in its new life we find 
the bud, and then the rose in all its 
beauty; and in the eternal order of all 
life, man matures, ripens, dies, and his 
living soul rises into the new life, and is 
“made a quickening spirit,” losing not 
one particle, but has put on the incor
ruptible, the celestial, changed by this 
new birth to the real—the spiritual
man, with every sense complete, is now 
glorified and inspired by new scenes, 
new surroundings, and free to mingle 
with new friends who will warmly greet 
the arisen soul in the sweet spirit of 
love, as pure as the crystal streams of 
Summer-iand, there in the new home.to 
grow, to love, to enjoy, to study, to in
ciease, to develop and to occupy the 
“many mansions” we have builded 
while climbing the mountain of life on 
earth.

Mrs. Stowe most beautifully in her 
inspired hymn expresses the true idea 
when she says: 7 ' -
“John Brown's body lies molderlng in 

the grave,
But his soul goes marching on.”

What is this soul and spirit, how | 
transfigured, disembodied ana released 
from earthly conditions, the soul being 

- the form or celestial. body, the spirit' 
being the intelligence, inspirational 
force, strength and power, producing 
with these subtle and- mighty forces the 
Spiritual phenomena which has so pro
foundly Interested the religious, social, 
and scientific minds of the world, and 
which has through all- the years been 
looked upon as a most mysterious power, 
by some believed to have proceeded 
from the Devil, and there may still be 
those who honestly believe his Satanic 
Majesty equal to the solution of all these 
mysterious manifestations.that’ have so 
puzzled the material mind.

In December, .1847, in the, home -of 
John D. Fox, of Hydesville, N. Y.,

and it was also found that in the pres
ence of Kate, a girl nine’ years of age, 
the raps were more intense and fre- 
?uent, much to the annoyance of the 
amily, and she was ' sent, away to 

Rochester to visit a married sister; but 
the noises continued until, one day ip 
March, 1848, Margaret, the elder sister, 
of the ago of twelve, by accident, it 
seemed, began to question the raps, and 
they found them intelligent, and able to 
answer questions correctly, and after 
arranging a “code,” using the alphabet 
for that purpose, the intelligence came 
that the body of the spirit rapper was 
buried under'the house, and on excavat
ing the earth as directed, the skeleton 
was found as indicated, several feet be
neath the cellar floor, and proved a 
most convincing and indisputable proof 
of the truth of spirit communication, 
names and dates being given and fully 
corroborated. The sisters were sensi
tives, and their fame soon became 
worldwide. Thousands of the clearest 
thinkers and noblest men and .women of 
the century have in their presence be
come convinced pf a future state of ex
istence, and pf the fact that, under 
proper conditions, spirits may and do 
communipate with dwellers on this 
earth, convincing men and women of all 
nations that life is continuous,, and 
teaching that progression is the divine 
and immutable law; that love is all in 
all, the great controlling force; that' 
God is no respecter of persons: that his 
love is universal and is freely offered to, 
all his children, and his just,and divine 
law's are framed ip ther highest interest 
of mankind; andtha( "the' only salva
tion is freedom' from sin. ”

There is no need of an atonement to 
reconcile God to man. He is not an 
angry Deity,-inflicting punishment upon 
a sinless substitute in order to satisfy 
the demands of divine jtistice. His is 
the law of love. “Never was there a

of immortality is abandoned if we are 
not the same after ddath as before, if 
consciousness does not continue. But 
the soul cannot change; it is I, myself. 
Its conditions may change, its environ
ments may be vastly different, but its 
life can be but a continuance of its 
earthly existence. • , ,
" Prof. Swing-said in his sermon, lately: 
“Earth is too small to hold all of the 
soul’s beauty. A piece was sent hither; 
immortality holds the rest."

Since the early demonstrations that 
occurred in the presence of the Fox 
girls, forty-six years ago, a. great num
ber of sensitives have been developed, 
and a variety of spirit phenomena, ex
pressing a diversity of spiritual gifts, 
such as clairvoyance, automatic writing, 
communications written on slates, in
spirational speaking, healing the sick, 
and other phases of the same character, 
have become familiar, with now and 
then a pretender, but the truth will pre
vail, and the false prophets are soon dis
covered by a discriminating public.

The scriptures are filled with refer
ences that we might offer in proof of 
the spiritual philosophy. The visit of 
Saul to the woman of Endor is substan
tial evidence that there were in those 
days persons who had the gift of per
ception and were i ecognized seers. 
Saul’s visit to Samuel was also of inter
est: “And Samuel answered Saul and 
said: ‘I am the seer,’ and ’said unto 
Saul, ‘And as for thine asses, that were 
lost three days ago, set not thy mind on 
them, for they are found.” The records 
are full of similar instances of the gifts

there occurred peculiar and strange 
rappings or noises, which continued for 
some months, attracting the increasing 
attention of their friends, neighbors, 
ministers, scientists and philosphers; 
and it was soon discovered that the rap; 
pings on the doors and Walls of the 
house were increased ih the presence of

Testament. Jesus illustrates and makes 
use of these special gifts repeatedly. 
His interview with the woman at the 
well is a striking instance of his per
ceptive powers. By virtue of his spirit
ualpower he healed the sick, gave sight 
to the blind, hearing to the®deaf, and 
did' “many wonderful works.” It was 
held by'some that Jesus was God, and 
could therefore do all things, but he 
said he was the son of inan. He taught 
the people how they might do even 
greater things than he accomplished. 
In those days, even’ as at present, there 
was much unbelief, arid holding on to 
Old customs; in fact, so great was the 
prejudice against the advanced ideas 
taught by the Master—the greatest 
teacher—that' he was finally put ’ to 
death by due process of law. ■ It ib held 
by some that after three days he rose.in 
his natural, bodily form, but as I read 
the account I conclude that in conform
ity to natural law., his spirit left the 
body to “moulder in the ground,” and 
his great soul has since been marching: 
on, a. little in,advance Of John Brown. 1 
account for his recorded -deeds and 
great-spiritual -powers by virtue of his 
more perfect parentage, resulting in a 
harmonious personality, arid being a 
sensitive of the highest order, he was 
receptive to the highest spirit influ
ences; he was perfectly individualized, 
and was possessed of a consciousness so

itheir daughters Margaret and Kate; was above the law, and always in a state

of salvation, and in proper condition to ■ 
exercise the highest spiritual gifts. He , 
was an ideal man, without a peer, the 
most brilliant character in history,' ¡ 
whose/'fiipreme life and example will 
adorn all thé ages. As a perfected man, 
I can,admire and love him, and com
mend .Mj$ teachings and example to all 
mankind-' As a God, I must with him 
worshipthe great Creator, the Father, 
whom/Jesus tells us "is greater than I.” .
.1 was in my early years taught the 

ideas promulgated by the orthodox or 
Evangelical; church, and like most 
persons so educated, was strongly 
prejudiced against the philosophy, pf 
Spiritualism; but about thirty years ago, 
being in poor health, I was advised by 
a kind friend to consult a lady who had 
the "gift of perception." She divined 
the cause of my illness and advised the 
remedy that restored my health. She 
described several young men in our em-' 
A, who she said were dishonest, and

ne time her prediction was proven 
true. She told me our house would be 
destroyed by fire, and it was. Had I 
acted on the advice she gave me I would 
have been greatly benefited, but like 
many others, "I believed not.”. I re
member her words now as full of 
wisdom.

Some months after this I,met an in
spirational medium, who gave such un
mistakable evidence of spirit communi
cation and such clear and intelligent 
expressions from immediate friends,, 
father, mother; sister, brother, as well as 
from other friends who had passed to 
Spirit-llffe, that all my doubts as to the 
great truth of a continued existence and 
the fact of comnlunication between the 
spheres were entirely removed, and 
time and opportunities have made the 
truth so* clear that a denial by me would 
be sacrilege indeed. If time permitted 
I could give you innumerable proofs of 
this glorious truth, which opens to our 
souls new beauties and offers new 
incentives to a pure and exalted life, as 
ye must all work out our own salvation, 
and build our own mansions by our own 
labors, “eternal in the heavens.” I 

‘ might tell you' of numbers of 
cases that have been restored to 
health, by spirit power, after having 
been given up by the best medical skill; 
arid I hold that all the cures wrought by 
Christian Science, faith cures, mind 
cure, prayer, cto. are- the direct result 
of spirit power and, the sweet influence 
of unadulterated love.

How little is understood of the real 
power of pure and exalted love. An 
aggregation of such true love will 
abolish poverty, destroy all sin, disband 
our armies, establish homes, cement 
friendships, increase civilization, and 
bring into the relationship of a common 
brotherhood all mankind, and then we 
shall more fully understand and appre
ciate the Fatherhood of God.

A distinguished judge, sitting in my 
office in Chicago'some years ago, said: 
“Mr. Bowen, if I could become satisfied 
of one thing, of which I am now in 
doubt, I should be a much happier man 
than.I am at present.”

“Of what are you in doubt," I asked 
the judge;”

“lam in serious doubt as to a future 
existence beyond this life,” he replied.

“Is it possible that you can have any 
doubt about that?” said I. (He was a 
communicant in the Methodist church.)

“Well, judge,” I said, “put on your 
.hat, come with me, aud I think I can 
¿satisfy you perfectly on that point.”

He consented to go with me to see a 
lady, a sensitive, in whose presence 
writing on a slate appears without the 
touch of mortal hands. The judge sat 
down at a small table, held the slates in 
conjunction with the lady, and very 
shortly the raps were heard, and gave 
intelligentanswers to questions, and then 
we could all distinctly hear the little 
piece of pencil writing on the slate. 
When finished there was found an 
answer to a question, and the name of 
Marcia clearly written on the slate, 
being the given name of the deceased 
wife of the judge. The slate was re
placed and other writings were made, 
under circumstances and conditions that 
convinced the judge completely that 
some force not visible and yet intelli
gent and true wrote the messages on the 
slate.' At the same sitting a glass 
goblet'-was placed on the slate, held 
under the table the same as before, and 
when taken out contained'three beauti
ful japónicas, as fragrant as. were ever 
found in the garden. This was a day in 
winter, kith a foot of snow on the 
ground. The judge was perfectly satis
fied and greatly delighted with the 
interview. Time passed on, the judge 
married again,-and after some years his 
wife passed on to her home in the skies. 
The day before the change came to. her 
she handed the judge an envelope, in 
which she had : placed, a paper with 
words1 written thereon by-herself, prid 
said that if it were possible to communi
cate to him from her home above she 
would'write the same words she had 
written on the paper in the envelope/ 
thus proving her identity beyond ques
tion, and so passed a sweet spirit to the 
“beyond.” .< _ ,

In due time the judge paid a visit to a 
slate-writing sensitive, and received' a’ 
communication on asíate from his de
ceased wife in which she stated that she 
was happy; in her new home, but had not 
gained strength sufficient towrite the 
promised words, but at a future day, 
which she appointed, she would'en
deavor to do so. On the day appointed 
the judge again visited the. sensitive,, 
and holding the double slates in his own 
hands, received a communication cover-, 
ing the slate except in the center, where 
there was found the initial letter C most 
beautifully wrought with/. lilies and 
forget-me-nots in the border, and in 
the center of the letter was written 
these words: “The1 many mansions”—

him, and . said that for forty years he 
had^ practiced law, occupying the bench 
a share "bf the time, studying evidence, 
analyzing 'witnesses, rite., and . that he 
considered' this as clear a ’case’ as any 
ever considered and passed upon by a 
court bf law.- , { ",

While in New York some years ago I 
dined ■ with an old friend, and in the 
evening called with ¿him to see a lady 
who possessed the gift pf healing the 
siok,. and ..was •'then!' residing- at the 
Continental . Hotel,, While waiting her 
arrival in thp parlor, my -friend intro
duced mo to a doctor and his wife from 
the. State bf Georgia. ; In the course of 
a . brief conversation with him I said to 
the lady: “I notiçe you use crutches, 
madam;" ■

The doctor replied saying: “My wife 
sprained her knee-, eighteen months ago 
and has never been able since then to 
pdf Her foot on.; the ground. I did 
everything possihlb to restore the limb. 
I employed ■ the best medical skill to be 
found In Georgia'without success, and 
my wife is. now under the care of Dr. 
Sayre, An eminent surgeon of this city.”

In 'the nieahtime;the lady we had 
called to see had reached the parlor and 
was -in ■; conversation with my friend. I 
expressed .my sympathy to. the doctor's 
wife'àrid said: "Madam, if you will 
permit me, I will say that the lady con
versing with my friend bad’ cure you.”

She said: “Cure me!-(How can she 
cure me?”

I replied that she had the gift of 
healing./-

“Yes," said the doctor, ‘¡‘I have heard 
of such, things,; but I do. not believe in 
thorn.” , ■ ■ ' ■
' "Well, doctor," said I, "it is imma
terial whether you' belieye or do not 
believe, it Is true, aud with your per
mission I will introduce the lady.” I 
did so, ■ and the ( doctor said quite 
brusquely: ’ “Madanii, your friend, Mr. 
Bbwen, says you cah 'cure my wife. I 
should like to know -,how you can cure 
my wife.” ' .

The lady,replied saying: “I.do make 
cures; I might cure your, wife; I could 
try."--■ ' ■/' . -,

■ I then said: “Let.fric suggest, madam;- 
that when you go to your room-you per
mit this good woman to examine your 
case, arid if she gives you any assurance 
that she can-benefit you, let her under
take the case, and if she does not restore 
you, I will myself pay her bill.” Then, 
saying, good-night to all, we returned to 
my friend’s home. Three days after 
this I dined again with my friend, and 
chatting with him over our coffee, I in
quired y he had heard from or seen the 
doctor and his wife since our evening 
call. Replying that he had not, I sug
gested that we call and learn the result! 
He cheerfully accompanied me, and on 
entering the parlor of the hotel we met 
the doctor and his wife, about leaving 
the parlor to go to the opera. We wore 
cordially received, and on oxpressing 
my pleasure in meeting them, I said to 
the madam: “I sqe you are without your 
crutches.” J

“Yes," said she, “I am cured, and 
havp tno further need of crutches, and I 
shall'always hold you in grateful re
membrance for your kind offices in my 
behalf. We have been in New York six 
weeks, and I have not been out of the 
hotel, but as we are going home in the 
morning, we thought we would attend 
the opera to-night.”

The doctor expressed his wonder and 
his thanks for the remarkable cure 
made by the good woman, and we bade 
thpm good-night, and good-by, .two as 
delighted beings as you could wish to 
meet, both splendid specimens of hu
manity.

A young lady in this city was restored 
to health and life by the same woman, 
after, being given up by the doctors, and 
is still a blessing to her husband and 
friends. .

I have detained you much longer than 
I had expected, and yet I must answer a 
single query:. If Spiritualism is true, 
what, is its value to mankind? It must 
bù io every candid and earnest thinker 
a great satisfaction to know that truth 
is‘^b.:basû;Of their belief. In mathe
matics, a. proposition will prove itself; 
twp; ¡ and! two are four, in all countries, 
^nfl’&'éveby language. In medicine, 
'mHch-m still in the experimental stage, 
and the variety of practice now in vogue 
compels the conclusion that the science 
has -ppt reached its ultimate. In law 
yre. haVe, great diversity. One court 
overrules the decision madp by the pre
siding, judge of-another district, and at 
thp court of-last resort we find the judg
ment, of the court is thr opinion of a 
man, and ’a’ new inan-gives us a new 
version of the law.' In religion we have 
thp ;inost varied and differing Opinions 
conceivable. Creeds of all sorte have 
béeh formulated and honestly - believed 
arid advocated. Thousands of men and 
wdmèn have been sacrificed to' satisfy 
.sòme dogma born in the imagination of 
a -monk who. thought he worshiped a 
God of his own type, imperious, cruel, 
dogmatic and selfish, in place of a uni
versal father, abounding in love, as 
W.c shall pH realize when we reach the 
higher levels, where truth is one, arid 
law is love. '
'/Spiritualism rejects all creeds but 
truth. It gives freedom to the mind; 
inspires the. soul ito exalted thought;: 
dispels prejudice,! selfishness and ig
norance; lifts. us into higher altitudes; 
elevates manhood; consecrates and sanc
tifies motherhood, the most sacred 
mission in, life; exalts humanity: advo- 
cat©8 the highest and purest civilization, 
to the’end that in the universal dispen
sation.of life on the earth all humanity 
shall become in their best estate as in-

daughters of God.
Spiritualism answers the question:

“If ¿1 man die, shall ■'/pie Hye 
again?” and in doing so,, has given 
to a countless number of bereaved and 
disconsolate souls the "oil of-joy for 
mourning, music and sunshine fpr sack
cloth and ashes, a beautiful home'in 
paradise in place of a section in hadee, 
a life of progress in the Summer-land, 
amid the throng of those we love, where 
the roses are in eternal bloom, and the 
sweet music of the spheres shall inspire 
the immortal hosts to highest deeds , of 
love and praise, where all is life, con- 
tinupus, eternal, everlasting, universal 
in its opportunities, by virtue of the su
preme love that ‘changeth not.’ ”

A CopperoAge.
An account of the discoveries made at 

Tel-el-Heyi, the site of the ancient city 
of Lachish, in Palestine, gave rise, in 
the British Association, to a discussion 
concerning a probable copper age. _ The 
very high mound contains the ruins of 
several towns, built each (except the 
lowest) on the ruined remains of its 
predecessor. The uppermost was bn 
Israelitish town, and was very probably 
the remains of the Lachish, which was 
besieged and destroyed by Sennacherib, 
in the time of Hezekiah. Throughout 
the mound, from the bottom to the lop, 
were found flint and metallic imple
ments. Among them was a thick chisel 
made of copper, which had been hard
ened by mixture with red oxide of cop
per, from which it received a red 
appearance. Toward the top of the 
mound were bronze arrowheads, which 
probably dated back to between 1400 
and 1500 years B. C. In the ascent of 
the mound a change was observed from 
copper to bronze and from bronze to 
iron, which was very common in the 
Israelitish town. Lead was found in 
the form of a thick wire, very pure. A 
silver bangle contained ninety per cent 
of silver, considerable copper, and an 
appreciable quantity of gold. Sir John 
Evans spoke of the evidences of a cop
per age preceding a bronze age, seqn in 
North America, Ireland, Hungary, and 
Other countries. Dr. Hildebrand said 

.¿hat, several implements of pure copper 
had been found in Sweden, Prof.. Boyd 
Dawkins thought the evidence from 
North America showed that the copper 
age \vas practically a side of the 
neolithic age. Prof. A. H. Sayce spoke 
of the absence of words for tin in the 
Egyptian and Assyrian languages, al
though the metal was known in Egypt 
as far back as the eighteenth dynasty, 
and although there are words in both 
languages for gold, silver, iron, copper, 
bronze, lead, and possibly mdtollic anti
mony. The word for iron ip' Egyptian 
means metal from heaven, and in Assyr
ian, heavenly metal. This would indi
cate that their iron was meteoric.—Popular Science Monthly.

I knew if by heart when I was a very 
small boy, and as I went about repeating 
it, it used to interpret for me' Bryant’s 
feeling for nature—the nature that I 
saw—and the noble pathos of life. It 
seemed to be a secret which I shared 
with the poet.

I remember well how shamefaced I 
was once, when a cousin of mine ex
posed me. Unbeknown to me he had 
stood near me one evening when I was 
milking onb of the cows, and heard me 
repeat “Thanatopsis.” It must have 
been sufficiently ludicrous, the spectacle 
of a barefooted scrap of a boy—not more 
than nine years younger than the other 
boy when he wrote the poem—seated on 
a milking-stool and declaiming those 
immortal lines to the cow. I do not 
know how he managed the stately 
rhythm of that blank verse to the inter
mittent sounding streams in'-’the pail. 
Very likely he did not, and that Was one 
of the reasons why he was accused ot 
drying up4he cows that he milked. .

I wondered then, and I wonder now, 
where f,‘-Thanatopsis" came from. How 
did it :come into the mind Of a boy in 
those,remote hills, away from the sug
gestions of the real world?' Did the 
hills teach him. and the forests, and the 
brooks, and the clouds? WaSit industry 
and application that made this poem?.

I think, my friends, that we shall 
have to fall back on that mysterious 
something, the possibly'' supernatural 
suggestion that we call genius.-—Charles 
Dudley Warner.

What Constitutes a Freethinker?
H. L. Green, .editor of "Freethinker’s 

Magazine,” has issued a tract answering 
the above question. It is excellent. 
Price 3 cents; 15 cents per dozen. Mr. 
Green will, fill orders. Direct him in 
care of Drawer 676, Chicago. Ilk'.;.

Wb ask for long life, but ’tis’ deep life, 
or grand moments, that signify. Let 
the measure of- time be spiritual, not 
mechanical. Moments of insight, of fine 

. personal relation, a smile, a glance, 
' what ample borrowers of eternity they
are.—Emerson. /

The only cure for imprudence is the 
sufferidg which imprudence entails;. 
Nothing but bringing him face to face 
withstern necessity and letting him feel 
how unbending, how unpitying it is, can 
improve the man of ill-governed desires. 
—Herbert Spencer.

Peculiar Ideas Concerning 
That Future State.

Heaven! What ideas are associated 
with the word. The good Mohamme
dan expects a harem of beautiful houris; 
the disciples of the Buddha have expec
tations rangiqg from positive happiness 
to extinction qf conscious individual ex
istence in Nirvana; the American Indian 
looks forward.to happy hunting grounds 
in another life. Ideas range through 
all the gamut of religiosity, from the 
crude notions of the fetich-worshiping 
savage to the' no less fetich-worshiping 
orthodox church member of our modern 
days, who has anticipations of a heaven 
where he shall loaf in a round of eternal 
laziness and psalm-singing around the 
throne of God—while millions and bill
ions bf his fellowmen are suffering eter
nal torment in hell! ■

A good common-sense view of the 
subject is set forth by “Weird Will" in 
the Truth Seeker, in a manner that is 
suggestive and humorous. First he tells 
of ’

HEAVEN ON TRIAL—ON EARTH.
Chapter I.

They were jltting beneath the spread- 
ing'wanche^jpf a monster live-oak one 
beautiful: qfte’rnoon, old Abraham Fife 
and his good wife Nanpj» Away back 
in tfle rosy dtyys of youth, when life was 
all joy' hnd hope, this now loving old 
couple; nad exchanged their little home 
’mid the cornfields of old Indiana for 
one in the rough land of California. 
They were two of the thousands that 
braved the hard journey of the plains, 
and settled in that new-found wonder
land of the early ’50’s. Hardy old pio
neers they were, grown old and stooped 
in the rough grapple of that land of gold 
in its early days. Their children had 
married and gone, and left them alone 
on the old ranch of some thousands of 
acres. But ’twas a lonely spot to them 

rwhen the children left,-and some years 
ufterwai-d they moved to the quiet vil
lage of Gold Bili near by, thereto while 
away the evening time of life, Abra
ham was a rough old pioneer, and usual
ly smiled at the tender side of life, but 
as he sat beneath the live-oak that after
noon with his good wife Nancy, bis mind 
fell into reminiscences of the long years 
of his busy life, and his heart grew 
touchingly tender as he called np the 
sweet memories of those old days gone 
for ever. , .

“Well, we’ve had a heap o’ hard work 
in our time, haven’t we Nancy; and 
there’s been lots o’ dark days ’long with 
the bright ones,”

“Yes: I think we've h'aii bur share, 
Abe. -But they’re all about over now, 
find I think if anybody needs a rest we 
do, don’t you?”

“Well, I have queer ideas about this 
restin’■ business, I guess, Nancy. My 
doctrine is ’at we'll work, or ought to, 
jest as long as th ere’p a piece uv us, and 
that'll be forever."

“I’d kind o' like to have a rest myself, 
Abe, and somehow I think th’ old Bible 
doctrine is best, after all.”

“I know the preachers twist the thing 
around,. an’ tell o' the good times corn
in’, but you see they'd lose their job, 
Nancy, if they didn’t bait their hooks 
with the heavenly worm. I don't believe 
in none o’ their goin’ to heaven an’ hav
in’ a good time. It’s all stuff. But 
who’s that cornin’, Nancy?”

"That’s the Rev. Mr. Jenness, the new 
minister. Now don’t be too hard on 
him, Abe.” -

"Wants a little money for a new 
church, I reckon, bnt he can’t get noth-

,a pretty mixed-up business, an' I wish’t 
I knowed a little more about it.”

■ “It's really a simple matter, after all, 
Uncle. You build the. churches, and 
we do the rest. Every new church ip- 
creases the world’s chances for heaven, 
and a chance for that is worth all th'e 
treasures of earth, see?" '

“Tell you what I’ve always thought > 
about it, Sir. I believe people are goin’ 
to get fooled in the blamed thing. tI 
don’t think we’ll have sichan everlastih’ 
good time as you preachers make out."

“You will certainly agree that all 
these sorrows and cares of the troublous 
here’will be forgotten in that glorious 
there. ’Tis the promise of our father 
and the glory of our race. Think of the . 
days of universal joy and peace—the 
very ideal of our churches. Won’t that 
be a happy time, Uncle?”

“No. it won’t. This thing o' settin’ 
around forever doin’ nothin’ ’gainst your 
will an’ havin’ a limber good time, is 
thp biggest humbug I ever heard about. 
It won’t do here or anywhere else, in my 
opinion. But I’ll know some day.”

“Uncle, I’m astonished. What do 
you mean?”

“Well, it’s jest this xg’ay. This horri
ble evil you preachers snort around 
about is the work o’ the Big Bein’, an’ a 
tolerable good thing after all, I guess. 
Efyour churches can’t do no betterin 
try to root it out an’ prepare men for 
heaven here or somewhere else, they’d 
better pull up stakes an’ move on.”

“We do think this world, as well as 
the next, would be a happier place with
out evil; and to make it a place of good 
is Indeed the ideal of the churches."

“Then you can’t git,nothin’ out o’ me. 
When you git the world on a joy-forevdr 
basis let me know,, an’ I’ll move out. 
Don’t want none of it in mine. Come 
on, Nancy, we’ll let the blamed. fodl 
scratch it out himself. Good-day, Mr. 
Good world.”

“Good afternoon, Uncle Abe."
“Good afternoon, sir. Have a seat out 

here in the shade with me and Nancy."
“Thank you. I called to see If you 

could not help the Lord a little this af
ternoon, Uncle.”

“What d’ you want—money?”
“Yes; I want a little to help out our 

church. You can’t invest amiss for the 
Master’s sake, Uncle. Any amount 
would be a wonderful help.” .

“Won’t give you a cent.”
"Why not, Uncle? Wouldn’t you like 

to see ■ the cause of Christ advanced in 
our town? It takes money to build 
churches and fight the devil.” ,

“Oh, we’ve got enough churches in 
town already. Can’t support what we’ve 
got.”

“Enough churches! Why, Uncle, voq 
can’t mean that. Don’t you know that 
every church is a new monument for 
righteousness.” ’

"Don’t believe any such stuff. If we’re 
goin’ to have any church, might jest as 
well all have one. That’q a plenty.”

“Oh, that ¡wouldn’t , do at all- while 
we’re all working for the glory of our 
Master, we must each do it in' our own 
way. You couldn’t mix up the churches, 
Uncle. It wouldn’t work at all.”

“Ef you can’t mix ’em up now, how’ll 
it be by an’by?” ", .

"Don’t worry about that, Uncle. Let’s 
fix it up on earth? 'I‘think if you will 
help us Methodists a little just now, the 
cause of our, Baylor will take a mighty 
stride forward in Gold Hill. Now what 
can you do for us?” v . ,

“Nothin’. We’re all pullin’ for the 
same gate, anyhow, an! 1 don’t see the 
use o’ supportin’' so many breeds.”
;■ “But wouldn’t'you like to meet your 
good wife and < all your friends over 
there? These churches are the only 
doors to heaven, and 1 the more the bet- 
ter.”_ ’

“Well, this thing o’ goin’ to heaven is

“Thought you never was cornin’, Abe. 
What’s bin the matter?” „ •

“Well, I hud a sorter hankerin’ after 
th' old place, Nancy, an' somehow I 
couldn't shuffle off the mortal twine ariy 
sooner.” .

“I’ve bin worry in’ about you good 
deal,,Ate- .1 ."'ft8 afraid you wasn’t goin’ 
•to git in.” '

“Thought people didn’t' worry up 
here, Nancy.”. .

“Well, they don’t, if they’ve----- ,
“Got all they' want, I reckon. Why, 

that’s jest the "way it used to be down in 
old Californy.” ’

“But wemusn’t grumble up here, Abe. 
Come on, let's look around a little,” 
and off they - strolled, hand in 
hand, down the sunny paths of paradise 
—old Abraham Fife and his now immor
tal wife, Nancy. They had reached the 
eternal dreamland of the human race, 
and, found themselves really treading 
the holiest ground in the universe. It 
was the heaven of man in all the ages 
where the sum of all the good he has 
known on earth .¡has been extracted 
from all the evil by some mysterious 
alchemy of his God. And this was the 
land that these two old pioneers of 
earth had entered to begin their' stroll 
together down the joyous highways of 
eternity. After they'had enjoyed the 
sweet associations of the redeemed of 
God for a thousand years, and had been 
constantly ministered unto by the sweet
voiced angels of heaven, Abe called 
Nancy apart one day to one of the quiet 
nooks of that happy land, for a good, 
oldtime, earthly chit.

“I tell you, Nancy, this thing o' 
cornin’ to heaven ain’t what it’s cracked 
up to be. ”

“Don’t go on that way, Abe. Jistbe 
patient, an’ the good time ’ll come by 
and by.”

“That’s what the blamed fools used to 
say down on earth, an’ it’s all an infernal 
humbug.” .

“Why, ain't you having a good time, 
Abe? You don't have none but the very 
goodestof men an’ things about you—no 
evil nor tryin’ things at all.”

“That’s jest what I'm tired of, Nancy. 
I’ve bin potterin’ 'round here fur a thou
sand years, an’ I ain’t run up agin 
nothin’ yet, an’ I’ll be blamed ef the 
thing ain't gittin’ kind o' monotonous, 
My doctrine is ’at you kin.hav things 
too much your own way.”

“They say -this is the happiest place 
of anywhere, Abe, an’ 1 reckon it must 
be.” .

“Well, I reckon it’s not. Don’t you 
recollect, Nancy, how happy we wus 
when I found you chirpin’ ’round on th’ 
old farm down in Indianny whgp we:.wus 
young? And how we wus move happier 
still when we come out to Californy an’ 
dug gold, an’ raised wheat, ttn’ picked 
•frurt, while the children wus growin’ 
up? 'Course we had some rainy days, 
but ah, them wus what I call happy 
times, Nancy.”

“No use talkin’ 'bout that now. Abe. 
It’s past forever, an’ we've got to enjoy 
this place.”

‘‘Well, I reckon we kin never hav 
them good times agin fur ourselvet, 
Nancy, but I wish’t I could git back a 
minut’ an’ whisper in the ears o’ them 
blamed fools on earth, an’ tell ’em how 
glad they orter be ’cause they're a- 
livln’. They’re all time prayin’to git 
up here or some other good place, an’ 
thq fact is, Nancy, they’re jest about as 
happy as they'll ever be, an’ I wish’t 
they knowed it, too.”

“The preachers ’ll get’em around all 
right after 'while, 1 reckon, if they 
haven’t already.” . ,

"No, they haven’t yet. I wus told th’ 
other day they wus still a.prayin’ to get 
their flocks up here, an’ if they couldn’t 
do that they wanted to turn the old 
earth into a paradise an’ let people
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CASSADAGA CAMP. TO LIBERALS.
The Closing Scenes ¿at This Favor- ; The Anauai Congress.

ite Place. PERTINENT bimarks and 'suggestions

The most successful season in the history

IMPORTANT QUESTION.
Is There an Elixir of Life?

THE STOLEN HEART.
Evidences of Spirit Return.

To the Editor:—Y our correspondent startedSTATE SECULARIZATION—COMSTOCK AND IN- THE FRENCH PHYSICIAN—DIGGING OUB GRAVES 
' withourteeth_ food_ the potent BEME- ,n "h® investigation of the Spiritual PhllOBO-

dies for old age—pertinent suggestions, P^yfort^six^years ago, with the impression
, . , , , , that prevailed at that date, and to some ex-

“Age is dark and unlovely. (Ossian.) tent even now, that it was mind-reading, or
------- . .~r------- ----- How vividly has Shakespeare drawn the the.result of some natural law but poorly un

announcement of the Eighteenth Annual Con- seven stages of man’s career, from “the in- derstood. The old English reader told us,
gross.of the American Secular Union, to be font mewling in the nurse’s arms,” to the last ..That shallow draughts intoxicate the brain,

FIDELITY—FREE-THOUGHT CONGRESS IN BEL

That Tired Feeling 
So common at ifoiis season, is a serious 
condition, liable to lead to disastrous 
results. It Is a sure sign of declining 
health tone, and that the blood is im
poverished and impure The best and • 
most successful remedy is found in

HOOD’S
Sarsaparilla

Which makes rich, healthy blood, and 
thus gives strength to the nerves, elas- 
ticityto the muscles, vigor to the brain 
in and health to the whole body. In 
truth, Hood’s Sarsaparilla

Makes the Weak Strong
Be sure to get Hood’s and only Hood’s. 
$1; six for $5. Prepared only by 
C. I, Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass. .

_ Hood’s Pills cure nausea and biliousness.

“ YOU SHOULD

Woolley Park Camp, Ohio.
Woolley Park, Ashley, Ohio, camp meeting 

closed a very successful three weeks’ session 
on Sunday, Sept 9th; it was one of the most 
pleasing and harmonious camps ever held at 
Ashley; nothing was done or said to mar the 
pleasure of anyone, and everything passed off 
as happy ae a marriage bell. The regular 
business meeting for the election of officers 
was hel<J on Friday, Sept 7th, at which the 
following were elected: Charlie Waugh, pres
ident; Cora Grant Randolph, vice-president; 
Wash. Granger, secretary; Thomas Seeds, 
treasurer; and the undersigned as correspond
ing secretary: the old Board of Trustees, 
Isaac Heinlein, Clarence Hevels and A. P. 
Oliver were re-elected.

Brother D. M. King of Mantua Station, 0., 
is an untiring and'faithful worker, who is al
ways to the front. He has occupied the plat
form, as chairman, during the camp. He in
structed a class in psychic lesson work, and 
Sister Mattie Hull, a class in physical culture,

of Cassadaga Camp has just closed after a eix’ 
weeks’.'session. In all the previous years, 
since its early on?a“™tl0“^ Liberals will . pardon the repetition of the
large an attendance from the opening day to . r. . r . . _
the close; so the wise ones affirm, »nd so the

W / i’ll- . ra vwar>Hn<>11v S10'’*’ U1 1,110 klUienUUU OUUUlBr UU1UU, IO Me ittUb lUUWHUg 111 UW UUIOU M Ulllli, W IUO ItlBl, 
harvest of shekels in oui e p held in Madison hall, .146 West Madison street, unflattering picture, in which we see him in Rut drinkinu larweiv Bobers us asain ”
demonstrate. ^nnlovUw onH Cbicago, October 2fitH, 27th and 28th. Th^ “second childishness and mere oblivion, sans whh

One evidence of the growl g p p _ ya great occasion is rapidly drawing,nigh. The teeth, sans eyes, sans taste, sans everything. ” ,r , , . .. 3 . R ,1. . ,
Widening influence of Cassadaga was he large Unionimi8t bear ite ¡hare of the expenses. With what passionate earnestness has man 
number of visitors from a distance, who, com- Thi8 ehare has not yet been donated. Ours is sought to avert these infirmities of age. Jn «52
ing for a short'sojourn, remaine g not a wealthy society. Nopartyworking in In the pages of Hawthorne and Dumas, we h f ... ., . ,
the entire season. From Chicago there were the frcnt ranks of reform ever complained of see the anxious alchemist bending over his 
75; from Pittsburgh , Wi b yr ,a surplus of funds. We are the advance tiembic’s rim striving to compound the elixir f h]
more from St. Louis, Cincinna i, aP > guard in humanity's great army of progress, of youth. Uncanny mixtures, containing the mpdinmn ■««««> kn«« Rn «rant 
St. Paul. .Columbus, 0., Waco, ex-> a a All other demands pale into insignificance in life’s blood of infants, have been compounded, - ■ -
large delegation from the Queen s domain. eorapar}8on.. witlj we advocste, for not lives and fortunes freely spent, but in vain.

। Thus it becomes imperative for e man g - unt-| tbe State stands untrammeled by secta- Will the doctor, the chemist and the meta-
ment to increase its entertaining capac e >i r;ahjsm can the people hope to gain their lib- physician of the nineteenth century succeed
while oavnrnl flnfi now nntrRCrflH are oeincr . - ° . . ... , •' . ,. cauouuuuc iu iuu urupur ubu ujl lue vuhuibuuu m.bw. uu*.■ where the alchemists oithe ages have failed? enabled us to receive oommunioa- r®r® grand and noble workers, so ready and Phuoi/ilono mnlriMiY anA nnm-iov vn. ' «

GIUM.

fame that people came hundreds of miles to which were both a great attraction to the 
visit her. Nearly all communications at that camp and proved very instructive and interest
date were received through the raps. A littleltog to,til the pupils and visitors present.

'wWe several iM, ... oottogi „e-tataj —ewl».<» I. U>H«V> wreot the vowel, „d BMMrJM.AU ..dI Sister Mattle Hull
k„ .»»»ht „»&. onri « lurtm nnmh«r rl^ . ' ,. .;; . 0 8y9 °‘ Ue *8®8 J1 *ve ’a1 consonants enabled us to receive oommunioa-gawd and noble workers, so ready and

TJ^ economic queMloni.must be subservient Physicians are making deeper and deeper re- tioM quitQ rapidly, s On one occasion a lady willing to help the cause in every way irnagin-
■ i. uu V Many‘liberals, not searches into the physical anatomy of, man. cftmefrom Toledo who claimed to haw an: tiile. On Sunday afternoon previous to the

- comprehending this, have become identified The metaphysicians are bringing to light more importftnt and Bpe<w object in her visit As lecture, certificates of ordination were, granted
' was: usual, the writer was called in. Our them. We were very happy to know they 

. . - . . ■ ■ a circle, including the medium, was composed expressed a desire to unite with us and be
era to meet the’urowins demand for a change ““'J i’"“"vv“° “«»wwuou. But true eco- In our present stage of development, we re- of four per8oaa> Immediately after being bne of us. Mattie Hull officiated in the con
S iSeuZtJd dte? g nomic freedom can never be attained in a qu re the highest and combined thought of s0ate^ thPe name of one, stranger to all pref firmation of Miss Myrtle Skinner, of Colum

AXe SmimvattractioM the celebrated dommuted by .theologians, The peo- bo h know edge and practice of hygiene, as flpeiled. out g’ald he died the week bus, and Miss Clara Rhodes, of Chicago.
, North-Western Orchestra took the lead; their fifyT Ike* eSh ru _.!±£ bef<»re ln our county infirmary, of a cancerous The ceremony was beautiful^ and impressive.
1 exquisite melodies rendering them prime fa- -- - - ■ - -

«rected by private parties and a large number iupDUOUVWW WUI 
¡Df ots have, Jeen teased whereon ^wejlmgs to gtat? 8e(?uiariZation.
I W1rl.e erec“e be orei ano ger season.. uuuipreueuumg HUB, uave ueuumu ¡uuuuueu xuu uiubuunyBicians are urmgiue W ugni mort
1 The program was unusually at ac ye, p. - w;th the labor cause, hoping to better the con- and more thé controlling power and possibili- 
Renting, besides many old fayoptes, a inuoh- d¡tÍQn oftUe ma8fieg h of 6 * r ?
desired and appreciated increase of new speak- of the panaceas aa^ated. - - '

AXe ímimvattraDtíoM the celebrated dom.1“atedb¿ tbeologians. The peo- bo h know edge and practice of hygiene, .as ent, waa spelled out. Said he died the week bus, and Miss Clara Rhodes, of Chicago. 
North Western Orchestra took the lead- their F® ???n?W pl’^ble trees, with heads bent well as metaphysics,, in the science of living, before in our county infirmary, of a cancerous The ceremony was beautiful and impressive, 

i Saffi S Siles renXrin? them priie fa' fol?bly to !h,e, ea^ RTVe Weighl In}°?k7g f°Vn elMr °í y°Ut\ U trouble of the stomach- thffi his body was Sunday was I feast- day indeed, with Mattie 
voriteswithall Afine Mw of dramatic ft.nd/bow ^“lckly d® .th^ Bolings spring up- ant to। learn the causes that produce tte sen- to «nd deposited in an old Hull in the morning and Moses Hull in the
IffieSoresented a wietTof1 tet-class enter- * Tttke off. ‘ncubus of Christian ility of old age According to aFrenohphy- 8hop,. where it remained over night Three afternoon and evening. Nothing better could 
tainmentsi refiXi St on the Associatfon d0“!n“Çe> “«““W most dangerous- form siman, man begins in a gelatinous and termin- RaP’nna physicians decided to have apost we wish for, as they are fully competent to 
and thrwm fairing nart in the same The semi- in °bri8tian privilege, and how soon will hu- ates in an osseous (bony) condition. The im- mortem examination. The doctor who used run a whole camp-meeting themselves. W. 
weekhXS taZ open iZL Xys a ^lty ^d erect. We must make no mis- portant point of this fact is, that some of our knife worea w¿lteXovercoat with large R Colby, according to Brother D. M. King’s 
souref of delight to the young people were u!'- It ianota sham battle that we are eminent medical authorities say that this osse- outeide pookete, While using the knife he statement, gave no less than 370 teste during 
Selv nataonizedTbringiS if Í revenue of fightlUg' O°r 0PP°nentB not men of straw, ous condition is the cause and not the effect managed to steal his heart, and then had it the camp, all recognized but two.
ovfr y$500te to the aSlociation. All the “ “J0“® ofconservative friends affirm, as- of old age, as has been generally supposed. preaergVed iB alcohol in hte office. He named Brother Dell Herrick’s trumpet seances and
usvchics advertised and many new ones were 8Url®8 th®11 scientific thought of the The first important question is: Wbat are committee ot three that he wanted to have manifestations in the light were pronounced 
¡Sei X^X7dS?B S ^y ^tammg all wysk much more rapidly the prime causes of these osseous deposits? caii Ott t’h¿doqtor^d demand Z heart; sJd unequtied. He is a No. 1, and a good,
! Edous ES in their different lini. thoan W® „u d by defenBlve “ a&&Fe8Blve Two-thlrds of our body is water; every tissue he would de 9 havIn it but if e¿ and honest, true-hearted, whole-souled fellow.
: ÂS rf Zi were taught at Cassadaga fh nPwe“ aB mot1“- coatains ’a^r- No’ water holds certain threatened with legal pioceedings, he would Frank A Skinner and Miss Myrtle Skinner
iriuring the season of'94; among them Hindoo Jíí •e^,t,o,rÍÍ B!^I1Ceñ Scl' Balt8 in solution, a large amount of which bring it forward. He said he was welcome to °f Columbus furnished fine instrumental
Philofonhv Mental Science Palmistry As- tb?i®bt.ba^, po influence in suppress- becomes deposited in the system. • > the heartland he did not wish to expose him, music. Cora Grant Randolph sang beautiful
trologv PHvpnotism Development ot Medium- iaS the MachmVelian- maneuvers of a Com- According to Bichat and Baillie the heart s but wanted him to know that he stood by and songs. They all deserve many thanks for 
•hip SMusloP(instrumental and vocal), Eloom “m“’™-01’’ valve9 h®00“1® ca^llaglp0U8> therefore,¿aw Mm take it and regarded it a fraud on the their servies during the camp. Mattie Hull
tion’and Physical Culture, and-Dancing, K pu®8 í® b rf- ^ther two doctorar The committee named at also intaffiuced congregational singing,
•while the Thought Exchange, Forest Temple ÍÍSÍÍ» Medl.Ca 8P“>11J’t® t®11 UB W by the pnoe called w tbe doQtor) aad demsuaded the Ab a whole, I i^ust repeat, this has been

Lyceum and Kindergarten were pfovjdedL UWinthe I'M the calcareous.-dm'¿±2^
i At the annual election, of Stock oide , e tionffi Reform AsBòtìÌiitfon and the Sabbath posits in the arteries, veins and capillaries. The other case wm that of a hiohlv esteemed 
most harmonious in the .camp s history aU Union> Eatherhave these gone on amid all It seems to be a fact that two-thirds of our i X
the old trustees were unanimous y re-elected, the brilliant achievements of modern science, food goes to sustain life and the other one- ig53 The writer watched with him the niff ht 
to$40eO00P Mott°ofZXres ÍBruá2up0to 8teadilyin?r®aBÍng membership and prose- third to destroy it, and that we are literally hïdied. He was very wìak physical (Maine) camp-meeting, which was a success 
date h£e foundiTeadv^ur^were8 Valuable ®UtlDig ^®^ with renewed activity. It “digging our graves with our teeth.” but his Xa to the last m every way.^ We had good weather, good 
land adjacent to the grounds which the true 'BOnlytbe 8®cularlflt> then, who can oppose In looking for a preventive of the Infirmities During the night we bolstered him up in a speaking, good tests and good audiences, and 
teîs have Teen desSs of possessing h7s th® enB“ieB °f°ur government, because they of old age it is, therefore, necessary to guard oomfofuble sitting position, placed a little no doubt many converts were made. J. C. 
fen DwehSsinceX-mnuffi elXn J®t mffintem that sound sentiment of the foun- against the undue deposit of calcareous mffiter portfolio containing paper, Envelopes and a Wright seemed at his best. Mrs. Morse, 

ManXXmenta are contemplated for the ” at “eternal and to find a solvent for that already fo^èd. pencil in his la¿, and re?uqsted hi¿ to write with her Indian control, was appreciated.
comingyyear, among which will be an enlarge- taSk-tw ih«™™ k » h se.1®cti°n 0Í(,Í00d1 l8’ obyidg8ly» ;sometoing (no matter Xtt, place, it in the Mrs. Tillie Reynolds, of New York, was prom-
ment of the Hotel Grander the building of a ‘ t ‘ imagmethat the world has bç- the first necessity. Bread and cereals ¿ave enveJope and it up an¿ ! would look jt inent, and gave good satisfaction. Tests given 
new one: the erectionof a'bowlingaUeyfnd bil- to YVTÎ beento be most noh in earthly. Ishita, u his father-in-law's desk, and it should by Mrs. Eila Hews, the young medium, was
fed Dario?r X SiX’home as wdl as P ,nt drT1 h"? tó find 80 ^hlle th® body 18 younfi!’ or 1,1 a not be opened until he should give us’a dupli- very convincing. Brother Tisdale, the blind
cmeralTmproremeT ofTrounds* espZciallv ®a®»“y “ full possession. We ask you to tively gelatinous condition, they should be J” Xm the Ser shore. I retired, and on medium, was philosophical and eloquent. F. 
ffionff the lake front The Reason ¿f ’95 wiU ®dUu’ tbenf with the congress financially and partaken of freely. But when the body be- hteringing hto bell returned to the room and A, Wiggin, of Salem, Mass., wh7 was edu- 
cœnmenoe one week earlier continuing seven alB? by?0Ur Pre8enc<a Let UB a11 get together gins to be filled with deposits (like the incrus- recei^ tfe 8eaied envelope and locked it up <»ted for and filled a Baptist pulpit for years, 
weX ’ g and endeavor to devise some means by which tations on an old kitchen kettle), all nitrogen- „ steted A few weeks later his widow i® a wonderful medium for teste and speaking.

The curtain has dropped, the music ceased, Pr°SeCUte a™6 .BPa™g¡y- visited a medium near Cleveland, and obtained He believes that the Divine is in man to event-
the lights no longer illuminate; most of the • tp ♦ s - ™ According to Dr. Evans, the following articles what she was told by the deceased was a dup- ually shape him, rough .hewn though he may
Bummer guesta have flitted to winter quarters O^ Wettetem our toasurer, is in Europe, contain least of the salts and are therefore, iicate of thé sealed letter. We at once got be. Brother Wiggin struck sturdy blows
leavfe the local residents the full effiovment and wiU represent the American Becuhr Un- the hygienic diet for old age: Fruits, fish together and compared the two documents, against that terrible, insiduous foe, Catholi-
of theb-always pretty dale, and the plLant «Tníntor'“li® gT and P0111^ y°ung mutton and veal; old &nd with thé exception of two small words, cism; yet many who occupy the spiritual
recollections of theyesterdiys of our dream luTï« ’ au p & whlcb did nOt in tbelea8t change 1116 BenB®> Plfttfom cry Peaoeand 8afety’ while 1 know
Ee, with ample time to pi for the coming t Í r • a T °* “F*?Uan“yof ®Mtft “Pderatl0n 'the message received a verbatim copy, that we hold oüriliberties in America at the
cession just round the comer. 8. B °f> offl^^t’Bftebelte, .dllmois, and will re- n eating wUl be a great Kelp m retaking, sen- óan the ^ever in mind-réading explain the price of eternal vigilance. It was the inteffi 

J , ceive most.graciously whatever amount may ihty. If more food is taken than can be utal- foregoing cases on that hypothesis? If sue- tion, when Satolli was sent to this country as
; r- ------, « . be atributad. ¿ rtMns M. A. Freeman, izéd the result will be a more rapid-deposit of ^^1 wffi encourage the writer in furnish- the Pope’s ablegate, iú the event of the death
i Experiences at Lily Dale. Cor. Sec. Am. Sec. Union, ossifie matter. -, ^g another chapter ’ E. P. B. of Leo, to establish Catholic headquarters at
I To the Editor:—No one Visiting'Lily Dale -- -----—‘, Dr. Evans and other medical men reborn- • ------ ' — .............................. . .
I ean tell of all the good things that are there to The Message Of Spirit Lincoln. mend as a solvent of the already formed. cal. _
be seen during the time of the camp, and I To the Editor:—In alate issue I noticed careous concretions, distilled water and di- The Lincoln (Neb.) Convention

I shall not attempt it, but will pass unnoticed a short article calling in questionTihe truth of ^ted phosphoric acid. Distilled water alone ,
' the pleasure it gave me to meet such intelli- a communication purporting to have come ÍB aP0^.80^1, ^"bl® J?® LinroÍnTÑebraska, Frife ffiternwmSept 7th’ My experience at Parliament of Religions
.gent and refined people (more resembling the from Abraham Lincoln. In behalf of both 8alto blood, facilitates their elimination to ord¿r j,- j George and C°ngre8Bes proved that the Jesuitical
■crowds that were to be seen at the World’s our loved and ascended President and the me- by excretion, thus preventing the blockading prealdent of the Lincoln Spiritualist Society’ BPirit is BtK>ng and dangerous. To be fore. 
Pair than any I ever saw). The many grand dium through whom he wrote, I wish to say of ^e system. Thegenerality of waters favor wag then chairman of wamed is to be forearmed.
•mediums, the beauty of the grounds and the to your readers that in the short inspirational 01080 deposite, containing, as they do, carbon- convent;on and jj;88 perr¡8 secretary. 1 beard man^ ’P®«*®8 ^0“ Catholics at 
.¡heavenly feeling of brotherhood that seemed address given in our home, on the Sunday af- ate of lime. After middle Ute a daUy use of committee was appointed to report officers th® Parliament of Religions and in their con- 
‘to pervade everything was a rare treat to en- ter memorial day, Mr. Lincoln made use of distiUed water is recommended to those who for a gtate organization' also a committee on g108808- I heard horrid words, but the poison
Joy. ’ But I must tell of two wonderful seances some of the identical words written in the dis- wish to retard old age. ItiS Also useful for 0onstitution and By-Laws. The foUowing of “P8 waB under tbeir tongue; but as
¡held by Mrs. Aber, at her cottage, on the puted message, and many of the same ideas, eliminating stone in bladder. and kidneys. ^^1^ were adopted: 6 Cardinal Gibbons so said in Baltimore, as re
evening of August 2lst and 22nd. coupled with even stronger words than then Diluted phosphoric acid mixed, with distilled yy¡jerea8i we aB Spiritualiste of Nebraska Port0d: “We hate heretics with a perfect
t Before the medium was entranced, and al- used. \ . water-is the>most; powerful, harmless and ra- for the purpose of hatted but tolerate them where we must”
most as soon as the light was turned down, The spirit-form was plainly seen during tl011al remedy yet known to science for rétard- promoting the cau8e of general intelligence Tbe Catholic church has always acknowl- 
the spirita began tocóme, and kept coming the delivery of the address, standing just back ing old^e Two or tìiree glasses of distilled ^8, iiberal religious sentlmenta, and edged communion with the so-called dead. It 
until sixty-eight well-formed and vigorous of the medium, and so filled with sorrowful water, with ten to fifteen drops of diluted educaüon of the people to a higher life as is trying to find out how it can monopolize its
spirit» greeted their friends. On the next emotion as to be scarcely able to restrain the phosphoric acid in each glassful, taken daily, ;n philosophy of modern Spirit- truths.
night sixty-four forms came before theme- tears. ,HIb solicitude for the welfare of his will do much toward the elimination of injuri- ual¡8m fo short to promote a more thorough The National Spiritual Association’ has es- 
dium was controlled. Then, by the kindness country is deep, strong and abiding, and his ou88alte. t .. and progressive ’method of education, there- tabltehed headquarters at Washington, D. 0.,
of Mrs; Aber’s guides, the lovely spirit Hy- sorrow for the perfidy in politics, so clearly ap- The mind is and should be master of the fore ■ ■ ■ .. to watch the Jesuits, as it was thought neces-
patia escorted little Miss Angie Shaffer and parent to him now, is a burden to hte patri- (servant) body.. But should not a good. mas- ^bolved That th« of »H« associa- eary by us who were instrumental in its or
ibe Writer into the cabinet where we were otic heffit, so, wherever and whenever he can ter always treat hte servant in a humane and tìoa BbaI1 beTheState Spiritualist Association gsuization. A. 0. Cotton.
honored with seeing some forms make up, come, he expresses himself strongly and decid- rational manner? of Nebraska. Hartland, Me.
and when formed we were greeted and con- edly in (the to him) great question of the day, . to epitomize. Resolved, That in order to complete this. --------------
gratffiatedbythem. It was grand! I do not thepolitiçal cónditíojiof the country. With attention to hygiene, this remedy, organization it becomes necessary to electa Jesus and the Mediums. A comparison of
expqçt to be happier in heaven. If you want Lincoln is a Republican in the best sense of distilled water, which, like old women’s reme- 0^^ vice-president, Secretary, treasurer Modern and Bible Spiritualism, ehowing their 
to see spirit power in its full glory, go to Lily the wordI but he plainly sees that the party dies, “can’t do any harm;’ a mind serenely ‘nd board of trustees, consisting of three similarity. By Moses Hull. Price, 10 cents. 
Dale oreóme other camp, where the father- he was allied with is not a party for the Be- confident m the all-pervading spirit of wisdom members, in-addition to the ofioers above ?
hood of’God and the brotherhood of man is all public, but for place and power, and all the and beneficence, and Shakespeare’s'picture of mentíoned. Thé Spiritual Alps and How We Ascend

Columbus, Ohio. ■I

Mantua, Ohio.

the law necessary. - R. C. Smith.

Camp Starlight, Shelton, Conn.
Meetings at this camp will open Sunday, 

Sept. 16th, and continue to the 23d inclusive. 
Dr. G. C.: Beckwith-Ewell is engaged for the 
entire week. Mrs. Tillie Reynolds of Troy, 
and other talent, is expected to contribute.

Much good work has been done at this re
sort, known as Rocky Rest, extending through 
the season from early Spring till Autumn. 
The-«amp meeting is held after larger camps 
are closed as a conclusion to thé quiet work 
of the season and a kind of harvest-gathering, 
It is’ situated in the midst of manufacturing 
towns and small - cities,' and leavening, it is 
hoped, the centre of a circle of larger dimen
sions. - ■ . 8. L. .Hard,. M. D.

Wayside Jottings. By Mattie E. Hull, Es
says, sketches, poems, etc. ’ Cloth $1., !

Etna Camp-Meeting.
To the Editor:—I attended the Etna

Washington. Catholicism has burnt itself 
out in the old countries, but America is virgin 
soil. The Progressive Thinker is doing

The State Spiritualists’ Convention met at J®?““1 wor? to sc?r0h deadly serpent.
. .  ' * -   - - - _ . - MT TT fivnnvinnAA n4" Unrlin «Mnv> 4- Ir..'

money there is in it; also that the hope of the senile age may be replaced by a picture of *** Th® “following officers and trustees were Them. By Moses Hull. A. beautiful essay 
country is not in the Democratic party, for man whose mental faculties the touch of t^en elected: President, 0. 0. Campbell of in ^ne re®ned spiritual thought and 
that also te in the leash of capitalists, so it is time has brought to ripened fullness, but whose nn,,^£ SgZ’ MW-** 25 cente! C10lh' 50 cte-
not wonderful, that there would seem to him body is sufficiently youthful to allow its ten- Lincoln; recording and corresponding secre- “Woman: Four Centuries of Progress.” 
a brighter hope in the way of Populist govern- ant long years of work, enjoyment and re. tory# p. $ George, of Lincoln. A lecture delivered at the Freethinkers’ Inter
ment^ Since that way lies in the original inten-search in the dark but starrgemmed arena of Thefollowing were elected trustees: J . A. national Congress, Chicago, Ill., October, 
taon of vhe Constitution, “of the people, for science. Bertha J. French. Unthanlq of Arlington; Alonzo Thompson, 1893. By Susan H. Wixon. A noble ad-
the people, by the people.” , . 169 Prospect St, Willimantic, Conn;1 . of Omaha; M. H. Prince, of Madison. dress by a noble, womanly woman. It should

I thmkalI discourses inspired by our loved , , - Committee on Constitution and By-Laws be read by every woman and every man. Es-
“father Abraham wiU nng, to the echo, with voincy's Ruins of Empires, and The Law was appointed, consisting of G. 8. Field, 0. pecially excellent to place in the hands of 
toChe2BXtni^ of . Nature. This is recognized as one of the D. Rogers, Mrs. Morgan, Mrs. A. W. George women who are members of the churches.

7 the“mpetent classics of free thought It eloquently advo. and W. G. ^ , ; Price, 10 cents.
Mbs M A Congdon cates 016 best inter<i8tfl of mankind, and Saturday morning the association met and Man, by Thomas Paine. Com

. ' A- ^QNgPQN. clearly indicates the sources of human ignor- was called to orderby the_president; the »ecre- answer’ fo Burke’s attack on the
Helen Harlot’s Vow ot Self Justice Bv “°® miBety‘ Xt ls * Profound'and Bble being ab?en?’ H‘ Roh“fon wft8 ®lect^ French Revolution, and giving Paine’s ideas 

Woman, Church and State. A noble work considered Article by article and adopted. Hypnotism; its Facts, Theories and, Relat- 
The Other World and This: A Compendium by Matilda Joslyn Gage It cannot be com- Saturday afternoon the association <ad-..,-ed Phenomena; eta. By Carl Sextus. A very 

of Spiritual Laws. By Augusta W. Fletcher, mended too highly. 654 large pages; cloth- journed to meet again on the ninth day of I interesting presentation of a most interesting 
M. D.' An excellent work. Price $1.50. bound, $2. (October,:-.1.895. H. M Robinson« /subject, by a practical hypnotist. Cloth $2.

Have a copy of the “Astral
Guide." It contains a lec
ture on Abtko-Magnbtjc. 
Treatment by Prop. Ol-* 
nbv H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will ¡inform you where to 
firoeure Specific remedies 
or the Absolute Curb of 

all acute and chronic dis
ease. Astral Gutdesentpn 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, Ill.

THE PRIEST,THE WOMAN
AND—

THE CONFESSIONAL.
BY FATHER CHINIQUY.

This is a most valuable book. It comes from an Ex. 
Priest, whose character Is above reproach, and who 
knows what be is talking about. Everybody should 
read It. Price, |1.00. H contains the following chap*
tors:

CHAPTER I.
The Struggle before the surrender of "Womanly Self* 

reapect in the CopteMional. .
CHAPTER II, 

Auricular Confeulon a Deen Fit of Perdition for tfca 
Priest.

CHAPTER III. 
The Confessional Is the Modern Sodom.

1 CHAPTER IV.
How the Vow of Celibacy of the Priests is Mad« am 

by Auricular CuqIomub.
_ CHAPTER V.
The highly-educated and refined Woman In the Cob* 

fesslonal—What becomes of her after uncondition
al surrender—Her Irroparapfe Ruin.

CHAPTER VL * 
Auricular Confession destroys all the Bacred Ties el 

Marriage and Human Society.
CHAPTER VII.

Should Auricular Cohfeision bo tolerated among Cirfl- 
Ized Nations?

CHAPTER VIII.
Does Auricular Confession bring Peace to the Soul?

CHAPTER IX. '
The Dogma of Auricular Confession a Sacrilegious 

Imposture. '
CHAPTER X.

God compels the Cburcb of Rome to confess the 
Abominations of Auricular Confewion. .

CHAPTER XI. .
Auricular Confession 'In Australia, America, an* 

France.
CHAPTER XII.

A Chapter for the Consideration of Legislators, Ros« 
bands and Fathers—Some of the matters on which 
the Prieikof Rome must Question his Penitent.

Sent Post-paid, Price, $1.00.

THE MISSING LINK
In Modern Spiritualism.

By A. LEAH UNDERHILL, 
One of the Fox Sisters.

AN ACCOUNT OF MODERN SPIRIT 
Ti uallam—so-called—from Ila Inception at Hydei* 
ville, N. Y., Including tbe experiences of theFox Fam
ily, spiritualistic andotherwise, could not fall to bo 
very Interesting, and the Interest is intensified when 
that account is written by one of tbe Fox Sisters. 
Such is tbe fact in this Instance, tbe volume haring 
been written by A. Leah Fox, after her marriage with 
Daniel Underbill. 'Pbe acenes, experiences, trials and 
triumphs of these pioneers of the great movement are 
narrated in a moat entertaining manner, and with more 
completeness than nan elsewhere be found. It is a 
most Important part of the history of tbe great Spirit
ual movement which now numbers its votaries by 
millions, Every Spiritualist should have

“THE MISSING LINK’’
to aid to a full understanding of Spiritualism, and % 
better knowledge of Its earlier modern origin and life, 
Tbe volume Is enriched with a numher of fine en* 
graved portraits of members of the Fox Family.

Price, $1.50. For sale at thia office.

Researches in Oriental History.

One
BY O. W. BROWN, M. D.

Tol. 12mo, 407 Paget, Cloth, $1.50.

GENERAL DIVISION.
1. KES.EXKCJi.ES IN JEWISH HISTORY* 
Si, RESEARCHES IN ZOROASTRIANISM 
3, DERIVATION OF CHRISTIANITY. ( 
4. WHENCE OUR ARYAN ANCESTORS? I
The whole comprises an earnest but fruitless search 

fora Historical Jesus.
In this volume the Jews are clearly shown not to 

have been the holy and favored people they claim to 
have been. The Messianic idea Is traced to the Bac
trian Philosopher, 2350 years B. C., and its history is 
outlined, following tbe waves of emigration, until it is 
fully developed into Christianity, with a mythical hero, 
at Alexandria, In Egypt, soon after tbe commencement 
of the Christian

The hook demonstrates that Christianity and its cen 
tra! hero are mythical: that tbe whole system is based 
on fraud, falsehood, forgery, fear and force: and that ' 
its rites, ceremonials, dogmas and superstitions ar* 
hut survivals of so-called paganism. It shows vast re
search among the records of tbe past; its facta are 
mostly gleaned from Christian authority; and no per« 
son can read it without f istruction and profit, whether 
he reaches the same conclusions with tbe author <Mi 
otherwise. For sale at thlsjoffice- .

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

Z'ffIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE
best Poems of tho author, and some of her most 

popular songs, with the music by eminent composvra. 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
are: “Budding Rose,” “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Laws," "Parson Smith's Prophecy," "From tho 
Highlands of Heaven." “The City of Sorrow,” “60III0 
quy of Fulvia at Slcyon," “ The Holy Maid of Kent,1 
etc.

The Music Includes “The Unseen City»” “Clarb 
¿el.” a June Song: “We Shall Meet our Friends in thd 
Morning”; Meet Us at the Crystal Gates."

Mar* of the Poems ere admirably adapted for recitfr 
tion, and were used by the author in her public read
ings.

Pbxss Nottgxs.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tattle Is master
ful la her prolific poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Ga^ 
dtaifr brightest scholars.—Chansanlng x>rgua. K 
sliisd poet, whose writings arc familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known as 
a poetess, and author of many exquisite songs.—Sat. 
Evo. Spectator. Her poems are worthy to bang Mke • 
banner on our walla to recall us daily to our better 
selves.—Hester II. Poole. A gifted lady, with ram 
poetlo talent—Warren Tribune. A poet with abam 
dant talent and versatility.—Banner of Light. She is 
one of nature's poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
daintily refined, wetting Itself to music.—Progrewlv« 
Thinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Bara A. 
Underwood. Clartbel is exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. 
Home.

The volume contains 225 pages, is beautifully printed 
vnd bound, and famishes a fine Holiday Gift Price 
ti.fiO. post-paid. • •

For sale at this -office. ,

fMJTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTJT. 
LZ er tales and sketebu. Bra band of spirit Intel- 

। Urcnecs, through tbe mediumship of Marr Theresa 
Snelhamer. Ai utcelltntMork. • Price 01415. • -

TESUS AND. THE- MEDIUMS, OR 
J Christ and Mediumship. By Moses Hull, A psfflf 
phlct well worth reading; Price 10 Centa. . 

. 'faE MYTHOF THE GREAT

J. uge. Somethlngyoatfjotiiahavetoreferto. fcl 
jMncifc McCann. Price.ifrcent«. ■ - ;<TTiEWii OF OUR HEAVENLY H0M&,; . 
V By Andrew Jackion DarU Highly Intereitlnt 

Pwlateo cents. Price <5 cento, .

u ^■‘3, " «V n -Í1'
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS.
This Department is under the management of 

the distinguished author, speaker and medium,
Hudson Tuttle,

who will respond to all questions, as far as possi
ble, that may be submitted. It is desirable that 
the questions in tfre main be in relation to Spir
itualism, its phenomena and philosophy, and 
cognate subjects. The questions should be sent 
direct to him on a postal or by letter, and which 
will, in turn, receive attention. Mr. Tuttle has 
consented to act in this capacity until Jan. 1st, 
1895. Address him at Berlin Heights, Ohio.

a great many others who have developed the 
sensitive, or mediumistio faculty. By the 
means it affords, physicians in the spirit sphere 
are able to impress their views of a case, and 
as their discernment is clearer, the diagnosis 
is more accurate. It is not only “possible," 
but is the daily experience, of clairvoyants 
and healers, .

(2) In this casei the operator should hold 
the obsessed with the strongest mesmeric 
force, and the more constantly the patient is 
held in mind,is “mentally treated,” the better. 
The “obsessing agencies” are spirits, once 
dwelling in physical bodies, subject to ad
vancement when conditions afford the oppor
tunity.

D. R. D* > Indian Springs, Ind;: Q. Ti the 
spirit body is a magnetic body and built up 
of an aggregation of magnetic elements, why 
is it not subject to the law of disintegration 
and final destruction the same as the physical 
body?

A. If the spirit exists in the immortal 
land as an entity, of what is its body com
posed? We say body, for again we meet the 
division of mind and body applying with the 
same pertinency to spirit as to man,. Admit
ting the existence of spirit, we are forced 
either to believe that it exists as a detached 
intelligence or as an entity, -The first posi
tion 1b untenable; if we take the latter it fol
lows that that entity is derived from the mor
tal body or prepared for the intelligence to 
enter. Such a prepared body presupposes di
rect divine interposition—a miracle performed 
for every individual; an interference we never 
see in this life, and have no reason to suppose 
exists in the hereafter. Mind cannot change 
from one body to another without a miracle; 
and as it is possible to account for all phe
nomena by referring them to an entity derived 
from the physical body, in a strictly scientific 
manner, this conclusion must at last be ac
cepted. .

As the senses cannot recognize the matter 
of which the spirit-organism is composed, and 
as all idea of matter is derived from thence, 
we cannot form a correct idea of its qualities. 
We know that it must be the most subtle 
form of matter. Electricity and magnetism 
have been assumed to be the most refined form, 
and the idea has prevailed that they were con
stituents of the spirit body. Professor Hare 
truthfully observes: “It appears to me a 
great error on the part of spirits a» well as 
mortals, that they should make effort to ex
plain the phenomena of the spirit-world by the 
ponderable or imponderable of the temporal." 
Electricity and magnetism are not material, 
but expressions of force, as the mind itself 
is an expression, and are not to be considered 
in this explanation.

What, then, is the character of the matter 
which forms the spirit organism? Refined, 
ultimated matter, derived from the progress 
of the physical elements. There is a_constant 

i flux-and reflux‘'througirthe domairitof living' 
beings. By every absorption and elimination, 
the elements advance. Every change in liv
ing beings through which matter passes, elimi
nates some part to a higher state, as the per
fume escapes from the flower.

The spiritual elements are realities, possess
ing all the properties of earthly matter, and 
new ones acquired by their refinement

Why should we seek and find immortality 
in beings formed of such refined matter rather 
than in the grosser physical?

If the balance between decay and renovation 
could-be maintained in physical beings, such 
beings would be immortal; an immortal oak 
or lion would be as possible as an immortal 
man. But this cannot be maintained with 
the material of the physical world. Every 
being sets out to be immortal, but fails be
cause it builds with imperfect material. This 
has given rise to a fanciful theory of Win
wood Reed, endorsed by such gross material
ists as Dr. Hammond, that when science has 
solved the problem of right living, disease 
and death will be unknown. Impossible as 
this would be, with the physical being and ele
ments, it is possible with the refined elements 
or “substance" of which the spirit-for m is 
composed.

As the physical body matures by the as
similation of physical food, the spirit form 
matures by the assimilation of the spiritual 
substance of that food. This dual develop-, 
ment commences with the dawn of being and 
continues until their separation at death. 
The two forms mature together, one pervad
ing and being the exact copy of the other. 
The body built of physical element« falls 
away and breaks to atoms, but the escaping 
being formed of sublimated elements adjusted 
in perfect equilibrium, escapes from the bond
age of change.

T, H. K., San Francisco, Cal.: Q. (1) How 
many Spiritualists are there in the United 
States? ■ . r. .

(2) Was D. D. Home ever exposed, ftpd 
was he genuine?

A. (1) The estimation of the number of 
Spiritualists in the United States, must be, at 
best, an approximation, as there is no full 
data; but from careful estimates of the bum
ber attending the camp-meetings, the societies, 
etc., we conclude that the number reaches three: 
millions, of avowed, and probably the num
ber of those within the churches is as mapy 
more. .- -. ■ ■ .■■■..■ .- . H

(2) Home was never exposed, find-the 
phenomena transpiring in his presence, espe
cially before the crowned-heads and hqbility 
of Europe, surpass anything ever shown. He 
was persecuted because he was so merciless 
on fraud. His “materializations” were dif
ferent from those which now appear as such. 
They were more properly etherealizatiops, the 
spirit form appearing as a transparent vapor, 
reflecting the light sufficiently to be plainly 
discernible. These forms left po drapery 
after their disappearance, haff no weight, and 
there was no preparation for their appearance. 
They came usually unexpectedly, and their 
character was such that criticism was silenced. 
with those who were so fortunate as to be 
present. .

B. Wing, Gifford, Iowa,: Q. There is a 
large number of Spiritualist speakers and me
diums, but I see no one who offers to help, a 
poor soul out of the orthodox fog, except he 
first sees a prospect of : a pertain amount of 
money. Are tfierii' no '’missionaries in the 
spiritual ranks? How can I proceed to get the 
truth before the people? '

A. ‘ There have been' several attempts to 
support state missidharies, but Spiritualism 
does not take kindly to that” method of propa
ganda. The individual must first desire to 
know, before he can be taught. Most of 'the 
speakers do a great deal of mission work and 
labor at best for modest wages. There are 
other methods than by the platform. The 
Spiritualist papers and books furnish ready 
means, and at trifling expense may be scat
tered through any community. That is one 
of the most relied-on means of the churches, 
as a preparation for the revival preacher. 
The Progressive Thinker furnishes 'a 
ready-to-band means, and SpirltuallstS/espe-’1 
daily in isolated localities, might do a great 
deal for the cause by distributing copies, and 
soliciting subscribers. Twenty-five yearly 
subscriptions cost no more than a single lec
ture, and the influence they will exert is over 
ten times the audience of the best speaker, 
and instead of a day has fifty-two weeks.

Mre. J. F., Lockport, N. ¥.: Q. When I 
retire and close my eyes, at times a cloud ap
pears, and in this cloud forms appear; often 
those whom 1 have known, and as real as life. 
What I desire to know is, what phase of medi
umship 1 can develop.
- A. Trance and clairvoyance are first indi

cated by such subjective visions, which are 
really impressions on the brain from an ex
ternal source, and may become as valuable as 
clear demonstrations of the presence of forms 
presented as objective materializations.

L., Dunkirk, N. ¥.: Q. (1) lam a physi
cian, and find that of late I have been ena
bled to diagnose my cases before getting to 
the house? Kindly explain the force at work, 
if it is possible.

(2) I have a patient obsessed, so said by 
a medium. Am I achieving any good by 
treating the obsessing spirit mentally when 
away from the patient, or are we to regard 
such obsessing agencies as entities without 
souls, who must pass into nonentity, as the 
Theosophists maintain. -

A. (1) ‘ ‘L’’ is not unlike, in his experience,

Faith in Immortality.
The more intimately I enter into commun

ion with myself—the more I consult, my own 
intelligence—the more legibly do I find writ 
ten in my soul these words: Be just and thou 
shalt be happy. But let us not base our ex
pectations upon the present state of things, 
The wicked prosper and the just remain op
pressed. At this conscience takes umbrage, 
and murmurs against its author; it murmurs: 
“Thou hast deceived me!” Who has pro 
claimed this to thee? Is thy soul annihilated? 
Hast thou ceased to exist? Oh, Brutus! Oh, 
my son! Eoil not thy noble life by turning 
thine own hand against it Leave not thy 
hope and thy glory with thy mortal body on 
the field of Phillippi I Why dost thou say vir
tue is nothing, when thou goest to enjoy the 
price of thine? Thou goest to die, thou think- 
est no; thou goest to live and it is then that I 
shall fulfill all. One would say, from the 
murmurs of impatient mortals, that God 
ought to requite their virtue in advance. Oh! 
let us first be good and afterward we shall be 
happy. Let us not exact the price before the 
victory, nor the wages before the labor. It is 
not on the course, says Plutarch, that the 
conquerors in our games are crowned; it is af
ter they have gone over it; If the soul is im
material it can survive the body; and, in that 
survival, Providence is justified. Though I 
were to have no other proof of > the immateri
ality of the, soul ..than the triumph of the 
wicked and the oppression of the just in this 
world, that spectacle alone would prevent my 
doubting the reality of the life after death. 
So shocking a ‘ dissonance in this universal 
harmony would make me seek to explain it. 
I should say: “All does not finishfor me with 
this mortal life; what succeeds shall make con
cord of what went before.’—Jean Jacques 
Rousseau. ... . •

AVision Proves True.
In his book entitled ‘‘•Recollections of a

Virginian,” Gen. D. HP; Maury relates the fol
lowing concerning the death of Gen. H. 
Maury, which occurred several years after the 
close of the war.

“I was living in New Orleans at the time 
of his death, and my connection with it was 
very curious. I am not at all a superstitious 
person, and I have mo theory to advance or ex
planation to Offer as to the following facte; 
Henry Maury was then living'in Mobile, and 
when I last heard from him was in his accus
tomed health and spirite. One morning in the 
spring of 1808 I awoke and started lip saying: 
»Where is Henry?’ My wife replied, 'You 
are dreaming; ’ ‘No, ' said I, emphatically, ‘I 
am not dreaming. I saw Henry standing by 
my side, and he was about to speak to me when 
he suddenly disappeared.’ She naturally argued 
with me that it was all à dream, and I could 
not shake off the conviction of its reality. As 
I stepped into the street-car to go to my office 
a gentleman who was reading a paper greeted 
me, saying: ‘General, I am glad to see you.; 
for I thought I had read of your sudden death,' 
handing me the paper with the*telegram in 
it stating that Gen, H. Maury had dieJin Mo-, 
ifile ehrly that 'm’ornin'g.' ' Out ■■personal rela
tions were very warm' and affectionate, and I 
was his nearest kin in that part of the world. "

F. H,, Columbus, Pa.: Q. I becam^. a 
medium at ten years of age, was laughed at, 
and abandoned it, and for ten years, after 
marriage, scarcely ejafgd tov think of my lost 
gift I desire to recover- .this gift, and be
come a real teacher of Spiritualism. Do you 
think my desire so -strong as to prevent my 
development? j-, . ' „

A. The best method would be to start 
anew with a circle, as has been recommended 
previously; lay aside all desire and develop 
on the line of whatever phase of sensitiveness 
may appear. It will take far ipore than this 
gift to make a teacher of Spiritualism. One 
may become a medium, and convince by 
teste, but a Spiritual teacher must have also 
a large share of knowledge. Unless one in
tends to secure this culture and perfect 
mediumship, they had better not undertake 
the task. If they desire the knowledge, and 
give every spare moment to culture and 
seances, they will win the prize they seek. 
When Count Aksakof, the noted Spiritualist 
of Russia, became attracted to Spiritualism, 
he read all the' books and papers on the sub- 
juct, and finding that he was ignorant in 
science, he took a complete course in the 
University of St Petersburg. There for years 
he observed the phenomena, and after al! he 
was ,diffident in advancing his views. Medi
ums somtimes boast that they do not read, 
that their controls will not allow them.! They 
ought at once to repudiate speh controls, who 
would keep them ignorant; and aspire to 
those who would become then- instructors.

O. P. W., Davenport, Iowa.: Q. Is thdre 
a divinity that shapes oar ends?

A. There can be no personal Divinity 
overseeing and acting as a guardian to every 
human being. We may be guided by our 
spirit-friends, and are in the measure of our 
receptivity, and they act the part of a Di
vinity. But the one most desirable and pow
erful should be sought for in ourselves as the 
most desirable divinity. If oar spirit friends 
come to lead us, let them not find us imbecile 
weaklings, unable to go unless sent by them, 
but strong, able, vigorous to do when "vte 
know the right thing to do. We are the 
peers of the spirit friends from the highest 
spheres, in birthright and possibilities, and 
no intelligence, however “divine,” has the 
right to make as vassals. .

The Spiritual Birth. The Spiritualistic 
idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. ' By Moses 
Hull. Price 10 cents, ■

The Fountain of Life, or the Threefold 
Power of Sex. ■ By Lois Waisbrooker. [Paper, 
50 cents.

Information Furnished.
To the Editoh:—In your issue of August 

25th, I notice a call upon me for information 
regarding my article in The Progressive 
Thinker, of August 1,1th, headed “Sixty 
Thousand Dollars Found. " ' The writer says: 
“It is very unfortunate that there is no post- 
pfflce in Arkansas by the name of Pleasanton. ”

Now, I beg to assure this seeker for infor
mation that it is not “very unfortunate,” 
neither is there, any just cause for. suspicion, 
so far as my part in. the incident is concerned, 
for I stated that I wrote it up at the request 
of-Mr. Parks, from the data furnished me by 
him. After writing three letters to Mr.' Parks, 
asking for the information desired for publica
tion in The Progressive Thinker, and some 
weeks' delay, I to-day received a letter from 
him, saying that “Mrs. Bradford's postofflee 
is Princeton, Ark., and that she writes from 
Pleasanton, a place of that name," which is 
got a pos toffice. Mr. Parks had been absent 
from home some time, which caused the del ay, 
so he writes. ' J. W. Marshall.

San Diego, California. - ■ ■

Materialization Seances.
A seance with Mrs. Elsie Reynolds will af

ford Spiritualists, as well as all interested 
skeptics and investigators, an opportunity for. 
testing the phenomena of materialization. We 
would relate what took place at p private se
ance which a few friends'had with her near 
the last of July in Minneapolis, imd again at 
the camp ground of the Twin City'Park Spirit
ualist Association. She was not well, and 
the excessive heat was overpowering, yet in 
spite of these conditions forms came from the 
cabinet and talked to those who were present.

The controls came readily, and gave some 
remarkable evidence of their power. Mr. 
Monroe, her chief oabinent operator, was not 
satisfied with the conditions, nor the results, 
.but that was his criticism, not our own. This 
seance was at the home of Helen Stuart Rich- 
ings, and several prominent Spiritualists of 
.Minneapolis, St. Paul and Chicago were pres- 
,’ent The hostess, Mrs,- Richings, invited us 
to refreshments, such as she can provide with 
great taste and satisfaction, We were all 
seated at the table, a large, heavy one, and it 
was moved by spirit power, and loud raps, in 
answer to questions, wejie heard by all.

At the camp, under test conditions, grand, 
results were obtained. At other seances forms. 
came forth as far as the open door, fully ten, 
feet from the cabinet, and gazed at the moon 
and surroundings. Others materialized and 
dematerialized while the medium was still in, 
her normal condition, sitting on a chair out
side of the cabinet, in plain sight at all. Oth
ers came and made large spreads of laco. Oth
ers gave evidence of their identity personally 
to those present, while the cabinet spirits went 
through their usual programme of singing 
songs, floating through the air and discoursing 
on their favorite themes. Mr. Monroe and 
Effie stood in sight of all, and sung most beau
tifully. Then Effie asked the manager for 
one dollar, and for the information of your 
readers who are not acquainted with her, we 
state that she is a little girl, apparently about 
eight years old. She took the dollar to a 
gentleman whose wife had very recently passed 
to spirit life, and presented it to him and 
stated that they didn’t charge him for his 
seat, and invited him to come again to see 
his spirit wife.

Mrs. Reynolds only guarantees the phe
nomena, and surely an investigator can see 
enough at her seanqes to satisfy him of the 
grand truths of materialization. Azur, the 
guide of A. Campbell, also came and mani
fested in a bright ‘'light, dressed in his simple 
attire corresponding, with his photo, mpstdi- 
vjriely fair. Every one recognized him who 
had seen the portrait or photograph. All 
should avail themselves of a seat in her circles 
wherever she may be. C. H. Horine,
. White Rose.

A Novelist on the Occult.
Marion Crawford writes in the May Book 

man: “All religions are merely the efforts of 
man to know his own soul. All religions are 
more or less perfect forms of self-hypnotism. 
It is when a man is in the self-hypnotic trance 
as produced by the wise men of India and Ja
pan that he sees his real soul-best This real 
soul is called the dominant self, and lies la
tent, a prisoner, as it Were, in every human 
being. It is an exceedingly dangerous thing 
for a man uninstructed in «.the processes and 
precautions of the East toi&ttempt to see his 
dominant self. It. is like , letting one of the 
genii in the ‘Arabian Nights’ out of its copper 
kettle; you have nomeans of knowing whether 
it will prove to be a. good or an evil spirit. 
None of this is said in jest; the subject is far 
too serious. ” : . ‘

In the hypnotic trance, Mr. Crawford main-' 
tains that the adept not,only contemplates'His 
dominant self in the present, but also in the 
past, and, to a limited, degree, in the future. 
“They can seo the ripples,a; little ahead.” 
But the words past, present and future should 
not be used, as in a trance state both time and 
spacedisappear.

An adept in a trance, state can. read the 
thoughts of another person, like a printed 
page, eventhough he does not understand that 
person’s language.* He ban also transfer his 
thoughts at will, regardless of distance.

All About Perils.. By MosesHulL It 
traces the history c*. the theological idea of 
devils. Shows much-research. Paper, 15 
cents. - .

A Sex Revolution, by Louis Waisbrooker. 
Radical ideas. Paper, 25 cents.

The Unknown
Life of

BY THE DISCOVERER OF THE '

MANUSCRIPT, .

NICQLAS NOTOVITCH.

Translated from the French.

, - Since the writing of the New Testament no
ha» appeared of at great importance to 

«**“ ■ Chrutianity ¡98 “The Unknown Life of Jesus 
. < ' Christ.” • ' •

This history of Christ was written immediately after the Crucifixion, that event 
being reported by eye-witnesses, The original manuscript antedate» the four Gospel», ' 
and has been jealously, guarded -in the Buddhist Monastery at Lassa in Thibet, 
unknown and unsuspected by Christians.

, The mystery surrounding the doings of Christ from the age of thirteen to 
twenty-nine (a period of his life about which the Evangelists are silent), is swept 
away, and he .is revealed to us for seventeen years teaching in Asia.

: ..Tfie discovery and publication of this manuscript has excited extraordinary 
intenefl the civilized world over, all the great newspapers and important magazines 
having critically discussed it. ' ' '

The North American Review” elevate» eight pages at its May number to an ‘ 
article regarding it by Edward Everett Hale, and in the columns of the “ Neue Freie 1 
Presse," of Vienna, Austria, the famous authority, Karl Blind, critically considers it 
at great length, and s^ys, “Nobody has a right to question the authenticity of the 
discovery. ” The British Government considers the original manuscript of such ’ 
transcendent value that it is about to attempt to obtain possession of it through 
diplomatic channels. .

This volume, written by the discoverer of the manuscript, contains a thrilling 
account of the privatipns and perils encountered in his search for it, a literal trans- ' 
lation of the original manuscript, and lastly a critical analysis of what it contains.

This work contaiqs 185 neatly printed pages, and is published on the basis of . 
combining cheapness and excellence. Price, neatly bound, one dollar. Papes 
covey, price 25 cents, postage 5 cents.

Address this Office, 40 Loomis St., Chicago, Illinois.

Michigan Spiritualist Inter-State 
Camp Association.

The purposes of this Association are as fol
lows:

1. To establish an Annual Inter-State 
Camp Meeting for the présentation of th# facte 
and'philosophy of modern Spiritualism; to 
teach and demonstrate the continuity of con
scious existence beyond the present life; to 
teach and demonstrate that there maÿ be intel
ligent intercommunion between the living 
and those who have lived and died; to ascer
tain and teach the laws or conditions which 
govern such inter-communion, to the end that 
such communication as may be beneficial aqd 
helpful shall be cultivated and encouraged, 
and such as may be deceptive, harmful and 
degrading shall be avoided and put aside, and 
a higher standard of intelligent Rod spiritual 
mediumship be attained; to put on record 
well-authenticated instances of the agency and 
intervention of departed souls; and to investi
gate and develop the occult powers of the em
bodied soul as they may. be exemplified 
through the phenomena of mesmerism, clair
voyance, psychometry, automatic writing, etc.

2. Above all; to teach promote and culti
vate a better understanding and more hearty 
co operation among' all searchers after relig
ious and spiritual truth, by means of charity, 
toleration, fair and friendly discussion, and 
by respect for honest and intelligent opinion.

To promote fraternity and good will among 
mankind/' To promote all organized effort in 
behalf of temperance and sobriety, social pur
ity, the bettering of the lives of the poor, the 
huriane‘treatment and reformation of crimi
nals, the better care and education of juvenile 
offenders, the better treatment of domestic 
animals, and all other humanitarian move
ments. To promote the cause of equal suff
rage, as well as that of honest and intelligent 
labor. To teach that the development of 
right character is the true end of living, and 
to endeavor to make humanity better through 
individual lives, as well as by associated ef
fort. • -

3. To purchase, acquire and improve lands 
for the purpose of carrying the foregoing ob
jects into effect

The camp is to be located at or near Lake 
Michigan Park, in the City of Muskegon, Mich
igan, on the shore of Lake Michigan, a most 
attractive and beautiful spot, and very con
venient of access by steamboat, railway or 
electric street car line. .

A camp-meeting for 1895, commencing- 
in June and ending July, has already been ar
ranged for, and a very attractive programme 
will he in due time presented. .

Nine trustees are to be elected for the first 
year at Muskegon, September 20th, 1894, at 
3 P. M. .

The annual membership fee is -fifty cents; 
life membership fee is fifteeen dollars.

' Amanda 0. Miner, Sec’y.

- Old Testament Stories, comically illus
trated, by Watson Heston. A series of amus 
ing cartoons illustrating the Bible texts 
Price in strong;'board covers $1. Cloth, 
1.50. ' . . •

The Question Settled. By Moses Hull. 
A careful comparison of Biblical and. Modern 
Spiritualism. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1. :

Æ|!
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EVERLASTING GOSPEL.
A COMPILATIQN OF THE LEC- 

¿T. tures given by tho Spirit Band through the me
diumship of.Airs. MAg^al^pu Rllnc, This volume cou- 
Bists of a Bfirles bf lectures, niessugei und poems, 
written und deliverediPtpnbJIc through the mental or- 
ganlita of Mrs. Magdalen* Kline, a Trntic'o, ctalrvoy* 
»ntandioapiratlontM ir^dluni. Their tone li excellent 
and thel? spirit ’gooH\and even though opp may find 
some fdeaiahat differ ffum thow he m4u3M. yet he 
will find much to please, benefit and Ins.ruct. The 
reverence with whicii JfeBUs ii menctone<l<,viil please 
many, although thp,10uaa advanced couqirning Jesus 
and Christianity ar&Mdt after the orthodox standard. 
The book nontatpa 480, large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for «1.W. Fdrsgleattliis office.

NATIONAL

Spiritualists’ Association,
Office, 510 E Street, W., Wash

ington, D. C.
( Inoorpobatkd Nov. 1,1893.)

77/A HEADQUARTERS OF THE 
I National Spiritualists' Association is noxy open 

at all times, and all Spiritualists are invited to visit 
thelr.offlclnl home. A register will be kept of lectur* 
its and mediums, who ar j requested to send In Lhclr 
name» and addresses, also-officers of all societies, and 
we desire to keep a perfect register of thtve, and 
prompt notice should be sent to us of oil changes of 
location. Officers of societies In all foreign countries 
arc also requested to confer with us, and LufurmaUou 
Is desired respecting all pew phases of ^evelopmeut 
lu all parts of the world. Books, pamphlets and mag* 
azines upon Spiritual matters are earnestly 
solicited for tha National Spiritual Library. For in* 
formation, address as above. RoBfnr A. DruMion, 
Secretary. 2lRf

NEELY’S HISTORY
Of the Parliament of Reljg- 

... done and
Religious Congresses ate the Co- 

luinbiah Exposition.1
One of tire most Important and foteresclng events 

connected with the World’s Fair war the Parliament 
of Religions. It will go 4'iwn the ages as one of the 
greatest events of the world's history. To studonts of 
comparative and ethnological religion the contents of 
this portly ypluiJH of n Iliotisnud-and-one pages win 
prove of moM Intense Interest, and the statvin^utsani 
presentation*! of the variQiis faiths by their accredited 
dl clples and exponents arc vastly Instructive. Tho 
price of this great volume Is only 82.5tl. For sale at 
this office.

(GOSPEL OF MATURE. BY M. L.
\J Sherman and Wm. F. Lyon. A book ropioie with 

Spiritual truths. Price SLOO. '

FTIIE SOUL. ITS NATURE, RBLA- 
i tlonsr.nd ExprcsBlonu In Human Embodiments, 

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. A book that everybody should read WhQ MO 
interested In rc-lncarnatlon. Frico S1.0Q.

THE DIAKKA.
THE DIAKKA AHD THEIR EARTH- 
J ly Victims, by tbc Seer, A. J. Davis, is a very In- 

tcrcsiloR and suggestive work. It Is an explanation oi 
much that is falso and repulsive In Spiritualism, em
bodying a most Important recent Interview with James 
Victor Wilson, a resident of the Sumtner'Land. Price 
50 contó. For sr4c at this offic“

PSYCHIC PROOFS of another 
jI Life. Letters to tho Beybert Coinmlaiion. By 
Franela J. Llppltt. An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth 
itawelghtln gold. Price W cents. .

¿IFE A HF LABOR III THE SPIRIT 
world. x>y Mios Mary T. Sbclbaincr. It abound« 

p facts In reference io J he Summer-Land. P’lce «1.00.

TJEAL LIFE W THE SPIRIFLAHD. 
.J\. Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King. 
You wlll not become weary while reading this excw 
lent book.1 Price <5 ccnta . . •• ,

TTISTORTCAL AHD CRITICAL RS- 
JUL view of the Sunday question. H la inyaluabla» 
By G. TF. Brown. M. D. Price 15 ccDta

The Coming American Ulril War.
'THIS BOOK, B Y BURTOH AMES 
1 Huntington. written In the Intereat’ of hu

manity, of liberty, and <»x patriothm-a book written 
for tho purpose of calling attention to tho deadly 
daneera that beset us on .every Bide.,and more espe- 
daily to the hostile attitude and the Insidious wiles 

• an ever-present, though secret, unfcrupuloua foe- 
the Catholics. Waahlnirton’s words of warning. 
LlLCGlh's.apprehension end the prophecy of General 
Grant are all Included tn the Tolum0- Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia. In a recent sermon said: “The 
church tolerates heretics where abp 16 obliged to do 
so but she hates them with-a deedly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Onr enemies 
know how she treated heretics In the Middle Ages, sod 
how she treats them today where she has the power. 
We no more think of denying these historic facts than 
we do of blaming the Ho[y Ghost and tho rrtnccs of 
the church for what they have thought fit to do. 
Every one should read thia work. Poper, 1100 pages, 
r will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cent», For sale r.t 
th*" office. * ' '

Z'HE WORLD'S SIXTEEN CRUCt- 
fled Sivlbrs. By' Kersey Grave». ToasUotild . 

read It, and be Hie wiser. Price ,1 JO. . -
TJOWTO MESMERIZE. BY PRf)F.

j.W. Cadwell, one of tho most successful Ines 
merlsti In America. Ancientsod modern miracle, ex- 
plalped by mesmerism. An Invaluable work. Price, 

■ paper.50cents.- . ■ . ■
aELFrCOHTRADICTLOHSf OF. TUN 
O Bible. 144 ProposItionSi'Tlieolofclcal, Moral, III», 
torlcal and Speculative; each proved affirmatively and 
negatively by quotations trom Scripture, srlthout com- ' 
moot.. Price 15 cent». , .
Studies im theosophy,' his- 

s^'torlcalnndpractical,-' A manual lor tbe people. 
. ByW...l. Colvlllei Valuable to those Utvwlmting 

1 t Sbeusophy. Price llffifl. ■ . -

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
AND THE WONDROUS POWER - 

xi. which helped or made them perform mighty 
works and utter Inspired words, together with soma 
Personal Traits and Characteristics of Prophets, Apos* 
tics, and Jesus, or New Headings of " The Miracles." 
by Allkn Putnam. Price 75 cento. For sole el Ctufl 
office*

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
"PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL ZW 
i tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of SpleiUf 
Dtiicerninent of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
of Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spirits; Formation of Circles; Rcsurreo* - 
Uon of the Dead; A Voice from the Spirit-Land; True ; 
Religion. Thia work has been translated into the 
French and German. It contains an account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the houae 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps, Stratford, Coon., and similar ease« 
In all parts of tbe country. This volutnn Is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of “ Spiritual* 
Ism,'* and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 
MJfi. tn cent*. For sale at tfcU office

GLEANINGS
FROM THE ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work is one that every one should read. It 

beams throughout With rare ¿etnsof thought, practical 
as well as profound. There la sunshine and beauty Ln 
every sentence uttered. The work is dedicated to tho 
author's favorite sister, barah French Farr, now passed 
to spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohl©! 
gives an Interesting sketch of tho author's flic.

CONTENTS: 
Dedication.
Sketch of the Ufo of A. B. French
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith and 

Wars of Islam.
Joseph Smith and the Book of 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency at 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS
OFPSYCHIC -> SCIENCE.

This work, by Hudson Tt tti.e, essays to utilize and 
explain the vast array of facts in (tn field of research, 
which hitherto have had no apparent connection, by re* 
ferring them co a common canse and from them arise 
to tho laws and conditions of man's spiritual being. 
Tho leading subjects treated arc us follows: ■

Matter. Life, Mind. Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrluo of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Man and its Results: Wliatli 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism. Hypnotism, Som* 
nambnilsin: Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Sensitiveness during Sleep; Drcams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer« 
eicc; iLilmntlons of an Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions on the Sen« 
alt-1 ve; Prayer, in the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; immortality—What the Future 
Life must bo. granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions: Mind Cure: Christian Science: Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper« 
icncc and Intelligence from the sphere of Light.

It Is printed on lino paper, handsomely bound, 208 
pages. Sent, post paid. «1.25.

This work may be called tbc first attempt to corre
late tbc phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It-has received unqualified endorsement 
from tho best thinkers and critics. It Is n vsdo mecum, 
miu answers about any question which may arise In 
the minds of tbc investigators of spiritual phenomena. 
For BAle at this office.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE,
AUTHOR OF "COMMON SENSEj 

2 Rights of Man,” “ Age of Reason,” etc., wltl 
critical and explanatory observations of hla wrltlngl 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tho exact truth U 
regard to this most abused patriot and religious r< 
former should read this volume. Priced]. PosUQ 
10 cento. For sale at this office

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND * .

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude ' 

there spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to it
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, SO cent,; paper, 2S cento. For Mie el 
thia office. ROMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER QF 
¿J. hla country rtonld have at hand for consulta
tion. By Bev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. Thia la a inoat ~ 
able wort, conalatingot a Discussion of tba Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of the Boman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The wort contains 447 pages, and 
may bo considered a mine of valnable.infprmatlon tot 
every patriot in the land. Price II. For sale at Udi I 
«ffloc. •. - '
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER ¡
Publllbed pvery Saturday at No. <0 Loomis gtreet

J. R. Francis, Editor and Publisher. ■ 
jEntereá'at Chicago l'ottoÿlcc aaFddaaa ¡natter

Terms of Subscription. :
Tor Progressive Thinker will bo furnkhed until 

further notice, at tho following terms, invariably in 
advance:
Ono year - ---- - fl.OQ
Club» of ten (a copy to tho one getting up

the club) - - - - •- - 17.50 
Thirteen weeks * - jaota
SlnsUccpy • - *• - - - - Octa

EEMITTANCB8.
Remit by poitofllcc Money Order, Registered Letter, 

or draft on Chicago or New York. It coats from 10 
co 15 cents to get drafts cssbed od local banks, so don’t 
send them unleiiyou wish that amount deducted from 
iho amount sent. Direct oil loiter» to J. R. Francis* 
No. W Loomis Bt., Chicago, 111.

UIjCBS! IMPORTANT SUGGESTION!
As there are thoiisandt» who will at first vcutui i 

only twenty-flvo cents forTHEPnoonESBivi: Tjhkkku 
thirteen weeks, wo would suggesttothOBC who receive 
a sample copy, to solicit aever&l vtliera to unite with 
them, aud thus be able to remit from Bl to SIU. or even 
more than the llttur sum. A luYgc number of lltlle 
aniounw will make a Urge aunt total, nnd thus extend 
cho field of our labor ana UBefnluefA The same sug
gestion will apply in all canea of renew»! of eubacrlp 
tiqps—solicit others to aid In the good work. Ynn win 
experience no difficulty whatever In inducing Splrltu* 
alliis to subscribe for The Progjiesbive Thicker, 
for not one of them can afford to be without the vnlun* 
bij Information imparted therein each week, and nt 

* the price of only about two cents per week.

। Bountiful Harvest for 20 Cents
Do you waut a more bountiful harvest then we < nn 

glvo you for 25 cents? Jubc pause, and think for a tio* 
niantwhftt nu Intellectual fcaet that small Investment 
will fnrnlHh you. Tho subscription price of THk P»O’ 

Tjhnxep thirteen weeks is only twenty-five 
cents! For that amount you obtain one hundred aud 
four pages of solid, fiuhstantlnl. soul-elevating eml 
mijifl-rQfrftMng reading matter, equivalent to a inedi- 
um-ofocd book: ’

; Take Notice.
gST M aspiration of subscription, .If not renewed, 

Cliaipaper Is u|scoutlnued. No mils win be seat for ex* 
tra numbers. *
¿y If you do not receive yewir naperprpmpDy, 

write tn us, and errors la addrees will be promptly 
corrected, .«d<! lululog tramben supplied graflfc

HF* TVhenovor you desire the address of your paper 
chsngedi oim'nv« the address of the place to which
It fg then Bvht. or tbe cbaj.Bo cannot be made«

SATURDAY, SEPT. 22, 1894

■ Fpr Christian Readers.
’ fhe following, clipped from the tele
graphic columns of the secular press 
several weeks ago, may appear stale as

, a news item, but as an exhibition of the 
saving grace of faith It can never grow 
old. Crimes of the blackest dye receive 
no punishment in such cases; on the 
contrary, are rewards, the culprits on 
stepping from the scaffold mount to 
glory. Is it not about time these 
Bevilish exhibitions of the church’s 
false teachings should cease? “Jerked^ 
to Jesus,” when it appeared in the1’ 
Chicago Times several years ago as a 
display headline, over an account of a 
hanging wherein the victim was the 
victor and. passed at once to eternal 
bliss, seemed almost sacrilegious, but as 
time passes, the fruits of the gallows 
become more common, and the pearly 
gates are more frequently seen ajar by 
inhuman wretches about to die for 
taking human life, so it now seems a fit 
description of the closing scene. Read 
and weep, or swear, if that way inclined, 
for it is to Christians these words are 
addressed:
Montgomery, Ala., July 20, 1894.— 
Dan Washington, Porter Davis and 
Charley Ezell, negro murderers, ex
piated their crimes on the gallows In 
the jail yard here to-day. Their crimes 
were atrocious, but they died in the 
ecstacy of religious enthusiasm. On the 
gallows each made a brief statement, 
but none of them confessed. .

Washington said: “Brethren, in 
fifteen minutes I’ll be iu Paradise, with 
a long white robe on and golden slippers, 
a-walking de golden streets. When 
you all comes 1’11 meet you at de gate 
and carry you to de judgment seat."

Porter Davis said: “I don’t want to 
take up my time speaking. I am 
anxious to go to heaven. In a few 
minutes my soul will be there. You all 
mind the gospel and meet me there."

Charles Ezell,the wife-murderer, said: 
“I know I am saved. I am going to sit 
down by Jesus. I am a true-born son of 
Jesus and am going home. All of you, 
white and black,! don’t care how big. 
you is, I am better than you, because in 
a little ■ while 1 will take the sacrament 
in the city called Paradise! I see the 
pearly gates standing open for me.” ••

The black caps were drawn, the 
preacher offered a short prayer, and tjie 
trap was sprung.

A Distinctive Difference.
The old Grecians had a multiplicity 

of gods, but no one of them was slain by 
puny man. It took a superior god to 
even imprison an inferior. Witness 
Prometheus, who stole fire from heaven 
and broughtit toearth for man’sbenefit. 
He was imprisoned by the father of tlie 
gods, chained to a rock on Mount Cau
casus, where he was to remain 30,000 
years, unless released by the hand of a 
gqd. A vulture fed on his liver, which 
was ever renewed. A god appeared in 
the person of Hercules, who allied the 
devouring bird with his war club, and 
set the captive free. ■

Christians of the orthodox -school 
represent, Jesus a God, - and worship 
him as such. But they say men killed 
him ou a cross; that he sweat great 
dropa of blood because of mortal terror;; 
that he complained to his’Father for, 
desertion in his hour of deepest anguish.

We feel very confident there is some 
mistake in this narrative, else Jesus 
was not equal to an inferior god; for we 
cannot believe a true God can die even 
for. a moment, nor simulate death. 
•Then we-don’t believe God is a coward, 
or subjeotto mortal pains. Whilo.about 
ft, we mayas well be honest and os^ei-t 
it as our solemn conviction thatu genuffiij 
God never pretended to suffer agonies 
he’ did not feel, nor feign death which 
wqs not actual, ___

Pleased with the Paper.
Tho editor of the Wauseon, -.Ohio, 

.Republican writes that several of his ac
quaintances take The Progressive 
THINKER and are highly pleased with 
ft. All people who do their own think
ing echo the same sentiment. The 
tfpth is, the paper is an educator, and 
he who reads it regularly Is almost un
consciously acquiring facts ho can’illy.

’ afford to miss. Not narrowed by a.creed 
or bound to any party, it can afford to 
tell the truth, conscious that is what 
its readers desire. ■■ • .

The mean temperature of the ■ydiolo 
earth is about 50 degrees. ', ” '

The British Isles-have an average of 
eijrty-Bix gains a year. ’■

Good 'Sense from a Pulpit.
We don’t know to what sect Rev. 

Frank E, Mason, of the First Church of 
Christ, Brooklyn, N. Y., belongs, but If 
he always preaches as he was reported 
In his morning discourse two weeks ago, 
after a. month’s vacation, his auditors 
are instructed by hearing him, and the 
world is not cursed by his false teach
ings. We love to find such sensible 
thought cropping out from the pulpit 
everywhere, and for such sentiments we 
entertain the highest respect, We 
quote:

“There is a principle governing life 
which is not subject to religious emotion. 
Prayers or profanations cannot affect a 
principle. When life is placed on a 
purely scientific hypothesis man will 
demonstrate it to tne mitigation' of all 
abnormal law. So long as ne remains a 
religious vassal he will be a victim to 
his own ignorance. Ignorance is the 
devil of this world. Intelligence Is the 
only savior. Man has reckoned his 
origin from an effigy of man—Adam
ant! has for six thousand years reaped 
the thorns and thistles that sprung up 
in Adam's path. The hypothesis of life 
is a flagrant ecclesiastical mistake. It 
is a travesty on trpe manhood, an insult 
to man ana an eternal stigma ,pn God. 
The Adamic hypothesis of life is an 
absurdity. It should be repudiated 
from thought, fjo long as it obtains in 
the human mindisickness, sin and death 
will be tlie phenomena of its false basis, 
Ecclesiastloism has made man a pen
sioner on hopes and a vassal to tradi
tions, It has crucified the true ideal 
mah’throuffh: human misconception and 
has placed nim jn a stifling tomb, whose 
four circumscribing sides are creed, 
ritual, dogma and superstition. It has 
rolled a stone of traditionalism over him 
and buried Jilin from sight. When the 
angel of right 'reason rolls back the 
stone the mind of man will rise from Its 
fleshy environment to a spiritual hy
pothesis,- iindgian will have dominion 
over all things, All that can possibly 
be in this universe is possible now. The 
future b the storehouse of ignorance. 
Emotion holds the key and Is too ca
pricious to find the keyhole. The spir
itual hypothesis; of life is the only true 
basis of life. The fleshly assumption Is 
fictitious, from which is evolved all dis
cord.” .

Very Discouraging.
Bishop J. M. Tipburn, of the Method, 

fst persuasion, gave an address two 
Sundays ago in this city, during which 
he stated that he had spent thirty-five 
•years in missionary work in India. He 
said it was slow work trying to convert 
the people of that country,. They were 
of the lowest classes, most 'of them pro. 
fessional thieves, and disposed to drift 
back into idolatry even after,, they were 
baptized, unless the work was continued, 
“Then," says the Herald, of this city, 
“he made an eloquent plea for aid to 
carry on the work of spreading the 
gospel in that far-away land." To cheer 
those he hoped' would come down with 
the cash, he said:

“I was very much depressed over the 
poor results, and the seemingly hopeless 
task of making good Christians out of 
thieves and degraded beings; but since 
then I have had the pleasure of laying 
hands on two of the same beings aha 
ordaining them to the Christian min
istry.” ,

That is a cheerful aspect, and in strict 
harmony with what the higher classes 
of the Hindoos say. that all the converts 
made by missionaries to Christianity in 
the Orient are from the lowest class, the 
ignorant and the degraded; that they 
remain faithful only so long as their 
compensation, is continued, when they 
relapse into their former faith and habits. 
Such facts from the missionaries them
selves show the necessity of large con
tributions to the missionary fund, for 
“no blankets, no hallelujah."

Knowledge Wanted*
In classic story we read of Pygmalion, 

the artist who fell in love with the ivory 
statue of a maiden ho had* made. He 
prayed to Aphrodite to breathe life into 
.her form. Of course the goddess of love 
could not refuse so reasonable a request. 
Then Pygmalion married his Ideal and 
she gave him a son, Paphius, who 
founded the ancient city of that name.

Now, we have a parallel story in the 
Bible. Adam found himself alone in 
this wilderness.worid. God, actuated by 
tender sympathy for the man he had 
made of clay, to which he imparted life 
by breathing into his nostrils, made a 
woman of one of Adam’s ribs and gave it 
life, after which he gave her to the first 
man for a wife.

The story of Pygmalion was an old 
one 500 years before our era. When 
whs the Bible story first written? Did 
not tliej two stories have a common 
origin? Who can truthfully answer?

JAÏ j

IMPORTANT STUDY
For Spiritualists as Well as 

Others.

The Increase of Crime on This 
Old Earth. (

IT IS GROWING WORSE, THOUGH SPIRIT
UALISTS ARE FOUND EVERYWHERE— 
IF NOT CHECKED, “MENE, MENE, TE- 
KEL, UPHARSIN," WILL 'BE WRITTEN 

ON THE BANQUET HALL OF THE RE. 
PUBLIC, . . - . ,

Hope in the Babies.
Lieut. Bent, in his "Ruined Cities of 

Masbonaland," tells of the great wicked
ness of Masonpa, Africa, where a 
missionary was formerly located, but 
the Lieutenant found the church 
ptrpcture in ruins. The man of God had 
iskedfdr money to repair the crumbling 
edifice. Instead of getting the needed 
¿ash he received' the irreverent reply 
from. bis late converts: “God may re
pair .his own house." A wise old chief 
who had received a blanket for attend
ing divine service, remarked when the 
dole was dropped; “No more blanket, 
rib' inorc hallelujah.” The supplies 
having failed,all the converts at Masonpa 
relapsed into barbarism. Babies, hurry 
tip the pennies, that tho elect may not 
;belost. The hope of Christianity and 
the salvation of these poor benighted 
blacks is with you. Your parents are 
tired of giving. ’

' A Magnificent Illusion.
The Christian Scientists at Burling

ton, Iowa, have entered a protest 
to tho Board’of Education of that city 
against tho teach idg of geography and 
physiology in the public schools. They 
allege such .teaching, is improper, .be
cause there is nothing material: that 
mind; is everything, all else is imagina
tion ¿nd illusive, . Tho school board was 
so blinded by appearances they over
ruled the Objection and the schools are 
allowed to go right on teaching about 
oceans, seas, rivers and continents, of 
mountains,’ hills, vales and plains, and 
that man has a physical body as well as 
la' spiritual, notwithstanding the Chris
tian Scientists to the contrary.

[continued from last week,]
That some change ip the treatment of 

the criminal classes Is a vital necessity 
admits of no question, and, with the sci
entific and materialistic tendencies of 
the time, it is no wonder that thé at
tempt should bo made to solve the prob
lem scientifically—or at least with the 
appearance of scientific method. So 
long ago as 1848 Quetelet pointed out 
the fact that crime is hereditary in some 
families as scrofula and phthisis are in 
others, and that the majority of crimi
nals spring from these families, which 
should be Isolated like persons ¿uspectal 
ol bearing the germs of contagion. 
Maudsley in England, and Despine in 
Fiance, did good service in defining the 
more obvious characteristics of the 
criminal diathesis, but It was reserved 
for Lombroso to make an exhaustive 
study of the subject and endeavor to re
duce it to scientific accuracy.

Lombroso’s “Delinquent Man,” of 
which the first edition appeared in 1876, 
may be regarded as the foundation of 
what is known as positivist criminology. 
By the personal examination of innum
erable criminals he identified certain 
physical peculiarities and anomalies, 
which he claims to be diagnostic of the 
born criminal—the man who is by na
ture irreclaimable and who may be re
garded from the start as hopelessly In
corrigible. Of these the chief are lack 
of symmetry of skull or face, certain pe
culiarities of ears, hands, and feet, 
scantiness or absence of beard, nervous 
contractions of the face, prognathism, 
inequalities of the iris, twisting of the 
nose or absence of the bridge, retreating 
forehead,excessive length of face, prom
inence of cheek-bones, dark color of hair 
and eyes, while white hair and baldness 
are rare. He lays great stress,moreover, 
on tattooing—a practice which he re
gards as exceedingly symptomatic of 
criminal tendencies: and from these va
rious external characteristics it ::is 
claimed that three types of criminals 
may be distinguished, the murderous, 
the violent and' tho thieving. For all 
this there may well be some foundation 
of truth, but far less than is asserted by 
the discoverer and his disciples.

In fact, 'the character of Lombroso’s 
mind is the reverse of scientific; he Is 
imaginative and enthusiastic; and his 
definitlonsare so elastic that In one book 
he classes Charlotte Corday with Ravail
lac, Guiteau, and the regicides as an ex
ample of hereditary degeneration, while 
in another he groups ner with Paoli, 
Garibaldi, Gambetta, Marx, Lasalle, and 
thq Christian martyrs. Yet, when di
vested of the extravagances incidental 
to overzealous nropagandism, there can 
be little'questton that in the hands of 
cautious experts valuable indications 
may occasionally be had by the physical 
examination of those suspected of crime. 
Ferri tells us that' the sphyginograph, 
by which Internal emotion can be de
tected under external impassibility, has 
served to prove that one accused of rob
bery was Innocent of the alleged offense, 
but guilty of another of which he was 
not suspected; and that in another case 
It determined the innocence of a man 
condemned for life, by revealing a grave 
judicial error Yet in looking for prac
tical results we can scarcely feel confi
dence in the realization of the glowing 
anticipations of the criminologists as to 
the benefits to accrue from their science, 
when justice, as they assure us, 
will nave the aid of surer 
methods of detecting the criminal 
by the observation of tattooing, anthro
pometry, physiognomy, the physio-psy
chic conditions, the data as to sensitive
ness, reflex activity, vaso-motor reac
tions, the extent of the field of vision, 
etc. ; nor can we reasonably hope that 
the credibility of witnesses can be abso
lutely determined, as is promised; by 
scientific applications of psychology and 
psycho-pathology. At all events, thus 
far the main service rendered by Lom
broso and. his school has bean to call In
creased attention to the class of incorri
gibles, the hopelessness of their reform 
and the necessity of their "elimination” 
for the protection of society.

Positivist criminology, however, by 
no means limits itself to the humble 
function of detecting and classifying 
criminals. It aims at a complete re
construction of the whole theory of 
crime and punishment. It holds that 
there is no such thing as absolute 
crime, no acts that are in themselves 
prohibited by natural or divine law. 
what we call crimes are simply infrac
tions of the rules which a given social 
organization at a given period has es
tablished for its convenience or self-pres
ervation; and, as social organization 
chauges with the development of civil
ization,.these rules change, so thatwhat 
is a laudable action at one period be
comes criminal at another; there are no 
crimes on the statute-book to-day which 
have not been or perhaps, now are per
missible under social conditions of a 
lower type, and vice versa. M. Tarde 
points out that of the ten offenses which, 
in the Hebrew legislation, were pun
ished with lapidation, nine are no longer 
to be found in tho penal codes of Europe, 
and if the tenth one is there it is on ac
count of an entirely different motive. 
Garofalo even argues that chastity is an 
artificial and conventional virtue.

Virtue and vice being thus merely the 
expression of what la useful or hurtful 
to society in its existing condition, the 
question of morality disappears. The 
responsibility of the criminal also is re
moved by the absolute denial of free 
will, What a man does he does inevita
bly, according to the composition and 
resolution of the various influences act
ing upon him at a given moment; all 
living oijanlsms are subject to the same 
laws, and their actions are governed in 
the same way, From the protozoon or 
amoeba to man the only difference is 
that, as we rise iu the scale of being, 
the motives and impulses grow more 
complex, and man is as much the instru
ment of the forces acting upon his phys
ical nature asiis the protozoon in its

simpler organization. Moral .responsi
bility Is thus an • idle phrase» and to . 
speak of punishment as. retribution or 
expatlutlon is merely to re-echo an out
worn superstition. The conception em
bodied in the word “guilt” should have 
no influence on the framing or adminis
tration of the law. An involuntary 
homicide is on precisely the same moral 
plane as one committed through cupidity 
or hate, and if society sees fit to visit it 
with a lighter penalty, this should be 
simply because negligence is lees threat
ening to social order than violent and 
unrestrained passions. The insane mur
derer is in the same category and Is to 
be dealt with in the manner, that will 
best preserve the State from further in
jury by him. Thus, under these theories, 
society is left free to deal with every In
dividual offender In the inode best fitted 
to subserve its interests and promote 
the well-being of its members as a 
whole; and the boast of t)ie positivist 
criminologists is that, while heretofore 
penal codes have regarded the crime 
rather than the criminal, In the new 
order it will be the criminal who will be 
considered, and’not the crime, '

When we reach the practical meas
ures proposed to give expression to 
these theories, we find valuable sugges
tions mingled with others that are vis
ionary. That habitual criminals—the 
incorrigible» or born criminals of Lom
broso—who are and will always be at 
war with society, should be “elimi
nated” by death or perpetual confine
ment,and thus be prevented from propa
gating their kind, is a proposition which 
will probably be assented to by all save 
ultra-humanitarians. Yet Ferri hesi
tates to recommend the death penalty 
for them and suggests agricultural colo
nies in which they can De confined for 
life, with the further proposal that they 
be set to work to reclaim malarious dis
tricts in place of employing honest 
peasants In that deadly label’. Agricul
tural colonies, in fact, are the main re
liance of the Italian school to avoid the 
acknowledged evils of prisons, and in 
place of fixed terms they propose inde
terminate sentences under which all 
prisoners are to be examined' from time 
to time by experts in psycho-pathology 
and criminal anthropology, and are not 
to be released until there Is satisfactory 
evidence of their readaptability to so
ciety. Garofalo makes a fruitful sugges
tion In pointing out that in the existing 
penal codes the interests of the victim of 
a crime are wholly overlooked, while 
reparatory damages payable to him 
ought to be a feature of all sentences; 
if the offender has property it should be 
seized; if he has none he should be re
quired to work it out, the State paying 
the sufferer and putting the convict to 
hard labor till his wages suffice to re
fund the amount. Such fines or dam
ages would be a wholesome substitute 
for the innumerable short-term sen
tences to prison which now exert sb evil 
an Influence In recruiting the criminal 
army and converting casual into habitual 
offenders. Prisons, moreover, should 
be made really penal in character, and 
be no longer, as at present, comfortable 
abodes, while special asylums should be 
provided for the confinement of insane 
criminals.

Much of this is reform in the right di
rection, though the advantage to be ex
pected from it scarcely responds to the 
exultant promises held out by the new 
school. They claim, however, that by 
the application of their principles penal 
codes can be rediiced tp extreme sim
plicity, for the degree of punishment 
will depend on the! character of the 
criminal and not on' that of the crime. 
The whole administration of criminal 
justice will resolve itself into determin
ing, according to the rules of science, 
first the guilt of the accused, and sec* 
ond, his adaptability to the social envi
ronment. In the words of Professor 
Ferri:

“When the repressive social function 
assumes simply the character of a de
fensive force, oy excluding the ethical 
notion of retributive punishment of 
crime, the penal judgment can no longer 
busy itself with apportioning carefully 
the penalty to the moral responsibility 
of the criminal. Its only object will be 
to prove that the accused committed the 
offense, and then to determine to what 
anthropological category he belongs, 
and thereby what degree of anti-social 
perversity or. social readaptiveness Is 
presented by his physio-psychical per
sonality.” ■

To this end judges and police are to 
be carefully trained in all these matters, 
and every prosecutor’s office is to have a 
staff of experts In criminal anthropolbgy. 
Students are no longer to trouble them
selves with the intricacies of criminal 
jurisprudence, or to cultivate the elo
quence so seductive to juries, but are to 
be drilled in psycho-pathology and an
thropometry, ttnd are to attend, under 
their Instructors, clinics in the prisons 
as their medical brethren do in the hos
pitals.

Such, In brief outline, are the leading 
tenets of the positivist school, Whose 
views, if we may judge from the im
mense accumulation of literature on the 
subject during the past twenty years, 
are exciting no little attention through
out Europe and are doubtless destined to 
contribute a share to the . changes in 
criminal law and practice which are in
evitable if the rising tide of crime is to 
be checked. Although some of these 
philosophic day-dreams may provoke a 
smile, yet the thoughtful publicist can
not but be grateful for any honestand res
olute effort to lift the administration of 
criminal jurisprudence from the perilous 
routine into which it has fallen.. In this 
we .of the Western world haye as large 
an interest as our cousins of the older 
hemisphere. While the boundless .re
sources of our territory and qui” inóre 
•scattered population have hitherto ren
dered these problèma less immediately 
pressing for us than they are for the 
crowded nations of Europe, and while 
the easy-going optimism of our people 
has disposed us to. the belief that; they 
will solve themselves In time, symptoms 
are not lacking of a serlóus character to 
show that, we must, bestir oursèlVés. if 
we are to avert most threatening 'evils. 
The growth of the urban population is 
becoming even more disproportionate 
here than it is abroad. The increase of 
vagabondage, ’ encouraged- by the 
thoughtless good nature or timidity of 
the rural districts, promises to breed 
for us a large and dangerous class of 
born criminals whom It will be hopeless 
to reclaim to honest labor, while the de
velopment of -Coxeyism shows us. how 
readily the ranks of these .shiftless 
trampscan be recruited, and how- reck: 
less they become of Rie rights of cithers. 
The interminable delays and evasions 
through which legal Ingenuity Is al
lowed to defeat the ends of justice are 
directly.responsiblé for the alarming in
crease of the practise of lynching, which

is the natural expression of a deplorable 
popular loss of confidence in the courts; 
while on the other hand there is a 
maudlin sentimentality ever on the 
watch to sympathize with the convicted 
assassin and to urge In his behalf the 
abusive exercise of the pardoning power. 
Immigration of late years has cast upon 
our shorep vast hordes of the most de
graded and lawless races of Europe; aud 
though we have been accustomed to 
flatter ourselves that our native popula
tion contributes less than its share to the 
criminal classes, the researches of Pro
fessor Falkner have recently shown that 
when the statistics are applied—as they 
should be—to adults alone, the percent
age of native offenders is larger than 
that of foreign.

Already the class of habitual culprits 
is as large with us as in Europe, where 
it is estimated to constitute between 
forty and fifty per cent, of convicts, for 
In the penal institutions reporting to the 
Bureau of Education in 1892, ten per 
cent, of the Inmates are set down as in
corrigibles, and thirty-five per cent, as 
returning to a life of crime." Homicide 
has Increased to shell degree that, ex
cept in cases of peculiar atrocity, it is 
popularly regarded almost with indiffer
ence, till, as Dr. Andrew D, White hap
pily observes, the only taking of life that 
Americans object to seems to be that 
which Is done by judicial process. The 
general diffusion of education, from 
which, a generation ago, so much was 
expected, has utterly failed; for statis
tics show that literates contribute a 
larger percentage of their class to the 
criminal ranks than do the illiterates. 
In spite of the enormous expenditure of 
sixty million dollars per annum on po
lice, judiciary, and prisons, the class 
which lives by preying upon society in
creases, and all discussion is to be wel
comed which will attract popular atten
tion to the magnitude of the evil and ex
cite thoughtful consideration as to the 
measures best adapted to work a much- 
needed reform.

Henry Charles Lea.

Spiritualists, the above from that ster
ling magazine, 2he Forum, presents 
some thoughts worthy of your careful 
study. They should be read, pondered 
over and thoroughly digested, that the 
reader may understand the potent fact 
that crime is increasing with appalling 
rapidity, aud, unless checked,the words, 
Mene, Mene, Tekel, Upharsin, will be 
written on the walls of our Republic.

Jus Tice.

PASSING THE HAT!
To Those Whose Hearts

Throb for Suffering 
Humanity.

IN THE CRUCIBLE.
To Be Critically Analyzed

The Carrent Acts of the Times

EVERY BEADER SHOULD PUT IN A 
POSTAGE STAMP, A NICKEL, A DIME, 
OB A DOLLAR, IN PROPORTION TO 
MEANS—LET OUR GOOD SISTER BE 

INUNDATED BY LETTERS CONTAIN
ING CONTRIBUTIONS.

TO the Editor:—I have written Mr. 
Colby, of the Banner of Light, and I told 
him if I could get up courage I should 
write you also. My, long and tedious 
illness has gotten me in debt and I feel 
very anxious about it, and as I am now 
situated I see no help for me unless it 
comes through the Spiritual press, and 
so I appeal to your kind heart to see If 
you will say a few words in my behalf, 
and ask those who are able to render 
me some help In thi* dark and trying 
hour. *

I am 52 years old, my birthday being 
August 11, and I have been almost con
stantly at work in the cause since I was 
11 years of age. When not fyefore the 
public I have worked in a quiet way, for 
my various mediumistio powers were 
always more or less In demand, and 
when health would permit, I have al
ways been busy.

Now, if you can feel to say a few words 
in my behalf, I shall be most grateful. 
It is a hard thing for me to be obliged 
to have assistance in this way, but the 
circumstances are such I don’t know 
what else to do. I am still very weak. 
I have not been downstairs since Janu
ary second, or been able to see father, as 
he cannot come upstairs. I cannot 
walk in my room only with the help of 
crutcheS, out I hope I may get stronger 
before cold weather comes. My sister, 
Mrs. Jennie L. Webb, who is blind, was 
taken sick here a week ago to-day with 
gastric trouble. She Is under the doc
tor’s care. We hope she will not be ill 
long, but time alone can tell;

I received your kind note of August 
4th, and I sent It downstairs for father 
to read; he was much pleased that you 
had remembered him so kindly. I will 
not tax your patience further, but will 
now quietly wait and see what your 
kindness will do for me. I hope I shall 
not be obliged to trouble you in like 
manner again, and with grateful thanks 
for your past kindness, I remain,

Sincerely your friend, •
Annie Lord Chamberlain.

Box 56, Mattapan, Mass.

Spiritualists, please respond to this 
appeal. Send the contributions direct 
to. her—not to me. She has a father 
under her care who is nearly 90 years of 
agp—helpless. Her sister is blind. 
They all lived in Chicago at one time, 
and the Spiritualists here will remem
ber tjiem. We lead off by, sending her 
$2. Send her something, please, if not 
more than a nickel. Inundate her with 
letters and contributions.—Editor.

The Thinker.
Death to the demon, says one of Eng

land's ablest thinkers, which has sent 
you to a printed book for your religion, 
instead of sending you to the daisy and 
the streams and the mystic sympathies 
between them and your Söul and the 
Infinite. ,

“For years," says Capt C. Mueller, 
“I have relied more upon Ayer’s Pills 
than anything else in the medicine 
chest, to regulate my bowels, and those 
of.the ship's,crew.. These pills are not 
severe in their action, but do their work 
thoroughly." •

LITERATURE OF CHINA------ THE SAV
AGE IN THE YOUNG—A DEDICATION 
AND BLOODSHED AND VIOLENCE
EMPEROR WILLIAM—THE A. P. A.
To the Editor;—In no country, we 

are told, is education more highly es
teemed than in, China, and scattered 
through that country are numberless 
families, the members of which, genera
tion after generation, are always 
students; and in the humblest ranks of 
life occasionally parents will stint them
selves to give opportunity to some son 
who. has shown marked intelligence at 
the village school. The orthodox 
scheme of education ■ is entirely con
cerned with the ancient literature of 
China. The original works which oc
cupy the student’s attention were for 
the most part written before .the lltera- 
ture of either Greece or Rome hod 
reached its prime, Iff view of this, is it 
not a little strange that the various 
Christian septs should be so continuously 
antj persistently sending out mission
aries'to “convert" those people, and 
make Christians of them, at an immense 
outlay of time and money, when so 
many of our worthy poor are suffering 
for tne common necessaries of life?
* If these Christian missionaries were 
to teach the Chinese’to beat their 
swords into plowshares and their spears 
into pruning-hooks, and cease to learn 
war any more, they would then .be doing 
good, and “infidels" might be willing to 
assist In the promulgation of the gospel 
of “peace on earth and good will toward 
men."

The August number of the Arena Is 
freighted with good things. Among 
them is an article on “Fostering the 
Savage in the Young." It is particu
larly directed to the churches and many 
public schools where military tactics 
are taught and military movements 
practised, under the thin gauze of 
“physical culture.” The editor, Hon. 
B. O. Flower, says: “The religious 
leaders who introduced military instruc
tion and drill into the churches . . . 
committed an error so grave that it 
even now threatens to turn civilization 
back toward savagery, and destroy the 
opening blossom of universal peace 
through arbitration. . . . The error 
committed by the church lay in depart
ing from the fundamental teachings of 
their own accredited leader, whom they 
believe to be a God, and who In life, 
spirit and Word, emphasized in the most 
solemn and impressive manner the im
portance of driving from the brain 
every dream of war, every ideal that 
looked toward physical violence, every 
thought which comprehended the taking 
of human life."

The article, which Is full of interest, 
continues: “Owing to the long and sav
age conflict between Protestantism and 
Catholicism, it is no difficult task to 
alarm a goodly number of partisan re
ligionists of the great opposing bodies, 
and a determined attempt Is being fos
tered by the fanatics to arraign these 
two forces against each other ... in 
the name of religion, and presumably 
for the glory of the Prince of Peace. . 
... I most profoundly believe that if 
Jesus came to the Republic to-day his 
first command would be: ‘Ground 
arms,’ for the present arming and drill
ing of his pretended followers is a 
flagrant insult to his life and teachings.” 
The article, of ten or twelve pages, is 
full of deep meaning, and should be 
widely read by the members of the so- 
called Christian churches.

Mr. Flower supplements his objections 
to military instruction in the schools 
by quoting from Mr. Leverett W. Case, 
master of the Dudley school of Roxbury, 
Boston, who says: “Boys should be 
taught what will be useful to them, but 
they should not be taught that which 
would engender a desire for warfare.”

But', notwithstanding these opinions, 
the “pride of Boston,” says the Daily 
Globe, “Is Jts school regiment, composed 
of pupils of the high and Latin schools 
of the city, and numbering "1,330 lads, 
ranging in age from thirteen to nine
teen years, organized in thirty-two com
panies, and forming four battailions."

Here Is a fruitful theme for some of 
our local clergy to dilate upon. It would 
be vastly amusing to hoar them explain 
how the “Prince of Peace” is to be con
verted into a “man of war.” But in 
their zeal to “save souls” they do many 
Inconsistent things.

The dedication of the cemetery of the 
new Polish Catholic church in Cleve
land, August 19, was attended by blood
shed and violence. While the procession 
was marching, a crowd of several hun
dred excited men and women had gath
ered; suddenly a shot was fired, one man 
went down. The women shouted, the 
children cried, and there was a general 
commotion. The man was shot , in the 
knee. Joseph Browskowski was ar
rested. This was a row among the 
Polish Catholics themselves, a large 
number of whom seem to be opposed to 
the new church of “the Immaculate 
Heart of the Blessed Virgin Mary.” It 
Is said that the Polish Catholics in this 
country number about 1,500,000, and 
they are now fighting. The savagery 
taught in the Christian churches and 
some of the schools seems to be bearing 
fruit. “By their fruits ye shall know 
them.”

JEmperor William continues to enjoy 
his trip to Norway, and the newspapers 
say he is “doing his best ttf hit the pop
ular taste.” 1 should judge so. At 
Bronthelm, one evening, It Is said, he 
spent some time in a cafe concert of a 
character not generally regarded as 
being a haunt for emperors. As Em
peror William is supposed to be a good 
Christian gentleman, now here is an op
portunity for some missionary work by 
the “German Reform Church.” Why 
not?

The Rev. T. H. Conkle, at the Wood
land avenue M. E. church, Cleveland, 
Ohio, “held up the theaters to public 
gaze in the light of being impure and 
ungodly places.” He called attention to 
the fact of the school council having ac
cepted an invitation to go to a garden 
to see a performance. He agreed with 
certain criticisms of the theater, to the 
effect: “It is prouiotive of crime, ruin
ous to morality, and fatal to Christian 
character." Tne theaters are getting 
money that the priests think should go 
to the church. • .

A Catholic paper having intimated 
that Governor McKinley, of Ohio, was a 
member of the A. P. A., and had never 
denied it,- some ■ overzealous friend of 
the Governor gave him an opportunity

to say that he was not a member of the 
A. P. A. Among the intelligent voters 
who desire the continuance of good gov* 
ernment, divorced entirely from Church- 
ianity, there is no danger of the Major 
being Injured by affiliating with the 
American Protective Association. The 
only hope for the preservation of the 
free institutions of the United States 
lies in that direction. See it? If. you 
do not see it now, you will before many 
years. Please take note of the following 
significant proceedings in Congress:

In the House of Representatives at 
Washington, June Iff, Mr. Gear moved 
to recommit the Indian Appropriation 
bill, which carried nearly $400,000 to be 
distributed among sectarian educational 
institutions, with instruction that the 
committee on Indian affairs provide a 
system of Government schools, instead 
of denominational schools, as at present. 
The Speaker ruled the motion to recom
mit out of order; an appeal was taken to 
the House, and the vote resulted in the 
chair being sustained by a vote of yeas, 
158; nays, 58; not voting, 135.

An organ of the A. P. A. prints as a 
roll of Honor the names of the fifty-eight 
members. The Ohio members included 
are as follows: Messrs. Hullck, North
way, Storer, Strong, and Van Voorhis, 
all Republicans; Friends of the A. P. A. 
and members in the various patriotic 
orders are urged to stand by every man 
whose name appears in the list.

In contradistinction to the roll of 
honor, the 158 members who voted to 
retain the sectarian appropriations are 
placed on the association’s black list. 
Determined action will be taken to pre
vent their re-nomlnation and re-election.

Hundreds of thousands of copies of 
the speech delivered in the house by 
Representative Linton, of Michigan, 
against the appropriation, have been 
distributed by the A. PuA, throughout 
the country. The block list contains 
the names of the following Ohioans: 
Messrs, Donovan, Hare, Harter, Iklrt, 
Layton, Outhwaite, Pierson, Richards 
and Ritchie, all Democrats. The names 
of Messrs. Johnson and White do not 
appear on either list, as they were ab* 
sent when the vote was taken.

The member from this, the seven
teenth congressional district of Ohio, 
Hon. James A. D. Richards, voted 
against recommitting the bill, which .1 
infer means that he is In favor of voting 
public money to sectarian churches and 
schools. An explanation Is now in 
order, Mr. Richards, and you are enti
tled to the floor.

A notable Christian convocation as
sembled in Cleveland on the 11th of 
July, 1894, the so-called “Christian En
deavors.” It was remarkable princi
pally for the number of people it 
Drought together from all parts of the 
country (estimated at from 25,000 to 
30,000 people) rather than from any es
pecially good object that they seemed tp 
have in view. I have read their pro
ceedings, and find them of a rather 
negative character. One prominent 
feature was the advocacy of the temper
ance cause. This, of course, is a good 
cause; but we get very little, either in 
the Bible or the New Testament, tend
ing in that direction, while we do get 
very much that runs in the opposite di
rection. There were no delegates from 
Utah, Wyoming, or the Indian Terri
tory. The organization seemed to have 
a cinch on the railroad companies, and 
had the benefit of reduced rates, on 
which extension of time was allowed to 
those who would make application.

As the States were called, each would 
respond. The sunny South didn’t shoy 
up in force.

Michigan:
“We’re the Michigan army 

)f Christian Endeavor, 
'Pledged to Jesus forever, 
To Jesus, the Lord.”

Texas:
“This is our burden, this is our plea, 
‘Texas for Christ,’ our motto shall be, 
Praying and working only to see 
Texas to Christ in love bow the knee.’i

Poetry seemed to blossom spontane
ously, and Milton J. BUem, ol Texas, 
gave vent to his overburdened feelings 
thus:
“State of the Lone Star, shining so 

bright,
Symbol of courage to die for the right, 
Glory of earth shall crown thee for aye. 
And thy dear name shall never decay."

The Clevelanders fairly outdid them
selves in their efforts to welcome the 
Endeavorers. The newspapers, notably 
the Plain Dealer, gave very elaborate 
reports of the doings.

As a sample of the hospitalities ex
tended, the reporter says: "The Ep
worth Memorial came to the relief of 
the thirsty crowd, and a large, clean 
barrel was procured and placed on the 
sidewalk in the shade. Ice was put in 
it and the barrel filled with water. A 
few hundred thousand drank, and every 
one had a blessing for the Epworth 
Memorial. It was an act of humanity 
that none but a Christian Endeavorer 
would be guilty of.”

That is rather a gratuitous remark for 
the reporter; but it goes to show how 
completely swallowed up were the En
deavors by the Clevelanders. It was a 
great advertisement for the beautiful 
“Forest City.” The Lord was very 
gracious to them. “Not as much as a 
cloud appeared in the sky on any con
vention days.” However, a minister dis
covered that his $200 diamond pin had 
been taken on the train en route to 
Cleveland. But what business has an 
endeavoring Christian minister wearing 
diamonds, anyway? Some enterprising 
reporter counted the people in attend
ance and the number was found to be 
exactly 18,790.

A colored delegate, a college student 
from Oberlin, Ohio, caused considerable 
trouble by taking possession of the 
gentlemen's wash-room at a hotel, and, 
bolting himself in, defied all interlopers. 
An officer was summoned and the col
ored endeavorer, who had in the mean
time divested himself of his clothing, 
was pronounced crazy and placed in a 
padded cell at the jail. He sang hymns 
and preached the gospel all day long to 
an imaginary audience. He was 
twenty-five years old and was a delegate 
from Washington, D. C., to the conven
tion. He was an Oberlin graduate; but 
too deeply studying the great “mysteries 
of godliness” had turned his brain, thus 
showing that others than Spiritualists 
go crazy from too much religion.
"A little learning is a dangerous thing; 
Drink deep, or taste not the Pierian 

spring; l •
Their shallow drafts intoxicate the

brain, '
And drinking ' largely sobers us again.’’

At the German Evangelical Lutheran 
Synod at Cleveland, Aug. 7, 1894, the 
doctrine of election was discussed. ’’All

j

■ The earliest snow ever known in Eng* 
land was on October 7, 1829. •
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the clergy agreed and were in harmony 
on the subject. That all persons are 
elected to eternal life by the grace of 
God, but none are elected to eternal 
perdition by him, but rather suffer the 
penalty of their own wrong doing,” 
This may be regarded as a complete 
surrender of the doctrine of eternal 
punishment in hell, where fire and brim
stone were to be used as fuel to increase: 
the torments of the,damned. It is very 
evident that under the teachings of the 
Spiritualists and other, liberal religious 
organizations, orthodoxy is rapidly dy- 
ingout. Were it not for the cash paid 
yearly by those who do not believe in the 
doctrines taught, but1 simply want to 
keep up iu society, the clergy would 
have to go to work for a living.

In the August number of the Arena 
Rev. M. J. Savage has a timely article 
entitled, "The Present Conflict for a 
Larger Life,” It deals with one of the 
most important problems that confronts 
the American citizen, i. e., the restric
tion of the ballot. I quote a short 
extract: .

“I would not have any foreigner 
naturalized until he- could speak and. 
read our language. , . . Here is a! 
political party or a number of news
papers catering to the German vote 
, . . . . What right have we to

‘ have a German .vote ill-'America? 
, . . . . What right ¡to have any
thing but an American, vote? . , . 
There is another kind of ballot which is 
a constant menace, against which we 
need to guard. That ip the religious 
ballot. Nomanought to be allowed to 
wield the ballot jc this country unless 
his, oath of allegiance " to the. United 
States is regarded in his innermost 
heart and conscience as superior to any 
other allegiance on the face of the earth. 
If a man places his religious opinions 
above his citizenship, he has. no busi
ness to be a citizen, if that is his inter- 
Srotation of what it means to be re

gions, • Whether r,it be a Methodist 
fighting foi* a particular way of keeping 
Sunday; whether it be a Catholic owing 
superior allegiance to the Pope and the 
Vatican; whether itbe a Presbyterian 
trying to get the name of God into the 
Constitution; or whatever it may be
any man who does not regard his al
legiance to his country and her welfare 
as supreme over all considerations when 
he has a ballot in his hand, has no busi
ness to touch the ballot He is a traitor 
to his country. I do not care if he 
betrays it in his conception of God, he 
Is a traitor just the same; for, from the 
point of view of the citizen, the one 
Supreme interest over everything else is 
the welfare of the country. ... 
There ought to be in voting no dlstinc- 

-tlon in regard to color, nationality, re
ligion or sex, but one absolute condition of intelligence and devotion to the wel
fare of the country.”

That is the true doctrine. That must 
be the rule of action in this. country if 
we wish to perpetuate this government 
»nd preserve the free institutions that 
pave been bequeathed to us by the 
Iramers of our Constitution.
’ C. H, Mathews.

New Philadelphia, 'Ohio. '

mortal state—that we always and for
ever wilj be forming ouy heaven as we 
form our character; that as our ideals 
are high and pure and good or ¿other
wise, so will oe our heaven; in short, 
that as J. G. Holland wrote: F.. >
“Heaven is not reached by a single 

bound;
But .we build the ladder by which we 

rise
From'the lowly earth to the vaulted 

skies, •
And we mount to its summit round by 

round.”
And in this building process we have 

the help of ministering spirits who have 
passed on before. J. C, Underhill.
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THE SP1RITUALISTC FIELD

HEAVEN! HEAVEN.I
• CONTINUED FROM PAGE' 1.

trade around in good up to their necks 
Sown there. So you see, Nancy, th’ 
ain't no more sense in their empty skulls 
*an th’ used to be.”

“Then I suppose you’d like to whisper 
B word-in tne -ears, o’.the preachers; 
too.” :

“No. you can’t tell ’em nothin, Nancy. 
They think they’re ’spired, an’ when a 
man gits that way, might jest as well let 
him go.”

“An, here comes our old friend 
Jenness this minute. You recollect him, 
don’t you, Abe?”

“He's th’ one’t wanted to build one o’ 
them churches down't Gold Hill once. 
Yes, I recollect that chap.”

“Now, don’t raise a 'racket with him, 
Abe, up here. It’ll be the first on rec
ord, an’ that won’t do.”

“Good morning, Uncle Abe. I see 
|ou and Aunt Nancy got in all right.”

“Took you a long time to find it out, 
■ ^ears to me."

“Now, Abe, be careful. Recollect 
fou’re in------- ”

“And are you not £oing around to the 
Meeting this morning, Uncle?”

“What meetin’?”
“Why, the meeting of the redeemed 

ones.” *
“What they goin’ to do?”
“And haven’t you heard, Uncle? 

They meet to appoint some one—the 
Holiest of heaven, if possible—to offer 

imself up for sacrifice unto the chil
dren of Mars in order that the poor sin
ners may be saved.”

“Can’t work that racket on me.”
“Abe-”

. “I’ve bin ‘savedl.once, an’ I know how 
it goes. One world’s enough to play 
that game on. Yes, I’m goin’ to the 
meetin’, but I’ll vote ‘no’ on sendin’ any
body." ■

“I’m. astonished at your flippant re
mark on a subject so holy. You evi
dently do not appreciate the privilege 
of taking part so directly in the plans of 
our father for the betterment of his 
creatures in all the worlds of space. 
You forget, sir, that you are now a most 
vital part of that force that directs the 
handiwork of the universe.”

4 “Same old song. You was born for a 
preacher, I reckon, but you can’t fool me 
agin. As I wus just arsayin’ to Nancy, 
this thing o’ longin’ an’ workin’ fur 
heaven, or anything .like it,is a waste o’ 
time, an’ you preachers are foojs—’’

“Abe—” .
“To be rootin’ round forever to find 

pome good place to put people in. VJhy, 
don’t you teach’m to enjoy th’ old world’ 
jest as they find it? It’s a mighty good 
place, after all—’bout as good as you’ll 
find anywhere, I ’spect.”

“Oh, Uncle, these sweet associations 
and high occupations in heaven of the 
blessed ones of God so far transcend, 
one’s experience on—”

“Dreamin’ agin, and a mighty allurin’ 
dream it is, but when it comes1 to the 
scratch, there’s nothin’ in it. -Cornin’to 
Jibaven makes me feel ’bout like theta 
Eastern folks used to ’at come out to 
Californy 'specting to find gold growin’ 
on the trees.”

“But ’tis a glorious thing, Uncle, to 
sit triumphantly at the right hand of—”

“You’re a liar. Git.”
“Abe, Abe. You’re in heaven now."
“Lord, 1 know it, Nancy, an’ I’d 

rather be a sinner on earth than a saint 
In heavenj any day. Wish ’at I was 
hack in old Californy.’’ . .

After all, is it not a sensible and nat- 
aralidea that the spiritrlife is very 
touch like this—that we commence 
there as we'are when- we pass fromthls

-

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can be expressed in a.dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used. Meetings 
are of local Interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
In their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000. We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

We have sent to us a great many tes
timonials of spirit cure through different 
mediums. We can, as a rule, only pub
lish such as advertisements, for which 
our regular rates are charged.

_ Moses and Mattie Hull are now in the 
city, and have an engagement with the 
North Side Society. They can be ad
dressed at 29 Chicago Terrace, Chicago, 
III., for engagements. /

Societies wishing the services of A' E. 
Tisdale for the months of .October- .and 
November, also for the lecture season of 
1895, may address him at 5^9.-Bank 
street, New London, Conn. •,/. , ,

Michigan’s favorite speaker, ■ >L. V. 
Moulton, will be at Butter,: Branch 
county, September 16, and at Williams
ton, Ingham county, Saturday and Sun
day, September 22 and 23; Saturday 
afternoon the lecture will be political.

J. P. of Hanson, Mass., writes: “I take 
the present opportunity of renewing in 
season: so please find one dollar for The 
Progressive Thinker another year. 
I think the paper first rate, so o£ course, 
it suits me. We hold meetings in this 
place during the summer months every 
alternate Sunday.' This year we have 
taken a new method; that is, changed 
the place of meetings. We had. four 
different places where we took our 
speakers, so if they (the people) won’t 
come to our original .hall, we will go 
near to them. The result has been a 
better attendance. Last Sunday we had 
services in the grove, with good attend
ance, Mrs. Fannie C. AUyne, speaker. 
To speak briefly, she is smart! If the 
interest ever flags in Chicago send for 
Fannie. Another medium we have just 
had who took our audience by storm, 
and she is to take Dr. Storer’s place in 
October. The hall will not hold all who 
will come out to hear her. I refer to 
Mrs May S. Pepper, test medium!”

Wm. S. Jonps, who has bOen a Pres
byterian, has been converteq, to Spirit
ualism through the mediqplBhlp of Ed 
Major. He received a communication 
from his'brother through independent 
slate-writing. ■ ■ .

Allen F. Brown, of St, Paul, whose 
success as an inspirational speaker and 
psychometrist is attracting the attention 
of Spiritualists everywhere and gaining 
him hosts of friends, is open to engage
ments for fall and winter months; the 
North and Central States preferred. 
He also invites correspondence for camp 
work for 1895. Torme are reasonable. 
Address, 218 Manhattan Block, St. Paul, 
Minn. ‘

Mary A. White writes from Los An
geles, Cal., to Search Light: “Our city 
has for some weeks enjoyed the minis
trations of that grand medium and mag
netic healer. Dr. Lucy Barnicoat, of 
Boston. She also stopped at San Diego, 
National City, and Ontario, where she 
gave entire satisfaction as a lecturer, in 
addition to other mediumistic gilts. She 
will leave Los Angeles for San Francisco 
by boat to-morrow, where I speak for 
her a grand reception by those who 
know her ability as a medium, and her 
personal worth as a lady.”

P. Galvin, of New Orleans, speaks in 
high terms of Jules Thraen as a slate
writing medium, regarding him as 
among the best. The slate is in view 
when the messages are written. Mr. 
Galvin writes: “Clear-cut messages, 
drawings of beautiful flowers and spirit
pictures are given. Some of the mes
sages are beautiful in thought. The 
whole city is stirred up, and we hear 
that one of our leading papers is to have 
him give a private test in its office. 
Surely tbe friends on the other side are 
no respecters of persons or places. I, 
for one, am so glad of this home-bless
ing that I must give expression to my 
feelings tn The Progressive Thinker, 
and dlso because his guides and mine 
have selected us to work together. 
Please announce that he and I are open 
for engagements anywhere, I acting as 
lecturer, trance and business medium, 
etc. Brother Thraen will give slate- 
writingand tests. Address P. Galvin, 
193 Carondelet street, New Orleans, La.”

Dr.P. T. Johnson writes: “I will solicit 
subscriptions at points where I will lec
ture in Flint, Michigan, October 6 and 
7. and I will commence meetings here 
in Battle Creek, soon. We are having 
full-form materialization, and as fine as 
any I have ever seen, and writing on 
tablets, in different colors, and on the 
slate without a pencil.”
> If the hair is falling and turning gray, 
the glands of the skin need stimulating 
and color-food, and-the best remedy and 
stimulant is Hall’s Hair Rene wer. . ’

M. A. F, writes: “The Chicago' 
Secular ¡Union reopened Sunday, Sept. 
2, with an excellent lecture by Samuel 
P. Putnam. Sept. 9, Leon Lewis gav0> 
a very able address on‘Bruno.’ Sept. 
16 Mr. Putnam will again speak; pnd oh 
the.23d Mrs. M. A. Freeman lectures oil 
‘Scienceand Superstition;’ Thespea'kèr 
for the- 30th has not been, definitely de- 
elded upon, but possibly'Mr. -Putnam, 
will again occupy the platform. It 1$' 
hoped by these meetings to awaken. 
Chicago freethinkers to the necessity of; 
united action and to secure' a large at» 
tendance at the Congress. The lectures 
are free and the meetings are held, ah 
181 W. Madison street every Sunday 
evening.” ■

Alfred Weldon writes from Grand 
Rapids, Miçh,: “The Union Spiritualists 
Society of Grand Rapids, Mich., re
sumed its regular meetings Sept. 2 with 
F. Schermerhorn, M. D., as speaker for 
the month, The attendance, considering 
the extreme heat, is good. The Doctor 
is a modest, unassuming trance and in
spirational speaker of power and grace, 
holding the closest attention of hie 
hearers. Last Sunday be answered 
questions from the audience in a clear, 
concise and logical manner, after which 
he held a’seance for nearly an hour, 
giving names and description's, the 
majority of them being recognized. He 
brings with him that harmonizing in
fluence that can be but a power fop good 
in any society to whom he may minister. 
Grand Raplfls is his boyhood. hoid9( “Ad 
he seems . to have won the respect and 
love bf the people here. Societies wish
ing a good lecturer and platform test 
medium vÿill be fortunate in engaging 
him. Inasmuch as' some of our oldest 
and nest speakers are retiring from the 
field or have passed away, it is pleasing 
to. see those coming to'the front who, 
give promise of being well fitted to 
carry on the work so nobly begun.’’ \\

Excellent reports come to hand in 
reference to the good work J. H. Sands 
is doing at Whitewater Falls, Minn., as 
a healer and worker in the cause.

Weare informed that W. F. Aldrich, 
of Aldrich, Ala., is the. Republican 
nominee for Congress from the fourth 
district of that State. As our readers 
know, wejare not in the political field, 
but Mr. Aldrich, while in every way 
worthy to do honor to his district, is à 
full believer in spiritual doctrines, and 
would in no wise connive at any law 
that should for a moment abridge tho 
free thought of the country. He is the 
kind of man that Spiritualists need ip 
the legislative councils of the country. 
We ask our patrons and friends in 
Alabama to give him tlioir support on 
this ground. It 'is time! that we gave 
some attention to these matters, when 
our enemies are trying by every means 
in their power to crush us to death.
' Mrs. Jennie JHagan-Jackson had a 
very successful- meeting ■ at Marcellus, 
Mich., Sunday, September 0, in the 
beautiful grove belonging to Mr. Curry, 
of Marcellus.

Bishop A. Beals writes and seconds 
Brother Peebles: “In your last issue 
Brother Peebles has some pertinent re
marks about the zeal and enthusiasm, 
shown at the camp-meeting season, and' 
wisely suggests that some of that en
thusiasm and zeal be carried home and 
enter into the local work, giving an in
spiration to the spiritual societies, and 
making Spiritualism an inspiration for 
all the year round, instead of onee a 
year, as now is too much the condition 
among Spiritualists as a class. I second 
that motion, hbplng the question will be 
put w1'voté,'¿nd tne‘majority-make a 
ruling in favor of more home work, 
making our Spiritualism practical, ana 
an everyday'religion.” -'

Bishop A. Beal’s engagements for the 
fall and winter are as follows: Roches
ter, Ind., October and November, and 
Grand Rapids, Michigan, December, 
He can be addressed for engagements 
for winter—January, February and 
March, at the above-named places. '

D. Sibert, of Grand Rapids, Mich., 
writes: “To those of your readers who 
live in small villages and districts, and 
who have not the advantage of any 
home medium, I make this offer: I will 
come to you and do what I can to help 
you. My powers are clairvoyance, 
names, psychometry, healing and ad
vice, answering questions by inspiration 
for those in need of Spiritual help, I 
would love to spend a few Weeks in this 
manner, where I can find friends and 
encouragement, and where it is within 
reasonable reach of Grand Rapids, free 
of charge. Enclose stamp for reply, 
giving as near as possible how many 
believers there are, and how the com
munity is balanced in religious views. 
Address, No 34 Third street.

Mrs. Lucy Barnicoat writes from San 
Francisco, Cal.: “I was much pleased 
and profited by my visit in Southern 
California. I enjoyed my visit with Mrs 
Helen Bushyhead and others in the San 
Diego. I found that the president of the 
First Society there was a Boston man 
(my city and home), who engaged me to 
lecture for the society, and the directors 
offered me their hall for an independent 
meeting of my own. In Los .Angeles I 
was invited to the platform of the Spir
itualist Society by their regular lecturer, 
Rev. Dr. Ravelin, when I gave tests and 
improvised a poem. .

W. H. O'Donald writes from Port 
land, Oregon: We have two spiritual 
meetings in this city at present The 
First Spiritualist Society is. now waking 
up from the lethargy that has p long 
held itand I trust that it will do a bet
ter work this season than it has been 
doing heretofore. Mrs. J. Helm, one of 
the best inspirational speakers that has: 
visited our city, has been speaking oc
casionally for them. Mrs. H, gave some 
very fine tests last Sunday evening. 
Prof. Taylor speaks to-night. He is ah 
able talker. The Methodist ministers 
here are beginning to preach Spiritual
ism from their pulpits. There is-one- 
thing that all. Spiritualists ought .to 
know, and that is that all persons will 
be Spiritualists some time.’’

Mrt. ScoVell has returned to Chicago 
and is now lecturing and giving tests 
every. Sunday afternoon and night, arid 
holds a test and developing circle every 
Thursday night M Lodge hall, No. 11 
N. Ada st. She has changed, her resi
dence to 402 West Madison street, where 
she will give private sittings during 
week days, and may be addressed.for 
lecture engagements. .

Prof. A. D. Clark’s lecture at the Ma
sonic Temple on Tuesday evening of last 
week, on “The Science of the Stars,”; 
(illustrated by the Parabolon Sciopti- 
can) was very fine, His delivery is ex
cellent and his mtmfrer of presenting the 
subjectfascinating,.

L. V. Moulton has been engaged to 
speak at Paw Paw, Mich., September 30.

. ,Slocum writes: “The seventy
ieeprid birthday (August 31) of Mrs, 
Sabols A. Logan, one of the many no-

-Ble-workers in the aiBseminatlon of a 
knowledge of Spiritualism, was the oo- 
easlon of a happy gathering of friends at 
¿'er -iforne. the Newport House, Ala- 
ibeda, Californta. They came without 
Special invitation, bringing baskets of 
lunch for visitors, and birthday presents 
JprlMrs.' Logan, There were fifty or 
mqre visitors during the day, and in ad
dition . to the bouptirul repast, most of 
them had the pleasure of listening to 
vocal and Instrumental music by Mrs. 
Stinson, Mrs. Cook, Miss Sylvia, and 
Others. So many congratulatory speeches 
Were made that it would be trespassing 
pri yoUr space to give even tho names of 
all the speakers, but ! may mention that 
Of Mrs.' Barnicoat, 'of San Francisco 
(Iqte of Boston); Mrs. Carrie F. Young, 
M, D., of Berkeley, and Mr. Riness, all 
veterans in the cause. Mrs. Logan and 
)ier brother, Walter Hyde, responded 
feejipgly to the many kind expressions 
of regard tendered to her, she stating 
that she expects to continue her work in 
'the cause of Spiritualism while she 
lives. Her meeting!) 'at Alcazar hall, 
Etan Francisco, are neld every Sunday 
morning, as usual.” '
.' .Will C, Hodge, who has been filling 
an' engagement at Rockford, I Ji., will 
respond, to calls for the fall and winter 
months,His lectures are always ini 
struetivp and entertaining. He can be 
addressed for engagements at 40 Loomis 
street, Chicago, Ill.

G, W. /Kates and wife will lecture in 
Pittsbtirg, Pa., during October; in 
Geauga Co., Ohio, during November. 
■’¡Yoqld Hke calls for [following months, 
Address Manitou, Col.
"M. E. .- writes from Kansas City, Mo.: 
“I find quite an interest waked up 
amprig the Spiritualists of Kansas City. 
The.La Jies’ Spiritual Literary Club holds 
meetings Sunday afternoon at different 
.hbmdSj'Vie hostess always president at 
'her home. Prof. Ormerod holds meet
ings at Tacoma Hall, organizing a new 
society .qnd feeling sure of success, The 
First -Spiritual Club, with Dr. Bowker as:' president, holds meetings Sunday 
evenings. While the undersigned is 
doing oply private work, having more 
than.'I ¿an do. I have an engagement 
at Allegheny City for October.” 
, ..Major-Caford and Andrew Wright 
spriak approvingly of manifestations 
given through the mediumship of Mary 
Jewell, of Louisville, Ky. She is a 
-phyBical-medium.

‘ J. C. f. Grumbirie and Lizzie Bangs, 
with C, H. Horine as business mana- 
gtSr, aro open for engagements. Mr, 
Grumbirie gives the Inspirational teach
ings. Miss Bangs gives slatewritings and 
ethrirealizations ori the rostrum. For 
'terms address at once C. H. Horine, 
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, Ill.

■ Moses; Hull is to speak in Cleveland. 
Ohio, the 'Sundays of October and 
November. Re is a busy man and 
would like week-day work anywhere 
Within prie hundred miles of that city. 
Address him at his home, 29 Chicago 
Terrace,’' until Oct. 5, after that at 30 
Broadway, Cleveland, until Nov. 24. 
Mb. Hull has an engagement with the 
North Side Society, this city. He and 
Mattie are great favorites there.
' . Adrian B. Ormerod, now engaged in 
Kansas City, Mo., writes: “My meetings 
are doing well. Wednesday night we 
Met. to organize and arrange to get a 
charter from the Rational, Spiritualists’ 
'Association, at y^hington, D. C. I 
wjfeh you would mention, in The Pro
gressive Thinker' the fact that there 
.jisita man. lately in Portland, Oregon, 
qijd'in the northwest, who is using my 
nhm& and representing himself as 
’Adrian Ormerod, or Prof. Ormerod, tbe 
medium. I have.triis from good author
ity, as a lady caUed on me to-day and 
ivas dissatisfied in not finding the Orme- 

’rpd she wanted, as he had not succeeded 
for her as he had promised. I know I 
am the only Adrian B.Ormerod in exist
ence who is a medium, and this man 
is falsely assuming ,my name, and it is 
only right find just that all should know 
it.” ,

AH Spiritualists should remember 
that all mall addressed to C. E. Winans, 
Edinburg,Indiana, will reach him at any 
time. . ,.

Mrs.W. C. Coffman’s engagements are 
as follows: Petoskev,Michigan, till Sep
tember 15th; Gran&Rapids, loth to 28tn; 
Hillsdale, first ten days of October. She 
would be pleased to hear from societies 
washing platform test medium for fall 
and winter months. Address 10 Cana) 
street, Grand Rapids, Mich.

S. N.Aspinwall, of Minneapolis,Minn., 
writes: “We have in this city tenor 
twelve good speakers and test mediums 
who are capable of doing good work for 
societies or communities at moderate 
prices. Any one writing me can be sup
plied, as I will take pleasure Inheing a 
medium to try and benefit both speaker 
and society. Notwithstanding the hard 
times, our meetings open with good au
diences and we hope to be able to do 
much good for the cause.”

. Charles-Riley writes: The Spiritual
ists of Dtmdee, Michigan and vicinity 
held a meeting on September 9th at 
Slayton's hall. Dr. Farland, of Roches
ter, N.-Y., delivered two very interest
ing addyesses. He is the peer ot our 
best, speakers. Mrs. Palmer, of Deer
field; Michigan, gave a short address 
after tho evening discourse. She is well 
arid' favorably known here. We will 
have, another meeting September 23d, 
hoping to continue them every two 
weeks. , Dr. Farland will give the ad
dress at the next meetfng. Don’t lose 
the rare treat of hearing him.

Prof. Lockwood cun be found at.752 
West Madison street. Societies desir
ing a first-class speaker upon scientific 
philosophy and an absolute demonstra
tion of continued existence from the 
data, of natural physics, should now send 
in their applications. It is thevniversab 
opinion of those: who have heard the- 
Professor,. and who are qualified to; 
judge, that he has no peer in this line of 
thought In this country,. His experi
ments in chemical and electrical phys
ics are not only a demonstration of his 
claims, but are also intensely interesting 
and Instructive. '

Frank. T. Ripley has just closed a 
successful engagement at, Lake Brady 
Camp-meeting. He has a few dates left 
and can tie engaged for lectures and 
platform tests anywhere in Ohio; Illi
nois, Indiana and Pennsylvania, address, 
him at once in care of Sherwood House, 
West 6th and Race streets, Cincinnati, 
Ohio, Room 52. Brother Ripley is 
speaking for the Covington Ky., society 
at Greer’s hall.

D. P. Bower writes approvingly of the 
materializing seances held at the par
lors of Mrs L. A. Roberts, 337 West Van 
Buren street. They were very satisfac
tory to him.

J. C, Smith, of Wonewoc, Wifi-j 
writes:,. “The Spiritual Association of 
Wonewbc, Wis>, expect a spiritimi feast 
during the months of October and No
vember;’ for the benefit of tho^ wb$»re 
interested in the cause in neighboring 
towns, and wish to attend otte services, 
we would announce that our society has 
engaged the services ot Mrs.' Jennie 
Hatch; of Hartford, Connecticut, ,'àhd 
Guy A. Hatch, the boy mediuip. ''$frs. 
Hatch is a materializing, trance and 
test medium. She submits to strict 
test conditions. Mrs. Hatch will give 
two lectures in our hall each Sunday, 
and also give platform tests, Guy A. 
Hatch is but fifteen years old, and Isà 
fine clairvoyant and clairaudlent me
dium. Mrs. Hatch is the wife of Capt. 
Hatch, who has charge of the saleroom 
of one of the largest manufacturing es
tablishments in the East, and shé IS in
dependent of her gifts, and only wishes 
to promulgate our beautiful philosophy. 
Any friends wishing further informa
tion may address me."

D. M. King writes from Ashley, Ohio: 
“The camj> faeld on Woolley Park, at 
Ashley, Ohio, has come and gone.- The 
speakers have acqutited themselves 
well, and harmony prevailed from the 
opening to the close. Moses and Mattie 
Hull are the best camp workers I ever 
met,”

Mrs. C. A. Bacon, of Stockton, Cal., 
writes: (‘The First spiritual Society, of 
Stockton, has continued its meetings all 
through the warm weather. We nave 
had no regular medium, but our meet
ings have been very pleasant indeed. 
Dr. A. S. Hudson gave two scientific 
lectures, which were very instructive. 
Dr, Forman gave a very interesting 
talk, and read an article from The Pro
gressive Thinker, Mrs. Ellsworth, a 
Stockton medium, gave a number of fine 
tests one evening. By doing this way 
It has kept our meetings before the peo
ple and has held their interest. Mrs. 
York has very kindly been our organist, 
and altogether we are quite satisfied 
with our summer meetings. Others 
have assisted in recitations and read
ings.”

Mrs. Adeline M. Glading will hold a 
public reception in the hall of the First 
Association of Spiritualists, of Philadel
phia, north-east corner Eighth and Cal- 
lowhiir streets, on Friday evening, Sep
tember 21st. This will be Mrs. Glad
lug’s last appearance in public since her 
recent severe illness, wnen she will re
dedicate herself anew to the work of the 
cause. She will be assisted on this oc
casion by other talent, with music, reci
tations, singing, etc. A cordial invita
tion Is extended to her friends to meet 
her on that occasion. Admission free.

Mrs. Lora H. Hurson has removed to 
Cincinnati, Ohio, where pha will re
main during the winter exercising her 
medial gifts and teaching music. '

Oscar A. JMgerly's engageménts as 
made for the coming season are as fol
lows: October, with the Temple Society 
of Watertown, N. Y.; Nov. 4th and 
Uth with the First Spiritualist Society 
of New Bedford, Mass.; Nov. 18th and 
25th, First Society, Fitchburg, Mass; 
Deo. 2nd and 9th, Worcester, Mass,; Deo.' 
16th, 23rd and 30th Lowell, Mass.; Jan., 
Feb. and March. 1895, with the Temple 
Society, of Anderson, Ind. April still 
open; May with the Religlo-Philosophi- 
cal Society of Baltimore, Md. Solicits 
correspondence relative to an engage
ment for April.

W. C. Lohr, of Lancaster, Pa., writes: 
I am living in a town of 35,000 inhabi
tants, only 69 miles from Philadelphia, 
and I know of no Spiritualist Here. My
self and a friend have been investigating 
as far os we have been able to, but suc
ceeded in only getting table-tippings 
and automatic writing, but nothing at 
all convincing; no tests of any kind, ex
cept that I can write poetry and lots of 
it, something I never could do before. 1 
think there is a wide field right here- 
for some one to advance the cause. We 
hear nothing but hell-fire and brimstone 
preached every Sunday.

Mr. Edgar W. Emerson will speak 
and give public seances on Sunday, 
Sept. 23? at 3 and 7:45 P. M., at Orpheus 
Hall. Schiller Building, 107'Randolph 
street. Aliare Invited. ' ''
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THE ONLY
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THE PSYCHOGRAPH
OR

DIAL PLANCHETTE.
Thle Instrument has now been thoroughly tested 

numerous investigators, and has provad more laüsfao 
tory than the plaucbctte, both io regard to tbo cer
tainty and correctness of the communications, and as 
a jneuoa or developing mediumship. Many who were 
not aware of their mediutnlsllc gift have, nfter a few 
sittings, been able to receive .astonishing cunununica- 
tioni from their departed friends.

Ccpt. D. B. Edwards, Orient, N. Y.» writes: "I had 
communications (by the psychograph) from mar)y 
other friends, even from the old settlers whoso grave
stones are moss-grown in the old yard, They Lave 
been highly satisfactory, and proved to me that Spirit* 
uallsm la indeed true, and the communications have 
given my heart the greatest comfort in the severe los* 
I have had of son, daughter, and their mother.'*

Dr.' Eugene Crowell, whose writings have made bis 
name familiar tq those interested In piyc.blcal matters, 
writes as follows; “1 am inueb pleased with the Psy* 
cbograph you sentrne, nnd.wiU thoroughly tejrt it the 
Brät opportunity I may have. It Is very simple In 
principle and^onstrucUon, and I am store must be far 
more seupkivAtd spirit power Qian the one now in uic. 
1 believe it will generally supersede the latter when 
Its superior oner I is become known/?

A, r. MlUeyJournalist and hodt, in an editorial no* 
ttce of the instrument In his paper, the .Worthington 
(Mion ) Advance, says: "The Psyobdgraph is an im
provement upon the ni&nchettc, having »dial and let- 
tors, with a few words, so that very little 'power* li 
apparently required to give the communications. Wo 
do not bestute to recommend it to all who care to teat 
the question whether spirit* cab return and communl-

by

cate."
Just what Investigators want. Home circles want.

Price, by mall, free with full (JlrpctioM for tiac, <1.00.
For Bàio at ihta office. .

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World 

Illustrated.
BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY,

Z'HR QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN
habited but now eubiqcrged part of this globe 

known as Atlantis, is one of much interest. The 
data gathered from ancient and modern sources— 
from classical authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; front the deep sea Investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches In the 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 
American continent—aro hero arranged tn compact, 
literary form. In this very interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial Intcrplt to Spiritualist« be
cause of its affording corroborative evidence of the 
genuineness and truth of ¿ha statements purporting 
to be given by spirits of ancient Atlantic» concern
ing the Atlantis mid a great people of the
name, once existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. f rRd 2i00. • • :

Rioucan casflyhaveihebestlf 
M you only insist upon it.
Theyare made for cooking and 

heating,in every conceivable style 
andslzeford/iykindoffudand 
with prices from ♦ 10 to * TO. 
TilKeenulneaU bear this trarfe- 
maritamiaresoH with a written 
guarantee. First-dassmerchants 
everywhere handiethem.
*•’“5? TtenatonSlweCorcpeny. .
MBffMKSCtHVQMUKaMnKMU 

Mn^^CWCMX^BUffUD.^gWTOBKCTT.

Sunday Meetings in Chicago*
First Society of Spiritualists of Chi

cago, Hooley’s Theatre. 11 A. N. "
Illinois State Association, Bricklayers’ 

Hall, 93 Peoria street. 2:30 and 7:30 P. M,
North Side Society, Schlotthauer’s 

Hall, Sigel and Sedgwick streets. 2:30 
and 7:45 p.m.

The Progressive Society, 3120 Forest 
avenue. Children’s Lyceum, 1:30 P M. 
Services at 3:00 and 7:30 P. M, ’ -
. First Society of Spiritual Unity, Custer 
Post Hall, 85 South Sangamon street. 
Services at 10:30 A. 2:30 and 7:30 
p. m. Children’s Lyceum at 1:30 p. m.

The Spiritual Research Society. 
Lodge Hall, No'. 11N. Ada street. 2:30 
and 7:30 P.M.

The First Spiritual Society of the 
South Side, Auditorium Hall, 77 Thirty- 
first street. 2:30 and 7:30 P. M.

Spiritual Union, ■ Nathan. Hall, 1565 
Milwaukee avenue. 7:30 p.m.

Progressive Society, 517 - W. Madison 
street. 7:30 P. M. • •

National Society of Spiritualists. 681 
W. Lake street. Wednesday evenings, 
7:45 o’clock. .

On January 13, 1810, quicksilver froze 
bard at Moscow. .

WAS . ■

WHyi liNcolN 
A SPIRITUALIST?

-OR- -
Curious Bevelatipns from tlie Life 

of a Trance Medinin.
............ ' ‘ ‘ -BY- '
MRS. NETTIE COLBURN MAYNARD
Together with Portraitg^Dettei^and 

Poems, Illustrated with Eiigrav- 
Ings and Frontispiece of JAn- 

coin, from Carpenter’s
Portrait from Life. :

tbli book will be tonnd peculiar, curloua, lUTtllpgl 
—more so tlian any work Issued «Ince Uncle Tom’a 
Cabin. It breathes forgotten whispers which the rust 
of time bad almost covered, oui.whloh have been 
auatobed from the very laws of obllvlop, It deals 
with high official private life durtiig the molt moment- 
qua period tn American Hie Wry. nod,(« a 
from the life of him whom time serve, only to tuake 
greater, more appreciated, and more Understood— 
r‘ABB*U*.M Lxkcolh." .

Cloth, Iffnio, illuitrateg, pp, XBt, f 1,50/ 
Paper, 15 cents,

For Sale at this office.

HELEN HAHLOW’S VOW ;
. Or Self-Justice.
DF ¿(MS irAiSBROOHBR.-MAHY 

JD have read this book, many have re read It, 
and many others ought to read it. It abodld ho road 
by every man and woman In tbe land.. At a story It la 
finely wrltten.aad teams will) Interest,nod at the tame 
time It educates, elevates and Inspires. It shows the 
Injustices to which womcnare subjected in IhB pres
ent statue of society—thoineqiialltles In tbe meaeura 
of condemnation voiced by society against acts of the 
aamemoral quality performed by men and. women re
spectively. It shows the falsities rampant ip society 
iu matters ot moral and social import, and the Wrong* 
that flow therefrom to innocent victims of. eocfal 
oatracism. It contâtes» fine Uksnesa ot the author, 
ïlae cloth, 2W pagea. Price, s*.1• ,

PERFECT MOTHERHOOD;
Or Mabel Kaynrond’s Resolve.
DP LO/S WA1SB ROOKER* TH/S JS 
D a novel written with » purpoie,- and tbit 
purpose is not merely to enable an unthinking, Idle 
mind to while away tue time In a state of IdTe tneiBed* 
iieBi. devoid of earnest thought, or care .for either 
Belf-improvement or tbe good of humanity. It la a 
book designed especially, primarily, for mother? atjd 
those who are to pe mothers ; and secondly, through 
tbe^nothera, to effect the wen belng spd happlnpis of 
tho race. It brings strongly and clearly to vUw the 
reaiiit upon the child of propér aurroundingi.iQd influ
ences bearing upon the mother previous to maternity. 
Incidentally the author touches upon varloua'things 
In modern »octal and business life, which nre unjust, 
and fix unequal burden» upon the Individual» compo»' 
(ng society as a whole. The book Is trenchant. Ipstruc- 
live and very intereeting, even when regarded merely 
as a novel, and is especially commended to ‘‘women 
everywhere," to whom It is dedicated. It'fdso thor
oughly »bow» up tbe Jesuitical spirit of the Catholic 
Church ; advanced idea» relating to tbe Spiritual phil
osophy are Introduced. It contains a fine likeness ot 
tbe author. It contains 345 psges. neatly' bound IB 
clpth. Price by mnll, prepaid. Il.tfl. - - - 

THE LYCEUM GUIDE.
For the Home, the Lycetyip 

and Societies. ;.

A Manual of Physical, Intellect
ual and Spiritual Culture,

—— ii..
COMPILED BY EMMA RO<>I>

TUTTLE. . ;
A COLLECTION OF MUSIC AND 

£1 Song«, Golden Chain Recitation», Memory Genu, 
Choral Responses, Funeral Service^ Program» for 
sessions, Parliamentary Rules. Instructions for Or
ganizing and conducting Lyceums, Instructions for 
Physical Culture. Calisthenics and Marching: Bon
ners, Standards, ths Band of Mercy, etc.; a book by 
the aid of which a Progreialvc.Lyceum, a Spiritual or 
Liberal Society may be organized and conducted 
without other assistance. It supplies the wants of 
Spiritual BocIclIob for fresh Spiritual songs, with 
music free from the dismal tone of the old hymnoiogy. 
It furnishes a unique selection of choice readings and 
respouses-Buch anno otherselectlon contains, Hgivco 
a practical system of graceful callBtheuics. every e|ep 
of which Is made plain by engravings. It gives in
structions how to make the badges and banners and 
instructs lu marching. It shows howto estabUab* 
Band of Morey as auxiliary to the Lyceum, and baa 
all the most beautiful songs which have been gathered 
up by that movement. .

The author and compiler of this Guida is eminently 
prepared for the tusk by years of devoted labor in the 
Lyceum. The book is the result of practical work 
and tested by the Interest awakened in the actual 
scRhlon of the Lyceum.

While Intended for the working Lyceum, the guide 
Is admirably adapted to the needs or the family, sup
plying 76 pages of naw spiritual music and words 
foana nowhere else. except In sheet form st many 
times the cost. The book has been placed at the 
remarkably low price of 50 cants, sent postpaid. Ad
dress Hudson Tuttlk & Co., Publishers, Berlin 
Heights, Oblo, or office of The Progresbivx Thinksb 
where the work may be bad wholesale and retail.

TUB CHURCH OF y-^Tf~TTrTrrpR<t~~RV~/l~ARome.’By »ev. Oba«. Chlntquy, ex prleiL A 1 f IBERAL LEC7 BY JLJh
rem&rlcable booK, Pages882. Price 62.25. • Z-/ French. They are worth their walgMULgNA®— . _ I _ -___ r _ ____ _ _ _ __ _ nanor RA sinntflPrice, paper, 50 cents.

a

ered frorn tbe Tree of Life. Presented to human-! OOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC 
tty through ibe mediumship of B. E. Litchfield. Ex- jtk By Bov. base J. Lansing. M. A. Every paWfil 
cellent throughout. Price ,1.25. ihonld read tc. Price ,1.00. ~

"Tbe A. P. A. MANUAL contains much Interesting and Instructive matter and a । 
wide circulation of the tape will no doubt prove highly beneficial as a literary agent; 
and will assist greatly In arousing sleeping Protestants to the true conditions tbit 
surround them. I should like to see It given a wide circulation." ‘i , ïgeifi Sa

G.* P. JOHNSON, State President A. P. A. of Illinois. 
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DR, J. M. PEEBLES.
He Js on the War-Path.

Reviews His Critics in Terms Crisp 
, and Scathing.

TCP, 7 5-

I i X

k -

HE DEFENDS THE RIGHTS OP ROMAN CATHOLICS, 
: DESCRIBES THE PERSECUTIONS OF PROTEST

ANTS, DENOUNCES THE BIGOTRY OF BIGOTS,.
' . AND PLEADS FOB TOLERATION, BROTHERHOOD, 

AND SPIRITUALISM. '

Be it said to the honor of The Progressive 
Thinker, that it freely opens its columns to. 

■ those with whom it—and more especially some 
of its correspondents—conscientiously differs. 
This is manly. íhis shows its confidence in 
the power of truth to assert and sustain itself. 
Only cowards and crippled creed-nióngers fear 
the blaze and- tbe full moral brightness of 
'truth,

KiMly do I propose to notice these broth
erly critics in rotation. Friend Nute says: 
“He (Dr. Peebles) refers to Lafayette as a. 
Catholic * ."* * but it is on record that 
Lafayette said: ‘If the liberties of this coun
try were ever destroyed, it would be by the 
Catholic priests.’ ” Exactly! and so it is on 
record that Spiritrialism is the work of the 
'devil—but who accepts this -record? Who 
but the stupidest bigot believes it? Now, 
then, I demand of Mr. Nute the history, 
chapter,- page, paragraph and author of the 
above words ascribed to Lafayette.

I My statement, that Mexico was both a Re
public and Catholic, is pronounced by C. N. 
Nute ‘ ‘a bubble," which he very generously 
proposed “to prick.” Now, any man who. 
cannot distinguish a well-known fact from a 
“bubble" should be surgically trephined and 
receive a fresh infusion of gray brain-sub
stance. I mentioned no cause, and drew no 
inference; but stated a fact I’ve traveled 
in Mexico, and re affirm that our sister coun
try on the southwest is both Catholic and a 
Republic; and a Republic, too, that at its 
last election was overwhelmingly sustained by 
Catholic votes.

And now, another! Mr. A. Potts thus 
.'Writes: “It ié sad to see Dr. Peebles, after 
chaving written so much in favor of Spiritualism,’ 
turn around and support Roman Catholicism," 
$£t line or a word have I ever written in 

, support of Papal infallibility, the immaculate 
toonpeption, or any other dogma, doctrine or 
'Wremony connected with Roman Catholicism; 
Arid'Potts evidently knows it—I repeat knows 

unless suffering from senility or semi-imbe
cility.

i:; “Has the good doctor joined the Roman 
tfjatholic Church?” asks Mr. Potts. How 
indescribably base and insolent such an insin
uating inquiry! No—no, I have not joined 
rthe Roman Catholic church—but have joined 
/and belong to the great church of humanity, 
the worthier members of which do not con
sider it right to misrepresent, to li?, or to 
'’slander even for the: glory of Spiritualism. 
Mr,. Potts, with the most tender and pitying 
.kindness, I relegate you to the stool of repent
tarice, the closet of self-examination and the, 
'study of history! and may the good angels 
'help you to grow in grace and into the moral 
capacity of enabling you to speak and write 
the truth. Amen.

! And now, passing by the feeble E. C. L.,’ 
here comes Brother A. M. Griffen with a well-

1 written and nearly three-column article under 
th? stiffening caption, ‘ ‘The Starch Taken

; Out of Dr. Peebles’ Assertion, ’’ etc. Keep 
* 1 cool, most noble, oath-bound brothers—keep

. cool and we will see.
1 ..‘.‘What must the historian say," asks Mr. 
Griffen, “of Dr. Peebles’ statement, that 

j Catholics in the past persecuted and slew 
' Protestants, and in turn, Protestants in the old 
world persecuted and killed Catholics." The 
historian, sir, must and will say, if decently 
honest, that the statement is correct, abso
lutely correct, and would be so pronounced by 
every well-drilled schoolboy in the land up to 
Bancroft himself. Mark Well, I said nothing 
about the numerical proportion of Catholics 
and Protestante; nothing about the ferocity 
of the zealots on either side; but made a plain 
statement, and it stands like the rock Gib
raltar.

The statement calling forth the leering 
sneer of Mr. Griffen, that the Catholic church 
“can show an unbroken record of saintly 
piety and charity,"was not mine, but the 
statement of an erudite Unitarian in the 
Cftrúítan Register. Our critic can settle this 
matter with the Unitarians—a denomination 
that in the spirit of fraternity and ripe schol
arship has few peers. •

Following the above, Mr. Griffen goes off 
“into a sort of meandering Fox-Book-of-Martyr 
style of thrashing old, old straw, a sort of 
digging among tombs, church epitaphs and 
cremation relics of persecutions which he 
represents-in these words: “The real record 
of the Catholic church is written upon the 
heart oí mankind in red letters, fagots and 

• forked flames, glittering swords rind cannon
shot, clanking chains, sliding baré' of iron, 
creaking hinges of heavy doors, wheels and 
racks of torture, the cries and groans of untold 
numbers of inoffensive human beings writh
ing in the keenest agonies-of pain and death, 
puf-to the'most fiendish and excruciating tor
ture which human ingenuity could devise. ’’ * *'

‘ ‘Show me, in the annals of Protestant his
tory, a single parallel, or anything like it” I 
accept the challenge. So listen, Brother Grif
fen, in this San Diego library of some 10,000., 
voluntes rich in histories, while I point you 
to the treacheries, treasons and robberies, to 
the horrible, brutal, murderous,. bloodthirsty, 
monastery-burning, body-ripping and damna
ble butcheries of Roman Catholics by Protes
tants during the times of Henry VIII., Queen 
Elizabeth, Cromwell, and all along down to 
oúr own New England, where good, honest

Quakers were whipped, banished and hanged by 
Pipitan .prqtqsta,nts. ■ . : • ,

¡As preliminary to my historical references 
«bowing, the burnings and inhuman buteher- 
ings orf Catholics iby Protest^nt-Christians, 
béat in mind1 that ¡ multitudes qf Protestants 
pot only, juskifled tliesè peréecut|bns and fiend
ish- blood-red murders, but that Protestants 
wrote books jn defence of persecution, To 
this end Dr. Miller,-in,his “End of Religious 
Controversy," says (p. 303): “Persecution 
haé. not. only been more generally practiced by 
Protestants than Catholics, but also, that it 
has been more warmly def ended and supported 
by the‘most eminent reformers and divines of 
tlieir party than by their opponents. ” . * * * 
“Melanothon wrote a book in plefence of re
ligious persecution." ‘¡-“Beza. wrote a : folio 
work in defence of persecution.” “John Cal
vin not only wrote in favor of persecution but 
practiced it by burning the heretic Servîtes, 
while Protestant Bucer, a professor in Cam
bridge, preached that Servetus’ “bowels ought 
to have been torn out, and his body chopped 
to pieces. ", Rousseau, educated a Protestant, 
but, becoming a liberalist, says, the “Refor
mation -was: intolerant from its cradle, and its 
authors universally persecutors. " Protestant 
Barón Des. Adrets considered it . not only 
“sport to torture and murder Catholics,” but 
“literally forced his son to wash'his hands in 
their blood." . .......

And now, to still bloodier Protestant butch
eries. Barely mentioning Sir Thomas More, 
once High Chancellor of England murdered; 
the learned and humane Bishop Fisher thrust 
into a felon's cell till dragged to the scaffold, 
jriurdered and his body left to lie there as 
though he were odious as a dead dog; the 
Qountess of Salisbury, when upwards of 
seventy years, “brought to the block and 
commanded to lay her head down upon it, 
answered, no! my head shall never bow to 
tyranny, nor denial of the Catholic religion; 
and it never did commit treason! And if you 
will have my head you must get it as you 
can.” At these words, “the executioner 
struck at her neck with his axe, and as she 
ran about the scaffold with her white locks 
hanging down her shoulders and breast, he 
pursued her, giving her repeated chops, till 
at last he brought her down dripping in 
blood.” “Shortly after Elizabeth came to 
the throne,” says Middleton, “hundreds upon 
hundreds of Catholics were hanged to gibbets, 
drawn, quartered and tortured for the con
scientious profession of the religion of the 
■Catholic ancestors.’’

"• James I. (not of the Tudor race), reproached 
at one time for libét^lity, signed warrants in a 
single day - for twenty-five Catfiolics to be 
hanged and quartered, and Ohe' hundred and 
twenty-eight more ' to be branded and ban
ished. “Invading Ireland and being )mnt 
on exterminating the Catholics there, he per
suaded bis soldiers that they had a divine 
çommission for this purpose, as the Israelites 
had for the extermination of the Canaanites; 
and to further his hellish malice and make an 
end of the Catholic clergy he put the same 
price upon a priest’s head that he did upon a 
wolf’s head.” Anderson, as quoted by Curry, 
(Volume II, page 11.). •

Speaking of these crimson atrocities of per
secuting Protestants, Cobbett, in his “History 
of the Reformation, ” pp. 182-193,declares that 
besides the above acts “of monstrous barbari
ty, it was made high treason" (by Queen Bess, 
the Protestant Queen of England) 1 ‘for a priest 
to say mass, or to come into the kingdom 
from abroad; high treason to harbor, or be
lieve a priest in distress; and upon these 
grounds and others of a like nature hundreds 
and hundreds were either maliciously perse
cuted, or butchered, in the most inhumane 
manner, being first hung, then cut down alive, 
their bowels then ripped: up and their bodies 
chopped into quartets; and .this only because 
these unfortunate persons.. were too virtuous 
and sincere to apostatize ftote that Catholic 
faith which this Queen herself had, in her cor
onation oath, solemnly sworn to adhere to 
and defend. ”

Protestants not only persecuted, robbed, 
and most devilishly murdered Catholics in 
these historic times, but ghoul-like they forced 
their way into tombs, even the tomb of Thom- 
ift A. Becket (who so valiantly sustained the 
Magna Charter), and plundered it. They 
robbed, sacked and gutted monasteries, burn
ing their valuable libraries. They broke into 
Winchester Abbey, where were entombed the 
remains of good King Alfred, the Alfred that 
planted the University of Oxford, enacted 
trial iby jury, and whom Blackstone admits 
was founder of the common law, and, plunder
ing, ruined both tomb and Abbey. They in
vented instrumepts most damnable for the 
torture of Catholics, such as (see Dr. Lin- 
gard’s history, volume V., note U), “abroad 
hoop of iron, consisting of two parts fastened 
by a hinge. The heretic was then made to 
kneel and, contract himself into as small a 
compass as possible. Then ■ the executioner, 
kneeling upon the shoulders and introducing 
the hoop under the legs, compressed the vic
tim till he was able to fasten the feet and 
hands together over tiie small of the back. 
The; time-allotted to this kind of torture was 
one hour and a half, during; which time blood 
often gushed from the nostrils and sometimes 
the hands and feet. ” Another method in 
«Quëen Elizabeth’s time to torture Catholics 
was the rack. “This was a large oak'fratoe 
upon which the prisoner was laid, and by 
rollers and»pulleys the sufferer was stretched 
till thé bones started from their sockets. "

farmed by the blood-crimsoned banners 
of Henry VIIL,by the red-stained fiagè of the 
Elizâbèths and the Cromwells that floated, and 
still-float (somewhat modified apd softened by 
our higher civilization), over Protestant Chris
tendom, I protest against further religious 
persecution: In the name of the imprisoned 
and the beggared, the burned and the perse-

the bony back of Protestant creeds and dog
mas, I solemnly protest, saying with the 
poet, .................... •
“Forth rushed the fiends as with the torrent’s 

sweep, .
And deeds were done that made tthe angels 

weep.” - ■ ■ •
Further proofs of protestant persecutions 

may be thus condenced: Who, in England, 
persecuted Quakers and Shakers, imprisoning 
Ann Lee in Manchester? Protestants. •

Who banished Roger Williams, whipped 
and hung Quakers, and persecuted Catholics 
in New England?. Protestants.

Who arrested, tried, hanged or burned 
witches so-called, in both the old and the new 
world? Protestants. . .

Who persecuted Gall, Bpurzheim, Combe 
and other early elucidorsof phrenology? Prot
estants. .

Who, up to 1877, in New Hampshire, per
secuted Catholics by preventing by law the 
election of Governor, Senator or Representa
tive of any one, unless of the Protestant re
ligion? Protestants. ’ ■

Who, in the fierce persecuting spirit that 
within our memory characterized the political 
“Knownothingism" of our country, appealing 
to religious prejudice rather than reason, 
robbed and burned St. Mary’s Church, in Sher 
iff street; New Xork? Protestants.

Who, , misrepresenting, maligning and slan
dering the inmgtes of the Ursuline Convent in 
Charlestown, Massachusetts, finally gave it to 
t^e‘flames? Protestants.
’ Who, a few years ago in England, impris
oned 'the materializing medium, Dr. Minck, 
and arraigned, shamefully persecuted and 
sought tp inipriebh Dr. ? Henry Slade, the dis
tinguished test medium? Protestants.

Who, in several .of our. American States, 
have been scheming" and lobbying for hoped- 
for legislative enactments to punish our phys
ical mediums for the exercise of their spiritual 
gifts? Protestants.

Who,- at their homes, at elections and in 
congressional halls, are persistently struggling 
and warring to get the sectarian God put into 
the Constitution, thus establishing Church 
and State? Protestants. Cardinal Gibbons 
and Catholics, so far as I know, to the con
trary, universally oppose it. But enough!

My original statement in a recent Progress
ive Thinker, that drew the fire and the fero
cious ire of several correspondents was this: 
“Catholics in the past persecuted and slew 
Protestants, and in turn Protestants in the 
old world persecuted and killed Catholics. ” I 
now re-state' the statement and siibmitthat I 
have not only sustained it—yea, seven times 
sustained it, but nearer seventy times seven!

Thè edict of Pope Leo XIII., quoted by 
Mr. Griffen, commencing “May Almighty 
God and His saints curse the Spiritualists and 
their journals with the maledictions launched 
against the devil and his angels," etc., has 
been pronounced by Catholics “spurious”— 
“a downright, malicious forgery.” Upon the 
genuineness of the above “encyclical,” lam 
agnostic, neither affirming or denying. Shew
ing it to the Rev. Mr. Uback, a learned Catho
lic priest; of this city, he declared most posi
tively that “what of the document was hot 
forged is grossly garbled.” In the interest of 
truth, then, I ask—demand—that Mr. Griffen 
’give the date of this document from Leo 
XIII., and the names of the persons or pre
lates to whom it was originally addressed.

Every intelligent Spiritualist knows that 
some of these purported “bulls” of Leo XIII. 
are venomous and black-hearted forgeries. 
Take the one said to have been given at “St. 
Peters,Rome,on December25th,,,1891, the 15th 
year of qur Pontificate,” wherein Leo is made 
to say that this continent discovered by the 
Catholic Columbus belongs to him, and that 
“in the yearof our Lord 1893 it will be the 
duty of the faithful to exterminate all heretics 
found within the jurisdiction of the United 
States," &c. Roman Catholic journals hj$ve 
pronounced these Leo fulminations too infa
mously and insultingly false to scarcely no
tice. Unitarian, Congregational and Method
ist periodicals have declared them forgeries 
as silly as barefaced. The Methodist New 
York Christian Advocate, with no more broth
erly love for Catholics than Mr. Griffen, says 
of the above document: “We do not know of 
a more transparent frafld. We are astonished 
that any human being acquainted with the 
methods of the Roman Catholic church could 
have believed either the pope or his advisers 
such dull idiots as this document would prove 
them to be. ” Is it the proper way to promote 
liberalism or build up Spiritualism to perse
cute, publish frauds, forge names and pall 
either popes or their documents 1 ‘old devils, " 
after the style of Mr. Griffen? .

Quakers, Shakers and Unitarians are the 
only religious denominations of any note that 
have not persecuted for opinion’s sake.

Far .be it from me to endorse Smithfield, 
St. Bartholomews eve, the dogmas of the Bos
tonian, O. A. Brownson, or any other bigot, 
whether Catholic or Protestant What I do 
most heartily endorse, however, is the ignate 
manhood of man, thé royal possibilities of the 
soul arid the brotherhood—the universal broth
erhood of all tribes and tongues, religions and 
races. Roman ¡Catholics are American citi
zens. They are our brothers. Millions of 
them were born in this country. They1 and 
their children love it They—our Phil Sheri
dans and Resecrans when the Union was im
periled, fought for it and for its free institu
tions. Catholic priests are writing lines like 
these: “I am a native of this country. I love 
it with all my heart, and I would die in de
fense of its liberties.” Whatever Cathdiics

not voté for a Roman Catholic for any office; 
nor for any one who would. " And what is 
almost infinitely worse, some of these un
American, Catholic-hating liberaliste join dark
lantern secret societies and take oaths that 
“they will never countenance or aid the nomi
nation, election or appointment to public office 
of any Roman Catholic. ’’ Before high heaven 
and in the face of the Constitution I of the 
United .States, I pronounce such persons guilty 
of social treason and moral perjury!

I have an abiding faith in man—faith ip 
my brother man whatever his country, race 
or religious convictions. And I should have 
no more fear of political injustice or religious 
persecution were Roman Catholics in the 
ascendancy in this free press, free-speech 
nineteenth century, than I should if Protes
tants, were thus circumstanced—such Protes
tants as persecute and excommunicate for 
heresy Dr. Thomas and Professor Swing, Pro
fessor Smith and Pr. Briggs, and many oth
ers less distinguished for scholarship and so
cial culture. No Spiritualist can be a bigot 
No true Spiritualist can encourage persecution 
or deal out damnation. The basic foundation 
of Spiritualism is spirit. God is spirit, God 
is light, God is love. And all men are spirit
ual beings and sons of God. All men, too, 
whether Catholic or Protestant, prince or 
peasant, Brahmin or Buddhist, are brothers, 
aud we should do by them as we would have 
them do by us.'

Spiritualism, roofed in God, who is spirit, 
pure apd eternal, is a psychic science, a divine 
philosophy, a universal religion. It is all-em
bracing. Its- vaulted temple is the universe. 
On its very threshold is written as with dia
mond poipt,—1<)lerance—let no pne presume 
to enter here who does not leave his bigotry 
behind him. Over the portal of this temple, 
musical with a perpetual parliament of relig
ions, js inscribed in letters of gold—purity, 
peace, brotherhood. •

Spiritualism aflame with investigation and 
earnest occult research, bridging the tjvo 
worlds visible and invisible, demonstrates a 
future consçious existence, and at the same 
time strives to make a heaven of the present 
existence. Its never-changing key-note is 
love. Professor Drummond pronounces love 
the greatest thing in the universe. Rightly 
translating the Greek word rendered charity 
in the 13th chapter of ii Cor. : “Love suffereth 
long and is kind; lové envieth not; love 
vaunteth not itself; is not puffed up, doth not 
behave itself unseemly; is not easily provoked; 
thinketh no .evil. Love beareth all things, 
hppeth all things, endureth all । things. 
Whether these be prophecies they shall fail; 
whether there be tongues they shall cease; but 
love never faileth. ’’ May the recording angel 
ever write my name:

“As one that loves his fellow-men." 
8an Diego Cal., J. M. Peebles, M. D.
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ANIMAL SPIRITS.
A Remarkable Experience Related 

by E. C. Qetsinger.

In a late Progressive Thinker, in the 
query column, Harry A. Gooby asks, “Do 
Animals Have Spirits?” Mr. Tuttle replies, 
quoting from a work on “psychic science," in 
which he infers that animals are annihilated by 
death and have no individuality in spirit I 
hold that animals, who are above mere vegeto- 
flesh growths, have spirit and exist as entities 
in spirit, that mere protoplasmic aggregations, 
mollusks, jelly fishes, etc., who have not ab
sorbed more ether or spirit than the normal 
quantity possessed by the molecules of matter 
of which they are constituted, have no spirit 
entity, for the spirit entity is that energy 
which the mass has absorbed above that pos
sessed by the chemical matter. This increase 
is shown by its ratio of activity. The soul is 
a different thing. It is the experience re
corded on the lines of energy beginning with 
the center or sensorium around the body. To 
show that dogp. have spirits and that they are 
not phantoms and dreams, I will say that I 
investigated, then studied materialization (of 
which I have found two distinct phases). One 
night I was thrown in contact with a very 
material.element Some one had a pet dog, 
Rico. Thjs dog’s spirit came into the circle 
to his master, pawed his hand and snuffed 
and answered to the name. Another dog also 
materialized, and before we knew it we had a 
dog fight in that circle. Thejnedium admon
ished us to hold together and let them go; we 
did, and for fully five minutes these dogs 
tumbled around the large circle-room, up
setting chairs,, snarling and snuffing like real 
live dogs. Thpy at once disappeated in the 
circle, by being parted by controls, giving a 
faint yelp at the last. Behold, no dogs were 
visible, and I can take oath that we had hot 
indulged nor were dreaming. It was an excit
ing five minutes. ' Are these phantom dogs 
capable of being brought about by psychic 
desire? z. .

The medium is a man of thirty-five years’ 
experience as a medium, and I have sat with 
him fifty times, tied and untied, no cabinet, 
and vouch for his honesty.

' E. C. Getsinger, 
160 Monroe St, Detroit, Mich. ..
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may have said, done or written in the past, 
they are to-day,. politically, speaking, Demo
crats, Republicans, Populists. They are our 
fellow-citizens and our neighbors. They have 
the inalienable right to enjoy their religious 
convierons.- And while, the Constitution
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This book Is whst Its title indicates—‘‘Tni Quistjojt 
Settled, an Careful Comparison of Biblical and 
ModeVn Bpirl Mam.’’ Wo give below only a partis! 
list of the contents of each chapter;

Chapter I—The Adaptation of Spiritualism to th« 
Wants of Humanity.—No argument so good as that of 
Adaptation. Retigfops must adapt themselves to Meo. 
Religions and Sciences have failed to demonstrate an 
After-Life. Two contradictory Chain« of Thought in 
the Bible. Law forbidding Consultation with tbe 
Dead. Ite Effect. Bible Writers in Doubt os to b 
Future. A Dialogue. Spiritualism convinces a Min
ister of bls immortality. Dying Minister in Despair. 
Why this Appetite for a Knowledge of a Future.

CriAFTeB II—The Moral Tendency of Spiritualism.— 
A Natural Query. Jesus regarded as a Blasphemer 
and a Devil. Every new System passes an Era of 
Calumny. Persecution purifies. What Good has Splr- 

done. Opponents unfair. Immorality lu tho 
Churches. Religious Systems not responsible for 
Errors of their Adherents. Nono Perfect. All are 
God-makers. Men worship ihelr own Opinion«* 
ShortcomiDgso.f Bible Saints. Jewish Church. To«* 
Umony of Jeremiah.

Chapter III—Bible Doctrine of Angel Ministry.— 
A Common Doctrine. Angels are Spirits. Terms 
“Man" and “Angel." Angel Men visit Abraham, Lot, 
Joshua. The Host of the Lord. An Angel appears to 
Gideon; to Manoah’s wife; is introduced to Manosb. 
Writing on tbe Wall. Daniel a Superior Medium. 
Gabriel both a Man and Angel. The Stone rolled from 
the Sepulchre by a Man.

Chapter IV—The Three Pillars of Spiritualism.— 
Spiritual Platform. Three propositions. Man has a 
Spiritual Nature. Spirit not Immaterial. Spiritual 
Man. Source of Evidence. Biblical Testimony. Elihu. 
Zephaniah. Papal Docreo. Hard Questions. Can not 
answer nil. Spiritual Senses. Blind and Deaf Man. 
Illustration. Man Double. Two Fathers, Two Sources 
of Knowledge. Peter awakened. Two Contradictory 
Histories of Jesus.

CuapthrV—The Birth of the Spirit.—All Subjects 
Important, “Ye must be born again.’’ Nicodemus’ 
Quandary. A Minister’s Opinion. Author’s Objection. 
Jesus’ Teste. M ust be born out of Flesh, Birth of tho 
Spirit a Resurrection. Not of Flesh and Blood. Bibis 
against It (1 Cor. xv.). Natural and Spiritual Body. 
Opinion the Woman of Tokoab. Of Job. Of Jesus. 
Objections answered. Mortal Bodies Quickened. Must 
eat Christ's Flesh.

CnxiTER VI—Are We Infidels?—RapIdTGrorth of 
Spiritualism. The “Mad-Dog" Cry. Charge Ignored. 
Proceeds from Infidel Hearts. Truths and Errors la 
the Bible. Dialogue; Minister wants a Bible. All be« 
Heve Parts, aud no one believes All, of the Bible, 
illustrative Cases. Huw shall we decide who the Bo*

rMI NIA rresent. ijy «J, Ju. xeeoicB* ai. v. a uwii ui ore < uc> crs are. i uv iruu i eii 
pages. ii Is an encyclopedia of facta; a mine of rare knowledge^ Efid of the World not yet 
• Trnr]f that «hnnirt be in tha bknd» if every SplrltuaUat Prico Preaching. Baptism, and i
moo.
'T'HREE SEVENS, 7—7—7, BY THE PHE- 
J. Ions; tbe Jesuits, seen and unseen, are banded against the 

circulation of tbli book, because they are afraid they will lose 
their monopoly of tbe secret knowledge they hare held so long. 
In Three Sevens, this knowledge Is offered to the people. Buy 
U, read It carefully, and sec why the Jesuits hate IL Price 11.25.
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tion to any Office or public trust under the 
United States,” there are liberalists and Spir
itualists who openly assert that they “would

In'the name of the skinless skeletons of the 
thousands upon tpns of thousands of the 
stoned, Crushed and slaughtered victims, 
slaughtered or persecuted and'^piled-upon

cuted in, 'the past and the boycotted; of the,___ {______
present, for honest opinion’s sake, I protest. \ piaini# and’ distinctly declares that “No relig- 
“ ‘ ‘ ious test shall ever be required as a quaiiflea-

■I
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a help to the prisoner and to the unfortunate

;doubting or halting in the matter;. you will 
know Jour man When you standijtace to face 
^With him,'for you'will able're read his

IMPORTANTQUESTION.
Shall We Know Each Other 
..... There?1

FOB THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER. ,
This seems to be the important question 

asked by all peoples and in all ages. What 
satisfaction would it be to us to know that we 
live after the change called death, if we could 
not also feel that we shall know each other, 
and loved ones be reunited. Would not the 
contemplation of a future life which is to last 
on and on forever seem to us an unending 
season of banishment, and we exiles, as it 
were, on some far-off desert, and would not 
our present existence seem the only heaven 
indeed, in spite of its multiplicity of cares and 
sorrows, if we did not feel that we should 
meet and know our loved ones from whom we 
parted with such indescribable heart-pangs?

If Spiritualism proves a continuity of life 
(and if it does not, then we have no proof), it 
also proves that we shall know each other, and 
shall be known as we are known. I may shock

A Hundred Years to Come; Hudson Tuttle.and Vaccination. ____ ......________
What eager, willing, tired feet In “Questions and^nawers,” Mr. Tuttle b«gMng of her days. Mrs. Higbee
Will weary press the well-worn street repliés to an inquirer «bout vaccination in such »»a Huson sang ^ie song, “Dont Forget ■

A hundred years ttf come? ...... a manner as to warrant-the belief that he th.B °}d J?1“8? given by. an old gentleman, .» 
w.gag

positive opposition; It 'is presumed, there- J* brought terns to all eyes. , Mrs, Atfierdon, 
fore, he will not object to the criticism pf cer- the oldest medium of this camp, stated facts 
tain of his expreséM which may be mis- to the development of mediums m the years 
leading, as the truth Only is to be desired. . S°nc by, hoping that the younger ones, as they 

Hé says that thé‘safety1 gained by vaccina- enter the field, would ba protected so as not 
tion “can only be déterinieed by the test of to fight their battles alone às she had done. 
exposure,’’ and afterward states that (in Our meeting was then closed by a poem by 
smallpox, as in allother ‘contagious diseases) ^l'8’ Walton, subject, “Npmoka, the 1< uture 
there are some who are naturally safe even Haslett Park, Pioneer Day, given under 
when exposed. How, then, can it be known ^p rat on. Our meeting, then closed with i 
that a Vaccinated person who escapes conta- an election of officers for the coming year, 
gion when exposed would have been less Pne and all felt that the Pioneer Day was the 
secure if unvaccinated? There is the same j68t dft7 camp. We parted with the full 
urgent need of propf for the statement that determination of doing better in.the years to 
“in some individuals • it is a permanent pre- c0®e* Mbs. O. H. Souw,-Secfetary. 
ventive.” Why should we blindly accept ■ onla> Mich. ’ " L j

Borne of the tri »la of becoming a Spiritualist! WMimM
b 3 Lovely ;

Refrain wifi song-birds e’er prolong 
A hundred years to come?

Will every hand do willing work, • 
And laggards none to idly shirk, 

A hundred year s to come.
Will peace and plenty on every hand 
Be found for all throughout the land 

A hundred years to come?
Will “justice" banners be unfurled,..), 
And right and love rule all the world 

A hundred years to oome?
Will spiritual truths be known to all, 
And hopeless tear-drops cease to fall 

A hundred years to come?

8
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Will angel friends be welcomed then, '
When they return to earth again, , „ .— t-------- . . , ..

A hundred years to come? than we accept doubtf ul’tlieorieE in religion?
dangerous practices in medicine, any more

the incredulous, perhaps, who have no knowl- \ i <.- - - - - . What searching eyes .will eager .look, *edge of the higher thought of mental science, 
when I assert that we may not wait for final 
dissolution to take place before we learn this. 
We can know each other here as well and be. 
cognisant of the motives and intentions of 
each toward the other here, if we make a c are
f ul study of mentality, for mental science 

t teaches not only the way to health but the
way to all truths, end. we can know each other's 
thoughts and motived and see not through a 
glass darkly but face to face in this life as 
well as in the next. Get aright understand
ing of .self and all these things will be revealed 
to you plainly and unmistakably.
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Hie To-Morrow of Booth.
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Future Life According to Science 
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A Very Fascinating Work.
Thi* Ado Wtume fdgbt well bare been entltlftft 

SplrttUBllam INBonfitf^d by Science. It It wrltlea 
Ul that pocuUanff tntercCVng ttyle In which French 
Writers excel wb* they popularize sclentifia 
tnbjccta in adaptation to thy needs ot the general 
maer. Tbe author b not U tplrlwalltl—ho eve» 
mention» Bptrlwtllitt Os ‘‘de^fttcet of a new super- 
•tltlon,” etc., i?tc.. In which U>manlfosti the usual 
animus of the “scientific class, yet he says agajn: 
“There Is a true and respectable idea In Spiritualism, 
and regards at proved “the fact of communication 
between tuperbumans and the Inhabitants of Earth;*' 
and be goes onto relate festaucesof fact In evidence. 
There ft, to a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy In 
the author’s Idea«, bat thfi well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pro« and cons, and out of the 
whole will find not only good mental cnlturt, but 
muefi valuable information. The author holu tho 
theory of reincarnation. Price
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FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURCIFPR0MSt
A Remarkable Book.

’’ ' . ..W* I»', '•remarkable ‘work by Fants, Csikiubr.
. . Itexpw^RBTen w the minutest detiils the corruption

• . , In Church of Borne, It U a workof BfiJ
.» ' Al pageh >nd should bo.read w ft matter of history by 

th«
. CHAPTER I. 

The Bible and the Priest of Rome.
■ ? / . ou... chapter II. _. Eehool days sc st. Thomaa-The Monk end

111.
•tn,. . The Confession of Children.

Whatweary forms shall seek their rest ?üttle„s66™ to W «Pl»eciate the
„„z,. - power for evil contained in vaccination. IfAtaSS vZÆ? ™.-*r*»'*Uy .

A ® yfiWT o ‘ there would be hope for its speedy abolitiop; 
_ . _ .. J ' but of all foe follies wliicb people swallow un

To scan the leaves of Rature's book, -1 !:- foinkingly, this appears' to be foe greatest,
A hundred years to come?i ; ' •* and to have the strongest hold. i ;

May foeirs be wisdom, broad ffodj vast, Mr. Tuttle points Out that good healfo is 
BeyQRd ail hopes veiled in thsfast, superior to vaccination^ a^d then advises that

À hundred years to come? they should‘‘in ho case submit to the opera
XT ' . . . . ' " ' , .. ■ tion if suffering from any form of illness.”
No. greed of gain; no hoanied pe , Is it not to be régretted that he did not draw 
Nor sordid limg all for Self,the natural conclüsioh and boldly declare

A hundred years to come. vaccination to be > criininal folly that cannot
be too strongly condemned? . If health is 
superior, and if it is forbidden' those who are 
ill, why should anyone be ’ vaccinated? The 
symptoms of successful vaccination with the 
so-called “purest" virus are those of disease, 
Is it a sensible method to' introduce disease

" Tba Shepherd whipped by ffihwp. 

■ ' „ , „ CHAPTER V.
.... The Prieat, Purgatory, apd the poor Widow*« Gow«

_ CHAPTER VI. '
FestirlMeB In » Farwuagc,

CHAPTER VII.
PreD&rattoo for the Flrat Communlon^-InlUittoa to 

Idolatry.
CHAPTER VIII.

The Pint Communion.
CHAPTER IX.

Intellectual Education in the Bbman Catholic Collate. 
Moral and Religious hn&uctioiHn tbe Roman Catho

lic ¡Üollegçt. ■ .
t CHAPTER XI. «

Pfoteataht Children lu tho Convenu and Humlriet 
Rome.

Rome and Education—WlS^foe?thfl Church of Roma 
bate tho Common Bohooia of tbe United States, and 
want to destroy them F—Why does she object to 
the reading of the Bible in tho Schools?

_ CHAPTER X1IL
Theology of the Church ot Rome: 1U Aati-BocUl aad 

Anti'CbrlstlfiD Character,
CHAPTER XIV.

Tbe Vow of Celibacy.
CHAPTER XV.

The Impurities of the Theology of Rome.
CHAPTER XVI.

The Print of Rome and the Holy Fathers: or. howl 
ewore to give up the Word of God to follow tbe 

■ wordpf.Meu. ■
- - CHAPTER XVII.

ThfoRomjg^Cathoilq Jtaçribood. or Ancient and Mod* 

CHAPTRR XVin.
Xllne Consequences of ,the Dogma,of TrftUiubstantla» 

1 tion-^The old Paganism under a Christian name.
" ■'fIdtfagei’Ad Lifo^tflhSlesHuvierto Boyer.

. -Ji:. :• - ; CHAPTER XX.
Paplnçav and tiré Patriots |n 1888—The burning of “La 

’ ' Cahadtidil*’ Vy ■tfU’Curaie ofBt. Charlei,
- CHAPTER 1X1.

Gnnd Dlnnei of the Priests—The Maniac Bister Of 
Rçv. Mr. Porras, _

CHAPTER XXII.
appointed Vicar of the Curate of Charieabourgh 

—The Piety, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perrae.

CHAPTER XXIII.
The Cholera Morbus uf 1834—Admirable courage and 

aelf-denlal of tiré Priests of Rome during the épi
démie.

. CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of St. Roch, Quebec City—The 
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Soiree.

|^"Wc bavo not space in this notice of Father 
Cblnlquy’s work to give the heads of all the Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial value. The following, 
however, are of thrilling Interest:

CHAPTER L11L
Tbe Immaculate Conception of tbe Virgin Mary. 

CHAPTER LIV.
Tbe Abomination of Auricular Confession.

- J •• ' CHAPTER LV.
Tho Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the Prtesta 

—ThefBisbop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
. . CBATTERLYI. . ,

Public Acts of’ Simony—Thefts and Brigandage of 
BiahopiO'Regtn^General' Cry of indignation—I 
determine to resist him to hia face—He employe 
Mr. Spink again tb send me to Gaol, and ho falls 
—Braga mo as a prisoner to Urbana In the Spring 
of‘185« and fails dgaln—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear-Bible becomes more than ever my 
Llghfand my Counselor.

' < • CHAPTER LV1I.
Bishop O'Regan sells the Parsonage of tbe French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets tho money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—He 
determines to turn mo out of my Colony and send 
me to Kahokla—He forgets It next day and pub
lishes that be has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Bishop—His Answers—The 
Sham Excommunication by three drunken Priests, '

CHAPTER LV1II.
IJibress from my People, asking me to remain—I am 

again dragged as a prisoner by the Sheriff to Ur* 
bana—Abraham Lincoln's anxiety about tho Issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—Tbe Rescue— 
Miss Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me—Lc- 
Belle’s Confession and Distress—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra- 
bam.Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX.
A moment of Interruption in the Thread of my “Fifty 

Years in the Church of Rome,” to sec how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be reallzod—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of the United Blates.

CHAPTER LX. , ,
Tbs Fundamental Principles ot tbo Constitution of the

United States drawn from the Gospel of Christ—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln tb warn him of the 
Plots I knew against hie Life—Tho Priests circu
late tbo news that Lincoln was born In the Church 
of Rome—Letter of tbo Pope to Jeff Darts—My 
last visit to tbe President—His admirable refer
ence to Moses—His willingness to die for hl, 
Nation's Sake. >

CHAPTER LXI. _
kbraham Lincoln a true man of God, and a true Die

dole of the Gospel—Tho Assassination by Booth 
—Tbe tool of tbo Priests—John Surratt’s house—

No rich, no poor, no great, no small, 
But equal chances, free to all, 

A hundred years to come.
Justice, not charity prevail, 
And with these hopes we gladly hail, Mental science teaches this to all who will

make of it a study. This will not only apply A hundred years to cóme.
in a spiritual sense, but in a material sense Williamston, Mich. Hattie E. Rfk.
also; in the everyday walks of life; in busi
ness, friendship and love affairs. You will 
not say when you enter into a business con
tract, “I don’t know but I am wrong, but I from the deab ones who have gone on 
think I have bright estimation of this person; 
however, time will tell.’’ There will be no

into your bodies with foe hope that you have 
' health and strength enough to ôvercome it?

Would aman be thought wise who tried to .
harden his head by butting it against a stone A Romish Plot.
wall, because it might' sometime be hit with a Evidence accumulates to show that the re
brick? "7 cent gigantic strike, bordering upon révolu-

An instance of pecttliflr reasoning indulged tion, was in reality a popish plot. The leader
7 ^AWsomo ls shown in the. assumption foat of it has been proven tabs connected closely 

' siâffllôoxin an unva&taated person proves with the ch uroh of jBome; ids sister ijeiAg at 
Wcfohgm to' be preVentative. Smallpox present hi a convent, and Debs himself is be. 

! is'Natans protest agafost impurity Xfoe^^. Ueved to;be a Jesuit.: ’
• ’ #if$dl Oy, possibly caused by bad sanitary In the columns. of a pafototfofoumaî,' Libert 
„ eW-rtiuhdifigs: The correct way to escape the where the editor has'.gjten- thè matter a ■ 

. . ol?fey ^t^0’8 IaT?$r to ¿lose investigation, we jiuUrnttofo that is "
•Where partingiçan .cçine never more. ^ohrselt toid y°ht surroundings clean, and fo. feresting regarding the plot to control. Ameri

’ . "''àyòìa
» ' 5 foh’lifit 'pfeëaiition and’neglect the others, of Rome, and proof is given, that the plan 

you are making a’sefiôuâ ihfetake. was to absorb all the railway emploies into
Notwithstanding the large amount of vac- the A. R. U., an organization thoroughly 

cin'atiou in this city l&t spring, the health under Romish control. We quote a brief ex
authorities expect smallpox to be greatly prev- tract from the comments of our contemporary: 
aient next winter. If foia should be so, it , “What did the church of Rome hope to 
will be claimed that foé?é was not enough gain by this strike? There are a number .of 
vaccination, while if the reverse should djb the advantages she looked and longed for. U foe 
case it will be attributed solely to the general strike won, her faithful sons would be at the

' vaccination. Whichever way it goes v^qina- head of all the laboring men in America! 
tion is infallible! . ■< ’ jac Whut then? A» Protestants .would bq gradu-

For the benefit of those who feel in danger ally.supplanted by faithful adherents df Rome 
of contagion, it may be well to republish,, as laborers on the railways; of ' this country, 
from.the Banner of foghi,Spirit Dr. Clenden- This would furnish labor for her éhildfon, and 

De juice of lemons give the priests a large portion of «their, inr

To Mrs. Jeanette Hildreth

JUST A LITTLE WHILE BBFOBE.

Tbe angel of death has entered, ' 
And borne to the better, land

thoughts and. . intentions, for thought^ are 
things and mental science is the talisman that ' 
opens up to you foe meaning of .them. The 
lover will then have no ddubts concerning the 
sincerity of the bne beloved, but will be able
to read the inmpst heart.
,. I would like to impress upon every poor soul 
who is struggling with the errors of life, the 
importance and help to be derived from the 
study of this holy science; I say holy, for it 
is holy; it makes a person whole, complete in 
all things; even a slight knowledge of its 
teachings will be p, certain , help to everyone

Father, and Maud, .and -Nellle--- 
Three more idihe-angel hand,

-, ■ !>.-■ ¡ÍJ. v.'i uh '? :

Who are waiting to welcome you, 'foofoer, 
• .Wben you phall hive croaaed foe «bore t 
Thai leads' to fo&Iaudieeiestial,. .

- ' ' >1 «‘5*. ?> *'<• . » •• •
How sorely your heart must be stricken,

But surely Qod knoweth’best. '' 
We were with you but for a season—

We are now in a haven of rest; .
Rest from life’s trials and crosses, 

Rest from earth's turmoil and strife;
Surely, dear mother, 'tis better

To come to this beautiful life.who looks into it prayerfully and trustingly,
5 i -i K®11’^-!?® n si"ggHng So be patient, and brave, -and tender, 
the daily bread vnfo which to f ed the mouths - ’
of his little ones. It is a help to the over
worked and .tired mother trying- fo patiently 
to bring up her little ones as best she can. It 
is a help to the tired man of business, whose 
brow is furrowed with foe cares and perplexi
ties that always attend such. It is a help to 
the brother and sister and every member of

Of Father, and Maud, and Nellie, . 
And Bert ÿou are not bereft. .. j

We will ever be neaf to guard you; . •
Will bring you sweet floWers each d^y, , niug’srecommendatL.. ------------,-----o..w w

And we'll come for you soon, dear mother, squeezed into a glass <5f water, and drank come, to enrich Rome and establish more
We are waiting just over the way. -s__ v.* -*• " ' ................................. ■■’ every morning before going into the outer at- firmly an ecclesiastical imperialism on this

mosphere, where, it has been said, these । dis- continent. In case of future trouble in the
eases are floating abdut' is' a sure preventive. United States, such as revolution, Rome

.,--- .. — Onions will take the disease. If you peel.one would be in control of transportation, and the
woman, for it teaches them both the way to a An Incident Illustrating the yOU" and put it into a room with the smallpox Protestant majority would be at the mercy/of
better life and that the only happiness is in dltion Of Many Spirits.’patent, it will be covered with those pustules Rome and her armed and drilled'legions! 
right living. In fact, it teaches all the way to While holding a. pleasant apd instructive as mnc^ M a Pet80M\. Jhen, we .say,, use. Every avenue of transit would be absolutely 
happiness, and happiness js what every soul is sitting one afternoon -With a lady friend (she ln ,<x>d to a extent. ’ . ; within her grasp. Again,If. this strike, under
peeking. ’Tis true these conditions cannot being the instrument),"the Controlling spirit ... . Aulander Spencer. ....financial conditions which are causing a feel
be reached in a day; it is an upward growth told us of a femalb Spirit'^who came in ,to •».......——------ ’; ’ of Wirest among all classes of toilers,
to which there is no ending, and the longer look on, having been attracted in Some way. Pioneer Dav At Haslett Park should result in revolution throughout this 
we study the cleared our understanding, of all She had been in splritlife a long ■ time,: but o„r 'h»ii Bome was ready with her 800,00.0
things in life. It is an upward climb and understood nothing of foe conditions here. ? J -IL T!7 Wri f*oldiers t° enter the breach where she could

inrinnd iR h« who hM the better knowl. SL decorated with the finest of flowers, Mile gain moat for Rojne If the strike wafJ a
ver, ana wnose me naa oeen spent principally ?e StafB a“d ” J, „ b5 failure- ter Archbishops Feehan and Ireland
- 1 I 11 r I F I J honor of our country. Our meeting opened oonlrt nnmenntnn theeideof rnnitol end d«.in intellectual pursuits, with a strong love for coum oome out on tne side or capital ana dedress and personal appearances. We were .. > Ihfn«?dh.<,nounce the strikers and affirm foe filial duties

,, . \ . Rally,” after which same the reading of the nt Mnthnr Clhnroh tn norintv »nd nn. onvomalso told that she had been for a long time m i,„ n w 01 ul0lIier vnuren re society ana our govern-what we win call the tat oo»aiti»n, realm or =51  ̂St'SSSA taaSij “"“■’“I“’»

Mart E. Van Hohn.the home circle; even the little child feels it, 
for it carries healing wherever it goes. It is 555 Fifth avenue, Milwaukee, Wis.

happy indeed is he who has the better knowl- gte had been a woman of good moral cbarac- 
edge of this science, for hia power over all ter, and whose life had been spent principally 
things is greater. ...................... '■ ’ -

Augusta Fbanoes Tripp.

Oscar A. Edgerly Explains. wnat we w cm we uro conainon, reaim or followJ ¿ Mr¡J< p inspirational “the^aw^to b7d¡a¡t“with”« foTcou’r£
To the Editor:—In looking over recent is- sphere of spirit-life, and, as she was soon to J . • ... to tne law, to ne aeait witn as tne courts

sues of your paper I see a communication pass on to the second, she was allowed the j08eDh Smith then cave some of his exoeri- dee“Jd , 8uChlí^ti^, íey ?oniectured 
from Haslett Camp, in which the circumstance freedom of space, as it were, to go where her & Dioneer for the toast thirty years in W°U d “ jkerallW “a£b 
of my fafiing to keep my appointment at that desires led. By accident or otherwise she work, ^ving foe detaórtetrationí that had Jífomn CathoZ to w“k at ttek oldlob?
place is mentioned. Now, in reference to that stepped in upon us. The controlling spirit OQOurred own hwne; ,He waa followed pastante with the
matter I have this to say. I was engaged at told us of what waa passing in her mind while b « B11 tó h thoughts on Némoka \BUPPlaatT Protestants witn Jbe 
Haslett Camp to give the last lecture of the she stood looking at us. It was something -„h its wnflr« wnn« hv ' pppe fcminions. It was a scheme by which
meeting on Sunday afternoon, August 26th, like this: “I wonder what those ladies are Brother Olds related his éxberience with the aboJ?“ who were Protestants were to lose, 
my engagement calling for but one lecture, doing, sitting there with that light over them. -.pj;..-. n,I(rh More if Ohio reading the a0 dd^ronce how the. strike might terminate. At flXe of making the engagement I ex- Two of them look alike. I should think they XSiSns S recced from hts áfoer B m°\e’ ™ the pMt ,her
peoted to be in Muskegon, Michigan, during were twins. They are dressed alike; foe one moüler brother- also one from President “arcl1’ to 8ecure °°ntfo1 °f the Unl°“ 
the month of September, but owi^g to finan sitting down looks as though she was asleep, bf™foe iZ of de?troy?ee go™ent. It was wel
cial difficulties of foe society at that place, I and the one standing by her side is awake. 0Ur Government ’which was truthful and to P}ann!^’ i?“? _orSaa^ed thoroughly, but
was compelled to cancel my September en- The one who is asleep is talking, and the one thAV>ninf • . , stopped short of revolution because the other
gageinent. I then found it possible toar- who is awake is listening. Oh, myfisu’tíhat. pr-ndnll atrnd Rhvantv.fhreB with lab°r organizations refused to follow the Igad
range to remain in Minneapolis for foe month strange? I want to know what this, means." tearfl ¿ bej aves andStrembliñRvoice related ÍJftrJTHá1
of September, and consequently did not feel This person, whom she described-ad stand- her conversion to SnirftUalism throueh the loss iad®d~t’ie backbone of it broken—Areh- ,

would be justified in making the jour ing up, and awake, was-the spirit of. the „fkp- oniv dátichter wh¿ retdrnecl to her Feehan of Chicago ordered .his Chris- 
om MinneapDjis to Haslett Park and medium, while the meffium^tontr^ced^ ^ ¡¡^ the light of day, th“r ^“5 Ztó£h“of ÍXS 3 '
limply- to give «ne lecture. Accordingly The controlling spirit.went.on to say that the nromise she had made at her II wotk or aestraetton q^ property, and ,
nee wrote to Mr. James White,-Presi- there were other spirits infoe' room, ahd (one denártufe from’tins life thMebv convertiiw ÜWyu°1)^j hl“‘ other b*d
of Haslett Park Association, and ex- of them stepped forward to this woman and mirr^nthiJa to this trae liéht .mem^er8 b®lonEing to 411680 g^g® °J hwnan

plained the matter to him, but for some reason told her that “those ladies were helping some ? « «. ¿ vampires, hence it was unnecessary for Prot
it seems that my letter did not reach him un- poor spirit, who had been in bondáge." afternoon sKssiosi. . . estent ministers to call on their lay members
til he returned to his homefrom the camp, “What do you mean by that? I never Mr. G. F. Ottmar gave an address, stating to become lawabiding citizens! Next came 
thus leaving the Association ignorant of my heard anything like that before. I would like that Spiritualism had ever been, the guiding J01ui Ireland, Archbishop of St Paul, hurling 
reason for not coming. I regret the circum- to sit down and hear what they say," star of America. . ' • ‘ his anathemas at the strikers, after the strike
atenea very much, as I always try to be She was invited to stay and listen.’ Tasked Dr. Higbee, pioneer, struck. out with, his was lost, mid after thousands of oars had been 
prompt in meeting all'my engagements. This the controlling spirit to tell us what her name travels and the inconveniences of this world burned and several lives had been lost! He 
must be my explanation of a seeming neglect was. . . . ¡¡j -working out one’s -jown salvation, with was fo0n fo® opinroa that laboring men had
of duty. , Oscar A. Edgerly. The reply was that she was so intent upon pleadings for foe young.to put their shoulders no rights that capital was bound, to respect,

- ** 1 ..— this subject, which was so new to her, that she to the wheel and carry op foe good Work after —Kx, , , : ■ t,, >
It Puzzles Huxley. did not want to talk. She was told to oome foe demise of foe old ohesc; ¿ _ • _ .

Saya Prof. Huxley: “It seems to me pretty again and we would teach her many things/' Mrs. Haslett then'tendered the beautiful lhe .Vontrast.Kvangeucsu m Ma Bpint- 
plain that there is a third tiling in the universe, Of course, I cannot give all foe details of song “Golden Years Are Passing By;” also1*®118™ yomparea. Joyloses^uii. a 
to wit, consciousness, which in foe hardness foe sitting, as there were many personal things related some of the remarks made by her de- ??nctlaIlt R16.?611??1011 01 016 BaDJ®ct- “W01« 
of my heart ór head I cannot see to be matter given, but this is enough to show that there parted husband when he was last on their pl), cents; efotn, $1. , ■ . .
or force, or any conceivable modification of are myriads of creatures on the spirit side of grounds in regard to what he wished her to _ Perfect Motherhood, or Mabel Raymond’s 
either, however intimately the manifestations life, as well as on the physical who know do in case he departed frota this earth-life Resolve.' By Lois Waisbrooker. .Dedicated 
of foe phenomena of consciousness may be nothing whatever of the philosophy of life, first v oman. everywhere that children may!
connected with the phenomena known as Some of the poor things are not even con- She was followed by M< A. Root, who,.; ceas0 to be accursed. Price reducedto 11- 
Tnfittjir and force. If this is true, our one scious of having made that- change called though not a . pioneer, feels .he has touched “God in the Constitution. ” By Robert Gk
certainty is the existence of the mental world, death. They know they have á body, but in hands with. the Spiritualiste of our camp,, Ingersoll. One of foe best papers Colonel Jn-
and that of kraft and stoff (force and matter) their ignorance of the laws; foey think; it the whiohhas made him torijl, with joy at the gersoll ever wrote. Th paper cover, vrifo
falls into the rank of,¿at best, a highly proba- same body they had when on earth.' work which has been doné. likeness of author.. Price, 10 cents; twelve

.ble hypothesis.”—Globe, Democrat. L. N. E. Then our beloved sister, Mrs. Weter, stated copies for 11.00. For sale at thia office. |

The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of the Priests 
—John Snrratt Secreted by the Prleita after the 
murder of Lincoln—The Assassination of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours be« 
fore its occurrence. « • -

CHAPTER LXII. • ■ ■
. .Deputatlonot twoPrletti sent by (be People and the 

Blabops of Canada to persuade us to submit to the 
will of tbs Bishop—Tbe Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that tbe Blihbp is' wrong and that we are 
right—For peace sake, I consent to withdraw from 
tbe contest on certain conditions accepted by the 
Deputies—One of tbe Deputies turns false to his 
promise, and betrays us, to be. put at tbe head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mt. 
Brassard. ....... .

CHAPTER LXIII.
Mr. Ddi&ulnlcr Is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush us-Gur People more united then ever u dfe* 
fend their rights—Letters of thoBkhops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against hli conscience, to condemn ns—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard-He writes co beg my 
pardon. ’

CHAPTER LXIV.
t write to tho Pope Plus IX Abd to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send them the Legal and public 
DocutaenU proving tbe bad conduct of Bishop 
O’Regan—Grand Vlc&r Dunn sent to tell me of my 
Victory at Rome, and the end of our trouble— I go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission .to the BHhop

•«—The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed b' 
Grand VicarDunn the 28th of March« 1851.

CHAPTER LXV. , ' "
RxceHent testimonial from my BUhop^My. Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and Ids assistant, Rev. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes md about tbe 
new storm prepared by tbe Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Gift—1 am forgiven, rich,hoppy 
•nd saved—Back.to my people.

- CHAPTER LXVI.. ~ !
the Solemn Responsibilities of my hew Position—we* 

give up the name of Roman -Cfltbolic to .call our*. 
selves Christian Catholics—Dismay of the Roman 
Catholic Btehops-Aly Lord Duggan, Coadjutor r( 
SU Louis, hurried to Chicago—He comes to fas.

-Anna to persuBde the- People^to submit to bls . - 
-Authority—Ho is ignominiously turned out, and

■ •■‘mMftway in the midst «the Cries of the people.
. CHAPTER LXVIL ■ • •« • •

■ftM’s^ye View of the Principal Events from my Con* .
¿Version to tbis day—My Narrow ,Eecapcs-The , 

’ end of tbe Voyage through-iho Desen ta ins 
Promised Laud. -

Price, $2.3B, PoitAftld.

JOYS

Beyond the Threshold. 
A Sequel to ' 

TO-MORROW OF DEATH, 
By LOUIS FIGUIER,

Translated ftom the French»
THE T0-M0RB0W OF DRATH wu Writen to 

develop the Mee of the priaolple of the pernnneoce 
of the human soul after death, and iu reincarnation 
in a chain of new beings, whoso successive links ar« 
unrolled in the bosom of ctherial opaoa “Bitond 
thb Thmohold” continues on the same Unes en* 
larging ana expanding tbe idea by reasons and con* 
lideratloni drawn from oclenoo and pWlosophyfcI&lm« 
tog that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselves 
«gainst «11 weakness In the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end la far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end It Is Interesting, en
tertaining, Instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It ail or not, much will bare been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed Ln lu perusal. Price 11,25.

RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. B. RICHMOND,

G. M. of tbe Order of tbe Magi,Chicago.
DOUND IN CLO1II WITH GOLD 
D side, and containing 320 pages. This eplcndld 
book, fast luued, conulns nineteen full Temple lee- 
tares apon occult subject», together with other artl* 
cle» front various newspapers, relating to the-great 
work. R contains all the old Temple lectures hsded 
la 1892. and three others on the Human Sovl. which 
are alone worth the price of the in»ok Thia ’’frontier- 
fnll>oukls unique as-an Evanpclh-t of Bciaicn and 
Truth. - Price 11.25, poi^pnhL.to ouy address. /For Mile 
at thfs'ofiJn* • . • .

~' APOIiLONlUS OF TYANA?-- 
Identified as the Christian jesus.

A woaderfal «nnmnalntloB, cxpl.lnlsB bo* bM 
tit. ud teitblnn *tr« uUllx.a io tormuitw ObilSS- 
«■Ur. PrUsliMat*. Fox ul« *tcbU tAoa

d
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MESSAGES WRITTEN IN CLOSED ENVELOPES OR HEARD CLAIRAUDIlîNTLY.

PHENOMENAL

PLANETARY SPIRITS.

Through the Mediumship of; 
George Cole.
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Wonderful Revealments Ex' 
, pected.

I§ í

&

To THE Editor:—The communication 
from the planetary spirit, “Althe 
Bahnue, priest of the sun, planet' Mars,” 
was spoken on June 19th last. The Lud
wig Von'Beethoven communication was 
written July 3d, through the process of 
independent spirit-writing. Both of 
these grand manifestations of spirit 
presence and power were given at the 
Carrie Miller circle, and through Mr. 
Cole’s medial instrumentality.

It is not uncommon for the visiting 
Spirit and the controlling spirit to re
main and hear the communications 
read. Having finished reading my 
manuscript copy of the planetary spirit’s 
address, I again read the following para
graph:.

“On my planet, by utilizing our meth
ods of electrical appliances, we can di
vide and subdivide the sounds from your 
earth to such an extent that by means of 
sensitive sound reflectors we can even 
hear the language of your orators when 
addressing people in the open air.”

“Now,” I said, "my dear angel child, 
you’ must give some explanation, some
thing that will make this statement com
prehensible to the public, that you and 
yoiir spirit band are constantly ad
dressing.”
i>3lbe reply came prompt and incisive: 
“ijwill do just as you request; but not 
tins afternoon.”

the second week following (we 
hbld weekly seances), Carrie said: “I 
have invited a spirit to manifest at -this 

' seance who will write on the subject of 
‘The Philosophy of Sound,’ and all your 
guestions will be answered.”

■ ’-Not only do I call attention to the 
masterly presentation of the subject on 
which Spirit Beethoven has written, 
VUt I make a most earnest call upon 
stoerj' intelligent man and woman who 
reads.whaj he has written, and wh<k re
alizes the mighty import of the dis
closures made in both communications, 
to take notice of the intimate relations,

k

.'•'k

•|rarest character.
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254from 2 to 5 p. m.

Ind., Box 294. 252

Iowa. 254

GOOD WORDS
For the Woolley Park Camp.

SPECIAL ADVERTISEMENTS. ■ -

/ Keniarkable (Jure.

West Ave., Jackson, Mich

SOMETHING GOOD. 2W2326 Olivo street. St. Louis, Mo.

.tuo>•<
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THOMAS PAINE.
Was He Junius?

By Wm. Henry Burr. Prie« 15 cents.

"TALKS WITH MY CHILDREN, OR 
J. ' Is There a God? Posltlvcly/uuique and interest

ing. ¡Published weekly at 50 cents a year by Henry S. 
Hubb^rJ. «Sample copies free, bantu Monica, Cali
fornia; 252

F ' <

’PSYCHOMETRIC READINGS—ALSO 
JLthree questions answered when requested by an 
Inspirational medium. Send lock of hair, age, sex 
and fifty cents. Address D.D. Glass, Columbia City,

'THE BLIND MEDIUM, PROF. H. W 
J Sinclair. will send you by letter a life re^Hu? of 

the past and future with dates. Mali a lock of hair 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 605

MRS. B. IRELAND, TRANCE ME- 
LVJ. dlum. Sittings dally. 2926 Cottage Grove 
Aveuuo. . 254.

AABS. JENNIE MOORE HAS RE- 
LvJ turned to her home, 757 "Warren avenue, pud 
will bold materializing scauces every Suuday evening 
until further notice. Sittings by appointment only.

HYPNOTISM My method 11. 100-ppV XAO1U, 10c One on Personal Magne»- 
Ism, ibc. Dr.Andüffion, p/f. g limonio Temp|e,Cb(cagñ

T SLEWS OF OUR HE A VENL THOME.
V A Sequel to "A Stellar Key." Illustrated. Thle 

Work Is not merely descriptive of what the author calls
-ryEATHA'ND AFTER LIFE. BY AN- 

WW»«««a --------- ------- ----------- ------- drew Jackson Davis. Something you ahooM
the “ Sutnmcr-Lftnd,” bbt It is illustrated with dia- ' price 75 cents.

»

eras-v-historie and prehistoric. planetary 
aud modern, contemporary or those of 
recent departure, can' come into our 
seance-rooms, aud under the (law of ■ 
spirit control; the mastery of spirit over 
matter—the complete subjection of the 
latter to the former—what is the in
terpretation? What is the prophecy?

My interpretation of all these events 
and incidents’is-that ’Spiritualism has 
entered a new career of triumph and 
conquest, over.ull opposing and obstruc
tive influences . .

It was in 1893 that:Judge Lawrence, 
of Ann Arbor,.Mich.. having then just 
returned home from ■ Terre Haute, Ind;, 
where he had attended the Pence Hall 
seances, sent me a photograph of ia group 
of materialized spirits,-eight in numboi*. 
They were all plqnjetary spirits, and 
Judge Lawrence ghve me an account of 
this transcendent manifestation. J 
caused this precious photograph (they 
arg only of little value, -but priceless as 
a prophecy of what was to come) to be 
engraved, and gaye * lt permanency and 
a wide publicity by, printing the same in 
my “Gallery of Spirit Art."

In’the short period of less than a dozen 
years what has transpired? What is 
transpiring?: :

I will allow a planetary spirit who has 
this moment finished the delivery of a 
splendid .address to answer the questions 
I have asked. ' I quote: “What is the

a pleasant and beautifully located grove. 
There are now seven wells on the 
ground, al least one of .whieh is artesian. 
The supply of water is absolutely ex
haustless: .they are prepjp;ipg gn a.rtij:. 
iieial lake pn the grounds, which,.when 
they get it finished, will make the park 
a-inost desirable ’camping place. • 
'«One, pf ■ the 'numerous .wells -on’ the 
grounds is a very strong mineral well. 
The water, which is very strong of both 
sulphur,-sand‘and magnesia,,is considered 
very good for invalids, especially those 
afflicted with diseases of the kidneys or 
liver. Brother Granger has opened a 
bath-house in connection with this well, 
and I speak from experience when I say 
the baths are luxurious and healthful.

This • is one of the camps run by the 
National Spiritual and lieligious Camp 
Association, which, I believe, was in-

• corporated at Mantua Station, Ohio, In 
1890, by Mr. D. M. King, one of the most 
devoted workers in the world, who has 
labored many years to found this as
sociation. He has succeeded in getting 
up one of -the most sensible organiza
tions in , the world. Mrs. Hull and ! 
thought so much of It that we joinedit 
and took out our certificates as clergy
men from it. This we did not need to 
do, as we already had the proper docu
ments from .several organizations, but as

cbnstantly growing more and more inti
mate, that may exist between the mortal 
^nd Spiritual worlds. -

'Such is the desire of our spirit friends 
to'hnpart to us the light of the supernal 
world, that thej' answer our every ques
tion in .language so beautiful and per
suasive that we hesitate which most to 
admire—the strength and logical power 
of the argument, or the brilliancy of 
speech with which their thoughts are 
clothed. All hail to the New Dispensa- 
itionpf Light and Love. ■
' “God, the father of all, who Is above 
all and in you all.” This is not, as many 
suppose, a rhetorical flourish. This is 
fact It is a fact that there is not a mor
tal man so humble or lowly that he 
does not partake of the divine nature, 
and who cannot say; “God over all, 
blqssed forevermore.” And the great
est of the -Hebrew prophets did not 
speak of himself alone, but of all human
ity, when he said: “I and my Father 
are one."

Now, that the spirits of all ages and

signiflcapce of < the, bo anif estations 0/ 
spirits from other, planets? I answer 
that it is deeply, significant. It signifies 
the opening’of communication between 
the people of.the,different spheres, the 
establishment of relations and knowledge 
and also it signifies the commencement 
of an era in which- the mortal people of 
all relative planets shall become ac
quainted. And when science has 
reached out its 'wide encircling arms, 
then shall means of transit be provided, 
that visitation’between the planets shall 
be as assured ,tb- mortals as it is now to 
spirits/’- -.

I will only add that scientists are now 
making discoveries wholly on the mortal 
plane of observation, which ’ they are 
publishing to the' world; th'e discoveries 
which they have made and the con
clusions which they have reached Yun 
in parallel lines, both in substanee and 
detail, with ' disclosures made ' by 
planetary spirits speaking at our seances 
as early as 1891, ■

So mighty is the theme on which I am 
writing, so important is it in its educa
tional and humanitarian aspects, that I 
have only been able to touch the 
subject with the tip ends of my 
fingers. But I will resume its considera
tion in my next, communication to The 
Progressive . Thinker, just where I 
now leave off. . .

. , Chas. R. Miller,
Brooklyn, New York.

The communications referred to by 
Mr. Miller in the. above, will appear in 
following issues of - The Progress
ive Thinker. They will prove of great 
interest.

Woolley Park Is named for a'fflah who 
has done and is still doing much for it. 
It is located at Ashley, in Deiaware Co., 
Ohio. There are many larger camps 
than this one; there are grounds which, 
in some respects, are more beautifully 
located, either on’rivers or lakes; but 
there is no camp doing a better work 
than this one. I said there were 
grounds more beautifully located than 
these—that does not say that this is not

From

High Government Authority
No authority of greater experience on food products ex

ists than Dr, Henry A, Mott, of New York. Dr. Mott’s wide 
experience as Government Chemist for the Indian Depart
ment, gave him exceptional opportunities to acquaint himself 
with the qualities abd constituent parts of baking powders. 
He understands thoroughly the comparative value of every 
.brand in the market, and has from time: to time expressed 
his opinion thereof. On a recent careful re-examination and 
analysis he finds .

Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder 
superior to all others in strength, purity, and efficiency. Dr. 
Mott writes:— . ' '

« New York,.March-20 th, 1894.
I find Dr. Price’s Cream Baking Powder toHbe superior 

toall'others, for the following reasons:— ‘ ,
xst. It liberates the greatest amount of-feavening gas

and is consequently more efficient,.
end. The ingredients used in its préparation - are of the

3rd. Its keeping qualities are excellent.; ”
4th. On account of the purity of theraajerials and their 

relative proportions, Dr. Price’s Cream Balnhg Powder must 
be considered the acme of perfection as regards wholesomeness 
and efficiency, and I say this having in mind .certificates I 
have given several years ago respecting- two other baking 
powders. ' ’ ' ‘

The reasons for the chahge in my-opinion are based on 
the above facts and the new method adopted to prevent your 
baking; powder from caking and deteriprating hr strength.

• s . HenrV A. Mott. Ph. D , L. l. p

this looked’ :to us the most ■ rational sys- 
tern of organization yet formulated, we 
decided tq give it our assistanpe until 
something better came to the front.

One <?f the ideas of this association is— , 
smaller and more camps; also more ] 
spiritual .work, and less show, at the । 
camps. At- many of the camps spiritu- । 
ality is sacrlflced to the idea of making 
them pay. The managers of these 
camps do not ■ believe in employing a 
great numtier of workers, but in getting 
a few good workers and having them 
stay and work from first to last. In this 
they are correct. Where speakers are 
employed for only three or four days it is 
impossible for them to take the interest 
in-a camp that they could if they were 
employed from first to last; besides,' we 
would not be paying the railroads so 
much for the privilege of holding camp
meetings. It is safe to say that one- 
third of the money paid to speakers and 
mediums at our camp-meetings goes to 
the railroads; besides, the wear aud tear 
of travel is harder on the speakers and 
mediums than the work they do in the 
name of Spiritualism. So far as spiritual 
work and smaller congregations is con
cerned, the Ashley, camp was a success; 
there was not over one thousand people 
at the camp at any one time, and if was 
the best working camp, the most spir
itual camp I have attended in a long 
time, There was no jealousy among the 
medlums-or speakers. All seemed anx
ious to get down to hard work, and 
each rejoiced in the success of the 
other) . ,

Brother D. M) King, of Mantua Sta
tion, as presiding officer, seems to be the 
right man in the right plaqe. He is 
hard-working, .earnest and energetic, 
and always w.prks for harmony. The 
camp looks up to him as a father; every 
one seem?, to have implicit confidence 
in him. ’

W. R. Colby was at the camp from the 
first to the last day, and seemed to be 
about the busiest man there. I had 
heard many evil reports about Mr. 
Colby, and was therefore very sorry 
when I heard that he was to be at the 
camp; but after eating at his table all 
the time I was there, and watching his 
Conduct aqd his work; after witnessing 
the hundreds of unmistakable tests he 
gave, I found it necessary ;to readjust 
the estimate I had made of him—an 
estimate based wholly on hearsay and 
newspaper reports. Whatever Brother 
Colby may have been, he is a good 
worker now, and deserves success and 
help. If the reports which were pub
lished are true,* which I very much 
doubt, he certainly needs help; If they 
are false ho deserves help. Of all 
people in the world Spiritualists s'hould 
be (he last in the world to pick up an 
evil report against a brother or sister.

Dell. Herrick, trumpet meflium, and 
rather anew speaker, was.on the ground 
Bnd held several,¡peances. I did not at
terid any of theriijbut hoard gopd reports 
from them. He also delivered two,or 
three lectures, which convihced those 
who heard them that he should be better 
known as a trance ’ speaker. There 
were other speakers and mediums on th e 
grqimd,' but as,T was not there the first 
two, Sundays I did not hear them. )

The rule of the camp was to devote 
the forenoon to educational work among 
tho campers and the afternoon aud even
ing to lectures and tests for the benefit 
of those who want to find out whether 
Spiritualism is true. ' . -

Mrs."Hull- taught & class, mostly of 
children; Which met every morning at 9’ 
o’clock-,'in physical and mental culture. 
At 10:30 Mr. King had aclass in psychic 
culture, No extra charge’ was made for 
either of, these classes, anffT think.all 

; members of each class were glad they 
went into it. • ' , ’ t . .

The Spiritualists in and; around- 
Ashley are true blue, and did their "duty

best mediums in their especial line, that 
the city may attord. Visiting mediums 
will always find a cordial welcome await
ing them.- Wepropose to keep a cjh'ecr 
toi-y Jm-flll our gifted friends,w^lch will 
be accessible torall in both. hgpp,.^nd: 
earnestly request' that' all - mediums,• 
eithpr . local or > visiting, i will >at once 
place themselves in communicatiogjwith 
the secretary, of^nd of Harmony, 
H.'Musser, 113 Hoyne avenue. Without 
th is .it. .will lie’ impossible-: to -carry" -Out 
our plans in-this respect. We hope .to 
make Orpheus Hall a center from which 
may go forth a desire forgreater knowl
edge of the truths of Spiritualism in all 
its phases. .

We anticipate a delightful time on 
Thursday, Sept. 20; amusements will be 
provided for all, a little music, singing 
and speechifying. Those who wish to 
trip the light fantastic will have the 
opportunity. The "old crows” may com, 
pare notes and exchange congratulations 
to their heart’s content,and we trust the 
evening will prove a time of sunshine 
that will help us to forget for a while 
the cares and-worries of this mundane 
sphere. Refreshments will be furnished-.- 
Remember, Orpheus Hall, Schiller 
theatre. Take elevator. C. Catlin,

President Band of Hdrmonyj First So
ciety of Spiritualists. .

Passed to Spirit-Life. '
On September 7 the little eon of Mr. 

and Mrs. Herbert Richardson passed to 
Spirit-life. Little Arthur Earl Richard, 
son was six months and a, half old. 
The father and mother find it lonely at 
their home at Grand Rapids, Mich.',' 
with this one of their children gohb ,’ but 
our beautiful Spiritualism helps them to 
bear their irrief,, Mrs, Jenni# ijfafmn- 
Jackson officiated at the fqhernl, Satur
day, September 8, at 10 A. M. "': ’ ’ ’

PLAY OF THE PLANETS.

DQV/^LiC 'A GRAND SUCCESS I -Why not vw i ViiC try it? If j’qu are medlumlstle it 
will develop you. Soud for circulars. This cabinet 
Is1 sent prepaid.» by express, -fur 11.20 and. are - 

Xtffit“ .rr'.NEVER FAILS. 
■ JounII. Mutoalv, 184 B. Green fit,, Chicago, 111.

CLAIRVOYANCE FREE?
T)R. J. S. LOUCKS, OF SHIRLEY, 

J-J Mass., and his band of powerful ancient spirits 
are effectlug the most wouderlul cures that have 
been recorded aud are so acknowledged. By tho clear 
sight of clairvoyance, aided by his marvelous spirit 
forces combined with bls magnetic remedies, will 
convince the most skeptical of his wonderful power to 
heal tho sick. Try him. Send hliu sex, age, name, 
lock of hair, hud four 2-cont stamps, and be will send 
a diagnosis of your cas&frce. He doesn't want any 
leading symptoms, Address Db. J. S. Louoks, Shlr- 
loy, Mass. 253

Col. Alexander Watts, of New York 
City, while a guest at the Lake George 
Spiritualist camp-meeting, in 'attempt
ing to ascend Prospect Mountain ip com-, 
papy with a party of friends, was oyei1- 
come with the exertioin and’died of 
heart failure shortly after reaching thé 
top of the mountain. '

Colonel Watts served with honor and 
distinction in the Union army during, 
the rebellion and was a brave and gaj’-' 
lant soldier. At the time of his deqth 
he held the position of deputy, collector 
of internal revenue, second district bf 
New York. Col. Watts had been in ill 
health for a number of years,‘being af
flicted with chronic Bright's disease,' 
He was a modest, unassuming man ai)d 
seldom complained of his sufferings. 
The people assembled at the’camp-meet- 
in g adopted a preamble and resolutions, 
expressive of-their sympathy and regret 
for the sudden demise of Col. Watts. .

. - S. H. Smith, Sec’y.

Passed to a higher life, from his home 
in West Berlin, Ohio, Hon. Lorenzo S) 
Chapin, after a lingering and painful' 
sickness. He was in his 59th year, and 
had retired from the practice of law to 
a farm, which he made a beautiful 
home. He leaves a wife and four chil
dren. He was a free and independent 
thinker, and a great reader. The fu
neral, on the 5th pf September, was 
largely attended by sympathetic friends. 
Hudson Tuttle gave the discourse, elo
quent with the sorrow ho felt fpr thé de
parture of his friend from boyhoold, and 
joyous with the knowledge that he had 
only arisen to a higllei'life. He began 
by saying: “My fnehd is dead? No! for 
I feel his presence/'aiid know that no
where is tnere a place in paradise .'so 
attractive to him alshere in the midst of 
those he loves.” Mrs. Emnfa Ropd 
Tuttle read a poem prepared for the oc-. 
casion. : R. C.

This New Star Study in Oc
cult Astronomy Contains:

1. A system for findlDg*the positions of the planet! 
I® oyr solar system any day during eeventy’flve years 
of this century. This knowledge has for ages been 
held In secrecy* • '

■ Noto—This Information In any other form, if It were 
Subliihed, would cost from,seventy-five to one bun

req dollar!. ... , ,
? 2 This system alBO contaips a chart which will give 

thepwitlousapd orderly movements of tbe planeta for 
all past, present and future centuries, with one an
nual correction, which makes It the greatest astro
nomical device ever Invented by mau.

8- Tho chart also gives the niqotfs relations to the 
ehrth and sun. and the regularity of IU phases, for all 
•time, m like manuer. .

4- 'The study contains a book on tho occult meaning 
of tbepoiltlone aud relations of the stars that may be 
found, as they operate upon the eartU, and.influence 
the lives of those who mo, and those1 who dot not do 
tbe|r duty, while here. • > . <
’tf.'The work contains the Zodiac, asd explains its 

slgps-lu a manner that calls charity to the soul-lor all 
mankind. • • t

The signs of the planets, tbe harmony and Inhar. 
mony of their polarities Is a feature of tl^e study.

■ frTho effect of the planets upon human life, and 
the tendency to yield to their vibrations, 1b clearly 
stated. ' '
. A,-The comparative force and energy of the aspects 
of the planets to the earth, Is fully llluitrated and ex
plained. . . .9, 'X'he co-ordinating qualities are touched upon In 
the reading, affinity existing between some magnets, 
llluitrated.

HQ. The delineation of the Horoscope of a recently 
noted personage, showing a marked Intellectual char
acter. with purity and geutleneas of a high degroc. 
- IL Thls study contains the basic principles upon 
Which rusts all of the Occult "Wisdom, of both the 
Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in 
language comprehensible by all the eternal truths of 
Infinity. " ’
\ 12, The closing pages reveal Borne of tbe wonders of 
tlmp and apace, of distance and motion, of power and 
fqrce, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a plc
turd tc the rnlud’s eye, which shows the wonderful re
lation and action! of worlds, sun! and systems, In all 
theft glory and majesty. •

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
Within the reach of all. for the small sum of 
$1'OO, postpaid, on receipt of price, 

i'or sale at this office.

LEAFLETS OF THOUGHT.

G‘ A TH ER ED FROM THE TREE OF
Life. Containing eome of the experiences of u 

«plrlt who ha, been Ip spirit life fifty-»even year«. By 
B:’p. Litchfield. Till« work of 287 pagea contains a 
VMt fund of Information. -It given tho experiences of 
a spirit, and therefrom an lmportant lesson la learned. 

■ He vl.lts the homes of ths fallen, seeking to bless some 
ofthem. His soliloquy, as lie ddtera the dark valley, la 
very Interesting. Ils accosts a sorrowing spirit, and 
by kindly advice leads him to the Temple of Progress. 
Hl, philanthropic -work Is vividly portrayed. Thia 
work contain» Sixteen’ choptera1 of valuable Inform®. 
t|on. Prius«i;K.l7Fox tab-ot this office. . ■-_______

Passed to Spirit-life, from her home 
near Yorktown, Ind., Mrs. Mary Park- 
ison, wife of Geo.. W. Parkison, aged 55 
years, 4 months and 1 day-. A loving 
wife and mother, and a firm Spiritualist;. 
Mrs. Colby-Luther officiated at the fu
neral. ■ > ' ■ ’ ” ■ '

everywhere. . ■
On Monday, Sept. 11, the camp broke 

and many tearful good-byes w.ere said, 
and all went away feeling that it had 
been good for them to have been at the’ 
annual feast of tabernacles at Woolley 
Parlf, in Ashlpy, Ohio, .

. , Moses Hull. ,

. ' ' (ADVERTISEMENT.)

Dear Dr. DoBsoij, San Jose, GaL:-r-I 
must thank yoii for what you have Jone 
for mq. ■ Last June 1 took the medicine’ 
that you so kindly"' sent for one month, 
and am now well. I cannot thank, you' 
and your band of spirits enough for 
■what you have done for me', as I suf
fered for five years, and could get no 
relief until I heard from you in The 
^Progressive Thinker. As I am a. 
firm believer in spirit magnetism, I be- 

-li’evéd ,that if any one could cure in’e, 
.you,could. May God and the good an
gels bless you and help you always, is 
my prayer. I remain yours. .

'■ . Edwin Schmidt. ■
■ 1Ó7 S.-Monroe street,'Baltimore, Md, 

(See ad. in another column). ’ ' ‘
Address all letters to San Jo'se, Cal. .

Tile j^rat J9oçiety. °f Spiritualists’.
Last week.it was my-privilege:to send 

yoU^ilettpri- announcingithe opening of 
ser vines in-Hooley’s 'theatre on . Sunday 
the 16th. . To-day I beg to supplement 
this by announcing . the new movements 
of Sunday-school and Band of Harmony. 
For certain reasons,.financial and. Other
wise, it was notpo'ssible to’hold Sunday
school in Hooley's theatre, and as the 
same need which' led to the movement 
in society had also made itself felt in 
Band of Harmony, it was decided to 
secure, if possible, some place near tbe 
theatre, ip which both branches of the 
■work could be accommodated. Weare 
glad to say we have succeeded in secur
ing Orpheus Hall,. Schiller theatre. 
Here the Sunday-school will convene on 
Sunday,’Sept. 23,’ for their .opening ex
ercises, at 12:30 p. M., immediately after 
service at Hooley’s. ’ \ .

The Band of Harmony will celebrate 
its opening on Thursday,Sept. 20, at 7:45 
p. m., by a social reunion of.congratula
tions and welcome home. The nail is a 
beautiful: bne, lighted with electricity, 
well ventilated, with space and accommo
dation enough to ensure the comfort and 
happiness-of all. We are looking for
ward to-great growth .iirthis branch of 
the: work* The interest has -been 
Steadily- growing, until wo have long 
since outgrown our quarters in Lodge 
Hall. . .

Here, as in the past, we hope to have 
nhenomena brought to the front by the

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.
Why She Became a Splritualitft.”

•264 pages. One copy, 81.00; six, 15.00.
“From Night to Morn;

Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church.
82 pages. One copy, IScctite; ten, 81.00.

“The Bridge Between Two Worlds»“
209 pages. One copy, 7b cents; Mx, *4.00.

•Apply permanently to ABBY A. JUDSON, Clncln 
natl, O., by P. O. Order, Express Order, or Registered 
Letter. - - • • ■ 250tf

IiJfRS. EMMA J. HANSON, TRANCE 
d-VJ- Medium. 1407 Masonic Temple. 252

Ef/ ARNOLD, PLATFORM AND 
Vv • Test Medium, 214 Center street, near Hal

sted. Circles every Weducsday aud Friday evenings. 
Admission 25 cents. Open for u few more engage
ments. . 256

OR. R. GREER,
SPIRIT HEALER,

Cures all-Guruble Human Diseases 
and many, diseases conBldered inourable.

Persons at a distance, however great 
, the distance,- treated with unparal
leled., success. When writing for 
treatment, to save time, please state 

. particulars; and enclose $1.00, and you 
will receive by return mail 30 days’ 
trial treatment of Nature’s grandest, 
choicest remedies.

Office hours from 9 to 12 M., Sundays 
excepted; 127 LaSalle St., Chicago.

“TUB PABULUM OF LIFE,”
The world’! greateel remedy for all dlBoaioa, and suited 
to all mankind, By mall, |j. Address Db. R. Gbbku, 
127 LaSalle 8t., Chicago.

HYPNOTISM AND MAGNETISM.
SUCCESSFUL TRE ATM ENI OF ALL 
O nervous and functional diseases by Hypnotism 
and Vital Magnetism. DR. CARL SEXTUS, 224 Onta
rio street, Chicago. Professional questions answered 
when accompanied by consultation lee of 81. Honrs

JIjTR. H. MOHN ER, WRITING ME- 
1VL dlum, desires to say that he la capable of con
versing with spirits, aud will answer all questions 
asked by mail. Send name of spirit you wish to com
municate with on any possible subject; charges 11 to 
•2. Address, H. Mounkr, Box 1025, Des Moines,

7 SYCHOMETRY, CONSULT WITH 
J. Prof. R. B. Severance In all matters pertaining to 
practical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 
hair, or handwriting, and one dollar. Will answer 
three question! free of charge. Bend for circular!. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee. Wls. 255

WATER OF LIFE. ~
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 

-I please repiember that Water of Life la one ef 
the beat remediei for Stomach, Liver and Kidney dig» 
eases. Large pamphlet free. 84 fl-Main fit,, Wilkes 
barre, Pa. J.R, Perry, Manager. . 262.

COLLEGE OF FINE FORCES
[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetic«.]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED 
fj. theraput[c?liicluiilng tlieSun Cure, Vital Magnet* 
ism, Electricity, Mind Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and basic principles developed 
with thojr marvelous appllcatlops. Students in four 
continents have taken the course. The college li 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By a system of prluted questions students 
cau take tbe churse jnd receive the diplomas at their 
own homes. Institution removed to Bait Orange. 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Bahditt, M.D.. Lb.D.. Dean, ft Hollywood Ave. 
(formerly called Pulaski St/), East Orange, New 
Jersey. 339

INVALIDS
LT, HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
r r stamps, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlet and advice rack to oure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card, 
tagton, Ohio

SICK ARE healed, send 
* Uwe« 2-cent «tamp, for private letter of adylu fromi the। Spirit-world. W. P. Pheion, M. D., UI Ju“ 

aon Boulevard Chicago IU. HOtf

TTIMPTNYt They h°P' ®WP‘ turn
UUlUJ-XlvV somersaults almost incessantly from 
RFAN^ August to Muy.' Wonderful product 
DuMlivi of a Foreign Tree. Greatest curiosity 
to draw crowds wherever shown, on street!, in shop 
windows, «to. Just imported. Everybody wants 
onei. Full'htatory of Tree aud sample jumping bean 
to Agents ,or Btreetmen 25 cents, postpaid. 8, 60c.; 
6. •!{. 12, Sl<50; IO0, S10. Rush order and be first. Sell 
quantities to ypur merchants for window attractions 
and then sell to others. Quick Sales. Try 100. Big 
Moniy. AGENTS’ HERALD, No. 1412, J. B., Phila
delphia Pu. f i 252

SOMETHING USEFUL.
X\UT OF THF. DEPTHS'INTO THE 
\J, Light. By Samuel Bowles; Mrs. Carrie E. 8. 
Twing, medium- This little book will be read with 
Intense interest by thousands, it contains Mr. Bowles* 
Interviews with the Inhabitants of the Hells of Eplrlt- 
Itfh—a dreadful, but apparently true report of the 
suffering and wrath of the millions who bave gone 
froqj earth-life with tho damn!?« effects of debauch
ery, misdirected awbklou, unsatisfied revenge and 
lying lives. Tho hook Is made up of fifteen chapters. 
:6umo of tbe titles of tho chapters are as follows: 
Tho Spheres of Insurrectionists and Prostitutes—Th« 
Homo of Corrupt Politicians—Abode of Spirits who 
pipe to increase sorrow, debauchery, drunkenness, 
dlisensjcm and revenge—The War Department in 
¿be Holla of Bplrit-Hfe—Unhappy Marriages arc pro
moted by the low spirits in tbaanatch-maklnglicll of 

• 0p)rlt*Hfe—The Negro Hell—The Indian Hell—The 
Mormon Hell—Tho JIell for.iDUnoneit Spiritualist! 
apd medlums—Into the Light.’ The Redeemed Prince. 
An Indian Camp-fire—A Negro prayer-meeting iu tht 
.Ugbt. Au Adventist looking for tho end. Tho Spirit/

Congresa. Prtce.25 cents.

A MOST EXCELLENT 
WORK.

DELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM; ITS 
/I Phenomena and philosophy. By Samuel Watson, 
author of “ The Clock Struck One, Two, and Three.” 
Xhlrty-Bix years a Methodist minister. Mr. Watson's 
eng connection with one of the largest and most Influ
ential religious organizations In this country, together 
With Ida well-known character for integrity of purpose 
pod faithfulness In the discharge pf every knpwn duty, 
combine to render.this a book that will attract the at
tention and command the-studious perusal of thought* 
•fut tnlndi/ Itttoritatai'the’nrlncllial records of acrltl* 
carinveitfgafloW brneariy all phases of fipirlt-manlfcs- 
tatlpn tlfrough'k’period of twenty-seven years, .com» 
"menced with a belief that Spiritualism was the “ prince 
of humbugSt’-and a purpose to expose it, and ending 
With aconvicllontnat It Is’» trdth’far transcending all 
others ta; value to mankind: Hi Is-eminently well 

.adapted to plade In the hhudi of tlloso whose attach- 
mepte to the faitW and forms-of the Cburch-lnollne 

.th'omto have bc‘vlug to*do with the’subject upon 
which 1t treats.K New elution, with portrait of authbri. 
Cloth. 12mo, pp. 423, M'.OO. Postage 10 cents. For sale 
atflbU office* . , .________

VERY VALUABLE BOOK.
QCIBNTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRITUAL- 
O fem..-By Epes Sargent, author of “ Plancbette, or 
the Despair of Science,” “The Proof Palpable of Im- 

■ mortality," etc. This Is a large 12mo of 372 pages. 
Trith an appendix of 23 pages, and tho whole containing 
agrfaat amount of matter, of which the table of con
tents, condensed as It la, gives no Idea. The author 
takes the ground that since natural science 1b con- 
eerhed with a knowledge of real phenomena, appeal- 

•Ing to bur sense-perceptions, and which are not only 
"historically Imparted, but arc directly presented in the 
ttrbilstlble form of dally demonstration to any faithful 
jhvestlgfttor, therefore Spiritualism fs a natural seb 
ence, and all opposition to It, under the Ignorant pro* 
tunic that it is outside of nature, is unscientific apa 
unrihllosophlcal. AH this Is clearly abown: and the 
abjections from " scientific" clerical i nd literary de
nouncers of Spiritualism, ever since 1817. are answered 
•with that penetrating force which c?.ny arguments, 
'winged with Incisive facts, can Impart Qotb, 12m<x 
' pp; 396. Price tl.50. Postage 10 cent :. For sale at
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' Hood’s Made Her Strong. ;
-, I have always had bronchial’ troublé.) 
I became weak, and thought ! would try 
Hood’s ‘ Sarsaparilla; ana it m,adé? mé- 
strong. . •• ’"Mrs. E. F. C90K. : 

Geneva, Ohio.

Söul of Things; or Psychometric 
-Researches and Discoveries.

. ' ' - ’ ■ .
■ An lutant Phenomenon, - ( •

A real infant phenomenon, keeps-all; 
the nredical'men and pedagogues of-the 
good old town of Brunswick in a state bf 
wonder and delight; :. The little son of a 
local butcher, si baby just two years.old,, 
can read with’iferfect eape/aiiything' 
written or printed in German or Latin 
characters. A f#ir-- weeks .ago. thriep; 
Brunswick dootot's-’had the baby intro- 
duce’d to them, at the hoiisepf.ope.of 
the learned gentlemen. The first thing 
the little one did When brought'into'tlie 
consulting-room was to stand On his-.toei 
at the table, reading out from the books ■ 
that were lying about. All (hat could 
be ascertained as to the why and where
fore of this uncanny accomplishment Is, 
that when the baby fras "eighteen 
months old, and his grandmother 'took 
him out, he always immediately- caught 
sight of the inscriptions over shops, and 
asked about them, as only a small child 
can ask, until he had fathomed, the 
meaning of the letters. It was the same 
at home; books and newspapers Tiad 
greater fascinations than lollipops and. 
toys, and whatever the parents playfully 
told ’.him he remembered, . with, the 
result that at the age. of. two' years ' he 
reads with perfect ease. Apart from 
his accomplishment in reading,- the 
boy’s • development is quite - '
•Light, London, Ena. - ... ,

A TEST FOR YOU
By Miohigan’B Most Successful Clairvoyant
If sick, send 4 cents in postage, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, arte Uading symfifont and I will 
give you a Clairvoyant Diagnosis of your disease 
FREE. Twenty years experience as a regular 
physician, 12 years as a successful Clairvoyant. 
Address, J. C. Batdobf. M. D., Grand Rapids, Mich.

SPIRITUALISTS VISITING CHICAGO
a»°««M hotel», with 

» BpklmalUtf Tmlly, et 88 fit John'» Flee® ne»r union

AN ASTONISHING OFFER!
CEND THREE 2-CENT STAMPS 

kJ lock of hair, age. name, sex, one leading symptou 
and your disease will be diagnosed free by spirit-power. 
Dr. A. B. Dobson, San Jose, Cal. ■

TJHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
I Reading or itx qnaafloni answered, 50 cant» and 
three »tamp». MxneuaniT® Bni-ros, station A. 
Boston, Mass.

What Shall I Do to Have Health?
Our Clairvoyant Remedies, with Spirit Yarms'B in*

Btructlons bow jo take a new lease of life and live 100 
years, have cured thousands; they will cure you.

UIICE CANNOT 8EE HOW YOU DO 
WIFE IT AND PAY FBEIOHL

Bay. our S drawer walnnt or oab In* 
.. proved High Ana Slnctraewlnj machine 

finely liebhed, nickel plated,adapted to llfhl 
and heavy work; guaranteed for 10 ieari| with 
Automatic Bobbin Winder, 8elf-Threadiag Cylin
der Shuttle, fielf.Set ting Needle and a complete 
i»t of Steel Attachment»! ehipped any where oa 
SO Dar’a Trial. No monay required io advance, 

•».vwuvw io u>e. World’« Fair Medal awarded machine and attach- 
menu. Day from factory and aave dealer’« and agent’« profit*, 
rnrr Cat This Out and aend to-day for machine or larre free 
r Ktt catalogue, teatlmonlala and tilimnaea of the World’« Fair. 
OXFORD MFO. CO.8«WftbaihAv#.CHI0AGO|ILL.

IT IS INTERESTING.

¿IFE AND LABOR IN THE SPIRIT
World: Being a description of Localities, Employ

ments, Surroundlugs, and Conditions in tbe Spheres. 
By members of the Spirit-Band of Miss M. T. Shelha- 
mer, medium of tbe Hanuer of Light Public Free Cir
cle. Cloth 11.00. Postage W cents. For sale at

—&-----------
the. SUNDAY QUESTION. 
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE- 

JCT view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown. M. D. A pamphlet that 
should, he In. tbe. hands of alL Price 15 cento. Few 
aalnat thta'office..

TJSYGHUt 4 THY; OR SPLRTT HEAD 
k Intr. Being a scries of lessons on the relations of 
l>;o spirit to Ito own organism, and tho Interrelations 
of human beings with reference to health, disease and 
healing, by tho spirit of Dr. Benjamin Rush, through 
tho mediumship of Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond. No 
physician should bo witbout this book. No magnetic 
healer should bo without 1L and no family should 
bo without Ite valuable aid. It is a valuable aid 
to the physician in determining the relation of his pa
tient's spirit to I lb body, thus enabling him to know 
what remedies ero necessary to perfectly adjust the 
same to each other; to the magnetic bealcr It 1b Inval- 
uablo, because It Illustrates the actual magnetic polo 
and their corresponding nerve centers. To tbe gen 
oral reader it will prove a boon because it explains tbe 
physical and spiritual basis of life, and the Influence 
of food, raiment, and the surrounding conditions and 
atmospheres upon tbe human organism. Price (cloth) 
11.50. For sale at this office.

fpY' WM. AND. ELIZABETH M. P. 
Dl • Denton.. A marreloutwork. Though concise as 
aVCTt-hook, Ills as fascinating as a work of fiction.' 
The-reader»wllI bo Hmazed: tosses tho curio facts 
hece-bombhied lil Support- of- this newly-dtaeovered 
'poWeruf tho iraman mlnd, which will resolve a thou 
sahd doubts nnd dlfficulries^mtko Geology »plain at. 
(tay,* and throw light on. all thfrgrand subjects -ED ri ob*■pcnreS.’byl ttiue.’v’; <■'. -■
Soul or Tilings—Vol, D ’ 

r Clbttf-........ . ................ .

SoM of Wifs&Vot Hi 
- Illustrated. 450 pp. Cloth, 

। ■ ,■ ..’ Postage JO cents; :
Soulof Things-Vol. ID.

lUV'lrated. S62 pp.,’Cloth.................
■ ' ■ Postage 10 cent».

T/ffi PRIEST, THE WOMAN AND 
the Cpnteutonal. By Her. Chu. Chlnliny.

Ftery one should read it.' price »1.00.
rTWE DIANKA, Ai/b THEIR EARTH* 

■ J. , ly Victims. By A. j.Davla. X vWrk as interest 
tag as It li curious. Price U0 cents. .» 
flFE OF THOMAS PAINE. PT IS IN- 

'-tenselyinteresting. rrice|l,00.
:nULPU\ Phu nNu CRADLE. B? 
a’jHilxn H. One of tier brightest,
wittiest and strongest lecturcs agalnst the Bible. 
Every woman should .read it, and Know her friends 
Itad enemies. Price lOCcntt. ’
/IBSESSION. HOW,SPIRITS 

'■ Influence mortals. - By M. Faraday. F. 23, price
loccnis. . ., 1
■ INTERVIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 
J CsrrioB.fl.Twing,medldm. ;Fried60 cehU.
'THE HISTORICAL-JESUS 'AND 
(J ‘Mythical Christ; by Gerald Massey. -230 pages. 
\2mo- Price 50 cents. ' ' . .. t ..... .

A CHS A SPRAGUE'S - EXPERIENCE 
Xi in the Sphere». Price SO cenl«.. ■ • 1 •

’ The r'elation of the-spirit^ 
■J.- VIL to the .Micerlal ’Untrew, - end .the . lewot 
control. New Edition, enlwged iM revleod, py M.

■ Fcroday.. Fried, 15 .cent..;; ■■,. i > -‘.-v.’. -- ■
; THE SCIENCE OFsPlE/r RETURN. 

■ J. T^Oirie« 1'awham. .Price 10e<*nta .'Z-t-.'--.
■niBLE OF BIBLES. BY HERSEY 

Graves, .ItwIB wellto’y penisaL

Wbat Can I Do to Have Byesight?
O ur Mugnet Izod Compound euros sore eyes, strength

ens and preserves weak eyes. Sent by mull, postpaid, 
for SIXTY’ cents.

Melted Pebble Spectacles; 
nRestorclust vision, Write for. Illustrated Circular! 
find bow to be fitted by our Clairvoyant System, Will 
8eud.4>bologropli of my spirit guide, Varma, Who re
vealed this knowledge to me. The sending of tUo 
photograph would stem to warrant tbe sending of 4 
cents iu P. Q. stamps. B, F. Poolb, Clinton, Iowa,

YES YOU CAN
Z-AY WELL. SEND 81 FOR A BOT- 

ue of Blixix or Lin. A aplrlt remedy. Purely 
vegetable, and Magnetlaed. Positively renew, life 
Thousand, rejoice over health reatored. For. blood 
liver, and kidney allmenta thorp la no better remedy 
made. Send for circular. Dr. B. K. Myera Clinton. 
Iowa. ■ ' 25s

PSYCHE
Is Developing Mediums.

Read this testimonial: “I’sYQiiEarrlvcd two weeks 
ago and to say I was pleased dpea not express my np- 
prcclatlon. My boy,- twelve years old. Is developing 
most all the physical phenomena of Spiritualism with 
It, Independent writing came first sitting. We now 
get Rapping. Kinging of Bellij Trumpet Speaking, 
moving of oodles without contact, etc. Ho has alto 
developed Clairvoyance and flairaudfcnce.—M. Y. 
Thompson. Arkadelphia, Ark.1' Price, 81,00. -Postage 
20ceuts. Send stamp for descriptive circular and 
testimonials. W. 11. Bqch. Mfr. St. Paul, Minn.

rjOW TO .BECOME A MEDIUM 
£1 tn tour own home. Will send a pamphlet con
fining Instructions, n lettor designating your phases 
of mediumship, a spiritual song book and copy of t 
spiritual magazine, all for 25 cts. Address, Mra. J. A# 
Bliss, 2321 Mlcb., avenue, Chicago, 111. 275

—
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rnrr delineation and diagnosis. Bond LULL five two-cent stamps, date of. birth, sex® I nrr handwriting or leading aymptoms; you 
1 ,li—"wUlrccclvea correct diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief reading by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read, Box 358, Lansing, Mlcb.

h/TRS. ELSIE REYNOLDS, MATE. 
1V1 rlnilxlng medium, of California, removed to

LUU OUUIUKI z.tluu, muv .« •« • • • mwv» ww »• ■-« —
grama of celcatlftl objects ant views of different por
tions of tbe Celestial Home, Mr. Davis being only the 
clairvoyant or clear-Bccing instrument of higher and 
stronger power. Contents: statement! in regard u 
•'Individual occupation.” “progress after death." 
“eating and breat Jing In tbo aplrlt-life,” “disappear 
anco of the bodily orga~ • at death.” " domestic -enjoy* 
ments and true conjuga. ^aions.” “origin of tbe doc* 
Vine of the devil,” etc Cloth 75 cent». PostaxB 
fa cento. For sale at thl« -dire.

■DESEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HIS- 
LX tory, embracing the origin of tbe Jews, the Rise 
andDevelopment of Zoroastrianism and tbe Derlvn- 
tlonpfUhrlaUanltyi to which Is added; WhenceOW 
Aryan’Ancestors? By G. W. Brown, M.D. One at 
themost valuable works ever published. - rlco »1.5». 
fTHE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL- 
1 lam nnd Spiritualism Compared. By Moses Hull 

A work of rare merit. Frlco»1.00.
INGERSOLL'S ADDRESS BEFORE 

L tbe New York Unitarian Club, Tho first time In 
the history of tbe world tl at a Christian Association 
ever Invited a noted Infidel to lecture before them. 
The lecture Is a grand one, and was received by the 
Club with continuous applause from beginning to cod. 
The pamphlet contains 12 pages, beautifully printed.; 
Trice, ( eents; ten copies, 50 cents. ■

11 MEMORIAL ORATION BY COLO- 
LVJ nel Ingersoll on Roscoe Conkling. Delivered 
eeforo the New York Legislature, May », 1S8S. Price, 
t cents. •
f^OD IN THE CONSTITUTION. B Y 
(_7 Robert G. Ingersoll. Oneof the best papers Colo
nel Ingersoll ever wrote. In paper cover, with like
ness of author. Price, 10 cents; twelve copies for 11.00.
TT7HAT WOULD FOLLOW THE 
VF Effacement of Chriittanity ? By George Jacob 

Holyoake. Tbli 1! a molt valuable contribution to 
Frcethought literature. Bound In paper with good 
llkeneu of author. ’Price, 10 cenu; twelve copies 
tor 11.00. .
INGERSOLL'S GREAT ADDRESS ON 

L' Thomas False, at the late Fame celebration io 
New York City. Price, 6 cents; ten copies for 50 cent». 
STANDING UP FOR JESUS; OR 
O what the editor of the Freethinker's Magazine 
thinks of him. Price, « cents; twenty-five copies for 
»cents. ■ .
TTHE TEACHINGS OF JESUS-NOT, 
J. Adapted to Modem’ Civlllration, with tho Trua 
Character of Mary Magdalene. 'By Geo. W. Brown, 
H.D. Price, 15 cents.- • . •

AGE OF REASON. - BY THOMAS 
XJ, Paine. A book' that »11 ahould read. Price 50

Tj-ROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA 
r Rood Tuttle. A beautiful book ot poem, of rar® 
merit. Price |1.50.
'THE SPIRITUALBIRTH; OR DEATH 
L and It« To-morrow. The Sptritualtitlc Idea of 

Doatb, Heaven and Hell. By Mobcb Hull. This little 
pamphlet is devoted to an exposition of tbe spiritual* 
latte Idea of death, heaven and helL as contrasted 
with tbo common churcbly idea on tbe same subject. 
Tbe name of the atiihorh a sufficient guarantee that 
tbe subject 1! well handled. For sale at this office. 
Prlfae, 10 cents. i .

¿IFE IN THE STONE AGE; THE
Hlitory of Atbarae), Chief Priest of a Band of Al 

Aryan«. ' An Outline History of Man. Written through 
the mediumship of ir. G. Flgley. You ahould read 
this work. Price SO cent«.
TI/HITE . MAGIC TAUGHT IN 
VV “ Three Seven«," a book of 271 pagea. It 1« re

ally a Tory fntereatlng and «ungestive work. Prie. 
IL25. .

Z'HE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE 
Lyceum. A manual, with direction« for the or- 

ranlzatlon and management of Sunday school«. By 
Andrew Jock«on Davi«. ■ Something ludeipetulblo. 
Price 50 cent». . .

Seers of the ages, embrac
es Spiritualism, past and present. By J. M. Pet- 

Mes, M. D. An eucrclopedla of Interesting and In- 
‘^ES&ENriFÌc BASIS OF SPIRIT- 

1 uallsm. By Epes Sargent. A work of profound 
research, bydhe of tho ablest m« of we age. Frtot 
<1.50; postage, 10 cents. _____

Q UES TION SE TTLED. A 
1 Careful Compsrlsoa of Biblical and Modern Spir

itualism. By Mosca HulL An Invaluable work. Pries 

'dSYCHOPATHY, OR SPIRIT HEAL- 
L lug. A Serie« of Lesson« on the Relation» ot th® 
tbe Spirit to it« Own Organino, and the Inter-Relation 
of Human Beings with Reference to Health, DI,eass 
and Healing. By tbe spirit ot Dr Benjamin RusU, 
through tho rhedium«hlp of Hrs Cora L V. Rlcbmondl 
A book that every healer, physician and Spiritami 
ihouldread. Price 11,50. . .
TpEMS FROM THE INNER LIFE. 

Jr By Lltzic Doten. These poems are u stapla €1 
sugar. Price |LW ,
DE YOND THE GA TES. B Y ELIZk- 

£) both Stuart Phelps. A Highly entertaining weA 
Pricell.00. ;, 
STUDIES -IN PSYCHIC SCIENCE 
D An Invaluable work, by JTu-l.on Tuttle. Prie® 
11.15. - , - -
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WORKS AUTOMATICALLY COGENT THOUGHTS.
Touching on the Life Forces,

« “The Merit of Giving.
t

H. S. Butts.not explain.

COMPENSATION.

This message was written by the spirit 
control at my house at 974 W. H. street, 
Columbus, Ohio, in the presence of thir
ty-five persons, in full gaslight.

Judge J. M. Kennedy.

! made my transition, and 1 was not aware 
; of it until my old and wornout earthly 
habitation had been carefully and ten
derly laid away in the bosom of old 
Mother Earth from which it came. Time

A STRIKING ADDRESS. 
For It Touches the Human 

Heart.

r- 
li

A" 'Tnspiratlonal Lecture ©eliv- 
ered by '

MRS. O. H, HINKLEY, 
^Before the Grand Rapids Spiritual 

, Association« .

. Mr. President and friends:^As the 
basis for my remarks this evening, I call 
ypur attention to St. Luke, 21st chapter, 
1st to 4th verses, which read as follows: i “And He looked up and saw the rich 
men casting their gifts into the treasury, 
and He saw also a certain poor widow 
cast in two mites; and He said, ‘Of a 
truth I say unto you, this poor widow 
hath cast in more than they all; for they 
gave out of their abundance, but she out 
of her penury hath cast in all the living 
shehad.’”

■ From remote ages, so far as history 
relates, there seems to have been in the 
human mind at times a prompting to 
give certain things to others. This 
trait developed in primitive man, doubt
less, first, from fear aroused by uncom- 
firehended natural phenomena, such as 
ightning, tempests, and earthquakes.

Fear awoke the idea of a supreme 
power above and beyond man’s puny 
strength. This he personified as God, a 
name ■ varied according to language, 
races and climes; and as man perceived 

■' ¡Its power, so he conceived the idea of 
^ceasing it with gifts and sacrifices;

■. '’■«is was generosity of a rude type de- 
yeloptu. With it came reverence, and 
later the necessity for the priest, the 
mediator between man, the weak, and

Get out now, for I have no further time 
to bother with you.’’ .

Will that poor soul give back to that 
giver anything of value as a soul-force? 
I trow not. By the way, I witnessed 
just such a scene as this in one of our 
charity organizations, one of the most 
blatant in its pretentions.

Was there any true reciprocity there; 
any of that charity that suffereth long 
and is kind, vaunteth not itself, is not 
puffed up, anything to draw forth a 
heart blessing? Alos! No.

“Equal exchange is no robbery,” This 
is the only true mode of giving. What 
do I mean by equal exchange in this 
connection? I mean this: That with the 
Fift in my hand, whatever it may be, 

must by the warmth of my own heart 
call forth from the heart of the recipi
ent that more glorious gift that is far 
above all price, because it is sent with 
all my heart; it calls forth reciprocal 
and equal value of the same force. This 
is giving with spiritual merit. All else 
is only barter and sale, empty of good

f

God, the strong. ' .
Soon avariciousness and cunning began 

to show in ac[s of dominance and the 
enslaving of the many by the few. Then 
came creeds, codes and statute law, and 
eo on down to the present time. Thus 
briefly I trace the growth in the human 
race of this trait of character th'át I 
may point out in my conclusions what is 
'true giving and the merit of giving. ■

To sacrifice' something dear to the 
heart in the giving.to another, that that 
¡other might’Be appeased, made happy, 
or to express admiration or affection, 
has ever been held up by the priesthood 
as One of the surest ways for the people 
to gain happiness and heaven at last, 
thus stimulating to gifts by the hope of 
reward. ■

In our time, and for hundreds of years 
past, there have been organizations 
chiefly under the dominance of priests, 
but latterly some few under various sec
ular orders, devoting certain sums and 
properties to what they are pleased to 
call charities. No doubt these good 
people have a firm conviction that in 
such ways of doing and giving they are 
óbediení to the great natural law of gen
erosity. But I think I shall show you 
that in this they make a mistake.

To start with, I assert that no gift of 
things alone, and by things I mean any 
material whatever, has any merit that 
will bring back to the giver one iota of 
that soul-force that can be counted of

and full of cursing.
The clairvoyant master, Jesus, saw 

and felt that the widow gave this kind 
of a gift with her mite. He also saw 
that of all who gave things at that time 
she only called out the equal exchange, 
which being above price, was indeed her 
whole living.

How was it above price? Because it 
cannot be bought with anything.

What does such a gift do for one who 
is physically naked, cold and hungry, 
when given by one also equally destitute 
of material things? Pertinent question. 
You will say: “I think such tender emo
tion would hardly suffice me if I were 
thus out in the cold, and hungry.” I an
swer, it would not suffice if it had not 
power to draw to itself material things. 
But this is the power that both draws 
and builds what is needed. There is a 
large difference bptween a want or desire 
and a need.

One calls forsi mple fare, and is con
tent; the other would grasp all, and even 
then is not satisfied. One is unconsciously 
sent forth as it is drawn by a like attrac
tion; the other is < carefully devised 
scheme, propelled forth by selfishness 
and greed. One is the opposite of the 
Other in both quality and result. The 
soul-force of the schemer robs others of 
rightful possessions. Such power vested 
in a Gould or Vanderbilt draws accumu
lations of things only, and out of all pro
portion to need or justice, and brings the 
possessor no merit, ,ev.en ।if .he gives to 
the poor out of those accumulations,—a 
fact which he must live to find a sad 
reality sometime.

Then it is true that no soul, however 
destitute, ever yet honestly and in large 
measure gave to another that quality 
which is true generosity, even with a 
cup of cold water, who.could possibly re
main long out in the cold and hungry. 
Yes, it is true; for it is not in tho nature 
ol the law of generosity that it should 
bo otherwise.

Natural attraction draws power, and 
power evokes what supplies the need of 
the hour. I will give an example:

Here is a poor, half-starved, unshel
tered creature, without friends or home. 
Suddenly before him he sees a broken 
bridge, and yonder hears the rumble of 
an oncoming train. Without a moment’s

we despise the object, and do not love 
the soul that sins. ’ ' .

What a blessed thing it is, if we only 
knew it, to be able to love a sinner with 
such a love. No other will do. ■ . .

But let us go still deeper into the se
crets of the soul; into living and being.. 
Human souls are born in octaves. They 
are music. Sinning is being out of tune 
with one’s own keynote. ,

Keynotes are these great soul-throbs, 
these waves of tenderness. ‘

Were our Spiritual ears open we 
should hear the music thereof, a har
mony beyond expression.

Touch the keynote, if you are the 
one to do so, and you can save the sin
ner, because you are one of that soul’s 
octaves.

Not all souls vibrate in unison, but all 
souls have their full octaves in other 
souls. When out of tune, it must be one 
of their own octaves that can touch th,e 
keynote. This is why there is so much 
inharmony, suffering, and crime.

People are not yet evolved to under-
stand these deeper truths of being. 
Every octave draws its own, Touch a 
chord and every similar chord will 
vibrate. Equal exchange of vibratory 
powers is perfected harmony.

So it is with the great law of giving. 
This only hath merit and is worthy our 
efforts.

No soul was ever drawn to do a deed 
of saving power, such as instanced in the 
flagging of the train, who was not un
consciously attracted to it by the d rawing 
chord of one or more of his own octaves. 
Some one or more such was on that 
doomed train, or that poor creature 
could not have risked life to save them.

I want to impress it on your minds 
that you cannot do a true charitable 
aet unless these great attractive forces 
lean out to meet each other, and when 
they do this, you cannot help doing or 
giving. You will neither see, know nor 
fee[ wound,- crime or danger until the 
rescue is made. Then God will come 
into both temples, and the end thereof 
will be sweetness and peace; and a glit
tering jewel will have been set on the 
walls of that house not made with hands, 
eternal in the heav.ens.

But, say you, “shall we let people 
starve because they or we do ’ not feel 
this power of the soul, the true generos-

that he . And the object ofhis care are 
thei , true', neighbors. The, others were 
'all piei’e strangers; the call was not to 
them. To obey the call is all the duty 
and'all’the merit of giving. Had we 
not .better look,within and find our key
note, and by its leading vibration and 
fqrpeful? drawing be. able. to find our 
neighbor'; fallen among thieves? To 
those wp aye not thus led.- Let us not 
feel.condemned that it is so, or that we 
cannot Ijelp. But what can be more 
'terribly ,U> tlje human eoul than to feel 
'that pdjvh]’ calling and refuse to act; to 
fold the hands ana say: “I have a feast 
to attend, a bride to wed, a friend to 
bury, and I cannot go,” and thus let that 
quivering, chord die out in a wail of 
agony; that golden bowl be broken at 
the fountain, apda human soul starve to 
death. .■■.:., i

Doing thus, we shall sit some day 
alppe in a hilt, without God in our tem
ple; without music, and hear only the 
inpan of a lost oppprtuhity; see only 
akhes, where there should have been 
fire on the'hearth; taste only bitterness, 
where thpr.o might .have been nectar; 
grope, in darkness where there should 
have been glorious light; shiver in rags 
when we. mighh^ave worn shining rai
ments. Let us not longer sit thus alone, 
butjlqt i;s give the true»gift when the 
ones we shpuld give to lean out to meet 
us from the wihdbws of the soul.
May loving' hands reach out in blessing, 

Hearts: beat 41 triie with generous
power,.

All inhumbleness confessing
We are ^indred from this hour. 

.Fault?, apd failings let us cover
> With that mantle, shining white, 
Angelhdr'op from heaven over

‘ Every .soul that dwells in light.

Without the Aid of any Me 
chanical Device,

A BEAUTIFUL MESSAGE—A HINT ABOUT 
TOMBSTONES—AN EXCELLENT SUG
GESTION. ,
To the Editor;—The following com

munication makes its own suggestions, 
and is truly an expression of the wonder
ful in occult forces. Allow me to say, 
having learned of the “Automatic Type 
Writer," which, without the aid of any 
mechanical device, or manual touch in 
any apparent possible way, and in full 
sunlight, would of its own volition adjust 
its own blanks and give full and explicit 
answers to mental and written inquiry, 
I took the opportunity, on the 10th inst., 
to write and address inside to the name 
of my dead wife and daughter. Carefully 
enveloping the same in the most obscure 
manner, sealing extra and stitching 
twice across the full length of the enve
lope, I then . re-enclosed and mailed to 
H. R. Moore’s address, Columbus, Ohio, 
and asked for an answer and return with
out opening. The following is the re
sult, accompanying the return of my iiote 
unopened, and not in any way tampered 
with. I carefully gave no names or 
clues whatever, not even the address of 
name outside in any way. By request I 
permit it published. There was no pos
sible collusion involved—further I can-

value as “treasure laid up in heaven.” I ( 
also claim that everyone who makes a 
gift, if not forced to do'so, has either a ; 
motive of self-gain or a fancy that in ' 
thus promoting another's happiness or ' 
comfort, it will at last be counted to him ! 
as spiritual treasure in the life beyond. ; 
But if one does give absolutely unself
ishly of mere things to a lavish degree, 
that one will come to want at last. For 
the one he gives to will climb to 
affluence upon his gifts and forget the 
giver in his time of need, or he wiij revel 
in the giftsand squander them f .-jeurse 
the giver when he can do no m X

This method, therefore, hat it an 
element of injustice, hence hi/no spirit
ual merit.

But how can one give, and what shall 
he give to be able to feel his gift has not 
been in vain as a spiritual investment?

The answer to this question shall form 
the body of this discourse.

Referring to the text, let us study it 
minutely. Manifestly, it was not the 
mere mite the widow gave that could be 
counted as more than the gifts of the 
rich; neither could it to any marked de
gree supply the needs Of the poor.

If our charitable orders and people 
gave of things in such measure as she 
did, they could accomplish nothing to
wards the material aid of the poor. In 
what, then, did the merit consist?
• Manifestly it was in what she sent 
forth as a soul-force when she gave the 
mites. In this power of the soul lies the 
secret of all true giving. By the side 
of this power thuigs have no compar
ative value. r

The soul-force m itbes^^^g^taqual- 
ity as to draw out Horn the reeiliispi of 
the gift alike response of soul-force; and 
yet without the giving of things also, no 
one can be said to do good to those in 
immediate distress from hunger and 
cold.

That poor soul who is forced to go to 
one of the charity organizations of to
day from necessity, aud ask fqt” bread, 
and who must first be asked all the pry
ing, harrowing questions that can be 
contrived to humble his already blighted 
life, and who takes fro'd the hand of ohe 
Who has probably first begged it of some 
one else, and who at last with a gesture 
of impatience and ill-concealed con
tempt says: “There! take that; it is all 
vou can have and more than you deserve. 
You ought not to have done thus pr so 
and got yourself into such a condition.

reflection, or a thought of personal dan
ger, but with a great yearning sonl- 
force, a concentrated will to save the 
doomed ones, he rushes on to flag that 
train, succeeds, and falls in a limp, un
conscious heap. What is the result? 
Hundreds of eager hands reach out to 
shower not moneyalone, but heart-bless
ings. Never more can he be homeless 
and without friends, unless he sinks 
again into the scheming seeker after 
selfish gain, ceasing to give from the 
soul.

1 assert that only such giving, mean
ing the quality of it, not the circum
stance, should ever be given. With such 
giving in our world there could be no 
more poor, either in material or in soul 
power. Far greater is the poverty of 
the soul than the poverty of things. 
Heaven help us all to realize how truly 
poor we are in the priceless things of life.

But you will say: “I cannofj always feel 
that wray when I see a drunken, blear
eyed creature, especially one of the fe
male sex, down in the mire, with oaths 
on her polluted lips, unsheltered and 
cold. Yet, somehow, I ieel l. cannot let 
her lie there and die, and so I call a 
policeman; he gets her up—it may be 
with a club—and carts her off to a cell. 
It is good enough for such as she; I can 
do nothing more, and so I retire to my 
warm home.”

1 say it is right for you to do so. You 
could not benefit that soul; though you 
were to give her things she would curse 
you while she used them, and still return
to the mire.

Why would she curse you? Simply 
because you have added insult to injury. 
Both you Und she are parts of the whole. 
What is the right of ond is the right of 
all, in true equity, and there is some
thing in every human soul, however de
graded by circumstance or sin, that 
knows this great natural law of being.

But another will come along to her, 
and will not see the external at all, but 
in one flash of intuition will see the 
birth, and before it even, and all the 
train of circumstances that has led up to 
the woeful plight; and with a pity'be
yond words, a tenderness that penetrates 
to the very marrow of her soul, that 
draws like a cord that cannot be broken, 
will.reach, rouse, and save her by the 
unerring law of reciprocity. »

Touching the keynote, harmony re-' 
suits: the vibrations are attune; there is 
ho more hunger; no more vice;' no more 
cursing. God is come into the temple 
and purifies it. GOD IS Love. If we 
have not this love,let policemen do their 
work; it is better thus than that we 
should pretend to be charitable when

ity?” ■ ■
It is well to $sk ourselves this ques-,: 

tlon, for whether we will or not, they 
do starve to-day, not alone for bread, 
but for God’s love; and we have it not; 
how, then, shall we give it? As no one 
can compel another to give, then the 
we referred to must mean just person
ally ourself, I; and as one alone could 
not keep all the starving poor, were he 
to give all his goods, thus being unjust 
to himself, true generosity is always 
tempered with justice both to giver and 
receiver; then it follows that it is our 
personal affair not uselessly to .worry 
over all the people who suffer; but it is 
our personal affair to reach out our gift 
to whom and from whom the divine soul 
call emanates. If each one does thisthe 
whole suffering world will be warmed, 
fed and redeemed.

Has, then, all the doing of the charity 
organizations been in vain? Is the 
whole woffld at fault in this line to-day? 
To answer these queries affirmatively, 
without qualifying, would be unjust. 
Even under a false system there are no 
doubt persons equal to the occasion, and 
true charity is both given and received. 
Of the number and blessedness of such, 
only those who know by their rich ex
periences can tell. All else is certainly 
but sounding brass and tinkling cymbal, 
making a noise, it is true, but music, 
harmony, never!

To many a dying soldier on hospital 
bed or battlefield, that nurse who for
gets weariness and danger, leaves home 
and friends to hold the hand of the dy
ing son of some far-off mother, and who 
stoops in tenderness to kiss for that 
mother those dying lips: to hear gently 
that last sad moan, and straighten, the 
poor remains, though he ware only ohe 
of humanity’s weak children, rude, un
cultured and diseased—that nurse is one 
true giver. .

How often and how many are thus at 
work among the suffering poor, who can 
tell? She who, having gold in abun
dance, well clad, and in her carriage, 
visits the poor because it is a fashiona
ble fad of society to-day, and lavishes 
things only on those she is pleased to 
call her poor, may have a poor washer
woman who will distance her in one act 
of pure, loving ministry, unthinking of 
any motive, save that soul-prompting 
from the one in nedd. The angel will 
record the deed, and she will find it in a 
glory of spirit, long after the circum
stance has oeen forgotten by her; while 
the other woman wul search the record

Let Us' keep the lamps all burning 
In our windows fvarm'and clear, 

So belqtefl outcasts turning
May. bp guided by its cheer,

In-theif. (Jgrkpbss, see it gleaming. 
Feel so drawn they can but come.

Knowby Jt they are not dreaming;
That it offers them a home.- "

Thpre to fipd both fattier, mother, 
• ;'Find pu[Stre.tehed a'sister’s arms; 
Hear'tlie welcome front'a brother, 

Safely sheltered from all harm.
Evory.'hiJart thrllis with this feeling, 
' Oh! biitgif our deeds as well 
Gould qttest to love's revealing, 

Heaven on earth would come to dwell.
Oh, divine essence of beauty, sub

limity and power, let us bend at thy 
shrine, and in thy ineffable presence, 
let. all spiritually darkened conditions | 
melt away from us. Let ns lave in thy j 
pure flood, oh! river of heaven, and; 
when we come into the inner courts of

Mundane Sphere, Oct. 14th, 1894.
(From our dear home in spirit.)

My Darling Earth Papa:—In com
pliance with your request and with that 
happiness which can only be felt by a 
loving daughter in being permitted after 
a long silence caused by the separation 
of body and spirit, to write words of 
greeting and consolation to him, who by 
that term called, but wrongly so, death, 
has been robbed from physical sight of 
those he held so near and dear to his 
heart. Death is but the dawning of the 
morning; ’tin but the blossoming of thé 
rose; ’.tis but the opening of [he. petals of 
the lily to bask in the pure sunlight of 
God’s eternal home; ’tis but • a ' sweet 
slumber; but to awaken from fancied 
dreams in that land from which it has 
been often, but unwisely said, no traveler 
ever returns. I awoke from this restful 
slumber as countless millions have done, 
to find myself surrounded by loving and 
tender hands, willing to assist my tired 
and weakened spirit, and guide it on to 
its prepared home in the Summer-land. 
1 did not realize at the time that I had

lovb’s majesty, may our garments be un
spotted,. and our souls the open crystals 
infilled with thy gifts. ‘

TiiE WONDERFUL WEAVER.

Thebe’s a wonderful weaver
High1 up in the air, 

. And: he weaves a white mantle 
, For co,Id earth to wear.

Withithe wind for his shuttle,
; Thqcloud for his loom, 

How. he weaves, how he weaves,
-In the light, in the gloom!

Oh, with finest of laces
\ He'decks bush and tree! . 

Oii the bare, flinty meadows
' A cover lays he;
. Then,a quaint cap he places 

Ori pillar and post, k
' And ne changes the pump

• To'a grim, silent gnost!
Bpt this wonderful weaver

-Crows weary at last:
' AjuLthe shuttle lies idle 

.- -That once flew so fast.
' Then ,the sun peeps abroad 

Op the work that is done;
■ And hie smiles: “I’ll unravel

Itjall, just for fun!” —Independent.
A CANTICLE OF NOVEMBER.

in vain and reproach the angel for not 
having accounted her with what had 
been ever, uppermost in her mind, her 
great reputation for having been char
itable. ' ; •

But one will ask, had we not better 
have an outward show of charity than 
none at all? • I do not know how yoü are 
pleased,- but for me, I would say em
phatically, No! Away with shams of 
all sorts, and if we really have no 
hearts, but only heads and stomachs, 
let us stand up in our true colors, and if 
we cannot attain to the love that.castetfi 
out all fear and vanity, we at least can 
respectourselves, that we áre honest to 
ourselves, though hard and cold as ice
bergs. Every one will then'know what 
is our keynote, and will make no mis
takes.' How bitter it is to expect kind
ness where á fair exterior promises it, 
and to find the .reality: bath none to' 
give! \ ..J. ■■-.. . ,. • . -

It is not strange to :me, in view of 
these truths/that the priest and Devito 
pass by on the other side. The good 
Samaritan means more than a passing 
traveler with a kind heart. It means

Sad( fitful, dwindling days are here;
' The pale, chill luster of the sun;
-Arid-clbudland laden, dismal, dun— 

The faltering pulses of the year.
At -seal aghostly close-reefed sail 
. .Straihq,’ here and there, to make the 

> xland;.
. Great'billows break along the strand, 

And jietTdrs'gather in the gale.
■Atid: petting, passionate gusts of rain 
' Makemqan o’er forest, field, and fold— 

i iAlbgrawsome gray and dusky gold, 
A flqlojppae,litany of pain.
The crimson hectic of the'leaves 

.■ Thatfflifand flutter from the trees
Like' frightened birds abreast the 

E '.‘'breete;
The.rdsUing of the tawny sheaves;
The' fretful murmuring of the rill 
.j That hurries on with startled pace; 
■y'ALBti'flnge and patient pallid grace 
That lingers over vale and hill; 
AU^-lighted buds and perished bloom— 
, A glory from the garden gone—
.The year'waits solitary, lone, 

iA’^anderer in the deepening gloom. 
Let earth and heart and head have rest;

- Life-currents in the veins stand still 
(“A, little while; there lies no ill ■ 
In tills repose; for rest is best, ' '
And faith,shall better lessons bring ' 

■ . Of - him who worketh as he will ■
. Through' seeming joy, through seem

' ; ing ill', ' ’
’ The fall is prophet of the spring. ' 

. ,■'.; Rev. Geo. T. Rider.
In 1376 egfes sold in Barcelona for 36 

cents.a±undred. ' . . i
; In 1542 a tanned cowhide in England 

cost 9-shillings.

- ,r..... ....

erecting beautiful mementoes to our 
memory—gorgeous white stones that in
dicate a token of love and' esteem for one 
whose spirit ¿as taken its' flight; but if 
the many thousands Of dollars that are 
spent in this extravagant manner would, 
'be extended in the pursuit of happiness 
lt;r the many suffering millions, bowed 
down by want and grief, it would make 
both,, the Spirit-world and mortal much 
happier and be of lasting benefit. If the 
same means would be spent in the bring
ing of the sorrow-stricken father and 
broken-hearted • mother, grief-stricken 
brother or sister,into this beautiful knowl
edge, assuring them that their friend 
is not dead, that the grave has lost its vic
tory and thatdeath has lost it's sting, then 
the whole world would receive a benefit 
from it; but how many millions of dollars 
are standing in the many cemeteries of 
your world, that will be of no value to 
either spirit or mortal. They are but as 
visions, which will in time decay and 
crumble to dust; but, papa, we appreci
ate what you have done; so does mam
ma, but her old body is no longer there. 
The great chemist in the silent labora
tory of nature has dissected it and given 
it back to the elements whence it came.
I would that I could think of some in
stance of my life that would be as a test 
to dear Will or the girls, but at present 
I cannot. The power is getting ex
hausted and I am called upon to close. 
Now, papa dear, keep on investigating; 
give me opportunities to manifest and 
learn more and more perfectly the law 
of control, and soon I may be able to 
make my presence known while you are 
alone. Good-bye, with love in abun
dance, as dear as ever to all of you, I am 
most sincerely your angel daughter,

Monta Deming.
I join in sanctioning what our daughter 

has said. Adelia Butts.

lassed quickly away, and it was a week 
lefore I was permitted by my angel 
guardian to return, as you have so beau
tifully said, to our dear home in Waver
ly. Ah! you can little realize, dear 
papa, how saddened at heart I felt upon 
my return. Up until that very moment 
1 was indeed a happy spirit. I had 
thought how that 1 had passed into the 
great beyond, and knowing how very 
skeptical you were regarding the contin
uity of life, I should return and assure 
you that the immortality of the soul was 
an actual fact; that I lived, and because 
I lived you should live also; but imagine 
my disappointment when reaching your 
side, and leaning over your shoulder 
while you Were reading a paper, and 
looking you in the eyes and exclaiming, 
“Papa, 1 am not dead,” and finding that 
you didn’t move, I exclaimed louder and 
louder, “Papa! papa! I am not dead;” 
still no reply, no recognition and no 
knowledge of my presence. 1 broke 
down and wept upon your shoulder. 1 
noticed then that you gave a sigh, and 
the tears came into your eyes. My guide 
then told me that you had taken on my 
conditions. I never wanted to talk to 
you so badly in my life. I thought that 
1 must be heard, but my guide assured 
me that I could only converse with you 
audibly enough to be heard under special 
conditions, and for me to be happy and 
wait, and the time would be presented 
when I would be able to converse with 
you as freely as when in the body 
That time has come.

I was next attracted to dear Will, and 
by the same power that I .made you weep 
I made him feel more happy and cheer
ful. Then I called upon Ella and Virge- 
lia and many of the dear friends left be
hind, finding them all sad at their loss 
and my gain. I felt at the time that I 
could hardly stand it, but after being as
sured over and over again that in time I 
should be permitted to converse with 
you, I became more reconciled to my 
position. Since then I have_been labor
ing incessantly and most diligently, to
gether with, mamma dear, to learn the 
taws of control that I might be able to 
send you these little messages, that they 
may be as angel missionaries sent upon 
an errand of love to dispel the darkness 
and uncertainty which had infested your

The Immortality of the Spiritual 
Body.

To that mysterious world towards which 
our feet are set,

I sometimes wonder will we there forget 
The old earth-joys, and childhood’s days 

of bliss ‘
Our hearts recall, and oft so sorely miss; 
When this we leave, a world of constant 

change;
Will not the other world seem cold and 

strange.
Or has that world to which our footsteps 

tend
Some mystic power to fashion, form and 

blend,
By heaven's spell the soul’s unmeasured 

art; .
To solve the mystery when soul and 

body part;
When through the portals we call death 
We draw anew love’s quickening breath. 
Oh! sweet the answer from nature’s 

voicb and tongue:
This world advances, our lives grow 

young;
Perennial bloom the soul’s immortal 

youth;
All nature heralds forth this universal 

truth.
The world has caught the signal signs 

from heaven,
Nor doubts the angel message given.
Oh! happy thought, so long we sought 
This truth our loved ones brought— 
A recompense—our doubts removed, 
The bigot now stands self-reproved. 
There is no death, the soul set free 
In God’s boundless eternity!
Truth is the watchword, the heart’s de-

All
sire. ;

souls are reaching higher! higher! 
Bishop A. Beals.

WISHES.

I asked a little child one day. 
A child intent on joyous play, 
“My little one, pray tell to me 
Your dearest wish: what may it be?” 
The little one thought for a while, 
Then answered with a wistful smile: 
“The thing that I wish most of all 
Is to be big, like you, and tall.”
I asked a maiden, sweet and fair, "

mind for years, and to bring light, peace 
and happiness to those left behind.

I cannot find words grand enough to 
express to you, dear papa, the beauties 
of my home. . There- is ho tongue that 
can give expression to my happiness. 
Will it not be joyful when you, like the 
silkworm, shed youf old cocoon, your 
old worn-out and decayed habitation? 
Ah! I think so, papa. I long for 'that 
time to come. ¡ Improve every moment 
while in the old body to purify yourself, 
and to assist your brother man to do like
wise. Lead, all,into this beautiful light 
and knowledge,’and when the Reaper, 
gathers you home you may look back - 
and- say,1 “Well done, thou- good abd 
faithful servant.” • "

We appreciate your every effort in

I am no new beginner in the study ’of 
Spiritualism, but realize that I have 
very much to learn, and hence I sub
scribe for your enterprising and inter
esting paper. I belong, to no pre^d or 
ism, but seek truth wherever I can find 
it. I inherit from a studious, but inde
pendent and fearless parentage, an abid
ing love for that knowledge of the super
natural and the “great beyond” that is 
in harmony with Paine’s “Common 
Sense” and “Reason,” and with our own 
innate, inhering, instinctive and intui
tional powers of mind. I fully believe 
in the divine command, “(With all thy 
getting, get understanding,” and thus 
have a reason for the hopes and expec
tations concerning the “future” or 
higher and more positive condition of 
mind, soul or life. '

George S. Bowen, in giving his rea
sons for his hopes, etc., in your paper of 
Oct 22d, illustrated his subject by refer
ring to a grain of seed wheat, which he 
says is put in the ground and dies, “but 
the spirit of that wheat comes forth in a 
new stack of grain with increased treas
ure.”

Allow me to suggest that he has not 
proved that the wheat has secured a 
new, higher or more exalted condition 
of being; in its new life it is still wheat, 
and subject to the same conditions or 
laws as before; that is, the soul of the 
wheat “goes marching on” in the wheat 
domain, and that is all there is of it. 
Does he mean to say that our souls “go 
marching on” from one life or body to 
another, and that that is all there is of 
our life?

As my mind handles its proof and 
reasons for future, higher, immortal and 
fur more desirable conditions of being, 
his argument is not satisfactory to me.

Now. by way of having "more light” 
or all the'proof that is going, allow me 
to offer my “proof and reasons,” and, 
perhaps, it may aid the cause we all love 
so much. ' _

We will take it for granted that mind 
or spiritual potency is all there is that is 
real, interesting and potent of any 
human being; this we will call the “spir
itual body” referred to by Paul. The 
power of this, our spiritual body or mind, 
depends very largely upon two things, 
to-wit: harmony and the ability to rea
son logicall.y and clearly to understand 
and enunciate. How can we increase 
and develop the power and potency of 
this “spiritual body” or mind domain of 
our being? 1 will give briefly a very old 
and reliable recipe for increasing the 
harmony and power of mind. Everyone 
knows that there can be no new human
life or bodily manifestations without the 
male and female—positive and negative— 
forces. These sex forces are then a pard 
of the great “creative spirit” or mints 
potency and power (God power) that i ■ 
inherent within every person, "theKinge 
dom of God” (of power) "is within you.”

Now there are two ways that this 
power,"sex forces,” or seed principle, can 
be used: to perfect, develop and increase 
our own “spiritual body” or mind poten
cy; second, to the creation of other mor 
tai bodies like our own, and just as w 
have seen above that the seed whoa 
produced its kind. _

Now the question resolves itself into 
this: JIave we a “spiritual body?” The 
answbr comes to us all, yes. Is it, then, 

■ in the nature of a "quickening spirit,” a 
“creative spirit?” Sound common-sense 

I and reason answer, yes. Then is it not 
reasonable to both sup]M>se and believe 
that there is an intimate and inseparable 
relation between our “spiritual bodies,” 
or the mind potencies, and the “quick
ening spirits,” life and sex forces of our 
bodies? There can be no other reason
able conclusion than that there is. If 
this be true, then if we use. send out, or 
project our “spiritual bodies'.’ and our 
life forces in the creation of other bodily

Of dreamy eyes and wavy hair: 
“What would you wish, pray tell me true, 
That kindly fate shall bring to you?” 
With timid mien and downcast eyes 
And blushes deep and gentle sighs, 
Her answer came; “All elso above, 
I’d wish some faithful heart to love.” 
I asked a mother, tried and blest, 
With babe asleep upon her breast: 
“Oh, mother fond, so proud and fair, 
What is thy inmost secret prayer?” 
She raised her balm and peaceful eyes, 
Madonna-like, up to tho skies; 
“My dearest wish is this,” said she, 
“That God may spare my child to me.” 
Again, I asked a woman old, 
To whom the world seemed hard and cold: 
“Pray tell me, O thou blest in years, 
What are thy hopes, what are thy fears?” 
With folded hands and head bent low 
She answer made, in accents slow: 
“For me remains but one request: 
It is that God may give me.rest.”

, :. EMILE PlCKHARDT.

! A Pun. ..
: The most elegant pun that .has come 
to my knowledge, was’perpetrated by A. 
J. Davis some'years ago. On the occa- 
siôn of an annual célébration of the ad
vent of. modern, Spiritualism, the. seer 
had this notice conspicuously posted:
. “Meu who expectorate on the floor 
need not expect-to-'rate as gentlemen.”
■ If anybody has a richer gem of a play 
upon words, let it be brought forward.

forms and other “spiritual bodies,” it 
must necessarily be at the expense of our 
own spiritual potency and power.

But it will be said that this old way of 
livihg for offspring is according to natur
al laws and that ire are helplessly in the 
power of the “law and order” of nature, 
of the terrestial cosmos, etc.

Now, let us remember that Paul, the 
same author quoted by Mr. Bowen, says, 
when asked: "How are the dead raised 
up?” (meaning, of course, the dead of the 
living or natural humanity) “That was 
not first which is spiritual, but that 
which is natural: afterward that which 
is spiritual.” He also said: “There are 
celestial bodies, and bodies terrestrial; but 
the glory of the celestial is one and the 
glory of thaterrestrial is another.”

From these statements and also from 
other evidences that may be seen all 
about us, we conclude that the natural is 
as essential as the celestial or spiritual 
body, and also that there may be a glory 
of the “spiritual body” or life and sex 
forces that we poor mortals have neg
lected by far too much. We have been 
chasing after the glory of our natural 
bodies as the farmer seeks to secure fine, 
plump and superior seed-wheat.

I sincerely hope that, you and your 
dear readers will study the functions, 
potencies and possibilities of .our “spirit
ual bodies” and life forces more, and 
also do not forget that the greatest magi 
and adept of all the ages, of allot the re
ligions of the world’s history, was a Spir
itualist, and one who lived the harmoni
ous law of His spiritual being, I refer 
to the. carpenter of Galilee, the God
Man Jesus, the “anointed” of the great
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I % As is well-known to readers of spiritual 
literature, from boyhood I have written by an 

'inspiration, which, however regarded by 
by others, has a clearly-defined personality to 
me. The readers of the various works I have 
published, when they compare them, will un
derstand by their wide divergence, that they, 

■of themselves witness, their different author
ships independent of myself. All commun
ications must necessarily partake somewhat of 
the channel through which they flow, and the 
recipient can only strive to eliminate, as far 
as possible, his own personality, and write the 
thoughts which are given him, clearly and 
conscientiously.

While writing on the more profound and 
‘scientific subjects, I often pause in weariness, 
^and other personalities approach, and by di- 
(Verting thought into other channels give 
[rest. At such times a poem, short article 
on some timely topic, or a story, a part of 
bne is written. ■

Such is the origin of the present story, which 
fma written by way of diversion from more 
[exhaustive work. It is a vivid portrayal of 
(life during the age of faith and blood. The 
descriptions of scenery are true to nature. The 
settlement of Gnadenhutten, and the horrible 
massacre of the Christian Indians by the 
whites are matters of history. The Moravian 
settlement at Pequotting is described in the 
chronicles of the pioneer days. The removal 
of the Indians to the West destroyed the in
cipient civilization there begun, and the dis
heartened missionaries disappeared in the 
more promising, yet delusive fields of Can
ada. The law applied to the contact of a su
perior with an inferior race, by which the in
ferior, instead of being elevated is extin
guished; the futility of missionary effort; 
the analysis of the hidden springs of hu- 

isS, man conduct—these are the motives and 
i4 ) development of this story. The reader must 

ever hold in mind, whatever his praise or 
censure, that for me is only the merit of an
•manuensis.

CHAPTER I.

H. T.

Count Zinzindorf and Heloise. 
j We are certain only of change; that to-mor- 
'row will not he like the promise of to-day.

The Bertheldorf estate expanded from the 
banks of the Elbe, that noble river, which, 

.rising in the mountains of Bohemia, flows for 
seven hundred miles through the German Em- 
.pire to the ocean. It was situated in the 
fertile province of Saxony, and its castle 
arose from the bluff overlooking a broad sweep 
of the magnificent stream; a wide extent of 
country to the distant mountains rising like 
clouds on the edge of the horizon, and the 
rugged undulations of the lesser hills extend
ing from either bank. It was a strange, fan
tastic pile of masonry; a nightmare of archi
tecture, built, no one knew by whom, or in 
what age, for it had been changed and added 
to according to the whims of generations of 
owners until the original design was obscured 
and lost. Only one feature of the original 
remained; the great square tower, which, rest
ing on the rock and built of massive blocks, 
with gloomy pride arose tier above tier to the 
coping on which centuries ago the vigilant 
robber chieftain kept his watch and guard. 
Battered by storm and gnawed by frost; grey 
With lichen and moss, these traces of depart
ing years added to its venerable appearance 
and awed the beholder with the impression of 
its endurance and strength. At the base was, 
the mote, in which rank weeds were growing 
in the green water, spanned by the draw
bridge which extended to the gateway, over 
which the portcullis was suspended by rusty 
chains. The defenses had been neglected, 
during the Count’s minority, but he had mani
fested the reviving spirit of his warrior an
cestors, and had placed the castle in the same 
readiness to repulse attack, that in the old
time of robber-rule made its name famous. 
The drawbridge was repaired, and made to lift 
from the moat at a touch of the warden’s 
hand, and the port cullis was moved in like 
manner. To these defenses was added an 
inner gate of massive oak, cleated with iron, 
With guarded apertures through which the 
enemy, as a last resort, might be assailed.

Around' the tower clustered more modern 
buildings, many of which were tumbling to 
decay. The efforts of the master’ had been 
directed entirely to the lines of defense, and 
its massive outer-walls had been carefully re
paired. It was when well garrisoned, an im-

pregnable fortress, against the engines of war 
of its time.

' A beautiful, well-kept lawn extended to the 
banks of the river, through which reached a 
broad carriage-way to the main entrance, bor
dered with venerable trees and banks of 
flowers.

Such was the ancestral castle of Louis 
Bertheldorf, a young man in whom burned an 
intense ambition to make his mark as a war
rior, and mingle in the strife then raging be
yond the quietude of his province. Around 
the castle far, as the eye could reach, was the 
hereditary estate, and he could call together 
a valiant company of his retainers.

It was summer; a delicious day when the 
light and heat are softened by a veil of trans
parent haze, which lies shimmering purple 
over the landscape, and the ¿clouds float in 
fleecy softness as though conscious of their 
loveliness. The river slept, fanned by the 
lazy wind, and over all the world there was 
quiet, rest and perfect peace. :.

Under a group of. trees in front of the’ cas
tle, »Count Bertheldorf and his mother were 
sitting on a rustic seat, engaged in earnest' 
conversation; The most casual observer 
would have selected him as one of no common 
mould. He was tall, with active grace, and 
a lithe well-modeled frame, indicating un
common strength and endurance. His fea
tures were clear-cut, strong, and his high 
forehead was shaded with curls of dark hair. 
. In strange contrast was the lady by his 
Bide. She was of the pure German type, a 
soft, rosy complexion, gentle blue eyes, flaxen 
hair, and a mouth arched with the expression 
of affection and constancy.

“You are opposed, dear mother, to my de
sire to join the army of our King, and enter 
the field where my ancestors won their laurels 
of renown."

“My dear Louis, can you ask?" she replied, 
her eyes moistening with tears. “Are you 
not my only stay and comfort, and have I not 
already given enough for my country and my 
king? Look at me, who have given all my life 
for you! Your father at your age, whom you 
resemble, as an image from the same mould, 
was demanded by his King to go to the war. 
You were then two yeSrs old. Oh! how my 
heart sank within me! How black and lonely 
the world and life appeared when this com
mand struck down my joy and left me noth
ing but despair. We had been married three 
years, and during that time had only been 
once from home, when we sailed down the 
Elbe to the sea to gratify my desire to view 
the ocean and its coast. It was on our return 
that the command came. I fell on my knees 
and implored your father to remain. He 
raised me up, and holding me like a child in 
his arms, told me to dry my tears, for he 
would soon return, after achieving a record 
which would make me proud of him and glad 
that he had been called. I was not Satisfied, 
and he told me of the duty he owed to the 
King.

“Is your duty to your King stronger than 
your love for me?" I asked, and he replied 
that all he possessed was his King’s, even his 
wife and child; that his castle and lands 
were held in trust, and he had no choice. 
He must go, or be dishonored, which to us 
both was worse than death. ■.

“Then I placed you in his arms. He kissed 
you and wept Ah, yes, his tears mingled 
with mine and fell on your face. He kissed 
you and blessed you, and then, buckling On 
his sword, at the head' of an hundred retain* 
ers on restless horses, thundered over the 
bridge. I went up to the top of the tower, 
and watched them gallop along the road wind
ing down the valley until they disappeared 
behind the hills. I need not tell you now, 
for I have already related the story many 
times, how the rash King threw himself 
into the midst of battle, and your father, see
ing his danger, rushed forward to his assist
ance. The King was saved, but after the 
battle, under a pile of the slain, they found 
your father, grasping the hilt of the treacher
ous, sword which failed him in his hour of 
need.”

“I know, ” replied Louis, his eyes glowing 
with teeljmg, ‘ ‘I know the story of iny. father’s 
bravery, and it taunts me with my weakness 
in not emulating his example, Did the King 
remember your loss, or did he forget, as rulers 
so often do?", '

“Ah! he was most generous and tender. 
He annexed leagues-io this estate; invited me 
to court and sent princely1 gifts, but what of 
these attentions? .What are leagues of'land, 
the glitter of court or paltry gifts; wheti the 
h^art ie sick and* love is dead? Had it hot 
been for you, I would have, in my rashness, 
defied providence, Many a time the river in-

vited, with a siren voice, to come and rest 
forever; but .you were helpless and asked for 
care, and slowly drew my heart away from its 
grief, and I lived for you. ”

‘ ‘And now, dear mother, you desire me to 
be like a peasant, content with home, and the 
fame bestowed by my father I”

“Perhaps I am selfish; love is selfish, but 
it seems to me that life might be made to 
mean something more than robbery and mur
der. You want to go forth to kill or be killed. 
I have reared you; some other mother has 
reared another with equal care, and loves him 
equally well. You both go to battle and, en
gaging, strive to murder each other! The one 
who is successful is called a hero! Oh! call it 
fame, heroism, or what you will, it is a crime. 
Why not win honest fame by devotion to the 
people of your estate, who surely need your, 
care, and let those who delight in war go to 
war?"

“You say, my mother, that l am like my 
father, and the same argument which'satis
fied him satisfies me; The country demands 
my services, and I cannot repose with honor. 
There, is neither honor nor glory except in the 
army, and I ought to preserve my father’s mem
ory,. and bedome as worthy an example to my 
children as he is to me. ’’ ■ ’ ■"

There was silence, and tears fell from the 
mother's eyes. The end had come; the end 
which she had so long anticipated with dread; 
which had been foreshadowed by the chance 
remarks of her high-spirited boy. He was 
hers no longer. He belonged to his country! 
It was more terrible than bereavement by 
death, for death brings the one consolation of 
certainty, and in this the vague uncertainty is 
the most deplorable element The love lav
ished on him which knew no other object 
must now turn on itself, for its support would 
be gone. Sad recompense for years of loneli
ness, care, anxiety and suffering.

‘ ‘Oh! that the dear Christ might come!” she 
exclaimed. “He promised peace and the end 
of war, but men are so depraved they delight 
in w^pkedly killing each other. They ennoble 
murder, crown the robber, and the minister 
anointed by Jesus, the Prince of Peace, says 
amen I" ,

“I appreciate your feelings, dear mother, 
but what can I do? You would not have me 
become a priest, or immure myself in a clois
ter for the sake of peace. We have a vast 
estate and a host of tenantry. I am, as was 
my father before me, their head, and as such 
must pay my court to the King. You know 
all this better than I can tell you. Then look 
at the honors of the world. The sword is the 
emblem of power. I am of a race of warriors, 
and feel the martial fire in my veins. 
Whether I would or not, I am forced to tjje 
field. A year hence, I shall return crowned 
with laurels and you will be proud of my 
valor."

‘ ‘If you go, I shall have left me only a 
woman's resource, one which has strengthened 
many a bleeding heart; I shall pray God day 
and night to preserve and bring you back to 
me unscathed.” . , 1

‘ ‘I thank you for your prayers and regret; 
that I should be the cause of the least sadness 
to you. The day is too bright for grief; 
When all the world is so happy we should be1 
also. See how the river reposes in the soft 
light which is reflected in the broad belts of 
color. What a magnificent sweep the dear 
Elbe makes as it skirts the base of yonder 
hills!"

‘ ‘I am glad you love the river, for to me it 
is like a friend. Well do I remember the first 
time I saw it from this very spot’ in the early 
morning, the day after your Jather brought 
me home. It had become to my mind a 
beautiful poem and has been constantly con
nected with' the history of my life."

“How gracefully that boat rounds the 
curve of the stream. It is loaded with people, 
and is now signaling us."

“Probably some unfortunate sufferers. I 
learned from a courier yesterday that there 
are dreadful persecutions of the people in the 
mountainous country of the Upper,. Elbe. 
•Perhaps these are refugees. ” , ■

“I will call the keeper and have him in
quire. ” He beckoned to the keeper standing 
in the door of his lodge, and when he came, 
said to him: “Go down and meet the people 
from the approaching boat, and inquire 
whence they come, and if they need our hos
pitality."

When the keeper departed, Louis turned to 
his mother: “Ah! mother, what if these 
people are fleeing from the persecution you 
speak of, what are we to do? They have re
belled against our holy Catholic religion and 
should be punished. Hence, if we aid them, 
we become liable to the appalling charge of 
heresy.” .

“You anticipate difficulties, which really 
may prove, of grave importance, yet it would 
be inhuman to turn the suffering from us, 
when by extending bur hfind we can save 
them."

“if they are heretics.condemned by the 
church, they .ought not to be saved. If they 
are excommunicated, they deserve their fate, 
and it would be a great sin to encourage them 
in their rebellion."

By this time the party had landed and were 
approaching by the broad roadway up. the hill, 
and as they drew near the most casual ob
server would have remarked that they were no 
ordinary personages. They were' worn and 
jaded by their voyage, yet their manners in
dicated culture, refinement and courtly grace.

“These people are refugees,” said the 
keeper, bowing low, “who say they have been 
persecuted unto death in their own country, 
and escaping, came to throw themselves on 
your protection.” '

“Why do they not claim protection of their, 
own Lord?" asked Louis. .'

. At this question a young man stepped for
ward from the group and in a deferential 
manner replied: .

, “Our Lord is our most implacable enemy, 
and will not listen to our complaints. ” •

“Why should I protect you against him? 
You are not my vassals, and to grant your re
quest would involve me in most serious diffi-

oulties. Aside from this, I know nothing of 
the cause of your troubles. They must be 
serious, for a lord does not needlessly punish 
his retainers. ” ■

. Louis had not noticed the presence of a 
young woman, who had remained sheltered 
from observation by those in front. She now 
came forward and in a voice trembling with 
suppressed emotion addressed him. He 
scarcely heard her words, for she appeared to 
him as a dream of beauty, a vision' of. loveli
ness, pleading for justice and charity. How 
slight the objects in which the currents of our 
lives sway and turn. A little sandbank may 
change the course of a great river, and the 
flood meeting a slightly projecting point turns 
and plows its way through solid land. We 
know not, with all our high resolves how the 
circumstances of the morrow will swerve us 
from our course. On the young and ardent 
mind of Louis the vision came like the dawn
ing of Aurora on the darkness of night. Her 
hair fell over her shoulders in ringlets of light 
gold; massivq ringlets disarranged by the 
Wind, and the more charming. Her complex
ion was of the soft white and rose which 
harmonized with violet eyes, and carmine lips 
which spoke in smiles when silent. Every 
line and curve was mobile to the faintest 
touch of feeling, making concealment of pur
pose bn duplicity impossible. Her face was like 
the surface of a mountain lake, clear as 
crystal, reflecting the lovely outlines of the 
hills, the swaying trees, the soft beauty of 
.the clouds, the light of day, the radiance of 
the night.

Louis was charmed. Well he could not 
pierce the Veil of futurity and know of the 
strange and wild adventures of the. coming 
years where in their lives would be united by 
a common purpose and be separated by the 
merciless bend of fate; the pleasures and 
piore than mortal pain they would share. He 
would not have believed, had he been told by 
a prophet. Well it is that mi infinite Benev
olence conceals the future from us, thwarting 
our childish efforts to penetrate its mysteries 
and extract from fate an answe rto our desire.

She approached Louis, and with charming 
modesty answered his inquiry: “Our lord is 
the, Count Rospnbaum. You have heard of 
him?i’

“Of Count Rosenbaum? Who has not 
heard! He is the most renowned leader in 
the ppper provinces and a zealous protector 
of'the faith." -
' “Only too zealous; he is merciless. These 
are his people," she said, “and I—I am his 
daughter.”

‘(You?" cried Louis in utter amazement, 
while his mother at once arose and throwing 
her arms around the neck of the girl drew her 
to her bosom, exclaiming: “Providence has 
answered my prayers, for as your mother did 
by me in the hour of my distress, I can now 
do by her child. You are her very image at 
your age. She was to me a friend in the 
most perfect sense, and her death at your 
birth removed the most intimate friend I ever 
had.” . ...

. The girl overcome by this unexpected kind
ness,, sank on the bosom offered her for sup
port and silently wept.

‘ “This is the Lady Margery, who as muse, 
took your mother’s place, if I mistake not. I 
have not seen her for twenty years, but she 
has suffered little change. ” said the Countess 
Bertheldorf, extending her hand, which the 
lady eagerly grasped.

“I have been a second mother to Helloise,” 
she eaid, “and perhaps not vainly endeavored 
to fill a mother’s place. ” v

“Ah, and did your mother remember me 
so well as to give her dear child my name?"

“It was her dying request, ” replied Lady 
Margery, “and in those days her wishes were 
law to the Count Rosenbaum.’’

“Why are ybu a fugitive, dear Helloise?” 
asked the Countess. .

She was silent for a moment and then 
turning to the man who first spoke, said ap
pealingly: ‘ ‘Dencke, will you tell the story of 
our. wrongs?”

Thus addressed, he would have began the 
recital, but Louis interrupted him by saying: 
“Stay! How inhospitable we are! You are 
weary and hungry and we keep you to make 
explanations. What matters it why you 
came until you are refreshed? We will first 
provide for your wants, and afterwards learn 
your sad history, for Bad it must be, and I 
know the . blame attaches elsewhere than to 
yon."

As they, turned toward the doorway, one of 
the refugees who had kept well in the rear, 
appidached and bowing to the ground after 
the manned ot .the East, said in a low emotion
less monotone: “Helloise thanks you! I 
thank you! We all thank you!"

His-features gave no ray of intelligence 
and.were as unchangeable as though carved of 
Wood;' ■ Only in his small, deep-set eyes was 
there a trace of thought or feeling. They 
Were, shaded by heavy, overhanging brows, 
and:his. low, forehead was concealed by Shaggy 
locks which fell on his shoulders. Short in 
statue, 'stopping, broad-shouldered, with his 
head thrust down between by contraction of 
the neckj he was a representation of great 
and pitiable deformity. Standing by the side 
of Helloise, they were like an. illustration of 
Beauty find' the Bekst Orf one side was 
shining radiance, spiritual beauty and purity; 
on the other brute force and instinctive cun
ning.’ ’ f ’

“Pardon the manhers of my servant," said 
Helloise, “He is my father's jester. Poor 
fellow, lie thought more' of me than of his 
owrf'eaBe and comfort, and left the Count to 
follow iny, ruined fortunes. Poor John, you 
had better have remained.”

, “A hunchback jester is of no account," re
, plied John, “ho,. account to himself, but to 
■ you he may be of some service. As long as 

there is a pope - and priests, you will need 
him,- Say, my Count, if a dove flew into your, 
hand from a hawk, would you kill the dove, 
give it to.the*hawk,, or drive the hawk away?"

“Why do you ask, good fellow?" ■rl -
• “Because-it is a laughable question.”
• “You are merry in your misfortune."

“And why should ! not be? I have eaten 
nothing in two days, nor have any of 
us. We are in a laughing mood because we 
are to dine, which will make a bone sweet, 
and because of the hawk; do you pledge not 
to give up the dove?"

“I pledge you, and my hand tor it,” replied 
Louis, extending his hand.

The jester was confounded by this conde
scension of a lord giving his hand to a serf. 
The deep bay of the dog by his side called 
attention from his embarrassment. The ani
mal stood between the jester and Helloise. 
He was a giant mastiff, with a strain of wolf
ish blood, dusky brown and black, with glossy 
shags of hair, a broad head with massive jaws, 
and eyes, almost human in expression. An 
animal to fear, and yet to rely on in time of 
need, as one having invincible courage and 
strength, and capable of abiding attachment.

‘ ‘I am again under the necessity of asking 
your pardon for the interruption of my dog,” 
said Helloise, giving the magnificent animal a 
glance of approval rather than a rebuke.

“The grand fellow needs none, for he evi
dently understands us, and would hold me to 
my vow. He and your jester, in your train, 
remind me of the folk lore stories, where good
ness to animals is always rewarded. Why do 
we wait when you are fatigued and famishing? 
Let us repair to the dining hall, and after that 
will be time to learn your errand and decide 
on our course of conduct. ”

[TO BE CONTINUED.]
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for those who wish to defend Spiritualism, or find ar* 
gum ent a against the assumptions of Orthodoxy« 
Price, in cloth, Si; paper cover, 50 cents.
Wayside Jottings»

Gathered from the Highways, By-ways and Hedged 
of Life. By Mattie E. Bull. Thia is a marvelously 
neat book of selections from Mrs. Hulls best poems, 
sermons and essays, and contains a splendid portrait 
of tbe author, also a portrait of Moses Sull. Price, 
neatly bound in English cloth, |1.
The Spiritual Alps

and How We Ascend Them»
Or a few thoughts on how to reach that altitude 

where spirit is supreme and all things arc subject to 
it With portrait. By Moses Hull. Just the book 
to teach you that you are a spiritual being, and to 
show you bow to educate your spiritual faculties. 
Price, oound in cloth, 40 cents; in paper cover, 25 
cents I
New Thought. j

16 Boilsjit Once 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla Purifies the 

Blood and Restores Health.

Mn R W. Stowell 
Wilmot, 8. Dak.

*' C. I. Hood & Co., Lowell, Mass.: ■
“ About four years ago my wife was troublH 

with salt rheum. Although we tried nearly 
everything it got worse Instead of better and 
spread over both of her hands so that she could 
hardly use them. Finally she commenced to 
use Hood’s Sarsaparilla and whenshe had taken 
two bottles her bands were entirely healed and 
she has not since been troubled. In Deqember, 
1892, my neok was covered with bolls of a

Scrofulous Nature.
There were sixteen of them at once and as soon 
as they healed others would break out. My 
neck finally became covered with ridges and 

Hood’s’?>Cu«s 
scars. I then commenced taking Hood's Bars«, 
parllla, and after taking four bottles the bolls 
had all healed and the scars have disappeared. 
I recommended Hood's Sarsaparilla to all suf
fering from any disorder of the blood.” F. W. 
Stowell, Wilmot, South Dakota.

Hood’s Pills act easily, yet promptly and 
efficiently, on the liver and bowels. 2Sc. ;

Have a copy of the “Astral 
Guide." It contains a leo 
ture on Astro-Magnetic 
Treatment by Prof. Ol
ney H. Richmond. It is 
indorsed by advanced Mas
ters in Spirit Life and 
will imfortn you where to 
procure Specific remedies' 
for the Absolute Cure of 
all acute and chronic dis-' 
ease. Astral Guide sent on 
receipt of stamp.

L. J. SHAFER, 
Chemist, 

1910 Washington Boul.
Chicago, HL

A Catalogue of His Princi
pal Works.

EJ77ZZr.fi' MAGIC TAUGHT IM " THREE , «peaker« and mediums. The matter bH original and 
W cA^«eM . kaav *71 nA>raa -n.« dk.ia«. w i> presenting in an attractive form the highest phase of* * S'fiSpIrilusIPmio.ophy. Price, only »L50. P . ’

1X7HY SHE BECAME A SPIRITUALIST, 
r r Twelve lecture». By Abby A. Judaon. This book ihouJd

be read by every Spiritualist. Price 61.00: poatagc 10
'pHE MYTH OF THE GREAT DELUGE^ 
J Something you should have to refer to. By James M. Mo 

Cann. Price 15 cents.
'THE CHILDRENS PROGRESSIVE LYCEUM» 
A A manual, with directions for the organisation and manage

ment of Sunday Bohools. By Andrew Jackson Davis. Something 
tndespenslble. Price 50 cents.

THE SPIRITS WORE. WHAT I HEA^D, 
J. eaw, and felt at Cassadaga Lake, By H. L. Suydam. It Is i 

pamphlet that will well aav nn-tisni. pHr»» is mnt» 
pOEMS OF PROGRESS. BY LIZZIE DOTEN, 
T They are really valuable. Price 61.0CI
TIFE, A NOVEL. IT BEAMS WITH AD- 
/ vonced thought, and la fascinating. Price 50 cent«.
TJROMSOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA ROOD 

Ji Tuttle. A beautiful book of poem» of rare merit. Prloe
•wo.
rjlFTY YEARS IN THE CHURCH OF ROME.

By Rev. Cbss. Chlnlquy, ex-priest A remarkable boot 
,>aces882. Price «2.25.
CELF'CONTRADICTIONS OF THE BIBLE. 

kJ 144 Propositions, theological, moral, historical and «peonlct- 
Ive: eaeh proved affirmatively and negatively by quotation« from 
flcr'xiture, without comment. Price 15 cent«.
PHREE SEVENS, 7-7—7, BY THE PHE- 
x Ions; the Jesuit«, teen and unseen, are banded against tbe 

circulation of this book, becanse they are afraid they will lose 
thhlr monopoly of the secret knowledge they have held so long, 
tn Three Sevens, this knowledge 1« offered to the people. Buy 
reread It carefully, and seo why tbe Jesuits hate It. Price »1.25.
CTARNOS, BY DR. DELLA E. DAVIS. A 

O rosary of pearls, culled from the works of Andrew Jackson 
Davis. Intended for the light and «olaco of every sorrowing 
mind and stricken heart Price 50 cents.
SECRETS FROM THE CONVENT OF THE 

kJ Sacred Heart, by Bndson Tuttle, author of “Arcana of Na
ture," "Ethics of Science," "Science of Man," etc. Hudaon Tat
tle waa threatened with death for writing and publishing bls 
“Convent" which has had a phenomenal run In Tax Pnoenxsa. 
ivs TsrrKKXB. Post paid anyffhere, 60 cents. Paper 
edition, 25 cants.
COLAR BIOLOGY, BY HIRAM E. BUTLER. 

kJ A scientific method of delineating character; diagnosing 
disease; determining mental, physical and buatness qualifications; 
conjugal adaptability, etc., from date to birth. Illustrated with 
seven plate diagrams and tables of the moon and planets, from 1820 
to 1W0 incloslye. Large Sro, dotb »L0O. Postage 20 cents.

SPIRITUAL HARP. A COLLECTION OF VO
cal music for the cbolr, congregation and social circles, by J. 

M. Peebles and J. O. Barrett; E. H. Bailey, Musical Editor. New 
edition. Culled from a wide field of literature with tbe most crit
ical care, free from all theological bias, throbbing with the »oul of 
tnplratlon, embodying the principles and virtues ot the spiritual 
philosophy, «et to tbe most cheerful and popular mualc, (nearly 
all original), and adapted to all occasions, it 1« doubtless tbe most 
attractive work of tbe kind ever published. Its beautiful song«, 
duet« and quartets, with piano, organ or melodeon accompani
ment, adapted both to public meeting« and the eoclal circle. 
Cloth, »2.00. Postage 14 cents. ,

"THE PRIEST, THE WOMAN, AND THE 
JL Confessional, by Father Chlnlquy. A stirring account of the 

diabolism of tbe Bomiih priests, worked through tbe confessional 
box. Price »1.00.
•pHE CONTRAST, BY MOSES HULL. A 
L comparison between Evangelicalism and Spiritualism, In the 

keenest and most easy style of its able and veraatlle author. To 
those who know him that 1« sufficient Inducement to pnrebast 
thebook. Price»100. _______---------- - ---------------- -—-

Volume II. 384 pages, beautifully printed and 
nicely bound. Original matter. Six portraits. Clottri 
bound, 7b cents. '
Joan, the Medium.

Or. the Inspired Heroine of Orleans. Spiritualism 
as a Loader of Armies. By Mobeb Hull. This is at 
onco the most truthful history of Joan of Arc, and 
one of the most convincing arguments on Spiritualism 
overwritten. No novel was ever more thrilllngly in* 
terestlng; no history more true. Price in cloth, 
cents; paper cover, 25 cents.
The Real Issue.

By Moses Hull. A compound of the two pamph* 
leu. “Tbe Irrepressible Conflict,” and “Your Answer 
or Your Life;” with important additions, making a 
book of 160 pages all for 25 cents. This book contains 
statistics, facta and documents, on the tendencies Of 
the times, that every one should have.
AU About Devils.

Or, an Inquiry as to whether Modern Spiritualism 
and other Great Reforms come from His Satanto 
Majesty and Bls Subordinates In tbe Kingdom of 
Darkness. 60 pages. By Moses Hull. Price, 15 cents,
Jesus and the Mediums, 

or Christ and Mediumship»
Careful comparison of some of the Spiritualism 

and Mediumship of tbe Bible with that of to-day. By 
Moses Hull. An invincible argument proving that 
Jesus was only a medium, subject to ail the condl» 
tiouB of modern mediumship. It also shows that all 
the manifestations throughout tbe Old and New Testa
ment were under the same conditions that medium« 
require to-day; and that the coming of Christ is the re
turn of mediumship to tbe world. 48 pages. Price, 
10 cents.
ITie Spiritual Birth, 

or Death and Its To-Morrow»
The Spiritual Idea of Death, Heaven and Hell. By 

Moses hull. This pamphlet besides giving the Spit* 
Ituallstlc interpretation of many things In the Bible-
Interpretations never before given, explains the 
heavens and hells believed in by Spiritualists, Price, 
10 cents.
The Quarantine Raised»

Or tbe Twenty Tears Battle Against a Worker 
Ended. Priee 10 cents. .
SpiritualoSongster.

By Mattie E. Hull. Thirty-eight of Mrs. Hull4* 
sweetest songs, adapted to popular music, for the WO 
of congregations, circles and families. Price, 10 cta^ 
or 66 per hundred. .
The Mediumistio Btperienoe -

of John Brown,
The Medium of the Rockies, with introduction by 

J. 8. Loveland. This Is tbe history of one of the 
most wonderful mediums that ever lived. 167 large 
pages. Price, 50 cents.
The DevU and the Adventists.

An Adventist attack on Spiritualism repulsed. By 
Mobeb Hull. Price, 5 cents.
Who Was the Hebrew Jehovah? :

An argument on the origin and character of tbe . • 
Jewish God. Price, 5 cents. •
Was John Calvin a Murderer? ~ t

Price, 5 cents.

'THE WORLD-S~SIXTEEN CXUCI* 
JL fled S&vlon. By keney Grave«. TouahooH 

readlt, andbethevrlier. Price «¡JO.
fTELF-CONTRADICTIONS OF

kJ Bible. 1.4 Propoiltion«, Theological, Moral, H1|> ■■
torlcal and Speculative; each proved affirmatively aid . - 
negatively by quotation« from Scripture, without cota- - \ 
maul. Trice 15 cent».
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THE PLANET MARS.

MYSTERIOUS FLASF LIGHTS AND SHAD

OWS WHICH MAY BE'PART'OF AN 

INTERPLANETARY SIGNAL- CODE.

NO. 1.—NICK SEEN BY LOWELL, JULY
19, 1894.

We’ll Know.all About Them Later 
On—Astronomers Are on 

the Lookout. . ,

It Is Coming Nearer to Us

Strange Things Are Going on up 
There Anyway, and Perhaps

BP

ÌJ

&

Mars is coming'this way. at a rapid 
rate, and making signals to all. smaller 
planets to look out', . Mars will be close 
to the earth now ini a'few weeks, and 
every night that goes by brings the red 
orb clearer and clearer into the .field of 
vision of the big telescopes which are 
pointed at him. The astronomers are 
telegraphing to each other.fnom eligible 
points about the discoveries they are 
making, and scientists are wagging their 
heads wisely, big with thought. They 
say that we are upon the eve of astound
ing discoveries, but they are reluctant to 
say what these discoveries may be.

■ At the same time the usual phenomena 
that manifest themselves during all 
times of astronomical excitement are 
present to make the 'Situation complete. 
The astronomers are quareling among 
themselves about what they see. A 
couple of years ago, when Biela’s comet 
suddenly appeared in the heavens with 
an enlarged head and a well-developed 
tail, astronomers said it was coming this 
way at the rate of several millions miles 
a second, and that there was’danger of 
a collision. Then rose up a learned man 
in the Dudley Observatory, at Albany, 
who proved that it was going the other 
way, at least to his own satisfaction. As 
if to refute the contentions of both 
schools of astronomers, the comet stood 
still in the heavens for several weeks. 
Then it suddenly vanished, as if to prove 
that it was in fact Biela’s comet, which 
has now been playing this sort of game 
for more than a century and upsetting 
beautiful theories and parabolic curves 
in regard to its orbit as soon as made.

One man has said within a few weeks 
that he has found that Mars has no at
mosphere. Another scientist asserts 
that the atmosphere of Mars is so 
heavy that it falls to the ground with a 
dull thud, and that the people who live 
there have lungs of an entirely different 
make from those used on earth. 
Prof. Holden, of the Lick Observatory, 
proceeds to say that “If Mars has an 
atmosphere,” thereby proving that he 
is taking a conservative course, and 
prepared to .win either way when the 
point is finally settled.

of the south pole of Mars is surrounded 
by fields of ioe and snow, which ap
proach the equator in winter, but recede 
as spring advances and in the summer of 
Mars are comparatively small. Square 
black marks, streaks apd triangles do 
not go wandering about over the frozen 
surface of these fields of snow and ice 
unless there are indeed some very 
strange animals on Mars. No animal, 
however, could bo big enough to be seen 
at such a distance, even in the Lick tele
scope, which has not yet shown anything 
smaller than canals and other artificial 
waterways. *

.What were these mysterious marks? 
Signals, says Flammarion, the noted 
French astronomer and scientist, who 
proceeds to point out what a perfect 
signal board is thus arranged. By some 
mechanism the black semaphores are 
rapidly, ‘passed to and fro over the 
white fields of snow in an apparent effort 
to attract the attention of the inhab
itants of the earth. A perfect alphabet
ical system of signaling could thus be 
developed and messages sent to and fro 
from one planet to the other. Coinci
dent with thèse marks was the discovery 
of the “Fountain of Youth,” as it was 
called by one astronomer. This was a 
big pyramid, apparently of human or
igin, and possibly made for signal pur
poses, a sort of tower from which lights 
could be thrown and where astronomical 
instruments could be mounted for the in
spection of Earth and the observation of 
our daily lives and movements.

tions of heat with earth and air, and 
trees must grow, grass sprout, insects 
breed, animals wander about, and man 
himself be present. -

Here are a few of the strange things 
seen on Mars: . ■ ■

Canals. ",
Three lights in a triangle.
A nick in the rim.
A luminous projection. . ’ 
Black, shifting marks on polar cap. 
A pyramid.

Siearance of -lights.
i-light in a dark place.

-NO. 6.—THREE STRANGE LIGHTS SEEN 

THROUGH LICK TELESCOPE.

NO. 3.—AS SEEN FROM AUSTRALIA. 
___________ _________________________t__
It will be"observed that a people ca

pable of building the elaborate system 
of canals now known to exist on Mars, 
capable also of swinging signals around 
the south pole, and of building three 
great'lights in a triangle, are much 
further advanced in knowledge of the 
physical sciences than those of Earth. It 
is therefore not unreasonable to suppose 
that people who could do these things 
would build telescopes with an object 
glass perhaps several hundred feet in di
ameter and sufficiently powerful to bring 
out cities, railroads, streets, cultivated 
fields, smoke, steamships, and military 
parades on Earth. Who knows' but that 
the White City which arose on the banks 
of Lake Michigan was eagerly inspected 
by inhabitants of Mars, and that the 
daily life in New York may not now be 
under observation?

All that is known of the physical for
mation of Mars goes to support this the
ory. We have here a planet closely re
sembling the Earthj with four seasons, 
an almost equal division of land and 
water, and a warm, ruddy temperature, 
in which animal life would necessarily 
develop if there is anything in the teach
ings of evolution. The rarefied atmos
phere of Mars, and at any rate, its vari
ation from the conditions of Earth would 
produce a race of human beings of pos
sibly much higher intellectual develop
ment than those of Earth.

From Australia come reports.qf récent, 
observations showing what looked like 
hieroglyphics oh the south polar cap,- 
These closely resemble the shifting 
black maries observed by Prof Barnard 
at the Lick Observatory, and are appar
ently part the same signal system.

Marg has been especially observed 
during the past few months by Prof. 
Maunder, of the Greenwich Obseryatqry 
in England. He flatly contradicts the 
assertion that the red planet has little, 
if any, atmosphere. Prof. Maunder says 
in a recent article in the Westminster 
Budget: “The spectrum gives evidence 
of watery yapor.” He also finds water, 
snow and ice on Mars, which could not 
exist without an atmosphere.

The days of wonders will never cease, 
as the preceding account from the New 
York World clearly indicates. With 
the larger and more powerful 
telescopes foreshadowed by Louis Gath- 
mann’s invention, it really seems to bo 
within the bounds of probability that the 
people of our planet Earth will yet be 
able to see not merely the phenomena 
that now so deeply interests our astron
omers, but also see the dwellers on Mars, 
and take note of their daily life and avo
cations, their systems of Internal improve
ments, modes of transit, their styles of 
dress, their customs, habits, etc. And 
may we not add that, in addition to these 
revelations, tho telescope of the future 
will have its capacities so enlarged and 
so finely adjusted in approach to spirit
ual vision that tho Spirit-world will be
come visible through its refined achro-
mafic lens? J. C. Underhill.

In

A BRUTAL ACT,
Harmony With the Dark 

Ages,
And Which It Is Proposed to Foist 

on the People of Kansas.

But it is no longer to be denied that 
some very strange and mysterious things 
are going on on Mars,and thatthingsare 
appearing there which are to be found 
in none other of the heavenly bodies. 
It is these things which, taken together, 
form the basis for the assertion that 
Mars is inhabited by a highly-civilized 
race of people who are making every 
effort to open up communication with 
the residents of Earth. The phenomena 
are to be accounted for in no other way. 
What, for instance, would you think of a 
planet that shows a well-developed nick 
in its terminator, as seen by Lowell, at 
Flagstaff, on July 19, of this year, and 
which only nine days later throws out a 
big projection, as seen by the noted as
tronomer Javelle? Mr. Javelle was so 
astonished by what he saw two nights in 
succession that he sent out telegrams 
which are now the talk of tho astronom
ic»! world.

The projection seen by him looked like 
the arm of a semaphore thrown out 
against the dark Background of the sky, 
■ if to say: “Look at me!”

lowed with a ruddy light like the 
intern of a yacht at sea. It hung 

o< * ond the rim of Mars so that no
body-looking in that direction could fail 
to see it. It almost looked as if a big 
piece had first been sawed out of the 
rim of Mars, like a slice of mince pie, 
and that this had then been stuck out 
beyond the edge.

NO. 2.—FOUNTAIN SEEN AT LICK OB

SERVATORY.

At the same time it has been discov
ered that the three strange lights seen 
on Mars have disappeared for the time 
being. But they are being watched for. 
These lights are believed to have been a 
part of the signal system. They wqre in 
a triangle. One astronomer has asked 
the absurd question: “How could they 
be' in anything .else but a triangle?” 
This has no bearing on the question. 
Three strange lights in a triangle do not 
appear on the surface of a big planet so 
as to be seen many millions of miles 
away, unless they were put there. For
est fires was offered as one explanation 
of the lights, and astronomers, ignoring 
the fact that some of them had said 
there was no atmosphere on Mars, said 
the lights were caused by cloud refrac
tions, although how a cloud could refract 
■when there was no air and hence no 
cloud they did not stop to explain.

The flash-lights had no sooner gone 
out with a snap one night than Prof. 
Barnard, of the Lick Observatory, look
ing through a big glass, saw with aston
ishment mysterious shadows . flitting 
»bout on the south polar cap. The whole

NO. 4.—SHADOWS ON SOUTH POLAR
CAP, SEEN BY PROF. BARNARD.

Astronomers do not explain how man 
came to bo upon this earth, but say he 
arose out of natural conditions. Their 
own explanation of Mars is that it has 
the same origin as tho Earth. But as
tronomers are loath to admit that the 
scientists are right in saying that Mars 
is inhabited by a highly civilized race of 
beings. Although their own discoveries 
have afforded the proof upon which this 
belief is based, yet they hesitate to carry 
the subject to its logical conclusion. 
Many of tho astronomers, however, do 
not thus evade the conclusion to which 
all their work points. Flaminarion has 
put the question in a nutshell by saying 
that the burden of proof now rests on 
the other side, that it must be shown 
that Mars is not inhabited by a highly 
civilized race. All of the proof and all 
of the innumerable observations and dis
coveries made during the past two years 
go to show that Mars is inhabited.

NO. 5.—PROJECTION SEEN BY JAVELLE, 
JULY 28, 1894. '

To the Editor:—I mail you a copy of 
sections 10 and 11 of an act to regulate 
the practice of medicine in the State of 
Kansas. I have been practicing mag
netic healing hero for 4wo years with 
good success, and the regulars have tried 
to get me out. I have had a very large 
practice, and have cured some bad cases 
the regulars had been treating for years, 
and oply giving relief. All they have to 
say against magnetic treatment is, “the 
disease will come back.” When I re
turned from Iowa I was met by one of 
the regulars, and he said: “What in h—11 
do you come back here for. We are 
fixing up a law to stop you from prac
ticing in Kansas.” You can see what the 
feeling is here for any one but the regu
lars. I have lots of friends here; that is 
what hurts them. The following is the 
proposed act:

“An act to regulate the practice of 
medicino in the State of Kansas.
DEFINITION OF PRACTICING PHYSICIAN.

“See. 10. Any person shall be regarded 
as practicing medicine within the mean
ing of this act, who shall treat, operate 
on, or prescribo for any physical ailment 
of another.
ITINERANT VENDOR OF DRUGS, ETC.— 

LICENSE. •
“Sec. 11. Any itinerant vendor of any 

drug, nostrum, ointment or appliance of 
any kind, intended for the treatment of 
disease or injury, or who shall, by writing 
or printing, or any other method, profess 
to cure or treat disease or deformity by 
any drug, nostrum, manipulation, or 
other expedient, shall pay a license of 
one hundred (100) dollars per month into 
the treasury of the board, to be collected 
by the State Board of Health, in the 
name of the people of the State of Kan
sas, for the use of said Board of Health.

“Any such itinerant vendor who shall 
vend or sell any such drug, nostrum, 
ointment or appliance without having a 
license so to do shall, if found guilty, be 
fined in any sum not less than one hun
dred dollars and not exceeding two hun
dred dollars for each offense.”

Thus all can see the pernicious char
acter of the law.

Dr. J. G. Crawford, 
212 South F Street, Wellington, Kan.

AFTER THE STORM.

There has not been anything adduced 
to show that Mars is like the moon, a 
dead, dry ghost of a planet. This an
swers to the description of the two moons 
of Mars, one of which was discovered by 
Prof. Hall, of Washington. They arq 
dead and dry like our own single moon, 
and strange to say. they swing about the 
planet in different directions. They are 
as different from Ma >\as our moon is 
different from the L.<ih. If Mars had 
no atmosphere an;.; »vas existing under 
physical condit.’. which would make 
animal and veg,-liable life there impos
sible, then Mars and its two moons 
would be of the same nature. But Mars 
is like the Earth and its moons are like 
our moon. Mars is warm in color and 
warm in fact, with a rich red soil ca
pable of producing much and sustaining 
a vigorous animal life. It throws oh 
heat of its own,.unlike its moons,, which 
are white and ghostly and dead.. Given 
heat and life must result. This is an 
axiom of science. -Given certain condi-

After blackness of stormy night, 
With golden glow opes the day;

After struggle for moral right, 
Who labor for good hold sway.

Storms must come, nor the struggles 
light,

Till a fairer day shall dawn.
We always know the stars shine bright, 

Though hid till the clouds are gone.
And sometime after the showers

Joy and your wishes shall meet;
Rain has but brightened the flowers 

You then will find at your feet.
Ever listen for Life’s sweet song, “ ' 

Some day you may hear your own; •
Truly can wait, though time is long, , 

To reap df the harvest sown. '
i —Anon.

Mount Pleasant Park Stock Cbm» 
' pany. .. ,

AU persons holding stock in the 
Mount Pleasant Park Stock Company, 
who have not received notice of settle-, 
ment therefor, under .date of Nov. 9th, 
1894, will please confer with me at once, 
giving name and full address.

.Olive A.. Blodgett, Sec’y.
603 Oneida ave.,'Davenport, Iowa. •

THINGS WE LEA.VÊ UNDONE.

It ish't the thing you do, dear, 
Ite the thing you leave undone, 

Wli/ch gives you a bit of heartache 
t the setting of the'sun.

The tender word forgotten,
M . The letter you did not write, 
■ t The flower you might have sent, dear, 
' Are your haunting ghosts to-night.
Tlie stone you.might have lifted

‘ Out of a.brother’s way,
.. The bit of hoartsome counsel
. : You. were hurried too much to say, 

The loving touch of the hand, dear, 
■ The gentle and winsome tone 
, That you had no time or thought for 

,T. With troubles enough of your own—
These Jittle acts of kindness X,

• - So easily out of mind, 
These chances to be angels 

: .... Which even mortals find.
They come in night and silence, 

Each chill, reproachful-wraith, 
; ' Whenhopo is faint and flagging ' 

' And a blight has dropped on faith.
, For life is all too short, dear, 
?’ And sorrow is all too great 
To suffer our slow compassion

- That tarries until too late;
And it’s not the thing you do, dear, 

Itjs the thing you leave undone 
' Which gives you the bitter heartache 

At the getting- of thé sun.
-, —lielitjlioth Sunday Herald.

COMMENTS.

THE PROCLAMATION.

A. Spllrtual Thanksgiving.

WHY WE SHOULD BE THANKFUL.

! To the Editor:—In accordance with 
custom—a custom that is liable to objec
tion as implying a degree of union of 
Church and St^,te—President Cleveland 
has by proclamation designated Thurs
day, Nov. 29, as a “day of thanksgiving” 
throughput òur land.

He enumerates in a perfunctory way a 
number of reasons why the people of 
this country should be thankful. These 
reasons are of such a character as might 
be expected to emanate from some or
thodox pulpit, and, therefore, do not ap
peal to people of other modes of thought.

Persbnally, perhaps, Mr. Cleveland 
might feel inclined to return thanks, for 
the defeat of David B. Hill; but not for 
the sweeping Republican victory in gen
eral. Republicans, however, will feel 
ip the mood of thanksgiving for their 
party’s success; while their political op
ponents feel more of the spirit of fasting 
End prayer in their aflliotlon and defeat.

But, leaving politics aside,Spiritualists 
can find special reasons for gladness of 
heart. If President Cleveland does not 
enumerate such reasons for thankfulness 
as commend themselves to Spiritualists, 
Spiritualists may seek and find special 
reasons of their own.

In tho spirit of this remark, we will 
say that Spiritualists have great reason 
for thankfulness because Spiritualism 
is working its way into the churches, si
lently, yet powerfully working, leaven
ing the minds of ministers and members, 
modifying views, beliefs and creeds, in 
their' mental acceptance. As Oliver 
Wendell Holmes said:

“While some are crying out against it 
as a delusion of the devil, and some are 
laughing at it as an hysteric folly, and 
some are getting 'angry with it as a mere 
trick of interested or mischievous per
sons, Spiritualism is quietly undermin
ing the traditional ideas of the future 
state lyhich h'avé been and are accepted 
—not merely in those who believe in it, 
but in the general sentiment of the com
munity. You cannot have people of 
cultivation, of pure character, large- 
hearted women, grave judges, men of 
science, shrewd business men, profess
ing to be in communication with the 
Spirit-world and keeping up constant 
intercourse with it, without it gradually 
reacting on the whole conception of that 
other life.”

This is the work that is quietly, silent
ly going on day by day; the scientific 
mind and the church mind is becoming 
permeated with the leavening influence 
of Spiritualism. Many a pastor would 
be surprised were he to become aware 
of the inroads of Spiritualism amongst 
the members of his fold; and many 
members,.as well, would be startled to 
know the thoughts of their pastor, which, 
for reasons of prudence, he chooses to 
conceal within his own brhast., Some 
pastors and members are bold to avow 
their honest convictions. For all these, 
let ! us Spiritualists find a special qcca- 
sion for thanksgiving.

Again, Spiritualists may find special 
occasion for thanks, in the “New Depart
ure” set forth in The Progressive 
Thinker; It is an enterprise in which all 
may individually receive a share and ben- 
efit,and the cause they love may be helped 
and benefited. Read again about itj’sac- 
cept the very liberal offer and you will 
not fail to be thankful.

The failure of attempts at hostile legis
lation might well be cited as another 
specific reason for thanksgiving by Spir
itualists.

Also, for the fact that patriotic Amer
ican organizations are blocking the dan
gerous un-American, hostile and unpat
riotic designs of the Romish hierarchy 
against our grand, free institutions, we, 
as Spiritualists, may be truly thankful. 

■ Besides The Progressive Thinker' 
still sheds the lightand warmth of its vital 
thought—a crowning blessing—and all 
for just $1.00 a year!
' Thus; if Spiritualists cannot find strict
ly- orthodox reasons for thanksgiving, 
they, oan find good reasons, and that is 
farpettei’.

For. these and other blessings, let 
Spiritualists duly observe Thursday, 
November ,29, as a day of especial good 
¡cheer, and. thankful feeling, observing 
'the day; with gladness of heart in such 
manner as is becoming to the' occasion 
And to -the great cause of Spiritualism. 
!-■ :. . ■■ u.

Important Notice.
This isv to certify that one H. R. 

1 Wardell,', formerly a member of our 
chiirch, ,has been expelled from it, for 
the following reasons:

First practising fraud, by pretending 
to gèt itiil-form materialization while in 
our city-.-. .

; . Second,.we have reliable information 
,frqm different responsible parties, that 
he has been'and is at présent traveling 
through thé State of Indiana, at Lafay- 
^ette, ; Blufftph, Indianapolis and other 
places,-Sometimes under the name of. 
Wardell!.jUchmond, etc., deceiving the 
;péoplë' afid' representing to them that 
he' is a member In good Standing in our 
¡church. - ’ ■ :

• This; is by order of^ bur executive 
board. . President, Dr. J. H. Wilson; 
-financial secretary, Dr.’ Thomas Mc
Aboy, of ’ the -First Spiritual Church of 
Lonfsvillej Ky. .

They Are by Dr. Peebles
UPON THE COMMUNICATIONS OF DR.

FELL, AND 1 MRS. RUDOLPH’S ANTI
CATHOLIC and CATHOLIC POSITIONS, 

_ To THE Editor:—Thoro is an article 
in your issue of October 4, the last para
graph of which reads:

“I would bo glad to divert Dr. Peebles 
to a few words on these lines.

"Nashville, Tenn. V. Fell, M, D.”
I have in the line of social interequrse 

and hospitality many pleasant memories 
of Dr. Fell, who, as a student of psychic 
science, physician and gentleman that 
he really is, admits in the following 
paragraph all that I contend for. Here 
it is: .

“I admit (and so must anyone at all 
conversant with the history of religious 
persecutions) all that Dr. Peebles 
charges, that Protestants have perse
cuted Catholics with the same fiendish 
vindictiveness, when they had the 
power, in all the history of the past, 
and doubtless would do so again (to the 
same extent at least as their Catholic 
brethren) if riven the opportunity.”

The'“lmes” referred to by Dr. Fell, or 
tho most important of them, are these:

“The question is simply: Has any 
body of religionists or non-religionists 
any right to become citizens of this 
country who have, and profess to have, 
a greater fealty and devotion to some 
foreign power than to this Republic?”

That’s the point. And now, who is to 
testify? Catholics necessarily arc among 
the witnesses. The Catholic priest, 
Rev. Ubalch, of San Diego, said, in my 
hearing, and in the hearing of an im
mense congregation of Catholics and 
Protestants last Sunday, in his adver
tised sermon upon “Catholicism and 
Liberty,” that ne “owed no fealty, no 
allegiance to Rome upon any civil or 
political matter whatever.” He further 
said that: “The Pope had no more to do 
with his vote, or the votes of Catholics 
in America, than had the Czar of 
Russia.”

The Catholic priest, Rev. Brannan, in 
the Texas, Galveston, News, says:

“I am a native of this country, and I 
love this country with all my heart. I 
would give my life in defense of its lib
erties, and none of my Protestant 
friends could do more. . . President 
Cleveland has nothing to do with my 
religion, and it is not any affair of his 
whether or not I am a Catholic, a Meth
odist, or Presbyterian; and the Pope 
has just as much tp do with my politics 
as Mr. Cleveland has with my religion.”

I could quote scores of testimonies 
from Catholic priests and bishops to the 
same effect. Are these witnesses all 
perjurers? To so affirm is to shamefully 
slander and libel our fellow-citizens.

Quite likely I may be reminded and 
re-reminded of what Catholics said and 
did in the thirteenth, fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries. Of that I care 
nothing; neither do I care how many 
wives Solomon had, or whether the 
whale swallowed Jonah, or Jonah the 
whale. Let the dead past bury its dead.

With the unreasonable, irrational 
dogmas and tedious, oldtime ceremonies 
of Roman Catholicism I have not a par
ticle of sympathy. Catholicism in this 
country is little more than spent force. 
It is under lire—the searching fire of 
science. The church must grow, or 
further fossilize and die speedily. It is 
now in the process of modification—in 
the throes of a new, a higher birth. All 
know that in this country, as In Europe, 
there are the “old Catholics aud the 
new Catholics.” Upon sundry serious 
matters, such as temperance, common 
schools, secret societies, Satolli’s author
ity, etc., they are divided. Permit 
them, then, under the uplifting influ
ences of science and evolution, of a free 
press and free speech, to work out their 
own salvation. Do not—do not—for 
decency’s sake, if from no higher mo
tive, misrepresent and persecute them; 
for persecution begets persecution; hate 
begets hate; war begets war, and of all 
wars, religious wars are the most bitter, 
bloody and deadly.

Only yesterday the telegraph from 
San Francisco brought the following:

“Open opposition to the A. P. A. com
menced yesterday in San Francisco, 
when meetings were held in every pre
cinct in tile city, and an organization 
styling itself the “American Liberal 
League,’ was formed.”

Tnis is just what might have been ex
pected. Comments are unnecessary.

Permit me to say, further, that I am 
in receipt, up to date, of thirty-one let
ters (twenty-seven of which are from 
prominent Spiritualists, such as Moses 
Hull, and his brother, now editor and 
proprietor of the Liberator, thanking— 
heartily thanking me for showing up 
the persecutions of Catholics by 
Protestants, and for contending that 
Roman Catholics had the right to vote 
and to hold oflice under the Constitu
tion.

I offer for publication- (and that with
out permission) but one of these letters, 
and this only because the lady lives in 
Nashville, Tennessee, where resides 
also Dr. Fell. Possibly they may be 
neighbors. 1 give her letter verbatim, 
save that I have condensed a fow sen
tences without changing a single idea. 
Hero you have it:

Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 26, 1894.
“Dr. Peebles—Dear Sir: I cannot re

frain from writing and thanking you for 
.your most excellent article in The Pro
gressive Thinker of, September 22. 
If we had more Spiritualists with your 
broad lilieral-mindedriess our cause 
would batter prosper. But we have a 
great many fanatics among us, who will 
see only one side of a question. I am 
heartily tired of the subject, which I 
think a very unspiritual one. I have 
often thrown down newspapers in dis
gust when reading the silly and abusive 
articles about Catholics and the Catho
lic church, knowing how untruthful the 
most of these articles are.

“We have a great number of believers 
here in Spiritualism who are members 
of the Catholic church, and if Spiritual
ists so bitterly attack them, what can 
they expect them to do? I am more 
than surprised at the attitude of Spirit
ualists, for I thought I would find a 
broader feeling among them—more of 
the brotherhood of man. I trust we shall 
hear more from you on the subject in 
The Progressive Thinker, and that 
your articles will have their proper ef
fect on such as need them,

“Respectfully yours, ■
“(Mrs.) Mary Rudolph." •

- Possibly Dr. Fell and Mrs! Rudolph, 
both being Spiritualists and rpßidents of 
Nashville, can*-.by. enlightening the

QÍ

Cause in Flint, MichiganThe
To the Editor:—We opened our 

lecture season October 6 and ", with a 
rousing convention of the Saginaw

STUDIES IN OUTLYING FIELDS 
orPSYCHIC <■ SCIENCE.

BIBLE MARVEL WORKERS,
AND H'lIE WONDROUS POWER 

which helped or made them perform mighty 
works end utter Inspired words, together with some 
Personal Tralta and Cbaracterlatlca of Prophets, Apoa. 

{ tics, aud Jeeus, or Now Headings of ‘*The MlravlcK * 
by allkk Futmam. Price 75 ;cenu. For mU at Udi 
office : !

PULPIT, PEW AND CRADLE. By 
Z:H<lex H. Gardener. Ono of- her brightest, 
wittiest and strongest' lectures against the Bible. 
Erefy woman should read it, and Know her friends 
and enemies. Price lOcenu.
T)BSESSlON. HOW EVIL SPIRITS 

Influence mortals. By M. Faraday. P. 28, price 
lOcebta.

/TER VIEW WITH SPIRITS. BY 
Clrrto E. S. Twins, mcdlaro. Price so cent«.

'THE HISTORICAL JESUS AND 
JL Mythical Christ by Gerald Massey. 230 pages.

12 nnx Price Du codta.
, ACHSA SPRAGUE'S .EXPERIENCE 

iA the Spheres. Price20cento.
'THE RELATION OF THE SPIRIT 
J. vAt to the Material Universe: find the. law uf 

contrbL New Edition« enlarged and revised, by M. 
Fartfay. Price, 15 Cento . .

rpHE SCIENCE OFSPIRIT RETURN: 
i ■ fir Cb.rlea Dawbirn. -Price 10 cent«. .
‘T'bE CANDLE FROM UNDER THE\ 
1 Bushel; or Tbtr ecn.Hundred and Six Questlonil 
Jj its Clew- By W’JUlun lUru Price, «0 cent«.

LIFE OF THOMAS PAINE.
AUTHOR OF " COMMON SENSE,"

** Hights of Man,” ” Age of Reason," etc., with 
critical and explanatory observations of bls writing*, 
by G. Vale. Those who would know tbe exact truth fl) 
regard to this must abused patriot and religious re* 
former should read this volume, price 11. Fostoff 
10 cents. For sale at this offico

ol

voters ofogke city and county through 
the dwSffination of Liberalist and 
Spiritualist literature, lessen' the num
ber of Catholic officeholders. And yet, 
in the light of these words of the Con
stitution of the United States, Art.1 6—3: 
“but no religious test shall ever ba re
quired as a qualification to any office or 
public trust under the United States,” 
I do not seo any reason why Catholics, 
if good, competent citizens, and every 
way upright, honorable men, should not 
be just as much entitled to hold office as 
some Shylock Jew, some bigoted Calvin- 
istic Presbyterian, er some single-bar
reled sectarian Seventh-Day Second 
Adventist. J. M. PEEBLES, M. D.

San Diego, Cal.. ?................

AN EARNEST PROTEST.

YOU SHOULD READ IT.
'PHILOSOPHY OF SPIRITUAL IN. 

JL tercourse. Contents; Guardianship of Splrltoi 
Discernment of Spirits; Stratford Mysteries; Doctrine 
6f Evil Spirits; Origin of Spirit Sounds; Concerning 
Sympathetic Spiriu; Formation of Circles; Resurrec
tion of the Dead; A Voice from the. Spirit-Land; True 
Religion. This work has been translated Into the 
French and German. It contains an-account of the 
very wonderful Spiritual Developments at the house 
of Rev. Dr. Phelps. Stratford, Conn., and similar cape« 
in all parte of the country, This volumn is the first 
from the author directly on the subject of “Spiritual
ism,” and has stood the test of many years. Cloth 

PMfW 10 emit*. For a&lo at U& office.

It is Against the Wholesale 
Ordination,

To the Editor:—As a lawyer, I can
not but regard the (Man suggested by 
President Barrett as a great wrong, not 
to say fraud, against which I hope all 
respectable Spiritualists will enter their 
solemn protest. He assumes that any 
incorporated society inay, by a vote, 
make lecturers and mediums, ministers, 
in which the various religious organiza
tions have ministers. Nothing could be 
more absurd. Does a simple incorpo
ration wive the right to ordain minis
ters? Certainly not, unless it is so nom
inated in the charter, and though ordi
nation papers should be voted and re
corded by a thousand voluntary or in
corporated societies that would not make 
one ordained minister in the sense in 
which the United States Government 
and railway companies understand these 
things.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company 
require that ministers who claim naif
fare tickets must reside on the line of 
their railroad,and be pastors of churches. 
Would this apply to Spiritualistic lec
turers find mediums? I trow not. 
Moreover, are we so in love with Sacer
dotalism that we are ready to make all 
our lecturers quasi priests, if thereby 
we can secure for them “children’s 
tickets” to travel on our railroads? The 
thing is too monstrously absurd to be 
treated seriously.

I think that granting half-fare rates 
to Catholic and Protestant priests is a 
great wrono-and carries with it a hu
miliation that should cause them to 
blush whenever they face a looking
glass. Who owns the railroads? The 
stockholders. Who are the stockhold
ers? Many of them are widows and 
orphans. Whoever, therefore, rides 
freq or at half-fare charges robs widows 
and orphans of just so much money as 
they save for themselves. The whole 
“dead head” system is wrong and Spir
itualists should set their faces against it, 
instead of making themselves a party to 
it. Let me caution societies and indi
viduals against this last indiscretion of 
President Barrett, as the railway com
panies all over the land are too cautious 
to bite at this bare hook. I can see no 
good to come out of this “fad” of Pres
ident Barrett, unless it be to make 
Catholic and Protestant sects ashamed 
of themselves and induce them to decline 
all special favors from railroads.

R. B. Westbrook.
Philadelphia, Pa.

It is a well-known fact that the ordi
nation of ministers of the gospel in the 
ranks of Spiritualism has not been con
ducted with enough care. Incompetents, 
frauds and tricksters have been ordained 
until a general protest on the part of re
spectable Spiritualists has been made.

■ Editor.

Valley Association. Our speakers on 
that occasion were Dr. Johnson, of Bat
tle Creek, and Martha E. Root of Bay 
City. Mrs. Minnie Carpenter, of Detroit, 
was platform test medium, and she is 
one we can highly recommend in that 
work, and all did credit to themselves 
and the cause. Many had to be turned 
away for the want of standing-room in 
our spacious hall.

Next came, for the month of October, 
Brother G. H. Brooks, of Elgin, Ill. 
Too much cannot be said of him as a 
gentleman, and his psychometric read
ings were perfect and readily acknowl
edged: his lectures were filled with 
profound logic, and the longer he stayed 
the better he was liked.

Mrs. Jennie Hagan-Jackson is serving 
us now with a two-weeks’ engagement, 
and is giving perfect satisfaction. We 
have a good lyceuin and a Young Peo
ple's Investigating Club, and a Helping 
Hand Society, all working together in 
harmony for the upbuilding of the 
cause. Our rostrum is filled, up to Feb
ruary, with the following eloquent 
speakers: Dr. Schermerhorn, L. V. 
Moulton, Dr. P. T. Johnson. Dr. C. A. 
Andrews; and for January,‘Bishop A. 
Beals, and expecting Bert Woodworth, 
of Meadville Pa., the trumpet medium.

Joseph King, the materializing me
dium, paid tis a flying visit of three 
evenings here. Many forms appeared 
each night, and many were recognized. 
We intend to furnish food for both the 
believer and investigator, during the 
winter months. .

Mrs. E. A. Parker, Sec.

Mrs. Oora L. V. Richmond.
Read carefully an account of her “Life 

Work,” published on our fifth page. 
Send for the work at once, and secure it 
at $1.50. It will prove a rich feast to 
every Spiritualist.

GLEABliS
FROM THE'ROSTRUM.

BY A. B. FRENCH.
This work'Is one thqb every one should read. II 

ucams throughout with rare gems of thought, practical 
aa well as profound. There is sunshine and beauty 1q 
a' ery sentence uttered. The work la dedicated to ths 
author s favorite sister, barah French Farr.now passed 
to spirit-life. Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin Heights, Ohio* 
gives an interesting sketch of the author’s ufe.

CONTENTS:
Dedication.
Sketch oftiMUiBor A. B. French«
William Denton.
Legends of the Buddha.
Mohammed, or the Faith an<I

Wars of Islam.
•Joseph Smith and the Book 

Mormon.
Conflicts of Life.
The Power and Permanency 

Ideas.
The Unknown.
Probability of a Future Life.
Anniversary Address.
The Egotism of Our Age. 
What is Truth?
Decoration Address.

Price $1, postpaid.

Tble work, by Hudson Tuttle, essays to utilize and 
explain the vael array of facto in Its field of research, 
which hitherto have bad no apparent connection, by re» 
ferrlng them to a common cause and from them arise 
to the laws and conditions of man’s spiritual being. 
The leading subjects treated are as follows:

Matter. Life, Mind. Spirit; What the Senses teach of 
the World and the Doctrine of Evolution; Scientific 
Methods of the Study of Mau and its Results; What 11 
the Sensitive State? Mesmerism, Hypnotism, Som
nambulism; Clairvoyance; Sensitiveness proved by 
Psychometry; Seusitiveuess during Sleep; Drcams; 
Sensitiveness Induced by Disease; Thought Transfer
ence; Intimations of au Intelligent Force Superior 
to the Actor; Effect of Physical Conditions ou the Sen
sitive; Prayer, in the Light of Sensitiveness and 
Thought Transference; Immortality—What the Future 
Life must be, granting the Preceding Facts and Con
clusions; Mind Cure; Christian Science; Metaphysics— 
their Psychic and Physical Relations; Personal Exper
ience and Intelligence from the Sphere of Light.

it Is printed on hue paper, handsomely bound, 2SS 
pages. Sent, post paid. 11.25.

This work may be called the first attempt to corre» 
late the phenomena usually called occult, and subject 
them to law. It has received unqualified endorsement 
from the best thinkers and critics. Ills a vadc rnecum, 
and answers about any question which may arise In 
the tnlnds of the investigators of spiritual phenomena 
For ¿.Ue at this office.

THE SPIRITUAL ALPS
AND

HOW W EASCEND THEM
Or oJcf thoughts on bow to reach that altitude 

Irheri spirit Is supreme and all things are subject to it
BY MOSES HULL

Price, cloth, co cents; paper. 25 cents. For Bale at 
this office. _ _____________ ____________ROMANISM AND THE RE» PUBLIC.

A WORK THAT EVERY LOVER Ol< 
ll hln country should have st band for consults* 
tlon. By Rev. Isaac J. Lansing, M. A. This Is a moil 
able work, consisting of a Discussion of the Purposes, 
Assumptions, Principles and Methods of tho Roman 
Catholic Hierarchy. The work contains 447 pages, an/If 
may be considered a mine of valuable Information fob 
every patriot In the land. Price |1. For sale at UU> 
office.

th esundayquestTon?
TTISTORICAL AND CRITICAL RE. 
il view of the Sunday Question, with Replies to an 
Objector, by G. W. Brown. M. D- A pamphlet that 
should be In the hands of alL Price 15 cents. F<M 
aaln at this office.

From Soul to Soul.
BY EMMA ROOD TUTTLE.

THIS VOLUME CONTAINS THE 
J best Poems of tbo author, and some of her most, 

.fopular songs, with tho music by emiuent comport». 
Among the Poems which have attracted wide notice 
arc: “Budding Rose,’’ “Incidents of Life Under the 
Blue Laws,” “rRinon Smith's Prophecy,” “From tho 
Hlghlande of Heaven," “The Chy of Sorrow." “Solllo* 
guy of Fulvla at Sicyon," “ The Holy* Maid of Kent, * 
“.tc.

Tho Music Includes "The Unseen City;” "ClarL 
jel." a June Song; “Wo Shall Meet our Friends Ln the 
Morning"; Meet l’s at the Crj atal Gates."

Mary of tho Poems ere admirably adapted for recfU* 
tlon, and were used by the author Ln her public read
ings.

Press Notices.—Mrs. Emma Rood Tuttle is master* 
ful tn her prolific poetical genius.—The Two Worlds 
(Eng.) A talented writer, and one of President Ga/w 
kid's brightest scholars.—Chansanlng ««rgus. i». 
yi;:od poet, whose writings arc familiar to many.— 
Detroit Advertiser. Mrs. Tuttle is well known at 
a poetess, and author of mony exquisite songs.—Sot. 
Eve. Spectator. Iler poems «re worthy to bang like a 
banner on our walls to recall us dally to our bettty 
selves.—Hester M. Poole. A gifted lady, with raha 
poetic talent.—Warren Trlhune. A poet with abuir 
dent talent and versatility.—Banner of Light., She la 
one of nature’s poets.—American. Intuitive, spiritual, 
dslutlly refined, setting itself to music.—Progressive 
rhinker. Strong, true and beautiful.—Mrs. Sara A. 
Underwood. Clarlbe) is exquisitely beautiful.—D. D. 
Home.

The volume contains 225 pages. Is beautifully printed 
iad bound, and furnishes a fine Holiday GUL Price 
•1.50, post-paid.

’■'or sale at thia office.

The Coming American Civil War. 
rpiIlS BOOK, UY BURTON AMES 

JL HuvnNflTOx- ¥■ 'Hen in the interest of hu
manity of llbertv./'-.‘•'i patriotism—a book written 
for the purpose» attention to the deadly
dangers that bcar^ on .every sldq, and more espe* 
dally to the attitude and tbe insidious wiles of 
an evcr-presen\, though secret, unscrupulous foe- 
the Catholics. " asbington’e words of wsmln& 
Lincoln »'apprehension and the prophecy of General 
Grant are nil included tn tne volume. Archbishop 
Ryan, of Philadelphia, in a recent sermon eMd: "Tho 
Church tolerates heretics where she Is obliged-toda 
so, but she bates them with a deadly hatred, and 
uses all her power to annihilate them. Our enemies 
know howehc treated heretics In the Middle Ages, and 
how sbe treats them today whore aho has tbe power. 
We no more, think of denying these historic facte than 
we do of blaming the Holy Ghost and tho princes of 
tbe church for what they have thought Ct to de.” 
Kverv one should rend this work- Paper, $03 pages. 
T will be sent, postpaid, for fifty cents. For sale at

TilBLE MARVEL WORKERS, BY 
Jj Allen Putnam. A. M. A marrelouo book. Price

'THE SPIRITUAL BIRTH, OR 
JI Death and its Tomorrow, the SpIrDuolifdc Idaa 

of Death. Heaven and Hell, By Mow» Hull. 1’ricc, U 
rnnt«.
'/HE DIAKKA, AND THEIR EARTH. 
JL 1y Victims. By A. J. Davis.. A work oa intvtea^ 
las Mil 1« curioua. Pries so cent*.
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This is the Size of The Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the Spirit-World.in

the older. WObecom.p.the^ungisr.we get, 
the. cleai’^buüfiBpirUïâkli.vision,r thethe. cleai’^buüfiBpirfiïiüüi.vision,r the other Spiritualist papers, combined^ 'It; 
broader. ,oh^chain^^;^l'’'the. greater’! hffll-' recognizes thé fact.thbij tfié .un- 
our desire to lay the foundation of a j worked field is immense, and’the only
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THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER'S NEW DEPARTURE.

is a Spiritualist in our ranks who does

For several weeks we have been allud- business ¡n the ranks of Spiritualism 
ing in The Progressive Thinker to ^at has been made a grand success 
a New . Departure, claiming that when’^onS th® exact lines of honesty. If there
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-The Evolution of The Progressive Thinker Until It Has 
Reached Its Present Fine Home. ’

A New Publishing House Proposed to the Spiritualists of the 
" United States. ..

Jt Issues Volume I. Of The Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life in the 
Spirit-World.

OUR NEW DEPARTURE, gratifying to point to one important

fully carried out in its full fruition, it 
would be of great benefit to Spiritual
ism—in fact, a benefit that, on account 
of its magnitude, would be difficult to 
measure. When we announced, five 
years ago, in unpretentious circulars, 
that we would inaugurate a new era in 
the history of Spiritualistic journalism, 
by commencing the publication of a 
dollar paper, there were exceedingly few 
who took “stock” in our undertaking. 
We do not mean “stock” sold at so many 
dollars per share, but "confidence” that 
we would be crowned with success in our 
Unique but important project. Dire pre
dictions, like birds of evil omen, flowed 
rapidly in upon us from all directions, 
and a dreadful commotion was exhibited 
among thejiigh-priced papers.

Notwithstanding the fact we had re
ceived assurances from the Spirit-side of 
life that we would succeed beyond our 
most sanguine expectations, and finally 
be instrumental in working a complete 
revolution in Spiritualistic literature, 
we faltered somewhat in an undertaking 
of such proportions. The starting of The 
Progressive Thinker, however, was 
but one spoke in the mighty revolving 
wheel of Spiritualism; other projects, 
equally as beneficial and important to 
the cause of truth, would have to be in
augurated. The career of The Pro
gressive Thinker is before the Spirit
ualists of America. Some say it is a 
boastful paper; but it holds forth its 
career for inspection, and asks wherein 
it has ever wronged any of God’s chil

dren by cheating them out of their hard- 
earned money in the shape of stock, etc., 
as in a case familar to all Spiritualists. 
The Progressive Thinker has 
achieved its success along the exact lines 
of spiritual rectitude, and in this dark, 
damning age of corruption, the very air 
putrid with the fetid odor of crime in 

■ our large cities, and crime increasing, 
is it not a satisfaction to Spiritualists 
everywhere to know there is one paper— 
the only one—one-dollar paper—that can 
show a clean record from the start. City 
governments are reeking with filth. 
Chicago, New York, and other large 
cities, are cesspools of crime and pollu
tion. The very air is fetid with licen
tiousness. Police officers participate in 
terrible orgies, and instead of trying 
to maintain a clean government, add to 
its sin and misery; its degradation; its 
pool of unclean things, as evidenced by 
late investigation in New York City. In 
1850 there was one prisoner in the pen
itentiary to about 3,442 inhabitants; now 
there is one in the penitentiary to about 
757. What a great increase of crime! 
If it continues much longer, “mene, 
mene, tekel upharsin” will be written 
on the Walls of this Republic. With this 
terrible, heartrending showing, this 

.filth in the body politic, this dishonesty 
in the Judiciary and in politics, is it not 

not feel gratified at this showing, then 
he (or she) must be corrupt at heart—is 
corrupt at heart.

THE NEW DEPARTURE.
Now, having established The Pro

gressive Thinker, we are looking 
ahead for something else—a New De
parture entirely, and one that will re
dound as much to the glory and benefit 
of Spiritualism as has The Progress
ive Thinker; one that will work event
ually as complete a revolution as The 
Progressive Thinker has, and be in
strumental in doing a vast amount of

THE HOME WHERE THE PROGRESSIVE 
THINKER COMMENDED THE PROCESS 
OP EVOLUTION.

good. A New Departure! Yes, every 
New Departure along the exact lines of 
strict spiritual rectitude reacts upon 
the world in a beneficial way; advances 
it; refines it; spiritualizes it, and assists 
in beating back the immense wave of 
corruption now sweeping over the coun
try. Every New Departure that com
bines within itself all the cardinal vir
tues, with no sinister motive to actuate 
the one promoting it, must be regarded 
as an .................

EVANGEL OF LIGHT
to uplift the world. Everything must 
have a commencement, and that is ex
actly the status of this New Departure, 
in the inauguration of an enterprise that 
Shall ultimately be able to furnish the 
world with first-class Spiritualistic lit
erature, combining '

CHEAPNESS AND EXCELLENCE.
Like The Progressive Thinker, this 
New' Departure will require several 
years to fully develop itself on the lines 
inaugurated. We make its commence
ment in thé presentation to our readers 
Of Vol. I. pi the /ENCYCLOPÆDIA OF 
Death, and Life, in G the Spirit
World; a book that contains 400 pages 
of closely-printed matter, is printed: oh 
good paper.'and n^atlyand substantially 

bound. There is pot a book on our 
shelves, which is sold for $1.50 that con
tains any more matter.
SCOPE OF THE WORK.

. But stop a moment! What is the scope 
of the Encyclopaedia of Death. Its 
scope is broad, deep and comprehensive. 
For over thirty years its editor has been 
engaged in collecting data on Death, 
and its multifarious phases. He has now 
a mass of data on that subject far sur
passing that contained in all the libra
ries of the world combined, from the 
fact that a large proportion of it has 
been obtained from current literature of 
the day, and which is invaluable to every 
reflective mind. Death, in the various 
volumes, will be analyzed from almost 
every conceivable standpoint. "The 
Ease of Dying,” "The Process of Dying,” 
“The Myths of Death,” "The Develop
ment of New Faculties in the Dying,” 
“The Curiosities of Death,” Death by 
Starvation, Drowping, . Hanging, etc., 
etc.; in fact, Death will be analyzed 
from every conceivable standpoint, and 
in a manner in complete harmony with 
truth and the Spiritualistic idea. It will 
disrobe Death of its terrors, and intro
duce a new idea of calm resignation at 
the change which must occur to all.

Cheapness of the Work.
As we have said,everything must have 

a commencement, and so must this New 
Departure which we have inaugurated. 
The first volume (there will be several) 
of the Encyclopaedia of Death, and Life 
in the Spirit-world, although, as prices 
now go, fully worth onedollar and fifty 
cents, will be furnished to our subscrib
ers at fifty cents, postpaid, on the fol
lowing terms: When ordered by itself 
alone, the price will be $1.50. When 
ordered in connection with The Pro
gressive Thinker it will be furnished 
at 50 cents. Why do we pursue this 
method? Because the profits arising 
from The Progressive Thinker must 
bear the burden of this enterprise; must 
assist in its evolution; must carry it 
along until so systematized that it can 
stand without any coddling. There 
must be manifested some appreciation 
of this important work in hand, by as
sisting in the extension of the circula
tion of The Progressive "Thinker, 
which alone furnishes the funds to carry 
it on, and without the aid of which it 
could not be done.

a publishing house.
A Publishing House that can present 

such a work as the Encyclopaedia of 
Death each year (it is the intention to 
present several each year eventually) for 
the enlightenment of the people, at so 
insignificant a cost, as a natural conse
quence can not fail in being instru
mental in doing a most excellent work 
and filling an important corner in the 
fields of reform.

Now, Spiritualists, you have our plan, 
and as you carefully scan the size of the 
Encyclopaedia of Death, its beautiful 
print, its neat and substantial binding, 
its scope, and the matter it contains, you 
cannot otherwise regard it than in the 
light of a New Departure—a genuine de
parture from old-established usages in 
reducing the price of a book, and bring
ing it within the reach of all.

Will You Work With Us 
Establishing a Publish" 

ing House?
Now, Spiritualists, what do you pro

pose to do about it? Will you act in 
harmony with us, aid us in extending 
the circulation of The Progressive 
Thinker into every nook and corner of 
this vast country, and by so doing evolve 
a Publishing House that will be able to 
furnish you with Spiritualistic liter
ature at a reasonable price? This is no 
stock concern—no selling of bonds—no 
money-making scheme for us, but a 
unique method to gradually grow into a 
work that will do a thousand times more 
good to the cause -of truth than any 
stock organization could possibly do; 
for, while the stock organization would 
continually be begging for funds—here, 
there and everywhere—you see in the 
plan we propose, that a sweeping reduc. 
tion is to be made eventually in the ex
pense of Spiritualistic literature, that is 
enough'to make one’s head whirl around 
while contemplating the proposed inno
vation, and the grand results flowing 
therefrom. Just think of building up a 
large Publishing House on the co-oper. 
ative plan—you only to pay in the price 
of The Progressive Thinker to avail 
yourself of Spiritualistic literature that 
combines ■ cheapness and excel
lence. You try the experiment of pub
lishing a 400-pagebook, gotten up in the 
best style of the printer’s art, and sold 
at 50 cents, postjfeid, and-you will won
der at the "mystic charm” we 'hold that 
will enable us to enter into a contract to 
have - .

Twenty Thousand 
printed and delivered to us, to send out 
to subscribers of The Progressive 
Thinker at 50 cents, postpaid.

OUR ADVANCING AGE.
You, my dear readers, can hardly re

alize the comprehensiveness of the pro
posed sweeping undertaking, and what 
it implies to us who carry it on our 
shoulders, bearing it onward to success, 
and all for the benefit of theglorious 
cause of Spiritualism. We are advanc
ing in life—in age we mean; but one 
strange and inexplicable feature in our 
career is that as' age advances, as our 
hair becomes whitened, the young 
America palpitating within us advances, 
and broadens in like proportion, so that 
in fact, as paradoxical as . it may seem, 

Paper and Publishing.,;Houg’e, that'shall 
live after us; .that shall blefis coining 
generations; that will go down the ages 
as the crownipg triumph of philan
thropic business success, ■ ' . . '. .... . 
THE ENORMOUS SAVING.

Now, Spiritualists,-we say awaken! 
Carefully consider the unique pian,of es
tablishing a Publishing liouse; and that, 
too, without begging; without asking 
fop contributions that go—you know hot 
whither; but which actually gives you a 
dividend, as it were, with every invest
ment; that actually pays you a profit, 
enriching you spiritually and morally; 
that actually saves you . about 70 per 
cent. •of evolution commenced there; com- all of our large cities are reeking with

HAS BUT ONE MASTER.
The Progressive Thinker from its 

first inauguration has had but one. mas
ter, and he stands at thp helm; he has 
no differences of ‘Opinion to harmonize 
with others in any contemplated work, 
He marks out a course to pursite and 
then marches on to success, because he 
is in touch with the "masses of people. 
He vibrates in harmony with them, and 
hence success crowns iris efforts,. Be 
inaugurated the first dollar paper—the 
original, unique, dollar,paper, '
WHAT IS YOUR DUTY?
There are supposed to be ten millions1 

of Spiritualists in the United States. 
The combined subscription list., of all 
the Spiritualist papers in the.- United 
States will not exceed 35,000, showing 
that only one Spiritualist out Of- about 
every three hundred takes a Spiritualist 
paper. What a dismal, heartrending 
showing for ten million Spiritualists 
who have received such fruitage from 
the spirit-side of life. The showing of 
the National Spiritualist Association at 
Washington is equally small—only 70 
societies out of at least 500 in the United 
States have responded to its-cftil, and 
that, too, after-the most arduous .efforts. 
Under these discouraging circumstances 

■ we launch a new enterprise before the 
Spiritualists of the United States—an 
enterprise that will require some time 
to fully evolve, but which in the end 
will work a complete revolution in the 
price of Spiritualist literature. Jibw, is 
it not your plain duty as Spiritualists to 
give this enterprise your cordihl 'bo-op-' 
eration? • ‘ ,.
How the Work Can Be Pro

moted.
As we have said before, thipre arp 

thousands upon thousands of Spiritual
ists who take no Spiritualist paper? In 
this city are mediums who posé os’ Spir
itualist lecturers, and who have received 
most flattering notices from oihéré .In 
The Progressive Thinker—they 
read no Spiritualist paper Çregularïÿ. 
There are mediums here, too, jwho use 
every means in their power to- have 
their names mentioned in TheProgre9-' 
siyn Thinker—they take no, Spiritùàl-, 
ist paper whatever. What'is' true here: 
is true all over the United States. .While 
The Progressive Thinker has prob-, 
ably a larger circulation; than -.all- the; 

pethod or way to reach it success
fully, is by each subscriber making it 
his especial business to carefully' work it 
over, qnd get subscribers for this grand 
project—this New Departure—which we 
have inaugurated. By increasing our 
list of subscribers you assist on the 
grand work, and each one gets in return 
more than value received.
The Process of Evolution.

See what evolution and an honest pur
pose has done. (Examine the cut where 
The Progressive Thinker was first 
started.) See the humble dwelling 
where The Progressive Thinker 
first saw the light of day. The process 

menced there on an entirely new plan; 
nobody’s money sunk; no gifts received; 
no bequests courted; no system of beg
gary employed; but the enterprise was a 
success after the first issue of the paper. 
On! on! on!—it continued to evolve un
til to-day The Progressive Thinker 
has reached its present destination,40and 
42 Loomis street, on the west side of 
Jefferson Park—one of the most beauti
ful places in the city, and valued at 
925,000. So, see the wonderful process 
of evolution under our manipulation; ex
amine it closely and ask yourself the 
'magical charm” that can produce such

THE HOME OP THE PROGRESSIVE THINKER, 40 AND.42 LOOMIS STREET, 
ILLUSTRATING THE PROCESS OF EVOLUTION, AND THE POSSIBILITIES 
OF ENTERPRISE.

•wonderful results—the like of which has 
mover before been known in the history 
bf Spiritualism. Ah! the magical 
'charm—strict honesty and strict atten
tion to business—that and nothing else! 
‘has led to the success.
; . The Progressive Thinker having 
in the course of evolution reached its 
present fine home, now makes a New 
Departure—plants another seed—and 
calls upon Spiritualists everywhere to 
Assist in its evolution until it shall have 
reached a point- where instead of pub

lishtng ope book a year, combining 
cheapness and excellence, it can publish 
several, thus hastening to evangelia£the 
world. .

An Object Lesson.
We present to you, Spiritualists,-an 

object-lesson, in this week’s Progress
ive Thinker. Object lessons rarely 
fail to make a deep impression on the 
mind. You see where The Progress
ive Thinker first originated; its lowly 
quarters, and its surroundings cor
responding therewith. We feel proud 
of the change; the Angel-world feel 
proud of it, that such an evolution was 
possible in this age of the world, when

corruption. Study this object-lesson 
well, Spiritualists, and arouse from your 
lethargy, and aid in extending the cir
culation of The Progressive Thinker, 
and help make the New Departure a 
grand success—the second process of 
evolution on the part of this paper.

Bear in Mind, M
Bear in mind that the price of the 

“Encyclopaedia of Death and Life in the 
Spirit-world” is $1.50 when sold alone, 
but to all of our great family—the sub
scribers to our paper—it is furnished at 
50 cents, when you remit $1 for the pa

per. The two orders must come to. 
gether.

You may say: "Why, I just sent a 
dollar.” Yes, and so have thousands of 
others, but when your time expires the 
terms will hold good, or even now you 
■can have your time extended another 
year, and avail yourselves of this work. 
If, however, you pre now a yearly sub
scriber, . and will send us a new sub
scriber, with 82, the “Encyclopajdia Of 
Death” will ,be sent to both of you. 
Thus, by getting new subscribers ‘you

can obtain several copies of the work at 
50 cents each, and do missionary work 
with them,
' It is the subscriptions to The Pro
gressive’Thinker that must evolve 
this Publishing House we have in view, 
and which will evolve it, with our reader’s 
efforts, and carry it on to successful 
completion; they must act an important 
part, and when the book goes out, a 
yearly subscription to the paper must 
come in with the order, to assist in the 
grand work—otherwise the price, $1.50, 
must be paid. This is our programme 
for the first year of our New Departure, 
and the commencement of the evolution 
of a Publishing House that will furnish 
first-class spiritualistic literature, com
bining cheapness and excellence, 
at less than half the usual price.

Bear This in Mind.
Bear in mind, please, that the "En

cyclopaedia of Death” will consist of 
several volumes, furnishing data with 
which every human being should be fa
miliar, and which cannot be found else
where.

Co-Operative Plan.
This proposed Publishing House will 

be evolved on the co-operative plan, by 
the great family of subscribers to The 
Progressive Thinker; they will reap 
its principal advantages; and in the 
course of time, we expect to have many 
books on our shelves subject to their 
order, the only requisite being that 
they are yearly subscribers to The Pro
gressive Thinker.

Tell Your Neighbors.
Tell your neighbors, please, of the 

wonderful process of evolution, as con
nected with The Progressive 
Thinker, and that now we have under
taken another project, which, too, must 
go through a like process, and which in 
the end will be crowned with success. 
What a pleasure it will be to you in 
future years to realize that you have 
aided in this grand work of redeeming 
the world by establishing The Pro
gressive Thinker, and a Publishing 
House, and at the same time obtained 
for your outlay more than value re
ceived. Please, then, spread the glad 
tidings, and thereby aid us in the great 
work.

Another Subscriber.
With only a little effort you can se

cure an additional subscriber, and thus 
expedite the evolution of the Publishing 
House we have in view. A sample of 
its work is now ready—ready to go forth 
as an Evangel of Light. Carefully ex
amine it, and you will wonder how such 
a beautifully-printed book, neatly and 
substantially bound, can be furnished at 
that price.

An Especial Favor.
We will consider it an especial favor 

if each subscriber will call attention to 
this New Departure—let your neighbor 
know about it. You certainly should be' ’ 
interested in a movement of this kind, 
where the cost is so slight to you. In
deed, would it be too much to ask you to 
obtain an additional subscriber under 
these circumstances.

STOP AND THINK.
If you will stop and think a moment, 

reader, you can realize what the pres
ent status of our cause would be if we at 
the first dawn of Modern Spiritualism 
had commenced this plan of publishing 
two books each year. Just think—what 
a grand result to the world!—one hun
dred books on our shelves which would 
costyou only $50; whereas, under the old 
plan they would cost you $1.50 a piece or 
$150. Just think of the magnitude of 
the innovation proposed by us, and it 
will win, too, although of slow growth 
and development.

Desired Information Given. \
In a business letter just received from 

Dr. Peebles, San Diego, Cal., where the , 
pilgrim seems to have pitched his tent, 
since his disastrous fire in San Antonio 
last winter, he says:

“I am half buried under a pile of let
ters from the eastern and northern states 
inquiring about the climate of southern 
California, cost of living, the character 
of the hotels and sanitariums for in
valids, and the condition of society. You 
may say for me that the climate is Ital
ian, the temperature of January and 
June Ijeing nearly alike—no snow, no 
ice, no frost. Oranges, lemons, figs, 
pineapples grow in great abundance. 
Grapes, great rich clusters of raisin 
grapes, now sell for two cents a pound. 
Living is about one-half cheaper than in 
South Texas, and one-third cheaper 
than in the eastern or northern states. 
I never saw finer apples than grow a 
little distance east and northeast of San 
Diego, in the hilly vicinity of Julian. 
On account of the fruits and the lovely 
climate, Gen. Grant’s family have set
tled here. The hotels are excellent. Of 
the boarding-houses 1 know nothing. 
There are several sanitariums in and 
near this city of 20,000 souls. They have’ 
fine accommodations, using the Hygienic 
Battle Creek Sanitarium foods. I know 
of one neat, elegant and partially pri
vate sanitarium run upon the vegeta
rian plan. While they use eggs, milk, 
cream and all kinds of nourishing foods, 
the smell, even, of animal flesh is not 
known upon the premises. Dr. W. F. 
Shatz can give information concerning 
the above sanitarium. San Diego has a 
Universalist, Unitarian and two Spirit
ualist societies. Religious liberality iff 
the rule of the city. If invalids wish' 
special further information, I will cheer
fully give it. J. M. Peebles, M. D.

San Diego, Cal.

“I escaped being a confirmed dyspeptic 
by taking Ayer’s Pills in time.” This is 
the experience of many. Ayer’s Pills,, 
.whether as an after-dinner pill or as a 
remedy for liver complaint, indigestion,; 
ifiatulenoy; .water brash, and nausea, are 
invaluable'.
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ChrlfltUn Morality.
What is Christian morality? In what 

floes it differ from the moral teachings of 
those who are not Christians? Is there any 
better definition qf morality than a rule 
of right? The word comes to us from 
the Latin moralie, and signifies a cus
tom, a habit, or a way of life.

Then Christian mprals miist mean a 
way of life taught exclusively by Chris
tians, and peculiar to them, as contra
distinguished from those taught by the 
non-believing world; a kind not common 
to Mohammedans,Brahmans, Buddhists, 
the ancient Pagans, or the skeptical 
world in general.

Pardon us, reader, but we need the 
aid of a priest, a learned one at that, to 
find out what are exclusively Christian 
morals.

If we were to eliminate from the eth
ical code evysry class of good habits 
taught by others than Jesus, or his im
mediate followers, what would remain as 
transcendently Christian? We opine 
little if anything but Sunday observance, 
and that was not taught by Jesus. It 
was instituted as a heathen holiday 
by the heathen emperor Constantine, be
fore he embraced Christianity. If it 
were of Christian origin, then the ques
tion, Is Sunday observance a good habit? 
is next in order.

If the labor of the week was divided 
equally between seven days, would it not 
be better for the toller than drudgery 
six days and idleness on the seventh?

It is simply nonsense to talk about God 
requiring one day’s rest in seven. It was 

• a device of priests, by the priests,for the 
benefit of priests, and in no way for the 
benefit of a God. God gave all animal 
life nights for rest, and affixed an im
paired nervous system as a penalty for 
the infringement of this law, That 
there should be no mistake about the 
time for rest the world was shrouded 
during that period in silence and dark
ness. Andjin those polar regions where 
the days and nights are of such length 
as to preclude moderate periods of labor 
and rest, they were made uninhabitable 
by severe cold. It is reasonable to be
lieve if God had purposed one day of de
votion in seven to his service, he would 
have marked the period by some device 
as Impossible to mistake as light and 
darkness. The fact that it was not done 
is positive proof that Sunday observance 
Is not a requirement of Divine law.

In the above case, as in all others pe
culiarly Christian—if there are others— 
wherein they differ from the morals 
of the world’s greatest thinkers they are 
believed to be superfluous and worth
less.

Must Be Destroyed.
Dr. Palmer made excellent points in 

his communication two weeks ago, in his 
article headed “The A. P. A.;” but there 
is another issue involved, which is worth 
considering. At Aberdeen, South Da
kota, quite recently, the Catholic bishop 
of the State issued a circular, directed 
to all of his priests, with names of such 
candidates for the Legislature as he 
wished to do his bidding, accompanied 
with a letter in these words:

“Please use your influence for the elec
tion of the above-named candidates, to 
the end th at Pettigrew may be sent back 
to the Senate.—M. M. Marty, Bishop.”

The press dispatches say: “The bishop 
admits he wrote the letter.”

When the A. P. A. makes war on 
Catholicism for - interfering with our 
republican institutions, in spite of our 
devotion to the spirit of universal tolera
tion, our sympathies are with them, aS 

; they will be with any other organization 
which may arise having in view the sup
pression of Protestant or any other sec
tarian interference in a similar manner.

When the Catholics are opposing sec
tarian teaching in our public schools by 
reading any bible,.praying to any God, 
or singing praises to one or three, we are 
with them heart and hand. At the same 
time we have no sympathy with their 
parochial schools, for their purpose 
seems to be to make Catholics, not schol
ars. Both sects, and all sects, must be 
taught to keep theip hands, as sectarians, 
away from public schools and out of pol
itics. Till then, adapting Cato’s Detenda 
at Carthage, we would make it read: 
“The church must be destroyed.”

Sterling Facts.
If any of the readers of The Pro

gressive Thinker failed to read the 
new four-column article on its first page, 
of date Novembei“. 3d, from the pen of 
Dr. Hudson, we pray him to hunt up the

paper and read it at length. And those 
who have read it but once will be amply 
compensated by reading it again. The 
Doctor tells some sterling facts.

Would Like the Facts.
The poets assure us that distance 

lends enchantment to the view. Is not 
the proposition equally true when ap
plied to objects distant in time? The 
luster which clusters around the names 
of old-time heroes seems the accretion 
of ages, and fades away as we approach 
them. The actions of a good man are 
magnified by each one who repeats his 
story; while the bad man becomes more 
sanguinary, and the brave man more 
bold. ,

It would be a real pleasure to know 
what facts surrounded the story of 
Diogenes in its inception, At the men
tion of his name, fancy rebuilds the tub 
in which he is said to have lodged, and 
the old philosopher is seen at noonday, 
torch in hand, parading the streets of 
Athens, searching in every byplace for 
an honest man. , .

When captured by pirates and sold 
into slavery, asked what occupation he 
followed, he replied, he knew no trade 
but that of governing men, He would 
like to engage in the service of some 
man who wanted a master. Some gen
ius who wished to formulate an eccen
tric character, probably drew upon im
agination, and gave as the product much 
of tjie story of Diogenes.

We read of Nero, and are horrified at 
his wickedness. A search for these 
blood-curdling tales, outside of pre
tended church history, and they are 
found in the Annals of Tacitus. A 
careful examination is made, and the 
Annals prove to be modern forgeries. 
Then recede the Christian martyrs of 
his reign, and suspicion suggests that 
Nero did not murder his mother, set fire 
to Rome, or dance with delight at the 
sight/of the flames.

With suoh facts to guide, we are curi
ous to know the origin of the story of 
the fisherman of Galilee, and all the 
hallowed names associated with them, 
when stripped of exaggeration, and rel
egated to the truthful.

The halo thrown around some of these 
characters gives suspicion of the fish
market with its disgusting odor. Two 
quotations, the first» from that' great 
church historian, Mosheim, whose ve
racity is unquestioned; the second from 
the “Decline and Fall of the Roman Em
pire,” will furnish food for reflection, in 
connection with the subject under 're
view:

“Among the first professors of Chris
tianity there were but few men of learn
ing, few who had capacity enough to in
sinuate into the minds of a gross and ig
norant multitude the knowledge of di
vine things. We may here remark in 
general, that these apostolic fathers and 
the other writers, who in the infancy of 
the church employed their pens in the 
cause of Christianity, were neither re
markable for their learning, nor for 
their eloquence. Qn the contrary, they 
express the most pious and admirable 
sentiments in the plainest and most, il
literate style.” ' ’

And now Gibbon: '
“The new sect of Christians was al

most entirely composed of the dregs of 
the populace, of peasants and mechanics, 
of boys and women, of beggars and 
slaves. ”

If the histories which have come down 
to our times are priestly fabrications, 
how much trust can be placed in the 
pretended writings of the illiterate 
“beggars and slaves,” whose epistles 
survive through the courtesy of those 
same priestly forgers?

Hope Is Left.
The press dispatches of the 4th inst. 

reported Dr. Parkhurst, tn his sermon 
at the Madison Square Presbyterian 
Church, as saying: .

“Unless the condition of affairs in New 
York is quickly changed, God will 
speedily wreak his vengeance on this 
city as He did on Sodom and Gomorrah.”

Dr. Parkhurst is probably a truthful 
man, and would not make such a terrible 
prediction without being fully advised of 
God’s intentions in the premises. When, 
where, and how was this information 
imparted to him? Was it in a dream? 
May he not have mistaken the character 
of his informant? Possibly it was the 
other fellow, whom Jesus branded as “a 
liar from the beginning.”

Since the good old days of the patri-, 
archs, who used to walk with God, that 
distinguished personage has not been in 
the habit of visiting this earth and tell
ing his subjects what he is about.to do. 
Indeed, he made so many blunders then, 
and was compelled to repent so often be
cause of his iheonsiderate threats, it was 
supposed as he grew wiser he abandoned 
such methods, and would not Repeat 
them again. Even if Dr. Parkhiii-st is 
not mistaken in his Informant, we have 
the lesson of God’s threat to destroy the 
city of Ninevah before us, and how he 
“repented of the evil he had said he 
would do them,” so there is still some 
hope for New York. :

Definition.
The word bishop comes to us from the 

old Roman mythology, and signifies an 
overseer, a duty that still attaches to the 
church official wearing the title. It is 
synonymous with master, driver, task
master, ringleader, fugleman, bell
wether. Its antonyms are slave, servant, 
menial, lackey, flunkey, valet, cad, gil
lie. henchman, etc. It is a suggestive 
title, exclusively the property of the 
church, admirably expressive of the 
duties of the office, and secularists should 
be extremely careful not to intrench 
upon the prqrogative in any manner. It 
is well to go back to origins to learn the 
meaning of words,-and of the services 
required from those who originally held 
titles, and still belonging to them.

R. Butler and J. A. Page write ap
provingly of the work being done in 
Kansas by George Search.

The officers and members of the 
Spiritual Conference Association of Phil
adelphia, Pa., cordially endorse Dr. J. 
P. Thorndyke as a speaker. They took 
especial pleasure in his character, read
ings eM delineations. : ■ • -

THE LIFE WORK OF
MRS. COM L. V. RICHMOND,

Compiled and Edited by .
PROF. HD. BARRETT, 

President of the National Spiritualist 
Association.

This work comprises an amount of 
valuable spiritualistic reading that can
not be estimated.

Not only is it a complete statement of 
the public work of Mrs. Richmond from 
childhood, but it is also, in a condensed 
form, the history of modern Spiritualism. 
Professor Barrett has spared no research 
in collecting his facts and data, and has 
recorded the work of this chosen instru
ment of the Spirit-world , from her 
earliest commencement as a child 
speaker. .

The files of the spiritualistic and sec
ular press have been placed at his dis
posal, and every item bearing upon his 
subject has been carefully gleaned by. 
the author. From piles of letters that 
have generously poured in from every 
hand Mr. Barrett has culled those best' 
calculated to forward his work, and has 
made a general digest of the others.

No home or library of a Spiritualist 
will be complete without this book.

OUTLINE OF CONTENTS:
. CHAPTER I.

Parentagej'Place of Birth; Childhood;’ 
School Experiences; First Mediumistic 
■Work; Letters and Statements from 
Relatives and Friends.

. CHAPTER H.
Hopedale; Mr. Scott in Massachusetts; 

Removal to Wisconsin; The Ballou Fam
ily; Adin Ballou’s Work; Work of Spirit 
Aciin Augustus Ballon. ■

■ charter hi.
Ouina. ' '

CHAPTER IV.
Other Controls; The Guides.

CHAPTER v.
Work in Cuba, N. Y.; Buffalo Pastor

ate; Workers in Buffalo; Thomas Gales 
Forster; Sarah Brooks; Horace H. Day; 
Removal to New York City, 1856; Phila
delphia; Boston; Baltimore.
CHAPTERS VI. AND VII.—NEW YORK 

CONTINUED.
Prof. J. J. Mapes; Hon. J. W. Ed

monds^ Dr. Gray; New York Editors and 
Clergy; Other Places in the East;'Mead
ville, Pa., 1864; Hon. A, B. Richmond.

CHAPTER VH!.
Washington, D. C.; Reconstruction; 

Senator J. M. Howard; George W. 
Julien; Gen. N. P. Banks; Nettle Col
burn Maynard.

‘ chapter ix.
England; Robprt Dale Owen; George 

Thompson; Countess Of Caithness; Mrp. 
Strawbridge;‘Mr. and Mrs. Tebb; Mrs. 
Nosworthy, et al.

CHAPTER X.
The Soul Teachings; General Outline 

of this New Departure in Spiritualism; 
1872-1875.

CHAPTER XI.
California Work, 1875; Other visits.

CHAPTER XII.
Chicago Work, 1876 to 1895; First So

ciety Chartered, 1869. '
. CHAPTER Xin.

Camp . Meeting Work; Cassadaga; 
Lake Pleasant; Onset Bay; Lake Brady; 
etc., etc. .

CHAPTER XIV.
Literary Work; Hesperia; Volumes of 

Discourses and Lectures; Psychopathy; 
Soul Teachings; Poems; Other Literary 
Work.

CHAPTER XV.
Literary Work Continued; Lecture on 

Gyroscope, 1858; “The Shadow of a 
Great Rock in a Weary Land,” 1887; 
Heaven’s Greeting to Columbia (Poem); 
Other Selections in Prose and Verse; 
Work of William Richmond.

CHAPTER XVI.
Letters from Personal Friends; Ap

preciation of the Public.
CHAPTER XVII.

Mrs. Richmond’s Experiences While 
in the Trance State, never before given 
to the public, written by herself.

This valuable work will be sent as soon 
as issued for 81.50, to all w/w will subscribe 
now, and send the money. After the 
book is out the retail price will be $2.00. 
This offer is only open until December 1. 
Send P. O. order to

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, 
Ridge avenue, near Greenleaf, 

Station Y, Chicago, Ill.
Religion of the Future, by Rev. S. 

Weil.
From the first page to the last, this 

volume impresses one as the work of a 
thinker, deep, earnest, fearless and 
philosophic, with no reverence for fa
bles or false science, but a fixed love of 
truth in all its aspects. He is too inde
pendent a thinker to be adapted to fill 
satisfactorily the role of an orthodox 
divine, a Jewish rabbi, or even a liberal 
pulpit of the more advanced type of 
Unitarianism. His book shows wide 
reading, and ability to grasp the ideas 
of the world’s great philosophers and 
thinkers; and this is accompanied with 
a. spirit that welcomes truth wherever 
found, and whether the So-called wise 
men of the world accept or ridicule the 
same has no weight with him. The book 
is one we can commend without reserve 
as full of deep, clear and instructive 
thought—á book that will give pleasure 
to every reader and do good in the world. 
For missionary purposes among thought
ful skeptics and church people, it would: 
prove admirable. It is published by the 
Arena. For sale at this office. Price, 
paper, 50 cents; cloth, $1.25.

As stated in our last week’s issue, Mr. 
Weil has left the Jewish church; and 
joined the great ranks of reformers. He 
is an fable speaker, a profound thinker, 
and a most excellent man in every way. 
We welcome him most cordially to our 
ranks.

Expelled Him.
To THE Editor:—We have been 

formed from reliable sources that H.
lu
ll.

Wardell, once a member of our church, 
is going around- over the country de
ceiving people, representing to them 
that he is still a minister of our church. 
At our regular business meeting this 
week we expelled him.

Louisville, Ky. Dr. Thos. McABoy.

Hull’s Hair Renewer enjoys the confi
dence and patronage of people 'all over 
thecivilized world, who use.it to restore 
and keep the hair a natural-color.. •_

VHE SPIRITUALISTE FIELD 
J WORKERSÆQINGS, ETC J

Bear in mind, please, that we cannot 
publish weekly reports of meetings. 
Whenever a change is made in speak
ers, or anything of special interest, send 
us a brief item, please. A great deal 
can.be expressed in a dozen lines; but 
long reports will not be used.Meetings 
are of local interest only. We extend a 
cordial invitation to all speakers to send 
in their appointments to lecture, and 
general movements, which will be read 
by at least 40,000, We go to press early 
Monday morning, and items must reach 
us as early as Friday or Saturday in 
order to have immediate insertion.

We have sent to us.k great many tes
timonials of spirit cure through different 
mediums. We can, as a' rule, only pub
lish such as advertisements, for which
our regular rates are charged,

E. Thompson, of Dayton, Ohio, in a 
communication to The Progressive 
Thinker, says that “the city of Dayton 
is just passing through a revival ih 
Spiritual circles. Independent of the 
two societies, Mrs. R.. S, Lillie, who,is 
working at Cincinnati, has been speak
ing in K. of H. hall on Friday evenings. 
Her work is of a grade highly appre
ciated. Mr. Charles Wesley Peters is 
sojourning here, and 'as a speaker and 
test medium is doing effective Work. 
Mrs. Anna Thomas, a local medium, is 
occupying this same hall, and is a most 
effective inspirational speaker. Mr. 
Peters generally follows witn.tests,which 
have attracted considerable attention for 
their accuracy. In tpis connection it 
might be well to say a few words for 
another worthy lady,-*Mrs. Hazel Stoll, 
Who has been doing much for Spiritual
ism in this city. Since her first man
ifestations, in May, heh development has 
been unexceptionally rapid. Her man
ifestations in dark seances are remarka
ble; at the same tiptothe trumpet is be
ing used. It is no unusual occurrence 
for a number of spirit.yCices to be aud
ibly heard. Besides .this, Mrs. Stoll’s 
trumpet work in the light, independent 
of the cabinet, is attracting wide atten
tion. In addition to this, this wonderful 
medium is giving remarkable independ
ent slate-writing. One .communication 
contained 298 wolds, while a second one 
bad 514 words. Thb-ì-Progressive 
Thinker has been kind to Mrs. Stoll, 
and will yet be proufl of the great work 
she will do.”

C, J. Barnes, materializing medium, 
will hold light seances pyery Monday and 
Wednesday evenings, at 448 West Lake 
street. He will also, give private sittings 
during the day. . .

Mrs. Edith E. R. Nie^less has finished 
a successful engagepl&t^with the people 
of Oakland, Cal., anitwAl leave there 
for,the city of Chicago on theJ20thof 
November, Parties wishing to make 
engagements with her to lecture and 
give platform tests dan communicate 
with her in care of The Progressive 
Thinker office.

Mrs. J. G. Reed writes from Lebanon, 
Oregon: “Mr. and Mrs. Brookway, for
merly of Chehallis, Wash., were with us 
from the 10th to the 17th of October. 
They he|d two meetings at our house. 
Mrs. Brockway’s control gave a very in
structive talk, concluding with several 
clairvoyant tests. We were also favored 
with a short talk in well-chosen words 
by Dr. Frazier, president of the First 
Spiritual Association of Portland, Ore
gon, We secured the G. A. R. Hall for 
Sunday evening, and Mrs. Brockway 
gave a very fine inspirational lecture 
and poem to a large and attentive audi
ence. Mr. Brockway gave a chalk talk 
on the creation, according to science, 
while Mrs. Brockway read tne first chap
ter of Genesis, which concluded the even
ing’s services. They go South, intending 
to spend the winter in_ California for the 
benefit of Mrs. B.’s health. lean truly 
recommend her to all who are seeking 
for something which will satisfy the 
longings of the soul.”

Four friends, members of the R, P. 
Society, of Fayette County, Iowa, join in 
writing that they secured the services of 
Mrs. S. M. Lowell, of Anoka, Minn., who 
gave two lectures at Fayette, October 
14th, and two at Randalia, October 21st. 
During the week the time was utilized 
by work at Maynard. The friends en
joyed a feast while she was with them; 
her lectures were by inspiration of the 
Spirit-world, and her tests were very 
satisfactory. They heartily recommend 
her to societies wanting a good lecturer 
and test medium. In conclusion, they 
mention that our paper is prized by them, 
“for it makes thinkers of us all.”

Correspondent writes from New Or
leans: “Our hall was crowded last even
ing with a most intelligent audience. 
Frank T. Ripley, of Boston, Mass., lec
tured and gave tests to the satisfaction 
of all. ' He is doing great good here.”

Dr. A. S. Hudson, of Stockton, Cal., 
writes: “You may notice that the most 
of our audiences of Spiritualists, espe
cially in former years, were the ma
jority of old people and those of mature 
years; a great many gray and bald 
heads. Now there are more younger 
people. At a few of my last lectures 
(illustrated) before our Spiritual society, 
I was struck with the large number of 
young people; many young women of 
youthful age.” ,

Bear in mind, Spiritualists, that the 
author, Carlyle Petersllea, is one of our 
principal agents for Los Angeles and 
California.

Dr. A. W. S. Rotherméì is still in 
Cleveland, O., holding successful seances 
at 101 Bolivar street.

Dr. Geo. W. Garpender ié located at 
Riverside, Cal., where he is engaged for 
a term and is forming a society. He is 
also giving lectures at-other places in 
the vicinity. Is to lecture at San Ber-J 
cardino soon. '

George F. Perkins writes: “We had a 
very successful-meeting Friday evening 
in New York, and will continue on. Our 
Sunday meetings in Brooklyn are very 
enjoyable.” ■

Bishop A. Beals writes that he is 
meeting with a warm reception by the 
Spiritualists of Villa Ridge, Ill., where 
he has dedicated the new spiritual 
church erected one year ago, ; to be 
known as the Temple of Truth. Many 
came from Cairo and Mound City,; and 
the day was golden with sunshine and 
happiness, and the brooding spell of 
spirit-power echoing the voices of mel
ody and song. He expects to commence 
a series of meetings at Cairo, in connec
tion with the work at Villa Ridge, speak
ing at Cairo Sunday evenings and at 
Villa Ridge in the daytime.

M, E. C. writes from East Liverpool, 
O.: “The well-known trumpet medium 
and lecturer, Dell A. Herrick, has been 
with us the last three Sundays, and East 
Liverpool has had a rare treat in listen
ing to this young and talented lecturer. 
He has not been many years in the field 
as a lecturer, but is fast coming to .the 
front as one of our ablest speakers and 
should be kept at work, as he convinces 
many, wherever he is called, by his 
speaking and fine mediumship. He left 
us with sad hearts, as he took with him 
one whoffi our society will sadly miss, 
our secretary and sweet singer. On 
Monday, November 5, at 8:30 P. M., at 
the residence of W. T. Calhoun, Dell A. 
Herrick and Mrs. Sadie E. Calhoun were 
united in marriage. ’Squire J. N. Rose 
performed the ceremony, only the inti
mate friends being present. Sadie is 
well and favorably known in our city, 
being a member of several patriotic and 
benevolent societies, as well as a singer 
of some note?’

H. 8. H. writes from Santa Monica, 
Cal.:—Mr, and Mrs, Barnett, of Los An
geles, have lately begun a work on the 
Pacific coast that promises great results. 
Mr. Barnett is a musical composer, of 
rare gifts, and destined to become widely 
known. Mrs, Barnett is a test medium, 
as well as trance speaker, remarkably 
developed in the first phase, and grow
ing in the second. Their little daugh
ter of twelve years sings like an angel, 
and wears their mark of beauty. She 
takes part in all their public work, which 
has this exceptional phase, that it is 
evangelistic in nature. Mr. and Mrs. 
Barnett have given up home and busi
ness to devote themselves to this work. 
They were formerly identified with the 
Methodist church, Mr. Barnett being 
a choir leader for years. They are in 
Santa Monica, where they are receiving 
a royal welcome. Crowded houses greet 
them and a great work is evidently be
gun. The religious side of Spiritualism 
as represented oy Inspired music is com
paratively little known. Much pioneer 
work is required to be done first, but 
now that the way is open, we hope that 
many may be called to bear the rich 
blessing to hungry hearts.

Bishop A. Beals, who has been enter
taining the Spiritualists at Villa Ridge, 
Ill., will commence an engagement with 
the Grand Rapids (Mien.) society the 
first Sunday of December. He will re
main there during the month.

Mrs, E. H. Jackson and Chas. W. 
Jackson, of Cleveland, O., write that Dr. 
A. W. S. Rothermel held a seance at 
their home. Nine persons were present. 
A small alcove upstairs was used as a 
cabinet. “The result was beyond de
scription. Father, mother, sister, 
brother, presented themselves and gave 
words of cheer and consolation; one, 
two and three at a time opened the cur
tain and walked out, some in ethereal 
forms white as the snow; others in full 
dress; children, with beautiful curls and 
small faces, sang and talked, and met 
their mothers who had thought them 
lost forever. The blessings this seance 
brought to the hungry souls who were 
ignorant of a hereafter, can never be de
scribed.”

Carlyle Petersllea, the author, and 
prominent as a worker in the ranks of 
Spiritualism, and a resident of Los An
geles, Cal.j will take pleasure in receiv
ing subscriptions for The Progressive 
Thinker in that section.

Next Sunday, the 25th inst., Mr. J. 
Frank Baxter’s engagements in Chicago 
for the present season will close. He 
will return to the New England States 
immediately following, stopping en route 
at Painesville, Ohio, to lecture on Tues
day evening, Nov. 27th, and expects to 
arrive in Boston Thanksgiving morning. 
He will lecture on the Sundays of De
cember: the 2d in Great Falls, N. H.; 
the 9th in Brockton, Mass.; the 16th in 
Somersworth, N. H.; the 23d and 30th 
in Lynn, Mass. Week evenings will be 
in vicinity of these places, a few of which 
are still open. Permanent address 
181 Walnut street, Chelsea, Mass.

Mr. Baxter has been enthusiastically 
received in the West.

E. H. S. writes: “During the first two 
Sundays of November, Oscar A. Edger- 
ly occupied the rostrum of the First 
Spiritualist Society at New Bedford, 
Mass. The lectures given by Mr. Edger- 
ly’s guides are always eloquent and prac
tical, but the lecture given on the even
ing of the Uth proved to be one of far 
more than ordinary interest, inasmuch 
as the subject chosen (‘Is the Society 
Known as the A. P. A. a Necessity and 
What Are Its Relations to Humanity?’) 
was so opportune. The discussion of the 
subject, following, as it did, so closely 
after a heated political campaign (in 
which the A. P. A. was no small factor 
in determining the result) could not help 
but be of great interest to the large 
audience in attendance at the meeting. 
Judging by the applause of the listeners, 
we must believe that they thoroughly 
appreciated the keen logic and good- 
natured sarcasm, as well as the plain 
common-sense argument of the lecture.”

Bowel Complaints
AYER’SPILLS

Received

Highest Awards
AT THE * \ \W0RigJj

World’s Fair. WF

LIFE IN TWO SPHERES.
A Fascinating Work.

The readers of The Peoobkssive Thinker will re' 
member the story under the above title, by Uudton 
Tuttle, which wm published lu Its columns. At the 
time, constant Inquiries were made as to Its appearing 
in book form. This wish has now been gratiUed. It 
makes a volume of 243 pages, in style and form like the 
“Convent of tho Sacred Heart,” with a finely-engraved 
likeness of the author on the cover. The scenes uf the 
story alternately shift from earth to the spirit spheres, 
and the philosophy of Spiritualism, the occupation and 
modes of life of spiritual beings, arc presented lu the 
pleasing form of narrative.

The following are the chapter-titles: Introduction: 
The House of the Sage; Home of the Miser; The Low 
Societies; Hade;; Ubrlstmastlde in the Spheres of 
Light; CbrUtmastldeand the Golden Gate; The Un
happy Marriage; Easter Day in Heaven; A Visit tu 
the Earth; The Change Called Death; Coming to I he 
Knowledge of tho Light; The Society Again Vhlts 
Earth; The Forsaken and Despised; Discussion; A 
Visit to a Distant Globe; Reunion In the Splrlt-world; 
Contentedness Not Goodness; Address of the Sage.

It Is a book the Spiritualist will be delighted with; a 
book in which the investigator will find answers to 
ever-recurring questions; a book which will Interest 
the church member, nor repel the most prejudiced. 
The price in paper is 60 cents; inusllutl; postpaid

7WE SOUL, ITS NATURE, RE LA. 
tlonsnnd Expressions In Human Embodiments. 

Given through Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond, by her 
Guides. A book that everybody should read Who ora 
Interested In re-lncaraatloiL Price 11.00.
DSYCJHC PROOFS OF ANOTHER 

1 Life. Letters to the Beybert Commission. By 
Francis J. Llppltt. An Illustrated pamphlet. Worth 
its weight in gold. Price 26 cenu.
DEAL LIFE IN THE SPIRIT-LANH 
1\ Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Marla M. King 
You will not become weary while reading this oxcw 
lent book. Price 75 cents.
TJ/HY SUE BECAME A SPIRITUAL. 
VV lit Twelve lectures. By Abby A. Judson. 

This book should be read by every Spiritualist. Prlca 
11.001 postage 10 cents. /

[CONTINUED ON PAGE 6.]

D
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ybuonty Insist upon It.

Theyaremadeforcookingand 
ntatingjneveryconcelv&blestyle 
and slieforanp kind of fuel and 
with prices from ♦ io to »70. 
Thegenuineall bearthis trade- 

roarkandare sold with a written 
guarantee. FirsWassmerehants 
everywhere handle them.
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OLMATE CLOTHING
Sold direct tó uoDHumerti AT EfeT FMJiWS 
evpr before offered. Buy dlroct frofca'|to- 
porcern and manufacturera. We ship 
WITH PRIVILEGE OK EKAMlh’AÎ’IQK« We
¿ave-you from ¿0 to 60 per cent. A taHo» 
tit suit, J3.&0. Fall or winter pvercoat0t 
15.60. Boys’ combination Suits $2>18* 
fek ovF.nloats A 8PE(:ur/f v. Bendto-ttoy 
lor FREE’mammoth catalog. Addrcw
OXFORD 44,4
344 Wabash Aye., Chicago, HU

ATLANTIS.
The Antediluvian World. 

Illustrated.
BY IGNATIUS DONNELLY.

Z'HE QUESTION OF A ONCE-IN* 
halted hut now submerged part of this globe 
known as A-tlontls, is one of much interest. Tho 

data gathered from ancient and modern Bourcee— 
from claBslcal authors—from traditions, legends and 
mythologies; from the deep sea Investigations of 
modern scientists and antiquarian researches lu tho 
mounds and the ruins of ancient cities found on the 

' American continent—are here arranged in compact! 
literary form, In this very Interesting volume. The 
book possesses especial interest to Spiritualists be« 
cause of Its ullordlug corroborative evidence of the 

1 genuineness and truth of tho statements purporting 
to bo given by spirits of ancient Atlantluns concern« 
ing the fact of an Atlantis and a great people of thq 
name, onco existing on this earth. For sale at this 
office. Price 9 IX». •

YOU SHOULOHAVE 1171
DOEMS FROM THp. IMHER FIFE.
i By Lizzie Doten. New edition. This hundsoma 
volume opens with the wonderful experiences of th a 
author, who is peculiarly gifted as a trance medfun 
»nd public speaker. Her platform labors have for a 
‘ong time been i nceaslng, and the deep religious and 
spiritual tone af her discourses have extended hei 
Influence farbeyond the limit of her voice, through 
the Instrumentality ®f the presA But It Is chiefly foi 
her medlumlstlc power to give utterance to poenu 
noble, exalted and thrilling, pervaded with a spirit 
religious and elevating, that she is most specially 
known. This volume contains the gems of the insplr* 
atioual utterances, given chiefly before ,public audl® 
voces, under direct spirit influence. Several'of them 
are attributed to the spirit of Edgar A. Poe. They 
have all the rhythmic beauty, grandeur and Imagery 
of bls productions In earth-life, but far surpass thesa 
in exaltedness o< conception and purity of purpose. 
Others are by tb, inspiration of Shakespeare, Burnj^ 
A. W. Sprague; emt In many cases the authors nama 
Is not recorded. The Biographical Introduction gives 
a succinct account of the means by which these poems 
are given to the world. The peculiar Influence which 
inch spirit exercised ov^r the medium is stated, and, 
tl<‘unmistakable certainty and slanlficence of thia 
h "<<>r phase of spiritual communion Is beautifully 
! rayed. Cloth, plain, reduced from IL&O to 11.00b, 
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GO, HELPING HANDS.

I

UNWELCOME NEWS.
It Comes From France

And Charges an American Me
dium With Trickery.

Remarkable Manifestations 
New York.

in

i
Ig

To the Editor:—Look here and pon
der. Give this as a matter of news,.apd 
as one of the curiosities of spiritualistic 
literature. The news cabled from Paris 
to the effect that Mrs. M. E. Williams, a 
spiritualistic medium, who occupies a 
position like that of the famous Elsie 
Reynolds of the Pacific Coast, has been 
caught in male attire in the act of im 
personating a disembodied spirit, caused 
a distinct sensation in New York spirit
ualistic circles, says the New York 
Herald.

Mrs. Minnie E. Williams’ trip abroad 
grew out of a convention of Spiritualists 
field in Chicago during the World’s 
Fair; when representatives of a German 
society invited her to visit the chief 
cities of Europe and call back to earth 
the spirit relativefs of persons who were 
willing to shake hands with the disem
bodied in a darkened room, to the ac
companiment of slow music and mysteri
ous voices from a cabinet.

Mrs. Williams, is probably the most 
proininent.llgure in spiritualistic circles 
since the time of Diss Debar. She is 
even said to closely resemble that fa
mous person, and some of her more de
vout audiences even go so far as to say 
that the New York woman is a medium 
through whom that far-famed spook 
priestess frequently manifests herself.

When I visited M1'8- Williams’ house, 
232 West Forty-sixth street, yesterday, a 
colored woman, who answered the bell, 
said that her employer was in Europe, 

, and that she knew nothing about ,the 
expose or about the likelihood of Mrs. 
Williams peturning to New York.

. This house, 232 West Forty-sixth 
street, has been the headquarters of the 
materialization wing of New York Spir
itualists for years. Indeed. Mrs. Will
iams secured a deed of the property 
from a wealthy woman whose husband 
she summoned back from the undis
covered country of the dead., and has 
conjured up no end of spirits within its 
walls for hundreds of persons who were 
willing to pay $1 for the privilege of 
conversing with their departed rela
tives. Hers has been the dominant 
power among the Spiritualists here for 
a surprisingly long period. The men 
and women w)io deal in the occult either 
fear or respect her power, and even so 
stern a person as .Joseph Britton, of the

। Society for the Enforcement of tlie Criin- 
inal Law, who attempted to expose Mrs.

.. Williams on behalf of a Baltimore ed
itor, who gave up $1,000 for the privilege 
of chatting with a spirit wife, failed in 
his endeavors to prove that the medium 
and her confederates masqueraded in 

. the guise of notables, ranging from 
- Henry Ward Beecher to the late Prof.

Kiddle, who writs formerly superintend
ent of schools, and that the woman never 
“materialized” anything more than the 
dollars of her dupes.

Mrs. Williams’ house, in West Forty
’ sixth street, when the drawing-room 
’ blinds are drawn, and the blue light has 
been turned down until the form's of the 
disembodied seem like floating gauze, is 
one of the most remarkable places in 
New York City. Weeping men and 
womei embrace dead wives and hus
bands, there, while the assembled com
pany sings, “We Shall Gather at the 
River,” to drown the noise of material 
bodies, should any chance to be moving. 
That is the common occurrence, but 

. often the dramatic effects are greater.
I was present at a materialistic seance 

. just before Mrs. Williams went to Eu
rope, for instance, when an old gentle
man, whose snow-white hair and terrific 
earnestness made him conspicuous, sang 
“Marguerite1’ for the edification of an 
invisifile audience of spirits, who assured 
him that he could sing, in the face of 
the fact that his voice had left him 
twenty years before, and the effort was 
sufficient to send evdn the most long-suf
fering of spirits hurrying back to the 
place whence Mrs. Williams had sum
moned them. He stood before the cabi
net as he sang, separated from the 
medium by heavy curtains, with his 
back to the audience of mortals, and his 
face toward the Spirit-world. And as he 
sang, something white flashed from be
tween the curtains, moving so swiftly 
that the eye followed it with difficulty, 
and approached the singer. It was a 

{¡human form apparently, but the outlines 
changed continually, and were always 
bo indistinct as to make the apparition a 
most puzzling one.

It was a spirit woman. That much 
was evident. The face and the gauze
like drapery shone white against the 
heavy curtains of the darkened room. 
The form seemed to float rather than 
walk. The old man sang on, his head 
thrown back and his face turned toward 
the ceiling. The spirit woman floated 
against him; a spirit arm stole about his 
neck.

Those who saw murmured in wonder 
or reverence, according to their views. 
The old gentleman seemed unconscious 
of the spirit’s presence, and continued to 
sing dolefully to “Marguerite” until he 
■finished the song. Then he gazed fondly 
upon the baffling and shifting face be
fore him, and fondled the spirit arm 
about his neck. He bent forward, as if 
to kiss the spirit lips, and at that mo
ment the apparition vanished. There 
was a gasp of surprise from the assem
bled company, and the old man sat 
down. As he moved to his seat there 
was a flash of white drapery at the front 
of the cabinet,, and a voice whispered, 
“Good-by, good-by,” so faintly that one 
wondered the next moment whether he 
had heard with his ears or his imagina
tion.

That is a sample of the incidents 
which have marked Mrs. Williams’ 
seances for years. It is customary for 
such departed personages as Prof. Kid
dle, Henry Ward, Beecher, and others 
who were well known in life, to appear 
upon every occasion, despite the fact 
that frequently no one asked that they 
be summoned.

The Prof. Kiddle with whom I had 
the pleasure of shaking hands in Mrs. 
Williams’parlor had evidently just re
moved his hand from a cake of ice. He 
■was somewhat distrustful, too, for he 
could see much more.- clearly in tite 
darkened room ' than any one else, and 
he deftly slipped his clammy hand over 
the mortal digits extended m his direc
tion, and in most instances simply 
patted the hands of his earthly friends,

without giving them a chance to squeeze 
or grasp.

In order to understand the nature of 
these manifestations, some knowledge of 
the house and seance-room is necessary. 
The patrons of Mrs. Williams meet in 
the front parlor, into which they are 
ushered by a blonde young woman, who 
is called “Gertie,” and who is popularly 
supposed to be Mrs. Williams' daughter.

“Gertie” collects the price of ad
mission from each disciple, and is really 
the director of cérémonies, and she it is 
who restrains impetuous mortals from 
embracing frail shades, without regard 
to the comfort and architecture of the 
embraced. She lowers the light, too, 
and sees to it that no one approaches the 
cabinet when the disembodied are 
“taking the form.”
' Gertrude’s chief duty, however, is that 
of answering the bell, and making sure 
that no one,is admitted unless he or she 
may be depended upon to accept the 
manifestations as genuine, or at least to 
refrain from any act which might mar 
the harmony of the strange meeting be
tween the living and the dead.

When the crowd of patrons has as
sembled, Mrs. Williams herself, stout, 
keen and voluble, enters the room, 
shakes hands with those whom she knows 
best, and ushers every one Into the rear 
room, which is separated from the front 
parlor by folding doors, There are usu
ally about forty persons present, most of 
them being women. Before the gas is 
turned out they see a plainly-furnished room, in the rear of which there is a 
heavily-curtained cabinet, as if there 
was a hole in the wall, hidden by cur
tains of ordinary character.

Mrs. Williams throws the curtain 
back, and discloses tlie aperture, to 
which there is apparently no entrance, 
except from the front. She delivers a 
short lecture then, which is surprising 
and uncomfortable or highly gratifying, 
according to the aims of the person), ad
dressed.

It is surprising, for instance, to be 
called by name, when one is certain that 
he has not been followed, and that there 
are no letters in the overcoat he left in 
Miss Gertrude’s care a few minutes be
fore. When Mrs. Williams has called 
many of her. patrons by name, and has 
told some of (,hem that spirit voices have 
enquired anxiously after their welfare, 
she enters the cabinet, the gas is turned 
out, and the materialization begins.

The disciples see very little at first, for 
the only light kept burning is one jet of 
gas, turned low and shaded by blue glass, 
so that the little light that does escape 
is of tho proverbial blue and ghostly 
character. The earnest faces of the be
lievers are barely discernible in the 
gloom. Mrs. Williams tells them she is 
sitting in a chair behind the curtains of 
the cabinet. Daughter Gertrude, who 
sits near the folding doors, has within 
reach of her hand a string or wire, which 
connects with the gas-jet inside the blue 
shade. She controls the light at will. 
Some spirits, it is explained, cannot sus
tain the material form in a strong light. 
Others are bolder, and when they appear 
Gertrude, directed by the spirit voices, 
turns up the light.

LITTLE “BRIGHT EYES” ARRIVES.

When Mrs. Williams has disappeared 
in the cabinet and Daughter Gertrude 
has adjusted the light, one of the women 
present plays the organ, and all present 
unite in singing “We Shall Gather at 
the River,” or “Jesus, Lover of My 
Soul.” As the strain dies a whisper is 
heard, a sound like the lisping voice of a 
child, and Gertrude says in explanation: 
“Friends, this is little Bright Eyes, the 
familiar spirit of the medium.”

“Bright Eyes” thereupon greets by 
name some of the company, always in a 
lisping voice, which gives one the idea 
of suppressed power, and in some way 
suggests the well-developed lung power 
of Mrs. Williams. When “Bright Eyes” 
has done, a terrific voice of the mixed- 
ale sort issues from the cabinet, and says 
slowly and in a manner that suggests 
heavy artillery, “Good evening, friends.”

“Mir. Cushman, the cabinet spirit,” 
Miss Gertrude announces, whereupon 
half of the audience ask the disembodied 
Cushman how he finds himself this even
ing and hope he is well. The terrific 
mixed-ale voice replies so slowly and 
ponderously that one imagines a six- 
footer is beliiud the curtains.

Mr. Cushman, were this an athletic 
event, would be called the announcer. 
He is, in reality, the stage manager, and 
is always ready to rebuke what he deems 
impertinent questions, and to suppress 
any signs of disorder in the audience. 
He announces after a time that a spirit 
is about to take the form, but that be
cause this is the first time the said spirit 
has attempted to manifest itself, the 
emanations are troublesome and the task 
necessarily slow. ,

Trembling women then ask the spirit 
manager if certain of their relatives are 
likely to manifest themselves, to which 
he replies, usually, in the terrific mixed- 
ale voice:

“Your friends are practicing; j'our 
friends are practicing. You must not 
think that we are wasting any time. 
Between the appearances your friends 
are practicing and attempting to take 
the form. There is a most benign influ
ence with us to-night, and I think we 
may expect remarkable results,”

The audience feels called upon to thank 
Mr. Cushman at this point, to which he 
answers that he is simply doing his duty 
as a cabinet spirit, and announces that 
the beautiful spirit of Annie or Jane or 
Martha is about to assume material form, 
Then comes a flash of white between the 
curtains, and a floating, gauzelike figure, 
indistinct and baffling, emerges.into the 
room and stands within a few feet of the 
persons in the front row. Relatives of 
someone named Annie, Jane, or Mtirtha, 
and who seem to recognize in the baffling 
apparition the resemblance of some loved 
one and dead one, rise in their placés 
and move forward to speak with the 
spirit. Daughter Gertrude sees to it that 
they gb one at a time, and that they do 
not grab the disembodied one.

The spirit talks in a whisper always, 
and usually confines itself to common
place remarks, such as, “I knew you 
would come,” or “Don’t you know me?” 
Often, as some enthusiast is about to fold 
his spirit wife or daughter in his arms, 
the apparition disappears in a twinkling, 
just as if someone had suddenly thrown 
a black cloth over the white garments. 
Black material is invisible in Mrs. 
Williams’ parlor .when only the blue 
light is burning.

MAKES FUN FOR THE CROWD.

Then, perhaps. Prof. Kidde takes the 
fornq parts the curtain, and floats about 
the room, whispering a hoarse greeting 
to his acquaintances, while Mr. Cushman 
and little ^‘Bright Eyes” talk at random 
from behind the curtain. “Bright Eyès” 
has a habit of exchanging witticisms with 
the audience,- and of referring to- de-

ceased persons as having gone to “Mr. 
God’s house.” . . ■

She appears after a time and stands 
before the cabinet, a phantom, child
figure, with boundaries that one cannot 
fix and a face that is strangely indistinct, 
and yet is a face after all. While one 
strains his eyes in the gloom she begins 
to disappear. Theform grows more in
distinct, its boundaries more baffling. 
There is only a spot of white on the car
pet at last, and when that disappears, 
too, a childish lisp comes from the cab
inet, ' :

“Was you’fraid I went, through the 
floor?” “Bright Eyes” asks, at which 
there is a murmur of surprise and an 
outpouring of thanks and affection from 
the circle in the darkness.

Mr. Beecher, when I saw him, ap-< 
peared only for a moment. His voice 
was singularly like that of Prof. Kidde, 
and Prof. Kidde’s was singularly like 
that of Cabinet Spirit Cushman. Mr. 
Cushman, it was noticeable,: did not 
speak while any male spirit was out, nor 
did little “Bright Eyes” lisp during the 
appearance of any female spirit.- She 
talked frequently, however, and her lisp 
always suggested the hurried whispers 
of the whole array of spirit wives, babies, 
daughters, and sweethearts,

Many persons whose friends assumed 
muterial fqrm during, the' seances at 
which ,1 have been present were excited 
almost to the pitch, of frenzy, and many 
of them wept stormily during their in
terview's with the floating figures before 
the curtains.

The spirits, too, were frequently much 
wrought upon, and one or two were so 
overcome that they disappeared as rap
idly as if they had suddenly flown through 
the ceiling. Nearly all of them seemed 
to enjoy the spirit life, and Cabinet 
Spirit Cushman frequently commented 
upon the general happiness in the other 
world, and the. absorbing interest the 
spirits had in the affairs pf their rela- 
rives on earth.

The late Mr. Cushman is epigrammatic 
when he talks of things, and it is not at 
all beneath his dignity to crack a joke 
with mortals, the enjoyment of which he 
voices with a chuckle of terrific depths 
and power. When the seance has lasted 
for an hour or more Mr. Cushman says:

“Friends, the power is waning; the 
power is waning. The emanations grow 
indistinct, and I think we can do no more 
at present.” ,

Tlie organ rolls then, the circle unites 
in a mournful hymn, Daughter Gertrude 
turns on the light, Mrs. Williams comes 
out of the cabinet, and the seance is 
over.
SPECIAL CABLEGRAM TO THE GLOBE

DEMOCRAT.

Paris, November 7.—The sensation of 
the hour is the exposure, as an impostor, 
of the American Spiritualist medium, 
Mrs. Mary Williams. She arranged to 
hold seances in St. Petersburg, Berlin 
and The Hague, and proposed to come 
to Paris first. M. Leymarie, who is much 
interested in Spiritualism, gladly invited 
her to come, having read of her achieve
ments in Florence Marrayat’s book. Mrs. 
Williams,arrived by the steamship Bour- 
goyne, October 21st. accompanied by her 
manager, Mr. MacDonald. She stopped 
at the boarding-house of Mme. Raulot, 
on Rue Hamelin. The Duchess of Pom- 
pard, a leader of fashion and a Spiritual
ist, lives in a magnificent palace, where 
seances are held. She invited Mrs. 
Williams to hold seanpes there. At the 
first of these the Duke of Pompard sus
pected imposition. At the second seance 
his suspicions were confirmed. Conse
quently the Duchess refused to receive 
Mrs. Williams again, pleading illness.

Mrs. Williams then arranged a seance 
at the house of Mme. Raulot, whose sister 
is a medium. But the methods of Mrs. 
Williams excited the suspicions of Mme. 
Raulot also. Finally a trap was laid. 
While Mrs. Williams was materializing 
spirits a tall Swede pinioned MacDonald, 
young Leymarie seized the spirit, which 
proved to be a doll, and another person 
lighted the candles. Mrs. Williams was 
discovered to be in man’s attire. She 
tried to escape, but was caught and com
pelled to return the money she had taken 
from those present. Then she was 
threatened with arrest. So she quickly 
packed her trunks and left for England. 
In London she wrote a letter to Light, 
the organ of Spiritualists, claiming that 
she had been made the victim of a hor
rible plot. A correspondent called to
day on M. Leymarie. The wigs, masks, 
strings, wires and dolls used by Mrs. 
Williams were exhibited.

Mrs. Williams is an excellent ventrilo
quist and very supple. The working doll 
consists of a mask with muslin drapery, 
to which was attached a wire. When a 
spirit materialized in the form of this 
doll it would call MacDonald to come and 
shake hands, which MacDonald would 
do, seizing the wire, which he would 
then pull. As Mrs. Williams held the 
other end, the doll could be made to float 
about the room. When the exposure was 
made it was discovered that she had 
taken off her stays and all her other fem
inine apparel.

We give the above as a matter of news. 
It illustrates the fa6t that Mrs. Williams 
has remarkable mediumistic powers, and 
the Spiritualists of this country cannot 
understand why there should be any ne
cessity for her to resort to trickery. She 
held seances in New York City for many 
years with remarkable success, and was 
highly esteemed. '

Sunday Meetings in Chicago.
First Society of Spiritualists of Chi

cago, Hooley’s Theatre. 11 a. m. • f
Illinois State Association, Bricklayers 

Hall, 93 Peoria street. 2:30 and 7:30 p. m
North Side Society, Schlotthauer’s 

Hall, Sigel and Sedgwick streets. 2:30 
and 7:45 P.M.

The Progressive Society, 3120 Forest, 
avenue., Children’s Lyceum, 1:30p M. 
Services at 3:00 and 7:30 P. M.

First Society of Spiritual Unity, Custer 
Post Hall, 85 South Sangamon street. 
Services at 10:30 A. M., 2:30 and 7:30 
p. M. Children’s Lyceum at 1:30 p. m.

The Spiritual Research Society, 
Lodge Hall, No. 11 N. Ada street 2:30 
and 7:30 P.M.

The First Spiritual Society .of the 
South Side, Auditorium Hall, 77 Thirty- 
first street. 2:30 and 7:30 p. M. ~

Spiritual Union, Nathan Hall, 1565 
Milwaukee avenue. 7:30 P.M. - •

National Society of Spiritualists; 681 
W. Lake street. . Wednesday evenings 
7:45 o’clock, . i.'; - . . <

The German-English Society of Har
monious Philosophies meet at 151 E. 
Randolph street, kt 7:30 P. M. -

POEM BY HEZEKIAH BUTTERWORTH.
THE LATE SECRETARY.

The Father.
He sat by his cottage fire and dreamed— 

The poor man, feeble and old;
The silver locks o’er his shoulders 

streamed; , '
Fourscore years ago they were gold, 

Poor man,
Fourscore years ago they were gold. ’

He thought of his wife in the church
yard lone, ;.

He thought of his children three; > ;
They, too, were gone with the years,

He Is Criticised by Inquirer

And Some Leading Questions Are 
: . Asked. ■• • 1 ■ . I

save one, , 
And far away was she, 

Poor man;
And far away was she.

He heard the wipds of the sandy dunes , 
Pipe wearily by the sea, “ I ;

He heard the moans and the hpUpw. tpnes
Of the waves of the Zuyder Zee,.' ' : 

Poor man; '
And all atone iyas he. , .

But he smiled, and the fire on his calm 
face shone; - > > .

Aad he said, “ ’Tis,Christmas Day, :; ■ 
And 'though I am poor, forgotten, and. 

lone,. '
She is happy, far away, . '

Sweet girl, . •
She is happy, far away.

“The household lights 'burn bright and 
clear I ;

In the city over the sea, ■ " "
But the night is dark by Haarlem Meer, 

And cold by the Zuyder Zee, 
Ah me,

’Tis cold by the Zuyder Zee.
“She sits, perchance, by the astral's light, 

And hears the city’s bells, •'
Or sings in the crowded church to-night,.

Where the organ’s anthem swells, 
Sweet gfri,

Where the organ’s anthem swells. '
“Her mother's eyes, her hair of gold, 

I seem again to see;
Does she think to-night of her father old, 

Does she ever think of me,
Dear girl, 

Does she ever think of, me?”
The Daughter.

The northern winds pipe round the
morgue, '

In the city’s suburbs lone, 
And mid the gloom in a desolate room

Lies a fair dead form alond, 
Poor girl,

In the silent morgue, alone.
“She was a shop-girl,” said the guard, 

As he closed the iron door,
“She lived alone, and her lot was hard, 

And we know nothing more,
Poor girl, 

Such'things have been before.
“They found her sick in the windy street, 

They heard her sob and moan;
But she only said, as her spirit fled,' 

‘My father is all alone, 
Poor man, 

My father is all alone!’
“God pity the old map, all alone,

God pity the fair young form, 
That will add'a grave to the graves 

known
To-day in the pitiless storm.” 

Poor girl,

un

To-day In the pitiless storm.
May the Advent bells that ring over the 

snow
Bring comfort to such as these. 

Alas for the sorrow no man knows, 
For the sadne&B no man sees!

Alas and alas, 
For the sadness no man sees.

The household fires burn bright and clear 
In life’s cities over the sea;

But the nights are dark by Haarlem 
Meer, 

And cold by the Zuyder Zee,
Ah me, 

Wherever the helpless be.
Oh ye whose household fires are bright, 

Oh ye whose hearts are warm,
For such as she the home fires light 

In windows that face the storm.
Oh, helping hands,
Go, helping hands, 

He gives his best who gives a home 
To food less hearts and feet that roam, 

Go, helping hands.

To the Editor:—Inasmuch as the 
National Spiritualist Association has ad
journed its second annual session in this 
city, and while in my humble opinion 
much has been accomplished to the pres
ent time, I take the liberty of criticising 
Some of the actions of that body in its 
ac'fs of omission and commission, with a 
view of obtaining the opinions of the 
sensitive and true advocates of Spirit
ualism. .

Having had occasion to visit the late 
office of the Association, and consulting 
Secretary Dimmiek,! found an extraordi
nary amount of ’ important Spiritualist 
communications transmitted from various 
foreign countries relative to the condi
tion of Spiritualism, mediumship, phe- 

’nbniena, etc., and I had naturally ex- 
peoted, as had others, to hear of the 
status of Spiritualism in other parts of 
the world: but, to my surprise, no men
tion was made during the convention of 
this most important matter. I had been 
informed that the secretary had been de
voting much time during the past six 
months to the collection of statistical 
matter as well as to receive suggestions 
from prominent Spiritualists in Europe, 
Asia and Africa, and the reports from 
those countries were very interesting.

In my opinion the Spiritualists of this 
country should know what is going on in 
other parts of the world as far as can be 
obtained. I think it was a great over1 
sight on the part of Secretary Dimmiek 
not to have presented this most import
ant addition to the knowledge of Spirit
ualists. ’

I understand that there are many 
foreign journals published in the inter
est of Spiritualism, and that letters of 
invitation had been published in these 
to a large extent from Secretary Dim- 
mick, inviting information from these 
sources to the Association, respecting 
matters of interest in other parts of the 
world, I should like to know the reasons 
why this important matter did not re
ceive the consideration of the assembly 
of delegates that convened in this city at 
the time.

It is remarkable also that the dele
gates saw fit to give to the outgoing sec
retary a unanimous and rising vote of 
thanks for his services during the past 
year, while I censure him for neglecting 
to give the convention information rela
tive to the facts as regards Spiritualism 
in all its branches in Europe, India and 
other foreign countries.

I hope the secretary will hereafter, in 
order to strengthen tne cause, make not 
only the delegates, but also all interested 
persons, officially acquainted with the 
condition of Spiritualism in other parts 
of the world as well as in this country. 
It looks to me that the indifference 
which has been shown by the late con
vention in this respect will not be apt to 
induce foreign correspondents in future 
to keep up their relations with us on ac
count of having failed to show any ap
preciation of the effort they made to 
place before the Spiritualists of this 
country such information as they have 
been able to give concerning that which 
they supposed would interest us.

Where does the fault lie? Some Spir
itualists would like to know.

Washington, D. C. Inquirer.

THE BEST FISH STORY.

Works of Carlyle Petersilea.

THE DISCOVERED COUNTRY.
“No mere quotations or transcript 

could do justice, to the beauty, comforts 
ing descriptions and pictorial delinea
tions of this wonflerful work.”—Emma 
Hardinge Britten in the Unseen Uni
verse.

12mo. cloth, pp. 460. Price, $1.00, 
■OCEANIDES.

“The chief theme of ‘Oceanides’ is the 
stern law of natural ‘affinity’ existing be
tween the male and female individual
ities of the human family, and the mis
takes and consequent unhappiness which 
result on earth from such mistakes.”— 
Emma Hardinge Britten in the Unseen 
Universe.

12mo. paper, pp. 418. Price, 50 cents.
PHILIP CARLISLIE; a ROMANCE.

“The-varied experiences of Philip are 
graphically described in the volume. 
The fact of spirit return and communica
tion had been conveyed to him by the 
old hermit (a sensitive) in early life, and 
the child, who was also mediumistic, had 
been gradually developed until he 
proved a Useful instrument for the Spir
it-world. The Story is not only enter
taining,but it contains much that is val
uable and instructive, and constitutes a 
book that should be read by all Spirit
ualists.”—Banner of Light.

12mo. cloth, pp. 460. Price, $1.25.
’ MARY ANNE CAREW:

WIFE, MOTHER, BTIBIT, ASOEL.

“The book will be a valuable addition 
to the library of every Spiritualist in the 
land, as well as a powerful missionary 
work if placed in the hands of those who 
are inquirers as to the spiritual philos? 
ophy and its revelations.

“Especially in describing the state of 
angelhood as exemplified by the living, 
breathing characters Prof. Petersilea 
introduces to his readers, he gives ex
pression to some. of the most beautiful 
and lofty sentiments, and one is inspired 
with the sublimity and grandeur of life 
beyond to the progressive soul, besides 
which earth—with its little span of toil 
and trial and suffering—and death (with 
itstheologically cultivated vagüe terrors) 
sink into insignificance.”—Banner of 
Light. . ■■ ■ • ••

12mo. cloth, pp. 446. Price, $1.25. ■
Headquarters for the sale of-the above 

works: Carlyle Petersilea’s Music School. 
Y. M. C. A. Building, 209 South Broad1 
way, Los Angeles, Cal. ■ .

In Corinth, A. D. 201, twentV'figs-were
Bold for 2 cents. ■ . ' ,

Jonah and the Whale Outdone.
A correspondent of the Freethinkers' Magazine writes to it from Southern Cal

ifornia that a new species of whale has 
been discovered in the Pacific, off Coro
nado Beach. It is said to be nearly a 
hundred feet long and well proportioned. 
A ministerial expedition has been sent 
out to determine the merits of the Jonah 
and whale story, as some say that it 
could not swallow a man. This pious 
committee has established the truth of 
the story beyond a peradventure, as 
everybody might know they would, for 
“it is so written.”

It seems to be true that the gullet of 
the whale in ordinary use is not large 
enough to admit an unmasticated man. 
But there is located on each side what 
are known as preachorial glands. A 
pressure on these opens the throat after 
the manner of sliding doors, readily ad
mitting one or more preachers, standing 
erect, even with their plug hats on. 
More than two seldom enter at a time. 
The capacious interior is illuminated 
with whale oil chandeliers, gotten up 
without regard to expense. Hammocks 
are strung longitudinally, attached to 
the spinal cord or to the adjacent ribs. 
In these, preachers cafi repose at will. 
Air and food are swallowed by the ac
commodating animal in quantities ample 
for itself and guests. Suspended in 
these hammocks, the occupants, when 
desiring food, reach down to the gastric 
department of the stomach proper, be
neath, and select from the large supply 
sucli dainty portions as their appetites 
crave. Being already peptonized, these 
are most agreeable to the digestion, and 
extremely fattening to preachers on va
cation.

When they want to leave they touch a 
certain funny bone and press tlie preach
orial gland and the whale lands them on terra firnia without even getting their 
feet wet. "

But as usual with ecclesiastical com
mittees of different denominations, a 
serious difficulty has arisen. The Bap
tists insist that Jonah was immersed in 
the sea before he passed into the whale, 
and had this not Ijeen the case, he would 
have been digested and passed out in the 
ordinary way and been seen no more 
forever. The Presbyterians deny this, 
and claim that he was merely spattered 
a little as he passed in, and this accounts 
for his salvation. ,
. So, the old controversy between immer
sion and sprinkling is revived, and the 
committee waxes hot over it. The 
whales, retaining the secret in their in
ner consciousness, enjoy the dispute, 
while disinterested parties incline to the 
spatteracious theory, as there is no 
record that Jonah complained of being 
strangled as he went in, or that he had 
to dry his clothes before the stove after 
he got out. R. N.

In 1361 apples in Germany were worth 
$1 a thousand. -

A hunting horn cost in Spain in 1527 a 
little over 75 cents. . ; • *

Mary; Queen of Soots, once’paid 82,000 
foradress. . ? •. ■ , :

;In India a native mBy'bdard comfort
ably for 6 cents a. day1;

GENERAL SURVEY.
[CONTINUED FROM PAGE 5.] .

Moses and Mattie Hull will be home 
on Thanksgiving, and they propose to 
celebrate the occasion by getting up a 
royal Thanksgiving dinner at their own 
home for a dozen or fifteen of the poor
est children that can be found In their 
ward of the city. Besides the dinner, 
they and their son, George, will give the 
little fellows a musical entertainment to 
last from 7 to 8 o’clock in the , evening. 
Then they will see the little folks safely 
to their homes.

The First Society of Spiritual Unity, 
that holds its meetings every Sunday 
morning, afternoon and evening in Cus
ter Post Hall, 85 S. Sangamon street, 
has inaugurated a Midweek Conference 
every Thursday evening, in Lodge Hall, 
11 N. Ada street, with a free platform 
based upon the principles of truth, har
mony and justice. The exercises will 
consist of music, singing, addresses, an
swering of questions from the audience, 
psycho-readings, tests, spirit messages 
and other spirit manifestations. A ira- 
ternal welcome will be extended to all 
true mediums who may assist at these 
meetings, and to all liberals, investiga
tors and Spiritualists who may attend 
them.

Moses Hull speaks in Indianapolis, 
Ind., the Sundays of December. If de
sired, he will speak in adjacent towns on 
week-day evenings.

Mrs. Mary A. Jeffery, the well known 
trance speaker and test medium, will 
conduct services at Lodge Hall, 11 N. 
Ada st., for the “Chicago Fraternal En
deavor Society,” at 2:45 and 7:30 p. iu. 
each Sunday during the month of De
cember. Lectures upon subjects given 
by the audience, followed by trance tests, 
clairvoyant readings, etc. Spiritual 
conference and mediums’meetings will 
be held at the close of the afternoon lec
ture .

Next Sunday morning Mrs. Richmond 
will speak at Hooley's Theater on the 
following subject: “Why Do We Need 
Successive Embodiments?”

Mrs. E. T. Sheehy writes from South 
Chicago: “There was a Spiritual Society 
organized here in Tinsley’s Hall, South 
Chicago. The following are the officers 
duly elected: President, Mr. Joseph 
Barre.abee; vice-president. Chas. Fisher; 
secretary. Mrs. Emma F. Sheehy; treas
urer, Mrs. Benson; cashier at door, Chas. 
Pisher; trustees, Mr. Ramenstein, Mr. 
Jones, Mrs. George Edwards, Mrs. Bes
sie, Mr. LaFon. There will be a meet
ing held every Sunday afternoon at 2 
o’clock. Mr. Hughes will address us on 
next Sunday. Mrs. Hughes was with us 
last Sunday and gave us a good lecture 
and manv fine tests.”

Thomas Lees writes from Cleveland, 
Ohio: “Owing to the popularity in 
Cleveland, of Miss Maggie Gaule, of 
Baltimore, the platform test medium, 
and Rev. Moses Hull, the Biblical ex
pounder of Spiritualism, special ar
rangements have been made for two 
seances for the people before Mr. Hull 
leaves the city, where he has been 
preaching Sundays for the past two 
months. The first seance is to be held at 
Army and Navy Hall, Saturday evening. 
November 24, and the second one at 
Weisgerber’s Hall, Sunday evening, 
November 25.

E. A. Doty writes from Lockport, N. 
Y.: “E. W. Sprague, of Jamestown, N. 
Y., has been with us for the past two 
Sundays. He may be certain of a hearty 
welcome whenever he comes to Lock
port. His improvizations and lectures 
were fully up to the standard, and his 
many accurate tests by Spirit E. V. Wil
son were convincing and highly satis
factory. Mrs. Myra Paine, of Lily Dale, 
served our society through the month of 
October, and made many friends while 
here. She is an honest, earnest worker 
and is worthy of the confidence of the 
friends of progress.”

The Pensacola Camp Postponed.
Jo the Editor:—The Florida rump 

has been postponed, owing to the short 
time we have had to erect the necessary 
buildings. We now expect to commence 
building about April 1st, and in the 
meantime I shall be busy selling stock, 
so as to have the money in the treasury 
by April 1st. I shall make Chicago my 
headquarters, and all mail relative tp 
the subscription of stock can be ad
dressed to No. 6 Rookery Building, as 
before. I think the postponement is for 
the best, as we can now get all build
ings ready and everything in good shape 
and make our people feel satisfied as to 
quarters and accommodations.

O. J. Johnson.

A PROPOSITION.

And a Very Important One,

To the Editor:—Will you permit me 
through your valuable columns to say 
something' in regard to Spiritualists and 
the railroads. There seems to be a tend
ency to deny the mediums the same 
privileges that are granted to the minis
ters of the Christian churches, and even 
the heathens coming from heathen lands 
and calling themselves “priests.” I now 
have this matter before the chairman of 
the Western Passenger Association of 
railroads. It seems almost impossible 
for the Spiritualists to secure any re
duced rates at all. The General Pas
senger Agents politely inform me that 
there is nothing in the Western Passen
ger Association that provides for the 
granting of clergy permits to Spiritual
ists. In my undertaking to stop this dis
crimination in favor of the churches nud 
against the Spiritualists it is necessary 
I should make one trip to Chicago, and 
not feeling able financially, 1 am com
pelled to call upon all who arc interested 
in this matter to give me financial aid. 
My long experience in the passenger 
department of the railroads will enable 
me to push the work to a speedy settle
ment—these matters of discrimination 
on the part of the railroad. I trust that 
many will respond. Those that will tes
tify to my ability to cope with the rail
roads, are G. W. Kates and wife. Geo. 
F. Perkins and wife, F. Corden White, 
Dr. Temple, Prof. J. S. Loveland, Ed
gar W. Emerson and others. Please 
send- money1 by registered letter, post
office order, etc: Dr. P. S. George.

Lincoln, Nebraska.

We are personally acquainted with the 
writer.of the above, and if any one can
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How to Investigate Spiritualism', 
or, Rules for the Spirit Circle. '

The Spirit Circle Is the assembling together of Q 
number of persons seeking communion with the spiritj 
who have passed from earth to the world of souls. Thft 
chief advantage of such an assembly Is the mutual iu> 
partatlun and reception of the combined niagnetlBuu1 
of the assemblage, which form a force stronger thag 
that of an. Isolated subject—enabling spirits to com
mune with greater power and developing the Intent 
gifts of mediumship. ■ .’

The first conditions to be observed relate to the per» 
sons who compose the circle. These should be, as fap 
as possible, of opposite temperaments, us positive andi 
negative; of mural characters, pure minds, and not 
marked by repulsive points of either physical or men* 
tai condition. No person suffering from disease, or of 
debilitated physique, should be present at any circle, 
unless it h formed expressly for healing purposes. X 
would recommend the number of the circle never co be 
less than three, or moro than twelve. The best num
ber Is eight. No person of a strong positive tempera
ment should be present, as any such magnetic spheres 
emanating from the circle will overpower that of the 
spirits, who must always be positive iu the circle In 
order to produce phenomena.

Never let the apartment be overheated, the root® 
ihould be well ventilated. Avoid strong light, which, 
by producing motion In the Atmosphere, disturbs tht 
manifestations. A subdued light is the most favora
ble for spiritual magnetism.

I recommend the seance to bo opened either with 
prayer or a song gung iu chorus, after which subdued« 
harmonizing couversatlou is better than wearisome sb 
lenee; but let the conversation be directed towards th* 
purpose of the gathering, and never sink into discus* 
slon or rise to emphasis. Always have a pencil an< 
paper on the table, avoid entering or quitting the room, 
irrelevant conversation, or dlsturbauces within or 
without the circle after the seance has commenced.

Do not admit unpunctual comers, nor suffer the air 
of cho room to be disturbed after the sitting commen
ces. Nothing but necessity, indisposition, or impres* 
sions. should warrant the disturbance of the sitting, 
which should never exceed two hours, unless an 
extension of time be solicited by the Spirits.

Let the seance always extend to oue hour, even if no 
results are obtained; It sometimes requires that time 
for spirits to form tlieir battery. Let It be also remem
bered that circles are experimental, hence uo one 
should be discouraged, if phenomena are not produced 
at the first few sittings. Stay with the same circle for 
six sittings; if no phenomena are then produced you 
may be sure you are not assimilated to each other; In 
that case, let the members meet with other persons 
uutll you succeed.

A well-developed test medium may sit without in
jury for any person, but a circle sitting for mutual de
velopment should never admit persons addicted to bad 
habits, strongly positive or dogmatical. A candid in- 
quirlug spirit is the only proper frame of mind in 
which to sit for phenomena, the delicate magnetism of 
which is made or marred as much of mental as physi
cal coudUious.

Imprcssious are the voices of spirits or the monitions 
of the spirit within us, and should always be followed 
out, unless suggestive of wrong in act or word. At the 
openlug of the circle, one or more are often Impressed 
to change seats with others. One or more are Impressed 
to withdraw, or 8 feeling of reptilsiou makes it painful 
to remain. Let these impressions be faithfully regard
ed, uud pledge each other that no oiTence shall'be taken 
by following Impressions.

If a strong impression to write, speak, sing, dance, 
or gesticulate possess any mlud present, follow it out 
faithfully.' it has a meaulug.if you cannot at first rea
lize it. Never feel hurt in your own person, nor. ridi
cule your neighbor for any failures to express or dia
cover lire meaning of the spirit impressing you. .■

Spirit control is often deficient, and at first imper
fect. By often yielding to it. your organism becomes 
more flexible, and the spirit more experienced; and 
practice lu control is necemry for spirits as well as 
mortals. If dark and evil disposed spirits manifest to 
you, never drl\e them away, but always strive tp ele
vate them, and treat them as you would mortals, un
der almllur circumstances. Do not always attribute 
falsehoods to “lying spirits." or deceiving medium«. 
Many mistakes occur in the communion of which you 
cannot always be aware. .

Unless charged by spirits to do otherwise do not con
tinue to hold sittings with the same parties for more 
than a twelvemonth. After that time, if not before, 
fresh elements of magnetism are esseutial. Some of 
tbo original circle should withdraw, and others take 
tbi’ir places.

Never seek the spirit circle In n trivial or deceptive 
, spirit. Then, aud then only, have you cause to fear It. 

- Never permit Huy one to sit in circles who suffer 
from it iu health or mind. Magnetism in the 
case of such persons Is a drug, which operates perni
ciously, and abould bo carefully avoided.

Every seventh person can be a medium of some kind, 
aud become developed through the judicious opera- 
Hous of the spirit circle. When once mediums are 
fully developed, the circle sometimes becomes Injuri
ous to thorn. When they feel this to be the case, let 
noue be offended If they withdraw, and only use their 
gifts In other times and places.

All persons are subject to spirit influence and guid
ance, but only one In seven eau bo externalize thia 
power as to become what Is called n medium; and let 
It ever be remembered that trance speakers, do less 
than mediums for any other gift, cau never be influ
enced by spirits far beyond their owu nornml capacity 
in the matter of the intelligence rendered, the mag- 
netlRin of the spirits being but a quickening fire, which 
Inspires the brain, and, like a hot-house process on 
plums, forces Into prominence latent powers of the 
miud. but creates nothing. Evon to the ease of merelj 
automatic speakers, writers, rapping, und other forms 
of teat mediumship, the. intelligence of the spirit li 
mcasurfthly shaped by the capacity and Idlosyncrastei 
of the medium. All spirit power is limited In expres
sion by the organism through which it works, ant! 
spirits may control, inspire, and Influence the human 
mind, but do not change or re-creato 1L—Emma Hab* 
dinoe Britten.

RELIGION OF MAN
AND

ETHICS OF SCIENCE,

The past lias been tbo Age of the Gods and the 
Hglon of Pain; tbe Present 1b the Age of Man and the 
Religion of Joy. Not servile trust in the Goda, bet 
knowledge In the laws of die world, belief In the di* 
vlnKy of man and his eternal progress toward perfec
tion la the foundation of tbe Religion of Mam and 
system of Ei nioe as treated In this work. ,

The following are the titles of tbe chapters:
IMKT FIRST—Religion and Science.

Introduction; Religion; Fetishism: Polytheism; 
Monotheism; PhaIHe Worship; Mau’s Moral Progress 
depends on bls Intellectual Growth; Tbo Great Theo
logical Problem«—the origin of Evil, tho Nature of 
God, the Future Slate; Fall of Man aud tbe Christian 
Sche.nio of Redemption; Muu’fi Position. Fate, Free 
Will. Free Agency, Necessity, Responsibility; Duties 
uud Obligations of Man to God and Himself.
PART SECOND—Tho Ethics ofScience

Tbo Individual; Gonoels and Evolution of Splrlti 
The Law of Moral Govcrnnieut; The Appetites; ColflBh 
Propensities; Love; Wisdom: Couacioneo; Accounta
bility; Change of Heart: What Is Good? What Is 
Wrong? Happiness; Tlie Path of Advance; The Will; 
Is Man Free? Culture and Devdopmeut of tho Will: 
Tbe Charter of Human Rights; Liberty; Dudes and 
Obligations; bin; Punishment—Present and Future; 
Duty of Prayer; Duty to Children; to Parents; to Soci
ety; Dufy Osa Source of Strength: Ohllgnt-tonB to So
ciety; Rights of the Individual; of Government: 
Duty of Self-Cuhun; Marriage..

8'4) Paget>, Finely Bound In MtisUn, Sent postage free 
for «1.50. For sale wholesale and retallat this office

J EAFLETS OF THOUGHT. GATH- 
cred from the Tree of Life. Precentcd to human

ity through the mediumship of B. E. LlUbffcld. Ex
cellent ’ hroii •rhout. Price
/JUTSIDE THE GATES; AND OTH- 
V/ cr tales and sketches. By a band of spirit intel

ligences, through cite uiedluznablp of Mary Theroas 
Shelhamer. An excellent work. Price 11.25. •

TESUS AND THE MEDIUMS. OR 
kJ Christ sod Mediumship. By Moses Hull, A. pam
phlet well worth re«d<ng. Pri.-.j ]<> rruta.
'THE PRIEST. THE WOMAN AND 
J tbo Confessional. By Rer. Chas. Chlniquy.

Frery one should read H. Price >1.00.
T IFE ANT LABOR IN THE SPIRIT

T/7E WS OF OUR HE A VENL Y HOM*. 
V By Andrew JacksonDavis. Highly interesting.

Postage 5 ccutD. Price 75 cents.
TTROM SOUL TO SOUL. BY EMMA 

JU Rood Tuttle. A beautiful book of poems 0/rar* 
^^HE RELIGION OF SPIRITUALISM.

J. Ite Phenomena and Philosophy. By Rev. Samuel 
Watson. This work was written by a modem Savior, 
a mud and noble num. Prlc* ftl.iri.
TTIFTY YEARS m THE CHURCH OF 

Z Rome. By Rev. Chae. Ciiinlqur. ex priest. A 
remarkable book. PaceaXH. 1’r' «
'T'HE QUESTION SETTLED. A 
J. Careful Comparison of Biblical and Modern Spir

itualism. By Monea Hull. An Invaluable work. Frtc*
•»i-oa .

STUDIES IN THEOSOPHY; HIS- 
O torlcal and practical. A manual for the people. 
By W. 4. Colville. Valuable to those investigating 
Sheuboplty. Price $1.50.
TTOWT0 MESMERIZE. BY PROF. 

X~1 ,1.W, Cadwell, one of the most successful Tflei 
incrists In America. Aacfcotand modern miracles ex* 
plained by mesmerism. An invaluable work. Price, 
purer. «»rents.
DE SEARCHES IN ORIENTAL HIS- 
/l tory, embracing the origin Of the Jews, the 
and Development of Zoroastrianism and the Aj&lt*** 
tionof Christianity; to which Is added; WbcnceQ» 
Aryan Ancestors? By G. W. Bnnvn.M.D. One 
the mo” valuable works ever put- Ah»-d 45**«
'THE CONTRAST. EVANGELICAL- 
1 . tern and Spiritualism Compared. By Moses Holl 

a tfó/iLof rare merit- prlco <1.00.
"THE MYTH OF THE GREAT DEi- 
JL utfe. Something you should have to tefBTto. B, 

James M. McCann. Price 15 cents.fl/HITE MAGIC TAUGHT IN 
VV “ Three Sevens." n book of 211 pages. It Is re

al))'o very Interesting and suggestive work. Price 
’/ \EA TH A. </D AFTER LIFE. B Y AN- 

■ U drew Jackson Davis, pomething roe should
- . , ' , . . lead- Price 75 cent*. - • t

do anything to remove this disonmina-! DOMANISM AND THE REPUBLIC. 
rion.hb !ian. We believe lie-will succeed. Zv. ByRev. Isaac J. Lntulng, M. A Every patM 
in accomplishing what he undertakes, if d Y M t
the few..dollars required, by him is fur- Sherman and wra.F. Lyon. Atooicrepiete’wui
nished.—Editor. . . («pirituaicupia. rr|ce»L,to
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This Department is under the manage
ment of the distinguished author, 
speaker and medium,

Hudson Tuttle.
J. E. M. W., Montreal, Canada: Q. 

By the laws of psychic affinity, how can 
the attraction, often seen between the 
opposite ¿exes, where one party is in 
every way unworthy or unreciprocal, 
be accounted for?

A. The instance of a lady, broken 
hearted, for a man who does not return 
her affection, or of a man ready to sui 
cide because his attentions are refused, 
illustrate a false education. Pure spir
itual attraction (affinity) is excited only 
between those of similar character, who 
respond to the attraction. There is 
nothing spiritual in the love that is lav
ished on an irresponsive object. These 
fierce fires are the flames of passion, 
however toned by the mentality which 
more or less exerts its Influence, and 
how shall this be dlBtingqlBhed from true 
affinity? ..

All are sensitive to a greater or less 
degree, and It becomes imperative for 
those who would be themselves, and not 
fall under the dominant will of others, to 
understand the conditions and laws of 
this endowment, They can then know 
whether another is seeking to Influence 
them, and to what degree they are un- 
jler control. If they feet it stealing 
upon them, they can go away from it, 
and not wait until they fall a victim. 
The positive state of resistance, alone, is 
destructive to s.uoh influence.

In the copjugal relation, of all others, 
it is imperative that hypnotic influence 
be not mistaken .for adaptability. We 
read of instances where a delicate girl, 
reared in refinement, and luxury, elopes 
with a degraded negro, or of a rough 
tramp inveigling .a young lady from her 
home. These.are extreme cases, but In 
lesser degree are observable everyday, 
and in every walk of life. The fame of 
the marriage of the frog and the mouse 
¡s constantly illustrated by men and 

' weirpen who, shrewd and thoughtful In 
all other directions, here act as blindly 
as the moth flying into the flame of the 
lamp. A love—or inclination—which 
mmrishes only in the presence of its ob
ject, which wanes in its absence, is not 
genuine, but hypnotic, and the sooner 
this is learned the better for both par
ties, especially for the dominated, or the 
victim.

Those who exert such hypnotic, or 
‘ mesmeric, influence, may not understand 

the secret of their power, nor is It es- 
B'eiitial that they should. The libertine 
and coquette alike exemplify the dark 
■¿Ide of nypnotfsm.
• In the hypnotic state the mind of the 
subject is controlled by a dominant idea, 
Wten a man becomes wholly absorbed 

-fa one individual, knowing that his feel
ings are not returned, and continues to 
brood over his disappointment, endowing 
the object with all lovable and angelic 
qualities, he is self-hypnotized.

When a man who nas been noted for 
his exemplary life becomes.. attracted to 
a worijair'iffho repreSB&tB tlie vampire in 
humanity, and leaves ’wife; children and 
/home for ner, he Is the victim of hypno
tism. Yet this only in a degree can be 
plead in extenuation, for he has furnished 
the necessary conditions for its influence 
in abnormal passion, false education, or 
ignorance of the true demands of his own 
nature. .

The remedy is knowledge of the laws 
of psychic control, strength of will, and 
completeness of character.

Here comes the pertinent inquiry*. 
“How, of the thousand influences, incli
nations, and desires, are the right to be 
distinguished?" It is the law of spiritual 
ethics, that the highest motives be given 
the first place; the motives that lead to 
the greatest good to all; that tend to 
ward justice and the trtie happiness of 
others that leave no path of Borrow and 
shame.

you positively certain you have'seen and 
conversed with spirits of persons once 
inhabiting physical bodies? I canun- 
'derstand how spirits may contradict 
each other, but see no good reason why 
they should flatly contradict each other 
on points like these: /

Is thè moon inhabited?
Is the earth a hollow globe?
Is the interior of the earth Uquid fire? 
Was there such a character as Jesus? 
Did wehuve a conscious existence be

fore we came on this plane? '
Are matter and material things invisi

ble to spirits, as, spiritual things to mor 
tala?

Are there adepts and Mahatmas?
After all, Spiritualists do not seem to 

be better than Christians, Infidels or 
Jews, and I ask: What good is it doing?

A. These thoughts are questions 
from an able writer, who has led as. 
a statesman and as a former of public 
opinion, and as such deserve more than 
passing notice. They also voice the 
thoughts of a great many investigators, 
who have founa stumbling-blocks by the 
way. '

Here is the vital issue: Is the exist
ence'of the spirit after death demon
strated by the phenomena? If so, all 
contradictions, frauds, falsehoods, count 
for nothing in evidence against it. They 
must be referred to our misunderstand
ing, ignorance, or as growing necessa
rily out of the facts.

If it is of any value to this correspond
ent to know what I believe or know, I 
will answer, that if I did not know and 
momentarily feel the presence of spirit 
writers; if I doubted for one moment 
their identity, I should not allow myself 
to write another Une under the influence 
I have thus mistaken. At rare intervals 
I have seen them; their presence when 
I write is more strongly felt than that of 
a person by my side, yet I have not al
ways received perfect messages, or the 
truth, I have received according io the 
knowledge and character of the commu
nicating spirit. At times the messages 
have been broadly erroneous, or ffi&e, 
like the character of the spirits who 
gave them. What if they were? Do not 
such prove identity of spirit-character 
as much as the most truthful?

We look over the record of our expe
rience, and are struck with the number 
of times we have been wrongly informed 
or apparently deceived. Well, if we 
kept a record of the advice and informa
tion received from our friends around us, 
what a mass of error and deception it 
would bel and yet these earthly friends 
are probably more capable of advising 
us on the questions we ask than our 
spirit friends.

Go on the' street and ask what the 
weather -will be. One says it will rain; 
another that it will not; one says it will 
be sunshine, and another as positively 
that there will be a terrible wind; all 
are honest, and yet all may be mistaken.

The questions on which this corre
spondent bases his objections maybe 
answered by spirits in tnes ame manner, 
and his criticism has no weight, unless 
he takes for granted that all spirits are 
infallible in knowledge, and this is op
posed to the first proposition of the spir
itual philosophy.

You may ask the astronomer, and he 
will say the moon has no atmosphere 
and cannot be habitable, for he has seen 
by his telescope and knows. Ask the 
same question of a score of people at ran
dom, and the probabilities are they will 
be about equally divided between yes 
and no. With them it is only a matter 
of opinion; and the same is true of all 
these questions which have received 
conflicting answers.

Why should a spirit know that a Je
sus lived on earth? Two thousand years 
are past, and none of our spirit friends, 
nor any one able to communicate with us, 
would have probably been brought 
in contact with him. The earth is a 
mote to the spirit-world, and a man may 
travel far and wide, and many vast king
doms may escape his sight, to say noth
ing of their kings, or individual sub
jects.

That there are adepts and Mahatmas, 
mortals deny and affirm. Why should 
our spirit friends be supposed to have 
interested themselves in the matter so as 
to give us an infallible answer?

The “stum-blingblock” grows out of 
the broad meaning given to the word 
“spirits.” “They tell us.” Who? "The 
Spirits!” That is most indefinite. It 
may mean a sage, a philosopher, a sci
entist, one delighting in deceiving, or 
an ignoramus. It is as though when 
asked who gave you certain informa
tion, you reply, “the people.” .

What good is it doingrlt has brought 
demonstration of continued existence af
ter the death of the physical body, and 
having broken the fetters of supersti
tion which have heled the masses in 
bondage for ages, it has promulgated a 
new philosophy of life, here and hereaf
ter, which substitutes for the old relig
ion of pain (making this life a vale of 
tears) the religion of joy, which makes 
perfect living the best preparation for 
the hereafter.

What good? The return of a beloved 
friend, giving qne word of recognition, 
is of more value than the wealth of the 
world. Our doubts, our fears, our grief* 
are changed to certainty and joy.

Has it wrought no change in the moral 
character of its believers? Then have 
they not made good use ol the means 
thus made available.

A. C., Marysville. Washington: Q. Is 
it proven that spiritual phenomena are 
not the work of evil spirits or the devil?

A. There was a time when this expla
nation—the devil—had relevance, but 
now that the one all-powerful Satan has 
passed into the darkness of ignorance, it 
is almost a waste of’ time to answer this 
ouestion. It is the old method repeated 
in dreary round, and considered ample 
reply to advancement in the realm of 
thought. .

When Luther lit the fires of reforma
tion' and .Catholicism saw the fierce 
flames rise high and lap Its most cher
ished institutions, the priesthood shouted 
—“The Devil! the Devil!”

When England threw off the Catholic 
yoke, and became spiritually free, there 
came the growl from the ruling power— 
“The Devil!”

Now, when a concussion manifesting 
intelligence Is heard, and a table moves 
by invisible power; when individuals 
fall into the unconscious state and have 
the realities of the future revealed to 
them, the clergy mount their pulpits and 
shriek— “The Devil!” Ah, Satan, you 
are much abused. You are the scape- 
foat for the folly and ignorance of man- 

ind.
If evil Spirits can communicate, why 

not the good? Ah, here is an unfortu
nate dilemma. Can a benevolent God let 
loose on mankind an innumerable host 
Of demons, and allow them to delude the 
children of men, and obstruct all avenues 
by which the good and loving ones hold 
communion? Dives' was an evil spirit, 
but could not return, and hence re
quested Lazarus to bear a message to his 
brethren. The Bible thus proves that 
while the evil could not, the good spirits 
could return and communicate.

“The tree is known by its. fruit; the 
good tree cannot bring forth evil fruit, 
nor the evil tree good fruit. Spiritual
ism makes men better. It teaches a sub
lime code of morals. It inculcates vir
tue, goodness and purity. It holds forth 
the most exaltedmotives for right doing. 
It destroys oppressipn. It gives assurance 
of an after life, and the presence of loved 
ones gone before. Can such pure water 
flow from a corrupt fountain?

Good Words from a Prominent 
Worker.

To the Editor:—I am just home from 
Washington, whefe I had a most delight
ful and enjoyable time among the repre
sentative Spiritualists, as well as many 
wealthy and influential citizens who are 
investigating, but only half convinced 
of the truth. It was my privilege to do 
a grand work among these classes. 
Some were so pleased that they gave me 
ten dollars for a single slate-writing 
seance. Slates were filled with writing 
while their hands were on them on the 
top of the table, never losing for a single 
moment their grasp, and messages were 
given with names signed in full, from 
mothers, wives, brothers, and in one in
stance a long message from A. Lincoln, 
and Henry Wilson, Henry Seibert, W. 
W. Corcoran and others. At two or 
three different times flowers were 
brought. A great inducement was of
fered me to remain all winter, but my 
health would not permit, and my work 
here in the west and home was perma
nent. I have been overwhelmed with 
work ever since my return, and have out
side engagements for the rest of this 
month and first two Sundays of next, in 
Dubuque and Muscatine, where I am to 
hold public seances. . ■

- Olive A. Blodgett.

“X,” Santa Paula, Cal.: Q. I haveJ 
Just finished reading “Questions and 
Answers” in The Progressive 
Thinker. I have been a Spiritualist 
for thirty years, but have met with so 
many falsehoods that I hesitate when 
asked if I am a believer—and deny, like 
Peter, but like him, do opt swew- A1"»

COL INGERSOLL
He Surveys the Bible Crit

ically. ‘

And Talks About Christ and God.

In 1604 gunpowder sold for £14 per 
hundredweight.

Two weeks ago we gave the Chicago 
Record’s view of God. and Ingersoll as a 
lawyer; with its conclusion that he did 
not understand Hebrew, had “small 
knowledge of Latin, and less Greek,”, 
therefore was not qualified to under
stand the Old Testament, nor critically 
interpret the New Testament. The ad-' 
dress of Col. Ingersoll was delivered at 
the Auditorium in this city, to an audi
ence of full 4,000, who leaned forward in 
breathless suspense while the speaker 
hurled from the rostrum such burning 
words as are given below.

The editor pf the Wauseon (Ohio) 
Republican has óur thanks for the copy. 
The reader will judge for himself 
whether the Colonel has knowledge of 
the subject he is discussing. ,

If Christ was in fact God, he knew all 
thd future. Before him like a panorama 
moved the history yet to be. He knew 
how his words would be Interpreted. 
He knew what crimes, what horrors, 
what infamies would be committed in 
his name. He knew that the hungry 
flames of persecution would climb 
around the limbs of countless martyrs. 
He knew that thousands and thousands 
of brave men and women would languish 
in dungeons in darkness, filled with 
pain. He knew that his church would 
invent and use instruments of torture; 
that his followers would appeal to whip 
and fagot, to chain and rack. He saw 
the horizon of the future lurid with the 
flames of the auto da fe. He knew what 
creeds would spring, like poisonous 
fungi, from every text. He saw the ig
norant sects waging war against eacn 
other. He saw thousands of men, 
under the orders of priests, building 
prisons for their fellowmen. He saw 
thousands of scaffolds dripping with the 
best and bravest blood. He saw his fol
lowers using the instruments of pain. 
He heard the groans—saw the faces 
white with agony. He heard the 
shrieks and sobs and cries of all the 
moaning, martyred multitudes. He 
knew that commentaries would be writ
ten on his words with swords, to be read 
by the light of fagots. Jie knew that 
the Inquisition would be born of the 
teachings attributed to him.

He saw the interpolations and false
hoods that hypocrisy would write and 
tell. He saw all the wars that would be 
waged, and he knew above these fields 
of death, these rackings, these burnings, 
these executions fora thousand years, 
would float the dripping banner of the 
cross.

hypocrisy would be crowned.
He knew that hypocrisy would be 

robed and crowned—that cruelty and 
credulity would rule the world; knew 
that liberty would perish from the 
earth; knew that popes and kings in his 
name would enslave the souls and 
bodies of men; knew that they would 
persecute and destroy the discoverers, 
thinkers, and inventors; knew that his 
church would extinguish reason’s holy 
light and leave the world without a 
star.

He saw his disciples extinguishing the 
eyes of men, flaying them alive; cutting 
out their tongues, searching for all the 
nerves of pain.

He knew that in his name his follow
ers would trade in human flesh; that 
cradles would be robbed and women’s 
breasts unbabed for gold.

And yet he died with voiceless lips.
Why did he fail to speak? Why did 

he not tell his disciples, and through 
them the world; “You shall not burn, 
Imprison and torture in my name; you 
shall not persecute your fellowmen?” 
Why did he not plainly say; “1 am the 
son of God.” or ‘‘I am God?” Why did 
he not explain the trinity?- Why'did he 
not tell the mode Of baptism that Was 
pleasing to him? Why did he not write 
a creed? Why did he not break the 
chains of slaves? Why did he not say 
that the Old Testament was or was not 
the inspired word of God? Why did he 
not write the New Testament himself? 
Why did he leave his words to ig
norance, hypocrisy and chance? Why 
did he not say something pbsitive, 
definite and satisfactory about another 
world? Why did he not turn the tear- 
stained hope of heaven into the glad 
knowledge of another life? Why did 
he not tell us something of the righto of 
man, of the liberty of hand and braifi?

leaving the world to misery.
Why did he go dumbly to his death, 

leaving the world to misery and to 
doubt?

I will tell you why. He was a MAN, 
AND DID NOT KNOW. •

When Mr. Ingersoll reached the 
words, “He.did not know,’! a great sigh 
went up from the mighty audience. 
There was an instant’s silence, and then 
a qtorm of applauBeJshat rose and'surged 
and echoed from stage to topmost 
gallery. The hand-clapping died away, 

then rose again: this time a great burst 
of cheering accompanied it. Ingersoll 
stood silent, flushed, trembling with 
emotion. He, perhaps, like his hearers, 
knew that he had just achieved one of 
the .great triumphs of a life that has 
been crowded with triumphs. Men who 
have heard him time and again in the 
years past shook their heads gravely 
and said he had never done anything so 
masterful, so superb, and so frill of re
sistless eloquence.

GROWING LESS VITUPERATIVE.

One familiar with the Ingersollian 
methods discovers that there are hint- 
ings of change in them. Ingersoll last 
night was less vituperative, less inclined 
to buffoonery, more dignified and more 
serious than in previous lectures. He 
was not a whit less caustic in his crit
icisms of the Christian religion, nor 
more merciful in his handling of the 
holy scriptures. '

Here are some of the things he said:
Is the Bible any nearer right in its 

ideas of justice, of mercy; of morality, or 
of religion than in its conception of the 
science?

Is it moral?
It upholds slavery; it sanctions polyg

amy.
Could a devil have done worse?
Is it merciful?
In war it raised the black flag; it com

manded the destruction, the massacre 
of all—of the old, infirm and helpless, of 
wives and babes. ‘

Were its laws inspired? , 
Hundreds of offenses were punished 

with death. To pick up sticks Sunday, 
to murder your father Monday, were 
equal crimes. There is in the literature 
of the world no bloodier code. The law of 
revenge—of retaliation—was the law of 
Jehovah. An eye for an eye, a tooth for 
a tooth, a limb for a limb.. ■

This is savagery—notphjlosophy.
It is the enemy of art; “Thou shalt 

make no graven image.” This was the 
death of art.

Palestine never produced a painter 
nor a sculptor.

Is the Bible civilized?
It upholds lying, larceny, robbery, 

murder, the selling of diseased meat to 
strangers, and even the sacrifice of hu
man beings to Jehovah.

Is it philosophical?
It teaches that the sins of a people 

can be transferred to an animal—to a 
goat. It makes maternity an offense, 
for which a sin offering had to be made.

HIS “WHYS AND WHEREFORES.”
Every discrepancy, every contradic

tion of the gospels was brought out, and, 
asked Col. Ingersoll;

Why were the miracles forgotten, or 
was it that they were not believed by 
even the disciples? Of that great trial, 
the story of which has come down 
through the ages, he said;

“Is it not strange that At the trial of 
Christ no one was fouhd to say a word in 
his favor? No man stood forth and said, 
'I was a leper, and this man cured me 
with a touch.’ No woman said: ‘I am 
the widow of Nain, and this is my son, 
whom this man raised from the dead.’

“If Christ had wrought the miracles 
attributed to him; if he had cured the 
palsied and insane; if he had given 
hearing to the deaf, vision to the blind; 
if he had cleansed the leper with a 
word, and with a touch had given life 
and feeling to the withered limb; if he 
had given pulse and motion, warmth 
and thought to cold and breathless 
clay; if‘he had conquered death and 
rescued from the grave its pallid prey, 
no word would have been uttered, no 
hand raised, except in praise and honor. 
In his presence all heads would have 
been uncovered—all knees upon the 
ground.”

THE FINAL INDICTMENT.

. In closing, Col. Ingersoll told why he 
attacked the Bible, in. these words:

“This book persecuted even unto 
death the wisest and the best. This 
book stayed and stopped the onward 
movement of the humbn. race. This 
book poisoned the fountains of learning, 
and misdirected the energies of man. It 
was the enemy of freedom, the support 
of slavery. It was the enslaver of 
women and children. It founded the 
Inquisition. It piled fagots about the 
feet of the just. It drove reason from 
the minds of millions and filled the asy
lums with the insane.

“I attack this book because it is the 
enemy of human liberty—the greatest 
obstruction across the highway of hu
man progress. Let me ask the ministers 
one question: ‘How can you be wicked 
enough to defend this book?’ ”

In Rome, B. C. 6, roses were a cent a 
dozen. . . ■

In 1236 a hen was bought in Paris for 
1 penny.

In 1499 candles sold in Amsterdam for 
6 cents a* pound. »1
' In 1564 a pair of shoes made in Eng
land cost 20 cents.

In 1617 a cannon was made at Paris 
that cost 8742.

In 1302 a sheep sold in France for 81; 
a pig for $2. ,, , .

Ink, in the days ot Louis IX, cost 40 
cents a quart. ' ‘

It Is Meeting with Great Success; \

To the Editor:—I know that rii&ny 
of your readers hays been anxiously 
looking for a report of the hew move
ment recently made by our society, that 
meets at Hooley’s Theater, and now that 
we are nearing the end of thp first quar
ter, I am in a position to give a cheering 
account of the work. From the first, 
the venture has been an assured success. 
Large and intelligent audiences have 
assembled each Sunday, many of them 
strangers, to whom the truths heard 
often presented an entirely new phase of 
life. These show their appreciation by 
being present Sunday after Sunday. 
There has been a steady demand for 
seats, and wo hope the new quarter will 
see a great addition to those already 
sold. It will be remembered this was 
the plan adopted to meet the financial 
part of the work, the ohairs being sold 
at 810 per annum, payable quarterly. 
The open collections have been very 
gratifying. .

During the month of October, whilst 
our own speaker was in Washington, 
the rostrum was occupied by Mr. 
Virohand R. Gandhi, of Bombay, India, 
whose theme, “The Occultism of India,” 
proved very acceptable to the people, 
and attracted increasing audiences each 
Sunday. This month; however, we 
have our own beloved pastor, Mrs. Cora 
L. V. Richmond, home again, and last 
Sunday we were treated to one of those 
marvelous discourses, beaming with 
eloquence and perfect in diction, which 
as a society we have bo long been accus
tomed to hear, but which always fill 
strangers with wonder and delight. The 
subject: ’“The Struggle for the Occult, 
and How to Attain It," was a fitting 
theme, following, as it did, the dis
courses of Mr. Gandhi.

Our Band of Harmony, now held in 
Orpheus hall, Schiller Theater, has also 
been a grand success. In this we have 
been aided by many of the prominent 
phenomenal mediums of the city. Miss 
Bangs, Dr. Edwards, F. Cordon White, 
Mrs. Nickerson-Warne, and others, both 
phenomenal and inspirational, have 
rendered us valuable aid. Throughout 
this movement we have endeavored, to 
clasp hands with our sister societies, 
and we are glad to know the result has 
been an interchange of fraternal feeling, 
and a very palpable impulse towards 
greater unity.

Thus we feel encouraged and hopeful, 
feeling that our beloved cause is making 
for itself a place among the spiritual 
athletes of the ■frorld.

C. Catlin.
Secretary First Society of Spiritualists,

Chicago. I

Mrs. Anna L. Robinson In Mich, 
igan.

Mrs. Anna L. Robinson, of Port 
Huron, Mich., spoke from the pulpit of 
the Uni ver sails t church 'of this place, 
Wednesday and Friday evenings, Nov. 
8th and 9th, to full and crowded houses, 
captivating both old and young with the 
exquisite thought and beauty of soul ex
pression which characterized her every 
effort as speaker and medium.

Coming here, as she did, a perfect 
stranger, known only to a few by sight 
alone, she came before the people se
lecting her own subject the first even
ing: “What Good Has Spiritualism 
done?” Saying, “it had done this, if noth
ing more: It had proven the continuity 
of life," and as wisely and discreetly as 
it should have been done, the powers 
back of her fed the unknowing and 
curious ones before hen with thoughts 
befitting their questioning minds, and 
when the descriptions were given, some 
of them were so startling ana true, and 
all were bo closely related to each indi
vidual life, that the wonder and joy of 
it spread like wildfire through the city, 
and on the last evening the house was 
packed. Subjects were handed in by 
the audience; and among them were the 
veritable objections used by a Baptist 
divine, a few weeks previous, in his 
public treatment of Spiritualism, in a 
sensational way, and the disciples of the 
spiritual philosophy rejoiced exceeding
ly that the “Angel World” had been 
permitted, so soon thereafter, to be its 
own defender and establish facts, from 
reference to “Holy Writ,” “that it were 
possible for spirits to return;” and 
though Dives opened up his eyes in per
dition, that that spark of divinity within 
his being was strong enough yet for him 
to forget self, and manifest, notwith
standing all his torments, a desire to re
lieve his fellow-creatures on earth; and 
thus the law was verified as well as the 
false assertion corrected, that Spiritual
ists had erected no colleges, nor builded 
any schools, nor established one benefi
cent society, and therefore their belief 
had done no good in the world; names 
and localities of the few institutions 
which do exist were distinctly given, by 
the speaker, followed by the answering 
thought, “If you do not believe it, write 
and see.”

Thursday afternoon of the same week, 
a parlor meeting was held at the home 
of Mrs. F. E. Odell’s, and a large number 
were in attendance, and’ the Spirit
world met the hungering, anxious souls 
{»resent whose faces looked so appealing- 
y the thought, “one word for me,” that 
the delicate form of our sweet Sister 
Robinson weaved, like a tender flower in 
the mind, beneath the pressure brought 
to bear upon her, but as usual the 
“Angels” were equal to ’the occasion, 
and benediction and blessing filled those 
fleeting precious moments of earth-life, 
and the conscious reality came to those 
responsive souls. Our loved ones are ever 
near, and can and do commune with us.

May Mrs. Robinson and her intelli
gent sweet controls come again in our 
midst many times, and through her in
strumentality we would cry aloud with 
renewed purpose, “Blessed be the name 
of the Lord our Infinite Father."

A helping-hand society was organized 
for future work, with a good membership 
added and proper officers elected, and 
the good work will go on and bear its 
fruitage in due time.

Mrs. F. E. Odell.
Lapeer, Mich.

A bed in a Greek inn in A. D. 327 cost 
4 cents.

In 1375 Balt cost, in France, 82.50 a 
bushel. ♦

A Greek hat in the time of Pericles 
costlOcents. . •

In Venice, in 1274,. a .pig. brought 2 
shillings. ....... - :• -. -. . ।

In 1312 English linen was ..worth 16 
cents a yard- ■ .q* :

The firsthand flre-arjiiBCOslaboutfSSO 
each. . *'r.- • u - -8 ’

The coronation robes of Napoleon cost 
84,000, .

*”1" er^iT>■ .'■. ■ ■' < ■ ■■' -'.' ? ■ ' ■ .•’ • ■.: . '. .■ '► .1

HOW TO SUCCEED,
A well written treatise qu personal mag

netism whh plain, simple rules for develop* 
. mentta assure improvement la life, can be 

hgd by mentioning this paper and 
addressing Dr. L. H. Anderson, Masonic 
Temple, Chicago. This book should be in 
the handsof every person on earth, as it 

.«.means the betterment of moral, mental 
. and physical munhoodand womanhood.

FIFTY YEARS
IN THE

CHURCIF^ROME.
K Remarkable Book.

This 1b a remarkable work by Fathbb OaiNtJinr. 
It exposes even to the minutest details the corruption 
that exists In the Church of Rome. It Is a work of 882 
pages, and should be read as a matter of history by 
every Spiritualist. The Mlowiogls a partial Uet of tho 
tablo of contents:
W.V, «.V» . CHAPTER I,
The Bible and the Priest of Rome.
...... . CHAPTER IJ.
My first School-days at St'. Thomas—The Monk and

• Celibacy. :
CHAPTER III.

The Confession of Children.
_ CHAPTER IV.
The Shepherd whipped by his Sheep.

CHAPTER V.
The Priest» Purgatory, and the poor widow’s Cow* 

CHAPTER VI.
Festivities in a Parsonage.
_ CHAPTER VII.
preparation for the First Communion—Initiation to 

Idolatry. >
• . ..CHAPTER TOL

The Pint Communion.
, CHAPTER JX.
Intellectual Education In the Roman Catholic College.

. CHAPTER X. .
Moral and Religious Instruction in the Boman Catto» 

Ue Colleges,
~ . CHAPTER XI.
Protestant Children In the Convents and Nunneries of 

Rome.
_ CHAPTER XII.

Rome and Education—Why does the Church of Rome 
bate the Common Schools of the United States, and 
want to destroy them¥—Why does she object to 
the reading of the Bible in the Schools?

CHAPTER XIII.
Theology of the Church of Rome: Its AntHfoolAl and 

gAnti-Cbristlan Character.
„ CHAPTER XIV.
The Vow of Celibacy.

, CHAPTER XV.
The Impurities ot the Theology of Rome.

, CHAPTER XVI.
The Priest of Rome and the Holy Fathers; or, howl 

swore to give up the Word of God to follow the 
word of Men.

_ CHAPTER XVII.
The Roman Catholic Priesthood, or Ancient and Mod* 

ern Idolatry.
, CHAPTER XVIII.
Nine Consequences of the Dogma of Transnbstantla* 

tion—The old Paganism under a Christian name.
CHAPTER XIX.

Vicarage, and Life at St. Charles, Rlvlerre Boyer.
CHAPTER XX.

Papineau and the Patriots In 1833—The burning of “Le 
Canadlen" by the Curate of St. Charles.

CHAPTER XXI.
Grand Dinner of the Priests—The Maniac Slater ot 

Rev. Mr. Perras.
CHAPTER XXII.

Jam appointed Vicar of the Curate of Cbarlesbourgh 
—The Piety, Lives and Deaths of Fathers Bedard 
and Perras.

CHAPTER XXIII. ■
The Cholera Morbus of 1834—Admirable courage and 

self-denial of the Priests of Rome during the epi
demic.

CHAPTER XXIV.
1 am named a Vicar of St. Roch, Quebec City—The 

Rev. Mr. Tetu—Tertullian—General Cargo—Tho 
Beal Skins.

CHAPTER XXV.
Simony—Strange and sacrilegious traffic in the so* 

called Body and Blood of Cfarlsv—Enormous sums
9 of Money made by the sale of Masse^-The Society 

of Three Masses abolished and the Society of one 
Maas established.

CHAPTER XXVI.
Continuation of the trade In Masses.

CHAPTER XXVIJ.
Quebec Marine Hospital—The Ursi time I carried tho 

“Bon Dleu" (the wafer god) in my vest pocket 
—The Grand Oyster Soiree at Mr. Buteau’s—The 
Rev. L. Parent and the “Bon Dleu" at the Oyster 
Soiree.

gy We have not space In this notice of Father 
Chlniquy's work to give the heads of all the Chapters. 
Those omitted are of especial value. The following, 
however, are of thrilling interest:

CHAPTER Lill.
The Immacolata Conception of the Virghi Mary* 

CHAPTER LIV.
The Abomination of Auricular Confession.

CHAPTER LV.
The Ecclesiastical Retreat—Conduct of the PriesU 

—The Bishop Forbids Me to Distribute the Bible.
CHAPTER LV1.

Public Acts of Blmony—Thefts and Brigandage of 
Bishop O'Regau—General Cry of Indignation—I 
determine to resist blm to bis face—He employs 
Mr. Spink again to send me to Gaol, and he falls 
—Drags me as a Prisoner to Urbana in the Spring 
of 1856 and falls again—Abraham Lincoln defends 
me—My dear Bible becomes more than ever my 
Light and my Counselor.

CHAPTER LVH.
pisbop O’Regan sells the Parsonage of the French 

Canadians of Chicago, pockets the money, and 
turns them out when they come to complain—He 
determines io turn me out of iny Colony and send 
me to Kabokla—He forgets it next day and pub
lishes that he has Interdicted me—My People send 
a Deputation to the Bishop—His Answers—The 
Sham Excoinmuuication by three drunken Priests.

CHAPTER LV1I1.
dJfress from my People, asking me to remain—J am 

again dragged as a prisoner by tho Sheriff to Ur
bana—Abraham Lincoln's anxiety about the Issue 
of the Prosecution—My Distress—The Rescue— 
Mias Philomena Moffat sent by God to save me-Le- 
Belle's Confession and Distress—My Innocence 
acknowledged—Noble Words and Conduct of Abra* 
him Lincoln—The Oath of Miss Philomena Moffat.

CHAPTER LIX.
A. moment of Interruption in the Thread of my “Fifty 

Years in the Church of Rome," to see how my sad 
Previsions about my defender, Abraham Lincoln, 
were to be realized—Rome the Implacable Enemy 
of the United States.

CHAPTER LX.
The Fundamental Principles of the Constitution of the 

United States drawn from the Gospel of Christ—My 
first visit to Abraham Lincoln to warn him of the 
Plots 1 knew against his Life—The Priests circu
late the news that Lincoln was born in the Church 
of Rome—Letter ot the Pope to Jeff Darla—My 
last visit to tho Prcsldent-Hls admirable refer
ence to Moses—His willingness to die tor his 
Nation's Sake.

CHAPTER LXI.
Abraham Lincoln a true man of God. and a true Dis* 

ciple of the Gospel—The Assassination by Booth 
—The tool of the Priests—Johu Surratt’s house-* 
The Rendezvous and Dwelling Place of the Priesta 
—John Surratt Secreted by the Priests after the 
murder of Lincoln—Tbe Assassination of Lincoln 
known and published in the town three hours be
fore its occurrence.

CHAPTER LXII.
Deputation of two Priests sent by the People and the 

Bishops of Canada to persuade us to submit to tho 
will of the Bishop—The Deputies acknowledge 
publicly that tho Bishop is wrong and Lbat we are 
right—For peace sake, I consent to withdraw from 
the contest on certain conditions accepted by the 
Deputies—One of tbc Deputies turns false to his 
promise, and betrays us, to be put at tbe head of 
my Colony—My last Interview with him and Mr. 
Brassard.

CHAPTER LX11I.
Mr. Desaulnlcr is named Vicar General of Chicago to 

crush ua—Our People more united than ever to de
fend their rights—Letters of tbe Bishops of Mon
treal against me, and my answer—Mr. Brassard 
forced, against his conscience, to condemn ns—My 
answer to Mr. Brassard—He writes to beg my 
pardon.

CHAPTER LX1V.
I write to the Pope Plus IX, and to Napoleon, Emperor 

of France, and send them tbe Lega) and Public 
Documents proving tbe bad conduct of Bishop 
O'Began—Grand Vicar Dunn sent to tell me of my 
victory at Borne, and thb end of our trouble— I go 
to Dubuque to offer my submission to tbe Bishop 
—The peace sealed and publicly proclaimed b’ 
Grand vicar Dunn tbe 23th óf March, 1858.

CHAPTER LXV.
Excellent testimonial from my Bishop—My Retreat 

—Grand Vicar Saurin and his assistant, Bov. M 
Granger—Grand Vicar Dunn writes me about tho 
now stono prepared by tho Jesuits—Vision—Christ 
offers Himself as a Gift—1 am forgiven, rich, happy 
and saved—Back.to my people.

CHAPTER LXVL
the Solemn Responsibilities of my New Position—We 

give up the name of Roman Catholic to call our* 
selves Christian Cathollcs-Dlsmay of the Roman 
Catholic Bishops—My Lord Duggan, Coadjutorcf 
St, Louis, hurried to Chicago—He come« to St. 
Anne to persuade tbe People to submit to his 
Authority—Ho is Ignominiously turned ont, and 
mni away In the midst of the Cries of tbe People.

CHAPTER LXVII.
Bird’s-eye View of the Principal Events from my Con

version to this day—My Narrow Escapes—The 
end of the Voyage through thè Desert to the 
Promised Land.

Price, $2.25, PoBt*p«id.

The Other World and This,
A Compendium of Spiritual Laws, 

No. 1, New White Cross 
Literature.

/NTHIS VOLUME THE AUTHOR,
Angurta W. Fletcher, M, D., in the thirty-nine 

chapters dl.enMee • wide variety of tnhjecta'per
taining to Spirltnalfam, from a aplrltnallstlc «land
point. She evinces the power, of a trained thinker, 
both in matter of thought and fine literary style, ana 
capablty of- thought expression. The subjects are 
well-bandled-vilb conclseness-and yet with clearness. 
It,win 'prove- a rich addition to any Splrltuallst'a 
library, and a most excellent hook for any ono s-ck- 
log Information concerning Splrtuallsm and it« teach
ings. •

For sale ntv,hia offlnw. Print*. $1.KO

l?eLiGiON.
AS REVEALED

By the Material and Spiritual
<.. Universe.

. By EDWIN D. BABBITT, 
Author ot “Principles ot Light end Color."

. This Is « most excellent work. Dr. Babbitt ta 1 
born critic, s thorough scholar and a comprebenslyw 
Chlnkor. .

CONTENTS: .
Chapteb Fibst—Existence and General Character 

of God.—Preliminary thoughts. Is there such a being 
o.Qod? Is God a Creator? The Argument from De. 
sign. Is God Unknowable? Is God absolutely In,

Cuzptzb Sboohd—God as a Spirit.—Materialists 
cannot uudeastand the God Idea. Argument of ths 
Atheist. Argument of the Spiritualist. The Author’s 
Experience. '

Cbabibb Tbibd—The DelOo Location and Mods of 
Working.—The Location of Deity. Con Influttud, 
have a Centre? Does God control the Universe through 
Law? How does God control the Universe? A. J. 
Davis s Theory of the Ged Centre. The Dual Centra 
of the Universe. Can the Infinitely Fine act upon ch« 
Coarse?

Cbaptbb Foubth—The Nature of God.—Is Gad « 
Being of Intelligence? Is God a Personal Being? Is 
God s Being of Absolute Attributes? 1

Chaptbb Fifth—The DelOc Greatness and Glofy.-v 
The Greatness ot God. An Angel’s Conception of th« 
Universe. The Greatness of God. Anthropomorphism.

Cbabtbb Sixth—Moral .Evil and, Dctflc Forfocj 
don.—The Ferfectlou of God. Has God created Evil? 
Is Man depraved? Is anything innately Bad? Is an 
entiles. Holl possible? Is absolute Evil possible under 
Divine Law? Evolution.

Chabtbb Seventh—Detttc Low and Human Inter, 
cession.—Special Providences. A supposed Miracle of 
Healing. How God Interposes to answer Prayer, 
Prayer. A Form of Prayer. Does Prayer Influence 
God? Hudson Tuttle’s View of Prayer. The Central 
Principle of Deme Action. Prof. Wallace’s View of 
Prayer, prayerfulness Is not necestarlly.aopdness.

Chaftee Eighth—How Man helps Govern the Unf. 
verso.—Man a Co-worker with God. How Spirits con, 
trol Nations. Human Spirits placed over Worlds, 
How Spirits assist Planetary Development. Vision of 
world-formIng by Judge Edmonds. Spirits rejoice In 
this work. Countless worlds yet to bo formed. Spirit 
Worlds developed. Do Mighty Spirits ever thwart 
God’s Purposes ? Military Chief tain In Spirit Llfo, 4, 
Miltonic Absurdity.

Cbaftbb Ninth—Creeds and Practices of Chrlitl. 
anlty.—Terrors of Creedsl Theology. Churchtanl« 
Conception of Hell. A more blessed Gospel. A Bright 
er Dawn approaching. Science and Religion. Bair*, 
tlon by Faith. .

Chabtxb Tenth—The Dangera of Infallible Stands 
ards.—Churchlanlo Infallibility. Infallibility of « 
Book. A true Eclecticism necessary.

Chapter Eleventh—The Christian Bible Tested.-« 
Miracles. Modern Miracles of Healing. Prophecle«. 
The Bible tested by its Teachings. Bald to be the only 
Book which gives any correct conception of God. bal4 
to present the only true Foundation of Ethics In th« 
Decalogue. Claims for the Golden Rule, Love ta 
Enemies, etc. Is It safe to build on Falsehood? Has 
only on« Nation been Inspired? Shall we waste tlma 
«nd money on Falsehood? Do numbers prove th« 
Truth of a System? Shall Policy rule?

Cbajtbb Twelfth—Religions Tested by tbel« 
Fruits.—Church Standards too low. The Atonement 
contrary to Natural Law. The Fruits of Religious 
Bystems. Some great Points In Buddhism. Moham* 
medan and Hindoo Achievements. Missionary 
Achievements. Testimony of a Hindoo. Results of 
the Parses Religion. The Parseo Bible. Tho High 
Priest of Slam. Catholicism and Buddhism. Present 
Progress of Mohammedanism. The Religions of to-dty 
Insufficient.

Cbapteb Thtbtekntb—The Ethics and Religion of 
Nature.—A Dlvluer Bible presented. Tlio sucre* 
Teachings of a Leaf. Of Flowers. Of a Tree, Of a 
Forest. Lessons from the Shells. The Teachings of 
Crystallization. Teachings of the Human Form. Of 
the Great Masses of tho Universe.

Cuapteb FounTEENTB—Life under the Old Ro* 
llglens.—Importance of Historic Truth, Roman Cal 
tholfclsm. Influence of Catholicism In Spain. Cal* 
vanlsm. The Five Polntsof Galvanism. Presbyterian« 
Ism In Scotland. Puritanism In New England, 
Persecuting Spirit of the Old Religions. Tho Spirit of 
Persecution not yet Dead.

Chattee Fifteenth—Life ,under a Spiritual Re* 
llglon.—General Divisions of tho Human Faculties, Th« 
Higher Realm of tbs Brain. Spirituality Is Ennobling. 
Spirituality beautifies the Countenance. Must b« 
developed through Spirit Communion, Spirit Com* 

inulon the Basis of all Religions. Spiritualism 
founded upon Facts, Tho only Religion which demon* 
strates Immortality. Robs Death ot its Terror. Th« 
most Joy-Insplrtng of Religions. Promotes Civil and 
Religious Freedom. Leeds off in Human Reforms, 
Perfects the Physical System. Prevents Inaanlty, 
Prevents Superstition. Leads to Nobler Living. It» 
veals a Grander Universe. All Great GenluSia hav« 
been Inspired. Jesus of Nazareth. Jesus in Spirit 
Llfo. Will the New Religion Abolish Churches?

Chapter Sixteenth—Death under the Old R» 
Hgtona.—Popular Conceptions of Death. Death mad« 
terrible through Church Songs. Made Gloomy by 
Church Materialism. Church Teachings have dark, 
ened Death. Death Bed of a Christian. Of au Immoral 
Man. Of Altamont. Death Scones under the 01« 
Dispensation. Terrors under the Old to those who los« 
friends. .

Chapter Seventeenth—Death under a Spiritual 
Religion.—A Spiritual Mind is not over-attached to 
this Life. Departed Ones attract tho Spiritual Mlndz 
The Spiritualist understands Death,so does not fear lu 
Death of an Ancient Philosopher. Death of Mozart. 
Victor Hngo. Beautiful Death of Mrs. Ward. Prof. 
Jung Stilling and fils Grandfather. Beautiful Incident« 
In the Deaths of Children. Triumphant Death of a 
Spiritual Lecturer. Beautiful Death of a Unlveraallst 
Minlater. Joyful Transition of a Friend. Trium
phant Experience of a Minuter. Dying Exporlencej 
of Various Persona. Power to Sustain tho Loss 01 
Friends.

Chapter Eiohtbentb—The Future Life.—Location 
•nd Character of tho Spirit Realms. Tho Clothing ot 
Spirits. Children In Spirit, Life. A Spirit Child from 
Humble Life. Tho Wealthy in Spirit Life. Politician» 
tn Spirit Life. Clergymen in Spirit Life. Editors in 
Spirit Life. The Power of Spirits to Commune with 
Mortals.

Final Reuarkb.—The Basic Principles ot a Unh 
veraal Philosophy and a Universal Religion.

This work contains Fortt Illusteationb. They 
are In harmony vrlth the facts conveyed. It la a rar« 
book throughout.
Price. $1.25; Postage, 10 Cts.

ThrTo-MorrowoiDeafh.
OR THE

Future Life According to Science.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the French.
£y s. b. CROCKEE.

A Very Fascinating Work.
This fine VSUime fCTght well have been entltlodt 

Spiritualism DtfSlon0tftu''d by Science. It la written 
la that peculiarly InteteuMig style in which French 
writers excel w&<& they v'^ula popularize scientific 
subjects In adaptation to tbv needs of the general 
reader. The author U not U Ipirltuallst—he even 
mentions Spiritualists as “debtees of a new super- 
etltlon,” etc., etc., In which k manifests the usual 
animus of the “scientific clash, yet he says again: 
‘There le a true and respectable idea In Spiritualism«'” 
and regards as proved “the fact of communfcatfos 
between superbumans and the inhabitants of Earth;'” 
and be goes onto relate Instances of fact In evidence« 
There is, co a Spiritualist, a manifest discrepancy Itt 
the author's ideas, bat the well-read mind will readily 
select and arrange the pros and cons, and out of thd 
whole will find not only good mental culture, bul 
much valuable Information. The' author holds thfl 
theoryof reincarnation. Price SI,50.

For sale at this office. ____
~ JOYS

Beyond ths Threshold.
A Sequel to .

TO-MORROW OF DEATH.
By LOUIS FIGUIER.

Translated from the iTench.
THE TO-MORROW OF DEATH 'wu writent« 

develop the Idea of the principle of the permanence 
of the human soul after death, and Its reincarnation 
tn a chain of new beings, whose successive links are 
unrolled In the bosom of ctherial space. “Bjktokzs 
thb Thbxbbold” continues on the same lines en
larging and expanding tho Idea by reasons and con« 
slderatlons drawn from science and philosophy; claim
ing that the certainty of a new birth beyond our 
earthly end Is the best means of arming ourselvee 
against all weaknoss tn the presence of death, and 
that the help offered by science and philosophy to that 
end Is far superior to that of any of the existing re
ligions. From beginning to end His interesting, CD* 
tertalntng, instructive and fascinating, and whether 
one accepts It all or not, much will bare been learned 
d much pleasure enjoyed In Its perutal. Price >1,25.
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RELIGION OF THE STARS
By O. H. RICHMOND,

G. M. of the Order of the Magi,Chicago*
TJOUND IN CLOTH WITH GOLD 

L> side, and containing 820 pages. This splendid 
book, fast Issued, contains nineteen full Temple lec
tures upon occult subjects, together with other arti
cles from various newspapers, relating to the great 
work. It contains all the old Temple lectures Issued 
In 1892, and three others on the-Hvman soul, which 
are alone worth the price of Hie b«»ok Thia wonacr- 
fulbookls unique as an Evangelist of Science and 
Truth. Price Si 25, postpaid, to any addrers. For sale 
xt thia o0a“

■ ‘—
APOLLONIUS OF TYANA. :

Identified as the Christian Jesus,
A wonderful communication, explaining hnrldS 

Ufa and tonohinn ware utilised to fortUMA CM^ 
ulty. Price u oenu. For sale at this eOM>
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HAPPIEST OF PEOPLE.

I’?
u Are Spiritual Without Being 

.Spiritualists.
In Advance nÓitìerican Civil
... iaatioji, ....

A Good Word for the Japanese 
by Judge Waterman.

p.
»?

ST’ .

THINKS THE SUBJECTS OF THE MIKADO 
ARE THE HAPPIEST . PEOPLE IN THE 

WORLD AND THAT THEIR BANNERS

' AND CUSTOMS ,ARE ADMIRABLE—LA

MENTS THE FOREIGN INVASION.

To the Editor:—-Gradually' it is 
dawning upon the minds of the people of 
this country that our boasted civilization 
is far behind that of tho Japanese. They 
are highly spiritual, without being Spir- 

' itualists; they are strictly honest and 
• moral without being Christian. There is 

a genuine simplicity in their goodness, 
and their lives seem to be the embodi
ment of all the cardinal virtues. The 

. eminent-Judge A. M.’ Waterman, of this 
city, lately returned from Japan, and to a Journal reporter he gave his experi
ences.

In answer to a question regarding the 
. condition of the public mind in japan to
- wards the Corean war, he said:
■ “The Japanese are an intensely patri

otic people. I know of no people in ail 
the world who are more so. This arises 

- from the fact that their social <>rganiza- 
. tjon.is based on .the fainily, and naturally 

, the family assumes more influence than 
in any other country, and the effects of 
the family relationship are shown in all 
the institutions. The war then becomes 
■something which concerns every citizen 
•of the Empire, and public sentiment is to 
a man in support of it. This extends 
even to the lowest, most humble coolie 
in the Empire. While Japan is an oli
garchy and very few have any control 
upon its policies; while the diet is prac
tically in the hands of but few people, 
this feeling of patriotism, nevertheless, 
extends to. the very lowest classes. As 
to the cause of the war and its progress 
I probably know less than those who 
have remained in Chicago. The means 
for learning foreign news in Japan, at 
least outside of official circles, are very 
meager, and little information reaches 
the masses.

“Japan is by far the most beautiful 
country I ever visited. This is not slm- 
ply my own opinion on the subject, but 
the testimony of many people who have 
traveled all over the world. Few lands 
are so beautiful; the whole country is a 
garden; and an ordinary Japanese land
scape is as beautiful as any scene I ever 
beheld in any park in the world.

HAPPIEST OF PEOPLE.
“Japanese are, moreover, the happiest 

and most contented people I have ever 
known. This is an expression which I 
have heard from almost every one, both 
of those who have traveled occasionally, 
as I have, and of those who have lived 111 
Japan for twenty years. The village life 
is something that is ideal. It more 
nearly realizes the hopes of philosophers 
and tne dreams of poets than anything I 
have ever before seen in actual experi
ence. There is everywhere a simplicity, 
a contentment and peace that fills one 
with joy. One can hardly describe this 
peaceful atmosphere, into which one en
ters on approaching a Japanese village. 
There every one lives in either a city or 
village. 1’liere are no isolated farm-

■ houses as there are in America.
“The village has a social and munici

pal organization, founded not so much 
on any positive law as upon custom, 
which is stronger than law. The poor, 
the indigent and the unfortunate are 
cared for, not in great hospitals or large 
public institutions as in other countries, 
but each individual has a claim upon a 

. family and that family discharges its 
duty, and exercises care over him, be- 

■ cause not to do so would subject it to 
• great condemnation, aud to do so is a 

pleasure.
“One does not find in a Japanese city

any twenty, ten or six-story buildings. 
It is very rarely that a Japanese house is 

' more than two stories high. The front 
opens to the street, and a passer-by can 

r gee the family pursuing its ordinary

tinetion to our own fundamental idea of 
right. In all my. journeyingB about the 
Empire I never saw a' drunken man, a ; 
quarrel, a fight, and never experienced 
any rudeness-or incivility; The city of; 
Tokio is about as large as Chicago, and 
I wentabout itagood deal, into almost ; 
«very quarter even’to the'lowest, into 
the.alleys where the poor live and the 
humblest workshops are found, and I 
fplt a security at alLhonrs of the day ai}d 
night that I "would not feèl'.in Chicago, 
New York or London. I obtained from 
the Government statistics as to' crime 
committed in the city, from which it 
clearly appears that crime is very much 
less prevalent in Tokio than in Chicago, 
and that life and property are much 
safer. Many things indicate this-iu the 
life of tlie Japanese. An ordinary house 
has no doors nor windows, and so could 
have no locks or bars to stop the entry.

Then, too, the Japanese language has 
in it no such catalogue of abusive epi
thets and terms of violence and reproach 
as are found in English aud other lan
guages of/Eui-opean countries. However, 
in those cities which Europeans mostly 
visit the Japanese are to ' some extent 
learning to ' use English profane words, 
but they make use of them without any 
apparent understanding of their real 
significance, ■ I talked with the Ameri
can Minister, who said he had lived in 
Japan fpr twenty years, and had looked 
continually for a street brawl, but had 
never, during- that time, witnessed one,

INJURED BY FOREIGNERS.
“Iain sorry to say that I think the 

contentment and peace which exists 
among the Japanese is to pass away, 
Europeans have introduced into some of 
the larger oities larger manufacturing 
establishments, at which many workmen 
are employed during the day who depart 
at night with not another thought for 
their employer's interests. These toilers 
have no care for the business; they do 
not come into immediate association with 
the employer; they do not live under the 
same roof with him or form a part of his 
family and social life as of old. Their 
existence is separate and apart from him 
—their only relation that of toiler and 
employer; his interest in them extends 
only to the work which they do for him, 
theirs in him to the wages which, they 
receive at his hands. The result must 
be in time just what it is in America, 
England, France, Belgium, Germany 
and other countries; there will grow up 
not only an ever-increasing disparity in 
the social and pecuniary conditions of 
employer and employe, but ultimately a 
feeling of hostility upon the part of those 
who see as a result of their toil the great 
difference in the condition of their em
ployers and their own. and it will be 
found in Japan as in this and other lands 
that increase of wages will only bring 
for a brief season increase of content
ment. Man is a being who wants and 
demands in life more than mere dollars 
can purchase, and the civilization of the 
Japanese, that has existed for so many 
centuries, will break down, because in 
the present conditions of life we have 
departed very far from the influence of 
the family upon which all civilization in 
all time has rested.”

Information from another source: 
“UNFAMILIAR JAPAN.”

“But I insist; and he places the little 
offering for me upon the altar. Then he 
invites me to his own room in a wing of 
the building—a large, luminous room, 
without furniture, beautifully matted. 
And we sit down upon the floor and chat. 
He tells me he is a student in the temple. 
He learned English in Tokio and speaks 
it with a curious accent, but with fine, 
choice words. Finally he asked me:

“ ‘Are you a Christian?’ And I answer 
truthfully:

“ ‘No.’
\ “ ‘Are you a Buddhist?’

“ ‘Not exactly.’
“ ‘Why do you'make offerings if you do 

not believe in Buddha?’
“ ‘I revere the beauty of his teaching 

and the faith of those who follow it.’
This extract is from the first chapter 

of Lafcadio .Hearn’s two-volume work 
entitled “Glimpses of Unfamiliar J apan.” 
After perusing the paragraph the reader 
will not be surprised at the views of the 
author. He deplores the passing away 
of the old order of things in Japan and 
the absorption by that country of West
ern ideas. He deprecates the efforts of 
missionaries, religious and scientific; 
and no greater misfortune he thinks 
could befall Japan than to be converted

A WONDERFUL OFFER BY A POW- 
/I erful clalrvoyont and magnetic healer. Send 
three 2-cent stamps, lock of hair, age, sex, and one 
symptom, aud I will seud yon a full and correct diag
nosis of your case. . Address, Dr. W. F. Lay, Box 4ip, 
Denver. Colorado. 261

DR. ESTHER MARION.
SPIRITUAL HEALL.R. 52 OAKWOQD 

O Ave., ChicagQ. * Cottage Grove cars to Oakwood 
Boulevard. Through the higher spiritual knowledge 
she dispels all disease. Marvelous success attends 
her healing ministry in all clironlc and acute ailments. 
Consultation free, Call, or write, enclosing stamp for 
particulars, testimonial*, etc. ¿61

DROF. J. PAYNE, ..PHENOMENAL 
I Medium. Materialization ¿and independent slate
writing. Seanee^Qvery Tuesday, Thursday and Satur
day evenings at 6 o'clock sharp. Hu, 9 South May 
street,Chicago, Ill. 261.

A REMARKABLE OFFER I
Seud three 2-ceut stamps, look of hair, height, 

weight, complexion, date pr birth, sex. leading symp
toms and your disease will Ue diagnosed free by spirit 
nou-er. Die. C. T. 11. Uexroir, 400 Buckner avenue, 
Peoria, 111, 315

. WATER OF LIFE
PERSONS IN POOR HEALTH WILL 
I please remember that Water of Life Is one of 
tbo beat remedies for Stomach, Liver and Kidney dia- 
eoBCB. Large pamphlet free. 3J B. Main fc>L, Wilke« 
barre, Pa, J. R. Perry, Manager, 262.-

269Michigan street, Toledo, Ohio.

“Edith Bramley’s Vision,’’ that It brings conviction to

A New Edition^ Profusely Illustrated»

"1 choose that a story should bo founded on prob
ability, and not always resemble a dream. I desire to 
find nothing In It trivial or extravagant; and I desire 
above all, that under tho appearances of fable, there 
may appear some latent truth, obvious to tho discern
ing eye, though It escape the observation of the 
vulgar.”—Voltaire. .

the mind of every Intelligent reader. The workings of 
this subtle Jesuit power as disclosed In this remark
able narrative, and what accompanies It In tho form of 

............... *, will open a new avenue of

. . — , . — • X. . . . . — . j .
Read this story and compare It with your own ob

servations of events and things which are dally occur-
ring all over tho world and you will be convinced of 
the necessity for guarding well tbo citadel of Free 
Thought, aud of defending our institatlon of Free 
Education lu tbo Interest of truth. Price, 15 cents.

VOLTAIRE’S ROMANCES.

FORSTER, DR.W.M.
' ' THE NOTED '

MEDICAL .CLAIRVOYANT
OF THE PACIFIC COAST,

Will send a free diagnosis und terms for’ treatment to 
all who will send their name and address—in their 
own handwriting—with postage stamp for reply.

“The Pacific Coast Spiritualist” of Dec. 30, 1603/ 
says of Dr. Forster:—

“Since his coming here he has made himself highly 
respected and beloved for his benevolent work, his 
humanitarian ideas and practices, and his straight
forward course of integrity oud honor.”

Address,

DR. W. M. FORSTER,
1050 Market St,

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
265

. “THE PABULUM OF LIFE,
The world’s greatest remedy for all diseases, and salted 
to aU mankind, By mpll, IL Address Dp. K. Gueeu 
27 LaSalle St., Chicago. . ' ’

. GPQENT THOUGHTS.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1" 

creative spirit or mind potency of the' 
universe.

I have always lived in the atmosphere 
and teachings of Paine, Jefferson and 
Ingersoll, but nevertheless, I can say 
with the president of the Chicago Seep- 
Jar,Union, Juijge C. B. Waite, when 
speaking of this man Jesus, to-wit: ;' ' 

“We still have the teachings of Christ. 
These teachings impress upon the mind 
and heart, the-bigliest and purest form 
of morality. They have never been im
proved upon by any theological specula
tions. After all the systems of 'theologi
ans shall have passed away, they will 
stand-forth, shining brighter and bright
er even unto the perfect day,”

His teaching and life was: “Do not 
commit adultery;” that'is, of the “spirit
ual body” with the natural body; and his 
definition of the word adultery is hot a 
theological definition. It was, “He that 
lusteth after woman, who cbmmitteth 
adultery in his heart”—in his thoughts 
or “spiritual body.” This adulteration 
or sending out and' projecting our life
forces towards the natural or in the 
“downward way,” is certainly a deathly 
way to the “spiritual,body.”

If we would have towering intellects 
and the magnetic potency and power of 
the highest possible *‘spiritual body,” we 
must (not by force, but by oiir inherent 
loves) conserve the life or sex forces for 
that jjody. By. sp doing, WO can attain 
to a power, ¿arinouy and ah ecstatic joy 
that the millionaire’s wealth cannot buy, 
and also even,, to the now “unknown” 
and ‘igreatLbeyond,”' immortal. life, I 
know, and belifevd this somewhat from 
my own experiences; but I want to know 
more. ., A. S. Landon.

Wheaton, Ill.

creep about the matting and crow. . . .
Near the lacquered stand on which'the 
vessel of sweet tea rests is another and 
lower • stand -supporting a • -temple-bell 
shaped like a great bowl. A priest ap- . 
preaches with'H padded mallet in his 
hand and strikes the bell. But the bell 
does not sound properly; he starts, looks 
into it,' and stoops to lift out of it a smil-- • 
ing Japanese baby. The mother, laugh
ing, runs to relieve him of his burdep; 
apd priest, mother and baby all look at 
us with a frankness of mirth in winch we 
join.”

A marvelously gentle people are the 
Japanese whom Mr. Hearn so gently 
portrays, and a courteous land is it, 
where no man wounds another by word 
or deed. He says that in the years he 
has lived there he never saw a child 
beaten or- heard voices raised in anger. 
Except in the open ports, where foreign 
manners have contaminated the old ways 
and foreign misunderstandings have re
pressed the old impulses, a smile, infinite
ly varied and instinctively sincere, is the 
expression one remembers as the char
acteristic of every face. A politeness 
incredible and impossible, according to 
Occidental ideas,, wreathes the life of 
Japan,'as -with faint-perfumed flowers, 
and cushions with velvet and silk all the 
inevitable impacts of humanity’s angles. 
At first all < this reads like the descrip
tion of some fanciful Altruria, but as 
sketch follows sketch and one little story 
explains another, the mystery grows 
less ahd less, and 'with ’comprehension 
comes ti confidence in this eternal ¿mile 
that 'at first seemed only a form. ,

Mr. Hearn notices many important 
things—that each of the wooden geta, or 
clogs, which almost everybody wears, 
makes on the pavement a sound different 
from the'sound made by its mate; that a 
missionary boasted of persuading a pros
elyte to kill one of those sacred turtles 
that have been tenderly taken care of 
for generations, and which are, there
fore, living symbols of a national gentle
ness in the treatment of animals; that 
the little children are beginning to break 
off the stone noses of the stone foxes on 
the temple steps; that in the houses 
where the geisha lives there is always 
the bronze statue of a beckoning kitten, 
symbolizing many beautiful and terrible 
ideas; and that English (which so far 
away includes American) men and wo
men sometimes mistake for insolence 
and have returned with blows manifesta
tions of a courtesy and consideration so 
far above their experience and compre
hension that the mistake was natural 
and almost pardonable. ,

Speaking of Japanese gardens in the 
second volume the author says:

“I have come to understand the un
speakable loveliness of a solitary spray 
of blossoms arranged as oply a Japanese 
expfert knows how to arrange it, not by 
simply poking the spray into a vase, but 
by perhaps one whole hour's labor of 
trimming and posing and daintiest ma
nipulation, and therefore I cannot think 
of what we Occidentals call a ‘bouquet’ 
as anything but a vulgar murdering of 
flowers, an outrage upon the color-sense, 
a brutality, an abomination. Somewhat 
in the same way, and for similar reasons, 
after having learned what an old Japa
nese garden is, I can remember our cost
liest gardens at home only as ignorant 
displays of what wealth can accomplish 
in the creation of incongruities that vio
late nature. ...

“Another fact of prime importance to 
remember is that in order to compre
hend the beauty of a Japanese garden 
it is necessary to understand the beauty 
of stones. Not of stones quarried by the 
hand of man, but of stones shaped by 
nature only. Until you can feel ana 
keenly feel that stones have character, 
that stones have tones and values, the 
whole artistic meaning of a Japanese 
garden cannot be revealed to you. In 
the foreigner, however esthetic he may 
be, this feeling needs to be cultivated by 
study. It is inborn in the Japanese; the 
soul of the race comprehends nature infi
nitely better than we do, at least in her 
visible, forms.”

(Glimpses of Unfamiliar Japan. By 
Lafcadio Hearn. In two vols. Hough
ton, Mifflin & Co.)

The above from the Chicago Tribune 
unites with Judge Waterman in weaving 
a gossamer texture of roseate hue to fall 
with beautiful, graceful folds over the 
people of Japan,. What grander specta
cle than manifested by such a people 
when not contaminated with the so- 
called civilization of the 19th century? 
Can not nearly every Spiritualist society 
learn a much-needed lesson from these 
people whose lives seem to be so har
moniously blended; and connected there
with a spirituality which seems as nat
ural as the very air they breathe?

PLAY OF THE PLANETS.

The

SPECIAJ-NOTICE.
Life-Work of Mrs. Oora L. 

Richmond.

By H. D. Barrett, announced previ
ously as $1.50 per copy, will be $2 in 
consequence of the additional number of 
pages, it having been found impossible 
to crowd the vast amount of data col
lected into a smaller space. Those hav
ing already paid (who are few) will, 
however, be supplied with the book as 
soon as it is out.

This New Star Study in Oc
cult Astronomy Contains:

1. A system for finding the positions of the planets 
In our solar system any day during seventy-fivo years 
of this century. .This knowledge has for ages been 
held In secrecy. ;

Note—This information In any other form, If It were 
published, would cost from seventy-five to one hun
dred dollars. ; . .

2 This system also contains a chart which will give 
the positions and orderly movements of the planets for 
all past,- present aud futnre’.oenturies, with one an
nualcorrection. which makes It the greatest astro
nomical device ever Invented by man.

8. The chart also gives the moon’s relations to tbe 
esrtti and sun, and^the regularity of ita phases, for all 
time. In like manner. ’ _ ‘

4. The study contains a book on the occult meaning 
of .the positions and relations of the stars that may be 
found, as they operate upon the earth, and Influence 
the live* of those who do, and those who do not do 
their duty, while here.

5. The work contains the Zodiac, and explains Its 
signs in a manner that calls charity to the soul for all 
mankind.

6. The signs of the planets, the harmony and Inker, 
monyof their polarities is a feature of the study.

7. The effect of the planets upon human life, and 
the tendency to yield to their vibrations, is clearly 
stated.
,8, The comparative force and energy of the aspects 

of the planets to the earth, is fully Illustrated and ex
plained. 1

9. The co-ordinating qualities are touched upon in 
the reading, affinity existing between some magnets, 
illustrated.

10, The delineation of the Horoscope of a recently 
noted personage, showing a marked Intellectual char
acter, with purity and gentleness of a high degree.

11. This study contains the basic principles upon 
which rests all of the Occult Wisdom, of both the 
Orient and the Occident, and explains and teaches in 
language comprehensible by all the eternal truths of 
Infinity. '

12. The closing pages reveal some of the wonders of 
time and space, of distance and motion, of power and 
force, of greatness and grandeur, and presents a pic
ture to tho mind's eye, which shows the wonderful re
lation and actions of worlds, suns and systems, in all 
their glory and majesty.

This wonderful knowledge simplified and brought 
within the reach of all. for the small sum of
$1.00, postpaid, on receipt of price.

For sale at this office.

PQVHU C A GRAND SUCCESS! Why not r U rvnu try It? If you arc mcdiumistlait 
will develop you. Send for circulars. This cabinet 
is sent prepaid, by express, for *1.20 and are 

Xtnb»?rutt EUar- NEVER FAILS.
John H. Metcalf, .184 B. Green St,, Chicago, III.

MISS JUDSON’S BOOKS.

‘Why She Became a SplrltuatM."
261 pages. One copy, ,1.00; six, ,5.00.

“From Night to Morn; .
Or, An Appeal to the Baptist Church.

82 pages. One copy, 15 cents; ten, el.00.
“The Bridge Between Two Worlds,”

209 pages. One copy, 75 cents; six, 14.00.
Apply permanently to ABBY A. JUDSON, Clncln 

natl, O., by 1’. 0. Order, Express Order, or Registered 
better. '

FOR SALE?
1\JEW EIGHT-ROOM COTTAGE AT 

1 V Lily Dale Crimp. N. Y.» overlooking tbc lake.
Address 88 St. John’s Place, Chicago. 261
pROR A. C. C PFUHL, ASTROLOGER 
1 Author of Astrological Chart. Send age, sex. 
placfe of birth, and the hour of birth If pusslble. Prlco 
for Horoscope and Chart, «2, or written in detail, *5. 
Fisk Block, 19th ave and Broadway, Denver, Colo 
___ __________________________________________ 261

A RARE OFFER.
Magnetic Institute of Psychometry 

and Clairvoyance.
Send lock of hair, name, age, sex and one leading 

symptom, 6 contain sumps and get a free diagnosis of 
your disease and psychometric reading by spirit 
power.

DR. F. SCHERMERHORN,
Manager. 74 Bostwiek St., Grand Rapids, Mich. Sec

retary of Michigan State Spiritual Association. 263 

7 S’YCHOMETRY, CONsVlT^IvTtH 
L Prof. A. B. Severance in all matters pertuluiug to 
Eractical life, and your spirit-friends. Send lock of 

air, or handwriting, and one dollar.. Will answer 
three questions free of charge. Send for circulars. 
Address, 195 4th street, Milwaukee, WIs. 264

‘PABULUM OF LIFE.”

A multitude of unsolicited testimonials
in favor of Br. Greer’s “Pabulum of 
Life,” are now on' file at his office, and 
any one desiring references as to its 
marvelous merits, etc., can obtain same 
either by personal application ' 
letter. See his advertisement
other column.

or by 
in an-

Testimonial.
Fredonia, N. Y.

Dear Bro. Poole:—The glasses 
came to hand o. k., and Mrs. Howe is
much pleased with hers, and her eyes 
seem to be improving since she com
menced using them. Mine, too, are all

F. GORDEN WHITE
Tranc-e, Tent apd Business Medium. Sittings dally.

75 Thirty-first street. .- • '' 257tf

HO VOl I r ■1*1C of W bond of Develop- p\|||U|" Jpg influences is so well known 
I 111 UIIBm that explanation is unnecessary, 

Psycho is made under their direction, expresssly for 
developing mediumship In those with whom I cannot 
come In personal contact; Actual use has demon
strated it to be the most successful device ever pro
duced for assisting tho development of mediumship 
and receiving communications. Price, delivered, *1.20.

A 65-puge pamphlet upon “Mediumship” aud “How 
to Mesmerize to Assist Dcvelopinetit,” 25 ceuts. En
dorsed by the Spiritualist papers.

SPIRITUALIST BADGE 
Every Spiritualist should wear IL 
I am manufacturing u full line of 

_ Sunflower Jewelry, such as Badges, 
LapelDuttons. Stlckand ScarfP/ns, 

, Ladles’ Brooch Pins, Cuff Buttons, 
Lockets, Watch Charms, etc,, In 

: gold and fine plate. Badges, Lapel 
Buttons or Scarf Pins, enameled In 

' black and white and gold, electro
plate, 76 cents, rolled plate, *1.25, solid gold, 11.75, 

Agents wanted. Send.stump far Illustrated circular. 
Send money by express money order.

. . \W. BACH, Bt. Haul, Minn.

THOMAS PAINE
SOME OF HIS NOTED WORKS.

Life of Thomas Paine,
By Editor of the National with Preface and Note« 

by Peter Eckler. Illustrated with views of the old 
Palpe - Homestead and Paine Monument, at New 
Rochelle, also, portraits of- Thoma« Clio Rickman, 
Joe Barlow, Mary Wollstonecraft, Jiadame Roland, 
Condorcet, Brlsspt, and the most prominent of Paine’s 
friends In Europa and America. Cloth, 75 cents.

The Age of Reason;
Being an investigation of True and Fabulous The

ology. Anew and complete edition, from new plates 
ana new type; 186 pages, post 8vo, Paper, 25 cent«; 
cloth, 50 cents.
Common Sense.

A Revolutionary pamphlet, addressed to tho Inhab
itants of America fn 1776, with explanatory notice by 
an English author. Paper, 15 cents.
The Rights of Man.

Parts I and II. Being an answer to Mr. Burke’«menccu using wiem. inuio, vuu, ui u an atUck th0 Frencb Revolution. Post 8vo., 279 
I COUld Wish—the best Of any i have pages. Paper, 80 cento; cloth, 50 cento, 
ever used, and I have had several pairs paine’s Complete

Theological Works.
Age of Reason, Examination of the Prophecies, etc. 

Ulus, edition. Post 8vo„ 432 pages. Cloth, «1.00
Paine’s Political Works.

Common Sense, The Crists, Right« of Man, etc. 
RJuatrated edition. Post fivo., 650 pages. Cloth, ll.00| 
postage, 20 cents.

before them that did me very good 
service. They give an easy, restful 
feeling to the eye, and are so clear that 
one almost forgets that they are not 
part of the natural eye. My eyes grow 
younger by their use. .

Yours truly,
Lyman C. Howe.

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER. 
JI/OULD YOU KNOW YOUR FU- 
VV ture, your psychic powers, etc.? Seud lock of 

hair and handwriting. Trial reading. 15 cauls; regu
lar, 60 ceuta. Frances K. Muller, 472 Twenty-fourth 
street, Oakland, Cal. 266

PROF. HENRY.
ZIFE READINGS, DIAGNOSIS, AD

vice on business, health and bocIr! mattcre. Send 
lock of hair, dale of birth, sex and 91, with stamp. 

Address Prof. Ilcary, 2307 Fifth avo., llock island, ill, 
___________ 262

('LAIRVOYANCE CAN BE RAPIDLY 
v-/ developed by the uee of the genuine Oriental De

veloping Mirror. Apply, enclosing stamp, to P. David-
sou, Jr., Loudavllle, White Co., Ga. 261

A. CAMPBELL,
SPIRIT ARTIST AND INDEPEND. 
O ent slate-wrlicr. 73 Tblrty-flrst street, Flat 2. 
Chicago, Ill. Hours: 10 a, m. to 4 p. M. 261.

A/TRS. N. L. PIERCE, CLAIRVOYANT, 
1VJ. Business and Test Medium. 61 South Elka*
both street. 261
1U1RS. S. F. DE WOLF, INDEPEND- 

LVjL ent sJate-wrlt-lug. Ladies' circle Thursday 
afternoon at 2 o'clock. 217 Ogden avo., Chicago. 266

MRS. DR. A. B. DOBSON,
Of San Jose. California, will diagnose your disease 
free by spirit-power. Head three 2-cent Htamps, lock 
of hair, name, age, sex, one leading symptom. Suc
cessor of Dr. A. B. Dobson. 259tf

COLLEGE OF FINE FORGES
[Formerly N. Y., College of Magnetics.]

AN INSTITUTE OF REFINED
theraputicsincluding the Sun Cure, Vital Magnet* 

ism, Electricity, MM Cure, and a higher science of 
life. Chemical affinity and haslo principles developed 
with tbeir marvellous applications, ëludente in four 
continents have,taken the course. Tho college 1« 
chartered and confers the degree of D. M., Doctor of 
Magnetics. By R system of printed questions student* 
can take tbo course and receive the diplomas at tbeir 
own homes. Institution removed to East Orange, 
New Jersey, a delightful suburb of New York. E. 
D. Bahuitt, M. D.. LL.D.. Dean. 5 Hollywood Ave, 
(formerly called Pulaski St.), East Orange. New 
Jersey. 239

INVALIDS
TX. HO WILL SEND FOUR CENTS IN 
V V «tamps, their disease, or symptoms, will receive 

pamphlet and advice fkbb to cure themselves without 
drugs. The THOMAS BATTERY COMPANY, Card
ington, Ohio -

ZHE SICK ARE HEALED, SEND 
three 2-cent stamps for private letter of advice 

from the Spirit-world. W. P. Phelon. M. D., 61B Jaok- 
«on Boulevard Chicago Ill. 120tl

CPIRIIifALLSTS VISLTING CHICAGO 
xJ can find coxy rpom«, equal to those at hotel«, with 
a Bplrltuallstf - rally, at S3 fit. John's Place near Union 
rarg.

PHYCHOMETRIC AND BUSINESS 
1 Reading or «lx question« answered. 50 cent« and 
three stamps. MjUOUHITb Bubtos, Station A 
Boatou, Maas. ¿eg

What Shall I Do to Have Health?
Our Clairvoyant Remedies, with Spirit Yarma'« in

structions llow to take anew lease of life and llvolOO 
years, hare cured thousands; they will cure you.

TlEVELOP FOR SLATE-WRITING. 
JLA Send ten cents in silver and a stamp and get my 
9-pogc pamphlet, giving Instructions for the develop
ment in your homo of Independent slate-writing and 
the beat means for obtaining successful results in a 
brief time. Suggestions carefully prepared from ex
perience and observation. Address for response, 
PIERRE L. 0. A. KEELER, Lily Dale, Chautauqua

What Can I Do to Have Eyesight?
Our Magnetized Compound cures sore eyes, strength

ens and preserves weak eyes. Sent by mall, postpaid, 
for SIXTY cents.

Melted Pebble Spectacles; 
oRestorelost vision. Write for Illustrated Circular« 
and how to be lined by our Clairvoyant System. Will 
send photograph of my spirit guide, Yarma. who re
vealed this knowledge to me. The sending of the 
photograph would seem to warrant the «ending of 4 
cents in P. O. stamps. B, F. Poole, Clinton, Iowa.

THE

EVERLASTING GOSPEL
A COMPILATION OF THE LEC- 

eil turea given by tho Spirit Band through the me
diumship of Mra. MagdalenaKUne. This volume con* 
Bists of a aeries of lectures, messages and poems, 
written and delivered tn public through the mental or
ganism of Mrs. Magdalena Kline, a traucc, clairvoy
ant and Inspirational medium. Their lone is excellent 
and tholr spirit good; aud even though one may find 
some ideas that differ from '• those he nas held, yet he 
will find much to please, benefit and Instruct. The 
reverence with which Jesus is mentioned will please 
many, although tbo ideas advanced concerning Jesus 
end Christianity aro not after the orthodox standard. 
The book contains 488 large pages, and will be sent 
postpaid for 61.50. For sale at this office.

Another Remarkable Cure!
312 Fayette St., Peoria, Illinois, 

November 7,1894.
DR. C. T. H. Benton, 400 Buckner 

ave., City. Dear Sir:—Mrs. L. Cou^hell, 
my aunt, was afflicted with kidney 
trouble, liver complaint and general de
bility and was threatened with paralysis: 
so much so that her life was despaired 
of by myselff her children and many 
friends. She took treatments pre
scribed by your spirit band, and I must 
say that with one month’s treatment she 
is restored to perfect health.

.Respectfully,
' 1 Lou Coughell,

Teacher in Peoria Public Schools.

WOMAN.
A lecture delivered to ladle« only. By Mrs. Dr. 

Hulburt Paper, lOcqnta.

Co., N. Y. 259tf

DR. CRAIG, CALIFORNIA’S
Well-known Clairvoyant Physician, .will continue 
sending free diagnosis to any one that (a sick who 
will enclose lock of hair and three 2-cent stainjs 
for reply. His success is wonderful In curing all 
kinds of diseases, for no Incurable cases are ac
cepted. Address DR. CRAIG, 1428 Market street. Qnn
Francisco, Cal. 2G2

IT IS NOW A FACT!
'THA T THE SPIRITUAL HOME IS 
J now established at 107 South Leavitt street, Chi

cago, Ill., aud presided over by Dr. A. M. and Mrs. L. 
A. Roberts, who have given their own beautiful resi
dence to this cause. Mrs. L. A. Roberts, the famous 
traucc and materializing medium, gives dally read
ings, and holds circles every Monday and Friday night 
at 8 o’clock at this number, 107 South Leavitt St. 251

TJOW TO BECOME A MEDIUM 
JT1 in your own home. Will »end n pamphlet con
taining Instructions, a letter designating your phases 
of mediumship, u spiritual song book and copy of a 
fplrltusl magazine,all for 25 nts. Address, Mrs. J. A. 
Bliss, 2321 Mich., avenue, Chicago, 111. 275

rnpp DELINEATION AND DIAGNOSIS. Send 
LUlIb five two-cent stamps, date of birth, sex. f flL.L hMdwrlilug or lending symptoms; you 
• ■ corr(.C( diagnosis of your dis
ease and a brief rending by psychometric clairvoyant 
power free. Dr. E. A. Read. Box 35S. Lansing, Mich.

A TEST FOR YOU
By Michigan’b Most Successful Clairvoyant
If sick, tend 4 cents in postage, a lock of your hair, 
name, age and sex, out Itading symptom and 1 will 
give you a Clairvoyant Diagnosis of your disease 
FREE. Twenty years experience as a regular 
physician, 12 years as a successful Clairvoyant. 
Address, j. C. Batdorf, M. D., Grand Rapids, Mich.

This is a pretentiousavuud.vl ¿«¿L In the villages I *° Chnstianitj. .
the sides of the houses are often open, book, and in point of style a notable one. 
ahd frequently from a side street one can A.f)c"’ "’ords, therefore, about the author 
look through a dozen or more residences, i110t. J<? out order- Mr. Lafcadio 

HOW bttwnf-w is c iuRTFD on Hoarn ls the 8011 of a Greek mother and ByslNESS IS carried ON. an [.jngijgi, father. He first came into 
The business of Japan is very largely | notice a few years ago in Cincinnati, 

carried on by families, and as a result, I where he was connected with one of the 
whether the business be mercantile or daily newspapers. His gift of style was

round of daily duties.

manufacturing, there are in Japan a mul
titude of employers, and no such dispar
ity between employer and employe exists 
there as exists in this country. The sons 
of the masters of the business, his neph
ews, and it may be his daughters 
and nieces, and sometimes appren
tices from other families, conduct the 
business. All sleep under one roof. They 

. do not eat at one table, because they 
have no tables there; but their meals are 

jn common. The whole business is con
ducted as an affair of the house, and the 
employe, feels as much interest in its suc
cess as the master, and more often than 
npt he hopes to succeed to it.

“As a consequence the vast distinc
tions, social and otherwise, which exist 

..'in this country between the employer 
and employe is not to be found there, 
and as a result there is a sympathy, a 
kindliness of feeling, a consideration for 

i the interests and duties of each that 1 
have never seen in any other land.

’ “Japanese society may be said to be 
founded on the idea of duty, in contradis-

Awarded
Highest Honors—World’s Fair.w

F CREAM 

BAKING 
POWDIR

MOST PERFECT MADE.
A pure Grape Cream of Tartar Powder.
from Ammonia, Alum or any other adulterant 

40 YEARS THE STANDARD.- \

Free

then remarkable, and he quickly distin
guished himself. An account of a par
ticularly horrible murder, on the details 
of which he dilated in a manner that 
might make DeQuincy lealous, won a 
reputation for him beyond the bounda
ries of his city. According to those who 
knew Lafcadio Hearn in those days, he 
is described as reserved, and that his 
ethnological ^wjedilections were eccen
tric. He afterwards went to New Or
leans, and was commissioned from that 
point by the Harper's to write a book on 
the West Indies. His reputation as a 
writer was already established when, 
three years ago, he carried out a long- 
cherished plan in taking up his resi
dence in Japan. He • wont to Izumo, 
which is westward from Kioto, overlook
ing the Japan Sea. He taught in the 
schools of Matsue, the chief city of the 
province, and entered as far as any for
eigner could into the life of the inhabi
tants. Mr. Hearn was never satisfied 
with the Western civilization in which 
his lot was cast; but from the present 
elaborate work' it is evident that he is 
happy in Japan, and the only thing that 
worries him is that the Flowery King
dom and that portion in which Izumo 
is situated are desirous of accompany
ing the world in the path of prog
ress. oln a political, or economical 
sense the present work has no signifi
cance; but it may be warmly commended 
to those who wish'to sound the poetry of 
Japan. There is much moonlight as 
well as mysticism' in Mr. Hearn’s chap
ters; but tnere is music in his descrip
tions which attunes a susceptible spirit 
to much that is gentle and beautiful in a 
strange- civilization. Then again he is 
extremely vague,.as if he were writing 
dreamy prose under, the influence of 
opium. “What"has most impressed 
me,” -hei-writes, “is the-joyousness of 
popular faith. I have seen nothing grim, 
austere, dr self-repressive. I have not 
even noted anything approaching the 
solemn. The bright temple courts, and 
even the temple steps, are thronged with 
laughing -children playing . curious 
games; .and mothers, entering the sanct
uary to pray, suffer their little ones to

Passed to Spirit-Life.
Mrs. Carrie A. Brown passed to Spirit

life November 2, at Beverly, Mass. She 
was a. good and true sister, ever working 
for the upbuilding of the spiritual cause; 
a good, kind friend to earth’s unfortun
ates: a lovely woman, free from all 
earthly giiile, and as pure-minded as an 
angel. All that knew her respected and 
loved her. A loving father, mother and 
sister,'lovely children, and a dear com
panion who had passed over some years 
previous, welcomed her home to that 
beautiful city of the good and true. For 
some time'before passing from earth
life she’had been in frequent commun
ication with them all. She will be very 
much missed by all who knew her, as 
she hàd such a lovely, angelic disposi
tion. Simon Emery.

Passed to the higher life from her 
home* in Otisco, Mich..,. Minerva P. 
Hanks. • She was born in Woodstock, 
Vermont; in 1823; 'married atthe age of 
19 her former husband, Mr. James M. 
Miller, and with him and their family 
came to Otisco, where he passed away. 
She afterward, married Mr. George 
Hanks. She was a firm believer in Spir
itualism.. They were a very happy, 
harmonious family. She leaves, a large 
circle of friends to mourn her loss. Tne 
service was conducted by Mrs. J. H. 
Dunham and was attended; by a large 
circle of friends. . •

. . Mrs. J. H. Dunham.
r — V ■

. From ; Brooklyn, New York, Nov. ■2d, 
Mrs; Jennie Dibble, wife of Dr. William 
Dibble, after a long and painful illness. 
She was for many years a fine medium, 
and earnest Spiritualist. Funeral serv
ices conducted by-Mr. John Wm, Fletch
er, of New York City. '

My Wife is Nervous
Says many a man, and too often he is 
inclined to blame the poor, tired woman 
who cannot eat or sleep, whose whole 
life is filled with misery because her 
blood has become impoverished and her 
nervous system exhausted; She needs a 
building up medicine like Hood’s Sarsa
parilla. A few'bottles will enrich and 
vitalize her blood, tone and strengthen 
her digestive organs, give her a good 
appetite; enable her to sleep soundly, 
banish her nervousness and bring back 
her smiles. . ।

Mothers will find“Mrs. Winslow’S Soothing 
Syrup” the best to use for children while 
teething. An old and well tried remedy.

‘ -IN THE- •

PAST, PRESENT, AND FUTURE.
A POPULAR ACCOUNT OF 

Results of recent scientific research regarding 
origin, position and prospects of mankind.

From the German of

DE. LUDWIG BUCHNER, 
Author of “Force and Matter,” Essays on Nature i 

Science," “Physiological Pictures,” “Six Lee- 
tures on Darwin,” Etc.

the

and W
TOUB OWN AND OTHEBS FOBTUNE 
by Palmistry. Send 10c. & suunp 
for Illustrated Chart and full di
rections. Address J. L. TOBIAS, 
6:5 W. Lake Street, Chicago, Ill.

Z'HE BLIND MEDIUM. PROF. ff. W.
Sinclair, will send yon by letter a life reading of 

the past and future with dates. Mall a lock of oalr 
and one dollar. Address Prof. H. W. Sinclair, No. 27

VOLNEY’S RUINS
- • ’ '•“■AND— . .

THE LAW OF NATURE,
.‘. TO wiirCB IB ADDED

Volney« Answer to Dr. Prteatly, a Biographical Notice 
by Count parti; anil the Zodiacal sign« and 

' : ' Conntollatlons'liy tho Editor!
Also, a Map of the Astrological Heavens o 

the Ancients.

Printed on heavy paper, from new plates, In largo, 
clear type, with portrait and Illustrations. Ono vol., 
post8vo, 248 pages; paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75;centa.

This is undoubtedly one of the best and most useful 
books ever published. It eloquently* ndrocates the 
best Interests of mankind, and clearly point« out the 
sources of human ignorance and misery. Tho author 
is supposed to meet In tho mlns of Palmyra an appari
tion or phantom, which explains the true principles of 
society, and tho causes of both tb e prosperity and * the 
ruin of ancient states. A general assembly of tho 
nations Is at length converted, a legislative body 
formed, tho source and origin of religion, of govern- 
ment,%nd of laws discussed, and tbo Law of Nature- 
founded on justice and equity—Is finally proclaimed 
to an expectant world. • * ‘ .

IFE OF THOMAS PAINE, ITIS IN. 
• temely lntcre»tlng. Price «1,00. ■ .

‘‘The great mystery of existence consists in perpet
ual and uninterrupted change. Everythingls immor
tal and indestructible—the smallest worm as well as 
the most enormous of tho celestial bodies,—the sand 
grain or the water drop as well as the highest being in 
creation, man and his thoughts. Only the forms in 
wlijch being manifests Itself are changing; but Being 
itself remains eternally the same and imperishable. 
When wo die we do not lose ourselves, but only our 
personal consciousness. Wc live on in nature, In our 
raoe, In our children, in our deeds, In our thoughts— 
In‘short. In the entire material and physical contribu
tion which, during xrar short personal existence, wc 
have furnished to-the subsistence of mankind and of 
nature Tn general.”—Buechner.

Ono vol., port 8vo., about 850 page«, vellum doth, *1.

MRS. Q. PARTRIDGE,
\LATF0RM PSYCHOMETRIST AND 

business medium. Headings personally '»r by

WABEL ABER, MA TERIALIZINQ 
LVL and slate-writing medium. Seances every 
Sunday. Tuesday and Thunwtar night-at.8 o’clock. 
Location, between 41st and 42d st recta, 584 7th ava., 
New York, N. Y, 260

Edith Bramley’s Vision
A thrilling appeal to all who uro Interested in learn*

letter 81,'bO. Magnetic trentment-s given: ubaeHriou i log bow the great forces of the Roman Catholic 
removed. 46 Su John’s Place, Chicago, Hl. 2'iotf Church are seeking to control all movements pertain

ing co human progress that arc in opposition to their 
dogmatic religions teachings.

How this Is accomplished Is described so vividly inFree to the Weak and Sick.
nOFT SUFFER ANY LONGER, 
LJ but send to A. M. Caldwell, chnrvoyaut and 
healer, who will diagnosis your disease FREE, under

SPIRITS’ HOMES.
. Fron\ the First to the Seventh Zones, and our duties 
to each bth?r here and now. By Dr. G. H. Miller, 
(Medium). .Price. 20uts. '

THERE IS NO DEATH.
By Florence Marryat, author of “Love’s Conflict»" 

,iVcronlque,”ctB.' Price, cloth, *i.C0; paper, 50 cento. 

y IFE~IN^THE~StONE~AGEr THE 
JL* History of Atharacl, Chief Priest of a Band of Al 
Aryans. - An Outline History of Man. Writtenthrough 
"the mediumship of U. G. Flgley. You should read 
this work. Price SO cento.
'FHE SPIRITUAL BIR TH; OR DEA TH 
i and Its To-morrow. The Spiritualistic Idea of 

D^ath, Heaven and Hell, By Moses Hull. This little 
pamphlet Is devoted to an exposition of tbc spiritual
istic Idea of death, heaven and hell, as contrasted 
with the common churchly Idea on tbe same subject 
Tho name of tbo author is a sufficient guarantee that 
the subject is well handled. For sale at this office.
Price. 10 cents. '
'THE SCIENTIFIC BASIS OF SPIRIT 
1 uallsm. By Epes Sargent.'' A work of profound 

research, by one of the ablest men of tho age. Price
♦1.50; postage 10 cent*. .Studies in psychic science.
O Anlúralnable work, by Hudson Tdttle.- Prioa

TUF KORAN 1 ''&YCHOPATjry, OR spirit heal.I IIL ZT Ing. .ASeriesof Lessowtffitbe Relations of the
'Commonly called(the "Alkoran of Mohammed."Humw^tf^^th^^i^e°to?Health/^?Be*ie 
Translated intoEhgllsb from the original Arabic, with and Healing. By the aplrit of Dr. Benjamin Rush., 
explanatory notes taken from the most approved com- through the mediumship of Mr«. Cora L. V, Richmond; 
mentators. With a preliminary, discourse by Geo. < a. hook that every« hcrtlert physician and Splrttuall« 
Salo. Price, cloth, *1.00. For sale at thio office. ahonldread. PrieeibSC.

especial Instruction of a spirit bandI of electro-mag , C()rroi)orHtIVc testimony, wm vpcu u u™ uveuu. u. 
netlc doctors. Lose-no time, but sendI at onceJock of. (bought In the mind of ihe unprejudiced reader, as 
hair, age, one leading sjmpt-om and three 2 cent well ns eI,ot,lc ]llm M account for many things, which 
stamps to A- M. CxLDwtLL. Box 244. San Jose. Lal. hitherto were roiled In mystery.
~—: _ _ _ ’ , ___ „„ I Bead this story and compare It with your own ob-

$1,000I—I WILL PAY $1,000 PER
month to any medium who can locate

minerals and buried treasure.
“A,” Coal 11111, Johnson Co.,* Ark.

Address Lock box
261

¡IFRS. MARY A. JEFFERYS, TRANCE 
LV1 test and business medium. Sittings daily. 
Lecture and tests every Friday cveulng at 8 o’clock.
23.1 Superior street. 260

DR. WILLIS EDWARDS, 
CLAIRVOYANT PHiSlCIAN AND 
V/ Business Medium, who is so highly qndorsed by 
press and public throughout the country, will give 
sittings by mall for advice on health, business, me- 
dtumistlc development and psychometric delineations. 
Prescribes for diseases under spirit influences, (ad
dresses given of patients cured). Address with 
stamp, 1734 Wabash ave„ Chicago, Ill. Flat 2. 261

Superstition in all Ages
Or “Le Bon Sens,”

By JEAN MESLIER,
A Roman Catbollo priest, who, after a pastoral service 
of thirty years In France, wholly abjured religious 
dogmas, and asked God's pardon for having taught the 
Christian religion. Ho left this volume ns his Inst 
will and testament to bls parishioners and to the 
world. Translated from the French original by Miss 
Anna Knoop,

Post Bvo., 839 pages, with portrait. • Cloth, *1.00;; 
postagc, 14 cents. . . .

“The work of tho honest pastor Is the most curious 
and tbc most powerful thing of the kind that tbo Inst 
century produced.... Paine and Voltaire had re
serves, but Jean Mesller had none. He keeps nothing 
back: and yet, after all, the wonder Is not that there 
should have been one priest who left that testimony at 
his death, but that nil priests do nbt.”^sJamca Parton - 

PHILOSOPHY^OF~SPIRITUAL IN. 
I tercOTrae.. By Andrew Jackson Davis. -. A ratO 
work. It possesses great mcrlu Price ,IJS.

Contexts; “The White Bull." a Satirical Romance: 
"Zadlg, or Fate,” an Oriental History; “The Sage ana 
the Atheist;” ‘‘The Princess of Babylon;” “The Man 
of Forty Crown«;” “The Huron, or Pupil of Nature;” 
“Mlcromegas,” nSatlrexm Mankind; “Tho World a« 
It Goes;” “The Black and the White;” “Memnon, the 
Philosopher;” “Andre Des Touche* at 81am;” “Bab- 
abec;” “The Study of Nature;” “A Conversation 
With a Chinese;” r‘Rato’s Dream;” “A Pleasure In 
Having no Pleasure;” “An Adventure in India;” 
“Jeannot and Colin;” “Travels of Scarmentado;” 
“The Good Brahmin;” “The Two Comforters;” “An* 
cicnt Faith and Fable.”

One volume, post 8vo, 480 pages, with portrait and 82 
Illustrations. Extra vellum >clotli, *1.50; postage, 
15 cents. .. .

“Voltaire’s saUre was keen and fine-pointed at a 
rapier."—Magazine of Am. History. ,

“A delightful reproduction, unique and refreshing.** 
—Boston Commonwealth*

G. S. Green, M. D.

Chain your bad temper to a log, 
-Just as you would an ugly dog. 
Because, if you áre the master, • 
In the way of truth you'll travel faster

the Talmud. ;
. Sclqctionsfrom the contents of that ancient book 

It* commentaries, teachings,, poetry, :and legends. 
Also brief sketches of the men who made and com
mented upoh It. By H. ?olang. 859 pp. Price cloth,«14». .<■ '?.•. 1H

» e'e'T47 s>tATxr PFGitPD I- jAGE OF REASON^ B.Y THOMAS
A VI ¿Une. ’ A 'hook: that.Mll ehcblflread.Price50
Z1 Ing-Church Taxation. It contains valuable rra|£, v
»»tlBtlco. By Richard B. Wcaibrook. Price 5 cent*. FROM THE: INNER LIFE.

^DIBLE OF BIBLES. BY KERSEYBylftrie^em; Theaepoem, WM .tapl. T 
> ID Grave«. It will wcU pay perusal. Price »L73 «ugar. Price«1.00 .

~All about devils, by
Ki Hull. A work you «bould read. Price 15 eetrta. ‘ price »1.00. .

CHAIN YOUR BAD TEMPJEB.


